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1.

Introduction

Among philosophers, there are at least two prevalent views about the core concept of
intentional action.

View I (Adams, 1986, 1997; McCann, 1986) holds that an agent S

intentionally does an action A only if S intends to do A. View II (Bratman, 1987;
Harman, 1976; and Mele, 1992) holds that there are cases where S intentionally does A
without intending to do A, as long as doing A is foreseen and S is willing to accept A as a
consequence of S’s action. Joshua Knobe (forthcoming) presents intriguing data that
may be taken to support the second view. Knobe’s data show an asymmetry in folk
judgments. People are more inclined to judge that S did A intentionally, even when not
intended, if A was perceived as causing a harm (e.g., harming the environment). There is
an asymmetry because people are not inclined to see S’s action as intentional, when not
intended, if A is perceived as causing a benefit (e.g., helping the environment).
In this paper we will discuss in detail Knobe’s results. We will raise the question
of whether his ordinary language surveys of folk judgments have accessed core concepts
of intentional action. We suspect that instead Knobe’s surveys are tapping into pragmatic
aspects of intentional language and its role in moral praise and blame. We will suggest
alternative surveys that we plan to conduct to get at this difference, and we will attempt
to explain the pragmatic usage of intentional language.
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In the past decade or so, images of various cultural centers for Indigenous communities have come
increasingly to grace pages of architectural journals throughout the world. Articles containing photographs of
sinuously curving architectonic forms in spectacular landscapes, sketches outlining exquisite detailing, and
praise from smitten critics have served to chart the emergence of a new architectural institution. Many of
these buildings have met with wide applause from the western architectural fraternity, not least for the way in
which they are claimed to represent indigenous identity in a positive manner. For all the praise, however,
there has been an overwhelming failure to analyse exactly how these buildings represent Indigenous
culture. Such an oversight seems particularly curious given the widespread focus on the role cultural
representations have played in constructing and legitimising colonial forms of knowledge. Although a handful
of architectural critics have acknowledged the deeper – and often darker – political ambiguities within which
these buildings almost invariably stand implicated, the paucity of research that specifically focuses on how
Indigenous identity is constructed through these buildings remains problematic.
In many ways it is easy to sympathise with the reluctance of architectural commentators to tackle the issue
of identity. Recent shifts in the way cultural identity is understood – as something not monolithic and fixed,
but fluid, reflexive, and always contested – have served to undermine objectivist notions such as
authenticity, cultural essence, and essential difference; shifts that have complicated the matter considerably.
As cultural commentators such as Homi Bhabha and Gayatri Spivak have pointed out, any claim to identity
in the contemporary world is now complicated by the way in which ethnicity intersects and cross-cuts with
gender/ class/ nationality/ sexual preference and age within the ever-shifting tides of cross-cultural overlap.
The question of identity, with its many hyphenated formulations, is now so complex that the usefulness of
the concept itself has been called into question. Identity, however, is still regularly invoked in mainstream
architectural discourse: phrases such as 'Aboriginal architecture' are bandied about but the thorny questions
they raise are elided. This paper aims to examine the various ways in which the cultural center can be
understood as a political arena where identity is negotiated and contested. It asks how – indeed whether – it
might be possible for architecture to reflect identity formations that are unstable and always contested? Or is
the concept of architecture as identity something of an anachronism given the increasingly migratory and
mobilised nature of the world today?
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Abstract
Language, culture, communication, and human behavior in the Arab World
This paper examines the dynamics of communication and human behavior in the high
context culture of the Arab world, as compared to the low context Anglo-American
culture. In the Arab world of the Middle East, personal trust and relationships are of
prime importance; there is a high degree of formality in meetings; and people are
conscious of one’s rank, title, and position. Language and communication styles follow
the predominantly oral mode of communication. The paper also explores modes of
learning and human behavior in the Arab world, and their implications for modern,
western education.
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Abstract
Two stories of creation from very diverse cultures, Pinocchio and The
Garden of Eden, are used in this paper to seek an answer to what lies
beyond creation. Geppeto creates Pinocchio and makes him a puppet on
strings, which can only yield to Geppeto’s wishes and expectations. In this
case the beginning of Pinocchio is also the end- the limit of what he can turn
out to be. Pinocchio’s wish is to become real, the story is his quest for finding
out what being real means. It is only when he learns he can be someone
who can save Geppeto, contribute or create something of his own, which
was not there before, that he sheds his wooden confinements and
transforms into a live and growing boy able to bear his freedom.
The story of the creation of man in the Garden of Eden has some
surprisingly similar motives. Adam and Eve first need to reach beyond the
expectations and the rules put to them, before they can be connected to their
own capacity to create- Eve to bear children, and Adam to work the land and
create a garden of his own. The exile from the Garden of Eden is seen here
as their new developed capacity to bear freedom which is a prerequisite for
realizing oneself through free choice and creative living. This paper will
investigate how the capacity for freedom is evolved in healthy development
and how it can become blocked. A third Greek myth will tell the tale of
Cassius who forfeited his ability to create and contribute and stayed trapped
in a Garden of Eden forever.
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Abstract
Chaos Theory, Matte-Blanco’s work on conscious and unconscious
thinking (differential versus symmetrical thinking), Quantum Theory and
the concept of Immunology will be used to explain why art is intrinsic to
human nature.
The aim of life is to maintain a dialectic relationship between the
capacity to seek movement and change and the need for stability; when
this dialectic breaks down on either pole there is danger to the
organism; either danger of stagnation and the loss of ability for
adaptation development and growth on the one side, or the danger of
destruction of vital boundaries preserving survival and identity on the
other. Each pole of the dialectic represents a need in its own right and at
the same time functions as a defense, limiting the expression of the
opposite pole. The healthy personality allows for movement between
these poles, and oscillates between them, at different moments more
one than the other. Phenomena of depression and mania are viewed
here as a disturbance of this healthy cycle, where instead of free
oscillation there is fear of movement: depression manifesting a freezing
and a blockage of motion and change; mania being an expression of

very rapid uncontrollable and uncontainable movement, both are
breakdowns of healthy creativity.
There is the same tension between the quest for a separate and
definite identity of one’s own and the need for experience of ‘being at
one with’ the universe.
The workshop will explain and demonstrate these processes and their
effects on creativity and strive to show how art functions as a mediator
or a transit area between these poles.
Also classical Indian creation myths will be used to think about the fear
and difficulty of beginning: how separate definite form comes to be out
of infinite formlessness. This new form is in turn merged into infinity
again to be the emerging new form - a never-ending cycle not to be
stopped: from becoming definite to becoming infinite and back again.
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6) an abstract of the paper: The Joy of Translation
In every one’s life there are moments when the need for translation is inevitable.
Translation has to do with the complexities of understanding, interpretation and with
explaining ourselves to ourselves and to others. The subtleties of translation weave
together intricacies of interpretation, hermeneutics and semiology.
Translation is an endless journey within the maze of language, where diverse
signifiers are striving to tackle an elusive signified. This paper stresses the topic of
‘written text’ translations, where one undertakes the role of being his (her) own
translator. Any translation is a Double-bind self-referential message. The discussion is
focused upon the case of writers in self-imposed exile, who translate (or shift) their
writing to a host language. Among the variety of theoretical approaches regarding the
part of the translator, I refer to the literary translator as a hermeneutic messenger
between cultures. Thus, the translator of his own written text is seen as the one that is
allowed to play the part of Hermes, the Gods’ messenger who interpreted any
message according to its addressees.
The topic of ‘being my own translator’ takes us beyond language into the realms of
nostalgia, rootlessness, and the loss of identity. The issue of crossing boundaries of
languages and the concept of hybridization, will be discussed in relation to the notion
of displacement, emigration and Exile. Although each of these topics needs a further
elaboration, I shall concentrate upon the aspect of translation where words are shaped
in new collages, by overlapping different realities. It will be pointed out that the
profound contribution of exiled writers to their host language has always been greater
than acknowledged. Thus, in a mysterious indefinable way, the seeds of vigorous,
insightful fragments of translations infiltrate the host language. When signs are
transfigured into hybridized meanings, languages evolve in an evolutionary process of
change. Assuming that the center is defined by its margins, it is marginality that reconstructs its canonic textualities.
The constructive conclusion is that despite the misery of being exiled and dislocated
the act of translation should not be seen as an agony, but rather as a gratifying activity
of the human scene. The journey of translation is not an affliction but a creative
transfiguration of becoming.
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The Joy of Translation.
Ariella Atzmon©

In every one’s life there are moments when the need for translation is inevitable.
Translation has to do with the complexities of understanding1, interpretation and
mainly with explaining ourselves to ourselves and to others. In this paper I shall limit
the discussion to ‘text’ translations, where one undertakes the role of being his (her)
own translator.
From the various nuances given to the word ‘translation’ I choose to concentrate on
the aspect of translation as a challenge for increasing the extent of addressees exposed
to a written text. Although the word text refers to everything articulated by any
specific language, (such as a film, a folklore story or an item in the news), I shall deal
with translated written materials only.
The act of self-translating can be seen as a vital urge for being heard and understood.
It is a manifestation of the essential human desire for recognition2. The subtleties of
translation weave together intricacies of interpretation, hermeneutics and semiology.
As such, translation detects the most enigmatic problem where self-referential
messages are addressed between (at least) two systems of linguistic signs.

If

translation is an endless journey within the maze of language, where diverse signifiers
are striving to tackle an elusive signified, then self-translation is an even tougher
mission.
In her inspiring book ‘Lost in Translation’3 Eva Hoffman describes ‘translation’ as a
project of “explaining my self to myself…back to the beginning, and from the
beginning onward.” The moment the signified seems to be captured, it turns into
another signifier. But despite all that, the act of translation should not be seen as an
agony, but rather as a gratifying activity of the human scene. The journey of
translation is not an affliction but a creative transfiguration of becoming. The
translation of my own writing into another language is where pleasure and pain are
ecstatically intermingled. If Jouissance occurs when pleasure and pain are twisted,
then the character of jouissance is revealed with joy, as my own (translated) written
text becomes a source of pleasure.
1

Steiner G. (1975)., After Babel, (Oxford University Press)
Kojeve, A. (1993). Introduction to the Reading of Hegel. (London: Cornell Univ. Press
3
Eva Hoffman, (1991), Lost in Translation: Life in a new Language, (London:Minerva)
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This text deals with the issue of writers in self-imposed exile, those who choose to
translate (or shift) their writing to a host language. I shall not venture beyond this
subject to deal with theoretical attitudes to literary translations. But between the view
that regards the translator as a competent mediator who attempts to match two
signifiers to arrive at an equivalent signified, and the theory of the translator as an
inventor of signifieds in a move, I shall opt for the second stance. This is predicated
on the view that literary translation is not merely a mediation between cultures
represented in texts, but rather an hermeneutic act of ‘thinking the between’. In line
with this view, the translator is a hermeneutic messenger between cultures rather than
a passive agent between source and target texts. Choosing a word is an intentional act
that produces the content. Thus, the translator of his own written text is privileged to
modify his own translated messages. Just as Hermes, as the Gods’ messenger
interpreted any message according to its addressees, so the translator is allowed to
play the part of Hermes. Hence, revision of the signifier/signified interrelation, while
crisscrossing the boundaries of two languages, is fully justified.
In keeping with the Heideggerian idea of ‘Language as the home of Being’, language
defines what the human subject is able to know about the world and about himself. As
human beings we are shaped by language. That’s what Wittgenstein means by a
‘Language Game.’. According to Wittgenstein “an interpretation is something that is
given in signs,” so that no interpretation can be understood without a rider. Our native
sign systems keep the rider in control. The rider navigates our images and ‘free
associations.’ The rider controls our native tongue so that the crosscutting between
cultures becomes restricted by principle.4
Contrary to science where signs operate as signals, in a narrative the sign expands
beyond itself, it means more than it says. Right from the beginning our capability to
interact with others and to exchange ideas depends on an acquired linguistic
competence. Hence, the more we are acquainted with our mother tongue the more we
are able to carnivalize language subversively. The reality of being exiled or displaced
from a primary bonding confronts people with the inability to juggle metaphors
adroitly. It is where the sense of estrangement, of being muted, intermingles with loss
of identity and nostalgia. In Kojeve articulation “it is only by being ‘recognized’ by
4

The rider predetermines the kind of relationships and the type of communication we are bound to. In
the context of communication, the information imported by a particular linguistic sign is dependent not
upon the degree of information it carries, but on what is rejected as noise.
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another, by many others, or - in the extreme – by all others, that a human being is
really human, for himself, as well as for others… For only in this case can one reveal
a reality in speech…”5 The nightmare of not being heard and understood, is a
fundamental threat to the self as ‘the discourse of the other’ (Lacan). Being displaced
from a native tongue is a dreadful threat to one’s human existentiality. In Eva
Hoffman words: it is that the signifier has become severed from the signified. The
words I learn now do not stand for things in the same unquestioned way they did in
my native tongue. Hence, the worst is the loss of an inner language, the lack of
interior images, where the path to assimilate the external world is blurred. But the
metaphor of ‘getting lost’ in translation might be misleading. Being the translator of
my own writings is a route for turning the necessity for translation into a virtue,
turning the torture of moving between languages into a gratifying enterprise. The cure
of writing emerges when from the strong comes the forth sweetness, where the power
of imagination takes over the tendency for representation.
The more we internalize the idea that all interpretations are a kind of a game, shaped
by the meanings in use, the more the gateway to other languages is widened. The
flexibility of translation is dependent upon feeling at home with our native language.
Feeling at home in a language is bound to the basic condition of human existence,
namely: recognition. Lack of recognition means despair. The radical disjoining
between word and thing “is a desiccating alchemy.” It is the loss of a living
connection. Therefore, the topic of ‘being my own translator’ takes us beyond
language into the realms of nostalgia, loss of identity, rootlessness, floating and being
unseen.
Although each of these topics needs further elaboration, I shall concentrate upon those
aspects of translation where translation operates as a talking cure. When the writer’s
urge to be heard and understood by an audience in a new location manifests nonstop
frenzied attempts to transform distant meanings into the articulation of genuine inner
expressions; it becomes an endless endeavor to bridge the word that lies on the tip of
the tongue with a deferred foreign meaning. This heuristic progression is where panic,
stress and desire become entwined into a joyful scene. At the moment the intangible
insight flickers into view there is joyful relief. As if the writer reaches his own Eden,
where words are shaped in new collages, created as a patchwork quilt by overlapping
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Kojeve, p.9
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different realities, one upon the other. In a mysterious indefinable way, the seeds of
these vigorous, insightful expressions infiltrate the host language. Signs are
transfigured into hybridized meanings. Thus languages evolve in an evolutionary
process of change. The profound contribution of exiled writers to their host language
has always been greater than acknowledged. Assuming that the center is defined by its
margins, it is marginality that re-constructs its canonic textualities.
Evolution and change are carried out by a tendency for preservation (Epigenesis) and
mutation (leaping, inconsistent skipping). Preservation functions to duplicate what is
in existence, that which ‘remembers itself.’ Preservation and repetition are nailed in a
contract of shared meaning that can be seen as constructive negations, a driving force
for new mutation. The mutation is created not via the replacement of something with
something else but rather via overcoming the given for what does not yet exist6.
Writers and poets are creative generators of linguistic mutations. The minutes of
silence trigger a plunge into the abyss of the inexpressible, namely - the kingdom of
the aesthetic act, the origins of new mutations.
The concept of the Double Bind7 may assist in understanding the paradoxical dynamic
oscillation between consonance governed by repetition and dissonance created by
unpredictable singularity8. Human beings are doomed to be trapped in the paradoxical
oscillation between preservation and mutation. The DB is an essential condition of
human beings. The more we encounter this paradoxical state the more human we are,
thereby approaching the Heideggerian notion of ‘Being in the world.” Poets and
writers are mostly immersed in an immanent yearning for an authentic voice while
submitting to the communal, public linguistic diktat. The inescapable DB oscillation
that constructs realities through the invention of words elevates human being to the
heights of the sublime. Exiled writers’ fiction transforms particular primordial
experiences, located in time and space, into allegories and abstract symbols of
deconstructed existence.9

6

Kojeve, PP.206-220
The D.B. is a linchpin of Hegelian dialectical logic applying to two logical operators of exclusion and
implication. While the subject is condemned to oscillate permanently between an ‘either’ and an ‘or’.
G. Bateson’s theory of the ‘Double Bind’ appears as the inability to transcend either logically, or
existentially, the paradoxical injunction the subject receives from his familial and social environment.
See: Anthony Wilden, System and Structure, ( Tavistock publications, 1984), p.3.
8
In Hegel’s words the DB can be referred to the irreconcilable dilemma of self-conscious subjectivity,
reflecting upon its own subjectivity while being caught up in the dialectic of intersubjectivity.
9
Ramdin Ron., (1977) Homelessness and the Novel, The Cardiff Lecture ((Random House: UK) p.26
7
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For the exiled writer transplanted into a new language, the burden of the DB is
doubled. And so, the self-translator/writer constructs a new reality by deconstructing
both source and target language, celebrating slang, archaisms, and jargon. Thus, the
DB swings from singularity towards generalization and abstractness, all the while
getting closer and closer to its peak. The exiled writer is blessed by the phantasy of
starting to dream in a foreign language. Some things get lost in the passage between
the source and the targeted language and this lack of precision takes the writer into the
realm of the inexpressible…. the space where new metaphors are generated in pursuit
of the inner voice. It is in translation that the DB oscillation is revealed in its full
intensive sway, when one’s own writing becomes subversive, not because of the rule,
but in spite the rule.
Our generation has produced more refugees, migrants and displaced people than ever
before. A huge mass of people is confronted with a loss of identity. Attaining a hybrid
identity is a shocking experience. Only very few are able to transform ‘the thinking
between’ into a constructive process. Edward Said describes this floating in the abyss
between languages as a crossing of boundaries (Said)10, where life in a new language
means telling my stories of the past in an estranged foreign language. There is no
chance of help coming from the new surroundings. In Eva Hoffman’s words: “you
have to invent yourself every day by your own means…. Nobody knows your past so
you have to convince people who you are, and you want them to believe you….. and
this is a re-build of an identity, it is a re-imaging the self every new day….”
However even working between cultures and languages the exiled writer can not
escape the need for negotiation despite the awareness of cultural incommensurability.
To clarify this point I shall use Homi Bhabha’s concept of hybridization11, whereby
two cultures retain their distinct characteristics and yet form something new. Bahbha
introduces the role of anxiety; where anxiety can be perceived as a sign of danger, but
it can also indicate that something new is emerging. It is another hint from the
psychoanalytic aspect of viewing translation as gratifying joy rather than misery.
Being bi-cultural does not mean to feel at home in two cultures. Quite the contrary, it
means not to feel at home in the two cultures. It is drifting from particular experiences

10
Said E., (1988) Nationalism, Colonialism and Literature. In Said’s view the word boundary
signifies something different than the word border.
11
Homi Bhabha., (1983), ‘Difference, Discrimination and the Discourse of Colonialism’ in Francis
Barker et al (eds) The Politics of Theory (Colchester University Press)
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in the past to wishes and hopes located in the future, and the timeless vocabulary of
temporality. When alterity is crystallized in the form of the host language’s
generalized meanings it implies the feeling of rootlessness, where rootlessness alludes
to the joy of being released from the oppressive, gravitational force that likens human
beings to trees. It is the nationalist, biblical metaphor of viewing human beings as
rooted plants that sends so many of us to search for their roots. Gayaatri Chakravorty
Spivak says: “If there’s one thing I totally distrust, in fact more than distrust, despise
and have contempt for, it is people looking for roots.”12 The joy of translation
emerges when one imagines oneself as a singing bird (Hanoch Levin). Self-translation
can be seen as an enchanting glide, crossing boundaries in a ceaseless game between
metaphors and metonymies. The translator gets engaged in the navigation process
through two aspects of language, namely: selection from the code that corresponds to
metaphors13, and combination, where a word is used in a specific context to stand for
the whole. The interweaving of the axis of metaphorical selection with the axis of the
metonymical combination is in itself a work of art, where the pleasure of selftranslation is amplified.
Another aspect of the DB, related to the complication of bridging between languages
refers to the fundamental categories of continuity and discontinuity. Discontinuity
corresponds to the digital coding which is atomic and discrete14. Continuity refers to
the analogue coding, which is compact and indefinable.15. Languages are digital
systems of symbolic signs, where the gaps are significant as the organizing syntax of
those systems. The combination of the discrete digits is a whole-termed analog. The
analog is always extended beyond the sum of the single parts as it includes the editing
code. There is always an excess of meaning created despite the rigid syntactic rules.
Oscillation between the analogue perception and its privatized, digitalized articulation
is a DB issue. We swing to and fro between the inexpressible analogue perception of
dreams and phantasies, and the necessity to communicate by contractual digital signs.
It is much more difficult to describe a pain than to feature the boiling point of water.

12

Gayatry Charakravorty Spivak, The post colonial critic: Interview, Strategies, Dialogues, ed, Sarah
Harasym (London: Routledge 1990) p.93
13
14

where cultural images stand for another cultural image

Wilden A., (1987) The rules are No Games, (London: Routladge&Kegan Paul) p.222
We arbitrarily break continuous analog perceptions such as time and space into digital symbols in
order to describe the moment of change In the digital system, the fragments are distinguished one from
the other in distinct gaps such as between the line and dot in Morse code.
15
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If we imagine metaphorically the signifiers which are available for expression as
flashes of light appearing in our consciousness, and the gaps as areas of darkness, then
each particular set of combination and selection gives an illusory sense of a
continuously enlightened screen namely, reality. Actually, each discourse lights up
and leaves behind dark spaces. Thus, every language is distinguished by the wealth of
certain words, and the poverty or shortage of others. The implications are that what is
left dim are those parts of experience which are repressed, censored or forgotten.
These darkened spaces confront us with the inexpressible. Writers and poets are those
who dive into the dark recesses of language, illuminating those hidden gray zones by
means of metaphorical substitutions and allegorical devices. These are forms of
human transaction for the sake of self-expression. The art of translation has to mind
two systems of gaps. Thus it is the DB in its extremity. Translation entails the logic of
difference while being punctuated by the imperatives of equivalence and sameness.
All writing is imposed by silence, the listening to our inner voice. ‘Minding the gaps’
of language means awareness of the twilight zone, which cannot be expressed within
linguistic signs16. It is the moment we are seeking, the proper selection-combination
on the metaphor-metonymy axis to produce an eloquent speech act.
The act of self-translation is the work of art where the writer is projected beyond the
void of thinking ‘the between’ within the boundaries of his native language, into the
abyss of a foreign un-promised land. But the pain of translation might reward those
who are courageous enough to face the glare of language with the gift of Dasein.17
I shall conclude by pointing to writers in self-imposed exile, who shift their writings
into a more widely spoken language (such as English, German or French), in protest
against their own people. These writers refuse to share their ideas with the majority of
people in their homeland. It is not simply being exiled, but the shift to another
language which is essentially part of the protest. This is a way to turn regressive
drives of anger and frustration into constructive creativity. When exile stops being
conceived as a dead end of nostalgia and regression, the shift to another language
brings about a newly identity in becoming. For the exiled writer there is nothing like a
‘promised land’, the only clear issue is the promise of rootlessness.

16

The ‘sublime’ points to what Kant defines “as beyond any qualification or comparison” Immanuel
Kant., The Critique of Judgment., (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986) p.94/25
17
The heideggerian Dasein which means Being in the world.
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For the exiled writer who chooses to translate his (her) writings into a foreign
language, it is not merely leaving a homeland and the familiarity of one’s native
tongue.

Rather it is a declaration of rejection and condemnation, an act of

disapproval. This desertion of a homeland does not ensure a welcome in the new
location. In self-translation, the DB is revealed. In order to get closer to the
articulation of concrete, private time-located experiences, the writer has to single out
meanings from another common language. This is what Heidegger describes as a
striving for temporality. It is when the personal is elevated beyond chronology and
locations. This art of exiled self-translation faces the ultimate barrier of using a host
language to speak out against the political, cultural or ideological state of affairs in the
homeland.
I shall end this paper with the odyssey of Hebrew as both target and source language,
wandering from the Diaspora to Palestine and then back to Exile. I shall refer to the
question of whether Hebrew is a Jewish or an Israeli language.
The renaissance of Hebrew from a formerly holy language into a lively, spoken
tongue was an enchanting process accompanied by the frenzied invention of
neologisms.

Oddly enough, as a fluent spoken language, Hebrew has lost its

primary multiversity18 and become a poor vernacular loaded with slang and saturated
with vulgar jargons. The pioneer writers of the 19th century, who translated
themselves from European languages into Hebrew, had to deal with a rich but archaic
language that was definitely Jewish. The act of translation was a fascinating enterprise
of originality and creativity accomplished by inventive minds that carried in their
cultural baggage the plenitude of the languages they were born into Zionism
proclaimed Israel as the national home of the Jewish people and hijacked Hebrew,
making it into the Israeli national language. Thus Hebrew became the hallmark of
the Israeli collective identity, it turned into a symbol of unification replacing the
ancient

Jewish

Israeli

language

religious
creates

tradition.
some

The
ethical

perception

of

problems

for

Hebrew
an

as

an

anti-Zionist

writer. Now we trace the route of Jewish writers’ rootlessness, but this time it is from
Palestine back to Exile. So Israeli Jewish anti-Zionist writers who desert the Hebrew
language do so in protest against the atrocities of Zionism.

18

Leibnitz referred to Hebrew, Greek and Latin as primary languages.
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We learn from history that there is a reciprocal, mutual relationship between
nationalism and imperialism. Being a self-imposed exiled writer, leaving
behind national identity can be seen as a declaration against nationalism,
imperialism,

racism

anti-Zionist

writers

or

colonialism.

have

no

Since

choice

but

Zionism
to

prefer

is

labeled

exile.

all

The

four,
Zionist

polemic which refers to Israel as a Jewish state accepted by the majority of
the

Israeli

population,

should

be

exposed

to

the

world

as

a

racist,

nationalistic and colonialist attitude. The only way to do this is in a
widely spoken foreign language. The above leads to the suggestion that
literature and poetry are preferable to academic or journalistic disputes.
Abandoning political, polemic rituals by employing literature and poetry
written in foreign languages is a way to open the eyes and ears of the broad
and engaged public to an awareness of the open wounds of our era.
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INTRODUCTION
Jakarta, which today accommodates about 9 million people within the city and about 28
million people within the greater metropolitan area, physically consists of planned and
unplanned settlements. Within the city’s jurisdiction, these unplanned settlements, the
kampung, dominate the urban form, comprising more than 50 percent of the city’s urban
area. The development of these planned and unplanned settlements in Jakarta is caused
by urbanisation and globalisation. It is the second time around for the city to experience
such externally influenced development. A similar situation occurred during the Dutch
colonial period. However, this second time around phenomena began to rapidly
undermine social and environmental conditions of the city, posing a danger to the
sustainability of the area.
This study investigates the complex phenomenon of land subdivision, which is creating
planned and unplanned settlements in Jakarta. Investigation focuses on spatial
implications of planning policies and land use controls in both the formal and informal
economic sectors and the complex interaction between these two sectors regarding the
provision of land for public facilities and infrastructure.
The research question asked is; why does the pattern of land subdivision often fail to
comply with development controls in relation to provision of public land as is prescribed
by the formal permit issuing system? How the formal and informal land development
sectors interact in the provision of public facilities and the distinct patterns of urban form
that result are also examined. The research question is explored through the qualitative
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method of enquiry that includes comparative case studies. One case focuses on the formal
economic sector that is subject to planning controls and the other focuses on the informal
sector that is largely outside the formal planning system.
The study shows that outer city kampung (informal) development is inextricably linked to
the land use development process taking place within the formal economic sector. These
development patterns tend to be cyclical and repetitive resulting in urban forms that
perpetuate rather than ameliorate the social and environmental problems that continue to
stress the city’s urban and natural systems. Finally, the study highlights the need to
recognise and invest in kampung development at an early stage for the purpose of
maintaining and enhancing the existing services and housing stock these kampung
provide. This intervention would thereby avoid the environmental degradation that would
occur transforming these kampung into urban slums. This study hopes to encourage the
realisation that the incorporation of kampung development into the formal urban
development scheme would provide overall benefits to development.
JAKARTA’S URBAN FORM
Indonesian towns and cities consist physically of several different forms of settlement
made up of regulated and unregulated subdivisions. These two broad categories of
settlement subdivision are distinguished by their physical appearance as well as the
provision (or lack) of urban facilities and services. Often, both types of subdivision are
located in the same area, either in a subdistrict or neighbourhood, or in large city blocks,
which has the effect of creating two distinctive kinds of residential settlement (see fig. 1).
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Kampung
settlement

Regulated
settlement

Figure 1 Typical urban residential settlement in Indonesian towns and cities:
planned subdivision on the right and kampung subdivision on the left
Source: Jakarta aerial photomap from Dinas Pemetaan DKI Jakarta, 1990
From a legalistic point of view, regulated and unregulated subdivisions or settlements are
generally described as legal and illegal settlements respectively. The illegality1 of
subdivisions is caused by several factors, including the absence of legal title to property,
failure to obtain necessary permits, or failure to comply with planning regulations (Leaf,
1991; Dowall and Leaf, 1992; Durand-Lasserve, 1998). In the case of Indonesia, the
kampung settlement falls into the latter category.
1

The term ‘illegal settlement’ is used to describe a great variety of different kinds of illegal subdivision
(Dowall and Leaf, 1992). These can be grouped into two broad categories with the first, caused by land
invasion, known as a ‘squatter settlement’ (kampung liar), a term often incorrectly applied to all forms of
illegal subdivision in Indonesia. The second category refers to settlements established on land, either in
private or public ownership, which has been subdivided into individual plots for sale or rent (Leaf, 1991;
Durand-Lasserve, 1998). Kampung or unregulated subdivisions in Indonesia mainly fall into this second
category. Most of these are considered quasi-illegal where their claims to the land can be proved (Leaf,
1991 and 1993). Their physical condition in big cities like Jakarta is usually very overcrowded and often
reminiscent of slums. Only a small proportion of residents living in squatter settlements can be described as
‘true squatters' (pemukim liar) who have no legal claim to the land they occupy (Leaf, 1993). The
percentage of households in this category ranges from 3.3 to 7.8. At the same time, unregistered urban land
in Indonesia amounts to 63.3 per cent and, in Jakarta, to 69.2 per cent (Struyk, Raymond and Katsura,
1990). Therefore, since unregistered land is always associated with unregulated subdivisions, it follows that
unregulated subdivisions are the dominant urban form of all Indonesian cities. This is confirmed by
Wahyudi (2000), who states that in 1995, the perumahan tidak teratur, or unregulated subdivisions,
constituted 57 per cent of the land used for residential subdivisions
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Since the Dutch colonial period, towns and cities in Indonesia began as indigenous
settlements comprised of kampung and rural villages, which held full legal title to their
land (Cobban, 1974; Rutz, 1987; and Niessen, 1999). The urban areas expanded
gradually through boundary changes with the automatic inclusion of indigenous villages
within the city's jurisdiction made to accommodate European interests. Hence, two main
types of urban form have existed side-by-side since the end of the forced agricultural
planting of the 18th century Dutch colonial period, when cities and towns started to
become more commercial in function rather than acting merely as administrative centres
for the colonial government.
Houses and other buildings belonging to the Dutch were built on main streets, with the
kampung located behind them. In a typical city block, the outer edge was Dutch, or
belonged to other 'foreigners' (Western interests), while the inner part was usually
occupied by an indigenous kampung (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2 Batavia in 1918 (now part of Jakarta)
Source: The National Library, Jakarta.
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These two building types are very different in their urban form, because they were either
the result of unregulated construction or built to conform to official regulations. The
Dutch part of the city followed colonial building rules but the kampung were free to
determine their own standards (Harun, 1993 in Wibawa, 1997). This situation prevailed
because desa (villages) were not subject to colonial municipal laws and regulations, even
though they were often located within the municipal boundary. This pattern of physical
development led to the creation of ribbon development and today most commercial,
modern and mixed-use activities are located along the main roads and highways radiating
out of Jakarta. Behind these roadways are residential areas, including kampung, where
various support functions are located, such as street vending and public facilities,
including miniscule open spaces scattered about in an unplanned way.
The existence of kampung in the big cities became more pronounced in the last thirty-five
years of Dutch rule (Cobban, 1974). During this period, Batavia's urban core was already
surrounded by kampung (Somantri, 1995). Towards the end of Dutch colonization in the
early1930s, the overcrowded and unsanitary conditions in the kampung created social and
health hazards for the entire city. This led to colonial slum clearing activities by the
Dutch municipal government, the first being initiated in the city of Semarang, Central
Java (Cobban, 1974; Niessen, 1999).
In more modern times, under the Sukarno Government, Jakarta became a classic dual city
(McGee, 1971; Ford, 1993; Hasan, 1999). Attention became focused on the symbolic and
elitist elements of city structure, while conditions in much of the rest of Jakarta
deteriorated. In the 1980’s, during the ‘New Order’ government, concurrent with
kampung improvement efforts through Kampung Improvement Programme (KIP)
projects in the inner city’s older kampung settlements, subdivision of land on the city’s
rural fringe occurred with increasing regularity. These subdivisions consisted of planned
new residential development and unplanned densely populated urban settlements known
as kampung. The principal reasons that led to these planned and unplanned developments
were the inability of the formal sector to provide adequate urban land and housing stock.
Although these kampung developments provided much needed shelter, they also came at
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a considerable cost due to the negative social and environmental impacts that occurred,
largely as a result of the lack of public facilities and infrastructure.
After 1980, many kampung settlements in the built-up inner city areas were progressively
converted to commercial land uses and developments that would provide higher
economic returns. This commercially oriented development, known locally as the ‘super
block’, has been occurring in Asian Pacific Rim cities as a result of globalisation (Olds,
2001). Examples are the conversions of kampung to high-rise condominium
developments, office blocks, retail and entertainment complexes as well as shop-houses.
A follow-on effect of these conversions was the eviction of occupants from both inner
city residential and kampung areas and their relocation to the urban fringe (Harsono,
1999). Here, social and environmental problems similar to those that had occurred in the
inner city areas, particularly those of inadequate infrastructure and community service
provision, recurred and continue to blight the urban form.
Social problems include the displacement of residents from the inner city to unplanned
developments in the form of new kampung on the fringe, while environmental problems
relate to the lack of infrastructure and urban service provision together with inefficiencies
in conducting business due to traffic jams, pollution, insecurity and general frustration.
Hence the city has very much become the victim of its own growth.
LAND SUBDIVISION PROCESSES
There are two general categories of land subdivision processes identified: Subdivision
development carried out with proper spatial development permits, and development
carried out largely without proper permits. Those with proper formal permits, beginning
from the permit applications (development permits and building permits) to the
completion of development, include: new residential subdivision; super block
development and small-scale subdivision developments. Those without formal permits
are generally of kampung settlement developments, although some houses in kampung
are equipped with building permits.
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Settlements or subdivisions with development permits are those that meet the
requirements of development regulations, planning regulations and land regulations.
Nationally, formal subdivision development requires a development permit. This scheme
was initially introduced in 1972 to support the development of new housing stock by the
formal economic sector. For the first time since Indonesian independence, this
development regulation, instigated by the land regulation, allowed subdivision
development by the private sector. Over time, this development regulation has been
added to and refined, and has resulted in slightly different variations which determine
land subdivision practices both inside and outside of DKI Jakarta Province (Rachman,
1992; Abimanyu, 1994).
Subdivision requiring a development permit includes all new residential subdivision
developments on the city fringe and any development involving 5,000 square metres or
more of land. This subsequently includes super block developments, located mostly
within the inner city. Inside DKI Jakarta Province, new residential subdivision
developments became rare after the 1980s due to local regulations applied inside the
province and the lack of land. Only large developers with sufficient financial resources
could afford to obtain a development permit and conduct development within DKI
Jakarta Province. Thus, small developers are effectively prohibited from development
requiring development permits by the cost of the permit itself and its concurrent attached
obligations. They participate in smaller development that requires only the more
affordable building permit, for example shop house and small residential developments.
New residential subdivision
New residential subdivision developments are presently scattered randomly throughout
JABOTABEK, often leapfrogging from the existing urban areas. The size of these
developments ranges from around five hectares up to thousands of hectares. These
developments range from residential subdivisions for low and medium income housing to
gated-communities such as the upscale exclusive residential subdivisions that began to be
developed in the late 1980s.
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Most new residential developments, especially those developed after the 1980’s are
located outside of Jakarta’s municipal jurisdiction. These developments are located in
either one of the four municipalities or in one of the three regencies that together with
Jakarta make up JABOTABEK or the Greater Jakarta Metropolitan area. Those newer
subdivisions located inside of DKI Jakarta Province were, for the most part, developed a
decade or more ago. Some studies, e.g. by Struyk, Raymond and Katsura (1990), Aksoro
(1994) and Firman (1997) indicated that the developer physically only develops one third
to one half of the planned area. This failure to develop the entire land approved for
development has prompted accusations that, in fact, a form of covert land speculation has
taken place. Further field investigation of the new residential developments in the greater
Jakarta metropolitan area suggested that in addition to possible attempts at land
speculation (usually only by large developers), this partial development by the formal
developer is also due to the activities of informal subdivision development by individual
landowners and informal developers, which somehow is occurring at the same time
within the same area.
The new residential developments frequently utilize agriculture lands that often include
rural villages. The development permit was issued prior to the land acquisition and there
is no consideration whatsoever given to existing settlements within the land allocated for
the new development at the time the development permit is issued. Therefore, although
the developer of the new residential developments enjoy exclusive rights to acquire land
within the designated area, they are unable to control the entire land proposed for the
development due to informal land subdivision (induced by the formal development itself)
taking place in the same location (see also fig. 3). This informal land subdivision is one
realisation of the informal urban land market2, which exists because the formal urban

2 Land regulations under the Indonesian Basic Land Law (BAL), allow the existence of formal and
informal land markets, thus creating regulated and unregulated subdivisions (Struyk et al, 1990; Harun,
2000). Activities in the urban land market include the process of land transfer and the land use change in
which planning and development regulations are applicable only to the regulated subdivision developments
(Sturyk, et al, 1990; Hoffman, 1992; Leaf, 1991; Harun, 2000). The formal subdivision developments
utilise the development permit scheme, involving a master land certificate. The development permit scheme
was put into place in the 1970's for housing and was further extended in the 1990's to include commercial
development in Jakarta (Aksoro, 1994; Leaf, 1996; Suhendar, 1997).
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land market is unable to provide for the needs of the lower income groups (Harun,
2000).) Therefore, new residential developments often occur concurrently side by side
with the kampung settlement development and the ribbon development, which connects
the new development to the existing urban areas.

Figure 3 New subdivision developments and surroundings3
Source: Jakarta Aerial photo Map Office, 1990 and Holtorf (2001/2)
Because the development permit for the new residential development was issued prior to
land acquisition, the master plan for the development was unable to be realized. Site or
block plan approvals for the development is made according to the land controlled by the
developer. Thus the executed plan is often far different from the original plan. Only large
developers who are able to control large tracts of land, ex-plantations or extensive tracts
acquired through middle men, are able to realize their original master plan.
Land or subdivision development carried out by formal developers is required to meet the
required plan (city master plan and district plan) for the area, albeit allowing some
alteration to the plan to accommodate the proposed development. The developer is also
3

An illustration of what has occurred.
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obligated to meet certain requirements regarding planning standards for urban
settlements, chiefly in the provision of public facilities and infrastructure and zoning
decisions for the area, of which the developer can propose the latter. A major problem in
land development by formal developers is found in the regulations regarding the handing
over of public facilities and infrastructure to the local government. This final aspect of
the development process is lacking in regulatory support, which results in the
diminishment of access to these facilities by the general public and the incomplete
provision of these facilities within the development area4. Another problem is in the
integration of the development with its surrounding areas. These two problems occur
because there is no transparency or public participation in the process of land subdivision
by formal developers especially regarding implementation of regulations related to the
above problems.
Super block development
Super block development is a form of urban renewal that frequently displaces kampung
settlements. It is a form of development more concerned with globalization than domestic
interests. This type of subdivision development usually occurs in inner city Jakarta. It
began in the 1990s, supported by Presidential Instruction No. 5/ 1990, regarding
mitigation of 'shanty housing' in urban areas, a new Strata Law5, plus two local
regulations, SK 540/1990 and SK 640/ 1992. The Super Block is an integrated

4 One major problem created by the new subdivision development is the handing over of the public
facilities and infrastructure to the local government. Firstly, in general the local authorities are not ready or
willing to receive them. They may not want the additional new burden of maintaining the new urban
infrastructure and social facilities. Local governments have no budget for maintaining the existing public
facilities and infrastructure. Secondly, developers, when able to sell all the commercial lots, are unwilling
to hand over the new urban infrastructure and social facilities, because there is a risk they may have to
spend considerable additional money in the process to meet the minimum standards and upkeep. These
developers, mostly small and medium scale, simply vanish from the sites and close the company. Thirdly,
some medium scale developers admitted that one reason for not handing over the facilities was due to the
ongoing possibility of making more profit within the development area by somehow converting the public
facilities, supposedly public property, into saleable property. Finally, large developers with big names want
to maintain their projects in good condition to create a positive image that can be used for marketing
purposes in ongoing and future development projects.
5 Stara law locally known as UU Satuan Rumah Susun was introduced and intended to support the
development of low-cost apartment building development. Its name ‘Rumah Susun’ means multi-story
housing. However, the law has been utilised more for property development projects than for the intended
low-cost multi-storey housing.
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development that often includes apartment towers, office towers, hotels and shopping and
entertainment complexes (see fig.4).

Figure 4 BNI City, a super block development
Source: Rachman (1992), p 54
Super block and inner city property development usually takes over and displaces
kampung settlements in the inner city area, many of which have already been improved
through KIP projects. In super block development, large developers sometimes work with
municipally owned companies such as PT Pembangunan Jaya and PT Sarana Jaya. These
companies conduct the process of land acquisition and the processing of development
permits such as the principal permit and location permit, block plan application, and
building permit, while the developers provide funding and expertise.
If, for the new residential development, the development permit was issued prior to land
acquisition, for super block development and any other property development within
Jakarta municipal jurisdiction, the permit is issued only for land already under control of
the developer. Thus the master plan for the development should be able to be completely
realized. However, master plans for this kind of development often involve alteration of
the city’s district plan often eliminating land allocated for public use. This district plan
alteration is formalised when the district plan evaluation takes place.
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Small subdivision development
These developments include shop house and small residential subdivision developments
that are located outside new residential and super block subdivision developments. These
small developments are not actually considered subdivision development but are viewed
as building development that does not require a development permit. However, these
developments also often involve land subdivision and often are used by small and
individual developers as a way of avoiding the costly and time consuming process of
obtaining development permits required within the DKI Jakarta Province.
Shop house developments are usually in areas that have significant traffic, while
residential developments are not usually found directly on the main roads. Shop house
development often utilises existing residential areas, whereas residential development
mostly utilises land inside the kampung settlements.
Because their land areas are less than 5,000 square metres, these developments do not
require a development permit within the Jakarta municipality jurisdiction and only
require a building permit. Because they are only developed with a building permit, shop
house and small residential subdivisions tend to be small and they have no obligation to
provide public facilities and infrastructure. As most of the municipalities and local
governments are depending on the developers for provision of land for public facilities
and infrastructure, these developments result in a lack of such new provisions.
Kampung and squatter subdivision development
As the formal land market and formal developers are unable to provide for the needs for
new urban land and housing, kampung settlements are the most popular alternative to
fulfill these needs. More than 50 percent of the urban areas in Jakarta, and even more
outside Jakarta, are in the form of kampung settlements.
Kampung settlements are mostly developed by the informal sector, chiefly the individual
landowners and informal developers. Kampung settlement development is based on the
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tradition of subdividing lots in villages under the control of the local authorities6. The
legal basis for this process is in unregistered land transactions that are recognised by the
land law, Basic Agrarian Law. These transactions traditionally only require registration in
the local authority office or kelurahan7.
Kampung settlement developments mostly occur in areas zoned for residential use,
however some of them are located in areas zoned for public use although the land is
privately owned. Originally, most plots in kampung were land-locked property without
direct access to publicly owned roads. The only exceptions were those properties along
the main roads that belonged to the state, municipality or regency. This traditional pattern
of access development applies not only to the Greater Jakarta area, but also occurs in
almost every part of Indonesia. Land for public facilities is provided mostly by kampung
residents including land for roads and alleys. These public facilities frequently utilize
private properties. Land access developments have been incremental and mostly as a
result of land transactions that involved land subdivision. As the land become scarce and
more valuable, land for non-essential public use, chiefly open spaces, was reclaimed by
its owners and converted into houses. Therefore, the end result of the kampung
development was an over crowded settlement with inadequate public facilities especially
open spaces and furnished with small narrow irregular forms of roads and alleys.
In kampung settlement the planning standards for urban settlement are often not met,
especially regarding the provision of public facilities and infrastructure, notably open
space. Also, many structures built in these settlements do not have building permits for
various reasons chiefly because the size of the lots do not meet the minimum size
required by the zoning of the respective area and also because of the difficulty in

6

the kelurahan and the kecamatan (subdistrict and district authorities)
7 Struyk et al (1990) and Harun (2000) describe the fact that unregulated small subdivision developed by
informal developers can take place in accordance with the land regulations, e.g. land transactions and
transfers, despite the existence of subdivision development regulations. Also, in the same way, land
subdivision by individual landowners can take place resulting in the creation of unregulated or kampung
settlements (Leaf, 1991; Dowall and Leaf, 1992; Hoffman, 1992; Harun, 2000). This is made possible by
the recognition of unregistered land rights (girik rights) and unregistered land transactions.
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processing the permits, which involves three different agencies and is often carried out
outside the district8.
When the kampung settlement’s location becomes strategic due to the improvement of
the area and the development of new access to the planned urban areas, gradually the
settlements are converted into planned settlements such as new subdivision development,
shop houses and super block development. Figure 5 shows two types of subdivisions,
regulated and unregulated subdivisions, in the northern part of Jakarta, where kampung
have been gradually developed into regulated development, mostly shop houses.

Private
hospital

Squatters
along the river

Kampung
settlement

Shop house
developments

Figure 5 Settlement in the northern part of Jakarta
Source: Jakarta aerial photomap by Dinas Pemetaan DKI, 1990
8

Only building permits for building on land below 200 square metres in size can be processed in the
district office.
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CONCLUSION
There are two chief features characterising the cycle of land use change in the Greater
Jakarta Area. Firstly, the existence of two distinctive urban forms, planned and unplanned
areas, and secondly, a lack of public facilities and infrastructure. There is a very close
relationship between these two features. Unplanned areas often have insufficient public
facilities and infrastructure because they are not formally provided. Planned areas as well
also lack public facilities and infrastructure, because they are developed chiefly with
commercial considerations in mind. The developer’s goal is to provide the maximum
amount of saleable land area, thus they provide only a minimum amount of land for
public facilities and infrastructure.
If the urban pattern during the Dutch colonial period was perpetuated by the relationship
between the colonial and local populations, the present urban pattern, which is to a large
extent similar, is caused by the inability of the formal sector to provide adequate urban
land and housing stock for the general population. The inequality of treatment
(government intervention) in the land subdivision process carried out by formal
developers and individual landowners, results in the creation of planned and un-planned
settlements.
Although the provision of urban land is made by both formal and informal sectors, land
development regulations only regulate formal development by formal developers. Land
development by individual landowners is far less regulated. Because of this, outside of
those areas developed by formal developers, land allocated for public facilities and
infrastructure is minimum and substandard. No formal mechanism other than ineffective
public sectoral programs is dedicated to provide land for public facilities and
infrastructure. Approaches and policies toward land development by individual
landowners tend to focus only on settlement improvement after the settlement has
deteriorated rather than anticipating and pre-empting development problems. This
eventually leads to the creation of inappropriate unplanned urban settlements that are
lacking in public facilities and infrastructure.
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Kampung settlement is the leading contributor in the provision of urban land and housing
stock in towns and cities. Therefore, there is a need to intervene in kampung (unplanned
area) development at the early stages for the purpose of maintaining and enhancing this
contribution and eliminating negative impacts, such as the lack of public facilities and
infrastructure. This intervention would thereby avoid the environmental degradation that
often transforms these kampung into urban slums. It is hoped that by incorporating
kampung development into the formal urban development scheme, along with improving
the existing formal development mechanism, will provide overall benefits to urban spatial
development.
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It has long been argued whether accent locations or accent patterns of native Japanese
nouns are predictable. In this paper, I show, based on a statistical examination of an
accent dictionary (NHK 1998), that accented patterns occur more frequently than
unaccented patterns when native Japanese nouns consist of two moras and that
unaccented patterns occur more frequently than accented patterns when native nouns
consist of three or more moras.1
There are four word classes in Japanese; native Japanese words, Sino-Japanese
words, loanwords (from Western languages), and mimetic words (i.e., onomatopoeic
words) (Itô and Mester 1995a-b). It has been argued that the default accent of loanwords
falls on the syllable which contains the antepenultimate mora (McCawley 1968, among
others). Hamano (1998) argues that the default accent of mimetic words falls on the
leftmost (heavy, if any) syllable.
Unlike loanwords and mimetic words, native and Sino-Japanese nouns are
commonly believed to have unpredictable accent locations (see Martin 1987, Haraguchi
1975, and Akinaga 1985). For example, tri-moraic native Japanese nouns have four
accent patterns, as shown in (1), but there are no rules or constraints that enable us to
predict where an accent falls in each noun. (The location of accent is indicated by an
acute accent mark.)
(1)

Accent type
Word-initial accent
Word-medial accent
Word-final accent
Unaccented

Word
ínoti
kokóro
atamá
miyako

Gloss
‘life’
‘heart’
‘head’
‘capital city’

Tri-moraic nouns have four accent patterns, because (i) each mora is a potential accentbearing unit; (ii) a word may have one accent at most; (iii) there is an unaccented pattern
as well. Thus, nouns with an X number of moras have an X+1 number of accent patterns:
bimoraic words have three accent patterns, four-mora words have five accent patterns,
and so on.
Although we know how many accent patterns occur in nouns with a certain
number of moras, Martin (1987), Haraguchi (1975), and Akinaga (1985), among others
1

Moras are pitch/accent-bearing units: in Japanese, each mora is realized with either low or high pitch.
When a mora is assigned an accent, a fall from high to low pitch occurs immediately after the accented
mora (see McCawley 1968, Haraguchi 1975 for the accent and pitch system of Japanese). A foot in
Japanese consists of two moras (see Poser 1990).

argue that the location of accent is unpredictable; that is an accent pattern is arbitrarily
assigned to nouns.2 Thus, one must memorize where an accent falls or does not fall at all
in each noun. This statement, however, may give an impression that no accent pattern
occurs more frequently than others or that there is no dominating accent pattern.
Tashiro (1959) and McCawley (1968), however, argue that the default location of
accent in native Japanese words is the antepenultimate mora (in the same manner as in
loanwords), because native speakers of Japanese pronounce nonsense words with this
antepenultimate accent. On the other hand, Sato (2002) reports that a majority of trimoraic native nouns are unaccented.
To determine if there is, in fact, a dominate accent pattern, I examined all accent
locations of two-, three-, and four-mora native Japanese nouns listed in NHK (1998).3
Nearly 2000 mono-morphemic nouns are grouped into the four categories shown in (2).
Each category is accompanied by the percentage of nouns that belong to it.
(2)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Word-initial accent
Word-medial accent
Word-final accent
Unaccented

22.0%
5.5%
28.5%
43.9%

The accent pattern that occurs most frequently is unaccented, whereas nouns with wordmedial accent, which includes the antepenultimate accent pattern, are rare.
A closer examination reveals that there are in fact not many nouns with the
antepenultimate accent–12.3% of the tri-moraic nouns and 7.6% of the four-mora nouns
have the antepenultimate accent–as shown in (3).
(3) # or moras
(# of nouns)
2 (902)
3 (778)
4 (262)

Word-initial
35.8%
12.3%
3%

Word-medial
Antepenult
Penult
------6%
7.6%
15.3%

Word-final

Unaccented

33.1%
26.9%
17.6%

31.0%
54.8%
56.1%

(3) also shows that the number of moras in nouns affects the ratio of occurrences in each
accent pattern. Bimoraic nouns are more or less evenly distributed to one of the wordinitial, the word-final, and the unaccented patterns and therefore accented patterns in total
dominate the unaccented pattern.
On the other hand, a majority of tri-moraic and four-mora nouns are unaccented.
Although it is a matter of course that the antepenultimate accent begins to occur and may
increase its number when nouns have three or more moras, the number of nouns with the
antepenultimate accent are still far fewer than unaccented nouns. In longer nouns (i.e.,
nouns with three and four moras), an unaccented pattern dominates accented patterns.
2

Accent patterns of native Japanese verbs and adjectives are more or less systematic and therefore
predictable. Thus, this study focuses only on the accent patterns of native nouns. I leave an analysis for
accent patterns of Sino-Japanese words for a future study.
3
Because compound nouns have systematic accent assignment rules/constraints, nouns that I examined are
all mono-morphemic (i.e., non-compound nouns). Mono-morphemic nouns with five or more moras are
extremely rare in Japanese.
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Japanese is one of the few languages in which long vowels and short vowels contrast.1 In
Japanese, the length of a particular vowel may determine the meaning of the word
containing that vowel. For example, the word ojisan “uncle”, containing the short vowel
[i], carries a different meaning from the word ojiisan “grandfather,” containing the long
vowel [ii]. By the same token, e “picture” contrasts with ee “yes”, and so do koko “this
place” and kookoo “high school”.
English does not have this contrast: no matter how long or how short one
pronounces a vowel, it does not change the meaning of the word. Because second
language learning is interfered with by a speaker’s first language, recognizing and
differentiating vowel length in Japanese is not an easy task for learners of Japanese. In
fact, learners whose native language is English frequently make errors on vowel length in
Japanese.
If we know when such errors occur and how learners should be instructed, all is
worth sharing not only with learners of Japanese but also with teachers of Japanese.
Unfortunately however, few articles or books have been written on these issues.
To determine when learners make errors on vowel length, I conducted an
experiment, which investigates learners' phonological knowledge of the length of vowels
in Japanese. 87 native speakers of English who studied Japanese at a college were asked
to translate 46 English words to Japanese in hiragana characters.2
The results of the experiment show that learners of Japanese as a foreign language
have particular difficulty making vowel-length distinctions in the following environment.
(1) shows the six lengthening errors that learners made most often. Syllables that contain
[o], such as [o] in [ryokoo], cause more lengthening errors than those with other vowels.
It is striking that 74.3% of the lengthening errors occur in syllables that contain [o].

1

Japanese has five short vowels, [i, e, a, o, u], and five long vowels, [ii, ee, aa, oo, uu].
Hiragana is a phonetic system, in which one symbol corresponds to one pronunciation. Therefore,
learners’ phonological knowledge of the length of vowels can easily be assessed by a simple translation
task.
2

(1)

Lengthening Errors

Correct
ryokoo
zisyo
tosyokan
doyoobi
syukudai
issyo

Error
ryookoo
zisyoo
tosyookan
dooyoobi
syuukudai
issyoo

Gloss

travel
dictionary
library
alright
homework
together

# or errors (%):
among 87 answers

38
28
21
20
13
10

(43.7%)
(32.2%)
(24.1%)
(23.0%)
(14.9%)
(11.5%)

(2) shows the six shortening errors that learners made most often. Syllables that
contain [oo], such as [oo] in [bangoo], cause more shortening errors than those with other
vowels. In fact, 53.9% of the shortening errors occur in syllables that contain [oo]. In
total, 62.6% of the errors regarding vowel length occur in syllables with [o] or [oo],
despite the fact that [o] and [oo] appear only in 29.7% of the syllables of the correct
answers.
(2)

Shortening Errors

Correct
tiisai
bangoo
kooen
daizyoobu
ookii
arigatoo

Error
tisai
bango
koen
daizyobu
ooki
arigato

Gloss

small
number
park
alright
big
thank you

# or errors
(among 87 answers)

29
28
24
19
14
12

(33.3%)
(32.2%)
(27.6%)
(21.8%)
(16.1%)
(13.8%)

Based on the results of the experiment, I also argue that syllables that contain a
palatalized segment (i.e. the [y] sound which is immediately preceded by another
consonant such as the [y] in [ryokoo]) also result in more errors than those without it. A
pedagogical proposition, based on these findings, will follow.
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Far from being a trivial or vacuous discourse, gossip was an essential medium of
identity and power during the reign of Louis XIV (1661-1715). This discussion explores
how gossip functioned as a privileged form of communication, holding high currency for
members of the French elite. In the seventeenth century, personal reputation was
determined through the circulation of gossip. In fact, reputations did not exist except in
the conversations that people had about one another.
I focus on Roger de Bussy-Rabutin’s Amorous History of the Gauls (1665) in
order to examine the real-life currents of gossip swirling at Louis XIV’s court.
Chronicling the gossip of the day to entertain a small group of intimates, Bussy reveals
the underlying turbulence of court society. Seventeenth-century France is ruled by
passion, greed, self-interest, jealousy, and duplicity. By exposing sexual indiscretions of
a cultural elite whose members are given transparent pseudonyms, Bussy diminished the
value and the dignity of the court. Gossip about such prominent court members,
including the king and his family, demystified the grandeur of royal society and removed
its luster.
Moreover, Bussy’s witty gossip displayed a scintillating attractiveness that the
dignified official narration of “History” could never match. Hardly an insignificant
discourse in seventeenth-century France, gossip as alternative history was a risky
performance of power. Bussy’s revelations marred the dignity of the emerging state at a
time when it was undertaking the task of shaping all aspects of courtly life in a heroic
mold and striving to preserve its power through the reproduction of a spectacular image.
In this society, he was not the only one surveying court members. Bussy himself did not
escape the system of hidden surveillance. The author’s long exile testifies to the great
dangers of written gossip.
This presentation sheds light on how gossip constituted not only a discourse about
power but also how it was in itself a code of power. I diminish the common
misconception of gossip, then and now, as frivolous female banter. In the case of BussyRabutin, his artful gossip integrated seventeenth-century history and the novel,
simultaneously questioning “History” as it was then being written.
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Abstract
Music has the power to reach hidden depths of the human spirit. Improvisation can facilitate a
profound sense of being both in and beyond the musical experience. This paper describes the
interconnectedness of music and spirituality in relation to individual improvisational music
therapy. A series of reflections on spiritual aspects of the improvisational music experience are
presented. They are posed in a spirit of dialogue about a dimension of therapy, namely
spirituality, that is not always openly discussed or written about. These reflections evolved over
four years of clinical work with two clients - a 14-year-old boy with developmental and
communication delays, autistic tendencies and visual impairment, and a 52-year-old woman with
severe cerebral palsy who is non-verbal, yet has normal intelligence.
Overview
In this paper a series of reflections will be presented about music and spirituality and
improvisational music therapy. These reflections evolved from my clinical work as a music
therapist and personal life experiences. Due to space constraints, a review of literature on
spirituality in psychotherapy, and music therapy, will not be discussed.1Cited literature will be
included in a reference list. Clinical examples from two individual clients described in the next
section will illustrate spiritual dimensions of improvisational music therapy with these particular
clients.
Clinical Work
For four years, I worked with two individual clients who are, in many ways, opposites. One
client is a 14-year-old boy who has no official diagnosis. Eric (pseudonym) has some speech and
visual impairments as well as global (developmental) delays. In relational and emotional realms,
Eric is isolated to a certain extent. His music making can sound “autistic” such as getting “stuck”
in repeating particular intervals, e.g., major/minor thirds. But he enters with ease and delight into
the world of improvisational music therapy.
Sarah (pseudonym) is a 52-year-old woman with severe cerebral palsy who is unable to speak.
She does not have any intellectual difficulties. She indicates “yes/no” by moving her head in
response to “yes/no” questions and is able to communicate through her bliss board. Sarah is in a
1

A full version of this paper is available from the author. In addition, I draw the reader’s attention to the
comprehensive book by David Aldridge (2000) entitled Spirituality, healing and medicine: Return to the silence,
published by Jessica Kingsley.
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wheelchair and does not have the strength or coordination to play many instruments. Despite
challenges and losses in her life, Sarah is remarkably available through the intensity of her
listening, expressive non-verbal communication and musical expression (e.g., vocalizing, playing
accessible instruments).
Premises
Spirituality may not be explicitly discussed or even a conscious therapeutic aim in
improvisational music therapy. However, it is my belief that for clinical practice to be effective,
music therapists need to be sensitive to spiritual values. I agree with Coholic (2002) when she
states that “practice wisdom and personal knowledge are highly relevant in explorations of
spirituality” (p. 2). The reflections presented in this article are not meant to be firm truths. They
are considered thoughts presented in a spirit of dialogue about a facet of therapy, namely
spirituality, that is not always openly discussed or written about.
The nature of spirituality makes writing about it a challenging, if not impossible, endeavour. Not
describing spirituality in words or text may be its truest definition. My work with the abovedescribed clients occurred over a four-year period. All sessions were audio or videotaped and
analyzed. The interpretations presented in this paper developed from my understanding of
therapeutic and musical processes with Sarah and Eric. I cannot be sure if either of these clients
would reach similar interpretations.
For this paper, improvisational music therapy is defined as an interactive and creative experience
where improvisations are co created and listened to by a client and music therapist in therapeutic
contexts. For now, I define “spiritual dimensions” as wordless and deeply felt phenomena that
emerge in the individual improvisational music experience. These phenomena both reveal and
transcend the human condition.
Although some presented ideas could pertain to group improvisational music therapy sessions,
free/jazz improvisation or involve listening to pre-composed songs or instrumental/vocal
compositions, this paper does not address these areas. Due to the boundaries of my own
experience, non western religious and musical cultures as well as indigenous spiritual and
musical practices are not discussed. Presented ideas are meant to be nonsectarian and
nonreligious.
Reflections on Music, Spirituality, and Improvisational Music Therapy
Reflections about music and spirituality, and improvisational music therapy, will be presented.
These reflections have developed through the presentation of papers and workshops on the topic
of music and spirituality. The language of reflections is, at times, purposefully metaphorical.
Clinical examples from my work with Sarah and Eric will illustrate spiritual dimensions of
improvisational music therapy with these clients.
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Reflection One
In music there is potential for transformative experiences to emerge and exist.
In improvisational music therapy, there is potential for clients to be genuinely communicative
and engaged. Changes become possible in a client’s energy, intention, relatedness, and
expressiveness. Through the power of expressive play, a client can grow to be musically and
emotionally present, thus revealing her/his true self (Winnicott, 1971). Ideally, improvisation is
an integrative experience where mind, body and spirit coalesce into wholeness. This experience
provides a place of safety and playfulness that fosters creativity. In her theoretical discourse on
the music therapy experience, Kenny (1989) describes the field of play as an open space that
contains the qualities of surprise, playfulness, fluidity, and confidence (pp. 82, 84).
Sarah: Because of Sarah’s age, disability and life situation, the goal of our work is not
developmental change or rehabilitation. I am always mindful that Sarah’s health could
deteriorate at any time. Each session is, in many ways, a world unto itself. As Aigen (1999)
points out, Ansdell (1995) found in his work with Emanuella, “...[that] the essence of the
process...was not a development from week to week but the weekly transformation that happens
while the music lasts” (p. 45). Through brief in comparison to the rest of her life, a weekly onehour session where Sarah can trust that she is accepted for who she is, is vital for her being. As
her brother once said to me, “Not having music therapy would hurt Sarah”.
Eric: It is no exaggeration that Eric’s participation in improvisational music therapy has been an
awakening process. As his mother describes, “Eric has music inside him”. For example, in
session 86 Eric appeared tired, quiet, and introspective in mood. However, while improvising on
the snare drum (without snares) with my piano support, the quality of his playing and manner
changed, becoming flexible and assertive. As well as his usual enjoyment of loud musical
dynamics, he initiated diminuendos during this improvisation, a musical nuance that he seemed
incapable of in earlier sessions. In this musical environment, he came alive and became playfully
communicative.
Reflection Two
The improvisational music experience expands a client’s experience of her/his life, providing
access to inner resources and health.
The music therapist Fritz Hegi (in Ruud, 1995) describes facets of the improvisational
experience that exemplify spiritual values:
...improvisation is a field of experimentation where we may learn to transcend previous
borders of freedom. It is a space of experience where processes of listening are expanded
to the extent that there is nothing “wrong” or without value. We find ourselves in a space
emptied of experience where something more honest may come out of the hidden. (p. 97)
Arguably, the emergence of spiritual dimensions relates to the purely musical experience. In
music, clients can live an existence that is wordless and timeless (Arnason, 1998). Being in
music together meets a human need to belong, thus alleviating an existential sense of aloneness.
Improvising music together potentially goes beyond the human condition; a transcendence of
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perceived capabilities, intellect, personalities or physical sensations. Salmon (1995) describes a
spiritually informed therapeutic vision that derives from her work in palliative care:
...we [music therapists] must be guided by a larger goal; that of helping people to access
their own inner senses of well-being or meaning. Although highly individual, this process
essentially involves experiencing a sense of purpose, meaning, awareness, relatedness,
spirit, beauty, calm, hope, nourishment, humour or creativity. Such experiences, when
internalized, become part of a repertoire of personal resources. In the moments of
connecting with these inner resources, it becomes possible to transcend the emotional and
physical pains of terminal illness. (p. 73)
Sarah: Two examples of therapeutic goals reveal spiritual dimensions of the clinical work with
Sarah:
1. To create a musical and emotional environment in which Sarah can go beyond her physical
challenges and life situation
2. To extend Sarah’s means of self expression through vocalizing, moving, playing and
listening
It is crucial that Sarah “be heard”, especially since she is non-verbal and physically dependent.
Although “empowerment” may not sound particularly spiritual, I believe that empowering
Sarah’s capability to make independent choices beyond what might be expected of her, as a
disabled and non verbal woman, was a spiritual process. Positioning her wheelchair beside me at
the grand piano helped to equalize power imbalances, e.g., being at the piano gave Sarah musical
choices on an instrument that has a range of tones and intervals as well as melodic and
modal/harmonic possibilities. Being at the piano together deepened the therapy relationship,
which helped Sarah to draw on inner resources such as intelligence, imagination, humour,
resilience, and her ability to feel deeply.
Reflection Three
The indefinite nature of improvisation has similarities with the spiritual experience.
Improvisations are created in time limited and nebulous circumstances. Although music can be
recorded, the original music experience is impermanent, thus remaining only in musical memory.
Elements of spontaneity and temporal fluidity in improvised music imbue resulting
improvisations with a sense of creative sacredness (Arnason, 1998). Interestingly, moments of
creative sacredness can arise from quite ordinary or routine (mundane) events (Dunn, 2003).
Ruud (1995) describes improvisation as:
...a situation where change, transformation, and process come into focus. In this sense,
improvisation not only means to get from one place to another, but from one state to
another...Improvisation means to change a relation to other human beings, phenomena,
situations - maybe the very relation to oneself. In this sense, improvisation is a
transitional ritual, a way of changing position, frames, states, or state of consciousness.
(p. 93)
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Eric: In session 51 two spontaneous and unique musical events occurred. Since it was unusual
for Eric to play musical elements in a defined manner, the unexpected aptness of these events
made the musical interaction special. The first event occurred in the opening music (piano duet).
The music was in B flat-major with a tango bass pattern, creating a warm and inviting
atmosphere. The melody was in double thirds, leaving room for Eric’s exploration of white and
black note thirds. In the middle of this song, Eric suddenly played the interval of a descending
diminished fifth (F - B), an interval very close to the song’s tonality and the interval of an
ascending perfect fifth (B flat-F) that I used to sing the words “Hello Eric”.
The second event occurred when this song ended. In the momentary pause, Eric approximated on
piano the opening theme of a familiar improvised song entitled “Super Singer”. This song
developed from an earlier session when Eric wore a “super singer” sticker that he had received at
school. The A section is in D-major with a melodic motive of parallel sixths. Eric spontaneously
played two descending sixths (E to G, F to A). These intervals approximate the song’s melodic
theme, which begins with ascending sixths (A-F sharp, B-G, C sharp-A).
Reflection Four
The improvisational music experience engenders different levels of being and inspires shifts in
consciousness.
According to Bonny (2001), “...music explores/uncovers the depths - our personal depths - and
allows us to perceive ourselves and situations in ways that we don’t normally see them” (p. 60).
Being is a perceptive awareness of living in the moment, attuned to one’s spiritual self.
Burkhardt & Jacobson (2000) state that “Being asks for nothing and expects nothing. Being
includes experiencing the present moment more deeply, aware from the physical experience of
all levels of one’s body-mind-spirit-energetic self in interaction with all in the environment” (p.
96).
Spirituality has been described as connection, “...to something bigger/transcendent, community,
one’s self, environment, culture, nature, and other people. Thus, assisting clients to foster
connections on a myriad of levels was ...identified as spiritually influenced practice (Coholic,
2002, p. 17). In connection to music, music therapists and jazz musicians describe “flow” - the
search for the “timeless” moment when a player is carried along by the music itself and the
music feels and sounds “right” (Ruud, 1995). “Consciousness and behavior becomes one, life is
expanded and full of meaning” (Ruud, 1995, p. 97).
Sarah: At the beginning of session 73, an improvised song was created with the lyrics Welcome
to music on this beautiful afternoon. This improvisation was in F sharp-minor in 6/8 meter based
on a four note melodic motive (C sharp, F sharp, E, D). Although Sarah played the piano and
vocalized intermittently, being in music was how she genuinely engaged in this improvisation.2
My musical approach was creating music “for/with a client” (Aigen, 1998). I was not guided
exclusively by Sarah’s overt responses nor was my music intended to activate an observable
2

Piano duet is the musical and interpersonal configuration used in sessions so that Sarah is able
to choose when and how she plays. She indicated her preference for this configuration and that
she play the piano treble with her right hand.
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response. This improvisation likely could not have happened without the trusting relationship
developed (at this point) over three years. Notably, my musical choices reflected her inner
musical being and the still intentness of her listening (Arnason, 2002b). A palpable interpersonal
connection emerged, which led to a distinct experience of unity in the music.
Reflection Five
Music opens us to deep feeling states, taking us to places where intellectual thought is
superfluous.
Much like human emotions, spiritual dimensions cannot be produced or understood by sheer
intellectual or consciously planned effort. The improvisational music experience encompasses a
spectrum of emotions and human themes. Copland (1939/1957) describes music as having the
ability to express:
...at different moments serenity or exuberance, regret or triumph, fury or delight. It
expresses each of these moods, and many others, in a numberless variety of subtle
shadings and differences. It may even express a state of meaning for which there exists
no adequate word in any language. (p. 13)
Scheiby (1999) observes that “music rivals verbal language in its complexity and is well suited
to conveying the subtleties and ambiguities of emotional expression” (p. 267). Music involves
the senses in creative ways and deeply satisfies emotional needs, thus creating potential for a
spiritual experience (Bonny, 2001). To my mind, there cannot be meaningful exploration of
spirituality or spiritual growth without emotional involvement.
Reflection Six
Bringing silence into music and our lives facilitates spiritual growth.
Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer advocates for more silence in our lives. “ Because we
live in a noisy culture, we need to find the still moments in our lives and bring back respect for
silence and quiet...Every piece of music exists in a container of silence [italics added]” (R.
Murray Schafer lecture, Wilfrid Laurier University, January 15, 2002). Living in silence allows
both the client and music therapist to interact in each other’s process of music making.
Pavlicevic (1995b) emphasizes the significance of silences and their impact on improvisations.
In his work with cancer patients, Lee (2001) describes the spiritual profundity for both client and
music therapist of allowing silences to live in the music experience.
Sarah: Because Sarah is non-verbal, silence was an actual and familiar part of sessions. Many
times, improvised songs that have meaning for Sarah emerged from silence. The dynamic range
of improvisations was, at times, pianissimo or piano as I listened for the rhythm or qualities of
her breathing. The spaciousness of sessions was in contrast to the “bustle” of life outside
sessions. With Sarah, my sense of time and therapeutic timing became more attuned. Musical
tempos sometimes slowed down in order to support or encourage her musical responses.
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Reflection Seven
Listening to music is a dynamic practice.
As Bruscia (2001) explains, “musical improvisation is a sound-centered art form...As such,
musical improvisation is ear-oriented - hearing and listening are at the very core of the
experience” ( p. 7). Spiritual dimensions of music reveal themselves when people truly listen and
immerse themselves in the improvisational music experience. Bonny (2001) describes the
intellectual distancing and subsequent musical alienation that occurs when people do not allow
themselves to engage fully in music. The musical choices and adjustments made by music
therapists are grounded in how attentively they listen to clients’ responses. Making musical
choices involves responding to different levels of listening, i.e., to the actual music being played
as well as interpreting what is either non-verbal, or not being sounded (Arnason, 2002a).
Eric: At the end of a conga and piano improvisation (session 63), Eric seemed to lose focus in
his drumming. His playing began to sound aimless and repetitive. In response, I played a
repeated chord in my right hand and a declamatory left-hand melody on the black note
pentatonic to both meet his apparent loss of focus and call him back into interaction. Eric’s
ability to respond to my musical change with intention seemed to indicate an attuned level of
listening. His playing became animated. For Eric, listening for, and responding to, musical
variation (changes) while maintaining his own musical focus was no small feat.
Coda
Music has the power to reach hidden depths of the human spirit. The opportunity to engage
deeply in creative actions, regardless of verbal, intellectual or physical capabilities, is a life
affirming practice. This paper was an initial exploration of music and spirituality. Seven
reflections about spiritual dimensions of improvisation were described. Clinical examples
illustrated spiritual aspects of improvisational music therapy with two individual clients.
With Sarah, much was revealed about being in music together and the inherent spiritual
dimensions of a musical relationship. Sarah’s inner life is shrouded in mystery since she cannot
verbally communicate her feelings about, or specific responses to, improvisations. Sarah’s life
experience and level of physical disability cannot be changed. But in improvisational music
therapy, the potential to become transformed in music is a spiritual reality.
Eric came alive in music. Many times, there were remarkable changes in his level of energy and
musical flexibility as well as an emergent creative joy. Despite developmental challenges, he
became a vibrant partner in the improvisational music experience. Eric taught me a great deal
about having faith in the creative process.
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Abstract
This paper describes the research process and findings of a qualitative interview study
conducted over two years.1Participants were music therapists from different countries
who work in a music centred and in depth improvisational approach with a variety of
clients. The purpose of this research was to investigate the listening approaches of
experienced music therapists who reflect on their clinical work and specifically study
improvisations co-created with individual clients. Interviews were conducted either by
email or (when possible) in person. In person interviews allowed participants to illustrate
their listening approach with audio or videotaped clinical examples. Interview questions
focused on the process of listening both during sessions and afterwards when listening
back to audio or videotaped improvisations. The qualitative research philosophy used in
this study as well as the process of interpretive data analysis are described. Research
findings are presented in the form of perspectives that comprise different levels of
listening. The word “perspective” exemplifies that experienced music therapists listen to
clinical improvisations from different points of view and with diverse attitudes.
Reflections about these perspectives and what was learned from conducting the study
conclude the paper.
Introduction
Musical Background
I have been a musician for as long as I can remember; first learning piano and music
theory from my mother. Besides going to school, growing up was spent practicing
classical piano repertoire and technique, taking theory and ear training lessons as well as
exams, and competing in music festivals and competitions. These years of practice, and
musical listening, led to studies in piano performance, music therapy, improvisation,
social work, and a doctoral degree in music therapy.
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The material in this proceedings paper is republished with permission from the Nordic Journal of Music
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Clinical Work
For four years, one of my individual clients was a 52-year-old woman with severe
cerebral palsy. Sarah (pseudonym) has lived in institutions for over 20 years since the
death of her mother. She does not have any intellectual difficulties. But physically she is
unable to play most instruments, and cannot speak or move freely. Sarah is, however,
remarkably available through her intent listening, her presence, and her expressive nonverbal communication.
Because her non-verbal responses are subtle and sometimes difficult to interpret, I began
to wonder how music therapists listen in sessions, and what the process is of listening
back to taped improvisations. Five questions emerged from my clinical work and
influenced this research study: (1) What do I listen for in individual sessions? (2) What
factors have a bearing on how I listen? (3) What influences the creation of a musical
relationship? (4) How do a client’s responses impact my music and way of being as a
music therapist? (5) What aspects of my music and therapeutic approach are meaningful
or even useful for a client?
The Research
This paper will describe the research process and findings of a qualitative interview study
conducted with experienced music therapists who work in an improvisational music
therapy approach. A primary research interest was to discover how music therapists who
work in a music centred and in depth improvisational approach listen to improvisations
co created with clients. Interview questions focused on the process of listening and
interpreting both when in music therapy sessions and afterwards when music therapists
listen back to taped improvisations. My interest in the study of listening evolved during
my dissertation research and the development of listening guidelines for group
improvisational music therapy (Arnason, 1998, 2002a).
Because of space constraints, a literature review will not be included in this paper.
Literature cited in the paper is included in the reference list. Research findings will be
presented in the form of listening perspectives that contain different levels of listening.
Because the research questions focused on listening to improvisations, the process of
listening to verbal dialogue was not directly investigated in this study. The paper will
conclude with a short clinical example and reflections on what I learned by conducting
this research study.

Research Context
Research Purpose and Aims
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For two years, I conducted a qualitative interview study with music therapists who work
with a variety of clients. The purpose of this research was to investigate the listening
approaches of experienced music therapists who specifically study the music in their
clinical work, albeit in diverse ways. The aims of this study were to:
1. Discover how music therapists listen to improvisations
2. Discover how music therapists listen to their clients
3. Determine what informs music therapists’ listening
4. Examine the practice of listening back to taped improvisations
5. Explore the impact of listening back (to taped improvisations) on music therapists’
listening in individual sessions
Participants
Because the study focused on listening to improvisations co created with clients, it was
essential that participants had an in depth understanding of improvisational music therapy
that came from thoughtful clinical experience and advanced clinical musicianship.
Twenty-five participants were involved in this research. They work or have worked in
Australia, Canada, Denmark, England, Finland, Ireland, Japan, and the USA. Music
therapists were recruited from other countries but international representation was
determined by who agreed to be a participant. Several participants were certified in the
Nordoff-Robbins approach to music therapy called Creative Music Therapy –
www.nyu.edu/education/music/nrobbins
Different theories and philosophies such as humanism, psychoanalysis, developmental
theories, musicology, aesthetics, existentialism, and phenomenology influenced
participants’ clinical work.
Data Collection
Qualitative interviews were conducted either by email or in person. In person interviews
were possible with some participants because of geographical accessibility or mutual
attendance at international conferences. All in person interviews were audio taped and
were about one and a half-hours in length. In person interviews allowed participants to
illustrate their listening approaches by playing audio or videotape examples of their
clinical work. I had a schedule of interview questions. These questions focused on
listening in individual music therapy sessions and listening back to taped improvisations,
e.g., What “catches your ear” when improvising with a client? How do you balance
listening to the client’s music and your own music when co creating improvisations?
Could you describe how you reflect on improvisations after sessions? What informs you
when analyzing and interpreting taped improvisations? However, since these were
qualitative interviews, there was latitude to discuss important points of interest that
emerged during interviews. Self-inquiry was also a source of data in that I studied the
influence of the research process and findings on my clinical work with Sarah.
Research Approach
Qualitative research is about discovering and articulating meaningful information that
will illuminate the essential and evolving nature of an experience (Aldridge, 1989, 1993).
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I am influenced by hermeneutic phenomenology, a qualitative research philosophy that
encompasses both the description of lived experience and the discovery of meaning
through interpretation (Gadamer, 1997; Wilcke, 2002). One of the metaphors of
understanding in this philosophy is the act of dialogue. The act of dialogue, namely
qualitative interviews, involves an open and genuine conversation between researcher
and participant in order to discover facets of a particular topic. The focus “…is not to
understand individual people, but to understand that about which they speak” (Wilcke,
2002, p. 9). In interviews about listening to improvisations, the dialogue is also a musical
one where researcher and participant listen to, and discuss, “that about which they play”.
Data Analysis: Process and Procedures
The analysis and interpretation of data involves both procedures and process, i.e., what
you do and how you do it. The process of analysis is a flexible balance between analytic
thought and intuition, whether analyzing musical or verbal data. It is an exciting process
of discovery, albeit an adventure in the unknown. Initial analysis began with the
transcription of participants’ interviews. Analytic ideas or questions triggered during
transcription were enclosed by parentheses in the text as observer comments.
The next step was a recursive study of interview transcripts. Initial coding of data was
written as margin notes. Observer comments and margin notes were gradually pooled
into meaning units (Giorgi, 1975). Meaning units are portions of data descriptively
labelled to explicate different types or levels of meaning. Data analysis evolved through
the writing of analytic memos (Ely, Anzul, Friedman, Garner & McCormack Steinmetz,
1991). These memos served to focus on going analysis, clarify methodological strategies,
develop and evaluate interpretations, integrate analytic and creative thinking, and
organize increasing amounts of data.
Meaning units evolved into thematic categories, e.g., The word “interpretation” is open to
a variety of interpretations. Thematic categories were expanded into themes. Themes are
significant ideas or, in a musical sense, unifying motives that play their way throughout
the data, e.g., The process of listening back to taped improvisations reveals different
ways to re-enter the musical experience. Themes can also, however, include important
exceptions. Embedded in these global themes, and discovered through interpretive data
analysis, were specific listening perspectives. Some perspectives focus more on listening
back to taped improvisations. Other listening perspectives are pertinent for both listening
in the immediacy of sessions and listening back in reflection.
Research Findings
Findings from this study will be presented as five listening perspectives. Each of these
perspectives contains distinct types of listening. The findings could simply be described
as different levels of listening. But the word “perspective” exemplifies that experienced
music therapists listen to clinical improvisations from different points of view and with a
diversity of attitudes. “Perspectives” also epitomize two important ideas: (1) listening
inevitably shifts and changes in the immediacy of sessions and (2) music therapists’
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capacity for listening deepens through the practice of listening skills. In general, research
participants are not identified for confidentiality reasons. However, citations in the form
of personal communications are used at times to acknowledge a participant’s
conceptualizations on listening as stated in research interviews.
Listening Perspective I: Listening To
•

The music itself

Perhaps the most obvious, although multifaceted level of listening is a musical one, that
is, listening to musical elements, structure, and form. Music therapists attune to the music
itself, keeping in mind that music is composed of sound and silence. Through analytic
listening, salient musical elements are heard, e.g., tones, intervals, melodic rhythm, bass
line, range or contour of vocalizations, texture. Pre and post improvisation silence and
space (or lack of) in the music is noted. Music therapists listen not only to musical
specifics, but may also interpret the music on a descriptive level. These initial musical
interpretations can include a client’s musical characteristics (musical signature),
emerging musical shapes and patterns, or levels of musical intensity. Detailed musical
analysis is primarily done through the process of listening back to taped improvisations
and (if necessary) transcription (notation) of the music.
Music therapists’ listening may deliberately differentiate the client’s music and the
therapist’s music as separate components. Their listening may also encompass the co
created music, that is, the musical totality of an improvisation or the musical dialogue
between client and therapist. Dialogue implies a back and forth listening stance (between
the client’s and therapist’s separate music). But, from the therapist’s perspective, analytic
listening can also be a “listening out there” to the music being created by both the client
and therapist.
•

Responses

Music therapists listen to their responses in reflection when listening back to taped
improvisations. They listen to their musical choices and reflect on how they responded.
Did they actually choose the tonality or mode used with a client? Did they miss
something? Was a particular musical technique the right one to use? Why did a particular
musical idiom work? Listening to responses includes listening to the creativity of these
responses, for example, musical imagination, inventiveness, resourcefulness, and
receptiveness. Listening back to taped improvisations allows music therapists to
reflectively analyze or index2 sessions. Music therapists use this reflective process to
validate and evaluate their clinical approach, techniques, and musical choices. Ongoing
opportunities to compare and change responses give music therapists a huge amount of
2

Indexing is a practice developed by Paul Nordoff and Clive Robbins for the consistent analysis of session
recordings. Significant musical and clinical events, responses and interactions that occur during a client’s
course of therapy are noted. Important improvised music, song material or musical techniques are
transcribed. Sessions are documented according to numbering on a tape counter or in real time. The benefit
of ongoing session analysis is the self-education of music therapists, i.e., developing clinical abilities and
sustaining creative musical resourcefulness (Nordoff & Robbins [in press]).
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therapeutic and musical information for going back into sessions. Practicing this
reflective process gives them greater possibilities for responding to a client as well as an
expanded repertoire of musical choices.
Listening Perspective II: Listening From
•

Memory

This perspective is listening inwardly to a place of knowledge that has been shaped by
clinical and musical experience with different clients. Listening from memory is about
recognition; the recognition of characteristics, tendencies, ways of being, themes,
patterns, or musical motives in the client’s and/or the music therapist’s playing (R.
Verney, personal communication, July 18, 2002). Memory incorporates intra session
memory (within or between improvisations) and inter session memory (over a course of
therapy). It is listening for what the music is and what it is not. This level of listening is
also about recognizing what has happened before and with other clients (inter client
memory). Music therapists’ memories of how they work (or worked) with clients
informs how they work with current clients in terms of musical resources and techniques.
Memory listening is practiced both when listening back to taped improvisations and when
listening while playing in sessions.
•

Transparency

This level of listening is similar to open listening, i.e., allowing the music to show itself
(Ferrara, 1991). From the position of listening back to taped improvisations, transparent
listening means re living the improvisation as it unfolds. In this perspective, music
therapists practice living in the now of the musical experience again. It is the practice of
freeing oneself from musical or clinical preconceptions. This listening level is also vital
for music therapists as they listen in sessions to unfolding improvisations. This type of
listening encourages curiousity, renewal, and openness to whatever the future holds. It is
a process of practicing trust and hope, and developing confidence in yourself as a music
therapist, in the music, and in the client you are playing with (R. Verney, personal
communication, July 18, 2002).
•

Composure

This is listening from a place of stillness, which music therapists must practice when
listening back to taped improvisations. In this listening perspective, the skill of listening
without responding is practiced, i.e., fine tuning the observing self as listener. This level
of listening is also necessary when improvising with clients. Listening from composure in
sessions fine-tunes the participant self as listener. This place of composure within us can
become a space from which to respond, even in the quick pace of sessions. Since we need
quiet to be composed, listening back to taped improvisations ideally occurs in an
uninterrupted environment.
•

Musical History
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Musical history includes musical background, culture, experiences as a musician, and
musical education. As a classical pianist, I have learned, and internalized, classical and
contemporary piano repertoire and technique. Both in sessions, and when listening back
to improvisations, I hear the influence of my musical history. This influence may be
subtle such as a melodic shape, a momentary style, or a harmonic “language”. At other
times, however, actual melodic motives have emerged during improvised songs or
instrumental improvisations. Interestingly, these motives are not always from the
classical tradition, which indicates that all types of music attentively listened to influence
us as improvisors.
Listening Perspective III: Listening By
The three levels of listening presented in this perspective are meant to be interdependent,
not mutually exclusive.
•

Observing

Listening by observing is a process of being astutely aware. It is an interpretive
perspective that draws on visual information in order to form perceptions. Music
therapists listen by observing a client’s body movements, gestures, breathing, gaze,
actions, and movement through space (if physically able). For example, music therapists
may interpret a client’s mood, facial expression, body language or qualities of the clienttherapist relationship.
•

Feeling

Music therapists listen by feeling the emotional content of a client’s music making and
interpreting musical qualities. The emotional content, however, does not have to be
labelled with a specific emotional state. This perspective can be bodily listening in that
music is felt physically as body sensations associated with a client’s person or music.
Listening by feeling incorporates listening to the client as a person (presence in the
music) and interpreting her or his energy, e.g., animated or lethargic. Music therapists
also listen to their personal feelings in order to evaluate non-verbal and/or musical
communication. This level of listening means being astute to what is “said” in clinical
improvisation; what music therapists may consciously or unconsciously be
communicating through their musical responses. As one participant said, “[I listen to
ensure] that my music is communicating directly something about the client’s own
needs.”
•

Thinking Clinically

Clinical thinking is not the same as intellectual thinking. This type of analytic thinking
not only incorporates music therapists’ feelings but also their clinical experience,
knowledge of the therapeutic process, musicianship, and conscious awareness of client
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issues. This level of listening is an inner questioning dialogue both when listening back to
improvisations and during sessions. Simultaneously, it is thinking in the moment and
thinking ahead. Music therapists may focus specifically on thinking clinically about their
music. For example, considering the balance between clarity (structure) and openness
(freedom), level of directness, musical techniques used, or receptiveness to ambiguity.
Inner questions may also focus on the therapeutic process such as clinical direction and
aims, or the client-therapist relationship.
Listening Perspective IV: Listening For
Listening for is purposeful listening into the future. It is listening in anticipation and with
intention.
•

Significance

This level of listening is about anticipation and intention. It is the expectation that
something significant will eventually happen when working with clients. It is not enough,
however, to hear significance. Ideally, music therapists are ready for significant moments
or responses (however fleeting) by listening ahead of when they actually happen in order
to recognize and respond to the significance (R. Verney, personal communication, July
18, 2002). Music therapists listen for changes; changes in a client’s energy, intention,
relatedness, expressiveness, and ability to be musically and/or emotionally present. They
listen for potential; potential for a client to be communicative, engaged, creative, and to
become whole. Listening for potential includes listening for interpersonal connection and
musical flow; what is described as “those amazing moments when the music seems to
play itself”.
In this perspective music therapists listen for the meaning of clients’ musical responses;
interpreting if responses are intentional, random, or something else. This “something
else” is a level of “being in music” that transcends the dichotomy of intentionality or
randomness. It is a level of listening that can tell a music therapist s/he has reached a
client (made contact). Although a client’s music may not be a deliberate response to the
music therapists’ music, the client’s responses are pertinent and have value (K. Aigen,
personal communication, February 23, 2000).
•

Imagery

Not all participants in this study would reflect on imagery when listening to
improvisations. But imagery, which includes metaphors, is an important aspect of
listening for. The client’s and/or music therapist’s music, or the improvisation as a whole,
may evoke or expand imagery that has therapeutic meaning. Metaphors that develop over
a course of therapy can provide significant insights into a client’s issues and process
(Katsh & Merle-Fishman model of improvisation. In Bruscia, 1987).
•

The Intangible
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This level of listening brings in spiritual dimensions of improvisational music therapy; a
sense of sacredness that is grounded in the musical-creative-human experience. Lee
(2003) describes this level of clinical listening as “listening beyond”. This perspective is
transpersonal because music therapists’ listening goes beyond the personal and
interpersonal into a timeless realm. This perspective has a precious and nebulous nature.
The intangible is intimately linked to silence and the purely musical experience (no
verbal dialogue or processing). As much as we try, spiritual dimensions related to the
improvisational music experience cannot really be described in words.
Listening Perspective V: Listening With
This perspective comprises music therapists’ stances and beliefs about the power of
improvised music. A listening stance is, metaphorically, the ears that music therapists
have developed based on a variety of experiences. Theoretical orientations, education and
supervision, level of musicianship, life and musical experiences, culture, and gender
inform for example, these stances and beliefs.
•

Musical Focus

This perspective is a music centred and in depth approach to listening. The music and
musical relationship are vital sources of change in therapy. This level of listening may be
situated in the theoretical orientation of music centred psychotherapy where “…the
therapeutic issue is accessed, worked through, and resolved through creating or listening
to music…”(Bruscia, 1998, p. 2). Bruscia goes on to say “…verbal discourse is used to
guide, interpret, or enhance the music experience and its relevance to the client and
therapeutic process (pp. 2-3). However, a research participant’s use of verbal discourse
clearly depended on clients’ capabilities, needs, and aims, plus the music therapist’s
approach to improvisational music therapy.
An interesting aspect of this perspective is listening to the client and everything that s/he
does as music. At this level, music therapists listen to the inner world of a client and
attempt to perceive her/his essence; what could be interpreted as soul, psyche or self. In
this perspective, a music therapist’s listening sensibility focuses on the client’s inner self,
sounds and even silence as music. By responding musically to a client’s vocal sounds
(e.g., crying) and putting them in a musical context, these sounds become music. As
music these sounds are meaningful and, potentially, transformative.

•

Contextual Understanding

This perspective is becoming aware of a client’s life world. Music therapists contemplate
the influence of external factors on a client’s music making and sense of self. For
example, different improvisations, session events, course of therapy, the client’s life
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outside sessions, family constellation, diagnosis, and cultural factors are taken into
account. This perspective emphasizes a narrative approach where life experiences are
considered in near and more distant, yet interconnected timeframes.
•

Improvisational Attitude

Listening with an improvisational attitude is a genuine belief in the value of improvised
music as therapy. It is the ability to enter into the improvisational experience with its
inherent qualities of immediacy, ambiguity, and unpredictability. It is respecting the
power of music and believing in the value of the artistic and creative process of
improvisation. The improvisational attitude assumes a curiousity and a willingness to go
beyond what is known or comfortable; to share music with people in different social and
cultural communities. It is a belief in the art of listening to a client’s music and trying to
understand it in the context of her or his life.
Clinical Example
As mentioned in the introduction, I worked with Sarah for four years. In session 73 (April
2002) a meaningful improvised song was created, entitled Dry Your Tears (Arnason,
2002b [online]). This improvised song emerged after singing Bridge Over Troubled
Waters. This song portrays Sarah’s relationship with her father, which is a constant and
loving one. But her father is elderly and not in good health. The improvised song
emerged from silence, a place of transition. The key is A Flat major with a clear melodic
motive and harmonic structure. We are both at the piano, although Sarah plays only
briefly in this improvisation. The piano sonorities are rich and sustained. But there is also
textural and harmonic space. The tempo is moderate and stable. I work to keep the
dynamic range piano to mezzo forte so my improvised lyrics are clear, and because Sarah
has indicated that she prefers soft to medium loud music dynamics. A summary of the
improvised lyrics is: “When tears are in your eyes, I will comfort you. Dry those tears,
that’s what Dads do. They dry our tears until it’s ok”.
As the improvisation evolved, my therapeutic aim was to musically process the
impending loss of her father, the importance of his presence in her life, and any feelings
or memories evoked by the music. Listening within different perspectives influenced my
playing and singing. For example:
• Observing her intense listening
• Feeling a palpable connection between us
• Feeling the intimacy of the musical atmosphere
• Noticing the directness of her gaze
• Interpreting the emotional qualities of her changing facial expressions
• Listening closely to my music
• Staying sensitive to musical transitions
• Thinking clinically about the improvised lyrics
• Remembering therapeutic aims for Sarah
• Staying aware of my personal feelings
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Coda
As human beings, we constantly interpret our world in order to make sense of it.
Listening is a critical part of this interpretive process. In improvisational music therapy,
music therapists must make musical choices based on their listening experience and
expertise. Music therapists are not just producing music, they are in the music with their
clients. Because improvisations are co created, the discipline of listening from different
perspectives is essential. The art of disciplined listening evolves through practice.
From this research, I learned that participants listen from a variety of perspectives related
to the music. Not all participants would listen from all the perspectives discovered in this
study. Listening may not include particular perspectives for a variety of reasons, for
example, theoretical orientation, therapeutic approach, relevance for the client, or a
therapist’s capacity to listen deeply to music. The research also showed how important it
is to listen in context when interpreting the meaning of improvisations, e.g., social,
cultural, gender, family, and health circumstances (Kenny & Stige [Eds.], 2002).
Experienced music therapists have a repertoire of listening perspectives that they draw
upon to create improvisations with clients. These perspectives include listening to the
music, our selves as music therapists and musicians, the clients we work with, and the
musical relationship. Music therapists’ listening is informed by advanced clinical
musicianship, keen observation skills, attention to qualities of emotions, and clinical
thinking that incorporates musical creativity, intuition, and analytic mindfulness.
In sessions with Sarah, I chose my music and way of being based on her subtle and often
non-verbal responses. With Sarah I learned to listen to her Being; to listen to her as a
person, to focus on her inner self, her existence, her breathing, and her vocal and piano
sounds. Listening for these aspects of her Being informed my musical choices and
interpretations. Through studying how we listen as music therapists, I understood better
how multifaceted and powerful the art of listening is. As one participant described it:
“Listening is a dynamic force”.
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6. To really know the society of the colonial times, we have to refer to women’s writings.
There are many female writers and most of these intellectual women were nuns. The
works of nuns are particularly relevant because they reveal important facts about life
within the convent and beyond its wall. For instance, the discovery of Sister Maria
Manuela works is significant because it suggests that there are many such works stored
within the cloister archives. The work of Sister Maria Manuela is not yet known, but it
serves to illustrate that women at all times have played a significant role in society. The
first manuscript is Life (Vida) and is an autobiography. The second volume contains
some of her confessional letters and a long poem both compiled in Spiritual Letters and
Poetry, (Correspondencia espiritual y poesías). Both manuscripts document many
cultural and historical events from the 18th century colonial times in Peru.
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A woman’s voice behind a veil
Did women have a relevant role in the construction of past societies? Colonial society
was patriarchal and women occupied a secondary position, despite their pivotal collaboration in
the formation of history and culture. Even in our contemporary times, women have a long way
to go. For instance, the literary cannon recognizes only a few women writers from the colonial
times.
We believe that there are many more female writers and most of these intellectual women
were nuns. They looked for a place to freely speak their mind. Therefore, the only fortress
protecting them from the society of patriarchy was the convent, and the only analogue of today’s
liberated women was, ironically, the cloistered nun. Upon entering the convents nuns had to
vow three important rules: chastity, obedience, and poverty. The majority of nuns wrote because
of their vow of obedience. In my paper, I will refer to some research done on nuns’ writings, my
own research, and finally the importance of Sister Maria Manuela’s manuscripts.
Nuns’ writings shed light onto the colonial period
Many sisters sought the protection of the convents in order to freely develop their
intellectual capacities. Within the frontiers of the cloister, they were encouraged to think and
write on spiritual matters. For this reason we could inherit their written works. These valuable
sources contain not only descriptions of the women’s mystical experiences but also important
portraits of the society. So, that many scholars have begun to consult the literature of the
convents in order to understand the intellectual contribution of women in the colonial period.
This literature tells us about the human conditions of different eras, as well as the largely
suppressed intellectual talents of women.

Some scholars who investigate female religious

writings are Electa Arenal and Stacey Shlau, in Untold Sisters: Hispanic Nuns in Their Own
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Works, 1989, a compiled excellent anthology. Although they offer us several names of unknown
intellectual nuns, Arenal’s and Shlau’s work is not finished yet. As they stated there is still much
to do in this field.
Our conclusion is inconclusive in a feminist critical sense. We see our work as
the beginning of explorations into a few of the uncounted manuscripts and early
editions that tell of the lives and dreams of women of the past” (413)
These authors close their seminal anthology by inviting others to expand upon their
studies of already discovered manuscripts as well as continuing the search for new mystical
literature.
Luis Martin in his book, The Daughters of the Conquistadores: The Viceroyalty of
Peru,1983 has extensively researched on the Peruvian women during colonial times. In several
chapters referring to colonial cloistered nuns Luis Martin points out the relevant role nuns played
in Peruvian society. Martin shows that while men monopolized all the governmental positions,
secular women were primarily satellites whose orbit was strictly social, housewife or nuns.
Referring to religious women, Martin expresses that these women were able to contest
patriarchal control from the shelter of the cloister.
Women cut themselves off from the constant influence of men and could move
toward a degree of personal freedom and autonomy that was not easily attainable
in the male-dominated secular society. The colonial nunnery became a fortress of
feminism, a true island, where women could protect themselves [from the danger
of outside world]. (6)
Martin mentions that nuns were often able to govern themselves with freedom from the
church hierarchy. Because of nuns, convents were the first institutions to exercise internal
democratic elections for their internal administration and nuns were considered the most
“liberated” women in the viceroyalty”. Especially those convents called conventos grandes
(large convents, or “women with shoe”)1 formed a microcosm within the metropolitan cities.
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These women enjoyed not only freedom but also a great economic power.

Some of this

conventos grandes housed wealthy nuns who moved into the cloisters with their servants and
even built their own house (chalet within the convent) and had a lavish life.2 In contrast to these
convents there also were conventos pequeños (small convents) called conventos de las descalzas
(shoeless nuns) who renounced the materialistic commodity and lived a very modest life.
Asunción Lavrin, another well-known scholar, advances the theory that the written works
of religious women can provide us with a key to understanding the colonial society. Lavrin
suggest that while a great majority of colonial women were illiterate, nuns were rarely without at
least minimal reading and writing skills. Available writings by nuns tell a great deal about the
religious experience, thus the works of religious women, especially nuns’ autobiographies, are a
unique repository of information regarding the events of past societies.

Motivated and

illuminated d by these works, I began my own research in Lima, Peru.
I chose Lima for two reasons. First, because the investigations, which started with great
interest in the seventies, had been concentrated mainly in Spain, Mexico and Colombia. Second,
although Lima was the center of colonial control in the southern hemisphere, Peru had been
practically untouched by inquires in the role of colonial Latin American women.
My own research
In 1989, while searching for old manuscripts in a library in Lima, Peru, I came across an
old booklet of poetry written by several nuns in honor of Sister Maria Manuela, a fellow nun of
the Dominican order. The nuns, who wrote these poems, praised her for being an exemplary
mystical nun, and complimented her intellectual talents. The booklet, I thought was a kind of a
tip of a large yarn ball. I did not want to loose the thread and followed it to the Saint Rosa de
Lima cloistered convent. For my first approach 3 I had a written recommendation from the
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archbishop of the Peruvian Catholic church. At the convent, an audience was granted to me and
I spoke with the librarian nun through a revolving window. From the beginning, she said to me
that they had not known that there was a booklet in honor of Sister Maria Manuela. Furthermore,
the nun confided to me that Sister Maria Manuela had not written anything at all and I was asked
for a copy of the poetry booklet. With the news, I left discouraged.
The following summer, I had better luck. A Dominican nun who was a teacher of mine
wrote some personal letters of recommendation to the Mother Superior of St. Rosa convent
assuring them I was trustworthy. This second time, I spoke with a very young nun, who after
hearing my arguments and knowing what I was searching for, told me to wait while she checked
with Mother Superior. I was allowed to wait in a small visitors room. I was very nervously
waiting and finally after a while this young nun came back, holding an old leather-bound book
that was in extremely good condition. As soon as I saw on the title the name “Maria Manuela”
printed on the cover, I knew it was what I was looking for. My intuition that Sister Maria
Manuela had left her manuscripts was confirmed.
A woman’s voice behind a veil
Who was the author of the manuscript found? Her secular name was Maria Manuela
Ignacia Teresa Hurtado de Mendoza Iturrizaga. She was born in Lima on June 1, 1695, and died
on November 6, 1793. Maria Manuela entered the convent of Santa Rosa de Lima when she was
fourteen years old. As she explained in her autobiography: “Por solo su piedad de catorce años
me llamo su Majestad para religiosa.” At fourteen years old your Majesty called me to be a nun
because of His mercy” (fol. 1v) 4 Maria Manuela’s mother opposed her intention to become
cloistered. According to the conventions of her time, Maria’s parents probably expected her to
marry an aristocratic man and take a leading role in upper class society.5 But Maria Manuela
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instead chose the convent. Her opening remarks on her Life (Vida), tell us of her strong will to
get what she desired. She wanted to be a nun and eventually she convinced her parents and
entered the convent. Normally, nuns professed their faith one year after entering the convent.
However, due to an illness she suffered, Maria Manuela did not take her vows or don the
Dominican habit until age eighteen.
As Luis Martin demonstrates in his book The daughters of the Conquistadores, 1989, it
was customary in colonial times for aristocrats, the mestizos,6 who had money, and the relatives
of nuns to have their daughters educated at convent schools. Many of these young girls passed a
great part of their childhood in the convents and were not allowed in the outside world. Some
were indeed permitted to leave but only in order to enter the new confinements of a marriage
arranged by their parents. The large majority of them decided to become nuns. Martin states
about the situation of young girls.
These girls spent their entire young lives in an isolated island of women, and the convent
was the only world they ever knew. It was not unusual, therefore, that upon reaching
their teens, most of these girls requested the veil and exchanged school uniforms for the
robes of a professed nun. (80)
Sister Maria Manuela learned to read and write in the cloister. She also had a sister who
had professed earlier. Under these circumstances she did not find it difficult to adapt to the
religious life and become an exemplary nun. At fifty years old she was named Prioress for a
period of three years during which she did much to benefit her convent. She did not want any
administrative position because it distracted her from her main religious vocation.
As had many of her predecessors, Sister Maria Manuela wrote of her mystical
experiences in her autobiography. Each of her five confessors, asked her to write about her
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visions and her life in detail. She wrote as Saint Theresa of Avila had written: taking full
advantage of male permission to reveal the normally silenced voice of a woman’s intellect and
emotions. Jean Franco in her work Plotting Women: Gender and Representation in Mexico,
1989, asserts that mysticism was a language of the self and the body that women could speak and
if they were fortunate, were authorized to speak. Franco’s statement is referring to secular
women who would have been reprimanded if they had written like nuns wrote their lives. In
nuns’ works one can find sensual language like the Songs of Songs narrative. The Church did
not censure a lot of mystics’ autobiographies because this sensual love is an allegory of the soul
and Divine love.7
Sister Maria Manuela’s life and mystical experiences were compiled in two manuscripts:
The first manuscript consists of Life (Vida), and the Spiritual correspondence and Poetry
(Correspondencia Espiritual y Poesía) found in 1990. The second manuscript was found a year
later in 1991 and is conform of Sister Maria Manuela’s personal letter and her written confession
sent to her confessors. The discovery of the works of this eighteenth century Peruvian nun is
significant because it suggests that there may be many such works stored within the cloisters
archives. Furthermore, Life (Vida), in particular is an invaluable autobiography because it sheds
new lights onto the life of colonial Peruvian society.
Maria Manuela’s window on the world
Life (Vida) is a small but yet dense in spiritual, cultural, and historical reference. In the
conclusion of the compiled manuscript, the priest who compiled all the letters, personal and
official documents wrote the following note. “ With the reading of the letters, the account of her
life [Sister Maria’s] and other documents that are enclosed, the priest in charge of the sermon has
enough material to write an edifying sermon honoring Sister Maria Manuela. The rest of the
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materials are bound separately and they are not important for the Sermon. These writings might
serve to write Sister Maria Manuela’s life if God would permit it or someone would find these
manuscripts worthy to be published.”8 The note of the compiler is very important because he
knew Sister Maria Manuela for the last twenty years and also her written works. Furthermore,
during her time, Sister Maria Manuela was considered an exemplary mystic and her work was
recognized not only by her fellow sisters but also by the church hierarchy. To this day we do not
know if her convent started a canonization process for Sister Maria Manuela. Nevertheless, we
are very grateful that the two manuscripts were well preserved and we could find them.
The narrator of Life (Vida) is the first person.

Like many mystics, Sister Maria

Manuela’s rhetorical strategies are the humility and the modesty which give authority to her
voice. She is so convincing and powerful that her several confessors praise her writing as the
voice of God. Though most of Sister Maria Manuela’s writings are spiritual, there also are some
references of the society of her time.
Her Life (Vida) is a mirror of the religious life both within and outside the convent walls.
In her manuscript Sister Maria Manuela’s often touches upon the economic aspect of colonial
life. Clearly she was involved herself in a society where the power of money was central. She
needed money for a variety of projects to benefit the convent. She funded the construction of a
gold altar valued at 60,000 pesos, obtained generous donations to complete the building of the
cloister, ordered the construction of an oratory chapel and a font, among other improvements to
her convent. Everything was paid with the gold extracted from the mines the Conquistadores
possessed. Colonial Peru provided abundant gold and silver for the enrichment of the aristocrats
and colonial governments. Sister Maria Manuela would leave the cloister in order to gain the
monetary support of the often stingy upper class. She found the strength to make these journeys
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outside the boundaries of the convent with the conviction that God was pleased with her efforts.
Luis Martin and Asuncion Lavrin provide us with evidence of the economic power of convents
and monasteries during the colonial times. Yet it is important to note how sister Maria Manuela
spiritualizes this economic power and, by using a mystical frame of reference, mediates her
participation in the economic system.
The historical and political aspect of Life (Vida) is particularly apparent when Sister
Maria Manuela makes reference to her premonitory vision of the catastrophic earthquake that
almost destroyed Lima on October 28, 1764. Sister Maria Manuela refers to the tragedy:
The catastrophic earthquake was presented to me in my visions. I saw that the
whole city was ruined and there was not any living creatures remaining. In my visions I
was begging God to protect us. I heard a voice saying that all people were nothing and
everything was going to be destroyed. I cried for everyone and asked our Lady Mother to
protect us. She heard my prayer and the destruction was not like it was on my visions.9
Because of this vision, Sister Maria Manuela was able to miraculously save many people
from death, including her cloistered sisters.10 Furthermore, the Archbishop wrote a letter to the
King of Spain to inform him of the disaster in which he reported that “The earthquake losses in
Lima was more that 150’000,000 pesos, such a high amount if one takes into account the value
of the money in colonial times”
Sister Maria Manuela documented many historical events on her manuscripts, such as the
political turmoil Peru was experiencing under the Spanish administration, the persecution and the
expulsion of the Jesuits who worked closely with and protected the natives of Peru. Through her
vision Sister Maria Manuela criticizes the actions of the administration that expatriated the
Jesuits from Peru. The reference to the political situation in her manuscript was dangerous. The
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XVIII century colonial times in Peru were unstable and it was very dangerous for a woman to
speak her mind.
Sister Maria Manuela refers to the political situation and recounts how in her visions she
saw the expulsion of the Jesuits. Officially they were expelled in 1767 by an edict of King
Charles III, an act carried out by Manuel de Amat y Juniet, Viceroy of Peru. Sister Maria
Manuela narrates this event:
“Two years before the estrangement of the Company of Jesus, I saw with sorrow through
the eyes of my soul what would take place. And there wouldn’t be any Jesuits and
everything they had done would be cast down. I would reflect repeatedly upon this
senseless vision. And I never told my confessor of them, knowing that it was a thing that
could not happen.”11
Sister Maria Manuela recalls vividly her premonitory vision. The comment about the
Jesuits is significant because it is a historical fact that they worked in favor of the indigenous
people in Peru and other parts of the Spanish colonies.

Jesuits protected and defended

indigenous people against the inhumane exploitation. Sister Maria Manuela was well aware of
the situation, and could not hide her powerful comment: “I would reflect repeatedly upon this
senseless vision”.
It is important to analyze the political circumstances that caused the Jesuits’ expulsion.
Sister Maria Manuela’s reflection of this historical event in her manuscript is relevant for the
history. Only men could talk of such matters. However, the Peruvian nun did not hide her
feelings about that unfair situation of her fellow brothers. The Jesuits order gained a reputation
of being well-educated and kind brothers of the indigenous people. Jesuits’ approaches to the
Indian were more successful than those of their fellow brothers of the other orders. While the
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last ones imposed their religion by force the Jesuits first learned first Indian languages and
traditions, thus they convinced them easily to follow the Catholic religion.
Joseph M. Barnadas, underlines the important role of the Jesuits not only on the natives’
evangelization but also in the colonial education. They founded schools, colleges, and seminars
for the Spanish people. Therefore, the Jesuits’ influence in education was very transcendental.
Several historians believe that the real reason for the Jesuits expulsion from all Latin America
and not only Peru were political.12
Another aspect of Sister Maria Manuela worthy of mention is her poetry. She blends
conventional religious praises with an insistence on the feminine which can be read as a woman
reclaiming sovereignty over both language and religious experience. In her poetry she is aware
that on earth there was no gender equality. Sister Maria Manuela asks the Virgin Mary to take
her and her sisters to a homeland where a woman’s soul and self are of equal value.
In my opinion, the tone of Sister Maria Manuela’s poems are unique because she presents
herself as a defender and spokeswoman of her sisters within the cloister. The longest poem is an
invocation to Christ and the Virgin, asking them for protection. The roles of both father and
mother are direct references to the helplessness of women on earth. All of us claim to you/ in
this valley of tears/ intercede for us/ and take us to your homeland. Sister Maria Manuela always
uses the feminine form of “us” nosotras. In Spanish the masculine form, nosotros, is commonly
employed to signify a “we” or and/or “us” which includes women. Sister Maria Manuela’s
choice of the feminine form “nosotras” demonstrates her intent to write for and about women.
Uncovering women’s voices from the colonial times
While the importance of rescuing women’s voices from the past is recognized, often the
emphasis has been on the writings of a few well-known nuns. Although this is necessary, it is
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important also to continue along the path made by researchers such as the Mexican scholar,
Josefina Muriel.
A review of the works of Sister Maria Manuela forces this 21st century women to
conclude that their 18th century “sisters” chose the confines of the convent the only place where
they could be valued and have freedom to express their intellects. The colonial times represents
the powerful voice of women behind their veils. To me, in order to fully know the contribution
of women in our society, we have to refer to the many intellectual women from past societies. In
order to focus on contemporary women’s voices we have to appreciate the work of our fellow
sisters. We still need many scholars to continue uncovering many silenced voices. These
women like Sister Maria Manuela will change history and the literary canon.
1

The term of “calzadas” is a metaphor for wealthy nuns.
Luis Martin in his Daughters of the Conquistadores: Women of the Viceroyalty of Peru, gives detailed information
on Peruvian nuns at the large convents or conventos grandes. Likewise, a Peruvian writer and researcher Flora
Tristán, on Peregrinations of a Pariah, refers to nuns housed in two large convents in Arequipa, Peru. Her first
hand insights are very illuminating on the lavish life of some cloistered nuns. Tristán was lodged at one of the
convents and could see the comfortable life some nuns lived.
3
In Peru, like in any other Latin American countries, formality is important. A letter of recommendation is the best
way to open doors up. At least, I thought it was the best way to help my purpose.
4
Sister Maria Manuela’s manuscripts transcription and a critical edition were published for the first time in 1999.
To facilitate the reading the punctuation has been modernized. This quotation is from Sister Maria Manuela’s Life
(Vida). From now on we will refer just to the folios (or page numbers of the folios).
5
Sister Maria Manuela was an aristocratic woman and her family is linked to viceroys and noble Spanish families.
Therefore, it was expected that women of her social class were going to marry aristocratic men.
6
Mestizos were children of Indian women and Spaniard men.
7
Mystics’ narratives are characterized by their sensual language. Their works follow the Song of Songs discourse.
St. Theresa de Jesus’ Interior Castle illustrates the union of the soul and her Divine Lover, Jesus.
8
Life (Vida) fol. 14 r
9
Life (Vida) fol. 3r
10
The Peruvian historian and priest Rubén Vargas Ugarte in his History of the Church In Peru (Historia de la
Iglesia en el Perú), 1960 refers to this tragic event.
11
Life (Vida) fol. 7v
12
Since early times the Spanish administration confronted several revolts led by indigenous people. Such leaders
were Mateo Pumacahua in the XVI century and Tupac Amaru II in the XVIII. Tupac Amaru II was cruelly executed
in 1780. They all protested against the exploitation of their people. All these revolts were defeated but there were a
potential danger to come back. The Jesuits were more understanding with the natives. The Jesuits also were
unhappy because of the discrimination against the Spanish people born in America who were allowed to occupy
administrative positions. Only the Spaniards born in Spain were allowed to occupy all the influential positions and
had all the economic privileges. Since the mid XVII numerous Jesuits born in Peru were conscious that their
motherland was Peru and not Spain. The resentment among those born in America and Spain were deep and their
rivalry increased profoundly. After the Jesuits were expelled in 1767 many of them renounced the order to actively
fight for the independence of Latin America. Among them were Francisco de Miranda who enrolled with Simon
2
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Bolivar’s (the Latin American liberator) army and the Peruvian Juan Pablo Viscardo y Guzman who wrote the
famous Letter to the American. This letter challenged Spanish born in America, Indians, and slaves to revolt against
the Spanish administration. American people of the Spanish colonies listened to the Juan Pablo Viscardo’s letter
and fought to gain their independence in 1821.
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Abstract:
The purpose of this paper is to present research on Alberto Ginastera’s (1916 – 1983)
opera Bomarzo, a magnificent work that unfortunately has been neglected within and
outside academia.
Commissioned by the Opera Society of Washington, Bomarzo was premiered there
on May 19, 1967. Despite its extraordinary success, however, the overt sexual content in
the work provoked several critics including one by the Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik to label
it “Porno in Belcanto,” which consequently caused scheduled presentations of the work
to be banned for five years in Argentina on moral grounds.
The operatic works of Ginastera are all characterized by expressionistic features that
display tragic and fantastic elements. He is reported as saying that sex, violence, and
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hallucination are three of the basic elements from which grand opera should be
constructed. Bomarzo consists of two acts and fifteen scenes; it is based on a novel of the
same title by the Argentine writer and librettist, Manuel Mujica Lainez (1910 – 1984).
The setting takes place in sixteenth-century Italy. It portrays the sexual neurosis and
unhappy fate of the central character Pier Francesco Orsini, Duke of Bomarzo, who is
represented as a hunchback with a warped mind who undergoes a lifetime of abnormal
and, at times, hideous experiences. The plot embraces a series of recollections of Pier
Francesco’s inner life, reenacted at overlapping levels of reality, dreams and fantasies in
the mind of the dying Duke. These are revealed in the first and last scenes.
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BOMARZO
A Nightmare Set to Music:
“New Opera ‘Bomarzo’ Compounds Fantasy, Excites Audience”1

Commissioned by the Opera Society of Washington, the opera Bomarzo was
premiered there on May 19, 1967. Despite its extraordinary success, however,
the overt sexual content of the work provoked several critics, including one by the
Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik to label it “Porno in Belcanto.” The critical reception
consequently caused scheduled presentations of the work to be banned for five
years in Argentina on moral grounds.
The operatic works of Alberto Ginastera (1916 – 1983) are all characterized
by expressionistic features together with tragic and fantastic elements. In order
to understand Ginastera’s works and his evolution from an essentially provincial
composer to an international, cosmopolitan artist with a nationalistic bent, it is
important to notice that his output is classified by himself in three different
periods. The first period is called “Objective Nationalism” (1934-47), in which
Argentine folk materials were used together with traditional European
development and structure. The second one is called “Subjective Nationalism”
(1947-57), in which he integrated sublimated symbols in forging an original
Argentine style through the use of borrowed native rhythms and motives in a
more discreet way. During this time, his individual style was beginning to emerge
more prominently. His third phase, to which his operatic works belong, is called

1

Newspaper Article: Thomas B. Sherman, New York, 1968.
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“Neo-Expressionism” (1958-83), and that is when he combines magic surrealism
with dodecaphony and avant-garde procedures. Some studies reveal a fourth
period for the Argentine composer called “Final Synthesis” (1976-83), where he
mixes tradition and innovation. 2

“ I am evolving…This change is taking the form of a…reversion…
to the primitive America of the Mayas, the Aztecs, and the Incas. This
influence in my music I feel as not folkloric, but… as a kind of
metaphysical inspiration…what I have done is a reconstitution of the
transcendental aspect of the ancient pre-Columbian world.”3

The use of dodecaphony in his third stylistic period came from the influences
of the composers of the Second Viennese School: Schoenberg, Berg, and
Webern. Because Ginastera was fascinated with intellectual rigor and formalism,
his brand of serialism recalls more that of Schoenberg and Webern rather than
Berg, who was more concerned with expressionist lyricism. Examples of this
integral and rigorous use of form can be seen through symmetrically structured
groups of scenes present in his first opera, Don Rodrigo, completed in 1964.
Expressionism extensively dominated the aesthetic outlook of Ginastera’s third
period and he enhanced its intensity with the use of microtones, clusters,
indeterminacy, polymetre, and unusual sound effects.
Added to expressionistic features, are, the tragic and fantastic elements noted
in Ginatera’s operas. He is reported as saying that sex, violence, and

2

Punena no. 2 composed in 1976 reveals Ginastera’s use of complex post-serial techniques to recreate the
spirit of the Americas as exemplified in its collective indigenous heritage. This last period was not
categorized by Ginastera as he did for the previous ones.
3
Ginatera in an interview: (Tan, 1984, p.7)
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hallucination are three of the basic elements from which grand opera should be
constructed.
These characteristics are present in all of his three finished operas - Don
Rodrigo (1964), Bomarzo (1967), and Beatrix Cenci (1961) - revealing also his
determination to achieve structural symmetry and a strict correlation between
drama and music.4 Ginastera’s combination of theatrical situation with powerful,
usually orchestral, sounds produces an extraordinary dramatic effect. Besides
the portrayal of a grim, pathological world, inhabited by violent, grotesque, and
tormented characters, his operas also employ atonality, serialism, microtones,
spatial effects, and extended vocal and instrumental techniques in the service of
evoking supernatural worlds. Despite the similarity, each one of the works is
unique when it comes to progressive individual development of the conception
between music and drama. This dramatic atmosphere is also found in
Ginastera’s large body of concertos composed during this period, which enabled
him to display virtuosity, bravura, and formidable technical challenge. His
expressionist dramatization starts to relax after his second marriage. The
successful relationship with Argentine cellist Aurora Natola, his new companion,
collaborator and interpreter, influenced him to create fresh, lyrical pieces in which
he set an atmosphere for the use of intimacy and love poetry. 5
It is important to observe that while Ginastera embraced many of the
techniques of modernism, he also tried to retain traditionalism through recreating
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Ginastera started to work on a fourth opera Barabbas in 1977. The work, however, was left unfinished.
They got married in 1971, which helped him to get back to compose in time to finish his opera Beatrix
Cenci. Before that, a troubled marital situation, which led him to a separation from his first wife in 1969,
was enabling him to keep up with his commissions.
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traditional forms and genres rather than disintegrating them. This fact is very
clear in his operas, for they reveal the influence of Verdi’s verismo combined with
the surrealism of European music of the 1950s and 1960s. Composing opera
was perhaps the ideal mean for Ginastera’s talents and compositional concerns
that blended lyricism, drama, and formalism.
His first opera, Don Rodrigo, was commissioned by the city of Buenos Aires
and premiered at the Teatro Colon in July of 1964. The opera is in three acts
corresponding dramatically to exposition, crisis and denouement. Each act is
divided into three scenes that also present the same dramatic sequence. The
work has an architectonic design, and the scenes are separated by instrumental
interludes, where each one of them has a specific musical form. A palindromic
relation is found in the sequence of the scenes, with the fifth as the central
dramatic climax, in which Rodrigo violates Florinda. The use of leitmotifs derived
from a 12-tone series unify the work. The work’s spectacular success established
Ginastera as an important composer of grand opera, and led to the commission
of Bomarzo, his second opera, by the Opera society of Washington. This paper
will later describe more informative aspects about Bomarzo. The third opera,
Beatrix Cenci, also commissioned by the Opera Society of Washington, was
premiered at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington D.C. in
1971. In Bomarzo as well as in Beatrix Cenci, Ginastera uses musical forms of
the Renaissance in order to solidify the internal structure and to enhance the
elaborate choreographic elements. Both operas go considerably beyond the
exploitation of 12-tone technique, atonality, aleatory procedures and unusual
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vocal and instrumental effects. In his third opera, the composer also includes an
eerie mimicry of the baying of mastiffs in the Palazzo Cenci. The portrayal of
violence, incest, torture, execution, and patricide is very much explored in the
work. His fourth opera, Barabbas, was started in 1977, but it was left incomplete.
Based on a Biblical theme, it relies on continuous music within each act.
Based on a novel of the same title by Argentine writer and librettist Mujica
Lainez (1910 – 1984), Bomarzo consists of two acts and fifteen scenes. It was
first conceived as a cantata, commissioned by the Coolidge Foundation of the
Library of Congress, where it was performed on November 1, 1964. Ginastera
and Lainez worked together again with the idea of writing an opera on the same
theme but with entirely different music. The novel, based on some real facts, was
written in 1962. It was acclaimed as a best seller, and consequently received
several prizes.
A strange Etruscan region located 90 kilometers from Rome, and close to
Viterbo, was transformed in Bomarzo through the fantasies of an Italian
gentleman in the 12th century. Not far from his palace, Pier Francesco, a member
of the great Orsini family and Duke of Bomarzo created a garden of bizarre and
nightmarish grotesques carved from volcanic rock. The first time Lainez heard of
Bomarzo was in a periodical article around 1955,1956:

“No se si el articulo era malo o bueno. Lo que se es que aquella
lectura me estremecio como um anuncio que no consegui descifrar.
Varias fotografias ilustraban la pagina. Con el andar del tiempo, esas
imagenes se transformarian para mi en algo tan familiar como las que
brotaban, nostalgicas, de nuestra vieja quinta del Tigre o de nuestra
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casita de Yerres, en Seine-et- Oise, pero en aquel instante de
conocimiento y de reconocimiento me transportaron con su extrana
maravilla.” 6 (I don’t know if the article was good or bad. I just know that
the reading affected me in a way that I couldn’t describe. There were
many photographs on the page. As time passed, those images became
familiar to me as if they had been, somehow, part of my past…).7

Lainez decided to go to Italy where he visited Bomarzo twice in order to obtain
information for his novel. His principal interest was in the “Parque de los
monstruos,” which he interpreted as the place that looks like “an extension of a
tormented Renaissance figure, twisted in body and mind, in the form of timeless
monuments through which he [Lainez] sought his own immortality and the
reflection of himself." 8 Lainez even mentioned that as soon as he entered the
place he felt a very strange sensation, as if he were returning home after many
years. And as a reflection of himself, he analyzed the gigantic monsters as if they
obeyed a certain logic and had a meaning. Lainez’s enthusiam for symbolism
and myth very much explored in his writings led him to imagine the sculptures as
a guide to constitute an autobiography in stone of the Duke.

“Lo que presenti entonces y fue mi clave futura es que cada uno de
esos monstruos representaba, como un simbolo, un momento de la vida
del duque Orsini, que los habia mandado esculpir. En mi libro he
intentado la reconstruccion novelesca de su vida, teniendo por guias a
esos monstruos.” 9 (What I concluded was that each one of those
6

Mujica Lainez y su novela Bomarzo, declaraciones del autor en el Suplemento Literario de La Nacion del
3 de junio de 1962.
7

Translated from original for the purpose of this paper by myself.
Bomarzo: The New Grove Dictionary of Opera, Stanley Sadie, ed.
9
Mujica Lainez y su novela Bomarzo, declaraciones del autor en el Suplemento Literario de La Nacion del
3 de junio de 1962.
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monsters represented, as a symbol, certain moments in the life of Duke
Orsini, the one who had had the monsters sculpted).

Another important idea in the novel is the immortality of the protagonist, which
is given to the Duke by an astrologer at his birth. The libretto portrays a
fascinating plot; however, it does not suggest very strongly the violence,
eroticism, lust, narcissism, and degeneracy explicitly depicted in detail
throughout the dramatic action. Lainez’s fascination for the supernatural, contact
with the forbidden, disguised Freudian issues, violation of taboo under forms of
incest and all kinds of manifestations were very well explored by Ginastera. In
order to meet the requirements of such textual material, the composer used all
kinds of resources. Among them were electronic sounds, serial techniques, tone
clusters (massive sound columns), clouds (suspended sound mobiles),
constellations (erupting sound cascades), aleatoric music, and microtonal music.
“A chorus placed in the pit, sometimes shrieks its commentary and sometimes
utters mere guttural sounds. To emphasize the exoticism of parts of the action,
the composer employs unorthodox instruments for fourteen interludes: a
mandolin, harpsichord, viola d’amore, Japanese wood chimes, and a hyosigo, a
Japanese percussion instrument. Yet once in a while the score is relieved of
tensions and torments by affecting arias.” 10
This fascinating opera displayed powerful theater and was well acclaimed as
such when it was first introduced in Washington, D.C., and later when it had its
New York premiere at the New York City Opera on March 14, 1968.
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Bomarzo: The New Encyclopedia of the opera, David Ewen.
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Nevertheless, its explicit sexuality, as in the Renaissance instrumental dance
forms for the erotic ballet, incorporating the Duke’s hallucinatory sexual fantasies,
caused the work to be called “shocking” and “topless opera.” The big controversy
led the municipality of Buenos Aires to cancel a production of the opera at the
teatro Colon scheduled for August 1967. The political repressive regime of Mayor
Organia banned the presentation of the work for the following five years on moral
grounds. This created a chaotic furor dividing Argentina’s musical scenario into
two camps, those who supported municipal authorities and those who resented
the censorship of what was already acknowledged as a great, important opera.
Ginastera responded by refusing to allow performances of his works in Argentina
until the ban was lifted in 1972. Later, on April 29, 1972, Bomarzo triumphed at
the Colon with the composer present as a guest of his own native city.
The setting takes place in sixteenth-century Italy – Bomarzo, Florence, and
Rome. It portrays the sexual neurosis and unhappy fate of the central character
Pier Francesco Orsini, Duke of Bomarzo, who is represented by a hunchback
with a warped mind that undergoes a lifetime of abnormal and, at times, hideous
experiences.
The action appears as a series of recollections of Pier Francesco’s inner life,
reenacted at overlapping levels of reality, dream and fantasies in the mind of the
dying Duke; they appear in the first and last scenes. The circular libretto was an
attempt to apply to opera the flashback technique familiar in film and novel.
Ginastera followed it literally, explaining the new approach as follows:
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“I conceived the flashback idea – a cinema technique still new to
opera. Thus I could accomplish the difficult task of making a suite of
scenes, a sequence all tied together by the nexus of Bomarzo’s life story
but not connected in the conventional narrative sense. The scenes come
back in the last moments of his life, as though he remembers or dreams
them. It is hard to distinguish between what really happened and what he
imagines.” 11

Act I begins with a shepherd boy singing, to the melody of the fourteenthcentury Lamento di Tristano, that even being poor as he is he would not change
places with the Duke, who carries in his hump the burden of his sins. Next to one
of the figures carved in the rock as “The Mouth of Hell,” the Duke is persuaded to
drink a magic potion given to him by his astrologer and nephew as the potion that
will give him immortality. Instead, it is poisoned, and, while he is dying, he starts
to recapitulate and dream about real and unreal scenes that occurred throughout
his life. He remembers how in childhood his two brothers, tormenting him to
dress up like a girl, ridicule him. His stern father, listening to his agonizing cries,
instead of helping, insults him by mocking his weaknesses. He punishes Pier
Francesco by putting him in a cell where, in his fantasy, the figure of a skeleton
dances and chases him filling him with terror which will haunt him for all his life.
He grows up believing that his father will kill him. His astrologer, however,
predicts immortality for him and through black magic invokes demons to protect
him as his grandmother wishes. Peacocks foretell that his father has been
seriously injured in the war in Florence. To stimulate his virility, the wounded
Duke sent him to Pantasilea, whose sensuality and voluptuous beauty stand in
11

Bomarzo: The new Encyclopedia of the Opera, David Ewen.
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contrast to his impotence and deformity, reflected in mirrors all about him. She
tries to defeat his fears and terrors through aphrodisiacs, but instead he offers
her a necklace so that she will leave him alone. His father’s impending death
brings Pier Francesco no relief, for his brother Girolamo, heir to the title, also
hates him. Later, he sees Girolamo fall to his death from a rock into the sea. He
tries to save him when his grandmother holds him back saying: “Come with
me…Now you are Duke of Bomarzo, forever…” Pier Francesco is proclaimed
Duke in a magnificent ceremony. His grandmother introduces him to Julia
Farnese. Maerbale, his brother, leads Julia away while the Duke is haunted by
his father’s ghost.
In Act II, the Duke of Bomarzo becomes insanely jealous watching Maerbale
close to Julia. After the Duke marries Julia, in the bridal chamber, he sees
demonic faces invisible to her that make him run away and hide at the ancestral
gallery where he embraces the statue of the Minotaur. Incapable of possessing
Julia, he has visions of the still uncarved grotteschi. In the erotic ballet that
follows, disembodied figures of himself and Julia lose themselves in a forest.
Dramatically effective in this scene is the chorus, intoning the word “love” in more
than forty languages. In the Duke’s dream he possesses Julia. Paranoid by
jealousy and frustration he becomes convinced that Julia has been betraying him
with his brother, Maerbale. Bomarzo arranges to have his brother killed with the
aid of the astrologer.
At this point, it is clearly portrayed that each of the grotteschi in Bomarzo’s
garden symbolizes an episode in his puzzling existence. Nicolas, Maerbale’s son
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poisons the potion, prepared by the astrologer, to avenge his father’s murder.
As in the beginning, Pier Francesco is again dying by the “Mouth of Hell.” The
shepherd boy approaches the dead Duke and kisses him on the face. The final
quote of the Lamento di Tristano restores innocence and timeless peace to
Bomarzo.

“Although ‘Bomarzo’ is by definition a work of the imagination, it is based on historical
fact. Pier Francesco Orsini was a historical character who lived in the sixteenth century.
The ‘Park of Monsters’ on what was once his estate near Viterbo, 50 miles north of
Rome, is now a tourist attraction. The array of grimacing convoluted statues that the
Duke’s artisans carved out of the volcanic boulders have been eroded by time and
neglect. But, according to a recent visitor, who is quoted in the program notes, a
disquieting feeling of evil – present and active – still hangs over the scene.” 12

This extraordinary work has not been performed since the 1970s. It is
important to revive it and bring it back on stage. The work is originally in Spanish,
but as with any of the great foreign operas, subtitles can be of immeasurable
help. Production expenses will not exceed what is usually spent to produce any
of the more extravagant traditional operas. The use of avant-garde techniques
and expressionist features by Ginastera are clear and accessible. They will not
disturb the enjoyment of the average opera goer.
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Newspaper article: Thomas B. Sheman, New York, 1968. New York premiere of the opera performed
by the New York City Opera Company at Lincoln Center on March 14, 1968.
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“More than in any of my other works, I have found here a language of mystical
love, at various times, powerful, and tender, sometimes brutal, in multicolored
dispositions.”1 These are Messiaen’s own words in the author’s notes to Vingt regards sur
l’Enfant-Jesus (1944). Within Vingt regards, Messiaen displays his distinctive language
which is influenced by Debussy’s colorful harmony and Chopin’s pianistic language.2
Nature’s melodic birdsong, Messiaen’s diverse modal system, and symmetrical Greek
rhythms learned from his days at the Paris Conservatoire also contribute to the building
blocks of the work.3 Vingt regards consists of twenty movements, each depicting the
infant Jesus Christ from many different points of view. In the author’s notes, Messiaen
included a description of what each movement depicts spiritually and visually, which is
quite helpful to the performer, analyst and listener.
This writer will discuss aspects of harmony, melody and rhythm in the theme of
the star and the cross, which is featured in movements two and seven. Included will be
an explanation of how Messiaen’s use of these musical elements portrays each of the two
scenes, especially when compositional features communicate the spiritual program of the
work. Of particular interest will be performance practice. Towards this end the analysis
will enhance a performer’s understanding of the work.

Movement 2: “Regard de l’étoile”

This movement exclusively features the theme of the star and the cross, symbols
of the beginning and ending of Jesus’ earthly life. Depicted herein is the star’s
contemplation upon the infant Jesus, which Messiaen writes, “shines on all unknowingly,
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Olivier Messiaen, “Note de l’auteur” Vingt regards sur l’enfant-Jesus, translated
from the French by Shane Anderson (Paris: Durand S. A. Editions Musicales, 1945) i.
2

Claude Samuel, Conversations with Olivier Messiaen, trans. Felix Aprahamian
(London: Stainer and Bell, 1976), 73.
3

Robert Sherlaw Johnson, Messiaen (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1975), 33.
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mounted on a cross.”4 The theme’s title,“theme of the star and the cross,” contains an odd
juxtaposition. On the one hand, there is the star: a sweet, simple symbol of joy, the birth
of the Christ child. On the other hand, there is the cross: the gruesome, violent
punishment Christ received to redeem mankind. It is the purity of the Infant Jesus that
overcame the death on the cross, as Messiaen wrote in his prefatory comments,“Impact of
5
grace…the star shines on all unknowingly, mounted on a cross…
” This comment, which

refers to a combination of the somber picture of the cross with the pure and joyous star,
indicates to the performer how to approach this perplexing movement. The overriding
sentiment of the movement is joy, as described in Messiaen’s notes. The rhythm of the
theme of the star and the cross should be played delicately but not too slow, especially
the sixteenth-notes. It should never be overpowering, even when marked forte in mm.
23-32.
The theme of the star and the cross is an example of plain-chant neumes.6 The
theme is developed in such a way that it sounds like a liturgical chant—aseries of faster
notes (mostly eighth- and sixteenth-notes) which end on a much longer note (half or
whole note), not unlike how a line of text would be sung in plainchant. The following
excerpts are Messiaen’s thoughts about plainchant and can be applied to the theme of the
star and the cross as well:
The marvelous thing about plainsong is its neumes. The neumes are melodic formulae,
analogous to the auxiliaries, appoggiaturas, passing-tones, described in harmony treatises—
but much more complex. The are also found in the songs of birds…[The neumes’] rhythmic
suppleness, which comes to us from the Anaklasis of ionic verse (Greek meter), from the
Candrakala and its addition of dots (decitalas of ancient India), and that Chopin had tried
to rediscover in his rubato…brings about extremely delicate variations of rhythm and
tempo. The invisible advances with light steps, which do not touch the grass, and do not
bend the flowers…Let us add that this delicacy of plainsong may only be manifest in
4

Messiaen, Vingt regards, 6.
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Harry Halbreich, Olivier Messiaen (Paris: Fayard: Fondation SACEM, 1980),

221.
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quickness and joy. If plainsong is sung with appropriate liveliness and rapidity, it will be
so loved that it will no longer be passed by.7

Messiaen clearly marks that this theme be played “Modéré, un peu lent.” However,
the lightness of touch and careful attention to rhythmic detail Messiaen speaks of in the
above quotation is appropriate.
This movement articulates a simple binary form: A (mm. 6-17) and A’ (mm. 2334). In the Messiaen Companion, Peter Hill describes A’ by saying that the theme is
“humanized with an expressive commentary…the dragging slurs of this descant foreshadow
the fulfillment of this regard in #7, the ‘Regard de la Croix.’”8 While the sweetly
expressive theme can be played very tenderly, the embellishments in A’ contain all the
painful, sighing figures which later become agonizing screams of pain in #15,“The Kiss
of the Infant Jesus.”
Unchanging throughout this movement is the 5-measure refrain, first heard as an
introduction (mm. 1-5), then as an interlude (mm. 18-22), and finally as a postlude (mm.
35-39). The opening flourish is a combination of the three tetrachords built on notes a
major 10th apart (Db, F, A) and the final triad is another set of notes a major 3rd apart (D,
F#, Bb). The delicate sixteenth-note chords that follow lead directly to the bell-like
chords in mm. 3-5. These chords create the same effect as those in the opening measures
of #11 “Noël,” a depiction of the many church bells ringing all at once on a Christmas
morning.
The way in which this refrain alternates with the theme of the star and the cross
models the relationship between antiphons and psalm verses in liturgical music. The
refrain repeats unchanged in each of its three appearances like an antiphon. Thereby,
another interpretation of the form of this movement could be antiphon-verse-antiphonverse-antiphon. The final three chords can be heard as the “amen,” particularly since its
7

Almut Rössler, Contributions to the Spiritual World of Olivier Messiaen with
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notes are a combination of both whole-tone scales—all twelve notes of the chromatic scale—a
symbolic sense of completion.

Movement 7: “Regard de la Croix”

The theme of God is noticeably absent in #7, “The Cross’ Contemplation,” after
being quite prominent in movements #5 and #6. Instead, Messiaen features the theme of
the star and the cross from“The Star’s Contemplation.” The theme itself can be viewed as a
pictorial representation of the cross on a piano keyboard. A line drawn connecting
adjacent keys Ab and A is perpendicular to one connecting G and Bb, forming the shape
of the cross. The formal structure of this movement is simple: the theme of the star and
the cross is taken directly from movement #2 (mm. 6-17) and augmented at twice the
rhythmic value. The melody is doubled in octaves in each hand and is accompanied by
dissonant harmonies in the middle register of the piano.
These inner chordal voices move slowly and painfully in semitone increments,
depicting the slow death of Jesus on the cross. This writer sees the interpretation of the
theme of the star and the cross as a dark and painful one compared to that of movement
#2.
The sections in between statements of the theme (mm. 7-8, 12-13, 18-19, 22-23)
contain mode 64 in the right hand superimposed upon mode 46 in the left hand. Messiaen
described these two modes in visual terms of color, which is helpful for the performer to
acknowledge: “mode 64 : vertical yellow, violet, black and mode 46 reflects carmine red,
purplish-blue crimson, orange, gray, mauve, grayish pink.”9 These colors stir the
imagination of the performer when one considers how to voice and pedal these chords.10
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La Recherche Artistique, Hommage Vier Messiaen (Paris: La Recherche
Artistique, 1978), 43.
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The relationship between sound and color is a significant aspect of Messiaen’s
musical language. Synesthesia is a physical phenomena by which sounds and colors are
complementary. Messiaen was born with this condition, which is a functional disorder of
the optic and auditory nerves that causes one to hear sounds and see colors at the same
time.
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Yellow, violet and black (mode 64) are bold, forceful colors, which fit the more
dissonant, closely spaced harmonies in these measures. The colors which correspond to
mode 46 are more subtle hues that fittingly correspond to the more widely-spaced chords
of the left hand (more instances of major and minor chords.)
Significantly, the mixing of these same two modes occurred in #5 “The Son’s
Contemplation of Himself,” in which layer one is made up of mode 6 (the Son in the
Word) and layer two is made up of mode 4 (The Word Incarnate.) These dual aspects of
Jesus’ nature were at war with one another, and at no other time was this more evident
than when he stood at the threshold of his crucifixion, praying, “’Father if Thou art willing,
remove this cup [the crucifixion] from Me; yet not My will, but Thine be done.’ And
being in agony, He was praying very fervently; and His sweat became like drops of
blood, falling down upon the ground.”11 What a struggle it must have been for Christ as a
he saw what he was to endure, as the cross told him,“You will be a priest in my
embrace.”12
A final point to note is the content of the codetta in mm. 24-29. Betty Ann
Walker Morris observed that this last 7-note phrase is stated five times. Five is the
symbolic number of the Hindu God Shiva, symbolizing the death of death, which is
exactly the point of the crucifixion of Jesus, that mankind may have eternal life.13
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Abstract
Katherine Dunham, African-American dancer, choreographer, and anthropologist,
developed the Dunham Technique of instruction in Afro-Caribbean dance and a
supporting System of philosophical principles to create a learning environment in which
students engage in both the somatic and spiritual experience of African-derived
performance art. This thesis examines Dunham’s ethnographic work and the resulting
development of her dance philosophy, arguing that her principles of “Self-Awareness,”
“Detachment,” and “Discrimination” can be implemented as a practical address to the
contemporary Western call for education of the spirit.
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The Dunham Technique and its Function as a Spiritual Education Theory
Katherine Dunham’s desire to share African dance culture and values, coupled
with her formal training in ballet and jazz dance, gave rise to three principles that, in
conjunction with the premises of “Form and Function” and “Socialization through the
Arts,” provide the foundation for the teaching of the Dunham Technique: SelfKnowledge, Detachment, and Discrimination. Application of these three principles in the
teaching of Dunham Technique aids student and teacher in the development of physical
technique as well as the fostering of awareness of “how the elements of human existence
work together in harmony for positive existence as a whole” (Rose 25). In this sense,
Dunham’s technique is unique in that it effectively communicates a fundamentally
African socio-spiritual value – that of locating individual identity and agency within the
context of responsibility to the group – using language and methodology that can be
implemented in a Western educational environment.

Self-Awareness, Detachment, and Discrimination as a Spiritual Philosophy
Dunham’s ethnographic work in Haiti resulted not only in the development of the
Dunham Technique, but also in a set of philosophical foundations upon which the
technique is based. Described as a “way of life” (Rose 1), Dunham’s philosophical
writing and teachings are based on her commitment to do “that which is right and good”
(Rose 1). Dunham’s definitions of “right” and “good,” here, refer to the physical and
spiritual balance that Dunham believes is achieved through the self-discipline that her
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Technique promotes. Furthermore, Dunham’s Technique, which is philosophically and
aesthetically derived from African cultural values, is designed to offer alternative modes
of achieving physical and spiritual wholeness to Western communities that Dunham
perceives as “unbalanced” (Dunham in “Dance as a Cultural Art” 240). In a 1976 article
addressing the socio-spiritual function of African cultural arts, Dunham writes that
“through a continuous and close interrelationship between our cultural arts and our search
for new techniques … we shall provide the answer to the perfect form of development”
(Dunham in “Dance as a Cultural Art” 240). The Dunham way of life, then, is firmly
planted in the theory which connects dance to the process of understanding other cultures,
one’s own community and, ultimately, to self-knowledge. In her ceaseless exploration of
culture and identity through the arts, Katherine Dunham uses the guideposts of selfknowledge, detachment, and discrimination to illuminate the beauty and righteousness of
communication and personal development in dance study and practice.
Dunham’s philosophy begins with the principle that dance is a path toward selfknowledge. Looking within oneself, Dunham believes, a dancer can facilitate the
“merging and synchronization of the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
components of the body” (Rose 26). In this way, a dancer perceives her activity not as
mere physical exercise, but as the integration of the physiological with the psychological
and spiritual. This perception of dance as a complete human experience reflects the
Haitian perception of the arts and of life. Dunham’s principle of Self-Knowledge gives
the dancer permission to have “faith in oneself” (Rose 26), and trust one’s own physical
and spiritual experience. Self-Knowledge encourages people to merge these human
experiences, rather than keeping them separate, blending to “create the balanced person
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on stage, in the classroom, and in one’s own private life” (Rose 26). This founding
principle encourages the dancer to learn the “art of personal survival, both as an artist,
and a child of the universe” (Rose 26). Through self-knowledge, a dancer will better
relate to herself, to others, and to the world.
As an appendage to Self-Knowledge comes Katherine Dunham’s principle of
Detachment. By Detachment, Dunham refers to the idea of experiencing compassion via
a lack of possessiveness (Rose 26). In this way, a dancer or “child of the universe” can
interpret her environment objectively because she does not have “material, moral, or
personal motives” (Dunham in Rose 26). In the study of dance, then, a student is
expected to come to the lesson with commitment and focus to her work, with passion to
pursue her studies, but without the vain interests of self-righteousness or selfglorification. A student must be open to new experiences and to correction from the
teacher so that progress can be made. Thus, through Self-Knowledge, a dancer can feel
grounded in her own identity and her role in the community and not struggle to “prove
herself” in a dance class or in life. Self-Knowledge facilitates approaching life with a
detachment that allows rational experience.
Juxtaposed to Self-Knowledge and Detachment is Dunham’s principle of
Discrimination. By Discrimination, Dunham is referring to the process of determining
the positive and negative forces around oneself and discrimination as to what influences
will help one develop. In dance and in life, there are constructive and destructive forces
and approaches, and it is each dancer’s task to identify these things and use them to
further her individual development. In this sense, Discrimination conceptually
encompasses a number of fundamental tenets of socialization, including self-discipline,
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respect and responsibility. Discrimination in Dunham Technique manifests itself,
specifically, as dancers choose the level to which they will commit themselves,
physically and psychologically, and the sacrifices that they are willing to make in order to
prioritize technical and spiritual development. Discrimination can come in forms as
mundane as regulating one’s diet and sleep patterns or as abstract as allowing adequate
time before class to focus intellectually on one’s short and long-term goals. Dunham
refers to the concepts of positive energy and harmony as guideposts for our determination
of constructive and destructive forces in our dance and life experiences. Dancers, then,
seeking harmony and positive experiences, will be drawn, through self-knowledge and
detached involvement, to discriminate between those forces within oneself and one’s
environment.
Katherine Dunham’s philosophies of Self-Knowledge, Detachment, and
Discrimination are evident in the systems of strengthening exercises she created for
dancers at the barre. Beginning with introspection, the first exercise at the barre involves
breathing rhythms with closed eyes. Thus, from the beginning of the lesson, dancers are
instructed to look within themselves and to begin to focus on the synchrony between the
physical, psychological, emotional and spiritual elements of their experience. This focus
on self-knowledge and detached demeanor of compassion for the lesson without
possession of the elements therein is extended as dancers use the barre, discriminating
spatial distance as well as physical positioning in the exercises. Thus as dancers “find
their place at the barre,” they are incorporating all three of Dunham’s philosophical
principles, looking within oneself without possession and determining the best place for
their bodies at the barre. And so it goes, throughout the exercises that Dunham dancers
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use to condition their bodies, minds, and spirits. There is a reason for each movement in
the Dunham Technique, firmly rooted in Dunham’s philosophical intentions to assist
people in achieving a balanced, harmonious, existence through somatic understanding of
African-derived cultural values. Dunham Technique, then, can be thought of as what
Barbara Sellers-Young refers to as “movement training … as an extension of human
culture,” whereby cultural values are communicated through the “truth of movement”
(Sellers-Young, “Somatic Processes” 182) as experienced in the “lived body” (Fraleigh in
Sellers-Young 175).
Examination of the philosophy and methodology of Katherine Dunham is
compelling in its implications for dance education theory. According to Dunham’s
philosophy, a dancer must go through a spiritual process of self-identification in order to
fully understand and thus “experience” any dance. In this right, Dunham’s philosophy
presents a challenge to dance instruction methodology and arts education philosophy, in
that it mandates a spiritual component to any sincere attempt to study or perform dance.
Investigation of the phenomenological elements of Katherine Dunham’s philosophical
work would begin a new chapter on methodology and philosophy of arts education. Arts
educators and theorists, as well as anyone actively engaged in the creative process, stand
to benefit from such a discussion, as it provides opportunity to explore methodology both
in the studio or classroom as well as in the performance arena. Dunham Technique is
based on the premise that movement must be intrinsically motivated in order to be
effective in dance performance or in individual dance instruction, as illustrated through
the tenets of Self-Awareness, Detachment, and Discrimination, which identify the
individual dancer as agent of her own development. While many teachers currently
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employ methods in which students create movement out of intrinsic motivation, this is
still widely considered secondary to instruction in dance fundamentals that employs the
cultivation of mimetic potential in a dancer. Because dance in Dunham Technique is
related to personal improvement, both physical and spiritual, intrinsic motivation is
considered essential rather than alternative. Dunham’s philosophical writing, then, which
elucidates the indispensable nature of deriving movement that is cultivated from
introspection, presents a challenge to dance education orthodoxy and opens a
methodological discussion.

Spiritual Education: The Western Debate
The primary source of debate in this study lies in the function and feasibility of
spiritual education in American public schools. I will be approaching my investigation of
this debate from a phenomenological perspective, examining articles that I classify into
three categories: articles by English and American phenomenologists and holistic
psychologists (1991 – 2001) advocating spiritual education as a means of retrieving lost
cultural values; articles by English educational theorists (1995 – 2002) addressing
definitions and parameters of spirituality in the context of the British mandate for
spiritual development of public school students; feminist and post-colonial discussions
(2000 – 2001) of the value of spiritual pedagogies for oppressed and marginalized
groups.
I classified the articles into these three categories based on the nationalities and
theoretical perspectives of the authors. The phenomenologists and holistic psychologists
represent a group that shares Dunham’s intent to expand traditional educational
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methodology to include intellectual and emotional development that is derived from
physical activity. While articles from this group would promote the tenets of the
Dunham Technique, articles from British educational theorists would question the
validity and practicality of the Dunham Technique in public education. Coming from a
national history of skepticism and fear over the relationship of church to state, the British
scholars in the second group of articles are more reluctant to include any material in
public school curriculum that may encourage religious affiliation. Within that group of
articles, however, lie suggestions for alternative methods of spiritual education. The last
group of articles deals specifically with spiritual education for and within marginalized
populations. These articles bring the spiritual education debate most closely to the work
of Dunham, as she created the Dunham Technique, in part, out of a perceived need for
the development of a formalized African American cultural history (Aschenbrenner in
“Katherine Dunham: Reflections” 20). Articles from all three categories, both
advocating and questioning the validity of spiritual education, serve to challenge and
define each other.
American holistic psychologists and phenomenological scholars address the
debate over the need for spiritual education by discussing the moral “despair” (Foxworth
51) currently prevalent in public education due to the sanitization and impersonality of
contemporary pedagogical methods. Holistic psychologists have a shared agenda with
phenomenologists as both are concerned with the body and sensual experience. Holistic
psychological theory is also characterized by its skepticism of medicinal treatment and
encouragement of natural remedies such as proper nutrition and exercise, meditation, and
relaxation. This research calls for “spiritual renewal” (Fox 49) and igniting the fires of
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“passion” (Weaver and Cotrell 426) through educational methods that allow students to
safely “search for meaning” (Weaver and Cotrell 434). This model calls for spiritual
education in all classrooms, allowing students to clarify their values by personalizing
their intellectual pursuits (Weaver and Cotrell 435). In this body of research, social
workers and teachers question the absence of substantive training in spiritual education
and remark as to the positive impact it would have on their relationships with clientele
(Miller; Iannone and Obenauf; Rolph). Articles such as “Education for the Human
Spirit” (Lear) remark that the problem of student apathy could effectively be addressed
by discussion of morality and unbiased investigation of world religions (33). This body
of work interrogates the true purpose of American public education, and addresses the
need for a more holistic approach to education based on growing multiculturalism.
Holistic and phenomenological scholars, then, are addressing the need to recognize and
develop a number of different types of intelligence, including physical and emotional
intelligence. In this sense, these scholars argue that the “search for meaning” (Weaver
and Cotrell) can and should be as readily addressed through physical and emotional
instruction as it is traditionally addressed through intellectual instruction. In other words,
yoga and dance are just as valid pursuits of knowledge as are biology and English. In
fact, the physical nature of movement-oriented instruction allows for the creation of
knowledge that is both personally and communally significant, in that it has the potential
to foster emotional intelligence in students. By this I mean that the process whereby
students seek truth through personal movement and collective choreography can have
equal, if not more, long-term significance than rote memorization characterized by
traditional instruction. This type of spiritual and emotional development is also termed
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“character development,” as it addresses practical instruction in the development of
positive qualities in the individual that will promote an accepting, dynamic community.
English educational theorists question whether it is the role of the public
institution to address students’ perceived spiritual needs. Many of these authors are leery
of the term “spiritual,” itself, and argue that character development can as easily be
achieved through hard work within the traditional educational model (Blake) as through
any alternative model. The English debate centers around the significance and methods
of including a spiritual component in public education, as mandated by the British
Educational Reform Act #1988. Authors David Carr (1995, 1996), Nigel Blake (1996),
Jeff Lewis (2000), Colin Wringe (2000) and Alven Neiman (2000) investigate definitions
of spiritual education and explore the ways in which spirituality may manifest itself in the
curriculum, for the potential benefit or detriment of pupils. Carr’s “Towards a
Distinctive Conception of Spiritual Education” begins the dialogue by asking the critical
question: What is the relationship of spirituality to values education and where does it
stand in an educational system primarily concerned with training and certification?
Values education, here is defined as the instillation of a system of morals within a
student, as defined by cultural norms and law, and is also referred to as “character
education.” Carr warns against too broad a definition of spirituality, and encourages that
spiritual education be conducted in religion or arts classes, where an intrinsic connection
to the spiritual is assumed to exist. Nigel Blake’s “Against Spiritual Education”
acknowledges the presence of “poor spiritual health” (457) characterized by as sense of
futility amongst teachers and students working within the traditional educational model.
Blake, however, insists that spiritual education is an inappropriate means to such ends,
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offering, instead, the encouragement of a strong work ethic and the full investment in
“significant work and job security” (457) as an alternative source of spiritual health.
Jeff Lewis’ “Spiritual Education as the Cultivation of Qualities of the Heart and
mind; A Reply to Blake and Carr” classifies the arguments of both Blake and Carr as
“reductionist” (265) on the grounds that Carr and Blake have defined the term
“spirituality” too narrowly. According to Lewis, Carr limits the interpretation of
spirituality within the confines of religious education supplemented by instruction in the
arts, while Blake insists that spiritual education is simply instruction in ethics (Lewis
265). Lewis calls for a more inclusive approach towards spiritual education in definition
and practice. Joined by Colin Wringe in “Is There Spirituality? Can It Be Part of
Education?” and Alven Neiman in “Self Examination, Philosophical Education and
Spirituality,” Lewis advocates for the implementation of spiritual pedagogy in all areas of
the curriculum. These scholars promote holistic education as a means by which to
cultivate the “qualities of the heart and mind” (Lewis 263) as a “way of life” (Neiman
572).
The most compelling argument among the British scholars comes from Alven M.
Neiman in “Self Examination, Philosophical Education and Spirituality.” In this article,
Neiman discusses the philosophical writing of Etty Hillesum, a Dutch Jew who lived for
several years of WWII in an internment camp before dying at Auschwitz. Using her
diaries and letters, Neiman marks Hillesum’s spiritual journey, in which self-reflection in
the face of great oppression resulted in a humanistic world view. Experiencing the death
of a close friend, she writes: “The rottenness of others is in us, too. I see no other
solution than to turn inward and to root out all the rottenness there. I no longer believe
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we can change anything in the world until we have first changed ourselves” (Neiman
585-6). “Moulding one’s inner life” (586) becomes a source of creativity, particularly as
she is denied personal freedoms. Neiman describes Hillesum’s work as an example of
“philosophy as a way of life” as opposed to “philosophy as theory” (588). Differentiating
the two kinds of philosophy, Neiman characterizes “philosophy as a way of life” as the
result of a need and a search for a solution (586). The self-knowledge that Hillesum was
seeking, then, was in response to the overwhelming atrocity that she was experiencing.
For Neiman, Hillesum’s writing was an act of resistance “within the ‘macrocosm of
historical events’ that would crush ‘the microcosm of individual lives’” (588). By
placing precedence on her internal development, she was insisting on the infinite value
and timelessness of the individual (588). There is sincerity to Neiman’s discussion of the
power of spirituality for the individual, in part due to the gravity of his subject, but
particularly because the concreteness of Hillesum’s work is, as Neiman remarks, born out
of a need from a member of a marginalized community. It is in this thought that I find
the connection between the work of Hillesum and contemporary feminist thought on
spiritual education. These contemporary authors write from the perspective of a
marginalized population that is seeking inner truth through education as a result of a
need, either personal or communal.
The last body of work, that of three post-colonial feminists, brings the debate
closest in its applications to the work of Katherine Dunham, as Dunham’s philosophy
arose out of a need to provide empowerment to underrepresented and oppressed groups
through arts education. In “Climbing Out of the Void: Moving from Chaos to Concepts
in the Presentation of a Thesis,” Cheryl Hunt addresses the production and construction
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of meaning in a formal academic environment and the dangers of excluding spiritual
experience as a valid “way of knowing” (351). Discussing the development of her own
writing for a Ph.D. thesis, Hunt examines educational models that have the capacity to
include spiritual development. Most influential in her studies was H. Skolimowski’s
theory of “a constant interplay of knowledge and understanding derived from body, mind,
and spirit” (362). From this theory, Hunt derived practical pedagogical models for use
with adult learners (362). In this manner, Hunt is investigating and advocating the
cultivation of knowledge in students that is physically derived. So, rather than
administering education through the study of abstractions, Hunt, like Dunham,
encourages methodology that originates from students’ personal experiences and that
manifests itself through movement. The cultivation of knowledge through movement,
then, is presented as a valid “way of knowing.” Hunt further examines the development
of “ways of knowing” by discussing the means by which one way of knowing is
translated into another, as experiential knowledge is translated into a knowledge of
images and then of theories. In this manner, Hunt’s definition of spiritual education is
expansive in that it posits the notion that experiential knowledge – through movement or
personal history – is a valid means by which to understand the world and even develop
intellectual theories.
Ruth Trinidad Galvan promotes a similar theoretical perspective in her discussion
of small groups of rural Mexican women who organize for informal education.
Investigating informal community education, Galvan writes of the power of spiritual
pedagogy among rural campesinas (604) in “Portraits of Mujeres Desjuiciadas: Womanist
Pedagogies of the Everyday, the Mundane and the Ordinary,” illuminating the specific
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experiences and “ways of knowing” of this migrant population, while describing a system
with potential for larger educational systems. In this sense, Galvan identifies the
educational model used by these women as inherently spiritual not only because the
group members participate in such rituals as the station of the rosary (603), but because
intellectual development is based primarily on the personal experiences and ancestral
histories of the women as individuals and members of the community. This type of
spiritual education is particularly relevant amongst this marginalized population, Galvan
states, because it offers a strategy for survival under economic and political oppression
(618). Galvan goes further, by recognizing that this feminist pedagogy comments on the
“multiple ways women and men live, learn, and teach each other every day,” providing
methods that promote “‘survival and wholeness’ of entire peoples (and) key us into ways
groups of peoples may maintain/recover their history and traditions” (618).
Connecting informal feminist educational practices to spiritual education within
formal academic institutions, “My Soul is a Witness: Affirming Pedagogies of the Spirit”
(Dillard, Abdur-Rashid, Tyson) offers case studies of the influence and impact of
spirituality in the educational methods of three African-American teaching scholars. In
these three articles, we see both the unique and exclusive nature of the individual spiritual
experience, as well as the potential for larger applications devoid of absolutism.
Proposing that spiritual pedagogy is an intrinsically African-American female experience,
Dillard, Abdur-Rashid, and Tyson elucidate the need for educational methods that accept
spiritual experience as a valid way of knowing. Furthermore, the three scholars promote
the idea that spiritual or “soulful” pedagogy nurtures teacher-student relationships by
drawing from personal experience of participants and recognizing emotional experience
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as form of knowledge (461). This type of educational model fosters more interaction
between teacher and student and encourages the notion that all parties are in search of
truth, as opposed to the idea that the teacher is strictly responsible for administering truth.
In this sense, the authors refute the notion that teaching is a “neutral endeavor,” insisting
that knowledge is inherently personal, and so the development of knowledge through
inquiry must be personal, as well (461).
While this last body of research discussed gives individual interpretations of
educational spirituality, none of the aforementioned texts give a practical prescription for
implementation, particularly in the public sector. Spiritual education research remains
primarily theoretical, and rarely attempts to offer methodological advice. It is here that
the work of Katherine Dunham enters the debate, and is able to address the problem of
the depersonalization of education with a fully developed and implemented practical
program in spiritual education. Dunham’s philosophy and methods of education have
been in practice for over sixty years and have manifested themselves in a variety of
locations, including public education. Questions emerge, then, about the relative
effectiveness of these programs.

Education of the Spirit: A Practical Critique
At the adult level, as referenced in the Hunt, Galvan, and “My Soul is a Witness”
articles, it is feasible to conduct classes and research that is spiritual in nature, given that
all participants are, theoretically, willing to engage personally and with a vested interest
in building community. Adults can understand notions of individual as opposed to
communal and are able to analyze their responsibility therein. It is more difficult,
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however, to implement a program of spiritual education with groups of children who are
not as capable of understanding personal and communal responsibility. In my own work
with students aged 4 to 14, the moments when arts instruction moves from pedantic to
spiritual is rare. This is due, in part, to my relative inexperience as a teacher. It is,
further, the product of an environment that does not encourage spiritual education.
Primary and secondary educational institutions, both public and private, are organized in
such a way that institutional needs present an obstacle to student spiritual needs, most
notably recognized in the way a typical school-day is organized, which allows little time
for the processes of digestion, explanation and exploration of material that are key to
individual and communal spiritual understanding. The overwhelming burden of
financing and administrating educational institutions and the political and corporate
dependency that develops, result in time constraints that prevent the development of an
environment in which spiritual education can take place. In a 30-minute block of arts
instruction, slotted between phonics and math, it is nearly impossible to conduct
classroom business and address the needs of each student in any kind of meaningful way.
By contrast, in observing a children’s class in West African dance conducted by
Sacramento instructor Mischwa Ngoma, I observed the development of personal and
communal spiritual education, characterized by students who were willingly
participating, respectful of themselves and each other, and who were given time to ask
questions about the function of the dances that they were learning. This is due to three
factors: time, intent, and support, which allow for spiritual education to occur in some
groups, but not most. Time is of the greatest importance, in that both the amount of time
per class session as well as each student’s length of study determines whether a student
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will be able to engage fully in the material. Intent and support are also critical, in that
both the student and the student’s parents must be committed to the student’s attendance
in class and her participation in class activities. The students who study with Mischwa
attend classes that last for two hours, and many of these students have studied with her
for many years. This time commitment has allowed the students to develop a relationship
with their instructor, a trust in her methodology, and the fostering of an environment that
promotes spiritual investigation of the dance as opposed to rote muscle memorization.
Spiritual education, ultimately, is founded on the ability of instructors and students to
question existing forms of knowledge and relate their personal experience to their
developing sense of self and community. Only over time can these questions be
investigated, and only with a group of willing and trusting students can this occur.
It is possible to conceive that spirituality in education among children is an
unreasonable expectation. Children, it may be said, have not yet developed a sense of
personal or communal identity, and so may not be able to effectively question themselves
or their instructors. Their questions may even be perceived as a threat to classroom
management systems. It is my contention, however, that, in the appropriate environment,
spiritual education among children can occur, but only over time, and with support from
administrators and parents. In this light, instruction in Dunham technique cannot be
deposited into existing curriculum in thirty-minute blocks with hope of teaching students
any more than mimetic dance technique. Spiritual education in the Dunham technique,
then, would have to be carefully planned with administrators and parents, so that
adequate time for the establishment of a trusting environment can be created. The
question that is the foundation for spiritual education is the question that is the foundation
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for childhood: “Why?” In this sense, spiritual education for children is feasible. It would,
however, require more time and planning than spiritual education for adults.

Practical Conclusions
What remains as a hole in this spiritual portion of my research is an evaluation of
a diverse population of pupil experiences as students of the Dunham Technique. With
the exception of Lavinia Williams’ now dated experiences (CORD Dance Research
Annual XII), little research exists that documents the artistic and spiritual experiences of
Dunham dancers and students. In Chapter 2, I touched on my own participantobservations as a student in the Afro-Caribbean Dance class offered by Dr. Linda
Goodrich at California State University, Sacramento. However, my observations are
limited to my own cognitive and somatic experience and are only the beginning of a
qualitative analysis of the Dunham Technique student experience. My suggestions for
further research in this area include a recommendation for the recording and analysis of a
series of interviews of Dr. Goodrich, and other national and international Dunham
practitioners. I would also suggest further research that includes the experiences of
dancers in companies like Sacramento Black Art of Dance, who are trained in the
Dunham technique. In a comparative analysis, I would like to further suggest research
into the experiences of these trained dancers, many of whom have studied with Goodrich
for many years in addition to attending summer classes taught by Dunham herself.
Further, I would like to suggest research into the spiritual experiences of students who
take classes like Goodrich’s Afro-Caribbean: Dunham Technique class for only a
semester, this data being of great use to any project devoted to developing applications
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for larger public programs. Finally, interviews with Katherine Dunham, herself, would
also be of great importance.
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Temptation versus Mankind: The Representation of Goethe’s Faust in the
Contemporary Hollywood Movie “Devil’s Advocate”

In his book Screenwriting, Raymond G. Frensham raises the following questions:
“How many stories do you think have been told on [Hollywood] screen? Thousands?
More?” According to him, “the answer is eight”. These eight stories are:
Achilles, Candide, Cinderella, Circe, Faust, Orpheus, Romeo & Juliet, and Tristan.
Interestingly, two of them, Grimm’s Cinderella and Goethe’s Faust, were first published
at the beginning of the 19th Century in Germany, during an important time of literary
movements – Romanticism and Classicism.
In my presentation, I will focus on Goethe’s story Faust and its representation in
movies. The story of Faust is the basis of movies like “The Seventh Seal”, “Fatal
Attraction”, “Wall Street”, and the most obvious “Devil’s Advocate”.
As Dr. Faust sells his soul to the devil in Goethe’s tragedy, Kevin Lomax (Keanu
Reeves) sells his soul to John Milton (Al Pachino) who owns a law firm. There are,
however, more similarities which I want to point out. At beginning of the 19th Century,
Goethe depicts a man (Faust) in his quest for a new and higher form of knowledge, truth,
and love. In order to get this, Faust, who acts as a symbol for a new form of a human
being in a developing society, sells his soul. In “Devil’s Advocate”, director Taylor
Hackford comes up with almost the same topic and changing society values in the 1990s.
The new values of today’s society, however, seem to be power and fast cash. In the
movie, the impatient young attorney Kevin Lomax wants to win every case and therefore
is willing to do anything to get to the top.

My paper deals with the similarities of stories, values, and characters in both works
Faust and “Devil’s Advocate”, but, I will also point out differences in both stories. My
aim is to show that Faust is definitely the basis of “Devil’s Advocate”, but has some
additional features, like a “feminization” of the story.
On top of all, the fact that classic literary works are the basis for contemporary
Hollywood movies can be used by teachers to boost students’ interest for the field of
literature.
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ARAB AMERICAN MUSLIMS’ HOME INTERIORS IN THE U.S.:
WHEN CULTURE AND DESIGN INTERACT
Purpose
The home interior of Arab Muslim Americans in the United States offers interesting insights into both the role of
tradition and the attachment to the homeland’s culture in shaping the home interior’s physical environment. The
organization and appropriation of the home interior—Al-majleess, Arabian sitting, al-madkhal, doorstep, atajmeel,
decorative elements, and sutra, privacy--evokes a sense of history, symbolizes the enduring values of the group, and
above all constitutes an illustrative archetype rendering the Arab American Muslims' home interior as a place apart.
A rooted, sensed need to reaffirm the attachment to the homeland’s social and cultural values renders the home
interior an intricate environment that deserves scrutiny. This paper addresses the role of the tradition and its
influence in shaping the Arab Muslim immigrants' home interior’s physical environment and the meanings
associated with the resulting composition.
The purpose of this study finds impetus in the increasing need for studies that initiate diverse culture-based
perspectives into design education. Learning experiences that develop consciousness of alternate points of view and
appreciation of cultural diversity engender an enhancement of students’ design creativity. Similarly, this study is
motivated by the growing need for understanding Arab Muslims since the tragedy of September 11.

Methodology
The research design encompasses a qualitative investigation using a grounded theory approach of two Arab
Muslim immigrant settlements in Chicago-Illinois and Dearborn-Michigan. Twenty households were studied
in the sample population, ten households in Chicago and ten in Dearborn. The heterogeneity of the Arab
Muslim immigrants necessitated the use of purposeful sampling. Participants were deliberately selected to
provide important information related to income, date of immigration, early and recent immigrants,
extended and nuclear families, Arab Muslim immigrants from the Middle East and North Africa,
professional and blue collar workers, and both tenants as well as owners. Focus groups, interviews, and
participant observation, including both social and physical contexts, constituted the different forms of data
collection. This process, which is generally known as triangulation, consists of using different methods of
collecting data from diverse settings and individuals. This reduces the risks that the conclusions will reflect
only the systematic biases or limitations of only one specific method (Maxwell, 1996, p.69). Data were
analyzed using open and axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p.62) which consists of breaking down,
conceptualizing, and reconstructing data in new ways.

Summary
This analysis confirmed that cultural forces remain a pivotal role in influencing the design of the home environment.
More importantly, this study resulted in pedagogic inspirations suggesting that in the Arab American Muslim house,
secondary symbolic functions of the space are more important than the primary utilitarian functions, such as for
instance, entering, gathering, eating, going upstairs, receiving, decorating, among other uses. Secondary functions
illustrate the symbolic significance and communicative aspects of the built environment and are the result of a
cognitive process whereby the physical setting acquires a connotation beyond its instrumental use.
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Arab American Muslims’ Home Interiors in the U.S.: When Culture and Design Interact

Introduction
The home interior of Arab American Muslims in the United States offers intriguing insights into
the role of culture in shaping their home environments. Arab American Muslims, in order to compensate
and alleviate their alienation, try to recreate their homeland way of life by not only imitating the native
home interior space organization, but also by borrowing artifacts as well. The organization and
appropriation of the home interior—Arabian majlees, sitting room; al-madkhal, doorstep; atajmeel,
decorative elements; and sutra, privacy--evokes a sense of history, symbolizes the enduring values of the
group, and above all constitutes an illustrative archetype rendering the Arab American Muslims' home
interior a place apart. The results of the home interior’s space appropriation offer an intricate
communicative environment. Clare Cooper Marcus (1997) in her classic work, House as a Mirror of Self,
describes the attachment to home as “a place of self expression, a vessel of memories, a refuge from the
outside world, a cocoon where we can feel nurtured and let down our guard” (p.2). It is understandable to
find such environmental home interior cultural manifestations within the Arab Muslim countries, but its
transplant into the host environment renders the home interior an intriguing and inquisitive environment,
hence deserving scrutiny.
The purpose of this study finds impetus in the increasing need for studies that initiate diverse
culture-based perspectives into design education. Asojo (2001) noted, “design education is becoming
more culturally diverse” (p.57). This predisposition suggests an increasing need for studies that initiate
diverse culture-based perspectives into design education. Null (1999) suggested “the new focus will
require designers who have sensitivity to and understanding of a multitude of cultures in this increasingly
diverse world, design schools must prepare students for the global environment and workplace of the
future” (p.44). Nussbaumer and Guerin (2000) in The Relationships between Learning Styles and
Visualization Skills Among Interior Design Students found out that “cultural backgrounds were significant
factors influencing [visulization] skills”(p.1). Similarly, this study finds a driving force in the

requirements of the Foundation of Interior Design Education Research (FIDER, 2000), which
recommends the provision of “learning experiences to develop consciousness of alternate points of view
and appreciation of cultural diversity.” This paper explores the influences that have shaped the Arab
American Muslim home interior’s physical environment and the meanings associated with the resulting
spatial composition as pertaining to the social, cultural and, psychological, environments.

Conceptual Framework
Most of the studies conducted on Arab Muslim immigrants in the United States have been limited
to sociology, Haddad (1991); history (Nimer, 2002); psychology, Al-khazraji (1997); and politics Khan
(2002); These disciplines and approaches alone cannot explain the environmental behavior phenomenon
of Arab American Muslims in the U.S. While these fields have attempted to answer the behavioral
question, the environmental problem remained untouched and needs deciphering. The present study
attempts to examine this unexplored aspect (physical environment) in a holistic approach that includes
social, psychological, cultural, and physical components of the phenomenon. This holistic approach
bridges the gap between environmental and behavioral studies as suggested in Moore’s (1987) integrative
theory that ultimately links existing theories with the dimensions of people, place, behavior, and time.

Review of Precedent
Rapoport (1985) argued that choice is central to peoples’ interactions with the environment. He
maintained, “If they are not chosen they are not home” (p.261). Rapoport, for instance, suggested
“Furnishings and mementos play a major role in communication of identity and status”(p.263). It is what
Rowe (1989) called a sense of "physical insideness" or in Dovey’s (1985) words “connectedness to place”
(p.53) that is usually achieved through one’s belongings that evoke the familiarity of the setting. Likewise,
Dovey (1985) noted “familiar objects can compensate for the feelings of alienation particularly for new
immigrants in new environments (p. 54). Furnishings and mementos also play a major role in
communication of identity and status. “They help take possession of space and reflect people's lives--

travel, experience, places lived, and family ties. These precious objects can turn a house into a home
(Dovey, 1985, p.52). Likewise, Marcus (1997) noted “It is the movable objects in the home, rather than the
physical fabric itself, that are the symbol of self ”(p.8). According to Shumaker and Conti (1989), the best
way to decipher the essence of attachment to one’s belonging is to study the mobility of people and the
repercussion on their home environment. They ask: How do people make a new place familiar? Do they
simply transport valued objects, or do they select comparable housing and communities to evoke a sense of
home (p. 250)?
Early studies in understanding the process of spatial adaptation, attachment to one’s belonging,
and how to make the new place familiar are very reminiscent and suggestive for this study. However,
studies of Arab American Muslims’ physical environment, and specifically the home interior, remained
an unexplored phenomenon. Similarly, precedent researches on Arab American Muslims explored the
behavioral dimensions; nonetheless, the environmental dimensions remained untouched.

Methods
This study attempted to understand home interiors of Arab American Muslims using a qualitative
approach, based on a grounded theory, to uncover and to understand what lies behind their choices—
phenomena about which little is currently known. Residents of ten households in Chicago and ten in
Dearborn, Michigan were interviewed. Because of the heterogeneity of the population under
investigation, purposeful sampling was used to include high and low income families, early and recent
immigrants, extended and nuclear families, Arab Muslim immigrants from the Middle East as well as
from North Africa, professional and blue collar workers, and tenants as well as home owners. The various
data collection techniques included focus groups, open-ended interviews, and participant observation,
which holistically provided a cross data validity checks (Patton, 1990). Focus groups were particularly
useful for exploratory research and helped to develop a more comprehensive view of the phenomenon
under investigation. In the focus groups sessions, I addressed the following variables: a) the location of
the sites that might generate the best results; b) conditions of immigrants arrival to the States and their

first settlements; c) establishment of Muslim immigrants’ home environments; d) reproduction of artifacts
that reflect the original culture; e) differences among immigrants pertaining to the organization of their
home environments, and f) changes and alterations the home environment has undergone since arrival.
During the open-ended interview sessions, whereby an interview guide was used, twenty
household heads, fathers and mothers, were interviewed in their homes in spaces of their choice. Most of
the interviews took place in family rooms, kitchens, or basements. Each interview session, ranging from
30 to 50 minutes, was tape-recorded with the permission of the interviewee. At the beginning of each
interview session, residents were given the freedom whether or not to answer specific questions, or to
withdraw at any time of the interview process, and they were also informed that the information would be
confidentially treated.
The participant observation session took place during and right after the interview sessions.
Interestingly enough, the observation of the physical setting complemented the loopholes and unanswered
questions of the interviews. For instance, during one of my interview sessions, while interviewing a
household head in the family room, facing me there was a hanging curtain that I read as a separation
between male and female sections of the house. Later, when I started my physical observation of the
house, I noticed the household head moving the curtain to one side to pick up some dishes that were
stored on shelves to prepare the coffee table as a hospitality gesture. Then, I understood the real purpose
of the curtain.
Data were analyzed using open and axial coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Open coding
pertains specifically to naming and categorizing phenomena through close examination of data. Axial
coding is a set of procedures whereby data are put back together in new ways by using a coding paradigm
involving causal conditions, phenomena, context, intervening conditions, and consequences.

Discussion
Data analysis, specifically the process of categorizing phenomena, whereby phenomena were
classified, resulted in redundant themes, such as privacy, symbolism, personal belongings, Arabian

majlees, and al-madkhal. These themes were allowed to emerge and took the central stage of the present
exploration. More importantly, this study resulted in pedagogic inspirations suggesting that in the Arab
American Muslim home, secondary symbolic functions of the space are more important than the primary
utilitarian functions. Secondary functions illustrate the symbolic significance and communicative aspects
of the built environment and are the result of a cognitive process whereby the physical setting acquires a
connotation beyond its instrumental use, as it is illustrated in the Arabian majlees, the doorstep, privacy,
and belongings.

The Arabian majlees or Sitting Room
The Arabian majlees is a sitting room that might be converted into a bedroom under special
circumstances such as ceremonies, funerals, or reception of guests. The Arabian majlees offers low
cushions arranged in a 'U' shaped setting designed to provide distance and eye-to-eye contact (see Figure
1). It also includes a maeeda, coffee table within reachable hand height for the squatting users of the
space. It is a flexible space as this interviewee defines it:
It is a place where I gather with my kids, chat with them… educate them, it is a place where we
eat, receive guests, sometimes we even watch television here… I have American friends, when
they saw this form of organization of my house… they just admired it…
Asking a Dearbornite interviewee about the purpose and the meaning of the Arabian majlees, he said:
…Let me tell you the truth, I thought to put a sofa and a coffee table, but believe me I felt that
most of my friends would not be happy… the place will not be sufficient, and we cannot get
closer to each other. You know how we converse back home; here it is the same thing.
From a utilitarian perspective, the primary function of the Arabian majlees denotes a sitting or
squatting position, squatting to eat, drink, chat, or receive guests, but as a secondary symbolic function,
the space connotes deep meanings. The secondary functions begin to unveil hidden dimensions
representing the need for Arab American Muslims to: 1) identify themselves (spatial identification), 2) to
teach their children (education), 3) to yield more space at home (capacity), and 4) to generate a multipurpose use of the space (flexibility).

Al-Madkhal or Threshold
The Al-Madkhal of the Arab Muslim house marks the transition from the external to the internal
environment. This transitional space is imbued with cultural meanings, not just as a vertical spatial
composition, but as a place reminiscent of the traditional skeefa, an L shaped waiting room used by men;
it is a space found proceeding the entrance to the hom. Asking one of my interviewees in Chicago about
the marking of the entrance, he replied:
We were thinking to make it just a simple entrance, but at the end we have agreed to add this
arch, you know that it is not cheap. I still recall from our neighborhood back home the arch is
everywhere, and I like it. It reminds me of many things from my neighborhood in Sanaa
[Yemen]. Also, I tried to create an entrance where my family will be protected from the eye of the
intruder. …[When] you enter the house; you have to take your shoes off; it is an issue of 'Tahara',
or purity. Let me now tell you something; we have done all of that taking into account the day
when we would like to sell the house.
Another interviewee explaining the reason behind the organization of the madkhal, noted:
This place is a public space—people come to shop, do their errands, meet with friends and so on… and our house is almost open to the street, so I tried to create an entrance where
my family will be protected from the eye of the intruder. As you see, I made some modifications in here in order that passersby will not see what is going on inside whenever the
door is open… Also it is a decoration; don’t you like it? Whenever you have guests, whether Arabs or Americans, this organization welcomes your guest and salutes him or her; it
makes the entrance very original and very hospitable.

Al-madkhal transcends the meaning assigned to it by the conventional functionalist definition.
From a secondary function perspective, the door step becomes a system saturated with meanings
reflecting the need of the Arab Muslim family to 1) distinguish oneself (identification), 2) seclude inside
from outside (privacy, 3) to adorn and embellish the access1 to the house (aesthetic purposes), and 4) to
accomplish the Islamic teaching ordainments (religious considerations).

Attajmeel or Belongings
Arab Muslim immigrants bring with them or sometimes produce artifacts that are based on their
homeland cultures (see Figure 2). These items evoke a sense of history, meaning, and identity. They
symbolize the enduring values of people who are living within relatively unfamiliar surrounding. Framed
pictures that display verses from the Qur’an, or pictures of holy sites to Islam, such as Mecca, the

Prophet's mosque in Medina, or the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem are common in Arab Muslims’
houses (see Figures 3). When asked about their meanings, one interviewee explained:
The verse as a verse should not be hung but it is becoming a tradition. It is hung to remind [us],
so if you see it, you would read it, and reading it is a remembrance. It is [also] for decoration …it
is a remembrance of God. It is much better than a photo of a human being.
… The Dome of the Rock is another important symbol in the Islamic heritage since one of the
major events of the life of the Prophet took place in the vicinity of the Dome of the Rock, the
ascension to the seven heavens.
When asked about the possibility of substituting frames of Qur’anic verses by pictures of nature, he
replied:
It is symbolic; it is culture; it is humbleness; it is a tradition; and the house where I was raised has
the same features. It reminds me of my parents and my family, the essence of the culture where I
grew up.
Therefore, the meaning resulting from hanging picture frames surpasses the utilitarian meaning in
that the primary utilitarian function suggests an aesthetic reading, i.e., to beautify the space. However,
more importantly, the secondary symbolic function suggests an association of meanings such as
conveying a theme of identity, symbolism, remembrance, and attachment to a place.

Privacy: Dari sattaratu a'ri
Arab Muslims’ preponderant use of the metaphor dari sattaratu a’ri, or my house is the shield of
my disgrace, highlights the importance of the concept of privacy in Muslims’ lives. Visual privacy has
played an instrumental role in shaping Muslims’ home interiors and is still influencing the home interior
space organization. Visual privacy has been sensed at three levels: front and back yard entrances,
separation between children’s bedrooms from each other by gender, and in the areas for the reception of
guests.

Front yard and Back yard Entrances
In order to prevent the passerby's eye from intruding on residents, all kind of devises are used to
shield the interior of the home from the outside. The devices depend on the immigrants' socio-economic
status, and they vary from a piece of fabric that is hung at the entrance to total architectural re-

arrangements using symbolic artifacts to provide a clear spatial transition. When asked about the
alteration to his main entrance, which resulted in an “L” shape introverted entrance, une entrée en
chicane, one of the interviewees noted:
The house was totally open; if one of my kids opened the door, the whole house could be seen
from outside… I could not show what I have to the passerby; likewise, I do not like to intrude on
people's privacy. I believe with the modifications I have made, now it looks much better, and it is
also responding to our needs.
In addition, backyard doors are refurbished to become a second main entrance (ladies’ entrance) to the
house, which coincides with the kitchen’s location and its peripherals, hence providing a total separation
between men and women realms.

Children’s Bedroom Separation
Modifications are made to sleeping spaces to provide more privacy by splitting the space using a
non-load bearing partition, or by adding new doors to avoid circulation through spaces that necessitate
privacy.
Yes, I had to make a couple of doors; the bedrooms used to be open to each other, so I built two
doors [and a dividing wall] to separate between different rooms but also to provide a certain
privacy to the different living areas.
The bedrooms’ arrangement is dictated by the necessity of separating children. Likewise, the Islamic
culture ordains the separation between boys and girls when they reach the age of ten.
… The Muslim family is a large one, the number of kids is higher than in the other cultures, so
the Muslim family needs a house with a higher number of bedrooms, the separation between girls
and boys is a must according to the Islamic culture.

Guests’ Reception.
Several interviewees emphasized the importance of the guests' reception area over other spaces in
the house. Sometimes the basement is refurbished to accommodate guests (see Figure 4); in other
circumstances, a plain piece of cloth is used to demarcate spaces (see Figure 5).
I would like to make changes that would make my home convenient to receive guests and keep
the separation of men and women, which is not now… as you see we are using a cloth to make
the separation… a sliding door would make it [much better] … I needed some extra space, so I

started to finish the basement and the attic to fit the growing needs of the family, and I am willing
to add a small kitchen and a half bathroom.
Observations in low-income settings unveiled the eminence and sacredness of the privacy theme. A plain
piece of fabric was hung on the large opening that was used as a separation between sitting room and
dining room, transforming it into host and guest areas.

Summary
Attachment to traditional values constitutes a system saturated with meanings that indirectly
communicates and anchors people to places and triggers perpetual dialectics between settings and their
occupants. Culture-based projects and research proffer an effervescent field entry into the study of
environment-behavior relations, which may constitute a basis for studying design vocabulary and
grammar. More importantly, this study resulted in pedagogic inspirations suggesting that in the Arab
American Muslim house, secondary symbolic functions of the space are more important than the primary
utilitarian functions. Secondary functions illustrate the symbolic significance and communicative aspects
whereby the physical setting acquires a connotation beyond its instrumental use.
This topic of study is worthy of further research for two reasons 1) the growing number of
Muslims in the United States leading to three generations and 2) the lack of literature on Arab American
Muslim home environment. Areas that could be explored revolve around 1) how the two cultural elements
have been integrated, spatial dualism, 2) how the changing role of women in the Muslim family will
impact the home interior environment, 3) how the educational attainment, range of occupation, income
levels, and degree of religiosity would bring about new forms of the Arab American home, and 4) how
can elderly population cope and adapt with this bi-cultural conditions? Further research could produce
interesting answers to these questions, especially at this junction of the history of Arab Muslim
immigrants in the United States, which after a century of roaming have just begin to settle.
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Figure 1: Arabian majlees, a flexible living space, constitutes the heart of the Arab American Muslim
home interior.

Figures 2: Arabian majlees featuring decorated clay water jars and cup that adorn the setting
recalling the homeland’s culture.

Figures 3: Chimney featuring picture frames of holy sites and religious verses:
An attachment to cultural values and compensation
for the feeling of alienation.

Figures 4: Basement rearranged and refurbished to accommodate guests.
The use of Arabian majlees allow for different
room functions.
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Figure 5: A plain piece of cloth is used to demarcate spaces, underscoring the importance
of privacy within the Arab American home.
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In a technologically driven culture which feeds the postmodern view that an
individual is a product constructed by media representations and language rather than by
the need to express autonomy through the sense of an inner essence, what is one to do
with the religious impulse? Or, in terms of those who experience a desire for or catch
glimpses of ancient realms populated by ancestral spirits unidentifiable in our defined
culture, what place is there for the shamanic urge to communicate with spirit for the
purposes of gaining insight and healing?
There is enough contemporary acknowledgment of this pull to spirit to elicit many
interpretations. Authors from various disciplines such as anthropology, psychology,
biology, neurology and sociology are delving into and writing about the renewed interest
in and modern experience of the cross-cultural nature of shamanic phenomena. In his
book, Shamanism: The Neural Ecology of Consciousness and Healing, Michael
Winkelman credits the universality of shamanism to a base in human psychobiology.
Amanda Porterfield’s work, Shamanism: A Psychological Definition, asserts a more
psychosocial explanation that spirits are manifestations of human desires, that shamanic
practices can be therapeutic, yet, detrimental at times, when she views them as tools the
shaman uses for social conformity through methods such as scapegoating. Richard
Noll’s piece, Mental Imagery Cultivation as a Cultural Phenomenon: The Role of
Visions in Shamanism, expresses a belief that shamans’ visions are only mental images of
which they have convinced themselves as real. Traveling along the same thought pattern
is Nils G. Holm who states in his work called Religious Ecstasy that spiritual possession
is merely cultural projection and articulation of emotions and needs. Alan Kilpatrick’s
book, The Night Has a Naked Soul, leaves the door open to another magically oriented
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realm in his discussion of the synchronicity of events surrounding the death of his cousin,
yet still offers a firm belief in the human need to psychologically project outside of
oneself when circumstances are difficult to deal with or explain.
In her work, Spirit Possession Revisited: Beyond Instrumentality, Janice Boddy
makes an admission,
“I present the issues accordingly, risking an impression of
scholarly integration that may not in fact exist.” (Boddy, p.408)
If Boddy goes so far as to admit that scholars may be out of place in trying to explain a
phenomenon such as spirit possession, the Native Americans in a video titled, “Plastic
Shamans,” go even further in another direction by stating that those outside their own
culture, especially white people, who claim to commune with spirits in a shamanic
fashion, are all fakes and are, for appearance purposes, stealing something that does not
belong to them so that they may profit financially.
The proliferation of explanations from many sectors for the presence of shamanic
practice is not limited to interest in it as a cross-cultural phenomenon which exists only in
traditional societies. Shamanism is also being examined for the current practice of its
ancient methodologies in modern Western culture. Is it possible for a modern citizen in a
Western-oriented culture, whether he or she lives in an urban or rural setting, to have
shamanic experiences which include but are not limited to entering an altered state of
consciousness and receiving healing and information related to her/himself or on behalf
of another? Must we accept the prognoses of modern scientists who have logical answers
for this phenomena or that of the Native Americans in the above-mentioned video who
condemn as inauthentic anyone outside of a continent’s indigenous inhabitants who
claims to have had a shamanic experience? In our cross-pollinated Western culture, is it
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possible for a hybrid spiritual method to be less or inauthentic than a traditional or socalled “pure” form? By examining the ways in which altered states are reached, e.g.,
through the practice of drumming, rattling, and use of an hallucinogen such as ayahuasa,
a study of shamanic visions and experiences reported by Westerners will be done and
conclusions can be drawn. It will be shown that those who have had these experiences
seek them and/or are in surroundings conducive to receiving them. They are gained by
individuals who respectfully and effectively learn from and follow the directions of
teachers in both ordinary and in accounts of a non-ordinary reality.
The shaman has been present in indigenous cultures on all continents. Michael
Harner states in the book, Hallucinogens and Shamanism,
“A shaman may be defined as a man or woman who is in direct
contact with the spirit world through a trance state and has one or
more spirits at his command to carry out his bidding for good or
evil…a shaman may also influence the course of events, find lost
or stolen objects, divine the identity of persons who have committed
crimes, communicate with the spirits of dead relatives and friends
of clients, foretell the future, and practice clairvoyance.” (Harner, p.xi)
It is apparent in this quote that there are two types of shamans, healers who work on
behalf of individuals and a community for “good,” and sorcerers who bewitch with “evil”
intent. In his work with the Jivaro Indians of the Ecuadorian Amazon, Harner observed
the initiation of new shamans and learned that after the first month, some of them would
be prompted by their helping spirits to bewitch. Those who gave into this urge would
become sorcerers. The novices who could control this impulse would become healing
shamans. Further evidence of this split in types of shamanism is expressed in another of
Harner’s books, The Way of the Shaman. In this, he praises Carlos Castaneda’s work for
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introducing many Westerners to some of the legitimate principles involved in the
excitement and adventure of shamanism, but points out,
“..Casteneda does not emphasize healing in his books, although
this is generally one of the most important tasks of shamanism.
Perhaps this is because his don Juan is basically engaged in the
warrior (or sorcerer) type of shamanism.” (Harner, p.xxiii)
With the understanding of the important distinction between the two types of shamans
having been established, this paper will emphasize the impulse and work of the healing
shaman.
The healing shaman “journeys” into various realms on behalf of an individual or
community to obtain healing information and answers to questions. The shaman brings
this knowledge back and dispenses it by relaying it to the suffering individual or by
merging with the healing spirit to perform the healing in partnership with the spirit. In
order to acquire this intelligence, the shaman must be in an altered state of consciousness.
Harner writes,
“In engaging in shamanic practice, one moves between what I term
an Ordinary State of Consciousness (OSC) and a Shamanic State of
Consciousness (SSC).” (Harner, p.xix)
The origin of the word “shaman” has been traced to the words from the Tungus language
of the Altaic Region of Siberia, “haman” or “saman,” meaning, “one who is moved,
raised or excited.” This alludes to the altered state the shaman finds her/himself in while
engaging in healing work.
The healing shaman, according to Mircea Eliade in his book, Shamanism: Archaic
Techniques of Ecstasy, reaches ecstasy through such an altered state. He writes,
“..through this whole region in which the ecstatic experience is
considered the religious experience par excellence, the shaman,
and he alone, is the great master of ecstasy.” (Eliade. p.4)
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One of the ways a shaman reaches this state is expressed by Eliade in his research
concerning the shamanic séance among the Ugrians, a designation of Finno-Ugric
peoples of Western Siberia and Hungary:
“When he is called to perform a cure, the Tremyugan shaman
begins beating his drum and playing the guitar until he falls into
ecstasy. Abandoning his body, his soul enters the underworld
and goes in search of the patient’s soul.” (Eliade, p.220)
The ecstatic state often includes the sense of merging with something much larger than
what a single soul or body can contain, something universal. Physical pain is not
experienced at this time, nor is there much awareness of any physical feeling at all.
Although a sense of all out ecstasy is not always necessary for the shaman’s healing
vision to occur, being in some form of the Shamanic State of Consciousness (SSC) is.
The shaman is the sojourner extraordinaire, the expert liaison between ordinary
and non-ordinary realities. It is his or her strong partnership with spirit allies that makes
the shaman’s bridge between worlds a strong one. It is, however, possible for others to
reach altered states and travel to the realms in which shamans frequent and to encounter
helping and healing spirits while there. These states are being explored in modern culture
in drumming circles where people gather to “journey” to the monotonous sound of the
drum, or in safe settings where those in a group consume a plant substance such as
ayahuasca with the intent of gaining healing and insight. Besides the use of the drum and
hallucinogens as vehicles to “get there,” other traditional methods, which are still used to
achieve the altered state, are fasting, flagellation and self-torture, sensory deprivation,
breathing exercises and yogic meditation, and ritual dancing, rattling, singing and
chanting.
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The practice of the drumming circle is on the rise in Western culture. Individuals,
most often from non-indigenous cultures, gather to drum and rattle to reach the SSC.
One person or a small group continues to drum while the other circle participants lie
down to “journey” for healing insight and information. These journeys often resemble
the descriptions relayed to us about the astral travels of traditional healing shamans.
Circle participants report visiting other worlds above and below this one, and sometimes
become acquainted with a slightly altered version of this world (sometimes referred to as
the middle world). They are met by various animals that sometimes speak, and other
spiritual entities of many forms.
A “transpersonal” state in which the Theta and Alpha brain waves are effected
result in a trance state. The monotonous sound of the drum at two to three beats per
second seems to evoke this state of consciousness. Many return from being in this
condition with the sense of having truly been someplace else and gained something
useful and/or powerful from it. The availability of the SSC is not exclusive to the
traditional healing shaman and many Westerners are seeking this state and finding
themselves in it through use of these repetitive methods.
Most of the information received by Westerners who participate in drumming
circles pertains to their own lives and circumstances. Some, however, are prompted in
the SSC to work on behalf of others who are suffering or need assistance. This parallels
the “calling” many traditional healing shamans receive after themselves having suffered
long illnesses or emotional and mental maladies, and these modern day participants who
are given this message are often individuals who have also suffered illnesses and
harrowing life events. Having been through such agony, there is an increase in
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compassion for the distress of others, and they feel the summon to heal must be
answered. Since these sensations are present in certain individuals in Western culture,
some choose to acknowledge them, although the support structure that exists for them is
generally outside of mainstream culture. Many seek out initiation and training through
individuals and organizations so they may work with the call in a shamanic healing way.
What follows is an interview with a woman who lives in the U.S. and makes a
living as a schoolteacher. Life circumstances led her to work in a shamanic fashion:
After a long period of malaise in my life following several life crises and a near
nervous breakdown, I was invited to attend a drumming circle that met in the Santa
Monica Mountains. The incredible initiation that occurred in the SSC for me led me to
find a program in which I could get more training to work in a spiritual fashion to help
alleviate the suffering of others. I must add that all of my life I’ve had strong spiritual
experiences involving contact with spirits visually, through channeling or “automatic
writing,” seeing spiritual entities in crystal, hearing spirits talk through trees and plants,
etc. I pushed these experiences away because of the lack of validation for them in
Western culture and not wishing to be labeled “weird” or crazy. It was heartening to find
others with similar experiences who wished to do something with the information they
received. After several years of shamanic journey work on my own and in casually
organized circles with others in which the drum and rattle were used to attain SSC, I
found out about a three year training program in which I would be initiated into ancient
cross-cultural shamanic healing methods. During a two-week intensive portion of this
initiation, I experienced a “dismemberment.” There were many other powerful events
that occurred in the SSC besides this one, but I will recount this one to you, emphasizing
that reaching this place was summoned by the drum:
Zebra took me to the upper world in darkness. He splayed
me on some sharp tree branches. This split me open and
all of my guts spilled out. Some creatures that I have never
seen before showed up. They looked like human birds of prey.
They held spears and had long, sharp tongues. My organs, blood
and intestines were emptied out onto the ground. Some tiny, shiny
object got pulled out of the mess first. I rode around on Zebra’s
back while these frightening creatures poked around in my blood
and guts, eating and licking what they wanted of it, sucking some
of it clean, stomping the items I no longer needed and they didn’t
want into the ground. Zebra and I returned to the location. The
creatures sucked my eyeballs and put them back into my sockets,
and put everything they had sucked clean back into me. They
shook me around, hoping more dirt or bugs would fall off of me
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so they would have more to eat. They took pleasure in scaring me
and laughed. They checked me all over on the outside. Finally,
I got to take off on Zebra’s back. They called after me, laughing,
“We’ll be here when you need us again!” Zebra shot up to the heavens.
The fear the creatures had elicited in me dissipated. Zebra’s white
stripes became the day, his black stripes the night, his eyes the stars.
He took me to a place where giant Eagle waited for me. I knew the
tiny shiny object in me had been saved for him. It hatched and came
up out of my throat as a huge worm offering. He took it from me,
consumed it, I merged with him, we flew up and merged with the universe.
I learned more about dismemberment phenomenon after this powerful experience. In
many traditionally shamanic cultures, it is believed that each time the shaman gets
dismembered she/he is removed more from ordinary experience and gets reunited with
the reality from which she/he came before being born and will return to after death.
She/he is being put back into unity with the ability to remember more of her/his true
spiritual essence.
Eliade’s research on shamanic initiatory practices, in the following case the Mara
tribe of Australia, reveals strikingly similar accounts to this woman’s encounter.
“One who wishes to become a medicine man lights a fire
and burns fat, thus attracting two spirits called Minnungarra.
These approach and encourage the candidate, assuring
him that they will not completely kill him. ‘First of all
they make him insensible, and in the usual way cut him
open and take out all his organs, which are then replaced
by those of one of the spirits. Then he is brought to life
again, told that he is now a doctor, shown how to take
bones and evil magic out of men, and carried up into
the sky.’” (Eliade, p. 49)
Eliade notes that many dismemberment accounts from cross-cultural sources include the
candidate’s dismemberment and ascent to the sky.
Not only have Westerners sought after the SSC and found themselves in it with
the help of the drum and rattle, they have also become familiar with it through the use of
hallucinogens. Ralph Metzner asserts,
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“A powerful resurgence of respectful and reverential attitudes
toward the living Earth and all its creatures seems to be a natural
consequence of explorations with visionary plant teachers…there
is a new awareness, or rather a revival of ancient awareness of
the organic and spiritual interconnectedness of all life on this
planet.” (Metzner, p.4)
A powerful experience which effects the SSC has been found by many who have ingested
a plant concoction commonly called ayahuasca which is partially prepared from a vine
from one of several known species of Banisteriopsis. This vine grows primarily in South
American rainforests, but is also found in Central America, Mexico, and in the
southeastern United States. Whereas the more prevalent method of reaching the SSC in
the Northern Hemisphere, e.g., Asia, America and Europe, is drumming, the use of a
hallucinogenic plant, such as ayahuasca, is the primary means to this end in the tropics,
Central and South America. In his part of the article, The Psychology of Ayahuasca,
Charles Grob states,
“Over the past decade knowledge and use of ayahuasca has spread
throughout Europe and North America…with greatest activity
in Spain, Holland and Germany…this pattern has continued in the
United States, particularly on the West Coast..” (Grob, p.226)
Ralph Metzner, in the above-mentioned article, notes,
“..there has also been in the past ten years or so a dramatic increase
in the number of Europeans and North Americans who have
journeyed to the Amazon to participate in guided tours of rain
forest ecology and indigenous culture—tours that will often
include one or more ayahuasca sessions guided by a local mestizo
shaman.” (Metzner, p.38)
Others stay at home and gather in ayahuasca churches which originated in Brazil and
have spread to the areas mentioned in the quote by Grob on p. 226. Some Westerners
gather in small groups in private homes or protected locations and partake of the mixture.
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Michael Harner names “Common Themes in South American Indian Yage
(Ayahuasca) Experiences” which include: 1) The Soul Is Believed to Separate from the
Physical Body and to Make a Trip, Often with the Sensation of Flight; 2) Visions of
Snakes and Jaguars; 3) Hallucinations Interpreted by Indians as Visions of Demons
and/or Deities; and 4) The Sensation of Seeing Distant Persons, “Cities,” and
Landscapes, Typically Interpreted by the Indians as Visions of Distant Reality, i.e., as
Clairvoyance (Harner, pp.158-168). Apparently, these visions are not exclusive to the
native inhabitants of the areas in which ayahuasca has been traditionally used. Grob
claims,
“Reports of predatory animals, particularly snakes, are described
not only within the tropical setting of mestizo healing, but by
sophisticated inhabitants of urban areas far removed from the
forest areas as well.” (Grob, p.232)
Westerners are obviously able to have the same types of visions and reach the same
destinations as the indigenous users of this ayahuasca, but how are these powerful
incidents being used? Grob states,
“..the likelihood of being overwhelmed by frightening visions is
enhanced when individuals venture into the realm of ayahuasca
with neither adequate preparation nor a ritual structure designed
to contain and channel the experience.” (Grob, p.232)
What is the best way to get ready for this powerful experience of the SSC induced by this
substance? People who are interested in entering into these places in this manner are
learning about the plant, respecting the knowledge the plant holds, following a regimen
for proper physical preparation, and going in with an intent to view it as a learning event.
These mental and physical activities lay the groundwork for a reverent experience rather
than one with the mere intent of adventure and recreation.
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Harner discusses the shamans of the Cashinahua South American Indian tribe and
shares that they use ayahuasca as a last resort:
“The Cashinahua find hallucinogen-taking an unpleasant experience,
and undergo it despite that fact in order to obtain urgently desired
revelations from the spirit world. Here, as elsewhere in the primitive
world, the use of hallucinogens is usually for serious supernatural
purposes rather than for recreation.” (Harner, p. 6)
A sense of veneration for what is gained in the ayahuasca journey is growing in the
Western world. The “mind-blowing” attitude so prevalent among those who
experimented with hallucinogens during the sixties is being replaced with the feeling of
awe and humility in approaching the knowledge this plant can bring to the meaning and
healing of life.
In keeping with this reverential attitude, a request was sent to other members of a
known shamanic initiatory group. The ayahuasca journey was not part of this circle’s
training. Participants had been thoroughly trained in drum induced journey work. Some,
however, sought out initiation in plant medicine outside the circle, and in the case of the
following respondents, the ayahuasca journey in particular. The intent of these
interviews was not only to find out the respondents’ overall experience with this
hallucinogen, but also to get them to share their perceived similarities and differences
between this shamanic journey in comparison to those driven by the drum. These are
people who are deeply aware of and committed to the healing aspects found in the SSC.
Included are two of the received responses. The first one is from a man who owns his
own business in New York State. He has had extensive past experience with
hallucinogens:
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My main motivation for taking ayahuasca was curious exploration. I have
a history of hallucinogen use but had never used ayahuasca nor any hallucinogen
with the clear shamanic intentions I now possess. In my past, it was a way to
numb psychological pain and enticingly addictive. More recently I have taken
hallucinogens because I was curious to compare the experience with my various
other induced trance states. In the past I have used LSD, psylocibin, marijuana,
mescaline, crystal and methylamphetamine. More recently I’ve tried ayahuasca
twice. I previously threw myself into various “interesting” situationseverything from colossal public events to complete solitude in nature.
Now they are safe and sacred settings with clear intentions and healing
preparation. Previously, my intentions were “journeying to the savage
heart of the American dream,” to experience the chaos, violent and sublime
more intensely. Presently: to broaden my capacity, especially for healing
and compassion. What happened in the past were experiences of cosmic
unity, complete and utter aloneness, fragmentation of psyche causing delusion
and paranoia (and if I ever truly confessed my changed perception of reality
to a qualified mental health professional, I’m sure I’d receive a very interesting
mental disorder diagnosis). Presently, I have the same basic experiences I
have while performing shamanic journeying with the use of a monotonous
drumbeat with the exception of the physical. There is a physical surrendering
to the “drug” that causes a “lack of control” that is not there with the drumming.
This also creates landscapes that I feel I am more “thrust” into rather than by
voluntarily self-exploring. I feel like I’ve gained the world and glimpses of
eternity and my immortality. Because of these experiences, I also don’t care
if they are “reduced” and rationalized while back here in ordinary reality by my,
or other, minds to the point where my first statement is lost in mental philosophy.
The experience, the healing and the insight are far deeper than the cognitive
levels of my life. Also, I’ve lost the safety of denial. The side effects, depending
on the drug, ran the gamut from extreme physical and psychological “discomfort”
to nothing at all. Was it what I expected, wanted, asked for? Previously, when I
had my compass aimed at “weird” I usually came back satisfied. Presently,
when I have it aimed at “compassion and healing” I usually come back
satisfied. Of course I would use ayahuasca again. In what way is the experience
the same and different from reaching the SSC through drumming? It is
powerfully validating to return from these chemically induced trances and to
have them, the places visited, and the spirits met, no more or less powerful than
drum driven journeys. I would also add, though, that I believe they are the same
because I’ve reached a level of proficiency with the drum journeys that otherwise
would not equal the power of the plants.
The next response if from a woman with a great deal of knowledge about the healing
properties of plants. She has a holistic medicine practice in Washington State:
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My motivation for taking hallucinogens was to get another glimpse at
enlightenment. I’ve recently taken ayahuasca for the first time. My
other hallucinogenic experiences were 15-25 years ago. My favorites
then were mushrooms and peyote, but this surpassed those. I didn’t
prepare for this event much. I was just psyched to do it and knew it
was the right time. My intentions were to be shown something of how
the universe works. I felt incredible joy, outrageous gratitude to the plant
and to all hearts, and my body was an exquisitely sensitive collection
of cells that vibrated to the universe, particularly in the auditory and
visual channels. Very expanded. I feel I gained enormous, unending
gratitude and appreciation and the most visceral understanding of a
very simple truth, that of impermanence. Each moment was so glorious,
could not be captured, passed too quickly. It led to the next moment,
its own magnificent creation which passed as beautifully as it viscously
arose. I deeply learned that each moment is to be appreciated for what
it is, that it changes, and the next moment is to be appreciated, and that
passes. That is all life is. It’s just there, and we can make it any way
we want. It completely followed my shamanic experience and moved
me along my path quite dramatically. I received the most blessed initiation
to this plant. I call it a honeymoon initiation. The side effects were slight
nausea which passed if no attention was given to it. There was not much
ability to move in space. I stayed anchored to my mat. My hearing was
highly sensitive. Any sharp sound was like an earthquake. The experience
was much more than I expected and probably just what I asked for and
wanted. I received more heart expansion than I have ever experienced.
I would willingly do it again, with great respect and the knowing that it
would not be the same. It was different from reaching the SSC through
drumming in that it was much freer, I had little attention on my body,
I didn’t have to do anything other than receive, I didn’t have to pay
attention to where I was or my way back. In much journeying (to the drum),
even to the origins of the universe, I have rarely experienced this much wonder,
awe and love. An insight I can offer is that those who use ayahuasca or
other hallucinogens need to be quite stable mentally; they are not to be
experimented with unless a firm foundation exists. There needs to be
the willingness not to resist the experience.
The man from New York’s narrative reflects the movement from a more recreational use
of hallucinogens attributed to the Western experience into one concerned with
knowledge, healing, and compassion. The Washington State woman’s story,
concentrating fairly exclusively on the ayahuasca journey, is filled with insights and bliss.
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Both accounts include moments of shamanic vision and ecstasy, not unlike the ecstatic
state of the Tremyugan shaman mentioned earlier in this paper.
Whether certain Westerners gain the SSC through drumming or use of a substance
like ayahuasca, their narratives reveal they are finding themselves in other realities
learning truths about the universe and healing that are much larger than who they are and
what they can grasp in their every day states of ordinary reality. Some are compelled to
use this healing power on behalf of others and this mirrors the traditional role more
widely accepted as the “authentic” shamanic experience.
Obtaining validation from Western culture, which generally finds no room for the
spiritual experience outside of organized religion, or from certain individuals in
indigenous cultures who claim Westerners who have shamanic vision are disingenuous,
seems irrelevant to those who know they have been immersed in the state of shamanic
ecstasy. The proof of the authenticity of their experiences seems to be in their journeys,
the results of which include healing and knowledge gained on behalf of themselves and
for others.
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Abstract
Xenology and Kant’s Antinomy of Taste
Kant’s antinomy of taste reverberates in the ongoing dispute about the existence of
qualia: the bouquet of wine, the redness of a rose, the delicate hue of a sunset. Kant’s antinomy
states: to call something beautiful expresses a feeling, so it must be subjective; still, calling
something beautiful places it in an intersubjective context, so it must be objective. If qualia are
mere feelings, they have no more of a claim to objective reality than the gloom of a bad day. But,
then, there really are no breathtaking sunsets, no beautiful rainbows. While most contemporary
functionalists and scientific realists consign qualia to the museum of the creative imagination
along with phlogiston, the pineal gland, the empyrean heaven and universal sanity, one did not.
Wilfrid Sellars, the most influential functionalist of the 20th century, revised the Kantian tradition
and developed the middle ground between subjectifying phenomenological-hermeneutics and
objectifying scientific realism.
A bizarre assortment of creatures, a veritable xenology, are used in an attempt to
undermine functionalism. They only succeed in revealing the Platonizing presuppositions of the
critics, presuppositions that motivated the development of functionalism in the first place.

1

Xenology and Kant’s Antinomy of Taste
When Kant points out that the specter of relativism propels us into disputes about taste, at
the same time, he suggests that common sense says that there is no arguing about taste. Kant
allows that while you can’t be “right” about a taste, you might still want to be able to say such
things as, “no, that isn’t music, that’s noise.” Yet, tastes rest on intuitions of singulars, such as
this-C#-ing, this-pink, this-pain, states that aren’t subject to revision or criticism. So, what is
there to dispute about?1 Tastes are what they are. You hear a buzzing and there is a way it is to
you, as well as the peculiar way it is to me. Yet, Kant avers, to characterize the buzzing as a
sound is to put it in a broader context – a context in which it does, in fact, appear to be subject to
criticism. The teacher, for example, wants to be able to say to the student, “no, that F# sounds
flat, you’re off a half tone, bring it up. It doesn’t sound good.” Thus, Kant launches the first
antinomy of taste.
If the experience is entirely subjective, then anything goes and we can’t definitively say
whether a performance is good or bad. We can say the experience is painful or pleasurable for us,
but not bad. On the other hand, if our experience of the sound isn’t merely subjective but
objective, then it would seem that we can demonstrate as much without actually having heard
any sound – we can appeal to a community “awfulness” standard!
Kant suggests that the subjectivity of taste notwithstanding, we want to be able to say
something is noise but not music. We want to be able to go before our local city council and
argue that we don’t want “on street” RV parking, mini storage, urban blight or used car lots in
residential neighborhoods. Such things are simply ugly. We want our arguments to carry more
than mere utilitarian force. But “hold on!” Kant says, we can’t merely ignore the idiosyncrasy of
the sensible.
Today, Kant’s antinomy achieves the status of a paradigm shift. The antinomy has
reappeared in the current divide over the existence of qualia: qualia, the sheer what it is for me,
the taste of wine, the buzzing of bees, the very pinkness of lemonade, the painful brightness of
the sun. In the current incarnation of the antinomy, on the one hand, qualia are irreducibly
subjective and beyond the veil of experience. So, they can’t exist for us. On the other hand,
qualia are items we merely believe in. Therefore, they don’t exist in themselves. Still, (and here
is the antinomy) there obviously are qualia somehow.
My purpose is to twofold. First, to examine how one contemporary Kantian, Wilfrid
Sellars, invoked a Kantian solution to the antinomy of taste that avoids the uproar surrounding
qualia. Sellars grants that qualia exist (in a way) but it takes a transcendental argument to get at
them. Second, my purpose is to illustrate how Sellars’ strategy mobilizes elements from both the
pragmatist and the hermeneutical tradition of the early twentieth century in order to carry out the
Kantian project.
1
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Boosters and Scoffers
The issue of whether or not there are qualia – indeed, whether talking about such
“Tantalus” entities (with their elusive phenomenal presence) - divides into two camps: the
Boosters and Scoffers. With resilience and ingenuity, each side treats the other as a confederacy
of dunces. It is easy to see why, “is there anything more obvious than a pain?” ask the Boosters.
To which the Scoffers respond, “awareness of anything as anything requires categorization, it
requires the mobilization of our conceptual repertoire – if it didn’t, it would be inaccessible and
supersensible – how dumb can you get?” To the practiced historical eye, the dispute is
reminiscent of Kant’ antinomy.
The sides are drawn with eloquence. In defending the “Scoffers,” Dennett remarks,
My goal is subversive. I am out to overthrow an idea that, in one form or another,
is “obvious” to most people - to scientists, philosophers, lay people....
Which idea of qualia am I trying to extirpate? Qualia are supposed to be special
properties, in some hard-to-define way. My claim - which can only come into
focus as we proceed - is that conscious experience has no properties that are
special in any of the ways qualia have been supposed to be special.2
And, in case you can’t believe what you are hearing, Dennett gets in the last word:
So when we look one last time at our original characterization of qualia, as
ineffable, intrinsic, private, directly apprehensible properties of experience, we
find that there is nothing to fill the bill... So contrary to what seems obvious at
first blush, there simply are no qualia at all.
Dennett is the paradigmatic “Scoffer.”
Meanwhile, on the “Booster” side, according to Block,
All can agree that there are representational contents of thoughts, for example the
representational content that virtue is its own reward. And friends of qualia can
agree that experiences at least sometimes have representational content too, e.g.
that something red and round occludes something blue and square. The recent
focus of disagreement is on whether the phenomenal character of experience is
exhausted by such representational contents. I say no.3
Block’s point is the familiar Lockean one: the thought of a toothache and a toothache are both
present in experience with the notable difference that whereas one represents a pain, the other is
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a pain. According to Block, a case of “paining” is not a thought, belief, or memory of pain or the
power to produce a sensation of pain. Pains don’t represent anything. Pains are hurts.
From this polarized exchange, we get a glimpse of the cleverness of Kant’s antimony. On
the one hand, in keeping with the Boosters, it seems obvious to us that we have tastes. On the
other hand, as Scoffers point out, surreptitiously positing “obvious” 24-carat access to qualia to
account for what these tantulus entities are, appears to drag us back down the road toward an
antiquated Empiricist naïve realism.
Nevertheless, many contemporary philosophers of mind are representationalists who fall
on the side of the Scoffers, most of the Boosters are realists who are committed to some sort of
special access to facts about perceptual experience. Of course, aside from all college freshman,
the Boosters also include most people on the planet.
Accordingly, a brief look at functionalism illustrates how the Scoffers came to maintain
such a wildly counterintuitive result.
Functionalism
Let’s start with some typical definitions:
Functionalists claim that to say that a word has a certain meaning or that a thought
has a certain content is to say that the word or thought has a certain role in a
complex economy of thinkings, perceivings, and relations, in the emerging storyline of our lives. Functionalism successfully explained how episodes of very
different physical types might be meaningful. For instance, Swampman or a
Martian, a Borg or an android, could both think that a cube of ice is pink. Sellars
was the only philosopher to systematically develop a kind of functionalism.
To sum up:
In the standard sense, functional properties are defined either (a) by
specifying “inputs” and “outputs” or (b) by including with this specification the
“purpose” to be served (in the sense of the “job” to be done). These definitions
find their implementation in what I shall call “the relational characterization”:
(1) _____ is a property something has if and only if …..
where the second blank is filled in as in (a) or as in (b).
Thus,
(2) redness is a property a thing has if and only if, in standard conditions, that
thing causes such-and-such response in human beings.
As a definition, (2) commits one to the claim that an object’s being red consists in
its being the case that if a human being were in thus-and-so conditions, then that
object would cause the human being to be in such-and-such state. Redness thus
becomes an “active” causal property, a “power” in traditional terms.4
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Xenology
In an effort to colonize the Functionalist’s world (in which the buzzing of bees and the
taste of wine are reduced to mere Lockean “powers”) the Boosters have put together a virtual
xenology in an attempt illustrate the vacuousness of (2). You will encounter Swampman, Twinearther, repatriated Twin-earther, and Momento Man, to name but a few. All of these helpful
xenobionts have one thing in common: the meanings of their beliefs, that is, their
representations, are determined entirely by their place in the complex economy of our mental
states, to wit, their function.
Inverted Spectrum
Harman’s inverted Earth’s inverted spectrum thought experiment is a lasting example of
(2). Unfortunately, Harman’s use of the word “look” and his substitution of “look” where normal
people would use the word “means” make his example a little hard to follow. But, using Borges’
useful technique of erroneous attribution and false supposition, I can restate the original.
Consider a similar example used by a close relative of Harman, Aristotle-Harman:
Consider Inverted Earth ... with duplicates of us, with the sole difference that
there the actual colors of objects are the opposite of what they are here. The sky is
orange, ripe apples are green, etc. The inhabitants of Inverted Earth speak
something that sounds like English, except that they say the sky is ‘blue’, they call
ripe apples ‘red’, and so on. Question: what does ‘sky’ mean to them?5 Answer: it
means6 orange. The concept they express with the word ‘blue’ plays a relevantly
special role in the normal perception of things that are actually orange.7
The spurious emendations reveal that Aristotle-Harmon invokes a relational theory of meaning:
the word ‘blue’ is the name of a concept which plays a role in the naming of orange things – the
importance of this tactic will emerge shortly. Let’s continue with the rest of our modified
example,
Consider someone on Inverted Earth who perfectly adapts to color inverting
lenses. Looking at the sky of Inverted Earth, this person thinks of a color8 whose
physical basis is the same as that of a normal person on Earth looking at Earth’s
sky. But ‘sky’ means9 orange to the person on Inverted Earth and blue to normal
people on Earth. What makes an experience a thinking of something’s meaning
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the color it means10 is not its intrinsic character and/or physical basis but rather its
functional characteristics within an assumed normal context.
Yes, that’s much better. Aristotle-Harmon’s cards are on the table. Unfortunately, no one ever
held such a view – certainly not the central Functionalist at the time, namely, Sellars.
Philosophically, the inverted spectrum hypothesis undermines what we might call “Naïve
Functionalism.” Naïve Functionalism is taken as the view that mental states are defined merely
by their causes and effects, the role in the causal nexus. As illustrated in (2) earlier, a functional
state is what it is because of either (a) specified “inputs” and “outputs” or (b) in addition to this
specification the “purpose” to be served, that is, the “job” to be done. Thus, if two persons are
functionally identical, then given the same input, they should have the same output. Yet, in the
case of the Twin-earther and the inverted spectrum hypothesis, we have a sense that somewhere
along the line, we ought to get different outputs – Twin-earthers can’t all be idiots. Surely, sooner
or later one of them is going to figure out that Earthlings really mean blueness when they say
‘the sky is blue.’ So functionalism isn’t able to capture what common sense means when it says
something has a certain “look.” When earthlings are looking at what they take to be water, the
Twin-earther would have a quale (or a “look”) that is different. The twin’s quale (“look”) would
be what our quale (“look”) would be if we are looking at oranges. Common sense isn’t satisfied
with this.
Block takes up the attack on Naïve Functionalism by reworking Harman’s example. But
once again, using Borges’ technique of erroneous attribution, I want to modify the original and
use a close relative of Block, Chisholm-Block, to bring out key presuppositions in Block’s
examples.11
The Repatriated Twin-Earther
Let’s fix Chisholm-Block’s example of a repatriated Twin-earther and remove any philosophical
sleights of hand. Chisholm-Block ask us to imagine not an inverted earth but, instead, a Twin
Earth with similar conditions. A former resident of Twin Earth has become acclimated to our
Earth environment. Our legal alien realizes that back on Twin Earth, he took twin-water as twinwater. However,
Now, many years later, my practices of applying concepts are relevantly the same
as yours: my practices show that I am committed to the concepts of my adopted
home, Earth. Now when I look at the sea of my adopted home, my visual
experience represents the water as water just as you do… So the representational
content of my experience of looking at the sea has changed. But the look i.e., the
object of the taking, is nonetheless indistinguishable from what it was.12
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That’s much better! The last appearance of the word “look” illustrates the problem. Common
sense is uneasy about the tension between “what one looks at” and “the look that is the object of
the taking.”
Our Chishom-Block concludes,
The representational content [the taking] of my experience has changed, but [the
look] the phenomenal character has stayed the same.
For Chisholm-Block the look of the twin-water (twater) stays the same while the [taking] has
changed. Once again, Block is playing fast as lose with Chisholmian “looks theory” and a
relational theory of meaning. Even a Naïve Functionalist wouldn’t be fooled. No doubt, some of
you have realized that Chisholm-Block, like Chisholm, flirts with the view that we have 24K
access to facts about “looks” – a version of the dread “looks facts” of the Myth of the Given.
How else could Block choose the privileged point of view from within which to make the
determination that the phenomenal content “stayed the same”? Chisholm-Blocks’ use of the
third person obscures his tactics but his words suggest that, in some sense, “observation” is a
non-thought which is a direct, scientific awareness of a looks fact.13
Mental Paint
So, (adding Chisholm-Block’s comments parenthetically), elsewhere, Chisholm-Block claims:
Your phenomenal character [PA: i.e., the look of the water would be the same]
stays the same but what it represents changes. This provides the basis of an
argument for mental paint … Mental paint is what stays the same; its
representational content is what changes.
The upshot is:
1. The phenomenal character of your color experience stays the same. That’s what
you say, and why shouldn’t we believe you?
2. But the representational content of your experience, being externalist, shifts
with external conditions in the environment.14

13
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To those with any historical sense, Chisholm-Block’s implicit appeal to the privileged
apprehension of “looks facts” stands out.
Two Problems for the Boosters
The Boosters overlook two issues that make their arguments confusing: (1) “normative”
functionalists (like Sellars) aren’t Naïve Functionalists and (2) their examples don’t make any
sense in terms of xenopsychology. Let me say something about the first, that is, how our garden
variety normative functionalists differ from the Naïve Functionalists.
Normative Functionalism
An unrepentent Normative Functionalist like, say, Churchland, would be more
demanding on the nature of mental functions and the way that they fit into the world-story than
the xenology suggests. According to the network theory of meaning that is typical of
functionalism, as Churchland once commented: “our common-sense terms for mental states are
theoretical terms of a theoretical framework (folk psychology) embedded in our common-sense
understanding” in which the meanings of the terms are constituted by the set of
laws/principles/generalization, i.e., the normative structure which forms a part of the broader
context of practical reasoning in which they play a role.15 On such a view, reference itself (as an
element of meaning) is constituted by the normative structure and cannot be thought without it.
As we see in Kant, any appeal to a supersensible outside the normative structure is blind.
The wrong way to think of the disagreement between the Boosters and the Functionalists
is to say that independent of the scientific image and the commonsense image there is some fact
of the matter. That is, there are facts out here and the scientific image and the commonsense
image are both vying for the privilege of exercising access to these independent facts.
Here we have this notion of facts that come in the mind clean, untouched. They have
whatever characteristics and categorical structure that facts can have independent of any image.
Take, for example, that a rose is red. Such a fact somehow comes into the mind clean: there are
not only objects but there are facts about objects, that they are red. They already have a
categorical structure outside and the categorical structure they have literally migrates into the
mind. So we have then, in one form or another, a psychological Platonism. When someone is
criticizing science and saying, “look we’ve got to get out of this subject-object mentality in
which we treat science as the measure of all things,” they are agreeing with what normative
functionalism and phenomenological-hermeneutics have in common: first, that there are no facts.
There is no fact of the matter external to a particular image: an image is going to have its own set
of objects, particulars and properties. Second, it is a mistake to think that there is an independent
set of facts because to do that it is to go down the road in which you are using science as the
touchstone of reality. We don’t have to be held captive by the scientific image.
As Sellars said to Harman,
15
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My argument to the effect that the world as conceived in the Manifest Image is, in the
Kantian sense, phenomenal, hinges … on considerations pertaining to the way in which
sense qualities are involved in the constitution of objects.” (To Harman, 2/26/70, 38)
On the Normative Functionalists view, then, there are sense qualities playing a role in the
constitution of objects but:
We do not see of objects
Their kind;
Their causal properties;
Their functional properties
Some of their relational properties;
Their past, present, temporal connections or presentness; and
Even some of their sensible properties
To which I might add, “their twaterness” or “their skyishness.”
By contrast, we can see objects as
Dogs, bushes, bears, and wine;
Toxic, brittle, and soluble in water;
Doorstops, hammers, harpoons, and wine vats;
Too heavy to lift, aunts, and orbiting the earth; and
Scratchy, fragrant, sweet, bitter, and hot.16
To which I might add, “twater and sky.”
Furthermore, with respect to what we can see of objects:
We can see of two ice cubes that adjoin each other in a scene, the pink and
rectangular facing surface of one on the left and the red square facing surface of
the one on the right (including spatial connectedness).
What we see “of” objects and what we see objects “as” is easily conflated – Block and Harman
do so repeatedly. As far as the Normative Functionalists are concerned, sensible qualities are not
“functional” properties except in the sense of Naïve Functionalism defined above. It appears that
Block has confused the Normative Functionalists commitment to the “Kantian” status of
intentional and sensory states with the claim that there aren’t any.
On Sellars’ view,
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Phenomenological investigation yields the realization that there are actual cubes
of pink in cases where there is no pink ice cube and even when there is no object
to be seen as pink. As a result, any account of perception requires that expanses of
color volume have a place as states of perceivers. The view that sensible qualities
disappear completely and become intentional inexistents is, for Sellars, a
mistake.17
Fine, so one problem with what the Boosters have to say is that their net doesn’t catch the
big fish.
Xenopsychology
The second confusing part of the Boosters’ argument is that their xenopsychology doesn’t
make sense. Perhaps that’s not surprising since there isn’t any such thing. Notwithstanding, I
want to argue that Booster examples are only plausible to Aristotelians, Cartesians, and first-year
college students. A respectable xenopsychologist wouldn’t hold their view.
Suppose you decide to put a lecture on DVD for the edification of your class. As the
diligent sort, you record your lecture, transfer it to your computer, load it into your favorite
editing program, and proceed to take out the coughs, the traffic noise, false claims and so on.
Of course, what you’re looking at in “waveform view” of your sound editor is
enormously complex, you set the parameters of your noise reduction and tinker with various
settings until you have what you take to be your voice in its pure glory. But, how simple is your
voice?
Tone Color
Human hearing unifies a huge set of disparate frequencies into a single pitch. The
separate components with different amplitudes can change the “tone-color” of a note, but not the
pitch or the unity of the experience of the sound. The seamlessness of the pitch compared to the
complexity of the waves which make up the single sound experience staggers the imagination.
Your voice has a certain pitch and you can “see” what that pitch amounts to in your sound
editor. The sound is a mix of all kinds of frequencies – the fact that pencil and paper cannot
perform the necessary Fourier analysis to actually figure out how to get that pitch out of the
cacophony of frequencies doesn’t matter. Brains do it. We can hear it.
So you finally make your DVD and your voice appears in a quality appropriate to the
gravity of your subject. And the funny thing is that when we hear ourselves, our own voice is
unrecognizable to us. If we recognize our voice at all, it is simply because we have good
inductive evidence that it is, in fact, the voice that comes out of our head. Yet it is still not
uncommon to listen to ourselves in disbelief.
Does this mean that there is a phenomenal way my voice is to me? And that when you say
to yourself, “my voice sounds awful,” you are just being incoherent? “No at all,” Kant would
say.
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Recall the story of Pythagoras wandering around the livery listening to anvils.
Pythagoras discovered that all tones fill the same space. It never occurred to him that they do so
independently of one another, they are what they are only insofar as they enter into the fabric of
an emerging world. Pythagoras didn’t take himself to be defending the beauty of the perfect
third, the fourth, or the fifth, he took himself to be discovering them as existing within the
harmonies and consonances of the universe – the beautiful itself.
Now let’s go back for a second and think about what we said about Kant. Pythagoras
could after all, do what Kant might appear to suggest is impossible: he could sit down, rattle-off
a proof or two, and say, “no, if you play an augmented fourth and the keynote together, it will
sound awful.” Does this mean that Kant was wrong? Of course it doesn’t. Because, as Kant
would point out, when you play a tone, as opposed to an ineffable clash, the tone is taken as an
object of a certain sort that is what it is because of its relation to other objects. But, to be an
“object” is to exist as something in a causal-historical-linguistic network that is, itself, part of an
emerging world story. As noted before, for the normative functionalist, we do not see of the tone,
its dissonance, although we see it as dissonant.
When we think of what it takes to mobilize the complex economy of a conceptual
structure within which a tone “transaction” can be made, it is not hard to imagine that the
singular intuitions upon which our aesthetic judgments are based (that is, our responses such as
“this-C#-ing”) are ordered in non-accidental ways, ordered in ways that depend upon the way the
network (in which the sounds themselves are constituted) creates its own aesthetic space. Your
own voice, like your own face, will always be the way it is to you – an only child of your
personal aesthetic space.
Possible Aesthetic Worlds
The simplest way of thinking about the flaw in Booster xenopsychology is to talk about it
in terms of which we represent to ourselves alternative systems of linguistic activity. The
corresponding contrast is between the world story of one language and the world story of the
alternative. As I mentioned, the xenopsychology of the Boosters involves a disguised platonic
realism: a privileged scientific image from within which one can weigh the alternative systems of
Earth and Twin Earth, Swampman, Momento Man and Garden Variety Man. However, it seems
just as plausible to think that no two different world-stories can share even one proper name.
Indeed, it is just as plausible to think that the proper names for the qualitative character of
experience are semantically determinate only because of their place in the complete normative
economy of a world-story. In other words, a proper name can be distinguished from another by
no less than its total place in the world story, its own interwoven “historicity” in Heidegger’s
sense.
Booster xenopsychology is aided by the platonic realist’s assumption that there is only
one list of “possible” simple universals, i.e., one ontological dictionary that gets exemplified in
different possible worlds – now Twin-earth, now an alternative history of earth. This is a mistake.
I encourage us to think of it in another way: families of tone colors that exemplify a
system of universals exhibit affordances, i.e., a history of commonplace invariances bound up
with the particular sounds and the tone colors they exemplify. The affordances involve the
relations in which particulars sounds stand and the tone colors (qualitative universals) that they
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exemplify. We encounter the invariances as affording a way of our being embedded in a unified
and unfolding world story. There is no platonic “fact of the matter,” no objectively specified
scientific givenness that serves as the touchstone of any possible world. As a result, absent the
mythical “super-objective” stance of platonistic xenopsychology, there is every reason to
suppose that different possible language-worlds (Twin-earth, etc.) contain different systems of
“possible” simple universals belonging to a completely different family of possible worlds.18 In
short, the aesthetic spaces of alternative “earths” would be incommensurable. Why not give up
the idea of a scientific superworld? As Richard Rorty comments,
Thinking in this way may, at long last, do what the German idealist vainly hoped
to do: it may persuade us to end discussion of tiresome pseudo-problems about
the relation of subject and object, and of appearance to reality. These analytic
philosophers, I would argue, can help us get philosophy back on the Hegelian,
historicist, romantic, path. This is the path that nineteenth-century neo-Kantians,
Husserlian phenomenologists, and the founders of analytic philosophy all hoped
to block off. The story I have tried to tell elsewhere about how analytic
philosophy tried and failed to avoid taking this path culminates in the claim that
human beings can, with the help of Wittgenstein, Sellars and Davidson on the one
hand, and Heidegger, Foucault and Derrida on the other, get away from the old
idea that there is something outside of human beings … which has authority over
human beliefs and actions.19
Complexity Threshold: Ordered Text
Now I happen to think that all the sensibles are like the sounds described: each exists as
an emerging moment in an aesthetic space. That to be a sensible is to exist in a rich texture, in an
ambiance constituted by the sensibles – an ambiance in which the sensibles themselves are
interdependent. In addition, even a conservative slice of an ordered text (in the present case, a
sample set of harmonies) requires a complexity threshold of such profound size that it is most
plausible to think that no possible “world” can be like any other.20 Booster xenology takes for
granted what the Normative Functionalists deny: Boosters forget that the world story isn’t given
in atomistic pieces. Block and Harman (circa 1980), like kindred Boosters, are committed to the
“atomicity” inherent in Platonic-Aristotelianism.
What is at stake for Sellars is a rejection of the Aristotelian commitment to the atomistic
nature or “presentness” of qualia. Tones, taste, colors, sounds, can’t exist independently of one
another because they have no being (for us) independent of one another – except in the PlatonicAristotelian framework. As Wittgenstein and Sellars pointed out, places don’t stand in a
relationship to the world, emerging world maps stand in relation to the world. The plausibility of
most of the xenopsychologist’s arguments against functionalism rests upon either Naïve Realism
18

See, Sellars’ “Concepts as Involving Laws and Inconceivable without Them,” in Pure Pragmatics and Possible Worlds, ed. J. Sicha,
(Ridgeview, 1980): 301.
19
Richard Rorty, November 10, 1999, from Richard Rorty’s home page: www.stanford.edu/~rrorty.
20
John Haugeland has often illustrated this point in any number of amusing examples, Artificial Intelligence: The Very Idea, (MIT Press,
1986): 94.
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or a platonistic psychology of some sort – just the sort of thing that a Normative Functionalist
does not grant.
Aristotle’s Cleanness
As Sicha puts it,
A crucial element in the Aristotelian line of thought is commitment to a “clean”
…. Level of “information that”. It is the “cleanness” of the operation of the sense,
according to the Aristotelian, that shows that it has a grip on something that is
“really there”. By contrast, the only level, according to the [Kantian] aesthetic,
that is “clean” is the original sensory state. But, at that level, there is no
“information that” and thus no truths. All the remaining stages are “contaminated”
by the (“higher”) processes of the understanding.…So, the metaphor of
epistemological “foundation” so common among views which accept the “myth
of the given” is inappropriate to image-models as characterized by the aesthetic.21

Aesthetic experience consists of image-models which, in turn, are a seamless unity of
imagination, imaging and perceiving. We can begin to see why the Kantian regards the sensory
as containing tantalus episodes: the original sensory state has no fleeting phenomenal qualities
because it lies beyond the end of the tether of our phenomenological analysis. The sheer sensory
episodes contain no items represented as anything nor do we see of them any categorical
structure. All “access” to tantulus episodes is “contaminated” by the higher processes of
understanding. And, as Kant might say, even taking something to be a sound is to categorize it
and mobilize higher processes.
Believing and Meaning
What does, say, “C#-ing” mean? Does the functionalist have to say that the only way the
sound enters into experience is through believings? To simplify matters and remove some of the
philosophical fog introduced by reference to “beliefs” and “propositional attitudes,” we can talk
about meanings as objects of beliefs: believing is mentally meaning.22 Thus, the meaning C#-ing
is an object of belief. What is it to say that the meaning C#-ing has existence for thought, that it
has intentional in-existence?
Let’s try an example in which what is represented is a state of the self. When we’re
thinking about pain, the object of our belief exists (which, for the moment, we suppose to be the
meaning pain). It exists in our heads so to speak. Locke points out, quite plausibly, that doesn’t
mean the thinking is a “hurt.” When I’m thinking about a toothache, while the meaning ache is
an object of my belief, it doesn’t make me jump up and down, exhibit pain-behavior, or look for
21
22

Sicha, KTM, 580.
See my discussion of Sellars’ view in Metaphysics and Epistemology, p. (Ridgeview, 1988).
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a dentist. Yet, of course, when I think of the meaning C#-ing, C#-ing is there – in my belief.
Thus, the aesthetic space exists, its features exist.
Believing Something
Philosophers of mind frequently, though unwittingly, treat thought as if the thoughts
themselves were labels. And thus they implicitly rely on the relational definition of knowledge
that the mind knows insofar as the mind mirrors its object.
Normative Functionalist reject the model. Sellars offers another view:
Although our primary interest is in the world we are in and not ourselves, Sellars
asks the more pressing question: Isn’t what we really know what goes on in our
minds and, therefore, don’t we have to justify other beliefs in terms of beliefs
about our own mental activities? His solution involves showing that categories
pertaining to concepts depend on linguistic kinds. We have seen that believings
intend meanings. Subsequently, intends will turn out to be a function of meaning.
In classical terminology, a belief can intend, mentally, an object which does not
obtain. Intending is “mentally meaning,” meaning belonging to the domain of
conceivables (i.e., the intersubjective domain of meanings). We call them
‘meanings’ in contexts dealing with examples such as ‘Jones R meaning’ (where
‘R’ is a relation) but we call them ‘conceivables’ in contexts dealing with ‘Belief
R meaning.’ Consequently, the exploration of objects of knowledge focuses on the
context “’—’ in L means _____ .” The analysis of ‘means,’ ‘stands for,’ etc.
underwrites an analysis of believing and, hence, knowing. Sellars will show that
to say what an act of thought intends is to say what its function is.23
The immediate objects of thinking and believings are meanings. Intending is mentally
meaning. Thus, we can speak of our capacity to mentally mean rather than “represent.”
“Representation” almost always insinuates the view that there must be somebody for whom the
representing is done or something for which the mental episode is a representation. Philosophers
who treat words or thinkings like labels explain nothing. They never get around to explaining
how the symbols being manipulated constitute a “meaning” for the representer.
I want to restate some of the preceding discussion in terms of mentally meaning in order
to mobilize intuitions about meaning.
Meaning something: the Cartesian Theatre
What really bothers the Boosters, I suggest, is that they just can’t see how replacing
thoughts with functions can make any sense in a common sense sense of “sense.” I regard that as
an interesting challenge.
23

Metapysics of Epistemology, P. Amaral, ed.,266, fn. 7.
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So, let me say something about the history of the definition of knowledge. The Platonic
tradition uses the metaphor of the wise mind that by degrees grows closer and closer to the
eternal and immutable until, ultimately, it can participate in the harmony which is number. The
Neoplatonist uses number as something that exemplifies this kind of order or harmony because
number literally constitutes the kind of relationships that make up whatever it is that is eternal
and immutable. And thus, when we speak about wisdom and knowing, here we have an
approach that provides a recipe for existing. A very practical point of view.
After all, if you are talking about recipes for existing, for being happy and living a life
full of bliss, for being healthy, well ordered, powerful, immutable and so on, if you are talking
about that kind of recipe, everybody is going to be interested in it. And that is why these notions
of what it is to be wise, for example, or the notion of contemplation that comes out of the
NeoPlatonic tradition, that is why everybody was interested: the tradition delivers a recipe for
being all that you can be here and now – something that philosophy has lost.
We have this Platonic theme of participation in the harmony: follow this recipe and
participate in the harmony, knowledge as participation. The Neoplatonic theme goes back to the
notion of the role of the forms as involved in knowing. To know something is just like being
something. If you want to be square, you have to participate in the form, if you want to know the
square, you’ve got to participate in the form. So again, participation becomes a way of being.
You can see the flavor of these notions in terms of our way of talking about enlightenment.
What is enlightenment? It is a way of existing, we are participating in the forms.
The root metaphor for classical views on knowing, is the notion of participation. The
idea of participation becomes enshrined in the Aristotelian tradition as the view that knowledge
consists in the mind becoming like its object. So that’s what knowing is. The Aristotelian will
give us a theory which is meant to explain how the mind becomes informed by a form. That is,
the mind participates or becomes like the object itself.
Descartes changes all this. He banishes the forms and with them, the only meaningful
definition of knowledge that anyone had. Descartes substitutes “representation” for “likeness.”
Knowing no longer consists in the mind becoming “like” the object, now the mind must
“represent” the object. But, whereas in the Platonic-Aristotelian theories, “likeness” was the end
of it, Descartes introduced an extra step. Thus, knowledge goes from a dyadic structure to a
triadic structure. After all, representations must be presented “to” a viewer, so, they are taken as
scenes in the Cartesian theatre. For the “viewer,” Descartes invents “consciousness” which, for
the first time in history, means something more than simultaneous or instantaneous introspection.
Unfortunately, Descartes never explains anything about this new dimension of experience.
Thus, the only definition of knowledge that anyone understood, participation through
likeness, gets replaced by an experience, the qualitative dimension of which, consciousness,
disallows “likeness” but provides no useful alternative. To makes matters worse, rather than
being embedded participants in our own world-story, the Cartesian variation makes us spectators.
Thus, instead of experiencing the “of-ness” of thought, we merely observe it from the outside.
Normative functionalism takes a page from the Platonic-Aristotelian and reinstates
picturing. However, “picturing” in the functionalist’s revitalized sense is no longer the mind’s
participation in the form, it is a type of participation in the “harmony” that defines reality.
However, “harmony” is recast as the semantically active inferential network of norms and
practical reasoning by virtue of which we think ourselves around the world. As such, semantic
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activity is constitutive of our being in the world. Semantic activity is something that we can feel
ourselves doing – active participation in the “of-ness” of thought.
At first sight, one might find this a strange view. However, compare it to the Cartesian
alternative: little phenomenal images flitting around the inner stage of an inner theatre before an
inner mental eye that belongs to whom? I prefer Platonic wine in Normative Functionalist bottles
for another try at participating in universal harmony. The idea of a recipe for eternal immutability
still appeals.
Water
Let us ask about the meaning of ‘water’. According to the aesthetic of the normative
functionalist, you don’t see water (or twater, for that matter), as far as sensible intuition is
concerned,
You see an object as water,
You do not see of it, its waterhood.
On the sensible side, you can say that
You see of water, the color of its shivering facing surface.
The same thing is true of twin water, twater. You see it as twater, and, “of” it, you see its
shivering facing surface. The puzzle has been, since the time of Descartes, how the phenomenal
element of the experience (what is seen of the item), this shivering facing surface, and the
element of conceptualization (what the item is seen as), this water, come together into a seamless
and unitary experience (or, if you prefer, a unitary consciousness). The Boosters slide back and
forth between the “of” and the “as.”
Now notice. From the standpoint of the meaning water, water is a constructable, an
object which exists as a result of the play of the imagination, conceptualization, and the aesthetic
experience – elements which are all brought together and coalesce into a single seamless,
homogeneous experience. Experience is, at bottom, the fluid and dynamic unfolding construction
of image models that include perception, sensation, and imagination (in the Kantian sense).
Meanings are essentially complex, they arise out of the dynamic activity of perception
and conceptualization. The phenomenal character, the qualitative content that we find, or that we
characterize as the meaning is, therefore, something that is built up. To take it as “Aristotelian
clean” or atomic is a mistake. To do so, is to imagine that we could look at the sheer raw input
of an experience by utilizing a primordial level of scientific observation lying beyond the veil of
experience itself. That is the myth of the given, a “given” in which the essences are lined up
ready to go from the outside world into our heads.
Denotation
Let’s consider a case of vision. When do we see an object as red and spherical? When we
encounter the stimulation by the object as changing according to selective uniformities occurring
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as a result of the object’s movement, difference in shading patterns and other sorts of properties
that result, roughly, from being caught up in the causal nexus. Vision isn’t the interplay of
pictorial representations. Vision is a process of interplay and exchange with the environment
because “out there” is defined within this process – “out there” is not that in which vision takes
place but rather, as Kant saw, it is constitutive of the way vision arises.
What is the relation between the perceptual response “the red sphere here-now” and the
object located at the place and time with respect to which the perceptual response was made?
This ‘connection’ of the singular term with an object is not the pseudo-relation of
denotation, it is an empirical connection in the causal order between the singular
term and other expressions “in a schematic and developing world-story, a sub-set
of the sentences which are here-now perceptual responses…the importance of this
account is the fact that it keeps us from looking for an object ‘red’, and by getting
us away from the name-object model …”24
The rules for being something playing the role of “a red sphere here-now” involve its
relations to other spatial predicates and to predicates of the space-time family. To put it another
way, perceiving is an intimate blend of sensing and imaging and conceptualization consisting in:
The bringing about of a sensory state of the perceiver;
the augmenting of sensory states to produce an image-model or a sequence of
image-models;
the producing of a representing of a this-such;
the producing of a judging which has the representing (the this-such) as its subject
term.25
For the Sellarsian Kantian (the normative functionalist), we are exhausting our
phenomenological explanatory resources as we approach the original, purely subjective, sensory
states, the tantulus episodes. Not only are they non-atomistic (like the example of “pitch” given
earlier) but all the “mental meanings” (the intendings) that we can mobilize to cash them out are
based on the properties of objects that show up for us in our world as a result of the process of
perceiving.
We are now in a position to see how the Scoffers threaten to overturn what is “obvious”
to everybody and why the view is met with howls of derision. The idea that meanings are
brought about by processes that are functional in character requires that we are restricted to
characterizing them in non-contentual terms. Thus, the qualitative dimensions of the episodes
that embody the functions remain forever out of the reach of our phenomenological explanatory
resources: each moment itself a tantulus episode.26 We feel an overwhelming impulse to say
more. Unfortunately, our common sense explanatory rope is at its end. Where the Neoplatonists
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To Harman, 35. We are abstracting away from the fact that the causal order itself only makes sense as part of the world-story.
For Kant the construction involves all the aspects of imagination including the productive imagination, Sicha, KTM, 573.
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“This I or He or It Which Thinks,” reprinted in Sicha, KTM from Proceedings of the American Philosophical Association 44(1972):
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sought refuge in beatitude, we have no metaphors with which to plan our escape. We face
nothing less than a recategorization of reality. Our common sense resists.

Concluding Remarks
In the Kantian paradigm, there is something for the Boosters and the Scoffers. The
Boosters correctly realize that phenomenological investigation yields manifest expanses of color
volume as states of the perceiver (if nothing else). However, the Boosters fail to see that the color
volumes belong to image-models that cannot exist at the level of scientific “facts” common
among views which accept relational (non-functionalist, or non-inferentialist) theories of
meaning.
The Scoffers correctly see that color volumes cannot be elements of apprehensible “looks
facts” that provide the epistemological foundation for brute “facts of the matter,” i.e., objective
givens that serve for describing the world in terms acceptable to the ultimate science. However,
they wrongly believe that, in the face of scientific advance, sensible qualities disappear and
become intentional inexistents, that is, mere seemings.
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An Analysis of Interracial Dating in a Midwestern College Town
ABSTRACT
With the growing number of interracial families in the United States, biracial and multiracial
families have become more vocal in self reporting their memberships to racial groups
(NAACP,1997). This message was carried to congressional hearings. Congress in 1997
directed the Bureau of the Census was to expand their categories on race to include biracial and
multiracial residents. The inclusion of biracial and multiracial categories on the census illustrates
the change in societal views of interracial relationships( US Census,2000). The numbers of
families reporting this change was increasing. However, limited research is available examining
the changing attitudes of interracial relationships.
This study explores the attitudes toward interracial relationships in on one Midwestern campus
and in one Midwestern city. The area surveyed was once known for its flourishing KKK
activity and private supper clubs used to keep non-whites at a distance. Located within the city
limits was a state university reporting the most diverse population of students in the state. The
hostility once present within this small is not as overt as it once was. Using survey instruments
and semi-structured interview techniques, this research explores issues of interracial dating when
the subjects were members of different racial categories and attitudes toward the changing racial
make up of their community.
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Elian Gonzalez: Young Mother’s Speak Out
Sandra D Alvarez – Indiana State University
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ABSTRACT

According to U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (1999), the United
States has long been the location of choice for immigrants seeking to flee political
oppression, economic strife, or looking for new opportunities. In particular, immigration
from Latin America and Asia has risen more than any other region. The increase in
immigration to the United States has not been perceived as always positive. The political
response to this issue has been more legislation. The increase in restrictions regarding
immigration policies have been pivotal in the greater numbers of immigrants attempting
to cross borders without the appropriate visas. The risk involved in crossing the borders
have not been a deterrent to those desperate to flee intolerable situations. The inherent
dangers faced in pursuit of these objectives are well known to Cubans seeking to
emigrate from the island.
This study explores the experiences of 68 Cuban émigré women and their
journey to the United States as well as their perceptions of the events associated with
Elian Gonzalez’ and the Cuban enclave of Miami, Florida. Employing semi-structured
interview techniques, this research incorporates the voices of these women in the data
analysis as a means to better understand their perceptions of the politics and culture of the
host community.
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Abstract of paper:

In 1859 Edward Fitzgerald published his translation of the Rubaiyat of Omar Kaiyyam
and the work was first unnoticed by critics, but later was hailed as a major discovery of a
secular Asian poet. Robert Graves (1895-1985) attempted a second translation of the work,
taking into consideration its Sufic nature. Without understanding the influence of the Sufic
thought on Graves the reader/critic cannot ascertain the value of the second translation and
factors that compelled Graves to undergo this challenge.
What provoked Graves to take the challenge of translating the Rubaiyyat and
constantly be compared to Fitzgerald’s 1859 translation is that he felt himself more capable
of understanding Sufic thought than Fitzgerald who, according to Omar Shah, “poisoned the
spirit of the original by presenting Kaiyyam as a non-believer and aesthete.”
In mid-January 1961, Robert Graves met Idries Shah, a Sufi philosopher who later
had a great influence on the Graves’ thought. Graves co-wrote with Idries’s brother, Omar, a
translation of the Rubaiyat of Omar Kaiyyam, which undeniably bears a Sufic spirit that
transforms the Ribaiyat from the physical realm into the spiritual and metaphysical sphere.
Through his introduction to Shah’s Sufis, Graves exhibits a great deal of knowledge
about the Sufi philosophers and their terminology and mythology. The book (published in
1964) had great effect on Graves’ thinking till the peak of his Sufic thought in 1969, as it is
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clear in the letters which he wrote to Shah between 1964-1969 in which he repeatedly
mentioned that he read the book more than once.
Although the Sufic philosophy has played an important role in the development of
Robert Graves’ thinking and logic, it has received little attention and virtually no scholarly
studies. This might be due to the belief among scholars that his main Sufic work, the
translation of the Rubaiyyat, has failed in its comparison to Fitzgerald’s. Critics, in such
comparisons, emphasize the literary aspect of the work and ignore the philosophical treasure
that Graves was able to convey in considerable accuracy. In addition, Sufism is a complex
philosophy that does not yield itself to investigators with ease. Graves has certainly proved
himself a Sufic scholar in his attempt to transfer the almost untransferable Sufic philosophy
to the Western mind.
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Robert Graves and Sufic Thought
In 1859 Edward Fitzgerald published his translation of the Rubaiyat of Omar Kaiyyam.
The work was first unnoticed by critics, but later was hailed as a major discovery of a secular
Asian poet. Robert Graves (1895-1985) attempted a second translation of the work, taking
into consideration its Sufic nature. Without understanding the influence of the Sufic thought
on Graves the reader/critic cannot ascertain the value of the second translation and factors
that compelled Graves to undergo this challenge.
What provoked Graves to take the challenge of translating the Rubaiyyat and
constantly be compared to Fitzgerald’s 1859 translation is that he felt himself more capable
of understanding Sufic thought than Fitzgerald who, according to Omar Shah, “poisoned the
spirit of the original by presenting Kaiyyam as a non-believer and aesthete” (Seymour 440).
Indeed, Graves admitted that he
foresaw, but was not daunted by, the hostility that publication would
excite among such English and Americans as were too well
indoctrinated in Edward Fitzgerald’s mid-Victorian Rubaiyyat not to
make a sacred cow of it. (O’Prey, Robert 519)
Graves explains how he might fit the job better through his better understanding of Omar
Khaiyyam’s philosophy:
My occasional intuitions of his hidden meanings were prompted less
by former contrastive studies of Hebrew and Gnostic mysticism than
by a sense of kinship which I felt with mediaeval Irish poets who (as
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scholars now recognize) came under strong Sufic influence as early as
the eighth and ninth centuries. (O’Prey, Robert 520)
The Sufic influence, Graves explained, reached England in the reign of King Aethelstan
(924-939) and was “introduced into Scotland disguised as a craft guild at the beginning of the
fourteenth century, doubtless by the Knights Templars” (Sufis 19).
In mid-January 1961, Robert Graves met Idries Shah1, a Sufi philosopher who later
had a great influence on the thinking of Graves. Graves co-wrote with Idries’s brother, Omar,
a translation of the Rubaiyat of Omar Kaiyyam, which undeniably bears a Sufic spirit that
transforms the Ribaiyat from the physical realm into the spiritual and metaphysical sphere.
Graves was fascinated by the Sufi vocabulary. For example, he adopted the use of the
word baraka. “He,” Martin Seymour-Smith writes in Robert Graves: His Life and Work,
“gave a lecture about it, first to the American Academy and Institute of Arts . . . and then (in
expanded form) to the Oxford University Poetry Society” (506). In his “The Word Baraka,”
Graves compares the term to the Elizabethan word “virtue” and defines baraka to mean “the
sudden divine rapture which overcomes either a prophet or a group of fervent devotees . . .
whom it unites in a bond of love” (O’Prey, Robert 513).
The Sufic spirit in Fitzgerald’s translation sometimes is not clear due to his
approaching the original Kaiyyam text via Victorian, secular, uncompromising eyes. For
example, he translated The twelfth stanza as :
‘How sweet is Mortal Sovranty!’ think some,
Others‘How blest the Paradise to come!’
Ah, take the Cash in hand and waive the rest;
Oh, the brave Music of a distant Drum! (45-48)
1

Born in Simla, India, in 1924 “of a family of Afghan origin. Writer of many books, particularly about the
thought and study of Sufism, of which he is generally considered to be the foremost (if somewhat controversial)
international authority. He is of the Naqshabandiyya order and often referred to as ‘King of the Sufis’” (O’Prey,
Between 15).
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Graves objects to this translation on the basis that the original “contains references neither to
ambition for mortal sovereignty nor to any hopes for an orthodox Islamic Paradise” (O’Prey,
Robert 525). He translated the same stanza as:
They say that Eden is bejewelled with houris.
I answer that grape-nectar has no price
So laugh at long-term credit, stick to coin,
Though distant drums beguile your greedy ear.
Graves then explains that Fitzgerald had missed the satirical sense of the stanza. “Khayaam,”
he writes, “is referring to a wholly unKoranic Paradise promised by chieftains as a spur to
simple soldiers: if they should die in battle they will visit a glorious Palace stocked with
expensive houris to indulge their carnal appetites” (O’Prey, Robert 525). Although Graves’s
translation is more accurate than Fitzgerald in capturing this Sufic meaning, he too missed
Kaiyyam’s hidden meaning. First of all, “houris” are mentioned in the Quran; they are not an
invention of Arab chiefs. One Quranic verse reads: “In them will be (maidens), chaste,
restraining their glances, whom no man or Jinn before them has touched” (Quran 55:56). But
if the houris are mentioned in the Quran what makes a Muslim poet refuse to be lured by
them?
In Orthodox Islam God is worshipped for fear of His Hell-fire and aspiration after his
Paradise. The Quran says: “They forsake their beds of sleep, the while they call on their Lord,
in fear and hope, and they spend (in charity) out of the sustenance which we have bestowed
on them” (32:16). In Sufic philosophy, however, the worship of God should stem out of the
divine love of God, not simply out of fear of His punishment nor desire for His reward.
Khaiyyam here states that he cares less for Paradise for he has already found his paradise in
his love of God. This is equal to “cash” or “coin” compared to the credit of Paradise in the
afterlife.
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This Sufic humor is present in another stanza, stanza 83, which Graves was able to
capture unlike Fitzgerald who translated it as:
What! from his helpless Creature be repaid
Pure Gold for what he lent us dross-allay’d
Sue for a Debt we never did contract
And cannot answerOh, the sorry trade! (337-340)
“Fitzgerald,” Graves writes, “found it necessary to present this as simple Victorian
agnosticism” (O’Prey, Robert 528). Graves’s translation, however, reads:
That sin is irresistible He knows:
Yet He commands us to abstain from sin.
Thus irresistibility confounds us
With prohibition: ‘Lean, but never fall!’
These hidden Sufic thoughts would render themselves only to those who have learned about
the Sufi way. Fitzgerald’s translation of the Rubaiyyat, therefore, lacks this abundance of
Sufism whereas in Graves’s Rubaiyyat it is conspicuous.
Through his translation of the Rubaiyyat, Graves presents his interest in Sufi works
and his keen eye in understanding meanings that may be difficult to Westerners, although
what compelled him to retranslate the Rubaiyyat was not to indulge himself in its Sufic world.
“All that matters,” he writes to Idries Shah, “is justice to Kkayaam’s ghost” (O’Prey, Between
263).
Graves Sufism is also evident in his own poetry. “Throughout 1969,” Seymour writes,
“Graves continued to pour out a stream of poems to Juli in which Sufi beliefs and the
conceits of the seventeenth-century Metaphysical Poets were entwined, often to dazzling
effect” (450). In a poem entitled “Song: Olive Tree” Graves calls upon the Sufic heavenly
love, the source and destination of all true love:
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Call down a blessing
On that green sapling,
A sudden blessing
For true love’s sake
On that green sapling
Framed by our window
With her leaves twinkling
As we lie awake. (1-8)
He often talks of the internal heaven, the heaven within, or what Sufic thought calls “earthly
Paradise.” He speaks of the kingdom “within” that glorifies the kingdom “without.” In
“Powers Unconfessed” he writes:
I agree that, yes, I ruled a small kingdom
Though, like myself, free to wander abroad
Hatless, barefooted and incognito. (2-4)
Graves was aware of this Sufic presence in his poetry. In a letter to Idries Shah
Graves wrote:
I have been thinking of my own poems in terms of the Sufi ones. The
spirit is the same, when I am really inspired, but the terms of reference
are very different. I have to respect the long English and Latin and
French histories of the words I use; not Arabic roots. But the theme of
love is both personal and religious in the Sufic sense, and always (now)
more consciously so.” (O’Prey, Between 236)
Although Sufism has flourished in Cairo since the middle ages, Graves apparently
was not caught by its charm in its homeland when he lived there in 1926. Sufism was a part
of Graves philosophy when he achieved his intellectual maturity. He even began to see the
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marks of Sufism in the great Islamic literature. In his introduction to The Sufis, for example,
he asserts that “the popular Thousand and One Nights is Sufic in content, and that its Arabic
title Alf layla wa layla is a code phrase indicating its main content and intention” (12). He
even goes on to say that “all the noblest Islamic art and architecture is Sufic” (Graves, Sufis
13). He, however, does not demonstrate the validity of these views with any substantial
evidence.
Through his introduction to Shah’s Sufis, Graves exhibits a great deal of knowledge
about the Sufi philosophers and their terminology and mythology. The book (published in
1964) had great effect on Graves thinking till the peak of his Sufic thought in 1969, as it is
clear in the letters which he wrote to Shah between 1964-1969 in which he repeatedly
mentioned that he read the book more than once (O’Prey, Between 243).
Although the Sufic philosophy has played an important role in the development of
Robert Graves’s thinking and logic, it has received little attention and virtually no scholarly
studies. This might be due to the belief among scholars that his main Sufic work, the
translation of the Rubaiyyat, has failed in its comparison to Fitzgerald’s. Critics, in such
comparisons, emphasize the literary aspect of the work and ignore the philosophical treasure
that Graves was able to convey in considerable accuracy. In addition, Sufism is a complex
philosophy that does not yield itself to investigators with ease. Graves has certainly proved
himself a Sufic scholar in his attempt to transfer the almost untransferable Sufic philosophy
to the Western mind.
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Abstract
This paper reflects the latest stage in a multi-year research project on the role of
propaganda in contemporary international politics. The project was started three years
before the terrorist attacks on New York of September 11, 2001. Those events made the
work even more salient to the quest to provide analytical tools for the study of modern
international relations because the mass media have played a key role in the subsequent
transnational discourses on “terrorism” and responses to it. The first phase of the project
examined the use of propaganda by inter-governmental organizations, particularly the
United Nations, and culminated with the publication of Global Lies? Propaganda, the
UN and World Order (London: Palgrave-Macmillan, 2003). This paper is part of the
second phase, which analyses the use of propaganda by state actors. The response of the
George W. Bush administration to the terrorist attacks on New York is the specific focus
of the paper. The paper is a critical analysis of three key propositions in international
propaganda research: (1) the increased importance of “public opinion” in the dynamic of
international politics; (2) the assumption that this “public opinion” favors peace; and (3)
the logical conclusion from the previous two propositions -- if this “public opinion” is
allowed to crystallize it can actually lead to a more pacific world order. The findings
reported in this study show that while propositions 1 and 2 seem to be correct (based on
the experience of the current “war on terrorism”), proposition 3 has not been the logical
outcome. The paper also explains that there needs to be a more refined understanding of
the reactions of states and inter-governmental organizations to proposition 1 because
there must be a distinction between rhetorical and policy responses.
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A New Look at the Americanization of Global Mass Media:
The Emergence of American News Consultants in Newsrooms Abroad

ABSTRACT
News consultants are commercial advisors who without fanfare define much of the news
Americans receive. Long studied and debated as a U.S.-only function, American news
consulting has generated new curiosity because of its recent expansion overseas. In this study,
past and new sources better establish its international dimensions. Identified are many of the 150
non-U.S. news organizations now involved. That consultants instill American designs is evident
in a review of findings from four countries. Perspective is given to allegations that consultants
impede news quality and promote “cultural imperialism.” While concerns are diminished by
newer issues, notably the multiplication and diversification of indigenous media, more studies of
changes in global news are needed.
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While much is written about the exportation of American movies, television, books, and
Internet fare, little attention has been given to the movement of actual Americans, and their
ideas, into other countries’ mass media. Scholars are familiar with American teachers, tutors,
and emissaries who specialize in media and who serve abroad in goodwill capacities through
exchange programs and initiatives of the U.S. government. Yet far more influential are
American corporate media consultants who recently have swarmed into many countries’ most
important media institutions. This study brings light to one of aspect of this consulting
phenomenon: the influence of American consultants in the dissemination of other countries’
news.
The advance of news consultants into non-U.S. countries is a new facet in a subject that
has generated both scholarly activity and debate in the United States since first studied there 30
years ago. News consultants are commercial “think tanks” hired by news providers for guidance
that can increase circulation and ratings and thus maximize revenues and profits. News
consultants are synonymous with the commercialization of news and widely blamed for the
“dumbing down” of news content. Yet they operate in several hundred print and broadcast
newsrooms and have defined American local television news. What had seemed a purely
American function assumed global significance starting around 1990, when countries in Europe,
Asia, and Latin America ended state-run television monopolies. As TV was opened to private
ownerships and competition for news began, foreign newsrooms enlisted the same American
consulting groups that had popularized commercial techniques in the United States. Between
1990 and 2003, at least 150 news organizations in 50 countries were so joined.
Because attention given to international news consulting thus far has been limited to
highly generalized discussions, this study is a first attempt to more formally establish news
consulting’s global dimensions. Past literature shows how privatization enabled a function born
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in the U.S. to quickly spread abroad. New information obtained in elite interviews finally
identifies many of the non-U.S. media, including Britain’s BBC and Germany’s RTL, now are
partnered with these American firms. The major part of the study are summaries of recent
content studies of television news in the UK, Germany, Greece, and Turkey. Clear a pattern in
which “non-consulted” news providers keep a more conventional and “serious” approach. They
are countered by those which hire American consultants, stress commercially-appealing subjects
and designs, and otherwise “Americanize” their news.
Discussed are two main questions, the first a time-honored concern: whether consultants
commercialize news at the expense of quality journalism. Yet with Americans now working in
non-American media, raised is a second and to some a larger issue: the prospect of “cultural
imperialism” as defined in 1980s UN debates, Conclusions here suggest that while both matters
should be acknowledged, their importance is overshadowed by newer issues that stem from the
expansion and diversification of global mass media. As media multiply, so do definitions of
quality. Quality now may rest on what media people choose to use. Cultural imperialism
assumes that people are encultured by Americanizing influences in media upon which entire
societies depend. With many media now available, culturalization by news consultants is
difficult to discern. Never perspectives and more study can best assess factors such as news
consulting which are changing global news.

News Consulting in the United States

News consultancies are self-standing enterprises without corporate ties to any of the mass
media they serve. Only advisors and not news providers, they draw influence from ability to
instill objective guidance that is free of internal and corporate biases (Magid, 1999).
Consultants, for example, routinely recommend the termination of newsworkers otherwise
favored by managers if these personnel do not contribute to commercial goals. The consultants’
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“outside” counsel is widely deemed essential in order for newsrooms to effectively compete. No
firm can serve more than one client at any level, this because firms cannot advise competing
media. For this reason, consultants flourish in American local media, notably in local TV news,
where newsrooms numbering in the hundreds facilitate vast consulting outreach.
These companies formed shortly after World War II when the very largest U.S.
corporations pioneered the use of research-consultants (Packard, 1957). It was during this same
period that U.S. television began. American television had been based on a competitive,
commercial system. All of that country’s first TV channels were privately owned. Public
broadcasting, which not begin for another 20 to 30 years, remains relatively insignificant. The
American system was further defined by local broadcasting. The 200 largest U.S. cities were
established as markets in which several local stations, many affiliates of national networks, were
placed in direct competition. Because each local station was a news provider, a need had existed
for specialists who could develop news programs that promised higher ratings than those of
competitors. By the 1970s, most U.S. stations had consultants working inside their newsrooms.
In 1976, ABC became the first national network to join local stations in acquiring news
consulting expertise.
Today, five major consulting companies dominate a US$50 million news consulting
industry. In order of size, they are Frank N. Magid Associates of Marion, Iowa; Audience
Research & Development of Dallas, Texas; Convergent Communication (formerly McHugh &
Hoffman) of Detroit, Michigan; Primo Newservice of New York City; and Broadcast Image of
San Antonio, Texas. Their American clientele includes, or recently has included, the national
networks ABC, CNN, NBC, and Bloomberg; 100 newspapers; and approximately 400 of the 800
American local stations (Allen, 2001, pp. 245-247). Remaining local stations have contracts
with a dozen regional consultants or, as is the case among Rupert Murdoch’s Fox stations, with
“in-house” consulting specialists (Guensberg, 2000).
Their process centers on audience research. They probe audience perceptions in sessions
called focus groups. More knowledge accumulates in field surveys in which between 500 and
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1,000 randomly-sampled viewers are interviewed. Audience preferences for content,
personalities, and cosmetic elements culminate in recommendations given to managers.
Working with management, consultants impart guidance on newsworkers through written
directives, meetings, and news desk interactions (Harmon, 1991). Studies of this process support
an emerging view that news construction leads from business imperatives and newsworkers’
socialization to organizational goals. Questioned is whether editors, producers, and reporters-so-called “gatekeepers”--remain important in determining the news that Americans receive
(Berkowitz, 1991; Harmon, 1989).
This process is not made public. While consultants do disclose some of their activities
and have shared some of their research with scholars, most of what occurs is known only to
consultants, mangers, and newsworkers. Competition necessitates this secrecy. The process is
voided when findings and recommendations of consultants are known to competitors.
Yet once findings are implemented, the effects of consultants are visible. This is
particularly true in the arrangement of newscasters and journalists. Consultants largely were
responsible for instituting fixed and regularly-appearing “star” anchors and reporters. Rejected
in the United States is a “presenter” system traditional in other countries, in which rotating news
“readers” deliver succeeding nights’ news. American journalists are judged by the public in
field surveys and focus groups. Those who achieve the highest “Q scores” are selected.
Newscasters with low Q scores and whose newscasts trail in the ratings are terminated. More
appealing newscasters take their jobs (Allen, 2001, pp. 187-206). The 1983 case of Christine
Craft (1986), a Kansas City anchor who was demoted because of low Q scores as reported by the
consulting firm AR&D, brought much notoriety to the influence of consultants in decisions on
news personnel.
Of greater curiosity to scholars is the role of consultants in determining news content.
Consultants claim they do not control content. While consultants do not decide content at the
“news desk,” their ability to persuade and socialize “gatekeepers” has long been considered as a
factor that explains what “gatekeepers” choose to report. Not only do consultants rank the
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popularity of news subjects. Studies indicate that content observed on consulted newscasts
correlates with rankings of content that have been seen in consultants’ audience research reports
(Allen, 2001, p. 215).
Because the internal reports seldom are available to scholars, a more common means for
assessing consultants’ content influences is through matched content analyses, in which
treatments of news by consulted and non-consulted news organizations are compared. This
procedure was used in the studies of British, German, Greek, and Turkish television news that
are summarized ahead. Analysis is based on a topology of consulted news “characteristics” as
established in works by O’Donnell (1978) and Peale and Harmon (1991). Using this topology,
consultant influence is judged through comparisons within three content parameters: mode of
presentation, geographic orientation, and subject matter. In all cases, a consulted characteristic
is one presumed to evoke viewer appeal and response.
In television news, a news story’s mode of presentation is considered a chief viewing
determinant (Rickel & Sardella, 1995, pp. 129-147). News on television can assume one of
several “formats.” The simplest and most conventional are the “reader,” in which a newscaster
reads out loud written content, and the “interview,” in which newsmakers convey bodies of
information. Consultants reject these “talking heads.” They favor visualization and personality
projection. Consultants popularized in American TV news a device known as the news
“package,” in which on-camera field reporters narrate pictorial accounts. It also was because of
consultants that “live” reporting was standardized. During “live” segments, reporters appear at
breaking news events, describe visual scenes, and conclude by conversing with studio
newscasters (Shook & Lattimore, 1992, pp. 160-162, 277-282; American University, 1979, pp.
21-23).
The geographic orientation of a news story also can persuade the interest and attention of
viewers. Conventional television news is known for its balance of local, national, and
international reporting. Viewers, though, often do not respond to international and national
material, which may seem distant and abstract. They are known to favor localized news.
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Accordingly, consulted newscasts are distinguished by priorities placed on localism.
Consultants strongly encourage news that is “close to home” (Jacobs, 1990, pp. 29, 58). In the
United States, news from Washington, DC, and foreign countries is deemphasized in favor of the
“local angle” (Allen, 2001, pp. 207-225).
Finally, news content subject matter is both an intuitive and demonstrated means for
effecting the responsiveness of viewers. In conventional television news, decisions on subject
matter are said to hinge on judgments of significance, timeliness, proximity, and prominence.
Typical viewers, though, may reject conventional subjects as mundane, remote, and irrelevant.
They are known to favor stories which are interesting, strike at “gut-level,” and which fit the
description of “news you can use.” Topics exemplifying the former include government,
politics, national business and the economy, and institutional affairs. In contrast, popular topics,
and those advocated by consultants, include crime, personal economic matters, health, human
interest, weather, and sports (Berkowitz, 1996; Peale & Harmon, 1991; Hardman, 1990;
O’Donnell, 1978). Crime news, which includes crimes against people, arsons, manhunts, prison
escapes, and police investigations, is believed to evoke not just interest but attention because of
concerns among viewers that they might be victims. Personal economics, health, human interest,
weather, and sports are explained in terms of their proximity to viewers and/or their capability
for directly affecting a viewer’s lifestyle (Maier, 1986).
Notable in American television news was the success of these provisions in amassing
viewers when first widely introduced by consultants. This began around 1970. At that time,
most American newscasts had resembled those seen in other countries. News had not been
considered a means for attracting viewers but rather a “public service” required in broadcast
licensing provisions. As well, news had been separated from television’s entertainment function,
which then had served as broadcasting’s only “profit center.” Synonymous with American TV
news had been famed network newscaster Walter Cronkite, who as a lone figure sitting at a desk
had delivered summaries and dispatches of daily events. These network broadcasts, though, had
lost money. Losses from Cronkite’s broadcasts alone were in the millions of dollars.
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This style was abandoned when consultants, working first within a small number of local
TV newsrooms, demonstrated the appeal of male-female co-anchor teams, “action” reporters,
abundant visualization, and local content. These techniques converged in a newscast form called
“Eyewitness News.” This concept spread as the first consultants moved from their original
clients to newer newsrooms, often those which had fallen in the ratings because of their
adherence to older “public service” designs. Newer consultancies served remaining newsrooms.
They, too, propelled the “Eyewitness” concept. As ratings soared, TV news became profitable
for the first time. With little variation, “Eyewitness News” remains the paradigm of American
TV newscasting at both the local and national levels. It is this concept that consultants most
actively seek to replicate in other countries (Brent Magid, personal communication, March 17,
1999).

Consultants in the International Media

By 1981, when Walter Cronkite was removed from his American newscasting post and
the alternative “Eyewitness” concept had saturated American airwaves, almost every sizable TV
news organization was aligned either with one of the five nationally-based news consultants or
with one of the regional firms. Faced with an American market limited to further expansion, the
three largest consultancies--Magid, McHugh & Hoffman, and AR&D--had sought clients outside
the United States (Joe George, personal communication, October 8, 2002). The first
international consulting venture began in 1986, when McHugh & Hoffman joined Canada’s City
TV.
Yet all other attempts were unsuccessful. As McHugh & Hoffman’s Jacques de Suze
explained, “Every country we approached had a one-channel, state-supported TV system.” In
the few countries where private channels were allowed, “competition was restricted.” Further,
the only news providers had been “state channels not accountable to ratings” (personal
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communication, February 1, 2001). The consultants had further discovered that other countries
had adhered to a “public service” model not unlike that first seen in American TV news but
which was identified elsewhere with Britain’s BBC. Principles were articulated by BBC founder
John Reith, who had ordained that broadcasters “inform” and “educate,” and that they must treat
audiences as “citizens,” not as “consumers” (Spangenburg, 1997, p. 26). As late as 1989, both
monopoly broadcasting and Reith’s ideals had repelled consultants in every country they had
tried to enter.
Change came with the emergence of privatization around 1990. That year, the British
government, as a means of generating revenue, put up for bid the 16 licenses of its Independent
Television system. Leaders of 11 companies that applied for the ITV licenses traveled to the
U.S. and signed agreements with Magid for research and consulting that could reinforce their
bids. Eight of the bidders who had joined with Magid were victorious (Davidson, 1992, pp. 221240). When ITV was reformed, 12 of its 16 units officially became Magid clients. Then in
1992, Magid joined Independent Television News, a national news service that provides
newscasts both for ITV and for a second private network called Channel 4. Widely described by
British observers were sweeping format revisions on the ITV and Channel 4 national newscasts.
Although assailed as “Americanization,” the changes livened news delivery and improved ITV’s
and Channel 4’s news ratings (Miller, 1993). Britain’s long-dominant news provider, the BBC,
suffered serious viewership declines.
As the Magid firm initiated operations in Great Britain, the third-largest consultancy,
Convergent Communication, then known as McHugh & Hoffman, entered Eastern Europe.
McHugh & Hoffman was one of the first U.S. enterprises invited into this region following the
fall of Communism. A key nation had been Germany, where privatization had enabled the
expansion of television beyond a two-channel public system in West Germany and a one-channel
Communist system in East Germany. In 1994 McHugh & Hoffman launched a newscast
resembling “Eyewitness News” on the same channel and from the same Berlin TV facility
formerly controlled by the German Communist Party.
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As countries to the east of Germany converted from state monopolies to market systems,
new private networks similarly enlisted McHugh & Hoffman. It joined newsrooms in the Czech
Republic (Nova), Romania (Pro), Slovenia (Pop), and Ukraine (1+1). Its other European clients
had included Finland’s MTV3 and Portugal’s TV Nova. It entered Great Britain’s Channel 5
and Turkey’s TGRT in 1998 (John Bowen, personal communication, May 31, 2001).
Reorganized as Convergent Communication in 2000, this firm reduced its European operations
and focused international activities on Canada and Latin America. One of its most heralded
relationships was that at Canada’s City TV, where consultants experimented with a newscast
concept that replaced the traditional news desk with newscasters who roved through a huge
interactive newsroom-studio. This Canadian design was touted as an advancement on the
“Eyewitness” concept. It then was adopted by numerous McHugh & Hoffman newsrooms in the
U.S. McHugh & Hoffman also assisted in the launch of newscasts on Univision, an American
Spanish-language network owned by Mexico’s Televisa. Other clients currently include Brazil’s
SBT, Puerto Rico’s Teleonce, and Colombia’s Caracol and Com TV (John Bowen, personal
communication, May 31, 2001).
AR&D was the last of the three largest news consultancies to commence international
operations. Yet this firm’s arrival in Europe in 1995, as the news consultant to the German
corporation Bertelsmann, was significant. This placed American consultants inside
Bertelsmann’s RTL networks in Germany, Luxembourg, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Poland.
AR&D then expanded into Pacific Rim countries by acquiring clients in Australia, New Zealand,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Japan (Ed Bewley, personal communication, February 5, 2001).
Magid remains the leader in international news consulting. In 1992, this firm established
an office in London that for the next five years mainly served its principal British clients, ITV
and Channel 4. Then in 1997, in a signal development, these networks terminated their
relationships with Magid. The following year Magid was hired by the BBC. Against Magiddesigned newscasts on ITV and Channel 4, the BBC had fallen in the ratings to such an extent
that it seized an opportunity to acquire Magid’s help.
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Magid’s entry at the BBC was a bellwether not only because the BBC had originated the
“public service” model that once had stood between world broadcasters and American
consultants. That the BBC had so shifted priorities had dramatized change in world TV. The
global renown of the BBC conferred status upon and legitimized news consultants. According to
Magid’s Ned Warwick, “Broadcasters in every country knew the BBC. When we entered there,
it helped us acquire more international clients,” notably those “fearful of Americanizing
influence (personal communication, January 11, 2000). Magid’s London office expanded into an
entire division that today serves TV2 in Norway, M6 in France, MTV1 in Finland, Telecinco in
Spain, Sat 1 in Germany, Antenna in Greece, Telad in Israel, and RTB in Brunei. Magid’s
additional clients include, or recently have included, Malaysia’s TV3, Indonesia’s RCTI, India’s
BiTV, Singapore Military TV, South Korea’s YTN, the Ten Network in Australia, New
Zealand’s TVNZ, Mexico’s Televisa, and the Dominican Republic’s Jorge TV (Joe George,
personal communication, October 8, 2002).
This author’s studies indicate that unlike consultant-newsroom relationships in the U.S.,
which typically continue for many years and sometimes for decades, those elsewhere typically
are of short duration. Contracts generally specify a three-year period. In most cases, this span of
time is sufficient for newsrooms to learn fundamentals and obtain the basic American newscast
plan. Because consultants extract high fees, upwards of US$200,000 annually, contracts not
always are renewed. This is especially true in developing countries. Yet after departing one
newsroom, a consultant often is hired by another. In many cases like that in Great Britain, the
new client is a competitor of the newsroom the same consultant had previously advised.
This “churn” of newsrooms is significant, for although consultants maintain short-term
relationships, they implant concepts that newsrooms rarely reverse. Thus in studying consultantnewsroom relationships, meaningful are not just immediate influences but those that endure after
consultants have left (Allen, 2000). A “cultivation” effect was widely observed in the U.S.
during consulting’s early years, when attention was given to the spread of a newscast
“blueprint,” in effect the “Eyewitness” concept, that consultants had moved from one newsroom
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to the next (Powers, 1977). As near as could be determined through interviews with
consultants, Magid, AR&D, and Convergent Communication advised around 50 news
organizations in 20 countries in 2003, Yet during the preceding 13 years that began with
Magid’s arrival in the UK, these consultants had advised 150 of the world’s 450 major TV
newsrooms, this in 50 countries. Thus likely at the global level may be the same “cultivation”
effect that, years ago, transformed newscasting in the United States.
Even so, little remains known about the results of these relationships, nor of the extent
“Americanizing” influence may be imparted. As is the case in the U.S., consultants working
abroad do not speak in public of their strategies and designs. Despite this barrier, methods are
available for examining the role of consultants in non-American newsrooms.

Studies of News Consultants in Four Countries

In 1996 scholars began a more direct examination of the possible influence of American
news consultants in non-U.S. countries. This author conducted studies of Great Britain,
Germany, and Greece. Didem Koroglu studied television news in Turkey. These four countries
had been significant because their opening to American news consultants had, for some time,
been publicly known. Each of the studies was a matched content analysis that followed the
methodology described in this paper’s first section. Using a topology of consulted
“characteristics.” consulted and non-consulted newscasts were compared. Sought had been
differences within each of the three content parameters established in studies of consultant
influence in the United States. These parameters were mode of presentation, geographic
orientation, and subject matter. To better acquaint American readers with the design of these
non-American newscasts--and to anticipate whether the consulted versions resembled American
newscasts--descriptive comparisons of the newscasts’ overall appearance and format were
performed.
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Great Britain--The study of British TV news took place in 1996 (Allen, 1997). Although
the current relationship between Magid and the BBC is of interest, at the time of the British
study the BBC had had no contact with consultants. Thus in the study, the news carried on
BBC1 was designated as the “non-consulted” newscast. Chosen as the “consulted” newscast
was that on Channel 4. This latter broadcast was produced by the entity Independent Television
News. As noted earlier, ITN had been the first major non-U.S. news provider to enlist American
news consultants. Its partnership with Magid then was in its fourth year.
It had been proposed that, because of Magid’s presence, Channel 4’s presentation would
have contrasted with that of BBC1. BBC1 then had global acclaim for its serious and
conventional approach. The expected differences were born throughout the results. The “mode”
analysis showed that while non-consulted BBC1 had lengthy items often of two minutes
duration, consulted Channel 4 had quicker pieces, the average story only 61 seconds. While both
newscasts balanced “talking head” stories with those laden with pictures and reporter
involvement, the consulted newscast, Channel 4, had emphasized an additional consultantinspired format, the newscast “tease,” a preview of upcoming items that instructed viewers to
“stay tuned.” While no teases were seen on BBC1, they had comprised 12 percent of Channel
4’s total airtime.
The “geographic” analysis likewise had shown differences. As expected, BBC1 heavily
concentrated its coverage in and around London, notably from Parliament. Also as expected,
Channel 4’s coverage had reached out to viewers’ home locales and was spread throughout
locations around Great Britain. Further, unlike BBC1, which carried much material from
locations outside the UK, Channel 4 had carried short summations of international news.
More was learned in the analyses of subject matter. The topology for subject matter was
operationalized with a 12-topic framework, in which six topics--government, politics, national
business and the economy, education, distant wars, and disasters--were designated
“nonconsulted” traits. The other six topics--crime, personal economic matters, health, human
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interest, weather, and sports--were designed as “consulted” traits. In the UK, the non-consulted
network, BBC1, excelled in “non-consulted” topics, and the consulted network, Channel 4,
excelled in “consulted” topics, in 8 of the 12 items. A key item was government, a subject
consultants are known to disfavor. Only 6 percent of the Channel 4 newscast was related to
government. This compared to 16 percent at BBC1. Channel 4 did carry more political news
than the BBC, and this was unexpected. Yet at Channel 4, one-third of newscast airtime was
devoted to crime, health, human interest, and personal economic matters--topics established as
consulted characteristics.
Differences in the on-air “look” of the programs also had suggested Magid’s activities at
Channel 4. BBC1 had maintained a conservative approach devoid of frills, one intent on
minimizing distractions and channeling the substance coming from the newscaster. Differently,
the newscast on Channel 4 was steeped in aesthetic elements and an approach more eyecatching, urgent, immediate, and personable. Attention was given to the regularity by which
main newscasters appeared. BBC1 featured different newscasters and otherwise adhered to the
so-called “presenter” system. Yet Channel 4 had adopted fixed news anchors, a male and a
female, a trait of consulted newscasts in the United States. Particularly visible were differences
in the newscasts’ studio settings. Viewers tuning to BBC1 saw before a panorama of dark blue a
huge studio desk large enough to seat 10 newscasters, although only one appeared. In contrast,
viewers to Channel 4 saw a more intimate setting in which the anchors were in close proximity,
as in local newscasts in the U.S.

Germany--The study of German TV news also took place in 1996 (Allen, 1998).
Compared were newscasts on Bertelsmann-owned RTL, the client of AR&D, and its nonconsulted rival, Pro 7, owned by Germany’s Kirch corporation.
Once again, the consulted newscast had substantially shorter stories. RTL had kept its
items to an average of 47 seconds. This compared to a one-minute time frame on non-consulted
Pro 7. The “mode” analysis had shown that RTL had devoted only 18 percent of its news to
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“talking heads.” This compared to 40 percent at Pro 7. RTL had carried three times as much
visualized and reporter-involved material.
Especially telling in Germany was the geographical analysis. RTL concentrated almost
60 percent of its airtime on developments across Germany and had used only 20 percent to report
happenings in Berlin. At Pro 7, the numbers almost exactly were reversed. Observed on RTL,
as well as on Channel 4 in the earlier British study, was not overwhelming but marked notice of
news from the United States. On RTL, stories from America outnumbered stories from the
nearby EU countries by almost a two-to-one margin. In the German study, this niche of
American content suggested another factor which may indicate the influence of American news
consultants. Pro 7 had carried almost no American news.
The analysis of subject matter also fit the expected pattern. In Germany, the nonconsulted network, Pro 7, excelled in “non-consulted” topics, and the consulted network, RTL,
excelled in “consulted” topics, in 11 of the 12 items. RTL devoted 10 percent of its news to
government and 9 percent to politics, compared to more than 30 percent for the two at Pro 7.
Further, RTL devoted substantial proportions of its newscast to human interest (17 percent),
crime (16 percent), and sports (11 percent), this in line with the consultants’ apparent emphasis
on proximate, gut-level content and/or “news you can use.”
As was true in the UK, differences in the on-air styles of the two German newscasts were
pronounced. Pro 7 had maintained a conventional “no frills” approach. It rarely showed the
entire studio and stressed instead a head-and-shoulder view of the newscaster, this seen
throughout the newscasts. As well, Pro 7, like BBC1, had featured rotating “presenters.” In
contrast, RTL had established an anchor team; a red, white, and blue color scheme; a background
diorama containing a multi-colored map of the world; and a five-piece modular studio, lit from
underneath, that permitted the main anchor to interact with other individuals. RTL’s national
newscast was almost indistinguishable in form from local newscasts in the United States.
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Greece--The study of Greek TV news was completed in 1997 (Allen, 2000). Compared
were newscasts on the four-year-old private network Antenna, consulted by Magid, and the
government-owned and non-consulted ERT network. Antenna was launched in 1993 as
enterprise of Greek shipping magnate Milos Kyrioku.
The “mode,” geographic, and subject matter analyses again revealed the expected
patterns. Non-consulted ERT had plied the same conventional approach seen in the preceding
studies of BBC1 and Pro 7. Almost all of ERT’s news was presented through “talking heads,”
either videotaped interviews or the reading of reports by an on-camera newscaster. It geographic
orientation was national and international; 80 percent of its airtime was devoted to news from
Athens, the Greek capital; Bosnia, where warfare had concluded; or some other foreign setting.
Recurrent subjects had included government, politics, ministerial activities, and institutional
affairs including peace-keeping initiatives in Bosnia. ERT excelled in all six of the topics
designated as “non-consulted.”
In contrast, the consulted newscasts on Antenna relied on a mode of presentation that
heavily emphasized visualization, either in reporter “packages” and live shots, or in newscasterread items in which “voice overs” and on-screen graphics were employed. Its geographical
orientation balanced Athens-based and international reports with those from locales inside and
around Greece. While nearly one-half of Antenna’s news did relate to government, institutional
affairs, and other subjects designated as “non-consulted,” the rest of its content was comprised
either of crime, feature, and human interest material. Antenna excelled in all six of the topics
designed as “consulted.”
The descriptive analysis of Antenna revealed still more. When the study began, the
worldwide news agenda had been headed by conflict in Bosnia, a four-hour car ride from
Greece. While news from nearby Bosnia was included, never was it the lead story. Bosnia was
the No. 3 item on one Antenna program, preceded by a report about a Greek national basketball
star who had signed a new contract, and another about a construction accident in downtown
Athens that threatened to snarl the next day’s transit schedule. Not only did this emphasis on
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human interest and “gut level” news point to consultants. Also indicating consultant influence
were newscasts that began with reports on changes in the weather.
Similar to Channel 4’s and RTL’s was Antenna’s newscast design. Prominent was each
night’s appearance of one dozen different reporters. Not only were their contributions
extensively visualized. Often these reporters introduced their “package” reports from the main
news desk. While within these items were numerous “talking heads,” many were everyday
people reacting to reported events. An example was a story about the government’s decision to
fund a new railroad system, in which citizens weighed the benefits against higher taxes and
fares. In none of the examined newscasts had ERT included “everyday” people in a news item.
Noticeable on Antenna was a news-weather-sports pattern identical to those in American
local newscasts. Further, Antenna’s program was centered by a male-female co-anchor
arrangement, lead anchor Terrance Quick the dominating personality. It was learned that Magid
had recommended a “star” anchor as a counter to the rotating presenters seen on ERT. The
consultants had used focus groups to select Quick, formerly a popular Athens radio disc jockey.
Quick was counseled by Magid talent coaches in Athens and eventually flown to Magid
headquarters in Iowa for more extensive instruction (Joe George, personal communication, May
17, 2000). On numerous occasions Quick could be seen chatting with the other newscast
personalities.

Turkey--Results from Turkey were obtained in a 1999 study by Turkish scholar Didem
Koroglu (2000). Compared were newscasts on the two-year-old private network TGRT,
consulted by McHugh & Hoffman, and the government-owned and non-consulted TRT. TGRT
was launched in 1997 by a consortium of Turkish and American investors.
Once again, findings revealed contrasting approaches between the consulted and nonconsulted newscast versions. Comparisons indicated strong consultant influence at TGRT.
As expected, the TRT newscast rose on criteria that define TV journalism’s conventional
approach. While 75 percent of its material was visualized, virtually all visual items were “voice
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overs” read by TRT’s lone studio newscaster. Reporters rarely had appeared. Eighty percent of
TRT’s news focussed on national and international affairs. Fifty percent was devoted to
government, politics, and institutional affairs. In the subject matter analysis, TRT excelled in
five of the six topics this study had designated as “non-consulted.”
Differences at TGRT were visible in this network’s recurrent use of reporters, either in
visualized “packages,” live remote reports, or a combination of both. During 40 percent of
TGRT’s airtime reporters were heard and/or seen. Nearly 60 percent of TGRT’s material was
locally based. The subject matter analysis had shown that TGRT’s most recurrent topics were
crime (35 percent of the total) and human interest news (20 percent). It excelled in all six of the
topics this study had designated as “consulted.”
Koroglu’s study also had contained a descriptive analysis. She had noted that while the
non-consulted TRT relied on the “British system” of rotating presenters, TGRT had established a
fixed male-female co-anchor team she said was “identical to that in American local TV.”
Moreover, in her words, “the TGRT newscasts clearly illustrated the American technique known
as ‘happy talk,’ in which anchors and personalities interact with one another and exude
friendliness.” Explicit was the tempering of serious subjects with informal conversations, as
well as anchors’ routine interactions with specialty reporters, such as a reporter who
concentrated on health subjects.
None of these techniques were visible on the non-consulted TRT.
Additionally observed on TGRT was a news-weather-sports pattern “identical to
American local newscasts.” In the “American tradition,” newscasts further were divided into
“blocks” comprised of pre-designed and branded specialty segments, including “Health,”
“Traffic Now,” “Magazin” (human interest stories), “Toward the Election,” and “Kosovo is
Crying” (stories relating to the war in Kosovo). While TRT “exemplified reporting and
formatting traditions that have changed little since Turkish newscasting began in the 1960s,” the
TGRT newscast was “a wholly new approach, in which the importance of substance is balanced
with a priority for form.”
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Discussion

This study was an attempt to move beyond anecdotal discussions of international news
consulting and a supply a basis for more systematic examination. For the mass media scholars
who might engage in this task, still an obstacle is the stealth which guards consultant-newsroom
relationships. Another is the breadth of the consultants’ international activities. News
consulting was relatively easy to address when confined to the United States, not so with dozens
of countries now involved. Still, what has galvanized popular discussion--a sense that all this is
“new”--no longer is true. Open for study are experiences in international news consulting that
now span many years. Issues it embodies compel additional work.
As for further tracing the consultants’ role in shaping news content, a new avenue is
cross-time investigation. The studies seen here were limited by their contemporaneous
arrangements. More exacting and now possible are before-after comparisons. Meaningful, for
example, might be a second content analysis of Britain’s BBC, this occasioned by Magid’s 1998
arrival there. Because data are available from the period when the BBC was non-consulted, a
second study with identical parameters might pinpoint changes Magid had made. What appears
a more pressing need is evidence of commercial effects. News consulting would not exist
without proof of bolstered commercial returns. In this author’s studies of the UK, Germany, and
Greece, conclusions about the “effectiveness” of consultants were hampered by difficulties in
obtaining ratings information. In was known in the UK that Magid’s entry did enlarge Channel
4’s audience share. But apparently not enough to avert Magid’s 1997 termination. Rarely are
ratings and circulation treated in news study. With this subject, though, commercial effects are
important.
Yet news consultants primarily are of interest because of the issues they raise. The two
most-widely discussed critical concerns are that news consultants undermine quality journalism,
and that their entry into indigenous news organizations represents what those in the media term
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“cultural imperialism.” While both matters are speculative, they have been argued with much
vehemence by critics who feel news consultants are intruders. A question, though, is whether
either issue can be sharpened as more is learned. That societies may fall prey to decadent
journalism, and that instruments such as television may enculture them, are assumptions that rest
on rigidly-held notions of singular and unifying mass media. Yet as was illustrated throughout
this study, the conditions that permit international news consulting are not those. News
consulting assumes not monolithic but multiple media. Quality and enculturalization must be
seen in this new light.
Allegations that news consultants lower news standards, and thus leave the public
improperly informed, have gone hand-in-hand with their portrayals in the United States. The
first writings on consultants in the 1970s were critical works that accused firms such as Magid of
giving the public “not what it needs but what it wants.” “Pandering” to public tastes was used to
explain a “formula” of prosaic content and tabloid designs that early authors observed (Powers,
1977; Barrett, 1975). This concern has not diminished but rather has been amplified in more
recent critiques. Many modern authors blame consultants for a “decline” especially in U.S.
television news (Grossman, 1997; Gitlin, 1993). While abroad such anxieties have not been as
vociferously expressed, patterns seen here might justify international concerns. In the four
examined countries, consulted newscasts had deemphasized government and institutional
reporting in favor of crime, human interest, and “news you can use.”
Yet something obscured by most critics increasingly bases today’s empirical probes.
This factor is audience fragmentation. Because of cable news channels, satellite delivery, new
local sources, and the Internet, individuals now have a spectrum of news use options. Not only,
as Jarvik (1992) and Schenkel (1998) maintain, is quality more prone to generalization. Because
available is a range of “upscale,” “mainstream,” and “tabloid” media, quality may rest on those
media individuals choose to use. In this environment, the impact of news consultants may not be
so much the lowering of quality as the fostering of alternatives. Indeed, as was emphasized here,
consultants are most active in the design of competing newscasts. What may be the relevant
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issue is not “quality” per se but the extent viewer preference for “downmarket” news--and the
attentiveness to this by consultants--shifts resources away from “upscale” media sectors.
While debates about quality continue a long tradition of criticism in the United States, the
link between consultants and “cultural imperialism” is recent. It has been elevated by non-U.S.
critics, largely popular authors in different countries, in revealing the presence of American
consultants in their countries’ home media (Frank, 1997; Atkinson, 1994; Stars without stripes,
1993; Greenslade, 1992). As well, cultural imperialism by news consultants is extensively
considered and loosely upheld in the scholarly study of Turkish news by Koroglu (2000).
Authors have found inexplicable the landing of American advisors not merely in indigenous
mass media but within a country’s most important media domain: news and information.
Koroglu correctly notes that foreign infiltration of indigenous media had been one of the fears
that had inspired the so-called “New World Information Order.” This 1978 proposal, which
failed after heated UN debates, had first established cultural imperialism as a global concern
(UNESCO, 1980).
Demonstrated in the preceding content studies were definite patterns of American
influence. Nevertheless, cultural imperialism, in essence the indoctrination of individuals, has
long remained a much less documented effect (Golding & Harris, 1986; Lee, 1980). Moreover,
to advance cultural imperialism even in theory, proponents must now account for the same factor
which complicates assessments of quality, media multiplicity. Critics are most disturbed that
American concepts supplant and outmode those indigenously developed. Yet this has not
occurred, as the content studies further show. Although American designs did appear on some
news sources, conventional and presumably “indigenous” designs remained on others. Thus in
future studies of this subject, care should be taken in distinguishing American precedents from
culturalizing results. This does not deny some ramifications of cultural imperialism. Yet the
phenomenon would appear highly scattered if not almost indescribably complex. It also should
be noted that, as originally inscribed, “cultural imperialism” was a political concern. It had
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formed from fears about American expansionism. News consultants have no political ties. They
have no motive other than making money.
Beyond these issues, scholars should look more closely at just how news consultants
assume power in newsrooms. In American studies, still unclear is how news consultants, who
are advisors with no editorial authority, exert editorial influence. Publicly, news professionals
claim to reject as “dumbing down” the type of reporting consultants advocate. Yet inside
newsrooms, their decisions follow what consultants propose. One view holds that owners and
managers force “gatekeepers” to comply. A second and more penetrating view is that proposed
by Berkowitz (1996, 1991), who has shown that “gatekeepers” willingly go along. While
“gatekeepers” may personally disfavor consulted news, their greater preoccupation is the wellbeing of their news organization. This ensures jobs. Through a “socialization” process that
begins with a newsworker’s first job, journalists acclimate to organizational goals. Thus,
according to Berkowitz, it is logical that “gatekeepers” listen to consultants and regard
consultants as partners in the work they perform. A worthwhile pursuit for scholars would be
newsworker studies in different countries which test these possibilities. Extremely likely is the
“socialization” effect that Berkowitz describes.
In sum, news consulting requires more international pursuit. Like the consulting process
itself, the agenda for its study still leads from the United States. Yet Americans who advise
other countries’ media no longer have strictly American roots. They live and work in--and likely
are influenced by--the countries to which they are assigned. Thus what may be hand is not an
“Americanizing” but a “globalizing” event. American scholars can provide some understanding.
Yet final knowledge will rest on what scholars in other countries can contribute.
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From the start Théodore Géricault’s Raft of the Medusa inspired
controversy: its scale was unacceptable, its title misleading, it lacked color, it
was poorly drawn, or . . . and worse! Moreover, said the critics of its first
Salon showing in 1819, it was short on rhetoric, pedigree and pedagogy;
where the spokesmen for the beau idéal thought they might be entranced by
a body of comely nudes, they found themselves before a clutch of prostrate
and desperate castaways, naufragés yearning for a vessel on the horizon to
save them from certain death. And then, to their dismay, there were several
blacks aboard, three in all. A disconcerting discovery best forgotten, and
indeed contemporary reviews, with one sole exception (which we will discuss
later on), never mentioned them. The Raft was a risible affair. When a
prominent Restoration critic, using the obsequiously familiar second person
pronoun, gruffly snapped at Géricault’s oil with the query, “Tableau que me
veux tu?” he was addressing the canvas as a master would address his
servant, disrespectfully, impatiently, dismissively. Why should he bother to
do otherwise? Géricault’s transgressions were outrageous, beyond belief.
How could one excuse them? Had he not given his voice to Africans, allowed
them to mingle with whites, and had he not assigned a lead role to a black,
an unconscionable offense.
This paper focuses on these transgressions. Two of the three blacks on
Raft are the subject of this inquiry: the sturdy black capping the canvas
waving a strip of cloth towards the horizon, and the black standing by the
mast in the midst of the company of whites. Although these figures are of the
greatest significance, as recent scholarship attests, no one has yet observed
that they are the product of ingrained prejudices, that they denote the plight
of Africans, men whipped into submission by self-righteous bigots, racists
and apologists. The Raft, I will demonstrate in the following pages, confronts
abuses voiced by adepts of science, ideologues of racial superiority,
respondents to the latest pronouncements on race, racism, and craniology.
And I aim to explore this subject by taking a closer look at several
preparatory studies for the Raft, ink and oil and pencil drawings which I
contend were based on scientific treatises, dialogues on race that proved that
blacks were inferior to whites, in fact but a few steps above primates,
orangoutangs in particular. The pen and ink drawings tell us so . . . but not
the final canvas! My thesis thus is twofold. At first, via certain sketches, and
some are among his first thoughts on the Raft and others were conceived
just before Géricault was about to start work on the oil itself, Géricault—as

his generation did--viewed blacks as lowly, a servile lot well below the
developmental scale whites credited themselves with.
It is certain that Géricault’s priviledged whites over blacks, an equation
that was far from unique. His peers undoubtedly did likewise, whether they
were men of letters, political scientists, economists, naturalists, abolitionists,
planters or slavers. This paper sets the stage for Géricault’s aberrant racist
views by selecting a number of studies for the Raft and applying observations
therefrom to certain widely disseminated theories on Negroes, harangues
and long expositions that argue that blacks can be defined by their cranial
development and its restrictions, limitations that affect not only their mores
and morals but affects their outward appearance as well. That is the first
half of my twofold argument, one that is understandably controversial since
there is no evidence--other than the visual evidence-- that argues that
Géricault was responding or was affected by the texts in question. That
some may see the same material in a very different light, I readily
acknowledge . . . yet, there are compelling reasons to say otherwise, to say
that the Raft demonstrates a knowledge of racial theories as popularized by
men of science in the early years of the nineteenth century.
The second half of my argument posits a different stance. It states that
the finished oil as exhibited at the Salon of 1819 no longer looks at blacks as
inferior. It states that blacks and whites are one: They are our semblable. In
sum, my thesis tackles the discomfiting puzzle the Raft has been from its
inception, one that does not disown, but empowers, blacks. The Raft, I
believe, is rich in contrary meanings, a true palimpsest that reveals as it
obfuscates the cross-currents of science, prejudice and the rising tide of the
abolitionist movement.
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Voices from Theresienstadt: The Poetry of Peter Kien (1919-1944)
In a series of writings in the 1950s and 1960s, Theodor W. Adorno shaped German
debates about art’s role in coming to terms with genocide. Questioning the capacity of
traditional aesthetic forms to convey such horror and, even more, the morality of using
the Holocaust as artistic content, he specifically directed his critique toward lyric poetry,
famously stating that “to write poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric.” The reactions to
Adorno’s statement and its later modifications ranged from sharp criticism to agreement
with his central premise that the rupture in German history must not be forgotten and that
the limits of traditional aesthetic evaluation do not extend to that kind of suffering. One
category of lyric poetry, however, has only rarely been evoked in discussions of the
problem raised by Adorno – that produced by the victims themselves while the events of
the Holocaust unfolded. German literary and cultural critics have for the most part
neglected poetry written in the camps. Lacking an appropriate interpretive framework,
they have often viewed these texts as aesthetically inferior and deemed them to be
inadmissible representations of the Holocaust. This paper hopes to correct the narrowlydefined aesthetic valuations currently in place and proposes instead to study camp poetry
as a valid and valuable repository of memory. It introduces German poetry from the
Theresienstadt concentration camp - in this particular case the poetry of Peter Kien
(1919-1944) – and places the texts within their specific environment and historic context.
Simultaneously, a critical framework for the analysis of camp poetry will be developed.
Ultimately, this paper wishes to demonstrate the importance of including poetry written
in the camps (“Lagerlyrik”) in the study of “Holocaust Poetry.”
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This presentation will focus on the applications of Indigenous knowledge
from tribal elders that exemplify the utility and validity of ancient wisdom
and ways of knowing. Traditional knowledge based on quantitative and
qualitative research with the original peoples of Canada, the United States
and Australia will be used to illustrate how ancient practices lead to the
rise of ecologically sophisticated Indigenous cultures. These emerging
Nations developed sustainable methods for resource harvest and landscape
ethics that continue to be rooted within a context of diverse ecological
landscapes. Contemporary Western Scientific research has recently begun
to reevaluate historic interpretations concerning the ecological impact of
ancient peoples on “pristine environments”. The concept of “wilderness”
where primitive humans gathered food, clothed and sheltered themselves
without any attempt to stabilize and sustain the availability and abundance
of natural resources is being challenged. Ecological stewardship imbedded
in Indigenous Traditional Knowledge has begun to be recognized as a
valuable and effective way to better understand and reestablish our
relationship as human beings with the natural environment. The Earth is
the mother and sustains all of us. Our time is now to respect nature and
help to restore healthy environments for our children to inherit.
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Abstract:
This proposal is focused on the pedagogical practices of three educators. Teaching at an
urban university their presentations provide examples of how the teaching of the arts and
humanities can be linked to larger social and cultural issues. Using methods of
participatory research the presenters use the writings of the late Paulo Freire as part of
their pedagogical practices and understanding. It is anticipated that this work-in-progress
presentation will generate discussion in the following areas:
What is the contribution of the writings of Paulo Freire to the teaching of
the arts and humanities?
What are goals of arts and humanities education in the 21st century?
How do we make culture meaningful in arts and humanities education?
Why is it important to link the arts to larger critical social issues?
Work-in-Progress Reporting
Currently at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, there are several campuswide initiatives to support the development of the urban university for the 21st century.
The Cultures and Communities program represents the curricular initiative designed to
focus on creating a meaningful connection between the diversity of urban cultures within
the city of Milwaukee and the university. This panel presentation focuses on three
educational experiments which commonly share: 1) a focus on the arts and humanities; 2)
a curricular content that links the arts and humanities to larger critical social issues and 3)
a belief that the goal of teaching is not the transfer of knowledge but the production or
construction of knowledge.
As we begin the 21st century, there are several challenges which stand as on-going
questions in the area of arts and humanities. To what end, does a society support arts and
humanities? How do we meet the educative needs in a world in which the importance of
technology overshadows the importance of the arts and humanities? Why should higher
education reassess its educational mandate to be more inclusive of the arts and
humanities in its curricular offerings? These are but a few of the questions which
challenge today’s educators. This panel’s presentation argues for new directions in how
we generally teach at the university level. The three panelists in this proposal provide
innovative approaches to the educative purpose of arts and humanities education in
institutions of higher education.
The work of Paulo Freire in his book Pedagogy of Freedom identifies the
importance of ethics, democracy and civil courage as critical to the responsibilities for
today’s teacher. His focus on pedagogical practices specifically argues for understanding
that education is a form of ideology informed with a set of beliefs, values, and methods
for conducting its work. The implicit underpinning of the educative act must be
transformed to better prepare today’s students for encounters in a cultural diverse world.

Education in the area of the arts and humanities is proposed as both the creation and
production of knowledge. In each presentation in this panel, students’ work is presented
as important innovative work that is displayed in a public space. The projects produced
by students are the result of guided learning experiences which required them to
participate in meaningful community engagement with culturally diverse groups. As
teachers of the arts and humanities we engage in participatory research as part of our
collaborative learning processes in our classes. Our courses are designed to support a
community of learners. We too are learners along with our students as we observe,
participate, and gain new knowledge pertaining to the lived and practiced arts of a group
and/or learn the stories which inform and influence their cultural practices concerning the
arts.
To date, each of the panelists has taught several courses which will be used to
generate a discussion on both the social construction of the arts and humanities, and the
importance of the culture in the arts and humanities. The plan of this panel is to start with
individual presentations from each panelist which will provide a forum for discussion.
Presentations in the panel are guided by the following questions:
What is the contribution of the writings of Paulo Freire to the teaching of
the arts and humanities?
What are goals of arts and humanities education in the 21st century?
How do we make culture meaningful in arts and humanities education?
Why is it important to link the arts to larger critical social issues?
Listed below are the panelists with a short biography
Catherine Loss is an Art teacher in the Milwaukee Public School district. She currently
has a two-year residency as the Teacher-in-Residence assigned to the Cultures and
Communities program at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. In this role she has
worked with teachers and their students to create art projects that are expressive of their
community. Working with student teachers in the Multicultural Basic Art Experience
course, students at a Hartford University School (K-6) participated in a communal
quilting project. Students in the first, fifth and eighth grades explored their vision of
community using various fibers techniques, silk screening, tie dye, fabric collage and
drawing with resist paste and thickened dye, as well as sewing and tying the quilt. The
completed quilt will be displayed at the Milwaukee Art Museum Fall 2003.
Raoul Deal is an Artist-in-Residence at in the Department of Visual Art and Cultures and
Communities program at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. As a visual artist and
educator. He teaches courses in 3-D concepts, basic art experience, and multicultural
experience. In his courses Mr. Deal exposes students to the increasingly complex issues
of cross-cultural literacy and provides them with the tools to become comfortable with
community engagement and diversity. Students in his courses explore gender and racial
bias and learn to analyze inequality and oppression. His goal is to help students study
contemporary cultural issues and the basic formal and aesthetic language of art. Mr. Deal
has exhibited both in the United States and Mexico.

Cheryl Ajirotutu is an Associate Professor in the Anthropology Department and Senior
Faculty Research Associate with the Cultures and Communities Program at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. She currently teaches a course entitled Oral
Traditions. Students enrolled in this course collect personal narratives in the Walnut Way
community, Milwaukee’s oldest African American community. Students learn to conduct
interviews, write up oral histories, and become aware of the distinct social/cultural
history which has influenced the lives of African Americans in the city of Milwaukee.
The course concludes with a public forum where students present oral presentations
based on their oral history collections in the Walnut Way community. An exhibit based
on the oral history of the Walnut Way community was shown at the Mitchell
International Airport in April-May, 2003.
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the Name of Empire: The Writings of Isabella Bird

“I am doing what a woman can hardly ever do—leading a life fit for a man.”
Isabella Bird, Hawaii, 1873
Isabella Bird’s life and works have often served as a model for studying social
change in western societies, especially as testimony for the increasing of civil rights
and freedom for women, even those of modest means. Because of her courageous
journeys into wilderness areas, whether they be in Australia, Canada, Hawaii, the
Rocky Mountains of the US, the Malay Peninsula, or Japan, and owing to the highly
descriptive prose in her letters that were sent back to Great Britain—epistles that
depicted many sufferings and her victory over them—Bird has been considered one of
those late Victorian heroines upon whom young women should fix their star. As an
intrepid world traveller in the late nineteenth century, unafraid of physical hardships
when pushing into unexplored territory, often as a solitary on horseback, as the first
white woman to travel up the Yangtze River and to cross Japan from east to west, she
garnered not only fame as an explorer and literary figure, but also became the first
woman to be appointed to the Royal Geographical Society in London, and the first
woman ever to address a meeting of that Society. All these “firsts” have tended to
over-illuminate her career with accolades, at the same time suppressing the
racist/colonist conceptions that Bird espoused in her writings, or ideologically, in the
phrasing of Lisa Bloom, Bird’s “monolithic conception of seeing” and her
“ethnocentric agenda” (4).
To expose Isabella Bird’s ethnocentric views that consciously or
unconsciously empowered the British white population to take pride in the expansion
of their Empire, as well as to give a green light to increasing English hegemony over
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native peoples, is the major purpose of this paper. My intention is not to denigrate
Bird’s real physical accomplishments nor to suggest that she should have remained at
home, yet my focus will be on deconstructing the language of her texts, specifically
two of them, A Lady’s Life in the Rocky Mountains, and Unbeaten Tracks in Japan, in
order to expose and theorize how certain racialized depictions in her epistolary texts
aided in empowering certain forms of British nationalism and imperialism.
Before proceeding, I need to define what I mean by “racist/colonialist”
conceptions, according to postcolonial theory. “Postcolonialism” generally refers to
the effects of colonialization on cultures and societies. The term was originally used
by historians after the Second World War to designate the postindependence period,
as in the phrase “the postcolonial state.” Since the late 1970s the term
“postcolonialism” has been used by cultural critics—for example, David Cannadine in
Great Britain—to interpret various cultural effects of colonization. David Gilmour,
in his review of David Cannadine’s Ornamentalism: How the British Saw Their
Empire, makes a cogent observation on race and British imperialism:
The most enduring image of the Empire is a racial one, an Englishman
in a pith helmet with an Indian lacing his boots—or a variant of the
theme. Assumptions of racial superiority were pervasive in several
periods, especially the beginning of the twentieth century when Lord
Milner, the champion of “race patriotism” was urging the Empire’s
inhabitants to think imperially. (46)
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Evidence of Isabella Bird’s belief in the superiority of the white race will be presented
in this paper. As for her colonialist purview, David Cannadine has identified three
strands of imperial motivation. They are (1) economic, (2) strategic, that is, to
safeguard trade routes, and (3) humanitarian or philanthropic. However, Bird does
not strictly fit into any of these categories because her primary motivation for
travelling into wild colonial territory, former colonial territory, or “exotic”
independent countries,
such as Japan, was to satisfy her love of adventure and to restore her health. Another
way to put it is to say, as one of her biographers, Pat Barr, does: “Her [Bird] cast of
mind was essentially conservationist and non-partisan” (80), though I will take issue
in this paper with the “non-partisan” part of the equation by showing how her writings
fed the ideology of Empire. The case for “conservationist” is more likely, as Bird
tended to prefer nature over culture, wilderness over civilized spaces, and mostly
shunned urban or “artificial” places. For her, the Rocky Mountains of the American
West represented the place where she could experience the “unornamented existence”
(Barr 62) that enlarged her soul. First, a bit of biography is in order to explain her
motivations.
Born in Boroughbridge, Yorkshire, England, on October 15, 1831, Isabella
Lucy Bird was the eldest daughter of Edward Bird, a clergyman, and Dora Lawson
Bird. Edward Bird had been a lawyer and judge in India, but ended that career to
become an evangelical minister for the Church of England. One of Isabella’s greatgrandfathers, Sir George Merttins, had been Lord Mayor of London, and two other

relatives became Bishops in the Church of England. Isabella and her sister Henrietta
(known by her
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family as Hennie) were home-schooled by their mother, herself a clergyman’s
daughter, so their education had a strongly religious, indeed, evangelical bent. Of
poor health throughout her childhood, Isabella’s father saw to it that she had plenty of
outdoor
exercise, and she became an expert horsewoman. Every summer, the Bird family
travelled to the home of Edward’s father, Robert Bird, in Taplow Hill, where there
were games and horseback riding. There, the Birds would gather in the evenings to
listen to letters from family members across the globe, from India, America, and
Africa (Watson 1). These “exotic” epistles no doubt piqued young Isabella’s curiosity
about the world, as well as provided a stimulus to her own evangelizing spirit.
At the age of 18, Isabella Bird was diagnosed with a fibrous tumor on her
spine. It was removed and her physician recommended “mountain air” to speed her
recovery. Her first “restorative” trip was to the Scottish Highlands and it resulted not
only in a cure but her first travel writings, published anonymously in such pietistic
magazines as The Family Treasury, Good Words, and The Sunday Magazine. After
returning home
to Wyton, where her family was now living, Bird suffered from headaches and
backaches, so she decided to undertake a long sea voyage. In June 1854, at age 22,
she left Liverpool bound for Halifax, Nova Scotia, to visit cousins. From there she

continued her travels to Maine, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, Quebec, New York, where
she met Washington Irving, and Massachusetts, where she was introduced to the poet
Henry David Longfellow. Once back in Britain, she wrote the book, An
Englishwoman in America, which was published in 1856. Owing to good reviews and
sales, she earned
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considerable money from this book, which she spent on charitable work—purchasing
boats for needy Scottish fishermen (Watson 2). In 1857, she returned to the United
States to research the religious revival taking place there, in order to aid her father in
the writing of a book on evangelism in America; at this time she visited the cities of
New
York, Philadelphia, Washington D.C, as well as sailing on the Great Lakes and the
Mississippi River. She encountered the southern brand of evangelism by travelling to
Virginia, South Carolina, and Georgia (Watson 2). Bird’s form of Christian
evangelism was influenced by racism in the South, that is, the belief that people of
color were not capable of helping themselves without the aid of white Christians.
Not long after Isabella Bird’s return to England, her father died on May 14,
1858, forcing the two daughters and their mother to leave the parish house in Wyton.
They eventually settled in Edinburgh, Scotland, and lived together until 1866 when
Dora Bird died. In Edinburgh, Isabella wrote articles for religious and social issues
and worked in charitable programs aimed at helping poor people move to Canada and

Australia. Her motives appear to be both Christian and nationalistic. The British
government of those times was at a loss about what to do with the increasing numbers
of poor people. Encouraging them to immigrate to the colonies was offered as one
solution to this problem, as well as a way to populate these under-populated regions of
the Empire. After several years in Edinburgh, Bird began to suffer again from severe
pains and had to wear a steel neck and back brace (Watson 2). Her medical doctors
suggested she once again take a sea voyage. This time she decided to travel to
Australia and New Zealand, to California and to travel cross-country through America
to the east
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coast. In 1872, the Bird sisters moved to Tobermary, Scotland, on the island of Mull.
As the more domestic of the sisters, Henrietta maintained their home, while Isabella
sailed from Liverpool in July 1872, promising to write to her sister about all her
adventures.
Isabella Bird’s experiences on her third trip to America resulted in a series of
seventeen letters to Henrietta that ultimately produced the book A Lady’s Life in the
Rocky Mountains. Her epistolary style renders the freshness of immediate perception
and unreflected-upon judgments, characteristic of all her writings. After evoking the
standard epithet for California, as a “land of milk and honey,” she undercuts its
pastoral aspects by denigrating the landscape of the Sacramento Valley: “The
mercury stood at 103 degrees in the shade, and the fine white dust was stifling” and
the city of Sacramento itself is designated as “very repulsive” (A Lady’s Life. . .2).
When departing from the Sandwich Islands (now Hawaii) for San Francisco on

August 7, 1873, she carried in her luggage a “Hawaiian riding dress,” that had been
fashioned so that Hawaiian women could ride astride (rather than side saddle, as
proper Victorian women did). She described it as “a half-fitting jacket, a skirt
reaching to the ankles, and full Turkish trousers gathered into frills falling over the
boots,--a thoroughly serviceable and feminine costume for mountaineering and other
rough travelling, as in the Alps or any other part of the world” (A Lady’s Life. . .6).
This unusual “exotic” costume served her well on her travels over the mountains,
giving her a masculinized-feminine appearance, a certain savoir faire not dissimilar to
the “disguise” worn by T.E. Lawrence in his excursions around Arabia—both of these
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British subjects, in any case, embodied “a strong sense of Anglo-Saxon individuality
and will-to-power” (Balestrieri 212).
Bird’s belief in the superiority of the white race is manifested in her very first
letter, in a depiction of Native Americans she encounters on the train ride over the
Sierra Nevadas:
The platforms of the four front cars were clustered over with Digger
Indians, with their squaws, children, and gear. They are perfect
savages,
without any aptitude for even aboriginal civilization, and are altogether
the most degraded of the ill-fated tribes which are dying out before the
white races. They were all very diminutive, five feet one inch being, I
should think, about the average height, with flat noses, wide mouths,
and

black hair, cut straight above the eyes and hanging lank and long at the
back and sides. . .They were all hideous and filthy, and swarming with
vermin. (A Lady’s Life. . .3; emphasis mine)
I have quoted the above passage at length to emphasize it racist elements. Now I want
to present an even longer passage from the writings of Theodore Roosevelt, who was
also openly contemptuous of the “red man,” though as time passed he seemed to have
mellowed on this issue:
During the past century a good deal of sentimental nonsense has been
talked about our taking the Indians’ land. Now, I do not mean to say
for
a moment that gross wrong has not been done the Indians, both by
government and individuals, again and again. . .where brutal and
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reckless frontiersmen are brought into contact with a set of
treacherous,
vengeful, and fiendishly cruel savages a long series of outrages by
both
sides is sure to follow. But as regards taking the land at least from the
Western Indians, the simple truth is that the latter never had any real
ownership in it at all. Where the game was plenty, there they hunted;
they followed it when they moved away to new hunting grounds,
unless

they were prevented by stronger rivals, and to most of the land on
which
we found them they had no stronger claim than that of having a few
years
previously butchered the original occupants. (Hunting Trips of a
Ranchman, cited in Morris 304-305; emphasis mine)
Though in the above passage, Roosevelt was speaking, vaguely, of “Western Indians,”
we recall that some of those western tribal members used to be eastern, having been
forced to move beyond the Mississippi River in the Jacksonian Era, and we notice the
similarity to Isabella Bird’s writings, especially his use of negative monikers to
castigate Native Americans. Worse than her descriptions, however, is Roosevelt’s
sophisticated, though erroneous, argument concluding that the natives have no legal
claim to the land that they had occupied. In my opinion, Roosevelt climbs to the
worst heights of racism in the following passage:
When my cattle came to the Little Missouri, the region was only
inhabited by a score or so white hunters; their title to it was quite as
good as that of most Indian tribes to the lands they claimed; yet
nobody
dreamed of saying that these hunters owned the country. . . .The
Indians
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should be treated in just such a way that we treat the white settlers.
Give

each his little claim; if, as would generally happen, he declined this,
why
why, then let him share the fate of the thousands of white hunters and
trappers who have lived on the game that the settlement of the country
has exterminated, and let him, like these whites, perish from the face of
the earth which he cumbers. (Morris 305)
Whereas Isabella Bird and Theodore Roosevelt share certain racist assumptions about
Native Americans, Bird is far more non-assimilationist in her beliefs. When taking a
short cut over the prairie to Denver she passes “through an encampment of the Ute
Indians about 500 strong, a disorderly and dirty huddle of lodges, ponies, men,
squaws, children, skin, bones, and raw meat” (A Lady’s Life. . .115). Her reaction to
the scene elicits the following shocking statements:
The Americans will never solve the Indian problem till the Indian is
extinct. They have treated them after a fashion which has intensified
their treachery and “devilry” as enemies, and as friends reduces them
to
a degraded pauperism, devoid of the very first elements of civilization.
(A Lady’s Life. . .115)
Contrastively, two famous Americans could be mentioned here who did not
hold these ultra-racist positions. One was the American artist George Catlin and the
other the American writer Margaret Fuller. Catlin’s portraits of the Sioux, Mandan
and Pawnee Indians of the American West tend to flatter and positivize their image.
His
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“Indian” works were shown at the Smithsonian Museum in the 1870s. As early as
1832, Catlin followed the Missouri River into what is now the Dakotas and Montana.
From 1837 on, he made excursions into land “beyond the frontier” (now Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Oklahoma and Arkansas) to meet with tribes and paint portraits of their
leaders. As a painter and a travel writer, he assigned majesty and dignity to the
Native Americans, whose numbers were gradually being reduced by white men’s
“curses”—small pox and alcohol—facts that he was quick to point out. Margaret
Fuller, perhaps the greatest female literary genius of 19th century America, calls
Catlin’s book on North American Indians “by far the best” (Summer on the Lakes 23).
Fuller herself also championed the rights of the Native Americans, especially in her
book, Summer on the Lakes (1844). Her take on the Indians of the Great Lakes region
elevates them to heights of goodness, even beyond Catlin’s:
They may blacken Indian life as they will, talk of its dirt, its brutality, I
will ever believe that the men who chose that dwelling-place were able
to feel emotions of noble happiness as they returned to it, and so were
the women that received them. (Summer on the Lakes 39)
Further on in Summer on the Lakes, Fuller extols native family life: “I have witnessed
scenes of conjugal and parental love in the Indian’s wigwam, from which I have
often, often thought the educated white man, proud of his superior civilization, might
learn a useful lesson” (83). And she inverts the idea of Christianizing the Indians that
Isabella Bird espoused:
I know that the Europeans who took possession of this country felt
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themselves justified by their superior civilization and religious ideas.
Had they been truly civilized or Christianized, the conflicts which
sprang from the collision of the two races might have been avoided;
but this cannot be expected in movements made by masses of men.
The
mass has never yet been humanized, though the age may develop a
human thought. Since those conflicts and differences did arise, the
hatred which sprang from terror and suffering, on the European side,
has naturally warped the whites still further from justice. (101)

Whereas, retaliation on the part of the Indians for injustices done to them by the
whites
is stated by Bird with no show of compassion:
The Indians have taken to the ‘war path’ and are burning ranches and
killing cattle. There is a regular “scare” among the settlers, and wagon
loads of fugitives are arriving in Colorado Springs. The Indians say,
“The white man has killed the buffalo and left them to rot on the
plains.
We will be revenged.” (A Lady’s Life. . .74)
On her journey from Greeley, Colorado (at that time a Temperance Colony) to
Fort Collins, Bird sees a convoy of 5,000 head of Texas cattle “under the charge of
twenty mounted vacheros [cowboys], heavily armed” and attributes their need to be
armed to “the Indians [who] are raiding in all directions, maddened by the reckless

and useless slaughter of the buffalo, which is their chief subsistence” (A Lady’s Life. .
.21).
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Reading between the lines it seems that Bird’s sympathetic weight is thrown more
toward the fate of the buffalo rather than the plight of the Indians. To her, the Native
Americans were essentially savage children who despoiled the wilderness, who were
incapable of mature human feelings and actions, and who needed to be converted to
Christianity if they were to survive at all—otherwise, they were better off dead. Now
let us turn to what she thought of most of the Japanese people.
Isabella Bird sailed for Japan in 1878 (twelve years before Lafcadio Hearn
did). She was still a single woman, seeking a cure for her illnesses once again by
visiting the “savage freedom of the wilds,” or the “unbeaten tracks,” a travel pattern
she had followed in her explorations of the Sandwich Isles (now Hawaii) and
America’s Rocky Mountains. As the first white woman to journey more than 1400
miles from Yedo (Tokyo), traversing the mountainous interior as far as Niigata,
turning north through Yamagata and re-crossing to Aomori, then on to Yezo
(Hokkaido), by means of kuruma (jinrikisha, rickshaw), horse, and various water
craft, she controlled some of the first imagery of Meiji Japan sent to the British
readership back home. Her book on Japan was initially published by John Murray in
1880, and it helped to establish her for election as one of the first fifteen “wellqualified ladies” admitted as fellows to the Royal Geographical Society, an action that

so enraged some of the more chauvinistic members, so that no other women were
admitted for twenty years.
Bird is in ecstasy when she views unadulterated nature, that is, unpeopled and
untouched wilderness, and seems not to like urban, in her words, “vulgarised” spaces.
On the other hand, she looks critically at the Japanese body from a superior colonialist
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stance, even while over and over she acknowledges the inherent kindness of the
Japanese. Her description of Japanese male bodies is off-putting, to say the least, a
morphology she attributes to poverty, poor diet, and overwork; she states they are “. .
.small, ugly, kindly-looking, shrivelled, bandy-legged, round-shouldered,
concave-chested, poor-looking beings” (Unbeaten Tracks. . .4). The woman and
children also are presented generically: “the women so very small and tottering in
their walk; the children so formal-looking and such dignified burlesques on the adults,
I feel as if I had seen them all before, so like are they to their pictures on trays, fans,
and tea-pots” (Unbeaten Tracks. . .14). Does it not occur to her that British Victorian
children also were garbed in adult-imitation clothes and trained to be formal in their
appearance? Bird as a Victorian woman who was not a Victorian “lady” in her
disavowal of domestic ideology, in her “masculine” forays into wilderness,
nonetheless was guilty of orientalizing and commodifying the Japanese people by
comparing them
to objects painted on precious china and lacquerware collected by the aristocracy and
wealthy members of British society.

Most irritating is Bird’s colonialist purview of her own superiority in relation
to cultural customs, as in her description of worshippers at Asakusa: “. . . they pray, if
that can be called prayer which frequently consists only in the repetition of an
uncomprehended phrase in a foreign tongue” (Unbeaten Tracks. . .29). She repeatedly
takes “the missionary position”—herself on top—to suggest that the Japanese will be
so much better off when they are christianized. After meeting three “Christian
students” from Hirosaki, she judges them “three remarkably intelligent-looking,
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handsomely-dressed young men, who all spoke a little English. One of them had the
brightest and most intellectual face I have seen in Japan” (Unbeaten Tracks. . .220).
By contrast, most of the villagers she encounters along the unbeaten track are in need
of medical relief, and she is pained when gazing at such “repulsive maladies as
scabies,
scald-head, ringworm, sore eyes” (Unbeaten Tracks. . .83). In the region of Nikko, in
one particular village “fully 30 per cent of the village people are badly seamed with
smallpox” (Unbeaten Tracks. . .83). Carrying her Christian bible, her ointments and
salves, she medicates many of these poor unfortunates with Eurocentric language and
technology. Postcolonialist scholar Ania Loomba has pointed out: “The white man’s
[and woman’s] burden was constructed as a parental one; that of ‘looking after’ those
who were civilisationally underdeveloped (and hence figured as children), and of
disciplining them into obedience” (Colonialism/Postcolonialism. . .217). This was
certainly Bird’s standpoint in regard to both the American Indians and the ordinary
Japanese people. Often repulsed by the oriental body, employing the word “ugly,”

about it frequently, yet often attracted by admirable Japanese architecture, such as all
of Nikko’s sacred sites, which she describes with gooey superlative language, as most
“glorious,” “gorgeous,” and “magnificent,” Bird seems not to connect the producer
with the product. Even so, the power of the beauty of Nikko puts a “strain on one’s
capacity for admiration” of the shrines, in their stately setting of cryptomeria [sugi],
for they “take one prisoner by their beauty (Unbeaten Tracks. . .62,66),” she says,
falling in line with principles of “gaze,” as defined by Julia Kristeva.
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In Kristeva’s book Black Sun (1989), she implies a reversal of the Lacanian
gaze (“. . . in the scopic field, the gaze is outside. . .I am looked at. . .that is to say, I
am a picture,” Jacques Lacan had said). Using Holbein’s painting, The Body of the
Dead Christ in the Tomb, as her target, Kristeva says: “Our gaze follows the slightest
physical detail, it is, as it were, nailed, crucified, and riveted to the hand placed at the
center of the composition” (114). Mobility, then stasis, a gaze that hovers on the edge
of the romantic/gothic, yet clearly is held captive (“riveted”) by existential materiality,
are the gaze factors of Isabella Bird’s perception when facing spectacular nature.
Analytically it could be said that her constant psychological need to overcome her
susceptibility to fragility, illness, insomnia, and depression (the “abyss in Kristeva’s
terms) was aided by her conquest of mountainous regions (the “summit”). To put it
another way, her Anglican upbringing had a Calvinistic undertow—for example,
Calvin’s belief in the formidabilis abysis into which Jesus Christ fell at the hour of his
death, his descent into hell that was followed by Resurrection. In intra-psychic
language, mental or physical downward slips needed to be countered by upward

journeying of the mind or body. And perhaps it should also be mentioned that Bird
herself had a short, dumpy body that did not fit the standards of English beauty, so the
concept of psychological projection of her own inadequacies upon the Japanese body
is also, theoretically, a possibility.
Paradoxically, though Bird maintains her posture of white superiority
throughout her text, she recounts a decided preference for the “exclusively Japanese”
subjects (manner of dress) and objects (architecture of houses, decoration of rooms)
having no Europeanized effects of contamination. Her favorite town is Kubota (now
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called Akita), “perhaps because it is so completely Japanese, and has no air of having
seen better days” (Unbeaten Tracks. . .175), she claims. When visiting the Kubota
Normal School, however, she was dismayed that no religious courses were taught
there, as well as put off by a remark made to her by one of the lecturers: “We have no
religion and all your learned men know that religion is false” (Barr 112). Another
decided paradox of her standpoint is, even though she values natural traits and
unpretentious behaviors, she still squirms under the gaze of the curious villagers she
encounters in inns when they look at her through peep-holes in the partitions between
rooms. In their desire to see a foreign woman for the first time, they poke holes in the
shoji that divide her sleeping space from theirs. Her reaction to this impolite staring is
clearly one of psychological projection. She says that the great melancholy stare of
the people depresses her, indicating, according to my analysis, her own abject
feelings. Poised against her depressive thoughts, nature is sublime, noble, phallic, and

restorative. She admires the view from the pass of Yadate, at the boundary between
Akita and Aomori
prefectures, more than anything she has seen in Japan, finding it reminiscent of the
Brunig Pass and some of the passes in the Rocky Mountains:
It was lonely, stately, dark, solemn; its huge crytomeria, straight as
masts, sent their tall spires far aloft in search of light; the ferns, which
love damp and shady places, were the only undergrowth; the trees
flung
their balsamy, aromatic scent liberally upon the air, and, in the
unlighted
depths of many a ravine and hollow, clear bright torrents leapt an
tumbled, drowning with their thundering bass the musical treble of the
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lighter streams. (Unbeaten Tracks. . .206)
Her final word on Japan, stated at the beginning of her text, is, “I found the
country a study rather than a rapture” (Unbeaten Tracks. . .xxiv). It seems to me she
does not tolerate much of human presence, preferring the raw wilderness that turns
her into a heroine in a colonial drama, though perhaps she is only half-a-colonial, for
she has no possessive or magisterial gaze, she wants to take nothing from the land,
and as an inveterate nomad moves on empty-handed, to Singapore and Malay. Her
bias against Japan, in my opinion, is based on her erroneous judgment that it suffers
from “bald materialism [as] its highest creed and material good its greatest goal”

(Barr118) because of her own predilection for Christianity as not only the only
civilizing religion, but also the only belief-system capable of countering materialism.
In 1877, before her trip to Japan, Bird’s physician, Dr. John Bishop, a man ten
years her junior who worshipped her, had proposed marriage. When she returned
from Japan she refused the offer of this “retiring, conscientious man” who had also
been her teacher of histological botany (Barr 183). But after her sister Henrietta died
in June 1880 of typhoid fever (devotedly attended to by Dr. Bishop), in her grief ,
loneliness and gratitude, Isabella Bird consented to marry John Bishop, becoming a
50-year-old bride on March 8, 1881. Even though she once described marriage as a
representation of “the everyday drudgery of life” (Barr 190), she grew to love and
depend on her husband. Tragically, he died of pernicious anemia on March 6, 1886,
two days before their fifth wedding anniversary, and she once again turned to foreign
travel to compensate for her loss. In 1889, when nearing sixty years of age, Bird
embarked on
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risk-taking expeditions to Persia, Kurdistan, Tibet, Korea, and a three-thousand mile
trek through China. At seventy, she went to Morocco and rode a black stallion to
meet the Berber Arabs in the Atlas Mountains. She died peacefully in bed, it is said,
in Edinburgh on October 7, 1904, of thrombosis and heart disease.
It would seem, then, that the rational for Isabella Bird’s depiction of Native
Americans as dirty, childish savages and many of the Japanese as puny, childish
human beings has to do not only with the average Victorian’s racist/colonialist
mindset but also with her own psychological need to survive bouts of illness and

depression that particularly threatened her when she remained at home in England or
Scotland, bouts that were alleviated when she travelled to foreign countries. By
challenging and overcoming rough terrain and harsh environments, while viewing
herself as an intellectual, civilized, superior white Christian in the midst of heathens,
Bird could “redeem” her health. My point of view on Bird’s melancholia subscribes
to the one held by Julia Kristeva:
The economy of depression is supported by an omnipotent object,
a monopolizing thing rather than the focus of metonymical desire,
which might account for ‘the tendency to protect oneself from it
through, among other means, a splurge of sensations, satisfactions,
passions, one as elated as it is aggressive, as intoxicating as it is
indifferent. (129)
As I have shown, for Bird the “monopolizing thing” was spectacular Nature, the
means by which she was able to experience her deepest sensation, satisfaction and
passion.
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These feelings for Nature are comparable to those of American nature writer, John
Muir, who rendered the Sierra Nevadas of California as an endangered pristine space,
an
“unspoiled wilderness threatened by the incursions of miners and sheepherders and by
the beginnings of tourism” (Knott 11), much in the same way that Isabella Bird
described the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, though Muir is much more the “prophet”
of wilderness preservation than Bird is (Wolfe 86).

Despite the gender dissymmetry of Victorian England, wherein women were
expected to remain in the private/domestic space and put all their efforts toward being
good wives and mothers, Isabella Bird was able to cross over into the public space of
travel and exploration of untamed or uncivilized regions because of her courageous
character. However, she only served the cause of women (and men, for that matter) to
a limited degree because of her reductionist racist/colonialist discourse. By writing
“in the name of Empire,” in my opinion, she actually retarded the coming of the
emancipatory politics of the postcolonial age. In our own times, we would do well to
recall the abuses carried out in the name of nationalistic or imperialistic ideologies of
the past.
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Abstract
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996), was
amended for the first time since the new democratic dispensation ushered in in 1994,
to give effect to the promulgation of the cross-floor legislation, 2002. Floor-crossing
refers to the actions of political office bearers in national, provincial and local
legislatures who defect from the party under whose banner they were elected to their
positions, and join a new party. The paper argues that the legislation provides for
rules of floor-crossing, protects the political interests of elected officials and
disregards the voter’s decisions on the matter. In addition, the paper remains critical
of the view that the government explicitly or implicitly is gradually shifting from putting
the interest of the people first to promoting political careerism.
The paper provides a brief description of the floor-crossing legislation and attempts to
share the views of political leaders during the process of promulgation. Woodrow
Wilson’s dichotomy theory will be used to provide logical argument about the effect
that the floor-crossing legislation has on the functions of non-partisan officials. The
paper draws conclusion that the legislation has exerted a great effect on service
delivery, and politics if wrongly done might lessen the interest of voters in going back
to vote in coming elections.
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Registered Political Parties in South Africa
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Africanist Congress of Azania
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Action Independents
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Alliance of Independent Movement
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Action Independent Party
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African Christian Democratic Party
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Democratic Alliance
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---
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---
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---
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Inkatha Freedom Party
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New National Party
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SP

Sport Party
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---
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United Democratic Movement
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United Front
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Universal Party

VGO

Verenigde Gemeenskaps Organisasie

WV

Witzenberg Verenigig

---

Ximoko Party

ZDO

Zibambeleni Development Organisation
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Introduction
Since the second democratic elections in 2000, there have been shifts in the
South African political landscape. Consequently the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996) was amended for the first
time in the ten-year period in which South Africa is a democratic country. The
aim was to give effect to the development of the Floor-Crossing Legislation,
which was signed into law by the South African President on 19th June 2002
and published on 20 June 2002. The Floor-Crossing Legislation allows the
members of the National Assembly, provincial legislature and municipal
councils to cross the floor that is to defect from the party under whose banner
they were elected to their positions, and join a new party [crossing the floor] or
change party membership twice during a five year term without losing their
seats. This legislation did not provide benefits to elected representatives only
to cross the floor, but it provides for political parties to merge with other
political parties, and or subdividing a party. However, the legislative
requirement is that crossing the floor, merging, and or subdividing with other
parties must take place during the 15 days window period.

With regard to local government, Local Government: Municipal Structures Bill,
2002, was introduced to amend or to bring the Municipal Structures Act, 1998
(Act 117 of 1998) in line with the provisions of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, (Act 108 of 1996), as amended. The Municipal Structures Act,
1998 (Act 117 of 1998), is an Act which gives provisions for the establishment
of the South African local government closest to the people. This means that
the political changes do not only affect elected representatives in the National
Assembly and nine provincial legislatures, but also elected representatives in
the 284 municipal councils. It is important to note that before 2002, the
Constitution was silent about elected representatives crossing the floor hence
the amendments were necessary to ensure that the process is conducted
within the jurisdiction of the law, the Constitution so speak, which is the
supreme law of the land. The next section of the paper will briefly examine the
background and the current situation of the floor-crossing legislation.
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Background to the floor- crossing legislation
The notion of crossing the floor was introduced in South Africa by the
Democratic Alliance in 1994 with a view that “…subject to certain limits and
conditions, it should be possible for individuals to cross to other parties as an
act of conscience” (http://www.cpp.org.za/main-story1.htm, 08 October 2003).
Van Zyl Slabert commission was established late in 2001 to search for better
ways of improving the electoral system of the country.

The constituency

based representation and floor- crossing were suggested as possible
systems. The government led by the African National Congress (ANC) had a
‘warm heart’ for the later and a Bill on floor crossing was developed thereafter.
It is during this period that paradoxes were in progress between voters and
elected representatives [and political parties] in the national, provincial
legislatures and municipal councils and within the elected representatives
[and political parties] interse. The voters are left in a state of moral
schizophrenia. It seems that the government lost sight of the profound
repercussions that crossing the floor might have on decreasing the number of
voters in the coming elections and people’s confidence in state and party
politics. Karnell (2002:1) concurs that the floor-crossing legislation recognises
the elected representatives “as having the right to move independently from
one party to another, this can serve as a precedent for recognising that they
also have the right to act independently within their parties”, and this would
lead

to

public

apathy

in

governance

(http://www.witness.co.za/content%5C2003_04%5C14498.htm, 08 October
2003). The impression of Naki (2003:3) and Misbach (2003:3) of floorcrossing legislation is that the legislation contributes in condoning
opportunism, careerism on the part of floor-crossers, and accountability would
become a buzzword. These writers further view crossing the floor under the
current electoral system as inappropriate and not adding value to the
proportional representation system (Misbach, 2003:3). Holomisa (2003:4)
states that crossing the floor would lead to mismanagement, corruption, and
thus increase backlogs in service delivery. The impression is that Floor4

crossing legislation contributes to disenfranchisement of the people and in the
same vein is a threat to improving the quality of life. In addition, people would
suffer the most as elected representatives are entitled in terms of the Floorcrossing legislation, 2003, to change allegiance to other political parties
without first consulting [people or voters] them (Republic of South Africa,
2003:2). It is this regard that Naki (2003:3) write that the voters have a good
reason to get annoyed for they feel that their franchise rights have been
abused.
The above argument served as political ammunition of the opposition parties
such as the United Democratic Movement (UDM), Democratic Alliance (DA),
and Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP), to name just a few, in arguing against the
passing of the floor-crossing legislation where the minutia of every sortie and
engagement were amplified ad nauseam and the National Assembly and
media become their theatre (Henderson, 1991:111, Naki, 2003:3, Misbach,
2003:3). It was these continuities in change with some parties arguing against
and some in favour of crossing the floor that led to the UDM to take the matter
against the government to the Constitutional Court, which is the supreme
court of South Africa in an attempt to cease the passing of the Bill from
becoming law. The UDM argued that the legislation compromised the
constitutional requirements for proportional representation system. It views
the legislation as promoting “cherry-picking” as members of small parties are
lured to join bigger parties in hoping to get better positions (Naki, 2003:3).
The IFP view the legislation as “immoral, vile and dispensable …and will
stand forever as an act of treachery and a betrayal of the voters…”
(http://www.cpp.org.za/main-story1.htm , 08 October 2003).
According to the ANC and its alliance partners, the effect of the above
mindset in a country in transition like South Africa with postmodern politics is
the compulsive socio-political drawback, however trivial, at the expense of
examining the deeper trends in the country’s transformation processes. The
ANC views the argument by Karnel (2002:1) as encouraging fragmented
perspectives that prevent the country to be parallel with other developed
countries in terms of politics and societal change. Party disciple is considered
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as an effective measure to deal with too much independency of elected
representatives within their political parties.

The positive view about the

Floor-crossing legislation is that firstly it grants an elected representative a
freedom of association to join a party of his or her choice if he/ she feels that it
serves his/ her interest best to make an impact in the improvement of the
quality of life of the people. Elected representatives have been deprived of
this freedom, while the ordinary masses have been changing their allegiances
by joining parties that serve their interest best (Kumbuca, 2003:4). The
impression of the ANC is that of considering the legislation as a means to
combat racism. The ANC argues that floor- crossing would bring efficiency in
“political realignment …and break up of racial power blocks in all levels of
human strata” (ANC, 2002:14).
The Constitutional Court dismissed the claims that the amendments of the
constitution and the Municipal Structures Act, 1998 are inconsistent with the
‘basic

structure

of

the

constitution

by

stating

that

“…proportional

representation and the anti-defection provisions which support it are not so
fundamental to constitutional order as to preclude any amendment”
(Constitutional Court, 2002). The Constitutional Court ruled in favour of floor
crossing.
Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework of this paper is based on Woodrow Wilson theory
of administration and political dichotomy and Cooper’s theory of citizenship.
The logic behind referencing on these theories is their essence on the role of
citizens and public officials, not only the role of the elected representatives in
the process of governance. Under the sway of Wilson and Cooper’s thinking,
the paper argues that the government had limited patience to examine the
impact of Floor-crossing legislation on the functions of appointed public
officials and devalues the mandates that citizens give to government and
elected representatives in the voting booth. This argument is based on the
premise that among the non-partisan officials there are those who are
appointed based on political loyalty to [or supporting of] the ruling party,
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notable: public officials holding positions of Director-Generals, Permanent
Secretaries to the Ministry, and Chief Directors. The impression is that when
the Minister cross the floor from the party that the Director-General has
political loyalty to another party which probable might be the reason for him /
her to get the position [as he/she does not lose his or her position in terms of
the floor crossing legislation], the work relationship might be affected and
consequently, mixed feelings in the service delivery and governance
processes might prevail. This does not mean that South Africa is only using
the spoil system in appointing of the senior public officials, also the merit
system is used and it remains the ideal of the present government. Wilson’s
politics and administration dichotomy theory is considered appropriate to deal
with the infiltration or influence of politics in administration. The theory which
Woodrow Wilson penned in 1887 in an essay titled: “The study of Public
Administration” and published in Political Science Quarterly Journal, June
1887, advocates the separation of politics from administration. Woodrow
Wilson maintains that appointed public officials should always distance
themselves from politics and take a neutral stance in policy formulation
process so that their contribution can be considered factual and rational
(Mafunisa, 2003:87-88; Binza, 2002:15). Argument by Mafunisa (2003:88)
that of appointed public officials providing professional advice in policy
formulation and being ‘neutral’ at the same time adds value in this regard. The
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa holds that public servants must
not be political active or hold political positions at any political levels. The
reason is that “governments come and go, but the public service remains”
(Mafunisa, 2003:88), hence the “technical expertise of the non-partisan
officials, vital as it may be, must be subordinated to the obligations of the
fiduciary citizenship” (Cooper, 1991:4-5). Beer in Cooper (1991:118) concurs
by stating that “what the professional brings to government is not just
knowledge of how to cope with a particular problem at a certain time and
place, but rather a preparation to deal with all such problems anywhere,
anytime. His professional equipment directs him to work through and enlist
the initiative of the widest possible jurisdiction” i.e. the citizenry.
The argument that floor-crossing legislation would impact negatively on the
turn up of voters in the next coming elections hold water in this paper. The
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view is that the legislation has effects on governance and service delivery
process. It places citizens at the receiving end of democracy.
Wilson shared the above view, although in a form of a question: “the question
for us is, how shall our series of governments within governments be so
administered that it shall always be to the interest of the public officials to
serve, not his superior alone, but the community also, with the best efforts of
his talents and the soberest service of his conscience?” (Wilson, 1887:221). In
attempt to answer Wilson’s question, Cooper (1991:ix) reflects on the ethical
identity of the public officials irrespective of positions, and further argues on
the importance of avoiding mix feelings on steps aiming towards improving
the quality of life of the people. In this regard Cooper suggests that public
officials should know the source of their legitimacy and obligation, and the
need for governments to enact values and principles governing their public
administration. The essence of the above argument is that the people’s
interest should come first, not that of [some] public officials who use public
office to enrich themselves at the expense of the citizens (Cooper, 1991:ix;
Naki, 2003:3).
It is in this regard that Cooper (1991:x) views the citizen’s role as ‘an
appropriate normative foundation of the public administrative role’ of the
democratic South Africa. The public administrative role implies that people
would stop thinking of themselves as “free-floating individuals, [and]
employees of public organisations… but also as members of a political order
or citizens in a democratic society” (Cooper 1991:x). Alinsky 1971 in Cooper
(1991:x) argues for a “more intimate and voluntary relationship” between the
elected representatives and voters, and among public officials [i.e. partisan
and non-partisan officials]. It remains critical at this stage of transition in South
Africa that public officials to consider themselves as citizens, not to hold a
unique view of themselves. The definitions by Cooper of citizenships and
citizens are worth mentioning. The former refers to the “status and role which
defines the authority and obligations of individual members of a community.
The status and the role must be formally codified in terms of qualifications,
rights and obligations by constitutions…[and] laws, or informally determined
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by values, tradition and consensus (Cooper, 1991:5). The later refers to a
person who qualifies for the status of citizen as prescribed formally, or
informally by a particular community, and is encumbered by laws and norms
with the obligations assigned to this role by that community” (Cooper, 1991:5).
The argument is that the promulgation of the Floor-crossing legislation does
not promote disregard of neither formal nor informal roles, but the impression
is that it grants the floor- crossers an opportunity to serve the citizenry
efficiently, effectively and equitable. Hence, the paper put in extenso that
elected representatives must uphold and adhere to the values and
constitutional principles governing public administration, namely: to be
discipline, accountable, open, transparent, professional, respect the rights of
others, and efficient and effective. The essence of the Floor-crossing
legislation is based on the above premise that elected representatives would
divorce their individual interest from the party that they feel is not
guaranteeing the freedom of the people. Alinsky’s argument connects with the
above view as he argues “people cannot be free unless they are willing to
sacrifice some of their interests to guarantee the freedom of others. The price
of democracy is the ongoing pursuit of the common good by all the people…”
(Alinsky, 1971: xxv). It is in this regard that the ANC, among other things
views the legislation as bringing efficiency in political realignment, combating
racialism and other forms of exclusion, and improving service delivery. It does
not share the view that crossing the floor contributes in reducing the role of
citizens to that of ceremonial and ritualistic visit to the voting booth. The party
believes in participatory democracy where citizens participate vigorously in
government affairs (ANC, 2002:14).
With the plethora of policies which got promulgated by governments [not only]
in transition, ‘education for citizenship’, and separation of politics from
administration remain critical discourse to be pursued with success (Cooper,
1991:83; Wilson, 1887:221). The argument to educate the floor-crossers
about the theories of citizenship and politics and administration dichotomy
holds water, as the capacity to act consciencesly of officials would be
improved. According to Cooper (1991:83), the theory of citizenship with
regard to education aims to:
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“Provide every [elected representatives] the information he needs for
the transaction of his own [public office] business;
Enables him to calculate for himself, and to express and preserve his
ideas, his contracts and accounts, in writing;
Understands his duties to his neighbours and country, and to discharge
with competence the functions confided to him by either;
Improve, by reading, his morals and faculties;
Exercise with order and justice those he retains;
Know his rights;
Choose with discretion the fiduciary of those he delegates, and to
notice their conduct with diligence, with candor, and judgement; and
Observe with intelligence and faithfulness all the social relations under
which he shall be placed”.
However the need to develop the ‘natural moral inclination’ of the elected
representatives needs attention. The view that leaders are endowed with
moral sense, not all possess it with equal strength required government to
build leadership capacity to act through education, training and development
(Cooper, 1991:83).
What this amount to, is that these theories offer an alternative that the
classical political ideas embraced in the Floor-crossing legislation would able
voters or people to ‘look forward with hope and visions of the great promise of
civic virtue’ in times of ongoing changes (Cooper, 1991:183). The assumption
is that the respect and the application of the above mentioned theories would
bring satisfaction to citizens as voters, public servants as technocrats, and
elected representatives as servant of the people.
Legal and policy framework
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996)
provides for the electoral system for national, provincial and local spheres of
government. Section 157 (3) of the Constitution states that an “electoral
systems must ensure that the total number of members elected from each
party reflects the total proportion of the votes recorded for those parties”
10

(Republic of South Africa, 1996: 42). The electoral system at the national and
provincial spheres of government is based on the proportional representation
system (PR), which refers to proportional matching of elected representatives
(Members of Parliament [MPs] at national sphere and Members of Executive
Council [MECs] at provincial sphere) with votes cast. The PR system is most
favourable system not only in South Africa, but also in the world, because it
encourages and ensures representivity and accountability. Representivity in
this regard extends to cover the questions of gender balance, as that of party
proportionality alone would be implying an exclusive democracy.
At a local sphere, the electoral system consists of 40 per cent proportional
representation (PR), and 60 per cent first-past-the-post ward candidature.
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996),
Section (73 and 74) provides for the procedures to be followed in making Bills,
and Bills amending the Constitution respectively. Section 73 provides that a
member of the Cabinet or a member or committee of the National Assembly
(NA) or a Deputy Minister may introduce either in the National Assembly or
National Council of Provinces (NCOP) a Bill. Section 74 of the Constitution
provides that a Bill passed by the NA with at least a supporting vote of 75 per
cent of its members or two-thirds majority may amend the Constitution of the
Republic, and or the NCOP with at least a supporting vote of at least six
provinces. The procedures for amending both the Constitution and the
Municipal Structures Act, 1998 (Act 117 of 1998) were followed. The NA
consist of 400 members and the NCOP consists of 90 members which is
made up from ten delegates from each of the nine South African provinces
(Republic of South Africa, 1996:42).
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Amendment Bill, 2002,
provides for floor-crossing as follows:
(a) Political representatives to cross the floor to other parties during the
term without loosing their seats in the respective legislatures.
(b) Political parties to subdivide into more than one party while allowing
political representatives affected to retain their seats in a given national
or provincial legislatures and municipal councils.
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(c) Political parties to merge with another party while allowing political
representatives affected to retain their seats in a given legislature.
(d) Political parties to subdivide and merge with other parties while
allowing political representatives affected to retain their seats in a given
legislature (Republic of South Africa, 2002:3).
A procedure to minimise political opportunism was enacted in terms of both
the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Amendment Bill, 2002, and
the Municipal Structures Act Amendment Bill, 2002, as ten per cent thresholds
of the members of a party in a given legislature to cross the floor. Political
representatives are allowed to cross the floor during the window period which
begins on September of the second year to September of the fourth year in a
five year tem to simultaneously avoid mix feelings in the process and
proceedings for crossing the floor, and to ensure stability. Forms for crossing
the floor are obtainable from the electoral officer which a Member of
Parliament (MP) or Member of Executive Council (MEC) or Councillor must fill
in during the window period. When the electoral officer is satisfied that the
procedural requirement of ten per cent thresholds is met, he or she

must

within seven days after the end of the window period, publish a notice in the
government gazette to indicate the new composition of the legislature (s) and
municipal councils. The ten per cent thresholds means that an elected
representative who wants to cross the floor have to wait for the 10% of the
party members in the affected legislature or municipal council to agree to
crossing the floor. This would lead to national and provincial legislatures and
municipal councils to reconstitute their structures. It is imperative to note that
the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Amendment Bill, 2002,
provides for the protection of political representatives during the 15 days
window period from disciplinary proceedings by political parties which they
defected from to create an environment to freedom to cross. It is during this
time that the electoral officer gets an opportunity to check whether ten per
cent threshold was met or not by the floor crossers (Republic of South Africa,
2002:4).
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The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Amendment Bill, 2002,
provides for the transitional arrangements which began during the first floorcrossing which was from 21 June 2002 and end 6 July 2002, a date that
marked the first 15 days window period. The proceedings with regard to the
transitional arrangements were that of elected representatives of not meeting
the 10% thresholds in order to cross the floor.
Implications of floor-crossing legislation
When the Floor-crossing legislation came into effect, shifts in the South
African political landscape became prevalent. The ANC, which is the ruling
party, was able to obtain the two-thirds majority in the National Assembly
which it needed to run the country according to its terms as shared with its
constituencies. However, before to the promulgation of the Floor-crossing
legislation, the African National Congress (ANC) which took power on 27th
April 1994, had 266 which has increased to 275 after the Floor-crossing
legislation was signed into law (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Membership movement in the National Assembly
Political Party

Before Floor-crossing

After Floor-crossing

(27 April 1994-20 June 2002)

(21 June 2002 to date)

ANC

266

275

DA

38

46

NNP

28

20

IFP

34

31

UDM

14

4

ACDP

6

7

New parties

----

5

Minority parties

14

12

Source: Munusamy (2003:6)
The ANC considers the period after the promulgation of Floor-Crossing
Legislation as an opportune time to speed up the process of service delivery.
It is important to note that about 566 of the elected representatives crossed
the floor. The movement was from 46 registered political parties [some] in [all
or either national or provincial legislature, and or municipal council(s).
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Figure 2. Political implications of floor-crossing
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Source: (htpp://www.elections.org.za).
The political party that gained the highest was the NNP which gained 322
followed by the ANC which gained 128 new members. This does not mean
that the ANC did not lose members as 16 [former] ANC members crossed the
floor to join other parties (see Figure 2). The ANC enjoys political supremacy
in the six provinces with exception of the KwaZulu-Natal where it forged
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alliance with the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) and in the Western Cape
Province where it shares power with the New National Party (NNP). The
Democratic Alliance felt the major impact of the floor-crossing with more than
417 municipal councillors crossing to join other parties. The majority of
elected representatives who crossed the floor were municipal councillors with
a total number of 555 compared with elected representatives from the national
and provincial legislatures combined.

In addition, new political parties,

namely: the Universal Party, the Black Conscience Sport Party, and the
Phumelela Ratepayers’ Association, Belastingbetalrsverenging were also
established during the floor-crossing period.
Conclusion
The view that floor- crossing is likely to lower the voter’s turnout during the
April 2004 still holds.

The paper concludes that Soloms’ wisdom is required

to ensure that backlogs in service delivery are reduced to zero, however
paradoxical in the sense that [some] of the elected representatives would
seize the opportunity during the window period to make movement from silver
to platinum as being taking care of their individual careers.
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What's Wrong with Getting the Notes Right? How Changing Modes of Transmission
Affects Both the Music and the Culture of Old Order Amish Society
By Hilde Binford, PhD (Moravian College, 1200 Main St., Bethlehem, PA 18018;
hbinford@moravian.edu)
Although not widely known, music is extremely important to every aspect of Amish
culture: it is part of everyday life at home, in school, in courtship, in visiting, and in
church. All of the music sung by the Amish is sacred. Traditionally, all of the
monophonic church hymns (or "slow songs") are learned in an oral tradition, with only
the texts surviving in a written form. Outside of church, their hymnals are used for other
occasions. These hymns have been, until quite recently, also learned in an oral tradition.
In the past ten years, the Amish have begun to rely on the written transcription of these
"slow songs." It would seem that by relying on the written transcription, in a few years
the Amish may lose many of the qualities that prevailed in an oral tradition for many
generations. The music is changing to a standardized pulse, a cleaner melodic line, and a
different sound. The very imperfect written transcription seen in published examples
represents a loss to the character of the Amish slow songs. Many Amish wonder if the
songs will be "frozen" in time. Indeed, they will not be frozen, but rather lost, with only
a shadow of them remaining in the print tradition.
The adoption of a written archetype for the melodies also results in a "right way" and a
"wrong way" to sing the melodies. Children and adults are beginning to learn how to
"read the notes." This, in turn, leads some Amish to believe that they "can't sing."
Commercial recordings of Amish music will further exacerbate this trend. An analysis of
the transcriptions and performances of the "Loblied" illustrates this process. This
transition to a written transmission affects every aspect of Old Order Amish culture.
The church districts vary in their policies for music. Just as some districts and churches
are more or less conservative in their ordnung regarding the degree of shunning and
pride, these districts and churches also vary in rules regarding music. Singing for the
Amish has never been a question of singing the pitches accurately, "in tune," or even
blending together. What has been important is that everyone sing, from the "special
children" (including severely retarded and deaf) to the elderly infirm. They look to the
martyrs, who sang on their way to death, and they remark that these martyrs wouldn't say
to one another, "You go ahead and sing, Hans, but I can't." Indeed, they believe that all
should sing what is in their hearts, and that "singing in Tune with our Creator" means
their hearts should be "in tune." Surely there is something to this that should not be lost.
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Homi K. Bhabha in his work “The Other Question: Stereotype, Discrimination
and the Discourse of Colonialism” argues that stereotype is the result of a mixture of fear
and attraction that one feels toward the other. In my essay, I inspire myself from such a
theory when I argue that the Spaniard Pilar Pedraza in her 1996 novel Paisaje con
reptiles (Landscape of reptiles) constructs female inhabitants of a Caribbean island—
probably Haiti—as mysterious and dangerous beings. In Paisaje con reptiles, the reader
meets Alicia, a young Spaniard who has come to the island to be with her husband, an
engineer working on a platform out in the ocean. By the way Alicia describes the female
islanders with whom she comes in contact, one rapidly discovers that she has not been
exposed to many cultures and ethnicities others than hers. Indeed, Alicia presents the
islanders as physically deformed, repulsive as well as threatening because of their
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issues that Spain faces now that it has become a country of immigration. Indeed, I posit
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Abstract
Landscape has been widely acknowledged in Western culture as a source of powerful aesthetic
experiences. In the past, the emotional appreciation of nature was considered an aesthetic goal in
tourism and has become increasingly popular for contemporary tourism as well. The marketing of
tourism destinations with the promise of an experience of nature that is evocative, inspiring and
emotionally overwhelming has become an important aspect of place branding, and landscape images
are selected to appeal to those tourists who seek this emotional and spiritual relationship with nature.
However, the images that have been used for this purpose have not been scrutinised critically for
their historical and affective content. To this end, this paper will demonstrate that today’s tourism
imagery is implicated within the historical practice of the picturesque, an artistic movement of the
eighteenth century concerned with the aesthetic appreciation of landscape that continues to influence
how tourists construct and consume landscape.
Drawing on diverse areas of study including art history, eighteenth-century aesthetics, tourism
studies, and contemporary environmental aesthetics and psychology, this paper explores the
picturesque as a continuings historical practice operating within contemporary representations of
landscape in promotional tourism imagery. This study presents a brief overview of eighteenthcentury aesthetics and the impact of the picturesque on representations of landscape and then,
applying cognitive and symbolic frameworks borrowed from theories of environmental aesthetics
and landscape preference, analyses a tourism destination image to reveal characteristics consistent
with the picturesque aesthetic.

Framing the View: Picturesque Landscape in Contemporary Tourism Imagery
Introduction
In letters written while journeying through Scandinavia in 1795, Mary Wollstonecraft described what
she saw in this rarely-visited part of Europe. Her account emphasises the visual impact of her
journey. At times her descriptions of the landscape present an experience that is both deeply
personal and spiritually transforming. One passage demonstrates this response:
With what ineffable pleasure have I not gazed--and gazed again, losing my breath through my
eyes--my very soul diffused itself in the scene--and seeming to become all senses, glided in the
scarcely-agitated waves, melted in the freshening breeze, or, taking its flight with fairy wing, to
the misty mountains which bounded the prospect . . . . (p. 74)
Wollstonecraft's prose demonstrates her knowledge of the aesthetic theories but also recreates an
eighteenth-century traveller’s subjective experience of a picturesque view. Simultaneously, this
passage presents nature as both sublime in its breathtaking grandeur and picturesque in its intricate
details contained within a well-composed frame. A “new kind of unity” (Price, 1965, p. 279)
drawing on the aesthetic of the sublime and the beautiful, the picturesque was a hybrid encompassing
"the variety and intricacy of microscopic detail united with breadth" (Labbe, 1998, p. 53).
More than just personal correspondence, Wollstonecraft published her letters as part of an already
popular genre of travel literature that included descriptive travel books, guides, journals and poems.
In the earliest days of organised tourism, tourists had to learn how to be tourists, and this literature,
along with contemporary aesthetic philosophies, played a significant role in promoting both travel
destinations and the practice of tourism (Watson, 1970; Towner, 1996). Besides telling tourists what
they should look at, these works also contributed to a way of thinking about nature and landscape. In
an age that was discovering the prospect and creating the landscaped garden, the theories of the
sublime and beautiful and the related theory of the picturesque provided travellers with a much
needed vocabulary for evaluating the qualities of a view.
The characteristics of the picturesque that attracted the eighteenth-century traveller are still found in
contemporary promotional materials. Visitors to Costa Rica, for instance, are promised "a country of
breathtakingly beautiful scenery, a wide variety of climates and a rich diversity of plants and
animals" (Mexico, Cuba & Central America 2003). Another brochure describes the Amazon River
as "a world of mystery, grandeur and romance" with "towering forest and rushing waters [that]
harbour an incomparable diversity of life" (South America 2003). These brochures promise the
traveller an experience of overwhelming beauty and variety, the same kind of experience sought by

romantic travellers of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Romanticism encouraged the
emotional appreciation of natural scenery and led to the development of scenic tourism, with the
experience of nature as an aesthetic goal (Urry, 1990). Current trends indicate that this romantic
pursuit is growing in popularity. Urry (1992) claims that increasing numbers of tourists seek
"solitude, privacy and a personal, semi-spiritual relationship with their environment" by engaging in
the visual consumption of nature as an object of the "romantic gaze" (p. 9). The marketing of
tourism destinations by promising an experience that is evocative, inspiring and emotionally
overwhelming has become an important aspect of place branding.
Tourists begin their journeys with already formed images in mind, shaped by cultural
representations. The visual materials that are part of a complex tourist discourse designed to
promote destinations and motivate tourists' choices are not merely contemporary constructions. The
iconography of many of today's tourism advertisements featuring natural scenery derive from a
tradition of the picturesque, an artistic movement of the eighteenth century concerned with the
aesthetic appreciation of landscape. The cult of the picturesque and the rage for travel developed
side by side, and today’s tourism imagery is implicated within a historical practice that has played a
significant part in shaping tourist construction and consumption of landscape. Tourism images and
their designers operate within a complex historical discourse of meaning production that includes
advertising, tour operators’ information, the experiences of tourists, as well as images and concepts
provided by popular media and fine art. Promotional imagery generates and reinforces ideas about
tourist destinations as part of this culturally generated visual and conceptual material. This paper
explores the picturesque as a historical practice still operating within contemporary representation of
landscape in promotional tourism imagery.
Aesthetics and Tourism
A brief overview of the aesthetic theories of the eighteenth-century serves as the starting point for this
discussion. In one of the most influential works of the eighteenth century, Edmund Burke distinguished
the sublime from the beautiful in his Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime
and Beautiful (1757). The two qualities, considered ideas or objective properties, are, according to
Burke, "opposite and contradictory" (p. 125) and can be identified by their psychological effect on a
perceiver. Personal experience, memory, imagination and physical sensation play a significant part in
gauging what is beautiful or sublime. Applied to objects in nature, the pleasure of the beautiful is
evoked by their smooth, clear, easily defined, polished, gracefully curved and comparatively small
characteristics. In contrast, the qualities that characterise the sublime are ruggedness, immensity,
obscurity, jaggedness, vacuity, solitude, silence. Burke argues that "terror is in all cases . . . the ruling

principle of the sublime" (p. 58) and something is terrible when it is "fitted in any sort to excite the ideas
of pain, and danger" (p.39). Threatening and dangerous qualities seem to contradict the idea that the
sublime is also pleasant, but Burke clarifies this contradiction: "When danger or pain press too nearly,
they are incapable of giving any delight . . . but at certain distances, and with certain modifications, they
may be, and they are, delightful . . ." (p. 40). An object in of itself is not "sublime" but in the right
circumstances can provide the conditions for an observer to experience that quality. What is sublime
and beautiful, then, lies not in the object, but arises as a subjective experience resulting from the
relationship between the perceiver and the object (Ferguson, 1992).
The extreme emotional and psychological experiences evoked by the sublime make it the more powerful
and impressive of the two aesthetic qualities. The attraction of the sublime derives from its ability to
move us beyond ordinary experience. Dark and obscure ideas have a greater impact than those that are
clear and obvious. Burke claims the sublime produces "the strongest emotion which the mind is capable
of feeling" (p. 39). This emotion, which he called "astonishment", causes the mind to be "so entirely
filled with its object, that it cannot entertain any other" (p. 57). According to Burke, the astonishment
produced by the sublime overwhelms the viewer's mind, essentially preventing it from considering any
other thought and often frustrating attempts at description, in effect, an experience that is "unframeable"
visually and verbally (Andrews, 1999). For instance, in describing the magnificent scenery of Haford in
North Wales, the travel guide writer George Cumberland (1796), claims that "no language can image out
the sublimity of the scenes" (cited in Andrews, 1989, p. 147).
The picturesque emerged in the eighteenth century as a hybrid concept that mediated the beautiful and
sublime by incorporating elements of both. As aesthetic categories, the sublime and beautiful were not
adequate to describe certain visual experiences. For example, objects too small to be terrifying and too
rough to be beautiful fit neither category, so the concept of the picturesque served to fill the gap. But the
picturesque also identified aesthetic experiences worthy enough to be reproduced visually. Reverend
William Gilpin defined the picturesque in An Essay upon Prints (1768), as "expressive of that peculiar
kind of beauty, which is agreeable in a picture" (cited in Watson, 1970, p. 19). In the early and mideighteenth century, the picturesque was associated with the prospect views and panoramas exemplified
by the gardens of Capability Brown and the paintings of Claude Lorrain. Claude was admired especially
for his idealised rather than topographical representations of the natural world, and his works had
become the model for English landscape artists. His paintings were noted, in particular, for their
brownish tint, elevated prospects, and landscape details formally arranged along three planes: a
background with undefined details; a darkened foreground; and a strongly lit middle ground, usually

with a framing device (repoussoir) of trees or mountain sides, designed to draw the viewer’s attention to
the highlighted middle distance (Andrews, 1989).
By the end of the eighteenth century, however, the picturesque came to refer to a representation of nature
that was more detailed and less orderly and even included obscured, or partially hidden, views
(Bermingham 1994). Martin Price (1965) describes the picturesque as "the rough or rugged, the
crumbling form, the complex or difficult harmony" (p. 277). Instead of the idealised landscape seen
from an elevated and detached position, the preferred viewpoint became lower. The viewer, surrounded
and enveloped by the scenery, engaged more directly with the details of nature. Uvedale Price, author of
An Essay on the Picturesque (1794) favoured the wildness and irregularity of this more rugged form of
the picturesque and describes its effects on the imagination: "by its variety, its intricacy, its partial
concealments, it excites that active curiousity which gives play to the mind, loosening those iron bonds,
with which astonishment chains up its faculties" (cited in M. Price, 1965, p. 277). Astonishment, "the
strongest emotion" of the sublime, is part of the picturesque experience as well, but its dominance is
superseded by curiousity and the stimulation of the imagination through association of ideas and feelings
(Hipple, 1957). Instead of being merely the passive receiver acted on by the overwhelming power of
nature, viewers have taken on the role of participants imaginatively interacting with the landscape.
The aesthetic theories of the picturesque became an important part of tourists' travel experience, which
for many involved not just looking at but also sketching the scenery. In the opening of his first tour
description, Observations on the River Wye (1782), Gilpin announced a "new object of pursuit" for
tourists. Instead of "barely examining the face of the country", he urged tourists to examine nature "by
the rules of picturesque beauty: that of not merely describing; but of adapting the description of natural
scenery to the principles of artificial landscape" (cited in Andrews, 1999, p. 167). Exploring the concept
further in Three Essays published in 1792, Gilpin defined the picturesque as a "happy union of simplicity
and variety, to which the rough ideas essentially contribute" (cited in Hipple, 1957, p. 196). More
specifically, the picturesque described scenery characterised by variety and contrasting colour and detail;
effects of light and shade; irregularity and ruggedness of form and roughness of texture. Generally,
these varied and irregular characteristics were better suited for visual representations than were the
potentially monotonous qualities of smoothness and delicacy associated with beauty. The picturesque
functioned as "a sentimentalized sublimity", a moderate form of the sublime that provided all its
"excitement . . . without its abandon" (Hipple, 1957, p. 191). As such, the idea of the picturesque was an
important development in aesthetics and taste, a transition from the classical to the Romantic era and a
guide for individuals to appreciate nature in a more personal and emotional way.

Soon, looking for picturesque scenery became an important part of the tourist's routine. In 1789 Hannah
More described her experience
sailing down the beautiful river Wye, looking at abbeys and castles, with Mr Gilpin in my hand to
teach me to criticize, to talk of foregrounds, and distances, and perspectives, and prominences,
with all the cant of connoisseurship, and then to subdue my imagination, which had been not a
little disordered with this enchanting scenery. (cited in Andrews, 1989, p. 239)
The picturesque aesthetic not only helped tourists organise and understand the visual experience of their
journey, but it also intervened in the experience by teaching them how to look, what to say and which
landscapes were worthy of praise or study.
Nature Refined
At times nature's art did not correspond to Gilpin's picturesque ideals. Generally, he considered nature
"always great in design, but unequal in composition" (cited in Watson, p. 43), and admitted, "I am so
attached to my picturesque rules that if nature gets wrong, I cannot help putting her right" (cited in
Heffernan p. 8). Nature, it seems, occasionally falls short of picturesque perfection and requires the
assistance of his refined and practiced eye. To help his readers visualise his descriptions and
corrections, Gilpin illustrated his tours with aquatints of selected landscapes exemplifying the most
picturesque scenic views and demonstrated improvements.
For the most part, Gilpin's critical assessments focus on the aesthetic appeal and visual impact of
landscape's various elements. Although each of Gilpin's tours deals with a specific part of England, his
images and discussion emphasise the general and idealised features of a scene rather than the unique
local qualities of a place. For instance, he describes oaks as "the noblest ornament of a foreground", the
branches of the beech as "disproportioned" and "twining awkwardly", and the best mountains as those
with a "pyramidal shape and easy flow of an irregular line" (cited in Watson, 1970, p. 40). Also, the
most picturesque rivers are those that exhibit pleasing qualities in all their features, which includes the
composition of the area surrounding the river itself, the enclosing banks that mark the perspective
leading into the distance, and the river's winding pathway in the foreground. Based on these criteria,
Gilpin proclaims the river view at Perth unsuitable for the picturesque tourist's sketchbook because the
Tay "runs in a direct line between parallel banks, from the town to the eye" (cited in Watson, 1970, p.
41).
Although Gilpin recommends that the picturesque traveller seek a nature "untamed by art, and bursting
wildly into all its irregular forms", he continuously demonstrates that the most perfect form of nature is
one that has been altered and reconstructed from the materials that are presented there: "What glorious

scenes might here be made, if these stubborn materials could yield to the judicious hand of art" (cited in
Heffernan, 1985, p. 8). In the process of applying the rules of the picturesque and evaluating nature's
shortcomings, Gilpin shows he actually prefers a nature improved and remade to follow picturesque
principles of composition, but within reason. For instance, the artist, according to Gilpin, should not add
new features to a landscape scene,
but he may certainly break an ill-formed hillock; and shovel the earth about him as he pleases,
without offence. He may pull up a piece of awkward paling—he may throw down a cottage—he
may even turn the course of a road, or a river, a few yards on this side or that. These trivial
alterations may greatly add to the beauty of his composition. (cited in Barrell, 1972, pp. 11-12)
Nature's best is not always good enough, and Gilpin promoted the idea of omitting or correcting her
less perfect characteristics to achieve a picturesque scene.
Contemporary depictions of the Lake District, the birthplace of the picturesque, demonstrate the
persistence of this idealised view of a landscape designed to fit an idealised conception. Still a popular
tourist destination, the Lake District retains the romantic and picturesque associations cultivated in the
eighteenth century. In a study exploring the relationship between photographic practices and tourism,
Cranshaw and Urry (1997) interviewed a number of professional photographers who lived and worked
in the Lake District producing images of the area for postcards, calendars and other promotional
materials. The photographers admitted adjusting the scenery so that it conformed to established ideas of
the place by occasionally removing intrusive twigs or inappropriate signs of modernity or by adding
well-placed daffodils and foxgloves. The study concluded that in producing images of what they believe
visitors to the region want to see or imagine they would see, the photographers are perpetuating the
dominant visual ideology of the Lakes, constructed in the eighteenth century and reproduced over time,
but still retaining the original aesthetic qualities of the picturesque. The historical continuity of imagery
authenticates a tourist attraction, reassuring tourists that they are in the “right” place, seeing what they
are supposed to see. Such visual conceptions become powerful associations with place and are difficult
to change.
The contradiction that exists within the picturesque between the wild, irregular and rugged aspects of
nature contained within a refined and perfected form must be understood within a historical context
of economic and social change that literally altered the landscape of England. The picturesque
movement arose during the time enclosures of the English countryside were accelerating at a
dramatic rate, and large portions of the countryside were becoming unrecognisable. Approximately
20 per cent of England's total acreage was enclosed between 1760 and 1820, transforming the
landscape into a commercial space of regular, hedgerowed fields (Bermingham, 1986; Short, 1991).

The cult of the picturesque grew in part as a response to this change and was expressed by the
search for the untamed and wild landscapes of rural, natural England, far from the regular, manmade
enclosures of the improved agrarian landscape or the planned vistas of the landscape gardener. For
Gilpin, one of the ideal features of the Lakes was their remoteness from modern life: "At a distance
from the refinements of the age, they are at a distance also from its vices" (cited in Brewer, 1997, p.
655). Nature had to be seen as remote and untouched so that, as Gilpin suggested, picturesque
travellers could "suppose the country to have been unexplored" (cited in Glickman, 1998, p. 18).
Instead, what travellers discovered was a landscape too vast and overwhelming for their
comprehension, one that required correcting and control according to the formulaic rules of the
picturesque. Untamed nature had to become more orderly and predictable in order to be consumed
and appreciated in a comfortable and controlled way. In effect, by transforming nature into
something more accessible, picturesque tourists were simply expressing, through their aesthetic
preferences, the process of improvement and enclosure they were ostensibly trying to escape.
Contemporary Landscape Aesthetics
Qualities typically associated with the picturesque such as roughness or irregularity of texture and form;
obscured and partially concealed views; expansive and dramatic vistas; and varied details providing
interest and contrast have also been identified by contemporary researchers in environmental aesthetics
as the main criteria governing landscape preference. Some researchers (Orians, 1986; Appleton, 1996;
Kaplan, 1987) have theorised that such preferences are the result of evolutionarily conditioned responses
to behavioural adaptation, which could then account for the historical consistency of certain landscape
preferences. However, the fact that the taste for particular forms of landscape arose only in the mideighteenth century calls that idea into question. Nonetheless, certain environmental aesthetic theories
provide useful criteria for analysing and explaining the appeal of landscape imagery.
Combining ideas from environmental science, psychology, aesthetics and the visual arts, Appleton
(1996) places landscape preference within a symbolic framework associated with the activity of seeking
prospects and refuges. "Prospect" refers to a grand overview or maximum opportunity to see, while
"refuge" refers to a safe place to hide, a place from which one can see without being seen. This theory
explains landscape's appeal as based on a viewer's evaluation of an environment's physical features that
would provide opportunities to see and to hide. Appleton argues that the pleasure we experience
viewing landscape derives from observing and selecting favorable environments that satisfy fundamental
biological needs of food-gathering, procreation and shelter-seeking.

Kaplan (1987, 1992) presents another theory of landscape preference also based on an evolutionary
perspective of survival instincts, but focusing instead on viewers' cognitive experience. He argues that
moving safely through an environment requires skill and knowledge, and our preference for landscapes
is linked to how effectively we comprehend and engage with our surroundings. In effect, landscapes
that aid and encourage exploration, navigation and information-processing are preferred over those that
interfere with these activities. Kaplan's research has identified four predictors of landscape preference:
complexity, coherence, legibility and mystery. The qualities of complexity, coherence and legibility
tend to be moderate predictors of landscape preference. Mystery, however, "a remarkably reliable and
effective predictor" of landscape preference (Kaplan et al., 1989, p. 517), is the most important of the
four. In general, then, Kaplan’s findings suggest that preferred landscapes are those that are easy to read
and negotiate, but they should be engaging and intriguing as well.
Kaplan and Appleton's preference theories are useful for a number of reasons. First of all, they provide a
systematic approach to analysing the properties of landscape in terms of its potential to satisfy viewers
cognitively and emotionally. Analysis of tourism imagery that considers a landscape image's overall
composition as well as its potential effect on a viewer demonstrates the dynamic relationship that exists
between viewer and environment, a relationship that cannot be demonstrated just through analysis of
individual landscape features. Also, together, these approaches reflect the feeling/reason dichotomy
operating in romantic aesthetic theories and explain aesthetic experience as a relationship between
viewer and object. Appleton's focus is on the viewer's psychology, or feelings, in relation to the
symbolic values of landscape features, while Kaplan emphasises the cognitive, or rational, experience of
the viewer. Commenting on the eighteenth-century aestheticians of the picturesque, Appleton claims
that "the ideas which they introduced or developed contained the germ of what we may well regard as a
modern view" (1996, p. 35).
The Appeal of Landscape
Analysis of one image, the 'View from Mt. Alfred' produced as part of Tourism New Zealand's ‘100%
Pure New Zealand' campaign, demonstrates the application of contemporary environmental aesthetic
theories of Kaplan and Appleton. For the purposes of this discussion, this analysis will focus on only
two of Kaplan’s four preference criteria, coherency and mystery, and will look at how Appleton’s
symbolic system provides insight into the subjective and affective experience of landscape. This
approach shows how considering the formal aspects of this image reveals its compositional logic and
also explains its aesthetic appeal. Also, comparison with earlier aesthetic theories demonstrates how the
picturesque has been retained in the construction of contemporary tourism imagery.

This particular image, used continuously in overseas print and television advertisements since the launch
of the '100% Pure' campaign in 1999, has played a significant part in the marketing of New Zealand as a
tourism destination to Western European and North American markets. This landscape scene depicts a
man and a woman turned away from the viewer, standing on a hilltop in the foreground and looking
towards a craggy mountain range that encloses the background and stretches into the distance. A
meandering river extends from the right-hand side of the image, winds between the hills and disappears
among the mountain ranges. Dark, rugged hills and outcroppings lie to the left and right of the river and
contrast with smooth green valleys. Sunlight, originating from the direction of the mountain range and
indicated by the long shadows extending from the two figures in the foreground, highlights the reflective
water surfaces, the valleys, the tops of the mountain ranges and the hilltop in the foreground.
First of all, coherency is a significant feature of this image. Kaplan (1992) explains coherency as a
patterned repetition of identifiable features of a landscape that organises the image and suggests an
underlying logic in the arrangement of a scene. Appleton (1996) claims the compositional balance of a
landscape image is determined by the relative proportion of the number of prospect and refuge symbols
present which then projects a particular tendency or ‘feel’. In this image some opportunities for
seclusion are suggested by the darker, bush-covered hills, but it is primarily dominated by prospect
symbols, such as concave, elevated surfaces and brightly-lit, smooth, open areas with low ground cover
offering unimpeded views. Repetition and duplication of features emphasise the prospect-dominant feel
of this image and create a sense of order. Repetition in the 'View from Mt. Alfred', for instance, can be
seen in the rhythm of the jagged mountaintops extending in a horizontal line across the background and
in the pattern of the dark mounds of the irregular hills. Also, the silhouette of the figures' heads and
shoulders are echoed in the shapes of the mountains in the background. Balance, order and strong
interrelationships construct a visually interesting and formally coherent landscape, one that can be
construed as harmonious, an especially significant quality of picturesque landscapes. Uvedale Price, for
instance, describes a good landscape as
that in which all the parts are free and unconstrained, but in which, though some are prominent and
highly illuminated, and others in shade and retirement; some rough, and others more smooth and
polished, yet they are all necessary to the beauty, energy, effect, and harmony of the whole. (cited in
Andrews, 1989, p. 65-66)
The prospect dominance of this image is further enhanced by its primary and secondary vantage points.
A primary vantage point, according to Appleton, is a position of observation that offers a direct and
unobstructed view. In this image, a primary prospect is suggested by the placement of the figures in the
foreground. However, landscapes can present secondary viewing positions such as hilltops, mountains

and rocky outcroppings that symbolically suggest alternative, and perhaps more extended, viewing
opportunities. One of the most important secondary prospects in this image, the horizon extending along
the mountain range stretching across the background, operates as an especially effective symbolic
vantage point; it suggests an opportunity to see further and directs the viewer to speculate about what
lies on the other side (Appleton, 1996). The horizon is further enhanced by a phenomenon Appleton
refers to as a "false sky dado", identified by a bright, white layer contrasting with the deep blue of the
sky above and created by diffused light in the lower atmosphere (1996, p. 104). This effect adds to the
prospect symbolism of the image by drawing the viewer's attention toward the distance and to an
imagined potential view beyond.
Mystery, conveyed by landscape features that indicate additional interesting information could be
discovered with further exploration or change of vantage point, is a key element in Kaplan's information
model of environmental preference and is also a particularly compelling characteristic of this image.
The many landscape features that present intriguing opportunities for new prospects also suggest that an
observer could acquire more information merely by moving deeper into the scene. For instance, the
horizon, as noted earlier, provides a stimulus for the imagination and a potential vantage-point for seeing
further. The hills and mountains overlook concealed views that offer opportunities for refuge as well as
exploration. Even the winding river creates a "deflected vista" as it bends out of sight that suggests
possible opportunities for further exploration.
The physical characteristics of this image, its formal arrangements, including the pyramidal mountains
and hills with their flowing irregular lines and the meandering river receding into the distance, define it
as picturesque according to Gilpin's criteria. More significantly, however, the effect of this image on the
viewer also makes it picturesque. The quality of landscape defined by Kaplan (1987) as “mystery” is
similar to the characteristic of "curiousity", identified by Uvedale Price as the primary effect of the
picturesque and a stimulus that maintains and directs the viewer's attention. The potential of the
extended view was considered by Burke to be an especially appealing aspect of the sublime as well. In
contemplating infinity, Burke claims, “the imagination is entertained with the promise of something
more, and does not acquiesce in the present object of the sense” (p. 77). One consistent quality that
underlies the aesthetics of the past and the present, then, is that viewers prefer images that present
opportunities for them to participate imaginatively in the scene.
Taking in the View
Imaginative participation means that viewers need to critically engage with the image by being able to
identify the components of the image and interpret their symbolic significance. To appreciate a

landscape, viewers imagine themselves interacting with the depicted space to determine the possibilities
that an environment may present. Overall, while such assessments are largely automatic and
unconscious being derived from conditioned responses, Kaplan (1987) argues that they result from "a
complex relationship that exists between the observer and the environment [and] cannot be detected
directly in terms of feature analysis" (p. 22). In other words, the overall impact of an image derives from
how the features work together as a whole and, more importantly, how effectively the scene encourages
viewer identification and participation.
Historically, paintings of landscapes have often included figures, not as the painting's focus but as
devices to convey ideas about the landscape. The Rückenfigur, a figure in a painting that is turned
away from the viewer, has been used by painters since the early Renaissance as a surrogate or guide
for the viewer. The viewer looks at the depicted figure looking at the scene in order to understand
the experience, but the Rückenfigur with its back to the viewer seems unaware of the viewer's
presence. This lack of awareness, however, is part of the image's appeal and actually compels viewer
identification with the figures in the scene.
Fried (1980) has discussed this paradoxical relationship between painting and viewer as a tendency of
mid- and late-eighteenth-century art. Paintings that include figures turned away or completely absorbed
in some activity deny the viewers' presence but simultaneously encourage viewer identification with the
depicted characters and their activities. Fried (1981) explains that "the effect of the figure portrayed
from the rear is . . . to remove all sense of confrontation between painting and beholder and thereby to
facilitate the virtual merging" of the two (p. 111). Images of tourists engaged in the activities of their
vacation destination function in a similar way. The backs of the figures in the 'View of Mt. Alfred'
enclose the scene, essentially walling off the image, but the representation of their focused attention
invites viewer identification, especially because the figures' faces are obscured. According to Cohen
(1993) when locals are represented in tourism imagery, they function as part of the environment and
ambience of the destination, but travellers shown with their backs to the viewer "vicariously substitute
for the observer of the image—the prospective tourist" (Cohen, 1993, p. 49). They direct the viewers’
gaze and show what they would be seeing if they were standing in that place. In effect, the visual
convention of the Rückenfigur functions in contemporary tourism imagery in the same way that it did in
romantic painting of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, as a device to initiate viewer
identification with the figures in the image and participation in the scene itself.
Not only does the 'View from Mt Alfred' use a formal device derived from romantic painting, but it also
borrows a theme from romantic landscape paintings, especially those of Caspar David Friedrich. The

motif of the Rückenfigur recurs throughout Friedrich's works and represent travellers who have stopped
on their journey to contemplate a sublime, natural scene. Koerner (1985) suggests that Friedrich's
paintings are "not so much a picture of a landscape, as a picture of a unique and private experience of
landscape" (p. 160). The same can be said of the 'View from Mt Alfred'. Like Friedrich’s painting, the
‘100% Pure New Zealand’ ad dramatises the contemplation of nature and the astonishment that is felt
when confronting a breathtaking view. What is depicted here is not just the beauty of untouched and
unspoiled nature far removed from the modern world, but a personal and emotional experience of an
awe-inspiring landscape conveyed in the image by the simple gesture of the man’s arm resting on the
shoulder of the woman. The moment is one that is so moving that it can only be shared in silence and
through touch. Words cannot express the emotional experience; the view, as the ad promises, takes the
breath away as well as the voice ("You catch your breath") and guarantees a spiritual experience, one
that is often missing in modern society. This emotional and subjective experience plays a significant
part of the picturesque experience as well, since, according to Gilpin, "we are most delighted when
some grand scene . . . strikes us beyond the power of thought . . . every mental operation is suspended . .
. . We rather feel than survey it" (cited in Andrews, 1989, p. 44).
What we see, then, is not an image of a sublime landscape but a depiction of a subjective experience of a
sublime landscape set within a picturesque frame that defers the experience of the sublime. Andrews
(1999) argues that the sublime is "pictorially unframeable, and it cannot be framed in words. The
sublime is that which we cannot appropriate, if only because we cannot discern any boundaries" (p.
142). The picturesque, however, contains the sublime, constrain the excesses of nature and suggest the
possibility of more to be experienced if we step into the frame. Instead of being overwhelmed, we are
imaginatively engaged; rather than being fearful, we are emotionally captivated. "The picturesque . . .
renders the terrors of nature sublimely acceptable. They are subsumed into cultural forms that we find
nicely awesome, something to be wondered at, but not terrified by” (Taylor, 1999, p. 74). The
picturesque aesthetic persists in landscape imagery and maintains the symbolic myth of the sublime
within comfort-producing restraints, making nature comprehensible and accessible, and therefore easy to
consume.
Conclusion
The overall goal of this paper was to understand the picturesque aesthetic as a historical practice within
the discourse of tourism that still shapes the way landscape images are constructed and consumed. This
brief study points to further research that should be conducted, including the cognitive and symbolic
analysis of many more examples of images of landscape promoting tourism destinations. To position
these images within a historical practice their iconographic content should be considered as well. Also,

it is suggested that qualitative research be conducted examining the potential tourists themselves in order
to identify their subjective and emotional responses to these landscape images. Such research would
hopefully add to our understanding of the appeal of landscape and would be a valuable contribution to
the body of knowledge comprising the history of tourism.
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2004 initiates the bicentennial celebration of the Lewis and Clark Expedition of
1804-06. A new 13- volume scholarly edition of the complete Journals of Lewis and Clark
has just come out. Multiple abridgments have also appeared, including my own edition
published as a Penguin Classic. How does one teach these unruly journals, with their daily
logs of temperature and weather, astronomical observations, tabulations of longitude and
latitude, technical descriptions of flora and fauna, anthropogical data, misspellings,
archaisms, and neologisms? In this paper I propose that the journal may be read, taught, and
enjoyed as our first American literary epic. Following the paradigmatic twelve-book scheme
of a literary epic, these uneven, fragmented, and unpolished journals offer the equivalent of a
national poem. In a multistyled language as distinctive as those that characteristically
identify ancient epics, they tell a heroic story of a people's struggles through a wilderness and
the return home. Better than more artful poems or novels or plays, they embody with the
directness and plainness of an oral tale the mythic history of a nation. They tell the story of
the tribe, moving west. They also reveal sad glimpses of the coming dark side of American
imperialism in the effort to subdue the continent. There is nothing else like them in our
literature. No other exploratory report of North America is as vivid, no other evokes such a
sense of immediacy. Reading the journals as largely oral transcriptions reveals Lewis and
Clark's mastery of the vernacular in their achievement as effective, vigorous writers.
Vacillating between the languages of art and science in accordance with the aesthetic
expectations of the day, the journals also offer an epic natural history of the American West.
More significant, the vacillating style of these epic journals came to characterize the entire
genre of American nature writing in the nineteenth century. Today these remarkable journals
appropriately stand as an unfinished epic for a nation still discovering its ties to the natural
world.

TITLE: “Elie Wiesel’s Mythopoesis of the Holocaust: Reading NIGHT against Wiesel’s
Autobiography and Interviews”
TOPIC AREA: Religion and Literature
KEYWORDS: Symbolic Universe, Midrash, God
AUTHOR: Alan L. Berger
ADDRESS: Raddock Eminent Scholar Chair of Holocaust Studies, Florida Atlantic University,
777 Glades Road, Boca Raton, Florida 33431
EMAIL: aberger@fau.edu
TEL: 561 297-2979 or 561 297-2139
FAX: 561 297-2199
ABSTRACT:
Elie Wiesel’s NIGHT is a canonical text of Holocaust literature. Wiesel’s memoir is a cri de coeur
against divine injustice. Furthermore, Wiesel paints a stark portrait of the antithesis of Judaism’s
master narrative of the Exodus. Yet in his two-volume autobiography and various interviews, the
author contends that he did not lose faith during the Shoah. He continued to study even in
Auschwitz. This paper explores the tension between Wiesel’s struggle to hold on to his religious
symbolic world view in the face of the assault on this view represented by Auschwitz. Rebellion
against God remains a distinctive form of continued belief. Wiesel’s midrash – composed after a
ten year period of self-imposed silence – constitutes a mythopoesis of the Holocaust in which he
gives eloquent and anguished expression to the ambiguity of his faith after Auschwitz in contrast
to the believer he had been as a youth prior to the catastrophe.

Alan L. Berger
Florida Atlantic University
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Collaborations for Advancing Humanities In a Comprehensive State College
Session Chair: Kathleen A. Lawrence, State University of New York at Cortland
Panel:
Innovative Collaborations to Educate Teachers in Math, Science, Literacy, and
Technology
Cynthia J. Benton, State University of New York at Cortland
Phenomenological Research as a Teaching Practice in Geography
Elizabeth Fraser, State University of New York at Cortland
Terra Firma: Establishing Common Ground through Communication Activities
Kathleen A. Lawrence, State University of New York at Cortland
Eyes Wide Open: Cross-disciplinary Approaches to Teaching Issues of Inequality
Judith A. Ouellette, State University of New York at Cortland

The panelists will share several perspectives on developing curriculum, teaching
collaborations, instruction perspectives, and assessment outcomes. Faculty will share
innovative approaches developed as a response to demands of the changing academic
climate. The first focus for examination will be a report of the collaboration between Arts
& Science and Education Faculty that used an experiment-based, technology-driven
demonstration for integrating math, science, and other subjects, via geographical
information systems (GIS). A geographer shares her phenomenological research
experiences to engage students’ understandings of the impact of environmental changes
on economic, social, and interpersonal issues in developing countries. The third panelist
conveys her pedagogical techniques emphasizing communication skills as a basis for
active learning in cross-disciplinary courses (e.g., Women’s Studies, Cinema Studies).
Our final presentation discusses a cross-disciplinary course designed to illuminate firstyear students understanding of the psychological, social, and political inequalities
regarding issues of gender and sexual orientation. Following the presentations we invite
participants to engage in open discussion.

Title: The Inside Self: The Powerful Female Sexual Image in Their Eyes Were Watching
God
Name of Author: Betty Benns
Affiliation: M.A.T. Graduate Student in English Department University of South
Carolina
Mailing address: 313 Sortwell St.
West Columbia, SC 29169
E-mail address: bettybenns@yahoo.com
Abstract:
The sexual imagery in the book Their Eyes Were Watching God (Their Eyes) plays a
powerful and positive role in the development of Janie’s character. This book presents a
picture of a woman who is formed and empowered by her sexual identity; an identity
repeatedly associated with Janie’s ‘inside’ feelings. In Their Eyes Hurston describes
Janie’s “pugnacious breasts…trying to bore holes in her shirt,” an example of how her
inner feelings, signified by the sexual image of her breasts, affects her outer character,
symbolized by her shirt. This theme of the ‘inside’ affecting or representing the ‘outside’
runs throughout Their Eyes. Janie does not draw her power from the ‘outside realm’ of
the traditional male activities of speech and action within the community. Instead, Janie
expresses her own femininity and assertiveness, stemming from the power of her
sexuality. This paper will examine what it means for the self-development of a female
character to be primarily informed by her sexuality, her ‘inside’ life, by first looking at
how Hurston presents Janie’s sexual awakening and then tracing Janie’s relationships
with her three husbands. Janie may not conform to today’s idea of a liberated woman, but
she is a strong female image that is based primarily upon her sexual ‘inside’ part, perhaps
one of the only avenues available to women of that time period and one that is often
ignored today.

Title: When Worlds Collide: Complements and Contrasts in Wang's Beijing Bicycle
Author: Mary S. Benner
Affiliation: Graduate student, Oklahoma City University
Address:
1718 N. Sapulpa Ave.
Oklahoma City, OK 73107
Telephone: (405) 521-5270 or (405) 601-4806
E-mail: msbenner@earthlink.net
mbenner@okcu.edu
Abstract:
An examination of Chinese filmmaker Wang Xiaoshuai, with particular emphasis on Beijing Bicycle.
The paper includes some analysis of Closer to Paradise and, to a lesser extent, Frozen, in its exploration
of the recurring theme of rural vs. urban life in modern China: How does Wang juxtapose the “country
bumpkin” with the urban dweller, and how does he use this juxtaposition to examine the issues facing
contemporary Chinese society and Chinese filmmakers?
Also included is a brief overview of the work of Yimou Zhang as a basis for examining the evolution of
modern Chinese film, i.e., in what ways Wang emulates the older filmmaker and in what ways he
chooses to break away.
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Using Ancient Principles of Design to Focus on the Hidden Meaning in
John Cheever’s “The Swimmer”
By Vicky Bell
Art Design used for analyzing literary stories.
This presentation and paper introduces a new method of using art with its principles of
design, to help teachers with helping students to set up design patterns in their minds
which will help them to see patterns and abstruse meanings in literary stories.
Not only does this paper introduce a new interpretation of a literary story, but it also
shows a new interdisciplinary pedagogy for doing so.
By using the principles of Design—Harmony, Contrast, Balance, Dominance, Movement,
Economy, Space and Focal Point—a person can search out patterns to help find the
meaning in stories difficult to interpret. Abstract motifs designed on a plane and
explained before a group of people can clarify the individual principles. The audience
would participate in helping to design these abstract forms to create a unity of design.
This creates a mental visual grid for participants to see and better understand how these
ancient principles can still apply to the written literary art. This method combines the use
of visual, tactile and then auditory senses to delve into a story, specifically for this
conference, I would be using “The Swimmer” by John Cheever for the demonstration.
“The Swimmer” is Pulitzer Prize winner Cheever’s most famous short story. But for
years no one has understood what Cheever was really trying to accomplish with this “one
of a kind” story. The internet is covered with pages from students asking “What does this
mean?” “I don’t get it!” Cheever himself stated that he had created a “slight of hand.”
He also stated that usually his short stories, many forty of fifty pages, took him about
three days to write. This story, much shorter than that, took him two months to write. He
burned about one hundred and fifty pages of notes on the story. He was enormously
pleased with the story, but nowhere does Cheever explain any of his stories. Although
this story may be a parody of an urban drunk as the critics contend, it is also a unique
“layered” story.
Thus begins the argument for auteur criticism and reader theory criticism in interpreting
Pulitzer Prize winning writer John Cheever’s “The Swimmer.” Correlation with
historicism theory will be used as the more persuasive argument for author intent
interpretation over various reader theories. Methodology used to begin this process will
utilize artistic “theories of design” to seek out author intent and back up auteur criticism
interpretation of “The Swimmer.”
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Making Contemporary Northern California Masks in a Shamanistic Spirit
Abstract--By Deborah Bell
Living near each other in the Arcata/Eureka area of northern California, distinguished mask makers
Joyce Radtke, Donvieve (no last name), and Bruce Marrs know each other fairly well though they
rarely work together on projects. In addition to their artistic pursuits, they all serve as mask mentors,
each offering a different approach to mask making. They introduce the provocative power of masks
as they work with people facing critical illness, at-risk children, juveniles in rehabilitation centers, or
children simply experiencing the complex pain and pleasure of growing up.

Radtke, Donvieve, and Marrs acknowledge that they are not art therapists, and indeed they have no
formal training in art therapy. But they frequently function like art therapists by serving as mentors,
counselors, and educators while they teach mask making. Although they do not professionally
diagnose and treat seriously disturbed individuals, these skilled artisans show their clients, students,
and community groups how to understand and interpret daunting life challenges. Radtke, Donvieve,
and Marrs guide their clients toward valuable self-discovery, while helping them find voices for their
frustrations as well as their celebrations, using masks as highly expressive devices.

Obviously they are not shamans, but often describe their process and work as “shamanistic,”
focusing on mask work as a way to open one’s spirit to an alternative world and reality where one
can access knowledge and healing benefits.1

This paper describes the distinctive mentoring of these three internationally known artists and
identifies reasons why their northern California communities particularly appreciate and support their
mask work. Finally the paper compares their mask making mentoring with that of contemporary art
therapists as well as the work of the shamans who preceded them in their region. It includes
beautifully detailed photographs of their mask work and the work of their students.

1

Mary G. Beck, Shamans and Kushtakas (Anchorage: Alaska Northwest Books, 2000).

Artistic Accomplishments of these Mask Maker Mentors:
Joyce Radtke has been particularly interested in exploring “passage rituals” for theatrical
productions and religious ceremonies.

In addition to her work as a mask maker, she is also a

painter and writer. Her paintings have been displayed nationwide including a gallery in New York
and is most popular in Alaska, California, and New Mexico. Many of her paintings are about the
mask (representing a transformational journey). She has published her paintings in a Chronicle book
called Art. Rage. Us, and has included pieces in its traveling exhibition which has toured throughout
the United States and Hong Kong. Her paintings were a part of an invitational group show that went
to Kumasi, Ghana. Published in many magazines including MAMM, Access, Cure, and Northcoast
Journal, she has also had her work printed in calendars by the Breast Cancer Action and WeMoon.

Donvieve, a weaver/textile artist as well as a costume designer and mask maker, won the American
Conservatory Theatre Festival’s Meritorious Achievement Award for her Uber Puppets and an
award from the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts for her theatre prop designs. Donvieve
creates masks, puppets, and scenography for theatre and has received numerous awards for her
performance masks which can be seen in galleries from San Francisco to Portland. Last year the
Annesbrook Nelson Museum in New Zealand accepted her masked pageant costume entry as part of
its World of Wearable Art Exhibit. Currently she is an instructor at Marylhurst College and recently
designed a course on teaching mask making as a tool for art therapists.

Bruce Marrs has danced and choreographed for Oregon Dance Theatre, Human Dancing Company,
and Southern Oregon Light Opera and has performed with Oregon Shakespeare Festival. He was the
creature movement specialist for the 1998 movie Godzilla, spending a year in a computerized,
rubber creature suit in Los Angeles. He also has extensive performance experience as a tango
dancer and as a mime. His mask making and masked performance workshops at Dell’Arte
International School of Movement attract students worldwide.

TITLE: Screenwriting With a Conscience: Ethics for Screenwriters.
NAME OF AUTHOR: Marilyn Beker
AFFILIATION: Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, California
ADDRESS OF AUTHOR: 6404 W. 85th St. LA, CA 90045
E Mail of Author: mbeker@earthlink.net
ABSTRACT:
Presentation of a definition of ethical screenwriting, a rationale to
engage in that kind of writing and practical techniques for carrying it
out..

TITLE: Film Making For Social Justice: An Experiment in Artistic
Activism
AUTHOR: Marilyn Beker
AFFILIATION OF AUTHOR: Loyola Marymount University, LA, CA
ADDRESS OF AUTHOR: 6404 W. 85TH ST. LA, CA 90045
E MAIL OF AUTHOR: mbeker@earthlink.net
ABSTRACT :
Results of an experimental course in which students perform community
service, write fictional narrative scripts based on their area of
"service" and render these scripts into short films.
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American English: Evolving or Dissolving Democracy?
According to many linguists, American English is the liveliest of all modern languages due in part to
its ability to continuously change–evolve–through its standardization of colloquialisms,
malapropisms, even “errors.”
Walt Whitman burst through the rigid meter and language of traditional English poetry to create free
verse: the colloquial rhythm of a poetry reflective of the free and democratic American people.
Emily Dickinson took malapropisms into the realm of great poetry. These writers, in fact, changed
not only the way literary American English is written, but also literary English around the globe.
American English’s capacity for adopting new expressions from the chatter around us is one of its
greatest strengths.
Nonetheless, in the 1920s, when a joke circulated among the educationally elite concerning the
conjugation of the verb to drag, the witticism became so pervasive that, by now, it is actually rare to
find an “ordinary” individual who properly forms the past tense of this verb: dragged. The print
medium of journalism is perhaps the single worst perpetrator of such violence against American
English; however, from “15 items or less”–instead of fewer–to misguided marketing :eye-catchers
such as “bargin” not bargain–grammatical error assaults the very form and function of the written
word. Given the ubiquitous nature of this attack on basic literacy, it is small wonder that American
youth read poorly and cannot write. Under such circumstances, will the American experiment in
democracy long endure?
Where are its “unacknowledged legislators”? Contemporary American poetry has virtually no
audience. The “Ivory Tower” attitude of many writers has left poetry powerless as a voice in the
political arena. Language has been so abused that the poet more often than not leaves the reader
feeling ignorant rather than enlightened. In this, the most devastating climate in the history of our
political system, it is time for our poets to come forward and assume responsibility for creating a
national common good by rescuing literacy through a shared language.
Yet an even more insidious threat to democracy related to language exists. Quite often what we
assume to be “facts,” what we assimilate simply by participating in modern culture, surprisingly,
are–outright lies to advance certain agendas, select lies of omission to spare us less important details,
misinformation passed on incidentally by such benign sources as our own textbooks to homogenize
education, lazy or unprofessional investigation to satisfy deadlines, and downright disinformation to
propagandize the American public. Simply put, many of our basic assumptions are as flawed as the
language in which they are couched.

Title: The Chair Project
Author: Elaine Beck
Affiliations: University of Iowa
Address: 450 Rocky Shore Drive, Iowa City, IA 52246
E-mail: elaine-beck@uiowa.edu
The Chair Project video is a 28-minute, award-winning documentary (Des
Moines Art Center Best of Competition Film Video DVD Competition) that
chronicles monthly, the evolving controversy surrounding an interactive,
revolving display of upholstered chairs in a front yard in Iowa. The piece
involved the artist arranging and photographing the chairs every day, while
inviting community members to participate by doing the same. Eventually
the city brought legal proceedings against the artist for violating the
nuisance ordinance, a charge they subsequently altered to violation of a
zoning ordinance regarding art shows. The local print media, then state
wide print and broadcast media, and eventually the wire services and USA
Today picked up the story.
The artist set out to challenge community norms regarding aesthetic
displays in yards after seeing a "lawn jockey" (a small concrete yard
ornament/statue of a man painted jet black) in her small, pop.10, 000),
town of Oskaloosa, Iowa.
The video and the project raise questions of class, taste, and women's
roles, public and private space.
The story is told through live action shots, interviews, and TV footage.
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2. Name of the author: Banu Baybars-Hawks
3. Affiliation of the author: Istanbul University, Istanbul, TURKEY
4. Address of the author: Kocamansur Sokak. 56/6 80260 Sisli, Istanbul /
TURKEY
5. E-mail address of the author: banubhawks@yahoo.com.
6. Abstract of paper:
The importance of international communication in today’s global world is
undeniable. Highly competitive business structure of our age requires us to build and
exhibit good communication skills not only in our nation, but also with so many different
cultures and individuals.
Academia is the beginning stage in helping us to earn international
communication skills by integrating theory into practice. Teaching international
communication in this frame becomes more important every day also with developments
in technology. Preparing students for the facts of real world after graduation is the crucial
criterion in teaching of international communication. We cannot assume that today’s
business environment is a place that everybody understands each other. Differences
between cultures in such an environment make communication activities more difficult.
Improving this understanding as well as additional communication skills in an
international ground depends mostly on the success in teaching of international
communication courses in academia.
In my opinion, becoming successful in today’s business world can be improved
by well organized and good content based international communication courses in the
universities. At this point, I also believe that students, especially international students,

have a lot to bring to this context. They can bring their cultural perspectives, their way of
thinking and their ideas into creation of successful international communication classes.
In my paper, I will discuss what the contents of the good international communication
course at graduate level could be from the students’ points of view.
Methodology: As a base of my study, I will survey graduate students in the College of
Communication at University of Tennessee, Knoxville. My survey will include a
questionnaire involving questions about students’ perceptions concerning the content of a
good “International Communication” class. Additionally, I will interview students and
teachers to support the findings my questionnaire.
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Abstract
Søren Kierkegaard discusses the concept of active faith in his exegesis of the story of
Abraham and Isaac. According to Kierkegaard, faith is most fully realized as one acts according
to one’s belief in the face of all absurdity. Such a movement of faith requires the person to
recognize all of the impossible or ridiculous aspects of his situation. When the believer leaps in
the face of the acknowledged uncertainty, over the visible abyss of absurdity, this same believer
will arrive safely on the other side. Yet very few attempt such a leap, and very few who do leap
recognize the absurd nature of the leap. Finally, such an active faith also serves as an ultimate
manifestation of agency. By leaping into the unknown with this faith, the believer recognizes all
consequences of his actions and acknowledges the impossibility of success. Yet he has exercised
his agency to choose this course of action in the face of absurdity.
The figure of Harry Haller in Hesse’s novel The Steppenwolf does not recognize his
agency, but instead attributes his hardships to the whims of destiny. According to Haller, he is
doomed to an inevitable death by the bullet or razor blade. However, with the help of a friend
and lover, Harry learns to guide his own destiny through the Kierkegaardian leap of faith. In
order to illustrate how the Steppenwolf makes the leap of faith, I will first show the extent of his
understanding of and the role of fate in his predicaments. Finally, I will demonstrate how Haller
makes the leap of faith and how this leap results in the realization of his agency. With the
discovery of agency and control over his destiny, at least over his personal actions, Haller grows
to appreciate and cope with all joys and tragedies of life, even the loss of his lover, Hermine.
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A Leap into the Unknown:
The Steppenwolf’s Search for Agency
Hesse’s novel, der Steppenwolf, depicts the psychological development of a pedant, who
struggles to survive in a bourgeois society. As a scholar and expert of literature, cultures, and
politics, Harry Haller does not squander his time with the normal interests of society, such as
jazz music or dancing. Rather, he devotes his time to learning and trying to convince others of
his political ideals. He will not consider new ideas or experiment in new activities, and thus his
life grows heavy and overripe, and he begins to lose the desire to live:
Eile tat nicht not, mein Todesentschluß war nicht die Laune einer Stunde, er war eine
reife, haltbare Frucht, langsam gewachsen und schwer geworden, vom Wind des
Schicksals leis geschaukelt, dessen nächster Stoß sie zum Fallen bringen mußte. (92)
With this statement, the Steppenwolf expresses his belief in his lack of agency. He is not free to
choose his own actions. His accomplishments and failures are products of an uncontrollable and
intricate system of “Erlebnisse” and “Wandlungen, die das Schicksal seinen Sorgenkindern,
seinen heikelsten Kindern bestimmt hat” (90). The Steppenwolf considers himself victimized by
the vagaries of a biased fate. However, his destiny is not sealed and he does begin treading the
path of recovery away from his suicidal tendencies. Ultimately, the Steppenwolf succeeds in
discovering and maintaining his agency as he makes the Kierkegaardian leap of faith into the
unknown.
Søren Kierkegaard discusses the concept of active faith in his exegesis of the story of
Abraham and Isaac. According to Kierkegaard, faith is most fully realized as one acts according
to one’s belief in the face of all absurdity. He explains: “For the movement of faith must
continually be made by virtue of the absurd, but in such a way, please note, that one does not
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lose the finite but gains it whole and intact” (37). Such a movement of faith requires the person
to recognize all of the impossible or ridiculous aspects of his situation. When the believer leaps
in the face of the acknowledged uncertainty, over the visible abyss of absurdity, this same
believer will arrive safely on the other side. Yet very few attempt such a leap, and very few who
do leap recognize the absurd nature of the leap. Finally, such an active faith also serves as an
ultimate manifestation of agency. By leaping into the unknown with this faith, the believer
recognizes all consequences of his actions and acknowledges the impossibility of success. Yet
he has exercised his agency to choose this course of action in the face of absurdity.
A discussion of the issue of agency in dem Steppenwolf requires a more precise definition
of the term. By agency, I refer to the person’s mental capacity to choose or decide between two
or more actions or concepts, and then act accordingly. At the beginning of this story, the
Steppenwolf does not recognize his agency, but instead attributes his hardships to the whims of
destiny. But eventually, Harry attains this agency through the leap of faith, and begins to act
accordingly to this agency. In order to illustrate how the Steppenwolf makes the leap of faith, I
will first show the extent of his understanding of and the role of fate in his predicaments.
Finally, I will demonstrate how Haller makes the leap of faith and how this leap is the realization
of his agency.
The Steppenwolf must make a leap of faith on several levels in order to attain full
agency; he must choose to live; he must learn to acclimate in a bourgeois society and interact
with other individuals; and he must learn to enjoy living, even when his ideals cannot be
realized. These issues prevent him from realizing his full agency. There are perhaps other
manifestations of this leap of faith in the novel, such as learning to dance, and these will only be
investigated briefly in the course of the discussion. But first, in order to make the
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Kierkegaardian leap of faith, the Steppenwolf must recognize the difficulty of overcoming each
conflict. I will further illustrate how each conflict serves to restrict the Steppenwolf's use of
agency.
The first conflict under consideration is Harry’s “fate” to quit his mortal existence.
According to Harry, he has no choice in the matter, but must submit to the more “zuverlässigen
Tod, mit der Kugel oder dem Raziermesser” (93). His decision to end his life seems more a
product of destiny, a decision that he could not avoid or escape. Harry describes the inevitable
nature of the suicide: “Ich sah keinen Weg, dem Gefürchteten zu entrinnen“ (111). The
Steppenwolf believes that he has no control over his life. He believes that he cannot overcome
his destiny to die. Of course, he also desperately and fearfully hopes for an escape, as he
indicates here with these words:
Obwohl ich keinen andern Ausweg sah, obwohl Ekel, Leid und Verzweiflung rings um
mich getürmt standen, obwohl nichts mehr mich zu locken, mit Freude und Hoffnung zu
machen imstande war, graute mir doch unaussprechlich vor der Hinrichtung, vor dem
letzten Augenblick, vor dem kalten klaffenden Schnitt ins eigene Fleisch!“ (110-111)
With these words, the Steppenwolf expresses the hopelessness of his situation. He has no more
reason to live. Nothing more in life serves as an incentive to continue on living, not even joy or
hope. However, he still fears and desperately seeks to flee this fate. For this reason, Harry runs
to and fro through the streets, visits taverns and pubs, and most of all avoids the return home
with the unavoidable end to his life. Even the wording used by Harry portrays the manner in
which he is whipped around by the winds of fate: “Zuckend riß es mich weiter durch die Stadt”
and “So zog es mich, spat in der Nacht, in einer entlegenen und mir wenig bekannten Vorstadt,
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in ein Wirtshaus hinein” (111). At this time, Harry is being controlled by his destiny, rather than
controlling his own life with his agency.
All of Harry’s attempts to fit in normally in a middle class society are also failures,
failures that he very much regrets and partially encourages, and failures that restrict his agency.
The book begins with a description of the Steppenwolf’s very unusual entrance into an apartment
house (8-9). He enters through the glass door, sniffs around, and then comments on how nice it
smells. The author of the Vorwort is intrigued by this unconventional manner of introduction,
and continues describing the Steppenwolf’s eccentricities (9-32). The Steppenwolf himself is
fully aware of his oddities and incapacity to acclimate in this society. In his own records, he
illustrates this by describing how difficult it is for him to speak with a former colleague, who he
encounters on the street, saying that his efforts to be amiable end up hurting his cheeks (98-100).
In fact, Harry does not even wish to continue his involvement in society, and dreads his visit
with the professor, finally exclaiming in frustration, “Weiß Gott, warum ich mir das angetan
hatte!” (100). However, he does go to the professor's house against his will and in spite of his
recognition of his inability to enjoy that social environment. Harry Haller is fully aware of his
inability to adjust and function normally with others in his society. In addition, he must endure
this incapacity with frustration and helplessness as it strips him of his agency to function in
society and actually enjoy it.
Serving further to prevent the Steppenwolf from attaining full agency is his established
system of ideals, which are practically impossible to achieve. Some of these ideals include the
following. He wishes he could fit in with the middle class and associate with his fellow man as a
normal human being. But each time he does so, he fails. In addition, he wants to convince
others of his political ideas, but fails as illustrated by the public sentiment’s opinions of him as a
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“Vaterlandsverräter” (106, 151-152). Harry also has a certain idea of what real literature is, and
what real music is. At the end of the novel when Harry complains about the music of Handel
being played through the radio, Mozart scolds him saying, “Wenn Sie dem Radio zuhören, so
hören und sehen Sie den Urkampf zwischen Idee und Erscheinung, zwischen Ewigkeit und Zeit,
zwischen Göttlichem und Menschlichem” (272). Mozart thus tells Harry to forsake this narrow
view of life, telling him that he should enjoy life as it is, even if its beauty is corrupted,
scratched, or slimed up (272). But for the moment, because Harry cannot attain and realize these
ideals, he finds no satisfaction in life and no reason to continue living. He lets his more idealistic
visions of an impossible life rule and ruin his life, stripping him of his agency.
In sum, Harry is cognizant of the three obstacles that prevent him from living his life.
These obstacles include his fate to commit suicide, his inability to adapt to society, and his
inability to relinquish his ideals and enjoy life as it is. All of these obstacles restrict Harry's
ability to exercise his agency. Overcoming these obstacles will take a leap of faith, a leap into a
known abyss of impossibility. The first leap brings him away from his suicidal intentions; the
second helps him learn to function in society; and the third helps him to enjoy life without the
distraction of his ideals. By overcoming these obstacles, Harry will come to express his agency
and act according to his free will.
In order to overcome his suicidal intentions, the Steppenwolf will need to somehow
thwart the forces of fate. He can accomplish this by acting contrary to his belief in a destiny
dictating his death by his own hand. This leap into the unknown occurs the moment that Harry
decides to sit next to Hermine in “dem schwarzen Adler.” He enters the tavern with a hope that
he will somehow escape the chains of his fate, yet while still despairing because of the
impossibility of the hope. In fact, as he enters the tavern, he is still being controlled by forces of
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fate: “Vom Gedränge durch den Raum gestoßen, ward ich neben dem Büfett an einen Tisch
gedrängt” (112). However, the moment he decides to sit next to her, and then does so, Harry is
acting contrary to all that he believes, that he will somehow escape the death that awaits him at
home. The act of sitting next to Hermine is also a realization of Harry’s free will. He has chosen
to sit next to her, and does so even without waiting for her permission, just in case his fate forces
her to deny him the permission (112). Because of this act of sitting down next to Hermine, Harry
realizes his ability to choose a destiny for himself, and he avoids the inevitable suicide at home.
The next leap of faith concerns Harry’s integration into the society and culture of his
time. Harry does not even like the middle class culture. Regarding jazz music and the other
forms of music of his day, Harry says, “Jazz war mir zuwider, aber sie war mir zehnmal lieber
als alle akademische Musik von heute” (49). He has never danced or even tried learning to
dance, and he believes that he will never learn how: “So gelegentlich, hatte ich gedacht, konnte
man es a einmal probieren, obwohl ich überzeugt war, ich sei viel zu alt und steif und würde es
nicht mehr lernen” (150). Harry also lacks confidence in his ability to interact comfortably with
other members of society. For example, he fears that Maria will reject him when he asks her to
dance: “Sie würde mich ja auslachen!” (158). However, Harry makes the leap of faith in spite of
his beliefs. He learns to like jazz music, such as the song “Yearning,” and learns to dance very
well (217). He does ask Maria to dance with him and they eventually have an affair. By
learning how to dance and asking to dance with Maria in the face of his extreme doubts, the
Steppenwolf demonstrates his ability to control his fate.
The masked ball is also a leap of faith for Harry, and serves as further demonstration of
his ability to chose his own destiny. At first, he has his doubts about his ability to enjoy himself
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in such an environment, and almost leaves (210). But he does remain there, and after a time of
depression and doubt, actually does enjoy himself:
Ich tanzte ununterbrochen, mit jeder Frau, die mir eben in den Weg lief, mit ganz jungen
Mädchen, mit blühenden jungen Frauen, mit sommerlich vollreifen, mit wehmütig
verblühenden: von allen entzückt, lachend, glücklich, strahlend. (217)
By the end of the masked ball, Harry has demonstrated his ability to function in society and
enjoy the company of his fellowman. His integration in society required a leap of faith, because
he did not know the outcome and considered such an achievement very unlikely. Finally, this
achievement is the manifestation of his agency, because he had to decide to make the leap of
faith in staying at the masked ball in spite of his intentions to leave.
The Steppenwolf makes the final leap of faith in an attempt to learn to cope with his
unreachable ideals. Before making this leap, Harry must enter the magic theater and learn about
the multitude elements and experiences that comprise his very intricate nature. Instead of just
two natures, man and wolf, Harry is made up of older Harrys, ancient Harrys, “Jünglinge,
Knaben, Schulknaben, Lausbuben, Kinder” (229). By learning of the great diversity of his nature
and reliving the experiences of his past, Harry discovers that he has committed some of the same
types of atrocities that he abhors. This discovery suggests that individuals often fail to meet their
goals and ideals on different levels, and that such failures should not serve to keep us from living
our lives. Harry can express his agency to enjoy living if he can make the leap of faith in letting
go of his ideals.
In addition, the magic theater shows Harry Haller, that life with all of its petty ideals is
really insignificant when compared to the realm of the immortals. Regarding this immortal
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perspective on life, Harry has written the following poem, of which I will only quote the
following ten lines:
Eure Sünden sind eure Ängste,
Euer Mord und eure geilen Wonnen
Schauspiel uns gleichwie die kreisenden Sonnen,
Jeder einzige Tag ist uns der längste.
Still zu eurem zuckenden Leben nickend,
Still in die sich drehenden Sterne blickend
Atmen wir des Weltraums Winter ein,
Sind befreundet mit dem Himmelsdrachen,
Kühl und wandellos ist unser ewiges Sein,
Kühl und sternhell unser ewiges Lachen. (200-201)
The immortals (Bach, Mozart, Goethe, and others) do not permit the inconsequential elements of
this world affect their attitude and perspective on life and living. They overlook and even laugh
at those elements that disturb or satisfy us, and they choose rather to enjoy life and continue
living in their immortal existence. Such a choice to laugh at anything at all, and to live in spite
of all the disturbing and joyful elements of life, is the ultimate expression of agency and free
will. One who can make such a choice is not a slave to any fears or joys. Thus, the immortals
strive to teach Harry how to use humor as a means of realizing greater agency and changing his
perspective on life. Ultimately, once Harry has mastered his use of humor and improved his
perspective on life, he will have greater agency and he will have learned how to deal with his
ideals.
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At the end of Harry’s journey through the magic theater, Mozart and other immortals
pronounce the following sentence on Harry for his murder of Hermine: They laugh at him.
Harry describes this punishment of laughter from the immortals: “Und auf drei stimmten
sämtliche Anwesende mit tadellosem Einsatz ein Gelächter an, ein Gelächter im höheren Chor,
ein furchtbares, für Menschen kaum erträgliches Gelächter des Jenseits” (276). The immortals
have learned to deal with the impossibility of reaching their ideals by their use of humor. They
laugh at Harry's murder of his lover, Hermine. Instead of letting life and destiny control their
attitudes about life, they simply laugh and exercise their free will. Harry Haller must do the same
if he wishes to separate himself from his ideals and enjoy life. Just as the immortals accept and
laugh at the good and bad found in this earthly life, so to must Harry learn to use humor as a
means of dealing with his ideals and enjoying life. He must learn to use humor as a means of
expressing his agency and freedom from fate.
Unfortunately, Harry fails the test of humor when he encounters Hermine naked in
Pablo’s arms. By failing this test of humor, the Steppenwolf fails to make the leap of faith and
lets his ideals dictate the course of his actions. Hermine’s affair with Pablo is contrary to one of
the Steppenwolf’s ideals, an ideal partially encouraged by Hermine herself when she tells him,
“ich will dich in mich verliebt machen” (143). During the masked ball, Harry falls madly in love
with Hermine: “Und ohne daß Hermine sich darum irgendwelche Mühe zu geben schien, wurde
ich sehr bald in sie verliebt” (213). However, when he sees Hermine lying in Pablo’s arms, he
cannot simply laugh, but sinks his knife deep into her breast killing her (267-268). Through the
act of stabbing Hermine, Harry has permitted his ideals to subjugate and control his agency.
Later, when Mozart begins playing music from Handel in the radio, Harry objects and asks how
Mozart can tolerate such variation from the ideal music. Harry has still not learned to laugh at
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the impossibility of realizing his ideals. He is still held captive by his ideals, and will remain a
captive until he can express his agency by letting go of his ideals.
Even though Harry has not learned the art of laughter by the end of the novel, he hints at
the possibility that he might someday learn this art as a means of dealing with life. After all, the
span of this life is short and insignificant compared to the eternities. In conclusion, Harry says,
“Einmal würde ich das Figurenspiel besser spielen. Einmal würde ich das Lachen lernen. Pablo
wartete auf mich. Mozart wartete auf mich” (278). Harry does want to learn how to play the
game of life (“das Figurenspiel”) better, and he wants to learn how to laugh at life when things
are not happening the way he wants. Only by doing this can he learn to fully enjoy life and
attain greater agency. However, learning to laugh like this will require a leap of faith away from
his ideals and the beliefs firmly engrained within him.
Der Steppenwolf concludes with the suggestion that Harry will indeed learn the art of
laughter. He has succeeded in all other areas of his life. He has succeeded by venturing out into
the unknown, by experimenting with new concepts and trying new ideas. The way for Harry was
never clear and constantly required him to make a leap into the impossible, with the only
consequences being failure or survival. By leaping, Harry attains a greater ability to choose his
own destiny. And with each leap, he expresses his agency. Yet, Harry’s final leap fails, because
he is not willing to laugh at something that means so much to him, which is his ideal relationship
with Hermine. In that situation, he does not even try hopping—he just stabs. However, the book
ends with the hint that Harry can still learn the art of laughter, and further implicitly hints at our
ability to follow Harry in this endeavor, so that we too can cope with and learn to enjoy life more
fully.
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What Is a Successful Prototype for Philanthropic, Non Profit Fundraising In An
Economic Downturn?
Introduction
Philanthropy in modern society translates into giving: giving of money, volunteering of time or
resources, and helping those with less than us. Philanthropy oftentimes involves fund raising,
which can be problematic when people feel that they cannot give. Reasons for this are myriad,
but include a poor economy, staggering stock market, recent war, budget deficits, and
uncertainty about the future. The dual roles non profit organizations play in promoting
philanthropic projects and orchestrating fund raising efforts present a conundrum in troubled
times: how to continue to fund programs and services for those in need – when such programs
may be more important than ever due to government cutbacks – although people are giving
less?
This paper grew out of a fund raising project I worked on for the past five months for
Washington Commission for the Humanities (WCH), a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization
located in Seattle. The project consisted of soliciting submissions from authors and chefs for a
proposed “literary cookbook,” the proceeds of which will directly support a family literacy
program administered by WCH. It was thus a fund raising strategy, albeit an unusual one, with
a philanthropic end: that of supporting an educational program sponsored by a non profit
humanities organization.
In the paper I examine the historical basis of philanthropy in the United States, along with its
role in community building and civic participation, which are also some of the goals of WCH.
I look at the important role that non profits have historically played in philanthropy, and then
take on current factors working against the third sector, which have resulted in the need for new
strategies in fund raising and philanthropy. Finally, I give a case study of the book project I
worked on at WCH, part of an internship through the University of Washington Department of
Communications, to illustrate a unique approach towards non profit fundraising. In conclusion,
I look at the challenges facing similar organizations in the future, as well as strategies for their
continued viability in uncertain times.
History and Tradition of Philanthropy in America
Alexis de Toqueville wrote in Democracy In America, of private voluntarism as “a fundamental
part of a national power system.”1 The historian Arthur M. Schlesinger concurred a century
later: “This philanthropic streak in the national character, an index of the pervasive spirit of
neighborliness, appeared early and has in our own day reached fabulous dimensions. It is
another of the distinguishing marks of the American way.”2 This belief in the philanthropic
nature of the American people is shared as well by Scott M. Cutlip, who in his book Fund
Raising in the United States: Its Role in America’s Philanthropy, maintained that “The modern
fundraising campaign, carefully organized, shrewdly promoted, and aimed at broad segments of
citizenry, has made American philanthropy a peoples philanthropy… in total sum, popular
1
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philanthropy in the United States is a great democratic strength.”3 Philanthropy is thus
perceived as a central tenet of American culture, with underpinnings rooted in the very
inception of the United States. Democratic principles and the philanthropic spirit are
inextricably linked with civic engagement, as well as “…a faith in the capacity of individual
action to improve the quality of human life.”4 Any discussion of philanthropy in the U.S.
begins with a nod to its historical basis in American culture, where the spirit of giving and
desire to improve civil society dovetail into a moral obligation to help those in need.
Yet despite this, in 2000 Robert D. Putnam’s Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of
American Community5 was published, in which the author argued that civil society has been
breaking down as a result of the growing disconnection of Americans from their families,
neighbors, communities, and government. Putnam’s thesis challenged the idea of an implicit,
American philanthropic spirit, and gave rise to a discussion of the many factors working
against philanthropic organizations such as those of the third sector: non profits. A December
2002 study conducted by the Indiana University Center on Philanthropy concluded that,
amongst officials in all aspects of the non profit world, confidence in the charitable-giving
environment was at its lowest ebb.6 While recent economic, political and technological
changes have impacted the way that government functions and business is conducted, the third
– non profit - sector has continued to function in much the same manner as ever, to its obvious
detriment. Clearly, if philanthropy is to remain what Lester Salamon called a “centerpiece of
American culture,”7 it must evolve with the times. The organizations which promote
philanthropy through funding of programs, providing services, and fostering community
through civic participation – non profit organizations such as WCH – need to assess the current
climate and find ways to adapt to the fiscal challenges of a recession.
Third Sector Role in Philanthropy
The charitable non profit sector is a bailiwick of organizations sharing the tax code 501(c)(3).
They range from foundations set up to promote health and human services, educational
organizations, to those fostering arts, culture, and the humanities, as well as religious and
environmental organizations. Once known as charities, this type of organization has taken on a
much larger role than that of simple giving; they have become both funders and fund raisers.
Non profits, as they are now called, run the gamut from small (one or two employees)
organizations to behemoths like the Red Cross or the United Way. This non profit arena has
come to be known as the third sector, alongside the other two sectors, government and
business. The Filer Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs found in its
examination of the third sector that: “It is within this institutional domain that nearly all
philanthropic input – giving and volunteering – is transformed into philanthropic output –
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goods and services for ultimate beneficiaries.”8 In this paper, I look specifically at non-profits,
such as WCH, operating in the realm of arts, culture, education and the humanities, areas that
saw a tremendous surge in giving in the latter half of the 1990’s.
Philanthropic, third sector organizations like WCH offer a variety of programs and services
meant to enrich the mind. Part of WCH’s mission statement claims that “Improving life for
individuals and communities through cultural and educational programs that nurture creativity,
promote dialogue, and spark critical thinking has been the focus of Washington Commission
for the Humanities since 1973. WCH helps people relate the stories of their past and express
their visions for the future.”9 Recipients of WCH’s programming include: other non profit
organizations, scholars, parents, writers, teachers, students, documentary filmmakers, and
journalists, among others. Services provided range from low cost programs and workshops,
project funding, media equipment, and expertise and assistance.10 WCH also administers a
statewide, family reading and literacy program called Motheread/Fatheread. The program is
based on the conviction that parents and children become closer through sharing stories,
reading and discussing books together, and improving school success for children through daily
reading. Motheread/Fatheread works in conjunction with federal programs such as Head Start
and Even Start, school districts, and social service agencies.
According to the I.R.S., there exist about 24,000 arts, cultural, and humanities organizations in
the United States.11 Of these, the humanities have the distinction of being located almost
exclusively in the third sector. While every state has a humanities council, the majority are non
profit organizations, not state agencies.12 As such, it is incumbent that these organizations,
which support a variety of educational and cultural events and programs, make grants, and
sponsor awards, also raise significant funds. Organizations such as WCH depend heavily on
individual and foundation sponsorship, as well as on annual fund raising events and drives.
Such organizations may also rely upon members, volunteers, and board members for both
financial and participatory support. Boris and Krehely, writing in Salamon’s The State of Non
Profit America, maintain that: “Among the roles that non profit organizations play in American
life, few are as important in their role as structures for individuals to participate in civic life as
volunteers, members, activists, and donors.”13 The 1990’s were a period of growth for the third
sector, as heightened demand for social services, coupled with the reduced role government
played in providing such services, increased the importance of non profit organizations.14
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Current Problems Facing the Third Sector
But while business is run on the basis of the bottom line, and government is tax-supported,
third sector organizations must depend upon fund raising to support their programs. A survey
conducted by The Foundation Center in 2002 concluded that arts giving climbed 83 % between
1996 and 2000, and amongst the arts fields and disciplines, funding for the humanities more
than tripled, up 218.3%.15 Reasons for this include the vigorous economy of the late 1990’s,
fueled by the dot.com boom, a soaring stock market, and government surpluses.16 By 2003,
however, giving has tapered off, as events such as September 11, recent wars, a faltering stock
market, budget deficits, rising unemployment, and reduced government spending have
impacted the economy.
Another factor working against non profit fund raising efforts is diminishing public trust in
such institutions. Recent scandals involving the United Way and the Red Cross have resulted
in public questioning of fund raising organizations.17 The public now demands more
accountability as to where their contributions are going. In the wake of September 11, for
example, people donating to the Red Cross assumed that the victims of the World Trade Center
collapse would be the recipients of the money raised, when in fact some of the outpouring of
financial support was stockpiled away to fund other programs. Finally, corporate scandals such
as those faced by Enron and Worldcom, as well as the crisis in the Roman Catholic Church,
have further eroded public faith in institutions.18
These factors, along with the major sea changes in the world economy and business climate
brought about by technological advances and globalization, have forced a change in perspective
for all three sectors: government, business, and the non profit community. Yet while the
sectors of government and business have evolved with the times, the third sector has lagged
behind. Business has seen an increasing trend towards consolidation and collaboration, a
model that may have to become viable for the third sector as well. In a recent interview, WCH
president and CEO, Margaret Ann Bollmeier, concurred that consolidation has already begun in
the third sector, further noting that some non profit organizations have not been able to
withstand this shift, and have faced their demise.19 Traditionally rooted in communities, non
profit organizations stand at odds with the current business model of mega conglomeration and
corporate consolidation.20
Additionally, the business sector has been able to afford to invest in the latest information
technologies, which tend towards high costs, require training, and grow obsolete quickly,
whereby the third sector traditionally has not had the means to make such investments.21
Clearly there are advantages to be gained by embracing technologies such as the Internet,
which make possible e-philanthropy, among other things, but these technologies evolve so
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quickly and are so resource intensive that smaller organizations cannot afford to take
advantage, thus giving rise to a “digital divide” in the third sector.22
Yet another factor impacting the third sector is competition; for profit firms (businesses and
corporations), as well as government, offer many of the same services as non profits. The non
profit community therefore finds itself competing with the other two sectors in its philanthropic
missions, despite fewer fiscal and human resources.23 This development, in part, has resulted
in a corresponding change in the non profit sector, driving these organizations to function with
a more business-like approach, replete with the “bottom-line orientation” that befits a market
economy.24 Unfortunately, in this model, bottom line effects such as layoffs, reorganization,
and a departure from the original goals of the organization can result. Ultimately, some third
sector organizations will not survive in the new environment brought about by recent events,
something that Margaret Ann Bollmeier has already begun to see taking effect.
There is also competition within the third sector for the limited funds available in an economic
recession. Ms. Bollmeier, speaking in her role as president of WCH, offered that funding from
foundations and individuals (in WCH’s case, the second most consistent source of funding,
after the National Endowment for the Humanities) shrinks in troubled economic times, as these
sources tend to give to social services and human needs rather than to arts, culture and the
humanities.25 There is a perception amongst funders that critical, basic fundamental needs are
more important than the cultural, educational, and community based enrichment that
organizations such as WCH can provide. Bollmeier pointed out that this puts arts and
humanities organizations into the difficult position of having to justify that what they offer –
community building, venues for critical thinking and civic dialogue, and opportunities to
nurture and enrich the mind - is still as important as basic services provided by other
organizations. And, as noted before, in a poor economy, coupled with reduced government
support, a greater need and demand for all services – cultural, educational, social, and human –
corresponds with less funding across the board.
Finally, the non profit world is subject to current trends, which can change substantially from
year to year, making fund raising difficult to keep consistent. Reasons for this are
multitudinous, but involve public perception, celebrity appeal, and current intellectual
concerns.26 Examples of this would include the AIDs epidemic in the late 1980’s, the events
revolving around September 11, as well as new research, such as that put forth by Robert D.
Putnam, in both a seminal article in the Journal of Democracy in 1995, and in the book which
grew out of that article to appear in 2000, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of
American Community. Putnam’s work, which made its way immediately into the non profit
community, challenged Americans to renew their civic spirit, and gave rise to the idea of civil
society as a trend.27
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For non profit organizations struggling to maintain funding for their programs in difficult
economic times, staying abreast of such trends can be challenging. Speaking from personal
experience, Margaret Ann Bollmeier reiterated this idea, saying that she has seen a specific
change in foundation giving over the last twelve to eighteen months, which she likened to the
trend evident amongst venture capitalists during the same time frame. The trend in both the
business as well as the third sector, according to Bollmeier, has been to revert to funding prior
programs and organizations, while shying away from new programming or innovations.
Giving has continued, then, although at a reduced level, but the funds are designated for tried
and true programs, with the result that new programming put forth by WCH over the course of
the past eighteen months was not as successful as expected.28 It is therefore imperative for
these organizations to develop new strategies for fund raising, which will not only resonate
with their audiences and benefactors, but also set forth prototypes for the future of the third
sector.
New Strategies in Philanthropy: A Case Study of WCH
One such fund raising strategy is the book project I worked on for the past five months at
WCH, through a University of Washington Internship program in which college credit is given
for work experience related to a specific discipline. The internship, administered through the
Department of Communications, involved working fifteen hours a week for five months, for a
total of five credits (equal to one quarter class). The project related to my work in
Communications the following ways: it required significant online research skills; it involved
extensive writing (both initial and follow up letter writing, as well as developing the proposal
submitted to the literary agent); it also entailed public relations, as I represented WCH
throughout my contact with authors, chefs, and their agents and publicists.
Each year, WCH holds a gala fundraising event called Bedtime Stories. The event features
writers reading original work, and in 2002 was accompanied by a giveaway cookbook inspired
by the evenings theme, Midnight Snacks. The cookbook, which proved popular with WCH’s
audience, was a compilation of favorite late night recipes from Washington chefs and stories
from Washington writers, and is the prototype for the current book project, a proposed “literary
cookbook.” WCH plans to release the Midnight Snacks collection nationally, through a major
publishing house, with funds generated by sales of the book directly supporting
Motheread/Fatheread, a family literacy program sponsored by WCH.
The project, which features original work by prominent writers, as well as signature recipes
from well-known chefs, grew in part out of the success of previous WCH fundraising attempts.
But whereas the first cookbook was a giveaway at a traditional, annual fundraising drive, the
second book will be available for purchase nationwide, with the proceeds directly funding
WCH programming. Moreover, no monetary funds are being solicited in the Midnight Snacks
book project. In lieu of that, intellectual property is being sought. The contributing authors
and chefs will not receive compensation for their submissions, but they will be fully credited in
all versions of the book. The national exposure they will enjoy once the book is published,
coupled with the fact that proceeds from the sale of Midnight Snacks will fund a philanthropic
literacy program, were part of our appeal to participating authors and chefs.
28
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Initial stages of the project included extending invitations to chefs and authors to submit either
recipes, or stories, poems, essays, or excerpts, to the Midnight Snacks collection. During this
phase, we used as examples some of the participants in prior WCH events. Luminaries such as
playwrite August Wilson, popular fiction author Mary Dahiem, and poet Tess Gallagher are all
people who have been affiliated with WCH in the past. Moreover, WCH is fortunate to have
National Book Award winner, Charles Johnson, as a member of their board of trustees. As a
board member, Dr. Johnson agreed to give his name to the project, and gave us a quotation to
use in the letters we sent out to the authors we invited to participate. This lent the project a
cachet in its seminal phase, giving the proposal legitimacy. Dr. Johnson’s quotation
emphasized the philanthropic nature of the project, specifically appealing to authors to submit
pieces of writing to support WCH’s family literacy program. Literacy being an issue that
resonates with many writers, this angle, coupled with Dr. Johnson’s name, was successful in
bringing our first authors on board.
As with all fund raising attempts, making use of prior contacts, utilizing board members, and
networking proved invaluable. Throughout the development of the project, such resources paid
off. We were able to amass an impressive list of authors, including poet T.R. Hummer (editor
of the prestigious literary journal, The Georgia Review), David Guterson, David Shields, Nikki
Giovanni, and bestselling author Ann Rule. As more authors agreed to participate in the
project, it became easier to then appeal to others, who were able to see the breadth of talent
represented in Midnight Snacks.
Appealing to chefs was somewhat easier, perhaps due in part to the current economic
downturn. Since restaurants are one of the first businesses to be negatively impacted in a
recession, chefs were eager to participate, as the free publicity that will result from the sale of
the cookbook will only help their name recognition. We specifically focused on nationally
known chefs, such as those affiliated with the Food Network, or those with already published
cookbooks. Again, as we experienced in our author solicitations, once we had several wellknown chefs involved in the project, it became easier to attract others.
This project, unique in that it involved soliciting intellectual property (writings and recipes),
rather than money, was well suited for our current climate of economic recession and
diminished giving. It involved a direct appeal to the humanitarian side of the participants: their
contributions would directly fund a worthy, philanthropic cause, that of literacy. Moreover, by
contributing to the Midnight Snacks collection, authors and chefs gain both exposure and name
recognition. Since the book is a compilation, the potential for reaching new audiences is very
good, as all of the participants will bring their own audiences to the project. Finally, although
there is no financial compensation involved, the contributing authors and chefs know that their
names will be affiliated with a good cause. The Midnight Snacks project is an example of a
successful prototype for third sector fund raising in an economic downturn. Its unique,
innovative approach illustrates the resourcefulness of the non profit arena.
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Strategies for Continued Third Sector Viability
If the third sector is to show resilience in the future, it will have to develop new strategies for
fund raising, such as those utilized in theWCH book project. Virginia Hodgkinson, writing in
The State of Non Profit America, identifies six areas in which the third sector faces challenges
in the years to come. These are: the 2000-2001 recession (now continuing into 2003); growing
inequality in income distribution; changes in tax policy; a proliferation of new vehicles and
approaches in philanthropy (related to technological growth and information technology); the
changing demography of the population; and the potential of a “new civic generation.”29
These elements present challenges to philanthropic organizations, yet need not be
insurmountable. A shift in perspective, as well as specific policy changes within the third
sector, will enable non profits to continue their good and necessary work, albeit differently.
Recession, which began at the tail end of one century, spilling into a new world colored by the
events of September 11, 2001 and all of the repercussions contained therein, is the most dire
challenge faced by the third (and indeed, any) sector. Simply put, when wealth has been lost,
people give less; giving is vulnerable to economic circumstances.30 Despite this, the most
reliable sources of support in recession come from individuals, who continue to give, though in
lesser amounts.31
Most experts agree that the single most important factor in fund raising continues to be “being
asked.”32 An Independent Sector national survey on giving and volunteering reiterated this
idea, which was also supported by Del Martin in an article in Fundraising Management entitled
“The Top 10 Trends in Philanthropy.” In the article, Martin pointed to “one to one solicitation,
carried out by an individual who has a personal, peer relationship with the prospective
donor,”33 as the best way for raising funds. This indicates the importance of a diversified fund
raising strategy, which fully utilizes non profit resources such as board members, as well as the
“checkbook plus” opportunities presented by advocacy or volunteering.34 Using board
members to make contacts, according to both Independent Sector research, as well as that
presented in Fund Raising Management, delivers better results than “random asks.”35
Encouraging volunteering is also a way to leverage individual involvement, as many people
genuinely feel they cannot contribute money, but will continue to volunteer for a variety of
humanitarian causes.
Growing inequalities in income distribution present challenges for third sector fundraising, as
well. Once the domain of the very wealthy, philanthropy has extended into all levels of
29
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society. This points to the need for more diversified methods of fund raising amongst all
economic groups. Virginia Hodgkinson writes that: “While individual giving has grown in
absolute terms, it has declined as a share of national wealth and as a share of the income of the
nations’ nonprofit organizations, and this has occurred despite a dramatic professionalization of
the fund raising field and the emergence of a variety of innovative fund raising techniques.”36
Appeals to younger, potential donors, revamped via “hip parties” rather than the prototypical
“annual fund drive,” with all of its stodgy implications, may encourage more modest
contributions, but nevertheless increase the donor base.37 And young donors eventually
develop into older ones, with potentially higher incomes with which to give.
Another way to appeal to younger donors is linked to technological growth as well. Younger
generations are much more network and technology savvy, more likely to give online via “ephilanthropy,” than older donors who may feel these methods insecure.38 Organizations which
maintain an active website, update it regularly, and offer secure venues for online donations
may come out ahead of those unable to invest in this type of technology. In the case of WCH,
for example, this could extend to using their website as a platform to advertise the Midnight
Snacks cookbook, with an option to order it directly from the organization, or through a link to
Amazon.
Salamon points to increased involvement in commercial ventures as another manifestation of
non profit resilience, and an additional strategy for continued success. Like WCH’s cookbook
project, “…such ventures differ from the collection of fees for standard non profit services in
that they entail the creation and sale of products and services primarily for a commercial
market.”39 Salamon further notes that recently there has been a trend in some non profit
organizations to utilize business and commercial tactics in an attempt to not only generate
income, but to carry out their philanthropic missions. These ideas mesh with the “bottom line”
business model discussed earlier in the paper, while allowing third sector organizations to tailor
commercial strategies to complement their original, philanthropic goals.
A final factor which may prove to be a successful model for continued third sector viability is
focusing more on funding individual projects, rather than hiring full time employees.40 The
WCH book project is an example of this as well, since the organization utilized the internship
program at the University of Washington to hire a project coordinator, who in turn received
college credit, as well as a stipend, for the job. An arrangement such as this provides the
organization with a temporary worker, and reciprocally, provides the worker with valuable job
experience and college credit. During my internship at WCH, three of their (previously nine)
staff members were laid off, due to insufficient funds, resulting in part to the decline in giving
experienced across the third sector.

36
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Conclusion
In Bowling Alone, Robert Putnam equates altruism, volunteering, and philanthropy with what
he calls “social capital.”41 This idea of social capital, founded upon civic engagement and
community involvement, strengthens bonds between people, reinforces community networks,
and is closely related to civic virtue.42 The third sector is the keystone of social capital, yet in
recent years has experienced such upheaval and diminished giving that its bulwarks have begun
to crumble. Putnam points to parallel trends in philanthropy and civic participation, noting that
at a time when Americans are less community oriented than ever, giving has accordingly
decreased.43 This declension in giving, experienced across the third sector, has particularly
impacted organizations promoting arts, culture, and the humanities. Fund raising in these
organizations has become problematic, driving the need to develop new strategies and models
for soliciting donations and gifts.
Lester Salamon likens the third sector to “a highly fragile organism whose future is very
insecure.”44 This observation, coupled with Putnam’s dire views pertaining to the reciprocity
between American civic engagement and philanthropy, do not bode well for the third sector.
Yet the charitable non profit community remains an important element of our civil society, one
that continues to offer opportunities and services which are not available through other venues.
New techniques and approaches in fund raising, new audiences, and the utilization of existing
resources such as board members, members, and volunteers are all ways the third sector can
combat the trends of civic disengagement and reduced giving. Alliances with other community
organizations, a “bottom line” approach to fund raising, and investment in new technologies
(all borrowed from the business sector) will further bolster the charitable non profit sector in
the coming years. By attracting the next civic generation to participate and donate, the third
sector may ultimately help to bring about a revitalization of community involvement and social
capital.
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The Bad Ellipse: Circles in Perspective
The Minor Axis is the Key

Randall Neal Bartlett, IDSA, Associate Professor
Department of Industrial Design, Auburn University
Has the eruption of computer rendering eliminated the need of drawing a visually correct
circle in perspective, an ellipse? No. Even with computer aided design and all the drawing
programs, the need for a designer to sketch will never go away. Designers still need sketch
and sketch accurately. The need to draw a visually correct ellipse is important, regardless if it
is with the aid of an ellipse template or a freehand thumbnail sketch. The content of this
paper is not a debate of traditional drawing methods versus computer-aided drawing. It is a
presentation of a method that can be used to determine if an ellipse is visually correct, and it
needs to be shared with educators and designers.
This method begins with the assumption that you can sketch an
ellipse freehand or draw an ellipse with a template and that you
know the difference between a major and minor axis. The
method will be referred to as the Chord Method and a key
ingredient is the alignment of the minor axis..
This Chord Method was taught to me in college by Professor
William Bullock during a perspective theory drawing class.
Professor Bullock picked up the technique will working for
Baugh-Deines Design, Wichita, KS. Robert Deines explained
the Chord Method and Professor Bullock developed the
concept in to a class handout. The image below is a copy of
the original handout I received in 1977.
During my career in industry I showed this
technique to several designers and all of
them marveled at the method. Many
wished they had been taught the Chord
Method in school. I used the technique for
seventeen years before I proved the
method through photographic images and
overlays. I have expanded the technique
beyond drawing knobs on a radio or
wheels on a car. I will explain the method
for determining the visually correct ellipse
on horizontal, vertical, and angled
surfaces.
Drawing cylindrical forms in perspective is often a bit of guesswork. Ellipse templates are
helpful; however it is often difficult to determine the proper ellipse for a drawing. The
degree or angle of the ellipse is often determined by sight: what looks right. The Chord

Method is simple quantitative method for determining the proper degree of an ellipse. This
removes much of the guesswork from drawing circles in perspective. A student, professional
or educator will benefit from knowing this technique and will be able to draw a correct
ellipse with confidence.

The Chord Method: Definition.
A chord is a straight line joining two points on a curve.
The chord line is used in this method to assist in
determining a visually correct ellipse. As shown in the
image to the right, a circle has been divided into two
equal halves: left and right sections. A line, a chord line,
crosses the circle horizontally, below the center point,
creating two equal (shaded) sections. Any line drawn
horizontally that intersects the circle will create two
equal sections.

The Chord Method: Ellipse Position

In order to fully understand the Chord Method, a few basic terms need to be defined.
Circles in perspective have three basic orientations. These orientations are best described in
reference to the given plane on which they appear: vertical, horizontal, or angled planes. The
photographs of the white cube show the different orientations of the ellipses. The sides of
the cube represent horizontal planes and the top of the cube is a vertical plane.
Obviously, the circles
on the sides and top of
the white cube appear
as ellipses. Every ellipse
has a major and minor
axis, and the minor axis
orientation is the key
ingredient to drawing a
visually correct circle
(ellipse) in perspective.
By overlaying an ellipse template on the photograph of the white cube, the minor axis
orientation is determined. The minor axis lines-up with the opposite vanishing point of the
horizontal plane. If the circle is on the right side of the
cube (right-horizontal plane) the minor axis of the ellipse
aligns with left vanishing point.
When I was taught that the minor axis aligns with the
opposite vanishing point I took if for the truth, but
several years ago a student challenged me and I couldn’t
explain the reason, even though I had confidence that
the minor axis did align with the vanishing point I could

not prove it. So, I developed the white cube as a teaching-aid to help illustrate the minor axis
orientation. The white rods penetrating the center points of the black circles represent the
minor axis. Photographing the white box and then overlaying the prints with ellipse
templates proved the minor axis alignment method.
The key is the minor axis. To help my students
remember this I tell them that the minor axis is
the major factor for aligning an ellipse and the
major axis has no purpose in this method,
except to help locate the center point. The
minor axis is major and major axis is minor.
Regardless of the ellipse orientation the minor
axis alignment is always in the position that
would visually allow the ellipse to rotate around
an imaginary axis, like a wheel. The imaginary
axis is always perpendicular to the plane of the
ellipse and it penetrates the center point.
With this knowledge of the minor axis orientation we can transfer it to a vertically positioned
circle in perspective. The vertically oriented circle in perspective is an ellipse with the minor
axis position vertically. In this orientation the vanishing lines are not used to align the minor
axis of the ellipse, a vertical line through the center is used. Again, I used photography to
prove this minor axis orientation. The white rod penetrating the center of the black disc in
the photograph below depicts the vertical line through the center of the ellipse and the
minor axis orientation.

As indicated in the photograph of the clear plastic disc the
minor axis is shown with the alignment of the ellipse
template. The ellipse template has been placed over a
photograph of the disc, which shows the minor axis
orientation in a vertical position.

Now that we know the minor axis orientation
for the horizontal and vertical circle in
perspective, we will now determine the angled
ellipse orientation for the minor axis. An angled
ellipse uses the minor axis for alignment, too.
This orientation takes a little more visual
judgment than an ellipse in the horizontal or
vertical orientation. A visual key that helps to
align angled ellipses is to remember that the
minor axis and the imaginary axis are
perpendicular to the plane of the ellipse. The
white plastic rod depicts the imaginary axis and
represents the minor axis orientation. In order
to prove this point, make an enlarged photo copy of this page: set the photo copier
enlargement for 150 percent. You will need the center the image on the copier and set the
mode to photo. Locate a 50 degree ellipse template and overlay the ellipse with a 1 .75 size,
50 degree ellipse. Be sure to align the minor axis with the white plastic rod. As you will
notice, the minor axis indication marks on the template align with the white rod. Make
photocopies of other images in this paper and use other ellipse templates to check the
alignment. The enlargement size may need adjusting. Also, most ellipse templates are
graduated in 5 degree increments, so select the degree that best matches the ellipse. Ellipse
size will be a factor, too.

The Chord Method: Application
Now that we know the correct ellipse orientation, the minor axis direction, we now need to
determine the correct ellipse degree. So far, the images that have been shown in this paper
have all been the correct ellipses; because the majority of the ellipses shown are actual
photographs of circles or discs. The Chord Method is used to help determine the visually
correct ellipse. At the beginning of this paper a chord was defined and an image was shown
with a line, a chord line, dividing the circle into two equal sections. This technique is applied
to circles in perspective, ellipses, to determine two equal sections.
A photograph of the white cube has
been overlaid using an ellipse template
and triangle, which indicates a chord
line. The chord line created by the
triangle has divided the bottom part of
the ellipse into two sections. The two
sections should appear visually equal.
In order to explain how to apply the
Chord Method we will start with a
horizontal ellipse and I will use a step
by step approach.

The Chord Method for Horizontal Oriented Ellipses
Step 1: Draw any line to a vanishing point. The line shown
in Step 1 vanishes to the left vanishing point. Then draw an
ellipse with the minor axis inline with the vanishing line. The
degree of the ellipse is relevant at this time.
Step 2: Draw a vertical line through the geometric center of
the ellipse. This divides the perspective circle, an ellipse, into
two visually equal halves.
Step3: Draw a line through the lower section of the ellipse
that vanishes to the right vanishing point, as shown in Step
3. This line is called a chord line. The two sections that are
created by the chord line should appear visually equal, if the
correct degree of ellipse is used.
If the minor axis of the ellipse is aligned to right vanishing
line then you strike a chord line to the left vanishing point
and check the two sections for equality. As you can see from
the image, the two sections are equal. Remember, the equal
sections are based on visual equality, not physical volume.
This question should be asked: Do they appear equal?
In the illustration below, a box has been created with an
ellipse (a circle in perspective) shown on the right side of the
box. Also, perspective guide lines are shown to help
establish the minor axis line and the chord line. This
illustration shows the correct ellipse.
The following examples
show ellipses that are not
correct. As you can see the
two sections created by the
chord line are not equal. In
the first image the ellipse is too large; the degree of the
ellipse is large. Remember, the size of the ellipse is
determined by the major axis and the degree is determined
by the minor axis. Here, the minor axis distance, the
degree, is too large.
The section to the right of the horizontal line, which
intersects the geometric center of the ellipse, is larger than

the section left of the horizontal line. If both sections are visually equal then the correct
degree of ellipse is used.
In the image to the right shows the degree of the ellipse
is too small. The section to the right of the horizontal
line is smaller than the section to the left. In both images
the minor axis orientation is aligned with the left
vanishing point and the chord line is drawn to the right
vanishing point. It is important to remember the chord
line is to drawn to the opposite vanishing point as the
minor axis is aligned.
This same technique and information is used on the left
side of the cube, also. If a circle in perspective, an ellipse, is
drawn on the left side of the cube then the minor axis is to
be aligned with the right vanishing point. And the chord is
drawn to the left vanishing point (see the image to the left).
Changing the degree of the ellipse, which is direct
relationship with the minor axis distance, will result in an
ellipse that is not visually correct. I have found that when
using ellipse templates that the degree of the minor axis
can be either five degrees small or five degrees large without affecting the visual correctness.
It is when the minor axis is ten degrees or greater, either large or small, that the ellipse
appears off.
Now that we have reviewed circles (ellipses) on the flat horizontal sides of a cube, let’s look
at circles on the top of the cube, those that are vertically oriented. Ellipses drawn in this
orientation are different from those shown previously. The minor axis is still the key, but in
the vertical orientation the minor axis is always aligned vertically. The chord method can be
applied to ellipses in this orientation, but the technique
differs slightly from the horizontally oriented ellipses.
The image to the left illustrates the use of the chord method
for vertically oriented ellipses. If the incorrect degree ellipse
template is used or if a free ellipse is too thin or too thick the
sections created by the chord will not appear visually equal.
In the following images the chord method for vertical
ellipses is explained.
The Chord Method for Vertical Oriented Ellipses
Step 1: Draw any ellipse with the minor axis aligned
vertically. Draw any line through the geometric center of
the ellipse to either the left or the right vanishing point. In
this image the line is drawn to the left vanishing point.

Step 2: Draw a line through the ellipse to the opposite
vanishing point of the previous line. Make sure that the line
starts on the bottom part of the ellipse (as shown). This line
will intersect the first line, which will create two sections.
Step3: Check the sections to verify that they are visually
equal. If they are not, adjust the thickness of the ellipse so
that the sections are visually equal. The thickness of the
ellipse is controlled by the degree, which is directly related to
the minor axis.
As stated in Step 1, the line drawn through the center can be
drawn to either vanishing point and then the chord line is
drawn to the opposite vanishing point. The image below
provides an example of the line drawn through the center
and vanishing to the right vanishing point. The chord line is
drawn though the ellipse, intersecting the line drawn
through the center, and vanishing to the left vanishing
point. Notice that the two sections created by the
intersecting lines are to the left side of the ellipse. Applying
the Chord Method to vertically oriented ellipses can be
checked by either technique described above.
The Chord Method can also be used as a tool to help set
up a quasi perspective grid. This can be achieved by starting with an ellipse that orients the
minor axis vertically. Draw a line through center in the general direction of either the left or
right vanishing point. Then draw a chord line to the opposite vanishing point that creates
two visually equal sections.
Now, you have established both vanishing point directions. Create a box around the ellipse
that vanishes to the right and left. Make sure that the lines touch the sides of the ellipse. This
will create a square in perspective, which can be used a basis for a perspective sketch. See the
images below. This technique can be applied to ellipses that are horizontally oriented, too.

The final use of the Chord Method is for angled circles; ellipses that have there minor axis
oriented in different directions other than to the left or right vanishing point and vertically.
This application is for those cylindrical objects that are on angled surfaces. This technique
was developed through my teaching experiences and was not part of the original handout
that I received form Professor Bullock.
As shown in the photograph, the minor axis is visually
perpendicular to the surface that the ellipse is on. This is
true for all circles in perspective. Two help me visualize
this I imagine that an arrow is penetrating the center of the
circle. Another way to envision the perpendicular line is to
imagine that there is an axle that the circle (ellipse) would
rotate about.
The following images explain how to use the chord
method for ellipses on angled surfaces.
Draw a line that appears
to be visually
perpendicular with the
angled surface. Draw an
ellipse with the minor
axis aligned with the
perpendicular line. Draw
another line through the
center of the ellipse that
is on the same plane as
the angled surface.
Next, draw a chord line
at the top of the ellipse,
which vanishes in the
same direction as the
angled surface. This
lines should intersect
the line that is drawn
through the center of the ellipse. This will create two sections. If the two sections are visually
correct then the correct degree of ellipse has been used.
It should be evident that visually correct ellipses can now be drawn with confidence. The
main key is the minor axis alignment and after that has been established the next factor is the
proper thickness of the ellipse, which is directly related to the degree of the ellipse. With the
information provided, there are a few variations and combinations of this method that can
be used in sketching. I suggest that you explore these techniques and master the chord
method. Remember, this method still relies on visual judgment, but it should prove helpful
when drawing objects with cylindrical forms.
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Vargas Llosa’s Heart of Darkness: Transatlantic Tropes of African and Indian
Identity
[Indeed,] while reading your dear letters
I have forgotten Africa, the Congo, the
black savages and the white slaves
(of whom I am one) who inhabit it

(Joseph Conrad’s letter to his aunt)i

[Indian] violence astonishes us because it is an anomaly
in our daily [white] lives. For the Iquichanos, this violence
is the atmosphere they live from the moment they
are born until their death
(Mario Vargas Llosa on Peruvian Indians)ii

Reminiscing about his childhood, Conrad recalls the time when he was a nine he pointed
his finger to a spot in a map of Africa. As he did that, he wondered about the inscrutability of the
“blank space then representing the unsolved mystery of that continent” and in the excitement of
the moment, he promised to himself that in the future he would go “there.”iii Conrad fulfilled
his dream and went to Africa, in fact, into the heart of it as he went up the Congo River in
today’s Republic of Zaire. His trip would inspire him to create Marlow’s celebrated journey,
going up the river searching for Kurtz while discovering the savagery that Africa offered to the
European traveler. As for Vargas Llosa, it is difficult to ascertain if his membership in a
government party sent to investigate the killings of some journalists in the Peruvian Andes
served as the referent to his writing of Corporal Lituma’s journey to the said mountains. What it
is known however are his views of the local Indians whom he imagines as violent, ritualistic and
savage (Making Waves 196). The question for this paper is how the journeys of Marlow in Heart
of Darkness (1899) and Corporal Lituma in Lituma en los Andes (1993) become expeditions of
Othering—to use Gayatri Spikak’s term (134-136)—in which Western travelers go about
elaborating specific knowledge of faraway lands and the people within them.
As I read Conrad’s letter and Vargas Llosa’s comments on Indians, I have the strange
sensation that old habits do indeed die hard, especially if they are about colonized subjects.
Conrad’s views of Africans are more than hundred years old and Vargas Llosa’s visions of
Peruvian Indians are contemporary, yet they are strikingly similar. This similitude points to the
recurring “traveling metaphors” iv of European fiction, which stress the suffering and the
deterioration of the Western mind in the timeless land of the savage, where it is unable to come
to terms with the inscrutability and cannibalism of the native. These tropes however are not
about the savage, but about Western imagined fears and preconceived views about nonEuropeans. In Western fiction, European travelers see themselves in danger of being
contaminated or, worse, obliterated when journeying to the miserable places where Westerners
go to civilize, to evangelize and to trade. These journeys, although imbued with the excitement
of discovery, wonder and the horror of new lands, essentially reinforce Western notions of the
“antipode as perverse” (Ryan 119) when compared with the colonial center.
Marlow, standing for Western consciousness, goes up the Congo River where he finds a
primeval world; this strange geography and the human primitivism he encounters is embodied in
the “horror! the horror!” that pervades much of the narrative (68). What did Marlow find along
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the shores of the Congo River? He speaks of [European] grief and suffering, and witnesses the
end of a decayed soul with a brilliant mind (Kurtz) who has succumbed to the enticement of the
wild practices that Africa has offered him. In Lituma en los Andes, similar rhetoric pervades the
story of a traveler from the coastal region of Peru who travels “back in time” to the primeval
world of the Peruvian sierras inhabited by backward, uncivilized and cannibalistic Indians.
Stephen Greenblatt notes that Western travel writing, the literary device preferred by
Europeans since the Renaissance, has helped European consciousness to construct specific
knowledge of what has been considered savage and primitive; travel writing in fact has been
trusted by Western travelers to be the foremost method of acquiring this type of information
(123, 129). This writing, which reflects the use of unilateral power for interpellating its targets
aesthetically for political and economic agendas, is today not only a tool to acquire knowledge,
but also a unique narrative device. Michel de Certau notes the characteristics of this writing.
First, the outbound voyage is preceded by a postulate of difference that embodies the rhetoric of
distance indispensable for the success of the story. This speculation reflects the assumptions of
the audience in the writer’s home society. The second stage of the journey is carried out in the
land of the savage, where the narrator is the inside witness to the reality of the Other. The third
stage is the traveler’s return home. In the end of the journey, the findings are confirmed by either
the native himself or the traveler (70).
The meeting with the Other helps to uncover the ideology running through Conrad’s
account. Blacks, like the natives in many other colonial encounters, are difficult to deal with; in
fact, are inscrutable with a “deathlike indifference” (HD 19). If the fever and the anguish do not
break civilized man, then adaptation to African customs seems to be the logical step for
European travelers. Kurtz, the man for whom Marlow is searching, has succumbed to savagery
and, in fact, has joined the savages in the midnight rendering of some “unspeakable rites” (HD
50). According to Marlow, Kurtz became insane in the Congo and it is only then that he joins the
natives’ practices. An unbridled savagery reigns in the Congo as presaged by the rhythmic drums
that announce the worse of African practices: cannibalism.
As with Conrad’s view of the primeval forest in Africa, the Peruvian mountains are a
hellish place not only in the topographical sense but also in the challenges local customs pose to
civilized travelers. The Andes mountains are a place where coastal man goes to suffer or to prove
himself. Take the pathos of Lituma’s sidekick, Carreño. He is a good man who, although
originally from the mountains, deserves (according to the narrator) to have been born in the coast
(13). He goes to work in a small town in the mountains; he is mourning a lost love and he sees
his stay in the sierras as a process of purgation of his sins. He is “cansado de la vida” ‘tired of
living’ and he thinks that his suffering in this “fin del mundo” ‘end of the world’ will relieve him
of his torments (16). The journey is both a trip of personal purgation and of discovery.
Like Marlow in Africa, the two policemen must deal with the ancient, inscrutable,
“impenetrable [s]” Others (this time Peruvian Indians) who are unlike the real people found on
the coast (20). The land, as well, reflects this idea of inscrutability that seemingly for Vargas
Llosa is a staple of the Peruvian mountains; the land is “indecifrable,” ‘cryptic,’ and can only
engender violent ways. (179). The land and the people seem to complement each other. The
mountain is “infernal, Tomasito. No me extraña, con tanto serrucho” ‘the mountains are
infernal, Tomasito. It does not surprise me, with so many Indians’ (71). The logical reaction of
Lituma is then to admit his bad luck in the mountains: “[ . . . ]la desesperación. Quisiera ponerme
a llorar a gritos” ‘the desperation. I feel like crying’ (73). For the men hailing from the coast,
“the horror! the horror!” of the Peruvian mountains challenges their whole humanity. Indians as
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Conrad’s blacks, engage in those rites which in colonial discourse only seem to materialize in the
land of the Other. This time Indian women perform the rituals; it is they who practice their craft
“cantando, bailando, siempre bailando, azuzándose unas a otras” ‘singing, dancing, always
dancing, inciting one another’ (272).
In Western tradition, besides this idea of the predetermined condemnation of the Other,
there is the assumption that the land of the Other is a place where Europeans can prove their
fitness for salvation. Western man needs to go through a journey of suffering (in the religious
sense), which allows him to redeem itself in the eyes of God (Fabian 4,5) or to provide the
historical proof of the savage existence as provided by de Certau’s second stage. The
ingratiation of the traveler is, of course, not to God but what has replaced God in the modern
world: the civilized ideal embodied in the English empire (London specifically) in Heart of
Darkness and the Peruvian political apparatus in Lituma. And both are assumed to be the centers
of civilization radiating enlightened ideals to their respective dominions. Befitting the geographic
and religious duality of this journey from these civilized centers, any encountered difference is
perceived in temporal, spatial and moral terms. The Other, whether in Africa or Latin America,
lives at the end of the world, exhibiting a ferocious persona and rampant immorality.
Externalizing religious dogma into political action, economic adventures and rhetorical
praxis, travel writing synthesizes this idea of passage, a type of journey that replicates the
traveler’s view of the world. Travel writing then is the tool for imagining and recording that
world through which Europeans go either in their journey to heaven or their journey to riches. As
Fabian indicates, “pilgrimages, crusades and missions” embody that duality of religious need and
political necessity, thus providing the excuse for Western man’s wisdom and self-attainment (6).
In Latin America, that wisdom, in political terms, has developed into the instrument in the hands
of the local letrado (lettered men) who set up the boundaries of knowledge concerning the
Peruvian state and the role of the native. In independent times, Indians have become the objects,
not the subjects, of their own existence.
This idea of constructing the subjectivity of the native while journeying in the land of the
native is repeated in other Conrad works. In Lord Jim (1900) it is the Western Self (Jim) whose
journey to honor and satisfaction (as shown by his smirk at the end of the narrative) is
accomplished in Patusan. Patusan witnesses Jim’s superior European character as he brings
peace to the restless natives. In Nostromo (1904), all the Europeans who happen to venture into
the imaginary South American country of Costaguana become tainted with the reigning
corruption there. Only the most European family (by culture), the Goulds, seem to keep a
civilized demeanor in the middle of corruption, suspicion and anarchy which for Conrad are the
sine qua non of Latin America.
This ideology is echoed by other Vargas Llosa works as well. In Historia de Mayta
(1984) the narrator must go into primitive, dirty and chaotic situations which for Vargas Llosa
characterize Peru; there he goes through a series of trials in order to find knowledge about the
Indian Mayta. If in Heart of Darkness, the search for Kurtz begins in civilized Brussels, in Mayta
it begins in calm, tree-lined Paris. In another journey, described by Vargas Llosa in El hablador
(1987) the search begins in Florence, another European parting point, this time to find out about
the Indians of the Peruvian jungle.
I read Heart of Darkness and Lituma as a way of examining the ideological foundations
of the Western world and its assumptions about the Other rather than as commentaries on
Africans or Peruvian Indians. The tropes used by Conrad and Vargas Llosa are understandably
similar for the reasons discussed above, although these writers have different literary
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backgrounds. Conrad’s literary formation was mainly Polish and the English canon in
translation. Later, it is believed, he widened his interests, especially when living in England and
France (Knowles 5-8). Vargas Llosa’s writings, as is true of most Latin American writers, bear
traces of French Romanticism (Castro-Klaren 6-7).
Lituma, particularly, is not a comment on Indian atavism or Indian violence; it is about
old enduring metaphors that have been successful in concocting specific knowledge about the
Other. Lituma, to be sure, is not a novel that deals with Peruvian Indians but one that embodies
European fears and prejudices. It uses old ethnocentric tropes about unknown peoples and places
useful for the local elite’s political objectives. It is a novel in a long line of works that seem to
always find the Indians as the useful signifiers of savagery, immorality and timeless existence.
And as seen in this paper, the parallels to other colonial experiences are very revealing. The
colonial discourse, whether in Africa or Latin America, tends to minimize the role of colonial
enterprises in political problems, while at the same time alluding to native primitivism as the
source of all problems.
Befitting Michel de Certau’s third stage, Marlow goes back to Europe, but takes the
“horror” of Africa along that will torment him the rest of his life. Yet with that knowledge about
the Other, he feels he knows what is at stake in that unforgiving Africa: the continent is too
savage to leave to the native alone. In Lituma, Carreño is rewarded with a new post in his
dreamland -- the coast of Peru. And he is a better man for it. His journey pays off. Lituma,
however, must, like Marlow, live with the horror he has learned in the land of the Indian, and in
fact, he is transferred not to a coastal post but to the jungle. His journey, like Peru’s political
problems, does not end. It is still unresolved. As Lituma understood in the Andes mountains and
as Vargas Llosa emphasizes through his narrative, the geographical and human impediment to a
civilized Peru has not disappeared. For them, the source of the unresolved problems of Peru is
Indian primitivism which flourishes in the Andes.
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i

Notes

Conrad’ letter to this aunt from Kinshasa. The date is 26 of September, 1890. The whole letter is reprinted
in the Kimbrough edition (189).
ii
See Vargas Llosa’s personal recollection Making Waves (196).Vargas Llosa’s views are not new in Latin
America. They are old and widely spread and in fact part of a system of knowledge elaborated by the local European
elites. For the latter, Indians are hopeless, irrational, lazy, vengeful with an Oriental fatalism, characteristics which
reflect their particular customs and their environment. See Bunge 109-113 and Riva Aguero 38, 185.
iii
See Kimbrough 148.
iv
For Elleke Boehmer, “traveling metaphors” embody a common language (discourse) developed by
writers in different parts of the colonized world which developed into a network of “conventions of seeing and
reading” the colonial subject; these patterns became a constitutive element of the colonial system (51-52). In Latin
America, this systemic way of seeing the Other and the land in was inherited by the criollo (Spaniards born in the
New World).
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Ironically, while computer technology has created a myriad of opportunities for people
with disabilities, that same technology has often been used without consideration for the
special needs of the disabled.
Governments, organizations, and universities have all taken steps to
improve computer accessibility for people with disabilities. For example, various
countries have passed legislation, and the World Wide Web Consortium, the leader in
Web accessibility, has also created industry guidelines. At the postsecondary education
level, many universities have created guidelines to ensure the accessibility of
instructional materials and Web based curriculum.
This study evaluated accessibility on college campuses in the United
States, the Web site homepage of public and private 2 and 4-year postsecondary
institutions were evaluated using Bobby, a Web accessibility software tool. The results
indicate that accessibility is an issue that has been addressed but requires further
attention.
The survey and the research literature provide conclusive evidence that
though some progress has been made, additional commitments by postsecondary
institutions are needed to improve disabled students’ access to instructional materials
and Web based content.
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A course about us: Team-teaching Autobiography through literature, creative writing,
and performance
Abstract
This paper provides a necessarily different, but we hope, valuable corollary to the
more interactive and performative presentation given at the Humanities Conference
regarding our team-taught course on Autobiography. Here, we attempt to give a narrative
background and some theoretical underpinnings to what is for us, necessarily, a “live”
shared experience with an audience of student/teacher/actor/writers. The paper also
attempts to give some sense for the different “voices” that we used in the work we did
together. Hence its shifting style and tone.
The theoretical introduction and accompanying course proposal and syllabi may
be fruitfully employed by other faculty at other campuses; these items may also serve as a
useful template or jumping off point for the development of very different kinds of
interdisciplinary courses in the Humanities and the Arts, and even between the Arts and
Sciences. We are both convinced that courses like this one, which interrogate
disciplinary boundaries, more fully convey to students the many things that we – as
highly educated people – know.
But that is only part of the story that we hope to tell. The other part – perhaps the
more important side – concerns our own joint autobiographies as artists, intellectuals and
teachers struggling to find ways to interact meaningfully with students, and the circuitous
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route by which, we eventually found each other as colleagues, co-teachers, and now,
writing partners.
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A course about us: Team-teaching Autobiography through literature, creative writing,
and performance

“We are more and more only what we make, what we do.” Peggy Phelan
“Personal interpretation is a central part of the experience of poetry and
narrative.” Tobin Siebers.
“Culture as doing rather than buying, culture as sensuous activity – sometimes
collective and spontaneous, sometimes private and deliberative . . . .” David
James

Part 1 – Introduction
The following paper sets two goals for itself. First, we hope to construct a
narrative that will explain how a professor from Theatre and a professor from
Comparative Literature went about teaching an interdisciplinary 2-quarter lower-division
course on Autobiography given during the academic year of 2002-3 at the University of
California Riverside.1 But that is only part of the story that we hope to tell. The other
part – perhaps the more important side – concerns our own joint autobiographies as
artists, intellectuals and teachers struggling to find ways to interact meaningfully with
students, and the circuitous route by which, we eventually found each other as colleagues,
co-teachers, and now, writing partners.

1

This paper provides a necessarily different, but we hope, valuable correlary to the presentation given at
the Humanities Conference. That presentation, in keeping with the philosophy and praxis of our course,
was a “performance” in Eric Bogosian’s sense of the word -- which is that, “performance is behavior in
front of an audience.” In contrast, this paper attempts to give narrative background and some theoretical
underpinnings to what is for us, necessarily, a “live” shared experience with an audience of
student/teacher/actor/writers. The paper also attempts to give some sense for the different “voices” that we
used in the work we did together. Hence its shifting style and tone.
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It is our profound wish that the practical information contained in this paper can
serve at least two pragmatic functions: the narrative and accompanying proposal and
syllabi may be fruitfully employed by other faculty at other campuses; these items may
also serve as a useful template or jumping off point for the development of very different
kinds of interdisciplinary courses in the Humanities and the Arts, and even between the
Arts and Sciences.
We are both convinced that courses like this one, which interrogate disciplinary
boundaries, more fully convey to students the many things that we – as highly educated
people – know. We also believe quite passionately that courses in the Humanities which
combine active modes of knowing – reading, performing, writing, discussing – enable
students to experience the “heat” of a culture, language, writer, theatrical practice, or idea
in a way that no single approach can. As teachers at an ever-growing public university
with a large population of first generation college goers and non-native speakers of
English, we note that our 21st Century students respond less and less well to the standard
lecture/discussion format that is still commonplace in university and college settings.
There is, naturally, much argument about why this alienation from the humanities
and the arts has come about and what it might mean. For example, admired education
historian Dianne Ravitch implies that such “indifference’ may stem from the dumbing
down of curricula in American public schools, particularly since WW 2.2 On the other
end of the political spectrum, cultural historian and film scholar David James analyzes
2

See in particular Chapter 2, “A Fork in the Road” (51-87). Ravitch makes it clear that that the tendency to
dilute the academic challenge of the public school is at work in American education already in the early
20th Century, and is tied – in insidious ways – to mechanisms for controlling the future of lower class
children, non Caucasian children, and the children of immigrants:
The goal of many educational reformers was not to make the academic curriculum accessible to
more students but to devise a practical curriculum for those who would soon be in the workforce,
especially students who were poor, foreign-born, and nonwhite. (Ravitch 55)
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the considerable hegemony of corporate-sponsored mass media and culture, which
functions, in his view as a means to:
valorize the capital invested in its production, to enforce the class difference between those who
own the mans of production . . . and those who are functional in is production, . . so to sustain

and renew the system of capitalism as such (Power Misses 12).
But it is interesting to note that artists worry as well. Creative practitioner, Avantgarde video-artist Erika Suderburg, has often and publicly voiced her concern about the
disappearance of the body in American culture and the corresponding loss of
consciousness of what it means to live in and with physicality.3 Similarly, Surrealistinspired fiction writer Aimee Bender wonders why writing must always be so limited to
linear and realist genres and to such ultimately empty ways of seeing the world.4
What is striking is how much these arguments cohere around the admission of a
basic, worrisome trend – that of American students’ alienation from the humanities and
art as they grow more and more enmeshed in mass video culture.
As practitioners on the ground, in the classroom with students who desperately
need to know but who don’t know how to know it, we can say this much: the expectation
that students listen and take notes to the thoughts of a professor standing at a podium, or
giving a power point presentation, or even the expectation that today’s students can seat
themselves in a circle and magically come up with ideas for discussion do not work. The
classical, even “Socratic” teaching method doesn’t function well, because such gestures
do nothing to re-engage students with their own lived experience and with themselves, as
thinking, physical creatures. The performing arts – with their necessary emphasis on the
body – thus emerge as a crucial intervention with which the classroom can come back to
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“life.” In similar fashion, creative writing exercises grouped around literary readings,
encourage students to understand by trying and doing, by causing them to experience
directly the slipperiness and the complexity of words and syntax.
As professional intellectuals, we are all facing a challenge that is only now being
named. “Pedagogy,” a word used primarily in schools of education is now coming to the
fore as a problem for the academician at all levels of post high-school education. The
recent spate of articles and the formation of PEDGAGOGY, an academic journal
dedicated to the problems of literary education, testifies to this new awareness that as
intellectuals with a mission we cannot proceed the way we have been – in short, that our
way of disseminating knowledge does not work. The following attempt did work, and
perhaps more importantly, served to initiate a series of conversations between: directors,
actors, writers, literature critics, and historians; seniors and freshmen, students of very
diverse ethnic backgrounds and interest; students and faculty; finally, between faculty
from different disciplines. These conversations need to continue. This is our
contribution to a necessary, ongoing dialogue.

Part 2 -- Autobiographies
Narrative a – Eric Barr
How it started: a one act play

(Eric Barr leans back in his chair and throws one foot up on his desk.)
ERIC:
It began innocently enough. A professor of Comparative Literature
invited a professor of Theatre to talk to her class about performing Shakespeare. How do
the actors approach the text, what kind of preparation is needed, are there special
concerns with acting Shakespeare and what is acting all about anyway?
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As I spoke to her class about the varying elements of acting, Professor Hammer,
who also has a background in theatre, and I began to interact in an almost improvisatory
manner on the topics of teaching, acting and Shakespeare. All at once students were
exposed to the material in a two-pronged fashion. They heard an explanation of acting
concepts and experienced the performative and interactive nature of acting. Additionally,
the ‘riffing’ on performance went from Shakespeare, to television to the performance of
self and settled into a discourse on performance in teaching. The class ended like a good
performances should with “audience” and “performers” stimulated by the interaction of
good material and the ‘circle of performance’ – performer to performer, performer to
audience, audience to performer.
After the class, Professor Hammer and I met and discussed performance in
teaching and the effectiveness of the interactive class we had just taught. This led to a
discussion about the differences in teaching performance and ‘ordinary’ classes and the
expectations one has about what students will do in the classroom. Finally, we discussed
my work with ArtsBridge Scholars, arts majors who were trained and sent into local area
schools to bring arts training to kindergarten through 12th grade students who no longer
received any formal arts education. In addition, to teaching students how to prepare
lesson plans and to map out 25 hours of contact time, I worked with them on the
performance aspects of teaching, including responding to a classroom audience that is
attentive and to one that is beginning to shift in their seats. We were in agreement on
many issues and had questions for each other that, at the time, had no answers.
In typical fashion we said, “We should do that again sometime.” But as every
actor knows, there is text and subtext and the two are rarely saying the same thing. Life,
work and the university, despite saying it supported team-taught courses, made it all but
impossible to for Professor Hammer and I to collaborate again.
Then in an unrelated twist of fate, we found ourselves in the university research
center working together on a Jewish Studies Group. Here, with faculty from Philosophy,
History and English we examined Jewish Identity at the end of the 20th Century.
Professor Hammer and I discussed the specific topic but more often than not returned to
our earlier discussions exploring methods of teaching and communicating ideas in ways
that went beyond delivering papers, lecturing or having people read what we had written.
Finding that many of our colleagues didn’t agree with our thoughts on performance in
teaching, at least in practice, we decided that we did need to explore the subject further.
Again as the research project ended we said, “We should do that again
sometime.” This time, text and subtext, while not exactly on the same wavelength, were
much closer together. We continued to communicate from time to time and were finally
given the opportunity to collaborate on a class when the university received a grant from
the Hewlett Foundation to develop interdisciplinary team-taught courses. We could no
longer avoid doing what we had been talking about and A Course About Me was born.
Of course the idea of teaching with someone else frightened me. I wasn’t
accustomed to having another faculty member watching me teach. What if she didn’t
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like my teaching, what if she didn’t agree with my approach and what if the students
didn’t respond to me? This would be different and it didn’t feel comfortable.
Well I can’t tell you how many times I’ve told my acting students “if you’re
comfortable you’re not taking risks and if you’re not taking risks you aren’t going to do
produce any interesting work.” So I sucked it up and decided to go into the classroom
with another faculty member. The first few days we were both wary, trying to get a sense
of how to share a space that we were both accustomed to being on our own in. But then
the fear turned to excitement as Professor Hammer and I began to interact with each other
and the students. We became a tag team of information, ideas and experiments. The
students enjoyed the interaction and really involved themselves in the class. They
worked in groups, they worked in pairs, and they worked alone. They read, wrote, spoke,
moved, performed and thought.
What became apparent to me was that the class, A Course About Me, had really
begun as a class about me (us.) That is, I connected to another faculty member with a
shared interest. We developed a class that excited me (us.) We found a manner of
teaching the work that utilized all of our skills and interests in the performative nature of
teaching. Gradually, as students became more involved in the material and made it their
own, the course became about them. Finally, when they presented their autobiographical
pieces to an audience, the course became about the audience, who empathized and
connected to the personal stories told by the students. So, whoever came in contact with
the class it became for them “a class about me.”
This same shifting of focus happens in performance. Acting students must spend
a great deal of time developing their bodies, voices, acting technique and enthusiasm for
the work. In fact in the first year of an acting class almost all attention is focused on the
actor. Then the actor must stop thinking about him or herself and become expert at
‘giving things away.’ Giving their lines and energy to their acting partners and to
audience. This transference of ‘ownership’ makes for successful performances.
I believe that the same transference made the class A Course About Me
successful. As a team Professor Hammer and I began by creating an environment where
students could be totally immersed in the work, completely involved in it – mentally and
physically. Once they made the work their own they were able to share it with others and
the material developed a life of its own.
In addition to its success with the students I was also amazed at how much I
learned about another approach to teaching after so many years in the classroom. This
happened because I got to spend 20 weeks in the classroom with an energetic colleague
from a different discipline who shared a common interest in finding ways of reaching
students. In this way, the class once again becomes about me (us) as we continue to
explore teaching approaches for our own and other disciplines.
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Narrative b—Stephanie Hammer
i. Creative writing exercise: Write a story about yourself in the 3rd
person, using “once upon a time” as the opening and creating a fairy-tale like
atmosphere

Once upon a time there was a girl who loved stories.
She liked hearing them, reading them, and seeing them.

In

plays and in the movies, told by a grownup or another kid.
Or in books, it didn’t matter.

She liked this so much she

wrote her own stories and made up her own plays.

But her

parents worried because they didn’t have enough money to
pursue such activities and so as the girl got older, and
after she studied acting, and writing, and languages, the
girl thought what shall I do to make a living?

She thought

that if she could not do these things she loved she could
still talk about them, and learn about them, and then
perhaps teach about them because this was a little bit like
telling a story too, a story about stories and about
storytellers.

She decided to be a teacher to grownups so

that she could talk about grownup things.

So she got a

Ph.D. since that was the most grown up degree there was,
and is.
This work of teaching about stories kept her busy, for
the girl noticed that a lot of people didn’t understand
stories, or were afraid of them, and were also afraid to
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ask about them.

At first she offered more and more

information about the stories and their makers.

But the

knowledge didn’t make the students less afraid, but rather
more, or else they fiendishly copied down what she said on
a piece of paper and then they didn’t think about anything.
So she began to ask them more and more what they thought of
their own stories.
Sometimes, the people she spoke to – who were often,
but not always, young people – had no stories of their own.
This seemed like a bad thing to the girl and so she asked
them to make up stories and then to read a story and to
compare the two.

The people, where were now younger and

older, liked this and one time a very angry boy wrote a
poem about taking a shower and then he read Wordsworth and
said you know what?

That Wordsworth is a lot like me.

After that talk, she made students write poems about their
favorite places, their darkest secrets, and even, when they
read someone like Augustine – their worst sins.

ii. the fairy-tale and my adventure in teaching with Eric Barr
The fairy-tale is a genre in which I myself work as a creative writer and which I
still delight in as a reader and viewer. The first play I ever remember seeing was about a
fairy godmother, disguised in a raincoat. I recall standing up in the audience and
shouting THERE SHE IS to the hero, who could not seem to figure out where his magic
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helper went. I wanted to help him. I wanted to explain. I think those two very intuitive
urges sum up the real reasons for my presence at the university.
I arrived at a more liquid, flexible and creative understanding of teaching
literature gradually, through exposure to this wonderful class. But before that, I found
my first sense of intellectual belonging-ness when I got to know Eric Barr in a Jewish
Studies Seminar group sponsored by our Center for Ideas and Society. Or better said,
where I got a sense of what Eric Barr cared about, because, in truth I had known him for
many years before this.
During this Jewish Studies group seminar, many fine scholars debated many
points of Jewish History, and interpretative points concerning the Bible. I remember two
specific instances when I felt excited about the seminar and where I also felt that I
understood something new about Eric Barr: when a speaker from UC Berkeley came to
talk about the Yiddish Theater, and when I myself did a presentation on Art Spiegelman’s
MAUS. It was during those sessions that Eric came alive, asking all kinds of questions
about acting, and representation and about Jewishness and mourning. Most of our
colleagues were uninspired by the history of the theater that Mel Gordon laid out for
them and generally uninterested in MAUS. But Eric and I both agreed that Art
Spiegelman’s comic strip rendition of his father’s life was a terrifically important text –
replete with resonances from popular culture, Jewish and American immigrant identities,
stand up comedy, and astute psychological insight into the nature of trauma.
It was then that I realized that Eric cared at least as much as I did about reaching
students and about making teaching a living, shared experience. I think it was the MAUS
discussion in particular that got us thinking about team-teaching a course on performance
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and literature that would revolve around the problem of autobiography: how can you tell
your own story so that it feels unique, special, and alive? I gave up on the project several
times, but Eric persisted (the Yiddish word is “nudge”), until we finally went forward –
with the incentive of some $$ from a Hewlett instructional grant.5
Collaborating on a course was an entirely new experience for me, coming as I do
from scholarship and from fiction and poetry writing – solitary enterprises, all. Problems
of procedure haunted me: Who was in charge? Who made decisions and how? Finally, I
realized that I would have to give up figuring out the procedure and just phone Eric, and
email him, and have lunch with him a lot. I realized that the structure of the course and
the approach would actually have to emerge from the conversations and I could not
predict in advance what those conversations would produce. It was a strange way to
proceed, but it was also exhilarating, and it was wonderful beyond words to have
someone to actually talk to about a class.
After the initial shock of having another teacher in the classroom, I felt a sense of
companionship I had never before experienced in teaching. I became a much bolder,
more experimental teacher: I opened every class with a piece of music from the culture
and period under consideration; I performed and encouraged students to perform and
explore differences in culture through physical movements and postures. I was able to
take big chances with our students, because I had a partner experienced in the performing
arts for whom physicality was an obvious choice, and the classroom expanded, becoming
5

A point worth making here is that university sponsored interdisciplinary conversations, such as the one
sponsored by the UC Riverside Center for Ideas and Society are, I believe, invaluable, precisely because
they DON’T necessarily do what they are “supposed” to do. Officially such groups and research consortia
are created in order to generate articles, books, and conferences arranged by the participants. In our case
the seminar interactions produced collaborations of a different order in so far as our conversations raised
crucial questions for us about who we are and what we do, gave voice to real dissatisfactions, and brought
us together in the development of A COURSE ABOUT ME.
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a meeting place for students to write, do dance movements, join together for discussions,
as well as perform.
I should also say that we were blessed with a wonderful group of students.
In the end, A COURSE ABOUT ME became a highly valuable opportunity to get
myself to think in tandem with another person and to get students to think in turn about
their own stories. As models and challenges we discussed, read out loud, and did creative
writing exercises around the stories of the many glorious tellers from the global literary
past: Sei Shonagon, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Frederick Douglass, Rachel Rosenthal,
Rumi, and many others.
Through A COURSE ABOUT ME, I have learned a fairy-tale lesson: how
important it is to invite students into the adventure of literature, writing, and performance
as a means to experience and share the wonder of their own lives. And how crucial it is
to find faculty partners in the quest to teach oneself one’s self.
And in the end, we were all very happy.

Part 3 -- Documents
a. Course Proposal
THE COURSE ABOUT ME: AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN WORLD LITERATURE AND
IN PERFORMANCE

This proposed Hewlett course interweaves the disciplines of Comparative
literature, Creative writing, and Theater into a multi-dimensional exploration of the
autobiographical impulse in human culture. Part 1 of the course will culminate in a
research paper, while Part 2 will result in the creation of individual performance pieces,
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all deriving from the student’s own “autobiography,” which will emerge through the 20
weeks of the course.
The aim of this class is to bring into active dialogue two ways of thinking often
held to be inimical to each other: namely, the “creative” versus the “critical” mindset. In
THE COURSE ABOUT ME, students will learn to negotiate the many literary traditions
which prize autobiography and then use this knowledge both in order to further their
abilities in intellectual argumentation and rhetoric and also in order to engage in a
productive, artistic (self-) discovery through the experience of dramatic performance.
In this sense CAM will provide students with a unique and highly challenging
learning experience, in which the intellectual practice of humanistic inquiry and the
physical/emotional/psychological practice of theatre will confront each other, mesh and
merge. We believe that this confrontation of epistemological modes is not only valuable,
but indeed crucial to our students, as they grapple with the complexities of an American
culture fraught with multiple and often conflicting histories, ideologies, and perceptions
of what the “self” is or ought to be.
Operating as a team throughout both quarters, we will introduce students to a
wide variety of autobiographical art pieces from several different domains – world
literature, visual art (including painting and cinema), creative writing and performance
art, even as we gradually incorporate improvisational dramatic exercises to encourage
and enable students to begin thinking about what their own autobiographical performance
might look like. The first quarter will concentrate primarily on readings, visits, and short
exercises, while the second quarter will focus more on the development of individual
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student performances. During the first quarter in particular, we hope to make use of the
impressive arts faculty at UCR.

b. Syllabi

HASS 24A. Far away, so close: autobiography from the Bible
to the 20th Century
Week 1

Tues 01/07
Thurs 01/09

Welcome/interviews/I remember
Open discussion/exercises

Week 2
Tues 01/14
The Psalms
Thurs 01/16

quiz 1 -- the lyrical “I” in the prayer and the love poem:

Week 3

Tues 01/21
Thurs 01/23

quiz 2 -- Confessions and Observations: Augustine
Sei Shonagon The Pillow Book

Week 4

Tues 01/28
Thurs 01/30

quiz 3 Eastern visions: Mahadeviaka
Rumi’s poetry

Sappho

Week 5
Tues 02/04
Montaigne
Thurs 02/06

quiz 4 the personal essay as subversive autobiography:

Week 6

Tues 02/11
Thurs 02/13

IN CLASS MIDTERM
Basho and the poet’s journey

Week 7

Tues 02/18
Thurs 02/20

quiz 5 the Romantic self in prose and poetry: Rousseau
Wordsworth

Week 8

Tues 02/25
Thurs 02/27

quiz 6 Bearing Witness: Fredrick Douglass
Whitman and others

Sor Juana

Week 9 - CALIFORNIA VOICES: different modalities of “me”
Week 10 – 2-5 minute mini-performance pieces by students
Your final project is a two to five minute performance of a story from a
real life experience of your own. In addition to the story, you must include one
other performance element from those that we have discussed in class. On
Tuesday, March 4th or Thursday March 6th (depending on when your group run
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through day is), you must turn in a draft of your performance piece and a list of
props, furniture, and technical support that you think you need to perform the
piece. While you will be responsible for supplying anything you need, except the
cd player, it is important to carefully think through the entire performance and
determine what is required to make it
happen.
Your final presentations must be memorized and performed with no stops. At the
time of your performance, you will turn in a final draft of the performance piece.
Throughout the quarter there will be a series of performance exercises. Some will
require preparation some will be improvisatory and done in class.
Work Load:
25% = 8 weekly quizzes on reading (multiple choice or short answer)
15% = 1 in class midterm
15% = 1 take home final
15% = creative writing in class exercises, performance exercises, and homework as
assigned (average of 1-2 a week)
15% = journal (5 entries a week minimum, one page each. Handwritten only please)
15% = 2-5 minute performance piece

Reading:
Course Reader – available at Reprographics in the Commons
Extreme Exposure (at the bookstore)
Elements of Style (at the bookstore)

HASS 24B: Autobiography in Literature and Performance
Spring 2003
Tuesday, April 1
Thursday, April 3
lecture/demonstration

Introduction to the literature/exercises
Susan Merson – solo performance artists –

Tuesday, April 8

False autobiographies. Modernism and the visual.
Ruth Draper and Gertrude Stein. Avant-garde art in
the 20th Century

Thursday, April 10

Present Spring Break Performance Piece (Studio)
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(2-minute piece based on your spring break using
only 10 words. This piece should be thought of in
physical terms.)
Tuesday, April 1

Son of an Engineer and Future Fax. Rachel
Rosenthal, in EXTREME EXPOSURE).
Homework: My (science fiction) family photo.

Thursday, April 17

Spalding Gray – view Gray’s Anatomy (Olmsted)
Readings & Exercises

Tuesday, April 22

My country (ies) of origin, border crossings, names,
languages. Papers and discussion on the following
(different people will read different things)
Murikami, “Toni Takitani,”
Lenny Bruce “How to talk dirty,” “Pychopathia
Sexualis”
Guillermo Gomez-Pena “Borderstasis”
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha “Dictee”
Tim O’Brien “The Things They Carried”

Thursday, April 24

Present “History of My Body” in the Studio Theatre
(This 5-minute piece examines any aspect of your
body and how it has changed over the years.)

Tuesday, April 29

Liars, imaginers, and the universe in a split second
David Cale, “Deep in A dream of you”
Tobias Wolf, “Bullet in the Brain” hand out
Charles Baxter, “Gryphon”
Lily Tomlin, “Trudy”
Dael Orlandersmith, “Monster”
Andy Kaufman, “Carnegie Hall”
John Cheever, “The enormous radio”

Thursday, May 1

View Julia Sweeney’s “God Said Ha”
Final Project - 20-performance piece 1st
draft due

Tuesday, May 6

Beyond the stage and the text: autobiography and
video
Visit either the Sweeney Gallery or the California
Museum of Photography and write 2 pages wherein
you think about how visual media help us to see
things in ways that texts and live performance can't.

Thursday, May 8

Self-Portraiture with guest artist Jim Strombotne.
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Bring your self portraits (external and internal)
Tuesday, May 13
Thursday, May 15

Workshop final performance in small groups
Workshop final performances in small groups

Tuesday, May 20
Thursday, May 22

Exercises + rehearsal (Studio Theatre)
Exercises + rehearsal (Studio Theatre)

Tuesday, May 27
Thursday, May 29

Rehearsal
Rehearsal

Tuesday, June 3
Thursday, June 5

Present Pieces
Present Pieces

(Studio Theatre)
(Studio Theatre)
(Studio Theatre)
(Studio Theatre)

Work Load
12% “Spring Break” Performance, includes written version
12% “History of My Body” Performance, includes written version
26% Final presentation includes 1st and final draft.
30% 5 mini papers on reading
10% Journal – 3 entries per week. (15 entrees by 4/ 29. 15 additional entrees by 6/5)
10% Creative writing and performance exercises
LATE WORK WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.
MISSED QUIZZES OR EXAMS CANNOT BE MADE UP SO PLEASE PLAN
ACCORDINGLY.
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1) A TONIC TO REPURL THE WHORL
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3) CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY NORTHRIDGE
4) Asian American Studies Dept. for Rebecca E. Baroma and Maria Turnmeyer and
The English Department for Susan Caggiano and Alexa Hunter
California State University, Northridge
18111 Nordhoff Street, Northridge, California 91330
Phone: (818) 677-1200
5) EMAILS:
Rebecca.e.baroma@csun.edu
scaggiano@earthlink.net
lexyhunter@aol.com
mariaturnmeyer@yahoo.com
6.
The Whorl
Jakobson’s discussion of poetics claims that differences in opinions in regards to
literary and performative merit arise from the linguistic intersection of the synchronic and
diachronic. The multi-vocality of “The Whorl” illustrates that such differences occur in
mono-languages (in this case, English as used by four individuals) by taking into
consideration the immediate nature of writing and performance art. This reflects a
particular concentration in the piece on the way writing reflects upon the literary voices
of the many through the expression of individuals. Though the genesis of “The Whorl”
was a synchronic act, or the focus on what happens as it occurs on stage, it is a direct
result of the diachronic – that which deals with historical change itself. Our piece
explores both the synchronic and diachronic aspects of literary writing and performance
art. The theme of gender identity in “The Whorl” also reveals synchronicity (in the
writing about gender in the now) and diachronicity (as a narrative that travels backwards
in time dealing with the historical change in gender identity.)
“The Whorl” examines the unpredictable and literary nature of conversation. Each
writer wrote a narrative response to the previous writer that reflects upon issues of
gender, while simultaneously sending a message to the next writer. While “The Whorl”
focuses on gender, it is important to note what cultural signals, signs and signifiers (of
language) each writer selects to become the focus of her new contribution.

In addition, “The Whorl’s” multi-vocality of four women and four different
historical and ethnic perspectives challenges the value of history by combining the study
of linguistics, literature and performance art.

2nd Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities
Performing Arts Proceedings Submission
1. Music from around the world by the River Falls Brass, faculty brass quintet in
residence at University of Wisconsin – River Falls
2. River Falls Brass consists of
Tom Barnett, Trumpets
Craig Hara, Trumpets
Andrew Parks, Horn
Rick Gaynor, Trombone
Chuck Wazanowski, Tuba
3. University of Wisconsin – River Falls
4. Mailing address for all five musicians is:
410 South Third St.
Department of Music
University of Wisconsin – River Falls
River Falls, WI 54022
5. Email addresses:
Tom Barnett <thomas.barnett@uwrf.edu>
Craig Hara <Harable@comcast.net>
Andy Parks <ahparks@attbi.com>
Rick Gaynor <RickGaynor@aol.com>
Chuck Wazanowski <garmills@minn.net>
6. The River Falls Brass will present an exciting concert of brass literature from around
the world. The musical journey will start in present day America, travel back to
the Baroque Era in Italy, and continue to visit other important times and cultures
around the world that have influenced music and our heritage.
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This paper compares various theories of “submorphemes” (also called
phonesthemes), and argues for one of them, “key-consonant theory.” This
variant is of central significance for lexical theory, in that it posits one
overriding hypothesis about organization of the lexicon in the mind.
Examples are drawn from English and other languages.
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A. issues:
The present proposal is that initial consonants exhibit a coherent set of meanings in many
languages; I call such initial consonants “keys” (since they are partial keys to lexical
meanings of morphemes). They are, in Bolinger’s term, submorphemes, parts of
morphemes that exhibit a somewhat coherent meaning (or set of meanings), but leave
a meaningless remainder, e.g. wander/meander containing the submorpheme /-Ander/
(and meaningless remainders /w-/ vs. /mi-/; spray/spread/splay/splendor containing
the submorpheme /spL-/ plus meaningless remainders.
While any sequence, initial, medial, or final can be a submorpheme due to coincidence of
form and meaning (in principle accidental), initial consonants seem to play a special
role — in some languages more than others.
sound symbolism. Words for “puff” often have initial /p/ in a variety of languages —
and yet this is NOT the typical kind of example that I am suggesting. For example,
initial /p/ and /b/ (henceforth vp and vb) often have similar meanings in different
languages — but the meanings vary by language.

p
b

English
point
bulge

Hebrew
open
split

Chinese
flat, arrange
flat, arrange

Conclusion: vp and vb vary arbitrarily by language, like morphemes, although they
are submorphemes (i.e. smaller than morphemes).
morphemes vs. submorphemes. Acceptance of submorphemes into linguistic theory
hinges on issue of generativity (structuralism); parallel processing or analogical
modeling refute a simple morpheme theory. Morphemes themselves are extremely
complex, e.g. cranberry, repeat, …; he’s “in, out, down, up”; Canadian toonie (<
two + loonie), Billary & Bennifer and Hebrew pelefon from pele’ “wonder” and
telefon “telephone”.
How many examples or what proportion is needed to convince? I suggest that even
single instances of relationship can be convincing, i.e. psychologically real, e.g.
quash : squash; proffer : offer; wander : meander (: salamander : gerrymander :
philander : pander).
diachronic vs. synchronic. E.g. ear (of head vs. of corn) are diachronically unrelated,
but synchronically are simply a sort of “metaphoric extension”; similarly, wander—
meander are diachronically unrelated, but synchronically related.
clusters vs. keys. See highlighting in key-charts for languages (except Semitic).
Distribution of clusters suggests that they work like any sequence of phonemes, such
as -ander.
meaning relationships. Metaphoric extensions are the most common meaning
relationship, in which a (mysterious) metaphoric shift overrides denotation and
connotation: stuck (in a hole/at a place vs. on the phone); stick (N/V); park (N/V);
in/out/up/down. Hebrew prihhah (“flowering” v. “rash”); spray > splendor; Hebrew
pele’ “wonder” to pil “elephant”.
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Two insights relevant to lexical comprehension and inference.
1. inference & comprehension.
An unknown word may be comprehended in context, but typically various readings are
possible, esp. in a small context:

(1) The teacher Xed the window.
(2) The teacher Yed the text.

(a)
open
interpret

(b)
close
summarize

In Hebrew, the initial consonant can narrow this comprehension, e.g. vp means “open
up” and implies the (a) readings, whereas vs means “complete” and implies the (b)
readings. This pattern could offer a partial explanation for the lexical problem: how
native speakers acquire and access tens of thousands of words.

2. table of translations.
Lexical meaning as reflected in polysemy cuts across issues of inference. Below various
English vp-words translate variously into Hebrew, according to their exact reference and
the key-meanings of Hebrew. For example, vb means “split, distinguish” in 1a (thus
more clearly inferring that there are other apples in the box), whereas vq means “cut,
collect” in 1b, more clearly presupposing that the apple had been attached to the tree.
1a.
1b.
2a.
2b.
3a.
3b.
4a.
4b.
5a.
5b.
6a.
6b.

He picked an apple from the box.
He picked an apple from the tree.
He packed the oranges in the box.
He packed the wound with cotton.
He pumped up the water.
He pumped up the balloon.
He pressed on the door.
He pressed forward.
He peeked into the room.
He peeked my interest.
He picked at his food.
He picked at the scab.

hu bahhar tapuahh mehatevah.
hu qaTaf tapuahh mehaets.
hu araz tapuhhim batevah.
hu hhavash et hapetsa’ betsemer gefen.
hu shaav et hamayim.
hu nipeahh et habalon.
hu dahhaf et hadelet.
hu hitqadem.
hu hetsits letokh hehheder.
hu hetsit et dimyoni.
hu hhiTeT baokhel shelo.
hu qilef et hakrishah.

vb = distinguish
vq = cut off
vr = pattern
vhh = bind
vsh = overflow
vp = spread
vd = press
vq = jump out
vts = stand out
vts = shine
vhh = cut
v q = cut off

The unavoidable conclusion here is that different languages make different aspects of
inferential meanings clear through available lexical items. The proposed “keys” are part
of the lexical system. The contrast between lexical meaning as reflected in these “keys”
and inferential meaning suggests that difficulty or impossibility of automatic translation,
at least in the absence of a theory of the universe.
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B. key-charts.
1. Hebrew.
p

k

s

r

l

H

d

open

disperse

wild

surprise

open, mouth, nose,
face, turn to, spread
open, unload, solve,
inside, wound

explode,
fruitful, flower, rash
crumble, ashes, dust

liberate, redeem,
escape, Passover,
Purim

beautiful, wonder,
splendor, elephant,
butterfly

contain

handle

correct

conquer

include, prison, cage,
class, all, cover,
eat/consume,
annihilate,

write, extinguish,
laundry, dig up,
shovel, spoon,
instrument, ball, a
glass, pitcher,
button

so, how, aim, priest,
kosher, atone

strike, able, power,
anger, defeat,
kneel, heavy,
honor
deceive, magic

spin

complete

travel, ship, horse,
trade, dizzy, doubt
suffer, try, massage

finish, close,
collect, add, satisfy
stop up
forbid/imprison

end, sum,
count/recount,
summarize

secret, symbol, fence,
category

stretch out

spirit

background, crouch
wide/street, long,
caravan, river

land/country, city,
forest
high, mountain
much/many, four
run, ride, shoot
foot/habit

separation/wind/
spirit/smell, teach,
medicine,
pharmacy, rabbi,
mercy, relax, want,
awake, sleep

see, behold!, shepherd
light, candle, air
head/first

raise

spiritual

tongue

lock

rise, up, on, burden,
to, go,

God, oak, ram, birth,
heart, learn, train,
white

lick, praise, slander,
mock, stammer,
foreign, wail

show, wear, tent, stay
over, night,
disappear, mute
no, don’t, if, maybe

warm

bind

live, new, begin, feel,
comfort, think

snake, cat, rope, belt,
circle
one, together,
behind/after

brother, marry, love
friend/combine

worry, weep,
bee/plague

thin/exact, grammar,
judge, master,
know, confess,

press
push, step/road, land,
hand, door,
emphasize, print,
page

cut
engrave, law, dig,
research, search
hole, half, part, sick,
lack

judge
interpret, resemble,
example
speak, definite,
report, witness, flag
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2. Arabic.
l

H

hold

cling

hold, linger, refuge
gather, gather up,
collect
touch, caress, handle
wrap, roll up, wear,
obscure, confuse,
mix, dispute

stick, cling, adhere,
rubber, attached,
fixed
swallow, bite, devour
next to, in presence
of, to, towards,

surround
preserve, trap, ring
gather, defend,
cautious, stubborn
twist, curve

tongue
tongue, eloquence,
speak, nonsense,
lick, lick lips,
backbite, stammer

noise, insult, riddles,
curse, blame
suck, lisp, gums,
chew, sweet, snack,
drool

cut

incite

feel

dig, war, plow,
harvest, firewood
shatter, bite

free, hot, burn, move,
zeal

guess, judge, wisdom,
compute
feel, love, sweet

3. Mandarin.
p

b

arrange

flat

spray

piece together,
employ, assign,
line up, hold in
2 hands, depend

ticket
batch, coil, a
shop, tent, shed
friend

level, float, lie,
crawl,

spurt, puff, bottle,
gas,
joke, comment

arrange

flat

take

open

set in order, repair,
compare, mix,
manage, cotton-cloth,
side, beach,
distinguish, provide,
sort, rank, nation,
sovereign, elegant,
honor, precious,
cherish, costume,
worship, monument,
father, uncle, white
hair,
bind, enclose, lasso,
enfold, guard, wrap,
satisfied, guest,
companion,

press, a plane, flat,
together, board, tablet,
ice, glass, spacious,

take, pull out, pull up,
grasp, drag, transport,
seize, arrest,
dispute, slander, fry,
flay, peel, kill,
shabby, violent,
leopard, rebel, soldier,
infantry,
flee, not, jump, step,
run, fumble, clumsy,
collapse, ulcer,
ruin, humble, grieve,
spotted, low, mean,
poor, half, quarrel,

open-mouth, split, burst,
break, pure/white,
scatter,
root/source, cup,
signal, manifest,
announce, report,
report, many, all, 100,
8,
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4. Russian.
p

arrange

feed

forward

puff

weave, tidy,
stripe, raft,
floor, field,
tribe, peace

pasture, plow,
oven, pie,
wheat, feast,
drink, food,
flesh, full

through, arrive,
precede, across,
walk, heel,
route, follow,
attempt
right
feather, wing,
bird, jump

fragrance, pepper,
flame, puff, fart
sing, squeak,
weep, spit,
splash, swim,
foam, swell,
spoil, bad, idle,
dirty
dance, confuse

arrange

eat

point

spoil

weigh, weigh out,
pay, price, part
small, few, poor

lunch, glutton,
pyramid, through, worse, louse,
flour, baker,
pierce, penis
plague, crook,
skin, fish, pear,
enter, drive in,
pirate, crooked,
fruit, plum,
fasten,
ruins, stink, rag,
taste, drink,
foresight, prow,
fade
more, extend,
forward, first,
powder, spout
common, public,
before, long ago,
full
step

5. Latin.
p

6. Indo-European.
p

spread

food

forward

blow

flat, plait,
few, dust

feed, drink, flow,
breast, pig, fish,
cook, wealth

appear, fly, rush,
peep, sneeze, fart,
go
puff, swell,
powerful, to prick,
flap, strike, cut
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7. English.
p

k

t

private

a point

to point

plan

person, popular, private,
pair, partner, parent,
particular,

point, period, pixel,
paint, picture,
pill, pebble, pellet,
pimple, pip, pock, pox
penny, pence, pimiento,
pearl,
peak, pile, pyramid,
pinnacle, perch,
pedestal, pyre

pierce, pinch, plant,
plug, peck, prickle,
prick,
punch, pain, pick, press,
peel, pull, push, put,
pin, pen, pole, pipe,
paddle, peg,
poke, poker, pivot,
prod, probe, prow,
pine,
pike, prong, pitch,
picket,
penis, “pecker”,

plan, prove, proceed,
produce, purpose,
path,
pilot, president,
preside, professor,
pronounce,
propaganda, prop,
pawn,
priest, pastor, pope,
professional, puppet,
punish, pray, preach,
practice, prepare,
promise, providence

collect

cut

control

contain, canister,
collect, contain,
corral, kiln, capture,
kidnap, keep,
conceal, crush, crust,
cloth, clothes, coat,
curtain, color,
call, come, caravan,
coach, commute,
cover, close, collect,
clan, club, coven, kin,
kindergarten,
companion,
company, comrade,
compare, class,
counter,
combine, couple,
cousin, co-ed, cradle,
cup, closet, cupboard,
cab, close-V,
coconut, cocoon,
common, connect,
conjunction,
community,

cut, crack, kill, cleave,
cruel, callous, crop,
crater, crash, crackle,
crevice, crevasse,
kick, crack, clippers,
clip,
collapse, collide,
crease, crinkle, curve,
corner,

control, command, ,
correct, condition,
chemistry, choir,
climate, continue,
keen, comb, key, clue,
conductor, committee,
king, queen, court,
count-N, country,
county, colony,
consul, customs,
complete
corporal, colonel, corps,
cadet,
constant, course, copy,
quiet, condom, cure,
kitchen, cook,
can, could,

trick

tip

travel

trick, taunt, tempt, tease,
toy, taint, twist,
tamper, terror, tense,
tic, tremble,
tool, tongs, toil, ticket,
tailor, treat, toilet,
television, translate,
type, tattoo,
try, taste, tint, tinge,
touch,
teach, train, tame, talent,
talmud, taboo, tarot,
totem, tune, tale, tell,
tattle, trellis, talk, tell,
tale, telephone,

tip, top, toe, teat, tooth,
tongue, touch, tail,
turn, tall, total,
tone, twinkle, tang, tart,
test, tongue, timbre,
treat, turkey,
tangerine, tobacco,

travel, tour, train, trip,
trail, toddle, track,
treck, turn, trudge,
toss, to, toward,

count-V, calculate,
calorie, climate,
clock, cost, coin,
customer, quality,
quantity, quite, kindN, confer,
culture, custom,
character, kind-A,
comfort, cotton, cute,
cushion, convenient,
calm, cosmetics,
compliment,
congratulate,
compromise,
confidence, consider,
content-A,
committee, cooperate,
commerce,
correspond, converse,
consequence,
contract, concert,
Christ, Christmas,
convent, confess,
conscience, consent,
convert,

taxi, tank, traffic,
tricycle, trailer,
tunnel, tram, troika,
truck, trundle,
toboggan, tire-N,
tanker, “tube”, tank,
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g

d

“keys”

bloom

bulge

bloom, blossom, bud,
bulb, boom, best,
better, birth, begin,
bring,
bright, blink, blind,
browse, beauty, baby,
bride, butterfly,
bronze, bell, bouquet,
blond, blush, blue,
blizzard, broadcast,
blow, breath, breeze,
blast, blare, brazen,
boisterous, bold,
brag, boast, bugle,
brass, bloomers,
blouse, bother, brave,
brutal, Brazil,
bake, bread, butter,
bran, breakfast,
butcher, beef, beer,
bourbon, boil-V,
broil, brew, barPlace,

bulge, bump, budge,
buttocks, breast,
“boob”, brassiere,
bosom, brain, beard,
bucktooth,
bloat, blister, bunch,
bundle, bunion, blow,
bloat, bowel, bead,
blip, burp, bullet,
belly, blimp, blob,
bulk, big,
body, back, bone,
ball, billiards, bounce,
bubble, balloon, blot,
blotch, blotter,
bandage, band, bound,
bind, bow-N,

gloom

grand

glimmer

garbage, glob, glom,
goo, gucky, gunk,
goop, gore, gout,
grease, grime, grit,
gutter, gut, gruel, gas,
gasoline, “gross”,
gaudy, gonorrhea,
gloom, grumble,
grumpy, grunt, groan,
grouch, grimace,
guilty, gruel,
grotto, grave, groove,
ghost, gray, grief

grand, great, good, God,
grow, gospel, grail,
guru, gala, give, gift,
gross
gab, garble, glib, gossip,
gush, giggle, guffaw,
goat, girl
greed, gargle, glutton,
gobble, grubby, gulp,
guzzle, grab, grapple,
grasp, grip, grope

gape, gasp, gawk, gaze,
glare, glaze, glint,
glower, goggle,
glance, glare, gasp,
gap
glimmer, glisten, glow,
gold, glint, glare,
gleam, glimmer,
glimpse, glitter,
glasses, guess,
gamble, game, gay,
glad, grass, green,
grow

drop
drop, drip, drain,
damp, dew, drink,
drunk, drown,
dribble, drizzle,
dig, dredge, deep,
down, doze, deep,
drill, dentist,
dangle, dance, drivel,
dizzy, drug, dandruff,
drape, door, drawers,
delicious, delight,
desire, dessert,

break
breast, bust-N, bosom,
boobs, buttocks,
brow, butt, bottom,
brain,
basket, bucket, box,
bottle, bag, baggage,
bowl, box, boat, bus,
below, beneath, beside,
by, because, belong,
before, behind,
bend, bow-V,
build, brick, board,
brand, bulldozer,
bury,

break, breach, burst,
bust-V, blow, bomb,
butcher, brittle,
burglar, bar-Thing,
barrow, barge, bus,
bite, bitter, bad,
blemish, boil-N,
beat, brief, branch,
brook, beat,
bludgeon, brawl, butt,
bat, branch, bombard,
bonk, boot, bop,
bruise, bunt, buck,
barrier, brakes, budget,
belt, buckle, bunker,
buffet, bolster, block,
bay, beach, bridge,
brigade, broom, bed,
blanket, broad, bank,
bracelet, braid, burn,
but,

glass, glamour, glory,
gloat, glee, gorgeous

decide
distress, disturb, doubt,
dread, danger,
depress,
disaster, doom, destroy,
die, dead, defeat,
disease, diabetes,
disgrace,
dissolve, dissipate,
disorder, disappoint,
deceive,
devil, demon, dastardly,
dull, dumb, dope,
donkey, dog, duck,
deer, dragon, dove,
doll, dark, dream,
dirt, dung, diaper,
diarrhea,

decide, direct,
deliberate, deliver,
demand, deposit,
describe, desperate,
detail, detective,
device, diary, digest,
divide, dialect, differ,
dam, dock, defend,
day, dawn, distinct,
distribute, do, done,

diplomat, district,
doctor, democracy,
document, dollar,
diploma, degree,
dress,
dish, diner, dinner,
dairy, date,
debt, due, duty, Dutch,
desk, dormitory,
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slide

sense

slide, scrape, slip, skim,
slink, ski, skate,
slither, saunter,
sashay, sway,
squiggle, squirm,
swagger, swerve,
struggle,
sink, sieve, suck,
swallow,
seed, semen, sow, spill,
spin, swirl, scramble,
screw, scroll, circle,
speed, swift, spasm,
scoot,

sneak, steal, sly, spy,
stealth, sinister,
slick, soft, smooth,
satin, suede,
sleek, slim, slender,
swank, sultry,
spray, spit, sneeze,
saliva, snore, slobber,
stick(y), sling,
snake, serpent, satyr,
spider,

silent, sleep, slumber,
slow,
safe, serene, succeed,
spare, sanitary, salary,
satisfied, save, state,
suitable,
set, servant, serve,
sergeant, soldier,
serious, sultan,
supreme, square,
stamp,
steady, stubborn, strong,
sinew, staunch,
steady, stubborn,
strong, sinew, staunch

see, stare, spectacles,
sign, scene, scholar,
school, science,
search, seek, study,
select, secretary,
screen, secret, size,
smile, smoke, study,
spell, system, sermon,
schedule, season,
speak, speech, say,
story, syllable,
suppose, sing, song,
sparrow,
sacred, secret, sage,
sect, scarce,
sense, sentence, simple,
silver, smell,
soul, self, spirit, slang,
sense, symbol

C. tables of keys.
Double lines enclose more closely related keys. These are often related to phonological
similarities, but not in a definite or predictable way.

1. Hebrew.
m

sh

?

pull; together

spill over; settle

stand out

g

??

p

z

roll; boundary

bind; chop

open up

spray

q

k

b

d

jump up; cut off

to handle; correct

split; build

press; judge

s

l

r

spin; complete

raise; spiritual

stretch out; spirit
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2. Arabic.
Œ

g?

s

q

j

overcome

abound,

smooth, spread

arch, divide,

cut off, gather

deceive

gather

b

n

s?

??

H

split open

scatter, vary

cut, distant

bow

cut, surround

f

r

z

T

w

split, analyze

shake, pour

push, noise

stand out

put down

k

out, distant

d

h

D

l

trample

shake, noise

squeeze

cling

control,
container

d?

t?

Z

S

m

point,

poke

cover,

hold

pull

show

slaughter

3. English.
z

v

sh

th

f

s

ZANY

VACANT

SHRED

THROUGH

FLY

SLIDE
sense

n

m

ch

k

p

t

NO

MEASURE

CHOP

CUT

POINT

TIP

collect
control

plan

travel
trick

l

r

j

g

b

d

LIFT

ROWDY

JOKE

GRAND

BULGE

DROP

glimmer
gloom

bloom
break

decide
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A Kabbalistic Theory of Theories

a.
b. philosophy and religion
c. keywords: scientific method
d. Zev bar-Lev
e. Dept. of Linguistics and Oriental Languages, San Diego State University
San Diego CA 92182
f. zev.bar-Lev@sdsu.edu
g. office telephone 619-594-6389
h. department fax 619-594-4877

This paper outlines a comprehensive paradigm or “theory of theories,”
bridging the commonly assumed gap between hard (scientific) and soft
(literary, philosophical, etc.) fields. It shows how a concept of “metaphor”
is needed across all fields, and proposes a solution to the problem of
“instrumentalism” vs. “realism” in science.
It takes as inspiration certain central claims of kabbalah, which faced
certain of these conceptual challenges in times when science had not yet
split away from other fields of inquiry. These main claims are: (1) the
primacy of a non-physical (Platonic) realm of concepts, (2) the importance
of parables and metaphors to access these concepts, (3) the indefinability of
the concept of existence as applied to this realm, and (4) the primacy of
assuming a “universal subjectivity” for scientific method, whether
discussing ethics, arts, or science.
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Definition of topic: “theory of theories”
My topic is defined as an attempt to describe a “theory of theories” (or, as I
will later call it for short, a “meta-theory”).1 In order to describe it with
maximum concreteness, I will approach it from two points of view: as a
scientific method, and as a world-view.
… as method of science;

A major component of the theory of theories (the “material half,” we might
say) is in its role as a (or rather “the”) scientific method. By scientific
method I do not mean just a description or even a set of recommendations
for how to do scientific research, along the lines of “be objective” or
“wash your equipment after use,” but rather a set of principles that set the
context within which a specific scientific theory can be said to be “true.”
Samples of such scientific methods are the classic books of Hempel, Nagel,
and even Popper.
Drawing on these works, we must modify the definition just given:
From Hempel we take the idea that theories cannot be said to be “true,” but
only “preferable to other known theories” of the same domain. From Popper
especially we take the insight that theories are not “verifiable” for a given
empirical domain, but only “falsifiable” with respect to it — and in fact not
absolutely falsifiable, for any “apparent counter-examples” might turn out to
be consequences of some special sub-principle in the theory, not yet
discovered. These subtleties are, of course, all part of the definition of the
notion of “truth” implied by these scientific methods, and the scientific
concepts of “truth” is the scientific replacement for the “pre-scientific”
notion of truth.
One element that must be included in any scientific method is the
criterion for when one theory can be said to be preferable to another, aside
from empirical differences. The classic case is the geocentric vs.
heliocentric theories of the solar system, especially as we can view it from
the 21st Century: While the epicycles that were needed to make the
1

While loosely inspired by the term and concept “metatheory” in linguistics, the concept
intended here is quite different: Whereas a linguistic metatheory is a “Language
Acquisition Device,” and resides in the actual brain/mind of a human about to acquire a
first language, the more general-scientific meta-theory described here belongs only to
science and thought in general. It is a general philosophical system, which at best
might be said to “reside” in the brain of an ideal (not actual) scientist. (I am grateful to
Jeff Kaplan and John Esposito of San Diego State University for discussion relating to
the present topic.)
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geocentric theory work were far beyond the computational capabilities of
earlier centuries, they are no longer so, so that it is now possible to construct
a perfectly explicit and accurate geocentric theory: The “epicycles” of the
geocentric theory could be spelled out quite explicitly with the help of
modern calculus and computation. The heliocentric theory, however, would
remain far “simpler” or more “elegant” — and this, presumably exemplifies
the non-empirical that must be assumed for theories, with the theory of
theories. (This principle is often called “Ockham’s Razor”.)
Of course there is the possibility that two competing theories are mere
“notational variants” or even “contextual variants” — that they are either
identical, or merely different in some specifics of the domain that they are
applied to, and thus not really different theories at all.
Summarizing: The meta-theory must define how one theory is to be
selected as preferable to another (“scientifically preferable” being the
closest one can come to “true” in science), including the principle of
simplicity or elegance according to which one theory may be preferable to
another even if they generate the same empirical predictions.
We should note that the meta-theory is not given, of course, in
advance of research into specific theories, but rather develops along with
empirical-scientific research. On the other hand, it is logically prior to
specific theories: Even if the last detail of the meta-theory is filled in after
the last detail of all specific theories, logically the specific theories
presuppose the meta-theory.
We should also note that there is no actual inevitability to humans
ever achieving a complete or final meta-theory — or indeed a completely
adequate theory of any single empirical domain. However, scientific
progress implicitly assumes the existence of a complete meta-theory and
complete specific theories, “towards which” it is striving (asymptotically).
It is neither possible nor necessary to prove the achievability of the final goal
— but continued progress logically implies this goal.
Conversely, however, it is not possible to disprove the possibility of
achieving the final goal. More precisely, while it may be possible to “prove’
the impossibility of a “universal theory” (meaning a meta-theory plus a
complete set of specific theories) at any given single point in time, this proof
might be overturned subsequently. Such a proof would merely identify an
“apparent counter-example” to the meta-theory as formulated so far.
As noted, it is especially interesting that the possibility of a universal
theory is implicitly supported by continued progress. In other words, work
towards the final goal implies the possibility of the final goal, and specific
progress supports it, but lack of work towards the goal does not imply its
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impossibility, but only the laziness of those who fail to work towards it.
Perhaps a parallel can be made with issues of faith in daily life (not
traditional theological faith as such): If you “believe in” yourself, you may
“prove” your abilities along the way; if you do not believe in yourself, you
do not prove you inability, but only your laziness. It is odd but significant
that this parallel is possible between a scientific issue and a personal issue.
(See below.)
… as “the” world-view.

To approach the “non-material” or “personal” half of meta-theory, we can
start with the notion of personal “world-views.” Each individual can be said
to possess a world-view. The scientific half of this world-view probably
varies little from individual to individual: Whether or not we know about or
believe in atoms, all of us, scientists and non-scientists alike, must interact
with tables as they appear in the super-atomic world.
The “personal” half varies considerably, of course, between the two
extremes of from extreme pacifism and any variety of fanatic militancy, for
example. More generally, world-views differ in the “ideals” that they
assume, and in the “personal” (national, ethnic, religious, etc.) categories
that they refer to. They differ in the different “utopias” that they assume, if
they assume one. Of course a “hypocrisy index,” defining the distance
between what one believes in and what one in fact does, must probably be
included in any world-view, given a further dimension of differentiation.
Obviously, concepts of deities and the supernatural must enter into a
world-view. It would be a mistake to regard this religious dimension as
being of the same type as empirical theories: Although they will turn out to
overlap in certain ways (below), we must start with a notion of their
basically different starting point. Concepts of God are simply not empirical
claims in any direct way. Thus, while they may sometimes generate
empirical claims (e.g. Christian “creationism” and a 6000-year-old
universe), they can also easily sidestep them (as in Judaism, which varies in
its analysis of the age of the universe).
We have not yet taken the major step from individual world-views to
the personal half of meta-theory. To do this we have to make a leap that
some may find impossible, but which I will argue for. This step is the step
from a multitude of individual world-views to an assumed single, uniquely
correct world-view. Of course I am not assuming the actual possibility of
deciding which of the several billion existing world-views is actually “best,”
but only putting forth the assumption that some world-views are better than
others – and therefore that we reach the implicit assumption, as with
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competing scientific theories, that there is a single best one, that we can
approach (asymptotically).
I do not exclude the possibility that some seemingly contrasting
world-views are in fact mere “notational variants” or “contextual variants”
of each other. This could be the case with seemingly different theologies:
We cannot be sure until we work out the empirical (including moral)
differences between them.
Let us jump to the area in which many people will be most convinced
there is no possibility of evaluating competing theories, but which I believe
actually offers the most conclusive proof of universality: ethics. Modern
“multi-culturalism” seems to imply the absence of a universal ethical theory
— but I believe it can be easily shown to be incorrect in this implication.
There are two arguments for my position. First, multi-culturalism
generates its own self-contradictions. And second, whatever the apparent
variation, there is a broader univeralism underlying them.
The self-contradictions involve such cases as sexual equality, as it
confronted multi-culturalism: How can one argue for sexual equality if
one’s basic stance is multi-cultural? After all, how can one criticize even the
nastiest of anti-female cultural patterns, if one assumes that each cultural
pattern is self-legitimizing? Multi-culturalism, as argued for in America, is
actually a uniquely American cultural pattern: Respect and equality for
females, as well as homosexuals, are actually almost unique to the West —
far more than the older Western cultural patterns of patriarchy (itself quite
widespread, of course) that they are intended to supersede.
However, multi-cultural investigation actually reveals a broader
universalism, in spite of the nightmare vision that it actually portrays.
Murder and theft, for example, seem to be tolerated in principle in no human
society — although surely the definition of murder and the degree of de
facto toleration of both murder and theft vary. In short, there does not seem
to be any across-the-board proof of the absence of universal ethics in human
society, any more than there is proof of the absence of scientific truth in the
different scientific theories of different scientists.
In fact, we can all (multi-culturalists included) take hope, even in the
low level of ethical truths that are today broadly accepted, from research in
science, and the rapid progress that it has often made. While it is far from
universally agreed that females and homosexuals should have equality or
even rights of the most rudimentary form, we can hold out the hope that our
own favorite ethical ideals will eventually be proved, or at least accepted in
the way that the evil of murder and theft are today accepted.
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To complete our overview, we will have to say how such ethical
propositions might be “proved,” or at least accepted in some general way,
rather than, as in the nightmare vision outlined in multi-culturalism, in which
literally anyone can believe whatever he or she wants to believe about
whether murder, theft, etc., are right or wrong, in general or in specific
cases. But let us take it as a reasonable strategy to start from clear cases like
murder and theft, to assume them and develop a theory for them, which
might then be applied to less clear cases. Among us Westerners, we can also
agree on the desirability of proving the ethical truth of certain additional
propositions, e.g. that females and homosexuals have certain elementary
human rights — but taking our philosophical task seriously is quite different
from social agitation for one or another new societal principle. Needless to
say, you don’t have to “prove” a societal principle correct in order to work
for its implementation in society.
We should also emphasize that complexity of application does not
argue against universality of ethical principles. It is amazing how much this
problem is confused in daily ethical discourse — most notably with respect
to the category of murder vs. killing. Specifically, because of a
mistranslation from Hebrew via Greek and Latin, many people think that the
Sixth Commandment prohibits killing, and some today even apply it to
animals, although the killing of animals and humans is allowed or rather
required in the Hebrew Bible. Capital punishment, required in each of the
Five Books of Moses, is the clearest example. You may argue against
capital punishment, of course — but you cannot claim that the Hebrew Bible
provides any support for your argument, since the Sixth Commandment
prohibits murder, not all killing.

Positivism vs. neo-Platonism
If ethical truths exist, how and where do they exist? Unless we can answer
this question, we cannot hope to even justify, philosophically, the
assumption that murder and theft are ethically wrong. Such an inability
would, however, not “prove” that murder and theft are not wrong, but rather
it would prove the weakness of our philosophical abilities.
The Logical Positivists proclaimed that statements should be regarded
as “meaningful” only if they can be “verified” empirically. Thus, ethical
statements, for them, could be reduced to statements of utility on one hand,
or statements of personal preference on the other. So murder and theft are
personally undesirable because no one likes for either of them to happen to
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oneself, and (presumably) undesirable in a utilitarian way for society, in that
they destroy social order. I have added “presumably” because many false
arguments can be built on unproved assumptions of social order (including
arguments for slavery, as well as more modern issues of equality). In any
case, however, it must be noted that independent utilitarian arguments (i.e.
utilitarian arguments without a larger framework of ethical axioms)
ultimately reduce to arguments of personal preference: Without a preference
for life, for example, it would be logically impossible even to argue against
murder or even genocide.
Here, however, arises the problem with the Positivist stance. Let us
leave aside the complex problem of euthanasia, and start with a much clearer
case: if someone wants to commit suicide. According to the positivist
stance, it would not only be totally ethical to allow him to, on grounds of
personal preference; but it might even be considered an act of kindness to
help him do so. Most of us will immediately react as we might if a friend
were contemplating suicide: Let us prevent him today, since he might
change his mind tomorrow. However, this argument is not logical: If we
prevent him today, he may or may not change his mind tomorrow; but if we
do not prevent him today, there is simply no chance that he will change his
mind tomorrow. What actual harmful outcome can then come from
allowing him or helping him to commit suicide? If one argues that he might
have been happy, we can respond that at least now he is not unhappy
(ignoring issues of arfyterlife of course). Let me emphasize that this is a
reductio ad absurdum or “devil’s advocate’ argument, not my actual
position.
The fatal flaw in the Positivist’s position is that we in fact need to
assume certain axiomatic values, such as life and health, beyond the specific
preferences of individuals. Education is another of these primitives, which
at least I would assume. If it is ethically right for humans not to commit
mass suicide (e.g. for the sake of the planet), and even to make themselves
healthy and educate themselves even if they don’t want to, then these are
ethical assumptions which Positivism has no way of assuming.
So we return to the question of how or where ethical truths reside.
… “spiritual entities” in Maimonides and kabbalah;

My basic philosophical stance has derived much from kabbalah, but it is
more convenient to start with Maimonides (c.1200 CE): Although often
regarded as arguing for the polar opposite of kabbalah, the issues that he was
facing were much the same, and even the answers are in some degree
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parallel. In addition, he is philosophically explicit in a way that kabbalah is
not. So I will start with Maimonides’ doctrine of angels, and then see to
what extent this doctrine can be folded into the somewhat less explicit
philosophical concepts of kabbalah.
Maimonides, in his Guide for the Perplexed, quickly notes that the
word “angel” can be used to refer to any messenger in the Hebrew Bible,
even one sent by a human. His main question, however, is the status of
angels in the more familiar modern sense, as non-corporeal beings sent on
missions by God.
The part of Maimonides’ doctrine that most fascinates me is his
notion that angels are physical forces. He dismisses the difference between
angels that might be “sent” on a single mission vs. those that continue to
operate in a specific way; scientifically we might rather call these specific
“tokens” vs. “types” of angelic activity. The main point, though, is the
equation itself, the reduction of angels to physical forces. In this reduction,
angels are completely fit into a scientific world-view, and the difference
between theism and deism is obliterated. While of course the reduction
allows us to “personalize” forces (gravity, electricity, atomic energy, nuclear
forces) as “gifts from God,” and even, I suppose, to visualize them with
wings and faces, these anthropomorphisms can also be regarded as mere
“metaphors,” and Maimonides can thus be regarded as reducing the whole
“heavenly host” to the sorts of physical forces that science would discover in
the next centuries.
But where do these forces exist?
The basic concept of kabbalah is the existence of a level of “spiritual
reality” (the “higher world”): “When the Holy One, Blessed be he, created
the [lower] world, he created it like [the world] above, so that this world
might be in the likeness of [the world] above. And all the likeness of the
world above was established by him in the world below, so that one world
might be attached and linked with the other.” (Zohar)
The kabbalists were not scientifically explicit, but it is easy enough to
“fold” Maimonides’ “angels” as “forces” into this level of reality.
One of the question that the kabbalists faced with particular clarity is
the “ontological” question of the existence of spiritual entities. As it
happens, the spiritual entity that they discussed in this light was not the
angels but God. Christian theologians of similar periods were developing
the famous “proofs” of the existence of God. The kabbalists took the
opposite direction: They developed more sophisticated views of God that
anticipated more modern insights and actually by-passed questions of God’s
existence. They turned the term en sof “infinity “ (literally, “there is no
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end”) inside out, to yield ayin “there is none” as a nickname for God. They
took creatio ex nihilo a daring interpretive step further, taking it to imply
that, since the universe was created “out of nothing,” then God himself must
be nothing. They viewed man as “creating God” in the act of praying and
following commandments.
The ground of Judaism was fertile for such imaginings. For example,
the liturgy going back centuries before kabbalah contains a prayer (song),
alenu, that imagines the messianic future, whose highlight is the line: “On
that day God will be one and his name will be one.” One of the mystic
revelations of the Bible itself is that “God’s face cannot be seen.” The
familiar modern notion of God as non-corporeal (which probably originated
with Maimonides, who influenced Christianity almost as much as he
influenced Judaism) was established over many centuries — but the very
emphasis of God as having a face that man cannot see in the original source
set Judaism strongly in this direction.
In the 20th Century, this “atheistic” dimension in Judaism found clear
expression in Rav Kook, chief rabbi of pre-State Israel, e.g.: “In the recent
turn of the human spirit toward pure faith the last subtle shell of
anthropomorphism is giving way, which consists in ascribing the attribute of
general existence to God, for truly whatever we ascribe to the term existence
is immeasurably remote from the divine. This denial has the sound of
atheism. It is, however, the highest expression of religion when it becomes
well clarified, and the human spirit gets accustomed to hearing the message
of religion in terms of actions and influences, … — the recognition that the
divine is the activating influence on existence and is therefore obviously
above existence. What looks like atheism, cleansed of its defilement, thus
returns to the highest realms of pure religion.”
This approach might be called “accepting the Death of God, but not
jumping on his grave.” But this formulation would underestimate the extent
to which the kabbalists, through Rav Kook, were profoundly religious
people. Kabbalah, after all, was the main intellectual ingredient giving rise
the hhasidism, a powerful revivalist movement in Judaism. Now as in the
Renaissance, the hhasidim have been an undoubtedly fervent religious
movement. The “atheistic” dimension, in fact, was hardly taught to little
children: It was one of many “esoteric” dimensions in kabbalah.
In fact, it is really an exaggeration to call it “atheism” — just as it was
an exaggeration when Romans called Ancient Jews (Judeans) atheists for
having just one God, and an invisible one at that. I suggest that it can more
accurately be regarded as a questioning not of God, but of the concept of
“existence.”
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In any case, it is surely a variety of “neo-Platonist” view. (Indeed, I
suspect that kabbalah arose out of the neo-Platonism that swept Europe in
the centuries leading to the Renaissance. However, apart from my own
relative ignorance of the details of this literature, certain elements of
kabbalah discussed just now and below are specially relevant to the broader
definition of world-view defined here.)
To summarize the point relevant to the ontological understanding of
the spiritual entities, we can say that these entities may or may not “exist” in
the narrow sense that tables and stones exist, but they are “real”
nevertheless.
We can take this answer one important step further by invoking the
Hebrew concept of the mashal. This word can be translated as either
“example” or “parable”: The basic idea is of a clarifying analogy. To prove
that humans are dependent on each other, the Talmud using the parable of
two people in a boat. One starts drilling under his seat. When the other
objects, he says: “I’m only drilling under my own seat. What is it your
business?”
Did this story really happen? This is irrelevant: The “historicity” (as
we might say) of this story is irrelevant to its truth as a mashal. We behave
AS IF it actually happened.
In a similar (but not identical, only analogical) sense, we can say that
the kabbalists believed in acting AS IF God exists. Where Maimonides, like
many other rationalists, believed in “explaining away” the many
anthropomorphisms of the Bible, the kabbalists took the opposite approach
of embracing and even expanding them (and in this they were indeed polar
opposites of Maimonides) — while at the same time emphasizing the utter
remoteness of God from anything we humans can possibly comprehend (in
this respect they were parallel to Maimonides). Thus the liturgical song Shir
haKavod goes further than biblical imagery in describing God’s hair
(paradoxically as both youthful black and ancient white) — while noting that
it is describing God “not as You [actually] are” (lo lefi yeshkha).

… in science;

The question of where the forces exist brings us into the whole question of
reality in science. Forces like gravity are in fact not clear enough cases to
start with, since they are not well enough understood even within science. In
contrast, the structure of the atom is so well understood and established (in
its outlines) that we might well consider changing its name from “atomic
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theory” to “atomic fact” (except that it is useful to recognize that theories are
really all we ever have in science).
So what is the “ontological status” of atomic particles? Do they
“exist”? It is easy enough to locate them by pointing: The atoms
constituting the table occupy the place that the table occupies. But what are
they?
Some atomic particles have mass, but other don’t. And none of them
has any potential of being “seen” or “touched.” The mass of those that have
mass can only be inferred.
More generally, it is common to distinguish “realists,” who believe
that such “theoretical entities” as atomic particles (not to mention quarks,
worm-holes, etc.) actually exist or have reality in some sense, from
“instrumentalists,” who believe that they are merely artifacts of human
research, and have no reality except as concepts.
The kabbalistic answer to this question would be quite different: It
would embrace the theoretical entities as a kind of mashal, metaphors —
while simultaneously emphasizing that this is not how they really are.
Atomic particles work to some extent AS IF they were billiard balls, but of
course they are not billiard balls.
Where, furthermore, does the heliocentric theory of the solar system
— as distinct from the geocentric theory — exist? Even such concepts as
“2” are more problematic than is often realized: If these are merely concepts
of individual minds, which happen to coincide to some degree in reality,
how do we know that your “2” is the same as my “2”? (“Blue” is not at all
problematic, even if it is subject to such personal variation.)
I cannot speak for the kabbalists, of course, but it is easy enough for
us to assume an “enriched” spiritual realm, incorporating true concepts such
as might be revealed by scientific research.
Their answer, in any case, to the ontological question is one that
seems particular apt in describing theoretical entities in science: Perhaps
they are “beyond existence,” but they are “real” nevertheless. To take the
“instrumentalist” position seriously would be to leave us unable to
distinguish between better and worse scientific hypotheses. We should be
humble realists, realizing that atomic particles do not look like billiard balls,
or indeed look like anything else at all. But the reality of scientific theories,
however subject to refinement and replacement via research, is the only
reality we have.
The “simple objects” in our physical reality are of course themselves
“theories” and even “theoretical entities’ built out of sense-impressions. We
could, as “skeptical scientists,” wonder whether things (including other
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people) actually exist, or are in fact simply constructs (of unknown reality)
of our own minds.
… in ethics & religion: empirical verification.

Where kabbalah shows its greatest advantage is in the place it gives to moral
truths. Moral truths seem rather secondary in Plato; in modern neoPlatonism the situation is somewhat better, although even here one
occasionally sees an attempt to do away with moral truth, by reducing it to a
utilitarian calculus, built on the personal preferences of individuals.
To the kabbalist, moral truths were primary. Thus, in the Tanya, the
classic work by the founder of the Lubavitch movement, it is said that the
continued existence of the material world (the “stones,” in the imagery of the
Tanya) depends on the Ten Utterances. These Ten Utterances are the ten
commandments of creation, but as Idel points out, making them ten is not
only an expression of kabbalistic numerology, but a specific reference to the
Ten Commandments. Implicit is the idea that the moral truths of the Ten
Commandments are the basis for physical reality: Without moral truth, the
physical universe would collapse.
This concept is reflected as well in the kabbalistic idea that keter “the
Crown,” which is the highest “rung” on the kabbalistic Tree of Life, and
therefore represents the closest we can come to how God reveals himself to
the world, represents the “Divine Will.” The basic idea is that the universe
is governed by a “universal subjectivity” — this in contrast to the Positivist
idea (reflected also in Set Theory) that objects (the “stones” of the Tanya)
are the basic stuff of reality.
Moral truths, in kabbalah as in Judaism, are nor an overlay, an
optional addition, on top of a physical reality, but rather closer to the essence
of reality than physical reality is.
It is commonly believed that scientific statements are empirically
verifiable, whereas moral statements — not to mention theological
statements — are subjective and unverifiable. But it turned out that
scientific statements are verifiable only in the most partial and indirect
sense. As noted, they can only be falsified, not verified; and even
falsification is only potential, via “apparent counter-examples.” The upshot
is that any scientific statement can be checked against empirical reality only
in the context of a complex, articulated theory. A scientific statement is not
true or false on its own, but only in the context of a complex theory that
consists of many such statements; and not in terms of any direct comparison
with reality, but only in comparison with competing theories.
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Ethical statements can also be checked against reality in the context of
fully articulated ethical theories, at least if they contain any empirical
implications, as they often do. For example, Judaism contains a multitude of
ethical precepts (“commandments”) which are many times said to promote
full life, with material bounty. This empirical aspect of the commandments
is not a direct “money-back” guarantee, but it is an empirical claim —
indeed, one like empirical claims in scientific theories: Individual counterexamples do not disprove it, but a mass of counter-examples would tend to
make alternative ethical theories more attractive.
For example, Jewish law commands study, which was mentioned
earlier as an ethical “axiom” absent in many world-views. While the fact
that a doctorate sometimes leads one into a smaller job market with smaller
salaries (e.g. in academics) is an apparent counter-example to this ethical
theory, the more general fact that education contributes to salary offers a
more convincing general corroboration.
Admittedly, ethical theories are, at best, far less explicit than scientific
theories. Scientific theories also differ widely among themselves in degree
of explicitness, with theories of human cognition and behavior far less
explicit — or exact — than theories of the behavior of gases, just as the
latter are far less explicit or exact than theories of the movements of billiard
balls. But degree of explicitness is completely separate from empirical
checkability itself.
It will be objected that ethical precepts are by nature less contained
within empirical reality than scientific statements, and this is true. However,
it is also true that scientific statements are also not completely contained
within empirical reality, but rather above or behind it. Just as the Positivists
could say that “what is cannot give what should be,” so too physical objects
do not “give” scientific theories all by themselves.
I similarly suggest that non-ethical theological statements can be
regarded as parallel to statements within the methods of science as regards
verifiability. They are not directly verifiable, but they are ultimately
falsifiable, via the more specific “theories” (world-views) that they define.
Thus, the unity of God, for example, is checkable in the same way (although
perhaps not to the same degree) as the scientific preference for “simpler”
theories — which indeed it intuitively resembles.

Conclusion.
I have argued that ethical statements are comparable to scientific statements
— although admittedly somewhat less checkable than the latter. Their
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checkability is perhaps more comparable to higher level statements, such as
statements in the methodology of science, such as the principle of Ockham’s
Razor. In conclusion I will argue that both such statements, while removed
by a major step of abstraction from direct empirical experience, have a
centrality to our universe far greater than that of empirical statements.
Generally speaking, we are talking about “value” statements. As a
bridge to my more general point, let me emphasize the importance of valuestatements to such fields of investigation as history and literature. In history,
we must distinguish between an older, now mostly dismissed view of the
field in which the succession of kings defines history. Now we are more
likely to focus on the progress in human society. On the other hand, we
must still decide between a view of history as fairly impersonal mass
progress vs. progress via individual contribution: In the former view, the
individual personalities of great people are irrelevant because “someone else
would have come along”; in the latter view, great individuals shape history
by their personalities. These are two different values-statements about
history. Ultimately one may prevail over the other on empirical grounds. (It
is an empirical question whether individuals influence history.) But for the
moment these empirical issues depend on an assumption about values.
Throughout all of these choices, most generally, we are dealing with values
choices.
There was a “Far Side” cartoon in which a newscaster duck goes into
details about the name and family of the poor duck who got sucked into an
aircraft engine, omitting any reference to how many hundreds of humans got
killed when the plane crashed. To ignore issue of value is to admit this
worldview as equally legitimate, as news. Indeed, some animal-rights
extremists would argue for its legitimacy — ignoring the fact that ducks do
not in fact have news programs, and do not understand death as deeply as
humans do.
In literature, even more obviously, values are the central motive for all
actions and plot moves. This is why we have trouble relating to literature
from other times and places. Who nowadays (in the West!) can relate to
Anna Karenina committing suicide because she had an affair? Of course
even within a single culture such as our own, different plots will resonate
with specific individuals — or not — based on their values, as compared
with those assumed in the plot. Books and movies try to “sell” values quite
as much as preachers — although for more indirectly.
Science has values — simplicity and even the value of truth itself —
at its core. However, these values are not subject to individual variation: If
we don’t yet know whether to accept one or another way of calculating
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simplicity of theories, that is because we haven’t yet figured out which is
correct, not because we can each choose. Ultimately, it is the implicit
assumption of scientific research that the standard is uniform. In other
words, a “universal subjectivity” stands at the logical core of scientific
method.
If the neo-Platonic universe sketched above, in which science and
ethics and spiritual concepts are all folded into a single higher reality, it will
not be a reach to equate the “universal subjectivity” that underlies science
with the “Will of God,” which stands at the highest point, the root, of the
kabbalistic world-view, in the form of keter “the Crown,” as outlined earlier.
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES: RESEARCH IN MEXICO
Mexico is a big country with an area of 1.972.550 square kilometers and 100.000.000
inhabitants being its capital one of the biggest of the world with 20.000.000 persons.
Mexico belongs to what have been called Latin America. Geographically it is one of the
countries in the North American continent, but it cannot been considered into the so called
unit of Latin America. It has different cultures, subcultures, history and characteristics from
other countries in Central and South America.
A great majority of the researchers in the United States do not contextualize their studies,
do not refer to original documentation and ignore the work of Latin American critics and
historians for economic, political reasons or because of language. The latter are not well
known or are not considered (1).
It is the purpose of this paper to indicate the research possibilities available, in the arts and
the humanities produce in Mexico, in order to minimize the neglect detected.
The interest for Mexican prehispanic and contemporary art together with tat of Peru and
Argentina were emphasized in the College Art Association Congress in 1995.
Due to the success of the publication, Las Humanidades en Web y en CD-ROM in the year
1999, a second edition is in process.
Research possibilities available: (2)
-

-

Location tools
Directories
Union lists
Indexes
the Internet
World Wide Web
Web sites
Electronic services
Databases
Libraries and Archives
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-

Location tools
Directories
Directories of professional associations with detailed information on institutional
and personnel members provide an annually updated guide which is useful for a
particular topic or a specific expertise.
It is very largely the work of one individual or of a working party. The decision has
to be made if the data will sit on a web site, for easy updating, or to publish it. The
problem arises when to keep a service like the directory alive and up-dated, on-line
or print.
Union lists
The credit of the first union list of periodicals belongs to a Mexican government
institution called CONACYT (Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología) back in
the year 1976 with 32,358 periodical titles in 157 Mexican libraries. Later on the
Dirección General de Bibliotecas of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
(DGB.UNAM) built up the database called SERIUNAM which is a Union List of
periodical titles own by the 143 university libraries.
A union list of periodicals on art was elaborated in the year 1990 by a group of art
history students, but it is difficult to keep it going.
The struggles are: 1) locating titles – perhaps in broken runs in a number of different
places; 2) identifying titles for which three or fewer locations are known; 3) advise
libraries not to cut, after the identification takes place, subscriptions or discard
material what may be the only subscription to a journal held in Mexico; 4) if discard
occurs, for space reasons, to find the most appropriate destination for the materials
withdrawn
Indexes
A comparison of a sample of serials indexed in the international indexes reveals that
a large percentage of Mexican titles are not included. Periodical indexing has
largely been commercially based, but also has been done by individuals, such is the
case of the database MEXICOARTE, about Mexican visual arts and architecture,
and by individual libraries, the database CLASE, (citas latinoamericanas en ciencias
sociales y humanidades) elaborated at DGB.UNAM.
There is a need to improve knowledge of the existent indexes to work with the
major indexing and abstracting services.
Internet
It is clear that access to resources rather than owning them is more important in
our information society. It is necessary to identify net resources produced in
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Mexico, evaluate, organize and make them available to the users.
Mexican Internet resources, based in the higher education sector, are given as a
free service through DGB.UNAM.
Web sites
There are also web sites of the arts and humanities periodicals and newspapers,
produced in Mexico, some with index, others with full text, which are net
resources free of charge.
Electronic services
Almost all the libraries and archives have electronic services such as e-mail...and
fax.
Databases
It is not enough to provide with an overview of the resources of libraries through
directories or to give more detailed knowledge of the contents of the collection
through union lists. It is mandatory to have information products such as the
databases.
There are individual as well as institutional efforts which have given databases
in the arts and the humanities sectors. There are of a valuable direct benefit to
the users of libraries and information services.
Libraries and Archives
The printed and on line directories of libraries give enough information about
the subject or the type of material each library has. It depends on the extent to
which libraries have been able to convert their catalogs to machine readable
form, on the existence of an infrastructure which will facilitate that access, and
on the ability of the potential user to gain access to that infrastructure.
A great majority of the 1333 libraries in Mexico have their catalogs on line and
offer electronic services to their users.
The repositories of visual arts, literature, history archives in Mexico are found in
public institutions such as the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, (at
the Instituto de Investigaciones Estéticas: that of the art historian Manuel
Toussaint, the archive of the collector Carrillo Gariel, of the engraver Erasto
Cortés Juárez; at the Biblioteca Nacional, under the jurisdiction of UNAM...;
The Archivo de Escritores Mexicanos organized by a professor in Mexican
literature; the diplomatic archive of Genaro Estrada at the Secretaría de
Relaciones Exteriores (Ministry of Foreign Affairs); the voice and image archive
of the Centro Nacional de Información y Promoción Literaria of the
Dirección de Literature of the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes; the archive
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Fondos documentales sobre creadores mexicanos (peinters, musicians) of the
Biblioteca de las Artes. Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes
(CONACULTA); a photographic archive of Manuel Alvarez Bravo at the
private art gallery and school called Casa Lamm, among others.

Notes:
(1) College Art Association-CAA. 83rd annual conference. San Antonio, Texas,
January 25-28, 1995.
(2) Ben Houghton. “Bottom up: a UK approach to art library co-operation.”
Art libraries journal 23(4):9-17 (1998).
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Hearing What Cannot Be Said: Women on Menopause
A woman’s gender role is far from static, and many of the most profound
changes occur during the menopausal years. Menopausal women are forced to
confront issues of changing sexuality and changing status (status in relation to
women and status in relation to men). We have been researching these
transformations, both positive and negative, among women of various ethnicities
and experiences and are using our research to write a full-length drama on the
menopausal experience. Our research involves first-person accounts gathered
through interviews. This ethnographic study has revealed that the status of the
menopausal woman is deeply transformative; that menopause is a process of
dissolution, liberation, and rejuvenation, where the woman literally reconstructs
her life, refashioning her role in the wider culture and her various subcultures. To
summarize, this co-authored presentation, which relies on the interview, video
art, and drama, discusses menopause as transformation, a transformation which
has been difficult for women to talk about and difficult for others to hear.
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Hearing What Cannot Be Said: Women on Menopause
by Linda Bannister and James E. Hurd, Jr.
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities
Jan. 8 –11, 2004
Women, particularly as they age, and particularly in the West, are routinely
marginalized, silenced and ignored. No longer able to reproduce and no longer as
sexually attractive by contemporary media standards, the menopausal female is often
relegated to (or chooses) a public and private back seat. It is still true, despite
advances in women’s equality, that the woman in her forties is at the crest of a
downward slope, her worth declining as her years advance.
Originally, our research on menopause was motivated by the onset of Linda
Bannister’s (co-author of this work) own menopause and a creative project we were
planning– a full-length drama on the menopausal experience. We are playwrights and
we wanted to tell Linda’s story and the stories of a representative variety of menopausal
women in order to assist women (and men) in coping with the “change,” and to alter
attitudes towards menopausal women. Because menopause forces most women to
confront issues of changing status and changing sexuality as well as to cope with
physiological changes, we have learned that menopause is as much a psychological
and spiritual journey as it is a physical one. Even women who do not manifest many
physical symptoms may be experiencing numerous changes in identity. Each woman’s
understanding of her roles within her family, her workplace, her culture, and her faith
tradition are often reshaped and re-imagined at this time. Menopause is a shifting in
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one’s “stand-point epistemology,” often a shift from a position of comfort and privilege to
a position of discomfort and need.
In the tradition of post-colonial testimonials where those who have experienced a
phenomenon are encouraged to “write back” to the dominant culture (in this case, the
culture of younger women), our research involves first-person accounts gathered
through interviews. In our study, women were invited to speak for themselves about
their own experiences, and we videotaped their comments. We have learned that the
status of the menopausal woman is deeply transformative; menopause is a process of
dissolution, liberation, and rejuvenation, where the woman literally reconstructs her life,
refashioning her role in the wider culture and her various subcultures. Portions of these
videotaped interviews were also intended as a video art installation in the theatre where
our finished play would be performed, but as we did more and more interviews, we
realized we had a fascinating collection of ethnographic data in its own right about the
transformations that are menopause and decided to continue our ethnography as a
stand-alone project. Even in the 21st century, we learned that menopause is shrouded
in mystery and taboo, making it difficult to research and write about, because it is also
difficult for women to talk about. Our work became an exercise in “hearing what cannot
be said.”
A woman’s gender role is far from static, but the literature demonstrates that the
most profound changes in femalekind occur at puberty and at menopause. Imagine a
woman’s body as a tiny soap bubble; at puberty’s inception when the hormonal levels in
her body begin to surge, the bubble is quickly inflated, and she experiences the tumult
of puberty, her “bubble” growing to a full and buoyant state. Her bubble floats along,
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buffeted occasionally by PMS, waxing and waning only slightly as her monthly cycle
repeats itself, for roughly 36 years. As she approaches menopause, the bubble again
experiences a dramatic change, deflating sometimes as quickly as it initially inflated.
When the woman recognizes that the deflation is permanent, an awareness that often
takes her by surprise, the ensuing flux, both hormonal and psychological, can be rocky
indeed. Thus, the onset of menses and its loss are stormy times for these “new” and
“old” women, and the recognition that the beautiful bubble is indeed quite fragile is
sometimes devastating.
Until the large scale government-funded longitudinal study of American women
undergoing hormone replacement therapy concluded (some say prematurely) in the
summer of 2002, there was no broadly-based medical research study of menopauserelated therapy. As Marianne Legato, M.D., has demonstrated in Eve’s Rib, women and
men are fundamentally different in virtually every system of the body, from the
composition of their saliva to the way their brains and hearts function. Despite these
differences, medical research has focused on men in most large long-term studies, and
ignored women and people of color (Legato, xi, 2002). Gender-specific medicine is not
regularly practiced, so gender-specific information is not readily available to many
women. Most research on menopause is found in a number of self-help books.
Gail Sheey’s The Silent Passage, first issued in 1991 is still considered a
landmark book on menopause, despite its naturalistic, case-study approach and largely
anecdotal evidence. Sheehy invited 100 women in their forties, fifties and sixties,
individually and in groups, to write what many call the bible for persons concerned about
menopause. Sheehy’s successor in “landmark guides,” was The Pause: Positive
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Approaches to Perimenopause and Menopause, by Lonnie Barbach, published in 1993.
Like Sheehy, Barbach draws on her own experiences as well as the “true stories of
hundreds of women at this watershed time in their lives” (The Pause, back cover, 2000).
In fact, most of the research on menopause is a combination of first-person accounts,
some medical opinion, and less medical fact. Menopause and the Mind, Claire Warga’s
“complete guide to coping with the cognitive effects of perimenopause and menopause,
including memory loss, foggy thinking and verbal slips,” is a good recent example of this
combination approach, drawing on brain research and many “never-before-described
cases” (Warga, back cover, 2000).
And in 2001, Christiane Northrup, M.D., published The Wisdom of Menopause,
which is the current benchmark of research and advice on menopause. Northrup
approaches the change as not simply a collection of physical problems to be “fixed” with
hormones, herbs, or anti-depressants. Rather, she views menopause as a mind-body
revolution that gives women an opportunity for growth. Northrup argues that the brain is
literally “rewired” by menopause, triggering a shift of priorities from nesting and caretaking to personal growth and equality (Northrup, 36, 2001). Northrup’s “science” has
not been embraced by her AMA colleagues, but it has helped empower women who
take her claims seriously. The American Menopause Foundation, directed by Marie
Lugano, is another available, but underutilized source of information. It is telling to note
that Lugano has received complaints about educational materials she distributes not
being mailed in “appropriate” brown-paper wrappers. Menopausal women sometimes
prefer to go through the change secretly, to hide the “loss” of their womanhood. Since
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the number of American women in some stage of menopause (including pre-, peri-,
post- or full- blown menopause) now exceeds 50 million, that’s a pretty big “secret.”
With this available literature and state of the culture regarding menopause in
mind, we embarked on our interviews, with two significant differences in data collection.
First, we gathered first-person retrospective testimonials about the menopausal
experience from a variety of persons– women of all ethnicities, men and children in
menopausal households, and couples– married persons, companions or partners in all
kinds of relationships. And secondly, we questioned our subjects directly about their
sense of self, perceived changes in their personhood, and the spiritual dimension of
their aging process.
We have, to date, interviewed over two dozen women, men, children and
couples. Today we’d like to focus on two representative interviews that we feel are
particularly revelatory, one with a recently divorced menopausal woman, and the other
with a menopausal couple-- two women who have been partnered for nearly 17 years
and who are now in menopause. These interviews demonstrate the turmoil that
accompanies menopause, as well as some of the self-invented coping mechanisms of
three extraordinary women who are living through the “change” and changing along with
it. Their transformations are ongoing, their problems are not yet entirely solved, yet they
meet each day with resolve, a kind of gratitude, even though the “beautiful bubble” of
their past lives (to refer to the earlier metaphor) has shrunk or even burst. These
women are in the process of reinventing themselves, despite loss-- loss of ovaries and
uterus, loss of a lover and partner, loss of youthful vigor, loss of physical attractiveness,
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loss of memory, and more. The question is, what, if anything, have they gained? We’ll
let excerpts from the interviews begin to speak to that question.
D-------- is our first subject, and she will introduce herself in the transcript. D------has recently ended an 11-year lesbian marriage, and is at the beginning stages of
menopause. She has not had a period in almost a year.

Transcript of Interview with D-------Tuesday, June 3, 2003
Section A

(0:30 – 2:00)

Linda Bannister: Who are you, in the richest sense of the word?

D: I was born in New Mexico. I am fourteenth generation New Mexican. Chicana I call
myself. I chair the Department of Chicano/Chicana Studies at -------- University. That’s
something I’ve been doing for a couple of years. And before that I had spent eighteen
years at -------- College in the History Department and Chicano/Chicana Studies. So I’m
a, let’s see, a radical-lesbian-feminist-historical-materialist-deconstructionist focused on
the nineteenth century. In my better days, in my better times, my favorite thing is to be
in the archives looking at nineteenth century stuff. I could live there. So I guess I’m all
of those things, and right now I’m at a point in my life where I’m finally seeing or thinking
that each of those labels has begun to have some meaning to it. It’s not just something
I’ve taken on because it’s a perspective or because it’s something I’ve read and I’ve
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decided I want to sort of explore as a scholar. It’s really a person, and it’s kind of neat at age fifty - to be there.

Section B

(19:44 – 24:29)

LB: Has aging affected your relationships?

D: Yeah, it did. I mean, it does because I think that one thing is, I think in gay
relationships generally, but certainly in lesbian ones, you have a couple of things going
on. One is that gay relationships are inherently unstable, unsanctioned by society, so
you don’t have all the things to kind of keep you together. In lesbian relationships
supposedly you do, but it doesn’t mean lesbian relationships sustain or continue. But I
remember when I hit forty, and I had had a long-term relationship in my thirties, that was
very important. And we had been living together, being together, and then sort of
breaking up and then getting back together and so on, and with a person who’s still a
very good friend, one of my best friends. We stay in touch. But I remember thinking
very clearly after that was ending, “What am I going to do now? Who am I going to be
with?” And I wanted so much to be married, really have the feeling of marriage, and
that was definitely not the feeling of marriage with her. It was permanent, it was secure,
it was all kinds of things, but it was not that feeling. And so I took a sabbatical. (usually
big things seem to happen to me when I go on sabbaticals) and went back to New
Mexico, and that was where I met A--------, and I’ve been with A-------- for eleven years.
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LB: Oh, wow. I didn’t know it was that long.
D: Yeah, it’s been a very long time. And now that she and I are divorcing, it again has
placed me back in that position of thinking, “What am I doing now? How am I going to
do this?” And I’m now– I mean, then I was feeling middle-aged, secure about my
sexuality in many ways, you know, pleased to sort of have dated and done all the kind
of things that I had done, experimenting and fun stuff, because I felt like I really know
what I want. And now I’ve switched into this other sort of place where it’s a little bit
more unnerving. It’s been more unnerving. And so I’ve had to go back to kind of all the
traditional things that I think even at age forty I had done, too, which is, you know, go on
a diet, watch my diet, lose weight, go to the gym, work out, now I’m taking a yoga class.
I mean, basically, just getting back in touch with me and not thinking of myself so much
in the context of a relationship. Meeting new people, you know, I’ve met someone who
is a really wonderful person and I’m very interested in her and having a good time. But
does it affect my sexuality? Yeah, definitely. You just go through these things where
you think, you know, your body doesn’t respond the same way, you don’t feel quite the
same even when you’re having sex or expressing sexuality or eroticism. Some things
are more erotic than they were and some things are not. So there’s all this sort of
transitional stuff. And I think that’s what people mean when they say menopause is a
transition, because I feel like it’s ongoing, but it doesn’t feel to me like there’s any– you
know, like I can’t point to any one thing that’s sort of better.
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James Hurd: When you notice some of these changes, do you go with the flow, or do
you resist them, or do you try and hold on to what you used to do, or do you make that
transition?

D: You know, it’s like I try to hold on to some of the things I used to do and it just
doesn’t work. So it’s like I have to like, find these new ways of adapting or changing my
sort of perspective or, you know, my sort of desires. And so then it’s like I’m kind of
caught sometimes, and I’m finding that whereas before if I used to get caught I’d just go
ahead and do it. If I’d see somebody, somebody would proposition me, I’d see
somebody attractive or whatever, and I’d say, “Oh, well, go for it,” and that was that.
And now I’m not at all inclined to do that. I’m more cautious, I’m more careful, I think
more. I revisit things more often than I used to. You know, sort of go back and kind of
reexamine why I did something the way I did it. So the more knowledge and experience
I get is part of it. And also there is a greater level of comfort that the decision I make is
a better decision or the right one, as opposed to before when I would just kind of
plunge, you know, just sort of, “Whatever.”
End of Interview Excerpt with D--------

S-------- and A--------, domestic partners, are our second interview subjects. S----has had a complete hysterectomy and is in total menopause. A-------- is premenopausal and has been caring for S-------- through her recent illness.
Transcript of Interview with S-------- and A-------Saturday, September 13, 2003
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(7:38 – 15:00)

Linda Bannister: So tell me about your experience regarding menopause.

A Regarding menopause, and what it does, she actually did go into menopause
chemically prior to the surgery. She was having such excessive bleeding, they put her
on something called Luprin, which is supposed to, within thirty minutes of the shot,
almost completely void your body of all estrogen.

S: I can tell you what that was like. That must be what it’s like to be in menopause and
that was horrible.

LB: What was it? Tell us.

S: You just feel like somebody just sucked the life out of you. Just so tired and on the
verge of tears and cranky. You might feel good for a little while, but boy, it doesn’t last
very long.

A: You quickly spaced out.

S: Really spaced out and stupid.
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James Hurd: Was it hard to concentrate?

S: Mm-hmm. And I was working. I was doing that really hard movie and I was having
that shot every four weeks. It was just like, wow.

A: And when she was having those shots, I realized why men don’t make it through
menopause. It was so intense. Completely irrational.

LB: She was?

A: Yeah. Crying one minute, exhausted the next, okay the next, unsure, just absolutely
miserable. Did you get any kind of a skin thing too?

JH: You didn’t have dryness of the skin or the scalp?

S: No, no.

A: No. In fact, with her thyroid condition, years ago when they first detected it, they
said that her levels were so high, they said, “How come you’re not like three hundred
pounds with like a dried patchy rash, and you know–

S: They said that really I should have been in a coma.
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A: That’s how high her levels were. But, you know, we are ever vigilant about exercise
and–

S: Yeah. Exercise and sleep.

LB: So this Luprin, what I’m guessing they did it for is to shrink the thyroid as much as
possible before the surgery.

S: Exactly.

LB: Did it have that effect as well?

S: It did make it go down just a little bit, but not much. And it’s supposed to make you
stop bleeding. I bled more. I was just bleeding thirty days out of the month.

LB: So then your progesterone was out of whack, because that’s where the blood
comes from too. That’s interesting. So the crankiness and the spaced out…That
unsure comment that you made is very interesting to me, just because of my own
experience. Like, unsure in the sense of self-doubt, like, “What am I supposed to be
doing?” or, “Do you like me?” or, you know, like that kind of thing.

S: Why did you say that? You’ve always hated me, I know it.
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LB: Yeah, like that.

A: And this was all going on while we were working on that -------- film, and we, you
know, couldn’t really tell the production designer because we didn’t want him to flip out.
He was from New York. And she just kind of toughed it out the whole way. R-------knew. I made her tell R--------. I said, “You have got to tell R-------- you are bleeding so
heavily that if you had even had a diaper on it wasn’t going to be enough.” She was so
anemic, that she was on pre-natal iron twice a day.

S: And B12. so much B12.

LB: Wow, that’s the serious stuff, that pre-natal, that really –

S: And I was also taking a synthetic progesterone called Agestin at the same time I was
having those Luprin shots, and that to kind of help the side-effects of the Luprin but
(shakes her head “no”…).

LB: Which it didn’t.

JH: So when did it first occur to you that you were, you know, entering into this great
change, both physically and mentally, that you were not going to have any control over
whatsoever?
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S: The first day that I got the first shot.

JH: What happened?

S: We were shooting– no, we were getting a set ready in Canoga Park, and the doctor
was in Santa Monica, and I drove through Topanga Canyon and I took PCH down to
Santa Monica, and I met Amy and a friend of ours, and I had the shot, and I said I was
okay to drive back to work, and halfway through Topanga Canyon I realized I was high
as a kite.

JH: Were you dizzy?

S: I was dizzy. I got back to the set and R-------- said, he said something to me and I
answered him and he said, “You’re stoned, aren’t you?”

LB: Oh no!

A: But I do understand why men don’t make it, because men don’t even have even an
inkling of what the menstrual cycle is like, and some women have, you know, better and
worse than others. They don’t even have that. But to have this, you know, a shot and
thirty minutes later there’s a person standing in front of you and you don’t know who
they are, you know?
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JH: So how did you try to reach out to her, how did you try to help her get through this,
the first initial thing, when you realized she’s got a problem and we have a problem?

A: We have a problem. You know, you just have to be as understanding as possible.
You have to keep the food coming. You have to make sure they stay rested. And the
most important thing is to know that it – it’s like somebody dropping acid. They’re
reacting in a way that (shrugs).

JH: But you have a show going on? And I know how hectic it is on a show, and how
demanding and how independent you have to be and all this stuff. That must have
been taxing.

A: It was very, very, very rough. You just have to make it a priority to take care of the
other person as well as yourself, because if you break down, then you’re really screwed.
So I’d get up before her, let her sleep longer. I prepped everything.

S: The night before.

A: I would prep food in advance. I’d always pack her a snack box so she could eat
every few hours and keep the insulin levels as level as possible. So protein and
vegetables and some starchy carbohydrate or something, but no processed food.

S: A lot of coffee.
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A: No dairy, you know. And get up the morning, let her sleep. Have breakfast ready.
Get her out the– get it all done and out the door. Pay all the bills, you know. Just kind
of hold the basket, you know?

JH: So were there some situations where, like, she had done this in the past, taken
care of certain duties, but now you took them on because you saw what she was going
through?

A: Yeah, we share everything back and forth though anyway, because she goes out of
town, then I go out of town. So we’re used to, you know, taking it back and forth. But,
you know, it gets a little much. You’re doing the laundry and the dishes and making the
food and paying all the bills and making sure – You know, it’s kind of, “This is the
decorator, (points at S--------); this is the decorator’s brain” (points at herself).

LB: Yeah.

A: Think, “Did you get this? Remember we have this set today?”

JH: So you were having a problem with memory, short-term memory and stuff like that?

A: You were.
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S: I was?

A: It’s hard, you know. It’s like pain. You don’t remember the pain. People tend to not,
humans don’t remember the pain.

JH: So it’s quite obvious you guys teamed up on this thing to get through it.

A: Oh, yeah. And if you don’t, you’re screwed. I mean, I really see why men don’t
make it. Because I think inherent– you know, they don’t have a baseline to understand
what’ going on. And as a result they don’t make it. So they bounce to a younger
woman, and they think that’s gonna do it, and it will do it if they die before the woman
hits menopause. It will definitely do it, you know. And I think that that’s the prayer, that
that’s the hope. Because they just can’t take, they have no barometer for the mood
swings, the exhaustion, you know, the extreme lows.

End of Interview Excerpt with S-------- and A--------

D--------, S--------, and A-------- are only coincidentally all lesbians; certainly their
sexuality is a part of their menopausal experience, but they have much in common with
more “traditional” women. That fact became so striking to us that these interviews
helped inspire a scene from our play-in-progress that points toward the similarities in the
relationships of menopausal women, regardless of sexual preference, ethnicity or
education. Rather than do a strict content analysis of the above interviews we’d like to
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take advantage of the opportunity this interdisciplinary conference affords us and offer
our “response” to the interviews in the form of a brief scene from our play, which we’ll
now perform for you.
There are three characters: Al and Bertha and Alice. Al and Bertha are middleaged, recently divorced from one another. Alice, a friend of Bertha’s, is in her twenties.
The setting is present-day, a living room in a middle-class, San Fernando Valley home
just outside Los Angeles. There is a bar in the living room with a mirror over it, a couch,
a chair, and a bathroom off to the left. It’s early evening.

Al and Alice
A Ten-Minute Play in One Act
Scene 1
Al: Hey Bertha. It’s Al.
Bertha: I know it’s Al. How many times have I told you, call before you come?
Al: O.K, O.K. I was in the neighborhood.
Bertha: Al, we’re not together. Orbit somewhere else.
Al: Roger that, Baby. But it’s a full moon and you know…
Bertha: It’s always been about the big dog, hasn’t it?
Al: Big dog’s gotta howl.
Bertha: Big dog’s gotta sniff every corner, every tail in the neighborhood.
Al: No baby.
Bertha: Yes, baby! And don’t call me baby. A relationship is more than fucking and
howling and the very occasional lick. Dog doesn’t do it for me anymore.
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Al: Tell me what does. I can learn. I’ll subscribe to Cosmo. I’ve gone back to the
gym….
Bertha: Stop Al. You can’t change… What’s that smell?
Al: It’s Obsession for Men. You love it.
Bertha: Not anymore. I like softer scents, softer… never mind. I need a drink.
Al: Good idea. Me too. (He pours himself a glass of wine.)
Bertha: Al, don’t get comfortable. (Pauses) I’m supposed to be doing something…
What was I doing? I just don’t understand what’s wrong with…
Al: You have wine, you have two glasses and you weren’t expecting me? What were
you doing?
Bertha: (Hears sound from the bathroom. Reacts.) That’s none of your business.
Al: Is there someone else here? I think I need to use the bathroom.
Bertha: Al, go outside.
Al: That’s low.
Bertha: Al, just go. I’ve moved on. I’m in a, a different place.
Al: No, baby, you’re right here, in our house, where our kids… Hey did you change your
hair?
Bertha: My house. And never mind about my hair. I’m going to say this one time, so
pay attention. In fact, sit down, Al.
Al: (Al sits down on the couch.)That’s better.
Bertha: Al, you’re a man.
Al: Damn right. (Howls) Big dog.
Bertha: Let’s get to the meat of the matter.
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Al: Yeah, let’s get to it.
Bertha: I’m not into that dominant / submissive thing anymore. I want a relationship of
equals. I want fulfillment, more substance, more tenderness. (pauses) I need some
water… or cake.
Al: (Looks at her strangely, then recovers. He sings the line.) Baby, I got what you
need.
Bertha: That’s just like you, quoting some sophomoric rap song rather than holding an
adult conversation. I’m done Al. I’m tired and I need some air.
Al: I need to use the bathroom, Bert.
Bertha: You’re wearing on me, Al, and you know I don’t have much patience. Pizza
man came to the door yesterday with that new taco philly cheese steak double-crust
square pan deep dish that I been cravin’ so much, dying for really, they’re makin’ it at
Papa Gino’s and I could taste that sauce and those eleven special cheeses, dripping
down my fingers. Well, their ad says thirty minutes, so I set the timer. He was at least
forty seconds late! So I yelled at him about falsity in advertising and threatened him
with the better business bureau, which he hadn’t even heard of, just a kid, anyway I
went on for twenty minutes and my cheese was cold by then and hard, and I didn’t care
that he said it would be free. I just couldn’t stop myself. It was like the whole world
depended on that pizza and I was so disappointed. I mean it was a pizza. No patience,
none at all. Between that and the flashes and not sleeping…
Al: ( Al gets a fan from the coffee table and hands it to Bertha.) Bert, Bert, your turn to
sit down. Unless you want water… or air… or cake first?
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Bertha: ( She fans herself and paces quickly back and forth.) Don’t harass me. You
know what’s going on with me.
Al: Yes, I know. I know, and I still love you, still want you.
Bertha: Arrgh, That’s it. There’s nothing wrong with me. My therapist says this is
normal, natural. You’re the one who’s off. You’re so selfish, you’ve become… a
monster.
Al: Laughs.( Takes another drink.)
Bertha: It’s not funny. Look in the mirror. (He looks in the mirror over the bar.)
Al: Yeah, so?
Bertha: You know it started out with just a little, just a little bit of tooth, I could stand it at
first. But I can’t bear to look at you anymore.
Al: (Looks in the mirror again.) Maybe there’s a few gray hairs, a wrinkle, but I’m still…
Bertha: No Al, that’s not it. I see you for what you really are. ( She slams fan shut and
puts it on the bar.)
Al: And I see you. Your gut’s bigger than your butt.
Bertha: ( She smooths her blouse over her stomach. ) I’m retaining water!
Al: Who’s in the bathroom, Bert?
Bertha: I like my butt…
Al: You don’t get it. I like you the way you are, not for what you used to be.
Bertha: You don’t get it. You don’t know me any more. You never knew me. (From
the bathroom we hear a female voice.)
Alice: Bertha, are you okay?
Al: I knew it. Who is that?
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Bertha: (To the bathroom) I’m fine. (To Al) That’s my friend.
Al: Does your friend have a name?
Bertha: Her name is Alice.
Al: You don’t have any friends named Alice. Who’s her husband?
Bertha: She doesn’t have one.
Al: Well, that’s alright, there’s always time. (To Alice.) Alice, come on out. (To Bertha)
She’s been in there a long time, Bert. What’s she doing? Are you gals doin’ makeovers? Is this a pajama party?
Bertha: Kind of.
Al: Well, why didn’t you say so? I know how it is exchanging recipes and stuff. (Takes
another drink. Pours himself another glass of wine.) Do you have any cheese and
crackers to go with this wine?
Bertha: Well, I have a baguette… Arghh! You’re doing it again. Look, I’m entertaining.
(She walks over and picks up the half empty bottle.) You’ve already drunk half the
bottle!
Al: It’s that smoky oak note with a hint of cherry, goes down smooth with a tart finish. I
normally like a more robust…
Bertha: Al, Go home!
Al: You’re right, don’t wanna bust up your night with the girls.
Bertha: Girl, Al. One girl.
Al: Are you sure you don’t want some cake?
Blackout.
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Scene 2
Bertha is alone in the living room, behind the bar, arranging crackers and cheese on a
plate, opening a second bottle of wine.
Bertha: Alice B! Hors doevres are ready.
Alice: Almost done, sweetie. Bert, how come you call me Alice B? My last name is
Foxworthy, you know that.
Bertha: You are young. It’s after Alice B. Toklas, you know, Gertrude Stein’s lover.
Alice: Gertrude Stein… Is she the one who choked on a turkey sandwich?
Bertha: No, that was Momma Cass and it was chicken. Gertrude Stein was a famous
writer, expatriot, lived in Paris. I’ll buy you one of her books, Tender Buttons, maybe.
Alice: Tender Buttons… Is that about her Clitty Cat? Meow.
Bertha: No, no, baby girl, I’ll explain it to you later. You know Alice, I’ve been thinking
about our arrangement and … and your suggestion. First of all, I’m kinda new at this. I
used to swing with Al, but this is different. I mean, I’ve been with women, guess that’s
how I found out, but Al was always there, and it was always about Al, Big Dog, you
know. Anyway, you’re the first woman I’ve ever made love to. Alone. I’m just getting
used to us as a couple. Don’t misunderstand me, I love it, I do. I’m feeling things for
the first time. ( She walks out from behind the bar and paces.) I’m feeling my way here,
really. You’re more experienced, which is kind of funny since I’m a lot older. But you
know your way around the community. You knew how to approach me. It’s a lot to get
used to. (Bertha pauses, pulls her blouse away from her neck, pulls her hair up off her
neck and grabs the fan from the bar and fans herself furiously as she continues to
pace.) Everything’s happening so fast and I’m not sure I’m ready for… for another
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person. I mean, I appreciate, in principle, the sisterhood, sharing. Men are so
possessive. But, I’m still getting to know you. Menage a trois is a concept based on
male pleasure; I don’t see what makes this different. Besides, would it be a friend of
yours, a friend of mine, a pick-up? How do we find this person? (Bertha goes back to
the mirror over the bar and looks searchingly at herself.) Will she be younger? I mean,
what are you looking for? What do you need that I’m not giving you? Can we talk about
that? (Bertha turns, walks to center stage and stops. To herself.) Wow, this is almost
identical to a conversation, monologue, I had with Al. In fact, that’s when I noticed the
tail. And then he bit me, fangs…no, no, no….

Bertha crosses to the bathroom and says her line on the cross.
Bertha: Kitty, I’m coming in…
Bertha opens the door to look in. She can see Alice, but the audience’s view is blocked
by the open door. A look of disbelief crosses her face and she begins to back away.
Bertha: What’s happening to your teeth?
Bertha grabs at her throat, runs to the wine and takes a big gulp.
Blackout.
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Appendix
Menopause Interview Questions
Background
What is your name? Do you wish to remain anonymous?
How old are you?
Please describe your cultural background in terms of ethnicity and religion.
What is your career
Are you single, married, or divorced?
Do you have children? If so, do they still live at home?
Do you smoke, drink alcohol or coffee, or eat much sugar?
Do you exercise? How and how often?
Are you monogamous? How would you describe your sexual identity and
activity?
Experience with Menopause
What stage of menopause are you in? How long have you been experiencing
symptoms?
What are your most severe symptoms?
Please discuss your experience with the following symptoms:
Hot flashes
Mood swings (indecision, sudden or inexplicable depression, etc.)
Unusual eating habits
Short-term memory loss
Confusion of words
Interrupted sleep
Trouble concentrating
Do you notice any change in your physical capabilities – balance, ease of
movement, etc?
Any medical changes?
How have these affected your lifestyle?
Do you find time more important to you now?
How do you feel about your appearance?
Describe any changes in your style of dress or clothing?
How has your attitude toward life changed?
Are you more or less confident, at ease with yourself and others or not?
Do you notice any major psychological changes in your personality? Describe
them.
Do others see you differently? How?
How do you see yourself now? 10 years ago? 10 years from now?
Have you reinvented yourself? Why?
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How do men treat you?
How do other women treat you?
Do you discuss your menopause? If so, with whom and why?
Do you feel you should seek help in dealing with menopause? What sort of help
do you think could be useful (e.g., medical, holistic, psychiatric, spiritual)?
Have you experienced any spiritual changes or questions with menopause?
Sexuality
Has your sexual identification changed at all?
Are you experiencing new hetero- or homosexual leanings? How do you act on
them?
Are you more or less sexually active as a result of menopause? Do you seek
extramarital or monogamous activity?
Has your level of arousal been affected? How?
Do you experience discomfort with sex? Is sex pleasurable?
How often do you think about sex?
Has menopause affected your relationship with your partner?
Has menopause damaged your experience of sex?
Is your partner still attractive to you?
Is the male/female dynamic altered?
Do your interactions with men have a new character?
Are you more or less aggressive?
Does someone’s word (your partner, potential partner about relationship matters)
mean more to you? Why or why not?
Do you still feel special to your partner?
Does your partner treat you better or worse?
How do they feel they’re treating you?
Do you feel you have to compete for their attention?
How do disappointments in a relationship affect you? Cancelled plans?
Arrangements that don’t follow through?
Do you feel you are treated with the same amount of respect as when you were
younger?
Are you harder on yourself? How? Why?
Family History and Relationships
Do you now or in the past have a menopausal family member that you know of?
Who?
How was their menopause experience made known to you?
Have you had conversations or learned things about menopause from any family
member or close friend?
How do you view these persons and their experiences?
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Have they affected your menopause?
If you have children, has your relationship with them changed?
How has menopause affected your “maternal instincts?”
If you don’t have children, is menopause causing you to consider childlessness
differently?
Menopause and the Workplace
Has your status on your job been affected by your menopause?
Are you more or less viable/powerful in the workplace?
Has it had an affect on your performance? On your interaction with co-workers?
Treatment
Have you sought treatment from a doctor? Why?
Male or female? Does it matter? Why?
How are you being treated?
Drugs, Acupuncture, Herbs?
Has the treatment affected you beneficially? Adversely?
What are your expectations of your physician or health care worker?
Do you feel confident in their expertise? Do you think they’re up to date?
What have you read or heard about menopause that causes you concern?
Future
Do you think your menopause will be a generally positive or generally negative
experience for you?
What advice would you give to a friend about menopause?
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ABSTRACT
Nina Auerbach describes the orphan as a "primary metaphor for the dispossessed, detached, self" (Romantic Imprisonment 57).

In the novel, we find the emergence of a char-

acter who corresponds to this metaphor and who, on a larger
scale, may be thought of as a metaphor for the novel itself.
In the Hispanic novel, the female orphan has been a critically neglected character.

She enters the genre via the

Greek pastoral romance in the third century.

Prototypes for

her character were generated from chivalric romances and
Spanish Golden Age novels, and inspired by archetypes found
in Romantic, Realistic and Naturalistic works from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The female orphan is a character who is mistreated and
misunderstood.

Miguel de Cervantes' female characters have

major roles in the formation of the orphan protagonists to
be examined.

The Novelas ejemplares is a source of exem-

plary heroines who can be prototypes for the female orphan.
The Romantic female orphans in the Hispanic novel are inspired by characters in medieval folktales; eighteenth and
nineteenth-century French novels such as Paul and Virginia
(1787) by Bernadin de Saint-Pierre; and Atala (1801) by
François-René de Chateaubriand.
Aspects of the orphan heroine’s character are influenced by themes of sibling love, the picaresque, Rousseauvian philosophy, a sense of being "declassée," i.e., of not
belonging to her social class, Nature, spirituality, and
1
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Death.

Her character traits include pastoral innocence,

idealism, beauty and nostalgia, contrasted with mysticism,
inadequacy, mistrustfulness, and disillusionment.
This study focuses on the Hispanic American Romantic
orphan heroine of the Colombian novel María (1867) by Jorge
Isaacs.

The first prototype for María's character appears

in a Greek pastoral novel Daphnis and Chloe by Longus (200
A.D.).

Some orphans appear in early Spanish folktales and

later in Guatemala, Mexico, New Mexico and Puerto Rico
(Boggs 6-7).

These heroines remain exemplary and innocent,

even though they are abandoned and sacrificed.

Their

virginal or "pure" image has its beginnings in these folktales.

Orphan females from oral tradition are linked to the

theme of sacrifice for the sake of religion.
In order to compare prototypes to the orphan heroine,
María is examined with regard to pastoral elements in the
novel, religion, exotic characteristics, her relationship
with Nature, and Death.

Her orphanhood is discordant with

the Rousseauvian view of Nature as "good."

The orphan fe-

male develops gradually from a good, pastoral heroine to a
Romantic one consumed by nostalgia, mistrust and disillusionment.

María searches for happiness, beset with ob-

stacles as she contends with Nature, abandonment, and guilt.
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We encounter pastoral themes of innocence and unattainable
love as María strives to overcome these obstacles.

She

views herself as undeserving of love and is tragically
defeated by her disillusionment.

The Hispanic female orphan

is liberated from the burden of her abandonment when she
embraces Death and redeems her pastoral innocence.
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Near Cali, Colombia is the ranch “El Paraíso,” the home
of Jorge Isaacs, author of the Romantic novel María.

Fol-

lowing a brief summary of María, prose works to be examined
are Daphnis and Chloe by Longus; La historia del Abencerraje
y la hermosa Jarifa by Antonio de Villegas; Novelas ejemplares by Miguel de Cervantes; Paul and Virginia by Bernadin
de Saint-Pierre; Atala by François-René de Chateaubriand.
María is raised with her first cousin Efraín as his
sibling, but their deepening affection develops into romantic love.

The story opens as Efraín leaves for a prepara-

tory school in Bogotá.

The relationship between María and

Efraín had been just like the one between him and his biological sister Emma.

When he returns to the Cauca valley,

Efraín is "mudo ante tanta belleza," (5) foreshadowing his
reaction to María, whose "notable rubor" now distinguishes
his childhood playmate as a woman (6).
One explanation for María's lack of self-worth is the
reminder of her biological mother's epilepsy.

The novel

emphasizes the shared illness of mother and daughter in the
form of a "dolor de cabeza" (13).

María discovers a sense

of belonging in her relatives' family through sisterly and
maternal roles.

She is an exemplary mother figure and her

need for maternal fulfillment, inhibited by her short life
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expectancy, reinforces the idea of her illness as an obstacle to her happiness.

María is reminded of her own biolo-

gical mother's absence when Efrain's friend Carlos proposes
to her.

Her aunt and uncle tell her they will try to accept

her relationship with Efraín, but ask her not to tell him.
They assure her that she is not to blame for her illness,
but María feels responsible:
Sus ojos estaban clavados en el suelo.
--¿Por qué le exigía eso? --dijo al
fin con una voz que apenas alcanzaba a
oír yo--. ¿Acaso tengo yo la culpa?...
¿Hago mal pues? (99).

María loses self-esteem and views herself as unworthy of
love.

Her family wants to comfort her, but epilepsy has

made her feel defective.
The key family member for the orphan is Efraín.

He

is more than a brother, a friend or a lover; rather, a
substitute for relationships she may have had with biological family members.

Efraín's parents wish to send him away

to protect him from further involvement with María whose
tragedy is imminent.

María, disappointed when he goes

abroad, needs to replace him.

Though Efraín abandons her as

he departs for London, his love gives her hope that his
absence will be temporary, but she dies before his return.
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Early prototypes for María explain Isaacs' portrayal of
the female orphan as a heroine.

The orphan found in the

natural environment of the pastoral genre was one of his
possible sources.

Unattainable love, between brother and

adoptive sister raised together, describes the relationship
between María and Efraín.

María's Jamaican-Jewish back-

ground may have been inspired by chivalric romances with
exotic female protagonists.

Her tragedy attracted Isaacs

who preferred unrealizable love to happily fulfilled love.
He used her orphanhood in accordance with the concept of
Nature as good and pure, in vogue in the Romantic Period.
The tranquil countryside of the Cauca is a natural
setting for a modern pastoral genre.

María, raised in an

idyllic setting like her pastoral predecessors, has one
prototype in the Greek pastoral novel based on the theme
of sibling love, Daphnis and Chloe.

The titled hero and

heroine, like María and Efraín, maintain their mutual love
despite various obstacles (Reardon 286).

Efraín, raised in

the same household as María, refers to her as his "hermana"
(26).

María, like Chloe, is taken from one environment and

raised in another.

These parallels support Isaacs’ purpose

in selecting two children who matured together in a pastoral
setting.
The story of Daphnis and Chloe opens in Mytilene on the
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Greek island of Lesbos (289).

A goatherd named Lamon finds

an infant boy dressed in finery being suckled by one of his
she-goats.

Lamon takes the riches, child and goat home to

his wife who names the boy Daphnis.

Two years later Dryas,

a shepherd, finds an ewe who has recently lambed in a cave
sacred to the Nymphs.

The ewe is nursing a child, just as

the goat had done for Daphnis; however, it is a female.
is also clothed in finery.

She

She appears to be the abandoned

daughter of a wealthy family.

Dryas takes the girl home to

his wife who names her Chloe.
Lamon and Dryas share a dream when Daphnis and Chloe
become adolescents.

In it, the children are given to Eros,

who touches them with an arrow and tells Daphnis to look
after the goats, and Chloe to watch the sheep.
Love, binds the two in all that they do.
bathe, and take their animals to graze.

Eros, or

Together they eat,
These pastoral

elements are integrated into María.
The association of the goat with the masculine child
and the sheep with the feminine child is symbolic.
are in constant need of protection.

Lambs

In María, some lambs

are attacked by a jaguar and left to die (36).

The male

characters pursue the jaguar, an activity that symbolizes a
need to protect female members of the family.

The sacri-
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ficed lamb represents María's vulnerability.
Daphnis, is associated with goats.

Efraín, like

He was never a goatherd,

but the pastoral equation of man to goat is suggested in
Emigdio's words: "¿Quieres que todo huela a rosas?

El

hombre debe oler a chivo" (34).
Efraín sunbathes in the river, and attends a "baño"
with members of the family, including María.

The act of

bathing reminds us of Daphnis and Chloe, often found swimming together.

In both Daphnis and Chloe and María, an

idealized, natural setting is used to enhance the love
theme.

References to vegetation and fauna associated with

love and rebirth are reiterated:
Daphnis, seeing her in a fawnskin and
garland of pine holding out the bucket,
thought he was seeing one of the Nymphs
from the cave. He snatched the pine
garland from her head and put it on his
own, after kissing it first. (299)
The river bath is like a baptism and is one of Isaacs' tributes to Nature.

Just as bathing is a ritual in pastoral

novels, Efraín associates María with the preparation of a
bath reminiscent of oriental baths for men:
...sobrenadaban en el agua muchísimas
rosas; semejábase a un baño oriental, y
estaba perfumado con las flores que en
la mañana había recogido María. (8)
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Efraín places flowers for María in the bath.

She

associates his presence at the bath with flowers and notices
when they are missing.

María demonstrates her need for

Efraín as she sits beneath an orange branch near the bath,
lamenting his late arrival.

Efraín promises to place the

flowers there before she arrives the next day.

María's

communication to Efraín by means of flowers portrays her as
a loving, bucolic heroine.
The fact that the pairs of lovers communicate by
exchanging natural items is related to the pastoral themes
of innocence, virtue, the elevation of the female by placing
her on a "pedestal," nurturing, and mentoring, later borrowed by Isaacs.

In Daphnis and Chloe, Daphnis remains from

seducing Chloe:
He was understandably frightened that
one day he might not be able to control
himself and so he did not allow Chloe
to undress very often. Chloe was amazed
at this, but she was ashamed to ask the
reason. (327)
Daphnis' care for Chloe indicates his understanding of
her vulnerable status as a pure and innocent maiden.

The

respect Daphnis maintains for her gives Chloe an aura of
importance as he asks her to be his wife.
Similarly, María has a refined quality that induces her
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hero to idealize her.

As an orphan from a wealthy family,

María appears to be more cultured than her counterpart
Chloe.

But, we recall that when Dryas finds Chloe, she

is dressed in an aristocratic fashion.

María, though not a

shepherdess, is still a simple girl whom Efraín educates,
just as Daphnis educates Chloe.

While María listens to

stories about ladies of high society from Bogotá, Efraín
refers to her natural beauty as the pride of his native
country.

He observes María's aristocratic and attractive

qualities while noting her humility.
suous, yet dignified and modest.

Her manner is sen-

The scene in which the

hero acts both as mentor and protector recalls María's
initial reaction to Efraín.

He symbolizes security for the

orphan that causes her to feel a "caricia materna" (6).
Efrain's love sustains and nurtures the orphan María in a
maternal fashion:
... y sus ojos estaban humedecidos aún
al sonreír a mi primera expresión afectuosa, como los de un niño cuyo llanto
ha callado una caricia materna. (6)
The word "niño" refers to María and not to Efraín.

In

effect, María is being compared to a child, and Efraín, to
the child's mother.

María feels safe and "maternally"

protected, suggesting that he is a substitute for her
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missing biological mother.
Though an orphan, María is accepted by her relatives'
family.

She is treated in the same manner as the others,

making it difficult to discern which daughter is the orphan:
Cuando mi madre le acariciaba la cabeza,
al mismo tiempo que a mis hermanas y a mí,
ninguno hubiera podido adivinar cuál era
la huérfana. (12)
Though María is united with her family, she still has a
sense of not belonging.
The maturation process in Daphnis and Chloe resembles
the one in María.

In both works, unsatisfied love develops

from a situation in which the couples are presented with
obstacles to their marriages.

Chloe's family would prefer

that she marry a wealthy suitor.

She represents a challenge

to her foster father, Dryas, who is aware that she is more
than just a shepherd girl.

He believes that finding her

real parents will make him and his wife wealthy.

Dryas

delays his answer and rejects several suitors as he makes a
profit on their gifts.

Then, Daphnis finds a pouch of

silver, brings it to Dryas and makes a proposal of marriage.
In María, a family conflict is created because of María's illness and the prior knowledge of her probable death.
María, like Chloe, is presented with another suitor, Carlos.
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Efraín's mother tells him that Carlos and his father know
that María has a dowry.

María is outraged and says that she

will die if she has to marry Carlos.

Efraín's parents

finally reject Carlos based on Efrain’s plan to marry her.
Both orphans choose their ideal marriage partners.
María's desire for unattainable love is complicated by
religious devotion as she accepts her death.
faith helps her to accept her tragic fate.
separates her from Efraín.

Her Christian
Yet, it also

She develops a relationship with

the divine that ultimately replaces her need to be with him.
As was mentioned earlier, Bogg's Index of Spanish
Folktales (1930) reveals a Spanish oral tradition replete
with stories of religious martyrdom.

Brief tales describe

abandoned female demi-orphans who serve as virtuous
examples in order to prove axioms such as "Truth comes to
light" (92).

The orphans who precede María experienced

tragic deaths.

One stepdaughter in a Spanish folktale is

murdered for having given food to the Virgin.

She goes

directly to heaven for being virtuous (94).
We know also know that María is of Jewish origin but
that her father, Salomón, had wished for her to be raised by
Christians.

Efraín's grandmother had impeded his mother's

marriage to Efraín's father unless he converted to Christianity.

In Salomón's case, the reverse was true.

María's
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mother would not have married him unless he remained Jewish.
This background information on María explains how she has
become a Catholic like her folktale prototypes.
María has a sense of self-sacrifice, typical of the
innocent orphans found in the religious tales.

The orphan

in the folktale is so innocent that she draws our compasssion.

María is as devout as the folktale characters.

She

leaves flowers for the Virgin Mary, adoring her, just as
they do.

María tries to show Efraín her love through the

flowers in which she has symbolically placed her faith.
Another scene from the novel recalls María’s attitude
toward her faith with Efraín acting as her mentor.

María is

spiritually moved by the pages of Chateaubriand’s The Genius
of Christianity (18).

She sheds tears as Efraín reads this

author’s novel Atala and instructs her about its meaning.
Although Atala is raised by pagans in a natural setting like
Chloe’s, she is a Christian Indian maiden.

Her attitude

toward chastity is similar to María’s in that she will wait
to marry her Christian hero.
María frequents an oratorio or prayer room.

Before

Efraín departs for London, he finds María in the prayer room
pointing to the altar to indicate that he is leaving her
with one consolation at death, her faith.

The symbolic
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reaching out for the altar is her last effort to believe
that he will return in time and fulfill her dream of becoming his wife.

Her faith has a significant role in the

formation of her character.

Before her death, she is sur-

rounded in her bedroom by her family.

She dies tragically,

but with a divine sense of resignation, like the orphans in
the folktales.

Efraín's father notes María's valorous

capitulation to death:
--¡Qué hará Dios mío? ¡Muerta!
--¡Muerta sin haber exhalado una queja!
Ya en el oratorio, sobre una mesa enlutada, vestido de gros blanco y recostada
en el ataúd, había en su rostro algo de sublime resignación. (150)
María, resigned to divine life, becomes an idealized symbol
for pastoral innocence.
Pastoral comparisons demonstrate the theme of two
siblings who fall in love.

This theme is the inspiration

for the chivalric novel, La historia del Abencerraje y la
hermosa Jarifa by Antonio de Villegas (1535).

It is the

tale of love between the Moor Abindarráez, descendent of the
of the Abencerrajes, and the exotic Moorish demi-orphan
Jarifa.

Like María and Efraín, Abindarráez and Jarifa have

been raised as brother and sister.
a non-Christian origin.

María, like Jarifa, has

Abindarráez and his father were the
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only survivors of an attack ordered by a king to punish the
Abencerrajes for conspiring against him.

Abindarráez is

sent to Cártama to be raised by a friend of his father who
has a daughter named Jarifa whose mother died in childbirth.
Jarifa is idealized both for her exotic beauty, her
faithful love for Abindarráez, and her aura of an aristocratic female.

Similarly, María is idealized for her

exotic and divine beauty and the lasting impression she
makes on others.

The exotic quality is one of the Romantic

traits in María's character.

Efraín dreams about her white

and perfumed hands that could bathe the faces of the angels:
... el sol vendría ella a buscarlos para
besar sus mejillas y llevarlos a la
fuente, donde les bañaba los rostros
con sus manos blancas y perfumadas como
las rosas de Castilla que ellos recogían
para el altar. (50)
Jarifa's role is comparable to that of a princess we might
find in a fairy tale.

Both Abindarráez and Efraín place

their orphan heroines on pedestals.

Efraín compares

María to a queen and Abindarráez, conquered by Jarifa's
exotic beauty, compares her to a goddess and a queen.
Jarifa and her father move away while Abindarráez stays
in Cártama.

Abindarráez receives a message from her but is

captured en route by Rodrigo de Narváez, the Christian noble
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to whom he tells his story.

His captor is moved and allows

him to return and marry Jarifa.

The couple returns to the

castle together where Jarifa shares the prison with her new
husband.

Again, unattainable love is central to the story

until Christianity brings the two lovers together.
María is loved by her relatives and is actually treated
better than average.

In pastoral and folktale works she is

simple and virtuous, but in the chivalric tale she appears
as a noble heroine.

In the Novelas ejemplares (1613) of

Miguel de Cervantes, a humble female demi-orphan of the
lower class is sometimes a hidden idealized princess.
Cervantine orphans of the Novelas ejemplares are often demiorphan heroines whose aristocratic origins are later
unveiled.

The Cervantine heroines also encounter obstacles

to their desire for an ideal marriage partner.
The female demi-orphan Costanza of the La ilustre
fregona symbolizes virtue and innocence, despite her seemingly deprived background.

Though Costanza has no relation-

ship with her biological parents, she finds one of them.
Diego de Carriazo is her natural father, but conceals this
from her.

Costanza's physical traits are aristocratic:
... en una mejilla tiene el sol, y en la
otra la luna; la una es hecha de rosas, y
la otra de claveles, y en entrambas hay
también azucenas y jazmines ... que es
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joya para un arcipreste, o para un conde.

(129)

Costanza's identity is unknown, but she has inherited
characteristics of nobility.

Like Chloe in the pastoral

novel, Costanza has been left with certain objects of
wealth.

These objects correspond to items retained by the

Corregidor, Carriazo's relative.
Another Cervantine predecessor for María is Preciosa of
La gitanilla.

She is also a waif of mysterious parentage

whose origins are gradually discovered, after the Corregidor's wife realizes that the gypsy girl is the same age as
her long lost daughter.

Her real name is Constanza, like

the demi-orphan in La ilustre fregona.

Preciosa is de-

scribed in much the same way as the first Costanza, but her
unmistakable mark of identity is a birthmark, revealed at
the end of the story by her "abuela putativa" (10), who had
stolen her.

She also possesses riches at birth.

Preciosa and Costanza are both determined to remain
chaste.

Their suitors are enticed by their mysteriousness,

beauty and innocence.

Preciosa and Costanza do not behave

like lower-class women, but are described as well-bred, confident types who pray appropriately and guard their reputations.

These Cervantine heroines appear as socially mar-

ginal characters who turn out to be of noble parentage.

The
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author presents them as idealized heroines in contrast with
the "pícara" type normally associated with the lower class.
The fathers of both Cervantine heroines wish to choose
their daughters’ suitors.

Preciosa is allowed to marry a

wealthy lad named Andrés only after her father tests him
with a series of questions to determine his suitability for
marriage.

Costanza of La ilustre fregona falls in love with

Tomás de Avendaño, who has been disguised as a stable boy in
order to be near her.

Avendaño is not considered until he

is found to be the son of Diego de Carriazo's relative.
An analogous father-daughter relationship exists in
María.

María is encouraged by Efrain's father to accept

Carlos' marriage proposal, but for María, Carlos would
be only a practical rather than ideal partner.

She rejects

his offer, and eventually, so does Efraín's father, though
he still sends his son to study abroad.

Preciosa's future

is discussed between Andrés and the Corregidor, who finally
gives her hand in marriage to his daughter’s ideal choice.
In both stories, the discussion of betrothal takes place
with an authority figure who can either approve or disapprove of the couples’ plans, causing happiness or despair.
Efraín resents that María is separated from him by his
own father.

His father fears that his grandchildren may

inherit epilepsy if Efraín marries María.

Yet, Efraín
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remains with her, even when is told that her condition will
worsen with his presence.

She finally yields to her uncle’s

wish that she and Efraín marry only upon his son’s return,
and responds with the words: "Si él lo quiere así" (92).
All of the orphan prototypes choose their ideal mates,
allowing true love to confirm their decisions.

By choosing

an ideal mate, these characters affirm identities apart from
that of an abandoned female orphan.

Like her predecessors

in the Novelas ejemplares, María is idealized by her suitor
as beautiful, virtuous and honest.

Efraín admires her

chaste smile: "... y jugando en sus labios cariñosos aquella
sonrisa castísima" (17) and her modesty like that of angel:
"... su pudor era el pudor de un ángel" (79).

Ironically,

this element of purity is most salient at María’s death.
María progresses beyond the perilous life of the exemplary orphan.

She has the admirable qualities of a refined

princess, the innocence of a simple girl and the chastity of
the virtuous Christian.

Although the novel is set in the

idyllic environment of the Cauca River valley, its ending
forms part of the orphan tragedy as well as the expected
Romantic dénouement.

The Romantic concept of love first,

and conventional society second, is expressed by aspects
common to the orphan prototypes for María: a sibling love
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relationship, the desire for marriage to an ideal partner,
and the idealization of her exotic and divine beauty.
Isaacs was influenced by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who
encouraged the natural environment for children.

The

orphan's pastoral image corresponded well to Rousseau’s
philosophy that natural education was best for children.
Isaac’s may have had in mind the orphan Virginia of the
French Romantic novel by Bernadin de Saint-Pierre, Paul et
Virginie (1787), when he wrote María.

Virginia is a demi-

orphan whose father, the young de La Tour, dies of an illness while away in Madagascar.

The widowed Madame de La

Tour raises Virginia in a natural environment in Port Louis
on the Ile de France, an island in the Indian Ocean.

Mme.

de La Tour then encounters a woman from Britain who has
a son named Paul.

In the pastoral setting reminiscent of

Daphnis and Chloe, the women raise their children as siblings.

Virginia ‘s natural relationship with Paul becomes

romantic and the two plan to marry.

The obstacles to their

plan lead to a tragic dénouement just as in María.
As Virginia becomes a young woman, Madame de La Tour
sends her to a wealthy aunt in France to be educated in the
conventions of society.

The separation from a natural set-

ting changes Virginia's pastoral nature.

Her natural in-

stincts are replaced by excessive culture.

Though she
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began her existence as a pastoral girl, like Chloe, she then
mirrors the Cervantine prototypes, evolving into a Christian, educated, and well-mannered upper class heiress.
However, as a Rousseauvian character, Virginia retains an
innocence reminiscent of her pastoral prototype.

Paul

exalts her to a rank above Nature:
When I come near you, all my senses are
ravished. The azure of the heavens is not
so lovely as the blue of your eyes, nor the
song of the bengalis so sweet as the sound
of your voice. (71)
These combined traits point to the simple yet elevated
features evident in María.

Virginia's traits as a pastoral

prototype, her innocence, and divine beauty that surpass
Nature combine with her predictable tragedy.

Paul's ideal-

ization of Virginia resembles Efrain's constant admiration for María.

Both Romantic heroes face the predictable

deaths of their orphan heroines while maintaining idealized
images of them.

María, like Virginia, is always pastoral

and divine in the eyes of her hero.
Both Virgina and María encounter obstacles to their
selection of an ideal marriage partner.

From the Romantic

point of view, Efrain's trip may be seen as evil since the
Rousseauvian concept of Nature as pure and good contrasts
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with his plan for a conventional education.

His voyage

delays their marriage and conflicts with the happy memory of
their childhood.

The same conflict foreshadows Virginia’s

death when the couple has misgivings about her trip.

The

foreboding sea is a reason for them to fear the voyage.
Virginia refuses to remove her heavy clothing during a shipwreck and drowns because she has lost her natural instinct
of self-preservation during her contact with "civilization."
Cultural convention separates the lovers, thus opposing the
Romantic theme of love first, convention second.
Another Romantic precursor of María is the protagonist
of François-René de Chateaubriand's Atala (1801).

Atala is

a demi-orphan of noble blood, adopted by chief Simaghan of
the Muscogulgues.
suitor, Chactas.

She is virtuous and idealized by her
Chactas refuses to become a Christian and

disappoints Atala, who loves him.
decides too late to convert.

Unfortunately, Chactas

Atala's mother, who had con-

verted to Christianity on her deathbed, made her daughter
swear to remain a virgin and to marry a Christian.

Atala,

tempted by the passion she feels for Chactas, poisons herself to avoid breaking her promise to her mother.

When

Chactas arrives to report Chactas’s conversion, Atala reveals that she had given up hope of marrying him.

She

explains that just before she was about to yield to her
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passion for him, she had drunk the poison.

Despair is an

obstacle to Atala's happiness and part of her tragedy.
Chactas worships Atala and comments on her divine
smile, as does Efraín when he speaks of María:
She had beautiful, regular features, and
in her face a certain virtuous, passionate
quality impossible to resist. But she also
posessed more tender charms, for extreme sensitivity and deep melancholy radiated from
her eyes, and her smile was heavenly. (25)
Atala reminds us of the orphans in the Spanish folktales because she is a virtuous Christian.

We recall that

María admires Atala, and is compassionately moved to tears
by her death.

A premonition of María's death is present in

Efraín's reading of Atala because the hapless, exotic maiden
referred to resembles María:
"Duerme en paz en extranjera tierra,
joven desventurada! En tu destierro
y de tu muerte, quedas abandonada hasta
el mismo Chactas." (19)
Atala dies innocently, without consummating her love for
Chactas, thereby maintaining her virtue.

María also dies

without fulfilling her passion for her Efraín.

Atala's

premonitions of death, her chaste attitude and her beauty
are also traits of the Romantic orphan, María.
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The portrayal of the orphan María begins as an innocent, rural character.

The pastoral Chloe anticipates her

as simple and pure, but content.

She is protected, but in-

secure with her adoptive family.

Her Catholic upbringing

supports the notion that faith will protect her.

Yet, from

her Spanish folktale prototypes, María inherits her propensity for inevitable tragedy.

During her brief life, her

only real enemy is Nature because it has given her an obstacle, epilepsy.
Other prototypes for María, like Jarifa and the
Cervantine characters, suggest that the female orphan is
idealized for her beauty and compared to goddesses, queens
and angels.

Her pastoral identity conceals a truly refined

character which, as with her Cervantine predecessors, places
her on a moral pedestal.

As an adoptive member of Efraín's

family, María feels inadequate.

It is her illness that

causes her to be different and, therefore, defective in her
own eyes.

She not only views herself as unworthy of a moral

pedestal, but of a place in her family.
María’s image is primarily good: she is childlike,
honest, modest, and idealized.

Yet, as she despairs, she

mistrusts this image, and believes herself responsible for
her own tragedy.

Her orphanhood is an expression of guilt,

until either love or death relieves her despair.

She ac-
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cepts death from epilepsy, just as her mother did, but this
acceptance is her redemption since it replaces the unreliable Efraín and ends her guilt.

Her yield to Death is an

expression of her incompleteness, when she leaves behind a
world she can no longer trust.

Yet, it is through her death

that she recuperates her pure image, her pastoral innocence.
She dies in a way that Efraín can remember, still virginal,
still childlike, like the Chloe figure he was with growing
up.

When she dies, she replaces his love with a pure,

divine love that radiates visibly and reunites her with a
familiar element: her pastoral soul.
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human affairs. I show that modern social contract theories of
commonwealth and justice, far from re-establishing a priority of the
political over the economic, actually mask a subordination of the
political and cultural to the economic. In response to this I appeal, not
to the more classical theories of social justice going back to the ancient
Greeks, but to the sense we have in common of higher cultural values
and of communal justice, to reverse the rush to the bottom of injustice
and indignity implied for the vast majority of human beings in the
ongoing process of economic globalization.

Globalization and Dehumanization
A Political and Cultural Critique of the Multinational Corporate Economy

Economics has become the dominant factor in modern political and cultural life.
It used to be that the life of a city or a nation could be guided by high moral and spiritual
principles and by cultural aspirations of communion. Now it seems that everything we do
in modern societies is governed by economic necessity, to which we are often required to
sacrifice our other spiritual and social aspirations and values. It seems that political
consciousness, if there is any at all, or the cultural consciousness of any community has
become totally subordinate to economic consciousness, which basically comes down to
the consciousness of commercial interests as defined by large multinational corporations.
We speak a lot about development and underdevelopment, but we understand
development or underdevelopment only in economic terms as understood by large
interlocking financial institutions that have gained control over what they now refer to as
the world economy, the economy they have created for their own economic benefit. We
speak of many countries, such as India, as undeveloped, even when they have a highly
developed spiritual and political consciousness. On the other hand, we speak of other
countries as developed even though they may have a very low level of political and
cultural consciousness, such as the United States perhaps.

It has not always been this way. In fact, the Greeks were the first to advance the
idea of politics as dedicated to pursuit of the good life for a community and who
integrated a rich cultural and religious life into this pursuit in accordance with reason and
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virtue summed up in social justice for the community as a whole. Economic necessity, as
they understood it, hardly ever came into the scope of political debate, except as
something to be kept within certain bounds so that it would not deter from true good of
the community, which was a spiritual good and not just one of economic advantage or
luxury. In its original meaning the term “economic” itself had to do with principles or
laws (nomoi) governing the administration of a household (oikos). These were matters of
necessity for the Greeks as well as for everyone else, but they were to be dealt with on
the level of the family, which included wives and slaves as well as husbands, not to
mention children, who had to be initiated into the political and cultural system. Even
when business interests became matters of political concern with the development of
empires over different parts of Greece or the eastern Mediterranean, the economic
remained a peripheral issue in the political debates about what was for the good of the
city or the nation.

We all know how little Socrates cared about his economic good, no doubt to the
distress of his wife and his children, in his care for the soul of Athens, as he tells us in the
Apology for his life. This subordination of economic interests to the political and spiritual
interests of the community was systematized by Plato and Aristotle, who both organized
their political thought around the four cardinal virtues of prudence, justice, courage and
temperance, all of which had to do with the excellence of soul in social relations.
Questions of economic necessity hardly come up in Plato’s Republic, except with
reference to the pursuit of a luxurious life for the city, which was not to be at the expense
of the life of virtue and communal justice and respect for one another. Aristotle mentions
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moneymaking at the beginning of the Nicomachean Ethics as one of the things some
people seem to make the end all and be all of their lives, but he sets it aside as something
beside the point when considering what can count as the good life. For him only pleasure,
honor or contemplation, or some combination of these three, were serious contenders for
what could qualify as essential to the good life, whereas moneymaking was nothing more
that a means for securing such ends ends. Plato and Aristotle spoke about economic
necessity in their political philosophy only as it affects social justice understood in the
light or the culture of the community. Too great a disparity between the rich and the poor
or too great a disproportion among them makes continuing life in a community
impossible and hence unjust, no matter how the wealthy have come by their riches.

What is clear in all this is that in ancient times the economic factor was kept
subservient to political factors and cultural factors that related directly to the communal
good of societies. The necessity of economic activity was recognized as raising the
quality of life in the common good but never as defining this good purely and simply.
Political and cultural initiatives had much more to do with defining that good than did
economics. In modern times, however, politics and culture have lost much of their
initiative in defining what is for the common good of societies. Economics, as determined
by large multinationals, has taken the upper hand in reorganizing political and cultural
activity in various nations. What is now the norm is that the various nations, large and
small, will serve the purposes of the large financial institutions without regard for their
political and cultural purposes, let alone their own internal economic development for
their own benefit. We find ourselves living in an economy created and dominated by
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large corporations that strive only for their own private interests, such as moneymaking.
In view of these private goals they seek to exert control over all nations, large and small,
which they think of only as markets for their goods, rather than as communities with
interests of their own. They set their own requirements for what these nations must do
and not do to become part of the global economic system they have succeeded in
imposing on everyone.

I take the economic aspect of human activity to be an essential part of any way of
humanizing the world we live in. It is the part that has to do with transforming nature so
that it will better serve the human good of history. In ancient times this activity was
usually confined to households or to markets that were quite local. One of the things that
has marked the difference between modern times and ancient times has been the
explosion of economic activity beyond the narrow confines of the household and any
strictly local market.

The process took place over many centuries at both an international and a national
level, but I speak of it as an explosion to mark its revolutionary aspect and the way it
came to strike the political philosophers of modern times like Hobbes, Locke and Adam
Smith, who went from thinking of commonwealth to just the plain wealth of nations. We
do not have to go far into the social contract theory of society to see how deeply
imbedded it is in economic theory. Starting from a myth about the state of nature as a
state war of everyone against everyone, which leaves us in a state where life is brutish,
nasty and short, we are led into the idea of a state of incessant competition with one
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another for the goods of the world that requires a force above us, a Leviathan, to keep us
from killing one another. In this view, the common good is reduced to a matter of
survival for very possessive individuals without regard for the higher things in life such
as mutual respect and esteem in a community. The true political and cultural interests of a
community are made subservient to individual economic interests of competition.

Hegel saw this emergence of the economic factor as redefining the basis for social
life in modern times. He saw it as part of the historical development through which the
human spirit finds itself. That is why he had to give up his dream of getting back to the
beautiful society of ancient Athens. However, he did not give up the dream or the ideal of
keeping the spiritual, or what I am now speaking of as the political and cultural, above
the merely economic in the ordering of society. For this he developed his theory of
mutual recognition and respect into a theory of the state where “personal singularity and
its particular interests not only achieve their complete development and gain recognition
for their right (as they do in the sphere of the family and civil society) but, for one thing,
they pass over of their own accord into the interest of the universal, and, for another
thing, they know and will the universal; they even recognize it as their own substantive
spirit; they take it as their end and aim and are active in its pursuit” (Philosophy of Right,
par. 260).

This view of the state may appear overwhelming to many modern social theorists,
but it can be viewed as a modern or a postmodern way of keeping the economic, which
for Hegel belongs on the lower levels of the family and civil society, subservient to the
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political and the cultural in social life as a whole. Hegel’s theory of the state may not
solve all the problems of a society that is still based in large part on private
acquisitiveness or personal property rights, but it does allow for generous welfare rights,
so that all citizens may enjoy some standing in a community of mutual respect.

In contrast to this, Rawls’s Theory of Justice can be seen as keeping political and
cultural values, including those of friendship and mutual regard, under the wraps of
economic theory. It purports to be a theory of justice, which should take precedence in
judging the outcome of any economic activity, but in fact it seems only to reinforce the
pre-established economic order, which it takes as unexamined and allegedly necessary
data to start from in establishing the principles of justice from behind a veil of ignorance
that serves only to keep the common good and truly social justice out of sight and out of
mind. These alleged data are all sorts of so-called psychological facts or presuppositions
about what motivates people to do more in promoting a good socially, namely, revenue,
that will then have to be distributed among individuals still in competition with one
another. The so-called data based on supposed laws of comparative advantage are taken
as the basis for specifying a principle of inequality in the theory of justice, on the grounds
that people get involved in social production only when they think they can get more for
themselves. These data are not mentioned as part of what is known behind the veil of
ignorance, where the principles of justices are supposedly articulated by rational
individuals with only an individual self-interest, but they are brought out whenever there
is need of justifying the principle of inequality that has to be added to the principle of
equality or supposedly of equal opportunity if of nothing else.
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Rawls’s social contract theory of justice, with all its originality, falls right in with
the subservience of political and cultural social values to economic interests as found in
earlier social contract theory. It can only serve as a way of maintaining the status quo
established by modern economic activity. Even as a theory of justice, it has accepted the
corporate model of distributive justice as the essential good, without consideration for the
common good of people at large in any nation or any community and without
consideration for any cultural values other than monetary value. It has set aside all
grounds for critiquing what has been wrought by the modern corporate explosion in the
economic management of our world from a human and rational standpoint, that is, in the
light of political and cultural values that are also realized in any sort of community life.
When Rawls mentions the higher values of politics and culture in a community, it is only
to say that they do not pertain to a proper conception of justice.. For him justice is only an
economic matter as defined by the current economic system having nothing to do with
friendship and community or a nation.

There are other theories of justice that are more authentically social, such as the
ones mentioned earlier from ancient Greek philosophy or those of Hegel or Marx, from
which we could launch a critique of the current economic system as created by large
multinational corporations in more humanistic terms and for the common good of
nations. I have tried to outline a scheme for such a theory elsewhere in a book on social
ethics giving priority to social justice over both remunerative and distributive justice (Cf.
For a Fundamental Social Ethic, c. 3, on Justice and Friendship). There is also a sense of
social justice once could appeal to, or what we could call general sense of decency people
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have with regard to other human beings, a general conception of justice that even Rawls
refers to as a checking point for his own more particular conception of distributive
justice. Such a sense can be found among rational people who are diversely located in
the current global economic system, but very few ever get a chance to exercise it, either
at the center of control or on the periphery of the system, where the vast majority are
caught up in a turbulence where they have no say about what it is supposed to lead to or
who it is supposed to benefit.

My aim here is not to develop anew a theory of justice that I can use in critiquing
the economic system we are stuck with in our time, but rather to use the general sense of
justice and fair play we all have as members of society, even if we are being marginalized
as human beings by the system or, to put it more bluntly, even if we are being
dehumanized. In fact, the proper sense of social justice for all human beings may be
enhanced by this consciousness of having been dehumanized by a system that is seen
more as oppressive than as liberating for the vast majority of people. From this
consciousness of dehumanization for the many at the periphery of the economic system
has come a new way of philosophizing about the system, not a philosophy of
development, which only further intensifies the dependency and the oppression of those
at the periphery, but a philosophy of liberation through taking new initiatives coming
from the periphery rather than from the center.

It is important to note that most of the people who feel oppressed by the current
economic system think of themselves as being unjustly treated by those they perceive as
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oppressors. They think of themselves as being deprived of fundamental human rights in
their pursuit of well-being and happiness of any kind. Systematic impoverization and
deprivation is not just a fact for them. It is an injustice that they should not have to
endure, especially when they have human resources of their own that they cannot turn to
their advantage by reason of “strategic adjustment programs” imposed from on high to
protect the interests of large corporations in countries that are not only impoverished but
also heavily indebted to those same corporations. Even the debt is not thought of as just
in any way, since it was incurred by a ruling elite who used the funds exclusively for their
own advantage without bringing any benefit to a population that is now expected to pay
back something they never got in the first place. This injustice is wrought on people at
the prriphery all in the name of preserving economic justice for the large corporations of
the center, who should never have made the loans in the first place. They were a bad risk
to begin with and they did not even go to the people in need, who are now being plunged
into even greater need by being forced to repay them through these strategic adjustment
programs in favor of the corporations who hold these debts as a club over the heads of
people to drive them deeper into debt and deprive them of their own most essential
human good, which should include freedom and the opportunity to make a decent living
for themselves.

It is important to note also who is imposing these strategic adjustment programs
and for what purpose and for what purpose they are being imposed on poor countries.
These are strategies of a global economic monetary system devised by multinational
banks and corporations to continue exploiting peoples that do not just happen to be
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economically underdeveloped but that in fact have been developed under, as economists
of third world countries have been pointing out for a long time. They are strategies of
vast social empires, colonial empires, that are essentially private and that have only their
own economic self-interest at heart. What makes matters even worse is that they put these
strategies in place around the world through public or political institutions that should
have other interests at heart, namely the good of the people over whom they have some
authority, institutions such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the
Department of the Treasury of the United States, not to mention the local governmental
institutions that are expected to execute the strategic adjustment programs by lowering
wages, reducing expenditures for education and health care, and even selling off to
foreign investors parts of the national patrimony as well as the indigenous industries that
still benefit local people. This is what I would call a subversion of all political interests
for the public good of a nation by economic interests for the private good of certain local
individuals working on behalf of investors that are multinational, that is, foreign to any
nation.

We can easily see how this takes place in smaller countries, which are completely
overshadowed in this new situation of colonization by large corporations, whose financial
clout far exceeds anything a small nation can command, even independently of any
collusion on the part of local authorities. We should also understand that this kind of
subversion of the political by the economic takes place equally in larger countries where
we find large corporations pulling the political strings in all sorts of subtle and not so
subtle ways to keep things going their way, again even at the expense of the public good.
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I do not know exactly how this happens in other economic powers like Japan or the
European Union, but I can see it happening in all sorts of ways in the United States of
America, which is still touted as the most important market for corporations all over the
world and where these same corporations would like to operate freely for their own selfinterest in competition with other equally large corporations without any constraint or
regulation coming from concern for the common good of people, the interest that should
dictate government policy above all else.

Elections are not free in the United States. They are very expensive and those who
are willing to pay for winning campaigns will get more access to the elected officials as
all others find themselves ignored and marginalized. Those who pay for the campaigns
get control over policy so that they can turn it to their private advantage. They will fight
for deregulation so that they can operate as freely as they will to gain more and more
control over the economy. They will use public officials not only to advance their private
interests but also to circumvent any regulation of their reckless activities designed to
protect the public good for the benefit of all in society. Worse still, they will make it so
that the economy will become the only political issue in any national campaign. We
always hear it said when the presidential campaign comes around every four years: it’s
the economy, stupid! We don’t reflect very often, however, on what economy is at stake.
It’s the economy of the relatively few large financial institutions, the money mandarins,
who control well over ninety percent of business interests in this huge market of the U.S.
These are the people who run the country and do all they can to keep the government at
its beck and call, to bail them out when they get in trouble and to smooth the way for
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them on the international level with so-called free trade agreements that are free for large
multinational corporations but for no one else. Citizens let this happen because they have
lost all sense of what good political institutions are supposed to serve in this country as
well as in other countries. We have lost all sense of the higher good they should be
serving, the good life for all. This is so much more than just the economic good of
relatively few individuals who control most of the wealth not just in this nation but
around the world.

Economists like John Kenneth Galbraith used to wonder what countervailing
force could be found to hold in check the ever-growing dominance of the large
corporations in what was then already spoken of as the Corporate State. They thought of
labor unions, or big labor, as one such force that could look out for the interests of others
in society besides the corporations. Today we could think of consumer movements and
environmentalists as well, all of whom have to contend against the deleterious effects of
corporate activities on our society. In this situation of reckless corporate domination, it is
our government above all we should be able to think of, whose function is to look out for
the common good of all, not just an economic good that has been reduced to that of large
corporations. In fact, the economic good itself should be a good for all people and not just
for the few who have taken over the management of most economic activity in our
cocuntry and turned it into their own private domain. If there is any political power
remaining to counter this takeover of an activity in our society essential for the common
good, it should lie in our government, whose proper function is to serve the public good,
not just that of large private corporations. However, that would presuppose a government
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that does not always cave in to the demands of corporate power. When the government
has lost the sense of its true political responsibility to the people or to society as a whole,
that is when the exercise of this political power has to fall back into the hands of NGO’s,
non-governmental organizations in civil society, organizations that have to operate
internationally as well as locally, like multinational corporations do.

It would be a mistake, however, to think only of the economic good in this
critique of our multinational corporate economy, even understood as a good for all and
not just a good for a certain economic elite. There is more to the common good of a
society than just that of economic well being, if that can be obtained by all. There is also
a higher, more spiritual good that can be obtained even in the absence of complete
economic well being, what Hegel has called “the spirit of a people” and what I shall
speak of more generally as the very diverse cultural good that has been achieved by
different peoples all over the globe prior to the cultural invasion or subversion of
rampaging multinationals. This cultural good is essential to the human spirit no less than
the economic good, and I would say, even more so. It is a good that has been actualized
in many different ways by many different peoples and that should be recognized as part
of the common good of people. It is, however, a good that is being trampled over
recklessly by a corporate mentality bent on reducing everything in the world to a status of
commodities that it can control.

The expansion of the corporate empires into all parts of the globe is viewed by
many peoples with a sense of their own cultural identity as a cultural invasion, an attempt
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to substitute a new culture for the culture in which they have found their personal
identity, a culture once again that will serve the interests of the invader and not those of
the people being invaded. In fact, to speak of a new culture in this case may be to
presuppose too much about what multinational corporations are doing in expanding their
markets for doing business to different parts of the globe where many different cultures
already exist. They are in fact invading existing cultures, but not to set up a new culture,
unless one wants to call a negation of all culture a culture. What makes them appear as
antagonistic cultures is that they have to undermine anything in any culture that might
keep people from falling into line with their own standardized ways of doing business.
For them any human culture has to be reduced to some lowest common denominator such
as a commodity that can be mass-produced and mass-marketed.

The antagonism of corporate restructuring in the economy to any form of human
culture that rises above the status of commodity can be seen quite clearly in non-western
and many third world countries that are thought of as undeveloped economically, no
matter how developed their cultures might be. The same kind of antagonism to cultural
values, including that of freedom, on the part of corporate structures can be found even in
western countries, or those that are deemed to be developed and more advanced
technologically and economically. The idea of two cultures existing side by side in these
societies, one humanistic and one scientific, has been circulating for a long time. It has
some validity in that science represents one kind of humanism that can be distinguished
from the kind we refer to as the “arts and the humanities,” to borrow a phrase from the
title of this international conference. That is not where the antagonism to human cultural
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values lies in large corporate structures. It lies more in the antagonism to anything in
human culture, including science, that might offer resistance to their way of doing
business around the globe at whatever expense to the culture of any nation as well as to
our own natural resources and our labor forces.

These ways of doing business have long been with us in the United States of
America and have had a lot to do with building us up as the great economic power we
have become in the world, though not without constraints imposed on them by political
authority to keep them from damaging the common good accruing to our society. We
think of them as native to our culture, and so too does the rest of the world when they
speak of the American culture. We should think of them as having served the common
good of all, not on their own initiative, but rather they were forced to do so by regulations
to protect the environment against wanton destruction for the sake of a quick buck and to
protect workers and consumers against careless exploitation. These were things we found
integral to our American culture but that the large corporations have found antagonistic to
their interests. We also boast of pluralism in our culture, but corporate structures cannot
really honor that in their monolithic way of operating the economy. They have to proceed
as if the only thing that counts is the proverbial bottom line, a profit margin that has to be
declared quarter by quarter.

We should note also that this is the way they proceed in invading other countries
under the umbrella of so-called free trade agreements negotiated by our government to
give them free reign in doing whatever they want however they want to in order to extract
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their pound of flesh from these poor countries, without having to measure up to any
regulations that we take for granted in this country as a result of many struggles since
they began to take over our economy. Without these measures, which corporations are
constantly trying to erode through their campaign financing and lobbying, we would not
have had the economic development we now enjoy as a nation. The same kinds of
measures are also necessary in other countries where multinationals now want to do
business. When free trade agreements fail to require the same kinds of measures as we
have in the more developed countries to keep the operations of corporations within the
bounds of the national good of the underdeveloped countries they are invading, there is
no chance that these countries will ever be developed. They will only be despoiled. We
can only expect that they will be developed under, as was intimated earlier. The worst
thing about these free trade agreements that favor only multinational corporations is that
they are negotiated by governments, who should have the interests of their own people at
heart, including that of their economic development, and not just that of the multinational
money mandarins.

The problem we face today politically and culturally in American society with the
multinational corporations that have so deeply invaded our lives as well as those of other
nations is similar to the one the great Greek philosophers had to face in their time. They
too had to deal with a polis that had fallen into the hands of business interests almost
from its very earliest years as we have. They saw that the true political and cultural
interests of their society were being betrayed and they responded by trying to redefine
these true interests of the polis and calling their fellow citizens back to the humane ideals
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that had brought them together as a community to begin with. We have been overtaken
by an even greater colossus in our political and cultural life. In the name of everything we
value politically and culturally we must not only criticize the actions of this colossus but
also resist its allurements to simply fall in step and enjoy the advantages it has given us at
the expense, not of itself, but of our human culture and that of others around the world,
especially the poorest who have been marginalized as human beings and dehumanized.
Better still, since these corporate structures penetrate so deeply into our lives and the
lives of people all over the globe, we must not only criticize but also take action to
prevent the economic superstructure from overpowering us as human beings.

This does not mean dismantling this superstructure, which has provided some
economic benefits to all of us and could provide the same kind of benefits even to the
poorest, if it ceased thinking only of exploiting them for its own benefit. It does mean,
however, trying to keep it in its place, cutting it down to size perhaps, within the scope of
the political and cultural good of communities around the world, instead of letting it
continue to oppress and to suppress this good wherever it can. We should take the
venality and the rapacious greed of many heads of large corporations that is coming into
public view these days, not to mention their subversive machinations to take unfair
advantage of ordinary citizens, workers, investors and whoever else they can catch in
their nets, as a wake up call, not just to restore justice in a system that has lost it, but also
to reaffirm the priority of the political and the cultural good over the economic. In
election times we should begin to look for people who will look out for the interests of all
people first and foremost, not just those of corporations who pay for the supposedly
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political campaigns so that they will continue to stay in control of an economy that serves
their own good and not that of the public at large. What we need there is radical
campaign reform that will start from citizens who have the good of all at heart and who
refuse to let themselves be marginalized as human being with political and cultural
concerns by the monied and moneymaking interests.

Oliva Blanchette
Department of Philosophy
Boston College
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Curriculum as Political Platform: The American National Standards for
Arts Education
(Abstract)
The creation and promotion of the National Standards for Arts Education
in the United States in 1994 has been well documented. The Music Educators
National Conference (now known as MENC: the National Association for
Music Education) promotes the standards through their publications and
conferences. Less well documented but equally important may be the role of
political influence that the standards play in promotion of the national
standards.
My research objective was to investigate aspects of the hidden curriculum
promoted by the adoption of the American national standards in music. For
instance, while research suggests that the profession is not embracing many of
the listed objectives, critical discussions on the standards have been largely
discounted and/or ignored. For this project, both research and trade articles
dealing with the national standards were reviewed and evaluated in light of
potential political implications. One of the results of this investigation is that the
standards have provided an opportunity for music education leaders to promote
objectives and activities that they may view as politically important. In many
ways, the least important and successful aspect of the National Standards for
Arts Education may be the curricular impact on American music classrooms.
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Curriculum as Political Platform: The American National Standards for
Arts Education
The passage of the Goals 2000: Educate America Act (PL 103-227) was
hailed by the arts education community as one of the most significant federal
education projects of the twentieth century (Mark, 1996). One of the
responsibilities of being included in this act was to establish high-quality
internationally competitive student performance standards. To meet this
objective, the Music Educators National Conference (now know as MENC: the
National Association for Music Education), along with the American Alliance
for Theatre and Education, the National Art Education Association, and the
National Dance Association, created a set of voluntary standards. Secretary of
Education Richard Riley accepted the completed standards at a press conference
on March 11, 1994. Since that time, MENC has spent considerable energy
supporting the standards through their publications, workshops, and advocacy
efforts. The results of these efforts have been somewhat mixed; many music
education practitioners continue to ignore or de-emphasize certain aspects of the
standards. However, it has provided for the focus of music education political
efforts.
History
The original version of Goals 2000 (then called America 2000), under the
first Bush administration, did not included arts education. This served as a
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wake-up call for the various arts organizations. They feared that, without
recognition as a core subject, states and local school districts might feel free to
delete arts education from the curriculum. As well, lack of official recognition
would mean a lack of support (political, financial, and moral) compared to
subjects such as mathematics, science, and English. The four main Arts
education organizations (American Alliance for Theatre and Education, MENC,
National Art Education Association, National Dance Association) banded
together under the title of the Consortium of National Arts Education
Associations in order to focus their lobbying efforts. As well, MENC sought to
coordinate lobbying efforts with any other groups – education and business –
who had similar interests.
Due to their lobbying efforts and a sympathetic federal government
(during the Clinton administration), the Consortium was successful in having
arts education included in the final Goals 2000 bill. As well,
In 1992, in anticipation of education standards emerging as a focal point
of the reform legislation, the Consortium of National Arts Education
Associations successfully approached the U.S. Department of Education,
the National Endowment for the Arts, and the National Endowment for
the Humanities, for a grant to determine what the nation’s school children
should know and be able to do in the arts. (MENC, 1994a, p. 11)
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This grant paid for the bulk of the work in creating national standards and met
several needs. Subjects labeled as core in the Goals 2000 act were encouraged
to establish “high-quality, internationally competitive content and student
performance standards” (as quoted in Mark, 1996, p. 105). It was also
recognized that it would be a powerful political message if the arts were seen to
be working on academic standards – even before the passage of the Goals 2000
act. In one sense, it was hoped that legislators and educational leaders would
view this as a demonstration that arts education was capable of the same rigor
assumed of other academic subjects. The completed document was accepted by
Secretary of Education Richard Riley at a news conference on March 11, 1994 –
the first set of academic standards by any subject area to be accepted. The
inclusion of art education in Goals 2000 and the development/adoption of the
national standards were seen as the most successful achievement of the MENC
advocacy program to date (Mark, 1996). However, virtually no discussion was
directed at the bigger question: the desirability of setting national arts education
standards.
Efforts then turned to promoting the newly adopted national standards.
MENC sought to advance the new standards through publications, newsletters
(print and electronic), and workshops. For instance, a series of books called
Strategies for Teaching were written and produced by MENC, each directed at a
specific age group and music class (e.g.: high school band, middle-level general
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music, etc.). A plethora of books promoting the standards have been created and
published by MENC including: The School Music Program: A new Vision – the
K-12 National Standards, PreK Standards, and What they Mean to Music
Educators (MENC, 1994b), The Vision for Arts Education in the 21st Century:
The Ideas and Ideals Behind the Development of the National Standards for
Education in the Arts (MENC, 1994c), Aiming for Excellence: The Impact of
the Standards Movement on Music Education (MENC, 1996), and Performing
with Understanding: The Challenge of the National Standards for Music
Education (MENC, 2000). Numerous presentations – at state and national
conventions – have been provided to help the membership learn about the
standards. Addresses by MENC officials at national, regional, and state
conferences have also toted the value and the importance of having
“internationally competitive” (MENC, 1994a, p.11) standards.
Contemporary Issues
Throughout the various documents mentioned previously, there is a notso-subtle assumption of the value of the standards. Typical comments include
“What the standards will do is help teachers and school systems aim for high
levels of achievement on the part of their students” (MENC, 1994c; p. xii) and
“when states and school districts adopt the standards, they are taking a stand for
rigor, informed by a clear intent” (MENC, 1994a, p. 12). Similarly, workshop
application forms for the past several national biennial MENC conferences have
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required applicants to list what standards will be addressed; part of the
assessment of applications is based on this inclusion.
A lengthy discussion on the value of the national standards is beyond the
scope of this paper. Critical discussion of the standards is largely non-existent in
publications of MENC. The casual reader of music education journals
(including research journals – several of which are sponsored by MENC) might
conclude that there is agreement by the profession on the value and importance
of the standards. However, there are numerous critics of the entire standard
movement, and the music standards in particular. Elliot Eisner (1998) suggests
that using national standards becomes a matter of teaching to the average of
what is possible – not helping students reach their greatest potential. He is
concerned that standards do not recognize differences between students,
cultures, and groups – just at a time when, in other educational forums, we are
attempting to celebrate diversity. Regelski (1998) feels that the emphasis on
standards relegates music education to the mere teaching of a series of
techniques, thus dehumanizing both the teachers and students. Similarly, Giroux
(2001) suggests that the adoption of national standards leads to a situation
where “The teacher’s role is reduced to merely following the rules. Assemblyline control, in this case, parades as the newest insight in curriculum
development” (p. 70).
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This dissention could be ignored if there was consensus on the part of
practitioners in regards to the usefulness of the standards. Unfortunately, several
studies have discovered that, even though the national standards are well
known, they are not being universally utilized. It appears that concepts and
practices that have traditionally been taught continue to be taught (such as
singing and playing instruments) and those that were previously ignored
continue to be de-emphasized (such as improvisation and composition). Louk
(2002), in a study grade 4 general music teachers’ attitudes, found that singing
and playing instruments occupied a prominent role in teacher’s attitudes and
their classrooms, while improvisation and composition continue to be ranked
low and were seldom utilized. Skube (2002) reported similar results in
Michigan secondary instrumental music ensembles. In 1997, the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) conducted a large scale study of
eighth-grade arts classrooms, using the national standards as a basis for
questions (National Center for Education Statistics, 1999). Students were found
to have skills in responding to music and some ability in performing music.
However, they had only limited skills in creating music, corresponding to
standards dealing with improvisation and composition. Another large-scale,
nationally represented study, undertaken in 1999, found similar results
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2002). In part, they learned that:
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Twenty-seven percent of music specialists placed no emphasis on
composing and arranging music, and 48% indicated a minor emphasis on
this objective of student learning. Sixteen percent of music specialists
gave no emphasis to improvising melodies, variations, and
accompaniments, and 50% gave minor emphasis. (p. 82)
The political nature of the promotion of the national standards has
extended well beyond the membership of MENC. Possibly due to the success of
the crusade to include arts education in Goals 2000, MENC has stepped up its
advocacy campaign. This has occurred through both lobbying efforts and in
partnerships with other organizations. Considerable attention is now paid to
lobbying members of the United States Senate and Congress in Washington,
DC, a short distance from the MENC national headquarters in Reston, VA. The
services of a national lobbyist have become an important component of
advocacy efforts. State and regional leadership are encouraged to keep up the
political pressure at all levels and are provided with materials and suggestions
for being politically effective. Numerous sessions on advocacy have been
included in recent biennial conferences, suggesting the increased importance
political action has to MENC. Admittedly, not all advocacy efforts are directed
at promotion of the standards. However, the mantra of Goals 2000 and the
acceptance of national standards are often trotted out to demonstrate both the
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purported rigor of music education and to remind all of previous successes in
the political forum.
The success of the Consortium of National Arts Education Associations
has lead to many other partnerships: another popular political tool for both the
promotion of the national standards and for MENC. A recent study by Orman
and Price (2001) of MENC biennial conference session offerings found that,
since 1998, sessions sponsored by industry have dominated all others. They
state that if you entered an educational session at the most recent (April, 2000)
conference, “there was a 40% chance that the session promoted a product” (p.
232). Some of these partnerships are directly related to music, such as
relationships between MENC and the National Association of Music Merchants
(NAMM), VH1, and the Grammys. Others, such as Oscar Myer©, Herseys©, and
Disney©, seem to have less to do with promoting music education issues and
more to do with raising money for the national organization.
It can be seen that the political nature of creating and promoting a
curriculum platform has become a major issue in contemporary music
education. The purpose of this paper is not to suggest whether this platform is
an appropriate one or not. It is important, however, to realize the nature and
consequences of this development. The inclusion of arts education into Goals
2000 and the creation of national standards mark the beginning of this process.
As the largest national organization for music educators, MENC has largely
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promoted the standards through political means – both to its membership and to
elected officials. Discussion and dissention are not permitted in forums that they
have any control over. This is unfortunate, as it is only through an open and
critical dialog that we competently determine the appropriateness of continuing
down this path. We need more opportunities to speak and discuss these issues in
order to make conscious, well-informed decisions, instead of leaving it to the
will of national organizations to make educational decisions for an entire field.
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Would Brown make it to New York City?
The First Phase of the Battle for Public School Integration, 1954-1957
This paper is about the struggle to racially integrate New York City’s public schools between
1954 and 1957. These first three years after the landmark Brown Supreme Court decision represent
a period in which not only southern schools, but also the New York City Board of Education had to
address the implications of Brown for its own vast school system. Rhetorically, the Board responded
favorably to the Court’s mandate and pledged to comply with both the letter and spirit of Brown.
Over the next three years, however, the Board of Education would not follow through on its promise.
The Board’s fervent commitment to the “neighborhood school” concept restricted its efforts to
integrate the public schools because of widespread residential segregation. Black and Puerto Rican
parents became increasingly frustrated with their inability to change Board policy and obtain quality
education for their children.
The Brown decision is often deemed the beginning of the modern civil rights movement, but
its effect on northern cities is rarely studied. Yet, understanding how actions in the North dovetailed
with and diverged from what was happening in the South is absolutely critical to more fully
understanding the impact and legacy of the movement from the mid-1950s to the mid-1960s. The
civil rights struggle was a nationwide campaign and shifting the focus of historical study to the
North, particularly during the immediate post-Brown period, alters our understanding of the
trajectory of the movement.
Source material for this paper primarily comes from two collections of the New York City
Board of Education Papers: the Commission on Integration Papers and Superintendent William
Jansen’s Files on Racial Discrimination. I also use the New York Times and other local newspapers
found in the paper collections as well as secondary sources.
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Would Brown make it to New York City?
The First Phase of the Battle for Public School Integration, 1954-1957

When Supreme Court Justice Earl Warren handed down the Brown decision on May 17,
1954 declaring the doctrine of “separate but equal” unconstitutional, the ruling sent shockwaves
around the world. The far-reaching implications of the decision were not lost on anyone as
opinions on the Brown mandate included a wide spectrum of viewpoints. Across the South,
whether in Jackson, Mississippi—a bastion of racial intolerance1—or Greensboro, North
Carolina—a city that had a reputation for moderation in racial matters2—, white public opinion
in the immediate aftermath of the decision ran the gamut from unequivocal defiance to calls for
compliance. Southern white public opinion had not hardened against the Brown decision in the
middle of 1954 the way that it eventually would by 1957.
While white communities in various places showed a range of reactions to the mandate,
black communities were no more monolithic. In Atlanta “there were no street celebrations in
Negro communities.” In fact, students at Spelman College questioned what effect the decision
would have on historically black colleges and universities.3 While the Mississippi branch of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) had consistently
opposed segregation, black principals and teachers were more ambivalent about the decision.4
Blacks and whites alike were anxious about how the future would be different now.
Concern not only imbedded itself in the national consciousness below the Mason-Dixon line.
Northern cities and school boards were also forced to evaluate the extent to which they would
have to change their institutional policies in order to comply with Brown.
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The changes wrought on the North by that fateful May 17, 1954 ruling—both as a region
and in specific northern cities—are not often addressed in general studies of the modern civil
rights movement. Traditionally, the fight for equal rights during the 1950s and 1960s has been
conceptualized as a southern phenomenon that began to have relevance for the North (and West)
only after 1965, with the emergence of black power ideology and the move away from the tactics
of non-violent direct action. However, understanding how events in the North dovetailed with
and diverged from what was happening in the South is critical to more fully understanding the
impact and legacy of the national civil rights struggle. The movement was a nationwide
campaign and shifting the focus of historical study to the North, particularly during the
immediate post-Brown period, alters our understanding of the movement’s trajectory.5 Similar
struggles were taking place in both regions, but within different cultural contexts. In this early
period, the movement was operating from a similar ideological viewpoint in both the North and
the South; racial integration in all social arenas was a positive goal, worthy of pursuing.
After Brown, segregation in the nation’s public schools became the number one topic for
debate, public policy, and protest all over the nation, not only the South. Only weeks after the
decision, noted psychologist Dr. Kenneth Clark once again accused the New York City Board of
Education of “permitting ‘Jim Crow’ practices at some of its schools.”6 Dr. Clark, whose
findings that segregated schools caused inferiority complexes in African American children had
been critical in the Brown case, had condemned Board of Education policies before May of
1954. He argued that the de facto segregation of New York City’s system had been as effective
at “damning up the source of future intellectual functioning” as legal segregation. Black and
Puerto Rican children, chronically unprepared for academic secondary schooling, were left to
blame themselves and their alleged inferiority for their academic underachievement.7 Clark’s
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statement was not only an indictment of the fact that significant integration was not taking place
in the public schools, but also a charge of years of neglect—willful or not—on the part of the
Board toward “ghetto” schools.
The Board just as adamantly denied that there was any legal segregation in the public
schools.8 And it was correct; legal segregation did not exist in New York City’s public schools.
But Clark did have evidence of Board-sanctioned racial segregation. An October 21 New York
Herald-Tribune article uncovered a policy in northern Manhattan where white families were
allowed to send their children to a predominantly white school, PS 169, outside of their district
instead of their zoned school, PS 46, which had a predominantly African American student body.
The Board of Education even provided bus transportation to PS 169 for the white students when
PS 46 was within walking distance to their homes.9
School Superintendent, William Jansen, could not deny that white children were being
bused a mile away from their homes to PS 169.10 So finally in May of 1955, the Board of
Education began to do something about it. Assistant Superintendent, Truda Weil, devised a plan
to gradually eliminate this “permissive zone” by September of 1956.11 Dr. Clark used the
situation in Upper Manhattan to dramatize the larger flaws of the educational system, but he also
hoped that the recently authorized Public Education Association study would do more to
illustrate the need for Board action in favor of integration. The revelation of Board-sanctioned
busing at PS 169 was particularly damning because busing young children out of their immediate
area flew directly in the face of the “neighborhood school” concept that the Board held so dear.
The Board believed it desirable for children to attend schools closest to their homes—
particularly in the elementary grades. Officials contended that “neighborhood schools”
promoted safety and familiarity because children would be attending school in the areas and with
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the people they knew best. However, the neighborhood school concept was at odds with
integration because residential patterns in the city were such that most neighborhoods were
racially and ethnically homogeneous. Therefore, schools in many communities tended to be
comprised of a particular racial or ethnic group.
In the wake of the Brown ruling and the repeated critiques of Dr. Clark and others, even
before the busing of white students to PS 169 was exposed, the Board of Education requested
that the Public Education Association (PEA), a private educational research group, conduct a
study of public school education among Negro and Puerto Rican children.12 Rose Shapiro
headed up the study.13 In addition, the Board of Education also established the Commission on
Integration (CI) on December 23, 1954. The Board released a powerful statement of its intent to
comply with Brown when it announced the formation of the special commission.14
Creating the Commission on Integration was an important step towards school
integration. The Board’s policy statement served several purposes. By calling Brown v. Board
of Education a “moral reaffirmation of our fundamental educational principles,” the Board
implied that a tradition of racial and ethnic integration had existed in New York City schools
before 1954.15 The statement also framed the quest for integration as a national rather than
regional problem. And by acknowledging the cruelty of de facto segregation and accepting the
challenge to eliminate it, the Board pledged that it would make every attempt to comply with the
Supreme Court decision. Proponents of integration had to be optimistic about the prospects of
school integration. However, the next few years would show all too clearly that genuine racial
integration required much more than zeal and commission studies. Battles over integrating
schools and providing minority schools with better personnel would end in frustration for civil
rights organizations and black and Puerto Rican parents.
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The Commission on Integration consisted of the nine members of the Board of
Education, five school administrators, and twenty-three civic and educational leaders, including
Ella Baker of the NAACP and Kenneth Clark. After their initial meeting in April 1955, the CI
divided itself into seven sub-commissions in order to study specific aspects of the school system
and report back to the Board with recommendations on how to improve the schools and foster
integration.16
The Public Education Association submitted its independent report on educational
conditions in the public schools in November of 1955. The study found that 71 percent of city
schools were comprised of student populations that were either ninety or more percent white or
ninety or more percent black and Puerto Rican. The PEA study revealed five major findings.
When compared to predominantly white schools, the schools that were overwhelmingly black
and Puerto Rican tended to: 1) be located in older buildings with less than satisfactory floor and
playground spaces; 2) have less tenured faculty members, a higher proportion of probationary
teachers, and higher teacher turnover rates; 3) offer more “classes for retarded children” and
“fewer classes for bright children;” 4) have lower standardized test scores; and 5) have larger
average class sizes for their mainstreamed students.17 All signs indicated that, whether or not the
reasons were calculated in origin, African American and Puerto Rican youth were being deprived
of adequate educations by the New York City school system.
However, the PEA also emphasized, in agreement with Board leaders, that there were
many factors inhibiting integration outside of the Board’s control.18 On November 7, 1955, the
day after the report was approved, the New York Times’ headline read, “City Schools Cleared in
Segregation Study”19 and the New York World Telegram’s headline read, “School Board Cleared
in Segregation Issue: Survey Finds Racial Concentration of Pupils Due to Residence Patterns.”20
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Kenneth Clark, among others, was infuriated by the media’s interpretation that the Board
had been exonerated from responsibility for current conditions in the schools. On November 12
he responded in the press, calling the PEA press release “an attempted whitewash.” “That the
Board of Education has been cleared is a misinterpretation of the report,” and he further charged
that “verbal tricks [had been] used to mislead the public.”21
Although the “whitewash” metaphor was, perhaps, unfortunate, the point was that Board
of Education had indeed been indicted for not providing equal education for all of New York’s
children. Clark refused to let it be lost on anyone that in New York, as cosmopolitan a city as
any in the world, segregation existed in the public schools. Therefore, officials at the Board of
Education and city residents had no more superior claim on enlightenment than their southern
counterparts that openly endorsed segregation. Conditions in the schools, and for blacks and
Puerto Ricans generally in New York, were still not equal with whites.22
For Kenneth Clark, the CI, and other groups such as the Brooklyn NAACP, the struggle
for school integration was not just about black and white children attending classes in the same
building. The more imperative issue was guaranteeing high quality educational programs for all
children, which they all believed could only happen in an integrated setting.23 In the report it
submitted to the Board of Education in the summer of 195624 the CI sub-commission on
“Educational Standards and Curriculum,” which Clark chaired, argued that in order to foster
integration and improve the quality of education for all of New York City’s children, the
educational standards, physical plant, and quality of personnel hired in minority schools would
need to be raised dramatically.25 Disparities in standards and achievement levels between
predominantly minority and predominantly white schools spoke to another fundamental problem
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in the school system: inequalities in educational standards and philosophies toward teaching
students of color that were, at their core, racist.
For the Board to endorse the recommendations from the Commission subcommittees was
one thing, but the Brooklyn NAACP’s Schools Workshop would provide the Board with its first
true test when they challenged the Board to actively work to integrate Junior High School 258
(JHS 258) in the borough’s Bedford-Stuyvesant section. Annie Stein was one of the group’s
principal leaders. She had been a labor organizer and had also served on the Office of Price
Administration price panel during the Second World War. Before her passion for eliminating
racial discrimination and her interest in educational issues led her to join the Brooklyn branch of
the NAACP, she had also been president of the Parent Teacher Association of Junior High
School 246 in Brooklyn.26
Reverend Milton A. Galamison was the other major leader of the Schools Workshop. He
had been the pastor of the Siloam Presbyterian Church since 1948. Galamison was elected chair
of the Brooklyn NAACP’s education committee in December of 1955 and it was in this capacity
during the battle to integrate JHS 258 that he appeared on the local civil rights scene. Over the
next decade Galamison would become one of the most important civil rights activists working
for school integration in New York City.27
The Schools Workshop28 was a mass group that worked through existing parent and
teacher groups to educate parents about issues concerning Brooklyn’s public schools. The
Schools Workshop mobilized support for action through education. Stein believed that the more
parents knew about Board of Education policies, the more involved they would become. In that
way, the Workshop gave Brooklyn parents a vehicle through which to contest Board policies.29
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Galamison, Stein, and the parents of the NAACP Schools Workshop saw the integration
of JHS 258 as essential to demonstrating the Board of Education’s commitment to racial
integration. But as of November 1956, the Board was not keeping its promise to integrate JHS
258. Of nearly 1,100 students, only between 12 and 15 (or 1 percent) were white.30 The Board
had made different promises to various constituencies. While Superintendent Jansen told civil
rights organizations that the Board would work to integrate JHS 258,31 he also worked to assuage
white parents’ fears by assuring them no “radical” changes would take place within the system.
Galamison claimed that the Board purposefully segregated black and Puerto Rican
students from white students in the same neighborhood by zoning them to different schools. He
advocated that white and black students be redistributed among Bedford-Stuyvesant’s schools
not simply for the purposes of integration, but because he believed this was the only way to
guarantee that the educational standards and facilities would be upgraded to provide minority
children with better educational opportunities.32
Jansen maintained that some progress toward integration had been made, but that massive
racial integration would be virtually impossible because JHS 258 was located in the heart of
Bedford-Stuyvesant, an overwhelmingly black neighborhood.33 It was only in the “fringe”34
areas, not in the black neighborhoods, that Board leaders believed the most substantial
integration could take place. Rather than actively work to integrate JHS 258, Jansen pledged to
provide the school with additional services.35 The Brooklyn NAACP was not satisfied with
Jansen’s response. The branch sent an open letter to Superintendent Jansen saying that any
statements from the Board of Education on progress in integrating JHS 258 were an “attempt to
evade” its responsibility to integrate the school.36
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Jansen, however, stood behind the Board’s concept of the “neighborhood school.” Since
residential patterns were segregated, the neighborhood school concept hindered integration. But
by affirming neighborhood schools, school officials were ideologically at odds with the civil
rights movement. As historian Clarence Taylor writes, “Jansen’s and Silver’s offer [of
additional services] indicated their belief that they could provide black and Puerto Rican children
with a decent education in a segregated setting, thus ignoring Galamison’s assertion of the
urgency to end segregation because children could not properly learn under such conditions.”37
Galamison tried to keep the pressure on the Board to integrate JHS 258 in November of
1956 by going to Mayor Robert Wagner and requesting that he ask for Jansen’s resignation;
informing him that unless something was done to “clean up” the situation at JHS 258, he had
25,000 African Americans ready to vote Republican in the next election. Eight days later the
Board announced that it would study the student population at JHS 258 and attached a resolution
“reaffirm[ing] the Board’s intention to achieve racial integration in the schools.”38 BedfordStuyvesant Assistant Superintendent, Joseph Noethen, reported that hundreds of children in
schools in and around Bedford-Stuyvesant had been shifted in the interest of integration.39
Galamison continued his efforts to make Jansen and the Board of Education accountable
for not acting in the spirit or the letter of Brown v. Board. In February 1957, at a symposium
sponsored by the Americans for Democratic Action, Galamison again questioned the “board’s
willingness to take positive steps to integration.”40 Still in September of 1957 Galamison was
challenging the Board to act affirmatively to integrate JHS 258. Black and Puerto Rican parents
organized a protest asserting that no significant progress had been made in the case of JHS 258
and New York City more generally, but ultimately, this first major test to get the Board to move
to actively integrate a school was unsuccessful.41
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A simultaneous, and equally intense fight was spurred by the efforts to equalize the ratio
of certified to substitute teachers in minority schools. Not only the PEA study, but also the CI
reports cited the disproportionate number of uncertified and substitute teachers in minority
schools as a critical problem that needed to be rectified. At the start of the 1957 school year only
18 teachers out of 70 at JHS 258 had regular licenses. Twenty-two teachers were substitutes and
the remaining thirty came in on waivers from elementary schools.42 Unfortunately, the staff
makeup of JHS 258 was typical of public schools in African American and Puerto Rican
communities. The PEA, CI, and parents organizations such as the United Parents Association all
had suggestions for how to remedy this problem, which usually revolved around teacher rotation.
A report on teacher assignments, prepared by the Commission on Integration in the fall of
1956, was a lightning rod for criticism by teacher groups, including the New York Teachers
Guild (NYTG), the Joint Committee of Teachers Organizations (JCTO), and the High School
Teachers Association (HSTA). All of these organizations had predominantly white membership
rosters, particularly at the highest levels of leadership. And well before programs of voluntary
and compulsory teacher rotation were considered by the Board of Education, these groups had
already created a flurry of opposition.43
The report on Teacher Assignments, presented and approved by the executive committee
of the Commission on December 6, 1956, faced criticism from teachers for several reasons.44
One recommendation requiring three years of service in a “difficult school”45 to be eligible for
promotions prompted the High School Teachers Association to answer back that “promotion
should depend on ‘probable ability to do a job established by meritorious service and open
competition’ and not on ‘willingness to act as a guard for several years.’”46 Apparently, teaching
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in a “difficult”—read “black and Puerto Rican”—school would not only be degrading, but akin
to being a warden in a prison.
Teacher organizations did offer many of the same suggestions as the sub-commission
report on how to staff “difficult schools,” but other recommendations, although perhaps
appearing innocuous, upon closer inspection, smacked of the racism evident in the linkage
between minority schools and penitentiaries. The teachers’ associations asked for a $400 per
year bonus for taking these assignments.47 Another suggestion was to increase the bonus to $480
per year on par with teachers in “600” schools (The “600” schools were for children who were
one step removed from juvenile detention centers and prison).48 Asking for more pay to teach in
these mainstreamed public schools demonstrated that these teachers looked at black and Puerto
Rican children as inherently more difficult to teach than white students. The Board rejected this
request, saying that “a subject school is not a school for delinquents.”49
Teacher groups also recommended that special classes be set up for emotionally disturbed
students. But Kenneth Clark and the staff at the Northside Center proved that schools were,
already, often too quick to place young people of color in classes for children with retarded
mental development (CRMD). Dr. Clark pointed out in 1954 that in Harlem public schools there
were 103 CRMD classes but only six classes for intellectually gifted students.50 According to
Clark, “most stay in their regular classes that ‘meet their ability.’ Little is expected of them, they
are rewarded for mediocre performance, and consequently accomplish increasingly less than
students at their grade level should accomplish.”51 In fact, classes that were supposed to “meet
the ability” of students were often inhibiting in the long run because they were not challenging
enough. The PEA study found that some schools “watered down” their curriculums because
teachers did not believe students could meet the higher standards.52
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The Board of Education did finally approve the report on teacher assignments in late
February of 1957, but with a curious disclaimer reserving the “privilege of interpreting the
meaning attached to certain terms and phrases, of further studying and exploring the merits of
specific recommendations and of resolving the administrative problems which necessarily arise
in carrying out any policy for a school system as complex as that of New York City.”53
Therefore, it was difficult to know exactly what the Board was and was not endorsing and what it
was and was not going to try and implement.54 Their equivocal language typified the Board’s
continual effort to appease all sides without taking firm action.
Eventually the Board of Education yielded to the resistance of teacher groups and refused
to implement a plan of voluntary or mandatory rotation. Come September 1957, only a few
teachers volunteered for posts in “subject schools.” In the battle between teacher groups and
civil rights groups, the Board capitulated to teacher groups, even though, as city employees, “the
Board of Education should have had the right to assign them where they were needed.”55
Therefore, predominantly African American and Puerto Rican schools in 1957—as they had
before 1954—still lacked an equitable ratio of tenured teachers to substitutes and the quality of
instruction in many schools continued to suffer. And unfortunately, but not surprisingly, the
Board never addressed the racist attitudes of the Teachers Guild, the JCTO, or the HSTA.
By September of 1957 JHS 258 still had not been integrated and the effort to remedy the
paucity of qualified teachers in majority non-white schools was all but lost. Integration of the
school system was proceeding at a snail’s pace, at best, and many argued that the Board of
Education was failing to integrate the schools at all.56 The patience of black and Puerto Rican
parents, as well as civil rights leaders was all but gone, as the atmosphere of cautious optimism
that existed less than a year earlier57 had evaporated.
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In much of the South, white opposition to Brown had hardened to the point of
crystallization by the end of 1956. In Greensboro, the token integration that had taken place
came to represent more a defeat than a victory, as the support for compliance that existed three
years earlier was unable to triumph.58 The Mississippi state legislature passed a resolution
declaring the Brown decision ‘“invalid, unconstitutional, and of not lawful effect’” by a vote of
136 to 0 while singing Dixie . . . literally. 59 And then, of course, there was Little Rock.60
Although the New York City Board of Education never pledged outright defiance of the
Supreme Court decision as in Mississippi or Arkansas, the fact is that by the end of 1957 New
York had not complied. Even with the reports of the Commission on Integration and a relatively
liberal board of education, implementing most of their recommendations was proving
impossible. Staunch commitment to the neighborhood school concept was a major hindrance.
Residential segregation was an even more acute problem.61 Board representatives cited racial
concentration in residential patterns time and again as the biggest obstacle to integrating the
schools.
However, just as big a problem was the Board’s propensity to try and appease all the
parties involved in the integration battle. The Board spent considerable time and energy
portraying itself as an ardent proponent of integration while simultaneously trying to convince
oppositional parent and teacher groups that whatever changes took place would not be too
radical. While establishing the CI and endorsing most of its recommendations, it made vague
just how those recommendations would be used. Those tactics inevitably limited the potential
actions of the Board until it became paralyzed and unable to effect significant change at all. In
trying to satisfy all sides, the Board ultimately satisfied no one. When Superintendent Jansen
retired in 1958, that may have made some happy, but the movement to integrate the schools did
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not necessarily improve, it merely entered a new phase, as would the civil rights movement
nationwide.
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The focus of the nation’s news media was on gay rights at the U.S. Supreme Court on
March 26, as justices heard oral arguments in a challenge, Lawrence v. Texas, brought by two
men to that Texas’s homosexual conduct law. (Create Link to Website) Texas residents John
Lawrence and Tyron Gardner are challenging the constitutionality of the law that makes it a
crime to engage in same-sex intercourse.
The case arises out of what started out as a low-profile arrest. On September 17, 1998,
Harris County sheriff’s deputies, responding to a false report of an armed intrusion in an
apartment, found Lawrence and Gardner engaging in sex in Lawrence’s apartment. Deputies
charged the men with “homosexual conduct” and took the men to jail, where they were held for
several hours before being released on $200 bail. The arrest got little publicity at the time, and
after the two men paid their fines, they initially faded out of public view (Houston Chronicle,
November 6, 1998, p. A-1).
In November 1998, however, the two men decided to appeal their case. They argued that
Texas was violating the constitutional rights of gays by “prosecuting them for engaging in
behaviors that are not illegal under Texas law if practiced by heterosexual couples” (Christian
Science Monitor, March 24, 2003).
Lawrence v. Texas may or may not alter the legal landscape on the sodomy issue. The
ruling, expected by the end of June 2003, may only specifically impact those states -- Texas,
Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma -- that bar homosexual sodomy. (Nine states --Alabama,
Florida, Idaho, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Utah and Virginia-- ban
consensual sodomy for everyone.). In the oral arguments in March, justices, as is often the case,
gave no real indication what direction their ruling may take. Nevertheless, a lot of attention is
attached to the case, since there is widespread anticipation that the court will overrule a decision
made seventeen years ago. In 1986, in Hardwick v. Bowers, a Georgia case, the Supreme Court
ruled 5-4 that consenting adults have no constitutional right to private gay sex.
Regardless of the how the case is decided, however, the debate over the issue provides an
excellent opportunity to examine news coverage at the local level. In the weeks and months
leading up to the justice’s decision to hear the case, how were attitudes toward homosexuality
reflected in news coverage in Texas, generally regarded as a socially conservative Southern
state? In this paper, this research question is tested using content analysis. Has greater societal
tolerance towards homosexuality been reflected in coverage by Texas print media as the case has

made its way to the high court? Have stories on the issue treated the incident as a serious breach
of morality, or an unnecessary intrusion into the two men’s private lives? In other words, did the
media see the police as going too far for breaking into the apartment of one of the men on a false
report of an armed intruder, and arresting them after discovering them having sex?
This research monograph will (1) review print stories in the media in Texas, and (2)
provide a list of resources and study questions for educators who want to discuss the issue in
their classroom. Print stories reviewed are from four daily papers with morning editions on
weekdays, and Saturday and Sunday editions. They include the Houston Chronicle (Sunday
circulation, 744,935 on September 30, 2002), Abilene Reporter-News (Sunday circulation,
34,007 on September 30, 2002), Amarillo Globe-News (Sunday circulation 64,106 on September
30, 2002), and the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal (Sunday circulation 62,569 on September 30,
2002). The coverage in the Chronicle, owned by the Hearst Corporation, is anticipated to reflect
more liberal societal attitudes toward homosexuality, as well as more intense coverage of the
issue since Houston is where the arrest of the two men occurred. Houston also has a relatively
high gay population. Coverage in the Abilene, Amarillo and Lubbock newspapers was examined
to see if more conservative attitudes toward homosexuality were reflected in news coverage in
more rural areas of the state.
Stories were examined over the period between the date of the two men’s arrest,
September 17, 1998, and March 26, 2003, the date of the oral arguments in the Supreme Court.
The source of the stories was the Internet archive of the four newspapers. Keywords used were
“gay” and “sodomy.” Articles were coded in April 2003. Content was assessed using the
following question and rating schema. The headline and article was examined, with the question
asked, “Overall, how are gays and tolerance toward sodomy portrayed:”
A. In the Headline?

B. In the Article?

1. Very Negatively

1. Very Negatively

2. Somewhat Negatively

2. Somewhat Negatively

3. Balanced/Neutrally

3. Balanced/Neutrally

4. Somewhat Positively

4. Somewhat Positively

5. Very Positively

5. Very Positively

6. Not Portrayed

6. Not Portrayed

Stories where most of the space in the article was used to either oppose or support the
issues involved in the sodomy case were rated a 1 (Strongly Anti-Gay) or a 5 (Strongly ProGay). Somewhat more neutral language rated a 2 or 4, with 2 meaning homosexuality and
sodomy was treated somewhat negatively, and 4 meaning homosexuality and sodomy was
treated somewhat positively. Likewise, balanced, neutral coverage drew a rating of 3.

A code

of 6 means no position was evident either in the headline or article.

Findings
Little bias against gays was evident in the media. Coverage of the arrest in 1998 and
subsequent court proceedings demonstrated tolerance toward homosexuality in the media and in
some cases advocacy for dropping the sodomy statute. Overall, the metropolitan Houston
Chronicle covered the issue much more intensely, and exhibited a more liberal tone on its
editorial page. Even the smaller-town dailies that were examined, however, showed a lot of
tolerance. Most of the stories in small dailies were wire-service stories exhibiting a more
balanced approach. These papers ran far fewer stories.
Statistically, the following tables indicate how stories were coded. A qualitative
examination follows in the discussion section.
Houston Chronicle (45 stories)
Examination of Headlines

Examination of Articles

Strongly Anti-Gay – 2 stories

Strongly Anti-Gay – 2 stories

Somewhat Anti-Gay – 3 stories

Somewhat Anti-Gay – 5 stories

Neutral – 6 stories

Neutral – 12 stories

Somewhat Pro-Gay – 5 stories

Somewhat Pro-Gay – 7 stories

Strongly Pro-Gay – 16 stories

Strongly Pro-Gay – 19 stories

No Position – 8 stories

No Position – 0 stories

Abilene Reporter-News (7 stories)
Examination of Headlines

Examination of Articles

Strongly Anti-Gay – 1 story

Strongly Anti-Gay – 1 story

Somewhat Anti-Gay– 0 stories

Somewhat Anti-Gay – 0 stories

Neutral – 2 stories

Neutral – 1 story

Somewhat Pro-Gay – 1 story

Somewhat Pro-Gay– 2 stories

Strongly Pro-Gay– 2 stories

Strongly Pro-Gay – 3 stories

No Position– 1 story

No Position – 0 stories

Amarillo Globe-News (8 stories)
Examination of Headlines

Examination of Articles

Strongly Anti-Gay – 1 story

Strongly Anti-Gay – 1 story

Somewhat Anti-Gay – 0 stories

Somewhat Anti-Gay – 0 stories

Neutral – 3 stories

Neutral – 3 stories

Somewhat Pro-Gay – 1 story

Somewhat Pro-Gay – 1 story

Strongly Pro-Gay – 2 stories

Strongly Pro-Gay – 3 stories

No Position – 1 story

No Position – 0 stories

Lubbock Avalanche-Journal (11 stories)
Examination of Headlines

Examination of Articles

Strongly Anti-Gay – 3 stories

Strongly Anti-Gay – 3 stories

Somewhat Anti-Gay – 0 stories

Somewhat Anti-Gay – 0 stories

Neutral – 2 stories

Neutral – 2 stories

Somewhat Pro-Gay – 1 story

Somewhat Pro-Gay – 2 stories

Strongly Pro-Gay – 4 stories

Strongly Pro-Gay – 4 stories

No Position – 1 story

No Position – 0 stories

As expected, the Chronicle was the most tolerant newspaper toward homosexuality and
sodomy. Nineteen of the 45 articles (42.2 percent of the articles) approached homosexuality and
sodomy very positively. None of the papers examined, however, had much anti-gay coverage on
the period surveyed. The Morris Communications Group, headquartered in Augusta, Georgia,
owns the Amarillo and Lubbock newspapers, while Abilene is owned by the E.W. Scripps
Company. This corporate ownership may have muted less liberal attitudes toward
homosexuality in these areas of central and western Texas.

Discussion
While all of the Texas newspapers have covered the sodomy case in a fairly balanced
fashion, a clear distinction exists between the Chronicle and the more rural newspapers. That
distinction exists not so much in tone but in sheer number of articles devoted to the issue.
The Chronicle also has run a number of editorials opposing the Texas anti-sodomy
statute. Typical of these editorials is one that ran on December 10, 2002, that called the Texas
law “archaic and discriminatory” (Houston Chronicle, Dec. 10, 2002, p. A-26). The editorial
continues:
The Texas Legislature has missed a number of opportunities to head off the Supreme
Court by striking the state’s archaic and discriminatory sodomy law from the books. It’s
not likely that lawmakers will be ready this session to recognize the injustice of
regulating conduct in the bedroom…People, including Supreme Court justices, make
mistakes. The justices should correct the court’s previous ruling (1986 Hardwick case)
by striking down odious sodomy laws in Texas and 12 other states.
The Chronicle also demonstrated pro-gay bias in a number of its headlines. A story on
the June 2000 state Republican convention, which featured criticism of two Republican appeals

court judges who had ruled against the Texas law, began with the headline, ABizarre Double
Standard Permeates GOP Convention.@ Chronicle reporter Julie Mason reported that
conservative Republicans often criticize activist judges who they say have a liberal agenda.. But
these same conservatives also criticize judges who pass up the opportunity to promote a
conservative agenda. AAfter two Republican judges on the Houston-based 14th Court of
Appeals ruled the law banning homosexual sex violates the Equal Rights Amendment of the
state Constitution, Republicans singled them out for reprimand in the state party platform@
(Houston Chronicle, June 25, 2000, p. A-32).
Another story headlined ALocal Politicians Provided Us Plenty of Entertainment in
2000" noted that Gary Pollard, the chairman of the Harris County (Houston area) Republican
Party, endured Amoments of infamy@ in 2000 in attempting to mastermind an unsuccessful plan
to get county chairmen to condemn Republican appeals court judges who issued the ruling
against the state anti-sodomy law. Reporter Julie Mason noted that the attack on the Republican
judges was scuttled after some of the other chairmen either could not find or did not sign the
letter drafted by the local party (Houston Chronicle, ALocal Politicians Provided Us Plenty of
Entertainment in 2000,@ December 31, 2000, p. A-32).
Earlier in the coverage of the issue, the Chronicle leaned toward the gay-rights side of the
debate with the headline on another Mason story titled, AGOP Chairman Raises Eyebrows With
Letter to Appeals Judge@ (Houston Chronicle, AGOP Chairman Raises Eyebrows With Letter to
Appeals Judge,@ July 7, 2000, p. A-34). The story was just as one sided, as evidenced by the
lead and first few paragraphs.
Power and politics never take a holiday. The Harris County Republican Party chairman
is keeping busy these days, flexing his influence in various chambers of might. That=s
fine, particularly if that=s what his party wants him to do. Certainly, he was re-elected in

March without opposition. But recently, Pollard has been meddling in legal areas that
raise questions about whether his activities on behalf of the party are really what the
party wants to stand for.
The Chronicle provided coverage of local State Representative Debra Danburg=s effort
to make a court ruling unnecessary by nullifying the law first in the legislature. Danburg, DHouston, said the law banning anal and oral sex between homosexuals is Aarchaic@ and keeping
it on the legal books forces the state to launch to mount costly defenses against challenges
(Houston Chronicle, ADanburg Again Files Bill Seeking Sodomy Law=s Removal,@ January 20,
2001, p. A-31).
The Chronicle, in an editorial appearing on March 20, 2001 headlined ATime for Texas
to Let Go of Archaic Anti-Sodomy Law,@ echoed this theme of Danburg=s that the state law is
archaic. The newspaper criticized the one judge, J. Harvey Hudson, who had argued in favor of
the state anti-sodomy law, noting his written dissent from the 2-1 appeals court ruling was
Aweak.@ The editorial said:
The fact that he wrote in the opinion that homosexual sex is Awidely perceived to be
destructive and immoral,@ is evidence of the judge=s personal view, as such intimate
encounters also are widely perceived in our society to be no one else=s business.
(Houston Chronicle, ATime for Texas to Let Go of Archaic Anti-Sodomy Law,@ March
20, 2001, p. A-22)
Similarly, when the U.S. Supreme Court in December 2002 agreed to decide the case, the
Chronicle noted what it saw as the importance of the case on the front page, reporting it most
likely would lead to Athe most important gay rights decision in two decades.@ In the second
paragraph, reporter Patty Reinert quoted Mitchell Katine, a Houston lawyer representing the two
men who had brought the suit, as saying, AWe=re having a good morning here!@ (Houston
Chronicle, ASupreme Court takes Houston Sodomy Case,@ December 3, 2002, p. A-1).
Some of the only coverage against the gay-rights position was connected with another

appellate ruling, a 7-2 decision by the full 14th Court of Appeals on March 15, 2001, that
resurrected the sodomy law from the earlier smaller judicial panel from the same court. In a
story headlined, AAppeals Court Upholds Sodomy Ban/Panel Overrules Gay-Rights Issue,@
Judge Hudson in his majority opinion is quoted as saying that while Athe modern trend has been
to decriminalize many forms of consensual sexual conduct even when such behavior is widely
perceived to be destructive and immoral, our concern, however, cannot be with cultural trends
and political movements because these can have no place in our decision without usurping the
role of the Legislature@ (Houston Chronicle, AAppeals Court Upholds State Sodomy Ban/Panel
Overrules Gay-Rights Issue,@ March 16, 2001, p. A-1).
Abilene and Lubbock, for the most part, provided its readers coverage from the
Associated Press wire service. This perhaps reflected a lack of interest in the issue, since no
company resources were devoted to assigning a reporter to the issue, and the long distance
between these cities and Harris County, where the arrests took place. The stories in these papers
tended to be neutral or pro gay rights. One of the exceptions was a wire story that quoted Texas
Governor Rick Perry, a Republican, stating the sodomy law is Aappropriate@ (Abilene ReporterNews, APerry Says Texas Sodomy Law is >Appropriate,@ December 4, 2002). However, even
this story did not go beyond quoting the governor=s brief statement, which could be construed
largely as him fulfilling his constitutional responsibility to support state laws in cases before the
courts.
The Amarillo Globe-News also used the wire story on the governor=s statement, but like
the other out-state papers, its coverage reflected a neutral or pro-gay rights tone. The GlobeNews was the only one of the three newspapers to editorialize on the issue, and it issued a strong
pro-gay rights stand. In an editorial headlined ARights Create State of Confusion: Bedroom is

No Place for Government,@ the paper stated:
Government at any level should not determine the legality of the sexual activity of
private citizens and consenting adults. Certain segments of society, or even the majority,
may frown on such behavior, but it is simply not the government=s business to regulate
private sexual activity between consenting adults that does not harm the participants or
anyone else (Amarillo Globe-News, ARights Create State of Confusion: Bedroom Is No
Place For Government,@ December 4, 2002).

Conclusion
The discussion of the articles and findings clearly show there was little anti-gay
bias evident in the articles in the Texas media during the period examined. In fact, most
of the coverage and all of the editorials demonstrated antipathy toward the anti-sodomy
statute.
Several reasons for this relative support appear to exist. First, according to Philip
Berkebile, executive vice president of the Texas Daily Newspaper Group, newspapers in
the state have a reputation for avoiding extreme positions and providing what they
consider as fair coverage of local and state issues. “I’ve never really ever heard papers
labeled (as liberal or conservative),” Berkebile said in an interview (June 2003). Rather,
most newspapers, including the four included in this study, try to steer toward a moderate
position, Berkebile said.
Second, out-state newspapers, including the papers in Abilene, Amarillo, and
Lubbock, are assisted in providing this fair coverage by utilizing the resources of the
Associated Press, which provides extensive coverage in Texas of state issues. This often
substitutes for lack of news bureaus in other major Texas cities, with the exception of the
state capital in Austin.

“They (papers) don’t have bureau access,” Berkebile said. “They

really rely on the AP out-state,” Berkebile said. The Associated Press has a reputation
for providing thorough and balanced coverage, and rewriting stories that appear in

member papers and distributing them statewide. The coverage in the three out-state
papers shows this relative neutrality and even a slight positive tilt as a result of the issue
being on the political agenda, and journalists more or less being obliged to cover
developments in the fight to strike down the sodomy law. The fact that only one paper,
Amarillo’s Globe-News, wrote an editorial on the issue likely demonstrates the lack of
local political importance the gay rights issue has in out-state communities.
Third, group ownership might play a limited role in neutralizing coverage. The
Houston Chronicle is owned by Hearst Corporation, hardly liberal yet with a reputation
for giving local editors autonomy. The three out-state newspapers (Amarillo Globe-News
and Lubbock Avalanche- Journal with Morris Communications, and Abilene Reporter
News with the E.W. Scripps Company) also are known as middle of the road papers,
Berkebile said. Hearst, Scripps, and Morris are among the twenty largest newspaper
groups in the country, according to Audit Bureau of Circulation figures. One can
speculate that newspaper executives and reporters, trained to reach out to readers of all
kinds, try to strike a middle of the road stance. One should not, however, attribute this to
group socialization among Texas media. According in Berkebile, there is not a tendency
within the Texas Daily Newspaper Association for editors and publishers to socialize.
Instead, the papers draw their strength from their ties to local communities. Without a
significant, visible gay community in these cities, gay rights can easily get lost, Berkebile
added. “I just don’t think they (editors) get caught up or has interest been expressed in
these (gay rights) issues,” Berkebile said. In Texas, the largest gay populations are in
Austin, Dallas-Fort Worth, Houston, and San Antonio. Thus, it makes sense that
Houston Chronicle readers would have the greatest concentration of stories and passion
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on the issue, since it affects local readers and was a local story to begin with.
Whatever the U.S. Supreme Court rules this month, then, it appears unlikely that
Texas newspapers will either be leading a drumbeat for change for or against gay rights.
Despite the strength of the religious right in Texas, the traditions of Texas journalism
likely will steer daily newspapers like those studied here toward a middle of the road
stance.

Study Questions
1.

Is this finding a result of the “liberal media” being out of step with
readers, especially in more conservative West Texas?

2.

Does this finding reflect greater societal acceptance of homosexuality,
as evidenced through public opinion polling? Have attitudes changed
since the 1986 Hardwick ruling?

3.

As in all news stories, coverage attitudes are masked by the desire for
“objectivity.” Is it possible to be objective in covering gay rights or
other controversial social issues?

4.

Is more variety of opinion reflected among national media sources?
(Students might check national publications and Web sites.)

5.

How do changing societal attitudes on gay sodomy compare with
changing attitudes on other issue areas, such as gay marriage or hate
crimes associated with sexual orientation? (Students might check
national publications and Web sites on these issues as well.)

6.

In examining newspapers and publications, what role does placement
13

of stories have on the way the issue is perceived? If a story, for
instance, appears inside the paper does this lead readers to consider the
issue less important? Does the fact the story will be read less make
placement a significant thing to consider?
7.

How does ownership of the publication affect the way coverage is
handled? Given newspapers’ interest in reaching out to new readers,
can owners afford to push their own values that may alienate
significant groups of readers?

8.

Does coverage of gay rights have the same importance among
newspaper editors and reporters as issues affecting other minorities,
such as Hispanics, blacks or physically impaired people? Cite
evidence in local coverage in your community to support your view.

Informational Resources
Murdoch, Joyce and Deb Price. Courting Justice: Gay Men and Lesbians v. the
Supreme Court. Basic Books, 2001. The book contains an excellent narrative
description of the 1986 Bowers v. Hardwick debate in the Supreme Court.
Christian Science Monitor, March 24, 2003. “Court Test of Gay Rights vs.
Traditional Values,” by Warren Richey, staff writer. http://www.csmonitor.com
The New Yorker, December 16, 2002. “Comment: Unnatural Law,” by Hendrik
Hertzberg. http://www.newyorker.com
The complete test of briefs in the case is available on the World Wide Web at
http://supreme.lp.findlaw.com/supreme_court/docket/2002/march.html
This includes friend of the court briefs from groups on both sides of the Lawrence
v. Texas case.
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Abstract
Begin with art," wrote W.E.B. DuBois, "because art tries to take us outside ourselves. It
is a matter of trying to create an atmosphere and context so conversation can flow back
and forth, and we can be influenced by each other.” Arts organizations, schools, and
individual artists can serve the needs of their communities by helping to create that
atmosphere and context, encouraging conversation about the challenging issues faced by
schools, community organizations, and minorities.
In August 2003, theatre artist Katherine Burke traveled to the country of Georgia to train
20 theatre professionals, NGO representatives, and arts administrators in advocating
justice and tolerance through the arts. The program, sponsored by World Learning and
USAID, used interactive theatre and interviewing techniques to develop original theatre
performances focused on government corruption, religious and ethnic intolerance, selfexpression, and free elections.
While the participants in the training in Georgia used the arts to explore vast
sociopolitical issues, these techniques can also be used to focus attention on local topics
such as domestic violence, body image, or diversity.
Workshop participants will experience the interactive theatre games, exercises, and
theories used in the World Learning project in Georgia, incorporating movement,
storytelling, and improvisation to create a discourse on any chosen topic. Workshop
attendees will also learn methods of establishing interactive theatre ensembles in their
communities and schools to address challenging issues.
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Abstract:
"At any rate, the next time you pass a wall whose scribbling is offensive, look closely at the
content contained therein - it may be a desperate cry for help. While graffiti may be the most
unlikely place to find the answer, it may indeed be the most likely place to find the problem."
Roland Jefferson
This paper undertakes an analysis of graffiti from the Brisbane Correctional Centre,
Queensland, Australia known as Boggo Road Prison.
The aim of the paper is to pursue the hypotheses that;
1.
the sub-culture of male prisoner graffiti is directly related to category codes for
male graffiti.
2.
male prisoner graffiti can provide an unobtrusive measurement of attitudes and
normative beliefs affecting those incarcerated.
3.
communication between authorities and inmates can be improved by an analysis
of prisoner communicative repertoire.
By categorising the graffiti the study plans to,
1
investigate if frustration/aggression theory is articulated through prisoner graffiti,
2
explore if prisoner graffiti manifests the repressed needs of inmates to adapt to
prison culture and their acceptance of authority,
3
examine the communication repertoire of prisoners that impinge upon the
organisational communication effectiveness of Correction Centres.
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Abstract:
Effective organisational communication is an essential function that affects and
influences the operations, structure and culture of an organisation. On August 7, 1994,
11 miners were killed when an explosion ripped through the BHP-owned No 2 mine
in Moura, Central Queensland, Australia. The miners' bodies have never been
recovered. They lie entombed in the abandoned Moura mine. The lives of their
families and loved ones have been shattered. These deaths were a result of an
information process gone wrong, where rumour, myth and grapevine communication
took control with consequent disastrous results. The paper explores if a breakdown in
communication existed between management and coal face employees leading up to
and during the time of the crisis.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
R. Radhakrishnan centers his article, “Nationalism, Gender and the Narrative of Identity” around
the question, “Why is it that the advent of the politics of nationalism signals the subordination if
not the demise of women’s politics?” (78)1. This question is indeed a pertinent one, for whether
it is depicted in Franz Fanon’s “Unveiling Algeria,” in Assia Djebar’s L’Amour, la Fantasia, in
Ousmane Sembene’s Xala, in Mariama Bâ’s Une Si Longue Lettre, in Ingrid Sinclair’s Flame, or
in Ben Diogoye Beye’s Sey Seyeti, etc., time and again in African literature and film there is an
observable pattern of the rejection of women’s issues after national independence. With this
question Radhakrishnan opens up a dialogue with Partha Chatterjee who explores the division
between the “inner” and “outer” aspects of autochthonous nationalist identity. Chatterjee posits
that women (along with religion and language) are the embodiments of the “inner” or “spiritual”
sanctum, which represents the “true” indigenous identity. In Chatterjee’s formulation, “Woman”
is reduced to a singular, allegorical identity that embodies the pure local identity as juxtaposed
against the Western “Outer” realm in a dichotomous economy of symbolic—and political—
subjecthood. The specifics of this spatial economy puts men on the battleground (on the borders)
to fight against the West and to protect the “inner” realm where Woman/Self/Identity lies
protected, yet vulnerable. Radhakrishnan points out that, due to this symbolic split at the core of
the colonized mind, the conservative backlash against women’s liberation after national
liberation is in fact inherent in the concept of postcolonial nationalism.
Radhakrishnan shows how this discursive division is self-serving, however, since the
dichotomy it establishes allows a selective appropriation of scientific, ontological and
epistemological frameworks. By creating a space called “Woman” that is the repository of
1

Radhakrishnan, R. “Nationalism, Gender and the Narrative of Identity.” Nationalisms and Sexualities. Andrew
Parker, Mary Russo, Doris Sommer and Patricia Yaeger, Eds. New York and London: Routledge. 1992. 77-95.

Selfhood, the male subject is freed to explore other boundaries without tarnishing its “true” self,
a process Radhakrishnan calls the “selective appropriation of the West and the safeguarding of
one’s essential identity” (84). Just as El Hadj in Ousmane Sembene’s Xala claims polygamy as
his traditional Muslim prerogative while concurrently appropriating Western capitalist modes of
business practice, Western dress, Western vehicles and indeed, Western water, so too the male
postcolonial subject is freed to appropriate aspects of Western politics, history, science, etc.,
because “Woman” keeps the “inner” pure. Radhakrishnan uses the words “rupture” and
“historical failure” to describe this split between the “outer” historical battle and the “inner”
ahistorical purity and he explains that this nationalist rupture rejects women’s liberation on the
grounds that feminism pollutes or distorts the inner purity with influences from the West.
“Woman” is expected to stand as an ontological purity against the Western epistemological and
political onslaught, and feminism, it is believed, would taint that ontological essence.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES:
In my presentation will show that Abdelkrim Bahloul’s 1984 film, Le Thé à la menthe, contains
an excellent example of the symbolic appropriation of North African women as embodiments of
which I call an immigrant nationalism. Le Thé à la menthe is an important film, for it was “the
film which most clearly heralded the popular Beur films” (Tarr, 326), despite the fact that neither
the filmmaker nor the central protagonist are Beur21. They are, rather, first generation
immigrants. Le Thé à la menthe enjoyed a fairly good commercial reception, and it laid in place
the themes which have since been dear to Beur filmmakers, namely the marginalization of
immigrants and their children, and the cultural alienation the latter face as they grow up on the
outskirts of Paris. Thus Le Thé à la menthe depicts an Algerian immigrant, Hamou (Abdel
Kechiche), and his largely unsuccessful attempts to fit into French society. At the same time,
Hamou’s mother (Chaffia Boudra) attempts to keep him grounded in his cultural and national
heritage and, after learning about his delinquent lifestyle in Paris, plans to take him back to
Algeria. As this cursory plot outline shows, Le Thé à la menthe is constructed on a cultural
dialectic that posits Algeria against France. In this antithetical tension, Hamou’s mother is
narrated as a simple allegory for Algeria, and the narrative unfolds around the tensions which
surface between the Maghrebian ideals she incarnates and the realities Hamou is facing in
France.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY:
In my presentation, I will briefly establish the theoretical framework concerning postcolonial
nationalisms to illustrate their gendered symbolism. I will then argue that an immigrant
nationalism exists in Muslim communities in France. Finally, I will do a close reading of
2

The word beur is now a widely accepted term used to designate the children of Maghrebian immigrants. The first
official use of this terms was in 1981, when a group of inner-city teenagers of North African origin created their own
radio station, called “Radio Beur.” The term itself is a verlan word, that is, it comes from the lexicon of an innercity language, built on the inversion of syllables. Thus, the inversion of the syllables of the word arabe renders the
word rebeu, which in turn becomes beur. The word Beur is a term that children of North African immigrants
invented to designate themselves and to escape the reduction of their identities to that of Arabs. But because the
term has become rather common, it has lost some of its political exigency, and many children of immigrants now
reject the term Beur as too limiting and stereotypical. Several critics have discussed the term Beur, but the most
thorough discussion of its origins and current ramifications is found, in my opinion, in Hargreaves, Alec.
Immigration and Identity in Beur Fiction: Voices from the North African Community in France. New York: Berg,
1991. See especially pp. 29-31.
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Bahloul’s film, Le Thé à la menthe to show how Hamou’s mother is not created to be an
individual, but to be the representation of a cultural and national communal identity.
EXPECTED OUTCOMES:
My presentation will show that Hamou’s mother exemplifies all three of the attributes of
Chatterjee’s inner/outer model of “Third World” nationalism: her character is spatially bound, it
is oppositional, and it embodies cultural identity. The existence of these attributes supports my
claim that an immigrant nationalism exists. This paper is part of a book I am writing and it sets
up the subsequent chapters, in which I use novels and films created by Muslim immigrant
women to show how they fight against the appropriation of their identities by both the French
and the immigrant communities’ nationalisms. At the end of my paper, I will allude to how the
analysis of Thé à la menthe sets the scene for the rebellion I discuss in the rest of my book.
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The “Inside” Story of Bahloul’s Le Thé à la menthe
Sarah B. Buchanan
University of Minnesota, Morris

R. Radhakrishnan centers his article, “Nationalism, Gender and the Narrative of Identity”
around the question, “Why is it that the advent of the politics of nationalism signals the
subordination if not the demise of women’s politics?” (78)3. This question is indeed a pertinent
one, for whether it is depicted in Franz Fanon’s “Unveiling Algeria,” in Assia Djebar’s
L’Amour, la Fantasia, in Ousmane Sembene’s Xala, in Mariama Bâ’s Une Si Longue Lettre, in
Ingrid Sinclair’s Flame, or in Ben Diogoye Beye’s Sey Seyeti, etc., time and again in African
literature and film there is an observable pattern of the rejection of women’s issues after national
independence.
In most former colonies, the nation-building project has focused on re-valorizing local
languages, customs and religions. Part of this project of rebuilding self-pride includes analyzing
the role women play in these ‘purified’ identities. This focus had the potential to open new
freedoms and possibilities for women, but this has not been the case. On the contrary, an
important part of the de-colonization process has included an overt agenda to cleanse women of
European influences. In many African and Asian countries, the Motherpresence that functions as
the symbolic base for nation-building is marked with violence. The colonial penetration into
those geographical areas, or the rape of the Motherland (a trope poetically and thoroughly
depicted by Assia Djebar in L’Amour, la Fantasia), turns the idea of national purity into a
bloodied palimpsest. To decolonize is to bannish the rapist and cleanse the national body.
Indeed, the establishment of postcolonial nation-states often signaled the search for ‘cultural
purity,’ and this search heralded a conservative backlash that resulted in the revocation and
3
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undermining of women’s rights. This is the case in Algeria, where the legislative body passed the
Family Code in 1984, which solidified the patriarchal base of power and greatly restricted
women’s choices4. This is the case in Egypt, where the women’s movement that was beginning
to flourish in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, supported by influential Islamic women
and men, was suddenly denounced by religious leaders as a colonial influence after liberation5.
This is the case in Kenya where a “1982 parliamentary debate over the legal responsibility of
men for their children conceived with women other than their wives” was concluded with the
“final resolution that parents should ‘bring up their daughters to be more chaste’.”6 This is also
the case in Senegal where the Family Code, which underscored men’s right to polygamy (along
with other laws regulating marriage, divorce, inheritance and women’s status), was passed in
19727. It is clear that postcolonial nationalism is somehow incompatible with postcolonial
feminism. Indeed, according to Partha Chatterjee, this rejection of feminism is a fundamental
aspect of Third World nationalism.
In his book, The Nation and its Fragments, Chatterjee theorizes a nationalism that arose
in the former colonies and that predated national liberation, manifesting itself through a symbolic
gesture to separate the ‘essence’ of autochthonous identity from those aspects of the local
4

See Mernissi, Fatima. La Femme et la loi en Algérie. Casablanca: Éditions le Fennec, 1991, especially the chapter
entitled, “L’Égalité Differenciée? Droits Civils et Code de la Famille.”
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Twentieth- Century Egypt.” Women, Islam and the State. Deniz Kandiyoti, Ed. Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1991. 201-236,
During this period, the religious establishment as we have noted, at times supported women’s demands and
at other times opposed them. While fundamentalists did not support any of the feminists’ demands, neither
were they overtly anti-feminist. This changed, however, on the eve of the 1952 revolution when religious
scholars held a conference to examine all aspects of women’s status within the context of Islamic law. They
now openly attacked the feminist movement, claiming it was influenced and supported by British
imperialists, and saying that ‘Colonialism had encouraged women to go out in order to destroy Islamic
society.’ (214)
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cultures that the West could be allowed to manipulate:
By my reading, anticolonial nationalism creates its own domain of sovereignty
within colonial society well before it begins its political battle with the imperial
power. It does this by dividing the world of social institutions and practices into
two domains—the material and the spiritual. The material is the domain of the
“outside,” of the economy and of statecraft, of science and technology, a domain
where the West had proved its superiority and the East had succumbed. In this
domain, then, Western superiority had to be acknowledged and its
accomplishments carefully studied and replicated. The spiritual, on the other
hand, is an “inner” domain bearing the “essential” marks of cultural identity. The
greater one’s success in imitating Western skills in the material domain, therefore,
the greater the need to preserve the distinctness of one’s spiritual culture. This
formula is, I think, a fundamental feature of anticolonial nationalisms in Asia and
Africa. (6)
Although the outside realm is important for political and economic development, it is the inside
which is vital to the survival of the imagined community. The inside is where the true national
‘essence’ resides.
According to Chatterjee, ‘Woman’ embodies the inner realm so that her level of
education, her manner of speaking, and her religion become evidence of a collective national
spirit. “‘Woman’,” Chatterjee asserts, “stand[s] as a sign for ‘nation’” (131). For this national
model to function, however, Womanhood and the national essence it represents assumed an
oppositional stance to the West—especially to Western women. Chatterjee states that “the
‘spiritual’ signs of her femininity were now clearly marked—in her dress, her eating habits, her
social demeanor, her religiosity” (230). As anti-Western and as bearing the signs of the
‘essential’ authochthonous national identity, Womanhood represented the ‘real’ national identity.
Chatterjee stresses that this quarantining of female subjectivity was more and more
important as Indian men adopted Western behaviors:
The need to adjust to the new conditions outside the home had forced upon men a
whole series of changes in their dress, food habits, religious observances, and
social relations. Each of these capitulations now had to be compensated for by an
assertion of spiritual purity on the part of women. They must not eat, drink, or
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smoke in the same way as men; they must continue the observance of religious
rituals that men were finding difficult to carry out; they must maintain the
cohesiveness of family life and solidarity with the kin to which men could not
now devote much attention. The new patriarchy advocated by nationalism
conferred upon women the honor of a new social responsibility, and by
associating the task of female emancipation with the historical goal of sovereign
nationhood, bound them to a new, and yet entirely legitimate, subordination.
(130)
This quotation begs the question of what, exactly, an “entirely legitimate subordination” might
be, but I do not have time today to explore this dimension of his argument. For now, it is
important to observe how, under colonialism, it was necessary to create a symbolic Womanhood
that allowed the Indian imagined community to believe in its communal cohesion and to protect
itself from being swallowed up by Westernization. In the face of the risky behavior on the part of
its men, who needed to study and imitate the science, economics and politics of Western
civilization, Woman needed to showcase a ‘true’ Indian identity which was theoretically
untainted by European influences8.
But the metaphorization of Womanhood means that the transformation of the imagined
nation-space underwent yet another mutation. Women, as the representatives of the private
nation-home, became the actual site of the nation. Chatterjee argues that, under colonialism, the
cultural branding of Woman with the indelible marks of national identity actually freed Indian
women to go out into the world, as long as their ventures did not taint their ‘authentic’
mannerisms, dress and language. He writes that the “new, modern” Indian woman, in fact,
needed
some idea of the world outside the home, into which she could even venture as
long as it did not threaten her femininity. It is this latter criterion, now invested
with a characteristically nationalist content, that made possible the displacement
of the boundaries of the home from the physical confines earlier defined by the
rules of purdah to a more flexible, but nonetheless culturally determinate, domain
8
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set by the differences between socially approved male and female conduct. Once
the essential femininity of women was fixed in terms of certain culturally visible
spiritual qualities, they could go to schools, travel in public conveyances, watch
public entertainment programs, and in time even take up employment outside the
home. But the “spiritual” signs of her femininity were now clearly marked—in
her dress, her eating habits, her social demeanor, her religiosity. (130)
Although the distinction between public and private spaces is vital to the invention of a
sovereign identity, Chatterjee here discusses how the borders between the English and the Indian
populations became more and more metaphorical. As Womanhood became indelibly imbued
with the signs of national identity, her “femininity” allowed the “displacement of the
boundaries.” First this displacement separated the ‘real’ Indian space from the English space,
which translated into the separation between private and public spaces. But then this
displacement became a more symbolic distinction between men and women and, therefore,
between the English and the Indian peoples. This shift meant that the forms of the inner and
outer realms were determined mainly by the oppositional us/them division as manifested in the
“essential femininity of women…in terms of certain culturally visible spiritual qualities.”
Womanhood internalized within herself, then, the essence of home and of the nation. She could
leave the physical borders of her home because the inner realm of indigenous nation-space
always contained her within a metaphorical purdah. Homi K. Bhabha theorizes that immigrants
metaphorize the nation, a process which allows them to “transfer the meaning of home and
belonging, across the ‘middle passage’, […] across those distances, […], that span the imagined
community of the nation-people” (291). Here, the metaphorization of nationhood makes of
Woman the metaphor itself, the agent of the transfer, and the vehicle which allows a national
identity to move through space. She does not necessarily need to be physically cloistered because
she herself, in all her “femininity,” is “the meaning of home and belonging,” which she carries
with her wherever she goes.
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Chatterjee formulates the “inner realm” as a singular, allegorical identity that can be
juxtaposed against the Western outer realm in a dichotomous economy of symbolic—and
political—subjecthood. The specifics of this spatial economy puts men on the battleground (on
the borders) to fight against the West and to protect the inner realm where Woman/ Self/ Identity
lies protected, yet vulnerable. Colonized women now had a rather heavy responsibility to protect
an identity under seige.
Chatterjee’s objective in outlining this model is to discuss a particular historical moment
(the invention of nationalisms under the declining colonial regimes). Thus his work is largely
descriptive of nineteenth century Indian society. His theory succeeds, I think, in elucidating
historical events which determined the ways colonized peoples defined themselves, and it is
therefore informative for understanding why feminism is demonized in so many nations of the
developing world. Indeed, because gender roles were a highlighted function of the “civilizing
mission” of colonialization, and continues today to be in the spotlight of the Western guardians
of human rights, the authors of Third World nationalisms reacted strongly to reject feminism.
Womanhood thus became the fundamental trope in the narration of national identity in the
former colonies. As Deniz Kandiyoti argues in Women, Islam and the State:
The [colonial] interest in liberating oppressed Muslim women produced in the
minds of many Muslims, a close association between feminism and cultural
imperialism. Any attempt to change the position of women could henceforth be
imputed to imperialist or neo-imperialist designs, the local collaborators of such a
project being tainted with cultural inauthenticity, if not outright betrayal” (7).
There are, therefore, two forces that intertwine to create an interesting dilemma. In the
former colonies, feminism is often viewed as a Western influence that fatally corrupts the
imagined community. At the same time, there are large numbers of people who emigrate from
those countries to join the French imagined community. It seems simplistic to assume that
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immigrants from the former colonies easily abandon the inner/outer nationalist paradigm when
they enter Western nations. It seems equally simplistic to assume that the inner/outer nationalism
remains intact. What happens, then, when emigrants from the Third World enter Western
nations? Due to continued real marginalization in French society, immigrants from North and
Sub-Saharan African today confront ontological and symbolic battles reminiscent of what their
ancestors fought under colonial regimes. And this leads to the creation of inner and outer
realms—an immigrant nationalism.
Abdelkrim Bahloul’s 1984 film, Le Thé à la menthe, contains an excellent example of the
symbolic appropriation of North African women as embodiments of an immigrant nationalism.
Le Thé à la menthe is an important film, for it was “the film which most clearly heralded the
popular Beur films” (Tarr, 326), despite the fact that neither the filmmaker nor the central
protagonist are Beur9. They are, rather, first generation immigrants. Le Thé à la menthe enjoyed
a fairly good commercial reception, and it laid in place the themes which have since been dear to
Beur filmmakers, namely the marginalization of immigrants and their children, and the cultural
alienation the latter face as they grow up on the outskirts of Paris. Le Thé à la menthe depicts an
Algerian immigrant, Hamou (Abdel Kechiche), and his largely unsuccessful attempts to fit into
French society. At the same time, Hamou’s mother (Chaffia Boudra) attempts to keep him
grounded in his cultural and national heritage and, after learning about his delinquent lifestyle in
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rebeu, which in turn becomes beur. The word Beur is a term that children of North African immigrants invented to
designate themselves and to escape the reduction of their identities to that of Arabs. But because the term has
become rather common, it has lost some of its political exigency, and many children of immigrants now reject the
term Beur as too limiting and stereotypical. Several critics have discussed the term Beur, but the most thorough
discussion of its origins and current ramifications is found, in my opinion, in Hargreaves, Alec. Immigration and
Identity in Beur Fiction: Voices from the North African Community in France. New York: Berg, 1991. See
especially pp. 29-31.
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Paris, plans to take him back to Algeria. As this cursory plot outline shows, Le Thé à la menthe
is constructed on a cultural dialectic that posits Algeria against France. In this antithetical
tension, Hamou’s mother is narrated as a simple allegory for Algeria, and the narrative unfolds
around the tensions which surface between the Maghrebian ideals she incarnates and the realities
Hamou is facing in France.
The first indication that Hamou’s mother is a symbolic character resides in the fact that
she has no name. Her identity is totally encompassed within her role as Hamou’s mother and her
qualities as an individual are not emphasized. Hamou’s mother is created only as the
representation of a cultural and national communal identity, which is contrasted against that of
the French. As such, she exemplifies all of the attributes of immigrant nationalism: her character
is oppositional; it is spatially bound; and it embodies cultural identity.
First, Hamou’s mother is an oppositional character because she is carefully constructed
so as to be ‘essentially’ different from French women. The opposition between Hamou’s mother
and French women is first introduced by her mysterious entrance into the narrative at the
beginning of the film. Hamou, smitten with his French neighbor who completely ignores him,
buys a talisman from the local marabout that is guaranteed to bring this woman to his apartment.
Paid for with stolen goods, the talisman explodes in the middle of Hamou’s ceremony. Hamou
still hopes the talisman has worked its magic, however, and when the doorbell rings, he goes to
the door expecting his sexy French neighbor to be there. Instead, he finds his middle-aged
mother who, as we soon learn, is morally opposed to the kind of shallow sexual experience
which Hamou wants from French women. Through the transfer of the magic from Hamou’s
libidinal object to his mother, this latter character is invested with a transcendental importance
that exceeds her identity as a simple individual: this transfer establishes a metaphysical conflict
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between Hamou’s attraction to France (French women) and his connection to his Algerian roots
(his mother). Thus Hamou’s desire for French women is displaced, and his mother is
metaphorized as an agent who is sent by magical forces to cleanse him from the corrupting
Western influences, to purify his identity by “transfer[ing] the meaning of home and belonging,
across the ‘middle passage’, […] across those distances, […], that span the imagined community
of the nation-people” (Bhabha, 291).
In addition to being oppositional, Hamou’s mother is marked spatially. While Hamou
goes out to shoplift, to watch strippers and to pretend that he is working, his mother remains
indoors cooking and cleaning. Thematically, then, the public/private division and the gender
roles assigned to them play a large role in this film. The film’s form also emphasizes the
physical confinement of Hamou’s mother, as the camera work in Le Thé à la menthe creates a
cloistered atmosphere. Many of the shots of Hamou’s mother are close-ups. These close-ups help
the viewer develop affective ties to the mother, since they register her emotions clearly. But the
close-ups also establish links between the mother and intimacy: the camera articulates her
identity within an enclosed realm by eliminating her surroundings to focus instead on her facial
expressions and on her intimate space. Further, the repetition of close-ups subtly reinforces the
physical nature of the inner realm. Their tight compositions suggest that, within the confines of
the apartment, the camera eye is always nearby. There simply is not enough space for long shots.
One scene that filmically emphasizes the mother’s connection to the inside occurs after
Hamou leaves the apartment to meet with a friend, in order to discuss his frustrations with his
mother and to scheme about persuading her to return to Algeria. This scene takes place on the
sidewalk outside Hamou’s apartment and, while he plots with his friend, Hamou watches his
mother through the apartment window. Shot from a low angle, the camera looks up at her
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through the window from the street, from Hamou’s point of view. This filmic construction
highlights the juxtaposition between the movement of Hamou on the outside, and the
confinement of his mother on the inside. Indeed, she passes back and forth past the window
several times, emphasizing that this is her space. Further, this shot takes place at night, so the
frame of the window is lit up. Hamou watches his mother from his position in the dark—just as
the film’s viewers watch both Hamou and his mother from the dark theater. In his article, “The
Impersonal Enunciation, or the Site of Film,” Christian Metz theorizes that there are moments in
cinema in which film articulates the cinematic act, thereby opening up spaces of filmic
enunciation. In other words, these moments serve as the basis for a filmic language: the film
itself is communicating a message, not with words, but through a symbolic system of images. By
creating scenes of cinematic mise-en-abime, a filmmaker can unconsciously establish the
spectator’s connection to a film’s subjectivity. Here, the obvious re-enactment of the filmic
moment self-reflexively creates Hamou’s mother as an object of both Hamou’s and,
consequently, of the spectator’s gaze. The camera eye/I peers voyeuristically through the gauzy
film of the curtains on the window and articulates the mother inside as an object of curiosity, of
difference, and of Maghrebian identity. It thus illustrates that her space separates her from those
watching her: Hamou and the French viewers.
In addition to being spatially marked and opposed to French culture, Hamou’s mother
also represents a ‘traditional’ Algerian cultural identity through “her dress, her eating habits, her
social demeanor, her religiosity” (Chatterjee, 130). The mother’s clothes are clearly juxtaposed
against those of French women. Whereas Hamou’s French neighbor wears short skirts and high
heels and leaves her long hair uncovered, Hamou’s mother wears a djellabah and hijab. She is
consequently marked visually as a bearer of Algerian identity and “display[s] the signs of
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national tradition” (Chatterjee, 9). Through the ironic displacement of the talisman’s magic,
which establishes an antithetical relationship between French women and Hamou’s mother, and
through the visual distinctions between these two female characters, it is clear that Bahloul’s film
articulates Hamou’s mother as fundamentally different from the French.
Hamou’s mother is also an embodiment of a religious identity which is an important
aspect of cultural and national identification for Muslim immigrants in France. One example of
the manner in which Hamou’s mother represents the Muslim religion occurs on her sole outing
with Hamou. Together they go to a museum of natural history, where Hamou’s mother sees
dinosaurs, apparently for the first time. The size and age of the dinosaurs dazzle her, and she
seizes the opportunity to teach Hamou a little of his family’s religion by saying that these
impressive dinosaurs “viennent de l’époque du Prophète.” This short, seemingly insignificant
scene functions in a polyvalenced manner. On the surface, this scene is comic because Hamou’s
mother’s reaction is naïvely simple: she recognizes the dinosaur bones as ancient and plugs this
into her limited historical knowledge. Because she knows that Mohammed lived long ago, she
equates these two kinds of antiquity, and the result is a comedic poke at her ‘cute’ and endearing
innocence. But on a deeper level, the fact that Hamou’s mother equates the seventh century with
the Jurassic period illustrates a ‘quaint’ simplicity in which religious knowledge is all that is
necessary for this older Algerian woman for whom the scientific Western knowledge of
paleontology would seem somehow incongruous. Chatterjee argues that men are allowed to
explore Western science without fear of losing an autochthonous selfhood because women,
isolated, guarantee the purity of the cultural identity. Thus Hamou is able to understand
paleontology, but his uneducated mother’s limited education does not permit her to do so. This
simple statement perpetuates a stereotype of North African women as usefully uneducated. But
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on yet another level, Hamou’s mother’s naïve statement about the dinosaurs becomes an example
of how she functions as a medium for the transmission of Algerian beliefs and culture. By
bringing religion into the museum, she reminds Hamou of his religious and cultural heritage. She
finds a way to turn the outing into a pedagogical tool to re-connect Hamou with ‘his’ culture and
religion. The short scene in the museum serves to reinforce the cultural aspect of Hamou’s
mother’s identity because Bahloul portrays her as a bearer of tradition through her religious
foundation, her manner of dressing and her endearingly simple demeanor.
All three factors which make of Hamou’s mother an avatar of an inner nationalism
(spatial division, opposition to the French and cultural ‘purity’) combine in the scene in which
she leaves the apartment for the first time. In this scene, her link to a public/private spatial
division is evident, and, as she ventures outside, it becomes clear that she is out of her realm.
Hamou’s mother leaves the apartment to look for matches to light the stove. Not speaking a word
of French, and not understanding the rules of the road, she gets stuck in the middle of traffic in a
busy intersection and needs to be rescued by a traffic officer, who escorts her to the safety of the
sidewalk. She clearly cannot function on her own outside, and needs a representative of the
French state to guide her to safety once she leaves the inner domain10. Further, she behaves
according to North African cultural codes: after the officer escorts her to safety, Hamou’s mother
brings mint tea to him as a gesture of thanks. As I previously outlined, Chatterjee’s model allows
women to leave home to venture out into the public space, “as long as [these excursions] did not
threaten [the women’s] femininity.” This is possible because once women are imbued with the
symbolic markers of national identity, they bear the essence of the nation wherever they go. In
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It is interesting, however, that although she is shown to be inept in the Parisian city, Hamou’s mother somehow
manages to travel all the way from Algeria to Hamou’s apartment by herself at the beginning of the film. This aspect
of the story is left as extra-diegetic, but it complicates her portrayal as someone unable to function outside (unless,
of course, we accept the suggestion that she arrives at Hamou’s door only through magic).
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this scene, Hamou’s mother literally bears the inside realm with her into French society when she
carries the beautiful tea set on a decorative platter out into the Parisian streets. Not only is the tea
set itself a cultural icon11, it is another example of a non-French cultural practice. In Algeria,
serving tea is part of a ritual of hospitality to welcome visitors to one’s home. In this scene,
however, the ritual is displaced because it is not offered within the context of the home. Further,
Hamou’s mother’s cultural gesture of hospitality is refused because the traffic cop is busy and
ignores her. She therefore sets the tea set down next to him on a cement block for him to find
later. This sets up a comic scene, since the police officer did not know she was there. When he
does finally notice the tea set, there is a cut to a point-of-view close-up of the tea set, and the
image of the ornate tea set on the street of cement and asphalt seems humorously out of place.
The inner/outer split is clear. The silent image of the tea set contrasts beautifully with this busy
street corner, introducing an alien element from the inner realm of Algerian identity into the
outer sphere of the Parisian streets and positing a cultural difference between the two groups:
whereas Hamou’s mother focuses on the gesture of manners and on human connection, the
police officer focuses on his job and is not particularly welcoming to Hamou’s mother12. In fact,
the symbolism of this scene is captured in the film’s title in which the entire story of Hamou’s
cultural struggle is summarized by mint tea. Mint tea is proffered as an essence of Algeria, an
essence metonymically linked to Hamou’s mother and to the inner realm.
R. Radhakrishnan deconstructs the sexist thought processes which underlie the division in
nationalist identity as theorized by Chatterjee. Radhakrishnan argues that the ‘purity’ of the inner
11

Tea and tea sets are frequently used by Europeans as markers of North African identity. Tea sets (and hookahs)
are thus found in many “harem” paintings, such as Eugène Delacroix’s Femmes d’Algers dans leur apartement in
which a tea set is in a cupboard in the background of the painting, and in his Mort de Sardanapal in which a tea set is
borne on a platter by a servant girl standing next to the sultan on his bed. A tea set is also used by Mehdi Charef in
the ironic title of his novel, Le Thé au harem d’Archi Ahmed to evoke orientalist images with which to create a
contrast with the phrase, “le théorem d’Archimèdes.”
12
It is possible that this is also an indirect reference to the lack of French hospitality towards (North) African
immigrants. See ben Jelloun, Tahar. Hospitalité française: racisme et immigration maghrébine. Paris: Seuil, 1984.
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realm does not, and indeed, cannot exist, and he ultimately concludes that societies are
necessarily oppressive if they define themselves according to a model in which some members
are required to be passive avatars of national identity. Radhakrishnan argues that this discursive
measure is self-serving, for the dichotomy it establishes allows its male members to engage in a
“selective appropriation” of Western scientific, ontological and epistemological frameworks.
Although it is certainly true that men were victims of colonialism, the inner/outer nationalist
paradigm nonetheless grants them certain freedoms: by creating a protected space called
‘Woman’ that is the repository of Selfhood, the patriarchy is freed to explore other boundaries
without tarnishing its ‘true’ self, a process Radhakrishnan calls the “selective appropriation of
the West and the safeguarding of one’s essential identity” (84).
Hamou illustrates Radhakrishnan’s point. He has obviously appropriated certain aspects
of Western life, but this appropriation is selfish and selective: he focuses his life on his
individual desires, rather than on communal responsibilities: he drinks alcohol; he seeks easy
money; he desires shallow sexual gratification; and he derives pleasure from the systems he has
developed to circumvent the rules and laws of the French. Like many Beur protagonists of other
films and novels, he is clearly detached from his religious and cultural Algerian heritage, but
because he is marginalized in France, he has built his life on a system of delinquence. The arrival
of his mother changes that, however, as she works from the inside to purify his life of foreign
elements. While Hamou is gone, his mother explores his apartment and finds pornographic
magazines and alcohol which she proceeds to destroy: she rips up the magazines and pours the
alcohol down the drain. She cleanses Hamou’s inner realm of the Western vice that pornography
and alcohol—both forbidden in Islam—represent. Bahloul further emphasizes the insidious
nature of this corruption by having the mother be tainted by the very things she tries to destroy.
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First, she unwittingly gets drunk. While she pours the bottle of alcohol down the drain, she eats
an entire jar of cherries soaked in eau-de-vie and consequently gets quite intoxicated. This scene
is thus doubly articulated: the risk of contamination that alcohol poses is first set up through its
rejection by Hamou’s mother as an unclean element, and then by the simultaneous narration of
the inebriation of Hamou’s mother. This tension is deepened in the following shot in which she
leaves the inner realm as a result of eating this forbidden fruit, and ventures out alone into the
streets where she dances publicly. Exhibitionist dancing threatens her ability to represent a ‘pure’
national essence because it undermines her ‘feminine essence’ by changing her demeanor from
one that is private and ‘pure’ to one that is publically sexually provocative. The mother’s act of
dancing thus cements the link between alcohol and sexual promiscuity initially set up by the
pairing of alcohol and pornography in Hamou’s apartment. The final link in this chain is forged
when Hamou subsequently discovers his mother dancing in the streets. Although Hamou actively
pursues a lifestyle based on delinquence and sexual activity, he obviously views these same
behaviors as antithetical to his mother’s identity, for when he sees her dancing, he is immediately
ashamed and hurries to usher her back inside. Throughout this scene, then, it is clear that
Hamou’s mother is expected to represent a cultural purity which disallows Hamou’s new sinful
French behaviors, a point driven home by the obvious—if unwitting—transgression that is
provided by the portrayal of his mother’s actions when she inadvertently engages in just those
behaviors she tries to purge.
Arab women are active agents, however, despite the symbolic appropriation of their
identities. Hamou’s mother is not entirely naïve. Nor is she without agency. On the contrary,
Hamou’s mother does not rely on Hamou’s word about what he is doing. She informs herself and
slowly realizes that his life is a sham built upon lies. For example, she leaves the apartment to
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follow Hamou one night and watches through the window of a strip bar as Hamou dances with a
stripper and puts money in her cleavage. Once she understands that he has lied to her about
having a job, owning a car, and being an upstanding individual, Hamou’s mother plays an active
role in trying to reshape his behavior: she wakes him up early so that he can go work, and when
she discovers him outside sleeping on the pavement, she wakes him up again and forces him to
get moving. She pushes him off with the words, “Va travailler.” As her imperative words
illustrate, Hamou’s mother assumes an active and authoritative role to shape the ways in which
Hamou interacts with French society. Finally, she is also not a naïve dupe when Hamou attempts
to force her to return to Algeria. Frustrated with the constraints his mother puts on his lifestyle,
Hamou hires a friend to come to his apartment dressed as a policeman to tell her that she must
leave France. But Hamou’s mother—who refuses to leave France without her son—knows
immediately that she is being deceived, and she fights off the friend.
The mother’s active agency becomes even more accentuated toward the end of Le Thé à
la menthe. Following a dispute between the mother and Hamou, Hamou tells her to go home to
Algeria, and she responds by leaving him. But she does not return to Algeria. She slips out of the
apartment to wander the streets of Paris alone at night. Although Hamou is worried for his
mother’s safety, she is never in any danger while she is outside. The issue is really one of
control. Hamou does not like the way his mother is Algerian-izing his life, so he tries to
manipulate her into leaving, and letting him continue with his unanchored drift into delinquence
in France. When the mother leaves, then, she sends him a message that she will not be
manipulated by her wayward son. Unlike some texts that would present her strength as a positive
characteristic, however, Le Thé à la menthe presents her rebellious act as the impetus that causes
Hamou’s and his mother’s downfall: the spilling of the inside into the outside becomes the
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reason that the French state invades the sacrosanct inside space of the symbolic nation-home.
The French police find Hamou’s mother and deliver her safely home to Hamou. Once the police
enter Hamou’s apartment, however, his inner realm is no longer a sovereign space. The entry of
the French police brings French laws inside, and the police seize control, search the apartment,
and find stolen radios and other electronic contraband. Hamou is consequently arrested and
imprisoned. He wanted freedom from his mother, but is instead placed under the strict
surveillance of the French state.
Losing Hamou is damaging to the mother, as well. With Hamou gone, she is bereft of
financial support and is left to adapt to the new circumstances which she now faces. Her limited
linguistic and professional experience leave her few options, and, consequently, the mother
capitalizes on those skills she possesses which she knows to be marketable: she exploits her
femininity by dancing in the streets for money. Hamou’s mother’s dancing is not portrayed as
creative, self-reliant behavior, however, but as the prostitution of an essential aspect of Hamou’s
cultural and national identity. This is clear because the narrative does not tell her story, but
Hamou’s. The diegesis skips time while Hamou is in prison, and the viewer learns of the
mother’s new job at the same time that Hamou does and from his point of view. The scene is
structured so as to build suspense and to heighten the shock of Hamou’s discovery. After his
release from prison, Hamou returns to his apartment to try to find his mother, and he learns from
the new neighbors (who live where his old love-interest lived), that “elle est souvent près du
marché.” Arriving at the market, Hamou witnesses what is, for him, the ultimate shame: his
mother is dancing, encircled by a ring of lustful men. This scene is very carefully constructed so
as to optimally accentuate the transgressive nature of her behavior. There is no dialogue, and the
throbbing music dominates the sound track. Further, there are several close-ups of the faces of
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the men watching Hamou’s mother, and their eyes are filled with a sexual charge. Through the
use of these close-ups, the viewer becomes painfully aware that the men’s desires are violating
her intimate space, staining its purity by their intrusive gaze. Hamou’s mother has become
prostituted symbolically, if not physically, and she has come dangerously close to being a
pornographic object similar to those she earlier destroyed in Hamou’s apartment. When the
mother sees Hamou and knows that he has witnessed her fall, she becomes intensely distressed,
and, in a powerfully emotional shot, she tears at her face and enters into a fitfull trance while
Hamou attacks the watching men in a fit of frenzied anger. He ultimately falls and hits his head,
whereupon the music is turned off and everyone leaves. The extreme nature of both Hamou’s
and his mother’s physical and affective reactions illustrate that the mother’s dancing is a
powerful infraction against a code of behavior, and that her exposure has sullied her purity.
The mother’s symbolic prostitution threatens Hamou’s honor, but it also crumbles the
basis for his national identity because the three characteristics of the immigrant nationalism no
longer work together to support an oppositional, spatial, and cultural identity: instead of adhering
to a public/private spatial division, the mother here brings private behavior out into the public;
instead of representing a cultural purity, she now is an object of sexual desire; and instead of
using her “feminine essence” to draw a sharp line between herself and French women, she now
displays her body in a manner which is not unlike wearing short skirts and high heels. This
transgression thus depicts a radical dissolution of the symbolic split which has allowed Hamou to
flirt with French society and yet retain an identificatory pride. Hamou’s mother can no longer act
as a powerful and quasi-magical beacon of cultural purity for Hamou, and she cannot save him
from the ravages of Western influences.
Instead of turning this transgression into a moment of political potency, Bahloul opts
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instead to end his film with a recuperation of Hamou and his mother. The lasting impression of
Hamou’s mother is as an energetic and endearing woman who represents Algerian culture,
religion and nationhood. In fact, her characterization as a simple allegory for the Algerian nation
is reprised in the final scene in which Hamou’s mother returns to Algeria with Hamou in tow. In
the closing shot of the film, Hamou and his mother are at the airport. Hamou is obviously
reluctant to leave, turning to look back at Paris. But his mother grabs him by the ear and pulls
him into the airport, and the credits begin to roll. Mother Algeria has not lost her grip on her
children and will, even reluctantly, draw them “home”.
In Le Thé à la menthe, then, Bahloul creates Hamou’s mother as an embodiment of an
“inner” cultural purity. The essence of this inner realm is articulated through the physical
placement of Hamou’s mother nearly exclusively inside Hamou’s apartment, by her
representation of Algerian culture, and by her opposition to Western behaviors. Although
Hamou’s mother is able to forge the paths necessary for survival, her active agency is ultimately
swallowed up by her portrayal as a representative of Algerian culture. Carrie Tarr writes that Le
Thé à la menthe “vividly dramatizes the conflict between two cultures through the energetic
presence of Chaffia Boudra as Hamou’s mother” (326). Indeed, Hamou’s mother is the vehicle
used by Bahloul to point out this conflict. But more than a backdrop to highlight the “conflict
between two cultures,” Hamou’s mother perfectly exemplifies the existence of an immigrant
nationalism: although the film takes places entirely within the borders of the French nation,
Hamou’s mother “bears the meaning of home and belonging” into France to become symbolic of
an ‘inner’ national ‘essence.’
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Abstract
The production and staging of operatic works has always been a demanding and
expensive process. When one is discussing the production of grand opera by AfricanAmerican companies in the early part of the 20th century, the difficulties were greater and
the obstacles more numerous than those faced by traditional companies. Segregated
audiences, discriminatory venues, restrictive travel and housing practices, and even more
limited financial resources became added difficulties in these endeavors.
There were African-American companies, however, led by a number of
determined impresarios, who shared a common goal: to tap the ever-increasing pool of
operatically-trained black singers and to generate interest in grand opera in the AfricanAmerican community. These impresarios, and the groups they founded, represented a
wide range of approaches. Some performances were staged by troupes with relative
longevity but who performed only rarely. Others were artistic successes, and were
lauded in the black press, but their lack of financial success did not allow for future
productions. Still others tried to sustain regular seasons or more frequent performances
with varying degrees of success.
These opera companies faced even greater obstacles in the fourth and fifth
decades of the century. In the late 1930s, with the United States only beginning to
emerge from the catastrophic impact of the Great Depression, the prospect of new
productions or companies was daunting, at best. By 1941, with war on opposite sides of
the globe and the growing likelihood of American involvement, such an undertaking was
not only risky, but potentially ruinous.
A number of opera companies opened and just as quickly closed during these
years. There were others who functioned completely on a local level, using both
professional and local talent. One company, however, was formed with the specific intent
of performing nationally and serving the black community in major cities throughout the
United States. Mary Cardwell Dawson, the founder of the National Negro Opera
Company, fully intended to produce operas in New York, Washington, Chicago,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit. She spent the 1930s operating a music school in
Pittsburgh that became the foundation for her later endeavor. It was here that she trained
her first chorus, worked with soloists for the minor roles, and established contacts to help
realize her greater goal.
As President of the National Association of Negro Musicians (1940-41), Mme.
Dawson established a National Opera Committee and proposed to stage a full production
of Verdi’s Aida as the closing concert of the Association’s annual meeting in August,
1941 in Pittsburgh. The performers of this production were drawn from her own school
of music, the Cardwell Dawson Choir, local church choirs in Pittsburgh, and singers from
Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland. The leads were sung by
established operatic singers, with secondary roles and the chorus comprising the singers
just mentioned.
After this initial production, Mme. Dawson moved to establish a permanent,
professional company that would produce operas in Chicago and Pittsburgh and whose

long-range mission was to expand to New York, Washington, D.C., Cleveland, Detroit,
and other cities willing to support the endeavor. She established a network of guilds,
structured similarly to women’s clubs and to the guilds supporting established opera
companies, to assist with fund-raising and the complicated process of operatic
production.
The company was in existence for twenty years, until Mary Cardwell Dawson’s
death in 1962. In the face of financial difficulties she continued to produce operas and
oratorios throughout this time, involving over 1,700 persons in these performances. She
made an impact on the black arts communities in which she was involved, and her
philosophy of “opera for the people” remained influential in the years following her
death.
In this paper I will explore Mme. Dawson’s enterprise in its historical and
cultural contexts. I will discuss her triumphs and disappointments and her influence on
similar endeavors in the 1960s and 1970s.
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Abstract
The author discusses an early 1930s villa — located in the city of Náchod in
northeastern Bohemia — that was completed in 1934 by the Czech partnership of
Victor Fürth and Arnosˇt Mühlstein. The villa is discussed in relation to the
architects’ prior and subsequent work and in light of anecdotal information
connecting its original construction to Adolf Loos or his circle. While
incontrovertible evidence is not available connecting the house directly to
Loos, the author presents the origins and evolution of the villa, discusses
its formal characteristics, places its design in the context of other works by
the architects Fürth and Mühlstein, and presents circumstantial yet compelling
information to propose that this
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Introduction
In 1933, the Czech architect Victor Fürth (1893–1984) and his partner Arnosˇt
(or Ernst) Mühlstein (1893–1968), were asked to complete a house in the
northeastern Bohemian city of Náchod, close to the Polish border.* The Villa
L. (Figure 1) was constructed sometime earlier and left unfinished by the
original builder; a local textile mill owner purchased it for his recently
married daughter as a wedding present. The partners, who had been friends
since childhood in Prague,1 completed the house in 1934; further alterations

NOTES
*

This paper is dedicated to the memory of Vera Feldman.
The present essay forms part of research on the lives and work of Victor Fürth
and another European architect, Rudolf Fränkel. Both emigrated to the United
States, Fürth in 1949, and Fränkel in 1950, to join the faculty of the
Department of Architecture at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. The author
wishes to express his appreciation in particular to the administrators and his
colleagues at Miami University for their support and encouragement while
undertaking this research. Special mention must also be made and thanks be
given to Robert A. Benson, chair of the department of architecture at Miami
University, and Christian F. Otto, professor of architectural history at
Cornell University, for their helpful comments in the preparation of this
paper.
1
Both Fürth and Mühlstein attended the Deutsche Volkschule primary
school, the Nikolander Deutsche Staatsoberrealschule, and enrolled to study
architecture at the German Polytechnic. Victor Fürth was born in the southern
Bohemian town of Horazˇd’ovice. Fürth and his immediate family migrated to
Great Britain in 1939. In 1949, he was offered a visiting position at Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio, where he remained until his retirement in 1974. He
died in Oxford in 1984. Arnosˇt Mühlstein was born in Prague. In 1938, he was
granted a visa and migrated to Australia, where he legally changed his name to
Ernest Milston. He maintained a successful professional practice based in
Melbourne, where died in 1968 (Fürth Family Archives; Miami University
Archives; Fürth’s Application for a Certificate of Qualifications as an
architect in the State of Ohio; and Miami University Department of
Architecture Archives. Ernest Edward Milston Archives, University of
Melbourne; Milston family Archives).
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were undertaken in 1936.2

Figure 1: Villa L. in Náchod, Czech Republic. View of the house from the
west in 1934 (from Architecture Illustrated, 24:185, October 1945, 108)
The earliest works by this partnership reflected the schooling that Mühlstein
received as a student of Jan Koteˇra (1871–1923), the “father of Czech
modernism.” After completing his architectural studies at Prague’s K. k.
Deutsche Technische Hochschule (the German–language Polytechnic) Mühlstein
attended during 1918–19 the special architecture program that Koteˇra had set
up at the Academy of Fine Arts. Five houses built in 1920–21 and located on
Kahlerová (today Juárezova) street in the Bubenecˇ district of Prague (Figure
2) show rigorous yet inventive geometric compositional characteristics, with
their strong definition of the roof gable and simplified classicist æsthetic —
what Rotislav Sˇvacha labels as an “austere, scientifically oriented
asceticism”3 — reminiscent of Koteˇra’s own Law Faculty in Prague–Staré Meˇsto

2

“House L. in Nachod, built in 1934,” in Architecture Illustrated 24:185
(October 1945), 107-108.
3
Rotislav Sˇvacha, The Architecture of the New Prague (Cambridge, MA,
1995), 348.
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(Figure 3).4

Figure 2: Houses on Kahlerová Street, Prague–Bubenecˇ. Views, 1998. From
left to right, Kahlerová 16, 14, and 12. The house at Kahlerová 14 shows
modifications carried out after its original construction, while the
others are close to their original conditions.

Figure 3. Law Faculty, Prague–Staré Meˇsto. Jan Koteˇra, architect
(1921–23). View, 1997.
From these initial projects, Fürth and Mühlstein’s work evolved as they
experimented with other æsthetics. One example is the 1923 Villa Kress (Figure

4

The identification of four of the houses in this group comes from
Zdeneˇk Lukesˇ, who prepared an inventory of modernist architecture in Prague
by reviewing the archival documents related to construction permits at the
different district building offices during the 1980s.
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4), also in the Bubenecˇ district.5 A more abstractly composed house in the
spirit of the New Objectivity is the Villa Schück of 1928 (Figure 5), built in
the Trojá district.6 Conversely, many of their houses tended to reflect the
more conservative tastes of their clients. Typically, however, the plans
explored more contemporary layouts than implied by their conservative
exteriors, as there was clarity in their floor plans, with an emphasis in the
interconnection of the formal or group spaces and in the separation of service
spaces.

Figure 4 (left). Villa Kress, Prague–Bubenecˇ. View from the street,
1998. Figure 5 (right). Villa Schück, Prague–Trojá. View from the
garden, 1998.

5

The Villa Kress is included in an article by Lukesˇ and Jan Svoboda,
“Architektonické dílo Arnosˇta Mühlsteina,” in Architekt No. 17 (1984), 7, and
in Gustav Ew. Konrad, Neues Bauen und Wohnen: Architekten E. Mühlstein — V.
Fürth (Vienna / Berlin, 1931).
6
The Villa Schück has been published in a number of places, including the
monograph by Konrad (1931), in an article by Oskar Schürer in the journal
Innen–Dekoration 42:02 (February 1931), 54-65, in Alexandre Persitz,
“Tchécoslovaquie; Documents d’Architecture Contemporaine”, L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui 9:10 (1938.10), 53, and is included in Stephan Templ, Michal
Kohout, and Vladimír Sˇlapeta, Prague: 20th century architecture (Berlin/New
York, 1999), 193, and in Functional architecture: the International Style
(Cologne, 1990), 360–361.
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By the time the partners began to work on the completion of the Villa L.,
Fürth and Mühlstein had built or planned forty-three structures, including
mixed use buildings such as one housing the Prague offices of the Continental
tire company (Figure 6) and a building housing a Ford dealership and garage
(Figure 7), completed in 1928 and 1930 respectively.

7

What can be observed is

that in their commercial projects — such as the two mixed use structures just
mentioned — the work of the partnership was much more adventuresome than in
the bread–and–butter private residential projects.

Figure 6 (left). Continental Coutchuk A.G., Prague–Vinohrady. View from
the street, 1997. Figure 7 (right). Fa. Globus [Fordwerke], Prague–
Karlín. View from the street, 1998. The building is on a through–block
site, and both façades are similar.
The work undertaken by Fürth and Mühlstein on the unfinished structure that
became the Villa L. first resolved functional issues of adapting the house for

7

The Continental building is mentioned and illustrated by Oskar Schürer
in his article “Neu-Prags entwicklung” (Wasmuths Monatshefte für Baukunst
12:06 [June 1928], 278–284) and his book Prag: Kultur / Kunst / Geschichte
(Vienna/Leipzig, 1930), 361, Ill. 112. The Continental and Ford buildings are
included in another article by Schürer, “Neue bauten in Prag,” (Wasmuths
Monatshefte für Baukunst 14:11 [November 1930], 503–514).
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the new owners. Later, the house was altered to better satisfy the more
conservative notions of house form held by the clients’ families. The first
owners to occupy the house were Jindrich (1899–1945) and Veˇra (née Bondy)
Löwenbach (1910–2001). Jindrich Löwenbach and his brother Bedrˇich owned the
Julius Löwenbach woolen mills located just outside Hronov, to the north of
Náchod.8 The Villa L. was a wedding gift from Herˇman Bondy to his daughter
Veˇra on her marriage to Jindrich. The Bondy family of Malá Skalice was also
one of many owning textile mills in the northeastern Bohemia area that became
known, in the late nineteenth century, as “Manchester east.”

Married in 1932, Jindrich and Veˇra Löwenbach moved into the completed house
in 1934 with their first child, Hans Herman, who was born in 1933. Their
second child, Eva Maria, was born in 1938. The Löwenbachs lived in the Villa
at Náchod until early 1942 when all Jewish properties were confiscated by the
Nazis and their owners deported.9 Only Veˇra Löwenbach survived internment at
the camps.10

8

Adresárˇ Republiky Cˇeskoslovenské (Prague, 1931), I:382.
The Julius Bondy textile mills were founded by Herˇman Bondy’s father,
and had a spinning mill in Jaromir with the main mill in Cˇeská Skalice. The
Bondys resided in the adjacent town of Malá Skalice, in a villa built in 1908.
10
The children were killed at Auschwitz, Eva on 9 July 1944, and her
brother Hans the next day. Jindrich Löwenbach was transferred to the
Schwarzheide labor camp run by IG Farber; he was killed on 17 March 1945.
Veˇra Löwenbach survived, liberated from Kochstadt concentration camp by the
Red Army on 9 March 1945. She returned to the reconstituted Czechoslovakia but
not to her house. In 1946 she married another survivor, Dr. Berthold Feldman,
and moved to his hometown of Klatovy. They migrated to Great Britain in 1948,
then Australia, and eventually migrated to the United States in 1952, settling
in New City, New York (Correspondence, 22 May 1999; interview, 14 August 1999;
telephone conversations during 1999–2000). Mrs. Feldman died in March 2001.
9
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The Villa L. in Náchod
At the time when the Löwenbach family first moved into their completed house,
its exterior appearance from the west was of a collection of stepped volumes
arranged on a hillside to the south of the town center (Figure 1). The formal
approach to the Villa L. was from the lower street Elisˇky Krasnohorské that
runs parallel to the Metuje River. The series of stairs and terraces that
included an “alpine” path through a rock garden and led to the front of the
house (Figure 8), provided the visitor with places to view the town center and
the prominent castle diagonally to the northwest, and the stepped volumes of
the house and protruding bay window found at the end of the sequence. As one
reached the top of this sequence, a female nude sculpture by the Czech artist
Brˇetislav Benda (1897–1983) guarded the terrace in front of the house (Figure
9). The main entrance was located directly under the bay. To the right of the
entrance and up thirteen steps was the main terrace with French doors placed
at the end of the massing of volumes.

Figure 8. Villa L., Náchod. Views of the path and garden from the lower
street, 1934 (courtesy Feldman Family Archives).
It was the east side of the house where the vehicular access and service
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entrance to the house were located. This rear façade presented a different
experience to the formal entrance from the west. Here the house did not
reflect the stepped composition viewed from the opposite side, as the central
and side masses were set on a nearly leveled ground. Nonetheless, the house
still originally must have appeared rather as an exotic series of volumes. The
garage was located to the right as one approached the rear of the house. As
there are no surviving photographs of this side of the structure in its
original condition, it is unclear whether a drive led to the garage at the
lower front level of the house, or if the entrance were located on the side of
the house.

The interior of the Villa L. retains most of the space definitions achieved in
the initial alteration. After entering the house, one proceeded up sweeping
stairs to the entry hall, which was separated from the living room by double
sliding doors (Figure 10). The living room opened to the main terrace by way
of a set of French doors, as mentioned before. Continuing up six steps from
the landing that led to the living room, one reached the upper entry hall with
its bay window providing dramatic views of the town center. Beyond the sitting
area, a straight stair led to the second floor, where another sitting room
opened onto the balcony above the bay window. The private bedrooms were
located at this level, with the master bedroom opening onto the terrace above
the entry hall. In front of this staircase and to the right, just above the
void of the stair leading from the entrance, was the door that led to the
dining room. Behind and to the left of the main staircase leading upstairs was
another doorway leading to an additional room. This remains the arrangement
today, though the spaces are much more lighted due to the addition of extra
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windows on the west façade (Figures 11 and 12).

Figure 9 (left). Villa L. The bronze by Brˇetislav Benda at the top of
the last set of stairs. View, 1934 (courtesy Feldman Family Archives).
Figure 10 (center). Villa L. Interior view, 1936. The sweep of the
stairs leading from the entrance is visible to the right of the steps
that led to the sitting room with the bay window on the left wall. If
one then turned to the left, two steps led to a small sitting niche. The
dining room was located through the door beyond the staircase that led
to the upper floor, seen in the background. One of the sliding doors
separating the living room from the entry hall is visible on the left
doorframe (from Architecture Illustrated, 24:185 (October 1945), 108 and
107). Figure 11 (right). Villa L. Interior view, 1999.
The Villa L. was a groundbreaking design as the first split level house in
Náchod when the Löwenbachs occupied it. The many levels, seemingly impractical
for the house staff, permitted varied views from the windows facing the town
center. The house originally included, according to Mrs. Vera Feldman (née
Bondy, then Löwenbach), a swimming pool on the terrace to the north of the
main volume, above the garage; this terrace was later enclosed and converted
into a playroom for the children that was outfitted with exercise equipment.
The house was well appointed, using expensive and exotic materials. The built–
in furnishings were in lemon wood with ebony tops, walnut handrails for the
stairs, and objects such as a plant cart (Figure 13) were in stainless steel.
Finally, art objects were included in the decoration of the spaces, such as a
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cast of the bust of St. Wenceslas above the fireplace (Figure 14); the
original is found in St. Vitus Cathedral in Prague. This use of art as
decoration integral to the design of the dwelling was consistent with how
Fürth and Mühlstein approached the design process, as other houses were
similarly provided for.

Figure 12 (left). Villa L. Detail view of the bay window, with the steps
leading from the sitting room to the sitting niche to the left, 1999.
Figure 13 (center). Villa L. Detail view of the plant cart by the window
in the family room, 1936. Figure 14 (right). Villa L. Bust of St.
Wenceslas above the fireplace mantel. This cast is from the original
found at St. Vitus Cathedral in Prague Castle. View in 1936 (all
courtesy Feldman Family Archives)
After a year or so in the house, Herˇman Bondy strongly suggested to his
daughter Veˇra and her husband Jindrich to cover the flat roof with a more
conventional pitched roof (Figure 15), as he felt that flat roofs were
inappropriate in Náchod’s climate.11 This was done by roofing over the master
bedroom terrace on the south side of the house, together with the enclosing of
the outdoor terrace with the swimming pool, in 1936. The changes were

11

Feldman correspondence, 22 May 1999.
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significant. Lost was the asymmetrical massing that was perceivable as one
approached the house from the west (Figure 16).

Sometime after the house was confiscated by the Nazis and converted into a
children’s home, an additional room was added to the upstairs by enclosing the
master bedroom terrace. This completely eliminated the stepped massing the
house originally had. In addition, the opening of new windows altered the
stark composition of the west façade. In its current use, the main entrance is
through the former service door to the pantry. The original living room now
serves as a sitting room, and while it still retains an entrance, it now
includes a small vestibule and faces towards the vehicular entrance to the
property (Figure 17).

Figure 15 (left). Villa L. View of the house from the rear after the
addition of the pitched roof and enclosure of the swimming pool terrace
in 1936. Figure 16 (center). Villa L. View of the house from the west,
1936. Figure 17 (right). Villa L. View of the house from the rear, 1999
(all courtesy Feldman Family Archives)

Further analysis and other examples
As completed by Fürth and Mühlstein, the Villa L. shows a concern for a
“promenade architectural” that negotiates not changes in artificial levels
within the house, as happens in Le Corbusier’s Villa La Roche–Jeanneret or
Villa Savoye, for example, but of existing geography. Such is the case with
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the Villa L. and other single family houses by the partners— the 1933 Villa
Berman in Hronov (Figure 18), and the 1934 Villa Kramer in Prague (Figure 19),
for example. All three houses are located on sloped sites, so that the
pedestrian access provides changing views as one climbs the series of flights
to the front entrance. The volumetric abstract quality of the Villa L. as
originally completed is also consistent with other projects by the partners,
including the aforementioned Villa Schück of 1928. On the other hand, other
projects by the partners presented more conservative approaches similar to the
resulting Villa L. with its pitched roof and covered terraces.

Figure 18 (left). Villa Berman, Hronov. View, 1997. Figure 19 (right).
Villa Kramer, Prague–Bubenecˇ. View, 1939.

Possible attribution
There was a personal connection to Loos on the part of the partners. After he
completed his studies at Prague’s German Polytechnic in 1916, Mühlstein spent
a year in Vienna apprenticing with an architect. Without any documentation to
otherwise explain the connection between the younger man and Loos, it may be
that is was during his year in Vienna that Mühlstein established his
friendship with Loos, with whom he would maintain contact. As Gordon Thompson
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stated in a memorial address after Mühlstein’s death in 1968, Fürth and
Mühlstein “very much admired the work of their friend, Adolf Loos, with whom
Ernst spent a memorable holiday in Paris in 1926.”12 This however would not
explain the origins of the design.13

Given the volumetric characteristics of the Villa L. in its unfinished state
and prior to the Löwenbachs’ ownership, the question does arise about the
attribution of the original design. The original stepped massing of the Villa
L. was clearly reminiscent of work by Adolf Loos (1870–1933) such as the Haus
Dr. Scheu built in Vienna in 1912, or his proposed villa for Dr. Fleischner
outside Haifa, Israel (then Palestine) of 1931 (Figure 20), a design that Loos
developed while in Prague during the execution of the Haus Müller in that
city.14

12

Thompson, Gordon: “Memorial Address given 9 July 1968 on the death of
Ernest Milston [MSS],” in The Ernest Edward Milston Archives. Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia: Archives and Special Collections, Baillieu Library, the
University of Melbourne.
13
Nor does it explain Herˇman Bondy’s choice of architects to complete the
unfinished house. According to Mrs. Feldman, her father selected Fürth and
Mühlstein because he subscribed to Innen–Dekoration and had seen their work
there (Correspondence, op. cit.).
14
See for instance Buckhardt Rukschcio and Ronald Schachel: Adolf Loos.
Leben und Werk (Salzburg/Vienna, 1982), and Roberto Schenzen: Adolf Loos :
architecture 1903-1932 (New York, 1996).
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Figure 20. Haus Dr. Fleischner, Mount Karmel, Haifa, Israel (then
Palestine). Adolf Loos, architect (project, 1931). Axonometric view
(from Gravagnuolo, Benedetto: Adolph Loos : Theory and Works. New York,
1982, 217)
In his essay “White Walls in the Golden City,” Jan Otakar Fischer argues that
the Loosian compositional characteristics were less imitated by the Czech
architects of the time than the plan libre of Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye
outside Paris or Mies’ Haus Tugendhat in Brno, the birthplace of Loos. Fischer
does list Heinrich Kulka (1900–71), Jacques Groag (1892–1961), and Paul
Engelmann (1891–1965) among architects in the CSR who produced buildings that
attempted “Loosian façade–making and split–level room division.”

15

In 1937–

38 Kulka designed an apartment building in nearby Hradec Králové for a B.
Löwenbach.16 On the other hand, perhaps the Czech architect Karl Lhota (1894–
1960), who worked in association with Loos in the design and execution of the
Haus Müller and Haus Winternitz, both in Prague, might have sketched the

15

Jan Otakar Fischer: “White Walls in the Golden City,” in Harvard Design
Magazine, No. 15 (Fall 2001), 4.
16
Vladimir Sˇlapeta, “Adolf Loos und die tschechische Architektur,” in
Adolf Loos 1870–1933, 135, f. 47. It seems likely that the client was
Bedrˇich, the brother of Mrs. Feldman’s first husband and co–owner of the
family textile mill outside Hronov.
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original design.

However, the plausibility is there that this is an unidentified design by
Adolf Loos himself. According to Vera Feldman, there was a direct connection
between Loos and the original owner of this villa, which likely dates to 192830 when Loos designed the row housing for the workers of the Firma S. Katzau
mill at Babí above Náchod, completed in 1931. The Babí project was for Hans
Moller, who with his cousin Erich Moller owned the mills. Hans and Anny Moller
had earlier commissioned Loos to design their house (1927–28) in Vienna-XVIII,
on Starkfrieddgasse 19. In a later interview conducted at her house, Mrs.
Feldman clarified the connection between her house and Loos’ work for the
Katzau mill. She stated that the house “was [by] Loos”, that Erich Moller was
the original owner of what became the Villa L. and that Hartmann &
Goldschmidt, the contracting firm in Náchod responsible for the Babí workers’
housing, also constructed the house.17

There are various Loosian themes found in the Villa L. as initially completed
by Fürth and Mühlstein to substantiate this argument. One concerns the
compositional characteristics of the west façade, with its nearly square
proportions of the central element, on which one finds a protruding bay
flanked by two smallish vertical window openings. The location of the main
entrance under the bay is similar to that in Loos’ Haus Moller in Vienna. What

17

In her initial correspondence with the author, Mrs. Feldman wrote, “The
engineer who built the house loved Architect Loos from Vienna” (Feldman
correspondence, 22 May 1999). The clarification came during an interview on 14
August 1999. The row houses at Babí are catalogued as A.L.A. 107. See
Rukschcio, Schachel (op. cit), 635-636, and Schenzen (op. cit.), 212.
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differentiates the plan of the Villa L. from one having a true Raumplan
disposition is that the vertical circulation of the Villa L. from the main
level to the upstairs occurs within the main spaces, rather than as separate
elements, and so in this manner it lacks the clarity of the Loosian
arrangement of the Haus Müller in Prague, for example, though it is closer to
that of the Villa Winternitz, the other house by Loos located in Prague. It is
not known if this was the result of changes due to Fürth and Mühlstein’s
completion of the unfinished structure. The main distributive space of the
Villa L. is the enty hall which, while similar in arrangement to the one in
the Haus Moller in its arrangement and placement, is much more generous.

Adolf Loos’ works have been well catalogued.18 While there may appear to be
possibilities for the identity of the Villa L. among the unidentified projects
or those for unknown locations listed in the inventory of the Adolf Loos
Archives at the Albertina in Vienna, a close analysis of their characteristics
discounts the likelihood that the Villa L. is one of these. Specifically, one
is a terrace house designed in 1927 for an unidentified client and without a
given location. Another is the Würfelhaus of 1929, again without a given
location. Finally, there is the design for a single-family house dated 1930
and done with Kurt Unger, again without identified client or location. None of

18

See Rukschcio and Schachel (op. cit.), the catalogue Adolf Loos: 1870–
1933: Raumplan – Wohnungsbau (Berlin, 1984), and Schenzen (op. cit.), among
other sources.
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these match the characteristics of the Villa L.19 In addition, there are at
least five sketched villas listed as the final house designed by Loos just
before his death on 23 August 1933. Rukschcio and Schachel list one project as
such; Gravagnuolo mentions another house with two variants, and Studio Agram
in their inventory lists two other variants. However, all are for small, cubic
structures, and by the time this design was executed, the Villa L. was
substantially completed.20

As of now it is difficult to irrefutably conclude that the Villa L. was a
late, incomplete work by Loos. This can only be determined if the original
construction permit documents are found in the building department archives at
Náchod, something that the author did not succeed in doing in 1997–99. Within
the complete œuvre of Fürth and Mühlstein, the Villa Löwenbach’s original
flat–roofed stepped volumes make it part of a group of abstract volumetric
explorations. The result of their final intervention fits within the framework
of theor other residential work that tended to be more moderate or even
revivalist in its external detailing.

19

A sketch of the unidentified 1927 terrace house is found in Adolf Loos
1870–1933 (Liegè/Bruxelles, 1983), Ill. 139, and is listed by Markus Kristan
(ed.) in Adolf Loos. Villen (Vienna, 2001), 125, as being Inv. 158 in the
Adolf Loos Archiv (ALA). Giovanni Denti and Silvia Peirone (Adolf Loos. Opera
completa. Rome, 1997, 228) show a different illustration of sketches for this
villa, including one with stepped massing, but identifies the proposal as
having the living spaces on the top floor. The other two are the Würfelhaus
(ALA Inv. 2354–57) and the 1930 house co–designed with Unger (ALA Inv. 615)
that is also identified by Denti and Peirone (255) as well as by Ludwig Münz
and Gustav Künstler in Adolf Loos. Pioneer of modern architecture (New York,
1966, 211) as being for a site in Paris.
20
Rukschcio and Schachel (op. cit.). Benedetto Gravagnuolo: Adolf Loos.
Theory and Works (New York, 1982). The Studio Agram files are maintained by
the TU Delft and are available on–line
(www.bk.tudelft.nl/architectuur/agram/catalog/loos.html).
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Nevertheless, the intriguing question remains, who was the original designer
of this house. Given the arguments presented above, one can conclude that the
Villa L. is indeed by Loos; that the Villa L. in Náchod is indeed Adolf Loos’
last house.

Figure 21. Villa L. View of the front of the house, 1999. Compare the
fenestration of the house in its present condition with the original
(Figure 1) and after the addition of the pitched roof in 1936 (Figure
16).
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The Spirit, A Country Without Time: Antonio Machado and Modernist Poetry

One of the most defining characteristics of the Modernist poets is their obsession
with time. The leap from the nineteenth to the twentieth century, the industrial
revolution, and the impact of civil wars (Spain) and world wars not only transformed the
world in terms of its political and industrial stability, but brought in their wake an
increased awareness of human mortality and of the vastness of time. Poets like Eliot and
H.D. drew on myth and the distant past to explain their own present and to understand
their own mortality. Others, like Stevens, observed the mere movement of time, as an
internal flux and an external compression, an escape from true chronology and an
existence at the center of the moment. Although much of this literary activity took place
in England and the United States, some of the strongest writers of “Modernist”
sensibilities lived and wrote completely outside of this elite literary circle. One of those
writers was the Spanish poet Antonio Machado.
Born in Seville in 1875, one year after Frost, Machado wrote with characteristics
so akin to other poets of his time that his work could have been a conglomerate of all
modernist thought if it did not contain a voice so wholly separate and independent. Like
Frost, Machado writes of his native landscape. The long and thoughtful walks he took
through the hills of his country gave rise to many of his greatest poems, including the
collection titled Campos de Castilla or The Countryside of Castile. Many of Machado’s
early poems also resemble those of Frost in their structure, consistent rhyme scheme, and
paced emotion, where a pivotal truth rises almost quietly at the close of a personal
narration (particularly in “Portrait” from Castile). Like Yeats, Machado uses his
2

country’s folklore to examine historical and personal identity. He begins to speak not
only for himself and to himself, but also to his countrymen on the brink of civil war. And
the segmented, philosophical, and highly image-driven poems of his later work suggest
an imaginative kinship with Stevens. But Machado also employs a brevity Frost does
not, he is less politically driven than Yeats, and he speaks out in a voice more direct than
any in Stevens’s poems. However, one main theme that continually crops up in
Machado’s poetry is the question of time, and that is a true consistent with all of his
contemporaries. One of his first collections of poems, aptly titled Times Alone, explores
death, childhood, and personal moments of solitude where he seems to slow down time in
order to observe its general effect on himself and those around him. The attempt to
observe the speed and impact of time persists to his later poetry. Translator Robert Bly
says Machado was fond of using the phrase “Hoy es siempre todavia” which, when
translated directly, is “Today is always still” (119). When asked what poetry was to him,
he responded that it is “the word in time” (Bly 2). Throughout his poetry, Machado
matches the pacing of his poems with the impact time has made on what he is writing
about. He explores all dimensions of his life: past, present, future, and, more specifically,
a state of awakening where he can live in limbo, both under the influence of immediate
time and also part of a more broad and eternal timelessness. Ultimately, his study of time
leads to a spirituality, or, rather, the spirituality in which he lives gives him a greater
understanding of the facets of time, and he breaks down the individual moment in ways
no other Modernist writer did.
In the final lines of a poem about youth and lost identity, Machado writes of
watching young students wander around a courtyard:
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Childlike gaiety in the nooks
of dead cities!
And something we once were, that we still
see walking through these old streets!
Machado’s earliest collection of poems was published when he was twenty-eight
years old. Although this is an example of his early poems, it demonstrates an obvious
lack of youthful dismissal. He takes life and its process very seriously, and, even by the
age of twenty-eight, recognizes the perpetual recreation of self. Besides the contrast of
living and vibrant youth and the dead and inanimate cities, he also sees his old self and
how time mirrors us but with new angles. As the speaker in this passage, he stands in
three places of time at once: in recognizing the “something” he once was, he identifies
with his old self, remembers what it was like, and, for a brief moment, occupies the past;
in standing apart as an observer and using the words “still see”, as if the sight will go on
for an unlimited amount of time, he occupies both the present and the possible future. It
is a subtle and deft move he makes throughout all of his poetry. Oftentimes it is so subtle
that the poem can be read as “nostalgic” or merely descriptive, but there is always
something more at play, something innately philosophical.
The poem immediately preceding this, titled “Memory From Childhood,” again
demonstrates several passages and stages of time. The poem opens in a specific day, “A
chilly and overcast afternoon/ of winter,” turns to present progressive with “The students
are studying,” implies monotony of repeated motions in “Steady boredom of raindrops,”
then shifts to past with “Recess over,” and follows with a description of an act of both
immediate and distant past:
In a poster
Cain is shown running
away, and Abel dead,
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not far from a red spot.
Immediately following this stanza is another describing the teacher, “an old man badly
dressed/ withered and dried up.” That the young students and the old teacher signify the
poles of a life-span may be a common move in any literature, but the quick leaps from
tenses and the vivid presence of the fresh blood of Abel and its mythic proportions cannot
be commonplace. An entire range of time is active in this one scene, and all of it is
captured within a “memory,” that capsule of the moment carried throughout life until
what was once timely is now timeless. It is this distinction of time, between the
momentary and the eternal, toward which Machado begins to turn his focus.
In one of the poems from Times Alone, Machado expresses a kind of Keatsian
interest in the movement of time. In listening to the songs sung by the town’s children,
he describes the historical pain they sing of so innocently, songs “of something which is
in motion/ yet never arrives.” The distance between the singers and the emotions of
which they sing creates a space where history can be relived and understood by the
speaker in a conceivable way. It is not only ironic but useful. This is exactly where
Machado begins to part company with many of the “Modernists,” and certainly with the
Romantics: Time is not simply a tool for irony or drama, it is not an escape or something
to escape from, and it is not necessarily to be understood. Instead, in Machado’s poems,
time is an eternal element that teaches us about ourselves. The observation of a moment
and the observation of an entire lifetime will teach us relatively the same things, if we use
our eyes well.
One of the best examples of this, where the momentary and the eternal
perspectives come together through one image, is in section four of a poem called
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“Passageways” from the book The Collected Works of a Poet Who Never Lived.
Machado is describing a train moving through the countryside.
The row of train windows that reflect sunlight
carries profiles as on a cameo, but double,
behind the silver glass, more and more appear….
Who pierced the heart of time?
The expansion of time in this one image, many-sided and growing, illustrates
Machado’s own developing relationship with a philosophical concept he has been
studying much of his life. And, for one of the first times, he speaks of time openly.
Machado, in his early poems, writes around time in nearly every poem, but he does not
begin to address it directly until his Nuevas Canciones or New Poems written in 1930.
This open question of “Who pierced the heart of time?” suggests his feeling that there is a
center to infinite movement and change, and much of his poetry following attempts to
find that center and occupy it.
As this relationship with time progresses, the poems increase in both physicality
and spirituality. In section VIII of a poem titled “Songs,” Machado describes the coming
of dusk in a garden and notes, “The same hour has come/inside my body.” That this may
be read both physically as well as spiritually further emphasizes his experience of time in
at least two different modes. Physically, the compressed moment of dusk has affected his
body in a way that makes him tired and pensive at the close of day. Spiritually, the sky
and the world around him reflect what is already eternal in his heart (in the original
Spanish the word he uses is corazon, which is “heart”) or spirit. In one case, time as a
momentary force that changes the atmosphere creates a reaction in him, one that may not
have already existed. In the other, time as an eternal influence creates nothing but merely
reflects what he already is. Interestingly, in both “Passageways” and “Songs” Machado
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uses the word “heart” to move his observation toward an internal capacity. He rarely
looks outward to documented history or a synopsis of the years of his life, but continually
looks inward from moment to moment as if to catch both influences of time and use them
to his fullest. The actual passing of time also appears to be less relevant to his study than
its ultimate effect. In section IV of “Songs,” he writes,
The spring has arrived.
No one knows what happened.
And later, in “Abel Martin’s Last Lamentations,” a long description of the poet’s spring
dream builds to an ellipses after which follows the line “Oh Time, the past still present.”
For Machado, it appears that the actual speed of time is of little interest, since it moves
upon us before we can calculate it, and past, present, and future all collide within us,
within who we are. Which is not to say that time does not affect us. In a poem from
“Moral Proverbs and Folk Songs,” he writes “All things die and all things live forever,”
but in a later poem of the same collection he also writes directly to time and how it
effects our mortal lives and our country:
There is a Spaniard today, who wants
to live and is starting to live,
between one Spain dying
and another Spain yawning.
Little Spaniard just now coming
into the world, may God keep you.
One of those two Spains
will freeze your heart.
Watching his country change centuries and then gather toward the brink of Civil
War, and later, when in did break out in 1936, ultimately driving him out of Spain and
toward and early death, Machado would likely be the last person to argue that time itself
is arbitrary. But, to him, time holds a spiritual center that, when found, raises us above
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the limits of mortal time and into an eternal perspective, which we also find already alive
in ourselves.
As a philosopher, he favored Pythagoras who taught his students using a
monochord and its vibrations to relate to the speeds of the planets and the motion of the
universe. In this, his attention to sensory detail of the world feels consistent. But overall,
and more especially as he matures, his personal philosophies grow closer to the purely
spiritual and depart from traditional Western thought which “attempts to remove the soul
from conversation, architecture, observation and education” and then distrusts the innerlife once it is revealed (14). Machado is very open about the drive of his poetry.
“I thought that the substance of poetry does not lie in the sound value of
the word, nor in its color, nor in the metric line, nor in the complex of sensations,
but in the deep pulse of the spirit; and this deep pulse is what the soul contributes,
if it contributes anything, or what it says, if it says anything, with its own voice, in
a courageous answer to touch the world” (14).
In this, he truly departs from nearly all of the “Modernists” who push aside spirituality
for imagery and sound.
But if Machado’s poetry is so driven by the spirit and for the spirit, what role
would time play in that field of eternity? He begins to answer this best in his later poems.
One of the recurrent words and themes that arises in the later work, mainly
“Moral Proverbs and Folk Songs,” is that of awakening. The movement between the
dream world and this world fascinates him.
Between living and dreaming
there is a third thing.
Guess it.
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And a few sections later he answers his own riddle:
Beyond living and dreaming
there is something more important:
waking up.
This awakening may be more a movement between worlds than a facet of time, but it is
still the shifting of our senses toward something with something still behind us. It is time
in movement rather than in days or seasons. Time is a lifetime and the life of the spirit.
Near the close of “Moral Proverbs and Folk Songs,” he echoes this theme one more time:
If it’s good to live,
then it’s better to be asleep dreaming,
and best of all,
mother, is to awake.
The timing between dreaming and being fully awake is crucial to this metaphor. Like
measured time, there is a past, a present, and a future, the moment of awakening best
representing the present, but it is the present state of the spirit rather than of the body or
of the world. And it is subject to change. But, as in the metaphor of dreaming and
waking, it is the movement that is important. Where we are turning our attention
inevitably speaks of who we are, and that more than our age or the century in which we
live. In 1917, at the age of forty-two, Machado writes directly toward this altered view of
time and in his own poetry:
“The poems written while we are awake, even those less successful, are
more original and more beautiful, and sometimes more wild that those made from
our dreams. I can say this because I spent many years of my life thinking just the
opposite. But a part of wisdom is changing one’s opinions” (77).
The ability to change and not be constricted by time also follows into the final
sections of “Moral Proverbs and Folk Songs.” In a section of its own reads Machado’s
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line “Hoy es siempre todavia,” which Bly has translated in the text to “Every instant is
still.” The double-meaning of “Still” in English plays very well here, but the original
meaning of the word “todavia” is closer to “remain” or “linger” than “without
movement.” It is not that the moment does not move, it may move into the past or future
easily, but that it is alive and will always be alive even when it is forgotten or changed by
memory. To turn one’s attention toward the moment and wake up to it is Machado’s
most recurrent theme.
Though not generally included in the list of Modernist poets, Antonio Machado is
of the Modernist party, not only because he lived through that era and uses many of the
same sensibilities in his poetry, but mainly because of his acute and deep observation of
time. The spiritual element of his poetry does not subtract him from his contemporaries
completely, rather it demonstrates his ability to move beyond the chaos and anxieties of
the time and discover his own inner-life. Unlike many of the Modernists who sought to
find the pulse of the universe or the world, Machado finds his own pulse and keeps his
finger on it, letting it speak for itself. In his poetry lives a true hope that many of the
Modernists, save Hopkins and possibly Cummings, dismiss or refuse to believe. His
poetry resonates an awakening, not to the chaos of the world or to an alienation from
God, but to the spirit and its movement in the universe. He finds his way into the
everlasting moment and gives himself to it.
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ABSTRACT
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities
At the Second Annual International Hawaii Conference on Arts and Humanities, I am
hoping to take a slightly different approach at presenting the arts. I am proposing to teach
an African dance class. However, the will actually be taught to the conference
participants. In doing so, many will have the opportunity to learn about traditional African
dance and culture through participation. The dances will come from the traditions of
Guinea, Senegal, and the Gambia. I think that this approach will help conference
attendees and participants to gain a greater awareness and a better understanding of this
art form. The workshop will be approximately ninety minutes in length. I will begin by
giving a brief history of the regions and the traditional dances associated with each one.
We will then proceed by stretching and warming up our bodies. As we walk through the
movements the drummers will begin to play the traditional rhythms for the dances. I will
then begin to fully execute the movements and proceed to teach the class. At the end of
the workshop, the conference participants will have learned a traditional dance from
Senegal, Guinea, or The Gambia which they will then present during the last fifteen to
twenty minutes of the workshop. I can guarantee that this will be a wonderful and exciting
workshop.
Brenda Brown,
Africa in Motion
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supplement the primary Reading and Composition course in which students are
enrolled. The focus of SLC writing workshops is to train the students in the
workshops to write in the humanities and to lay a foundation for the training of
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approach them. The workshop allows the students to reinforce and build upon
what they already know, and to engage in the learning process with the students
who are enrolled in the workshop.
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Saunders and the Imaginary Self

The characters from Saunders’s short story collection, Pastoralia, exemplify a
complicated relationship between one’s self-perception and the world. The use of
internal dialogue illustrates the mechanisms by which his characters recreate themselves
in response to their surroundings. The realization of the self is developed by a
relationship between the character’s imagination and their perception of their
environment. This dynamic is brought to life by Saunders’s use of irony, imagination,
humor, and in the story “Sea Oak,” magical realism. The cyclic nature of the self, as
demonstrated by Saunders’s characters, depicts a symbiotic balancing between the
imagination and self.
Saunders’s plots are generated by a transformative sense of identity, conjured up
by characters that constantly re-invent and reevaluate themselves as their ideas bump up
against various events. For example, from the story “Winky,” Yaniky demonstrates this
concept,
Yaniky had walked home in a frenzy, gazing into shop windows, knowing
that someday soon, when he came into these shops with his sexy wife,
he’d simply point out items with his riding crop and they would be loaded
into his waiting Benz, although come to think of it, who used a riding crop?
Did you use a riding crop on a Benz? Ho, man, he was stoked! He wanted
a Jag, not a Benz! Golden statues of Geese, classy vases, big porcelein frogs,
whatever, when his ship came in he’d have it all, because when he was stoked
nothing could stop him. If Dad could see him now. Walking home in a suit
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from a seminar at the freaking Hyatt! Poor Dad, not that he was bashing Dad,
but had Dad been a seeker? Well, no, Dad had been no seeker, life had beaten
Dad (84).
Yaniky’s self is recreating itself as it assimilates new stimuli provided by his own
thoughts and the changing conditions around him. After creating a grandiose mood with
high thoughts and elaborate fantasies, Yaniky begins to settle on an associative thought of
his father, and then the recreative cycle renews itself. These twists and contradictions of
Yaniky’s stream of consciousness are constantly in process sculpting the identity of the
character and forming the plot of the story. In “Winky,” Yaniky is inspired by the
seminar leader to get rid of his relative Winky from their home, as a means to recreate his
status in life, but ends up in the same place by the end of the story. The story becomes a
satirical depiction of Yaniky’s need to recreate himself; he puts all this mental energy
into this idea of change, and then fails to follow through.
Yaniky’s shift at the end of the quote shows one of the ways Saunders represents
an imaginary tug of war between what one wants to be and what one’s environment
insists of them. Saunders’s depicts this in “The Falls” again with main character Morse’s
internal dialogue,
What if Annie grew up and brought one of these freaks home? Not
one of these exact freaks, of course, since they were approximately
fifteen years her senior, although it was possible that at twenty she could
bring home one of these exact freaks, who would then be approximately
thirty-five, albeit over Morse’s dead body, although in his heart he knew
he wouldn’t make a stink about it even if she did bring home one of the
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freaky snots who had just succeeded in kicking the ball into the Colt and
were now jumping around joyfully bumping their bare chests together
while grunting like walruses, and in fact he knew perfectly well that, rather
than expel a thirty five year old freak from his home, he would likely offer
him coffee or a soft drink in an attempt to dissuade him from corrupting
Annie, who for God’s sake was just a baby, because Morse knew very well
the kind of man he was at heart, time of conflict, conciliatory to a fault,
particularly gullible, and with a pang he remembered Len Beck, who senior
year had tricked him into painting his ass blue (181).
These two sentences from “The Falls” show Morse seeing a group of high school
boys playing soccer, and then how this assimilates into his sense of self. He brings an
otherwise innocuous setting into a deeply personally reflective of who he is. In this way,
Saunders’s involves the reader in Morse’s consciousness, shows how Morse perceives
himself, and achieves who he is. The long rambling sentence, representing the
consciousness, shows the moment-to-moment process of being Morse. The conflict in
“The Falls” revolves around Morse’s conflict between his perception of self and an
alternative self that he wishes to be. In another quote, Morse shows this conflict more
clearly,
If only he could witness an actual miracle or save the president from
an assassin or win the Lotto and give it all to charity…His childhood
dreams had been so bright, he had hoped so much, it couldn’t be true that
he was a nobody, although, on the other hand, what kind of person spends
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the best years of their life swearing at a photocopier? Not that he was
complaining. Not that he was unaware he had plenty to be thankful for (183).
Morse’s thoughts appear circular, depicting an obsession with his need to be a
hero, and also fragmented, showing the kind of patterns and associations that characterize
how his mind works. This depiction of the mind lends itself to a kind of pathos to Morse,
an empathy, as one might sympathize and understand the chasm between what one is and
wants to be. The last two lines of the quote depict how Saunders’s demonstrates the
ongoing argument that Morse is negotiating within himself. It is through these internal
negotiations that the self is won. The repletion of words, “Not that he… Not that he…”
creates a cadence that adds to the reality of the experience of the consciousness.
The conflict between Morse’s self versus his imagined alternative self is most
dramatically exemplified by the ending of “The Falls.” Two girls in a canoe have slipped
past Morse and he faces the decision to save them and risk drowning or preserve his own
life. He thinks,
They were dead. They were frantic, calling out to him, but they were dead,
as dead as the ancient dead, and he was alive, he was needed at home, it was
a no-brainer, no one could possibly blame him for this one, and making a
low sound of despair in his throat he kicked off his loafers and threw his
long ugly body out across the water (188).
Morse’s consciousness blends in seamlessly within the narration. There is not
even a sentence break. He thinks about not being blamed and then the final part of the
sentence is narrated outside Morse. This peripatetic nature of the consciousness shows an
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assimilation between the outside world and self. The modernist nature of showing
consciousness takes a post modernist twist by this bleeding of form.
The ending of “The Falls” shows the self-absorption that causes Morse to miss the
obvious (here, the girls in the canoe), until much later. Saunders’s shows how one may
repeat circular arguments in attempt to define oneself to a somewhat closer version of
one’s ideal. Saunders’s depicts his characters mentally asking and answering obvious
questions that validate their drive to become something else. Then ironically, as in
Morse’s case, he then misses the obvious cues from the external world, as in “the boat”
that is going over the falls. Saunders’s demonstrates through “The Falls” that some of the
most important opportunities that arise that enable one to close the chasm between the
ideal self and reality are ignored due to supercritical and obsessive self-talk. Morse’s self
talk distracts him from a real awareness of the opportunities around him that can lead him
to close the gap. Morse notices too late that the girls need help. The first time he sees
them, he is obsessing about his high school trauma, and sees, “Two redheaded girls sailed
by in a green canoe, drifting with the current. They yelled something to him and he
waved. Had they yelled something insulting?” and goes on to another reflection about
his son Robert (181). Later, after thinking about the high school trauma again, which
begins to work as kind of a link, he suddenly realizes that the two girls he saw go by
earlier may need his help, “And Morse stopped in his tracks, wondering what in the
world two little girls were doing alone in a canoe speeding toward the Falls, apparently
oarless” (183). If his self-talk hadn’t distracted him, he could have saved the girls earlier,
and at that point, it wouldn’t have been suicidal. The way that Saunders attaches a cue,
here the blue ass story, in “The Falls” depicts a mental skip that causes Morse to think of
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the canoe. Saunders is tying these epochs in Morse’s life together; they are moments that
Morse can use to define himself, while simultaneously showing how the mental process
of this works.
Saunders’s uses another character’s consciousness, that of Morse’s colleague
Cummings, to briefly show a counterpoint to Morse’s experiences. Cummings
consciousness works as an overlap to Morse’s, as in the seamless shifts between Morse’s
voice and the narrator, and gives more texture to the narrative. Cummings thinks of
Morse,
What would twitching nervous wage-slave Morse think if he were to
dip his dim brow into the heady brew, “Archetypal Visions”? Morse,
ha, Cummings thought, I’m glad I’m not Morse, a dullard in corporate
pants trudging home to his threadbare brats in the gathering loam…(184).
Cummings shows that he creates his self in response to others, measuring his own
wish to be intelligent against what he defines as Morse’s dim brow. This shows the
variance of the two characters, as Morse’s does not compare himself to others for
grandiose purposes like Cummings does. Additionally, it offers an alternative view of
Morse, yet another alternative self that can be considered.
Another way the self is depicted in “The Falls” is through the continual
rearrangement of the pieces of evidence that Morse uses to perceive himself, in relation
to his environment. Morse uses thoughts to define this relationship with his children (as
in the Annie quote), his wife; “he loved the way Ruth looked by candlelight,” and his
high school enemy (186). His high school enemy, Len Beck, also falls off the falls
during Morse’s high school years, which symbolizes another lost opportunity for Morse
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to have proved himself. The blue ass incident, which is an epoch in Morse’s
consciousness, is a test he failed to prove who he wanted to be, and Beck’s death over the
falls shows this drop, foreshadowing what happens later to the girls; another epoch.
Morse’s obsession with the blue ass incident is a definition of his worst self, the self he
calls a nobody. This is what his wife trots out when they fight; this is what his mind
brings up when he is worrying. This incident serves as the side Morse wants to
renegotiate. Because the perpetrator of this incident, Len Beck, goes over the falls, it was
another place in Morse’s life where he missed the boat, in terms of creating a self that he
wanted to be. The second time Morse reaches for it, albeit ostensibly too late.
In the story “Sea Oak,” lead character Bernie’s lost opportunities and second
chances also define her self. Bernie is a lower class, elderly woman living in a dangerous
neighborhood. Her entire life she took care of her father and never realized any
opportunities to get married or realize her dreams (like being sexy or aggressive, the
reader sees later). Unlike Morse, her consciousness is not depicted through the narrative
(instead it is that of her nephew), so the reader is not informed of the cycles and snags
involved in who she believes herself to be (and wants to be). Ostensibly, to her family,
she is a very nice person who never had anything in her life. When she dies of fright due
to an intruder, her nieces and nephew bury her in an Amber Mist casket, trying to make
up for her never having anything nice in life.
Well, Bernie comes back transformed, reinventing the notion of the alternative
life. Though her consciousness is still not shown, maybe for the fact that her supernatural
thoughts may have been too unusual too depict or would have been tangential from the
theme of the transformed self. Still, in her afterlife, it is too late for Bernie. She is a
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corpse and she is falling apart; she, like Morse, missed the boat by being caught up in her
subdued niceness.
Still, Saunders creates an unforgettable second attempt of self-realization in “Sea
Oak.” Bernie’s character is transformed. She is aggressive; “What’s sickening? You’re
sickening. So many wonderful things in life and where is your mind? You think with
your lazy ass,” she tells to niece Min; she is sexual (Bernie takes to wearing her nieces
lacy bras) (118). She embodies the dark side of her personality to underscore what was
lacking in her real self in life. In this dramatic return Saunders shows the pain involved
in the separation of what the self needs and what the self has. In death, Bernie still
doesn’t understand why she got nothing in life, even after her return. The line “‘Some
people got everything and I got nothing,’ she says. ‘Why? Why did that happen?’ Every
time I say I don’t know. And I don’t,” the narrator replies (125).
Bernie tells her nephew to “show his cock,” at his workplace, where he is a
stripper and usually wears a penile simulator. She insists on this because she is showing
how simulation does not provide authentic results—with the simulacrum, the substitution
for authenticity, the realization of self, the alternative self one dreams of, is impossible.
Like Morse, the Bernie’s nephew sees a high school enemy, Angela Silveri when she
walks into his strip club. Silveri is someone the nephew dated and then she left him with
a note, “Please don’t think me cruel, it’s just that I want so much in terms of
accomplishment, plus I couldn’t believe that guy peed in your dishwasher” (117). Like
Morse, the nephew is looked down upon by others due to class; and transgressive class
boundaries appears to be a major component to the recreation of self. For these
characters, class is the epitome of what needs to be escaped—the trappings of the lower
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class. Cummings accentuates the pain of being lower class and loci of many common
dreams in his diatribe on Morse. Bernie’s family is trapped in a dangerous neighborhood
and only escape by extreme TV. The ability to live in lower class is what Saunders
described as being locked into a fake self, as everyone without money or class must have
an alternative self that wants to escape this. The fake TV shows that entertain,
grotesquely mirroring charade of the recreation of the self in response to an unsatisfying
life. The penile simulators, the fake TV, the artificial food “Stars and Stripes” all
illustrate the need for false pretenses that those of the lower class must use to appease
themselves. All of the characters in Pastoralia have drives to reach beyond their current
selves. They want money to break into another life; they want love to turn into another
self.
The first segment of the story “The Barber’s Unhappiness” depicts a barber who
uses love fantasies to escape his current self,
He ogled old women and pregnant women and women who photographs
were passing on the sides of buses and, this morning, a woman with close
cropped black hair and tear stained cheeks, who wouldn’t be half bad if she’d
just made an effort, clean up her face a little and invest in some decent
clothes, some white tights and a short skirt maybe, knee boots and a cowboy
hat …(137).
The outside narrative and the barber’s thought again blend here, showing the
continuity between the outside world and the consciousness. The barber is creating
sexual fantasies to invent a new scenario for an alternative self. Again, as in “The Falls,”
in the last part of this segment, the reader is given “Miss Hacienda’s” perspective,
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As Miss Hacienda came out of the church she saw a thick-waisted,
beak-nosed, middle aged man rise angrily from a wooden bench and
stomp into Mickey’s Hairport slamming the door behind him (140).
Again, like “The Falls,” Miss Hacienda’s view is portrayed to offer texture, as well as an
alternative view of the barber, a view in odds with his fantasy.
In all of the stories in Pastoralia, Saunders creates a distinct voice that
characterizes his work. Many of his characters, within the context of their internal
dialogue, ask themselves little questions. The repetitive cadence, as previously
summarized, illustrates part of the mechanism that constitutes Saunders’s voice.
Additionally, many sentences begin repetitively within a character’s thoughts, showing
both the cyclic nature of the mind and adding to the cadence that is Saunders Speak. In
“Pastoralia,” the ending of several segments of the story consist of the lines, “I filled out
my Daily Partner Performance Evaluation Form. Did I note any attitudinal difficulties? I
did not. How did I rate my partner overall? Very good. Were there any Situational
difficulties which required Mediation? There were not. I faxed it in” (8). Saunders
stated that humor gives his stories a wide open door to bring readers in. In the stories,
humor is the band-aid over the chasm of the self and the ideal self.
As in the story “Pastoralia,” Morse’s workplace, depicted in “The Falls” shows
the struggle between unavoidable external factors versus the need to see one’s self in
certain ways (the saving of the girls in the canoe). In “Pastoralia,” the workplace is
shown to reveal who the main character is (a worker in a theme park); who he is is in part
a response to his surroundings, and how he interprets this. The character doesn’t want to
turn in his incompetent co-worker, as he wants to see himself as a kind person. The
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workplace is represented mainly through notes given to the main character that lamely
describe their reasons for doing things,
And by the way, we are going to be helping you…by henceforth sending
less food. We’re not joking, this is austerity. We think you will see substantial
savings in terms of your Disposable Debits, as you eat less and your Human
Refuse bags get smaller and smaller (48).
Saunders is showing the falsity of external factors, and how this mirrors the
imagination of the self. Here, even the management is recreating the situation to justify
their ideal concepts. It seems everyone is involved with making excuses for themselves,
hoping to make others see them a certain way, in order to fashion a version that gets them
what they want and is an acceptable approximation of their ideal. Saunders further
accentuates this by showing many conversations between parent and child, and the
obvious chasm between what the parent wants (the ideal) and the actuality of the child
(the parent’s extension of self),
‘Aren’t you glad mommy and daddy brought you? Remember Daddy
told you? How people used to live in caves?’
‘They did not,’ the little boy says. ‘You’re wrong.’…
‘Daddy’s not wrong.’ ‘Daddy’s always wrong,’ the little boy says.
‘He just said I’m always wrong,’ the dad says. ‘Did you hear that?
Did you write that down? In the memory book? Talk about assertive!
I should be so assertive…’ ‘I want to stab, you, Dad,’ says the little boy.
‘With a sharp sword you are so dumb’ (54).
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This humorous excerpt shows the blatant recreation of the external stimuli given to the
father by his son, and the way he changes it around into something that is acceptable.
Ironically, it seems the little boy has a more unaffected perception. This shows the idea
of the alternative self as something developed as a response to the culture depicted; the
imaginary self is something apparent in adults and passed on to children. All of Saunders
characters show some form of this conflict. In “Pastoralia,” the main character is
epitomized as the mediator, kind of the mechanism by which the self is maintained. He
negotiates with his workplace, he negotiates with his family, he negotiates with his
colleagues and customers, all replicate of the internal process of how he continually
negotiates who he is.
This internal process if further demonstrated in “Sea Oak” by Saunders use of
magical realism. Bernie’s supernatural return as an aggressive corpse exemplifies the
surreal relationship Saunders’s characters have with the outside world, because of the
interventions of their consciousness. The idea of the alternative self is integral to the
character’s imagination; kind of a mental magical realism embedded in their
psychologies. Their characters' imaginations, from Bernie to Morse to the Barber to
Yaniky all serve as an opiate for their existences, similar to the fake TV in “Sea Oak.”
This dreamlike state inflicted by the consciousness creates a surreal template for the real
world. This realization makes Bernie’s return not so unusual. Bernie’s nephew states,
I wonder if, other than Jesus, this has happened before (someone returning
from the dead). Maybe it happens all the time. Maybe there’s angry dead
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all over, hiding in rooms covered with blankets, bossing around their scared,
embarrassed relatives. Because how would be know? I for sure am not
broadcasting this (124).
This casts doubt on the significance of what is broadcast which further
underscores the issue of the conflict between what is imaginary and what is real. Extreme
TV shows like “The Worst That Could Happen” are broadcast but Bernie’s return will
not be. Saunders shows there is something attractive about the extreme that can
momentarily eclipse the reality of deeper misfortunes.
In Pastoralia, identity is a product of self-talk. The characters mull and imagine
and worry and idealize all in the search to be better, to make their lives more satisfying.
Saunders uses the conflicts that arise from alternative versions of the self as a means to
generate plot. In “Sea Oak,” lower class residents find magic in an unlikely place, and
find the body cannot withstand the demands for the spirit (Bernie’s body falls apart after
returning). The character’s imaginations represent immortal desires that transcend the
physical nature of one’s surroundings, and yet are trapped within them, so the process of
finding a true self is in constant turmoil. With Saunders’s use of humor and satire,
human nature is depicted as carnivalesque, absurd, like the overblown TV shows. The
short lives of the characters are so overwrought in their negotiations for a self-acceptance
that they miss out on life, which is all over in a hundred years anyway. Ultimately, this is
the humor in the struggle that Saunders’s imparts. The characters’ perceptions are
extreme, convoluted, narcissistic, and in essence, ultimately funny because in the end it is
all really not that important; they are all mortal yet driven by immortal desires. The
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humor is in the meaningless of the chase. We all want so much. Does anyone really get
it? Even if we get a second chance, probably not.
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Marilyn V. Brock

Secrets of the Shivering Sand

In The Moonstone and The Woman in White, Wilkie Collins depicts an
association between his lower class female characters and Otherness through descriptions
of their trangressive sexuality. Rosanna Spearman, a character from Collins’s The
Moonstone, is a woman who transcends more traditional Victorian characters because of
her link with the Other, made through representations of strangeness that are apparent in
the narrative. Rosanna’s unconventional actions, descriptions and mysterious
background all contribute to creating for her an image of the unknowable. What makes
Collins’s deviant characterizations particularly readable is the compassion for the lower
class that is apparent in his authorship, juxtaposed with the Otherness he ascribes to them.
Rosanna Spearman, a housemaid for Lady Rachel Verinder, is first introduced through
the narrative of Gabriel Betteredge, who is another servant.
Collins quickly surrounds Spearman with othered mystique through a narrative of
her deviant past during her introduction in the first chapter, while offering her credibility
as a character by having another servant describe her. A description by a member of the
upper class, such as her employer Rachel, may not have given Rosanna as much
consideration. Here Betteredge describes Rosanna’s past,
Rosanna was the only new servant in our house….My lady (Verinder)
had been in London, and had gone over a reformatory, intended to save
forlorn women from drifting back into bad ways, after they’d been released
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from prison…The matron, pointed out a girl to her, named Rosanna Spearman,
and told her the most miserable story, which I haven’t the heart to repeat here
(Collins 27).
Betteredge continues the story, saying that Rosanna had been a “thief” and that
the “matron’s opinion of Rosanna was (in spite of what she had done) that the girl was
one in a thousand”(27). Immediately, Rosanna is set apart from the other servants due to
her circumstances, and then furthermore, when Betteredge describes her physical
appearance as, “the plainest woman in the house, with the additionally misfortune of
having one shoulder bigger than the other”(28). Traditionally, female characters would
not be deformed and plain looking, especially not women serving as key romantic figures
in the story. Female romantic leads typically were beautiful and blonde, such as the
character of Laura Fairlie in Collins’s other well-known classic, The Woman in White.
Rosanna’s description sounds almost monstrous, akin to the deformed characters in the
Hunchback of Notre Dame or Frankenstein, quickly rooting her character into the gothic
mode, as the Other. The reformatory matron’s description of Spearman being “one in a
thousand” appears premonitory, though it was originally meant as a compliment to
Rosanna (27).
Beyond Spearman’s unusual looks and history, Betteredge describes Spearman as
being more aloof than the other servants, which they find distasteful. Here he relates,
What the servants chiefly resented, I think, was her silent tongue and
her solitary ways. She read or worked in leisure hours when the rest gossiped.
She never quarreled, never took offence; she only kept a certain distance,
obstinately and civilly, between the rest of them and herself. Add to this that,
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as plain as she was, there was just a dash of something that wasn’t like a
housemaid, and that was like a lady about her…The other woman pounced on
it…and said that Rosanna Spearman gave herself airs (28).
Based on this example, Collins is using Spearman’s character to represent a
destabilizing force on the boundaries of social class. Her airs give her an edge over her
current station in life by defying stereotypical lower class behavior. Since the opposite of
the Other is the familiar, something that upholds the structure of society, Spearman’s
othered depiction is meant to work against this social structure by nature of its deviancy.
For example, beyond her airs, there is also something quiet about her; she has a “silent
tongue” (28). In The Moonstone, Sergeant Cuff claims that ladies keep a silent tongue
(88). Betteredge describes the lower class servants as gossips, and the reader may be
inclined to find him pleasantly loquacious as well. Spearman’s silence is indicative of a
higher class, and one is forced to wonder, even beyond more obvious and often more
deceiving qualities as giving oneself “airs,” if Spearman is indeed a defamed lady; and if
the story Betteredge leaves out of the narrative, is one that might explain this; or, if there
is another story Betteredge (or Lady Verinder) have not been informed of altogether.
Spearman relates to Betteredge about a past trauma, where she quotes, “My past life still
comes back to haunt me sometimes,” and her solitude lends itself to an explanation of a
kind of mourning Spearman seems to be in (30). Her favorite place to mourn is the
Shivering Sand. When Spearman is late for her chores at the house, Betteredge finds her
here. Betteredge describes the sands as an area of quicksand, “between low cliffs on the
loneliest and ugliest little bay on our coast” (29). This description of the lonely, ugly bay
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seems like Spearman herself, mirroring this part of the coast that she covets. Further
description of the Shivering Sand follows,
At the turn of the tide something goes on in the unknown deeps below,
which sets the whole face of the quicksand shivering and trembling in a
manner most remarkable to see, and which has given to it…the name of the
Shivering Sand…Winter and summer, when the tide flows over the quicksand,
the sea seems to leave the waves behind it on a bank, and rolls its waters in
smoothly with a heave, and covers the sand in silence (29).
The reference to silence evokes that of Spearman’s silent tongue, and the
unknown depths appear to mirror her secretive past. Additionally, the imagery of
quicksand and unknown depths suggest that of a vagina, combining a representation of
female sexuality with that of a class struggle. Therefore, Spearman’s character becomes
associated with womanly sexuality, a secretive past, a lady-like silence, and an “othered”
physical appearance and background. Her attraction to the sands seems to be related to a
trauma that involves her sexuality, shown by her attraction to the sands and its sexual
imagery. Furthermore, it is at this meeting with Betteredge where she sees Franklin
Blake, a Bohemian aristocrat related to Rachel. He is bringing the moonstone, a large
diamond that disappears within twelve hours of its arrival at the house. At the initial
meeting between Blake and Spearman, Rosanna responds very strangely. Betteredge
describes this,
I was staggered by a sudden change in the girl’s face. Her complexion
turned of a beautiful red, which I had never seen of it before; she brightened
all over with a kind of speechless and breathless surprise…Before I could
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say a word, I saw Mr. Franklin, a little surprised to all appearance, look up
from me to Rosanna…She was blushing of a deeper red than ever, seemingly
at being caught by Mr. Franklin’s eye; and she turned an left us suddenly (32).
Spearman’s reaction is inexplicable to Betteredge because he finds it
inconceivable that she would be romantically enraptured with an aristocrat, given her
looks and stature. Although this further exemplifies Spearman’s strange and othered
qualities to Betteredge, it also illustrates to the reader the possibility of her mysterious
trauma as possibly related to Franklin Blake. Collins makes this referentially rather
vague because, upon seeing Blake, Rosanna asks Betteredge who it is, and Blake also
asks this question of Betteredge. However, it is conceivable that Spearman thinking she
is seeing a ghost or hallucination from something in her past, something that caused her
current sadness and dislocation. In terms of class issues, Franklin Blake represents her
counterpart; another individual with a mixed class background but Blake is identified as
an aristocrat, and Rosanna as a servant (Rosanna’s mother was a prostitute, and father a
gentlemen…For Blake, his aristocratic standing is dubious due to a history of bad debts
and unsavory dealings). Though Blake presents himself as honorable, and in his own
narrative, he attests to his innocence regarding Spearman’s attraction toward him (which
another character, Limping Lucy, discounts) and toward the theft of the moonstone, he
also could be interpreted as being quite calculating. His surprise at seeing Spearman
(narrated through Betteredge) can be seen as a classist slur, “That’s an odd girl. I wonder
what she sees in me to surprise her?” (32). Betteredge later reflects, “I set down here Mr.
Franklin’s careless question…as a consolation and encouragement to all stupid people—
it being, as I have remarked, a great satisfaction to our inferior fellow creatures to find
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their betters are, on occasions, no brighter than they are” (32). Collins’s compassion for
the lower class is apparent by Betteredge’s interpretation of the events, by questioning the
validity of the differences between the classes. Furthermore, later in Betteredge’s
narrative, after the moonstone has been stolen, Betteredge finds Spearman coming out the
library, her face again flushed. Servants were not allowed in the library, but in
Spearman’s post-suicide letter to Blake, it is revealed she was trying to communicate
with Blake here. Betteredge, unaware of the situation, is suspicious of Spearman, but it is
interesting that Collins had Spearman go into the library, and later, shows Spearman
having written a very educated letter to Blake. This challenges class division because
servants were not usually educated, particularly thieves, as was Spearman’s background.
It can almost be deduced that Spearman could have an aristocratic background, or have
been exposed to one, and that the gentlemen she calls her father could be of upper class
blood. Victorian theories on bloodlines suggest blood was basically the main ingredient
of one’s being; Spearman’s unaccountable education could be another mechanism to
show her father was an aristocrat, and her stained background, her mother’s prostitution,
has caused her burial under the sand. This stain is genetically at odds with her
aristocratic blood, the part of her that enables her to love Blake and write eloquently and
exude a lady-like silence, in addition to Collins’s themes that expose the potentially
transgressive nature of class.
In the library scene, Blake responds to Spearman’s attempt to talk to him to
Betteredge, claiming, “Rosanna Spearman’s head is not quite right…I can’t bear the
thought of getting the poor girl into a scrape, merely because she has a flighty way with
her, and talks very strangely”(90). It’s possible that Blake is trying to portray Spearman
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as crazy, as to discredit anything she might reveal about him, something that exposes his
dubious class status, while painting himself as a baffled innocent. Throughout The
Moonstone, lower class women associated with transgressive sexuality also have their
sanity questioned. Blake and Betteredge repeatedly wonder if Spearman is crazy, and
Limping Lucy, Spearman’s best friend and counterpart, is also discredited in the same
manner by Blake. Collins’s seems to be using Blake as a symbol to show the responses of
the upper class to threatening, sexually trangressive lower class women. Blake’s
defensiveness reveals the threat he sees from this type of character, someone who
represents a larger class struggle, and his fear of being, instead, the one buried.
Furthermore, Spearman again exhibits a “flushed face” when Betteredge sees her exiting
the library. The flushed face is representative of a sexual blush, mirroring her initial deep
red visage when first seeing Blake. Collins has aligned trangressive sexuality with
trangressive class movement. The desire for mobility between the classes appears to be
compared to a sexual drive, which is here being depicted as the most threatening from
lower class women to aristocrats like Blake.
Additionally, Spearman’s threatening otherness is related to aspects of her self
that are hidden and secret. This secrecy appears to evoke a fear in Rosanna, something
that characterized by her attraction to the “shivering” sand. Though Sergeant Cuff
qualifies silence as representative of upper class women, silence can also be associated
with the fear of speaking. Rosanna appears to have an inconsistent relationship with her
self as the Other, evident by her continual mourning and eventual suicide. Penelope,
Betteredge’s daughter, sees her crying over her deformed shoulder in the mirror after
seeing Blake (49). Spearman is ostensibly traumatized over her thieving past and
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distances herself from her current peers, but she is also seems afraid by her actions and
feelings. She hastily exits the library, immediately runs off after meeting Blake, and
hides in some bushes while attempting to speak to Blake. After meeting Blake, during
his stay at Rachel’s house, she replaces roses given to him by Rachel with roses of her
own, rather than giving him a rose directly (99). When she hides in the bushes, another
vaginal symbol, Sergeant Cuff sees her and says, “Hullo!” At the time, this is strange to
Betteredge, who is walking with him but does not see Rosanna, though Betteredge
understands when he sees her later (109). The fact that Rosanna is hiding shows her fear
but most interestingly, it is Cuff that sees her first. Collins is showing the prowess of the
male detective, a symbol of male rationality, as superior to the sexually transgressive
lower class woman. Betteredge’s status as a servant does not quite qualify him with this
perceptive power, though he is learning. Betteredge later reveals to Blake that he has
detective fever, and feels the flush, which strangely correlates the sexual desire of
Rosanna Spearman with that of the love for the detective role (269). Collins is
combining issues of class transgression regarding the lower class woman and that of the
male detective. Ultimately, it is the male detective that is more successful, as Spearman
commits suicide, and the moonstone mystery is solved by this type of “superior”
rationality. Spearman’s fear can be identified as evidence of the potential fallibility of the
sexually transgressive lower class women in her quest for class conversion. Therefore,
Collins is using male rationality as a mechanism to expose Spearman’s secrets and depths
by showing Cuff discovering her hiding place in the bush.
In this manner, Spearman is also exposed by Blake when he reads her suicide
note, follows its directions, and uncovers her locked, hidden box in the Shivering Sand
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while probing it with a stick. In this highly charged scene, Blake follows Spearman’s
directions, and finds that the locked box contains the paint-stained nightgown that would
have proven Blake’s guilt in stealing the moonstone (281). Spearman had found Blake’s
nightgown while serving his room, worn it a bit herself, and then, realizing the nightgown
was a prime source of evidence (Cuff claimed whoever smudged the wet paint on
Rachel’s door in the middle of the night stole the moonstone) covered up Blake’s
culpability by hiding the nightgown. While salvaging Blake’s innocence, she made
herself a suspect because the mystery was left unsolved and the other servants wondered
about her suspicious past. Collins creates a heroic image of Blake out on the Shivering
Sand, braving the swirling and quivering quicksand in order to find the box, illustrating
Blake’s struggle to exorcise himself from the taint of the Other. Betteredge says to him,
“Lord, Save us, Mr. Franklin, here is the secret that puzzled everybody, from the great
Cuff downwards, ready and waiting, as one may say, to show itself to you!” (284). Blake
extracts the box, and ironically, finds that the nightgown is his. His narrative chapter ends
with the line, “And, on the unanswerable evidence of the paint-stain, I had discovered
Myself as the Thief” (288). Blake’s relationship with the Other becomes contiguous, as
his struggle to overcome suspicion has only cast further blame on himself. Additionally,
he greatly fears seeing the ghost of Rosanna in his arduous struggle. He is identifying
with the potential to lose the struggle as she did, the struggle to overcome the threat of a
silent burial due to an exposure of his dubious nature.
Though Collins mainly depicts the dominance of the detective figure, symbolizing
male rationality, he also demonstrates sympathy for the lower classes in his descriptions
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of Rosanna Spearman’s silent plight in her love for Franklin Blake. In her letter, she
describes her experiences in detail,
A heartbreaking sensation of loneliness kept with me, go where I might,
and see what persons I might. It was my duty, I know, to try to get on with
my fellow servants in my new place. Somehow, I couldn’t make friends
with them…I don’t regret, far from it, having been roused to make the
effort to be a reformed woman—but, indeed, indeed it was a weary life.
You had come across to me as a beam of sunshine at first—and then you too
failed me. I was mad enough to love you, and I couldn’t even attract your
notice. There was great misery –there was really great misery in that (301).
Rosanna’s feelings become palpable in her letter, and her well-written words make her
seem educated and thoughtful. In another passage, she describes her experiences making
up Blake’s room,
My work sir, was to make your bed, and to put your room tidy. It was the
happiest hour I had in the whole day. I used to kiss the pillow which your head
had rested all night. No matter who has done it since, you have never had
Your clothes folded as nicely as I folded them for you….You never noticed it, any
more than you noticed me (299).
Rosanna shows the depth of her emotions while illustrating the type of invisibility
she encounters due to her class status, and the lack of appreciation she attributes to Blake.
Collins is both defining the customs associated with class rank while destabilizing the
idea of the rigidity of class structure. He does it in these passages by causing readers to
sympathize with Rosanna while having both Franklin Blake and Rosanna Spearman hold
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nebulous class identities. Blake is seen as an aristocrat, but it is Rosanna who finds out
about his debts, his past indiscretions, the possibility that he may have stolen the
diamond, and sees this as his being on her level (which is a relief for her). She quotes in
her suicide letter regarding her discovery of Blake’s stained gown,
In the case of any other gentlemen, I believe I should have been ashamed
of suspecting him of theft, almost as soon as the suspicion had passed through
my mind. But the bare thought that YOU had let yourself down to my level,
and that I, in possessing myself of your nightgown, had also possessed myself
of the means of shielding you from being discovered, and disgraced for life—I
say, sir, the bare thought of this seemed to open such a chance before me of
winning your good will, that I passed blindfold, as one may say, from suspecting
to believing (297).
In this passage the implication seems to be that the aristocrat cannot survive
without the support of the lower class. Though Rosanna is being suppressed because of
her status, and she is not being appreciated for her love, intelligence or service, she still
supports Blake and allows him to maintain his status. Additionally, her love for him,
which is generally depicted by Betteredge as monstrous because of her status, is
somewhat legitimized by his stealing the diamond, as it shows the superficiality of class.
The possibility that her father may have been upper class becomes stronger when she also
refers to Blake as a gentlemen, which shows that this may be the manner in which
Rosanna refers to the upper class. The fact that her father was a gentleman still supports
the mores of class, though, because it is because of this that appears to create this
unstable class identity with Rosanna. It is this discrepancy that serves as a window for
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Rosanna to move to higher status. Collins is not completely disagreeing with social
conventions because Rosanna is a threat because of her lower class status and upper class
ways (and potential blood); however, it appears he is depicting the ridiculousness of its
boundaries.
Rosanna’s “window” to higher status is apparent though imagery Collins uses
involving glass and other clear, reflective objects in The Moonstone. For one, glass is
often the enemy for Rosanna. She sees men pointing at her misshapen shoulder in
“glass” behind her,
There was a glass in front of me, at the counter where I was buying the long
cloth; and—in that glass, I saw one of the shopmen point to my shoulder
and whisper to another. At night again, when I was secretly at work, locked
into my room, I heard the breathing of the women-servants who suspected
me, outside my door (301).
The glass is shown as a reminder of what is holding Rosanna back from being
with Blake. She is ostensibly afraid of not being beautiful enough for him, but the glass
also represents the potential for transference into another (the window), and
simultaneously, the impossibility of crossing over to the other side. She avoids the glass
because she doesn’t want to see the reality of her struggle; she must overcome her looks,
she must overcome her servant’s dress. When Rosanna first meets Blake, Penelope,
Betteredge’s daughter, notices Rosanna looking in the glass and crying. The glass here
reveals Spearman’s identity, which makes transformation seem more unlikely (she must
face her status). Like glass, it is the diamond that is stolen and restores power to those
who take it (conceivably with a price), such as the sacred beliefs of the Indians, power to
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restore Blake’s, as well as Godfrey’s, aristocratic status, power to accentuate Rachel’s
status as she wears it on her bosom as a broach. This is an interesting parallel to the
conditions of class. Glass is clear but usually impenetrable, such as phrases the “glass
ceiling.” Rosanna is a destabilizing force due to her sexually transgressive lower class
status, but she is hitting the glass ceiling, and what is painful is being able to see through
it, as Collins is attempting to expose through his manipulative characterizations. When
Rosanna goes into the library to talk to Blake, and describes this later in her suicide note,
Blake acknowledges her for once, and she describes this as the “ice having been broken.”
(297). This further emphasizes the clear but hardened boundaries one must break through
to reach a higher-class level. Finally, the servant-women outside her door are not
speaking but breathing, showing their inability to be heard. There is an interesting
relationship in The Moonstone between Cuff’s assessment that the upper class woman
can speak, but remains silent. Here, this passage about the breathing lower class women
shows that though they can speak, they are never actually heard. Interestingly, it could
also serve to show that Rosanna is partly upper class, because she, too, does not hear
them speak, but only hears the breathing. It is like the thousands buried underneath the
sand that Rosanna sees in the Shivering Sand. The lower class masses that are left
unheard.
Rosanna’s ability to speak also reflects Collins complicated depictions of class
and voice. Rosanna has false hope about Franklin Blake when he responds to her, but it
is his constant inability to notice her, and his unwillingness to hear her that causes her to
give up and commit suicide. She relates in her letter,
I had no choice…but to return to my proper place and my proper work,
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before more disasters happened to me (referring to Cuff’s seeing her in
the bush). Just as I was going to step across the path, you came back to the
railway. You were making straight for the shrubbery, when you saw me—
I am certain, sir, you saw me—and you turned away as if I had got the plague,
and went into the house. I made the best of my way indoors again, returning
by the servants entrance…and I sat down alone. I have told you of the
thoughts of the Shivering Sand put into my head. Those thoughts came back
to me now. I wondered in myself which it would be harder to do, if things
went on in this manner—to bear Franklin Blake’s indifference to me, or to
jump into the quicksand and end it forever that way (303).
Only through Blake’s acknowledgement is Rosanna able to convert herself
completely. Though she appropriates upper class tendencies, it is only through Blake’s
support that she can cross over. When he refuses, she gives up entirely, and joins the
masses under the sand. Earlier in her letter, she states, “…to see what use my love, or my
revenge (I hardly know which) could turn it to in the future” (295). Rosanna’s suicide is
a result of her sexual transgressive nature, shown by the fact that she dies in the Shivering
Sand.
Though Spearman gets the last word in her suicide letter to Blake. Though Blake
must have had to acknowledge her for her transformation to have occurred, and
acknowledge the sexuality that attracts him (while uncovering the box, Blake is
overcome by a throbbing desire), the breaking of the ice, through this acknowledgement,
proves anxiety provoking for Blake. Blake isn’t interested in assisting the lower class
sexually transgressive woman, he is enjoying his status. Though the instability of his
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condition is apparent by his ability to show up like a ghost, which Spearman also has the
capability to do. When Rosanna first sees him, Betteredge thinks she looks like she’s seen
a ghost (32); when Blake is uncovering the box, he is afraid of Rosanna’s ghost (297).
When Blake sees Betteredge later in his third narrative, Betteredge charges Blake with
showing up like a ghost, and quotes from Robinson Crusoe, “ ‘I stood like one
Thunderstruck, or as if I had seen an apparition.’ If that isn’t as much as to say: ‘Expect
the appearance of Franklin Blake’” (275). The ghostliness associated with Blake and
Spearman reflects their trangressive ability in society to destabilize the status quo.
However, is it Spearman who wants to undo it (note Spear- Man), and Blake who wants
to uphold it. Both characters are unnaturally unbound to the class levels they represent.
Collin’s depictions of ghostliness in both The Moonstone and The Woman and White are
representative of the ghostly power of the unheard, seemingly the lower classes that
which Collin’s seems to sympathize. Blake’s ability to seem ghost like shows that part of
his nature is lower class.
The title of Collins’s “The Woman in White” is a reference to the invisibility of
the woman in Collins’s time. Throughout this novel the audience is introduced to a series
of wronged women—Marian (violated by Fosco’s perusing of her diary) Laura (Percival
plots to murder her for her money), Anne Catherick (wrongfully put in an asylum by
Percival), and Mrs. Catherick (disgraced by rumors of unfaithfulness), Mrs. Fosco (lost
her sense of self by becoming a shadow of her husband). Hartwright first comes across
Anne Catherick in the night; she is dressed in white, she is half-mad and is being pursued
by men to take her back to the asylum from which she has escaped. The fact that
Hartwright sees Anne out late at night, being pursued by men, makes her seems sexually
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transgressive. The white attire depicts her ghost-like transparency in society. Anne
Catherick has no real rights as a human being. She is a clear picture of the
inconsequentiality of the status of a lower class, sexually transgressive Victorian woman.
Yet Collins also depicts Walter Hartwright’s fear of that invisibility. Because the
women aren’t ghosts, they are real, and there is a counter current that turns the invisibility
into ghostly power. Hartwright first thinks Anne Catherick is a ghost—she is walking
alone at night, dressed in white. Later he also sees her in a graveyard, strolling in the
dark in her light attire. Collins is depicting a fear in society regarding the subjugation of
women, and their potential to rebel that haunts the status quo. This is after the horror of
the French revolution, where the lower class brutally overthrew the aristocracy. It was a
ghastly illustration of what severe repression can produce. There is fear in the
ghostliness of the unheard lower classes that can materialize into a force strong enough to
overpower the hegemony. There is no real power with the acquiescence of the subjects,
and what Collins is depicting, is the instability of these roles, and subsequently, the
instability of this power.
Anne Catherick is depicted as a dangerous woman when she is put into an asylum
to silence her from telling a dangerous secret, one that could expose the fraudulent class
status of Percival. This imprisonment shows the notion that this sexually transgressive
woman could be dangerous. It is as if Anne had nothing left to lose since she had no
legal status, and therefore could be more threatening to those with social power. Martin
Luther King, Jr. said, “A riot is at bottom the language of the unheard.” Women stripped
of their voices and tied up with lies are boiling cauldrons capable of shattering the
tenuous balance of gender power—capable of a revolution, as the English had seen.
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Like the ghostly power of the unheard, the threatening potential for class warfare
is particularly compared to that of the sexuality of the lower class woman. When the
matron compliments Spearman on being one in a thousand, this could also be a reference
to her class. Spearman is particularly dangerous with her hidden sexuality, her silenced
voice, her tremendous desire for an aristocrat, and her brilliant thieving mind; she quotes
that her thieving was famous. Though Collins depicts Spearman affectionately when she
describes the plight of the servant, her brilliant ability to steal is also shown as a
subversive and dangerous association with the lower class, and threatening to those in the
upper classes who fear they might lose the upper hand. Blake represents this, creatively
as he is on the cusp himself, making him a particularly interesting target for Spearman’s
ambitions. After Spearman commits suicide, and Blake goes to see Betteredge,
appearing like a ghost, he tells the story of seeing Limping Lucy, Spearman’s best friend,
and advises Blake to get a letter from her written by Rosanna. Lucy is quite angry with
Blake and blames him for Rosanna’s death—his is an example of the opposite of
Spearman’s situation—she with an aristocratic father and lower class mother, Blake with
unidentifiable ties that secured him at a higher level, somewhat dubiously. Lucy faces
him and looks at him evilly, as Blake notices, “There was no mistaking the expression on
her face. I inspired her with the strongest emotions of abhorrence and disgust…I
attempted to direct Limping Lucy’s attention to something less revolting than my
face”(283). This defiance is representative of the dangerous lower class rebellions. As
in France, the classes had overtaken the aristocracy, and Lucy seems quite enraged here,
mirroring the kind of emotion that fuels a rebellion. Still, she is othered. Like Rosanna’s
strange physical characteristics, Lucy is also depicted as quite monstrous,
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A wan, wild, haggard girl, with remarkably beautiful hair, and with
a fierce keenness in her eyes, came limping up on a crutch to the table
where I was sitting, and looked at me as if I was an object of mingled
interest and horror (281).
Lucy’s othered walk is described as, “Thump, thump, up the wooden stairs;
thump, thump across the room above our heads…and there stood the apparition at the
open door, with a letter in its hand, beckoning me out!” (281). Blake hears Lucy going
up the wooden stairs, the material of the stairs being an allusion to class, and then she is
perceived as a ghost, showing her potentially dangerous lower class power. She is also
given long, thick lustrous hair, which alludes to female sexuality; as in the famous
Victorian Rosetti paintings of sexually attractive women with yards of thick lustrous hair.
Blake's perceptions compare Lucy to Rosanna in terms of her transgressive sexuality,
ghostly potential and lower class status. Later, Lucy states (concerning Rosanna), “Oh
my lost darling! What could you see in this man?” (283). This line could imply that she
doesn’t understand Rosanna’s attraction to Blake, whether it be buying into the idea of a
romantic version of class (Blake is idealized as a Prince in Rosanna’s letter to him), or
because she is attracted to Rosanna herself. The homoerotic undertones in this statement
increase Lucy’s identification with transgressive sexuality. Lucy is the dangerous lower
class woman, the Other that Collins depicts as the most threatening to aristocrats like
Blake. Lucy also states to Blake, “When you see a girl in service, do you feel no
remorse?” furthering her association with the angry lower class (283).
After the meeting, Limping Lucy goes off by herself, into seclusion. In The
Moonstone, there is an association between contact with the Other and seclusion. Blake
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goes into seclusion after contact with Limping Lucy to regroup, Rosanna goes into
seclusion after contact with Blake, as if coping with her own othered qualities, and hides
in her room at Lady Verinder’s. This aloneness shows the separation of the Other with
that of normal society.
Rosanna’s predilection toward wearing Blake’s nightgown is also a depiction of
transgressive sexuality than can be interpreted toward affirming an extreme attraction
toward Blake, almost to that of becoming him, and the possibility of an attraction
between Rosanna and Limping Lucy by questioning her gender preference. Rosanna’s
interest in replacing her servant’s clothes with that of Blake’s gown is interesting in
comparison to a quote to makes about Rachel in her letter to Blake. Rosanna brings up
that Rachel is not that attractive, “Suppose you put Miss Rachel into a servant’s dress,
and took her ornaments off?” (292). Rosanna’s interest in replacement shows her desire
to cross over class lines. She is showing the delicacy of perception, the meaninglessness
of the clothes on one’s body, and the misguided glass ceilings that surround them. She
also writes about being angry about Blake’s participation in the hunt for Rachel’s jewel,
seemingly as a way to secure his own status while pursuing Rachel sexually (293). The
diamond is symbolic of both Rachel’s virginity and a version of glass that can keep Blake
secure.
The fact that Blake steals the diamond while under the influence is an interesting
contrast to Spearman’s famous and intentional previous thievery. Blake is depiction as
sort of a patsy, as though he is weaker as a dilettante in nature than Spearman is as the
sexually trangressive lower class woman. Rosanna is the strong one here, hiding the
nightgown in a box in the sand, and in the end saving Blake while perishing herself. It
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appears Collins sympathizes with the lower class but continually writes them off at the
end (in The Woman in White, Laurie Fairlie and Walter Hartwright live happily ever
after, and in The Moonstone, it is Rachel and Franklin Blake). The “dangerous” tides in
society, the dangerous, sexual lower class woman, is still buried in the interest of a more
conventional arrangement (at least in part—Walter’s domestic arrangement with Laura
and her sister Marian also alludes to another sexual tryst). Collins pushes on the
boundaries but only bends them. The ice remains frozen though fissured underneath
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The Grosse Fugue and the Cosmos
Forms of Music and the Forms of Nature

Abstract
Presentation by John Briggs and Eric Lewis
David Bohm’s “implicate order” interpretation of quantum mechanics sets forth a holistic
vision of the order of matter and energy in the universe that should be uncannily familiar to
listeners of Beethoven. Bohm argued that each wave-packet, or particle, in the universe retains
an imprint of its encounter with other particles and, more deeply, of the movement of the
whole—what he called the holomovement. He likened the universe to a holographic image
where the entire image is recorded in each area of a holographic plate.
Bohm’s holographic idea resonates with a proposal by the poet-scientist Wolfgang von
Goethe in answer to Newtonian reductionism. Goethe suggested that nature should be
assumed to be whole, not made up of mechanical “parts” as Newton held. Goethe argued that
each natural phenomenon might be viewed as a reflection of that underlying whole and a
unique window into it. The holism of Bohm’s holographic universe and Goethe’s antiNewtonian aesthetic are echoed, in turn, by Chaos Theory, which embodies the realization that
although complex dynamical systems are unpredictable in detail, they contain a fractal selfsimilarity at different scales. Each self-similar representation is a microcosm of the movement
of the chaos permeating the entire system.
The views described above are entering into our understanding of order in the creative arts.
For example, recent analyses of Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings have shown that they are
fractal. But the idea of fractal scaling in art doesn’t begin to approach the deep wholeness
found in the works of creative artists. For that we need to ask about the particular quality and
nature of the self-similarity that appears in the artistic domain. We call this quality its
metaprimal order, and liken it to the dynamics that takes place in literary metaphor and other
figurative language such as irony and paradox. A metaprimal order is composed of terms
compared to each other in ways that balance similarities with dissimilarities in order to create
a haunting mixture of the known and the unknowable, certainty and uncertainty, perceptual
clarity that is also perceptual ambiguity. In music, the metaprimal dynamic has been well
observed by Bernstein and others.
We propose that each artistic creator’s individual biographical and genetic sense of nuance
about being in the world, his ‘omnivalence,’ becomes unfolded as a forms of metaprimal

order—that is, as a network of metaphor-like structures that evoke that nuance in an audience.
A case in point is Beethoven’s Grosse Fugue (Opus 133) and its relation to the other last
quartets, indeed, its relationship to Beethoven’s work as a whole.
An analysis begins with the famous four-note figure of Op. 133, showing how this figure
is rooted in Beethoven’s existential sense of nuance and omnivalence as these are revealed
both in his overall biography and in his particular personal situation at the time of the fugue’s
creation. We follow this figure from micro-dimensions to macro-dimensions of the work,
showing how the transmutations frequently stretch dissimilarities between metaprimal terms
almost to the breaking point. Micro and macro dimensions here bear a similarity to the idea of
fractal scaling, but since the word scaling from the fractal context may create some confusion
with the musical term, it will not be used here. The analysis of the Grosse Fugue’s four-note
figure begins at the micro-dimension of its first appearance and development. A larger
dimensional version shows up in several instances of counterpoint in contrary motion. At a
still larger dimension is the metaprimal juxtaposition of two “ themes” of Op. 133 (elongated
gaps versus shorter gaps). Beyond this are dimensions that include the metaprimal tensions
among the three fugues of Op. 133, the relationship of the The Grosse Fugue to the other final
quartets and, finally, the metaprimal relationship of the four-note figure to Beethoven’s work
as a whole.
It has been said that the Grosse Fugue contains the implications of all of music and an
intimation of the forces of creation itself. This presentation will argue that the post-modern
“new sciences” shed some positive light on these claims. Perhaps the Grosse Fugue can,
indeed, be plausibly described as a mirror of the cosmos.
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The Forms of Music
as the Forms of Nature

The Case of the Last Quartets
The magnificent works of art are at the same time magnificent works of nature produced by
humans in accordance with true and natural laws (Goethe 347).

Part 1—Prof. Briggs
1

Physicist David Bohm’s “implicate order” interpretation of quantum mechanics sets forth
a vision of the order of matter and energy in the universe that should be uncannily familiar to
listeners of Beethoven. Bohm argues that each photon and subatomic particle consists of an
interference pattern of energy containing information about all of the interactions that particle
has had with other particles, and thereby information about all the interactions the other
particles have had, and so on. In other words, each particle contains information about the
whole and is a microcosm of the whole. This has been likened to the vision of the Flower
Garden Sutra (Eliot).

Flower Garden Sutra
In the heaven of Indra, there is said to be
a network of pearls, so arranged that if
you look at one you see all others
reflected in it. In the same way each
object in the world is not merely itself but
involves every other object, and in fact is
every other object.

In Bohm’s interpretation, the whole is implied or “implicate” in each part. Bohm shows
how this view helps make sense of some of the apparent paradoxes of traditional quantum
mechanics, such as nonlocality,
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Quantum Non-Locality

where two correlated particles separated in space can be in instantaneous communication with
each other though no signal passes between them,

Uncertainty Principle

or the famous uncertainty problem where the effort to measure one property of a particle
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makes other properties uncertain.
Bohm’s view has sometimes been called a “holographic universe.”

Making a Hologram

In a hologram, each section of the holographic plate contains a version of all of the
information recorded on the plate.
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An Image of the Whole

For example, make a holographic picture of a rabbit. Shine the laser through the plate and
a three-dimensional image of the rabbit appears. Now break off a piece of the plate and shine
the laser through the fragment. Instead of seeing only a foot or an ear, as you would in a
traditional photographic negative, you see the whole rabbit, though not as clearly. For Bohm,
quantum mechanics suggests a holism in which every “part” (but there are no parts, really) is a
microcosm of the movement of the whole. Bohm says, in fact, that the entire universe is
flowing movement, or “holomovement” in which every moment and place contains
intimations of everything.
Bohm’s holographic idea relates to one proposed two centuries ago by the great poetscientist Wolfgang von Goethe.
Goethe proposed a dramatic alterative to Isaac Newton’s science. The NewtonianCartesian approach we are familiar with as science examines phenomena from many different
domains (cannonballs and planets, for example) and seeks of find an underlying unity. The
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ideal form of this unity is a universal equation. Newton’s holism, in other words, is a
reductionist holism that attempts to contain the whole of free ranging nature in a mathematical
cage. We can see this approach in the effort to create the single equation of the Grand
Unification Theory, the effort in biology to tie virtually every human trait to the barcode of
DNA, and the effort in consciousness studies to crack the so-called “hard problem” by
locating the site or mechanism of conscious awareness. There are inherent contradictions in
the efforts to divide the world into subjects and objects, observers and things observed—and
into mechanisms that seem to produce non-mechanical results. It is perhaps these internal
contradictions that led to the puzzles of quantum mechanics itself.
Goethe’s approach was quite different from the mathematical reductionism of Newton’s
science. He imagined nature in terms of the holism he was familiar with as an artist. Rather
than looking to reduce all variety to unity, Goethe started with unity. Let’s assume that
nature is whole and then let us look at each part as a metamorphosis of that whole and also
as a unique representative of it. Goethe proposed that the different species of plants, and the
different parts of each plant are the metamorphosed expressions of a single plant, as he said,
“becoming other in order to remain itself”(qtd in Bortoft 7).
To get a rudimentary sense of the relationship of unity to individuality in Goethe’s view,
look at this famous visual paradox (Bortoft):

The figure is both a rabbit and a duck. Therefore, underlying it is an unseen unity from
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which each emerges. Goethe’s approach also recalls Neils Bohr’s famous idea of the
“Complementarity” of quantum wholeness which can’t be described in language without
resorting to paradoxes such as saying that a particle is simultaneously a wave. Underneath
such paradoxes lies the unity from which the paradoxical aspects emerge.
In Goethe’s universe, individuality is not to be discarded as it was in Newton’s universe.
Rather each new form tells us something different about the whole from which it has
metamorphosed. It also gives us a subtle sensation of that whole. Think of this in terms of
Beethoven’s works and you may begin to get the idea of where we’re heading in this
presentation.
The idea of a whole which is reflected in each part also appears in a second great
movement of postmodern physics: Chaos Theory.
Chaos Theory revealed that science, for all its reductionist power, had been playing a kind
of parlor trick on itself. Science advanced through the ideology of prediction and control and
the notion of the controlled experiment in which a “part” nature might be amputated from its
natural context, placed on a lab table and tortured, as Francis Bacon put it, until it gave up its
secrets.
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A Modern Scientific Experiment

Nature’s parts have certainly given up many secrets to this method, but some very
important secrets have been withheld. Those secrets are inseparable from the living whole. In
fact, the Chaos/Complexity revolution occurred precisely because scientists began giving
attention to high-energy dynamical systems: holistic systems. Here they discovered that
detailed prediction is impossible (hence the term Chaos), but that nonetheless an elaborate
order exists. Chaotic systems are nonlinear because all the “parts” of dynamical systems are
interconnected by feedback. This means that relatively minor events can suddenly “blow up”
and cascade through the system, hence the aphorism first formulated in terms of long-range
weather forecasts, that within a chaotic system a butterfly flapping its wings in Brazil that can
change the weather in New York.
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Lorenz Chaotic or Strange Attractor

A graph of both the self-similarity and
unpredictabiltiy of chaotic systems.
This is the Lorenz strange attractor, a graph that depicts the folding unpredictableness of
feedback in weather systems. It looks nice and neat (that’s scientists for you) but what it
actually describes is the endlessly folding unpredictability of a weather system.

A graph of another chaotic, strange attractor.
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In fact, it was also quickly discovered that situations of high energy and intense feedback
can give birth to surprisingly coherent forms. Here are some obvious examples of these socalled self-organized forms out of chaos:
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Constant, flowing movement is central to Chaos—linking it to Bohm’s holomovement and
Goethe’s metamorphosis. A striking characteristic of the unexpected order of chaotic systems
is what is called their “self-similarity” at different scales.
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In traditional Newtonian science, all phenomena governed by a single equation are
considered to be identical. Their differences don’t matter. That part of their movement
captured by the equation is considered to be their essence. The Chaos idea of fractal selfsimilarity represents very a different notion of order.
We see this fractal order everywhere: for example, in erosion where the dynamical chaos
of rainfall and water runoff branches out to leave a self-similar pattern that ranges from small
scale to large;

Fractal Canyons

in the distribution of stars in the universe.
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Fractal Cosmos

The deeper we penetrate into the cosmos with a telescope, the more we see stars and
space spread out in a self-similar way. The pattern of gaps and stars that we see with the
naked eye repeats itself when we look more deeply into the gaps with a pair of binoculars. It
occurs again if you look at those gaps with a higher power telescope. You can continue to
find this pattern many billions of light years into the past. The movement of chaotic dynamical
systems leaves tracks and creates shapes that are fractal. Trees, mountains, clouds, our
vascular system, our heartbeat, and the folds, dendrites and electrical activity of our brains are
all chaotic and therefore fractal. Fractal is the name given to the geometry that describes this
sort of order. Its inventor, Benoit Mandelbrot, also discovered that there is a boundary area of
a set on the complex number plane where chaos and its associated fractal self-similarity reign.
Here’s a fast zoom into this Mandelbrot set boundary.
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Mandelbrot Zoom

Mandelbrot Zoom
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Mandelbrot Zoom

Mandelbrot Zoom
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Mandelbrot Zoom

Mandelbrot Zoom
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Mandelbrot Zoom

Mandelbrot Zoom
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Mandelbrot Zoom

Mandelbrot Zoom
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Mandelbrot Zoom

Mandelbrot Zoom

The coordinate numbers in the boundary are chaotic (that is, two numbers sitting right
next to each other behave in radically different ways), and yet, as you can see, there is a high
degree of self-similar order here.
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In Scientific American, physicist and painter Richard P. Taylor shows that Jackson’s
Pollock’s drip paintings possess fractal self-similarity at a large number of scales. He examined
one of Pollock’s canvases with a series of computer grids, each successive grid containing
more boxes. The computer assessed which squares were occupied by the pattern and which
were empty. Here’s a Pollack painting that demonstrates the fractal self-similarity Taylor
found in Pollack’s drip paintings.
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Reading from bottom to top, the zoom goes from larger to smaller scales. The fractal
pattern repeats at a finer magnifications.
Taylor and his colleagues also looked at the cumulative pattern where the painter added
layers of color. This examination showed that a drip painting is fractal “over the entire size
range—the largest pattern more than 1,000 times as big as the smallest.” Taylor says,
“Twenty-five years before their discovery in nature, Pollock was painting fractals.” Note how
the Pollock pieces contain the implication of constant movement
(metamorphosis/holomovement) even though the painting itself is obviously static (Parker
118).
Most natural objects and some objects of art, such as Pollock’s, contain a so-called
“statistical self-similarity” as compared with the Mandelbrot set where the self-similarity is
more “exact” and mechanical. Some works of art seem obviously fractal in the way that
Pollock’s drip paintings are. A few contemporary composers, such as Charles Wuorinen, have
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even used the mathematics of chaos to generate compositions. Researchers claim to have
found in older works, such as ones by Mozart, evidence of compositional use of an
elaboration of the Golden Section called the Fibonocci sequence. That sequence is associated
with the natural fractal scaling that occurs, for example, in the descending size of the bronchial
tubes in the lung.
But obviously most great musical works are not technically fractal (fractal in the
mathematical sense), just as obviously most great visual art is not fractal in the literal sense of
the word.
However, there is, we propose, something important to be gained by making an analogy,
or what might be called an “envisioning metaphor,” between the view of nature offered by the
scientific theories just discussed and the aesthetics of art. But in art, the holographic or selfsimilar nature of the artifact—whether a painting, poem, musical composition, or creative
performance—is only the beginning of a very interesting story. The story deepens when we
begin to ask questions about the particular quality and nature of the self-similarity involved
in works of art. This is a quality we call this*other-ness.
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This * Other-ness

*
This*other-ness is one attempt to describe the peculiar nature of the self-similarity and
holographic order found in music and the other arts.
Quick illustrations of this*other-ness can be found in the figurative language of literature,
including metaphor, pun, irony, and a host of other literary strategies. In figurative language
of this sort, logically or cognitively dissimilar terms are juxtaposed and made equivalent in
such a way that a certain rich, thought-shattering, ambiguity results. Let’s take just one small
example from Wallace Stevens’ famous poem “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird”:
The blackbird whirled in the autumn winds.
It was a small part of the pantomime (93).

Here we can reflect whether the blackbird whirls of its own volition or is being spun by the
wind. The whirling appears as both 'this' (the bird is doing the action) and something 'other
than this' (the wind is doing the action). As soon as you might think it was the one, you’re
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confronted with the other. Within the context of the line, the single term "whirled" functions
as if it were two terms whirling around each other, like the Chinese Yin-Yang symbol. A key
element in various strategies of this*other-ness found in poems, musical compositions,
paintings, films, architecture or other arts is that the dissimilarity or dissonance produced in
the juxtapositions remains in constant tension with the similarity between them. The result is
a wonderful ambiguity and an intimation of holistic motion— something like the particle-iswave ambiguity in physics.
In his book Physics as Metaphor, physicist Roger Jones ruminates on the raw, mystic
power of literary metaphor:
There is an act of creation at the heart of metaphor which distinguishes it from
simpler, more passive comparisons, and explains its essential value in the arts.... I
define metaphor as an evocation of the inner connection among things... I think of
metaphor in the larger context in which all things are related to one another
through an underlying unity--some cosmic principle... Metaphor tantalizingly
evokes this hidden synthesis through its dramatic juxtaposition of apparently unlike
things. It is as if the poet, in using a metaphor, not only refers to a symbolic or
ironic connection between two things, but hints at the very creative act itself which
underlies all naming and evoking processes (4).
We also refer to these dynamical juxtapositions by the terms metaprime and reflectaphor.
Literary metaphors are a subset of metaprimes or reflectaphors in this scheme. Metaphor,
unfortunately, is not a very serviceable term in aesthetic discourse because there are many
common uses of the word that do not accord with the way metaphor functions in literature, or
with the kind of poetic metaphor Jones is referring to.
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Artistic and Literary Metaphor
This*other-ness,
Metaprimes,
Reflectaphors,
Sense of Omnivalence
Holographic Structure
Fractal Self-similarity & Scaling
Contrast & Continuity
Violation of Expectation
At one level, these terms are synonyms for the metaprimal activity of works of art (a
presentation in which something is both “this” and deeply, mysteriously “other than this”), but
as we go, we will suggest how each as has its certain utility for describing an unfolding
artwork.
Metaprimes appear in music, the visual arts and the performing arts. The terms here are
attempts to triangulate the order which appears within the chaos of the arts, but which is
difficult to describe in a way that keeps the concepts fluid and non-reductionistic. Other
writers have used other terms which seem to refer to the same general principle at work in
works of art. We should probably adopt Goethe’s strategy here. Assume that each term refers
to the same holistic activity, and that each tells us something new about that whole.
In his Harvard lectures in the mid-1970s, Leonard Bernstein took the concept of literary
metaphor into the domain of music, describing music in terms of repetition with variation,
what he calls “this-is-that.” In other words, he was describing an aspect of what we are calling
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metaprimes or reflectaphors. (Unanswered 159)
In referring to the repetition with variation he found in Beethoven's 6th Symphony, The
Pastorale, Bernstein said:

First, not one of those repeats is an exact or literal repeat. Each one contains
some slight variation or other--a slight elaboration, or an added voice, or a
structural ambiguity, or a change in the dynamics of loud and soft. And second,
what is variation, anyway? It's always, in one way or another, a manifestation of
the mighty dramatic principle known as the Violation of Expectation. What is
expected is, of course, repetition--either literal or in the form of an answer, a
counterstatement, or whatever; and when those expectations are violated, you've
got variation. The violation is the variation (162).
In Bernstein’s view—restated in terms of the present discourse—interlocking and
unfolding musical metaprimes (reflectaphors) create a constant stream of this*other-ness, a
sense that what we are listening to is both immediately present and yet impossibly beyond us.
Note that programmatic music such as is found in the 6th (Beethoven creates a musical
“thunderstorm,” for example), is one form of metaprime, a rather obvious kind that lies only
on the surface of much more complex metaprimal currents, as Bernstein points out.

X

*

metaprimal space
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Y

We need to say a bit more about metaprimes and this*other-ness to set the stage for our
exploration of Beethoven’s Last Quartets.

Literary Metaprime or Reflectaphor
Micro-level Iteration

*

X

Y

“…Those eyes are pearls …”
Shakespeare

This Shakespeare literary metaphor, “those eyes are pearls,” shows a classic metaprimal
juxtaposition. There is an unresolvable tension between the similarity and difference of the
two terms, which produces a mild shock. The terms come from different categories of
cognition and therefore are not logical equivalents, but they’re close enough perceptually to
make the similarity easy to grasp. Nevertheless, even here the mind keeps its attention on the
fact that eyes are not pearls, too, and the tension creates a dynamic of wholeness and
individuality between the two terms.
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Literary Metaprime or Reflectaphor
Micro-level Iteration

*

X

Y

“..Eye, gazelle …”
Stephen Spender

Note the perceived swirling space between the terms is more attenuated.

The cognitive distance between the terms in the Stephen Spender literary metaphor is
greater and requires him to add: “Eye, gazelle, drinker of horizon’s fluid line.” If he hadn’t
added that, the X and Y terms would be so far apart that we would not perceive the metaphor
at all. Both examples are metaprimes on the micro-scale of a work, what are sometimes called
“local metaphors.”
Works or art as a whole are made of interlocking webs of metaprimes, with X and Y
terms interacting across varying distances and at many scales.
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Literary Metaprime or Reflectaphor
Macro-level Iteration

X

Y

Whale —
Moby Dick

God
Devil
Nothing
Everything
Mystery
Malevolence
Nature

For example, the central grand scale metaprime in Herman Melville’s Moby Dick unfolds
through a relentless series of metaprimes at several scales. The metaprimes gather around the
sensation of this*other-ness in the hunt for the white whale. It becomes impossible not to feel
that what unfolds is more than just an adventure story—more than just “this” adventure, it is
about something “other than this”—some universal metaphysical and existential issues. We
feel those bigger issues, and, yet, Melville is always at pains to constantly remind us about the
biology and anatomy of whales, keeping us returning to the immediate “this” of the purely
physical whale. Metaprimes work by creating this kind of swirling tension between the known
and the unknowable.
In great pieces of classical or music there is a macro-metaprimal level at work that nearly
everyone recognizes and is the basis of much that is said in music criticism: It is that eerie
sense we have that the music we’re hearing, which is just tones and the spaces between the
tones (just “sound and time,” as Stravinsky put it) is like something “more” than that. It’s like
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the flow of our emotions, our joys and sorrows, the turning of celestial spheres, or, perhaps, in
the case of 12-tone music, like the meandering collisions of subatomic particles. But if we try
to pin down exactly what that “moreness” is, what it is that music is really depicting, we find it
eludes us and we return to tones and time. The this*other-ness swirl of this macro-level
musical metaphor (or metaprime) in music is built out of smaller scale metaprimes, just as it is
in a piece of great literature. Put another way, great works of art are holographic: that is, the
whole of the piece is implied in every “part” because each local or micro-level metaprime is a
variant of the macro-scale metaprimes.
In Beethvoven’s Grosse Fugue, Op. 133, the seed crystal for the micro-scale metaprimal
unfoldment that leads to the macro level sensations Eric will talk about is set up with the first
occurrence of the famous four-note motivic figure and its immediate juxtaposition to the
second occurrence. The two variants are simultaneously similar and different, creating the
metaprime. We’ll come back in a moment to the paradoxical first single note, or gesture, of
the piece that precedes the appearance of this four-tone figure. Here’s the first occurrence of
the four-notes and their immediate juxtaposition to the variant second.
PROF LEWIS PLAYS.

Opus 133 Metaprime or Reflectaphor
Micro-level Iteration

1st
occurrence
of 4 note
figure

*

X
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Y

2nd
occurrence
of 4 note
figure

The first and second occurrences of the figure are then juxtaposed to a third variant.
PROF. LEWIS PLAYS.

Opus 133 Metaprime or Reflectaphor
Micro-level Iteration

2nd (and
1st)
occurrence
of 4 note
figure

*

X’

Y’

3rd
occurrence
of 4 note
figure …

We’re all familiar with this as development, the production of musical variants that emerge
through expectation violations or EV’s as Eric likes to call them: As Bernstein said, “when
…expectations are violated, you've got variation. The violation is the variation.” The result is
a sense of a wonderful, magical crystal growing.
In fact, one could conjecture that the metaprimal seed of this particular unusual crystal is
initial reverberating G octave displacement played by all four instruments of the quartet.
This single yet dual (and actually multiple) G constitutes a kind of metaprimal ground state
out of which comes the first iteration of the four-note motivic figure. It is as if all the ultimate
complexity and subtlety of the relationship among the first four notes and the ultimate
complexity and subtlety of the way those notes are varied and juxtaposed throughout the
piece were being adumbrated in the singularity of this initial G.
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As the piece moves forward, the stream of what Bernstein calls the violations of
expectations (that is, metaprimal juxtapositions) creates and sustains the peculiar, indefinable
“emotion” that one feels in the work. A great work of art has the quality of appearing to be
improvised and accidental, even as it conveys the impression that it was inherently inevitable..
Beethoven seemed well aware of this.
There is no algorithm that can create a musical or artistic metaprime or a scaled
concatenation of metaprimes, because to make them or appreciate them the brain must be
capable of undermining its own habits (its own tendency to habituation), its own algorithms.
The composer and performers of pieces know what notes come next, yet the piece remains
alive for them, their expectations are repeatedly violated, despite that knowledge. No one
knows how this is accomplished.
As the Grosse Fugue progresses, variations of its initial metaprime become more and more
attenuated, as Eric will demonstrate.
PROF. LEWIS PLAYS.
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Opus 133 Metaprime or Reflectaphor
Micro-level Iteration

Elongated
gaps

X

*

Y

Shortened
gaps

Note the perceived swirling space between the terms is more attenuated.

Gapped theme--Eric’s drawing

The piece as a whole becomes a woven, flowing, unfolding and enfolding scalar
continuum of metaprimes that stretch out the relationships first stated in the four-note figure
to incredible lengths, creating vast metaprimal spaces where the mind sees, as it were, a sonic
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mirror of the universe, of our interior psyche, and the relationships of things as they
metamorphose.

Simplified Vision of 133 as a Whole

Woolf & Schoenberg
Novelist Virginia Woolf said of her fiction:
“I attain symmetry by means of infinite
discords, showing all traces of the mind ’s
passage through the world; achieve in the
end some kind of whole made of shivering
fragments...”
Composer Arnold Schoenberg described
metaprimes in music in terms of dissonances
and consonances. He said that in a
composition “dissonances are the remote of
consonances,” and he noted that “whatever
happens in a piece of music is nothing but
the endless shaping of the basic shape”

The metaprimes, reflectaphors, and fractal scaling that a particular artist employs for
making a piece arise from his creative process and from the motivating wellspring and deep
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goal of his creative activity. What is that wellspring and goal?
The argument here is that Beethoven, like other great artists, was driven to create by an
impulse to articulate a nuance or inseparable bundle of nuances that he alone sensed about the
world. This takes us back to Goethe’s idea that each form in the world manifests the whole
uniquely. The proposal is to call the creative artist’s specific experience of his nuance, a sense
of “omnivalence” (Briggs).

OMNIVALENCE
¥ From the Latin omni, meaning Òaffects all thingsÓand is
related to ops or ÒwealthÓplus valence or Òstrength.Ó
¥ Occurs as an emotion-perception-cognition of a powerful,
global wealth in the moment, a wealth containing many
different, even contrary, elements, each equally strong
¥ A sensation as if somehow Òall of it, Ó(omni), the Òwhole
universe, Óis in the moment.
¥ A feeling of multi-valence and omni-presence.
¥ In ambivalence the psyche is divided between two states of
mind competing for dominance. In omnivalence there is one
encompassing state containing somehow a mysterious richness
of possibilities.

Omnivalence is, above all, a sense of “more-ness”—a sense that there is more to the
moment than can be expressed or understood. Omnivalence, is a holistic sense imbued with
what painter Piet Mondrian called the equation of the individual and the universal, a
psychological creative state out of which metaprimes arise. The metaprimes that do arise from
it are saturated with this*other-ness, which is another way to say that one feels there is more
to them than can be revealed.
Omnivalence is the creative cousin to ambivalence; it is related to what Bernstein and
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many others have called the “ambiguity” in art. Heidegger likened it to angst, the feeling of
the uncanniness of things. Lorca called it duende, the goblin-like spirit that inhabits the artist
and makes the work “authentic”; to find duende, Lorca said, there is “neither map nor a
discipline.” Virginia Woolf described her omnivalence as “moments of being” which she felt
were central to her artistic process and from which she worked to achieve a whole picture of
the mind’s passage through the world by means of “shivering fragments.” Borges called the
act of creation the “the imminence of a revelation not revealed,” Joyce called it “epiphanies,”
or sense of the “whatness” of things. Joyce also had a more global word for his personal
sensation of omnivalence; he described his sense of the “multiplicity hanging together” as a
sense of “chaosmos.” It is what modern artists such as Mondrian and Picasso meant by
“abstraction”—drawing out or abstracting pure forms that might express the omnivalence
lying at the root of our perceptual experience. Henry James is describing omnivalence in his
concept of the creative “germs” that set pieces in motion. Keats’s “negative capability,” or the
ability of a creator to “exist in doubts and uncertainties,” is picture of omnivalence from a
different angle, as is T.S. Eliot’s assertion that artists seek an “objective correlative” for
defining their indefinable emotions; the objective correlative brings together inner and outer,
subject and object. All these are related but very hard to pin down. Omnivalence can’t be
paraphrased. It can’t be reduced. Each new piece is a new expression of it, a new discovery of
it. J.W.N. Sullivan captures this wonderfully when referring to the opening fugue of the C
sharp minor quartet (Op. 131) and Wagner’s description of it.
…Wagner described this movement as the greatest expression of
melancholy in all music. One may understand him saying this, and yet be
utterly unable to agree with him. It is possible he did not agree with himself.
That he heard more than melancholy in this movement we may be convinced,
but for the something more he had no words. And yet the presence of that
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something more makes his description not only inadequate, but entirely
erroneous. (Sullivan 152)
Omnivalence is just that: a sense that there is more here than one can convey. That sense
of “moreness” drives creators to make metaprimes: Stevens’ blackbird, Melville’s Moby Dick
or Beethoven’s Grand Fugue—forms which convey an impression of this*other-ness to an
audience. There is in omnivalence a recognition that the observer is the observed; there is a
glimpse of the most intimate self which is, paradoxically, also the impersonal not-self. This is
part of what Mondrian meant when he called art the construction of “a real equation between
the universal and the individual” (Mondrian 116).

The equation starts with a sense of omnivalence. Beethoven wrote of being inspired by the
contemplation of the night sky, but that “when from time to time I try to give shape and form
in sound to the feelings roused within me, alas! I meet with cruel disappointment. In disgust I
throw away the sheet of paper I have soiled and am almost convinced that no earthborn being
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can ever hope to set down by means of sounds, words, colour, or in sculpture, the heavenly
pictures that rise before his awakened imagination!” (Mies 160)

X

sense of omnivalence &
this*other-ness
created
within the metaprimal space

Y

Through the process of shaping individual pieces, artists follow the trail of the
omnivalence to clarify for themselves, and articulate for others, the nuances of their unique
existential perception. The form this takes is a fluid and inosculating project of metaprimes
and reflectaphors that recreate a dynamic the omnivalence for an audience.
Let’s consider for a moment, from what we know about Beethoven’s working method,
how he went about this.
Biographer Lewis Lockwood notes that in his early years as a composer, when Beethoven
worked indoors “he often composed at the keyboard moving from keyboard to sketchbook
and back again.” (Lockwood 280) He was in a state of raptus—a kind of fantasy
(phantasiren) or daydreaming. According to Beethoven’s own testimony he was looking for
“remote ideas,” that is metaprimes involving distant comparisons of similarity and difference,
phrases and juxtapositions of notes frought with omnivalence. In describing his method of
composition to Luis Schlosser he refers to himself as “incited by moods, which are translated
by the poet into words, by me into tones that sound, and roar and storm about me until I have
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set them down in notes.” (Sullivan 33) Over sometimes long periods of time he would
juxtapose the items thus recorded in his sketchbook, creating larger-scale metaprimes. During
this process Beethoven worked, as he said, “to keep the whole in view” (Lockwood 282).
What kind of whole was it? We venture to say that it was not a cumulative whole, not a
whole intended to “add up” to some effect. Rather it was a whole intended to present

itself at each moment. Throughout Beethoven’s process, the metaprimes he was discovering
and iterating through his sense of omnivalence serve to create that metaprimal, this*other-ness
space we talked about earlier, the space in which something more than the mind’s knowledge
unfolds. In which the unknowable unfolds.

X

known & unknowable,
stability & spontaneity

revolve

Y

within the metaprimal space

In his process Beethoven works to maintain himself the chaotic, omnivalent boundary area
between the freedom and fluidity of improvisation and the control and stability of the score’s
fixed order. The large-scale form that he creates may be said to be like a form of nature, like,
say, a tree arising in a particular location in the terrain, growing spontaneously, yet following
a plan, both predetermined and unpredictable—a form inextricable from its surroundings.
There may turn out to be a literal an inevitable relationship between the forms of nature as
described by Quantum Theory and Chaos Theory and the metaprimal forms made by
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Beethoven and other great artists. At the least, as an envisioning metaphor, this comparison
throws interesting light on the inner dynamics of the art.
Eric is now going to use another kind of envisioning metaphor to describe the Grosse
Fugue and how he goes about “recreating” its metaprimal spaces for performance.
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The Grosse Fugue & Beethoven’s Cosmology
Part 2—Prof. Lewis
I’ve been living inside the cosmic gravitational sphere of Beethoven’s monumental last
string quartets for more than 40 years. Let me quote from Bettina Brentano’s letter to Goethe
about her meeting with Beethoven. She reported that Beethoven said,
“When I open my eyes I must sigh, for what I see is contrary to my
religion, and I must despise the world which does not know that music is a
higher revelation than all wisdom and philosophy, the wine which inspires
one to new generative processes…
“Speak to Goethe about me. Tell him to hear my symphonies and he
will say that I am right in saying that music is the one incorporeal entrance
into the higher world of knowledge which comprehends mankind but
which mankind cannot comprehend.” (Sullivan 3-4)
When Bettina showed what she had written to Beethoven the next day, he exclaimed,
”Did I say that? Well, then I had a raptus!” (Sullivan 4)
What is a humble soul with violin and bow in hand to do when remembering what
Beethoven said in a fit of anger on another occasion to his favorite violinist, Ignaz
Shupanzigh, “Do you suppose I am thinking of your wretched fiddle when the spirit moves
me?” .(Kerman 16) In light of that remark, violinists may find themselves in the unenviable
position of apparently disenfranchised re-creators of music Beethoven thought too far beyond
their meager talents to grasp. How are we to make an “interpretation” of these works from a
bunch of dots, dashes, and lines?

1

We know well that it is precisely inside the “space” or “gap” of these markings where
blind terror meets exaltation. In those gaps resides what John has called the sense of
omnivalence, the feeling of this*other-ness that makes the piece so riveting and mysterious.
I prefer to think of what the violinist does as an act of re-creation not interpretation,
because performance demands no less than a supreme creative effort. It is an act of creation
to bring a profound work of the Grosse Fuga’s magnitude to the life Beethoven envisioned it
has. In a musical conversation between trusting quartet members, we find the necessary
courage, strength, and fortitude to make the journey.
The Manhattan String Quartet, has over the course of 34 years, devised an “approach” to
the re-creation of these vast works which affords its members a great deal of liberating
energy. Today, I will share with you my personal thoughts on this process, concentrating on
one of the central characters in Beethoven’s Late Quartet Cycle: The Great Fugue or Grosse
Fuga, Op. 133.
I emphasize, these are my personal pathways into this monumental work and I
understand that this has all the elements of a confession since it entails, for me, a high degree
of imagining which borders on hallucination.
Over the years a steady accretion of ideas from all fields of thought, have found their way
into the fugue plasma of my brain. A sampling of the literary works of biographers, poets,
philosophers, scientists, musicologists, musical theorists, and artists (musical and otherwise)
that are part of this plasma are excerpted for you in the handout to be read at your leisure.
The visual elements of the plasma we will view in a PowerPoint slideshow and some
auditory elements we will experience as I play excerpts on the violin and have you listen to
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excerpts from a recording of the Vegh Quartet (pre-eminent re-creators of Beethoven’s
quartets) and symphonic recordings of Furtwangler and the Berlin Philharmonic.
Much of the MSQ’s work on these quartets, was done at Music Mountain in Falls
Village, Connecticut where the quartet was in residence during the decade of the eighties. It
was an extraordinary time. Music Mountain is a nature preserve with string quartet
accompaniment. Lush forests, mountains, meadows, swamps that are inhabited by snakes,
insects, birds (always singing), bats (day and night), and billions of stars, including the
Milky Way center of our galaxy appearing as a sash of light, Andromeda, a hazy blob; lunar
eclipses and deep, deep space. Our awareness of the night sky was heightened by the regular
visits of colleague Dr. Phillip Lu, expert astronomer in the field of dark matter investigations
and black holes. He always brought his portable Questar telescope.
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Is it our galaxy? Is it a hurricane, a whirlpool, a galaxy or a violin scroll? Maybe all of
the above. This is an example of John’s self- similarity, this*otherness, ambiguity,
reflectaphoric/metaprimal omnivalence. Let us enter the vortex.
The first questions arising from the controversy over the Grosse Fugue are these: why is
it called ‘cosmic’ by some, while others think it is an ugly, gross attempt by a deaf, insane,
over-the-hill musician? My beloved chamber music coach Lillian Fuchs, one of the greatest
musicians of the 20th century, showed great displeasure at our pathetic, tentative sight reading
of this work. She admonished us not to plum the depths of “insanity” at such an early age.
Let me begin by expressing our ‘feelings’ and ‘sensations’ when entering into the fugue’s
space and time warping effects.
The fugue is physically and emotionally draining to play. We have to perform our parts at
the loudest dynamic; with the utmost intensity possible while radiating the utmost stability
and poise; we have to play in a violent, distressing yet exhilarating din of overwhelming
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dissonance. The player is terrified at the prospect of suddenly being lost without a chance of
finding his way back into the performance. One note of the score displaced and you can be
flung into space: a space of humiliation.
It is that fear which propels us to attempt a concept of the whole: a desire to have an
omnivalent picture which will hold our memories of the fugue intact under this unbelievable
assault on the fabric of the known laws of music and logic. Our intuition tells us that
Beethoven created a vision of the cosmos in his Last Quartets. Certainly it is possible to see a
cosmic philosophy emerge as one plays (recreates) each successive piece of the cycle. This is
especially true for the Grosse Fugue, which was originally intended by the composer to be
placed as the final movement of Op. 130. There it is critical for the continuation and contrast
of the cycle’s flow and power of this*other-ness. The Grosse Fugue is the transforming event
of the cycle which allows the extraordinary first movement fugue of Op. 131 to render its full
effect. The fugue is the introduction to Op. 131, and that work is an illuminating, visionary,
healing piece, perhaps Western Civilization’s greatest work of music.
. These two fugues give us pause to contemplate the plausible thought that in writing
these works Beethoven was reaching “beyond the stars” to form his personal cosmology.
Clues to his thinking lie in the words from the Ninth Symphony’s Ode to Joy:
“Do you ‘feel’ the creator’s presence?
Seek him beyond the stars!
He must dwell beyond the stars.”

Is Beethoven speaking of GOD or about himself, “the Bacchus who presses the wine to
make man spiritually drunken” (Sullivan 3). The 9th Symphony stands as Beethoven’s
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sublime ‘gate’ to the higher realms of revelation that find their fullest expression in the Late
Quartets. Enter at your own risk.
If the late Beethoven has presented us with a cosmology, what kind is it?
As a start, let us envision a cosmology built on four tones…

QuickTime™ and a Graphics decompressor are needed to see this picture.

… and find its similarity to these concepts: the Four Forces of the Universe, the Four
Cardinal Directions, the Four Elements, the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, the Four
strings, the Four instrumentalists in a String Quartet, the Four lines of music in the Grosse
Fuga , etc. This is called Four-foldedness.
We are looking at a mandala, an artistic representation of a spiritual cosmology
profoundly involved with the concept of Four-foldedness and a symbol of wholeness/unity in
both Eastern and Western religious cultures. The mandala graphically illustrates fourfoldedness.
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Carl Jung was very fond of this idea and used it to explain his theory of consciousness
as a Four Element Psyche to include: 1. Thought, 2. Feeling , 3. Intuition, 4. Sensation. In
Man and his Symbols he connects this view with creation myths from India. First, “the God
Brahma, standing on a huge, thousand-petaled lotus, turned his eyes to the four points of the
compass” and a similar story about Buddha at his birth. The four functions of consciousness,
described by Jung, equipped man to deal with the impressions of the world he receives from
within and without. “In art, the circle is often eight-rayed. This expresses a reciprocal
overlapping of the four functions of consciousness, so that four further intermediate functions
come about – for instance, thought colored by feeling or intuition, or feeling tending towards
sensation.” (Jung 240)
In order to enter the omnivalent space from which Beethoven’s final vision unfolds
(the space physicist David Bohm called the space of no-thingness), I will employ images
and language from our modern scientific cosmology— which includes black holes and string
theory—also from the graphic designs of M.C. Escher, paintings and drawings by Roberto
Matta and Leonardo da Vinci; and a smattering of Wilhelm Reich’s Orgone Theory. I want to
employ these images as intertextual envisioning metaphors to explore the vast spaces,
sensations, and feelings I believe are swirling within Beethoven’s Cosmos.
The first envisioning metaphors have to come from Beethoven himself. Let us listen to
the fourth movement of the 6th Symphony which has many sensation similarities to the
Grosse Fugue and is entitled ‘The Storm.’ This musical storm is very well within our human
experience, including musical torrents of pelting rain, lightning flashes and rumbling thunder.
It is a terrifying planetary sound and fury and provides us with the first clue in Beethoven’s
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search for the ultimate expression of his omnivalence—the ultimate expression of the “moreness” that existed for him in the universe.
[Musical Excerpt- ‘The Storm’- Beethoven’s 6th ]
The next clue is embedded in the first movement of the 9th Symphony. Beethoven used
similar ideas in the form of musical motives (which are really musical metaprimes John
talked about), to build this Dies Irae (Wrath of God). Listen for the sustained pedal points in
the woodwinds and brass at full force broken by violent rhythmic gestures; forceful
downward string lines with the dotted rhythmic motif of the 6th Symphony storm; and violent
bass and timpani tremolo for the deafening thunder effect. In this passage, the sensation of
this*other-ness (the sense that the notes are something vastly other than abstract
organizations of sound and time) and of omnivalence (the sense that there is more here than
can be thought or said, captured or heard) is overwhelming. The whole first movement of the
9th is on a much vaster scale than the storm movement of the 6th. One intuits the infinite. In
fractal terms, the storm of the 6th has been taken, in the 9th, to a higher scale of abstraction,
and a deeper scale of intuition into the forces that underlie the material world..
[Musical Excerpt – First movement Beethoven’s 9th]
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Leonardo da Vinci, like Beethoven, found artistic truth by studying natural forms and
phenomena. Also like Beethoven, near the end of his life, da Vinci became more and more
curious about dynamic chaotic systems. His Deluge Drawings from the ‘End of the World’
now in the Queen of England’s Royal Gallery, are detailed studies of catastrophic storms
with swirling, spinning, rotating destruction and its resulting chaos. To make these macrostorms exist simultaneously on the micro-human level, da Vinci hallucinatorily imagined
shapes in a swirling, whirling, blowing, flowing debris and destruction by wind and water.
He became fascinated with the violent disintegration of order into chaos by natural forces
beyond human control.
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Looking deeply into the drawing, at the left of the picture, one sees celestial creatures
embedded in the chaos; they are blowing musical instruments to create wind energy which
becomes spiraling vortices in the shape of violin scrolls. Also notice the opposing directions
of the wind energy, causing the artistic impression of chaotic swirl. In music this is called
contrary motion, a very powerful synthesis of opposites we use to describe the topology of
musical melody shapes in a polyphonic, contrapuntal texture. Contrary motion is metaprimal.
The melody is heard moving up the scale and down the scale at the same time. The
movement of similarity and difference tears a hole in the mind which apprehends the melody
as both this and something mysteriously other than this. The appreciation of contrary motion
by Leonardo is not surprising. He was, by contemporary accounts, a wonderful musician and
composer (of course not emphasized by the art historians) and used musical nomenclature to
teach the student of painting how to see:
Leonardo on sight:
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“The painter establishes the degree for the objects of sight as the musician does for
sounds, the objects of hearing.”
Leonardo on water:
“Water, an active and pervasive force, moves objects and corrodes forms: it is the enemy
of geometry: it destroys the organization of space and dissolves stable formations….”
Leonardo on imagining:
“This is it: if you look at walls covered with many stains or stones of different colors,
with the idea of imagining some scene… And with these stained walls and colors it is as with
the sound of bells; in their ringing, you can find all the sounds and words that you wish to
imagine.” (da Vinci 205)
Da Vinci’s insights certainly seem to have had a profound effect upon Wilhelm Reich,
one of the controversial thinkers in that triad of explorers of the psyche that included Freud
and Jung.

We can easily see Reich’s analysis of dynamic natural forces and the similarity of da
Vinci’s Deluge vortices in this slide. Reich saw opposite attractors of orgone energy (Life
Force Energy) streaming into a convergence in contrary motion. He postulated the natural
movement of life energy in a “spinning wave.” The orgone spinning wave is a way to picture
the contrary motion that takes place in a literary metaphor, in literary irony, in metaprimes of
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all sorts, including the ones we’ve already looked at in the opening passages of the Grosse
Fuga.
In Reich’s cosmology, the attraction of two ‘spinning waves” form the vortex (crucible)
of creation. Matter then precipitates from the chaotic swirling system into an energy-tomatter transfer. Is this related to Einstein’s energy/matter transfer expressed by the relativity
equation E=mc? Reich certainly thought it was true, and he made this clear to Einstein.
Beethoven’s Great Fugue follows the 9th Symphony in the chronology of his works. The
omnivalent “moreness” and this*other-ness of the fugue has been set by the vast cosmic
canvas Beethoven constructed in the 9th. Remember Beethoven’s admonishment to “look
beyond the stars” from Schiller’s Ode to Joy in the finale of the 9th. The Grosse Fugue heeds
this admonishment and brings us to the next level: a cosmic storm. Beethoven created this
great maelstrom to share with us the unification of four-foldedness which he saw and heard
in his silent world within.
What is a cosmic storm? What would it look like? How would it feel to be inside one?
One day at Music Mountain, after many performances of this powerful, mind-bending
piece, it occurred to me that the Grosse Fuga is a musical black hole.
This of course, led to astrophysics and black hole research. The more I learn, the more I
am convinced I have found the right envisioning metaphor for the re-creation of Beethoven’s
original musical thought.
What is a black hole and how do we use its imagined architecture—the architecture of an
invisible, unknowable astrophysical phenomenon—to give structure to the memory of the
fugue for performance on stage?
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First, it is a vortex, a whirlpool in space, so powerful it siphons star stuff from Blue Star
Giants. It is a powerful engine of gravity, created by the collapse of a massive sun in a
supernova explosion which sends the building blocks for new stars and life in enormous
chaotic, nebulous clouds of hot expanding gases across millions of light years.
Why take the trip? It doesn’t sound like a very hospitable place for a human being.
I took courage from the wisdom of Lao-Tsu in the Tao Te Ching . “Ever desireless, one
can see the mystery. Ever desiring, one can see the manifestations. These two spring from the
same source but differ in name; this appears as darkness. Darkness within darkness. The gate
to all mystery.”(Lao-Tzu 1) I began my search for knowledge of the Grosse Fuga in an
object of darkness where light cannot escape and where we confront the unknowable: a gate
to the mysteries of the universe.
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The Op. 133 Grosse Fuga opens with an Overtura: an introduction (mm.1-25). It
catalogues the musical melodies which turn out to be variants of the four-folded 4-tone
motive which is the progenitor of the entire cycle of Late Quartets.
The lines in red are a first attempt to analyze the fugue from the metaprimal and fractal
perspective as outlined by John. His challenge to me was to find the primary dynamics at
work in Beethoven’s creative processes and suggest how this knowledge shapes the recreation process in the rehearsals of the Manhattan String Quartet.
Let us look at the prominent features of ambiguity, this*otherness, self-similarity, fractal
scaling, holographic order, metaprimes, reflectaphors, and omnivalence in the Grosse Fugue.
In the history of musical composition these fractal ideas are embodied in the devices handed
down from the great masters of the 16th, 17th, 18th centuries, during which a great synthesis of
scientific and musical thought occurred. This is the time in music history we now call the
Baroque Era. Baroque fugal techniques (Baroque strategies for making musical metaprimes)
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such as inversion, retrograde, diminution, augmentation, and imitation are in profound
abundance in Beethoven’s Grosse Fuga. That is why many have dubbed it as Beethoven’s
‘Art of the Fugue’ referring to the awesome didactic work of the same name by J.S. Bach
(written as a summing up at the end of Bach’s life). These devices may be easily catalogued
in a traditional analysis of the fugue, but Beethoven uses them in a totally new and extreme
way. It’s Beethoven’s attempt to create multi-dimensional music in a swirling, dynamic
system. This he achieved by adding Beethovenesque touches/nuances cultivated in his
composing from an early age.
Let me point out these unique compositional techniques in the fugue’s first measures. The
notation provides us with a two-dimensional graph. John’s fractal description adds new
dimensions to this linear picture by providing us with a sense of how a multidimensional
reality comes out of the metaprimal/reflectaphoric juxtapositions the graph describes. [refer
to the score slide]
[Musical Excerpt – Overtura and Bb Fugue]
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The first four notes reveal their metaprimal nature in their melodic intervallic design: the
yearning half-step, then leaping sixth, to a resigned half-step (mm.3-6). This simple motive
suggests the life and death dialectic which defines a living organism. The juxtaposition of the
motive and its variants in the intro-Overtura (mm.1-25) is a perfect example of what
Bernstein calls the ‘violation of expectation’ which creates the nuance of variation so
important to the ‘sensation’ of living matter: its spontaneous and improvisatory nature. John
argues that the brain quickly detects and then anticipates patterns, and that in works of art the
patterns are varied through metaprimal juxtapositions which both confirm the pattern and
violate it so that the brain is exposed to something beyond its own patterns. The result is
a sense of this*other-ness and omnivalence. John also points out a very important thought
process for artists: Beethoven called it the requirement to make the work both ‘tanto libre’
and ‘tanto recherchee’ (in modern parlance, both chaotic and ordered). We feel the full
meaning of these words in the powerful “Big Bang” opening of the Grosse Fugue the
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composer is “incited by moods, which are translated by the poet into words,” the painter into
divisions of space and color, and by Beethoven into tones that “Sound, Roar, and Storm
about me until I have set them down in notes.” This idea of creation is not new, but the
fractal scaling of violent disintegration Beethoven introduced is brand new and remains new
and bold even into the 21st century. Beethoven was deaf and so he became a musical poet
who ‘saw’ the music as well as hearing it. That is why his ‘drawings’ or ‘sketches’ for the
late period music increase substantially in quantity after 1820 and it is what makes the
Grosse Fugua a crossroads or translation equation of interlocking metaphors for music, art,
science, philosophy, and spiritual thought. It is an incantation/reiteration of the ancient
Greeks’ “Music of the Spheres.”
In my view, for a piece of art to take on the attributes of a natural phenomenon, it must
have “moreness” in “spinning wave nuances.” In this way, Beethoven is the master of
masters. The Grosse Fugua in its transformative role as the passage from our reality to a new
and greater reality, forces Beethoven to enhance the musical topology (melodic contour,
shape, line) in its basic elements of harmony, dynamics, rhythm, and melody. This is brought
to the metaprimal limit where relationships seem to be both breaking down and creating
order at the same time. He does this with what I call ‘spin enhancers.’ These are E.V.’s
(expectation violators), new kinds of juxtapositions, or musical metaprimes, which shock the
nervous system into a state of hallucination beyond conventional wisdoms (hence the
warning given so many years ago by my ancient master, Lillian Fuchs).
A list of ‘SPIN ENHANCERS’:
1. Wide pitch leaps—pitch displacement within short rhythmic bursts, wide pitch
displacement between the instrumental lines especially between the violin and cello.
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2. Dissonance—greater use of unresolved dissonance, intervals of the 2nd, diminished 5th
and augmented 4th called the tritone, sevenths, and expanded intervals of the 9th, 11th, and
13th.
3. Silences—unexpected silences, tide pools of unknown expectations.
4. Trills—high energy, sustained trills, accented energy bursts.
5. Violent dynamics—extreme, sudden oscillation between loud and soft, very heavy and
persistent accentuation using the sforzando marking.
6. Rhythmic surprises—syncopation and the heavy accentuation of the weak side of the
beat.
7. Harmonic modulations—at unexpected moments without preparation.
8. Combining the ‘spin’ enhancers—for example, syncopations with sforzandos and
leaping pitch displacements with grinding dissonance (rub).
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This all creates the sensation of spinning out of control and makes the work feel like it’s
‘out of the box’. He is reshaping the musical space and readying it for metamorphosis,
transformation, and the ultimate revelation.
The micro-level metaprimal/reflectaphorics gather around the four note virus and are
manipulated in the Baroque style with the inversion, retrograde, retrograde-inversion, fractal
scaling diminution/augmentation (for pedal points) in traditional ways, but the arrangement
of these and the new combinations create a sense of omnivalence (‘more-ness) emanating
from the Fugue that is a thing of great and awesome beauty. On this macro-level we
encounter the black hole.
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Features of the Kerr model of the black hole are fascinating from the perspective of this
musical form.. The divisions of this imagined astrophysical architecture have the same
ternary structure as the Great Fugue. We can divide the fugue into an introduction, the
Overtura; the Bb fugue; the Gb fugue; and the Ab fugue with ending section or coda. These
correspond to the divisions of the black hole in this way: The accretion disk where star stuff
is accumulated, is the Overtura (mm.1-25) of the fugue with its accumulation of four tone
variants or metaprimes (power iteration mm.1-10, dance variant mm.11-16, Chorale/meno
variant mm.17-25). In a black hole, regions are separated by partitions or membranes. The
fugue also has these separations: the fugue’s first membrane is the ‘gaped’ variant presented
by the first violin in ‘whispered energy’ bow strokes (mm.26-30). The Photon Zone of the
Hole is a region of intense fragmentation and matter disintegration—violent and unrelenting.
What a perfect description of the Bb double fugue (mm.30-138) which tears the fabric of
structures built on the 4-note variations to the breaking point.
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And as suddenly as the Photon Zone explodes, the next region appears with a strange
timelessness: time is warped and a sense of calm reigns in the Ergosphere. In the Gb fugue—
the second section of the Grosse Fugue (mm.159-232)—lie an expectation violation of
amazing static calm, with metaprimes floating in a space of bubbling wormholes and sublime
reflectaphoric ‘gates’. We then approach the core of the hole, what I call a ‘sing ring’, (a
singularity in the shape of a ring) by traveling through a musical Event Horizon. In tune with
the latest in Black Hole observation, we dubbed the core of the Black hole a ‘sing ring’
because recent observations indicate that, amazingly, black holes vibrate with a tone of a Bb
rumble (which happens to be the tonality of the Grosse Fuga), a tone so low it could be
considered the fundamental of fundamentals. As the Gb fugue approaches the morphing
event horizon, the musical energy is siphoned into a transitional dance variant of almost
demented joy; only to be cut short by the high energy Ab fugue (mm.273-510). We have
arrived at the musical Event Horizon. The secret of the Black Hole is in this journey through
the Event Horizon into the ‘sing ring’. Beethoven’s journey through this region of Event
Horizon and ‘sing ring’ (Bb section mm.533-741), is transforming, metamorphosing,
transcending, and reconciling. It is a revelatory experience that leaves us speechless.
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The rehearsals details, in red, outline a complex mix of metaprimes. The overwhelming
preponderance of small spin enhancers in contrary motion (mm.83-88) in this chaotic texture,
along with rhythmic bursts of dotted figures with wide pitch displacements (mm.101-109)
within the larger contrary motion metaprime (mm.89-93), creates a fearful spinning texture
(mm.110-122) and the sensation of stretching in a spaghettifying disintegration. The
principle of metaprimal variation is vital. It is this principle which holds the violent, chaotic
system together (mm.113-122). All very reminiscent of a Bardo from the Tibetian Book of
the Dead.
[Musical excerpt – detail of the Bb fugue (3)]
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The dizzying sensation of the Bb fugue fills the air with ambiguity. It is the most
shocking, brutal music I have ever experienced. And yet it is taking place in the crucible of
the creator Beethoven. This then is an evil event and an enlightening journey, a paradoxical
journey into a land of orgasmic energies. Metaprimes radiating omnivalence and this*otherness become dominant (mm.131-134) and (mm.151-155). Variation is the order of the day
with the elongation of triplet variants, short ‘gapped’ variants, and sforzando syncopated spin
enhancers (mm.138-150).
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Now let us look at a detail of Roberto Matta’s painting The Illumination of Light.
Take a moment to appreciate this tremendously dynamic piece of art. The moment I
beheld this painting for the first time, it came as one of the great epiphanies of my life. There
in all its’ cosmic wonder was the painter’s equivalent to the Grosse Fuga. It was the sheer
excitement of streaming lines of notes drawn into the ring of what could only be called a
black hole that made this painting connect with my envisioning metaphor for the Fugue. I
will point out some of the painting’s more evocative features.
Here the reflectaphors in variants are topological tone poems. The environment around
the vortex is filled with repetitions of motives existing in a perfect polyphony of movement,
even in their dissimilarity (metaprimes). The four regions correspond to the four lines of the
fugue and intuit the four forces of the universe: the electro-magnetic, the weak force, the
nuclear, and the gravitational force. (I assign these to the four lines of the fugue: 1st violinelectro-magnetic; 2nd violin – weak force; viola – nuclear; and cello – gravitational force).
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The fugue plasma of my brain goes into hyperdrive when this painting comes into view.
Look closely at the vortex; it amazes me that a painting could have such a powerful
effect on the senses. The swirling notes are organic and orgasmic in their energy transfer. Do
we see rain (water), wind, tones (music in its pure energy vibration), streaming strings, lines
of music notation in motion, spermatozoa swimming in a fast current? This imagining could
very well go on forever. When I look into this picture I hear its music, I think da Vinci would
approve and start imagining immediately.
From Matta’s friend Octavio Paz, the poet:
“In the mirror of music, the constellations contemplate
each other dispersing.
The mirror engulfs itself, submerged in light until it is lost in a reflection…
The house of air and water where music sleeps and fire
keeps watch, where the poet paints. (Paz 15)
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[Musical excerpt – Gb fugue (4)]

We now arrive at the next major section of the fugue, the Gb fugue (mm.159-232). It
happens suddenly and once again Beethoven has shocked our systems with a profound
metaprimal juxtaposition. This fugue is the model of a calm sea or the eye of the storm. In
the black hole architecture this is the region of petrified time, bubbling wormholes appearing
and disappearing, a silent, suspended animation floating in a bizarre warping of time/space,
traveling to and fro from future to past and back. It is the ergosphere of the black hole.
In the score the violence of the Bb fugue has yielded to a metaprimal soup of
counterpoint. The material is the Chorale and meno variants manipulated with all the fugal
devices at Beethoven’s command in a liquid fractal scaling of the four-note virus at the
softest dynamic possible.
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I turn again to Matta for metaphoric help. To Escape the Absolute is a wonderful
evocative image to go with the music and the ergosphere metaphor. It features a silent, calm,
flowing liquid/gaseous landscape quietly encircling a structure to the left of the picture
resembling our black hole “ring.” In this dark and alien landscape, multiple floating
reflectaphoric horseshoe-like hooks rotate their way into a distant perspective.
Here is a quote from art critic Nicolas Calas on Matta:
“It is ‘a strange silent world’ as Matta himself says in a title of one of his
drawings. Voices break the silence but they are and have to be voices of the
unconscious.….violent cries of the unconscious, the tempest of cold and heat that
creates new forms.” (Matta 271)
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The metaprimal character of this fugue extends the lines further and further until, as in
the Bb fugue, a new metaprime is created juxtaposing the micro variant of the meno sixteenth
note motive with the Chorale variant in quarter notes. At the climax of this process,
Beethoven creates a sublime ‘gate’ of fractal scaling (mm.199-222) using a quasi
augmentation of the Chorale variant as a cantus firmus in counterpoint to the meno variant,
providing us with a moment of transcendent, unforgettable beauty. These fractal gates are a
magnificent feature of the Late Beethoven landscape. We find them in most of the Late
Quartets, most prominently in these two fugues, Op. 133 and Op.131. I call them gates
because they set the stage for the most enlightening portions of these works. This is about to
occur in a rush of fluid sixteenth notes in unison as the extended meno variant (mm.223-232)
dynamically raises and falls to a musical flat line. The material of the Gb fugue has been
siphoned off to the boundary region between the ergosphere and the event horizon of the
Grand Fugue, the dance variant (mm.233-272) of the Overtura, provides a sense of demented
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joy. It acts like a barrier or membrane which ensnares all travelers in its sweet siren song.
Light with graceful nuancing, it entices in a sultry dance not unlike Schubert’s seductive
melody with its inevitable betrayal. The mist of danger hangs heavy in the air until the final
siphon (mm.269-272) breaks through the membrane and we are thrown into the caldron of
the Ab fugue: the Black Hole Event Horizon.
To better understand the morphing aspects of this dynamic Ab fugue, let’s employ E.M.
Escher’s understanding of print making. One of his woodcuts called Metamorphose will do
nicely. I will also quote his writing on the division of a plane, since it pertains directly to our
musicianly problems with music notation. Escher was fascinated with music’s rhythmic and
intervallic divisions and used them to analogize his teaching points.

Out of a gray mist – the word ‘metamorphose’ replicates itself and begins to ‘rotate’ or
‘spin’ to 90-degree positions. At first, crosses, then squares of black and white in
checkerboard fashion become clarified. It is as if the mind resents this two- dimensional
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geometric order and demands something “more.” As soon as this thought is made concrete,
the tile edges vibrate with a new energy. Escher says, “The flat shape irritates me – I feel like
telling my objects, you are too fictitious, lying there next to each other static ad frozen: do
something, come off the paper and show me what you are capable of! So I make them come
out of the plane.” (Escher 168) The sliding musical counterpoint of motifs rotates until the
flow yields organic lizard-like ‘spin enhancing’ forms of self-similarity. It is an exhilarating
mix of chaotic rotations and counter-rotations (a visual contrary motion): a metaprime which
then morphs its way back to a two-dimensional hexagonal reflectaphoric in a misty black,
white and gray mix. We intuit the original gray mist of its origin. A small image in the
individual hexagons’ centers is delineated with more and more shading until we find
miniature organic swirls that look like insect larvae. From these mini vortices/larvae grow
adult insects escaping the hexagonal egg chambers of the hive. Once free they are destined to
morph through nuance-expanding replication into birds. Our eyes follow the movement of
this metamorphosis easily until a sensation of this * otherness insidiously takes possession
and shocks our systems into ironic state of omnivalance. Clearly we perceive a confusing set
of circumstances as we enter the enfolding of dis-similar organic forms flowing in opposite
directions: a contrary motion: This ‘spin’ enhancing flow has so much ambiguity in it we
feel as if we are coming and going at the same time in the same space. This effect is
intensified by the use of shading (the nuance) which enhances the fish form as a threedimensional object while the bird form retains its black silhouette, continuing its movement
to the right. M.C. Escher had some fantastic things to say about two-dimensional (musical
notation) metamorphosis to the higher dimensions. His lecture concerning the division of
plane contains many useful perceptions for the artist: “Repetition and multiplication – two
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simple words. However, the whole world of the senses would collapse into chaos without
these two concepts….The whole world is kept going by them; if they ceased, the universe
would fall apart at once.” (Escher 155)

This next slide is the continuation and contrast of the woodcut. Birds take flight, moving
upward and gliding into a background perspective. The fish slide with the birds as the eye
shading of the fish acquires a new form. A boundary area of geometric forms resembling
birds in their black, white and gray variant abstractions, replicate until they unify as the edges
of solid geometric shapes of cubic design at a rotated 45 degree angle shift. At this moment
we approach the metamorphic climax. The cubes propagate smaller cubes and larger cubes in
the fractal scaling of a vast variation similar to the sublime reflectaphoric gates of the fugue.
A cascading hallucination produces a Mediterranean town complete with tower and its
shadows (or subconscious reiterations) resembling chess pieces. The ‘gap’ of ‘silence’ is
created by an augmentation of the solid cube which describes a pedal point landscape
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complete with queen, bishop, pawn, and shadow chess pieces. This is the reconciling
moment for a return as the reflectaphoric two- dimensional squares of black and white
appear, at first, pale and shifted at a 45-degree angle. The triumph of the king chess piece
restores the chessboard to its original clarity only to be disturbed around the edges of the tiles
by a hazy boundary which speaks the word (metamorphose) and are engulfed in the
generating gray mist as its rotated forms are fragmented in a process of disintegration. We
have returned to the beginning. The journey of metamorphosis we have experienced in this
art piece has enhanced our knowledge of natural processes. We are closer to the generative
forces of the universe.
We notice throughout the morphing, that juxtaposed variants accumulate in small
increments until we recognize that a dramatic change has taken place; we have gone from
one sort of image (cubes) to a completely different image (lizards). This is a metaprimal
juxtaposition which suggests that not only is one thing somehow another, but that things are
constantly flowing into each other. This is an image of the creative process itself, both in the
mind and in nature. It is the ultimate this*other-ness. Lizards are cubes, bees, birds, fish and
ideas. The kind of metamorphic metaprime that Escher makes is perhaps not a common
strategy in the genre of painting, but is central to music where sonic variants are not just
juxtaposed but sequenced in such a way as to create subtle transitions leading to dramatically
different states. Beethoven is a master of the metamorphosis metaprime eliding us subtly,
and almost magically, from one psychic/emotional state (such as thunder and tumult) to
another, which may seem its opposite, (such as sweetness and calm). The key to the
metamorphosis sequencing seems to be a focus on the “nuance” or nuances defining a form’s
subtle characteristics, then gradually expanding the nuance through variants which contain
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more subtlety in expectation violations, until the new form becomes apparent to our
awarenss. This leaves us with the sense that something incredible has occurred. How did we
get from one form to the other? When did we recognize that we had arrived? We have the
sense of something “more” or magical going on, and the sense that “this” thing we’re
perceiving is always also “other” than this, or in the process of becoming “other” than
“this”.
[G.F. Musical Excerpt – Ab fugue beginning]
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We learn from the Escher that the evolution of a thought has organic consequences and
the great thinkers populate their minds with principles of chaos and order. In these drawings
(sketches) by Matta, there is an overwhelming theme of musical intent. We see the process of
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clarity emanating from a maelstrom of ideas, which very often take on bizarre shapes. This
first sketch was originally called ‘pianoforte’ but I have, for my own purpose, renamed it
‘Beethoven’s Workshop’. The scene is Beethoven’s room where he sits at a pianoforte and
projects from his mind the shapes and sounds of his music. Here are two bizarre orchestral
creations complete with violins, horns and trumpets. There are woodwinds, musical notation
and dancing figures that undulate and vibrate in erotic ecstasy. There is an evolution in the
next three sketches through the image of the violin into a multidimensional musical notation
of dots, dashes and note heads: the sketch elements used by Beethoven in his sketchbooks.

We want to apply this way of thinking about musical notation to our studies of
Beethoven’s sketch procedures. Beethoven left a huge treasure of books filled with his
compositional sketches. If he had been like so many others, eager to create the mystique of
their own genius, he would have destroyed these sketches. They reveal in a jumble of
hieroglyphic-like forms the all too human struggle Beethoven must have endured to bring his
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cosmic vision to the world. His deafness forced him to see (imagine) and draw the music
roaring in his head. We have not, until lately, explored the greatest looking glass into that
inner world: the sketchbooks of Beethoven.
This particular sketch of Op.130, the quartet Beethoven first thought should have the
Grosse Fugue as its last movement, is a clear example of his drawing. In the sketch we can
feel the omnivalence, the “more-ness,” going on inside him and moving him to marshall the
energetic forces of ‘spin’ enhancers swirling in a juxtaposition of order and chaos.

The Ab fugue is a cosmic variation of the original four note figure in full expansion. The
Dance variant motives, dance in an ever-growing system of chaotic spin-enhancers until trills
with fractal scaling combine into a metaprime of cosmic scale. The second violin line
becomes a dominating element in this chaotic mix. Triplets leap in every direction at the
fortissimo dynamic. The second violin is exploding with Promethean fire. The passage
metamorphoses by sliding and rotating the motives to different aspects of the textural mix in
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a growing intensity of stretto power, which places iterations of variants, and fragments of
iterations on top of each other in gliding reflection.
[G.F. Musical Excerpt – Ab fugue beginning]

This detail of Matta’s the Illumination of Light I propose as a rendering of the Event
Horizon and the force lines as they draw closer together for their entrance into the “sing
ring.” The gravity pull is at its maximum strength and morphs the elements for regenerative
power. Reflectaphors replicate, enfold and pile onto each other in structures that cascade into
mini black holes. The streaming strings alternate to extend and elongate in an intense
yearning for union.
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[G.F. Musical excerpt – Ab fugue - cosmic metaprime]
The convergence in contrary motion is at its most intense in this passage. The cello
(gravitational) and viola (nuclear) in a variant of the four-note virus rise as a powerful unison
line (mm.371-404) into the incredibly elongated high energy (electro- magnetic) descending
line of trilling in the first violin (mm.379-404) while the second violin (mm.384-404) gives
violent mini fragments resembling black hole energy vortices (weak force) to provide a
chaotic glue. This is one of the most awesome displays of grand unificational power in the
history of art.
The Ab fugue continues after a ‘gap’ filled with echo reflections (mm. 414-416). The
cosmic Dance is elongated and extended with sfozando and contrary motion (mm. 416-452)
until a powerful iteration is pronounced in the cello, which organizes a sense of omnivalent
cosmic romantic yearning (mm. 477-492). The tension is relieved in an orgasmic climax
(meno mosso e moderato) that gives one the sensation of a sexual orgasm on both the micro
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and macro levels. It is a description of creational joy. The Chorale / meno variant in fractal
scaling provides the material and is intensified with combined sforzando ‘spin enhancers’
and contrary motion swirls. It ends in the gap of swirling space.
[G.F. Musical Excerpt – Ab fugue – Sexual Orgasm]

Y

X
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At the micro scale, we see streaming spermatozoa whirlpooling over the interlacing, hook
like structures in the ovum. On the macro scale we see exploding stars, nebulae, galaxies,
energy streams held together by cosmic strings of gravity converging in a Reichian life force
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intersection—a cosmic superimposition with contrary motion streams attracting into vortices
of precipitating energy/matter creation. Here, as Reich puts it, “It must be decided whether
nature is an ‘empty space with a few widely scattered specks’ or whether it is a space full of
cosmic primordial energy, a continuum that functions dynamically and obeys a generally
valid law of nature.” (Reich 23)

With the climax of the cosmic creation scene, the fugue’s event horizon is over. The
morph changes its character but not before a cosmic terror grips us. (mm. 511-533). This is
an elongated ‘gap’ transition to the Bb closing section. We then experience interlocking
sensations of demented joy, swirling mystery, jazzy playfulness, and sublime transcendence.
All these sections are metaprimal in their reliance on extremely shocking juxtapositions of
emotional metamorphosis. The fundamental Bb of the fugue now has us in its gravitational
grasp and we are pulled fatefully into and through the Bb rumble-tone of the ‘Sing Ring’.
[G.F. Musical Except – Transition to Bb Closing section]
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[G.F. Musical Excerpt - “Jazz” and the Gate]

Robert Fludd, the 16th century English Renaissance thinker, explored creation theories
from many traditions, both sacred and secular. Two of his fascinating drawings of the
Cabbalist idea of creation have particular interest. First of all, they resemble the Black Hole
architecture, complete with partitions. The first drawing is a visualization of the sun rising
from a Cabbalist black hole; reminding us that creation myths abound with this selfsimilarity. The drawing has a striking similarity to the modern black hole renderings I have
used (photon zone, ergosphere and ‘sing ring’).
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This second drawing of the sun’s release is even more detailed in its divisions of the
black hole boundaries that correspond to the Grand Fugue architecture model I have been
using. This rendering closes the time gap between 16th and 21st century thought, which can
be traced back even further to ancient concepts of cosmology. The correlations between
evolutional human thought systems provide an endless fount of ideas for thought alchemy.
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There is another “reminiscence” boundary to experience before entering the final passage
to cosmic triumph and reconciliation in the ‘sing ring’ of the Grosse Fugue. It is the Bb
Overtura iteration with ‘gaps’. The elongated/shortened ‘gaped’ four-note variant is
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juxtaposed to the Chorale/meno variant (mm. 657-662) and then the coda bursts upon us
Allegro con brio (mm. 662-741). First the power variant is presented in an expanded unison
(mm. 662-680) with E.V. ‘spin’ enhancers of the persistent sforzando variety. It then morphs
into the dance variant (mm. 681-684). All of these juxtapositions have positive, reconciling,
spin-producing natural transitions. The Chorale variant returns in an augmentation (mm.
685-701) and is a sublime reflectaphoric gate. The closing section is again a metaprime on
the order of the cosmic Ab fugue using the same material. Terror has morphed into
something like joy. We have reached the revelatory, transcendent moment of the Grosse
Fugue. We fly out of the ‘sing ring’ and into the next universe, the greatest quartet of the
late cycle, Op. 131.
[G.F. Musical Excerpt - Coda – ‘Sing Ring’ the wormhole of the Black Hole]

“The artist gives us a superior organization of experience. But that
experience includes perceptions which, although there is no place for them
in the scientific scheme, need nonetheless be perceptions of factors in
reality. Therefore a work of art may communicate knowledge. It may indeed
be a ‘revelation’.” (Sullivan 15)
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The spaces fuse and fall back under the regard of petrified time,
the presences are flames, the flames are tigers, the tigers
have become waves, cascades of transfiguration,
cascades of repetitions, snares of time.
You have to beat the tambourine with rhythms to
deceive time and awaken the soul. (Paz 15)

Now is the time for an appreciation of Matta’s entire visualization of the caldron of
creation. Just stare….think of the Grosse Fugue.

Now find repose in this cosmic sight given to us by the Hubble telescope circling the
earth. Look into the immense distances within the fractal spaces beyond the stars: beyond our
comprehension except, perhaps, in the musical mind of Beethoven where the master heard
the Bb fundamental of fundamentals in the center of our galactic black hole.
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Introduction
The phenomenon of sexual abuse in Ireland, after decades of denial,
represents a stark social reality, with which Ireland is slowly coming to
terms. It is absolutely imperative that this phenomenon is analysed from a
sociological perspective, as well as dealing with criminal and therapeutic
dimensions. This paper is a timely response to that one essential aspect of
that sociological need, focusing on the critical role of the mass media and
the contribution of the media to shaping public opinion and serving as
information providers on this core issue. By way of response to this issue,
the paper provides an initial analysis of newspaper coverage from the
newspaper of record, The Irish Times, as a preliminary exercise to the
examination of the attitudes of media professionals with respect to the
issue of sexual abuse in Ireland.
Recent research has revealed the extent of sexual abuse in Ireland to be a
significant, contemporary problem. The Sexual Abuse and Violence in
Ireland report (SAVI), commissioned by the Dublin Rape Crisis Centre and
carried out by the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (RCSI) in 2002, has
shown that more than 42 % of women and 28% of men reported some form
of sexual abuse or assault in their lifetime (McGee et al., 2002).
Further research by the RCSI indicates that the public is significantly
misinformed about the prevalence, nature and source of sexual abuse. The
public underestimate the level and extent of abuse generally;
underestimate the conviction rate of abusers; overestimate the rate of
incest; overestimate the extent of abuse carried out by specific categories
of individuals (e.g. fathers, strangers, and clergy); overestimate the level of
reporting to the Gardaí; and hold a stereotypical perspective of abusers as a
certain type. At the same time the public has a good understanding of some
issues related to the rape of women but are conflicted about the
motivations for rape. This project takes such public misconceptions as its
starting point and asks 'why are these so?'
The mass media play a significant role in setting public agendas on a wide
variety of issues, such as attitudes to criminal sexual deviance. The
literature dealing with the influences of media content on consumers shows
that content can influence public perceptions on various issues, as well as
helping to form or sustain attitudes. Media coverage can also alter public
perceptions of the central participants in the process, depending on the
type of coverage (Brewer & McCombs, 1996).
While there are external forces at work in terms of what enters the news, it
is abundantly evident that there is much left to the choices of the individual
editor or journalist, as well as many influences that act from within media
organizations, a process known as gatekeeping. It is important to understand
what 'gates' apply in relation to the coverage of sexual abuse, in terms of
examining what is covered, to what extent, and what is omitted from
coverage (Shoemaker, 1991).

This paper is part of a much larger project which focuses on the Irish
coverage on sexual abuse in Ireland, and locates itself as a service to media
professionals, health professionals and academics, as well as providing a
basis for developing public policy. No research has as yet been published
which undertakes an examination of the media coverage in Ireland, in the
light of media professionals' perspectives and the current state of
knowledge in the public domain. In that respect the overall project breaks
new ground.
It is important to note that one of the recommendations of the Sexual Abuse
and Violence in Ireland Report (SAVI) was that a 'national public awareness
campaign' be put in place as part of a programme for educating the Irish
public on the issues involved. The authors of the SAVI Report are quite
specific: "The role of the media is crucial in developing an accurate and
comprehensive understanding of sexual violence among the general public.
Strategies to support the media in its representation of sexual violence
should be considered as part of the public awareness campaign" (McGee et
al., 2002, p. 290). The overall project is a partial response to that
recommendation, focusing as it does on the state of public knowledge of,
and media content on, sexual abuse with a view to relating these to the
existing state of knowledge on the topic in Ireland.
This is a timely and necessary development if the issues associated with
sexual abuse are to be tackled at a national level. By coming to a clear
understanding of the state of Irish research on the topic, while at the same
time appreciating the dimensions of media coverage to date as well as the
attitudes of media professionals, a way forward for public education can
emerge which highlights the role of the academy and the media working in
tandem.

Literature review
Scholars have different views about the coverage of sexual abuse in the
mass media. Hawkins et al. (1994) deal with how prevention of abuse
requires publics to be educated. The need to focus on research and
intervention strategies is seen as particularly important (Brawley, 1995).
Franklin & Howartt (1996) as well as Goddard & Saunders (2000) see media
coverage as sometimes abusive in itself, and doing a disservice to victims.
The widespread condemnation of 'name and shame' campaigns in the UK as
well as the mixed public reaction to the 'outing' of paedophiles after release
from prison has given rise to concern about the nature of some elements of
media coverage, as well as mixed reactions by members of the public.
Kitzinger (1996) and McDevitt (1998) have written on the nature of sexual
abuse as constructed in media reports in Ireland and elsewhere. Wilczynski
& Sinclair (1999), and Jenkins (1998), raise questions about moral panics in
respect of sexual abuse reportage. As Alder and Polk (2001) contend: 'the
gradual evolution of an internationalised media, capable of the
instantaneous transfer of 'infotainment' around the globe . . . (has created)
a special appetite for the bizarre and unusual.' The use of sexual abuse

reportage in this context is not conducive to public education (Franklin &
Howartt 1996; Tomison, 1997). This project adds considerably to the
literature by focusing on media construction in the Irish context.
Mass media play a role in the formation of public opinion, are selective in
the messages transmitted, and are directive in trying to shape and mould
opinion (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996). While there are clearly external forces
at work in terms of what enters the news, it is abundantly evident that
there is much left to the choices of the individual editor or journalist, as
well as many influences that act from within media organizations (White,
1950; Breed, 1960, Bass, 1969; Altheide, 1976; Weaver, 1979; Gross, 1981;
Peterson, 1981; Dimmick & Coit, 1982; Todd, 1983; Luttberg, 1983;
Stempel, 1985; Schudson, 1989; Salwen & Garrison, 1989; Schrott, 1990; Pan
& McLeod, 1991;Shoemaker, 1991; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996).
Kahneman and Tversky (1984) conducted a number of experiments that
indicate clearly the power of frames. Sniderman, Brody, and Tetlock (1991)
report on the effect of framing in priming values differentially, establishing
the salience of the one or the other. Edelman (1993) indicates the
significance of omission in frames. Entmann (1993) cites the Cold War as an
example of how frames follow Gamson's (1992) understanding of diagnosis,
evaluation and description, by the fourfold process of defining problems,
diagnosing causes, making moral judgments, and suggesting remedies. Norris
(1995) shows how news frames bundle key concepts, stock phrases and
stereotyped images to reinforce certain common ways of interpreting
developments. This paper continues the theoretical analysis of framing in
relation to the specific issue of sexual abuse which has not been previously
researched.

Methods
The data for this content analysis were drawn from the Irish Times library
on the Nexis-Lexis database. For each of ten years, 1993-2002, a sample of
five weeks was drawn to yield 50 weeks in all (see Appendix 1). For each of
these fifty weeks, all stories meeting the search criteria1 were recovered
from the Nexis-Lexis database. This yielded a total of 1127 stories. On
subsequent examination, only those stories dealing with the issue of abuse
per se in Ireland were deemed acceptable for analysis. This resulted in a
total data set of 495 stories on which this paper is based.
Following selection stories were coded by date, year, length in words, and
page number. Each story was then assessed to ascertain the outcomes to
certain variables as seen in Table 1.
Table 1 Coding variables and assigned categories/values

VARIABLE
Category of crime
1

POSSIBLE VALUES
Child sexual abuse; Adult sexual abuse

(sex* w/2 (abuse or assault or attack or offence or harassment or molestation)) or rape or
bestiality or buggery or incest or (gross w/1 indecency) or paedophil* or (child* w/3
molest*)

Specifics of crime

Rape, sexual assault/abuse, gross indecency,
buggery, incest, sodomy, murder, sexual harassment
Gender of victim
Male, female
Age of victim at crime
#
Age of victim at trial
#
Profession of victim
Open-ended
Relationship of victim to
Stranger, parent, sibling, uncle/aunt, other relative,
perpetrator
authority figure, boyfriend/girlfriend, partner
spouse, recent acquaintance2, colleague, other/not
specified
Victim’s marital status
Single, married, divorced/separated, other
Gender of perpetrator
Male, female
Age of perpetrator at crime #
Age of perpetrator at trial
#
Profession of perpetrator
Open-ended
Perpetrator’s marital status Single, married, divorced/separated, other
No. of allegations in court
#
Type of story
Court report, news, letter to the editor, op-ed.

Results
Univariate
Table 2 shows the frequency of occurrence for each of the years in the
sample. The years are not evenly distributed with the highest number of
stories occurring in 1994 and the lowest in 2001.
Table 2 Frequency of Story by Year

Valid

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
Total

Frequency

Percent

40
84
56
41
39
66
58
47
26
37
494

8.1
17.0
11.3
8.3
7.9
13.4
11.7
9.5
5.3
7.5
100.0

Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
8.1
8.1
17.0
25.1
11.3
36.4
8.3
44.7
7.9
52.6
13.4
66.0
11.7
77.7
9.5
87.2
5.3
92.5
7.5
100.0
100.0

Table 3 shows the frequency of story by type of crime. Of the 494 stories in
the sample, only some 12 are unspecified as to the type of victim, either
because the text did not make the victim type explicit or else related to
both children and adults simultaneously. It is interesting, nonetheless to
note the ratio of child sexual abuse to adult sexual abuse stories, of 2:1.
Table 3 Frequency of story by type
Frequen

2

Percent

Valid Cumulativ

It was not originally intended to include this category but its occurrence in so many
reports made it imperative.

Valid

Child
Adult
Unspecified
Total

cy
321
161
12
494

65.0
32.6
2.4
100.0

Percent e Percent
65.0
65.0
32.6
97.6
2.4
100.0
100.0

The frequency of crime type is seen in Table 4, with sexual assault
(generalised abuse) as the most commonly reported in newspaper stories
with rape second. There are 15 references to murder as the outcome or
principal component of sexual crime.
Table 4 Frequency of story by specific crime type

Valid

Frequency

Percent

149
294
1

30.2
59.5
.2

10
14
15
7

2.0
2.8
3.0
1.4

4
494

.8
100.0

Rape
Sexual assault
Gross
Indecency
Buggery
Incest
Murder
Sexual
Harassment
Unspecified

Total

Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
30.4
30.4
60.0
90.4
.2
90.6
2.0
2.9
3.1
1.4

92.7
95.5
98.6
100.0

Tables 5 and 6 indicate the gender of both victims and perpetrators with the
story texts. Of the victims whose gender is identified, females outnumber
males by a ratio in excess of 2:1. In relation to perpetrators, however,
female perpetrators comprise only 1.4% of all perpetrators.
Table 5 Frequency of story by gender of victim

Valid

Male
Female
Unspecified
Total

Frequency

Percent

112
240
142
494

22.7
48.6
28.7
100.0

Valid
Percent
22.7
48.6
28.7
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
22.7
71.3
100.0

Table 6 Frequency of story by gender of perpetrator

Valid

Male
Female
Unspecified
Total

Frequency

Percent

377
7
110
494

76.3
1.4
22.3
100.0

Valid
Percent
76.3
1.4
22.3
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
76.3
77.7
100.0

Tables 7 and 8 give frequencies for the marital status of victims and
perpetrators. Marital status is stated outright (or can be inferred directly
from the text) for 7.0% of victims and for 22.9% of perpetrators.
Table 7 Frequency of story by marital status of victim

Valid

Single
Married

Frequency

Percent

13
9

2.6
1.8

Valid Cumulativ
Percent e Percent
2.6
2.6
1.8
4.4

Other/
Unspecified
Total

472

95.5

494

100.0

95.5

100.0

Table 8 Frequency of story by marital status of perpetrator

Valid

Single
Married
Other/
Unspecified

Total

Frequency

Percent

80
33
381

16.2
6.7
77.1

494

100.0

Valid Cumulativ
Percent e Percent
16.2
16.2
6.7
22.9
77.1
100.0

The relationship, if any, between the perpetrator and the victim is given in
Table 9. The relationship is manifest in about 45% of all stories. Within
these 223 stories, spouses/partners, parents, siblings and other relative
account for 63 cases, about 28% of specified perpetrators; authority figures
(clergy, medical personnel, policemen, etc.,) account for 52% of specified
perpetrators.
Table 9 Frequency of specified relationship between victim and perpetrator

Valid

Other/Unspecified
Authority figure
Parent
Stranger
New acquaintance
Uncle/Aunt
Other relative
Partner/Spouse
Sibling
Boyfriend/girlfriend
Colleague
Total

Frequency

Percent

271
117
37
22
18
9
9
5
3
2
1
494

54.9
23.7
7.5
4.5
3.6
1.8
1.8
1.0
.6
.4
.2
100.0

Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
54.9
54.9
23.7
78.5
7.5
86.0
4.5
90.5
3.6
94.1
1.8
96.0
1.8
97.8
1.0
98.8
.6
99.4
.4
99.8
.2
100.0
100.0

In the coding of these stories, references to the profession of the victims
and perpetrators was recorded where it occurred. In 494 stories, only one
victim was identified in terms of a profession – a prison office – and that was
in relation to sexual harassment. The profession of perpetrators is given in
Table 10. In about one third of cases a profession is identified. The greatest
concentration of these occurs in relation to clergy or religious perpetrators,
with 94 of the 161 (58%) identified cases specifying those professions.
Teachers are the next largest group (N=10, 6.2%) followed by sports coaches
(N=9, 5.6%), soldiers (N=8, 5%), with guards/policemen comprising 4.3%,
N=7.
Table 10 Frequency of specified profession of perpetrators by story

Valid
Cleric
Religious
Teacher
Coach

Frequency

Percent

331
80
14
10
9

67.0
16.2
2.8
2.0
1.8

Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
67.0
67.0
16.2
83.2
2.8
86.0
2.0
88.1
1.8
89.9

Soldier
Campaigner
Garda
Farmer
Mariner
Radio Owner
Shopkeeper
Doctor
Manager
Apprentice
Barman
Bus Driver
Businessman
Tiler
Car Valet
Caretaker
Chiropractor
Cleaner
Taxi Driver
Prison Officer
Cook
Policeman
Nurse
Scout Master
Window
Cleaner
Total

8
6
6
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.6
1.2
1.2
.8
.6
.4
.4
.4
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

1.6
1.2
1.2
.8
.6
.4
.4
.4
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

494

100.0

100.0

91.5
92.7
93.9
94.7
95.3
95.7
96.2
96.6
96.8
97.0
97.2
97.4
97.6
97.8
98.0
98.2
98.4
98.6
98.8
99.0
99.2
99.4
99.6
99.8
100.0

Turning to the age variables, we see some different patterns emerging. Four
age variables were coded: the age of the victim at time of the crime and at
time of trial, and similarly for the perpetrator. Means and standard
deviations are given below in Table 11. The youngest victim was 3, the
oldest 91; the youngest perpetrator at time of trial was 14, the oldest 76.
The distribution of ages in all four categories is given in Figure 1.
Table 11 Counts, maxima, minima, means and standard deviation for age variables
N Minimum Maximum
Victim age
then
Victim age
now
Perpetrator's
age then
Perpetrator's
age now
Valid N
(listwise)

Mean

148

3

91

Std.
Deviation
17.97
17.912

59

8

82

27.54

17.206

74

13

70

31.42

12.840

174

14

76

40.82

14.826

32

The data for age distributions are more easily examined in graphical form.
In Figure 1 it is clear that perpetrator ages are uniformly distributed at both
time of offence and time of trial. Victim ages, however, show a distinct
pattern. At the time of offence, victim ages are grouped in the under-15
segment, hardly surprising in that two thirds of stories are about child
sexual abuse. The distribution of ages of victims at time of trial shows
something different. The peaks are at the 17-21 mark, indicating that cases

come to trial when victims come to an age of majority, at least in some
cases.
Figure 1 Bar graphs of age distributions
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Finally, the length of story was also coded. This is a measure reported
directly from Nexis-Lexis. Descriptive statistics are given in Table 12. The
data can be seen graphically in Figure 2, a histogram of story length.
Table 12 Count, maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviation for story length in
words
N Minimum Maximum
Words
Valid N
(listwise)

494
494

30

1701

Mean

Std.
Deviation
361.19 289.162

66
62

75
69

Figure 2 Histogram of story length in words
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Bivariate
Looking at some of variables in pairs, significant differences emerge. Table
13 breaks down the year data in terms of two kinds of crime, child sexual
abuse and adult sexual abuse. Apart from 1993, the number of reports about
child sexual abuse outstripped those of adult sexual abuse.
Table 13 Crosstabulation of year by crime type
Year
Total
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
Child
17
69
47
24
27
33
41
23
12
28 321

Category of
crime

Adult
Unspecifie
d
Total

23

15

9

17

11
1

32
1

16
1

20
4

10
4

8 161
1
12

40

84

56

41

39

66

58

47

26

37 494

Looking at sub-categories in the two types of crime, we see other
differences emerge in Table 14. In the adult category, the most common sex
crime type against adults is rape (n=88, 55%) compared to sexual assault as
the most common sex crime type against children (n=240, 75%).
Table 14 Crosstabulation of category of crime by crime type

Category
of crime

Child
Adult

Total

Specific crime
Rape
Sexual
Gross
assault Indecency
53
240
1
88
141

51
291

1

Total
Buggery

Incest

Murder

6

13

5

3
9

1
14

10
15

Sexual
Harassment

Turning to the issue of victim gender, we can see strong differences
between the crime types in Table 15. Of those child victims whose sex is
identified, 29% are male and 35.8% female, compared to 11.8% for adult
males and 77% for adult females. In terms of reporting then, it would appear

318
7
7

160
478

that boys and girls have about equal levels of sex crime against then
whereas sex crimes against adults are six times more likely to be against a
woman than a man.
Table 15 Crosstabulation of category of crime by victim gender
Victim
gender
Male
Category
of crime

Child
Adult

Total

93
29.0%
19
11.8%
112
23.2%

Total
Female Unspecified
115
35.8%
124
77.0%
239
49.6%

113
321
35.2% 100.0%
18
161
11.2% 100.0%
131
482
27.2% 100.0%

The figures given in Table 16 need to be interpreted with caution. Based on
the construction arising from the newspaper reports, we know that the
marital status of the perpetrator is likely to be mentioned (or inferred)
more often in child sexual abuse cases than it is in adult sexual abuse. The
specific figures are given in Table 16 but it should be borne in mind that the
high number of references to clergy and religious act as a inflationary
measure in relation to these figures. Here we see that, in those stories
where the marital status of the perpetrator is mentioned or inferred, single
people are three times as likely to be mentioned as married people,
whereas in relation to adult sexual crime it is closer to 50:50.
Table 16 Crosstabulation of category of crime by perpetrator's marital status
Perpetrator's marital
status
Single
Category
Child
71
of crime
77.2%
Adult
9
42.9%
Total
80
70.8%

Total
Married
21

Other

22.8%
11
52.4%
32
28.3%

92
1
4.8%
1
.9%

100.0%
21
100.0%
113
100.0%

If we examine the relationship, such as it is, between victim and
perpetrator in terms of crime type, we see the data in Table 17. Based on
this figures, the perpetrators of sex crimes against adults are twice as likely
to be strangers as the perpetrators of sex crimes against children. Family
members (parents, spouses/partners, siblings, uncles/aunts, other relatives)
are responsible for 16.5% of child sexual abuse and 6.2% of adult sexual
abuse. The largest identified category in relation to child sexual abuse is
that of the authority figure (33%), whereas the largest category in relation
to adult sexual abuse is that of recent acquaintance.
Table 17 Crosstabulation of victim's relationship to perpetrator by category of crime
Category of
crime
Child
Victim's
relationship to

Total
Adult

Perpetrator

Stranger

10
3.1%

Parent

12
7.5%

36
11.2%

Sibling

22
4.6%

1
.6%

37
7.7%

3

3

.9%
Uncle/Aunt

.6%
8

2.5%
Other relative

1
.6%

6
1.9%

Authority figure

3
1.9%

106
33.0%

9
1.9%
9
1.9%

11
6.8%

Boyfriend/girlfriend

117
24.3%

2
1.2%

Partner/Spouse

2
.4%

5
3.1%

Other

5
1.0%

150

109
259
67.7%
53.7%
New acquaintance
2
16
18
.6%
9.9%
3.7%
Colleague
1
1
.6%
.2%
Total
321
161
482
100.0%
100.0% 100.0%
46.7%

Looking at the same crime category in relation to the identified professions
of abusers, a similar picture emerges. The data are shown in Table 18.
Again, these data need to be treated with some caution. Of those whose
profession is specified, the largest categories in relation to children are
clergy (24.3%), religious (3.8%), teachers and coaches (each at 2.8%)
whereas for adults the largest categories are soldiers (3.1%) and guards
(1.9%). It should be noted that these figures are generated from very
different bases, with a profession being identified in 42.7% of child sexual
abuse reports but only 15.5% of adult sexual abuse.
Turning to those cases where the profession of the perpetrator is identified,
clergy and religious predominate in the child sexual abuse category,
constituting
Table 18 Crosstabulation of perpetrator's profession by category of crime
Category of crime
Child
Perpetrator's
Profession

Unspecified
Apprentice
Barman
Bus Driver
Businessman
Campaigner
Car Valet
Caretaker

Total
Adult

184
136
57.3% 84.5%
1
.6%
1
.6%
1
.3%
1
.3%
6
1.9%
1
.6%
1

320
66.4%
1
.2%
1
.2%
1
.2%
1
.2%
6
1.2%
1
.2%
1

.3%
Chiropractor
Cleaner
Cleric
Coach
Cook
Doctor
Farmer
Garda
Manager
Mariner

1
.6%
1
.3%
78
24.3%
9
2.8%
1
.3%
1
.3%
2
.6%
3
.9%
1
.3%
3
.9%

Nurse
Policeman

Religious
Scout Master

1
.3%
1
.6%
1
.3%
12
3.7%
1
.3%

Shopkeeper
Soldier
Taxi Driver
Teacher
Tiler
Window Cleaner
Total

1
.6%
2
1.2%
3
1.9%

1
.6%

Prison Officer
Radio Owner

2
1.2%

3
.9%
1
.3%
9
2.8%
1
.3%

2
1.2%
2
1.2%
5
3.1%
1
.6%

1
.6%
321
161
100.0% 100.0%

.2%
1
.2%
1
.2%
80
16.6%
9
1.9%
1
.2%
2
.4%
4
.8%
6
1.2%
1
.2%
3
.6%
1
.2%
1
.2%
1
.2%
1
.2%
14
2.9%
1
.2%
2
.4%
8
1.7%
1
.2%
10
2.1%
1
.2%
1
.2%
482
100.0%

Finally, looking at the issue of crime type and word length, we see that
there are differences in story length according to crime type. The data are
given in Table 19. Stories about child sexual abuse tend to be about 30%
longer than stories about adult sexual abuse. This difference is statistically
significant (t=4.14, p <.001).
Table 19 Mean, medium and standard deviation for story length by crime type

Words

Mean
Median

Category of crime
Child
Adult
398.69
292.11
314.00
257.00

Std. Deviation

307.761

242.769

Discussion
The background for any analysis of these figures is the empirical data
provided by the Sexual Abuse and Violence in Ireland study (SAVI) which was
carried out by the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland at the request of the
Dublin Rape Crisis Centre. The executive summary of the SAVI report is
given as Appendix 2.
The data in the tables and analysis above are empirical evidence of the
content that is typical in the Irish Times when it comes to issues of sexual
crime. As can be seen from the above, child sexual abuse appears to be
double that of adult sexual abuse. There are twice as many stories about
child sexual abuse and they tend to be significantly longer than those about
adult sexual abuse. Female victims predominate in both categories but
male victims constitute at least 30% of child sexual abuse whereas they
make up only about 12% of adult sexual abuse. Rape or buggery of children
accounts for some 20% of all child sexual abuse reports but constitutes more
than 50% of all adult sexual abuse.
Examining those cases where the profession of the perpetrator is identified,
the stories about child sexual abuse indicate that of 127 cases, clergy or
religious are connected with 90, about 71%. In relation to adult sexual abuse
stories, the profession of the perpetrator is identified in only 25 of 161
stories. The largest identifiable group within these 25 are soldiers who
constitutes almost 20% of all reports.
The examination of the naming of perpetrators is worthy of further
examination, predominating as it does in the case of child rather than adult
sexual abuse. This predominance is statistically significant (t=416.4, p,.001)
indicating that it is not a random or chance occurrence. Stories in which the
perpetrator is named are also likely to be longer; ‘named’ stories have a
mean of 331 words compared to 426 for ‘unnamed’ stories. This is also
statistically significant (t=3.4, p<.001), again indicating that it is not a
purely random occurrence.
It is important to note that the stories in the database can often refer to the
same event several times if it reported on different days over time. But it is
also reasonable to suggest that the random nature of the sample is
sufficient to ensure that what is here is pretty much representative of the
Irish Time’ coverage of sexual crimes over the last ten years. There is,
nonetheless, a significant discrepancy between what is represented here
and what is represented by the findings of the SAVI report.
According to the SAVI report (see Appendix 2 for more complete details) the
ratio of boys to girls experiencing child sexual abuse is about 5:4 with more
girls experiencing such abuse than boys. SAVI goes on to report that one
sixth of all contact sexual of boys and one quarter of all contact abuse of

girls is penetrative, either orally, anally or vaginally. These are in broad
agreement with the empirical reports in the Irish Times.
From the SAVI report we also learn that ‘A quarter (24 per cent) of
perpetrators against girls were family members, half (52 per cent) were
non-family but known to the abused girl and a quarter (24 per cent) were
strangers.’ This is not balanced out by the news media reports. In the ten
years under examination, only in 43 of 62 cases where the perpetator
relationship was identified, was a family member responsible, some 69% of
cases. In relation to boys, SAVI states ‘Fewer family members were involved
in child sexual abuse of boys. One in seven perpetrators (14 per cent) was a
family member with two-thirds (66 per cent) non-family but known to the
abused boy. One in five (20 per cent) were strangers.’ In the news media
reports, only in 8 of 73 cases where the perpetator relationship was
identified, was a family member responsible, some 11%.
Finally, there appears to be a discrepancy between the newspaper reports
of various groups/professions involved in abuse and the SAVI findings. SAVI
states:
‘A relatively small percentage of perpetrators fitted the
current stereotype of abusers of children: strangers were
in the minority - over 80% of children were abused by
those known to them. Fathers constituted 2.5% of all
abusers
with
clerical/religious
ministers
or
clerical/religious teachers constituting 3.2% of abusers.
The most common other relative or authority figure
categories were uncles (6.2%), cousins (4.4%),
babystitters
(4.4%),
brothers
(3.7%)
and
nonreligious/clerical teachers (1.2%). This profile made clear
that apart from the broad conclusion that perpetrators of
childhood sexual abuse are most likely to be known to the
child and to be male, there is little other clue to identify
likely abusers. Reflecting on what therapists see in
counselling for abuse, while experiences such as sexual
abuse by fathers are relatively rare, the chances of
seeking therapy are dramatically increased if the abuse
experienced is perpetrated by a close family member
such as a father.
In the newspaper context, fathers or mothers constituted 35 cases of 135, or
26% of all child sexual abuse cases where the relationship was identified.
Where SAVI identifies clergy/religious as being responsible for 3.2% of all
child sexual abuse, the news paper reports indicate clergy /religious as
responsible for 75% of the sexual abuse of boys and 35% of the sexual abuse
of girls. Where SAVI indicates teachers responsible for 1.2%, the newspaper
reports indicate 5.7%.
What is evident is that there are significant discrepancies between the
empirical evidence provided by the SAVI report as to the nature and extent

of sexual abuse in Ireland, and the representation of hat abuse in the Irish
print media. While there may be a variety of influences at work, it is
important to ascertain the fundamental reasons for these discrepancies.
Further research is warranted.
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Appendix 1
The table below shows the results of sampling 5 weeks from each of the ten years in the study.
The random sample function from Microsoft Excel was used, with a total of 8 weeks sampled
From each year. The additional weeks were sampled in case of duplication in the first five weeks.
Each date represents a Monday and the subsequent data were drawn from Nexis-Lexis based on
the week following the Monday through to Saturday.
Year
1st week
2nd week
3rd week
4th week
5th week
1st Substitute
2nd Substitute
3rd Substitute

1993
04 October 1993
24 May 1993
29 November 1993
14 June 1993
18 January 1993
05 April 1993
01 March 1993
06 December 1993

1994
30 May 1994
19 September 1994
14 March 1994
28 November 1994
17 January 1994
12 December 1994
19 December 1994
17 October 1994

1995
04 December 1995
10 April 1995
08 May 1995
23 October 1995
02 October 1995
18 December 1995
07 August 1995
03 April 1995

1996
05 February 1996
11 March 1996
23 December 1996
27 May 1996
22 January 1996
11 March 1996
24 June 1996
02 September 1996

1997
27 October 1997
26 May 1997
24 February 1997
11 August 1997
29 December 1997
29 December 1997
04 August 1997
12 May 1997

Year
1st week
2nd week
3rd week
4th week
5th week
1st Substitute
2nd Substitute
3rd Substitute

1998
23 February 1998
02 November 1998
05 October 1998
24 August 1998
16 November 1998
02 February 1998
24 August 1998
28 September 1998

1999
15 March 1999
22 November 1999
14 June 1999
02 August 1999
23 August 1999
08 March 1999
25 January 1999
01 February 1999

2000
15 May 2000
20 November 2000
06 November 2000
06 March 2000
19 June 2000
31 January 2000
20 November 2000
28 February 2000

2001
02 July 2001
10 September 2001
12 March 2001
15 October 2001
17 December 2001
09 April 2001
15 January 2001
22 October 2001

2002
05 August 2002
19 August 2002
11 November 2002
25 February 2002
25 November 2002
15 July 2002
25 March 2002
05 August 2002

Appendix 2

The SAVI Report
Sexual Abuse and Violence in Ireland
OVERVIEW
Sexual violence is a serious problem affecting individuals, families and
societies. In Ireland there has been a substantial increase in the numbers of
sexual offences reported over the past 20 years. While the number of
recorded crimes increase, there is still concern that there is considerable
under-reporting of sexual violence in Irish society. The SAVI Report aims to
provide the first comprehensive investigation of lifetime experiences of
sexual violence and the uptake of related services in Ireland. …
The SAVI Report was commissioned by the Dublin Rape Crisis Centre and
undertaken by the Health Services Research Centre at the Department of
Psychology, Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. Additional support to the
study was provided by two Government Departments – the Department of
Health & Children and the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform.

Executive Summary
B ACKGROUND
The prevalence of sexual violence in Ireland is unknown. Incomplete evidence from
crime statistics, previous research reports and service uptake figures is insufficient
to understand the nature and extent of the problem and to plan and evaluate
services and preventive interventions.
The main aim of the SAVI study was to estimate the prevalence of various forms
of sexual violence among Irish women and men across the lifespan from childhood
through adulthood.
Additional aims of the study were to describe who had been abused, the
perpetrators of abuse, the context in which abuse occurred and some psychological
consequences of abuse; to describe the pattern of disclosure of such abuse to
others, including professionals; to document public beliefs about and perceived
prevalence of sexual violence; to assess public willingness to disclose abuse to
others in the event of a future experience; to document particular challenges
experienced in addressing sexual violence by marginalised groups; and to make
recommendations for future developments in the areas of public awareness,
prevention, service delivery and policy development.

M ETHOD
A survey assessing the prevalence of sexual violence was conducted by anonymous
telephone interviews with randomly selected participants from the general
population in Ireland. They were interviewed at home telephone numbers in the
period March to June 2001.
Many ethical and safety considerations were built into the study design to
ensure that a high quality and sensitive approach was used. Interviewers were
highly qualified and underwent additional training and regular supervision in the

conduct of the interviews. A wide range of safety mechanisms were put in place to
reassure participants about study authenticity and to provide them with access to
professional services if required.

R ESULTS
Study Population
Over 3,000 randomly selected Irish adults took part in the study (n = 3,120). This
represented a 71 per cent participation rate of those invited. For a telephone
survey, and on such a sensitive topic, this very high participation rate means that
the findings can be taken as broadly representative of the general population in
Ireland. The information available can therefore provide important and previously
unavailable information on the extent and nature of sexual violence in Irish
society.
Prevalence of Sexual Violence

Child Sexual Abuse (defined as sexual abuse of children and
adolescents under age 17 years)
•

Girls: One in five women (20.4 per cent) reported experiencing contact sexual
abuse in childhood with a further one in ten (10.0 per cent) reporting noncontact sexual abuse. In over a quarter of cases of contact abuse (i.e. 5.6 per
cent of all girls), the abuse involved penetrative sex — either vaginal, anal or
oral sex.

•

Boys: One in six men (16.2 per cent) reported experiencing contact sexual
abuse in childhood with a further one in fourteen (7.4 per cent) reporting noncontact sexual abuse. In one of every six cases of contact abuse (i.e. 2.7 per
cent of all boys), the abuse involved penetrative sex — either anal or oral sex.

Adult Sexual Assault (defined as sexual violence against
women or men aged 17 years and above)
•

Women: One in five women (20.4 per cent) reported experiencing contact
sexual assault as adults with a further one in twenty (5.1 per cent) reporting
unwanted non-contact sexual experiences. Over a quarter of cases of contact
abuse in adulthood (i.e. 6.1 per cent of all women) involved penetrative sex.

•

Men: One in ten men (9.7 per cent) reported experiencing contact sexual
assault as adults with a further 2.7 per cent reporting unwanted non-contact
sexual experiences. One in ten cases of contact abuse in adulthood (i.e. 0.9 per
cent of all men) involved penetrative sex.

Lifetime Experience of Sexual Abuse and Assault
•

Women: More than four in ten (42 per cent) of women reported some form of
sexual abuse or assault in their lifetime. The most serious form of abuse,
penetrative abuse, was experienced by 10 per cent of women. Attempted
penetration or contact abuse was experienced by 21 per cent, with a further 10
per cent experiencing non-contact abuse.

•

Men: Over a quarter of men (28 per cent) reported some form of sexual abuse
or assault in their lifetime. Penetrative abuse was experienced by 3 per cent of

men. Attempted penetration or contact abuse was experienced by 18 per cent,
with a further 7 per cent experiencing non-contact abuse.

Characteristics of Sexual Abuse and Violence in Childhood and
Adulthood
•

Overall, almost one-third of women and a quarter of men reported some level
of sexual abuse in childhood. Attempted or actual penetrative sex was
experienced by 7.6 per cent of girls and 4.2 per cent of boys. Equivalent rape or
attempted rape figures in adulthood were 7.4 per cent for women and 1.5 per
cent for men. Hence, girls and women were more likely to be subjected to
serious sexual crimes than boys and men. Levels of serious sexual crimes
committed against women remained similar from childhood through adulthood.
Risks for men were lower as children than they were for women and decreased
three-fold from childhood to adult life.

•

Of those disclosing abuse, over one-quarter (27.7 per cent) of women and onefifth (19.5 per cent) of men were abused by different perpetrators as both
children and adults (i.e. “revictimised”). For women, experiencing penetrative
sexual abuse in childhood was associated with a sixteen-fold increase in risk of
adult penetrative sexual abuse, and with a five-fold increase in risk of adult
contact sexual violence. For men, experiencing penetrative sexual abuse in
childhood was associated with a sixteen-fold increase in the risk of adult
penetrative sexual violence, and an approximately twelve-fold increase in the
risk of adult contact sexual violence. It is not possible to say that childhood
abuse “causes” adult revictimisation. Childhood sexual abuse is, however, an
important marker of increased risk of adult sexual violence.

•

Most sexual abuse in childhood and adolescence occurred in the pre-pubescent
period, with two-thirds (67 per cent) of abused girls and 62 per cent of abused
boys having experienced abuse by twelve years of age.

•

In four of ten cases (40 per cent), the experience of child sexual abuse was an
ongoing, rather than a single, abuse event. For many of those who experienced
ongoing abuse (58 per cent of girls and 42 per cent of boys), the duration of
abuse was longer than one year.

•

A third (36 per cent) of those who had experienced sexual abuse as a child now
believe that their abuser was also abusing other children at the time.

Characteristics of Perpetrators and Context of Sexual Violence
•

Most perpetrators of child sexual abuse (89 per cent) were men acting alone.
Seven per cent of children were abused by one female perpetrator. In 4 per
cent of cases more than one abuser was involved in the same incident(s).

Perpetrators of Child Sexual Abuse
•

Girls: A quarter (24 per cent) of perpetrators against girls were family
members, half (52 per cent) were non-family but known to the abused girl and
a quarter (24 per cent) were strangers.

•

Boys: Fewer family members were involved in child sexual abuse of boys. One
in seven perpetrators (14 per cent) was a family member with two-thirds (66
per cent) non-family but known to the abused boy. One in five (20 per cent)
were strangers.

•

In sum, in four-fifths of cases of child sexual abuse, the perpetrator was known
to the abused person.

•

The perpetrator was another child or adolescent (17 years old or younger) in
one out of every four cases.

•

A relatively small percentage of perpetrators fitted the current stereotype of
abusers of children: strangers were in the minority - over 80% of children were
abused by those known to them. Fathers constituted 2.5% of all abusers with
clerical/religious ministers or clerical/religious teachers constituting 3.2% of
abusers. The most common other relative or authority figure categories were
uncles (6.2%), cousins (4.4%), babystitters (4.4%), brothers (3.7%) and nonreligious/clerical teachers (1.2%). This profile made clear that apart from the
broad conclusion that perpetrators of childhood sexual abuse are most likely to
be known to the child and to be male, there is little other clue to identify likely
abusers. Reflecting on what therapists see in counselling for abuse, while
experiences such as sexual abuse by fathers are relatively rare, the chances of
seeking therapy are dramatically increased if the abuse experienced is
perpetrated by a close family member such as a father.

Perpetrators of Sexual Violence against Adults
•

Almost one-quarter (23.6 per cent) of perpetrators of sexual violence against
women as adults were intimate partners or ex-partners. This was the case for
very few (1.4 per cent) abused men. Instead, most perpetrators of abuse
against men were friends or acquaintances (42 per cent). The risk of sexual
assault by a stranger was higher for adults (representing 30 per cent of assaults
on women and 38 per cent of assaults on men) than for children.

•

Alcohol was involved in almost half of the cases of sexual assault that occurred
as an adult. Of those who reported that alcohol was involved, both parties were
drinking in 57 per cent of cases concerning sexual assault of women, and in 63
per cent of cases concerning sexual assault of men. Where only one party was
drinking, the perpetrator was the one drinking in the majority of cases (84 per
cent of female and 70 per cent of male assault cases).
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The work of Jean Cocteau, upon first reading, can be seen as mere diversion, pure
cleverness and simple entertainment. Yet his plays have a haunting quality, as if there
were something just below the surface that needs to be released in order to be realized.
Influenced by such luminous artists as Apollinaire, Picasso and Jarry, Cocteau’s plays
reject realism in favor of a new reality, one which allows for the impossible to become
possible.
In the mythic milieu of Cocteau, the poet emerges as the central figure in the
synthesis that takes place between external reality and perception.1 The poet is the only
one that can discover the essence of being, but by his very nature, must keep it masked.
Cocteau described poetry as an ethic, “a secret code of behavior, a discipline constructed
and conducted according to the capabilities of a man who rejects the falsifications of the
categorical imperative.”2 Cocteau believed that man is a social lie, and it is the duty of
the poet to challenge that lie.
One way to challenge the lie is to look backwards, into a past that existed before
society, before history was written. That past is only accessible by looking at myths. It
is the duty of the poet, as truth teller, to take those myths and keep them alive: “A myth
is a myth because poets use it again and again and prevent it from dying.”3 Cocteau
enjoyed using the basic Western mythic structure of a return to the ‘beginning’ and then
modified that structure by questioning the values of the society that he was presenting
them to. Instead of making an obscure political statement, Cocteau critiqued his society
by challenging its esthetic norms.
Using theater, Cocteau opened metaphorical doors to allow other arts to join in.
Believing in the need for a visceral response to theater, Cocteau decided that dance,
music, painting and poetry were intrinsic elements of the spectacle of theater. Cocteau’s
ballet Parade (1917) stands as an example of this unity. It was choreographed by
2

Diaghilev, its sets and costumes were designed by Picasso, and its music was designed by
Erik Satie. The result was a colorful, bizarre, atonal, ambiguous work that outraged the
audience and blazed a trail for other aggressive modern artists who wanted art to be
released from the realm of the purely visual to become part of the action by distorting the
very nature of human beings.4
The process of distorting and thus dehumanizing human beings renders theater to
a world of objective reality as opposed to a subjective account of it. Cocteau’s characters
are types, symbols or even inanimate objects, existing without an individual identity.
The Phonographs in the Eiffel Tower Wedding Party (1924) can thus stand in for the
voices of the characters that have nothing to say for themselves because they speak for all
of humanity. Further, with the advent of modern technology, those voices can finally be
captured and played back, over and over. Man, stuck in an ever-present moment, has
said everything that could be said.
Cocteau’s ontological outlook on the universe was existential: “eternity could not
have been nor will be, that it is somehow immutable, that it is, that it is enough to be.”5
Cocteau saw man as obsessed by meanings. In order to determine his place in the
universe, he tries to discover its rules, using science. Cocteau saw this as insufficient
since the universe “was not designed with him in mind.”6 “Man is a cripple...limited by
finite dimensions that prevent him from understanding the infinite, where dimensions do
not exist.”7 In order to understand the universe, man has to take a different route. He has
to look inwards rather than outwards.
Cocteau’s inward gaze should not be confused with psychological interpretation.
Cocteau criticized Freud’s attempts to understand the nature of man: “Freud was the
plunderer of poor tenements.”8 He felt that Freud’s key to dreams, sexual obsession, was
naïve. The bill of goods he sold to a gullible public, who suddenly became aware that
3

there was something wrong with them, was an unnecessary cure. Cocteau denied the
need for a cure, as the unconscious mind from time immemorial is a veritable “treasure
trove,” an “untapped source of luxury” from which “all great souls enrich themselves.”9
The analytical psychology of Jung more closely allies with Cocteau’s view of
man’s inner nature. Jung’s personality types, the introvert and the extrovert, correspond
with Cocteau’s philosophy of the visible and the invisible, or the known and the
unknown. Jung also believed that all of humanity shares feelings thoughts and memories,
a phenomenon that Jung terms the ‘collective unconscious.’ This collective unconscious
is made up of archetypes that are symbolically manifested in religion, myth, fairy tales
and fantasies. Cocteau’s aforementioned treasure trove can be said to be an emanation of
the collective unconscious. Attributing the question “of whether gods are named by men,
or whether they inspire men to name them; whether the poet creates, or whether he
receives orders from a source higher than his own ministry”10 to inspiration, Cocteau
believed that the poet “receives orders from a night which the centuries have nurtured
within him, whither he cannot descend, which yearns for the light, and for which he is but
the humble vehicle.”11 Thus the poet submits to a will other than his own, yet stands in
for his own “personal ethic.”12
But one cannot be so overly simplistic as to attribute Cocteau’s use of mythology
as mere dalliance with the human unconscious. Cocteau saw myth as a human construct
truer than history:
In my opinion, the mythologist is preferable to the historian. Once probed, Greek
mythology is far more interesting than the distortions and simplifications of
history, because its lies are in no way alloyed to reality, while history is an alloy
of reality and falsehood. History’s reality becomes a lie. The unreality of fables
becomes truth. No falsehood is possible in myth.13
People are so enamored of myth, that when faced with reality, they become disappointed.
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Therefore, theater should not be just a mirror of the world or another lie. Instead, it
should be mythifyed--a world that creates its own reality.
Cocteau worked to made Greek tragedy meaningful to a modern audience. His
adaptations of Antigone (1927), Oedipus Rex (1928), and The Infernal Machine (1934;
also based on the Oedipus myth) created a new style which writers such as Jean
Giraudoux (Amphityron 38, 1929; Electre, 1937), Jean Anouilh (Eurydice, 1942;
Antigone, 1944), André Gide (Oedipus, 1931), and Jean Paul Sartre (Les Mouches, 1943)
followed with their own adaptations.14
Influenced by early avant-gardist Alfred Jarry (1873-1907; of Ubu Roi fame,
1896), Cocteau used metatheatrical devices to remove almost all semblance of theatrical
illusion in order to shock the audience out of their expectations.15 In Orphée, Orpheus’
disembodied head remains on stage after his death and begins speaking for Heurtebise. It
identifies him as “Jean Cocteau” and says its current residence is “Rue de Anjou.
Number 10.”16 In The Infernal Machine, Cocteau reduces sympathy for Jocasta by
making her promiscuous, evident in her flirting with a young soldier, while the jazz that
plays in the background confuses any sense of historical placement by making the play
seem current.
Cocteau did not simply rely on devises and spectacle to distance his audience.
The structure of The Eiffel Tower Wedding Party, for example, splits the world in two, a
real world and the world of illusion. Within it, there are a series of associations that seem
to grow naturally from each other. One would expect a camera at a wedding, and one
would expect to “watch the birdie.” One could even expect the camera to malfunction,
but one would not expect the malfunction launch the world of the play into the realm of
the fantastic. The live bird onstage ran away, so the camera cannot take the picture, yet is
compelled by its nature to produce or in reality, capture something. Here, Cocteau plays
5

with our associative process: A woman is sometimes referred to as a ‘bird;’ the child
could indicate the future of the married couple; the lion comes from the association with
the General. Once the camera has ‘captured’ the wedding party, completing its duty as a
camera, it follows its mechanical nature and turns into a train because it is time to go
home. And since the audience is watching a pantomime where none of the characters
speak for themselves, it is as if the audience was looking through the photo album.
Cocteau played with the ambiguities of signs and language rendering
conventional logic invalid. The audience is forced to come to terms with a reality that is
not necessarily its own and is therefore forced to make its own meaning. The observer is
faced with the idea that, in the ‘real’ world, meanings come from somewhere outside of
the range of his control. The characters must likewise decipher the codes of signs and
language in order to come to a meaning.
This playing with language affects a play structurally by making the sense of a
statement shift depending on the context within which it is said and who is listening to it.
The basis Orphée depends on the nature of its language and interpretation. It revolves
around one central statement: “Orphée hunts Eurydice’s lost life.”17 Since Eruydice’s
life is not yet lost, the sentence makes no sense to either of them. Orphée decides it is a
mystery, a poem, a gift given to him by his horse:
Eurydice:

That sentence doesn’t mean anything.

Orphée:
It is indeed a question of meaning. Listen carefully to this
sentence, listen to the mystery of it. Eurydice alone might be anybody and so
might Orphée, but it is a Eurydice whose lost life Orphée would hunt! “Orphée
hunts--” that exciting “hunts” -- “Orphée hunts Eurydice’s” -- mark the
possessive! And the close: “Eurydice’s lost life.” You ought to be pleased I am
speaking about you.
Eurydice:

It’s not you who are speaking of me. It’s the horse.

Orphée:
Neither he, nor I, nor anyone else. What do we know? Who is
speaking? We are knocking against each other in the dark; we are up to our necks
in the supernatural. We are playing hide-and-seek with the gods. We know
6

nothing, absolutely nothing. “Orphée hunts Eurydice’s lost life” -- that’s not a
sentence, it is a poem, a poem of vision, a flower deep-rooted in death.18
Orphée’s mistake is that, instead of translating the message, he obfuscates its meaning by
considering it as a poem capable of many meanings. The Bacchants further confuse
meaning by not reading the ‘poem’ at all, but only the first letters: O,H,E,L,L, a warning
that the horse gave but who got it wrong himself: H,E,L,L,O (In French, the sentence is
“Madame Eurydice reviendra des enfers, or to the Bacchants, M,E,R,D,E).
Objects have the same double nature as words. In Orphée, the glove is at once an
article of clothing and again the key to the entrance to the ‘other side of the mirror.’ The
mirror is just a mirror, or a passageway into death or even a metaphorical means of
discovering one’s self. In The Infernal Machine, Jocasta insists on wearing her brooch
because her scarf threatens to strangle her (ala Isadora Duncan, d. 1927).
In Cocteau’s view, all meaning and all value have their source in the perceiving
consciousness rather than in the object itself.19 Abstract concepts like justice or death
have no existence outside of the mind. The world is a construct of sign systems that are
culturally determined. Theater, too, is a system of signs that needs to be translated. Its
language has to be constructed in such a way that the audience perceives it as natural.20
Yet Cocteau’s work undermines the belief in the stability of these sign systems. His
techniques of creating puns, doubling, masking and the acknowledgment of the
characters of another part of the world off-stage serve to trick both the characters and the
audience. It implies that just as the playwright designs the world on the stage, there is a
greater mechanism at work in the larger scope of the world: “Our machine disrupts itself
a little more each day and each morning man wakes with a new impediment.”21
From the phonographs and camera in The Eiffel Tower Wedding Party, to Death’s
precise ritual in Orphée, to Oedipus’ and Antigone’s ultimate destruction in The Infernal
Machine and Antigone, mechanical devices are ubiquitous to Cocteau’s plays. The
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processes as well as the structure of his universe operate mechanistically: there is no
chance, no accident.22 Here Cocteau agrees with the Greek playwrights, whose
characters are sometimes saved by a deus ex machine, yet this mechanistic view of the
universe is not used to explain life any further than to say that something is in control and
it is not human beings: “Nature gives orders. Men disobey her. She manages to bring
them to heel by using their own trick of forging inequalities in an otherwise balanced
system.”23
Once events are set into motion, there is no turning back. To Cocteau, there is no
god of mercy, no chance to change fate. Since man is not in control, he has no free will:
Free will is the product of a limitless coexistence of opposites that join, blend
with one another and form a single entity. Man believes himself free to choose
because he wavers between choices that are actually all of a whole, but amongst
which he makes distinctions in his own fashion. Shall I take the right or the left?
It comes to the same thing. The one road and the other take up their positions and
slyly pretend to contradict each other. This is why man is constantly questioning
himself, wondering whether he’s right or wrong, whereas he’s neither right nor
wrong and, without being free, he seems to choose one of many mutually
opposing threads whose tangled skein forms his immutable yet apparently
progressive weave.24
However the universe may appear, however many signs of free will man deceives himself
in believing, there is no accident, no chaos, no choice.
Cocteau’s explanation of the human condition, then, is that man’s true nature
exists in a state of childhood. If “man is a social lie”25 then he exists in a state contrary to
nature. Virtue would entail being true to oneself and to his society, which to Cocteau, is
inherently contradictory. When a person matures, adhering to the values and laws of his
society, he loses his individuality. To act as an individual is to be ‘childish.’
In Cocteau’s mythology there is a breed of heroes or superior men. They are
children, whatever chronological age they may be, who assert their unique
personalities.26
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These characters tend to refuse to compromise with the demands of society, yet Cocteau
makes it so that they are the ones who truly represent order. Antigone is such a
character.
In Cocteau’s Antigone, Antigone approaches death like a child, not quite knowing
that it is her end. After Creon sentences her, she demands that she did right by her
brother but the method of her delivery is petulant, as if she is just beginning to think
about the consequences: “I closed your eyes, too, Polynices--and--I--did--right!”27 as
opposed to Sophocles’ heroine who knew the price for her hubris: “Last, Polynices
knows the price I pay/for doing final service to his corpse.”28 And instead of going to her
grave with dignity as in the Greek version, Cocteau’s Antigone claims that “My death
will not last long” and is confused because the gods have abandoned her and will not
rescue her. As a result, Cocteau’s Antigone has to be pulled to her grave crying for
justice.29
One of the unique features of Cocteau’s Antigone was the speed with which the
actors delivered their lines. It is as if Cocteau was emphasizing the inevitability of the
outcome of the play and that all of the characters couldn’t wait to get there. Cocteau says
of it “the play passes like an express train which is hurrying toward a final derailment.”30
The static quality of the masked actors coupled with the speed of the dialogue created an
effect not unlike puppetry.31 Cocteau used Sophocles’ Antigone to give his own the
status of a play within the play. The names become namesakes, their faces are masks, the
action observes a script. Antigone goes through the motions not only as Antigone, but as
a play on Antigone, acting at a literary remove from herself.32
Encouraged by his success with Antigone, Cocteau decided to adapt more Greek
myths. With one foot planted in Ancient Greece and the other in post-war France,
Cocteau found the perfect milieu to exploit the poetic qualities of the old myths on two
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levels: exposing the machinery of the gods and raising the archetypal man above it. This
is most evident in Cocteau’s hero Oedipus who begins life as an ordinary man and who
ends it as a hero.
Stravinsky, impressed by Antigone, asked Cocteau to write an oratorio based on
the Oedipus myth. Stravinsky, desiring to get back to the root of myth, wanted the opera
to be in Latin because it is “a medium not dead but turned to stone and so
monumentalized as to have become immune from all risk of vulgarization”33 and because
he “had no notion of how to treat Greek musically.”34 Cocteau agreed, not simply
because the Oedipus myth reflected his beliefs in the cruelty of the gods, a mechanized
universe and the lack of free will. He agreed because, after witnessing the senseless
destruction of human life during World War I, Oedipus stands as Everyman removed
from free will and is subject to the machinations of the universe. Cocteau was compelled
to ignore the criticisms of the classicists in order to make that character relevant to the
contemporary world, and by extension, for all of mankind:
I might add that the wars of 1914 and 1940 have dug a trench which permits the
young not to worry about whether or not something has been done before. In
contrast, we have done and seen too many things not to be obliged to try new
ones. For if we are no longer young, it is important that our works should be.35
Of his mythical plays, Cocteau warned audiences not to expect a ‘pure’
conception of a ‘divine’ Greece.36 Instead, he was determined to deliver a ‘ferocious’
land inhabited by cruel gods whose aim was to devour each other as well as to trap
human beings. Stravinsky, requesting a libretto that would not to upstage the music,
required Cocteau to devise several drafts before Stravinski was satisfied.37 In the words
of Cocteau: “The work of Oedipus Rex was not easy. I could not overwhelm the ear
with the eye. I had to be violent, yet respectful of the monstrous mythology.”38
Using the same adaptive techniques as the Antigone, Cocteau pared Sophocles’
Oedipus Rex down to two acts comprised of six episodes. Instead of a chorus, each
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episode was divided by a ‘speaker’ who spoke in French to facilitate the audience’s
comprehension. Cocteau’s approach to the piece was that of an architect, whose creation
could come tumbling down with one small element out of place: “Any serious work, be
it of poetry or of music, of theater or of film, demands a ceremonial, lengthy calculations,
an architecture in which the slightest mistake would unbalance the pyramid.”39
Cocteau was excluded from participating in the first production, but managed to
participate in subsequent revivals as well as a recording. Not content to let his Oedipus
go, Cocteau wrote two other plays based on the myth, Oedipus the King and his 1932
masterpiece, The Infernal Machine.
The Infernal Machine, produced on April 10 1934, was heavily influenced by the
Surrealists, its design reflecting their sensibilities of antirealistic, marionette-like
protagonists, and its drive to rid the theater of previous conventions. 40 It was produced
by Louis Jouvet, narrated by Cocteau and designed by Christian Bérard, who emphasized
the theatricality by designing the bedroom as a stage within a stage, draped in red.41
Obliquely referring to the fall of Adam and Eve, which was attributed to the
eating from the tree of knowledge, Cocteau explores innocence and its loss in The
Infernal Machine. Before Oedipus was born, an oracle predicted that he would kill his
father and marry his mother. The gods, by regulating society’s order and by creating
Oedipus’ nature, were responsible for his crimes against humanity. Therefore, by virtue
of being born, Oedipus’ very essence is to commit patricide and incest, actions that are
natural to him. And without free will, he is powerless to avoid his destiny.
In Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex, Oedipus’ identity is established within the first one
hundred lines. His history is told as a story, a flashback spoken by a priest who is
beseeching him on behalf of the citizens of Thebes who are suffering from the plague.
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Cocteau began his version with an omniscient narrator, The Voice, who relates a
condensed version of the myth and then asks the audience to watch it unfold:
Watch now, spectator. Before you is a fully wound machine. Slowly its spring
will unwind the entire span of a human life. It is one of the most perfect
machines devised by the infernal gods for the mathematical annihilation of a
mortal.42
The ‘givens’ and the sum of the equation are known. But in Cocteau’s formula, unlike
Sophocles’, we see Thebes before the plague. We meet Jocasta and see her affinity for
young men before Oedipus. We are introduced to the Sphinx as a romantic creature, tired
of killing. And we are allowed to see Oedipus before his fall, as an ignorant youth before
he became the legend.
We are introduced to Oedipus after we meet all of the other characters in order for
us to see how he fits into their world, not the other way around. He starts off free from
the conventions of society, attached to neither Corinth nor Thebes. His lack of
attachment leads to a lack of social mores, allowing him to kill a man along his journey,
claiming that since the death was an accident (he hit the wrong man) it wasn’t his fault.43
Oedipus is a child who is compelled by a childlike appetite for getting what he wants
without a social identity to obscure his own. He does not disguise his desires and
ambitions. When he meets the Sphinx, his only desire is to become the King of Thebes.
He can kill her because by doing so, he will get what he wants, without concern for the
repercussions. Oblivious to the fact of her death, he rushes off to tell of his ‘great
conquest.’ When he hears about the death of his Corinthian father, he is not sad because
he believes he fooled the oracles.
Swept up in his own infallibility, Oedipus discovers that the King of Corinth was
not his father, and thus he begins the process of questioning his identity. His situation
does not change, but his perception of it does. The child Oedipus begins to grow up as he
discovers that he is guilty. He discovered that he violated society’s ethical code. As The
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Voice says just before act four, he “will be made, in the end, into a man.”44 Once Oedipus
was able to redefine himself in terms of a society, he metaphorically fell. He became
visible to himself. And he could not return to his former ignorant self. Oedipus did not
go against the will of the gods, he did not break any rules of the gods. Yet he was
condemned because he broke the rules of a society that, by marrying Jocasta, he had
agreed to abide.
Despite the fact that the gods had plotted to destroy Oedipus by creating him to
go against the customs of society, they did not intervene in his punishment because, in
the eyes of the gods, he had done nothing wrong. Oedipus was born with an innate
potential for destruction, reinforcing Cocteau’s belief that the universe, mechanically
constructed, was not designed with man in mind. The mechanisms remain hidden, the
truth only partially revealed. The crux of Oedipus’ tragedy is that he could not interpret
the signs.
The action of The Infernal Machine unfolds on two levels, that of men and that of
the gods. Even the gods are subject to the machinations of the universe, also lacking free
will as noted by Anubis: “We have to be obedient. Mystery has its own mysteries, and
there are gods above gods. We have ours; they have theirs. That is what’s known as
infinity.”45 There is no spirituality; the divine realm is a bureaucracy. Anubis, the
Sphinx, Laius’ ghost (a parody of Hamlet?), and even Tiresias, which should represent
the mystical aspect of the universe, is accepted as part of the machine. The Sphinx, who
believes that she is acting out of her own volition when she spares Oedipus’ life is really
another mechanism of the gods who lacks free will:
I complicated this horrendous prank in La machine infernale, by making of
Oedipus’ triumph over the Sphinx a false triumph born of his pridefulness and of
the weakness of the Sphinx, a half-god half-female beast who gives him the
answer to the riddle so as to spare him death...The Sphinx, intermediary between
gods and men, is manipulated by the gods who allow it to think itself free, and
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who intimate that Oedipus should be saved, only so that he might be more
thoroughly damned.46
One surrealist device that Cocteau exploits is the frightening element of the
dream. The dream state seems to add a clarity that is lacking while awake. Jocasta and
Oedipus ignored all of the signs that led to the truth, but in act three which takes place
just after the wedding, the signs abound. There seems to be another force at work, one
trying to make Jocasta and Oedipus see their mistake before it is too late and their
misfortune is consummated. Jocasta, suffering from guilt, envisions her dead baby just
as she had told Tiresias in act one, and Oedipus, suffering from cowardice, is visited by
Anubis, who terrified him in act two. When either Jocasta or Oedipus is awake, they
further misconstrue the signs by their inability to understand what each one suffers.
Cocteau’s third act goes beyond the Sophoclean insinuation of incest by showing
it in a most grotesque manner. As a result, the audience is forced to watch in horror,
hoping the whole time that the myth was wrong, that Oedipus and Jocasta will realize
what they are doing and stop. But of course, Cocteau would not let them off that easy.
To hear Oedipus call Jocasta ‘mother’ and to hear Jocasta call Oedipus ‘child,’ to see him
lay his head on the cradle, to watch as he closes his eyes and say he no longer exists, and
to hear the drunk sing “Your husband is too young for you,/too young and far too
green”47 as the scene closes all serve to underscore the tragedy of the situation.
Act four brings Cocteau back to the myth. The audience is freshly aware of just
how guilty Oedipus and Jocasta are. Had the crimes of Jocasta and the king not been so
monstrous, or had they remained undiscovered and unpunished, the fulfillment of the
oracle would have remained trivial.48 Destiny had to be played out, the plague had to be
cured and society had to be brought back to order. But these protagonists had to rise
above the myth because they acted out of their inner truths--the machinations of the gods.
Thus when Jocasta committed suicide, her ghost did not join that of her husband Laius, it
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joined Oedipus. Oedipus blinded himself not out of guilt, but so that he could be separate
from society. And through his blindness, he could see Jocasta. Joined by Antigone, a
daughter born of their illicit love who would later earn her own hero status, the three
embark upon a journey of immortality, their story forever being told while the gods who
caused them to fall cease to exist.
Cocteau was a playwright who communicated his ideas through images rather
than arguments. His most potent image was that of a machine. Every play of Cocteau is
a disguise of a machine; even if the mechanism is hidden, it exists and cannot be
understood until deciphered. What is important is that the forces are never evident. The
characters in the play occupy the same position as the spectators do in regard to what is
happening on the stage. 49 The relationship between appearance and reality emerges as a
dialectic; signs are generated that require interpretation. The interpretations merge with
the ‘givens’ to form a subjective truth, tailored to each individual’s point of view.
Cocteau never denied the existence of phenomena outside of mind, but his work implied
that those phenomena make up only a small portion of reality. The rest, Cocteau would
argue, belongs to the child within.
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The suburban domestic typology is solely responsible for the American landscape. The democratic government,
overlaid with a capitalist economic system and historically agrarian foundations provided for the loose compartmentalization
of space defining the contemporary American suburb. The principles of the domestic type have emerged from a legacy of
stylistically formal and regionally functional attributes that have evolved into anachronistic iconography with the
technological and social advancements of the industrial revolution. The contemporary cultural demands and resulting
opportunities of the single-family residence have yet to be investigated. My research entails the proposal of affordable
prototypes that confront the conventions and traditions of the detached, single-family house. By looking at programmatic
arrangement and inclusion, formal composition, modularity, material, site, hierarchy, mutable phasing, economics, etc.; while
privileging experience and spatial quality 20 prototype houses were developed to respond to a variety of functional and
compositional needs. Each composition represents an affordable proposition for the architectonic evolution of the American
suburban domestic type.
Designed to subscribe to the academic rigors of an intellectual investigation while subscribing to the realities of the
market, the re-presentation of not just the forms in which we live, but rather questioning how we live provides for an
infectious reinterpretation of the potentials of the urban fragment providing the opportunity for the redirection of the whole.
Their collective composition provides the opportunity for dual methods to their deployment. The isolated piece holds the
opportunity to insert itself as an infill into an existing landscape or gather together to provide a pattern of development. Their
responsive context is contemporary culture leading the formal and programmatic implications of the single family American
House in the American suburb.
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The contemporary landscape is suburban.
The “common” landscape is the new architectural frontier. When speaking towards contemporary American
Architecture, the suburban condition and the associated trends and traditions of sprawl, the dominant engine is the singlefamily detached house. The American Dream of home ownership propagates the loose development tendencies that spawn
the ringing development of downtown centers. Arterial development of commercial strip centers, big box commercial stores,
and the brand name have extended disposable commodities to include the residence. The house has evolved to hybridize the
generic image and function of living. Practicality has been sacrificed for iconography. Technological evolutionary booms,
occurring with frequent spurts across the past century, have demanded an associated ingestion into the home formally,
functionally, and programmatically to no avail. The parameters of domesticity have been changed.
The current single-family house subscribes to a model that addresses bank loan guidelines, but denies the contemporary
cultural condition. The forms, functions, and styles though commonplace, are anachronistic and divorced from their original
intention. The focus on type, via technology rather than nostalgia, will provide meaning through formal, functional, and
cultural evolution. The following propositions present opportunities for the conventional and average condition: the
reconsideration of the single-family home. Iterations based upon the standard economic, programmatic and functional needs
illustrate the potential to find architecture in the “ordinary.” By focusing both the process and fabrication of the house, the
prototypes suggest a method of design positioning contemporary culture as the foundation for specific and viable solutions
for changing our constructed landscape. These prototype houses “build what we are.”
Suburban
Architecture is the everyday. The current landscape is a bleak vision of an ignored composition. Working with the
existing infrastructure to bring change and generate architecture as a fabrication of culture demands a re-presentation of the
formal, material, economic, and technological information of the everyday. This vision must position itself within the suburb
landscape in which we live: asking the question: ‘how do we live?’
The component compositions as fragments in the larger city become the pieces that fill the matrix of urbanity and
drive the sprawl of the modern megalopolis. The site within the pattern becomes the seminal grain, the premise of terrain and
occupation. The 60’x120’ lot is the beginning. Overlaid upon this physical condition is the cultural heritage of the domestic
realm. The redefinition of domesticity, sociological associations, phenomenological experiences, formal fabrications, and the
material qualities of light, space, and material, positioned within the realities of economy generates the opportunity for the
reinsertion of architecture into the suburban house. Their organization determines how we think about the making of place

and the idea of building the realm of possibilities for living. The infrastructures we have to chose from: slab on grade, balloon
framing, gable roofs, are not corrupt ideas, but rather forms that have come through a legacy and tradition of building. Their
meaning and original intention culturally commuted through the object has been lost and must be evolved to be employed in
our current vocabulary. The transposition of identity, applying history to acquire a referential formalism mimics tradition
rather than responding to culture, removes relevancy. The result is falsity founded in simulation. To shift to a generative
cultural method rather than an associative reference implies that client, personality, site, culture, geography, economy, etc.
must be addressed as influential mechanisms.
The single family detached suburban house is the predominate mode of domestic production in North America. The
house has become the largest individual investment. Despite the American Dream associating individual freedom with
homeownership the formal and functional qualities of the home are regulated by a fiscal infrastructure that demands
commutability. The house has to subscribe to the ‘sellable’ capabilities of the larger system. The system dictates that the
house must be of a certain quality, and these qualities have distinct mandates dictating the form, space and experience of the
home. The system thus innately denies any tailoring towards an individual, as it must remain, at least potentially, dispensable,
disposable, and thus changeable. The system however does not imply the generic medium to which we currently subscribe.
The potential exists for a move away from the homogenized domestic vocabulary, through a holistic view of the housing
market. Fashion remains fleeting, function is inadequate, the synthesis of the cultural and technological condition relative to
the making of the domestic realm is ignored, and thus the parameter for formal determination cannot be definitely found in
economics, only generally suggested.
This architectural investigation emerges from a desire to look at the existing condition and better understand it as
commutable. In order to operate within the constraints and conditions of current cultural operation one must find within this
system the opportunity to provide architecture. The product, as a celebration of inevitabilities, relies upon a love of what one
can afford to love and from that the generation of a composition that can be practiced, that can be fabricated, that can be
integrated and synthesized, to allow for the individual and unique composition while still subscribing to the general
principles. This allows for the serial investigation of a type [the detached single-family residence], not as a simple formal
play, but rather a re-interpretive method of how one lives, the priority of spaces, the definition of form, the expression of
material, the relationship of space, the association of the inhabitant with the object, and the innate phenomenology of these
experiences. Architecture comes into play with the art, wonder, and beauty of each moment celebrated to its full potentials,
while still subscribing to a generic premise: single family, 60’x120’, 3 bedroom 2.5 bath, allows for the actualities of living to
be impacted by the space. The architecture, rather than becoming hinged upon simple features, becomes hinged upon the
synthesis of the experience with the contemporary nature of a cultural need, while striving to orchestrate experience as the
heart around which the house occurs. The house is a facilitator for event, for activity, it is an enclosure that can house both
man and objects, allowing for an interface and social interaction. The relationships between its innate networks are facilitated
through the activities of simply living. The mundane and ‘the given’ is allowed to prosper through the choreography of the
situation.
Current Housing Reports
In 1995, about 56 (+/- 0.8) percent of American families (current owners as well as renters) could afford to purchase
a modestly priced house in the area where they lived. That is, they could afford to purchase a modestly priced house with
cash or could qualify for a 30-year conventional mortgage with a 5-percent down payment. Ninety-five percent of this group
currently owns their house.
The median value of the maximum amount that owner families could afford to pay in 1995 to relocate to another
house (using conventional financing) was $136,100. With current costs of inflation and real estate market values rising, the
average has elevated to a median house value of $184,006 [the majority of which were built between 1960 to 1969]. The
proposition for a home must provide the economic realities mandated by the cultural commutability of the commodity of
home. The transferability of the dwelling provides for its value. Currently the market conditions subscribe to a formal
vocabulary based in features. The home becomes marketable based upon the specific components. The proposition for these
homes is to provide the necessary programmatic framework of the conventional home [three bedroom, two and a half baths
on the typical 60’x120’ lot] but shift the formal, spatial, and cultural opportunities of their composition.
According to conventional mortgage underwriting guidelines, the maximum amount of income that can be allocated
to mortgage payments is 28 percent, and the maximum amount that can be allocated to all debt payments (including the
projected mortgage payments) is 36 percent of income. These rules, combined with the amount of debt already accumulated,
and the amount of cash available for the down payment, effectively determine the maximum mortgage for which a family or
individual can qualify. The median monthly housing cost [excluding no cash rent] is $764.
Real estate values suggest that the conventional development requires the average lot to cost approximately $40,000
for the typical .17 acre [7200 square foot lot] leaving the remaining $144,000 for material and construction costs. The median
residential square footage for a single-family house is 1806 square feet [but typically fluctuating from 1,500 to 1,999 square
feet] providing approximately $80 per square foot construction cost.

The greatest current housing supply and demand in the United States occurs in the suburbs. The single-family house
is the American Dream and the standard to which the majority aspires. Currently these landscapes are devoid of architecture.
They are dominated by speculative builders that subscribe to a singular model of development, regardless of family size,
geographic location, material quality or formal meaning. The house has eroded all synchronized sense of practicality and
iconography of home. The result is a bleak and pervasive landscape studded with the conventionally bland. These houses
assume the responsibility of providing for new living within the framework of affordability. The celebration of the processes
that determine the house provide for its configuration.
Principles
The production of a new model for suburban living re-presenting the possibilities of its inception demands a
comparative analysis of the existing condition. Primary principles include: surface area, program, typology, material,
service/served, pubic/private, day/night, indoor/outdoor, phasing + mutability, material + modularity, experience, and cost.
Each of these elements become topical methods for re-approaching the responsibility and direction of contemporary living.
An evolutionary premise does not simply accept the object as an artifact to be ingested, but rather requires a conceptual
premise to be adopted and developed into a synthesized relationship within the residence. The following principles represent
the foundational investigation of these topics providing an artifactual background to the premise of each house.
1 % surface area Conventional construction methods rely upon material selection and modularity to efficiently
employ their systems. The three primary surface components that effect both cost and experience are roof, wall and glazing.
The typical house subscribes to vernacular formal traditions irrelevant to the specificity of function or construction. The
prototype houses employ conventional construction methods - streamlined and modulated. The balance and proportion of the
three components is shifted and redistributed for formal and experiential merit.
2 materials The comparative cost analysis of the three primary surface conditions and several of the standard
materials employed in each condition suggests the relative cost spectrum for each component. The diversity of choice and
affect, quantity and quality, all relative to the life cycle and effectual costs establish the parameters for material
determination. By employing unconventional materials to gain transparency, provide cladding and durably roof the house,
new materials provide lower cost options providing for greater coverage and lower maintenance. The use of these materials
provides efficiency in cost, modularity and effect.
3 typologies Conventional typologies subscribe to traditional colonial American forms. Culture over the past two
centuries has dramatically advanced the way we live yet the house form and conception has not responded. The typical house
built today subscribes to an image of what a house should look like. The prototype houses suggest what a house could look
like. Subscribing to organizational models that emerge from the functional requirements of contemporary domesticity, the
prototype adopts the same site conditions, basic spatial needs, and building techniques and updates them to affordably
increase the experience and quality of domesticity.
4 service/served The typical home dissipates service functions such as storage, utility, bath and kitchen facilities as
necessary. As a type of space their organization bleeds throughout the house generating awkward juxtapositions and limited
segmental usage. The ganging of service functions to provide for clear articulation and ordering of these spaces provides for a
separation of public and private while streamlining their needs through their group association.
5 public/private The typical house is singular in form relying upon the articulation of space as public or private to
be determined by furniture and apertures. Traditionally the upper level is held for sleeping potentially with a ground floor
master suite. The public spaces fill in the remainder of the house. The result is spaces that do not receive light on multiple
faces and have awkward juxtapositions. By zoning the public and private and articulating their boundaries through formal
expression, the prototype houses allow for a greater spatial definition, formality, and diversity with smaller square footages.
Illustrated here, the gradient house generates two identically dimensioned pavilions: one public and one private. The
separation and transition between the two is articulated with a formal threshold.
6 day/night Similar to the public and private separations, the day night delineations in the conventional home are
typically sectional inhibiting the cross-usage of these spaces across the 24-hour cycle. The result is the need for more space to
serve the singularly articulated functions. The prototype houses attempt to blur the singular functionality of any one space.
Employing zones rather than rooms, the single story free plans allow for a multiplicity of functional interpretations.
Illustrated here, the enclosure house employs a service wall to separate the house in a public, day, front zone and a private,
night, back portion. Porches flank each space.
7 indoor/outdoor The bounded forms of the typical house deny any connectivity between house and garden. As a
result the separation relies upon a formal decision to move from one zone to the other. The extensive agrarian traditions of
lawn and yard require a great deal of time and maintenance despite their slim usage and lack of spatial connectivity. The
spatial connectivity of the prototype house provides for a fluid movement between out and in connecting and expanding the
efficient interior spaces both visually and physically with the exterior. Any increase costs to accomplish this transparent
connectivity while maintaining privacy is balanced by a reduction in square footage through the perceived spatial expansion.

8 phasing The static conception of the typical home requires the construction of the entire structure and all of it
amenities in one burst. As a result the threshold for home ownership is increased and the market requires a nomadic attitude
requiring one to move to a larger house. The singularity of the composition does not provide for the natural expansions and
contraction that occur across the life of a home. The prototype houses are based in the idea of mutability: the allowance for
the expansion and contraction of the house based upon need. The composition established through an efficiency of
modularity and sequence provides for the segmental construction of the home.
9 experience The typical home subscribes to features rather than architecture to fabricate “quality.” Identifiable,
realtor based checklists have replaced space, light, and form. The feature, as opposed to experience, is intended to provide a
commodifyable determination of worth. Subscribing to a compositional connectivity, the prototype houses rely upon a return
to form and space to orchestrate the experience of architecture. Each house, subscribes to varying formats of spatial
organization and intention, but each rely upon the composition to develop the quality of perception and experience ennobling
everyday activities.
10 cost A comparative cost analysis positions the prototype within the same boundaries of conventional
construction adjusting traditional distributions to increase the quality of the architectural experience while decreasing the
cost.
11 material+modularity Relying upon the dimensional quality of materials the prototype houses work to minimize
material cuts standardizing structural, cladding and finish dimensions to reduce the complexity of the systems and minimize
labor. Employing durable natural materials, the prototype houses simplify the ever-increasing complexity of contemporary
systems to rely upon the beauty and intrinsic properties of the material. Hard and soft, reflective and transparent, the effectual
qualities are celebrated for their simplicity.

HOUSES 1-6

Fig 2 aerial view of program house
Program House [House 01]
The program house relies upon three primary guiding principles: the articulation of form based upon program, the collection
of these articulated programs on an indoor-outdoor plinth, and the ability to phase these programs over time. Separated by
section into public and private zones, each function is one of a series of distinct pavilions. Their collection results in
interstitial space that bridges and blurs the boundary and compartmentalization of both program and house.
The plinth is constructed in its entirety with expansion happening as afforded and needed. The program is zoned
based on function. A series of exterior rooms mediate “between” pavilions. The day to night and public to private separation
is governed vertically. An elevated sleeping box, rotates off the geometry of the lower pavilions and adjusts to align with an
ornamental tree in the front yard. The hovering box shields the lower space, accessed with a suspended exterior stair. Rotated
structure descends from above skewering the rigid geometry of the living plinth. The lower level consists of a series of
phased pavilions linked by exterior space. The articulation of isolated form relative to the functions within allow for a
ceremonial engagement with function. The exterior connective space allows for the flexible expansion and interconnectivity
of site, space and program.

Fig 3. aerial view of gradient house
Gradient House [House 06]
The gradient house zones public and private functions into two identical bars. Relying upon material modularity, the simple
boxes use the innate geometries of material to define both their proportion and the location and composition of their
elevations. Shifted geometries allow for the two bars to gently touch and create a diversity of residual spaces throughout the
site. The floor plates slide past each of the boxes to create a substantial rear porch.

The rotational geometries of the bars and the subdivision of interior function define the dialogue between the pieces,
balancing one another compositionally. The bars, though identical in exterior proportion, subscribe to two diverse spatial
types: a free plan and a compartmentalized cellular space. Associated with public and private, day and night, open and closed,
each realm identifies itself relative to the other. The diversity of spatial types expands the complexity of the efficient plan.
Four primary elements extend the “kissing” geometries. The back porches overlap and step down into the garden
extended through an exaggerated line of bamboo. The front extends one bar with a stone pad for parking linking the house to
the street, while the other is a formal lawn, scribed in the gravel pad and balanced by a single tree. Offset geometric outlines
score themselves in the landscape and create a steel edge encasing a gravel pad for roof drainage. The remaining yard is left
as indigenous vegetation.

Fig 4 aerial view porch house
Porch House [House 08]
The porch house centers around the link between the landscape and the daily activities of the house. Despite the small,
surrounded and confined lot, an exterior room is carved out and defined by using the building, segregated into multiple
pavilions by program, to wrap an exterior plinth. The exterior stage becomes room and corridor that one consistently
traverses opening the house to the site an expanding the perceived square footage. The table suggests a front porch no longer
relating to the street, which has been contaminated by the scale, speed, and sound of the vehicle. Internalizing and privatizing
the porch shifts its focus to the familial unit. The perimeter is defined by: the car, programmatic pavilions, [sequentially
addable and modular to the tractor trailer] and masonry garden walls. The house itself becomes the shielding frame that
defines the interior-exterior space from the context. Rather than opening to the outside the house internalizes itself to open
with transparent faces towards the lush interior courtyard. Selective punch opening penetrate the panelized exterior protective
shell. The pavilions are subdivided into three distinct parts: eating [preparation and formal consumption], living, and
sleeping/bathing. The two sides of the porch are zoned public and private. The programs depend upon allostatsis [the ability
to maintain stability through change] to celebrate the environment and the landscape in the isolation of daily events.
Affordability is achieved through a reduction of size, modular construction, ‘common’ materials and sequential expansion to
provide a feasibility of fabrication.
The house is a campus of diverse pavilions and as a result the pavilions become pieces of assemblage: each discrete
but intertwined. A module of the highway [permitting prefabrication] and the program, the pavilions allow for isolated
installation. The central porch is perforated with a series of openings housing diverse natural materials of varied scales. Rock,
bamboo, water, and flowers supply dimension, sound, color, and texture.

Fig 5 program time sequence section of tube house
Tube House [House 19]
The tube house striates the programmatic cycle of the house as a cul-de-sac of daily activity. Linearly organizing the
functional activities of: garage, entry, kitchen, dining, living, TV, laundry, stair, closet, bath, and sleep: the cycle progresses
and reverses relative to the 24 hour cycle of domestic activity. The section is activated by the subdivision of public [down]
and private [up] allowing for a privileged and reclusive flavor for the second story programs, with a greater openness and
direct connection to the landscape on the lower level. The house is constructed on a 4' material module and clad in corrugated
metal to eliminate the need for maintenance. The narrow width of the footprint provides the opportunity for double density on
a single site - reducing the cost of land to allow for greater square footage in the house proper.
The tube house forms from the folding of a linear time arranged program. The folded form becomes the cul-de-sac
of daily activity, cyclically engaging the inhabitant and their routine. The diurnal cycle of domestic activities is openly
exaggerated in the form of the house. The arrangement of program accumulates along a daily time loop moving from the
most public to the most private functions. Each space, sequenced by adjacency, is navigated through twice daily. The result is
a gradual linear occupation of the folding form over time.

Fig 6 sectional perspective of constellation house
Constellation House [House 34]
The constellation house shifts the traditional responsibility of the wall to the roof. The result is an internal world articulated
by large roof apertures that draw you through the house with light. The perimeter is only perforated with three portals for
entry. The modular panelized box relies upon its figurative roof for its formal exterior articulation and internal spatial
articulation. The dimension and quality of the aperture correlates with the associated space below and the activity it
illuminates. The movement between the shafts of light draws the activity and inhabitant through the house defining function
and experience simultaneously.

Light is the experience in the constellation house. Varying intensities and focal points carve subdividing spaces out
of the simple rectangular box by projecting the roof down. The density and scale, position and intensity, are determined by
the relationship of light to function. The perimeter of the constellation house is relatively opaque employing the roof to draw
light into the spaces. The roofscape is choreographed to generate the qualities of spaces below. The result is a series of simple
spatial containers that are dramatically orchestrated by the roof apertures. The spatial organization subscribes to a traditional
corridor spine circulation. A single large public space feeds compartmentalized private and service spaces. The narrow
efficiency of the plan, combined with the vertical orientation of the composition, allows for a double density to the site. The
result is a reduction of land cost allowing for the liberated funds to be reapplied to the roofscape.

Fig 7 aerial view of enclosure house
Enclosure House [House 37]
The enclosure house relies upon a single wrapper of standing seam metal to enclose itself. A recessed [to provide porches
both in front and back] front wall establishes a public face with functionally choreographed punched openings. The back
elevation is a transparent, operable facade, recessed for privacy and incrementally studded with colored metal panels for
storage. A central core houses the functional service components of the house bifurcating the house into public and private
realms. The metal shell simplifies the construction and maintenance required while establishing the iconography of the
structure.
The wrapper of the enclosure house is formulated of a single continuous plane that folds back on itself to encase
space. The straight expanse, without perforations, makes the application of a standing seam wall and roof material modular
and efficient resulting in a low maintenance privacy shield.
The circulation is a single corridor feeding four zones: porch, public, private, and porch. Moving from indoors to
out, the side spine links the various pieces by providing penetrations through the edge of the folding wrapper. A central
service spine separates the enclosure house into two zones of public and private. Each face of the service bar opens onto the
adjacent spaces housing all of the functional service necessities of the house. The public front has an open floor plan
subdivided by furniture configuration while the rear private is compartmentalized into three bedrooms.

Fig 8 interior perspective of porch house
Prospect
The offering of a simultaneous solution to the need for affordable housing and the provisional increase in the quality of the
housing stock as a whole are intertwined community design issues. Through an individualized project, the re-inventing the
single-family home provides opportunities for rethinking the origin and evolution of an entire landscape. The insertion of a
new model, subscribing to a working methodology that is not base in mimicry but rather cultural response, all bracketed
within the boundaries of the current economic and construction systems provides an alternative route to the development
direction we are currently on. The house becomes a mediator allowing for a redirection of the system.
The reinvention of growth patterns, the evolution to new methods of living, and a cultural revaluation of spatial
needs and perceptions are on the horizon. Rather than an apocalyptic abandonment all associations with the current methods
these propositions attempt to evolve them. Their innate premise remains untouched, even their character relative to many of
the existing, governing infrastructures remain practical and quantifiable. The re-appropriation comes through a clarification
of the methods, streamlining construction principles, addressing technological evolutions, taking into consideration the
quality of space as governed through light, site, program, material, and the formal implications of "everyday" architecture.
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THE RHETORIC AND POETICS OF WALT WHITMAN AND ADRIENNE RICH:
SONG OF MYSELF AND AN ATLAS OF A DIFFICULT WORLD
Walt Whitman and Adrienne Rich, two of America’s premier poets and rhetoricians, both
have been engaged in the enormous project of using any and all available means of persuasion to
help make a nation out of language. In “A Backward Glance O’er Travel’d Roads” Whitman
uses rhetoric to persuade his readers that “really great poetry is always . . . the result of a
national spirit,” and uses his inimitable poetic skills in “Song of Myself” to construct an identity
for America in light of his own self-centered project of assembling the body and spirit he wants
to share with the world: “Absorbing all to myself and for this song. . . . What is commonest,
cheapest, nearest, easiest, is Me” (Whitman 362, 14, 15).

Whitman’s essays and poems

continually emphasize his identification with the range and diversity of American experience to
center on the Transcendentalist’s own christ-like power to speak for any and all, to make his
poem meant to unify a nation traumatized by slavery and the Civil War.
In her essays and poems Rich sets out a similar yet somewhat different purpose to give
voice to the unspoken, and to ask a question faced by a 21st century America fraught with splits
and fissures, confronted with a myriad of wars on crime, drugs, AIDS, and on terrorism: can we,
as a diverse assemblage of peoples, be a “we” at all. Rich, as rhetorician and poet, shares a
different vision of America by forging a different kind of link that stresses more careful listening,
that allows the other to speak in his or her own lingua franca, and that cannot and does not
presume the same kind of identification with all diverse peoples of her country.
In Song of Myself Whitman works very hard to accomplish the intimate joinder of I and
his reader, you – “And what I assume you shall assume” – even though in what may be the
poem’s most telling line the poet confesses, “to touch my person to some one else’s is about as
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much as I can stand” (3, 31). In “Poetry and the Public Sphere” Rich ventures a different kind of
intimacy and posits a different road to take: a path premised not on a primacy of self, but on a
broader question of “what behooves us” – an “us,” that is, that cannot be presumed and that must
be imagined, created, and recreated as a crucial part of the ongoing and continuing promise of a
nation in which “there is not enough (space, livelihood, validation) for all” (Atlas 12; Arts 115).
As Rich expresses in the same essay, “Many of us, I think, have had our doubts about a
‘multiculturalism or diversity,’ or symbolic ‘inclusion,’ when the real question in our radically
unequal society is power and privilege” (Arts 115).
Whitman’s final argument “for the imaginative genius” in “Backward Glance” is that
“the strongest and sweetest songs yet remain to be sung” (Whitman 362). Rich, like Whitman,
“a patriot . . . who wrestles for the soul” of her or his own country, reimagines in all of her work
the power of song. Rich, the poet, creates this strength, in part, by stripping the reader bare at the
close of her Atlas and by inviting her, persuading him, to ask the imagination’s question: how
does a reader continue to make and remake her or his country’s unbridled promise of freedom
and diversity; how does a reader stay “still and forever turning toward, tuned for, the possible,
the unrealized and irrepressible design” (Rich, Arts 167)? Unlike Whitman, conversationalist
Rich does not place herself on center stage. Instead, the woman poet turns her reader’s hand to
the task of (re)weaving an atlas of a difficult American world he or she cannot refuse (Atlas 23,
26). Rich, in the terminology of Emerson and Whitman, breeds the giant that destroys her
predecessor poet by removing the Transcendentalist’s all-absorbing and christ-like poetic I from
her Atlas.1 This paper thus will explore the fundamental role the contemporary reader must play
as maker, as binding force, of a modern and future, diverse and difficult, American design.
ENDNOTE
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In Song of Myself Whitman writes, “He most honors my style who learns under it to destroy
the teacher” (Whitman 50). In addition, Bloom shares “citations from Whitman-on-Emerson by
quoting the truest of them, again from ‘Specimen Days’: the best part of Emersonianism is it
breeds the giant that destroys itself” (Bloom PR 251). Emerson’s own words, in “The OverSoul”: “The great poet makes us feel our own wealth, and then we think less of his compositions.
His best communication to our mind is to teach us to despise all he has done” (Emerson 219).
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I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to formally document the responses of my
college writing class to the student-centered pedagogy I attempt to enact, a
pedagogy informed by critical theory and the liberatory work of Paulo Friere.
Writing pedagogies that emphasis teacher-directed learning too frequently
minimize the sense of responsibility students have for their own learning, leaving
many with an understanding of education as an apparently arbitrary and
impersonal enterprise in which information is passed down from an authoritarian
hierarchy. Such disenfranchisement is a significant cause of students’ selfperceptions as intellectual outsiders, leaving them unable to take a proactive role
in the design and implementation of their own educations. The opportunity for
pragmatic application of classroom lessons is often lost on these students, for
whom school becomes a series of arbitrary hoops they must jump through in
order to earn diplomas and a future secure in material terms. While such a
product-oriented understanding of education may be congruent with success in
many classrooms, the pedagogical goal of developing an appreciation of the
empowering benefits of personally relevant writing too often shrinks under the
larger priority of simply passing out of the class.
My experience as a teacher has led me to develop a pedagogy for
teaching writing to college students that puts students at the center of their own
learning, and elicits pragmatic student participation in the class. This pedagogy
also provides me with structured opportunities to learn from my students about
their goals as learners and writers, informing me of their needs, and improving
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my ability to address those needs. The self-reflections of my students, as well as
my own, are key to my pedagogical goal of engaging students’ in the design of
their own educational experiences. Self-study through teacher-research is,
likewise, a natural and unobtrusive method of data collection that will
symbiotically connect my teaching with my research.

II. RESEARCH CONTEXT
II.A. Paulo Friere and Liberatory Education
The principle problem that Friere identified regarding the educational
opportunities afforded to the South American peasants in his studies was that
such activities were dictated by “distant bureaucracies without regard for local
interests, resources, or needs” (Elsasser & John-Steiner, 1977, p. 362). Rather
than experience self-empowering growth, Friere’s peasants more frequently
suffered from boredom, frustration, and apathy, the logical results of an arbitrary
pedagogy, disconnected from their daily needs. Friere (1974) writes that in
Chile, his methods were successful only when the peasants felt their immediate
needs addressed by their educational activities. In response to a pedagogy that
emphasized their needs, they responded with interest to the empowerment of
learning. When such pragmatic classroom experiences were absent, Friere’s
literacy workers met only with silence and indifference (Friere, 1974).
The peasants in Friere’s studies were an oppressed people who had
learned to expect arbitrary dictates from their authority figures. Freire
understood, however, that such apathy could be addressed, and the peasants
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empowered. To this end, he enacted a liberatory pedagogy, which Fay (1975)
describes as “a response to the experiences, desires, and needs of oppressed
people” (quoted in Lather, 1986, p. 268). The key to liberating the
disenfranchised through education, Freire (1974) suggests, is finding pragmatic,
personal connections between students and their subject matter. This point is
central to Friere’s pedagogy and its practicality extends far beyond his studies
with South American peasants.

II.B. The Frierean Metaphor for my Study
Freire’s liberatory work applies to American college students in much the
same way as it was originally applied to South American peasants. Like Friere’s
peasants, many American high school graduates are products of a system of
education that frequently fails to elicit their participation in meaningful and
pragmatic ways. A top-down style of education, in which an authoritarian teacher
disseminates information for students to memorize, is the primary educational
experience of many students when they matriculate into higher education. Freire
(1974) refers to this as banking-style education, indicating the storehouse of
knowledge that teachers own, and from which students are expected to withdraw
their learning experiences. The banking style of education fails to solicit
students’ input into the design of their classroom activities and minimizes
pragmatic motivation through seemingly arbitrary and teacher-directed lessons.
Patricia Bizzell (1992, p. 174) writes, “We should be trying to do
something more than teach academic discourse, namely to help students acquire
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the language using abilities that will be of most use to them as citizens”.
Recognizing the importance of the pragmatic is crucial in liberatory education,
and likewise, in our students’ application of pedagogical lessons to their lives
outside the classroom. Those students who fail to understand the relation that
education has to their lives, like Friere’s peasants, find education to be boring
and frustrating, leading to apathy in school. To exacerbate this problem, these
students are too often blamed for their own disinterest and made to feel unworthy
of academic pursuits, thus further disenfranchising them from membership in a
community of learners.
Elsasser and John-Steiner (1977, p. 357) note, “Educators and social
scientists fail to consider that oppressed peoples have developed their stances
toward dominant social groups in response to particular historical experiences”.
Freire’s peasants developed their apathy from their experiences in a strictly
authoritarian and hierarchical society. American students, likewise, learn to
respond apathetically to education in their largely authoritarian and hierarchical
primary, secondary, and higher educational experiences. Hence, they become
disenfranchised when they learn that the key to academic success relies largely
upon mimicking their teachers and accepting that their own ideas regarding
classroom practice are, at best, inferior to those of their authority figures, and, at
worst, completely unwelcome.
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II.C. Empowering the Disenfranchised by Minimizing Teacher Authority
The resulting educational apathy felt toward formal learning is a problem
best addressed in a radical move away from banking-style classrooms since
such sites are largely responsible for student apathy in the first place.
“Unidirectional approaches cannot cure relational problems. To reorder our
relations with problem (students), we must first deal with the relations that have
already been established” (McDermott, 1977, p. 210). These problematic
relations are perpetuated by the disenfranchising influence of teacher-centered
learning, making empowerment more likely to occur after the disempowering
authoritarian pedagogy, itself, is replaced by a more student-centered approach.
Elsasser and John-Steiner (1977, p. 357) note, “True communication demands
equality between speakers, and this often requires an alteration in current social
relationships”. In order for teachers to enable the empowerment of their
students, teachers must first recognize the debilitating effects of wielding too
much power, themselves.

II.D. Sharing Classroom Authority through Reciprocal Dialogue
Empowering the disenfranchised through shared authority necessitates
the development and perpetuation of a reciprocal dialogue among teachers and
students. Elsasser and John-Steiner (1977, p. 363) write, “When teachers and
learners are partners in dialogue, a different conception of the processes of
knowledge acquisition emerges”. When students view their teacher as a dialogic
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partner, the traditional classroom power differential is adjusted, and student
empowerment is enabled. To this end, Nancie Atwell (1982, p. 85) writes:
We (should) stop focusing on presenting a lesson and evaluating its
results and start observing our students in the process of learning,
listening to what they can tell us, and responding as they need us. As a
result, a different relationship between teacher and student emerges. The
teacher-centered classroom becomes a community of writers and learners
in which teachers and students are partners in inquiry.
Such an activity welcomes students into a classroom with pragmatic real-life
applications, a classroom that truly belongs not only to the teacher, but to the
students, as well.
The partnership engendered by reciprocal dialogue is perhaps best
realized when students understand their right to disagree with the teacher. David
Bleich (1988) writes of the importance of disseminating teacher authority in the
classroom to enable students to speak their minds, even when such expression
leads to disagreements with the teacher. The right to disagree is, indeed, deeply
important if a free and honest exchange of ideas is a pedagogical goal. By
eliciting students’ critiques of classroom practice, whether positive or negative,
teachers can create an atmosphere wherein students develop a healthy critical
voice, even in the face of authority.
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II.E. Student-Centered Critical Theory and Liberatory Writing Education
Critical theory provides an excellent framework through which teachers
can develop empowering pedagogies in their classrooms. In his doctoral
dissertation, Adam Haridopolos (1997, p. 8) writes:
What critical theory has meant for teachers is that crucial to students’
development as readers and writers is the creation of classroom contexts
in which students can collaboratively engage and reflect on their
understandings of their life situations through language activities.
Critical analysis of students’ own disempowerment is a basic tenet of critical
theory. In my class, I ask students to analyze their educational experiences, both
presently and historically. Though I do not ask my students to research the
disenfranchisement of particular marginalized groups, as many proponents of
critical theory recommend, I do ask them to consider the role that their status as
students plays in their educational experiences. To assign them topics of
research regarding ethnic, gender, or class subjugation, as critical theory
teachers often do, I fear that I would be taking away their opportunities to choose
personally relevant writing topics, thus minimizing their sense of personal
investment and responsibility. By asking my students, instead, to write about
whatever issues inspire them personally, I put the reigns of the class writings in
their hands, and am able to instigate a dialogue regarding the liberatory efficacy
of student-directed learning. The analysis of their status as students achieves
the same goals of more teacher-centered critical theory, but does so in a manner
that pragmatically relates to the design and workings of our student-centered
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classroom. Like the English teacher’s admonition for students to “show”, not
“tell”, in descriptive writing, I prefer to “show” critical theory by enacting a
liberatory, student-centered pedagogy which engenders empowerment, rather
than “tell” my students to address and critique predetermined political issues.

II.F. Reciprocation and the Teacher’s Status as Co-Learner
Teachers with liberatory aspirations need to experience their classrooms
as sites of their own personal growth, and express this to their students (Femia,
1975; Lather, 1986). Students, likewise, need to understand that their teacher is
not there to provide them with information, per se, but to facilitate an atmosphere
wherein all persons involved, including the teacher, can explore their own
interests through writing and other communicative activities. The key to this goal
is communicative reciprocity, which encompasses much more than a mere
exchange of ideas. Lather (1986, p. 263) explains, “Reciprocity implies give-andtake, a mutual negotiation of meaning and power”. By sharing personal ideas
with their students, teachers can communicate a desire to disseminate authority
among all members of the classroom community. Such reciprocity makes the
students partners in the development and testing of the theory that is supposed
to be empowering for them (Fay, 1977).
Tinberg (1991, p. 40) writes that for the teacher, true classroom
reciprocation means:
. . . . seeing oneself as a student, learning new things, often times simply
not knowing. It may also mean letting a class steer itself, or, more
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precisely, letting the students take charge of their learning. Writing
teachers, it seems to me, are particularly well suited to this role, given our
familiarity with collaborative models of learning and the notion of the
student-centered classroom. Not only should we be writing with our
students in class and out of class---writing in journals, for example---but
also sharing that writing with our students, allowing them to see that their
struggles can also be our own.
Tinberg’s call for greater abdication of authority in the classroom can be a
frightening challenge for teachers since it necessitates an openness that can
create feelings of vulnerability. Though minimizing teacher authority is of
paramount importance to liberatory education, it does not imply a total abdication
of authority, either. Indeed, since the teacher is ultimately responsible for
developing curricula and applying grades to students, such an abdication would
be disingenuous. Teachers in a liberatory, student-centered classroom must
walk a fine line between overusing their authority and failing to recognize it. For
the teacher who is able to negotiate this challenge, the opportunities for student
empowerment are myriad. Such sharing of authority, however, is a greater
challenge in the pre-college classroom since teachers there are under much
greater pressure to disallow certain writing topics. College-age students are freer
to write about and share their personal thoughts and feelings in ways prohibited
students prior to college. College teachers are, likewise, more free to engage in
honest, reciprocal dialogues with their students than pre-college teachers,
particularly regarding unpopular or controversial issues.
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My own experiences as a teacher have provided me personally affirmative
examples that illustrate the benefits of shared authority and dialogic reciprocation
in the classroom. My experiences teaching via these liberatory tenets have
provided me with the most successful and rewarding experiences I have ever
enjoyed in the classroom. The frequency with which I now enjoy breakthroughs
with previously disenfranchised students has grown significantly, as has the
satisfaction I get from being part of such empowering experiences.

II.G. Personal Experience as Pilot Study
My interest in studying student responses to liberatory, student-centered,
critical theory-based pedagogy comes from my experiences as a teacher. I
began teaching after completing a Masters Degree in Secondary Education at
Wesley College in Dover, Delaware in 1997. My first job was at a public high
school in Camden, Delaware, where I taught for three years, between 1997 and
2000. Though my administrative evaluations and responses from students were
very encouraging, I taught a prescribed curriculum that elicited little participation
from my students. While I understood the importance of promoting trust and
respect in the classroom, I was troubled that some students were clearly
alienated and disenfranchised by the top-down style of education I was
contracted to enact. During these three years, I also taught writing and literature
courses at Wesley College. Though I was not contracted to enact any particular
pedagogy in these classes, my only experience in education had been in a
traditional style, so again, my students were duly tested on material that I
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assigned, and again, I realized that my students’ opportunities for selfdetermination in the class were forfeit to my authoritarian control. Realizing my
need to find better methods of making the classroom a personally pragmatic site
for my students, I sought admission to graduate school to study more studentcentered approaches to education.
I matriculated at Indiana University of Pennsylvania in the fall of 2000 and
was exposed to an abundance of student-centered theorists, whose work
suggested pedagogies through which my most disenfranchised students might
find practical reasons to apply themselves in my classes. Mark Hurlbert and
Michael Blitz’s book Letters for the Living (1998) was instrumental in my
understanding of the possibilities of a student-centered, liberatory pedagogy.
Through this book, and its admonition for students to write about what they are
“burning to tell the world”, I learned how powerful class could be for students
when they are asked to apply their real-life issues to the work of the classroom.
Blitz and Hurlbert showed that students could write about very sensitive and
personal topics in class, topics that could make an otherwise personally
irrelevant class meaningful. Letters for the Living also modeled teacherresearch, the study of one’s own class, as a method of professional
development, a central tenet of my own study that I will address in the next
section.
From my appreciation of the work of Hurlbert and Blitz, I followed my
interest in liberatory pedagogy to the work of Friere. When I was awarded a
Teaching Associate position at Indiana University of Pennsylvania for the 2002-
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2003 and 2003-2004 academic years, the works of Hurlbert, Blitz and Friere
were instrumental in developing my new pedagogy. During my first year as a
Teaching Associate, I taught three sections of English 101: College Writing. In
these classes, I used daily dialogic journals to communicate inter-personally with
my students, and elicit their responses to classroom activities. We wrote and
shared these journals because I wanted my students to analyze the activities of
the class. While this started out as a means by which to elicit student
participation, it turned out to be as much an aid to me as it was to them. Through
these reciprocal exchanges, I received an endless stream of helpful information
directly from my students, allowing me to better understand their responses to
the class, and, thus, alter my own pedagogical activities to better meet their
needs. The fact that I was learning from my students on a daily basis allowed for
immediate application of new understandings and the opportunity to develop and
test new methods of teaching. The dialogic journals were accompanied by three
20-30 minute private conferences over the course of the semester, during which I
asked students to share their responses and concerns regarding our class. I
also took the opportunity to remind them that should any concerns arise later, I
wanted to be made aware of them in order to work proactively in finding their
solutions. I responded honestly to these written and verbal exchanges, and used
the experience to minimize my role as authority figure and to share with my
students the development of pedagogical activities.
From my incorporation of reciprocal, dialogic journals and oral
conferences, I began to search out further opportunities to elicit student
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participation in meaningful ways. I now use class secretaries to take notes when
we have large group discussions. Following these classes, I journal regarding
the class’ participation in the discussion, and, on the following day, meet with the
secretary to compare notes and discuss our different views of the class, an
activity that lets them know I am sincerely interested in their responses to the
workings of the classroom. Since utilizing these methods of instigating student
participation, I have experienced a newly discovered love of my work on account
of my newly realized potential to open students up to the transformative power of
pragmatic writing.
Over the past three semesters, my students appear to have responded
very favorably to my classes in their journals, conferences, and end-of-semester
evaluations, as have my faculty observers. These many encouraging responses
from both students and faculty have convinced me that studying my own
students’ responses to my work as a teacher is an incredibly valuable method of
developing a successful liberatory pedagogy.

II.H. The Teacher as Researcher
My experience using liberatory, student-centered, critical theory in my
classes led to an awareness of the transformative effects this pedagogy can
have for students. The experience also taught me that teachers, likewise, have
much to gain from studying their own classrooms. Prior to attempting my own
self-studies, I was encouraged by Wendy Bishop’s (1999) writings on
ethnography, in which she advocates a method of educational research that is as
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unobtrusive as possible, taking place completely in the context of the class being
studied. Though Bishop (1999) impressed me with her arguments in favor of real
classroom participation on the part of researchers, I was skeptical of such
methods being accepted as academically sound, and considered my own selfstudies of questionable merit to others.
While teaching in the 2003 spring semester, I read Adam Haridopolos’
dissertation, a teacher-research study he conducted for his Ph.D. from New York
University in 1997. I was first attracted to this dissertation, Critical Pedagogy in a
Freshman Composition Class, because of its focus on critical theory, but I soon
became intrigued by the similarities I saw between Haridopolos’ research
methods and my own student-centered, liberatory pedagogy. Specifically, I was
excited to read about another Ph.D. student’s positive experiences with selfstudy in collecting data for his dissertation. Seeing my own pedagogical methods
performed in Haridopolos’ study showed me that the studies of my own classes
could be trustworthy tools of dissertation research, as well.
Michael Kleine recommends that educational researchers turn the focus of
inquiry upon themselves, as they have traditionally done with others (Tinberg,
1991). Educational researchers should, likewise, study their own teaching as a
primary way of understanding teaching and learning. Goswami writes:
When teachers of writing begin to study their own writing and the writing of
their students, their teaching is transformed in important ways: they
become theorists, articulating their intentions, testing their assumptions,
and finding connections with practice. (1984, p. 356)
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Thus, the benefits of teacher-research are in the opportunities it creates for
praxis, Friere’s pragmatic connection between theory and its practical, real-life
application. When teachers see themselves as researchers, they have the
opportunity to not only learn about the merits and shortcomings of their
pedagogies, but also to apply these newly discovered realizations to their
teaching, providing a very real test of their developing theory. Such an inquiry
comes more naturally to the teacher, as an active participant in the classroom,
than it does for an outsider since teachers have an authority in writing about
education that outsiders cannot claim (Goswami, 1984). This authority derives
from their ability to “. . . . observe closely, over long periods of time, with special
insights and knowledge” (Lather,1986, p. 356). They, likewise, “. . . . know their
classrooms and students in ways that outsiders cannot” (Lather, p.356). An
outside researcher, even a participant-observer, will never really attain the status
of the teacher in a classroom, and thus, will fail to experience the breadth of
connections that the teacher shares with the students.
Many teachers have been conditioned to consider the idea of conducting
research in their own classrooms as pointedly non-academic. Goswami (1984)
notes that teachers too often subjugate themselves to better-known educational
theorists and refuse to consider their own educational theories as valid. Tinberg
writes:
. . . . when an individual’s experience of a thing is co-opted by
theoreticians or those who profess to be experts, a kind of deprivation, a
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loss of sovereignty, occurs. We in composition need to reconsider the
meaningfulness of the local and the particular. (1991, p. 39)
Teachers suffer a self-defeating blow when they routinely defer to theorists in
trying to explain their classroom experiences. In doing so, the profession loses
much insight and understanding that cannot be replicated by classroom
outsiders.
Teacher-research in critical composition classrooms provides the
researcher with a broad and varied data pool, and research findings are as
varied in these projects as they are in any other empirical research. Haridopolos
(1997, p. 33) addresses this point:
Critical pedagogy and research complement each other. . . . in terms of
outcomes; that is, as students take a larger role in their learning, as
learning becomes more student-centered and a more collaborative
process of inquiry for teachers and students, outcomes become
impossible to predict. Thus for the teacher/researcher employing a critical
methodology, research outcomes are as difficult to predict as they are in
any traditional research investigation.
The freedoms which critical composition classes afford their students create an
endless potential for student productivity. These same freedoms, likewise,
create an atmosphere of unlimited possibilities regarding student informants and
research findings. In my own experience eliciting student responses to the
workings of my critical classroom, I have received not only supportive comments,
but constructive criticisms, as well. While the former are important as
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encouragement of positive classroom practice, the latter are, likewise, incredibly
helpful in refining my teaching methods.
Goswami (1984, p. 357) calls for many studies of teacher research in
order to improve composition education:
My own experience, working with more than a hundred teachers who
prepared case studies of themselves as writers, leads me to speculate
that systematic inquiry into and documentation of one’s own ways of
forming, thinking, and writing transform teaching practice. We need many
case studies of classroom teachers so as to document and characterize
such changes.
Goswami’s call for case studies of teacher-research is a call for greater selfreflection of a truly active nature, and one I hope to answer.

II.I. Teacher-Research as a Pedagogical Tool
When I ask my students to develop writings from the personally relevant
issues in their lives, my own classroom self-studies exemplify this connection
between the academic and the practical. Goswami (1984) writes that teachers’
chances of getting students to make personal connections in their academic
writings are much increased when the teachers, themselves, have experienced
that process. Teacher-research allows me to not only talk the talk of developing
personally important writings, but to walk the walk, as well.
When I model for my students my study of something as personally
important as my teaching, I not only provide an example of locating personally
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relevant connections to my writings, but my status in the classroom adjusts and I
become, not only the teacher, but a fellow learner, as well. In this way, teacherresearch supports the goal of student-centered liberatory pedagogy by
minimizing the authoritarian imbalance between teachers and students. Shirley
Brice Heath (1983), likewise, notes that the liberation and equality that
accompany reciprocal learning between students and teachers often manifests
itself not only by the teacher becoming a student, but by the students becoming
researchers. Convincing students they do, indeed, have valid topics of inquiry
that develop from their own experiences can be a challenge. Tinberg (1989, p.
82) notes, though, that “….in using ethnography, teachers send a clear message
to students that their communities are worthy of study even in, of all places, the
classroom”. By witnessing and even taking part in my own classroom research,
my students get to experience a legitimate model of personally pragmatic writing,
and my hope is that they take from the experience a better understanding of their
own potential as writing-researchers.

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
My experiences employing critical theory in my college writing classes have
been very beneficial for me. More to the point, however, have been the benefits
realized by my students. By directly requesting my students’ responses to the
workings of my classes, I have tried to express my desire for them to take a more
participatory and pragmatic role in our shared classroom experience. My
ultimate desire for this research is to repeat the exercises I already employ in my
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college writing classes, but to use them to document more formally what seem to
be positive learning experiences so that others might better understand:
1) the responses of a college writing class to the liberatory, student-centered,
critical theory-based pedagogy I attempt to enact, and
2) the experience of performing ethnographic self-study in the conducive
setting of a writing classroom.
My research questions are:
1) How do students respond to a student-centered college writing class,
informed by critical theory and the liberatory work of Paulo Friere?
2) Given their experiences in secondary school, of assigned writers’ topics and
avoiding sensitive issues, how comfortable are students when asked to
choose their own topics based upon issues of personal relevance and
importance?
3) How do the students respond when their teacher shares personally relevant
and important issues and how does this affect their feelings about both the
class and their teacher?
4) Given their prior experiences of authoritarian hierarchies in education, how do
the students respond to my attempts to minimize my role as authority figure in
the classroom?
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IV. RESEARCH METHODS
IV.A. Research Stance
My methods of data collection for this study are the same pedagogical
tools I have employed in my five college writing classes over the past three
semesters, and reflect the standards set by Indiana University of Pennsylvania
for EN101: College Writing. In order to vigilantly protect the educational
opportunities of my students, I will not include any research tools that would
serve only the research and be pedagogically arbitrary.
Much of my methodology is similar to that which Haridopolos used in his
1997 teacher-research dissertation at New York University. Since both he and I
attempt a pedagogy largely informed by critical theory, his research methods,
which worked concurrently as critical pedagogical tools, serve as examples for
those in my study. In describing the connection between critical theory and
teacher-research in the writing class, Haridopolos (1997, p.8) writes:
.... researchers who cast themselves in the role of teacher-researcher
need to create a context in which students explain, reflect on, and
reassess their lives and the events in the world in order to discover
students’ interpretive constructs and generate hypotheses about
approaches to writing instruction. Thus, the very activities the critical
teacher promotes in the writing class—a heuristic and collaborative
orientation to writing and reading where students’ voices are central—are
the very activities which enable the teacher-researcher ‘to get at’ students’
interpretive constructs. In this way, teaching and research are one.
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A central tenet of my classroom pedagogy is teacher-student reciprocity, a tool
Everhart (1977), likewise, describes as an excellent means of data collection.
Lather (1986) explains that when the researcher moves from the status of
stranger to friend, data can be collected from subjects more easily. By engaging
with the students in a give-and-take of ideas, the researcher, like the teacher,
can gain students’ trust, and, in turn, benefits from their subsequent candor. The
reciprocity I employ in my pedagogy will, likewise, serve the purposes of my data
collection methods, as well.
My student demography is a major difference between Haridopolos’ study
and my own. In his dissertation, Haridopolos (1997, p. 174) studied his college
composition class, composed largely of ethnic minorities, in order “to observe
how students respond to a pedagogy that attempts to keep ideological analysis
at its center and explore reasons for students’ responses to that pedagogy”. The
subjugated roles of his students, due to their ethnic and class minority status,
were key to their critical writings. The significance of my claim to critical theory
lies in the realization that middle- and working-class students from the privileged
racial majority have, likewise, been subjugated. Their subjugation, however, is
due to their status as passive receptacles of authoritarian education, and not on
account of their ethnic, gender, or class status. Through this study, I hope to
document my students’ responses to my attempts to minimize that authoritarian
disempowerment.
My research methods will provide data for my research questions as
expressed in the following table:
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Research Questions
1) How do students respond to a
student-centered college writing class,
informed by critical theory and the
liberatory work of Paulo Friere?
2) Given their experiences in
secondary school, of assigned writers’
topics, and avoiding sensitive issues,
how comfortable are students when
asked to choose their own topics based
upon issues of personal relevance and
importance?
3) How do the students respond when
their teacher shares personally relevant
and important issues and how does
this affect their feelings about both the
class and their teacher?
4) Given their prior experiences of
authoritarian hierarchies in education,
how do the students respond to my
attempts to minimize my role as
authority figure in the classroom?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research Methods
Dialogic, Reciprocal Journaling
Individual, Reciprocal Conferences
Student-Secretaries
Recursive, Cycled Journals
Dialogic, Reciprocal Journaling
Individual, Reciprocal Conferences
Recursive, Cycled Journals

•
•
•
•

Dialogic, Reciprocal Journaling
Individual, Reciprocal Conferences
Student-Secretaries
Recursive, Cycled Journals

•
•
•
•

Dialogic, Reciprocal Journaling
Individual, Reciprocal Conferences
Student-Secretaries
Recursive, Cycled Journals

IV.B. Dialogic, Reciprocal Journaling
My data collection methods have developed from my classroom use of
dialogic journals. By asking my students to write journal entries about their
responses to class activities, the students learn that I am sincerely interested in
eliciting their participation in the development of pedagogical activities. I am,
likewise, able to learn more productive ways to organize the class. As they
understand their role in this process, I am able to minimize the authoritarian
pressure they might otherwise expect from me. The journals that we write
prompt students to discuss problems they are having in class, recommendations
for changes, their prior educational experiences, and specific critiques of and
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personal connections to classroom activities. I respond to every journal in order
to clarify their points and verify that I have understood them correctly. The
journals serve the dual pedagogical purposes of student empowerment through
recognition of their responses, and the refinement of my own teaching, which I
attempt in order to make the class more productive and enjoyable.

IV.C. Individual, Reciprocal Conferences
From my appreciation of the benefits of dialogic journals as a means to
draw students into more active participation in the class, I have learned to extend
such reciprocal dialogue to private conferences. These conferences, which are
pedagogically sound as a means of directly addressing students’ educational
concerns, are also a requirement of EN101: College Writing, as set by Indiana
University of Pennsylvania. The students, therefore, will not be asked to attend
any private conferences during the course of this research that they would not
normally attend in any other EN101 class.
Absent the challenge of expressing their ideas through writing, oral
conferences allow students a more immediate means of expression. Oral
communication also allows for immediate feedback in the reciprocal, dialogic
conference, as well as the opportunity to provide immediate clarification should
confusion arise (Oakley, 1981). Such mutual understanding leads to trust, which
creates an atmosphere in which students can feel free to express themselves.
I use these conferences to address issues that students raise in their
journals, as well as any other concerns they choose to bring up. Like the dialogic
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journals, conferencing shows students that I want to make the class more
successful by seriously taking into account their responses. This, likewise,
creates in the students a sense of authority in the development of the class.
These conferences are documented by both myself and the students in
journals, which are compared as a follow-up analysis of the conference. When
further clarification of the students’ conference journals is necessary, I do so in
later journals or conferences. Lather (1986) notes the need for multiple
conferences as a means of probing more deeply into students’ responses. Such
repetition benefits both my students and my research by exhibiting any changes
that occur in the students’ responses throughout the semester.

IV.D. Student-Secretaries
During large group discussions, I elicit student-secretaries to document
the responses of the members of the class. After the class, I journal regarding
my impression of what transpired during the discussion. Then, on the following
day, the secretary and I conference for 30 minutes to exchange ideas regarding
the class, and to allow me to clarify the secretary’s notes. I journal again
following this meeting regarding any new understandings of the class session
that I gain from the student-secretary. The conferences between the secretaries
and myself are reflective of Friere’s liberatory pedagogy in that they encourage
active participation of the student in the development of the class. The
secretaries learn that their opinions regarding the class are valid and important to
me, the teacher. I, likewise, gain a better understanding of the class session, as
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I see it from a student’s perspective. Each 30 minute post-discussion conference
satisfies half the university’s private conference requirement that I am contracted
to hold with each student, allowing for a data collection method that exists
symbiotically within my pedagogical plans.

IV.E. Recursive, Cycled Journals
To provide recursive analysis of my data, I intend to keep a daily journal of
observations, which I will cycle through monthly during the semester. Starting
one month into the semester, I will return to the first journal entry and revisit
those earliest assumptions in order to reanalyze them against later experiences.
This process will be repeated for every journal entry, one month after being
written. These self-reflective journals will provide juxtaposition between my
observations and those of my students. Through this process, I hope to infer
themes that will inform my data analysis.

IV.F. Data Analysis
This study is an emergent design, involving constant review, comparison,
and revision of the various data. Cycling through the data will provide an
opportunity to test assumptions and chart changes in both my students’ and my
own responses. At the end of each week, I will compare the various data
collected during the week, and look for themes. Then, at the end of each month,
I will compare the various weekly themes from that month, drawing further
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themes as they become evident. Data gathering and analysis will occur as
follows, cyclically repeating until the conclusion of the semester:
1) Data Gathering
2) Data Analysis: Drawing themes from the data
3) Data Gathering
4) Data Analysis: Testing old themes and drawing new themes
5) Data Gathering
While the recursive and cyclical nature of this data collection and analysis will be
very time intensive, my plan to teach only one class during the semester of my
data collection will make this possible.

V. TRUSTWORTHINESS
The dynamics of a student-centered classroom are informed by the
subjectivities of its members. My research is, likewise, a study of the
confluences and divergences of these myriad subjectivities. As a teacher, I have
much to learn from such studies. As a researcher, however, I wish to share this
experience with my community of colleagues, an activity that brings to question
the trustworthiness of my data.
The nature of the classroom as a group of subjectivities precludes the
possibility of describing a single objective reality. Without objectivity, though,
framing my study in terms of the traditional concept of validity is problematic.
Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) description of trustworthiness provides an alternative
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more conducive to the concept of data subjectivity than the traditional discussion
of validity, one I prefer to address.
Trustworthiness will develop from:
1) triangulation of my four methods of data collection
2) cyclical analysis of my data
3) the variety of my data
4) the variety of the myriad subjective perspectives of all members
of the classroom community, including myself
Triangulation of my data methods will occur as I analyze the cyclical data
collected from each data collection method against the data from the other three.
As I triangulate my journals, the journals of my students, the reports from
student-secretaries, and the data collected from individual conferences, I will
infer themes, which I will, in turn, attempt to confirm through further cyclical data
gathering and analysis.
Brodkey (1987) writes that triangulation can be achieved by employing
multiple informants throughout a study. By incorporating the observations of my
students regarding classroom activities, variant viewpoints will be made available
for comparison, and triangulation achieved. Dialogic reciprocity also provides a
means by which I plan to attain triangulation, as I correct or verify my own
preconceptions regarding my students (Comstock, 1982; Lather, 1986).
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VI. IMPLICATIONS
Through reciprocal and cycled methods of data collection in my own
classroom, my expectation is that my students and I will benefit from a study of
their responses to the liberatory, student-centered, critical theory-based writing
class I attempt to create. My hope is that my students will experience
empowerment, and I will experience growth in my understanding of the efficacy
of this pedagogy.
This study aspires to bridge understanding between teachers who attempt
liberatory pedagogies and their students. The potential for this understanding
does not come at the expense of my own students, however, since my methods
of data collection are completely congruent with the methods of teaching I
already employ. These methods are supported by liberatory and critical theory,
as well as the more practical breakthroughs they have already allowed me to
experience in my own classrooms. This pragmatism is at the core of liberatory
education, and, as such, symbiotically supports the work of teacher-research.
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6.Abstract of Presentation:
Dr. Eric R. Jackson, Assistant Professor of Northern
Kentucky University and Dr. Leon Boothe, Professor of
History and President Emeritus of Northern Kentucky
University propose a session titled Present at the Creation:
The Origins of the National Underground Railroad Freedom
Center. Both Professors have been critically involved in
the inception and development of the National Underground
Railroad Freedom Center, a $110.00 million museum that is
being built and is set to open to the public in the summer
of 2004 on the banks of the Ohio River in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dr. Boothe will present the first part of the session.
His theme will rest on the notion that few historians have
had an opportunity to be involved in the conceptualization
of such a facility that focus is a crucial part of American
history. Dr. Boothe was involved in the initiative to build
such a museum through his Board membership for the NCCJ
(previously known as the National Conference of Christians
and Jews).
With his retirement from the presidency at Northern
Kentucky University, due partially to the death of wife,
from 1997 to 2000, Dr. Boothe became Senior Advisor to the
National Underground Railroad Freedom Center project. In

this position, he functioned as the proverbial “Jack of All
Trades” by his quest to develop an action plan for
programming, within process to select the appropriate
architectural firm to build the facility, in the creation
of an proposal to start the building process, in the
formation of human resource policies for the museum, and in
the establishment of a massive fund-raising campaign to
reach the $110.00 million goal of the project.
In the fall of 1997, Dr. Boothe returned to full-time
teaching at Northern Kentucky University. Three years later,
in 2000, he was appointed to the Freedom Center’s Board of
Governors and Executive Committee, two posts that he
currently holds. All in all, both his academic
responsibilities and leadership in the creation of the
Underground Railroad Freedom Center provides a great
blueprint for anyone involved in public history and possess
a plausible plan to develop of creative program or
institution for the general public.
Dr. Jackson will continue the session with an
exploration of the reasons behind the selection of
Cincinnati, Ohio as the “ideal” city for the establishment
of the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center. Being
involved in the conceptualization of the project when it
first was proposed in 1994 by the National Conference for
Community and Justice (known formerly as the National
Conference of Christians and Jews), Dr. Jackson has played
a key role in the development and enhancement of community
support for such a facility from an academic/educational
perspective. Thus, Professor Jackson presentation will
concentrate on the important role Cincinnati played in the
overall origin and expansion of the Underground Railroad
itself as well as the lessons one can obtain from an
analysis of this system itself. Finally, Dr. Jackson
comment on how the construction of the Freedom Center will
serve as a beacon of hope and racial reconciliation as well
as celebrate the oneness of the human spirit in the ongoing
quest for freedom throughout the United States and around
the world.
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Archetypes in Architecture: Machu Picchu
Background
In 1911, Yale archaeologist Hiram Bingham was visiting the dense jungles of the
Peruvian Andes in search of the last Inca capital. He was led by two Quichua Indians,
Richarte and Alvarez, to a complex of ruins some four hundred years old. Houses and
temples built of the finest quality of Inca stone work were situated high above the
Urabamba River, in a place of spectacular geographic beauty. The remainder of
Bingham's life was devoted to exploring the place we have come to know as Machu
Picchu. Under the auspices of Yale University and the National Geographic Society,
Bingham uncovered and studied what is believed to be one of the few cities untouched by
the Spaniards in their conquest of the Incas. Machu Picchu is considered to be one of the
most spiritual places on this earth.
Also in the year 1911, Swiss psychiatrist Carl G. Jung was expounding his views of
human behavior on a path divergent from the thinking of noted psychiatrist Sigmund
Freud. After his break from Freud, Jung devoted the remainder of his life to developing
the concept of individuation, a term used by Jung to denote the process by which a person
becomes a psychological individual, a separate but whole person. Jung teaches that this
process is the work of a lifetime. Central to Jung's theories are the profound role of the
unconscious, both personal and collective, and the concept of archetype.
An archetype is an inherited idea or mode of thought in the psychology of Jung that is
derived from the experience of the race and is present in the unconscious of the
individual. Much of the work of Jung and his followers explores the presence of
archetypal patterns in literature and art.
While in residence in South America as a Fulbright Scholar, I visited Machu Picchu in
Peru for research investigations. My intention was to explore the presence of archetypes,
as described by Carl Jung, in this sacred place uncovered by Hiram Bingham. Paula
Heneveld of Virginia Commonwealth University accompanied me on this expedition.
With the luxury of three days to explore the ruins, we were able to view this magnificent
site on a multitude of levels, at various times of day. On one day we raced from building
to building, investigating the awe-inspiring architecture. Another day we sat in one place
for many hours, observing the play of the clouds and fog, absorbing the spirit of the
place.
In the presentation that would accompany this report, I propose to share some of the
images we captured by camera. The photographs are arranged into seven categories to
pay tribute to the spirit of Carl Jung, intended to invoke the viewer to examine the
meaning of Life and Self. These categories represent a spiritual progression in human
awareness, understanding, and behavior. Each is annotated by quotes from Bingham and
Jung, as we imagined they might have engaged in dialog about this place of great spirit:
Machu Picchu.

water . . .

It is believed by researchers that water fed by natural springs gave to the Incas
in the early 1500s the possibility for life at the sacred place that has come to
be called Machu Picchu.
Perched more than 1500 feet above the banks of the Urubamba River in
southeastern Peru, the citadel is carved upon a mountain shelf which offers
incredible natural defenses and commanding views of the narrow river valley.
Here was born a magnificent achievement of civil engineering, urban
planning, architecture, and stone masonry. Archeological research suggests
that the place was not a city of everyday people, but rather a complex of
temples, palaces, and observatories for the Inca ruling class.
From water, we too are born. We begin our sacred walk through life.
“The basins of the Stairway of the Fountains are usually cut out of a single block of granite placed on a
level with the floor of the little enclosure into which the women came to fill their narrow-necked jars.
Frequently one or two little niches were constructed in the side walls of the enclosure . . . Sometimes a
small lip was cut in the stone at the end of the conduit so as to form a little spout, thus enabling the
water to fall clear of the back wall of the fountain. … The little stone basins are about thirty inches long
by eighteen inches wide and from five to six in depth. In some places both the basin and the entire floor
of the fountain enclosure are made of a single slab of granite. Sometimes holes were drilled in one
corner of the basin to permit the water to flow through carefully cut underground conduits to the next
basin below.” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"Without water, I thought, nobody could live at all." CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections

furnishings . . .

The enclosed and open spaces at Machu Picchu are designed to accommodate
human scale connections to the built environment.
The interior architecture of the buildings includes built-in stone masonry
furnishings of a size to fit the human body, and the freestanding granite
sculptures appear to invite the presence, touch and actions of people.
Whatever rituals and beliefs inspired these creations, certainly the care and
amount of work that went into them testify to the adult Incas’ commitment
and passion going beyond their own immediate concerns.
These small-scale items, in harmonious proportion to the grand scale of the
site, remain now hundreds of years later as a stage set for a story that was kept
separate from the advancing civilization.
During our childhood, we find comfort in our surroundings, where basic needs
are provided by our caregivers.
“No pains were spared to make it safe and convenient. Its construction required great skill and
extraordinary courage.” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"… Our consciousness does not create itself --- it wells up from unknown depths. In childhood it
awakens gradually, and all through life it wakes each morning out of the depths of sleep from an
unconscious condition. It is like a child that is born daily out of the primordial womb of the
unconscious." CGJ
- from "Psychology and Religion: East and West", Collected Works Vol.11
“On top of this little hill, from which the bridge of San Miguel may be seen two thousand feet below,
there was built a beautiful little temple near a fine intihuatana or sundial stone, ‘the place to which the
sun was tied,’ such as formed an important part of all temples of the Sun.” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"The sight of a child or primitive will arouse certain longings in adult, civilized persons --- longings
which relate to the unfulfilled desires and needs of those parts of the personality which have been
blotted out of the total picture in favor of the adapted persona." CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections

technology . . .

Whatever prompted the Incas to develop a complex at this unlikely site, it is
clear that they employed the finest in technological advances.
The terraces were likely constructed for agriculture purposes to nourish life,
and also to permit more comfortable circulation within the citadel.
The Incas had neither the wheel nor the written language in their kit of tools.
Yet the mammoth stones were cut and polished to fit so tightly that even tiny
lichen grow over the cracks today as if the surface is one.
The alignment of buildings and memorials to the rising and setting of the sun
and moon bespeaks an astronomical technology well developed, as well as a
devotion to the almighty rulers for whom this sacred place was created.
We too have our gods and rulers for which we strive consciously to perfect
our selves as human beings, developing our confidence and our ego as we
relate to the outer world around us.
“Above all, there is the fascination of finding here. . . the rugged masonry of a bygone race; and of
trying to understand the bewildering romance of the ancient builders who, ages ago, sought refuge in a
region which appears to have been expressly designed by nature as a sanctuary for the oppressed, a
place where they might fearlessly and patiently give expression to their passion for walls of enduring
beauty.” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"Theoretically, no limits can be set to the field of consciousness, since it is capable of indefinite
extension. Empirically, however, it always finds its limits when it comes up against the unknown."
CGJ
- from "Aion" in Collected Works Vol. 9
“Made of beautiful white granite, the walls contained blocks of Cyclopean size, higher than a man. The
sight held me spellbound. . . . I could scarcely believe my senses as I examined the larger blocks in the
lower course and estimated that they must weigh from ten to fifteen tons each."” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"There are no problems without consciousness." CGJ
- from The Portable Jung
"It behooved us to find out as much as we could." HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"Knowledge does not enrich us; it removes us more and more from the mythic world in which we were
once at home by right of birth." CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections

fog . . .

The area surrounding Machu Picchu offers the visitor a myriad of possibilities
for viewing the spectacular site. When the arrival is from Cuzco to Machu
Picchu by train, one follows the Urubamba River valley and develops an
appreciation for the thick jungle vegetation that hid the city and protected it
from destruction by Spanish invaders.
Overlooking Machu Picchu from the south is the mountain for which it was
named, and a stairway leads from Machu Picchu to its summit. The Inca Trail
to the Sun Gate in the east takes one high above the sacred city, affording a
magnificent view of the city with the towering mountain Huayna Picchu as
backdrop.
A special treat awaits the visitor who devotes early morning hours absorbing
the magic of the sacred center as the sun moves across the sky. Fog rises
during the night from the depths of the Urubamba valley, obscuring the city
from view. As the sun marches across the sky, clouds and fog dance
tenuously around and through the crevices and corners of the buildings.
So in our sacred walk through life, if we but pause, that which seemed so
lucid yesterday loses clarity today. The dance between our conscious
thoughts and unconscious desires and needs finds music. The return to Self
begins.
“It seemed like an unbelievable dream. Dimly, I began to realize that this wall and its adjoining
semicircular temple over the cave were as fine as the finest stonework in the world.” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"…consciousness never has a view of the whole…" CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections
“Its name was forgotten and its location obscure until we found it. The royal city of Vilcapampa was
completely lost." HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"I had accustomed myself to living always on two planes simultaneously, one conscious, which
attempted to understand and could not, and one unconscious, which wanted to express something and
could not formulate it any better than by a dream." CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections
"It was a sacred shrine hidden . . . where the secret of its existence was safely buried for three centuries
under the shadow. . .” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"…the self is our life's goal, for it is the completest expression of that fateful combination we call
individuality…" CGJ
- from "Two Essays on Analytical Psychology," Collected Works Vol. 7

windows and doors . . .

Considered in one way, the openings of the buildings of Machu Picchu are
doors and windows that accommodate entry, view and thoroughfare for
people, air and sunlight.
Yet the sacred intention of Machu Picchu is omnipresent. The windows of the
temples align with the rising and setting of the sun, affording an ever-present
connection with this object of important Inca worship.
To many visitors today, a major attraction is the "power rock" which lies in
the center of the principal terrace. Often frequented by the llamas now living
on site, the rock currently inspires belief and discussion about its holding
cosmic power and serving as a window into the collective unconscious of
humankind.
Continuing on the journey of life, we often find that external circumstances
cause shifts in our being. New ways of viewing the world emerge as
allowances are made, sometimes unwillingly, for the conscious to be visited
and even penetrated by the depths of our unconscious.
“On the opposite and eastern end of the plaza are the ruins of the most significant building of all, the
Temple of the Three Windows.” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"Something new entered my field of vision…. As I approached the temple I had the certainty that I was
about to enter an illuminated room and would meet there all the people to whom I belong in reality."
CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections
“The City Gate shows evidence of being repaired...” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"Man is a gateway, through which from the outer world of gods, daemons, and souls ye pass into the
inner world; out of the greater into the smaller world." CGJ
- from Septem Sermones ad Mortuos
“Quite a number of ambitious treasure hunters had tried to find the last Inca capital. The new road
made possible the discoveries of the Peruvian Expeditions. . .” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"Just as childhood memory can suddenly take possession of consciousness with so lively an emotion that
we feel wholly transported back to the original situation, so these seemingly alien and wholly different
… surroundings awaken an archetypal memory of an only too well known prehistoric past which
apparently we have entirely forgotten. We are remembering a potentiality of life which has been
overgrown by civilization, but which in certain places is still existent." CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections

stairs …

The stairs of Machu Picchu impress strongly on human being and on the
human connection to the natural and built environments.
In some locations the stairs are placed ceremoniously in a prominent and
conspicuous part of the city. Also stairs surprise the visitor at the turn of a
corner. Stairs vary from being well ordered and meticulously crafted to being
ambling and roughly hewn. Some stairs are but utilitarian surfaces by which
human movement is facilitated from one level to another. In other locations,
the grandeur in the human climb is breathtaking, capturing all human
sensation.
For the visitor taking time to absorb the wonder of Machu Picchu, micro
details of the site become visible. This visitor will notice that narrow and
amazingly steep steps from the river valley below scale the almost vertical
face of the mountain. The discovery of these impressive stairways, today
almost entirely covered by jungle growth, lends the observant visitor an
increased appreciation for the courage of the Incas who dared to honor their
dream in building this sacred place.
The climb of Life is sometimes difficult; other times it happens without a
notice. Yet always we strive, at conscious and/or unconscious levels, to
realize our full potential, to find our truest Self.
“The stairways of Machu Picchu … all appear to be available for reaching locations otherwise difficult
of access….” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"There is no birth of consciousness without pain." CGJ
- from The Portable Jung
"Yet, here … on this narrow ridge flanked by tremendous precipices, a highly civilized people, artistic,
inventive, well organized, and capable of sustained endeavor, at some time in the distant past built
themselves a sanctuary for the worship of the sun.” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"I then realized on what the dignity, the tranquil composure of the individual Indian, was founded. It
springs from his being a son of the sun; his life is cosmologically meaningful, for he helps the father and
preserver of all life in his daily rise and descent." CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections
“The sanctuary was lost for centuries because this ridge in the most inaccessible corner of the most
inaccessible section of the central Andes. No part of the highlands of Peru is better defended by natural
bulwarks - a stupendous canyon whose rock is granite, and whose precipices are frequently a thousand
feet sheer, presenting difficulties which daunt the most ambitious modern mountain climbers." HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"I was to ascend this enormous mountain! I no longer knew which was bigger, I or the mountain…. It
was all very solemn, and I felt one had to be polite and silent up here, for one was in God's world." CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections

nature . . .

The overriding impression of Machu Picchu is the manner in which it has
been carved into an inaccessible site of spectacular and magnificent
proportions. Uniquely, the spirit of this place has endured.
The engineers, planners and builders who accomplished the technological feat
of creating this mighty complex were successful in part because they chose to
work with nature rather than overpower her. Huge boulders were
incorporated into the walls of the city, generating a powerful synergy between
natural and built environments. The site was ubiquitously respected and
enhanced.
Machu Picchu appeals to all human senses. From every approach, whether
from the depths of the Urubamba River valley or from the Inca Trail high in
the Andes, gardens rich in color and texture abound. Within and surrounding
the city, birds and wildlife find refuge amidst the lush vegetation, creating a
symphony with the overture of winds blowing gently through the corridors of
the past. Fragrant flora perfume the air, and the rocks themselves, sturdy and
reassuring to touch, make a quiet breathing.
And so, as we choose to walk the sacred path, we are able consciously and
unconsciously to respect the truth of human being, the precious Spirit of the
individuated Self in connection with the collective whole.
"One is drawn irresistibly onward by ever-recurring surprises through a deep, winding gorge, turning
and twisting past overhanging cliffs of incredible height.” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"My whole understanding is the sole treasure I possess, and the greatest. Though infinitely small and
fragile in comparison with the powers of darkness, it is still a light, my only light." CGJ
- from Memories, Dreams, Reflections
“- its construction must have cost generations if not centuries of effort.” HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"Nature is not only aristocratic, she is also esoteric." CGJ
- from The Portable Jung
“In the variety of its charms and the power of its spell, I know of no place in the world which can
compare with it. Not only has it great snow peaks looming above the clouds more than two miles
overhead; gigantic precipices of many-colored granite rising sheer for thousands of feet above the
foaming, glistening, rearing rapids, it has also, in striking contrast, orchids and tree ferns, the
delectable beauty of luxurious vegetation, and the mysterious witchery of the jungle." HB
- from Lost City of the Incas
"When we remain true to our own nature, which is distinctiveness, we distinguish ourselves from the
good and the beautiful, and therefore, at the same time, from the evil and the ugly. … At bottom,
therefore, there is only one striving, namely the striving after your own being.” CGJ
- from Septem Sermones ad Mortuos

sources of quotations . . .
Lost City of the Incas: The story of Machu Picchu and it builders by Hiram Bingham.
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Memories, Dreams, Reflections by C.G. Jung, recorded and edited by Aniela Jaffe.
Vintage Books, Random House, Inc., New York, 1961.
Septem Sermones ad Mortuos (Seven Sermons to the Dead) by C.G. Jung.
Published as Appendix V of Memories, Dreams, Reflections.
The Collected Works of C.G. Jung by C.G. Jung, translated by R.F.C. Hull.
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The myriad of situations in which a working musician will find him or herself
over the course of a career provide fertile ground for many types of mishaps and
misunderstandings that can have a detrimental impact on future employment
opportunities. The purpose of this study is to provide insight into some of these situations
so that unpleasantness can be minimized and income maximized.
The issues that plague both musical group leaders and sidemen alike include
punctuality, attire, sensitivity, communication, politics, sitting in, and other essential
subjects. Many of the topics explored are not unique to the music industry per se, but
seem to have special meaning when applied to musicians. There are many areas to
explore including professional music performance situations, classroom situations, and a
variety of other variations on these themes. Many of these areas will be examined during
this research, with this first essay focusing generally on professional circumstances.
Within this essay is my “Top Ten” list for sidemen that may be distributed to new
players before they are hired for professional performing jobs. As with any “rule” or “set
of rules” there will always be exceptions, but generally these hold true.

Good Manners and
Expectations for Sidemen
(The 10 Commandments)

1.

Do not pass out a personal business card to any client, agent, party planner, or audience member at
a gig. If someone approaches you about a card, immediately refer them to the bandleader.

2.

Do not approach any client, agent, party planner, or audience member at a gig, or ask for their
business card. Resist the temptation to become so interested in a person (especially at private or
corporate parties) or their business, that you need to ask for their business card. This can be
considered a breach of protocol. (It’s really the intent that counts. Romance and friendships are
wonderful, but business is business. Just make sure that you are not perceived as trying to “drum
up” some business of your own from someone else’s client pool. Remember that the leader may
have spent many years and lots of money creating the concept that you are helping to realize, and
you are enjoying the fruits of these efforts.)

3.

Do not introduce yourself to another band member at a gig--especially not on stage. It is assumed
by clients, agents, etc. that we are a “working band” and that we certainly already know each
other! If you feel the overwhelming need to express this form of human interaction, it must be
done extremely discreetly (i.e. no one hears or sees it).

4.

Do not arrive at any gig under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Never accept or consume any
alcohol at a gig, even if it is offered. When in doubt, ask the bandleader.

5.

Please use utmost discretion on eating food at gigs. Always strive to be polite, eat in designated
areas, and never eat from a buffet before the clients have been through the line. Always check with
the bandleader when in doubt.

6.

Always arrive at least one hour before gig time, unless otherwise specified, and never book gigs
that are too close together on the same day. Allow ample time before and after our gig to get
where you need to be.

7.

Do not cancel a booking within 3 days of the gig. If you accept a gig, you are being counted on to
play the date. If you must cancel within 3 days of the gig, this is considered very bad manners. If
this absolutely must be done, and it should happen very rarely, it is polite to have a few names and
numbers of other players of similar or higher ability (this is important), who are likely to be
available for the date.

8.

Be sensitive and versatile musically, and willing to play different styles and volume levels as
needed. Any song is good if it is played correctly, and with enthusiasm.

9.

Have a working telephone, with voicemail. If you receive a call for a gig, it is polite to return that
call ASAP, usually within an hour or certainly within 24 hours, to either accept or reject the offer.
If you return a call for a gig after more than 24 hours, do not expect that the gig will still be
available. Also, be available to receive updated information on existing performances (i.e. time
changes, attire, load-in, location change, etc.)

10. Always behave respectfully.
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Russian composer Alexander Skryabin (1872-1915) called it the “Mystic Chord.”
Whether or not the chord actually contains mystic qualities is open for discussion, but
ironically this is an extremely useful and versatile chord for American jazz musicians as
we embark upon the 21st century.

Skryabin's "Mystic Chord"
C13# 11
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For jazz piano, arranging, and improvisation this chord
can be "voiced" as pictured below.

Jazz Chord Voicing - The New "Mystic Chord"
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In this study, I will further examine this incredible chord, or jazz chord "voicing."
I propose that this modern, commonly used jazz chord voicing is rather like an offspring,
or descendant of Skryabin's “Mystic” chord. This voicing is so incredibly versatile and
useful to modern jazz musicians that I believe it indeed deserves special re-designation as
a modern "Mystic Chord" or "Secret Voicing." The real secret to its effectiveness is
learning how to implement it, or apply it properly in various common jazz situations.
This is indeed a splendid chord, and possibly much more important to jazz
arrangers, theorists, pianists, and improvisers than previously realized. Mastery of this
chord in all uses and permutations will give compositions, improvisations and
arrangements a mystical and musically pleasing quality found in the music of Wayne
Shorter, Chick Corea, Freddie Hubbard and other late twentieth and early twenty-first
century jazz composer/performers.

Dynamic Trio
(The Mystic Chord, The Superlocrian Scale, and the “Cry Me A River” Lick.)

For a given dominant seventh chord, if you can match up the proper “Mystic
Chord” voicing with the corresponding “Cry Me A River” lick and Superlocrian scale,
you will be on your way to sounding like an experienced jazz improviser or composer.
This essay will explore the connections between these important jazz tools, and will
elucidate their individual structures.

Flavors of Jazz
In this paper, I will introduce my first seven “flavors” of jazz for study. They
include Strawberry and Chocolate, based on the dominant 13th #11th and the fully altered
dominant chords respectively, as well as Banana, Pistachio, Mocha, Rocky Road, and
Peppermint, which are based on the other five modes of the Superlocrian scale. I believe
it is helpful to give a simple “name” (flavor) to a commonly agreed upon “sound.” A
“flavor sound name” will imply a complex set of tools for composition, jazz piano, and
improvisation.
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The Role of Religion and Spirituality in HIV Bereavement
Religion/Cross-disciplinary areas of the above related to each other or other
areas
HIV/AIDS, bereavement, religion
Susan Cadell, PhD
2080 West Mall Vancouver BC V6T 1Z2 Canada
scadell@interchange.ubc.ca
+1 604 822 5302
+1 604 822 8656
Susan Cadell, PhD

OBJECTIVE: This research was designed to explore the role of religion and
spirituality in the experience of bereaved HIV/AIDS informal caregivers and
creation of personal growth.
METHOD: This Canadian study consisted of fifteen interviews in Ontario, British
Columbia and Québec in both English and in French. Face-to-face interviews
explored the experience of HIV/AIDS caregivers and the role that religion and/or
spirituality played in their coping. The theoretical perspective of post-traumatic
growth and the factors that play a role in its development provided the framework
for the generation of questions. The data set is part of a larger project and
participants were chosen according to their growth scores on the Post-Traumatic
Growth Inventory and the Stress-Related Growth Scale.
RESULTS: All participants had positive experiences to recount resulting from the
loss and trauma involved in losing a friend or family member to HIV. The
caregivers self-identified as religious or spiritual or they sought meaning in life in
a way that was considered to be spiritual. Many caregivers differentiated
between religion and spirituality. Spirituality was widely considered a factor in
their coping; for some this had a religious connection.
CONCLUSIONS: Spirituality in caregiving is highly important and growth
experiences in traumatic situations are firmly anchored in spirituality and in some
cases, in religion. This research contributes to the understanding of the role of
religion and spirituality in the context of coping with stressful situations.
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Draft of Paper Proposal
A Critically Compassionate Intellectualism for Latina/o Students:
Raising Voices Above the Silencing in Our Schools

In 1985, education scholar Jeannie Oakes reported in her book, "Keeping
Track" that Latina/os as well as African Americans tended to fill the ranks of the
lower academic tracks, which focused more on remedial or vocational education.
In contrast, white students were more apt to be placed in the Advanced
Placement classes, preparing them for the best universities in the country. One
of the most interesting findings of her study was that "teachers of high-track
classes were more likely to emphasize such behaviors as critical thinking,
independent work, active participation, self-direction, and creativity. At the
same time, teachers of low-track classes were more likely than others to
emphasize student conformity, students getting along with one another, working
quietly. . . being punctual, and conforming to classroom rules and expectations"
(85). The racial inequality of tracking that Oakes reported almost two decades
ago still persists today. However, we are concerned that the cost of the
continued placement of Latina/o students in lower tracks is not only their low
enrollments in college, preventing them from entering the best universities in the
country, but having them learn to become passive, uncritical, silent members of
our society.
In other words, the unequal structure of education is teaching our
children to be silent, to not have a voice, and not speak out and have a critical
independent thinking mind. This is a dangerous lesson from them to learn, and
it is dangerous for all of us. Young Latina/os are the next generation that will
significantly change the demographics of our society. And if they grow up to be
silent, this new burgeoning majority will not have the capacity to effect necessary
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social change. The problem of silencing of Latina/o students cannot be ignored.
We can no longer stand by to watch this happen. We have to establish new ways
of learning for Latina/o children.
In this paper, we present an educational model based on a critically
compassionate intellectualism that can counter white supremacy and liberate
Latina/os as well as other students of color from the oppression of silencing. A
teacher following a critically compassionate intellectualism implements the
educational trilogy of critical pedagogy, critical race theory curriculum, and
instruction grounded in authentic caring. For students of color, critical pedagogy
affords them the opportunity to become critical agents of social and structural
transformation. A critical race theory curriculum dispels notions of racial
inferiority and builds the intellectual capacities of students of color. Studentteacher relationships characterized by respect, admiration, and love will inspire
young Latina/os to learn to better themselves and their communities.
The Significance of Critical Literacy
The pedagogical approach embedded within a critically compassionate
intellectualism is greatly influenced by the work of education scholar Paulo
Freire. Lessons follow the framework of critical pedagogy, popular education,
and the related participatory action research. This framework establishes the key
premise that students should be equal partners in the construction of knowledge,
identification of social problems, and implementation of solutions to these
problems. Therefore, teaching practices closely follow Freire's concept of critical
literacy, which encourages students to adopt "an attitude of creation and recreation, a self-transformation producing a stance of intervention in one's
context" (Freire 1998: 86). Critical literacy renders students and educators both
Subjects of knowledge, collaborative creators of knowledge that can be used to
transform the oppressive conditions of reality.
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To establish this type of a learning partnership -- knowledge production
through collaboration -- between students and educators, lessons are structured
so that they (students and educators) are consistently engaged in dialogue. A
back and forth dialogue is necessary to empower students to become equal
partners in the learning process. Otherwise, learning would amount to no more
than another form of oppression. According to Freire, "coordinators [educators]
must be converted to dialogue in order to carry out education rather than
domestication. Dialogue is an I-Thou relationship, and thus necessarily a
relationship between two Subjects. Each time the "thou" is changed into an
object, an "it," dialogue is subverted and education is changed to deformation"
(Freire 1998: 89). Educators must avoid providing students yet another
experience of being the static objects of learning, stuffing information into them
without having them criticize, discuss, or question what is being taught. Such
educational experiences represent the norm for Latina/o students in the current
education system, forcing them to be uncritical and tolerant of a life of
subordination.
However, encouraging young Latina/os to think critically, to voice their
opinions, to contribute to the construction of knowledge is a challenging task.
Many Latina/o students are more familiar with what Freire terms, "banking
education," experiencing this type of uncritical education on a daily basis. The
effects of this consistent indoctrination are extremely powerful. Latina/o
students have difficulty becoming liberated because they tend to gravitate
toward the model of learning imposed by the dominant class. Because this
model is so pervasive, so entrenched in their psyche, they have difficulty acting
differently or deviating from this model to accept a critical pedagogy. Although
the challenges of establishing a critical pedagogy seem overwhelming at times,
we must not give up. Latina/o students can no longer remain silent; becoming
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vocal is imperative for them to advance to the higher levels of education and
society

Authentic Caring and Counter Hegemony
In addition to implementing a critical pedagogy for Latina/o students,
educators most also base their teaching approach on authentic caring
(Valenzuela 1999). Authentic caring is when teachers connect with students' full
humanity, that is, when teachers make that emotional, human connection with
students. Aesthetic caring is more in line with treating students like objects,
seeing them only as receptacles that need to be filled with academic skills, and
not as complete people. Valenzuela draws from Fine's (1991) work on dropouts
to explain the primary aesthetic focus of schools. "Fine's investigation of
dropouts . . . leads her to conclude that teachers are committed to an institutional
"fetish" that views academics as the exclusive domain of the school. This fetish
supports the status quo by preserving the existing boundaries between the
ostensibly "public" school and the "private" matters of family and community"
(Valenzuela 1999: 73).
However, Valenzuela falls short of theorizing why authentic caring is
hard to find in schools with predominately Latina/o students or students of
color. Society shapes schooling practices, and we live in a racist society. Schools
are therefore not excluded from racist ideology; they are very much embedded
into the construction of these institutions. Racist ideology transmitted through
schooling practices will engender conflict between students and teachers and
prevent them from forming strong, meaningful relationships.
What we have learned from Paulo Freire is that oppression prevents us
from realizing our full humanity. Therefore, oppression must be challenged in
order for us to reach the point of seeing the full humanity in others, and even in
ourselves. It is at this point that we can make that human connection. Teachers
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cannot become authentic caregivers to students of color unless they merge their
caring with counter-hegemonic content that dispel notions of racial inferiority
and challenge the cultural belief and value of Euro-centric individualism.
In Summary
A critically compassionate intellectualism guiding the teaching practices
for Latina/o students follow three crucial steps:

1) Critical Pedagogy -- making students Subjects in the creation of knowledge.

2) Authentic Caring -- teeing and treating students as full and complete human
beings.

3) Counter Hegemonic Content -- learning content that would counter racism
and racist stereotypes.

It is essential that we implement an education for Latina/o students that
embraces the trilogy of critical pedagogy, authentic caring, and counter
hegemonic content. This approach may be one way to elevate our voices and
expand our rights in this society. We live in precarious times in which apartheid
is looming on the horizon. Latina/os are one of the fastest growing racial groups
in the country, yet whites still hold onto the key positions of power in state
institutions. The net effect of such an unfair distribution of power is that whites
will continue to fill the classroom seats of the most privileged universities, while
Latina/os will more likely fill the service jobs (janitors, cooks,) at these same
privileged universities. Educational disparities have other frightening
consequences for Latina/os and students of color. As the US government and
corporate leaders wage their wars for global dominance, it is young brown and
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black blood they trade for brown and black oil. It is in our best interest to control
the education of our people so that our blood is no longer used to grease the
wheels of global capitalist oppression.
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This is a paper on the poetics of repetitition. Briefly, the paper uses repetition as a central
perspective to compare Chinese and English poetry as well as fundamental poetic
concepts in these two widely diverse poetic traditions.
Although much has been written on Chinese and Western comparative poetry both in the
West and in China, there is very little which compares these poetic traditions on a viable
and common basis. Aside from addressing the most crucial problem in comparing
disparate literary traditions by demonstrating the process of locating such a basis, the
paper exemplifies both this process and the actual work of comparing poems from the
Chinese and the English traditions through a consistent and central phenomenon of poetic
repetition.
Repetition as defined in this paper refers to two essential modes of repetition common to
both Chinese and English poetry. One is the overtly detectable mode of repetition in
sound (e.g., rhyme, refrain, eduplication, alliteration, etc.) to form the rhythm and
cadence of poetry. The other is the more subtle and often disguised forms and patterns of
repetiton which I refer to as the "covert" mode (e.g. various figures of speech as
metaphor, symbol, conceit and the ubiquitous relationship between "scene" and "feeling"
in Chinese poetry.
Despite the differences in langauge, literary convention, and cultural orientation between
Chinese and English poetry, this phenomenon of repetition is not only common to both
traditions, but is equally pervasive and poweful. Not only does the sound echo the sound
and sense echo the sense but, as Alexander Pope so cogently puts it,the sound must also
echo the sense, forming what Paul Valery describes as a "closed circle of resonance" in
poetry. For what, indeed, is poetry if not this blending of all the elements of sound and
sense, energy and sensibility, image upon image, word after word, resonating with one
another and gravitating towards the core of emotion which seeks to express itself?
By using repetition as a perspective to look into these two poetic traditions, the paper is
able to locate where these two traditions converge and where they diverge. Their
convergence points directly to the irreducible generic nature of the lyric, transcending
their linguistic and cultural backgrounds, their divergence reveals some fundamental
cultural and epistemological distinctions that inform their respective poetic traditions.
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Over the last decade, the Singapore film industry has undergone a cinematic renaissance. After
almost twenty years of non-production, local filmmakers started producing again in the 1990s. In
1999 alone, eight feature-length films were released by local producers. Today, local directors
such as Jack Neo, Eric Khoo and Royston Tan have become household names in Singapore. Jack
Neo’s films in particular, are solid performers at the local box office – an interesting phenomenon
in a country where Hollywood imports are usually favoured over local products.
In this paper, I propose that the resurgent interest in local films reflects the pensive search for a
Singapore national identity during this period of economic uncertainty. Jack Neo’s commercial
films featuring “honourable citizens” are particularly explicit in its exploration of what it means to
be a “Singaporean”. However, I shall also argue that Eric Khoo’s and Royston Tan’s art-house
films of gangsters and drug addicts are similarly revealing scrutinies about a nation that is still
searching for its identity. According to Stuart Hall, since identities are based on the exclusion of
certain elements, the construction of every identity, even oppositional ones, has at its margins, a
“necessary, even if silenced and unspoken other, that which it ‘lacks’”. (Hall 1996a: 4-5) Hence,
their representation of marginalized characters further problematizes the debate surrounding the
construction of a hegemonic national identity envisaged in Jack Neo’s “feel-good” cinema.
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Abstract
There has been an incitement to story-telling around the career and identity of KoreanAmerican video artist, Nam June Paik. While his critics, audiences and artistic peers
have woven countless tales around Paik’s transnational travels, racial identity and global
vision as an artist, this paper situates Paik himself as both catalysis for and choreographer
of these narratives. During the period that witnessed the rise of Zen Buddhism’s
popularity in the West and the Vietnam War, a narrative space overdetermined by history
helped to shape the ways in which Paik invented himself for his audiences to strategic
effect. Paik’s performance of his transnational identity is explored as a translational
process mediating between multiple expectations and cultural entanglements. In an
attempt to raise broader concerns on the relationship between transnational visual
discursive regimes and representation, the second half of the paper examines the cultural
narratives within Paik’s videosculptures, with particular attention to how
conceptualizations of space and culture are deployed.
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Introduction
The career of the acclaimed Father of Video Art, Korean-American transnational Nam
June Paik (Fig. 1), has unfolded within a constellation of imagined and re-imagined
narratives told by differently situated authors. Among them, the myth of “Zen master
Paik” was first promoted by a 1960s avant-garde artist community seeking a spiritual
alternative in Eastern mysticism. Equally charismatic has been the narrative of Paik as
the “global missionary” who seeks to unite a historically divided East and West through a
television revolution. Catalyzing this incitement to story-telling around Paik’s career has
been Paik’s own performance as an artist, through which he invents himself and acts out
a mutable and often contradictory transnational identity.
Paik’s is a careful choreography, one that has sensitively responded to the
changing artistic and historical climate since his beginnings as an artist in fifties
Germany. In the period of the late fifties through the early seventies, the tragedies of the
Vietnam War and the simultaneous rising popularity of Eastern religious thought in the
West in particular, created a historically overdetermined narrative space in which Paik’s
identity was imagined. Yet it was within and through these discursive constraints that
Paik leveraged the expectations of critics, artists, and Western audiences to strategic
effect, often through a malleable self-construction teetering always on the brink of
playful self-parody. How do historical circumstances both overdetermine and open up
possibilities for identity formation? Paik as performer/artist exposes, at once, his
vulnerabilities as well as his clever manipulations of the expectations made of him as a
racialized subject whose success has hinged upon others’ interpretations of his artwork
and identity.
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The first half of this paper will explore the complex nesting of imaginative
appropriations and manipulations of Paik’s cultural and artistic identity by critics, peers
in the avant-garde communities in New York and Germany, and by Paik himself, with a
focus on the period between the late fifties and the early seventies. I suggest that there is
an incitement to narrative that percolates around the negotiation of the border tensions
that arise through transnational movement and dwelling. These narratives revolve around
Paik’s lifetime of travel and dwelling, with a particular focus on the years of travel that
began with his escape from war torn Korea and culminated in his artistic adventures in
Germany and eventual arrival in New York in 1965. Delimited is a discursive space in
which Paik has tactically utilized the malleability of cultural attachments to his
advantage, deliberately and strategically exciting his predominantly Western audiences
toward romances with his imagined identities during a historical period particularly
fixated on Paik as Easterner.
As a figure who has long dwelled in travel but who is also imagined as having
“roots” in an Eastern homeland, how has Paik’s transnational identity been narrated?
What are the categories of homelessness and belonging that Paik mediates between? I
suggest that it is through the dual operations of the historical overdetermination of Paik’s
“Eastern” identity on one hand, and the romance of travel and its multiple entanglements
on the other, that the chorus of narratives around Paik’s identity must necessarily reflect a
characteristic ambivalence. In sliding between the poles of prodigal Korean son/Eastern
mystic whose “roots” are imagined as a spiritually and culturally orienting “homeland,”
and “citizen of the world” whose ties are long and forgiving, how does Paik illuminate
the tensions inherent in transnational movement? How might we understand Paik’s
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performance of transnational identity as a highly conscious translational process – what I
call trans(n/l)ational mediation – whereby Paik interprets his cultural identity in manners
suited to and shaped by his audiences1 and their shifting, historical expectations?
The second objective of the paper will focus on the content of Paikian narratives
of culture, with particular attention to how conceptualizations of space and culture are
deployed to material effect within Paik’s videos and videosculptures. In order to bring to
artistic fruition his utopian claims of establishing a transnational “global village,”
specifically through the bridging of “East and West,” Paik deliberately essentializes
cultures, representing them as spatially-bounded entities in order to symbolically
transgress them in his videoworks. By explicitly utilizing visual tropes such as the
Buddha and the television as metonymic representations of East and West respectively,2
Paik territorializes cultures as coherent totalities to make possible their symbolic
convergence (Fig. 2). But to what ends?
I will draw upon art history theory, weighed with and against audience responses
and Paik’s own rhetoric around his pieces, to discuss why his videoworks, rather than
facilitating the symbolic convergence of cultures, instead reiterate orders of difference
through relations of juxtaposition. Ultimately this discussion attempts to raise broader
concerns on the relationship between transnational visual discursive regimes and
representation. What implications do Paik’s conceptualizations of transnational
1

I use the term “audiences” here to refer broadly to all of Paik’s critical audiences – the museum-going
public, art critics, curators, artistic peers, and scholar. In discussing the proliferation of narratives around
Paik and the role of “audience,” I draw upon Trinh Minh-ha’s (1989:22) notion of plural, nonunitary
subjects, conceiving of viewers as in media res, in a constant process of formation. I suggest that part of
the incitement to narrative is due to the infinite ways in which elements of Paik’s imagined identities
articulate with differently situated subjects in a context that is, in many ways, overdetermined by history.
2
While I recognize that these metonyms are historical constructs whose meanings are necessarily variable
and shifting over time, I am interested in the hegemonic discourses and representations of multiculturalism
during the period on which this paper focuses and which, as I will later argue, are deliberately utilized by
Paik in his rhetoric of a “global village,” borrowed directly from Marshall McLuhan (1967).
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landscapes of space and culture have for the translatability of cultural subjects within
artistic media?
As one of the main theoretical objectives of this paper is to capture the multilayered and polyvalent processes through which trans(n/l)ational identities are imagined
and made meaningful through social practice, I utilize the medium of theater with several
objectives in mind. Theater represents an ideal performative and discursive space in
which overlapping narratives and imaginaries can converge in equal play, where
dissimulations, parody, illusion, as well as their claims to reality, become equitable and
viable regimes of interpretation and of knowledge.3 These narratives are revealed at once
as constructions, but also as frameworks of consciousness and experience that impart
structure and meaning to Paik’s bearings in the art world. Unless otherwise noted, all
dialogue originates from the actors’ themselves and has been brought into conversation
from disparate sources including interviews, writings, and art reviews.
Through the medium of theater it is possible furthermore to gesture toward the
multiplicity of audiences and their shifting relations with and within Paikian narratives,
by making increasingly transparent how they are at various times complicit in,
interpellated by, and even constituted through their relations to the performances onstage.
Far from attempting to distill from competing narratives a singular and transcendent
objective reality, I present these narratives as broadly sketching a constructed and lived
reality with something to tell in their very acts of imaginative creation, constructedness,
and performance. Finally, in making Paik a pivotal character, I underline the

3

My objective draws on Stephan Palmié’s attempt to delineate the contours of historically disqualified
forms of interpretation, to access “systematically occluded levels of historical consciousness and
experience” as legitimate forms of social knowledge (2002: 20).
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choreographies of performing Paik to suggest that while subjected to narratives, he also
controls and co-creates in them toward an ingenious and strategic parody of self.

Landscapes and Borderlines: Mapping Trans(n/l)ational Identity
Performing Paik: The Play
Act I, Scene I
The audience is seated on the stage in a crescent, embracing the actor’s performative
space. An intimate setting is created between actors and audience. Lights come up. In
the spartan space sits an eighteenth-century Japanese Buddha statue (Fig. 2), placidly
contemplating its live filmed image on a futuristic television monitor. Seated in a chair
beside the sculpture is curator and art critic, John Hanhardt, poised with pen and paper
in hand. An elderly Nam June Paik paces around him slowly.
HANHART: (staring intently at the Buddha) [The dissolution of imagined and
constructed boundaries in your TV Buddha, the convergence of disparate points in
space, time and of cultures, has long been your magic. And it has always been you
yourself.] (following Paik with his eyes) NJP, you’re always in motion.
PAIK: (with glances to the audience) I like to begin every conversation with an
announcement of my next destination. No matter how exhausted I am when I arrive
home, my first impulse is to scan the airport bulletin board for departing flights.
HANHARDT: (scribbling furiously) That’s what makes you a citizen of the world,
NJP. Even now you continue to travel from continent to continent, encouraging
artists to participate in worldwide artistic exploration…
PAIK: And at the same time I continue to explore the world and engage in dialogue
with people of the world.
Lights out.4
Dwelling in Travel
Critics, artists and museum-going audiences have long been romanced by Paik’s TV
Buddha (Fig. 2) and its many reincarnations since its 1974 original, stirred by its
evocations around the borders of culture; by the resonances and tensions between the
4

The dialogue for this scene originates from an interview between Hanhardt and Paik, recounted by
Hanhardt in his edited volume, Nam June Paik (1982: 1). Dialogue in parentheses has been authored for
the purpose of the play.
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trance induced by meditation and the stupor induced by television, by the juxtaposition of
an “ancient East” and the “up-to-the-minute technological West,” and of the recent
technological hegemony of East present and the “tradition” of East past, as expounded in
the catalogue to a recent Paik exhibit (Tsai et. al 1994: 4). In its ambivalent negotiations
of transnational borderlines, TV Buddha is, as critic John Hanhardt suggests, Paik
himself, dwelling in moments of multiple historical, spatial, and cultural entanglement.
Paik is, to use Homi Bhabha’s (1993) term, the quintessential “borderline artist,”
carefully negotiating cultural territories ambiguous both within transnational landscapes
and within himself. “The borderline artist performs a poetics of the open-border between
cultures,” Bhabha writes. Paik “displays the ‘interstices,’ the overlappings and
interleavings, the hither and thither that is part of the history of those people whose
identities are crafted from the experience of social displacement” (1993: 15). Paik’s
biography has been one of many kinds of movement ranging from forced displacement as
a political refugee, to travel as an artist seeking a mentor among the Fluxus artists in
Germany. His experiences have been characterized by the dwelling of both diaspora and
of travel, of relational identification vis-à-vis an imagined national time/space of the
Korean homeland, as well as of the fleeting cultural entanglements of the traveler. But
more than merely being crafted by experiences of displacement, as Bhabha suggests, Paik
has deliberately leveraged the expectations and perceptions made of him as a
transnational to become an agent in crafting his own identity.
From his earliest memories, Paik has traveled along a string of cultural encounters
and entanglements. The youngest of five children, he was born in 1932 in Seoul to “one
of the most corrupt families in Korea” (Hoberman 1982: 39). In 1949, Paik’s father
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moved the family to Hong Kong where Paik’s first job as his father’s interpreter would
foreshadow his lifelong commitment to his imagined role as a communications facilitator
between cultures. Upon their return to Seoul one year later, the family fled to Japan
immediately following the outbreak of the Korean War. Although Paik was of military
age, his family was able to secure him another exit permit as an interpreter for his father.5
While escape from political strife would formally initiate his global roamings, as a
precocious youth raised in an upper middle class family,6 Paik was exposed to
technologies from the West considerably earlier than most average Koreans (Gardner
1982: 67).
While enrolled at the University of Tokyo, Paik’s primary interests turned to
twentieth century music composition. In October of 1956, Paik left for Germany to begin
graduate work at the University of Munich and the Conservatory of Music in Freiburg,
stopping through Calcutta and Cairo along the way. Germany in the fifties was a center
of the newest developments in music. While the beginnings of Paik’s experiments with
music composition revolved around techniques of collage,7 Paik aspired toward a new
form of musical performance later during his seven years of study. Charged with high
theatrical intensity, these were fully engaging, even “terrifying” performances, in the
words of Paik’s mentor and avant-garde composer, John Cage (Hoberman 1982: 39).

5

Underlining Paik’s ambivalent relationship with his homeland is the fact that under South Korea’s strict
military conscription laws, he could technically be arrested as a draft dodger today.
6
While it must be acknowledged that Paik’s upper middle class upbringing afforded him the opportunities
to travel that ultimately facilitated his entry into Western art circuits in a manner atypical of many
immigrant artists, particularly during the period around the late fifties, the primary interest of this paper is
in how the historically overdetermined contexts in which Paik was received were fixated upon and
attempted to discursively limit his racial and cultural identity as an Easterner.
7
Collage has been, from Paik’s initial beginnings in music, an essential component to his aesthetics. The
convergence of seemingly disparate elements into an artistic space in the form of bricolage would be vital,
as we will later see, to his representations of a transnational cultural landscape.
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Experiments in music performance would later give way to Paik’s serendipitous
move toward the historical beginnings of video research and video art. In a secret studio
in the outskirts of Cologne, Paik spent endless hours disassembling the mechanical and
electronic supports of television sets. Together with Fluxus artist Wolf Vostell, Paik
acquired thirteen cheap, junked black-and-white sets, opened the backs, and started
playing around. A discouraging show at the Galarie Parnass, Wuppertal, drove Paik back
to Tokyo where he discovered the medium that would fulfill the range of his aesthetic
objectives: color television.
While on the verge of returning to West Germany one year later, Paik decided
instead to indulge a whim, moving to New York where, in 1965, he made arrangements
to receive the first portable television camera produced by the Sony Corporation. Paik’s
anarchic attack upon the television monitor and his experiments with the new subjectivity
of the video medium would formulate the dual approach behind the artist’s reinvention of
television (Fifer et al. 1990: 73).
Negotiating Cultural Entanglements: The German Years
James Clifford suggests that it is a mistake to insist on literal “travel” defined exclusively
as mobility. Instead, it is better to understand how forces pass through to form “different
modalities of inside-outside connection” to suggest how traveling subjects are culturally
“located” (1997: 28). Rather than conceptualizing Paik’s travels as steady accretions and
ontological layerings of contacts and exchanges, I follow Clifford in highlighting Paik’s
travel as a process of entanglements. It is a process that is ultimately translational in
nature, with Paik both reconfiguring his cultural bearings in light of changing localities
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and cultural filters, and interpreting his imagined nativeness vis-à-vis an Eastern
“homeland” to Western audiences.
I examine Paik’s seven years in Germany as the initiation of the reconfiguration
of his relationship with his Korean “homeland,” particularly in light of the growing
popularity of Zen Buddhism during the fifties and sixties within Europe and North
America, as an example of this process of trans(n/l)ational mediation. It was not until
Paik arrived in Germany that he actively engaged the religious philosophy of Zen
Buddhism for the first time, and primarily through Western artists who looked to an
imagined East for spiritual and aesthetic alternatives (Kang 1988: 31). As the prescribed
translator of Eastern culture for a New York-based troupe of Fluxus8 artists, Paik was at
once learning about Zen Buddhism through his Western mentors, while espousing it as an
imagined cultural representative performing the role expected of him as an “authentic”
conduit to the East.
Central to the counterculture of the sixties, Zen Buddhism served as a framework
for Fluxus ideologies9 while providing an Eastern veneer of alternative meaning, a veil of
deeper spirituality resonant with the artistic and philosophical objectives of the Fluxus
movement (Jenkins 1993: 30). Minimizing, if not eliminating, the reified role of the
artist as mythologically unique was a primary motivation for the appropriation of Zen
Buddhist paradigms. For the immediate purposes of Fluxus artists, the Buddhist concept
of “no-ego” provided a basis for the movement toward anonymity and collective action.
8

Fluxus artists rooted themselves in a heritage that began early in the century with movements such as
Futurism, Dada, and Russian Constructivism. They consciously refused any formal standards or
expectations, and little served to neatly define them as they fell outside any single media category or
historical movement. They emerged mid-century with a more diverse and deliberately amorphous set of
ideals and tendencies, one that again avoided commitment to a singular definition. Fluxus artists of the
1950’s onward recognized only one canonized philosophy: nothing was constant except for change itself.
9
The appropriation of Zen Buddhism by artists has a history that extends prior to the fifties and sixties,
among surrealists such as Tristan Tzara. See Doris 1992 for more information.
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In a 1964 letter written to fellow Fluxus artist Ben Vautier, George Maciunus encouraged
the elimination of the ego as an explicitly anti-Western conception of the self:
I noticed with disappointment your GROWING MEGALOMANIA. Why not try
Zen method – curb and eliminate your ego entirely. Don’t sign anything –
depersonalize yourself! That’s true Fluxus collective spirit. De-europeanize
yourself! [emphasis in original] (Doris 1992: 138)
Zen Buddhism became the vehicle for deconstructing what Fluxus artists perceived as
mentalities distinct from a corrupted West.
It was under Cage’s tutelage that Paik first engaged Zen Buddhist philosophy.
For Paik, Cage played an admittedly powerful role in the stimulation and guidance of this
interest (Kang 1988: 31). As a student of D.T. Suzuki, the influential translator of Zen
Buddhism to the West during the forties and fifties, Cage prompted Paik not to lose touch
with his roots by encouraging him to renew contact with the world of Zen Buddhist
thought (Leigh 1992: 80). Cage’s romantic insistence of “rooting” Paik to his place of
birth demonstrates what Liisa Malkki identifies as the “spatial incarceration of the
native,” the discursive construction of nativeness in a contemporary social order of
increasing “uprootedness” (1997: 60). As the deterritorialization of culture facilitated
through travel and displacement threatens to sever imagined roots and cause what Malkki
identifies as the loss of “moral and emotional bearings,” a romantic valorization of
notions of the “indigenous” has arisen which insists upon culture as something existing in
“the soil” (1997: 55).
For Cage, the fixation on Paik’s return to Zen Buddhism suggests that this new
rootedness hinges upon the discursive construction of place, not through physical
inhabitation, but rather through memories and diasporic claims. The notion of “roots”
sediments the charisma of the place of birth as the true north, forever orienting the
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native’s cultural and even spiritual compass toward the “homeland” despite his many
displacements and attachments. Interestingly, the attempt to “root” Paik was fraught with
the ironies of culture as multiply mediated. Cage, for instance, encouraged Paik to study
Zen as it was being propagated in the West through the lectures and writings of Suzuki.
In his free time, Paik exposed himself to Oriental music and religion, neither of which
had been of interest to him before he met Cage.10
This unusual transmission of cultural knowledge, conducted within and through a
nexus of expectations, interpretations, and cultural claims, gestures toward the
complicated negotiation of the entanglements of travel and contact that shape
transnational identity as a translational process. It was at this historical moment, with the
burgeoning popularity of Zen Buddhism, that a certain overdetermined burden of
expectation was levied upon Paik as the artist from the East, a burden which, during his
years in Germany, Paik was just beginning to learn to strategically leverage to his
advantage.
Paik’s years in Germany and his negotiations of the artistic climate would mark
the beginning of a career in translation – the construction and performance of identities to
accommodate his many audiences and their spoken and unspoken expectations. These
years also marked the advent of the proliferation of narratives of identity surrounding
Paik which not only served to pilot his artistic career over the last 5 decades, but fueled a
particular romance of story-telling around transnationalism and travel.

10

Foreshadowing my later discussion of the ambivalence that characterizes Paik’s trans(n/l)ational
mediations of identity is the fact that Paik has in later years, been critical of Suzuki for “selling” his culture
to a Western audience. He has also lashed out against Fluxus artists who have manipulated Zen Buddhism
to accommodate their own agendas (Paik 1974: unnumbered pages).
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“My Favorite Paik”: The Travel Figure and the Incitement to Narrative
Act II, Scene I
The stage is dark except for a single spotlight focused on a spartan wooden chair center
stage. Nam June Paik enters stage left. Taking a seat, he smiles glibly at the audience
immediately seated around him, engaging them directly.
PAIK: (peering out into his audience, leaning in attentively to address them) Which
is my favorite Paik, you ask? My favorite Paik…so difficult to choose from among
them all.
Let’s see, there’s
Nam June
Nam June
Nam June
Nam June
Nam June
Nam June
Nam June
Nam June
And of course, there’s
Nam June

The Oriental, the German, the American
but also a bit the Italian
The Zen Master of Techno Art
The Buddhist with a touch of the materialist
The mediator of East and West
The world-class vagabond
The artist from a poor country with no ambitions who
becomes a world famous star
The cultural terrorist
The George Washington of Video Art

The Judo Artist able to use accidents of fate
and his opponents’ powers to turn them around
and get what he wants

Lights out.11
Diasporic claims and global utopias
For the June 1993 Venice Biennale, the many friends of Nam June Paik were asked to
submit short essays reflective of the quintessential Paik they had come to know. The
drawings, essays, conversations, and poems contributed were quilted together as a
multilingual “Paik Mosaic” for the German Pavilion catalogue. Jackson Mac Low’s
submission featured a minimalist sketch of the poet’s favorite among Paik’s works, the
11

The dialogue for this scene are all original quotes about Nam June Paik, most of which come from a
collection of them gathered by Gino Di Maggio in a composition entitled, “A ditty for Nam June Paik,”
included in the Paik Mosaic catalogue from the 1993 Venice Biennale. See Nam June Paik eine DATA
base (1993).
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iconic TV Buddha. Entitled, “My Favorite Paik,” Mac Low’s essay might have just as
easily referred to his favorite Paik persona, to his romance with a particular Paik fantasy.
There has been an incitement to story-telling around the career of Nam June Paik
that has percolated around the artist’s roamings, contacts, and exchanges. Since Paik’s
years in Germany during which he began to enact the role of conduit to the East, the
artist’s many audiences – his critics, fellow artists, public audiences, as well as the
scholars who have written on him – have shared in a long tradition of constructing
mythologies around Paik’s identities as a Korean national, an East Asian, a world
traveler, and as a poor immigrant artist whose destiny unfolded in the West.
According to Arjun Appadurai , transnational landscapes of electronic media and
travel mark the present world “not as technically new forces but as ones that seem to
impel (and sometimes compel) the work of the imagination” (1996: 4). Motion and
media together provide the resources for self-imagining (and, I argue, the imagining of
others) by broadening our perception of possibility and opportunity. I suggest that
imagination as social practice is not only facilitated by media and travel, but revolves in
part around a romance with travel itself and through which the rhetorics of travel open
infinite possibilities for experimenting with self-making and the making of others.
Utopian narratives of Paik as a “global missionary” and “citizen of the world”
(Decker 1988; Gardner 1982; among many others) who works to facilitate dialogue
among the world’s cultures, have dominated the artist’s career, much through his own
efforts at self-invention. Paik works to maintain these narratives not only through the
thematic treatments of his artwork which bring together disparate cultural elements
through collage, but through his “offstage” performances and rhetorics. While the artist
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has made several wild and irreverent statements throughout his career, perhaps none was
as outrageous or as strategic as the one he pronounced in a 1993 interview. He accused
Bill Clinton of stealing his idea for the Information Super Highway (Matzner 1997: 101).
In the spring of 1974, Paik was hired as a consultant by Howard Klein, Director
of the Art Program for the Rockefeller Foundation Art Program. The artist was asked to
produce a study of the technical, commercial, and artistic potentials of worldwide
communication networks, much of which was still a utopian dream at the time. Paik
wrote three proposals in which he elaborated upon his vision of “The Electronic Super
Highway.” Paik would later accuse President Clinton of appropriating his term in the
1992 campaign proposal for the National Information Super Highway.
The now infamous incident has not only romanced Paik’s audiences with the tale
of an irreverent and bold Asian immigrant willing to go up against the President of the
United States; it also consolidated the myth of Paik as the forerunner of philosophies on
technology’s potentials for global communications that, from the very beginnings of his
experiments with television, informed and guided the artist’s relationship with video art
(Paik 1993: 25). Paik locates the future fate of human communities in the success with
which we revolutionize the communications potential of television, while also attributing
some of the greatest tragedies in history to its misuse.
During the period of the sixties, Paik identified the lack of communication
between East and West as a primary cause of the Vietnam War (Paik 1974: unnumbered
pgs). As a transnational whose “homeland” is in the East, Paik was placed at the center
of utopian narratives specifically couched within a paradigm of reconciling East and
West, but a positioning which he easily and deliberately exploited. Paik engaged the
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issue during the Vietnam War with the hope that, as an Asian American, he might supply
some insight into what he termed the “East-West communications problem” – the
perpetuation of misunderstanding between two historically polarized hemispheres due to
the lack of cultural exposure and exchange. In his essay on the potentials of using
television in schools and universities entitled, “Expanded Education for the Paper-less
Society,” Paik exercises what Clifford (1997) terms a “diasporic claim,” the authority
imparted to him as a Korean transnational, in the brokering of these communications:
As a citizen of Korea, a minority nation in the minority continent, therefore
necessarily a cynical observer, who picked up three Western and three Eastern
languages during the 18 years of wandering from Hong Kong via Cairo and
Reykjavek, I am particularly sensitive about the East-West problem (Paik 1971:
34).
Paik often quotes a professor friend from the Kyoto University in Japan, who once
predicted, “If West knows East only one-tenth of what East knows about West, there will
be no war” (Paik 1974: unnumbered pages).
Having garnered the image as the quintessential global nomad, Paik was placed in
a unique place to comment upon the necessity of a global dialogue during the period of
the sixties, both within the context of the “East-West communications problem” and
among cultures at large. At the same moment, the very diasporic claims Paik exercises as
artist-cum-global-missionary facilitates the ease with which his Western audiences have
expected him to be a representative of the East and its religious traditions in particular.
The ambivalence of mutable imaginings
Evidenced by the broad spectrum of Paikian narratives a phenomenon whereby Paik
becomes the icon for utopian themes, as well as themes of ethnic, racial, and class
identity. In the same moment, there is an inherent ambivalence among these narratives
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that arises from the tensions among Paik’s particular entanglements, between his
negotiations of what Clifford identifies as the concrete mediations between the
intercultural figure of the traveler and the “native” cultural figure (1997: 24).
This is perhaps best captured in what is sketched as Paik’s ambivalent relationship
to his Korean “homeland.” In one and the same moment, Paik is the artist who, as global
missionary, had “to run away from home” (Movin 1996: 14), and also the “prodigal son
of Korea” who returned to build a monumental tower of 1,300 monitors for the 1988
Seoul Olympics. Narratives beget narratives and even these somewhat incongruous tales
can be linked through another bridging tale constructed by Western critics and artists
alike of Paik as the reconciled son who is both forgiven and forgives in order to return to
his birthplace. The ambivalence of the negotiations of travel figure and native Korean,
despite the inherent tensions that evolve between and among narratives, seems to be the
very generative force that allows these narratives to come into being in the first place.
This example alludes more broadly to the ambivalence among narratives in which
Paik is imagined and imagines himself as a perpetual alien, never home, and never fully
“belonging,” and the popular utopian image of Paik as a qualified interlocutor for and
among cultures. He is homeless (and therefore accountable to what?) and yet entangled
by the tethers that connect him to various locations, cultures, and communities, and
which are imagined to qualify him as a facilitator of global dialogue. In their tension and
seeming contradictions, I argue that these narratives, in their constitutive ambivalences,
have and continue to strategically serve Paik’s career as an artist by opening up a
forgiving enough discursive space for him to play at being himself.
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Playing at Paik: meta-narratives and strategies of self-parody
Act III, Scene I
The glow of a single lamp is suspended above two chairs facing the audience. Seated are
Paik’s long time collaborator, Joseph Beuys, and Paik’s friend and author, Kate Millet.
A young, sprightly Paik enters stage right. He comes to a stand still about five feet
behind the two. He looks on, barely visible in the diffuse peripheries of the light.
BUEYS: (to Millet) Paik should polish the story of his life during the Korean War.
The public does not want to hear about his family flight to Hong Kong and his
father’s adventures in the ginseng-root business. Instead Paik should tell how he flew
a fighter plane over North Korea and was shot down and crashed behind enemy lines.
PAIK: (as an aside to the audience) Being Korean and from the most underdeveloped
country at that time [in the fifties and sixties], helped. They felt curious to see what I
would create or the novelty of showing Korean artist. While in Germany, I always
put Korea in publications for curiosity value.
(to the two seated, enthusiastically) I am the yellow peril! The yellow peril! C’est
moi!
As the two suddenly turn around to notice Paik’s presence, the lights go out. A single
light comes back on. All we see are Paik and Millett standing to face each other center
stage.
MILLETT: (conspiratorially) You know, maybe the reason you get by with what
you do here, everything you’ve gotten away with here, is because you had built a
shell, had already perfected the manner of being a foreigner, a refugee artist: thickskinned, a little strange, a little funny, a bit of a clown, harmless, diffident, ineffably
an outsider…
PAIK: (smiling) I come from a very poor country and I am poor. I have to entertain
people every second.
Lights out.12
A discussion of the seemingly limitless excitation of story-telling by critics and artists
around the global travels of Nam June Paik is incomplete without recognizing the
proliferation of meta-narratives – the narratives about Paikian narratives that nest within
each other like stacked dolls. These meta-narratives weave tales of how Paik has cleverly
12

The dialogue for this scene represents a true collage of interview elements and pieces written on Paik.
The majority of them can be found in David Bourdon’s piece (1993: 40-46) and in Nam June Paik, edited
by Toni Stoos and Thomas Kellein (1993).
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and strategically created himself through careful choreographies of identity, and to
variable degrees of dissimulation. At some moments, Paik obfuscates the
constructedness of his identity; at others, he parades it through a parody of self. These
meta-narratives tell us about Paik’s malleable translations of self as the tactical maneuver
ingeniously deployed by an artist whose professional success has long been contingent
upon interpretations of his work and cultural identity by others.
Paik’s ability to manipulate his own identity to suit the expectations and desires of
his Western critics and art peers, particularly during the late fifties into the early
seventies, is best illustrated in his ability to leverage the particular caché imparted to him
as an East Asian and presumed Buddhist which began with his years in Germany. It was
during this time that musician and mentor John Cage encouraged Paik to renew contact
with the world of Zen Buddhist thought. In addition to his desires for pleasing the
mentor he had come to respect and admire (Kang 1988: 32), Paik was driven by the
tactical gains as an artist by constructing himself as the Eastern mystic for whom the
Fluxus artists had been searching. Of the first time he met his mentor, Paik explains:
He [Cage] was so into Oriental philosophy, into Zen. And he desperately wanted
endorsement from Oriental, any Oriental would do…So when I..told him how
very good I thought he was, he got very excited. Was finally Asian endorsement
(Werner 1986: 37).
Early in his burgeoning career, Paik understood that the deliberate gratification of
expectations of his “Eastern-ness” could bring strategic benefits to his professional
career.
This transformative meeting, which Paik would later recall as “the single most
significant event in my life” (Zurbrugg 1995: 129), would not be the last of its kind. Paik
remembers his first encounter with musician Jean Pierre Wilhelm at a concert a few
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months later in a similar light. Without having seen any of Paik’s work, Wilhelm offered
to exhibit some of the aspiring artist’s work. “Being Korean and from the most
underdeveloped country at that time, helped,” Paik once reflected. “He felt curious to see
what I would create for the novelty of showing Korean artist” (Tomkins 1975: 65).
Along with opportunity were the attendant racial stereotypes that Paik came to
exploit and transform, as best he could, into points of entry and acceptance. “Being
Korean also helped in electronic music studio in Cologne, Stockhausen,” noted the artist.
“There were only five guys allowed to work in electronic music at that time…they
accepted me because they thought I was so dumb I had to be harmless” (Tomkins 1975:
65). As a source of powerful intrigue at the time, the artist’s imagined Eastern
connections elicited particular assumptions and expectations that shaped, if not
facilitated, Paik’s breakthrough onto the Western art scene. Paik is unabashed in
confessing his exploitation of the interest inspired by his Korean identity.
In his unrelenting performance as artist, Paik’s deliberate exploitation of an
identity that had been foisted upon him in certain respects, has not been short of moments
of comedic ambivalence. Paik has stated in interviews that he is not and never has been a
Buddhist (Matzner et al. 1994: 171), and his attempts, however genuine, to explore
Buddhist philosophy have been met with admitted failures of which Paik enjoys making
light. A brief stay at a monastery in Kamakura during a return to Tokyo in 1964, was
enough to affirm Paik’s critical distancing from Zen Buddhism. “In charge was a monk
with a long stick,” Paik recalls of the experience in an interview with Calvin Tomkins.
“We were not supposed to move, even if a mosquito bit. Every so often, monk would hit
somebody with his stick, usually me. Why me? It made a big noise but didn’t really
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hurt.” Paik’s final reflection of his stay was that it was a “slightly unhappy three days”
(1975: 63). The manner in which Paik parodies his own adventures as a Buddhist seeker
exemplifies the meta-narrative of an aspiring artist who recreates himself to suit his
audience’s desires, and which has attained a mythical dimension in and of itself.
Author Kate Millett, succinctly articulated the substance of the compelling and
complicated meta-narratives surrounding her friend’s career in her observation that Paik
had “perfected the manner of being a foreigner, a refugee artist.” Paik’s strategic
excitement and manipulation of these narratives is at times comedic, at times subtle, but
always of deliberate and ingenious performance.

The Worlds of Nam June Paik: Conceptualizations of Culture and Space
Final Act, Scene I
Lights come up. Sitting center stage is a stool on which rests a small television set
playing white noise. Rudyard Kipling and video critic John J. O’Connor enter from
opposite sides of the stage, stopping to converge around the television.
KIPLING: (speaks boldly, addressing Paik and the audience) Ladies and gentleman,
“The Ballad of East and West.” Oh, East is East, and West is West, and never the
twain shall meet. (regresses into shadow; exits stage)
The television switches to a tape of Paik’s 1984 interactive satellite broadcast, “Bye Bye
Kipling.” An extravaganza of images ranging from MTV to produce commercials, from
Max Headroom to Pee Wee Herman, plays across the screen in a hypnotic blur. Host
Dick Cavett complains that he doesn’t know what’s going on. After a gimmick striptease
number, he announces: “I have a tiny surprise. One of the strippers – and this is the
truest thing I will tell you tonight…” At which point the picture switches to the live
marathon race in Seoul accompanied by a Philip Glass crescendo. Mr. Cavett is heard
grumbling, “Oh, the hell with it.”
O’CONNOR: (speaking over the video) Mr. Paik is not really concerned with being
trendy or fashionable. He worries about how people perceive each other in a
world...of the long-promised (or threatened) “global village.” His ultimate goal is to
set up a gigantic television screen in Times Square and one in Moscow’s Red Square
that would allow the citizens at either point to talk to each other 365 days a year.
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As he speaks, on the tape, from their respective locations in the United States and Japan,
two men toast beer steins across a split-screen divide and declare the separation between
East and West bridged. Lights out. The video continues to play.13
The global village: symbolic transgression of territorialized culture
Saturday evening, on the first day of 1984, Paik coordinated a kind of space-opera variety
show to disprove Kipling’s dated maxim, presiding over a splashy and witty interactive,
satellite transmission broadcast. With the New York portions of the broadcast emanating
from a new club appropriately named 4D, the program jumped by satellite to live
broadcasts in Tokyo and to Seoul where the 1986 Asian Games were taking place. The
resulting collage, dotted with technical glitches, included live performances, interviews,
assorted taped materials, and computerized videos (Figs. 3 and 4). Visual jokes involving
the passing of an object from one space frame to another peppered the flow of images,
occasionally disrupted by the confusion of New York host Dick Cavett.
Paik’s historic satellite television adventure, the first of its kind, was a
revolutionary moment within the social presence of television as mass medium.14 In its
critical alignment toward broadcast television, what David Antin calls “video’s frightful
parent” (1975: 36), Paik’s video art evolved with television as its primary referent of
opposition. As representations in American television changed, the illusion persisted that
one could reform the medium through its content alone. Paik refused to stop here,
broadening his attack to include a thorough reinvention of television’s function in an
13

O’Connor’s monologue for this scene comes directly from his reflections on the video (1993: 228-229).
In the U.S., commercial television emerged as a post-World War phenomenon whose control remained
within the hands of powerful radio networks. The original function of television, patterned after
commercial radio, determined its communicative characteristics, particularly in the asymmetry between
sender and receiver. The receiver merely plugs into a signal produced by an invisible and unknown source.
Though an illusion of choice is created in the act of selection, the receiver exerts no control over what is
being transmitted. In “Bye Bye Kipling,” Paik disrupts this scheme to place power within the hands of the
receivers.
14
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attempt to unite, as the title of Paik’s most recent retrospective at the Guggenheim
suggests, the Worlds of Nam June Paik.
How are these worlds spatialized and conceived by the artist? To facilitate
utopian narratives of a global village united through communications, Paik punctures the
self-contained vacuum of broadcast television in order to manipulate dimensions of space
and time in both his videos and videosculptures. For Paik, global communications is
symbolically fulfilled through the convergence of seemingly disparate elements (and the
cultures and spaces they come to represent) within a filmic or sculptural space. While
Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson (1997) argue that spatially-bounded territories of
culture are becoming obsolete in an increasingly transnational world, Paik revives
traditional conceptualizations of culture as spatially-bounded and integrated totalities,
such as a token East and West, in order to symbolically transgress them.
In this transgression toward an imagined global village, however, I argue that
rather than creating products of hybridity and tension, Paik’s conceptualizations of space
and culture promote an imagined process of cultural exchange as one of layering,
overlapping, and bricolage, of casual engagements that, rather than entangling cultural
elements, bring them into a common artistic space that ultimately rearticulate and
sediment their differences.15 In the case of imagined entities such as East and West, he
deliberately constructs a divide between the two in order to make possible their symbolic
convergence, just as the two men representative of East and West and toast beer steins
over a split-screen divide in “Bye Bye Kipling.”
15

Here I depart from the vast proportion of art scholarship on Paik which equates his works’ affective
results with the artist’s admissions of intent. Rather than give priority to the artist, I follow literary
reception theorists such as Wolfgang Iser (1978) and turn my focus to how visual signs are prestructured
within Paik’s works, and to a more limited degree, viewer responses to them, recognizing reception as a
triangulation between the artistic intent, the material reality of the artwork, and subjective interpretation.
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In the case of Paik’s video sculptures, this paradigm relies on the metonymic
construction of visual symbols16 as iconic representations of spatialized culture. This is
no more clearly evident than in Paik’s usage of the Buddha as metonymic representation
of the East, and more broadly, as all that is non-Western. As the work that Paik admits to
being his most popular and the first to be sold to a museum, TV Buddha has garnered a
widespread appeal that the artist does not take for granted. His statement in a 1975
interview that he has “no scruples” about appealing to his audiences partially accounts for
the multiple resurrections of his 1974 TV Buddha (Fig. 2; Figs. 5 and 6). The longstanding romance with Paik’s TV Buddha, in all its reincarnations, has been generated
through the sculpture’s playful juxtapositions.
Common to all of TV Buddha’s resurrections is the representation of visual icons
as holistic, cultural entities; the Buddha glazed with the easy connotations of a spiritual
and traditional East, is constructed in antagonism to what Paik contextualizes as an
equally iconicized modern West, metonymically represented in the trope of the television
set. While East and West are brought together in the discursive space of his
videosculptures, they engage each other superficially, perpetuating narratives that brush
only at humorous dissonance, as one viewer’s response to TV Buddha suggests:
Can’t get NJP’s TV Buddha, out of my mind. This sculpture of the sitting Buddha
viewing his own image on a closed-circuit television screen is hilarious. An
inanimate sculpture looking at its inanimate mirror image. The Buddha is a media
star and couch potato in a Buddha sitcom (Bußmann 1993: 63).
By essentializing East and West in order to bring them into symbolic convergence, Paik
instead rearticulates their differences and their imagined existence as spatialized cultures.
16

My discussion draws from Appadurai’s (1988) notion of the “metonymic freezing” of “natives,” the
phenomenon of anthropological taxonomy through which one element of “native” life comes to epitomize a
culture in its totality. I want both to accentuate how metonymy is spatialized, and to underline how
metonymies of the cultures of “others” are also constructed vis-à-vis an equally metonymic West.
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His symbolic convergence of disparate points in time and space is contingent upon the
construction of these points as exactly such – foreign, if not antagonistic, to each other.
In fact, without this dialogue of juxtaposition, Paik’s Buddha is nearly mute.
When a Buddha in the outdoor installation of the Something Pacific collection at the
University of California, San Diego, temporarily lost its accompanying monitor, a student
retrieved its “voice” by propping a keyboard in front of it.17 In their confrontation as
oppositional referents, Paik’s cultural icons fail, in their dialectical evocations, to
formulate a constructive negotiation of difference; rather, their symbolic differences are
sedimented through relations of juxtaposition that Paik fails to successfully transcend.

Conclusions
The proliferation of narratives around Nam June Paik’s travels provides the discursive
space in which Paik can play at being himself to productive and strategic effects within
the hearts and minds of his audiences. The very ambivalence of these narratives and the
ease with which his audiences are compelled to co-create in their imaginative production,
is precisely what facilitates Paik’s ability to marshal elements as his needs see fit, to
collapse and reconstitute himself in accordance with the expectations of his audiences.
In the same moment, the chameleon-like ease with which Paik plays at himself
raises the question of accountability, particularly with regard to the imaginings produced
around and through the concrete mediations of his videoworks. With the flow of cultural
images within transnational media landscapes facilitating the ease with which images and
their representations are appropriated and displaced, who is to be held accountable and to
whom? Compounding this dilemma are the formal qualities of visual media and their
17

See http://stuartcollection.ucsd.edu/paik/index.html
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challenges to representation. While the reproducible image has notable democratizing
potential, it also problematizes the question of the translatability of cultural subjects.
In the casual ease with which it detaches and relocates it filmed subjects as freefloating cultural fragments, video denies what Sean Cubitt defines as the “physicality of
origination” (1991: 121).18 It maintains instead the fantasy of continuous being in its
refusal to pin down coordinates of time and space. As cultural fragments are uprooted
and become eternally reproducible not only within art, but more broadly within
transnational visual regimes, the threat of a neo-colonialism of representation at stake in
the control over the image becomes very real. To borrow from Derrida’s (1988) notion
of the “iterability” of the written text, the illimitable resignifications of the image too
facilitates the vulnerability of the represented to the practices and discourses of power.
In Paik’s usage of “Eastern” icons as metonymic representations of spatialized
culture, I attempted to demonstrate how, despite the artist’s symbolic attempts at themes
of global convergence, Paik’s videoworks incite audiences to imaginings that fall back
upon and sediment stereotypes of essentialized culture. If we are to take seriously the
notion that imaginings of identity have the real potential to effect meaning in our social
realities, we are bound to recognizing how this play with identity evokes a dual power.
As this paper has attempted to demonstrate, the play around trans(n/l)ational mediations
involves a characteristic ambivalence by delimiting a discursive space for imaginative
self-construction, while simultaneously harboring the potentials to render symbolic and
representational violences upon its subjects.

18

Cubitt’s point resonates with Walter Benjamin’s (1968) seminal discussion of art’s loss of “aura” in the
age of mechanical reproduction. The video image similarly forfeits its subject’s place within the domain of
history, while at the same time laying claims to an “authentic” reality captured in “real” time.
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Abstract
The impact that the Taiwan government has planned to open the door for foreign
English language faculty to teach at local primary and secondary schools has
generated a number of controversial debates in Taiwan’s ELT circle. Given the
relatively little empirical research focused on self-perceptions of non-native speaking
teachers of English vis-à-vis native English speaking teachers, the present study
aimed to document perceptions of non-native in-service elementary English teachers
regarding the native versus non-native issues in teaching English by employing a
revised survey questionnaire derived from Medgyes’ (1994) study. One hundred and
fifty four in-service elementary English teachers enrolled in a TEFL program offered
by a university extension education office in central Taiwan participated in this study.
One of the survey results showed that near one-third of the participating non-native
teachers of English perceived their English commands inferior than fellow non-native
teachers, but they were aware of effective ways of English development.
Furthermore, though perceived different in aspects of teaching behavior between
non-native and native speaking teachers of English, the participating teachers favored
an equal number of the two parties employed at their schools.
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Introduction
With the hope to advance Taiwan students’ English proficiency and to catch up
with the world trend of international English, the Ministry of Education (MOE) of
Taiwan decided to recruit native speaking teachers of English to assist in teaching
English at public elementary and junior high schools. In fact, regarding the
employment of native-speaking English teachers in Taiwan, many TEFL scholars and
teachers have expressed both pros and cons (陳姿青, 2002; 劉顯親, 2002; 蔡凌雲,
2002). A majority of local English teachers, however, opposed the MOE’s plan to
recruit and to offer higher pay for their foreign counterparts. In addition, the local
teachers questioned foreign teachers’ qualifications for teaching the English language.
As a result, a tantalizing question emerges: What are the professional perceptions of
local English teachers in Taiwan; and, in their perceptions, who is best suited to teach
English, the native or the non-native English-speaking teachers? Therefore,
examining teachers’ self-images and perceptions as English language teaching (ELT)
professionals is important, and further understanding of local English teachers’
self-perceptions will provide the MOE of Taiwan with valid and valuable information
in the decision making process for English education.
Theoretical Background
Self-perceptions of Non-NESTs vs. NEST
Medgyes (1994) conducted an international survey to examine two hypotheses: (1)
that native English speakers teachers (NESTs) and non-NESTs differ in terms of their
language competence and teaching practice; and (2) that the discrepancy in language
competence accounts for most of the differences found in their teaching practice. A
survey questionnaire was circulated among 216 native and non-native teachers
working in 10 countries. The survey revealed that 68% of the respondents perceived
differences between native and non-native teachers of English in the way they teach
and only 15% saw no differences. Medgyes concluded that the differences found in
their teaching were also closely related to their linguistic competencies.
Using the same data set collected from the above international survey, Reves and
Medgyes (1994) conducted a further analysis to ascertain causal relationships among
variables such as non-NESTs’ command of English, the differences between NESTs
and non-NESTs, and the self-image assumed by the latter. The authors hypothesized
that non-NESTs’ command of English vis-à-vis NESTs affects their self-image as
professionals and, in turn, influences the way they teach. Based on the results
obtained from the correlational analysis, the authors concluded that the factors that are
essential in the “causal chain” are non-NESTs’ teaching qualifications, the time
non-NESTs spend in an English-speaking country, and the frequency of non-NESTs’
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contact with native speakers of English.
Following the same line of research, Samimy and Brutt-Griffler (1999) survey ed
the professional perceptions of non-native TESOL graduate students regarding their
native versus non-native issues in teaching English. They tried to answer the
research questions regarding: (a) perceptions of these TESOL graduate students as
ELT professionals, (b) differences between native and non-native speakers of English
in their teaching behavior, and (c) concerns as ELT professionals. Samimy and
Brutt-Griffler concluded that the non-native participants’ perceived differences
between their native counterparts lay not only in their English proficiency, but also in
their ways of English teaching.
Non-NESTs vs. NESTs: The Interlanguage Continuum
Medgyes (1994) proposed three versions of the interlanguage continuum: A, B,
and C, to demonstrate the controversial relationship between native and non-native
speakers. According to Medgyes, All users of English are simultaneously learners of
English. By virtue of speaking a more or less advanced degree of interlanguage,
every speaker can, metaphorically, be placed on the interlanguage continuum at any
point of the learning process (Figure 1). Furthermore, if the handicap of non-native
speakers’ English-language proficiency is absolute (Figure 2), their progress will halt
at a certain point on the continuum. They can never climb over the “bullet-proof
wall” which isolates natives from non-natives. Figure 3 illustrates that the
non-native speakers’ handicap is relative, meaning that they have the potential to
catch up with native speakers.

Zero
proficiency
point
Figure 1. The interlanguage continuum – Version A.

Absolute
proficiency
point
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Figure 2. The interlanguage continuum – Version B.
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Figure 3. The interlanguage continuum – Version C.
Non-NESTs/NEST Dichotomy
Generally speaking, those who learned English in addition to their first language(s)
could be referred to as non-native speakers of English. Scholars have begun to
consider such multi-dimensions as language precedence, competency, social identity,
cultural affiliation, language environment, and politics (Liu, 1999). In Liu’s study,
the subjects expressed difficulty in affiliating firmly with either the NESTs or the
non-NESTs category. Rather, they preferred to view themselves in relation to the
non-NESTs/NESTs continuum based on the different dimensions. Both Samimy and
Brutt-Griffler’s (1999) and Liu’s studies concluded that it is the teacher’s professional
training, linguistic and sociolinguistic competence, understanding of the students’
needs, continuous encouragement of students’ efforts, and the realistic professional.
A continuum is a more objective and realistic configuration than a sharp
non-NESTs/NESTs dichotomy because it also implies a process in moving toward on
side or the other (Liu, 1999).
Kamhi-Stein (1999) discussed the assumption that only a white anglo-Saxon
native English speaker is a better ESL/EFL teacher, and further suggested that
non-NESTs become proactive and participate in professional organizations at the
regional, state, and international levels as a means to enhance the status of non-NESTs.
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In this study, Kamhi-Stein emphasized that the ideal teacher is not necessarily a native
English speaker. They are only qualified to play the role of providing ESL/EFL
students with good language models. In fact, among the qualifications of a good
language teacher, training in ESL/EFL pedagogy, an in-depth understanding of the
English language, and knowledge of the L2 acquisition process are considered
essential. In addition to the crucial teacher qualifications, non-NESTs can function
as models of successful language learning and can empathize with their students’
experiences of L2 learners (Kamhi-Stein, 1999; Medgyes, 1994).
Research Questions
The present study aimed to investigate perceptions of non-native in-service
elementary English teachers in central Taiwan regarding their self-images as EFL
professionals and their perceptions of the native speaking EFL teachers (NESTs)
versus non-native-speaking EFL teachers (non-NESTs) issues. It employed a revised
survey instrument of quantitative data collection proposed in Medgyes’ earlier study
(1994). This study was carried out to give answers to the following two research
questions:
1. How do non-native in-service elementary English teachers perceive
themselves as EFL professionals?
2. Do non-native in-service elementary English teachers perceive any differences
between native and non-native speakers of English in their teaching behavior?
Methodology
Subjects
The present study aimed to document perceptions of in-service elementary
school English teachers regarding teachers’ self-perceptions of the native versus
non-native issues in teaching English. Whereas a majority of respondents for
previous studies were graduate students or pre-service teachers, the subjects of this
study were154 in-service elementary school English teachers enrolled in a TEFL
program offered by a university extension education office in central Taiwan during
academic years 1998 and 2001.
The questionnaire
This study employed a self-report survey questionnaire to collect data, which
was partially derived from Medgyes’ (1994) study. The questionnaire consisted of
thirty closed-ended questions, ten of which were designed to elicit information about
the personal background of the teacher, and twenty other questions were intended to
capture the subjects’ opinion about their self-perception, specifically their self-image
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and attitudes. Opinions on the NEST/non-NEST proportion at their schools were
also elicited in this survey.
Results
There were a total number of 154 subjects participating in this study. The
results of the self-report survey are presented in this section.
Participants’ Background Information
Table 1 presents a descriptive profile of the 154 participants who were elementary
school teachers enrolled in an in-service English teacher training program at a
university in central Taiwan during academic years 1998 and 2001.
In terms of respondents’ gender, 154 participants (87.7%) were female, and 19
(12.3%) were male. Over 45% of the respondents were between 23 and 31 years old,
and over 54% of the respondents were over the age of 32. In terms of the length of
their participation in English teacher education, 60.8% of the participants had less
than half a year; 32.7% less than 1 year, and only 6.5% had more than one and a half
years of EFL education. Twenty-seven percent of them had more than 10 years of
elementary school teaching experience, and 73% less than 10 years. In terms of the
length of English teaching, 40.3% had no prior experience in teaching English; 59.7%
had taught English at various English programs.
Table 1
Gender Distribution of Respondents
Variable

Category

Gender

Female
Male
23-25
26-28
29-31
32-35
36-40
41+
Less than 1/2 year
Less than 1 year
More than 1 1/2 years
1-3 years
4-6 years

Age

Duration of
EFL Education
Duration of
Elementary School

Frequency
135
19
12
29
29
48
19
17
93
50
11
49
27

Percentage
87.7
12.3
7.8
18.8
18.8
31.2
12.3
11
60.4
32.5
7.14
31.8
17.5
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Teaching Experience

Duration of English
Teaching Experience

7-9 years
10-12 years
13-15 years
16-20 years
More than 20 years
Never
Less than 1 year
Less than 2 years
Less than 3 years
More than 3 years

36
24
5
8
5
62
56
16
7
13

23.4
15.6
3.3
5.2
3.3
40.3
36.4
10.4
4.6
8.4

Linguistic and Pedagogical Issues
In terms of perceived command of English, 31.8% of the participants rated
themselves as basic, 61.7% as intermediate, and only 6.5% as advanced (see Table 2).
According to Table 3, near 30% of the in-service non-NESTs considered their English
commands inferior and approximately 25% better than fellow non-native English
teachers.

Table 2
Participants’ Rating of their Command of English
Response
Basic
Intermediate
Advance

Number of Participants
49
95
10

Percentage
31.8
61.7
6.5

Table 3
Participants’ Rating of their Command of English (5 is Best) Compared to other
NNESTs
Response

Number of participants

Percentage

1
2
3
4
5

15
31
69
30
9

9.7
20.1
44.8
19.5
5.8
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In terms of improving their command of English, listening to English-language
programs on TV/movies was considered effective by 26.6% of the participants; 18.8%,
extended stays in English speaking countries. Only 4 participants responded reading
professional literature in English and 3 responded corresponding with
friends/acquaintances in English to be effective ways of improving their English
abilities (see Table 4).
Table 4
Participants’ ways of English Development
Response

Number of participants

Percentage

Listening to English-language programs
on TV/radio/movies
Extended stays in English speaking countries

41
29

26.6
18.8

Attending English programs
Talking with native English-speaking friends/colleagues
Reading books/newspapers in English
Frequent contacts with English-speaking friends
Reading professional literature in English
Corresponding with friends/acquaintances in English
Other

26
20
19
6
4
3
6

16.9
13.0
12.3
3.9
2.6
2.0
3.9

When asking to judge their overall command of English compared to that at the
time of graduation from university or college, 54 participants (35.1%) responded
better and about the same number of participants (34.4%) perceived their command of
English since graduation to be better in some respects and worse in others (see Table
5). To the question, “Specify an area of your English competence that appears to be
making no further progress since you obtained your highest degree?” speaking was
considered to be the most common problem area (22.1%), followed by listening
(17.5%) and grammar (17.5%) areas (see Table 6).

Table 5
Participants’ Perception of their Command of English Since Graduation
Response
Better
Worse
Better in some Respects

Number of participants
54
21
53

Percentage
35.1
13.6
34.4
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Worse in others
Same

26

16.9

Table 6
Participants’ Perception of their Fossilized English Competence Since Graduation
Response

Number of participants

Speaking
Listening
Grammar
Pronunciation
Writing
Vocabulary
Reading
None
Other

34
27
27
23
19
10
2
10
2

Percentage
22.1
17.5
17.5
14.9
12.3
6.5
1.3
6.5
1.3

Concerning a major area of English language difficulty perceived by non-NESTs,
the most frequently mentioned difficulty areas were speaking (40.5%) and listening
(18.9%), next followed grammar (10.1%) and writing (10.1%) (see Table 7).
According to Table 8, a majority of the participants (63%) responded that their
teaching was very much hindered by the language difficulties. Approximately 37%
responded the language difficulties did not hinder them in their teaching.

Table 7
Frequency of Language Difficulties as Perceived by Respondents
Response

Number of Participants

Percentage

Speaking
Listening
Grammar
Writing
Pronunciation
Vocabulary
Reading
Others

62
29
16
16
12
12
2
5

40.5
18.9
10.1
10.1
8.1
8.1
.7
3.5
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Table 8
Participants’ Perception of How Language Command Affects their Teaching
Response
Not al all
A little
Quite a bit
Very much
Extremely

Number of Participants
14
43
57
34
6

Percentage
9.1
27.9
37
22.1
3.9

NESTs vs. non-NESTs
Table 9
Preferences for Native (NEST) or Non-Native (non-NEST) Majority
Preference

Response

Percentage

An equal number
More non-NESTS
More NESTs

94
32
28

61.0
20.8
18.2

Table 9 shows that approximately 60% of the participants favored an equal
number of natives and non-natives. In addition, thirty-two participants (20.8%)
would like to see more non-NESTs in the teaching faculty at their school. Table 10
indicates that the majority of the participants observed differences between native and
non-native speakers of English in their teaching behavior. Major differences in
aspects of teaching behavior perceived by participants included English language
skills (28.6%), culture teaching skills (25.3%), general teaching skills (15.6%),
personal quality (14.9%), and specific English teaching skills (11.6%). Only 3%
responded differences in interpersonal skills between NESTs and non-NESTs.

Table 10
Perceived Differences in Teaching Language Skills between NESTs and Non-NESTs
Response
English language skills
Culture teaching skills
General teaching skills
Personal quality
Specific English teaching skills

Number of Participants
44
39
24
23
18

Percentage
28.6
25.3
15.6
14.9
11.6
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Interpersonal skills
Other

3
3

2.0
2.0

Discussion
This descriptive study examined professional perceptions and evaluations of the
participating non-native elementary English teachers from central Taiwan in terms of
their linguistic competence and differences in teaching behaviors between NESTs and
non-NESTs. It investigated the participants’ perceptions and/or evaluations of
themselves as EFL teachers in terms of their linguistic competence, communicative
competence, and teaching behaviors in relation to native speaker teachers.
To answer the first research question posed in this study, “How do non-native
pre-service elementary English teachers perceive themselves as EFL professionals?”
two-thirds of the participating non-NESTs rated their English commands intermediate,
and one-third of them considered their English commands inferior than fellow
non-native English teachers. Among the non-NESTs, speaking was considered to be
the most common English problem area, followed by listening and grammar areas.
According to the non-native English-speaking teachers, these areas were also easily
fossilized since their graduation from universities or colleges. Furthermore, the
participants believed that the problematic English areas hindered their teaching. No
doubt, the participants believed that their command of English played a critical role in
their teaching. Moreover, since the majority of participating non-NESTs were
teaching beginning English at elementary schools, they were not forced or required by
their school supervisors to improve their English. This can explain why most
participants perceived their English command to be fossilized. Unlike the finding of
a previous study that “grammar is the non-NESTs’ favorite hunting range,” this study
found grammar to be the second problematic English area perceived by the participant
teachers. A reasonable explanation would be that the teachers did not have a chance
to instruct English grammar in their communication-oriented English program.
Another explanation may be that non-native English teachers in central Taiwan set an
unrealistically high standard of their English grammar competence. Future studies
are needed to determine the problematic English areas and to understand in more
depth causes of each problematic area perceived by non-NESTs.
To answer the second research question, “Do non-native pre-service elementary
English teachers perceive any differences between native and non-native speakers of
English in their teaching behavior?” the analysis of the descriptive statistics indicated
that the participants saw themselves differently from their native speaker counterparts.
The perceived differences laid not only in their English proficiency, but also in their
classroom teaching behavior.
It was found in this study that non-NESTs and
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NNSTs exhibited essential differences in their teaching behavior in English language
skills and in culture teaching skills. Regarding perceived differences in English
language skills between non-NESTs and NESTs, Medgyes provided a reasonable
explanation: “Non-native speakers fear the chaotic landscape one encounters when
stepping away from a rule-oriented world” (1994). Medgyes also indicated that if
non-NESTs have a restricted knowledge of context, they tend to teach unfamiliar
language elements in a context-poor environment or in isolation. As a result, it is
recommended that English teacher education in Taiwan place more emphasis on target
culture training. Most English teacher training programs in Taiwan have placed too
much emphasis on English proficiency and pedagogy, and ignore to some extent
target culture and language context awareness. Though the discrepancy in language
proficiency between NESTs and non-NESTs accounts for most of the differences
found in their teaching behavior; undoubtedly, there are equally good candidates for
the ideal teacher in both groups.
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Abstract:

Islamic Fundamentalism, Globalization,
Technological Change and Music In Malaysia 2001
People in much of the world are struggling to balance the seemingly
conflicting developments in technology and globalization with traditional
cultural values and religious fundamentalism.
Malaysia is a rapidly developing, technologically sophisticated Muslim
country that has been at the forefront of many of these issues that affect
so much of the world9s population. This paper examines at the impact that
recent societal changes have had on music in Malaysian society by profiling
recent developments music in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia's largest city. The
paper is based on observations made during several trips in the past two
years, and compares these findings with the Malaysian music scene of the
1970s and 1980s. The author spent 8 years in the 1970s and 1980s living and
working in Malaysia as a musician, teacher and researcher.
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LANGUAGE PLANNING AND REVITALIZATION OF GUARANÍ IN
PARAGUAY: COMPARISON, EVALUATION, AND IMPLICATION

Paraguay is frequently cited as an exemplary case of stable bilingualism at the
national level (Rubin, 1968, Romaine 1995, Trudgill 1995). Nevertheless, the
Paraguayan linguistic reality is much more complex than it may appear. Spanish has been
the language of administration as well as of social advancement since the arrival of
Spanish colonizers to Paraguay in the 16th century. For almost 500 years Spanish had
been the exclusive language of the educational system, until 1974, when the introduction
of Guaraní as a subject in the first three years of secondary school curriculum was
implemented. In 1992, for the first time in the history of Paraguay, Guaraní serves as a
language of instruction in the educational system, with the goal of full bilingualism.
The purpose of the present study is to examine the use of the Guaraní language
through empirical data from the capital city Asunción. A total of 1,035 secondary school
students completed the questionnaires with a series of questions that requested a reaction
to issues related to their languages and linguistic use. The study compares data collected
in two different occasions: in 1990, before the recognition of Guaraní as an official
language (National Constitution of 1992) and the New Educational Reform of 1992, and
in 2000. A series of events and decisions made during the last decade of the 20th century
is expected to have brought significant advances to the bilingual situation in Paraguay,
especially to the usage and maintenance of the Guaraní language. Nevertheless, our data
show, instead of a positive movement, little significant changes and even a decreasing
usage of Guaraní in some contexts among young generation in urban areas of the country.
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ABSTRACT
TRANSMISSION
OF THE KOREAN “EIGHT VIEWS” TRADITION TO JAPAN:
The Theme of “Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang Rivers”
in Korean An Kyon Style into Japanese Painting.

by
Hae Young Cho
Master of Arts in Art History

In East Asian painting, “Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang Rivers” is a popular
theme, frequently depicted as eight scenes of a Chinese landscape around the Xiao and
Xiang Rivers. The theme of the “Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang Rivers” was
transmitted to Korea and Japan through poetry and painting. The development of the
Korean “Eight Views” tradition and its transmission to Japan was very remarkable in the
fifteenth century, which was the Choson period in Korea (1392-1910) and the
Muromachi period in Japan (1392-1573). During this era, the relationship between Japan
and Korea was very close, contributing to cultural exchange and trade. Muromachi Japan
also fostered the world of Zen culture, and Zen monks played a major role in diplomacy
and in intellectual fields. It is thus important to discuss Muromachi ink paintings because
Zen monks helped develop them. Among them, Tensho Shubun (active ca. 1424-1443, d.
ca. 1463) established a style of painting. In the Shubun style, the most frequently
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employed motif is the so-called “one-corner” composition of the Ma Yuan tradition from
Southern Song China (1129-1279). However, the composition and basic elements used in
Shubun's landscapes are very similar to those used in the An Kyon style of Choson
Korea. An Kyon (active 1419-1451) was a talented court painter in Korea who,
patronized by Prince Anp’yong, created a unique style of landscape painting by
developing and incorporating elements of the Guo Xi style from Northern Song China
(960-1126). In 1424, Shubun visited Korea, and this trip must have resulted in new
inspirations for Japanese painting.
Focusing on the painting style of a screen, the Eight View of the Xiao and Xiang
Rivers at Daiganji, which was brought to Japan from Korea in 1539 by the Japanese
monk Sonkai, this research discusses how the Korean painting tradition was transmitted
to Japan, how it was developed, and how it was adopted by Japanese painters during the
Muromachi period in Japan.
In this study, Section I outlines the lack of research with regard to Korean
influence on Japanese painting, while Section II examines the cultural relationship
between Korea and Japan during the Muromachi period. Section II also outlines the
Korean influence on the ink paintings of Shubun and Sesshu Toyo (1420-1506). It
discusses the development of the Shubun style through its reception and transformation
of the An Kyon style from Korea. It continues to explore Korean influence on Japanese
ink painting with the investigation of two landscapes by Sesshu.
Section III discusses the Daiganji screen and the An Kyon painting tradition. The
Daiganji screen is an important Korean painting of the “Eight Views of the Xiao and
Xiang Rivers,” located at Daiganji in Japan since the fifteenth century. Compared with
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other Korean “Eight Views” including Yang P’aengson’s Secluded Landscape, the
Daiganji screen reveals a three-part composition, which was developed in the An Kyon
school painting tradition.
Section IV outlines the development of the theme of the “Eight Views of the Xiao
and Xiang Rivers” associated with Zen Buddhism during the Southern Song period in
China, and it discusses the reception of the Chinese theme of the “Eight Views” by
Korea. Because many artists of Choson Korea maintained the Li-Guo tradition of
painting, the way of representing the theme underwent further changes from its Chinese
origin. An understanding of the Korean pictorial presentation of the “Eight Views”
tradition is grasped through the study of Korean paintings, such as Eight Views of the
Xiao and Xiang Rivers and Eight Views of Four Seasons, albums at the National Museum
of Korea. Thus, how the An Kyon style was established during the early Choson period
and how the theme of the “Eight Views” was acculturated by Korea will be examined.
Korean painting was developed within the framework of a literati gathering, and this
point is evidenced by images of people gathering within painted landscapes of the
Choson period. The poem of the Eight Views of Song Di by Yi Illo is analyzed in support
of the importance of such gatherings.
Section V discusses a screen painting by Gakuo Zokyu (fl. ca. 1482-1515), which
shows the “Eight Views” as depicted by a later Muromachi artist in Japan. The Japanese
“Eight Views” tradition thus will be discussed briefly insomuch as it reflects a Korean
painting tradition during the Muromachi period.
Appendix A includes the Korean poem, Eight Views of Song Di by Yi Illo,
translated by the author with its original text, which is an important literary source for the
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“Eight Views” paintings in Korea. Appendix B includes illustrations with a list of
painting titles.
In sum, based on the analysis of extant works, this study reveals new
interpretations of a classic Chinese theme in Korea and Japan. Major characteristics of
the Korean An Kyon style include: a three-part composition; short line-like-dots strokes
(tanson chomjun); and the busy alternation of linear tones describing rocks and
mountains. However, direct Korean influence on Japanese ink painting was stronger
during the fifteenth century than during the sixteenth century. Moreover, most Japanese
paintings of the “Eight Views” followed the Chinese Southern Song tradition as shown in
the works of the Southern Song artists, Wang Hong (active 1131-1162) and Muqi (active
mid-thirteenth century). Among the Japanese paintings, Gakuo Zokyu's works are an
exception, as they seem to reveal a close connection to a Korean painting tradition. The
Daiganji screen could not have directly influenced Gakuo, because his work preceded the
introduction of the screen to Japan by a few decades. Therefore, Gakuo must have
learned the Korean style by following in the vein of Shubun and Sesshu. However, the
Daiganji screen and Gakuo's paintings can be seen as representing the close stylistic
connection between a fifteenth-century An Kyon style in Korea and the Muromachi ink
painting tradition in Japan. Furthermore, the Daiganji screen and paintings by Gakuo
exemplify the differences in later interpretations of an An Kyon style in both Korea and
Japan.
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Abstract

Completing an Inner Search for a New Found Identity:
Chihiro in Spirited Away
Second International Hawaii Conference on Arts and Humanities
Hue-ping Chin, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Interdisciplinary Studies Center
Drury University
900 North Benton Ave., Springfield, Missouri, 65802, U.S.A.

The whole sense of the ubiquitous myth of the hero's passage is that it shall serve as a general
pattern for men and women, wherever they may stand along the scale.... The individual has only to
discover his own position with reference to this general human formula, and let it then assist him
past his restricting walls. Who and where are his ogres? Those are the reflections of the unsolved
enigmas of his own humanity. What are his ideals? Those are the symptoms of his grasp of life. --Joseph Campbell

On the surface, Hayao Miyazaki’s latest film, Spirited Away (Japan, 2001), tells a spoiled
girl’s dream-like adventure in an abandoned amusement park. Like Alice in Wonderland and
The Wizard of Oz, Spirited Away depicts a young girl’s accidental journey into a fantasy world.
Out of boredom and curiosity, Alice follows the hurried white rabbit while Dorothy was
transported by a natural force into uncharted territory. Chihiro, the 10 year-old character in Spirit
Away, is more than Alice in England or Dorothy in Kansas. Chihiro follows her parents
reluctantly, entering into a “restricting wall” where she is forced to confront her demons while her
parents become useless to offer any guidance or protection. Though her parents are physically
distant from her, Chihiro’s sense of filial duty continues to be a central force in her journey.
Chihiro’s journey serves more than discover her own relationship with a changing world and
reshape her identity. Through Chihiro’s interactions with the creatures in the uncharted domain,
the film illustrates a world-view that is both an integration as well as inherent conflict of East and
West, tradition and modern. Chihiro’s journey takes place against the backdrop of western and

eastern forces battling for control over her mind, body and spirit. Miyazaki offers a powerful
critique of the contemporary Japanese society, making Chihiro’s adventure a timely allegory of the
struggle of the heart and mind of the Japanese culture. Chihiro’s complete cycle of adventure
offers a blueprint of what Japan has to do to regain its spiritual vitality.
Chihiro’s story traces and integrates elements of both East and West. Chihiro’s journey, in
many aspects, echoes Joseph Campbell’s formula of the hero’s journey, yet it remains true to
eastern spirituality. The story not only reflects a reluctant hero’s journey, an integration of eastern
and western mythological patterns, but also the contemporary urgency of environmental decay and
the remoteness of the spiritual world in modern life. Chihiro faces the complete hero’s circle,
from departure, initiation, and return; in each stage of her journey, Chihiro copes with the external
and internal struggles to come to terms with her coming of age and identity, the diminishing
traditional culture, and the ever-invasive technological modernity.
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THE ART OF KING ARTHUR: PERFORMING IN THE ENCHANTED GARDEN

Most readers of John Dryden’s and Henry Purcell’s semi-opera, King Arthur
(1691), are aware of the popular legends and hype that surround the subject. Usually the
discussions pursue whether the famous “British Worthy”, Arthur, represents Charles II,
James II, or perhaps even William III. Where did Dryden himself stand when he chose
this topic for his work? And why such confused interpretations of political loyalties in
one mere play? Then there are issues of gender confusion that some scholars pursue. For
example, in King Arthur, the character of Cupid is a male soprano. While one might not
argue that there are intricacies of sexual identity in this and other plays of Dryden’s, who
really cares? And for that matter why such intrigue regarding the vision of Empire in the
Act V masque of the opera? (Lord Mayor’s Day festival, blah, blah, blah.) Dryden called
it simply “A Vision of the Future of Britain”. Fine, leave it at that, and let Restoration
politics rest.
After all, the real lasting enchantment of the King Arthur experience is the
Garden. That’s what the audiences of the era came to see and hear: the vision of the
Garden, the poetry of Dryden , the dances of Josias Priest, and the hugely successful
music of Henry Purcell. Since the time of its original performances in 1691/92 in
London, viewers of King Arthur have been transported over and over again through the
magical journey of the hero into the Enchanted Garden. It is the performance that
convinces, and not the politics. We can see, through examination of performance history
and practices, that the art of King Arthur lies in Dryden’s and Purcell’s collaborative

concept of heroic poetry and music, and spectacular scenes and characters who have lived
through many ages.
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6. Abstract of Paper:
Managed Wilderness: A Study of City and Hinterland
Debra T.M. Cheung
The Country Park is often imagined as the antithesis of the city. Yet in Hong Kong the
lands designated as country parks are increasingly surrounded by the rapidly growing
urban areas. Few cities feature such proximity of high rise urban density to natural
landscape. This paper is based on research on the history and evolution of the country
parks and their function within the overall environment of Hong Kong with a view to
discuss the dynamic and often paradoxical relationship between city and what is a
managed wilderness at its doorstep.
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Civil Society in Russia and in the West: A Comparative Analysis through Historic
Perspectives
(An Abstract)
The end of the twentieth century has raised questions about the future
development of Russia’s social, political and economic institutions. The breakup of the
Soviet Union and the emerging freedom and democratization has had a tremendous
impact on the country’s public consciousness. Russia’s search for its authentic identity
has called for new socio-political concepts, among them – the concept of a “civil
society.” However, despite its primary importance for the western democracies, this
concept remains at the distant periphery of the mass consciousness of the Russian people.
This report is a résumé of a work-in-progress. The goal of this research is three-fold:
1) to review a theoretical basis of the concept of ‘civil society;’ 2) to compare this concept’s
applicability to both the western and the Russian contexts; and 3) to analyze the evolution of
this concept under contemporary socio-historical conditions.
There are many reasons for Russia’s current understanding of the concept of civil
society, an understanding quite different from that held in the West. For instance, the
complexities and contradictions of Russia’s economic and political transformation, and the
contrast between the expectations aroused by the appearance of democracy and the
implementation of a market economy, and the harsh reality that developed. The revival of
democracy in Russia has differed from the development of democratic processes in the West. It
has been characterized by spontaneous, aggressive, and often uncontrollable character. This can
be explained in part by the long history of oppression of civil institutions by the political
authorities. The emerging civil society in Russia has initially took on an aggressive character,
targeting social institutions as one of its primary goals. Mistakes were made during the process
of conceptualizing and assimilating the western, ‘model’ of civil society in the post-Soviet
circumstances, which inevitably distorted the results. Often, the very use of such terms as
‘democracy’ and ‘market’ was inappropriate and careless.
The understanding of the term “civil society” has changed since the beginning of
perestroika. Initially accompanied by the obligatory epithet ‘socialist,’ the term ‘civil society’
began to express the hope for a transformation of a totalitarian society into a self-governing and
‘self-adjusting’ one. An examination of this problem from the historical perspective will shed
some light on its development.
This presentation provides a comparative analysis of civil society in its western and
Russian understanding. The questions covered will include the following: Can this quite
different product, completely separated from the Russian environment, be transformed on
Russian soil? How has the definition of civil society in its western understanding changed when
applied to Russia? Can the concept of civil society prove its vitality through its new application
in Russia or is it only an ideal construction, an abstraction? Does civil society in its initial
understanding exist or, after being applied to the post-Soviet situation, has it undergone some
substantial changes and become entirely different from what was originally understood?
Finally, this report considers future perspectives and provides concrete examples of the
progression and development of civil society in Russia.
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Los periodistas de Vicente Leñero
Contexto socio-histórico de Los Periodistas

El Excélsior, como lo afirma Secanella en su libro El
periodismo político en México, fue fundado en 1917 por don
Rafael Alducín.

Este diario creció junto con El Universal

de Palavicini.

Ambos periódicos fueron un exacto reflejo de

la prensa norteamericana del momento.

La viuda de Alducín

asumió la dirección del diario a la muerte de su esposo,
pero terminó entregando la empresa a los trabajadores.
ahí surgió, en 1932, la cooperativa del Excélsior.

De

Este

diario siguió una trayectoria conservadora, hasta que en
1968 fue elegido Julio Scherer García como director del
periódico y presidente de la cooperativa.
Scherer luchó contra la corrupción que había dentro del
periódico, apoyó la crítica de los más prominentes
intelectuales en sus páginas, denunció la política dictorial
de algunos países de América Latina y criticó fuertemente
el pinochetazo de Chile (Periodismo político en México 3132).

Cuando el diario Excélsior disfrutaba de mayor auge

periodístico y económico de su historia, recibió una
estocada política por parte del presidente Luis Echeverría
que no descansó hasta ver desaparecer de Excélsior a su
crítico más incontrolable e incorrupto: Julio Scherer
García.
En el prólogo a Los periodistas, Leñero expone cual va
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a ser el tema de su novela testimonial:

El ocho de julio de 1976 el diario Excélsior de la
ciudad de México sufrió lo que merece calificarse como
el más duro golpe de su historia y tal vez de la
historia del periodismo nacional.

El episodio, aislado

pero elocuente ejemplo de los enfrentamientos entre un
gobierno y la prensa en un régimen político como el
mexicano, es el tema de esta novela.

(9)

Leñero llegó al periódico Excélsior en 1972 como
director de Revista de Revistas, una publicación semanal del
diario.

El escritor había conocido a Julio Scherer en junio

de 1971.

Vicente Leñero e Ignacio Retes, el director de sus

tres obras teatrales anteriores preparaba la puesta de
escena de El juicio.

Ambos fueron a pedirle a Scherer

fotografías de los personajes relacionados con la muerte del
general Alvaro Obregón para un documental introductorio de
la obra teatral.

La cordialidad y amabilidad de Scherer en

aquella ocasión fueron motivo para que un poco después
Leñero aceptara el puesto de director general de Revista de
Revistas que le ofrecía Scherer por medio de uno de los
pilares del diario, Miguel Angel Granados Chapa.

Scherer

tenía el plan de renovar radicalmente el semanario (61-62).
Cuatro años después de su llegada a Excélsior la
carrera de Leñero al igual que la de otros muchos
intelectuales y periodistas de prestigio nacional e
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internacional tomó un giro diferente.

Porque hay que

enfatizar que el gran logro de Scherer y de Excélsior fue la
enorme concentración de intelectuales mexicanos en un sólo
diario.

Intelectualidad que estaba dispuesta a lograr lo

que otros diarios mexicanos no se habían atrevido a crear:
un periodismo libre e independiente de las redes del poder
económico y político, un periódico que reflejara el sentir y
la realidad mexicana de esa época.

Escritores y periodistas

como: Julio Scherer, Vicente Leñero, Daniel Cosío Villegas,
Octavio Paz, Carlos Monsiváis, Ricardo Garibay, Jorge
Ibargüengoitia, Arturo Azuela, Salvador Elizondo, José
Fuentes Mares, Angeles Mastretta, Gastón García Cantú,
Miguel Angel Granados Chapa, José Emilio Pacheco y muchos
otros más.

Lograron lo que el célebre escritor mexicano

Octavio Paz expresó de la siguiente manera:

Excélsior era un periódico como los otros; gracias a la
nueva coyuntura política y, sobre todo, gracias a la
iniciativa de su director, Julio Scherer, se transformó
en un periódico distinto a los otros: Excélsior empezó
a decir lo que muchos querían y no podían decir...

No

defiendo sus opiniones: defiendo su derecho a sostener
ideas distintas a las mías.

Defiendo nuestro derecho a

disentir del poder y de los poderosos.

(Los

periodistas 232)

Vicente Leñero, director de Revista de Revistas del
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Excélsior y seguidor del director del periódico Julio
Scherer García, se ve involucrado junto con otros
colaboradores en una fuerte disputa con el presidente da la
República, Luis Echeverría Álvarez.

A pesar de que

Echeverría inició su sexenio dándose ínfulas de que su
gobierno apoyaba la apertura a una prensa independiente y
libre, cuando Excélsior criticaba aspectos negativos de su
administración se sintió ofendido.

Ejemplificado en el

siguiente diálogo:
--Se necesita hígado para aguantar a Excélsior.
--Hacemos el mejor periodismo que podemos, señor
presidente, pensando en el país -responde Julio
Scherer.

(... pero eso dije y muy serio,

encabronado:)
... --Echeverría palmea a Julio, sonríe:
--No estoy hablando en serio, Julio.
--Yo sí, señor presidente.

(Los periodistas 129)

Echeverría se sintió ofendido porque pensaba que dando
apoyo económico a los dirigentes de Excélsior, éstos
deberían de estarle eternamente agradecidos.

El aperturismo

de Echeverría resultó ser un término demagógico.

José

Agustín dice que los editorialistas de Excélsior le tomaron
la palabra a Echeverría y se dedicaron a ejercer la libertad
de expresión.

Por supuesto la actitud crítica le acarreó

problemas con el gobierno y la iniciativa privada, que en
más de una ocasión lo sometió a boicots para doblegarlo
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(Tragicomedia mexicana II 19).

El presidente de México

quería a toda fuerza mantener el conflicto presidencial con
Excélsior a nivel nacional.

Como lo demuestra la

insistencia del primer mandatario mexicano en retener a
Scherer en México en una reunión privada con los
representantes del diario en la casa presidencial, Los
pinos, cuando Scherer fue invitado a Washington para
explicar la situación de Excélsior: "No vayas a Washington
Julio.

Es traición a la patria.

No dejen que vaya a

Washington señores" (264-65).
Echeverría no perdonó los comentarios negativos a su
gobierno.

Especialmente los comentarios de Gastón García

Cantú, a quien llaman en el diario, el viejito.

Querían que

este periodista dejara de escribir como lo demuestra una
llamada telefónica del arquitecto Pedro Ramírez Vásquez,
jefe de prensa del comité ejecutivo nacional del PRI y amigo
del director del periódico.

Afirmándole que la situación

del diario se podría resolver si dejaba de escribir su
segundo apellido, García:

--¿Si dejo de escribir qué?
--Si dejas de escribir tu segundo apellido-repite Ramírez Vásquez.
--No entiendo --dice Julio Scherer...

Segundos después de que cuelga su amigo se queda Julio
repitiendo, mi segundo apellido, Scherer García, García.
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Pensado en el asunto y con la mano todavía sobre la bocina,
capta el mensaje de Ramírez Vázquez.

... --Qué estúpido soy.
apellido, García.

Claro.

Quieren que García Cantú deje

de escribir en Excélsior.
soy.

Mi segundo

Eso es.

Qué estúpido

Avanza hacia el balcón.

--Pero qué manera de decir las cosas carajo.
--¿Vas a cortar a Gastón? --pregunta el visitante una
vez enterado.
--Ni muerto --exclama Julio Scherer.

(119-20)

Scherer apoyó a sus periodistas hasta sus últimas
consecuencias.

Ibargüengoitia criticó a Scherer por esa

decisión; según él, hubiera sido más inteligente haberle
pedido a Cantú que dejara de escribir en el diario.
Obviamente la decisión del director fue más valiente ya que
pedirle a un periodista que no escriba lo que es importante
para el país, sería caer en la mediocridad de la prensa, es
decir, un periódico capitalino como cualquier otro.
decisión de Scherer:

Esa

"Que escriban libremente, yo paro los

golpes, dice Julio Scherer, aunque a veces sea difícil.

A

veces es difícil, repite" (42), es digna de admiración.
Este ataque al diario por parte de un presidente de la
República no fue el primero.

En 1968 la administración del

presidente Gustavo Díaz Ordaz había protestado enérgicamente
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en contra de Scherer porque éste no enjuiciaba el conflicto
estudiantil del 68 como lo hacían todos los diarios de la
ciudad de México, siguiendo al pie de la letra las pautas
gubernamentales.

Díaz Ordaz inició una campaña difamatoria

contra Excélsior, llegando hasta la amenaza y la explosión
de una bomba en los talleres del diario.

... y el director fue insultado en la residencia de los
Pinos.

Frente a frente, con el escritorio de por

medio, Díaz Ordaz empezó reclamando a Julio Scherer los
puntos de vista sustentados por el periódico.

En el

momento de responder, Scherer descubrió una pequeña
caja de cerillos en el escritorio presidencial y la
paró de canto.

Dijo: Mire usted señor presidente, esta

es una simple caja de cerillos pero desde su lugar
usted ve una caja diferente a la que yo veo desde
aquí.

Lo mismo ocurre con el problema de los

estudiantes.

A manera de respuesta Díaz Ordaz

agrió el gesto y gritó furioso a Scherer.

¡Hasta

cuándo dejará usted de traicionar a este país!
--Volviendo a la corrupción...
--Oh qué lata contigo.

(Los periodistas 74)

Ocho años después, el ataque al diario fue por parte de
la administración de Luis Echeverría Alvarez.

En 1976 a la

brava fueron destituidos de su cargos Julio Scherer García y
sus seguidores.

Los problemas internos y externos en
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conjunción con el gobierno lograron disolver la cooperativa
del periódico.

Al inicio del sexenio de López Portillo

tuvieron la oportunidad de regresar al periódico pero el
grupo de Julio Scherer decidió por muchas razones que ya no
querían regresar.

En El atentado contra Excélsior: relación

de hechos (1976), Leñero cuenta no sólo su versión sino la
del sentir colectivo de los afectados por ese atraco,
afirmando: "esta es una crónica colectiva, no sólo un
testimonio personal" (3).

Afirmación que se puede extender

a su primera novela testimonial ya que ésta es como una
versión ampliada y revisada de su crónica sobre el tema de
Excélsior.
A principios de 1976, el diario Excélsior disfrutaba
del mayor auge económico y periodístico de su historia,
luego comenzaron los problemas internos.

Como un signo

externo que parecía evidenciar el propósito de destruir el
más importante diario autosuficiente e independiente del
país, se produjo un hecho inexplicable el día 10 de junio:
supuestos ejidatarios, miembros del Consejo Agrario Mexicano
dirigido por Humberto Serrano candidato al PRI, invadieron
el fraccionamiento Paseos de Tasqueña donde se encuentran
las oficinas del Excélsior.

Los terrenos en los que se

levanta este fraccionamiento habían sido adquiridos por la
cooperativa del periódico Excélsior mediante una operación
de permuta en 1959.

Cuenta Samuel Ignacio del Villar que el timbrazo del
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teléfono en la madrugada del diez de junio de 1976 fue
como una descarga eléctrica, como un cubetazo de agua
fría, como un pioletazo en la cabeza, como un estirón
en los güevos, como un órale desgraciados a parir
cuates, como un no sé qué horrible impresión no sabes
ya nos dieron en la madre...

Se va a matar Samuel I.

del Villar en su Maverick a cien kilómetros...

Va

pensando en Biebrich, en el ardido Bracamontes ¿sería
capaz?, en ya nos dieron en la madre porque si esto
viene de Echeverría y a él se debe que nos estén
moviendo el piso adentro y afuera ya nos
desgraciaron ahora sí; a ver a qué les sabe esta
invasión, periodistas de mierda, intelectuales
defensores de los ejidatarios cómo van a explicar
a sus lectores esta invasión en sus propios terrenos,
ustedes que tanto acusan a los funcionarios y
particulares de apropiarse tierras ejidales qué van a
decir si aquí está la prueba de que han hecho lo mismo
con estos pobres campesinos dispuestos a defender lo
suyo no faltaba más; ustedes tan honrados ante la
opinión pública, mire usted opinión pública la clase de
gente que son Julio Scherer y su palomilla... Hijos de
puta, piensa Samuel I. del Villar.

(Los periodistas

143-144)

Al mismo tiempo, en el interior de la cooperativa, los
miembros del consejo y comisiones, en especial el consejo de
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vigilancia, aumentaron sus ataques contra la dirección del
diario.

Por su parte algunos periódicos de la capital, la

estación de radio XEX, que ya habían manifestado una
sistemática hostilidad contra Excélsior, pasaron
directamente al insulto.

Siguiendo la versión oficial, la

empresa Televisa dedicó gran parte del tiempo de sus
noticieros a presentar el asalto a Paseos de Tasqueña como
una legítima reivindicación de los ejidatarios supuestamente
despojados.

Como lo explica Granados Chapa:

A esa campaña se sumaron la casi totalidad de los
diarios de la ciudad de México, principalmente los
vinculados de modo más directo al gobierno.

Casi

no pasaba semana sin que se hiciera eco de ataques a
colaboradores de Excélsior.

Un ruin desplegado,

destinado a agraviar al director general y algunos
colaboradores de este diario.

(Los periodistas

125)

Dentro de la cooperativa vino a agravar la situación la
unión de Regino Díaz Redondo, responsable de la segunda
edición de Ultimas noticias y presidente del Consejo de
Administración con los ex-cooperativistas, que habían sido
expulsados en 1965.

Si ayudaban a Díaz Redondo a

desprestigiar a Scherer había la oportunidad de regresar a
la empresa.

Se sumó a este problema el escándalo de

Juventino Olivera, Presidente del Consejo de Vigilancia.
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Olivera no se había manifestado solidario ni con Scherer
García ni con Regino Díaz Redondo sino que mantenía una
aparente neutralidad.

Primero, Olivera se solidarizó con

Scherer García y dijo estar escandalizado y en desacuerdo
con los consejeros.
Díaz Redondo.

Otro día cambió de parecer y se unió a

Redondo, sin duda alguna fue designado por el

presidente de la República.

Echeverría quería un director

nuevo, un títere manejado a su antojo y conveniencia.

En

Los periodistas, Leñero llama a Díaz Redondo el traidor.

No

sólo porque arrebata el puesto de Scherer, sino porque
traiciona los postulados básicos de su profesión, pero sobre
todo porque traiciona al pueblo de México.
Excélsior en Estiércol, según Leñero.

Convirtiendo a

No como Scherer,

independiente, rebelde e imposible de manipular.
Otro pretexto usado en contra del director del
periódico fue el caso PEPSA (Promotora de Ediciones y
Publicaciones, Sociedad Anónima).

Esta empresa subsidiara

de Excélsior fue creada en 1969, con el objeto de extender
el ámbito de actividades del periódico Excélsior hasta
abarcar el campo de la edición y la distribución de libros.
PEPSA comenzó a funcionar formalmente en marzo de 1974 bajo
la administración de Miguel Scorza.
Al año del funcionamiento el administrador de PEPSA se
vio envuelto en problemas de mala administración y se le
destituyó de su cargo.

La nueva administración quedó al

cargo de Ignacio Alvarez Icaza.

Este no tardó en darse

cuenta de que los manejos presupuestarios de Scorza y Zavala
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Tobón, auditor interno de la cooperativa, no sólo habían
provocado un caos administrativo sino que acusaban una
disposición indebida de fondos por parte de Zavala Tobón.
En marzo de 1976, una comisión designada por el Consejo
de la Administración se propuso estudiar la situación de
PEPSA.

El despacho de contadores contratados para hacer

esta investigación proporcionó datos erróneos, siendo esto
quizás por las relaciones personales con Zavala Tobón.

A

pesar de las rectificaciones que se hicieron del informe por
una organización de alto prestigio para esclarecer la
situación de PEPSA, los consejeros esparcieron rumores de
que se habían cometido grandes fraudes y se acusaba a Julio
Scherer García y a Rodríguez Toro.

Algunos trabajadores

dieron crédito a éstos y otros rumores, y se dividió más la
cooperativa del periódico Excélsior.
Regino Díaz Redondo convocó a una asamblea
extraordinaria para el día 8 de julio, debido a la situación
por la que pasaba Excélsior.

Scherer García y otros altos

ejecutivos la consideraron inoportuna, ya que se corría el
riesgo de dividir la cooperativa en momentos que era
necesario consolidar la unidad interna del diario.

Sin

embargo, Díaz Redondo se salió con la suya y el día 8 de
julio las instalaciones del periódico se encontraban llenas
de gente extraña a la cooperativa.

Muchos de los presentes

fueron identificados como "porros".

En México se les llama

porros a la gente pagada por el gobierno para infiltrarse en
asuntos delicados con el fin de romper el orden y lograr
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resultados favorables a los intereses del gobierno.

Por

ejemplo, en 1968 el gobierno pagó a muchos porros para que
se hicieran pasar por estudiantes, estos hacían barbaridad y
media, luego el gobierno y los diarios culpaban a los
estudiantes de cometer estas fechorías.

El gobierno de Díaz

Ordaz se justificó en el 68 ante la opinión pública que
había actuado de manera justificada y que tuvo que poner un
alto a esos estudiantes que causaban problemas al gobierno.
En el problema de Excélsior los porros se hicieron pasar
por cooperativistas.

Minutos antes de iniciarse la asamblea

del ocho de julio, Hero Rodríguez Neumann, le comentaba a
Leñero:

--Muchos no son cooperativistas --me dijo Hero en
voz baja.
--Como quiénes.
--Aquél, aquél... aquél --con los ojos más que con
las manos señalaba hacia ensombrerados.

(214)

Por otro lado, los cooperativistas rebeldes habían decidido
uniformarse con sombreros de palma, en los que se leía la
inscripción: "8 de julio", y se identificaban a sí mismos
como "la indiada".
La asamblea resultó ser una farsa.

A duras penas,

Scherer García y Rodríguez Toro lograron salir ilesos
físicamente porque algunos de sus seguidores hicieron una
pequeña valla para protegerlos de los cooperativistas
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rebeldes e individuos extraños a la empresa que llegaban
empistolados a la asamblea.

Terminada ésta, los

cooperativistas presentes tomaron dos decisiones. 1) Ocupar
de inmediato las oficinas del director y del gerente. 2) La
determinación de convertir al Consejo de Administración en
la única autoridad para fijar la política editorial del
periódico y su manejo administrativo.

En ese momento la

dirección solicitó protección policíaca en presencia del
notario público y de los corresponsales internacionales.
Empero, la protección no llegó jamás.

Fue así como los

ejecutivos del diario decidieron abandonar el edificio y
salir a la calle.

Se trataba de un atentado artero contra

la libertad de expresión en el que se habían conjuntado
intereses ajenos a la cooperativa y ambiciones internas de
quienes se convirtieron en instrumentos para la ejecución de
un crimen (El atentado 23-24).
Leñero y otros apoyaron a Scherer hasta las últimas
consecuencias y no les quedó otra alternativa que olvidarse
por completo del periódico Excélsior.

No hubo forma legal

de recuperar la dirección del periódico, pues hubo un
complot por parte de las autoridades para que se negara todo
tipo de ayuda legal a los despojados.
El fin del sexenio de Echeverría (1976) supuso un
avance importante en la libertad de prensa para los
profesionales que salieron de Excélsior.

No volvieron a

recuperar la dirección de la cooperativa, pero sí impulsaron
uno de los mejores y más fiables medios de comunicación que
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hoy tiene el país: Proceso.

Este nuevo semanario nació con

mil impedimentos ya que tenían de enemigo a toda la
administración de Echeverría en contra, ya fuera por simple
servilismo, por miedo a perder sus empleos o por opinión
propia.

Sin embargo tuvieron el apoyo del director de la

revista Siempre dirigida por José Pagés Llergo.

Este

pequeño grupo tenía como meta publicar su primer número de
la nueva revista Proceso antes de que Echeverría saliera de
presidente, objetivo que se pudo llevar acabo con mil
sacrificios, incluso pasándose por alto todas las amenazas
de Echeverría y transmitidas al grupo de Scherer por parte
del secretario de gobernación, Mario Moya Palencia.
El desventajoso enfrentamiento entre los dirigentes de
Excélsior y el gobierno de Echeverría fue motivo para que
Leñero retomara la modalidad de la documentación ejercida
con gran éxito en su dramaturgia a finales de la década de
los sesenta y a principios de los setenta.

Leñero se vio en

la necesidad de recurrir a esta modalidad en 1976 cuando
hizo su primera incursión en un género factual diferente al
drama.

Leñero escribe una pequeña crónica, El atentado

contra Excélsior: relación de hechos (1976).

Esta pequeña

crónica de unas 24 páginas de extensión da una visión rápida
de la caída de Scherer debido a los conflictos internos y
externos de la cooperativa del diario.

Entre los problemas

internos destaca: 1) La mayoría de consejos y comisiones que
rigen el funcionamiento de la cooperativa quedaron casi
unificados contra la dirección de Julio Scherer García y la
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gerencia general de Hero Rodríguez Toro. 2) Los ataques
contra la dirección y la gerencia de miembros de consejos y
comisiones, especialmente del Consejo de Vigilancia. 3) el
caso PEPSA. 4) El cargo de Regino Díaz Redondo como
presidente del Consejo de Administración terminaba en
diciembre de 1976; éste precipitó la convocatoria a una
asamblea extraordinaria donde gente extraña a la cooperativa
se infiltró en la asamblea y el grupo de Scherer tuvo que
abandonarla para luego ser forzados a salir del edificio.
5) La unión de Juventino Olivera a Regino Díaz Redondo.
Dentro de los problemas externos destaca: 1) La
invasión a Paseos de Tasqueña por supuestos ejidatarios
miembros del Consejo Agrario Mexicano dirigido por Humberto
Serrano, candidato a diputado del PRI. 2) El silencio
absoluto de todas las dependencias gubernamentales para
resolver el caso de Paseos de Tasqueña, la Procuraduría
General de la República avisó a Scherer que procedería al
desalojamiento del fraccionamiento sólo el viernes; es
decir, después del 8 de julio. 3) El ataque continuo a
Excélsior por otros periódicos capitalinos pero sobre todo
de la empresa Televisa. 4) La unión de cooperativistas
expulsados del diario en 1965 con Regino Díaz Redondo.
Esta crónica fue escrita inmediatamente después del
incidente y, dos años después, Leñero decide reescribirla de
manera más detallada y en forma de novela, utilizando la
corriente literaria de moda conocida como testimonio y ya
ampliamente difundida en todo Latinoamérica.
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En Los

periodistas, novela de casi 400 páginas, Leñero describe con
todo lujo de detalle no sólo los problemas inmediatos de la
caída de Scherer sino que su novela cubre desde finales de
diciembre de 1975 hasta diciembre de 1977.
Los periodistas (1978), aunque no tuvo la acogida a
nivel internacional de su novela Los albañiles, sí fue muy
bien recibida por el público mexicano.

Aparecieron siete

ediciones de un tiraje de cinco mil copias cada una entre
mayo y noviembre de 1978 según lo confirma Ellen McCracken
("Vicente Leñero's Critical Contribution to the Boom" 174).
Desde entonces, la novela se ha venido reeditando
regularmente hasta hoy día.

Por ejemplo, a partir de la

novena edición, que apareció en 1988, Leñero decidió hacer
una pequeña modificación a la versión original.

De la

tercera parte suprimió el capítulo siete (Los Inos.
Bernardino y Juventino.

Regino,

Farsa en un acto, dividido en diez

escenas) y lo reemplazó por "Guerra interna dentro del nuevo
Excélsior", que había escrito en 1977 para la revista
Proceso (Advertencia a Los periodistas a partir de la novena
edición).

El capítulo eliminado lo utilizó como pieza de

teatro documental y éste aparece como obra independiente en
su libro Teatro documental (1985) con el título de Los
traidores.
escena.

Leñero asegura que como tal merece una puesta de

La substitución del capítulo siete de la tercera

parte, "Los Inos", por "Guerra interna dentro del nuevo
Excélsior" como lo dice el propio Leñero, narra más o menos
los mismos acontecimientos que el capítulo original sólo que
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con más sobriedad.

Ficción y realidad en Los periodistas

Amar Sánchez afirma que los testimonios no son
simplemente transcripciones de hechos más o menos
significativos; por el contrario, plantean una cantidad de
problemas teóricos debido a la peculiar relación que
establecen entre lo real y la ficción, lo testimonial y su
construcción narrativa ("La ficción del testimonio" 447).
El autor de Los periodistas mezcla la realidad y la ficción
a lo largo de su novela.

Por un lado muestra los hechos que

condujeron a la caída de Scherer apoyándose en un sinnúmero
de documentos que le sirven para crear el efecto de
veracidad y credibilidad a su relato testimonial.

Estos

documentos le sirven para desmentir lo dicho anteriormente
por la prensa mexicana y debilitar la credibilidad que la
caída de Scherer fue sólo un problema interno.

Existen

pruebas suficientes que el golpe a Excélsior fue ordenado
por Echeverría para deshacerse de Scherer.

De igual forma,

Leñero prueba que las autoridades correspondientes no
resolvieron el problema porque tenían órdenes de no mover un
dedo.

Dentro de la cooperativa se buscó a Regino Díaz

Redondo para dividir la cooperativa.
Por otro lado, Leñero recurre en Los periodistas a las
técnicas novelísticas para escribir capítulos dentro de la
novela que no tienen nada que ver con los hechos.
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El primer

capítulo es un ejemplo claro de que Leñero recurre a la
ficción.

En el cual Díaz Redondo, incapaz de conciliar el

sueño, dialoga consigo mismo e intenta tranquilizarse y
justificar la traición que está a punto de llevar a cabo.

Voy a matarte hermano, la culpa es tuya.
puedo de otro modo.
así.

Perdóname, no

Yo no pude evitar que lo mandaran

Yo no sabía hermano cuánto te odiaba el

presidente: él y todos: cómo envidiábamos tu
fuerza, tu periódico...
heredaré a la fuerza.

Este periódico tuyo que

Voy a tener que hundirte.

(20)

Encerrado en sus pensamientos escucha una voz que le
pregunta:

¿Por qué tan melancólico de pronto? ¿Eres sentimental?
¿Eres marica, puto? ¿O eres un cabrón?
traidor hijo de puta.

Simplemente un

(Los periodistas 20-21)

Este primer capítulo que no es otra cosa que un largo
monólogo interior de uno de los antagonistas es prueba
suficiente de que Leñero recurre a la ficcionalización.
Este monólogo interior no es un hecho verdadero, pero puede
percibirse como verosímil.

Regino Díaz Redondo se encuentra

a un paso de convertirse en director general.
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Al meditar lo

que está a punto de hacer se da cuenta que va a llegar a
obtener el puesto con el que siempre soñó.

Claro, no será

por sus logros profesionales sino simplemente porque el
Gobierno necesita un director con sus características.

Es

decir, un director opuesto a Scherer; uno que controle a sus
periodistas y que antes de publicar algo sobre el Gobierno
de México reciba el buen visto gubernamental.
El capítulo tercero de la primera parte es un largo
interrogatorio inventado por Vicente Leñero y contestado por
el propio Vicente Leñero.

Este capítulo, es anacrónico en

su lugar porque que las preguntas que se hace Leñero tienen
que ver con la caída de Scherer, que no se da hasta la
segunda parte de la novela, titulada "El golpe".

Este

capítulo tercero llamado "Interrogatorio" está ampliamente
ficcionalizado.

Leñero recurre a una estrategia narrativa

común a la novela testimonio: la pregunta-respuesta, con la
particularidad de que Leñero es el interrogador y el
interrogado.

La finalidad de este capítulo podría ser el de

informar al lector qué función desempeña el autor en
Excélsior.

En este capítulo Leñero da una visión rápida de

lo que logró en esos cuatro años en Excélsior y de la
amistad estrecha que logró establecer con el director del
diario y otros periodistas.

Entre las cualidades

compartidas por el pequeño grupo de Scherer, el autor
destaca sobre todo la capacidad periodística, la honradez y
la decisión de ejercer el libre periodismo en México.
También hay ficcionalización en la tercera y última
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parte de la novela, donde Leñero narra los problemas que
vinieron a consecuencia del golpe y de la formación de una
nueva revista, Proceso: como el grupo de Scherer, al no
encontrar una solución rápida y satisfactoria para todos,
comenzó a dividirse; como algunos decidieron quedarse en
Excélsior; como otros se fueron a otros diarios y revistas,
y otros decidieron formar su propio periódico (el caso de
Unomasuno.

Octavio Paz decidió apoyar a Scherer y dejó su

puesto en Excélsior como director de la revista Plural para
formar otra revista que lleva el nombre de Vuelta.
La revista Proceso quedó bajo la dirección de Julio
Scherer y Vicente Leñero.

Es por medio de esta revista que

ellos hacen valer sus derechos de libertad de prensa
supuestamente garantizada por la Constitución Mexicana pero
negada por el entonces Presidente mexicano.

El semanario

Proceso ha sido calificado desde un principio de periodismo
serio.

Es uno de los semanarios más respetados en la

actualidad del periodismo nacional.
En el capítulo siete de la tercera parte, escena 10,
Leñero ficcionaliza y ridiculiza a los Inos, Regino,
Bernardino y Juventino, tres de los antagonistas de Los
periodistas.

Leñero concluye este capítulo con lo que él

piensa que termina el gran diario de la ciudad de México.
De la escena diez de Los traidores:

BERNARDINO.- ¿A que te huele, Regino?
REGINO.- Horrible.
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COOPERATIVISTA 1.- ¡Es mierda!
COOPERATIVISTA 2.- Nos vamos a ahogar todos.
COOPERATIVISTA 1.- ¡Sálvese el que pueda!
COOPERATIVISTA 2.- Mierda, es mierda.
REGINO.- Me ahogo.
BERNARDINO.- Me ahogo.
JUVENTINO.- Me ahogo.

La inundación de excremento es rápida y absoluta.
logra mantenerse a flote.

Nadie

La última imagen es la de un

tranquilo mar de color ocre en cuya superficie flota, como
una balsa maltrecha, un letrero que reza: EXCELSIOR, EL
PERIODICO DE LA VIDA NACIONAL (88).

También se puede hablar de la ficcionalización de la
novela en la forma en que Leñero monta, ordena, selecciona y
utiliza ese material documental.

Además el relato se

ficcionaliza por sí solo, es decir, al cumplir con las leyes
que rigen a la narración, esos hechos reales sufren
indiscutiblemente varias transformaciones.

Algunas

transformaciones son intencionadas y otras no intencionadas.
Por ejemplo, el autor enfatiza todos los documentos que
prueban el carácter voluble de los opositores de Scherer,
esta es una transformación intencionada.

Por otro lado, al

escribir una novela basada en hechos reales tiene que
ajustar su relato a técnicas novelísticas que producen
cierto jiro a la realidad.
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Amar Sánchez pone una vez más el punto sobre las íes al
asegurar que el relato testimonial se juega en el cruce de
dos imposibilidades.

Primero porque se muestra como ficción

de un hecho verdadero y segundo porque existe la
imposibilidad de mostrarse como un espejo fiel de los
hechos.

Ambos impedimentos se encuentran explícitamente

explicadas por Leñero.

En el prólogo a Los periodistas,

este escritor afirma que su relato es una novela.
Afirmación de suma importancia ya que por medio de ella se
pone sobre aviso al lector que existe la ficcionalizción.
Sin embargo, en el mismo prólogo afirma: "consideré forzoso
sujetarme con rigor textual a los acontecimientos y apoyar
con documentos las peripecias del asunto porque toda la
argumentación testimonial y novelística dependen en grado
sumo de los hechos verdaderos, de los comportamientos
individuales y grupales y de los documentos mismos" (9).
Leñero es consiente de que su novela se mueve entre dos
mundos el real y el ficcional como lo demuestra su prólogo.
De igual forma, continúa explicando Amar Sánchez, que
los relatos testimoniales aunque se mantienen fieles a los
hechos, pasan a través de los sujetos: ellos son la clave de
la transformación narrativa; su participación en los sucesos
está respetada pero se expanden tanto sus actos y sus
palabras que concentran toda la acción.

Así el testimonio

trabaja metonímicamente, enfocando muy de cerca fragmentos,
personajes, narradores, momentos clave y provocando esa
ficcionalización que establece el puente entre lo real y lo
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textual ("Ficción del testimonio" 450).
Otro acercamiento a la literariedad y a la
ficcionalización de las novelas testimoniales de Leñero es
el que proporciona Danny J. Anderson, en su libro sobre la
novelística de este autor: Vicente Leñero: The Novelist as
Critic.

Ignacio Gutiérrez Corona enfatiza en su reseña del

libro de Anderson que:

La mayoría de estudios críticos publicados de la obra
novelística de Vicente Leñero, de número exiguo para su
indiscutible valor e importancia, han abordado aspectos
parciales de su producción total...

En Vicente Leñero:

The Novelist as Critic, el profesor Danny J. Anderson
se ha dado a la tarea de completar esa laguna con un
estudio que integra las novelas publicadas por Leñero
entre 1961 y 1985...

Anderson logra situar la obra de

este escritor mexicano en su dimensión exacta.

En

efecto este es uno de los logros del libro de Anderson.
(Gutiérrez Corona 211)

Gutiérrez Corona tiene razón en afirmar que existen
pocos estudios críticos sobre la novelística de Vicente
Leñero.

Es sorprende que no exista, por ejemplo, una sola

reseña sobre esta primera novela testimonial de Leñero.
Esto se debe en gran medida a que Los periodistas ha sido
leída más como crónica que novela.

Jorge Ibargüengoitia al

referirse a esta novela de Leñero afirma:
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en su advertencia preliminar Leñero dice que Los
periodistas es una novela, cuestión en la que yo no
estoy de acuerdo.

Los personajes de una novela, por

documental que sea tienen una existencia independiente
de la vida real que está contenida en el libro.

Los

personajes de Los periodistas, que pasan de ciento
cincuenta, tienen en su mayoría nombre y dos apellidos
y son interesantes nomás porque sus nombres, sus
apellidos y sus datos biográficos coinciden con los de
personas vivas o muertas y en general conocidas.

Es un

libro, concedo, que tiene partes noveladas, como un
monólogo interior de alguien que podría ser Regino Díaz
Redondo, pero si se lee con interés y será recordado
con respeto no es por lo que tiene de novela, sino por
la crónica sincera, bien documentada y observada de los
sucesos que culminaron con la caída de Scherer en
Excélsior y en la fundación de Proceso ("Los
periodistas" 25-26)

El texto de Anderson ha sido considerado como el
análisis más completo sobre la novelística de Leñero.

En su

capítulo denominado "Narrative Transformation in Los
periodistas, La gota de agua and Asesinato: Wold Text, and
Nonfiction",

Anderson explica la transformación que sufren

las novelas testimoniales de Leñero al pasar de un hecho
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real al texto.

Anderson considera los problemas que acarrea

la transformación del mundo al texto.

Esto sería

equivalente a lo que explicaba Amar Sánchez: "lo real no es
describible 'tal cual es' porque el lenguaje es otra
realidad e impone sus leyes a lo fáctico; de algún modo lo
recorta, organiza y ficcionaliza ("La ficción del testimonio
447).
Anderson asegura que Leñero utiliza técnicas
novelísticas en la producción de estas tres novelas
testimoniales, o sea que no son simples relatos de los
hechos, que hay ficcionalización; de ahí el término novela
de Los periodistas, y más concretamente novela
contestataria.

Anderson aclara estas dos perspectivas

mencionadas anteriormente mediante tres consideraciones:
primero, por medio del análisis de la mediación que permite
la examinación de la transformación del mundo al texto, o
sea la función de mediador que toma Leñero.

Segundo, la

existencia de estrategias narrativas como técnicas
novelísticas, especialmente la técnica argumentativa.
Tercero, reconoce la importancia contestatarias de las
novelas, especialmente de Los periodistas.

Finalmente,

afirma que el efecto de transformación se lleva a cabo por
esos cambios, dando como resultado novelas testimoniales
como Los periodistas, La gota de agua y Asesinato.

Las

transformaciones narrativas en estas tres novelas intentan
convencer al lector de una cierta interpretación del mundo,
generalmente diferente u omitida de la versión oficial o
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popular, como una mejor representación de la realidad.
Según Antonio Vera León, en los prólogos testimoniales
es donde se encuentra la huella del transcriptor.

La

organización narrativa del relato, la configuración de la
trama, la creación del suspenso, así como el trabajo de la
lengua que se lleva a cabo en la redacción del relato
("Hacer hablar" 182).

Esto está claramente explicado en el

prólogo a Los periodistas:

Subrayo desde un principio el término: novela. Amparado
bajo tal género literario y ejercitando los recursos
que le son o le pueden ser característicos he escrito
este libro sin apartarme, pienso, de los imperativos de
una narración novelística.

Sin embargo no he querido

recurrir a lo que algunas corrientes tradicionales se
empeñan en dictaminar cuando se trata de transladar a
la "ficción" un episodio de lo que llamamos la vida
real: disfrazar con nombres ficticios y con escenarios
deformados los personajes y escenarios del incidente.
(El subrayado es mío)

Martínez Morales destaca las siguientes propuestas de
este prólogo: 1) Si bien es cierto que la ficción no es lo
mismo que la realidad, aquélla se nutre de ésta. 2) El
traslado de elementos de la realidad a la ficción, no
necesariamente tiene que estar dado por un proceso de
"disfrazamiento" o "deformación". 3) No obstante lo
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anterior, para construir el mundo de la ficción cada texto
recurre a ciertos mecanismos que actúan como imperativos de
la narración novelística. 4) En cierto tipo de obras, el uso
e inserción de documentos (elementos no ficticios) sirven no
sólo de apoyo a las "peripecias del asunto", sino que le
confieren a la obra un carácter testimonial ("Leñero:
ficción de la realidad" 176).
Así, desde el principio de Los periodistas, La gota de
agua y Asesinato ya se sabe que los hilos conductores de
estas novelas están basados en hechos reales.

Esto de

ninguna manera invalida que lo que en ellas se narra tenga
ficcionalización, porque si no la hubiera, Leñero jamás
llamaría a su dos primeros relatos novelas, (al refiere a
Asesinato habla de un "reportaje o novela sin ficción", 5).
Por otro lado, volviendo a Los periodistas, la segunda
parte de la novela, "El golpe", es donde Leñero recurre más
al uso y montaje de documentos.

En esta parte se detalla

desde la invasión de Paseos de Tasqueña hasta el día 19 de
julio, es decir, doce días después de la estocada política.
Incluye una parte del acta redactada por Marta Sánchez el
nueve de junio, sobre el caso PEPSA, documento que cubre
casi todo el capítulo dos titulado "malos consejos".
El autor monta recortes de periódicos con las
declaraciones de altos funcionarios gubernamentales hechas a
los dirigentes de Excélsior sobre el problema de la invasión
a Paseos de Tasqueña que se publicaron en el Excélsior, para
presionar a las autoridades correspondientes a que se
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hiciera justicia.

Incluye la carta que Juventino Olivera le

escribió a Scherer dándole su apoyo incondicional.

De igual

forma aparecen en la novela varios artículos periodísticos
como el de Ricardo Garibay, Heberto Castillo, Antonio
Delhumeau y Granados Chapa, todos ellos defendiendo la
libertad de expresión de Excélsior y defendiendo al diario
de los ataques de otros periódicos pero sobre todo de la
empresa Televisa.

Leñero dedica bastante espacio a la historia completa
del manifiesto de Excélsior con los nombres de los 49
colaboradores que firmaron el manifiesto.

Este manifiesto

fue saboteado por Díaz Redondo para que no fuera publicado
como lo había ordenado el director general.

Adhiere el

Memorándum, que escribió un empleado para explicarle a
Scherer porqué no pudo cumplir sus órdenes de publicar el
manifiesto y la razón por la cual salió esa página en
blanco.

Incorpora un mensaje enviado a los cooperativistas

por el director general.

Hace una descripción detallada del

día de la asamblea del 8 de julio.

Transcribe la

conferencia dada en el auditorio Che Guevara, en la facultad
de Filosofía y Letras, por Granados Chapa y Heberto Castillo
y otros.

Inclusive agrega parte de la homilía del obispo

Sergio Méndez sobre el caso Excélsior.
Además todos los personajes, como ya lo sañaló
Ibargüengoitia, conservan sus verdaderos nombres y
apellidos.

Al final de su novela Leñero proporciona un
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índice, de casi veinte páginas con los nombres de sus
personajes.

Además de proporcionar los cargos sostenidos

por éstos hasta el momento de escribir su novela.

Conclusión

Del segundo trimestre hasta finales de 1976 el pueblo
mexicano escuchó, hasta el cansancio, la versión oficial del
problema de Excélsior a través de los medios masivos de
comunicación; todos ellos manipulados por el gobierno.
Muchos mexicanos, como de costumbre, fueron engañados porque
del incidente sólo se escuchó la versión oficial.

Scherer

García y sus colaboradores fueron juzgados injustamente
porque las cosas no se contaron como fueron, según Leñero y
muchos otros mexicanos que conocían el caso a profundidad.
La defensa de los acusados no llegó inmediatamente sino
hasta 1978, dos años después, con la publicación de Los
periodistas, la otra versión.

Donde Leñero "sólo apela a la

complicidad de sus lectores" (9).
Esta novela pertenece a la ficción de lo verificable.
Leñero inventa una novela, ya que recurre a la ficción a lo
largo de todo el texto, pero a la vez es fiel a documentos
que le sirven para dar validez y veracidad a la historia que
narra.

Algunos críticos han negado el término novela a este

texto porque lo consideran una crónica de los hechos.

Sin

embargo, existe la ficcionalización en su relato, la
documentación le sirve para dar fuerza de veracidad a su
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novela.

Leñero, en su texto, expone las causas verdaderas

según su visión de testigo partícipe de los acontecimientos.
En una recreación imaginativa revive para el lector la
interferencia indirecta del gobierno.

En esta novela hay un

protagonista colectivo, cuyo líder es Julio Scherer García
que defiende la libertad de prensa y no se doblega ante el
gobierno ni la corrupción.

Vicente Leñero es el autor,

mediador, narrador y personaje de su novela.
Esta novela testimonial cumple cabalmente con las
condiciones establecidas en lo que se ha dado en llamar
novela testimonio, incluso va un poco más allá de lo que
había sido la novela testimonial común y corriente.
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Contemporary crime novels, films and plays presenting urban angst inevitably
invoke and feature the anti-hero archetype in their protagonists. Many of these narratives
center their central character conflicts upon the disillusionment of these anti-heroes who,
within the course of the narrative, first display their innate propensity for corruption and
eventually begin searching to merit their own redemption, all while struggling with their
moral duplicity as “the good guys” amidst the very criminals they denounce. The personal
and professional lives of these officers, typically detectives, who are viewed as the upholders
of law and order, suffer moral crises for this reason. Consequently, the actions that on-thetake detectives take to perpetuate without alleviating this façade eventually collapse on them,
putting these anti-heroes in psychological jeopardy and often leading to an inexorable,
horrible fate, a tragic end they clearly invite.
Realizing their corruption’s inevitability, they often attempt to redeem their once
virtuous lives, leading most of these anti-heroes back to their long-since abandoned belief in
upholding the law in the face of perpetuating the spoils of corruption their lives have become
used to. However, the results of these characters’ attempts, or the absence of such attempts,
do not follow any paradigm, but depend, instead, on their latent integrity of character, the
probity of their fellow detectives, the characters’ personal histories and, in some cases, the
residual religious beliefs of such angst-ridden anti-hero lawmen. This study focuses on these
attempts and the superficially divergent outcomes for nine corrupt detectives within four
landmark works, once they re-examine their lives.
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The self-centered and opportunistic mentality of three detectives meld almost
seamlessly with the hardened criminal elements and egotistical Hollywood socialites in
James Ellroy’s 1990 L.A. Confidential. These officers—detectives Bud White, Ed Exley and
Jack Vincennes—hide and reveal their personas as needed to further their careers or
pocketbooks over nearly a decade of service in LAPD’s Hollywood division.

Curtis

Hanson’s 1997 film adaptation of this novel, while remaining faithful to most of the
characters’ motivations, condenses and sanitizes their semi-ethical behaviors, giving the
detectives, Jack Vincennes in particular, a more conventional, mass-marketable and
eventually acceptable demise as defenders of law and order.
Another 1997 film by Scandinavian director Erik Skjoldbjærg, Insomnia, takes the
archetype-cop and, rather than surrounding him with characters of kindred amorality, isolates
him in an unfamiliar and relatively hostile environment where the light of his past
indiscretions is manifested literally in the unyielding light of the midnight sun. The 2002
American remake of the film directed by Christopher Nolan—noted for his chronologytwisting film Memento—transplants the Norwegian locale to Northern Alaska while retaining
the fallen detective and his desire to perpetuate this cover-up of an ill-fated mistake that ends
the life of his partner. However, unlike Skjoldbjærg’s original, Nolan’s film ends on a much
different ethical note, leaving the audience with a more definite sense of moral closure for
this anti-hero and his act of confession.
Last, Chris Williams’ 1995 drama Style of Sympathy brings the corrupt detective to
the American Midwest. Set in 1982 St. Louis, this two-act play elicits its anti-heroic nucleus
by focusing upon the pilfering of evidence for personal profit, an underground pornography
ring and, at least in Detective Eli Puget, an unyielding sense of sorrow and forgiveness which
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he attributes to his strong Catholic upbringing. Puget’s fellow detectives, who are very much
averse to his sudden revelation of faith, view the attempt much differently, choosing instead
to perpetuate their lives of debauchery and wicked corruption, an ethos common to the genre.

“Off the Record, on the Q.T., and very Hush-Hush”
As far back as early pulp fiction, crime novels have relied heavily on playing out
the stories of disillusioned detectives who, for one reason or another, find they can no longer
enact the “legal guardian” lives they have created as policemen. It is precisely these selfcentered opportunists and malcontent egotists who populate Ellroy’s L.A. Confidential.
Hollywood, world-renowned for its illusionary mastery of the film industry, provides
Ellroy’s three central characters with the ideal set piece in which to evolve. Through the
course of the novel, they continuously build and destroy their own facades with as much
ferocity and tenacity as the studios do with each passing production.
Wendell “Bud” White begins his police work with a career-long obsession with the
protection of abused women, stemming from his childhood witnessing of his mother’s
murder at the hands of his father. Even back when Bud was only sixteen, his father had
already seen him as a growing threat and would restrain him with handcuffs for days on end.
Eventually, in an attempt to de-legitimize Bud’s growing resentment, the abusive and
alcoholic parent beat White’s mother to death and abandoned the teenaged boy. Having been
traumatized by this event, White joins the LAPD in hopes of eventually confronting his now
wayward father. Initially, he spends a good majority of his off-duty time searching for the
man. White’s first partner, Dick Stensland, is the first to suggest that Bud try venting his
aggressions elsewhere.
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Dick showed him the ropes, heard out his story, told him to pick his shots to
get even. Pops would stay nowhere, but thumping wifebeaters might drive
the nightmares out of his system. Bud picked a great first shot: a domestic
squawk, the complainant a longtime punching bag, the arrestee a three-time
loser. He detoured on the way to the station asked the guy if he’d like to
tango with a man for a change: no cuffs, a walk on the charge if he won.
The guy agreed; Bud broke his nose, his jaw, ruptured his spleen with a
dropkick. Dick was right; his bad dreams stopped.
L.A. Confidential, 27-28.

At this point, White is already wandering in the realm of what Ihab Hassan identifies
as pharmakos.1 White is very much a product of not only his father’s actions and elusive
escape from justice, but of Stensland’s suggestions of vengeance through proxy. White
could very easily have focused on actions that might further his career, but instead chooses to
find more and more instances to exorcise these familial ghosts of his past. These situations
and the underground dealings that Stensland exposes White to become the hallmark of an
otherwise distinguished career. The reputation he gains as a thug-like police enforcer is
certainly well deserved.
His gravitating towards a tragic dilemma typically marks the ideals of a character
who is “a victim or scapegoat”. While it is true that others have forced much of Bud White’s
behavior upon him, he is by no means a mere victim of circumstances and certainly does not
allow himself to play this role. For the most part, White is very much in control of the
situations he finds himself in.
The 1997 film version of L.A. Confidential capitalizes on this aspect of White’s
persona rather effectively by making the character’s moral quagmire much more acceptable
to the viewer. In this version, essentially a truncated version of the novel, White’s protective
disposition motivates his corrupt commanding officers’ plan to use him as a means of

1

Hassan, 123.
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eliminating the impending exposure of their planned take-over of crime boss Mickey
Cohen’s empire.
Ellroy’s Bud White is not as hapless as the persona adapted by screenwriters Brian
Helgeland and Curtis Hanson. For instance, while viewing an interrogation by detective Ed
Exley, White learns of the abduction of a young Latino college student who may still be
alive. When Exley’s methods produce no results, White takes it upon himself to bring the
information out into the open.
The door banged open. Bud White stepped in, threw Fontaine against
the wall.
Ed Froze.
White pulled out his .38, broke the cylinder, dropped the shells on the floor. Fontaine
shook head to toe; Ed kept freezing. White snapped the cylinder shut, stuck the gun in
Fontaine’s mouth.
“One in six. Where’s the girl?”
Fontaine chewed steel; White squeezed the trigger twice: clicks, empty
chambers. Fontaine slid down the wall; White pulled the gun back, held
him up by his hair. “Where’s the girl?”
Ed kept freezing. White pulled the trigger—another little click.
Ellroy 135-136.

The lack of concern for Fontaine’s life illustrates the control White has over the
situation and his actions as a whole. Exley’s lack of action, however, might easily be
construed as having little or no say in the outcome. Exley’s actions, or the seeming lack of
them, provide insight into his anti-heroic traits and how they play into Exley’s persona.
To some extent, detective Edmond Exley has become a victim of his own
wrongdoing. Not only must he contend with the memory of his deceased brother but also
with the stigma of his father’s success as a Los Angeles police officer. In the scene above,
Exley moves past his own contemplative state and into overt action and thereby staves off
White’s unorthodox brutal means of interrogation. Exley, at least here, exhibits a clear lack
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of moral evasion in the matter and is reduced to becoming a mere observer, incapable of the
motivation and conviction to act upon what plays out before him.
Family history plays heavily into why Exley’s motivation has dwindled. His elder
brother, Thomas Exley, was himself an LAPD officer who was killed just one week into his
career. This, in conjunction with the Exley patriarch’s distinguished career in the police
department, forces Ed to struggle in finding his own identity as a police officer. His initial
attempt for a distinct selfhood manifests itself as strict adherence to the rules governing the
officer corps. In the days before Miranda Rights, this included ensuring a suspect would not
go free despite overwhelming evidence of his innocence. His father, Preston, who not only
demands complete obedience from his son, but also continually asks the young detective if
he’d be willing to coerce a confession from a suspect regardless of the means, confronts
Exley with this theoretical situation. Exley’s instinct is to follow the rule of law and not
extort false confessions. Preston warns that perhaps Exley’s aspiration to become a detective
might not jibe with such an idealistic stance on coercing suspects2.
However, the circumstances of Exley’s rapid promotion through the ranks of the
detective bureau reveal a much more malignant nature that is more opportunistic than we
initially perceive.

Exley’s investigation into a police brutality incident prompts his

promotion to the rank of first Sergeant and then Lieutenant—both within the detective
division. In exchange for his testimony, which implicates numerous fellow officers involved
in the “Bloody Christmas” beating of six detainees, Exley receives the promotion reassignment into the detective division that he needs to distinguish himself and thus rise above
the memory of his brother and acclaimed career of father Preston.
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The move is anything but auspicious in regard to Exley’s reputation. While his career
may have benefited from the transfer, Exley is now seen as an turn-coat outsider in the
division. The implication and eventual indictment of Bud White’s partner puts Exley directly
at odds with White, providing an intense basis for distrust between them.
Despite this seemingly disparate character background, Exley and White both depend
heavily on how past performances contribute to their individual personas. While White’s
past empowers him with an uncanny affinity for defending the seemingly helpless, Exley’s
past accords him the foresight to exploit career opportunities as they present themselves.
Although familial strife plays some part in Exley’s family (the murder of his brother and the
absence of a mother) it does not cripple his motives as White’s past does his. Furthermore,
Exley is not driven to physical brutality simply as a means of exorcizing a past wrong.
Nevertheless, the ambition to surpass his father’s success undoubtedly drives his
opportunistic behavior.

However, neither Exley nor White are true embodiments of a

particular type of anti-hero that Hassan claims merely follow the paths of self-destruction set
in motion by their own actions.
Classical definitions would label a collapsing persona, especially one that suffers
from his undoing, as nothing more than tragic or pathetic. Typifying and distinguishing him
from the tragic hero, an anti-hero not only suffers the consequences of his actions but at some
point in the narrative also recognizes his misdoings and makes an attempt to disengage
himself from the self-destructive world he has created. Although White and Exley both find
some semblance of redemption, theirs is neither complete nor genuine. To find such a

2

Ellroy, L.A. Confidential, 20.
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persona in L.A. Confidential it becomes necessary to examine the third major character,
Sergeant Jack Vincennes.
At the novel’s onset, Vincennes is a mediocre investigator who was once the “Big V”
of the department’s narcotics division. As with a good number of his fellow narcotics
officers, Vincennes quickly found himself using as much as he was confiscating.

His

subsequent addictive downfall cost the detective two wives and any semblance of career
normalcy within the department. Vincennes often profited heavily from the drugs that he
took in busts. Falling deeper into the heroin trade of Los Angeles, Jack was involved in a
single, pivotal event that ended in a horribly tragic mistake.
He was cramped in his car, staking the Malibu Rendezvous parking lot:
eyes on two “H” pushers in a Packard sedan. Near midnight: he’d been
drinking scotch, he blew a reefer on the way over, the bennies he’d been
swallowing weren’t catching up with the booze. A tip on the midnight buy:
the “H” men and a skinny shine, seven feet tall, a real geek…
Jack ate cement, prayed the rosary. A shot ripped his shoulder; a shot
grazed his legs. He crawled under the car; a shitload of tires squealed; a
shitload of people screamed. And ambulance showed up; a bull dyke
Sheriff’s deputy loaded him on a gurney. Sirens, a hospital bed, a doctor
and the dyke whispering about the dope in his system—blood test validated.
Lots of drugged sleep, a newspaper in his lap: “Three Dead in Malibu
Shootout—Heroic Cop Survives.”
The “H” guys escaped clean—the deaths pinned on them.
The spook was dead at the scene.
The shapes weren’t the nigger’s backup—they were Mr. and Mrs.
Harold J. Scoggins, tourists from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the proud parents of
Donald, seventeen, and Marsha, sixteen…
A routine autopsy would show that the pills taken out of Mr. and Mrs.
Scoggins came from Sergeant Jack Vincennes’ gun.
The kids saved him…
[They] demanded no autopsy: the family was Seventh-Day Adventist,
autopsies were sacrilege. Since the county coroner knew damn well who
the shooters were, they shipped Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Scoggins back to
Iowa to be cremated.
Sergeant Jack Vincennes skated—with newspaper honors.
Ellroy, L.A. Confidential, 37-38.

The event forces Vincennes to reclaim his sobriety, which brings with it a renewed sense of
respect for his work and a side gig as a “technical consultant” to the television show Badge of
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Honor (a thinly-veiled take on Dragnet). Vincennes is even able to step back from the
competitive and self-destructive demeanor of the LAPD and establish a sound relationship.
His courting of and eventual marriage to the daughter of a friend is precisely the touch of
romance that Hassan identifies as a trait of an eiron anti-hero.3
But despite these superficially heroic enclaves, Vincennes is not a classical “bornagain” hero capable of rescuing himself from the depths of corruption. His subsequent
actions in the department pull him back into the mire that he so desperately tried to overcome
through his four years of sobriety. Vincennes continually dips into the evidence locker for
personal profit and eventually finds himself the subject of endless internal investigations.
These investigations catch the attention of tabloid reporter Syd Hudgens who supplements
Vincennes’ meager income by providing the detective with payoff bribes in exchange for
lurid “crime” headlines, all for the sake of the higher circulation figures for the scandal sheet,
Hush-Hush Magazine.
The outcome of this subsequent sojourn into dishonesty leaves Vincennes nowhere
else to go but back into the realm of ego-driven self-preservation. His attempts to distance
himself from his squalid situation are all met with limited (if any) success. Hudgens is
eventually tortured and murdered for the amount of scandal-laden information he amassed,
leaving Vincennes to ponder the fallout.
Jack looked. Dried blood, white tape outlines: arms, legs, torso—the
severing points marked. Millard said, “Somebody hated him. You see
those drawers over there? I think the killer snuffed him for his files. I had
Kleckner call the Hush-Hush publisher. He’s going to open up the office
and give us copies of the recent stuff Hudgens was working on.”
…
Mory Bendish ran up. “Jackie, does this mean I’ll get all your exclusives now?”
Ellroy 228-29.

3

Hassan, 123.
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The incident supplies Vincennes with what he perceives as his only chance at redemption.
However, no matter how much he desires this, he cannot ignore his sordid past, making any
genuine redemption or atonement impossible for him.
Jack walked in. Everything froze: the Big V meant grief. The barman
poured a double Old Forester; Jack downed it—cutting off five years
kosher. The juice warmed him. He kicked the men’s room door in.
Claude Dineed geezing up.
Jack kicked him prone, yanked the spike from his arm. A frisk, no
resistance—Claude was up on cloud ten. Bingo: tinfoil Benzedrine. He
swallowed a roll dry, flushed the hypo down the toilet. He said, “I’m
back.”
Ellroy 230.

Vincennes eventually dies while working with Bud White on a related bust. The arrest goes
horribly wrong due in part to Vincennes’ inebriation.
“Sheriff’s! Identify yourself with the password!”
Silence—then a fake bird call.
The gas men hit the windows—grenades broke glass, slipped between
the bars. Tommygunners charged car 3—full clips took down the door.
Smoke, screams.
Somebody yelled, “Now!”
Smoke out the door –men in khaki running through it. A sharpshooter
picked one off; somebody yelled, “No, they’re ours!”
Cops swarmed the car—masks on, shotguns up. Jack grabbed Bud.
“They’re not in that one!”
Bud ran, hit the car 4 platform. Open the door—a dead guy just inside,
inmates running helter-skelter.
Bud fired, pumped, fired, missed—a crate beside the man exploded.
Jack jumped on the platform—the inmate squeezed a shot. Jack caught it in
the face, spun, hit the tracks.
Ellroy, 469.

Helgeland and Hanson’s screenplay treats Vincennes similarly although much
different circumstances prompt his attempt.

Instead of Hudgens’ gruesome death, an

inadvertent consequence of one of Vincennes’ Hush-Hush story leads and its connection to
corrupt police leadership leads him to question his commanding officer. Here Vincennes
discovers the attempts of high-ranking police officials—along with the district attorney—to
assume control of organized crime in L.A. But again, he cannot escape the fate that his anti-
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heroic inclinations drive him towards and upon stumbling onto the conspiracy is
unceremoniously shot.
White and Exley do not share the drive towards redemption with Vincennes and
therefore have very different fates. While his tragic story might suggest a cathartic ending
involving his death, White survives his travails including the numerous attempts on his life.
Eventually, he escapes the miasma of corruption albeit at the cost of his career. Exley, once
subject to his own feelings of duty and order, embraces the opportunist he hinted at being all
along, capitalizing on every juncture. At the novel’s end, Exley receives a promotion to
Deputy Chief of Detectives, Hollywood Division. Although not as significant, the accolades
he receives in the film perpetuate Exley’s integrity and reflect his willingness to advance his
career despite the cost to his legitimacy. True redemption, it seems, is lost on the city’s
youngest chief.

The Blinding Light of Truth
The archetype of an anti-hero demands that such a character maintain a constructed
façade, regardless of how inaccurate it portrays true intent, often forcing him to continuously
act in ways he otherwise would not. The motivation for this, especially in the anti-hero/law
enforcement official, usually stems from the character’s desire to remain ethically intact in
the decrepit world of often brutally severe criminals.

Subsequently, such an anti-hero

quickly finds himself pushing his personal limits further and further away until distancing
himself from his once true ideal of proper order, and his reluctant perpetuation of a vile
career reputation. Erik Skoldbjærg’s Insomnia contains just such a character in detective
Jonas Engstrom.
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At the film’s opening, Engstrom and his partner, Erik Vik, fly over the Arctic Circle
on their way to assist in a Norwegian murder investigation. Very quickly, their journey into
this far north region of the world becomes one that will undoubtedly lead to ruin. Their
airline encounters some air turbulence just after crossing the imaginary line marking the
Arctic Circle, a shock that reminds the two Swedish officers that they are now entering an
area that follows much different climatic rules. This emergence into another realm is further
reinforced once they are on the ground driving to meet the other investigators.
Their car enters a tunnel plunging them into the dark. Once on the other side of the
tunnel, they are thrust into the harsh arctic sunlight of northern Norway. The effect of this
perpetual daylight almost immediately affects Engstrom who runs through a red light. Vik
notes this, mentioning that perhaps Engstrom should let him drive. But Engstrom’s sees
himself as faultless and not one to be coddled, choosing to ignore Vik's request. This selfinflicted flaw will complicate his reaction to and incur a grave mistake on his part later in the
film.
Although not made entirely clear from the beginning, the nature of Engstrom’s
confidence in his abilities does come through later, when he overhears a few of the medical
examiners speculating as to why Engstrom and Vik are involved to begin with. Engstrom, it
seems, is under investigation himself for inappropriate behavior and an unethical relationship
with a witness to another crime. Presumably, this witness’s testimony no longer remained
unbiased and the case was likely dismissed, forcing Engstrom’s supervisors to find a means
of occupying him while they contemplated the matter. Rather than confront the gossiping
examiners, Engstrom simply ignores them, further perpetuating the impression the audience
is given of his sense of infallibility.
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However, the consequences of this arrogance are symbolically played out in the
midnight sun itself. Above the Arctic Circle, much of the summer day is immersed in
daylight with the northernmost parts of Norway being enveloped in light for much if not all
of the day. This constant barrage of daylight penetrates the blinds of Engstrom’s hotel room
preventing him from sleeping. By the time Engstrom is involved in a fatal accident, it is
unclear if the midnight sun or his unyielding sense of remorse causes his insomnia.
This accident and Engstrom’s resultant measures to conceal the truth behind it, slowly
eats away at the detective’s psyche, despite numerous opportunities for him to absolve
himself.

Engstrom’s need to maintain his integrity overshadows his better judgment

regardless of the measures he musters to continue this self-deceptive ruse.

Further

complicating this matter is the nature of the accident itself. While attempting to capture the
murder suspect, Engstrom and Vik are involved in a rather confusing pursuit through a misty
and rocky beachfront. In the confusion of the chase, this suspect (later identified as a crime
novelist, Jon Holt) shoots a Norwegian officer. Engstrom and Vik are separated and Holt
takes cover in the low-lying mist. Engstrom, now determined to capture Holt, pursues
multiple shadows and amorphous forms through this fog only to finally fire at what he
believes is Holt. However, the fallen body that Engstrom approaches is the fatally shot
Vik—killed by Engstrom’s rather hasty actions.
Engstrom, fully believing in his long-cherished infallibility, maintains publicly that it
was suspect Holt who shot Vik rather than admitting his own culpable role. This requires
Engstrom to not only hold fast to his account of the event, but also alter and conceal evidence
that might reveal the truth of the events.

However, the bona fide reasoning behind

Engstrom’s knee-jerk, self-preserving reaction remains hidden from the audience. Not until
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his meetings with primary suspect Holt and a friend of the murder victim are we given a hint
as to why Engstrom chooses to put his reputation before his duties.
Holt, who witnessed Vik’s death, insists on meeting Engstrom first-hand as if to taunt
him with his knowledge. Engstrom reluctantly agrees and discovers Holt’s intentions to
escape capture and prosecution for murder by keeping Engstrom’s actions from being
known. Initially Engstrom objects almost killing Holt, but the savvy novelist thwarts this by
revealing his knowledge of the accident, not quite sure of Engstrom’s reasoning either.
Nevertheless, the threat of exposure is enough to stave off the detective, who, instead, must
now cooperate with Holt so as to pin the murder on a young acquaintance of the victim
thereby covering up his own guilt.
In order to maintain this façade, Engstrom must now enact a number of crimes to
subvert the investigation into both Vik’s death and Holt’s crime. Subsequently, he first
exchanges the bullet recovered from Vik, a Swedish-made 9mm, with a bullet from the gun
dropped by Holt at the beach. This task being accomplished, Engstrom continues to feign a
normal investigation into the murder that initially brought him to Norway in hopes of
exonerating Holt.

But eventually this ruse requires multiple character deviations on

Engstrom’s part. For example, to acquire the bullet from the suspect’s gun, he kills a stray
dog and extracts it from the body to replicate the forensic effects of a gunshot on the
ammunition. He interviews and partially seduces the victim’s friend Froya and continually
exchanges evidence obtained from Holt.
The ruse works to some extent, but leads Norwegian investigator Hilde Hagen to
remain suspicious of these unconvincing attempts, complicating Engstrom’s concealments.
Hagen eventually makes the connection between the murder and Holt insists that she and
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Engstrom interview the author. This causes considerable angst for Engstrom who must now
allow Holt to “escape” in hopes of hiding the facts of Engstrom’s killing Vik. The delay in
meeting Holt works as a delay tactic and, at least for the moment, the truth behind Vik’s
death remains hidden from Hagen.
Engstrom’s desire to indemnify this lie, although directly relying on his hopes of
remaining free of personal and professional compromise, is not his first foray into disguising
reality. The revelation of his unethical past and how this continuous slippage into a lack of
integrity affirm his status as an anti-hero whose first attempt at redemption lies not within a
life-altering episode, but simply in a pseudo-confession wherein he attempts to evince the
truth at last to a virtual stranger, a hotel employee.
In a conversation with the hotel’s female receptionist, Engstrom discusses his youth,
and for the first time provides more insight into why he maintains his façade. As a youth,
Engstrom had an older brother who died suddenly, leaving him an only child. Rather than
reveal the truth to his friends, Engstrom instead decided to concoct ever more fantastic
stories in an attempt to explain his brother’s absence. Not until much later did he allow
himself to reveal the truth of his brother’s death to others, and even then he partially
obscured the truth. This propensity for avoiding the truth and the guarded persona that it has
created in Engstrom explains his behavior near the film’s conclusion.
Engstrom’s calculating efforts to distance himself from Vik’s death while
simultaneously ridding himself of the only person who knows the truth finally becomes
clearer. Now, he must he confront Holt, who by this time unveils the real account of Tanja’s
murder and voices his lack of faith in Engstrom. Holt calls for another

quick

meeting

where he hopes to implicate Engstrom and, as least from his perspective, eliminate the risk
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factor he sees growing in the detective’s compulsive and erratic actions. In this single move,
Holt not only partially confesses to the murder and redeems his own psyche, but also
identifies a key location where Engstrom will confront him one last time.
As it has throughout the film, Engstrom’s insomnia conjures up hallucinatory images
in his hotel room. He holds imaginary conversations with the deceased Vik and can no
longer distinguish between what he actually sees and what he imagines. These hallucinations
increase in both intensity and frequency the more sleep Engstrom loses. Still, he never
reveals the incriminating facts of Vik’s death nor of Holt’s confession to anyone, choosing
instead to covertly tail the author to a known hideaway, hoping to finish him off.
The shack that he chases Holt to, like Engstrom’s own sanity at this point, is nothing
more than a weather-beaten shelter comprised of rotting boards along a debris-ridden pier.
Holt attempts to run from the pursuing Engstrom, but the dilapidated floor gives way beneath
him, plunging him into the frigid water. Engstrom, having chased Holt down the pier, arrives
and simply watches Holt drown, never once making an attempt at rescue. Rather than uphold
his sworn duty to the law, Engstrom allows the only other person who knows the truth to sink
below the tide, taking with him the detective’s only chance at actual redemption. Or so it
seems.
With Holt no longer alive, Engstrom is free to reveal the putative content of their
conversations to the Norwegian authorities. Much of the story is accurate, save for the
details of Vik’s death, which Engstrom attributes to Holt. However, a subsequent search of
the beachfront turns up one last key piece that Engstrom had not accounted for.
As the visiting detective packs to leaves the country, Hagen visits him one last time.
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Hagen: I’ve come to give you something.
Engstrom: What.
Hagen: I went back to the crime scene. Found a cartridge case. A “Norma.”
Engstrom: That’s a Swedish make. The Swedish police use them.
Hagen: Yeah.
—pause—
Engstrom: Say what you have to say.
Insomnia, 1997.

Hagen says nothing, simply placing the spent shell casing beside Engstrom. She gives the
Swedish detective his last private chance at redemption and an escape from the mistakes that
Holt maneuvered Engstrom to make. Engstrom, however, does nothing with his chance at
integrity. Instead, he packs up the remainder of his possessions and leaves the Arctic Circle
through the same subterranean passage he and Vik initially entered through.
The perpetual light of the midnight sun slowly fades and, along with it, the foreverburied truth from which a new and more unredeemable Engstrom cannot fully escape.
Instead, he will live the rest of his life ignoring the truth in a world saturated by the
omnipresent darkness of his moral obfuscation and solipsism.
Unlike this Scandinavian version, the 2002 American remake of Insomnia by director
Christopher Nolan presents the anti-heroic central character’s motivations in full view of the
audience. Although somewhat contrived and not well-received by critics or moviegoers, this
Insomnia develops the anti-hero’s attempt at redemption enough so that moral closure can
ensue.
Aside from the topographical changes from Norway to Northern Alaska and the
obligatory name changes, Nolan’s Insomnia follows Skjoldbjærg’s script very closely. Los
Angeles detective Will Dormer is summoned to the aptly-named Nightmute, Alaska to assist
in a murder investigation.

Almost immediately the audience is shown that Dormer’s

reputation is partially attributable to his evidence-planting past and as been tarnished by the
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district attorney’s investigation into these indiscretions. Dormer’s partner, Hap Eckhart,
complicates the situation by conveying his intent to testify against Dormer in exchange for
career-saving leniency. These intentions do not sit well with Dormer, who begins to distrust
and alienate Eckhart upon their arrival above the Arctic Circle.
By the time the investigators set up a sting to capture the suspect, Dormer no longer
trusts Eckhart, creating a tangible rift between the partners. This provides the elder detective
the motivation for killing Eckhart. Although Dormer’s desire to capture and lockn up
suspects provides him with an overly-ambitious sense of duty, it supplies him with the need
to distance himself from Eckhart.
After the murder suspect flees the fog-enshrouded beach scene, Dormer and Eckhart
pursue. Dormer, already affected by his emergent insomnia, becomes confused, shooting
Eckhart. The injured detective remains alive just long enough to speak with Dormer and
accuse him of shooting him on purpose—an attempt to prevent Eckhart testifying to the Los
Angeles district attorney.
Eckhart dies and rookie Nightmute detective Ellie Burr is assigned to with investigate
the incident. Burr suffers from hero worship of Dormer, having completed her academy case
study on his investigation into a previous murder. This admiration will almost cost the young
detective her own integrity later on as the truth behind all these beachfront events makes its
way to the front.
The consequences of Dormer’s actions take their toll on his already-suspect sense of
credibility. Suffering from an intense lack of sleep, the midnight sun keeps him tossing most
of the night. The effects of his insomnia are played out for all their hallucinatory charm;
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sudden shifts of light, changes in focus and the intensification of otherwise unnoticeable
background noise all beleaguer the weary detective.
Rookie Burr’s investigation into Eckhart’s death, although not quite as careful as it
should be, pins Finch for the shooting. However, in his first attempt to subconsciously
unburden himself of the truth, Dormer sends her back to probe the incident a bit more
thoroughly, asking her to make sure all her facts are correct before she signs the report. This
harkens back to an earlier comment he gave to her, “The second you’re about to dismiss
something, look at it again.”4
But, as in the original version, Eckhart’s death was witnessed by the primary suspect
Walter Finch, a crime novelist and mentor to his victim (played by an a-typically sadistic
Robin Williams). Finch brilliantly torments the insomniac Dormer, hoping to delve further
into the detective’s rationale behind his obstruction and eventually makes the connection
between Eckhart’s death and the compromised investigation back in California. He uses this
knowledge to corner Dormer into keeping his name out of the investigation into the murder
of Kay Connell.
You didn’t mean to kill [Eckhart] any more than I meant to kill Kay. But
that’s hard for them to believe, so that’s why you need me.
Insomnia, 2002.

Eventually, Burr too discovers this connection through a newspaper article hidden
behind a desk. She too confronts a now clearly disheveled Dormer who has gone nearly five
days without any sleep. However, Burr does not outrightly accuse Dormer of Eckhart’s
death, still wanting to believe in her image of his deceptively altruistic past.
A good cop can’t sleep because a piece of the puzzle is missing. A bad
cop can’t sleep because his conscience won’t let him.
4

Insomnia, 2002.
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Insomnia, 2002.

Dormer shrugs off this comment and continues to lead the investigation away from Finch and
towards Kay’s ex-boyfriend.

Finch assists in this deception by making a statement to

Nightmute police falsely implicating the boyfriend and, to corroborate this, claims he can
provide evidence to this effect in the form of letters Kay wrote to him.
Once this new suspect is arrested, Dormer takes his leave of Nightmute, just as Burr
leaves to pick-up these incriminating letters from Finch. Dormer is nearly on the plane
when, in a final attempt to clear his conscience of all the guilt that led to his psychological
insomnia, he decides to confront Finch and Burr with the truth. However, his now six days
of being awake take their toll on him, and he barely makes it to Finch’s remote cabin, where
Burr is already in peril; she’s been blindsided by Finch who intends to murder her to keep the
truth behind Kay’s death secret. The ensuing gunfight ends with both Dormer and Finch’s
deaths.
Interestingly, in an ending aimed at a neat closure, rather than the intriguing
unknowns of Skjoldbjærg’s Insomnia, the now-dying detective is confronted by Burr with
the physical evidence of his killing Eckhart. Burr nearly tosses the evidence into the lake,
forever hiding the truth behind these events. Sympathetic, her hero-worship of the detective
whom she felt so enamored of blinds her better judgment for just this crucial moment. Even
though she has already confirmed her suspicions of Dormer’s guilt, she chooses instead to
ignore the facts. Dormer’s legacy clearly is not his unrelenting pursuit of suspects, but in the
passing along of his unyielding zeal regardless of how misguided it might be.
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However, Dormer stops Burr from following in his psychological tracks. As she
kneels over the dying detective, Dormer puts the spent case back into her hand and forces her
fingers around it.
Don’t lose your way. Let me sleep.
Insomnia, 2002.

Even as the blinding and continuous light of Alaska’s midnight sun claimed his rest,
the unrelenting truths behind Dormer’s actions envelop him and claim his life. He summons
up one last strain of redemptive nature from his soul, pleading for another cop to not follow
him down the path of well-intentioned corruption. This last attempt at redemption, although
motivated in part by his inevitable death (unlike Engstrom’s) costs him self-esteem. Dormer,
like many anti-heroes, is unable to escape the corrupt and vile world that he has created for
himself, and faces his denial of reality at last.

“Faith ain’t no Band Aid, boy!”
Is, then, any attempt at redemption and escape by a bad cop possible at all? If so, can
this repentance be motivated solely by the character’s inevitable and impending demise?
While in Nolan’s Insomnia this is certainly true for detective Will Dormer, it is much more
hazily so for St. Louis detective Eli Puget in Chris Williams’ stage drama, A Style of
Sympathy.
An incredibly visceral and lurid two-act play, Style of Sympathy takes place in St.
Louis during the winter of 1982. Although not based on any actual events or supposed
events, this rarely-produced play’s affinity for recreating the language of police detectives
and its adherence to true-to-the streets language garnered critical notice for depicting the
pandemic corruption within law enforcement. In it, Eli Puget and his older and much
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maligned partner, Leo Dornbocker, recruit a former sergeant to abet them in their attempt to
profit from stolen evidence and criminal extortion. Along the way, Eli’s faith in himself, his
partner and even his religious beliefs all come into question, forcing him to confront the very
nature of his need for redemption itself. Once the truth of his partner’s past is revealed, Eli’s
actions collide with the detectives’ larcenous intent and force them to take exorbitant means
to end their connection with the illicit activity that lucre invites.
Hints of just how volatile Leo’s persona is manifest themselves early in the play. In
the initial scenes, he and Eli sit in the back room of a South Side bar discussing the nature of
their jobs and the unsavory exploits it entails. Leo’s penchant for matters of his lapsed faith
is faded beyond reclamation, whereas the younger and more easily swayed Eli finds it much
easier to discuss his less-elusive Catholic background. Despite this difference, Eli continues
to downplay his need for faith when confronted with it directly.
Me n’ Jesus quit hangin’ out after I found out Santa Claus wasn’t real.
Act I, sc. 1

But the true nature of these men’s behavior and their ability to toss aside matters of
faith or adherence to duty becomes clear after Leo reveals just how he intends to profit from
the sale of confiscated pornography evidence for his own personal gain. He hopes to draw
Eli in the deal, and, in a rather reluctant demeanor, reveals the details of how the operation
will work.
Leo: You heard what they got me n’ my men on?
Eli: Nah.
Leo: Givin’ me orders ta carry out a city ordinance ta confiscate all
illicit material sold in St. Louis.
Eli: Illicit material being…
Leo: Stuff. They had my unit go in, right. Our assignment was to
obtain all the dirty movies that were for sale or rental at all the video tape
rental places on the South Side.
Eli: I’m lost.
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Leo: Dirty movie theatres have become passé. So, some Tom Edison
fuck transferred these movies to video tape so that people can rent and buy
them for their own private home usage n’ shit.
Eli: Video tapes?
Leo: I had to supervise the whole thing. We confiscated all of it,
inventoried in n’ put em in the fuckin’ storeroom.
Eli: What. So let ‘em collect dust with the stolen bikes n’ fondue sets.
Leo: What do you do with the stolen candy Pretty Boy?
Eli: Eat it.
Leo: Eat it.
Eli: …eat it…
Leo: All of it.
Act I, sc 1.

The last piece they need to complete the heist comes with the help of their former desk
sergeant, Charlie Kariya, who now heads the evidence-room inventory system. Charlie’s
task is to expunge the records of the evidence and pass these spoils along to a fourth partner,
a civilian individual who must then move it for the officers.
Charlie, too, has a deeply rooted Catholic faith, but, unlike Eli, his faith has not left
him. Charlie knows this and uses it to connive his way into Eli’s graces, hoping to capitalize
on their common past. Once they meet, they discover that common faith is not all they share.
In Eli’s first revelation about his Catholic upbringing, the two men discover their soulful
connection. But the strained conversation reveals uneasiness between the two. Charlie uses
this as an opportunity to test the validity of his initial thoughts about Eli’s personality flaws.
Charlie: So, how’s narcotics these days?
Eli: I went ta mass Sunday.
Charlie: Sorry.
Eli: No. Hell, I, what’d you ask?
Charlie: Ahh I’m just an old fuddy duddy. You go ahead. I need to
change. You don’t mind…?
Eli: Oh, no. Yeah, I, uhh, I went to ten o’clock mass Sunday.
Charlie: That’s great.
Eli: Being raised in a strict Catholic household, I mean, it’s like
ingrained in my head, ta go to mass. It used to be a chore. Now, now I go
to mass, to fulfill the void. I, uhh, get when I don’t’ go to mass. It’s, it’s a
spiritual thing, with the, you know?
Charlie: I sure do. Where’d you go to mass?
Eli: Huh?
Charlie: Where’d you go to mass?
Eli: St. Joan of Arc’s.
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Charlie: How about that. That’s my parish.
Eli: Really.
Charlie: You went to ten o’clock?
Eli: I think. Ten or nine.
Charlie: Or whatever, right? That’s great. I’m an usher on Sunday.
You know, do the collection basket. It’s funny, I didn’t see…
Act I, sc. 2

Charlie’s veiled attempt to corner Eli in his lie is much more than a simple attempt to
size him up. Eli recalls Charlie’s pulpit-like speeches at the onset of shifts during role-call,
wherein he often recited biblical passages as a means of inspiration to the officers. Charlie’s
choice of parable is clear in its implications.
The reign of God is like a dragnet thrown into a lake, which collected
all sorts of things. When it was full they hauled it ashore and sat down to
put what was worthwhile into containers. What was useless, they threw
away. That is how it will be at the end of the world. Angels will go out and
separate the wicked from the just and hurl the wicked into the fiery furnace
where they will wail and grit their teeth.
Act I, sc. 4

Much later, this Parable of the Net reflects just how far Charlie and Leo have truly strayed
from their faith. In particular, Charlie’s unflinching disposal of this faith betrays his baser
desires, and how far he is willing to go in protecting himself from discovery.
The motivation that pushes Charlie to execute the theft is not one claimed much by
anti-heroes. Rather than the perpetuation of a hard-earned reputation or the relentless pursuit
of justice no matter the cost to civil rights, his drive is a simple desire to provide a decent
living for his daughter beyond the means of his meager salary as a St. Louis police detective.
Having lost his wife to cancer, Charlie’s faith has been tested almost to its breaking point.
Were it not for the intervention of Leo and his propensity for illicit, profitable behavior,
Charlie might very well have not been able to provide the comfortable life he wanted for his
daughter, Melissa. Charlie knows this, thus he sends Eli to discuss their plans for diverting
“illicit material,” salable evidence, to their greedy hands.
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Nevertheless, the sincerity of Eli’s faith, not Charlie’s, comes into question as the
play draws to a close. In order for the stolen videos to be moved without drawing attention
to the detectives, it becomes necessary to elicit the services of a person outside the
department. Schoolteacher Jim Sears, a former acquaintance of Charlie’s, provides such a
useful outlet. Their past relationship runs deep and really forces Eli to re-examine his role
both as a police officer and Roman Catholic who cherishes a clean conscience.
Eli discovers that neither Leo nor Charlie has been forthright in his past dealings with
Jim. Earlier, long before Eli finished his rookie year, the two detectives had investigated
Jim’s connection with a string of murders. Once they discovered that Jim was responsible
for several prostitutes’ deaths, they began a plan of extortion payments to keep him out of the
lineup. However, the cost was not monetary. Charlie and Leo led the investigation away
from Jim in exchange for his sexual favors. Upon finding this out, Eli’s world no longer
remains the validity he believed it did. Instead, he now sees Leo as nothing more than
another sleazy homosexual—a disdain that Eli’s makes no attempt to hide.
Realizing just how much of his own actions have led to this dilemma, Eli begins reexamining how far he has strayed from being honorable. His already impugned oath as a
law-enforcement officer and his relationship to Leo become the two predominant matters that
now-assault with his sense of sincere faith. But this remnant sense of religiosity in Eli brings
with it a grossly distorted sense of morality, a compromised selfhood.
Eli Puget’s faith as a lapsed Catholic, although providing him with some moral
wholeness, betrays him just when he calls on its supposed strength. As a youth, Eli, like
many Catholic boys, was an altar boy whose only foray into sin was the occasional nefarious
drink of unconsecrated altar wine. The comfort of those days and the ease of Eli’s life at that
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time are strong anchors of his persona. He has drawn strength from it in the past, particularly
in his rookie year, when he witnessed the hit-and-run death of a young boy. He relies on his
youthful, idyllic faith to feed his sense of justice, much like a fetus drawing life from an
umbilical cord, long after leaving the womb.
However, no umbilical cord can nurture life, once the developing fetus issues beyond
the confines of the uterus. Similarly, Eli has already “outgrown” the innocent faith of his
youth and any attempt to reconnect with that jejune faith is destined to result in moral failure.
Hence, he falls back into the mire of the anti-hero, deciding to quell his neurotic impasse in
cocaine—a habit he already has a propensity for early in the play—hoping this will bring
some solace to his now upside-down life.
Eli’s reaction to the newly-discovered truth behind Leo’s relationship to Charlie and
Jim during the last scenes of the play can easily be attributed to the effects of his cokeinduced haze.

However, the underlying foundations in religion are unmistakable and

difficult to ignore as self-deluding rationalizations for his turning against his cohorts.
Regardless of the reasoning behind Eli’s confession, it is an attempt at redeeming a nowrepentant man.
Eli: I’m turning in my tin.
Leo: Why?
Eli: For the past twelve, fourteen hours I’ve been sitting in some
church. Just…
Charlie: I…
Eli: Last night, when I talked to you Leo? I felt like my heart, my
soul, had just fallen down some fuckin’ black pit. The coke, the stories,
shot my reality all ta hell. I drove my Fairmont until I barreled inta a
dumpster on the side of a church. As I walked up the long row of steps ta
th’ church the sun rose, warming my face, opening every fuckin’
pore…Inside the church, the smells of wax, communion wafers, n’ that
cheap wine…it all came back ta me. It was like these arms a th’ past just all
wrapped their arms around me to console me, like when I was an altar boy.
Shortcomings n’ all. Drugs n’ all. Lies n’ all. They wanted me. I just
wanted ta feel those arms. So I sat, n’ sat, n’ sat. By eleven o’clock I
started reading out of one of those illustrated bibles the teachers handed out
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while you waited for confession in grade school. They had painted pictures
of a blond haired Jesus. I, I found the parable of the net, Charlie. I had read
it once, out of haste and a coke high, now, now, I read it to comprehend it.
Not, no, not to spite it, but to embrace it. I read it, I read it, I read it. When
a priest asked me if I was okay, I told him, I said, I wanted to be a fish that
was worthwhile, that I would be put into a good container. So, so when the
net hauled me ashore, I wouldn’t be left dead from bein’ hit by, by, by a
phone truck! He said, he said I should confess. I should let Jesus with the
blonde hair hear me n’ soothe me even more. And that morning sun still on
my face, I confessed.
Charlie: To who?
Eli: To the priest. To God. So I could be the good fish.
Leo: To who, Eli?
Eli: To Internal Affairs…I have an appointment with IAF tomorrow.
…
Charlie: What did you say, Eli?!
Eli: The priest told me…He told me that, that’s God’s style of
sympathy. I talked to God, like you guys should, now God will sympathize
with me and I’ll be put in a worthwhile container. Join me so we can all
have God’s style of sympathy.

Panic-stricken that their criminal acts will be discovered, Leo and Charlie take the
sobbing Eli into the depths of St. Louis’ Forest Park and shoot him in the back. As far as
they’re concerned, no amount of faith—genuine or otherwise—can redeem what they see as
betrayal. Their faith lies not in the church, but in the sense of code-of-silence loyalty to each
other and the affirmation of their misshapen sense of justice.

What price redemption
The most distinct attribute unifying these nine characters is their sense of lost
innocence and drive towards a murky redemption. While some hints of a genuine attempt to
legitimize themselves and their actions, a hope to emerge spiritually reborn, other indicators
show no remorse for their actions, only their self-centered, venal existence as predators upon
the public’s trust in them. Even genuine attempts at redemption, such as those of Will
Dormer or the cinematic version of Jack Vincennes, cannot atone for or excuse the actions of
the past, and provide merely the means to further the characters’ eventual return to crime,
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inviting their inevitable destruction. The remorseless, as seen in Edmond Exley or Jonas
Engstrom, are doomed to forever persist in denying the stigma of their immoral activities,
ever resisting being revealed as less-than-honest officers by their peers. Not even the binding
grip of past faith can save such an anti-hero from eventual soul-torn disintegration. Eli
Puget, as an instance, despite his late return to a cleansing and forgiving Catholicism, earns
nothing more than getting whacked for his confession, and unclear lamb slain by wolves in
sheep’s clothing.
The archetype remains: a character whose resolve lies not in the carrying out of true
justice, but in seeking his own self-interest at society’s expense, will not and cannot justify
his duplicity, hence integrate his psyche. The price of that failure varies with each bad cop’s
private sense of self-worth deriving from the trust and respect of his constabulary brethren as
well as from his inability to continue in his lifestyle of ethical denial, especially to counter
the most telling moral choices in his life. The motivations of each matter little, for each
man’s decline and inevitable demise emanates from his will to be good as flaccid. True, the
more tenacious detectives prevail for a time as career-builders, but always at the cost of
moral fibre. The lucky ones don’t even survive. The corrupt cop endures only as a shadowof-self; a wannabe-good-guy, a self-delusive loose cannon who destroys all that he
encounters in his manic attempt to keep from destroying himself.
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Abstract of paper :For most human cultures, an individual’s growth process from childhood to
adulthood is a shift from idealization to disillusionment. Human experience is then
construed as a cul-de-sac built on basis of a paradoxical ambivalence between
dualisms such as life and death, love and hate, self and society, destiny and free will.
However, D.W. Winnicott and Melanie Klein have proposed alternative
theories that counter this pessimistic view of the emotional development of mankind
and suggest how these dualisms can be reconciled. Winnicott, in particular, has
theorized an imaginary transitional space – an intermediate area of experience that
bridges the gap between the child’s subjective psychic world and the objective outer
world equated with adulthood, and argued that it facilitates a more gradual and
creative socialization process.
By analyzing the motif of imaginary spaces in children’s literature, with
reference to Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials trilogy, I will suggest that serious
children’s literature shows ways of negotiating, playing with, and even solving the
complicated maze of human destiny. With its story inspired by Milton’s Paradise Lost,
Pullman’s trilogy deconstructs and re-narrates the myth of the fall of mankind. The
protagonist, Lyra, travels with Will through multiple spaces. Together they release
the ghost-prisoners from the World of the Dead which signifies the lifting of
repression. Furthermore, they help promote man’s heightened consciousness by
stopping Dust – which signifies consciousness – from slipping away into an abyss.
Pullman’s imaginative textual space presents God as ageing and off-stage. His
central child protagonists, Lyra and Will, destroy the corrupted Kingdom of Heaven
which is an institutionalized religious body void of the essence of spiritual meanings.
In so doing, they become the modern Eve and Adam who bring redemption and rewrite human’s life stories. The trilogy ends with the promise of a new Republic of
Heaven – a new paradise for a new page of the history of mankind where vexing and
troubling dualisms of life are reconciled.
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Abstract:
This paper will offer a critical look at film fan magazines between the years of 1915 and
1922. The author intends to posit the fan magazine as a neglected arena for the study of
film stardom. Often seen as tangential or supplementary, the fan magazine re-articulated
the viewer’s relationship to film stars in a private, solitary arena far before the advent of
television. Further, the manner in which it did so often crystallized the intersection of
three socio-historical developments: an emergent consumer culture, the public film star,
and the commodified ‘new woman’ – whose increasing participation in the public sphere
(politically and socially) was marked by an equivalent “self-theatricalization” steeped in
a consumptive ethos (Sumiko Higashi, Cecil B. DeMille and American Culture, 89).

Looking primarily at Photoplay, Screenland, Picture Play Weekly, and Film Fun, this
paper will tease out the textual markers of such cultural movements. Such an inquiry can
enrich our understanding of film stardom by addressing the need for what Paul
McDonald calls “a pragmatics of star practices…to accompany a semiotics of star
meanings” (Dyer, Stars, 200). By investigating the ways in which fan magazines tied
together femininity, consumption, and stardom at a particular historical moment, it is
hoped that – on this narrowly defined front – a modest contribution can be made to the
understanding of mass culture as well as to the historicization and materialization of star
practices.
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‘STUDY YOUR MIRROR WITH A CANDID EYE’:
Stardom and Consumption in Early Film Fan Magazines

In addition to being a stylishly dressed twenty-four-year-old female, I was one of
the most recognizable celebrities in America. I was leading all the box office
polls in 1923, and many of the film magazines had begun calling me the Queen of
the Screen (Swanson 196-197).

The above quote from Gloria Swanson’s autobiography (Swanson on Swanson) is
of interest due to its density. A wide variety of references are squeezed and positioned
into a nostalgic quip from an aging star. Without making any overt connections herself,
Swanson casually weaves together references to fashion, celebrity-hood, movie stardom,
fans (“box office polls”) and the role of motion picture fan magazines. Her quote moves
with the utmost sincerity from personal characteristics to the American public sphere of
the early twenties. In this flippant personal testimony, complex and dynamic historical
phenomena bespeak themselves via the words of a movie star’s reminiscence; thus
foregrounding the ways in which stardom integrates so many disparate and complicated
social patterns. I have chosen to open with this quote because it highlights three elements
or historical phenomena whose interconnections I will address in this paper, namely
consumption (“stylishly dressed”), stardom, and fan magazines. While Swanson herself
may not render connections between these phenomena overt, they are somehow still
made so by her ability to mention all three in such a condensed utterance (especially in
the context of a 519 page autobiography). More specifically, however, I will focus on
how the relationship between consumption and stardom manifests itself in the context of
the film fan magazine in the late teens and early twenties. Such an inquiry can enrich our
understanding of film stardom by addressing the need for what Paul McDonald calls “a
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pragmatics of star practices…to accompany a semiotics of star meanings” (Dyer 200).
By investigating the ways in which fan magazines tie together consumption and stardom,
it is hoped that – on this narrowly defined front – a modest contribution can be made to
the understanding of what stardom does and how it does it.
At the outset, it is critical that we define our terms and discipline our analysis by
grounding it in the separate histories of consumption (particularly in the context of what
is referred to as a ‘consumer culture’) and movie stardom. And only after this has been
done can we effectively talk about the intersection between the two, hence recognizing
that the interlocking dimensions of stardom and consumption necessitate a competent
understanding of the specificities of both. Let us begin by looking at consumption within
the context of what is called a ‘consumer culture’.
In their book, Consuming People, A. Fuat Firat and Nikhilesh Dholakia discuss
the growth of a ‘consumption ethic’ in light of increased production capacity, stressing
the need for demand to be “spurred to catch up with supply capacities” (19). From this
perspective, a consumer culture can be characterized as an index for a particular level of
capitalist development in which the means of production have advanced to such a level of
excess that a corresponding consumptive ‘ethos’ is necessarily circulated in order to
balance the increasing levels of supply with a more intensified level of demand. This
characterization is useful for its emphasis on both the discursive (the circulation of an
ethos) and material (increased production capacity) aspects of a consumer culture. The
historical placement of this movement generally begins in the mid-nineteenth century and
continues with various ebbs through to its solidification in the 1950s, where the consumer
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ethic was driven by the dramatic economic transformations that took place in the United
States in the wake of World War II.
Sumiko Higashi, in Cecil B. DeMille and American Culture, notes the ways in
which this ethic of consumption brought about the blurring of distinctions between the
home and the marketplace. She argues that women – previously relegated to a mostly
private domain – gradually grew more germane to the public sphere as it was primarily
their behavior and their physicality that incorporated this new consumer ethos (104).
Higashi situates this “discourse on changing sex roles” primarily within the early
twentieth century and summarizes the “feminization of shopping” – i.e. bringing women
out of a removed private sphere and into a more public one – in terms of the “new
woman” (88). This positive movement is tempered, however, by an “increased
commodification” of women, where the woman is simultaneously subjectified and
objectified in the market.
As signified by the display window, the redefinition of middle-class women as
consumers meant their decreased privatization at the cost of their increased
commodification. The labor of thrift-conscious wives in the social reproduction
of middle-class families, in other words, was superceded by self-theatricalization
in elegant living rooms, lavish theater foyers, and sumptuous department stores
(88-89).
It is with these issues in mind – the fostering of an ethic of consumption, the ‘new
woman’ – that I would like to turn to a discussion of stardom as it was developing around
this same time, the early twentieth century or, more specifically, from 1910 to the early
twenties.
It is during this period that film scholars generally situate the emergence of early
film stardom. Citing the Richard Schickel book, His Picture in the Papers, Richard Dyer
notes how the phenomenon of early film stardom was attributed to increasing audience
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recognition of anonymous picture players and the corresponding need for independent
producers to deploy any means necessary “to fight the motion picture trust” (9). By
featuring popular actors and ending their anonymity onscreen, these studios were
rewarded with dramatic increases in profits and the phenomenon of stars subsequently
became more institutionalized within the industry as the demand for stars even
outweighed the demand for particular genres. The ascendance of the feature film (and its
larger budgets) meant that the industry especially welcomed the stability the star
phenomenon brought to the economics of the business as banks considered the inclusion
of a recognized ‘star’ in the cast as a collateral asset. And the years 1915 to 1920, in
particular, saw these threads pulled together to establish a ‘new celebrity system’ (Dyer
9).
The history of movie stardom is a rich and complex one. But for the purposes of
this paper, the dynamics of the late teens outlined above is the relevant context. I am
most concerned with the surfacing of the relationship between stardom and consumption
in movie fan magazines during this period (the late teens and into the early twenties).
What is important now is to illustrate some ways in which the phenomena of stardom and
consumption have been understood as interlocking in order to set the stage for an analysis
of fan magazines1. One possible way of understanding the relationship between stars and
the ascendance of the consumptive ethos is by referring to the former as ‘idols of
consumption’ (Dyer 39). In Stars, Richard Dyer cites a study of biographies in popular
magazines conducted by Leo Lowenthal in which Lowenthal recognizes a significant
shift from subjects who could be characterized as ‘idols of production’ to those who
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seemed to be more affixed to the personal accumulation of goods, and hence ‘idols of
consumption’ (39). At first – in the very early 1900s – the personalities featured in these
magazines were addressed primarily in terms of their work or how their labor made them
distinct and, as a result, could be characterized as ‘idols of production’. The change to
featuring ‘idols of consumption’ within popular magazines meant that the personalities
presented to their readership were predominantly lifted from the world of leisure and
free-time; hence drawing attention further away from one’s workplace as a site of identity
formation and more towards the marketplace (class divisions are overcome by the onesize-fits-all label of consumer; 39).
In applying this analysis to the emergence of movie stars and their subsequent
fetishization in film fan magazines, it is important to acknowledge that this approach is –
in some ways – too simplistic and lacking in nuance. The labor of movie stars is, at
times, brought to the fore in certain kinds of ‘behind-the-scenes’ narratives (see
Buchanan, Riddle, Davis, MacGaffey). Acknowledging the work of the star-actor in the
formation of an onscreen character seems to enhance the tensions and contradictions
embedded in a star persona pertaining to a real person/fictional character dialectic.
However, at the same time it was true that the products to which the star’s labor
contributed (the moving picture as well as other discretionary commodities) were leisure
goods and the transcendent discourse that surrounded these goods did – to an extent –
work to increase the reader’s potential participation in the leisure marketplace. As a
result, the phrase ‘idols of consumption’ is useful to the extent that it can communicate
this characteristic and as long as it is not endorsed without reservation.
1

This is by no means intended to be exhaustive. The connections between stardom and consumption
offered here are only intended to give the reader a sense of the overall picture so that we can address the fan
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In order to underscore the relationship more forcefully and to do so in such a way
that the issues at stake in critically addressing fan magazines are made clear, I would like
to turn to a primary document from 1922. It was during this year that the Photoplay
Research Society published their study, Opportunities in the Motion Picture Industry.
Designed to outline the skills required for a variety of jobs in the production of motion
pictures, the study singles out acting in one of its chapters. Under the title, “Acting for
the Screen: The Six Great Essentials”, Marshall Neilan theorizes the fundamental
personal characteristics anybody serious about acting in movies should have. He
writes…
But you are getting impatient to learn what are the six great essentials. And you
shall have them. First of all, you know I’m going to say beauty. That, of course,
needs no explanatory remarks. Another one is personality. Another, charm
(there’s a difference between these two that you’ll understand later). Next there is
temperament, then style, and sixth, the ability to wear clothes [all emphases are
given by Neilan; 157].
It is the sixth ‘great essential’ that I would like to draw attention to, particularly Neilan’s
explanation of it.
The ability to wear clothes is no small asset. Is there anyone who can flaunt a
superb wardrobe with more dash than Gloria Swanson? To the smallest detail of
ornament such as a buckle on a headdress or a wrist trinket, this young woman
has a knack of lending to her apparel a certain significance of modernity that
makes you unconsciously think that whatever she happens to put on, is of course,
the very latest thing…The important question is, which one of the essentials is
yours? Study your mirror with a candid eye, and be sure, be very sure, that you
are not too modest (Neilan’s emphasis, 158).
In this characterization of the essentials of film acting, Neilan highlights the integration
of fashion goods into the star persona. The phrase ‘the very latest thing’ clearly works to
convey a sense of market imminence: the physiognomy of the star absorbs and produces
the most up-to-date twists and turns in the stylistic character of luxury items. It is notable
magazine.
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that, for Neilan, this is an intrinsic quality of motion picture acting, not an occasional one.
But, even more important, is the encouragement he gives the reader at the end to examine
his/her body in order to discern if any of the given essentials are present. Here we are
faced with the dialectical interplay between the everyday-ness and the transcendence of
the star. And it is suggested that the reader study the tensions between the two in their
own image (“study your mirror…”). How can we study this discourse of intersection
between stardom and the personal body of the everyday consumer? In what manner is it
possible for us to analyze the ways in which this discourse manages and tries to
overcome divisions between the star and the viewer, the glamourous and the normal or
everyday, utilizing the body of the fan as the site of contestation? It seems to me that the
movie fan magazine offers an ideal site for studying such questions. It does so precisely
because it is one of the primary arenas for the working out of these tensions within the
star/consumer dynamic. The movie fan magazine presents a forum for the constructed
interaction between film stars and film fans; it offers a consistent and regimented extrafilmic space where we can, over a period of time, study how multiple voices (advertisers,
studios, fans, stars, directors) are arranged for the reader’s gaze.
To reiterate, the specific question I am concerned with is: how does the
relationship between stardom and consumerism manifest itself in movie fan magazines?
Can we discern any patterns? My period of focus will be roughly 1915 to 1922. The
reasons for settling on this period have to do with its juxtaposition of a defining period
for the Hollywood star system (in which stardom was becoming more institutionalized)
with the fits and starts of a developing consumer culture. This is not to suggest that this
is the most crucial time frame for either cultural phenomenon: stars or consumerism.
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But, rather, that early evolutionary stages of complex phenomena such as these offer
fertile ground for research if for no other reason than because observations made about
these early years may contribute to the study of these same phenomena in later and
perhaps more complex manifestations. It is also worth stating that it is not my intention
to show that linking stardom up with consumption in these magazines actually succeeded
in promoting consumption. Maybe it did, maybe it didn’t. Instead I am interested in how
this discourse is displayed and arranged in the film fan magazine. I will primarily look at
Photoplay magazine but other magazines will at times be included as well (such as
Screenland, Picture Play Weekly, Film Fun).
From my research I can discern four different spaces in which the relationship
between stardom and consumerism bespeaks itself: in advertisements, articles, photo
spreads, and certain arenas which allow for ‘managed reader intervention’. Some of
these might seem obvious but it is important to separate them out and discuss the
particulars of each and what they uniquely bring to the understanding of how stardom and
consumerism are interrelated in these magazines. But I will further argue that the
differences between these four different forums work in tandem with one another to
foster a complicated and dynamic relationship that conflates voices from the market, the
fans, the studios, the stars, and the magazines themselves.
To begin with, advertisements in these fan magazines utilize stars in a variety of
different ways. But, in general, we can say that all of them emphasize the product while
arranging the presence of a star persona in such a way that the merits of the product are
highlighted. In this segment of the fan magazine, then, the star is affixed to the product
but only in such a way that the product is clearly positioned as the central point of the
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advertisement. It might be possible to say that, in advertisements, the commodity wears
the star. Of course, how this happens results from a vast multiplicity of strategies and it
is important to look at the particulars of a few examples. In the May, 1916 issue of
Photoplay there is an advertisement for a corset featuring a letter from star Mary Fuller.
It is a full page ad depicting a slender, vertical photo of Mary Fuller on the left side of the
page while the right side shows the ‘letter’ supposedly written from Fuller to the
manufacturer. In it she not only espouses the merits of the product but asserts its
indispensability for women (“From the standpoint of health and comfort, it is so
satisfactory, and it molds the figure into such graceful and beautiful lines, that I really
believe it a necessity to every particular woman, and most heartily recommend it.”). It is
clear that Mary Fuller’s image and words are used to underscore the utility and
“necessity” of the corset. What is interesting is the way in which the ad negotiates the
tension between the idealized image of Fuller (as given on the left side of the page) and
the almost de-mystifying letter from Fuller where she credits the Gossard Corset for
enhancing her figure (“The Gossard Corset has proven a revelation to me.”). The
maintenance that goes into the star image is foregrounded so as to suggest that the
blissful aura of the star is – to a degree – attributable to the commodity or, in this case,
the Gossard Corset. This would seem to diminish the glamour of the star image.
One could see how this would tend to be the case in advertisements that feature
commodities that affect body-shape and appearance (a booklet on facial beauty culture,
liquid makeup, Zip hair removal products). But even in an ad for a book called
Psychoanalysis and Love by Andre Tridon one can see this at work (Screenland,
November 1922, p. 57). This advertisement – also occupying a full page – suggests that
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the book will offer the reader answers to a series of questions concerned with the most
minute of screen gestures.
Why does Gloria Swanson close her eyes when she is being kissed?
Why does Mary Pickford stand on tiptoe and clasp her hero’s neck?
Why does Constance Talmadge shudder?
Why does little Viola Dana pull her hero’s top waistcoat button?
Why does Mary McAvoy cry?
Why does Theda Bara smile?
The ad for Psychoanalysis and Love does not feature the kind of glamourous photo
utilized in the corset ad. This makes sense since the book is being pitched as a manual
for understanding the subtle movements of the star’s body (eyes shutting, hands clasping,
the shuddering body, the smiling face). But, in a similar fashion to the corset ad, the
book is offering itself to the reader as a guide for the dissection and analysis of star
glamour so that the reader may integrate this understanding into her/his life. Again, the
fetishization of stars (in this case, highlighting and giving significance to the smallest of
physical gestures) sits alongside – or is integrated into – a commodity that presents itself
as containing the answer or secret truth as to how it is stars can be so magnificent. The
glamour of the star is broken down and itemized for the sake of selling Tridon’s book. It
could be argued that these ads, in the end, recuperate their subtle de-mystification of stars
since they are ultimately predicated on the unspoken unattainability of stars and their
lifestyles. However, the main point for me is to highlight this tension and its inherent
imbalance in favor of the commodity.
A second segment of these early movie fan magazines is their use of publicity
stills and photo spreads. These seem to counter the tendency of ads to crystallize the
intangibility of the aura of a star persona down to a concrete commodity one can buy in
the market. Instead, these displays of stars underscore their glamour first and foremost.
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Commodities are, however, often integrated to enhance the glamour. But it is often made
clear, through various representational strategies, that the commodities depicted are
absorbing the glamour from the star’s transcendent physicality rather then producing it.
In the April, 1915 issue of Photoplay, a one-page photo spread entitled “Spring Hats
Worn by Movie Stars” is presented (96). Five female stars (Louise Glaum, Signe Auen,
Rena Valdez, Dolly Larkin, Neva Gerber) are shown in head shots wearing fashionable
hats. All five shots are stylized in a manner similar to the glamourous head shots that
greet the reader in the opening pages of Photoplay magazine2. The photos are arranged
with one in each corner and the fifth in the center. The names of the stars are listed
across the top and bottom of the page. In contrast to an advertisement, the products
depicted here are brandless. Rather, the purpose of the spread is to present the reader
with yet another opportunity to gaze upon the spectacle of stardom with the ‘spring hats’
present seemingly in order to accentuate the stars. In another photo spread, entitled
“Mollie of Manhattan” (Photoplay – October, 1917; p. 16-18), silent film star Mollie
King is featured in a variety of contemporary gowns across a three page layout.
Underscoring the “At Home” theme, this spread hijacks the magnificence of the gowns to
bespeak King’s ‘essential’ beauty – implying that King is just as beautiful “at home” as
she is onscreen. Therefore the commodities, particularly in their brandless state, are
reflective and not productive of King’s attractiveness. In fact, it might be tempting to
suggest that these dresses are not commodified – that all that is available to us in these
photo spreads is the star persona. However, it would be erroneous to do so primarily

2

Photoplay will generally open its magazine with a series of full-page head shots featuring famous film
stars such as Douglas Fairbanks and Constance Binney (see the January, 1920 issue of Photoplay as an
example).
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because – while the rhetorical context for this spread resists highlighting the dresses as a
commodity (by contrast, some do so blatantly, see “Alice’s New Clothes” or “The
Clothes of a Perfect Day”) – I would argue that this only functions to naturalize the
dresses as part of the larger exotic whole that is the star persona. Yes, it is true the
dresses are not branded. And yes, it is true that the dresses are not depicted as being
productive of the glamour. How then can we say that the dresses are still commodified?
Beyond pointing to their contemporary quality, it makes sense to suggest that the clothes
are commodified, even in the Mollie King spread, once we look at these spreads as
circulating in conjunction with other marketing practices such as the advertisements in
these magazines already mentioned. The over-emphasis on the agency of the commodity
in the advertisement seems to inadvertently work in conjunction with these photo spreads
to foster a complex relationship between stardom and consumer goods. Discourses of
productivism and reflectionism are arranged, contrasted, and juxtaposed in reference to
the precarious but critical relationship between stars and discretionary goods.
Having discussed the particulars of the advertisements and photo spreads in terms
of their complementary aesthetics, I would like to address how stardom and consumption
at times surface in the very writing of these magazines. Whether they are full articles or
merely blurbs, a significant portion of the writing in these magazines pursued a ‘behindthe-scenes’ look at the production process. And, as they did so, would often devote large
amounts of page space to descriptive passages of clothing – almost always contemporary
clothing. Authors would often go out of their way to justify this in terms of fashion and
cinema’s essential overlappings. For example, in “Genevieve, Your Stockings!”
(Photoplay – May 1916, p. 104), Lillian Howard writes the following…
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Among leading women faked clothes are unknown. A beautiful gown to look real
on the screen, when studied by feminine and practiced masculine eyes, must be
real. No sleazy satins or cheap, hard velvets can be made to carry out an
exquisitely designed gown of soft sheen and supple, graceful lines…(104).
These sentiments bespeak a need to stand up for representation – to deny the existence of
a gap between what is seen and what is real. Ontological sincerity is etched into the
image through an insistence on the essential capacity of feminine viewing practices and
“practiced masculine eyes” to gauge authenticity. The reader/viewer is reassured that if a
gown looks beautiful than it actually is beautiful and the cinema is reduced to an
unproblematic transparency. But the need to reassure the viewer, to defend
representation, betrays an underlying feeling of tentativity with regards to the certainty of
perception. In this sense, fashion and Hollywood are interrelated here in that the aura,
spectacle, and graphic sensuousness of both seem to extend too far beyond the bounds of
the viewer’s experience. A concerted effort must be made to maintain a link between
perception and the material world.
Along similar lines, an article called “Dressing for the Movies” suggests the
interconnectedness of gender, fashion, and film.
Women and motion pictures are exactly as old as they look. And, as a woman’s
age may be detected or ameliorated by her raiment, so the age of a motion picture
may be discovered altogether by the style of the garments in which the leading
woman and her aids are garbed…Just as the stage has always been one of the
principal factors in style distribution throughout the world, the motion picture
play has become an even more active agent in setting styles (Photoplay – January
1915; p. 117).
The age of the clothes is an index for the age of a motion picture with the body of the
leading woman as the mediating terrain. Again, discussing fashion in film is justified
because according to these articles they are inundated with one another.
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It would seem that sentiments such as these provide the context for more
personalized pieces along the lines of “Adorning a Dawn”, an interview with star Hazel
Dawn (Photoplay; January 1916; 75 – 80). The majority of the discussion centers on
fashion as much as any other topic. It is clear this will be the case even from the opening
paragraph…
As we neared the Amityville home where Hazel Dawn lives…, the object of the
trip came to mind, - an interview on the clothes of this young star [who is]
possessed of one of the most exquisite wardrobes owned by any girl in the
country (75).
By the time one reaches the third page of the article (page 78), a picture of Dawn is
displayed with the following caption: “Look, girls! Seal with sable collar and cuffs, and
it cost only $2000!”
It is important to note that not all stories in these magazines were able to so easily
accommodate such an analysis. But they frequently did. And, in such cases, the points
of contact between stardom and consumption were most readily depicted in terms of
fashion and clothing – perhaps because the centrality of the body is so powerfully
brought to the fore across all these fields when fashion is the site of negotiation. Further,
when fashion was addressed, the writing relentlessly sought to justify itself by arguing for
the impossibility of not discussing fashion in conjunction with the cinema. In other
articles, like the one on Hazel Dawn, the discussion merely drifts in that direction without
feeling obligated to give an explanation, as if it were obvious. We can tentatively suggest
that, in the context of the writing in these magazines, the consumptive ethos and the ‘new
woman’ were presented to the reader as intrinsically part of what stardom is. While
advertisements and photo spreads seemed to foster complementary imbalances, the
articles seemed to actively make arguments for their synchronicity. In fact, star personas
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like Hazel Dawn – as they are produced by these articles – exemplify the contradictions
of the ‘new woman’ outlined by Higashi. Dawn represents a woman’s ascendance in the
public sphere (as a wealthy movie star) who is depicted as having agency to a degree.
But her subjectivity is undermined by the very objectification that subtends her image.
As Higashi might put it, her “labor” (as movie star) is “superceded by selftheatricalization” within the sphere of luxurious gowns and homes. Therefore, the labor
of the movie star (emphasized by comments on production and how movies ‘work’) is
contained and constrained by the objectifying manner in which that labor is allowed to
function (as a performance of a performance). And many of these articles in fan
magazines, by struggling to conflate fashion with films, find themselves reinforcing and
producing the ‘new woman’ and the contradictions with which this concept is associated.
The last facet of film fan magazines I would like to discuss isn’t really such a
clearly demarcated arena but, rather, more of a theme that ties together a variety of
strategies and tactics. ‘Managed reader intervention’ is intended to refer to all the ways
in which the fan magazines give the appearance to their readership that such readers are
involved in the magazine’s formation and/or that their voices and opinions carry
significance. I have carefully chosen the word ‘managed’ because most of the forums
used for depicting reader involvement necessarily involve editorial choice and emphasis.
There is no actual reader intervention in any unmediated sense. In general I am referring
to letter departments, contests, and other sorts of bulletin-board style forums. These are
designed to present the ‘voice’ of the reader, to integrate the voice of the fan into a
melting pot where voices from stars, studios, directors, and advertisers are arranged. And
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it is interesting to note that stardom and consumption consistently surface in these
contexts in a variety of indirect and direct ways.
In the January, 1916 issue of Photoplay, the magazine announces its sponsorship
(along with the World Film Corporation) of a contest entitled the “Beauty and Brains
Contest” (47). The goal of the contest is to reward a select group of winners with fulltime motion picture “contracts for a period of not less than one year at a regular salary”
(51). To participate, readers must submit a letter “of not more than 150 words to the
judge telling: ‘Why I would like to be a Photoplay actress’” (51). And a picture must
accompany the letter. The magazine does not even go out of its way to address male
readers. But it is most important to note that the “Beauty and Brains” contest reinforces
the issues laid out in our discussion of the writing in these magazines. The ‘beauty and
brains’ dichotomy very closely reflects the duality of the ‘new woman’, with ‘brains’
implying agency and subjectivity while ‘beauty’ recuperates that under an objectification
and regimentation of the body. Also, as we learned from looking at the photo spreads,
‘beauty’ is generally upheld by particular kinds of fashion. As a result I am inclined to
suggest that consumption and stardom are interrelated here in a powerful manner by
incorporating the reader into the process of relating the two and, hence, giving the
impression that this relationship (reading ‘beauty’ here as embodying the consumption
ethic) is entirely natural and stems from the raw talent ‘out there’ among the masses. It is
possible to protest this reading by virtue of the fact that the contestants sending in their
pictures may not be cloaked in glamourous clothing. But the best way to reinforce my
reading would be to see how the winners are presented to the readers at a later date. And
in the October, 1917 issue of Photoplay, the winners were put on display under the title,
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“Photoplay Magazine’s ‘Beauty and Brains’ Girls Achieve Screen Success” (50-51). The
pictures show the winners in a variety of poses all wearing glamourous clothing including
large, stylish hats and various types of upscale dresses with their names and their
hometown listed below their pictures (one reads, “Lucille Satherwaite of Waynesville,
N.C.”). The envelopment of the winners into the stardom circuit is complete (as far as
their representation in the magazine is concerned) and the stardom/consumption dynamic
is valorized by Photoplay’s efforts to transpose its readers into the mix of stars by making
them synonymous.
This last example echoes Neilan’s ‘great essentials’. The body of the reader is
spoken of as a potential reservoir for the unbridled glamour of the film star. And the
potential is underscored constantly by the promise of advertisements to deliver
commodities that will help the reader realize this potential (whether through make-up,
corsets, or books). These particular manifestations of stardom and consumption, in
conjunction with the collapsing of distinction between fashion and film in many of the
articles and the dwelling heaped upon the star image in various photo spreads, foster a
complicated and often contradictory interrelationship between the two phenomena in the
context of the film fan magazine. The format of the fan magazine integrates and
coordinates voices from a variety of sources (star, fan, advertiser, reporter, studio) in such
a way that divisions between star/fan and the transcendent/everyday are foregrounded
and either diluted or reinforced depending on who is speaking. The end result is a picture
of stardom that suggests it is quite integral to the discourse of consumption and a
perception of fan magazines as a haven for conflicting yet complementing modes of
address.
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Ending of Acis and Galatea: A Buddhist Interpretation

Ovid’s Metamorphoses was a very popular source of bucolic stories during the Baroque
period, and his story of “Acis and Galatea,” is the original source for Handel’s dramatic
work: Acis is murdered by the Cyclops, Polyphemus, but is reincarnated by his Sea-god
parents into a river. While the transformation of a major character symbolizes a happy
ending (lieto fine), requisite for Handel’s purpose, the rebirth of Acis, upon his death,
into a river, is at one with Buddhist reincarnation. Buddhists do not think that our lives
only constitute the two basic poles of life and death. The beginning and ending of the
Handel’s setting reflect those textual correspondences. As the text begins with a
charming description of the pastoral setting, the ending also demonstrates conformity to
pastoral tradition. In Handel’s music, the harmonic structure reflects this dramatic
scheme. By connecting the story of “Acis and Galatea” to the Buddhist perspective, we
can more fully grasp the layers of meaning implicit in Acis’s transformation, in turn,
suggesting that the ending of Handel’s setting should be taken seriously. It may well
represent much more than a mere nod to eighteenth century operatic tradition.
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My paper “Writing/Righting Family in Frederick Douglass’s My Bondage and My
Freedom (1855)” focuses on the additions Douglass makes to his first narrative, Narrative of the
Life of Frederick Douglass (1845), primarily the information about his family which is absent
from the first narrative but included in his second narrative (My Bondage and My Freedom). My
paper focuses on this new information about his grandmother and his mother and situates this
additional material as Douglass’ attempt to write/right family into the slave experience. While
most slave narratives write of slavery’s erasure of family, Douglass’ revisions reveal the
difficulty of familial eradication.
In Douglass’ first narrative, he marks witnessing, as a child, the brutal whipping of Aunt
(H)ester as the “blood-stained gate,” “the entrance to the hell of slavery.” Yet, in his 1855
revision, My Bondage and My Freedom, this “entrance” into slavery shifts from brutal violence
to the separation from his family. His grandmother’s abandonment, when she leaves him at his
master’s plantation, becomes the marker of his “first introduction to the realities of slavery:”
The reader may be surprised that I narrate so minutely an incident apparently so
trivial, and which must have occurred when I was not more than seven years old;
but as I wish to give a faithful history of my experience in slavery, I cannot
withhold a circumstance which, at the time, affected me so deeply. Besides, this
was, in fact, my first introduction to the realities of slavery. (Bondage 150)
In the first version, Douglass does not mention this separation from his grandmother; in fact she
is only mentioned twice in the entire narrative. But in the rewrite, he devotes more than an entire
chapter to details about his grandmother and life with her. My paper also examines Douglass’
expansion about his mother, from one emotionally distant paragraph in the 1845 edition to five
pages filled with emotion in the rewrite. Why does Douglass include this information about his
mother and grandmother? Douglass’ revisions expose not only the inhuman physical violence of
slavery, but also the emotional and psychological violence of slavery. Douglass writes family
back into his narrative My Bondage and My Freedom, which is missing from his first version;
and in doing so, he rights the importance of family for the slave and challenges slavery’s ability
to eliminate family from the slave. By writing/righting family in his 1855 revision, Douglass
uses family, one icon of domestic ideology (which was at its height), to test the assertions and
foundation of the institution of slavery.
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As distance education programs continue to grow, attention on what is delivered through
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students. While numerous forms of distance learning technologies are available for educators,
distance learning through television is considered a popular mode of delivering education to the
rural people in Thailand. Because learners learn from what they saw on the television, the
emphasis on quality material is therefore vital to assure positive learning.
As distance education programs continue to grow, attention on what is delivered through
television is necessary. This paper presents the findings of a case study on Modern English
Show. In particular, it will focus on the language proficiency, oral expression and
appropriateness of material used. The findings revealed that the program could be improved to
assure positive learning.
The objective of this paper is to share the insights gained from a case study based on
what is actually delivered in a distance learning program, and to suggest appropriate measures to
enhance distance learning English Language programs. It is hoped that the findings will provoke
and stimulate further thoughts and discussions on responsible teaching and production of
distance learning English Language programs.

Background
In a country where quality educational material and resources are not readily available,
the mass communication media such as radio and television plays a major role in the English
Language acquisition for the Thai’s. Regularly scheduled programs through satellite become an
alternative form of education delivery, especially to those who are remote from the primary
educational institutions and teachers. In particular, distance learning through television (DLTTV)
is seen as a very popular mode of delivering education to the rural people.
With DLTTV, the rural poor and disadvantaged groups with limited access to the
education system are no longer deprived. The idea of learning English through distance learning
television in the comfort of the learner’s home is welcomed, especially to many city people who
wish to acquire informal learning. In addition, working adults who realize that they cannot afford
to pay the price for not being able to communicate in a second language can benefit from the
DLTTV language programs. Others with limited time and budget can also acquire certain
language skills from the satellite programs. In other words, the DLTTV programs give every
individual “the ability to be a continuing and lifelong learner” (Dyrli & Kinnaman, 1995:88).
While a number of researches on distance learning had been conducted and published
abroad, there has been no publication on the content of what is being taught and the quality of
the material presented to the DLTTV learners. This study is to fill the gap identified. It examines
the material presented in a distance learning English Language program for independent learning
by distance learners. The research question: To what extend is the program suitable for
independent learning by distance learners? is the basis for the report.

Distance learning material
Good quality and appropriate material in distance learning programs are necessary for
several reasons. First, most learners have to study independently, and have no input or feedback
in the material they obtain from the programs. Second, in rural or isolated areas where learners
have no language teachers or tutors in their schools or villages, the distance learning programs
becomes their only teacher. Third, and most importantly, learners can acquire the language skills
only when they have appropriate comprehensible material. As indicated by Krashen (1985:4),
“people acquire second languages only if they obtain comprehensible input and if their affective
filters are low enough to allow the input ‘in’.”
Additionally, helping independent learners in rural areas to gain proficiency in the spoken
and written English is a challenge. The learners prior knowledge can greatly influence their
comprehension (Pearson & Dole, 1987). Moreover, they can develop their vocabulary through
wide reading (Nagy & Herman, 1987). However, with limited access to literature and useful
material, their English vocabulary must be learnt from the distance learning programs.
Furthermore, instructors may use tape recordings of the distance learning programs as
supplementary material in teaching ESL. The recordings are suitable for young language learners
since they have short attention span (Bouman, 1990), and different learning styles (Othman &
Abdullah, 1998). Learners can study at their own pace once they have the distance learning
programs recorded in videocassette tapes. The recordings can facilitate revision as well. The
learner control can help them to learn better (see Perlmutter & Monty, 1977; Gary, 1987).
Furthermore, quality material is useful to ensure good learning.

Methodology
Samples of the material presented to the distance learners were collected over several
weeks in the month of August 1999 by taping the Modern English Show, a distance learning
English Language program as it was transmitted to the audience in the author’s home. The
recordings were then transcribed for analysis. Recording the program during the time of
transmission is necessary in order to capture the exact content and quality of material the learners
were getting. The reason for the purposive selection of Modern English Show was two-fold: a)
the program utilizes both the Thai Language and English Language; and b) the program
incorporates a variety of teaching activities.
This sampling approach has advantages. One advantage is that it allows the author to
obtain material on what is actually delivered to the distance learners. Another advantage is cost
as it only requires the effort of the author in taping and analyzing the recordings.

Modern English Show**
The Modern English Show was broadcasted by Distance Learning Television Station,
Thailand on Monday at 14:40 to 15:30 in 1999. Targeted mainly to rural learners in Thailand, the
program was likely to be used by students at the primary school level (Prathomsuksa one to six),
the secondary school level (Mathayomsuksa one to six) and the post secondary school level. The
program was often repeated during the evenings to reach other learners, such as working adults.
The philosophy of Modern English Show was to help the distance learners to improve
their English Language skills. The 50 minutes long program was hosted by two presenters, a
Thai women and a farang gentleman, both non-native speakers. It was produced by a degree

granting private institution of higher education in Thailand for the Distance Learning Television
Station. The program encourages the learners to work hard to increase their knowledge and skills
through five distinct sections of the program. The five sections presented in the respective order
cover:
a) vocabulary,
b) drama (acting out what was presented in the vocabulary section),
c) grammar quiz,
d) pronunciation, and
e) an interview with a special guest.
Data Analysis
The transcriptions were categorized to identify themes. The research question referred to
the suitability of the program for distance learning. The question was stated as:
RQ: To what extend is the program suitable for independent learning by distance
learners?
To answer this research question, the analysis essentially focused at assessing the quality
of the content. More specifically, the focus is on:
a) presentation,
b) pronunciation, and
c) language usage.
Generally, the analysis revealed that there are rooms for improvements. The significant
theme that arises from the analysis is the theme representing misrepresentation,
mispronunciation, improper language, poor visual aids, poor explanation, and poor interviewing
skill. Some examples of these themes follow.

Misrepresentation
Misrepresentation and incorrect vocabulary were found in the weekly drama. These
misrepresentations sometimes appear to have been prompted by the difference between the
script-writer and the “actor” or “actress” selected to act out the drama.

Example 1: Transcription of communication between an actor and an actress.
M:

I’m bored. Let’s go swimming.

L1

F:

We can’t. I don’t bring our swimming suits.

L2

M:

Oh, that’s right. I forgot. Let’s go play badminton.

L3

F:

We don’t have any rackets.

L4

In this example, the second sentence (L2) merits some attention. First, I don’t bring our
swimming suits is incorrect grammar. I don’t was changed from I didn’t in the original script
shown on the powerpoint presentation slide before the drama. Second, the actress mentioned our
swimming suits. Here, incorrect vocabulary was introduced. In other words, the actor will wear a
swimsuit when he swims. Changes in the script should have been made since the characters
involved were a male and a female student. If no changes were made to the script, two female
students should have been located for the said drama. Alternatively, swimwear or swimming
trunk could have been introduced as new vocabulary items.
Third, distance learners would be confused by the drama’s content, and what they had
copied down from the original script. Other learners trying to improve listening skills by taking
dictation of what was actually said by the actor and actress would have simultaneously learned
incorrect grammar and vocabulary.

Mispronunciation
Several errors in pronunciation were detected. An example of mispronunciation from the
drama section follows:
Example 2: Transcription of communication between an actor and an actress.
M:

Let’s go eat ice-cream.

L1

F:

You know I’m on a diet.

L2

M:

Oh. I forgot. Okay. Let’s go fishing then.

L3

F:

No. I’m tied.

L4

M:

Let’s… wait a minute. You don’t want to go swimming. You
don’t want to play badminton. You don’t want to play anything.
What do you want to do?

L5

F:

I have a great idea. You just sit and relax in the shade.

L6

M:

That’s a great idea! Why didn’t I think of that?

L7

F:

Let’s do it then.

L8

M:

Let’s do it… Hey.

L9

It was clear that the actress was not tied by anything or to anything when she was acting
out the drama (see L4). Instead, the word tired was pronounced as tied. Obviously, there is a
difference between tired and tied. When mispronunciation like this occur, learners will learn to
pronounce the word tired incorrectly. This will lead to frustration on the part of the learners
when corrected by others.
Improper language
In the program that aimed to teach vocabulary using what, learners were introduced to
slang (see Table 1 and Table 2). Slang is considered a "specialized vocabulary and idioms" of

those in the same work or way of life. Slang is a “highly informal speech that is outside
conventional or standard usage and consists both of coined words and phrases and of new or
extended meanings attached to established terms” (Webster’s New World Dictionary,
1994:1259).
While no explanations were given on what slang means or the purpose for introducing it
in the program, there was also no connection between the lesson and the one presented a week
earlier. In addition, there were no explanations given for words used in the dialogue such as just
hangin, hey man, dude, or the colloquial meaning for the word tremendous. Furthermore,
learners were not informed about occasions where slang may be appropriately
used.
Table 1: Dialogue 1 on vocabulary using what.
A) Hey... What’s up man!

L1

B) Hello. I’m fine, thank you. And yourself?

L2

A) Not bad. Just hangin’.

L3

B) Hanging? What do you mean?

L4

A) Forget about it. Whatcha doin’?

L5

B) I believe you are referring to “What are you doing?”. I am doing home work
for my college course.

L6

A) Cool. What’s the course about?

L7

B) It’s about geography. It’s a very important course. Please let me study.

L8

A) Ah-ight.

L9

B) You mean “All right”

L10

Table 2: Dialogue 2 on vocabulary using what.
A) Hey man, I know this.

L1

B) You do?

L2

A) Yeah. “What is the capital” of Australia?

L3

B) It’s Canberra, dude.

L4

A) Really, thank you. Please have a seat. What major do you study?

L5

A) I studied, like, General Ed. At Stamford last year.

L6

B) That’s tremendous. What courses did you study?

L7

A) Geo, dude.

L8

B) You mean Geography…er, sorry please read some more.

L9

Note the mistake from line 4 as presented in the visual aid.

Discussion and recommendation
Qualitative observations regarding the Modern English Show, revealed several concerns.
Although presenting the program to the intended learners have the overall advantage over the
condition of not presenting the program, inappropriate or grammatically incorrect information is
better not to be presented. The analysis of the findings clearly showed that good casting should
be chosen for the program, and quality of material could be improved to assure positive learning
(Chan, 2001).
The low quality of the material pointed out in the present discussion may not be a
common feature in other distance learning programs. However, the material presented can create
serious problems since it affects the comprehension of large chunks of discourse occurring
outside of distance learning. These problems relating to the program’s quality are not impossible

to overcome if attention is paid to a number of the contributing factors. These may include but
not limited to:
1) faculty/academic staff qualification,
2) faculty/academic staff dedication to the distance learning program,
3) availability of instructional resources and facilities,
4) intellectual capability and motivation of the host/presenters,
5) presentations skills of the host/presenters,
6) relevance of the curriculum being used, and
7) access to research funds.
On the whole, the research suggests that designing materials which are interesting and
practical is necessary. Much thought must therefore be put into the design and production of
quality material for the learning programs. The material designed should also take into
consideration that learners have no direct access to any teacher, are usually in isolation and
deprived of learning from feedback.
Actors and/or actresses chosen for the drama and the presenters should be fluent in the
spoken English Language. In addition, they should be able to pronounce all the words in the
script clearly and accurately. Clarity is vital because learners are learning pronunciation from
those acting out the drama and from the presenters. Mispronunciation like tired for tied is a
serious problem for Thai students because there is no “r” sound in the Thai Language. Such
mispronunciation in the program could lead to negative learning.
It is also evident from the findings, that quality may vary considerably among programs,
to the extent that errors in the program could lead to incorrect responses such as “what does a
boy wear when he go swimming.” Learners’ activating inappropriate schemata, for example,

swimsuit for both males and females may arise as a result of learning from the program. This
new “data” (swimsuit for males) will not be consistent with the learner’s belief that is previously
learned from other English Language programs, or those given by their teachers in a classroom
environment. When this happens, it may prove frustrating for some learners or damage both
motivation and esteem of the learners. For other learners, however, the association of a male
wearing a swimsuit to swim, or I am from America since I have studied in America, for instance,
may be permanently stored in their vocabulary until they are corrected.
In other words, the findings showed that some of the programs are not as effective in
transferring knowledge to the learners, and may perhaps give rise to a negative influence in the
learner’s learning. Some negative influence may
•

lead learners to huge embarrassment if they present what they learnt wrongly in front
of an audience,

•

lead learners to be resistant to correction particularly when they view DLTTV as a
credible source for learning the English language,

•

cause learners to have a humble self-concept about public speaking when they already
have so much difficulties speaking in a second language, and

•

cause learners to suffer from a deflation in self-concept should they be “booed” while
on stage for using the wrong terms or vocabulary.

In addition, what a learner learns in one program may produce a negative effect on later
learning. Confusion may arise when they eventually find contradictory information in books they
read in the future. Another important point to consider is whether the learner can discard what
they have learnt. If so, how can they unlearn what they have learnt especially when distance
learning is their only source of learning English.

Furthermore, it is not clear why slang was introduced. It is not even necessary to teach
slang in conversation or writing classes in traditional classroom settings as it will not be useful in
the everyday life of the Thai learner. Distance learners may also not be aware that slang is
context and culture specific. For instance, what happens if learners approach their professors or
teachers or superior in a formal setting with a greeting “Hey! What’s up man?” Or to refer to
their teachers or superiors as dude in the conversation? These learners may not realize that they
could be perceived as being lazy or worst still, being disrespectful of their superior. In Thai
society where respect for the elders is important, this could lead to dire consequences for some.
The material used in the program should be able to help learners create connections
between lessons presented, and between ideas presented and their lives. Indeed, “there is a need
for material or resources with a certain degree of authenticity and realism that parallel real life
use of the language as closely as possible. Sufficient contextual information and background
material need to be included” (Ho,1998:34).
Additionally, language proficiency, oral expression, and presentation skills are important
skills for the presenters and cast members to possess. Such presentation skills will enable
learners to understand the material presented easily. Since the purpose of giving explanations is
to help learners understand the lesson, the explanations given should be concise, clear and
correct. At the same time, the visual aid used in the program should be thought out carefully.
This is necessary because learners may hear and forget what was presented. However, there is a
greater tendency for them to remember the visual images they have seen. As such, the
instructional developer, program planners and producers should think further on the impact of
the visual aids used in the program.
In sum, the program needs reforming.

Suggestions to improve the Modern English Show
Access to research funds and investment in producing good quality programs is
imperative. To achieve this, the program deserves the encouragement and support of the industry
and government. Such support can be in the form of research grants and support for faculty,
library development and joint ventures between the producer and the industry and government.
Commitment by distance learning program writers/producers and continuous discovery of very
well trained and intellectually competent human resources is necessary, while some exceptions
may be allowed for those who have acquired competencies in the respective area of
specialization.
The suggestions for improving the program include the need to:
1) Identify and cancel the broadcasting of program or programs found to be not meeting
acceptable quality criteria.
2) Identify highly qualified and dedicated faculty members to develop materials for the
program.
3) Enhance the presentation skills of the program hosts/presenters. This can be done by
employing better presenters or providing training to existing presenters on topics such as
effective presentation.
4) Engage qualified native speakers of the English Language, or graduate teachers of
English Language, or suitably qualified personnel as presenters.
5) Set decisive goals and learning objectives for each lesson, term or semester to cover
grammar or linguistics progression, and several levels of objectives including application,
analytical, and problem solving ability.

6) Set measurable goals for the purpose of evaluating and monitoring of the quality of the
program.
7) Create research grants for monitoring and evaluating the performance and ratings of the
program.
8) Establish a unit to evaluate, review and monitor the program periodically.
9) Encourage feedback or evaluation by learners and experts to determine the usefulness of
the program for independent learning.
Effective tools like evaluation and benchmarking when properly planned and
implemented, can be a significant step towards addressing the problem identified.

Conclusion
Distance learning educators expanded the wall of instruction by offering students with
physical or time constraints that make traditional education inaccessible an alternative. Distance
learning can be the obvious choice to meet the educational needs of the students, and the
challenges confronted by urban and rural schools to provide students with low-cost high quality
educational services. In order for the Modern English Show to be useful, the program must meet
the educational goals of the institution and the needs of the distance learning students.
To achieve this effectively, distance learning educators and administrators involved have
to consider ways to assure positive learning. They must be aware of the importance of adopting
a scholarly approach to teaching, collecting and presenting the data analyzed, and
communicating such findings to the next program design cycle. This paper has attempted only
the briefest outline of some aspects of assuring positive learning. It is hoped that the discussion

will provoke and stimulate further thoughts and discussions on responsible teaching and
production of distance learning English Language programs.

** The program was produced by a legitimate institution of higher education in Thailand. The
program is no longer aired by Distance Learning Television Station.
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Introduction
This is the first in a series of two papers which will take an in-depth look into one of the
most fundamental compulsory course taught during the first semester of the first year
undergraduate studies in a Bachelor of Arts program offered by the Faculty of Social Sciences

and Humanities in the University of Macau. The course, Communication Technology I is
followed by two other courses – Communication Technology II and Communication Technology
III. We hope to achieve several goals. At the simplest level, it seems timely to survey what is
offered in the course and what students perceive about the course before changes in the course is
put forward. It is necessary to go further, and in the next paper, we shall look at the findings from
the second survey, what is offered by other instructors within the same faculty, and other first
semester computer course taught in other departments within the university.
During the writing of this paper, changes to the curriculum in many departments are
being carried out. In a young department with many new faculty members, it is difficult to
persuade new members to change the course description in the absence of convincing evidence
of its lack of effectiveness, or its usefulness in the overall curriculum. As a consequence, new
members recruited to instruct the course shall inherit the existing course description, and
hopefully make some changes in the course objectives. We hope that the paper will stimulate
further discussion among faculty members and educators about the contents of introductory
computer technology courses.

Computers in Education
Many universities around the world provide technology courses for undergraduates in
many disciplines. One might even imagined that it is natural to include introductory computer
course during the first semester of undergraduate studies. However, several criticisms abound.
To begin with, some faculty members in the English Department commented that it is no longer
necessary to teach application software such as word processing, spreadsheet or database at the
undergraduate level. Others consider the course need to be scrapped. This is a very interesting

point because it implies that since students have personal computers at home, they do not need to
be taught how to operate one. Second, if students do know how to operate a computer, they must
indeed possess adequate fundamental knowledge on what a computer course should cover.
Having made these two points, one must acknowledge the counter view, for having the
introductory computer course in the existing curriculum. Where few people know how to use the
computer, various applications software and the internet say five years ago, many are using them
as part of their daily lives today. As indicated by Crowe and Zand (2000), “technology has a
fundamental role to play, not only in teaching the present curriculum but also in shaping the
curriculum of the future” (p. 146). Those who cannot used technology will become marginalized
within the modern world (James, 2001). Schools and educators are now responsible to equip
students with computing skills to help them survive in the future (Gerard and Tan, 2001).
The importance of producing computer literate graduates is recognized globally. Students
have to learn how to use computer technology to the full advantage, and graduates must have
computer skills that are useful in the business world. As such, there is still a trend in
undergraduate studies in many universities to include the computer courses with lab sessions to
equip non technology related students with word processing, spreadsheet and database
management skills.
Furthermore, many people in Macau are not as fortunate as to own a computer, or know
how to operate one, hence there is a “digital divide” within the Macau society which is real and
cannot be ignored. Many students bring with them “their approach to learning”, varying degree
of computer literacy and experience into the classroom. Some students are not as sophisticated as
we might believe. Their language skills and communication abilities also vary. Others might
have better technology skills than their instructors (Rea, Hoger and Rooney, 1999).

When we look at the strength and characteristics of the Macau students, and taking into
consideration other students coming from Mainland China and other parts of the world, several
questions comes to our mind. That is, can we follow model curricula in leading universities
around the world? Or should we replace the introductory technology course to make way for
more “important” courses not included in the current curriculum? Or should we look at the
inflexible and sometimes unreasonable course structure, which should perhaps not necessarily
make such introductory course a compulsory one? The latter prompt us to further examine if we
are teaching the right stuff to our students, the necessity of offering the course, and what should
be included in the courseware.
In the remainder of this paper, we shall present the findings from the initial course survey.

Communication technology course survey
Kryder (1999) pointed out that class meetings held within a quarter does not allow much
time for extensive computer training. There is also the challenge – to keep the curriculum current
(Gerard and Tan, 2001) and to develop educational strategies to keep up with the demands of
technology and the business environment (Adams, 1988). In an effort to meet these challenges
and better understand what should indeed be taught in the Communication Technology I course
offered by the Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities, a short questionnaire survey was
carried out. The objectives of the study held in the beginning of the semester were to understand:
•

what students expect to learn from the introductory course;

•

what students perceived about the content of the course; and

•

to evaluate students ability and proficiency to use the Windows Operating system and the
basic applications of a software suite.

The students were surveyed in fall 2002. We surveyed all the students who were in the
three sections taught by an instructor during the first week of the first semester, after the
instructor had gone through the course syllabus with the students. The purpose of the survey
were explained to the students, and asking them to participate in the survey by returning their
completed anonymous survey forms before they leave the class. Students were informed that
their input were important so that necessary adjustments can be made, especially in terms of how
the lab sessions will be conducted as well as the overall pace for the entire course.
We wanted to understand the students’ understanding of computer technology, ability to
use the software and issues including how long they have been taking all their classes in English
in order to determine how much time to spend in teaching each chapter and applications software.
General questions on whether students have difficulty submitting typed assignments were asked.
Several questions were posed regarding their level of comfort in using personal computers, the
Internet and World Wide Web, Windows Operating System, and the applications software in a
software suite. The application software includes Word, Excel, and Access.
The second stage of the study is in progress. The aim of the second questionnaire survey
is to assess whether students who had taken the course actually benefit from the classes and lab
sessions attended; whether they acquire any practical skills; and whether the sessions are a waste
of time for them. These experiences can be useful in designing future sessions for other groups.
Additionally, the feedback will be useful as it might hold support for the criticisms that the
course be scrapped. We are also gathering information on how other instructors are managing
their computer course.

Initial Findings
Ninety six percent of the respondents returned their filled questionnaire. They were
affiliated with two faculties of the university, namely the Faculty of Social Science and
Humanities, and the Faculty of Business Administration. One respondent was from Myanmar,
another from the United States, and the rest were Chinese students from Macau and China. Of
the 51 respondents who completed the questionnaire, twenty two percent were male and the rest
(78 percent) were female. Six percent dropped out from the sections before the end of the term.
The survey results indicated that a majority of students are taking the course because it is
a compulsory course. When asked how long they have been using a computer prior to taking the
course, they range from not having used a computer before (two percent) to 181 months (four
percent). A majority of respondents (94 percent) have a personal computer at home and have
used a computer before taking the course. Specifically, ten percent had been using the computer
for less than a year and 53 percent had been using the computer for more than five years.
Sixty three percent of the respondents hope to major in Communication, 29 percent hope
to major in General English, while 8 percent were from another faculty. 60 percent of
respondents indicated that they intend to further their education after graduation. Although 90
percent of respondents indicated they have no problem submitting typed assignments, only four
percent said they are very good with the word processing software. They also indicated they have
no problem understanding the material presented in class. Only two percent indicated they are
“very good” in using the Internet and World Wide Web. A majority felt they are not proficient in
using the Windows operating system (75 percent), Word (64 percent), Excel (88 percent) and
Access (98 percent). Surprisingly, 98 percent of the respondents indicated that they do not want
the course description to be altered.

Discussion
The information gathered from the survey was useful because the instructor can
determine how much time to spend in teaching each applications software. It also helped in
deciding how much of each software to cover, in addition to the theory when there is a lack of
time (Rea, Hoger, and Rooney, 1999). In addition, the instructor was able to tailor the course
base on the students’ feedback and arrange class activities so that the students can build on their
knowledge. In particular, the instructor stopped regularly to invite questions. This is necessary
since two percent of the respondents do not know where the on/off switch of the computer is
located, and slightly less than half of the respondents (49 percent) indicated that it is the first
time they had taken all courses in English in the last 12 months.
Communication technology is perhaps a course that consistently has to be reinvented as
new communication and computer software emerge in the market. However, the arguments for
change in the syllabus seemed unanswerable. Since 98 percent of the respondents indicated that
they do not want to change the course description during the first week of the course, the
instructor did not make any changes to the syllabus and the way class meetings were carried out.
The results indicate respondents regard the class meetings as important to teach hands on
material and to acquire knowledge from relevant chapters from the textbook. From the students’
point of view, there must be some value in terms of the courseware. With that in mind, it is
logical to understand why students attend to the class and lab activities.
The results indicated that Computer Technology I is invaluable to the students. The
course is still useful as students who were familiar with the PC can benefit from the theory
covered in the first half of the class meeting. While it is desirable that adequate emphasis be

given to developing basic application software skills among students, adequate understanding of
concepts and theories is also necessary. With better understanding of the technology course,
students are likely to benefit more from the two subsequent courses offered at a more advance
level. This finding seems to indicate the potential of scrapping the course, or changing the course
description for later intakes might perhaps be detrimental to the students. In other words, we
might be doing a disservice to our students by not providing them with necessary skills required
for using technology effectively.

Recommendations
The data in this paper were gathered from classes instructed by one instructor only. Thus,
the generalizations to other classes and settings should be made with caution. Since the
respondents are already enrolled in the compulsory communication technology course, they may
have a bias toward the course. It would be fruitful to examine other students’ perception towards
the course such as their perception perhaps if it is an elective course.

Conclusion
This paper has presented the initial stage of an ongoing study on various aspects relating
to a computer technology course in the undergraduate curriculum. The brief finding on students’
self-evaluation and expectation of the course was presented. The next paper will present the
complete findings and recommendations for the course.
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Can history be digitally recorded and artificially replayed? Can fine arts be created in
a virtual reality display? It is maintained that objects can be represented digitally and
perceived realistically. The level of reality depends upon the detail of reality reflected in
the scene, the sharpness of the image, and the saturation of the color schemes displayed in
the scene. This project simulates history through visualization for reflecting a culture of
ceremony and the art of craftsmanship. A virtual reality model of the Temple of Heaven in
Beijing, China is used for an example. Based on the observations, it is certain that
information technology can be used to reconstruct history, express humanities, and
manifest a new dynamic VR art.
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1. Background
Studies in humanities attempt to answer questions regarding human qualities, concerns,
thoughts, and relations, in an effort to understand and interpret the meaning of man’s nature and
his place in the universe. In this article, two aspects of the humanities are selected as subject
matters for study, in an attempt to understand whether history and art take on digital forms and
be represented in a virtual environment.
History is a sequence of events in the life of a people, group, institution, or nation, a written
record of past events in the form of narratives, plays, stories, or tales. Written materials may
deteriorate through time or vanish due to unforeseen events or natural disasters. This research
tries to explore a digital method for applying information technology in virtual reality to record
and display history. Similar research has been done in this regard and has generated a number of
interesting findings regarding issues of representation and methods of data acquisition1. This
study concentrates on exploring methods of reflecting historical events in a full-scale immersive
setting.
Is there any beauty expressed in the digital form? In this article, art is defined as the craft of
making things which display beauty, including painting, sculpture, architecture, music, literature,
drama, and dance. In the followings, digital examples of a historic building -- the Temple of
Heaven -- are given to demonstrate thoughts on digitizing history and arts, and to open new
discussion on a definition for virtual art.
2. Roles of the Temple of Heaven
Temple of Heaven is one of the landmarks of the city of Beijing, a national treasure and
one of the symbols of China, with United Nations recognition as a World Heritage Site. Built in
14212, it was used by the Emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties for annual sacrifices to
Heaven for rainfall in the summer, good harvests in the autumn, and to pray for prosperity
blessings from ancestors in the winter3.
Located in the inner city of Beijing, the Temple is a compound of several buildings with
unique functionalities and design intentions implemented to show cultural significance. For
instance, the geometric layouts of these buildings take the basic shapes of circles and squares to
represent heaven and earth. Enclosed within a long wall, the northern part of the Temple is
semicircular to symbolize the heavens, and the southern part is square to represent the earth. The
northern part is higher than the southern part. This design shows that the heaven is high and the
earth is low, and the design reflects an ancient Chinese thought4 of "The heaven is round and the
earth is square". At the center point of YuanQiu (the altar), the philosophy of combining heaven
and human beings into one unit is fulfilled.
There are three major components of QiNianDian, YuanQiu, and HuangQiongYu, linked
by a wide passageway (see Figure 1). YuanQiu is the circular altar with three layers of terraces.
At this altar, the emperors would offer sacrifice to Heaven on the day of the Winter Solstice to
thank Heaven and wish everything would be good in the future. The stone placed in the center of
the top tier of the Circular Mound Altar is named the Heart of Heavenly Stone. Around it there
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are nine circles, each circle containing a multiple of nine stones. The first inner layer has nine
stones, for example, while the outer ninth layer has eighty-one. In traditional Chinese culture, the
number of nine symbolically represents supreme rank. The entire surface has 3,402 pieces of
identical size and appearance. These stones have remained intact during the past several hundred
years5.

Figure 1. Layout of the Temple of Heaven.

QiNianDian is the place to pray for good harvests in the spring. At the central point under
the dome of the roof is a special block of marble, installed for the emperor to pray during the
ceremony. The three layers of columns inside the hall have a meaning. The four in the inner
circle represent the four seasons of the year; the second layer (middle circle) of 12 columns
represent 12 months of the year and the 12 pillars in the couter circle are 12 time periods of the
day. The Leigong Pillar under the center of the ceiling means the absolute power of the
emperor6.
The HuangQiongYu is the place to perform rites in honor of ancestors for prosperity
blessing for their family. The place was used to keep wooden tablets for worship. It is 19.5
meters high and 15.6 meters around at the base. Built entirely of wood, the vault is supported by
eight pillars. The roof has no beams but a great number of brackets entwined within each other.
The ceiling tapers upward to form a beautiful caisson.
Connecting these three components is a 29.4 meters wide of ramp with three marble paths.
The central path was reserved for divine gods, the path on the left was reserved for the emperor
and the path on the right was used by court officials.
The major function of the Temple of Heaven is to have three big national ceremonies
offering sacrifices annually, which are not publicly visible. The ceremonial processes leaded by
the emperor were very spiritual, involving a great deal of formality and accompanied by all
officers in the court. The entire ceremony and the temple design reflect traditional Chinese
culture, religion, and cosmology.
3. The nature of virtual reality
Virtual reality is a very sophisticated human-computer interface. It applies computers to
create an immersive virtual environment. Currently, there are several methods of displaying
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virtual reality, for instance, a stereoscopic image seen through 3D goggles7, 3D images seen
through head-mounted display (HMD)8, or 3D images seen through 3D shutter glasses or
polarized glasses in an immersive environment of Workbench9, Infinity Wall10, CAVE11,12, or
C613.
Regardless of the equipment used to process virtual images, the creation of an immersive
virtual scene and the addition of elements to create the appearance of a broader historical context
will allow for a representation of historical events to be experienced virtually.
4. Methods
The foundation of a VR environment is a 3D model. While there are many different ways
to create a three-dimensional model, the method used for this project was purposefully tailored to
fit certain requirements for the full-scale C6 facilities (see Figure 2) as described in the
followings.

Figure 2. C6 facilities.

1. Digital models were created first in AutoCAD for accurate surface meshes, and then
exported to 3D Studio MAX for assigning realistic texture materials. The purposes of
doing surface model in AutoCAD are to avoid extremely large file sizes, and because
AutoCAD has the ability to achieve a high quality of accuracy, essential to a good
virtual reality model. The purposes of assigning materials in MAX are due to the fact
that MAX can generate good rendered images suitable for animation, and because
MAX automatically creates a VRML file suitable for VR representation. These
purposes yield animated digital products to show certain messages and a virtual reality
product to show a 3D scene14.
2. The model files converted to VRML format will be displayed through the OpenSG
system in the C6 facility. The VRML format could be displayed on the Internet for
public access. However, the code in the VRML file needs to be modified for efficient
execution and representation of the model in C6.
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3. The processes of displaying the models and necessary peripherals for stereo 3D images
and navigation were controlled and executed by VR Juggler15 software, developed at
Iowa State University. A VR Juggler application could also be developed to determine
the speed of navigation, the representation of background images and the timing of any
accompanying music. In C6, the scene was transformed from VRML through OpenSG
via VR Juggler into 3D, viewed through a pair of 3D goggles. The same model and
scene can also be displayed in C4, which is a newer version of a three-wall immersive
environment.
As a result, a digital model of the Temple of Heaven, with three key components located
along the central axis ramp surrounded by trees, was completed (see Figure 3) and ran smoothly
in the C6 facilities. C6 is an full-scale immersive environment, but it lacks the power to: (1)
directly generate sophisticated lighting effects, (2) combine texture maps to render a mixed
material result, and (3) the ability to tolerate a large and complex model. In this regard, it is
necessary to find new methods to show messages expressing historical events. The methodology
used to attempt to do so follows.
1. Apply methods to display trees in C6, develop lighting in the Juggler applications to get
a special effect, utilize PNG files to implement transparency, minimizing the number of
different textures used in the model to decrease rendering time to improve navigational
speed.
2. Define animation paths to display the ceremonies performed by the emperor and
conducted in the Temple, assinging music appropriate to the historical context of the
ceremony itself, and adding sounds and ambient noises characteristic of the ceremony
to more realistically represent the event.
This model, seen through 3D goggles in C6, allows the user to perceive symmetrical
layouts three-dimensionally and the unique spatial proportions of the site in an aerial view,
expresses traditional decorative features in full scale, and enhances understanding of Asian
culture due to its immersive format.

Figure 3. Digital models of the Temple of Heaven.
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5. Discussions
The last few generations have seen extremely rapid rates of technological advance, cultural
change and development, with historic sites being demolished or changed beyond recognition,
due to the speed of development and the implementation of new technologies. It is critical to
create a sense of historical awareness, as well as a method to preserve historic sites and maintain
the common cultural heritage. What format, then, can best preserve cultural data for future
generations? Virtual reality has unique advantages that allow it to: (1) create a historical record,
(2) reconstruct past events in an immersive digital context, and (3) three-dimensionally recreate
historical events. Virtual reality, then, becomes a tool for the imagination, transforming a written
historical record into a living digital environment.
This project outlines the unique advantages of virtual reality in visualizing the historical
record and maintaining cultural heritage. Aspects relating to the processes of making a historical
and artistic representation of the digital model need to be further discussed.
5.1. The sense of history shown in the model
As mentioned earlier, history is a written record of events that happened in the past. A
historical record, then, should reflect a sense of the passage of time. Since virtual reality attempts
to display a realistic appearance, a historical virtual model must have certain features to represent
the appropriate historical era. For example, styles, fashions, and customs of different periods can
easily be used to identify periods.
If the materials used on a model to show objects possess vivid colors and homogenous
clean textures, viewers will perceive the ‘newness’ of the construction. However, historical
events will take place at some point in time after the construction of the facility. Therefore, it is
suggested in this research that the virtual scene should not have homogenous clean texture,
evenly pure color, and fresh-looking objects. Instead, the textures will be given the appearance of
aging by implementation of a technique called variegation, which will be applied to certain
surface textures on a few visually dominant objects (see Figure 4). The application of these
techniques will allow an approximate representation of historical events in an electronic medium.

Figure 4. A scene showing time through the effect of variegation.
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On the other end, events must be illustrated by means of certain media to highlight past
events. There are various methods that can achieve these purposes. In this study, ancient drum
music used during the ceremony and procedural orders given by the court officers were
identified and included for experiment. Animations, used to specify the circulation paths of the
emperor, officers, and servants, could explain clearly on the differences between rank hierarchy
and the meaning of the religion. Results showed clearly that the background sound provided
some sensational clues and associations to the context of time and space. The animation
makes the cultural meanings embedded in the ceremonial sequences transparent. History, in this
regard, emerges.
5.2. Beauty in virtual form
Contrary to popular belief that virtual reality models are technical objects and therefore
lack artistic expression, there is actually ample opportunity for creativity and originality in
constructing the model. In a VR model, scenes can be arranged appropriately, complexity can be
simplified, chaos can be regulated, and colors can be enriched to show certain aesthetic values.
For instance, a VR model can be modified, articulated, and revised by changing the composition
of the scene (compare Figure 5 with Figure3), texture materials of the model, or lighting effects
(compare Figures 6, 7, and 8) to create different but elegant appearances in the VR environment.
The processes of creating a beautiful visual display possess the attribute of art. However, as the
sense of reality decreases, the character of the model in this regard becomes more virtual art and
less virtual reality.

Figure 5. Entire south elevation view of the Temple.

As a matter of fact, in order to express beauty, several fundamental requirements need to be
addressed to complete a more integrated representation:
1. The image of the scene has to be sharp, which relates to the resolution of the texture maps
applied on the objects and viewed through the 3D goggle.
2. The speed of navigation in the model should be smooth. This issue relates to: (1) the size
of the model, (2) the number of polygons constructed on the model, and (3) the CPU
hardware speed.
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3. The resolution of the color shown on the model needs to be vivid. This is determined by
the display capacity of the hardware facilities, which is the quality of images projected
through projectors.
4. The most important attribute is whether the scene evokes pleasant emotion in viewers. It
can be argued that a scene that generates a strong, negative emotional response in viewers
is a piece of art16. For the purposes of this discussion, however, good digital art will be
defined as those works that provide a pleasant reaction for viewers.

Figure 6. Change material texture.

Figure 7. Change lighting and colors.

Figure 8. Original VR model.

6. Conclusions
A digital representation of historical events would allow these events to be redisplayed at
any other time. Art, as well, can be displayed and redisplayed digitally within the visualization
frame of the virtual reality environment.
A picture or painting is the work of an individual, and derives its artistic merit from the
message it conveys, which may originate in its style of composition, technique or use of
symbolism. A movie is the work of a group, with its message conveyed through dramatic plots,
amusing themes, good musical background, or aesthetic scene. A virtual reality environment,
like a movie, is the work of a team, but conveys a message in a way similar to paintings, with the
additional qualities of good navigation speed, vivid color, and realistic scenes. Under these
criteria, a high quality VR model, which provides a sense of the passage of time and conveys as
its message a historical event, would digitally recreate history.
The work of composing a virtual reality environment requires a team to maintain computer
hardware, develop software, construct 3D models, orchestrate media applications, and arrange
messages to fulfill the intent of the model. It is a complex process that consists of various
activities and decisions. The value lies in achieving a balance point that satisfies all parties. Thus,
the fine arts in virtual reality are not only a representation of still images done by individuals, but
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has many factors interacting together through a group of participants. Thus, digital arts in virtual
reality should be categorized as a form of art similar to filmmaking and called a dynamic VR art.
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ABSTRACT

Enhancing Quality of Life – A Collaborative Inquiry
Lost within the hectic non-stop pace of today’s environment is the person who too often feels as
though they must run simply to keep up. How can we consciously improve our lives with
pressures from all directions placing demands on our time and energy? A group of traveling
consultants recently undertook a Collaborative Inquiry Research Project in an attempt to discover
ways in which they could enhance their lives while away from home. The project facilitator
incorporated material on the nature of chaos and systems theory along with a partnership model
for understanding the diverse relationships that impact each person’s life. The Inquiry process
and results were presented in a research paper as part of a doctoral program at California Institute
of Integral Studies. As a conference Session this research will provide insight into how this
same process could be applied to any group who is searching for a deeper understanding into
how to cope with or simply enhance their quality of life.
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An Introduction
A defining condition of being human is our urgent need to
understand and order the meaning of our experience
Mezirow, in Mezirow & Associates, 2000, p. 1

For many people traveling away from home for a week sounds like an adventure. When
people hear that you travel to another city every week to work they may look at you longingly or
perhaps with sympathy. The reaction ranges from one of amazement that a person could go
away from home so often, to one of envy that you get to go to new places. For the people
(sometimes called ‘road warriors’) who make travel a way of life, the actual travel is rarely the
real concern. Heading for the office simply means a long commute via the airport. There are
other issues that do however impact this group quite deeply. A primary issue is how being
separated from family, friends and home impacts the quality of their life.
This paper explores the results of a six-week inquiry into the quality of life for traveling
consultants. The intent of the inquiry project was to bring together a group of consultants from
my current work project on a weekly basis to explore the question of how to improve the quality
of life of a consultant who lives on the road. Within this context I had planned to introduce some
ideas about Systems Theory, the nature of Paradox, and ideas related to the strengths of a
Partnership model of living. The premise was that by learning together and bringing these
concepts into the conscious domain of the group, they would not only find new ways to enhance
and interpret their own quality of life, but would also build a stronger community, improve
communications both on and off the project, and potentially introduce new ideas into the way the
project itself functions.
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This premise was, in part, based on a study done by Lee, Sirgy, Efraty, and Siegel on
Quality of Life and Life Satisfaction (in Giacalone & Jurkiewicz, 2003). In this study they cite
Wilensky & Diener as follows, “According to spillover theory in quality-of-life studies,
satisfaction in one life domain influences life satisfaction and satisfaction in other life domains”
(p. 209). I felt that by having the group explore their own experiences together, they would not
only bring a new conscious understanding to their own personal quality of life, but bring,
perhaps unconsciously, that understanding into enhanced group communications on the job as
well. While the duration of the study, as restricted by course requirements, will not permit a
complete evaluation into long-term impacts of the inquiry, this paper will identify the themes and
on-going activities that emerged as a result of the inquiry.

Original Proposal
I am including the original proposal here as a background for what was intended as well
as a vehicle for drawing attention to what actually occurred versus what was planned. As Block
(2002) notes, social science is not truly a science and thus the best of plans often shift when
moved from the planning phase into implementation.
IDOC Proposal
I have experienced change in conscious awareness about:
1. An Integral and systems viewpoint
2. The role of both the conscious and the unconscious life – with a particular emphasis on
the role of paradigms in our life
3. Non-verbal cues in communication in self and others
I will enhance my ability to:
1. Promote wholistic learning processes
2. Create environments that enable transformative changes in groups, organizations,
communities
3. Imagine, design, and implement systematic inquiry that demonstrates knowledge about
broad range of approaches.
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Description of (Planned) Activities
Background Information
Over the past 5-6 years I have been an Independent Systems Consultant working on large
software implementation projects with a System called SAP. The nature of these projects is to
bring together people from within the organization along with outside consultants to redesign the
way the company does business and enhance their processes through the use of the new
integrated software. These projects are typically of a long duration anywhere from 6 months to 2
plus years. The consultants often come from around the country, traveling every week to work
in a city away from family & friends; forming a new community with each project.
What seems to be common among the consultants is a very independent personality,
highly systems oriented perspective, and the ability to adapt to new settings and relationships.
However they often have little dialogue outside of working hours and frequently return to hotel
rooms to eat and recharge their energies privately.

Project Plan
Intent – What I would like to do is bring together a group of these consultants from my
current project on a weekly basis to explore the question of how to improve the quality of life of
a consultant who lives on the road. Within this context I hope to introduce some ideas about
systems theory, the nature of paradox, and ideas related to the strengths of a partnership model of
living. My premise is that by learning together and bringing these concepts into the conscious
domain of the group, they will build a stronger community, improve communications both on
and off the project, and bring new ideas to the way the project itself functions. As Heron (2001,
p. 333) stated regarding the human condition, “our relation with the world … is inherently one of
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connectedness.” Thus it is likely that our experiences in one aspect of our life will have an
impact on all areas at some level.

Methodology – The project structure was based on the guidelines for a Collaborative Inquiry
(discussed later in this paper), with the intent of investigating and developing insights into ways
in which traveling consultants can enhance the quality of their lives.

Products to be submitted
•

All communications delivered to the Inquiry Group (In addition to the meeting notes, two
different Power Points were provided prior to meetings. One on Collaborative Inquiry
and one on ideas related to chaos theory, order/disorder and balance/disequilibrium.
Power Points will be placed in separate documents and posted in the space along with
this paper. There was also a summary sheet that listed the 7 Lessons of Chaos from
Briggs and Peat (1999), which was distributed. This is described in the applicable week’s
discussion later in this document.

•

Notes from each Action/Reflection meeting (currently 6 meetings are planned – note only
4 were actually held due to changes in travel requirements. The notes from each had
been posted in the class space and key questions and responses are included in this paper)

•

A formal presentation (word or PowerPoint) that summarizes results and situates learning
within larger systems perspective (this paper)
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The Project within a Project
While the specific inquiry project carried it’s own intent and objectives, the impetus for
the project was driven by course requirements to demonstrate my own personal development
within the Transformative Learning & Change program. The project was designed to enhance
my abilities in the following areas:
•

Promote a wholistic leaning process

•

Create environments that enable transformative changes in groups, organizations, and
communities

•

Support the ability to design and implement a systematic inquiry that demonstrates
knowledge about a broad range of approaches.

It was also intended that I would demonstrate my own growth in understanding and being
instrumental in sharing:
•

The complexity and richness of learning in the context of a group

•

The role of both the conscious and unconscious life

•

An integral and systems viewpoint

In the process of sharing the results of the inquiry project, I will attempt to identify where I felt
the above skills and knowledge were integrated into the project and enhanced for me as a result
of the group involvement.

The Methodology Takes Form
Being faced with two situations; 1) the need for a project to demonstrate my own
development and 2) my personal concerns about the quality of my life while traveling
continuously, I decided to bring the two together. As Bray, Lee, et al (2003) point out “a
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collaborative inquiry is usually initiated by a person who is uncomfortable with some aspect of
their experience and wishes to explore this sense of discomfort” (p. 24). As I reflected on recent
conversations with other consultants, I realized that they too seemed concerned about the quality
of their life and I felt that this was the perfect opportunity to explore our concern together.
While surveys or interviews may have helped to identify the concerns and coping mechanisms
that were unique or common among traveling consultants, I felt the real need was to do more
than identify and label. If the group were to benefit from my project, then they needed a way to
learn from their experiences as well as the experiences of others. To make a difference for
others, I felt they needed to be part of the inquiry, not simply subjects who provided input to
support my project. Given this perspective, I reviewed the various methods of action research
we had learned about and settled on Collaborative Inquiry as the best fit to meet my objectives.
I felt that the collaborative nature of this method fit well with the nature of the project
and the people involved. There was a natural corollary between consultants working on an
integrated software system who need to collaborate at work, dong the same to examine personal
aspects of their lives. I also believed that consultants are predominantly very self-directed and
would be most comfortable in a casual setting with a methodology that fostered autonomy and
empowerment. Another contributing factor for selecting Collaborative Inquiry was that since the
project was planned to cover multiple weeks, the idea of cycles of action and reflection provided
continuity and structure from one week’s session to the next.

A Collaborative Inquiry Defined
A Collaborative Inquiry is one methodology within the family of Participatory Action
Research methods, which relies on the experiences of the participants to bring about a deeper
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understanding and meaning to the question being explored. Important aspects of this method
that contribute to group learning are; the self-directed nature of the process, the involvement of
the participants as equal partners, the capability for learning to emerge out of repeated cycles of
action and reflection, the context of the inquiry within the similar backgrounds and interests of
peers. (Reason & Bradbury 2001, Patton 2002, Heron, 2001).
Another aspect of this methodology is the ability to incorporate Heron’s four
ways of knowing into the process, beginning with experiential knowing. Greenwood & Levin
(1998) note that Heron finds the strengths of action research within the ability to link
participation with the various ways of knowing; cited as experiential, presentational, practical
and propositional. Within this project I anticipated that the four ways of knowing would be
supported through the use of multiple strategies for sharing information and encouraging group
participation. With these thoughts in mind, I set off to form a group.

Forming the Group & Establishing the Setting
The first step was to form a group who met a set of criteria I had established to insure a
common basis for experience. Each participant should be someone who traveled each week to
the project from a remote city. They should each be a consultant – meaning this was the
profession they had chosen knowing travel would be required. I also wanted people who had
been traveling for an extended time period – preferably over several years and to several
different projects. Out of the original list of sixteen people who were invited (including myself)
we formed a group of eleven consultants who attended at least two of the four sessions planned.
We decided as a group that any session with at least 6 participants was a success, since we knew
that there were on-going travel requirements that would keep everyone from attending every
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meeting. Actual participation consisted of: 3 people who attended all four sessions, 6 people
who attended 3 out of four sessions, one person who attended twice, and one person who
attended only one time due to changes in her travel schedule.
The consultants who stayed in corporate apartments volunteered to host each of the
meetings and provided the meal for that evening. It was determined fairly quickly that the ease
of conversation in this setting was preferable to attempting to meet in a more public
environment.
Group Demographics
Note the following questions were sent out to participants on Mar 24th, to provide a summary
of demographic information about the participants. At this time written responses have been
received from six of the participants, however some of the discussions during the sessions
reflected on the same topics as well as casual conversation that have taken place since the inquiry
has ended. Their information is summarized below.
1.

How many years have you been traveling as a consultant – average of 5 years

2.

What is your age range? Ranging in age from 36-68

3.

How many ERP projects you have participated on – approximately 5, one person
more than 15

4.

What is your home city? Almost everyone lived east of the Mississippi; keeping
travel in same time zone is helpful. One person lives in Seattle and only travels home
every other weekend.

5.

The group included both males (4) & females (7).
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An Emerging Group
One reason that the inquiry became limited to four weeks was because many of us were
about to take part in extended travel to other locations associated with the ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) project implementation. During the first week of travel, following what was
to be the last meeting, it became apparent that a similar discussion was emerging among the
people assigned to the new locations, even though only a couple of them had taken part in the
original inquiry. The thoughts and reflections of this side group contributed to and further
substantiated the findings summarized later in this paper.

A Collaborative Inquiry In Action
Throughout the inquiry meetings I wanted to do my part to assure that the process was
truly collaborative and not simply my facilitation of meetings solely for the purpose of a class
project. It seemed important to assure that the inquiry discussion keep focused on the
experiences of the participants and that any supplemental information I provided would serve
simply to inspire ideas, not overshadow the group conversation. I believe that the sections that
follow will support the fact that everyone contributed equally to the information that was
gathered during the sessions. Regarding Heron’s ways of knowing, I feel that the presentational
ways of knowing emerged out of the reflections on the questions that were posted to flipcharts as
well as within the presentational material distributed between sessions. In addition
recommendations were made by the group on the practical application of the ideas generated
during inquiry sessions.
While the basis for each discussion was the experiences of the participants, as the
facilitator I also provided foundational material prior to or during each meeting to help simulate
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new ways of positioning their knowledge and understanding (propositional knowing). The
material included presentations that explained the concepts related to the collaborative inquiry
process, the nature of systems theory, suggested lessons from chaos, and a comparison between
partnership and dominator approaches to viewing the world. Based on the discussions that arose
each week, the group would agree on a new set of questions that would be the focus of action
between meetings (reinforcing an experiential way of knowing).
To encourage full participation and create a varied approach to sharing, several different
methods were used to facilitate discussion. Frequently the questions were posted on charts on
the walls and the participants would list their own responses to each question, followed by a
group interaction around the responses. The questions and responses will be covered in more
detail in the following sections of this document. The last evening more of a Café approach was
used with everyone centered around paper on a table and writing their own thoughts throughout
the discussion. One evening an exercise was used to help stimulate a discussion around the
interconnectedness of nature. Each participant was asked to draw a picture of a vegetable and
then explain how it represented him or her. Not only did this provide a framework for the
discussion that followed, it added humor and new insights into our shared experience.

The Weeks Unfold
Week 1
Prior to our first meeting I sent out a PowerPoint presentation that provided some
information about the structure of a Collaborative Inquiry (see CI Process.doc) and a copy of my
Proposal for the project. I felt it was important for the group to know both my motivation and
have some understanding of what to expect. At the first meeting we discussed the CI process
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and everyone agreed that they were comfortable with this approach. For the people who could
not attend the first meeting, I had one-on-one conversations with them to help provide the
framework for future meetings. We did spend much of the first meeting discussing the actual
process and logistics for future meetings. The agreement was made that for a meeting to be
considered successful at least six people needed to attend. There was a minimum of six people at
each meeting that followed.
The group also requested that I continue to act as facilitator to keep the group focused and to
provide some structure to the process.
At the beginning of the meeting I posted the following questions on flipcharts and once
the logistics were finalized the group moved about the room posting their thoughts, based on
their experiences, regarding each question. The remainder of the evening was spent discussing
the responses and deciding on the question that would be reflected on until the following week.
Week 1 Questions and responses follow: (Note – there is no direct correlation between the lists
in the two columns)
TABLE 1 – Week 1 Discussion
What Does Quality of Life mean to you?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time for team interaction
Work/Life balance
Spending time with family &
friends
Adjusting to environment
Unstructured time to self
Time for exercise
Time for Jerry
Having balance between job
demands & personal needs/life
Long family dinners
Sharing in raising the children
Recognizing / sharing keeping
family traditions
Helping others in finding happiness

How would you measure ‘QOL’ enhancement?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No rat patrol
Keep apartment (by the end of the 6 weeks
two of us had to give up our apartments)
Like cycling of job
More hours with friends and family
Salary & career opportunities without
losing time with family & friends
How to distribute weekend routine issues
Not dreading Sunday evening
Being comfortable in my surroundings
Anything that makes “me” happy!
Minimized tension between travel
locations - home/other
Move Documentum (another team on the
project)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Light @ the end
Coming to Conclusions
Delivering a quality product
Feeling comfortable with trade-off
of work/family time
Not feeling stale
Liking the diversity of environment

•
•
•
•
•

Improved work environment = improved
quality of life (this was a realization from
discussion)
Set boundaries
Greater dissemination of work
Being more than a pair of hands
A cruise (this one was dedicated to the
person who would miss the following
meeting for this reason)

One theme that became apparent out of this discussion was that the group members have a
deep concern about the work they perform. This was demonstrated through their caring about
the effectiveness and efficiency with how it is accomplished. As a result of the passion and care
about the work, it was recognized that certain events trigger an immediate ‘attitude’ or negative
emotional reaction within them. Given this recognition, the group decided that during the week
they would reflect on, “what things give me an ‘instant attitude’ and what things in my
experience help me turn that around” – make it more supportive of a Quality of Life?
A personal reflection – what I noted during the following week was the beginning of a
shift in communications at least between the group and myself. We talked more and were more
likely to discuss general topics instead of simply work related issues. I also learned gradually
that the group was discussing the experience with others because people outside the group were
mentioning the group meeting to me.

Week 2
Since I had committed to sharing information related to the coming weeks discussion, I
sent out a PowerPoint that highlighted ideas related to system theory, paradox, and wholistic
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thinking (see week2 PPT.doc). Comments made following the distribution led to some of the
discussion topics at the second inquiry, regarding the 7 Lessons of Chaos.

TABLE 2 – Week 2 Discussion
What things give me an instant attitude?

How do I turn it around?

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walls of snow (translated into Home
Challenges)
Not being able to schedule Doctor’s
appointment
Being expected to have control over things
I can’t
No voice in my schedule
Lack of management capability
Interruptions when trying to focus
People who do not assume responsibility
for actions – accountability – quality
Not knowing where you will be
Lack of communication
Having to pay for things I can’t do (but am
capable of)
“Where is Andy Higgins?”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smacking the customer (Diffusing the
energy)
Being physically on top of things
Making jokes
Buy flowers (for my desk)
Asking for a refund (when things are not
acceptable)
Go some place away from the situation
Use the stalls in the back of the ladies room
(they are larger) – use the men’s room
supposedly larger too)
Express self & move on
Control what I can – shift focus
Share with a non-interested party
Find something to do away from work
(read, sleep, come to inquiry meetings)
Pay to get things done for me (this showed
up on both lists)
Reading fun e-mails

I believe that several themes emerged out of this discussion. One key element was the
need for humor to minimize the impact of things that cannot be controlled. Applying humor to
the situations came out in several of the items captured above from ‘slapping the customer’ (in
fun not violently) to reading funny emails, as well as repeatedly within the conversation. A
second theme that surfaced here was the concepts related to control. There was an
acknowledgement that some things we can counter through personal control of our health and
well being. There was also the awareness that some things are outside our control and that
dwelling on them is not a benefit to anyone. The overall agreement was that we need to take
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care of ourselves first so that we are better prepared to focus on what we can do and to accept
those things we cannot control or that are by-products of the industry in which we are working.
As some additional Supporting materials, I had posted a chart listing Briggs & Peat’s
(1999) 7 Lessons of Chaos. This was done in response to a request I had received to say more
about balance and finding order in chaos. We used our list of things that were already being
done and discussed how we saw those things fitting into the Lessons of Chaos.

TABLE 3 – Supporting Material
7 Lessons of Chaos
1. Being Creative
2. Using butterfly power (the ability for one small action to make a major difference)
3. Going with the flow
4. Exploring what’s between (shifting focus from either/or to both/and – transcending paradox)
5. Seeing art in the world
6. Living within time (how we need both structured time to support accomplishments &
free/open time to support creativity and seeing art)
7. Rejoining the whole (see where we are reflected in multiple views of the world – finding our
unity)

It was decided that the focus over the next week would be to see how could use the
concepts related to the 7 Lessons to improve our Quality of Life, providing a practical
application for this information.
Personal Reflection – I found that I didn’t need to plan the discussion for the week in
great detail. Even the additional information that I would share became apparent out of the
conversation, not something that I had planned well in advance. I was grateful for the diverse
information that I had accumulated over the time with our courses, because I was able to pull
together fairly easily information that would support the discussion. I used the casual
conversations during the week to determine what additional material would add to the depth of
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discussion. I took books related to the topics with me and placed them on the table where people
could get the opportunity to see titles that might interest them.

Week 3
Our opening discussion was around the question we had posed the prior week on the 7
Lessons of Chaos. While no specific notes were taken during this discussion, we did identify
ways that small actions we had taken made a difference, the places where creativity and art
helped to improve our life, how our focus on time impacted our life, and how allowing things we
cannot change to flow past us could provide for a better use of energy in our life.
To continue the discussion around an integrated universe and using the ideas of creativity
and art we shifted to a discussion of partnerships based on the book by Zais (2002). True
Partnership: Revolutionary Thinking about Relating to Others. To get the group thinking about
how we relate or have partnership in many different ways, I asked the group to draw a vegetable
that represented them. This was really a laughter filled exchange where we saw at least three
versions of carrot come to life, surrounded by onion, eggplant, lettuce, tomatoes and a few
others. We then shifted into a discussion of Partnership/Relationship, beginning with creating a
list of types of partnerships we have.
TABLE 3 – Week 3 Discussion (opening conversation)
Types of Partnerships
• Nature (was related to our drawing of vegetables)
• Work
• With self (Ideals/values)
• Local Community (project, hotels…)
• Intimate (with spouse or significant other, children)
• International (across borders)
• Spiritual
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Part of the discussion was whether a relationship is a partnership – are they the
same/different. While no final conclusions were made, everyone felt they had a better
understanding of how the words could apply to them and they agreed that they could go forward
with the discussion based on their current understanding of the terms. The group then shared (by
moving around room to post answers on a chart) the following questions. They felt it would be
helpful to think of a specific relationship/partnership when answering the questions and to put
the type of partnership in parenthesis following their answer.

TABLE 4 – Week 3 Discussion – phase 2
What am I willing to learn from this What can we accomplish together (short term/long
term)?
Interaction?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(Personal) What others think of
me
(Personal) How can I improve
myself
(Personal/Work) How to really
listen
(Personal) Learning to Trust
(Spiritual) How to let go & trust
(Business)
Learning
to
understand
(Business/Work)
Self
confidence
(Personal) How to let go
(Spiritual) Dealing with loss

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reach goals (short term – Do Something, to do
list / Long term – going over & beyond)
(Work) A more effective way of doing
business
(Personal) Help me understand why I am
viewed the way I am
(Personal/work) Become better individuals /
better teams
Personal/work) More effective team / synergy
(Personal/work) Satisfaction
(Business) Growth
(Personal) Common interest development
(Personal) Short term happiness
(Spiritual) Growth

Some people in the group began the discussion feeling uncertain about how any of this
applied to our work environment. For example, they had not thought about having a relationship
with work or a partnership with the community. Out of follow-up discussion, however, the
group consensus in regard to our current project was that presently there was lack of true
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partnership and participation – resulting in a lack of ownership. As I reflect back on the earlier
observation of commitment and caring about the work environment, it is easy to see how this
lack of partnership was creating a great deal of discontent among this group of consultants. I feel
the issue for many was that although they wanted to take pride in doing a good job, the lack of
ownership left them feeling less like partners and more like simply followers of orders.
TABLE 5 – Week 3 Discussion – phase 3
What is missing in communications that might
have an impact?
•
•
•
•
•

(Personal/work) Miscommunication – not
really listening to what others are saying
(Personal/work) Context
(Personal/work) Honesty (people attempt to
protect power, share only what they feel there
is a need to know)
(Personal/work) Lack of common terminology
(leads to lack of understanding, Death by
acronym – shuts people down)
(Personal/work) Openness

What is another way I can view
her/him/it?
•
•
•
•

(Personal/work) As an equal
(Personal/work) As a Learning
Beacon
(Work) A real person with
feelings like mine
(Work) Rather than “IT” –
“US”

As a group we discussed each question and added thoughts and ideas about how and why we
had this experience. It seemed there was a consensus that communications and a lack of working
together (a team environment) were some of the primary work issues the group was facing. The
list of ideas in Table 6 represents the propositional knowledge or awareness that emerged from a
newly informed epistemology regarding partnership.
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TABLE 6 – Week 3 – New Awareness
Things that we could each do to improve the situation
• Accept others
• Don’t make instant judgements
• Watch terminology – keep it clear
• Watch how we communicate – look for things that shut down the conversation & be
aware of non-verbal communications
• Be open minded

Perhaps as a result of focusing on relationships all evening, the group decided that a
discussion of feelings was appropriate for the next session. It was decided by the group that our
focus for next discussion would be:
1. How to cope – How do you feel about traveling & being on the road
a. How does your spouse/significant other/family feel
b. What issues arise for you
2. Plan to share – how you can mitigate the issues noted above for self & family – how can
you fix it!
Personal Reflection – By this time it had become apparent that we would only be able to
host one more meeting. Our six planned sessions were becoming only four. Changes in
travel schedules were starting to change rapidly and I believe we were all disappointed that
the group would be going in different directions. One personal benefit that came from our
meetings was the connection made by one of the participants to a person who could take over
the lease on my apartment. I had not met the other consultant who ended up very excited
about the opportunity. It was the result of our conversation at the first inquiry meeting that
one participant connected the two of us.
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Week 4
Week four arrived along with many mixed emotions. I was glad that I had planned this
session to be less formal, since the group was in a more casual and talkative mood from the start.
A small group of us had taken the ferry across Elizabeth River to meet at the apartment of one of
our members. We knew that this was our last meeting and that our lives would be changing a
great deal after this week. The session was done in a casual Café type format, in much the
fashion that Anne Adams has shared in her writing. Paper was laid out on the coffee table and
markers were made available so that each person could write down their thoughts as we were
talking. The focus this week was on feelings. We could not have planned the topic better, since
we were all coping with many mixed emotions about the changes ahead of us. I cannot help but
wonder about how the universe had ordered our experiences; providing first this group with
whom we all now felt close enough to share our feelings and then the new experiences that so
badly needed to be shared with those who would understand. Our discussion raised the thoughts
shared in Table 7.
TABLE 7 – Week 4 Discussion.
Personal Feelings
• Need to create routines
• Need to find things to do that make me feel
good (pictures on wall of corporate apartment,
clothes, books I enjoy, vacations)
• Creating a home away from home helps
• Knowing others are at the airport that I can
connect with (this refers to other consultants
we know from our company of project)
• Knowing there are other people around that I
know who provide support & help me cope
• Dislike not having time to do things at home,
having to pay someone else to do them makes
it worse

Feelings Regarding Relationships
• Difficult part is having to say
‘Goodbye’ on Sunday evening,
it is hard to leave
• “I need to disconnect once I
leave the house (this was almost
a universal feeling for those
with family at home) – this
actually starts for many 2-3
hours before leaving, when they
start to pack
• Need to find ways to stay
connected (phone, email, …)
(This becomes a real paradox
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Dislike the ineffective use of weekend time,
just playing catch-up or making certain to
spend time with family, but leaving other
things undone
Just the thought of getting on the plane
Realizing I will have to listen to the #%@$
again!!
Frustrated by lack of time to take care of
personal business that can’t be done on Sat/Sun
(doctor visits, banking, other appointments)
I need a sense of purpose behind doing this
Taking a stand when asked to go beyond
standard hours

•
•
•
•

between needing to disconnect
& staying connected)
Realizing that there is only 56
hours from Hi –To-Bye
Setting goals together for when
things will be different
A feeling of living a separated
life
A feeling of abandoning family
when major issues arise during
week & I’m not there to help

Personal Reflection – It was a great evening together. I was really amazed to see the
depth of sharing that emerged as people shared feelings and goals regarding their lives on the
road. The venting was less an issue and the conversation had moved on to the more personal.
I had hoped the group would consider holding a session or two without me, but we were all
about to begin traveling to different locations or start taking some vacation time, so the idea
didn’t seem feasible. They did request that we meet in July when we had expected to have a
break between remote implementations. Now that won’t be taking place, so we will have to
wait and see how many of us end up on the new project.

Responses to follow-up questions
The following questions were sent out to the group following the last session. Answers
came in the form of both formal responses and casual conversations.
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TABLE 8 - Follow-up Questions & Responses
Question
Responses
1. Reflecting on the past
few weeks, what stands
out for you as a benefit of
taking part in the inquiry?

•
•

Gained ideas on how to cope with things I cannot change
Had the opportunity to express feelings to my peers and
realize that others had same issues / sharing problems and
knowing I am not the only one who has them

•
•

A better awareness of things I can/can’t change
Getting to know co-workers better, improved level of
communications with participants
The team bonding and having a chance to express views and
opinions that were separate from but have an impact both
personally and professionally
The experience was ‘great’
I liked the format and group size, although a slightly larger
group may have increased the exchange of ideas
Liked hearing others ideas on coping / no changes needed
Well organized & participants were open to sharing
Would have liked to meet longer and not have project
priorities drive the process
I plan to start an exercise program
I am less quick to react to things I have no control over
Got to know my co-workers better
No real changes
My spouse noticed that I have been in a better humor when I
get home, since we started these sessions
Definitely getting a new set of perspectives from my
colleagues and friends...it sort of confirmed that we all feel
the same way

•

2. What could have been
done differently that
would have made the
experience better?

•
•

3. Are there any things
that may have changed for
you as a result of the
inquiry? (for example;
new people you talk to, a
change in the level of
communication with those
who participated, new
activities, a change in any
perspectives)?

•
•
•
•
•

4. What three things
would you recommend to
a new traveling
consultant?

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Get to know people as you travel
Make your new environment as close to home as possible
(this was related to comfort not proximity although both are
helpful), establish some roots
Set clear goals, know why and how long you will be
traveling
Don’t let work consume you 24 hours a day, balance work
and personal time
Keep in touch with family and assist with solving daily
problems – it makes you feel less isolated
Find things to do to keep your mind off work, such as
movies, books, exercise programs, maintain a sense of self
Discuss with family the things that can be done during the
week to allow time for recreation on the weekend
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5. What are the
positives/benefits of this
profession?

•

Learn to just accept some things as one of the mosquito
bites of life and not dwell on it.

•
•
•

It isn’t boring
You meet a wide variety of people who are fun
You get Hotel and Air Travel awards that can be used to
spend quality time with spouse
It pays well
Challenging work assignments
Helping the client

•
•
•

Findings and Reflections
As a result of reviewing the weekly notes, conversations with the participants, and reviewing
the response from the closing questions I noted that our inquiry centered on several themes. The
ones that emerged repeatedly in notes and discussions for both the original group and the
emerging group were:
•

There is a direct link between project successes and my own (the consultants’) sense of
quality of life – if the project is disorganized, or poorly run I carry the frustration home
with me. I need to feel I am making a difference in the project to justify my time away
from home. The reaction is consistent with the findings of the project noted earlier
related to quality of life and spirituality, where the group identified a direct link between
quality of life in one area and life in general. This integration of work and personal
perception is no surprise. As Capra (1996) notes “through mutual structural coupling,
individual living systems are part of each other’s worlds. They communicate with one
another and coordinate their behavior “ (p. 269). This should only serve to remind us that
we cannot totally leave work behind, but must search for ways to bring harmony and well
being into both aspects of our life if we hope to manifest a sense of success.
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•

There is a balancing act in my life between a need to feel connected and to disconnect. I
value the relationships and social interaction on the road as a means to provide a form of
connection away from home, but must also have common goals with those at home to
maintain the personal relationships in my life. As Smith & Berg (1987) note there is also
an “ambivalence that emanates from the twin desires to be connected and to remain
individuated,” further adding to the complexity of the situation (p. 67). At the same time
if I don’t allow myself some level of detachment, I find it more difficult to leave home at
the end of the weekend. This creates a complex paradoxical situation where I am
walking a line between needing to disconnect to permit myself to leave, and needing to
connect to others to support me while I am away. I believe it also speaks to our need for
detachment in order to permit change to occur. When we hold onto the way things are
too closely there is no space for the new or different to fit in, we can become bogged
down in a negative and limiting feedback loop with no space for the unique. As Briggs &
Peat (1999) explain, when we rely totally on limiting negative feedback loops we may get
a stable system but we also lose the flexibility we need for fulfilling and creative lives.
By creating an open system (out of continuous reconnections) we permit the energy from
multiple networks (new diverse relationships) to share information and become more
open to new possibilities. As we move through new and changing connections our
travels provide the opportunity to shift us between different ways of knowing and being,
which arise from the continuous flow of information.

•

A sense of humor in the workplace greatly eases the tensions and improves the
environment. As we found within our brief inquiry, the laughter both energized us and
left us more relaxed. Once again we have an interesting paradox. The process of
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increased energy seemed to help release us from the tensions of the day. To me this
shows how we can increase our energy by not hanging on to the things we cannot change
or control. For me this directly relates to the lessons of chaos discussion regarding going
with the flow, and was noted by at least one of the participants as a benefit from our
process. So while we may still be surrounded by a work ethic which stipulates that work
is hard and we should work hard at it or else you aren’t working (Sanitate, 1994), there
are alternative options to build on, as our group recognized in the relationship between
humor and energy. For example when we read further about ‘going with the flow’ in
Briggs & Peat (1999) we also read about collective creativity and renewal, which may be
exactly what our group was discovering in this experience. Perhaps we should keep in
mind Ralph Waldo Emerson’s definition of success which notes in part “To laugh often
and much” (cited in Handy, 1998, p. 104).
•

Learning to let go of the things that I can have others do for me is necessary in order to
provide more quality time when at home. Once again we identified the need to relax our
hold on controlling our environment and the situations around us. I am reminded here of
Gharajedaghi’s (1999), definition of control which is “an action that is both necessary
and sufficient to produce the desired outcome” (p. 31). When ‘control’ is thought of in
this way it help us see that hanging on to things we think we need to control may only get
in the way of our true objectives. If our desired outcome is to have more quality time at
home with family, then we must redefine those things we need to control and manage our
time in a way that keeps us focused on our goals.

•

Making time for things that make me feel good when traveling is more than just
pampering – it is critical to my mental health and well being. This includes taking the
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time for me that there may not be time for when I get home, as well as coming to
agreements with people at home about how time will be spent on the weekends. When
we extend this idea of caring for ourselves to our discussion of setting boundaries and
goals, it is possible to see how the need to be clear with our co-workers, our family, and
ourselves about our expectations can be a critical component of the quality we establish
in our lives. Handy (1998) discusses a concept he calls “proper selfishness.” He reminds
us that self interest is more than economics and that we have the responsibility to invest
in our selves with the intent of discovering who we are capable of being.

Summary
Brown & Lyman are cited in Ogilvy (2002) as saying, “Our recognition that social order
is a construction invites us to actively reconstruct our worlds” (p. 109). Often while we are in
the midst of a process we do not see the changes that are taking place. As I pulled together the
information that was generated over the past months, I saw where the group as a whole shifted
their conversation from one of venting frustration to one of sharing feelings and creative ideas.
While the group at the final session did not identify at that time a way to make things different,
when taking their responses as a whole I see many suggestions of actions that can be taken to
improve an individual’s quality of life while traveling.
I find it particularly interesting that just as our Cohort has found our lives filled with
change since beginning our journey into transformation, the inquiry group is currently
undergoing that same experience. None of us are together as a group on the same project since
our final meeting. We are now finding ourselves in different cities and are shifting our focus to
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new teams and new projects, most of which we were not aware would be taking place when that
first invitation to meet was sent out. Since I will be sending this out to the inquiry participants, I
hope they will take the time to reflect again on how they may be different as a result of our time
together. I know that personally I feel a closer bond with this group then I did before. I also
have seen new ways of understanding other consultants that I hope to bring to future
conversations. I feel less critical of both others and myself as we all struggle to cope with being
away from familiar environments, recognizing that at times our battle for control is often a desire
to hang on to what is familiar in a strange place. I am also more prepared to instigate this type of
conversation with others, having seen the positive impact that it can have for those involved. Of
course forever surrounded by paradox (or so it seems) I am also a bit cautious about these
discussions of change, since I know they can open doors to new experiences faster then I may be
prepared to undertake them.
In the bibliography that follows I have identified only the most obvious of the many
books that supported and informed the material and discussions I shared throughout the inquiry
and the writing of this paper. In addition, the two PowerPoint presentations used in this inquiry
were taken directly from earlier TLC classes. My understanding of systems in chaos and in
change was predominantly informed by the work that has been done in this program. The
facilitation skills that I relied on where honed over 20 plus years of doing group facilitation work
in my professional career, but I have enhanced my understanding of group process throughout
this program. I gathered ideas from cohort members who talked about using art in facilitation
and the concepts of a Café approach to sharing ideas. My thanks go to Daisy and Anne for these
contributions to my project. The methodology of Collaborative Inquiry was introduced to me in
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an earlier class as was information related to Heron’s four ways of knowing, which provided
both structure for the project, as well as a deeper understanding of the experience.
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Well, I guess it’s sort of like the Harry Truman “THE BUCK STOPS HERE.” If we are to find a
sense of globalization through the family created in community choruses it is our responsibility
as conductors and teachers to bring about this sort of awareness through strong leadership and
motivational skills. Most conductors, whether professional or amateur, are up to the task given
opportunities to develop personal awareness.
In almost every community chorus one can find:
A heckler
An uncontrolled talker
A know-it-all
Someone who thinks they could do it better
A whiner

A snob
A very dear person
A volunteer without whom you could hardly accomplish your task
A very reliable supporter
A person whom you’ve never heard say an unkind word about another
A person who is generous with their checkbook
A person who often pats you on the back
A very devoted spiritual person
It is our duty to corral these folk into a community that finds mutual expression through choral
music and a sense of community and global awareness. Unquestionably, the community chorus
experience can bring about a broader world view.
As conductors, teachers, and leaders of arts organizations, here are some essentials for bringing
people together successfully through community choruses and arts groups of almost any kind.
1.
DEVELOP A SENSE OF MISSION: One would think that community choirs are
brought together by an overriding commitment to musicianship and community—though I am
afraid that outsiders looking in might come to a different perception at times. Unfortunately,
these organizations are often distracted from focus/mission. But, through imagination and
creativity we can use the music to get beyond notes and rhythms or petty differences and focus
on the more critical issues like musicianship, community, pride in accomplishment, and love for
humanity.
2.
BE PREPARED: In approaching a rehearsal or strategic meeting leaders, conductors,
board members or choral singers should be encouraged to prepare themselves for what is to
come.
Mood—be calm, avoid over reacting to those who may bait you
Energy—take a walk, lift weights, avoid heavy foods
Mental focus—be a thinker
Compassion and love—read poetry and motivational materials
Integrity—be a teacher, develop your own intellectual capacity
Laughter—it is OK!
3.
GET A PLAN: Once you have clarified your mission/focus develop a strategic plan that
will help the organization move forward with its mission—calling on the highest ideals possible.
Have the flexibility to stray from your plan when necessary but the determination and persistence
to stick to it. You will meet resistence. It is here that difficulty may arise. Other than assessing
ability, regional and cultural influences, finances, and other challenges, primary in community
choruses is facing musical preferences. Choir members, audiences, donors or the like may be
quite vocal when presented with literature that confronts death, Biblical literacy, homosexuality,
patriotism, gender language, war, race, religious faith, the holocaust, globilization, or numerous
other social or thought provoking issues. Many would prefer to be lulled, entertained, and
distracted from the complex world that we live in today. Both commitment and balance will be
necessary for success.

4.
WHAT REALLY MATTERS: In reading Phil McGraw’s book LIFE STRATEGIES I
discovered his list of qualities commonly found in successful people. Here, I have adapted this
list for conductors, teachers, and arts leaders.
Vision—know what you want, help others find something meaningful and a place
in which to grow
Strategy—develop a plan for getting what you want and bringing about broad
cultural sensitivity
Passion—get excited about the possibilities for creating sensitivity and awareness
within your community chorus or arts group
Truth—tell it like it is and hold yourself to high artistic standards
Flexibility—develop a plan but have the flexibility to stray from it
Risk—create change when it is called for/be willing to fail/make adjustments
Nucleus—surround yourself with supportive and trusted colleagues
Action—take meaningful, purposeful, directional action
Priorities—stay focused on what is most important before moving on
Self-management—take care of yourself as an individual, manage your mental,
physical, emotional, and spiritual health, do not become so consumer by passions
for a particular goal or particular piece of music that you forget about the rest of
your life.
Lastly, if you deal with opening your organizations to the broader global community through
providing opportunity for social encounter and team building, greater knowledge and integrity
through passionate expressive literature from all parts of the world, and developing meaningful
interpersonal relationships for yourself, your community chorus may truly find itself in awe of
this vast body of humanity. Everyone will not always be happy. It is OK! Have faith and be
patient. Develop your own credibility and self worth by dealing with issues that are important.
Make choices, sacrifice sometimes, and NEGOTIATE.
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Abstract:
The oboe reached its pinnacle of solo performance during the Baroque era (ca. 1600-1750).
During this time, many solo works were composed for oboe with either keyboard or orchestral
accompaniment. During the eras of the Classical (1750-1800) and Romantic (1800-1900) times,
the oboe became an extremely popular symphonic or orchestral instrument. Solo literature
written for the oboe was still composed during these eras, but with considerable less frequency
than in the Baroque era. During the 20th century there seems to have been resurgence in the
composition for solo oboe compositions (both with and without additional instrumental
accompaniment). Whereas many of the contemporary works feature piano accompaniment,
several major works feature unaccompanied oboe. Benjamin Britten’s Six Metamorphoses after
Ovid for solo oboe is one of the most well known 20th century pieces in the solo oboist’s
literature.
The challenge in preparing and presenting solo literature without any sort of additional
instrumental accompaniment is that the musical integrity rests purely with the soloist.
Additionally, since each of the movements is based on Greek mythology, the performer must also
“bring to life” the character(s), stories, and personalities relevant to each myth.
In this lecture-recital, I will briefly detail the challenges in performing a solo, unaccompanied
work, discuss the poetry and inspiration behind several select movements and then will perform
the movements in their entirety.
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Abstract:
The Eastern New Mexico University Department of Music operates an annual assessment
program for its music majors, designed to complement standard means of assessment (i.e.,
assignments, tests, juries) with an innovative, comprehensive process of evaluation. The
Assessment involves a threefold approach: (1) faculty evaluation of student’s presentation, (2)
student’s self-evaluation, and (3) faculty evaluation of curriculum and teaching strategies.
The primary objectives of Assessment are to: (1) strengthen students’ critical thinking skills
through analysis and synthesis of disparate materials, (2) develop students’ communication skills
through performance, public speaking, and interviews, and (3) expand students’ understanding of
the music profession by defining career objectives and developing an understanding of how
various musical elements interact.
Before a faculty panel each student performs a selected piece, gives historical and theoretical
overviews of the piece, answers questions regarding the presentation, reviews a videotape of their
presentation, and discusses career objectives.
Our lecture will begin with an overview of the program’s history followed by a presentation of its
components with examples of primary trait analyses and rubrics. With minimal modification, this
process could be fitting for many cross-discipline studies; we will follow our panel discussion
with a follow-up forum for any parties interested in adopting this procedure.
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The Divided Self in Adrienne Kennedy’s A Movie Star Has to Star in Black and White:
A Lukácsian Reading

Nearly all scholarship on playwright Adrienne Kennedy’s work explicitly
addresses the significance of her complex, experimental style (a style often described as
postmodern or surreal), especially the fragmented and de-centered identity exhibited by
many of her heroines. For many scholars, this fragmentation of self is rich with
subversive possibilities. Linda Kintz, for instance, asserts that Kennedy’s “experiments
in dramatic form, decentered subjects, and postmodern fragmentation . . . unfailingly
indict the Symbolic workings of racism and misogyny” (142). Paul Bryant-Jackson
readily admits that Kennedy’s characters “assume image as part of their fragmentation
and alienation, and [that] they are in the restless process of survival” but nonetheless
states that these characters are “created to resist” (56). And for Rosemary Curb, “the
disturbing no-exit-but-death-or-madness narratives” of Kennedy’s plays “disrupt
dominant ideologies of gender, race, and class” by foregrounding women’s terrors
regarding rape, culturally learned dualisms, and the “loss of history, ancestry, identity”
(143).
While I agree that recognizing the threat to identity presented in Kennedy’s work
is essential to any deep understanding of her drama, I question whether fragmentation of
self is, in and of itself, subversive. At issue is whether Kennedy presents characters who
are ultimately powerless or empowered, hopeless or subversive. This issue can be
successfully and thoroughly explored through an examination of Kennedy’s 1976
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postmodern play A Movie Star Has to Star in Black and White, a drama that typifies
Kennedy’s complicated presentation of self/selves. According to Marxist aesthetician
Georg Lukács, fragmentation of self is an unfortunate and dangerous characteristic of
much of contemporary literature (which he defines broadly as modernist). Such
fragmentation is dangerous because it results in the dissolution of the individual into a
state of nothingness completely devoid of meaning, thereby preventing any connection
with reality and the experiential world beyond him- or herself and consequently also
preventing any progress toward change and betterment.
This is a danger of which Kennedy is not only cognizant but which she fully
utilizes to serve larger, more complex ends. The literary theories of Georg Lukács
provide an accurate and illuminating means for understanding the nature of this
utilization. Applying Lukácsian literary analysis as a theoretical framework in which to
read the play, one can see the manner in which A Movie Star’s main protagonist, Clara, is
presented as a woman whose identity is threatened by the fantasy world of Hollywood
films—a threat that results in the division of her psyche into the surreal and the real:
identification with white, bourgeois movie stars and identification with the AfricanAmerican/feminist/proletarian struggle. In presenting Clara’s divided psyche, Kennedy
simultaneously mimics and reflects this division in the play’s very construction, in the
dialectical interplay of the surrealistic and realistic components of Clara’s psyche. While
not a professed Marxist or socialist herself, Kennedy’s employment of a dialectical
methodology is similar to that which forms the basis of much of Lukácsian theory.
Illuminated by a Lukácsian perspective, the play’s surrealism and Clara’s loss of self are
in fact not subversive but rather dangerous, functioning to maintain the hegemony of the
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existing order. But this is exactly Kennedy’s point (her warning, as it were), for against
this danger she posits its antithesis: the reality of Clara’s struggles as an AfricanAmerican and a woman—a struggle located most lucidly in her desire to be a writer.
This dialectical opposition of thesis and antithesis (surreal/real, fragmentation/unity,
white/black, male/female, bourgeoisie/proletariat) serves to suggest the possibility of a
newer, richer totality grounded in the rational, the communal, and the progressive. And it
is in this manner that the play is ultimately subversive.

The Surreal Self in Black and White
One of the most striking features of A Movie Star, both thematically and
stylistically, is the manner in which the “‘Leading Roles’ are played by actors who look
exactly like” Bette Davis, Paul Heinreid, Jean Peters, Marlon Brando, Montgomery Clift,
and Shelley Winters, while the drama’s actual characters (the mother, father, and husband
of Clara) are designated as merely the “Supporting roles” (80). Clara herself, the black
woman who is ostensibly the play’s protagonist, is described by the narrating Columbia
Pictures Lady as playing but a “bit role” (81). As we are told later in the play, Clara’s
“movie stars speak for her. Clara lets her movie stars star in her life” (87). Clara’s white
movie stars appear not as themselves but as the roles they played in three classic
Hollywood films—Now Voyager (1942), Viva Zapata! (1952), and A Place in the Sun
(1951)—inhabiting and re-creating key scenes from these movies, but with a crucial
difference: the movie stars speak lines not from their movies but rather from Clara’s life.
Given this, it is not at all surprising that Margaret B. Wilkerson calls Kennedy
“one of the few accomplished black playwrights who employs the surrealistic mode of
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theatre,” stating that Kennedy’s characters “walk the line between dream and
consciousness, between reality and the surreal fantasies of the subconscious” (68). For
Kimberly Benston, such an experimental style can be disturbing: “Self-narration as crisis
and quenchless need, the crossings of race and gender in the construction of identity,
arresting but enigmatic juxtapositions of spectacle and verbal image, echoing ruptures
between various historical and cultural formations—these are among the more
encompassing issues that lend Kennedy’s work its characteristic aura of irresolvable
disturbance” (113).
It is this “aura of irresolvable disturbance” that has intrigued scholars, who have
frequently labeled this disturbance subversive in its very potential to disturb. Which begs
the question, disturbing to whom exactly and in what way? Importantly, it is this same
aura that disturbs Clara, a crucial aspect that bell hooks astutely points us to in her remark
that the “obsession/fascination [with white culture] is constructed as problematic in the
work” (184; emphasis mine). In other words, Kennedy is very much aware of the
complications inherent within any subjectivity that defines itself in terms of an agency
located beyond its own personal history. In presenting these complications within Clara,
Kennedy offers a critique of her own protagonist that is very much consistent with Georg
Lukács’s critique of modernism and the hero within modernist literature. (It must be
recalled that Lukács broadly refers to any contemporary literature, including surrealistic
and expressionist literature, that is not socialist realist as modernist).
Lukács views modernist literature as inadequate and even dangerous even though
its writers are quite often sympathetic to the fact that human existence under capitalism is
degrading and undesirable. His distaste for modernist literature stems from the fact that
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these sympathetic writers never move beyond their sympathy: capitalism and the status
quo of subjugation and exploitation, while lamentable, are accepted as the established,
unalterable order:
Man, thus conceived, is an ahistorical being. . . . This negation of history
takes two different forms in modernist literature. First, the hero is strictly
confined within the limits of his own experience. . . . Secondly, the hero
himself is without personal history. He is “thrown-into-the-world”:
meaninglessly, unfathomably. He does not develop through contact with
the world; he neither forms nor is formed by it. The only “development”
in this literature is the gradual revelation of the human condition. Man is
now what he has always been and will always be. The narrator, the
examining subject, is in motion; the examined reality is static. (Realism
21)
In Clara’s case, the process of de-historicization is established and maintained
in/by her immersion in the Barmecidal Hollywood world with its phantasmagoria of
beautiful and successful (though often tragic) characters. The result of this immersion, as
numerous scholars have noted, is a crisis of identity and subjectivity. Fragmented and
de-centered selves are, in fact, prevalent throughout Kennedy’s oeuvre. As Margaret B.
Wilkerson asserts, “The individual’s struggle with self and internalized social and
cultural forces is the focal point of most of her plays” (70).
Clara is a woman deeply involved in this struggle, in a battle waged “between
projected image(s) of self/selves and a real self” (Bryant-Jackson 54). Clara experiences
a division of her identity, a split between an African-American consciousness and an
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idealized white one represented by the actors and actresses she sees on the movie screen.
Deborah Geis views Clara’s identification with white actors and actresses as a sort of
enactment of the Lacanian mirror stage in which “Kennedy/Clara turns to the symbolic
realm of the movies to find a mirror, and instead sees the reminder of her Otherness”
(173). In this manner she becomes not only fragmented and de-centered but also
alienated, even from herself; as the Other to herself, she loses any ontological position as
Subject.
Positioned as the alienated subject in the tradition of the modernist hero detested
by Lukács, Clara’s world itself becomes predictably alienated. She tells us early in the
play (through the Columbia Pictures Lady) that she often thinks of killing herself, and
then, in her own voice, states, “Each day I wonder with what or with whom I can co-exist
in a true union” (82). But isolated as she is, there can be no union, no solidarity, and, by
extension, no class-consciousness. Even encounters with her own parents occur only
within the realm of movies, when they appear as younger versions of themselves within
the scenes of movies. And what is more, her parents are alienated from each other, a fact
Clara laments: “The one reality I wanted never came true . . . to be their angel of mercy
to unite them. I keep remembering the time my mother threatened to kill my father with
the shot gun. I keep remembering my father’s going away to marry a girl who talked to
willow trees” (83; emphasis mine; ellipsis in original). Clara too is divorced, and now
her brother, who “is separated from his wife and every night has been driving his car
crazily around the street where she now lives” (98), lays comatose from an automobile
accident.
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Ironically and tragically, Clara turns to the very apparatus (superstructure) of her
alienation—Hollywood—for comfort. Hollywood movies offer the subjugated black
female the illusion of freedom and power. The Bette Davis of Now, Voyager, after all,
undergoes a radical transfiguration from a lonely, weak, disturbed patient to a strong,
independent, and entertaining woman. But this empowerment is still but an illusion and
cannot ultimately satisfy because, as Lukács would remind us, it is neither true nor real.
A central tenet of the Marxism espoused and practiced by Lukács is that art is the human
enterprise of seeking after truth in life and that historical materialism leads to truth in life.
As defined by Friedrich Engels, historical materialism is “that view of the course of
history, which seeks the ultimate cause and the great moving power of all important
historic events in the economic development of society, in the changes in the modes of
production and exchange, in the consequent division of society into distinct classes, and
in the struggles of these classes against one another” (14-15). But the romanticized
characters with whom Clara identifies seek neither truth nor change; in other words, they
are oblivious to historical-material concerns.
Removed from history and truth—and thus from the possibility of change—by the
dream-like existence of the movies, Clara’s life becomes a mere mimetic performance of
repetitions taken from her favorite movies. But repetition is circular by nature, providing
the illusion of a movement that never occurs; a movie seen a second time remains, in
essence if not in perspective, the same movie. Repetition functions as a negation of
history (which progresses through time) and is thus static. Lukács reminds us of the
inadequacy of such models: “As the ideology of most modernist writers asserts the
unalterability of outward reality (even if this is reduced to a mere state of consciousness)
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human activity is, a priori, rendered impotent and robbed of meaning” (Realism 36;
emphasis in original). In this vein, the portion of Clara’s psyche that losses itself within
the Hollywood unreality is similarly robbed of meaning, for the only thing Clara can
accomplish is simple repetition. This repetition figures prominently throughout the
ending portion of Scene II, in which the nuptial bed of Marlon Brando and Jean Peters
from Viva Zapata! is transfigured and darkened by the represented blood of Clara’s past
miscarriage as Marlon Brando continuously helps the perpetually bleeding Jean Peters
change the sanguineous sheets. And as Wilkerson states, “The repetition and seeming
irrationality of the dream world is characteristic of her [Kennedy’s] dialogue” (70).
Literally and symbolically important images and discussions recur throughout the play:
blood and bleeding; Clara’s mother’s inquiries as to why her daughter is unhappy; the
hospitalization of Clara’s brother. Similarly, Shelley Winters’s drowning from A Place
in the Sun, placed as it is as the final image of A Movie Star, takes on metaphoric import
as the enactment of Clara’s continually sinking life.
This sort of resigned stasis, according to Lukács, is typical of modernist literature.
When life is portrayed as static, the only potential for movement lies within an escape
from the reality one is impotent to change—in other words, an escape into
psychopathology:
[P]sychopathology became the goal, the terminus ad quem, of their
[modernist writers] artistic intention. But there is a double difficulty
inherent in their intention, which follows from its underlying ideology.
There is, first, a lack of definition. The protest expressed by this flight
into psychopathology is an abstract gesture; its rejection of reality is
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wholesale and summary, containing no concrete criticism. It is a gesture,
moreover, that is destined to lead nowhere; it is an escape into
nothingness. (Realism 30; emphasis in original)
Clara, plagued by a loss of reality, falls into her own subconscious, which has been
appropriated by the dominance of bourgeois (white, patriarchal) ideology. Here, in a
colonized, pathological state, her life is played and replayed by movie stars; here, her
childhood dream was to be “an angel with glowing wings” (83)—a white angel, no
doubt; here, her father leaves her mother for a woman “who talked to willow trees” (83);
here, she tells us, “When I’m wide awake I see Jesus a lot” (86); here, she becomes “a
spectator watching my life like watching a black and white movie” (99).
Resigned to her role as the consumer of Hollywood mythology, Clara is very
much a member of the exploited proletariat, those estranged, alienated workers who are
forced to perform fragmented, repetitive tasks but who largely do not share in the fruits of
their own labor. What is most insidious about Clara’s colonized psyche in A Movie Star
is that the fragmented, repetitive tasks she is forced to perform are no less than the very
substance/(sur)reality of her life itself.

The Real Self in Vivid Color
If Clara’s identification with white movie stars and the surrealism this
identification engenders were the only components of A Movie Star—as would seem to
be the case from the emphasis placed upon them by many readers of the play—then we
could conclude, with Lukács, that, however admirable Kennedy’s intentions, the end
result is one of failure, for to merely reflect the fragmented nature of human existence in
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the modern world ultimately accomplishes nothing. And, with Lukács, we could
comment upon and possibly lament the privileging of form over content so characteristic
of modernist literature: “By concentrating on formal criteria, by isolating technique from
content and exaggerating its importance, these [modernist] critics refrain from judgment
on the social or artistic significance of subject matter” (Realism 34).
But Kennedy is too wise, too astute an observer of the world, to be so limited in
her artistic vision. Interspersed among the unreality of Clara’s movie stars is a reality
that is dynamic, complicated, and, importantly, not confined to a colonized psyche. This
reality is presented primarily along two interconnected sets of axes: the parents’
encounters with racism and Clara’s desire to become a writer. In both of these cases,
Kennedy shows an African-American consciousness that is open, dedicated, and truthful.
Clara’s openness to/cognizance of the African-American struggle is displayed
early in the play, in the mother’s first words. Although Clara introduces this speaking
memory of her mother through the persona of Bette Davis, the mother, when she speaks,
speaks for herself. These first words of her mother in the play describe the segregation
and inequities prevalent in the South during her youth: “When you arrived on the train
from Cincinnati the first thing you saw was the WHITE AND COLORED signs at the
depot. White people had one waiting room and we Negroes had another. We sat in only
two cars and white people had the rest of the train” (84). There is no romanticizing here,
no Southern belles from Gone with the Wind; instead what we have is the true portrayal
of reality extolled by Lukács. Such a “clear consciousness of . . . past life” is an essential
component of what Lukács defines as “[t]ruly great literature”: that which “loosens the
tongue of the dumb and opens the eyes of the blind. It makes man [sic] conscious of
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himself and of his destinies” (Studies 217-218). In her remembrances of her mother,
Clara is pointing out to herself—and to the reader—the alienating effects inherent within
a class-based society. What is more, it also serves to re-historicize the play, removing it
from the surreal timelessness of the Hollywood movie and placing it within the historicalmaterial context of the black struggle in the United States.
And yet, as we have already seen with Lukácsian analysis, to merely decry the
injustices of our time and do no more is but a first step, though a crucial one. And as
Clara (again through Bette Davis) later explains, her father has indeed done more:
[H]e was presented an award by the Mayor of Cleveland at a banquet
celebrating the completion of the New Settlement building. It had taken
my father seven years to raise money for the New Settlement which was
the center of Negro life in our community. He was given credit for being
the one without whom it couldn’t have been done. It was his biggest
achievement. (89)
The fact that he tried to commit suicide later that same day does not detract from the
effort he undertook to change his reality and the reality of those who suffer with him in a
very vivid, material way. As a matter of fact, in describing the suicide attempt, Clara
offers a critical judgment of her father that is equally applicable to herself—that of
hopelessness in the face of all that is wrong in the world—though she is not yet able to
extend the judgment to herself due to her colonized psyche. That her father’s attempt
fails in a ludicrous fashion (he had tried to jump from the roof of the New Settlement but
landed on a scaffold) is Kennedy’s subtle indication that the struggle, and thus the
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progress, toward change and equality is not over. As her father says elsewhere in the
play, “We Negro leaders dream of leading our people out of the wilderness” (85).
But Clara’s growing acceptance of reality, of the forces of social transfiguration
working “from the inside” (Lukács, Realism 93; emphasis in original), is most
crystallized in her desire and struggles to be a writer. Early in the play, Clara states,
“Before I left New York I got my typewriter from the pawnshop. I’m terribly tired,
trying to do a page a day, yet my play is coming together” (82). In one brilliantly
condensed sentence, Kennedy presents the reader with a protagonist who, though divided,
confused, and fatigued by both the ideological superstructure of her world (the
Hollywood movie) and the material base of her reality (she is a single mother), she is
nonetheless determined to produce something which is her own, something produced and
productive.
Plus, it must be remembered that the beginning portion of the play in which this
comment is made is set in 1963 while most of the remainder of the play takes place in
1955. This is crucial, for, as we shall see, Kennedy traces a trajectory of Clara’s slow but
gradual progress toward self- and class-awareness. By 1963 Clara has a producer for her
drama, but in 1955 she says worriedly, “I don’t have any money of my own: the option
from my play is gone and I don’t know how I will be able to work and take care of Eddie
Jr. Maybe Eddie and I should go back to together” (94). Eddie is her estranged husband,
and here we see the insidious effects of not only capitalism but also patriarchy. Clara
cannot do what she so desperately wants to do—she told her mother earlier in the same
scene that “I just want to be a writer” (92)—merely due to material constraints, due to the
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production demands of an industrial society that not only demands mindless activity from
its working-class but that also privileges the male worker within that system.
Patriarchal constraints also appear when Clara is pregnant. Her husband demands
that she tell him “everything the doctor said about the delivery and how many days you’ll
be in the hospital” (88), but Clara, through Bette Davis, can only reply in a remote voice,
“I get very jealous of you Eddie. You’re doing something with your life” (88). But
immediately thereafter, when he tries to kiss her, she moves away and “writes in her
notebook” (88). Once again, Kennedy hints at the possibility of change and at Clara’s
growing recognition of the true state of her reality. Colonized not only by the Hollywood
dream machine but also by patriarchal assumptions of what a good woman is and does,
Clara can only define herself as somehow lacking at this point in her life. But then
there’s the notebook, the writing. Throughout the remainder of the play, Clara continues
to write on her plays and poems, sometimes reciting passages from them (and these
passages are taken from actual plays by Kennedy herself, suggesting an autobiographical
link between herself and Clara), particularly in moments of stress. In spite of the forces
opposed to her, despite the fact that everyone tells her “it’s unrealistic for a Negro to
want to write” (99), she does in fact write.
The autobiographical connection between Clara and Kennedy adds to Clara’s
determination a tonality that belies the play’s dour ending. Shelley Winters drowns in A
Place in the Sun, yes, but we know that Clara will not because Kennedy did not. Critic
Herbert Blau misreads Kennedy when he argues that she writes from a colonized psyche
“formed by white culture which she finds not contemptible but beautiful” (61). To read A
Movie Star thusly is to read only the portion of Clara’s psyche that Lukács would term
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modernist. But as a Lukácsian dialectical analysis has allowed us to see, it is in fact the
colonized psyche that Kennedy strives to critique. Which leads us to the final phase of
the dialectic.

The World in Grey: A Dialectical Synthesis
Regarding historical-materialistic change in society and literature, Lukács
explains that change is a slow, gradual process and must be represented as such if the
literature is to be true:
The great novels of world literature . . . portray not so much the collapse
of a society as its process of disintegration, each one embracing a phase of
this process. Not even in the most dramatic of novels is it at all necessary
to allude to the social collapse as such. To fulfill the aims of the novel all
that is required is to show convincingly and powerfully the irresistible
course of socio-historical development. The essential aim of the novel is
the representation of the way society moves. (Historical 144)
This sort of change is the kind that a final analysis of A Movie Star suggests. It is not
necessary that the play end with a triumph of the African-American/feminine/proletarian
spirit over the oppressive machinations and dogmas of the ruling class. Such an ending
would be, from a Lukácsian perspective, inappropriate and ineffectual both artistically
and socially because of its unrealistic portrayal of the movement of change in society, a
fact of which Kennedy, as an African-American woman herself, is quite aware. The
struggle to alter society is neither easy nor finished.
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Margaret Wilkerson states, “Kennedy stares into the abyss and grants it a
metaphor. Thus her characters are not necessarily affirming beings. . . . Kennedy studies
the psychological effect of historical forces on her characters. Their personal fantasy
world becomes the battleground for cultural identity and soul” (75). Wilkerson offers an
additional observation: “Although her [Kennedy’s] black female protagonists, in
particular, feel the awful weight of an antithetical Western civilization, the destructive
conflict within them depicts the dilemma of all who live in the New World” (74).
Wilkerson’s comments are useful but need to be amended slightly, for this dilemma holds
not only for those in the New World but for all who live in the contemporary world with
its inequitable distribution of wealth and power. And while the conflict is possibly
“destructive,” as it is for Clara and her family, the “awful weight of an antithetical” upon
the “battleground” can in fact function in affirming ways.
In the Hegelian dialectic utilized by Marx and Lukács, truth is derived by means
of a cumulative effect, through the interplay/clash of a thesis with its antithesis into a
synthesis that incorporates both. Both the affirming and negating principles are needed in
order to establish the truth of the matter. This is exactly what Kennedy accomplishes in
A Movie Star. Kennedy can only show the possibility of change by first establishing its
necessity; she can only empower her characters by demonstrating the seductive allure of
a modernist resignation to powerlessness upon which they can resist; she can only ground
Clara in the real by placing her, much as an anchored ship in troubled waters, in the
surreal.
Importantly, the synthesis of these concepts is ultimately rooted in the mind of the
reader/spectator of her play. Elin Diamond’s recognition of the subversive possibility
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implicit in the very act of Clara’s subjugation is so insightful it deserves to be quoted at
length:
On Kennedy’s stage the question of resemblance registers the historical
struggle that film images and the industry that disseminates them elide.
The white spectator might expect the iconic distinction between movie
image and theatrical performance, but the whiteness of the performers
enters the consciousness when, and only when, they speak the life of the
visible black woman. Colonized by these glamorous images,
Clara/Kennedy in turn remakes and re-presents them in a context that
bears the materiality of her consciousness, if not her color—which is
precisely the point. . . . Lifted from their contexts, speaking the life of
Kennedy’s Clara, these “characters” are returned to us as social not
cinematic constructs, as culturally hybrid not transcendently coherent.
(95-96; emphasis in original)
Read in the framework of a Lukácsian analysis, Diamond’s argument points to exactly
those aspects of the play that elicit a dialectical materialist interpretation: the process,
however gradual, of de-colonization through the simultaneous process of growing
consciousness of the historical, material, and social basis of that colonization.
To return to the concern that served as our original point of departure, one can
conclude that in A Movie Star Has to Star in Black and White fragmentation is not
subversive, but the awareness and unity it can engender are.
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Nijinska Dances the Faun: Revisiting Nijinsky’s L’Après Midi d’un Faune
By Sharon Marie Carnicke and Dora Krannig
Abstract:
A 1999 pedagogical experiment linked Sharon Marie Carnicke’s academic
seminar on the Ballets Russes to Dora Krannig’s advanced ballet class and resulted in the
recreating of Vaslav Nijinsky’s legendary L’Après Midi d’un Faune with a young woman
in the title role. At the Parisian premiere in 1912, Nijinsky’s sensual performance and his
final masturbatory gesture sealed the ballet’s fame as an erotically masculine ballet.
However, in 1910 Vaslav had asked his sister to assist him as he struggled to embody his
choreographic ideas. Thus, Bronislava lent her body to the creation of the faun, and in
1911 she danced the role for the ballet’s producer Sergei Diaghilev. In 1922, after
Nijinsky had been committed to a mental hospital, Nijinska revisited L’Après Midi d’un
Faune, when Diaghilev invited her to restage it for the Ballets Russes in Monte Carlo. At
that time, she also performed the title role. We interrogate this layer of the ballet’s history
through a methodology that combines dance itself with scholarship. First, through the
prism of rehearsal and performance, we learned that a woman’s body in the role of the
faun leads to a greater focus on the animal nature of the beast over that of male sexuality,
an interpretation that finds support through reviews of the ballet in 1912 and 1922.
Second, through scholarly research, we reposition the creative relationship between
brother and sister in 1910 as one of active collaboration.
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Full Article:
In 1999, a grant from the University of Southern California’s Fund for Innovative
Undergraduate Teaching linked Sharon Marie Carnicke’s academic seminar on the
Ballets Russes to Dora Krannig’s advanced ballet class. This pedagogical experiment
culminated in the recreating of Vaslav Nijinsky’s legendary L’Après Midi d’un Faune
with a young woman (Laura Wennstrom) in the title role. Our performances took place in
the Bing Theatre (Los Angeles) during December to sold out houses. At the Parisian
premiere in 1912, Nijinsky’s sensual performance and his final masturbatory gesture
sealed the ballet’s fame as an erotically masculine ballet. In retelling the ballet’s story,
Lynn Garafola reflects this reputation. “Like many a first novel, Faune is a work of
adolescent sexual awakening,” and specifically, she adds, of Nijinsky’s discovery of
heterosexual desire (56).
Given such a view, casting a woman as the beast may seem a radical intervention.
However, our decision to do so, sprang from our examination of the ballet’s creation.
During fall 1910, Vaslav Nijinsky asked his sister, Bronislava, to assist him as he
struggled to embody his choreographic ideas. In front of a triple mirror that they
borrowed from her dressing table, in the family’s living room, and in secret, brother and
sister worked on the innovative, modernist dance. There, Bronislava was the first to
dance the title role. In her diary she wrote, “Vaslav is creating his Faun by using me as
his model. I am like a piece of clay that he is molding, shaping into each pose and change
of movement” (Nijinska, 316). In 1911, she danced the role as a solo for producer Sergei
Diaghilev and the ballet’s designer Léon Bakst. Only after she had “performed Vaslav’s
own part, the Faun,” did her brother join her to show “the ballet sequences with me as the
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Principal Nymph” (328). In 1922, after Nijinsky had been committed to a mental
hospital, Nijinska revisited L’Après Midi d’un Faune, when Diaghilev invited her to
restage it for the Ballets Russes in Monte Carlo. At that time, she also performed the title
role. According to Nijinska, while watching her rehearse “Diaghilev was reminded so
much of Nijinsky that he stated, ‘Bronia, you must dance the role of the faun’” (Baer, 30;
Huber, 41)1. Her performance won warm applause. “Most performers act and dance with
their bodies; Nijinska also dances with her soul” (Petit Monegasque). Unfortunately for
dance history, she performed the role for only two seasons, ceding it to a male dancer in
1924 at her husband’s urging (Meisner, 18; Baer, 31). Our 1999 restaging sought to
interrogate this layer of the ballet’s history.
Through methodology that combines the practice of dance with scholarly
research, we examine two questions. First, how does a woman’s body impact the role of
the faun in performance? Second, can the creative relationship between brother and sister
in 1910 be revisited as one of active collaboration?
Recreating the Ballet
The advanced ballet class, which explored L’Après Midi d’un Faune, met for a
short three hours per week during a fifteen week semester. Time constraints and class
enrollments forced some practical and radical choices. First, scholarly reconstruction
from Ann Hutchinson Guest's and Claudia Jeschke's translation of Nijinsky's elaborate,

1

Nijinska’s daughter comments, that in rejoining the Ballets Russes, her mother “had been amazed to
realize how little the dancers in the company had assimilated from their work with Nijinsky. […] This was
especially painful to her as she feared his mental illness would keep Nijinsky from resuming his artistic
career.” Restaging Faune represented a significant effort to preserve his legacy (In Nijinska, p. xix).
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personal notations into Labanotation (Beck, 3-34) proved unfeasible2. Instead, students
learned the choreography from the videotaped revival by the Joffrey Ballet in 1980 with
Rudolph Nureyev dancing the central role. Given our interest in exploring Nijinska’s
impact on the ballet, Nureyev’s “masculine,” “narcissistic theatricality” and “his randy
intensity,” which has been criticized for turning the innovative ballet “into a steamy little
number” (Sommer in Beck, 84), might have proven ironic. But Nureyev’s movement
yielded readily to re-interpretation by a female dancer. Second, with a class of ten
women, we also had to find a way to expand the choreography from its original cast of
eight without destroying the atmosphere of the original. Casting three principal nymphs
was thus our most radical change. We soon discovered that, despite three dancers in a
triangular floor pattern performing simultaneously the role of principal nymph, we did
not need to change a single step. Almost like magic the role divided itself, with the faun
turning attention naturally first from one nymph to the next, building to a climactic
moment when the faun links arms with the last of the nymphs.
In short, we decided to recreate the spirit of the 1912 ballet, rather than produce a
museum exhibit. Of course, our decision to do so could be hotly debated. As Jill Beck,
who reconstructed Faune from Labanotation at Julliard in 1989, rightly contends,
“Modifications to choreographic detail should be undertaken warily; when they reach a
certain critical mass, they constitute alteration to the identity of the work” (69). At the
same time, live performance is inextricably bound to its concrete materials (dancers,
production resources, and audience), reconstructions of ballets no less so than original
works. In a review of Baryshnikov’s reconstruction of modern dance works from the
2

Nijinska’s 1922 notations for Faune exist (Huber, 41) in her archives at the Library of Congress
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1960s, critic Leslie Satin asked, “Is the aim [of reconstruction] to reproduce a work’s
material or its gestalt?” (317). Frank W. D. Ries, who together with Irina Nijinska,
reconstructed Bronislava Nijinska’s “Le Train Bleu” for the Oakland Ballet, would have
answered that “it is totally impossible to reconstruct a ballet on the stage to the exact
degree it was back when it premiered. [...] The key thing in a reconstruction is, as much
as possible, to interpret within the milieu and the style of the period” (Hellman, 43).
Similarly, we believe that, the pragmatic concerns of performance always mitigate
against the reproduction of a historical work’s materials to some degree. While
reconstruction certainly begins with documents about the original work, as did ours,
rehearsals necessarily turn the process into one of recreation, producing a fascinating
interplay between history and present-tense work. We sought to activate this interplay in
our recreation of Faune. Despite the creative freedom we allowed ourselves, we found
that our rehearsals led to discoveries about the dance that were in surprising sympathy
with those made by Beck in her scrupulous reconstruction. The two most profound of
these lay in the alignment of movement to music and the ballet’s “mesmerizing” stillness
(72) .
In the first case, while the choreography is often described as contrasting
Debussy's fluid, languorous music, we found instead the same “ease and placidity” that
Beck had also discovered (61). Every step fell into place. Just as critic Sally Sommer had
noted of the Julliard reconstruction, our performance’s “phrasings and gestures” followed
“the surge and flow of Debussy’s sonorities” with “the relationship between movement
and music [..] closer yet more relaxed, the dance warmer, softer” than in other versions

(Washington, D.C).
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(Beck, 83). Given the usual view that Nijinsky’s choreography and Debussy’s music are
a mismatch, we had been anticipating problems with counting the score. However,
today's dancers are more attuned to varied rhythms than were dancers in the 1910s. Our
dancers were intrigued by the counter point rhythm created by the seven nymphs walking
onto the stage from heel to toe, stepping in between the counts of the music. Nijinsky’s
instruction to “mov[e] between the bars of music,”a direction which Lydia Sokolova of
the Ballets Russes had found to be all but incomprehensible, made perfect sense to us.
While Sokolova felt forced to “walk as though the music didn’t belong” (Drummond,
146), we enjoyed the conversation that developed between music and movement.
Similarly, our dancers easily found corresponding sounds in the score that were to
accompany their specific movements. As Sokolova rightly concludes, for Faune, "The
dancers had to be musical as well as rhythmical and it was necessary to relax and hear the
music as a whole" (40). Nijinska remembered, “It was the first time that a ballet had been
mounted and rehearsed in the same way that a musical score is performed by an
orchestra” (427).
In the second case, alert but motionless moments alternating with slow, controlled
motion set against quick physical reactions require the dancer’s full absorption. Hence,
the choreography encourages the kind of “tension” produced by mutual fascination and
fear between nymphs and faun, rather than the “aggression” that has tended to
characterize portrayals such as Nureyev’s (Beck, 70). A Zen-like aura reigned over our
rehearsals and performances. Time stood still and at the end of each session we became
totally energized and captured by the intrinsic artistry and beauty of our efforts. As Beck
notes, “Nijinsky encourages us to concentrate by giving us little alternative” with the
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result that “it enables us to become lost in time” (70, 72). Our experience echoed Leonide
Massine's observation of "calm assurance and complete understanding" during the Ballets
Russes rehearsals, contradicting other more familiar accounts of frustration and temper
tantrums among the originators of the roles (113).
Even the execution of Faune’s innovative movement posed few problems.
Nijinsky had broken with traditional ballet technique and liberated the dancer's feet from
traditional pointe shoes. The foot of the faun was flexed. The nymphs walked heel-toe
instead of toe-heel. Nijinsky changed the soft lines of the classical curved arms to hard
angles from the elbows and hands that had not been seen before on a ballet stage. Even
the traditional ballet 'turn out' gave way to 'parallel’ leg positions, now familiar through
modern dance. The torso was twisted to create the two dimensional look of an archaic
Greek frieze. In the 1910s these innovative movements were alien to the ballet-trained
body. Over one hundred twenty rehearsals were needed to achieve performance quality.
Most of our contemporary ballet dancers, however, are trained in jazz and modern dance
as well as ballet, which aids them in adopting Nijinsky's then revolutionary dance
vocabulary. Our cast did not experience the difficulties with technique that Nijinska had
described in her diaries. Rather, our students remarked on the familiarity of the
movement and on how much the opening movements of the faun’s solo felt like Martha
Graham's floor work.
Given these general remarks about our project, we turn attention to the impact of
a female body on the interpretation of the faun. Reviews from 1912 and 1922 suggest that
both Nijinsky’s and Nijinska’s performances of the role featured the animal nature of the
half-human creature. Whether spectators at the ballet’s premiere were scandalized by or
Carnicke/Krannig
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admired the “directness of Nijinsky’s language,” to borrow Garafola’s phrase (57),
reviewers clearly saw the “animal realities” in his performance. Gaston Calmette wrote in
disgust, “We have a faun, incontinent, with vile movements of erotic bestiality and
gestures of heavy shamelessness,” while Auguste Rodin praised Nijinsky for the
“attitudes and gestures of a half-conscious animal creature” (Nijinska, 437). Similarly,
favorable reviews of the 1922 revival praised Nijinska, not for her hubris at attempting a
male role, but rather for her successful embodiment of “the non-human quality of every
attitude” (Florence Gilliam, “Parade”, Gargoyle, Summer 1922, n.p., in Baer, 30). One
Monte Carlo critic described Nijinska’s performance as one that “express[ed], not the
continuity of conscious thought, but the sudden reactions of the animal” (Petit
Monegasque). Many years later, Nijinska told her daughter that the faun “walks like a
cat” (Huber, 41).
In consonance with such reviews, we did not attempt to turn our dancer’s
performance into one en travesti 3 in which gender concerns are uppermost; we focused
instead on a genuine exploration of the animal nature of the creature. Dora Krannig
particularly stressed the image of a young dog, playing with human articles of clothing,
catching the human scent. With this image in mind, our dancer played sensually and
effectively with the nymph’s forgotten veil. While Garafola describes attacks and cruel
chopping motions from the faun, our rehearsal process led to gentler sensuality that wove
its way through the piece. In short, by focusing on the animal side of the Faun, our dancer

3

Garafola places the faun as the first in a list of cross-gender roles that extend throughout Nijinska’s career
as choreographer and dancer (132).
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found herself performing in line with Guest's account that stresses angular but fluid,
softer movement (Beck, 71).
The physical impact of Nijinsky's faun on our female dancer was easily absorbed.
After initial soreness in the quadriceps due to multiple deep parallel pliés on half point,
our faun rose to the technical challenge. With her gravity center lower to the ground than
the average ballet dancer, she looked like a delicate version of Nijinsky himself, moving
across the stage with languid yet powerful control. In recalling Nijinska’s portrayal, her
daughter noted the same kind of physical resemblance between brother and sister. “She
was even built like him. […] Her legs were shaped exactly like his.” Nijinska too
embodied delicacy through strength; “she was strong--like a horse” (Friedman).
Faced with the frankly sexual movements at the end of the dance, our faun
confessed to feeling extremely uncomfortable. While the scene was not perceived as
shocking to our dancers, all feared that it could at times seem a parody of overt male
sexual activity. We considered modifying the final moves as the curtain falls. However,
when we explored the animalistic nature of the adolescent faun playing with the scarf like
a dog, the dancer’s discomfort and the dimensions of parody evaporated. The expression
of bestial curiosity that is always sensual in its nature was most appropriately delivered
through the female body. At our performance, audience response proved warm and
enthusiastic.
Revisiting the Faun’s Creation
Feminist Carol Brown aptly sets the context for exploring Nijinska’s creative
impact upon Nijinsky’s first ballet. “Women creative geniuses have frequently been
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characterized either in relational terms to husbands, brothers, or male mentors, whose
influence is presumed to invest them with the essential qualities of creativity, or
alternatively to be unwomanly in some way.” Views of Nijinska, Brown continues,
follow both these patterns (207-208). For example, some scholars, who examine
Nijinska’s unique contributions to choreographic history, simultaneously stress her
creative roots in her brother’s work. Thus, Nijinska was “influenced by her brother
(Williams, 18); “she absorbed her brother’s choreographic ideas” ( Meisner, 180); and,
“in some measure, she was almost replacing Vaslav, moving into the slot in the history of
art that he had vacated” (Acocella, 54). Not only would Nijinska’s later choreography
“develop, analyze and carry forward ideas that she had absorbed from her brother” (Baer,
17), but also “the image of his dancing body was the mystery that bound her to her art”
(Acocella, 53). Moreover, Nijinska’s “identification with her brother may help to
account for [the fact that she] commanded rehearsals autocratically. She smoked
continually. She wore trousers sooner and more often than other women” (Acocella, 55).
In contrast, Brown suggests that “Nijinska’s desire to further her brother’s ideals
can be viewed not only as a result of familial affiliations but also as a way of ensuring her
work would gain the exposure and attention it deserved” (208). Brown’s speculation
finds ironic support in reviews of Nijinska’s autobiographical memoirs, which “impress
by their modesty.” As critic John Russel contends, “If we do not protest Nijinska’s
subordination of herself, it is because we really need to read what she had to say about
Nijinsky” (6). Such a comment surely makes one wonder whether Nijinska’s book and
her later choreography would have attracted interest without her brother.
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With Brown’s comments in mind, Nijinska’s passive role in the creation of
L’Après midi d’un Faune might be repositioned as one of more active collaboration.
Reviewing her work with her brother, Nijinska calls herself “both his pupil and his
assistant” (442). Within dance history, however, the former role has been examined more
fully than the latter. Nijinska herself gives priority to it when she says of her two later
masterpieces, Les Noces and Les Biches, “I sought to realize the potential of my bother’s
creativity in terms of neoclassical and modern dance” (Quoted in Acocella, 54). It is no
wonder, then, that scholars have followed her lead in placing Vaslav in the role of
teacher, and seeing her as the human clay for his first ballet during their secret rehearsals
in 1910. Nijinska’s admiration of her brother has also been used to explain her
performance of the faun in 1922. Garafola suggests that, “At the start of her career as a
choreographer, [Nijinska] had to possess Nijinsky physically to exorcise him creatively”
(132). But in light of the fact that Nijinska’s body was literally the first faun, shouldn’t
we rather see her re-possessing her own role? During the siblings’ rehearsals Nijinska
may have indeed contributed more than her body to her older brother’s first ballet.
Curiously, despite much scholarly debate that seeks to position Diaghilev and Bakst as
the true innovators behind the ballet (see Garafola, 52-55), Nijinska’s role as “assistant”
in its creation has been overlooked. Perhaps Nijinska’s later use of turned in feet, flat
movements in horizontal planes, triangular configurations of dancers, and flat-footed
jumps may be more than his influences on her (Baer, 35); perhaps they originated as a
mutual product of their collaborative work.
Casting a backward view on the history of choreography provides at least one
tantalizing point on which the siblings clearly differed. While Nijinsky imported the
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Eurhythmic Gymnastics of Emile Jaques-Dalcroze into his work, Nijinska remained
adamantly opposed to its use for dance. In grooming Nijinsky to surpass Michel Fokine's
choreographic vision, Diaghilev had introduced Nijinsky to Dalcroze. With Diaghilev
Nijinsky attended demonstrations of Eurhythmics in St. Petersburg in 1911 and visited
the Dalcroze Institute in Hellerau Switzerland in 1912 (Garafola, 60). Vera Krasovskaya
reports, that at first Nijinsky did not respond to the lessons. Then one day, after his return
from Hellerau, he requested that Debussy’s “Prelude” be played for him, and in a
moment of inspiration he improvised the first moves of his faun (194). But hadn’t these
movements been set on Nijinska before the visit from Hellerau?
The time frame suggests that Nijinsky had not incorporated Dalcrozian ideas in
his rehearsals with his sister during fall 1910. Had he done so, he may also not have met
with her cooperation. When Nijinska joined her brother and Diaghilev in their visit to the
Dalcroze Institute in 1912, she reacted with “burning indignation and protested loudly,”
saying, “I cannot see what a Dalcroze pupil can teach our artists” (452). She later actively
rebelled against her brother’s programmatic use of Dalcroze in Le Sacre du Printemps.
Years later, when Nijinska recalled an invitation to stage Sacre in Naples, she implied
that she had turned it down in part because of the ballet’s use of eurthymics. “I will never
make the mistake my brother did of using the Dalcroze system,” she insisted (Huber, 44).
As her daughter further explained, “According to my mother, when Vaslav
choreographed Sacre, he was misled by Dalcroze’s system of Eurhythmics when he felt
he had to choreograph note by note” (Huber, 44). In contrast, Nijinska remembers that for
Faune “Vaslav did not ‘graphically’ render each musical note by a physical movement,
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nor did he have recourse to counting the beats aloud, as he did in later rehearsals with
[Sacre]” (450).
Perhaps more than accidents of history can account for the fact that alone of
Nijinsky’s ballets, his sister restaged L’Après Midi d’un Faune. Indeed, Garafola credits
Nijinska with saving the ballet from oblivion (51). Explanations may also lie in
Nijinska’s greater acceptance of its innovations and her own physical involvement with
its creation.
Conclusion
When we chose L’Après Midi d’un Faune as our Ballets Russes project in 1999,
we had reservations about how the audience would react to such a seemingly archaic
work and how they would accept a woman in the title role. All our worries vanished,
however, as the light faded up on our beautiful mid-afternoon fantasy, and as the
audience greeted our faun with much applause. More lasting than the performance itself,
was what we had learned about the title role. Our female dancer, like Nijinska in 1910
and 1922, seemed to fit the role when the faun became, not a man, but a fantastic animal
full of playful sensuality. The female body naturally picked up the languorous
movements suggested in the music, avoiding the aggressive chopping of more
masculinized versions of the piece. The success of our performance further suggests how
closely tied to the role Nijinska might have been.
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ABSTRACT
Style as Argument in French Neoclassical Preaching:
Antithesis and Bossuet’s Sermon sur la mort (1662)

Rhetoricians have often considered the close connection
between argumentation and figures of speech.

One of the most

perceptive accounts of this connection occurs in Perelman and
Olbrechts-Tyteca’s New Rhetoric (1958), in which the authors note
the inseparability between style and logical argument and outline
specific rhetorical effects that various figures may have on an
audience.

Yet, despite the general acceptance by rhetorical

scholars that style is more than “ornamental,” few critics have
attempted to consider the practical application of Perelman and
Olbrechts-Tyteca’s ideas with regard to actual texts.

By

examining in detail how formal elements function as argumentation
over the course of a single text, Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet’s
Sermon sur la mort (1662), this study seeks to undertake such an
analysis.
Delivered during Lent before the court of Louis XIV, Sermon
sur la mort provides an especially rich example for examining the
argumentative function of figures.

Given the numerous Jesuit

schools established throughout France in the seventeenth century,
the sermon is the product of a society acutely aware of elocutio
and its persuasive power; for the sacred orator, who must speak
on God’s behalf, this awareness involves a mistrust of figures
that might draw too much attention to the preacher’s eloquence at
the expense of the divine message.

Thus, the problem for

Bossuet: how can he use figures without appearing to do so?
This problem is further complicated by the hearers themselves,
whose decadent lifestyle makes them far from eager to consider

3
their own mortality.

Antithesis, with its power to draw

attention to two extremes, obscure the middleground, and make
certain aspects of its subject stand out, is an essential
component of the sermon’s strategy to reach its resisting
listeners.
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6. Abstract:
This paper examines the controversy surrounding the publication of a collection
of lynching photographs from the past century. I look critically at the intentions of the
authors who see the book as an educational tool and a vivid reminder of a disturbing
but important part of United Sates history. Leaning heavily on theories of visual
representations of atrocities such as the Holocaust, I conclude that despite the
humanistic intentions of the editors, Without Sanctuary actually reinscribes the brutal
violence depicted on its leaves. This collection of photographs does not simply
represent degradation; rather, it performs degradation and contributes to the
sustenance of a generation of individuals who have become numb to images of
violence.

APPROACHING DESECRATION WITHOUT RE-DESECRATING:
THE POLITICS OF WITHOUT SANCTUARY:
LYNCHING PHOTOGRAPHY IN AMERICA

Sarita Cannon
December 5, 2001
English 250: Final Paper
Professor Hertha D. Sweet Wong

He squirmed, he writhed, strained at his chains, then gave out
cries and groans that I shall always hear. The cries and groans
were choked off by the fire and smoke; but his eyes bulging from
their sockets, rolled from side to side, appealing in vain for
help. . . . Before I could make myself believe that what I saw was
really happening, I was looking at a scorched post, a smoldering fire,
blackened bones, charred fragments sifting down through coils of
chain, and the smell of burnt flesh -- human flesh -- was in my nostrils.1
After witnessing a horrific lynching in the South, the eponymous protagonist of James
Weldon Johnson’s Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man decides to live as a white man.
He severs all ties to the black community, abandons his dream of bringing Negro folk
art and music to the rest of the world, and passes. This decision is born out of shame,
“Shame that [he] belonged to a race that could be so dealt with.”2 While witnessing
racial violence may not make most 21st century African Americans dream of passing for
white, lynching inflames an open wound in the collective black psyche. This is
supported by many black artists and authors who address lynching in their work. The
male characters of Richard Wright’s novels live under a constant threat of rope and
faggot.3 Billie Holiday brought lynching to the musical arena with her stirring and
evocative song “Strange Fruit.”4 But until recently, there was no collection of lynching
images; most accounts of lynching were told through words. Without Sanctuary filled
that gap. In 2000, Twin Palms Publishers issued a 60-dollar cloth cover edition of
Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America, a photographic essay which features
images of nearly 100 lynchings that occurred between 1870 and 1960 in the United
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For example, Bigger Thomas in Native Son, Fishbelly Tucker in The Long Dream, and Big Boy in “Big
Boy Leaves Home” from Uncle Tom’s Children.
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4
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See appendix for lyrics.

States. Many people hailed this book for its ability to give names not only to the victims
whose dignity was decimated along with their lives, but also to the perpetrators of
these crimes. Certainly bringing forth the truth about who suffered and who caused the
suffering is part of seeing justice done. Perhaps the circulation of these images may
allow Americans of all races to confront our past, to grieve, and to move forward, wiser
and better able to avoid repeating such atrocities.
Yet cataloging these brutal images does more harm than good. In many ways,
Without Sanctuary represents another example of the commodification of the black body
that has been occurring since slavery. And to those who say that such a book makes
more accessible these images to people who may know nothing or very little about this
red legacy, I argue that we can never understand it and that we must never (nor should
we ever) try to make violent images commonplace. Most importantly, although the
editors of Without Sanctuary unequivocally condemn racial hatred and racial violence,
the images in this book reify the physical, cultural, emotional, and spiritual violence
against African Americans. As Hilton Als writes in his contributing essay to Without
Sanctuary: “I looked at these pictures, and what I saw in them, in addition to the
obvious, was the way in which I’m regarded, by any number of people: as a nigger.
And it is as one that I felt my neck snap and my heart break, while looking at these
pictures.”5 This is how I feel when I look through these pictures, and I doubt whether
such feelings of shame can lead to productive change. There must be more effective
ways of ending racial brutality than selling glossy photographs of castrated, whipped,
mutilated, and tortured black bodies hanging from bridges, trees, and lampposts.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF LYNCHING
While Without Sanctuary contains documentation of lynchings that occurred
between 1870 and 1960, ritualized violence which usually involved torture and hanging
5
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occurred both before and after that 90-year period.6 The death of James Byrd, Jr. who
was “savagely beaten, chained to the back of a pickup truck and dragged several miles
until his body was torn to pieces” in Jasper, Texas in 1998 demonstrates that lynchings
or equivalent brutalities, though certainly not as prevalent as they were during the
early 20th century, have not disappeared.7 Black men were not the only victims of
lynchings; whites and black women were lynched as well. But the ritualized violence
which we define as lynching was initially employed as a punishment against black men
who were suspected of “spoiling” white women. Ida Wells-Barnett, a leading antilynching crusader at the turn of century, used her skill as a journalist to educate people
about what she called “our country’s national crime.”8 In her 1900 article “Lynch Law
in America,” she wrote: “If a white woman declares herself insulted or assaulted, some
life must pay the penalty, with all the horrors of the Spanish Inquisition and all the
barbarism of the Middle Ages. The world looks on and says it is well.”9 Indeed, many
lynching scenes were accompanied by notes scrawled by white perpetrators which, in
effect, served as warning cards about what might happen if a black man was accused of
sleeping with (or, in the case of 14-year old Emmett Till, whistling at)10 a white woman.
For example, after the lynching of Sam Hose, a black man accused of killing his
employer and raping his employer’s wife in 1899, a placard that read “We Must Protect
Our Southern Women” was placed near the site of Hose’s brutal murder.11 But as
Margo Jefferson, “Horrific, Heroic or Banal, Black Life in the Artist’sLens,” New York Times, (December
25, 2000), E2.
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Angela Davis points out, most of the people who were lynched were not even accused
of sexual assault: “The majority of mob murders did not even involve the charge of
rape. Although the cry of rape was invoked as the popular justification for lynching in
general, most lynchings took place for other reasons.”12 The “preservation of white
womanhood” was a thinly veiled rationale for keeping blacks not just out of white
women’s beds, but in their place in the social system, by any means necessary.
Lynching was a particularly brutal form of vigilantism: “Sometimes in small
groups, sometimes in massive numbers, whites combined the roles of judge, jury, and
executioner.”13 Although the justification for lynchings may have varied slightly, the
process became ritualized to the extent that everyone knew what to expect. Those who
participated did not hide their identities in shame, and many of the leaders of lynch
mobs were prominent members of the community, including law officials and clergy.
Although many poor, powerless whites tried to assert their superiority over blacks
through mob murder, “the leaders of the mob [were not] always poor riffraff.”14
McGovern notes that one sheriff abandoned a short-lived attempt to save a black man
from lynching because “the first half-a-dozen men standing there were the leading
citizens -- businessmen, leaders of their church and the community.”15
Moreover, lynching became a kind of theater, a form of entertainment for the
whole [white] family:
Newspapers on a number of occasions announced in advance the
time and place of a lynching, special “excursion” trains transported
spectators to the scene, employers sometimes released their workers
to attend, parents sent notes to school asking teachers to excuse their
12
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children for the event, and entire families attended, the children
hoisted on their parents’ shoulders to miss none of the action and
accompanying festivities.”16
Perhaps one of the most disturbing indications of the ritualistic nature of lynching was
the taking of “souvenirs” from the corpse: “Whether by fire or rope, it is the
dismemberment and distribution of severed body parts as favors and souvenirs to
participants and the crowd: teeth, ears, toes, fingers, nails, kneecaps, bits of charred skin
and bones.”17 In his autobiography Dusk of Dawn, WEB DuBois recalls the lynching of
Sam Hose in Georgia in 1899: “On the way news met me: Sam Hose had been lynched,
and they said his knuckles were on exhibition at a grocery store farther down on
Mitchell Street, along which I was walking. I turned back to the University.”18 Such
displays were meant to further intimidate black people fand to terrify them into
compliance. While lynching spectators scavenged corpses for mementos, many
professional photographers capitalized on these so-called lynching bees and made a
pretty profit by selling photos of mob murders. A number of these photos were made
into postcards which people sent through the mail until the U.S. Postal Service banned
the mailing of “matter of a character tending to incite arson, murder or assassination”
on May 27, 1908.19 These pictures, many of which were recovered only recently,
provided the images for Without Sanctuary.
GENESIS AND GENRE OF WITHOUT SANCTUARY
Fifteen years ago, James Allen began collecting these images, most of which
were sold underground. Allen and his companion John Littlefield are co-owners of this
16
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collection of “150 historical photographs and postcards.”20 The collection was
published in book form in 2000 by Twin Palms Press and became the “fastest-selling
title in Twin Palms’s 30-year history with 20,000 sold in four months, to a
predominately black audience.”21 Soon after, the photographs were also part of a
traveling exhibit which began at the New York Historical Society.22 These images
have been distributed in other media, and there is now a web site which displays the
photographs and has an interactive feature which allows viewers to post their
responses to the collection. The site features a short video in which James Allen briefly
describes his relationship with these photos and a photo gallery in which “each image is
provided with a brief description and attribution; additional information about
individuals or events mentioned in many of the images can be accessed through a popup window.”23 Clearly, Allen wants this collection to reach a broader audience, and the
establishment of a web site by Journal E will certainly increase the number of people
who will see this exhibit.
In her New York Times article, Margo Jefferson locates Without Sanctuary in
several genres, including visual anthropology, documentation of war crimes, and “folk
pornography,”24 a term she borrows from one of the book’s editors, Leon F. Litwack.25
I would argue that this text also qualifies as a photographic essay. In Picture Theory,
W.J.T. Mitchell defines the photographic essay and explores the tension between image
20
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and text this genre provokes. Mitchell describes the photographic essay as “a literal
conjunction of photographs and text -- usually united by a documentary purpose, often
political, journalistic, sometimes scientific (sociology).”26 He also notes that “photoessays have been, by and large, the product of progressive, liberals, associated with
political reform and leftist causes.”27 In other words, photographic essays often depict
real people in real places and attempt to evoke in the reader/spectator moral indignity
that will lead to a change n social conditions. Most importantly, the photographic
essay forces the reader to inhabit the often uncomfortable space between an aesthetic
response and an emotional response to images of people who have suffered. Mitchell
uses the example of Let Us Now Praise Famous Men: “There is something deeply
disturbing, even disagreeable, about the [unavoidable] aestheticizing response to what
after all is a real person in desperately impoverished circumstances. Why should we
have a right to look on this woman and find her fatigue, pain, and anxiety beautiful?”28
Of course, argues Mitchell, these are precisely the questions James Agee and Walker
Evans want the reader to grapple with. This concern about aestheticizing grave human
suffering is central toWithout Sanctuary.
The act of looking at this book forces us to confront the asethetics of suffering.
The book is large, substantial, and covered with burgundy cloth. The pages are
immaculate, and the reproductions are painstaking. It seems blasphemous to speak of a
book filled with hateful and violent images as beautiful, but it is. These are the internal
conflicts that the photographic essay elicits.

Moreover, since the back and front inside

covers are plastered with a sepia-tinged photo of scores of people scrambling for a view
of a black man who is being burned at the stake, the reader cannot open the book
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without seeing those horrific images. The photos constitute the bulk of the book, and
there are short captions beneath each photo. At the beginning are three essays and at
the end is an afterword, bibliography and much more detailed descriptions of each
photo based on eyewitness accounts and newspaper articles. The separation of the
images and the explanation of the images imposes a separation of one’s visceral
response from one’s intellectual understanding of the material.Without Sanctuary
ostensibly serves a political and social purpose (to educate people about the atrocities of
our history and to put an end to racial hatred and the violence that often accompanies
it), and it certainly evokes a visceral reaction from readers. Although the
photographers did not collaborate with the editors of Without Sanctuary, the images and
the text nevertheless work together to tell a powerful story about an “American
holocaust.”29
Mitchell also explores how the photographic essay may be a vehicle for
reclaiming images that were initially used to subjugate others. In Malek Aloula’s The
Colonial Harem, he features images “of French colonial postcards of Algerian women”30
who are often in sexualized and submissive poses. Aloula tries to reverse the
colonizing gaze and to purge the evil and oppressive intentions of these images:
“Aloula reproduces the offending images, not just to aggressively ‘return an immense
postcard to its sender,’ but to repossess and redeem those images, to ‘exorcise’ an
ideological spell that captivated mothers, wives, and sisters, as well as the ‘male society’
that ‘no longer exists.’” 31 Aloula’s goal is noble; however, I am skeptical about
whether any artistic of ideological intervention can redeem these pictures. The same is
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true of the photos and postcards which are reproduced with such care and precision in
Without Sanctuary.
NAMING, MEMORIAL, AND GRIEF
In examining the ethics of the circulation and consumption of the images
inWithout Sanctuary, it is useful to refer to criticism on the Holocaust, particularly
around ideas of trauma, memory, and visual violence. Andrea Liss’ Trespassing Through
Shadows provides a fascinating framework for examining the distribution of lynching
images.
Many visual and verbal narratives of the Holocaust during World War II are are
inspired by a desire to name both those who were responsible and those who suffered.
The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C. is predicated on
reclaiming the individual stories and voices of the victims of the Holocaust. Upon entry
to the museum, each visitor receives an identity card: “The cards are printed with a
photograph and a brief text about the Holocaust victims and survivors they represent.
The information is taken from much longer histories that the survivors or the families of
those who perished have offered to the museum for public use.”32 The visitor thus
becomes intimately connected with a person who has a name, a story, and a past.
Having visited the Holocaust Museum, I can say that walking around with the identity
card with a picture of a little girl who was murdered by the Nazis profoundly affected
my experience there. In my case, the exhibition team achieved its goal of “break[ing]
down the history of the Holocaust into. . . human terms, ‘to educate visitors by
personalizing the experience.’”33 The people who designed this project want each
visitor to identify with the suffering of Holocaust victims. But as Liss points out, no one
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can be forced to have compassion. Not everyone who visits the museum will keep his
or her identity card, as the museum directors hope.34 There is something slightly
gimmicky about the approach: “The identity card’s attempt to restore the personhood
of the individuals who perished or who suffered immeasurably is only provisionally
accomplished by the degree to which the unknown museum visitor can or will take in
these memorized histories.”35
Similarly, the photographs and essays in Without Sanctuary aim to name not only
the victims, but also the perpetrators of lynchings in the United States. Although some
of the victims remain anonymous, for many lynching victims, the editors have included
eyewitness and newspaper accounts of the victims’ supposed crimes and mob murders.
While it is impossible and distasteful to rank the suffering of the lynching victims, there
are a few stories that remain indelibly etched in my mind. Jesse Washington, whose
mob murder is depicted on the front and back inside covers, was a 17- year old
mentally retarded boy who was convicted of killing a white woman in Waco, Texas in
1916. After confessing to the homicide, Washington was dragged from the jail, burned
alive, castrated, and had his ears and fingers cut off as a crowd of 15,000 cheered. His
corpse was dragged several miles to a predominately black town where it was left in
front of a blacksmith shop.36 The story of Laura Nelson, a woman who was killed for
protecting her son, also haunts me. In Okema, Oklahoma in 1911, Laura Nelson’s 14year old son, L.W., was jailed for killing a deputy who was searching their home for
stolen meat. In order to spare her son’s life, Laura confessed to shooting the law
enforcement officer. Although her lie was transparent to law officials, Laura Nelson
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remained in jail with her son until forty men grabbed them from the jail, raped Laura
Nelson, and hanged both mother and son from a local bridge. According to newspaper
reports, “the only marks on either body were those made by the ropes upon the
necks.”37 But this relatively mild account of their murders, which does not include
grisly details of mutilation, castration, and ritualized torture, belies the fact that Laura
Nelson and her son were murdered in cold-blood with disturbing meticulousness and
stealth. This story also reminds us that while the majority of African Americans who
were lynched were male, women suffered, too. In Laura Nelson’s case, she was
murdered simply because she wanted to shield her child from punishment. And the
1915 case of Leo Frank, a Jewish man who was accused of killing a little Christian girl,
and who was convicted on flimsy evidence, and lynched in Marietta, Georgia, serves as
a reminder that blacks were not the only victims of lynching.38
While in many cases lynching victims were falsely accused of violent crimes or
accused of nothing at all except being black, in the case of Will Cato and Paul Reed,
most historians agree that “there was little doubt of [their] guilt.”39 The two men
allegedly murdered a white family of five in Statesboro, Georgia in 1904, sparing not
even nine-year old Kittie Corrine Hodges who offered Cato and Reed a nickel in
exchange for her life.40 Cato and Reed, both African American, were burned alive as a
crowd of 2,000 townspeople “threw pine knots” at the men.41 Some might argue that
Cato and Reed got what they deserved according to the ancient axiom of “an eye for an
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eye.” But however ruthless the multiple homicide of the Hodges family was, lynching
is always an inhumane form of punishment that brutalizes both the victim and the
perpetrators. Even the United States Constitution forbids “cruel and unusual
punishment” in capital punishment. Claiming the identities of the corpses displayed in
Without Sanctuary and knowing some of their stories are attempts to restore the
humanity of the dead. But perhaps, as Judith Butler argues, naming the victims is an
empty gesture.42 We may feel that we are honoring the dead and restoring their
dignity, but maybe naming is merely liberal lip service. However, I think that giving
names and stories to these numerous lifeless shells seen in the photographs is a good
start. Including information about the lives of the victims rather than their gruesome
deaths is a way to restore dignity and sanctuary to these people who were stripped of
both.
Just as visual narratives of the Shoah provide an opportunity for memorial,
grief/mourning, and moving on, so does (potentially) a project such as Without
Sanctuary. The act of memory is as central to the history of African Americans as it is to
the Holocaust. In response to certain people who believe that the most brutal images
and artifacts from the Holocaust should not be displayed, Martin Smith, former
director of thee Holocaust Museum’s permanent exhibition, stated:
I would be absolutely opposed to sanitizing [the exhibition of brutal
images from the Holocaust]. When I first came in, they asked me
what my approach would be and I said that the job was impossible,
but I'm not in favor of sanitizing it. I’m sure that whatever we do
is going to be offensive to very many people. I don't think that is
the fault of the institution -- it is the fault of the subject matter.43
Leon Litwack also notes in his essay that we must avoid the impulse to “sanitize our
past.”44 This is certainly valid. In the summer of 1999, I traveled to North Carolina for
42
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a National Endowment for the Humanities summer institute for high school teachers on
African American Literary Identity. During our first week, we went on a field trip to
the former Stagville plantation, an historic site just outside of Durham. Having never
been to a former plantation before, I was not sure what to expect, but I suppose I
vaguely had visions of communing with the thousands of slaves who worked, lived,
and died under unspeakable conditions. This did not happen. There was certainly a
haunting aura about the grounds, but I am afraid that my visit was overdetermined by
the commentary of our tour guide who was more concerned with the scintillating
details of paint restoration than with the lives of the black folks who kept the tobacco
business running. During those few hours at Stagville, history felt very sanitized in a
way that was unsettling and almost insulting. Toni Morrison says that slavery is
something most people don’t want to think about, and Mae Henderson points out that
“[Morrison’s] accomplishment in [Beloved ]is precisely not to allow for the continuation
of a ‘national amnesia’ regarding this chapter in America’s history.”45 Indeed, there
may be some value in confronting the ugliness of our collective past, especially when
the denial of memory has been used historically as a tool of oppression. As W.J.T.
Mitchell points out, slavery was “the prevention of memory.”46 Slaves were not given
even the most basic information about themselves, such as their birthdates, which
Frederick Douglass discusses in his first autobiography:
By far the larger part of the slaves know as little of their ages as
horses know of theirs, and it is the wish of most masters within my
knowledge to keep their slaves thus ignorant. I do not remember
to have ever met a slave who could tell of his birthday. They seldom
come nearer to it than planting-time, harvest-time, cherry-time,
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springtime, or fall-time.47
The denial of slave memory was intended to reinforce the notion of slaves as mere
animals who lacked human subjectivity.
Images of suffering, whether they are from the Holocaust or from the numerous
lynchings that occurred during the past 150 years in the United States, both “perform as
history lessons (‘never forget’) and provide sites for mourning.”48 Freud provides one
of the most famous descriptions of mourning: “Mourning is regularly the reaction to the
loss of a loved person, or to the loss of some abstraction which has taken the place of
one, such as fatherland, liberty, an ideal, and so on.”49 In the process of mourning, the
subject grieves but gradually withdraws its libido from the lost object, and when “the
work of mourning is completed the ego becomes free and uninhibited again.”50 Indeed,
for many Jews visiting the Holocaust Museum or making a pilgrimage to the site of a
former concentration camp in Europe may serve as a mode of mourning for the past
oppression and attempted genocide of the Jewish people. Perhaps Without Sanctuary
provides a similar purpose, which might explain why the majority of people who have
purchased the book are African American. But a book or exhibition of grisly lynching
photos seems to encourage not a healthy process of grief and letting go, but rather
melancholia, which, as Freud explains, is the pathological form of mourning: “The
distinguishing mental features of melancholia are a profoundly painful dejection,
abrogation of interest in the outside world, loss of the capacity to love, inhibition of all
activity, and a lowering of the self-regarding feelings to a degree that finds utterance in
47
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self-reproaches and self-revilings, and culminates in a delusional expectation of
punishment.”51 While melancholia produces feelings of worthlessness, mourning does
not. Without Sanctuary seems to invoke this excess mourning, the mourning “that
doesn’t know when to stop.”52 When I look at these pictures, I not only feel deep
sadness and anger, but I also feel shame. I feel bad about myself. As Hilton Als writes
in his essay, (an essay which openly chafes at its inclusion in this project) these pictures
remind him of the ways in which he is always being watched and therefore always in
danger of being lynched:
But I have been looked at, watched, and seeing the harm in people’s
eyes -- that is the prelude to becoming a dead nigger, like those seen
here, that has made me understand, finally, what the word “nigger”
means, and why people have used it, and the way I use it here, now:
as a metaphorical lynching before the real one. “Nigger” is a slow
death. And that’s the slow death I feel all the time now, as a colored man.53
Both African Americans and whites might accuse Als of whining about past injustices
and playing the victim. Yes, some may say, police brutality and racial violence still
occur, but not to the same degree they did a century ago. But I sense that these
pictures collected as they are in a fancy edition, do not serve the purpose of mourning,
but rather encourage melancholia that ultimately deadens the viewers in more ways
than one. Throughout my research, Susan Sontag’s comments about seeing Holocaust
pictures of Bergen-Belsen and Dachau for the first time kept surfacing, and they are
worth reproducing here:
Nothing I have seen -- in photographs or in real life -- ever cut me
as sharply, deeply, instantaneously. Indeed, it seems plausible to
me to divide my life into two parts, before I saw those photographs
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(I was twelve) and after, though it was several years before I fully
understood what they were about. . . . When I looked at those
photographs, something broke. Some limit had been reached, and
not only that of horror; I felt irrevocably grieved, wounded, but a
part of my feelings started to tighten; something went dead; something
is still crying.54
Sontag describes how these horrific images of concentration camp victims incited in her
a melancholia that has never ended. The lynching photos in James Allen’s collection
have the potential to invoke the same kind of melancholia in its viewers. I do not
purport to be irrevocably scarred as a result of working with these images for the past
several weeks, but I do know that these pictures and the stories they illustrate and the
unknown stories they mask will continually haunt me.
After remembering and mourning comes the time to move on with the wisdom
necessary to avoid repeating history. In his foreword to Without Sanctuary,
Congressman John Lewis writes: “It is my hope that Without Sanctuary will inspire us,
the living, and as yet unborn generations, to be more compassionate, loving, and caring.
We must prevent anything like this from ever happening again.”55 A leader in the Civil
Rights Movement during the 1960s, Lewis continues to fight for justice and equality as a
politician. Lewis, like many others who have seen this exhibit, is hopeful that by
confronting and grieving for this past, we can move on and never allow such atrocities
to occur

again. Sometimes we need to confront squarely the ugly aspects of our

history so that we will work towards eradicating the conditions that fostered such
atrocities.
REINSCRIPTION OF VIOLENCE
But the potential benevolence of the exhibition of such graphic images of
54
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suffering is outweighed by the emotional violence that those pictures reenact. The
commodification of African Americans and their suffering is an old American tradition
that extends to slavery. Not only were slaves commodified as their bodies were
pinched and prodded on the auction block,56 but their stories were commodified as
well. In the middle of the 19th century, slave narratives were hot commodities,
particularly for abolitionists who wanted to prove to the country that slavery was a
despicable practice: “The slave’s narrative becomes his principal stock in trade, the
cultural capital which he invests by putting it into circulation. His memories are
money, his account earns ‘interest’ in a market that is beyond his control.”57 Even after
manumission, the ex-slave was commodified by certain white people who used his
narrative to advance social reform.

In many respects, little has changed since then, as

Hilton Als mentions: “What isn’t talked about that the largely white editors (who
constitute what we call Publishing), have in hiring a colored person to describe a
nigger's life. For them, a black writer is someone who can simplify what is endemic to
him or her as a human being -- race -- and blow it up, to cartoon proportions, thereby
making the coon situation ‘clear’ to a white.”58 Too often, the dynamics between black
writers and white publishers are tainted by racism and misunderstanding. How are we
any different from white photographers who became rich by selling these photos and
postcards if we are willing to shell out $60 for a book that collects images in a coffee
table format? As JoAnn Wypijewski asks: “How many of the 4,000 limited edition
casebound copies will so many black bodies sell?”59 I wondered about the ethics of
Some slaves, including Frederick Douglass, worked the system by earning enough money to buy their
own freedom or the freedom of loved ones, and this was an important mode of resistance. However, by
engaging in this exchange, they still existed within the commodifying paradigm.
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purchasing this book, and in the end I simply renewed the library copy every two
weeks while working on this project. I refuse to participate financially in the circulation
of these images.
Many black people are especially upset that a white man is making money by
telling “their” story.60 James Allen has encountered this critique many times while
traveling throughout the United States speaking about his collection of lynching
photographs. In response to the accusation that Allen is distributing his collection
purely for profit, he says: “To dilute everything I’ve done down to a commercial
enterprise. I tell them it’s not their business. It’s not the point. It’ll be so long till I see
any profits -- if I ever do -- that I will have earned them.”61 Allen also emphasizes his
connection to black people by speaking of his family’s housekeeper, Mary English. As a
boy, Allen bonded with this “poor black woman who sometimes walked to work
barefoot, [who] talked with him about hate, and the high price of being different.”62
Indeed, as a gay man who was kicked out of the house by his dad for being
homosexual, Allen knows about discrimination and hatred not only from society but
also from his own family. He links homophobia and racism: “I’m a gay man. And the
discrimination I’ve known in my life has been from white males. I’m just angry, and
this is a way to express my anger.”63 While Allen may be partially motivated by the
onus of white guilt that many European-Americans carry, he seems sincere in his desire
to show all Americans our ugly past and hoping that some good may come of the
dissemination of this collection. But the fact remains that he supports himself through
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these images, and to make a living off of “relics of the black holocaust”64 -- whether the
dealer is white or black -- makes me uncomfortable.
In addition to participating in the business of selling black oppression, Without
Sanctuary may also make us immune to gruesome suffering. Seeing violence on a
regular basis makes it commonplace, and often desensitizes us to the real pain and
suffering that occurs in the world. Certain reactions to the tragic events of 9-11-01 bear
this out. Many people with whom I have talked recall watching repeatedly the image
of the airliner crashing into the World Trade Center and thinking “This can’t be real.
This looks like a movie I have seen before.” Accordingly, I am not surprised by the
comment of a 5-year old boy who was interviewed on the news. When asked what he
thought of this plane smashing into the skyscraper, he replied, “Cool.”65 We become
unable to distinguish between reality and artifice; and we try to comfort ourselves by
saying “this isn’t real.” As Brent Staples points out, “in general, repeated exposure to
photographed horror inures us to that horror, leading us to view even the most
grotesque images as ‘just pictures.’”66 I am afraid this is true. There is something
wrong when the owner of these photos, James Allen, is surprised when a journalist tells
him that he cannot “bear seeing” these images.67 After fifteen years of collecting these
pieces, Allen himself must have become immune to the shock of these photographs.
Finally, these graphic images reify the suffering of and the violence against
African Americans. Leon Litwack anticipates this potential critique of the book in his
opening essay: “The need for this grisly photographic display may be disputed for
64
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catering to voyeuristic appetites and for perpetuating images of black victimization.”68
Ultimately, he argues, the need to remember and never repeat are more important than
shielding Americans from this abhorrent part of our past (and present). Nevertheless,
these images reinscribe violence towards people of color and have the potential to do
work in the real world. For example, in 1915, D.W. Griffith’s film The Birth of a Nation ,
which tells the “story of the Old South, the Civil War, the Reconstruction period and the
emergence of the Ku Klux Klan” from the perspective of one white Southern family,
proved that movies about white supremacy could not only make a lot of money, but
that they could also incite violence against blacks.69 The climax of the three-hour long
film occurs when a black man, who is depicted as a would-be rapist of a young white
girl, is captured by thousands of Klansmen, lynched in the woods and then dropped off
in the black section of town. The film ends with Klansmen riding through the town,
“heroic defenders of white womanhood,” as Wagner’s “The Ride of the Valkyries”
plays on the soundtrack. Although many groups such as the NAACP boycotted the
presentation of Griffith’s film, the movie was still quite popular and boosted both Ku
Klux Klan membership and mob murder statistics: “In the South, the film was often
advertised as calculated to ‘work audiences into a frenzy. . . it will make you hate.’ In
some regions, the ad campaign may have been effective, for in 1915 lynchings in the
Untied States reached their highest peak since 1908.”70 I am not suggesting that the
circulation of the pictures in Without Sanctuary will incite race riots and hate crimes
against African Americans. Thankfully some progress has been made in the last 75
years. Nor am I suggesting that James Allen and the other editors of Without Sanctuary
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intended to incite anti-African American sentiment. I believe that his project was
conceived in good faith. But the dissemination of pictures of black suffering repeats the
violence of the initial crime. That a white supremacist submitted a virulently hateful
comment on the Without Sanctuary online forum makes me nervous about how these
images could be used to nefarious ends.71
This is analogous to a conflict that the directors at the Holocaust Memorial
Museum confronted while designing the permanent exhibit. In an attempt to go for the
real, planners wanted to show “hair shorn from camp victims” which was on display at
the State Museum of Auschwitz.72 Raye Farr, the director of the permanent exhibition,
wanted to show the hair because it epitomizes degradation: “It cuts through the denial,.
. . . It’s the end process. It needs to be shown. . . . By not using the actual hair, you lose
the power.”73 Ultimately the museum decided to display a photographic mural of the
hair rather than the hair itself. Yet the display of the hair, whether for “real” or in a
photograph, does not simply show degradation -- it performs degradation. How is the
hair exhibit different from the exhibition of body parts of lynching victims? In both
cases, there is no safe space for the helpless dead, and these people are revictimized. I
agree with Liss who argues: “In the absence of the palpable yet ethereal horror of the
hair, the museum, planners might have relinquished all desire to show and to use
evidence so as to avoid the risk of the obscenity rebounding on the victims. To let it
relay in our minds. To allow the viewer intelligence. To allow the victims fitting yet
impossible recompense.”74
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CONCLUSION
Writing this paper has been a journey for me, a journey that I was ambivalent
about taking. I wondered how healthy and useful it would be to produce a research
paper about pictures of black people being dehumanized in such unspeakable ways.
Am I voyeuristic? Do I have a sick obsession with death and suffering? Did I achieve
my goal of “com[ing] as close as possible to desecration without re-desecrating”?75 As
Barry Stollard, a contributor to the online forum about Without Sanctuary writes: “Go
ahead, tell yourselves that you put this site up for the good of mankind. Browse it’s
[sic] pages and shed your false tears so that you can feel comfort in your feigned
kindness. You came to these pages, and return, for one reason only; [sic] your morbid
curiosity. Nothing more, nothing less.”76 It is important to talk about this painful
aspect of our past and recognize that this is not just black history, but human history.
In addition, we must remind ourselves that while we have come a long way from the
grim statistics of two lynchings per week in the American South, lynching remains with
us in various forms such as police brutality, the death penalty, and hate crimes. Some
may find it unpatriotic, particularly at this historical moment, to talk about Matthew
Shepard, a gay college student who was “tied. . . to a fence, burned and pistol-whipped.
. . and left. . . to die in near-freezing temperatures in a remote area” near Laramie,
Wyoming by two homophobic cowards in 1998,77 or Amadou Diallo, an immigrant
from Guinea who was shot 41 times by New York police officers who thought that
Diallo was a rape suspect who was about to pull a gun on them when they told him to
stop on the street of a South Bronx neighborhood. (In fact, Diallo was reaching for his
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wallet to show the officers identification).78 Yet this is our reality. But I am uncertain
whether I avoided, in this essay, re-desecrating the people who suffered so horribly. I
believe that education is a powerful way to fight ignorance, hatred, and injustice; but I
also sense that my words would have little or no impact on the white children in those
pictures of lynching crowds who are now in their seventies and eighties. I suppose that
my concern should be not with those people who grew up going to “nigger barbecues,”
but rather with the current generation of young people who have the power to work
towards eradicating injustice and racial hatred for good.
Indeed, the images of Without Sanctuary may prove to be valuable teaching tools.
The photos are currently on display in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania at the Andy Warhol
Museum where the staff has taken many steps to provide a context for these images as
well as provide spaces for fruitful exchange: “To their credit, the museum expanded
upon the first showing with informative labels, programming and community outreach
designed to diminish the sensationalism of the subject and to maximize its educative
capacity. Also, all museum staff attended sessions that addressed their own emotions
while preparing them to relate to those of visitors.”79 And while I am still uneasy about
the web site which features these gruesome pictures, I am pleased that there is a forum
for people to share their reactions. Most of the comments I looked at express gratitude
towards Allen for bringing this to their attention and for suppressing the urge to censor
or beautify history. One contributor to the forum, Anita, writes: “Thank you very
much for this site. People need to know, to SEE what we’ve done to others. It’s a real
step in historical accountability.”80 Ultimately, though, as a woman of color, I feel
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violated when I see these pictures, and I think that there are other ways of teaching
about oppression which allow the victims to retain some sense of dignity. The
sensationalistic quality of the dissemination of these images is degrading. Even in the
pages of Allen’s book, on the walls of a museum, in the corridors of cyberspace, these
subjects remain without sanctuary.

APPENDIX
Billie Holiday sang this piece in nightclubs, where she “demanded absolute
silence.” The lyrics were written by Abel Meeropol, a “Jewish radical from New York
who had seen a picture of a double lynching. The victims were Thomas Shipp and
Abram Smith. This was 1930, Marion, Indiana.”81
STRANGE FRUIT
Southern trees bear a strange fruit.
Blood on the leaves, and blood at the root,
Black bodies swinging in the southern breeze,
Strange fruit hanging from the poplar trees.
Pastoral scene of the gallant south,
The bulging eyes and the twisted mouth,
Scent of magnolias, sweet and fresh,
Then the sudden smell of burning flesh.
Here is fruit for the crows to pluck,
For the rain to gather, for the wind to suck,
For the sun to rot, for the trees to drop,
Here is a strange and bitter crop.
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The Capitalization of Art and Counterculture in Urban Development: A Case
Study on the East Village Arts District, Long Beach, CA

This study examines the way local government capitalizes on art and
counterculture in order to revitalize depressed urban communities. In focusing on
the East Village Arts District in Long Beach, California this research provides a
conceptual framework for perusing the effects of urban redevelopment in both a
macro and micro logical perspective. From a macro structural perspective the
East Village Arts District is an example of how the recession of the 1980’s
pushed many industrial sectors such as Long Beach toward developing a service
based economy dependant on tourism.
The Capitalist City Spatial Pattern designed by British geographer Dr.
David Harvey argues that changing landscapes result from social conflict, class
struggle, political-economic competition, and capitalism’s need to accelerate
development. The increasing dependence local communities and private
resources have in relation to one another in order to increase profit manifests
itself through the local politics of the East Village. The arts offer both the federal
government and private capitalist the economic benefits of redevelopment with
intentions of their investments “trickling” down to the local community by way of
providing a safe, clean, and pleasurable place to live for local residents. The
artists who live in the East Village, in turn receive the benefits of tax breaks and
an opportunity to live in a community that caters to their interests and fosters
artistic creativity. This draws non-local residents, particularly wealthy tourists to
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the area, ultimately benefiting the city of Long Beach, and reduces dependence
on federal funds for urban revitalization. Consequently, the area becomes
gentrified as former low-income residents lose the battle against increasing rent
and property taxes to make way for a wealthier sector of the population to occupy
their now favored spaces in the community.
Although the arts district undoubtedly generates income for the city while
providing artists a community to call their own, this does not fix the widespread
problem of poverty brought on by initial economic decline. I hypothesize that
eventually property value will increase to such a degree that the community of
artists the East Village was intended for will become unaffordable and out of
reach for new, non-wealthy, or non-mainstream artists. Who then will then benefit
from the East Village? This study proposes to explore the power structures that
define the “artist” and the “public”. It will address the public image Long Beach
desires to create for itself manifested through East Village art. It will examine the
role countercultural art plays in the East Village by either perpetuating or
challenging mainstream art. A literature review in addition to informational
interviews with agents of the local government sector, the business sector, and
artists and residents who now live in the East Village will be conducted to answer
these questions at further depth in this study.

Helen Campbell
California State University, Long Beach
12050 226th St., Apt C
Hawaiian Gardens, CA 90716
(562) 338-0009 home
hcampbel@csulb.edu
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Formalizing inference
Mark Campana
Kobe City University of Foreign Studies
9-1, Gakuen-higashi-machi, Nishi-ku
Kobe 651-2187 JAPAN
campana@inst.kobe-cufs.ac.jp
Abstract
In this paper I examine the process of inference, or choosing between implicatures
that arise from speech in context. Typical examples abound in the pragmatics literature:
Speaker A might choose to infer a positive answer to his question, “Are there any shoe
stores in the mall?” if Speaker B replies “Duh” (with complex intonation), or with a
question (“Are you kidding?”). As discussed in such classic works as Grice (1975) and
Sperber & Wilson (1995), more than one implicature can be associated with any given
response, and the hearer (in this case Speaker A) is expected to infer the most likely one.
Communication is said to be successful is s/he chooses that which was intended by the
speaker (B). Although mistakes sometimes occur, there is a high percentage of ‘guessing
correctly’, as it were, and this is what we hope to explain here.
Speech contains a wealth of information apart from the skeletal tier of lexical
representation, taken here to include basic features of form and meaning. The nature of
syntactic structures, quantifier/variable interpretation and entailment all contribute to the
mix. Aspects of the speaker’s disposition and purpose, level of politeness, and
fundamental knowledge of the situation are always present, if not highlighted in every
utterance. These may be represented on separate tiers, not unlike prosodic features in the
theory of Autosegmental Phonology set out by Goldsmith (1979):
(A) Multi-tiered representation (cf. “Duh”, Speaker B’s response above)
TIER
1. Lexical
2. Disposition
3. Purpose
4. Politeness

MEANING
expression of stupidity
assertive, incredulous
answer question
none

INDICATOR
word
intonation
timeliness
…

While it is not the purpose of this paper to develop a theory of ‘autosegmental
pragmatics’, it is necessary to show that such standard properties of non-lexical speech
can be isolated, in effect represented as independent entities—or even features. If so, we
might explore some of the various mechanisms available to deal with them (features) in
formally characterizing inference itself.
In the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), Case features appear on NPs at the
onset of a derivation, and are checked off (eliminated) by matching ones on functional
categories prior to Logical Form. (The classic example involves nominative Case on
subjects and the category Tense.) Unchecked features cannot be eliminated, and if they

also happen to be uninterpretable, their presence will cause a derivation to crash. Applied
to representations enriched with pragmatic features, we suggest that checking theory can
determine which implicatures are most plausible, leading to a successful exchange.
The first step is to identify and constrain the set of possible features—not an easy
task, given the variety of mental states and/or extent of situational knowledge shared by
speakers in a conversation. Still, the properties of vocalization (and to some degree
visualization) within any one exchange are finite, and it is their interaction—rather than
enumeration—that drives the inferring process. The latter is familiar enough from the
seminal work of Grice (1975), who postulates that speakers cooperate in retrieving nonlexical information. Thus if Speaker A places undue emphasis on a certain word,
Speaker B presumes that s/he did so for some reason, and proceeds to calculate the most
likely interpretation. At this point, however, the process is cast in terms of eliminable
features, which—rather than causing a derivation to crash—direct it to a specific
understanding with a predictable response.
The system works like this: B’s reply “Are you kidding?” introduces an aspect of
incredulity into the conversation, a dispositional feature that essentially blocks A’s
chances of obtaining a legitimate (unmarked) answer. In this role, it functions as an
uninterpretable feature, hence must be eliminated. A accomplishes this by
acknowledging B’s state of mind and re-evaluating the situation; only then can an
affirmative answer be obtained. Communication is more-or-less successful, although
knowledge of B’s disposition is now part of the situational context.
Similar exchanges and the pragmatic features that characterize them will be
examined. Inasmuch as the inferring process can receive a unified account, featurechecking can be regarded as a formal mechanism of language use, as well as of design.
REFERENCES
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Abstract: My goal is to investigate the expressive possibilities of conceptual visual language and to develop
Collaborative New Art as part of both Contemporary Art/Contemporary Global Structure and the Technological
Civilization in which we live today. I am especially interested in finding out how contemporary art can enhance the
distribution of information and foster a profound universality in the human nature and cross-cultural artistic and
critical collaboration. The meaning of the very possibility to enrich contemporary art may also come into question. In
my inquiry, I am guided by the following set of questions: Are sensations-reactions to contemporary art still
significant today? In what way and how can contemporary art theory and practice address and help solve today’s
global problems? And finally, Can contemporary conceptual art disclose the corrupted social values in megapolices
and create a bridge between the present and the future generations?

1. Introduction
I graduated from the Department of Fine and Applied Arts at Chulalongkorn University in 1996. Since
graduation, I have been working as a media artist with Cyber Lab at the Center of Academic Resources,
Chulalongkorn University. I work in the realm of contemporary art and am interested in revealing the unexplored
facets of experience. In 1998, I secured funding and traveled as a visiting artist/researcher to several countries
including Canada, the United States of America, Denmark, Sweden, Slovenia, Hungary, Austria and Japan. I have
already made some contribution to the development of the media arts through my artistic and research practice,
and related international activity at the Banff Centre for the Arts (Canada), ImaginAsia Project, Smithsonian
Institution (The Freer Gallery of Art and The Arthur M.Sackler Gallery, United State of America), ZKM Project,
Institute for Visual Media (Center for Art and Media, Germany), Designskolen (Denmark), Fukuoka Asian Art
Museum (Japan), Central European University (Hungary) and Royal University College of Fine Arts (Sweden).
I am directing my energies towards the exploration of the phenomenon of cross-interdisciplinary of art and
culture, and searching for answers that can help reverse the subordination and objective materialism, which are
prevalent in today’s society. What are the thoughts, doubts, fears, uncertainties, and reflections that we have and
experience as we head towards the new material and immaterial territories, which we are to inhabit in the future?
In a world increasingly becoming chaotic and inhumane, I found that all around us are racial and tribal wars,
artificially constructed boundaries, confusion, and conflicts. How should we interpret these “Signs of Times” in
their context? In what way are contemporary media arts responsible for a transformation of society?
The concept of the art project “At the Dawn of the 21st Century: A View-Thought ‘The Red Window’” (“The
Critical Time of the World Civilization”) originated in the digital experiments with the photomontage materials.
Later, I added some architectural elements, electronic light controls, sound effects, so that this project evolved into
a three-dimensional work. I combined all these elements and blended them in the abstract world of my

imagination, in order to create in reality an artistic and public space lived through time. Since 1996, this project
has been accepted to several exhibitions: “Tomorrow Where Shall We Live?” (curated by Toyo Ito and supported
by the Japan Foundation, Faculty of Architecture, Chulalongkorn University, 1996); “Utopia 1997” (curated by
Apinan Poshyananda, the Art Center, Center of Academic Resources, Chulalongkorn University, 1997); “OPEN’
999,” 2nd International Exhibition of Sculpture and Installations in Lido, Venice/“II Esposizione Internazionale di
Sculture e Installazioni Lido di Venezia” (curated by Paolo de Grandis and Pierre Restary, organized by the Arte
Communications and supported by the Assessor of Culture of Venice, Italy, 1999); “Siggraph 2000” (curated by
Diane Gromala, Art Galleries, Ernest N. Memorial Convention Center, New Orleans, USA, 2000); Palace of
Light, Art and Culture in the Public Space (curated and organized by Davis O. Nejo, Cross Cultural
Communication, and supported by European Union and Wien Kulture, Vienna, Austria, 2003). It was mentioned
by Diane Gromala (Georgia Tech, Atlanta, USA), Steven Dietz (Walker Art Center, Columbus, USA), Andrew
Glassner (Microsolf Research), Thecla Schiphorst (Technical University of British Columbia, Vancouver,
Canada), Marla Schweppe (Rochester Institute of Technology, USA), and Seth Thompson (New York, USA).

2. Method
The project’s emphasis is on the two interwoven processes. The first step was to search for new expressive
possibilities afforded by the contemporary visual language, as related to the cutting edge of “The Critical Time of
the World Civilization.” I have explored the mental processes and various paradigms in order to represent the
contemporary civilization clearly, without biases — the action that always constitutes specific challenges for
contemporary art and/or media arts. I had experimented with real-practice problems and analyzed the way in
which they affect the internal sense until I was able to come up with the design solution. The results of the first
step will have to be tested and the various findings project will have to be integrated. The conclusion will be
drawn when research work associated with the New Art project will have been accomplished and the final ways of
art will have been established.

3. Results and Discussions
From the 17th century onward, the advancement of new technologies has had a tremendous impact on every
human being in the world. At the same time, the scientific developments have provoked numerous ethical and
moral issues. High-end technology is often times goes against the faith and religious believes in heaven (just one
but vivid example: through the scientific experiments humans managed to produce new life by cloning, in the
course of which new cells are being created by means of bioengineering). In my view, the effort to invent new
goods following the demand and basic human needs means simply to satisfy the desire and passion of the basic
individual living. The varieties of happiness look as Virtual Reality that refer to the fifth internal senses’ content
only a section short-temporary or extremely mobilize new-science technology to seek benefit of all directions.
Nobody even thinks of a future if they know that they can gain immediate benefits from the fusion of sub-particles

and atoms. In a search for new territories, they are ready to go to the outermost galaxies of the solar system, for
their desire does not know an end. Some people strive to set up and expand their administrative power while
hunting for the new colonies that would reinforce their status as masters in the world. (Looking at the weak
subordinate is an act of supremacy.) With the progress of technology, our morality is vanishing. Lack of morality
becomes an insanity of the many; including separating a rack of mobility among the gain and the loss, a superior
and inferior of an extremely discrimination. Aesthetical feeling, memory, optimism and common sense — all
these are being distorted and destroyed because of a profound change in the human behavior in the last century.
Our society is producing nothing in peace. The virgin world was painfully trapped and damaged by illusionist
tricks. This current situation cannot be neglected or left without rethinking, and this becomes the central focus as
well as the cutting edge of “The Critical Time of the World Civilization.”

4. Conclusions
Our world is full of uncertainties and ambiguities. The society views its surroundings in a purely scientific
way. In my opinion, civilization with its science is unable to provide valid answers or satisfactory explanations.
Frequently, knowledge comes with the power whose impact reaches far beyond the individual’s intuition and
intellect. Scientific achievements have challenged moral codes and ethics as well as faith and religion. Science
and technology can bring a threat and do harm to the humanity. The reverse side of utopia is pessimism. A human
quest to conquer distant galaxies and an endless search for new colonies reflect the longing for power,
aggrandizement, and control. The imbalance of power between those who control and those who are controlled
has led to a general disorder and the dilemmas. In the era of mass confusion and distorted values, aesthetics and
common sense are greatly subverted. In the early 21st century, we are facing the crisis of the world civilization.
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Appendix
The original concept/ideas “A View-Thought ‘The Red Window’” (“The Critical Time of The World
Civilization”) expanded into a three-dimensional work, which contains the architectural structure, electronic
lighting control, and sound effects thus creating a living spatial–temporary environment.
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Wishes, Lies and Dreams
Diffused light
shadows life.
Confused dreams
succumb to lies.
Dust filters light;
ashes filter life.
Dawn comes
in the night.
You turn out the light,
knowing the hand under the bed
is still there,
waiting to pull you under.
You think you're wise to play dead,
avoid stepping out of line,
close your eyes to the lies
and the dread
of seeing anyone
seeing you
seeing you.

I take every step
As though my last,
Face the sea of my sad past,
Face the mountain, the highs and lows,
Face the stream, the ebbs and flows,
Hear the silence call my name.
Throw the dice in a love/death game.

"Wishes, Lies and Dreams"
(Video Art/Lives Project)
“Wishes, Lies and Dreams” is created to explore intimacy and emotional resonance with the viewer
with combines artistic and fantastic to expores experience of remembering ; questioning the fantastic
advanture of nature, recognizing disquieting patterns, facing emerging memories, understanding the
nature. Segments are combined with bluring images and vauge to create and impression of
subconscious memory and dream.
Come with me....

I wishes…,
I hope…,
I’m angry…
I’m afraid…
I’m sad…I’m happy….
“Untitled” (Wishes, Lies and Dreams) is a series of experimental video art depicting the world of
“Unconscious”

The video art project has been accepted to exhibitions at ..
• 'Next Move: Contemporary Art from Thailand', Earl Lu Gallery, LASALLE-SIA College of the Arts,
Singapore ( March, 2003)
• The Gardeners of PETITE VERSAILLES / The Garden Of The Little Red Hen, New York, U.S.A.
• Project Wall, Rocketart Gallery , NSW , Australia ( June , 2003)
• Beeoff/Splintermind Project, The Video Project will broadcast from Stockholm as " Real-Time" to a
number of museums: nine regional museums in Sweden, Kiasma in Helsinki, Museet
For Samtidskunst adn Atelier Nord in Oslo. The art is distributed via a Internet in a special co-operation
with Telia/Sonera, Curate by Bjorn Norberg, Hagersten ( Feb, 2004)
• Film/Video Art Festivals in Europe, Asia and America. (See CV.)

1. Abstract: Chinese Literature and Aesthetics: A Reader. Ed. Corinne Dale. Asian Studies Series, eds.
Roger T. Ames and Peter Hershock. Albany: State University of New York Press, (forthcoming 2004).
2. Corinne Dale
3. Belmont University
4. Dept of English
Belmont University
1900 Belmont Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37215
5. dalec@mail.belmont.edu
6. ABSTRACT: Because of China’s radically different worldview, Westerners must come to terms with
aesthetic values and artistic practices that may initially seem incomprehensible or even alienating.
Traditionally in Chinese culture, art is an expression of essence—the meaning, often the emotion, of a
moment within the flow of the dynamic and harmonious natural world. Further, art in China has
traditionally been a practice that is transformational and continuous: both an act of self-cultivation and an
interpretation of a rich, dynamic tradition. Thus, traditional Chinese aesthetics values modification, rather
than the radical reformation commonly valued by Western aesthetics; creativity is expressed in variations
rather than in deviations. The traditional Chinese apprehension of art does not valorize difference, conflict,
and alienation, although contemporary Chinese culture does reflect these modern Western values. The
inherent moral optimism of the traditional Chinese worldview precludes tragedy in the Western sense; it
minimizes the importance of individual development, inner experience, and free will—all highly valued in
Western art. Instead, Chinese art traditionally presents the long view of human experience as revealing a
continuously unfolding and harmonious order.
The essays collected in Chinese Literature and Aesthetics: A Reader identify this aesthetic
tradition as it is embedded in Chinese culture, language, art, and literature, demonstrating the continuity of
that tradition even today. The collection of essays begins with the philosophical concepts revealed in nature
and human society, including literature, and expressed in Daoist, Buddhist, and Confucian thought;
proceeds to the traditional expressions of lyric, narrative, and theater; then focuses on the crisis of
aesthetics in twentieth-century China.
The essays were chosen because of their accessibility to non-specialist Western readers, their
scholarly merit, and their discussion of Chinese artistic practices in the context of the aesthetic traditions of
Chinese civilization. The essayists included are eminent scholars of Chinese culture. Their essays provide
the reader with an authoritative introduction in one volume to the vocabulary and traditions of Chinese
aesthetics and literature.
A table of contents of Chinese Aesthetics and Literature: A Reader follows:
Preface
Introduction
A Brief Outline of Literary History
Notes on Language and Pronunciation
1 The Imaginative Universe of Chinese Literature
Pauline Yu and Theodore Huters
2

Language and Interpretive Contexts
Roger T. Ames

3

The Continuity of Being: Chinese Visions of Nature
Tu Wei-ming

4

The Central Tradition in Traditional Society
Wilt Idema and Lloyd Haft.

5

Women, Moral Virtue, and Literary Text
Wendy Larson

6

Omen of the World: Meaning in the Chinese Lyric
Stephen Owen

7

The Distinctive Art of Chinese Fiction
Paul S. Ropp

8

Beijing Opera Plays and Performance
ElizabethWichmann-Walczak

9

Reflections on Change and Continuity in Modern Chinese Fiction
Leo Ou-fan Lee

10 Theater and Society: An Introduction to Contemporary Chinese Drama
Yan Haiping
11 Border Crossings: Chinese Writing, in Their World and Ours
Howard Goldblatt
Annotated Bibliography
Index
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Program Abstract:
It has been said that the best way to “know” a subject is in the context of another discipline.
I have found this to be especially true when associating the principles of speech or narrative
with the study of music.
Interdisciplinary teaching and learning are, after all, becoming increasingly important in
today’s modern society. Its philosophy is to better understand the world in which we live by
associating and linking all the complex elements of life into a composite whole.
Consequently, this proposal combines the teaching and studying of music with the study of
speech.
I have been interested for the past several years on how to relate the study of music with the
innate structure of language. Language, of course, is universal and has its own internal
system. This system is composed of grammar, morphology, syntax, semantics, and
phonetics. All of these aspects of human speech have striking analogies that can be made to
music’s internal language structure.
The association of the principles of speech or narrative with the study of music is a largely
untapped region of study. Hence, for some time I have been relating the structure, function,
and classification of language principles to music and have found them both to share an
amazing similarity. In my research, I have discovered how “context” determines how
musical components are arranged (grammar), how the form and structure of musical chords,
harmonic series, and scales relate to words (morphology), how chord progressions relate to
the customary arrangement of phrases and sentences (syntax), how the “articulation” of
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music correspond to pronunciation (phonology), and how the meaning of music compares to
word meanings (semantics). Illustrating these linguistic functions during my teaching of
music has aided my students to better understand more abstract concepts by the more natural
means of human speech. Hence, I have found that having a greater understanding of how
speech relates to music enhances a student’s abilities, perception, and understanding of
music itself.
During my presentation, I will illustrate the five main universal principles of
speech through specific musical examples:
1. Grammar – how “context” determines how musical components are arranged
2. Phonology – speech sounds and pronunciation (musical articulation)
3. Morphology – forms and structure of words (harmony, the harmonic series, and
the genesis of scales)
4. Syntax – phrase and sentence structure (chord progression and cadences)
5. Semantics – meanings of speech forms, word meanings (transmission of meaning
and emotion in music)
By comparing the universal principles and structure of speech with music, a greater
understanding and appreciation of music will emerge. It can well demonstrate the
sometimes “hidden” logic of music to be one that is backed by universal principles of
human speech and communication.
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Program Abstract:
Software sound synthesis can be used today to visually and aurally demonstrate the basic
physical laws that govern all music. In my presentation, I will focus on one specific music
synthesis program called Csound and show how it can be used to better understand the
scientific basis of sound.
Software sound synthesis programs are programming languages designed to create sound.
All of these software programs provide a means to design digital instruments using
sound-producing and processing modules called “opcodes.” Instruments are created by
“patching” together a series of these opcodes and assigning them whatever values are
desired. The user is given the ability to manipulate these instruments with extreme
precision. An accompanying musical score is made in the form of a “note” or “event
list,” which specifies when and for how long each instrument is to play. When the
instruments “play” the score, the program generates a digital representation of the sound
that can then be “played” by the computer.
Because of Csound’s tremendous flexibility, all kinds of various acoustical phenomena can
be demonstrated. Waveforms of all created sounds can be displayed in Csound (or any
waveform editor) to better understand the physical nature and “science” of music. With the
assistance of Csound, many related disciplines can be studied simultaneously, e.g., music,
physics, acoustics, psychoacoustics, and mathematics.

Pronunciation as Performance Practice:
Considerations of Geography and Chronology in the Latin of
Carl Orff's Carmina Burana and Other Selected Choral Works
Hank Dahlman
Department of Music
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435
Hank.Dahlman@wright.edu

Conductors and other performers of choral and vocal music are often confronted
with problems relating to the correct pronunciation of foreign languages and with the
problems of artistically-informed performance practice. Indeed, most higher education
curricula in vocal music at both the graduate and undergraduate levels include significant
study in foreign language pronunciation. Similarly, due to a wealth of musicological
research during the past half-century, there has been a growing concern with the area of
performance practice, which seeks to recreate, inasmuch as is possible given today’s
technology and training, styles of performance known to the composer. Much progress
in this latter area has been made, especially relating to the construction, playing and
tuning of ancient instruments, tempi, articulation, dynamics, size of forces, and other
areas. However, with some notable exceptions, there is little current research in the area
of language pronunciation as a performance practice factor.
This study addresses one aspect of foreign language pronunciation as a
performance practice issue by examining Latin pronunciation in several choral works
spanning five centuries. Prior to the modern standardization of sung Latin after the
issuance of the Vatican’s Motu proprio in 1903, the pronunciation of sung Latin varied
greatly, primarily depending on two factors, chronology and geography. Similarly, there
were, and still remain, significant differences in the pronunciation of Latin for the Roman
Catholic Church, and the “classical” or “school-boy” Latin taught in the public schools of
Britain and the United States.
These considerations are of critical importance to the vocal musician, in that they
directly affect consonant and vowel diction and syllabic accentuation, as they pertain to
matters of musical articulation, vocal tone color, and phrasing. The study presents an
historical overview of the problem, with a survey of selected examples of regional
dialects in Latin pronunciation over time. Next, the study presents alternative
pronunciation of selected choral works in Latin, including the Latin texts of Carl Orff’s
setting of portions of the Carmina Burana. Finally, the study presents suggested
pedagogical methods relating to this area for conductors and voice teachers, and
bibliographic aids to the performer concerned with further study into this area.
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Abstract - Christian Dagg, Rebecca O’Neal Dagg, Rusty Smith
Drawing Machine: reading between the lines
on teaching Drawing as a Way of Thinking to first year architecture students
“I am drawing all the time. But I am not trying to draw things that I know; I draw and then decide
what can be found in the drawing.”1 - Peter Eisenman, architect
The pedagogical objectives for teaching first year design students to draw should question both
the nature and the process of drawing. In the past ten years, the digital revolution has
transformed the way in which designers work. Contemporary artifacts made by architects [i.e.
drawings and models] are primarily routed through mechanical output devices. From large format
plotting and laser cutting, to CNC milling and 3-d printing, digital input and output technologies
have begun to circumvent the traditional processes of drawing. Following suit, the two major
trends in design education are split between an emphasis on “hands-on” design-build methods,
which marginalizes the “thinking-through-drawing” process, and a focus on digital processes of
form-making, which obfuscates the pragmatic concerns of architectonics. Subsequently, the
middle ground – precisely where the synthesis of these two extremes might occur – is left
desolate.
Employing mechanical devices that posit drawing as a prosthetically mediated experience,
Drawing Machine as a project analyzes this fertile middle ground and arms students with the
ability to utilize drawing as a way of thinking, not just as a representational tool. Further, the
project demands the development of an awareness of the often absent relationship of the
designer to the condition of mediated output-artifacts. The methodology for this research involves
analysis considering first year Drawing Machine projects and analyzing advanced applications of
the teaching pedagogy in the upper level architecture studios. These levels will be considered in
relation to each other, and the analysis will occur through documentation of drawings, process,
machines, and of student, faculty and professional responses. More specifically, the research
follows a sequence of drawing assignments given to first year architecture students at Auburn
University.
First the students complete a series of difficult drawing exercises which require meticulously
drawn plans, sections, elevations, axonometrics, and exploded axonometrics of a small machine
(such as a fan, typewriter, eggbeater.) Then the students build a drawing machine from the
original object. Anticipated results of the research aim to convey how the project operates
didactically and how the project generates new ways of thinking about drawing and about
architecture for students.
In a sense, every tool is a machine—the hammer, the ax, and the chisel. And every machine is a
tool. The real distinction is between one person using a tool with their hands and producing an
object that shows at every stage the direction of their will and the impression of their personality;
and a machine which is producing, without the intervention of any particular individual, objects of
a uniformity and precision that show no individual variation and have no personal charm. The
problem is to decide whether the objects of machine production can possess the essential
qualities of art.
Sir Herbert Read, Art and Industry
Machinery is aggressive. The weaver becomes a web, the machinist a machine. If you do not use
the tools, they use you. All tools are in one sense edge-tools, and dangerous.
Ralph Waldo Emerson “Works and Days,” in Society and Solitude

1 Peter Eisenman, “Conversation with Peter Eisenman, 1992,” Bedard, Jean-Francois, ed. Cities of Artificial
Excavation, The Work of Peter Eisenman, 1978-1988 (Montreal, Rizzoli International Publications, 1994), p. 123.

Drawing Machine: reading between the lines
on teaching Drawing as a Way of Thinking to first year architecture students
Christian Dagg, Rebecca O’Neal Dagg, Rusty Smith
“I am drawing all the time. But I am not trying to draw things that I know; I draw and then decide
what can be found in the drawing.”1- Peter Eisenman, architect
The pedagogical objectives for teaching first year design students to draw should
question both the nature and the process of drawing. It is imperative that design students learn
the importance of “thinking through drawing” early in the curriculum of architecture school. The
act of drawing forms a strong foundation for generating ideas through an iterative process, for
analyzing existing works, and for developing a synthesis of mind and body towards the creative
act. This synthesis of mind and body occurs as a kinesthetic experience whereby the physical
act of drawing allows new connections to occur. If the mind leads the hand, the hand becomes
the scribe. In reverse, if the hand leads the mind, the physical act of drawing becomes a search
rather than a reaction to a thought. The drawing process fluctuates between these two
conditions, and the resultant design process becomes the essential ingredient to developing
critical design thinking.
As architects, our primary creative activity is drawing. The intangible becomes tangible in
the mind through the immersive act of drawing. There are often times when our drawings do not
reflect the final outcome of the project - we become infatuated with the drawing itself, the only
product of the process. The history of Architecture is completed by many ideas and images only
ever achieved through drawing. Some of the most important architecturally significant ideas
remain forever trapped in the drawing as evidenced by the visionary work of the Russian
Constructivists. It can be argued that during certain historical periods and movements such as
Constructivism, Architecture found its most powerful manifestation in the flatness of the picture
plane. Architects Piranesi, Doug Dardin, and Lebbeus Woods, to name only a few, point toward
the proof of this assertion.
sowing the seeds…
Any student entering into Architecture will not necessarily be aware of drawing’s
continuity within the history of the discipline. It is assumed by students (and obviously by clients
and occupants) that the product of Architectural design activities is always the building. Drawings
and models only later begin to be understood as the true product of the Architect. The building,
for architects, is often simply the predictable outcome of the drawings. Inevitably, students are
taught how to draw because it is still the fundamental manner through which designers make
judgments concerning the emergent designs under consideration. Drawing is a precise activity. It
allows the conveyance of intentions, experience and dimensional specificity. It can provide
evidence of the initial inspirational moment, as well as coordinate the activities of an enormous
building project. Without it the profession would be completely ineffective. At some level drawing
is simply a skill design education teaches, like grammar and spelling for writers, chords and
scales for musicians. Through drawing, students are able to utilize a variety of methods for
communicating the ideas behind the formation of their projects. Without it, good ideas do not find
the methods of persuasion needed to convince others that this is an idea around which they
should align their efforts.
When discussing the precision of drawing, this should not be confused as an argument
against certain types of drawing. Whether it is figure drawing or technical drawing, line drawings
or tonal drawings, all of these methods are precise in terms of the information being conveyed
through the particular medium. Experience and character are just as important as dimensional
accuracy. It is within the realm of Architecture, occupying the blurred zone between art and
science, where through the true product of Architecture, the drawing, a balance between the
effect of a particular gesture and the material means by which it will be achieved, are equally
required. Drawing is a haptic device encouraging hand eye coordination. We insist that drawing
gives direct contact with the internal place where the moment of creation occurs. Mark making is
often instinctual and is imperative for the existence of quality Architecture.
.

tools
Machinery is aggressive. The weaver becomes a web, the machinist a machine. If you do not use
the tools, they use you. All tools are in one sense edge-tools, and dangerous. -- Ralph Waldo
Emerson “Works and Days,” in Society and Solitude
Of concern for students and their education is that drawing and the field of architecture
has been under an (often gleefully accepted) assault. Within the last twenty years, computers and
other digitally controlled tools have entered both the profession and the academy. Specifically,
the attack was launched on the craft of drawing, fueled by the demands of Computer-aided
Drafting. The tactile connection architects have with the pencil has now been replaced with the
mouse. Analog methods of drawing have all found a doppelganger in the world of computer
drafting. This makes some discussion about the balance of drawing techniques even more
important. An increasing number of students arrive at architecture school with high school
training in CAD. However, without knowledge of the conventions of drawing, a certain amount of
re-training needs to occur. Students need to learn away from the computer about important
spatial definitions imposed by proper use of line weights in order to make better computer
drawings. When using the computer to pop out perspectives without ever having constructed a
two point perspective by hand, the students do not understand the rules of the construction and
therefore do not have the ability to control it. They are at the mercy of the machine.
Architectural education is impossible without a balanced pedagogical stance where both
traditional and digital modes of communicating design intentions are emphasized and
encouraged to coexist seamlessly.
Moreover, the relationship of the act of drawing to the design process has changed with
the introduction of these new and more complex tools. In the past ten years, advances in the
digital revolution have transformed the way in which designers work. Contemporary artifacts
made by architects [i.e. drawings and models] are primarily routed through mechanical output
devices. From large format plotting and laser cutting, to CNC milling and 3-d printing, digital input
and output technologies have begun to circumvent the traditional processes of drawing. Not only
has the computer co-opted many of the analog procedures of drawing, but it has some of its own
internal constraints as well. Computers and computer drafting have their own rules. Every
drawing program that emerges makes certain tasks easier or repetitive, while other programs
offer up new geometric paradigms that excite architecture students into an awaiting frenzy for the
“new world” of formal invention. We are at the point where design projects, and even buildings,
can be identified as much by the program they were designed within, as much the style or as the
work of a particular architect. Drawing programs breed a certain similarity. One has to wonder
why all of the avant-garde proposals for Blob Architecture all look the same. Clearly, without
NURB based modeling, these proposals would be very different. Revealing a breakdown in the
deployment of the drawing as built form, FOA’s project for the Yokohama Port Terminal began as
a complex curvilinear form that upon construction has changed material and form. As evidence
that the programs are not yet able to consider material constraints, digitally conceived curves are
built using triangulation - something drawing by hand and a material imagination have always
been capable of achieving.
Following suit, the two major trends in design education are split between an emphasis
on “hands-on” design-build methods, which marginalizes the “thinking-through-drawing” process,
and a focus on digital processes of form-making, which obfuscates the pragmatic concerns of
architectonics. Subsequently, the middle ground – precisely where the synthesis of these two
extremes might occur – is left desolate. Analyzing this fertile middle ground as a project for first
year students, “Drawing Machine: reading between the lines” begins to address this
transformation of the drawing process and arms students with the ability to utilize all drawing tools
as means to a way of thinking, not just as an artifact producing representational tool. Through the
project students gain more control of the design process and more confidence in adopting the
tools as internal components of the process rather than considering them as external artifactproducing autonomous equipment. This ability serves students well as they continue into the
upper levels of school, because they are empowered through the possession of this control. This
empowerment enables them to understand the importance of drawing to the design/build process

and marginalizes the control of digital software’s inherent trajectory towards meaningless formal
theatrics instead allowing students to use it iteratively and experimentally.
understanding drawing as a mediated experience
Employing mechanical devices that posit drawing as a prosthetically mediated
experience, Drawing Machine as a project analyzes this fertile middle ground and arms students
with the ability to utilize all drawing as a way of thinking, not just as a representational tool. It
front-loads the education of the designers with an ability to move fluidly in relation to the tools of
the profession. Further, the project demands the development of an awareness of the often
absent relationship of the designer to the condition of mediated output-artifacts. The methodology
for this research involves analysis considering first year Drawing Machine projects and analyzing
advanced applications of the teaching pedagogy in the upper level architecture studios. These
levels are considered in relation to each other, and the analysis occurs through documentation of
drawings, process, machines, and of student, faculty and professional responses.
As a lead up to the Drawing Machine project, students begin by learning to draw with
traditional media such as charcoal, graphite, and conte crayon. The object of the inquiry is a
small found object machine. In the first year course the projects are presented seamlessly, with
one flowing into the next. After learning basic drawing skills for several weeks, students then
complete a series of difficult orthogonal drawing exercises which require meticulously drawn
plans, sections, elevations, axonometrics, and exploded axonometrics of the small machine (such
as a fan, typewriter, eggbeater.) Some of the machines are obsolete such as old typewriters,
radios, and a sewing machine, while others like fans and eggbeaters are locally available and still
functional. Paralleling the drafted drawings, which focus on applying the same developing
sensibilities towards a surgical precision and technical craft, other figural drawings of the
machines are made. Students are asked make reductive drawings capturing the machine with 4
lines, 2 lines, and 1 line. Throughout the progression the students do not know the next phase of
the project and therefore approach each phase within the given boundaries. The most frequently
asked question is, “can I change my machine?” From the pedagogical stance, anticipated results
of the research aim to convey how the project operates didactically and how the project
generates new ways of thinking about drawing and about architecture for students. Within the
project constraints, end product drawings vary from figural to increasingly abstract series of
marks. As a culmination of the project in consideration of the tools of drawing and the mediated
process and output artifact, the students build a drawing machine from the original object.
In a sense, every tool is a machine—the hammer, the ax, and the chisel. And every machine is a
tool. The real distinction is between one person using a tool with their hands and producing an
object that shows at every stage the direction of their will and the impression of their personality;
and a machine which is producing, without the intervention of any particular individual, objects of
a uniformity and precision that show no individual variation and have no personal charm. The
problem is to decide whether the objects of machine production can possess the essential
qualities of art. -- Sir Herbert Read, Art and Industry
Advanced Applications
An initial understanding of this project arrived through the work of a Fifth Year Thesis
Student in the Spring of 2003. This student, Brandon Smith, was thoughtfully pursuing many
related ideas in the development of his own drawing machine. The primary assertion was that
architecture, like many professions, was becoming a disembodied activity. Surgeons can operate
on a human patient remotely with the use of robots and other automated devices. Some of this
has to do with the scale of surgery and intervention, as well as centralized expertise that is not
available nationwide. In many ways, architecture is becoming the same kind of profession,
particularly with computer aided drafting and manufacturing becoming more integral.
The initial challenge to Brandon was simple enough, if the machine predetermines a
certain design outcome, if the computer only allows for certain types of input and output, then a
critique of the computer would begin with the underlying rules of the technology. Brandon went
through a faculty directed process during which he developed a series of prototypes for a
machine that at first only moved in the X and Y direction, to a final variation that operated in 3

dimensions and would draw on photo sensitive paper with small Light Emitting Diodes.
Additionally, the entire machine was carefully calibrated and developed utilizing laser cutting
technology, a technique that afforded a level of precision not typically achieved by the traditional
model making devices of architecture students.
Two other developments were essential to this project. The first was the realization that
instead of holding a pencil or other traditional mark-making tool, a common response in the first
year project, this device will draw with light. The machine emits light, and moves across a piece
of photographic paper. This technique was inspired by the photograms of Laszlo Moholy-Nagy,
the Hungarian artist and Bauhaus educator, as well as the photograms from Asymptote’s earlier
work and publications. How to control the light was the second, fundamental question. Utilizing
an old laptop computer, a program was developed that transformed raw text data into output
“firings” through the computer’s LPT port. An older version of Windows operating system had to
be used, as current versions have no opportunity to modify fundamental elements such as the
LPT port. Every key of the laptop sends out a pattern of electrical current through the port, this
electrical current is then transformed into positive movement in the X, Y or Z direction plus the
illumination of one to five Light Emitting Diodes. When the machine hits the end of its range of
motion, a switch flips, and it returns in the opposite direction. Text of all kinds was imported into
this translational device including building specifications, poetry, email, and the entire content of
web pages. All resulted in a similar output.
Sharp lines, flares, and ghosts from light reflecting off the machine itself all created
beautiful, if not predictable, patterns across the photographic paper. The final step of the process
was to begin to realize the possibilities inherent in the drawings to describe architectural space
and strategies for intervention with a real site. The site of his proposal became photographs of
the site, not drawings or site models or even a consideration of the real site. The drawings
received from the machine were allowed to erase sections of the photograph and these were then
sites for intervention. The most difficult moment of the project was the translation of the drawings
into a material/ tectonic architectural language. At this moment freedom entered back into the
process, a freedom to choose almost any material and engage its limitations and constraints in
the pursuit of architectural form. At this moment, it was clear that the drawings and the
development of the drawing machine, constituted its own vital research. The architectural
process is made up of many layers of decisions; by radicalizing representation questions arose
through this process that would otherwise move along undisturbed.
the Machines
Inspired by the thesis project, during the course of the first year project the relationship of
the “making” to the “made” is contemplated. There is a fluctuating importance between the
machine itself as art artifact and the drawings that are produced by the machine. According to the
author of each machine, the significance of the Drawing Machine itself is varied. In some
instances such as the “Boat Machine” the drawings are completed over a 24 hour period, and the
machine takes precedence over the drawings it produces. Elaborate and complicated, the
machine performs a simple task of controlling air to move powder medium, which results in very
ephemeral drawings. None of the machines ever produces the same drawing twice, although the
drawings per machine are similar. Machines can be categorized through multiple lenses in a
matrix including: mark-making, “toner application”, machine action, low tech versus high tech, and
degrees of operator involvement compared to machine autonomy. The drawings as artifacts can
be considered by issues of drawing time, repetition, chance, control, and inherent outcomes.
Many of the drawings look like the machine. Some machines are an end in themselves such as
the exquisite “typedrawer” which draws literary passages. While others are subservient to the end
product such as “whirring eggbeater”. Generally, the most successful machines are set in motion
by the operator with the primary control occurring in the design of the machine not in the
operating phase. When the machine needs excessive input as it draws, the drawings are often
manipulated willfully, resulting in a drawing that could have been made by other means – that is
not dependent on the machine for its existence.
The overall project is ultimately the most persuasive in generating new ideas about
design when the machine allows drawings to occur that the designer would not otherwise have
considered. The discipline of making the machine results in a liberation of possibilities. The

question posed to the Drawing Machine operators, “how do you know when the drawing is done”,
exposes control issues and the tenuous relationship between the operator, the machine, and the
output. Does the machine draw the drawing? Does the operator control the machine? Is the
drawing in control? Answers to these difficult questions were offered by each student in relation
to specific machine processes.
Conclusion
Although conceptually different, the visual similarity between the drawn work of these
student machines and the Process Artists of the 60’s and 70s is quite stunning. It is through this
lens that we understand the project to be as much about the development and coordination of the
machine as it is about the strangely seductive drawings that emerge. Pamela Lee, in an essay
on the Process Artists, describes Process Art drawings as having two crucial qualities, the
transitive and the contingent. The qualities of the contingent, center around the organization of
systems through which random activities can occur, “the artist in making the work does not so
much determine the nature of the chance accident than set up the condition of its possibility.”2
The transitive qualities result from the activities and actions performed upon certain materials. As
Serra describes: “to roll, to fold, to bend, to shorten, to shave, to tear, to chip…”3 are all
procedures that constitute this transitive nature. Process artists will utilize these qualities to
emphasize the temporal nature of their work, a direct critique of the timelessness pursued by
other artists. It is through this examination of every aspect of the process of making Art that
these artists will actually redefine Art.
In a similar manner, the Drawing Machines set the framework for the drawings whose
outcome is not specifically predictable, yet the physical body of the designer is a vital part of the
process having constructed the machine. Utilizing the machines the drawing process occurs by
extension, by prosthetic - a higher tech version of Brice Marden’s stick tool drawings. This lesson
of experiencing the mediated output artifact made by the “self-made” machine allows students to
realize the numerous control issues the operator has in relation to the machine itself and the
degrees of connection to the machine. As the education progresses this project is intended to
leave a lasting student facility for considering drawing that can be applied when the design
process requires work through multiple tools. For the students, this educational premise demands
the importance of iterative drawing to the design/build process and the importance of critical use
of digital software and equipment. Ultimately reconsidering the potential for Architecture tools
and paper Architecture in contemporary times, through the Drawing Machines these students are
enabled with the ability to think more critically about the design process as a search. Thinking
through drawing is reiterated as an essential component to the work of the designer not only as a
means to an end, but also as an end in itself. Drawings are Architecture.
Notes
1 Peter Eisenman, “Conversation with Peter Eisenman, 1992,” Bedard, Jean-Francois, ed. Cities
of Artificial Excavation, The Work of Peter Eisenman, 1978-1988 (Montreal, Rizzoli International
Publications, 1994), 123.
2 Pamela M. Lee, “Some Kinds of Duration: The Temporality of Drawing as Process Art”, printed
in AfterImage: Drawing Through Process (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1999), 47.
3 Richard Serra, “About Drawing: An Interview”, reprinted in Richard Serra: Writings, Interview
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1994), 51.
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Linguistics
"The Language of comics and advertisements: Beano and Freaky!
Quavers Streaky."
Introduction
The purpose of this essay is to provide an analysis for understanding the
developments and shifting concerns of publicity and comics1 specifically
written for children. It will help to understand how a child's cognitive and
linguistic growth is affected by these two means of communication. The
analysis is developed in the light of the notion of episteme as established by
Michel Foucault and also in the light of Lyotard’s theory of knowledge within
Postmodern philosophical values. Of course, Scott McCloud, one of the most
influential scholars in the field of comics, as well as Vestegaard and Schroder,
who analyzed publicity in every detail, have been a strong influence.
In sum, the double aim of this study concerns the evaluation of: 1) the
language linked to the images used to describe a story, and 2) the language
linked to the images used to advertise the commercial products children find
here and there throughout the pages of their comics. It is interesting to see: a)
how language and pictures interact in both a discourse linked to publicity and
a discourse linked to comics, and 2) how they differ from each other and/or
show some similarities with one another.
The descriptive and more formal language of advertisements, while being
very persuading and incisive, seems to occupy a secondary position compared
to the images related to both the language and the commercial products; they
(images and language) are related to an object. The language of comics,
however, by taking the shape of an informal dialogue, seems to share the same
position with the pictures, because they both describe a more complete and
complex representation; they are related to an idea; they have to follow and
guide the development of a specific topic. In both cases, the balance between
language and images seems to focus on a perfect coincidence between words
and things, so emphasizing the role of the Classical episteme.
While the language of comics and that of publicity show a high degree of
inventiveness and imagination, so recalling the modern notion of episteme, the
coherence between the theory of representation and the theory of language,
typical of the Classical age, seems to prevail. In fact, from my point of view,
the linguistic functions of the language of both comics and publicity present
and describe reality relatively faithfully.
1

Did cartoons generate comics? 4) The ‘story’ of cartoons.
Each age has had its cartoons. Maybe they started in the 18th century to express moral values
(W. Hogarth – J. Gillray – T. Rowlandson – F. Goya), were refined in the 19th century (C.
Philipon – J. Grandville in France and the very famous Punch in England which stimulated
Wild Oats and Phunny Phellow in the States, and then Puck, New Yorker till the very famous
Disney Studios, Superman in Action Comics) and arrived to us in a totally new shape.
Cartoon: an amusing drawing in a newspaper or magazine, esp one that comments satirically
on current events; Comics/comic books: children’s magazine containing stories told mainly
through pictures: Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. I have treated ‘Comics’ as singular.
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So, the aim of this linguistic analysis is to demonstrate that the language of
comics and that of advertisements, while emphasising inventiveness, and
consequently reflecting the modern notion of episteme, also focuses on a clear
relationship between things and words: pictures contribute to illustrate a
representation also described by words.
In conclusion, while analysing the verbal and non-verbal features of both
publicity and comics, I perceive a certain balance between the Classical, the
Modern and the Post-modern notion of episteme.
Finally, there is another essential point deserving analysis; this is the
importance of these two means of communication within the world of
children’s literature. If ignored, a complete view of our present day world will
be undermined. In fact, children as well as adults, of course, are affected by
many different styles; the problem is to establish a link between the informal
system of communication and the formal branch of literary scholarship.
Comics and publicity contribute significantly to a complete understanding
of the cultural context around the child; a context which reflects a real world
and not only an imaginary one; a context that centres the content on society.
In essence, the aim is to build up a heterogeneous force that breaks down
the division between "high" and "low" systems of communication, between
literacy and popular cultural forms of children's literature. So I would like to
consider not only the relevant relationship between words and pictures – the
central focus of comics and advertisements -, but also how widely they invade
our children’s lives.
How do they both influence children's behaviour, and how do children
react to the story and the publicity that appear in their magazines? We know
that all children read comics, so that we cannot ignore that they occupy a large
part of their reading experience. Even though such "readings" are not related
to the classical domain of children's literature, sometimes teachers, being
aware of their pupils’ interest, and also in terms of providing a better
understanding of this area, introduce comics into the school curriculum, while
advertisements as a research plan to be developed by the whole class
throughout one or another term.
The age I will concentrate on is around 9 or 10 years old; an age in which
children are still vulnerable, because they start to follow fashion from many
directions. I shall analyze the most popular comics for both girls and boys
(Beano, Dandy, The Powerpuff Girls, Simpsons), and evaluate the different
language related to different topics.

2

1) Foucault and Lyotars: Episteme and Postmodernism.
The coherence between the theory of representation and the theory of
language, typical of the Classical age, gave its functions the chance to present
and describe reality faithfully, because man - though the most perfect of the
creatures -, had the sole aim to interpret the order of the world through a
representation and through its description. But this idyllic situation was broken
by Kant, who, by viewing man as the sum of empiric and transcendent
features, while giving him power, also showed all human imperfections. The
Modern age changed the role of man from ‘a’ Maker to ‘the’ Maker, but in so
doing, the human being’s limits were emphasized.
Representation and discourse were no longer able to be the perfect image
of a perfect reality. The episteme of the Classical age had changed its
configuration: "… the theory of representation disappears as the universal
foundation of all possible orders; language as the spontaneous tabula, the
primary grid of things, as an indispensable link between representation and
things, is eclipsed in its turn; a profound historicity penetrates into the heart of
things, isolates and defines them in their own coherence, imposes upon them
the forms of order implied by the continuity of time;"2
The literary work which marks the break with tradition, in other words,
signs (words and images/figures) have dissolved their alliance with
resemblance, is, according to Foucault, Don Quixote. Here words, while
wandering off on their own, give language a new power: "… language breaks
off its old kinship with things and enters into that lonely sovereignty from
which it will reappear, in its separated state, only as literature; because it
marks the point where resemblance enters an age which is, from the point of
view of resemblance, one of madness and imagination. Once similitude and
signs are sundered from each other, two experiences can be established and
two characters appear face to face."3
The search for an exhaustive comprehension of the order of the world uses
different tools according to the different ages which mark the history of
mankind - Archaic, Classical and Modern. Each age tries to achieve this
comprehension through a representation where signs and words either exclude
or include the active presence of the human being.
The Classical Age excluded it; representation was possible because it was
a clear and limpid means which perfectly mirrored reality; Man was an object.
Language also was artificial, but, through a conventional system of signs,
permitted an adequate and transparent representation of reality, because of a
parallel correspondence between linguistic and natural elements.
The passage from the Classical age to the Modern age - about the end of
the xviii and the beginning of the xix century - started when man realized that
it was not possible to represent and describe a transparent reality; there was no
longer a clear correspondence between linguistic and natural elements: Man,
turned into 'the' Maker, wanted to analyze, and then understand not only the
objective, but also the subjective world.
The values (reason and progress) of the 18th century – the Age of
Enlightenment/the Age of Reason - fell apart in the modern era. Some
prominent thinkers of the 18th century (K. Marx) were optimistic; they thought
2
3

Foucault: 1994, p. xxiii
ib. p. 49
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that forgetting about myths and holy ideas, and instead using the universal
values of science, reason and logic would facilitate progress. Other thinkers
(E. Burke – Marquis de Sade – M. Weber), however, were not so optimistic.
They realized that “the death of God,” and consequently of morality and
metaphysics, would transform the world into a prison of reason and
bureaucracy. The inevitable result was a world without center, a void was the
consequence; a void which was extremely dangerous, a chaos which
stimulated the most representative voices of the Modern Age to rediscover the
essence of humanity, not by using a materialist science, which in order to
create was forced to destroy, but by putting art beyond good and evil.
“Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; Mere anarchy is loosed upon the
world” wrote William Butler Yeats, who tried to populate the empty hole with
heroes and fairies taken from Celtic mythology. Nietzsche’s Superman,
together with aesthetics, was also beyond good and evil. The modern rational
Superman had, in fact, ‘created’ Auschwitz, Hiroshima, and so on. The myth
of machine-like efficiency had generated not only the art of Ezra Pound, who
saw words as machines, not only modern pieces of architecture, where houses
were thought of as machines, but also war machines.
Joyce’s Ulysses, Eliot’s The Wasteland, Kafka’s The Metamorphosis,
Munch’s The Scream, to name only a few, symbolized the fragmentation and
despair of both society as a whole entity and man as single soul. Theirs was a
desperate cry for feeling alienated, socially fragmented, lacking in identity,
alone, terribly alone. Modern art and literature achieved so high a level that
the middle class was excluded; consequently, culture was divided into
“Highbrow” and “Lowbrow.”
Postmodernism, by avoiding the problem of filling in the void, by
accepting dislocation and fragmentation, absence and anarchy, chance and
surface, enables everyone to participate to the construction of this world. The
problem of knowledge is no longer a problem; learning does not depend on
teachers training students; information no longer depends on single
individuals, but on computers, data banks, informatics, cybernetics, etc.:
“These technological transformations can be expected to have a considerable
impact on knowledge. Its two principal functions – research and the
transmission of acquired learning – are already feeling the effect, or will in the
future.”4 Ours is a world of images, flows of images belonging to a consumer
culture, images continually reproduced by multinational corporations in order
to focus on objects to be consumed: on commodities, on facilities. Capitalism
has invaded nature by destroying all forms of natural life; it has used
advertising, which, through a conscious use of language and pictures, invades
our unconscious life.5
The dispute between Lacan and Lyotard, a dispute which focuses on the
relationship between mind and language, follows two different patterns. Lacan
affirms that the unconscious mind is like a language, while Lyotard, by
pointing out that language is two-dimensional because it lacks images, which
are the main force of dreams, claims that language, after all, is flat. The blame
lies on the visual nature of the unconscious; though at work with language, the
4
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three-dimensional nature of dreams disrupts the rational linguistic flow of
discourse:6 images are quicker; they cannot waste time; multinational
corporations dominate our conscience, dominate our language. Narrative time
no longer has time; it has no place in our convulsive world; we have no time
to think about. So that, again Lyotard gives the responsibility of the
degradation of education to capitalism. By depriving human beings of the
pleasure achieved through the chant of myths, capitalism denies any form of
social bond, any grade of socialization, any level of authorization or
legitimization.
Scientific discourse has no possibility of legitimizing itself: “But the
violence of the critique addressed to education in the 1960s, followed by the
inexorable degradation of educational institutions in all modern countries,
clearly shows that knowledge and its transmission have ceased to exercise the
authority which once made people listen to the intellectuals when they moved
from the professorial chair to the public platform. In a world in which success
means saving time, thinking has only one disadvantage, but it is an
irredeemable disadvantage: it makes you waste time.”7 We are the people of
cosmopolitan publicity, of multi media images and language, of comics and
cartoons, of lowbrow culture, of the spilling or throwing paint on our
canvasses, of electronic music and so on and so on.
The fragmented world of Postmodernism has attacked all sides of our
society, all aspects of our life: our self, our language, our audio-visual art.
Mass communication, through television, newspapers, magazines, advertising,
affects and invades our ways of life, so that the classical and formal aspect of
literature includes both the analysis of publicity and the reading of comics,
thus giving them the authority of myths, since they represent a large part of
our postmodern society.
The Humpty Dumpty fragmentation, standing also for the negative aspect
of postmodernism, has been overcome by a kind of narrative, that, by pointing
not to monolithic presence, but rather to a galaxy of little and multiethnic
stories, is trying to legitimize, to give dignity, identity, memory to the huge
flows of micro groups, who move from one place to another, from their own
country to a foreign one in order to find identity in a multiethnic, multiracial,
multilingual world.
The consumer culture of our days, through micro-narratives, gives peoples
a sense of communion, even maintaining differences; but, this time the
differences do not hurt, rather, they throw down the barriers that prevent each
person from establishing a close relationship with the ‘other.’ The isle, the
“curious private language,” the isolation and the alienation of the postmodern
condition as viewed by Jameson, is not so negative.8 The confluence of many
different social groups, of religions, of traditions, of rituals are even enlarging
our life. While creating a hyper-reality having little correspondence to the
‘real’ world, because its representation is more real than reality, migrants have
given host people and host countries the chance to live in a world of
interconnected differences; differences which have contributed to see the
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‘other’ not as someone to be avoided, but as a person who contributes to the
enrichment of the whole humanity.
Lyotard, who, also, does not have a negative perception of
Postmodernism, claims that differences are vital; they might even provoke a
quarrel, or a dispute, or a state of discord, a differénd to use Lyotard’s term,
but meanwhile, they stimulate transformation while enriching both cognition
and behaviour. Any kind of evolution includes the ‘other,’ “a third part”
which, at last, becomes part of the ‘we,’ which should bring the two opposing
parts to accept differences, to be tolerant, to discuss in order to find a
communion of views within differences: “Within the tradition of modernity,
the movement towards emancipation is a movement whereby a third party,
who is initially outside the we of the emancipating avant-garde, eventually
becomes part of the community of real (first person) or potential (second
person) speakers. … the tension between the singularity, contingency and
opacity of its present, and the universality, self-determination and transparence
of the future it is promised. … Terror is no longer exercised in the name of
freedom, but in the name of ‘our’ satisfaction, in the name of the satisfaction
of the we which is definitely restricted to singularity.”9
2) The world of language and that of images: comics and publicity.
Every day we face many different realities, micro-narratives substitute
macro-narratives without offending personality, behaviour, language, but
rather enriching all aspects of human life. Comics and publicity, nowadays, in
my opinion, represent the macro-narrative within the micro-narrative system;
they cannot be ignored, they affect our life; we find them everywhere: on
television, in magazines, in newspapers, at every street corner: “… our culture
has grown more visually discerning, due in large part to the advent of
television and computer technology. The growing use of icons in our culture
provides artists with a pictorial language that seems as capable as words of
communicating ideas. … What should not be forgotten is that this evolving
pictorial language is still closely aligned with writing and, like a verbal
language, operates interdependently with images.”10
We are totally submerged by images and word balloons; they both
contribute to gain time, they both contribute to represent reality as it really is.
Words are linked to time, images are linked to space, says Lessing in the
Laocoön; and balloons, by serving as visual symbols for sounds, because they
include words, contribute to focus on them, and consequently contribute to
shorten time. Words and images, of course, open an old dispute as old as
Plato’s Cratylus, in which images were viewed as resembling the objects they
represented, while words depended on customs or conventions. Aristotle’s
theory of drama offers, through the medium of tragedy, a clear example of the
role belonging to both lexis (speech) and opis (spectacle). The ‘sister arts’
(words and images) find their very solution in high rhetoric, where
verbal/visual persuasion is so strong that the listener, while hearing a debate,
also has the perception of the whole scene belonging to the situation suggested
by the orator.11
9
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Words and images are a natural spring, which endorses communication,
which shapes our perception, which mediates our experience of the world. In
fact, visual cues and body language - our way of moving our hands, our facial
expression, our body position, our gestures and mimicking - desperately try to
create images that follow the words. It is not necessary to be an artist, kinesics
substitutes formal drawing. Even though images, and consequently pictures,
seem to be born before actual words appeared, in fact cave drawings tell us
about primitive cultures, the similarity established between words and images
is so strong that it becomes very difficult indeed to separate them. Our visual
system is always at work either when we narrate or when we hear a narration.
Representation is the real aim of any communication: a real representation of a
representation; a semiotic representation of the things of our world. Thus,
from the point of view of semiotics, images and words are equivalent entities,
and they both contribute to represent an objective world in our postmodern
world made up of objects.
The close relationship between images and words, established in both
comics and publicity, seems to be a starting point which allows us to consider
literature and visual arts as two close features that contribute to stress the
Postmodern atmosphere; a society of mixed cultures, symbols, messages
spread at the speed of electricity.
Comics and publicity follow this speed; furthermore, they reach every
social class, every gender role, every age. We should get used to considering
comic books, of course not all of them, as serious artistic and literary
productions, no more as a lowbrow medium, a “cheap, disposal kiddie fare.”12
They belong to and follow our evolution, nothing passes over, and while
stressing the details confirming this object-like world, they also highlight
world problems (e.g. pollution, Green Peace, war, etc).
It is true that words, in order to be meaningful, require a conventional
system to be understood: images follow the same principle. They are not
abstractions, they, too, need symbols; they need them in order to achieve
prompt communication; thus they have created icons, and rely on them
(Superman 1938, Mickey Mouse, Simpsons, a series of monsters and other
superheroes – Batman – Spiderman – Wonder Woman). These superheroes
replace the gods and superior entities that once used to come to earth to help
human beings, from Rama to the Archangels, from Sigfried to Robin Hood,
from Hercules to Achilles, etc. Superman anticipated real events; his speed,
his individualism, his strong body became the symbol of a new era. He flies at
the speed of light across the town from skyscrapers to subways.
Facing the problem related to the superiority of images to words or the
other way round is not coherent when speaking about comics and publicity.
Writers and artists work hand in hand in order to give the text a clear
representation. Language and image, caption and picture make sense only
when they are together; otherwise, when discourse is deprived of its
environment, it loses pragmatic evidence. Very often, in fact, artists have to
study in detail the context moving around cartoons or comics, so to offer a
G. E. Lessing: 1930, Laocoön; Nathal the Wise; Minna Von Barnhelm, (W. A. Steel eds.), J.
M. Dent, London.
W.J.T. Mitchell: 1996, Word and Image, in Critical Terms in Art History (R. S. Nelson and R.
Shiff eds.), University of Chicago Press, Chicago.
12
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more strategic and clearer definition of the discourse/text. The strict
relationship between the reader and the people working on a comic book is
very important, more important than that established between the writer of a
novel, for instance, and the narratee. “The visual form of all comic elements is
considered a ‘trace,’ that is a reflection, a symptom, an index, of the
subjectivity of a narrator; however this subjectivity is never studied in itself,
but in its relationship with the narratee, whose presence is as strongly felt as
that of the narrator.” says Jan Baetens.13
From the linguistic point of view, the use of dialogues and that of informal
language pointing to general but relevant matters, as well as speech balloons,
contribute to reinforce the link with the narratee. The focus is, of course, on
speech balloons; they are central, they create a close relationship between text
and image; they create a true hybrid, in the sense that text and images cannot
be separated without losing meaning. “The reason for this is that the balloon,
one of the traits unique to comics, marks the intersection between image and
word. This seemingly innocuous black oval is simultaneously the separation
between the panel’s illustration and its accompanying text, and the link
between them. Because the speech balloon is at once what separates and what
brings together text and image.” 14
The balloon, thus, represents the ideas belonging to the characters
involved within the story told by the comic book. It also establishes a certain
confidential relationship among characters, since it expresses their ideas not
through formal sentences or clauses, but through utterances, ‘spoken words’
which are often associated to facial expressions and mimicking - a gaze or a
smile, a sight, or a sigh, or a sound (Splash, Boom, Skreee!, Vrrreeeooooo,
etc.).
These onomatopoeic words enrich the dialogues spoken by the characters
who animate comics, while imperatives and questions enrich the texts of
advertisements. The speech balloons of comic strips emphasize a reciprocal
relation between text and picture; each contributing to enlighten the overall
message in order to achieve coherence and cohesion.
Very often onomatopoeia is outside balloons, as well as some symbols stars, bolts of lightning, and so on. In so doing, they break space and evolve in
different shapes and different sizes, so to accelerate the link between narrator
and narratee, and to increase the sound effect coming from the whole
background: they complete and increase the scene. Furthermore, balloons,
when they do not include words, include icons that just convey the inner
thoughts of the characters; moreover the tail, by pointing to the characters
involved within the context, establishes a certain linguistic game, which
constructs a communicative scene where each character has to play her/his
role in order to convey meaning and to pursue the object of the content. All
the iconographic aspect of the scene contributes to capture the essence of a
spoken dialogue enriched by different tonalities and different nuances of
intonation and noise. Colours, like yellow or red, or black show different
situations and they stand for panic, horror, danger, etc.
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The shifting relationship between word and image, balloon and open
space, colour and size, shape and kinesics follow specific rules which provide
the reader with useful information covering content, code, context,
environment, characters and feelings. Pragmatics, semiotics, semantics,
linguistics, psychoanalysis, sociology are disciplines fully integrated within
the production as well as the fruition and identification of comics/cartoons. In
the end, reading a comic story is not as simple as it might at first appear.
Here words never wander off on their own; similitude and signs are never
sundered from each other.1 In so doing, the Classical age’s episteme has been
called back.
While literature, in general, but especially the 'canonical' approach to
literature, is based on a power relationship between the teller and the told, and,
above all, is dependent on a shared understanding of language and behaviour,
comics seems to rely on a less dependent relationship continuously subverted.
Moreover, being fragmentary, the linguistic means of comics is often in
need of translation. In other words, by declining the position of authority,
language seems to ask for help from images: language balances not only
between the Classical and the Modern notions of episteme, but also interacts
with that of Postmodernism, which refuses to privilege one discourse over
another.
Publicity, on the other hand, even considering the limits of its register,
seems to re-establish the 'canonical' approach - the Romantic conception of the
author viewed as the possessor of some superior knowledge -, an approach
which influences and forces the reader's behaviour. Generally, in any
discourse linked to advertisement, it is not possible to perceive a connection
between the shifting power relationship of author and reader. Both visual and
linguistic terms entail the reader in a great deal of subjection; they establish an
authoritative tendency.
Nowadays comics resembles the philosophical idea of Postmodernism and
centers on the sociological situation of globalization, migration and
technology. These stories do not focus on cultural differences, micro
problems; rather they put emphasis on macro issues, so that they do not
marginalize minorities. Children are getting used to listening to a variety of
stories coming from different ethnic traditions, since their class mate is no
longer an old friend, but very often is the child of new people from a faraway
country, bringing along with her/him a different cultural background and a
different language, too. The new system of education is making huge efforts to
satisfy both the linguistic and behavioural growth of our school-age children,
since they live today a new cultural and linguistic situation. Without leaving
apart traditional highbrow literature, the integration of items attached to the
real world children experiment during their life is also valuable; these give
them the chance to fully interpret the reality they face day after day. Thus,
step-by-step, comics is achieving a ‘rank.’
Lyotard, as well as many other scholars (Geoff Moss, David Lewis) in the
field of children’s literature challenge the credibility of highbrow narratives
that in the past dominated formal educational programs, and nowadays still
occupy a large part. In the controversial field of children’s literature the debate
opens many divergent opinions. In fact comics has not yet been fully accepted
1
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as a branch belonging to formal education, even though many authors for
children shift between the role of writers and that of illustrators of picture
books.
“Series fiction, such as the Hardy Boys and the Sweet Valley High series,
may attract the ‘kiddy-dollar,’ but it is the rise of the experimental, multivoiced, metafictional children’s text in the latter half of the twentieth century
that declares its debt to postmodern forms of expression.”16
“Comic is a language. Its vocabulary is the full range of visual symbols…
including the power of cartooning and realism, both apart and in startling
combinations. The heart of comics lies in the space between the panels …
where the reader’s imagination makes still pictures come alive! … In relying
on visual sequence, comics substitutes space for time. … comics represents
the invisible world of emotion. …Comic’s place in society is vital, though, as
one of the few forms of personal communication … in a world of committeebuilt automatons and corporate mass-marketing. … One: That comics can
yield a body of work worthy of study and meaningfully represent the life,
times and world-view of its author. … Eight: That comics could appeal to and
be made by more than just straight white upper-middle class males. … The
second branch of academic attention: the study of comics for its own sake; is
another encouraging trend. … of course, comic strips and books are cultural
artifacts, as any work of art is, and they are worthy of study as such…
mechanical reproduction, especially print, would eventually amplify the
range of this strategyenormously, giving a single mind the power to speak to
many thousands simultaneously. … Private speech could pass under the radar
of oppression.17
Publicity travels on the same track, but it includes a subtler and more
persuasive atmosphere, because it has to instigate to consume as many
products as we can in order to satisfy our multinational corporations.
The main function related to publicity is that of relay, as identified by
Vestegaard and Schroder in order to stress a reciprocal relation between text
and picture: relay "denotes a reciprocal relation between text and picture, in
that each contributes its own part of the overall message."18 When Vestegaard
and Schroder talk of publicity they introduce also the notion of anchorage: the
simple present tense used to focus on the " 'eternal truth' variety" in order to
give the image an idea of simultaneity.
Even if it uses different means, the comprehension of a piece of
discourse/text, either verbal or audio-visual, comes through the association of
our imaginary world to the real world. This process follows specific rules and
strategies according to the cultural group implied within a speech act:
"Discourse types and orders of discourse vary across cultures."19 So that,
while the possibilities of miscommunication are ample when the speech act
gathers subjects belonging to different cultural groups, the same possibilities
reduce the gap when different peoples are involved in the comprehension of
16
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images and pictures. The representation of the order of the world emerging
within images, and the verbal sign associated to them, would help to achieve a
better representation of this order. The 'obvious way' which defines and
consequently, helps comprehension within a precise cultural context impeding
the 'outsider' to share a certain experience, vanishes when discourse/text takes
a visual shape. The postmodern linguistic system of our languages seems to
rely on a strict correspondence between words and things; it is in need of
support, of confirmation. By so doing, communication has acquired great
power based on various strategies - cohesion, coherence - and various
functions - expressive, directive, informational, metalingual, interactional,
contextual, poetic -, which permit the addresser to establish interaction with
the addressee while playing with the words as well as with the structure of the
linguistic system used.
The language of comics might appear ambiguous and polysemic, at first.
By using metaphor and metonymy, too, the visual means seem to go back to
the Classical age of representation, since the iconographic, indexical and
symbolic convention used to communicate a message show a certain degree of
naturalness: a cross may stand for 'faith,' a dove for 'peace', and so on.
The wide and interesting world of metaphors has invaded all aspects of
communication, thus establishing their role even in the field of comics and
publicity. That “metaphor achieves its cognitive aims … by forcing a
reconceptualization of what is already given” or that “metaphor is pervasive in
everyday life, not just in language but in thought and action” is the focus of
the theory on language as developed by Feder Kittay and Lakoff and Jonhson.
But their main point is that, since metaphors contribute to give a solid
structure to our conceptual system, and we are not aware about the
mechanisms concerning that system, very often we do not realize that
metaphors spread naturally in every direction.20
“In general, metaphorical concepts are defined not in terms of concrete
images (flying, creeping, going down the road, etc.), but in terms of more
general categories, like passing.”21
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Linguistic analysis
“The artist and the writer, then, are working without rules in order to
formulate the rules of what will have been done. … Post modern would have
to be understood according to the paradox of the future (post) anterior
(modo).” (Lyotard: 1999. p. 81).
Simpsons Comics
Main theme: Animal care. Pragmatic situation: A group of scouts go for a
walk in the wood with the leader.

The leader of the Group:

THERE IT IS KIDS!
THE MASCOT OF OUR
LI’L CHICKAEES
GROUP… THE PINKBEAKED CHICKADEE!

Colloquial speech: not complete clauses but a sequence of words based on
a shared encyclopedia (Formal language: The Pink-Beaked Chickadee is over
there. It is the mascot of our group, called the LI’l Chickadees).
The leader of the group uses the strategy of starting his
THE PINK-BEAKED
speech in a colloquial way, because he doesn’t want to
CHICKADEE IS
underline his position.
WHAT WE CALL
AN ENDANGERED
SPECIES
He now gives details about this animal and stimulates interaction.
Here the language is more formal. He has already pointed out that
he is a friend, so that he can take his role by explaining
THE SPRINGFIELD
about endangered species.
NATURAL PRESERVE
At this point one of the boys exclaims amazed:
IS
ITS LAST KNOWN
He uses informal language:
HABIT. ANY
It’s (short form of It is) and ‘And’ (after full stop).
QUESTIONS?
Then another boy interacts and he asks for food:
IT’S BEAUTIFUL.
AND SO MAJESTIC!
The leader asks Lisa for help:
He makes no distinction between boys and girls,
and also ignores singular and plural. In this balloon there
are no words in bold.

CAN WE EAT THE
PRETTY BIRD’S
EGGS?I’M HUNGRY
OH, BOY. HELP ME OUT
HERE, WILL YA, LISA?

Lisa’s answer is very peculiar:
SURE,FLOCK
LEADER SYZLACK.
12

Then Lisa explains to Ralph (the hungry boy)
that people have to take care of endangered
species. She uses very persuasive and well
constructed clauses, also introducing another
topic (special protected areas), of course,
linked to the main one.
Then there is a board which says:
SPRING NATURAL PRESERVE

YOU SEE, RALPH, THERE
AREN’T MANY PINK-BEAKED
CHICKADEES LEFT IN THE
WORLD, SO WE HAVE TO DO
ALL THAT WE CAN TO TAKE
CARE OF THEM.
THAT’S WHY WE HAVE
SPECIAL PROTECTED
AREAS LIKE THIS.

NOW 90%
MALARIA
FREE!

Other sections of the same story
Main theme: environmentalists organizing a visit to a suspect area.
Pragmatic situation: a kitchen where a cook is going to burn logs from a 200year old tree.
Main theme: Time, memories, money.
Pragmatic situation: boy scouts earning badges.
The whole magazine has vivid colours; very strange shapes distinguish one
character from another. The language varies according to the character and
her/his role: funny (a world class prankster – a sound mauling), formal (I would
have broken the Chickadee code – I even kept my old uniform), colloquial
(Hmm… What’s. This? You said it, brother.), lots of new words (pesky), and,
of course, lots of new expressions. Some words, the ones belonging to the main
theme (uniform – legion – code – partner, etc) are in bold letters, but capital
letters are used throughout the whole text.
This is only an example taken from one magazine, but, of course, there are
many others. Some are good; others are bad, because of the language, of the
theme, of the violent figures, the structure of the pages, which sometimes are
very messy, and so on. Overall we can say that most of them will survive, and
their means will be the Web, while others will die, since they have no
linguistic, sociological, psychological, cultural kernel; they are only ways and
means to make money.
“The Web can certainly help spread the word about good comics stores to
potential customers … but probably the Web’s best shot at doing more good
than harm to retailers is in reviving interest and awareness of comics of all
kinds among the general public … before the negative trends that have been
weakening the business of comics since long before the Web are allowed to
run their course.” (McCloud: 2002, p. 197).
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Painting and battle-fields
Not so many years ago, when Berlin finally gained its territory, we had hoped to enter
a new era: an era of peace for all peoples. But, this has been a short illusion, since,
after a while, people of different countries, and often belonging to the same country
started to fight each other; so, causing death and desperation. The recent events are
under everybody’s eyes: war, carried out with traditional means, or under the form of
an utterly new kind of attack, has transformed our life into a sequence of crimes,
which cause poverty, migration, desperation and sufferings.
In this atmosphere, as I was standing in front of Guernika, “the web was
mended.”1 Picasso’s canvas, in fact, will never stop talking about the horrific and
brutal consequences of senselessness atrocity caused by human devils, whose only
aim is the destruction of themselves as well as of others. Once again, art had acquired
the high role to talk to humans and about humans in order to re-establish a certain
kind of hope starting from the best side of our nature.
So, this essay, while emphasizing the link between painting and the social life
around the artist, wants to trace the history of the notion of war as viewed by art. This
research has been stimulated by two important events; they both have touched my
thoughts and feelings very deeply: 1) the superb Guernika, and 2) the various attacks
covering the whole world. While I was looking at Guernika astonished, the terrifying
images of the many tragedies covering the whole world went through my mind;
tragedies, which I watch horrified any time I turn the television on. Art, with its
international language, has the role to give hope to the whole human beings. It reestablishes a balance between the torn and hopeless souls of the many people directly
and indirectly involved in these terrific events.
In essence, the aim of this essay is to emphasize, through the link between
painting and the social life around the artist, how war has affected the artist
throughout the centuries; how artists have been influenced by their society when
reproducing their reactions on their canvas. Art, in general, touches our individual and
collective lives, and emphasizes events through a common language, which gives
everybody the chance to experience either terrible or pleasant happenings, otherwise
remaining far from any interaction because of linguistic barriers.2
In particular, I want to focus on the development of this link through the
centuries; how the main artistic movements, alternating from the Middle Ages until
now (Fauvism, Dadaism, Cubism and postmodernism), have reacted to so
catastrophic an event as war is.
This idea (art expresses its age and artists are deeply moved by the
achievements happening around them) has been the main point of true artists, and it
has been clearly expressed by them; in my opinion it is the central focus of both the
Dadaist Manifesto and Picasso.
“Art in its execution and direction is dependent on the time in which it lives,
and artists are creatures of their epoch. The highest art will be that which in its
1

This is a metaphor I have used in order to stress that while looking at Guernika I
realized that the laceration I was feeling, the unsure future in front of us, the sense of
panic and depression had a real cause: war and attack.
2
M.R. D’Acierno (2003) Art as a social means of communication. In Hawaii
International Conference on Arts and Humanities – Conference Proceedings,
Honolulu, January 12 – 15.
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conscious content presents the thousandfold problems of the day, the art which has
been visibly shattered by the explosions of last week, which is forever trying to
collect its limbs after yesterday’s crash. …” (Dadaist manifesto, Berlin 1918).3
“What do you think an artist is? An imbecile who has only eyes if he is a
painter, or ears if he is a musician, or a lyre in every chamber of his heart if he is a
poet, or even, if he is a boxer, just his muscles? Far, from it; at the same time, he is
also a political being, constantly aware of the heartbreaking, passionate, or delightful
things that happen in the world, shaping himself completely in their image. How
could it be possible to feel no interest in other people, and with a cool indifference to
detach yourself from the very life, which they bring to you so abundantly? No,
painting is not done to decorate apartments. It is an instrument of war.”4
In brief, in this essay the social happening pointed out is that of War: how artists
have reacted to this catastrophic event, which puts an indelible stain on everybody’s
life at different times: how painters have depicted their own reactions in order to drive
other people’s feelings along a common perspective.
Moving from different ages and different styles the notion of war has traveled
from country to country, from people to people achieving various stages and different
ideas according to political and social situations. So, it seems easier to build up the
historical background of each country and its age by analyzing how artists have
interpreted both their own feelings and those of the whole humanity.
When we look at the notion of war through the most famous painters, we realize
an impressing difference. While in the past, war was viewed mainly as the
representation of heroic gestures - led by patriotism in defence of one’s own country,
and people in general did not pay too much attention to desperation and poverty,
anguish and horror, all consequences of war -, nowadays all people have become
aware of the terrific consequences caused by war. But, most of all, we all agree that
war is not necessary to confirm the role of patriotism. Nowadays we are getting used
to live in a multicultural world, which has shaped us to view each other as ‘people’
who, even expressing different cultures and speaking different languages, have the
same feelings and the same urges.
Throughout the centuries artists have expressed the idea of war as it was viewed
within their society. For example, in the past, the main characters on their paintings
were heroes and knights, kings and their followers. In addition, those heroes showed
both triumphal expressions and arrogant gestures in front of masses of ordinary
people (Ghiberti (1378-1455) David and Golia; (Rubens (1577-1640) The Triumph of
Henry IV; Fattori (1825-1908) The Sharpshooter; Ademollo (1825-1911) Porta Pia;
Dossi (1490-1542) Alfonso I D’Este; Delacroix (1798-1863) The Battle of
Talleibourg; Gros (1771-1835) Bonaparte on the bridge of d’Arcole).
But, even trying to express heroism and patriotism, it was inevitable to transfer
horror and devastation. In fact, some artists, belonging to the past, concentrated on
scenes of terror and death (Paolo Uccello St. Roman Battle1456; Brugel Death
Triumph 1562; Rubens Sennacherib defeat1614; Goya The Giant1809).
At present, the devastation caused by war is the main theme of most painters; so,
their heroes are no longer kings and knights, but common people. Paintings point on
3

H. Richter (1966) Dada – Art and Anti-Art, Thames and Hudson, London, p. 104.
This is the answer of Picasso to Simone Téry when she interviewed him in 1945. It
is also important to note that Picasso had already expressed this idea when he made
comments in March 1945 to Simone Téry Les Lettres Françaises, when he wrote that
a true artist could not ignore the world around him.
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both symbols and ordinary people; the latter reduced by hate to miserable objects,
because they are deprived of their own dignity. By depicting the real victims of wars
and attacks, our artists are sure to capture everybody’s interest. When patriotism
wants to be pointed out a flag is enough (Jasper (1930) The Three Flags; W. Lewis
(1882-1957) A battle under bombs; Motherwell (1915-1991) An elegy for the Spanish
Republic; Nash (1889-1946) Dead Sea; Orozco (1883-1949) Soul Migration; Bay
(1924) The General.
Contemporary artists claim strongly that war is only violence, and its
consequences are so devastating that suffering and poverty hit everybody without
exception. They speak to the whole population and not to a small group of gifted
people. They want to develop a clear idea about war and its disastrous consequences
by involving any kind of people, either as audience or as people included into their
paintings. The main difference between new and old paintings is related to the fact
that, while most of the old paintings wanted to prove the heroism of single persons
who triumphed in the middle of a canvas while riding a horse or wearing a spectacular
uniform, recent paintings concentrate on the horrific consequences of those criminal
acts: (Bruno Surdo Tragedy, Memory and Honor Sept. 11 2001;5 M.R. D’Acierno
Sept. 11 Horror 1- Sept. 11 Horror 2; Jelena Mitrovic Jugoslavia 1993).
Guernika seems to illustrate this idea very clearly; through a vivid transposition
of a political and awful event, Picasso’s Guernika has acquired the role of “a
universalized symbol of the terror of war.”6
Of course, this analysis - based on a theoretical discussion related to how the
concept of war has been expressed by the most prominent artists -, will offer the
opportunity to visualize through slides the above masterpieces; so that, while
developing our idea about war, we have the possibility to alter a pre-fixed schema
under the light of new observations.
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Tragedy, Memory and Honor is a 35-foot mural for Sept. 11 2001 and has three
distinct segments: the first depicts survivors escaping from the attack, the second
shows lines of people looking out at the viewer, the third represents how Americans
came together after the attack. He is a Chicago artist.
6
R. Martin 2002, Picasso’s War, Dutton, New York, p. 5.
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Painting and battle-fields
“A postmodern artist or writer is in the position of a philosopher: the text he
writes, the work he produces are not in principle governed by preestablished
rules, and they cannot be judged according to a determining judgment, by
applying familiar categories to the text or to the work. Those rules and
categories are what the work of art itself is looking for. The artist and the writer,
then, are working without rules in order to formulate the rules of what will have
been done…. The answer is: let us wage a war on totality; let us witnesses to the
unpresentable; let us activate the differences and save the honor of the name.”7
Not so many years ago, when Berlin finally gained its territory, we had hoped to
enter a new era: an era of peace for all peoples. But, this has been a short
illusion, since, after a little while, people of different countries, and often
belonging to the same country started to fight each other; so, causing death and
desperation. Soon war spread everywhere. The recent events as well as the very
recent events are under everybody’s eyes: war, carried out with traditional
means, or under the form of an utterly new kind of attack, has transformed our
life into a sequence of crimes, which cause poverty, migration, desperation and
sufferings.
But what is war? “To defend the universality of human rights,” forgetting
about “cultural relativism,” or to defend one’s own country in the name of a
religion, or to control a foreign country to establish a political and civil order?
What is the meaning of these sentences? Do they take into account cultural
identities? What is the meaning of citizens, strangers, and foreigners? Any
answer would drive to war, to exile, to nomads, to death. It is easy to start a
quarrel, while it is very difficult to stop it.8 Any answer would cause destruction
and misery, death and desperation, poverty and devastation, arrogance and
oppression, confusion and isolation.
In this atmosphere, as I was standing in front of Guernika, “the web was
mended.”9 Picasso’s canvas, in fact, will never stop talking about the horrific
and brutal consequences of senselessness atrocity caused by those humans
whose only aim is the destruction of themselves together with others. Once
again, art had acquired the high role to talk to humans and about humans in
order to re-establish a certain kind of hope while pointing on the best side of the
human nature.
So, this essay, by emphasizing the link between painting and the social life
around the artist, briefly wants to trace the history of the notion of war as
viewed and experimented through art. This research has been stimulated by two
important events; they both have touched my thoughts and feelings very deeply:
7

J. F. Lyotard: 1999, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge,
University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, pp.81-82.
8
N. Chomsky: 1993, Human Rights and the United States, Lies of Our Times
Letters, June 18th.
9
This is a metaphor I have used in order to stress that, while looking at
Guernika, I realized that the laceration I was feeling, the unsure future in front
of us, the sense of panic and depression had a real cause: war and attacks; the
void was all around.
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1) the superb Guernika, and 2) the recent attacks that are covering the whole
world.
While I was looking at Guernika astonished, the terrifying images of the
many tragedies, which day after day are devastating our life went through my
mind; tragedies, which I watch horrified any time I turn the television on;
tragedies that influence our behaviour and put terror in our eyes; traces that
nobody seems to tolerate, nevertheless they continue to happen. Art, with its
international language, has the role to give hope to the whole human beings, to
stop these atrocities, to help people to understand the great values of life. It aims
at re-establishing a balance between the torn and hopeless souls of the many
people directly and indirectly involved in these terrific events.
Under the light of the Postmodern philosophy, which traces back to the
Enlightenment as well as to the Modern Age, according to Lyotard I would say
that we, and in particular the artist, would develop the idea that a “third party”
should always be included within our life; “singularity” should be left aside in
order to include “universality;” freedom should never justify terror; our own
satisfaction should never exclude “the third party:” “… the tension between the
singularity, contingency and opacity of its present, and the universality, selfdetermination and transparence of the future it is promised. If that is indeed the
case, the we which asks the question ‘Shall we continue to think and act on the
basis of the Idea of a history of humanity?’ is at the same time raising the
question of its own identity insofar as it has been established by the modern
tradition. … Terror is no longer exercised in the name of freedom, but in the
name of ‘our’ satisfaction, in the name of the satisfaction of a we which is
definitely restricted to singularity. And if I judge this prospect intolerable, am I
still being too modern? Its name is tyranny: the law which ‘we’ decree is not
addressed to you, to you fellow-citizens or even to you subjects; it is applied to
them, to third parties, to those outside, and it is simply not concerned with being
legitimized in their eyes.”10
Postmodern painters seem to be very sensible to the effects those events
have on time; they want to fix any kind of events to a time which does not
reflect a small portion of time, but enlarges without an end into an infinite and
indefinite space (see those artists who continue to paint on the frame or around
the edge of the canvas); painting is no longer a cause for achieving redemption,
rather it needs stress history as it really is, as it is really perceived by the artist.
Guernica does not show us all the details, simply because there is no necessity
to look at all the details a scene might include: a face not always shows two
eyes; a body, especially devastated bodies, not necessarily are entire.
“Spanish poet José Bergamín expressed his fervent belief that Guernica at
once reflected and embodied something quintessential in his nation’s character:
“Spanish fury. It contains, limits, determines, expresses it … Picasso points
veraciously, he paints the truth. Real things, obvious things, the way they are.
The truth about things. That’s why this painting is not only true as painting, it is
true as history, truer than history.””11
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J. F. Lyotard: 1998, The Lyotard Reader, B. Blackwell, Oxford, pp. 316-7.
Bergamín in R. Martin: 2002, p. 123.
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“my paintings are concerned neither with the manipulation of space nor
with the image, but with the sensation of time. … Not the sense of time, which
has been the underlying subject matter of painting, which involves feelings of
nostalgia or high drama; it is always associative and historical.”12
“Most of the time we see only a portion of the person with us, the other
parts are hidden either by a hat or clothes or by light or shadow. Every one is
accustomed to completing the whole entirely by memory. But when Picasso saw
a single eye, the other ceased to exist for him. … He was right … painters have
nothing to do with reconstructions or memory; they only have to do with visible
things.”13
In essence, the aim of this essay is to emphasize, through the link between
painting and the social life around the artist, how war has been affecting the
artist for many centuries; how artists have been influenced by their society when
reproducing their reactions on their canvas. Art, in general, touches our
individual and collective lives, and emphasizes events through a common
language, which gives everybody the chance to experience either terrible or
pleasant happenings, otherwise remaining far from any interaction because of
linguistic barriers.14
In particular, I want to focus on the development of this link through the
centuries; how the main artistic movements, alternating from the Middle Ages
until now (Fauvism, Dadaism, Cubism and postmodernism), have reacted to so
catastrophic an event as war is.
This idea (art expresses its age and artists are deeply moved by the
achievements happening around them) has been the main point of true artists,
and it has been clearly expressed by them; in my opinion it is the central focus
of both the Dadaist Manifesto and Picasso.
“Art in its execution and direction is dependent on the time in which it
lives, and artists are creatures of their epoch. The highest art will be that which
in its conscious content presents the thousandfold problems of the day, the art
which has been visibly shattered by the explosions of last week, which is
forever trying to collect its limbs after yesterday’s crash. …” (Dadaist
manifesto, Berlin 1918).15
“What do you think an artist is? An imbecile who has only eyes if he is a
painter, or ears if he is a musician, or a lyre in every chamber of his heart if he is
a poet, or even, if he is a boxer, just his muscles? Far, from it; at the same time,
he is also a political being, constantly aware of the heartbreaking, passionate, or
delightful things that happen in the world, shaping himself completely in their
image. How could it be possible to feel no interest in other people, and with a
cool indifference to detach yourself from the very life, which they bring to you
12
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so abundantly? No, painting is not done to decorate apartments. It is an
instrument of war.”16
In brief, in this essay the social happening pointed out is that of War: how
artists have reacted to this catastrophic event, which puts an indelible stain on
everybody’s life at different times: how painters have depicted their own
reactions in order to drive other people’s feelings along a common perspective.
Moving from different ages and different styles the notion of war has
traveled from country to country, from people to people achieving various
stages and different ideas according to political and social situations. So, it
seems easier to build up the historical background of each country and its age
by analyzing how artists have interpreted both their own feelings and those of
the whole humanity.
When we look at the notion of war through the most famous painters, we
realize an impressing difference. While in the past, war was viewed mainly as
the representation of heroic gestures of noble people, led by patriotism in
defence of their country, and people in general did not pay too much attention to
desperation and poverty, anguish and horror, all consequences of war, nowadays
everyone has become aware of the terrific consequences linked to war. But,
most of all, we all agree that war is not necessary to confirm the role of
patriotism. We are getting used to live in a multicultural world, which has
shaped us to view each other as ‘people’ who, even expressing different cultures
and speaking different languages, have the same feelings and the same urges.
Throughout the centuries artists have expressed the idea of war as it was
viewed within their society. For example, in the past, the main characters on
their paintings were heroes and knights, kings and their followers. In addition,
those heroes showed both triumphal expressions and arrogant gestures in front
of masses of ordinary people (Ghiberti (1378-1455) David and Golia; (Rubens
(1577-1640) The Triumph of Henry IV; Fattori (1825-1908) The Sharpshooter;
Ademollo (1825-1911) Porta Pia; Dossi (1490-1542) Alfonso I D’Este;
Delacroix (1798-1863) The Battle of Talleibourg; Gros (1771-1835) Bonaparte
on the bridge of d’Arcole).
But, even trying to express heroism and patriotism, it was inevitable to
transfer horror and devastation. In fact, some artists, belonging to the past,
concentrated on scenes of terror and death (Paolo Uccello St. Roman
Battle1456; Brugel Death Triumph 1562; Rubens Sennacherib defeat1614;
Goya The Giant1809).
At present, the devastation caused by war is the main theme of most
painters; so, their heroes are no longer kings or knights, but simply folk.
Paintings point on both symbols and ordinary people; the latter reduced by hate
to miserable objects, because they are deprived of their own dignity. By
depicting the real victims of wars and attacks, our artists are sure to capture
everybody’s interest. When patriotism wants to be pointed out, a flag is enough
(Jasper (1930) The Three Flags; W. Lewis (1882-1957) A battle under bombs;
16
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Motherwell (1915-1991) An elegy for the Spanish Republic; Nash (1889-1946)
Dead Sea; Orozco (1883-1949) Soul Migration; Bay (1924) The General.
Postmodern artists strongly claim that war is only violence, and its
consequences are so devastating that suffering and poverty hit everybody
without exception. They speak to the whole population and not to a small group
of gifted people: the highbrow and lowbrow literary difference has disappeared;
everybody can understand everything. Artists and writers want to develop a
clear idea about war and its disastrous consequences by involving any kind of
people, either as audience or as people included into their paintings.
The main difference between new and old paintings is related to the fact
that, while most of the old paintings wanted to prove the heroism of single
persons who triumphed in the middle of a canvas while riding a horse or
wearing a spectacular uniform, recent paintings concentrate on the horrific
consequences of those criminal acts: (Bruno Surdo Tragedy, Memory and
Honor Sept. 11 2001;17 M.R. D’Acierno Sept. 11 Horror 1- Sept. 11 Horror 2;
Jelena Mitrovic Jugoslavia 1993).
Guernika seems to illustrate this idea very clearly; through a vivid
transposition of a political and awful event, Picasso’s Guernika has acquired the
role of “a universalized symbol of the terror of war.”18
Of course, this analysis - based on a theoretical discussion related to how
the concept of war has been expressed by the most prominent artists -, will offer
the opportunity to visualize through slides the above masterpieces; so that,
while developing our idea about war, we have the possibility to alter a pre-fixed
schema under the light of new observations.
“ ‘I stand for life against death’ Picasso had claimed … before his demise,
in the midst of a fear-wracked era when Guernica had hung in a bold but far
more innocent new York City. I stand for peace against war.”19
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ABSTRACT
Virginia O. Craighill
“’Bits of a shattered rainbow’: Tennessee Williams’ retelling of The Tempest in The
Glass Menagerie.”
In Scene Six of Tennessee Williams’ drama The Glass Menagerie, Tom relates to
the audience that Jim O’Connor, Laura’s erstwhile Gentleman Caller and Tom’s
companion at the shoe factory, “called [him] Shakespeare” because Tom writes poetry on
the backs of shoe boxes. This brief reference to the bard takes on new meaning after
considering the parallels between Williams’ family drama and Shakespeare’s last
romance, The Tempest.
In his production notes, Williams claims that his idea of the “plastic theatre” is a
new one; however, the music that “weaves in and out of your preoccupied consciousness”
is no different than the music that haunts Prospero’s island and makes Caliban cry “to
dream again.” Having the transparent “fourth wall” down while Tom addresses the
audience directly is no new invention either; Shakespeare has Prospero speak to the
audience in the epilogue, and Tom’s final speech, in which he asks Laura to “blow your
candles out” and set him free from memory is so similar to Prospero’s plea to “[l]et your
indulgences set me free” at the conclusion of The Tempest that it compels us to examine
Williams’ play for other parallels, both textual and narrative.
Tom’s description of America in the 1930’s in Scene Five could be an updated
description of Prospero’s island:
here there was only hot swing music and liquor, dance halls,
bars, and movies, and sex that hung in the gloom like a
chandelier and flooded the world with brief, deceptive rainbows.
The music of Prospero’s island that charms its inhabitants out of grief, the liquor that
Trinculo, Stephano, and Caliban drink, the sexual attraction between Ferdinand and
Miranda, and the rainbow in the wedding masque are also “deceptive” and “brief.” It is
my contention that Williams’ was rewriting Shakespeare’s romance as a reality play,

playing on the use of illusion and magic in The Tempest in an ironic sense to illustrate the
inevitable tragedy of the romantic illusions of 20th century America.
This paper will examine other textual and narrative parallels between The Glass
Menagerie and The Tempest, such as the relationship between a powerful parent and an
isolated daughter and the use of magic and illusion to achieve a desired romantic union. It
will also compare the younger Tom as Caliban to Amanda’s Prospero to Tom as narrator,
whose older character becomes Prospero leaving the island, powerless, to return to the
real world.
Williams calls The Glass Menagerie “a ‘memory play’” because the scenes are
the memories he cannot escape. Shakespeare’s The Tempest is also a memory play, but
in Prospero’s case, he must not forget the past if he is to escape from his exile and sail
back to Milan. It is no accident that Tom first appears to the audience “dressed as a
merchant sailor,” for he is Prospero, the magician, come back to explain what happened
after he left the island, and like Prospero, he too will ask for freedom in the end, a
freedom that even the audience cannot grant.
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Clara Schumann: Liebe und Leben is a drama on the life and music of Clara
Schumann written by Iowa State University playwright, Jane Cox. It features Professor
Cox in the role of Clara Schumann, with Sue Haug as Clara, the concert pianist, and
Mary Creswell (mezzo-soprano) as Jennie Lind, assisting artist. The performers, dressed
in period costumes, present the life, songs and solo piano music of Clara Schumann.
"Clara Schumann: Liebe und Leben" is a story of great human courage. The life of Clara
Schumann (wife of the great composer Robert Schumann) was filled with tremendous joy
and great tragedy. Through it all, she raised seven children, was a loving wife and
mother, a composer, and a famous concert pianist. With courage, Clara worked to
successfully combine these roles; contemporary audiences are able to relate to her
struggle to achieve this "balancing act".
The original script is based on Clara's and Robert's diaries and letters--with much of the
script taken directly from them. The audience is led through Clara's life chronologically,
and the songs and piano works of Clara and Robert heighten the emotional intensity of
the drama. The presentation follows Clara throughout her creative life, a career that
lasted over 60 years, as she reflects on the sometimes conflicting roles of child prodigy,
composer, wife, mother, daughter, concert artist, editor and colleague of other great
artists. This format (drama with music) provides entertainment as well as education, as
audiences learn about the period, the composers and performers, and the role of women
and artists in society – and hear some of the greatest music of the nineteenth century.

Equipment: The only equipment required for this presentation is a tuned grand
piano. When possible, period pieces are used (two chairs, an area rug, end tables for
props); however, this can be performed without this equipment.
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Editors know that to maintain a successful publication two key ingredients
are needed: a strong emphasis on local news and a continuing effort to attract
the next generation of readers.
This is especially true in community journalism, where local news is a staple
and an aging population is making way for newer consumers. One publication
seems to have found an effective formula for success, and it did so more than
60 years ago.
The Pulaski (Wis.) News is published every other Thursday, even during the
summer, by journalism students at Pulaski High School. In the nameplate on
Page 2 of the tabloid-size paper is this statement: “The Only Student Produced
Community Newspaper in the Nation.”
Whether that is a valid claim may be open to interpretation. But so far no one
has challenged it.
“We have been saying that for 60-some years now, and nobody has
questioned it,” said Kathy Gerds, the adviser of the Pulaski News. “It was in the
paper when I took over as adviser 16 years ago.”
Regardless of the motto, one fact is undeniable: the newspaper produced by
students as a community publication is profitable and well received in the town
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of 3,060 residents.
Gerds said the newspaper spent about $60,000 on printing, publishing and
postage costs last year. But the impact on the school and the community goes
beyond the bottom line. The newspaper usually finishes the year with a
surplus, its “safety net” as Gerds describes it, that allows the adviser to
support other school and community groups.
A total of $4,500 of the surplus money earned by the newspaper
through ad sales and subscription fees last year was donated to
support several causes. These included the purchase of new books
for an English class, support for the high school band that will perform in the
2003 Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City, payment of the printing
costs for the Pulaski Area Historical Society newsletter, and money for the
community Food Pantry that is housed in a district middle school building.
First, a little history. Pulaksi, about 15 miles northwest of
Green Bay, is much like other small towns around the nation. It
has a Dairy Queen, a Hardee’s, and a Ford dealership. There also
is Vern’s Ace Hardware, Pulaski Pharmacy, and Smurawa’s Country
Bakery. A big community event each year is the Pulaski Polka Days.
The Pulaski High News was started in 1937. When the
commercial newspaper in town, the Tri-Copa, went out of business,
the district administrator at the time, Frank Joswick, started the
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Pulaski News in 1942.
Joswick believed the student newspaper also should serve the
community and have close ties to its residents. Thus it became a
newspaper that served not only students in the Pulaski Community
School District, which encompasses 180 square miles, but also
businesses and residents of the town.
“Many students who work on the Pulaksi News today are children
and grandchildren of Pulaski News alumni,” Gerds said. “There is an
expectation among families that the Pulaski News is done correctly. Reporting
on news in the community gives the students a feeling they are part of a real
newspaper of meaning outside the school walls. That motivates them.”
Marian Schroeder, who has lived in the community since she was in grade
school and is now retired as a librarian at Glenbrook School in Pulaski, knows
what it is like to have students on the newspaper staff.
“When one of my daughters worked on the newspaper, I knew if
she was late in getting home from school that she was in the dark
room,” Schroeder said. She and her husband, Florian, had another
daughter who served as editor of the Pulaski News.
“It’s good for the students; it’s a good learning experience,”
added Schroeder, who is curator of the Pulaski Area Historical
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Society. “People in the community look forward to getting the
paper. It has local news, and news about the schools. If people
don’t have kids in school there still is news in the paper that
they want.”
Schroeder knows a lot about the history of the newspaper.
“I was just beginning high school when the Pulaski News
started,” she said. “I have been a reader ever since it came out.
The superintendent of schools then was interested in what was
going on in the community. He thought the kids should learn about
what the problems were in the community. Early on sometimes it was
just six pages, but it has gotten bigger.”
Today, the Pulaski News contains from 20 to 32 pages per issue.
It has a circulation of about 3,000, and is mailed to subscribers
in 39 states and 14 countries, Gerds said.
All faculty members in the district receive a complimentary
copy of the paper. Gloria Morgan, executive director of the
Pulaski Area Chamber of Commerce, said that same courtesy is
extended to residents who are serving in the armed forces.
“The paper is sent free to all soldiers from the area,” said
Morgan, whose daughter, Krystal, was home recently on a two-week
leave. Krystal talked to newspaper staff members about her
experiences while serving during the previous six months in Iraq
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as a member of the U.S. Army Reserves. Her picture was in the Oct.
30, 2003, issue of the paper.
With a variety of school and community news throughout the
paper, it is hard to determine if one area receives more coverage
than the other, although many stories do involve school district
events. But in a community that thinks highly of its school
system, everything seems to blend together under a general heading
of community happenings.
“The school board likes the recognition that the paper brings,”
said Glenn Schlender, principal of Pulaski High School, which has
1,120 students. “It is a community newspaper first, and a school
newspaper second. And the people in the community like to read
about the kids. There is such a strong tie here between the
community and the schools, and the paper is one element of that.”
School news covered in the Oct. 30 issue by the student writers
included guest speakers discussing immigration issues with fifth
graders at Hillcrest Elementary School, second grade students from
Fairview Elementary School visiting a pumpkin farm, the high
school students of the month, a Youth Power Club rally at the
Pulaski Community Middle School, the Pulaski School Board meeting,
and a variety of sports events.
Other school features that appear regularly in the paper
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include school lunch menus, a middle school update, and an
elementary school update.
Community news featured in recent issues of the Pulaski News
included a feature on a family farm in nearby Hobart, a bank that
is building a new facility, a column by the chief of police, a
play involving performances by local citizens, a story on the
Pulaski Senior Center, and the Pulaski Polka Days events.
Additional community features that appear regularly in the
paper are wedding announcements, community announcements, births
and deaths announcements, church service listings, and letters to
the editor.
What you won’t find in the Pulaski News are stories that
mention “sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll,” said this year’s coeditor, Danah Karnowski. “The Clydesdale horses were here once,
but we couldn’t write about Budweiser in the story,” she said.
Since high school students produce the newspaper, the content
of advertisements is limited for some businesses, namely taverns.
“We don’t mention alcohol or cigarettes in our ads,” Gerds
said. “We allow taverns to advertise their food items, but not
happy hours.” There also are limits on the artwork for such ads.
“We don’t use a glass that looks like a wine or champagne glass,”
she added.
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Readers also will not find features that are popular fixtures
in many other high school newspapers, including editorials,
columns, and music or movie reviews.
“It would be nice to have reviews, but there is not a lot going
on in Pulaski,” said Sarah Clayton, the paper’s other co-editor.
“You have to go to Green Bay to see a movie or concert. Probably
some students would like to see more copy like this, but I don’t
feel that’s necessary.”
Neither does Gerds.
“These are high school kids writing for an adult audience,” she
said. “Some years we have columns but more usually we have
articles. Adults usually aren’t interested in what 16 year olds
think about music or movies.”
And while the students write about school board and village
board meetings and other activities in Pulaski, they do not report
on some everyday news events that other community publications
would consider to be vital elements of their coverage, including
reports on accidents or fires.
“We do not cover police news because we have no insurance
coverage for our students,” Gerds said. “These are school-age
children, so we don’t go and cover fires or accidents. I won’t put
our students in any peril.
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“We do a lot of reporting on the village, public meetings,
elections, road construction and other issues important to the
community,” she added.
The staff relies on occasional columns from city officials and
business leaders for some of the community news.
“The police chief and the village board president are supposed
to submit columns, but they haven’t been keeping up too good
lately,” Gerds said. “That is part of the community paper. These
columns are useful in providing public information.”
A story under the heading “Village update” in the Dec. 12,
2002, issue of the Pulaski News, for instance, was written by Ron
Kryger, the village president. It included comments about how the
Public Works and Water and Sewer departments had dealt with water
line breaks, the village tax rate, and a community watch program.
It also included this paragraph: “Remember to patronize your
local businesses as much as you can. They are the ones who
advertise Pulaski and contribute to the functions and make
successes of events because of their contributions and
sponsorship. If it’s for the benefit for the community let’s work
together even if it does not directly affect you.”
A mixture of news gathered by staff writers and articles
submitted by individuals, organizations and businesses is commonly
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found in community newspapers, which rely on press releases to
help fill the news space. Sometimes, this can make it difficult to
maintain the distinction between submitted articles and paid
advertising, and between news stories and promotional items.
In the issue of Oct. 30, 2003, an article was used at the top
of Page 15 under the headline “Home not ‘growth’ investment,” with
a byline that said “submitted by Andy Sulskis, Edward Jones
representative.” At the bottom of that page was a one-column by
6.5-inch advertisement for the Edward Jones investment company,
with a picture of Sulskis.
On the front page of the same issue was a story about the Clear
family, which decided to start selling eggs laid by chickens it
had been raising as a hobby. The story was written by Kim Clear,
who also was listed as a possible contact at the high school for
people interested in buying the eggs.
“I’ve heard some people say it’s a positive paper,” said Morgan
of the Chamber of Commerce. And Gerds agreed. “We cover positive
events in the community,” she said.
It is, after all, a student newspaper and a community
newspaper, and not a muckraker. And regardless of how the stories
and miscellaneous articles are gathered, people in the community
seem pleased to have this source of local information.
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“If there is something happening at the Legion or the
Auxiliary, it will be in the paper,” said Schroeder, the
historical society curator. “You can call the students about an
event that is going to happen and they are good about sending a
reporter to cover it. If not, you can send in a report of your
own. Most of the time the front page includes news about the
community, and not just the school.”
Gerds said her students are responsible journalists who can be
trusted to cover assignments in the community.
“I send them to cover events off-campus, and they come back
when they are scheduled to and they do not cause any trouble,” she
said. “They know it is a privilege to work for the newspaper.”
She said the students take pride in the publication they
produce.
“Students who are just beginning with the Pulaski News
sometimes have to learn that they must handle themselves much more
professionally since they aren’t dealing with simply students,”
Gerds said. “In the end, these students leave the class far better
prepared to interact with adult members of society. Many students
really enjoy the respect they are accorded as journalists by the
community; these students are not simply treated as ‘kids.’”
The adviser also has earned the trust and respect of others--
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from her students who respond to her leadership in the classroom
and the newsroom, to her principal and to members of the public.
“Kathy and I have a very good working relationship,” said
Schlender, the principal. “If anything out of the ordinary comes
up, she talks to me first. But maybe only once in my year and a
half here has she alerted me to something that was going to be in
the paper.”
Some student newspapers face constant turmoil because
administrators attempt to control or restrict the content. But the
stories and photographs in the Pulaski News are generally of a
positive or non-controversial nature, which makes outside
oversight virtually unnecessary.
This can be seen in the school district’s philosophy statement,
which reads in part: “We believe that the schools are the thread
that binds the people of the community together. The name, Pulaski
Community Schools, reflects the close ties between the schools and
the people of its district. An active participation by the schools
in the community and the community in the schools, can help make
education real and meaningful for all involved.”
Gerds also has earned the respect of her fellow teachers, who
seem content with the journalism program that she has developed
over the past 16 years.
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“I am the only teacher in the high school who has her own
secretary and office,” she said. Her assignment is to teach five
journalism courses a semester, with about 30 students in each
class, and to advise the Pulaski News.
The journalism facilities at the high school, which was built
five years ago on the outskirts of town, are impressive. Besides
the journalism classroom/newsroom is a separate room with a large
table and several chairs where the editors meet to plan story
ideas and story play. Gerds’ office is the final element of this
three-room complex.
In the newsroom there are 11 computers with Internet hookups,
three laptops that the journalism students can check out and take
on assignments, scanners, and cameras. “Profits from the budget
are used to buy new computers, cameras, textbooks and supplies,”
Gerds said.
Walls in the classroom/newsroom are covered with the many
awards and plaques that the newspaper has won over the years.
These include a Phi Delta Kappa Student/Community Award, an Our
Town Award, a Wisconsin Public Service Golden Rule Award, the
Pulaski Area Chamber of Commerce Community Service Achievement
Award, an Award of Merit from the Wisconsin School Public
Relations Association, and the Wisconsin State Superintendent of
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Public Instruction Friend of Education Award.
The newspaper also has a former staff member who went on to win
a Pulitzer Prize. Jacqui Banaszynski, while working for the St.
Paul Pioneer Press Dispatch, won a Pulitzer for feature writing in
1988 for a series of stories on the life and death of an AIDS
victim in a rural farm community.
“As a learning experience it was without parallel,” said
Banaszynski, who graduated in 1970. “I don’t believe I would be
where I am today if not for the Pulaski News.”
Banaszynski said she worked on the newspaper for three years,
covering sports, taking photographs and writing editorials. She
later was an associate editor.
“I wasn’t conscious at the time that what we were doing was so
special,” said Banaszynski, who today is associate managing editor
of the Seattle Times and holds a Knight chair in editing at the
Missouri School of Journalism. “There were no walls. We were
responsible for covering the community we lived in.”
She said it is open for debate on whether the community is
getting the best paper it can get when it is produced by students.
“You might have better news coverage with a traditional
newspaper, and you would have more continuity in the staff than at
a school where there is constant turnover,” Banaszynski said. “But
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when I go back to visit now and read the paper, I gain a lot of
valuable information about what is going on in the community.”
Like most student-produced publications, the quality often
rises or falls depending on the staff and the adviser.
When Gerds became adviser, she said, there were seven students
on the Pulaski News staff. “Now we have students waiting to get
into the journalism classes,” she said. Those classes are
Composition for Publication Beginning, Advanced, and II, as well
as an independent study option.
Gerds said she takes anyone onto the staff, and has students
who are at the upper echelons academically along with students who
have special needs and can benefit from the more open classroom
setting that she utilizes.
“You don’t have to be in a journalism class to work on the
paper, but it helps,” she said. “We have students who keep our
photo morgue updated, and others who file clippings.”
Gerds said the students come up with the story ideas, write and
edit the stories and do the page layouts. Student can earn one
English credit for each year that they take a journalism class and
work on the newspaper.
Staff titles listed in the masthead of a recent issue of the
paper included editors-in-chief, high school editors, middle
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school editors, elementary education editors, school board editor,
news editor, sports editors, copy editors, feature editors,
outdoor editors, special projects editors and photo editor (25
editors in all). In addition, 44 students were named as reporters.
Even with this many staff members, the newspaper does not have
a Web site, and there are no immediate plans to establish one.
“We would have to have someone to operate the site,” Gerds
said. “And since we have so much copy in the paper, we would take
up too much of the district’s Web page space.”
The self-supporting newspaper receives money from its
subscriptions and from the display and classified advertisements
that it publishes. The students are responsible for selling the
ads, a job they have done quite well given the budget surpluses
that the paper generates.
A look at two issues published about five months apart shows
the consistency in advertising. The 20-page issue of July 25,
2002, had 61 display advertisements and one column of classified
ads. The 24-page edition of Dec. 12, 2002, published just before
Christmas, had 78 display ads and a column of classifieds.
Many of the ads in the Pulaski News are relatively small,
running from one- to three-columns wide and a few inches deep. But
these inches add up to thousands of dollars. The paper charges
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$5.50 per column inch for display ads. Classified ads cost $3.50
for two lines, with each additional line costing $1.50.
Subscription rates vary. Regular subscriptions are $15 a year,
with senior citizens receiving a discounted price of $13 a year.
The student school year subscription rate is $11 for September to
May issues, and the summer rate is $6 for June to August issues.
The newspaper is sold at some area convenience stores and other
businesses at a single issue cost of $1.
Another source of revenue comes from advertising that usually
goes to a commercial publication. The Pulaski News has been
designated as the official publication, or the newspaper of
record, for the community. That means it is paid to publish
official notices from government agencies.
In the Oct. 30, 2003, issue, for example, the official minutes
of the Pulaski Board of Education appeared on Page 17, filling 23
column inches of space. The issue of Dec. 12, 2002, included the
official minutes of the Pulaski Village Board meeting, totaling 36
column inches.
Some business owners in Pulaski who advertise in the newspaper
said they have found it to be a valuable tool in getting their
services and products publicized.
“There are other media that I use,” said Steve Rodgers of
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Rodgers Insurance Agency, “but what I am looking for is to reach
out to a lot of these folks who read the Pulaski News. I am
looking for people who own homes and have children in the schools.
This school district covers a large area, and the paper circulates
to a lot of homes.”
Rodgers said a publication that contains information about the
community is more effective than one that only has advertisements.
“It’s all local, and people read it for the news,” he said of
the student-produced paper. “I find it to be more effective than
the shopper. People just throw away the shopper because it doesn’t
have any news in it.”
The Hometown Shopper is mailed free each week to about 9,000
households. But it has no news articles, and covers several area
communities. The flag on the front page of the shopper states that
it serves the communities of Pulaski, Bonduel, Cecil, Abrams,
Angelica, Green Valley, Krakow, Zachow, Sobieski and Seymour.
Local news and the fact that students produce the paper make it
attractive as an advertising venue, some business owners said.
“Because the kids run it, more people opt to read it,” said
Joan Wery of Wery’s Flowers-N-Things LLC. “They’re great. They
have been awesome to us. They are doing a write-up now on our
remodeling.”
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Wery said the paper is informative and serves the town well.
“When the paper comes we read it from front to back” she said.
“You get everything in it. They cover about every function. It’s a
good student paper and very community minded. I wish more schools
would do it.”
With a staff size that rivals those at many suburban commercial
newspapers and a budget that regularly finishes in the black,
Gerds faces few challenges in maintaining this unique newspaper
tradition. She mentioned two items.
“Our biggest problem seems to be in limiting the length of
letters to the editor,” she said. “We keep them to 200 words. The
writers just want to go on and on.”
And to ensure that the young journalists meet one of the two
special mottoes she has placed on the classroom/newsroom
blackboard this year, “Careful Not Careless,” she insists they
“call the author of every letter to verify that they are authentic.”
Another desire is to improve the news content.
“I would like to get more in-depth reporting in the paper,”
Gerds said. “We have done some of that, but we need to do more.
The students did a good piece once on Lyme disease, and another on
stolen barns.”
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Can the Pulaski News model be duplicated or mimicked somewhere
else? Perhaps. If that is to happen, however, it will require students who are
willing to earn class credit rather than being paid for their work during the
school year, and who will accept a wage equal to that of other student workers
during the summer.
It also will require an adviser who is willing to work long hours and much of
the summer, a cooperative administration and school board, and a community
whose residents and business owners place a high value on their students
and on local news and advertising, and are willing to support both.
“Adults would need to have constant contact with the high
school newspaper adviser,” Gerds said. “Adults from the community
would need to be supportive of the paper in alerting it to
stories, as well as advertising in the paper as a community
newspaper is expensive. The newspaper adviser would need to see a
direct correlation between the community and the school.”
Local news. Young writers and editors. Community involvement.
Even after 60-plus years, they remain the keys to a publication
that continues to be a big success in a small town.
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Paper Abstract: “Erasing Native Identities” – The Sex Discriminatory Clause of
Canada’s Indian Act and the Subjugation of Native Women
Since 1851 the British and later the Canadian government claimed the right to
determine who is or is not a Native1 person in Canada. When the Dominion of Canada
was created in 1867 “Indians and lands reserved for Indians” became a federal
responsibility. In 1876 all laws affecting Native people in Canada were combined by the
federal government under one piece of legislation known as the Indian Act.
The Canadian government utilized the membership clause of the Indian Act for
one main purpose – to further the successful integration and eventual assimilation of
Native people into the mainstream Canadian society. Native women were the targets of
this sex discriminatory clause that removed and extinguished their rights and the rights of
their children. Section 12(1)(b) of the Act defined an Indian as “any male person of
Indian blood,” any woman lawfully married to such a person, and any child of such a
person. The Act defined Indian identity through marriage with Indian status being
determined through a European patrilineal principle of descent. If a Native woman
married a Native man she remained Indian. If a Native woman married a non-Native man
she lost her Indian status. In losing her status the Native woman was no longer
recognized by the Canadian government, and thus, lost all rights and privileges attached
to her Native identity. She was, therefore, forced to move out of her Native community
and live and raise her children in mainstream Canadian society away from her culture,
language and traditions. The Indian Act effectively legislated Native women out of their
Native bodies, erasing their identities as Native people. My presentation will explore the
history of this sex discriminatory clause and examine how it impacted and continues to
impact2 Canada’s Native women.
1

The term First Nations is also used to define the Native or Indigenous people of Canada.
In 1982 the Act was amended to eliminate this sex discriminatory clause but it still retains sections that
continue to differentiate between Native women and men.
2
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Abstract, “Cognitive cross-modal, visual-touch, associations and ‘similarity of motion style’ in
Dickens’s visual imagery: the mechanical look and manual feel of the steam-locomotion
revolution.” Kristen L. Corman
Charles Dickens is often said to be the central author of the industrial era, a time of intense
cultural change when England shifted from agricultural to mechanical production. The broad
term, “industrial era,” is specified here as the “railway age” in order to highlight the perceptual
presence of its leading machine, the steam Loco-motive engine, that powered this spectacular
transition between 1829-70. The railway revolution was a visually distinctive and disorienting
time period. When the functional railway was perfected in 1829, Boulton and Watts’s earlier
steam engines were stationary. These machines were characterized by up and down pistoning
motion, and they populated the landscape everywhere. Scores manned each construction ditch
wherever water, earth or “stuff,” and coal were to be hauled “up to grass.” Starting around 1822,
the view of the landscape became even more animated when the building of that great public
works, the railway system, impelled economic and imperial expansion. At this time, enginewright George Stephenson and associates’ “Improved Travelling engine” replaced past stationary
ones. The travelling engine’s steam pistoning rod action, riveting enough in a stationary mode,
was now seen moving everywhere. This railway motion was sheer spectacle. The shocking “iron
monster” huffed and puffed across the horizon, cutting the English landscape into unimagined
horizontal gradients, and churning the engine’s visible pistons and rods in the way its inventors
intended: to mechanically balance, act, and move like human leg and arm joints.
During the visually unique steam locomotive revolution, Dickens wrote imaginative fiction
celebrated for its visual imagery. While Ruskin dubbed Dickens ‘a leader of the railway party’
for his portrayal of the social topics which roiled the railway economy, other contemporaries
praised the memorable and visual way in which Dickens represented his time period. A railway
engine-wright, F.R. Conder, hints that “Boz’s” 1830s stories “accustomed the majority of readers
to admire” a new type of “painting in words” that depicted common subjects. Dickens’s vivid
portraits of common London street life drew a cross-class crowd. Conder surmises that Dickens’s

stories were wildly popular because his fictions expressed the facts of people’s experience in a
way that was easily recognizable. Nineteenth-century literary critic, Walter Bagehot also
identifies this style as imagistic: “His style is descriptive, racy, flowing; it is instinct with new
imagery and singular illustration….[I]t abounds in jolts and odd turns;…no one can deny its
great and peculiar merit…. It is an odd style and it is very odd how much you read it.” Many
critics from a variety of disciplines agree that Dickens’s success was rooted in his ability to
express the tempo, the topics, and the appearance of the industrial age.
But so few literary scholars, and few historians other than Jack Simmons, address what was
railway-like about Dickens’s imagery of the railway age. Fewer, if any, explore in a positive
way, the functional aspect of Dickens’s fanciful imagery. Why, for example, might Dickens’s
imagery be so highly visual? This gap in scholarship points out two issues. The first has to do
with perceptual sensations during the railway age. Succeeding generations of readers and
scholars who have lived more distantly from the novel sights and shocks of industrial sensations,
have lost that jolting, flowing, perceptual and experiential sense of the first railway age. The
second gap concerns debates about whether or not visual imagery bears meaning in a text, and
whether visual imagery that explicitly vivifies perceptual experience, as Dickens’s does, forms
and informs the interpretation of a narrative. The communicative power of imagery has
historically been devalued as subordinate to that of language in epistemologies of Western
thought. For a variety of reasons, twentieth-century literary scholarship has treated imagery as
inconsequential, or as un-analyzable fancy that is not amenable to study. In short, the visual
power and specificity of imagery is erased. It is still thought that we only come to knowledge and
meaning through words.
This study holds that perception is the basis of conception, and that Dickens’s fancies are
actually full of facts, perceptual and cultural facts about railway life. This work, thus, seeks to
recover the perceptual feel of the first stage of industrial expansion, the railway era, that modernday readers have lost. One feature of this work is that it provides recorded verbal evidence that
demonstrates the cognitive principle, ‘perception is the basis of conception,’ in an
interdisciplinary and practical way. This work applies research from cognitive neuroscience to
explore the physical motion of Dickens’s metaphoric visual imagery. The cognitive studies
selected reflect a channel of thinking within the neurosciences, articulated by Antonio Damasio,
that hold for experiential influences which affect the mutual construction of body, mind, and
environment. The railway age was a period of rapid environmental and cultural change. The iron
monster confused Victorians’ senses. To ground this perceptual study within its disorienting
cultural environment, I link the motion of Dickens’s figures to the engineered action of railway
technology that suffused the perceptual look of the railway environment at that time. For
example, a stoker turns his cap in the similar-looking manner that a locomotive wheel revolves; a
man blinks in the similar-looking manner that a train signal winks. This study thus details what is
‘railway’ about Dickens’s metaphoric representation of his railway world. After setting up the
fact of perceptual disorientation during the railway revolution, I then employ cognitive crossmodal studies as a means to analyze Dickens’s railway motions in terms of perceptual vision and
touch. These touch-visual aspects compliment the cultural context of the industrial movement
from manual to mechanical labor. The cognitive and literary works assembled here are related to
industrial environment or culture through their combination with primary source historical

documents from the miners and engine-wrights who developed the first functional steam
locomotive railway system in England around 1822.
Cognitive studies are a particularly apt lens to apply to Dickens. Near the end of his career,
Dickens writes explicitly that his ‘journey’ was made memorable by the exchange that he
observed in people’s labor, a working of hand and eye. This study holds that in certain cases, the
industrial motion that Dickens picks up, catches with the eye, and replicates in his metaphoric
visual imagery often is steam railway locomotion. Dickens’s works are infused with the sights,
rhythms, sounds, talk, and topics of not just any industrial environment but, specifically, the
railway world of 1829-66. Many of these sights and feelings are perceptual stimuli which actual
people from that historical time period picked up through their eyes, ears, noses, hands, feet.
Dickens’s contemporaneous audience easily recognized and enjoyed the presence of his visual
cues which point to the surrounding world of visual lines and light signals, his tactile points and
levers, his aural tracks and chairs, his stations, his treatment of the perceptual confusion of
railway traveling. Even the cues readers do not consciously attend to but still percept act to
vivify and make memorable Dickens’s remarkable imagery. Dickens’s audience felt through his
writing the sights and sounds of the shrieking machine. They also understood the “topical” newsday events that underlined his satires: the buzz of joint-stock mania; the deadening collapse of
shares; the jobbing, the “staging,” the shorting, the posing, the circumlocution of those
“progressive” Victorian lives.
To summarize, the salient feature of this work is that it integrates studies from cognitive
neuroscience, detailed research on the deep connectivity of cross-modal, visual-haptic (touch,
feeling), sense modalities with studies of ‘metaphoric similarity of motion style.’ I then apply
these two empirical sets of research as a template for studying Dickens’s metaphoric visual
imagery in several of his short stories, “Mugby Junction,” Dombey and Son, and Our Mutual
Friend. Simply put, I look at the close relation between hand and eye in his metaphors. Dickens
is well known for his metaphoric construction of ‘persons and things.’ My work is based on
different assumptions and treats a certain type of metaphoric visual imagery, representations
which reproduce the actions of a person as looking similar to the actions of a machine. I call
these figures “person-machines.” Person-machine representations are surprising images but also
familiar: they are odd and yet topical and hail the look of their day. The topics of Dickens’s
railway age show up, often, as an action attached to the body that articulates something about the
nature of his character and his cultural period. This ‘locomotive action’ bridges hand-eye
patterns of metaphor with the hand-eye shift between manual and mechanical steam labor. I look
at those shapes and their actions which are most closely associated with steam locomotive
motion and its related topics and industries: pistoning and legs, railway lines and writing lines;
round shapes and movement, puffery and puffs; winking figures and lights. These “personmachine’ figures are highly visual, kinesthetic, and memorable. Readers are meant to recognize,
at some level, that the motion attached to the figures is a visual communication. I argue that
these motions and gestures bear meaning that influences levels of interpretation in the text. We
will examine Wegg’s locomotive leg and Venus’s galvanic shop, stoker Toodle’s turning of cap
in hand and Edith’s tread of her wedding bracelet.
I also summarize here several unique aspects of this work. First, the research selected for this
study empirically demonstrates the evidence that suggests the link between perception and

conception. By this I mean that the work presents a group of cross-modal perceptual studies as
empirical evidence that supports the more abstract concept used by literary critics in their
discussions of Lakoff and Johnson’s concept of “image schemas.” These cross-modal studies
may also bear on Antonio Damasio’s neuroscientific research on how information is encoded by
different senses. I also integrate work on motion from Raymond Gibbs and Catherine Dent.
Second, the work integrates one set of perceptual studies on cross-modality research with another
set of perceptual studies on similarity of motion style in metaphor resolution studies. Third, and
importantly, the study applies results from perception studies to the literary issue of metaphor
resolution. From this third aspect, I ask a question, to the communities that I am in dialog with,
about the applicability of cognitive research on visual processes to a literary study of metaphor.
Fourth, this study discusses the aspect of motion in literature. Few studies do, and few discuss
synoptic patterns of motion across texts. My interests in motion, images, and cognition are based
on a life-long career as a professional dancer and trainer, on my practice of arts drawn or
sculpted by hand-eye coordination, and on my feeling of resonance with Dickens’s visual and
kinetic imagery.
This cross-disciplinary study addresses calls from historians such as Jack Simmons, cognitivists
such as Raymond Gibbs, Mark Johnson, George Lakoff, and literary scholars such as Elaine
Scarry and Ellen Esrock, to bridge information between fields. Current research from cognitive
neuroscience which holds for the cultural and environmental construction of neurological
development enables literary scholars to address the functional aspects of visual processes and
visual imagery. Contrary to traditional thinking, perception is the basis of our thinking. Sense
perception is the basis of thought and not a fleeting effluvium of it. Sensory modalities are crossmodal; in certain cases they share or even dominate information, or re-allocate brain function
(Easton et al.; Sacks et al.). Sensory and motor (somatosensory) perception, the type that we
view in Dickens’s metaphors, occurs in our cognitive process as a simultaneous element of
thinking. According to this view, no “earlier stage” of thinking is later refined as “thought” by a
“later stage” of a thinking; in short there is no “homunculus.” As Damasio points out, what
happens in humans between stimulus and response is a complex process. Perception, body state,
stimulus (what we see or encounter in the exterior world), and our interior responses (thinking or
feeling) all contribute to what “thinking” or consciousness is.
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"Rounders and Rail-Talk: cognitive cross-modal, visual-touch, connectivity and ‘similarity of motion style’ in Dicke
Kristen L. Corman
This integrates studies from cognitive neuroscience, detailed research on the deep connectivity of
cross-modal, visual-haptic (touch, feeling), sense modalities with studies of ‘metaphoric
similarity of motion style.’ I apply these two empirical sets of research as a template for studying
Dickens’s metaphoric visual imagery in several of his short stories, “Mugby Junction,” Dombey
and Son, and Our Mutual Friend. Simply put, I look at the close relation between hand and eye in
his metaphors. Dickens is well known for his metaphoric construction of ‘persons and things.’
My work is based on different assumptions and treats a certain type of metaphoric visual
imagery, representations which reproduce the actions of a person as looking similar to the
actions of a machine. I call these figures “person-machines.” Person-machine representations are
surprising images but also familiar: they are odd and yet topical and hail the look of their day.
The topics of Dickens’s railway age show up, often, as an action attached to the body that
articulates something about the nature of his character and his cultural period. This ‘locomotive
action’ bridges hand-eye patterns of metaphor with the hand-eye shift between manual and
mechanical steam labor. I look at those shapes and their actions which are most closely
associated with steam locomotive motion and its related topics and industries: pistoning and legs,
railway lines and writing lines; round shapes and movement, puffery and puffs; winking figures
and lights. These “person-machine’ figures are highly visual, kinesthetic, and memorable.
Readers are meant to recognize, at some level, that the motion attached to the figures is a visual
communication. I argue that these motions and gestures bear meaning that influences levels of
interpretation in the text.
This study brings together points of intersection between cognitive neuroscience, readerly
imaging (Esrock, Scarry), embodied language (Lakoff and Johnson, Clark, Damasio, Gibbs),
distinctive images and memory (Kosslyn, Fletcher, McDaniell, Marschark, Terry, Ellis,
Damasio), surprise (Brownell, Neville, Seitz, Hillson, Winner, Glucksberg, Bruner, Andreasen),
right hemisphere “coarse grain” processing of connotative meaning and metaphor (Brownell,

Bottini, Beeman, Tompkins, Neville, Shallice, Fletcher, Price Winner and Gardner, Gardner and
Denes, Glucksberg, Gibbs, Hillson), expressive pictorial line drawing (Gardner and Denes,
Osgood), salience (Gibson, Johansson, Gibbs, Freyd, Dent), similarity of motion style (Catherine
Dent, Johannsson), and the cross-modal associations between touch and vision (Easton, Srinivas,
McDermott, Esrock, Botvinick, Heller, Tranel, Damasio), the relation between imagery and
implicit memory (Easton, McDermott, Srinivas). Primary sources, 1800s engine-wrights and
their critics, include Conder, Neele, Brown, Stephenson, Smiles, Adams, Poole, Booth, Gray and
others. Today’s railway and legal historians include Kostal, Simmons, Robbins, Schivelbusch,
and others.
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Culturalist Critique in Salman Rushdie's Midnight's Children
by Pravina Cooper
Salman Rushdie's Midnight's Children has usually been read as a political allegory
of the Indian nation. The novel has been read as a Bildungsroman of both its protagonist
Saleem and the nation in a movement towards rationality and political maturity. Making
a distinction between 'political nationalism' and 'cultural nationalism', I argue that
Rushdie in Midnight's Children poses two meanings of "history" against each other: a)
political history as a complex of forces that determine the individual and b) cultural
history with its underlying connotations of cultural sameness the political nationalist,
redemption lies in the process of modernization via the instrument of the state; for the
cultural nationalist, redemption lies less in the political ameliorative project than in the
creative possibilities of the nation's culture. I argue that Rushdie's various
representational systems (e.g., visionary epistomologies) invoke the Indian "premodern"
and privilege a form of the 'cultural nation' while his narrative strategies obstruct
the"telling" of the story of the political nation. The trope of childhood is central to the
reading of Midnight's Children as political allegory. In my paper I argue that Rushdie
uses the trope of childhood less as an indicator of the immaturity of the political
nation and more as a symbol of a weddedness of self and place (a naturalized relationship
to the nation). The nation in Midnight's Children is conceptualized less in terms of the
accumulationist model of development than in terms of a synoptic vision of history in the
light of emotional structures. Written in the 1980's, Rushdie's culturalist discourse in
Midnight's Children functions in a sense, to discredit the political discourse of "nationbuilding" of the 1960's.
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Paper Abstract
From 1934-1968 Hollywood_s Production Code Agency (PCA) acted as an internal
censorship bureau for the motion picture industry. Under the staunch leadership of Joseph
Breen, the PCA was instituted as a means to keep the government out of the movie
business and to ensure that the content of films would not lower the moral standards of
the viewing audience. PCA censors made every effort to keep all morally, socially and
politically suspect ideas out of motion pictures; for example, the production code
eliminated from the screen overt displays of intimacy and shunned as immoral any sexual
union outside of marriage. Without the PCA_s seal of approval, movies could not be
mass distributed and were doomed to fail at the box office. This massive campaign to
sanitize the content of films was fueled largely by Catholic groups such as the
National League of Decency, (in fact Joseph Breen was a devout lay Catholic). While this
campaign to clean up pictures was fairly successful in the realm of the spoken and sung
word, it ran up against a huge stumbling block when it came to the dancing body; this is
especially true in the case of the Hollywood musical. Whether ill equipped or
disinterested in interpreting choreographic intent and content, censors frequently
overlooked dances that were in obvious violation of the production code. When dance
scenes were censored, it was not the dance itself, but rather the costumes or dramatic
gestures that were pegged for removal. The PCA_s failure to subject dance to the same
scrutiny as dialogue and dramatic action is a strong indication that they underestimated
the power of dance to affect an audience on some level_emotionally, intellectually,
kinesthetically, or morally.
In this paper, I intend to illustrate that, despite the PCA_s increasing power to enforce the
applications of the production code under Breen_s leadership, dance still managed to
evade the censor’s hatchet. My research will focus on the relationship of choreography to
PCA censorship with regard to dance sequences in musicals produced during the period
1942-1955, in particular, the dream ballets from the integrated musicals in which
choreography was devised to enhance plot and character development and explore the
dreams and desires of the central characters. I have chosen 1955 as the cut-off date for
two reasons: 1) This was Joseph Breen_s final year as PCA director and his power to
enforce the production code should not be underestimated, and 2) There was a

discernable waning in the number of musicals being produced by Hollywood studios by
the mid-1950_s that speaks to a radical shift in American social mores. The scope of this
research paper does not allow for a comprehensive study of film musicals from 1942 to
1955, therefore, my methodology will involve a _close reading_ of select dance
sequences from the period and a discussion of the choreography in relation to the tenets
of the production code, violation of the code and efforts to censor aspects of the film.
Although this research paper focuses on the discreet time period of 1942-1955, I will
frame my discussion within the larger context of the relationship of dance to moral
edification and socialization as addressed by Plato and the Renaissance humanists.
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6. ABSTRACT
My work for the past five years or so has centered on committed left-wing intellectuals in
France--the proverbial écrivains engagés--specifically in the 1930s, and their struggle against
Fascism. Recently, I became interested in what one authority in the field, J-F. Sirinelli, has
called “le phenomène des pétitions et des manifestes d'intellectuels” (“the phenomenon of
intellectuals’ petitions and manifestoes”). In fact, the petition and the manifesto are central to
the calling of the committed intellectual, publicizing his or her intervention in the public
arena. Moreover, the history of petitions and manifestoes reflects the ups and downs of
French history. They are at the epicenter of what someone like Theodore Zeldin might call
“les passions françaises” (Sirinelli, Intellectuels et Passions Francaises 12). To some extent
passions are always ephemeral, but they nonetheless are an invaluable resource for the
historian equipped with a seismograph to reconstitute the past and show what people really
thought at a given time. But petitions and manifestoes can, of course, also lead to the creation
of something more permanent, such as a political party or a review, as when the 1919 rightwing petition Pour un parti de I'intelligence, written by Henri Massis, led to the creation of
La Revue Universelle.Now, before Zola wrote his famous J’Accuse, triggering the Dreyfus
affair, French intellectuals had never intervened directly in the affairs of society, at least not
as a collective entity. Voltaire had fought to rehabilitate Calas; Hugo had opposed the death
penalty, fought social injustice and militated against Louis-Napoleon and his Second Empire;
however, neither Voltaire nor Hugo acted as part of a group with its own platform, and
neither chose the petition or manifesto as a vehicle of political self-expression. What I would
like to do in this paper is to look at the phenomenon of the petition and manifesto, study their
origins in the Dreyfus affair and look at a couple of examples that illustrate this form of
political discourse. Ironically, it at this juncture, as we contemplate the decline of the public
intellectual that we can write the history and maybe even the obituary of this curious hybrid
creature, the intellectuel engagé, half writer and half public figure. Time permitting, I will
also address the future of the public intellectual and why I think that s/he still has a place in
society—despite the meteoric rise of light-weight, low-calorie sensationalist "info-tainment"
on cable TV and on the Internet.
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The Political Manifesto and the Emergence of the Committed Writer in France1
by
Tom Conner

My work for the past five years or so has focused on committed left-wing intellectuals in
France--the proverbial écrivains engagés--specifically in the 1930s, and their erratic but, all
things considered, brave struggle against Fascism. My work on André Gide, one prominent
member of the intellectual community in this period, led to the publication of a book of essays on
Gide's politics.2 At present I am trying, desperately, to finish a short history of left-wing French
intellectuals in the period 1898-1940, which may well be the Golden Age of committed public
intellectuals in France.3 Despite a resurgence of the committed intellectual during the trente
glorieuses (the "thirty glorious years," roughly speaking the period 1945-1968, during which
France transformed itself into a thoroughly modern nation and soon emerged as the undisputed
leader of the European Union) French intellectuals never quite regained the public profile they
had during the period between the wars, 1919-1939, the mythic entre-deux-guerres which
spanned the so-called gay twenties and the calamitous thirties. The historical context had
changed, and the stakes were not as high as they had been in the decade leading up to World War
II, when the Western democracies were in obvious decline and the only other credible alternative
ideologies, Communism and Fascism, were locked in a deadly embrace, fighting for world
supremacy. Nevertheless, French intellectuals took a strong stance on many issues during the
Cold War and Algerian war of independence.
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This is not to say that a prominent public intellectual such as Jean-Paul Sartre did not enjoy
the stature and prestige of, say, André Malraux--a leading intellectual in the 1930s--and become
a fixture in Left Bank culture; however, there is something a little bit pathetic about Jean-Paul
Sartre. During the last few years of his life, he signed a dozen or more petitions for some cause
or other, all published in Le Monde (Sirinelli 9), clinging to the rather naïve but touching belief
that the signature of an ailing, half-blind septuagénaire in France could somehow change the
world. But, then, this is what intellectuals are supposed to do in the first place. As Sartre himself
unequivocally stated in an essay entitled Plaidoyer pour les intellectuels (1972), "the intellectual
is someone who interferes in something that is not strictly speaking his business" (Sartre 12)4
Perhaps this is why so many people admire Sartre in the first place, because he remained faithful
to his vocation until the very end of his life, despite the fact that by 1980 (the year Sartre died),
public intellectuals everywhere arguably had lost their moral mandate to dictate public opinion
and had been succeeded by a new generation of media-savvy "light" intellectuals accustomed to
sharing their trite opinions in attractive sound bites with a public grown blasé toward the
intellectual summersaults of a Sartre or a Camus (and incapable of understanding them, for that
matter).

Recently, I became interested in what one authority in the field of intellectual history, JeanFrançois Sirinelli, has called "the phenomenon of petitions and intellectuals' manifestoes"
(Sirinelli book jacket).5 The petition and manifesto are central to the calling of the committed
intellectual, publicizing his or her intervention in the public arena. Moreover, the history of
petitions and manifestoes reflects the ups and downs of French history. They are at the
"epicenter" of what someone like Théodore Zeldin, author of a multi-volume essay on the French
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mindset, might call "les passions françaises" (Sirinelli 12). To some extent passions are always
ephemeral, but nonetheless they are an invaluable resource for a historian such as Jean-François
Sirinelli, who, equipped with a seismograph, can reconstitute the past and show what people
really thought at a given time. But petitions and manifestoes can, of course, also lead to the
creation of something more permanent such as a political party or a review, as when the 1919
right-wing petition Pour un parti de l’intelligence, written by Henri Massis, led to the creation of
La Revue Universelle, a review of some notoriety that survived until 1945, when it was banned
for its collaborationist politics.

Now, before Zola published J’Accuse, his universally famous letter of protest to the
President of the Court trying Captain Alfred Dreyfus, triggering the Dreyfus affair, French
intellectuals had never intervened directly in the affairs of society, at least not as a collective
entity. Voltaire had fought alone to rehabilitate Calas; Hugo opposed the death penalty, fought
social injustice by exposing it in novels such as Les Misérables and militated against LouisNapoléon and his Second Empire; however, neither Voltaire nor Hugo acted as part of a tightlyknit group with its own platform, and neither chose the petition or manifesto as a vehicle of
political self-expression. What I would like to do in this paper is to look at the phenomenon of
the petition and manifesto, study their origins in the Dreyfus affair and then look at a couple of
examples that illustrate this form of political discourse. Ironically, it is at this juncture, well into
the decline of the public intellectual that we can write the history and maybe even the obituary of
this curious hybrid creature, the intellectuel engagé, half writer and half public figure: "The
autumn of the master thinkers announced a new spring for historians of intellectuals" (Sirinelli
11).5 Time permitting, I will also address the future of the public intellectual and explain why I
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think that s/he still has a place in society--despite the meteoric rise of lightweight, low-calorie
sensationalist "info-tainment" on TV and on the Internet.

First, let me distinguish between the petition and the manifesto. As the French dictionary Le
Petit Robert makes clear, petitions are addressed to an authority in society, while manifestoes
have no specific receiver [destinataire] (Le Petit Robert, 1038, 1286). Moreover, these two
genres of collective writing appear to reflect a rigid class system: petitions normally involve the
"lower echelons of the intelligentsia" ["basse intelligentsia”] (Régis Debray), whereas
manifestoes are authored by an intellectual aristocracy or elite, addressing a mixed audience of
clercs and laity, intellectuals and the reading public at large. Without indulging my positivist
predilection for the taxonomy too much, let me just point out that obvious subcategories of both
genres include the appeal (appel), the open letter (lettre ouverte), and the pamphlet (pamphlet).
Zola's J’accuse, for example, was a lettre ouverte. All three discourses are directed against the
powers that be. Whoever has heard of anything as absurd as a petition in favor of, say, the
Pentagon? One final distinction can be made between what Sirinelli calls incantatory texts
(textes-incantations), condemning something, and incititory texts (textes-incitations), intended to
mobilize the public to take action (Sirinelli 85). Indeed, some texts can fulfill both of these
functions, and once again Zola's J’Accuse serves as a model text, since it not only condemned
Dreyfus's conviction as a miscarriage of justice but in so doing also urged every citizen with a
conscience to demand that Dreyfus be freed and rehabilitated (something which did not occur
until 1906).
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The Dreyfus affair was the first act ("a lever de rideau") [Sirinelli 18] of a drama that would
cast intellectuals in their most active role yet, and it immediately provoked countless petitions
and manifestoes from all directions. This is not to say, however, that the affaire marked the birth
of the first petition or manifesto. To the delight of the amateur positivist historian who lives in
each one of us, these two genres of political discourse have a long if not terribly distinguished
pre-history, the most curious early example of which is probably the manifesto entitled Les
artistes contre la Tour Eiffel. It was published in 1887 and, as its title suggests, sought the
demolition of the Eiffel Tour, which had been completed just in time for the celebration of the
centenary of the French Revolution. This manifesto was signed by a slew of artists, among them
the musician Charles Gounod, the poets François Coppée, Sully-Prudhomme and Leconte de
Lisle, the still well known novelist Guy de Maupassant and painters such as Auguste Renoir.
Nonetheless, the Dreyfus affair marked the first time that the petition and the manifesto became
formidable political weapons, rallying the faithful, and damned near breaking the back of the
nascent Republic. So, we must concur with Sirinelli and declare that "in the beginning was the
Dreyfus affair" (Sirinelli 21).6 This is the mother of all affairs, the like of which has never been
seen again anywhere. For reasons that had nothing to do with the affaire per se, intellectuals had
just begun to emerge as an independent socioeconomic type. By a curious twist of fate along
came captain Alfred Dreyfus, at about the same time intellectuals were looking for an
opportunity to assert themselves as authorities outside their respective fields, as independent
observers and critics of society. As everyone knows, from this time on, intellectuals--and French
intellectuals in particular--have felt, well, that, as Jean-Paul Sartre put it, to become involved in
something that is not, strictly speaking, their professional business is part of what being an
intellectual is all about.
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The Dreyfus affair can be read as one long series of manifestoes, petitions, and counterpetitions. Zola set the tone when he published J’accuse. The next day, on January 13, 1898, Zola
and Clemenceau, the chief editor of L’Aurore (in which Zola's open letter had appeared)
published what has become known as the Manifeste des Intellectuels, signed by a motley crew of
intellectual notables and writers such as Anatole France, Daniel Halévy, Lucien Herr, Charles
Andler, and Marcel Proust. In the days and weeks that followed, scores of intellectuals followed
suit and added their names to this manifesto and to others like it. The Right responded with a
battery of petitions and manifestoes of its own. One such petition attacking Zola led to the
creation of La Ligue de la Patrie Française, spearheaded by the quasi-totality of that bastion of
the political reaction that is the Académie Française, including such luminaries as François
Coppée, Jules Lemaître, Paul Bourget, Albert Sorel, Fernand Bruntetière, Maurice Barrès, Gyp,
Jules Verne, and Léon Daudet, as well as famous artists such as Edgar Degas and Auguste
Renoir (Sirinelli 27).

Although petitions such as these clearly influenced the course of events, by provoking
reactions, their significance was not limited to the fate of Captain Dreyfus but also extended to
the evolution of the Third Republic. Ultimately the stakes of the affaire transcended the narrow
confines of the intellectual Parnasse and involved citizens in all walks of life, regardless of class
and origin. The fundamental question was whether France was ready to move into the new
century and to assume the democratic responsibilities that are inextricably linked to
technological progress and material well-being in the modern age.
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The term "intellectual" also dates from the Dreyfus affair. It was an anti-dreyfusard, the
novelist and intellectual Maurice Barrès (1862-1923), who gave currency to the term
"intellectuel" when in February 1898 he penned a polemical article entitled Protestation des
intellectuels, in which he poked fun at the very notion of intelligent intellectuals. As a result, he
helped popularize the term "intellectual," and by the 1930s the political Right, too, had come to
accept a term it had once shunned and only used out of scorn (Sirinelli 68). Until the affaire, the
term intellectuel existed only in its adjective form and carried negative connotations, designating
a person who is "overly refined, futile or affected" (Salvatore Schiffer).7 The dreyfusards
voluntarily and enthusiastically embraced their new name, deciding that it was anything but
derogatory. This is precisely how Lucien Herr, the librarian at the École Normale Supérieure,
reacted to Maurice Barrès's outburst. Much like the gay community in our day which has turned
the term "queer" into something positive, the dreyfusards decided that to be an "intellectual" was
an honor that paid tribute to the greatness inherent in the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of
the Citizen of 1789. Clemenceau expressed this aggressive and upbeat optimism best when he
wrote: "Is it not a sign, all these intellectuals, from every corner of the horizon, who rally around
an idea and refuse to budge…? To me, I see in it the origin of an opinion… that is above special
interests, and it is in this peaceful rebellion by the French spirit that I in this moment of despair
invest my hopes for the future."8

To begin with, French petitions and manifestoes tended to be concerned with France and
domestic life in France proper, in the proverbial hexagone (a sobriquet for the roughly
geometrical shape of Sweet France). However, already in 1905 French intellectuals turned their
attention abroad, to St. Petersburg in Russia, where a petition on behalf of the imprisoned
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novelist Maksim Gorky resulted in his liberation. In the early years of the twentieth century the
French intelligentsia was becoming increasingly cosmopolitan, which can be seen in the pages of
prestigious intellectual reviews such as Le Mercure de France and La Nouvelle Revue Française
(La N.r.f., whose columns were filled with more and more articles on and by foreign writers.

World War I interrupted this period of internationalization. Every Frenchman rallied to the
defense of national unity, to preserving what became known as Union sacrée ("sacred union),
including intellectuals, who did not spare any effort to spew venom on the enemy across the
Rhine. National consensus about the war effort and government censorship thus rendered
petitions both superfluous and impossible. As Victor Basch, president of the Ligue des droits de
l’homme at the time, wrote: "Whatever the cost we are obliged to wish that we go the whole
way… Imperialism and Prussian militarism must be crushed, before we can speak of peace,
before we can dream of peace… this war is the struggle of free peoples or peoples wishing to
liberate themselves from militarism, of imperialism… thus this atrocious war can become a holy
war."9

The only intellectual of any standing to break ranks was Romain Rolland, author of the
pacifist article Au-dessus de la mêlée (1914); however, he lived in exile in Switzerland and never
had much if any influence on the masses back home. As Jean Guéhenno, himself a veteran of the
war, a so-called poilu (literally an unshaven or "hairy" man, evoking the hardship of trench
warfare), would later recollect in his autobiography Journal d’un homme de 40 ans: "The
republic of letters, as a whole, had become a profitable funeral home."10 Little wonder, then, that
intellectuals after the war had a guilty conscience and would embrace pacifism so eagerly. Their
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motto changed from Ça ira ("we shall prevail," the title of a famous revolutionary song) to the
pacifist and borderline defeatist slogan "plus jamais ça" ("never again").

The end of the war ushered in a new society and brought with it a new set of challenges for
French intellectuals, including internationalism, the rise of Communism and the alleged decline
of Western civilization as heralded by Oswald Spengler in his monumental work The Decline of
the West (Untergang des Abendlandes, 1918). Once again it was the Left that set off a new duel
in the endless confrontation between Left and Right that had characterized French political life
since the French Revolution. Romain Rolland launched his international organization of
progressive intellectuals, Internationale de l’Esprit, with a manifesto in the Communist daily
L’Humanité, calling for intellectuals in the West to abolish war and to work together to create a
new Europe without borders based on the motto of the French Revolution: liberté, égalité,
fraternité.

The conservative daily Le Figaro immediately fired back against Romain Rolland with a
petition by Henri Massis, Le parti de l’intelligence, mobilizing conservatives across party lines
to defend the patrie and western civilization against Bolshevism. Another similar petition was
published in La Revue Universelle in 1920, calling for an end to "cosmopolitisme," a French
euphemism for everything "foreign", from Communism and pacifism to avant-garde esthetics
and homosexuality (Sirinelli 52). The royalist and anti-Semitic organization and daily L’Action
Française, which had gained notoriety during the Dreyfus affair, was key to this effort to
galvanize the Right, but was only one side of the equation. Moreover, the Right was almost as
diverse as the Left and spanned the full gamut between royalists and proto-fascists. Actually the
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intellectual Right was very strong after World War I, too; if anything, it was stronger than the
intellectual Left. The Left would not regain its momentum until the 1930s, when the international
situation deteriorated during the Great Depression and the rise of Fascism. At the same time,
university professors (the intellectual elite in France known as les universitaires) would regain
their relative influence vis-à-vis writers. During the Dreyfus affair writers such as Émile Zola,
Anatole France, and Marcel Proust had shown the way; educators had been followers rather than
leaders when they chose to remain in their Ivory Tower like Romain Rolland, who did not
participate in the Dreyfus affair.

However, the fact that the Right was so strong in the period between the wars did not mean
that the extreme Right ever was in a position to elect more than just a handful of members to
parliament (députés), a situation which recalls the problems of rightist Jean-Marie Le Pen in
contemporary France. (Although he defeated Socialist Prime Minister Lionel Jospin in the
presidential election of 2002, the direct electoral system in France makes it impossible for his
party, the Front National, to win more than a seat or two in the National Assembly.) Albert
Thibaudet was struck by the paradoxical power of the Action Française, musing that it could
"Not elect a senator or a member of parliament" but at the same time enjoyed a "strong
intellectual influence" (Sirinelli 48).11
The paper war in the entre-deux-guerres was relentless, and petitions and manifestoes were
so numerous as to become the subject of pranks such as the infamous farce des Poldèves, which
was the doing of novelist Robert Brasillach (1907-1945), who has immortalized it in his
delightful and very readable memoir Notre avant-guerre. In the tumultuous postwar period,
when there was an explosion of small nation-states no one had ever heard of or could find on a
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map, the plight of the fictitious Poldèves did not attract any suspicion, any more than the
fictitious but realistic names of nation-states in a Marx Brothers movie would shock the casual
viewer today. Brasillach convinced a foreign exchange student at the École who was from the
Balkans to demonstrate his solidarity with his Poldèves brothers by giving a lecture on their
plight; however, he planned all along to use the occasion to attack internationalism, which was
still a cause dear to the Left. As expected, the well-intentioned lecture degenerated into a
scandalous free-for-all and PR-Fest for the reactionary Right. On another level it was also quite
typical of student life in the Latin Quarter, which had had its tumultuous moments ever since the
time of the medieval poet François Villon and has been celebrated in French literature ever since
the time of Rabelais.

The unfortunate Poldèves actually became part of the political vocabulary of the period
because in 1939, as France debated how to respond to Hitler's demands on the Polish corridor,
which would soon lead to the declaration of war, Marcel Déat, the erstwhile Communist who had
converted to Fascism, exclaimed "we don't want to die for the Poldèves"12 (Sirinelli 59). As for
the novelist Brasillach, who would go on to become France's leading fascist intellectual and
collaborator, one could say that the Poldèves finally got their revenge because Brasillach was
executed for treason by de Gaulle's provisional government.

On a more serious note there was the affaire du Rif in 1925, following French intervention in
Morocco. The debate started with Henri Barbusse's lettre ouverte in L’Humanité: "are you for or
against the War of the Rif?"14 The Right responded by publishing a petition in Le Figaro signed
by members of various educational elites, upholding France's right, indeed moral duty, to spread
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French civilization around the globe. Hundreds signed. However, it would be a mistake to think
that the intellectual Left was necessarily against French imperialism, as Gide's famous Voyage
au Congo (1927) shows. Both the Left and the Right supported imperialism in the name of
French civilization. Where they differed was in their conception of the relative importance of
economic vs. cultural imperialism (Sirinelli 67). Gide was not against French colonialism per se;
rather, he was against pure and simple economic exploitation without a parallel effort to render
indigenous culture and society more amenable to French ideals and values.

Other significant petitions and manifestoes in the entre-deux-guerres concerned a medley of
controversial domestic and international issues, such as the 1927 loi Paul-Boncour on the
organization of French defense; the violent right-wing riots in February 1934 that overthrew the
government (something that not even the Dreyfus affair had accomplished); Mussolini's war of
aggression against Ethiopia in 1935, which divided and spelled the de facto end of the League of
Nations; the Spanish Civil War; the so-called Anscluss of Czechoslovakia; and, finally, the
ignominious Munich Accord in 1938.

In closing, let me summarize the evolution of French intellectuals in the 1930s. Pacifism was
a powerful ideological current in the entre-deux-guerres, and the study of petitions and
manifestoes helps us to understand its progress in the intellectual community. Intellectuals as a
whole had supported the war effort during the Great War; after the war left-wing intellectuals,
suffering from a long overdue guilty conscience, made amends and vowed to fight to uphold
peace at any cost. However, they were joined by many right-wing intellectuals, who had no
desire to see French blood spilled for anyone else. Alain and Paul Valéry, by no means the most
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politically active intellectuals of the period, were perhaps the most extreme examples of this
resistance to war, but their attitude was generally prevalent in the years leading up to World War
II. Needless to say, this was a position that would turn out to have disastrous consequences since
it left progressive intellectuals virtually powerless to resist the rise of Fascism. During the Great
War intellectuals had willingly swallowed the official government line hook, line, and sinker.
Now they went to the other extreme, assimilating a curious blend of idealism, wishful thinking,
defeatism, and mauvaise foi, dismissing any admonishments about Fascism as French
government propaganda, a nonchalant and arrogant attitude that made it hard for them to fathom
the nature not only of Fascism in particular but of totalitarianism in general. There were
exceptions of course, such as Daniel Halévy, who early on called the 1930s an "era of
dictatorships,"15 and André Gide, whose denunciation of Stalinism in Retour de l’U.R.S.S.,
shocked the Left Bank and led to Gide's excommunication from the intellectual community.

One might say that the history of left-wing intellectuals in the entre-deux-guerres is the story
of the struggle between pacifism and anti-fascism. Most intellectuals would slowly come to their
senses and struggle to regroup in order to resist Fascism by taking action. Some realized early on
that there would be war but put their faith in the Soviet Union; for others, such as Romain
Rolland, when they finally realized what was going on, in the summer of 1939, and admitted that
war was indeed the only solution, then it was too late, and they could or would do nothing.
French Communists had a change of heart following the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact in August
1939, and supported war as the only alternative. Then there were those pacifist extremists, who,
like Alain and Jean Giono, even after the war had started, in the middle of the so-called "phony
war" (drôle de guerre), pleaded with the French government to retreat before the fighting started
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(Sirinelli 100). By the time of the Occupation of France, progressive French intellectuals had
exhausted themselves, and collaborationist intellectuals, of which there was no shortage, picked
up the slack. Brasillach and his companions on the extreme Right dominated the intellectual
scene during the war years but would pay a price when the day of reckoning arrived after the
liberation of France.
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1

Portions of this paper have been modified from my forthcoming book about French intellectuals and also draw on a
paper given at the annual convention of the South Atlantic Modern Language Association in 2000. All translations
are my own unless otherwise indicated.
2
André Gide’s Politics. Rebellion and Ambivalence. New York: St. Martin’s Press/Palgrave 2000.
3
I will use the term commitment in this essay, which is the closest equivalent in English to the French term
engagement. Similarly, I will translate the French adjective engagé with committed, as in committed intellectuals
and committed literature. The French occasionally use the term clerc (indeed, it figures prominently in the title of
Julien Benda’s now classic polemical essay La Trahison des Clercs [1927]); however, this term is generally
understood to include members of the intellectual professions as a whole rather than committed intellectuals
specifically. Moreover, when I speak of intellectuals I mean committed intellectuals and not just members of the
intellectual estate at large, such as professors, writers and journalists.
4
“L’intellectuel est quelqu’un qui se mêle de ce qui ne le regarde pas.”
5
“Le phénomène des pétitions et des manifestes d’intellectuels.”
5
“L’automne des maîtres à penser fit donc le printemps des historiens des clercs.”
6
“Au commencement était l’affaire Dreyfus.”
7
“Alambiqué, futile ou manièré.”
8
“N’est-ce pas un signe, tous ces intellectuels, venus de tous les coins de l’horizon, qui se groupent sur une idée et
s’y tiennent inébranlables?… Pour moi, j’y voudrais voir l’origine d’un mouvement d’opinion au-dessus de tous les
intérêts divers, et c’est dans cette pacifique révolte de l’esprit français, que je mettrais à l’heure où tout nous manque
mes espérances d’avenir.”
9
“Quoi qu’il nous en coûte, nous sommes obligés de souhaiter qu’on aille jusqu’au bout… Il faut que soient brisés
l’impérialisme et le militarisme prussien, avant qu’il nous soit permis de parler de paix, avant qu’il nous soit permis
de songer à la paix… cette guerre est la lutte des peuples libres ou désireux de se libérer contre le militarisme, contre
l’impérialisme… c’est ainsi que cette guerre atroce peut devenir une guerre sainte.”
10
“La république des lettres, dans son ensemble, était devenue une profitable enterprise de pompes funèbres.”
11
“Ni élire un senateur ou un député” and “une forte influence intellectuelle.”
12
“On ne veut pas mourir pour des Poldèves.”
14
“Êtes vous hostiles ou non à la Guerre du Rif?”
15
“Ère des dictatures.”
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6. ABSTRACT
In the spring of 1940 Nazi Germany invaded Norway but encountered fierce resistance
and could not subdue the entire country for several months. The spirit of resistance was
strong in Norway throughout the war, so it was a bitter disappointment to the Norwegian
people that the distinguished novelist and Nobel laureate Knut Hamsun, the most famous
Norwegian alive, chose to collaborate with the Nazis. In my presentation I will look at
Hamsun’s relationship with the German occupier, tracing its evolution from May 1940, when
Hamsun openly called for the Norwegian people to cease all resistance, to May 1945, when
Hamsun published a eulogy for Adolf Hitler. However, Hamsun’s collaboration is less
unambiguous and more problematic than it appears to be. Although Hamsun no doubt was
sincere when he at first embraced the German occupier, he gradually grew disillusioned with
Nazism and soon emerged as an independent, albeit quixotic collaborator who approved of
the general principles of Nazism but balked at their realization in the present, specifically in
Norway. Hamsun intervened on behalf of Norwegian resistance fighters facing execution at
the same time he extolled the virtues of the Aryan race. Alas, it is well known that
intellectuals seldom, if ever, display sound political judgment, and Hamsun’s case confirms
this rule. In conclusion I will look at Hamsun’s trial after the end of the war and how he dealt
with imprisonment and internal exile.
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Knut Hamsun: the Pride and Sorrow of Norway

by
Tom Conner

Although I can remember reading Hunger as a high school student in my native Sweden, I
must confess that I did not return to Hamsun until relatively recently. To no small extent this
neglect on my part stems from the fact that Hamsun is regarded (or at least was regarded until
very recently) as the quintessential intellectual "quisling." To read Hamsun in Sweden in the
Socialist 1960s, in the heyday of "vänsterextremismen" (this was a Swedish term widely used by
the political Right to designate “left-wing extremism”). Moreover, I bring personal bagage. My
own grandfather was in transit at Grini (a notorious Norwegian concentration camp mentioned
on several occasions in Jan Troell's 1996 film, Hamsun) on his way south, to the Vaterland. As
in the case of so many others, the Germans did the concentrating and he did the camping…. But
of this Hamsun remained blissfully ignorant until the bitter end, or so he said. To most people
growing up in Scandinavia after the war Hamsun was guilty by association, if not by fact.
Curiously, it is because of Hamsun's activities as a committed intellectual during the late
1930s and during World War II that I rediscovered him, an enigmatic figure who caused his
native Norway such embarrassment half a century ago and who continues to spark controversy
today. When Jan Troell's film was released in Sweden in 1996, critics in the media immediately
seized upon the opportunity to again raise the issue of the guilt of the Left (an issue that had
provoked controversy for years but had recently started abating) and to somehow tie Swedish
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intellectual Per-Olof Enquist and Hamsun to a form of generic treason not only against their
respective countries but also against democracy itself. Enquist had written the script and, as an
unrepentant leftist, was particularly suspect in the eyes of the liberal and neo-conservative
intelligentsia in Sweden. Enquist was accused of, among other crimes, arguing for the
unaccountability of the committed intellectual (left- or right-wing) no matter what he or she did.
According to this line of reasoning, Hamsun was not any more guilty than scores of left-wing
intellectuals who had defended Stalin in the 1930s or Mao Ze Dong or Ho Chi Minh in the 1960s
and 1970s.
My work for the past five years or so has centered on left-wing French and German
intellectuals in the period between the wars, in particular the novelist André Gide. Actually, it
was a comment in Gide's Journal (I: 595)1 that rekindled my interest in Hamsun and made me
realize just how much intellectuals on both sides of the great political divide have in common. In
the wake of the great debate in the 1980s comparing the crimes of Nazism and Communism and
the debate in the 1990s, following the demise of Communism, concerning the collective guilt of
the political Left, I was rather struck by the blend of naiveté and idealism that seemed to
characterize the politics of so many prominent literary figures in the twentieth century. However,
Hamsun's case is far less clear-cut than many observers at first realize. Hamsun was no Céline,
no Ezra Pound. Hamsun was not an anti-Semite in what has become the traditional postHolocaust sense of the word. During his arraignment in 1945, when he was confronted with
footage from the concentration camps, he begged for mercy, screaming at his interrogators to
stop the projection of these ghoulish images of death, crying out that he knew nothing about Nazi
atrocities. The truth is that he in all likelihood did not. Hamsun, who became deaf in his old age,

1

Actually Gide dismisses Hamsun as a bore in this passage, but less than five years later he has apparently changed
his mind and calls Hamsun’s novel Pan a great work.
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had lived in isolation in the Norwegian countryside, reading only collaborationist newspapers
and receiving few, if any, visitors who could have told him of the rumors that were circulating
about the goings-on in Germany. His deafness is symbolic of his inability to know the truth but
also of his unwillingness to stay in touch with reality.
Jan Troell's 1996 film, based on the provocative work of the Danish writer and historian
Thorkild Hansen and the much simpler "book behind the movie" (filmberättelse) by Per-Olof
Enquist, brought out the fundamental ambiguity of Hamsun's politics and invites us to reconsider
not only questions of guilt and innocence but also the very disturbing notion that artists are
somehow superior to the rest of humankind and therefore cannot be held morally accountable for
their opinions and their actions. As Thomas Mann wrote in 1929, on the occasion of Hamsun's
seventieth birthday, Hamsun, like Gide's hero Dostoevsky, is challenging because he was
interested in exploring the Manichean nature of his own personality. Hamsun was sensitive to the
many paradoxes in his nature, but unable to resolve all the contradictions in his own mind and to
create a coherent public image. Hamsun was an elusive yet at the same time very public figure.
He was clearly devoted to the Nazi cause but remained unwilling to fully commit himself to it
(Ferguson 363). Traitor or hero? No doubt Hamsun was both at different times and to different
people. Like Baudelaire's sphinx, Hamsun could appear dead to the world, inscrutable; yet I
imagine that he observed society with a highly idiosyncratic blend of uncanny insight and regal
aloofness.
For his critics on both sides of the fence there is always the convenient excuse of Hamsun's
alleged senility, which enables friend and foe to have their cake and eat it, too. Hamsun's
enemies wanted to convict him and still be free to read his novels with a clear conscience; his
defenders felt obliged to explain his curious infatuation with Nazi Germany and in so doing save
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the reputation of the 1920 Nobel laureate. If Hamsun were a senile old man, then he could not be
held accountable for his actions during the war.
Hamsun's literary genius does not directly concern me here as much as his politics, though
his reactionary attitude towards modern life is evident in his socially oriented novels, in which he
attacks modern industrial democratic society and pleads for a return to an older patriarchal and
fundamentally undemocratic system of social organization. The basic facts of the matter are
straightforward enough--painfully simple, really--though appearances, as always, are deceiving.
In the period between the wars, Knut Hamsun emerged as an arch-conservative whose political
opinions and public interventions expressed a broad range of concerns that typically are
associated with reactionary and even proto-fascist positions. However, Hamsun was far from a
political activist. Like Gide in France, he sometimes had to be cajoled into expressing his
opinions publicly and usually preferred to take a back seat to other, more vocal contemporaries
like Herman Harris Aall, whose anti-English, anti-Socialist, anti-democratic platform Hamsun
enthusiastically endorsed (Ferguson 330).
Over time Hamsun became progressively more disillusioned with Norway's democratic
system of government, which, he felt, promoted neutrality as a way to pacify the British. Why
should Norway become a pawn in Great Britain's foreign policy? Always the British... ! Why did
everyone in Scandinavia always seem to prefer the British to the Germans? Hamsun's
anglophobia is legendary by now, as is his disdain for American culture, which he had
experienced firsthand in the American Midwest, where he lived for several years in the 1880s.
Both of these sentiments explain his drift toward Fascist Italy and then Nazi Germany. In the
latter case, of course, Hamsun felt that his admiration was more than justified. Germany
represented a superior civilization, unjustifiably persecuted by an Anglo-American alliance but
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bound to reassert itself before long. "They [the Germans] have the wind against them now, but
they sail bravely on and will make the harbor" (Ferguson 333). (Curiously, he forgot to mention
the French, led on by revanchiste prime minister Clemenceau, le Tigre, whose determination to
crush Germany once and for all was perfectly evident in the Treaty of Versailles.) Secondly,
Hamsun felt that he owed loyalty to Germany. Had not his German readers always been there for
him, literally putting a roof over his head and food on his table back in the early days of his
career before his name became a household word across Europe? Surprisingly, Hamsun never
learned German. However, Hamsun felt he owed much to the Germans, and during the war
Hitler's propaganda machine was quick to take advantage of Hamsun’s gratitude. Not long after
the occupation of Norway Hamsun sided with the Norwegian politician Vidkun Quisling and
offered him his support (Ferguson 330), though he never voted for him and apparently never was
a member of the collaborationist right-wing party Nasjonal Samling, as charged after the war.
"The single vote that the Nasjonal Samling received in the Hamsuns’ constituency of Eide in the
General Election of September 1936 was that of their local organizer Marie Hamsun" (Ferguson
333).
During the Ossietsky affair in 1934-35, Hamsun's pro-German and soon-to-be Nazi affinities
would become well known not only in Norway but around the world (Ferguson 334). Hamsun, a
Nobel laureate himself, went out of his way to argue that the Nobel Prize must stand above the
political fray and that the German pacifist Carl von Ossietsky, a candidate for the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1934, had betrayed the spirit of Alfred Nobel, if not the principles laid down by him
(Ferguson 335). About the same time Hamsun began pondering the notion of the superiority of
the Aryan race, moving very close to the nazi notion of race and racial purity (Ferguson 340).
But Hamsun's views on Jews never moved beyond the parameter of respectable anti-Semitism.
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He recognized many good qualities in Jews and refused to reject Jewish friends of his own in the
community of Norwegian intellectuals. However, just like Paul de Man in a now infamous
article, he called for the banishment of Jews to a homeland of their own, so that "the white races
would avoid further mixture of the blood" (Ferguson 343). Perhaps he, too, imagined that the
Jews would settle in Madagascar! (Ferguson 343) Hamsun was never a rabid anti-Semite, a
fanatic. What contemporary observers of the period tend to forget is that anti-Semitism,
unfortunately, was as commonplace in those days as lutefisk and sill--despite the fact that
Norway's Jewish population barely numbered 1500. However, let me add here that Hamsun’s
latest biographer, Walter Baumgartner, had access to several previously unknown letters that
Hamsun exchanged with his son Tore and that suggest that Hamsun’s anti-Semitism was
anything but passive. In one such letter Hamsun exclaimed: "Harald Beyer haven't they killed
that Jew yet!"
The facts are well known by now. However, they do not make Hamsun a fascist and
certainly not a Nazi. He was not a member of the National Socialist Party (Ferguson 363), and
just last summer it was revealed that a photo introduced as evidence at his trial after the war,
showing him with a National Socialist insignia on his jacket, was a fake. Moreover, like so many
left-wing fellow travelers who had never read Marx, Hamsun had never read Hitler (Ferguson
362). I would add that Hamsun was not an organization man and did not want to relinquish his
independence of mind and submit to any higher authority, as the Nazis would have required him
to do. As Troell’s film makes clear, Hamsun was not interested in working closely with the
Germans and shunned their company. In a description of a contemporary, Hamsun once wrote:
"he has no confidence in democracy, the choice of the masses, rule by the masses. He is repelled
by the mob, and despises its essence. So he wanders his own way under his own power, an
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independent nature, an aristocrat" (Ferguson 347). Hamsun might as well have been speaking
about himself. To say that Hamsun was naive about life under Nazi rule is the understatement of
the day.
Yet Robert Ferguson is no doubt correct when he writes that Hamsun "was both Fascist and
racist. He was frightened to death of communism, a prophet of the dictatorship of the charismatic
leader, and he entertained dreams of a Germanic empire in Europe ruled by a race of
pureblooded Germans” (Ferguson 347). This apparent paradox can only be explained by
underlying tensions in Hamsun's subconscious that find expression in his work and then assert
themselves in his public declarations. The evidence is there, and it would not be difficult to
situate Hamsun's Luddism and nostalgia for a bygone patriarchal era within an emerging protoNazi political subculture, which was destined to play a pivotal role in Norwegian society when
Germany invaded Norway in April 1940.
Listen to this optimistic 1941 assessment by Hamsun, in which he describes a federalist
future under Nazi rule, a new Europe where Norway’s autonomy shall be respected based on the
Norwegian people’s blood kinship with the German Volk: "We shall live together in peaceful
intercourse with other peoples, working together with them, exchanging goods, art and
intellectual ideas. We shall create a society in mutual development with others, enter a world, a
system based on helping--in short, national socialism" (Ferguson 362). "This is more or less how
I understand it," he added with false modesty (Ferguson 362). Was he naïve, or what!
In what I consider the most damning piece of evidence against him, Hamsun, on May 8,
1945, offered a eulogy of Adolf Hitler. Bear in mind that Berlin had just fallen (this was V-Day
in Europe); the war was over. And here was Hamsun checking in for the last time with the
collaborationist newspaper Aftenposten: "[Hitler] was a warrior, a warrior for mankind, and a
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prophet of the gospel of justice for all nations.… Thus might the average western European
regard Adolf Hitler. We, his closest supporters, now bow our heads at his death" (Ferguson 386).
How could Hamsun not have been a sincere Nazi! Or could it be that he was just too proud to
hide, too intent on remaining faithful to himself until the bitter end, no matter what the cost, too
arrogant or maybe even too resigned to his fate to care what happened to him? Knut Hamsun had
lived his life, he had done things his way, and in May 1945 he could do nothing to change the
past. Done was done. But clearly Hamsun had not given up, and that is why he believed that he
must continue to wage his war and insist that he be tried in a court of law.
Hamsun's defenders always bring up extenuating circumstances. Hansen and Enquist seem
to be suggesting that Hamsun was just a deaf old man led astray by an embittered wife turned
Nazi collaborator. No one is cynical enough to suggest that Hamsun himself feigned senile
dementia to escape persecution, though this is not impossible. His pronouncements are eccentric
enough to be mistaken for the ramblings of a very tired old man, yet at times he clearly was
lucid. I am reminded of Marshal Pétain in France, who gradually lost control of the
collaborationist Vichy regime because of senility. Just how aware was Hamsun of the toll the
war was taking on the civilian population? According to all accounts, by the end of the war he
was a very old man whose poor judgment had been further impaired by his isolation, willing and
unwilling, from the outside world and by his deafness, which has been well documented.
There is no denying that Hamsun tried hard on more than one occasion to save Norwegian
resistance fighters caught by the German occupation forces. In all but a few cases his efforts to
intervene with the Germans to obtain their release were unsuccessful, but still...! The point is that
he tried to do what he thought was right even though he must have realized that his intervention
angered the Germans, and in particular Reichskommissar Terboven, whom he loathed.
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To some extent Hamsun was a victim of the victors’ rush after the war to punish those who
had collaborated before returning to business as usual. Like Doctor Stockmann in Ibsen’s play
En Folkefiende or, more recently, the convicted Norwegian spy Arne Treholt, Hamsun
considered himself unjustly persecuted. He was not a traitor, he thought; he had only wanted to
help Norway in her time of need. At the same time it is clear that Hamsun was treated with kid
gloves by the new government. Other intellectual collaborators in the West were not so lucky.
Ezra Pound survived D-Day but received harsh treatment at the hands of the American
authorities in Italy. In France notorious collaborators like the novelist Robert Brasillach faced a
firing squad. The novelist and editor of the prestigious literary review La Nouvelle Revue
Française, Pierre Drieu La Rochelle, committed suicide, while the brilliant but notorious antiSemite Louis-Ferdinand Céline escaped with a prison sentence. One would think that Hamsun
should have counted himself lucky, but nevertheless in his memoir On Overgrown Paths (1949)
he complains bitterly of inhuman treatment, at one point exclaiming: “Even in Czarist Russia
they give you time for a sigh. But not here” (On Overgrown Paths 32). He complains about
being “locked up month after month in bondage, in compulsion, coercion, prohibition, torture,
inquisition” (On Overgrown Paths 56), but seems oblivious to the fact that countless Norwegians
were in fact persecuted, tortured, and executed at the very time he was writing his pro-German
newspaper articles. True, Hamsun was detained for months on end and was unnecessarily
harassed by the unsympathetic Doctor Langfeldt, but he hardly suffered the hardships we
normally associate with incarceration under a totalitarian regime and soon was released. For
Christmas 1946 (one year before his trial in December 1947) Hamsun was free to visit Oslo. He
writes with a great sense of relief: “My stay in Oslo was pure pleasure and happiness, the finest
Christmas I have experienced in a hotel. I took walks all around, visited my children and
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grandchildren, went to exhibitions, poked around delightedly in the city of Oslo after an absence
of ages” (On Overgrown Paths 74). Hamsun did not realize how preposterous and downright
obscene his allegations of cruel and unusual punishment were in post-World War II Europe,
where millions of displaced persons somehow had to make a fresh start despite the fact that their
country probably lay in ruins. Hamsun saw none of this and could not appreciate the dilemma of
the Norwegian government. What were they to do with him? How do you put a national
monument on trial? In 1945 Hamsun was an embarrassment to his country. Since he never died
and evidently was not prepared to take the honorable way out and commit suicide, the
government had no choice but to prosecute him. Hamsun's trial led to a compromise of sorts; he
was found to suffer from what the psychiatric examination determined to be "permanently
impaired mental faculties" (Stecher-Hansen, History Revisited 117); and he was heavily fined but
not convicted of high treason. Hamsun subsequently returned voluntarily to the old people's
home at Grimstad where he had first been held by the authorities, and soon finished his memoir,
On Overgrown Paths [På gjengrodde stier](1949).
In Marianne Stecher-Hansen's words, Thorkild Hansen's three-volume Processen mod
Hamsun (1978) set out "to deflate the widespread and comfortable myth that Knut Hamsun's
Fascist convictions were the expressions of an old man suffering from senile dementia. This
myth was widely held in Scandinavia and abroad and was traceable to the psychiatric
examination requested by the government in 1946, which concluded that Hamsun was a man of
“permanently impaired mental faculties” (Stecher-Hansen, History Revisited 117-118).
According to critic Stecher-Hansen, author-cum-historian Hansen is a revisionist, a term that I
use with some hesitation because of its unfortunate neo-Nazi resonance. As his diaries suggest, if
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Hansen did not intend to rehabilitate Hamsun, then he at least sought to make it possible for us to
better understand the many faces of this enigmatic man.
Hansen's work is prodigiously researched, but prone to forays into psychoanalysis, which are
not always as well documented as they could be. Thus Hansen believed that Hamsun drove his
wife into the arms of Hitler, that she embraced fascism as an act of personal revenge against her
husband, and that she knowingly isolated him in order to better manipulate him. According to
Hansen, if Hamsun were indeed a Nazi collaborator, this was all Marie Hamsun's fault!
Hansen's credentials as a historian are without reproach as long as he plays by the rules. The
problem with his treatment of Hamsun is that he violates the first rule of historical discourse,
relying as he does on questionable sources too close to his subject. (The Hamsuns all wrote
memoirs--husband, wife and son, and they are not always very reliable.) Although many critics
are sympathetic to Hansen's project, they express the gravest doubts about his integrity as a
historian. I share their concern and find Hansen's method generally unacceptable, but I
nonetheless applaud the end result. Hansen is, if you will, the exception that confirms the rule.
Like the French nineteenth-century Romantic historian Michelet, who brought alive the drama of
the French Revolution, Hansen succeeds in bringing out the ambiguities and contradictions in
Hamsun's positions. But he does not, in my mind at least, alter our basic understanding of
Hamsun as a traitor, albeit a traitor who loved Norway and who honestly sought to save the lives
of Norwegian resistance fighters.
At his trial Hamsun was more or less acquitted due to extenuating circumstances, which
freed the wider public from reading an author who had supported the occupation of Norway.
Hansen wanted to uncover the historical Hamsun and show that Hamsun was a great deal more
complex than anyone had wanted to believe possible. The human destiny that Hansen unravels in
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his book is too complex to even summarize here other than to say that Hamsun emerges as both
hero and villain. Because Hamsun struggles against overwhelming odds and in the end succumbs
to circumstances beyond his control, the term "tragic hero" appears more than appropriate to
describe his situation. Or perhaps he could be considered a "genius," in the Romantic tradition of
the word, a prophet who does not want, and perhaps is unable, to conform to the norms of
society and who believes instead that it is his place and indeed his moral duty to create and to
project his own ideals onto the world around him.
Per-Olov Enquist, on the other hand, is less polemical than Hansen and states explicitly in
his introduction that he believes that Hamsun got a fair trial. He is clearly influenced by Hansen's
presentation of the facts in the case, but he, too, gives his story a personal twist (Stecher-Hansen,
"Whose Hamsun...?" 246, 251). According to Enquist, questions of guilt are less relevant today
fifty years afterward. His main concern seems to be with the Strindbergian overtones of
Hamsun's family tragedy. To Enquist, Hamsun was a misogynist who happened to be a Nazi! His
tragedy was that he was a poor father and husband whose family finally got the better of him,
and not an unrepentant Nazi sympathizer and collaborator. In this he emulates the
psychoanalytical approach taken by Hansen, but Enquist's Hamsun is a flat character without
much depth and little of the ambiguity that characterizes the figure who emerges from the pages
of Hansen's magnum opus. And history is relegated backstage without any direct impact on the
evolution of Hamsun's personality, which seems to have evolved in a political vacuum.
The episode that, according to Hansen, best exemplifies Hamsun's heroic qualities is
Hamsun's visit to Hitler at Berchtesgaden in 1943. Jan Troell's film captures this scene admirably
without diminishing its ambiguity. After carefully considering the facts (I mean the sources that
account for this bizarre incident) any reasonable observer must conclude that this chapter of
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Hamsun's politics remains fraught with uncertainty, making it impossible for us to know for sure
what Hamsun did or did not intend to accomplish through his visit.
The facts suggest the following scenario: in June 1943, Hamsun flew to Vienna, ostensibly
to attend the first plenary congress of the Presse Internationale, a propaganda event organized by
Goebbels to show the world the effects that the Allied bombings were having on the German
civilian population. Just prior to that, after a separate visit to Berlin, Hamsun had given his Nobel
medal to none other than Goebbels himself as a gesture of solidarity with the war-ravaged
German nation! In Vienna Hamsun spoke to the delegates--in English!--and delivered his
hitherto most uncompromising condemnation of the English. "I hate the English, the British,
with a hatred that is deep inside me," he said unambiguously (Ferguson 371). "England must be
brought to her knees" (Ferguson 372). "Even this war, with its global miseries, is something we
can thank England for. England is the cause. England to her knees!" (Ferguson 373).
According to Ferguson (373), Hamsun did not know that he was going to meet Hitler, but
Hansen contests this (Stecher-Hansen, History Revisited 127) and says that Hamsun, on the
contrary, sought a meeting with Hitler to try to have Reichskommissar Terboven recalled from
Norway. Here first is Ferguson's interpretation: Hitler's staff suggested the meeting, and Hitler
accepted the idea, though he was not keen on it. He knew of Hamsun, of course, even though he
was not a great admirer of literature, but maybe identified with Hamsun, who was a self-made
man like himself. Hamsun's Norwegian entourage decided to use the meeting with Hitler to
support Quisling, whom Terboven had always rebuffed and only grudgingly installed as head of
a collaborationist Norwegian government. Hermann Harris Aall and others who accompanied
Hamsun believed that Quisling's position in Norway in the eyes of the Norwegian people could
be strengthened if they were given access to secret archives which would show that in 1940 the
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Norwegian government and the king were pro-English. If they could obtain documents to prove
this thesis, they could demonstrate that the king of Norway and his government were the real
traitors, since they had fled rather than support the Germans; and, after all, the Germans
supposedly invaded Norway to save it from the British expeditionary force that had attacked the
northern part of the country.
The record of Hamsun's conversation with Hitler has been preserved for posterity, but it is
anything but straightforward, despite the fact that large portions of the exchange have been
reproduced in what appears to be a fairly objective manner. Were it not for the seriousness of the
situation and the issues discussed, the combination of Hamsun's deafness and Hitler's volatile
temperament would have transformed this unlikely encounter or dialogue de sourds into farce.
The two men spoke at cross purposes, while everyone in their entourage listened incredulously.
The German translators crouched behind a curtain (Ferguson 374), and they provided their
version after the war, as did the Norwegian Holmboe, one of Quisling's confidants.
It is not what Hamsun said as much as his tone that offended Hitler and soon made him walk
out in disgust. While Hamsun clearly did not suffer any visible signs of senile dementia, he was
for all practical purposes stone deaf and must have made everybody present cringe, intervening
as he did seemingly at random, gesticulating, and even screaming at Hitler to make himself
heard.
Hitler's press secretary, Otto Dietrich, says that he had never seen anyone stand up to Hitler
like Hamsun (Ferguson 376). Did criticizing Terboven to Hitler's face make Hamsun a hero? Did
the fact that Hitler interrupted the meeting mean that Hamsun was a good Norwegian? Did
Hamsun accomplish anything the Norwegian delegation would not have achieved without him?
(The archives were opened to the Norwegians shortly after the meeting, but Terboven was not
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removed from his position and remained in Norway until the end of the war.) Did his visit justify
the cost both to his own credibility and to the image of Norway in Germany? Hamsun's meeting
with Hitler would become the most damning piece of evidence against him after the war and
nothing that he or Hansen, for that matter, would say later on would be able to alter that.
Interestingly, Hamsun was disappointed by Hitler, by his character and personality, though he
would never admit this in public (Ferguson 379). Upon his return to Norway, when asked if he
had indeed met the Führer, Hamsun answered with characteristic brazenness, tinged with his
particular brand of idiosyncratic ambivalence, "I visited so many people" (Ferguson 380). Does
that sound like a confused old man? Or a streetwise old dog preparing his defense just in case?
Or was Hamsun just being Hamsun: a cagey old curmudgeon enjoying the attention he
commanded and pleased to have this opportunity to put Hitler in his place?
According to Hansen, Hamsun saved his honor and that of Norway by speaking out against
what he calls the "barbarous methods of Nazism" (Stecher-Hansen, History Revisited 127). In
fact, Hansen argues that Hamsun agreed to speak in Vienna several days before traveling to
Berchtesgaden only if he would be granted permission to see Hitler. Hansen used the transcript
of the same translator (Züchner) as Ferguson did, but he must have seen something that escaped
Ferguson because he cites no sources. As I stated above, Hansen's method leaves a lot to be
desired in terms of objectivity. Hansen's impressionistic use of sources, his overinterpretation of
basic facts, and above all his belief in his own infallibility make his history of Hamsun highly
problematic. As Stecher-Hansen writes, "the question arises where Hamsun ends and Hansen
begins" (Stecher-Hansen, History Revisited 132). To summarize, maybe you could say that
Hansen succeeds but for the wrong reasons, not because he correctly weighs the facts but
because he is indeed capable of looking beyond the facts to another level of existence where
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perhaps the real drama of a human destiny, of personal history, is played out. Doing history
Hansen-style definitely requires a leap of faith. Moreover, Hansen seems to be suggesting that
the historical facts no longer matters since art somehow is superior to history. Was Hamsun a
Nazi, or was he not? Hansen will not say one way or the other. Can history really be that
ambiguous?
Like the fellow travelers on the Left, that quixotic breed of Western intellectuals who
wanted to stop the rise of fascism in the 1930s, reform society, and even improve humankind
itself, Hamsun clearly was an idealist and had faith in the messianic promise of a rival
dictatorship. He believed in Hitler in the same way as so many others at this time believed in
Stalin and did not hesitate to put the fate of the world into the hands of a charismatic dictator. No
doubt he was more pro-German than pro-Nazi, but Hitler was in power and Hamsun supported
him as a necessary means to an end. Hamsun was first and foremost a nationalist, and his
sympathy for the Third Reich evolved out of his pan-Germanism. Like the fellow travelers,
however, Hamsun at the same time wanted to remain independent and refused to join a political
party. His life experience shows that you cannot. Anything you say or do can and will be used
against you at some point in the present or future. Gide broke with the Left in 1936 when he
published his highly critical travelogues about the Soviet Union, but he paid the price and
overnight became persona non grata in the highly politicized French intellectual scene. Hamsun
remained faithful to Germany and to Hitler, and he, too, paid a price since Nazi Germany was
ultimately defeated. It could not have been otherwise. Did Hamsun mean to say what he said?
Was he aware of what he said? As Enquist points out, it hardly matters, now does it? The history
of World War II is still too clear-cut morally speaking to allow for much subtlety in posterity's
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judgment of Knut Hamsun. Moral dilemma or not, the basic facts speak for themselves: Hamsun
betrayed his country and his people quite regardless of what he intended to do.
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Matthew G. Condon
“The Ethics of Irony”

This paper stems from a larger project concerning personhood, narrative, rhetoric, and
ethics. Here, I am concerned with Philip Roth’s Operation Shylock: A Confession, as it is overloaded with acute anxieties of identity, more so than, say, Augustine’s Confessiones or Rousseau’s Confessions (if such is possible). These anxieties are not only thematized, but assayed
and explored with vigor by a narrator who has been nurtured by attempts at differentiation
(sometimes vague and unintentional, sometimes calculating and brash) from the often crushing
demands of his dominant cultural milieux. Rather than two types of love (such as Augustine’s
caritas and cupiditas, or Rousseau’s amour de soi and amour-propre), there are two separate and
discordant socio-historical pressures – Greek and Jewish, American and Israeli – vying for the
soul of the text’s narrator.
I will proceed through a series of questions concerning Roth’s understanding of confession as a narrative self-consciously directed to a reader, the voice as an ethical figure, and the
relationship he develops between the dialogical aspect of his self-narrative with a deontology.
Consequently, I will address issues of alterity in order to examine why Roth sees it as necessary
to his self-narrative’s ethical agenda. Finally, I will pursue to greater lengths the improbable
place irony has in Roth’s articulation of his deontic mimetic identity and how it comes to serve,
in an unexpected way, justice as intersubjectively defined.
Importantly, an ethical tension, perhaps not resolvable, emerges between the Greek command “know yourself” and the Judaic Golden Rule of neighbor love. These conflicting claims
will serve us as the primary ethical issue of this paper. The title Operation Shylock refers to a
mission Roth undertakes in Athens for the Mossad in order to discover the names of Greek Jews
funding Palestinian terrorist organizations - what is important for our purposes is not the details
of the mission (elided by Roth anyway) but that the distance between Jerusalem and Athens reflects the antinomic horizons of these two fundamental ethical demands. This tension in Roth
will serve as the springboard into the pool of ethical distinctions entailed by these seemingly incompatible injunctions, which I shall outline at paper’s end.
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Why Operation Shylock interests me as a performance of an ethical identity is precisely
because it is a thoroughgoing thought-experiment in personal identity. Roth’s self-narrative
opens with the revelation of a man posing as Roth in Jerusalem who is calling for a reverse Exodus of Ashkenazi Jews to Europe to avoid a second Holocaust at the hands of the surrounding
Arab states. The manifestation of his “Jerusalem double” serves to thread together a series of
doubles that become developed throughout the narrative. Operation Shylock as such is a book of
ideas, of arguments, of conflicting positions in the tradition of Talmudic disputation and dialogue
– all of which converge on the issue of what constitutes the proper and legitimate ethical identity
of a person. This is why I believe that despite its status as a work of fiction Operation Shylock
possesses an ethical surplus. Rather than categorically identifying a normative telos necessary
for human flourishing, what we have here are confessions of identity and ethics as an endless,
ongoing debate regarding personal duty and social obligation. In the world of Operation Shylock, human existence is a constant performance of identity – it is the workings of identity and
the reworking of it, since identity is an endless dispute of contending subselves and voices.
Moreover, for Roth, beyond self-narrating the voices that inhabit and inhibit us, it is left
to irony as the means to produce not just jouissance but also the recognition of the inescapability
of the voice of the Other. Roth’s subselves – his “I am many,” his articulation of self-alterity –
revives and dislocates both the figure of the Other and the image of the isolated self. Consequently, he produces an ironic, even paradoxical “redemption”: in his narrative of selfabandonment and the seemingly endless disquiet of “dis-conversion,” he lifts its weight from the
reader’s shoulders, from my shoulders, by giving this burden a voice and a shape.
In short, the performance of personhood in Operation Shylock manages to make available
to us the apperception that “even if there is no truth,” as Hannah Arendt observes, “man can be
truthful, and even if there is no reliable certainty, man can be reliable” (The Human Condition,
279). The truth, for Augustine and Rousseau, for example, is found within; but for Roth, intersubjectivity – into which justice is perforce impressed by a jouissance – is more truthful than the
(unattainable) subject in isolation.
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However unbelievable the events of this novel may be, Roth, as did Augustine and
Rousseau before him, has taken his lived experience and transformed it into art (rhetorically and
ethically defined). However, Roth forces us to question assumptions of what is involved in both
self-presentation and statements of identity. For the (post)modern Roth, everything that will be
said about “truth” will have to be reevaluated on the basis of this socio-political question of the
anxiety of identity, for whom confessions of identity and avowals of “truths” are as fragile as the
mere play of names, as wares so easily shoplifted in the marketplace of cultural goods. Whether
it is the “truth” of being a Diaspora Jew, a Jewish-American novelist, or the antinomies of identity or justice that we all are subject to, in the end the “truth” is the truthful-ness of written identity – of the voice, of the ironic performance.
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Political Symbol and Allegorical Exemplar: The Early Medici and Pollaiuolo’s
Labors of Hercules

In 1460, the Pollaiuolo brothers created the Labors of Hercules to decorate the
interior walls of the Medici Palace’s Sala Grande. The cycle, which consisted of three
paintings depicting the struggle of Hercules and the Hydra, Hercules and the Lion, and
Hercules and Antaeus hung alongside Castagno’s St. John, Pesellino’s Lions in Cages, and
the arms of the Florentine comune and Medici family. The Medici’s placement of this
monument cycle of Hercules within the private space of the Sala Grande held a number
of resonant political implications. Drawing on the tradition of Hercules as a political
symbol in the art (city seal) and literature (Goro Dati’s Istoria) of Florence prior to 1460, I
would like to illustrate how Pollaiuolo’s cycle of the Labors of Hercules can be seen
simultaneously as a civic monument to Florence’s collective triumph over tyranny and a
personal tribute to the Medici family’s integral role within these Republican victories.
In addition to discussing the political symbolism of Pollaiuolo’s Labors of
Hercules, I also would like to examine the paintings’ allegorical function as exempla of
masculine virtus, as paintings which provided specific models of behavior for the Medici
and their associates to imitate. Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules are among the first
Renaissance representations to integrate classical form and the true spirit of ancient virtus
with traditional Christian notions of the Greek hero. In order to illustrate the merging of
these two ideas, I will trace the alteration of Hercules’ allegorical significance from the
Middle Ages when Hercules was upheld as an exemplar of Christian moral virtue
(Boccaccio’s Genealogie deorum gentilium libri and Hercules on the Porta della
Mandorla) to the Renaissance when he is re-established as an exemplar of classical virtus
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(Petrarch’s De viris illustribus and Salutati’s De Laboribus Herculis). I will then illustrate
how this notion of virtus was particularly significant to the male members of the Medici
family and how it is expressed in Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules. I will discuss how
Pollaiuolo employs narrative and setting to engage the viewer, how he expresses
particular values through the gesture, form, and interaction of the figures, and how he
manipulates material of the past to convey a specific idea at the exclusion of others. I
will conclude by illustrating how Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules might have been
received as both a symbol of Medici political power and as an allegorical exemplar of
masculine virtus by examining the figure of Hercules in Christoforo Landino’s
Disputationes Camaldulenses and De vera nobilitate.
Regrettably, Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules are no longer extant. However, the
original appearance of the paintings can be reconstructed on the basis of two tiny Uffizi
panels by Pollaiuolo which appear to be close copies of the originals. Giorgio Vasari’s
description of the paintings in his Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors, and
Architects serves to confirm the similarities between the lost canvases and the two
panels.1 Moreover, Vasari’s characterization of Hercules and the Nemean Lion has
allowed scholars to identify a number of works by other artists that seem to be based on
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Vasari writes: “In the house of the Medici Antonio painted for Lorenzo the three pictures of Hercules, five
braccia high, in one of which he strangles Antaeus, a most beautiful picture, in which is actually seen the
effort of Hercules in the squeezing, that the muscles and nerves of the figure are all concentrated in the
effort to burst Antaeus; and in the face of the said Hercules is seen the grinding of the teeth, corresponding
with the other parts, which even to the toes of the feet swell with the effort. And with no less care is
painted Antaeus, who, squeezed in the arms of Hercules, is seen to lose all his strength, and with open
mouth yield up his spirit. The other, slaying the lion, places his left knee on its chest, and gripping the jaws
of the beast with both his hands, clenching his teeth and straining the arms, tears them wide open by sheer
might, although the lion to defend itself, scratches his arms horribly with its claws. The third, slaying the
hydra, is certainly a marvel, especially the dragon, which is painted in a manner so vivid and precise, that it
could not be more living. Here one sees so vividly the poison, the fire, the ferocity, the fury that it is
worthy of renown and to be imitated by the best artists.” Giorgio Vasari, Le Vite de’ più eccellenti pittori
scultori e architettori, nelle redazioni del 1550 e 1568, vol. 3, eds. Rosanna Bettarini and Paola Barocchi
(Florence: Sansoni, 1967-87), 505.
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Pollaiuolo’s original design. Contrary to the earlier assertion that Pollaiuolo represented
Hercules half-astride the lion, the artist seems to have actually depicted the two
protagonists in face to face combat.2 Alberto Busignani discovered this composition on
the intarsiated door of the Sala dell’Iole in the ducal palace at Urbino, and Tim Wilson
recently made a convincing argument for the appearance of Pollaioulo’s composition on a
maiolica plate in the British Museum.3 In this paper, I will be using the representation of
Hercules and the Nemean Lion on the door of the Sala dell’ Iole and the two Uffizi panels
of Hercules and the Hydra and Hercules and Antaeus to discuss the political and
allegorical significance of Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules.
The circumstances surrounding the commission of the Labors of Hercules are
ambiguous, and it remains uncertain whether Pollaiuolo painted the canvases for Piero di
Cosimo or for his son Lorenzo. Vasari claims that they were painted for Lorenzo;
however, other evidence seems to indicate that Piero was the more likely patron. 4 In
1494, Pollaiuolo wrote a letter to his Roman patron Gentil Virginio Orsini, asking him to
request from Piero di Lorenzo de’ Medici permission for the artist to enter Florence from
Rome, since such an entrance had been forbidden because of the plague.5 After
emphasizing that he is a supporter of the Medici house, Pollaiuolo goes on to remind
2

L.D. Ettlinger maintains that Pollaiuolo based his depiction of Hercules and the Nemean Lion on the Porta
della Mandorla image where Hercules straddles the lion. Ettlinger sees this composition reflected in two
drawings attributed to Raphael and a bronze statuette of questionable date; see L.D. Ettlinger, “Hercules
Florentinus,” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 16 (1972), 132-133.
3
Alberto Busignani, Pollaiolo (Florence: Il Fiorino, 1970), 102; Tim Wilson, “Polliauolo’s lost Hercules
and the Lion recorded on Maiolica?,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 103 (1990), 299301.
4
Most scholars now consider Piero to be responsible for commissioning the Labors of Hercules. Leopold
Ettlinger, however, still sides with Vasari and asserts that the canvases were commissioned by Lorenzo de’
Medici and created around 1469. In support of his assertion, he states that “Pollaiuolo’s style hardly agrees
with Piero’s taste.” Ettlinger, 128.
5
In the letter, Pollaiuolo states that he wishes to return to his property near Pistoia but that it is forbidden to
approach Florence from Rome because of the plague. Pollaiuolo’s letter to Gentil Virginio Orsini was first
published by Luigi Borsari in 1892. For a full text of the letter; see Maud Cruttwell, Antonio Pollaiuolo
(New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1907), 256-257.
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Orsini of his past work for the Medici, stating “and think that it is 34 years since I made
those Labours of Hercules that are in the hall of his palace which we made between us, a
brother of mine and I. I know you must have seen them.”6 If Pollaiuolo’s memory is
correct, then the paintings would have been commissioned in or shortly before 1460 by
Piero de’ Medici rather than Lorenzo, who at the time was still a child.7
The attribution to Piero is extremely plausible given that he was actively involved
in ordering and supervising decorations for the new palace during the 1550s and 1560s.
A number of documents exist which highlight his role in the decoration of the palace’s
private chapel and other rooms along its first floor.8 Furthermore, Piero was deeply
interested in the art and literature of antiquity, as his collection of ancient cameos and his
library, which included texts by Ovid and Lucan reveal. The antique style and subject
matter of Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules were therefore well suited to Piero’s classical
tastes.9
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“… e pensate che gli è 34 anni che io feci quelle fatiche derchole che sono nella sala del palozo [sic.] suo
che le faremeo tra un mio fratello ed io so che la dovete aver vedute.” Cruttwell, 257.
7
As Alison Wright points out, “Pollaiuolo’s good memory of dates, borne out in his catasto declarations as
well as the precise number of years cited would favor his testimony over that of Vasari.” Alison Wright,
“The Myth of Hercules,” Lorenzo il Magnifico e il suo mondo. Convegno internazionale di studi. Firenze,
9-13 giugno 1992, ed. Gian Carlo Garfagnini (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1994), 324.
8
The letters of Benozzo Gozzoli reveal the close and discerning control that Piero exercised over his
artistic projects. For a discussion of these letters and the patronage of the chapel; see Diane Ahl Cole,
Benozzo Gozzoli (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 276-278. As Wolfger Bulst has also
illustrated, Piero seems to have been responsible for the decoration of the suite of rooms at the front of the
house on the first floor, a suite which included the Sala Grande. Wolfger Bulst, “Die ursprüngliche innere
Aufteilung des Palazzo Medici in Florenz,” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 14
(1970), 391.
9
For information on Piero’s antique tastes; see Alison Wright, “Piero de’ Medici and the Pollaiuolo,” Piero
de’ Medici, “il Gottoso” (1416-1469): Kunst im Dienste der Mediceer = Art in the Service of the Medici,
eds. Andreas Beyer and Bruce Boucher (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1993), 133. Gombrich offers a
contrasting view of Piero’s taste which Wright refutes; see E.H. Gombrich, “The Early Medici as Patrons
of Art,” Italian Renaissance Studies. A Tribute to the Late Cecilia M. Ady, ed. Ernest Fraser Jacob (New
York: Barnes and Noble, 1960), 298-303. For a discussion of Piero’s library and its contents; see Francis
Ames-Lewis, The Library and Manuscripts of Piero di Cosimo de’ Medici (New York: Garland Publishers,
1984), 365-390.
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Although the patron of the Labors of Hercules is not entirely certain, the setting
of the cycle within the Sala Grande has been firmly established by an extant Medici
Palace inventory of 1492. The inventory lists all three paintings by name, notes their
individual sizes, and states that they were hung in gilded frames within the Sala Grande,
which is described “as having benches and spalliere running around all four walls with
only five paintings above this, all on canvas.”10 Located on the first floor of the Medici
palace, the Sala Grande, as Filarete describes it in his Trattato di Architettura of 1464,
was a sparsely, though magnificently decorated room with a lavishly ornamented ceiling
and “most worthy paintings.”11 With its elaborate embellishments, intarsiated benches, and
spalliere, the format of the Sala Grande was distinctly non-domestic in character. Rather
than being a private room, the Sala Grande seems to have been a semi-public room,
possibly an audience hall, where the Medici received important guests and conducted
personal as well as civic business. As Wolfger Bulst has illustrated, the intarsiated
benches of the Sala Grande recall the type of furnishings found in the audience or
government halls of contemporary public buildings, furnishings which would later be
used in the Florentine Palazzo della Signoria.12
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“Nella sala grande di Lorenzo… Uno panno, cornicie intorno messa d’ oro, di br. 6. per ogni verso
dipintovi dentro Erchole ch’ amaza l’Idra—f.20… Uno panno, cornicie intorno messa d’oro, di br. 6 per
ogni verso dipintovi dentro Erchole che sbarra el Lione.—f.20…Uno panno di br. 6 chorniciato intorno e
messo d’ oro dipintovi Erchole che scoppia Anteo, tutte queste fatiche d’ Erchole sono di mano del
Pollaiuolo.—f.20.” The original inventory was copied, December 23, 1512, at the order of Lorenzo, Duke
of Urbino, and it is from this copy that the above extracts are made. Eugène Müntz, Les Collections des
Medicis qu quinzième siècle (London: Librairie de l’arte, 1888), 62-65.
11
“È la sala ornatissima, con uno palco che la soffitta tanto maraviglioso con oro e azurro fine e altri varii
colori, che a veder pare cosa stupenda; sanza che, alter dipinture degnissime ci sono, da ottimi maestri
fatte.” Filarete, Trattato di Architettura, eds. Anna Maria Finoli and Liliana Grassi (Milan: Il Polifilo,
1972), libro XXV, 696-697. As Alison Wright points out, it is not certain that Filarete saw and was
referring to Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules when he made this statement. However, it is highly unlikely
that his description refers only to the two overdoor paintings; see Wright, “Piero de’ Medici and the
Pollaiuolo,” 133.
12
Wolfger Bulst, “Uso e trasformazione del Palazzo Mediceo fino ai Riccardi,” Il Palazzo
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Within the Sala Grande, the Labors of Hercules hung alongside the arms of the
Florentine commune and the Medici family and two other paintings, listed in the
inventory as a St. John by Castagno and a Lions in Cages by Pesellino. As Wolfger Bulst
has pointed out, all five paintings depict traditional Florentine imagery.13 The St. John by
Castagno is an image of Florence’s patron saint; Pesellino’s Lions in Cages refers to the
famous Florentine Marzocco and the actual lions caged at the Prior’s Palace; while
Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules depict Florence’s“mythical protector,” Hercules who was
represented on the city’s official seal.14
As early as the thirteenth century, Florence adopted the figure of Hercules as a
political symbol, seeking to identify the city with the virtue and strength of this classical
hero. Hercules appeared on the city’s seal along with the inscription: HERCULEA
CLAVA DOMAT FLORENCIA PRAVA, “Florence subdues depravity with a Herculean
club.”15 In his Istoria di Firenze, the historian Goro Dati discusses Hercules’ significance

Medici Riccardi di Firenze, eds. Giovanni Cherubini and Giovanni Fanelli (Florence: Giunti, 1990), 113114.
13
Wolfger Bulst, “Die sala grande des Palazzo Medici in Florenz: Rekonstruktion and Bedeutung,” Piero
de’ Medici, “il Gottoso” (1416-1469): Kunst im Dienste der Mediceer = Art in the Service of the Medici,
eds. Andreas Beyer and Bruce Boucher (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1993), 89-127.
14
Following the order of the paintings recorded in the 1492 inventory, Bulst and Wright have reconstructed
their lay out within the Sala Grande. In his reconstruction, Bulst begins with Castagno’s St John, which
was hung over the door of the north wall, and then reading the inventory anti-clockwise places Hercules
and the Hydra to the left of St. John on the north wall, followed by Hercules and the Lion and Hercules
and Antaeus on the west wall, placed respectively to the right and left of the central doorway. In his 1993
reconstruction, Bulst switches the two paintings on the west wall, placing Hercules and the Lion to the left
of the central door and Hercules and Antaeus to its right; see Bulst, “Die ursprüngliche innere Aufteilung
des Palazzo Medici in Florenz,” 391. In contrast to Bulst, Wright reads the inventory clockwise as a record
of the paintings hanging from left to right along the west wall. Assuming that Castagno’s St. John was
recorded as an isolated overdoor image on the north wall, Wright concludes that Hercules and the Hydra
and Hercules and the Lion would have hung next to one another to the left of the central door, while
Hercules and Antaeus, which is mentioned as hanging beyond Pesellino’s picture, would have hung on the
same wall to the right of this doorway; see Wright, “Piero de’ Medici and the Pollaiuolo,” 138-140. My
inclination is to agree with Wright’s reconstruction because it allows for a more harmonious placement of
the three images and for them to be seen as a complete cycle from the opposite wall.
15
For a thorough discussion of the seal and its early sources; see Luigi Passerini, “Il sigillo fiorentino con
l’Ercole,” Periodico di Numismatica e Sfragistica 1 (1868), 276-285; Nicolai Rubinstein, “Vasari’s
Painting of the Foundation of Florence in the Palazzo Vecchio,” Essays in the History of Architecture
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as a Republican symbol, saying: “Hercules was a giant, who defeated all the tyrants and
unjust powers, and that is what the Florentines have done.”16 In his Rime, Franco
Sacchetti also draws direct parallels between Hercules and Florence, referring to the city
as the Ercole novo and comparing Hercules’ twelve labors to Florence’s victories over its
enemies. In the poem, Sacchetti upholds both Florence and Hercules as defenders of
liberty.17
As a political symbol, the figure of Hercules represented Florence in a palpable
form to its inhabitants and to others.18 On the seal, Hercules is depicted as a heroic male
standing alone, alert and erect, armed with his club and lion’s skin. Except for his head
and right leg, Hercules’ body is positioned frontally, offering the viewer a full glimpse of
his splendid musculature. The direct, steady gaze and tensed musculature of Hercules,
along with his poised stance and lifted club, suggest a man ready to attack any and all
approaching enemies. Without narrative action, Hercules appears on the seal specifically
as a body, a figure which metonomically is Florence. Embossed on civic correspondence
and documents, Hercules visually symbolized the power and authority of the Florentine

presented to Rudolf Wittkower, eds. Douglas Fraser, Howard Hibbard, and Milton J. Lewine (London:
Phaidon, 1967), 64-73; Ettlinger, 120-123.
16
Il sesto è l’Ercole… a significazione, che Ercole fu giogante, che andava spegnendo tutti i Tiranni, e
inique singorie, e così hanno fatto i fiorentini.” Goro Dati, Istoria di Firenze dall anno 1380 all’anno 1405,
ed. Luigi Pratesi (Norcia: T. Cesare, 1902), 125. For a discussion of Dati’s text; see Maria Monica Donato,
“Hercules and David in the Early Decoration of the Palazzo Vecchio: Manuscript Evidence,” Journal of the
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 54 (1991), 87; Ettlinger, 121.
17
Franco Sacchetti, Il libro delle rime, ed. Franco Brambilla Ageno (Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1990), 284290. In canzone LXIX, Sacchetti refers to Florence as a Hercules who will rise up and crush the Visconti
tyranny: “sì come vines Anteo/ e’l crudo re di Trazia ed Ateleo.” For a discussion of Sacchetti’s poems in
reference to Florence as Hercules; see Wright, “The Myth of Hercules,” 323; Donato, “Hercules and
David,” 87.
18
Unfortunately, not a single specimen of the Hercules seal survives today. The image discussed is a small
woodcut of the seal which appeared on the title page of Domenico Maria Manni’s Osservazioni istoriche
sopra i sigilli antichi, published in 1739. According to Ettlinger, this image corresponds closely to the
older descriptions of the Hercules seal; see Ettlinger, 121.
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state, sending a clear warning to potential enemies of the city’s invincible strength, while
offering its own citizens an image of stoic stability.
In addition to the state seal, a monumental image of Hercules also seems to have
appeared in the Palazzo della Signoria, probably in the Sala del Duegento, in the late
Trecento or early Quattrocento. The possibility of such an image has been proposed by
Maria Monica Donato on the basis of an epigram composed by Rosso de’ Rossi.19 Along
with this Hercules epigram, Donato also found an epigram relating to Donatello’s marble
statue of David, which was set up within the Palazzo della Signoria in 1416. The
epigrams suggests that both Hercules and David appeared within the Palazzo della
Signoria by 1416, revealing an important early connection between the two heroes.20 In
Florentine literature, Dante is one of the earliest authors to link Hercules and David.
Dante mentions the two heroes in his De Monarchia while discussing the ways in which
divine justice manifests itself in combat, particularly in a man’s struggle for his fatherland.
For Dante, the struggles of Hercules and David against monsters and giants reveal that
virtue, aided by divine intervention, is consistently victorious over evil forces.21 From
the early fifteenth century onward, Hercules and David became prominent symbols of the
Florentine Republic, representing the commune’s patriotic struggle against outside tyrants
and enemies.

19

The epigram reads: “As a baby I strangled the pair of serpents: I have brought down ungrateful cities and
overcome cruel tyrants; I have been victorious over terrible beasts and the infernal gods. Once subjugator
of the world, I am now celebrated among illustrious people with a voice that cannot be silenced. And now
Florence, the image of virtue just like myself, has offered me such a seat, and holds me and keeps me in its
seal.” For a discussion and translation of the epigram; see Donato, “Hercules and David,” 83-90.
20
For a discussion of the two figures within the Palazzo della Signoria; see Donato, 94-95.
21
Dante writes, “Quod si contra veritatem ostensam de inparitate virium instetur, ut assolet, per victoriam
David de Golia obtentam instantia refellatur; et si Gentiles aliud peterent, refellant ipsam per victoriam
Herculis in Antheum. Stultum enim est valde vires quas Deus confortat, inferiors in pugile suspicari.”
Dante, De Monarchia, vol. 2, ed. Vittore Branca (Florence, 1944), 207.
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The political symbolism of Hercules in Florentine art and literature is intimately
connected to his appearance in Pollaiuolo’s cycle of the Labors of Hercules in the Medici
Palace. Similar to his role on the Florentine seal, Hercules appears in these canvases as
an over-thrower of tyrannical powers, as a heroic exemplar of the Republican ideal. In
each of the paintings, Pollaiuolo depicts Hercules in the middle of an intense physical
battle with a single adversary, who is clearly a savage, bestial monster.22 Each of the
battle scenes represented could have referred to a specific event in Florentine history
where tyrants were defeated, such as the Florentine victory in the War of Milan (14231440) or the War of Lucca (1429-1433). In the semi-public space of the Sala Grande, the
Labors of Hercules would have stood as a monument to the citizens of Florence and their
collective triumphs over tyranny.
When Hercules and the Hydra and Hercules and Antaeus are placed side by side
(no existing copy of Hercules and the Lion depicts its original background), it becomes
obvious that the landscapes in all three paintings were composed to create the illusion of
a panoramic landscape, a landscape clearly recognizable as a portrait of the Arno valley.
In the Hercules and the Hydra, the Arno River curves and winds through the valley,
while flowing along to its ocean source in Hercules and Antaeus. Pollaiuolo emphasizes
the connection between the foreground battle of Hercules and the background landscape
of Florence by harmonizing the two in a subtle, decorative pattern. The twisting heads of
the Hydra mirror the curving path of the Arno River while the knotted muscles bursting
forth from the arms of Anteaus mimic the rounded hills rising above the river’s mouth.
By placing Hercules above this familiar scene, Pollaiuolo draws attention to the
Republic’s concern of maintaining control of the Arno River and its tributaries, which
22

For a discussion of Polliauolo’s compositional strategies; see Cruttwell, 71-72.
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were essential to the wealth and commerce of the city. In the Labors of Hercules,
Pollaiuolo clearly establishes Hercules as the protector of this expanse of land and sea,
which Florence has rid of all outside enemies and holds complete dominion over.
The Medici’s placement of the Labors of Hercules within the Sala Grande stands
as a powerful statement of Florentine Republicanism, a fact further attested to by the
removal of the canvases to the Palazzo della Signoria after the exile of Piero di Lorenzo
in 1494. The Labors of Hercules, however, were not only patriotic statements of Medici
republicanism. They were also symbols of the Medici’s own political power, which had
been steadily increasing since the turn of the century. The placement of the Labors of
Hercules within the Sala Grande suggests that the Medici family was attempting to align
their victories with those of the Republic and to celebrate their political authority and
power within its government.23
The imagery and setting of Pollaiuolo’s cycle suggests that the Labors of Hercules
held both a public and private political significance. I would like to argue, however, that
the figure of Hercules within these paintings can also be understood as an allegorical
exemplar. Drawing upon the Florentine literary and artistic tradition that celebrated
Hercules as a paradigm of virtue, I would like to examine how Pollaiuolo’s Labors of
Hercules are also constructed as exempla of masculine virtus.

23

The Medici family played an extremely important role in the Florentine victories over Milan and Pisa.
Moreover, the family was slowly gaining more and more power within the government of the Republic.
For a discussion of the Medici’s role in Florentine politics; see John Hale, Florence and the Medici: The
Pattern of Control (London: Thames & Hudson, 1977), 2-75. With reference to another Hercules cycle on
the Medici bank in Milan, Alison Wright argues that the Medici were appropriating Hercules in a personal,
highly political manner in the 1460s; see Wright, “Piero de’ Medici and the Pollaiuolo,” 143-144. In his
treatise on architecture of 1464, Filarete describes a set of Hercules paintings decorating the Medici bank of
Milan. Describing the third loggia of the bank, Filarete writes “nella quale sono dipinte l’arme ducali e la
vostra [of Piero] e il simulacro d’Ercole, e più altri suoi gesti.” Filarete, libro XXV, 698-703.
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Within the Christian tradition, the figure of Hercules had long been upheld as an
exemplar of moral virtue. 24 During the Middle Ages, his heroic physical struggles, the
labors, were interpreted as moral battles against manifestations of evil, making Hercules
an appropriate embodiment of the canonical virtue of Fortitude. For this reason, as we
have seen, Hercules was often identified with the Old Testament figure of David.25
Allegorical explanations of Hercules’ labors originated in Fulgentius’ Mythologiae of the
sixth century. In this mythological compendium, Fulgentius reduces the labors to
struggles of virtue over vice, interpreting each adversary of Hercules as a specific vice.
For example, Antaeus personifies lust and Cacus evil incarnate, while Hercules is upheld
throughout as virtue, powerful enough to overcome and conquer these evil forces.26 Both
Boccaccio’s Genealogie deorum gentilium libri and the widely used mythological tract
Libellus de imaginibus deorum are fourteenth-century adaptations of Fulgentius’ text,
which continued to interpret each of Hercules’ labors as a moral psychomachia. 27

24

In the early Middle Ages, the church fathers regarded Hercules as paganism’s direct rival to Christ, a
man who became god, in contrast to the god who became man. Hercules was furthermore condemned
because he entered heaven based on his own virtus rather than through the grace of God. The Christian
belief was that instead of virtus, God’s saving grace allowed man to enter heaven. Moreover, no Christian
was given the right, which in the story was claimed for Hercules, to make an entirely free and wholly
individual choice concerning the basic direction of his life. For a discussion of Hercules in the Middle
Ages; see Karl Galinsky, The Herakles Theme (Oxford: Blackwell, 1972), 189; Erwin Panofsky, Hercules
am Scheidewege und andere antike Bildstoffe in der neueren Kunst (Berlin: Mann Verlag, 1997), 155;
Theodore Mommsen, “Petrarch and the Story of the Choice of Hercules,” Medieval and Renaissance
Studies, ed. Eugene Rice (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1959), 175-196.
25
Medieval writers also found parallels between Hercules and Christ, chiefly in both men’s victory through
suffering and triumph over death; see Steven Orgel, “The Example of Hercules,” Mythographie der frühen
Neuzeit. Ihre Anwendung in den Künsten, ed. Walther Killy (Wiesbaden: In Kommission bei O.
Harrassowitz, 1984), 28.
26
Fabius Planciades Fulgentius, Mythologiae, bk. 2 (Basil: H. Petrum, 1543), 136. For a discussion of
Fulgentius’ notion of Hercules; see Galinsky, 190.
27
Giovanni Boccaccio, Genealogie deorum gentilium libri, ed. Vincenzo Romano (Bari: G. Laterza 1951),
131d-134b. For a discussion of Boccaccio and Hercules; see Galinsky, 195. The psychomachia was
originally a rhetorical device developed by Tertullian, Prudentius, and Statius that portrayed internal
qualities in combat with one another. In the visual arts, these internal, abstract qualities are personified in
human or animal figures engaged in physical battle. The visual psychomachia was particularly popular in
Florence and could be found in both religious and mythological images, such as David overcoming Goliath,
Judith slaying Holofernes, or Prudentia battling Eros. For a discussion of the tradition of psychomachia in
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It is clearly within this Christian moral framework that Hercules’ appearance on
the Porta della Mandorla of the Florentine Duomo, executed between 1391 and 1405,
should be understood. On the right jamb of the door, Hercules emerges standing alone
with the lion skin over his left shoulder and the club in his right hand. In the rinceaux
surrounding this prominent figure are three of Hercules’ labors: the killing of the Nemean
Lion, the wrestling match with Antaeus, and the slaying of the Hydra. These four images
of Hercules are a combination of classical and medieval conventions. The door’s
principle image of Hercules as a beardless youth, standing in a highly classical
contrapposto with short hair and a well-defined athletic body, recalls antique sources,
while the scenes in the rinceaux, which depict Hercules with the beard and long swirling
hair of Samson, resemble medieval prototypes. 28
A number of scholars have examined the images of Hercules on the Porta della
Mandorla and have noted their unusual all’ antica appearance within this medieval
Christian context. However, most scholars tend to agree with Erwin Panofsky that the
images of Hercules, although doning a classical guise, are subject to a Christian
interpretation.29 The primary image of Hercules on the door, which is surrounded by

Florence; see Joanne Norman, Metamorphoses of an Allegory: The Iconography of the Psychomachia in
Medieval Art (New York: P. Lang, 1988). For information concerning the differences between literary and
artistic psychomachia; see Adrian Randolph, Engaging Symbols: Gender Politics, and Public Art in
Fifteenth-Century Florence (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 251-253.
28
The scene of Hercules and the Nemean Lion is actually derived from medieval depictions of Samson and
the lion. In the image, Hercules straddles the lion, wrapping his outer leg around his neck for support and
ripping open the beast’s jaws with his bare hands. The scene of Hercules overcoming Antaeus is also based
on medieval prototypes where Hercules is depicted lifting Antaeus from the front rather than from the
behind as is common in antique representations. The final scene showing Hercules battling the Lernean
Hydra is a medieval alteration of an antique prototype found on Roman sarcophagi, where Hercules is
represented reaching across his body to smash the Hydra’s final head. For a discussion of the medieval
sources for the images; see Ettlinger, 132-135.
29
Erwin Panofsky, Renaissance and Renascences in Western Art (Stockholm: Almquist &
Wiksell, 1960), 150. In contrast to Panofsky’s theological interpretation, Richard Krautheimer argues that
the images of Hercules shed light on the “links between humanism and art in Florence during these years…
The preponderance of incidents from the Hercules story… calls to mind the fact that it is in these years that
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three other singular figures, has been interpreted as a personification of the Christian
virtue of Fortitude and is often compared to Nicola Pisano’s figure of Hercules on the Pisa
Baptistry Pulpit.30 The Labors of Hercules embedded in the rinceaux have been
understood as individual psychomachia, illustrating Hercules’ moral struggle and victory
over the vices.
Before continuing the discussion of Hercules’ significance as a moral exemplar, I
would like to point out briefly how the medieval notion of Hercules is deliberately
constructed to exclude qualities traditionally associated with the Greek hero. For, it is
only through a process of selection, manipulation, and idealization that Hercules could fit
within the specific ideological structures of the Middle Ages and later the Renaissance.31
In ancient literature, Hercules is a notoriously ambivalent hero: he is both a founder and a
sacker of cities, a protector and a ravisher of women; he embodies courageous strength as
well as destructive passion; he is simultaneously a paragon of arete and an archetype of
lechery and gluttony.32 In the earliest ancient sources, authors tend to emphasize the
double nature of Hercules’ character, specifically stressing his excess of violence and
physical passion.33 Moreover, in their discussion of the labors, these authors focus more

Coluccio Salutati completed his work on the Labors of Hercules…” Krautheimer goes on to assert that the
Porta della Mandorla was organized on the advice of scholars like Salutati and that its images have a
distinctly humanistic meaning. Although Salutati was indeed writing his De Laboribus Herculis during
these years, I do not believe that the doors are related to his text. Richard Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970), 278-279.
30
Panofsky regards the four individual figures on the door as representatives of the “four Cardinal virtues,
among whom Hercules stands for Fortitude.” He claims that the individual scenes of Hercules’ labors
refer to virtus generalis, noting that “the Libellus de imaginibus deorum, nearly contemporary with the
Porta della Mandorla, invariably and almost monotonously interprets all labors of Hercules as exempla
virtutis.” Panofsky, Renaissance and Renascences, 150.
31
For a discussion of Renaissance and medieval constructions of exemplum; see John Lyons, Exemplum:
the Rhetoric of Example in Early Modern France and Italy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989),
4-17.
32
For a discussion of Hercules’ ambivalent character; see Orgel, 25-36.
33
Hercules’ excess of violence and indulgence in pleasures of the flesh are emphasized most often in
ancient drama where he appears as a comic grotesque; see Orgel, 28.
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on the physical action of each feat rather than its significance, drawing particular
attention to the qualities of strength, virility, and endurance which Hercules exhibited in
them.
In marked contrast, medieval scholars do not treat the labors as real physical
actions, nor do they mention the darker sides of Hercules’ character. In medieval
literature, the labors are presented strictly in a metaphorical sense, as allegories of the
mind’s inner struggles. Moreover, the medieval presentation of Hercules as an exemplum
of moral virtue, which is primarily derived from the myth of Hercules’ choice in his youth
between a life of virtus or voluptas, is an explicitly Christian construction. Medieval
moralizers understood Hercules’ choice as being one specifically between good and evil
and wholly dependent upon divine intervention.34 In contrast, ancient authors did not
relate virtus specifically to moral or ethical behavior. Rather, the ancient concept of
virtus was more closely tied to its etymological roots, which are manly strength, courage,
and ultimately glory, those qualities which the ancient authors stress in their discussion of
Hercules’ labors.35
With the advent of humanism at the turn of the fourteenth century, a secular
notion of virtue developed in Florence that incorporated the ancient concept of virtue into
an existing medieval framework. Rather than regarding virtue as a moral trait
specifically derived from and used in the service of God, the early humanists began to
understand virtue as a way of life which an individual freely chose and followed for

34

For information regarding the medieval notion of Hercules; see Orgel, 33-35; Galinsky, 188-190;
Panofsky, Hercules am Scheidewege, 155-157; Mommson, 175-177.
35
For a discussion of the antique notion of virtus; see Orgel, 31; Panofsky, Hercules am Scheidewege 172;
Mommson, 194.
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personal as well as civic gain. 36 The early humanists never denied the Christian view of
virtue as moral good; however, they started to re-establish the ancient concept of virtue as
manly strength, courage, and wisdom, qualities which allow one to achieve honor and
glory in the temporal world.
The first signs of this change can be found in the writings of Petrarch. In a
number of his letters, Petrarch defines virtue with reference to Cicero’s statement, made in
his De officiis, that the word virtus is derived from vir (man) and is that quality which
makes a human being into a man in the fullest sense.37 In the preface to his De viris
illustribus composed at the end of the 1330s, Petrarch emphasizes that the great men of
history, which included Hercules, were the embodiments of virtus and that they were
“illustrious” precisely because their fame was “the gift of virtus and Gloria, and not that of
fortuna.”38 As Theodore Mommson has pointed out, “in his work De viris illustribus he
[Petrarch] never, either explicitly or implicitly, derived virtus from God, as St. Augustine
and every other Christian theologian had done very specifically…. Through this omission
he leaves his readers with the impression that he believed a truly ‘illustrious’ man, who by
his own choice is possessed of virtus, is able to shape his destiny, as well as being the

36

As Erwin Panofsky has pointed out, “… it was only in the fifteenth century that the ancient concept of
virtus as a state of perfection in this world was re-established to its full extent and at the same time
reconciled with the Christian dogma: no longer was it considered to be a diminution of the divine
omnipotence but on the contrary its most profound confirmation that in the centre of the universe stood the
free man—free, not any longer because of the aid of heavenly grace but because of his innate virtus.”
Panofsky, Hercules am Scheideweg, 164.
37
Petrarch, like many humanists after him, recalled Cicero’s statement saying, “At profecto sive ‘a viro
virtus,’ ut vult Cicero, sive a virtute vir dicitur, nil hac vere viro carius, nil amabilius esse potest.” Petrarch,
Le Familiari, ed. Vittorio Rossi (Florence: G.C. Sansoni, 1943), 23, 2, 28. For a discussion of this
statement; see Mommson, 194.
38
Pierre de Nolhac, “Le ‘De viris illustribus de Pétrarque. Notices sur les manuscripts originaux suivies de
fragments inédits,” Notices et extraits des manuscripts de la Bibliothèque Nationale et autres bibliothèques
34 (1891), 110-114.
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maker of history.”39 Although Petrarch continued to employ the medieval notion of virtue
in some of his writings, many of his statements in De viris illustribus anticipate the ideas
of later Renaissance humanists.
Coluccio Salutati is often considered to be the first humanist to re-establish the
classical concept of virtus in his major work on the labors of Hercules, De Laboribus
Herculis.40 In this text, Salutati discusses each “individual” labor of Hercules and the
various interpretations that had come to be proposed for it. Salutati interprets the labors
as indications not only of Hercules’ moral virtue, but also of his physical, spiritual,
intellectual, ethical, and civic virtue. 41 Salutati stresses that Hercules consciously chose
to follow a path of virtus, “firmly that is, with his will,” and maintain its course despite
numerous struggles.42 As a result, Hercules rose not only to the apex of human glory but
ultimately to the level of divinity. For Salutati, Hercules is an exemplum, who has “taught
us that the heavens cannot so threaten mortals that all their pressures cannot be withstood
and that, if we will fight, not concede, we can make the arduous ascent of the virtues.”43
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Mommson, 195. This notion of God’s power in one’s fate is still apparent in Dante’s writings. In his
Convivio, Dante called the great men of Rome “instruments through which Divine Providence proceeded in
the Roman Empire where many times the arm of God was seen to be present.” Dante, Il Convivio, ed. Gian
Carlo Garfagnini (Rome: Salerno, 1997), 4, 5, 17.
40
Salutati’s work on Hercules began with his allegorical interpretation of Seneca’s Hercules furens and
Hercules oeteus in late 1381 and 1382. In 1406, however, Salutati broadened his project to cover each
“individual” labor of Hercules. It should be stressed that Salutati’s work is important not because it
reached a wide circle of readers, as there were only two manuscripts of the work, but because it expressed
ideas concerning Hercules that were characteristic of the age. For a discussion of Salutati’s text; see
Berthold Ullman, The Humanism of Coluccio Salutati (Padua, Editrice Antenore, 1963), 21-26; Ronald
Witt, Hercules at the Crossroads: The Life, Works, and Thought of Coluccio Salutati (Durham: Duke
University Press, 1983), 209-229; Margherita Morreale, “Coluccio Salutati’s De Laboribus Herculis (1406)
and Enrique de Villena’s Los Doze Trabajos de Hercules (1417),” Studies in Philology 51 (1954), 95-106.
41
Salutati states that Hercules is “a man rich with all the endowments of the virtues and able to overcome
all the assaults of vice.” Coluccio Salutati, De Laboribus Herculis, ed. Bertold Louis Ullmann (Zurich:
Artemis Verlag, 1951), II, 633.
42
Salutati, II, 635.
43
Salutati, II, 634.
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Salutati’s presentation of Hercules as a man of all virtues who achieved earthly
and divine honor was extremely influential on Renaissance humanists of the fifteenth
century. Focusing on the labors of Hercules as real actions with temporal consequences,
later humanists began to uphold Hercules as an exemplar of the vita activa, as a man who
struggled and toiled for the sake of aiding others and for achieving his own temporal
glory. Hercules’ choice of the vita activa was set in contrast to the vita voluptas (the vita
voluptas is an extreme form of the vita contemplativa), which these humanists, based on
their study of antiquity, understood to be a life of ease and leisure rather than one
explicitly characterized by indulgence in the vices. Renaissance humanists still continued
to interpret Hercules’ labors allegorically; however, their allegories were often more
Neoplatonic than Christian in content and dealt with qualities of reason, intellect, and
civic virtue rather than specific moral values.
This fifteenth-century notion of virtus and its specific relationship to men or
rather to becoming a man is important in the context of Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules.
Placed within the semi-public space of the Sala Grande, these paintings were viewed by
the Medici and their close associates, men who were actively playing a role in Florentine
society and were striving to attain earthly fame and divine honor. Pollaiuolo’s images of
Hercules provided these men with a model of virtus, a man (in the fullest sense) who had
risen to the apex of human glory and who had struggled to defend, protect, and civilize
mankind. Like Hercules, the male viewers who frequented the Sala Grande had the
ability to choose the path of virtus, fight for the public good, shape history, and become
truly illustrious.
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In his Labors of Hercules, Pollaiuolo presents Hercules as a model of heroic
masculinity, whose body is the outward form of strength and virility. Pollaiuolo endows
Hercules with the lean, sinewy physique of a young athlete, rather than with the hulking,
colossal build of a giant. Hercules’ broad upper torso, which is defined with robust
pectoral muscles, is set off by his smaller, although extremely solid, lower torso.
Pollaiuolo enhances the reality of Hercules’ masculine form through his command of
sculptural, three-dimensional form and his use of sharp contour lines, light, and shadow.
The linear precision and anatomical clarity of Hercules’ body endows the hero with a
monumental stability.
In the Labors of Hercules, Pollaiuolo reveals his mastery of human anatomy by
displaying Hercules’ body in the climax of physical action. Pollaiuolo indicates the high
pitch of Hercules’ bodily exertion in every detail of his physiognomy and anatomical
structure. By illustrating Hercules’ body in the height of effort and strain, Pollaiuolo
emphasizes the difficulty of his labors, highlighting the incredible physical and mental
strength needed for him to overcome his enemies and maintain the path of virtus.
Pollaiuolo’s ability to convincingly depict movement is extremely important in his
construction of narrative. In each of the paintings, Pollaiuolo depicts the scene’s climax at
its most significant point and so skillfully that the viewer is as aware of the previous and
succeeding movements of the limbs as of those actually represented. By prompting the
viewer to imagine a series of actions leading up to and then following the scene portrayed
on the canvas, Pollaiuolo exhorts the viewer to engage in the myth, to recall its impetus,
focus on its action, and imagine its inevitable conclusion. Such a narrative reading
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encourages viewers to examine the motivations behind and the effects following
particular types of behavior.
In Hercules Slaying the Hydra, Pollaiuolo depicts Hercules in a fierce battle with
the Lernean Hydra. With its squinted eyes, writhing heads, and lashing tongue, the
Lernean Hydra is clearly a savage monster that can only be defeated by Herculean
strength and perseverance. To suggest the rapid force of Hercules’ assault on the beast,
Pollaiuolo places him in a dynamic, lunging position. The sheer might of Hercules’ fervor
is conveyed in his constricted neck tendons, wrinkled brow, and clenched teeth. As
Hercules reaches out to clutch one of the Hydra’s writhing heads, the rabid beast strikes
out and ensnares his left leg with one of its arms. The intense pressure of the Hydra’s pull
is indicated by the straining muscles, tendons, and veins of Hercules’ leg. In order to hold
his position, Hercules digs his toes into the earth. As Hercules reaches back with his club
to smash the Hydra’s head, his chest expands to reveal his breast and stomach muscles,
which are tightly stretched over his protruding rib cage. This movement allows
Pollaiuolo to turn Hercules’ upper torso frontally towards the viewer, offering a full
glimpse of his tense and strained musculature. This position also permits Pollaiuolo to
emphasize the diagonal of Hercules’ arms and imply the downward movement of the
club’s forceful blow, which will descend with smashing weight on the Hydra’s head.
While the severed heads below imply past action, Hercules’ poised arm suggests a future
one, one which will indeed be victorious.
In Hercules and the Lion, Pollaiuolo depicts Hercules grappling with the lion in a
dramatic face to face battle. In a fierce rush forward, Hercules attacks the lion, pressing
back the beast’s chest with his left knee and blocking open his mouth from the front.
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Pollaiuolo emphasizes the speed and power of Hercules’ attack by placing his body on a
dynamic diagonal. This diagonal allows Pollaiuolo to present a stunning profile of
Hercules’ musculature, which ripples down from his shoulder to his ankle. The rigid,
bulging muscles of Hercules’ arms and legs express the sheer difficulty of his battle with
the lion, while his concentrated gaze and hard set face reveal his determination to
conquer the beast. With his bare hands, Hercules reaches into the lion’s mouth to wrench
his jaws apart. Raging with anger, the lion arches back and attempts to flay Hercules
with its ferocious claws. Pollaiuolo emphasizes the beast’s blind fury in its wild, aimless
swings and unstable, off-balanced position. Possessing reason and stamina, Hercules will
undoubtedly conquer this mighty but frantic beast.
In Hercules and Antaeus, Pollaiuolo depicts Hercules lifting the giant Antaeus
from the very earth from which he derives his power. With his feet planted firmly,
Hercules squats, leans back, and hefts Antaeus in one supreme muscular effort of sheer
physical might. Pollaiuolo illustrates the immense difficulty of Hercules’ effort by
focusing on the forces pulling him to the ground. Pollaiuolo represents Antaeus with a
massive bulky body, which appears heavy as lead. The tremendous pressure of the giant’s
weight is conveyed in Hercules’ distended back, overextended knees, bulging calf
muscles, and taut leg tendons. With legs flailing and back arched, Antaeus twists and
turns in an effort to break free from Hercules’ deadly grip. With little hope of escape,
Antaeus throws his head back, howls in agony, and in the words of Vasari “yields up his
spirit.”
In the Labors of Hercules, Pollaiuolo depicts Hercules as a figure of heroic
masculinity, as an exemplum of male virtus. Hercules’ body is sculpted with perfect
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muscles and shows no signs of weakness. However, like the medieval Hercules,
Pollaiuolo’s portrayal of him deliberately ignores his double moral character. Moreover,
since antiquity, Hercules has had a strong feminine side, particularly in connection with
Omphale, who enslaved Hercules, dressed him as a woman, and made him perform
women’s work. On many private representations of the Triumph of Love, Hercules even
appears dressed as a woman, signaling his submission to the female.44 In Pollaiuolo’s
portrayal of Hercules, none of these questionable aspects of his character are revealed.
Hercules is not threatened by a female, much less submissive to one; he is neither volatile
nor lecherous. Rather, Hercules dominates every situation, appearing completely focused
and in control. Of course, such a depiction of Hercules is necessary for him to function
as an exemplum of masculine virtus. In order for the Labors of Hercules to be
appropriate models of behaviour, Pollaiuolo or more likely the Medici had to select,
manipulate, and idealize specific episodes from Hercules’ life, episodes that would
emphasize his virtus and reinforce a patriarchal norm.45
An idea of how the Labors of Hercules might have been received by the Medici
family members and their close friends can be gained by an examination of the writings
of Christoforo Landino, a man who was intimately connected to the Medici family. In
two didactic works addressed to Lorenzo de’ Medici, the Disputationes Camaldulenses
and the De vera nobilitate, Landino upholds Hercules as an exemplar of virtus for
44
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(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 174.
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statesman and philosophers both to follow. In his Disputationes Camaldulenses, Landino
addresses the question of why a contemplative life is better than an active one. The work
is cast in the typical Renaissance form of a dialogue and among the participants in the
debate is Lorenzo de’ Medici. 46 After a long discussion of the vita contemplativa,
Lorenzo delivers an address on the importance of the vita activa. Lorenzo, whose
political position should be kept in mind, upholds Hercules as an exemplar of the vita
activa, saying:
Hercules was wise. But not wise for himself; rather, his wisdom served all men. For in his
wanderings over the greater part of the world, he destroyed horrendous wild beasts, vanquished
pernicious and savage monsters, chastised the most cruel tyrants, restored justice and liberty to
many peoples and nations.47

In this passage, Lorenzo praises Hercules for his wisdom and public service. For
Lorenzo, Hercules exemplifies the active life of civic virtue needed in a leader that acts
on behalf of his fellow citizens.
In his De vera nobilitate, Landino also upholds Hercules as an exemplar of virtus.
The treatise is a deliberation on true nobility, with Landino championing the nobility of
virtus above the claims of nobility conferred by blood or by fortune. Although the
treatise was written in 1475, it is fictionally set in late 1469 or early 1470, shortly after
the death of Piero de’ Medici. Addressed to Lorenzo de’ Medici, the book opens with a
eulogy in praise of the Medici family and ends with an extended moral interpretation of
Hercules’ labors. Both the supposed occasion of the deliberations and the dedication to
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the young Lorenzo suggest that Landino set Hercules up as an exemplum for Lorenzo to
follow in his new role as leader of the Medici household.48
In his discussion of Hercules, Landino underlines the fact that Hercules achieved
nobility on his own by choosing to follow and maintain a path of virtus. Interestingly
enough, the labors that Landino interprets at the greatest length are the ones represented
in Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules. After briefly citing Hercules’ victory over the
Stymphalian birds, the Cretan bull, the Harpies, and the Centaurs, Landino focuses on the
allegorical meaning of the three labors represented in the Sala Grande. Landino bases his
discussion on Salutati’s interpretation of these three labors in his De Laboribus Herculis.
The lion represents fury which Hercules overcomes with reason. The Lernean Hydra is
sophism which can only be defeated by perseverance and the flame of intellect.49
Antaeus, who has to be lifted from the earth to be rendered powerless, represents
irrational appetite or libido which can only be defeated by the elevation of the soul
towards heaven.50
In his Disputationes Camaldulenses and De vera nobilitate, Landino reveals the
various levels of Hercules’ significance in the Quattrocento. Landino’s exegesis of
Hercules’ labors as individual psychomachia harkens back to the medieval tradition of
interpreting the feats allegorically as struggles between opposing forces of the mind. In
48
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his text, Landino also upholds Hercules as an exemplar of masculine virtus, emphasizing
that Hercules’ choice of a life of virtue led to his achievement of personal nobility and
public good. Although Landino does not specifically equate Hercules with Florence, the
connection between the classical hero and the Republican city was certainly understood.
Moreover, Landino’s text clearly implies a personal political relationship between
Hercules and Lorenzo de’ Medici, since both works are dedicated to him and address his
role as a political leader. In fact, such an explicit association implies that by Lorenzo’s
lifetime the figure of Hercules had become directly associated with the Medici family and
their political position.
During the Quattrocento, the figure of Hercules in Pollaiuolo’s Labors of Hercules
operated on various levels of meaning, fluctuating between a public and private political
symbol and between an exemplar of medieval and classical virtue. 51 After the death of
Lorenzo de’ Medici, however, Hercules’ role began to change, becoming increasingly
affiliated with the Medici’s political position, particularly during the papacies of Leo X
and Clement VII. 52 Conscious of the continuing power and usefulness of Hercules,
Cosimo I wholly appropriated the classical hero in order to demonstrate his strength and
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power over Florence. Cosimo commissioned statues and fountains of Hercules; he had
medals cast with his portrait on one side and Hercules on the other; he even dedicated an
entire room, the Sala d’Ercole, within the Palazzo Vecchio to the hero’s deeds. 53 The
explicit political implications of Cosimo’s use of Hercules serve to illustrate the subtle
ambiguity and shifting significance of the early Medici hero depicted in Pollaiuolo’s
Labors of Hercules.
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Antonio Pollaiuolo, Hercules and the Hydra, c. 1470s, oil on panel. Florence: Uffizi
Gallery

Antonio Pollaiuolo, Hercules and Antaeus, c. 1470s, oil on panel. Florence: Uffizi
Gallery
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Ain’t I A Man?: The Quest for the American Dream in
Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun and August Wilson’s Fences
What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
Like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore—
And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over—
Like a syrupy sweet?
Maybe it just sags
Like a heavy load.
Or does it explode?
--Langston Hughes, “Harlem”
Life. Liberty. The pursuit of happiness. These three ideas, which seem simple in
themselves, combine to create what most people refer to as the principles that are in place to
ensure the possibility of one obtaining the “American Dream.” On the surface, it appears that
everyone in the United States has an equal opportunity to succeed financially, regardless of his or
her race, ethnicity, gender, or other trait that distinguishes him or her from the dominant, white,
heterosexual American male. Over the years, many African American writers have refuted that
notion by capturing the widespread desire that minority Americans, especially males, possess for
validation, as many believe that by achieving the American Dream, the majority will view them
as real women and men. What is most interesting and disturbing in these works is the frustration
that builds within the marginalized individual once he or she realizes that the rights that are
guaranteed to every American citizen are oftentimes reserved for members of the majority.
In A Raisin in the Sun and Fences, Lorraine Hansberry and August Wilson, respectively,
utilize the socially turbulent 1950s and 1960s Civil Rights era as a representation of how the
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dominant population in American society has complicated the African American male’s right to
dream. Through the characters Walter Lee Younger and Troy Maxson, the reader/audience is
able to observe the potentially emasculated, and absolutely disfranchised African American
male’s battle to obtain the American Dream, and his struggle and to prove to himself and to
society that he is a man.
The Importance of the Civil Rights Era as Setting
Both Lorraine Hansberry and August Wilson position their plays during the socially
unstable era of the Civil Rights Movement. A Raisin in the Sun (1959) and Fences (1985) depict
a time in the United States in which African Americans were attempting to gain their rights as
Americans. Segregation discouraged black and white Americans from interacting in restaurants,
schools, churches, and other public places. The white lawmakers who created such legislation
used the laws to promote ideologies which held that African Americans were inferior, secondclass citizens. In The Movement: Documentary of a Struggle for Equality, Hansberry concludes,
The laws which enforce segregation do not assume the inferiority of a people; they
assume an inherent equalness. It is the logic of the lawmakers that if a society does not
erect artificial barriers between the people at every point of contact, the people might
fraternize and give their attention to the genuine, shared problems of the community (36).
Many African Americans realized that it was the goal of some whites to dehumanize them by
stripping them of their rights, and this recognition resulted in sit-ins, peaceful and violent protest
marches, and race riots. This separation, based on skin color differences and ignorance, caused a
struggle to ensue between those white American males who desired absolute power and the
African American male and female’s fight for equality and respect. Without equality or the
guarantee of rights, the American Dream is almost impossible for the African American to
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achieve. Hansberry’s decision to position A Raisin in the Sun in a contemporary setting appears
to be her attempt to inform the powers of American society of the affect that segregation has on
the African American male. It is her quest to give the African American male a voice. In
essence, Hansberry stages reality in order to elicit a change in and understanding of society.
August Wilson’s motives are more difficult to discern.
Wilson wrote Fences in 1985, and sets the play in 1957. It appears that he intends to
show that the American Dream has been dangled in the face of the African American male since
the Civil Rights era, and that decades later, the system is still not conducive to the upward
mobility of the African American male. In “Culture Wars,” Benny Sato Ambush writes,
“Because the 1960’s Black Power Movement greatly influenced Wilson, he’s embraced its
philosophies of self-determination, self-development, self-respect, and self-defense against the
assaults from the Eurocentric sensibilities” (581). Wilson also deals with the negative
generational issues that ensue as one father’s failed quest for the American Dream, and in his
eyes, manhood, can destroy or make things more difficult for his male children.
The 1950’s setting is key also because it is a time in the United States when a few
African Americans had begun realizing the American Dream. Walter Lee and Troy see financial
ascent and happiness as the means by which to prove to society that they are indeed men. In her
essay, “Willie Loman,” Hansberry states, “Walter Younger is an American more than he is
anything else” (8). While Troy spends much of his time “playing the victim” noting several
times that “the white man ain’t gonna let you get nowhere” (1.3.157-158), Walter Lee sees things
differently. He suggests that black men are not seen as men because “we [they are] all tied up in
a race of people that don’t know how to do nothing but moan and pray and have babies” (72),
and he is determined to set himself apart from that group. In “A Raisin in the Sun Revisited”, J.
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Charles Washington comments on Walter Lee’s conviction to achieve:
Foremost is his belief in the value which holds that, in the land of opportunity, anyone
can become anything he wants to be…believers in this myth [the possibility of gaining
the American Dream] let nothing stand in their way, as he does not. For him, this
includes racism, which he barely considers until he is directly confronted with it in Act II,
Scene III, in the person of Karl Lindner, who tries the family in order to keep them out of
his white neighborhood. Even then, it has no real effect on his dream or his plans (114).
Although Walter Lee and Troy have differing ideas about their chances of achieving the
American Dream, both see financial gain and personal happiness as their means to prove to
themselves, their families, and to society that they are indeed men.
Masculinity
In her essay “Masculinity and Performance”, Carla McDonough provides an explanation
of the traditional American definition of masculinity. She suggests that
‘Real men’ who have and can wield the power and privilege of masculinity in American
society must also, by the traditional definition, be white, and this power of white
masculinity relies on the subjugation of racial minorities. What it means to be black and
a male in this society is extremely affected by these traditional concepts of “color-coded”
masculinity… (72).
She further notes in her essay that, “the borders of exclusion become increasingly important as
ways to define masculinity in contrast to what it is not: it is not female, it is not gay, and it is not
black [or any other distinctly ‘ethnic’ group]” (72). Walter Lee and Troy, according to the
traditional definition at least, never will be seen as men by the white powers of society.
Nonetheless, they attempt to be defined as such. In order to accomplish this task, each does the
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following: 1) he does his best to display qualities that he believes make him appear strong, 2) he
attempts to take care of his family financially, and 3) he is anti-feminine to the extreme, often
striving for personal happiness and independence at the emotional expense of his family.
Strength
In his article “We Should Reject Traditional Masculinity,” Cooper Thompson discusses
the stereotypical definition of strength, noting that it is one “based on dominance and control and
acquired through the humiliation and degradation of others” (102). He further suggests that
physical strength/violence is often mistaken as an indicator of masculinity and that these
negative definitions of strength must be changed because “traditional masculinity is life
threatening” (104). Cooper applauds positive notions of strength such as courage and physical
strength as long as “they are not used to exploit or dominate others” (105). Walter Lee and
Troy’s quest to prove to others that they are men cause them to exhibit positive and negative
aspects of strength.
In A Raisin in the Sun, Walter Lee has difficulty assuming the traditionally masculine
role of head of household as his mother, Lena, makes it clear several times that it is under her
roof that her family lives. Early in the play, Walter pleads to be heard as Mama (Lena) and his
wife, Ruth, constantly ignore him. He implores, “WILL SOMEBODY PLEASE LISTEN TO
ME TODAY” (51)! Walter Lee becomes overly excited and angered because one of his
questions, “Did it come (54),” has everything to do with his dream to open a liquor store. “It” is
the $10,000 insurance check that Lena expects to receive after her husband, known as “Big
Walter,” dies. Lena, who has her own plans for her money, quietly tells Walter Lee, “I don’t
‘low no yellin’ in this house, Walter Lee, and you know it. And there ain’t going to be no
investing in no liquor stores. I don’t aim to have to speak on that again” (51-52). McDonough
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writes,
Perceptions of masculinity have been in flux in this country at least since the early 1800s
and often have inspired worry concerning emasculation of American men who fear they
are not living up to an idea of manliness seen as stronger in a previous age or generation
(77).
Walter Lee does not feel that his family supports what he believes to be his “golden opportunity”
to make a better life for them. He is reminded constantly of his father’s good deeds. About his
plans, Walter Lee argues,
A man needs for a woman to back him up…see--I’m trying to talk about myself and all
you can say is ‘eat them eggs and go to work’…that is just what’s wrong…make ‘em feel
like they somebody. Like they can do something…we one group of men tied to a race of
women with small minds (14-17).
Unconsciously, Lena, Ruth, and Beneatha (Walter’s younger sister) aid in the emasculation of
Walter Lee. Ruth does not want to entertain tales of Walter Lee’s dreams. She tells him,
“Honey you never say nothing new. I listen to you every day, every night, and every morning,
and you never say nothing new. So you would rather be Mr. Arnold than be his chauffeur. So--I
would rather be living in Buckingham Palace” (16). Walter later exclaims that no one in the
house would ever understand him and his sister Beneatha explains why: “You are a nut. Thee is
mad, boy” (20). These explosive arguments continue to ensue as Walter Lee attempts to
convince his family that his goal is to help them live better lives. Because he has seen white men
his age making million dollar business deals, he feels that he deserves the chance to achieve the
American Dream as well (55).
As noted earlier, Walter Lee has a strong will when it comes to his dream.
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Unfortunately, it is a woman who holds the money necessary to fund it. In Their Place on the
Stage, Elizabeth-Brown Guillory writes that “Mama unintentionally reinforces the poor
treatment of Walter Lee…treats him like a child…throughout much of the play Mama either
ignores or invalidates Walter Lee’s dreams” (142). After Walter Lee finds out that his mother
has placed a down-payment on a house in white community instead of helping him start his
business, he responds, “What you need me to say you done right for? You the head of this family.
You run our lives like you want to…so you butchered up a dream of mine--you--who always
talking ‘bout your children’s dreams…” (74). At this point, Walter Lee’s strength is diminished.
His dream has been deferred and it is only Lena’s reconsideration in the next scene that gives
Walter back his strength and the opportunity to prove himself.
Troy’s strength is not as unstable as Walter Lee’s, as his role as head of household is not
challenged by a woman. He displays his strength mostly through physical dominance. In his
article “We Should Embrace Traditional Masculinity,” Warren Farrell supports stereotypical
notions of masculinity, but warns that masculinity to the extreme can create dire consequences
(109); Fences illustrates this potential. Several times throughout the play, Troy is involved in
conflicts with his son, Cory, which he “handles” through the threat of force. Troy uses violence
to ensure that his family respects him. In “Wilson’s Fences,” Joseph Wessling suggests that
Troy’s behavior is learned behavior:
What should a realist expect of Troy Maxson, who was abandoned by his mother at age
eight, fled a brutal, lustful father at age fourteen, began to steal for a living, and served
fifteen years on a murder charge? One can only hope for some measure of good, and
Troy exceeds a realist’s expectations (124).
Most psychologists would agree that domestic violence without intervention or counseling can
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create pattern generational issues. Guillory quotes author and activist Michele Wallace’s
suggestion that “black men have a tendency to react violently when they realize that the chains
are in their head and not on their arms. America has always said that a black man is not a man,
and it should not shock white America when black men try to prove their manhood by using
violence” (114).
It is not surprising, then, that Troy does not know fully how to express any other emotion
properly. In “We Should Reject Traditional Masculinity”, Thompson writes, “the flip side of
toughness--nurturance--is not a quality perceived as masculine and thus not valued…boys and
men experience a greater emotional distance from other people and few opportunities to
participate in meaningful relationships” (104). When Cory asks Troy why he never liked him,
Troy is unable to connect in a positive emotional manner. Instead, he becomes defensive and
replies, “Liked you? Who the hell say I got to like you?” (1.3.200-202). Cory’s question, which
appears to be a cry for acceptance and love, is met with a shove and an “in-the-face”
confrontation between him and his father. In Act 2, Scene 1, Troy gets into yet another physical
confrontation--this time with his wife, Rose. When Cory overhears the struggle, he quickly
comes to his mother’s aid by punching his father. Troy stops himself from retaliating, but warns,
“Alright. That’s strike two. You stay away from around me, boy…You living with a full count.
Don’t you strike out” (2.1.341-343). It is clear that Walter Lee and Troy have differing
definitions of strength. Walter Lee associates strength with having control of situations by
default, while Troy demonstrates his strength by taking control by force or the threat of force.
Family Financial Provider
Neither Walter Lee nor Troy factor in the acquisition of formal education as a part of the
equation to achieving the American Dream. Throughout A Raisin in the Sun, Walter Lee
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criticizes academia. As he talks about college with one of Beneatha’s boyfriends, George, whose
family is of the black bourgeoisie, Troy taunts,
I see you college boys with books tucked under your arms--going to your ‘clahasses.’
And for what! What the hell are you learning over there? Filling up your heads--with the
sociology and the psychology--but are they teaching you how to be a man? How to take
over the world? Naw--just to talk proper and read books and wear white shoes… (6465).
Troy shares nearly the same sentiment about education as Cory tells him of his full academic
scholarship and opportunity to play college football: “The white man ain’t gonna let you get
nowhere with that football…you ought to go out and get recruited in how to fix cars or
something where you can make a living” (1.1.175-180).
Washington notes that Walter Lee (For the sake of my argument, I will apply this to Troy
as well) “has a disdain for education not only because he feels it is a waste of time, but also
because the sensitive intellectual types who pursue it do not correspond to his conception of
manhood” (121). Both men, then, go to the “front lines” and fight hard in order to obtain better
blue-collar occupations.
In Act 1, Scene 2, Walter Lee discusses his disgust with his job as a chauffeur. He
complains, “I open and close doors all day long. I drive a man around in his limousine and I say,
‘Yes, sir; No, sir; very good, sir; shall I take the Drive, sir?’ That ain’t no kind of job...that ain’t
nothing at all” (54). Washington points out that Walter Lee bases his dreams on moral
obligation. He writes, “in Walter’s eyes he would be repaying a debt owed to his father; he
would be making his father’s dream come true by actualizing his prophecy: ‘Seem like God
didn’t see fit to give the black man nothing but--dreams--but He did give us children to make
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them dreams seem worthwhile’” (119). To take this idea further, if Walter Lee is able to realize
his dream, Lena surely could take back several of the negative statements that she has made to
Walter Lee about not living up to his father’s legacy. Lena quickly admonishes Walter Lee
whenever he angers her by telling him: “You are a disgrace to your father’s memory” (58).
Although Big Walter has been deceased for some time, Walter Lee is reminded daily of his
father’s sacrifices and commitment to creating a better life for him and his family as Lena does
her best to keep his spirit alive.
Not too long after Walter Lee and Lena have their conversation about her choice to
purchase a home and Lena’s destruction of Walter Lee’s dreams, Lena realizes that she has aided
in the emasculation of her son. She concludes,
I’ve helped do it to you, haven’t I son? Walter, I’ve been wrong…there ain’t nothing
worth holding on to, money, dreams, nothing else--if it means…it’s going to destroy my
boy…It ain’t much, but it’s all I got in the world, and I’m putting it in your hands. I’m
telling you to be the head of this family from now on like you supposed to be (79-80).
With this exchange of status, Walter Lee begins to daydream of the “executive life.” He
fantasizes with his son, Travis, about the conferences, secretaries, cars, and material items that
this new life will afford his family. He even promises Travis that he will say to him on his
seventeenth birthday, “Just tell me where you want to go to school and you’ll go. Just tell me,
what it is you want to be--and you’ll be it…Whatever you want to be--Yessir! You just name it,
son and I’ll hand you the world” (81-82)! Walter Lee’s vows to Travis exhibit his belief that
financial power and masculinity go hand in hand. Troy shares Walter Lee’s conviction, as
illustrated by his desire for a better job.
Troy, a sanitation worker, is upset that only the white men are able to drive the trucks,
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while the African American men are expected to complete the more strenuous work. He recites
to his friend, Bono, the manner in which he voiced his displeasure during a confrontation with
his supervisor:
I ain’t worried about them firing me. They gonna fire me ‘cause I asked a question?
That’s all I did. I went to Mr. Rand and asked him, ‘Why? Why you got the white mens
driving and the colored lifting?’ Told him, ‘what’s the matter, don’t I count?’ He told
me, ‘take it to the union.’ Well, hell, that’s what I done! (1.1.24-32).
Surprisingly, Troy is granted his request for a pay raise and a job driving the sanitation truck.
Troy’s rally for a higher position is not based on his desire to shower his family with gifts--it is
all about respect and demanding equality from “the white man” and his patriarchal society. Troy
does feel a responsibility to his family and as a strong male, he realizes, “It’s my job. It’s my
responsibility to you (Cory). I done give you everything I had to give you” (1.3.229-237).
Troy’s feeling of financial obligation does not mean that he is satisfied overall with his life,
however. In fact, at the end of Act 1, Scene 3, Troy voices that he feels unappreciated and
“fenced in” (trapped) with his family:
[To Rose] Woman…I do the best that I can do. I come in here every Friday…You
all line up at the door with your hands out. I give you the lint from my pockets. I give
you my sweat and blood. I ain’t got no tears. I done spent them. I get up Monday
morning…find my lunch on the table. I go out. Make my way. Find my strength to
carry me through to the next Friday. That’s all I got Rose. That’s all I got to give. I can’t
give nothing else (1.4.273-284).
This “confession” serves as a foreshadow of tragedy to come as an unhappy Troy, trying to find
his strength and feeling burdened by the financial pressures that are a part of his idea of
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masculinity, weakens and looks outside his home for happiness and an inkling of independence.
The Struggle for Personal Happiness/Independence
Just as things are looking up for Walter Lee and his business investment, disaster strikes,
as he loses the money that his mother had given him to a crook. When an opportunity to recoup
his mother’s money appears--in the form of Karl Lindner--Walter Lee is more than willing to
accept. Lindner comes to the Younger home with a financial bribe to keep the family from
moving into his all-white neighborhood. Clearly racially motivated, this offer still appeals to
Walter Lee because all he can think about is his dream and a quick way to provide his family
with “more money than we [they] ever had” (116). Lena abhors Walter Lee’s choice to accept
Lindner’s money and tells him, “You making something inside me cry, son. Some awful pain
inside me…ain’t nobody in my family never let nobody pay ‘em no money that was a way of
telling us we wasn’t fit to walk the earth. We ain’t never been that poor. We ain’t never been
that dead inside” (116). When Lena asks Walter how he would feel upon accepting the bribe, he
replies, “Fine…Going to feel fine…a man” (116).
In an unexpected change of events, Walter Lee refuses the bribe stating that his family is
too proud to “sell out” (120-121). Washington writes that “Walter’s final action does not
represent a renunciation of American values or his belief in the rightness of his dream of opening
a business” (122). Walter Lee is able to achieve a sense of happiness and peace within his
household--maybe not what he considered his goal to be, but definitely a great (re)starting place
to foster future dreams. As Washington notes, “The principal [sic] hope that Ruth and Walter
Lee have is one that Lena and Big Walter had and which people everywhere have always had-that someday in the future their children will be able to make their parents’ dreams come true”
(123). While Walter Lee earnestly strives for the betterment of his family, Troy’s pursuit of
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happiness and independence comes at the expense of his family’s overall well-being.
Not only does Troy intimidate Rose and Cory with physical violence, but he also stays
out late at night drinking alcohol, commits adultery, and has a daughter, Raynell, with his
mistress, Alberta—all with no regard for the pain that he causes everyone involved. Troy
explains his affair with Alberta by stating to Rose that “she gives me a different idea…a different
understanding about myself. I can step outside of this house and get away from the pressures
and the problems…be a different man…I can just be a part of myself that I ain’t never been”
(2.1.249-254). Troy fails to acknowledge that he has broken his marriage vows, and even after
Alberta dies in childbirth, he says that he does not feel sorry for anything he has done or caused
because it all felt right in is heart (2.4.7-8).
Troy fails to achieve and maintain his dream because of his egomaniacal behavior. It is
fitting that he dies at the end because there is no indication that things had a chance to improve.
Unlike Walter Lee, Troy is not able to embrace his family and understand their emotional pain.
While it is clear that Walter Lee’s or at least the next generation of Youngers have increased
chances to achieve the American Dream, the same cannot be said definitely for Troy’s children,
Cory and Raynell. Rose notes to Cory at the end of the play, “You just like him. You got him
in you good” (2.5.160). Cory denies his mother’s claim and swears that he will never be like his
father. His exclamation would be believable had Troy not felt the same sentiments about his
father after he, too, was beaten, kicked out of the house, and sent to make a life of his own as a
teenager. Perhaps Cory and Raynell have a slight chance to change things for their children, as
the situations do appear to improve as the Maxson generations progress. Before his death, Troy
expresses his wish to better the next generation of his family to Rose, “I don’t want Cory to be
like me. I want him to move as far from my life as he can get” (1.3.249-250). The tangibility of
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this dream does not seem to be as possible as it does for the Younger family, however, as Troy
places Cory in almost the same situation that his own father had left him. In essence, the
negative cycle has already begun for the next generation.
For years, The United States has prided itself on being acknowledged worldwide as “the
land of opportunity.” In A Raisin in the Sun and Fences, Walter Lee Younger and Troy Maxson,
respectively, struggle throughout their lives to prove to the powers of American society that they
are worthy of the same opportunities as white men. After considering the plights of Walter Lee
and Troy to declare their manhood, I venture to answer the question that Langston Hughes asks
at the end of “Harlem” about what happens to a dream deferred. When the dreams of oppressed,
African American males are deferred, stepped on, and ridiculed, they (the dreams and the men)
do explode—emotionally and physically.
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Abstract of

Some Notes on the Inconsistent Character of la
Niña Chole

The Sonata de estío, by Ramón del Valle-Inclán, features a
romance between an aging Spanish nobleman and a wealthy, young
Mexican woman.

The latter's behavior varies between frigid

indifference and decadent eroticism, shocking boldness and
unexpected timidity.

This brief paper suggests a possible

rationale for this based on her incestuous relationship with her
father and modern psychological analysis of incest victims.
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Some Notes on the Inconsistent Character of la Niña Chole

Between 1902 and 1905 the Spanish author Ramón del ValleInclán published four short novels, the "Sonatas of Autumn,
Summer, Spring, and Winter". The framework is the memoirs of a
Galician Marquis, who is an aging adventurer known for his many
seductions.

All four works feature an ironic look at the state

of Spanish aristocracy and their traditional values shortly after
Spain's humiliating defeat in the 1898 Spanish-American War.

The

Summer Sonata finds the Marqués de Bradomín traveling to the New
World after a disastrous love affair. As his ship approaches a
Mexican port he notices a beautiful young woman who tempts a
black shark-hunter to enter the waters despite the presence of
large numbers of sharks.
and bloody demise.

She seems utterly unmoved by his swift

The Marqués is both repelled and attracted,

but decides to travel with her.

They soon consummate their

relationship during a night they take shelter in an abbey.
La Niña Chole, the female protagonist of Valle-Inclán's
Sonata de Estío, is a fascinatingly exotic and amorous woman, the
incarnation of Bécquer's "morena ardiente, símbolo de la pasión"
[ardent, dark lady, symbol of passion](Rima XI).

Her behavior,

particularly her cruelty and eroticism, shows a rejection of
bourgeois values.

But she is curiously inconsistent in her

attitudes and actions.
The Marqués de Bradomín describes her in regal terms.

She

reminds him of "those princesses daughters of the sun" (88) with
her "queen's feet" (96) and the "voice of a princess" (106).
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Her

eyes seem to reflect "the ancient and noble races that in remote
times founded great Empires" (96).

Yet as this "royal" lady

listens to the Marqués invent a story of their romance for the
benefit of the Abbess, she dissolves into tears, "sollozando con
amargo duelo" [sobbing with bitter grief](114).

No explanation

for this startling lack of decorum is offered.
At times the young Mexican woman seems to be devout.

Upon

reaching the convent her first act is to approach the altar,
where she kneels and prays (112).
mass before they leave (124).

She also insists on hearing

In the meanwhile, however, she

commits a number of rather shocking sacrileges.

Exchanging a

"mirada burlona" [mocking glance] (112) with the Marqués, she
affirms her identity as "la señora Marqesa" [the Lady
Marchioness] to the nun who mistakenly identifies her as such and
admits them to the convent.

A short while later she not only

drinks from a fountain reserved for the sisters of the community,
but chokes with laughter as she sips the water from the "menuda y
cándida virilidad" [small, snow white manhood](115) of the statue
from which it flows.

Martha Miller says that with this act la

Niña Chole "also symbolically usurps the nuptial privileges of
the community of brides of Christ" (329).

Her adultery l;ater

that evening with the Marqués violates both the sanctity of
marriage and the holy grounds of the religious house.
In a series of related contradictions, the Mexican woman has
smiled at Bradomín several times, gone along with her mistaken
identity as his wife, and engaged in provocative play with the
fountain statue.

No man could be blamed too fiercely for taking

these as signs of encouragement, but her reaction when he enters
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her room is one of anger.

She threatens him for the third time

with the wrath of her husband. "Que terrible venganza tomará el
general Diego Bermudez!" [What a terrible vengeance General Diego
Bermudez will take!] (119).

Still, she does not call for her

servants to eject the Marqués.

It is yet another contradiction

that drives her into his arms.

When a death-knell tolls, she

becomes "temblorosa" [trembling], "con la voz asustada" [with a
frightened voice](119).

When the bell rings once again, "la Nina

Chole dio un grito y se estrechó a mi pecho:

Palpitante de

miedo, se refugiaba en mis brazos" [La Niña Chole gave a shriek
and snuggled to my chest: palpitating with fear, she took refuge
in my arms](120), recounts Bradomín.

This hardly seems to be the

same woman who sent a black shark-hunter to his violent death,
then smilingly tossed his pay into the bloody, swirling waters.
Bradomín promises her fidelity.

"¿Acaso temes mi abandono?

¿No comprendes que soy tu esclavo para toda la vida?" [Perhaps
you fear my abandonment?
slave for life](122).

Don't you understand that I am your

She quickly becomes dependent upon him,

threatening to kill herself if he no longer wants her after her
flirtation with a handsome, blond homosexual (134).

But a few

days later when the Marqués allows her husband to whip her and
then carry her off, she offers no protest, only begs for his
life.

"¡Su vida, no! ¡Su vida, no" (150)!

During their later

unexpected reunion she not only has no recriminations for him but
asks his forgiveness (161).

Forgiveness for what offense, one

might ask.
In still one more inconsistency, la Niña Chole feels
tremendous guilt over her relationship with her husband.
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With

her face hidden behind her hands she admits, "He cometido el más
abominable de los pecados. . ." [I have committed the most
abominable of sins. . .](122).

Shortly thereafter she declares

"Mi pecado es mío nada más" [My sin is mine alone](122).

Her

dreadful sin, it is revealed, is to have been the twelve-year old
victim of incest.

She remains bound to the General, who is both

her husband and her father, by well-founded fear; a previous
attempt to escape from him ended in the murder of her lover
(123).
There are several possible explanations for the
contradictory character of la Niña Chole.
into account the source of information.

First, one must take

The narrator is the

Marqués de Bradomín, a Don Juan recalling one of his many
conquests.

His interpretation of her smiles and her motives must

be somewhat suspect.

On the other hand, critic Rosco N. Tolman

considers her to be "the exact female counterpart of the Marqués"
(64).

It is possible that she seduced him to escape from her

father.

Her fright in the convent cell may have been merely a

pretext, allowing Bradomín to think he was in control of the
situation.

To support the theory of la Niña Chole as a "femme

fatale" Tolman mentions several characteristics she shares with
the stereotype: her eyes, smile, aggressiveness, perversity and
cruelty (137).

One of the first things the Marqués notices about

her is her smile, so similar to that of a woman he is trying to
forget.

The enchanting power of her eyes actually frightens him

a little.

He admits, "Verdaderamente, aquella musmé de los

palacios de Tequil empezaba a preocuparme demasiado.

Lo advertí

con terror, porque estaba seguro de concluir enamorándome
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locamente de sus lindos ojos si tenía la desgracia de volver a
verlos" [Really, that serving girl of the palaces of Tequil was
beginning to worry me too much.

I noticed it with terror,

because I was sure to wind up falling wildly in love with her
lovely eyes if I had the misfortune to see them again](90).

Her

sacrilegious play in the nuns' garden could be seen as both
aggressively seductive and perverse.

Her cruel treatment of the

shark hunter both horrified and attracted the Marqués (102).

The

comparison, however, falls apart when one recalls that the most
crucial element of a "femme fatale", her victim's fatal
attraction to her, is completely lacking here.

While Bradomín is

certainly enticed by her beauty, he suffers no harm as a result
of his liaison with her.
In her article "Disorder and Sacrifice in Sonata de estío"
Martha Miller implies that la Niña Chole's inconsistencies are
only part of the general disorder presented in Valle-Inclán's
novel.

She discusses the erosion of clearly defined sexual and

social boundaries, and suggests that it may reflect the author's
"sensitivity to the crisis of order characteristic of 'fin de
siècle' Spain and Europe" (330).

In other words, la Niña Chole's

behavior is reflective of the perceived general disintegration of
moral values at the turn of the century.
However, there may be a more direct cause for her somewhat
erratic actions.

She may be simply "acting naturally".

Modern

psychological studies show that victims of incest frequently
exhibit coyness, deceitfulness, dependency, seductiveness, and
tendencies to be both manipulative and unconventional (Stone,
239).

Feelings of guilt and shame are also prevalent (Charmoli,
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58).

This could easily explain not only why the young Mexican

declares that she has committed an unforgivable sin but also why
she cries at the romantic love story Bradomín makes up.

It

contrasts unbearably with her actual, sordid introduction to
"love".

The decadent Spaniard, quite unknowingly, may have

helped her recover from the weight of her guilt with his lowkeyed reaction to it.

A nonjudgmental listener can provide a

positive experience for the victim by showing that she is not
rejected or despised after the revelation of her history (Stone,
243).

The Marqués declares nonchalantly, "Los hombres como yo

todo lo perdonan" [Men like me forgive everything] (Valle-Inclán,
121).
La Chole's sudden surrender to him in the convent cell can
also be viewed as a not uncommon pattern for incest victims.
Margaret Charmoli states that problems with compulsive sex are
particularly associated with parents as partners and high
frequency of sex (63).

Stone confirms this theory:

"Sexual

hyperexcitability, for example, is often set in motion by
repetitive incestuous contact.

This may acquire the

characteristics of a trait, which may then manifest itself as
promiscuity or, in more extreme cases, as the 'symptom':
nymphomania" (238).

Damon and Card note that the threat of

"withdrawal of affection" may also be a very effective tool in
coercing desired behavior with incest victims (186).

The Mexican

woman may be viewed at this point to be in need of protection and
consolation.
The girl's astonishing tolerance of Bradomín's betrayal of
her also has a psychological foundation.
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Just as her father has

betrayed her filial expectations, evidently with social impunity,
she is not surprised or even offended when her lover ignores his
promise of fidelity to her.

As Stone comments, "All victims of

incest have, by definition, been taught that the strong can do as
they please, without regard for convention" (251).

Experience

has taught la Niña Chole that she can expect very little from the
men in her life, so she is grateful for whatever pleasure she can
obtain, however fleeting.
Her callous cruelty towards the black shark-hunter can also
by explained by the psychological effects of long-term abuse.
Sexually abused children accept that people in power have the
right to satisfy their needs first, regardless of the cost to
others.

Such children may well victimize those less powerful

than themselves (Damon 186).

La Niña Chole shows the same sort

of disregard for the shark-hunter's well-being as her father has
shown for hers.
Was Valle-Inclán aware of these psychological abnormalities?
Freud's observations of women suffering from "hysteria" were
published by 1895, but little real research on incest was
produced until the 1970's (Charmoli, 53), so he did not have any
official data on the subject.

Jane. M. Ford points out, however,

the relative frequency of the theme of incest from Greek
mythology to Shakespeare, and continuing in the twentieth
century.

Nonetheless, Sonata de estío's extraordinarily accurate

portrayal of the typical attitudes and actions of an incest
victim lead one to conclude that in addition to being a gifted
writer, Ramón del Valle-Inclán was a superb observer of human
behavior.
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Abstract of "A Connecticut Yankee in Don Quixote's Camp; Some
Parallels in Parody", by Colleen J. Combs.

The parody of chivalric literature in Mark Twain's A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court and Miguel de
Cervantes' Don Quixote of la Mancha creates a commonality between
these two disparate works. First, typical elements of the novels
of chivalry are reviewed, then examples of their distortion in
the two novels are examined. The differences in reader
familiarity with the genre and authorial freedom of expression
are noted as major influences in the distinctive styles.

2

A Connecticut Yankee in Don Quixote's Camp:
Some Parallels in Parody

Separated by time, space, language and culture, two authors
found a rich topic for satire in the novels of chivalry.

The

resulting books, Mark Twain'si A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court and Miguel de Cervantes' Don Quixote of La Mancha
could scarcely be more different in overall content and yet,
because of this common thematic structure, share a striking
number of similarities.

Parody, according to the Oxford English

Dictionary, is "an imitation of a work more or less closely
modeled on the original, but so turned as to produce a ridiculous
effect".

Imitation is thus implicit in the definition of parody

and creates a parallel format within the two novels. Howard
Mancing points out that virtually all the incidents in the first
few chapters of the Quixote are "directly inspired by the
romances of chivalry" (45). Mark Twain was certainly familiar
with the Spanish masterpiece, and the parallels seem too frequent
and consistent not to be deliberate.

Oddly, most comparative

studies deal with the Quixote and Tom Sawyer (Serrano-Plaja 23),
ignoring this seemingly more obvious similarity.
Chivalric literature is traditionally set in ancient times
(Leyerle 142).

Twain follows this precept, even using the

"golden age" of King Arthur as his setting, but subverts it by
introducing the foreign and skeptical element of Hank Morgan from
the nineteenth century.

Cervantes parodies the tradition by
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placing his chivalric adventures in

"a village in la Mancha", an

area considered by Spaniards to be as mundane as the Midwest is
to Americans, and "a little while ago" (56).

Both authors thus

present their current time period for contrast.

Another frequent

recourse in the novels of chivalry is that of a feigned author
(Eisenberg 120). Cervantes and Twain continue this technique.
Cervantes introduces the supposed "real" author, Cide Hamete
Benengeli in chapter 9, book I, and makes frequent references to
him thereafter.

Twain starts his novel as a visitor in Warwick

Castle who encounters an old man who begins to tell his story,
then gives Twain a manuscript of it.

The episodic, itinerant

nature of the ancient legends is adhered to by both authors as
well.

Don Quixote roams the plains of La Mancha and the

mountains of the Sierra Morena, while Hank Morgan wanders through
much of southern England with King Arthur.
The element of madness is utilized in both novels to some
degree.

Don Quixote, after reading too many novels of chivalry,

"stumbles upon the oddest fancy that ever entered a madman's
brain" (Cervantes 59).

His lunacy is noticed, commented, and

often taken advantage of by other characters. At the end of the
first book he is caged like a dangerous madman and is brought
home to be safely confined. Yet Don Quixote himself points out
the instances in traditional novels of chivalry of madness caused
by grief or love (242). Hank Morgan, who has awakened in sixth
century England after a blow to the head, assumes the people
around him are mad.

"So I gave up the idea of a circus, and

concluded he was from an asylum" (Twain 9).

Camelot, he gathers,

must be the name of the asylum (13). In both novels the craziness
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of the characters rests in their interpreting everyday life
through the medium of chivalric ideals.
A standard but usually minor character in the novels of
chivalry is the squire who serves his knight.

Sancho Panza is

the squire to Don Quixote's knight, and provides a practical
perspective as a foil to the latter's illusions.

He identifies

Don Quixote's castles as inns, giants as windmills, armies as
herds of sheep, and Mambrino's golden helmet as a barber's basin.
By the time they discuss the helmet, Sancho has become openly
skeptical of all of the knight's assertions, and bluntly
declares,
I sometimes think all you tell me of knighthood, of
winning kingdoms and empires, of giving away islands,
and of doing other favors and great deeds is nothing
but wind and lies.

For to hear you saying that a

barber's basin is Mambrino's helmet and not to find out
your mistake in over four days makes me wonder if your
brain isn't cracked (Cervantes 243).
The elder Spaniard explains the differences of their perceptions
as a matter of enchantment.
In his 1967 dissertation Dr. Joseph Harkey categorizes Hank
Morgan as the squire figure who demonstrates the scientific and
supposed moral advances of the nineteenth century over the
superstitions of the middle ages (175-6).

The "Boss", who cannot

be a knight because he is not of noble status, opposes all of
medieval knighthood.

He undermines their lofty status by turning

their armor into a handy platform for advertising, and repeatedly
ridicules the savage excesses of their seemingly constant battles
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over matters so inconsequential as right-of-way on a path. Hank
Morgan's common-sense approach to everything becomes a burlesque
contrast of the romantic chivalric traditions (Smith 69).
Humor plays a large part in deflating the seriousness of the
work or genre being parodied.

In Cervantes' description of Don

Quixote's helmet, which he declines to test a second time for
strength (39), the Spanish author leaves his reader to draw his
own conclusion as to the appearance of said article.
rarely so subtle.

Twain is

For example, his first impression of Clarence;

"This was an airy slim boy in shrimp-colored tights that made him
look like a forked carrot. . ." (Twain 15).
greatly to the comical effect.

Exaggeration adds

When Don Quixote is about to

avenge the beating the Galician muleteers have given Rocinante,
Sancho remonstrates that they are only one and a half against
twenty.

"I am equal to a hundred," replies Don Quixote

(Cervantes 147).

In the adventure of the sheep flocks he

declares that his help alone will sway the fight for the side he
aids (173).

Knights errant are known for their self-discipline

as well as their prowess in battle.

It is often a matter of

honor for them not to eat for a month (Cervantes 115), asserts
Don Quixote in a greatly exaggerated estimate.

Twain ridicules

both the boredom of Arthur's court at hearing Merlin's story and
the repetitious style of the ancient stories with the following
description:
The old man began his tale; and presently the lad was
asleep in reality; so also were the dogs, and the
court, the lackeys, and the files of men-at-arms.

The

droning voice droned on; a soft snoring arose on all
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sides and supported it like a deep and subdued accompaniment of wind instruments.

Some heads were bowed

upon folded arms, some lay back with open mouths that
issued unconscious music; the flies buzzed and bit,
unmolested, the rats swarmed softly out from a hundred
holes and pattered about, and made themselves at home
everywhere; and one of them sat up like a squirrel on
the king's head and held a bit of cheese in its hand
and nibbled it, and dribbled the crumbs in the king's
face with naive and impudent irreverence.

(23)

Morgan questions the accuracy of Sir Launcelot's account when the
latter claims to have "vanquished sixteen knights in one pitched
battle and thirty-four in another" (Twain 21).

But it is

difficult to outdo the exaggeration in the original novels of
chivalry.

In Malory's Le Morte d'Arthur Launcelot defeats

thirty-seven knights in one joust (123-4).

Martin de Riquer

lists twenty-nine giants, "beings of monstrous proportions", that
are battled in various novels of chivalry (Aproximación al
Quijote 98).

Loomis suggests that some of Chrétien de Troyes'

treatment of Launcelot may actually have been intended as
burlesque, but was misunderstood and taken seriously by his
readers (51).
Part of the humor in both works is derived from the varied
speech styles.

Many of the novels of chivalry are written in a

now archaic linguistic style.

Don Quixote, in deliberately

seeking to imitate their language, satirizes its convoluted form.
Mancing delineates the three major archaisms employed in
Cervantes' work.

They are:

1. replacing the modern h- for f-
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(facer for hacer, fermosa for hermosa, etc.),

2. vosotros verb

forms retaining the -d- (mostredes for mostréis) and 3. obsolete
vocabulary (ca for porque, catar for mirar, maguer for aunque,
etc.) (16-19).

Riquer points out that this archaic language can

easily be overlooked by a modern reader of the nearly four
hundred year old work, but it is a clear burlesque of the novels
of chivalry ("Cervantes y la caballeresca", 289).

Lines from a

novel by Feliciano de Silva are touted by Don Quixote for their
"clarity of prose"; "The reason for your unreasonable treatment
of my reason so enfeebles my reason that I have reason to
complain of your beauty" (Cervantes 57-8). Don Quixote's own
greeting to the two girls at the first inn where he stays is in
exaggeratedly formal style, "Remember that modesty is becoming in
beautiful ladies, whereas laughter without cause denotes much
folly.

However, added he, I do not say this to offend you or to

incur your displeasure, for my one desire is to do you honor and
service" (64-5). This archaic style forms a very noticeable and
hilarious contrast to the ordinary speech of the rest of the
characters.

Twain consistently contrasts the dialect of the

nineteenth-century American Hank with Malory's Middle English
(Kordecki 333).

In the scene where Morgan interrogates the

Demoiselle Alisande la Carteloise, the differences are apparent.
The Yankee asks direct, unembellished questions.
live, when you are at home?"
castle?" (Twain 54-55).

Your name, please?"

"Where do you
"Where is the

To the latter query he elicits the

following reply:
Ah, please you sir, it hath no direction from here; by
reason that the road lieth not straight, but turneth
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evermore; wherefore the direction of its place abideth
not, but is some time under the one sky and anon under
another, whereso if you be minded that it is in the
east and wend thitherward, ye shall observe that the
way of the road doth yet again turn upon itself by the
space of half a circle, and this marvel happing again
and yet again and still again, it will grieve you that
you have thought by vanities of the mind to thwart and
bring to naught the will of Him that giveth not a
castle a direction from a place except it pleaseth
Him, and if it please Him not, will the rather that
even all castles and all directions thereunto vanish
out of the earth, leaving the places wherein they
tarried desolate and vacant, so warning His creatures
that where He will He will, and where He will not He-(55)
At this point Morgan wisely retracts the question.
The practical matters overlooked or ignored in the
traditional novels of chivalry are also parodied.

The innkeeper

who knighted Don Quixote advises him to carry money, medicines
and clean shirts, or have a squire to handle the matter.

He

overcomes Don Quixote's objections that he had never read of any
knight bringing such articles by saying it was not "necessary to
specify such obvious requirements as money and clean shirts"
(Cervantes 70).

Hank Morgan is not so fortunate and complains,

"Here was another illustration of the childlike improvidence of
this age and people.

A man in armor always trusted to chance for

his food on a journey, and would have been scandalized at the
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idea of hanging a basket of sandwiches on his spear" (Twain 63).
Don Quixote is laughably helpless to feed himself in his armour
and helmet, and Hank Morgan curses the inconvenience of a suit of
armor with no pockets for handkerchiefs.
More intimate matters are also contrasted with modern
standards.

Queen Madásima roams the forests with a surgeon,

Master Elisabat, in Amadís de Gaula.

Yet Don Quixote flies into

a rage when Cardenio suggests that their relationship was more
than Platonic (Cervantes 236).

Morgan is scandalized when told

that Sandy will ride with him, alone, to find the enchanted
castle.

Clarence assures him, "She will go with thee.

always do (Twain 56).

They

Such innocence, frequently alluded to in

novels of chivalry, does seem more than a little naive, and an
easy target for ridicule.
There are other parallels in the two novels.

The name of

the "lady love" of each novel is changed by the male protagonist.
Don Quixote elevates the coarse sounding "Aldonza Lorenzo" to
"Dulcinea del Toboso" in imitation of the noble titles of
chilvaric heroines.

Hank Morgan promptly reduces "Dame Alisande

la Carteloise" to the very plebian sounding "Sandy".

Twain

similarly reverses an incident in the Quixote when the would-be
knight notices an inn, which is instantly transformed in his eyes
to a castle.

When Sandy shows Hank Morgan what she describes as

a castle, he sees nothing but a pigsty.

Both books poke fun at

the chivalric ideas of the life of a hermit, pointing out the
unpleasant but likely consequences of filth and hunger.
One of the major differences in the parodies of Cervantes
and Twain is primarily one of subtlety.
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Romances of chivalry

were widely read in the sixteenth century (Eisenberg 90), so
Cervantes could rely on an audience familiar enough with the
usual themes and structures of such works to recognize
immediately a satire of them, however subtle.
no such assumption.

Twain could make

He himself only became familiar with the

genre in 1884 when a friend lent him a copy of Malory's Le Morte
d'Arthur (Knight 188).

His humor, therefore, is generally

rougher, at times almost slapstick compared to the more dry,
tongue-in-cheek delivery of Cervantes.
There is a similar disparity in the degree of social
criticism of their own epoch.

Twain's attacks on the monarchy,

aristocracy and the established church are nothing less than
brutal.

He even went so far as to have his illustrator portray

the Prince of Wales and the Kaiser as "two of the aristocratic
boobies who gain military commissions" (Knight 191).

Cervantes,

working under the censorship of the Inquisition, was considerably
more delicate.

While carefully supporting the underlying

philosophy of the Church, he shows a certain lack of sensitivity
in the priest, who enjoys the deceptions of the Princess
Micomicona and the enchanted wagon played upon the trusting Don
Quixote.

In contrast to the peasant neighbor, Pedro Alonso, who

waits until dark to bring Don Quixote home from his first sortie
(82), the priest enters the village in the middle of a Sunday
afternoon, allowing all to see his friend's humiliating condition
(512).

The author makes no direct comment on these matters,

only including them as details of the story.

Once again, the

Spaniard leaves his reader to draw his own conclusions.
Clearly there are numerous parallels between the parodies of
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these two great novels. Despite the satiric look at chivalric
traditions, it is also clear that both Twain and Cervantes felt
genuine affection for the true nobility of values inherent in the
romantic ideals of platonic love, justice, and loyalty.

Their

own eras ultimately failed to improve upon those ideals; only a
madman believed in such things in Don Quixote's time, and Twain's
ultra-practical modern man wound up butchering countless
warriors. Both Don Quixote and the Connecticut Yankee use parody
of the novels of chivalry to criticize the lack of idealism in
their own periods.

1

A Connecticut Yankee was published under Twain's real name, Samuel L. Clemens. Nonetheless, he will be
referred to in this study by his better known pseudonym.
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This study compares two summer music camps in Boca Raton, Florida
and Austin, Texas. A number of similarities exist between the two programs,
including: a focus on supplemental music training for pre-college students
during the summer months, emphasizing solo and chamber music performance,
music theory and music history study; the utilization of professional
artist/faculty as well as University students on the staff; the involvement of
artist/faculty in public performance activities during the camp sessions; grant
support for providing outreach activities to under-served populations and areas;
the incorporation of interdisciplinary approaches in the curriculum, including
dance, movement, acting, story-telling, meditation, and drama.
The Florida program is sponsored by a major state university, Florida
Atlantic University, while the Texas program is presented by an independent,
non-profit organization. However, the curricula of both programs are driven by
similar goals and missions. Some obvious differences between the two programs
include: enrollment size; duration of program; budget complexities;
organizational complexities; space and equipment.
Because arts and arts education programs are generally vulnerable in the
current social climate, both programs are undergoing revisions of their curricula
and goals. A greater emphasis is being placed on outreach to broader
communities and building new audiences for the future.
Topics of Discussion
1. History of programs
2. Highlights of programs
3. Associated public performance programs
4. Outreach to underprivileged communities
5. Teacher training opportunities
6. Goals and new developments
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ABSTRACT
This paper briefly examines how Speech Act Theory offers a set of tools for an
epistemological study of characterization, which could definitively confute the longstanding view that Spanish Golden Age drama abounds, generally, in superficial
characters. Rooted in the notion that there is no exploration of the psyche of the dramatis
personae in these works, this largely neglected area of seventeenth-century Spanish
theatre studies is in need of critical redress.

SPEECH ACT THEORY AND THE COMEDIA : A SEMIOLOGICAL
APPROACH TO CHARACTERIZATION IN SPANISH GOLDEN AGE DRAMA

Critical discourse on seventeenth-century Spanish theatre, and a modern, semiotic
theory of language as a system of signs, might appear mutually exclusive. However,
scholarly approaches to Spain’s classical drama in the light of a post-structuralist model
such as Speech Act Theory, provide an appropriate context for a revisionist (re) appraisal
of these texts. Using a taxonomy of speech acts to describe the linguistic behaviour of a
character for example, unearths subversive and / or elusive traits in what might otherwise
be considered a stereotype on the Golden age stage, thereby challenging, as postulated in
this paper, the prevailing critical judgment that the personae in the Spanish comedia1 are,
for the most part, “flat” and “lacking in depth”.

The pragmatics of Speech Act Theory, or the study of language as a mode of
action particularly with regards to intention, purpose and effect, was developed by the
Oxford philosopher John Austin, whose 1955 lectures at Harvard University were
published posthumously as How to Do Things with Words (1975). Austin’s work, in
many respects a reaction to the traditional logical positivists’ approach to language,
presented the basic premises of Speech Act Theory, and made a significant impact in the
field of socio-linguistics, philosophy and literary studies. Austin divided the linguistic act
into three broad components: the locutionary act or “the act of ‘saying’ something”, the
illocutionary act or “the performance of an act in saying something as opposed to the
performance of an act of saying something”, and the perlocutionary act since “saying
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something will often, or even normally, produce certain consequential effects upon the
feelings, thoughts, or actions of the audience, of the speaker, or of other persons”. In
essence, the first merely follows the grammatical rules of a language (it has meaning), the
second denominates the action intended by the speaker (it has force), and the third
concerns the effect or “take-up” of an illocutionary act (it has consequence).2

Austin and his successors have been concerned principally with illocutionary and
perlocutionary acts since, in contradistinction to the locutionary act which by itself has
no particular meaning, they are intended to “interact with” and to “affect the behaviour of
the addressee”; in fact, in some articulations of the theory, the term “speech acts” is
analogous to illocutionary acts. Consequently, the illocutionary act was further organized
by Searle into five major categories: the directive, which expresses an attempt to get the
intended recipient to “act”, the commissive, which commits the speaker to “act”, the
representative, which holds the speaker to the truth of a proposition, the expressive,
which verbalizes a psychological state, and the declarative (not to be confused with the
declarative in grammar which is defined constatively and not performatively), which
effects instantaneous changes in the external non-linguistic situation / state of affairs.3

There is an intrinsic correlation between the form and function of drama which
renders it suited to foregrounding language as action; dissimilar to other literary genres, it
has an “action / performative” dimension, i.e. the theatre offers the ideal context for
examining the interplay of words and action, and words as action. Speech Act theory is
thus, by nature, appropriate for the analysis of drama, and a fortiori the study of dialogue,
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since dramatic action is motivated by speech acts and the fate of characters is determined
by, and is, therefore, inextricably linked to their linguistic interactions.

The application of this linguistically-oriented model to literary discourse is
particularly pertinent to the study of Spanish classical theatre, since it can serve as an
elucidating device for patterns of truthfulness, lying and duplicity, and hence, offers a set
of tools for an ontological study of characterization. When characters are observed in
terms of the nature of their discourse, aspects of their personality, not immediately
discernible, come to the fore; if the linguistic behaviour of a personage is marked by a
profusion of directives for example, this might underscore a position of authority, the
intention to usurp authority, or underpin subtle overtones of power manipulation.

A different but equally important pragmatic concept concerning speech acts and
their relation to meaning is postulated in Paul Grice’s theory of the Cooperative
Principle, which usually operates tacitly between speaker and addressee in interactive
discourse. This Principle, as outlined in the series of seven William James Lectures given
at Harvard University in 1967-68, Studies in the Way of Words, posits that cooperative
behaviour in a speech exchange is defined by four conversational maxims which govern
discourse: the maxim of Quantity - “Make your contribution as informative as is
required”; the maxim of Quality - “Try to make your contribution one that is true”; the
maxim of Relation - “Be relevant”; and the maxim of Manner - “ Be perspicuous”. The
theory, taken as a whole, assumes that speech acts are “profitable” when conducted in
general accordance with the Cooperative Principle and the maxims (30).
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The implications of Grice’s model for literary theory in general, and Speech Act
theory in particular, is observed principally in the contravention of the maxims during
linguistic interaction, i.e. in speech acts. A character may “quietly and unostentatiously”
violate a maxim by unwittingly failing to fulfil it, as in the inadvertent propagation of an
untruth. A character may flout a maxim, that is, purposefully and consciously disregard a
maxim, as in the case of a deliberate falsehood; however, whenever a maxim is flouted
with the objective that the intended recipient of the utterance recognize that this is the
case, it usually engenders a particularized or generalized conversational implicature, that
is, an underlying / implied signification, and in this event, the maxim is exploited. A
character may also be faced with a clash, that is, he cannot fulfil one maxim without
violating another, or he may blatantly opt out of the Principle altogether, by hiding
information or refusing to speak (30).

The application of the Gricean Cooperative Principle (hereinafter, referred to as
CP) to the global study of theatre, and to the Spanish comedia specifically, lies in what
might be deemed the “backbone” of drama, the quintessential element which thrusts the
plot forward, motivates the characters and delineates the themes, i.e. conflict. Dramatic
action is centred around conflict, and the comedia, especially the comedia de enredo in
which verbal confusion burgeons, is founded upon misunderstandings, deceit and
ambiguity created by words. The comedia, thus, foregrounds conflict through conscious
rule-breaking, dissimulation, confusion and obscurities. In other words, the essence of the
play can be traced to the point in which the CP fails to function effectively because
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characters deliberately opt out of it, or violate, flout and exploit the maxims in their
speech acts. Speech Act theory, then, provides a structural model for examining the CP.

In addition, the implicatures (pragmatic rather than semantic) which arise out of
the contravention of the maxims in discursive interaction, function as linguistic markers
for character study and will account for, at least, some of the implicit features of
conversational exchange. Moreover, these implicata create a dynamic relationship
between the dramatist and the audience / reader (breaking the rules might be in accord
with the intention to criticize a prevailing social custom for example), the audience and
characters (on occasions, the audience may be the only party who knows that a maxim
has been consciously or unconsciously broken), and among the dramatis personae
(certain characters might surreptitiously agree to contravene a particular code). This
results in a multivalent discourse, and accentuates the role of metalanguage4 in unveiling
the implicit texts within the text.

The dialectic tension of Calderón de la Barca’s Fineza contra fineza5 for example,
is foregrounded predominantly in the language of Anfión, King of Cyprus, whose speech
acts, marked by a distinctive profusion of directives, commissives, and declaratives,
become, as the play progresses, a linguistic signal of power and authority; the fit6 of these
acts invariably commit to “change the world to fit the words”, that is, they “speak things
into being”. In essence, as far as Anfión is concerned, at least, insofar as his illocutionary
acts indicate, his word is final. So, even though never explicitly stated, his speech makes
patent his psychological conviction that his regalian rights give him plenitudo potestatis,

6

and this brings to the fore, the political debate of early modern Europe regarding the
dichotomous principles of ethics and royal absolutism.

Concomitantly, the maxim of the CP which is most often violated, flouted and / or
exploited in Anfión’s linguistic interactions is the maxim of Quality, that which insists on
veracity and truth; the ensuing implicatures debunk the long-standing and generally
accepted notion that Calderonian kings are infallible “icons of power”. While the play
celebrates, on the one hand, the plenipotentiary quality of the king’s speech acts, it subtly
presents, on the other, a deconstruction of his logocentric power via the behaviour of
these same acts in the CP, and it is to this that the poles of intertextual reference are
drawn. There is, thus, a complex interplay of language, a counter-discourse to the king’s,
which creates a subversive undercurrent of ambivalence in Calderón’s attitude toward the
power structure of Hapsburg Spain, even though his works have been severely censured
for promoting, invariably, absolutist attitudes to kingship. It is a general failure to discern
these underpinnings which has also fostered the view, in accordance with the Neoplatonic
epistemology of Order, that the Iberian monarch on the Golden Age stage is, even when
the internal logic of the work suggests otherwise, the source of the moral outlook of the
play. As it turns out, Anfión is certainly not the Erasmian “Christian Prince” that critics
usually (unduly) make of rulers in the comedia, but rather, as revealed through the
overtones of his speech acts, Machiavellian-like in his stratagems; in essence, the
playwright subtly uses characterization as a platform for exploring his (human) weakness.

7

It has been almost a cliché for the past century, that the production of plays in
quick succession by Lope and his contemporaries, together with the liking of their
theatre-going public for “action-filled plots”, impeded any in-depth character
development. However, the application of Speech Act Theory to these works can uncover
the multilevel dimensions of the dramatis personae, as is evident in Fineza contra fineza,
revealing well-rounded characters whose disposition, psychological and otherwise, the
playwright thoroughly explores while developing, with verisimilitude and artistic
ingenuity, the themes of his plays.

Scholars, perhaps more inclined towards liberal humanistic approaches, might be
sceptical of the functionality of contemporary theories to an understanding of Golden
Age works. However, like Lacanian or deconstructive approaches to literature, Speech
Act Theory, while not an end in itself, is, nonetheless, a valid means of unlocking the
logic of a text. Since it provides useful tools for deciphering hidden codes, it can shed
new light on the Golden Age comedia, particularly with regards to characterization, an
area of classical Spanish theatre studies that requires a revisionist (re)enquiry.
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ENDNOTES
1

“Comedia” is a generic term that encompasses all the different genres of Golden Age drama.

2

John Searle developed a more systematized and compact categorization of speech acts types. He
proposed that all acts fall into 4 main types: the utterance, which, simply put, is a word (or words) spoken
with no particular forethought or intention to communicate meaning; the propositional utterance, which
makes reference to an object, real or imaginary, needs not be a sentence and might, but does not
particularly intend, anything; the illocutionary utterance, spoken with the objective of making contact with
the receiver and thus to communicate an intent on the part of the speaker; and the perlocutionary utterance,
which attempts to effect change and hence, interaction with the receiver. (“A taxonomy of illocutionary
acts” in Language, Mind and Knowledge, ed. K. Gunderson, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1975).
3

A number of other taxonomies of speech act types has been posited, such as those of Schiffer (1972),
Hancher (1979) and Bach and Harnish (1979).
4

Keir Elam defines metalanguage as “a form of discourse whose function is to bring language as object
or event explicitly to the audience’s attention in its pragmatic, structural, stylistic or philosophical aspects.”
(The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama. London: Methuen, 1980) 156.
5

The arguments presented here form part of a larger study of the play in the light of Speech Act Theory,
currently undertaken in my doctoral dissertation.
6

The fit of a speech act concerns the direction of the relationship between “language” and the “world”; a
representative, for example, seeks to get “the words to match the world”, while a directive seeks to get “the
world to match the words”.
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ABSTRACT
Shortly after it was founded by Cuban and Spanish cigar manufacturers, Ybor City was
annexed by the adjacent town of Tampa, Florida. However, for almost fifty years, Ybor City
functioned virtually independently of Tampa and eclipsed Tampa both culturally and
economically. The racial tolerance and ethnic diversity of Ybor City were in stark contrast to the
intolerance and homogeneity of its near neighbor, Tampa. This paper will illustrate how the case
of the decline of this unique neighborhood was the result of social forces not only national in
scope and culturally bound, but inherent to the urban experience. Viewed in this broad
perspective, the decline of Ybor City may be seen not as a destructive process, but as a
regenerative process necessary to the dynamic of urban vitality, for unlike the human corpus,
cities rarely die, but are more often reincarnated.
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YBOR CITY IN SPACE AND TIME
If we would lay a new foundation for urban life, we must understand the historic
nature of the city, and distinguish between its original functions, those that have
emerged from it, and those that may still be called forth. Without a long running
start in history, we shall not have the momentum needed, in our own
consciousness, to take a sufficiently bold leap into the future; for a large part of
our present plans, not least many that pride themselves on being advanced or
progressive, are dreary mechanical caricatures of the urban and regional forms
that are now potentially within our grasp.1
Very early in the history of urbanization, the developing cities took on specialized
functions: some became religious centers, some administrative, and some trading centers.
Others became known for their products, such as mining, weaving, metal working, and so on.
Some few became regional centers with all functions represented. These functions were almost
always represented by identifiable structures that were both functional and symbolic, such as
temples, palaces, or markets. However, there was a more subtle element, one not readily
identified by an architectural monument, but all the same, one that provided the city its cultural
characteristics, its soul - the neighborhood. Neighborhoods can be seen as the building blocks of
the city. As such, they provide a starting point for analysis, but also a source of
misunderstanding, because the city is much more than the sum of its neighborhoods. At the
same time, neither can exist without the other, as our American cities are discovering. In this
country we often associate neighborhoods with one or another ethnic group. This is not unique
to this country, but what is more common in the rest of the world is the grouping together of
people practicing the same trades or supporting those trades.
The city is complex and diverse in all its manifestations, in contrast to the homogeneity
of the suburbs. Jane Jacobs quotes James Boswell, who wrote in 1791:
I often amuse myself with thinking how different a place London is to different people
1

Lewis Mumford, The City in History (New York: Harcourt, 1961), 3.
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They, whose narrow minds are contracted to one particular pursuit, view it only through
that medium... But the intellectual man is struck with it, as comprehending the whole of
human life in all its variety, the contemplation of which is inexhaustible. 2
Ybor City began as a very special kind of town, one unique to the industrial revolution
yet not without historic precedents - a company town specializing in a single trade. Ybor City
was founded by a Spanish cigar manufacturer, Vicente Martínez Ybor, who relocated his
company from Key West to Tampa in 1886. The town was laid out by his engineer, Gavino
Gutiérrez. The final form and scale suggests that Gutiérrez was familiar with the traditions of
city planning established by a Spanish planning document, Las Leyes de las Indias, that dates
from the sixteenth century. These guidelines incorporated zoning principals, directions for the
proportions of blocks and streets, acceptable locations for building types, and height limitations;
all of which are reflected by existing conditions in Ybor City. The cultural traditions of Spanish
city planning saved Ybor City from becoming another dreary example typical of the company
towns that proliferated during the industrial revolution in the United States and England during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.3
Ybor's management style was paternalistic and expansive. He and Gutiérrez founded the
Ybor City Land and Development Company that constructed worker's housing for sale to
workers at reasonable rates and terms, and made land and financing available to even
competitors for construction of cigar factories on the theory that more business was better for
everyone. The result was a boom that propelled Tampa from a sleepy fishing village to a major
manufacturing center and international port and rail terminus. Anglo Tampa was not unaware of
2

Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Vintage, 1961), 194.
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I presented this argument in a paper, "The Company Town and Spanish Tradition," for the
Department of History at the University of South Florida in 1989.
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the potential of Ybor City and moved to annex it in 1887. Ybor and his colleagues were unable
to resist this movement, particularly since they and most of their workers were not U.S. citizens
at the time. But the fact remains that Ybor City and West Tampa, which was founded shortly
after Ybor City by an Anglo member of the Tampa Board of Trade, Hugh MacFarlane,
dominated Tampa both economically and in population until the 1920s, and immigrants and their
children - the majority of whom were Italians, Cubans, or Spanish - comprised more than 50% of
the population of Tampa until the 1930s. For all intents and purposes, Tampa was, up to that
time, three cities: the original Tampa, West Tampa, and Ybor City.
The annexation of Ybor City removed political power from Ybor City, but not its
economic and social independence. Ybor City had its own shopping district, clubs, and
entertainments. Although the cigar industry was the largest employer, it supported numerous
peripheral industries, such as print shops and box companies, as well as stores, theaters, and
social clubs. There were few reasons for residents of Ybor City to take the trolley to Tampa,
other than to attend to governmental affairs - the paying of taxes, obtaining permits and licenses,
etc. On the other hand, there were many reasons for Anglos to come to Ybor City. The best
restaurants in the area were located there. Gambling and prostitution were tolerated.
International known performers appeared in Ybor City; the social clubs presented operas,
symphonies and plays in their elegant auditoriums.
The contrast between Tampa and Ybor City in the first half of this century was dramatic,
to say the least. In Ybor City, men and women of both races worked side by side in the cigar
factories. Although the Italians tended to live close to one another, neighborhood lines were not
finely drawn on an ethnic basis, and Afro-Cubans lived next to both Cubans and Italians within
the same city blocks. This is not to say that there was not ethnic and racial prejudice, only that
race and ethnicity was not a volatile issue. The urbane Cubans thought of the Italians as
5

guajiros, which might be translated as rednecks, because they grew gardens and raised animals.
The Italians considered the Cubans spendthrifts and lazy, an attitude shared by the Spaniards.
Both the Cubans and the Italians looked up to the Spaniards, who represented the elite and who
were accepted socially by the Anglos.4 In reality the Spanish represented a Cuban social class
and not a separate ethnic group. Almost all of the Spaniards that have been identified as early
arrivals in Ybor City came from Cuba, where most had lived since childhood.5 They were
aculturated as Cubans and held Cuban sympathies, although differences between Cubans and
Spaniards was stressed by the Cuban War for Independence in 1898.6 Similarly, the AfroCubans were not as conspicuous as a distinct group to Cubans as they appeared to white Anglos.
Cuban attitudes toward skin color is a complex subject beyond the scope of this paper. Social
status was linked to skin color and racial prejudice did exist, but it did not take the peculiar form
it took among Anglos - segregation.
CULTURE AND CONFLICT IN AN URBAN SETTING
Much has been made of the cultural differences between Anglo Tampa and Latin Ybor
City. Most of the impact of in-migration during the early history of this country fell on the
northeastern cities. There the behavior of both the original settlers and immigrants has been less
than admirable. Mob violence was endemic in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Nativism embraced racism, as well as religious and ethnic prejudice. Newly arriving groups
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Ybor is such an example, having arrived in Cuba as a teenager, where he learned the tobacco trade.
However, his friend, Guttiérez, was an exception, having arrived in Tampa via New York.
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Ybor himself, at least early in his life, supported the Cuban independence movement, which led to
his hasty departure from Cuba for Key West in 1869.
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fought with earlier arrivals. The migration of Negroes to the north after the Civil War,
continuing into the 1920s, intensified racial violence.7
The South was generally spared the impact and social conflict arising from the arrival of
large numbers of immigrants. Although the South has had a long history of cultural diversity,
the various ethnic groups, with few exceptions, did not arrive in massive numbers as they did in
the North. Ybor City is one such exception. Up until recent times in the South, only New
Orleans has experienced the large numbers of foreign arrivals typical of Ybor City. Given the
inclination of the human species to xenophobia, the acceptance of groups exhibiting very diverse
cultural behavior is hard to explain, particular for Tampa, which was a small, homogeneous
community, unlike New Orleans, which had been a large, cosmopolitan city for a long time and
had a long experience of absorbing alien groups.8 One explanation might be that the Spaniards
and Cubans were invited to Tampa for economic reasons beneficial to the city. The Tampa
Board of Trade offered land to Ybor at a subsidized cost and was supportive of the cigar industry
through years of subsequent labor strife. The Spanish owners and managers were accepted by
Tampa society; and eventually, they, as well as the Cubans and Italians, rose to political power.
Tampa's attitude toward the cigar workers was somewhat different. They were lumped together Cubans, Afro-Cubans, as well as Italians - as "Cuban niggers."9 This attitude helps to explain
what appears to be Tampa's tolerance of Ybor City's racially mixed society. Nowhere else in the
7
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United States in the first half of the twentieth century could the sexes and races be found
working side by side in factories, much less living side by side and attending social functions
together. Afro-Cubans were even able to sit where they pleased on the Ybor City trolley. But
there was an element of compliance with the Jim Crow laws. Although the early social clubs
were integrated, the later ones fell into compliance with state law and Tampa's social mores, and
the Afro-Cubans established their own club.10 Not only did the variety of skin color dissipate the
ability of Tampa's whites to focus their prejudice, but the fact that the Afro-Cubans were a very
small, and often mobile, group tended to deflect this prejudice. The number of Afro-Cubans in
Ybor City never, by official count, exceeded 800 and decreased to less than 300 in the 1930s,
when many joined the black migration to Northern cities.11 The focus of prejudice, not only by
white Tampanians, but also by Cubans and Afro-Cubans was directed toward Afro-Americans, a
pattern of prejudice that has changed very little to this day. Nativism in Tampa expressed itself
in the labor violence that recurred with unfailing regularity every ten years for thirty years
beginning as early as 1887. The Board of Trade, representing Tampa's business and professional
elite, steadfastly supported the cigar manufacturers in resisting labor demands. Support in the
early years was often violent. In 1887, the Committee of Fifteen, formed tacitly by the Board of
Trade, ran union agitators out of town. In 1901 a citizen's committee deported fifteen strike
leaders to the Honduras. In 1910, two Italians were lynched after the killing of an Anglo
bookkeeper employed by a cigar factory. The lynching was supported by the Tampa Tribune
and trade journals.
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Although labor violence was typical of this period of U.S. history, the situation in Tampa
was accentuated by the radical heritage of the cigar workers, who were a volatile blend of
anarchists, Marxists, socialists, and syndicalists. The 1920s strike was relatively uneventful, but
by the 1930s labor radicalism had reappeared in a time of economic distress in the form of the
Communist Party. The Depression was the beginning of the end for the cigar industry. In true
capitalist spirit, a 17% reduction in demand was passed on to the workers in the form of a 30%
drop in payrolls and a 10% cut in wage rates. The result was the longest and most bitter strike in
the history of Ybor City. Although no deaths were recorded, it was punctuated by vigilante
violence, formation of a citizen's committee, city support of the manufacturers, harassment of
organizers, and arrest and conviction of 23 strike leaders. This was the last of the great strikes.
The ten year strike tradition continued until 1961, but conditions had changed. Arbitration
replaced vigilantes. Although the cigar industry made a brief revival after World War II, it was a
pale shadow of its former self. Ironically, the Italians, who had organized the 1931 strike and
been the most radical unionizers, had wisely seen the handwriting on the wall and moved on to
other occupations, merging into the security and conservatism of the middle class.12
Despite labor violence, economic hard times, and the faltering of the cigar industry, as of
1937, Ybor City, along with West Tampa, remained the population centers for the Latin
community. Fully 97% of this group lived in those areas. There is no evidence of Latins living
in the Tampa suburbs that had begun to develop in the 1920s.13
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TRANSITION TO NEIGHBORHOOD
For many years, Ybor City was a self-contained, introverted unit. Ybor City had
dominated the economy of Tampa, while its early arrivals were politically disenfranchised by
choice: they saw no benefit in U.S. citizenship. World War II was the watershed and bolita was
the catalyst that were to reverse this equation. Not only would the Italians and Cubans of Ybor
City emerge as political leaders, but Tampa would emerge as a true city, where its
neighborhoods would become an integral part of the whole, but the whole would be greater than
the sum of its parts.
Up until 1940, Tampa more closely resembled what Mumford called a polis, an
association of villages, a primitive step in the development of the city. For whatever its
motivations, the Tampa City Council was acting in the best interests of Tampa as a city when it
annexed Ybor City in 1887. West Tampa was annexed in 1933. Tampa was on its way to the
next stage in city development, the metropolis.
The relationship of city and neighborhood is one of interdependence. Neighborhoods
define the character of the city and are the source of its mandate: to bring together people with
communities of interest. Like cities, neighborhoods might best be described in terms addressing
functional relationships. For instance, Albert Hunter describes the neighborhood as "a uniquely
linked unit of social/spacial organization between the forms and institutions of larger society and
the localized routines of individuals in their everyday lives.14 Although he calls the
neighborhood a "social/spacial" unit, he avoids attempting to identify these "social/spacial"
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elements and chooses to elaborate upon the term "linked." This is more in keeping with a
dynamic concept of neighborhood as "overlapping, interweaving and turning of corners."15
For many years, Ybor City was linked to Tampa by the contact of its cigar manufacturers
with Tampa's business elites. Ybor City was independent of Tampa in virtually all aspects.
There was little involvement in the political life of Tampa by those who lived and worked in
Ybor City. This was changed in part by the success of illegal gambling, specifically bolita. Just
as the Board of Trade had invited Ybor to Tampa, the political leaders of Tampa opened the
doors for entry into the political system of Tampa by using Italians and Cubans as members of
their administrations to collect the bribes from Ybor City's bolita operations. The Italians were
particularly quick to seize upon this opportunity by creating a political organization that survived
the federal cleanup of bolita operations and elected the first mayor of Tampa from Ybor City,
Nick Chillura Nuccio, in 1956.16
Things had changed rapidly in Ybor City in the 1930s and 40s. The old paternalistic
cigar manufacturers had died. Corporations took over. The nations smoking habits had changed.
Cigarettes were in vogue. To meet the challenge, the cigar companies mechanized. The result
was the loss of high paying skilled jobs. The old cigar workers were reluctant to operate the
machines. During the war, women entered the work force in large numbers. The younger men
went off to war.
The cigar industry had provided a good living for its workers, even during the
Depression. Those that returned from the war did not share the economic insecurity and world
view of their parents. Unlike many of their parents, they were U.S. citizens. On returning, they
15
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had money in their pockets and access to guaranteed, low interest loans. The demand for
housing after World War II was unquenchable.
Suburbanization was a national phenomenon that grew out of the prosperity of the 1920s
and was fueled by improvements in public transportation and the availability of affordable land
on the outskirts of cities. The automobile and the freeway system accelerated suburbanization,
creating a situation in which neither city governments nor the vestigial planning agencies that
existed could effectively control. After the War, almost everyone had access to an automobile,
land on the outskirts of cities was available at a reasonable price, and financing for new
construction was available for veterans through the Veterans Administration and, for others,
through the Federal Housing Authority. Suburban housing was being constructed faster than the
net formation of households. The immediate effect was that the demand for central city housing
fell, as well as the possibility of urban revitalization by the private sector.17
Very few urban neighborhoods were immune to the magnetic appeal of the suburbs.
Most entered a downward spiral of deterioration. As the middle class left and property values
and rents dropped, the poor moved in. In the South, particularly, the poor were overwhelmingly
black. Some urban theorists have seen neighborhood deterioration as inevitable:
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Throughout the history of the modern city...neighborhood succession has taken place.
Prior to 1950, the standard pattern took the form of aging residences in once-fashionable
districts devolving to occupancy by ever lower income levels as their market value
declined. At the preterminal stage of the normal process...the one time mansions have
become dilapidated rooming houses or shabby hotels: the terminal stage, of course, is
abandonment and demolition.18
In Tampa even such a bastion of white capitalism as Hyde Park came close to becoming
a slum. Ybor City had very few mansions and came even closer to a terminal stage of
abandonment, but otherwise has followed the pattern of neighborhood deterioration described by
many urbanists.19
The dates and styles of houses along Columbus Drive to the north of Ybor City suggest
that Ybor City began to expand to the west along Columbus in the 1920s as the demand for
larger houses was fueled by prosperity among the cigar workers. West Tampa was the first
recorded area of expansion for residents of Ybor City. Its population doubled between 1945 and
1955.20 From West Tampa, the Latin community expanded north along Armenia and continued
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west along Columbus. Today, Town 'N Country, even further north, is the suburb of choice for
Hispanics.
Suburbanization was a great force that has shown no signs of dissipating. Its results were
devastating to the inner cities. Ybor City offers some unique twists on the story of neighborhood
deterioration. Suburbanization did not result in the breakup of Ybor City's ethnic communities,
but resulted rather in an extension of these communities. Ybor City not only remained the
symbol of their ethnicity, but to a large extent the previous residents retained ownership of its
land and buildings. The historic ties were not broken. Several keystone businesses remained,
notably the Columbia and Tropicana restaurants and several Cuban and Italian groceries.
Suburbanized Latins returned on weekends to eat out and shop in ethnic markets. The social
clubs limped along. The Centro Asturiano even managed to increase its membership, despite the
widening of Nebraska Avenue almost to its front doors. Afro-Americans began to filter in,
occupying rental units owned by the now suburbanized Latins. Like many other urban
neighborhoods, Ybor City came close to becoming a black ghetto. From 1950 to 1980, Ybor
City's black population increased 38%, a significant increase, but not overwhelming.21 In 1990,
the black population of the census tract that included Ybor City had decreased to less than
50%,22 and current trends will probably see that number continue to decrease significantly.
The poor have always been pawns in the housing game. In the 1950s, a new game hit the
streets: urban renewal. Established in principal by the Housing Act of 1949 and modified in
1954, urban renewal worked this way: The legal mechanism stipulated that a local renewal
agency was empowered to condemn private property not only for public uses and publicly
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owned housing but also for resale to private developers who agreed to fulfill the plan for the area
that the local agency had drawn up.23
Urban renewal was a marriage made between "those seeking reform and those seeking
profit."24 The Latin land owners of Ybor City could only see dollar signs, and they were in a
unique position to take advantage of city and federal programs: the city administration was now
in the hands of a Latin mayor, Nick Nuccio. Great plans were made. In 1965, bulldozers began
destroying Ybor City. Over 660 structures housing 1100 families were destroyed. Soon after,
the construction of I-4 removed a hundred more families and cut off the northern third of Ybor
City from its economic center. Before any significant construction could be made, a combination
of racism and the "new federalism" brought urban renewal to a halt. By the 1970s, Ybor City's
Latin population had shrunk to 12%. The remainder of the population was mostly AfroAmerican. Investment came to a halt. Only the Hacienda Ybor, a housing project for the elderly
had been built, and Latins initially refused to live there. Financial institutions redlined Ybor
City.25 But the "new federalism" was in the wings waiting.
Within the cities...a new urban political dynamic increasingly defined by a neighborhood
and ethnic/racial interest politics, combined with the changes in federal housing policies
to deflect power from the downtown business block.26
YBOR CITY AS AN URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD
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In the transition from village to city, the village is destroyed and the city emerges complex, dynamic, and diverse. The city is a complex conglomerate of politically imposed

districts and socially created neighborhoods linked by a community or communities of interest.
What is frustrating to urbanists, as well as governments, is that neither political districts nor
neighborhoods remain static and that the communities of interest are constantly in flux. The
demographic profile of cities, states, and countries changes, sometimes over very short periods,
as in the case of Florida in the last fifty years.
As part of an urban environment, it is important that a neighborhood not be independent,
not be a discrete unit, not be an isolate. As Jane Jacobs says, "As a sentimental concept
neighborhood is harmful to city planning. It leads to attempts at warping city life into imitations
of town or suburban life."27 Since 1950, the inhabitants of Ybor City have made a migration in
many ways more radical than their move from Cuba or even Italy. They have become part of an
Anglo city without loosing their ethnic identity. Indeed, they are redefining their ethnic identity
and changing not only Ybor City, but Tampa. In abandoning the isolation of the old Ybor City,
they have made it possible for the development of Ybor City as an urban neighborhood.
Ironically, the destruction of Ybor City may have provided the opportunity to exercise a
political power that it never had. Federal policy since the 1970s has been "to transform urban
renewal from a process dominated by the requirements of the market to one guided by social
intelligence."28 The result of this idealistic goal has been to politicize neighborhoods in order to
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compete for city and federal funds. It has not taken business interests out of the process, but
forced them to deal on a neighborhood level. There has been "a shift of power down to
In the 1970s federal money played a new role in helping to define Southern cities. For a
host of political and fiscal reasons, federal policy makers...began to redirect funds away from
large urban renewal projects toward rehabilitations and restoration projects... Such policies
coincided with a movement within cities to build on the uniqueness and diversity of historic
business districts and neighborhoods as counterweights to the bland and plastic appearance of
suburbia. In 1966 federal legislation provided financial incentives for preservation and, perhaps
equally important, encouraged cities to protect blocks of buildings by allowing for zoning of
historic districts.29
Historic preservation and the ethnic revival have often made compatible bedfellows. As
always, there are those who will make a profit, but there have been cases of "rickety coalitions
built across class and even ethnic/racial lines."30 Political and economic conflict is part of the
dynamic of the city. Whatever the outcome, the Ybor City that was, like Humpty Dumpty, can
never be put back together again. What is emerging is an urban neighborhood that preserves its
Latin origins, but one that also reflects the city in all its diversity.
POSTSCRIPT
The recent development of Ybor City as a center for nightlife only substantiates its
integration and contribution to the urban fabric of Tampa. How this change in Ybor city has
affected the demographics of the area, its Latin traditions, and its residential patterns is open to
future study.
29

Ibid., 9.

30

Ibid., 11.
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Chaucer's Pardoner: A Neutered Spirit
Chaucer's description of the Pardoner's physical appearance in the General Prologue of the
Canterbury Tales depicts a weak and empty individual; the Pardoner is described as effeminate and
a blatant deceiver who carries around pig bones and a pillow case which he passes off as religious
relics for sale. Chaucer's vivid description shows the Pardoner is a disgusting character who is
incapable of nurturing any real faith in anything other than money. The Pardoner exists in the
world with no real place or connection to anything, a neutered character as far as his spiritual and
physical development as a man and his relationships with others is concerned. However, when it is
his turn to tell a tale, his character surprises audiences with his compelling preaching talent. In my
paper I argue that his performance as a preacher, despite his hypocrisy, affords him some
connection to the physical world of people and things; that is, without his speech, he is little more
than a figure exemplifying despair, one who would exist in the medieval times as a spiritually
damned individual. As readers of the Canterbury Tales know, the Pardoner is a cheat. Yet while
he lies and swindles, he also obsesses over truth, even to the point of acknowledging and accepting
that he trades in sin. Trading somewhat in truth, the Pardoner desires respect from his pilgrim
audience for telling a moral tale, suggesting that what the Pardoner really desires is to be dominant
spiritually rather than sexually, as many scholars argue. The Pardoner is not performing, much less
alluding, to sex; rather, he is performing “truth.” Although his moral tale condemns the Pardoner’s
way of life, preaching the story to an audience allows the Pardoner to remain connected to the
world and feel fulfilled on some level; his preaching, therefore, functions as both a source of
condemnation and salvation for the Pardoner.
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ABSTRACT OF PAPER
“(Re)Figuring Race and (Re)Presenting Race: The Buffalo Historical Marionettes of the 1930s”
Cultural Studies scholars have turned increased attention in the past decade to the representation and
performance of race and ethnicity on the American stage. Recent studies of blackface minstrelsy,
constructions of Jewishness and other ethnic identities, and “orientalism” have explored the ways that
staged images reflect and have reinforced racism, ethnocentrism, and white hegemony since the early 19th
Century. Here and there, scholars have also explored the efforts of writers and performers of color to
challenge, reinscribe, and subvert the dominant representations with which they have been confronted.
Our research into the experience of the “Jubilee Singers” troupe of the Buffalo Historical Marionettes
tries to bring an analytical lens to the work of eight African American men and women. Funded by the
Federal Theater Project, the Buffalo Historical Marionettes created jobs for more than 200 unemployed
Buffalonians between 1935 and 1939. Carpenters, painters, seamstresses, singers, and actors were put to
work building puppets and sets and performing puppet plays for audiences of schoolchildren, nursing home
residents and other shut-ins, hospital patients, and members of social organizations. The project director
reported that more than one million Buffalo residents attended their puppet shows over this four year
period. They also toured to other sites in upstate New York, from the Chautauqua tents to the CCC Camps
and even Attica Prison, and they made an appearance at the New York World’s Fair of 1939. Despite their
profligacy and popularity, their story has been largely left out of “history,” from accounts of the Federal
Theater project to studies of the Great Depression and the New Deal.
We are particularly interested in the work of the “Jubilee Singers,” a group of five African American
men and three African American women who were employed within the Buffalo Historical Marionettes.
They performed a repertoire of plays (“Eli Whitney and the Invention of the Cotton Gin,” “The Life of

Stephen Foster,” and “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”) which presented “race” within “historical” settings, enacted by
“white” and “black” puppets. Although they did not write the scripts or construct the marionettes
themselves, their agency in the design and staging of their plays is an important part of our analysis. So,
too, is the social history of Buffalo, from the emergence of mass production industries with a high demand
for unskilled labor, which drew large number of immigrants from southern and eastern Europe and African
American migrants from the American South. We are interested in how the work of the “Jubilee Singers”
both expressed the racialized experiences of a generation of working-class Buffalonians and also refigured
race in ways that facilitated the interracial union organizing campaigns that swept the city’s steel mills and
factories in the late 1930s. They were an important part of the restructuring of Buffalo’s working-class
along lines which made interracial organization, relationships, and identities possible, at least for a brief
period between 1935 and World War II.
Our presentation at the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities will sketch out the
socio-historical context for their performance work, analyze scenes from some of their plays (illustrated by
slides), explore the impact of their work in Buffalo, and, using this particular story as a microcosm, seek to
raise larger questions about the performance of race and its representation on the stage for discussion with
other conference participants. We expect that the conference’s focus and setting will bring together a
variety of scholars interested in these issues, whether they know anything about puppetry, Buffalo, New
York, or the Federal Theater Project at all. We look forward to generating a wide-ranging conversation.
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6. Abstract: In this paper I argue that knowledge is not a conceptual kind, pace
nonnaturalists. The result is that the ground is cleared for naturalists to argue
that knowledge is a set of natural kinds or a natural kind to be studied
empirically, rather than a conceptual kind to be studied by a priori appeal to
epistemic intuitions.
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Knowledge is not a Conceptual Kind
Murray Clarke
Concordia University
The invasion of science into the pristine labyrinth of analytic epistemology has not
been without its detractors. Richard Feldman and Richard Fumerton have been prominent
among those that deny that normative issues concerning justification and knowledge can
be usefully informed by the descriptive resources of science.1 On the other hand, among
those that wish to naturalize epistemology there is disagreement as to how science should
be utilized to inform matters epistemic. Goldman sees epistemic terms as part of a folk
epistemic conceptual apparatus that we need to begin with, and improve upon, by
constructing a scientific epistemology. Kornblith believes that knowledge is a natural kind
much like water or aluminium and not at all a concept. Papineau thinks that knowledge
might be a module in the mind.2
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As a naturalist, I agree that science must play an important role in clarifying
normative, evaluative epistemic terms in nonnormative, descriptive terms. And, I also think
that a properly naturalized epistemology must be squared with the latest results from
empirical psychology. I think that knowledge is a set of natural kinds housed in the modules
of a massively modular mind. But I cannot argue for that here. What I will argue is that
knowledge is not a conceptual kind but a natural kind by offering what I call the Natural
Kind Argument. This argument will serve to silence those nonnaturalists who argue that
science has no place in epistemology.

1.1 Against Nonnaturalism:

The central claim by nonnaturalists has been that epistemic issues are essentially
normative in nature. As such, the descriptive resources of science are simply irrelevant for
the purpose of clarifying normative issues concerning the nature of justification, the
conditions governing knowledge, and giving an account of rationality or conceptual change.
The fear is that naturalizing epistemology will rob it of its distinctively human aspect,
something valuable will be lost - the normative dimension. Naturalists have responded that
providing an account that explicates the normative in terms of the nonnormative does not
make such epistemic concepts nonnormative.3 But nonnaturalists have not been
impressed.

What I find very strange indeed, is the idea that human knowledge should stand
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apart from our analysis of the rest of nature and from our understanding of other species'
knowledge. We are to believe that the results of science can have no bearing on the
pristine conceptual results of analytic epistemology. We stand alone as epistemologists,
providing the a priori foundations of the sciences, and remain unsullied with empirical taint.
This picture of the philosopher may seem appealing to arcane ears, steeped in Platonic
pedantry, but is it even vaguely defensible today? I doubt it. Philosophy tried to secure a
unique role for itself in the last century, by sealing itself off from the sciences, with
disastrous results. Philosophers such as the later Wittgenstein and J.L.Austin believed that
if one simply attended to the nuances of one’s native language and remained true to the
ordinary meanings of words in standard contexts that many philosophical problems could
be resolved. Wittgenstein also argued that philosophers should not appeal to the results of
psychology since appeal to factual, or descriptive, empirical data could not possibly help to
solve nonfactual, or purely normative, philosophical problems. One problem with this
approach was that ordinary language turned out to be very difficult to analyse in any fruitful,
consistent way. Another problem was that the stricture against psychologizing left
philosophers ignorant of many important results in the sciences. The result was that
ordinary language philosophy was put to rest by the 1950's. Surely, we do not want to
repeat that sort of mistake again. But the current disrepute with which analytic
epistemology is held can be largely attributed to the insistence of those who would seal
epistemology off from science so that the old wheel-spinning, scholastic projects can
proceed apace. Despite the success of externalist and reliabilist accounts of justification
and knowledge, it would seem that old projects die hard, no matter how unsuccessful they
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have been.

At the core of the debate, I think, is the assumption that knowledge is a conceptual
kind and not a natural kind. If knowledge were a conceptual kind then a priori appeals to
reason would seem to be sufficient to elucidate the notion (though Goldman would
disagree with nonnaturalists on this point). But if this is not so then science would
necessarily be important for the clarification of knowledge as a natural kind. My strategy,
polemics aside, will be to demonstrate that knowledge is composed of a set of natural
kinds. Eventually, I will suggest that there is a plethora of knowledge modules, each of
which is a natural kind. Moreover, much work has already been done in evolutionary and
nonevolutionary psychology to clarify these notions. First, let me lay out an argument that, I
think, is decisive in establishing that knowledge is a natural kind.

6.2 The Knowledge is a Natural Kind Argument (NKA):

Here is the NKA argument:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Either knowledge exists or knowledge does not exist.
(ASS)
If knowledge exists, it is either a conceptual kind or a natural kind.
(ASS)
If knowledge does not exist, then scepticism is true.
(ASS)
Scepticism is false.
(Assertion)
Knowledge exists.
(3,4 MT or 1,4 DS)
Knowledge is a conceptual kind or a natural kind.
(2,5 MP)
If knowledge is a conceptual kind, then it is a
social construct.
(Assertion)
8. If knowledge is a social construct, then epistemic relativism
is true.
(Assertion)
9. Epistemic relativism is false.
(Assertion)
10. Knowledge is not a social construct.
(8,9 MT)
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11. Knowledge is not a conceptual kind.
----------------------------------------------------------------12. Therefore, knowledge seems to be a natural kind.

(7,10 MT)
(6,11 DS)

My strategy in constructing this argument is to appeal to premises that anaIytic
epistemologists should find compelling, despite a conclusion that they would prefer to
reject. The argument will be successful if analytic epistemologists fail to find fault with its
premises. I take premise one to be noncontroversial. I take premise two to exhaust the
significant ways in which analytic epistemologists have characterized knowledge. Premise
three seems straightforwardly true. Most analytic epistemologists would assent to premise
four, i.e., Barry Stroud, Peter Unger, et. al. aside. For me, and for most analytic
epistemologists, scepticism is a last resort or an interesting challenge to those who might
defend some account of knowledge. Hence, I will say no more about it here. Premise five
follows from three and four by virtue of modus tollens. Interestingly, premise five also
follows from one and four due to disjunctive syllogism. Premise six follows from two and
five due to modus ponens. Premise seven is correct because knowledge is normally taken
to be a human construct by analytic epistemologists in the sense that it is our concept, we
made it. Just as we created the idea of a Canadian Quarter, the argument goes, we
created the concept of knowledge. Surely Premise eight seems true in the sense that
social constructs vary across cultures. By analogy, what counts as a quarter varies across
nations. Since that is true, what counts as knowledge similarly varies. But since analytic
epistemologists have always wanted to assert that the concept of knowledge is univocal, it
follows straight away that epistemic relativism is false and so premise nine is true.
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Epistemic relativism, as I am using it, is the view that there is no single concept of
knowledge shared across cultures. In other words, what counts, and should count, as the
concept of knowledge varies from culture to culture. The project of analytic epistemology
crucially depends on the falsity of epistemic relativism. After all, there is no point hunting for
necessary and sufficient conditions for the concept of knowledge if knowledge is not a
single concept. The very idea that our pretheoretic intuitions can be used to adjudicate
between competing accounts of knowledge, regardless of where we live, presupposes the
falsity of epistemic relativism. In this sense, the methodology of analytic epistemology
presupposes the falsity of epistemic relativism. Premise ten follows from eight and nine by
virtue of modus tollens. Premise eleven follows from seven and ten via modus tollens.
Finally, the conclusion follows from six and eleven due to disjunctive syllogism. If I am right,
most analytic epistemologists should find each of the premises in this argument to be
plausible since these premises state intuitions that, in my experience, analytic
epistemologists share. But the conclusion, in sharp contrast, is one that few analytic
epistemologists will welcome. Nevertheless, the argument is deductively valid and so the
conclusion follows from these individually plausible premises.

I want now to confront potential objections to the NKA argument. One might worry
that I have constructed a false dilemma at premise two. It might be the case, the argument
goes, that knowledge is an artifactual kind or no kind of kind at all. If that were so, then the
conclusion clearly would not follow. The burden here, I would argue, is on those who would
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distinguish between conceptual kinds and artifactual kinds. How, exactly, do these kinds
differ? A conceptual kind, on my view, is an a priori product of the human imagination. We
create our concepts. These include bachelors, dollar bills, and voting ballots (though not
dimpled voting ballets!). We might not have created such concepts at all or we might have
created concepts that were similar to those that we now employ in our conceptual scheme.
Our conceptual scheme is both arbitrary and contingent. But what are artifactual kinds? At
best, they are simply instantiations of our concepts. The voting ballot that you confront in
Palm Beach County in Florida, on election day, is not really a butterfly nor a crossword
puzzle, though it may appear to be one or the other of these objects. Instead, it is a
physical instantiation of a human-made concept. As such, artifactual kinds are derived from
conceptual kinds.

The other possibility countenanced by my potential critic is that knowledge is not a
kind of kind at all. But what, then, is knowledge? The sceptic’s answer is that there is no
knowledge. But this, on most versions of scepticism, does not eliminate the notion of
knowledge, it merely denies that the concept has an extension. As such, the concept
remains intact. Here it seems to me the burden of the argument is on my critic to clarify
what knowledge is. If it is not a human creation, i.e., a concept, nor a natural kind or even
an artificial kind, then I must confess that I begin to lose my grip on what is being talked
about. Call this the “mystery” notion of knowledge.4 I find no reason to take seriously the
idea that there are alternatives to those mentioned in premise two and so I think premise
two is reasonable.
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The other premise that might elicit debate is premise seven. One might wonder
whether it is true that conceptual kinds are really social constructs. After all, the argument
goes, you claim that the idea of a Canadian Quarter is a conceptual kind, surely Canadian
Quarters are not social constructs. But notice the leger de main here, the sentence begins
with talk of a conceptual kind, i.e., the idea of a Canadian Quarter, and ends with talk of an
artifactual kind, i.e., Canadian Quarters. Let me be clear: Canadian Quarters (the object)
are derived from the idea of a Canadian Quarter (even if they now have more in common
with the American dime). Once this confusion is cleared up we can see that there is no
reason to think that conceptual kinds are not social constructs. Since we create conceptual
kinds it follows, ex hypothesi, that conceptual kinds are social constructs. There just is
nothing else that conceptual kinds could be.

Knowledge, apparently, is not a conceptual kind. As such, much of traditional
epistemology can be put to rest. In addition, those naturalists who suppose that knowledge
is a conceptual kind cannot simply assume that this is so. They need to argue for their
view. In this respect, Alvin Goldman and Fred Dretske, who helped usher in the
epistemological naturalist revolution that we are now experiencing, must be seen as
transitionary figures. Why? The answer is that they have not accepted the full implications
of their own work since they persist in seeing knowledge as a conceptual kind. As such,
they are like Copernicus offering a profoundly new result while wedded to the methodology
of the previous paradigm. In the scientific revolution, it was Kepler who introduced the new
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methodology for astronomy. In the epistemological revolution, it is people like Devitt,
Millikan, Stich and Kornblith who have introduced a new methodology by insisting that
knowledge is a natural kind.5 This is so for the obvious reason that natural kinds must be
studied empirically, while conceptual kinds can be made perspicuous (it would seem) by
appeal to reason alone.

But what is a natural kind? What sort of natural kind is knowledge? Is there a
knowledge module just as there is a Theory of Mind Module (ToM) or a Folk Psychology
Module or a Folk Physics Module? Are such modules actually natural kinds? If so, is there
a knowledge module that is a natural kind, or many knowledge modules, or is knowledge a
set of natural kinds? The questions come quickly once we reconfigure knowledge as a
natural kind and, subsequently, epistemology as an empirical discipline. These remain
interesting questions to be addressed elsewhere.
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1 Feldman’s article is “Rationality, Reliability and Natural Selection” in Philosophy of
Science (1988), while Fumerton’s article is “Scepticism and Naturalistic Epistemology,”
in French, Uehling, and Wettstein.
2

See Goldman’s “Folk Psychology and Scientific Epistemology” in Liaisons (1993).
Kornblith argues for this view in “Knowledge in Humans and Other Animals.” Papineau
made this suggestion in a presentation at Rutgers at the Cognitive Basis of Science
Conference on November 1,1999.
3 Goldman, for instance, takes this position in “What is Justified Belief?”
4 One might think that knowledge is not a kind of any sort because it is a
Wittgensteinian game. According to Wittgenstein, such a game is not a mystery at all
despite the fact that we cannot give an analysis of it. There may be merit to this
proposal. I will leave it to the reader to think about this possibility. I thank George
Pappas for bringing this possibility forward.

5

See Devitt’s “The Methodology of Naturalistic Semantics,” Journal of Philosophy 91
(1994), 545-572, Millikan’s “Naturalist Reflections on Knowledge,” reprinted in her
White Queen Psychology and Other Essays for Alice, The MIT Press, 1993, 241264, and Stich’s “Naturalizing Epistemology: Quine, Simon, and the Prospects for
Pragmatism,” in C.Hookway and D. Peterson, eds., Philosophy and Cognitive
Science, Cambridge University Press, 1993, 1-17. Also, see Kornblith op. cit.
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Abstract:

This presentation will discuss the findings of a study which examined social
studies textbooks authorized for use in Canadian schools at various points in the
20th Century, in order to determine how Canada’s relationship with its powerful
neighbour, the United States, has been portrayed. In the first half of the century
textbooks were viewed as potential“instruments of international goodwill between
Canada and the United States.” Three themes emerge. The relationship between the
two countries is depicted as sterile. Canada represents all that is good, an image
which is juxtaposed against the United States which represents much that is
negative. Accompanying this is emphasis on the concept of friendly neighbours.
Textbook authors are anxious to assure their student readers that Canadians and
Americans are presently living harmoniously in spite of difficulties which may
have occurred in the past. In the three decades following the second world war,
there is a strain of anti-Americanism within the texts. Authors view this as an
essential element in what has made Canadians Canadian. There is grave concern
regarding the threat of American cultural and economic, if not political
domination. In the last three decades, textbooks pay scant attention to our
southern neightbour. Strident anti-Americanism has been replaced by reasoned
discussion of issues such as free trade between the countries.
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Abstract
Introduction: Healing is a key aspect of creating caring- transpersonal and integral
states, living life fully, and preparing for death. Yet healing and self-care of are rarely
addressed in the academic environment, even in such arenas as nursing education
where healing is thought to be a commonly taught concept. This workshop will guide the
participant through the spiritual healing journey of one nurse educator striving to create
an integral education experience for self and others. The participants in this workshop
will share in the experience of the presenter’s healing-journey and will then have time to
enact a short creative project related to their own healing path. Creative materials will
be provided. There will be opportunity for discussion related to the nurse’s own healing
and integral or transpersonal states and how the healing journey may be supported in
contemporary nursing education. Much of this workshop is based on the presenter’s
experience as a student at the California Institute of Integral Studies, one of the leaders
in innovative, integral humanities education.
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Abstract
Introduction: This poster session will offer participants the opportunity to gain a better
understanding of the contemporary research and findings related to the Noetic Sciences
(or the power of mind and consciousness). An in-depth definition of Noetic Sciences will
be offered. Contemporary philosophical and research-based findings related to the
mind-body and mind-consciousness disjuncts that were brought about by Cartesian
influence and the practice of reductionism in the sciences will be elucidated. The
rejoining of the mind-body-spirit consciousness with emphasis on the power of the mind
to heal from a distance or “non-locally” will be explored. Noetic Sciences and the link to
Jean Watson’s theory of Human Caring will be revealed.
Goals: The participants will have a working definition of the Noetic Sciences.
The participants will have a greater understanding of one aspect of the transdisciplinary
nature of human caring theory.
Methods: Poster presentation and discussion at the poster site.
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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to examine hip-hop as a cultural force in our
present society and to investigate its transformation onto the formal concert dance stage.
By comparing and contrasting the elements, qualities, and gender relationships observed
in works by Doug Elkins and Rennie Harris, both of whom work in the hip-hop idiom, I
hope to explore the seriousness and eloquence capable in this art form. I will consider
issues of appropriation, integrity, aesthetic ideals, and deconstruction, which are vital to
understanding hip-hop and its newfound place in the traditional dance venue. Embracing
a qualitative method of inquiry I will explore the cultural, aesthetic, and possibly even
symbolic values inherent in hip-hop dance in its avant-garde, popular and commercial
form. Regarding the relevance of sex and gender in the works of both Doug Elkins and
Rennie Harris I hope to analyze what the bodies on stage are possibly saying and what
they might not be saying. As a dancer for the Doug Elkins Dance Company for seven
years, I hope to offer in my research a personal and kinesthetic relationship to hip-hop
dance. I shall explore the idea that hip-hop may have been overlooked in its ability to
offer a new movement vocabulary and language for future choreographers as well as
provide some kinesthetic drama to post-modern dance performance. I have interviewed
both Doug Elkins and Rennie Harris on their beginnings, their artistic vision, and their
sources for inspiration. For background information on the vernacular form of hip-hop I
researched publications that traced its roots and history within the last twenty years. The
conclusion will look at where hip-hop is now and its possible future as a new postmodern dance. I will summarize the major points of my article and hopefully offer an
optimistic and inclusive approach to multiculturalism.

Abstract: Making ESL Movies
Kent R. DaVault, Central Washington University, 400 E. 8th Ave. Ellensburg, WA.
98926
Email: davaultk@cwu.edu
Making ESL Movies: a 90 minute demonstration including reading a story from an ESL
textbook, adapting it for screen play, casting parts, filming, editing with digital software,
adding effects and music, and rendering the movie. Handouts and critiques of current
digital cameras and software will be included. Members from the audience will be used
in the making of the movie.
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Abstract: Geoffrey Chaucer creates a linear representation of sin and punishment in "The
Miller's Tale." Each character earns a fate that directly correlates with his transgression.
The shallow characterization illustrates the association between the figures' "types" and
their vices. John the carpenter earns his cuckoldry for foolishly marrying young Alison
and his public shame for trusting his boarder. Nicholas the clerk (and John's boarder)
deserves his painfully intimate wound for seducing Alison and humiliating Absolon, the
clergyman. Absolon merits his humiliation for trying to romance a married woman.
Chaucer also reveals the flaws of the teller of the tale, the Miller, who drunkenly insists
on telling his tale before the Monk and, therefore, violates the social order. Furthermore,
the Miller begins a rivalry with the Reeve through the implied similarity between the
Reeve and John the carpenter.
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The fabliau is a literary form that originated in France and one that Geoffrey
Chaucer recreated in his own complex tales. The fabliau is a comedy and its plot usually
involves a triangle comprised of an old and jealous husband, a young wife, and a
lecherous student. “The Miller’s Tale” is one of his most famous fabliaux in The
Canterbury Tales, presenting a sense of justice to the audience in a comic story. The poet
portrays his characters as deserving of their absurd punishments by depicting them as
objects of laughter rather than pity. Chaucer uses this sense of justice to reinforce
conventional morality in “The Miller’s Tale” through the paralleling of the characters’
fates with their sins, the attributing of each personage to his/her inherent flaws, and the
reflecting of the sins of the figures in the tale by the Miller.
Chaucer creates justice in “The Miller’s Tale” by making the fates of the
characters mirror their respective transgressions. The most absurd figure and prominent
dupe in the tale is John, the old and jealous husband. Chaucer informs the reader in the
opening description of the aged carpenter that he has made the unwise decision to marry
a young and beautiful girl despite his fears of marital infidelity.
This carpenter hadde wedded newe a wyf,
Which that he lovede moore than his lyf;
Of eighteteene yeer she was of age.
Jalous he was, and heeld hire narwe in cage,
For she was wylde and yong, and he was old
And demed hymself been lik a cokwold.1
John is foolish enough to marry a young bride who he sees as having a strong potential to
commit adultery. The poet tells the reader that the carpenter monitors his wife closely
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because of her wild youth. The difference in their age is the reason for the carpenter
thinking that she will seek physical satisfaction elsewhere. The poet’s description
practically foreshadows the inevitable cuckoldry to the audience. In addition, the broken
arm that John earns in the end of the tale implies sexual impotency.2 If this idea is true,
John lacks the ability to physically satisfy his wife, which increases the probability of her
acting in an unfaithful manner. John’s poor judgment in choosing a wife reinforces
conventional morality by emphasizing the importance of marital fidelity.
John’s mediocre choice in a wife is not only a reflection of his foolishness, but
also of his poor values in searching for a matrimonial partner. Chaucer states in the tale
that the carpenter should have weighed practical reasons more heavily. “Men sholde
wedden after hire estaat, / For youthe and elde is often at debaat.”3 The writer not only
advocates marriage for financial and social gain, which Alison most certainly has not
provided to her already rich husband, but also claims that the disparity in their ages is not
favorable. Since John did not marry Alison because of wealth or social status, there is an
implication that the reason is his lustful attraction to her. The poet’s commentary on age
difference is an indication that Alison probably does not feel any desire for her husband.
John’s poor values in pursuing marriage reveal a reiteration of conventional morality
because he should regard marriage as a practical aim and not one of lust.
The cuckoldry is not John’s sole punishment; he also earns laughter from both the
villagers and Chaucer’s audience. John’s stupidity in believing Nicholas’s farfetched
story and failing to realize the extramarital affair taking place in his own home makes
him deserving of his fate at the end of the tale. The carpenter becomes the object of the
village’s derisive mockery.
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The folk gan laughen at his fantasye;
Into the roof they kiken and they cape,
And turned al his harm unto a jape.
For what so that this carpenter answerde,
It was for noght; no man his reson herde.
With othes grete he was so sworn adoun
That he was holde wood in al the toun;
For every clerk anonright heeld with oother.
They seyde, “That man is wood, my leeve brother”;
And every wight gan laughen at this stryf.4
The villagers stare and gape at the carpenter and dismiss his broken arm as worthy of
humor. John tries to explain his actions but the people are too busy laughing to hear him.
Oaths overcome the carpenter and his neighbors regard him as the village madman.
Laughter becomes John’s final punishment that eclipses his broken arm and cuckoldry.
Hines asserts the notion that the writer of the fabliau creates laughter at the tricked within
the tale. "The ridicule to which the dupes are condemned may be explicitly orchestrated
by the author, by providing characters within the text to laugh at the victim."5 The
laughter of the villagers encourages the audience to find humor in the fate of the tricked
character. Comedy serves as a method of depicting John as deserving of his fate. The
carpenter’s outcome sustains traditional morality by demonstrating a derision towards
him that results from his own failures in the important institution of marriage.
Although John merits the greatest humiliation, Nicholas is another character that
experiences terrible consequences. He deserves his fate because he commits adultery
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with another man’s wife and also seeks to make a fool of a member of the clergy.

His

punishment mirrors the nature of his immoral actions. Nicholas commits multiple sins
with his body, and the injury he receives on his rear end is, therefore, appropriate.
Chaucer describes the events leading to this injury:
This Nicholas anon leet fle a fart
As greet as it had been a thonder-dent,
That with the strook he was almoost yblent;
And he was redy with his iren hoot,
And Nicholas amydde the ers he smoot.
Of gooth the skyn an hande-brede aboute,
The hoote kultour brende so his toute,
And for the smert he wende for to dye.
As he were wood, for wo he gan to crye.6
Nicholas hears Absolon approach and decides to play a trick on him. The clerk places his
backside out the window and farts on the parish priest. Absolon stands ready with a hot
iron poker and promptly brands the sly clerk on the behind with it. Nicholas wails from
the smarting pain. Nicholas’s most obvious sin is a sexual one – adultery. Therefore, his
injury in the lower regions of his body is a just punishment because it reflects his
trespass. The fate of Nicholas illustrates the fabliau as judicious in the reinforcement of
conventional sexual morality through the punishment of sexual transgressions.7
Although Absolon’s act of branding of the clerk is not a public humiliation, Nicholas will
wear his sin in his scar tissue.
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In addition to adultery, Nicholas acts immorally in his attempt to mock a religious
figure. He places his rear out the window, knowing that Absolon expects Alison, and
then farts on him. The flatulence is another example of Nicholas using his body for
immoral purposes. Nicholas repeats Alison’s earlier joke but it backfires:
This Nicholas was risen for to pisse,
And thoughte he wolde amenden al the jape;
He sholde kisse his ers er that he scape.
And up the wyndowe dide he hastily,
And out his ers he putteth pryvely
Over the buttok, to the haunche-bon;8
The levels of immorality of the fart do not end with sins of the body and acts against
Christian figures. Nicholas is also using his intellect to accomplish his wrongful
purposes.9 Muscatine describes the result: “He [Chaucer] has already solved the ethic of
the poem, assault, when his cleverness elaborately overextends itself and leads to
Absolon’s assault on him.”10 Nicholas’s intellect backfires because he thinks he can
outsmart another clerk, Absolon, who realizes the rejection of his lust and has his own
form of retaliation ready. Nicholas’s wound from the hot poker is a proper repayment for
the fart, even though Absolon proposes to burn Alison. Nicholas’s injury, although
absurd, is a fairly serious one and reflects his transgressions. In addition, Absolon
manages to exact revenge upon the man who succeeds in seducing Alison. The parish
priest intends the poker for Alison who has tricked him into kissing her behind.
However, Absolon’s endurance of a more disgusting trick, the fart, makes the burning of
Nicholas more just. Chaucer’s choice of making Absolon, rather than John, the exactor
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of Nicholas’s punishment illustrates a conventional morality through a religious figure
administering a penalty to the sinner.
In addition to John and Nicholas, there is one other dupe in the tale who deserves
his fate. Absolon becomes the tricked at the hands of Alison.11 In seeking a kiss, he
deserves punishment to his lips because of his intention to place them where they do not
belong.
And at the wyndow out she [Alison] putte hir hole,
And Absolon, hym fil no bet ne wers,
But with his mouth he kiste hir naked ers
Ful savourly, er he were war of this.
Abak he stirte, and thoughte it was amys,
For wel he wiste a womman hath no berd.12
Absolon receives an appropriate fate; he kisses Alison’s rear end and feels disgust when
he realizes where he has placed his mouth. He then rubs his mouth with dust, sand,
straw, and a cloth in the attempt to clean it.13 This placement of other unpleasant
substances upon his mouth is an extension of his punishment. He deserves the revulsion
that he feels in his mouth because he attempts to place it on another man’s wife.
Furthermore, Absolon uses the ploy of wanting a kiss from Alison in a later visit to her
home and Nicholas takes her trick one step further. He not only places his behind out the
window but also farts on the clergyman. The fart results in a deeper humiliation than the
misplaced kiss. This second, more repulsive, punishment of Absolon is appropriate
because he commits wrath, one of the seven deadly sins, as retribution for kissing
Alison’s rear. Olson supports both the idea that Absolon deserves the misplaced kiss
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because of his attempts to use them as a lover and that he earns the fart because of his
pride. “Absolon has to endure the humiliating kiss because of his self-assurance as a
lover; he is befouled, at his second visit to Carpenter John’s, because wounded vanity
dictates his return to the place of his initial humiliation.”14 Pride sparks Absolon’s
outrage at Alison’s trickery and he decides to play a more harmful trick of his own. He
returns with a hot poker and calls for Alison at the window. The reader can infer that
Absolon intends to burn Alison’s behind because he would not expect her to have her
face poised for a kiss after her earlier rejections of him. However, he never obtains
retribution for her embarrassment of him. Absolon’s humiliating rejection by Alison
reinstates traditional morality because he is a parish priest and has taken vows of chastity.
Alison’s refusal relegates the priest to his celibate role, and his kiss to her backside is the
penalty for overstepping his religious boundaries.
Absolon also deserves rejection by Alison because he violates the conventions of
courtly love. On the surface, his behavior towards Alison gives the allusion of honorable
intentions. He sings at her window and sends her gifts. However, his humorous presents,
such as the hot waffles, depict him as absurd in his attempt to woo her.
Fro day to day this joly Absolon
So woweth hire that hym is wo bigon.
He waketh al the nyght and al the day;
He kembeth his lokkes brode, and made hym gay;
He woweth hire by meenes and brocage,
And swoor he wolde been hir owene page;
He syngeth, brokkynge as a nyghtyngale;
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He sente hire pyment, meeth, and spiced ale,
And wafres, piying hoot out of the gleede.15
Absolon wakes throughout day and night because he is thinking of his lady. He combs
his hair, swears that he will be her servant, sings, and sends her presents. His behavior
appears courtly but fails to stand up to the ideals of love. The romances of courtly love
dictate that the relationship between a married woman and an admirer never result in
consummation. Absolon’s actions are entirely an effort to gain sexual favors from Alison
and undermine his credibility as a courtly lover. The rejection of Absolon’s attempts to
win Alison’s affection strengthens conventional morality because he does not possess
courtly values in his pursuit of her. Absolon’s sole purpose is sexual gratification, not
love.
Alison is the character who does not receive any direct punishment for her
adultery or humiliation of Absolon. One possible reason for her escape is that she is the
passive character in the tale and does not initiate any of the main actions.16 She exists
primarily as the object that the three men desire. Pearcy writes,
As a final criterion, let the intrigue be devised and implemented by the young man
and directed at deceiving the senex, so that the relatively-passive female figure
exists outside the main action of the story as the prize to be striven for and is
neither the initiator of the intrigue nor, as in numerous stories dealing with the
seduction of some ingenuous young girl, its immediate victim.17
Chaucer’s depiction of Alison as an object rather than an initiator of events in the plot
make her worthy of escaping punishment. The three lovers also make Alison the object
of their lust in their respective ways. To Nicholas, Alison is mere animal satisfaction; for
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the proud Absolon, she becomes the celestial object of courtly love; for the greedy John,
she is what he hopes to save from the flood.18 Alison never retains a static position in the
tale because her position alters with each lover’s desire. As a passive prize, she does not
actually bring about any of the main actions, thereby making her undeserving of
retribution.
Alison also resembles wives in Chaucer’s other works, such as “The Merchant’s
Tale,” in which he portrays young May as a sympathetic victim of her elderly husband’s
lust. Chaucer depicts Alison in the same light, making his audience feel empathy for a
young woman who is unhappily married to an older, unattractive, and sexually
inadequate man. In returning to the poet’s lines about the young and old being in debate
for marriage, Alison’s passive role renders her blameless because the marriage is of her
husband’s choosing. These examples sustain traditional morality because the poet is
providing a commentary on the proper values for marriage, such as age. Alison’s
marriage is also almost a punishment in itself, a fact that is evident in Nicholas’s
relatively easy conquest of her. This sympathy towards different characters named
Alison illustrates that Chaucer communicates an understanding of the lusts of the female
and is not condemning them in his fabliaux.19
Alison’s resemblance to Alison, the Wife of Bath, is another demonstration of the
pattern of sympathetic portrayals of the position of women in Chaucer’s work.20 There
are flattering images in this opening description of Alison in “The Miller’s Tale.” The
majority of the lines explain her beauty, and many Chaucer critics feel that these
references imply a sense of innocence. Charles Muscatine states that there is a similarity
between these characterizing images of Alison and those of the Wife of Bath. He writes,
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“I feel in this description, especially where it deals with such unsuspicious images at the
“newe perejonette tree,” an outright, unqualified sympathy with the character, a response
in the poet himself similar in some respects to his sympathy with the Wife of Bath.”21
This comparison of Alison to a newly ripe pear is another implication of uncorrupted
youth. Muscatine’s assertion that Chaucer has sympathy for the Wife of Bath in the same
way that he does for Alison in “The Miller’s Tale” demonstrates that Chaucer possesses
sympathy for his female characters even though he mocks them.
Justice also occurs in “The Miller’s Tale” because the characters ascribe to the
inherent flaws of their character types, unable to overcome the religious notion of man’s
inevitable fallibility.22 John’s fate of losing the fidelity of his wife and respect of his
peers is a result of his greed. He desires to possess a young, beautiful wife, money and
prestige. Nicholas’s story of an oncoming flood awakens John’s desire to become
important. The clerk states: “And thanne shul we be lordes al oure lyf / Of al the world,
as Noe and his wyf.”23 Nicholas appeals to John through the vice of greed that is natural
to the carpenter.24 John believes the far-fetched and rather implausible story because of
his eagerness to become a lord of the world. Olson’s describes the carpenter’s avarice:
The sketchy portrait of John tells us that he is a jealous lover and a rich old
man who makes money from two businesses: carpentry and keeping
roomers. Both aspects of his character display a possessiveness which
asserts itself first in the action when he tells his fear – that he may lose his
precious Alysoun in the flood – and again when he demonstrate that he
can be taken in by the prospect of having the whole world and Alysoun
after the flood.25
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Olson’s description of John depicts a wealthy old man who is never completely satisfied
with his good fortune. John is not content with his profit from his carpentry trade or with
the extra income from keeping Nicholas as a boarder. Not even the young and beautiful
Alison keeps John satisfied with his possessions. Olson’s words make the ambition of
the carpenter appear almost compulsive. The punishment of John’s avarice bolsters the
presence of conventional morality in the tale because greed is one of the seven deadly
sins.
John’s greed and his desire to become a lord of the world after the flood cause
him to create another sin: pride. John is a tradesman, a carpenter; a title is beyond his
capabilities under normal circumstances. John desires not only importance in God’s
eyes, but also social elevation. Certainly, he would not become a lord in title after the
flood, but the story would demonstrate that out of all people, God has chosen to save
John and his wife. Pearcy describes this additional sin: “The carpenter is enticed to credit
the outrageous story Nicholas recounts to him because the prospect of being divinely
charged with the responsibility for repopulating a drowned world flatters his jealous-old
man’s sensitivities.”26 Nicholas’s story that John and Alison will be responsible for
repopulating the world after the flood also appeals to John’s pride in his marriage through
the expectation of great sexual activity between him and his wife. This appointment by
divine forces makes him see the blessing of his marriage. In addition, the story soothes
the jealousy that Chaucer describes the carpenter as possessing by promising him a future
of many sexual encounters with his wife. The story of the flood strengthens conventional
morality because it assuages his pride, another of the seven deadly sins, which the plot of
tale punishes.
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John’s last and possibly his greatest character flaw, which makes him the biggest
dupe and the primary object of humor is his stupidity.27 He deserves public humiliation
at the end of the tale because he believes the preposterous story of the oncoming flood.
He fails to realize that the story is nothing more than an elaborate scheme to hide the
extramarital affair that is taking place in his own house. Pearcy describes John’s
foolishness: “Like many of his [John’s] counterparts in classical comedy, he is
superstitious, and responds with the incantation of a “night spell” to the suspicion that
Nicholas has been possessed by the demon of midnight oil. Above all else he is
gullible.”28 The carpenter’s stupidity becomes a humorous quality worthy of laughter
instead of sympathy. His failure to recognize the clerk’s obvious plot of trickery makes
John appear as an asinine and gullible man. Laughter becomes a way of expressing
judgment of the carpenter for his failures in the text.29 John’s stupidity reinstates
traditional morals in the tale because he fails to place proper values onto his marriage.
He is afraid of cuckoldry, and yet he takes a boarder, a younger and probably more
attractive man, into his home. Furthermore, he falls for Nicholas’s ridiculous flood story
and immediately begins building a ship, leaving this sly clerk alone in the house with
Alison. The carpenter’s stupidity and gullibility become failures in his marriage.
John the carpenter is not the sole dupe in “The Miller’s Tale”; Nicholas also fails
to overcome his own character flaws. Nicholas is a scholar, intelligent and able to live by
his wits.30 He also embodies the slyness of the fabliau lover and is, therefore, clever.31
Chaucer informs his audience of the lack of moral character of the clerk in the opening
description of him. “This clerk was cleped hende Nicholas. / Of deerne love he koude and
of solas; / And therto he was sleigh and ful privee, [.]”32 The readers learn that Nicholas
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is secretive of love and sexual desires, and that he is sly and discreet. Chaucer does not
state towards whom secretiveness and discretion are necessary. Nicholas’s description
makes that unsaid person obvious; husbands are the reason for his slick maneuvers in
keeping his sexual relationships discreet.
In addition to slyness, Nicholas’s animalistic nature is a character flaw that he
happens to control better than the other figures control theirs. When Nicholas takes to his
room for several days, John sends a knave to try to get a look at the clerk and tell John
what he sees. Chaucer writes,
But al for noght; he [the knave] herde nat a word.
An hole he foond, ful lowe upon a bord,
Ther as the cat was wont in for to crepe,
And at that hole he looked in ful depe,
And at the laste he hadde of hym a sight.
This Nicholas sat evere capyng upright,
As he had kiked on the newe moone.33
The cat provides an indication of the animal portion of Nicholas’s nature.34 He
manipulates his clever intellect to aid his animal purposes. Nicholas’s sin is using his
wits and intelligence to serve his base desires. Using his mind, Nicholas is also placing
his faith in the sufficiency of wit rather than in higher places, such as religion.35 Nicholas
also uses his knowledge of astrology and his study of the stars to give him insight on how
to take advantage of women.36 The clerk’s punishment sustains conventional values
because it admonishes his manipulation of knowledge for his animal and sly purposes.
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Painful injury is his penalty for overconfidence in his cleverness because Absolon outwits
him.
Absolon is another figure in “The Miller’s Tale” who remains true to his character
flaws. The description of his physical appearance implies a man who attempts to control
the vulgarities of nature from which he is unable to escape.37 The introduction of
Absolon provides a physical description that is analogous to the clergyman. Chaucer
writes,
Now was ther of that chirche a parissh clerk,
The which that was ycleped Absolon.
Crul was his heer, and as the gold it shoon,
And strouted as a fanne large and brode;
Ful streight and evene lay his joly shode.38
Chaucer tells his readers that Absolon tries to part his hair and control it, but his gold
curls still stand out like a fan. The clergyman’s hair gives away his inability to control
his natural tendencies.39 Chaucer continues his introduction of Absolon in an even
greater comedic light. The most prominent and humorous example of Absolon’s inability
to overcome his flawed nature is his habit of farting. "But sooth to seyn, he was somdeel
squaymous / Of fartyng, and of speche daungerous."40 Absolon is partial to dangerous
words such as his conspicuous practice of wooing Alison outside her window. He makes
no attempts to ensure that Alison is alone beforehand. Nicholas, who just as easily could
be John in this situation, overhears the entire interaction. Lastly, Absolon, who has taken
vows of chastity as a clergyman, is unable to overcome his lust for women. Chaucer
informs his readers of this fact: “Sensynge the wyves of the parisshe fast; / And many a
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lovely look on hem he caste; [.]”41 Absolon’s pursuit of Alison is not an isolated
incident. Succumbing to his lustful instincts for the wives of other men is a moral flaw in
his character that he cannot overcome. He is unable to break from his intuitive baseness,
which results in Alison’s refusal and his punishment.
Alison is yet another figure that Chaucer explains has character flaws. The
opening description of Alison makes a couple of references to the animalism that is
behind the physical desires that motivate her quick capitulation to Nicholas’s advances.
Alison's physical description contains many animal references that reflect her animal
nature, the cause of her inability to resist her lustful desires. Chaucer writes, "Therto she
koude skippe and make game, / As any kyde or calf folwynge his dame."42 [and]
"Wynsynge she was, as is a joly colt."43 While these lines admit the animal part of her,
they also imply that Alison is innocent and childish in her animalism. Images of skipping
added to her young age of eighteen years makes Chaucer’s readers see her as an
immature young woman. He also uses the words ‘kid’ and ‘calf,” which evoke additional
childlike images. These references make Alison’s animalism a product of bumbling
innocence rather than an effect of a maliciously lustful woman. Her flaws of youth,
therefore, imply that the marriage is the scapegoat for the outcome of the tale rather than
her.
Justice takes place not only with the figures of “The Miller’s Tale,” but also in the
Miller himself, who embodies many of the sins of his characters. The first sin he
commits in during the pilgrimage to Canterbury is pride with his drunken interruption of
insisting of telling his tale ahead of the monk. Chaucer writes,
The Millere, that for dronken was al pale,
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So that unnethe upon his hors he sat,
He nolde avalen neither hood ne hat,
Ne abyde no man for his curteisie.44
The Miller is drunk and barely balancing atop his horse. He lacks the social courtesies to
know that he should remove his hat. The host beckons the pilgrims to tell tales in
accordance with their social status. After the Knight finishes his tale, the host turns to the
Monk. The Miller’s rudeness continues from his sloppy stance to his interruption
because his pride makes him feel more important than the status of the Monk and the
Host who dictates the order of the tale telling. Olson asserts the Miller’s social
transgression: “He [the Miller] is also the vainglory which makes him insist that he go
before the monk, a pilgrim placed higher in the hierarchy of society, and brings him to
tell a fabliau of arms, blood, and bones and to regard it as quitting the Knight’s epic.”45
The Miller’s choice in telling a fabliau, a parody of a courtly romance such as the
Knight’s, depicts the difference in the social positions of the two men. The Miller’s act
mirrors the pride of John, who wants to become lord of the world after the flood and have
God’s blessing as a chosen survivor who must repopulate the earth with his offspring.
The Miller’s pride in demanding to tell his tale ahead of the Monk earns him the
annoyance of the other pilgrims. His story also sparks a vindictive exchange of tales
between him and the Reeve.
In addition to pride, the Miller, according to the Reeve, also commits another sin
of John’s: avarice. “The Reeve’s Tale” is a rebuttal, in which the Reeve describes a
Miller who steals from his customers.46 Since there is an implication that the various
tales reflect aspects of the actual pilgrims, “The Reeve’s Tale” provides a factual basis
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for labeling the Miller in The Canterbury Tales as a thief. The “General Prologue” also
hints at the Miller’s stealing: “Wel koude he stelen corn and tollen thries; / And yet he
hadde a thombe of gold, pardee.”47 Theft is one way for the Miller, both the pilgrim and
character, to gain wealth. John the carpenter also desires wealth and strives to obtain it
through various methods, hoping to obtain the world after the flood. The Miller
embodies the sins of his own tale’s primary dupe in “The Reeve’s Tale.”48 The Reeve
has taken John’s sin of avarice one step further by depicting the Miller as a thief as
revenge. The Miller’s own unflattering portrait of the Reeve as a cuckolded carpenter
merits the retaliation. The Reeve punishes the Miller’s greed through public exposure in
“The Reeve’s Tale.”
The Miller also embodies the sins of other characters in his tale. Nicholas the
clerk is a lecherous man in his adultery with Alison. The Miller’s facial features imply
that he is also a sinfully lustful man.49 Chaucer introduces the Miller in “The General
Prologue” by describing his physical appearance:
His berd as any sowe or fox was reed,
And therto brood, as though it were a spade.
Upon the cop right of his nose he hade
A werte, and theron stood a toft of herys,
Reed as the brustles of a sowes erys;50
The Miller’s beard and wart hairs are red and abundant. The wart is the most repulsive of
his features and implies venereal disease. In addition, Chaucer describes a man with
large muscles and a stocky body. The Miller is as much virile as he is vulgar. Both
qualities indicate a sexually immoral character.
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The Miller also commits the sin of corruption, which reflects the behavior of both
Nicholas and Absolon. Nicholas corrupts Alison when he seduces her, causing her to
break her wedding vows. He is also unscrupulous in his relationship to John because the
clerk is John’s boarder; the carpenter expresses concern for Nicholas when he remains in
his room for several days. Absolon is perverse in his attempts to seduce Alison because
he is trying to persuade her to commit adultery. He is also corrupt in regards to his own
vows of chastity as a clergyman. The Miller illustrates this sin in his telling of his tale
because he brings about a rivalry of lewd tales between himself and the Reeve. Olson
describes the Miller’s action: “As he tells a narrative about corruption, he corrupts. He
brings Oswald down to his level and inspires a train of churlish narrative.”51 The tale
also brings about an attempt at corruption of the pilgrims because the story is about illicit
sex and vulgar bodily functions. The Reeve delivers justice to the Miller through “The
Reeve’s Tale,” in which the Miller becomes the dupe of a greater sexual humiliation, the
cuckoldry of both his wife and daughter, and the foiling of his theft. The two educated
clerks shame and defeat the Miller, and the Reeve has his retaliation of the defamation of
his own character.
Chaucer takes a simple French literary form, the fabliau, and transforms it into a
complicated dialogue that intertwines conventional morality with humor. He retains the
traditional lewd comedy of the French fabliaux but manages to weave in subtle moral
lessons. The poet creates an elaborate symmetry in the punishments of the dupes in “The
Miller’s Tale,” inflicting outcomes that mirror the sins of each character. The humor of
the respective penalties becomes an additional form of castigation by regarding the
figures as deserving of their fates. The undercurrent of traditional values in this fabliau
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makes this tale appropriate for Chaucer’s audience by sending a moral message through
the raunchy comedy, maintaining a portrayal of chastised sin.
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Abstract: Neil Jordan's The Crying Game illustrates the limitations of society's sexual
classifications. Dil, a transgender person, lives as a woman in public space but has
crafted a more unique identity in her community. Fergus begins to question his own
sexual identity because of relationship with and his feelings for Dil. Fergus realizes that
Dil's identity has the ability to alter his own. This film demonstrates that the social
context of one's body and identity affects that of others because sexual identity is a
relational concept. The labels 'man' and 'woman' are inadequate to describe Dil; she
manages to create her identity within the space of a transgender/ transvestite community.
Fergus struggles with the categories of 'heterosexuality' and 'homosexuality,' which are
clearly insufficient to classify his feelings for Dil.
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How does a transgender person exist in the binary system of sexual categories?
Neil Jordan’s The Crying Game confronts the audience with this question through Dil, the
transgender protagonist who lives a complicated existence in a transvestite community.
The reactions of others to both her sex and gender illustrate a variety of degrees of
acceptance and sexual classifications. Fergus classifies her as male because of her
physical anatomy, yet her acquaintances refer to her as female. Dil is a transgender
person who needs a space for her sexual identity to exist and language to define it; she
lives as a woman in her appearance because there is only public space for two sexual
categories in the film.
When attempting to sexually categorize Dil, one must decide upon the
determining characteristics. Dil’s name is sexually ambiguous; one does not know
whether she is a man or woman from hearing it. Her first appearance in the film, which
takes place in the beauty salon, is of a feminine figure clad in a short black dress with
long, soft, curly hair and red polished fingernails. When she later appears nude, she
confronts both Fergus and the audience with her male physical anatomy, which her
clothing rather convincingly disguises as female. Fergus and the viewers must determine
which traits measure one’s sexual identity. Butler asks the question like this:
And what is “sex” anyway? Is it natural, anatomical, chromosomal, or
hormonal, and how is a feminist critic to assess the scientific discourses
which purport to establish such “facts” for us? [. . .] Is there a history of
how the duality of sex was established, a genealogy that might expose the
binary options as a variable construction? Are the ostensibly natural facts
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of sex discursively produced by various scientific discourses in the service
of other political and social interests?1
These specific questions make important points about how culture determines sex. If sex
is anatomical, then Dil must be male, which Fergus believes. Dil, on the other hand,
labels male organs as "Details, baby, details."2 However, limiting sexual categorization
to genital anatomy creates ambiguous situations such as the hermaphrodite, who becomes
difficult to classify because s/he fails to embody exclusively male or female parts. If sex
is hormonal, then Dil would likely be female. The film does not discuss whether or not
she is taking hormones, but her lack of facial hair indicates a rather high possibility.
Despite Dil’s embodiment of both male and female characteristics, Fergus and
many in the audience still see her as male. The film touches upon the concept that genital
anatomy determines sex for society through Fergus’s classification of her as a man, yet
also makes the viewers question this assumption by depicting his perception of Dil as a
woman in their encounter. The heavy social investment in anatomy to determine
biological sex falls under examination and the film asks its viewers to consider the
source. Susan Bordo grounds her objection to biological determinism in the meanings
that human beings create behind language:
In other words, human beings are responsible for the very division of
creatures into “males” and“females.” It’s just a heterosexist“trope,” a product of
language. What about the obvious differences– in genital structure, for
example? We are the ones who have made those count as the dividing line
between two sexes.3
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Bordo’s reasoning is that one’s biological sex cannot completely account for destiny,
which is the argument of biological determinism, because the labels ‘male’ and ‘female’ are
creations of human beings. Culture has made genital anatomy the determining factor for
the two basic sexual categories ‘male’ and ‘female.’ Bordo’s argument that sexual
classifications are conceptions of society means that Dil is not a failure for not fitting into
binary identities; society fails her by not creating an adequate definition for her.
The determination that genital structure, a visible attribute, is the basis of sex
extends to gendered appearance in Kath Weston’s argument about the preoccupation with
the visual. She explains that there is an investment in visual markers to stand for biology.
She writes, “Instead, they infer chromosomes and genitalia from cues that are open to
visual and, to a lesser extent, auditory or tactile inspection. Hair, dress, posture, stylized
ways of calling the muscles to action, all nudge perception down familiar interpretive
roads.”4 The visual is important enough in associating it with sexual anatomy that it
becomes a factor by itself when determining one’s sex. Fergus associates Dil’s appearance
with female anatomy and becomes physically ill upon discovering the discrepancy. The
film confronts the audience with the striking image of Dil’s nude body, forcing the
viewers to question their own assumptions that the stylized appearance represents sex.
Kath Weston’s notion of the relationship between the visual and one’s sexual
identity necessitates a glance at Dil’s physical presentation in order to determine her
sexual classification. Her feminine appearance is evidence that could make one think that
Dil desires to pass as a woman, however she only chooses to do so for convenience
outside of her community of friends. She chooses to frequent a transvestite bar and
admits to Fergus that her coworkers know about her anatomy. She admittedly enjoys the
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perception of herself as an attractive woman on several occasions. One example is her
visit to the construction site where Fergus works, where she welcomes whistles from the
other construction workers. Fergus’s employer also calls her a tart in her presence,
depicting the general social acceptance and reinforcement of Dil’s femininity. These
scenes demonstrate Denise Riley’s idea that external reinforcement is a reminder of one’s
gender:
That is, that it’s not possible to live twenty-four hours a day soaked in the
immediate awareness of one’s sex. Gendered self-consciousness has,
mercifully, a flickering nature. [. . .] Only at some secondary stage of
reflection induced by something else, some ironic juxtaposition perhaps,
would your thought about your body’s abrupt interruption become, ‘Now
maddeningly, I’m pushed into this female gender.5
Riley’s discussion of gender as an exterior force defines the category as social. Gender is
not an internal classification to which one adheres but one that social behavior maintains.
Unlike Dil’s known community and the anonymous public (as a whole), Fergus is a
reminder to Dil that she is not the sex that society assumes coincides with female gender.
In the scene in which Dil disrobes, Fergus drops to his knees and discovers Dil’s penis
presented directly in front of his face. Fergus feels physical revulsion upon realizing that
the woman he is about to make love to is actually a man. He rushes to the bathroom to
vomit, striking Dil in a reflex to keep her away from him. Dil’s previous lovers, such as
Jody and Dave, accept her anatomy and her unique sexual identity. Both the use of
female pronouns in reference to her and the sexual relationships that all three characters
admit to are evidence of her two former lovers’ acceptance of Dil’s femininity. Fergus is
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an outside force of which Dil has no control. His regurgitation and his striking her are
both violent reminders that she is not a woman according to society’s definition. His
actions also illustrate his fear that he does not fit into the conventional definition of a
man. One could state that Dil is not a woman because she has a penis; one could also
argue that she is a woman because others perceive her as such refer to her as ‘she’ and ‘her.’
These conflicting ideas demonstrate that Dil cannot be exclusively ‘male’ or ‘female’ and
she, therefore, needs an additional sexual category in which to belong.
Categorizing Dil as a woman is a trap into the binary system. Dil lives as a
trangendered person in her own community. She does not hide the facts about her
physical anatomy from those around her. When Fergus becomes sick at the sight of her
naked body, she replies, “I thought you knew.”6 Her own community accepts her sexual
identity and the bar provides a space for others to embrace it. Members of her
community, such as the bartender, refer to her as a woman in their language because
pronouns only offer the two traditional binary classifications of male and female. The
contradicting terms that the different characters in the film use to describe her reveal the
inadequacy of the binary categories to describe Dil.
Dil allows outsiders to perceive her as a woman and enjoys that label because she
derives pleasure as the object of another’s gaze. The viewer identifies with Fergus in both
his pursuit and revulsion. Laura Mulvey describes the association between the audience
and Fergus: “The man controls the film fantasy and also emerges as the representative of
power in a further sense: as the bearer of the look of the spectator, transferring it behind
the screen to neutralize the extra-diegetic tendencies represented by woman as spectacle.”7
Fergus’s gaze embodies that of the viewers’ who see Dil as an attractive woman in Jody’s
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photograph and the female object of the construction workers’ whistles. When Fergus and
Dil retire to her apartment in the scene in which he sees her nude body, Dil drops her
robe to the floor and displays her body for both Fergus and the spectators. This scene
depicts a twist in that Dil ceases to be the object of Fergus’s desire; she is now the object
of his physical sickness. She is a source of attraction when Fergus believes her to be a
conventional woman and an object of revulsion when he realizes her complex sexual
identity. Dil’s apparent pleasure in others viewing her as a woman results from the lack of
space for her to exist as a sexual identity independent of binary definitions. The bar is the
only place in which Dil can find acceptance as an alternate identity and can, therefore,
derive pleasure from others viewing her as such. Her pleasure in the perception of her as
a sexually attractive woman is a result of the lack of space for her to be an attractive
specimen of a third, fourth or even fifth gender.
Dil’s pleasure as the object of another’s gaze juxtaposes her feminine presentation
with Jude’s, revealing the ways that commodities (clothing, hairstyle, accessories) can
define gender. Dil always wears skirts, dresses and high heels, never appearing in pants
during the entire film. She polishes her fingernails red and wears large earrings. Her
style illustrates that gender is something that can be bought to a certain extent. Kath
Weston explains how the purchasing of items in a capitalist economy can influence
gender: “What I find striking is the recourse to visual imagery, especially descriptions of
clothing and other accoutrements that are both observable and easily commodified, in so
many accounts of gender and performativity.”8 Although Dil clearly spends a good deal
of effort crafting her feminine appearance, she is not the only character to buy goods to
create an identity. Jude, who also possesses a sexually ambiguous name, is an example
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of a masculine woman who buys a feminine identity to serve the purposes of the IRA. In
the opening scene at the carnival, the audience sees her in high heels and a miniskirt, her
costume as "terrorist" for luring Jody, the British soldier, into a secluded area. Jude’s
choice in clothing is jeans and a sweater. When she appears later in Great Britain, she
wears a brunette wig with a sharp cut in an attempt to disguise herself. She wears suits
each day that are angular and make her look harsher than her previous attire. She tells
Fergus, “I needed another look.”9 She states that she could not stand her former blonde
color. The juxtaposition of difference in the stylized appearance of Dil, the effeminate
transgender person, and Jude, the film’s sole biological example of a woman, illustrates
the value that society places in commodities that contribute to visual appearance.
Jude is a representation of heterosexual female masculinity, resulting from her
political radicalism. She uses her body in a utilitarian fashion to ensnare Jody. As she
puts it, “Someone’s got to do it.”10 Her sexual display of her body in a miniskirt is only for
the purposes of carrying out the hostage plan of the IRA. She tells Fergus that she
pretended that she was with one of her compatriots when with Jody, her flirtatious smile
and demeanor implying that her fantasy is about Fergus. The next day she replaces her
enticing kiss with angry upbraids at Fergus, questioning his loyalty because of his
apparent sympathy for their captive. Jack Boozer describes the association between
Jude’s sexuality and political beliefs: “Jude’s projection of her personal desires through
militant forms of political activism fixes her in the symbolic as a phallic woman.”11 Jude’s
sexual feelings, devoid of tenderness, do not deviate from her utilitarian purposes. Her
behavior remains aggressively masculine throughout the film. When she reappears later
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in London, she grabs Fergus by the groin and says,“Fuck me, Fergus.”12 She never
behaves in a feminine, playful or mysterious way; she is tough, cold and direct.13
Jude’s actions enlist different aspects in Fergus’s masculinity than does the demure
demeanor of Dil. Jude’s aggressiveness contributes to Fergus’s masculinity by making her
unattractive and thereby not an object of his affections. Jude is the only woman in this
small group of IRA terrorists. Her seductive taunt at Fergus that the thought of one of the
men awakened her sexual desire correlates with Susan Bordo’s idea of a woman as a
trophy that the most virile man can win.14 Fergus returns her kiss because she arouses his
desire to be man enough to win her sexual favors. His frequent disgust at her violent
behavior illustrates his lack of romantic feelings for her. Dil, on the other hand, awakens
feelings of protectiveness in Fergus as his love interest. He comes to her rescue in
keeping Dave’s abuse at bay. Fergus has such a strong need to protect Dil that he agrees
to Jude and Peter’s practically suicidal mission for him so that they will not harm Dil.
However, he assumes a feminine complacency in Dil that she ultimately rejects. She ties
him to the bed, stating that she will no longer allow others to make decisions for her. Dil
takes away the phallic power in his masculinity. Boozer writes, “Fergus must listen to Dil
instead, who makes him give up his patriarchal power role as arbitrator of their destiny.
Dil’s act of bondage effectively ensnares Fergus not into sexual bliss, but into a
masculinity that abjures phallic demonstrations of superiority.”15 Dil’s dominance lasts
long enough to make Fergus realize that he is not the only one who can hold another
captive and use violence to exact one’s will. Dil relinquishes control after she shoots
Jude, fleeing the scene according to Fergus’s orders. The Irishman regains his protective
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role, wiping the gun clean of Dil’s fingerprints and waiting for the police to arrive. Fergus
serves her sentence, maintaining a chivalric version of masculinity.
The conflicting images of Dil’s body in The Crying Game play upon a discrepancy
between sex and stylized appearance for which western society has no definition. To
Fergus, Dil is really a man who poses as a woman. After seeing her naked body, Fergus
enters the transvestite bar in a scene where he communicates his troubles to the bartender.
Fergus looks around and, for the first time, sees the women inside as men. Their male
physical traits become apparent to both him and the viewer: their make up and dresses
inadequately mask their rugged features, thick necks and muscular bodies. Fergus
declares to the bartender that Dil is really a man. The bartender replies, “Whatever you
say.”16 Fergus is stuck in culture’s construction of biological sex. He, like much of the
film’s audience, sees Dil as a man because she has a penis. The bartender, however,
observes transgender people frequently in the bar and his comment implies that he sees
beyond physical anatomy when classifying people as male or female.
Fergus echoes the reaction of many in the film’s audience who feel shock at the
sight of a penis on a body previously construed as female. Kath Weston’s argument that
western society has a heavy investment in visual, stylized appearance to signify bodies
relates to Susan Bordo’s statement about the audience seeing certain body parts on the
wrong body:
But for most viewers, including Dil’s hopeful lover Fergus (who promptly
throws up at the sight of Dil’s organ), the presence of that penis was
definitive– the“absolute insignia of maleness,” as psychoanalyst Robert
Stoller has described it– and (unlike Fergus, whose stomach eventually
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settles down), we just couldn’t get the sight of it on the“wrong body” out of
our minds.17
If gender is the cultural means by which sexed nature is established, as defined by Judith
Butler, then Dil’s gender should, according to social norms, match her sex.18 However,
both the reactions of Fergus and a portion of the audience to her sex illustrate that the
mind intertwines sex and gender. Viewers’ reactions to seeing Dil’s penis on the wrong
body reduces her to the binary system of sex. Judith Halberstam critiques this idea of the
transsexual in the ‘wrong body’ by claiming that it implies that only those people whose
identities exist in the traditional binary sexes and genders get to experience the ‘right
body.’19

The social context of the film and the audience does not allow for space in

which alternative sexes can exist. There is only room for the penis to exist on a male
body. Fergus’s revulsion towards seeing Dil’s body demonstrates that feminine bodies
must have female parts. However, Dil’s previous lovers found her body sexually
attractive. Evidence of this fact exists in her reply to Fergus’s question about whether
Jody knew of her real anatomy. Dil answers, “He sure did,” in an almost dreamlike tone
that suggests sexual satisfaction.20 Dil’s sexual relationships illustrate that a minority
community is able to find space for alternative sexual identities where Fergus and many
of the viewers cannot.
Fergus’s investment in body parts to match Dil’s stylized presentation indicates that
he sees a gendered influence on the biological categories of sex. Sexual categories must
be mapped out to gender in his mind. To him, Dil must be a man because of her physical
anatomy. Fergus’s sickness in reaction to seeing a mismatch in Dil’s gender and body
illustrates gender’s impact on sexual categorizations that make sex and gender
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interdependent. Butler explores the possibility of gender and sex as the same
classification.
If the immutable character of sex is contested, perhaps this construct
called “sex” is as culturally constructed as gender; indeed, perhaps it was
always already gender, with the consequence that the distinction between
sex and gender turns out to be no distinction at all. It would make no
sense, then, to define gender as the cultural interpretation of sex, if sex
itself is a gendered category.21
Butler’s suggestion that the association between sex and gender is possibly a mirroring of
categories questions the value of biological sexual classification. According to her
statement, anatomy would become another trait of gender, such as certain hairstyles and
clothing. Fergus and many of the film’s viewers would then become supporters of gender
binaries because their reactions would be against deviations in gender. Dil’s body
becomes a mixture of different genders and the question of what her gender is arises. If
sex and gender are merely one and the same, then space for Dil to exist as an alternative
gender becomes paramount. Dil is physically unable to become exclusively masculine or
feminine by these standards. The scene in which Fergus cuts off her hair and dresses her
as a man illustrates the importance of looking feminine to Dil. Giving up long hair,
dresses and heels is not an option that Dil wants to consider. However, the film does not
introduce surgical alteration as a goal that she desires. Clearly, Dil hopes to be a sexual
identity that includes both male and female aspects.
Images of heterosexual desire define concepts of sexual categorization in The
Crying Game. The general public that sees Dil in the restaurant with Fergus perceives
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her as a female because she appears as a heterosexual woman on a date with a man. This
heterosexual image contributes to a general acceptance of her as a woman by others who
do not know about her anatomy because heterosexuals are the universal identity in this
society, and homosexuals are an example of Simone de Beauvoir’s concept of the Other.
Both Dil’s stylized appearance and her romantic relationships with men create an image of
a heterosexual that has an effect on the people of her community. When given the choice
of using either ‘he’ or ‘she’ to describe Dil, these people in the transgender bar use ‘she’
because her appearance makes them think more of a female than a male. Butler
acknowledges that sexual desire is a factor in determining sexual categorization. She
writes,
Gender can denote a unity of experience, of sex, gender, and desire, only
when sex can be understood in some sense to necessitate gender– where
gender is a psychic and/ or cultural designation of the self– and desire–
where desire is heterosexual and therefore differentiates itself through
oppositional relation to that other gender it desires.22
Her belief in heterosexual desire as a factor of sex rests on her argument that there is no
distinction between sex and gender. Heterosexual desire is an aspect of gender, but sex is
itself a gendered category, then heterosexual desire becomes an aspect of sex. The image
of Dil’s heterosexual desire contributes to the classification of her as female. The
categorization of desire has no terms in language to describe a form of desire outside of
heterosexuality or homosexuality. Neither the film nor any of the characters depict Dil as
a gay man; therefore, her sexual desires are not homosexual. However, Fergus does not
see her as heterosexual because she desires bodies with parts that match her own. The
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film continuously questions labels throughout the plot, questioning where the divisions
between heterosexuality and homosexuality take place. Jack Boozer’s statement that Dil
and Jody are both gay men is an oversimplification.23 Dil’s sexual identity is too complex
for this label, a fact illustrated by Fergus’s inner turmoil. Fergus, members of Dil’s
community and the audience lack the vocabulary to adequately describe her desire. Dil’s
friends, acquaintances and previous lovers have the ability to perceive beyond language
when categorizing Dil but Fergus cannot. Fergus needs terms that exist outside of the
heterosexual/ homosexual dichotomy in order to examine in his own feelings for Dil.
The opinions of Dil’s acquaintances in the film are not the only ways in which she
comes across as heterosexual. During their first sexual encounter, Fergus moves his hand
onto her thigh and tries to slide it up her skirt. Dil moves his hand away and the scene
culminates in the sexual release of only Fergus. DuttaAhmed writes,
For many viewers, Dil pushing aside Fergus’ hand from her crotch is
evidence of her subterfuge: apparently, she does not want Fergus to
discover her penis. Alternatively, what I am suggesting is that through
Dil’s gesture, what Fergus and we are not allowed to discover is not so
much the fact of her penis, as the sight, feel, and evidence of her erect
penis: It is crucial to note, that when we do see it, Dil’s penis is limp.24
Dil’s surprise that Fergus did not know that she possesses male organs negates the idea
that she is attempting to hide the fact from him in the earlier scene. She expects him to
know because of his attendance at the Metro, a transvestite bar. There must, therefore, be
another reason for her removing his hand from its quest. DuttaAhmed’s notion that Dil’s
refusal of penile pleasure is also an insistence upon a female sexual role would make Dil
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a bit like Halberstam’s description of the Stone Butch, who refuses sexual gratification on
her own body in order to maintain a masculine form of pleasure. Dil’s apparent refusal to
experience sexual pleasure with her masculine organ is one way of her taking on a female
heterosexual role.
Fergus remains classified as a man through his heterosexual desire to both the
other characters in the film and the audience. The emotions that he feels for Dil briefly
raise questions about his sexuality. If others see Dil as a woman, then Fergus’s feelings
for her appear heterosexual. However, both Fergus and a portion of the film’s audience
do not see Dil as a woman after the scene in which she reveals her naked body. “Can’t help
it. A girl has her feelings.”25 He repeatedly reminds her at the hair salon that she is not a
girl, to which she replies,“Details, baby, details.”26 Fergus continues to have feelings for
Dil even after he discovers that she possesses male body parts. However, he never
consummates the relationship and repeatedly avoids her caresses. In addition, any sexual
contact that takes place before he sees her fully naked is solely her oral actions upon his
body; he never reciprocates. In the scene in which he cutes her hair in the salon, Dil
kisses him passionately and tries to seduce him into sexual activity. Fergus continuously
pulls away from her kisses and creates a physical space between them by pushing her
slightly back with his arms. Through his lack of sexual activity with Dil, he remains
heterosexual to both himself and the audience. The film ultimately reinforces his desire
as heterosexual but uses these questions to make a point about the lack of space for Dil’s
sexuality to exist.
The scene continues marking Fergus as heterosexual through his change of Dil’s
feminine appearance to a masculine one. First, he rubs off most of her makeup. Then he
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cuts her hair and she closes her eyes in order to not witness her mutilation in the mirror.
She repeatedly asks him if he will stay with her if she allows him to dress her as a man.
He replies in the affirmative, yet he keeps shying away from her loving caresses. Next,
he dresses her in Jody’s cricket sweater, which is several sizes too big for her and hides
her body. Dil, looking in the mirror states, “I barely recognize myself.”27 Fergus takes her
to a hotel and sits next to her, leaving a noticeable space between them. Later that night,
after Dil follows him, they again sleep platonically side by side in her apartment. By
changing the style of Dil’s appearance and making her look like a man, he enables himself
to reject her. The concluding scene of the film is the final example of Fergus’s desire
remaining heterosexual. Dil visits him at the prison and insists that Fergus loves her.
Although Fergus certainly appears to be returning her romantic affection to a point, as he
has throughout the film, he remains in a position (as a prisoner) in which he cannot have
sexual relations with her.
Fergus’s interactions with other characters also illustrate his identity as
heterosexual. Towards the beginning of the film, Fergus takes his captive, Jody, outside
to urinate. Jody’s hands remain tied and the problem of how he is going to relieve himself
resolves itself in the obvious conclusion that Fergus is going to have to unzip Jody’s pants.
Fergus protests but Jody appeals to logic and, reluctantly, Fergus agrees to take Jody’s
penis out of his pants. Bordo comments upon the audience’s reaction to this moment:“In
an earlier scene, Dil’s ex-lover Jody, chiding his embarrassed captor Fergus into
unzipping his pants to help him pee (his own hands are cuffed, since he’s being held
prisoner), had reminded Fergus that “it’s just a piece of meat.” Public responses to the
movie, however, revealed that the penis is much more than that for us.”28 Fergus’s
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heterosexual desire continues to manifest itself in his behavior. After Jody finishes
urinating, he tells Fergus to put his penis back in his pants. Fergus practically rolls his
eyes and says, “Oh, come on.”29 Fergus knows perfectly well that Jody cannot put his penis
back in his pants anymore than he could take it out in the first place. Fergus is also
sympathetic to his captive and is, therefore, not a person who would make Jody suffer the
humiliation of leaving his penis out of his unzipped pants. Furthermore, Fergus would
not want to appear as someone who would want to keep Jody’s penis in view. Fergus
curtly tucks Jody’s organ back in his pants and zips him. Susan Bordo’s concept of the
utilitarian portrayal of male actions enables the audience to excuse Fergus’s movements as
part of his job of guarding a prisoner for the Irish Republican Army. Lastly, this scene
provides a reflection when the viewers see Fergus’s revulsion towards Dil’s penis,
remembering his reluctance that he overcomes to touch any male organ.
These heterosexual images fail to adequately define sexuality in the film because
Dil does not fall into a heterosexual classification. Categorizing Dil’s desire becomes
problematic when applying it to define her sexual identity. Foucault supports the idea
that sexuality is limiting because it is a social construct. He writes,
In actual fact, what was involved, rather, was the very production of
sexuality. [. . .] It is the name that can be given to a historical construct:
not a furtive reality that is difficult to grasp, but a great surface network in
which the stimulation of bodies, the intensification of pleasures, the
incitement to discourse, the formation of special knowledges, the
strengthening of controls and resistances, are linked to one another, in
accordance with a few major strategies of knowledge and power.30
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Sexuality, like sex, is a socially constructed category and becomes restrictive because
society does not create definitions that encompass everyone. There are no linguistic
terms for the relationship between Fergus and Dil because language produces sexuality
and, therefore, sexual pleasure.
Dil’s feminine appearance makes the viewer question whether she is trying to
become a woman or remain in a transgender state. Does Dil feel trapped in the wrong
body? This concept would mean that Dil is trying to exist in the traditional binaries.
Halberstam explores the notion that identity only exists in ‘male’ or ‘female’ categories:
“The literary narrative of gender transitivity and gender dysphoria, then, has understood
the experience of the “wrong body” in terms of a complex rhetoric of unbelonging and
nonidentity.”31 The writer critiques the concept that transsexuals and transgender people
feel that they are trapped in the wrong body, claiming that this assumption leads back into
the trap of binary categories. These categories do not allow for a space in which the
transsexual and transgender person can find their own identity as a third, fourth or fifth
gender and/or sex. A transsexual who is not surgically altered would be a transgender
person who embodies traits of a gender that do not coincide with traditional sex. The
transgender label enters the picture as a broader term that can include non-surgically
altered people. Perhaps the transsexual or transgender person is one who passes as the
opposite sex, or maybe fails at passing but enjoys the visual display of style that
associates gender with sex. Halberstam is arguing for a space for transsexuals and
transgender people to exist as themselves, rather than under the labels of man and
woman. Dil is living a more complex identity, posing as a woman because that is what
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the world offers her. Dil would prefer to exist as a third gender and sex, but her desire
for it alone cannot create it.
Dil is a transgender person who successfully passes as a woman to, at least, the
people who do not know her, such as the construction workers at Fergus’s place of
employment. Her appearance fools Fergus in all their meetings that precede the scene in
which she disrobes. However, Dil’s community is aware of her physical anatomy. When
Fergus strikes Dil after seeing her naked, Dil asks him,“What were you doing in the bar if
you didn’t know?”32 The transvestite bar is Dil’s social scene. Her friends and
acquaintances frequent it, including Dave, a man who knows her anatomical features and
desires her. In addition, when Fergus meets her at the hair salon in the evening after she
visits him at the construction site, Dil affirms that her co-workers also know the physical
facts of her body. She is not trying to pass in her own community, which indicates that
she does not really want to be a woman.
Dil is a transgender person who not only crosses sexual borders, but also finds a
space for her sexual identity to exist. Although Dil’s style is rather convincing, her
musculature and deep voice give clues to the audience about her sex. She does not pass
completely; her community is aware of her physical attributes. Fergus, in the scene in
which he meets her outside the hair salon, states, “I should have known!”33 The physical
signs of her male sex become obvious to him after he knows the truth. This apparent
conflict between Dil’s sex and gender is what makes her successful in finding her own
space. She exists as a separate identity; she is neither completely male nor female. She
has found a community that has accepted new sexual definitions and allows her to exist
as her own identity.
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The consideration of Dil as either a transgender person or a transsexual in the
beginning stages is a primary aspect of her identity. Dil the transsexual would be a
person trapped in the wrong body, possessing similar feelings to Fergus who regards her
penis as on the wrong body. Dil’s rather proud display of her body to Fergus, although
she clearly thinks he already knows what to expect, is an indication that the transgender
label is more appropriate for her identity. Dil appears to take pleasure in this unique
identity and only passes or pretends, as she offers to do for Fergus, out of convenience.
Halberstam explores the categorization of surgically altered transsexuals: “Obviously, the
metaphor of crossing over and indeed migrating to the right body from the wrong body
merely leaves the politics of stable gender identities, and therefore stable gender
hierarchies, completely intact.”34 The transsexual decides to change his/her sex and
gender, which reaffirms the boundaries between male and female. The crossing of these
boundaries is daring, but by moving to the other position instead of creating a new one,
the transsexual reinforces the sexual categories of biology. Anatomy prevails in
determining one’s identity. The transgender person, on the other hand, crisscrosses these
boundaries by embodying portions of each category. This definition of a transgender
person that Halberstam poses is the most accurate way of identifying Dil because of her
combination of both male and female attributes.
Sexual borders exist within a larger context of identity that includes race, class,
ethnicity and nationality. In The Crying Game, the terrorists in the Irish Republican
Army represent the politically radical and sexually conservative through their national
and racial ideologies. The two British characters, Jody and Dil, are the sexually radical
because they engage in sexual relationships outside of the heterosexual norm.
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Halberstam discusses the impact of nation in sexual borders: “Metaphors of travel and
border crossings are inevitable within a discourse of transsexuality. But they are also
laden with the histories of other identity negotiations, and they carry the burden of
national and colonial discursive histories.”35 The borders of transsexuality vary within the
histories of different nations. The film depicts the Irish as sexually conservative through
Fergus’s inability to see past Dil’s body in their relationship. The British are more radical
through Jody’s relationship with Dil, illustrating a greater acceptance of alternate sexual
identities.
Jude is an example of the Irish terrorists, desiring to preserve borders on many
levels. She has dedicated her life to the cause of an independent Northern Ireland,
wanting to push out British rule and keep the Irish separate. Jude represents the other
members of the Irish Republican Army in the film who represent the sexually
conservative in their aversion to sexual activity between her and Jody. Jude wants to
retain racial boundaries, a fact evident in her wiping her hands on her body after Jody, the
black British soldier, has fallen on top of her. The juxtaposition of Jude taunting Fergus
that,“One of you made me want it,” with her violently masculine behavior illustrates her as
an example of heterosexual female masculinity.36 Her striking Jody with the butt of a
gun that makes a harsh sound and she later has no qualms about threatening the life of
another to pressure Fergus in assassinating a judge. Despite her behavior, Jude remains
the“real woman” in the film because of her physical body.37 The preservation of these
borders secures her identity in nation, race, and sex.
Fergus is the character in the triangle that is the medium in desiring to preserve
borders. He is also a member of the Irish Republican Army that wants to create a
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boundary between the British and Irish by pushing the British out of Northern Ireland.
His relationship with Jody, however, reveals his ability to befriend a British soldier
stationed in the country. Fergus asks Jody about his occupation and Jody promptly
replies, “It was a job. [. . .] So I get sent to the one place in the world where they call you
nigger to your face.”38 Fergus realizes that Jody does not want to be in Northern Ireland
any more than Fergus wants him there. In addition, Fergus becomes sympathetic to Jody
in his encounter with racism and thereby breaks down racial borders. Fergus never
makes derogatory racial comments in the film but his relationship with Jody is not lost on
his IRA compatriots. Fergus continues to tear down national and racial boundaries in his
relationship with Dil, who is both British and black. Finally, his unresolved feelings for
Dil reveal an ability to see past gender borders, even though he cannot feel sexual
attraction for her body once he has seen it. Fergus is sexually conservative in this
inability, yet he is clearly able to find merit in sexually radical discourses through his
romantic relationship with a black British transgender person. He also believes in
politically radical discourses with his fight for Northern Ireland’s independence, yet he
befriends two black British citizens.
The social construction of sexual categories in The Crying Game illustrates the
lack of space for both Dil and real life transgender people to live as their genuine sexual
identities. An understanding of this construction is necessary in order to create sexual
classifications that are independent of the binaries of ‘male’ and ‘female.’ The film portrays
the need for people like Dil to live as themselves and not just pass as the most convenient
sex and gender. Dil is not the only character to experience emotional turmoil from her
complex identity. Fergus becomes uncertain with his own identity because he is
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uncomfortable with the ways that he relates to Dil. The Crying Game reveals the
confusion that surrounds identities that exist beyond the limitations of sexual
categorization because sexual identities are relative. It demonstrates that one’s sexual
identity is interdependent with the definitions of the identities of others.
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Abstract
Bill Clinton, our nation’s 42nd president, was a widely popular and controversial political
figure. Some of the greatest obstacles he faced during his presidency, including his
impeachment by the House of Representatives, were created by his own actions. An enigma of a
man and a magnificent orator, he makes an excellent subject for the study of rhetoric.
This analysis focuses on media reaction to Clinton’s State of the Union addresses and
seeks to uncover the specific reasons for these general reactions. The State of the Union address
is a model that is at once constant, (in terms of the time of delivery, the audience, and the set of
expectations by which it is governed) but is manipulated by rhetors according to their
motivations and desires. As such, it provides us with an excellent model for analysis. Critical
discourse analysis (CDA) and rhetorical theory formed the basis of the methodology used to
evaluate the speeches. This unique approach allowed for both quantitative and qualitative
analysis of Clinton’s rhetoric.
Close examination of the speeches lends insight to how specific trends in word use and
rhetorical devices created the general impressions voiced by the public. Maybe more
importantly it allows definition of Clinton as a rhetor. This particular methodology not only
provides a means to explain such reactions, but in itself represents a novel approach to critically
analyzing rhetorical texts in terms of public reaction.

I.

Introduction
“Every time we have acted to heal our environment, pessimists have told us it
would hurt the economy. Well, today our economy is the strongest in a
generation and our environment is the cleanest in a generation.”
-Bill Clinton, State of the Union, 1998
On January 27, 1998 Bill Clinton delivered the State of the Union address to the

members of Congress and to a record TV audience watching at home. The Comeback
Kid’s oratory skills were on display and everyone was listening. Only one week earlier,
the nation was rocked by the news that the young president had been involved in an illicit
affair with the young white house intern, Monica Lewinsky. Much was at stake in this
State of the Union, and many were watching to see if Clinton could pull it off. Most were
impressed.
When the verdict came in, the results were astounding. Clinton’s 1998 State of
the Union address increased his popularity in the polls to a record high. The speech was
heavily praised in publications across the board, liberal and conservative, inside and
outside the Washington beltway. The buzzword of the moment was
“compartmentalization,” referring to the fact that Clinton was able to separate his
personal and political life rhetorically. Somehow he had managed to take the offensive
and emerge a winner in this midst of scandal.
In the quote above, from this remarkable address, is a bit of signifying, or in
today’s vernacular “dissing,” which he uses consistently in this speech to put his
opponents on the defensive. In a point completely unrelated to scandal or his personal
life, he classifies his opponents (the Republicans) as “pessimists,” and in a bold move,

directly contradicts them. He asserts himself as a competent, strong leader in move that
is stylistically impressive as well. This jab at his opponents is spoken in a sentence with
parallel structure, which creates the impression of elevated, educated rhetoric.
Interestingly, in examining public reaction to Clinton’s State of the Union
messages, the reactions were markedly consistent. The media responds to the speeches in
a way that captures their general impression but fails to uncover the reasons for this
reaction. These impressions are created through language patterns Clinton uses
throughout the speeches. An analysis of the speeches, using not only traditional
rhetorical theory, but also critical discourse analysis (CDA) will highlight patterns and
trends that help to explain public reaction to these messages.
Clinton’s presidency began in January of 1993. On February 17th 1993, Bill Clinton took
the podium in front of a joint session of Congress, Supreme Court justices and millions of TV
viewers … and failed to deliver a State of the Union address. The address, dubbed “the
economic speech,” by the White House was an unveiling of Clinton’s new plan for economic
renewal and revival. It was a segue into the office of the Presidency; a transition from Bush to
Clinton and framework for the next several years. The speech represented a turning point into
the Presidency and served as an inauguration of sorts for the new democratic president. It is with
the following years, 1994 and 1995 that the most interesting analysis can be performed.

II.

State of the Union Address: History and Generic Constraints

“He shall from time to time give the Congress Information of the State of the Union, and
recommend to their Consideration such Measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient…”
--Article II, section 3, U.S. Constitution
The tradition of the State of the Union address is rooted deep in American history. The
founding fathers explicitly mention it in the Constitution as a specific duty of the President.
From George Washington to George W. Bush, each Commander in Chief has been obligated to
address both houses of Congress by the supreme law of the land. In filling the role of president,
Bill Clinton was required to perform this speech annually each year, a duty which some say he
relished. In order to analyze Bill Clinton’s rhetorical strategies throughout these addresses, it
becomes at once necessary to understand the history of the speech as well as the generic
constraints that have evolved over the past 200 years, which govern its content and presentation.
Perhaps the most comprehensive review of the history of the State of the Union can be
found in Wayne Fields’ Union of Words: A History of Presidential Eloquence, and the following
description draws heavily from this valuable text. The State of the Union address was not
always performed as we know it today, as a large media event, involving both houses and the
general public. In fact, the State of the Union address was not even called by its present day
name until 1945. Prior to this, it was known simply as the “annual message.” George
Washington delivered each of his seven addresses in person. However, the Republican Thomas
Jefferson rejected this style of delivery, dismissing it as too kingly and akin to the address before
Parliament given by the English monarch. Instead, he substituted written reports to the houses –
a precedent that would remain until Woodrow Wilson delivered his first State of the Union
address 112 years later.

Throughout the course of history, the themes that the State of the Union addresses have
shifted in scope primarily based on the challenges facing the nation.1 The content of modern
State of the Union addresses was largely determined by Harry Truman, who asked six major
questions in his 1953 address, in response to the World War II victory:
1. Would there be another depression here—a repetition of 1921 or 1929?
2. Would we take up again, and carry forward, the great projects of social
welfare … that the New Deal had introduced into our national life?
3. What we would do with the Nation’s natural resources – its soils and water,
forests and grasslands?
4. Would we continue, in peace as well as war, to promote equality of
opportunity for all out citizens, seeking ways and means to guarantee for all of
them the full enjoyment of their civil rights?
5. Could the machinery of government and politics in this Republic be changed,
improved, adapted rapidly enough to carry through, responsibly and well, the
vast, new, complicated undertakings called for in our time?
6. Could there be built in the world a durable structure of security, a lasting
peace for all the nations, or would we drift, as after World War I, toward
another terrible disaster – a disaster which this time might be the holocaust of
the atomic war?
(Fields, 219)
Fields argues that because of this speech, the basic subheadings of the State of the Union address
have been issued in direct response to these questions. Economic security, social welfare,
conservation, civil rights, political reform and peace provide the framework of modern annual
messages.
1

Note that the following information represents only a generalization about the themes of the State of the
Union addresses and serve to provide a sense of larger patterns. In its infancy, Presidents were generally concerned
with the fragility of the national union. Another common theme in the early days of the speech was foreign affairs,
due in part to the previous involvement of these early presidents with external events. Also, at this time, world
events were a priority because America was a weak, new nation in a political landscape of colonizing superpowers.
Leading up to the Civil War, slavery, a notable omission in the early presidential annual messages, became a
common theme by the 1850’s. However, it was considered more “Presidential” to address the African slave trade,
which was specifically denied by the Constitution, than to speak of oppression at home. Once states began to secede
and civil strife tore the nation asunder, the focus of the annual messages shifted from slavery and to more on
inclusion. Discord and disunity were the themes of the Reconstruction era, as the Union sought to heal itself.
Following the civil war and reconstruction era, the rhetoric of the first half of the 1900’s was concerned primarily
with monetary issues. A major concern, beginning with Teddy Roosevelt, was the perception that the disparity
between the upper and lower classes was growing as the rich amassed more wealth and the poor grew poorer. A
direct response to this observation was the New Deal programs, instituted by FDR. Post-World War II State of the
Union addresses have typically addressed the opportunities and services afforded to every citizen regardless of class,
on the basis that too great of distinctions between social classes leads to unrest and radicalism.

With the invention of mass media, most notably television, the nature of the State of the
Union message has changed dramatically. No longer was the President addressing the largely
homogenous population of Congressman in the capitol, he was speaking to a secondary
audience, that of the American public. John Kennedy was the nation’s first President to use
television on any kind of regular basis to address the public (Fiorina, 256). Mass media
effectively shifted the role of Congress as an audience for the State of the Union address. Today,
some may argue that the citizens of the U.S. comprise the true audience and that Congress takes
a more ceremonial role.
The audience (both Congress and the American public) has a set of expectations about
the content and the nature of the speech. This set of expectations can be defined as the generic
constraints. For example, one constraint is that Americans generally expect that the speech will
offer an optimistic view of the current or future economy. John Adams once remarked about
Washington that he began his annual messages with “flattering prospects of abundance,” (Fields,
173). Today, we expect the President to emphasize the prosperity of the nation in a patriotic
fashion.
In addition to focusing on the “good” of today’s economic situation, the public expects
the speech to be primarily future-oriented. No matter which of the six general subtitles the
President is speaking on, the general trend is to speak primarily of proposals and changes for the
future. Perhaps the most emphatic example of a modern President fulfilling this constraint is that
of Johnson, whose vision of the Great Society led to a speech that was essentially “I propose…”
followed by another “I propose…” and so forth.
There are certain expectations associated with the style that one expects to hear the
President address the nation. Since mass media has invaded the lives of Americans and brought

the President to their own living rooms, the public has expected the President to address the
nation in a specific manner. It is assumed that the President will use Standard English, be
optimistic, continually build community and present himself in a dignified and collected fashion.
It is perhaps one of the few speeches a President can give that can include God and religious
imagery, given the tradition of the speech. Wayne Fields remarks in his book on the history of
presidential speeches that “The rhetoric of both Kennedy and Johnson, in contrast to that of
either Eisenhower before or Nixon after, was evangelical and homiletic,” (Fields, 222). We can
infer that while each President may prefer a particular style, that they fall within the stylistic
constraints determined by their successors and the American public.
III. Political Context
It is impossible to examine the rhetorical aspects of a series of speeches without
acknowledging the context in which they were delivered. Clinton was a highly controversial
president due to his involvement in a number of high-profile scandals. Appendix A provides an
abbreviated version adopted from Peter Levy’s Encyclopedia of the Clinton Presidency, which
documents some of the major events of the Clinton presidency.
Bill Clinton entered politics in 1976 as Attorney General for the state of Arkansas.
Eventually he would rise to governor and then to President of the United States. However,
before Clinton ever entered the political landscape he had established himself academically. A
talented, even brilliant student, he was a Rhodes scholar at Oxford (upon graduation from
Georgetown), and received a law degree from Yale. He has cited himself that it was a handshake
from his hero, John F. Kennedy, which inspired him to enter the political arena (“Biography of
William J. Clinton” 2003).

Out of this long list of controversial policy and scandal, there is one instance that bears
mentioning at this point in time because it occurred immediately before his annual address and
would have influenced his speech and the public’s evaluation of him. This event is the midterm
elections of 1994. Clinton achieved little in terms of policy in his first 100 days of office. His
highest priority policy item, healthcare reform, received no attention until almost eight months
into the term (Edwards, 37). In his first two terms in office, Clinton was able to accomplish
little, and found it difficult to gain credit for what he had accomplished. Clinton’s popularity
ratings averaged less than 50% for these first two years in office. The midterm elections in were
seen as a backlash against the president (Edwards, 39). The republicans gained a majority of
seats in Congress, creating a tough opposition for Clinton to face in the last two years of his first
term. However, Clinton rebounded with a invigorated, youthful image and bolstered popularity
to win re-election in 1996. Analysis of the 1994, 1995 and 1996 will lend insight to the cause of
both his fall from public favor and his spectacular rebound.

IV. Methodology
This analysis of President Clinton’s State of the Union addresses was conducted in a
quantitative and qualitative fashion. Trends within the speeches and in the reactions by the
American public and news reporters were correlated in a discourse level analysis of the speeches.
The result is two chapters of analysis: 1994 and 1995 “The Modal Years”; 1996 “The Challenge
Speech.”
To gage trends in audience reaction it was necessary to have reliable sources that
reflected a wide range of the American public. Major newspapers, as a readily available,
diverse, and respected media resource, represent one reliable source for gauging trends in

audience reaction. The networked electronic resource, LexisNexis Academic, was accessed via
the University of Michigan’s library website (www.lib.umich.edu). A guided news search was
performed of approximately 50 major newspapers using the terms “Clinton” and “State of the
Union” for each year he gave the address (1994-2000). The articles were screened and trends in
reactions were noted. As a control for reactions inside and outside the Washington beltway, both
The Washington Post and The New York Times were used consistently in the analysis for every
speech. The liberal newspapers were balanced with reactions from more conservative
publications such as The Christian Science Monitor. Only major papers printed in the United
States were used. The reactions were drawn from the following list of publications available on
LexisNexis:
Asian Wall Street Journal
Journal of Commerce
Atlanta Journal and Constitution, The
New Straits Times (Malaysia)
Boston Globe, The
New York Times, The
Boston Herald, The
Observer, The
Buffalo News, The
Omaha World Herald
Chicago Sun-Times
Plain Dealer, The
Christian Science Monitor, The
San Diego Union-Tribune
Columbus Dispatch, The
San Francisco Chronicle, The
Daily News (New York)
Scotsman & Scotland on Sunday, The
Daily Yomiuri (Tokyo), The
Seattle Times, The
Daily/Sunday Telegraph (London), The South China Morning Post
Denver Post, The
Southland Times (New Zealand), The
Dominion (Wellington), The
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Dominion Post (Wellington), The
St. Petersburg Times
Evening Post (Wellington), The
Star Tribune (Minneapolis MN)
Financial Times (London)
Straits Times (Singapore), The
Gazeta Mercantil Online
Tampa Tribune, The
Guardian (London), The
Times and Sunday Times (London), The
Herald (Glasgow), The
Times-Picayune, The
Houston Chronicle, The
Toronto Star, The
Toronto Sun, The
Independent and Independent on Sunday
Irish Times, The
USA Today
Jerusalem Post, The
Washington Post, The
Table 1. Full list of newspapers available on LexisNexis Academic.

Critical discourse analysis provided the quantitative basis for the methodology. This
methodology relies on the observation, sampling and counting of rich features. Rich features, as
defined by Ellen Barton, are “those features that are meaningful across the texts and their
contexts.” (24). Rich features were noted on the word/phrase level, sentence/utterance level, and
text-level. Special attention was paid to two rich features in particular, those concerning
modality and performative verbs. These features will be defined and discussed as applicable in
the following sections.
Critical discourse analysis was used in conjunction with rhetorical theory, which allowed
for a richer qualitative analysis of the speeches. Rhetorical theory was particularly useful in
explanation of stylistic devices used by Clinton and in exploring the issue of ethos in respect to
the 1998 and 1999 speeches. This particular combination of critical discourse analysis and
rhetorical theory allows a comprehensive, insightful analysis of the State of the Union addresses.

V. Analysis
1994 and 1995: The Modal Years2
“No matter how hard he pushed for dramatic emphasis… Bill Clinton came up
short. It wasn’t just as if Elvis had left the building; it was more as if he’d never
really entered,”
-Tom Shales, The Washington Post, 24 January 1994
Public reaction to President Clinton’s 1994 and 1995 State of the Union speeches was
remarkable, although many may argue that the addresses themselves were not. Response to
Clinton’s oratory remained consistent across many publications. Op/ed pieces carried the same
general theme: Clinton’s message was weak, ineffective, and predictable. A close analysis of
elements of African American verbal tradition (AVT) and of rich features, including modals and
performative verbs, explains some of the reasons why the speeches elicited these critical
responses in the media.
In delivering the 1994 State of the Union, Clinton had not yet faced the backlash of the
voters; he was an energetic President only halfway into his first term. His speech, however, was
greeted with only minutely more enthusiasm than the 1995 State of the Union. The praise he
garnered for this speech may, in part be due to the style with which he delivered it. “It was a
2

An rich feature not discussed in detail in this chapter, but of notable interest is colloquial language. His use of
colloquialisms may have made it sound entertaining while lacking substantial content. Throughout his speech he
injects a number of cliches that would have broken up the political rhetoric for his secondary audience watching at
home: “But I am persuaded that the real credit belongs to the people who sent us here, who pay our salaries, who
hold our feet to the fire.” “And once again, the buck stops here.” “And those who commit repeated, violent crimes
should be told, when you commit a third violent crime, you will be put away, and put away for good. Three strikes
and you are out.” (Clinton, 1994) Without exception, Clinton uses these cliches at the end of a passage to drive
home a point. They add forcefulness to his speech while projecting the image of a President that is an ordinary man.
In this passage from 1995 he uses a cliché that worked well for him in the previous year, adding force and
personality to his speech:
I know that members of Congress are concerned about crime, as are all the citizens of our country.
And I remind you that last year, we passed a very tough crime bill – longer sentences, three strikes
and you’re out, almost 60 new capital punishment offenses, more prisons, more prevention,
100,000 more police. And we paid for it all by reducing the size of the federal bureaucracy and
giving the money back to local communities to lower the crime rate. (Clinton, 1995)
In both speeches “three strikes and you’re out” refers to the same initiative. In 1994, in his drive to get it passed, he
put the colloquialism at the end of his paragraph, ending his message with a succinct note that wrapped it up into a
baseball analogy that most of his secondary audience could identify with. Here, it is lost in the litany of
accomplishments he seems intent on delivering in a style almost as exciting as a grocery list.

steadfastly unremarkable State of the Union speech,” commented Washington Post reporter Tom
Shales, “but Bill Clinton delivered it with a robust evangelical fervor that made it seem not only
better than it was, but shorter than it was” (Shales, D1). Indeed, the praise concerning his
delivery often mentioned his evangelical style. For example, Anna Quinlan, in her analysis of
the speech, commented, “Bill Clinton gives a good speech. There is in him a bit of the preacher,
some of the earnest high school orator, a little carnival barker and some door-to-door salesman”
(Quilan, B7). It showed up in more subtle ways as well, as in The Boston Herald’s editorial: “It
was vintage Bill Clinton. For more than an hour Tuesday night, the president delivered his
sermon on the state of the union” (“A Speech to Please Everyone,” 034). Clearly Clinton’s
stylistic devices elicited reactions that detected an element of evangelical rhetoric.
While Clinton’s style received praise in 1994, the message was perceived as bland and
boring. In Andy Rooney’s analysis of the speech, he complains about the “worn out and tired
phrases,” which, when combined with the length of the speech, made it seem exceptionally bland
(Rooney, 3). A reporter from the Denver Mountain Rocky News claimed that Clinton needed “a
good editor … someone to cut his rhetoric down to size” (Amole, 5A). The speech focused on
the theme of economic renewal – a theme that has been prevalent in about half of the last 32
State of the Union addresses (Wines, A15). It was, as some may say, “[a] speech that seemed
doomed to be forgotten within 24 hours” (Shales, D1).
It might seem strange that President Clinton, who thrived in the public limelight and has
been known to speak with Reagan-esque finesse (Sperling, 19), may come across as weak and
ineffective. This was especially evident in responses to the 1995 speech, in which Clinton was
recovering from the backlash of the mid-term elections. The reactions to this speech generally
focused on dissatisfaction with a perceived indecisiveness, lack of focus, and weakness on the

President’s part. Mary McGror, in summarizing the general response to the speech observed,
“The general criticism was that the speech was a dismayingly accurate reflection of Clinton's
worst character flaw: an inability to choose” (McGror, 3). Echoing this theme of indecisiveness,
in the Christian Science Monitor, reporter Daniel Schorr conjectured, “Maybe Clinton should
have made two speeches … if the president did not succeed fully in redefining himself for the
public, it is because he has not quite defined himself to himself” (Schorr, 20). Criticism that
tended to the unfocused quality of the 1995 address is perhaps exemplified best by Frank Rich’s
comment: “Long as it was, the State of the Union was weightless. The speech that many hoped
might start refocusing his presidency is already a blur” (Rich, B3). It seems that no one could
tell what the president’s theme was or what exactly it was he wanted to do. “Occasionally he was
forthright … on too many other issues he chose to speak obliquely,” stated a Washington Post
editorial on his 1995 speech (“The State of the Union,” A24).
Many critics found the speech weak. A news analysis in The New York Times said his
message was “notably short on demands for action” (Apple, A1). Frank Rich asked, “If Clinton
can't command a speech, how can he lead the country?” He continued, observing, “Almost his
entire message was passive …” (Rich, B3). An Op/Ed piece in The Washington Post claimed
that Clinton “managed to obscure his themes, trample on his rhetorical high spots and weary his
audience” (“All Mush and no Message,” A25). Clearly, there was widespread sentiment among
the public that this speech was indicative of weak leadership.
Voters echoed this theme of weakness as well. In an article special to the New York
Times, one of the interviewed voters is quoted as saying, “… he’d do a lot better if he’d present a
clear plan, not ‘we should, we should.’ He doesn’t present it like he has any control over things.
He sounds more like he’s giving the rebuttal speech” (Mydans, A19). It is interesting to note

that even those watching noticed the prevalence of modals in his speech and were able to
correlate that with a weak leadership style. This idea that the speech sounded less like a call for
action and more like a rebuttal is a concept that may well be explained by a discursive analysis of
the texts. Shales’ critique of the 1995 State of the Union effectively sums up the general reaction
to both speeches – it really was as if Elvis had never entered the building.
So why was there this general feeling of dissatisfaction with the speeches – as if Clinton
was weak while on the surface, giving a great speech? Two important discourse features in the
speeches, when combined, may very well help to account for many of the reactions concerning
these speeches. These two speeches contain a high number of modals and relatively low number
of performative verbs. If we examine the trend across all of his speeches, it becomes
immediately obvious that 1994, 1995 and 1997 differ markedly from the remainder of the
speeches:
YEAR
Modals
Performatives
Ratio

1994
54
11
5:1

1995
75
4
18.75 : 1

1996
53
37
1.4 : 1

1997
93
14
6.6 : 1

1998
56
35
1.6 : 1

1999
71
45
1.7 : 1

(Modals:Performatives)

Table 2.

The number of modals is very high in proportion to the number of performative verbs in these
two speeches compared to the others, with the exception of 1997. The following analysis will
first examine stylistic devices pertaining to AVT and then examine these two features. In
examining AVT first, it becomes possible to examine how rhetorical force is built through the
use of stylistic devices, which is imperative to the understanding of how modals and
performative verbs function in these speeches.
In evaluating President Clinton’s 1994 State of the Union address, it is important to
remember that even though the content was poorly regarded, in many cases he was praised for

his delivery. The consistent referral by members of the press to Clinton’s “evangelical” rhetoric
can be attributed to a particular style he employs, which is similar to those of the African
American Verbal tradition.
AVT Tonal Semantics
President Clinton has long been regarded as a masterful speaker: capable of switching
registers, dialects and styles. A style he is especially good at employing is that of AfricanAmerican verbal tradition, also known as AVT.3 I will argue that in this 1994 speech, he
employs aspects of tonal semantics unique to AVT that garner responses like Shales’. Two
components that comprise AVT tonal semantics investigated in this section include repetition of
key statements and repetition of sounds (alliteration) (Smitherman, 258-259). Clinton is
masterful in his use of alliteration, as in the following excerpt from the beginning of the 1994
State of the Union:
A year ago I asked all of you to join me in accepting responsibility
for the future of country. Well we did. We replaced drift and
deadlock with renewal and reform.
(Clinton, 1994)
The rhythm he creates with “drift and deadlock” and “renewal and reform,” does not seem like a
linguistic trick, awkwardly placed in the middle of a passage by inept speechwriters, but as a
natural speech pattern. The fact that the alliteration is in pairs of words makes the sentence
symmetrical and balanced, making Clinton seem balanced as well – it lends the perception that
this is a man who is in control of his thoughts as well as his speech. It helps to promote Clinton
as a polished speaker, at the same time evoking memories of evangelical sermons.

3

In her work, Geneva Smitherman coins the term AVT, or “African-American Verbal Tradition” defined by four
characteristics: signification, personalization, tonal semantics, and sermonic tone. The bulk of the analysis in this
thesis concerning AVT relies on Smitherman’s research.

Clinton employs alliteration not only in establishing ethos (as seen in the previous
example), but also in crafting pathetic appeals, as shown by this example of enargia:
… when I saw the Mississippi deluge the farmlands of the Midwest
in a 500-year flood, when the century’s bitterest cold swept from
North Dakota to Newport News, it seemed as though the world
itself was coming apart at the seams. But the American people –
they just came together. They rose to the occasion, neighbor
helping neighbor, strangers risking life and limb to save total
strangers – showing the better angels of our nature. Let us not
reserve the better angels only for natural disasters, leaving our
deepest and most profound problems to petty political fighting.
(Clinton, 1994)
The alliteration in this passage is perhaps less symmetrical than the previous example, but
nevertheless, it retains the same pairing pattern. The rhythmic pattern created by such oratorical
style serves to enhance his description. “North Dakota to Newport News” creates a more vivid
picture than a non-alliterating pair (i.e. “the Dakotas to Virginia”) because the alliteration adds
rhetorical force. The pairing of terms is not as obvious, preventing the description from coming
off as stale or rehearsed.
In the previous passage, Clinton employs not only alliteration, but repetition as well, with
“neighbor helping neighbor.” The use of repetition, especially on the word level, is a device he
employs often throughout the speech:
But we’re paying more and more money for less and less care.
Every year fewer and fewer Americans even get to choose their
doctors. Every year doctors and nurses spend more time on
paperwork and less time with patients because of the absolute
bureaucratic nightmare the present system has become. This
system is riddled with inefficiency, with abuse, with fraud, and
everybody knows it.
(Clinton, 1994)
This passage offers several examples of repetition that serve to enhance the style of Clinton’s
oratory. The first we might notice is the repetition of “more and more,” “less and less,” and
“fewer and fewer.” These words, like those in the previous example, carry a theme – they are

related. Also through repeating these words in pairs, he creates a degree of iconicity; the words
mimic the action they are creating. For example, the meaning of the sentence would be changed
if he said “more care” instead of “more and more care.” He carries this use of repetition through
to the end of the passage, with the repeated use of “with.” The constancy of this preposition
paired with a new descriptor each time provides a jarring picture of the system. The particular
use of this word creates a rhythmical speech pattern that places the emphasis on the word
following “with” in each case (the emphasis is on the words “inefficiency,” “abuse” and
“fraud.”). When the staccato-like rhythm is interrupted at the end after the third repetition, our
attention is forcibly drawn to the final phrase; it represents a break from the syntactical pattern
and alliteration that we have become accustomed to throughout the passage.
Another rhetorical strategy common to black ministers and utilized by Clinton is the
repetition of these phrases followed by a counterstatement, which gives the speech a “punch”
(Smitherman, 259). We find many examples of this stylistic device in Clinton’s 1994 State of
the Union. Perhaps the best one can be found near the end of the speech:
The American people have got to want to change from within if
we’re going to bring back work and family and community. We
cannot renew our country when within a decade more than half of
the children will be born into families where there has been no
marriage. We cannot renew this country when 13-year-old boys
get semi-automatic weapons to shoot 9-year-olds for kicks. We
can’t renew our country when children are having children and the
fathers walk away as if the kids don’t amount to anything. We
can’t renew the country when our businesses eagerly look for new
investments and new customers abroad, but ignore those people
right here at home who would give anything to have their jobs and
would gladly buy their products if they had the money to do it. We
can’t renew our country unless more of us – I mean all of us – are
willing to join the churches and the other good citizens – people
like the black ministers I’ve worked with over the years, or the
priests and the nuns … We can’t renew our country until we
realize that governments don’t raise children, parents do.
(Clinton, 1994)

This passage is remarkable in its similarity to the style of black rhetors like Martin Luther King
Jr. and Clarence Thomas. The repetition of one key phrase at the beginning of the sentence lends
an evangelical quality to the speech as he settles into a rhythm reminiscent of black ministers’
sermonizing. The rhetorical force of this passage is heightened by his use of descriptive detail.
When he says “13 year old boys get semi-automatic weapons to shoot 9-year olds for kicks,” he
captures the attention of the audience. The repetition of “we can’t renew our country,” becomes
familiar to the audience, making each successive sentence seem more agreeable, or “right” in the
minds of the reader/viewer, because he or she can predict the next sentence (it will always begin
with the same few words). In a powerful use of anaphora, he repeats the key phrase five times,
enough for the listener to predict its presence after the second time, but not long enough to
become monotonous. He ends the last line with a punch: “governments don’t raise children,
parents do.” This is extremely effective because in the predicate of the previous four sentences
he has provided us with lengthy description of what is wrong and what needs to be done. This
last line is a short, forceful statement that brings all the other points to a head. It echoes in the
minds of the audience and we realize at once that this is the climax that we have been waiting for
throughout the passage. This stylistic device, when Clinton chooses to use it, provides strong
rhetorical force and gives him magnificent stage presence.
President Clinton tries to use the AVT style of rhythmic repetition to drive home his
point several times in the 1995 State of the Union, but falls short each time, causing him to come
off sounding weak and unfocused. He also tries to use some of the colloquial language that
appeals to the American public, but falls short here as well. In the following excerpt, Clinton
sets himself up for a climatic ending by repeating a key phrase, but then loses the momentum:

And the cold hard fact is that, since last year, since I was here, another 1.1 million
Americans in working families have lost their health care. And the cold hard fact
is that many millions more, most of them farmers and small businesspeople and
self-employed people, have seen their premiums skyrocket, their co-pays and
deductibles go up. There’s a whole bunch of people in this country that, in the
statistics have health insurance, but really what they’ve got is a piece of paper that
says they won’t lose their home if they get sick.
(Clinton, 1995)
Clinton raises our expectations when we hear “the cold hard fact is that,” repeated at the
beginning of two sentences in a row. Given his usual oratorical style, we expect there to be a
third, perhaps more, and then some sort of climax – a statement that ends the sequence of
repetition forcefully and with closure. However, he loses the rhetorical momentum in the third
sentence. “A whole bunch of people” sounds awkward, especially when we are expecting the
repetition of that key phrase. The sentence meanders to its end, with vague phrases like “piece
of paper.” In this passage, as in so many others, he is close to achieving the style that won him
praise for his delivery in 1994, but fails at the most critical part.
Modals
The 1994 State of the Union speech garnered a somewhat contradictory response. Some
criticized its banality, some found it boring, but most could not find fault with the President’s
competent and enthusiastic delivery. This perceived banality can be explained through President
Clinton’s usage of modals and performatives. Unlike performatives, modals do not themselves
perform an act. In fact, they undermine the strength of his proposals by oftentimes omitting a
responsible agent. The repitition of multiple modals not only weakens the strength of his
proposals, but they also create a predictable pattern. In the section below, the presence of many
modals creates a dull, predictable style:

Why do we want guaranteed private insurance? Because right now
nine out of 10 people who have insurance get it through their
employers. And that should continue. And if your employer is
providing good benefits at reasonable prices, that should continue,
too. That ought to make the Congress and the President feel
better.
(Clinton, 1994)
There are several items of interest in this passage. First, the lack of an animate subject before the
modal is glaring. He assigns no agent to accept responsibility for his goals and his proposal
seems to float about, undirected and unanchored. At the end of this passage, he also addresses
himself in the third person as “the President.” This last sentence is unique in that it shifts the
whole meaning of the previous sentences. By addressing himself in the third person, he shifts
the implied responsibility. While there is no agent in the previous lines, the last line lets us know
that he is not the one who is assuming responsibility. If the goal is to make him feel better, then
it is obviously neither Congress nor the President who must be responsible for continuing private
insurance. It is someone else’s responsibility to make President Clinton and Congress feel better,
and who that agent is remains unspecified. In this particular section of the 1994 State of the
Union, President Clinton projects the image of a weak leader through a use of modals which
specifically denies him leadership and responsibility and assigns it to no one.
President Clinton almost never uses modals with the first person singular subject.
Instead, he either assigns no responsibility (as shown in the passage above) or likes to make
everyone responsible:
Our approach protects older Americans. Every plan before the
Congress proposes to slow the growth of Medicare. The difference
is this: We believe those savings should be used to improve health
care for senior citizens. Medicare must be protected, and it should
cover prescription drugs, and we should take the first steps in
covering long term care.
(Clinton, 1994)

This passage utilizes modals in a different way from the previous excerpt. Here, President
Clinton actually assigns responsibility; using the first person plural “we” as the nominative
subject, he places himself and some unknown others as the responsible agents. We do not know,
however, if the “we” refers to himself and Hillary Clinton, who originally proposed the
healthcare plan together, or whether it refers to himself and the primary audience (Congress), or
to himself and the secondary audience (the general public watching the speech on television).
The sense of weakness that viewers may get in a sentence like this comes not from what he says
but what he doesn’t say. What is lacking from the last sentence is the agent. He says Medicare
must be protected. By whom or what mechanism? Does long-term care have anything to do with
Medicare? We do not know if he is referring back to this previous statement or whether this last
clause is a new and separate idea. This sort of ambiguity combined with the use of modals,
makes the speech sound unsure and undirected.
In the 1995 speech, Clinton tends to use modals repetitively, which consistently
undermines the force of his message:
We have to help those on welfare move to work as quickly as
possible, to provide childcare and teach them skills if that’s what
they need for up to two years. And after that, there ought to be a
simple hard rule: anyone who can work must go to work. If a
parent isn’t paying child support, they should be forced to pay. We
should suspend drivers’ licenses, track them across state lines,
make them work off what they owe. That is what we should do.
Governments do not raise children, people do. And the parents
must take responsibility for the children they bring into this world.
(Clinton, 1995)
At every point Clinton has the opportunity to make a definitive statement, he chooses to insert a
modal instead. Clinton’s use of modals in this passage serves to weaken the message by failing
to assign a responsible agent or a method to accomplish these proposals. Also notable in this

paragraph is the excerpt from the 1994 State of the Union, “Governments don’t raise children,
parents do.” Then, it served to add a “punch” to his rhetoric, and provide a climatic ending to the
paragraph. Here, it loses its impact, overshadowed by modals. It does not have the repetition of
key phrases leading up to a climatic ending. It is followed by another sentence instead of a
pause, thereby weakening its force further. Such use of what was a powerful phrase in 1994,
well-exemplifies what critics noted that Clinton “trampled on his rhetorical high spots,” (“All
Mush and No Message,” A25).
Performative verbs
Performative verbs are verbs that function to perform an action themselves, and thereby
alter the context of the situation. They must be used in with the first person pronoun. For
example, when Clinton says “I challenge” to Congress, a common phrase in the 1996 speech, he
is actually performing the deed of “challenging.” Performative verbs are often perceived as a
more forceful than other active verbs because of the directness and activity on the rhetor’s part.
Intuitively, “I challenge” sounds much more forceful than “we should challenge,” which is not a
performative because it lacks the appropriate pronoun and includes a modal. This lack of modals
and abundance of performatives perhaps led to some of the negetive criticism garnered by the
1994 and 1995 addresses. Below is a table listing the performative verbs in the President’s
address:
Performative
Verb
Applaud
Ask
Call
Say
Urge
Table 3.

Number of times used in
1994 address
1
3
1
2
4

Number of times used in
1995 address
1
1
2
0
0

It is interesting to note that there is little variation in the verbs he uses. There is also little
variation in the way he uses the verbs. The following passage illustrates President Clinton’s use
of performatives:
My fellow Americans, the problem of violence is an American
problem. It has no partisan or philosophical element. Therefore, I
urge you to find ways as quickly as possible to set aside partisan
differences and pass a strong, smart, tough crime bill. But further,
I urge you to consider this: As you demand tougher penalties for
those who choose violence, let us also remember how we came to
this sad point.
(Clinton, 1994)
The way Clinton uses performatives in these first two speeches contrasts dramatically with his
use later on. In this passage, he places a conjunction or conjunctive adverb before each
performative. He never directly calls on the American people, but must qualify it first. The use
of “therefore,” and “but further” before these two verbs reduces the impact they have on the
audience. In qualifying his statement, he creates the impression that he does not have the power
to simply “urge” the audience; he must first have a reason. The impact of the first performative
verb sentence is reduced by the fact that the already lengthy predicate of the sentence is drawn
out further by the adjective list at the end. The rhetorical force is dampened as the performative
becomes more distant and the direct object refuses to appear. The point that Clinton is urging
Congress to pass a new tough crime bill is somewhat obscured by the clause concerning
partisanship. In the second usage of “urge” the rhetorical force of the verb is dampened not by a
long interjection, but by the following infinitive. Instead of using an action-oriented infinitive
like “to pass” or “to vote,” he urges the audience “to consider,” an activity that is more
contemplative than active. The forcefulness that performatives can carry is reduced by such
syntactical constructions and word choice throughout his speech.

In the 1995 State of the Union Address, Clinton employs performative verbs only five
times. This is in stark contrast to the 1996 speech, which as we shall see, employed many
performatives and garnered much praise for being forceful and focused. Perhaps the 1995 can be
seen as a plethora of lost opportunities, like this one: “So I want to challenge you to have honest
hearings…” (Clinton, 1995). Instead of directly challenging the audience by saying “I
challenge,” he uses what would be the performative verb as an infinitive. Therefore, the word
“challenge” does not perform an act, but rather fills a syntactical role. Challenging is lost to the
rhetoric of desire and intention.
Even when Clinton does use performative verbs, they do not come across as particularly
strong: “I applaud your desire to get rid of costly and unnecessary regulations,” (Clinton, 1995).
Instead of using the performative as a call to action, he uses it to qualify the next sentence, which
begins with “But when we deregulate …” (Clinton, 1995). The verb in this context fails to have
much force.
In summary, the 1994 and 1995 State of the Union addresses were remarkably similar in
their abundance of modals and noticeable lack of performative verbs. This led the speeches to
seem to both the public and the press to be weak. The 1994 State of the Union gained praise for
its delivery, primarily because Clinton successfully employed aspects of AVT and used
colloquial language in a forceful way that lent personality to his speech. The 1995 speech failed
to achieve much praise for its style because Clinton failed to engage the stylistic devices he used
the previous year to a degree that would elevate his rhetoric. His use of colloquial language
further weakened the speech, as he used it in such a way that obscured his themes and made it
sound more like a rebuttal and less like an address to a joint session of Congress.

1996: The Challenge Speech
Critics greeted Clinton’s 1996 State of the Union speech with almost unanimous
approval. It was as if a different man spoke in 1996 than in 1994 and 1995. It was a dramatic,
perhaps even brilliant turnaround from his previous two State of the Unions. This abrupt
transformation of public opinion is examined in more detail before an analysis of the speeches is
presented.
A common response to the speech was that Clinton appeared confidant, competent and a
strong candidate. In 1995, a critic was quoted by the Washington Post as saying “Bill Clinton
needs a miracle, not a comeback, to win in 1996” (“All Mush and No Message,” A25). In 1996,
The Washington Post published an article that praised, “The presentation was terrific … it’s hard
to imagine that this Clinton speech won’t go down in the record books as a winner” (Shales, B1).
Reiterating this theme, The New York Times published an article that lauded the speech:
“President Clinton gave a front-runner’s speech tonight, the speech of a candidate confident that
he is ahead” (Apple, A1). More specifically, admiration of the speech focused on Clinton’s
direct style and forceful delivery. “Clinton appeared robust … and forceful, qualities people like
in a leader,” commented Tom Shales of The Washington Post (Shales, B1). The San Francisco
Chronicle called the speech “well-delivered” and “forceful,” mentioning as well, that it had an
“impact” (“Clinton Sets Tone for Presidential Race,”A20). Dan Rather was quoted on Clinton’s
appearance, saying he “certainly delivered it smoothly and competently” (Shales, B1).
Voters echoed the praise of the speech as being focused and forceful. In an interview
conducted by Atlanta Journal and Constitution staff writer Jill Vejnoska, one woman was quoted
as saying; "He's really articulating the success and accomplishments of his administration and
communicating his challenges and goals for the future." Another voter, referring to the previous

speeches, claimed, “ … he's been criticized over the years for being too general. Tonight he gave
facts to support everything. He was very focused" (Vejnoska, 1996).
One interesting component of the speech that surfaced in scores of reviews was Clinton’s
campaign-like style. One journalist remarked “President Clinton used the yearly State of the
Union address Tuesday night to begin his 1996 re-election campaign” (Foster, 14). Another
remarked that the message was “intended far more for voters than for the Republican-controlled
Congress” (Mitchell, A1). Finally, an article in The Times-Picayune asserted, “President Clinton
followed his standard practice in his State of the Union address: When in trouble, make a
campaign speech” (“Shots Across the Bow,” B6). Analysis of the text itself will help us
determine which features were contributing to the perceived campaign-like style.
Of course, the speech was not regarded without some negative criticism. Unlike his
previous State of the Union messages, the criticism was not focused on any perception of
weakness, or ineffectiveness, but with other aspects of style. Shales critiqued the speech as,
“blandly written, too long and heavy on gimmicks” (Shales, B1). Apple remarked that, “At
times there was almost a me, too, quality to the speech” (Apple, A1). However, the
overwhelming general response seemed to hail this particular State of the Union as a bold and
confidant speech given by a strong leader with a good chance of reelection.
The following sections will first examine the rich feature performative verbs, which was
discussed also in the previous chapter. The prolific use of the verb in this speech created impact
and focus. The second part of this analysis will be devoted to campaign rhetoric.

Performatives
In the 1996 speech, Clinton used more performative verbs than in any other State of the
Union he gave. The performative verb “challenge” was used 24 times – more times than all the
performatives combined in the 1994, 1995 and 1997 speeches.
Perhaps one of the reasons the “challenge” theme was so effective in earning praise from
the press was because it was a carried throughout the speech. The word “challenge” is not only
used as a performative verb, but in other ways as well. Before the word “challenge” is used as a
performative, it is used seven times as a noun in the speech, creating a theme:
Now it is time for us to look also to the challenges of today and
tomorrow, beyond the burdens of yesterday. The challenges are
significant. But America was built on challenges, not promises.
(Clinton, 1996)
Tonight I want to speak to you about the challenges we all face as
people. Our first challenge is to cherish our children and
strengthen America’s families.
(Clinton, 1996)
The use of “challenge” as a noun provides some general framework for his speech – the turning
point of his speech, comes with the line “Tonight I want to speak to you about the challenges we
all face as people” (Clinton, 1996). Following this line, the speech assumes a pattern of the
stating of a challenge (as a noun) followed by the use of “challenge” as a performative. So,
when just a few minutes later he switches from speaking of challenges to challenging people, the
speech remains cohesive and consistent.
The theme of challenges is carried out in the speech when he lists a challenge, and then in
his proposed solution, uses the performative “challenge:”

Our third challenge is to help every American who is willing to
work for it, achieve economic security in this new age … So I
challenge Congress to consolidate 70 overlapping, antiquated jobtraining programs into a simple voucher worth $2,600 for
unemployed or underemployed workers to use as they please for
community college tuition or other training. (Clinton, 1996)
The use of the term “challenge” as a performative verb marks the change from general (as a
noun) to specific. As a noun, “challenges” do not have to be specific; however, when Clinton
begins using “challenge” as a performative verb, he is forced into being specific. He must
challenge a group of people to a defined action that therefore adds focus and specificity to his
rhetoric (arguably lacking in the 1994 and 1995 State of the Unions).
This early passage exemplifies how the use of a performative verb focuses the rhetoric
and creates impact:
To make the V-chip work, I challenge the broadcast industry to do
what movies have done – to identify your programming in ways
that help parents to protect their children. And I invite the leaders
of major media corporations in the entertainment industry to come
to the White House next month to work with us … (Clinton, 1996)
The verb itself performs a deed – challenging the broadcast industry. The construction of the
sentence (like every other sentence constructed with a performative verb), names an agent (direct
object “the broadcast industry”) and an action (indirect object “to identify the programming”),
which focuses the sentence. For example, if we eliminate the performative and insert a modal
(with the first person plural pronoun, as Clinton is inclined to use), the passage loses its
rhetorical force: “To make the V-chip work, we should have the broadcast industry do what
movies have done – to identify your programming in ways that help parents to protect their
children.” Neither the agent nor the action has changed but the sentence has lost its forcefulness.
Another aspect of this particular passage, not ubiquitous with all performatives, is the dependent

purpose clause initiating the sentence. In giving a reason for the challenge (“to make the V-chip
work”), he adds further focus to his rhetoric.
Another tactic that is effective in adding impact is the repetition on the part of the rhetor
himself. Many times Clinton will start a series of sentences with “I challenge…” creating a
rhythmical repetition that serves to draw attention to the performative:
I challenge people on welfare to make the most of this opportunity
for independence. I challenge American businesses to give people
on welfare the chance to move into the workforce. I applaud the
work of religious groups and others who care for the poor.
(Clinton, 1996)
I challenge every state to give all parents the right to choose which
public school their children will attend; and to let teachers form
new schools with a charter they can keep only if they do a good
job. I challenge all our schools to teach character education, to
teach good values and good citizenship… I challenge our parents
to become their children’s first teachers.
(Clinton, 1996)
The repetition of a performative several times in a row serves to draw attention to the act it is
performing. In “challenging” several times in a row, Clinton draws attention to the fact that he is
performing a forceful act – and this forcefulness implies that he is indeed a strong leader.

A Campaign-Like Style
Campaign rhetoric can be in part be characterized by clever sound bites,
oversimplification of problems, promises and an undercurrent of implied responsibility (or
promotion of a particular party or individual or criticism of competing parties). In this section
we will look at the various ways Clinton used the 1996 State of the Union speech to further his
own political ambitions. With a chance to become the first two-term democratic president in

over two decades, it is difficult not to imagine that this speech would not be utilized to the
maximum to promote the New Democrat platform.
In an example of these characteristics listed above, Clinton takes credit for the creation of
new jobs:
The state of the Union is strong. Our economy is the healthiest it
has been in three decades. We have the lowest combined rates of
unemployment and inflation in 27 years. We have created 8
million new jobs …
(Clinton, 1996)
In his article on campaign rhetoric for Fortune magazine, critic Rob Norton makes an
observation about the above statement:
The idea that Presidents create jobs is one of those casual
distortions of reality that’s been repeated so often it sounds true.
The economy is what creates jobs, and it creates them with almost
monotonous regularity … President Clinton in fact has little reason
to crow about his job-creation record. Since he took office, U.S.
employment has risen by 2.4% per year on average, a little better
than the long-term trend but slightly less that it grew during the
Regan expansion. All that proves is that there has been no Clinton
recession …
(Norton, 51)
Returning to Clinton’s rhetoric, it at once becomes obvious that Norton’s observations about
long-term trends in employment and the overall big picture are absent from Clinton’s oratory.
Indeed, giving only a large round figure with no basis for comparison is more effective
rhetorically than pointing out that it is not much better than average. The recitation of this fact
implies that Bill Clinton and the Democratic Party, the ones responsible for these eight million,
will continue to create opportunities in the American workforce. The recitation of this “fact” is
promotion for the Democratic Party.
In another bit of promotion, Clinton criticizes his opponents while promoting himself in a
bit of campaign rhetoric:

The most significant environmental gains in the last 30 years were
made under a Democratic Congress and President Richard Nixon.
We can work together. We have to believe some basic things. Do
you believe we can expand the economy without hurting the
environment? I do. Do you believe we can create more jobs over
the long run by cleaning the environment up? I know we can.
(Clinton, 1996)
The very first sentence begins with a promotion for the democrats, and is followed by a
systematic criticism of the GOP. The questions, which are strategic rhetorically because they
call for audience participation, are a thinly veiled attack on the opposing party. The use of
stereotypes as a basis of criticism is not uncommon in campaign rhetoric (in this case, the
republicans as anti-environment and pro-private businesses). In these two questions, he neatly
categorizes the GOP as anti-environment and pro-corporate America. It is also interesting that
the republican he mentions is Richard Nixon – who resigned from office in disgrace following
the Watergate scandal. Indeed, Nixon’s name has a negative connotation that frames republicans
in an unfavorable light before he even goes on to ask these questions.
In another example of campaign rhetoric, and one that is common for Clinton throughout
the speech is the oversimplification of problems. In the following example, he uses children to
state a problem:
Our first challenge is to cherish our children and strengthen
America’s families … All strong families begin with taking more
responsibility for our children. I have hear Mrs. Gore say that it’s
hard to be a parent today, but it’s even harder to be a child. So all
of us, not just as parents, but all of us in businesses, our
governments – all of us have a responsibility to help our children
to make it and to make the most of their lives and their God-given
capacities.
(Clinton, 1996)

In this passage, there it is hard to pinpoint a problem, but he offers a vague solution (to be more
responsible for our children). The problem seems to lie with responsibility. He offers no
specific solutions for this ambiguous problem. Also characteristic of campaign-rhetoric, he uses
the clever sound bite quoted from none other than Mrs. Gore. This sentence (in italics) is catchy
because of its brevity, parallelism and rhythm. Of course, by quoting Mrs. Gore, he also implies
that it is the democrats who care about children. This implied responsibility is another
characteristic of campaign rhetoric.
In a final example, Clinton implies responsibility through the use of statistics while
simultaneously promoting the democratic party:
The Brady Bill has already stopped 44,000 people with criminal
records from buying guns. The assault weapons ban is keeping 19
kinds of assault weapons out of the hands of violent gangs. I
challenge the Congress to keep those laws on the books.
(Clinton, 1996)
He quotes statistics on gun control in a one-sided fashion. He is keeping assault rifles away from
“violent gangs.” Implied here is that the NRA (a mostly republican group) would advocate just
the opposite. This point emphasized by the use of the performative in the last sentence. When
he “challenges” Congress to keep the laws, he sounds forceful and direct, through the use of the
performative verb. However, the rhetoric is not necessary – it is Congresses job to mainly pass
laws, it takes no effort on their behalf to keep one. The rhetoric merely functions to highlight the
good that he (and the democrats) have done while warning the secondary audience of the harm
that the republicans could do.
The 1996 State of the Union speech was a departure from Clinton’s unimpressive first
attempts at mastering the annual message. He managed to establish the image of a strong leader

while simultaneously campaigning for his political future. His use of performative verbs, as well
as campaign-like rhetoric certainly were a major factor in this turnaround.
Conclusion
This analysis has been limited to the examination of speeches given in the most formal
context, the State of the Union. While this context has been both helpful and necessary as a
constant in examining trends, it is also somewhat limiting. For example, it might be interesting
to see how Clinton’s rhetoric functioned during the impeachment hearings or during a more
informal occasion. It would be interesting to note what characteristics of his rhetoric that
emerged during the State of the Union addresses are preserved across the different genres of
speeches.
This analysis of President Clinton’s State of the Union addresses has uncovered many
interesting discursive and rhetorical features that lent themselves to the perceptions vocalized by
members of the American press. These features have given insight to the function of certain rich
features and stylistic devices in the context of the State of the Union address. Among these rich
features a style has emerged that typifies Clinton. Although he uses different stylistic devices at
appropriate times, a pattern emerges from his speeches is undeniably “Clinton.” A combination
of everyday clichés pooled with eloquent metaphors spoken like a Rhodes scholar, a bit of
African-American vernacular tradition, an assortment of modals mixed in with performative
verbs, and, of course, those good-natured ad-libs, define his style. In reducing aspects of his
rhetoric to words and patterns we have in the process, defined Clinton as a rhetor. Armed with
this knowledge, it is possible to glance at a text and immediately see the trademarks of Clinton’s
style and rhetorical flair. Anne Quinlan perhaps summarized it best: “Bill Clinton gives a good

speech. There is in him a bit of the preacher, some of the earnest high school orator, a little
carnival barker and some door-to-door salesman.”
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APPENDIX A
KEY EVENTS IN THE CLINTON PRESIDENCY: POLICY AND SCANDAL
**The First Term**
1993
Jan. 20
Jan. 27
Aug. 10
Sept. 22
Nov. 30

William Jefferson Clinton inaugurated as the 42nd President of the United States.
Clinton announces “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy on gays in the military.
Clinton signs budget deficit reduction plan, which passed Congress with no
Republican support.
President Clinton officially unveils officially announces plan for national health
care insurance.
President Clinton signs “Brady bill.”
1994

May 6
Sept. 26
Nov. 8

Paula Jones files sexual harassment lawsuit against President Clinton for his
alleged misconduct in 1991.
Health care reform package dies in Congress.
Republicans win control of both houses of Congress in midterm elections.
1995

April 19
Sept. 19
Nov. 15

Oklahoma City bombing occurs, killing 168.
President Clinton defends Affirmative action, stating that the county needs to
“mend it” rather than “end it.”
Bill Clinton and Monica Lewinsky’s sexual relationship begins.
1996

Jan. 23
Jan. 25
Aug. 22
Nov. 5

In State of the Union Address, President Clinton declares that the “era of big
government is over.” The president also pays tribute to his wife, whose
appearance before a grand jury is pending.
Hillary Clinton testifies before federal grand jury that is examining the
Whitewater matter.
President Clinton signs welfare-reform law.
Clinton defeats Senator Robert Dole to become the first Democrat elected to two
consecutive presidential terms since FDR.
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Critical Photography in a Time of Urban Change: The Atlantic Steel
Redevelopment Project
The Atlantic Steel Redevelopment Project is a time-line photographic study of a
vast piece of land in midtown Atlanta. The project shows the transformation of a 138acre historic industrial site from a 100-year old steel mill into a New Urbanism city within
a city. It is the largest intown redevelopment ever attempted in the U.S. Late 1999, I
photographed the buildings of the Atlantic Steel Mill just before they were demolished. I
decided to keep photographing the site periodically, recording each stage of this
enormous transformation. I photographed the demolition; the cleaning of contaminated
soil; the radical regrading of the granite-based site using explosives; the installation of
new sewer systems; the construction of a new bridge that links the development to city’s
midtown district and the construction of a four-story 40-acre subterranean parking deck.
I will continue to photograph until the central retail district opens to the public sometime
in 2004. The designs for the new development ironically resemble the demolished mill.
There are many points of criticism that have arisen from the teardown of the historic
structures as well as the design of the new city (including general architectural criticism
of New Urbanist trends). When viewed all at once in a slide essay or publication, my
photographs reflect those criticisms. But when they are exhibited as prints in a gallery,
they appear more objective and exist solely for the purpose of critical reflection. The
developers have not sponsored my photographs, although they do attend my art
openings. How does photography remain critical on such a political tightrope? Does
the act of recording change in cities constitute a critical act? There is a history of
photographers that record urban gentrification. The apolitical stance has been mastered
by the German objectivists (Brend & Hilla Becher, Thomas Struth); as well as
photographers working within the genre of everyday realism (Jeff Wall). The poststructuralists of the 1970s (Alan Sekula, Deborah Bright) demonstrated how various
modes of presentation could make photography the catalyst for active dialog. I propose
to share photographs from the Atlantic Steel Redevelopment Project in light of my
research into how photography can remain critical in the act of documenting urban
change.
Several of the images in the proposed presentation can be viewed by clicking on the
Atlantic Steel Redevelopment Project at www.ruthdusseault.com.
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The Art Songs of William Grant Still

William Grant Still is recognized as the dean of African American composers.
This unofficial title was bestowed upon Still for his many achievements as an AfricanAmerican classical composer. Still is credited with being the first African American to
compose a symphony which was performed by a major orchestra (the Afro-American
Symphony, performed by the Rochester Symphony Orchestra in 1931); first to conduct a
major American orchestra (the Los Angeles Philharmonic in 1936); and first to have a
complete opera produced by a major opera company (Troubled Island, performed by the
New York City Opera in 1949). Although he is regarded generally as an instrumental
composer, Still was a composer of art songs also.
William Grant Still composed over twenty-five songs, and arranged at least fifteen
negro spirituals for solo voice and piano. These include three song cycles: Songs of
Separation, From the Hearts of Women, and Rhapsody; and a collection entitled Twelve
Negro Spirituals. Close examination of his works reveals that Still was a skillful art song
composer whose works should be performed and studied by today's singers and scholars.

Soprano Rosephanye Dunn Powell performs selected songs by the composer. She
presents a synopsis of the composer's life, and discusses the following general
characteristics of his compositional style: melody, accompaniment, form, harmony,
rhythm, and choice of poetry. The primary purpose of this lecture-recital is to provide
information which will enhance the listener's knowledge of William Grant Still, thereby
increasing the probability of more interest in this composer, and more performances of his
works.
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The Art Songs of William Grant Still, is considered the authoritative work on the subject. Dr.
Powell served as editor for William Grant Still: An Art Song Collection, published recently by
William Grant Still Music. She is a composer and arranger, currently published by Gentry
Publications and the Hal Leonard Corporation. Dr. Powell holds degrees from Alabama State
University (B.M.E., summa cum laude), Westminster Choir College (M.M., with distinction),
and the Florida State University (D.M., university fellow).
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THE BITTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE:
An Examination of Racial Melancholy, White Supremacy and Masculinity
In American History X
In the nineteenth century, Sigmund Freud introduced the technique of psychoanalysis, a
then-pioneering mode of examination that attempts to identify the unconscious motivators of
human behaviour.

Despite a successive throng of critics who have sought to dismiss his

innovative insights into the human psyche, modern analysts have adapted many of Freud’s
concepts into explanations of various behavioural phenomena. One such revisited concept is
what Freud calls “melancholy,” a chronic psychical disorder characterized by an inability to
overcome the grieving process. In this state, an individual enters a prolonged, obsessive state of
grief following the loss of a love-object; this is contrasted with “mourning,” a temporary psychic
condition in which an individual is eventually able to accept the loss of a love-object through the
process of grieving. In her essay, “The Melancholy of Race,” contemporary psychoanalyst Ann
Anlin Cheng adapts Freud’s definition of melancholy to describe the consequences of racialized
identities on both the individual and society at large. Cheng defines racial melancholy as identity
based on constitutive loss, in which an identity-forming sense of deficiency or rejection is
produced via the internalization of race. Racial melancholy is, Cheng suggests, both “a sign of
rejection and…a psychic strategy in response to that rejection” (20), in which “rejection” refers
to the exclusion of racialized groups from what is perceived to be the mainstream or dominant
culture.
However, Cheng’s concept is not restricted to describing the melancholic state of socalled “visible minorities” or other readily racialized groups. Rather, it includes and, in fact,
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emphasizes the racial melancholy that afflicts the category of “white” people. In its most
extreme form, white racial melancholy takes the form of two positions: individuals who adopt
either a wholly disavowing stance (i.e.: “racism doesn’t exist”), or those who “violently vilify”
(11) other racial groups (as in the case of white supremacism). Cheng’s concept of racial
melancholy and its relationship to white supremacy is expertly portrayed in Tony Kaye’s
critically acclaimed film, American History X, starring Edward Norton and Edward Furlong.
This film portrays the development and deconstruction of white supremacist Derek Vinyard
(Norton) who, after coming to terms with the deficiency of white-power beliefs, attempts to
prevent his younger brother Danny (Furlong) from becoming a white supremacist himself.
However, this film skilfully complicates Cheng’s central question regarding the psychical
conditions that give rise to racial melancholy by suggesting intractable associations that exist
between melancholy, race, and gender. Both Derek Vinyard’s embrace and eventual rejection of
white supremacist ideology is symptomatic of Cheng’s notion of “racial melancholy,” but
furthermore, an analysis of American History X suggests that his melancholic state of whiteness
is inextricably linked to the psychodynamics of Derek’s masculine identity.
As Cheng suggests in her essay, “racial ideals continue to drive those most oppressed by
[them],” (6) an assertion that explains the anxious, melancholic attempts of white supremacists to
define and protect those qualities (individual or social) that they seek to associate with whiteness.
The mourning and subsequent melancholia of white supremacists such as those in American
History X occurs through the loss of a perceived love object – in this case, a “pure,” white
society – which, as Derek passionately describes in a speech to his Aryan sympathizers, is now
full of “people who have no right to be here in the first place.” Following his father’s murder by
a black man, Derek laments the current state of America to a television news reporter stating,
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“every problem in this country is race-related, not just crime, it’s like, immigration, AIDS,
welfare… those are problems in the black community, Hispanic community and the Asian
community. They’re not white problems.” Rather than come to terms with or accept the
changing face(s) of America, Derek refuses to relinquish his notion of the goodness he associates
with a whites-only society. Consequently, his refusal to substitute other concepts for this lost
love-object develops into a malignant case of racial melancholy characterized by his extreme
racism.
Furthermore, Cheng suggests that melancholia is based upon “a condition of endless selfimpoverishment,” in which the melancholic is compelled to “feed” upon the lost object (8). In
devouring the “other-made-ghostly,” the individual is nourished by this sense of loss; despite the
deeply-rooted resentment the melancholic feels towards the lost love-object, the individual
nevertheless needs the now-rejected object to sustain the melancholy.

This entangled

relationship with loss is comprised of both identification with and denigration of the lost object,
which fosters a profound ambivalence towards the ingested object. Perhaps the most vivid
representation of this ingestion-expulsion phenomenon is portrayed by Derek’s Aryan friend
Seth who, in one scene, eats a bowl of coloured jellybeans (with the exception of the lone black
jellybean), only to torpidly spit them out of his mouth in a disgusting act of self-distraction.
This scene skilfully analogizes the melancholic white supremacists’ desire to at once consume
and reject the objects that are the target of such profound resentment and disgust, as Seth’s
refusal to eat the lone black jellybean is symptomatic of the moment in which melancholic loss is
transformed into exclusion. This final phase of racial melancholia’s elaborate “loss-but-not-loss”
structure (9) is manifested in the film’s basketball game scene. In this instance, Derek and the
Aryans challenge a black gang to a basketball game; the stakes, says Derek, “are these courts.
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And not just today, for good. If you win, we [the Aryans] will walk away. But if we win… no
bitching, no fighting… right here in front of everybody, you pack up your shit and get your black
asses outta here.” After a thrilling film sequence, the basketball game is won by the Aryans, who
tell the black men to “get the fuck off [our] court… this is [our] house now!” in an act of
expulsion which fortifies Derek’s and the Aryans’ sense of melancholy and white supremacy.
However, as Fried Pfiel describes in his book White Guys, race alone is an inadequate
explanatory category for this type of sociological and psychological analysis (27).

Upon

examination, it is clear that the melancholic aspect of white supremacy is articulated to the
development and representation of Derek’s masculine identity.

From a psychoanalytic

perspective, his father’s death initiates in Derek an Oedipal desire to occupy the now-vacant
position of father.
striking.

From this moment onwards, Derek’s physical and psychical change is

As Derek mourns the loss of his father (and concurrently develops his white

supremacist ideology), he is transformed from a shy, reserved, teenager into an aggressive,
powerfully built role-model (“Father Vinyard”) for the Aryans with whom he now associates.
Furthermore, Derek’s younger brother Danny becomes increasingly devoted to him and posits
Derek as a substitute father-figure in order to cope with his mourning of his father’s death.
Derek’s inability to find a suitable psychological substitute for his absent father creates an
unresolved and profound sense of loss – melancholy – which Danny never experiences to the
same degree. (While it may be argued that Cameron, the older man who supplies the Aryan
youths with white supremacist propaganda, becomes a father-substitute for Derek, Derek never
openly admires Cam in the same way that Danny is in awe of his brother. This suggests that
Derek refuses substitution for his loss in the manner of a melancholic.) Consequently Danny’s
racial melancholy, as manifested by his embrace of white supremacist ideology, never
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approaches the intensity of his brother Derek’s. When we recognize that Derek’s melancholy
simultaneously finds its source in his mourning for both his father and the lost ideal of a “good”,
white society, the link between racial melancholy and his hypermasculinized identity is made
evident.
However, Derek’s incarceration for the gruesome murder of two black men marks the
beginning of the resolution of his melancholy and, subsequently, the eschewing of his white
supremacist beliefs. Upon his arrival in prison, he is absorbed by a group of Aryan prisoners
who are similarly adorned with white-power insignia and other nazi tattoos. For the first year,
Derek is relieved to keep the company of other so-called “Aryans,” but tension between Derek
and the group develops when he realizes that some of the Aryans are “doing favours” for the
ethnic groups that Derek despises. His anger at this hypocrisy is a consequence of his realization
that the other Aryans do not share the depth of his racially melancholic resentment, the key
commonality that Derek presumed was the bond between he and the group. The fact that these
men do not share Derek’s unconscious sense of loss begins to alienate him from the Aryans, but
also begins the simultaneous destabilization of his melancholia. In other words, the fact that
Derek can no longer “mourn” with these men is a traumatic psychical event that produces an
acute anxiety regarding his white supremacy.
Meanwhile, Derek works alongside a charismatic, young black man whose very presence
forces Derek to confront his racism. At first, Derek steadfastly refuses to speak to Lamont, who
in turn maintains a cheerful but worldly demeanour throughout his monologues on the politics of
prison life.

However, Lamont plays a critical part in Derek’s confrontation of his racial

melancholy by undermining the ostensible beliefs by which Derek had expelled the fact of
blackness from his psyche. Derek’s sense of his “white” identity is eventually subverted by the
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inverted race and power relations in the prison, beginning with Lamont’s foreboding warning,
“Let me tell you somethin’, man…in the joint, you tha nigger, not me.” Derek’s prior enjoyment
of what McIntosh calls “white privilege” is quickly revoked as he becomes the persecuted
individual in this institution, much like the situation for blacks in the ostensibly “free” society
outside of the prison. Derek attempts to maintain his sense of racial superiority until one day,
Lamont’s advice regarding women and his amusing re-enactment of “make-up sex” causes
Derek to smile and, ultimately, to laugh out loud with Lamont. This shared moment of laughter
fittingly marks the beginning of Derek’s reconciliation of racial melancholy, catalyzed by the
two men’s mutual assertion (and appreciation) of their heterosexual, masculine identities. In this
moment, Derek realizes that the blackness that he had rejected does not need to be expelled so
repugnantly from his psyche.

As Mercer and Julien suggest, both men’s incorporation of

constructed codes of sexual behaviour is a means of recuperating some degree of powerlessness
and dependency (which is to say, their mutual sense of loss) (137). Despite the difference in
their skin colour, Derek sees that he shares a sexual identity with Lamont – a commonality which
begins to fill the psychic void created by Derek’s profound (but now departing) sense of white,
racial melancholy.
Simultaneously, Derek’s time in prison illustrates the subversion of his established
masculine ideals. Perhaps the most pronounced example of this occurs when he is raped by the
Aryans in response to his criticism of their collaboration with other ethnic groups. This violent
attack demonstrates a conflation and confusion of power, submission, maleness and blackness, as
the Aryan leader snarls in Derek’s ear, “you wanna be a nigger, sweet boy?…then we’re gonna
treat you like one.” Derek is thus posited as a castrated, disenfranchised Other whose sense of
dominating, white, heterosexual masculinity is fundamentally challenged by a group that wishes
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to relegate him to a powerless and demasculinized position – just as they see black men. As bell
hooks suggests in “Reflections on Race and Sex,” the Aryans employ the “terrorist act of rape to
[re-enact] the drama of conquest” (57). This act categorically alienates Derek from the Aryans
by confirming the non-existence of comradeship between them on either the racialized or
gendered identities that they initially seemed to share. He is no longer able to maintain the
hypermasculinized, hyper(hetero)sexualized, yet melancholic gender identity so evident in the
opening scene of the film; indeed, Derek’s rape destabilizes his white, patriarchal, alpha-male
sexual identity which was established following his Oedipal ascendance after his father’s death.
But in spite of the trauma of his assault, Derek actually begins to reconcile the melancholy that is
related at once to both his race and masculinity. In a powerful and emotional scene immediately
following the rape, Dr. Sweeney (Derek’s black high-school principal) visits Derek in prison and
consoles him as he weeps on the doctor’s examining table. He accepts Dr. Sweeney as a
substitute father-figure, thus breaking the pattern of “constitutive loss” (Coleman) that defines
the psychic framework of the melancholic. By permitting this substitution, Derek begins to shed
the profound melancholy that prompted the formation of his white supremacist ideology. Now
Derek himself confesses, “I’m all…I… I dunno what I feel. I feel a little inside-out,” evidence
of a shifting psychic constitution no longer based upon a melancholic framework. Consequently,
Derek becomes gentler and affectionate towards his family and loved ones, rejecting the macho
persona that once defined his identity as a white supremacist.
In summary, the development and deconstruction of Derek’s white supremacist ideology
is linked, respectively, to the existence and eradication of what Cheng calls “racial melancholy.”
Furthermore, Derek’s behaviour suggests a connection between racial melancholy and the
construction of a masculinized identity centred around loss. Cheng’s psychoanalytic approach
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offers a fruitful and insightful method by which to identify and attempt to explain the often
bewildering phenomenon of racism, and poses a possible answer to questions like, “how does a
thoughtful, intelligent individual (like Derek in American History X) become seduced by racist
propaganda?”

While it is essential to understand the psychological effects of racism on

racialized groups, similar attention must be paid to determining the conditions that make racist
discourse possible – and appealing. Whiteness and its correlative privileges, says McIntosh,
have a profound and distinct impact on the psyche that demands its investigation as a racialized
category, as does the concept of masculinity in the analysis of gender construction.
Moreover, these questions must be considered in light of the indisputable articulation of
various knowledge-producing notions which at once complicate and elucidate the psychological
motivations behind racist behaviours. Indeed, theorists like Mercer and Julien suggest that
psychoanalysis place a key role in unravelling the complex constitution and maintenance of
identity in the discursive realms of race and gender.

As the film American History X

demonstrates, the psychoanalytic approach continues to assist in understanding contemporary
societal issues.

Indeed, when one considers current political events in the domestic and

international arenas, it is clear that the psychodynamics implicated in themes of race and
persecution continue to haunt us – to turn Lincoln’s famous words – as the bitter angels of our
nature.
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Abstract
The study of technical imagery as an art form has been limited by
historical literature requiring certain characteristics, both of the art and the
artist. Where visual art is usually a philosophical statement by the artist,
technical art embodies a technological statement. When analyzed as to its
function within the technological process, technical art can be evaluated
on three characteristics: designing, documenting, and persuading. Each
characteristic adds unique examples to the body of work that is technical
art. There is significant historical support in the literature to entertain a
codified manner in which technical images may be evaluated as a unique
art form.

Introduction

Technical art is that form of visual expression chosen to record the nature of
technological activity and to assist in its development and promotion. It may be either
two or three-dimensional, actual or virtual. The two-dimensional form has historically
been referred to as technical or commercial illustration but with the advent of digital
media, encompasses much more. Three-dimensional technical art includes models, mockups, and prototypes, again, actual and virtual. Technical art may be differentiated from
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non-technical or philosophical art in the motivation for its execution and the subsequent
ways in which the art is used.
It is interesting that illustrators have almost universally been rejected as being real
artists, and relegated to a role as mere craftsmen, the thinking being that illustrators and
technical artists have nothing to say—they, and their art, aren’t making statements. As
this paper will establish, technical artists do, indeed make profound statements, just
different statements.
Technical art is executed to aid in the designing, planning, and documenting of
technological effort. Further, it is used as a persuasive instrument after the design process
has run its course. It does not require the artist to make personal statements of a
philosophical or sociological nature in the execution of the art. In fact, technical art may
be contrasted with non-technical art in that the artist is concerned only with the faithful
and accurate representation of the essence of the design, the materials specified in the
design, the surface finish, the processes required to produce the object of the design, and
the interrelationships of the design’s elements. Figure 1 demonstrates the relationships
between technical and non-technical art.

Figure 1.

Organization of visual art into technical and non-technical branches.
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The Artistic Aesthetic

Non-technical art is produced from an internal or intrinsic aesthetic. The artist
determines the nature and form of the expression. Technical art is produced from an
external or extrinsic aesthetic. Someone else determines the nature and form of the
expression. However, to consider the two as being mutually exclusive would not be
completely valid. Technical art must, by its execution, be the expression of the artist.
Indeed, the question always presents itself: how much license can an artist introduce into
a work of technical art before it crosses the line and becomes a form of philosophical, as
opposed to technological, expression?
The key lies in the primary reason for executing the art. Making a technological
statement is the primary impetus for doing technical art. Philosophers who choose a
visual, as opposed to a verbal, communication mode, are not excluded from momentary
technical art action. Likewise, experienced technical artists know when to abstract, or
even distort, technical aspects of their art to subtly achieve non-technical aims.
Might technical art be viewed as a legitimate form of self-expression and as such,
better fit the common conception of art? In other words, might a piece of technical art be
hung along with a piece of visual philosophy, and analyzed for the statement made by the
artist? Both pieces may elicit a response in the viewer, an aesthetic experience, and thus
may be considered in the same light. But again, being hung in a gallery would not be the
primary reason for making the technical art. It would simply be a serendipitous byproduct.
The litmus test for visual philosophy functioning as technical art is more difficult.
Were it to elicit a predictable response in an identifiable population, and was it
subsequently being used to design, document, or persuade, it could be considered
3

technical. This is a much more difficult standard than simply eliciting an aesthetic
response.

Historical Foundations

Understanding technical art is conditional on understanding technology and the
design process. Technology provides solutions to personal, cultural, and societal needs
while, as we have seen in recent years, generating some problems of its own. Our world
can be characterized as being a technological machine, run by technological change, and
consuming its own waste in yet additional technological change. It is on this
technological activity alone that technical art exists. It does not depend on the nature of
the individual producing the art, nor does it depend on the actual objects that are being
designed. All that is required is that technological activity exists.
The industrial-technological process may be thought of as a system, and the art
within that system a dynamic visual activity where the producer and consumer of the art
may slip back and forth between designing, documenting, and persuading. Technical art
follows the dynamic structure presented in Figure 2. Note the bubbling of activity, a
synergy, between the areas. This synergy demonstrates the decidedly non-linearity of
technical art.
This orientation of how art is used as a process is not without historical support.
Faukner, Ziegfeld, and Hill [1] proposed, “We speak of the problems of commercial art
as first, to express the product, idea, or service; and second, to impress the observer
forcibly. Yet we know that expressing an idea in an art object and then getting someone
to notice it is basic to all the arts. But the special problem of commercial art differs from
the special problems of the other arts…” This observation may be easily used for
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technical art. Expressing the product, idea, or service is the documentation stage; getting
someone to notice is the persuasive stage. The stage unique to technical art is the
designing stage. How does this design stage function?

Figure 2.

The synergy between the areas of technical art.

Speaking of Sir Alec Issigonis, L.J.K. Setright [2] describes the manner in which
technical art facilitates the design stage, in this case, the design of a motor vehicle.
Setright writes: “He, too, is a freehand artist, whose ideas find expression as rapidly as
the flow from his brain in perfunctory, penciled perspectives that may be large scale
guides to his artificer assistants or thumbnail doodles on the back of an envelop; and
during the last part of his career, when he was chief car designer for the British Motor
Corporation, his drawings often went no further than that.”

Technical Art Used to Design

Technical art affords the artist a rare experience, a form of prescience if it were, in
visualizing the solution to a technological design before the solution actually exists. In
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this form, technical art (both 2D and 3D) allows the exploration of design variables, the
substitution of materials, the change of surface materials, application of various colors
and graphics, and evaluation of the suitability of manufacturing and assembly processes
(Figure 3). The communication is within the designer. When technical art is used in this
way it allows the designer to make mistakes without paying the high price for a
technological error.

Figure 3.

Technical art as an active design tool.

When technical art is used as an active design tool, it takes on whatever form is
necessary to explore the desires relationships of the design. Sir Alec Issigonis’s use of the
envelope, as well as Dick Teague’s obligatory use of the cocktail napkin, is but two
examples. The imagery is as loose as necessary and as tight as is required. Using
technical art this way develops in the designer the ability to accurately see the complex
relationships that without visual exploration, may remain obscure. Robert H. McKim [3]
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explored this idea of “seeing” through graphic expression in his seminal work Experience
in Visual Thinking. For McKim, visual thinking is simply another way of exploration and
extends verbal and mathematical modes.
Just as technical art may be viewed as it functions within the design process, the
images that are externalized can be evaluated by the manner in which they function—
individually and collectively—within the art. In fact, the manner in which Rudolph
Arnheim viewed the function of the visual image can easily be extended to include
technical imagery as well [4].
Speaking to images produced as technical art, a particular drawing may be used as
a design tool as it is generated, as a documentation device when communicating its
solution, or as a persuasive instrument when trying to get someone to act. Interestingly,
the art may not easily tell the observer its primary function (the impetus for doing the
art).

Technical Art as Design

The content of technical art as a design tool may be as a picture, a symbol, or as a
sign. This is Arnheim’s strategy for analyzing an image. A picture is a representation of
an idea that is more abstract than the idea. If you are designing a piece of medical
equipment and you sketch out some preliminary ideas, the sketches, though they may be
highly representative, are necessarily abstractions of the idea. A symbol makes more
concrete an abstract idea. If your idea is to bend magnetic fields, and you are able to
represent the components of the fields symbolically, you have made the abstract idea
more concrete. A sign does not reflect or represent an idea but stands for it without a
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specific visual referent. An arrow points in the direction the field is bent but is not a
picture or symbol of magnetism.
When technical art is used as an active design tool it may take on the nature any
or all of Arnheim’s descriptions, more often as symbols or signs than pictures. This is
because early in the design process the ideas do not have concrete form or precise
definition. In the beginning, technological ideas are symbolic, or in the most elementary
sense, signs.
Susanne Langer [5] explores the relationship of signs, symbols, and signals in
ways that are directly applicable to technical imagery in her work on visual philosophy.
As writers sub-create valid descriptive worlds, so do artists sub-create valid visual-spatial
worlds. A designer doesn’t simply create the representation of three-dimensional form on
a two dimensional surface. Instead, for a brief instant, a valid 3D world exists, one that
can intellectually be felt as receding into and protruding out from the plane of the
drawing.
When skills in both design and delineation are present, technical art can be used
in its fullest sense. The drawn image (Figure 4) reinforces the mental image; the
kinesthetic feedback from the drawing action (why computer artists love the stylus and
eschew the mouse) allows refinement of the mental image in what W.R. Lockard [6] has
proposed as an eye-mind-hand feedback system.
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Figure 4.

The eye-mind-hand feedback system.

Understandably, the closer an image reflects, then represents, the mental image,
the more time can be spent on elaborating (exploring alternatives) rather than refining
(finishing) the image. A methodology to evaluate a person’s drawing performance might
then be to look at the efficiency of this eye-mind-hand relationship: the effectiveness of
the signs and symbols in making logical design decisions, and the designer’s facility in
translating imagery at a later date into two dimensional representation or three
dimensional form.
Technical art used as an active design tool benefits from a spontaneous and
unstructured execution. This is one reason why computer software is particularly unsuited
for the earliest explorations. To wait until more structured materials or equipment
become available may, in fact, allow the freshness of the mental image to become stale.
It’s not uncommon, as has been previously pointed out, that first generation design
sketches to be found on napkins, note paper, the back of programs, or on the well-used
tablecloth. These rough images can be elaborated and refined later, the spark of their
original conception captured while it was fresh. This ability to use technical art as a way
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of exploring spatial and organizational relationships is what separates designers from
illustrators or craftsmen.

Technical Art as Document

By far, the greatest emphasis throughout history has been on technical art as a
document. This is due, to a great degree, to the artifact nature of technical art. Due to
cultural conquests and material limitations, most trials and rejected solutions have been
lost. A perusal of antiquities [7] reveals only fragments of technical imagery through
history. The art of pre-industrial revolution architecture and post industrial revolution
machinery reveals how, during the emergence of technology, the line between traditional
artist and technical artist were blurred.
Technical art as a document is the result of the design process. It’s the
documentation of what remains after all unworkable and inappropriate solutions have
been discarded. But more importantly, and key to its use as a record, it presents the
spatial and operational relationships in the most clear and unambiguous manner. Where
design art is personal, with idiosyncratic signs, symbols, and pictures, documentation art
must, by its nature, adhere to predictable guidelines. These guidelines may be cultural, as
in the case of pre-verbal man recording how to kill an animal, or they may be the result of
company, national, or international agreement.
Documentation art is produced to achieve two goals:
1. To provide a permanent (or permanent as possible) record of the design
relationships, the materials required, and the processes needed so that further
effort may be built on the success or failure of the first, and
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2. To facilitate the construction, fabrication, use and manufacture of the subject
of the art.
Communication is a prime consideration with technical art in both designing and
documenting modes. As a design tool the communication is dynamic—almost a visual
debate. As a document, the outcome of that debate is more like a report, read in a passive
manner. In either case, the communication must be clear.
The nature of technical art as a document rests in the system of representing threedimensional space on a two dimensional surface. This system of projection (or more
accurately, these systems of projection) have their roots in the mathematical description
of lines, points, and planes called descriptive geometry. The work of Gaspard Monge’,
the father of descriptive geometry, allowed the design, documentation, and construction
of geometrically complex military fortifications. His work was felt to be so novel and of
such great importance that he was unable to publish the techniques as the French
government held them to be a national secret. This graphical description of geometric
relationships was a form of mathematical or natural philosophy. Because of its
mathematical basis it pointed out errors in projection and representation made by some of
the most famous artists of the time who operated on a visual or intuitive level. T.S.
Reynolds [8] reviewed Monge’s work and showed that much of what is done later in
projective representation was based on the Frenchman’s foundational work. To see what
extent Monge’s projection theories influenced technical art, compare the incorrect
perspective of Jan Vredeman de Vries [9] with Otto Fuchs’s Handbook on Linear
Perspective, Shadows and Reflections [10].
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Technical art came into its own when technological effort evolved into group,
communal, or organized behavior. Still, the devices, conventions, and techniques of
expressing oneself technologically have not appreciably changed over the years.
Compare the pedagogy of Roger’s Drawing and Design [11] with any current technical
graphics texts and you would see, even separated by nearly a century, great similarities.
If the form of technical art as a document has not changed appreciably over
centuries, what has changed have been the media for its creation and the systems used to
store, transmit, and reproduce the images. None of the technological advances
surrounding technical art have changed the core function of the document: to record the
exact nature of the design solution.

Technical Art as Persuasion

The key in using technical art as a persuasive instrument lies in establishing, a
priori, the response that is desired from an identifiable population. To not pre-specify the
response would violate a necessary condition for the art being technical. If design art is
mostly signs and symbols, and document art uses both of these and at times, pictures,
then persuasive art primarily uses pictures.
Persuasive art is produced to achieve two goals:
1. Persuasive images must, up to a point, be accurate representations, and
2. Persuasive images contain and reflect the personal style and techniques of the
artist to differentiate them from design or documentation.
An interesting question is whether or not photography might be considered as
technical art. Of course, this begs the debate of whether photography in general can be
considered as art. But assuming a positive decision on that question, it is the reason for
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the art that makes it technical. If the purpose of the photograph was to design, document,
or persuade in technological effort, then the photograph may be considered to be
technical art. If, on the other hand, the photograph’s purpose is as a vehicle of personal
expression, or if the subject is not technical or technological, then the art, if it is art,
would be non-technical. L. Moholy-Nagy discussed this art-non-art dichotomy in
“Subject Without Art” [12].
It is as a persuasive instrument that technical art receives its greatest public
exposure and, thereby, its greatest criticism. Design and documentation art does not fit
the critic’s general conception of what art is (where is the statement?), so it must be nonart. A technical artist may be thought to move trough several stages. As a craftsman, the
art is produced within the constraints of the original inspiration [13]. The craftsman or
draftsperson has very little freedom (the antithesis of artistic creation). But technical art
used as an active design tool reflects the changing inspiration of the designer, is most
non-craftsman like, and has the most promise as artistic expression.
Contributing to technical art’s relative obscurity and lack of acceptance is the fact
that its did not attracted the quasi-religious devotion of other art forma and movements
[14]. This has been good in that technical art has remained relatively stable. It was bad
because without being in the public’s eye, the art world has been reluctant to embrace it.
Persuasive art acts as the catalyst that promotes products to be bought, money to
be invested, machines to be serviced, and changes to be made. It is not design art in that
the artist does not appreciably change the nature of the design. There is freedom to add
personal artistic touches that maximize the positive aspects of the subject. However, this
license is not carte blanche. There are moral and legal responsibilities that a technical
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artist cannot abdicate. In accentuating the positive aspects of the design, the negative
aspects, though minimized, cannot be discarded.
There are two cases that illustrate this quite well. The first is the case of a preengineered home manufacturer who promoted extremely small houses using a vertical
scale smaller than the horizontal scale. The effect was a 24 x 36 cracker box that looked
like a palatial estate. The second example reoccurs every time gasoline prices spike. High
prices call for long telephoto lenses, effectively reducing perspective convergence and
rendering 22-foot behemoths as subcompacts. Falling gasoline prices bring out the wideangle lenses, turning subcompacts into land yachts.

Technical Art as Art

“If, on the other hand, the artist is a man who has nothing to say, if he has not got
his own way of conveying a message, then he remains a mere craftsman, whose function
is purely illustrative.” [15]
Technical art has not been accepted as being real art, and those who produce it as
real artists, because to the observer the technical artist appears not to have anything to
say. But if the medium is, indeed, the message, then the medium of technical art makes a
technological statement. The statement exists on a different plane from the statements of
philosophers or conceptual artists. Technical art is an expression of a cultural and
personal orientation to technology.
Rudolph Arnhein [16] perpetuated this rejection by saying: “The laboratory
demonstration and the diagram in the textbook are not scientific statements but only
illustrations of such statements. In the arts the image is the statement. It contains and
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displays the forces about which it reports. Therefore, all of its visual aspects are relevant
parts of what is being said.”
Certainly, all visual aspects of an image are relevant to what is being said, but to
say that art does not represent forces outside the image is certainly to minimize much that
societies revere as their art. Consider Edvard Munch’s The Scream (1893). This work of
art is only a portal into the forces about which it reports: fear, terror, trust and mistrust,
loneliness. The forces behind this work of art are so broad that they are rediscovered by
successive generations. It could be displayed after every act of terror and an observer
would say “that painting expresses exactly how I feel.”
In making a technological statement, the technical artist produces images that, in
Arnheim’s words, contain and display the forces about which they report, only this time,
the forces are technological. As Susanne Langer commented, “there exist both
inconsistencies and paradoxes in art philosophy, in art production, and in art criticism.”
Technical art presents such inconsistencies. If these inconsistencies are not mutually
contradictory, if technical and non-technical art can exist simultaneously, then technical
art may present a true paradox.
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Abstract
Balinese gamelan instruments are the site of conflict between
Balinese-Hindu cosmological belief and daily practice. The Balinese
concept of rwabhinneda, or complementary opposites creating a whole, is
prevalent in all aspects of life. Balinese gamelan instruments
illustrate this idea of gender in microcosm: the instruments are almost
all played in pairs, where each member of the pair plays an alternating
or interlocking role to combine a single melody or a complete gong
cycle. Similarly, human gender roles are seen as contributing to a
whole, where each role is balanced by a counterpart. In a traditional
temple ceremony, men often play in a gamelan ensemble as an aural
offering, while women prepare the physical offerings of fruit and
cakes. While these roles appear to be in line with rwabhinneda, a
focus on the men’s musical roles shows a conflicting gendering of the
instruments. In this light, instruments are seen as inherently
masculine and playing them requires a masculine attitude and stature.
The development of women’s gamelans have necessitated a re-working of
both traditional female behavior and the gendering of the instruments
themselves. This paper analyzes these conflicting gender
conceptualizations present in gamelan instruments and their
performance, examines how their balance is shifting due to the increase
in popularity of women’s ensembles and the subsequent re-definitions of
masculine and feminine, and explores if and how cosmological beliefs as
embodied in the gamelan instruments allow for such re-negotiation.

THE ORIGINS OF CONCERN
When researchers began to study the impact of television on children in the 1950s and
60s, there were three major areas of concern. The first was the “time spent” by children
watching television. The logic was that television watching displaced other activities—
reading, playing outdoors—and was largely passive and sedentary. It was thought that
intellectual and motor skill development would suffer and children would be less healthy
than if they were engaged in other activities. The second concern was that attitudes and
values would be shaped by television content and might be inconsistent with values that
parents might want to instill in their children. Concepts of right and wrong, attitudes
toward consumerism, social institutions, ethnic and racial groups might be created or
distorted by television content. The third and most thoroughly researched concern was
that television content might have an adverse impact on behavior. Violent, sexually
explicit and anti-social television content might have the effect of instigating violent
behavior or desensitizing children to acts of violence. While the hundreds of studies
were not conclusive in a specific cause-effect model, the collective wisdom from the
body of research led to an understanding that American society was transformed by 50
years with television in our homes.
Five decades later, those same concerns are being expressed about another medium
—the
Internet. Its explosive growth in the last dozen years has led researchers to conclude that
the Internet’s impact will dwarf the cumulative impact of other media. The Internet’s
growth has coincided with a marked change in media use patterns that began with
multiple radios and continued as television sets proliferated from room to room. At one
time, listening or viewing was a semi-public experience. People listened to the radio or
watched television with members of their families. As same household sets multiplied,
viewing or listening became a solitary experience. Family viewing atomized as cable
channels expanded and became more targeted so that each family member’s specific taste
could be accommodated. When personal computers became common for home use, even
more specific tastes could be satisfied—and in private. Soon parents and children had their
own computers further physically and topically segmenting the family.
Child rearing has changed dramatically during the past generation, further exacerbating
the shift to isolated media experiences. The term “latch key” kid was coined in the 1980s
to describe children who had to let themselves into the house after school because both
parents worked outside the home. In most cases, latch key children were unsupervised
and left to their own devices, which usually included ample doses of television viewing,
video game playing, and most recently surfing the net. In addition, children who come
from a traditional family in which they are reared from childhood to an adult by two inthe-same-residence parents are in the minority. The consequence of changing family
patterns is less supervision for children and more time alone. Most parents find it
difficult to monitor their children’s behavior—even when they are in the home—because media
consumption is far more individual and easily masked. Who hasn’t changed sites or
deleted messages when interrupted by someone coming in the room? The confluence of
several factors, more unsupervised time, the atomization of channels and choices, and the

segmentation of media consumption has rekindled fears that, once again, there are
potential harm in an emerging media giant.
WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT MEDIA EFFECTS
Media are agents of reinforcement. That means media reinforce existing attitudes and
behaviors more than they act as agents of change. The predispositions a person brings to
mediated-communication situations are likely to be strengthened by messages they hear
or see. In this paradigm, what a person feels and believes will be felt more strongly after
encountering content. Thus, media effects lie in consumers, not in media. A person who
is predisposed to violence and aggression will be more likely to engage in anti-social
behavior after viewing violent visual content than a person who is not. A person
predisposed to substance abuse will find media content about substance abusers more
attractive than those not predisposed. People who are predisposed to sexual promiscuity
will be more attracted to pornography and sexual innuendo in media content than those
who are not.
Media have the most potential for affecting change in society and individuals where
predispositions are absent, or on new issues for which a valence has not yet developed.
For example, attitudes and behaviors associated with AIDS, the necessity for
environmental stewardship, and the women’s movement were rapidly changed from issues
to causes when media brought the necessity for change into focus. On the other hand,
gay and lesbian marriage is a charged issue for which many people have intractable
positions that are less subject to change because of media exposure. Thus media are most
effective in creating attitudes where none exists, and in changing behavior that has not
been internalized.
Human behavior is based on the input from a complex set of influences. Parents, peers,
siblings, other family members, school, religious institutions, and personal experiences
all contribute to what we describe as behavior. When one or more of the human sources
of socialization is absent, others may assume greater influence. Media are but one
influence and are unlikely to a sole or major contributor to any given pro or antisocial
behavior. Rather, media influences are more likely to be subtle and cumulative. If one
sees a sufficient number of female executives in movies, for example, the cumulative
impact on person might be to“normalize” that role. If one sees gay and lesbians in
mainstream roles in media, their lifestyle is more likely to be accepted. If a person is cutoff from substantial input from sources of socialization
—is deaf—then that person must
compensate by seeking information in other ways.
UNIQUE QUALITIES OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA
Interactive media have changed communication patterns in all aspects of daily life.
Interpersonal communication among individuals is based on shared meaning and
immediate feedback. Mass communication is based on shared media experiences, which
we can share and discuss with one another. In fact, much interpersonal communication is
centered on media we have consumed and want to discuss with people. People like to

discuss movies, television programs, newspaper and magazine articles they have read
with others. Going to a movie is often a preferred first date because the shared
experience guarantees a topic of conversation afterward. People like to discuss their
favorite episodes of Sex and the City, Friends, The Simpsons, and The Sopranos and in
doing so negotiate the meaning of the content, connections to their own lives or the lives
of others, the quality of an episode, and the expertise of the actors.
In interactive media, communication contexts have become individualized and,
therefore, difficult to share. My interactive experiences are not the same as yours, so we
are relegated to talking in general terms—about the experience more than the content. We
do not have the opportunity to negotiate meaning because we have not had the same
experience. People interacting with video screens are no longer passive audiences. The
interactive communication experience—enjoying, learning, and engaging in commerce—is in
their control and can be substantially altered, augmented, or edited during the process.
Internet interactions differ from interpersonal communication in several ways. First, in email for example, content is ordinarily cryptic, brief, and augmented with punctuation
symbols to indicate affect.
Second, Internet communication is generally asynchronous, as responses may be
separated by units of time ranging from seconds to months. Respondents have the option
of returning messages at their convenience, or not at all. Instant messaging can be
synchronous but responses are often confusing when automatic scrolling obscures a prior
question or reference. Chat rooms require a great deal of facility to monitor several
conversations simultaneously and respond appropriately.
Third, interactive communication is mostly devoid of visual cues that are the foundation
of face-to-face communication. Non-verbal communication provides approximately 70%
of the meaning in a conversation. Without visual cues, symbols, abbreviations, and
capitalization have to fill the void. Because the symbols are limited and generalized
nuance is difficult to communicate or discern. Although we may both use LOL, your
LOL may be a belly laugh, while mine may be a chuckle and we have no way to verify
the intensity of the response.
Fourth, because of the nature of e-mail and chat rooms, lengthy controversial topics are
avoided. Lengthy e-mails, particularly in business situations, have a way of becoming
scrolled quickly or deleted. The medium does not lend itself to lengthy tomes,
particularly from people with whom we are minimally acquainted. Also, there is concern
regarding the appropriateness of writing about sensitive topics on the Internet. Everyone
has heard a horror story about an e-mail that got in the wrong hands and caused
embarrassment or worse to the writer. People have become circumspect regarding
committing controversial or opinionated material to e-mail. Many employers advertise
that any e-mail written on company machines is subject to review and many people have
rued the day they sent a personal e-mail to a friend or colleague in confidence.

Fifth, interactive communication has had a democratizing effect on communication
patterns in certain instances. In face-to-face encounters in a work place, the status of
each is well known by the participants. Comments from those in the upper echelon of the
hierarchy carry more weight than those from the bottom. Fear, political position, and
perceived credibility weigh heavily in evaluating suggestions. In many chat rooms and
other forms of e-mail, nicknames are the predominant way people identify themselves.
Comments tend to be evaluated more on their merits because status of the writer is
unknown. One might expect a freer exchange of ideas and opinions because the fear of
reprisal is absent. Analysts have argued, “the playing field is leveled” in anonymous
communication. On the other hand, because it is difficult to determine with whom one is
communicating, the possibility of exaggeration or fraud is heightened, as we shall see in
subsequent sections.
There is no question that interactive Internet mediated communication is unique. Its
principal differences from interpersonal communication are the absence of non-verbal
communication, the limited feedback it allows, the absence of determining the credibility
of the participants, the difficulty of having in-depth discussion and analyses, and the
barriers to presenting complex and detailed analyses of issues.
THE CASE FOR CHILDREN AS A SPECIAL AUDIENCE
Children have been considered a “protected” audience since the early days of television.
The rationale for protecting them from adult content has its basis in intellectual
development theory. Piaget and his colleagues posited a paradigm by which children
develop intellectual capacity in stages. The stages are aged-based, qualitative, and
possess thresholds rather than being analogue in nature. A child in a lower stage (preoperational) cannot be expected to comprehend complex issues that are understood by
those who have entered an advanced stage. Thus, a 6-year old in a preoperational stage
would not be expected to understand the intent of television advertising. He/she would
be expected to see programs and commercials as the same and be vulnerable to
advertising claims because of the inability to fathom the persuasive intent in TV ads.
Vulnerability is the key issue that drives parent and children’s advocate groups and causes
them to chastise television networks and movie producers on children’s behalf.
Moral development is another a key issue in understanding the link between children and
media. The psychologist, Lawrence Kohlberg and his associates argue that moral
development is a crucial element of the maturation process. They make the case that,
while moral development is stage-based as well, the process of becoming a moral agent is
complete by age 8 in most children. The moral infrastructure—concepts of right and
wrong, good and bad—have been largely been imbued by age 8. The rest of one’s
developing years are spent clarifying, tuning, and learning extenuating circumstances that
are the grist of undergraduate ethics classes.
Pragmatists and content producers want to know when children develop an “adult
discount,” a concept that is based in common sense, that argues as one matures one
understands that advertising exaggerates, people don’t really die in the movies, actors

aren’t the characters they play, and television and the movies aren’t“real.” There is some
disagreement, but the common wisdom is that the disbelief central to the adult discount
occurs between the ages of 8 and 12, depending on the child.
The key questions that emerge from child development researchers have to do with what
is appropriate content for which children under what circumstances. The “do no harm”
principle leads media critics to ask the following questions: Is violence more harmful
than explicit sex? What kind of violence is the most harmful to children? Is
animated/cartoon violence as harmful as “real” violence? Are boys more susceptible than
girls to mediated acts of violence and sex? At what age should young people be allowed
to view R-rated movies at home? Is music advocating violence against the police and
misogyny harmless?
The vulnerability issue is heightened in Internet communication. Children have difficulty
determining the veracity of people in face-to-face communication until the adult discount
is well developed. It is even more difficult to determine whether a person is an Internet
predator because there is no face-to-face interaction and it is easy to create a persona.
And since the interactions are private there are fewer safeguards to act in children’s
behalf, a subject that will be discussed in a subsequent section.
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE INACTIVE MEDIA
Personal computers are found in 60% of American households, most public libraries and
schools. About 15% of American households have multiple PCs. Nearly any child or
teen that wants to use the Internet can do so with little difficulty. In addition, there are
approximately 25 million interactive video game devices in America.
TIME SPENT
The average young person spends approximately 1-2 hours a day using a personal
computer. Most of that time is spent surfing the Internet or playing video games. That
adds up to 45-60 hours a month or up to 720 hours a year, or the equivalent of nearly
three weeks. When added to the amount of time spent watching television, listening to
downloaded music, and going to movies, an adolescent spends more time engaged in
sedentary media activities than sleeping. American children are becoming a sedentary
generation. Even summer camps, the traditional venue for physical activity, report
adding 2-hour computer workshops to the daily routine (Boston Globe, 7/21/03).
Recent national health reports that there are 9 million obese (30 lbs overweight) children
in America and the problem is approaching pandemic proportions. Further, health
officials report that 60% of all Americans are overweight. It is easy to see the correlation
between a sedentary lifestyle and obesity. Children and adolescents are spending far too
much time engaged in media activities of which, time spent surfing the Internet is a large
part. Most parents do not limit the number of times their children can use the computer
and the amount of time during each use. For current pre and adolescent children, the
Internet has become what the telephone was for their parents—the default means of house-

to-house communication. Parents of previous generations monitored telephone use
because they wanted to be able to receive calls themselves. Now because of multiple
telephone lines and broadband, parents do not feel isolated from their friends and
associates and do not feel inconvenienced. The allure of instant messaging is also
appealing to children as they can have the equivalent of a conference call with as many of
their friends as the screen can handle. It is not uncommon for teens to report six
simultaneous instant messaging conversations.
Much of the time spent using the internet goes undetected by parents because unlike other
media, using a computer is a quiet, solitary activity that takes place in the privacy of one’s
room when parents are out of the house, asleep, or otherwise engaged. Parents of prepersonal computer era were more aware of their children’s media use because they could
see and/or hear the content and it occurred in more conspicuous places in the house.
Another factor in parents allowing their children to spend time surfing the net is the
parent’s appreciation of the order and quiet computer use facilitates. After a long and
difficult day, it is a relief not to come home to a chaotic household. Lastly, there is
comfort in knowing where one’s children are and if they are in the home, concern about
their physical well-being is lessened.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION
Access to a wealth of information appears to be the most appreciated feature of the
Internet. In fact, many students report that there is so much information that it can
become overwhelming. Students of all ages report that they can complete assignments
without having to visit physically a library. In fact, many libraries have converted much
of the physical space to computer stations as the trend for on-line research accelerates.
Also, young people report that they use the Internet regularly for news updates. That is a
welcome trend for traditional news institutions as newspaper readership continues to
decline among young people despite extensive marketing efforts to make them regular
readers. Of course, there is the Internet problem of how to get readers to pay for the
service they have come to expect for free. Because the Internet is so easily accessed,
curiosity can satisfied. Many kids report turning,“I wonder how. . .?” into an Internet
search that creates a new interest.
A frustrating aspect of the information treasure trove is that one can spend enormous
amounts of time searching for it. The process of searching can overwhelm the searcher
and when once found, it may be difficult to discriminate among unknown sources.
Another problem with information overload is that with so much information, the reader
is discouraged from spending time thinking, reflecting, and absorbing the information.
Cataloging information can replace meaningful analysis, a skill that is difficult to teach
young people in the best of circumstances.
The Internet has dissolved geographic boundaries, making The Global Village more of a
reality than McLuhan ever imagined. Not only can acquainted people from different
continents keep in touch with the ease unknown to previous generations, adolescents don’t
have to wait for an exchange student to visit to learn about their culture, schools, and

their tastes and preferences. Web sites will allow them to do it effortlessly. How teens
from other nations address their personal problems, opportunities, and failures should
contribute to more of a world-view among young people. The resulting heightened
empathy might help ameliorate the ethnocentric view with which most people approach
international affairs.
The Internet provides opportunities to connect with others with similar interests that
would be difficult to find using other means. Gay teens, kids with disabilities, sports
enthusiasts, collectors, activists, to name a few, can find like-minded people with whom
to share common tastes. Deaf people for example, find connections to hearing-impaired
peers in their own community or anywhere in the world. Whereas a teen may be the only
one at his/her school with a particular disorder, he or she can bond with others all over
the world to create a community. The feeling of carrying a burden alone dissolves and
one can take emotional sustenance from the “community” of similarly disposed people.
Using the Internet for commerce is also available to young people who have some means.
Young people report using Amazon.com to buy gifts for their parents at huge savings.
Popular culture, clothing (one can create a likeness and “try things on”), magazines, sports
equipment, where to get it information, and a host of other commercial “stuff’ are available
on the Internet. In September, 2003, the originator of Borders book store is launching an
Internet service where for $4.95 a month, one can have access to back issues of 150
popular magazines. He plans to expand that service to youth oriented magazines as well.
His hybrid information/commerce service will appeal to people who have specific
categorical interests.
THE POTENTIAL HARMFUL EFFECTS OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA
By far, the most harmful effect of the Internet is that it harbors predators whose purpose
is to lure boys and girls into sexual and potentially life threatening relationships. Recent
news stories have chronicled men who pose as girls to find girls who are potential
prostitutes, men who attempt to lure teenage boys into sexual relationships, boys and girls
advertising sex-for-sale, and a large number of underage people creating identities that
lead correspondents to believe they are of a consensual age for a sexual relationship. The
problem has become so widespread, that many law enforcement agencies have begun to
post undercover cops with underage profiles in chat rooms to catch the predators. Both
adults and teens are responsible for the predation. At this writing, a 13 year-old British
girl began an e-mail relationship with an American Coast Guardsman who believed she
was 18. He flew to England, picked her up and they headed for Paris. Shortly after his
arrival, he discovered he’d been duped and notified the girl’s parents and the authorities.
He thought he had made a legitimate Internet personal contact. No charges were
forthcoming. When one thinks of predation, one conjures an image of a 25-45 year old
white male, as most of them are, but teens are capable of gross misrepresentation as well.
In a related vein, pornography is an unfortunate outgrowth of the Internet. There are
several aspects to the porn phenomena. First, the appetite for porn—especially“kiddie porn”—
leads to the sexual exploitation of the children who appear in it. While most kiddie porn

is produced outside the United States, children in developing nations are being exploited
and physically abused. Second, despite software that is supposed to block it, children
seem to find ways to circumvent the controls. As one might expect, pre and adolescent
boys seem particularly attracted to porn. Many report easy access to videos featuring
bestiality, multiple partners, objects used as sex aids, and deviant sexual practices one
used to have to imagine. Healthy sexual development depends on the individual having
sufficient maturity to place sexual behavior in a context that does not feature sex as a
form of aggression or make objects of the participants. Third, because the pornography
business is a billion dollar business, teens are recruited to “act” in them and are introduced
to a world of nefarious people, substance abuse, and prostitution. What started out as
outlier and fringe businesses, currently employ thousands of teens whose chances for a
healthy normal life are greatly reduced. Statistics are difficult to amass, but anecdotal
data suggest that porn is pervasive and successful on the Internet.
Social isolation is potential problem for interactive media users. When children cloister
themselves in their rooms spending countless hours surfing the net, they forgoing face-toface human contact. Computer“geeks” have been stereotyped as ill groomed, disheveled,
non-mannered, and uninterested in anything but computers, boys who, while they possess
phenomenal computer skills, appear to possess few other skills. If the stereotype did not
have elements of truth, no one would recognize it and the stereotype has been used in
dozens of movies as a counter point to the suave, but computer challenged star character.
Social skills are like all other skills. They have to be practiced to improve. The child who
has few social skills is likely to become a loner and the literature is replete with examples
of loners who become sociopathic.
A little known, but burgeoning phenomenon, is character assassination of schoolmates
and teachers using Web sites and chat rooms. According to the New York Times,“Today,
the Web is the medium for the prolific and sometimes outright nasty rumors of the
middle school and high school years. Students are flocking to Web-based bulletin boards
where they can read comments about peers, teachers, then add or respond anonymously
to what they see.” The Times reports that 1.5 million ratings have been submitted for
teachers at 15,000 schools in the United States and Canada. There is a Web site for
university students called, “I Hate My Professor.com” where, contrary to its label, students
post positive and negative comments about professors and their teaching ability.
According to many psychiatric experts, in middle and early high school, students are
particularly impressionable and vulnerable to negative comments made about them. At a
site named SchoolScandles.com (31,400 users registered at its height), lewd language,
insults, racist and homophobic epithets were brandished back and forth. And of course,
retaliation is a natural outcome of an attack, so the exchanges escalate. Software,
parental and school official intervention can do little to prevent such sites from
proliferating as kids flock to concept of anonymous, freewheeling, consequence free
“discourse.”

OPTIONS FOR EXERCISING CONTROL
The potential for harm to children resulting from Internet initiated contacts is cause for
great concern among parents, children’s advocacy groups, school administrators, and
legislators. In fact, the Internet is so vast that many wonder whether its effects can be
controlled at all. Access to the Internet is difficult to restrict because there are so many
public and private personal computers available. The situation is analogous to restricting
television viewing per se. Even if parents control television viewing there are many other
places children can watch
—most notably friend’s homes—programs parents find
objectionable. Then how is the behemoth managed?
Periodic attempts to regulate the Internet using legislation have been unsuccessful. While
the reason for the failures vary somewhat, most are rooted in the First Amendment. The
logic is the familiar domino effect—once the censorship begins where will it stop? One
man’s pornography is another’s art. People have the right to make outrageous statements,
even if most people find them objectionable. But the most formidable obstacle to
regulating the Web is that it is worldwide. The Internet is international and free making
regulation impossible to enforce—even if countries could agree on regulatory practices.
Internet providers can provide help in restricting access to sites parents find
objectionable. Companies such as AOL and MSN, for example, allow parents to block
access to sites, chat rooms and instant messaging parents believe to be inappropriate. In
addition, e-mail can be filtered and the number of hours of use can be regulated. Lastly,
parents can request online activity reports that track a child’s travels on line.
Beyond ISP control services, there are software programs that will restrict access to other
programs and serve as timers to boot children off after a specified time period. At this
writing, the most advanced of the programs is CyberPatrol 6. It features time
management, filtering of Web based e-mail and is easily customized. However, children
are adaptive and innovative creatures that, given enough time, can probably figure to beat
the software, as music companies have discovered much to their dismay.
The best strategy for managing the Internet lies with the relationship between the parent
and the child. The same parental rules that apply to other aspects of a child’s life should
apply to the Internet. Parents have rules regarding appropriate diet, chores, homework
completion, hygiene, television and movies—all aspects of their lives. Parents should make
the rules regarding what is appropriate and inappropriate Web use. Then, those rules
need to be enforced and the consequences made clear. It has been our experience that
while not fool proof, a clear understanding of appropriate and inappropriate behavior
between parents and children is the best means for keeping young people out of harm’s
way.
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ABSTRACT
Concern regarding the impact of the Internet on children and youth has its origins in the
research that focused on the impact of television on children in the 1960s. That research
was grounded in the idea that children are a special and vulnerable audience. Most of the
concern centered on the negative effects of spending too much time watching TV, its
negative impact on moral development, and the increased incidence of violence the
medium seemed to nurture. Similarly, the dramatic increase in home computer use and
the burgeoning of Internet sites has fueled fears that use of the Internet is causing
children to become sedentary and obese, undermining their morality through
pornography, and putting them at physical and psychological risk from nefarious people
and predators. On the one hand the Internet has given children access to information,
people, and ideas unavailable to previous generations. On the other hand, they also have
access to the worst and potentially harmful aspects of human culture. The authors
discuss the positive and the negative aspects of the Internet and offer strategies for
parental management.
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This project explores visual and aural correlations between fractal shapes and their sonic
manifestations. Its origin lies in the work of Michael F. Barnsley and Alan D. Sloan on
the compression of video images.1 They explicate a method of generating fractal shapes
using an Iterated Function System, which requires much less computer memory and
storage than representing digital images as a set of pixels. An Iterated Function System
(IFS) is a set of Affine transformations, each assigned a probability weighting, that
produces a series of (x,y) points, each a transformation of the preceding (x,y) point. The
authors list the Affine coefficients and the probability weightings used to produce certain
fractal shapes in their article. John Rahn at the University of Washington has
implemented an IFS in his Common Lisp Kernel, taking advantage of the recursive
function feature of Lisp. Executing the IFS repeatedly results in the generation of a
fractal shape. Example 1 shows a fern leaf, produced by running the Common Lisp IFS
1,500, 2,000, and 2,500 times respectively, then plotting the series of (x, y) points as a
graph using Maple 6.

1,500

2,000

2,500

Example 1: Maple 6 Graph of a Fern Leaf

1

Michael F. Barnsley and Alan D. Sloan, “A Better Way to Compress Images,” Byte Magazine (January
1988): 215–223.
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The fern leaf shape is clear in each graph: more iterations result in greater interior detail.
It is then possible to interpret each point as a musical note, with x as the starting time and
y as the frequency. In order to create a sound file from the points of the graph, Common
Lisp is used to scale and transpose the set of points into an audible range and to assign
musical parameters to each note, and Csound is used to create the sound file, in Wav or
Aif format.
Since each note is assigned an instrument and a spectral content in Lisp and
Csound, the resulting sound file is complex. The serrated edge of the fern leaf is clearly
audible, but it is difficult to discern the interior detail, particularly since the shape is
heard as a series of vertical slices proceeding from left to right, and not all at once. A
spectral analysis program called Fawav, developed by James Walker, offers a clear
picture of the sound file in its entirety. Example 2 shows an Fawav spectral analysis of
the 2,500-iteration fern leaf.

Example 2: Fawav Spectral Analysis of Fern Leaf
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The resemblance between the Maple 6 graph and the spectral shape is striking. The
multiple fern shapes in the spectral analysis are produced by overtones. While the ratio
of the frequencies of any two points remains the same from one fern shape to the
corresponding two points in another fern shape at a higher frequency, the difference, in
hertz, between them increases for the higher-frequency shape: therefore, the fundamental
fern shape is flat, and the overtone fern shapes appear to “unfold.”
Now that the IFS, Maple, and Fawav implementations are complete, the creative
work can begin. Other fractal shapes can be generated, and multiple shapes can be
overlaid, simultaneously or with staggered start times, in order to create musical
compositions. These compositions can then be analyzed using Fawav. Interesting
questions then arise: do the overlaid shapes maintain their integrity in the graphs, sound
files, and spectral analyses of the sound files (that is, are they identifiable as separate
entities), or do they merge to form new shapes, with the originals disintegrating in the
process? Initial results indicate that overlaid shapes maintain both their visual and their
sonic integrity. Example 3 shows the spectral analysis of a Sierpinski Triangle, and a
fern leaf overlaid with a Sierpinski Triangle: both shapes are clearly visible when
overlaid, and both are also audible in the sound file.
While the application of fractal geometry to the visual realm has been explored
extensively, its application to sound synthesis is in its infancy, and other questions are
certain to arise. What are the relationships between visual shape and musical gesture?
What is the correlation between the visual shapes and the sound files produced at
different numbers of iterations? Does greater detail in the visual shape at higher numbers
of iterations translate into greater sonic density, or is the distinction imperceptible in the
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sound file, due to its spectral complexity? This project opens paths between visual and
aural domains. The authors plan to wander these paths freely, and to enjoy the vistas.

Example 3: Fawav Spectral Analysis of Sierpinski Triangle, and Fern Leaf Overlay
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We believe that learning a foreign language should not simply be reduced to a matter of
acquiring basic skills but calls for a broader literacy that it is essential to preparing future
generations who will have to live in a complex society characterized by increased
“internationalization” and “interculturalization”. This is where technology can play such
crucial role. Computer-based collaboration tools, enabling student to work together in
groups, increase tremendously the contexts of metareflection on what it means to became
“literate” or an “educated citizen.”. With this purpose in mind, we have established an
online connection between the advanced Italian language students of Smith College in
Usa and the University’s Computer-Assisted Language Learning and Teaching course
students in Italy. Students were asked to produce a final project by choosing a special
socio-cultural subject (e.g. immigration/racism, gender studies, educational systems etc.),
and they worked in groups of four (two Italians and two Americans). Each group
analyzed a specific topic and builds its project into a website by interacting and by
sharing information from two different cultural perspectives – Italian students examined
the subject in United States, while American students examined it in Italy. We created a
Virtual Learning Environment using and adapting open resource tools (forums, bulletin
board, email, etc.) We mainly focused our work on the preparation of the students to this
specific learning process and on the evaluation criteria in terms of relational dynamics
with the group and with the electronic environment. The goal was to create an
intercultural ground where the interaction of different worldviews can evaluate and
minimize differences in socio-cultural behaviors, ideologies, and ways to communicate
concepts. More importantly, we gave a chance to Italian students, training to be teachers,
to experiment this virtual environment and to reflect on new ways to improve teaching
and learning in this electronic communities of study.
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Abstract
The two decades immediately preceding World War I witnessed a change in the
musical training of American composers. While the practice from the mid-nineteenth
century was for Americans to flock to German conservatories and enroll in formal
programs of study, by the 1890’s a younger generation of composers began to look to
France for advanced musical training with private teachers. This paper proposes to assess
this trend in light of its importance to the historical sequence of American music.
Essentially, the American composers who studied in Paris prior to the War provided a
link between the German-trained generation of American composers of the nineteenth
century, including John Knowles Paine and Horatio Parker, and the composers who
studied with Nadia Boulanger in Paris from the 1920’s onward, including Aaron Copland
and Virgil Thomson. This paper will focus on three American composers who were
among the first to venture to France for their studies. These composers also taught in
important music departments at major universities: Edward Burlingame Hill at Harvard;
David Stanley Smith at Yale; and Daniel Gregory Mason at Columbia.
The paper is divided into three major section. The first is an overview of the trend
beginning with American who started to go to Paris in the 1880’s to study organ with
some of the leading French organists of the day, and ending with composers who came to
France from the 1890’s through the beginning of the First World War. The second
section details the experiences of Hill and Smith, who studied with Charles-Marie Widor,
and Mason, who studied with Vincent d’Indy, during their time as students in France.
Other Americans who trained in France during this period and other French teachers who
taught American students are also examined. The final section is an evaluation of the
relationship between the pre-War generation and later generations of American
composers. The study is based on a variety of resources including personal papers,
scores, notebooks, and diaries, as well as relevant published material dealing with the
American composers, the French teachers, and the students of the Americans who went
on to study with Boulanger. This paper represents a step towards understanding an
important development in the musical history of pre-War America and France.
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Abstract of panel
Five scholar-writers read poetry and fiction and discuss how their creative work
interrogates estrangement from cultural and intellectual communities by revising received
genres such as the novel or lyric poem. Each scholar-writer looks at the point of
convergence among race, class, and alienation in order to ask questions about how
estrangement puts pressure upon narrative, how it determines the available vocabulary of
expression, and in what way it subverts the existing narrative structures to reassess
alienation. How does an estranged speaker build and/or represent community? How
does she or he adapt the expression of hostility that created that alienation? Where does
this speaker stand when opposing a sense of community? How might a poet experiment
with forms such as a “certificate of adoption” in order to express a mediated heritage?
Overall, what shifts in contemporary literature might be anticipated by this next
generation of scholar-writers?
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ABSTRACT/WORK-IN-PROGRESS REPORT:
I am involved in a multi-year study of the architectural work completed by the Franciscan
brothers of Province of the Sacred Heart in St. Louis, MO from the mid 1800s through
approximately 1930. I am currently studying Brother Adrian Wewer, OFM. He is the
most prolific of the brother-architects with over 100 architectural works in the United
States. The majority of his work was church design but he also completed a few schools
and college buildings. Despite having no formal architectural training, Brother Adrian
designed very architecturally correct and detailed buildings.
Brother Adrian’s work almost spans the continental United States. His designs are found
from New York to California and from Wisconsin to Louisiana. I have visited all 28 of
Brother Adrian’s existing works in the states of Illinois, Missouri, and Nebraska. I also
have some images of his work in California. In 2002, I presented a paper at the Illinois
History Symposium on his work in this state. I am currently working on similar papers
for presentation in Missouri and Nebraska.
Brother Adrian’s designs are quite varied. In the Midwestern region of the United States,
he typically worked in Romanesque Revival and Gothic Revival styles of architecture.
On the west coast, his designs often reflected the Spanish Mission style of architecture.
Regardless of where he worked, Brother Adrian gave each building unique characteristics.
He always worked with the skills of the local parishioners. These skills varied quite
dramatically from project to project. Newly arrived immigrants to the frontier regions of
the nation constructed many projects. Language and cultural barriers abounded. A few
anecdotes about Brother Adrian survive. He was known to be very even-tempered and
able to work with anyone available to assist his projects.
The long-term objective of my project is to publish a book and web site devoted to
exploring the architectural works of the Franciscan brothers of Sacred Heart Province.
Because the designs are spread over many thousands of square miles of the United States,
it will take several years to gather information on all of the buildings. The architectural
work of the Franciscan brothers remains largely unexplored by scholars. I intend to
personally visit every building and document its significance in creating sacred space for
the communities where the buildings are found.
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The Architectural Work of Brother Adrian Wewer, O.S.F:
Structural and Aesthetic Aspects
Brother Adrian Wewer, O.S.F.
Brother Adrian Wewer, O.S.F. (1836-1914), was the architect of over one hundred
Roman Catholic churches and religious structures in the United States. He came from
northern Germany to Teutopolis, Illinois in 1862 to work on architectural projects in the
German-American Catholic communities in Province of the Sacred Heart. This province
included Chicago, St. Louis, and surrounding areas. In time, he was sent to other regions
of the country. His architectural and carpentry work is found from New York to
California and from Minnesota to Louisiana.
Brother Adrian’s architectural vocabulary was quite varied. In the Midwest, he usually
worked in the Neo-Romanesque and Neo-Gothic styles. In the west, he completed
churches designed in the Spanish Mission style. While regional influences are visible in
his designs, it is also true that his work, especially his early churches in the Midwestern
United States, illustrate the influences of his homeland.
This paper is a work-in-progress report on the church designs of Brother Adrian Wewer,
O.S.F, Architect. To date, the author has visited 25 Brother Adrian designs in Illinois,
Missouri, and Nebraska, and has documentation of one of his California works. The
importance of this project, like many other projects of this type, lies first in the fact that
many of the churches have either already been replaced by newer buildings or are in
danger of being closed due to the lack of priests in the Roman Catholic Church. Second,
the work of the Franciscan architects remains mostly undocumented. Reasons for this
include the humility of the Franciscan religious and the practice of honoring the priest
who raised the funds for a church by listing him as its creator. Due to time and space
constraints, it is possible to present only a small cross-section of the over 600 original
images in the author’s collection not to mention the many hundreds of other images and
resources collected to date.

Influences
A number of influences are visible in Brother Adrian’s work. Among those influences are
his German heritage, his craftsmanship and understanding of carpentry, and the
Franciscan order to which he belonged.
Brother Adrian Wewer, O.S.F, was born Anthony Wewer in Harsewinkel, Westphalia on
April 14, 1836. He joined the Order of Friars Minor in 1858, the same year his future
community was being established in Teutopolis, Illinois. He was apprenticed to a
carpenter sometime before he joined the order. This is an important fact because brothers,
unlike men who sought the vocation of the priest, were required to have a skill to offer
their community. Anthony Wewer was given the name Adrian when he became a
novice.1
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Little is known of Brother Adrian’s training as a carpenter. The body of his work clearly
demonstrates he was a master carpenter. He regularly worked with local craftsmen and
other brothers to build the altars, pews, railings, confessionals, and other furnishings in
the churches he designed. He worked directly with Brother Irenaeus Drews in Illinois,
whose obituary reports the works were “perfect in workmanship and durability.”2
It may be his superior skills as a carpenter that allowed Brother Adrian to become an
architect. In the 1800s, the architectural profession changed from carpenter-builders to
trained, and by 1897, licensed professionals. Until near the end of the nineteenth century,
the common path of education for an architect was to be apprenticed to another architect.
By the end of the nineteenth century, university education was replacing the
apprenticeship model for architectural education. Brother Adrian’s skills as a carpenter
would have made him a strong candidate for service as an architect in his order.
Non-agriculturally based skills were important in the nations that eventually formed
modern-day Germany. Laws of inheritance often caused some family members to be
excluded from receiving the family land upon death of the parents or required land to be
divided into such small portions that it was not possible to support a family on the parcel
of land one inherited. Brother Adrian’s German heritage no doubt played a role in his
being apprenticed to a carpenter.
Finally, the last of the influences on Brother Adrian’s life comes from his choice to be part
of a religious order. Being a Franciscan forbade Brother Adrian from receiving payment
for his work. Franciscans do not handle money and, as part of an order, no payment
would be expected. This work, after all, was Brother Adrian’s obligation to his order.
One notable exception was made for Brother Adrian and his contemporaries. Franciscans
were not allowed to travel by train, yet his superiors regularly gave the brother-architects
permission to do so. The work was simply too important not to take advantage of the
fastest means of transportation available. This illustrates the recognition given to Brother
Adrian and the brother-architects by their superiors.
There are architectural influences of the Franciscans visible in Brother Adrian’s work.
Franciscans are known in particular for devotion to the passion of Christ. Artwork
choices in many of the churches reflect this devotion. A second way this devotion is
expressed is in the Stations of the Cross plaques created for the churches. In Franciscan
churches, the fourteen plaques are oversized and elaborately carved or decorated. This is
seen in many of the designs.
Selecting representative examples of Brother Adrian’s work is a difficult task. Each
project displays unique traits while clearly remaining a part of the body of work of one
architect. A number of elements do repeat in the designs. The author has tried to avoid
selecting designs that are too similar to each other.
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Floor Plans in the Designs
Brother Adrian used three basic floor plans in his designs: the three-aisled basilica, the
three-aisled hall, and the wide hall church plan with no side aisles. Some designs added a
transept to the basic floor plan.3
The basilica plan for the church was derived from the Roman basilica. Early in church
history, Christians needed a building form that allowed assembly of large numbers of
people and that provided a clear view of the priest and the altar. In the pagan world there
were no such building forms other than the basilica. Although the synagogue had
developed after the destruction of the Jewish temple in 586 B.C., the church is not likely
to have derived from that form.4 In addition, the Christian church passed from JewishChristian to Gentile-Christian control very early in its history.
The Roman basilica, used as both law court and market by the empire, met all the needs
of the Christian church. It featured a rectangular form with a central nave with side aisles
and an apse at one end. The nave provided space for worshippers and the aisles, once
home to sellers of merchandise in the secular Roman basilica, helped fulfill the needs of
the service and provided overflow space for larger crowds at some services. The apse,
once the location of the Roman magistrate hearing cases, became home to the altar,
providing it a reverential location and the appropriate level of dignity within the church.
Over time, the basilica form was modified to include a transept. This addition changed
the floor plan of the church into a cross, making it a perfect representation of the most
important symbol of Christianity. This was not the reason the transept was added to the
basilica form, however. The numbers of clergy greatly increased in the church in its first
few centuries. The apse was originally built to house the clergy.5
In the history of the church’s form, the transept’s use has changed more dramatically than
any other section of the church. It is thought by many that the transept was first used to
house a choir of priests.6 By the fourth century, lay members of the church were
forbidden from participation in the services except for making brief responses. The
priests performed all singing.

Medieval Architecture
Elements of Romanesque architecture are used in many of the designs found in the
Midwestern United States. This style of architecture is found throughout Europe. It is,
perhaps more than any other style, rooted in the monastic tradition. Romanesque
architecture is a much plainer style of architecture than what was to follow. One scholar
has referred to Romanesque churches as “John the Baptist in stone.”7 That is to say,
Romanesque churches with their austere facades and limited use of openings, prepared
the way for the mightier churches that were to come. This refers, of course, to the Gothic
churches of later centuries.
Each country developed its own unique signature as time passed. German Romanesque
churches, like their counterparts in other areas, feature arches. Arches are found over
windows and doors where they serve the practical function of allowing the opening to
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occur in the masonry wall. But they are also found in open and blind arcades along walls
and around towers. Thus, architects often used arches decoratively. Towers are a second
common element to this style of architecture. In Germany, two towers on the front façade
were commonly used. In the United States, this is often reduced to one tower at the
center of the front façade. Finally, the structurally innovative vault provided protection
from fires in the timber roofs. Previously, the roof and the columns separating the nave
and the side aisles were all made from wood. The vault, an invention of monastic
architects, greatly increased protection from fire even though the roof was still usually
made of wood.

Illinois Work
St. Patrick Church, Trowbridge, IL, (Image 1) was constructed
in 1864. It has the distinction of being the first of more than
100 churches designed by Brother Adrian in the United States.
The frame church is a Gothic Revival style building. The term
“Carpenter Gothic” is sometimes used to refer to wood frame
Gothic buildings. Little more than the windows typically
belong to the Gothic style in Carpenter Gothic buildings. At
St. Patrick, a steeply sloped pyramidal form tops the entrance
tower. This element is associated with Carpenter Gothic
churches as well as with those of other architectural styles. The church
Image 1
building no longer exists today. This design is certainly not the best work
completed by Brother Adrian, but it marks the beginning of a 50-year
working career.
Of the dozen buildings designed by Brother Adrian in Illinois, seven are still in use today.
All but two of the Illinois works are examples of Romanesque Revival architecture. The
other two churches, St. Francis Solanus Church in Quincy, Illinois and St. Mary Church
in Alton, Illinois, are examples of the Gothic Revival style.

Image 2
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The cornerstone of St. Francis Solanus Church (Image 2,left) was laid April 26, 1885.
The St. Francis Building Society, found by Reverend Nazarius Kommerscheidt, OFM,
had raised $30,000 for the new church by the time of the reverend’s death in 1883. It is
noted of Rev. Kommerscheidt in the Diamond Jubilee of the Diocese of Springfield in
Illinois that “the splendor of divine worship was dear to his heart.”8 This is mentioned by
way of introducing the church because the architecture reflects this sentiment. In this
design, one sees Brother Adrian “holding nothing back,” as the saying goes. This church
shows a more fully developed plan than other designs. It uses more elements of the
Gothic Revival style than other designs.
The plan of St. Francis Solanus is cruciform (Image 2, right). Here one sees for the first
time in his work, the full development of the transept as an architectural element of the
church. Other designs hinted at the transept, like St. Michael in Sigel, Illinois, but in this
design the transept is used as a major element of the church. In this church, Brother
Adrian established a formal sense of progression through the church. Each space, from
the entrance to the nave, from the nave to the choir, and from the choir to the sanctuary,
becomes a holier place. A cupola over the intersection of the transept and nave
announces the presence of the sanctuary.
The windows at St. Francis Solanus are Gothic
windows (Image 3). The design features quatrefoil
tracery above groups of three windows and trefoil
tracery above groups of two windows. Symbolism is
evident in the window patterns. Where two windows
are used in the transept and spaces near the sanctuary,
they represent the two lights of the law and the
gospel.9 These windows feature trefoil tracery over
the two lights, symbolizing the Trinity with its“threein-one” design or three parts within one circle. The
placement of the elements in the transept windows
seems to give the message that the triune God sent
the law and the gospel to mankind. The two lights of
the window are below the trefoil design. Where
three lights are used in the windows, seen in the nave
of the church, they represent the Holy Trinity. The
pointed arch tops of the windows seem to point toward heaven. Above
Image 3
each nave window, triangular dormers are found on the roof. These
elements reinforce the message of pointing toward heaven by seemingly
piercing the roof. These window designs and arrangements help create the transition
from holiest of spaces to the more secular parts of the church.
Structural elements of the church reinforce the hierarchy of spaces within the church.
The corner buttressing on the tower and nave of the church aligns with each façade of the
church or tower. At the transept, Brother Adrian used angled buttressing– buttresses that
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extend from the corner of the church instead of along each face. Angle buttresses are
seen in later work of Brother Adrian.
The tower of St. Francis Solanus uses a number of other Gothic elements. The corner
buttresses supporting the tower are capped with a single arch culminating in a pinnacle.
An arcade of six brick arches over two openings forms the transition down to the lower
sections of the tower. Using six arches is a theme of Brother Adrian’s work seen in many
of his brick designs.
Inside St. Francis, there is groin vaulting over the apse. This type of vaulting allowed
greater heights to be achieved than round vaults allowed. This permitted taller windows,
allowing more light into the church. The apse in the Gothic church became the emblem
of the head of Christ.9 The altars and confessionals at the church were also designed by
Brother Adrian.
St. Mary’s Church in Alton, Illinois (Image 4)
was begun July 16, 1893. Of the Illinois
work of Brother Adrian, this is the only
church that uses coursed stonework. Stone
was readily available in nearby quarries
along the Mississippi River. The church’s
design is Gothic Revival in style. A number
of elements of the church illustrate this style
of architecture, starting with the use of stone.
In America, Gothic Revival churches are
often made of brick. In Europe, only stone
would have been used to make a Gothic
church.
Other
elements
of
the
style include the set of lancet windows
Image 4
near the top of the façade, the rose window over the main entrance, and
tracery elements over the doors and windows. In the rose window, there
are eight points, recalling the completion and perfection of creation on the eighth day.
The building uses trefoil designs in the tracery over the entrances. There are three sets of
doors, symbolic of the Holy Trinity. Instead of the arcade of decorative arches seen at
other churches, St. Mary’s shows a stair-step of stonework following the line of the gabled
roof on the front façade of the church. The tower has been moved to the side of the church.
It no longer serves as the entrance, as seen in other designs. This is more in keeping with
Gothic churches of Europe, too.
Among his many neo-Romanesque examples in Illinois is St. Aloysius Church, Bishop
Creek, IL. St. Aloysius Church (Image 5) was built in 1893 and 1894. The church cost
about $14, 500 to build, not including interior decorations added later. The plan of the
church forms a rectangle 130 feet by 55 feet and is a three-aisled basilica.10
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The church is designed in the neo-Romanesque style. This style is seen in these features
of the building: monochromatic use of brick, semicircular arches over doors and windows, and use of
buttressing in the walls. These elements are combined
with blind arcades of brick that use the arch decoratively
on the gabled ends and sides of the church as well as the
tower. The entrance tower’s roof forms a pinnacle rising
140 feet above the Illinois prairie. Note how the
entrance tower at St. Aloysius projects fully in front of
the building’s main façade, making it a more dominant
element. The church’s entrance uses an archivolt over
the doors, adding further refinement to the design than
was seen in earlier churches. Note also the buttressing
used at the corners of the church tower.
On the sides of the church, buttressing is used to divide
the building façade into six sections. Buttressing is
Image 5
necessary from a structural perspective to support the height of the brick
building. A corbel table of brick is visible on the sides of the church over
the arched windows. Above the corbel table an arcade of brick is used. The additions
seen at the west end of the church were added to provide a sacristy (northwest side) and
offices and rooms for the pastor (southwest side).
Inside the church, groin vaulting, a new development of Romanesque churches in Europe
centuries before, is evident over the side aisles and the nave. This offers the advantage of
being able to create a vault over a square compartment. The groin vault is more difficult
to build than one-dimensional vaulting, but it makes possible the inclusion of more or
larger windows to increase light in the space.
There are variations from Romanesque Revival architecture and German traditions
evident at St. Aloysius Church. Romanesque Revival churches often featured two towers
flanking the gabled entrance end of the church instead of one central tower. In the United
States, much more variation from stylistic norms was accepted. Inside the church, statues
depicting male and female saints are mixed together. In Germany, the custom was to
separate the saints by gender within the church. Here again, in the United States, much
more variation in placement of artwork depicting saints was permitted. It may also have
been that a more pragmatic need was at work, too. In many cases, artwork was added
over time making placement of each piece a separate act instead of placement of all the
pieces occurring at one time.

Missouri Work
Of the eight designs built in Missouri, seven still remain in use today. In Missouri,
Brother Adrian worked in the same styles he used in Illinois. Many of the Missouri
churches were designed in about the same periods of time as the work in Illinois and most
were for largely German-immigrant communities, as in Illinois.
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One of the great examples of the Romanesque Revival style is Basilica of the Immaculate
Conception near Conception, MO (Image 6). The building was completed in 1891. The
imposing brick building towers over its surroundings, the pastoral countryside of
northwestern Missouri. It is the first basilica west of the Mississippi River and is one of
45 minor basilicas in the United States. Today, it
remains an active Benedictine abbey.
In the words of its founder, Abbot Frowin Conrad,
the design was to be “a church as dignified as possible,
a monastery simple yet solid.”11 Abbot Frowin and
seven novices arrived from Engleberg, Switzerland
in 1873. Although most of the Benedictine
monasteries in Germany and Switzerland are built in
the Baroque style, Basilica of the Immaculate
Conception is built in the older Romanesque style.
Monochromatic brick and the use of arches in
arcades and over doors and windows are but two of
the features of the Romanesque Revival style. At
Image 6
Immaculate Conception Abbey, two towers flank the gabled entrance end of
the basilica. Placement of two towers both with pyramidal roofs is more in keeping with
the German tradition of design. Here again, patterns of six arches are used in several
places in the design. Alcoves over the entrance house statues of the angels Michael and
Gabriel. They seem poised to protect the sacred interior spaces of the basilica from the
secular world.
Inside, the basilica is divided horizontally into three symbolic levels. The lowest level
contains the altar and worshippers. It represents earth. The middle level represents the
ideals for which humans should strive. In this level are depictions of Christ and the saints.
The upper level, formed by the ceiling vault, represents heaven. Here, 32 angels share
the upper vault with the stained-glass depiction of the Ascended Christ.12
The other dominant Missouri work is St. Anthony
of Padua Church in St. Louis, MO (Image 7). The
first Brother Adrian design was built from 1865 to
1869. The building still in existence was
dedicated in 1910. It is the work of several of the
brothers, including Brother Adrian. This complex
is a series of buildings including a school
(designed by Brother Adrian in 1889) and friary in
addition to the church. St. Anthony of Padua is
the center of Province of the Sacred Heart, the
primary monastic home of the Franciscans in the
Midwestern United States. It was from this
location that many of the brother-architects
worked or were sent to their assignments.
Image 7
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St. Anthony of Padua is another example of neo-Romanesque architecture but with a very
different feeling than Basilica of the Immaculate Conception. The building is much more
ornate. This is undoubtedly due to the readily available pools of talents and skills in St.
Louis at the turn of the century. The second St. Anthony of Padua Church was built in
the years following the 1904 Louisiana Exposition in St. Louis. It features two towers on
its front façade along with a large rose window inset into an arched window over the
entrances. This church has a central nave with side aisles and a transept. A cupola marks
the sanctuary. The design is much larger and more developed than most of Brother
Adrian’s other works, showing the significance of this project.
Groupings of six elements occur at this building, too, although owing to its size, other
numbers of elements can also be found in the design. The side aisles are divided into six
sections by buttresses. There are six large windows on each side of the church. There
are six arches leading up to the central arch over the gabled end of the entrance façade and
on each side of the transept.
Along the upper sections of the church’s nave, twelve corbelled arches divide the nave
into three sections. Each of these sections directly corresponds to two of the buttressed
sections along the side aisles. Multiple corbel tables provide the transition along the top
of the side aisles to the roof.
Among the artwork inside St. Anthony of Padua Church are depictions of the lives of St.
Francis and Poor Clare. All of the woodwork including rails, confessionals, and altars
were designed and built by the brothers.

Nebraska Work
In 1884, Brother Adrian designed St. Bonaventure
Church in Columbus, NE (Image 8). This church is an
example of Gothic Revival architecture. It was enlarged
in 1891 with Brother Adrian serving as the architect once
more. In the nineteenth century, churches were enlarged
when the congregation outgrew the building. Today, the
more common practice is to hold more than one mass.

Image 8
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Arches take on the familiar pointed style at this church,
and once more, we see many groupings of six. With this
number being used to group elements at so many of his
designs, we can now begin to see this as a trait of Brother
Adrian’s work. Other Gothic elements include the
quatrefoil windows on the bell tower. Stone arches over
the main entrance doors and the window over it on the
bell tower are elements of the neo-Gothic. A small chapel on the north
side of the nave is also Gothic Revival in character.
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The interior of St. Bonaventure Church was remodeled in the period since the Vatican II
Council. The desire to modernize the appearance of churches resulted in the removal of
the original altars and much of the artwork. A number of other Brother Adrian designs
have undergone similar modernizations.
An example of the Romanesque Revival style is found at St. Francis Church in
Humphrey, NE, built in 1893 (Image 9). This church has undergone a rather sensitive
addition on the front of the building to create a protected entrance to the church. The
addition obscures the originally exposed entrance stairs. The half-hexagonal apse at the
rear of the church has been rebuilt but retains its original design.
Many of the elements used on this church have
been discussed already at other designs. Brother
Adrian’s designs, of necessity, work within the
same palette of materials and architectural
elements. Like other architects of the time, he had
to work with the materials and labor skills that
were available at each location.

Image 9

California Work
To date, the author has images of just one of the Brother Adrian’s California works. St.
Boniface Church in San Francisco, CA (Image 10) was completed in 1908. (The building
bears the date 1900 over its entrance. It is common for dates associated with churches to
vary because some churches use the start date for the work, others use the end date, and
still others use the dedication date.) Although it is also an example of Romanesque
Revival design, it has a very different character than
the midwestern examples of this style.
A major difference in this design is the location of
the building’s entrance. Upon entering, the
congregant must make a 90-degree turn to move
along the nave of the church. This constraint on the
design came from the site. The site is wider than it
is deep, that is to say, it has more street frontage
than depth. Being in an urban setting, the site is
locked in by other buildings or the street on all sides.
Brother Adrian solved this problem by moving the
tower and entrance to the side of the church. The
main altar is to the left as one enters the church.
Image 10
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The exterior color scheme and finished material of the church are quite different than the
midwestern designs. The church is finished with plaster, a reference to the heritage of
that material in California. The colors are much lighter than the churches seen in Illinois,
Missouri, and Nebraska. It must be noted that the colors seen on the building today are
not likely the ones used in the original design.
The roof over the tower uses a form very different from the other works. An octagonal
cupola tops a domed roof. The reason this form was chosen is not known.

Defining Brother Adrian’s Architectural Style
As noted near the beginning of this article, study on the architectural work of Brother
Adrian Wewer, O.S.F., is a work-in-progress. Much more analysis of the individual
designs is forthcoming. The author has not visited approximately 75 pieces of work.
With so much work yet to be seen, it is too early to fully analyze Brother Adrian’s style.
At this point, only suggestive statements can be made. It may be counter to his own
desires, if he were here to express them, that Brother Adrian receives recognition for his
work. A religious does not seek fame or wealth as the reward for his work.
In summary, one can see architectural elements that mark the work of Brother Adrian as
being his. Recall his use of six arches in an arcade between buttresses in so many of his
designs. Why exactly six arches? One could point to the dimension between the
buttresses and note that six arches made of standard brick neatly fit that dimension. This
explanation fails to satisfy, however. The church designs vary greatly in size and, thus,
the dimension between buttresses varies. In addition, brick was not as regular in size as it
is today. The groupings of six arches so consistently in his work can be identified as part
of his architectural signature.
In these select designs, one is able to identify a number of themes in the work of Brother
Adrian Wewer, OFM. Each design is made unique by changing the configuration of the
elements. Although elements repeat on the churches– after all, they all belong primarily
to two architectural styles, especially the midwestern works– elements are used in
different combinations making each design unique. Variations in window designs and
placement, different patterns in the brickwork, the inclusion of iron elements at some
churches, stone elements at others, and other variations give each design its own
character. Some plans have a transept, some do not, and still others have a transept form
that actually serves another purpose. Some designs have a very formal interior feeling
and some do not. Examination of the churches in chronological order allows one to see
how Brother Adrian’s understanding of architecture grew with later designs. It also
reveals the increased level of construction skills available in the United States over time.
Though he lacked formal training in architecture, the great care he exercised in each
design, the academic architectural formality of his work, and a palette of design elements
used and reused in ever varying configurations so that each design was unique and yet
also identifiable as belonging to one architect are evident through his body of work.
Brother Adrian’s work surely rivals the work of classically trained architects of the period.
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On the occasion of his fiftieth anniversary celebration at St. Anthony of Padua Church in
St. Louis, MO in 1908, friends purchased a window in honor of Brother Adrian’s long
service to his community and the Roman Catholic Church. The window, Adoration of
the Magi, measures approximately 30 feet in height (Image 11). James A. Harmon’s
article on the life of Brother Adrian Wewer, O.S.F., notes, “Bro. Adrian celebrated as
senior architect and master builder of the Franciscan Order,” when referring to the
celebration.13 This window still testifies to his recognition as a religious and to his
importance as an architect.

Image 11
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Footnotes
Sister Susan Karina Dickey, OP, Ph.D., is Director of Archives and Diocesan
Historian for the Diocese of Springfield in Illinois. Her paper presents what is known
about Brother Adrian’s early life and provides a picture of life in a religious order.
Harmon’s article also provides a sketch of Brother Adrian’s life.
2
See Dickey.
3
See Harmon for a complete list of Brother Adrian Wewer’s works in the United
States.
4
See Prentice, page 25.
5
See Prentice, page 43.
6
See Prentice, pages 30-41 for a discussion of the influences of the Roman tax system
on the church and how this led to the development of the transept.
7
See Prentice, page 105.
8
See Thompson, pages 322-324.
9
See Short, page 144.
10
See Thompson, pages 343-347.
11
Information presented here is from a visitor’s guide to the basilica published by
Basilica of the Immaculate Conception, 37174 State Highway VV, Conception, MO
64433.
12
Ibid.
13
See Harmon. An image of the window may be seen at the link provided with the
reference.
1

Image Credits by Image Number
This image is available at the address given with the reference for St. Patrick’s
Church in the reference section of this paper.
2
Left image by the author. Right image by Guenther Maroscher. Used by permission.
3
Image by the author.
4
Image by the author.
5
Image by the author.
6
Image by the author.
7
Image by the author.
8
Image by the author.
9
Image by the author.
10
Image by Matthew R. Ebersole. Used by permission.
11
Image by Guenther Maroscher. Used by permission.
1
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ABSTRACT

In Australian Outback mythology, the desert traditionally features as an
empty, alien and desolate place – a locale for heroic masculine endeavour. Yet
for numbers of Aboriginal people it is a nourishing and integral part of their
being. Non-Aboriginal people who live in the remote desert regions also find
themselves sustained, in their own terms, by the country they inhabit and
happily call 'home'.

As a visual artist, a woman and a non-Aboriginal Australian living in Western
Australia, I have been preoccupied with the nature of my experience of the
desert country and more broadly, the nature of my belonging. In imagining a
position for myself, what emerges, as an area for exploration, is the notion of
an in-between or hybrid space.

A hybrid space allows for the possibility of location in a cultural history and, at
the same time, location in a landscape, where these two elements are not
hermetically meshed, yet feed and shape each other.

In my artwork, the floral carpet becomes the metaphor for this experience:
Persian floral carpets are on the floor of the homestead at Meeline Station,
the sheep station (ranch) where my sister and family live – and the region is
well known for the 'carpets' of everlasting flowers which emerge from the
ground each year after rain. The interplay between the imported household
carpets patterned with stylised exotic flowers and the natural 'carpets of
flowers' extending as far as the eye can see, is a form of hybridisation that
links the domestic site from which women traditionally garner authority
and the desert space from which women have been consistently excluded.
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Floral Carpets: an Artist’s Expression of Place
The land is a strong force in the Australian psyche. For Aboriginal Australians who
have occupied their land for 50,000 years, the landscape is a natural extension of the
nerve network of their own bodies. Traditionally it is like a living map that asks and
answers the central questions of their lives. For non-Aboriginal Australians who have
occupied the country for not much more than two hundred years, the land has been
continuously implicated in the construction of national identity. The preoccupation
with the land as a vehicle for non-Aboriginal cultural narratives is based on a desire to
establish and validate Australianness: to affirm, through the stories and images of their
relationship to the land, that they (too) belong. Historically, this relationship to land is
played out in the heroic struggle of men against Nature. Nature is seen as inhospitable;
and “belonging” is characterised, paradoxically, as a kind of belonging in alienation
(Allen 13). There is a range of circumstances that has contributed to the many variants
of the alienation mythology that permeates non-Aboriginal culture. From a
contemporary perspective, a deep-seated and justifiable unease about the circumstances
of claims of belonging by the settler/colonizing culture, may well be one of them.
However at the same time, emerging circumstances such as the issue of
environmentally sustainable tenure, are signalling the need for, and the beginning of, a
shift in the way non-Aboriginal Australia thinks about itself and in particular, the way
it imagines the land and its relationship with it.
As a visual artist, a woman and a non-Aboriginal Australian living in Western
Australia, I have been preoccupied with the experience of place expressed
through a relationship to the land. In this essay, I chart the way a different
imagining of the land and my relationship with it, is evolving in my art
practice.
In this country, Aboriginal rights are being asserted substantially on the basis
of relationship to land. As Aboriginal people struggle to dignify their 50,000
years of occupancy, it seems the height of conceit to claim that I too have a
special affinity with this land. That I belong. And yet! My cultural roots may
link me to other places but five generations and my daily “lived” experience
ties me here. The traditional narratives of identity may tell me this is an
© 2003 Judith Dinham
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inhospitable terrain and yet, I rejoice in its particularity and subtle exuberance.
History may describe the land as the locale of masculine endeavour and would
have me believe I am invisible or irrelevant in this vast, challenging landscape.
Yet I know differently.
In imagining a position for myself, what emerges for me as an area for
exploration is a border-zone space. Far from being a peripheral place, this
space can be seen as a middle zone because it exists in the middle, between
different states. It is a Janus-like zone – looking both ways. It is a spatially fluid
zone characterised by ambiguity and hybridity that flexes between here and
elsewhere, inside and outside, domestic and public. It allows a way of being – a
different way of being – that is conceived spatially. This concept of a spatially
fluid position is grounded in my experience of the desert – a place where the
nature of one’s presence comes into sharp focus. In the Outback mythology the
desert is cast as the quintessential abject and alien place and most definitely from explorers to drovers to miners to truckies - the arena for masculine heroic
action. My experience is a different one. Mine is of the desert as an intimate
and inhabited space. In claiming this, I also want to say that my sense of
dwelling in this place is distinguished from, and also respects, an Aboriginal
sense of these things.
The idea of a hybrid space evolved for me over several years and began when I
was working on a joint project with a colleague. For the project, my work
began at Meeline, a sheep station (ranch) in the semi-desert Outback region of
Western Australia and then continued in Tuscany, Italy where I spent seven
months working at Verdaccio Studios. A major series of works about the
Italian phase was shown in an exhibition entitled Lo Spazio - The Space, and
described by a commentator, as “a quest to negotiate or reconcile sites of
‘belonging’”(Moore 1).
The work in this exhibition examined the spatial dynamic of being “present” in
a place – viewed from the position of a visitor in Italy who has travelled from
an Australian homeland. The exhibition title, Lo Spazio - The Space which
incorporates the Italian word for space and then, after a hyphen, the English
word, is intended to embody the notion of two separate spatial dimensions
© 2003 Judith Dinham
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which are simultaneously connected. In this case, geographically separate yet
culturally
connected.
Trinh
Minh-ha,
when
considering
the
exile/migrant/traveller experience, writes of a “hyphenated reality”, which
she characterises as an ongoing repercussive process (17). As a visitor, I too
was located in a place which was, for me, a negotiation of a “here” and an
“elsewhere”. A place that was both foreign and familiar, mythic and physical.
The Australian writer, David Malouf, encapsulates this experience in a short
story entitled A Place in Tuscany. Over many years, Malouf regularly lived in
his place in Tuscany for extended periods of time. Hergenhan, writing of
David Malouf’s short story, notes that the description of the town and its
inhabitants is “seen through the eyes of the Malouf persona who lives there,
hovering between outsider/insider” (110). By saying that Malouf hovers
between being an outsider or an insider, Hergenhan identifies a hybrid position
- made up from being partly inside and partly outside. It is a mutable space
that is perpetually in a state of flux as the balances shift and change.
In my work, I sought to express a similar experience of being located in this
spatial zone with its shifting balances. In Lo Spazio – The Space eight painted
panels on the wall describe the nature of this hybrid space at different stages of
my residency. Underneath this sequence of panels, a parallel sequence of
twelve smaller panels replicating fragments of Italian mosaic-tiled floors, is
placed on the floor. This format links the physical space of the gallery floor
where the viewer stands and the mediated space represented in the wall
panels.

Installation at Perth Institute of Contemporary Art
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One wall panel titled Reflections in a Mirror depicts an empty Tuscan landscape
of rolling hills receding into mist high up on the picture plane. Suspended in
front of it is a round and ornate Italian mirror with a curved reflecting surface.
It reflects back to the viewer a stretch of Australian desert landscape. The curve
of the mirror distorts this image whilst also strengthening its veracity by
creating the curved horizon reminiscent of the same visual effect experienced
when standing in flat, open desert country. Another panel, Il Crete From Here
depicts an Italian landscape stretching to a high horizon. Hanging suspended
in front of this scene but only covering the middle third, is a transparent veil or
curtain. What place is the “here” where the invoked “self” stands and looks
across the landscape? The imposition of the veil suggests that the “here” is
outside the landscape. The self, in this case, myself, is present, viewing the
scene and simultaneously removed - separated and excluded by the veil that
covers part of the view.
Being located in a hybrid space that is understood as a mix of a “here” and an
“elsewhere”, means that places are translated through one’s experiences of
other places. Hergenhan suggests that “[p]laces only exist in relation to others”
(107). He argues therefore, that one’s perceptions of any region, including
foreign ones will bear some impress of the “first” or “home” place - “its
geography and the customs it fosters, including the customs of the
imagination” (107). For non-Aboriginal Australians, this is also the classic
condition of living in Australia.
After my time in Italy, the return to Australia was a relocation that brought
into focus the nature of belonging – belonging here, being at home. Sue Rowley
reflects on a recurring pattern amongst artists who, on returning home from
European travels “discover roots reaching far deeper into the earth, and far
more important to identity and art than they had ever realised” (16). Memory
Holloway observes that the artist’s journey towards and through northern
countries is “crucial in knowing what one has journeyed away from and what
one is returning to” (20). And Giovanna Capone, when writing about the
intellectual relationship between Australia and Italy, invokes for Australians,
the Orphic act of looking back - of tracing the pathways back to the source. The
act of review, she suggests, is part of creating the future (6).
© 2003 Judith Dinham
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Veronica Brady also invokes Orpheus when reflecting on Australian cultural
traditions, and in particular, the disposition to cast a non-Aboriginal
relationship to land in terms of a struggle against the inhospitable. Brady
recalls Orpheus in his bardic role. “Our cultural hero” she says, “needn’t be
Narcissus. It can be Orpheus … going down into the Underworld and …
singing – instead of … carrying on with a stiff upper lip” (“Landscape”).
Veronica Brady is proposing a different way of “being” for non-indigenous
Australians. There is, she is suggesting, an alternative to the Outback tradition:
“there’s joy, fulfilment, sensitivity, listening” (“Landscape”). She invokes
flowers and the process of rejuvenation. “After winter, or tears, springtime
does come. And see, there are many, many flowers in our countryside – think
of how the desert flowers when it’s had a bit of rain”(Brady).
Brady draws our attention to the Aboriginal people’s traditional success in this
land and their deep bond with country. “The desert is garden and home. That’s
what it is to them and they know how to live in it. We can learn from them”
(“Landscape”). Implicit in this exhortation is a view that a different way of
imagining the land is the route to a more viable way of belonging. This is the
dilemma for the non-Aboriginal person: how to belong. How to make contact.
How to be at home in this country.
When I arrived back from Italy I returned to the Meeline site to continue my
artistic explorations. This site is the place where I have worked through my
understanding of how to be at home in this country. Meeline Station, where
my sister and family live, is situated 600km (370mls) north of Perth, the capital
of Western Australia and 500km (310mls) inland from Geraldton, a large
regional centre. This sparsely populated, semi-desert region is rangeland
country where sheep live off the natural herbage and where large properties
such as Meeline have stocking rates of one sheep per fifteen acres. Though I
live in Perth, I regularly spend time at the Station.
At Meeline when wandering over rough terrain under the intense overhead
sunlight, one’s vision tends to be cast down to the ground. Over time my
paintings reflected this experience in various ways as I became increasingly
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captivated by the microcosm at my feet. Following my return from Italy, my
paintings brought the ground plane into central focus. The ground viewed
from directly overhead and quite literally at my feet, was a visual way of
making contact. By lowering my gaze from the vista, so popular in traditional
landscape painting, to the scene at my feet, I disconnected my vision from the
horizon and connected it instead to the place where I stood.
The horizon is a “charged” site because it is implicated in the imaginative
possession of land: our early colonial knowledge of the country was based on
the observations of men who, “on assuming a vantage point far removed from
the embodied social world” (Rose 71), gazed over the forms of the land. This
distanced, purportedly objective, viewing eye surveyed the vista and
encompassed it – as a prelude to mapping and occupying it. The horizon
reinforces the viewing subject since its very existence is dependent on the eye
that surveys. So in this sense, the horizon becomes associated with a “culture
of conquest” (Bird Rose 11).
In the panoramic or picturesque vista of the traditional landscape painting, the
horizon is relentlessly present as the basis for the single spatial continuum of
European Renaissance “scientific” perspective. So, in painting, the act of
encompassing the landscape within the logic of perspective is to imaginatively
possess it. The landscape is possessed but not touched because the horizon,
which is pivotal to this form of spatial possession, slides away as the viewer
advances towards it. Berkeley observes, there is no contact without touch
(Carter 5). This then is the vision of a relationship that is with the land, not in
the land, to use Ross Gibson’s distinctions (6). The horizon is the mark of the
outsider.
By looking down to the ground where I make physical contact, I find the visual
expression for what Paul Carter describes as a “migrant way of seeing” (4).
This he suggests, “is one whose historical education has made it suspicious of
sublime visions, and which, without claiming deep affinities with the land,
treads lightly, provisionally” (4). His proposed in-between space “remains in
touch with a space neither sublime nor linear but hyperbolic and intimate and
connected to the spaces of everyday life” (4-5). To me, this in-between space
© 2003 Judith Dinham
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allows for the possibility of location in a cultural history and, at the same time,
location in a landscape, when these two elements are not hermetically meshed,
yet feed and shape each other. Here is where a reflexive relationship has space
to grow.
***
Meeline Station is situated in an area of low annual rainfall that’s prone to
drought. However, in the words of Barry Lopez, “I know what they tell you
about the desert but you mustn’t believe them. This is no deathbed. Dig down,
the earth is moist” (21). At Meeline after rain, everlastings sprout from the hard
ground during July and August. In a good year, these paper daisies will carpet
the open ground as far as the eye can see: white, cream, pink, yellow; singles
and doubles. Charles McCubbin recorded his response to a similar flowering in
another part of the Australian desert landscape.
We saw flowers from the beginning, but nothing prepared us for the
vast exuberant flower garden that filled the middle desert. Mile after
mile of blooms – great incredible sea of flowers that flowed between the
dunes and splashed their slopes in yellow, white, pink and gold. Rain
had followed rain and the desert bloomed as never before (Haynes 254).
On Meeline, this abundance is hoped for and much appreciated. For those of
us in Perth, a trip to the Station is organised. It provides a welcome
opportunity to escape from the cold and rain and travel north to bask in crisp,
thin, winter sunlight. Walks and picnics are arranged. A day can be spent lying
submerged in blooms, ambling through a rustling sea of colour, gathering
posies of flowers, absorbing the atmosphere through every pore. These are
often cherished occasions of ineffable joy. As Karen my sister writes in her
Station Diary,
To really appreciate the expanse of yellow buttons that cover our
Boodanoo Hills, is to know that this area is usually a searing stony
place. Being mostly treeless, you can just imagine the intensity of heat
reflecting off the ground in midsummer – when the temperature has
risen to 47oc [128oF] in our homestead breezeway (September 12 1992).
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Picking everlastings, Meeline Station, Western Australia.

When we return to the homestead, posies tied with string, a thread of wool or a
length of vine, are hung upside down to dry on the verandah. Straggly
bunches and carefully arranged ones, big ones and small ones, multicoloured
combinations or the simplicity of one colour arrangements reflect the dexterity
and taste of the different flower pickers. Sometimes these bunches are left
hanging upside down like this to gather dust but usually, they make their way
into vases – around the homestead, at my place, in my studio, in the children’s
rooms at boarding school and in the homes of city friends. Everlastings have
been woven into funeral wreaths and presentation posies. They decorate the
church and have enlivened local arts festival venues.
The rustling translucent petals of these delicate paper daisies blow away on the
wind during September and October. Karen writes, “The strong October winds
are already beginning to blow. Soon, the last of the flowers will disintegrate
and this past season will be one very pleasant memory” (October 1992). These
everlastings that disintegrate in the wind and yet last indefinitely without
water as picked flowers, are both ephemeral and eternal. As such, the essential
quality of a state of equilibrium that incorporates the transitory and
insubstantial within the density of permanency is encapsulated. The nature of
© 2003 Judith Dinham
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the flowers echoes the nature of human existence in these regions, for those
people who fashion their lives to the ebb and flow of their environment.
Deborah Bird Rose describes the way the traditional Aboriginal countries of
the Arrernte people around the Simpson Desert are organised along the major
rivers that flow into the desert and disappear there. These rivers are usually
dry but when they do flow after rain and the flowers come, the people follow
their rivers out into the desert singing their songs of the country, “of flowers,
colours, and butterflies, of love and desire, and of all the sudden joyful life”
(52). The Dreaming tracks that they followed led them to places of convergence
on the borders of their countries. These were major Dreaming centres for
ceremony, trade, and societal rites such as marriage; and were places where
they enjoyed “the temporary abundance of the flourishing desert” (52).
Such pleasures and activities speak of an intimate engagement with the
environment – in this case, the natural environment – where people weave the
circumstances of their place into their daily lives. With this enmeshing we see
that “they accommodate themselves to the place where they are...” (Fryer 45).
Pleasure and the nourishing of the soul are found, in part, in an appreciation of
the particularities of place. These people, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal,
who inhabit their desert environment and accept its rhythms, touch, and are in
touch, with it.
Two major exhibitions of my work, one entitled Ground Carpets and held in
Australia and another titled Desert Ground (not deserted ground) and shown in
New Zealand, take up this theme. A number of paintings in these exhibitions
feature titles like This is No Desert, Everlasting, Floral Carpet and Carpet of
Flowers. In these paintings, the living and abundant desert is invoked. In each
case, the image is fundamentally a patterned ground surface strewn with
details and signs of life. Without hierarchy or focus, the quality of a random
patterning of the “everyday” is paramount. The sense of centrality and
boundary is dissolved and the implication of an unbounded continuity
extending beyond the edge of the image is created.
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Rondell’s Wandering 1996, oil on board.

Works such as Rondell’s Wandering, Our Shared Lives and Desert Blossoms, which
incorporate the footprints of my nieces and nephews as well as those of the
Aboriginal children who are part of the Meeline community, speak more
directly about habitation. The footprints were made by inking-up the
children’s feet before they walked across the painting boards. The imprinting
of the footprints brings a haptic quality to the work in a way that hints at an
embodied experience of their desert home. Their human presence is also
enmeshed in the substance of the desert – and part of its creation. The act of
being present in the desert gives the desert shape and form – however tenuous.
Much of the artwork includes drifts of everlasting flowers and evokes the
phrase “carpets of flowers”. My most recent work takes this idea a further step.
The Meeline Station rubbish tip, like any station tip, is a lucrative source of
interesting artefacts. On one occasion when wandering around the site, I came
across a pile of old linoleum that had recently been discarded as part of the
renovations occurring at the homestead. These renovations followed the
retirement of my brother-in-law’s parents from Meeline to Perth, and the
subsequent upgrade to the main homestead by Karen, Adrian and their family.
As I inspected the discarded linoleum, I recognised fragments from the
bathroom: a pattern of yellow roses in a blue field, which now lay scattered on
the red earth amongst clumps of saltbush, mulga twigs, desiccated leaves and
the occasional everlasting. Gently rotting along-side, was a bedroom carpet
patterned with sprigs of pink roses. This image of exotic European flowers in
that desert setting struck a chord.
© 2003 Judith Dinham
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Along with these discards, the renovations had also resulted in the cleaning on
the lawn, of several large, room-sized Persian rugs. These rugs from Tabriz (in
northern Iran), which were richly patterned with stylised exotic flowers, had
been purchased from a Dutch travelling salesman by Adrian’s parents - back in
1953. The carpet cleaning was carried out in May 1995. That year the Station
had unseasonable rains. Usually January and February are hot and dry months
when temperatures in the forties (over 105oF) are the norm. In 1995, cyclonic
activity brought 30mm of rain (over an inch) in January and an unbelievable
215mm (nearly 9 inches) in February! This represented much more rain than
the annual average. More rain fell in March and April. The month of May
turned out warm and sunny, and brought on a false spring in early winter.
This coincided with the carpet cleaning exercise. So, at the time the floral
carpets were being cleaned and “brought back to life”, so too the bush was
bursting into bloom.

Persian carpet laid on the lawn for cleaning.

Here, I had found the imagery I needed to advance my ideas. Chris Sharkey in
a catalogue essay that accompanies the paintings from this time writes that
the Persian carpet signifies the many strands of the domestic
microcosm. Here the nitty-gritty of family relations, of intimacy and
togetherness, of fun and difference are worked through. It is also a site
of sociability, of preparation for pleasurable family or wider gatherings
as well as of domestic work and chores such as attending business
accounts. The myriad of threads that structure the lives and existence of
family members and narratives are symbolically held together, in all
their variety, repetitions, colour and form in the patterning of the carpet.
Both order and abundance are integrated in the very ground of
existence (5).
© 2003 Judith Dinham
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By conflating the carpets of everlastings in the desert with the imported
homestead carpets and linoleums that are patterned with designs derived from
roses, asters, chrysanthemums, tulips and other flowers from the Northern
Hemisphere biome, I could create a space that bridged the domestic space of a
non-indigenous family and the desert environment in which it was located.
Concomitantly I was linking the domestic site from which women traditionally
garner authority - and the desert space, from which women have been
consistently excluded in the dominant cultural narratives. The “carpets of
flowers” metaphor created a hybrid space that provided me with mobility and
visibility.
Then too, carpets are made to step on. Stepping out, even one stride,
particularly when the next step is uncertain, signifies daily choice.
Stepping on, and out, is inseparable from earthing and grounding (5).
For me, exploring the possibilities of this hybrid space has been a productive
way forward in the evolution of my thinking and expression of a way of being
present in this country. In the most recent exhibitions, passages of floral carpets
and linoleum fuse with drifts of everlastings: sometimes overlaid, sometimes
flooding into each other, sometimes fragmented, sometimes dissolving. There
is both flex and fusion. These images give form to a desert place that is being
remade daily through lived experience. This is not a space “over there”, this is
a space that is underfoot! It is the particularised place where we “come into
contact with the world” (Carter 4), the place we inhabit.
When Bromfield asks “what kind of space is thinkable for contemporary
Australian artists and for Australians as a whole” (16), I suggest one answer
might be found in a space where carpets patterned with flowers derived from
the Northern Hemisphere biome find resonances with carpets of everlastings
in the desert. It is a space where cultural polarities dissolve and where instead,
a form of “cultural parallax”, to use Gary Nabhan’s term, arises. Where the
combination of different world views, or perspectives on the world, allow a
multi-dimensionality to come into focus. For people living in the desert regions
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it is Bachelard’s intimate immensity (183-210). For all of us, it should be the
nourishing terrain shown to the settler cultures by Aboriginal Australia.

It is the space where our feet and eyes make contact.
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Narrative Strategies in First-Person Interpretation for Historic Sites,
Museum Theatre and Living History Projects
Abstract
Jerry Dickey, Associate Professor
School of Theatre Arts, University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
jdickey@email.arizona.edu
In its broadest definition, first-person interpretation refers to the in-role public portrayal
of a person from the past. Since the 1960s, the use of first-person interpreters has risen
steadily in the U.S. at living history projects, public sites of historic significance, and at a
broad spectrum of art and science museums. Within these environments, first-person
interpretation assumes many guises, ranging from reenactments of everyday activities in
a specific historical era to the performance of one-person plays or dramatic scenarios.
Frequently citing educational research relating empathic involvement in a strong linear
narrative with increased short- and long-term recall, museums and historic sites aim to
use first-person interpretation “to communicate facts, concepts, and/or an historical
period as authentically and memorably as possible.”1
Most critical studies on first-person interpretation focus on its ability or inability to
convey a historical moment with accuracy or completeness. While most first-person
interpreters stress the primacy of historical authenticity in their enactment, many also
acknowledge the necessary use of various narrative strategies and performance
techniques to engage the emotions and sustain the interest of the museum visitor. Such
techniques are especially significant in overcoming initial visitor disorientation upon
encountering unmediated first-person enactment.
As organizational members of associations such as the International Museum Theatre
Alliance now seek actively to partner with playwrights and theatre professionals, the
manner in which situations and stories are “dramatized” for emotional effect warrants
critical analysis. How does the attempt to engage or move visitors impact the selection of
historic subjects and techniques for presentation? How much “dramatic license” and
“emotion” are desired by museum staff for first-person interpretation? How much is
expected or tolerated by museum visitors? And how has the relatively recent
incorporation of controversial or previously neglected subject matter, such as sexual
practices, race relations, violence, and death, contributed to new narrative structures
designed to engage visitors without offending them?
This paper examines multiple recent examples in which museums and living history
projects have partnered with theatre artists in the creation of first-person interpretations.
Through this examination, specific storytelling and performance modes will be discussed
for both their ability to engage visitors and their potential to stimulate or color historical
interpretation.
1

“Key Questions.” International Museum Theatre Alliance for Europe. Online. 11 Aug. 2003. www.imtaleurope.org/keyquestions.asp

TRANSFORMING THROUGH PERFORMING: Re/Placing
Black Womanly Images
Glenda Dickerson
Professor of Theater & Drama,
Director, Center for World Performance Studies
University of Michigan
1220 South University Suite 212
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
734-936-2777
glendad@umich.edu
ABSTRACT:
The intersecting, interdisciplinary dialogue on Black womanly images generally
privileges the scholar's voice. When included at all, performance is too frequently used as
an exhibit to punctuate the stodgy proceedings. I propose that the inclusion of
performative techniques can enrich, enliven and illuminate the scholarly dialogue. The
transformative power of performance, particularly when linked with the transcendent
capabilities of spirituality, seems to me to hold the key for evolving multiple modes to
produce knowledge about identity. With a generous grant from the Ford Foundation, I
founded and now direct a project at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor to test this
theory. The Project for TRANSFORMING THRU PERFORMING: Re/Placing Black
Womanly Images, is housed in the International Institute's Center for World Performance
Studies. The Project proposes to enter the Black woman's performing voice into the
scholarly discussion surrounding gendered identity; to create sometimes controversial
performances which serve as a catalyst for discussion and exploration with an invited
audience.
Aunt Jemima, the prisoner in a box, is the confined and confining image which guides
my work. Together with an examination of figurative imprisonment of women caused by
stereotyping, marginalization, silencing and "disappearing", I plan to look at women who
are actually imprisoned -some for 15 years to life under the Rockefeller mandatory
sentencing policy - and discuss these women's lives as they relate to the question of
identity for all women. My plan is to uncover, rescue and celebrate the forgotten voices
of the invisible women who cook, clean, sew, teach and preach in support of our planet;
to open up a heretofore non-existent space for women to talk out their lives.
By dramatizing so-called "witness texts", The Project explores a performance scholarship
which shifts scholarly attention to the experiences, music, literature, public and private
conversations, and everyday behaviors of "ordinary", easily forgotten women and
examines the meanings that these women assign to mundane as well as extraordinary
events in their lives. Witness texts serve as places of memory; memory as it relates to the
Greek martyr, which connotes witness. Since 2000, the witness texts of The Project have
been presented under the rubric "Kitchen Prayers, a dramatic dialogue for artists, scholars
and witnesses for the future". "Kitchen Prayers" uses the humble kitchen as unifying
metaphor to (re) create a space in which Black women are made central. Witness texts

dramatized in the Kitchen Prayers series are based on national and international
narratives of real women collected by the Project. The narratives are supplemented with
independent research into topical events and historic precedents. Finally, we place
scholarly commentary next to the narratives of these women and the narratives of our
performers and audience. We use these narratives to challenge and support each other.
In the end we create a pastiche of voices that give life and form to Black female selfdefinition which I hope can lead to a "prison break" for confined womanly images.
"Kitchen Prayers" emerges then as a living manifestation of a deliberately
multidisciplinary, ever-evolving Black feminist scholarship. By wedding dramatic
expression to this new formof scholarship, the material is shaped into something larger
than simple narrative, deeper than plain consciousness-raising. It becomes mythic, takes
wing and soars.
What I am after here is something other than performance art, where history and lived
experiences are (sometimes) cleverly recounted. I have seen what happens when the body
of a prayerful performer (my term) enters a dramatized historic text, or text based on
real? life narratives; a spiritual dimension is added by this embodying. The performer
brings her own lived experiences and agrees to stand in with honor and respect for the
real woman. The real woman is valorized and validated; in some cases, she can witness
the act and thus seal it with her own "amen". This kind of performance is different from
fictional character construction in traditional drama. These performers could be called
performance historians rather than performance artists. However, they are not mimicking
history as, for example, takes place in the colonial Williamsburg living exhibit; rather
they are reliving history as witnesses for the future.
I originally planned to create the "Kitchen Prayers" witness texts from narratives
previously collected (with Dr. Jacqueline Mattis); however, the events of 9/11/01
changed the world and it seemed appropriate that the focus of The Project adjust to our
new reality. When the world dialogue ratchets up to talk of war and retribution it is
overwhelmingly a male dialogue. Men are considered the experts, the keepers of
knowledge. In keeping with The Project's mission to make central the ordinary woman's
voice, I wanted to add that voice to this predominantly male dialogue.
By revolving that year's "Kitchen Prayers" presentations around the words of women
living under the realities of war, famine and oppression, the Project for Transforming thru
Performing tried to capture, reflect and understand the impact of 9/11 and other acts of
global terrorism on women and their children not only in America, but around the world.
I wanted to offer a global snapshot of a terrible moment in time. Since that time "Kitchen
Prayers" has become increasingly international in scope. In 2001-02, I called the
performances "Kitchen Prayers, a performance dialogue on 9/11 and global loss". In
2002-03, I produced and directed "Identities on Trial: a kitchen protest prayer" to help us
understand the impact of the war in Iraq on women and their children around the globe,
from American women warriors to middle eastern suicide bombers. This year's witness
text will be called "New Shoes, a kitchen prayer" inspired by Nu Shu, an ancient secret
language employed by some Chinese women. It will place contemporaneous global
stories beside ancient and modern American tales in a continuing quest to re/place Black
womanly images.
The Project for Transforming thru Performing will culminate - at the end of three years by establishing an interactive archive which showcases its collected narratives and

dramatized performance dialogues. I anticipate that the archive will be enjoyed by both
scholars and the general public.
The archive will be called "A Kitchen Prayer Peace Archive".
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Abstract

Contemporary spirituality has come a long way from strolling with Socrates,
Confucius, the Buddha, or Jesus, among many others, amid natural (read: IRL—In Real
Life) surroundings in meditative contemplation of the meaning, value, and telos of
existence. Indeed, the IRL context in which the “realities” of existence were questioned
and formulated have been augmented or, perhaps, transcended in contemporary culture
by a virtual reality that requires philosophical reflection on the relationship between
“real” and “hyper” reality in relation to religion, philosophy and spirituality.
This abstract is a Poster Session proposal to be delivered via laptop. It will
provide a philosophical examination of the changing economy of information exchange
in Western culture in relation to contemporary religio-philosophical pedagogy as located
in a Web-based course on religion and philosophy. It will employ a hermeneutic
methodology with respect to the phenomenon of Web-based religio-philosophical
instruction and its implications for contemporary religious quests. In the process, we will
view the inner workings of a fully on-line course (viz., Religious Quest and the Human
Dilemma) and reflect upon the religio-philosophical implications of the medium itself
(e.g., issues of embodiment, signification, presence, and absence as they relate to
religious understanding and interpretation).
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The Death and Rebirth of Religion
Topic Areas: Religion; Philosophy
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E-mail: sdiberna@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
Phone: (321) 632-1111 ext. 65508
Phone: (321) 784-4173
FAX: (321) 690-2114

Abstract
In an age in which we have lived through the death of God, the end of history, the
death of the self (among others), there remains one death that has not yet died the death;
viz., the death of nominal religiosity. Although Western culture seems to be living with
anxiety and/or liberation engendered by these deaths, a consciously articulated
appropriation of their implications with an eye toward redefining religion has yet to take
hold in contemporary society.
This paper proposes an analysis of postmodern religious possibilities (i.e., a
redefining of boundaries and limits) in light of John Caputo’s post-secular religious
philosophy in On Religion. Hermeneutic and phenomenological methodologies will be
employed to argue for a rethinking of traditional, essentialistic philosophies of religion in
an effort to articulate the role of religion in a culture that has become predominantly
secular in its outlook, nominal in its religious affiliations and virtual in its reality.
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Abstract:
In Dance Dance Revolution (DDR), an arcade and home video game released by the Japanese
entertainment corporation, Konami, players move their feet in specific patterns set to electronic
dance music. Arrows pointing in cardinal directions scroll across the screen in time with the beat
of a song. Players must match the pattern and speed of the arrows by touching their feet to
sensors located on the dance floor attached to the game monitor. Only by achieving a high
accuracy rate can a player advance from one level to the next.
DDR is internationally popular and has been welcomed into American public school physical
education curricula as an effective way of encouraging exercise and weight loss. But DDR has
also created subcultures of adolescents and young adults who communicate via internet forums
and message boards, not only about the game, but about the music itself. This paper relies on
interviews with DDR participants and observations of arcades and online discussion groups. My
findings indicate that such groups are extensions of communities formed around older dance
traditions (e.g. disco, house, or techno), that define themselves according to shared taste. To the
uninitiated, DDR music seems identical to other contemporary dance music. But many DDR fans
perceive its songs as distinct from other genres such as rap, in part because DDR music is seen
as being more “positive.” Indeed, DDR offers participants a safe space, particularly to males who
can dance without fear of being rejected by a real partner.
The irony of DDR is that while it simulates a dance club, it effectively bans group interaction in
favor of the pairing of human with machine. Even internet sites devoted to DDR fans foster
“virtual” communities rather than live interaction. DDR is an intriguing side effect of internet music
culture, fostering both isolation and inclusion.
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A Foundation for Ethical Judgments
Abstract
From the Enron travesty to fetal stem cell research, and from abortion rights to animal
rights, many of the issues that affect our daily lives have ethical implications. Yet, ask
the person next to you what ethics is, and you’re likely to get a blank stare in response to
your query. How, then, can we make well-reasoned ethical decisions without some
understanding of the fundamental tenets of ethics? My answer is that we cannot. In what
follows, I offer a foundation for making better, more informed, more consistent and
coherent ethical judgments.
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A Foundation for Ethical Judgments
Events with ethical implications permeate every aspect of our daily lives. One
need only look at the daily newspaper or any other periodical to confirm that observation.
Reading such stories in the media may prompt one to contemplate whether such things as
research using fetal stem cells is ethical, knowing that millions of patients could benefit
from this research, but that life may begin at conception. Other stories may prompt one
to contemplate whether physician assisted suicide is ethical, knowing that suicide is
illegal and contra to many religious doctrines, yet that an individual’s right to choose how
and when his or her life will end, should also be weighed into the consideration.
Closer to home, one may wonder whether the financial statement that our
company has just sent to Wall Street analysts is ethical, knowing that the numbers have
been massaged, but that the company’s survival depends upon it. And, on a personal
level, one may wonder whether to exaggerate one’s past responsibilities on a resume
knowing that if such truth stretching is discovered, one could loose the very job that they
are trying to secure, and at the same time, knowing that they have a family to support,
and that securing the new position depends on meeting the minimum criteria.
All of these issues have one thing in common; they have ethical implications.
Depending on how one sides-up on these kinds of issues determines how one will act in
the relevant situations. Moreover, the position that society at large takes on these kinds
of issues may determine how new law is legislated and subsequently how that law is
interpreted. So the question remains, How does one arrive at a justifiable, well-reasoned
judgment on these kinds of issues? Before providing a framework for an answer to that
question, an antecedent question should be considered – one that is the primary stimulus
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for writing this paper. That question is, How can anyone make these kinds of ethical
judgments if one doesn’t understand what ethics is?
One’s response may be akin to US Supreme Court Justice, Lewis Powell’s
response when asked to define pornography. He said, “I don’t know what it is, but I
know it when I see it”. Translating that into the realm of ethics, one may be tempted to
respond that, “I may not know what it is, but I know an unethical act when I see it”.
The problem with this approach to ethics is that it leads to ethical relativism.
Ethical relativism is the notion that every individual decides what acts are ethical for
themselves. Essentially, this position is that there are no underlying principles to guide
such judgments. Unfortunately, the absence of underlying ethical principles results in
ethical judgments that are unpredictable, haphazard, inconsistent, and incoherent when
evaluated as a whole. Viewing matters from such a relativistic perspective, one can
envision a scenario where stealing from you is ethically OK for me, but unethical for you.
How would one determine who is right? Are both right? Are both wrong? How can one
make that determination?
With these questions in mind, it is valuable to consider some etymological and
historical aspects of the study of ethics, as well as to survey the counsel of some of the
best minds in philosophy concerning ethics. This, then, will provide a window into the
determination of what principles or methods might be applied for formulating wellreasoned and consistent judgments on matters that have ethical implications.
The word ‘ethics’ derives from the Greek ‘ethos’, which means “custom” in the
singular and “character” in the plural. Similarly, the word ‘morality’ derives from the
Latin ‘mos’, which also means “custom” in the singular and “character” in the plural. It
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may be obvious that these two ideas are connected in the sense that our character is
essentially constituted by our habitual acts, or our customs. Another closely related term
that is derived from these two is the term ‘etiquette’. This term is commonly applied to
such things as table manners and social greetings.
The study of ethics is one of the five branches of philosophy: metaphysics,
aesthetics, epistemology, logic and ethics. Metaphysics investigates answers to questions
such as, What is the ultimate nature of reality? Aesthetics explores answers to questions
such as, What is the beautiful? Epistemology attempts to find answers to the question,
What can we know? Logic is the study of the formal relations between propositions. And
ethics investigates answers to questions such as, What should I do or How should I act?
Ethics, then, is the study of right action, and depending on the context of that
study and the definition of the term ‘right’, one may arrive at different conclusions
concerning ethical judgements. Nevertheless, an underlying assumption in any ethical
discussion is that there is a nature to us - a human nature - that can assimilate or has a
relevance to, ethical considerations. Yet, this presumption leads to another question,
namely, Is it in human nature to be ethical?
Of course the answer to this question depends on one’s view of human nature and
a further presumption that fulfilling human nature is ethical. So, if one’s view of human
nature is in terms of rationality, then acting rationally is ethical. If one’s view of human
nature is in terms of love, then acting lovingly is ethical. If one’s view of human nature
is in terms of pleasure, then fulfilling one’s self interests is ethical. And, if one’s view of
human nature is in terms of being social, then promoting acts that are beneficial to society
would be deemed ethical.
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Some philosophers of ethics contend that human nature is essentially selfish and
that acting ethically entails that we must actually act in a way so as to suppress our
nature. Other philosophers of ethics maintain that there is no such thing as human nature.
They contend that we all have free will and that by exercising this free will we create our
own unique nature. On this latter conception, moral value is attained via the exercising
of our free will. Obviously, the perspective one holds on the role of human nature in the
study of ethics, influences not only the answers to ethically relevant questions, but also
the way that the questions within that study are formulated.
Summing up then, it can be said that the word ‘ethics’ pertains to the study of
right action and that human nature may play a part in the formulation of the questions and
the answers within that study. However, the most relevant question remains, What
criteria should be used and what underlying principles should be employed in order to
make justifiable, ethical judgments?
Just as there are many theories about the role of human nature in the study of
ethics, there are many theories about the criteria that should be employed to make ethical
judgements. Fortunately, these theories can be classified into four main categories. The
first category is the view that ethical judgements should be guided by the consequences
that they will produce. The second is the view that ethical judgements should be judged
by the intention of the agent. The third category proscribes formal features as its ethical
principle. And, the forth category is that of individual expression.
Consider then, the case of an act that protects the environment. Since such an act
has as its consequence, clean air and clean water, presumably for our generation and the
next, the act would be considered ethically good or right with a view to the act’s
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consequences. Similarly acts such as murder and theft would be deemed unethical,
because of the harmful consequences to the victims of these acts, as well as to the
community at large.
Viewing an act from the intention of the agent is different. Consider the case
where I witness a child get hit by a car. I administer first aid to the child and the child
dies. My act would still be considered right because my intention was good. Now
consider the case where I administer the same first aid and the child lives, but grows up to
become a serial murderer. According to the intentional view of ethics, my act would still
be right, because my intention was to save the child.
Similarly and yet conversely, consider the case where I falsify some research data
so that my company uses to clearance to market a particular drug. Say that that drug is
marketed and that it actually ends up benefiting many patients. In that case, viewing the
act from an intentional stance, my act would still be ethically wrong, because it was my
intention to deceive.
Moving on to the third category, having formal features, is the idea that an act
should be judged against the background assumption that the act would become
universal. So the act is judged against the hypothetical question, What would happen if
everyone did the same thing? For example, the government would continue to function if
I didn’t pay my income taxes. However, if no one paid his or her income taxes, the
government would not be able to function. Therefore, on the universal or formal features
view, not paying my taxes is unethical.
The idea of an act being universal results in an imperative of which there are two
types: hypothetical and categorical. A hypothetical imperative says that if you want X
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you should do A, B, & C. A categorical imperative says, “just do it” without any
additional consideration. The conception of formal features in ethics is a categorical
imperative; one should act ethically for the sake of acting ethically.
The fourth criterion for judging the rightness or wrongness of an act is individual
expression. On this view, what makes an act or character trait right is if it expresses the
agent’s individuality. So, if our moral duty is to be authentic to our own individuality or
to actualize our personal potential, then under this conception, any act that contributes to
that actualization is ethically right. Conversely, anything that prohibits or interferes with
that actualization is thereby evil.
Turning to a historical perspective, there are three philosophers from history that
exemplify the four ethical conceptions of consequence, intention, formal features, and
individual expression delineated above.
The first of these philosophers is John Stuart Mill (1806–1873). Mill’s
philosophy is an example of a conception of ethics that rests completely on the idea of
consequences and is commonly known as Utilitarianism. For Mill, morality consists in
maximizing utility or what is useful. Said another way, his philosophy is grounded on
the ability of an action to produce the greatest happiness or well being in the greatest
number of people. So, under this conception one’s moral duty in every situation is to
maximize pleasure and minimize pain. In Mill’s words, “The creed which accepts as the
foundation of morals, Utility, or the Greatest Happiness Principle, holds that actions are
right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the
reverse of happiness.” i
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The second of these philosophers is Immanual Kant (1724-1804). Kant represents
both the conception of ethics as intention and the conception of ethics as having formal
features. From a view of the intention of the agent, Kant asserts that morality is a matter
of doing one’s duty, simply because it is one’s duty. If one acts in order to achieve
happiness then one is not acting morally but is instead acting selfishly. To act morally is
to act with a good will or good intention, which for Kant means to act from duty. In
Kant’s words, “Nothing can possibly be conceived in the world, or even out of it, which
can be called good without qualification, except a Good Will. . . . A good will is good not
because of what it performs or effects, not by its aptness for the attainment of some
proposed end, but simply by virtue of the volition, that is, it is good in itself.” ii
Kant’s philosophy is also inclusive of the idea of formal features in the sense of
being universalizable. His conception is grounded on a categorical imperative. For Kant,
“There is therefore but one categorical imperative, namely this: act only on the maxim
whereby thou canst at the same time will that it should become a universal law.” Said
another way, “Accordingly the practical imperative will be as follows: So act as to treat
humanity, whether in thine own person or in that of any other, in every case as an end
withal, never as a means only.”iii
The philosopher whose theory of ethics represents the idea of individual
expression is Aristotle (384-322 BC). Aristotle’s premise for his ethics is that happiness
is the highest human good, and that ethics is the science of how to obtain this good or
how to live well. Happiness, according to Aristotle, consists in fulfilling our human
nature and that the essence of our nature is rationality. Therefore, to act rationally is to
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act in accordance with virtue and goodness, both intellectually and in character. For
Aristotle,
“ . . .to say that happiness is the chief good seems a platitude and a clearer
account of what it is still desired. This might perhaps be given, if we
could first ascertain the function of man. . . .Now if the function of man is
an activity of soul in accordance with . . . rational principle . . . and we
state the function of man to be a certain kind of life, and this to be an
activity or actions of the soul implying a rational principle, and the
function of a good man to be the good and noble performance of these,
and if any action is well performed in accordance with appropriate
excellence: if this is the case, human good turns out to be an activity of
soul in conformity with excellence, and if there are more than one
excellence, in conformity with the best and most complete . . . But we
must add ‘in a complete life’. For one swallow does not make a summer,
nor does one day; and so too one day, or a short time, does not make a
man blessed and happy.” iv
One may be tempted to ask at this point, Why act morally or ethically? And in one sense,
the question is outside of the realm of philosophical consideration, because the
underlying premise or assumption of the philosophical evaluation of ethics is that living
rightly or ethically is the desired goal.
However, one way to answer this question is to contend that acting morally has
pragmatic significance. That is to say that if we violate moral rules we might get caught
and punished, we might lose our friends, or we might lose our jobs and our good
reputation. Another reason for acting morally might be theological in nature. There may
be an afterlife where God punishes those who have been immoral in this life.
In another sense, if “living well” means “living ethically” then one could argue
that we are social creatures by nature and therefore that what it means to seek a good life
for ourselves, is to be concerned about the welfare of other persons. All the more, and as
was suggested at the beginning of this paper, that our lives are permeated and affected by
issues with ethical implications on a daily basis. It was also suggested that a lack of
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knowledge concerning what ethics is, could lead to ethical relativism where there are no
moral principles, only the principle de jour.
In order to fill in the knowledge gap and in an effort to avoid the relativist trap,
this paper has attempted to provide a fundamental basis – a foundation - for
understanding the ways that moral or ethical issues can be evaluated: by consequences,
by intentions, by categorical imperative, by individual expression or by a combination of
these. Invariably, people will disagree on the issues; one may contend that the benefits
that patients will enjoy from fetal stem cell research far outweigh any other consideration.
And someone else may contend that any resulting benefit from such research is
inconsequential because the act of collecting fetal stem cells arises from an evil intention.
However, given the foundation provided herein, both parties can understand how the
other is viewing the matter; one from a consequential perspective and the other from an
intentional perspective. This understanding represents progress in ethics. Moreover, this
foundation for ethical evaluation enables one to make better, more informed, wellreasoned, consistent, and coherent ethical judgments.
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Pedagogy and Practice of Integrating
Reading in the Writing Classroom
Writing instruction is not as easy as handing out topics and grading papers.
Teachers must take into account many different aspects of the students’ learning
process—how they obtain information, how they make meaning of situations, and how
they ultimately take that information and meaning to participate as writers in a writing
community. How then, as teachers, can we approach our students in a way that will
allow them to get the most out of our composition class in such a short period of time? I
propose that we do this by not only supporting our students, but by also providing our
students with the necessary tools for which to evaluate the world surrounding them.
Therefore, we must start by introducing them to the world through reading and writing.
By familiarizing our students with an environment in which they are asked to be critical
thinkers in both reading and writing, we will be preparing them for their courses within
the humanities and the university, as well as, preparing them for future endeavors in other
discourse surroundings, within and outside of the academy. Therefore, in this piece, I
offer reasons why we should integrate reading and writing, evaluate types of readings
used in composition courses, and recommend strategies for effectively incorporating
reading in the writing class.

Reading and Writing Relationship
College Composition has historically been linked to the learning of grammar and
the practice of writing. Though grammar skill drills and lessons were viewed in the past
as attractive methods of teaching effective writing, we, as teachers, must now take into
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account the role reading plays in the writing classroom, and examine the correlation
between successful reading skills and successful writing skills. William S. Robinson
(n.d.) points out that teaching conventional grammar, syntax, and usage is problematic in
that it leaves out the teaching of inference from reading. “The assumption has been that
once these basic elements have been mastered, the student is then ready to put them
together into whole essays, pretty much as you would a model airplane.” Robinson
continues to argue against this case. Instead, composition teachers must go beyond the
mechanical instruction and adapt lessons, exercises, and activities that employ integrated
reading and writing. In doing so, we will create an interactive learning atmosphere that
develops both writing skills, as well as reading skills.
The parallels of both reading and writing prove to be congruent in many ways.
For instance, both reading and writing are significant to students’ meaning-making
process. When involved in reading, the student must make meaning of the text at hand.
Similarly, when writing the student must make meaning by writing a text. During such
time a student works with their existing meaning in order to create new meaning. In
other words, both reading and writing activate a student’s schema. Sir Frederic Bartlett
(1932), who defines the term “schema” as “an active organization of past reactions or
past experience,” evaluates a person’s memory process as a “general impression of the
whole” in which a person does not remember an experience in its entirety, but instead,
remembers bits and pieces of it—the general impression. During reading, and during
writing, a student is therefore in the process of forming new schema, as well as adding to
their already existing schema.

A teacher must assist the student in activating the

students’ existing textual schema, rhetorical schema, and cultural schema in order to
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continue the meaning-making process. In both reading and writing, students share a
reciprocal involvement with the text—the text that as a reader they come to, and the text
that as a writer they create. It is only natural that connecting these involvements would
not only increase a student’s schemata, but would also teach them how to make meaning
of the texts they write and the texts they read.
Both reading and writing are developmental activities that can easily and
effectively be interactive with each other. According to Sandra Stotsky (1984), who
examined different research and studies done in the field, the correlation in the
development of writing coincides with the development of reading, and vise versa. She
states that “from both the correlational studies and the experimental studies, we find that
reading experience seems to be [a] consistent correlate of, or influence on, writing
ability.” In fact, the research she examined shows that (a) “better writers tend to be better
readers,” (b) “better writers tend to read more than poorer writers,” and (c) “better readers
tend to produce more syntactically mature writing than poorer readers” (p.16).
Therefore, if college composition teachers integrate these two practices in their courses,
students will develop stronger writing skills than they would have had they just been
taught grammar.
Integrating reading in the writing classroom also does more than just develop both
reading and writing skills. As freshmen enter the academic world, they are expected to
take on the academic voice, and to do so, they must first be able to establish what this
voice sounds like. When students first enter the academy to take part in the academic
conversation, they have a misconception about the academic voice in that they think
being academic means using big words, writing long sentences, or even unconsciously
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writing in the passive voice. By introducing them to a wide variety of texts, these
students will be able to get a sense of how writing works, how academic voice is
established, and how they can take part in academic conversation in their writing. I feel
William Lyons Phleps’ (1912) analogy best explicates the relationship between reading
and writing. He says, “the best way to learn to write is to read, just as one learns good
manners by associating with well-bred people.” Though Phelps’ wrote this in 1912 in his
book Teaching in School and College, the quote still fits how we view the relationship of
reading and writing today.
David Bartholomae (1985), another advocate of connecting reading and writing,
feels that students must interact with reading in order to improve their writing. In
“Inventing the University,” he states, “when a writer says, ‘I don’t know,’ he is not
saying that he has nothing to say. He is saying that he is not in a position to carry on this
discussion.” According to him, because this student has not yet had the opportunity to
enter into or become familiar with the academic discourse that allows him to speak freely
within it, he does not yet know how to carry on the discussion we are familiar with (and
that we expect him to be already familiar with) within formal academic prose.

In

“Writing with Teachers: A Conversation with Peter Elbow,” Bartholomae (1995) states,
“There is no better way to investigate the transmission of power, tradition and authority
than by asking students to do what academics do: work with past, key texts; working with
other’s terms; struggling with the problems of quotation, citation and paraphrase…”
Bartholomae is calling out for students to play with, work with, and struggle with the
voice of the past in order to make their voice heard, understood, and privileged.
Furthermore, he is calling out for composition teachers to provide these students with the
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voices of the past by offering them the appropriate texts with which they can play, work,
and struggle. He believes that through conversation with the text, in discussion and in
writing, students will be able to take on the academic voice.

Choosing Texts
Professors and researchers have debated about the types of texts, along with the
pedagogical approach, we should be providing for our composition students. Viewpoints
range from the notion that purely expository or academic prose should be the choice of
reading, in which students will learn analytic and argumentative approaches, to the belief
that imaginative or literary prose should also be supplied readings, in which students are
able to connect their experiences with that of the text.
Those that argue against the teaching of literary texts in the writing classroom do
so with the belief that reading literature will not effectively prepare students for the
academic world, or for that matter, the real world. Erika Lindemann (1993) wrote her
essay entitled “Freshman Composition: No Place for Literature,” a call for composition
teachers to replace any literature in the composition classroom with expository prose.
Though she does believe that reading should be integrated in the writing class, she does
not believe that literature (narrative) should be among the selections of readings for the
students in a composition course. In her essay, she pinpoints five main reasons why
literature should not be used in the writing class. 1.) According to her, “Literature-based
courses, even the most essay-based courses, focus on consuming texts, not producing
them;” 2.) “Because college students must take humanities, arts, and literature courses,
literature need not necessarily be transported into a writing course for the sake of
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‘humanism’;” 3.) “Examining literary language has limited usefulness in a writing
course because our students do not write literature…;” 4.) “Interpreting texts also
represent only one way of knowing, a process of knowledge-making peculiar to the
humanities. Other disciplines value different methods of making meaning…;” and 5.)
“The final argument for not teaching literature in freshman English is perhaps the most
insidious: it would enrich our training program for graduate students;…[they would be]
happier…if we let them teach a poem or a novel once in a while. Happier maybe, but not
better teachers.” According to Lindemann, literature has no place in the writing class.
However, what about the benefits of teaching such rich texts?
Others would disagree with every assertion Lindemann has made, arguing that the
writing class should make room for literature to be taught within it. In response to
Lindemann, Gary Tate (1993) wrote “A Place for Literature in Freshman Composition,”
in which he explains how literature in composition courses got replaced by rhetoric with
no “sustained debate.” According to him, “The Rhetoric Police came in and we all
surrendered.” Tate also believes that in turning our courses away from imaginative or
literary text, and purely teaching expository or rhetorical text, composition courses are
turning into a mere “service course,” leaving no room for discussion of the real world.
To justify using literature in his composition class, he states, “If I want my students to
think and talk outside the academy—‘Writing Beyond the Disciplines’—then I certainly
do not want to deny them the resources found elsewhere.”
This debate leads us to question not what text should be used, but rather what the
purpose of a composition course is. Should our composition courses be a “service
course,” where students learn to do writing that will help them with their other course in
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the academy? Or, should composition be a humanities course, where students learn to
write for the real world, taking into account real situation? Others, besides Lindamenn
and Tate have contributed to this discussion. For instance, Gregory Jay (1993) argues
that “if literature does not belong in the first-year writing course, then the first-year
writing course does not belong in the English department.” This debate has gone on for
sometime now, and who knows how long it will continue to go on.
Though we could continue to argue about whether composition should or should
not be a part of the English department, turning the spot light from one view to the next,
what is more important is that we see how using reading in the writing class has been
known to get students involved in the writing process. In The Discovery of Competence,
Eleanor Kutz, Suzy Q. Groden, and Vivian Zamel (1993) give good reason for using
narrative text. They speak of the “curriculum as a framework for discovery,” in which
the required readings in their course consist of autobiographical text intended to get
students to relate to the story of the narrator. In evaluating how their class grasped the
chosen readings, for example Anne Frank’s The Diary of a Young Girl, or other
memories such as Nina’s testimony from Marjorie Shoatak’s work about the !Kung
women, they discovered that students were able to infer meaning from the text by way of
personal experience.
Moving from their own experience to Nisa’s to Ann Frank’s, students like
Alison found that Anne Frank too tells about particular events in her life,
that something makes them significant. They began to use evidence from
Anne’s diary to support hypotheses about her development and values.
Then, having used this evidence to interpret Anne Frank’s life and having
seen it in relation to a framework that makes it meaningful, they began to
conceive of a framework of their own, to see what gives their own lives
meaning, what made the particular events they told about seem significant
to them. They began to take the kind of critical perspective on their own
lives…as a fundamental value of formal education.
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By using texts students were able to relate to, they were able to make the students’
transformation from home discourse into academic discourse more comfortable and
attainable.
As the college classroom has continued to grow due to historical changes such as
open admissions, so has the range of cultures, ethnicities, and backgrounds. When
choosing texts that are appropriate for the freshman composition syllabus, teachers must
keep in mind the range of students that are in their classrooms. Sandra Jamieson believes
that using a multicultural reader instead of the traditional canon will empower the
students. She warns however, that in choosing such a text and in choosing which
selections within the text to teach, a teacher must make certain that the chosen texts are
“equally empowering for all students,” also they must make sure they do not choose texts
that misrepresent or “misrecognize” a student’s role in society.

In her article

“Composition Readers and the Construction of Identity,” Jamieson (1997) states
When we select what we consider to be representative models for our
students, we must beware that we do not determine their suitability on the
basis of subtle stereotypes. This is much easier to say than to do, as
examination of contemporary readers reveals. In the rush to produce
multicultural and more representative texts or in response to the
publisher’s economic imperative to appeal to the widest possible market,
many textbook writers have paid insufficient attention to the images these
new inclusive “models” represent, to the importance of their messages,
and to the effect of their contexts.
Jamieson wants composition teachers to be conscious of the roles texts play in students’
lives and to choose texts accordingly. Though I think she makes an important point, and
though I believe that we do need to be careful when choosing which texts are most
suitable for our students, I am also still plagued by what, realistically speaking, is
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possible. Is it possible to choose texts that are “equally empowering for all students”?
We can sure try, but pleasing everyone is never easy.

However, with respect for

Jamieson’s attempt to bring our classrooms a step closer to equality, teachers should
make an effort to be conscious of the texts they choose.

Strategies for Incorporating Reading in the Writing Class
After the texts are carefully chosen, a teacher must then use effective methods to
engage a student’s interaction with the text. In other words, a teacher must then use
effective reading/writing strategies that will produce positive student development. The
most obvious strategy in connecting reading and writing is the essay assignment in which
a student interprets, analyzes, and carries out a discussion with the text through academic
prose style writing. However, for a student to be able to write an academic essay, she
must first go through a complex writing process. This process is not as simplistic as
merely reading and writing. Instead, students must be able to gather information from
both their reading, as well as their personal experience, brainstorm ideas, take part in
conversations, and most importantly, re-read and re-write. During this complex process,
the teacher has ample opportunity to activate schema, help students to process what was
read, and start students on their path of making meaning during each step.
According to Louise M. Rosenblatt (1988), “the ‘meaning’ does not reside readymade in the text or in the reader, but happens during the transaction between the reader
and the text.” In order for meaning-making to be effective, a student must learn how to
interact with the text. Using a graphic organizer such as KWL+, in which students use
four columns to reflect on the reading process through writing, is an affective strategy to
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get students to begin interacting with the text. According to LiteracyLeader.com, KWL+
is used “to teach students to recall schema, develop new interests, organize information
while reading, translate information into their own words, and note important details.”
KWL+ is extremely student centered in that the students bring the information to
the class instead of the teacher giving the information to them. On the board a teacher
will assist students in gathering what they “know” (K) already about the topic in the first
column and what they “want to know” (W) before reading about the topic in the second
column. After the students have finished reading the text, the teacher will then return to
KWL+ to finish the columns by adding what they have “learned” (L) from the text in the
third column and what they “still want to know” or what they plan on “doing with what
they learned” (+) after reading the text in the fourth column. A teacher who uses this
strategy does so not only to make the process of reading the text easier by graphically
organizing thoughts and expectations of the text, but also to invoke discussion about the
topic and the text. More importantly, a teacher will use KWL+ to link reading and
writing together as a meaning making process. At the beginning of the semester the
teacher usually does this as a class in order to model how it is done. Though, as the
semester goes on, the teacher will most likely break the students up into groups or even
assign them to do it on their own as homework before and after reading.
Reading journals or double/triple entry journals are other effective ways to engage
the students in reading through writing. Robert J. Tierney and Margie Leys (1986)
discuss the significance of interacting with the text through written dialogue in their essay
“What is the Value of Connecting Reading and Writing?” They note,
At times writing will be used primarily as an adjunct to reading and
studying. For example, often a reader will respond to a reading
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assignment with a marginal notion, summary, or some other form of
reflective comment intended as an aid to studying on task or as a critical
reaction to the author’s ideas… Not surprisingly, research suggest that if
students are capable note takers or summary writers and if the purpose for
reading the text warrants this type of response, such activities are
worthwhile. (p.20)
Experienced reader/writers do this almost automatically in the margins of a text.
However, more than likely, beginning reading/writing students will not already know the
value of such exercises. As composition teachers, we need to coach them on such
techniques with the hopes that they will pick them up on their own when they move on to
other courses, or out into the real world. Assigning journals such as these will not only
enable students to retain the information from the text, but will also help the students
when they return to the text for a reread or skim of information, especially when they
return to the text to write their formal essays.
In a composition course students are of course asked to write. But teachers must
also get their student to continually re-read, re-imagine, and re-write. Students must
learn, then, how to read their own text, as well as others’ in the class, to participate in
either a writing workshop or peer-review session, where they share their writing, as well
as talk about the process of writing—where they got their information, how they made
meaning of their information, and how they turned that meaning into writing. They must
have a community in which to share their writing, where they can get advice, feed-back,
and inspiration. During this process of peer review, a student must take on the role of a
reader for her peers, as well as the role of the writer in revision.
Being a writer in revision, then, she must first re-read her text as a critical reader.
After re-reading, students must then re-write. David Bartholomae (1987) describes re-
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writing as “the opportunity for the discovery of new information and new connections,
where the first draft serves as a kind of heuristic.” In other words, when students rewrite, they are using what they had originally written as a source for their revision. They
are making new meaning from their own text in order to continue the process of revision.
Though I have only listed a few ways that composition teachers can integrate
reading in their writing classroom, there are many others that can be used as well. Most
importantly, whenever there is a chance to incorporate both reading and writing in an
activity, the student will benefit.

As Vivian Zamel (1992) concludes in her essay

“Writing One’s Way into Reading,” “It is when students come to understand reading and
writing in this critical way, as acts of knowing, that they come to see that reading lets us
know writing, and writing lets us know reading.” Our goal is to prepare students for their
encounters, not only as they are with us in this broad sense of academia, but also as they
continue on in life. In doing so, we have an obligation to liberate our students through
reading and writing discourse.
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Abstract
This abstract reports on the results of a survey completed by English as a Second
Language students at Arizona State University during the second summer session
(July/August 2003)
Research Objectives: Proponents of technology have made claims about how technology
enhances instruction. Specific claims have been made about how technology can be used
successfully in composition classrooms to enhance the writing experience, and to
empower student writers (Pennington; Costanzo). However, most of the research is
presented from the researcher’s point of view. Little research focuses on the views of
student writers, and those that do, almost completely ignore non-native writers. The
purpose of this research project was to fill this gap in the research by surveying a class of
English as a Second Language writers. The goal was to get student feedback on the uses
of technology in a writing classroom and its perceived value in developing their writing
skill.
Methodology: The subjects of this research project were students in a first year
composition class for English as a Second Language students at Arizona State University.
The class was offered during the second summer session, 2003 (July/August 2003), and
was a “hybrid” class. That is, it was a blend of online as well as face-to-face instruction.
The class met face-to face 3 days a week (Tuesday-Thursday), while the other two days
(Mondays and Fridays), the class met online at the designated class time. Peers also
interacted online with each other during the weekend. There were 18 students from all
over the world enrolled in this class that emphasized writing argumentative research
papers. Towards the end of the session, an anonymous survey questionnaire comprising
of 8 questions was handed out to students to be completed outside of class. Students were
told that it was an ungraded assignment, and they were encouraged to respond honestly to
the questions being asked, without fear that negative responses would affect their final
grade. The goal of this survey was to measure student satisfaction with the hybrid nature
of the class, as well as how it compared, from student perspective, to instruction offered
in a traditional classroom environment.
Outcomes: Results of the survey show that students express overwhelming satisfaction
with the hybrid writing class in which they were enrolled. Some of the online activities of
the class, such as synchronous communication on the Discussion Board, and sharing of
essays online with a designated partner for reader feedback, were highly appreciated by
the learners.Students also liked the flexibility the computer offered them; they had to be
in class only three days a week, while the other two days they could login from home and
get credit for doing the work. Only one student preferred the class was totally face-toface; all the others felt that they learned the same in a hybrid classroom that they would
have learned in a traditional classroom, and said unhesitatingly that they would
recommend this form of instruction to others, and would also be on the look-out for other
hybrid courses they could take themselves. The conclusion to be drawn from this survey
is that students overwhelmingly favored the advantages technology provided them with

in this particular writing class. This research needs to be replicated so we can come to a
more definitive conclusion about how technology impacts second language writers.
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“Hip-Joints”: An Examination of the Language, Music and Visual Imagery of
Hip Hop Narrative Style in Contemporary Film
Marcia Alesan Dawkins, University of Southern California, Annenberg School of Communication

Culture is the entire body of meaningful objects, institutions and texts in which a given society’s
values are expressed. Culture mediates between the individual and society. This paper explores
hip hop music, visual imagery and language with film as they are fused and transformed into a
unique rhetorical artifact worthy of theoretical and analytical consideration: the“Hip-Joint.”
“Hip-Joint” is a term this paper coins to describe the aesthetic and documentary potential of
language, music and visual imagery in creating a narrative style in film. The use of the term “Hip”
signifies the next wave of narrative style films that embrace hip hop. The use of the term “Joints”
denotes the hip hop narrative style, heretofore only found in videos, which comes together with
film to present sound and visual images in new and imaginative ways. “ Joints” is also used as it is
hip hop terminology for a good song or video and the label Spike Lee uses to refer to his own
films. With this in mind, the paper historicizes hip hop oriented films, analyzes their salient
tropes and employs terms of African-American cultural production. The paper continues by
discussing hip hop narrative style and musical visuality. The discussion concludes by presenting
the overarching arguments of this (“Hip-Joint”) film genre.
This rhetorical analysis of the burgeoning genre finds that form equals argument: that meaning
and identity reside in no one place, but reappear often on the surface of quotidian experience.
Above all else, this analysis reveals that incorporating various forms of culture (particularly
language, music, visual imagery) requires an understanding of identity that is not predicated on
finality, on the conclusions reached by one narrator. The act of telling a story is always an act
which constructs the conditions of our internal and external realities, affirming existing
ideologies in an active closing of meaning or opening of continuous possibility. The flexibility
afforded by hip hop’s narrative style is a necessary precondition for the constitution of modern
culture and identity, and, as author Amiri Baraka describes, “a specific humanization!”
A/V equipment needed:
DVD player / Television
PowerPoint projector
CD player
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Abstract
This paper began from a simple impulse, the question, “what happened to hypertext fiction?” In his 1992
polemic, Robert Coover had famously announced “the death of books,” in which he suggested that, sooner or
later, the form would be regarded a “mere curiosity of bygone days.” I do not need here to review Coover's
argument, as he was surely not alone in making such prophecies, but only note that such pronouncements
tended to rather emphasize “sooner” than “later” for the inevitable demise.
One might, of course, comment that such predictions, be they for the end of the book, of painting, of music or, for
that, of the world prove incorrect more often than not. This prediction, however, has not conspicuously come to
pass in the intervening decade. To understand both the limits and promise of hypertext fiction, I draw upon a brief
review of its history, and turn to a consideration of other theoretical models, notably the polysemous textuality of
the later work of Roland Barthes and the combinatorics of Oulipo.
Reviewing work by Mark Amerika, Michael Joyce, Stuart Moulthrop, I suggest that, despite the in many cases
considerable technical sophistication of the achievements, problems in realizing narrative form and structure
have limited hypertext fiction to a particular type of meta-fiction, due in large part to the absence of clear
consequence to reader's choices among the “forking paths.” In conclusion, I argue that it is perhaps possible
that way forward for the medium is less purely technical than in the establishment of true interpretive
communities.
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ABSTRACT
Literature versus History: Gide’s Critique of Historical Thought
and the Genesis of Modernism
The aim of my research is to identify some of the roots of an anti-historical tendency in
modernist and twentieth-century thought. Why this tendency emerged can only be
revealed by concrete studies of specific artists and intellectuals. In my paper, I want to
demonstrate that André Gide (1869-1951) would make an excellent “case study.”
Though there has been very little study of Gide’s views on history, I believe they are
absolutely crucial to his work. Right from the start, Gide understood his career choice—
novelist/poet—as a rejection of history. I intend to show that his critical reflections on
history—themselves something of a paradox, considering his expressions of ignorance of
and distaste for history—were bound up with his attempts to reconstruct, in radically new
forms, the traditional European novel, criticism, and autobiography. Explaining how this
was so will require an examination of his autobiographical writings (autobiography,
Journals, letters), his novels, and his studies of other intellectuals and artists (Montaigne,
Nietzsche, and Mallarmé, in particular). Explaining why this was so will require, first, a
brief examination of two contexts: (1) the culture wars between the French literary
community and the French historical profession in the early Third Republic of France
(1870-1914), which were closely connected to the politics of solidifying the republican
government and to the politics of professionalization in the French university system, and
(2) the growing dissatisfaction among French writers with the naturalist novel and their
desire to develop new fictional techniques. Second, it will require revealing the precise
influence of these contexts upon Gide’s artistic and critical practice.
The outcomes of the paper will include: a demonstration of the centrality of Gide’s views
on history to his overall work; an explanation of why they are central to this work;
support for the argument that anti-historical thought was central to the modernist cultural
revolution; illumination of some of the reasons for why modernism emerged when it did.
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There Was An Old Woman:
Representations of Older Women in Positions of Power in
Contemporary American Literature
“Beautiful Women”
Women sit or move to and fro, some old, some young,
The young are beautiful – but the old are more beautiful than the young.
Walt Whitman

According to recent research, “grandmothers may have played a crucial role in the
evolution of the human race from our ape-like ancestors …because in primitive societies,
older women provide most of the food their family needs, freeing their grown daughters
to have more and healthier children”(Boyd B 7 – 8). According to Kristen Hawkes, an
anthropologist at the University of Utah who studies the lifestyles of modern-day huntergatherers in Africa and South America, the “extra help from postmenopausal women
gave an advantage to early members of the genus Homo, the group that includes our own
species, Homo sapiens, and our extinct relatives, such as the Neanderthals”(Boyd B7-8)i.
Known as the “grandmother hypothesis,” this concept challenges the “conventional
theory that males were primarily responsible for the evolutionary leap to Homo
sapiens”(Boyd B7-8). While this theory is not without controversyii, it does support the
importance of older females in early, pre-Christian cultures. As Marija Gimbutasiii,
Barbara Walkeriv, Paula Gunn Allenv, Anna Castillovi, Martha Beckwithvii, and others
who trace, study, and discuss the various early cultures point out, goddess-centered
civilizations existed on every land mass around the world as long ago as 35,000 years.
These goddess-centered cultures “represent a very different but just as authentic form of
civilization, … with highly developed social structure[s], based on harmonious, non-

warfare-oriented agricultural economy”(Gimbutas viii). The most universal goddess
figure, was the three-pronged female representing the virgin, the mother, and the crone.
It was crone who was the most powerful. Barbara Walker explains the demise of this
figure, or the replacement of her with the more negative one. “witch,” in terms of the
development of patriarchal religions:
Until the Crone was suppressed, patriarchal religions
could not achieve full control of men’s minds. Such
religions tended not only to ascetic rejection of
the physical experiences in life, but also to fearful
rejection of the Divine Old Woman, and by
extension of old women generally. The horrors of
Europe’s five-century witch mania were rooted
in this ideology (28).
Without a laborious trackingviii of the metamorphosis from a goddess-centered way of
being to a male-oriented, patriarchal oneix, it is interesting to think about the role of older
women in today’s society, culture, and literature particularly in contrast to the wise Crone
of pre-Christian times who was revered as the keeper of history, the healer, the one
honored enough to assist people in their return to their original mother, the earth,(Walker
26).
What is the role of older women today? Who are they and where are they? And,
how are they represented in our literature? In William Faulkner’s Light in August, Joe
Christmas sums it up well when he says to Joanna Burden
You’re old. I never noticed that before. An old

woman. You’ve got gray in your hair … You
haven’t got any baby … You never had one. There
is not anything the matter with you except being old.
You just got old and it happened to you and now you
Are not any good anymore. That’s all that’s wrong with you.
Faulkner p. 277x
This is an explicit articulation of the cultural assumption that “being old” is “wrong,”
“not good anymore,” “ the matter.” It is as though having “gray in your hair,” and being
a “woman” are crimes in and of themselves. Social theoristsxi like Naomi Wolfxii, Betty
Freidanxiii, and Gloria Steinemxiv, look at this anti-aging sentiment in an attempt to
discover the causes of it, and to seek solutions for what they see as a serious problem in
our culture. Wolf deconstructs the idea “that ageing in women is ‘unbeautiful’(p. 14);
Freidan links negative images of older women to men’s sexuality: [There is] “the sense
of age as decline – an abrupt descent from human potency to helpless, passive, solitary
senility – a trajectory based on male sexual strength that declines with age”(23); and
Steinem takes up the idea that “[M]ost of our [women’s] social value ended at fifty or so,
when our youth-related powers of sexuality, childbearing, and hard work came to an end
– at least by the standards of a culture that assign such roles – and the few powerful
positions reserved for the old and wise are rarely ours anyway”(250). Each of them
discusses the absence of positive images of older women in television, movies, print ads,
and in the corporate workplace. All of them point to the images of older women as weak,
sick, alone, afraid, and powerless. It is as though we, as members of the perceived,

dominant culture, agree with Joe Christmas: there is something wrong with being an old
womanxv.
If goddess cultures were truly as universal, dominant, and popular as Gimbutas,
Walker, Bailey, and others suggest, how could their influence so drastically disappear?
This question puzzled me. In looking into works of fiction by contemporary American
writers of color, I was surprised to learn the extent to which they use allusions that
hearken back to elaborate mythologies from the earliest civilizationsxvi. The more I
explored the references and meaning for the allusions, the more complex they became.
Suddenly it became clear that the strong influence of the goddess-centered civilizations
pervades these texts. Creation myths abound, as do political and agricultural ones, and at
the center of most of them is the overwhelming presence of the virgin/mother/crone
tripartite goddess. The texts, though written by writers of different ethnicities, have
many points of intersection and myths in common. Not only do these writers of color
draw on their own ethnic mythologies, they borrow liberally from the mythologies of
other groups and cultures. Drawing on pasts that have been largely transmitted orally and
transcribing them into contemporary language ensures their inclusion into the global
historic record. For my project I want to focus on four such writers of color who seem to
have fluid and ready access to their own and others’ pre-Christian, pre-colonized, social,
historical, and cultural mythologiesxvii. Ana Castillo, in So Far From God, Kiana
Davenport in Shark Dialogues, Toni Morrison in Paradise, and Louise Erdrichxviii in The
Last Report on the Miracles At Little NoHorse and Tracks, retrieve then rework or
reweave mythologies to empower themselves as writers as well as to empower their
characters, specifically their older female ones.

Relying heavily on the figure of the

crone, each of these writers creates protagonists who are powerful, mythical, older
women in positions of power. That they do this, how they do this, and why they do this
will be my focus. I will devote a chapter to each author. The first half of each chapter
will be explication: I will demonstrate that the mythologies are there. The second half of
each chapter will discuss the significance of these mythologies.
Ana Castillo’s protagonist, Sofi, is a crone. Her announcement, on her fiftieth
birthday, that she is going to run for mayor marks the official beginning of her life in this
role. While time present in the novel focuses on Sofi in this later-in-life position of
power, reflection, flashback, and a circular rather than linear timeline give a picture of
her years as a virgin and a mother. Tracing Castillo’s rich and vast allusions allows us to
see how deeply she draws on not only her own heritage, the Olmec. Aztec, Tolmec,
Mayan, Incan, Colonial Mexican, Native American, and Roman Catholic, but on the
heritage of others as wellxix. Pono, in Davenport’s novel, is the crone. As with Sofi, we
see the other two facets of her goddess character through various techniques of narrative.
Most directly, she is a figure for the goddess Pelexx who alternately appears in lore as an
old woman, a mother, or a virgin. Like Castillo, Davenport relies on her own Hawaiian
heritage to link Pono to power. Ancient Hawaiian mythologyxxi, combined with the
mythologies of Polynesia, Micronesia, Melanesia, and Austrailia abound in this workxxii,
as do more recent Hawaiian historical and political eventsxxiii. Morrison’s crone is
Conniexxiv. And, like the other crones, she is three-faceted and empowered by
mythologyxxv. Morrison’s mythologies are not as easily nailed as Castillo’s and
Davenport’s because she uses a complex mixture of African and African-American lore,
references to both the Old and New Testaments of the Biblexxvi, and to Greek

mythologyxxvii. Lastly, Erdrich’s cronesxxviii are perhaps the most unusual and/or
disturbing of the lot. Father Damienxxix, in “his” role as reservation priest for over 70
years, has performed all the rituals of the Catholic religion, has nursed the sick, has
educated his parishioners about the ways of government, fed the hungry, comforted the
troubled, etc. That Father Damien is a woman who has done all of these things, with the
obvious exception of the religious rituals, clearly places him in the mother/crone
category. If we trace Father Damien’s life before he becomes a priest, we see “him” in
the role of virgin too as Agnes. Erdrich’s other curious crone figures are Nanapush,
another male elder, Fleur, and Margaret. In working this out, Erdrich employs her own
rich Native American Ojibwe heritagexxx and other Native American mythologies and,
fuses them with Roman Catholicism. Like Castillo, Davenport, and Morrison, Erdrich is
political, historical, mythological, and religious when creating her older “women” in
positions of power. She simply adds the one obvious wrinkle of what to make of an old
woman masquerading as a man who isn’t a priest but who wears a dress. And, adds the
other one of an old man who performs as a crone. These authors have taken older
women, who by the virtue of age, are most often excluded from the perceived dominant
culture and have put them at the heart of their work.
Just as the earlier-mentioned white theorists explore and offer explanations
regarding societal exclusion based on ageism, so do the theorists of colorxxxi. Gloria
Anzaldua xxxii, bel hooksxxxiii, Ana Castilloxxxiv,Francoise Lionnettxxxv, to name but four,
also explore issues of exclusion but approach them from a slightly different perspective.
They, like the other women, suffer exclusion due to gender and age. But, because they
are women of color, they experience exclusion due to race and class as well. While both

groups are looking for ways and means whereby women can reclaim and retain power,
the theorists of color have the advantage of a current literature that underscores and
reinforces their positions. Castillo’s, Davenport’s, Morrison’s, and Erdrich’s work
contain representations of older women in positions of power who draw on a rich and
vibrant past to create a present that will ensure their inclusion in the cultural and literary
record.
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Nancy Devore, an anthropologist who worked with her husband, Irvin on the Bushmen project and is not a
member of the Hawkes team supports the hypothesis: “It makes perfect sense, …Why else should women
live that long after the last child is born?”(Boyd B7).

ii

Eric Trinkaus, a paleoanthropologist at Washington University, St. Louis, says “It is an interesting
hypothesis that might explain some of what went on in the past, but I do not see it as something that
explains everything”(Boyd B7-8).
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Marija Gimbutas is a professor emerita of European aarchaeology at UCLA and is author of twenty
books including The Civilization of the goddess: The World of Old Europe, The Language of the
Goddess. And Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe, and more than 200 articles on subjects ranging from
East European prehistory and mythology to the origins of the Indo-Europeans. In her work she traces
goddess cultures back 35,000 years B.C.E.
iv

Barbara Walker is the author of several books including The Crone: Woman of Age, Wisdom, and
Power, The Woman’s Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets, The Skeptical Feminist: Discovering the Virgin,
Mother and Crone. Her work, like Gimbutas’, traces pre-Christian, “prepatriarchal,” goddess cultures
globally and contrasts them to “male-dominated societies that … exploit women’s natural propensity to
care, to nurture, to take responsibility for the comfort of others … [and that] for two thousand years …
utilized ‘God’s love’ as a reward for obeying the rules of their society, and God’s rejection (abandonment
to hell) as the worst imaginable threat of punishment”( 4 – 11). Where Gimbutas focuses her research on
goddesses of all ages, Walker specializes in the Crone facet of the triparteid virgin/mother/crone goddess
figure. Walker’s work will be very important in my discussions of crones in the novels in my project.
v

Paula Gunn Allen is the author of The Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian
Traditions, Grandmothers of the Light: A Medicine Woman’s Sourcebook, and others. According to one
of her publishers, she “makes a vital contribution to American Indian and feminist scholarship … Allen
brings to vivid life America’s female roots”(Allen book jacket). Her work explores gynocracy and issues
of power, fertility, healing, and wisdom in Native American mythology and history. Allen’s work will be
helpful in my work on So Far From God, and The Last Report of the Miracles At Little No Horse.
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Ana Castillo is the author of The Mixquiahuala Letters, the winner of the 1987 American Book Award
winner, Sapogonia, So Far From God, several volumes of poetry, and Massacre of the Dreamers: Essays
on Xicanisma. She is also the editor of Goddess of the Americas: Writings on the Virgin of Guadalupe.
Ms. Castillo is the recipient of N.E.A. fellowships in both poetry and fiction. In 1991, she was conferred a
doctorate in American Studies by the University of Breman, Germany. She has taught at numerous
colleges and universities throughout the United States. Her novel, So Far From God, is one of the texts
with which I will work in my project. In her fiction, Castillo “uses [her] voice to protest, to challenge, and
to stand on the edges and translate for [her] people, thus becoming an intermediary, but mostly a translator
like La Malinche, the historical figure who grew into a legend for using her voice as a bridge between
cultures(Baker 136). Her essays in Massacre of the Dreamers, take up, among other things, ancient earth
and fertility goddesses like Coatlicue, a pre-Judeo-Christian concept of the Mother of All Living things,
Xochiquetzal, the willful goddess of love, La Llorona, Cihuacoatl, the snake goddess, as well as Aztec,
Toltec, and Olmec female warrior figures. The essays in her book on the Virgin of Guadalupe trace and
discuss the metamorphosis from the pre-Christian, pre-colonized Tequatlanopeuh, “Our Mother” to Nuestra
Senora Santa Maria de Guadalupe or the Virgin of Guadalupe. Her scholarship will play an important part
in my discussion of her fiction.
vii

Martha Beckwith is the author of Hawaiian Mythology. In her introduction to the recently reprinted
edition of Beckwith’s book, Katharine Luomala, Professor of anthropology of the University of Hawaii,
Honolulu writes that this is “the first and only scholarly work which charts a pathway through the hundreds
of books and articles … that record the orally transmitted myths, legends, traditions, folktales, and
romances of the Hawaiian people.” I plan to rely heavily on this work when I discuss the novel, Shark
Dialogues, by Kiana Davenport.
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Though as laborious as this tracking may seem, Miranda Bailey, Marija Gimbutas, and particularly
Barbara Walker explore this metamorphosis over time in extremely compelling and interesting ways.
While their writings will not be the focus of my project, they will inform it. Mention of and references to
their work will be made from time to time. Castillo’s work on the metamorphosis of the earth mother to the
Virgen of Guadelupe is a kind of parallel to the work by Bailey, Gimbutas, and Walker.
ix

As Barbara Walker, and others have pointed out “Until the Crone figure was suppressed, patriarchal
religions could not achieve full control of men’s minds. Such religions tended not only to ascetic rejection
of the physical experiences of life, but also to fearful rejection of the Divine Old Woman, and by extension
of old women generally”(Walker p 19).
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Though I only name these particular theorists at this point, to understand which theorists have influenced
my work overall, please refer to the list of theoretical texts in the appendix.
xii

In her work The Beauty Myth, Naomi Wolfe takes up issues of aging in American women. According to
her, our culture holds that “aging in women is ‘unbeautiful’.” She writes extensively on the “youth culture,”
and provides insightful information as well as interesting speculation about the relative absence of older
women in the media and in the corporate workplace. This same relative absence exists in our literature
which is what caught my interest in this project in the first place. She reports that American women spend,
on average, “$8,000 annually” for cosmetic maintenance in order to appear more youthful. She also writes
extensively on female sexuality and its ties to success, to men, to youth, and to power:
Competition between women has been made part of the [beauty]
myth so that women will be divided from one another. Youth,
and (until recently) virginity have been ‘beautiful’ in women
aas they stand for experiential and sexual ignorance. Aging in
women is ‘unbeautiful’ since women grow more powerful with
time … older women fear younger ones. Young women fear old,
and the beauty myth truncates for all the female life span. Most
urgently, women’s identity must be premised upon our ‘beauty’ so

that we will remain vulnerable to outside approval, carrying the
vital sensitive organ of self-esteem exposed to the air.
p. 14.
To elaborate, for a moment, on Wolf’s linkage of sexuality and power, I would argue historically that the
act of sex itself played a significant part in the implementation of patriarchal hierarchies in late preChristian, early Christian times, and right on through to today’s corporate and media-driven times. Women
can have sex more frequently, and for more years, than men can. As men age, their virility decreases. As
women age, their fertility diminishes but their capacity and drive for sex does not. I suggest that this
translates into a form of power that men perceived women had and they did not. In other words, they may
have felt (feel), that their power was (is) tied to their sexual prowess and performance. When those things
wane in men but not in women, men set out to castigate women and to neutralize any power continued
sexuality granted to them. Wolf discusses this phenomenon in terms of female sexual capacity:
Technically the female sexual organs are what the older religions feared
as the ‘insatiable cunt.’ Capable of multiple orgasms, continual organism, a
sharp and breathtaking clitoral orgasm, an orgasm seemingly centered in the
vagina that is emotionally overwhelming, orgasms from having the breasts
stroked, and of endless variations of all those responses combined, women’s
capacity for genital pleasure is theoretically inexhaustible.
Wolf 131 - 2.
She discusses many attempts to control this astonishing capacity as she cites sex researcher Alfred Kinsey,
political analyst Debbie Taylor, and historian Rosalind Miles who say: “Older patriarchal religions have
sought to control all women via a technique which betrays a conscious determination to deal with the
‘problem’ of women’s sexuality by destroying it wholesale(Wolf 131).
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In her book, The Fountain of Age, Betty Freidan sheds further light on aging women and sexuality:
“If menopause was talked about at all[ at the time she wrote The Feminine Mystique, @30 years ago] -and like other aspects of female biology, this shameful sexual sickness was better not discussed – the end of
a woman’s childbearing function was seen as the ultimate trauma, the end of her sexual function, her life as
a woman”(p. 14). She further states that menopause was a “drastic ending, the death itself of her life as
woman. Her biological ‘sex role’ which defined her was finished”(15). As these statements reflect
attitudes of thirty years ago, it would be nice to say things have changed. Sadly, they have not. Like Wolf,
Freidan explores the power of female sexuality as perceived as threatening by older men, and younger
women. She discusses aging and sexuality in terms of what our cultural and marketplace expectations are
for older people. Do people give in to age because it is what they think society expects of them, she asks.
And, like Wolf, she takes up the representation of older women in the media: “Recent studies found older
women in movies today shown as hags, nags, witches, or worse”(p. 54). Her statistics on the media are
shocking: there is a curious absence of images of people over sixty-five, especially older women, doing, or
even selling, anything at all in the mass media(35); in a recent study of characters appearing in prime-time
network television drama monitored for one week in a major city, of 464 role portrayals, only seven (or 1.5
percent) appeared to be over sixty –five(35 – 36); in an analysis of 265 articles on aging in a large midwestern newspaper, none depicted older people still active in their communities(36); the list goes on.
Freidan also discusses aging and power issues in women of color.
xiv

Gloria Steinem’s book Moving Beyond Words: Age. Rage. Sex. Power, Money Muscles: Breaking
Boundaries of Gender, advertised as an important collection of feminist essays, offers much on Steinem
herself, and less on women, gender, and aging issues as a whole. But, it is not without merit. She weighs in
on aging women with “Most of our [women’s] social values end at fifty or so when our youth-related
powers of sexuality, childbearing, and hard work come to an end – at least by the standards of a culture that
assigns such roles – and the few powerful positions reserved for the old and wise are rarely ours anyway( p.
250). Her work on black women is particularly interesting to me for my work on Song of Solomon, for
example. She also discusses older women in the workplace, images in the media, and, the false division of
human nature into the masculine/ feminine binary. She devotes space to the positive aspects of being over
fifty, “Many women become ourselves after fifty”(274). She also supplies an annotated list of other older
accomplished women(274 >).

xv

Other unfavorable representations of older women include Faulkner’s neurotic Caroline Compson, and
Emily, and Edith Wharton’s frigid Zeena Frome. Even Addie Bundren, whom some view as powerful, is
more manipulative than strong. Her power, if she has any, only works within her family. In the world
apart from her family she is powerless. And, she gets replaced, in the end, by an even more ridiculous
figure: “a kind of duck-shaped woman all dressed up with them kind of hardlooking pop eyes(Faulkner p.
260).
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I first started doing this when I taught Ceremony and So Far From God. I noticed similar characteristics
in the work of Hawaiian writers such as poet Cathy Song, Chinese-American writers such as Maxine Hong
Kingston and Amy Tan, and Afro-American writers such as Zora Neale Hurston. While all of these writers
employ mythology, none focuses as strongly on the figure of the crone as Castillo, Davenport, Morrison,
and Erdrich do.
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As these women are writing from the margins, from the perspective of post-colonialism, work by people
like Homi Babba will have relevance.
xviii

It is important to the project to understand the explicit things these four women have in common aside
from being authors of color: they write from the post-colonial perspective, they are all university and
beyond educated. They all hold teaching positions in a university, and they are all mothers. Additionally,
they all go about constructing communities of discourse in which English is mixed with other languages,
and they all employ the concept that history belongs to who ever is telling it. In all the novels, the
characters who are the closest to “being white” are in the most danger. Each one has incidences of rebirth
and resurrection, and they employ magical realism. They all place a premium on reading and being read. In
view of this last item, it is necessary to look at “Reader Response Theory,” and the work of Stanley Fish,
Louise Rosenblatt, et al.

xix

Castillo follows Milton’s model in “Paradise Lost” by stating her “argument” at the beginning of each
chapter. In Chapter 8, for example, the argument issues a direction for careful reading: “What appears to
be a deviation of our story but wherein, with some patience, the reader will discover that there is always
more than the eye can see to any account.” By reading this chapter very carefully and by tracking the
numerous allusions to their sources, one can pick up threads of Greek mythology interwoven with Aztec,
interwoven with Native American.

xx

Indeed, the correspondences between Pono and Pele are striking. Both are described as being tall, regal,
and handsome, capable of holding long grudges and losing their temper. Both have thick black hair, strong
bones, and good teeth. Both possess almost super strength in the water. Both have associations with
volcanoes, and they are in “’Aumakua” or “family-god” relationships with ancestors and sharks. In his
book, Ka Po’e Kahiko: The People of Old, Samuel Manaiakalani Kamakau explains this important
beast/human/god/godess relationship. The ‘aumakua, or “ancestral dieties of the family, were the ancient
source gods ‘from time immemorial,’ from whom the ancestors implicitly believed they had come
[personified natural phenomena], or one from whom they had actually descended”(28).. When people die,
they go to the land of the ‘aumakua where Pele, one of the “women of heaven, is thought to dwell. “In the
ancient days, the “‘aumakua ancestral deities were havens of forgiveness; they were healers; they
counteracted trouble”(ibid). In the novel, when people need to seek safe haven and forgieness, they come
to Pono, though she is formidable and seemingly unforgiving at first. She, like her counterpart Pele, is a
healer and counteracts trouble. Both Pele and Pono have an affinity with sharks who act as protector to
both women. Most of the renderings of Pele, though the number is relatively small, have her in close
proximity to a shark.
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Martha Beckwith is the foremost authority and scholar on Ancient Hawaiian Mythology. Her book,
Hawaiian Mythology is considered to be a “classic work of folklore and ethnology, and the definitive
treatment of Hawaiian mythology”(book back cover). It is important to remember that Ancient Hawaiian
refers to the time before the colonizer appeared as Captain Cook in 1778. In 1888,His Hawaiian Majesty
David Kalakaua compiled a collection of legends and myths of Hawaii that he entitled The Legends and

Myths of Hawaii: The Fables and Folk-lore of a Strange People. While this book is regarded highly by
scholars, it disappeared for most of the twentieth century. It was found and reprinted in 1972 and has had
twenty seven printings since then. The author “spearheaded a renaissance of traditional Hawaiian culture,
partly as a means of offsetting the many disintegrating influences under which the Hawaiians had
fallen”(Terence Barrow, Ph.D., in the introduction to the new edition). It is important to consider
Kalakaua’s purpose when reading Davenport. In the long introduction to the first edition of Kalakaua’s
book the Hon. R. M. Daggett presents a “gloomy reference to the condition of the Hawaiians: ‘slowly
sinking year by year … their footprints grow dim’”(ibid). Very early in her novel Davenport issues the
same kind of gloomy reference: “She … was a legal representative for Native Hawaiian Nationalist
Women, urging militancy … warning them that they were being written out of history, that they would
soon unexist”(Davenport p. 11). When Kalakaua voiced his concerns about the preservation of the
Hawaiian culture, many of European background felt he was urging a return to paganism. This statement
has particular relevance in Shark Dialogues. Is Davenport urging a return to pre-Christian Hawaii?
I will take this up in the project. In “The Myth and Fact of Maui Nui,” by Martha Noyes, ancient
Hawaiians were described as follows:
“back then when we were The People of the Light. Sometimes the words
are different. Instead of The People of the Light, some one may say
‘when men were gods,’ or ‘when gods walked on Earth as men. But
whatever the phrasing, the reference is to a legendary time long ago
before the islands of Hawaii took the shapes you see today … This
land became the home a people advanced in spiritual arts and
understanding. In that land and time, it was not he skin or language
that united, it was spirit and wisdom, … people were brothers and
sisters in the human family (31-32).
When held up against the highly competitive, market driven economy of Hawaii today, and with cultural
dilution an ongoing process, it would be no surprise to discover that Davenport is indeed urging a return to
“ancient” times.
xxii

It is important to consider Abraham Fornander’s Ancient History of the Hawaiian People. Davenport
draws heavily on ancient and recent Hawaiian history . Ancient history is harder to come by: “Twentieth
century historians Ralph Kuykenal and Gavan Daws realized in their own work, portraying the past before
the arrival of Captain Cook in 1778, was extremely difficult since the sources of that story can only be
found in either oral traditions or by the tools of archeology”(Glen Grant in the introduction to the 1996
edition of Fornander’s book). Gavan Daws in his Shoal of Time: A History of the Hawaiian Islands,
gives a detailed report of post 1778 Hawaii. It is important to understand recent political events as
Davenport attacks many of them. Haunani Kay Trask, an Hawaiian Nativist, urges a complete retaking of
the Islands by the Hawaiians so that native culture can be restored. Davenport treats this issue with depth
and care and gives considered weight to both sides of the controversy.
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Queen Liliuokalani was an early feminist who I argue is one of the models for Pono. Her book, and
Helena G. Allen’s book The Betrayal of Liliuokalani: Last Queen of Hawaii, will help place Davenport’s in
contemporary historical and political context, as will Daws’ book referenced in footnote xx, above.
xxiv

The trinity of Pilate/Reba/Hagar is another version of the crone/mother/virgin in this novel. But
Morrison mixes this up too. Reba, as the mother figure, represents procreation and fertility, but she takes it
to extremes: she must have sex. Hagar as the virgin is not exactly virginal: “She was totally taken over by
her anaconda love, she had no self left, no fears, no wants, no intelligence that was her own”(137). There is
a second tripartite goddess figure in the novel that consists of Ruth, First Corinthians, and Magdalene
called Lena. Morrison renders this goddess figure as powerless: an obverse of the Pilate/Reba/Hagar one.

xxv

The fact that Pilate has no navel suggests that she is somehow not of human birth. She is like the offspring of gods and humans, or gods an animals in Roman and Greek Mythologies.

xxvi

While never easy to read, Morrison is particularly difficult in this novel. Her biblical allusions are
tricky. The title itself is associated with the Old Testament but we come to understand that in this case, the
“song of Solomon,” is an African, then African-American riming song whose task is to tell history.
Solomon becomes “Sugarman,” in the novel’s first scene, which further complicates the nailing down of
this reference. In another allusion, Macon, though completely illiterate, wishes to keep up the tradition of
choosing a child’s name out of the Bible. When his daughter is born, the mother having died in childbirth,
Macon points to a word, “Pilate,” in the Bible. The obvious referent is to Pilate the killer of Christ, but is
this accurate? The mid-wife is horrified with the choice but Macon insists on it. Is the reader meant to
attach biblical significance to this, one wonders, or are we to take it as the random act that it is? Later
when Pilate has her child, she asks someone to choose a name from the Bible for her. “Rebekah” becomes
“Reba,” who in turn gives birth to “Hagar.” In the Bible, Rebekah was the wife of Isaac and mother of
Jacob and Esau. The Biblical Hagar was a concubine of Abraham and a slave to Sarah, Abraham’s wife.
Reba neither marries nor has sons, and Hagar is not a concubine or slave
xxvii

Circe is the enchantress who turns men into swine in Homer’s Odyssey.
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Erdrich has lots of crone figures in her novels. Indeed, Margaret Kashpaw comes to mind. Not only is
Margaret still interested in sex, she is smart: she is the one who comes up with the solution for the land fees
problem, and she is the one who, with Nector, outwits the others and acquires the land. If we trace Fleur
through several novels, she emerges as the tripartite goddess figure, as does her daughter Lulu. Even
Nanapush qualifies for this type of goddess figure. In Tracks he rescues then cures Fleur and calls her
“daughter.” He is also a father figure. When Father Damien says “I must complete the records, … The
father’s name?” Nanapush answers “Nanapush,” … And her name is Lulu”(61). He is the healer, the
keeper of the story and of the records, and he is the one who retrieved Lulu.
xxix

Because Father Damien figures so prominently in Tracks, it will be necessary to take up that novel as
well, but the emphasis will be on The Last Report of Miracles on Little No Horse.
xxx

As Paula Gunn Allen points out, most early Native American bands and tribes were gynocratic. As
such, power and property traveled along the bloodlines of the mother. Erdrich plays with this slightly when
she does not name Lulu’s father. In a gynocracy, the father’s name would be irrelevant. Property in her
work is always at issue with the lumber company taking over Matchimanito at the end of Tracks, and
Nector tricking Lulu out of her house in Love Medicine, to name but two examples. In a situation where
the Native Americans were being robbed of their lands at an alarming rate and being reservated, property,
or the lack thereof, becomes a heartbreaking problem.
xxxi

As with the white theorists, while I only name three at this point, my work has been and continues to be
informed by the writings of other theorists. For a more complete list of these theorists, please refer to the
list of theoretical texts in the appendix.
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Gloria Anzaldua’s signature piece, Borderlands: La Frontera Second Edition, is “a socio-political
specific elaboration of late twentieth century feminista [sic] Chicana epistemology, [that] signals
movement twoards coalitiions with other mujeres [sic] across the U.S.-Mexico geopolitical border,” says
Sonia Salvidar-Hull, in her introduction to this edition. Anzaldua takes up what it means to live on the
border between two culture and nationalities. Her work will be important in my of all my writers, but will
play particular prominence in my discussion of Castillo’s work.
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bel hooks, aka Gloria Watkins, is the author of Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center, Where We
Stand: Class Matters, Feminism is for Everybody: Passionate Politics, to name but three. She has also
written several articles, is a lecturer, and is currently a Professor of English at City College, City
University of New York. Her work explores the politics of race, gender, class, and culture. She advocates
more encompassing, inclusive feminism which allows for women of color to participate. Her work will
influence mine.
xxxiv

See endnote vi
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Lionnett, Francoise. Postcolonial Representations: Women, Literature, Identity. Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press. The purpose of her book is to “look at the interconnectedness of different
traditions, to examine the approaches and insights of women writers, and to outline those writers’
contributions to our understanding of complex identities and to the metissage of cultures.”
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Abstract:
All of nature sings around us, from the sounds of planets and galaxies to the songs
of crickets on a warm summer night. As human beings, we often search for our place in
this vast universe by lifting our voices to join in the chorus. The music of John Denver
(1943-1997), whose songs are filled with experiences from the natural world, resonated
during the 1970s with many who, following the turmoil of the ‘60s, were eager to
connect with nature and return to the simple life.
Denver’s intense love for nature and his outrage at suffering and injustice in the
world shaped his music and his career. With the success of songs such as “Take Me
Home, Country Roads” and “Rocky Mountain High,” Denver’s name became
inextricably linked with the mountains and the wilderness he longed to protect. For the
remainder of his life, he used his songs, celebrity, and resources to champion the causes
of peace and an environmentally sustainable future.
John Denver’s music exemplifies the link that exists between art and nature.
Denver’s songs convey his messages of love, connectedness, and the beauty of life and
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Abstract
No literature exists on the reshaping of cities natural landscapes that is not restricted to a city or one
region. Those studies that exist are reduced to a few cities such as New York, Chicago and Boston and
then only as part of the general development of those places. Among the better-known landscape
"improvements" are the modifications of coastal shorelines. Holland in particular is well known for the
vast dredging projects executed continuously on a large scale for more than five centuries as a land
reclamation technique.
Hill demolitions are more dramatic, controversial and less well known. Telegraph Hill in San Francisco
was greatly reduced during the nineteenth century but most tourists visiting Pioneer Park on its summit
today are unaware of the hill's original larger size. Boarding houses and saloons once crowded San
Francisco's Irish Hill, but it was gradually gouged away and finally leveled by a growing and
expanding Bethlehem Steel plant. Today there is only a fragment left. By the second decade of the
twentieth century, consensus regarding the importance of San Francisco hills had been reached and
their preservation was no longer an issue
Rio de Janeiro too had several of its original hills demolished. Nestled among a landscape of
sensationally beautiful oceanfront and abruptly rising green hills, the city appears to merge into its
surroundings with voluptuous ease. Yet much of what seems natural has been artificially fabricated.
Only by filling its swamps, leveling some of its hills and expanding its shoreline could the city grow in
such an extraordinary setting and at a rate that at the beginning of the twentieth century was matched by
few other cities in the world.
This paper argues that the demolitions of hills in Rio as opposed to the socio-economic imperatives the
guided Boston or San Francisco were attempts at redefining urban and by extension Brazil's national
identity.
Demolishing Urban Hills
Till the nineteenth century construction followed traditional methods and provoked little disruption to
the land. Settlements made efficient use of available resources and resolved challenges raised by the
ruggedness of the terrain with local inventiveness. With the arrival of the nineteenth century
industrialization, city building and commercial networks developed quickly and economic imperatives
rather than religious or defensive considerations dictated the location of new settlements. Hillside

locations began to be valued for their distance from urban congestion, industrial production and,
eventually, for their dramatic views.1)(Rouillard, 1984)
Despite advances in engineering and technology such as the steam-powered shovel and new earth
retaining techniques like concrete and masonry gravity walls, the process of building on hillsides
remained difficult, dangerous and controversial. In cities where steep hillside slopes presented
significant obstacles to their development, debates raged on whether to raze them. In San Francisco,
citizens who favored conservation eventually won the argument on economic, razing the hills would
have been prohibitively expensive, rather than ethic grounds and the justification used was aesthetic: to
preserve the city's scenic beauty. 2(Sandweiss 1993)
In spite of the preservation efforts many hills were gradually cut or diminished . First settled in 1849,
Telegraph Hill located on the Eastern edge of San Francisco, California was greatly reduced during
latter part of the nineteenth and early twentieth century. But most tourists visiting Pioneer Park on its
summit today are unaware of the hill's original larger size. The continued growth of the city toward the
end of the nineteenth century created demand for crushed rock to be used for paving, concrete
manufacture and fill. For about three quarters of a mile the east and north faces of Telegraph hill were
used for extraction. The quarry activity some of it recorded by early photographer Eadward Muybridge
threatened the houses that were built on the top of the hill and one house even fell down to the bottom
of the cliff. The blasting finally stopped in 1914, after several broken injunctions, two deaths and
mounting public pressure. 3 (Myrick 1972)
In spite of the preservation efforts many San Francisco hills were still gradually cut, modified or
diminished. Telegraph Hill, for example first settled in 1849, was substantially reduced during the turn
of the century. The continued growth of the city created demand for crushed rock to be used for paving,
concrete manufacture and fill and for about three quarters of a mile the east and north faces of
Telegraph hill were used for extraction. The quarry activity, some of it recorded by early photographer
Eadward Muybridge threatened the houses that were built on the top of the hill and the blasting finally
stopped in 1914, after several broken injunctions, two death and mounting public pressure. 3 (Myrick
1972)
Irish Hill in the same city was altered even more drastically. Once an equal in the collection of San
Francisco hills, Irish Hill was the late 1800s home to thousands of Irish immigrant foundry and mill
workers. The formerly bustling hill was located between Central Basin and the Bay. Boarding houses
and saloons, at the end of the nineteenth century crowded its slopes. Accessible by a flight of wooden
stairs and 250 feet high, the fate of Irish Hill's was sealed when most of its profile was excavated for
the Second World War expansion of Bethlehem Steel. The remains of Irish Hill are today a merely
overgrown industrial waste heap. 4 (Caen 1967.) http://www.mistersf.com/farewell/fwirishhill.htm
While contemporary sensitivities might be offended by hillside demolitions, the city of San Francisco
would arguably not have prospered or developed without at least some the alterations to it's topography.
The infamous "Second Street Cut" between Howard and Bryant street in the Rincon Hill area of San
Francisco for example, made a level connection in 1869 to the waterfront, then a vital part of the city's
economy and source of income to the working poor. 5 (Shumate 1988) In fact some of the piers
provided thoroughfares that stretched for almost two miles over the waters of the Bay. William T
Sherman reports that by 1850 some had become streets and the space between them was filled with

sand, debris coming from the demolished hills. The filling of these water lots created a new beachhead
on the newly completed land. "Half of the city in front of Montgomery Street was built the old shore
line becoming the heart of the new business district." 6 (Barth 75) The Rincon area that had been the
fashionable district of San Francisco suffered a further blow when the railroad was pulled into the city
just south of it. Soon the area had not just become topographically altered but its lifestyle too, had been
sacrificed in the name of progress.
Another North American city that rebuilt its topography was Boston. Of the three original hills that
hemmed its growth, only one remains. Hills were not the only obstacles however. The Shawmut
peninsula on which the town started had through an isthmus a narrow connection to the mainland. By
often overflowing it made the town a virtual island. To achieve its development ambitions, Boston
therefore had to modify its topography and it did so by drastically changing its shoreline and hillside
profile. When during mid Twentieth Century the process had been completed, the original peninsula
had become unrecognizable. Rather than a small town on rugged water surrounded peninsula, the city
of Boston had become a largely flat metropolis that featured some hills and waterways.
As in San Francisco the consolidation of a hill, or its demolition was determined by social, economic
and geographical conditions. For example the siting of Massachusetts State House on top of Boston's
famous fancy neighborhood of Beacon Hill was 7(Kennedy 1992) the results of a deliberate attempt to
promote the area. The leveling of Fort Hill by contrast was a large -scale enterprise set up with the
intention to eradicate a slum. (Kennedy 1992). Having been home to merchants the Fort Hill area soon
decayed because of its proximity to the business district. The old mansions and warehouses were
converted to house numerous mainly Irish immigrants and the quarters became overcrowded expensive
and unhealthy. By the fall of 1866 the city began clearing the Fort Hill area and in 1872 the entire hill
was leveled and the dirt used in part, to fill the new Atlantic Avenue.
In South America where the poor didn't just stand in the way of development but where race and
identity considerations interfered with self-image, the practice of relocating the poor could adopt a far
more radical turn. Until the beginning of the seventeenth century, most Portuguese settlements in Brazil
were situated on top of easily defensible hills from which access routes could be controlled. Rio
situated at the edge of the magnificent Guanabara Bay, was settled in 1567 on Morro do Castelo (Castle
Hill) in an area surrounded by hardwood forests and good arable land for the cultivation of sugar cane.
Two other hills controlled by religious orders and a fourth topped by a fortress soon demarcated the
colonial settlement. The hillside communities didn't just mark the colonial settlement's initial
boundaries but by locating the dominant elites on the upper elevations immediately segregated society.
By creating a sacred area belonging to a religious order or a fortress on each of the four original hills
the Portuguese colonizers left the swampy surrounding areas and coastal fringes to the African slaves
and Indians. The marked stylistic contrast between the rich interiors and the plain exteriors reflected the
profound social contrasts between those that were invited to participate and those who were left out.
The siting of these first stone churches on the secure hilltops overlooking Guanabara bay not only
accentuated the buildings" monumentality and inaccessibility, but also emphasized the
commanding positions these institutions held in the "civilization" of the colony." 8 (Underwood )
During the late nineteenth century, Brazil became increasingly integrated into the global
economy through the export of primary commodities like coffee beans and latex and the import
of manufactured goods. Mounting internal migration from the countryside to the urban centers,

the abolition of slavery in 1888 and foreign immigration contributed to its rapid urbanization. 9
(Godfrey 1991).
Nestled between a sensationally beautiful oceanfront and abruptly rising green hills, Rio de
Janeiro today appears to merge into its surroundings with voluptuous ease. Yet much of what
seems natural has been artificially constructed. Only by filling in the original swamps, expanding
the shoreline, cutting tunnels and leveling some of the hills could the city grow in such an
extraordinary setting and at a rate that, at the beginning of the twentieth century, was matched by
few other cities in the world.
Some of the land transformations such as tunnels or retaining walls are part of the Cariocas’ (the
name given to Rio’s citizens) everyday scene. Others such as land reclamation or the demolition
of urban hills have been obscured by the city’s subsequent growth. These projects were part of a
larger strategy to transform the landscape of Rio de Janeiro into the tourist, commercial and
financial capital of South America. City authorities dreamed of creating a metropolis that would
equal or surpass other South American capitals such as Montevideo and Buenos Aires and even
European cities such as Paris and Berlin. Between 1906 and 1930, a series of urban reform
initiatives were implemented to clean up the central business district, and improve sanitation by
installing new water, plumbing and gas utilities 10 (Petti, 2002).
The first hill to disappear in Rio de Janeiro was the Morro das Mangueiras (hill of the mango
trees), razed between 1779 and 1783. As were many of the hills, the Morro das Mangueiras was
adjacent to a swampy lagoon, the Boqueirão da Ajuda, used for waste disposal and notorious for
its unpleasant stench. A fever epidemic that gripped most of Rio’s population in the middle of
the eighteenth century was blamed on the insalubrious state of the lagoon. Viceroy Luis de
Vasconcelos ordered the demolition of Morro das Mangueiras, and the swamp was filled with
the spoils. A new public garden, the first in the Americas, was created on the twenty hectares
recovered from the lagoon. (http://www.passeiopublico.com.br/construcao.htm 2002)
The second hill to be demolished was the victim of the port's modernization efforts. Among the
urban reforms implemented at the beginning of the twentieth century was the upgrade of the port
facilities, a necessity as the loading and unloading was still carried out by small boats, that were
unable to cope with the growing commerce of the expanding metropolis.
The construction of new streets by cutting thought the existing fabric facilitated the circulation of
goods and complimented the port's innovations. The work, started in 1904 erased some lively
port neighborhoods and straightened the shoreline by filling coves with the rubble that was taken
from the demolition of Morro do Senado.( Senate Hill)
By the end of the eighteenth century, increased maritime commerce had shifted the center of
gravity from Morro do Castelo to the flat area around the port. As the hill lost its position of
primacy within Rio’s urban landscape, the lower strata of society gradually took over the
deteriorating buildings, and the first calls for demolition of the hill were heard. Morro do Castelo
was located at the edge of the Gunanbara Bay, and the citizens who wanted to retain the hill
argued either that it acted as a windbreak or that the buildings on the hill had historical value.
Those in favor of demolition maintained that the hill blocked cooling sea breezes from the east or
that it was an eyesore, a rotten tooth that should be extracted. Other arguments for demolition

stressed commercial development of the port and the elimination of buildings from an unpopular
period of Brazilian history. In the article “O Morro do Castello e Esthetica” (O Malho no. 989,
August 27, 1921)11(Nonato 2001) an anonymous journalist arguing in favor of demolition
disagreed with those who believed that Rio’s beauty lay in its exuberant topography. He
countered that Buenos Aires was a beautiful city built on flatland, that in fact, the lush
vegetation, not the landforms or the architecture gave all Brazilian cities a sense of excitement.
Rio, the article reminded its readers, would in any case retain the hills of Santa Theresa and
Gloria, so there was no reason to fear that the city would become flat. The new flatlands left by
its demolition would allow for commercial expansion of the port and eliminate disagreeable
vestiges of the colonial past.
The systematic erasure of the colonial fabric of Rio began during the prefecture of Pereira
Passos, between 1903 and 1906, with large-scale demolition of the old city in the manner of
Napoleon III and Baron Haussmann. In condemning the original city center with its narrow,
filthy streets, the Portuguese establishment also condemned the backward, unsanitary culture that
went with it. As 12Nedell has pointed out, the colonial infrastructure of the old city was not
merely inefficient but also representative of an uncivilized culture that many in the Europhile
elite wanted to destroy. Beyond the political battles for or against the demolition of the hills, the
survival of a decaying colonial urban architecture was not consistent with the desire to project an
image of civilization and economic power to the world.
By 1922 the demolition of Morro do Castelo had been completed no trace of the colonial
foundation of Rio de Janeiro remained there. The incentive that had persuaded the authorities to
proceed with the project, despite the controversy, was the invitation extended to Rio to host the
International Exhibition of 1922 celebrating one hundred years of Brazilian independence. The
site opened by the demolition of the hill was ideally situated for a major public event as visitors
could arrive by ship. Presenting everything the country produced in the cultural, agricultural,
commercial and industrial arena the show opened its doors to international community while
simultaneously establishing a sense of "brasilidade"( Brazilian-ness), a sense of identity based on
the multi-cultural qualities the country possessed. 13 (Cabral Stuckenbruck ). An expression of
the reaction to the relative backwardness in which the country was found after a centenary of its
independence, the exhibition featured monumental neo-colonial building pavilions that replaced
the original Portuguese colonial fabric with a, cleaned up and new improved version. A night
photograph from 1922 shows an impressive spectacle with buildings appropriately scaled for
Rio’s grand ambitions, bathed in the glow of artificial light.14 (Instituto Moreira Salles)
In reaction to the prevailing nineteenth century eclecticism and as a search for a "national style."
the neo-colonial style had become fashionable. It intended to evoke the Portuguese colonial
architecture while incorporating and adapting to the technologies and life styles of the early
twentieth century. One of the more typical structures built for the Centennary exhibition was the
small industry pavilion inspired by the Sao Francisco convent in Salvador, Bahia, Brazil's first
colonial capital. Decorated with Portuguese tiles its rococo façade it featured two superimposed
lateral galleries that were reminiscent of the Franciscan cloisters. Borrowing liberally from
religious baroque the towers at its ends were open to allow for air circulation demonstrating how
the style could be adapted to different climates as well as modern programs and technologies.
The collection of buildings for the Centennial Exhibition was a temporary city that exuded a

confident new Brazilian spirit that contrasted visibly in its stylistic homogeneity to the eclectic
nature of the foreign pavilions.15 (Bruand 2002)
Neo-colonial movement is frequently dismissed as yet another style within the eclectic parade
that preceded modernism. But by instilling a new respect for the monuments of Brazilian
colonial architecture it began the search for a "national" architectural character. By the time Rio
de Janeiro demolished Morro San Antonio in 1950, another of the four original hills around
which the city had grown, interest in the colonial monuments had become an accepted norm. As
most of the Morro de San Antonio was demolished the religious buildings and the old aqueduct
that joined the hill to Santa Teresa were retained. Less than thirty years after the Centennial
Exhibition colonial monuments if not necessarily the more ordinary fabric were seen as worthy
of preservation. But conservation was measured against the improvement of people's lives; the
substantial destruction of morro do San Antonio improved the connection between the city center
and the South of Rio and provided a sports and recreational park for a dense populated area of
town: the well known Parque Gloria Flamengo designed by Affonso Reidy and Burle Marx.
Foreshadowing the "tabula Rasa" schemes of the Modernists such as Le Corbusier's Plan Voisin
of 1925 that conceived the erasure of a substantial part of Paris' city center, the destruction and
alteration of the topography was a fundamental gesture that affected the city fabric more
radically if less extensively than the urban reforms of baron Haussman or his Brazilian accolade
Pereira Passos.
When Brasília was built in 1960, the burden of representing Brazil’s modernity, progress and
national identity was transferred from Rio to the new capital. As later in the same decade, Saõ
Paulo surpassed Rio in population, industrial production and as a financial center, the city began
to rediscover its past. Since the 1970’s the colonial period has been the object of research and the
subject of many publications and exhibitions celebrating Rio’s past.16 (Archivo Geral da Cidade
2002)
A Rough Guide to Brazil 17(Cleary, Jenkins, Marshall 2000)proclaims that “nearly five hundred
years have seen Rio de Janeiro transformed from a fortified outpost on the rim of an unknown
continent into one of the world’s great cities” and that “its recorded past is tied exclusively to the
legacy of the colonialism on which it was founded” The colonial past is no longer regarded as a
historical stain but has become an important part of a promotional campaign reaffirming the
accomplishments of Brazil and Rio de Janeiro. In most cities, such as Boston or San Francisco
major civil engineering projects are driven by social and economic imperatives. In Rio, the
demolition of hills was also a unique attempt to rewrite history to reconstruct an urban identity.
For the last few decades and in response to increasing homogenization of the environment
architects have been asking how regional, cultural and site specific conditions can inform their
work (Burns 1991). It would therefore seem ironic that the elimination of topographical
conditions that marked Rio's history and topographical uniqueness should go hand in hand with
an attempt at redefining urban identity. But Rio's history suggests that ideological excesses in
either the direction of conservation or the the total claering of the historic fabric are both
problematic: the first by provoking economic andd social stagnation, the second by obfuscating
understanding and isolating us from our past.

The attempt to achieve a re-definition of Rio's identity by eliminating significant topographical
features may seem extreme by contemporary standards, but the tendency for cities to recreate
environments based on selected historical periods or to reorganize urban fabric to create
surroundings more amenable to tourism are familiar phenomena.
Notes:
1. Rouillard argues that architectural industrialization didn't necessarily propose, as generally understood
an architecture for a universal local but often chose difficult sites such as slopes to test progressive
technology and as a proof that it could in fact be applied anywhere in Rouillard, Dominique. Building
the Slope : Hillside Houses, 1920-1960 ). Santa Monica,
Calif. :Arts + Architecture Press, 1987.
2. Sandweiss, Eric. " Claiming the Urban Landscape: The Improbable Rise of an Inevitable
City" in Eadward Muybridge and the Photographic Panorama of San Francisco, 1850-1880.
(Quebec: Candian Centre for Architecture. 1993) p.27
3. David Myrrick's,. Telegraph Hill.( San Francisco, Calif.: D. F. Myrick, 1976)p. 66.
4. See Herbert Eugene, Caen and Dong Kingman,. San Francisco, City on Golden Hills,
. [1st ed.] Garden City N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967) 86.
http://www.mistersf.com/farewell/fwirishhill.htm 2003_
5. See Albert. Shumate, Rincon Hill and South Park : San Francisco's Early Fashionable
Neighborhood ,Sausalito, Calif. : Windgate Press, c1988. Shumate describes in detail the reasons for and
the consequences of the second street cut in chapter five and six, " The Second Street Cut" and "The
Aftermath of the Second Street Cut and the Decline of Rincon Hill."
6. Gunther PaulBarth, Instant Cities : Urbanization and the Rise of San Francisco and Denver. (
New York : Oxford University Press, 1975.) p. 210
7. See Lawrence W., Kennedy Planning the City upon a Hill : Boston since 1630
(Amherst : University of Massachusetts Press, c1992.)p 30
8. See David Underwood. "Alfed Agache, French Sociology and Modern Urbanism in France
and
Brazil".in Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians. (Volume L, Number 2, June 1991.)p. 49)
9. See Godfrey J. Brian. “Modernizing the Brazilian City.” In Geographical Review, Volume
81, Issue 1, (Jan. 1991), 18-34.
10. Eloisa Petti Pinheiro,. Europa, Franca e Bahia, Difusao e Adaptacao de Modelos Urbanos.
(Salvador: EDUFBA, 2002.)p 132
11. Jose Antonio. Nonato, Era uma vez Oo Morro do Castelo. (Rio: IPHAN 2001)p. 219.The
book narrates the demolition of the hill a comprehensively
12. See J.Needell, “Rio de Janeiro at the Turn of the Century: Modernization and Parisian Ideal”
in Journal of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs, XXV, (1983), 83-103.
13. See Denise Cabral Stuckenbruck, O Rio de Janeiro em Questão : o Plano Agache e o Ideário
Reformista dos Anos 20. (Rio de Janeiro : Observatório de Políticas Urbanas e Gestão Municipal,
1996).p.51_
14. See Rio de Janeiro 1862-1927(Rio de Janeiro: Instituto Moreira Salles, 1998) p.167.
15. Yves. Bruand's Arquitectura Contemporanea no Brasil is a comprehensive planning and
architecture survey of modern Brazilian architecture. Bruand . Yves. Arquitectura
Contemporanea no Brasil. (Sao Paulo, Brazil: Editora Perspectiva, 2002) p 57

16, Exhibition held in December 2001 and January 2002 on the transformations of Rio de
Janeiro. At the . Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro Rua Amoroso Lima, 15 - Cidade
Nova and books such as Alvim, Sandra. Arquitetura Religiosa Colonial no Rio de Janeiro,
volume I — revestimentos, retábulos e talha — Rio de Janeiro: Editora UFRJ; IPHAN;
Prefeitura da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro, 1997 supports this argument. as does the the Mostra do
Redescobrimento (Rediscovery Show), a series of exhibitions devoted to various cultural aspects
of Brazil in honor of its discovery.
17. See Cleary, Jenkins, Marshall. The Rough Guide to Brazil.( London, U.K.: Rough Guides.
2000)p. 59
18. See Carol J. Burns"On Site: Architectural Preoccupations" in Drawing Building Text.
Andrea
Kahn editor. New York Princeton Architectural Press, 1991.
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“The aim of totalitarian education has never been to instill convictions but to
destroy the capacity to form any” (Arendt, 1968).
Boyer (1996) comments that healthy learning communities share certain unmistakable
characteristics – openness, fair play, clarity of communication, inclusiveness, tolerance,
caring, joyfulness, and commonly held purposes. If those purposes are still grounded in a
marginalizating construct rooted in a historic Prussian model then education as well as
the architecture of education will continue to manifest a centering wherein those great
characteristic will never materialize. Noted observations as to the development and
establishment of the marginalization of education and its twofold effect upon pedagogical
substance and architectural content are brought to the forefront. Particular appropriate
scenarios that have provided grounded and quality learning experience and learning
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environments are presented.

The theme of this treatise is to identify at the root these

inappropriate ideas that have marginalized both the educational substance and the
architectonic content of fundamental human qualities of freedom and individual liberty,
which provide the foundation for creative expression.

PAPER

The Marginalization of Education: A Twofold Effect Upon
Pedagogical Substance and Architectural Content

“The aim of totalitarian education has never been to instill
convictions but to destroy the capacity to form any” (Arendt,
1968).

The Marginalization of Education
Why has education, the process of imparting general
knowledge been such an acrimonious activity for the human
species to master? We have been struggling as Psyphisis with
the content, the process, and evaluation from the beginnings of
time. We actually paint huge murals depicting our arguments
over content such as Raphael's School of Athens where we have
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Plato stressing a deductive method with his finger pointed
towards the heavens whereas Aristotle is painted thrusting his
fingers down emphasizing the particular, the inductive method
of reasoning. We go through grand exercises in the process to
have some knowledge in or out of our schools as though we
were the guardian angel Michael protecting the tree of
knowledge. We have concocted a plethora of learning theories,
teaching methods; fantasies of some futuristic age where one
can be wired into your own virtual Maya but we still make our
being in a cynical teleology. John Holt, writer, educator and
lecturer scornfully comments;
"Education, with all its supporting system of
compulsory and competitive schooling, all its
carrots and sticks, its grades, diplomas, and
credentials, now seems to me perhaps the most
authoritarian and dangerous of all social
inventions of mankind. It is the deepest
foundation of modern and worldwide slave
state, in which most people feel themselves to
be nothing but producers, consumers, spectators,
and fans, driven more and more, in all parts of
their lives, by greed envy, and fear. My concern
is not to improve education but to do away with
it, to end the ugly and antihuman business of
people-shaping and let people shape themselves
p. 28 (1996)"
How did this Marginalization come about?

Holts (1996) observation of authoritarian indoctrination
can be noted in Horace Manns travels to Prussian in 1843, "To
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a vast extent, abroad I found religion to be used for political
purposes;- not to enthrone a Deity in the heavens, but a king
over a state;- not to secure the spontaneous performance of
good works to men, but the blind submission of person and
property to the ruler p. 95-95 Downs (1974)." One of the most
interesting by-products of Prussian schooling turned out to be
the two most devastating wars of modern history. Erich Maria
Remarque, in his classic All Quiet on the Western Front, tells
us that the First World War was caused by the tricks of
schoolmasters, and the famous Protestant theologian Dietrich
Bonhoeffer said that the Second World War was the inevitable
product of good schooling. One wonders why Horace Mann
would see this in his journey to Prussia and not take care that
such a structure would develop in the United States? John
Taylor Gatto (1996) author of Dumbing Us Down and The
Exhausted School outlines the rationale of employing Prussian
educational ideas into the United States starting with
Napoleon's victory at Jena over the professional soldiers of
Prussia;

"Almost

immediately

afterwards,

a

German

philosopher named Fichte delivered his famous "Address to the
German Nation" which became one of the influential
documents in modern history. In effect he told the Prussian
people that the party was over, that the nation would have to
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shape up through a new utopian institution of forced schooling
in which everyone would learn to take orders...So the world got
compulsion schooling at the end of a state bayonet for the first
time in human history p. 41"

With passionate ideological

leaders such as Horace Mann, a love with the Prussian order,
obedience, and efficiency was relentlessly proselytized for a
translation from German shores to the America.

How is this Marginalization Manifested in School
Pedagogy?
In 1935, at the University of Chicago’s experimental
school where John Dewey had once held sway; Howard C. Hill
head of the social science department published an
inspirational textbook called The Life and Work of the Citizen.
Gatto (2000) observed that, “The title page clearly shows four
cartoon hands symbolizing law, order, science, and the trades
interlocked to form a perfect swastika.

By 1935, Prussian

pattern and Prussian goals had embedded themselves so deeply
into the vitals of institutional schooling that hardly a soul
noticed the traditional purposes of the enterprise were being
abandoned. Hill (1935) comments, “Education. What, then, is
necessary in order to learn? What is education? Education is
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an inner change. When no change occurs within, no education
takes place.

We learn only when we benefit from what

happens to us, when we do not repeat mistakes, when we can
do a task better the second time than we could do the first. The
test of education is conduct.” Hill (1935). Pp. 52.
Maybe our societies have emphasized teaching, a
process that encourages children, students and adults to
become passive and unable to think or act for them selves.
Maybe we need to emphasize learning in our society where
creative active individuals can luxuriate.

If in fact, this

emphasis upon learning in particular developing individuals
with a love to learn, is the root of our predicament how them
shall we teach?
One of the most penetrating analysis and proposal for
an alternative framework for education comes from Ivan Illich
in his book, De-Schooling Society, and his article, "education
with-out Schools: How it Can Be Done," in the New York
Review of Books. His caustic review of education seems to ring
true as the following insight describes;
"Schools are designed on the assumption that
there is a secret to everything in life; hat the
quality of life depends on knowing that secret;
that secrets can be known only in orderly
successions; and that only teachers can properly
reveal these secrets. An individual with a
schooled mind conceives the world as a pyramid
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of classified packages accessible only to those
who carry the proper tags p. 76 Illich (1971)."
Illich (1971) describes a style of learning that is the
polar opposite from most schools and in light of the worldwide
access to the Internet quite possible and probable. It is quite
interesting and almost prophetic that the following words were
proclaimed almost 30 years ago prior to the advent of the
Internet;
"New educational institutions would break apart
this pyramid... The alternative to social control
through the schools is voluntary participation in
society through networks, which provide access
to all its resources for learning. In fact these
networks now exist, but they are rarely used for
educational purposes. The crisis of schooling, if
it is to have any positive consequence, will
inevitably lead to their incorporation into the
educational system...Their purpose must be to
facilite access for the learner: to allow him to
look into the windows of the control room or the
parliament, if he cannot get in the door p. 76."
School is a religion. Without understanding the holy
mission aspect you’re certain to misperceive what takes place
as a result of human stupidity or venality or even class warfare.
All are present in the equation, it’s just that none of these
matter very much—even without them school would move in
the same direction. Dewey’s Pedagogic Creed statement of
1897 gives you a clue to the zeitgeist: Every teacher should
realize he is a social servant set apart for the maintenance of
the proper social order and the securing of the right social
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growth. In this way the teacher is always the prophet of the true
God and the usherer in of the true kingdom of heaven.
This marginalization of educational substance has
manifested itself not only in the development of a managed
education system circumventing potential individual creativity
but has successfully constructed a guise of academic centering,
one in which Derrida would note, that those who don’t attain a
certain ACT, SAT, IQ, Gifted Quota, Iowa Standards Test
score are ”other”. Powell (1997) notes Derrida saying that all
Western thought behaves in the same way forming pairs of
binary opposites in which one member of the pair is privileged,
freezing the play of the system, and marginalizing the other
member of the pair. What needs to be done in education is a
tactic of decentering, a way of reading their malicious
educational system thru making us aware of its marginizating
centrality.
How is this Marginalization Manifested in School
Architecture?
Henry Barnard (1850) in his pattern book on school
architecture places emphasis on centering with the following
comment “Order is Heavens’ First Law”, This motto may be
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regarded as equally appropriate, weather viewed as explanatory
of celestial phenomena which are figured upon the walls, or as
suggesting the principle which should guide the operations of
the school.
“The teacher should not, however, occupy any
one position permanently, or the mischievous
scholars will shape their devices for
concealment accordingly, and a position in the
rear of the school, except for convenience in
recitation, is better calculated to detect then
prevent transgression” p 58 Barnard (1850)
With this pedagogical presupposition public
education was doomed to crush creativity and
individualism.

With the onslaught of school terror

emphasis has been placed even more upon control and
away

from

learning.

George Copa, interim dean of the School of
Education at Oregon State University and director of
New Designs for Learning comments, The first thing
students want in a school is a safe environment. Safety
needs to be there. But if we stop there, in terms of
design, we'll close schools down from the community.
You can't solve security concerns by further isolating
schools. It might be tempting to say, we're going to
build locked little cells called classrooms and supervise
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them closely and not allow anybody to move freely in
the hallways. We can get security that way, but we
don't get much learning. If you start going in that
direction, the end of the path is a prison. Instead, I
suggest we think about community. If you're in a place
where you feel a sense of family, of neighborhood,
where it's small and open enough so that people know
each other by name, then you won't have many
problems with security. Safety issues need to be
thought about in the broader context of how we do
learning.

What are the Alternatives to this Marginalization?

Benjamin (1989) refers to Derrida’s logocentrism as it
manifests itself in architecture, habitation, dwelling, living, etc
are understood within both philosophical and architectural
thinking. It is the evident presence and structural force of
logocentrism

that

provides

a

possible

entry

for

Deconstructionism. It enters via rearticulation of metaphysics.
It is of course a rearticulation that is housed architecturally and
yet extends beyond architecture. It is at home in the history of
Western metaphysics. As Derrida suggests, the “architecture
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of invariable points…regulates all of what is called Western
culture, far beyond architecture.” However it also takes place –
and finds a place – in its architecture. It is this that makes a
Deconstruction of architecture thinking possible. This further
makes an affirmative architecture possible, and architecture,
not as metaphor or as dismantling but affirmative.

Affirmative examples of success in learning include
Friedrich Froebel, (1782 - 1852).the German educationalist,
best known as the originator of the 'kindergarten system'. By all
accounts he had a difficult childhood. His mother died when he
was a baby, and his father, a pastor, left him to his own
devices. He grew up, it is said, with a love for nature and with
a strong Christian faith and this was central to his thinking as
an educationalist. He saw, and sought to encourage, unity in all
things.
The purpose of education is to encourage and
guide man as a conscious, thinking and
perceiving being in such a way that he becomes
a pure and perfect representation of that divine
inner law through his own personal choice;
education must show him the ways and
meanings of attaining that goal. (Friedrich
Froebel 1826 Die Nenschenerziehung, pp. 2)
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He came into teaching via a school run along
Pestalozzian lines (and spent time at Yverdon). Friedrich
Froebel's enduring significance was through his formulation of
the 'kindergarten system' with its emphasis on play and its use
of 'gifts' (play materials) and 'occupations (activities). Friedrich
Froebel believed that humans are essentially productive and
creative - and fulfillment comes through developing these in
harmony with God and the world. As a result, Froebel sought
to encourage the creation of educational environments that
involved practical work and the direct use of materials.
Through engaging with the world, understanding unfolds.
Hence the significance of play - it is both a creative activity
and through it children become aware of their place in the
world. He went on to develop special materials (such as shaped
wooden bricks and balls - gifts), a series of recommended
activities (occupations) and movement activities, and an
linking set of theories. His original concern was the teaching of
young children through educational games in the family. In the
later years of his life this became linked with a demand for the
provision of special centers for the care and development of
children outside the home.
Froebel's abiding influence has come in part from the
efforts of followers such as Bertha von Marenholtz-Bülow and
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the thinkers such as Diesterweg. We have seen the
development of kindergartens, and the emergence of a Froebel
movement.

For informal educators, Friedrich Froebel's

continuing relevance has lain in his concern for learning
through activity, his interest in social learning and his emphasis
on the 'unification 'of life.
In

Bosterman’s

(1997)

Inventing

Kindergarten,

Kindergarten was invented in the 1830s by German educator
Friedrich Froebel, kindergarten was designed to teach young
children about art, design, mathematics, and natural history.
Inventing Kindergarten uses extraordinary visual materials to
reconstruct this successful system, which grew to become a
familiar institution throughout the world by the end of the 19th
century.
The kindergarten today is ubiquitous, but how many of
its former pupils really know how it came about and what
philosophies it is based upon. Norman Brosterman lovingly
and meticulously studies the background of this 19th century
invention, spurned by conservatives, embraced by those who
wanted child-centered education for their young children, and
which influenced 20th century painters and architects such as
Frank Lloyd Wright, Kandinsky, Paul Klee and many others.
Brosterman leaves no stone unturned. Through carefully
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written text and rich photographs of actual educational games
("Gaben" in German) by Kiyoshi Tagashi, he explains the goal
of each "Gabe", its aesthetic value and then illustrates for the
reader how these influenced a generation of artists who had
been schooled with them this is quite the antithesis of the
Prussian model.
The author of eighteen books and several hundred
articles, Gardner is best known in educational circles for his
theory of multiple intelligences, a critique of the notion that
there exists but a single human intelligence that can be assessed
by standard psychometric instruments. During the past fifteen
years, he and colleagues at Project Zero have been working on
the design of performance-based assessments, education for
understanding, and the use of multiple intelligences to achieve
more personalized curriculum, instruction, and assessment.
Most recently, Gardner and his colleagues have launched the
GoodWork Project. "GoodWork" is work that is both excellent
in quality and also exhibits a sense of responsibility with
respect to implications and applications. Researchers are
examining how individuals who wish to carry out good work
succeed in doing so during a time when conditions are
changing very quickly, market forces are very powerful, and
our sense of time and space is being radically altered by
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technologies, such as the web. Gardner and colleagues have
also begun a study of interdisciplinary institutions and
curricula.
Another historic effort to decenter education was New
Harmony, Indiana was established in 1825 as an experiment in
cooperative living. Robert Owen, who was a British socialist,
founded the community in order to provide a model town based
on the principle of common ownership. All people were to be
treated the same. Each member was to be given an equal
education, this included boys as well as girls and adults as well
as young children. Owen believed that education should begin
in early childhood and New Harmony had one of the first
infant schools in the United States. He also believed that
eliminating social classes would be the answer to reforming
society as a whole. The primary groups of people involved in
this experiment were the industrial and agricultural working
classes.
The goal of Robert Owen and his associate William
MaClure was to improve the lives of the working classes
through education of the group. William MaClure eliminated
classical, conventional education and chose practical schooling
that aimed to reform social, economic, and political conditions
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for his community. He hoped that these reforms would spread
to a larger area over a period of time. MaClure's system of
education generally followed the method developed by Johann
Heinrich Pestalozzi. The Pestalozzi method of natural
education had two parts, the specific method and the general
method. He felt that children must feel secure before they
could learn. He was a realist and he believed that children
should learn through their senses, not through lecturing. Thus,
he would begin with "hands on" experience called the"object
lesson" and gradually expand to the general concepts.
By 1827 the experiment in New Harmony had begun to
fail because of disagreements between Owen and MaClure
over education and finance (some things are timeless, much of
our current dilemma regarding education still involves
disagreement over finance and education.) In 1828 Owen was
forced to sell New Harmony at a loss. Although the experiment
was short-lived, the movement aroused public interest in
education as a means to elevate and equalize social conditions.
Grocke (2002).
Present day leaders of decentering include Howard
Gardner is the John H. and Elisabeth A. Hobbs Professor in
Cognition and Education at the Harvard Graduate School of
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Education. He also holds positions as Adjunct Professor of
Psychology at Harvard University, Adjunct Professor of
Neurology at the Boston University School of Medicine, and
Chairman of the Steering Committee of Harvard Project Zero.
Among numerous honors, Gardner received a MacArthur Prize
Fellowship in 1981. He has been awarded eighteen honorary
degrees—including degrees from Princeton University, McGill
University and Tel Aviv University on the occasion of the 50th
anniversary of the state of Israel. In 1990, he was the first
American to receive the University of Louisville's Grawemeyer
Award in education. In 2000 he was awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship.

Crow Island School
Crow Island is a classic example of designing a
learning environment. Crow Island School's most important
feature is that it is the architectural expression of an
educational philosophy, which in Winnetka is essentially the
philosophy of progressive education. From years of practical
research and continuous exchange with educators elsewhere,
the district "recognizes the child's need for physical health,
emotional and social adjustment, self-expression and the
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development of special aptitudes, and the mastery of the useful
parts of reading, writing, arithmetic, history, geography and
science."
The architects were eminently successful in expressing
their sensitivity to the needs and desires of small children.
Everything at Crow Island affords young people a more
intimate, homelike atmosphere while, at the same time, they
experience an expansive sense of freedom. Each of the Lshaped "one-room school" modules contains large sections of
glass to admit light into all the rooms and the hallways. Each
also has its own small courtyard of flagstone, walks, and
shrubs, contributing to a pleasant sense of spaciousness. also
has its own small courtyard of flagstone, walks, and shrubs,
contributing to a pleasant sense of spaciousness.
Each classroom has a glass-paneled transom door
opening onto a courtyard, linking outdoors and indoors. The
one windowless interior wall in each cIassroom has served as
the tackboard that teachers have used and loved for 50 years.
The low ceilings are finished in acoustical plaster and the
recessed lighting contributes a calming atmosphere to the
arrangement.
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Following the philosophy that the school should fit the
child, everything is scaled to children's needs, from the height
of door handles and blackboards, to the size of benches under
the windows; there are no overly elaborate or forbidding
refinements. Classroom doors are painted different, bright,
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primary colors so nobody gets lost. Ceilings were lowered from
the standard 12 feet to nine. The furniture, including movable
desks and tables, designed by Larry Perkins and Eero Saarinen,
was made by the Illinois Crafts Project of the WPA, with the
assistance of the Welfare Engineering Company. The few
extant pieces still bear the WPA stamp on the bottom.The
chairs of bonded plywood (pictured) were especially designed
by Eero Saarinen. The auditorium's plywood benches, also
designed by Eero, vary in size from front to back, with seating
for the smallest children at the front and for adults at the back.
A Terse Summation
Boyer

(1996)

comments

that

healthy

learning

communities share certain unmistakable characteristics –
openness, fair play, clarity of communication, inclusiveness,
tolerance, caring, joyfulness, and commonly held purposes. If
those purposes are still grounded in a marginalizating construct
rooted in a historic Prussian model then education as well as
the architecture of education will continue to manifest a
centering wherein those great characteristic will never
materialize. The theme of this treatise is to identify at the root
these inappropriate ideas that have marginalized both the
educational substance and the architectonic content of
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fundamental human qualities of freedom and individual liberty,
which provide the foundation for creative expression.
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“It’s a Terrible Scene”: Depictions of Violence in Contemporary American Women’s Poetry
This paper applies René Girard’s conception of violence as a scapegoating act and Laura Mulvey’s
theories of the reductive effects of the male gaze on the female object in cinema to depictions of violence
against women in contemporary American women’s poetry, much of which adopts the trope of the cinema
or the camera eye as a means to reclaim subjective power for the female victims described in the poems.
The poets whose work is examined in this paper–Kim Addonizio, Marie Howe, Denise Duhamel, and Ai–
demonstrate that what Girard describes as a “mythological substitution of women for men in regard to
[victims of] violence” (Violence and the Sacred, trans. Patrick Gregory 139) is often enacted in our
contemporary actual world. The scapegoated female victim is thus objectified by violence in ways that
echo Mulvey’s description of the cinema as typically generating “[t]he actual image of woman as (passive)
raw material for the (active) gaze of man,” a gaze which often functions as a punishment for women whose
physical presence reminds men of their own castration anxiety (“Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema”
441). In Addonizio’s “Virgin Spring,” Howe’s “In the Movies,” Duhamel’s “Crater Face,” and Ai’s
“Psychic Detective” poems, the objectifying act of watching is paralleled with the objectifying act of
violence. When the artist’s camera eye is turned on acts of violence, the horror of those acts are laid bare,
and the power usurped by the perpetrators of the act of violence is in some measure reclaimed for the
victims and the women who identify with them. In Addonizio’s “Virgin Spring,” for instance, the poet’s
persona watches a film and is, by the end of the poem, closely paralleled with a female character in the film
who watches her sister’s rape and murder as well as her family’s vengeance on the perpetrators. A victim
herself of what she has witnessed (and, the poem hints, of past horrors as well), the girl nevertheless
chooses to remain silent about what she sees, presumably because she recognizes in her “spoiled” and
“innocen[t]” sister’s death a scapegoating that spared her, allowing her to be the only one of all the
characters in the film to avoid committing violence herself and to remain “the one who says nothing, the
one who survives” (Tell Me 32). The poet, however, cannot remain silent; in describing what she sees
through the perspective of the surviving sister, the poet reclaims some power from the victimizers and

returns that power to one of their victims, who is paradoxically given voice through the poet even as she
chooses to remain silent. As time and space permits, this paper will examine the remaining poems noted
above in an effort to demonstrate ways in which contemporary women poets adopt the trope of the cinema
and appropriate the gaze of the camera lens in order to resist the objectification of women as scapegoated
victim in an increasingly violent contemporary culture.
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Abstract
Robert Schumann composed his Fantasie, Op. 17 as an homage to Beethoven, and the
presence of Beethoven is felt throughout the work in the form of musical quotations and
other references. Schumann described the work, in writing to Clara, his fiancée, as“the
zenith of my creative powers,” and“ perhaps the most passionate of all I have ever
composed—a deep yearning for you.” This composition is noteworthy for the specific
references and quotations hidden within the structure and melodies of the piece, but the
true success of the work results from the composer’s ability to coherently “objectify” these
references in a way that transcends the specific. For example, near the end of the first
movement, Schumann directly recalls a phrase from Beethoven’s song cycle,“An Die
Ferne Geliebte” (To the Distant Beloved). This quotation seems to summarize the whole
movement: in retrospect, many of the melodies in the movement seem to have been
variations that were inspired by Beethoven’s song cycle. Schumann’s quotation on the
score of an excerpt from Friedrich Schlegel (“Durch alle Töne tönet/ Im bunten Erdentraum/
Ein leiser Ton gezogen/ Für den der Heimlich lauschet”) further supports the notion that
this was Schumann’s intention in his musical quotation of Beethoven. In addition, there
are specific musical communications to Clara in the form of allusions to a melody that
she had composed; the hidden reference to this melody of Clara’s appears to have been a
form of secret musical communication between the two that Schumann knew only his
bride-to-be would understand. The skillful integration of these elements into the overall
structure raises the level of musical discourse to universal significance in a manner that
recalls the artistic intent of Beethoven himself. The tension between the personal and the
universal is a consideration of great importance in the early nineteenth century, and
Schumann’s creative solution in the Fantasie is both revolutionary and inimitable. This
presentation illuminates many of Schumann’s techniques of hidden meanings and
references within the context of a performance demonstration of sections of the work. In
addition, the presenter offers a plausible personal interpretation of the musical
connotations and allusions in the work as well as an examination of compositional
techniques used by the composer to create these hidden meanings.
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Japanese Conjunction ga and Political Profiles of Japanese Prime Ministers
ABSTRACT

Despite a general recognition of Conflictive/Contrastive (“although, but”) as the basic
function, the Japanese conjunction ga is commonly used in non-Conflictive/Contrastive
functions in varieties of spoken settings, as is well known by a number of descriptive analyses.
A recent study revealed the pragmatic and discourse functions of non-Conflictive/Contrastive ga
and found their implications for the speakers’ sensitivity to the anticipated hearer reactions. In
particular, its variation analysis of ga in public speeches by two prominent Japanese political
figures revealed their attempts to project certain sociopolitical images. However, that study
failed to present conclusive evidence of the findings because of its unsystematic data collection.
This study analyzes ga occurrences in domestic and international press conferences with
three Japanese prime ministers in an attempt to evaluate the relation between ga occurrence
patterns and the prime ministers’ attempts to project different images on international and
domestic stages. Frequent occurrences of non-Conflictive/Contrastive ga in domestic press
conferences demonstrate their attempts to project a culturally agreeable image of consensus
builders. On the other hand, rare non-Conflictive/Contrastive ga occurrences in international
press conferences suggest their attempts to project an internationally popular image of selfassertive leaders.
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Abstract
Environmental degradation is among the most serious issues facing not only human
survival and well-being, but the survival and well-being of nearly every species on earth. Recent
decades have witnessed increasing desertification, deforestation, global warming, and pollution,
among other problems. Reversing these trends will require strong political will, backed by an
informed and passionate world citizenry. The question I consider in my paper concerns what
humanities scholars can contribute to the world dialogue on the environment, so that human
beings, like so many species before us, do not become an evolutionary dead-end. Specifically, I
present and defend an original account of aesthetic appreciation, which we can use to help
develop a greater aesthetic appreciation of nature, and thereby find in nature an important source
of value. This, in turn, can become an important motivating factor for our preserving the
environment.
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Abstract
Previous researchers have pointed out that women’s speech differs from men’s speech in
many aspects, such as lexical items, grammar, certain syntactic, and intonation and
segment (e.g. Lakoff 1975; Coates 1993). Japanese language has been divided by men’s
and women’s language in syntax, morophlogy, lexicon and level of politeness (e.g. Ide,
979; Shibamoto 1985; Ohara 2001). However, there are no obvious gender differences in
Japanese youth speech. Nevertheless, after young Japanese women go to work, they use
women’s language. On the other hand, some researchers claim that Chinese language
also has gender differences (Zhang 1995; Chan 1998). In this paper, I will explore why
young Japanese women return to the women’s language after they go to work. And then I
will discuss what differences there are between Mandarin Chinese and Japanese in
speech; and why those differences happen from a cultural and social psychological
perspective.
Keywords: Gender, language and culture
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Abstract
It is with an eye to the Medieval consciousness’s acceptance of contradictions that this
paper examines the artistic culture of the papal court under Pope Clement VI in the 1340s in
Avignon, France. Works created for Pope Clement by composer Philippe de Vitry and painter
Matteo Giovannetti display layers of meaning that reflect the dualistic nature of the papal court
and Pope Clement’s rôle. Connections are drawn between Philippe de Vitry’s motet Petre
clemens / Lugentium siccentur / Tenor. Non est inventus, a sermon delivered in 1343 by Clement
to a group of Roman ambassadors petitioning his return to Rome, and the ceiling frescoes of the
St. Martial chapel in the papal palace. In each case, associations are drawn between Clement VI
and figures such as St. Martial, St. Peter, Jesus, and the King of France. Examination of the
layers of meaning in these works illustrates the overarching acceptance of contradictions in the
Medieval period and its connections with Aristotelian logic, which proposed that contradictory
statements and existence are possible.
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Layers of Meaning in the Court of Clement VI
by Laura Fry
The Medieval period was a time of great contrasts and contradictions: the nightmares of
the Inquisition and the rituals of courtly love; the breathtaking splendor of the Gothic cathedrals
and the ravages of the Black Death. As Johann Huizinga so effectively describes this era:
All things presenting themselves to the mind in violent contrasts and impressive
forms, lent a tone of excitement and of passion to everyday life and tended to
produce that perpetual oscillation between despair and distracted joy, between
cruelty and pious tenderness, which characterize life in the Middle Ages. (2)
It was perhaps this overarching acceptance of contradictions that allowed Medieval
scholars and theologians to embrace Aristotle’s writings on logic, which proposed that
contradictory statements and existence are possible. Michael Wilks explains the foundation of
Aristotelian teaching as: “where there is right on both sides, things must be taken together: they
can be seen either way, or both ways together at once” (269).
It is with an eye to this aspect of Medieval consciousness that I shall examine the artistic
culture of the Avignonese papal court under Pope Clement VI in the 1340s. If we adopt the
attitude of acceptance for the possibility of the simultaneous existence of opposite meanings, we
can more effectively understand Clement’s justifications for a world in which the Pope could be
both the ruler of Old Rome and the “New Rome” of Avignon. It is with the same attitude that we
should examine the artworks created at the Pope’s Palace in Avignon, works such as Philippe de
Vitry’s isorhythmic motet Petre clemens / Lugentium siccentur / Tenor. Non est inventus and the
frescoes for the St. Martial chapel and the Pope’s bedroom created under the direction of Matteo
Giovannetti.
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Philippe de Vitry’s motet Petre clemens is traditionally referred to as a celebratory piece
for Clement VI’s coronation. Andrew Wathey argues, however, that the piece is propagandistic.
Wathey examined the motet’s text alongside the other texts in a book of sermons by Clement VI.
One of these sermons was delivered by Clement in 1343 to a group of Roman ambassadors
visiting Avignon with a petition to bring the Pope back to the Roman See. Clement justified his
continued residence in Avignon by asserting his role as universal Pope who was given divine
rule by Jesus, and was therefore the ruler of the world (134-35). Clement did, in fact, reign as
Pope in Avignon until his death, and his purchase of the city from the Queen of Naples in 1348
ensured the continuation of the Avignonese papacy for years longer.
De Vitry’s motet, while expressing celebration for Clement’s coronation in 1342, also
contains references to the theme of Clement’s sermon and utilizes the same allusions and
language. For example, Philippe’s text includes phrases such as “O most glorious
triumpher…legitimate heir of Jesus Christ,” “Clement has been made the sixth with divine
approval,” and “foremost Peter, you do not abandon the rock [of the church], because you guide
it rightly in his stead” (Wathey 135, 138). Wathey concludes his analysis of the piece with the
assertion that the motet’s multiple meanings create potential for multiple uses, which in turn
helped ensure the composition’s preservation and longevity (140).
The Hundred Years’ War was raging during Clement’s reign. One of Clement’s
justifications for remaining in Avignon concerned his goal of encouraging peace between
England and France through his alliance with King Philip. Clement argued that the papacy’s
location in southern France, and consequent proximity to the conflict, would create more
possibilities for affecting relations between France and England (Wathey 134).
Part of the dispute between England and France concerned ownership of the Aquitaine
region. St. Martial was the third century Bishop and saint of Limoges, Pope Clement VI’s home.
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Clement’s new addition to the papal palace included a chapel dedicated to St. Martial. The
chapel’s frescoes, created under the leadership of Italian painter Matteo Giovannetti, contain
similar political references to those found in Philippe’s motet and in Clement’s sermon.
According to the hagiography of St. Martial, he was a disciple of Christ and was directed
by St.Peter to take the gospel to Gaul. As a political gesture, Clement established July 7, 1343 as
St. Martial’s feast day in Aquitaine, dedicated one of the new papal chapels to St. Martial, and
commissioned Giovannetti and his assistants to decorate the chapel with scenes from St.
Martial’s life (Wood 73). Supposedly, St. Martial as a child witnessed Christ preaching, served
in the Last Supper, and was baptized by St. Peter. Giovannetti presents the first and third of these
scenes, along with the usual scenes of a saint’s life, such as healing, exorcism, and apotheosis in
his frescoes (Plant 49). In these scenes, associations are drawn between St. Martial, St. Peter,
Jesus and Clement VI. As Margaret Plant explains: “St. Martial is intended as the equivalent in
France of St. Peter, as the founder of the Church and the first Pope. Connections in papal history
are deliberately reinforced in the cycle” (49-50). With this in mind, it is easy to see a
propagandistic element in the frescoes.
Diana Wood points out that Giovannetti painted Clement’s portrait at the foot of the
Crucifixion scene on the wall of the chapel, which is now so badly damaged as to be
unrecognizable (209). There are subtler ways, however, in which Clement is associated with
these holy men in the St. Martial ceiling vaults. The images of St. Martial are outfitted with
Giovannetti’s characteristic attention to detailed ornament (Vingtain 300) and would most likely
have been very reminiscent of the Pope’s image to the lay observer. In addition, the images of
St.Martial mirror the poses of Jesus, creating an association between St. Martial and Jesus and
therefore between Clement and Jesus.
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The association between St. Peter and Clement is seen in the fourth vault, in which St.
Peter hands St. Martial a living staff (Plant 53) and instructs him to travel to Gaul. The
association in this scene with Clement’s image is accentuated by allusion to the Pope’s lineage
from the first Pope, St. Peter. Jesus and St. Peter give their blessing and authority to St. Martial
to reside in France and spread the gospel. Clement is therefore evoked as the modern-day St.
Martial, given divine rule. These examples demonstrate the multiple layering of meaning found
in the iconography of the St. Martial chapel vaults.
There are other elements of duality occurring in Clement VI’s papal court, especially
between the sacred and the secular. Deemed “the patron Pope,” Clement spent lavish amounts of
money on the arts and on promoting courtly life at the papal palace in Avignon. Adrew
Tomasello points out that Clement’s first two payments as Pope were to musicians associated
with King Philip’s court (14). Tomasello also mentions the account documented by a court scribe
of a feast in 1343 in Clement’s honor that is reminiscent in its extravagance of feasts for royalty.
The meal consisted of nine courses of three plates each, plus dessert. Between each course
novelties, such as a castle made of wild game, were presented with the accompaniment of
instrumental music. The feast also included choral singing and the presentation of gifts to the
Pope. Tomasello explains that this sort of event was not singular to Clement VI’s court, nor was
it especially common, yet “they probably took place often enough to remind the popes that they
were monarchs ruling a vast empire, and that the cardinals were their princes” (16-17).
Clement’s lavish lifestyle most likely came from his student days at the Sorbonne in
Paris, where he was associated with the French court of Charles IV and Philip VI. Accustomed to
the extravagance of courtly life, Clement continued this lifestyle as Pope, by adding to and
decorating the palace and hiring many court musicians and servers. Clement most likely came in
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contact with Philippe de Vitry as a contemporary at the Sorbonne or in the French royal court,
for which Philippe worked as a secretary (Tomasello 12, 14, 17).
Philippe was associated with the papal court throughout Clement’s reign. He was
appointed capellani commensales pape1 in 1343 and as Bishop of Meaux in 1351 (Tomasello 1415). Philippe’s motet for Pope Clement, Petre Clemens, exemplifies the contradictions between
the sacred and secular in Clement’s court. The isorhythmic motet is written using the “new art,”
a compositional technique pioneered by Philippe years earlier and described in his treatise Ars
Nova. Clement’s predecessor Pope John XXII had issued a bull against these new techniques, but
Clement accepted them, as evidenced by this piece composed in his honor (Wood 69). The
isorhythmic motet carried secular connotations, as it had since its beginnings gradually included
the vernacular languages, secular-themed texts, and secular melodies rather than chant melodies
in the tenor.
The propagandistic nature of Philippe de Vitry’s text for Petre Clemens has already been
noted. It is also interesting, however, to examine the combination of sacred and secular
references in the motet’s lyrics. Philippe uses Christian imagery alongside metaphors drawn
from Greek mythology, contemporary issues, and French politics. In the process, he forms
associations between Clement and Jesus, St. Peter, and the King of France. For example, the
triplum begins the motet by associating Clement’s original name, Pierre Roger, with St. Peter.
The triplum also carries references to the Crusades: “Let sad Armenia be consoled and let elated
Ishmael collapse. Let deserted Syria bud and repressed Israel rise again” and to Greek myth and
French royalty: “May Thyestes be absent in your time and Atreus, may the Theban tales in which
the brothers’ emotions are perverted be absent. And may the sundered sons of Philip be one”

1

The capellani commensales position seems to have, by Clement’s time, lost its original duty of providing music for
the papal rites and become more of an honorary ecclesiastic title, with perhaps some occasions of traveling on
diplomatic missions for the Pope (Tomasello 47, 53-54).
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(Wathey 136-37). A figure from Greek myth, Thyestes seduced the wife of his brother Atreus. In
revenge, Atreus killed Thyestes’ sons and served them to his brother at dinner.
Philippe connects this myth with French politics in the motet text: “And may the
sundered sons of Philip be one.” As Georges Duby recounts, in 1314 a scandal occurred in the
court of King Philip IV “the Fair,” the French king responsible for the papacy’s move to
Avignon in 1309. The wives of two of the King’s three sons committed adultery and were turned
in by the wife of the third son. The princesses were imprisoned and their lovers were castrated
and burned alive as punishment for the scandal. Philip IV’s sons, Louis X, Philip V, and Charles
IV sired no male heirs and the Capetian dynasty thus ended. Philippe de Vitry served as secretary
to Charles IV, the dynasty’s last monarch (Gray 6-7). This political reference in the motet text
aids in justifying Clement’s residence in Avignon. As the King who was instrumental in bringing
the papacy to Avignon, Philip IV’s name is here evoked as a reminder that the Pope’s presence is
still needed to help end the Hundred Years’ War.
Meanwhile, the duplum draws an association between the joy of Clement’s coronation
with that of the resurrection: “Let the eyes of mourning be dried, old men should clap, boys
should exult, because a vision of splendour has arisen on those whom the region of the shadow
of death held. By the ray of the spirit Clement has been made the sixth with divine approval
[…].” Reference is also made to the “rude […] Styrians,” which indicates the region of central
and southeast Austria and was probably a reference to Louis of Bavaria and his followers, who
argued that, since Clement did not reside in Rome, he was not Pope (Wathey 136-37). The tenor
of the motet sings “None other like him is found,” which could be associated with Clement, but
also, because of the reference to St. Peter at the motet’s beginning, to the original Pope.
If we turn again to the frescoes that decorate the palace, we will see further evidence of
the combination of sacred and secular. One of Pope Clement’s additions to the palace was a
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tower connected with the one built by his predecessor Benedict XII. On the third floor was
located the Pope’s bedchambers, which have come to be known as the “Chambre de Cerf”
because of the frescoes of a deer hunt that cover the West wall and confront the visitor upon first
stepping into the room (Jensen 50-51).
Lise Bek demonstrates the possibility for sacred symbolism in the secular fishing and
hunting scenes in the Chambre de Cerf. According to Bek, the fishing scene could be associated
with “fishers of souls,” and the scene with children bathing could be symbolic of baptism (4143). Bek also gives an interesting analysis of the view those visiting the Pope’s chambers would
have had compared with the Pope’s view. The visitor’s first sight when entering the room is of
the deer hunt, which fills the entire frame of vision and therefore incorporates the viewer into the
scene. From that point, the viewer’s eye is led counterclockwise around the room to the fish
pond, then the white swan, the leaping hounds and deer, the rabbit hunt, and so on until the eye
completes the circle at the scene flanking the entranceway: the “baptism” scene (42-43).
Symbolic interpretations aside, the Chambre de Cerf’s paintings do depict secular
activities and, although the Pope did receive visitors there, the room was most likely used
primarily for his own private study. Therefore, it seems more feasible to consider these as simply
secular scenes painted for the Pope’s pleasure. This also forms an interesting contrast with the
sacred scenes depicted in the St. Martial chapel ceiling frescoes and again illustrates the dual
nature of Clement’s court.
However, the sacred-themed St. Martial chapel paintings also contain secular references.
The scenes depict St. Martial’s life, but the figures are dressed in contemporary costume, a
common device used in depictions of saints that encouraged the viewers to feel that they were
part of the scene (Plant 9-10, 37-38). This consideration given to contemporary viewers also
helps to illustrate the fact that, in the medieval period, the sacred and the secular were so merged
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that every detail of life became imbued with sacred reference. As Huizinga describes it: “There is
not an object nor an action, however trivial, that is not constantly correlated with Christ or
salvation. All thinking tends to religious interpretation of individual things; there is an enormous
unfolding of religion in daily life” (136).
Layers of occasionally contradictory meaning can also be found in the form of these
paintings. As Margaret Plant demonstrates, each of the four vaults of the St. Martial chapel
ceiling is divided into two scenes, which are connected through architectural structures and
repeated gestures, glances, postures, figures, and colors. The eye is encouraged to move from
one scene to another, and the viewer is provoked to physically walk around underneath the vault
to see each scene in a sort of continuous narrative sequence (9-16). There is one overall theme:
St. Martial’s life, but it is presented in segments (Plant 16-17, 23-28). The painted architectural
structures draw the eye back into the deeper space of each painted scene (Plant 51). By framing
figure groups who are not the primary characters of the narrative, the architecture redirects the
attention of the viewers and causes them to create new associations. The iconography also
creates layers of meaning, as previously discussed, in the associations created between repeated
forms of Jesus, Martial, Peter, and Clement. The mind interprets the entire ensemble as a
coherent unit with a myriad of meanings.
Likewise, Philippe’s composition helps create the experience of multiple layers of
meaning in the very form of the isorhythmic motet. In this compositional style, described in the
Ars Nova treatise (c. 1322-23) and pioneered by Philippe, the tenor is composed using repeated
pitch and rhythm patterns termed color and talea, respectively. These patterns do not always
coincide and typically overlap one another, creating the complex effect of musical elements
occurring simultaneously but independently of one another. This effect is also created in the ars
nova technique of juxtaposing duple against triple divisions of note values, which results in a
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feeling of hemiola and, therefore, two separate levels of musical experience and meaning.
Another ars nova musical element used in this piece is hocket, in which singing voices
alternate rests with one another, passing the pitches back and forth between them. The ear is
aware of an idea being tossed from one voice to another, and in attempting to follow, also
attempts to discover coherence and meaning. The isorhythmic motet typically contains three or
four separate texts sung at once, resulting in additional layers of meaning. Often, the texts are in
different languages or contain diverse subject matter. In Petre Clemens, while all three voices
contribute to Clement’s praise, the text of each voice differs. While all these effects are not
immediately noticeable to the listener, they form a complex unity consisting of multiple layers of
simultaneously occurring musical experience and, therefore, multiple yet simultaneous
meanings.
The layers of occasionally contradictory meaning in the forms utilized by Philippe de
Vitry’s motet and in the papal decorations created by Giovannetti and his assistants find their
patron in Clement VI, not only monetarily, but aesthetically as well. Clement is simultaneously
Pope of Rome, Avignon, and, as he argues in his sermon to the Roman ambassadors, of the
world. He associates himself not only with St. Peter, St. Martial, and Jesus, but also, through his
lavish courtly lifestyle, politically propagandistic statements, and artistic commissions, with the
King of France.
The contradictory elements and the multi-layered meanings demonstrated in the artworks
and atmosphere of Clement VI’s papal court can best be summarized by a final look at Philippe
de Vitry, Matteo Giovannetti, and Pope Clement VI themselves and the controversial and
contradictory aspects of their lives and work. Although Philippe de Vitry is generally
acknowledged as the writer of the music theory treatise Ars Nova, recent scholarship has proven
that his authorship is questionable.
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John Douglas Gray suggests that, of the five manuscripts titled Ars Nova that are extant,
Vatican 307-II, Paris 14741, and Paris 7378A are similar enough to be from the same written
source. The other two, while they make references to the Ars Nova, are most likely not from the
original treatise (62). Gray concludes that the Vatican manuscript and the two Paris manuscripts
present documentation of Philippe’s ideas, although they are not necessarily from his pen (2).
Therefore, the Ars Nova has the contradictory nature of being written both by Philippe de Vitry
and not by Philippe de Vitry.
Similar controversy surrounds Matteo Giovannetti’s role as painter of the papal frescoes.
He is documented as a painter in residence in Avignon in 1343 and in 1346 he is referred to as
the “painter of the Pope.” Although he has been credited as the sole painter because of
documentary evidence that he was the highest salaried painter, many suggest that it is more
accurate to consider him as the head of a workshop of painters who executed his designs
(Vingtain 285). Therefore, Giovannetti is both the painter of the papal palace frescoes, and not
the painter.
Finally, Pope Clement VI, by residing in Avignon and not in Rome, was considered by
many to not be the Pope. In the years following Clement VI’s reign, the controversy over the
Pope’s exile from Rome eventually escalated into the Great Schism and the deeming of the
Avignon popes as the “anti-popes.” Therefore, in this analysis of contradictory elements of the
fourteenth century papal court, Clement can be considered as both the Pope and not the Pope.
Adopting the medieval view that embraces the possibilities for contradictory states and
multiple levels of meaning, let us now assume a day in the life of Pope Clement VI. He rises in a
room decorated with a secular hunting and fishing scene. During the course of the day he
performs sacred papal rites in the St. Martial chapel, where he sees his own image associated
with holy figures in contemporary settings and hears a motet composed in Philippe de Vitry’s ars
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nova style. Clement concludes his day back in his study. He prepares a sermon to be delivered
the following morning to a group of concerned visitors petitioning the Papacy’s return to Rome.
Clement muses on his life at Avignon, located in his home country. Here he enjoys the company
of his fellow countrymen and the atmosphere of the French royal court to which he is
accustomed. He muses on St. Martial, whom Jesus sent to Gaul over 1000 years before to spread
the gospel. Clement is not concerned with the contradictions arising from his reign in Avignon.
In his mind, he is justified through faith in divine authority. Clement begins his sermon: “I am
the Pope of Avignon. I am the Pope of Rome. I am the Pope Universal…”
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A representative sampling of English madrigals from 1590 to 1620 were examined in an
effort to explain the frequent reference to the character, “Phyllis.” Madrigals of this time
and place focused on pastoral topics referencing common characters but with no
explanation in the historical records as to the origins of those characters. A comparison of
the samples was conducted noting the context in which this character appears. The level
of consistency in each reference and its context led the author to an element common to
artistic works of the period: Greek and Roman mythology. From a practical standpoint,
this research gives information regarding the likely source of “Phyllis.” Of greater
interest is the view into the past and how, over time, society came to evaluate its
perception of women and their role in society.
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Between the years 1590 and 1620, more than forty volumes of English madrigals
appeared. Early composers of this form relied heavily on the musical conventions of the
Italian madrigal and its predecessor, the frottola. The primary differences were text and
musical complexity. Whereas Italian madrigals relied on the popular native literature, the
English madrigal gained its popularity through use of pastoral topics set with poetry by
both familiar and lesser-known English poets. Among the dozen characters often
mentioned in English madrigals, Phyllis demands attention given the varying
circumstances within which she appears.
Humanism, a dominant philosophical aesthetic of the Renaissance, greatly
affected musical characterizations, and Phyllis is a prime example of this phenomenon.
On the medieval tradition, the English poet Edmund Spenser (1552–1599) said
“conditions had changed so much [that] a new poetry was needed if the English language
was ever to be worth the attention of intelligent people.” 1 This new approach focused on
the psychology of the individual, the hallmark of the Renaissance. More than anything,
the concept of “self” defined popular poetry, placing pastoral subjects of love at the heart
of literature and music.2 The Italian diplomat, poet, and humanist scholar Pietro Bembo
(1470?-1547) played a vital role in popularizing this new–found humanism in poetry.3 As
Cardinal, he brought authority and acceptance to the ideals considered central to
Renaissance thought.

1

Bruce Pattison, Music and Poetry of the English Renaissance, (Folcroft, PA : The Folcroft Press, Inc.,
1969), 89.
2
Ibid., 101.
3
Ibid., 92.
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A survey of the English madrigals in The Oxford Book of English Madrigals4
reveals poems of love lost, found, and unrequited as well as vivid pastoral scenes. This
same compilation contains characters other than Phyllis interspersed throughout. They
are: Philomena, Corinna, Oriana, Diana, Amaryllis, Vesta, Amyntas, Jack, Flora, Cupid,
John, Daphne, and Melisuavia (see Table 1.) It is no coincidence that many of these
characters appear in multiple madrigals. Phyllis for example, appears in five different
madrigals, all of different authorship.
Table 1. Characters and the corresponding song number as found
in The Oxford Book of English Madrigals.
Character
Philomena
Corinna
Oriana
Diana
Amaryllis
Vesta
Amyntas
Jack
Flora
Phyllis
Cupid
John
Daphne
Melisuavia

Song Number
50
49
1, 6, 8, 14, 18
1, 6, 8, 14 ,18, 19
2, 20, 49
6
9, 16, 20
11, 41
15
15, 16, 21, 37, 51
19, 32 (allusion)
24
30
44

All occurrences above mention either shepherds or flowers and relate to Phyllis as an
“ideal” woman. Thomas Morley describes the beauty of one character, Amaryllis, as
“more lovely than sweet Phyllis.”5 Given the consistency with which Phyllis is portrayed,
the origins of her character are likely the same source for each composer.

4

Phillip Ledger, ed., The Oxford Book of English Madrigals, (Oxford and New York: Oxford University
Press, 1978).
5
Thomas Morley, “I Love, Alas, I Love Thee” in The Oxford Book of English Madrigals, ed. Phillip
Ledger. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978), 150–151.
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The madrigals contained in The Oxford Book of English Madrigals6 relate to Phyllis in
the following manner (see Table 2).
Table 2. Phyllis in the context of selected English Madrigals.
Composer
Title
“Phyllis” in Context
John Wilbye
“These I placed on Phyllis’
Flora Gave Me Fairest Flowers
bowers, she was pleased.”
John Farmer
“Fair Phyllis I saw sitting
Fair Phyllis I Saw
all alone, feeding her flock
near to the mountainside.”
Thomas Morley
“…Amarylis, more lovely
I Love, Alas, I Love Thee”
than sweet Phyllis.”
Thomas Tomkins
“Fair Phyllis all in green,
See, See the Shepherd’s Queen
see, see, the shepherd’s
queen.”
Thomas Bateson
“Those sweet delightful
Those Sweet, Delightful Lilies
lilies which nature gave my
Phyllis.”
Two clear possibilities as to the origins of Phyllis emerge: that of Ovid’s Phyllis
in Heroides and Virgil's Eclogues in which Phyllis is described as “a country girl.” The
oldest of these tales (Ovid’s Phyllis as well as Chaucer’s adaptation The Legend of Good
Women) describes her as the daughter of the ruler of Thrace wooed by Demaphoön, son
of Theseus, the King of Athens.7 Borrowing on the mythology of Greece and Rome, Ovid
wrote his Heroides, love letters of twenty-one mythological heroines. His writings, along
with those of other authors already mentioned, gave the English madrigalists a character
of depth, complexity, and much potential. The Greek myth of Phyllis and Demaphoön
tells of a shipwreck in which Demaphoön is stranded on Thrace, where he meets Phyllis.
After seducing her, Demaphoön says he must leave but that he will return for her.
Distraught when her lover does not return, Phyllis commits suicide. The writer, Servius
6

Ledger.
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(d. 69 C.E.), expounds upon this tale of unrequited love recounting Demaphoön’s return
to Thrace only to find Phyllis’ grave at which point he embraces a grave-side tree, in turn,
sheds its leaves in a sign of grief.8 In order to understand these various contexts, we must
turn to antiquity and Classical reference to Phyllis.
Although genesis of this tale is with the original Greek myth as described in
Ovid’s Heroides and the writings of Vergil (70–19 BC), the story came to the English
madrigalists via the Italian poet and scholar Petrarch (1304–1374), who was, undoubtedly
read by such scholars as John Gower (1330?–1408), an Englishmen and friend of
Geoffrey Chaucer (1340–1400.) As would be expected, the popularity of Chaucer’s work
spread throughout Elizabethan England and was assimilated by such literary figures as
Edmund Spenser. To account for the different uses of the character Phyllis, we must first
understand the source of English madrigal poetry.
The primary poets of the English madrigal are as numerous as the madrigalists.
Composers seemingly wrote their own poetry, rarely giving credit to the true authors,9
further masking the origins of the poetry. In contrast, Italian madrigalists tended to utilize
contemporary literary masterpieces.10 Of the English composers, Weelkes is known to
have openly admitted his lack of poetic skill11 preferring to set to music the poetry of
friends and better-known poets. Texts were frequently changed by editors that fancied
themselves better poets, making clear identification of a poem’s source all the more
difficult. Farmer, Campian, and Bennet were among the notable composers struck by

7

Ovid, “Phyllis to Demophoön” in Heroides, trans. Harold C. Cannon. (New York: E.P. Dutton & Co.,
Inc., 1971), 21.
8
Ibid.
9
Edmund H. Fellowes, The English Madrigal Composers (London: Oxford University Press, 1958), 140.
10
Homer Ulrich, A Survey of Choral Music (Fort Worth: Harcourt Brace College Publishers, 1973), 64.
11
Fellowes, 104.
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editorial whims, Thomas Oliphant (1799–1873) being one of the more infamous
transgressors.12
In 1837, Oliphant, honorary secretary to the Madrigal Society, published La Musa
Madrigalesca. This collection of texts from English madrigals, ballets, and roundelays
contains the text for more than 300 such works of the Elizabethan era. Oliphant’s
displays much latitude in the area of “poetic license” as exercised by the author. One
example from his text is that of Thomas Weelkes’ “Madrigal No. 1” from Madrigals of
Five Voice Parts:13
Cold winter’s ice is fled and gone,
And summer brags on every tree;
The redbreast peeps amidst the throng
Of wood-born birds that wanton be.
Each one forgets what they have been,
And so doth Phyllis, Summer’s Queen.
Oliphant’s version, as printed with the music, is:
Cold winter’s ice is fled and gone,
And summer blooms on every tree,
The redbreast peeps amid the throng
Of warbling birds that merry be.
Come let us dance upon the green,
And crown fair Daphne Summer’s Queen.
As the lyric and music of the English madrigal had no fixed design, Oliphant may
have felt justified in adapting the text to suit his artistic sensibilities. Perhaps one of his
most egregious editorial modifications was his substitution of major thirds in place of the
minor thirds called for in the aforementioned madrigal.14 Though Oliphant’s poetic
license is outside the scope of this discussion, it does aid in explaining the variations of

12

Ibid., 154-155.
Ibid
14
Ibid, 148.
13
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story and context in which Phyllis appears. To understand the poets and their choice for
literary devices is to the grasp the role Phyllis played in the English madrigal. Each
composer surveyed here created a specific image of this mythical woman.
John Wilbye’s “Flora Gave Me Fairest Flowers,” for example, is rich with double
entendre.
Flora gave me fairest flowers,
None so fair,
In Flora’s treasure.
I placed on Phyllis’ bowers,
She was pleased,
And she my pleasure.
Smiling Meadows seem to say:
“Come ye wontons here to play.”
The sexual inuendo “fairest flowers” likely represents permission for sexual advancement
while the reference to “Phyllis’ bowers” alludes to the loss of leaves described by Servius
upon Demophoön’s embrace (loss of leaves being construed as a loss of virginity). It is
quite possible that Wilbye is referring to the power of “love” to remove the pain as
represented in the shedding of leaves by the tree. Literal interpretation could define the
activity between Flora and the object of her affection as purely innocent. Never the less,
the image of “Phyllis’ bower” is important to the poetry regardless of the intended
meaning and is a clear reference to Servius’ extension of the original myth.
“Fair Phyllis I Saw” by John Farmer tells the tale of love lost and found. Perhaps
allegorical, Farmer begins the tale with Phyllis “sitting all alone, feeding her flocks near
to the mountainside.” Through a series of ascending and descending imitative motives on
the text “up and down he wandered,” the composer paints an image of Amyntas searching
for his love, Phyllis. A strong cadence and meter change to triple-time accompanies the
reunification of the two lost lovers on the text, “O, then they fell a kissing.” While
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decidedly more active than Wilbye’s “Flora,” the mood and subject matter do not differ
significantly between the two.
As is often the case, poets utilize known characters in comparative ways. Such is
the case with Thomas Morley’s “I Love, alas, I Love Thee.” In the second strophe,
Morley proclaims:
Come kiss me then, come kiss me, Amaryllis,
More lovely than sweet Phyllis.
While there is no direct correlation to the Phyllis found in Ovid’s Heroides, the
implication is that Morley’s Phyllis is a well-known character of uncompromising beauty.
Given the preponderance of evidence, it is most likely the same Phyllis. Though not
essential to this discussion, it is interesting to note Morely’s insistence on cadential
musical material at each utterance of the word “Phyllis.” Whether or not that is in
deference to poetic meter convention is unknown. The practice does place emphasis on
Phyllis as an integral part of the story. However, Thomas Tomkins’ use of Phyllis
supports the assertion that Phyllis was indeed well known.
“See, See the Shepherd’s Queen” is also peppered with references to “fair
Phyllis.” In this madrigal, written by Thomas Tomkins (1572–1656), Phyllis appears
thusly:
See, see the shepherd’s queen,
Fair Phyllis all in green.
The shepherds home her bringing
With piping and with singing.
Then dance we on a row,
And chant it as we go.
As in the other references, Phyllis is a well regarded character at the center of celebration
and happiness. Further study of the text reveals an alternate interpretation: that the poet is
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describing Phyllis’ death and entrance into a mythical land of shepherds. Given this
interpretation, one could easily accept the setting by Thomas Bateson: “Those Sweet,
Delightful Lilies.”
Unique among the madrigals studied here, Bateson presents sets a response from
Demophoön upon his arrival at Phyllis’ gravesite:
These sweet delightful lilies,
Which nature gave my Phyllis.
Ay, me, my Phyllis,
Each hour makes me to languish,
So grievous is my pain and anguish.
This madrigal, set in a minor mode, seems to present the “other side of the story.” Each
statement of “Ay, me” is accompanied by a half-step descending motion in at least two
voices and often in imitation creating a sigh that is passed from voice to voice. In
addition, the composer artfully paints the text “languish” with long notes adding weight
to each utterance of the character’s suffering.
Bateson further examines the suffering of Demophoön in his madrigal “Phyllis,
Farewell.” The text, not ascribed to anyone, describes her lover’s remorse and wish to
die: “I live too long; come gentle death and end My endless torment or my grief amend.”
Also in a minor mode, “Phyllis, Farewell” ends with a picardy third in the soprano voice
on the word “amend.” Bateson’s text painting, while simple, adds the dimension of
resolution or closure not found in the other madrigals referenced. Phyllis does not
function merely as a familiar character in the texts of English madrigalists, however.
Rather she seems indicative of the prevailing attitude towards women not only of ancient
Greek mythology but also of the Renaissance.
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It is clear that Phyllis was used to express certain expectations of Renaissance
women.
Chaste, self-sacrificing love as the highest ideal for women is neither immutable
truth nor a remotely picturesque literary convention, but a powerful myth to
which our culture has given shape and that in turn shapes our culture and its
individual members.15
According to McMillan, women were valued solely for their chastity. Therefore, when
characters such as Phyllis yield “the freedom of my bed and close embrace”16 she risks
everything for the sake of love. Phyllis, and others like her, did not commit suicide for
the sake of unrequited love. It was, rather, a perceived loss of worth that compelled them
to end their own lives.
Judging from the text mentioned, chastity was not as vital in the Renaissance as in
ancient Greek mythology– a key difference when comparing these historical periods.
Instead, Renaissance composers and poets seemingly sought to debunk the mythology by
eliminating most direct references to the true fate of Phyllis and characters like her.
While medieval thought seems to portray chastity not as a protecting force but as a
vehicle to make women more vulnerable, the English madrigal celebrated, even
encouraged seemingly promiscuous activity. As the madrigal flourished in the homes of
wealthy Englishmen, so to did the acceptance of subject matter that would, in prior
historical periods, have been unacceptable. It is notable that Ovid himself was banished
from Rome for writing poetry of a tawdry nature!

15

McMillan, Ann, Translator’s introduction to Geoffrey Chaucer The Legend of Good Women. (Houston:
Rice University Press, 1987), 5.
15
Ovid, 23.
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Perhaps it is through the evolution of Phyllis that Elizabethan England began to
come to terms with its own perception of women and their role in society. It can be
argued that Phyllis was more than a simple character well-suited to the pastoral subjects
of composers and their poet-friends. She was, in many respects, a catalyst for change
perhaps elevating the plight of English women. This would explain the position of respect
that is given Phyllis in the numerous works examined in this discussion as well as the
remorse expressed by her scorned lover, Demophoön as found in Bateson’s madrigals.
Phyllis provides the twenty-first century scholar a view into the past and how,
over time, society came to evaluate its perception of women and their role in society.
From Ovid’s Phyllis and Demophoön to Farmer’s “Fair Phyllis” it is easy to see the role
reversal from helpless victim to a model of self-determination. In short, Phyllis is
“womankind” in its many manifestations as found throughout the history of Western
civilization.
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The paper to be presented will explore the non-traditional critical concepts of
Theodore L. Shaw, a mid 20th century author and journalist who took umbrage to the traditional
manner in which visual art criticism was conducted by the leading critical writers of his day.
Consideration will be given to the alternatives Shaw suggests to replace the critical
standards normally used by such contemporaries as John Canaday, Ruldolf Arnheim, Clement
Greenberg and others whose art critiques regularly appeared in various influential art journals
and books. One such standard that comes under Shaw’s scrutiny was the time honored appeal to
compositional unity for which this critic of critics offers a substitution by way of his theory of
visual fatigue which he in turn relates to individual intellect.
An additional direction to be taken by the presenter will be to suggest that the above
appeal to diverse intellect offers a bridge over which theorists may legitimately cross in seeking
to relate Shaw’s views to the intellectually hierarchical nature of contemporary non-evaluative
art criticism sometimes called New Criticism.
The presentation will utilize visual slides to illustrate pertinent concepts.
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Human life is rife with an ambiguity which creates some of the most anxious
moments people experience. Humanistic study, whose material embodies so much of this
ambiguity, offers those who essay it an opportunity to prepare for facing in practical
terms those anxious moments. This is particularly true when that study is pursued in the
safe haven of the Academy which historically has ranged from, literally and
etymologically, Plato’s Grove of Academus to, rather figuratively, a more recent “ivory
tower” image in the phraseology of Charles-Augustin Sainte-Beuve and Thomas Mann.
For all the impracticality frequently (and often cynically) attributed to the study of poetry
and philosophy, such study may actually be of the most basic human benefit, as no less
than psychiatrist/psychologist Robert Coles has related about soap operas or the late
academic Michael Hooker said about literature.
For example, consider the following:
In speculation
I would not willingly acquire a name
For ill-digested thought;
But often pondering much
To this conclusion I at last have come:
Life is uncertain.
This truth I have written deep
In my reflective midriff
On tablets not of wax
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Nor with a pen did I inscribe it there,
For many reasons: Life, I say, is not
A stranger to uncertainty.
So speaks a Chorus in A. E. Housman’s “Fragment of a Greek Tragedy.” (Lest anyone
complain of the obscurity of the reference, let it be said that a reading and merely cursory
discussion of a good translation of Aeschylus’ Agamemnon will make the hilarity of
these lines quite available to the most jaded and otherwise uninterested undergraduate
seeking merely to “get out of the way” some Humanities requirement perceived as an
impediment to acquiring a diploma rather than as an opportunity for acquiring some very
useful pieces of intellectual furniture of lifelong durability.)
This parody would not be effective if it had not taken for its object an idea both
true and relevant – the uncertainty of human life is as true and as relevant as the news of
those whose financial futures have been lost in their failure to take cognizance both of the
negative and of the positive forces on the stock market. Ambiguity – a situation in which
forces drive in two directions simultaneously, as the word’s etymology indicates generates much of this uncertainty. To continue with the reference to Aeschylus’
Agamemnon, the title character’s position as reported and portrayed in the play is at the
same time one both of strength and of weakness - strength in his social persona and
weakness in his individual, personal humanity; this is amply demonstrated in his
exchange with his wife in the scene in which they discuss the appropriateness of his
walking on the purple carpet; there, the irony in language which invites two different
constructions at the same time reflects the ambiguity of the forces acting on the character.
“Where is the relevance?” the undergraduate asks. The answer is in a Lovin’
Spoonful song lyric,
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Did you ever have to make up your mind
Pick up on one and leave the other behind?
It's not often easy and not often kind.
Did you ever have to make up your mind?
One of the virtues touted for humanistic study is the teaching of “critical thinking.” But,
what does that overused phrase really mean? If it is treated etymologically, it means
“intellectual activity leading to the making of decisions.” And, what are “decisions” if not
actions taken in response to ambiguity? We may not find ourselves every day
deliberating the wisdom of treading on a valuable tapestry, but we are faced daily with
pursuing the thought processes which go into coping with ambiguity. And, in the safe
haven of the academy where material implications do not (or, should not) bring into play
feelings and emotions whose effect is to divert reason, we can all profit from repeated
“dry runs,” often of a vicarious nature, through those thought processes as they are
employed in such larger-than-life examples as those of Agamemnon and the decisions he
must make at Aulis on setting out for Troy and at Argos on his return.
With the scientific revolution came a rage for quantification, the apparently
implicit belief that the human responsibility for critical, decisive thought can be
successfully abrogated and decision-making can be vested in numerical authority. Under
such a regime, the appearance of a certain number in a certain place automatically
triggers a course of action without the need for thoughtful input. Without any wish to
instigate further antipathy between C. P. Snow’s two cultures and with the conviction that
it is indeed, as Snow would have it, just as important for humanists to be conversant with
the Second Law of Thermodynamics as it is for scientists to have read Dickens, we
readily recognize that in many life situations quantification is not available. And, even
where it is available, the concept of quality demands equal time and attention. To ignore
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the latter and to premise action solely on the former either breeds inaction and the
appearance of apathy or risks leaving us with “plenty of nothing,” as the song says.
Humanistic study both can demonstrate the basic human need for attention to quality as
well as to quantity and can provide some practice in dealing and thinking qualitatively.
Drawing frequently on the language and events in Greek tragedy (a strongly
didactic medium), the present study also appeals to such diverse “texts” as the Greek
philosopher and scientist Aristotle’s dictum on the individual’s natural relation to society,
as the Jewish sage Hillel’s response to the simultaneous pressures of selfishness and
altruism on the individual, and as Claud Rains’ famous words about blowing with the
prevailing wind from Vichy in the film Casablanca. Further, the study will examine the
distinctions to be made among “ambiguity,” “ambivalence,” and “apathy” and will
consider how the aphoristic way in which human beings lead their existence generates the
first of these three.
The ultimate point to be made is the value of humanistic studies for dealing with
the practical ambiguity which seems to pervade the human condition. Such studies are an
experience which a college student today can, if she or he will, share with the
representatives of the fifth-century-B.C. Athenian upper class who conversed with
Socrates and with the everyday Athenians when they sat in the theater at the festival of
the Great Dionysia. All could and can experience the frustration of Socrates’ interlocutors
pulled one way by the logic and abstract argument of the master of dialectic and another
way when it dawns on them that in the real world there are non-rational forces to which
they would in fact give in although those forces urge quite the opposite of what, as they
have just admitted to Socrates, is right.
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Abstract of paper:
In my research I look at two interrelated areas of critical inquiry while analyzing
the autobiographical writings of selected Roma and Sinti (Gypsy) women in the Germanspeaking countries, including Ceija Stojka in Austria, Philomena Franz in Germany, and
Mariella Mehr in Switzerland. The first area concerns the dichotomy between the socalled public and private spheres, a discussion that the genre of autobiography naturally
invokes. The second area involves the role of gender in the writing of autobiographical
traumatic memories. My methodology for studying these aspects of Roma literature has
been close textual of selected works by the three authors, combined with examination of
anthropological and historical studies for background on Roma culture and social
practices. Below I outline the main questions I have posed and a synopsis of the
outcomes of my research. In my conference paper I will expand as much as possible,
given the allotted time, on the outcomes with concrete examples from the women’s texts.
As the research is part of a book-length project, I realize I have time only briefly to touch
on all the aspects of this complicated topic. Still, this introduction to my research should
provoke stimulating discussion on the relationship between gender and autobiography, a
subject that is very important for contemporary studies on culture and literature.
From the gadze, or non-Roma and Sinti perspective, there appear to be marked
distinctions between “women’s” and “men’s” spheres in the Roma and Sinti cultures.
Those spheres seem to relegate women to the traditionally private sphere of the home,
while the men engage in the public sphere surrounding politics and commerce.
Historically, certain purity and pollution taboos within many Roma and Sinti groups have
imposed strict limitations on tasks in the Roma world and on interactions with the gadze
world. Hence, the question that arises when one looks at the published autobiographies
of female Roma and Sinti writers is how do these women overcome the perceived
barriers between the public and private spheres and create a public for their personal
stories?

Finding an answer to this question involves examining the way in which the
dichotomy between the private and public spheres as gendered spaces is a false
dichotomy in Roma and Sinti cultures. Carol Silverman has posed this alternative
perspective in her writings on Romany performance and gender in Macedonia.1
According to Silverman, there are many forms of public spheres in Roma culture: first,
there is the public sphere of the macro society, dominated by non-Roma gadze, but in
which Roma often work and try to make political changes; second, there is the sphere of
the larger Rom public, or what Silverman calls the “Rom community;” third, there is the
sphere of the extended family within the Rom community; and fourth, there is the sphere
of the residential Rom family. The latter two of these are rarely accessible to the gadze
public, and yet they have very public aspects within the Rom community. Within this
schema, Silverman sees ritual politics such as dance and music performed during
celebrations for weddings, circumcisions, house warmings, births, etc., as belonging to
the public realm of the Rom community, for they involve power, economics, and
performance. The macro-politics of the non-Roma world are subsequently male, whereas
the ritual politics of the Roma world are female. The split that those in the gadze world
see between private and public is thus ultimately non-applicable to the Roma world.
Silverman’s analysis plays into recent feminist scholarship that has begun to dismantle
the idea of separate spheres.2
Hence, I would argue that women Roma writers’ engagement with writing their
autobiographies is also an extension of their activities within the spheres of the larger
Rom public, the Rom community, and the residential Rom family. The act of telling their
stories belongs to women’s roles as performers and educators within these three spheres.
Choosing the autobiographical form seems most appropriate for performing in all three
spheres, which have both public and private aspects. The women writers are not
overstepping a prescribed boundary, but rather contributing to a larger sphere as defined
by their community roles. The fact that their activities enter into the macro world of the
non-Roma demonstrates a blurring of social boundaries that is extending the meaning of
performance into the written word.
Can we thus talk about gendered spaces when referring to the spheres in which
Roma women’s autobiographies move? In the autobiographical writings by Stojka,
Franz, and Mehr, a traumatic past related to persecution during the Nazi and/or post-war
periods figures prominently. Both Stojka and Franz were in concentration camps during
World War II as part of the Nazis’ plan to eliminate the so-called “asocial peoples,”
which included Roma and Sinti. Mehr, a member of the Swiss Jenish group, belongs to a
generation of so-called “Kinder der Landstrasse”/”Children of the Streets” who were
taken from their parents and placed in orphanages during the 1950s, 60s and 70s in
Switzerland as a way for the government to discourage the so-called traveling life. To
return to the subject of gender as a defining category within Roma culture, we should ask
whether women survivors experience the traumas of persecution in their past differently
than male survivors. If so, do they also tell their experiences differently?
1

Carol Silverman, “Music and Power: Gender and Performance among Roma (Gypsies) of Skopje,
Macedonia,” in Max Peter Baumann, ed. Music, Language and Literature of the Roma and Sinti (Berlin:
Verlag für Wissenschaft und Bildung, 2000): 247-62.
2
See the most recent study: Cathy N. Davidson and Jessamyn Hatcher, eds., No More Separate Spheres!
(Durham and London: Duke UP, 2002).

These questions about genre and gender as they relate to traumatic memory
provoke further inquiry into the autobiographical genre in general. As James Olney
questions in his recent study Memory and Narrative: can the self be remembered
accurately, and, just as important, can the self be narrated accurately?3 If one merely
questions the possibility of accurate representation, where does that leave issues of
credibility in portraying traumatic experiences? Does the focus on the personal, and thus
on subjective perspectives, relegate the autobiography into the realm of the incredible,
that is, the unbelievable? By choosing the autobiographical genre, are women adding or
subtracting from the “authenticity” of their voices? If we turn again to the above
arguments that attempt to show the non-applicability of terms such as the
“private/personal/subjective” and the “public/official/objective” then the autobiographical
form takes on new meaning as indeed a genre that recognizes no such boundaries. For
the Sinti and Roma, the written word, like performance, involves power and legitimacy.
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James Olney, Memory and Narrative: The Weave of Life-Writing ( Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1999).
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Abstract:
“Eris and Eros in Production: Sade and the Grand-Guignol.”
John Franceschina
The theatrical compositions of the Marquis de Sade have been consistently dismissed by
critics as inferior works, unworthy of the demonic genius that produced Cent Vingt
Journées de Sodome, Justine, and Juliette. Stuffed with melodramatic diction,
sentimental reunions, and the most traditional ethical and moral conventions, the plays at
first glance display nothing of the characteristic sadism of the novels with their highly
charged depictions of violence and eroticism. In production, however, the dramatic works
escape from the restraints of traditional text and form and explode with a libidinous
energy that not only evokes the most graphic displays of violence and sexuality in the
novels but also anticipates two “modern” French theatrical movements: Oscar Méténier’s
Grand-Guignol (1897), and Antonin Artaud’s Théâtre de la Cruauté (1935). A case in
point is the October 2003 production of Sade’s domestic drama, L’Égarement de
l’infortune (The Madness of Misfortune) by the Belligerent Muse Company in
Philadelphia. Designed to explore the dichotomy between the traditional moral values
and licentious violence deeply imbedded in the text, the production employs commediadell’arte-trained actors using grand-guignol performance techniques that enable the
audience to experience the play viscerally as well as intellectually. It is the immediate
experience of action beyond text that unveils the sadistic qualities of Sade’s dramatic
oeuvre and elevates it as a worthy companion to his ground-breaking, though
controversial, novels where text is the principal component. In addition, the visceral
experience of the interplay between violence and eroticism in Sade’s drama teaches us
that the Marquis de Sade was not only the precursor of the modern novel but of modern
drama as well.
John Franceschina, Distinguished Professor of Theatre at The Pennsylvania State
University is the translator of the Dramatic Works of the Marquis de Sade (3 volumes),
author of Homosexualities in the English Theatre from Lyly to Wilde, Duke Ellington’s
Music for the Theatre, David Braham: the American Offenbach, Harry B. Smith: Dean of
American Librettists; and editor of two anthologies of melodramas by British women,
Sisters of Gore, and Gore on Stage.
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TANAH TUJUH ~ An Extraterrestrial Approach to the Aboriginal Worldview

ABSTRACT
Having lived amongst an indigenous rainforest tribe in Peninsular Malaysia for
close to 12 years, a writer-musician-poet’s right brain begins to catch up with his
left. He picks up Probability Field Resonances linking vastly different areas of
research and forming a cosmomythological gestalt that at first seems
controversial, then fairly obvious – once the data is examined without preconceptions
or cultural prejudice – and with a certain degree of empathy.
Weaving together diverse mythical strands, TANAH TUJUH ~ An Extraterrestrial
Approach to the Aboriginal Worldview is an attempt to preserve a significant
fragment of a fast vanishing folk mythology – whilst seeking a cogent
interconnectivity with the post-modern mythology of Astronaut Gods, Angels,
UFOs, ET Intervention, and Intergalactic Gene Swapping.
Meanwhile, back in the 3D Matrix, a near-sighted bureaucracy imposes its subtle
agenda of slow ethnicide. Can we as an evolving species afford to destroy a living
chromosomal library that contains an important key to the mystery of our origins?
The systematic assimilation of these indigenous tribes into the cultural mainstream
severs their mystical connection to their ancestral homeground and destroys their
unique identity as aborigines.
The Orang Asli – as the indigenous folk of Peninsular Malaysia are generically called
– serve a vital function as indicators of ecological balance. Where the environment is
overly degraded they rapidly become extinct – and their demise would be a
harbinger of a greater doom the rest of us are engineering for our progeny.
Antares
Magick River
44000 Kuala Kubu Baru
Malaysia
www.magickriver.com

Tanah Tujuh

ORANG ASLI call the Earth Tanah Tujuh - literally, the Seventh Land... or Planet.
Seri Pagi and his younger brother Utat have tried many times to explain exactly
what this means by showing me a stack of plates. “There are seven worlds one on
top of the other, you see, and we are here, right in the middle.”
Were they talking about Dimensions? There was no way I could find out. The word
“dimension” translates into Malay as dimensa or dimensi - generally defined as
ukuran or spatial measurements.
I can't help visualizing the Jewish menorah - the holy candelabrum with seven
candlesticks which Kabbalists say is a symbol for the different levels of consciousness
- mineral, vegetable, animal, human, angelic/demonic, archangelic, and deific. These
seven levels are interrelated with the seven notes of our musical octave, the seven
colours of the rainbow, and with the seven major chakras (pranic or etheric energy
spirals) that define and regulate our body-mind-soul equilibrium.
But there's yet another explanation that makes perfect sense. Zecharia Sitchin,
author of The Earth Chronicles and an authority on ancient languages and artifacts,
puts it succinctly:
“The Sumerians counted the planets not as we do, from the Sun outward, but
from the outside in. Thus, Pluto was the first planet, Neptune the second, Uranus the
third, Saturn the fourth, Jupiter the fifth. Mars accordingly was the sixth, Earth the
seventh, and Venus the eighth.” [Italics added.]

Their precise cosmological knowledge, the Sumerians asserted, was given them
by the Anunnaki (“The Ones Who From Heaven To Earth Came”) - known to the
Hebrews as the Nefilim or Nephilim, who first arrived on Earth from their planet,
Nibiru, about 440,000 years ago. Anu, God-King of Nibiru, had sent his eldest son Ea
to establish a base on Earth - the Seventh Planet - from which to mine gold. The
Nibiruans, according to esoteric lore, needed vast quantities of gold dust to create an
artificial radiation shield around their planet, because their industrial activities were
destroying Nibiru's atmosphere. Ea established his first “Earth Station” in southern
Mesopotamia and called it Eridu (“House Remotely Constructed”). The erudite Mr
Sitchin writes in The 12th Planet:
“To this very day, the Persian term ordu means 'encampment.' It is a word whose
meaning has taken root in all languages: The settled Earth is called Erde in German.
Erda in Old High German, Jördh in Icelandic, Jord in Danish, Airtha in Gothic, Erthe in
Middle English; and, going back geographically and in time, 'Earth' was Aratha or
Ereds in Aramaic, Erd or Ertz in Kurdish, and Eretz in Hebrew.”

But the task of digging and tunnelling for gold proved so arduous that the
Anunnaki miners went on strike after 144,000 years. To meet the serious labour
shortage, Ea, who was now called Enki (“Lord of the Firm Ground”), decided to
create an experimental hominid slave species called the Adama with the help of Ninti
- the Sumerian goddess of birth (whose name means “Lady of Life” or “Lady of the
Rib”) - and an unlimited supply of DNA. Does this sound familiar? At least it explains
why humans continue to be obsessed with gold - the metal of the gods.*
THE SUMERIAN CUNEIFORM TABLETS record that their Sky Gods called this planet Ki
(“firm ground”) and found it to be an ideal genetic laboratory because the elements
of fire, air, water, and earth were in perfect dynamic balance. That it was the
seventh planet was especially significant, for in all metaphysical traditions the
number 7 embodies the mystery - and hence the sacredness - of life.

Over millennia, the name Ki evolved into Ge, and then Gaia (worshipped by the
Romans as the Great Mother Goddess). Even hardnosed scientists today are
beginning to call the Earth “Gaia” again, in recognition of and respect for her
astonishing and unique fecundity as a matrix of morphogenetic fields.
Alas, the same reverence is rarely expressed by land speculators and realtors.
A case in point: if you travel from Batang Kali to Serendah, you’re bound to pass a
scene of ghastly devastation on your left, where an entire range of hills has been
scraped raw and then left to erode like a festering wound before yet another
concrete scab passing for a deluxe housing project is erected. The spot is marked by
an unassuming signboard that says: EARTH FOR SALE. (The notice has since
disappeared. Perhaps the earth has already been sold!)
________________
* "In September 1988, a team of international physicists came to South Africa to verify the age of human
habitats in Swaziland and Zululand. The most modern techniques indicated an age of 80,000 to 115,000
years.
"Regarding the most ancient gold mines of Monotapa in southern Zimbabwe, Zulu legends hold that
they were worked by 'artificially produced flesh and blood slaves created by the First People.' These
slaves, the Zulu legends recount, 'went into battle with the Ape-Man' when 'the great war star appeared in
the sky.' (see Indaba My Children, by the Zulu medicine man Credo Vusamazulu Mutwa)."
- Zecharia Sitchin, Genesis Revisited (Avon Books, 1990)
When he arrived on Tanah Tujuh to establish the first Earth colony, Enki was called Ea ("House on
Water"), a name associated with Poseidon and Neptune, and his emblem was the Serpent or Dragon. As
the Nefilim (Hebrew for "Those Who Descended From the Sky") began to settle in Eridu, Ea became known
as Enki ("Lord of Earth"). However, it was Enlil ("Lord of Space") - Anu's son by his half-sister - who was
appointed "Lord of the Heavenly Command." Enlil's emblem was the Eagle, and he is hailed in
Mesopotamian legends as the bringer of Agriculture and the Heavenly Laws of Kingship to Humanity. Enki
was assigned to research and engineering duties as Overseer of Abzu (southeast Africa), where the first
Anunnaki gold mines were located. The difference in temperament between the divine brothers Enki and
Enlil - and the sibling rivalry that it engendered - sowed the seeds of potential discord that subsequently
erupted as '"the Wars of the Gods.'"

Preface
AT THE OUTSET I wish to declare that I am not an anthropologist.
I am, however, deeply interested in mythology. What fascinates me about the
mythic tradition is that it has proven to be an effective way of preserving important
archetypal images and ideas for thousands of years, merely through oral
transmission down the generations. Like nursery rhymes imbibed in early childhood,
a myth once heard is never forgotten, even if a few minor details get added or
subtracted along the way.
In this respect I perceive myths as organic time capsules of the tribal
superconscious. More precisely they are a semiotic time-travel device: “reality
spores” designed to survive aeons of incomprehension or indifference, only to
germinate anew as soon as favourable conditions occur. To bring the stories back to
life, you only have to add the water of empathy, of emotive resonance. Of course, it
helps greatly if you also have “genetic access” to the stories. For each story, like a
life, has its own specific genealogy. But in the end, all stories can be traced to a
single source - the Mother Lode of Stories - which I comprehend as the deep
memory of the Earth herself.
MYTHOLOGY, folklore, and grandmothers' tales are by definition non-logical story
forms, meaningless to the rational mind and subject to no “scientific proof.”
Characters tend to appear and disappear without rhyme or reason, and their actions
and reactions are generally an unfathomable mystery - until one adds the essential
ingredient, subjectivity. The fact that “mystery” and “myth” both contain the key
word my is highly instructive. One has to own them, take personal possession of
these transpersonal, extra-dimensional truths, before they yield their secret kernel of
meaning. More specifically, one has to incorporate the mythic system into one's
vision quest, so that the sense of revelation which follows the sudden flash of insight
becomes an intensely intimate experience. For whom does the bell toll, if not
yourself?
In attempting to piece together the few Temuan myth fragments that I chanced
upon, I have had to apply a liberal amount of interpretative glue. It is certainly not
my intention to present this as some sort of “definitive” Temuan gospel. The shreds
of tribal lore that have survived, at least amongst the Temuan I know, are too
tattered and incomplete to reconstitute into any meaningful whole - unless one
matches them with myth fragments from other native traditions. But essentially I
just want to share my own insights and opinions - and the exquisite tingle of quiet
excitement that each discovery brought - with whomsoever may be interested.
The gods and heroes of antiquity are, in truth, fragments of our own mystery, our
own unfolding story in space and time. We need only take the initiative to reclaim
them from the myopia of our throwaway consumer culture and the self-destructive
forgetfulness of our times.

Introduction
SINCE 1992 I have lived amongst the Temuan - one of eighteen Orang Asli tribes
indigenous to Peninsular Malaysia and officially classified as “Austronesian” or “ProtoMalay” (though the latter term has recently fallen out of academic favour). Their
ancestral hunting grounds once covered much of the central portion of the Malay
peninsula (known in antiquity as the Chersonese of Gold).
Gunung Raja (the Royal Mountain), which marks the boundary between the states
of Selangor and Pahang, is revered as pusat negri or “the navel of the nation.”
Temuan creation myths invariably name Gunung Raja as the birthplace of the
present human race, Manusia.
The word temuan derives from temu, to meet. It means a crossroads or
convergence or a plateau where all faces of a mountain meet. Bukit Temuan, two
kilometres northeast of Kuala Kubu Baru, once bore a major Temuan settlement.
Loggers have now desecrated the hill and it bleeds red earth after every heavy
downpour.
There is every likelihood that the Temuan are actually a synthetic group, a genetic
fusion of several aboriginal tribes with Sumatran and Javanese migrants. The
Temuan language can be considered the original Negri Malay dialect believed to have
been imported from Jambi, southeastern Sumatra - but, bearing in mind that the
entire Malay Archipelago was actually a continuous landmass before the rising of the
seas, the greater likelihood is that Malay was already a well-established lingua franca
in the region. Its Sanskrit derivations probably pre-date the Majapahit Empire of the
13th to 15th centuries. The modern Bahasa used in Indonesia and Malaysia has a
grammatical sophistication acquired from more recent Arabic and Anglo-European
influences. Despite many unanswered (and perhaps unanswerable) questions
surrounding paleo-anthropological research in this region where climatic conditions,
political sensitivities, and economic priorities conspire against systematic excavation
and the preservation of artifacts, it is difficult not to conclude that the Temuan are
indeed the taproot of the Malay race. Their own traditions speak distinctly of their
ancestral linkages.
A popular Temuan story with many variations tells of two brothers who attended a
gathering of the Earth tribes in “the age of grace when humans understood the
speech of animals.” On their way home a storm broke and capsized their vessel.
Abang (the elder) grabbed his blowpipe before plunging into the raging waves and
swimming to shore. Adik (the younger) managed to save only a sacred scroll. But
that was enough to give him the upper hand over Abang, who remained a huntergatherer while Adik acquired book-learning, institutionalized religion, and the ability
to write new laws.
Adik also recorded in writing many of the original Temuan “bedside stories”
featuring archetypal animal characters like Sang Kancil (Mousedeer), Sang Buaya
(Crocodile), and Sang Harimau (Tiger) - which read like a tropical version of Kenneth
Grahame's Wind in the Willows and have become an important element of
mainstream Malay folk culture.
EVEN WITH my modest command of Malay, I found it easy to converse with the
Temuan elders on a variety of topics, ranging from ancient traditions to current
affairs. Unfortunately, by the time I got accepted as an honorary member (or at least
a trusted friend) of the tribe, there were very few elders left who remembered the
old stories, or who had sufficient breath left to tell them. Initially some seemed a
little reticent, being unused to questions about their tribal heritage. The fear of being
exploited or ridiculed by outsiders was understandably prevalent. However their
attitude towards me changed from mild curiosity to genuine warmth when I

performed the nuptial rites with Anoora Chapek in June, 1995. Suddenly I was
family, and they were eager to educate me about their worldview and their immense
knowledge of the jungle. (The melodramatic ups and downs of sharing a hut with my
newly acquired jungle punk “princess” deserves some sort of documentation, but the
story is better suited to a soap-opera or sit-com rather than a speculative
mythology!)
Within the last few years so many of the older folk have died, I am grateful to
have known them just long enough to hear a mere handful of Temuan tales. “We
have many more stories,” said Anoora's favourite uncle, Diap Anak Kutup, with a sad
smile, “but not much time left to tell them.”
Mak Wan, whose official name was Buntal (Puffer Fish), was a medicine woman
and second wife of Diap. Like her husband, she had a long history of gastritis and
tuberculosis, and was always too ill to talk. Whenever I visited her in her ramshackle
hut or in the district hospital, she would gaze at me with a weary sigh: “Everything's
breaking down, especially this rickety old body.” Sometimes I could offer little cheer
apart from reminding her that in the spirit world one knows no pain or suffering.
Other times I would offer her the small solace of some throat lozenges (she had
acquired a taste for Fisherman's Friend) or a gift miniature of cognac (which she at
first mistook for an embrocation). She was very grateful for an old blanket and
pullover donated by urbanite friends.
One evening she arrived at her sister-in-law Indah's house to watch television (on
an archaic black-and-white set powered by a car battery) and found the floor already
full. I made room for her and she shuffled over with a broad, toothless grin. When
she had settled in comfortably she patted me on the shoulder and announced: “This
one is like a son to me!” I shall never forget the warm glow and sense of honour I
felt. It was the first gesture of genuine acceptance from the tribe.
In early 1994 Mak Wan returned to her home village in Pahang. She took ill again
and was admitted to the hospital in Raub. She expired soon after being discharged,
while chatting quietly with her husband, When I heard the news I had a fleeting
vision of her as a vivacious woman of 30, the veritable belle of her village. Diap was
utterly inconsolable. It transpired that the witchy old Mak Wan had cast a love spell
on him, to keep him faithful (well-known flirt that he was); and the spell could only
be broken by jampi (medicine) more powerful than Mak Wan's. The resident shaman
of Pertak Village, Sibin Aus, was unable to relieve Diap's broken heart.
ONE MORNING I found the old man wheezing and heaving outside Indah's shanty. I
took Diap to see a doctor who prescribed some pills to ease his breathing, saying
there was little else that could be done, since Diap's lungs were almost completely
collapsed. When I asked Diap if he wanted to be admitted to the hospital he
vehemently shook his head. He had recently spent about two months in government
hospitals, and was sick of doctors and their arbitrary prescriptions. (I was aghast to
discover that poor Diap had been erroneously issued massive doses of heart
medication when, in fact, his heart had never been the problem, “broken” though it
be.) Indah and her sister Minah chided me for not being firmer with Diap, whom they
regarded as being unnecessarily manja (demanding of affection and attention). Both
sisters were tired of looking after the old man and wanted him off their hands, at
least for a few days.
“Oh, let him stay here in familiar surroundings,” I pleaded. “He may not have
much time left.” Twelve hours later (on Valentine's Day, 1997) Diap Anak Kutup was
reunited with his beloved Mak Wan. At his funeral I heard the wali (guardian of
ceremonial protocol) address Diap's spirit by his esoteric name:
“Seri Pagi! Wake up! Wake up!” the wali commanded, whipping the freshly
covered burial mound with a bundle of leaves. “Come on, don't be tardy, get up now!

This isn't your home anymore! We've made a temporary shelter for you, stocked
with everything you might need before you fly off to the mountain to rejoin your
ancestors on Pulau Buah. So don't hang around here bothering the living, do you
hear? We bid you a speedy journey home, Seri Pagi!”
With that the funeral service was over. As we made our slow way back to the
village, I asked Indah why the wali had called Diap by a different name. “Seri Pagi is
his true name,” Indah explained. “He was given that name at birth and now he must
reclaim it.” Seri Pagi. Morning Glory? Glorious Morning? In either case, a beautiful
name for a such a noble and romantic being.
I HAD APPROACHED Seri Pagi many times with a gentle request for permission to
document some of his stories. “You must do it for the sake of your grandchildren and
their grandchildren,” I told him. “Each of us has a duty to fulfill before we depart the
physical world, and I feel that this is yours.”
Often he would smile apologetically and a look of unutterable fatigue would cross
his weathered but still-handsome features. “It's been so long, I don't know if I can
remember that much,” he would begin. Then a mischievous twinkle would flash in his
eyes: “Maybe if I had a little drink, it might help my memory!” Well, he wasn't
supposed to imbibe. Alcohol aggravated his ulcers and after each binge he would be
in bad shape for days.
Once in a while, his sisters Indah and Minah would forget their pledge to keep Seri
Pagi from temptation, and an evening of jollity fueled by a bottle or two of toddy (a
coconut palm wine popular with working-class Indians) would ensue, leading to
spirited reminiscences and the recounting of many long-forgotten stories. I was lucky
to be present at several of these sessions, and what little I have gleaned from Seri
Pagi, Mak Minah, and their brother Utat has been augmented by valuable
contributions and commentary from Penengah Apak Busu Pegoi (who balik Pulau departed for the Isle of Fruits - on 30 April 1998, at ninety the oldest man in Pertak
Village), his wife Piah Agok, and their eldest son Utih.
Another willing and eloquent informant was Nadi Pak Empok, master of the
pantun (a humorous poetic form akin to the limerick) - who, to our great distress,
suffered a stroke in October 1996, and expired exactly one week after Seri Pagi's
departure. Indah's husband Rasid Aus was a great help with confirming names and
verifying certain information. His elder brother Sibin Aus, resident shaman of Pertak,
provided a few marvellously lucid insights during his sober moments.
One gets the feeling that, as individuals, the Temuan don't pretend to understand
their own legends. The mere act of remembering “the stories grandma used to tell”
appears to magically enliven their tribal semangat (spirit). Long may it live.
I dedicate this work to them. And to their grandchildren's grandchildren. And, of
course, to Ahau Ben (firstborn of my sacred union with Anoora) who arrived on the
Vernal Equinox of 1996.

Origins of Manusia

THERE ARE NUMEROUS STORIES of how Manusia (Humanity) came to be, but none
can be regarded as definitive. Mak Minah’s version is so similar to the one recounted
in Genesis that my first thought was to discount it as an authentic Temuan creation
myth. Perhaps Mak Minah’s grandmother had heard the tale from a Christian or
Muslim missionary and subsequently incorporated it into her repertoire of bedtime
stories.
But wasn’t it equally possible that Mak Minah’s version was true to the spirit of a
universal creation myth that eventually made its way into Judaeo-Christian and
Islamic belief systems via Mesopotamia?
Creation of Manusia (Version 1: Mak Minah) Tuhan (God) made Manusia out of
tanah liat (clay). Then he breathed his Spirit into the clay figure and it came to life.
When Tuhan saw that the first Man was lonely, he decided to make him a
companion. So Tuhan put a deep sleep upon his creature and removed a rib from the
lower part of his rib cage. Out of this Tuhan fashioned Woman.
Creation of Manusia (Version 2: Sibin Aus) Tuhan came upon two punai (pinkcollared green pigeon) eggs in a nest and mistook them for unripe fruits. Every day
he looked in on the nest to see if the “fruits” were ripening. Finally the day came
when the eggs hatched and he was delighted to see two baby pigeons cheeping in
their nest. “Ha! These are very special fruits indeed!” Tuhan exclaimed, inspired by
the apparent miracle. “Perhaps that’s the way to create children of my own: I need
to implant my own seed in an egg and incubate it till it hatches!”
Tuhan’s first experiment produced a male offspring, which he called Manusia, or
Human. Then he remembered there were two baby pigeons in the nest and they had
seemed so happy together. Tuhan tried out the “eggs-periment” again and an
identical being was hatched.
“Hmm,” Tuhan mused, “We might have to introduce the concept of gender at this
point if my project is to evolve beyond the embryonic stage.”
He decided to give each Human an egg to swallow. The first one gagged on the
egg, which got stuck halfway down his throat. The second one swallowed the egg
without difficulty and it came to rest in his abdomen, just below the belly button.
Immediately he grew breasts and was ready to be impregnated.
“Oh, oh,” Tuhan said, “We’d better call this one a She!” (Sibin chuckled and added
that some people believe the first woman was actually created out of one of the first
man’s ribs. He then rolled up his singlet and pointed at the missing rib in his rib
cage. “And there’s the proof!” he quipped.)

Tuhan & Iblis (God & Devil): Creation & Design

ACCORDING TO SIBIN AUS, the first humans which Tuhan made were like patong
(dolls) with no discernible facial or bodily features. They were, if truth be told,
extremely crude and primitive. Iblis (or Hablis, as Sibin pronounces it) came along
and shook his head. “Not bad,” he said, “but I have a few suggestions, if you don’t
mind my interfering.”
Tuhan raised an eyebrow and stroked his chin. “Well, show me what you have in
mind.” Iblis set to work and soon the human was endowed with eyes and ears and
nose and mouth and fingers and toes... and genitals.
Tuhan had to concede that Iblis had truly succeeded in making a good thing even
better. “Great stuff,” Tuhan said, patting Iblis on the back. “From now on, let’s work
as a team. I’ll handle the Creation, you take care of the Design!”
And this is why Manusia, while essentially godly, is also always somewhat
diabolical.
SIBIN’S ACCOUNT resonates with the universal myth of the Hero Twins, who appear
in Mesopotamian lore as Enki and Enlil (Enuma Elish); in Mayan cosmomythology
(Popol Vuh) as Hunahpu and Xbalanque. The Hero Twins manifest as Gilgamesh and
Enkidu in Mesopotamia; Castor and Pollux in Greece; and as Romulus and Remus in
Italy. Norse legends have Loki and Thor in the rôle of the Hero Twins. Leonardo da
Vinci’s famous twin paintings, Virgin of the Rocks, mysteriously depict the Holy
Infants as a pair of royal twins; and, closer to home, the Jah Hut tribe of Peninsular
Malaysia attribute the creation of Adamic man to the rival deities, Ebrahil and
Peruman.
But why twins? Is there a long-forgotten truth to be gleaned about bi-polarity as the
basis of creation? Does our Sun have an invisible twin? Does the Milky Way galaxy
have a twin in Andromeda? Is this why everyone seems to be in perpetual search of
a Twin Flame?

After the Deluge

THERE WAS A GREAT FLOOD that covered the whole world with raging waters.
Nobody can say how long ago it happened. Many, many thousands of years ago that much is certain. Before that, the old legends say, the earth was connected to
the sky. There was a great ladder or stairway used by the gods. A few humans with
magical charms or secret knowledge were said to have climbed the heavenly
stairway. The gods were our creators and they once walked on Tanah Tujuh, which is
the name of this world. Then something terrible happened and the stairway was
broken or sealed off. From then on the gods could only speak to us through dreams.
Diap Anak Kutup was the Keeper of the Tribal Archives. After his death, his sisters
Indah and Minah told me this tale which they heard from their brother:
“At Gunung Pelului you can still see the petrified remains of our divine ancestors Mamak and Inak Bongsu and their youngest child - surrounded by huge stone
bolsters, thrones, beds, and bowls. When the child overdosed on the delicious but
deadly fruit of the bertam palm and died (puking profusely and leaving a trail of fastsprouting thorny palms whose leaves we now weave into thatch for our roofs),
Mamak and Inak Bongsu realized they no longer enjoyed immortality. Experiencing
grief for the first time, they fell into a deathly swoon and became part of the
landscape.”
What terrible thing happened that caused the connection between Heaven and
Earth to be severed?
“Please don't be offended,” Indah and Minah said, “but the gods found that
humans had soiled the stairway with menstrual blood.”
Menstrual blood? Herein lies that old patriarchal fascination with and fear of the
secret workings of women's wombs: the origin of all sexual taboos, the fall from
grace precipitated by the knowledge of carnality, of “good and evil.” Herein lies the
dualism and schizophrenia engendered by the animality of biological reproduction,
the famous fig leaf syndrome! Was humanity's “loss of innocence” merely our entry
into psychic puberty and self-consciousness, our initiation into sexual awareness,
and the accompanying moral confusion which has marred (or at least marked) our
evolution to this day?
FOR A VERY LONG TIME everything was underwater. Then, very slowly the waters
subsided. Eventually the top of the tallest gaharu (eaglewood) tree on Gunung Raja
was exposed. Two figures clung to the tree. They were Mamak Bongsu and Inak
Bongsu, brother and sister, also husband and wife. They were the Father and Mother
of all human beings. Feeding on the soggy pulp of the gaharu tree, they waited for
the waters to reveal the land below. Only when they could see dry ground did they
descend.
For a while they made their home on the slopes of Gunung Raja. As more land
appeared around them, they decided to explore the next hill. While resting near the
top of this hill, Inak Bongsu felt an itch on her head. She began to scratch and two
large ticks (kutu) fell out of her hair. They were busy mating. Intrigued, she called to
Mamak Bongsu, who came over to watch. “That looks like fun,” Inak Bongsu said.
Mamak Bongsu wasted no time carrying out the experiment. Emulating the
copulating ticks, he mounted his sister-wife. That's how there came to be so many
people in this world. And that hill is known as Bukit Kutu.
After a few generations had passed, it occurred to Tuhan (God) that some sort of
edict against incest was required, to minimize the negative effects of genetic
regression. And so it came to pass that incest was outlawed.

THE GREAT DELUGE is a mythic tale told by almost every tribe on Earth. It has been
recorded on Sumerian cuneiform tablets dating back more than 6,000 years and
subsequently paraphrased in the biblical story of Noah's Ark. Peruvian and
Mesoamerican legends speak of gods and giants who - “in a single night and a day” erected colossal cities and vast metallurgical and astronomical complexes. And in a
single night and a day, the legends say, these divine artifacts were destroyed by the
Great Waters.
Around 560 B.C. the Greek lawgiver Solon visited Egypt where he heard the tale
of a mighty civilization called Atlantis, which was destroyed in a series of violent
cataclysms culminating in 9,560 B.C. Plato recorded Solon's account in his Timaeus
and Critias. It is certain that such an event would have been linked to geophysical
upheavals on a planetary scale: massive earthquakes, tidal waves, unprecedented
floods, and the wild fluctuation or temporary collapse of the earth's magnetic field.
Geologists estimate that the Pleistocene Epoch lasted from 2,500,000 to
approximately 10,000 years ago - with several interglacial periods during which sea
levels rose dramatically as a result of melting glaciers and polar ice caps. Recent
geological evidence indicates a specific period around 10,800 B.C. when horrific
magnetic storms and unimaginable geophysical changes were visited upon the
planet. This “catastrophe theory” - first publicly propounded in 1950 by Immanuel
Velikovsky (Worlds in Collision, Ages in Chaos, etc.) - corresponds more or less with
arcane knowledge revealed in recent decades, when Andean and Himalayan mystery
schools (supervised by the Melchizedek Order, guardians of the portals of initiation
into universal mysteries) felt it was time to operate more openly.
Spiritual Messengers suddenly emerged in Peru and the Maya lands, proclaiming
the end of the Nine Hells - nearly five hundred years of Spanish Catholic rule - and
the beginning of a new Solar Age. Esoteric knowledge began to be widely
disseminated through best-selling paperback books and on countless Internet
websites. Housewives, secretaries, real estate agents, lawyers, and CEOs suddenly
became interested in their own etheric bodies, studying alternative healing methods
like Aromatherapy, Ch’i-qong, Reiki, Holistic Pulsing, and Emotional Releasing.
The world seems to be in for another Great Flood - this time of hitherto “classified”
information.

Mamak and Inak Bongsu

BY COMPARING various mythological scenarios with available archaelogical and
geological evidence, we may surmise that the Great Deluge reported in Temuan lore
occurred approximately 13,000 years ago.
As for the identity of Mamak and Inak Bongsu, the Temuan say that they are the
human form of Tuhan (the Supreme God) on Earth.
Although their spiritual worldview has generally been termed Animism, they
clearly believe that all spirits originate from one Great Spirit who is simply known as
Tuhan or the Lord. The Aztecs mistook the bearded, pale-faced conquistador
Hernando Cortés for their bearded, fair-skinned god Quetzalcoatl, And the Malays until as recently as the Second World War - addressed the white colonists of Malaya
as “Tuan” (a contraction of “Tuhan”). Interestingly, when you repeat the word tuhan
rapidly, you begin to hear the word hantu, which means ghost or spirit. (We are
reminded that the third aspect of the Christian trinity is called the Holy Ghost, the
Holy Spirit, the Paraclete or the Holy Breath. To stretch the point a little further,
tuhan also happens to be an anagram of hutan or forest - which, to the Orang Asli,
means Mother Nature or Home Sweet Home!)
“Tuhan, Hutan, and Hantu” may be the Holy Trinity of the Orang Asli - but, to
all intents and purposes, the Temuan regard Mamak Bongsu and Inak Bongsu as the
earthly form of Tuhan in both male and female aspects - and their seven children as
a sort of divine First Family from which all their bloodlines derive. I have heard Seri
Pagi use the phrase Mamak Bongsu Pancu Bunga Tuan Kecik to express the
relationship of the Temuan to their tutelary gods, whose earthly home is (or was)
Gunung Raja.
Pancu Bunga, like most mythological names, has a literal as well as metaphorical
meaning. Literally, it is the flowery spray seen at the top of high waterfalls which
produces rainbows when it catches the sunlight. Metaphorically, pancu bunga
suggests the fountain of all inspiration, the source of all designs and patterns (in the
batik dyeing tradition, for example, the word bunga refers to the leitmotiv, the
repeat pattern on the fabric).
Bongsu is a term of endearment reserved for the youngest in the family. Mamak
and Inak Bongsu can either be taken to mean that both are the youngest gods in an
unnamed pantheon - or that they qualified for the name when their seventh child
was born.
The paradoxical question of divine singularity versus plurality is simply accepted
for what it is - a paradox. The One God becomes the Many and vice versa. Tuan
Kecik literally means Junior or Tiny God. Taken as a metaphor, it refers perhaps to
the God-Within-All-Beings (in modern parlance, the Sacred Fractal or Holy
Hologram).
Indeed the basis of Animism is found in the etymology of the Latin word anima
which means soul, life-giving force, the consciousness or spirit within all material
phenomena. Carl Gustav Jung, the great psychoanalytical thinker, used the term
anima to describe the “true inner self” reflecting archetypal ideals imprinted in the
“collective unconscious” or tribal psyche.
The animist thus perceives and reveres the indwelling spirit or individual
consciousness behind all material forms, whether they be regarded as mineral,
vegetable, animal - or as macro-elemental manifestations like earthquakes,
thunderstorms, floods, and diseases. When someone falls ill, the animist wonders
what malignant spirit (hantu) has taken temporary possession of the person.
Meanwhile, the scientist wonders what bacterium or virus is to be blamed for the
symptoms. Same belief system, different terminologies.

But germs can be seen under a microscope, the scientific materialist argues. Well,
any tribal shaman in a trance (and a great majority of ordinary tribal folk under
certain conditions) can see and identify specific spirits or hantu, using a faculty which
urbanized humanity seems, for the most part, to have lost.

Seeing Beyond 3D

ANOORA’S STEPFATHER Rasid Aus, a quiet, thoughtful chap in his early forties who
seems as comfortable with the past as he is with the present, often sees apparitions.
He would describe, almost casually, the assorted hideous forms he encountered the
night before while doing his rounds as a security guard in a nearby youth training
centre. Other times Rasid would warn me about the vampire spirits (pontianak) that
occasionally popped up in the area. But he was also sensitive to benign spirits. Soon
after Ahau was born, Rasid informed me that he had seen two ethereal female forms
guarding the infant boy in his sleep. It was a lovely image, and I supposed at first
that it was Rasid's way of communicating his feelings about Ahau being an honoured
guest of his tribe.
A few days later, Anoora's uncle Utat told me he had seen two beautiful women in
a dream, watching lovingly over Ahau. I asked Utat if he had heard Rasid's report,
and he looked even more pleased. “See, Rasid also saw them! That's very good!”
Utat grinned. I wasn't surprised to learn that Utat is reputed to be fairly chummy
with the Orang Halus (elves) of Bukit Secocol. Indeed, he finally admitted, after
much gentle teasing over the years, that he was “married” to a beautiful elf-maiden
– which explains why he has remained a bachelor all his life. No mortal female,
according to Utat, can compare with the Orang Halus when it comes to pulchritude!
The word halus means gentle, refined, or noble. Once upon a time, the Orang
Halus were regarded as angels, or at least “good fairies.” When Manusia
(humankind) became more and more kasar (coarse or ignoble) and began
desecrating nature, the Halus felt offended, as they had to keep moving into the
subtler dimensions. These days the Temuan are generally afraid of the mischief a
bunch of disgruntled Halus can do. They tell stories about people who suffer terrible
mishaps or die suddenly of incurable jungle fevers soon after they did something
offensive to the Halus. (Many years ago, a public works department worker ignored
warnings about a huge yellow rock in the Selangor River. He proceeded to carry out
some engineering operation on the rock. Within minutes he was feeling delirious with
fever, and within hours he was dead. The yellow rock, apparently, was a popular
Halus hangout. No one has dared disturb it since - though what has become of it
since dam construction began is anybody’s guess. Perhaps the rock now rests
beneath the steel-reinforced concrete bridge that claimed at least three lives during
its construction?)
When I was looking for a possible site to build Anoora her own little hut, Utat
gravely suggested that I pick another spot. Why? “Jangan marah,” he began,
sounding very humble. “Don't be angry, but that is part of an Halus processional
pathway.” I thanked him for the information. I realised I had in fact been drawn to
that particular spot because of its magical feel. Privately I felt that the elves and
fairies wouldn't mind the three-dimensional presence of a small hut inhabited by
friendly humans. However, I could understand the Temuan's fear of offending their
bi'hiang (unseen) neighbours. When I subsequently chose another spot for Anoora’s
hut a little further up the slope, Utat had no objection.
A few months later, Utat and his second cousin Selindar Babot were forced to
abandon their forest dwelling when a punai (pink-collared green pigeon) flew into
their sleeping quarters. For more than three months Utat and Selindar had to bunk
down with Indah and Rasid. I asked Utat what it was all about, and all he would say
was, “The punai is a very ill omen.” He seemed very shaken by the whole thing. I
found it hard to accept that all it took to scare them was for a pigeon to fly into their
hut. “Surely,” I probed, “this sort of thing happens quite often?”
Utat's reply was terse: “It was no ordinary pigeon.”

After a certain period of pantang (taboo) had elapsed, Utat and Selindar quietly
moved back into their home. Only quite recently, about a year after the incident, did
I manage to extract from Utat what exactly it was that had spooked him and
Selindar. It was a hantu seburu (spirit hunter), disguised as a pigeon. Or perhaps the
poor bird was only seeking refuge from the invisible predator. The best thing that
arose from this incident was that it forced Utat - who is extremely shy, almost to the
point of being a recluse - to stay within chatting distance for a few months, so that I
could tap him for esoteric information.
“Sounds like the jungle is full of unseen dangers,” I commented.
“It gets worse,” Utat said without elaboration.
“Do you mean the spirits were much friendlier in the old days?”
Utat nodded.
“Is this because we have been encroaching on their world with our bulldozers and
military exercises and so on?” I ventured.
Utat favoured me with a thin smile, as if to say, “Clever boy!”
I felt an important point had been established. “Well, so many hills have been
levelled, so much forest felled, and now all we see are residential estates, factories,
new townships... does this mean the spirits have had to flee? Or are they still around
somewhere?”
Even as I asked the question, the answer was already forming in my thoughts.
What the Orang Asli (aboriginal tribes) call “spirits” others call “magnetic field
disturbances.” When someone is stricken with sakit hutan (jungle fever), the Orang
Asli say he must have done something to offend some guardian spirit. Allopathic
doctors would say a mystery virus got him. It was suddenly clear to me that no
matter what terminology one preferred, Nature had her own way of resolving
ecosystemic imbalances caused by human greed and insensitivity - whether through
inclement climatic changes, pestilent diseases spread by unknown viral strains, or
simply letting us drive one another berserk to the point of full-scale biological,
climatological or nuclear warfare.

Spiral Stairway to the Sky

BEFORE THE GREAT DELUGE, long before the birth of humankind, the gods were able
to descend to Earth on a spiral stairway connecting the Underworld to the Heavenly
Realms. Who were these gods? They were the progenitors of our earliest ancestors of whom no one may speak without experiencing terrible confusion, for they existed
before language was used to divide rather than unify. But without these gods
nothing would exist, not even the sky nor the earth itself...
In 1972 a geneticist from Oregon State University, Adela Baer, recorded a
Temuan myth fragment which explains why the Malay peninsula has been spared
serious earthquakes: Malaya, being “the place of origin and dispersal of the human
species,” has only seen one major cataclysm when “the land split up and separated
the grandchildren of [Mamak and Inak Bongsu] into different land masses of the
world.”
IT WAS TUHAN (God) who created Tanah Tujuh to be His earthly abode.
Tanah Tujuh is our dense physical world, the meeting place of stone and star. Our
world has had many lives. It has died and been born again. And again. And again.
This is the fourth world since the beginning of Time. (On checking this point with Mak
Minah, she said she had heard of only one previous apocalypse, even though I
distinctly recall hearing her brother Seri Pagi speak of four great cycles of creation
and destruction on Tanah Tujuh. But, then, keeping count isn’t exactly Mak Minah’s
forte.)
Utat says: “A long, long time ago, the Orang Halus (elven folk) offered our people
the chance to leave with them to a higher world. Our nenek-moyang (ancestors)
called it Tanah Sejuk (the Cold Land). They were warned that Tanah Tujuh would
soon become Tanah Panas (the Hot Land) and life would be a real struggle. They
said it would get harder and harder to cross over. But only half the tribes wanted to
leave Tanah Tujuh. We are descendants of the ones who stayed. The ones who loved
Tanah Tujuh and felt that we had a special destiny here. Our ancestors said that
when the Orang Asli are no longer performing their duties as Guardians of the
Sacred Sites, the whole world will be overturned and destroyed. A new world will
arise. Already the signs can be seen. But we are not afraid. Tuhan loves his children,
and all those who remember their source are Tuhan's children. We shall shed our
baju (physical bodies, earthly clothes) and live happy and free on Pulau Buah (the
Isle of Fruits). They say on Pulau Buah no one goes hungry, nor feels pain and
sorrow. All families will be reunited, from the beginning to the end.”

How the Moon Tricked the Sun and Won the Night
THE SUN AND THE MOON were colleagues and rivals in heaven. The Sun was
excitable, showy and hotheaded while the Moon was cool and calm and fairly
compassionate. They both had lots of children who cluttered the sky with a great
clamour.
The Moon noticed that the Sun’s offspring were fiery and hotheaded like their
father. They caused the Earth to be so hot and troubled that no crops would grow,
and Manusia was in serious danger of starvation. The Moon went into meditation and
devised an ingenious plan: She hid all her children on her dark side and began to
bulge visibly. The Sun came along and was amazed. “Hey, where’s your brood?” the
Sun asked. “And how come you’re all alone?”
The Moon burped and answered with a broad grin: “I ate them and they were
absolutely delicious!”
The Sun, not to be outdone, immediately followed suit and devoured his children,
every last one of them, until he too shone alone in the sky. Whereupon the Moon
laughed and brought her little ones out from hiding and sent them out to play all
over the night sky, where they turned into Stars. The Sun was furious but it was too
late. He was all alone now and incapable of burning up the Earth with his hot temper.
And every Night, the Earth would cool down enough for crops to grow and
Manusia flourished from then on, thanks to the Moon’s cleverness and kindness.

Perah the Sacred Nut

BEFORE THE DAYS when they could go to a shop and buy cooking oil with money,
the Temuan depended on the perah nut which produces a delicious, fragrant oil when
dried and pounded and boiled into a paste and then smoked for a week in sealed
bamboo tubes. The nut comes from a tropical hardwood much prized by the timber
industry. It's becoming rarer and rarer to find a perah tree nearby since logging
became a lucrative business. From afar you can spot a flowering perah by its striking
red-orange-pink leaves. This usually means the nuts are already growing. The
Temuan are particularly sad to see loggers cut down the perah trees.
Indah explained: “We use the perah nut in so many ways. Boiled, it can be eaten
like a cempedak or jackfruit seed. Powdered, it can be mixed with vegetables and
fried - very tasty. And, of course, the perah nut was an essential source of cooking
oil for our great-grandparents. We never chop down the perah tree, even though its
wood is excellent for building. We believe that the perah was a special legacy from
Inak Bongsu. When it came time for her to depart the Earth, she chose the form of
the perah tree as an emblem of her eternal blessing. The perah grows in great
abundance on the slopes of Gunung Raja. It's a very sacred tree to us. We must
sayang (cherish) the perah.”

Sulung and the Mango Tree

BUAH MACANG is a green-skinned, slightly acrid and very fibrous wild mango that
tastes delicious with a dip of sweet, black soy-sauce and red-hot chilli peppers. Mak
Minah tells a surrealistic tale of how this humble species of mango came to have
such a distinctive flower.
Sulung, the firstborn child of Mamak and Inak Bongsu, found a heap of fallen buah
macang under a tree. He sat down and began to peel one. It was blemished with
worm trails, so he tossed it away and started on another. More worm trails! Sulung
threw away the mango and picked up yet another. They all had worm trails, every
single one. Terribly frustrated by now, Sulung decided he had to obtain the juiciestlooking and ripest mango from the very top of the tree. Gazing up he realized that
the fruit was tantalizingly out of reach. He tried every method he could think of to
bring down the fruit he desired. Finally, Sulong found himself transformed into a
flower blooming at the crown of the macang tree. His powerful desire became its
sensuous perfume; his disappointment, its acid taste.
Is there a moral to the story?
“Well, he shouldn't have made such a big fuss over a few worm trails,” said Mak
Minah.

Ogres and Giants
“There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that,
when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they
bare children to them, the same became mighty men, which were
of old, men of renown.” (Genesis 6:4)

WERE MAMAK AND INAK Bongsu giants?
“No, they were like us,” Mak Minah insisted. “But there was a race of ogres who
suddenly appeared and caused a lot of trouble.”
Who were these ogres? Mak Minah could only say they came from “somewhere
else, perhaps from across the ocean.”
Megasi - that's what the Temuan call these ogres which appear in Malay folklore
as Gergasi - man-eating giants who weren't particularly intelligent. Rather like the
Cyclops of Greek mythology who, though feared and loathed, often bore the brunt of
much bawdy humour. In archaeology, the gigantic stone walls of very ancient cities
found in Mesopotamia, Mycenaea, Peru, and Mesoamerica have been labelled
“cyclopean.” And justifiably so, for all the local folk legends testify that these
incredible constructions were indeed the work of a giant race.
Mak Minah tells an amusing story about Inak Bongsu's abduction by a Megasi, and
how Mamak Bongsu contrived to rescue her. (This brings to mind the Hindu epic
Ramayana, which tells of Sita's abduction by Ravana, king of the Raksasas, and how
Rama secured her safe release with the help of the warrior-monkey Hanuman). A
great many details are missing from Mak Minah's account (she is more of a singer
than a storyteller) and the only bit she remembers with great relish is when Mamak
Bongsu transforms himself into a bamboo rat and hides amidst a grove of tender
young shoots - a favourite snack of the Megasi when humans are unavailable.
When Mamak Bongsu hears the female giant’s heavy tread approaching, he
attracts her attention by going “Whooo-ooo-whooo-ooo” in a very musical voice. The
ogress is intrigued by this phenomenon: “How enchanting! The bamboo can sing!”
she exclaims. Kneeling by the bamboo clump with her rump in the air, she tries to
locate the source of the mysterious music. Whereupon Mamak Bongsu shapeshifts
into a kumbang (carpenter bee) and buzzes straight into her huge vulva. Once
inside, Mamak Bongsu stings her and her abdomen swells up.
Later her husband questions the ogress about her huge belly, and she declares
that she has been impregnated by an enchanted clump of singing bamboo. (To this
day, bamboo groves called buloh hibut or buloh perindu are known to sing
enchantingly in the strong wind.)
Mamak Bongsu patiently waits till the Megasi’s husband has gone out hunting.
Then he begins to slash at her stomach lining with his parang (it is unclear how he
manages to smuggle a machete into her maw while disguised as a carpenter bee).
Feeling sharp, stabbing pains in her belly, the ogress begins to roar, “Arrrgh,
stomach upset, must shit right away!” The ogress squats to relieve herself and, in
the process, Mamak Bongsu finds himself being forced out of her gargantuan
backside. Thinking fast, Mamak Bongsu removes his teeth and hair (no problem for
an experienced shapeshifter) so that the Megasi thinks she has just given birth to a
baby ogre.
“Hah! How lovely, my own little baby!” the ogress chuckles, and begins fussing
over the “infant” Mamak Bongsu, cuddling the little tyke and tossing it in the air with
whoops of delight. Then the Megasi notices that something is amiss and a deep

frown furrows her enormous brow. At this point the ogress sings a crude little ditty
which Mak Minah performs for me with risible glee:
Lambung tinggi-tinggi
Sampai hatap-hatap;
Belum temu gigi,
Berbulu lubang pantat!

Toss (the baby) high
Right up to the roof;
No sign of any teeth yet
But, oh, such hairy pubes!

No doubt the story ends happily with Mamak Bongsu killing the broody ogress,
bushwhacking her husband and despatching him, and then freeing his beloved Inak
Bongsu - but Mak Minah was so taken with the ogress's song, she kept repeating it
over and over amidst peals of laughter from her audience, till everyone forgot that
the tale wasn't quite done yet.
Nevertheless, it's cheering to know that the man-eating giants were eventually
defeated and exiled far, far away, “beyond the most distant seas.”
Interestingly, Hindu mythology also speaks of terrible wars between the gods and
the Asuras, a demonic race of warlike giants from a different world - a scenario
echoed in the folk myths of many other cultures on the face of Tanah Tujuh.

The A Bao A Qu Mystery

IN APRIL 1993 I received a strange request in the post. John Hagedorn - an
American educationist-cum-percussionist then based in Alexandria, Egypt - wrote
asking me to research the Malayan origins of the legend of “A Bao A Qu.” Hagedorn's
travel-writer colleague, Christopher Green, had unearthed this obscure tale from
Jorge Luis Borges's 1967 Book of Imaginary Beings.
Borges claimed he had found the “A Bao A Qu” story in the appendix of C.C.
Iturvuru's 1937 treatise, On Malay Witchcraft. I finally tracked down Borges's version
of the “A Bao A Qu” story in the University of Malaya library - so I can vouch for the
reliability of Green's succinct summary of this hoary tale:
To see the most lovely landscape in the world, a traveller must climb the Tower of
Victory in Chitor [Green says he found on a map of India a town named Chitor.]
A winding staircase gives access to the circular terrace on top, but only those who do
not believe in the legend dare climb the tower.
On the stairway there has lived since the beginning of time a being sensitive to the many
shades of the human soul known as A Bao A Qu. It sleeps until the approach of a traveller
and some secret life within it begins to glow and its translucent body begins to stir.
As the traveller climbs the stairs, the being regains consciousness and follows at the
traveller's heels, becoming more intense in bluish color and coming closer to perfection.
But it achieves its ultimate form only at the topmost step, and only when the traveller is
one who has already attained Nirvana, whose acts cast no shadows.
Otherwise, the being hesitates at the final step and suffers at its inability to achieve
perfection [“Its moan is a barely audible sound, something like the rustling of silk.”] It
tumbles to the first step as the traveller climbs down and collapses weary and shapeless,
awaiting the approach of the next traveller.
In the course of the centuries, A Bao A Qu has reached the terrace only once.

For some reason I felt sure that C.C. Iturvuru (what an amazing name!) had
heard the tale from an Orang Asli. The first person I asked happened to be Seri Pagi
(though I only knew him as Pak Diap then). I gave him a simplified rendering of the
A Bao A Qu legend and waited while the rusty gears of his memory whirred. His brow
furrowed and then he broke into a broad grin, exclaiming in triumph: “Abang Aku!
You mean Abang Aku!”
But of course. The way Orang Asli slur their vowels (especially in the states of
Negri Sembilan and Pahang), Iturvuru might well have heard it as “A Bao A Qu.” My
Elder Brother, Abang Aku.*
I felt a jolt of electrifying knowledge. Diap said he remembered hearing a story
similar to that when he was very young. It involved a spiral stairway connecting one
dimension to another. A stairway once used by visiting or incarnating stargods. They
say some got caught out by the calamitous closing of the interdimensional pathways.
Once brilliant stars in their own universe, they fell to Earth and became ensnared in
Time. Some of them ended up just like poor Abang Aku alias A Bao A Qu. A spirit
fragment of cosmos caught in the gravity of human karma; a glorious starbeing lying
inert at the bottom of the stairway to heaven, dependent on messy human destiny
for its own fulfilment.
Only one other Elder seemed to have heard of Abang Aku. Village shaman Sibin
Aus kept nodding sagely when I outlined the A Bao A Qu story to him. Then he
smiled and said, “My Elder Brother is a reference to the Orang Asli. Our spirit will not
be free until the younger races achieve nobility of purpose and purity of heart.”
Almost everyone, however, was familiar with the cryptic image of the long and
winding stairway to the most wonderful view on Earth.
THE A BAO A QU MYTH evoked images of chakras - energy spirals operating on
macro and micro levels - primordial forces attaining self-awareness, and nebulous

notions of some deep alchemical mystery - an H.P. Lovecraftian vision of the
strange, chthonic thoughtfields from which our familiar symbols sprout. “Abang Aku”
brought to mind the Great Old Ones, ancient squid-like beings central to Lovecraft’s
Chthulu tales.
(It also brought to mind Gurdjieff's “Kundabuffer:” this peculiar word was coined
in the 1920s by the Greek-Russian magician-philosopher, G.I. Gurdjieff, to explain
some “tragic flaw” in Man's genetic programme which condemns him to futile
lifetimes of Sisyphean struggle, forever slipping back into robotic animality just when
he's on the threshold of illumination.**
Some believe that this “Kundabuffer Effect” was deliberately installed by a
somewhat insecure Creator God (or gods), to retard the evolution of human
intelligence and thereby perpetuate a harnessible labour force on Earth. The Tower
of Babel story lends credence to this notion of an “Almighty Father-God” who, feeling
threatened by his mortal creatures' over-weening ambitions, confounds them with a
babble of tongues. Another scenario describes how humanity had its original 12strand DNA reduced to two, to confine our consciousness within the physical world.)
I sensed that the A Bao A Qu story offered a key insight into the magical
teachings of the Ancients. At some remote point in the infinite spiral of existence, an
aspect of Spirit found itself trapped in a Promethean nightmare loop of recurring
time.***
Only a self-realized and karma-free human could release the A Bao A Qu from its
eternal yearning for perfection.
The Tower of Victory. Victory over death? Despair? Futility? The magic column of
ascension, located in Chitor. Chita? Sanskrit for a quality difficult to define. (Citta
with two T’s means mindstuff, consciousness).
Chita or cita is closely related to cinta, romantic love - desire, emotions, feelings,
longing, love, aspiration. (It could also, by invoking homophonic licence, be a
slurring of cherita - nowadays spelled cerita - which means “story” in Malay.) In
effect one might describe chita as a poetic symbol for the Imagination, the Desiring
Mind. But this is assuming it is related to Chitor, the town named in the legend of A
Bao A Qu. And I assume it is, because myth is meant to be a malleable, dreamlike
substance.
The test of myth-entering keys lies in their emotive resonance when struck.
Substituting “Abang Aku” for “A Bao A Qu,” “Chita” and “cerita” for “Chitor,” and
“you” for “the traveller” - what do we get? A metaphysical conundrum that echoes in
some barely remembered attic of our unconscious. A vague feeling of déjà vu, of
“When did I dream this dream?” Was I the intrepid traveller, the hero, the messiah,
redeemer of gooey amorphous geeks? Or was I Abang Aku himself, waiting aeon
upon aeon for humanity to attain Buddha and Christ consciousness? Who else would
have “already attained Nirvana,” whose acts would “cast no shadows” - in other
words, be completely free of karmic consequences. And who might this Exalted Being
be - if not our own Noblest Aspect, the Omega point of our Adamic Alpha?
That's why Abang Aku reaches perfection only once. However, his dream body or
holoform remains embedded in the mythic realm as a timely trigger, to awaken
anyone who chances upon the legend to the nature of his or her true purpose on this
Earth.
______________
* A. Ghani Ismail, an ardent scholar of Malay esoteric lore, offers some information which sheds a whole
different light on the A Bao A Qu legend. He suggests that the phrase in question is actually a slurring of
“Ibu Aku” (“My Mother”), explaining that in pre-Islamic Malay shamanism, the gateway to other
dimensions was via an inner journey through the spiral staircase of the etheric umbilical cord which
reconnects us with our pre-birth experience of oneness with the Mother. By voyaging beyond the point of

our own conception, we break through the veils of time and space and regain cosmic consciousness. I
thought this variation on the theme warranted inclusion, at least as a footnote.
** Sisyphean: from Sisyphus, in Greek mythology a cruel and cunning king of Corinth, who was punished
in Hades by being made to roll a heavy boulder up a steep hill. Every time he got to the summit, the
boulder would roll back down the hill, and Sisyphus had to repeat the process over and over forever.

*** Promethean: from Prometheus, in Greek mythology a first-generation god (or Titan) of Fire and
Intellect, who returned the gift of Fire to Mankind (which Zeus the second-generation Olympian had
withheld) - and for that was chained to a rock and his liver devoured by an eagle every day. Every night,
the liver would regenerate and Prometheus would come back to life, only to have the eagle eat his liver all
over again, and so on, ad infinitum. (It's less gory, but a lot scarier, when you approach this mythic
morsel as a giant metaphor for compulsory reincarnation: Prometheus is the Soul, the rock is the physical
world, the liver represents a lifetime, and the eagle is the emblem of Higher Authority or Spiritual Law. As
a symbol, the eagle is interchangeable with the Indonesian garuda, the Chinese phoenix, the Mexican
quetzal, or the Russian firebird, which represents Eternal Return. And Prometheus, the Fire-Bringer, is
often identified with Lucifer, the Light-Bringer.) From the 'Management' point of view, Prometheus is a
subversive element - but 'Labour' would see him as a cult hero, a freedom fighter, a System-bucking
Little Red Robin Hood!

The Ouroboros Effect

IF EVER ANYONE could establish beyond reasonable doubt that the legend of Abang
(or Ibu) Aku originated in the mists of Malayan antiquity, specifically amongst the
Orang Asli - it would indicate the high level of initiatory knowledge to which their
ancestors had access.
An unexpected corroboration of my working theory about the basis of the Temuan
myth system came about one day in 1995 when my mother-in-law Indah chanced
upon an alternative metaphysics book I was reading (Nothing in This Book Is True,
But It's Exactly How Things Are by Bob Frissell, Frog Ltd, 1994). On its cover was a
montage showing a flying saucer fleet, the Face on Mars, the Barbury Castle crop
circle of July 1991, and a couple of humanoid aliens that might have been SirianNibiruan or Martian-Grey hybrids. Indah pointed excitedly at the alien figures and
squealed, 'There! That's how the ancient sky gods looked!” I chuckled and asked her
how she could possibly know. She said, “I know from the description I once heard as
a child. My grandmother told us they were very tall and had large heads with
enormous eyes.” Her husband Rasid looked at the book and nodded a wordless
agreement.
Well, such information is extremely difficult to verify. Perhaps Indah and Rasid
had once seen a sci-fi film on TV and were keen to impress me with their breadth of
understanding. I've found that even the most knowledgeable among the Temuan
elders are rarely able to be specific about any of the old legends. (The fact is, Orang
Asli generally don't place too high a value on specificity.) For instance, they seem
reluctant or unable to explain the difference between Orang Halus and Orang Bunian
(elves and fairies).
Rasid told me there was yet another species of mythical folk known as Orang
Alas: these were originally humans who had reverted completely to the wild. They
were rarely seen because they had acquired extremely swift responses and would
vanish when any outsider ventured too close. One might as well embark on a unicorn
hunt than try and track down an Orang Alas. Some thought of the Orang Alas as
spectral hunters, which they call hantu seburu.
As for the Halus and the Bunian and the Lang Suir (harpies or sirens of the hills),
and the huge compendium of hantu and other fourth-dimensional fauna mentioned
in Temuan stories, one need look no further than the nearest coral reef to be
reminded of nature's unfettered imagination when it comes to conjuring dream and
nightmare forms. What was it the Master said about the infinite mysteries contained
in a mustard seed?
WHEN I WAS IN BALI I was intrigued by depictions of the Tintya, the highest
representation of divinity known to the Balinese. I believe the Tintya was inspired by
the dancing Hindu god Shiva-Natarajah - but the Balinese form invariably shows the
god enthroned on a fiery wheel or chakra, with cosmic energy shooting from every
joint. In this day and age it would be impossible not to notice the Tintya's
resemblance to the popular conception of an ET.
At a certain Balinese temple in Ubud I spoke with the guardian who disclosed that
his predecessor had reported a Tintya visitation as recently as 1967 or 1969. There
had been an unearthly light in the temple garden when the Tintya appeared.
So what do we make of these stories? Very little, going by the rules of empirical,
mainstream analysis. However, if we take on board recent information relating to the
unknown (read suppressed) history of the Earth, culled from various sources ranging
from Zecharia Sitchin's authoritative interpretations of Mesopotamian records and
J.J. Hurtak's enigmatic Keys of Enoch, to “channelled” messages from “ascended
masters” and a motley crew of “space brothers and sisters” - and then complement

the data with our own restimulated “genetic memory” (most of us are quite capable
of experiencing DNA flashbacks, though we tend to deny or recoil from such rightbrained quantum jumps beyond the pre-programmed defines of our left-brained,
linear thought-rails) - we may begin to perceive a much bigger pattern behind these
fragments of myth.
The crop circle phenomenon of the 1990s, for example, raises a few important
questions: What is the special connection between prehistoric sacred sites and UFO
sightings? How does our distant past relate to our immediate future?* Is our modern
“scientific-materialistic” perspective wide enough to encompass the larger cosmic
context in which we live? Why have historians and theologians been vacillating, for
nearly two thousand years, between trying to regain and trying to suppress
cosmological knowledge that was already well established in pre-Christian times?
Perhaps the Ouroboros Effect (time swallowing itself in the form of a looped
serpent), wherein the past meets and merges with the future in the present, will
prove to be the single most valuable key to unlocking the Mystery of the Ages.

________________
* Although the majority of crop circles have been geometric or pictographic, there have been instances of
agriglyphic formations such as the one which appeared in mid-July, 1991, at the foot of Milk Hill at
Stanton St Bernard in Wiltshire, England. It was a 120-foot long, 15-foot high hieratic inscription
combining Iberian, Hebrew, and Phoenician letters - which experts have deciphered as a message from
“The Creator, wise and kind.” The agriglyphs read: PH.EH.TH.I. (Phehthi) EA.E.CH.CH.E. (Ea-echche) literally,”Ptah/Ea, Friend of Man.” (Ea/Enki, the Sumerian progenitor god of humanity, was called in Egypt,
Ptah.)
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The World of David Henry Hwang according to Quantum
The turn of the Millennium prompted a wide variety of ideas and subjects for theatre
artists – (besides misspellings: one “n” or two?) - from being in the lyrics of a song in Rent
and the subtitle of Angels in America, to being the name of a new (1991) theatre company
in Madison, Wisconsin, to representing all the hot new technical equipment, and adding
weight to arguments for changes in theatre art and theatre environments including choices
of works presented and why audiences should see them. Maria Shevtsova, professor of
Theatre Studies, delivered a paper printed in Theatre Research International in 1999, in
which she discusses the millennium shift in theatre research including approaches to theory.
[…] the interdisciplinary approaches […] besides breaking limits to
conceptualization as regards the theatre, command authority for theory as
such. […] Do I hear some of you thinking that the ascendancy of theory might
be a problem? That theory has gained prominence to the point of overpowering
theatre […]. It might turn out to be a problem for the twenty-first century if we
lose sight of why theories were important in the first place, namely to use in
relation to theatre. It might turn out to be a problem, too, if we forget that
theories, when coming from ‘outside’ our discipline, can be made to be
discipline-specific and nevertheless retain their interdisciplinary elasticity. (her
italics 100-101)
This paper will relate some Quantum Physics Theory to theatre, specifically to the theatre of
David Henry Hwang, incorporating mainly his play M. Butterfly and its performances into the
observation and application.
David E.R. George gives insightful understanding of what this relationship of
quantum to theatre could look like in his article “Quantum Theatre – Potential Theatre: a
New Paradigm?” (1989). He analyzes the historically established metaphoric connection of
theatre to life as reflected in “all the world’s a stage, and men and women only players” that
Shakespeare poeticized with melancholy in As You Like It and treated with even more
pessimism in Macbeth: “Life’s but a walking shadow: a poor player/ That struts and frets his
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hour upon the stage/ And then is heard no more.” Medieval theology taught that God is the
author/creator and humans merely actors, easily deceived, who must work at discovering
the purpose of their being written into life at all. Erving Goffman in The Presentation of Self
in Everyday Life continues this thinking with his mid-20th century observation of our
culture’s understanding of life being full of role-playing and deceptions, theatricality and
inauthenticity, anticipating and mirroring the cynicism and skepticism that pervaded the
1960s.
George then juxtaposes this view with what he calls the “Quantum Theatrum Mundi”:
[…]the stage of life is plural, multiple, infinitely relativized. Any actual world is
only one possible manifestation of a whole array of possible worlds and it is not a
given, but created as much by its inhabitants as by immutable (social or
scientific) laws. This fact of creative intervention effectively means that everyone
has and lives in their ‘own’ world and none dare say which is right. (176)
In this world the actor/human is a negotiator between the determinism of roles (as in
Medieval ideology) and existential freedom of the individual with the “self” being a “source
of individuality, unpredictability, difference, and spontaneity” (176). This vocalizes a fluidity
in language crossing from theatre to life and back again, but it isn’t fair to totally equate the
two. We want our lovers to be real lovers and not playing roles of lovers; yet we want lovers
on stage, whom we know are playing roles, to be believable as possible real lovers.
The vehicle to help mentally grasp this fluidity is quantum physics theory with its
understanding of potential, per Heisenberg, that “ ‘introduces something standing in the
middle between the idea of an event and the actual event, a strange kind of physical reality
just in the middle between possibility and reality’. The theatre is just such a liminal
realm[…]” (George 178). Natalie Crohn Schmitt (“Theorizing About Performance: Why
Now?” 1990) speaks of an event as having energy rather than matter as a basic unit of
measurement, which makes the process of performance of primary concern over the object
of performance, and includes the self-reflexive exercise of observation. “The idea that the
performer is there and the audience is there and that these two are interpenetrating the
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work is heightened in contemporary performance […] these interpenetrations come to seem
one of the most interesting things about theatre.” (233).
I would like to refer here, as a case in point, to the variety of responses in a
performance history class regarding the film M. Butterfly and the look on the face of the
Song Liling character when he/she says “you have saved my life” after Gallimard’s
protective response to the announcement (false announcement) that she/he is pregnant.
Some audience saw total relief that Song had secured his/her deception for a while longer,
or even relief that he/she would not be punished by the communists for being no longer
useful, some saw a moment of true emotional love, some thought it was pure bunk. There
were also different understandings of what was happening both in the story’s real time and
internally for Song in the final scene at the airport: fear? victory? real sorrow? The various
interpretations offered reflect the different energies brought to the observation by the
observers. We individually saw different worlds at work, and discovered value together
even without reconciling the divergent views. In Quantum Theatrum Mundi this is allowable
and encouraged and becomes part of the performance energy. The different shadows
between possibility and reality were at play, a dynamic even more observable and
interpenetrating in stage performance. It is necessary here to interject some specifics
about the scientific theories themselves in order to delve further into the stage worlds of
David Henry Hwang.
The quantum world is about potentialities. A subatomic particle is a “quantum”, a
quantity of something, but not some thing like a particle of dust only smaller. Physics views
subatomic particles as “tendencies to exist” or “tendencies to happen,” and use the
vocabulary of probabilities to express such potential. Einstein’s theory of relativity is the
precedent: energy=mass and mass=energy. Particle physicists measure particles in energy
units (Zukav, Dancing Wu Li Masters 32). In 1927, physicists in conference about their work
decided on an overall philosophy regarding their discoveries that became known as the
“Copenhagen Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics.” The basic idea of this interpretation is
that “the properties of any atomic object can only be understood in terms of the object’s
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interaction with the observer” (Capra, The Tao of Physics 68). Zukav sees this as the remerging of the rational and intuitive sides of our psyche together. Truth is no longer “out
there” as an independent existence, but relies on human perception and interaction (38).
Although the Chinese have the ancient concepts of yin/yang to correspond to such an
interpretation, the Western mind that had been steeped in the rationalism of the
Renaissance seemed to need Freud’s work regarding the unconscious to allow for the
emergence of human mystery and wonder and intuitive understanding of patterns and
concepts that don’t have words for adequate description. Newtonian physics based on
ordinary sense perceptions, predictability and absolute truth takes a back seat in the subatomic quantum world to observation techniques, processes, and probabilities.
Niels Bohr, given most credit for the Copenhagen Interpretation, developed the
corresponding theory of complementarity. As with many quantum ideas, we bump against
logic-defying paradoxes verging on mysticism in working these theories into an
understandable vocabulary. Complementarity explains a phenomenon of duality in light. If
one measures to see if light is a wave, it is a wave, acts like a wave; if one measures to see
if light is a particle, it is a particle and acts like a particle. One characteristic excludes the
other, but both are necessary (complementary) to understand light. The connecting energy
is the experimenter or observer; the waves and/or particles are not actually properties of
light but properties of one’s interaction with light. Without this interaction there are no
properties, which then moves us to the next step in logic that says light doesn’t exist
without such interaction. Zukav takes the thought one step further: “in a similar manner,
without light or, by implication, anything else to interact with, we do not exist! […] The
world consists not of things, but of interactions” (95). He quotes Bohr, “[…] an independent
reality in the ordinary physical sense can be ascribed neither to the phenomena nor to the
agencies of observation” (95). Pirandello’s play, Six Characters in Search of an Author,
explores this concept as subject matter.
The implications and applications to theatre and to the interactions on stage between
actors, actors and objects, actors and light/sound, and then audience and actors and all
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subsequent webbing relationships, begin to form an expanding consciousness of the
perhaps infinite possibilities of describable characteristics or properties of any performance.
There is a related wrench that can be metaphorically thrown in here called the uncertainty
principle. This principle discovered by Werner Heisenberg, reveals that after a certain point,
things become blurry, but with good reason. One cannot measure the position in space of a
moving particle and the momentum of the moving particle at the same time. When
Heisenberg tried to use gamma rays to locate an electron, they knocked it out of orbit and
changed its momentum; when he tried to measure the momentum with less energetic light,
it could not reveal the electron’s position. The significance is that “we cannot observe
something without changing it. There is no such thing as the independent observer who can
stand on the sidelines watching nature run its course without influencing it” (Zukav 112).
The exactness of nature becomes blurred/uncertain in the quantum world. Did theatre
artists not always know this in their stage world? The application of the uncertainty principle
gives weight and energy to the phenomena that each contributing piece of a production has
potential to shift and redefine another segment blurring what may seem at first to have
clear signification.
There are two other quantum theories to acknowledge before exploring correlations
to Hwang. The first is quantum field theory, the understanding of which is complicated by
the fact that it was developed purely as a theoretical place to stand in the exploration of
subatomic phenomena. While being practical for physicists, it is conceptually inconsistent in
that it doesn’t mathematically fit together in all parts (Zukav 200). The importance for this
discussion relating to theatre, is that the quantum field is considered the broader force field
surrounding an individual particle, and when a particle appears in that field (from out of an
intense concentration of force or energy caused by interaction with another field), it is in a
space where it is able to interact with other fields and particles in exchanges and redefinition by splitting and recombining, disappearing and reappearing, and moving
backward and forward in time. The field can be seen as a continuous medium present
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everywhere (Capra 210). Richard Feynman was the physicist who developed a way to
diagram these interchanges - diagrams that look a little like geometric designs in a child’s
dot-to-dot coloring book but with time arrows along the lines pointing in both directions.
Although this is a complex concept, I think it is one we have intuitively understood in the
performance world as we let go of Aristotle’s unities. On the stage, times and spaces stretch
and condense and act metaphorically in ways that can now be spoken of with the
vocabulary of quantum field theory.
The Many Worlds Theory or Interpretation is my personal favorite quantum idea. This
theory (developed by Hugh Everett and others to compensate for a hole they saw in the
Copenhagen Interpretation) is a shift from Bohr’s complementarity in that it says that the
wave or particle that disappears under observation while measuring for the other, does still
actualize but in a coexisting world or universe that is unconscious of (and to) the first. So
as electrons split or exchange and disappear as in the field theory, they enter alternative
universes. All possibilities exist simultaneously in blissful ignorance of the others… except
that artistic endeavors in various genres of literature, film, visual arts, stage, and music
exert a pull on them through science fiction, ghost stories, surrealism, etc. Situations,
happenings, visuals, dialogue and conversation, things existing that shouldn’t exist, don’t
yet exist, or used to exist, live together in the arts. Details of worlds that we would normally
be unconscious of, and which would be not conscious of each other, are juxtaposed on
canvas, paper, and stages. In his Manifesto I (1971), Richard Foreman encourages theatre
to escape entrapped emotional commitment and move towards a “hysteria that lies as a
seed/spark which forces the unseeable to cast shadows” (70). These “shadows” in
performance seem related to the “other” worlds that exist in sub-atomic study. In our
linear world where cause and effect determine decisions and courses of action, such
shadows recede, perhaps playing more in our day and night dreams and collective
unconscious of mythologies and symbols and rituals. But on stage, the shadows, the other
possibilities are much more apt to stay in artistic peripheral vision and have more definitive
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influence. So, fortified with quantum energy, we enter the stage worlds created by David
Henry Hwang.
Hwang’s biography contains a sense of a quantum-like universe in itself. In various
interviews as well as an essay for American Theatre, Hwang acknowledges the
distinctiveness of his upbringing and the influence it has had on his thought process. His
father was second son of a Chinese peasant turned city worker, borrowed money from his
father’s concubine and came to the United States. His mother was a Chinese woman “from a
devout born-again Christian family, and so I [David] was born into this weird Chinese
American Baptist evangelical fusion. I spent most of my childhood watching a number of
different fundamentalisms compete for supremacy before a background of constant change”
(“Worlds Apart” 50). Add to that, growing up in the L.A. suburbs of Southern California, and
there is a picture of a person who could’ve been bound in a strait jacket for multiple
personality disorder, but instead became an award-winning playwright.
Small wonder, then, that I have spent most of my adulthood writing about
identity confusion – and grappling with the vexing dilemmas presented by an
ever-changing world. The more I have explored characters caught in these
maelstroms, the less willing I have become to pass judgment on difficult human
choices. Simultaneously, the more saddened I have become by the human
tendency to cling to fundamentalisms. (50)
Without trying to reinterpret the man’s life as a quantum field, I do wish to point out
the similarity of Hwang’s publicized life to attitudes found in quantum physics. Change and
process is at the heart of the science theories. Particles are tendencies, fields are dynamic
energies, movement is forward and backward in time, transition is the constant. Fritjof
Capra focuses his book The Tao of Physics, around the parallels of physics to the Eastern
religions and philosophies, pointing out that “both modern physics and ancient Chinese
thought consider change and transformation as the primary aspect of nature, and see the
structures and symmetries generated by the changes as secondary” (283). Hwang’s family
history reveals significant changes of cultures and lifestyles and basic beliefs within
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relatively few generations; one can presume that the deep-seated cultural influences of
Chinese ideologies would still be having some affect, and that his attitude of accepting the
inevitability of change may reflect the health of this artist rather than a mere survival or
compensatory technique that some Western psychology might attribute.
This connection to attitude is not an irrelevant point, and is an argument against one
particularly scathing early critic of Hwang’s M. Butterfly:
Hwang never gets to the bottom of Gallimard’s character. […] Hwang misses an
important key to Gallimard’s character and fails to make him convincing. […]
With M. Butterfly Hwang has cottoned on to a fascinating story, but it is beyond
his powers. (Moira Hodgson, The Nation 2)
This critic seems to have a need to have all the reasons, all the “bottom lines” spelled out
and clear… not that the playwright couldn’t do that if he so choose. The observation here is
that Hodgson is asking for a fundamental judgment from someone whose attitude is of
exploration, not judgment – one who maneuvered his youthful way among such tightly
enclosed systems to find his own young adult (Hwang was 30 years old when
M. Butterfly was first produced) open-heartedness that allows shadows of the split-off
worlds to enter. He is more interested in the process and the interactions than in the
classification.
Robert Brustein is another writer/critic with a particular attitude towards theatre that
inhibits exploring the possibility that what is on stage is a wave one moment and a particle
another, or that one person could see a wave at the same moment another sees a particle.
In 1992, American Theatre published his article, “The Theatre of Guilt” which became a
precursor to the book, Dumbrocracy in America: Studies in the Theatre of Guilt, 1987-1994.
With a vehemence, and with none other than Shakespeare in collaboration (“the play’s the
thing wherein we’ll catch the conscious of the king” – Hamlet), Brustein argues that the
heart of Western Theatre since the Middle Ages has been to awaken guilt in the audience
whether religious, socio-political, gender, ethnic, or economically focused. He proposes a
“poetic but heroic dimension for the theatre […] a protagonist who takes his fate in his own
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hands, who is capable of braving the furies in his own soul, who acts on the basis of selfknowledge and who is responsible for those actions” (2-3).
Perhaps this attitude from the man who was founder of the Yale Repertory Theatre
and taught at Harvard should not be surprising, but here I am concerned with a closedmindedness present in his comments regarding M. Butterfly.
Which aspect of this [wealthy white masculine ruling] class is guilty depends on
the political perspective of the author. Feminist theatre invariably sniffs out
villainy in the male society; homosexual theatre it among homophobic
heterosexuals; racial theatre indicts the entire white world. (David Henry
Hwang’s M. Butterfly does all three.) (5)
He proposes that theatre artists are obliged “to penetrate the puzzles of the human heart:
to honor complexity, expose secrets, invade dreams, seek out the unknown. […] It is
occasion to expose the obscure elements, the hidden unpredictable qualities shared by
every human soul” (6). Although he uses words that say he is open to observing the many
worlds of humanity, it appears he is stuck critically on a linear, one-dimensional path.
Brustein’s review of the Eugene O’Neill Theatre’s production is that the play is an effort “not
to mix cultures [but] to demonstrate how and why they clash. […] Hwang has an excellent
subject, and he has obviously thought a lot, if not very originally, about the origins of
racism and imperialism, but the work has no subtext and lacks the gift of language” (3).
Hwang’s most succinct summarizing statement about his play is that,
It really is, to my mind, an attempt to debunk the stereotypes completely by
mixing them up and confusing them so much that they really become
inapplicable in any meaningful sense…. My favorite one-sentence message is that
I think the play is about how, by degrading others, we degrade ourselves. (“A
Conversation” 188)
One wonders if Brustein saw the play that Hwang says he wrote, although certainly both
authors’ comments should be measured against the play itself.
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Richard Feynman, the physicist who diagrammed electron movement within a
quantum field and won a Nobel prize for his work in quantum electrodynamics (known as
QED – which is also the title of the play by Peter Parnall about Richard Feynman), lived as
he worked, in that he was eclectically curious about everything and always asked lots and
lots of questions. “Curiosity demands that we ask questions, that we try to put things
together and try to understand this multitude of aspects perhaps resulting from the action
of a relatively small number of elemental things and forces acting in an infinite variety of
combinations.” (Six Easy Pieces 23) And the questions he asked were of the simplest sort:
“Why is that? What is this? What’s happening here? How do we know [such and such]?
Feynman expresses this general attitude towards science and life and himself: “The prize is
the pleasure of finding things out” (The Pleasure of Finding Things Out 12). There is a
similar energy field surrounding David Henry Hwang.
In the response he delivered at the 1989 Asian American Studies Conference, Hwang
talks about how the play M. Butterfly came to exist: after noting the newspaper article that
announced the trial of the real Bouricscot and the actual tale of espionage, his thought was
woven with Feynman-type phrases reflecting curiosity, questioning the possible situational
and relational links: “Well, that’s kind of interesting. […] Well that’s not a Chinese custom
and I began to think […] So I was driving along one day and I thought […] Now at that point
it’s interesting…” (185-186). Several critical studies have been done on the gender and
ethnic issues raised in and by M. Butterfly; and the playwright allows for the dialectic
discussions of those issues because the perception is true although less hegemonic than
many of the arguments.
The play has been taken as a commentary or a criticism about Western attitudes
toward the East, and I think that’s accurate. But I would like to think that the
play was fairly evenhanded as well in saying that the East also misperceives the
west, and that the East is guilty or equally complicit in this dual form of cultural
stereotyping. (DiGaetani 164-165)
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The focus on reciprocity resembles his open-handed comment regarding his feelings about
interpretations in production by various directors. “I’m actually curious to see what other
people can do with it. There have been all sorts of odd productions of M. Butterfly around
the world. […] I find it interesting to see what else can be derived from the work” (qtd. by
Lyons 6). This open interest and curiosity allows the quantum nature of the play, the
alternative possibilities, to reveal itself/themselves. His response to an interview question
regarding the movie version is a bit more understated. “The movie is simply naturalistic […]
Whether the film would have been more successful if the director had followed my
suggestions, who knows?” (8).
An obvious difference between Cronenberg’s film version and the stage production
by Theatreworks of Palo Alto, CA, is the humor in the dialogue on stage. Much of the
comedy is pointedly for engaging the audience for whom the entire play is… well… being
played. After an opening fantasy moment of the Peking Opera performing Madame
Butterfly, the character Gallimard begins directly addressing his audience and describing his
prison cell and himself. He combines humor and pathos: “I’ve become patron saint of the
socially inept.[…] I sit night after night, watching our story play through my head, always
searching for a new ending.[…] And I imagine you – my ideal audience – who come to
understand and even, perhaps just a little, to envy me” (9-10). Within only two pages of
script we have entered the many worlds quantum theory. Here exist: 1) the Peking Opera,
2) Madame Butterfly’s Japan, 3) Gallimard’s French prison cell, 4) the physical theatre with
an audience, and 5) Gallimard’s world of delusion and desires. The fascinating uniqueness of
theatre allows these worlds to be conscious of each other adding a dimension to the
quantum theory which postulates these unique worlds are non-communicating.
The audience retreats and advances within this consciousness. Gallimard treats
them/us as a character, or a guest. “I must introduce you to my favorite opera” (10). He
and his school chum Marc re-state a bit of the Madame Butterfly plot adlibbing the opera’s
characters with not-a-little American slang. Then we are transported briefly to a
conversation about their relationships to women that the two men had when students
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40 years previous to the “real time” of the play. Perhaps there is a momentary confusion,
but the dialogue quickly points to this relative time frame. We have entered the quantum
field that is M. Butterfly. Everything that exists for the play exists at the same moment
whole and complete, and in our linear way, we catch a glimpse of one corner of the field and
then another crossing time and space at will, the author guiding our own fields of interaction
with the world of the play.
Hwang is aware of what he has done in joining and overlapping these worlds. In
answering an interview question regarding the “how could it happen?” of the true story of
the man Boursicot, who said he didn’t know his lover was a man, Hwang tells John
DiGaetani,
On some level it seemed natural to me that it should have happened, that given
the degree of misperception generally between East and West and between men
and women, it seemed inevitable that a mistake of this magnitude would one day
take place. In retrospect, it seems to me that that was what really piqued my
imagination. I felt both the impossibility of the situation and the inevitability of
it, both at the same time” (166).
This is the liminal point of Bohr’s complementarity, two distinct tendencies (waves and
particles) existing simultaneously and needing to be acknowledged as contradictory
properties of a single event in order for the nature of the whole to be understood. As the
observer of this historical event, Hwang influences and changes the interaction. He has not
gone back-to-the-future, so to speak, to see the literal events, but has allowed his energy
field to interact with the story’s energy field to create, split, lose, find, and combine
intensities to emit the play that has been written and published (and that enters the process
again and again as it gets re-produced on any given stage.)
In the same interview, DiGaetani asks if Hwang has ever tried to contact Bouriscot.
H: No. I think we may really want to go into some kind of legal arrangement with
him, but we’ll see what happens.
Di: He might want a cut of the royalties.
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H: He probably will. I wouldn’t mind giving him a little.
Di: Not a lot?
H: No, since the play is not literally based on him. I don’t know that it’s his story.
But on the other hand, I think the guy’s been in jail, he’s suffered a lot of
indignity, so since it’s him why not? (167)
This is an odd moment in the published text of the interview, but the idea of Hwang wanting
to give Boursicot something has a sense of the interpenetration that Schmitt speaks of and
a sense of Boursicot’s quantum field interacting with that of the play and of Hwang.
A quote that is particularly delightful from Richard Feynman in The Pleasure of
Finding Things Out states, “There’s always a little dirt, or infinity, or something” (198). This
he said when a tape recorder being used in an interview refused to work. When his
suggestion to simply remove the tape and put it in again had positive results, Feynman
asserted, “See, you just have to know about the world. Physicists know about the world.
There’s always a little dirt, or infinity, or something.” Playwrights like David Henry Hwang
who are willing to mess around with what they know about the world seem to also
eventually get some satisfactory result. This feels like what might have happened as he
wrote the end of Act II.
In the closing scene for this act, several of Gallimard’s worlds collide leaving him in a
state of dis-equilibrium as he exits the stage. He is back in Paris (an additional other
world); his wife is telling him her story of being caught in the student riots – students who
support the Chinese Communist regime – riots that duplicate the ones in the China they had
just left. But Gallimard’s conscious world is only of his love relationship with Song Liling who
is still in China, and he asks for a divorce from Helga. Immediately his dream-alter-egomaybe-real-friend Marc enters with ironic, chastising remarks. Finally Song enters, for a few
moments fulfilling all of Gallimard’s imagination for “there wasn’t enough room in this hard
head - not for the world and for you. No, there was only room for one” (58.) But the
moment in the linear time of the play is brief, and Gallimard’s disappointment and Song’s
ironic tone take over and the audience finds themselves again in a different world.
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This time it is their world, the physical stage, the auditorium, house lights. And Song
speaks directly to these observing participants, causing all the worlds to consciously
interact. With great theatricality Song washes away the female makeup, removes the
kimono, dons male clothes and persona, and time has jumped 15 years. “There’s always a
little dirt, or infinity, or something” that breaks into the flow of the moment. When it clears
up, we find there has been a quantum leap. Zukav identifies the quantum leap as the
moment when part of the wave function collapses except for the mode that actualizes. “The
quantum leap is from a multifaceted potentiality to a single actuality” (75) Infinite
possibilities have been narrowed down. Perhaps Act III says that if one cannot or will not
make such a leap, one participates in death; it could very well be incidental whether the
death is real or imaginary.
Cara Gargano reviewed Marie Irene Fornes’ play Mud using quantum principles and
theory. Her reflections on the characters in that play can apply to those in M. Butterfly.
[They] stand on the uneasy threshold between the microcosmic and the
macrocosmic worlds, metaphor and materiality, potential and determination,
‘between the possibility of radical change and the actuality of passively attending
our own tragedy.’ (qting. David George) (219)
It is a fitting eulogy for Gallimard.
Shortly following M. Butterfly’s Broadway success, was a production of a
collaborative effort of Hwang, Philip Glass and Jerome Sirlin titled 1000 Airplanes on the
Roof. I point to this play as a continuing movement of quantum principles in Hwang’s public
career. John Powell writes in an introduction to the libretto that “the story […] is a parable.
It begins as a portrait of “M.”, an Everyperson who has an amazing experience; he or she is
apparently abducted by an alien spaceship, then returned to Earth and told to forget about
the event” (8). The playwright is again working in the multi-universes of the “how can this
be?”, the quotidian world of New York City (if one can ever say that New York City is
quotidian), and the world of the mind of M., amazingly connected for us to the world of M.
(Madame, Messieurs, Mademoiselle, Mister, Mrs., Miss) Butterfly. The language at times is
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reminiscent of the novel Einstein’s Dreams; the fact that Alan Lightman published his work
five years after Hwang’s play is irrelevant in the quantum field. From 1000 Airplanes:
Bodies moving. Many as one. A giant machine, breathing. Smell. Smell – and you
will remember. The hands of a clock. Following the path of a star. Moving
forward, then back, across, then over. Time bending. Fluid. Like any other object,
moving freely in space. After length, width, and depth, the fourth dimension is
time. (15)
This music-drama is itself a field of interaction among three artists: Hwang with
script, Glass with music, and Sirlin with set and projection designs (integral in this magical
mystery tour). The most successful and satisfying collaborative efforts are based on the
willingness and allowance of the artists for interpenetration of and with the others’ energies,
an ability to forego one’s own urge towards self-hegemony and see the growing birth as
both a wave and a particle.
TheatreWorks (the same company whose staging of M. Butterfly I have referenced)
produced a world premiere in April 2003. Cherylene Lee, a fourth generation ChineseAmerican from Los Angeles, authored the play The Legacy Codes with some interesting
parallels to Hwang’s play. Lee chose a publicized espionage story of Wen Ho Lee who had
been arrested for delivering classified information from Los Alamos to Chinese scientists and
who was incarcerated in 1999, and subsequently released with apologies for the harsh
treatment he had received. The playwright re-imagined the scenario to focus on the crosscultural friendship of the Asian family with the Caucasian agents who eventually turned him
over to the authorities, the blossoming love relationship between the 20-somethings
offspring of the two families, and issues related to the dead scientist-father of the Caucasian
who was also the venerated teacher of the Asian physicist character. Lee says
she knew she would write The Legacy Codes after reading an article in The New
York Times in March 1999, which described an unidentified Chinese-American
physicist who was suspected of nuclear espionage. She was intrigued by the
concept of “Legacy codes”, computer codes. (The Legacy Codes program 10)
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Karen D’Souza’s review in the San Jose Mercury News was not enthusiastic, but
critiqued the lack of realism and of contemporary application:
We never gain any insight into how latent racism can turn into political
persecution, how those silent shadowy men in gray feel about what they do in
the name of homeland security. Now more than ever, such matters resonate with
the state of the nation and the world [cf. post-9/11]. If Lee unlocked more of the
nuances behind the headlines, “The Legacy Codes” would leave a more lasting
impression. (6E)
On another hand, I saw this production and found it thoroughly accessible and meaningful.
D’Souza is caught up in the same desires for clear socio-political statements as some of the
reviewers of Hwang’s play. She comments that Asians “too often come off as stereotypical
figures who represent points of view instead of real people.” Hwang was purposefully crosspollinating the stereotypes to move his audience past all that into something more
universally present. Lee seemed to be doing something similar, especially when the closing
reaction of the Asian son to his father’s arrest was staged as a hip-hop performance
completely outside a reality concept of an emotional response. Perhaps the reviewer would
benefit from a discussion of quantum theatre theory.
The attitude suggested by the review is still part of the world in which “all men and
women are merely players” and the stage is supposed to mirror the cause and effect
relationship of a linear universe moving in time in one direction. Through focusing on David
Henry Hwang, this paper attempts to theorize how contemporary theatre is willing to place
itself in a more liminal, between, potential, quantum space – with some hope that an
audience able to experience and participate in such otherness and in-between-ness will
emerge. Rosemarie Bank, published theatre historian, has expressed a similar hope.
For a theatre researcher, the displacement of the traditions of Newton, Hegel,
and Darwin and the perception of a new spatio-temporal landscape are
unavoidable and inescapable features of the quantum relative universe. In
making our cognitive voyages, […] we find ourselves in the good company of
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many who have sought out the new world quantum physics has articulated in this
century. If as theatre scholars our discovery is belated, the execution
of our mission inadequate, perhaps our wanderings will prompt others to
undertake the trek, for as Foucault observes, ‘We do not live in a kind of void
inside of which we could place individuals and things…we live inside a set of
relations.’ No relation exceeds the space of the universes the mind can conceive,
spaces for thinking the future as well as the past. If theatre research can enrich
that universe, let us make it so. (64)
In my mind’s ears, David Henry Hwang echoes “let us make it so.”
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The Mythology of Naomi Iizuka in her play, Language of Angels
Before the house lights dim, before the actors have even inhaled to begin the
process of shifting into performance, playwright Naomi Iizuka draws the audience, the
spectators, into a liminal space by prefacing her narrative with poetry of William Blake:
God appears & God is Light
To those poor Souls who dwell in Night
But does a Human Form Display
To those who Dwell in Realms of Day (TheatreForum 17)
These are the closing lines of Blake’s poem, “Auguries of Innocence.” The opening lines are
more familiar:
To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour (Blake 506)
In this liminal, metaphoric place, God is a shapeshifter, and sand and flowers are the whole
world and all the heavens. There are no additional stage directions in the published script
of Language of Angels to indicate how to use this poetry to prologue the play. Are the
words projected somewhere for the spectators to see as they enter the theatre space or as
the lights dim? Are they whispered through the sound system? Are they only read silently
and privately in the program notes? Whatever the vehicle, these words become the gate to
enter the alchemical, mythical world that Iizuka creates.
It is a world marginal and hazy, crossing the threshold separating men and gods,
pulverizing that threshold so that her characters are able to swim down into the watery
realm of gods, myth and psychic phenomena, or bob to the surface of men and earthly
happenings. This paper explores the cultural connections to these literary, theatrical worlds
by looking more closely at the particular myths and archetypal images alluded to.
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Joseph Campbell and Carl Jung were two men who felt that mankind has been losing
a grip on the fullness of the human experience and its connection to divine energy as
religious traditions, rituals, and dogmas have been more and more challenged. They each
wrote prolifically on the nature of this experience and subsequent loss, giving us renewed
vocabulary to access connection to the spiritual, psychic side of man as an individual and
man as a community of humankind. In his book on symbolism, the Jungian analyst James
Hollis quotes Philip Wheelwright:
Our current motivating ideas are not myths but ideologies, lacking transcendental
significance. This loss of myth-consciousness is the bond that unites men both with
one another and with the unplumbed Mystery from which mankind is sprung and
without reference to which the radical significance of things goes to pot. […] it leaves
men radically unstable. (Tracking the Gods 28-29)
Hollis proceeds to place onto the artist the burden of re-inventing a connecting myth for
modern man. “Thus the artist is often the carrier of the mythological project, the one who,
from the intersection of conscious intent and unconscious patterning, makes the myth of the
age – mythopoesis. […] We are obliged to attend the artistic voices around us” (30).
Blake’s poetry places us in a space where the activities of man and God intersect and
have consequence for one another. Much of the poem is a litany of the dreadful things God
will visit onto any man, woman, or child who mistreats any part of His creation.
Subsequently, the visitation of God because of a man’s specific action in this play becomes
expected, and as Hollis encourages or perhaps warns, should be attended to. After this
poetic introduction, the play locates us in a distinct historical, geological setting: “A night in
1987 and afterwards […] The inside of a cave” (TheatreForum 17). The opening line of
dialogue, however, shifts the location to a psychic space: “This is how it went. This is what I
remember” (17). We are still in a physical cave, but also the cave of memory. In his
opening monologue, the character Seth tells us what this setting is like. “Cave country it is,
hundreds of miles of caves, stretching and twisting underground, passages and tunnels and
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wide open chambers, pools so deep you’d never touch the bottom” (17). This is a
description of actual geological underground caves, but also the caves that exist in the
subconscious and are sometimes more treacherous, “hundreds of miles of caves, stretching
and twisting underground, passages and tunnels and wide open chambers, pools so deep
you’d never touch the bottom.”
The use of classical mythology along with creative, imaginative mythology as
interpreted through Joseph Campbell and Carl Jung, are two related devices at work here.
Understanding the function of these juxtaposed with more specific definitions of the symbols
themselves is a useful method in deconstructing Iizuka’s playwrighting. Entering this cave
isn’t exactly the beginning of the play’s story. Before Seth and his friends get to the mouth
of the cave they had to follow a trail through a forest of “dense growth, […] if you never
been, you can’t know, dark even in middle of the day, no trails, no signs of human life, no
birdsong even – Wet and old, soil and rock – Smell of mud and rotting leaves – Smell of
something, something sweet –“ (17). Dante found himself on such a journey: “Midway the
journey of this life I was ‘ware/ That I had strayed into a dark forest, /And the right path
appeared not anywhere” (Milano 3). This was a midlife journey for the Italian
poet (and often referenced as a life metaphor), but these characters are barely adults. For
them, this is the beginning of a hero’s journey, a hero’s adventure.
Joseph Campbell posited the idea that the Hero’s Quest is the “monomyth” of history,
the narrative that most frequently describes and makes sense of a person’s life journey.
Christopher Vogler focuses this pattern into a conscious form of narrative as he analyzes
film screenplays, and encourages and guides would-be screenwriters towards this cycle that
so resonates with an audience and creates interesting, successful stories and films. Vogler
recaps the Hero’s Journey succinctly in his book, The Writer’s Journey:
1. heroes are introduced in the ORDINARY WORLD, where
2. they receive the CALL TO ADVENTURE.
3. They are RELUCTANT at first or REFUSE THE CALL, but
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4. are encouraged by a MENTOR to
5. CROSS THE FIRST THRESHOLD and enter the Special World, where
6. they encounter TESTS, ALLIES, AND ENEMIES.
7. They APPROACH THE INMOST CAVE, crossing a second threshold
8. where they endure the ORDEAL.
9. They take possession of their REWARD and
10. are pursued on THE ROAD BACK to the Ordinary World.
11. They cross the third threshold, experience a RESURRECTION, and are
transformed by the experience.
12. They RETURN WITH THE ELIXIR, a boon or treasure to benefit the Ordinary
World. (26)
According to this pattern, the opening of Language of Angels fits into the “Call to
Adventure” stage of the journey, which is the hero’s initial separation from the ordinary
world. This “call” can occur in many ways in contemporary fiction: a message in a bottle/in
a coat pocket/in mail with no return address, in an accident, a chance encounter, a natural
disaster, a violent act, an awareness of something outside the ordinary. For the teenagers in
this play it is their sense of restlessness, of desiring new and potentially dangerous
sensations, that pulls them towards the forest and the caves. This time (for it is assumed
they have taken this same geographical journey more than once), it is enough to initiate a
more mythical, life-altering journey.
Shifting vocabulary to the archetypal terms of Carl Jung is helpful at this point.
Vogler comments that upon entering the world of fairy tales and myths, one is confronted
with recurring character types and relationships. The character types, symbols and
relationships are described with the useful term archetype, referring to ancient personality
patterns and energies shared by people throughout the history of the human race (29).
Jung defines these archetypes as belonging to the collective unconscious. They are
universal, instinctual, usually one-sided (by definition) and will cause great havoc if ignored
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or shunned when they have been activated. As these young people enter the cave they
activate and experience the presence of the archetypal, mythical figure Hades. “The
gateway to the underworld is sexuality, intoxication, and self-abandonment,” writes
Stephen Larsen in The Mythic Imagination. “‘Hades is not an absence, but a hidden
presence – even an invisible fullness,’ […] For the Greeks the deep unconscious was the
chthonic realm. Its lord was Hades-Dionysus-Pluto” (123). Sharing the same name as its
lord, the Greek underworld Hades is the realm of death and of the subconscious. The
connection of Iizuka’s characters to this archetypal energy becomes exponentially clearer as
the play progresses; many becoming trapped there, cut off from their possible heroic/life
journey.
There are other connections in mythical history to a cave and a labyrinth. In the
story of Theseus and the Minotaur, the young hero Theseus is determined to slay the
Minotaur whom King Minos has imprisoned in the center of a complex labyrinth, and to
whom he sacrifices seven men and seven maidens every nine years in atonement for his
broken promise to the gods. And Theseus does bravely slay the beast. The problem would
be in finding his way out of the maze, but Ariadne has given him a golden thread to unwind
so that he can follow it to return to the world of men. Seth’s detailed description of what it
is like to become aware of being lost in the labyrinth of twisting cave tunnels reminds one to
always bring along a golden ball of thread or be lost forever in this underworld. “[…] you
gotta remember, keep it in the back of your mind always, and if you do, if you know your
way around, you can get from here to there and back again” (17). His images of light and
dark in this same description connect forward to his own physical death, of being drawn into
these realms by the ghostly, enchanting voice of Celie (perhaps not unlike the Sirens
attempting to lure Odysseus to his doom). But the danger of being lost in the chthonic world
of the subconscious is also real and threatening, and some lose their way there. “Joline’s
dead, Kendra might as well be” (22 my italics).
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Plato seems to also be in this cave. The men in Plato’s allegory that are chained and
unable to see the light of the sun, but only the shadows created by the light, mock those
who at first are blinded by the truth, and would want to put to death those who try to lead
others to the truth. Celie tells us, “Most thought it was Seth who killed that girl. Or if they
didn’t, they never said a word” (19). There is confusion about the reality of that night;
perhaps some died while guessing the truth. The audience bumps against these classical
allusions while trying to find their own way through the caves and labyrinth of the play. In
an essay connecting the function of hearing to psychological descent, Douglas Thorpe
weaves together the vocabulary used for the parts of the ear and hearing with metaphors of
madness, the spiraling descent of disorientation, disconnected electrical pulses so that no
meaning can be discerned. He compares the labyrinth of the ear canal to the route of the
Minotaur and to Dante’s journey into Hell/Hades. Words, and the understanding of words,
and the giving of meaning to words, is the thread leading back to a true listening with ears
and heart that re-orients, restores balance and leads out of the spiraling cave of death and
madness to a re-birth (Parabola May 1992). The metaphor resonates, echoes as the voices
do in the cave on the Keene Mountain Trail.
Naomi Iizuka writes of her own connection to myth and theatre making. “ Myth is
metaphor. […] Myth is repetition. Theatre is too. Repetition with the hope that in repeating,
you remember something you forgot. […] Remembering means listening carefully”
(American Theatre 19, 79). Echoes are about repetition and remembering. The multiple
echoes in the script are more clearly understood in the reflected light of the myth of Echo
and Narcissus. In Greek mythology, Echo was a nymph who, by her chattering, distracted
jealous Hera from uncovering another love affair of Zeus. Hera condemned her to no longer
be able to talk, except to repeat the last few words of what she heard or was said to her. So
Echo sadly wandered on her lonely way until one day, she saw and fell in love with
Narcissus who happened to have never seen his own reflection. She tried to catch the right
words of his to say back to him what she felt, but he scorned her, becoming obsessed with
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love for the creature in the water that was merely his own reflection. He wouldn’t leave its
side to eat and died of hunger and unrequited love. Echo herself wasted away until only her
weakened voice was left.
Kendra is the character who tries to remember that night. She remembers she had
been listening for her own echo in the cave, yet the voice that echoes back to her belongs
to Celie. The funny things Celie had been saying to her are totally forgotten by the
conscious Kendra, but the voice of Celie disturbs her sleep. Celie has become like Echo, a
sad, disembodied voice. The audience first hears her as a song: “An ancient voice. A young
girl’s voice. A voice that would break your heart” (TheatreForum 17). The broken heart of
Echo is mirrored in this voice. The graffiti on a cave’s wall are remembered by Celie and
echoed pointedly: “I was here. remember me. 4 ever and ever and ever” (17).
Another approach to making connections to who Celie is and how she functions in
this play, is through memory and its opposite, forgetting. We return to the mythical
underworld ruled by Hades. Just as it is a lengthy journey to fulfill one’s heroic destiny, so
too is the journey a lengthy one into the subterranean world of death, with thresholds and
challenges along the way that mirror those of the hero on earth. One such threshold is
drinking from the river of oblivion, Lethe, causing the soul to forget all about his/her past
life before its next reincarnation. Initiates into some ancient Gnostic groups were
encouraged to drink from the river of memory, Mnemosyne, instead. The goddess
Mnemosyne was a consort of Zeus before he married Hera and she gave birth to the nine
muses. There are no stories surrounding her activities, and yet without her power none of
what we know would be remembered. She therefore becomes the goddess of naming and
of all knowledge including self-knowledge (Parada 2-4).
In the myth of Orpheus and Euridyce, Orpheus manages to pass by many tests and
ordeals as he descends to beseech Hades to release Euridyce, almost winning rebirth for his
beloved, but losing her in the final test by turning around as they leave Hades. The journey
through the underworld seems even more difficult to accomplish than the hero quest in life.
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How can one die and be reborn while completely in the realm of death? Yet in some sense
this is what Celie accomplishes. Celie is a citizen of Hades even as the play opens. Jean
Shinoda Bolen, a Jungian scholar and analyst, tells us that the shades in that realm were
“shadowy, unsubstantial images, like visual echoes of themselves when they were alive,
imaginable as colorless holograms” (104 my italics). Although literally dead, Celie retains
memory of her life and of her murderous death. Rather than metaphorically drinking from
Lethe and forgetting, she has retained power to continue to relate to the surface world of
men, even if an echo of her former self.
Perhaps she always had one foot in Hades and one on earth (similar to Persephone
who lived six months with Hades and six months in the world of men.) How is Celie’s
upbringing supposed to be understood? Her father handled serpents and died in a car
accident that the character JB describes as being “flung off into oblivion on some mountain
pass” (TheatreForum 18) – language indicating interference from a malevolent energy
rather than pure accident. Her mother then became a tarot card and palm reader. Celie was
fascinated with “pictures of angels, beautiful boys with muscles and all, and they’re all bare
chested with their big strong arms and chests – only thing different being the wings” (18).
Kendra is the one who tells us this almost as a question. “I didn’t get the other part, the
secret part, like some kinda sign. The language of angels, and how light burns” (18). The
stage direction immediately following is a sound cue: “the sound of deep, darkest space” –
an oxymoron with a transcendence again reflecting the archetypal place of Hades, of deep
subconscious.
Peter Malekin and Ralph Yarrow have attempted to structure a theory regarding the
mixture of such esoteric ideas in their book, Consciousness, Literature and Theatre. In a
section subtitled “Theatre and Spirit,” the authors support the multi-layered/multi-method
analysis of text and performance:
The whole syntax of their performance, from the language of the text to the
verbal and non-verbal sign systems and inflections of its transmission, and the
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whole context of the presentation, is a temporal phenomenon whose complex
and multifaceted causality is traceable to a variety of historically-determined
frameworks: including that of the original composition, that of the
contemporary audience’s horizon of expectation, and that of the performers’
individual and collective responsiveness and level of performance skill; […] Any
performance is thus both a direct example of intertextuality and an extremely
complex event, and just as there are many codes and sign-systems by which
that event is articulated, so it is appropriate to employ different frameworks to
locate and understand its diaspora of meaning. Meanings are made, they are
the work of the moment, and they always have to be remade. […]
Anthropology, semiotics, psychology, deconstruction may all help to make,
unmake and remake them. Drama, being active, goes on: over against, or
beyond, the systems of interpretation. (130)
They are encouraging the search for meaning in theatre performance within the complex
“density of signs” that caused the semiotician Roland Barthes to give up going to the
theatre. Perhaps the difference is in the flexibility they espouse. Writing about myth, they
suggest myth-making as “an open-ended activity, an invitation to imaginative participation,
rather than a closed system of ‘truth.’ […] The striking thing about all interpretations of
myth is that they tell us more about the interpreter and his or her cultural and intellectual
world than they do about myth. […] The objective is also and inevitably subjective” (95).
The open-endedness inherent in myth-making is attractive to Iizuka as she
incorporates this style in her playwrighting. “I like theatre that startles me, and that makes
me reappraise my relationship to the real. I think that’s probably more readily accessed by
going towards myth, or going toward something that’s not, strictly speaking, realistic”
(Berson 56). “If you find the right words, if you say them in just the right way, you make
the air electric with ghosts. That is a powerful and worthwhile thing. The ghosts have a lot
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to say. They bring us solace and illumination. They help us remember. They give us inklings
of what lies ahead” (Iizuka 80).
With this salute to an openness of methodology in writing, analyzing, and audience
response, I again approach the symbols in the text. In following Celie’s interest in angels,
the next piece of story/mythology to consider moves us out of the Greek mythological
framework into a Judeo/Christian one. In part three of Language of Angels, Danielle recalls
a vision Seth had described to her years before. He had seen “through the clouds, a ladder,
and that ladder went up as far as he could see, straight up into the clouds into the light,
straight up until he couldn’t see no more. Said the thing about a ladder, see, lets a soul go
up, lets a soul go back down. That’s the thing about a ladder. It works both ways” (27). This
is a straight-forward reference to Jacob’s dream in Genesis 28:12 of the Old Testament:
“And he had a dream, and behold, a ladder was set on the earth with its top reaching to
heaven; and behold, the angels of God were ascending and descending on it” (New
American Standard Bible). We are told that angels of God are going up and down the
ladder in Jacob’s dream, but who are the souls that ascend and descend Seth’s ladder? One
possibility is that Celie goes up and down this ladder; that is how she is able to call Seth to
herself when he reenters the cave, and how she is able to meet and sing with Danielle,
seemingly on a regular basis.
The other soul/angel who descends is the stranger Michael in part two. He becomes
a shapeshifter (similar to God in Blake’s poem), taking on for a few moments the
appearance and role of Danielle’s old boyfriend Tommy. He seems to have a purpose to aid
her healing of memories, the memories of Tommy falling/jumping/being pushed off the
mountain. Vogler identifies the Shapeshifter as a bewildering, changeable archetype whose
psychological purpose expresses energy of the opposite sex element within an individual’s
psyche (65), a side that is becoming lost for Danielle, the side that had plans to move to
Fayetteville, to become a nurse. “Did I tell you all the secrets of my heart? Tell me, quick,
tell me so I don’t forget. I don’t want to forget” (TheatreForum 24). Michael shifts back to
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his more angelic form and whispers in her ear “a language like no other.” The moment is
violently interrupted by a gun blast as Billy shoots and kills him. The possibility of Danielle’s
healing is delayed for years as she becomes a heroin addict and alcoholic living in a haze;
yet this is the violent act that sends Billy to prison, a punishment perhaps long overdue for
other crimes committed by this man with “a fire inside” (21). Michael incarnates the God in
Blake’s poem, rebalancing the energy of Billy’s actions for the sake of creation.
What are we to make of the whispered “language like no other”? The Pentecostal
community might say that “glossolalia,” or “speaking in tongues,” is a language of angels
that is interpreted through spiritual insight and inspiration. Language has energy and power
to wound beyond forgiveness or to heal miraculously. In the Judeo-Christian traditions, the
Logos, the word, is the creative embodiment of God: “In the beginning was the word, and
the word was with God and the word was God. […] And God said let there be…and there
was” (John 1; Genesis 1). Myth, mythos, connects us to meaning: inner, subconscious, and
spiritual, god-related workings and wanderings. Language, logos, connects us to
communication: outer and more often man-related. Because of God’s word, Abraham left
his homeland, Moses received the Ten Commandments, and Joseph took Mary and fled to
Egypt. When working well, logos and mythos weave together to make sense and meaning of
a whole, and the character Michael’s “language like no other” seems at its fullness to be a
bridge toward wholeness.
This is an appropriate transition point to discuss the mythological references in the
names of some of Iizuka’s characters. (Notice that names are in a sense, logos for us today,
similar to the way the entire history of MacDonald’s is contained in their “golden arches”
logo. This also points out the weakening of the word “Logos” as it has morphed to its
modern descendent “logos”.) I refer first to Joseph Campbell and what he has written
regarding the meaning of archetypes in relation to art.
Proper art is static. It holds you in ecstatic arrest […] in the art moment, the first
experience is integritas, the beholding of one object set apart from all objects in
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the world. This is a thing, and within that thing what is important is the relation
of part to part, and part to the whole, the rhythm, the rhythm of beauty. And
this is the key of all art. This is the key of form. […] Now this is what is meant by
an archetype of the unconscious. An archetype of the unconscious is a
recognized form, but the problem with it, when you begin to talk about it, is that
it is not recognized at all; it is talked about. […] If you know exactly what it is
you are creating, it is not going to work. You have turned it into a sign or a
concept instead of a thing in itself. It has to come out beyond speech, as life
does. (154)
This reveals something about how Iizuka’s play does work. She does not heavy-handedly
shove us along a well-paved road with newly painted billboards that say: “this is the story I
am telling, this is what it means, these are the myths and symbols and archetypes I am
working with.” She creates relationship and rhythm with pieces of recognizable patterns,
people who are almost familiar, tossing them together like spaghetti leaving the audience to
pull out the individual noodles to eat. “Myth is food. Say grace. Devour it. Share” (Iizuka
78).
With the concession to the idea that talking about art and archetype and creating art
are two different things, that there is a danger to make a single word work harder than it
wants to, I return again to the names. In the act of naming, every playwright reenacts a
moment in the Judeo-Christian creation myth where Adam named all the animals and birds,
“and whatever the man called a living creature, that was its name” (Genesis 2:19).
Reference has also already been made to the Greek goddess Mnemosyne; that through her,
through memory, men can name and remember. Iizuka names “Seth” – it is the name of
the third born of Adam and Eve, the son who replaces Abel killed by his brother Cain; and
through Seth we are given the geneology of men to the time of Noah, men who called upon
the name of the Lord (Genesis 4 – 5). She names “Michael” – is it not Michael, the
archangel, the messenger of God? - the one who brought to Mary the news that she will
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bear new life. “JB” - a reference to Job (Archibald Macleish wrote an adaptation of Job’s
story in his play J.B.); a long-suffering servant of God whom Satan harassed nearly to
death; whose friends forsook him. Perhaps such a fear of abandonment is the root of JB’s
psychosis. (I’ll return to JB shortly.) “Danielle” – a feminized version of Daniel, the one who
lay in the lion’s den without harm, who interpreted the dreams of the king and read the
writing on the walls; not so dissimilar from Danielle who is scarred by the hell she lived in,
yet returns to life with a soul that reads the workings of the spirit world, that knows what is
happening to JB in his demise.
Danielle’s name leads me to consider her as the true hero in this story, the one who
has journeyed the Hero’s Quest and returned to the ordinary world. Although there are not
clear point-by-point connections to every phrase of Vogler’s Hero Journey, Danielle seems
to pass through a few significant parallels that effect her transformation. Part two of the
play places Danielle at the APPROACH TO THE INMOST CAVE, stage seven (145). The
meeting with Michael prepares her to face the ORDEAL, stage eight, by re-living, remembering Tommy’s death. Her response to this memory touches her own death
actualized in a substitutionary way by Michael when he is shot. I am suggesting that his
death allows Danielle to eventually re-emerge from her addictions as if a resurrection
having received the gift of clairvoyance (the stage Vogler calls THE REWARD) (187). Her
ROAD BACK could not have been an easy one through withdrawal and abstinence, but
through it she does come, returning with THE ELIXIR, “something with the power to heal”
(221). Her camaraderie with Celie’s ghost, their singing together, is a balm for the grievous
wound of the young girl’s murder and death. (This idea of befriending ghosts is an old one;
in our contemporary performance culture think of Marley’s ghost in A Christmas Carol, and
the ghosts in the film, Sixth Sense, as only two examples.)
The structure of Danielle’s psychic journey can also be analyzed using Jungian
vocabulary. James Hollis writes of:
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an encounter with depth, […that] occasions a mediating image […] that is not
itself divine, but for a time it does hold divine energy. […] Such energy has a life
of its own and will depart, appear elsewhere or go underground […so that] the
burden of meaning falls inescapably upon the individual. […] What is required is
the acceptance of loneliness and suffering, the mustering of patience and
courage, and faithful attentiveness to the movements of psyche. As difficult as
this journey may be, it brings the individual back to the gods. (108)
This analysis becomes inclusive when applied to an audience that assimilates a performance
of Language of Angels. An individual spectator might not identify as closely with the
vocabulary of “hero” as he or she would with “acceptance of loneliness, suffering, and
courage.”
On the other hand, JB acts out the Shadow archetype representing
the energy of the dark side, the unexpressed, unrealized, or rejected aspect of
something. […] The negative face of the Shadow in stories is projected onto
characters called villains, antagonists, or enemies […] and are usually dedicated
to the death, destruction, or defeat of the hero […] The shadow may simply be
that shady part of ourselves that we are always wrestling with in struggles over
bad habits and old fears. (Vogler 71)
JB as Shadow works on both exterior and interior levels. He is the literal physical destroyer
in the narrative, but transforms into his own psychic destroyer as he hides behind the
persona of a sheriff (the supposed good guy). The negative energy growing out of his fear
of being discovered as Celie’s murderer seems to filter through the lives of his youthful
companions wreaking death and mayhem, until it turns back upon himself and he is literally
branded by its heat (as well as by the burning light belonging to Celie’s angels). It is
interesting that the namesake, Job, is a righteous, God-fearing man who has everything
unfairly taken from him, while JB is the inverse of that, the guilty one who lives a life that
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should have been lived by others, that belonged to others, that he unfairly took from
others. The retribution is in the branding.
As a playwright, Naomi Iizuka is enthralled with tattoos and what they mean as signs
on a body. Tattoo Girl, Skin, Aloha, Say the Pretty Girls, the unfinished Garuda’s Wings,
Polaroid Stories, as well as Language of Angels all have characters who have tattoos.
Although outside the scope of this paper to detail, the history of tattoos is an ancient and
often prestigious one. It is argued that tattoos were in existence as early as 12,000 B.C.E.,
with various meanings in ritual, tradition, and communication indicated by particular tribes
and nations (“Tattoo You” web site). The 150,000 hits that came up in answer to the
computer search: “tattoo history,” says that it is still a significant cultural activity.
The specific symbolic use of tattoos in Language of Angels is not especially difficult to
assess. Celie has a tattoo of a brilliantly colored butterfly. Seth tells us she got it when she
was 15, and he remembers rubbing away dots of blood (TheatreForum 19). It marks the
time of her passage into woman-hood and her connection with angels. A stage direction
reads: “Celie appears for an instant. The technicolor brilliance of her wings. And then she’s
gone” (19 my italics). Not “her tattoo,” as earlier in the script, but “her wings” – Celie has
crossed over to the angelic realm that had been symbolized on her as a butterfly tattoo. It
is clear in the script that Celie as ghost is responsible for burning JB’s back with her finger
prints, and branding the letters and signs there whose message is finally: “Remember me
4ever and ever” (19). She does, through this ritual, make clear to JB and others that her
truth stands fast. Danielle becomes the voice for the message, “now don’t you lie to me.
‘Cause I’ll tell you what, the thing about lies, see, they’ll always catch up with you in the
end” (27).
Robert Brustein specifies, “as theatre artists, their obligation is to penetrate the
puzzles of the human heart: to honor complexity, expose secrets, invade dreams, seek out
the unknown. […The play] is occasion to expose the obscure elements, the hidden
unpredictable qualities shared by every human soul” (6). In allowing mythology in classical
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and more contemporary usage to invade and permeate this play, Naomi Iizuka as
accomplished such penetration and exposure. In this liminal world, we understand
something of the puzzles of the human heart.
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Horton Foote’s Convicts in the Context of History
In the complex weave of family connections Horton Foote chronicles in his
epic nine-play Orphans’ Home Cycle (1902-1928), the Robedaux clan
extends so far beyond Wharton that if every cousin of Horace Robedaux
“traded with him in his store he would have the biggest business in south
Texas” (C 8). Those not directly related by blood or marriage may still be
counted in the family’s wide circle of influence and treated as kin, whether
deservedly or not. The plays carefully define the rights and obligations of
those far and near included somehow in Robedaux history.
During the play Cousins Horace’s clerk Gordon attempts to trace such an
intricate map of first and second cousins that Horace himself has to admit
that he “knew once but I’ve forgotten” how he is related to some of them (5).
Sickness and death draw the family together, revealing its vulnerabilities and
flaws. The cycle begins with the death of Paul Horace Robedaux and ends
with that of Henry Vaughn. Between these two deaths of family patriarchs
Foote draws a mural of Texas life in a town called Harrison during the first
three decades of the twentieth century. At the same time he contrasts the
fates of those characters included inside the circle with others forced to
remain outside.
Some object to their connection to a certain family member. Monty Reeves
rejects Mae Buchaman although his wife Lola insists they are kin on
Horace’s mother’s side (C 46-47). Not knowing about family ties does not
erase them, as Lola reminds Monty: “I bet you are and just don’t know it.”
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She and Elizabeth admit they themselves don’t know the full extent of their
family. Given the emphasis on the importance of family ties in The
Orphans’ Home Cycle Foote begins the cycle ironically, with a play that
treats disruptions in family relationships. The “parched ground” of the title
Roots in a Parched Ground refers to the fact that after his father dies and his
mother remarries Horace Jr. is suddenly abandoned to distant relatives.
Later Corella, his mother, will suffer harsh criticism for her actions. As an
estranged wife and then widow of a once-respected man who had lost a
fortune to drink and greedy relatives, Corella claimed she had little
alternative than to accept Pete Davenport’s conditions—that only Lily Dale,
Horace’s sister, be allowed to live with them. More than twenty years later
Cousin Minnie corners Corella in the ladies’ room at Foley’s department
store to rebuke her: “Horace has never forgiven you for running off and
leaving him.” When she tries to explain her reasons Minnie cuts her off—
“nothing went on but your meanness…” (C 39). Parents must take care of
their children—no excuses will convince Paul Horace’s relatives Corella had
no other choice.
Once his mother moves to Houston extended family in Harrison try to keep
Horace safe—Minnie, Aunt Inez, Grandpa and Grandma continue to be
interested in his welfare, later helping him through business school and
beyond. But as a child Horace is essentially on his own. The ineffective
clucking of well-meaning relatives does not prevent a fatherless twelve year
old from ending up working for the brutal Soll Gautier at the prison farm
that provides the setting for the second play in the cycle, Convicts.
Due to the efforts of family and friends, undeserving alcoholics like Lewis
Higgins and Brother Vaughn—even when they murder—somehow manage
to stay under the umbrella of respectability or at least out of jail. Lewis
boasts of getting a “pass” when he stabs a man who insults a woman in his
presence. The ladies testify for him and Brother Vaughn supports him as
well, saying “I would have cut the sonovabitch the same as you did” (C 17).
Three years later, in the last play of the cycle, The Death of Papa, when
Brother gets drunk and stabs a man to death Mrs. Vaughn rushes to
Galveston to bail him out. She only feels grateful that he doesn’t parade
around like Teddy Murdock did after he was acquitted for killing
T.J.Rowe—“walking up and down the street and shaking hands and being
congratulated by his friends” (DP 190). Foote has said of this character that
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“Brother is a crystallization of all the ‘Brothers’ I have known. As Shelby
Foote puts it, ‘Every Southerner’s got a ‘Brother’” (Laurin R. Porter, “An
Interview with Horton Foote” 181). He may act ashamed in front of his
mother, yet when he boards a boat out of New Orleans Brother will leave the
effects of his deeds behind him.
Given the attention lavished on these wasted lives, how could Paul Horace’s
son be shunted aside and forgotten? Foote’s characters pose this question
throughout the play. The father’s decline from a well-known lawyer to
death from alcoholism, his fortune gone, also devalues the son. Before he
meets his stepfather Horace mistakenly believes he will live with his mother,
Pete Davenport, and Lily Dale, go to school in Houston, and read law there
(RPG 70). Everyone assumes Pete will fill the role of father to Horace but
Pete, who lost his own childhood working to support himself and his family,
thinks Horace should do the same. The Robedauxs believe in education but
Corella’s people, the Thorntons, do not. “They put a low premium on
education” (Martin 79). After this rejection Horace gives up his dream of a
profession. He tells Lloyd Carpenter he will be a merchant, repeating Pete’s
scornful assertion that “lawyers are a dime a dozen” and are all starving
(82). But he doesn’t really believe this and hates to go back on his promise
to his dying father that he would become an educated man.
John Howard and George Tyler, two of his father’s old cronies who might
have filled the mentoring role, are useless. They make a faint show of
interest in what happens to Horace but after his father dies their enthusiasm
quickly dissipates. At his friend’s funeral (that he and Tyler have paid for)
Howard tells Horace “We’ll all help you son” (59). Earlier his comments to
Tyler were even stronger: “I’m going to be as close to that boy as I can, for
Paul Horace’s sake,” to which Tyler warily responded, “We all will want to
look out for him” (58-59). While they urge him to go back to school their
advice to “keep on with school like he wanted you to”(60) sounds hollow
with no offer of material support. Before the end of the play Howard, who
was supposed to teach Horace law, dies in his sleep. (Fifteen years later, in
Valentine’s Day, Tyler will commit suicide.) In the last scene of Roots in a
Parched Ground, although he tries to put on a brave front, Horace breaks
down when he tells Tyler “I’m giving up law. I’m going to be a merchant.”
Once he knows his support will not be needed, Tyler is effusive as he
assures Horace “I would have done all in my power to help you” and gives
him a dime (86).
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Convicts, the second play in the cycle, actually written after his 1918,
extends this context of displacement and human devaluation. It chronicles
life on a prison farm on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day, 1904. How
black convicts came to work on a farm owned by a man named Saul Gautier
requires some explanation. In the Southern backlash after The Thirteenth
Amendment ended slavery, the slave codes gave way to Jim Crow laws and
Black Codes. Behavior as simple as “loitering”—being caught without
papers—or making a gesture someone did not like or even asking for back
wages could result in a prison sentence. Historians of the period like David
Oshinsky, Mary Ellen Curtin, and Alex Lichtenstein have shown how the
bodies of these prisoners powered the South’s economic development.
After the Civil War destroyed a generation of white men, black convict labor
was seen as another way to keep all the power in the hands of factory and
plantation owners. Although slavery had ended, Emancipation did not
protect the rights of black prisoners. Once arrested the prisoner could easily
be enslaved. Although the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution
intended to abolish bondage it permitted involuntary servitude as
punishment for a crime (Lichtenstein 2). Once emancipated from the
dominion of the slaveholder blacks were still subject to the authority of the
state. One of the justifications for the Black Codes was that the new
freedmen were thought to be inherently prone to vice— incarceration
seemed a good way to control them. By 1890 convict leasing was
widespread. In Florida the number of convicts rose from 125 in 1881 to
1,071 in 1904 (John Bozzo “Back to Africa Movement Highlighted”).
Elsewhere in the South and Southwest convicts worked coal and iron mines,
railroad camps, brickyards, sawmills, turpentine camps (Lichtenstein 4), and
sugar and cotton plantations, such as Soll’s cane farm in Floyd’s Lane,
Texas. When Soll hired an overseer his first question was “How mean are
you”? (132). If a convict at Soll’s farm was too sick to work the overseer
gave him “a couple of licks across the back” to encourage him to get up
(118). A Yazoo Delta planter wrote in 1866 that
I think God intended the niggers to be slaves.
Now since man has deranged God’s plan, I
think the best we can do is keep ‘em as near
to a state of bondage as possible…my theory
is, feed ‘em well, clothe ‘em well, and then,
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if they don’t work…whip ‘em well.
(Oshinsky 11)
The leather straps they used were often studded with wooden shoe pegs
(Julie Browne, “The Labor of Doing Time”)—ex-slaves were now being
punished for the South’s defeat.
The rest of Horace’s family, his friends and the townspeople who populate
other plays in the cycle and create an orderly society, are absent in this play.
While his uncle is away gambling, Horace must provide the moral center
from which to view Soll Gautier’s absolute depravity and hatred. Through
Horace’s eyes we witness Soll’s attitude toward and treatment of the black
prisoners who farm his land. As Matthew J. Mancini demonstrates in One
Dies, Get Another: Convict Leasing in the American South, 1866-1928,
lessees saw convicts as tools to be worked to death. In its brutality Soll’s
attitude, like that of others who leased black convicts, represents an absolute
disregard not only of the laws of a moral society but even of simple
humanity.
Pure economics fuels Soll’s scheme to run his farm with convicts. There are
big profits for the lessee as well as for the the state. In Black Prisoners and
Their World: Alabama 1860-1900 Mary Ellen Curtin shows how black
prisoners made Alabama’s prison system the most profitable in the nation.
While Horace is guarding the convict Leroy Kendricks, he tells Horace his
pay is seven dollars a month and he is working off a five hundred dollar fine
for cutting a man across the face. “They sentenced me to the Retrieve Prison
Plantation on the coast. That’s the worst place I was ever in my life. I heard
you could hire out to work on plantations around here until you paid off your
fine so I asked if I could go to work out my fine and they sent me here”
(101). Soll tells his brother Tyre that without them “you’ll never get the
work done.” Although Tyre responds that “my wife is against working
convicts” within two years Tyre’s wife’s qualms wane—“next thing I knew
he had his own convicts” (C 135).
Foote shows Soll at the absolute nadir of his life, with one overriding fear—
that he will die alone, defenseless, with his throat cut, thrown into the woods
by one of his prisoners. He fears some “varmint” will find his unburied
corpse. The price he pays for his crimes is trusting no one and always having
to sleep with his gun and his cane knife beside him (137). He fears the
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convicts all the more because he doesn’t know exactly where they lie—
“They are all buried out here someplace. The more you kill the more they
are” he says grimly (131). He is fatalistic about his impending death, calling
for a coffin to be made, just in case—“when you reach my time of life you
better have your coffin handy” (140).
Soll is another of the outsiders Foote had already introduced in Roots in a
Parched Ground. Like Lewis Higgins, Soll is in the late, hallucinatory
stages of alcoholism. He is one of a long line of “defeated men” in Foote’s
work that Charles Watson describes in “Beyond the Commercial Media:
Horton Foote’s Procession of Defeated Men” as once “masters of themselves
but [who] now became slaves of others” (Studies in American Drama 176).
He lives in a fantasy world of murder and retribution, an endless round of
shooting and being shot: “Convicts. I’m gonna kill all them convicts. I’m
gonna have me a sure enough convict graveyard out here.” He hands Horace
his shotgun and urges him “Shoot you a convict.” After Horace shoots he
asks “How many have we killed”? (128). Horace tells Ben, a freedman who
runs the plantation store with his wife Martha, that Soll told him he was
shooting at bears.
Soll is living in the past. He asks “what was my mama’s name”? (149).
As he remembers his life story Foote gives us an encapsulated history of
convict labor on private land.
It was my daddy’s idea to get convicts. We tried after slavery to have
tenants out here. We had 300 at one time living on the place, but we
had a series of bad crop years and we all nearly starved. “So Papa
said, get rid of the tenants and hire yourself convicts,” and I did.
(149)
After the Civil War convict leasing became widespread. Lichtenstein sees
this as a transitional phase between slavery and free labor. But only in the
South did the state entirely give up its control of the convict to the contractor
(Lichtenstein 3). Since the contractor had the full authority to restrain the
convict, deaths were rarely investigated. After he calls the sheriff, Soll does
not care what happens to Leroy Kendricks, chained to a tree because he has
murdered fellow convict Jesse Wilkes. After Horace refuses to give Leroy a
knife to commit suicide, Leroy tries to overpower the sheriff to force a
confrontation that will result in his death. The sheriff remarks that he had to
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shoot Leroy three times, he was fighting so (C 111). Only Horace seems
worried that no ritual marks the occasion and there is no name on the
murdered man’s grave: “I’m going to say a prayer over Jesse’s
grave…because I feel bad that he was dumped into the ground and no prayer
was said” (107). His job as a clerk helping his Uncle Albert Thornton at the
dissolute Soll’s remote plantation store, offering “grub, all the tobacco I
want, and four bits a week” (RPG 84) represents a coming of age experience
for Horace.
The idea of place and home as sacred space is integral to Foote’s work.
Marjorie Smelstor says that Foote “surveys the human landscape with a
broad brush that frequently leads the eye to one specific work on the canvas:
home” (Southern Quarterly 7). The very title of the Orphans’ Home Cycle
emphasizes Horace’s long journey back to acceptance. By his continual
reiteration throughout the play that he has come to work for Soll to earn
enough to put a headstone on Paul Horace’s grave, Horace reminds even
these lost people at Floyd’s Lane that he considers life precious and death to
be remembered and honored. Paul Horace may have dissipated the family
fortune and compromised his son’s security, but Horace is adamant that he
will have nothing less than a carved marble headstone:
Soll: Your daddy was no good, Albert says. Mistreated
your mother. Died a drunkard. “Then why in hell
does he want to put a tombstone on the bastard’s
grave,” I asked him. “That’s how the boy is, he
says. He’s strange.”
125
As venial and amoral as Soll has shown himself to be, he also tries to enter
this sacred circle of caring. Before long Soll is bragging to Horace about
how big a tombstone he put on his own father’s grave. “It’s the biggest
goddamned tombstone ever made. It’s got angels all over it and two women
crying” (128). Later he tells Horace it cost “five thousand dollars. Brought it
by boat from New Orleans” (146). It is not enough that Soll refuses to pay
Horace the eleven dollars and fifty cents he owes him for work already done
during the fall. But he must also rave on about the fancy headstone he will
purchase for Paul Horace, rivaling the one he bought for his father—“Well
I’m gonna buy it for you. I’m gonna buy the biggest goddamned tombstone
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in Texas. I’m gonna have angels on it and two Confederate veterans…I’ll
put ‘Rest in Peace’ on it and three verses from the Bible” (134).
Yet Soll knows he has made a Faustian bargain and his time has come to
pay. After his death he will be thrust out of the sacred circle he tried to enter
through Horace’s dream of honoring his father. Ben, who was born on this
farm, tells Horace that Soll never had a fancy tombstone put up on his
father’s grave: “He was lying. Didn’t have nothing on it—just a slab of
marble sticking up with his name on it” (162). In his last hours the cruelty of
the prison farm is turned back on him. Earlier in the play we saw Leroy
Kendricks kicked by the sheriff as he lay on the ground chained to a tree. As
Soll slips, falls, and lies helpless on the ground, his niece Asa gives him a
kick and taunts him—“ Did you hear me? I hope you break your goddamned
neck” (136). A few moments earlier he swore at her when she asked him if
he wanted any supper—“It is Christmas Eve.” “I don’t give a damn what day
it is. If I wanted supper I’d tell you” (136). When she tries to keep him from
going after some imaginary escaped convict he calls her a “goddamn liar,” a
“slut,” and a “whore,” provoking her to attack him. He refuses the
communion of food and denies the holiness of the day and the season.
This is the man who let his overseer hang a convict’s corpse to a tree and
leave it there until it started to stink “to show what will happen to them when
they get out of line” (131). He made his convicts weed his family’s
graveyard while in the colored graveyard the graves disappeared under grass
(123). He never kept track of where individual convicts were buried. Soll
shows no remorse when he is told he is responsible for Sherman Edwards’
death because he had him beaten and sent to work even though he was too
sick. After Ben admonishes him, saying “he told you he was too sick to
work but you didn’t believe him,” Soll asks merely, “Who’s burying him?”
(157). At the beginning of the play Horace asks Martha who will say a
prayer over Jesse Wilkes’ grave. Martha replies, “Mr. Soll is not going to
have any prayer said over a dead convict’s grave” (98). But this year Soll
does not send his convicts to work in the fields on Christmas Day, as is his
custom, because he fears “trouble” will spread (94). When at the end of the
play Soll finally dies, Ben tells Horace Asa, Soll’s heir, does not care where
his corpse goes. “Bury him here, throw him in the creek, she don’t care”
(162).
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There will be no consecration for Soll. He wanted no hymns, no prayers,
and no preacher. The overseer refuses to come to the service and Billy, his
niece’s husband, is too drunk to attend. There will be no tombstone for
Soll’s grave because Asa will not put one up. As far as a eulogy goes,
Jackson the trustee and Ben try to think of what to say. Horace reminds them
that Soll said nothing about the Lord’s Prayer.
Horace: And you could testify. He didn’t say you couldn’t do that.
Ben: No. (Pause.) I can say he always worked hard; I can say that.
Jackson: And I could say he let me be a trustee; I could say that. And he
drank a lot of whiskey.
156
Horace tries to remember what comes after “Forgive us our trespasses” in
the Lord’s Prayer he wants to say over Jesse Wilkes’ grave. That is the part
that remains unsaid—who will forgive the trespasses done against the
convicts?
Billy fumes that Horace’s family has left him stranded in a place like this. “It
sickens me to see a boy abandoned this way”—but when he suggests they
take Horace in to raise his wife Asa calls him a sentimental old fool. Billy
already has a child by his first wife. “You have a child. Take care of your
own child” (95). Horace tells Martha that no one cares about where he is on
Christmas or any other time. Instead of coming to get him his uncle Albert
Thornton gives the sheriff an orange and hard candy to take to Horace.
Horace sleeps on the floor of the plantation store, by the stove, near Martha
and Ben, not up at Soll’s house. It is safe space, as Martha reminds him:
“The only prayers said in this place is right in here” (97).
At the play’s conclusion Ben muses about the graves on Soll Gautier’s eight
thousand acres of rich “cane land.” Soll had become obsessed with the exact
location of the graveyards, where he would be buried, who would bury him,
and how it would be done. At first Ben tells Horace that
“Mr. Soll don’t want them [convicts] buried near his people” (114). But
later, after he provokes Asa into a fight, Soll decides he does not want her at
his funeral (155). His last words to Horace are “don’t let them bury me with
my own family, because my brother and his daughters are going to be buried
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there and I don’t want to be buried by them or near them. I’d rather have
convicts near me than that stinkin’”—(162). When he tells Albert Thornton
the fate of his father’s unmarked grave, next to Soll’s mother’s on Salurie
Island, he shows how well he understands that he will share this land with
the convicts he has so mistreated and despised.
“You’ll never find his grave then,” I told
him, “because the tidal wave after the last
storm swept over the island washing all
the graves away—my mama’s, your daddy’s
…they found some bones on the beach later,
but they didn’t know whose graves they
belonged to.
150
Albert Thornton’s father’s bones and Soll Gautier’s mother’s bones have
mixed, just as Soll’s bones will mix with those of his convicts. With Soll’s
life over his prison farm, with its graves and untold stories of other murders
will be abandoned. His prison farm will go to “weeds and trees and cane”
because Asa is taking away the convicts to her daddy’s land. “Six months
from now you won’t know where anybody’s buried out here” Ben tells
Horace. “Not my people, not the convicts, not Mr. Soll” (163). By the time
Foote shows Horace at twenty-six, in 1917, married and expecting a child in
the play Valentine’s Day, the practice of convict leasing to private lessees
has been ended for more than a decade, and convicts worked only on public
projects like buildings and roads.
Horton Foote places Convicts so close to the beginning of the Orphans’
Home Cycle to parallel the convicts’ situation with Horace’s recent
abandonment. Emancipation did not free the slaves completely. During a
fifty-year period of exploitation black convicts still suffered the indignities
of slavery, but without its protection. Since lessees were required to feed,
clothe, and house the convicts if they caused any problem there was little
incentive to keep them alive. Just as Horace’s family looks the other way as
he suffers loneliness and deprivation, the lessees of convict labor chose to
ignore the human toll. Leroy Kendricks came to the prison farm because he
cut someone’s face in a fight. But at seven dollars a month he will never pay
off his five hundred dollar debt. While at the farm, trying to protect himself,
Kendricks kills a fellow inmate, and, dreading his further sentence, commits
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suicide by rushing the sheriff on the way to jail. As Curtin describes in her
Black Prisoners and Their World, once a freedman was caught up in this
system it was almost impossible to get him out, because during
Reconstruction increasingly Democratic judges and juries sided with the
plaintiff.
As Horace finds he can make it alone outside his family, the freedmen
move to the next stage of being able to sell their labor on the open market
without the fear of any “Codes” to prevent them from choosing the kind of
work they will do. Horace’s immersion into their lives, if only briefly, is
reflected in his later development in the play cycle. He is cautious, to a fault,
because he has witnessed the long result of a single action on someone’s life.
Because he realizes the shortness of life he dares to court his wife Elizabeth
and elope with her against her father Henry Vaughn’s wishes in Valentine’s
Day. Horace weathers the loss of his baby to influenza and the many other
deaths chronicled in 1918 because he has experienced and tried to make
sense of the horror and pain suffered by a part of the human family out at
Floyd’s Lane. And his willingness to lose customers because he upholds the
right of all people, white or black, to be respected when they shop in his
clothing store, explains why Horace does not become rich from the business
of his myriad of relatives. That insistence on equality was another of the
lessons of Floyd’s Lane.
Like the convicts, Horace unwillingly works for no pay on Soll’s farm. Like
them, he understands the humiliation of having to beg for wages that are
rightfully his. And after he has experienced the terrible loneliness and fear of
Soll’s prison farm he is more than willing to give up the fast life of drinking
and gambling to win Elizabeth’s love in the play Courtship. Having had to
fight to enter a world that Elizabeth’s feckless Brother Vaughn inhabits by
birth, he realizes what it means to be outside the protected circle. The
freedmen were promised so much after the Civil War— freedom, dignity,
jobs, the right to choose where and how to live and the means to live a
decent life—yet all these promises of Reconstruction were not kept.
Although Horace promised Soll that he would sit by his corpse with a gun
until it was buried, Ben tells him, “Don’t let that bother you. Look at all he
promised you. Didn’t keep none of them.” But Horace, thinking of his own
immortal soul, answers, “I’d feel better if I kept mine” (161). With these
words Horace remembers the line from the Lord’s Prayer he was searching
for earlier—“as we forgive those who trespass against us.”
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Design is a process of creating, organizing, adjusting and evaluating. Design is
also a product, the making of something tangible. We recognize the designed object or
landscape less by its style than by our ability to understand that the designer made
deliberate and intentional decisions that it be a certain way. As educators, we use
design vocabularies of terms and visual constructs that are both new and, at times,
mysterious to our students. Through the Lens is a multi-layered project for first semester
design students that effectively gives students access to and understanding of this
vocabulary. It is a one-week project involving readings and lectures that introduce
design elements and principles of spatial organization and composition. Immediate
application of new knowledge and vocabulary is accomplished by observation and
photographic documentation of examples in the physical world. These images are then
simplified into figure/ground collages that develop abstract thinking and graphic
communications skills. Teamwork and written commentary develop verbal abilities. The
final presentation is a well-crafted book of abstract images of design vocabulary. The
exercises provide a basis for increasingly complex design projects during the
subsequent semester.
Underlying the project are several assumptions: 1) Beginning design students
have little grasp of the processes of observation, abstraction and interpretation that
underlay the work that they are embarking on. 2) As teachers, we are limited by our
students’ lack of familiarity with the vocabulary of design. It serves all of us well to get
them to understand and use this vocabulary early and often. 3) Many beginning
students in landscape architecture know little about graphics materials, lack a baseline
standard of excellence and craft, and are unsure of their capacity to meet expectations.
These issues are explored through a series of exercises designed with the
objective of immersion in these new vocabularies. Exploration of design vocabulary
begins with a discussion of Ching’s list of design elements, principles and organizing
systems (Ching, 1996) with the addition of color, texture, rhythm and gesture, which are
especially relevant to landscape architecture. This is followed by a slide lecture of
examples found in the landscape. As part of this exercise, students are given
disposable cameras and, working in teams, asked to find examples of design elements
(point, line, plane, volume, shape), organizing principles (axial, centralized, radial,
linear, clustered, grid organizations), and compositional elements (symmetry, hierarchy,
rhythm, repetition, pattern, texture, proportion, color, gesture).
The students are then asked to create abstract representations of the design
element or principle ‘captured’ in the photograph. They label their photographs with one
design principle or element and create a series of black and white figure-ground
collages. The third stage is to reflect on the experiences of observation and abstraction,
of seeing, knowing and analyzing. Students write about changed perceptions and the
new experience of design dialogue. The final product is a bound book with a designed
cover that includes the photographs, abstract collages and narratives.

Fig.1. Symmetry (Emily Nottenkamper)

Fig.2. Line (Rachel Sandy)

Fig.3. Grid organization (Cary Simmons)

Fig.4. Rhythm (Kimberly Dennis)

Fig.5 line (Rachel Sandy)
While the emphasis is on personal analysis and deduction, students have also
learned about making, organizing, creating and communicating. What the students
begin to understand is that our perception of the environment is changed by the power
of analysis and critical thinking. They have been introduced to basic design vocabulary
and discovered from personal experience the intentional decisions made for the spaces
that surround them. Students are beginning to comprehend why they prefer or
appreciate one space more than another—and to speak in design terms. More
importantly, they are able to ‘see’ design elements such as point, line and plane and to
perceive the order of organizing principles.
It was very helpful working with a partner on this project because design is not only how
I see something, but how others may see it as well. —Kymberlie Fath
My partner’s recognition of vertical features allowed me to realize that design principles
are not merely two-dimensional. —Bradford Gaines
The details started jumping out like a 3-D movie once I was introduced to the basic
elements of design…I was finally able to put a name to the individual elements of the
design that I knew were good (or bad) but didn’t know why. —Blanche McKee
The simple act of looking through the camera lens allowed me, with relative ease, to
view previously unnoticed elements of the campus…The exercise in abstraction helped
me to break these elements, contained throughout the campus, into their simplest
forms. —Leslie Munzner
Since so much detail had to be ignored in the abstraction, I had to be aware of what I
was omitting. Working with these abstractions opened my eyes to many things I hadn’t
noticed before and also helped me to simplify how I saw my surroundings. —K. Fath
An abstraction is the way I see the world, the photograph is the camera’s idea of the
world and the abstraction is mine. —Chip McCulley
The premise of this project is Donald Schon’s ‘reflection-in-action’ (Schon, 1987).
The team picture-taking excursion requires students to have a conversation about and
with design vocabulary. The exercise in abstraction requires an unfamiliar mode of
inquiry. Students must decide on a way to simplify a complex composition in order to
communicate an idea. The collage technique of figure/ground demands critical thinking
and further simplification and clarification of ideas. Through the Lens engages students

with the material presented in lecture and guides them through the processes of
abstraction and making. It prepares them for projects that involve spatial analysis,
diagramming and design of created spaces.
While this first project concentrates on exploring notions of space and order, the
next project in the semester is one of spatial analysis of designed places. Students are
assigned historical landscapes that have strong geometric form and spatial enclosure to
research and analyze. They must locate plans, sections, elevations and perspectives as
well as verbal descriptions of the site. Project requirements include a description of the
landscape, a series of drafted drawings, and eight analysis diagrams. This is a project
that I have used for many years. What struck me is the relative ease that students had
with analytical diagrams following the photo abstraction exercise. The two analytical
projects are intended to introduce students to verbal and graphic design vocabularies,
graphic media, critical abilities, and discourse. Following these projects are several
studio projects that explore notions of memory, narrative, nature, materials,
interpretation and transformation.

fig.6. Analysis diagrams of historical landscapes (left to right: linear organization
at Villa Gamberaia, symmetry at Vaux les Vicomtes, rhythm at University of
Virginia, and hierarchy at Villa D’Este).
At the end of the semester, students are engaged in a design project with a ‘real’
site and all the issues that implies. Typically, the project site is selected for a
combination of natural and cultural influences and requirements. Students generally
prefer the ‘real’ site to the hypothetical/theoretical sites of previous projects. However
they are often overwhelmed by issues of scale and function and revert to familiar,
meaningless, and cliché ‘landscaping’ solutions. This phenomenon happens, I think,
because students lack a cognitive reservoir of projects and spaces that they
comprehend as ‘designed’ places. They rarely make the connection that the exercises
in analysis and abstraction are the process of design. The design discourse of the
previous projects gives us (them) the vocabulary to reconsider their designs in terms of
spatial organization, composition and a rationale for utilizing design elements such as
symmetry, repetition, and gesture. Required in the final project presentation are plan,
sections, written concept statement and parti. The majority of students in the class could
abstract their design, with all its glorious complexity, into one small black and white
figure/ground abstraction.

(The student) has to see on his own behalf and in his own way the relations between
means and methods employed and results achieved. Nobody else can see for him, and
he can’t see just by being ‘told,’ although the right kind of telling may guide his seeing
and thus help him see what he needs to see. (Dewey, 1974).
Through the Lens is a one-week project involving readings and lectures that
introduce design elements and principles of spatial organization and composition.
Immediate application of new knowledge and vocabulary is accomplished by
observation and photographic documentation of examples in the physical world. These
images are then simplified into figure/ground diagrams and collages that develop
abstract thinking and graphic communications skills. Teamwork and written commentary
develop verbal abilities. The final presentation is a well-crafted book of abstract images
of design vocabulary. Following a formal design review, one abstract composition is
selected and developed into a richly textured pencil drawing. The hidden agenda here is
to develop student’s sensitivity to the composition of a drawing.

fig.7. Rachel Sandy

fig.8. Leslie Munzner
The mission of the course (Design I or II at the University of Arkansas) is to
introduce students to fundamental design principles, representation techniques, critical
thinking, and two- and three-dimensional design. The original idea for Through the Lens
was to devise a fast, non-threatening way to engage students in design vocabulary and
to have something to do on the first day of class. As an educator, I am interested in
exploring the roles of instructor and students in the mutual process of teaching and
learning design principles, abstract thinking and representation, and the synthesis of
theory and its application in a crafted product. For the most part, we judge the
effectiveness of our teaching by what our students do. I have taught beginning design
students, both graduate and undergraduate students, for almost 10 years. I present this
project in this venue because I have seen a marked difference in the graphic work,
verbal eloquence, and design abilities of students since bringing it into the course.
Can this project have broader applications to other disciplines or levels of
education? Through the Lens attempts to engage students in observation, analysis,
abstraction, craft, and reflection in a condensed period of time. The methodology and
materials are deceptively easy and familiar. However, the concepts and processes
learned are complex. While ‘fun’ for the students, it engages them in the material
presented in lecture and guides them through the processes of abstraction and making.
Students are prepared for subsequent studio projects that involve spatial analysis,
diagramming and design of created spaces.
Both the paper and the project described are works in progress. I hope to
generate discussion and suggestions for further development of the exercises.
Suggestions to further develop the sequence of exercises in order to meet our goals of
teaching design and promoting discourse about design are most welcome. The
sequence of exercises was presented as a poster presentation at CELA 2002 in
September. Among the comments and questions that I received, were suggestions for

one or two further steps, questions about how I framed the questions, and demands to
know how I ‘got them to do that work’. Upon my return to Fayetteville, I mounted the
poster in the hallway to studio. The first students to notice it were those whose work
was incorporated into the poster. Other students started looking at the images and
reading the text. One colleague, who was asking his students to use abstraction of a
natural object found on site to generate design form and details, sent students to study
the images.
This semester I have the opportunity to again work with students whom I have
guided through this project. We are revisiting notions and processes of abstraction in
significantly more complex projects. It is a rare chance to evaluate the pedagogy and
effectiveness of the project.
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Abstract - Panel Presentation
90-minute Discussion, 20 minutes per section.
This panel and practitioner presentation brings together three different experiences with
creating publications for different communities, ranging from the running of a local
newspaper, to the creation of a university arts journal, to experimenting with genrebusting forms of journalism for different national venues and audiences. We begin by
looking at a traditional community newspaper, produced for over 60 years by students for
a small Wisconsin community, The Pulaski News. Mike Cowling will talk about the
practical aspects of collaboration and cooperation as students and their community work
together to produce a widely read, weekly newspaper.

We follow with a presentation on the practical aspects of starting a new university arts
journal from scratch, Moebius. Members of the journal’s editorial board (instructors and
students) will discuss not only the practical aspects leading to their first publication, but
also address the theoretical questions that arose in the process. Specifically, the panelists
will discuss how they came to define the “liberal arts” through the inclusion (and
occasional exclusion) of interdisciplinary work that was often resistant to clear definition.
We conclude with a discussion by Jon Franklin, a well-known journalist, and creative
non-fiction writer. Mr. Franklin will discuss the role new forms of journalism and
creative non-fiction can play in the creation or re-creation of reality, and how this is
combined with the definition of the arts and of journalism itself.
All the panelists will join together in open discussion about the changing role of the arts
and journalism, especially as it concerns the creation of community. The panelists will
also offer practical organizational advice for any audience members interested in starting
similar community-building publications.
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3. Abstract
This workshop is constituted of my performance at the piano and my eclectic analysis of
the J. S. Bach (1685-1750) Organ Prelude in G minor, as transcribed for the piano by
Alexander Silotti (1863-1945). Silotti was a noted Russian pianist and conductor who
studied with Tchaikovsky in Moscow and Liszt in Weimer. Silotti s transcription for
piano (rarely performed and long out of print) of this virtuoso organ prelude in G minor
by Bach is in a late nineteenth century (Liszt) bravura style. While the actual notes
remain true to Bach s original organ prelude, the referential message of the piano
transcription is marked by the eruption of two ontological worlds: (1) that of early-to-mid
18th century Bach and (2) that of late-nineteenth century Liszt. Thus, Bach s and
Liszt/Silotti s worlds erupt out of the sound, form and reference of the piano
transcription.
This clash of ontological worlds brings into stark relief the more implicit and covert clash
inherent in experiences of musical works from distant historical periods. For example, the
early 21st century listener experiences a Mozart piano sonata not as an 18th century
cultural being but as a 21st century being. What is the nature of the dislocation from and
yet cultural connection to historically distant musical works for the contemporary
listener? The experience and analysis of the Bach/Silotti Organ Prelude for Piano should
prompt vigorous discussion thereof.
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Abstract: This essay discusses race, class, gender, sexuality, and disability in the first
season of the televised science fiction, Dark Angel. “Race” and most everything else
“floats” in this ambiguously dystopian chronotope filled with cyborg bodies which seem
constructed according to blueprints drawn by Donna Haraway.

“This is a struggle over life and death, but the boundary between
science fiction and social reality is an optical illusion.”
Donna Haraway “A Cyborg Manifesto”

“This series is social realism.” Charles H. Eglee
There is little doubt that Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982) is a masterpiece of
speculative film. Philip K. Dick enthusiastically praised the screenplay adaptation of his novel
Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep just before his death and approved the marquee friendly
title change. The final film is one of the most analyzed of all time, garnering eighty-two entries
to Citizen Kane’s fifty-two in the 2003 MLA Bibliography. Eighteen years later, James
Cameron’s televised series Dark Angel (October 2000-May 20012 – co-created with Charles H.
Eglee and co-produced with René Echeverria) is a visually stunning homage to Blade Runner,
replicating many of the film’s themes and visual tropes. Dark Angel, like Blade Runner, created
1

This essay is part one of an essay which will address the first season of televised series Dark
Angel.
2
FOX abruptly cancelled the series, despite its popularity, after the cliffhanger second season
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a succession of twenty-first century figurations by troping twentieth century representations.3
Dark Angel presents us with forty-two episodes of intense intertextuality and intriguingly
complex narrative structures. Cameron conceived of the twenty-one episodes of the first season
as a novelistic whole.4 This essay concentrates on the first season.
The explanation for this particular post-Apocalypse world is “the pulse,” a cataclysm that
destroyed virtually all electronic systems in North America around 2010.5 Set in Seattle6 circa
2020, Dark Angel telescopes us into a post-colonial future. The United States no longer exists as
a first world power; it barely survives as a political whole. What is left has collapsed into the
third world in the face of inchoate globalized capital. A permanent underclass endures a
sustained depression while a tiny upperclass retains its luxurious lifestyle. The middle class has
been destroyed in an eerie echo of the present erosion of the American middle class While our
twenty-first century communications technologies are hyper-accelerating, Dark Angel’s are
recovering unevenly from “the pulse.” The power that matters in this narrative is not the
amorphous power of a plutocracy married to technology. The dominant power is palpable if not
finale. Do not seek resolution anywhere in this text or its subject.
3
Repetition is a complex activity in film and video as Laura Grindstaff succinctly observed “. .
.since films remake popular television shows (The Brady Bunch, Mission Impossible, South
Park), television shows remake popular films (M*A*S*H, The Odd Couple, Buffy the Vampire
Slayer), and both films and television shows remake or adapt comic book stories (Superman,
Batman, and the like). These various relations are complicated by the fact that many, if not most,
so_called original films are adapted from plays, novels, or other literary source material –
themselves often based on prior sources. Moreover, generic conventions in literature, cinema,
and television ensure that all narratives within a given genre can be considered in the broadest
sense copies of one another insofar as genre texts recapitulate an established (though by no
means static) set of thematic and iconographic codes.” (134).
4
This and all subsequent references to the “Special Features” of the 2003 DVD of Dark Angel’s
first season will be noted as SF S1 DVD.
5
Pulses of the sort described are the first wave of devastation of a nuclear bomb. The United
States not only has weapons which will produce exactly this effect without the iconic nuclear
explosion, they were considered for use against Iraq in the spring of 2003.
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immediately visible: advanced biotechnology wed to a secret military rules in this fictional
twenty-first century. In Dark Angel, biotechnology does not promise the spectacular deliverance
of humans from disease, as present day analysts insist it will; instead, it delivers spectacle in the
form of the post-human. In the process, biotech serves the worst of globalized capital.
Like Blade Runner, Dark Angel evokes a now familiar chronotope – a post-industrial,
ecologically devastated, low-tech, urban scene with a film noir aesthetic. At the outset, the series
seems Manichean in its suppositions, but Dark Angel consistently inverts what seem to be its
obvious assumptions. Blade Runner may be unavoidable referent for speculative film, but
Donna Haraway’s essay “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in
the Late Twentieth Century,” first published three years after “Blade Runner” came to the
screen,7 is a rigorous model for any analysis of the cyborg, feminism and race. “A Cyborg
Manifesto” is unabashedly “. . .in the utopian tradition of imagining a world without gender
(150).” Dark Angel might have been written from a Harawayian blueprint, not because of its
utopian politics, but because Haraway reads the late twentieth century precisely and “Dark
Angel” participates intensely in this representational moment.8 Roughly twenty years after
“Blade Runner” and “Cyborg Manifesto” our semiology trembles right on cue. Important, and
even trivial, representations connote both the obvious and their obvious antithesis. Dark Angel is
filled with what Haraway calls “cyborg semiologies.” The bodies in Dark Angel are beautiful,
mulatta in the best of senses, mutated and mutilated and they offer us the only hope we have for

6

Filmed in Vancouver. The original pilot was set in San Francisco.
This essay will refer to the version published in the 1991 collection Simians, Cyborgs and
Women. The original appeared in Socialist Review 80 (1985): 65-108.
8
See Also Lynn M. Randolph’s art inspired by and produced in collaboration with Haraway
during the 1990s. The cover of Simians, Cyborgs, and Women is Randolph’s visual homage to
“A Cyborg Manifesto.”
7
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salvation. These bodies are packed tightly with the blasphemy Haraway advocates: one that
insists on irony, paradox and hope. At war with themselves and each other, our transgenics
present us with a utopia wrapped around a dystopia. These bodies are somatopias, body places
which imply the perfectability of that which is imperfect, our physical selves. They represent
hope for salvation through the machine. But they simultaneously represent our collective
nightmare: that the post-human will wipe the human from the surface of the earth.
The first SF series to place a Latina in its starring role, Jesssica Alba’s ethnically
ambiguous appearance made her especially suited to play our Dark Angel, Max Guevarra.9

Our hero is a “transgenic,” the recombinant result of the melding of the “best” human DNA, a
post-human who is “. . .pretty much a blood relative to almost everyone who is anyone from
Winston Churchill to Einstein to Pocahontas.” This line is Max’s sassy retort to an invitation to
an elite wedding where her social status and biological lineage are sure to be questioned. Max
is an iconic simulacrum: she represents all of humanity with no clear parentage and is a living
iteration of Haraway’s unforgettable line: “Our machines are disturbingly lively, and we

9

Co-producer, Robert Ulrich notes Alba was cast specifically for her ambiguous ethnic identity.
She has since played a Eurasian from Sarawak in The Sleeping Dictionary (2002). This film is a
resolutely colonialist discourse. Alba plays the assigned concubine of a British colonial
administrator who goes native (the film’s pseudo-liberal discourse rewrites the lovers into a
fantasy of the primitive). Her brother, Joshua Alba, plays one of her transgenic brothers in the
first season finale. However, such is the irony and confusion surrounding race that some viewers
of Dark Angel do not recognize Alba as a woman of color despite the fact that her skin is nearly
as brown as the clearly identify African American character, Original Cindy, played by Valarie
Rae Miller. Cameron indicates that Max stands for “maximum,” as in “maximum girl.” The
“girl” attribution in both the show and the co-producers dialog about it may, or may not be
problematic since Max is only ten years old in the opening sequences of the pilot.
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ourselves are frighteningly inert.” Constructed in the service of the ultra-secret, military
facility, Manticore, Max is one of the X5 series, all manufactured to become extraordinarily
capable battle machines, “perfect soldiers.” The X5s are birthed by surrogate mothers, raised,
and trained as twenty-first century, military slaves. In Dark Angel, “. . .modern war is a cyborg
orgy, coded by C3I, command-control-communication-intelligence. . .” (Haraway 150). Our X5s
are precisely controlled by a system of informatics which recombines their DNA to produce
physically beautiful specimens with acute intelligence and trains them by a central command of
extraordinary sophistication.
We are presented with a dark angel who is a bred and a trained killing machine and who,
by the end of the second season, will leave behind the hard cynicism rooted in the slavery of her
childhood, embrace the utopian revolution of her human partner, and accept her “biological”
destiny as the genetic savior of millions. This angel both avenges and rescues. She will learn
that her genetic code is packed with meaningful DNA, is free of the “junk DNA” which makes
up much of homo sapiens code. Her “perfect code” contains, among other mysterious benefits,
resistance to a biological weapon developed to eliminate most of the human race in a eugenics
experiment which, like all eugenics experiments, has a great deal to do with race and disability.
Max is a one woman vaccine whose immunities could save millions who would otherwise fall
prey to this weapon soon to be released by “The Conclave,” a secret breeding cult which has
controlled human mating for several thousand years with the goal of producing a superior posthuman, race.
But we get far ahead of ourselves. The ironic reversals so necessary to these bodies filled
with paradox and hope appear in the first frame of the pilot. An X5 is marked as commodity and
property by a numerical designation which appears as a bar code at the nape of the neck. These
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“tattoos from within” are the only “names” X5s are given. Max’s designation is X5-452.10
After the escape, our beautiful and sexy Dark Angel chooses the macho and revolutionary name
Max Guevarra. She is weapon and manufactured commodity but, as a conscious being. she
fights the racialized signifier which iterates her production and status as property by paying
homage to a brown anti-capitalist warrior, Ché Guevarra. Despite her brown naming, Max’s
dark otherness blurs into the background as the otherness of her transgenic status fills the
foreground of our awareness only to reassert itself as the difference which makes the difference.
She is chock full of paradox. From the pilot to the finale, Max’s identity and motives shift. Max
is a cat burglar who detests guns, and although Manticore prohibits X5 sexual activity, she enters
estrus two or three times a year in response to her feline DNA, an obviously racist iteration of
the image of a women of color as overly sexualized animals. In the pilot episode, her roommate,
Kendra,11 groans that Max can stay up all night and bounce around cheerfully at dawn. Sipping
a cup of coffee Max has made for her, Kendra declares, “I feel almost human.” More to the
camera than to her roommate, Max replies, “Yeah, me too.” Max is the most human of humans
and not really human at all. She is a post-human.. Her body seems borrowed, not her own in
that it is firmly instituted within a system of virtual (Humans made her.) and literal (Humans
own her.) slavery. She exists for the enhancement and maintenance of a system of profit
cohabiting with the shreds of a democratic America. Outside the system that manufactured her,
she must patch together a series of fragile relationships based mostly on disguising her origins,
another irony, since she has no legitimate origin. Once again she fits the Harawayian blueprint:

10

Logan Cale, played by Michael Weatherly, the human who will become her lover, wears the
famous graphic representation of Ché Guervarra on his tee-shirt in the second episode, “Heat.”
11
Played by Jennifer Blanc.
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“The cyborg has no origin story in the Western sense (Haraway 150).” As the series progresses
and ends, Max’s love for siblings and human friends creates a loose affiliation among disparate
people. She creates a community bound to her by love and the recognition that she is a political
and genetic “leader.” Her cynicism tinged with hope and her many heroic efforts to save
humans and transgenics make it clear her status as a saving angel is something she reluctantly
accepts.
Cameron conceived of the X5s as human plus twenty-five percent. As such, their
abilities are “revved up” but not supernatural as in iconic comic book, mystical and/or mythical
narratives. Max sees telescopically and in the dark; leaps vertically over a dozen feet from a
standstill; heals serious wounds at an accelerated rate; holds her breath for many, many minutes;
endures sub-freezing weather virtually unclothed, holds her breath for long, long minutes in near
freezing water, hears what cannot be heard, can transfuse/be transfused by any of her siblings,
can donate/accept organs to/from the same; and so on, and so on. If her body can endure the
unendurable, her mind seems to have no intellectual limits. She appears perfect. Unlike the
end-date replicants of Blade Runner, who possess acute intellects and stunning physical
capacities but lack childhood memories and emotional maturity because they are “grown” into
“adult” selves before awakening as conscious beings, X5s are manufactured “in vitro” but
implanted in surrogate mothers who bring them to term. X5s are “of woman born.” But their
childhoods are wasted within Manticore’s concentration like barracks. In open resistance to and
despite the emotionally twisted tutelage of their Manticore commanders, they love and support
their “siblings” not unlike Blade Runner’s replicants who form strong emotional bonds despite
their extraordinarily short and stunted lives (They are programmed to “die” in as few as three
7
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years). This theme appears in both works: the manufactured have intense sense of family and
will sacrifice their lives for one another. In this, they are once again a dream of what we wish
our humans selves were not. Unlike Cain and Abel, an origin story with an unhappy ending,
cyborgs can make family out of selves manufactured for violence and without sisterhood.
However, we quickly learn that the X5 series have specific genetic flaws. Max is
neurologically defective. She suffers from potentially fatal seizures that can only be alleviated
by the amino acid Tryptophan. In the third episode, “Flushed,” her friends Kendra and Original
Cindy believe her desperate need for Tryptophan is a narcotic addiction and jeopardize her
survival by sending her stash to the “Tidy Bowl Man.” In the second episode, “Heat,” her feline
DNA causes her to enter an uncontrolled estrus, something she must endure two or three times a
year and which she finds humiliating and a violation of her spiritual self. Yes, this cyborg, like
Blade Runner’s Roy Batty, demonstrates spiritual awareness. And, by the end of the first season,
it is apparent that many X5s have another kinship with Batty: They are afflicted with a form of
accelerated progeria. They, too, can age and die with little or no warning.
Dark Angel’s dismal scenario undercuts itself according to the predictable optimism of
liberal, scientific humanism. Dark Angel’s co-creators idealistically reasoned that the twentyfirst century will be unremarkably multi-ethnic and that its biotechnology would follow suit.
The normative and normal in this chronotope are variation, variability and hybridity. That is,
variations are represented as normative, not deviant. Cameron and Eglee choose the Gen X
aesthetic for its youthful characters and hip-hop for the show’s soundtrack as they built Dark
Angel’s mulatta look. The discussions in the “Special Features” sections of the first season’s
DVD make it clear that the creators, cast and crew were aware of the collaborative nature of the
8
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series regarding these issues. Despite many of its obvious missteps, race, gender and sexual
difference appear unremarkable and “unmarked” in most of Dark Angel. This is just one
difference in this text. By contrast, Blade Runner’s racial and gender politics present the same
problems wrapped in Hollywood formula. Blade Runner may be meticulously constructed
around a series of challenges to normative humanistic notions, and its narrative is overtly
sympathetic towards the post-human; nevertheless, its discourse is firmly instantiated within
racist representations.12
This is important not just because of Blade Runner’s importance but also because this is a
key question we must address regarding race and other problematic representational systems. A
revolution in racial and gender representation will not necessarily occur as a result of deliberate
political consciousness, but it may evolve as the result of subtle changes in our semiotic system
which may ultimately impact our epistemology. Thus, the notion of political correctness is the
result of a profoundly reactionary analysis; it is a red herring which successfully diverts us from
the delicate semiotic analysis and political work we need to devote ourselves to if we are create a
just world. Stuart Hall’s caution regarding the dubious value of positive racial representation as
an anti-racist technique is important if we are to effectively evaluate Dark Angel’s cyclone of
representations. Hall observes that readers can effectively reject the liberating semiology of
politically correct role models, producing a reactionary reading. Alternatively, Hall suggests
parody, satire and irony as more effective methods for disrupting racial semiosis. Dark Angel
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Blade Runner is overtly anti-racist. Its replicants “stand in” for the “other.” Their slang
designation, “skin jobs,” is meant to engage our late twentieth century anti-racist sympathies.
But its vision of Los Angeles is filled with alienation from the patios of the street, and its Latino
shadow figure and Asian characters are not just trapped in the service of a multi-planetary
corporate giant, they seemed equally trapped in iconic racist representations.
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deconstructs the normative by destabilizing it from within as Hall suggests:
Hall believes that certain concepts are indispensable despite their traditional
connotations, so we must use them under erasure until we develop a more
adequate language. Those concepts can "no longer be said and thought in the
paradigmatic position of their old theoretical constructs," according to Hall, and
that is why we are in the "deconstructive moment." In order to think and act, we
must position ourselves within contemporary language games on the ''underside,
the disturbed, subverted side of the positive concepts." (Drew 206)
Dark Angel is positioned on the underside, the disturbed, the subverted side of the normative.
Parody, irony and satire disturb the normative meanings of the master narrative. “Irony is about.
. .the tension of holding incompatible things together because both or all are necessary and true”
(Haraway 149). Dark Angel puts the normal under erasure with wit. It even denies itself.
Despite its dystopian veneer, it partakes generously of all four of the major tropes: romance,
tragedy, comedy and irony. But this dystopia is no world without hope. Our Dark Angel makes
this clear in the pilot episode voice-over:
They used to say one nuclear bomb can ruin your whole day. It was sort of a joke,
until the June morning those terrorist bozos whacked us with an electromagnetic
pulse from eighty miles up. You always hear people yapping on how it was all
different before the pulse. Land of milk and honey blah, blah, blah, blah. . .with
plenty of food and jobs and things actually worked. I was too young to remember,
so, whatever. . .The thing I don't get is why they call it a depression. I mean,
everybody's broke. . .but they aren't really all that depressed. Life goes on.
10
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And “life goes on” in the best sense according to Alimi Ballard’s Herbal Thought, one of Dark
Angel’s most delightful characters. He reiterates “It’s all good,” in easygoing Jamaican
Rastafarian patois which is intoned so often throughout the series it becomes an intratextual joke.
“It’s all good” has become an annoying cliché in the recent past, filling in the cracks of our daily
narratives where Bobby McFerrin’s song, “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” left off.
The series narrative begins with Max in a voice-over describing the 2009 escape from
Manticore, lead by the X5 known as Zack. All the transgenics are separated in the escape, and
the ten year old Max finds herself alone in a world she did not even know existed.
The escape was not my idea. I mean, escape to what? We didn’t know there was anything else.
Shot in blue/black tones against the Gillette, Wyoming snow, these opening scenes suggest the
desperation of a concentration camp escape or Southern slaves fleeing North to a barely
imagined landscape. Marked by “high and tight” military shaved heads, the barefoot X5 children
are dressed in blue hospital gowns. Despite their million dollar price tag, their “slave master”
Lydecker (played with seductive panache by John Savage) instructs his soldiers to shoot to kill
any who reach the Manticore perimeter (their plantation borders). Echoing white assumptions
about the incompetence of Southern black slaves, a soldier who is unaware of the X5 program
replies that the children are not likely to get far in the ten-degree weather. Lydecker ignores the
soldier’s assumptions about the capacities and motivations of what he paternalistically calls “his
children.”
An escaped slave, utterly alone in a “free” world of which she is almost wholly ignorant,
Max must accommodate to the gender expectations of a “free” patriarchy. She is informally
adopted into an incestuous family. Though she easily could defend her new sister, Max dares not
11
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reveal her superpowers. Her survival depends upon disguising herself as an ordinary child, and
perhaps more significantly, she does not understand what is safe as a Manticore escapee or what
is safe as a female under patriarchy. She barely has time to learn the ugly rules of gender
domination by the time the pulse hits. As Max matures, her guilt builds as she realizes that she
unnecessarily abandoned her human sister. Eventually, she comes to understand her options in
the post-pulse chaos, ” . . .It was easy for a girl to disappear.”
The main action of the series begins ten years later. Max supports herself on the “edgy,
underground street” as a bike messenger at “Jam Pony” by day and as a cat burglar by night.
Max, like many of the main characters, dresses in black leather, rides a Ninja cycle and sports a
Gen X cynical attitude. However, her propensity for cherry flavored lipstick and bubble gum
help us to remember her tastes and habits are charmingly and heartbreakingly teenage despite her
training as an assassin. A blue, black Space Needle is the series’ signature visual. Max perches
on its graffiti covered edge and stares out over the devastated city night after night. Ironically,
Max’s single desire is to locate her original “family,” her Manticore siblings.13 Although there is
no way of knowing if any survived the escape, her burglary finances a search for her siblings.
Max has retained the detective Vogelsang14 in this search. The absurd detective runs a
laundromat as he eats his way through his investigations15 and pressures Max for ever increasing
fees. Max’s telescopic X5 vision zeroes in on a statue of the cat-headed, Egyptian goddess, Bast
in a penthouse as she makes a delivery in an opposite highrise. Bast, “the goddess who
comprehends all goddesses, eye of Ra, Protector, Avenger, Destroyer, Giver of Life who lives
13

Another iconic goal of escaped slaves.
Played by Stephen Lee.
15
Even this is an intertextual reference to Blade Runner. Vogelsang repeatedly eats Chinese
14
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forever” will come to signify Max and we will learn why her eye was so easily drawn to the
statue.
That night, in an attempt to purloin the statue, she half rappels, half soars onto the
penthouse roof. In the process, Max discovers the apartment is the residence of Logan Cale, the
famous cyber-revolutionary, “Eyes Only,” whose persona appears in “streaming freedom”
videos.16 He is able to hack into cable television across the United States whenever he chooses,
disrupting programming with reports about official corruptions. If Vogelsang is a parody of a
seedy private eye whose motives are always suspect, Logan Cale is his inverse. Wealthy,
WASP, brilliant and scruffily handsome, Logan is a normative white, male hero, fighting
corruption with the best of intentions. However, by the end of the pilot episode, this, too, will
come under erasure. Max pockets Bast and a few other trinkets, but Logan and his bodyguard
slow her down long enough for her to drop her booty and for him to get a good look at her
beauty and prowess.
Alarmed by this successful intrusion into what he hoped was a secret and secure
apartment and by his instant attraction to her beauty, Logan uses his investigative skills to
discover this cat burglar’s identity. He locates Max at “Crash,” Jam Pony’s unofficial watering
hole. Equally alarmed that anyone could locate her undercover identity Max brushes him off as
quickly as possible. But Cale “signs” himself into her life by making a “present” of Bast on her
bedroom dresser in her down scale apartment. She fences it to finance a new motorcycle. When

noodles like Blade Runner’s Deckard.
16
Only his eyes appear on screen, “. . .normally a Lone Ranger would wear a mask over the
eyes and it would be the one part that would be obscured. And I think Logan in his little
paradoxical, endearing way decided that the mask should be ultimately revealed” (Michael
Weatherly SF S1 DVD)
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it appears on the black market, he redeems it and re”presents” it to her. She rejects it a second
time as she opens it in his luxury penthouse filled with art and quips, “I have no place to put it.”
Cale’s intellect, persistence and success in discovering both her assumed and true
identities unnerve Max. Even if his motives are pure, Manticore might find her as easily.17 This
forces her to confront him. She brazenly counters Cale’s moralisms about her thievery, “I steal
things in order to sell them for money. It's called commerce. But some stranger sneaking into a
girl's apartment is bent.” Pretending to feel vulnerable as a female, although her real
vulnerability is her status as an X5 Manticore escapee, Max breaks into Cale’s apartment once
more in order to tease out Cale’s motivation and the extent of his knowledge about her:
LOGAN: I haven't been able to get you off my mind.
MAX: You need to get out more.
...
LOGAN: No, I meant this. Probably the most singularly beautiful face I've ever
seen.
MAX: Expensive gifts, surprise late_night visits, over_the_top flattery. Do you
always come on this strong?
LOGAN: Only when I meet someone I have to know everything about.
(Logan brushes aside Max's hair slightly and confirms his suspicions regarding
her X5 identity by revealing the bar code at her nape.). And now I
think I know pretty much everything. Suppose I could help you

17

Kathleen McConnell has interesting things to say about the Pygmalion themes in Dark Angel.
I do not, however, think that Logan pulls Max’s strings. His character explicit states to Zack,
Max’s X5 brother, “She is going to do what she is going to do.”
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locate the other ones?
MAX: The other ones?
LOGAN: The other ones like you.
MAX: You lost me.
LOGAN: Now, come on, Max. First I watch you take out a 250_pound ex_cop
bodyguard without breaking a sweat.
MAX: Girls kick ass. Says so on the T_shirt.
LOGAN: Then I watch you dive headfirst out a window like you're Rocky-the
flying-squirrel. Then, I found these in your apartment.
(Logan shows Max a bottle of pills)
MAX: You went through my stuff.
...
MAX: I don't know what kind of game you're playing here, but I'm out because
you're a wack_job.
...
LOGAN: The bar code on your neck, Max. I know who you are and I know who
you're running from. There were a couple dozen of these
transgenic kids. And in '09, a few months before the pulse, 12 of
them escaped.
...
LOGAN: How much do you know?
MAX: I know they made me. Even got the designer label on the back of my neck
15
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to prove it.
LOGAN: Technical term for you is "chimera.”
MAX: Yeah, made_up creature, like in mythology. Head of a lion, body of a goat.
Your basic hodgepodge.
LOGAN: Hardly.
Cale recognizes Max as a potential ally in his struggle, and he is forthright about his response to
her beauty. Max refuses his proposal that she participate in the “Eyes Only” network, but when
he is paralyzed in a shootout trying to protect an informant and her daughter, Max’s guilt moves
her to rescue the girl, the mother and an unconscious and paralyzed Cale.
Three months later she visits him (Logan is now confined to a wheelchair.), and they
agreed to a quid pro quo. “Eyes Only” becomes “Charlie” to Max ‘s “Angel.” Logan’s
deductive brilliance and his computer skills convince Max that he has the capacity to help her
locate her twelve Mantiore “siblings.” In return, she will participate in his “Eyes Only” projects
although she believes that his larger plans to make Seattle a “free city” are hopeless. But true to
Dark Angel’s dizzying reversals, Max will tell us in the pilot voice over, “Hope is for losers. .
.still, I hope. . .”
Dark Angel deploys its figurations in richly overlapped sequences which invert and revert
semiotic equations. As the racialized and gendered body is transfigured and mutated, ability
becomes disability, and disability is represented as differentially -abled in a hall of mirrors. The
body is interrogated in Dark Angel along the multiple axes of race, gender, sexuality and
(dis)ability.
Max, like many representations, can be read across a congeries of meaning: from “wise
16
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ass” teenager to heart stopping assassin. It is nearly impossible to be sure whether any particular
decoding reads with the grain or against it, complicit or resistant. Because virtually all of
popular culture reinscribes oppressive equations of all kinds, it is wise to suspect our pleasures,
but it is equally suspect to reject all of them.
These virtual and literal bodies are played against one another and represented through a
cascade of difference as simultaneously superior and deviant, ordered and disordered, beautiful
and dangerous, righteous and criminal, natural and unnatural, hero and victim, powerful and
powerless, hunter and hunted, detached and committed. Does this series reiterate racial ideology
in the guise of opposing it. As Stuart Hall reminds us, “. . .race, having been shown out the door,
tends to sidle across the verandah and climb back in the window.” Dark Angel seems to offer us
an exit from racial ideology, gender politics and the reign of “the normal.”
Max’s attraction to and identification with the goddess Bast and her rejection of Logan’s
repeated presentations of her statue echoes Haraway’s last line in “Cyborg Manifesto”
Though both are bound in the spiral dance, I would rather be a cyborg than a goddess. (181)
Can we be as decisive?
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Our cognitive apparatus is incessantly absorbed in analysing everything as something
indicating some other things such as possible causes and consequences, agents and intentions.
Thus, from the perspective of cognitive psychology and cognitive semiotics, Peirce’s term
“index” is too general to denote a sign-specific category or function or aspect. A man’s
footprints in the sand (Peirce 1906: 496), for instance, “attain semiotic status only under
special circumstances.” (Sebeok 1979: 123)
In order to meet this problem, Keller (1995) cedes the index or “symptom” a special semiotic
status: The symptom is a sign only when and as long as it is the object of someone’s actual
interpretation. But this position is, if at all, only possible from a mentalistic perspective
emphasizing the role of the interpreter. On the other hand, the view of signs as external
representations leads to a radical consequence, i.e. the denial of a semiotic status of an “allinclusive” index (Fenk 1997).
Is there any other way out of our problems with the index? Should we exclude the “natural
index” (like the deer’s trail in the snow) but preserve the “artificial index” as a sign? Some of
the instances of artificial indices presented e.g. by Langer (1942), such as weeds on the door,
turn out to be simple conventional symbols. Different sorts of “arrows”, like the fingerpost at
the road or the time-axis in the diagram, seem to be symbols as well (Fenk 1998). In Peirce (L
230 a: 887) indices “represent their Objects by virtue of being in fact modified by them”, and
most of his examples - a letter attached to a figure of a triangle; a clinical thermometer (L 230
a: 887); a weather-cock (517: 242) - are in some way artificial. But the thermometer and the
vane are constructed to work as natural indices, their real “object” is the temperature and the
wind’s direction.
We may summarize: Those “artificial indices” which do not prove to be symbols “reintroduce” the natural index we have just been eliminating in order to save indexicality at least
in a restricted sense. So we still have to exclude the index from “external representations” but
can identify indexicality as a fundamental cognitive principle pervading and transcending the
world of signs.
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Abstract:
On the surface, it would be difficult to find two thinkers more
diverse than Wittgenstein and Marx. Yet a growing number of
scholars are beginning to find deep similarities between them, as
indicated by a recent international “Symposium on Marx and
Wittgenstein”（held at Cambridge University）. Marx and Wittgenstein
shared a similar conception of philosophy: both proclaimed the end of
philosophy. Both shared a social and pragmatic conception of language.
This paper aims to show clearly that there are important similarities
between the two thinkers, but it will also show that there is a deep
disagreement between them. Marx was a true believer in science and
progress, while Wittgenstein was anxious to point out the limitation of
science and the danger of the myth of progress. In this regard, Marx was
within the mainstream of Western civilization while Wittgenstein was, as
he himself claimed, outside of that tradition.
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Marx and Wittgenstein
(A confession of a Wittgensteinian Marxist)
K.T. Fann, Mingshin University of Science and Technology

Introduction
As Nietzsche observed, philosophy is always autobiography. That is especially
true of Wittgenstein’s philosophy. Wittgenstein himself said that nearly all his
writings were private conversations with himself. I have been having some serious
private conversations with myself since my retirement (from the Professorship in
Philosophy at York University, Canada), trying to come to terms with the two
thinkers who influenced me most: Wittgenstein and Marx. This conference provided
an opportunity for me to put my random thoughts together. I thank the organizers and
apologies for it’s non-academic nature.
I was born in 1937, the year the Second World War broke out in Asia. I grew up
in Taiwan under Japanese occupation during the war. Near the end of the war we
were under daily B-29 bombardment and I still remember the Japanese emperor’s
high-pitched voice announcing unconditional surrender over the radio. After the war,
we lived through the Civil War in China until the remnants of the defeated army of
Chiang Kai-Shek settled down and ruled Taiwan under martial law for the next four
decades. Growing up in such turbulent times my chief concern was political. Which
side should I be on in the big struggles between the communists and the nationalists
in China and the communist camp and the capitalist camp in the world? I was
clearly on the side of the underdogs, the oppressed, and hence my sympathies were
with the communists. At that time, and for the next few decades, that sympathy could
easily have landed me in death or in prison in Taiwan. I knew I had to leave.
My political orientation was clear. I knew which side I was on. But, underneath,
deeper down, I had a nagging philosophical problem: the problem of the meaning of
life. I felt I needed to know what life is all about; I needed to have a clear picture of
the world and my place in it so that I could act and live accordingly. I first looked for
that picture in religion. When I went to the US, I attended a small Mennonite college
founded by a pacifist Christian sect. I was constantly arguing with my fellow students
about two issues: the existence of God and whether violence was ever justified. I
could never understand the concept of God, least of all the notion of God as the
3

creator of the world. I could not understand why the world needed a creator, and if a
creator was needed, why he himself need not be created. As to the issue of violence,
no amount of Gandhi or Martin Luther King Jr could convince me that wars of
liberation and revolutionary violence were not necessary. Later on I discovered a
perfect religion, if religion was what I really needed. The Bahai faith presented me
with a more tolerant and up-to-date picture that I found appealing. It claims that God
sent different prophets to different places at different times to enlighten different
peoples. Thus Confucius, Buddha, Christ, Mohammed, etc., were all God’s
messengers. Now comes the messenger Bahhaulla, who incorporated all the wisdom
from previous messengers of God to unite all the peoples in the world to form a
world family in which colonialism, imperialism, racism and sexism, etc., would be
done away with under the auspices of a world government. It all sounded great to me,
and its followers were the nicest people I’d ever met. However, to join the faith you
had to believe in God, something I didn’t know how to do.
Finally I realised that religion wasn’t what I needed. I was too rational for any
faith. What I needed was a rationally-arrived-at true picture of the world, which I
took to be the task of philosophy. My undergraduate major was mathematics, not
because I had any love or talent for it but because my command of English was so
poor that the only subject I could study and pass was mathematics. As my English
improved, I started to take philosophy courses. The first thing I noticed about
philosophical books was that they contained a lot of words I couldn’t even find in
dictionaries. When I had difficulty understanding a philosophical text I naturally
blamed my command of English. But when I tried hard to get into the swing of those
words I seemed to understand them and each philosopher seemed to be able to lead
me by the nose, via their rational arguments, to a system of conclusions which
seemed to be perfectly reasonable. However, to each question there were many
different, and some quite contradictory, answers. How could that be? I was more
confused than ever. Thus when I encountered Wittgenstein’s Philosophical
Investigations in 1963, it came to me at the exact moment when I needed it. It came
like a bolt of lightning striking down all my philosophical problems.

Wittgenstein
A philosophical problem has the form: ‘I don’t know my way about.’
The results of philosophy are the uncovering of one or another piece of plain
nonsense.
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Philosophical problems arise when language goes on holiday.
What we are destroying is nothing but castles in the air and we are clearing up
the ground of language on which they stand.
What is your aim in philosophy? –To shew the fly out of the fly-bottle.
The real discovery is the one that makes me capable of stopping doing
philosophy when I want to.
The clarity that we are aiming at is indeed complete clarity. But that simply
means that the philosophical problems should completely disappear. (Wittgenstein,
1968: §§123, 119, 38, 118 [amended translation], 309, 133, 133)
These were liberating words, coming from a famous logician and philosopher!
Like the proverbial child who yelled, ‘The king is naked!’ when everyone thought the
king was wearing the finest clothes and only stupidity prevented them from seeing it,
Wittgenstein yelled: ‘Philosophy is empty! Philosophical problems are nonsense!’
when everyone had previously thought that philosophy possessed the most rarefied
truth and only their stupidity prevented them from understanding it.
Yet Wittgenstein himself never managed to stop doing philosophy and he
double-talked about ‘nonsense’ (‘don’t for heaven’s sake, be afraid of talking
nonsense! But you must pay attention to your nonsense’ Wittgenstein, 1980: 56). I
accepted his friend Frank Ramsey’s advice: if ‘philosophy is nonsense’, ‘we must
then take seriously that it is nonsense, and not pretend, as Wittgenstein does, that it is
important nonsense!’ (quoted in Fann, 1969: 35).
The sense of complete clarity from philosophical problems that I experienced
must be quite similar to what Buddhists and Taoists experience when they achieve
‘enlightenment’. When I read philosophical books or listened to philosophical talks
and couldn’t understand them. I no longer thought it was due to my stupidity or lack
of English skills. On the contrary, I was confident that they did not know what they
were talking about. They were talking nonsense. I further proved this to my own
satisfaction with two ploys. First, I would master a set of the most abstract
philosophical jargons about Being and Nothingness and talk to philosophers for hours
with a straight face at parties or meetings, and they would consider me profound
when I knew I was talking nonsense!
Second, whenever I saw an abstract philosophical discussion going at full steam, I
would politely ask, ‘Would you please give an example to illustrate what you are
talking about?’ and that would inevitably stop the discussion cold. Anyone who
understands Wittgenstein would be well armed and no longer fooled by big words,
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logical tricks or pseudo-scientific theories. Unlike science, where an absence of a few
years would mean serious falling behind, I have no fear that my absence from the
philosophical scene during the last thirty years might result in missing something
earth-shaking. As Wittgenstein (1980: 15) remarked, ‘ I read: “… philosophers are no
nearer to the meaning of ‘Reality’ than Plato got…” What a strange situation. How
extraordinary that Plato could have got even so far as he did!’ In fact, whenever I read
Laotzu I am amazed that he got so far 2,500 years ago!
I believed then and still believe now that the most important aspect of
Wittgenstein’s thought is his revolutionary conception of philosophy (Fann, 1969).
Whenever a non-philosopher asked me, ‘What is Wittgenstein’s philosophy?’ I would
say. ‘That’s a difficult question because Wittgenstein did not have a philosophy if you
mean by it a systematic answer to some fundamental questions such as: what is the
ultimate nature of the world? What’s truth? What is knowledge? What is Beauty and
Virtue? What is the meaning of life? etc. What he provided was a systematic
questioning of the questions themselves and he aimed at dissolving them.’ For him,
philosophy is a tool which is useful only against philosophers and the philosophers in
us. Wittgenstein was a philosopher’s philosopher who was trying to get them to quit
philosophy. As he put it, the aim of philosophy is to show the fly out of the fly-bottle.
If you are not a fly in the bottle his instructions are of no use. Thus, to
non-philosophers, or people who are not tormented by philosophical problems, he is
useless. As a common saying goes: if your joints don’t hurt, don’t see a chiropractor!
On the other hand there are plenty of flies who are happy to be in the fly-bottle and
for them he is quite useless too. He was quite realistic about the usefulness of his own
work. As he (1980: 62) put it jokingly: ‘My reflections are like the notices on the
ticket offices at English railway stations [during and immediately after the Second
World War]: “Is your journey really necessary?” As though someone who read this
would think: “On second thoughts no!” ’
Elsewhere he remarked,
The sickness of a time is cured by an alteration in the mode of life of human
beings, and the sickness of philosophical problems could be cured only through
a changed mode of thought and of life, not through a medicine invented by an
individual.
(Wittgenstein, 1978: 57)
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The medicine invented by him cured only a few people who wanted to be cured.
He was always advising his students to quit philosophy and do something useful.
Those who really understood him followed his advice, but most didn’t His fear that
the seeds he was sowing would most likely give rise to a whole mass of jargon has
become a reality. Witness the Wittgenstein industry mushrooming during the last few
decades. There is a virtual cult of personality surrounding Wittgenstein. His every
remark in diaries, students’ notes and conversations are published and commented on
over and over again like biblical pronouncements.
My study of Wittgenstein and Laotzu convinced me that a great thinker has a
clear and simple message that he tries to express in different ways. Thus if you
grasped Wittgenstein’s conception of philosophy in the First Part of the Investigations,
the rest of his writings become repetitious and boring. Wittgenstein’s conception of
philosophy came to me at the right moment and I learned what could be got from
him.

Marx (and Marxism)
With philosophical questions out of my system I returned to my political
concerns. Mars’s ringing battle cry: ‘Philosophers have hitherto only interpreted the
world in various ways, the point however is to change it!’ became my motto. I studied
Marx, Engels, Lenin, Trotsky and Mao carefully. I also studied the anarchist critique
of Marxism, especially that of Bakunin. I found in Marxism, first, a method of
analyzing the world which allowed me to gain a correct picture of the world. I agreed
with its analysis of capitalism and imperialism. Second, Marxism provided a method
to change this world through revolution. Third, Marxism provided a commitment to
building an ideal world in which the free development of each would be the
precondition for the free development of all, where the principle of society would be:
‘From each according to his ability; To each according to his needs.’ Not only did it
seem to me a sound theory, but it also had the support of about half of humanity at
that time. In the early 1960s the socialist camp, comprised of the two largest nations
on earth, seemed to be quickly gaining the support of all revolutionary movements
throughout the Third World and in the heartland of capitalism itself.
By 1960 I fully considered myself a Marxist-Leninist. But, as a foreign student
living in America in the grip of McCarthyism at that time, my political sympathy with
the communist camp, if known to the authorities, would have meant instant expulsion
from the US. I studied Russian with the intention of going to the Soviet Union for
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further study and eventually going to China to serve the cause of socialism. For the
next twenty-plus years I followed every victory and defeat of every revolutionary
movement in Asia, Africa and Latin America. I supported the anti-Vietnam War
movement and the Black Liberation movement in the US. My heroes were Mao, Che
Guevara and Malcolm X. The assassination of Kennedy shocked me but did not touch
me personally, but the assassination of Malcolm X, the murder of Che and the death
of Mao touched me personally.
When the socialist camp began to split along the Sino-Soviet ideological divide, I
followed their every argument and decided Mao was the true guardian of the
revolutionary line. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution initiated by Mao in
1966 was further proof that Mao was a genuine defender of communism. I became a
self-appointed propagandist for the Chinese brand of communism in the West. In
1972, at the later stage of the Cultural Revolution, I visited China for the first time. I
traveled extensively and had long discussions with their leaders, including Chou
En-Lai. I was immensely impressed by what I saw on the surface, an egalitarian
society consciously building a new society totally different from capitalism. There
were no commercials for goods or advertisements for commodities, only propaganda
of ideas and ideals. For someone living in the bowels of capitalism and despising it,
to visit revolutionary China during the Cultural Revolution was to witness one’s
dream being realized; it was and exhilarating experience that is hard to describe. I
knew how John Reed felt when he visited Russia right after the October Revolution
and declared, ‘I have seen the future and it works!’
After the first visit I returned to China innumerable times, and as I gained a
deeper understanding of China a nagging thought kept surfacing in my mind. Could I
live with the total lack of the freedom of speech and thought to which I was so
accustomed? I realized that in a revolutionary movement it’s necessary to have a
unity of thought and action. Maybe it was my bourgeois hang-up or philosophical
elitism, but I felt I could not possibly submerge my individual opinion under the party
line at all times. I remembered Wittgenstein’s (1981: §455)remark: ‘The
philosopher is not a citizen of any community of ideas. That is what makes him into a
philosopher.’ I also remembered his advice to a student who thought he should join
the Troskyite Revolutionary Workers’ Party. He said something to the effect that to be
a party member you must follow the party line, but to be a philosopher you must be
constantly ready to change your ideas. I was too much of a philosopher in this sense
to join even the community of my dream.
The dream, however, eventually turned into a nightmare. After the death of Mao,
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China quickly dismantled its socialist superstructure and started to restore capitalism.
With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the spectre unleashed by Marx, which had
been supposedly haunting capitalism, vanished into the thin air. The great experiment
accompanied by such sound and fury and promise ended in utter defeat. The failure
of the Cultural Revolution and the collapse of the communist movement came as a
real shock to me. It shattered the raison d’etre of my adult life. But as a philosopher,
you must have the ability to change your ideas and learn from facts.
Some of Wittgenstein’s remarks which I did not appreciate while under the spell
of Marxism now rang true. He said: ‘Who knows the laws according to which society
develops? I am quite sure they are a closed book even to the cleverest of men’ (1980:
60). (Laotzu said something similar.) ‘You can’t build clouds. And that’s why the
future you dream of never comes true’ (1980: 41). And in a letter to an ex-student he
said: ‘ The thing now is to be in the world in which you are, not to think or dream
about the world you would like to live in’ (quoted by Malcolm, in Rhees, 1984: xvii).

Marx and Wittgenstein?
During my Marxist years, I never felt any incompatibility between Marx and
Wittgenstein. I regarded myself a Wittgensteinian Marxist: Wittgensteinian in
philosophy, Marxist in social and political matters. I was alone in that strange
intellectual mix, as most Wittgensteinians I knew were religious or conservative
while most Marxists I knew sneered at Wittgenstein as a typical bourgeois
philosopher. To convince some of my Marxist friends to pay more attention to
Wittgenstein I tried to find similarities between them, and there are some important
similarities. They shared the same pragmatic and social conception of language. Both
proclaimed the end of philosophy. Both gave primacy to praxis in human activity.
(Engels and Wittgenstein both quoted approvingly the phrase from Goethe’s Faust.
‘Im Anfang war die Tat’.) And there seems to be a curious parallel between
Wittgenstein’s attack on private language and Marx’s attack on private property, and
between Marx’s advocacy of public property and Wittgenstein’s (1993:406) reminder
that ‘Words are public property.’
Were these and other similarities purely coincidental? Was Wittgenstein’s
attempt to settle in the Soviet Union merely that of a naïve romantic trying to relive
the Russia of Tolstoy’s time, as his biographers at that time would have us believe? I
didn’t think so but couldn’t find out anything. I did write to the one person mentioned
by Wittgenstein himself as the most influential source of his later philosophy, Piero
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Sraffa. Sraffa politely wrote back saying that he was an unbelievably slow writer
even in his own field of economy. He had never written anything on philosophy or on
Wittgenstein. If he did try it he doubted if he would ever succeed. I didn’t know then
that he was a Marxist.
Wittgenstein’s relationship with Sraffa and all the things that are coming out into
the open now about the Cambridge communists are very interesting indeed. But while
we are discovering these things we must keep in mind one thing: there is not a
necessary connection between one’s philosophy and one’s political views, and this is
especially true of Wittgenstein and his followers. Marxists are accustomed to think
there is a logical connection. If you are a Marxist then you must be a materialist in
philosophy, an atheist in religion and leftist in politics.
Wittgenstein, by contrast, keeps reminding us that he was only destroying
castles in the air and clearing the ground on which they stand. After the ground is
cleared you can plant different seeds in it or build different structures on it. He used
to tell his students that one advantage of his philosophy is that when you accept it you
can still be religious or non-religious. Thus a Wittgensteinian can be a Catholic or an
atheist, a Marxist or a conservative. In fact, among his closest students and friends we
find Catholics and Marxists. Wittgenstein himself was spiritually religious (a lot more
so than I expected) and politically a leftist (also a lot more so than I expected). There
is no need for a philosophical or theoretical justification, definitely not a scientific
justification, for your religious beliefs or political orientation. As he (1980:60) put it,
If you fight, you fight. If you hope, you hope.
You can fight, hope and even believe without believing scientifically.
This remark was almost certainly directed at Marxism. Although he sympathized
with the Marxian ideal of a classless society and generally supported the political left,
he did not accept Marx’s theory, especially its claim to be scientific, not because he
thought such a theory was false but because such a theory was not possible.
As to Lenin’s philosophical writings, Wittgenstein thought they were absurd, like
all other philosophical writings. To one of his closest students, Rush Rhees, who was
a Troskyist Marxist at the time, Wittgenstein said: “Marx could describe the kind of
society he would like to see, that is all” (quoted by Rhees, 1984:206).
As Rhees pointed out, this was not a disparagement or belittling of Marx.
Wittgenstein was saying there could not be a theory which establishes the judgements
Marx wanted to express in such notions as “truly human” or “the only really human
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community”. If Marx made what he called a scientifically (or dialectically) grounded
prediction that a communist society would be realized, this would not be a reason for
adopting it, nor a reason for fighting to bring it about. When he saw a book by Max
Eastman called Marxism: Is It Science? in Rhees’s room he said Eastman seemed to
think that if Marxism was to help revolution it must be made more scientific, which
was a bad misunderstanding. “In fact,” he says (in Rhees, 1984: 202), “nothing is
more conservative than science. Science lays down railway tracks. And for scientists
it is important that work should move along those tracks.”
It is here that the difference between Marx and Wittgenstein is most profound. A
great part of Marx’s appeal, especially to intellectuals, lies precisely in the theoretical
nature of his writing. This was certainly what I felt was needed. The simple fact,
however, was that I had already formed my political views before encountering Marx,
and Marx only provided post facto theoretical justification for my views. Even in his
most theoretical work, such as The German Ideology, or scientific work, such as
Capital, Marx’s discussion of alienation and his description of the condition of
factory workers read more like condemnations, and he certainly writes with the force
of someone fighting against it. No wonder he inspired not an army of social
engineers, but a mass of revolutionary movements fighting with almost religious
fervour.
Marx, although a revolutionary, still belongs to the mainstream of modern western
civilization. The spirit of this civilization manifests itself, according to Wittgenstein,
in the science and technology of our time and in the belief in progress. Wittgenstein,
however, considered himself to be outside this tradition, and if there is a point to
Wittgenstein’s philosophy besides debunking philosophy, it is debunking science and
the faith in progress. When Philosophical Investigations first came out I don’t think
anyone understood the point of the motto he selected for it: 〝It is the nature of every
progress, that is appears greater than it actually is.〞Even von Wright thought that was
directed at Wittgenstein’s own writings. With the publication of Culture and Value,
however, Wittgentein’s anti-science and anti-progress stance became abundantly clear
and unambiguous:
Science and industry, and their progress, might turn out to be the most enduring
thing in the modern world. Perhaps any speculation about a coming collapse of
science and industry is, for the present and for a long time to come, nothing but
a dream; perhaps science and industry, having caused infinite misery in the
process, will unite the world-I mean condense it into a single unit, though one
in which peace is the last thing that will find a home.
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Because science and industry do decide wars, or so it seems.
(1980:63)
Or again, and from the same text:
It isn’t absurd, e.g., to believe that the age of science and technology is the
beginning of the end for humanity; that the idea of great progress is a delusion,
along with the idea that the truth will ultimately be known; that there is nothing
good or desirable about scientific knowledge and that mankind, in seeking it, is
falling into a trap. It is by no means obvious that this is not how things are.
（ibid:56）
Almost twenty years ago, when these words of Wittgenstein were first
published, and for many years afterwards, I certainly thought it absurd to entertain
such ideas. But now I not only no longer think them absurd but believe them to be
quite true. On this and many other issues my mind’s journey was slow and tortuous,
for it required some really drastic changes of direction. One such drastic change was
with regard to the “means/ends” relationship. Very early in my journey I accepted the
priority of ends. All means necessary for the attainment of noble ends are justified.
Thus, to realize lasting peace, we must engage in just wars; to achieve true
democracy, we must first exercise proletarian dictatorship; to abolish the oppressive
state, we must first organize an even more powerful state, etc. All these propositions I
accepted as necessary lesser evils to be overcome in the process of building an ideal
communist society, and I put aside Bakunin’s well-argued critique of Marxism. Now I
realize that you cannot fight poison with poison without poisoning the goal you are
trying to achieve.
On the personal level, when you join a movement you give over the self to a
greater cause, a theory or an ideal. You treat your life as a means to an end and not as
an end in itself. This leads to alienation from others, the world and one’s self. One
thing that always disturbed me while I was in the “movement” in North America was
the fact that most of the individuals in the “movement” were not particularly nice or
happy people. They were not necessarily good friends, spouses or parents. They were
not better, and were often worse, than my other “ordinary” friends. So how, then, are
we to expect them to build a new and better society?
An even more disturbing example was revealed in a biography of Che Guevera I
read recently. Che sent a group of fighters under the leadership of an intellectual
named Massetti to start a revolutionary foco, or cell, in Argentina. Even before they
got started, while training in Algeria, they executed one comrade suspected of
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wanting to desert. Once a dozen of them finally managed to sneak into the jungle of
Argentina they started to execute one would-be deserter after another even before any
engagement with the enemy occurred. Those executed only asked to leave the
movement when they discovered they could not possibly survive the harshness of
jungle life. This was a case of cold-blooded murder committed in the name of
revolution. How many similar cases occurred in revolutions such as the Russian or
the Chinese?
After half a century of the communist experiment on the grandest scale in China,
the net result is that China, on the whole, can only be described as a form of state
monopoly capitalism. There are only a handful of communes still surviving in China.
Comparatively, Taiwan, the nemesis of communist China, is today more prosperous
and more socialistic than China. ‘Who knows the laws according to which society
develops?’ asked Wittgenstein. I certainly don’t.
At this point in my life I must say that I am quite allergic to social theories or
ideologies and am most suspicious of ideals. Here allow me to quote one saying from
Laotzu which has been totally misunderstood by most previous commentators,
including myself. The depth of the misunderstanding can be shown by quoting my
own first attempt at a translation:
Hence, only he who is ready to give his life for the sake of the world may be
entrusted with the world. Only he who can do it with love may be given custody
of the world.
The translator was obviously translating under the Marxist spell! My new
translation (and I am confident this is the correct one) reads:
Hence, only he who values his own life more than serving the world may be
entrusted with the world. If he loves to sacrifice himself for the world, how can
we give him custody of the world?
Isn’t it amazing that the same passage should give rise to such contradictory
translations? This in itself is a good lesson for a philosopher.
My philosophical journeying from Wittgenstein to Marx and back to
Wittgenstein and then beyond to Laotzu means I am at the stage where I am living
my life as an end in itself and not as a means to an end. Wittgenstein (1980: 50) said:
‘Thoughts are at peace. That is the goal someone who philosophises longs for.’ My
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thoughts are at peace. I don’t think Wittgenstein himself ever achieved it. He lived an
all-too-serious life. He was too harsh on others and on himself. Fun was lacking. He
kept writing in his notebooks the injunction, ‘Be Happy!’ as if ordering himself.
Elsewhere he writes (1961: 75), ‘In order to live happily I must be in agreement with
the world. And that’s what “being happy” means.’ So far so good. But then he goes
on to say, ‘I am then, so to speak, in agreement with that alien will on which I appear
dependent. That is to say: I am doing the will of God.’
Here Wittgenstein is treating his life as a means to an end. No wonder he says (in
Rhees, 1984: 88): ‘Of this I am certain, that we are not here in order to have a good
time.’ Happiness is for him doing the will of God and not having a good time. But, I
want to say: ‘Of this I am certain: whatever we are here for, we should have a good
time!’ In fact I am inclined to say: ‘We are not here for anything other than to have
a good time!’ It’s kind of touching that, before he died, Wittgenstein’s last words
were: ‘Tell them I’ve had a wonderful life,’as if to reassure his friends that, contrary
to appearance, he was happy. I want to live my life in such a way that when I die
there would be no doubt in anyone’s mind that I lived a happy life.
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a study on classification of complements and the correspondence
between categories and complements in modern Mandarin, yielding a framework in
which complements are classified as either Moveable Complement or Non-moveable
Complement. A Moveable Complement can be an NP or a non-stative VP; whereas a
Non-moveable Complement can be an S or a stative VP. Because V2/S complements
introduced by de in ‘V1 de V2/S’constructions (as in (1)) can only be Non-moveable
Complements, de is posited as a marker for designating a Non-moveable Complement.
(1) xue
de
hen
study
NMCM
very
‘(He) studies/studied very well.’

hao
well

This paper also provides a detailed exploration of the conditions that a head verb must
satisfy in order to head complements in modern Mandarin. These conditions are then
codified into a single succinct constraint called the Head Complement Constraint (HCC):
For a head verb X, only if X is a ditransitive verb and both of the complements headed by
X are NPs and one of the NP is NPdative, X can take more than one realized
complement; otherwise, X can take no more than one realized complement in modern
Mandarin.
After introducing the HCC, three methods of preventing a sentence from violating this
constraint in modern Mandarin are discussed. These three methods are represented by the
Duplicated Verb Construction (shown in (2)), the Complement Reanalyzed Construction
(shown in (3)) and the NP Object Preposed and Topicalized Construction (shown in (4)).
(2) Ta
xue
hanyu
xue
She
study Chinese
study
‘She studies/studied Chinese very well.’

de
hen
NMCM very

hao
well

(3) Ta
xue
le
san
ge
She
study ASP
three
MW
‘She studied Chinese for three months.’

yue
month

hanyu
Chinese

(4)Hanyu
ta
xue
de
hen
Chinese
she
xue
NMCM very
‘She studies/studied Chinese very well.’

hao
well

de
PSM

Although they appear at first glance to be unrelated, these three constructions achieve a
unified explanation under the HCC. Corresponding analysis of these three constructions
within the HPSG framework is also discussed in this paper.

Complements and the Head Complement Constraint in
Modern Mandarin
Ji Fang
Stanford University
1. Introduction
This paper examines complements and head-complement constructions in modern
Mandarin and proposes a Head Complement Constraint (HCC): For a head verb X, only
if X is a ditransitive verb and both of the complements headed by X are NPs and one of
the NP is NPbenefactive, can X take more than one realized complement; otherwise, X
can take no more than one realized complement.
The ‘V1deV2/S’ construction (as in (1i)) has been a springboard for many discussions
about the head complement constraint in modern Mandarin. This construction has been
referred to as a ‘Verb Complement Construction’ since Ding, 1962. Accordingly, in
Chinese syntax the word ‘Complement’ has historically referred only to elements
introduced by de. However, cross-linguistically the term ‘Complement’ refers to any
constituent that is the sister node (in a phrase structure tree) of the head verb in a clause.
In order to avoid the terminology confusion and to differentiate complements introduced
by de from other complements in modern Mandarin, this paper suggests the term ‘Verb
de Complement’ as a substitute for referring to ‘V1deV2/S’ constructions.
One of the striking features of the ‘Verb de Complement’ construction in Mandarin is
that when the head verb1 in this construction takes an object, it must be reduplicated;
otherwise the object and the de Complement cannot occur together as complements of the
same verb. This is illustrated by the contrast between ii and iii in (1) below.
(1) i. ta
kai
de
hen
He
drive DE
very
‘He drives very well.’

1

hao.
good

ii. ta
kai
che
kai
de
He
drive car
drive DE
‘He drives cars very well.’

hen
very

iii.*ta
kai
che
de
He
drive car
DE
‘He drives cars very well.’

hao.
good.

hen
very

hao.
good

There are different opinions about which verb is the main verb in ‘V1deV2’. See discussions in James
Huang and John Xiang-ling Dai’s papers. This paper follows Huang (1988) and Dai (1992)’s opinion and
treats V1 as the main verb.

This raises a key question: why must the verbs in these constructions be reduplicated?
Charles N, Li (1975) posited that “What the reduplicated structures represent, then, is a
reaction against the presence of two constituents after the main verb.” James C-T, Huang
(1982) further extended this observation by arguing that “ (with the exception of NP) a
major word order property of Mandarin Chinese is that it uses the head-initial rule only
for the lowest level expansion but requires the head-final rule for all higher levels.” In
accordance with this idea he proposed the X structure for Chinese in the form of (2).
(2) The X Structure of Chinese:
a. [xn Xn-1 YP*]

iff n=1 and x≠N

b.[ xn YP* Xn-1]

otherwise

Therefore, if the main verb in a ‘Verb de Complement’ construction takes two
constituents, as (1iii) (repeated here as (3)) indicates2, then the structure of (3) is as
shown in (4), which violates (2) in the sense that the V level that is not the lowest level
will still be head-initial.
(3) *ta

kai
che
de
hen
He drive car
DE
very
‘He drives cars very well.’

hao.
good.

(4)
S
NP

V
V

ta

S

V

NP

COMP

S

kai

che

de

hen hao

2

Mei(1972, 1978) argued that the position of a de phrase in a phrase structure tree is higher than that of the
object of the V. This opinion implies that a de phrase is an adjunct and should be analyzed as the sister of
V in a phrase structure like (4) shows. However, Huang’s theory of X structure predicts that a structure
like (4) is not allowed in Mandarin so that a de phrase cannot be an adjunct in Huang’s theory. Instead, it
must be a complement taken by a duplicated head verb in the lowest level of a phrase structure.

In accounting for the same data, John Xiang-ling Dai(1992) proposed The Verbal
Subcategorization Constraint (VSC) for the ‘Verb de Complement’ construction in
Mandarin. This constraint states that a verb heads one unique construction. Since there
are two elements: ‘che’ and ‘de hen hao’ in (1ii) that need to be headed, the verb ‘kai’ is
duplicated .
However, several issues discussed below call into question the validity of these three
explanations.
I.

Postverbal zai and gei phrases

The postverbal zai phrases (as in (5i)) are often treated as locative PPs (e.g. Li &
Thompson, 1981, 390-397), and similarly the postverbal gei phrases (as in (5)ii) are
commonly considered as benefactive PPs (e.g. Teng, 1975, T. Tang, 1979, and Li &
Thompson, 1981, 370-388).
(5)i. ta
fang le
yi
3
He
put
ASP one
‘He put a book on the desk.’
ii. ta
ji
le
yi
He
send ASP one
‘He sent a book to me.’

ben
shu
zai
4
MW book on

zhuo
desk

ben
MW

wo.
me

shu
gei
book to

shang.
above

Li, Dai and Huang did not discuss sentences such as (5) in their papers. However, if we
accept the common method of analyzing the postverbal zai and gei phrases as PPs, all of
their generalizations become problematic. The reason is that if such phrases are PPs, they
have only two possible positions in a phrase structure tree. One is to be treated as a PP
complement subcategorized by a head verb, the other is to be treated as an adjunct.
However, if the former treatment is adopted, a head verb in (5) would head two
complements, a direct object and a PP, and thus contradicts Li and Dai’s explanations. If
the latter treatment is adopted, Huang’s X structure will be challenged in the sense that
the V level in the structures of (5) (illustrated as in (6)a) will still be head-initial, and as
a result Huang’s explanation for the reduplicated structures in Mandarin will also be
called into question.

3
4

ASP represents aspect marker in this paper.
MW represents measure word in this paper.

(6)a

S
V

NP

PP ( P )

V

V
ta

fang le

NP

P

yi ben shu

zai

NP
zhuo shang

In section 2, this paper argues that there is no PP complement in modern Mandarin;
rather, both postverbal zai phrases and gei phrases are in fact VPs. The structure of (5)i
thus becomes a non-headed coordinated structure (shown as in (6)b), which, because it is
equivalent to other serial verb structures in modern Mandarin, thereby resolves the
aforementioned problem.
(6)b

S
S

NP

S
VP

NP

VP
ta fang le
II.

NP
yi ben shu

_

VP
V

NP

zai

zhuo shang

Ditransitive Verbs

Modern Mandarin, like many other languages, uses ditransitive verbs. For example, the
gei in (7) is a ditransitive verb that heads two complements: one direct object and one
indirect object.
(7) ta
gei
wo
He
give me
‘He gave me a book. ’

yi
one

ben
MW

shu.
book

None of the three explanations introduced above address this phenomenon; therefore Li
and Dai’s generalizations are incomplete. This paper refines Li and Dai’s observation by
proposing the Head Complement Constraint (HCC). HCC not only accounts for the data
observed by Li and Dai but also provides a full explanation of the head-complement

constructions in modern Mandarin, including the ditransitive verb-complement
constructions.
III.

NP Object Preposed and Topicalized Construction

The NP Object Preposed and Topicalized Construction (as in (8)) also challenges
Huang’s X structure in the form of (2).
(8) ta
He

hanyu
xue t de
Chinese
study DE
‘He studied Chinese well.’

hen
very

hao.
good

According to Huang(1982), a trace left in its original position is still dominated by V .
Therefore, the structure of “xue de hen hao” is shown in (9), which contradicts the X
structure proposed by Huang in the sense that the V level in (9) will be head-initial:
(9)
V
V

S

V

t

xue

t

COMP
de

S
hen hao

Huang(1982) thus claimed that the X structure rule in (2) is only a surface structure
constraint, and that a deep structure will allow (9) in Chinese.
However, the conceptions of deep structure and surface structure are theoretically
debatable due to the over powerful ability in generating sentences of this type of
transformational grammar. This paper adopts the idea of realized and unrealized synsem
(Syntax-Semantics)5 from HPSG and concludes that the head complement constraint in
modern Mandarin only applies to realized complements in section 3, thereby solving this
problem.
Based on all of the above discussions, this paper proposes HCC to refine Li, Dai and
Huang’s explanations. This paper further argues that this constraint cannot only be
applied to the ‘Verb de Complement’ construction but can also be used as a general rule.
Three methods of preventing a sentence from violating HCC in modern Mandarin are
also discussed. These three methods are represented by the Duplicated Verb Construction

5

Synsem refers to the syntactic and semantic information of a sign in HPSG.

(as in (1ii)), the NP Object Preposed and Topicalized Construction (as in (8)) and the
Complement Reanalyzed Construction (as in (10)).
(10) Ta
xue
le
san
ge
yue
de
hanyu
She
study ASP three MW month PSM Chinese
‘She studied Chinese for three months.’
The proposed HCC provides an unified explanation for all three of these constructions
within the HPSG framework.
The organization of the remaining sections of this paper is as follows. Types and
classifications of complements are discussed in Section 2. Conclusions in this section
influence arguments in Section 3, which provides an account of the conditions that a head
verb must satisfy in order to head complements and also codifies these conditions into
HCC. Sections 4, 5 and 6 discuss the Duplicated Verb Construction, the NP Object
Preposed and Topicalized Construction and the Complement Reanalyzed Construction
respectively. Section 7 contains a summary.
2. Types and Classifications of Complements in Modern Mandarin
Section 2.1 argues that there is no PP complement in modern Mandarin, and that the
postverbal zai and gei phrases are in fact VPs, instead of PPs. Thus the question of the
validity of Li and Dai’s generalizations that arises from their treatment of the postverbal
zai and gei phrases as PP complements (see discussions in Section1) is resolved.
This paper proposes that there are five types of complements in Mandarin: NPpatient,
NPnon-patient, VPnon-stative, VPstative, and S6, as shown by (11)-(15).
(11) wo
mai
I
buy
‘I bought a book.’

le
ASP

yi
one

(12) wo
xuexi le
san
ge
I
study ASP three MW
‘I studied three months.’
(13) wo
xihuan
kan
I
like
read
‘I like reading books.’
6

ben
MW

shu. [NPpatient]
book

yue. [NPnon-patient]
month

shu. [VPnon-stative]
book

In this paper, NPpatient refers to a NP complement whose semantic role is patient; NPnon-patient refers
to a NP complement whose semantic role is not patient. VPnon-stative refers to a VP complement in which
the head verb is not a stative verb; VPstative refers to a VP complement in which the head verb is a stative
verb. S refers to a sentence.

(14) ta
He

mai
de
buy DE
‘He bought a lot.’

hen
very

duo. [VPstative]
a lot

(15) ta
He

xiang
wo
bu
think
I
not
‘He thinks that I dare not come.’

gan
dare

lai. [S]
come

These five types of complements are classified as either Moveable Complement or Nonmoveable Complement, and de is posited as a marker for designating a Non-moveable
Complement as discussed in section 2.2.
2.1 No PP Complements in Modern Mandarin
There are two different opinions regarding the categories and functions of the postverbal
zai and gei phrases (demonstrated by (16)-(17)).
(16) i. shu
fang zai
zhuo shang.
Book put
on
desk above
‘The book is put on the desk.’
ii. ta
fang le
yi
He
put
ASP one
‘He put a book on the desk.’
(17) i. ta
ji
gei
le
He
send to
ASP
‘He sent a book to me.’
ii. ta
ji
le
yi
He
send ASP one
‘He sent a book to me.’

ben
MW

shu
zai
book on

zhuo
desk

wo
me

yi
one

shu.
book

ben
MW

shu
gei
book to

ben
MW

shang.
above

wo.
me

One approach is to treat both of them as PPs: the postverbal zai phrases are locative PPs
and the postverbal gei phrases are benefactive PPs. This opinion is advocated by Li &
Thompson (1981) and commonly adopted by many textbooks of Chinese syntax. If we
accept this opinion, Li and Dai’s generalization that a head verb heads only one
complement in modern Mandarin becomes questionable and Huang’s X structure is also
challenged (see discussions in section 1).
However, Chu-Ren Huang & Kathleen Ahrens (1999) argued that the gei that occurs next
to a verb (as illustrated in (17i)) is part of a complex predicate, and that the gei phrase
which occurs after the direct object (as shown in (17ii)) is part of a Serial Verb

Construction7. Ji Fang (1998) also argued that the postverbal zai is a verb to show
existence rather than a preposition to show location, and that when the zai occurs
immediately after another verb (as in (16i)), they together form a compound verb wherein
the first verb is used to show the manner of existence.
This paper supports Huang & Ahrens and Fang’s opinions that the postverbal gei and
zai are in fact verbs rather than prepositions for the primary reason that they allow
attachment of aspect markers, as in (18).
(18) i. shu
fang-zai
le
zhuo shang.
Book put on ASP desk above
‘The book has been put on the desk.’
ii. ta
ji-gei8
le
He
send to
ASP
‘He sent a book to me.’

wo
me

yi
one

ben
MW

shu.
book

It is true that not all verbs allow attachment of aspect markers in modern Mandarin; for
example:
(19) * wo
renwei
le/guo/zhe
ta
I
think
ASPs
he
‘I thought/am thinking that he was right.’

dui.
right

7

Huang & Ahrens treated the postverbal zai phrase as PP for the following two main reasons: 1)No PP can
occur between a verb and an object and similarly the postverbal zai phrase cannot occur between a verb and
an object. For example,
a. * ta fang
zai
zhuo
shang yi
ben
shu.
He put
on
desk
above one
MW
book
‘He put one book on the desk.’
We do not agree with this argument. We believe the ungrammaticality of (a) is in fact because it violates
the head complement constraint: the head verb of (a) ‘fang-zai’ heads two complements, and therefore does
not satisfy HCC.

2) Neither prepositions nor the postverbal zai can be stranded in ellipsis (as in (b)); therefore zai must be a
preposition.
b. * ta fang
na
ben
shu
zai.
He put
that
MW
book
on
We do not agree with this argument either. We believe that whether or not a word can be stranded in
ellipsis is not a reliable test for preposition-hood because some verbs cannot be stranded in ellipsis either;
for example,
c. * zhuo
shang shi
desk
above is
‘There is (somthing) on the desk. ’
8

Words like ji-gei function as ditransitive verbs in Mandarin, such as the ditransitive verb gei. Therefore,
ji-gei can take more than one complement. Ditransitive verbs are discussed in further detail in section 3.

However, we believe that whether or not aspect markers can be attached is a reliable test
of verb-hood in modern Mandarin (Huang and Mangione 1985, C. Tang 1990), because
(a) all of those that allow attachment of aspect markers are verbs and (b) Mandarin
prepositions do not allow attachment of aspect markers (Chao 1968). Therefore, the
postverbal zai and gei cannot be prepositions; rather, they must be verbs. The reason that
they have traditionally been considered as prepositions is very likely because at first
glance, they look like their English prepositional counterparts ‘in’ and ‘to’ in the
translations.
This paper also adopts the treatment of the postverbal zai and gei as a part of a compound
verb when they occur immediately after another verb, as shown in (18). There are two
reasons for this conclusion.
1) The postverbal zai and gei select the grammatical categories of the verbs with
which they occur
First, the combinations of the postverbal zai and gei with the verbs that precede them are
restricted, as demonstrated by the contrast between (20) and (21)
(20) i. ta
shui-zai
fangjian
he
sleep in
room
‘He sleeps in the room.’

li
inside.

ii. shu
fang-zai
zhuo shang.
Book put on
desk above
‘The book is put on the desk.’
iii.* liwu gei-zai
wo
jia
li.
Gift give at
my
home inside
‘Gifts were given at my home (to somebody by someone).’
(21) i. ta
song-gei
wo
He
give as a present to me
‘He gave me a book as a present.’
ii. ta
diu-gei
wo
He
throw to
me
‘He threw a book to me.’
iii. * ta
He

shui-gei
sleep to/for

(wo)
(me)

yi
one

ben
MW

yi
one

ben
MW

shu.
book

(yi
(one

tian).
day)

shu.
book

Clearly the postverbal zai can only combine with either an intransitive verb, as in (20i),
or a transitive verb, as in (20ii). It cannot combine with a ditransitive verb because zai
itself is not a ditransitive verb, as demonstrated by (20iii). By contrast, the postverbal gei
can only combine with a ditansitive verb (as in (21i)) or a transitive verb (as in (21ii)),

but not with an intransitive verb (as shown by (21iii)) because gei is a ditransitive verb
and cannot be used intransitively. In another words, both the postverbal zai and gei select
the grammatical categories of the words that occur next to them; this is in fact a property
of compound words in Mandarin. Therefore V- zai and V- gei share the properties of
compound verbs.
2) V- zai and V- gei have lexical integrity
Second, the aspect affix le cannot intervene between a verb and zai / gei, as in (22). This
fact suggests that the V- zai / V- gei is a whole unit.
(22) i. * shu fang le
zai
zhuo
Book put
ASP on
desk
‘The book was put on the desk.’
ii. * ta
song
le
He
give as a present
ASP
‘He gave me a book as a present.’

shang.
above
gei
to

wo
me

yi
one

ben
MW

shu.
book

The contrast in (23) also illustrates this lexical integrity.
(23) i. * ta
shuijiao
zai
he
sleep
in
‘He sleeps in the room.’

fangjian
room

ii. ta
shui-zai
fangjian
he
sleep in
room
‘He sleeps in the room.’

li
inside.

li
inside.

The treatment of ‘V.OBJ1 zai / gei OBJ2’construction as a Serial Verb Construction is
supported by the following evidences:
the treatment of the postverbal zai / gei phrases as PPs cannot explain why the OBJ1 must
be the controller of zai and gei, whereas the Serial Verb Construction account can.
(24) i. ta
fang le
yi
ben
shu j pro j zai
zhuo shang.
He
put
ASP one
MW book
on
desk above
‘He put a book on the desk.’
ii. * ta
kan
le
yi
ben
He
read ASP one
MW
‘He read a book on the bus.’

shu i pro j zai
book
on

iii. ta
ji
le
yi
He
send ASP one
‘He sent a book to me.’

shu j pro j
book

ben
MW

che
bus
gei
to

wo.
me

shang.
above

The treatment of the postverbal zai / gei phrases as PPs cannot explain the existence of
this constraint. Because all the other preverbal PPs do not have this constraint in
Mandarin: the subject of the preposition is irrelevant to the object of the verb, as shown
by (25)
(25) i. ta
zai
che
he
on
bus
‘He read books on the bus.’
ii. ta
gei
wo
he
for
me
‘He bought a book for me.’

shang kan
above read

shu.
book

mai
buy

yi
one

le
ASP

ben
MW

shu.
book

However, the treatments of the postverbal zai/gei phrases as VPs and the ‘V.OBJ1 zai/gei
OBJ2’ construction as a Serial Verb Construction can explain this constraint, because one
type of the Serial Verb Construction known as the Pivotal Construction has exactly the
same constraint:
(26) wo
qing ta j
pro j
I
ask
him
‘I asked him coming to help.’

lai
bangmang.
come help

Therefore we believe it is appropriate to treat the ‘V.OBJ1 zai / gei OBJ2’construction as
a Pivotal Construction as well.
1) The verb series in the ‘V.OBJ1 zai / gei OBJ2’construction can have only one
aspect.
One characteristic of the Serial Verb Construction in Mandarin is that it can have only
one aspect (e.g. Shebba 1987). The ‘V.OBJ1 zai / gei OBJ2’construction also has this
characteristic as demonstrated by (27).
(27) i. ta
fang le
yi
ben
shu
zai
zhuo shang.
He
put
ASP one
MW book on
desk above
‘He put a book on the desk.’
ii. * ta
fang le
yi
He
put
ASP one
‘He put a book on the desk.’

ben
MW

shu
zai
book on

le
ASP

iii. ta
ji
le
yi
He
send ASP one
‘He sent a book to me.’

ben
MW

shu
gei
book to

wo.
me

iv. * ta
ji
le
yi
He
send ASP one
‘He sent a book to me.’

ben
MW

shu
gei
book to

le
ASP

zhuo
desk

wo.
me

shang.
above

In sum, this paper supports the opinion that the postverbal zai/gei are verbs. More
specifically, they are part of a compound verb when they occur immediately after another
verb (as in (23ii)), and part of a Pivotal Construction when they occur in the ‘V.OBJ1 zai
/gei OBJ2’ construction (as in (27iii)). The structure of (23ii) and (27iii) are given in (28)
and (29) repectively.
(28)

S
1

NP

VP

V
HEAD

verb

SPR

1

COMP

2

ta

shui-zai

(29)

NP

2

fangjian li

S

S

S
[SLASH { 1 }]

NP

VP

NP

2

VP

ta

ji le

NP

[SLASH { 1 }]

V

4 [LOC 1 ]

yi ben shu

VP

LOC 1
SLASH { 1 }

3

NP

HEAD
verb
4
SPR
COMP
<2, 3>
gap-ss
ARG-ST < 4 , 2 SLASH { 1 } , 3 >

_

gei

wo

Since postverbal zai/gei phrases were the only two cases traditionally considered to be PP
complements, our treatment of them as verb phrases leads to the conclusion that there is
no PP complement in modern Mandarin.
2.2 The Classification of Complements and The Function of de in Modern Mandarin
The ‘Verb de Complement’ construction is the starting point for all discussions of the
head complement constraint; however the function and grammatical category of de has
often been ignored. The discussions of the classification of complements in this section
will help to clarify the function and category of de in the ‘Verb de Complement’
construction in modern Mandarin.
As demonstrated at the beginning of Section 2 modern Mandarin contains five types of
complements; however the PP complement is not among them. The five types of
complements are NPpatient, NPnon-patient (this type includes NPduration time/times,
NPbenefactive, Nplocation etc.), VPnon-stative, VPstative and S. Among these five
types, NPpatient and VPnon-stative exhibit flexibility in their word order while NP nonpatient, VPstative and S do not have this flexibility. This is illustrated by the contrasts in
(30)-(34).
(30) i. wo
mai
le
I
buy
ASP
‘I bought that book.’9
ii. na
ben
shu
wo
that MW book I
‘That book I bought.’

na
that
mai
buy

(31) i. wo
xuexi le
san
ge
I
study ASP three MW
‘I studied three months.’
ii.* san ge
yue
wo
Three MW month I
‘Three months, I studied.’
(32) i. wo
xihuan
kan
I
like
read
‘I like reading books.’

ben
MW

shu. [NPpatient]
book
le.
ASP

yue. [NPnon-patient]
month

xuexi le.
study ASP
shu. [VPnon-stative]
book

ii. kan
shu
wo
xihuan
read
book I
like
‘Reading books, I like.’
9

NPpatient can have this flexibility, but not all NPpatient can be moved and topicalized freely. See further
discussions on this issue in Section 6.

(33) i. ta
mai
He
buy
‘He bought a lot.’
ii. * (de) hen
duo ta
(DE) very a lot he
‘A lot, he bought.’

de
DE

hen
very

duo.[VPstative]
a lot.

gan
dare

lai. [S]
come

mai.
buy

(34) i. ta
xiang
wo
He
think
I
‘He thinks that I dare not come.’
ii.* wo
bu
gan
lai
ta
I
not
dare come he
‘I dare not come, he thinks.’

bu
not

xiang.10
think

These contrasts yield a hierarchy of complements in modern Mandarin in which the
complements with the word order flexibility are classified as Moveable Complements
while the complements without this flexibility are called Non-Moveable Complements,
as shown in (35).
(35)

Complement

Moveable Complement

NPpatient

VPnon-stative

Non-Moveable Complement

NPnon-patient

VPstative

S

The complements introduced by de in the ‘Verb de Complement’ construction can either
be VPstative or S; therefore de is posited as a Non-Moveable Complement Marker
(NMCM).:
3. The Head Complement Constraint (HCC) in Modern Mandarin
As discussed in Section 1, one of the striking features of the ‘Verb de Complement’
construction in Mandarin is that when the main verb in this construction takes an object,
it must be reduplicated; otherwise the object and the de Complement cannot occur
10

(14ii) is acceptable when ‘ta xiang’ expresses an afterthought, but in this case, ‘wo bu gan lai’ cannot be
treated as the preposed complement of ‘xiang’.

together as complements of the same verb. Li, Dai and Huang provided an account for
this phenomenon; their explanations can be codified into a head complement constraint: a
head verb can head only one complement in modern Mandarin. However, the traditional
method of treating the postverbal zai and gei phrases as PP complements calls the validity
of this constraint into question as illustrated both in Sections 1 and 2. This paper argues
in Section 2 that the postverbal zai and gei phrases are not PP complements, but are in
fact VPs instead, thus maintaining the validity of Li, Dai and Huang’s explanations of the
phenomenon stated above.
So far, our discussion of the head complement constraint has been limited to the ‘Verb de
Complement’ construction. We now examine whether this constraint applies to other
Mandarin constructions as well.
(36) i. ta
xuexi
hanyu
He
study
Chinese
‘He studied Chinese for one year.’
ii.* ta
xuexi
hanyu
He
study
Chinese
‘He studied Chinese for one year.’

xuexi
study
le
ASP

le
ASP
yi
one

yi
one

nian.
year

nian.
year

Example (36) shows that this constraint can indeed apply not only to ‘Verb de
Complement’ constructions, but to other constructions as well. However, before we make
the claim that this constraint is a general rule for Mandarin, we must examine the
following issues:
1) The ditransitive verbs
2) NP Object Preposed and Topicalized Construction
3.1 The Ditransitive Verbs
Ditransitive verbs seem to be counter examples to the head complement constraint. A
ditransitive verb in Mandarin can take two complements; for example:
(37) wo
gei
ta
shu.
I
give him book
‘I gave him a book. ’
However, a ditransitive verb cannot always take two complements, as the contrast
between (38i) and (38ii) indicates.
(38) i. * wo gei
ta
de
I
give him NMCM
‘I gave him (the book) in a hurry.’

hen
very

congmang.
hurry

ii. wo gei
ta
gei
de
I
give him give NMCM
‘I gave him (the book) in a hurry.’

hen
very

congmang.
hurry

By comparing (37) and (38), we conclude that the nature of the complements decides
whether or not a ditransitve verb should obey the one complement constraint: iff both of
the complements are NP, can a ditransitive verb take more than one complement.
Based on these observations, we are able to propose (39) as the head complement
constraint for modern Mandarin.
(39) The Head Complement Constraint (HCC)
For a head verb X, only if X is a ditransitive verb and both of the complements headed by
X are NPs, can X take more than one complement; otherwise, X can take no more than
one complement in Mandarin.
3.2 The NP Object Preposed and Topicalized Construction
However, if we consider the NP Object Preposed and Topicalized Construction like (40),
(39) needs to be further refined.
(40) ta
He

hanyu
xue t de
Chinese
study NMCM
‘He studied Chinese well.’

hen
very

hao.
good

According to Huang(1982), a trace left in the original position is still dominated by V ,
therefore, the structure of “xue de hen hao” is (41), which contradicts the X structure
proposed by Huang in the form of (2), because the V level in (41) which is not the
lowest level will still be head-initial.
(41)
V
V

S

V

t

xue

t

COMP
de

S
hen hao

Huang(1982) thus claimed that the X structure rule in (2) is only a surface structure
constraint, a deep structure will allow (41) in Chinese.
However, the subtypes of synsem (Syntax-Semantics) posited by HPSG can provide us
another way of solving this issue without invoking the problematic theory of surface

structure and deep structure as introduced in Section 1. Jonathan Ginzburg& Ivan A.
Sag(2000) posited the hierarchy of synsem subtypes shown in (42).
(42)

synsem (Syntax-Semantics)
canon-ss

noncan-ss
pro-ss

gap-ss

(Here canon-ss refers to the realized synsem, and noncan-ss refers to the unrealized
synsem; pro-ss refers to the type of unexpressed controlled subjects of nonfinite phrases
and gap-ss refers to the type of the ‘gap’ argument in an extraction construction.)
Because the trace in (40) is a gap-ss which is an unrealized complement, we assume that
the head complement constraint in modern Mandarin only applies to realized
complements. Thus, we revise (39) to (43).
(43) The Head Complement Constraint (HCC) (revised version)
For a head verb X, only if X is a ditransitive verb and both of the complements headed by
X are NPs, can X take more than one realized complement; otherwise, X can take no
more than one realized complement in Mandarin.
Back to the Duplicated Verb Construction like (1ii), here repeated as (44).
(44) ta
He

kai
che
kai
de
drive car
drive NMCM
‘He drives cars very well.’

hen
very

hao.
good

It is clear that the head verb is copied so that both of the complements can be headed.
Therefore, the Duplicated Verb Construction are actually one way of preventing a
sentence from violating HCC when it needs to take two complements. In addition to the
Duplicated Verb Construction, this paper discusses two other ways of satisfying HCC:
NP Object Preposed and Topicalized Construction and Complement Reanalyzed
Construction. These constructions are discussed in the following sections.
4. The Duplicated Verb Construction in Mandarin
As shown in the previous section, reduplicating the head verb is an effective way of
preventing a sentence from violating HCC when it needs to take more than one
complement. We found that compared with the NP Object Preposed and Topicalized
Construction and the Complement Reanalyzed Construction, the Duplicated Verb
Construction represents the most flexible method to take more than one complement.

4.1 The Duplicated Verb Construction and Complement Types
There are three different combinations of two complements in Mandarin; these three
combinations can all be found in the Duplicated Verb Construction.
The three possible combinations are:
I.

NP1+NP2 (NP1 precedes NP2)

There are three subtypes of this combination:
I a.

NPbenefactive11 + NPpatient

This combination most typically occurs after a ditransitive verb, which is allowed by
HCC. Therefore, it is not common to use the Duplicated Verb Construction in this
case, as demonstrated in (45).
(45)i. wo
I

gei
wo
pengyou
give
my
friend
‘I will give my friend books.’

shu.
book

ii.? wo
I

gei
wo
pengyou
give
my
friend
‘I will give my friend books.’

gei
give

shu.
book

However, even (45ii) is not impossible in Mandarin, we found (45ii) is perfect when
it has a contrast meaning, for example:
(46) wo gei
wo
pengyou
gei
I
give my
friend
give
‘I will give my friend books, not money.’

shu, bu
book, not

gei
give

qian.
money

I b. NPbenefactive + NPduration time/times12
In this case, both of the NPs can follow a ditransitive verb, although it is also very
common to use the Duplicated Verb Construction as (47) and (48) indicate.
(47) i. wo
gei
le
ta
san
ci.
I
give ASP him three times
‘I gave him (something) three times.’
ii. wo
gei
ta
gei
le
san
ci.
I
give him give ASP three times
‘I gave him (something) three times.’

11
12

NPbenefactive stands for an NP complement whose semantic role is benefactive.
NPduration time/times stands for an NP complement whose semantic content is duration time/times.

(48) i. wo
gei
le
ta
san
ge
yue,
ye mei
gei
cheng.
I
give ASP him three MW month, too not
give succeed
‘I (tried) to give him (something) for three months, but did not succeed.’
ii. wo gei ta
gei
le
san
ge
yue,
ye mei
gei
cheng..
I give him give ASP three MW month, too not
give succeed
‘I (tried) to give him (something) for three months, but did not succeed.’
I c. NPpatient+NPduration time/times
We found that in this case, although both of the complements are NPs, they are not
allowed to both occur after a ditransitive verb, but the Duplicated Verb Construction
is commonly used, as shown in (49), (50).
(49) i.* wo
gei
le
shu
san
ci,
qian yi
I
give ASP book three times, money one
‘I gave (somebody) books three times, money once.’
ii. wo
gei
shu
gei
le
san
ci,
qian
I
give book give ASP three times, money
‘I gave (somebody) books three times, money once.’

ci.
MW
yi ci..
one MW

(50) i.* wo
gei
le
qian san
ge
yue,
ye mei
gei
cheng.
I
give ASP money three MW month, too not
give succeed
‘I (tried) to give (somebody) money for three months, but did not succeed.’
ii. wo gei qian gei le
san
ge
yue,
ye mei
gei
cheng..
I give money give ASP three MW month, too not
give succeed
‘I (tried) to give (somebody) money for three months, but did not succeed.’
From these data, we found that we need to further revise the HCC, because even if both
of the complements are NPs, it is not necessarily true that both of them can occur
together after a ditransitive verb. This is true only if one of the NP is NPbenefactive;
otherwise, even the head verb is a ditransitive verb, it cannot take more than one
complement. Therefore, we revise HCC from (43) to (51).
(51) The Head Complement Constraint (HCC) (Final version)
For a head verb X, only if X is a ditransitive verb and both of the
complements headed by X are NPs, and one of the NP is NPbenefactive, can
X take more than one realized complement; otherwise, X can take no more
than one realized complement in Mandarin.
II.

NPpatient+VPstative (NPpatient precedes VPstative)

When a head verb has to take two complements of this type, the Duplicated Verb
Construction is commonly used to prevent a sentence from violating HCC, as illustrated
by example (52).
(52) i. ta
He
ii.* ta
He
III.

kai
che
kai
de
drive car
drive NMCM
‘He drives cars very well.’

hen
very

kai
che
de
drive car
NMCM
‘He drives cars very well.’

hao.
good.

hen
very

hao.
good

NPpatient+S (NPpatient precedes S)

The Duplicated Verb Construction commonly occur in this type as well, for example:
(53) i. ta baoyuan ta pengyou baoyuan de
wo
yao
feng le.
He complain his friend
complain NMCM I
will crazy ASP
‘He complained to his friend (so much) that I am going to be crazy.’
ii.* ta baoyuan ta pengyou de
wo
yao
feng le.
He complain his friend NMCM I
will crazy ASP
‘He complained to his friend (so much) that I am going to be crazy.’
All of these examples show that the Duplicated Verb Construction is a widely used
construction in Mandarin. Next we discuss how to analyze this construction.
4.2 How to Analyze The Duplicated Verb Construction
Charles N, Li (1975) argued that the first occurrence of the reduplicated verb cannot be
regarded as the main verb of the sentence. The arguments he put forth are copied below:
1) The first occurrence of the reduplicated verb does not take a model verb:
(54) i. Zhang-san
xi
yifu hui
xi
de
hen
kuai.
13
Zhang-san
wash clothes will wash NMCM
very fast
‘Zhang-san will wash clothes very fast.’
ii.* Zhang-san

hen

kuai.

2) The first occurrence of the reduplicated verb cannot be negated:
(55) i. Zhang-san
xi
yifu bu
xi
de
Zhang-san
wash clothes not
wash NMCM
‘Zhang-san does not wash clothes very fast.’

hen
very

ii.* Zhang-san
13

hui

bu

xi

xi

yifu

yifu

xi

xi

‘de’ is marked as PRT instead of NMCM in Charles Li’s article.

de

de

hen

kuai.

kuai.
fast

3) The first occurrence of the reduplicated verb does not take an aspect marker:
(56) i. Zhang-san
xi
yifu xi
de
hen
kuai le.
Zhang-san
wash clothes wash NMCM
very fast
ASP
‘Zhang-san washed clothes very fast.’
ii.* Zhang-san

xi

le

yifu

xi

de

hen

kuai.

4) The first occurrence of the reduplicated verb cannot be preceded by yi ‘as soon
as’, which is placed immediately before either the main verb or the VP:
(57) i. Zhang-san
xi
yifu yi
xi
de
hen
kuai
Zhang-san
wash clothes as long as wash NMCM very
fast
‘As long as Zhang-san washes clothes very fast…’
ii.* Zhang-san

yi

xi

yifu

xi

de

hen

kuai…

Among these four arguments, 2) and 3) were used as important arguments against
analysis of xi as the main verb in xi de hen kuai by C-R. Huang & Mangione (1985)
as well. However, we believe that 2) and 3) cannot be used to test for main verb status
because of the following two reasons.
First, not all verbs that occur as the first verb in a clause can be negated in Mandarin.
For example,
(58) i.
ii. *

wo
kan
ta
bu
I
think he
not
‘I don’t think he will come.’
wo
bu
kan
ta
I
not
think he
‘I don’t think he will come.’

hui
possible

lai.
come

hui
possible

lai.
come

Second, not all verbs can take an aspect marker in Mandarin. For example,
(59) * wo
xihuan
I
like
‘I liked Zhang-san.’

le
ASP

Zhang-san.
Zhang-san

As to 4), we on this point take exception to Li’s analysis; we believe (57)i and ii. are
equally acceptable in modern Mandarin.
Back to 1). First, we believe (54)ii is as acceptable as (54)i; Second, hui can be taken
by kuai in xi de hen kuai as well. Again, if we accept that xi is the main verb in xi de
hen kuai , we cannot use hui as a test for main verb status.
Therefore, we believe that there is insufficient reason to claim that the first
occurrence of the verb in a Duplicated Verb Construction or the verb in ‘Verb de

Complement’ construction is not the main verb14. Furthermore, as we cannot argue
that one of the two complements is more important, we also cannot argue that one of
the two verbs, which are copies of each other, is more important. Each verb assigns θ
role to the complement it heads.
Thus, we propose to analyze a Duplicated Verb Construction as a non-headed
coordinated VP:
(60)

S

5

NP

VP
LOC

CAT [SPR 5 ]
CONT 1 + 2

VP1
LOC

3

LOC

CAT

VP2

CAT [HEAD 3 ]
CONT 1

V1

6

NP

HEAD verb
SPR 5
COMP 6

CAT [HEAD 4 ]
CONT 2

V2

CAT

7

ARG-ST < 5 , 7 >

yifu

xi-de

This is not an isolated phenomenon in Mandarin. For example:

14

V3

HEAD verb
SPR 5
COMP 7

CONT 2

ARG-ST < 5 , 6 >

xi

4

LOC

CONT 1

Zhang-san

LOC

James C-T Huang(1988), Yen-hui Audrey Li(1990) and Dai(1992) also argued from a different
perspective that xi instead of kuai in xi de hen kuai should be the main verb.

kuai

(61) wo
I

mingtian
tomorrow

shang
go

jie
mai
street buy

yifu.
clothes

‘I will go to downtown and buy clothes tomorrow. ’
If we agree that we cannot treat neither shang nor mai as non-head, we believe (60) is
correct as well.
However, this analysis places Huang(1982)’s X structure rule in question. According
to his rule, in (60), VP2 must be the head. However, if the arguments supporting VP2
as the head are correct, then V3 must be the head as well, which violates the X
structure rule.
5 The Complement Reanalyzed Construction in Mandarin
Another way of preventing a sentence from violating HCC in Mandarin is to recast
the two complements as a single complement, either as a S or as a NP, as (62) and
(63) illustrate.
(62) i.* ta
He
ii. ta
He

xue
le
hanyu
san
ge
study ASP Chinese
three MW
‘He studied Chinese for three months.’

yue.
month

xue
le
san
ge
yue
hanyu.
study ASP three MW month Chinese
‘He studied Chinese for three months.’

(63) i.* ta
He

xue
hanyu
de
study Chinese
NMCM
‘He studied Chinese very well.’

hen
very

hao.
good

ii. ta
He

xue
de
hanyu
study NMCM
Chinese
‘He studied Chinese very well.’

hen
very

hao.
good

In (62ii), the two complements hanyu and san ge yue are recast as a NP ‘san ge yue
hanyu’; whereas in (63ii), the two complements hanyu and hen hao are recast as a S
‘hanyu hen hao’. These operations change the two complements into a single
complement; thus the resulting sentence does not violate HCC. The structures for (62ii)
and (63ii) are:

(62ii).

S

1

NP

VP

V
HEAD

(63ii)

NP

verb

SPR

1

COMP

2

ta

2

xue-le

san ge yue hanyu

S

1

NP

VP

V
HEAD

ta

2

S

verb

SPR

1

COMP

2

xue-de

hanyu hen hao

Generally speaking, as long as two complements can form a qualified NP or a S, the
reanalysis can be applied. However, (62) seems to be a counter example to this
generalization.
(64) * ta
qi
de
ma
hen
lei.
He
ride NMCM
horse very tired
‘The horse was very tired from being ridden by him.’

In (64), the two complements can form a perfect S: ‘ma hen lei’. Then why is it
unacceptable in Mandarin?
We found that the reason that (64) is unacceptable is that in the ‘NP1 qi de (NP2) V2’
construction, qi requires its SPR NP1 to coindex with the SPR NP2 of V2, even when
NP2 is a trace, as shown in (65).
(65) i. ta i
qi
de
He
ride NMCM
‘He was very tired by riding.’
ii. ta i
qi
de
He
ride NMCM
‘He was very tired by riding.’

ren i hen
people very

lei.
tired

hen
very

lei.
tired

proi

Since the SPR of qi is not coindexed with the SPR of V2 in (64): ‘ta i qi de ma j hen lei.’
(64) is ruled out.
5. NP Object Preposed and Topicalized Construction in Mandarin
The third method discussed in this paper of preventing a sentence from violating HCC is
to prepose an NP object of the head verb and topicalize it. For example:
(66) i. ta
hanyu
xue
de
hen
hao.
He
Chinese
study NMCM
very good
‘He studied Chinese very well.’ Or ‘Chinese, he studied very well.’
ii. hanyu
ta
xue
de
hen
hao.
Chinese
he
study NMCM
very good
‘Chinese, he studied very well.’ Or ‘He studied Chinese very well.’
The preposed and topicalized NP object can occur after the subject and before the head
verb or at the initial position of a sentence, as shown in (66).
However, not all NP objects of a head can be preposed and topicalized. Based on our
observations, there are three conditions for an NP object to be preposed and topicalized in
Mandarin.
First, only if the NP object is clearly a NPpatient, it can be preposed and topicalized.
(67) i. ta
yifu xi
le
yi
tian.
He
clothes wash ASP one
day
‘He washed clothes for one day.’ Or ‘Clothes, he washed for one day.’
ii.* Ta
yi
tian xi
le
yifu.
‘He washed clothes for one day.’ Or ‘One day, he washed clothes.’

In (67ii), since yi tian is not a NPpatient, it cannot be preposed and topicalized.
This can explain the unacceptability of (68ii) as well.
(68) i. ta
ku
de
LiSi hen
shangxin.
He
cry
NMCM
LiSi very sad
‘He cried and as a result, LiSi was very sad.’
ii.* Ta

LiSi

ku

de

hen

shangxin.

(69) shows that LiSi in (66) is not necessarily the patient of ku, because of this, it cannot
be preposed and topicalized.
(69) i. ta
ku
ZhangSan
ku
de
LiSi hen
He
cried ZhangSan
cry
NMCM
LiSi very
‘He cried for ZhangSan and as a result, LiSi was very sad.’
?ii. ta

ku

LiSi

ku

de

LiSi

hen

shangxin.
sad

shangxin.

The reason why Mandarin has this constraint for the Preposed/ Topicalized NP Object
Construction is because among the NPs in modern Mandarin, only NPpatient has the
flexibility of word order as discussed in Section 2.
Second, all non-animate NPpatient words can be preposed and topicalized, but not all
animate NPpatient words can be. For example:
(70) i. ta
fan[-animate] chi
de
He
food
eat
NMCM
‘He ate to the point of being very full.’
ii.* Ta
ma[+animate] qi
de
He
horse
ride DE
‘He got tired by riding a horse.’

hen
very

hen
very

bao.
full

lei.
tired

Third, if a NPpatient is [+animate], then only if it can be the controller of the head of
another complement can it be preposed and topicalized.
(71) i. ta
haizi i yang de
pro i
he
child raise NMCM
‘He raised his child to be very plump.’
ii.* Ta i
ma j qi
de
He
horse ride NMCM
‘He got tired by riding a horse’

pro i

hen
very

pang .
plump

hen
very

lei.
tired

Since as stated at the end of section 4, ma cannot be the controller of lei in (71ii), it
cannot be preposed and topicalized.
The preposed and topicalized object leaves a gap in its original position. The structure of
(71i) is illustrated in (72).
(72)

4

S

NP

VP

NP

VP

[LOC 1 [CONT [INDEX i]]]

[SLASH { 1 }]

VP

3

V
HEAD
verb
4
SPR
COMP
<2, 3>
gap-ss
ARG-ST < 4 , 2 SLASH { 1 } , 3 >

ta

haizi

yang de

NP
2

ADV.

V
HEAD

LOC 1
SLASH { 1 }

_

VP

verb

LOC | CONT

hen

RELN
PANGER

pang

6. Summary
This paper has discussed the types/classification of the complements and the headcomplement constructions in modern Mandarin. The conditions for a head verb to be able
to head complements has been thoroughly examined. Based on the results, we have
proposed the Head Complement Constraint (HCC): For a head verb X, only if X is a
ditransitive verb and both of the complements headed by X are NPs, and one of the NP is

pang
i

NPbenefactive, can X take more than one realized complement; otherwise, X can take no
more than one realized complement in Mandarin.
This paper has also studied three special constructions and the conditions under which
they are used in modern Mandarin. These constructions are known as the Duplicated
Verb Construction, the Complement Reanalyzed Constructions and the NP Object
Preposed and Topicalized Construction. The corresponding analyses of these three
constructions in HPSG framework are also discussed in this paper.
Finally, although they appear at first glance to be unrelated, this paper has proposed a
unified explanation of these three constructions by demonstrating that they represent
three methods of preventing a sentence from violating the Head Complement Constraint
(HCC).
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ABSTRUCT: This paper will address aspects of transformation and continuity in Chinese dress
from Imperial, Republican, and Communist China. In what follows, I shall discuss how dress
articulates key cultural issues such as the interface between tradition and modernization, east
and west, global and local. In Chinese history, clothes function as a sign in social interaction
to signify class, political allegiance as well as, paradoxically, individual identity. Each section
of this paper will explore how government power has been exercised to control people
externally first and then internally and to make that control manifest through the body's
appearance. I shall argue that these practices must be understood in the light of the
modernization of governmental domination that unfolds historically.
.
Introduction
This paper will address aspects of transformation and continuity in Chinese dress from
Imperial, Republican, and Communist China. In what follows, I shall discuss how dress
articulates key cultural issues such as the interface between tradition and modernization, east
and west, global and local. In Chinese history, clothes function as a sign in social interaction
to signify class, political allegiance as well as, paradoxically, individual identity. Each section
of this paper will explore how government power has been exercised to control people
externally first and then internally and to make that control manifest through the body's
appearance. I shall argue that these practices must be understood in the light of the
modernization of governmental domination that unfolds historically.
Clothing does indeed communicate, but not in the manner of speech or writing; what it
communicates has mostly to do with the self, chiefly our social identity as this is formed by
cultural values bearing on gender, sexuality, social status, age, etc. ( Davis,.F.191). Clothes just
like with art; it is in their specific aspect that clothes have their power. What art proves and
offers a means of seeing, since artists constantly create the look of clothes, clothing itself is
constantly allied to all the other aspirations of figurative art. All the Asian Pacific Economic
Cooperation leaders worn silk satin jackets and off-white silk shirts at Shanghai on October 21,
2001, The attire is made of silk and in traditional Chinese style with frog closing. ( china.org on
October 23,2001). What power of dress do they express here? Who's power did it display?
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The Chinese dress concept follows from the Chinese response to the needs of a
social, political, and moral system based on the principles of Li. Li can be translated into
English as the virtue of propriety or orderliness and principled refinement (Fang T. 516). These
principles were regarded as the body of the collective conscience and the wisdom of countless
generations of ancestors for what is right and proper and they were sanctioned by the traditional
rulers who put down the foundation of Chinese culture. "First of all, it means that in the lidetermined Chinese philosophy of texts and clothing, unlike that of other Western ancient
cults" (Laumann,M.14), clothing has a role in the service of Li: five official robes and five
decorations of them (J.Legge, Bk. Ill 6) are required for clothing expressive of dignity and
refinement. "The Yellow emperor Shun and Yao ordered everything under heaven by the
drape" (Xing Ci, 1-Ching). Clothing was considered very important in ancient China. It was an
instrument of power through which the emperor ruled the world. It was the devise of order in a
society dedicated to hierarchy, harmony and moderation. The Analect of Confucius described
clearly the role of clothimg in Chinese cultural identity.
"When Guan Zhong served as prime minister… he… brought good government to all
under heaven. From his time down to the present, the people have enjoyed his rule. Had it not
been for Guan Zhong, we would now be wearing our hair unbound, and buttoning our garments
on the left side"(Analect xiv. 18.2).
Turner in his Sociology and the Body discusses social order, which is Li, and argued that "a
sociology of the body is a study of the problem of social order and it can be organized around
four issues. These are the reproduction and regulation of populations in time and space, and the
restraint and representation of the body as a vehicle of the self.... This institutionalization is
itself subjected to certain major transformations of society, and the salience of the four
dimensions ... are historically conditioned" (Turner, B.S., 41). He further states that embodiment
is social and historical(Turner, B..S. 246). "The centrally implicated in questions of self-identity,
the construction and maintenance of social inequalities, and the constitution and development of
societies". (Shilling, C. 204).
The part of Yili, in the Book of History (Shangshu yi-li bien ) lists the origins of twelve
symbols of Imperial Authority: the sun disc with the three-legged rooster, the constellation of
stars, the moon disc with the hare, the dragon, the mountain, the water weed, the grains of
millet, the flowery birds or pheasant, the fire, the sacrificial ax, the sacrificial cups, and the fu
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symbol of discrimination. There were a few changes over the years, but the principle of
patriarchy and respect for the male ancestor, the Li, and the rites are the same. These
twelve symbols were used throughout historical times. This essay discusses the four areas
of the body as expressed in power dress at three periods.
Imperial Clothing (1644-1911)
This section explores how ethnicity, class, and gender, as an interactive system, have
affected fashion among the Manchus and Chinese clothing. In order to control the
Han Chinese, the Manchu masters declared that their customs and their system of clothing
should be adopted by the conquered ethnic peoples. Especially, all Chinese men were
compelled to shave the front of their heads and wear their hair in a single queue to show their
allegiance to the new ruler, first to Shuzhi Emperor in 1637 and extended in I644 (Jiang, B 176).
There were such sayings as "Those who want to save the head will lose their hairs, those who
wants to save hairs, shall lose their heads." (liu tou bu liu fa, liu fa bu liu tou), There was strong
resistance everywhere in China, especially in the Jiangsu province. Finally men accepted Jin
Zhichun's suggestion that obedience and disobedience were reflected in the system of clothing:
the Han Chinese men will ''obey, but women will not; people will follow in life, but not in death;
officials will obey, but the police won't; the adult will, but the children won't; the Confucian
scholar will follow, but the Buddhist and the Taoist monks won't; the prostitutes will follow, but
the actors won't; the civil services will, but the weddings won't"(Zhao, C, 202). Qing customs
went through many revisions and finally in 1772 Emperor Qienlong separated them into forthy eight categories, according to the differences of gender, status, rank, officeand occasion:, the
imperial family, kings, aristocrat, officer's families, and common people. It is further divided in
summer and winter and four occasions. He listed the four major categories of attire: (1) Chao-fu,
the formal court garment worn in the national ceremony or sacrificial ceremony. (2) Ji-fu, an
ordinary court garment worn in celebrations. (3) Chang-fu, normal attire, worn in informal
places, and (4) Xing-fu traveling attire(Lin, 15)
The Manchus selected officials from a well-educated group of Manchu and Chinese
men known as mandarins. "The word Mandarin (guan in Chinese) is derived from the
Portuguese word madar meaning to command" (Garrett, V.1994 75). The Manchus imposed
some of their nomadic features on the official attire in the form of sleeves that ended in horsehoof cuffs, originally intended to cover the hands in formal occasions when it was considered
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important for them to be shown. In practice, horse-hoof cuffs prevent the sleeve from belowing
when it is windy. Their soldiers wore different armored uniforms called eight banners
throughout the dynasty (See the Eight Banners, Huang, N, 382-383). The common men usually
wore chang shang and ma gua; the term literally means long dress and it can apply equally both
to the long gowns worn by men or the long dress of women. For the majority of Chinese who
were workers, the long gowns were not convenient, therefore a combination of pants and jackets
or shang ku made of durable fabrics such as cotton or hemp was worn. The pants became
popular for both man and women among the Chinese during the Qing Dynasty and subsequent
ages.
Manchu women's dress followed their husbands or fathers (Garrett, V.19). Women were
thus not only excluded from taking the Civil Service Examination, the only regular avenue to
official power and the institution of government bureaucracy, but were denied the opportunity to
receive any form of formal education (Fan, C.1996,103). Women had no official role in the
government, but an empress dowager could act as regent during a rulers minority such as
Empress Cixi did in the middle of nineteenth century, when her son, who was only five years
old at his accession to the throne in 1861, died in 1875. She dominated the Chinese political
scene behind a curtain until her death in I908.
Han Chinese women didn't have to wear Manchu dress; Han women could keep Ming
dress, so there existed two kinds of dresses. Manchus and their attire went into the limbo of
history at the end of the dynasty, except for the qipao (cheung sam in Cantonese). This
exception of the qipao, originally the changfu (ordinary clothes) of the Manchu, was straight,
loose, and long to the feet, which Chinese women liked and Western designers choose to follow
even to this day. The Manchu clothes did have an unfocused and overburdened visual form, with
a resultant depersonalizing effect on the wearer. The individual human being does not seem able
to animate the costume. Such essential abstract clothes are often worn in societies that have a
rich craft heritage but a less strong tradition of figurative art. Fashion and class stratification has
been linked by Thirstier Veblem as the result of a class struggle for social superiority. He felt
that class leadership was displayed through the conspicuous consumption and waste associated
with fashion, (Kaiser, 483). This is true of the Qing that conquered China. What effect did the
Qing decree of clothing have on the historical and cultural context? Qing's effort to maintain the
difference of clothes between the Manchus, and the Chinese created an ethnic conflict which
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resulted in choking the Manchui's and Chinese creativity and initiative. A spirit of corruption
spread among the soldiers in the years after the1800s. Finally, fashion contributed one of the
reasons for the downfall of the Manchus in the Taiping Rebellions. It was the combined forces of
Chinese and foreigners that defeated the Taipings. The haircut for men and foot binding for
women provided a laughing point for Westerners in the middle of the I9th century, when Chinese
had dealings with the rest of the world. However, the end of the Qing Dynasty, was a period of
confusion in politics as well as in fashion.
Republic Period of Clothing 1911-1949
Dr Sun Yet-sen was the leader of the Revolutionary Alliance Party which brought the fall
of the Qing government and its last emperor and established the Republic of China in 1912.
However Yuan Shi-kai performed a delicate balancing act, using his influence over the army to
pressure Manchu and revolutionary alike. Sun's Revolutionary Alliance Party had wide support
which the alliance leaders skillfully exploited. Sun Yet-sen returned to Shanghai by sea from
France on Christmas Day 1911. Four days later, the delegates from sixteen provincial assemblies
met and showed their respect for Sun's leadership and elected him Provisional President of the
Chinese republic. He then resigned in favor of Yuan Shi-Kai who soon died, and China went
through a period of fighting among the warlords. It was not until Chiang Kai-shek was successful
in his Northern Expedition that China was unified and he promulgated the fu shi tiao li (The
Nationalist articles concerning clothes). It clearly states that there are two kinds of clothes for
women: one is the pao (the dress) the other is skirt and tops (Wang, 43) .
Sun Yet-sen left his mark in China by designing and wearing the Zhong-shan uniform.
It is revolutionary in the sense that is simple and can be identified with the masses. It is jointed
in the center at the back with the center-front always buttoned to the neck; it was worn with
Western-style trousers. The outfits were modern in design and could be made with any material.
The military used the style, tied with a belt at the waist as uniform. The revolution of
1911 abolished the habits of shaving the front head of men and the foot binding of women. Dr.
Sun's clothes and appearance provided a visible basis for assigning and receiving rewards in
the form of group recognition.
The qipao that started in the Qing dynasty became very popular in the1920s, all the way to
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contemporary time. There are two recently excavated qipao: one belonged to the Inner Mongoli
Princess, the other to the 3rd Princess of the Kangsxi Emperor. The princess married Wu er-gun
in1691 at the age of nineteen and died at 1728. These qipao are different from the modem one.
They are made mostly with straight lines and from embroideried silk with high Mandarin collars
(Zhou, H. 275-276). The appearance of the Mandarin collars has become increasingly popular
since1900-1908. In the1930's qipao underwent a variety of changes in style, especially in the
collars, the sleeves, and the lengths, just as Western dress did. Shanghai, where qipao first
appeared, was a strong influence of style on the rest of the country. The style became much
simpler in the1940s, the gown and sleeves were shortened, and the collar lowered. Chinese
versions inspired many designers such as John Galliano who created the entire collection in 1993
based on the ideas of Shanghai in the1930s (Steels,V. & Major. J., 69), and again for Christian
Dior in 1999 (Vogue, 1999, Jan.). Perhaps most importantly a new generation of Chinese and
Chinese American designers such as Vivienne Tam, Han Feng, and Yoelee Tang desired to
reconnect clothing with history (Chu 12).
Westerner designers are still influenced by the Chinese styles. Chinese details sich as frog
closings, drawstring ties, knot buttons, and mandarin collars have become western elements in
design. "Asian motifs have been part of western designer's vocabulary for hundreds of years.
What may be new in our own time is intention of the art of many designers to integrate Asian
shapes, fabrics, iconography, and other design elements into western fashion, not simply as yet
another resurgence of exoticism, but a genueine expression of cultural horizons around the
world."(.Steels,V.& Major J, 98)
'The People's Republic of China 1949-1979
Mao Zedong came into power with a show of tbe new, and all leaders in the Tienanmen
square in 1949 worn the Zhong-shan uniform (Known as Mao Suit in the West) on the National
Day of 1949. From that day until 1979, civilians, factory workers, and peasants wore the suits in
shades of dark blue, gray, or deep brown cotton,though party cadres might wear the suit made of
grey wool and silk. Both men and women wore the suits with five instead of six buttons and four
pockets in the front but no seam at the back of the jackets. (Huang, N, & Chen, J.387). The
uniform of People's Liberation Army was made of green cotton cloth with the same style.
"When the Communists came to power in China in l949, they inaugurated not only social but
also a sartonrial revolution. The uniform of revolutionary China is generally known in the west
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as the Mao suit, but the Chinese themselves usually still call it the Sun Yat-sen uniform. This is,
in fact, a more accurate term, since the style actually dates from the formative years of the
Chinese Republic and is named after its first president" (V. Steele & J..Major, 55).
After the 1980's there were signs in all major cities that greater variation of color was in vogue,
including many western styles. In the remote country side, this outfit is still worn.
The Chinese Communist Party organization developed a culture with a special value
and these values were expressed through uniforms even before economic reforms. Max Weber
provided one of the earliest theoretical works on human institutions. He developed a theory of
bureaucracy to explain the type of large-scale, formal organization that characterized order,
rationality, and a hierarchical structure. (Joseph, 32). This unique situation of unisex clothing for
the whole of China can only explain by Tuner that the possible disappearance of sex difference is
a way to limit of individual rights and potentialities. Michael Foucull argues that the imposition
of difference by discourse represents an extension of power over bodies (Turner ,S. 248). The
Chinese Look" was very popular in the U S., the Times described the latest fashion trend in the
1970s as "Mao a la Mode" Designers were influenced by Chinese "uniform -style tunic and
trousers and guilted jackets. They also produced "high collared Mandarin robes, silk jackets,
sable- lined evening coats of damask and golden scrolled pajamas, all pirated from the Orient
(Times, 52)
China has been passing through a period of transformation since the implementation of
the "Four Modernization" in 1979. The complex process of reforms since that year has began
to restructure the lives of people on many ways. Economic reform has led to the
decentralization and autonomy of industries, the establishment of private enterprise, and the
elimination of the cradle to grave, state-insured "iron rice bowl" employment system.
Enterprises are now expected to be responsible for their own profits and losses in contrast
to the 1949-1980 Period (C. Fan, 1998, 301).
New forms of Western gender difference and commercialism have been introduced.
Some women have embraced a notion of femininity that American feminists would find
restrictive or as demeaning women into sex objects by paying careful attention to fashion and
appearance in order to attract men. Chinese youths on the other hand protest by reacting
against the government policy of puritanical morality and isolationism and look to the West,
especially American movies, novels, and magazines, for an image of sensuality and sexual
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liberation that they associate with Western democracy. This is a far cry from 1950-1980
when it was almost impossible to notice sex differences-everybody wore similar clothes, no
one wore makeup or commented about personal appearance.
In the 1980s, Western approaches to advertising -using women to sell products became current business practice. As Tao Chunfang, director of the Women's Research
Institute said, "Everyone has benefited from the reforms, but men have moved ahead at a
faster pace than women. This is China, where the man has always been the focus of the
culture. (New York Times, July 30,1992) China has glorified the man for several thousand
years." China Women's News held a forum on "The Image of Women in Advertising" on
March 2, 1992. Most of the panelists agreed that the role for women in advertising is that of
sex object. The magazine also suggested that women appear in two stereotypical roles: the
good wife and wise mother or the modern flower vase; in the later case, a woman is shown
simply because of her physical attractiveness and sex appeal, dearly as a decorative one.
Conclusion:
There are no more emperors to force all Chinese men to shave the front of their heads and wear
their hair in a single queue to show their allegiance to the new ruler, chang shang and ma gua,
No one promulgate the Nationalist articles concerning clothes nor the Zhongshan uniform, No
one to force anyone to wear “Mao suite”. In China now clothes function as a sign in social
interaction to signify gender, class, age, and season as well as individual identity Represent self
dependents on life style and fashion rather on symbols of class or political status.
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Reading Blindness: an Essay in Literature and Political Philosophy
Why use literature to teach philosophy? Following José Saramago’s novel
Blindness one can see how philosophical discourse, rational discourse, encounters certain
limitations and requires the aid of other modes of elaboration. Literature can play this
role. Allegory, for instance, proves to be integral in dealing with the multiplicity of
philosophical concerns, all of which relate back to the human condition. Aesthetics,
epistemology, ethics, metaphysics, political, and religious philosophy are all topics
relevant to what constitutes the human condition. Saramago’s text allegorizes the path of
discovering the human condition. In Blindness, Saramago elucidates the purpose of art,
the nature of reality, the ways in which we know, the principles by which we live and
how we can live with others through narratives and descriptions. It is through the
narrative, descriptive form in general that one can come into contact with what
philosophy tries to understand. Philosophy searches to understand humanity and the
world, while literature creates actual and possible portraits of reality. Literature narrates
and describes, whereas philosophy constantly endeavors to expose the origins of these
narrations and descriptions. What literature unfolds, philosophy grasps and concatenates.
This common interest makes literature and philosophy complementary. The pair share a
common reality, the human condition, their ways of dealing with this reality, however,
are quite different. And so, literature can aid the student of philosophy by evoking the
most profound philosophical problems for him or her. Pedagogically, this unique
approach to philosophy and literature together can provide the student different, perhaps
more familiar, avenues of access to philosophy. For both want to provide resources that
aid in the struggle to better the conditions of human life.
In this essay, we would like to show how Saramago’s novel could be used to
introduce the thought of Plato, Hobbes, Rousseau, Marx, and Rawls. In presenting these
thinkers’ different understandings and prescriptions for the political arena, we will follow
the movement of Saramago’s text. Blindness begins with the individual in the social
world, a man suddenly loses his sight while he has stopped his car at an intersection, and
unfolds tensions between the individual and society throughout the articulation of an
inexplicable epidemic of blindness afflicting an entire nation and people. In this blindness
everyone sees white alone, as if they are, “plunged into a whiteness so luminous, so total,
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that it swallowed up rather than absorbed, not just the colors, but the very things and
beings, thus making them twice as invisible.”1 This white blindness is a narrative device
that allows the book to transcend possible epistemological and metaphysical paralogisms
to concentrate on the experience of the human condition. Indeed, the narrative begins
with one man, suddenly struck blind in the midst of his normal routines and functions.
This mysterious blindness quickly comes to afflict every member of the city, but not
before the government can attempt to control it through quarantine. The book tracks the
lives of those first to go blind: the moment at which each lost his or her sight, their
collective yet isolated time of quarantine in a former mental asylum, and finally, in an
allusion to Delacroix’s famous painting of Liberty leading the People, their liberation
from the enforced isolation and return to the city. The story is thereby divided into
roughly three parts: 1) The fear of society’s dissolution when confronted by a mysterious
disease, 2) the attempt to completely control the disease through quarantine and
segregation, and 3) the collapse of the government and military, a return to the city in
which blind have no home, even if every character, with the exception of one, is blind.
The narrative of Blindness could easily be transposed onto the political history of the
twentieth century, as it charts the rise of mass society and the corresponding alienation of
the individual and the various political solutions proposed to solve the problem, ranging
through fascism, communism, and neo-liberal democracy.
Saramago’s narrative finds ultimately that “we are blind, Blind but seeing, Blind
people who can see but do not see.”2 This simultaneously literal and purely metaphorical
blindness reveals the relation between the novel’s characters and social-political
dimensions in their confrontation with what is first understood as an illness, and later
recognized as fundamental to the human condition. The novel is, in this sense,
philosophical: it depicts the critical awakening of people to the conditions in which they
live. The experience of becoming blind pays heed to the state of individuals in
contemporary society, while it calls for the re-thinking of the individual’s role in life with
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others today. This exemplary work of literature is an invitation to recognize our humanity
through a universally shared fragility and vulnerability.
One way to approach Saramago’s text is as a meditation on political and social
life, and, as such, Blindness can serve as an excellent introduction to political philosophy.
Political philosophy deals with the human condition insofar as it unfolds in and through
others under a given order. This kind of philosophy explores the tension between the
individual and the collective. Underlying this fundamental relationship are questions like
‘what is justice?’,‘why do we need and obey laws?’,‘what is the best form of government?’,
and ‘who ought to rule?’ Beyond these questions, however, there are other essential
questions one must ask: ‘what is right?’,‘are people naturally good or evil?’, and ‘what is
freedom?’ In the end, political philosophers aim to resolve ethical issues at the level of the
group, by asking how individuals can flourish in a social order concerned primarily with
itself. Saramago reminds his readers that rational social and political structures can never
exhaust the meaning or value of an individual. Even though Blindness does not refer
explicitly to any of the philosophers we discuss, it clearly invites the reader to consider
the philosophical issues we address. And so while literature can allow the teacher and
student to develop philosophical issues in political life, it can also provide a rigorous
framework from whence rational discourse can be interrogated.

Plato and Saramago: On education and the Nature of Reality.
Saramago’s narrative destruction of the rational order of modern life through a
white blindness casts the reader into a situation that provokes philosophical questions
about the nature of things and our place in the world. Saramago, we claim, gives a
modern interpretation of Plato’s Allegory of the Cave.3 For both Plato and Saramago
humans do not initially encounter the world as it really is, but rather as it appears. For
Plato, understanding aims at knowledge of the forms, of which everyday people see only
the reflections and shadows. The forms are the origin and source of all that exists,
anything that is, is, insofar as it participates in these archetypes. Plato maintains that
truths are not relative, but that the transitory world of appearances is grounded in the
higher reality of the forms. In the allegory, the path toward this knowledge requires
3
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escaping the shadowy cavern and an ascent toward the sun, that which illuminates and
produces all things, even the forms themselves. For Plato, the sun symbolizes the good.
To follow this path, to search after the universal forms, is to undergo a painful process of
self- transformation. Liberated, one leaves darkness and exposes oneself to the blinding
light of the sun. The journey toward knowledge of the good and the forms requires one to
pass through a phase of adjustment and austerity, a sort of white blindness, in which the
mind’s eye is exposed to blinding sun light for the first time. After the painful process of
coming to see the forms, the philosopher is then fit to return to the darkness of the cave
and has a responsibility to guide the conduct of others by ruling the city. For Plato,
because the world both physically and morally expresses the unchanging forms, it is
knowable. This is why the philosopher, who has knowledge of the good, must rule and
order the city.
For Saramago, as well as Plato, the individual must begin by recognizing his or
her own blind condition in order to comprehend the nature of social life and order. Plato
gives a definite account of what this recognition entails, namely the philosopher’s service
to the masses after attaining knowledge of the good. While Plato emphasizes the
importance of attaining the universal good in the allegory of the cave, both he and
Saramago are concerned primarily with recognizing the process of self-education and
learning to see the true nature of social life. This process serves as motivation to suspend
beliefs and passions, and initiate an active listening and comprehension of reality. There
are, however, radical differences between the two writers: for Plato, the philosopher is
reliant upon the idea of universal forms that are responsible for everything that comes
into existence and a notion of duty to the state. For Saramago, the one who can see, his
equivalent of the philosopher, has a sense of obligation to other people, not the state, and
has no understanding of universal principles, but rather knows the human condition in its
reality. In Blindness, the doctor’s wife, the only one who can see comes to recognize the
always already social nature of the individual and reason’s inability to provide by itself a
complete account of the human condition. Furthermore, here there are no universal
principles governing human action, instead there is an understanding of others through
the recognition of mutual suffering and impotence before the overwhelming chaos of life.
Both Plato and Saramago locate the individual in a place where he or she can begin to
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learn and, perhaps, act; Plato, however, dictates the type of education that one must
complete; Saramago’s text invites the reader to look and listen. On the way to justice,“the
mist that stops us seeing is also the way to the world of those who are not like us, the
world of Indians and Persians. We must stop talking, we must look and listen, and then
perhaps we will be able to understand.”4 Similarly, Blindness makes justice a goal to
achieve without telling the reader what it is. But for both the philosopher and the writer,
justice is an ideal that will allow humans to flourish—there can be no real improvement, no
real social change without justice.
Another important distinction: for Plato, acting justly requires a previous
engagement in theory, that is to say, seeing the good and the nature of justice by oneself,
for oneself precedes action. For Saramago, education never entails separation from
others, rather it is articulated through social relations. This means that all action is
grounded on praxis, rather than theory, for Saramago. Reading the two together will
allow the student to understand the difference between theory and practice as well as
possible relations between them.

Hobbes and Saramago: Human Nature and Interaction of Individual and Society.
For Hobbes, human nature becomes an important notion, for he claims that people
are naturally and aggressively self-centered.5 This unsociability results from human
nature: to preserve one’s existence, satisfy one’s desires, and attain power. Exemplifying
these principles, Hobbes elucidates the universal fear of death, the insatiable desire for
recognition, praise, and fame, and the desire for power to attain goods. This means that
disinterested benevolence in action is not a human virtue, that is, excellence, nor is it a
principle of political theory. According to Hobbes, we must not entertain any illusions
about human goodness, meaning that prior to the establishment of law through
government, and security from fear, humans, due to their basic nature, distrust and dread
every other individual. This basic human paranoia comes about because physical strength
is the only guarantee of life and liberty. This ‘state of nature’ consists in a war of all people
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against each other, in which their lives are “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short.”6
Escape from this natural individual right is, however, to lay aside the power given by
nature, to transfer it to another, and ultimately to renounce it. Any of these willing or
unwilling actions function as precursors to a social contract. Consequently, for Hobbes,
the mutual transfer of power happens so that individuals can better assure for themselves
goods and security, peace and harmony that they could not have in the war of all against
all. Nevertheless, on this view, the order of the state requires the existence of a sovereign,
a, authority that acts on their behalf, for the sake of individuals’ security, peace, and
happiness. Hobbes’ theory then grounds all political life on the expansion of force and
power for the sake of individual self-preservation. This means that politics is not
governed by theory but by praxis, be it through rhetoric or violence.
For Hobbes, social contracts can be established in two ways: 1. Natural force
and/or, 2. Voluntary agreement. The former is the acquisition of a commonwealth by the
force of one’s physical strength, while the latter is the formation of a social aggregate
through the establishment of institutions conducive to a commonwealth. In both, because
the sovereign holds the power for the members in order to protect them, each member
owes the sovereign his or her absolute obedience. Thus Hobbes’ social contract does not
escape the state of nature since its guarantee is the power of the sovereign, whose law is
effective because force supports it. Finally, Hobbes’ account, seen from the perspective of
international relations, also shows that humanity does not leave the war of all against all
because there are no common laws governing their conduct.
Saramago’s novel shows that one can only discuss the state of nature because
human beings are always already social and political creatures. In other words, Saramago
can be interpreted to show that Hobbes’ state of nature must be a tool used as an
explanation of political formation and as a vehement condemnation of civil strife. The
novel could be used to call into question Hobbes’ account of human nature. Prior to
discussing some important similarities and differences between Hobbes’ and Saramago’s
conception of the state of nature, it is necessary to clarify what the state of nature means
for the former. It does not necessarily concern the historical conditions of humanity, or a
primitive society, nor is it a conjectural theory; on the contrary, Hobbes’ state of nature
6
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refers to any situation where there is no effective government imposing order. In
Blindness, there are two implicit states of nature alluded to by the events and interactions
among those in the asylum and those in charge of ordering and protecting the states’
existence. The first state is produced by the rational political order itself in its attempt to
deal with the epidemic of blindness via quarantine. The second state comes about when
this rational order, indeed reason itself, exhausts its possibilities and inevitably undoes
itself through a war of all against war, a veritable civil war. In Saramago’s novel, this
second state of nature results in a world constituted by nomadic groups of people
searching blindly for the basic necessities of life.
For Hobbes social life is produced out of strife in a given system. For Saramago
we arrive at conflict because we are social and because we try to encapsulate, define, and
execute a concrete social order. One can see this in Blindness when the government
attempts to deal with the epidemic of blindness by physically separating the blind from
sighted. This exemplifies the attempt to maintain order in the midst of life’s
unpredictability. In the novel, this quarantine reminds the reader of the final solution
proposed by National Socialists under Hitler. The attempt to contain these diseased
people, supposedly barely human, those excluded from society, represents an attempt to
resolve and overcome the human condition, the fact that we are blind, blind but seeing.
As such the quarantine fails, the whole society goes blind and so collapses. Indeed the
endeavor to completely rationalize political life aggravates the tendency towards conflict
within social life. It is in this quarantine where we see Hobbes’ the war of all against all:
as inmates struggle to survive they fight over basic necessities. This results in the sudden
formation of a group of thugs capable of the most violent and horrific treatment of other
inmates, their power guaranteed by a gun. Their extortions of fellow internees, their rape
of women, and their general exploitation of the weak, drives the inmates to the limits of
humanity’s benevolence. Indeed, the thugs’ dominance require that the other inmates resort
to murder.
For Hobbes, as well as for Saramago, the social contract ultimately resolves into
relations of force. Hobbesian natural rights are subsumed under the social contract and
given over to the head of state. This will be ultimately a totalitarian state in which the
king is the only one that matters. The fact that this quarantine is responsible for total
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conflict shows that Hobbessian genesis of social order is backwards, aggressiveness is
not a part of human nature but rather a result of attempt to control, and understand its
nature. For Saramago, the state’s attempt to preserve the established order by controlling
all threats to it initiates a process in which what it aims to control eventually leads to its
own demise. In trying to master the human condition, which Saramago shows to involve
a certain lack of insight, this order undoes itself, but does not undo humanity. This
attempted constraint and exclusion of the basic human conditions overflows the walls of
the asylum and spills over into the whole of society, “Accustomed now the constant noises
in the ward, the doctor’s wife finds the silence strange, a silence that seemed to occupy the
space of an absence, as if humanity, the whole of humanity, had disappeared, leaving
only a light and a soldier keeping watch over it.”7 It turns out all people are eventually
excluded by the rational-social order. Even though the human condition has been fully
realized and revealed in this process of exclusion, this doesn’t mean that we know it once
and for all, or that we have nothing to hope for.
Saramago’s description of social relations does not have recourse to notions of an
actual social agreement and exchange, instead it suggests that social contract theories are
ideal means to explain and legitimate human relations. The novel at this moment, when
blindness has affected everyone, reaches a point at which the internees must chose
between fatalism and hope. Only through this neutral moment, beyond the rationalization
of life, are humans confronted with the possibilities of creating anew—it is here in the
exposure of the human condition that new possibilities of justice, virtue, and morality
come to show themselves. But this means that someone must be able to see or understand
these new possibilities, the character of the doctor’s wife has these eyes and this
understanding, for she alone retains her sight throughout the novel.
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Rousseau and Saramago: Human Nature, Freedom, and Duty
Man’s relation to himself is, for Rousseau, embodied in the ancient, now
disfigured statue of Glaucus, whose human form is barely recognizable.8 He finds that
man’s greatest difficulty is recognizing himself. For Saramago and Rousseau, accepting
this lack of complete self-comprehension is essential for the improvement of political
structures, and, for the latter, the establishment of any legitimate social contract.
Nevertheless, for both one can only know the human condition through self-reflection
and an understanding of the social world that one inhabits; indeed there is a constant
imbricated and parallel articulation of social order and the individual’s own relation to
him or herself. For Rousseau, however, it is the social contract in the end that provides
the theoretical framework for understanding the political imperatives necessary for the
sake of justice and equality. He writes: “Man was born free, and he is everywhere in
chains. Those who think themselves the masters of others are indeed greater slaves than
they. How does this transformation come about? I do not know. How can it be
legitimate? That question I believe I can answer.” 9 For Saramago, conversely, it is only
through a thoroughgoing reflection on and description of the human condition, in all its
aspects, that new possibilities for social order come to fruition. Both Saramago and
Rousseau are concerned with the individual’s fate, the latter through the establishment of
an ideal social order, the former through a critical history told allegorically.
As was the case for Hobbes, civilized life is built on a social contract—but for
Rousseau each member of the state must renounce or give up, alienate, his or her natural
rights to the collective, which in its turn provides the citizen with security based on
legitimate authority and civil rights. Every citizen must be completely dependent on the
state so that no one citizen is dependent on any other citizen. “[I]n order that the social
pact shall not be an empty formula, it is tacitly implied in that commitment, that whoever
refuses to obey the general will, shall be constrained to do so, by the whole body, which
means nothing other than that, he shall be forced to be free; for this is the necessary
condition which, by giving each citizen to the nation, secures him against all personal
8
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dependence.”10 This means that the state, the people as a whole, subsumes all individuals
to its needs. Blindness is critical of such total state power, be it based on law or physical
force, for the account of social life in the asylum depicts the dangers to which Rousseuas’s
social contract theory could fall prey. While describing the first days of quarantine,
Saramago vividly illustrates the transformation of the individual into a mere mechanism
designed to support the state’s own quest for self preservation. A loudspeaker in the
quarantine, a former mental hospital, proclaims to the first group of internees that,“the
Government is fully aware of its responsibilities and hopes that those to whom this
message is directed will, as the upright citizens they doubtless are, also assume their
responsibilities, bearing in mind that the isolation in which they now find themselves,
will represent, above any personal considerations, an act of solidarity with the rest of the
nation’s community.”11 For Saramago, any state, guaranteed by a social contract or not,
that requires the use of individuals as mere means to its own ends is literally an insane
asylum.
To further elaborate on the nature of Rousseau’s contract, its fundamental
presupposition is the existence of a people animated by a general will. The people, this
natural association, supersedes the bondless lives of the dumb animals that humans are in
Rousseau’s state of nature. Only in civil society does reason make any sense at all, and,
only here, can there also be a general will that animates all members of the society as if
they were merely different aspects of the same ‘person’, the body politic. So this leads to a
paradox in Rousseau’s thought concerning the location of those principles conducive to a
legitimate state. They can only be found by presupposing a natural people or collective
before any such unity is possible.
Continuing the explication of this paradox, unlike for Hobbes, whose contract
ultimately functions thanks to power and force, and hence for which the law merely
protects, Rousseau’s notion of law is positive. At their best the laws actually animate the
actions of each citizen from within.12 But whence these laws? The role of the legislator, a
foreign agent, is to create those laws best fit for the aggregate of people living in a given
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area. Implicitly, the legislator is, in the end, responsible for the creation of this people. In
finding what practices are most appropriate for life in a given place (size of the“country”,
weather, diet, language, distance from the equator, population) the legislator can
understand what laws would be most reasonable for humans here. Rousseau does not tell
us where this legislator comes from, thereby begging the question concerning the origins
of our understanding of happiness, legitimate power, and progress toward perfection.
While Rousseau began the social contract by saying that he would not endeavor to
change human nature, it is clear that a transformation, at the individual and social levels,
must occur in the development of a given society. Individuals must submit to a common
law before they become a people; as Rousseau sometimes suggests, political philosophy
aims to render authority and obedience legitimate. For Saramago, and literary endeavors
in general, these transformations in human nature are primarily depicted, eliminating the
necessity to presuppose an original contract predetermining our social and individual
genealogies and justifying authority.
While the goal, according to The Social Contract, is to have every citizen as selfdependent as possible, this is only possible in each one’s complete independence from
every other citizen and complete dependence on the state. Saramago’s narrative dissolves
the state and the confines of its rational enclosure in order to emphasize the
interdependency of each individual life on those with which he or she interacts. At the
same time the narrative describes how modern society atomizes individuals, severing
them from others, by making them completely dependent on the state.
Saramago’s narrative suggests a tension between two distinct social contract
theories, one based on pure egotism and power, the other on humanity’s benevolence and
natural law. From this tension arises a contradiction, expressed through force and law as
opposing guarantors of social order, that results in the destruction of the asylum. Under a
totalitarian government, the tension between force and law could develop into fascism or
communism. Indeed, the former mental asylum, now quarantine, symbolizes totalitarian
forms of rule, be they fascist or communist. At heart, his critique centers on the
imbalanced relation between the individual and society in such forms of rule, in depicting
how this imbalance falls apart and revealing that which totalitarian orders cannot
accomplish, the complete subsumption of the individual to the requirements of the state.
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Marx and Saramago: Revolution and Utopia.
Blindness clearly alludes to Marx’s theories of alienation, social transformation,
and the political revolution that achieves the proletarian’s emancipation from all forms of
oppression. Saramago’s narrative portrays the plight of Marx’s proletariat. By situating the
human condition at the limits of the means for their subsistence, it confronts the reader
with the oppression inherent in contemporary social and political relations. In depriving
the internees of the bare necessities of life, the military and government lay the grounds
for a “revolution” in the quarantine. Whereas, Marx sees the eventual establishment of
egalitarian society, Saramago depicts the destruction of all social order in this struggle for
self-preservation, this struggle for emancipation. This destruction is illustrated by the
conflagration that burns down the asylum.13
For Marx, “hitherto, every form of society has been based on the antagonism of
oppressing and oppressed classes.”14 In modern society, for Marx, it is the laborer, the vast
majority of people in industrial nations that suffers, for their work does not help them
improve their conditions. Indeed, labor “sinks [him/her] deeper and deeper below the
conditions of existence of his own class.”15 Society reaches a point in which the laborer
can no longer live under the bourgeois social order, in other words, the existence of this
order is no longer compatible with society, a society of laborers. So how does this radical
transformation, read elimination, of the bourgeoisie, come to pass? Precisely through a
revolution in which the true ‘communists’ come to power, that is, in which the proletariat
come to rule. This requires that everyone in the process participates in the proletarian
movement and therefore organically saps the strength, destroying the very existence, of
the captains of industry, the bourgeoisie. As Marx imagines this unfolding in his famous
manifesto, it is clear that there will be a struggle between different socialist groups in
which the communist party will eventually triumph, because it is run for the laborer and
by the laborer. The revolution as envisioned by Marx will bring to an end all relations of
oppressor and oppressed, establishing in this world for the first time a truly egalitarian
13
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society. This revolution occurs because the conditions of life for the laborer are so dire
that she must revolt simply in order to survive. The bourgeoisie has unwittingly created
the conditions for a new society based on equality in social and economic rank, for it has
made everyone a laborer. Subjected or alienated labor is no longer viable. But, before the
final transformation, “the communists support every revolutionary movement against the
existent social and political order of things.”16 Marx is truly revolutionary when he states,
“the proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains.”17
In Saramago’s asylum the lights are never turned off—even though they’ve heard it is
the case, the denizens are blind to the fact that everything they do is under observation.
The imprisonment of the blind happens out of fear that their ‘disease’ will spread
everywhere. The government is afraid that its own conditions of existence will be done
away with when individuals become useless objects. In this fear though, experienced by
everyone whether cabinet minister or gas station attendant, lays the actual undoing of the
government. Saramago makes it clear that the government is run by the bourgeoisie who
will protect their welfare at all costs. When deciding where to quarantine the blind, the
Minister proposes among other places the new trade fair building, which is quickly
dismissed “because Industry wouldn’t like it, millions have been invested in the project.”18
Due to the fear of contagion the government and the military take the power to act in any
way necessary to preserve the status quo, a carte blanche that leads toward
totalitarianism. In this description of the beginning of the totalitarian state, it seems clear
that fascism holds the reigns—aone party government supports private industry and
determines absolutely how individual and society must interact. Saramago brings his
readers to the point at which the characters, the readers themselves as well, recognize the
modern human condition, that of alienation. The narrative also allows for this recognition
via the history of this white blindness that it gives. There are different moments and
approaches to the blindness, taken by individuals, social groups, or the government, that
culminate, beyond revolution (transcending Marxism perhaps), in simply the recognition
of shared humanity. Focusing on the capitalist forces that wrest our world from us,
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Saramago offers no set program. He gives us thereby a starting point for justice in
society, not some preconceived notion of what the just society will look like. Here we
have no utopia.

Rawls and a Blind Contract.
Of all the different philosophers and thinkers this essay addresses in creating a friendly
relationship between philosophy and literature, Saramago’s Blindness, literally an Essay
on Blindness (Ensaio sobre a Cegueira), almost immediately makes one think of John
Rawls’ notion of a society founded through what he calls the veil of ignorance. This veil
ensures that no one is advantaged or disadvantaged in the choice of principles by the
outcome of natural chance or the contingency of social circumstances. In Saramago’s
story, the blindness, as it spreads across destroys and eliminates all social and natural
distinctions between people, leaves them ultimately equal in their lack of sight. For
Rawls, at the center of the basic structure of society is an ‘original agreement,’ a set of
principles that any rational being would accept in ‘an initial position of equality.’ This
initial position is reached by a shroud drawn before the mind’s eye of those responsible
for creating and amending the given social order, thus it is purely hypothetical. It is a
fiction of sorts. A group of rational and impartial people will establish a mutually
beneficial principle of justice, justice as fairness, as the foundation for regulating all
rights, duties, power, and wealth. Every person will be considered as a rational being,
entitled to justice, equality, and freedom. Rawls wants to present higher principles of
justice than the theories of the social contract, but in doing this he incorporates selfconsciously much of previous social contract theory. He tries to improve on it, however,
through a pragmatic approach to social life, for he admits that natural and social
inequalities can never be eradicated. His problem is how to build a society in which all
members, all classes, can flourish as much as possible. Indeed, “All social primary goodsliberty and opportunity, income and wealth, and the bases of self-respect- are to be
distributed equally unless an unequal distribution of any or all these goods is to the
advantage of the least favored.”19 So, while Rawls would be critical of traditional forms of
19
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communism, it is clear that his project is socially oriented towards everyone, especially
the disadvantaged.
This orientation is arrived at through the question of justice. Justice for Rawls
comes about in an awareness of this initial position of equality, an ‘original position.’
Justice is liberty, equality, and reward under the auspices of the following guidelines: it is
a position in which the maximum rule applies; the veil of ignorance excludes all but the
vaguest knowledge of likelihoods; the parties have no basis for determining the probable
nature of their society, or their place in it; and their choice of principles should seem
reasonable to others with a view to their efficiency. The maximum rule is an inclusionary,
almost utilitarian maxim that predicates social change and order on those conditions best
for all. Yet, Rawls does not want to do away with liberty, indeed it is the only condition
that can restrict the jurisdiction of justice. The good is the system of ends of the
individual, while justice is the system of ends of society. The assumption is that liberty is
good for the individual. Rawls’ pragmatism is exemplified by the emphasis on the choice
of principles conducive to reward, which should motivate self and collective
improvement. The veil of ignorance renders this all possible, without it Rawlsian
democracy could never get its feet off the ground.
The original position arrived at through this veil of ignorance is understood as
purely hypothetical. No one knows her place in society, her class position of social status,
her future in the distribution of natural assets, her intelligence, or her other natural
abilities. The veil of ignorance prohibits recognizing given social hierarchies, based on
inequality, such that members of society become equal insofar as they are all spectators,
blinded in some way, that know not what position they will hold in this order. In this
position the members of this audience are equal precisely because they do not see, or
recognize, the contingencies of nature and the givens of social hierarchies.
How does one arrive at the veil of ignorance? For Rawls, the veil is something
that we strive after, while for Saramago it is the beginning integral to the human
condition. Rawls’ veil of ignorance is arrived at by the assumption that everyone wants to
be ruled according to certain principles, and via a constitution and a legislature. This
however, overlooks the human condition, or it merely falls within the Aristotelian
definition of man as zoon logon echon and zoon politikon. That is, as humans we all have
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certain shared innate qualities that, when exposed, will lead us all ‘to desire certain
primary goods.’ This defintion of man raises the question of those who fall outside it.
Rawls wants to include the excluded in a just world. He assumes, however, a common
sense of justice since everyone should be a rational being with their own ends and
capable of being conceived as a moral person. This problematizes the claim that, “the
principles of justice cover all persons with rational plans of life, whatever their content,
and these principles represent the appropriate restrictions on freedom.”20 The fact that for
Saramago there is no account of the source of the epidemic of blindness, highlights it’s a
natural contingency that transcends lawful restrictions on one’s freedom. The blindness
casts each member quickly out of this imaginary city, outside of reason and freedom, but
it makes the afflicted recognize an original position. The difference between Rawls and
Saramago is that for the former we arrive at the original position hypothetically, by
reason alone, whereas for the latter it is imposed on the characters, not simply by the
narrative, but more importantly because it comes from within humans themselves. For
Rawls, this principle is justified rationally and normatively, for Saramago it is“justified”
via the necessities for self-preservation of the excluded, and this, at the heart, means
those excluded from reason itself. This means that this blindness is endemic to the human
condition but does not pre-determine it or the construction of a social contract. On the
contrary, only through the transformation of human social interaction, can one recognize
one’s own blindness and ultimately regain social hope. Philosophy, in this sense, never
quite manages to be fully pragmatic, what about literature?

Conclusion
Following Saramago’s shorter articles on the status of justice and democracy
today, Blindness also shows a concern with these issues. As a critique of consumer
society, the novel seems to suggest that democracy founded on the rules of capital and
free markets cannot provide for everyone. Such democracy, it is suggested, leaves people
alienated form their world, free to do what they want, so long as it has already been
commodified. Does this mean that Saramago wants to do away with democracy? On the
contrary, he thinks that democracy itself must be re-evaluated and re-thought, but not
20
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solely at the level of theory. For individuals must, as his novel implies, experience their
world as it really is, which requires a complete transformation of the way we conduct
ourselves. In reading Saramago, we are invited to act democracy out in our everyday
lives.
Blindness, as a narrative device, is used to provoke an experience in the reader of
the human condition today. It aims to transform its reader into those concerned with the
recognition of political and social principles. More than critiques of contemporary
societies, philosophy and literature are made to assume the responsibility of questioning
traditional theories and proposing hopeful reconciliations between the individual and
society for the sake of freedom justice. But perhaps Blindness does offer us some hints
concerning the course of a new democracy, one in which the individual remains free from
the grasp of totalizing systems, be they political or economic. Or, perhaps, instead
Saramago is proposing a new ethics for the individual in the face of the state, an ethics
that calls for individual responsibility as a collective enterprise. The individual should
challenge traditional, sometimes naturally justified principles and practices that
encourage passivity. Saramago’s question is: how can we act? This question is addressed
not simply to the masses, but to philosophers, intellectuals, and anyone concerned with
social change.
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Abstract
As a result of the interdepartmental impact of teacher education, proposed
modifications in teacher training curricula in response to new state and federal
mandates can cause significant challenges in the higher education academic
community. Ball State University recently completed a major curriculum revision
in response to the new Indiana standards-based model for teacher licensing and
the revised NCATE 2000 accreditation review process. The new standards
require teacher training institutions to 1) develop curricula which provide fieldbased opportunities for education majors to meet hundreds of performance
indicators, and 2) develop assessment systems capable of monitoring and
evaluating the progress of thousands of candidates.
The author served as chair of the university-wide committee charged with
developing the state-mandated Institutional Unit Assessment System. He
provides an overview of some of the issues and hurdles involved in coordinating
the response of hundreds of faculty members in 20 departments distributed
across seven colleges, and the challenges of initiating fundamental change in an
institution of higher education. Recommendations and resources are provided
for those who may face similar challenges.
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I am a survivor. A survivor of a teacher education program revision
process that dwarfs anything I had been involved in or even heard of before.
This program revision took place at a “large midwestern university”. (OK, this
research euphemism is overused and rarely fools anyone. You are all very
intelligent people, and all you have to do is look at my institutional affiliation and
deduce that it is Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana. Of course, after
hearing my story, you might assume I have entered the witness protection
program and am actually under cover. But I digress.) This program revision
involved hundreds of faculty members in 20 departments distributed across
seven colleges. As Coordinator of Music Education and a long-time critic of
certain aspects of the teacher training process, I elected to follow the age-old
advice when you want change, or want to have a say about inevitable change:
get on the committee. I even trumped that truism: I chaired the committee. As a
result, I was involved in countless hours of meetings that were alternately
contentious, tedious, repetitive, frustrating, and confusing – but never boring. I
endured challenging confrontations and relished rewarding relationships with
colleagues. I have traveled all the way to Hawaii to tell my story for three primary
reasons: 1) I am VERY far away from colleagues that no longer speak to me, 2)
I am in recovery, and 3) I think I might have something to offer those who will
face similar challenges. Yes, I am a survivor of teacher education program
revision. This is my story. It may become your story as the assessment
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movement roles on. Come with me as I share the trials and tribulations of
curriculum reform in a universe presently dominated by assessment.

First, allow me to set the scene with some important background information.
The publication of A Nation At Risk in 1983
(www.ed.gov/pubs/NatAtRisk/index.html) resulted in the quality of public school
education in the United States being placed under a social microscope. A
decade of discussion and debate led to a decade of standards development.
State and federal educational and legislative bodies expended significant time
and resources in the development of specific standards in all subject areas. In
addition, standards for the preparation and certification of teachers came under
review. The “standards decade” of the 90s has now led to the next logical step:
a powerful assessment movement. Again, educational and legislative bodies are
expending significant effort in the development of assessment procedures
designed to evaluate the achievement of the standards. “Authentic assessment”
and “performance-based assessment” are now becoming significant players in
the field of education. The impact on teacher preparation and continuing
education is particularly profound. In Indiana, for example, all teacher-training
institutions are required to respond to new guidelines developed by the Indiana
Professional Standards Board (IPSB) – a policy-making body that was itself
spawned in the early 90s as part of the standards movement. To its great credit,
the IPSB mandated the involvement of content-area specialists from all levels in
the development of state teacher standards. Once the standards were
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established, the board developed guidelines for implementation of these
standards. Stated simply, all teacher-training institutions must 1) develop
curricula which provide field-based opportunities for education majors to meet
hundreds of performance indicators, and 2) develop unit assessment systems
capable of monitoring and evaluating the progress of thousands of candidates.
The recently revised NCATE 2000 accreditation review process (www.ncate.org/)
incorporates this performance-based model for teacher licensing, as well.
Individual states and teacher-training institutions wanting to maintain NCATE
accreditation must respond by revising curricula and developing performancebased assessment procedures.

Now, back to my story:
Ball State University was confronted with the daunting task of addressing
IPSB’s new guidelines. The fundamental objective of these guidelines was the
development of what IPSB labeled a Unit Assessment System (UAS). The Unit
(the entire university, in our case) must have a unified system of assessing each
and every teacher candidate on hundreds of performance indicators (the
standards developed by IPSB), most of which needed to happen in authentic
settings (i.e. the public school classroom). Further, a unit-wide documentation
system must accompany this process. Each licensing area must integrate all of
these standards into its specific curriculum, and it must show how each of the
performance indicators is assessed and documented. (Did I mention that the
licensing patterns were changed by IPSB: for example, the previous science
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license was broken down into earth/space sciences, life sciences, and physical
sciences?). If that was not enough, we needed to incorporate the International
Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) standards, be aware of requirements
unique to NCATE accreditation requirements, and balance all of this against the
standing 41-credit liberal arts core required by the university.
And, of course, there was a deadline. We had less than 4 years to make
this happen. Now, to those not familiar with the inner workings of the university
curriculum approval procedure, four years may sound like a lot of time. The rest
of us know better. It can take a full year (or more!) to usher a curriculum revision
through the committee maze. Making significant changes to curricula, especially
changes that alter bureaucratic hierarchies and affect faculty loads (to name only
two issues) is a very slow and contentious process - analogies to sausage
making come to mind. In an effort to maximize connection and communication,
the Dean of Teachers College created a university-wide committee charged with
developing the state-mandated Institutional Unit Assessment System. This
committee came to be called TEPASC: Teacher Education Performance
Assessment Steering Committee. Eventually, I was elected chair of TEPASC.
To give you some idea of the contentiousness involved, immediately after I called
the first meeting to order a motion was made to remove me as chair because I
was a professor in music education and was therefore not qualified. I solicited a
second to the motion, none was offered, and my two-year tenure as chair was off
to an auspicious start.
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TEPASC’s first order of business, we eventually realized, was to inform
the entire campus of the need for change. Few were even aware of the new
state guidelines, much less the implications for change that they contained.
Convincing teacher education faculty that changes in curriculum and, more
significantly, assessment procedures and documentation were necessary was
challenging. But this paled in comparison to convincing other faculty who were
not indoctrinated in the “finer points” of teacher education. A semester-long
information and discussion tour, which the Associate Dean of Teachers College
and I completed, served to accentuate this difference. This led to the recognition
that we were dealing with two very distinct groups, which for purposes of clarity I
will label pedagogy faculty and content faculty. While some faculty held
philosophies that encompassed both areas (I would classify myself among them),
most were clearly in one camp or the other. Content faculty members believe
that content knowledge is primary, and anyone who is proficient in the field’s
content (i.e. math, science, etc.) will be an effective teacher. Pedagogy faculty
members, on the other hand, believe that pedagogical knowledge and skills are
primary. For this group, “teaching is teaching” no matter what content area you
are in; if you learn the “teaching trade” you can be successful teaching most any
content. It became quite clear that curriculum change requiring consensus
between these two philosophical positions was going to be extremely
challenging. Add to this mix the “resistance to change” that is inherent in the
university environment as a result of a firmly established bureaucracy and
individual faculty ego (we are all intelligent people, and we know it), and we had
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a situation that was daunting indeed. I hasten to emphasize, perhaps
unnecessarily, that this milieu is not remotely unique to my institution. In my
experience, it is a common and perhaps even universal situation in higher
education.
Having made some progress in “getting the word out” and in
understanding the parameters of the challenge, we determined that simple
consensus building, while an ideal and honored approach in higher education,
was perhaps naïve given the time frame and the limited influence of TEPASC.
We were, after all, a “steering committee” with only advisory powers. It became
clear that we needed to tap into the leadership structure of the university and
move toward what might be labeled “leveraged consensus”. The bureaucratic
muscle of the Deans and Department Chairs needed to be unleashed. This
meant “going to the top” and helping the President and Provost of the university
understand the profound implications of our task. This was made somewhat
easier by the fact that the state was continuing to push for reform, adding teeth to
the established deadlines. Further, the sheer numbers of students involved in
teacher education at our institution (well over 10% of the student body) meant
that the loss of accreditation would shake the foundations of the university.
Finally, and importantly, the President and Provost were insightful leaders who
recognized this potential impact and supported the process of reform.
The process was now moving forward. TEPASC arranged to have the
chair of IPSB meet with us on a bi-weekly basis to insure that we were on the
right path. Deans and Department Chairs were empowered to initiate the reform
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process. Internal and external funding provided stipends for faculty teams to
accomplish pertinent tasks developed by TEPASC, which included major
curricular reform and the development of the UAS component in each
department. TEPASC provided everything from subtle suggestions and advice to
very specific templates. A Decision Points template
(http://www.bsu.edu/teachers/dean/uasnews/DecPts.pdf) provided the shell for
each licensure area’s assessment protocol, insuring the required unified
approach while allowing for individual departmental input. An ePortfolio template
built around the INTASC principles (a decision made by TEPASC) was
developed and implemented by the music education area (more information and
sample ePortfolios are available at
(www.bsu.edu/web/cfa/music/mused/portfolios.html). Various departments
developed sample rubrics for a variety of purposes. The Office of Educational
Field Experiences developed an INTASC-based assessment tool for student
teaching (Ball State University, 2000) that is now becoming widely used. A
TEPASC subcommittee developed guidelines for all Introduction to Education
courses, once again working to balance the required unity of the UAS with the
unique needs of each licensure area. These are only a few of the positive results
and tangible products resulting from the reform process.

The end of the story:
We met the deadline and have now survived IPSB and NCATE review.
Here are a few observations and recommendations:
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• Teacher education reform is typically slow and painful; lack of change can
be even more painful
• Committees tend to stay at rest; someone must push
• Confrontation is inevitable; tough choices must be made
• Don’t move ahead at all costs; don’t avoid moving ahead because of conflict
• Maximize communication; the time is worth it
While my occasional sarcasm may lead you to believe I am a cynic, quite the
opposite is true. I honor the goal of educational reform and am proud to have
been a part of such significant change at my institution. I have simply learned to
laugh at the system and myself in an effort to maintain perspective (and my
sanity). Was it as “bad” as I have sometimes suggested? It was worse. I have
actually left out some of the seamier details in this story to protect the guilty
(including myself). Frankly, the process can be ugly at times. But I made many
more new friends than new enemies. Did we “pass”? Yes. Are we doing a
better job of training teachers? I really believe we are. As an example, our recent
graduates and present students are, on average, noticeably more aware of their
strengths and weaknesses as professional educators. I believe this is a direct
result of the new approach that has more clearly defined standards and requires
a depth of reflection that was not present before (see the sample ePortfolios).
Was it worth it? Absolutely. I am proud that I was involved in such a significant
process, and I would do it again (but not right away!). The reforms are far from
perfect, but they are an important step in the right direction. Overall, I believe the
standards and assessment movement is healthy. Numerous abuses can be
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cited, no doubt, but we have lived with the alternative and watched the public
schools struggle. Accountability is appropriate and proper. Teacher education
programs must recognize that they have a profound responsibility to initiate
change – and the teachers of teachers must be willing to be held accountable, as
well. Any of us who have future teachers in our classrooms are deeply involved
in teacher education. This includes both “content” and “pedagogy” faculty. This
may be the most powerful new view on my campus. I hope this view soon
comes to a campus near you.
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Abstract of the paper:
The Art of War: Tu fusil también se cargue de tinta contra la guerra civil

Rafael Alberti wrote in the first ballad (of thousands) composed during the Spanish Civil War (in
1936) that Tu fusil también se cargue de tinta contra la guerra civil (“Your weapon/rifle is also
loaded with ink against the civil war”). This call to the unlettered population to participate in the
cultural production of the motherland (threatened with fascism supported by foreign powers) mirrors
the participation that was invoked of the Mexican masses during their own social revolution twentysix years earlier (1910). Both groups utilized the oral tradition to compose and disseminate
information/propaganda about the national conflicts.
My methodology is to study the traditional poetry of both the Mexican Revolution and the Spanish
Civil War in order to illustrate how the ballad tradition (corrido/romance) was used to inform,
persuade and manipulate the masses while at the same time giving them a voice and a role in this
process.
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Third Party Intervention before the International Court of Justice
Concerning Self-Determination
Jaanika Erne1

1. INTRODUCTION
A question, growingly bothering international lawyers is, how to better protect
common interest of mankind. The loose term "common interest" generally contains
interests of mankind that are universal, having a nature to transgress the borders of
states, i.e. environmental rights, human rights, included collective rights like right to
self-determination.

Although, human rights are rights of individual nature that belong to every human
being by virtue of being human, they may not be guaranteed by a certain state.
Therefore, through history, there have been tendencies to universally protect human
rights. One necessary practical element for protection of collective human rights could
be extension of intervention in the contentious proceedings before the International
Court of Justice (ICJ) to individuals and associations.

In this context, the purpose of this article is to investigate whether and to what extent
the right to intervene in the relevant contentious proceedings before the ICJ could be
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widened. Serving this purpose, in the first section of the article a general description
of the legal basis of intervention before the ICJ has been brought and the different
types of intervention before the ICJ are introduced, with emphasis on discretionary
intervention. In the next section, the questions are analysed, why is it important to
allow intervention as such at all, and should it be also allowed to other subjects
besides states. In the following section, the need to widen the locus standi of
individuals and associations, at least by guaranteeing them right to intervene in
contentious discretionary proceedings before the Court, is demonstrated through the
case law of the ICJ. In the final part of the work, some prospects to change the present
system of intervention are discussed.

As a preliminary remark, the author considers useful to note that as the position of the
ICJ in intervention can only be fully assessed in the context of its proceedings as a
whole, references are also made to the relevant general case law of the Court, where
intervention has not been applied for.

2. INTERVENTION - WHAT DOES IT MEAN, AND WHICH ARE THE
POSSIBILITIES TO INTERVENE BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF
JUSTICE?
Generally, the institution of intervention is allowed in courts to enable the non-parties
to a certain case to protect their interests, which the decision of the court in the case
may affect. The importance to allow intervention as derogation from the condition of
reciprocity in bilateral contentious proceedings, where for third parties the case is res
inter alios acta,2 is to avoid the possible duplication of proceedings3 and to guarantee
uniform application of international legislation.4 The ICJ is one court, where
intervention under certain circumstances is allowed.

2

Res inter alios acta, because intervention allowes a third state, which has not made similar
declaration or is not a party to a special agreement, to become a party to the case upon its own motion,
although, in case of special agreement the intervenor may not be allowed to depart from the terms of
the agreement.
3 Christine M. Chinkin. "Third Party Intervention before the International Court of Justice." American
Journal of International Law. No. 80. July, 1986, pp. 495-532.
4 Manley O. Hudson. The Permanent Court of International Justice. The Treatise. (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1934), p. 178.

Jurisdiction in the ICJ is divided into contentious and advisory jurisdiction, both
enable intervention. In contentious cases, the Court allows intervention only to states,
under article 59 of the Statute of the ICJ.5 Under advisory jurisdiction of the Court,
the Statute enables international organizations to intervene. In

the

Statute,

intervention in contentious cases is divided into "discretionary intervention" and
"intervention as of right."

Discretionary intervention is regulated by article 62 of the Statute, and, as precondition, requires from intervening state to demonstrate an interest of a legal nature
that may be affected by the decision in the case.6 In its case law, the ICJ has
interpreted the article restrictively: Although the drafters of the Statute of the ICJ
included under the concept "interest of a legal nature" general interest of state in
development of international law,7 the Court seems to require special interest.8

Moreover, in its case law, under "interest of legal nature," the Court distinguishes
between legal rights and political or economic interests,9 and has found mere political
or economic interest not sufficient as grounds of intervention. Later, the Court even
stated that “interest” means that the effect of the decision must be direct and relate to
states legal rights.10 Exclusion of political intervention was already the idea of the
Committee of Jurists, who drafted the Statute of the Permanent Court of International
Justice (PCIJ),11 but the further above described attributions have come through
interpretations of the ICJ.

5

Article 59. Statute of the ICJ. 26 June 1945. I UNTS 993.
Article 62. Ibid.
7 Supra, Manley O. Hudson, p. 368.
8 Ibid., p. 371.
9 Case Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited. (Belgium v. Spain) Judgment of 5
February 1970. I.C.J. Reports 1970, p. 3. In this case, a company incorporated in Canada, Barcelona
Traction, went in bankruptcy at Spain. On behalf of Belgian shareholders in the company, the Belgian
State seeked reparation for damages from court. The claim was brought against the Spanish State,
because the alleged reason of the bankruptcy were Spanish State organs acts, which violated
international law. The importance of the case concerning intervention is, that it raised the issue of need
to protect erga omnes rights by all members of international community; and that the ICJ has used
interpretation of the term "legal interest" in Barcelona Traction to interpret article 62 of the Statute of
the ICJ in solving the cases.
10 Case Continental Shelf (Tunisia v. Libyan Arab Jamahiriya). Application to Intervene, Judgment 14
April 1981. I.C.J. Reports 1981, p. 3. Judgment of 24 February 1982. I.C.J. Reports 1982, p. 18.
11 Minutes of the 1920 Committee of Jurists, p.593, as cited in supra, Manley O. Hudson, p.10.
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Technically, discretionary intervention can take place supporting a claim of a plaintiff
or a defendant, to "claim exclusive rights" or to ask the withdrawal of a party on the
ground that it is not the real dominus of the right, which it claims.12

Intervention as of right falls under article 63 of the Statute, "whenever the
construction of a convention to which states other than those concerned in the case are
parties is in question" the states notified by the Registrar of the Court have the right to
intervene in the proceedings,"13 because the "nature of a multilateral convention
enables a multiplicity of interests that may emerge in litigation."14

There have not been many cases, where intervention under contentious jurisdiction
before the ICJ and its predecessor, the PCIJ, has been applied for.15 Maybe one of the
reasons for underusage of intervention has been the Court’s quite restrictive approach
towards intervention generally, as the Court seems to have supported the reciprocity
principle. Another, quite obvious reason for underusage of intervention is its restricted
to states nature.

12

Ibid., pp. 592-594. The Court decides, which type of intervention to allow.
Article 63. Statute of the ICJ.
14 Supra, Christine M. Chinkin, pp. 495-532. Maybe it is relevant to mention here, that an actual
intervention possibility in the East Timor case that will be analysed in this essay, could have based on
article 63.
15 Serving the purpose to give an overview about the cases, where intervention has been applied for, a
list of such cases and of applicants to intervene is brought as follows: attempts by Fiji in the two
Nuclear Tests cases: Australia v. France (Application to Intervene. Order 20 Dec. 1974. I.C.J. Reports
1973, p. 320. Judgment 20 Dec. 1974. I.C.J. Reports 1974, p. 253) and New Zealand v. France
(Application to Intervene. Order 20 Dec. 1974. I.C.J. Reports 1973, p. 320. Judgment 20 Dec. 1974.
I.C.J. Reports 1974, p. 457); by Malta in the Continental Shelf case (Tunisia v. Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya) (Application to Intervene, Judgment 14 April 1981, I.C.J. Reports, 1981, p. 3. Judgment 24
Feb. 1982, I.C.J. Reports 1982, p. 18), by Italy in the (other) Continental Shelf case (Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya v. Malta) (Application to Intervene, Judgment 21 March 1984. I.C.J. Reports 1984, p. 3.
Judgment of 3 June 1985. I.C.J. Reports 1985, p. 13), by Nicaragua in the Land, Island and Maritime
Frontier Dispute (El Salvador v. Honduras) (Application to Intervene, Judgment 13 September 1990.
I.C.J. Reports 1990, p. 92. Judgment of 11 Sept. 1992. I.C.J. Reports 1992, p. 351), intervention
partially accepted by the Court in this case; by Australia, Samoa and Solomon Islands, the Marshall
Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia in case Request for an Examination of the Situation in
Accordance with Paragraph 63 of the Court´s Judgment of 20 December 1974 in the Nuclear Tests
case (New Zealand v. France) (Order of 22. September 1995. I.C J. Reports 1995, p. 288), by
Equatorial Guinea in the case Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria
(Cameroon v. Nigeria) (Application to Intervene, Judgment of 11 June 1998. I.C.J. Reports 1998, p.
275. I.C.J. Reports 1999, p. 1029) and by Philippines in the case concerning Sovereignty over Pulau
Ligitan and Pulau sipadan (Indonesia v. Malaysia) (Judgment of 23 October 2001. I.C.J. Reports 2001,
p. 000 /forthcoming/). In the case SS Wimbledon (UK, France, Italy, Japan v. Germany) (Judgment of
17 August 1923. P.C.I.J. Series A., No. 1), the application to intervene primarily based on article 62 of
the Statute of the ICJ, but was then submitted basing on article 63 of the Statute.
13

What concerns the subject-matter of intervention, article 36 (2) of the Statute of the
ICJ stipulates the jurisdiction of the Court over the following disputes: interpretation
of a treaty, any question of international law, the existence of any fact which, if
established, would constitute a breach of an international obligation, the nature or
extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of an international obligation.16
These bases of jurisdiction are not mutually exclusive and can overlap each other.
Need for intervention can arise from all of these bases, included need for intervention
for human rights protection, included self-determination. Generally, the cases of the
ICJ, where third party rights have been involved, can be divided into three categories:
cases concerning claims to sovereignty over territory, cases arising under a treaty, and
cases relating to rules of customary international law. As previously mentioned,
human rights issues can arise under all of these categories, nevertheless the legal
theorists tend to classify human rights issues under the category of customary
international law. One case under customary international law, where issues about
collective human rights concerning third states arose, was the case East Timor.17 More
specifically, self-determination of people - a crucial principle of collective human
rights,18 arose in this case.

3. WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO ALLOW INTERVENTION BEFORE THE
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE AND WIDENING OF IT RATIONE
PERSONAE AS DEROGATION FROM THE PRINCIPLE OF RECIPROCITY?
Actually, through history, human rights protection has more been the task of regional
courts. Consequently, when human rights of individuals have been violated,
individuals have not been entitled to bring the claim before the ICJ, as according to
the Statute of the ICJ, only states may be parties in cases before the Court.19 In certain

16

Article 36 (2). Statute of the ICJ.
Issues of self-determination of a group have arisen altogether in three cases before the ICJ: East
Timor (Portugal v. Australia), Judgment 30 June 1995, I.C.J. Reports 1995, p. 90; advisory opinion
concerning Western Sahara, 16 Oct. 1975, I.C.J. Reports 1975, p. 12, and advisory opinion concerning
Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South West
Africa) Notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), 21 June 1971, I.C.J. Reports 1971, p.
16. See The Report of the UNESCO International Conference of Experts for the Eludication of the
Concepts of Rights of Peoples, November 1998. Ed. By Michael C. van Walt van Praag, Onno Seroo,
at
http://216.239.33.100/search?q=cache:s30lD1wDF2UC:www.unescocat.org/autodetang.html+UNESC
O+final+report+self-determination&hl=en 15.04.02..
18 Erik Ting-lun Huang. "The Evolution of the Concept of Self-Determination and the Right of the
People of Taiwan to Self-Determination." New York International Law Review, No.14, p. 168.
19 Article 34 (1). Statute of the ICJ.
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cases, individuals, whose rights have been violated by another states, may approach to
the state of their nationality to submit on their behalf a claim or application for
intervention before the ICJ.

The "states only” presumption of article 34 (1) of the Statute of the ICJ20 is, perhaps
caused by the fact that while working out the Statute of the PCIJ, the drafters were
influenced by traditional legal theory,21 according to which individuals can never be
subjects of international rights and duties.22 Traditional legal theorists reason the
previous as follows: "the fundamental rights of the individual, recognized by
international law, are in principle impossible, as being inconsistent with the structure
of international law that is law between the states only. It seems quite logically to
follow that if individuals have no rights under international law, they cannot have
locus standi before international tribunals".23

In addition, sovereign states participation bases on condition of reciprocity and
sovereignty. The International Court of Justice is bilateral. Contentious proceedings
are proceedings between two parties. For third states the proceedings is res inter alios
acta.

Then, why at all to bring up the topic of intervention, moreover, human rights
intervention by international organizations and individuals, and moreover, in the
contentious proceedings before the ICJ?

In order to answer this complex question, it should be mentioned that the doctrine
according to which only states are subjects of international law, is unable to stand the
test of actual practice, for example: in certain criminal violations, as well as in the war
situations exists a principle of individual criminal responsibility. Also under the law
20

Mark W. Janis. "Individuals and the International Court," pp. 205-216, in Theodor Meron (Ed.).
Human Rights in International Law. Legal and Policy Issues. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), p. 206.
21 Perhaps of Jeremy Bentham, creator of the term "international law" in 1789, who distinguished
between internal and international law. See Mark W. Janis. "Jeremy Bentham and the Fashioning of
"International Law." American Journal of International Law, No. 78, 1984, p. 405. This theory opposes
the theory of classical law of nations, by which both: individuals and states are considered subjects of
the law.
22 Hersch Lauterpacht. International Law and Human Rights. (New York: Garland Publishing Inc.,
1973), p. 8.
23 Ibid., p.8.

of war, the distinction between the state and those acting on its behalf is useful to
personally bind the offender by the rules of international law.24

Another point, where international law has other subjects besides states, is when
international law becomes part of municipal law: here the rights and duties created by
international law are directly applicable to individuals through municipal courts, and
to that extent individuals are subjects of international law.25

The previous refers that the strict distinction of subjects of international law does not
meet the requirements of modern international law, and even at Jeremy Bentham time,
part of international legal theory and practice continued to recognize individuals as
subjects of international law.26 Today, it is generally agreed, that public international
bodies, created by agreement among states, can possess international personality
distinct from that of states, which compose them. These bodies include for example
the United Nations (UN) and its specialized agencies.27 For these reasons, some
specialized agencies have been granted the right to ask the ICJ for an advisory
opinion.

What regards human rights, to avoid for example caused by military conflicts
concerning self-determination massive loss of lives, grave deprivation of human
rights, especially, the cross-border combats, which threaten international peace and
security, through history the international community has tried to reach peaceful
settlement of such conflicts, one suitable mechanism to solve such conflicts, in
addition to negotiation, mediation and conciliation, has been participation in court
proceedings.28 This phenomenon is today mostly (not to say only) provided under
conventional law, for example through some human rights conventions that provide
for the submission of disputes between the parties to the ICJ,29 the parties still being
states.
24

Ibid., p.10.
Ibid., p. 14.
26 As has always been in the classical pre-Benthamite law of nations. Unfortunately the classical
tradition did not prevail in the debates to draft the Statute of the PCIJ. Supra, Mark W. Janis, p. 207.
27 Ibid.
28 Supra, Erik Ting-lun Huang, p. 187.
29 For example, the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide disputes
between the parties about interpretation, application and fulfilment of that convention; the Convention
25

The ICJ is established as a principal organ of the UN. The goals of the UN are
guaranteeing international peace and security, and peaceful relations, achievement of
economic, social, cultural and humanitarian goals and respect for human rights. As
principal organ of the UN, the Court's goals cannot differ much from those of the UN.
This means, that also the ICJ should respect human rights in solving cases, but also to
guarantee adequate protection of human rights to everyone, whose rights the decision
of the Court may violate.

Reasons for the Court to allow intervention could be to avoid the possibility of two
states deciding upon the territorial, etc. rights of a third state, or - and here it could be
proper to cite the Court's decision in the case Barcelona Traction, that there are
obligations owed by the international community as a whole, which "by their very
nature ... are the concern of all states. In view of the importance of the rights involved,
- all states can be held to have legal interest in their protection: they are obligations
erga omnes,"30 which, for example, can constitute the need to protect national
security, public order, health or morals. Or in case of public emergency, even the life
of nation. As obligations erga omnes - common good, may not be guaranteed by a
certain state, a dispute may arise between two sovereign states before the ICJ that may
affect the interests of other states and legal subjects, who therefore should be able to
say their opinion before the ICJ. One proper way to say their opinion is through
intervention.

The reason, why also other subjects besides states should enjoy the possibility to
intervene before the ICJ, is that a state can also violate rights of groups of people or
individuals who are not recognized as states. Therefore, at least in case of absence
upon such legal subjects of higher authority that could intervene on their behalf, such
legal subjects should themselves enjoy the right to intervene in the proceedings before

relating to the Status of Refugees, Convention against Discrimination in Education, Supplementary
Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, Convention on the Nationality of Married Women,
Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness,
etc. Additionally, some conventions provide that any such dispute "which is not settled by negotiation,
shall be referred to the International Court of Justice for decision, unless the Contracting Parties agree
to another mode of settlement, for example, Convention of the International Right of Correction.
30 Supra, case Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company Limited (Belgium v. Spain).

the ICJ. The need for the later possibility will be illustrated in the next section of the
article.

4. A SPECIFIC CASE AS A POSSIBILITY - EAST TIMOR CASE
The above described negligence of a nation group appeared in a case before the ICJ,
affecting the interests of East Timorese people. In the case East Timor, Portugal and
Australia discussed issues having direct legal effect towards East-Timorese people,
who did not have locus standi before the ICJ, because they were not recognized as
State, but were militarily occupied by Indonesia,31 and therefore, could not intervene
into the case, which directly affected their legal interests, one of those being interest
towards the right of self-determination.

The facts of the case can briefly be introduced as follows: There are East and West
Timor at Indonesian archipelagos. While West Timor belonged to Indonesia, East
Timor remained to Portuguese colony, and was in about 1975 militarily occupied by
Indonesia, annexed and declared part of Indonesia. As a result of the UN actions,
other states did not make relations with Indonesia, because of occupation of East
Timor. There is a continental shelf, full of geological resources in the Timor Gap Sea.
Australia wished to mine in the continental shelf of East Timor. It could not, because
mining demanded conclusion of a relevant treaty. But there was no government in
East Timor. Making a treaty with Indonesia could have had the effect of Indonesia
being recognized by Australia, as recognition of a state in international law means
agreements with a state, especially concluding treaties with a state.32

So, conclusion of a treaty with Indonesia could have had a result of recognition. To
avoid that, Australia suffered economic loss, until (expecting significant benefit)
finally, nevertheless, concluded an agreement with Indonesia, by which she de facto
recognized the power of Indonesia over the East Timor territory. Such agreement
raised stormy objections by the world community, which led to the case before the
ICJ between Portugal and Australia over East Timor. The case did not amount to

31

O. Korhonen, J. Gras. International Governance in Post-Conflict Situations. (Helsinki: The Erik
Castrén Institute of International Law and Human Rights Research Reports 9/2001, 2001), p.63.
32 Case concerning East Timor (Portugal v. Australia). Judgment of 30 June 1995. I.C.J. Reports 1995,
p. 90.

much more than a symbolic protest,33 but nevertheless, raised lots of issues
concerning the principles of international law, one important issue being that in such
cases - a nation, whose interests are the direct object of such dispute before the ICJ,
until not recognized as a state, does not have standing (neither possibilities to
intervene) before the ICJ.34 Paradoxically, the right of self-determination of East
Timorese people, could, by present rules of the ICJ, have been possible to be
protected by Indonesia,35 if to take granted that Indonesian occupation was now
recognized by Australia.36

To avoid similar paradoxes, it has been suggested in legal theory to revise the Statute
of the ICJ, with perspective to widen the circle of subjects who are entitled to
intervene before the Court in contentious proceedings, if rights of universal nature are
violated. Because not all groups of peoples have been as fortunate as the East
Timorese people, receiving international support in settling their problems. Here, one
may make a reference to Chechnya,37 who has tried to get locus standi before the ICJ.
From the other side, it is important to clarify, which groups are entitled to the right of
self-determination,38 do they include or exclude minority population, etc., because a
border should be drawn somewhere to avoid overloading of the Court.
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Ibid., p.63.
Luckily, the Court said that it cannot rule on the lawfulness of the conduct of a state, when its
judgment would imply an evaluation of the lawfulness of the conduct of another state, that is not party
to the case, even if the right involved is erga omnes right.
35 The reason, why the possibility of intervention under article 63 has been mentioned, is that the East
Timor case concerned the convention over the Timor Cap between Australia and Indonesia. While the
case was by Portugal brought against Australia, Indonesia could have applied for intervention, basing
on article 63 of the Statute of the ICJ. But concerning East Timorese people, intervention of Indonesia
could not have changed much. And, as not party to the particular treaty, East Timorese people`s (if
recognized as a state, or if the circle of subjects to intervene had already been widened), possibility to
intervene could have been based on article 62.
36 A solution to such paradox was offered in the dissenting opinion of Judge Vereshchtetin, who
considered that the Court did not pay attention the important issue, that there was another third party in
the case - the people of East Timor. He stated that although only states may be parties in cases before
the Court, the right of people to self-determination requires that the wishes of the concerned people are
at least taken into account by the Court.
37 Supra, Erik Ting-lun Huang., p. 188.
38 Supra, The Report of the UNESCO International Conference of Experts for the Eludication of the
Concepts of Rights of Peoples: UNESCO has at its International Meeting of Experts for the purposes of
self-determination defined peoplehood (sometimes referred to as "Kirby definition"), as: "group of
individual human beings who enjoy some or all of the following common features: a) a common
historical tradition; b) racial or ethnic identity; c) cultural homogeinty; d) linguistic unity; e) religious
or ideological affinity; f) territorial connection; g) common economic life. The group as a whole must
have the will to be identified as a people or the consciousness of being a people." Such a group should
34

5. CONCLUSION - PROSPECTS TO CHANGE THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF
INTERVENTION BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE
From previous, one could conclude that the ICJ lacks coherent principles for third
party rights in its proceedings, and has adopted very restrictive view towards both: the
circumstances under which to permit intervention, and the scope of intervention. This
can be due to the relatively small number of cases in which the issue has arisen for
consideration before it, maybe also due to some political reason. Be as it may, a
question could be raised: whether there might be better ways to treat intervention by
the Court, especially in cases of discretionary intervention, where the Court has
discretion in deciding upon whether to permit intervention or not.

The need to widen the locus standi towards individuals (with special reference to nongovernmental organizations) and associations, is brought out for example in the
programmes of activities, adopted by the 1989 UN General Assembly Resolution,39
where the General Assembly stressed the need to consider "ways and means of
encouraging greater recognition of the role of the ICJ and its wider use in the peaceful
settlement of disputes."40 In this (and the following) programmes of activities, among
other issues the possibility for opening for other subjects than states direct access to
contentious jurisdiction of the ICJ is discussed. More specifically, access of
international

organizations

and

individuals

(included

non-governmental

organizations) is discussed.41 It should be mentioned that this is not a novel approach
in international law. Already during the drafting of the Statute of the PCIJ, the
position that the Court should be structured to be open to individuals, as well as to
states (the classical international law theory mentioned previously in the essay) was
supported by Dr. Loder, the Dutch delegate in the Advisory Committees, as follows:

"The sovereignty of the state had been used to prevent private individuals from taking
action against them [but o]nce an institution like the Permanent Court of Justice is
be of a particular size, constitute more than a mere association of individuals within a state, and have
representative institutions.
39 UN General Assembly Resolution 44/23, 17. Nov. 1989; UN doc. A/44/49 (1989).
40 Programme for the Activities during the first term of the Decade (1990-1992), paragraph 3(c), UN
Doc. A/45/49 (1990). The same point was rised in the following programmes for activities during the
second term (1993-1994) and third term (1995-1996) of the activities, see respectively Annex to UN
Doc. A/47/49 (1992), and Annex to UN doc.A/RES/49/50 (1995).
41 Ibid.

established, no such obstacles could exist."42 It has also been suggested in the legal
theory, that the ICJ should follow the pattern used in the European Court of Human
Rights, and permit under certain circumstances, even individual suits against states
and international organizations.43

If one puts aside the possibility to go back to the classical legal theory, and starts with
today, one sees that the ICJ directly recognizes the international personality only of
states44 and that of the UN,45 and that indirectly the ICJ has said about other
international organizations, that "[i]nternational organizations are subjects of
international law."46 What concerns other subjects of law, they are subjects of
municipal law, as conditions for their legal personality are posed by states. So today,
there exists division of subjects of law into different categories: states and
international organizations in international law, and natural and legal persons in
municipal law.47 Therefore, even if legal theorists agree that international
organizations should in future enjoy direct access to the ICJ’s contentious
jurisdiction,48 a question about access of individuals remains.

If we talk about access of individuals as parties to the ICJ, further discussion of
attribution of international legal personality to groups and individuals seems
necessary. But it has been disputable in international legal theory, whether the third
states intervening under article 62 of the Statute (discretionary intervention), should
be regarded as parties to the case.

This allegation concerns also the discussed in legal theory relevant amendments to the
Statute of the ICJ. The author of the article considers the key article here article 34 (1)
42

PCIJ, Advisory Committee of Jurists, Proces-Verbaux of the Proceedings of the Committee, 16 june24 July 1920, at 206 (1920), as cited in supra, Mark W. Janis, pp. 207-208.
43 That has been opposed, because it has been considered to threaten state sovereignty.
44 States being primary international persons, as they aquire international personality by birth.
45 The ICJ recognised the legal personality of the UN in its advisory opinion on Reparation for
Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations. Adv. op. 11 April 1949. I.C.J. Reports 1949, p.
174.
46 In the advisory opinion concerning the Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951 between
the WHO and Egypt. Adv. op. 20 Dec. 1980. I.C.J. Reports 1980, p. 73. Thus, international
organizations own derivative (secondary) international personality, as international personality is
attributed to them.
47 As conditions for their legal personality are posed by states, individuals own secondary legal
personality.
48 J. J. Jerome. "The Jurisprudence of Human Rights," pp. 69-113 in supra, Theodor Meron, p. 145.

of the Statute, by which has been determined that only states may be parties in cases
before the Court.49 This article raises a question, whether an intervener should be
regarded as party to the case. Some legal theorists do not consider intervener a party,
at least under the discretionary jurisdiction article 62, due to incidental character of
intervention. The interpretation of the term “incidental character”50 seems also the
central one to the author of the article, as the term “incidental” indicates that
intervention can only be of assisting importance towards the mainline proceedings,
which means that intervention is not supposed to transform the case into a different
case between different parties, and consequently, the fact that in order to protect their
legal rights, the groups or individuals, may in absence of a state or international
organization need themselves participation in the proceedings, should not mean that
they must be regarded as parties to the case. Nevertheless, having supported the
traditional consensuality principle of international law, the ICJ has regarded even
intervention of states rather supporting the claim(s) of either one or another party,
than a separate claim and has avoided subjects other than states intervention in the
contentious proceedings before it.

49

Article 34 (1). Statute of the ICJ.
Also the fact that in the Statute of the ICJ intervention is placed under Chapter III ”Procedure”, not
under Chapter II ”Competence of the Court”, refers that intervention is regarded as procedural, not
substantial issue.
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a. TITLE: Picturing Transnational Social Justice in the Borderlands Metropolis: Visual Politics of the
Built Environment in Ambos Nogales, Mexico City, and Phoenix
b. TOPIC AREA(S): Architecture, Photography, Cross-disciplinary Urban Studies
c. TWO OR THREE KEYWORDS: Architecture, Photography, Urbanism
d. NAME OF AUTHOR: Julie A. Murphy Erfani
e. MAILING ADDRESS:
Julie A. Murphy Erfani, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
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4701 W. Thunderbird Rd.
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ABSTRACT:
This research paper builds upon my forthcoming book, WORLD CITIES AS BORDERLANDS, with Duke
University Press and is focused on interdisciplinary urban studies of the built environment in cities
undergoing rapid growth and globalization in the Americas. In this project, I propose to use street-level,
urban photography as a key part of my interpretive METHODLOGY to study issues of social exclusion and
inclusion in the built environment of three rapid-growth cities: Nogales, Sonora, Mexico City, and
Phoenix, Arizona. The major OBJECTIVE of this urban research project and paper will be to examine the
urban built environment as both public and private culture and as a battleground of forces of social
inclusion and exclusion. The battles are enacted according to varying ways in which people see and use the
built environment of cities. The EXPECTED OUTCOME is a photo-essay combining images and text
interpreting the built environments of the three cities as complex mixes of public and private cultures. The
key questions addressed by the research are: (1) How do urban architecture and the built environment
enact the city's cultural expressions of social inclusion and exclusion? (2) How can various ways of seeing

the city's architecture contribute to increasing social justice in a time of accelerated transnational flows of
people, culture, and capital? (3) When does the urban built environment serve the public interest in
creating and preserving the city as a social space of inclusion? (4) When are urban architectures unjust in
excluding people and undermining the city as a social space of encounter?

Conference Proceedings
Title:
The Organization and Funding of the Performing and Fine Arts
at Rhode Island College, a state funded liberal arts institution.
1. Author:
Dr. Robert W. Elam
3. Affiliation:
Director of Performing and Fine Arts
4. Mailing Address:
Rhode Island College
600 Mt. Pleasant Ave.
Providence, RI 02908
5. E-Mail:
Relam@ric.edu
6. ABSTRACT
This paper will explain the model used for funding of student organizations
in the performing and fine arts [PFA] at Rhode Island College in Providence,
Rhode Island. Student Organizations in the PFA are independent, self
governing entities separate from other student organizations comprising
Student Community Government, Inc. [SCG]. All student organizations are
defined by a Constitution and must posses Institutional Recognition as a
Student Group at Rhode Island College. A Fine Arts Fee, assessed for
graduate and undergraduate students, is used to provide opportunities and
activities in the performing and fine arts via PFA Student Organizations
exclusively.
Information will be provided about policies and guidelines for student
organizations in the PFA to have institutional recognition and become
eligible for funding. Funding is accomplished via Annual and/or Subsequent
Allocations approved by the Performing and Fine Arts Commission. The
PFA Commission has a defined membership of four students in the
performing and fine arts, two faculty from the Performing and Fine Arts
Advisory Committee, and the Vice President of Student Affairs or designee.

2.

Copies of all official forms, policies, and organizational structure will be
provided. Sample Fall and Spring Calendars of the Arts will be
provided and illustrate the Performing and Fine Arts as a major signature
of a state funded liberal arts college.
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Presentation of a scholarly paper on: Things That Aristotle Never Told Us:
How the Ekkyklema --a Sculptural Object-- was used to Achieve Dramatic
Catharsis by Triggering Engrained Cultural Tropes In Order to Serve the Needs of
The State.
Joel D. Eis, MFA
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Paper abstract:
The primary focus of the paper entitled: Things That Aristotle Never Told Us: How the
Ekkyklema --a Sculptural Object-- was used to Achieve Dramatic Catharsis by Triggering
Engrained Cultural Tropes In Order to Serve the Needs of The State, will be an examination of
the phenomenon of the Ekkyklema, or “tableau vivant” used as a display at the end of many
successfully presented Greek tragedies. The central question to be explored is; How is it that
what was essentially a kind of sculptural object was used in this dramatic form? How and why
was it effective at the end of the performance in triggering the sought-after effect known as
“Catharsis” or “The purgation of pity and fear,” as noted in Aristotle?
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Video Dict-A-Conversation:
A Constructive Mode of Conversational Exercises in Japanese
ABSTRACT

Second/foreign language instructors have been adapting multimedia technology to
explore innovative approaches to course instruction. However, these approaches frequently
failed to produce pedagogically meaningful results because of their adaptation of technology in
“a retrograde and unreflecting” form (Gremmo & Riley, 1995, p. 153). For maximum
pedagogical results, it is important to employ technology as a mode of constructive (as opposed
to reactive) L2 production. For programs at institutions with a sporadic population of target
language speakers, multimedia technology is useful as a means of maximizing the learners’ use
of the target language and particularly L2 items that are not common in classroom settings.
This paper describes a course project in which a group of Japanese language learners in a
conventional foreign language class produces a Japanese exercise material consisting of
videotaped dialogues. In this project, students write and perform dialogues in a variety of
settings that involve the uses of various context-dependent (e.g., -n desu) and socioculturally
specific (e.g., honorific/humble forms) language uses. Each scene consists of a conversation
between a native speaker and nonnative speaker. After the filming, each scene will be edited into
two editions. In each edition, speeches of one of the two individuals will be electronically edited
out and replaced by graphic images that visually provide the appropriate content of the spoken
line. Besides the performances on camera, the participating students will conduct the filming and
computerized editing with the instructor’s assistance. The complete video material will be used

by the viewers for dict-a-conversation (Makino et al., 1998), an activity that is designed to
improve the learners’ conversational skills.
Besides the production of a material of near-professional quality, this project leads to the
production of videotaped materials that are useful for the participating students themselves and
considerably valuable for the potential viewers. Pedagogically, this video serves as a showcase
of the learners’ L2 speaking skills and a motivational tool for students with limited opportunities
to use their target language.
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Making Sustainable Architecture: New Paradigms in Design and Practice

Abstract
INTRODUCTION
This paper attempts to place the concern with making sustainable architecture within a wider
context of professional practice. The core theme is that the essential nature of making architecture
is to be found in the complex synergy of cultural, social, aesthetic, economical, technological and
managerial issues and that the implications of new precepts of sustainable design should be
located within the continuing evolution of this synthesis. To illustrate the argument the paper
rediscovers the role of architect in the whole building cycle. A parallel theme explores the
relationship between well-tempered approach, collaborative process and architectural practice.
WELL-TEMPERED APPROACH
These days the need for all building developments to be sustainable in ecological as well as social
and economical terms emerges to be much more imminent. The well-tempered design process,
however, raises consciousness of our relationships with our natural and social environment: place
and people. It is out of these conscious relationships that design for development and the
buildings themselves condense. All members of the project team including clients, users,
architects and consultants feel that they have a stake in creating an environmentally responsible
project. The quality of this positive energy cannot be underestimated.
At the center point of this well-tempered process is the temporal continuum. Buildings
themselves have significant costs embodied in their materials and construction. The better
buildings are designed to the wellness of people and the nature of the place, the better they will be
cared for, and the more tolerant the occupants will be of any shortcomings. The better their
adaptability to the temporal continuum, the longer they last, the lower their economic and
environmental costs.
COLLABORATIVE PROCESS
The traditional method of independent practice is susceptible to considerable pressure from the
increasing complexity of making sustainable architecture which involves always a multidisciplinary approach.
When disciplinary boundaries are more ambiguous, the contributions of each team member may
also not be limited to his own expertise. A structural engineer may suggest a biodegradable finish
he has just seen, a mechanical engineer may propose a structural approach which is more
adaptable to accommodate future changes in mechanical systems or the contractor may suggest a
new daylighting technology.
This process allows for a confluence of changing streams of problems, solutions, participants, and
changing opportunities. The individual team member will in the process build up more
confidence and greater willingness to take risks.

CONCLUSION
The synthesis of sustainable design should constantly evince a concern for the second nature of
architecture vis-à-vis the diversity and adaptability of architecture in mediating between man and
the nature in the particular locale. To facilitate the implementation process, the structure of the
architectural practice in rapport to the overall design and construction field should be reconfigured in the spirit of well-tempered approach and collaborative process. Such a dynamic
practice model will establish a new paradigm of making sustainable design, more appropriate in
the emerging spirit of sustainable architecture than the pyramid of the past.
.

‘Ultramodern and Ultraprimitive’? Representations of Josephine Baker in Weimar
German Visual Culture
Susan Laikin Funkenstein
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When jazz dancer and singer Josephine Baker first performed in Berlin in 1926, she was
a sensation. Though hardly the first African American jazz dancer in Germany, her
highly promoted performances in La Revue Nègre nonetheless seemed both new in a
European context and a realization of European preconceived notions of blackness.
Because of her celebrity, talent, and the issues she evoked, Baker became a prominent
subject of Germany’s cultural criticism and visual culture of the Weimar Republic (19181933).
Deciding what Baker’s dances, body, and persona signified, however, was another
question. Though a cosmopolitan African American, critics and artists hotly debated
Baker’s roots and her dance’s meanings, and described her as sub-Saharan African,
ancient Egyptian, cosmopolitan American, stylish, primitive, liberated, sexual, and naïve.
Baker herself contributed to this confusion through her own self-promotion. In press
photographs, published memoirs, and public appearances, she exhibited a range of styles
and behaviors whose meanings appeared open to interpretation.
Weimar visual culture reflected, negotiated with, deciphered, and reinvented Baker’s
seeming anachronisms. Several examples demonstrate how a range of artists and the
media used her image to grapple with larger issues of race, class, aesthetics, modernism,
and mass culture. For example, the women’s magazine Uhu juxtaposed two photographs
of Baker, one in a semi-nude costume and another in a fashionable blouse, as if she
embodied the extremes of primitivism and modernity. Her memoirs, which were
translated into German, similarly combined varied aspects of Baker’s persona, for its
illustrations evoke African sculpture as well as modernist abstraction. Whereas New
Objectivity artist Otto Dix’s depiction of Baker used stereotypes of her body to
symbolize jazz, Bauhaus master Paul Klee focused solely on her face and portrayed her
with great verisimilitude as a stylishly modern beauty. These examples suggest how
Weimar visual culture employed the image of Baker to explore German ideas about
blackness, to define jazz in a country where few blacks lived, and to understand how
regional German characteristics could exist both in confluence and in conflict with global
mass culture.

"Space and Sound in Traditional New Mexican Penitential Rites"
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Architectural spatial definition and particular musical expression have always been intertwined with, if
not complementary to, each other. Nowhere is this more poignant than in religious contexts. Take, for
instance, the ornate European Classical Baroque cathedral and its parallel in highly stylized and
ornamented Baroque classical music. This particular parallel has held throughout Latin America, in
varying styles of churches and with varying styles of music. In New Mexico, the required simplicity of
the mission architecture, due in part to the sources of materials, could be said to parallel the elegant
simplicity of Gregorian chant, heard in the missions until the 1960s. Particularly moving and revealing
about the traditional New Mexican hispano world view is the parallel between the alabado lament sung in
the morada (chapel) of the penitential sect popularly called the Penitentes.
Alternating slides of the moradas and archival and commercial musical recordings of these sacred songs,
the two presenters, an architect and an ethnomusicologist, establish a clear connection between spatial
definition and musical expression in the context of the traditional New Mexican penitential rites. They
will demonstrate how the affective physical and musical contexts further serve to reinforce cultural
values, suggesting what is and is not important in the religious-aesthetic value system. In this research
work in progress, the presenters will seek comment and dialogue over assumptions and findings.
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ABSTRACT

“Henry Cowell wouldn’t be himself if he hadn’t taken the path of most resistance,”
quipped legendary music lexicographer Nicolas Slonimsky. Indeed, Cowell’s early approach to
composition seems, at times, quite literally inside out. Known traditionally for revolutionary
keyboard pieces in which the pugilistic pianist punched out his renowned “tone clusters” with a
fist or entire forearm, his most popular compositions utilize plucked, strummed, and stroked
strings inside the instrument.
Born in Menlo Park, California on March 11, 1897 to a pair of struggling authors of the
San Francisco bohemian set, his designedly undisciplined youth provided fertile ground for
creativity as revealed in his aptitude for music. Lewis M. Terman (1877-1956) noted his
exceptional personality and intelligence during early intelligence scoring research at Stanford.
“There is only one Henry,” wrote Terman. “If he attains fame as a musician, his biographer is
certain to describe his musical genius as inevitable.”
Cowell’s course into the annals of music historiographies, however, remains a rough
road. A comprehensive biography has yet to be written, and rare references to his works focus
primarily on his ultra-modernist piano compositions of the 1920s. His symphonies -- most of
which were written after 1938 -- have fallen to neglect and virtual obscurity. A remarkably
prolific composer with nearly 1000 works to his credit, Cowell composed 20 symphonies.
Henry Cowell’s accomplishments mark him not only as a pioneer of 20th century
American music but also as one of its strongest proponents. Hugo Weisgall aptly deemed Cowell
a “champion of new music, impresario, performer, lecturer, critic, editor, teacher, and sponsor of
the young.”
Gary Galván /University of Florida - ggalvan@ufl.edu
2 International Hawaii Conference on Arts and Humanities, January 2004
nd

As a champion, editor and impresario, Cowell founded the New Music Society of
California and established New Music, a quarterly publication devoted to contemporary works by
living composers. Ultimately expanding to include a record label before its demise, New Music
featured works by Carlos Chávez, Ruth Crawford, Carl Ruggles, and its anonymous financier
Charles Ives. As a performer, Cowell toured the U.S. and Europe performing original works and
is distinguished as the first American composer invited to play in the Soviet Union. As a teacher
and lecturer, Cowell guided students such as Lou Harrison, John Cage, George Gershwin, and
Burt Bacharach through multiculturalism and modern compositional techniques. As an editor and
critic he wrote on works by radical new composers such as Edgard Varèse. And as sponsor of the
young, Cowell nominated budding talent to the American Composers Association.
This paper presents an overview of Cowell’s symphonic works, their formal structure,
and historic significance in 20th century American music. Specific music examples reveal their
surprising accessibility and eclectic style.
As Cowell himself pointed out before the premiere of his eighth symphony, “I never felt
that I could beat Beethoven at his own game! And consequently I have never tried to do so. Now
my game may be very much less, but at least it is my own hunting.”
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Abstract: This proposal outlines a three-part methodology for reading images of violence:
Categorization, Analysis, and Activism. First, images are organized into categories for
interpretation. Six catagories are suggested: Glamorization and Celebrity Appeal, Minimization,
False Justification, Trivialization, Desensitization, and Misrepresentation. Following the
categorization, a process for analysis is presented, afterwhich several studio projects are
suggested in order to address the issues raised by the foregoing process. The paper concludes
with several rationales for the significance of studying images of violence in art education
curricula.
Title: Reading Violent Images
Topic: Visual Arts
Keywords: Contemporary Imagery
Author: Gaye Leigh Green
Mailing: 1399 Sudden Valley, Bellingham, WA 98229
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Abstract: Chimpanzee Signing and Toddler Speech

A comparison of the signs mastered for communication by Washoe and her fellow
chimpanzees, as reported by the Gardners and Fouts, to words expressed by toddlers
offers striking correspondences. The chimpanzees’ command of more than two hundred
signs resembles the expressiveness of two year old English speaking children at a rate of
seventy percent. A further survey of toddler speech as reported for Indo-European
languages and language families throughout the world supports this correspondence.
What is more, the vocabulary of toddlers, world-wide, and the signs of chimpanzees
subsume themselves under six major categories: food, guidance, hygiene, identity,
shelter, and whole body movements. One inference to draw from this comparison is that
from an evolutionary perspective these semantic categories bespeak a natural unfolding
of language in children and a natural propensity in chimpanzees. Recent anatomic studies
of the temporal gyrus in chimpanzees, moreover, demonstrate an asymmetry like that in
humans, evidence of a linguistic capacity supported by evolutionary developments. A
concomitant finding, arrived at through an etymological analysis of English speaking
toddlers, reveals that almost ninety percent of their words have antecedents in Old
English. This finding suggests that despite changes in the history of the English language,
as toddlers in all generations begin to speak, their words represent the six semantic
categories specified above. A complementary finding, drawn from the toddler speech of
the dauphin Louis XIII, born in 1601, adds further testimony to the robustness of a
universal dimension for the evolutionary and cultural history advanced in this argument.
One result that emerges from this data is that in the initial years of human speech an
evolutionary influence governs highly comparable semantic paths throughout all known
languages, past and present.
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In the history of the court festivities, the ducat of Savoy can boast a long tradition of
lavish entertainments (ballets, tournaments, caroselli, rappresentazioni in music) that
goes back to the first half of the 14th century, and reaching its apex during the 17th
century. The French Jesuit priest, Claude Francois Menestrier (1631-1705), wrote two
important treatises on the history and practice of court entertainments in France, Italy and
Germany in the seventeenth century. In his books Traité des tournois, iustes, carrousels,
et autres spectacles publics (Lyon, 1669) and Des représentations en musique anciennes
et modernes (Paris, 1681) he offers specific information on the court entertainments of
Savoy as well as a chronological list of festivals (1609-1669) and speaks with great
admiration about Filippo d’ Aglié’s work. He also argues that Filippo d’ Aglié’s balletti
were of a higher rank than those in France at the time, due to d’ Aglie’s musical sense,
originality, good taste and especially, extraordinary cleverness in the invention and
production of ballets.1 D’ Aglié who also acted as a choreographer, devised over 30 court
entertainments, all revealing ingenuity, and they were highly prized by the court. In
Menestrier’s book “Traite des tournois, iustes, carrousels, et autres spectacles publics”,
published two years after Filippo’ s death, he dedicates two pages to d’ Aglié praising
his work and giving a list of his balletti. He mentions twenty six works and concludes
“and a hundred other Carousels, Masquerades and Ballets”. Menestrier, in his book Des
représentations en musique anciennes et modernes, classifies d’ Aglié’s twenty-six ballets
according to their plot and divides them into four categories: the moral ballet (e.g. La
verita nemica delle apparenze, 1634), the lyric and allegorical ballet (e.g. Il Gridelino,
1653), the satiric ballet (e.g. Les Montagnards, 1631), and the spiritual or grotesque ballet

1

Claude, Francois Menestrier, Des Representations en Musique Anciennes et Modernes, (Parigi, 1682), pp.
278-277.

(e.g. Il tobacco, 1650). Unfortunately, the music for only five of these works has survived
and the manuscripts can be found in Biblioteca nazionale universitaria di Torino. The
surviving works which exist in the form of part-books and have never been published are:
Hercole e Amore (1640), Baletto della Fenice Rinovata (1644), Delle arie del balletto del
dono del re dell Alpi (1645), Il Tabacco(1650) and Gridelino (1653). The libretti of the
works, along with detailed information on every entrance, ballet and character are
presented in four superb manuscripts all in large format (530 cm.x390 cm.) with a cover
of red and gold leather decorated with the emblem of the ducat of Savoy. D’ Aglié
provided music, verse and choreography for all his works which all revealed ingenuity
and originality, and they were highly prized by the court. . In D’ Aglié’s balletti we find a
continuous –action plot which could be melodramatic, moral, spiritual or grotesque,
unfolded by means of pantomime, vocal recitations, numerous danced entrances and a
final grand ballet. His central idea for his plot is normally very simple but he achieves to
expand it in many different levels being a great master of allegory and symbolism.
D’ Aglié was one of the most eminent personalities of the Italian history in seventeenth
century and his extraordinary talents being an heroic soldier and brilliant politician on
one hand and one of the most poetic artists on the other transformed the occasion of
frivolity to an historical, cultural and poetic event.
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ABSTRACT
PASSING THE TORCH
Succession Leadership Planning in the Performing Arts
By
Paul Stuart Graham

Succession planning is an integral aspect of collaborative leadership that is critical
to the success, and even survival, of performing arts companies. Few organizations,
profit or nonprofit, develop adequate succession planning. There are several examples of
performing arts companies that have lapsed into hard times, and even failure, after their
visionary founding leaders left them. Difficulties experienced by these companies
subsequent to their leaders’ departures indicated there really had not been any
guiding coalition in place while the founders were still present and in charge. It appeared
that in each of these companies there had not been much more than the founder’s vision,
and the force of his or her personality. Co-workers were not true collaborators. Their
founders may have been genuine, visionary leaders, but when they left, the organizations
weren’t adequately focused, cohesive, or functional. Leaders in the performing arts must
reinvent themselves in whichever ways are necessary in order to serve their art,
colleagues, students and the advancement of the industry. We need to create a succession
development program that would be useful in training the future leaders of the
performing arts industry.
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Problems of Plato’s Charmides: Intellectualism on Trial
Abstract

In the Charmides, Critias defines temperance as knowing oneself, which Socrates construes as
knowing what one knows and does not know. Socrates goes on to criticize the definition, and in
the process seems to attack the Socratic conception of virtue as knowledge. The account seems
to be circular because virtue is knowledge, knowledge is of the good, but the relevant good is
itself knowledge. Although Plato seems to think this criticism undermines Socrates’ theory, we
can find hints of an answer to it within the Socratic dialogues: Socratic knowledge can be
specified independently of its content, as psychic harmony, which is identical to a state of logical
consistency.

Problems of Plato’s Charmides:
Intellectualism on Trial

The status of the early or Socratic dialogues in Plato is problematic. Do they represent the views
of the historical Socrates–views which Plato shared in his early career and later abandoned–or
did Plato always hold (at least roughly) the same views and merely expound them gradually? Or
are there other, more subtle and/or more complicated relationships present? The controversy has
continued unabated through the 20th century, and will surely not be resolved quickly or
completely. But an interesting test case is the Charmides, in which an apparently Socratic
account of virtue is raised only to be refuted. How does this dialogue contribute to the debate?

I

After several unsuccessful attempts to define sÇphrosun‘, temperance or self-control, the young
Charmides turns to the sophist and future tyrant Critias for help. Appealing to conventional
Greek wisdom allegedly from the Oracle at Delphi, Critias declares that temperance is knowing
oneself (164d). Socrates identifies this knowledge with a science and asks what its object is;
Critias replies that it is a science of other sciences as well as of itself (166c). Socrates asks if it
will also be a science of the absence of sciences, and Critias replies that it will. Socrates then
reformulates Critias’ point as a definition: “Is this, then, temperance and being temperate and
knowing oneself: to know what one knows and what one does not know?” (167a). As
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commentators have often noticed, to know what one knows and does not know is not at all an
obvious gloss on ‘knowing oneself.’ Yet it is interesting precisely because it makes connection
with Socrates’ own claim to wisdom. In the Apology Socrates states that he has only one small
claim to wisdom, namely that he does not pretend to know what he does not know (Ap. 21d).
That Plato has Socratic wisdom in mind is confirmed by a statement Socrates makes
shortly before he extracts the Socratic definition from Critias. Socrates defends himself against
Critias’ charge of ignoratio elenchi by saying, “You are doing the same thing if you think that
when I refute you in particular, I do it for any purpose other than to examine my own statements,
for fear that I should get away with thinking I know something I do not know” (166c-d). The
very assumption under which Socrates operates comes to the fore in the revised definition of
temperance and knowing oneself.
What is surprising is that Socrates goes on to attack the definition, one that should be
congenial to him if not to Critias, through a series of at least questionable arguments. Focusing
on the apparently equivalent formulation of temperance as knowledge of knowledge, he
interprets it as a science of science. He raises questions for self-referential states in general,
such as a seeing of seeing, many of which seem only dubiously relevant to the case at hand. He
then tries to see if a science of science is feasible and finds that it is problematic. The analogies
Socrates invokes seem far-fetched and dubious, and the counter-arguments he raises
consequently unconvincing. Yet he leads Critias to reject the definition.
Why does Socrates attempt to gloss knowing what one knows as a science of science?
We find in the Socratic dialogues an interest in categorizing the arts and crafts according to their
object. In the Ion Socrates individuates the arts by what they study (537c-d); in Republic I he
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individuates them by the unique advantage (idia ôphelia) each produces (346a). These arts are
the closest things in Socrates’ world to what we think of as natural science, for they exhibit a
true understanding of the object they deal with, and they reliably bring to pass the advantage
they seek. Indeed, according to Socrates, wisdom–which is embodied in the crafts–“never errs”
(Euthydemus 280a). When Thrasymachus makes the same claim in his argument, namely that
properly speaking “no craftsman errs” (340e), Socrates does not dispute the point, but uses it to
build his case against the sophist. The analysis to which Socrates subjects the concept of selfknowledge appears to be a peculiarly Socratic kind of analysis, not one that we have any reason
to expect of Critias.
As Critias is in danger of losing the argument, he offers an alternative account:
temperance is a knowledge of good and evil (174b). Socrates complains that this is not a further
explication of a science of sciences, but a new definition altogether (174d). He does not take the
trouble to examine this definition on its own merits, but rejects it as inconsistent with the line of
inquiry he has been pursuing with Critias.
This definition seems to connect with Socratic practice also. When Socrates applies his
principle of self-knowledge in the Apology, he points out that he does not know that death is an
evil, but he does know that deserting his post and disobeying orders are evils (Ap. 29a-b, cf. 28de). Whatever the precise nature of Socratic self-knowledge, it presupposes an ability to judge
what is good and evil, and to recognize things that we do not know whether they are good and
evil. In the Euthydemus Socrates explores with young Clinias how to be successful and happy.
There he first identifies the good with wisdom (sophia–used interchangeably with epistêmê and
phronêsis, 281b and e), the bad with ignorance. He later goes on to identify the art needed for
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happiness as one combining a knowledge of how to make things and how to use the things made
(289b). This art, which is the kingly art, must produce something good for us (292a). But since
we know the good is a kind of knowledge, and it is itself a kind of knowledge, the kingly art
must “produce no other knowledge (epistêmê) than itself” (292d). Amazingly, in this political
art that we all need to be successful and happy we find this same kind of self-referential quality,
and the same content: a knowledge of producing knowledge. In the Euthydemus Socrates is
conducting a protreptic discussion meant to lead Clinias to a better understanding of philosophy
and of how to conduct his life. Socrates closes the discussion (a dialogue within the main
dialogue) with an invitation to pursue the promising trail of inquiry to its end. (Euthydemus and
Dionysodorus are not interested.) In the Euthydemus Plato features the mysterious art of
producing knowledge as the goal of the Socratic method, perhaps the holy grail of the Socratic
elenchus itself. In the Charmides, however, Socrates abruptly dismisses the connection between
self-knowledge and value theory as irrelevant to the project.
What is Plato doing in having Socrates reject Socratic or quasi-Socratic accounts of
virtue? Minimally, of course, he is exploring the implications of these accounts. He could be
offering criticisms that he believes can be refuted, or he could be proposing arguments that he
thinks are decisive for overthrowing the accounts. There are, in any case, serious problems for a
Socratic theory of virtue. Briefly, here are some propositions that seem to comprise such a
theory:

1.

The good life results from living in accordance with virtue.

2.

Virtue is knowledge.
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3.

The relevant knowledge consists in knowing what one knows and what one does not
know.

4.

This knowledge includes a familiarity with the good.

5.

The good is knowledge.

The claim (2) that virtue is knowledge is well attested in secondary accounts, and it appears in
the definition of courage in the Protagoras (360d). As we have noted, (3) that wisdom or
knowledge is a knowing of what one knows and does not know is found in the Apology, by all
accounts the most Socratic of Plato’s compositions, and (4) seems to be entailed by what
Socrates says about his knowledge. Proposition (5) can be gleaned from Socrates’ exploration of
value theory in the Euthydemus: it is not enough to possess good things. If we do not know how
to use them, they can be harmful to us. Only knowledge makes good things good for us, while
ignorance makes them bad. Hence knowledge is the real intrinsic good (281b-282a, 292b).
The problem that emerges from this formulation of Socratic virtue is that it seems to be
viciously circular: virtue is knowledge, which entails acquaintance with the good, which is
identical with knowledge. How do we give an object to knowledge, and content to the notion of
the good? Plato himself provides a criticism in the Republic–where, if anywhere, he seems
intent on developing his own comprehensive philosophical theory–of such a view

Do you think there is any advantage in having every possession, but the good? Or
to think everything else without the good, not having any thought of the noble and
good? . . . Furthermore, do you know that the many think pleasure to be the good,
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while the more sophisticated think it is wisdom (phron‘sis)? . . . [T]hose who
hold this view cannot explain what wisdom is, but are forced in the end to say that
it is knowledge of the good . . . as if they criticized us for not knowing the good,
and then they turned around and spoke to us as if we did know it. For they say it
is a knowledge of the good, as if we understood what they were talking about
when the uttered the word ‘good.’ (Rep. 505a-c)

In the Republic Plato sees a dilemma in value theory: either the good is pleasure, as the many
think, or it is knowledge, as the more educated think. If it is knowledge it can only be
knowledge of the good, which traps us in an explanatory circle. If it is pleasure, since there are
good and bad pleasures, we have explained nothing. Plato appears to be making a pointed
criticism of Socratic value theory as he develops his own positive account.
Behind the obvious problem of specifying what the good is, there is a deeper question of
moral justification at stake. When we seek to justify moral choices, or, more broadly, a life of
moral choices, where does the justification end? Does it end with a moral principle, or with a
non-moral principle? If it ends with a moral principle, we have the satisfaction of making
morality in some sense autonomous: we avoid reducing it to some non-moral domain and
subjecting it to some sort of non-moral laws and contingencies. On the other hand, moral
principles are notoriously controversial and intractable to common methods for arriving at a
consensus; the principle we identify as the ultimate foundation of moral evaluation may turn out
to be indefensible. Indeed, if we simply identify the principle of morality with something like
The Good, we may also find that our principle lacks any real content that could provide a basis
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for judging actions. If our justification ends with a non-moral principle, we may find some
objective means of determining the applicability of that principle, and thus providing a noncontroversial starting-point for moral evaluation. Yet to identify a non-moral principle as
foundational seems to be to reduce the moral to the non-moral, the normative to the nonnormative, the prescriptive to the merely contingent. Further, if the standard of action is nonmoral there is a danger that morality will turn out in the end to be merely prudence or selfinterest of some type–which seems precisely the kind of thing that moral choice has to contend
with.
For instance, suppose I am confronted with Lazarus the beggar. Do I give him a coin or
not? According to the “more sophisticated” theory, I appeal to Wisdom, or knowledge of the
Good. Perhaps I say it is good to give to the needy, and give Lazarus the coin. But what is the
Good, and how do I know what action conforms to it? To give it content, it seems I would need
to introduce some criterion; but the criterion is either moral or non-moral. If it is moral, then I
need some further explication of it; if it is non-moral, then morality is no longer autonomous.
Perhaps then the good is to be identified with pleasure, as the many think. But whose pleasure is
to count? If I give the coin to Lazarus, he will be able to buy pleasure in the form of food; but I
will lose the pleasure the coin might have brought me. Is the point the greatest pleasure for the
greatest number? But in the case in point, only two person are concerned, persons with
conflicting interests. Perhaps the coin will bring Lazarus more pleasure; yet if I am an
epicurean, I may be able to appreciate the pleasure it will bring me more than he will appreciate
the pleasure it will bring him. Yet, one wants to object, there is something else that demands of
me to give the coin no matter what my capacity for pleasure as compared to his–and this is
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precisely the moral dimension of the situation.
The present challenge is not unique to Socratic-Platonic philosophy: it arises sooner or
later for any moral theory. But Plato seems to be fully cognizant of the challenge in the
Republic, and he seems to see the difficulties it poses for a “sophisticated” moral theory such as
Socrates’ as well as for those it poses for a crude moral theory such as he seems to think
hedonism offers. As Plato sets up the problem of moral justification in the Republic, he
criticizes (through the challenge of Adimantus)* all those who seek to justify morality on the
basis of the non-moral advantages it brings us: fruit on our trees and wool on our sheep, as
Hesiod promises. Morality should be founded on something other than personal prosperity. It
is controversial how successful Plato is in providing his own answer to the challenge of why one
should be moral. But more to the point at present is the question, what sort of answer do the
Socratic dialogues give to the problem? Indeed, is there a coherent answer to be found? And if
there is, is it Plato’s, or Socrates’, or does it belong to both?

II

In the early dialogues Socrates is a staunch supporter of traditional moral values, which he seems
to think will emerge from an elenctic examination of people’s everyday beliefs. But he has no
explicit value theory, and provides no foundations for the values he prizes. In the Republic Plato
produces a foundational value theory, with the Forms serving as absolute values and unvarying
reference points for moral discourse, all illuminated by the transcendent power of the Good.
Without a theory such as this, Plato seems to think, the Socratic project of supporting moral
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responsibility through an appeal to reason is doomed to failure.
But is that the tacit message of the Charmides? In the absence of a positive statement by
Plato we cannot say for certain. But at least in the final recapitulation of the argument Socrates
seems to offer no hope for saving the interpretations advanced in behalf of temperance as selfknowledge:

We accepted many points that did not follow from the argument. For instance we
agreed that [temperance] was a science of science, though the argument did not
support or bear this out. And we further agreed that it was the aim of this science
to know the objects of the other sciences, though the argument did not support
this, so that we might grant that the temperate man had knowledge of the things
he knew that he knew and the things that he did not know that he did not know.
We agreed on these things most extravagantly, without considering that it should
be impossible to know in some way what one does not know at all . . . (175b-c).

While there are dialogues in which Plato seems to hint at the possibility of a solution, Socrates’
recapitulation in the Charmides seems more like a post mortem than a hopeful prognosis. In at
least one other dialogue, a Socratic definition is destroyed: at the end of the Laches (195a ff.)
Socrates disproves Nicias’ definition of courage, that seems to be identical to the one Socrates
had advanced in the Protagoras.
Is it one of Plato’s aims, then, in the early dialogues merely to reveal the weaknesses of a
Socratic position and to point us towards a satisfactory resolution of those weaknesses in a new
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Platonic theory? That depends in part on whether Plato provides a way of resolving the
problems of Socratic theory in a Socratic ways within the Socratic dialogues. And it seems that
there are hints in the early dialogues of a Socratic answer to the problems Plato raises. The most
pressing problem is to provide some content to the notion of the good that is presupposed by
saying that virtue is knowledge, with that knowledge being understood to be a knowledge of
good and evil. How can Socrates say that he has such knowledge or that anyone else might have
it?
In the early dialogues Socrates is committed to valuing the moral goods more highly than
non-moral goods. In the Crito he says, “Therefore, according to what we have agreed, this is
what we must examine: whether it is right for me to try to get out of prison without the
permission of the Athenians, or whether it is not right. And if it is right, we should make the
attempt, but if not, we should not. But the considerations you have brought up about expenses
and reputation and child-rearing [are irrelevant]” (48b-c). Socrates’ commitment to moral goods
is noble, but it leaves open the question as to how it can constitute knowledge. There is,
however, at least a partial answer to the question in the Crito itself. The personified Laws
examine Socrates (and Crito) concerning a possible choice to have Socrates escape prison. They
show them that if Socrates escapes, he will be doing harm to the Laws of Athens, contrary to his
principles never to do harm. In short, the action contemplated is inconsistent with Socrates’
moral position as developed through reason and argument. It has been proved elenctically that to
escape prison is wrong.
But, an objector can point out, all this shows is that Socrates cannot escape prison and
remain consistent to his principles. What establishes that his moral principles are themselves
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right? To be sure, he argues at times for various principles, but in the end they too are justified
by being shown to be self-consistent. Behind all this is the assumption that we can specify the
good independently of the argument itself; but when we examine the argument, we find only
logic and consistency.
Plato does, however, show us how it might be possible to escape the circle. In the Crito
Socrates argues that life is not worth living if the body is wasted by disease; but since the soul is
more valuable than the body, it is even more evidently true that life is not worth living if the soul
is corrupted by vices (47d-e). Our aim, he points out, should not be merely to live life, but to
live the good life, which is equivalent to the just life (48b, cf. Rep. I ad fin.). It appears that
Socrates is firmly committed to some sort of basic value theory in which the soul counts for
more than the body, and the goods of soul significantly more than the goods of body. The
priority of soul can be based on the principle that my soul is most really what I am, much more
than my body.
We could establish Socrates’ defense of virtue if we could connect it with his valuation
of soul. In one sense, this seems trivially easy: The soul is more valuable than the body; the
virtues are goods of soul; hence the virtues are more valuable than any physical goods. The
problem is in specifying what kind of traits of soul virtues are. If virtue is knowledge, and the
relevant knowledge has as its object good and evil, then we are still in a circle. But now Plato’s
argument about goods of soul hints at a solution. As the proper and valued state of the body is
health, so there must be a proper state of the soul, one that corresponds to health. Notice that this
psychic health is, strictly speaking, a non-moral good, a state of well-being, soundness or
wellness that has no direct reference to right actions. If we can identify psychic health with the
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possession of virtue, we will have grounded moral goods in a non-moral good, and potentially
subjective states in an objective reality.
Now, however, we may be going too far. The account we have just given is strongly
reminiscent of Plato’s argument in Republic IV that virtue is health of soul. Plato develops an
elaborate account of the soul as consisting of three parts, corresponding to the three classes of
the ideal state, to show that a conflict in the parts of the soul would produce psychic corruption
and spiritual ill-health, whereas harmony of the parts produces spiritual well-being. Yet the
complex soul is notoriously a Platonic doctrine of the middle period. Can we make sense of
Socrates’ hints in the Crito without the complex soul?
Perhaps we can. In the Gorgias Socrates points out to Callicles that if he does not accept
Socrates’ views, he will be in a wretched state:

Either refute her [philosophy] and her claim that I just defended that to do
injustice and get away with it is the worst of all evils; or, if you leave this view
unrefuted . . . Callicles will not agree with you, Callicles, but will be out of tune
with you throughout your whole life. (482b)

The worst psychological state recognized in the Socratic dialogues is the worst logical state:
inconsistency. To be “out of tune” or inconsistent is to be in a state of logical schizophrenia: one
says one thing on one occasion, and a contradictory thing on another; one verbally acknowledges
some principle, but acts contrary to it in practice. The arguments Plato adduces in Republic IV
on the perils of psychic disharmony and the advantages of psychic harmony apply to the states of
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inconsistency and consistency envisaged in the early dialogues. But Socrates in the early
dialogues does not need a complex soul to make his point. Virtue is its own reward, vice its own
punishment in view of the logical order of the soul. Virtue is logical harmony, vice logical
chaos.
If the preceding argument is right, we have made sense of the claim that the good is
knowledge: knowledge is a (non-moral) good insofar as it is the state of the soul in which the
soul functions properly. Virtue is knowledge, knowledge is itself the good state of soul. But
how does one get virtue? By making one’s beliefs consistent. Typically this will consist of
eliminating false beliefs that are incompatible with the true beliefs one has. And how will one
eliminate false beliefs? By submitting to an elenctic examination, or perhaps better, a series of
such examinations.
But in what way is the knowledge that constitutes virtue self-knowledge, a knowledge of
what one knows and does not know? In a certain sense the elenchus is precisely a test of what
one knows and does not know. If one’s beliefs are refuted and exposed as contradictory by the
elenchus, then one does not know what one is talking about (and the subject is always moral
knowledge). If, on the other hand, one can maintain one’s views without being refuted, one has
knowledge–or perhaps so. The problem, of course, is that consistency does not guarantee truth;
the examiner may have failed to expose the weakness of a position. But there is a way to test a
position. In the Crito Socrates entertains the contradictory option to his staying in prison:
suppose he decides to escape from prison. What is the argument then? The Laws show him that
he cannot maintain that option consistently with his principles (which have been tested
previously, and repeatedly). The contradictory option is defeated and he is left with his original
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decision in place, supported indirectly by the elenchus. He knows that he knows it is best not to
escape from prison.
The argument of Plato’s Charmides does seem to point forward to Plato’s rejection of
Socratic moral psychology. But the early dialogues are rich enough to indicate how apparently
extravagant Socratic claims could be defended systematically. In the Charmides we glimpse the
complex position Plato takes towards Socrates: he explores his methods and positions with a
view to criticizing them; but even as he exposes their weaknesses, he leaves a record of their
philosophical complexity.
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“And All the Men and Women Merely Players:”
Speed Dating as Performance
Speed dating is a recent trend for urban singles across the United
States. Typically held in a restaurant or bar, speed dating is an activity in which
singles have (on the average) three minutes to get to know eachother. After
the three minutes are up, a timer sounds and each participant moves on to talk
with the next person. The philosophy behind speed dating is that, much like a
director holding auditions, a single knows within a few minutes whether they
are interested in seeing someone for a second time.
This paper argues that speed dating is a form of performance. Not only
does speed dating mimic an audition, but it also involves costuming and
improvisation. The costume design is almost invariably planned to show off one’s
best
physical qualities, but the single’s motivation behind each short, improvised
date varies. Depending upon the perceived attractiveness of the person who
is sitting across from them for each three-minute segment, singles choose to
perform the part of their best self or their worst self. Like any actor,
performers in speed dating cannot “become another person.” Instead, they use
their
creative resources to build a character with the tools of self that they
already possess. Finally, speed dating follows a traditional dramatic structure,
featuring a conflict, crisis, climax, and conclusion.
As Shakespeare noted three hundred years ago, there are elements of
performance not only in the theatre, but in “all the world.” Generally speaking,
this paper examines what we can learn, as theatre scholars and practitioners,
from the performance of identity in every day life.
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Acting O U t
Role Playing as an Innovative Model for Teaching Professional Practice
The art of acting presupposes three phases: understanding a part, intuiting a part, and
contemplating the essence of a part.
Franz Grillparzer (1791–1872), Austrian author. Notebooks and Diaries (1820)

"People learn best by doing things, not by being passive recipients"
(Lander et al, 1995; Modell and Michael, 1993; Schank and Cleary, 1994).

INTRODUCTION

The transition from the classroom to the profession is not always easy for architecture
students and has long been a challenge faced by the educational system in most
architecture schools. Central to this dilemma is the commonly lamented disconnect
between practice and academia. 1 The first semester of the Professional Practice
sequence at our school involves innovative approaches to helping students make a
more meaningful transition to the professional arena of architecture. The core of this
course involves role-playing or “acting out” as a means for allowing students to
develop an understanding of the day-to-day professional realities encountered in
contemporary practice.
THE CASE FOR ROLE PLAYING AND ACTIVE LEARNING
Many students have become comfortable with a passive role in the learning process. In
reviewing learning situations, Astin (1985) found that learning environments that required
active rather than passive student participation led to a more fruitful learning
environment.2 One way of providing a more successful situation for learning involves
role-playing. This technique provides a motivating context for educating students.3 Roleplaying provides a participatory experience that enhances learning in several important
ways. Students engage in specific scenarios requiring them to integrate learning in a
very direct way and to participate actively in the process of learning. Role-playing
employs experiential learning in that “….the greater the student’s involvement or
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engagement in academic work or in the academic experience of college, the greater his
or her level of knowledge acquisition and general cognitive development.4
Role-playing is useful in classes that strive to bridge the gap between classroom theory
and real world experiences. This teaching methodology unfortunately is rarely seen in
architectural education.5 It is important to create an environment to hang theory on.
Assigned roles humanize the world of practice and offer scenarios for critical thinking.
ACTING OUT WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF A SPECIFIC PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
COURSE
In this professional practice course, interactive instruction de-emphasizes the traditional
role of the teacher and encourages the learning and listening of the students. The students
in the class create "firms", complete with firm histories and profiles. The "firms" design an
office practice, assemble a design team complete with consultants, produce a marketing
brochure, determine fees and services, develop project delivery schedules, participate in a
mock final selection interview before a prospective “client.” Invited professionals enhance
the real world aspects of the course. All the above fosters collaboration, communication and
leadership skills.
To a certain extent the course evolves throughout the semester incorporating the essential
elements of a play or drama. The course introduces plot, characters, themes, language,
and performance. Students are asked to research, create, make and demonstrate mastery
of the course objectives and go beyond mere knowledge of facts. The course goal is to
cultivate independent learning, provide a link to the real-world workplace and to deal with
the “growing disjunction between the academy and the world6 of professional practice.”
Group interaction and collaboration is also an important part of the class. It helps the
architecture student to understand its importance in the profession. “There is simply no
doubt that architecture is, in fact, a team sport……….” 7 To that end and, for better or for
worse – the students are required to struggle with the challenges of this reality.
An important course requirement is in an event designed to simulate the architect selection
process for a public commission. In this “drama” each “firm” competes for a “public
commission” before a selection committee by putting on what is known in the architectural
community as a “dog and pony” show. Playing the role of the “selection committee” are
panel of practitioners, faculty members and facilities planners. At the conclusion of the
“firm” presentations, each “performance” is critiqued and the most successful “firm” is
awarded the commission. The end result of this process is a very concrete experience for
the architecture student. In addition professionals connect with students, providing
invaluable real world experiences and evaluation -- helping to bridge the gap between
academia and the profession.
The class is organized into a series of assignments, events and play scenarios. (Fig. 2)
Some are related to “learning the lines” to take part in the role-play. Others are designed so
that the student is in part, researching their character” and doing “background research” to
strengthen the play-acting.
SUMMARY OF CLASSROOM PROJECTS (fig. 2)
Casting: The first class assignment involves the process of developing several “firms”
within the classroom. Students have their own “casting call” and divide themselves into
groups and start to assign “roles” for each member.
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Prologue: As an introductory exercise in role-playing, students are asked to create a
performance that makes a statement about their firm’s philosophy of practice as it relates
to:
Architecture as an art,
Architecture as a business and/or
Architecture as a client service.
In a manner this serves as the preface to the final performance. It also creates a sense of
bonding within each “firm”. Performances may take the form of rap, satire, comedy, poetry,
music, or theatre....
Case Study: To strengthen role-playing, each “firm” is required to interview and prepare a
case study of an existing architectural firm. They must present a thoughtful compilation of
the following selected examples of information on the selected firm:

Number of employees; Number of years in operation; Organization Chart/hierarchy; Firm
History; Management philosophy/structure;
Areas of expertise; Design Philosophy.
Design Awards; Personnel Statistics;
Number of employees; Number of years in operation; Organization Chart/hierarchy; Firm
History;Management philosophy/structure;
Areas of expertise; Design Philosophy.
Design Awards; Personnel Statistics;
Marketing strategy; Community Service/Professional & Civic Affiliations
Firm Organizational Structure: Based on class lectures and readings -- each “firm” is asked
to design an organizational and legal structure for their practice. In addition, they must
determine the salaries of all employees using the most current A.I.A. Salary Report.
Choices for each firm’s structure include:
Project Team Structure.
Studio Structure.
Departmental Structure.
Project Manager Structure.
Hybrid Structure.
In playing these parts they are required to provide abbreviated resumes for each classmate
in the firm.
Marketing: Each “firm” is asked to prepare a marketing brochure and/ or website that
"paints" a broad brush "portrait" of their practice – complete with images and a description
of at least five (5) projects done by their “firm” as well as a list of the top Ten Reasons to
hire their firm.
Project Team and Services: Each firm is asked to prepare a Project Team chart that
includes the client, key members from their staff, basic service consultants such as MPE,
Structural and Civil consultants and any additional service consultants.
Additionally they must prepare a list of basic and additional services for a specific public
commission. This work becomes the “props” for the mock final selection jury.
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Project Delivery Methods and Scheduling): Students prepare a Project Delivery Schedules
based on the following three scenarios for a specific public commission based on:
A Conservative Design Bid Build Project Delivery Schedule.
An Aggressive Design Bid Build Project Delivery Schedule.
A Construction Management Project Delivery Schedule.
The Dog and Pony Show: Students participate in a mock final selection interview for a The
commission. Most of the previous work form important elements of this performance.
CONCLUSIONS
Each assignment in this Professional Practice course employs various role-playing and active
learning strategies. They are also and designed to deal with a specific set of practice related
objectives for learning (fig. 1). Most of the assignments are incorporated in end of the semester
“dog and pony show”. By the creation of four or five “firms” an atmosphere of healthy
competition is shaped. We have been fortunate enough to use real life upcoming public
campus building projects that local architects are actually in the process of competing for. The
Office of Facilities Planning in charge of all university construction and architects often provide
access to the user groups and program information. Additionally they graciously allow the
students to be present at the selection interviews. In this way students learn from these
presentations before the classroom mock selection juries.
The response from many students has been positive. The general feeling is that this teaching
strategy was beneficial because rote regurgitation of facts was not the focus of the class. The
creativity and excitement during the formulation of the classroom “firms” was enjoyed by most of
the students. Role-play did pose a noteworthy problem for the more introverted student. But it
helped them to realize the importance of oral communication and leadership abilities in the
profession. Other drawbacks were apparent when the collaborative process broke down
between the students within a firm or the tendency of a few students to rely on the work and
effort of others rather than their own. To offset some of these problems, considerable time must
be invested in the initial planning and monitoring of students' preparation and communication
with each other. Role-play involves a considerable amount of interaction between the instructor
and the student.
While an understanding of specific pedagogical issues is required, students are encouraged to
critically evaluate the course topics. Students are not just memorizing information but also
actually examining alternative notions of what the profession should embrace. The strength of
this course is that it permits students to imagine “what can be” or where our profession may be
headed while “ acting out” what they have learned.
Valerie S. Goodwin, R.A.
Assistant Professor in Architecture
Florida A & M University
School of Architecture
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ABSTRACT
UNDERSTANDING HUMANKIND’S PLACE IN CREATION: ALTERNATE EXEGESES
ON THE HEBREW WORD KABASH, AND THE COMMAND TO SUBDUE THE EARTH
David K. Goodin

The almost universal understanding of Genesis 1:28 within Judeo-Christianity,
and the command to subdue the earth, is that humankind is meant to subjugate nature
under a divinely sanctioned dominion, placing it in the bondage of human mastery. This
is the legacy from the historical translations of that verse, wherein the Hebrew word
kabash has most often been represented by the English word “subdue” – a word used
throughout the Old Testament to signify military conquest, slavery, and even sexual
violation (e.g., see Hiebert 2000:137). It is in this light that Christianity has historically
envisioned humankind’s relationship to the earth, taking divine license for the
uncontrolled exploitation of nature at the expense of all other life forms within creation
(White 1967). Notwithstanding, the potential exists that this disastrous environmental
legacy of Judeo-Christianity may in fact be a result of erroneous presumptions about the
literal and contextual meanings of kabash in biblical verse. Accordingly, the subject of
the paper is to present new and independent analyses of kabash in an effort to determine
its true meaning and proper translation.
The first exegesis reexamines the contextual usage of kabash in the Old
Testament, providing alternate translations for each of its 13 occurrences within biblical
text. From these examples, a case is built for a spiritual (intra-personal) association of
this word in which religious persons are called upon to redefine themselves in relation to
an external standard established by God. It is argued that that kabash denotes a bond, but
not one of subjection. Instead, in a figurative sense, kabash more closely related to a
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familial bond, a bond of unity between God and the land (e.g., Numbers 32:22),
humankind and God (Micah 7:19), the King and his Queen (Esther 7:8), parents and their
children (Nehemiah 5:5), and humans with the earth (Genesis 1:28). There is also an
added subtext to the word, that being spiritual restoration (Micah 7:19) and spiritual
elevation (Zechariah 9:15). And thus it is concluded that this “bond of unity” also
conveys a certain sanctity for those bound through kabash. In addition, that kabash
perpetuates and manifests the power of God through an intermediary to an entire region
so bound (e.g., 2 Samuel 8:11).
The second exegesis presents a structural analysis of the first creation narrative,
the specific context of Genesis 1:28. In examining the wordplay of the Hebrew text, it is
argued that poetic strings are present in Genesis 1:22, 1:28, and 2:3 (the last verse of the
first narrative), and that through this poetic linkage, phonemic alliteration is established
between kabash and its sound-alike counterpart qadash, a word which signifies “to
sanctify” or “to consecrate” (Strong’s no. 6942). Through this and other structural
analysis techniques, it is argued that kabash is not a commandment to conquer and
subdue creation which God called “good”, but rather a directive for humankind to have a
spiritual relationship with the earth.
Through these alternate exegeses, the paper argues for an ecologically-focused
identity with Judeo-Christianity, that humans are to manifest a spiritual relationship, a
sacred accord, with nature all of its bio-diversity.
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UNDERSTANDING HUMANKIND’S PLACE IN CREATION: ALTERNATE EXEGESES
ON THE HEBREW WORD KABASH, AND THE COMMAND TO SUBDUE THE EARTH

The almost universal understanding of Genesis 1:28, and the command to subdue
the earth, is that humankind is meant to subjugate nature under a divinely sanctioned
dominion, placing it in the bondage of human mastery. This is the legacy from the
historical translations of that verse, wherein the Hebrew word kabash has most often been
represented by the English word “subdue” – a word used throughout the Old Testament
to signify military conquest, slavery, and even sexual violation (e.g., see Hiebert 2000,
137).

It is in this light that Christianity has historically envisioned humankind’s

relationship to the earth, taking divine license for the uncontrolled exploitation of nature
at the expense of all other life forms within creation (White 1967).
However, such translations of kabash, and the subsequent impact upon the verses
in which it appears, are constructive interpretations only, not a literal transcription from
the ancient Hebrew. Biblical scholars, in their efforts to translate the often enigmatic
texts, have at times arrived at strikingly different translations of the Torah, resulting in
the numerous versions of the Bible available today, each claiming particular authority
based upon their translation sources and/or methodologies.
It is my intent to challenge the historical translations of kabash, and to examine
the corresponding ramifications for Genesis 1:28. To this end, two exegeses of kabash
will be presented, each developed independently in order to substantiate the conclusions
presented herein.
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Background
Kabash is a rarely used word, appearing only 13 times in the entire Old
Testament, and as a result, the meaning of this word is far from certain. Biblical scholars
have identified kabash as being from a primitive root word implying “to tread down,”
and hence negative in its implications (Strong’s no. 3533). Previous analyses on its
contextual meaning have arrived at the conclusion that this word most often denotes “to
put another into subjection or bondage” (AHRCa). But such conclusions should not be
presumed to be incontrovertible. It should be remembered that the Hebrew word radah,
which refers to dominion, is also from a primitive root word which literally means
“treading down” (Strong’s no. 7287). However, the literal implication from its parent
root is modified by several factors including the added characters that form the word,
other biblical verses through which the implied meaning can be cross-referenced, and the
study of the exact context where the word is found, and thus radah is commonly
translated as “to rule” or to have “dominion.” And so, while radah and kabash share
similar roots, they appear to produce entirely different denotations: one noble and the
other despotic.
This one example typifies the complex nature of the ancient Hebrew, which
unlike modern Hebrew, utilized pictographic characters to construct its vocabulary. Such
a system of symbols, roughly analogous to Egyptian hieroglyphics, is inherently poetic
due to its use of figurative imagery rich in subtext, but this non-literal and extinct
language (in its original form) also poses problems for translators.

Context is as

important as word construction to decipher its intended meaning in the verse.
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As indicated in the opening paragraph, the meaning of kabash is pivotal in JudeoChristianity for determining humankind’s intended role in creation. Consequently, the
disastrous environmental legacy of Judeo-Christianity first identified by Lynn White, Jr.
(1967) may in fact be a result of erroneous presumptions about the literal and contextual
meanings of kabash in biblical verse. Accordingly, a new and independent analysis will
now be performed for kabash in an effort to determine its true meaning and proper
translation.

Exegesis One: Contextual Analysis
The most literal application of kabash, where the “tread down” association from
its root word is readily apparent, is in Zechariah 9:15 (refer to Table 1). Notwithstanding,
Zechariah 9:15 has been an exceptionally problematic verse for translators, and as a
result, the various scholars have arrived at strikingly different interpretations.

For

example, the GOD’S WORD translation reads as follows:

The LORD of Armies will defend them. They will destroy and trample
the stones used in slings. They will drink and shout as if they were drunk.
They will be filled like a sacrificial bowl [used for sprinkling] the corners
of the altar.
Contrastingly, the Revised Standard Version of the Bible translates the same
passage this way:

The LORD of hosts will protect them, and they shall devour and tread
down the slingers; and they shall drink their blood like wine, and be full
like a bowl, drenched like the corners of the altar.
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The overall tone and messages in these two examples could not be more disparate.
The first depicts a joyous celebration of peace under divine protection, while second
portrays a horrific scene of carnage and bloodlust. The essential confusion in how to
translate the verse arises from the uncertain definition and implications of the verb
kabash.
The Webster’s Bible, the World English Bible, the New Century Version, the
Douay-Rheims Bible, the Good News Bible, the New Living Translation, Third
Millennium Bible, the King James, and the New King James Bible all portray the enemy
being subdued or destroyed with sling stones. The Young’s Literal Translation, however,
has the sling stones themselves being subdued. And lastly, the GOD’S WORD, Darby
Translation, American Standard, and the New American Standard Bibles all interpret
kabash as “treading down” the sling stones, possibly implying that the weapons of war
are to be discarded, or that their enemies will be impotent to cause them harm.
This one example, perhaps more so than any other, illustrates the problematic
nature of translating kabash.
Robert Jamieson, A. R. Fausset and David Brown in their 1871 work entitled
Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the Whole Bible address the translation of this
verse. With respect to portion of the text involving kabash and sling stones, they indicate
that the proper translation is “tread under foot” the stones hurled by a foe. They draw
support for this conclusion from other biblical verses, notably Job 41:28 and 1 Samuel
25:29. Notwithstanding, it is very significant to note that there are more common words
available to denote “tread down,” including darak (Strong’s no. 1869, denoting treading
forth or upon, and often used in a military context) and ramac (Strong’s no. 7429,
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denoting to tread down or to trample). Therefore, it can be concluded that the rarer word
kabash was chosen to convey a particular meaning and subtext.
The book of Zechariah is well known for its use of poetic word play (see
Wolters 2000), and it includes entire chapters devoted to poetry, including Zechariah 9.
The poetic context where kabash is found is a passage written to be spiritually uplifting
and positive, as it prophesies the coming of the Messiah:
“Behold, your King is coming to you; He is just and having salvation,
lowly and riding on a donkey”
Zechariah 9:9 (cf. Mathew 21:5)
This signifies the specific context of Zechariah 9:15 is the triumph of the Jews
through the Messiah, in that:
“The Lord their God will save them in that day, as the flock of His
people. For they shall be like the jewels of a crown, lifted like a banner
over His Land – For how great is its Goodness and how great its beauty!”
Zechariah 9:16-17
Kabash, therefore, speaks directly to the character of Christ. Thus, whether this
verse is understood literally or symbolically, it cannot be the intention of Zechariah 9:15
to depict the Messiah facilitating a brutal military conquest in which the slain enemy
bodies are eaten, and their blood ingested like wine. A spiritual and wholly positive
association must be present with kabash.

Accordingly, kabash must be understood

through a spiritual paradigm, and this necessitates a change in how the root word is
envisioned.
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“Treading down” brings to mind the image of conquest, the exertion of physical
power over an adversary. But in a spiritual context, the onus is instead directed inwardly;
it is an action that is intended to redefine a religious person’s relationship to divine
principles. Therefore, “treading down” should be seen as the personal elevation of an
individual over an external challenge, and not the subjugation of another. Stated another
way, the corresponding reciprocal action of treading down is to establish oneself in a
greater relative position with respect to an external standard. Thus, the action of kabash
results in an internal (intra-personal) change; it is a redefinition of self in relation to God.
There is an interplay of this proposed spiritual meaning for kabash together with its literal
implications in Zechariah 9:15. The verse signifies that the people have ‘risen above’
adversity (a spiritual progression in relation to the profane world), treading over enemy
sling stones as well as their own discarded weapons of war (the corresponding physical
event), being empowered through a protective and joyous communion with God, which is
depicted in the subsequent phrases of Zechariah 9:15-17.
Kabash is shown to be the means for a divine communion with God, as the verse
draws a direct parallel between kabash and the ritual of altar consecration. But violence
and bloodshed are not required, for the text shows the spiritual activity being an entirely
intra-personal phenomena: the people drinking and shouting as if intoxicated, being full
with the experience like a sacrificial bowl, and finally feeling consecrated like an altar –
thereby becoming ‘one’ with the sacred. Further, it should not be inferred that this
passage involves a poetic cannibalism analogy (as used in the Revised Standard Version),
as this would be exceedingly inappropriate: the Torah describes the practice as appalling
(cf., Lamentations 4:10). Deferring to a comparable example from Catholicism, reading
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any inference or subtext of actual cannibalism in ritual of Holy Communion would be a
misinterpretation of the true dynamics taking place (to be discussed further in Chapter 4).
This analysis now moves on to the next examples where kabash occurs in biblical
text, the passages where this word is related to enslavement.

Quite surprisingly, a

positive association can also be found here. This is because in every instance in which
this word is used, and without exception, the kabash slavery is immediately condemned
(by God, a Prophet of God, or in one case a Jewish leader) as a deplorable subjection of
another (refer to Table 2). Kabash is therefore never used to justify slavery – it always
denotes a deplorable enslavement. Translators have historically overlooked this fact,
even though it is a common characteristic of the ancient Hebrew that the meaning of
words can drastically change contingent upon their association with other words. For
example, barak is a word that can denote “to bless,” “blaspheme,” or even “curse”
depending on its context (Strong’s no. 1288, cf. Genesis 12:3 and 1 Kings 21:10). In the
same way, the direct evidence from its contextual usage suggests that the word kabash,
when used in association with slavery, signifies a condemned enslavement.
In supporting contrast, kabash is also used to denote a bond of unity between a
territory and the Israelites (see Table 3). But as will be immediately noticed, kabash is
often used in these cases to describe a condition following military conquest, hence the
common translation of “subdue.” Yet kabash is never used to describe the military
conquest itself, but rather its outcome. Further, the context is that the land has been
brought under the control of a righteous agent of God. It can therefore be concluded that
in these circumstances the word kabash signifies a bond of unity between a people, a
land, and God – a bond in which God’s direct influence is extended through his agents to
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that territory. It is also clear that the writers wished to convey a message in which kabash
signifies an accord, a reconciliation of a portion of creation into its proper order (cf.,
Joshua 18:1-3 where the kabash lands are deemed an inheritance from God). And so,
returning for the moment to the issue of slavery and its association with kabash, it
appears that this combination of words is intended to denote situations where evil men
have broken the ‘bonds of unity’ discussed above between God, His people, and their
lands, or between parents and their children (Nehemiah 5:5). Stated simply, this pairing
of disparate words is intended to signify a disruption of the sacred order.
The positive spiritual association of this kabash can also be found in Micah 7:19.
Kabash in this verse is commonly translated as “subdue” or “conquer,” though these
translations fail to accurately convey the intention of the passage. “Our iniquities” are
not to be simply constrained or subjugated, but rather removed and transcended so that
religious persons can unite with the Divine. Consequently, in this context, the most
logical translation is ‘to bind’ our iniquities, which then becomes the ‘sin offering’ (an
alternate translation of the word chatta’ah, Strong’s no. 2403) thrown into the sea in the
following line of this verse. However, the verb ‘to bind’ is more logically represented by
the Hebrew word chabash (original word: xbx; Strong’s no. 2280). Therefore, it must be
concluded kabash (original word: xbk), a much rarer word than chabash, was chosen to
convey a particular meaning and subtext. In this case, it can be concluded that kabash is
shown to have restorative and reconciliatory connotations. Therefore, this word would
translate with a double meaning, that being literally “to bind” (so as to become the sin
offering), and also figuratively as a reconstitution of the spiritual bond to God.
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Further clarity is found in the last biblical citation where this word is used, Esther
7:8. In this case, the word kabash has often been associated with an attempted rape. It
should be noted however that the passage is unclear whether Haman was petitioning the
Queen for a reprieve from his pending execution, or attempting to assault her. In either
case, it can be argued that Haman transgressed against the King by secretly confronting
his wife. Further, if this new supposition that kabash denotes a special ‘bond of unity’ is
applied, the passage is clarified: Haman was being accused of attempting to break that
bond of unity (possibly the marital bond itself) between the King and his wife. The word
in this verse would therefore translate as ‘to conspire’ (with or against) the Queen.
This first exegesis suggests that kabash does indeed denote a bond, but not one of
subjection. Instead, in a figurative sense, it is more like a familial bond, a bond of unity
between God and the land (e.g., Numbers 32:22), humankind and God (Micah 7:19), the
King and his Queen (Esther 7:8), parents and their children (Nehemiah 5:5), and humans
with the earth (Genesis 1:28). There is also an added subtext to the word, that being
spiritual restoration (Micah 7:19) and spiritual elevation (Zechariah 9:15).

It can

therefore be concluded that this “bond of unity” also conveys a certain sanctity for those
bound through kabash. But not only that, kabash perpetuates and manifests the power of
God through an intermediary to an entire region so bound (e.g., 2 Samuel 8:11). In
certain ways, kabash appears to parallel the English word ‘love’ – a word that has a
specific meaning, but is used in widely diverse applications and expressions depending
on its exact context (e.g., the love between parent and child, the love that exists between
spouses, the love of a person for their country of origin, and the love people feel for
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God). Supporting evidence for these conclusions is found in the poetic structure of the
first creation story.

Exegesis Two: Structural Analysis
The use of poetic word play is a common element of the Old Testament, a
characteristic that is not always apparent in the translations. Some of the techniques of
word play hidden in the ancient Hebrew include paronomasia and anagram puns,
bilingual word play with Aramaic terms, Janus and double polysemy, orthographic
derivations of root words and phonemic alliteration (see Schorch 2000; Rendsburg 2000).
True to its oral tradition, the written Hebrew text is interwoven with hidden meanings and
subtle implications within each constructed word, verse, and passage. The Torah was
written to be a living document of incredible complexity and depth.
With specific respect to Genesis 1:28, we find a hidden poetic interplay of similar
sounding words (i.e., phonemic alliteration) within the following:
Then God blessed them, and said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, fill the earth
and subdue it, have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and
over every living thing that moves on the earth.”
The key Hebrew words of this verse are as follows:
Barak

(phonetically: baw-rak’ ) meaning to bless, or to kneel before

Parah

(phonetically: paw-raw’) meaning fruitful, Strong’s no. 6509

Rabah

(phonetically: raw-baw’) meaning multiply, Strong’s no. 7235

Male

(phonetically: maw-lay’) meaning fill, replenish, or consecrate

Kabash

(phonetically: kaw-bash’) meaning spiritual bond

Radah

(phonetically: raw-dah’) meaning dominion
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The rich word play becomes apparent in the phonetic pronunciations of the
Hebrew words. However, it is very noticeable that kabash does not quite fit – even
though first syllable does support the overall continuity, the second syllable is rather
coarse within the flowing text.

This assertion is supported the fact by there are more

suitable words for the poetic string, which can also be translated as “subdue.” For
example, the Hebrew word radad (phonetically: raw-dad’, Strong’s no. 7286) denotes
subjugation, and may be used in the context of conquering, or to describe God’s wish for
a King to rule over his subjects (cf. Psalm 144:2 and Isaiah 45:1). Likewise, the word
kana (Strong’s: 3665; phonetically kaw-nah’ ) can also be used to designate subjection or
conquest (cf. Psalm 106:42 and 2 Samuel 8:1). Therefore, if it were the intent to convey
a message that the earth was to be conquered or ruled over by humankind, then the
logical and poetic choice of verbiage would have been either radad or kana. But the
author chose differently.
The reason why is found elsewhere in the first creation story. This is because the
poetic string does not end with Genesis 1:28; it is revisited in Genesis 2:3. In this last
verse of the first creation story, God blessed and “sanctified” the seventh day. The
Hebrew word for sanctify is qadash (phonetically kaw-dash’ ), a word that can also mean
“to consecrate” (Strong’s no. 6942). It is here where we find the phonemic counterpart
and poetic resonance for kabash.
Genesis 2:3 recreates the poetic string of Genesis 1:28 by including the word
barak, which means “to bless” (literally, “to kneel before”), a word that appears in both
verses. This particular word is used a total of three times in the first creation story, and it
always begins a poetic string (cf. Genesis 1:22). In this last string, barak is coupled with
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qadash, which exemplifies another element of the first creation story, the pairing similar
sounding words and/or words that have roughly comparable meanings (cf. fruitful and
multiply, without form and void, et al.). However, for the first time, a new word is
introduced, that being qadash, the obvious sound-alike counterpart to kabash in Genesis
1:28. The poetic intent of the word pairs can be to mutually amplify and reinforce the
meanings of the similar words, or perhaps to create an air of ambiguity for spiritual
reflection (e.g., image and likeness). Likewise, it can be concluded that kabash is meant
to have a certain poetic resonance with qadash, which means to sanctify or consecrate.
It should also be taken into account that the Hebrew word male, a word directly
paired with kabash in Genesis 1:28, beside its familiar translation “fill” or “replenish,”
can also signify “to consecrate” (Strong’s no. 4390, cf. Exodus 28:41 and Exodus 32:29).
This brings the analysis to the final poetic element of the first creation story, the use of
double meanings for certain words. Janus parallelism, a type of polysemy where a word
reflects the meaning of text that proceeds, and then has a different meaning for what
follows, is a common poetic technique within the Torah (see Noegel 1996). A classic
example of Janus parallelism (also known as polysemous parallelism) is found in the
Genesis 15:1:
After these things the word of the Lord came to Abram in a vision, saying,
“Do not be afraid, Abram. I am your shield, your exceedingly great
reward.”
The word for shield (magen, Strong’s no. 4043) in this verse also can be
translated as “benefactor” in order to allow for the poetic transition to the next line of the
verse; the original Hebrew text would have lacked the vowel denotations, proving this
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verse with an intended poetic ambiguity over the two possible word associations
(Rendsberg 1980, Noegel 1996).
In much the same way, the double meaning of male (“fill” and “consecrate”)
provides a similar transitional bridge for Genesis 1:28 (i.e., the Janus parallel), allowing
the elements involving fecundity to evolve to the divine nature of dominion at the end of
the linear poetic string. This conclusion is supported by the verbose character of Genesis
1:28, with the pairs of similar words, which further facilitates the poetic transition for
both the reader and the audience. For these reasons, kabash appears to also fit within the
evolving poetic transition: the alternate meaning of male, that being to consecrate,
appears to parallel and compliment the word kabash.
A connection is also present between kabash and radah, the word for dominion.
Genesis 1:28 is a linear string of divine commands, a series of tasks which culminates in
dominion. Kabash stands out as not only the word that precedes dominion, but it also
appears to occupy an intermediate step towards dominion – that is to say, humans must
kabash the earth before attaining dominion. Thus, through both a literal inference and
through the poetic word play, kabash is textually linked to radah.

This is most

significant because in Genesis 1:26, radah is explicitly associated with the “image and
likeness” of God. And thus, this second exegesis arrives at the following conclusions:

●

Kabash must have a meaning that compliments qadash, so as to be consistent
with the word play and poetic structure of the first creation narrative.
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●

Kabash must be the Janus parallel counterpart for male, bridging the transition
from fecundity to dominion in the poetic string of Genesis 1:28.

●

Kabash immediately proceeds and is linked to the word for dominion, and must
therefore also be contextually related to Genesis 1:26 where dominion is
associated to the “image and likeness” of God.

These conclusions now must be reconciled with the traditional definition of
kabash as “to bring into bondage” (AHRCa). The only logical solution is that the
“bondage” must not be one of subjection, but rather it must be a positive and spiritual
bond – a bond that unifies and imparts a certain sanctity upon both the person and the
subject.
The flowing word play, together with the positive tone of the entire creation story,
all convey that kabash must likewise be part of the poetic beauty of Genesis 1 – any
element suggesting enslavement, subjugation, or sexual violation would be strikingly
disharmonious. Kabash is therefore not a commandment to conquer and subdue creation
which God called “good,” but rather a directive to have a spiritual relationship with the
earth in our dominion. In this way, we can exemplify the “image and likeness” (Genesis
1:26) of our mutual Creator.
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Conclusions
By these alternate exegeses, it can be concluded that the current understanding of
kabash denoting bondage or enslavement is not correct. Instead, this word must denote a
positive type of bond, a bond exhibiting the following characteristics:

1)

It is akin to the marital bond (Esther 7:8), and the bond between parents and their
children (Nehemiah 5:5).

2)

It signifies a bond of unity between God and a territory (e.g., Numbers 32:22).

3)

It has a meaning that compliments male and qadash, both of which can imply “to
consecrate.”

4)

It is linked to the “image and likeness” of God through the word for dominion in
Genesis 1:26 and 1:28.

5)

There is an added subtext to the word, that being spiritual restoration (Micah
7:19) and spiritual elevation (Zechariah 9:15).

6)

Kabash is used in context where slavery is condemned (e.g., 2 Chronicles 28:10,
et al.).

7)

And lastly, it signifies a relationship between humanity and the earth (Genesis
1:28), akin to the aftereffects of conquered territories which have been brought
into accord with God’s purposes, but not denoting the conquest itself.

With these conclusions in mind, it is now possible to arrive at a proper translation.
Put simply, kabash literally signifies the establishment of a spiritual bond of unity – to
become ‘one’ with God or another (such as a king with his wife, or a parent with their
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child). At the level of the individual, this is an action that provides for intra-personal
elevation (again, the corresponding reciprocal action of “treading down”; i.e., to establish
oneself in a greater relative position with respect to the profane), requiring the subject to
‘rise above’ an external challenge or overcome personal limitations (Micah 7:19). Thus,
kabash also brings one close to the divine – it sanctifies. At the collective level, and with
respect to Genesis 1:28, kabash is a command to establish a spiritual relationship, a
sacred accord, with the earth; this is the stage wherein dominion is to be manifest.
Kabash is the action intended to perpetuate and manifest the power of God throughout
creation, with humankind being the intermediary.
This proposed new understanding of kabash is drawn-out and exhibited, with all
of its poetic subtext and resonance, within the following translation of Genesis 1:28:

God blessed them, and told them, be fruitful and increase, fill (male) the
earth, consecrate (male, the double meaning) her1 and be bound to her
(kabash), elevating yourselves in holiness through her (kabash, the double
meaning which resonates with qadash), and journey with creation to learn
in your dominion (radah) …

With respect to the novel figurative translation for radah and dominion (AHRCc),
it should be recognized that subjects of our dominion in the first creation account are the
animals only, not the earth in its entirety; the text clearly establishes that humanity’s
1

In Genesis 1:28, the word kabash includes the feminine suffix (that is to say, “subdue her”), with the
object being the earth (AHRCb). In the ancient Hebrew language, there was no neuter form of words, only
masculine and feminine nouns; as the earth is designated feminine in Hebrew, the literal translation of the
phrase is “subdue her” (John Benner, electronic correspondence, September 2003).
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relationship to the earth is determined by kabash, while radah denotes our relationship
with the animals. In addition, if the second creation narrative in Genesis can be looked to
for insight on this differentiation, then it is apparent that the animals were created so that
Adam would have a “helper comparable to him” (neged ‘ezer; Strong’s no. 5048, 5826),
not subjects to be ruled over like a king (cf. Job 5:23). This extrapolation however is
only tangent to the main thrust of this analysis, understanding kabash.

The true

significance of dominion shall be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
For Jews and Christians, kabash strikes to the heart how we see God – is He
loving and protective, or capriciously cruel and vindictive? The translation of kabash
reflects this question, as we were created in His image. This subtle psychological point is
the final supporting evidence for the conclusions presented herein: if God is good (cf.
Psalm 100:5), then likewise so must we be in our care and protection of the earth, which
God also called good (Genesis 1:10 and 1:31).

Phenomenological Perspective
The question that must now be addressed is why would such a message be woven
into the creation story. For the answer, we have to look no further than to Mircea Eliade
(1907-1986), a renowned historian of religion. Eliade described the essential nature of all
religions, and moreover the “ontological thirst” of every religious man, is to “imitate the
paradigmatic work of the gods, the cosmogony” (i.e., imitiatio dei), by consecrating a
portion of the profane world, thereby recreating the sacred order from chaos, and
imprinting the imago mundi onto their reality (Eliade 1957, 47-65).

This is often

symbolically manifested in the act of settling in a new territory, wherein the consecration
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serves to “open communication between the cosmic planes” to allow for communion with
the sacred, and the manifestation of the sacred in their lives (p. 63). This universal
ontological aspiration, to form a bond between the profane and sacred realms, is the true
essence of the Hebrew word kabash. Though Eliade did not make reference to these
examples, this dynamic is clearly evident in the biblical passages where kabash is used in
context of conquered lands. And even more so, the “profound nostalgia … to live in a
pure and holy cosmos, as it was in the beginning, when it came fresh from the creator’s
hands” (p. 65) is the exact sentiment in Genesis 1:28, when humankind, newly formed
and created in the image and likeness of God, inherits this new territory called the earth.

The Torah’s Ecological Laws
These conclusions on kabash are supported by the Torah’s ecological laws that
show the earth and its non-human life are indeed included within the religious
community. Most notably, Judaic law requires a Sabbath for farmland every seven years
(Leviticus 25:4), and a Jubilee every fifty years (Leviticus 25:11), during which it is not
permitted to sow the fields. While what grows of its own accord may only be gathered
for the immediate needs of the land’s residents and farm animals, the remaining land
resources are explicitly intended for the chay (Strong’s no. 2416), the wild animals
(Leviticus 25:7). Similarly, Judaic law requires the sharing of a portion of the yearly
harvests with wild animals, in addition to travelers and the poor (Leviticus 19:9-10).
Though it is not explicit, the intent of leaving crops in the field to rot is unmistakable:
even foragers and farmland vermin have rights. The Torah makes clear that the land
belongs to the Lord, that humans are only “strangers” and “sojourners” upon it, and
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therefore we may not consider the land to be wholly our property (Leviticus 25:23). It is
therefore the duty of every religious person to manifest that inclusive ‘bond of unity’ with
the earth and all of its non-human life as a selfless act of devotion to God.
Accordingly, the dictum “you shall not muzzle the ox while it treads out the
grain” (Deuteronomy 25:4)2, besides its literal application for animal rights, also serves
as a powerful parable warning humankind to be inclusive and humble in our dominion; it
is a rebuke that transcends the ages and impacts with stark relevance on modern
ecological matters. As cited above, the Torah requires the sharing of land resources with
the wild animals. But regrettably, humankind has ignored the dictum from Deuteronomy
as well as the other ecological mandates from the Torah, and so countless species have
been driven to extinction, at times literally starved to death from destruction of their
habitats, all as a result of our selfish greed for the land and its environmental resources.
Historical translation errors have lead our Judeo-Christian heritage to become a
bane for the subjects of our dominion, the species within nature which ever-increasingly
are becoming endangered.

But hopefully, these erroneous perceptions about

humankind’s role in creation will change. In their place, a new understanding should
emerge wherein kabash is seen as an admonition, a moral obligation forever inscribed in

2

The Apostle Paul makes reference to this verse in 1 Corinthians 9:9-11 to substantiate the right of Church
leaders to partake of the material wealth from the Church, going as far to proclaim “is it oxen God is
concerned about?” Notwithstanding, his claim certainly does not preclude Judaic interpretations of this
verse, and for that matter other understandings within Christianity. To wit: Jewish mystics in the middle
ages developed the fourfold exegetical tradition, referred to by the Hebrew acronym PaRDeS, which
understood the verses in the Torah to have four levels of spiritual meaning (Katz 2000): literal (Peshat),
allegorical (Remez), homiletical (Derash), and mystical (Sod). Christian scholars, including Origen and
Augustine, utilized an almost identical approach to exegetical interpretation (Katz 2000). Both the
Christian and Jewish scholars held that the exegetical approaches were not hierarchical, in that one could
not be considered superior to another, but rather each had its own validity and thereby supported the other
(Katz 2000). Accordingly, it is my position that the Apostle’s allegorical interpretation of the subject verse
does not invalidate the homiletical application presented herein.
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the Torah, cautioning us – rather, warning us to ward against selfishness and indifference,
and commanding us manifest the “image and likeness” of our Creator through our
relationship, our bond of dependence and unity, with the Earth, and all of her inhabitants.
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TABLE 1 Kabash in Biblical Text
Verse

Textual Usage

Characterizationa

Apparent Meaning

Gen
1:28

… fill the earth and subdue
(kabash) it …

To be determined

To be determined

Num
32:22

And the land is subdued
(kabash) before the Lord …

Positive

“Bound unto” in a righteous
context (see Table 3)

Num
32:29

… and the land is subdued
(kabash) before you …

Positive

“Bound unto” in a righteous
context (see Table 3)

Josh
18:1

And the land was subdued
(kabash) before them …

Positive

“Bound unto” in a righteous
context (see Table 3)

2
Sam
8:11

King David did dedicate to the
Lord … all the nations which
he had subdued (kabash)

Positive

“Bound unto” in a righteous
context (see Table 3)

1 Chr
22:18

…and the land is subdued
(kabash) before the Lord…

Positive

“Bound unto” in a righteous
context (see Table 3)

2 Chr
28:10

“And now you propose to
force (kabash) the children of
Judah and Jerusalem to be you
slaves…

Negative

A condemned enslavement
(See Table 2)

Nem
5:5

“we are forcing (kabash) our
sons and daughters to be
slaves …”

Negative

A condemned enslavement
(See Table 2)

Est
7:8

“Will he also assault (kabash)
the queen . . .”

Negative

“To conspire,” with or against

Jer
34:11

…and brought them into
subjection (kabash) as male
and female slaves …

Negative

A condemned enslavement
(See Table 2)

Jer
34:16

“…brought them back into
subjection (kabash), to be
your male and female slaves”

Negative

A condemned enslavement
(See Table 2)

Continued on next page
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TABLE 1 — Continued
Verse

Textual Usage

Characterizationa

Apparent Meaning

Mic
7:19

He will again have
compassion on us. And will
subdue (kabash) our
iniquities. You will cast all
our sins (chatta’ah) into the
depths of the sea.
… subdue (kabash) the
slingstones …

Positive

“To bind” in such a manner that
the iniquities are removed and
transcended, thereby providing a
reconstitution of a figurative bond
of unity with God

Positive

“To elevated above” an external
trial, in a manner that brings one
into righteousness

Zech
9:15

SOURCE: All scriptural references are taken from the New King James Bible, unless otherwise
noted in this paper.
a

Characterization is a general assessment by this researcher of the implication of the word within
the verse where it is found. That is to say, “positive” implies that kabash has a beneficial or
desirable significance in that verse, while “negative” equates to an adverse or undesirable
repercussion associated with this word.
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TABLE 2 Kabash and Slavery
VERSE

KABASH DENOTED

VERSE

SLAVERY CONDEMNEDa

2
Chronicles
28:10

“And now you propose to force
(kabash) the children of Judah
and Jerusalem to be you slaves;
but are you not guilt before the
Lord your God?”

2
Chronicles
28:11

“Now hear me, therefore, and return
the captives, whom you have taken
captive from your brethren, for fierce
wrath of the Lord is upon you.”

Nehemiah
5:5

“Yet now our flesh is as the
flesh of our brethren, our
children as their children; and
indeed we are forcing (kabash)
our sons and daughters to be
slaves, and some of our
daughters have been brought
into slavery. It is not in our
power to redeem them, for
other men have our lands and
vineyards.”

Nehemiah
5:6-8

And I became very angry when I
heard their outcry of these words.
After serious thought, I rebuked the
nobles and rulers, and said to them,
“Each of you is exacting a usury from
his brother.” So I called a great
assembly against them. And I said to
them, “According to our ability we
have redeemed our Jewish brethren
who were sold to the nations. Now
indeed, will you even sell your
brethren? Or should they be sold to
us?” Then they were silenced and
found nothing to say.

Jeremiah
34:11

But afterwards they changed
their minds and made the male
and female slaves return, whom
they had set free, and brought
them into subjection (kabash)
as male and female slaves.

Jeremiah
34:17

“Therefore thus says the Lord: ‘You
have not obeyed Me in proclaiming
liberty, every one to his brother and
every one to his neighbor. Behold, I
proclaim liberty to you,’ says the
Lord – ‘to the sword, to pestilence,
and to famine! And I will deliver you
to trouble among all the kingdoms of
the earth.”

Jeremiah
34:16

“Then you turned around and
profaned My name, and every
one you brought back his male
and female slaves, whom he
had set at liberty, at their
pleasure, and brought them
back into subjection (kabash),
to be your male and female
slaves.”

Jeremiah
34:17

“Therefore thus says the Lord: ‘You
have not obeyed Me in proclaiming
liberty, every one to his brother and
every one to his neighbor. Behold, I
proclaim liberty to you,’ says the
Lord – ‘to the sword, to pestilence,
and to famine! And I will deliver you
to trouble among all the kingdoms of
the earth.”

a

In each of the examples above, the kabash slavery is immediately condemned, indicating it is a
condemnable enslavement of another. Therefore, it is proposed that kabash should there be
translated as either “reprehensively force/forcing” or “unrighteous subjection” in each of these
cases.
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TABLE 3 Kabash and Conquered Lands
VERSE

KABASH DENOTED

COMMENTSa

Numbers and the land is subdued (kabash)
32:22
before the Lord, then afterward
you may return and be blameless
before the Lord and before
Israel; and this land shall be your
possession before the Lord.

Verse describes aftereffects of conquest, where the
subdued lands become the possession of the
Israelites as an inheritance, thereby extending the
power of the Lord to this region.

Numbers And Moses said to them: "If the
32:29
children of Gad and the children
of Reuben cross over the Jordan
with you, every man armed for
battle before the Lord, and the
land is subdued (kabash) before
you, then you shall give them the
land of Gilead as a possession.

Verse describes the allocation of lands that are to
be conquered. These lands were also deemed an
inheritance through which the power of the Lord
would be extended to these regions. Gad and
Reuben are two of the twelve tribes of Israel.

Joshua
18:1

Now the whole congregation of
the children of Israel assembled
together at Shiloh, and set up the
tabernacle of meeting there.
And the land was subdued
(kabash) before them.

In Joshua 18:2-7, the lands are given as an
inheritance to the 7 tribes not already given lands.
Joshua 18:4-7 describes the process of allocation.
Of note, the casting of lots is used in this process
(Joshua 18:6), a topic discussed in Chapter 4 in
relation to the exegesis of the Greek word
holokleros.

2
Samuel
8:11

King David also dedicated these
to the Lord, along with the silver
and gold that he had dedicated
from all the nations which he
had subdued (kabash)

The conquered lands are dedicated to the Lord,
thereby bound to God through His intermediary,
King David.

a

In each of the examples above, the kabash lands are deemed an inheritance for the twelve tribes
of Israel, or a righteous accord between the territories, the Israelites, and the Lord. The context is
therefore a noble; it is a reconciliation of the proper order intended by God (in the view of the
writers of the Old Testament). The word kabash therefore is problematic to translate fully and
succinctly into English. It is proposed that kabash be translated as “inherited from” (the Lord), or
that the land was “made ready” before them. In the case of 2 Samuel 8:11, the translation should
be that the land was “brought under his rule.” This should not however be construed as
revisionist changes to remove the violent connotations of the conquered lands. The explicit
violence of the conquests is still present (e.g., 2 Samuel 8:1-10). The point to be made is that
kabash describes the aftereffects of conquest (or the anticipated aftereffects), but never the violent
conquest itself as the English word “subdue” suggests. The translation changes are therefore
appropriate.
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Enhancing Student Leadership Skills Through
Participation in University Marching Band Programs
Reports on Issues Related to Teaching Arts and Humanities
Introduction:
Although the teaching of quality musical skills, technique, and fundamentals is
essential to the effective performance of a marching band, it is equally important that
students learn how to interact collaboratively, communicate effectively, and problem
solve in order to unite goals and work together as a large ensemble. Many students
involved in marching band at the university level have selected careers in music as
directors and conductors at the secondary level in the public schools. If the students are
unable to employ certain leadership skills, then the musical ensembles cannot function
together effectively, resulting in the inability of the ensembles to focus on basic musical
technique and skills that are essential to good performance. Thus, it is imperative that
students of music learn, not only the basics of music, but also the basics of leadership.
Educational leadership theory has been compared to the inner workings of a band
ensemble (Smith & Ellett, 2000). If it is assumed that directing a band program requires
certain innate leadership skills, then these skills should be enhanced during students’
academic careers. Recognizing that directing a band requires strong leadership ability,
school systems have required educational leaders—department chairpersons, athletic
directors, and band directors—to attend professional development in leadership theory
and practice (Strodl, 1992). These skills should be developed inherently through band
program involvement prior to the students assuming professional positions as conductors
and directors who are expected to know not only the music but also how to motivate and
communicate with members of an ensemble. Ammerman (1987) developed a program of
leadership development for use among members of high school bands. Although the
program has great merit, aspects are not easily adopted among colleges and universities
that undertake the professional preparation of future musical directors. The purpose of
this proposal, however, is to offer a viable program to be adopted at the collegiate level
that can enhance the leadership skills of students involved in marching band.
Program Model:
Due to the large size of the marching band ensemble, in this case with
membership of approximately 330, many layers of leadership exist within the
organizational hierarchy. The marching band director communicates with drum majors
who in turn communicate with section leaders who in turn communicate with members of
their section. At every level of communication within this hierarchy, effective leadership
is essential. In order to enhance the leadership skills of all student leaders within the
program the following components were employed:
Leadership Seminar: At the beginning of the marching band season, all section leaders
and drum majors attend a 2-hour interactive presentation, taught collaboratively by the
marching band director and an educational administrator, regarding leadership theory and
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practice. The session opens with students responding to and discussing prompts regarding
leadership theory. Characteristics and myths regarding leadership are discussed as well as
strategies for improving certain characteristics, such as communication, planning and
vision, and empowerment of others. The session ends with goal setting per individual
regarding leadership enhancement. The topics of the seminar were determined by the
results of leadership surveys (see below) distributed at the end of the prior marching band
season.
Student Leadership Survey: Developed collaboratively by former student leaders and
an educational researcher, the survey consists of 10 items covering topics such as musical
competency, marching competency, availability, professionalism, motivational skills,
knowledge, and communication. All members of the marching band respond to
statements on the survey per respective section leader and drum major using a 5-point
Likert scale that ranges from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The survey concludes
with open-ended prompts asking respondents to indicate strengths, weaknesses, and areas
of improvement for their respective leaders. The survey also asks the respondents to
comment on the selection and training of future leaders. Specific results of past iterations
of the survey will be shared.
Ongoing Meetings Among Student Leaders: In order to ensure that leadership skills are
being employed, the marching band director meets regularly with the student leaders
throughout the entire marching band season. The weekly meetings occur during the lunch
hour, in order to create an informal and open discussion. In addition to topics generated
by the director, the student leaders use these meetings to collaboratively problem solve
any issues or dilemmas that have occurred in practices or sectionals. Decisions made
regarding changes in policies are participatory. The marching band director acts as the
facilitator of these meetings; however, the students actually lead discussions on topics,
addressing any ongoing dilemmas in communication, expectations, and performance.
These meetings allow for the revisiting of theories of leadership that were discussed in
the introductory leadership seminar.
Student Leadership Feedback Sessions: At the end of the marching season, the director
meets with each student leader individually. Using the responses from the survey as the
impetus of the meeting, the director provides a leadership performance review for each
section leader, sharing overall mean scores on survey items and patterns of responses per
individual. In this participatory feedback meeting, the students are given specific
feedback about their individual strengths and weaknesses. The meeting allows for the
director to assist them in collaboratively creating a plan of action to improve on any areas
of weakness.
The strengths of the model of leadership enhancement offered through this program are
the constant ongoing interaction and the single-minded focus on growth and development
throughout the course of the entire marching season. Students are actively involved in
reflecting about their own leadership skills, and they are encouraged to improve their
skills in order to promote better collaboration among the members of their section, and,
ultimately, better performance that has been achieved through unified vision and goals.
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Actual tools such as copies of the overheads used in the presentation, the survey
instrument, and results of the survey will be shared in order to allow other educators of
future musical directors to adopt similar leadership components into their programs.
Significance of the Model:
Music only comes to life when the individual players perform together in a
collaborative effort that collectively conveys meaning. In a band environment, this can
only happen when the leaders of ensembles can interpret the music, transfer the
interpretation to performance, and communicate vision and goals. Often musical directors
are expected to possess the skills required to encourage an ensemble to work collectively,
skills such as motivation, communication, vision, and organization. When these skills are
taught to future musical directors as an ancillary component of a musical program, the
results can have a far-reaching impact on musical performance and competence of the
entire ensemble.
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AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL ANARCHIST’S APPROACH TO
VISUAL STUDIES
Dr. Justin Good
Institute for Liberal Arts and
Interdisciplinary Studies
Emerson College
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Boston, MA
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For the past several years I have been experimenting, at
Emerson College in my Ways of Seeing class, with different
ways to teach visual studies as an interdisciplinary
subject which is theoretically dense, while at the same
time addressing the aesthetic concerns of students studying
communication and performing arts. In this workshop I would
like to present some of my researches in this area,
including my use of the Google Image Search engine and
PowerPoint, my way of teaching serious theoretical texts in
ways that are accessible to performing arts students, and
ways of spanning the methodological divide between
explanation and exploration, or analysis and expression.
I. PEDAGOGICAL ROLES FOR IMAGES I present ways I have
incorporated the use of images in my classes to teach
theoretical texts on perception, using PowerPoint and
Google Image Searches.
II. THEORETICAL ANGLES ON THE PROBLEM OF SEEING, I present a variety
of theoretical aspects to the study of perception that have
generated productive and interesting debate and student
work in my classes, including James Elkins on blindness, E.
H. Gombrich on realism, Arthur Danto on conceptual art and
aesthetic experience, and Jacques Ninio on optical
illusions, Rudolf Arnheim on graphic design, and Marshall
McLuhan on hot and cold media.
III. MODES OF UNDERSTANDING. I present a variety of assignments
I have used to combine an analytic and expressive approach
to the investigation of seeing, including my Blindness
Project, where students must describe the visual
appearances of familiar environs while blindfolded in order
to explore the phenomenology of the Implicit and my
Transfiguration Project, which requires students to create
ready-made conceptual sculptures as a way to explore the
ontology of artifacts.

Paper abstract

AESTHETICS, INEFFABILITY AND NATURALISM
Dr. Justin Good
Institute for Liberal Arts and
Interdisciplinary Studies
Emerson College
120 Boylston Street
Boston, MA
vood@bu.edu
617.733.9270

ABSTRACT “Aesthetics, Ineffability and Naturalism”
OBJECTIVES This paper has two interrelated objectives. The
first is to look at three different theories of
ineffability in perceptual, primarily visual, experience,
and to raise some epistemological questions about how much
each way tells us about what it means to see. The ways I
sketch out are a) naturalistic, b) phenomenological, and c)
grammatical. I argue that these ways are not mutually
exclusive, and that we should understand them as aspects of
a conceptual physionomgy richer than any of them taken
alone. The second objective of the paper uses the results
of the first part to suggest a way for us to think about
the relationship between aesthetic experience and
perceptual experience naturalistically conceived, that
avoids the overly simplistic dualisms of
objective/subjective, or between vision and visuality.
METHODOLOGY My approach to analysis of the concept of seeing
is based partly on Wittgenstein’s logical investigations
into psychological concepts, partly on E. H. Gombrich’s
work on the problem of realism in pictorial representation.
My account of naturalism in the theory of perception is
based on an interpretation of the work of, among others,
Daniel Dennett and Ian Robertson, while I develop a concept
of seeing related to aesthetic interests in perception
based on Paul Valery’s definition of seeing as forgetting
the name of the thing seen.
OUTCOMES This paper offers a new perspective on how to
theorize the relationship between scientific and humanistic
aspects of perception. The value of this result lies in its
theoretical contribution to the philosophy of mind, as well
as its practical contribution to current debates about how
visual studies programs should be designed.
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In my research, I discuss the ways in which theater and dramatic text, with cross-cultural
content, is very important to theatrical education. Particularly, I describe the ways in which crosscultural ideas of racial identity and gendered labor are taught to audiences, as represented by the two
main characters, the half-White Indian Man and the full-blood Indian Woman. Ideas of truth, are a
theme throughout the play. Finally, I also discuss the importance of balancing imbalanced oppositions
through a series of shamanistic processes, involving characters and audience, essential to the
understanding of culturally shared beliefs. Diane Glancy’s “The Truth Teller” is an example of a play
that explores cross-cultural influences and socially shared biases while demonstrating the possibilities
of understanding other cultural ways of living and thinking.
This fall 2003, I am enrolled in the doctoral program in Performance Studies at the University
of California (Davis). I will be studying Contemporary Native American Theater. My area of interest
is Native American Drama and Literature.

Introduction
Theater seeks to educate an audience. In analyzing cross-cultural dramatic texts and
performance, one of the questions to ask is how cultural ideas are communicated to audiences
from another culture. Fish (1980) argues that “…there is no single way of reading that is
correct or natural, only “ways of reading” that are extensions of community perspectives”
(16). The same is true for a theatrical performance. Native American theater poses additional
issues: audiences consist of people who come from many cultural backgrounds and social
influences, and each audience member comes to a performance with various types of cultural
knowledge about a show. Because of such knowledge, audience members will have left the
show with their own interpretations about what messages, either cultural or moral, the
characters in the performance are conveying to them. And each interpretation is important to
what was seen in the performance because these ideas that have developed in the minds of
the audiences come to represent various social ideas among a group of people.
Connections between Anthropology and “The Truth Teller”:
Jeffrey Huntsman (1983) shows that theatrical performances with cultural contexts,
can have a significant impact on different groups of people because:
…Native American drama is by its nature celebratory of the essential being of the
community, emphasizing that ultimately all are affected by what the central participants
do. The community, the audience, is an integral part of the creative process before,
during, and after the fact of the performance, because the performance realizes an
aesthetic and metaphysical immanence of the society. (86)

Diane Glancy’s “The Truth Teller” is among one of the works of dramatic literature
in Geiogamah’s and Darby’s compiled anthology of Native American drama. What is
anthropologically significant about the play is its ability to present before an audience, issues
that contain cultural ideas of what it means to be a man and a woman, with a racial identity

and socially influenced ideas about the meaning of truth. Issues that involve gender and
racial conflict and solidarity have always been a part of the daily lives of people. As a result,
these issues affect how one thinks about oneself, other people and life situations. The play
also makes an audience think about what causes instances of social balance and imbalance. It
also makes an audience think about whether or not social changes that are imposed upon
people are good, bad or necessary in some instances. Also, the play has the potential to use
characters to direct certain messages about gender, race, and truth to a specific group in the
audience, and at times, to the audience overall. Furthermore, it is also capable of using the
splitting and imbalanced oppositions entailed in male versus female and Indian versus White
to bring the audience together as a community, by bringing awareness to various other shared
understandings about gender, race and truth, which exist outside of one’s social influences.
People who are aware of negative and positive perceptions of race and gender, may often
seek to bring forth positive social change, especially through theater education. The
playwright has made it crucial to bring emphasis to these issues, because no matter where one
comes from, ideas about gender and race will continue to shape the ways in which people
teach one another the differences between right and wrong, what results from social
imbalance versus balance, as well as the decisions and judgments that one makes about
people and situations in the midst of social interaction.
Scaffolding: Learning from Structural Oppositions
Les Pereira (1996) discusses the concept of scaffolding as a significant means of
transferring knowledge from the teacher to the learner. Pereira argues that scaffolding
entails:
“…the need to begin from the knowledge base of the learner. We start from where the learner is ‘at’,
utilize their background knowledge, set a context which they perceive to be relevant and build upon
their experiences and understandings. In this way, we help them to put together conceptual frameworks
with which they can work…It is important to bear in mind that the context must be applicable to the
learner; often the context presented to the learner is based upon the biases of the teacher.” (1996:26)

Artists have a significant role in the process of scaffolding ideas to the audience and
influencing how they think after a show. The characters of a play, as presented through the
artists, the playwright and actors, not only have roles within the play, but also important roles
that go beyond the performance. In a performance for a culturally diverse audience, some
characters may be conveying ideas to one group and other characters to other groups. Some
characters may be talking to women in the audience while other characters are talking to men
in the audience. There are also times when important messages about racial or gender
differences as represented through the characters are aimed at different segments of an entire
community because of disparate audiences.
It is especially important to emphasize that an artist’s meaningful character
interpretation helps to appropriately convey socially important messages. Actors are aware
that their audiences have a series of social biases. Therefore, the ways in which actors
choose to portray a character in a dramatic text with cultural context, will continue to shape
the social biases and influences of their audiences. In Native American theater, both the
artists and audiences make the process of creating and interpreting materials, which entail
both contemporary and traditional themes, an interesting one.
Structural Oppositions in “The Truth Teller”
This work illustrates the ways in which scaffolding functions in Diane Glancy’s “The
Truth Teller.” Inspired by Levi-Strauss’ (1983) structural analysis of “The Story of Asdiwal”
(146-197), I analyze “The Truth Teller” as a play with two main oppositions. Levi-Strauss
argues that the oppositions that occur in the story, show the various social values that exist
within society. In “The Truth Teller,” the oppositions in the play are obvious; the two main
characters, the half-Indian Man and full-blood Indian Woman display an opposition between
male and female and Indian and White. As the play progresses, it becomes apparent that

these opposed characters have educational functions for audience members. Diane Glancy’s
play can be used to show that structural oppositions as represented in drama, especially in
relation to gender and race, are very important to the ways that a culturally diverse audience
comes to share issues important to Native Americans, such as “truth,” “change,” and
“balance.” In the play, ideas of life and truth become centered on the naming of the baby—a
process to show what the true path will be, and where the Great Spirit will lead the baby.
Shamanism: from Structural Conflicts to Resolution
There are parallels between Glancy’s play and shamanism. In “The Sorcerer and His
Magic,” Levi-Strauss (1963) details the story of a Kwakiutl Indian who did not believe in
shamanistic power, nor in his ability to be a shaman until he got involved with shamans in the
community. He started practicing shamanism when people thought he was a capable
shaman. He shows that healing becomes a community ordeal (175-185). He writes:
…This fabulation of a reality unknown in itself—a fabulation consisting of procedures
and representations—is founded on a threefold experience: first that of the shaman
himself, who, if his calling is a true one…undergoes specific states of a psychosomatic
nature, second that of the sick person, who may or may not experience an improvement
of his condition and finally that of the public, who also participate in the cure,
experiencing an enthusiasm and an intellectual and emotional satisfaction which produce
collective support, which in turn inaugurates a new cycle. (179)

The characters as represented through the artist and the audience are involved in a
shamanistic type of activity. The sickness aspect of the drama lies at the center of the
conflicting oppositions that have not yet come to a resolution. The half-Indian Man and
Indian Woman are the shamans of the performance because they undergo a series of changes
or steps in order to reach the dénouement of the Man/Woman and Indian/White conflicts, at
which point, there is a “cure.” The role of the audience in the shamanistic process may entail
various cultural assumptions (which may at first be negative), about what they expect to see
in the performance. During the performance, they are educated through the characters, and

depending on which part of the audience the characters are addressing their messages,
whether it is the Indian, non-Indian or both audiences, the curing process comes when the
audiences involved learn from the characters new ways of viewing various aspects of life and
people. At this point, a healing process occurs. The experience becomes intellectual,
emotional, social and spiritual. The playwright shows that oppositions, while they can serve
an educational purpose, also need to be brought to a resolution before audiences can leave the
theater realizing that what has occurred as a result of splitting and synthesizing oppositions,
is a sense of community healing.
Theatre as an Educational tool for Memory:
David C. Rubin (1995) explains that one’s implicit awareness about certain
knowledge can often be influenced by outside knowledge that creates a new awareness of
cultural knowledge for the listener. He says:
“…explicit memory is also useful to educate people about events before they can be observed [and
that] cultural knowledge that can be codified in terms of language can be transformed from
knowledge that exists only as implicit memory to knowledge that exists as explicit memory.”
(191)

Because different segments of a community come to see theatrical performances that
contain various cultural ideas, they come to a show with various types of biases, pertaining to
what he or she thinks will be seen and heard on the stage. Like the two main characters in
the play, the audience will have already had socially influenced knowledge, which have
become part of one’s implicit memory about race, gender and truth. The play brings
significant insight to the ideas related to these issues, as reflected though the characters and
simultaneously, makes these ideas explicit for the groups in the audience. In turn, they
become affected by the cultural knowledge expressed to them through the dialogue of the
characters.

Inevitable issues presented in “The Truth Teller”

“The Truth Teller” brings to perspective some of the most important issues that are
cross-culturally recognized. Issues that involve gender and racial conflict and solidarity have
always been a part of the daily lives of people. Ideas about gender and race often influence
how people think of themselves in relation to other people in any society. Some people may
not be aware that they are social products of socially shared ideas, especially when social
influences are negative. People who are aware of negative and positive perceptions of race
and gender, may often seek to bring forth positive social change, especially through theater
education. The playwright has made it crucial to bring emphasis to these issues, because no
matter where one comes from, ideas about gender and race will continue to shape the ways in
which people teach one another the differences between right and wrong, what results from
social imbalance versus balance, as well as the decisions and judgments that one makes about
people and situations in the midst of social interaction.
History and contemporary eras have found ways to ignite and bring substance to the
ways in which people perceive ideas of what constitutes male and female as well as racial
identity and truth, hereby creating cultural products that either influence or reject these
varying perceptions and in turn, receive, accept and transfer through social interaction, what
aspects of these issues people feel are most applicable to who one is, where one comes from
and how one leads his or her life. The playwright makes it clear to audiences that issues of
gender, race and truth are some of the inevitable aspects of life, from which one must learn,
and she does so, through her portrayal of the two main characters, the half-White Indian Man
and the full-blood Indian Woman.
A Synopsis of “The Truth Teller”

Diane Glancy’s “The Truth Teller” tells the story about the fate of Native American
peoples. The play takes place circa 1800, Pine Country in the North Woods, an Indian

Village on the Upper Mississippi near a trading post. The stage it set for a maple-sugar camp
during spring, which is Act I. Act II is the fishing season during the summer. Act III is the
wild rice season during the fall, and Act IV is at a winter camp and the characters are in a
tipi. Among some of the props needed for the four seasons are birch-bark, raw hide ties, and
a hide stretcher.
The characters are a half-Indian Man and an Indian Woman with an additional cast of
dancers. The play is about journeys. Some of the important symbols to think about are the
Great Spirit, the four directions, references to certain animals, references to certain other
elements of the earth and nature, concepts such as truth (as depicted and not depicted on a
birch-bark scroll), dreams, storytelling, visions, elders, ancestors and grandfathers and
references to tricksters such as Windigo and Wenebojo. There are references to European
colonization, colors such as red and blue (as painted on a mask and a drum), Christ-like ideas
that are indirectly implicit in the play, the notion of what truth is and the naming of a baby at
the center of the situation of the two characters.

There are a series of connections and oppositions throughout the course of the
play, such as those between Man and Woman and Indian and White, which tie into one
another. These connections, oppositions, and concepts are about the idea that there are
obstacles in life, which everyone has to overcome. As a result, the play is also about
hardships. The play has a poetic tone through the stories the characters tell. The
dialogue compares White truth and Indian truth, and implies a balance between good and
evil. Because the play is about journeys, hardships, connections and oppositions, it is
important to talk about the four seasons as taking place throughout the play and its
connection to the Indian concept of the four directions. In the play, ideas of life and truth

become centered on the naming of the baby—a process to show what the true path will
be, and where the Great Spirit will lead the baby.
Why are Stories important?
Keith Basso’s (1996) research on the Western Apache tribes is an example of how
stories about history and landscapes can be used to criticize people who wrong other people
and themselves. His work also shows that stories convey to peoples of a society, the various
impacts that historical events can have on a contemporary society. He writes:
“Thus, by one insightful account, does the country of the past transform and supplant the
country of the present…let us call it place-making—does not require special sensibilities or
cultivated skills. It is a common response to common curiosities—what happened here? Who
was involved? What was it like? Why should it matter—and anyone can be a place-maker
who has the inclination.” (5). If place-making is a way of constructing the past, a venerable
means of doing human history, it is also a way of constructing social traditions and, in the
process, personal and social identities. We are, in a sense, the place-worlds we imagine.” (7).
[Also] historical tales have the capacity to thrust socially delinquent persons into periods of
intense critical self-examination from which (ideally, at least) they emerge chastened,
repentant, and determined to “live right”. Simultaneously, people who have been “shot” with
stories experience a form of anguish—shame, guilt, perhaps only pervasive chagrin—that
moves them to alter aspects of their behavior so as to conform more closely to community
expectations. In short, historical tales have the power to change people’s ideas about
themselves: to force them to admit social failings, to dwell seriously on the significance of
these lapses, and to resolve, it is hoped once and for all, not to repeat them.” (60).

Contemporary Native American drama has brought into perspective over the last few
decades the importance of telling stories about the past, present, and the past that is in the
present, so that people understand the realities of some of these issues and are not just
exposed to the idealized, glamorized, or stereotypical representations of Native Americans.
“The Truth Teller” is an example of a dramatic work that tells a story about an American
past, circa 1800, as reflected through the characters. “The Truth Teller” has stories within a
story. In “The Truth Teller,” the half-Indian Man and Indian Woman tell a series of stories
about the past, for example, with references to tricksters, that tie into the present situation of
the characters. The audience soon will learn that there are moral ideas to be gained from the

half-Indian Man and full-blood Indian Woman as storytellers. They also will learn that life is
often about facing journeys, hardships, connections and oppositions.
It is also particularly important to emphasize that stories often indicate how cultures
view one another, even when cultural perceptions of one another are often negative. Keith
Basso’s (1979) research also provides readers, a detailed account of the stories that Western
Apache peoples tell about the White man. These stories often entail jokes and imitations of
the White man, as a means of ridiculing the bad aspects about them, because of the social and
historical abuses, imposed upon Native Americans by Europeans. He writes:
“Whereas Whitemen are indisputably human beings, American Indian conceptions of ‘the
Whitemen’ are inevitably cultural constructions…and it should not be assumed that the
content of this symbol is everywhere the same.” (4) “…Every portrayal is unique, and what
this implies - obviously perhaps, but significantly nevertheless – is that joking imitations of
‘the Whiteman’ are more than just symbolic constructions. They are symbolic inventions as
well.” (14) [And] for whether we like it or not, the Apache, like other groups of Indians living
throughout the United States, regard Anglo-Americans as a problem, and some of the reasons
why may not be readily apparent. To be sure, Whitemen have stolen land, violated treaties,
and on numerous other fronts treated Indians with a brutal lack of awareness and concern.”
(81).

The audience will soon learn that in “The Truth Teller”, that both characters have
negative ideas that they deem, characteristic of Whites. The full-blood Indian Woman has
ongoing negative perceptions of the White man, throughout the play. Likewise, the halfIndian Man, has his own series of depictions of the White man, for example, as ignorant,
because they make marks of land and “poke around” all over it, trying to claim land as his
own. The Indian Man’s perceptions of the White man, are based on his travels with White
soldiers. In particular, these stories provide dramatic context about the history of Indian and
White relations, and also gender-related conflicts. Additionally, the audience will learn that
stories also serve as educational guides for dealing with obstacles in life, as well as
maintaining an open mind about any variety of shared belief systems.

Act I: Maple Sugar Season: Gendered labor and Social Conflict
The first act takes place in the spring and it is the Maple Sugar Season. In the
beginning of the first act, the woman puts a wood peg in the tree and ties her birch-bark
basket below it. Later, she takes the bucket, ties it over the fire. Stirs until the syrup
becomes sugar. The cradle board is near her (p.342).
Not only does the audience take notice of the activities in which she is engaging,
they notice some of the various objects that she uses and the processes that are occurring
with the objects. The birch-bark basket is associated with gathering, which is an activity.
She is collecting maple syrup, which comes from the tree, which is why she uses the
wood peg, in order to loosen the syrup, so that it can fall into the basket. Then she cooks
the syrup, so that it can become sugar. She gathers and cooks, which will be explained in
further detail, as gendered labor. She also has the cradle-board near her, which tells the
reader that she is a mother.
When the play begins, the Indian Woman is unhappy to see the Indian Man because
he was gone for almost a year. This leads to an argument. His reason for being gone for
most of the year is because he is guiding White soldiers across unfamiliar terrain. Her reason
for being angry with him is because she feels that it is dangerous to take on this task and that
he is being a traitor to the tribes by helping White soldiers. During the argument between the
Indian Man and Indian Woman, he tells her that while he was gone, he bought a steel trap
and a garter.
The Indian Woman lists a series of things that she wishes the Indian Man would do or
make for her, instead of buying a trap. She wishes he would kill a deer and make her a deer
antler rake. She wants him to paddle the boat while she gathers rice with her cedar rice
beaters. She also wants him to “dream a name for the child” (p.343), so that there will be

something to determine the baby’s path. She also wants him to repair her bear paw snow
shoe, chop firewood for her and trample the rice after she gathers it.
She also prefers that he finds some pine-pitch, bear grease and spruce gum, so that
her birch-bark basket won’t leak maple syrup. Pine pitch also seems to be a philosophical
notion about the who a person is. The Indian Woman says, “A name is the pine pitch that
holds you together.” (p.343). In a sense, it is a philosophical idea about keeping one’s self
together by knowing one’s past and history, in order to understand one’s future.
Furthermore, she would also prefer if he brought her “an iron-kettle from the fur traders
instead of their garters” (p.343), both of which are products of white culture.
Expectations of Gendered labor

Overall, not only is this her response to his absence in what she feels should be his
responsibilities, but it is also her response to the garter that he shows her. While, her role is
to gather and create, she wants him to take on other types of physically demanding work,
such as paddling and hunting. This is what she wants from him.
It is important to add that all of the things that she wanted him to do for her imply
that these are either male-related responsibilities or imply a sense of reciprocity; that is she
wants him to share the responsibilities that are related to the household, to being a
husband/partner and being a father. She does not want him guiding the people whom she
views as enemies, let alone coming back home with an item such as the garter, which can
make her think that he’s being, what she describes as “a half-breed traitor” (p. 343), or by
cheating on her, not even with a another full-blood Indian Woman, but with a White woman.
He tells her that he “[knows] the river and the way north to the headwaters” (p. 342), but she
considers what he is doing as “leading a storm to [their] door” (p. 342). She would have
appreciated seeing him come home with an iron kettle, which although it is a White

invention, it would have nonetheless added to the cooking items she has and made her
cooking-related responsibilities easier to deal with.
There are other gender-related oppositions as expressed by the Indian Man, which
can involve risking one’s life to do what is right. The Indian Man tells the Indian Woman
that his parents died within two days of one another. Then he continues to explain his dream
to her. He further says that his mother died during childbirth and his father died during a
hunting accident. In talking about how his father died, he implies that there is a duty among
men to provide for their families by hunting, which unfortunately, is how his father died.
There is another indication that tells the audience that his job is to take care of
hunting-related tasks. He is not seen hunting in the first act, but in the last act of the play, he
checks on his meat trap. In the first act, the audience sees that the Indian Woman makes
demands about what she feels his responsibilities are and should be. It is implied that there is
a gendered division of labor between the man and woman, as well as what is expected of men
and women in relation to fulfilling responsibilities. His father took on a life-risking job; he
died trying to take away life in order to ensure that the human lives of his family are well
provided for; that his family gets to eat. The mother died giving birth; died trying to continue
the reproductive life cycle. It is evident that the woman is expected to take care of household activities and generally that one of the responsibilities of a woman in this sense to bear
children for her male provider. In this sense, both the man and woman risk their lives by
fulfilling roles as providers.
It is interesting that the Indian Woman is providing all of the information on Indian
male gender roles, as expressed through her grievances to the Indian Man. And that while
she is complaining about his lack of interest in his home-related responsibilities, he justifies
his lack of interest by telling her that traveling with White soldiers, basically is his job.
However, the reason why she is the only character going into detail about male

responsibilities, is linked to the notion of balance. The Indian Woman is conveying to the
male audience that “going to work” should not be the only responsibility that a man considers
a job. She is telling the male audience that there are home-related duties that men should
consider to be as much of a job, and as much of a responsibility, as any job or responsibility a
man has outside of the home. She is telling the male audience to be considerate about
sharing the home-related tasks with one’s wife or partner. Interestingly, she also conveys to
the female audience the importance of expressing their viewpoints to their partners about
sharing responsibilities, and that one partner should not bear the burdens of fulfilling all
obligations entailed in home-related tasks.
Education about Indian versus White
The Indian Man is trying to educate the Indian Woman, while more or less, she
shows her lack of interest in everything he knows. As mentioned in the introduction, the
audience has an important role as receivers of information about both Indian and White ways
of life as represented by the characters. It is important to add that the Indian Man is trying to
educate the Indian audience about what he learned from White culture, as represented
through his dialogue to the Indian Woman. The following items that he tells her about, such
as a sock, are representations of what makes Indian tribal peoples distinct from White
cultures. For example, the doors that are made from deer hide, differ from the musket balls,
which are put into a sock, that are used to keep a door closed. Moccasins as a type of
footwear differ from socks, which are worn underneath a shoe, something of which the
Indian Woman is not aware. She is also not aware that the garter (white culture) is not a
headband, but an item worn on the leg. He also explains to her that a sock is a “thin
moccasin” [and] “the way the moon looks in the day sky. An image almost. A ghost
moccasin. That’s a sock.”(p. 344). In this explanation, he bridges Indian and White culture
by describing a sock as a ghost moccasin so that she understands it. Likely, what he means

by “ghost moccasin” is that a sock is a material that is sewn together in the shape of a foot
that is thinner than the type of material that is used for making moccasins, which come from
animal skin. He further notes that Indian stories are oral; White stories are written. For the
Indian Woman, if the stories are written “they can’t be stories then” (p. 344). The Indian
Man explains that Whites “[don’t] seem to have many stories to tell.” (p. 344). He further
explains to her in the same dialogue that one cross stands for the four directions and the other
cross stands for the Christian Bible, which is what his father wanted him to study, but he
preferred not to. He says that the Indian cross “stands for the four directions [and] it’s not the
kind of cross in their book.” (p. 345). What makes these Indian versus White oppositions
important is that they are cultural representations of the two worlds as the playwright depicts
them before the audience.
He also explains to her that “the white man doesn’t know how to hunt” (p. 344),
implying that Indian tribes are more aware of skills needed for hunting and coming back
home alive; recall that his father, who is White, died in a hunting accident. Yet the White
man “endures a winter with courage” (p. 344), knows how to use guns, knows how to use
math and a compass to measure geographical distance, and the Indian Man also mentions,
that he noticed their leader, taking notes in a book. With regard to guns, he explains that they
“can kill anything—man or animal—if they can hit it.” (p. 344). He describes guns
as sounding like thunder, and having stamina. Also, White cultures have numbers for
“telling how cold it is” [and] for how far they’ve gone”(p. 344). He implies in this
explanation that these are ideas that in his travels, he has learned from his interactions with
White soldiers, ideas that do not exist among Indian cultures. This part of the audience
education is significant because the Indian Man points out a series of flaws or lack of
knowledge that both cultures have. But, he also points out knowledge that one culture

possesses that the other does not have. Although she listens to him, she is still concerned
about the possible consequences of his actions.
Social implications of Gendered labor
Based on the dialogue, the following are implied about Indian men and women. The
information above implies differences between Indian cultural knowledge about ways of
living and religious belief and European cultural knowledge about technology. The
following notions are implied about Indian men. They learn about other ways of living and
religious beliefs through travel and social interaction. However, through cultural contact,
both Indians and Whites have the potential to learn about one another’s ways of life and
means of survival.
On the other hand, the Indian Woman does not have the same knowledge the Indian
Man does because she neither cares for it, nor does she travel. Rather, she is busy fulfilling
her role as a female provider by staying home, completing house-hold and nurturing-related
duties. What is implied about Indian women is that they have to stay sedentary because at
least one person has to tend to the house-hold and the nurturing of the children.
Although both the Indian Man and Indian Woman listen to each other, neither
character has yet come to one another’s terms about their interests. The Indian Man does not
realize that his obligation to the Indian Woman as a provider is important to her. The Indian
Woman does not realize his need to be helpful to White soldiers which in part, stems from his
personal sense of racial consciousness.
Wenebojo and the truth about gender, race and life
Toward the end of act one, the woman, while singing to her baby, tells a story of how
easy life was when “once the maple syrup fell like rain.” (p. 345). She further continues,
“Wenebojo, the trickster decided that was too easy. The Indian had to work. We had to
make an offering of tobacco. We had to put a small piece of wood into the tree so the sap

would run out. Catch it in a birch-bark basket. We had to cut wood. Boil sap for a long
time. Boil it until it is maple syrup. Boil some of the syrup longer until it is maple sugar.”
(p. 345). In the above speech, the Indian Woman implies a difference in gender-based
activities, even thought she uses the term “we” as in a collective situation, and not
specifically that men and women had to cut wood or boil syrup. However, in recalling her
demands to the Indian Man during the earlier part of the play, one notes that she would rather
that he chop firewood for her. Recall at the start of Act I, she is making maple sugar, and it is
in the same way as described in the above speech. Therefore, the gendered division of labor
is explicit in her explanation in how to make maple sugar.
The Indian Woman adds that life has become more difficult since the appearance of
the trickster, Wenebojo. She explains how maple syrup used to be, before the trickster came
and took the easy process away, and how maple syrup has to be obtained, which has imposed
difficulties on the Indian Woman’s house-hold and cooking responsibilities, and more
generally, on the responsibilities of gendered division of labor. The Indian Woman conveys
to the audience that because of the trickster, male and female duties pertaining to survival
have become more difficult. The gathering and cooking of syrup, which is the Indian
Woman’s job and the cutting of wood, which is what she prefers the Indian Man do, are
difficult because of Wenebojo. Perhaps the Indian Woman is conveying to the audience
through the Wenebojo speech that life is never easy and there is a reason for that.
Interestingly, the previous dialogue about thunder and storms between the man and woman,
tie in with how the first act of the play ends, which is with the Indian Woman’s last speech
about Wenebojo making life harder for people and the sound of thunder. Through thunder as
a symbol, the Indian Woman conveys to the non-Indian audience, that the coming of the
Europeans has made life more difficult for tribal peoples. Therefore, her last speech ends

with the sound of thunder, which reminds the audience how the Indian man describes guns
“They have a bigger gun that sounds like thunder.” (p. 344).

Act II: Fish Spearing Season: Gendered labor and a gradual balance
The second act of the play begins in the summer during the fish spearing season. The
setting is as follows: The Indian Man and Woman sit in the tipi for cover during the
thunderstorm. Later, during the dialogue, the Man paddles the canoe with his lure and spear.
The woman cuts the fish into strips and dries them. She also rakes the ground and gathers
wild onions, walnuts, and berries. (p. 346).
Recall that in Act I, the Indian Man and Indian Woman argue about why the Indian
Man is always traveling and helping White soldiers. One of the things she tells him is that
she wants him to for example, paddle the canoe while she gathers rice with her cedar rice
beaters. Also, a gendered division of labor is implied in Act I, in what he tells the Indian
Woman about how his parents died; his father died trying to fulfill his role as a provider and
his mother died fulfilling her role as a giver of life. However, in the beginning of the second
act, the gendered division of labor conflict, starts to change to benefit the Indian Woman.
This transformation from Act I to Act II is significant because of the contrast in Act I
from what the Indian Woman demands of the Indian Man, which is to help her fulfill
household duties to Act II, in which the Indian Man actually does. In Act I, one of the things
the Indian Woman tells the Indian Man, is that she wants him to “paddle the boat while [she]
gather[s] rice with [her] cedar rice beaters” (p. 343). Act II begins when the Indian Man
abides by her request, and he paddles the canoe with his lure and spear while the Indian
Woman cuts fish and dries it.
The audience gets a sense of the gender-related duties expected of a man or woman,
as represented in Act I and Act II, and that although the Indian Woman is tied to the
household duties of being a mother and a partner, she has also influenced the Indian Man to
take some responsibility of the house hold as well, by being responsible for his duties as a

male provider. The Indian Man takes on an activity that has to do with traveling, but he also
fishes to provide food for the Indian Woman, so that in turn, she can cut and cook it.
Through the dramatic representation of these differences in the Indian Woman’s grievances,
she tells male audience members about what is expected of a man by a woman. Also, she
tells the female audience to voice their opinions about these matters, as she has done with the
Indian Man. The play gives the audience a sense that the two characters need each other as a
means of balance in order to maintain household duties.
Thunder and Traveling
As in Act I, thunder symbolizes the woman’s ideas about life becoming more
difficult since the coming of White culture. She tells the Indian Man, “The thunder sounds to
me now like the white man. Will they buy the blades of grass? How much for the clouds?”
And the man responds, “Listen to the thunderstorm. Forget about the people moving into our
land.” She says, “All we have is rain. And the thunder of their guns. Do you have a name
for the baby yet?” He says, “I haven’t dreamed of one. What’s your hurry?” (346). After
that, she asks him to tell her a story. He tells her a story that seems to connect why the man
and woman always move from one place to another and how the occurrence of a
thunderstorm one night caused the land to move. Among other things, he says “…We never
stayed in just one place like the White man. No. The Indian is always moving. Well, the
land got to feeling the Indian moving all over it. Just squirming like a trail of ants always
walking. Like a swarm of bees always buzzing in its ear. The land decided it wanted to
move too. It said I will rearrange myself. One night a thunderstorm happened. A giant
thunderstorm. It parted the darkness until the sky was white with lighting. They watched the
thunderstorm jump up and down over the land. It jumped and snorted and tossed away the
darkness until. Thud. The Indians saw some of the land get up and walk off. Yes, the land

rearranged itself. It decided to move too. So a part moved away. Just like that. No one
knows where it went.” (p. 346).
The story he tells the Indian Woman about the land moving connects with the notion
of traveling. For one thing, the Indian Man is always traveling, as previously mentioned,
which bothers the Indian Woman, because it is not beneficial to her for him to be gone while
she is stuck with all of the home duties. And in this story, he says that both he and the Indian
Woman are always moving, “from maple-sugar camp, to fishing camp to ricing and berrypicking camp to hunting camp.” (p. 346), which they do in order to be near seasonal food
resources. In the first instance, his traveling activities benefit only White soldiers, and even
though he says they paid him well, it does not benefit the Indian Woman, according to her.
In the second instance, the traveling activities of both characters are meant to ensure survival,
that they can both eat year round. This story implies that because the land is moving, both
characters will have to move and unlike the second instance, neither character will benefit
from this particular traveling activity, because as the Indian Man says, “[A giant
thunderstorm] parted the darkness until the sky was white with lightning.” (p. 346). And the
white lightning is a foreshadowing of the European cultures coming to dislocate the Indian
tribes by making them travel into unfamiliar and unbeneficial terrain, which is why the
Indian Woman responds, “Your story worries me. I don’t want part of the land to leave. The
others will hear your story and be afraid. Stop the storm if you want to do something. Take
your arrow and shoot the clouds. Make the sun come back. Make the summer come. Where
will we go when they take the land?” (p. 346). Based on the dialogue, Whites are associated
with thunder and rain, as indicated in the Indian Woman’s line, “All we have is rain. And the
thunder of their guns…” (p. 346). Thunder and rain are negative aspects of nature and she
associates thunder with Whites. The influences of European cultures are negative and
destructive, which is why she wants the sun to return.

This is the point at which the Indian Man replies, “We won’t go anywhere” (p. 347).
The man’s interest in the thunderstorm and the ability to tell stories, for example about the
thunderstorm, indicates his sense of the present and future of Native Americans, and about
the nature of living beings that surround him, as well as ties to the dreams he has, particularly
about “…nights [he] was guiding the White man upriver that [he] dreamed of him standing
midair” (p. 347). The woman’s dislike of the storm and her association of it with the White
man and their guns, indicates her reluctance for anything associated with European cultures.
Recall in Act I that one of the pieces of technology White cultures are known for are guns,
which is what the Indian Man talks about. Further, she is adamant about the idea that they
will come along and take away what she feels belongs to her, to the man as well as Indians.
She wants the sun to return. She wants the lives of Native peoples to go back to the way they
were before the invasion of European culture. At the moment, her concerns entail having a
name for her baby and making sure that her family has a home. She fears the worst
possibility that what little resources they have left will be “ripped out” from under them; that
they will have to move again and that they will have nothing left to live for. Because the role
of the Indian Woman is to educate a non-Indian audience, she is educating them about one of
the many aspects of Indian/White relations, and how those relations had negative effects on
Indian ways of life, especially when she asks the Indian Man about where they will go, once
everything has been taken from them.
From Arguing to Balanced Communication
During Act II, the Indian Man and Indian Woman are concerned with how they will
live, but the dialogue that follows the beginning shows that the man and woman no longer
argue, but discuss ideas about the White culture, in which she asks questions and he answers
them. The dialogue is as follows. The man says, “…We belong with the animals and trees
and rivers. We’ll be here as long as the land is.” She replies, “What do their Grandfathers

say about them coming?” He replies, ‘They don’t talk to their Ancestors.” She asks him,
“They don’t talk to their Grandfathers?” He answers, “They don’t see ghosts.” (p. 347). It
appears from the dialogue that they are talking about White cultures who, in the Indian Man’s
view, do not talk to ancestors and do not see ghosts, which implies that communication with
ancestors and the concept of Grandfathers is an Indian notion; that Whites and Indians do not
view ghosts and ancestors in the same ways. In this case, he is educating the both Indian and
non-Indian audiences about differing viewpoints in which ideas about spirituality exists in
both cultures.
European Domination and Psychology
They both question and discuss why White cultures makes marks of land on maps
and changes the names of the land. The Indian Man talks about the White man’s interest in
maps, guns and walls, all of which are technological inventions. These inventions contrast
what Indian cultures are associated with, according to what he tells the Indian Woman about
people belonging with the animals, trees, rivers, and lakes, all of which are associated with
nature. The Indian Man is conveying to both audiences about the differences in technology.
Even the Indian Man has some negative ideas about White cultures. He says, “The map
makes them feel less a stranger to the land. They change the names of rivers and lakes from
our words to theirs. There were nights when I was guiding the white man upriver that I
dreamed of him standing mid-air. Trying to find a place to put his feet. The land didn’t feel
like home to him and he dug and looked and smelled and poked, trying to make a place he
felt was his. He doesn’t know where he’s walking. It’s because he wears hard boots and
doesn’t know the land is his mother.” (p. 347). In this case, he is educating the Indian
audience about some of the psychology that underlies White domination. The hard boots are
especially symbols of the subordination that White domination, historically imposed upon
Native Americans.

In Act one, the Indian Man mentioned that the White man does not know how to
hunt but endures winter with courage. Overall, the Indian Man views the White man not only
as imposing, but as confused, as well. In the Indian Man’s view, the White man will poke
around different pieces of land, trying to find what he feels belongs to him, because he really
does not know where he is going or what he is doing for that matter. The White man knows
that he is taking and using the land for his own financial benefits. However, he does not fully
understand the consequences of his actions, from which not only will the Indian Man and
Indian Woman suffer, but Indian culture and ways of life as a whole.
The Audience learns ways of viewing Indians and Whites
The play communicates to the audience the differences between White and Indian
culture and religious ideas. Furthermore, it shows that Indian spirituality is viewed by the
Indian Man, as its link to one’s ancestors, elders, and all of creation. Additionally, it
educates the audience with regard to the ways in which Indian cultures represent their
spiritual beliefs. This is expressed by the Indian Man. The play also educates the audience
in how it represents the ways in which Indian cultures views White cultures. This is done
through the contrasts between the Indian Man and Indian Woman. The non-Indian audience
learns how Indian cultures, as represented through the characters, view White cultures. The
Indian audience learns how Whites view Indians, through the Indian Man. But this view is
limited. The Indian Man is half White, not entirely White. However, while many
viewpoints expressed in the play about White culture are negative, the audience is brought
together in the final act, when the Indian Woman decides that she wants to learn about some
of the positive aspects of White culture, such as how Whites survive sickness.
The Bear dance and the Bear parents
In the last part of Act II, the Indian Woman asks the Indian Man about his dream. In
this dream people turn into bears. She tells him, “They were your parents talking to you after

their death. They wanted you to live. Where would you be without your dream?” (p. 347).
The act ends with a bear dance. The actions are as follows: Here there is music in
preparation for the bear dance. The musician is in a mask. He jumps around the Indian man
as he fishes. The woman joins him as the other bear. They motion for the Indian man to
follow. They show him where to fish. One of them carries the sun. (p. 347).
In Act I, the Indian Man dreams about two people who came into his dream and
turned into bears. In Act II, the Indian Woman tells him that the bears were his parents. In
Act I, the Indian mentions that his parents died when he was a child. Because the bears were
symbolic of his parents, as the Indian Woman tells him, they were trying to give him a
message about not giving up on survival, and the message is also directed to the Indian
Woman. The act ends with a bear dance, which suggests that his parents continuously keep
in contact with their son, both in his dream in Act I and through the bear dance. The dancers
also show him where to fish, which suggests guardian spirits who are showing him where the
best food resources are in the Indian Man’s and Indian Woman’s quest for survival during the
fish spearing season. The carrying of the sun is symbolic of the Indian Woman’s request for
thunder to end and the sun to come back.
Bears, the Sun and Survival
These parts of the play continue to educate the audience members in the following
ways. The role of the bears and the sun communicate ideas about spirituality and staying
alive. They communicate survival to the audience. The sun is one of the sources of all living
things and contrasts with the play’s use of rain and thunder, which are associated with White
cultures. For the purposes of the dance, the sun symbolizes the will to live, as evident in the
Indian Woman’s desire for the sun to return, and the Indian Man’s response to her that they
are not going to leave their land. Not only does the bear represent spiritual guidance and
abundant resources, but the bear also suggests the protection of ancestors thereby linking

kinship, spirituality, and survival. The audience member interprets the bear dance as a
message about the Indian Man’s deceased ancestors supporting their living son, his not
giving up on supporting his family and for the Indian Woman not to lose hope.
Reciprocity in Labor and Communication
Overall, in the given dialogue in Act I as it links with Act II, the bears, the bear
dance, and the sun, are significant in their moral messages. As important, the transition from
Act I to Act II emphasizes a balance in reciprocity and communication as necessary for
survival. The Indian Woman complained to the Indian Man about his responsibilities before
he came to understand how she feels. Once the Indian Man understands how the Indian
Woman feels in Act II, he paddles the canoe to fish, while she cuts and dries fish, and both
are sharing the responsibility. Act II begins with the Indian Man’s story and with the Indian
Woman’s worries about having to leave everything behind, until both characters come to talk
about the issue of White culture without arguing about it, at which point, the bear dance,
establishing survival and balance, ends Act II.

Act III: Wild Rice Season: The Reciprocity Begins
The third act of the play begins in the fall. This is the wild rice season. The setting is
as follows: First, the dance. Later, the woman sits in the canoe while the Man paddles. She
gathers rice into the canoe with the rice sticks. They dry the rice on the ground, parch it in a
kettle to loosen the husks, fan it, trample or jig it, fan again, and trample. (p. 348). The bear
dance that ends the second act, having taken place in the summer, continues into the third act,
taking place during the fall season.
As in the second act, the Indian Man engages in activities that entail movement, but
now it is the movement that the Indian Woman desires for him to do. The woman continues
to engage in activities, in which she cultivates goods. As she sits in the canoe, she gathers
the rice with rice sticks. Once again, the characters are doing activities that are associated
with gendered labor. The man is doing the physical work of paddling the boat while she does
the physical job of gathering. She argues with him about this during Act I. It appears that he
is starting to abide by the woman’s wishes of sharing the household responsibilities.
However later, both the man and woman are taking on the job of processing the rice the
woman previously gathered. She also argued with him in Act I saying that she wants him to
trample the rice after she gathers it. The Indian Man and Indian Woman are reaching a
middle ground about sharing the responsibilities and that both are helping each other.
A particular transformation from gender-labor conflict to cooperation is evident. In
taking notice of the activities they do, there is an implied gendered labor of division that so
far, continues throughout the play, but in this act, both characters share the responsibilities at
the same time. Unlike in Act I, the Indian Man no longer engages in movement that leaves
the Indian Woman for long periods of time, but rather, in movements that “benefit” the
Indian Woman.

The Drum and its Colors
Another link between Act III and Act I is developed: the drum and its colors. In Act
I, the Indian Man used the red and blue drum for his story about how he got his song. Also in
Act I, the man has a dream about the two bears that came into his dream and walked away.
And then the wind brought the sound of a drum that was painted red and blue; the red was for
the rising sun and the blue was for the land still left in darkness. He explains that the storm
that came, came from the darkness. Then he sings his song and the storm goes the other way.
Now he sings his song and beats his drum and sometimes, the storm goes away. Throughout
the play, the storm is associated with White culture in the Indian Woman’s views and
complains about the nature of their situation. Here again, the culturally distinct parts of the
audience are brought together through the significance of the bear and its emphasis on the
balance of reciprocity that is needed between people for survival. In Act III, the Indian
Man’s mask is red and blue. While wearing his red and blue mask, he says “I am a spirit
person. I have walked over the boundary. I’m in the Spirit world. I dance. I talk to the
earth.” (p. 348).
In Act I, the Indian Man talks about the significance of the colors on the drum, which
connects to the storm. This is after he sees the two bears. In Act II after the Indian man’s
dialogue about the earth’s resources and animals with which he communicates, the Indian
Woman says, “This is the dancing we do. On my bird face is the rising sun and the land still
left in darkness where the winds rise. Go around me I say. Tell me bird. How to fly? Flap.
Flap. How to fall to earth. Tell me. What is the truth of those who come?” (p. 348). For
one thing, the woman describes her face as that of her bird face, which links with her desire
for the sun to come back. Secondly, the mention of the rising sun in the man’s dream and
story of how he got his song, synthesizes with the woman’s concern about having no place to
live in Act II. In Act II, the Indian Woman expresses her concerns about being forced to

move if the land is taken from them. And her concerns are expressed after the Indian Man’s
story about how the land moved and rearranged itself. His response to her concerns is “We
won’t go anywhere. We belong with the animals and trees and rivers. We’ll be here as long
as the land is.” (p. 347).
Learning about positive aspects of nature
In Act III, as he is wearing his red and blue mask, he details all the elements and
creatures of the earth with which he communicates, which bless him and to which he gives
thanks. In Acts I and II, the bears were spiritual guides for survival. Now, they bless his lure
and spear. He communicates with the earth, plants, fish, river and birds. He says, “Which
plants can I use for healing? Where are the fish? When is the rice ready for harvest? I listen
and it tells me. The eagle drops its feather for me. I hear the voice of the bird. The voice of
the bear blesses my lure and spear. I give thanks to the fish for his life. I give thanks to the
river for the wild rice. I talk to the wind and the rain. I say rain, go around us. Rain you stay
over there…” (p. 348). In this act, the Indian Man has a positive view about the wind and
rain. He communicates with them, and views them as like all other creatures and creation.
He conveys that humans belong in creation—a message that contrasts with the Indian
Woman’s negative views about rain, and her connection of storms to the White man. For the
Indian Man, rain helps life whereas for the Indian Woman, rain creates death as associated
with White cultures. The Indian Man is thus communicating to the audience the inevitability
of change, and Act III shows that the way to balance is to accept change: the ways nature and
its seasons change, and the changes that Whites impose.
The Indian Man conveys to the Indian Woman and the overall audience that the
changes may impose more harm than good, but in the event that nothing can be done about it,
the best thing to do is to work together in order to maintain balance and hope. The Indian
Man’s communication with nature and gratitude for being alive and having the elements of

nature to ensure the fact that he is living emphasizes balance and change. Through this
communication with nature, the Indian Man focuses on the positive aspects of nature in order
to ensure a spiritual balance within himself. His dialogue in Act II, shows that the earth and
its natural elements are important for human kind. The dialogue in the beginning of Act III,
this time details what specifically of some of the earth’s elements and creatures are important
and why they are significant for human kind. The bear blesses his lure and spear to enable
the man to hunt. The fish gives its life in order for the man and woman to eat, in order to
continue living. And the river keeps the rice fresh and edible.
Learning about negative aspects of nature
His continuation of the dialogue is as follows: “Over the walled fort—make mud up
to their knees. Ho ho. Ha ha. Sink their boats. Stop their forward going. Make the rain rise
above their ears.” (p. 348). This is the point at which the three comic dancers make a comic
act of rowing and drowning. The walled fort is the North West Company Post to which the
Indian Man refers. The walls are used in the play to represent the cultural barriers between
Indian ways of life and White ways of life. Interestingly, the previous dialogue about the
earth and its creatures is a contrast to “Over the walled fort—make mud go up to their
knees…”. The Indian Man’s first dialogue represents a contrast between the parts of the
earth that represent the continuation of life, and the destructive part of what rain can do,
which is to cause mud, floods, and “Sink their boats…”, thereby drowning anyone and
anything.
The Indian Man wishes this would happen to the people whose plans are to cause
destruction in the Indian ways of life. He says, “Stop their forward going [and] make the rain
to rise about their ears.” This connects with the actions of the comic dancers; rowing in order
to stay afloat, and drowning, which evidently leads to dying. The Indian Man seems to have
undergone a change in his views since the last act. First, rain like all other creation is

something that people are a part of that promotes life. Now it’s something that he hopes
would promote death, to those who impose destruction. Therefore, water is linked with both
life and death. In relation to the notion of balance, the Indian Man also conveys that it is
natural and usually the first reaction to have angry or unhappy feelings about a situation that
is going to affect someone negatively, but one eventually learns how to deal with these
feelings and situation in a way that is not harmful to one’s self. He is also conveying to the
audience that death is an unavoidable process of the life cycle to ensure balance; the fragility
of creation is an inevitable part of life, because nothing and no one lives forever.
What is Truth?
During Act III, the Indian Woman asks the Indian Man about what truth is. At this
point, in the middle of the woman’s expressed concerns, the two dancers blow on her, and
then she falls and gets back up. It is important to mention that in Act II, she asks, the Indian
Man to “Make the sun come back. Make the summer come.” (p. 346), after the man’s story
about how the land moved and rearranged itself. Apparently, these parts of the dialogue in
Acts II and III imply the woman’s connection to the sun and her desire for it; her desire for
their lives to remain easy, to have a home for herself, the Indian Man
and their baby. Overall, the man’s dreams and stories appear to symbolize his sense of what
could happen to them in the future and to explain the condition of the man and woman in the
present. Also, the Indian Woman’s worries and concerns symbolize what she hopes to
happen for them, and does not hope to happen to them. Also, the Indian Man’s dream about
the two bears, appears to associate him with the bear while the Indian Woman’s description
of her face associates her with the bird.
Opposing views of Truth
The contrasts between the Indian Man’s and Indian Woman’s views on truth, along
with contrasts between the Indian versus White views on truth, are an issue. Later in Act III,

they argue about what truth is. The Indian Man thinks that the Indian Woman sees only one
type of truth. The Indian Man conveys to the Indian audience, that truth is viewed in
different ways by different people, including White cultures. The Indian Woman conveys to
the White audience, Indian bewilderment about White truths. She says, “…What is the truth
of those that come.” He says, “I don’t know.” She says, “You traveled with the white man
for a summer and winter. You know about his Bible and you don’t know his truth? I think
they say they have one truth, and anyone who doesn’t believe it, doesn’t have truth.” He
asks, “What is truth to you.” She replies, “Why do you ask me?” He says, “Because you
think there’s just one truth.” She says, “The elders say that truth is written on our birch-bark
scrolls.” He says, “The white men have truth too…” (p. 349). The dialogue shows that
whereas the Indian Woman views truth in terms of the elders and what is written on the
birch-bark scrolls, the Indian Man is aware of the different types of truth that exist between
Indians and Whites. He tells her he has seen White men suffer, and she replies, “I thought
you said they have a sock.” In the Indian Man’s view, truth can be understood in terms of
physical suffering to which all humans are subject. For example, he has seen them cough up
blood and barely able to walk on swollen feet. The Indian Woman’s lack of understanding
shows when she can not understand why their feet should be swollen if they should have
socks to protect their feet, which is what the Indian Man explains to her in Act I. Even
though she only views one type of truth, she wants the non-Indian audience to know about
Indian truth as viewed through elders and scrolls. She wants them to know that elders have
an important role in understanding truth. In contrast, the Indian Man understands that
everyone has a truth of his or her own, and does not see truth as belonging to one particular
culture. The Indian Man has had the experience of traveling with people, whom the Indian
Woman considers enemies. He is therefore, more knowledgeable about the world

surrounding him. In this sense, the play raises the issue of balancing one’s own views in
relation to the world and to keep in mind that not everyone views truth in the same way.
In contrast to the Indian Man, the Indian Woman talks about views of truth that
represent Indian viewpoints, as well as her own biases, in which life should not undergo
changes. The Indian Man tells her that “The white men have a way too that carries them like
a canoe.”, at which point, her response is, “I won’t hear it…They say they buy our land. But
the land was given to us. How can something like truth be changeable?” (p. 349). He tells
her, “Because it’s the core of our lives. Life is changeable like the seasons…” (p. 349).
Consistent with her desire for nothing to change, the Indian Woman views truth as something
that can not and should not change. In contrast, the Indian Man is aware that every being, no
matter what path he or she may come from, views truth in his or her own way, perhaps
according to a learned and shared system of beliefs among people who teach them what truth
is, whether it is for the sake of following social norms,
customs or religion.
Truth as related to Marriage Customs
There are other ideas about what truth is, based on the differences between Indian and
White marriage customs. At one point, the Indian Man tells her about the chief and White
leader, in order to say to her that there is a truth that both cultures abide by, in terms of their
social norms. He tells her there is a difference between the marital customs of the two
cultures. The chief who offered a woman to the White leader comes from a society that
condones polygamy. The Indian man tells the Indian woman, “The chief said many men had
many wives, even during one winter…” (p. 349). The White leader on the other hand, comes
from a culture, where it is learned, shared and believed that monogamy is proper, which is
why he refused the offered woman, saying he already had a wife. In this case, the Indian

Man is conveying to the Indian audience as well as the Indian Woman that there are different
types of truth that exist, based on cultural norms.
The Truth about Changing Attitudes and Viewpoints
Throughout the play, one sees that balances between the negative and positive are
needed in order to establish truth about life and people. Not everyone shares the same
attitudes about what truth is, but one should be aware of other’s perspectives about truth.
Interestingly, the characters undergo a series of changes in their feelings. The Indian Man
starts out having positive feelings about human kind belonging to all of creation, to wishing
part of creation, the rain to destroy the White destroyers as previously mentioned. The reader
also learns in Act IV that the Indian Woman frequently goes to the North West post
company, and it is especially implied that she does this while the Indian Man is traveling.
Apparently, she also returns home disliking White cultures. At the same time, she is curious
about the garter and sock in Act I, and later on, she tells the Indian Man that she simply does
not want to hear anything about what he has to say about ideas regarding White truth in Acts
I through III. By the last act, she finally wants to know more about White ways of life, at
which point, he tells her that he does not want her going to the fort anymore; he, however,
gets to travel and learn about White ways.
Birch-bark and its relation to Truth
The Indian Man uses the birch-bark scroll to show that change is a part of the truth
about life. He says, “…It’s like the change that the birch-bark tree makes before it becomes
our scrolls. Sometimes it’s invisible. When it’s in the seed…” (p. 349). He explains that the
seed becomes a sapling, which grows into a tree. He tells her that once it has become a tree,
“You peel the bark when it’s easy to peel. Then it’s in a different form.” (p. 349). He further
explains that it is sewn with cedar root and drawn on with lines from a pointed stick dipped in
red ochre. Part of the truth about life is that it undergoes changes like the seasons. It is also

at this point that the entire audience is brought together by the notion of the inevitability of
change. The Indian Woman views truth as represented through unchanging tradition and
elders. She wants the non-Indian audience to be aware of this aspect of truth. The Indian
Man wants the overall audience to be aware that truth changes. Overall, through developing
the idea of balance, the characters synthesize ideas of truth for the audience. In doing so, the
play makes the audience aware that there are cross-cultural notions of truth.
Toward the end of Act III, the Indian Man discusses the power of scrolls and
ancestors. He says, “Our scrolls tell about our power. Our vision quests. We see the
ancestors who cheer us on and protect our path. We are young faces of the old faces.” (He
puts on a mask and takes it off) (p. 351). Not only is he educating the non-Indian audience
about the significance of the scrolls and ancestors, he is also providing a sense of reassurance
for the Indian audience that for every individual journey, there is a question and it will be
answered in truth and in time by the scrolls and ancestors, who are the spiritual guides of
people. In these instances, both audiences are included in the conveyance of the message.
Truth and ideas of Religion and Spirituality
The Indian Man offers another way to view truth. He says, “Maybe the Great Spirit
and their God are one…The Great Spirit calls all men together in the smoke of the peace
pipe.” (p. 350). The Indian Man recognizes a universal spirituality within humanity. When
he says “their God,” he is referring to religious beliefs among Whites, but he connects “their
God” to the Great Spirit, which is an Indian concept. He bridges Indian and White spiritual
beliefs by linking “their God”, as being one and the same with the Great Spirit. The ideas are
the same in the Indian Man’s perspective. The only difference is in the name of the concept.
This aspect of the play also has educational context in its connections of the two concepts.
For the Indian Man, the concepts have similar ideas, but they have different names, as well as
some different ideas to represent religion and spirituality. The Indian Man is talking to the

audience about the universal spirituality within humanity in which the only difference
between the Great Spirit and “their God” is in how Indians and Whites name their religions
(Whites in terms of the Christian Bible), with some variations in the interpretations of the
spiritual and
religious concepts. Otherwise, the Indian Man is educating the audience about the concepts
as well as that there are differences between them, as previously seen in Act I.
Truth and Darkness
The issue of truth continues to be an important topic of discussion toward the end of
Act III. But this time, there are two ways to analyze darkness according to their dialogue.
The Indian says, “Only the Great Spirit knows that truth. He’s the all-knowing truth teller.
Our way is covered by a blanket. Slowly, I feel the darkness more each day. But there is
truth in the end.” (p. 350). For the Indian Man, the Great Spirit, the all-knowing truth teller
will give them an answer about where life’s journey will take them. Until then, the answer
remains covered by a blanket, or rather, remains unknown. For the Indian Man, the present
and the future remain a mystery; darkness represents both the present and an uncertain future.
Another way to analyze the term darkness is in what the Indian Woman tells him about his
eyes and ears being covered by nonsense. She tells him, “Your eyes are closed with buffalo
robes. Your ears are blocked by beaver dams.” (p. 350) at which point, he responds, “You
worry for nothing.” (p. 350). In this case, the darkness to which she is referring is his
blindness to the reality of their situation; darkness=she thinks he’s naïve and does not
understand their circumstances. Both characters are trying to get one another to understand
each other’s views. The Indian Woman is trying to tell him the truth about the nature of their
circumstance, but he is not listening to her. The Indian Man is trying to tell her the truth
about how things will happen, when it is time for them to happen, and that she is worrying
too much about what has not yet happened.

The Truth about People and Nature
The Indian Man discusses the good and bad aspects of life and people, while the
woman not only continues to argue with him, but in a sense, she also ignores his viewpoints
and turns her attention to her bead work and the baby. At this point, he is trying to tell her
the truth about good versus bad people and she is not interested. For the Indian Man, White
cultures can also be comparable to animals negatively, as being horned serpents or great fish.
The Indian Woman continues to make a negative comparison between White culture and
nature when she talks about glaciers and the way they pushed and moved people, is the way
that the White man pushed Indians out of familiar lands and into territories unfamiliar to
them. However, the Indian Man also has a positive view about people and life. He says,
“Our path is sometimes blocked by evil spirits who appear as horned serpents or great fish.
But our helpers are there too.” (350). While knowing that there are people who can be
“serpents”, there are those who can be helpers. While the good times are gone because of life
situations, they always have a way of returning, as the journey of life always has a way of
telling the truth or providing answers about the uncertainties of life.
Toward the end of Act III, the Indian Woman describes what various aspects of
creation will do. She says “All lakes and rivers will run with our tears. The wolf, fox,
buffalo, prairie mole, goose, duck. All the animals will go away. The earth will cry. It can’t
get along without the animals. My heart curls like smoke from the fire.” (p. 351). She tells
the audience that people are capable of creating and destroying life and they have feelings
and animal tendencies. Nature creates and destroys life and has feelings as the Indian
Woman suggests when she says, “The earth will cry.” Nature also has animals that create
and destroy life, as suggested by the woman’s comparison of the White man to the beaver as
a destroyer. She also suggests that the lakes and rivers will cry, therefore implying that in a
sense, they have feelings too. But nature, which consists of its human creatures, sympathizes

with humanity, in that there are those who want to be helpers to human beings, as the Indian
Man points out. Both the Indian Man and Indian Woman convey to the audience that nature
and people are alike, because they are capable of creating, destroying, feeling and dying.

Act IV: Winter Camp Season: Coming to terms with Harsh Realities
The setting in the final act of “The Truth Teller” is the winter camp season and begins
as follows: The woman wraps the blanket over the tripod with the lodges sticking up at the
top for a tipi. She hangs up the hide stretcher and snow shoes. (p. 352). At the start of Act
IV, the audience notices that the Indian Woman is engaging in a series of moving-related
activities, while the Indian Man is engaging in an activity that is more sedentary. The
sedentary aspect is what the woman has been most associated with during the previous acts
of the play in her gathering and household activities.
After the Indian Woman starts the dialogue, both characters lay down and the Indian
Woman reminisces about the times of innocence. The Indian Man tells her briefly about the
story of the men who came to take the earth away, and says he knows the legends to be true.
She says, “What will happen to us? I see more of them all the time. I see them with eyes like
maple sugar. Some of them have hair yellow as the tamaracks in fall. I see their stars on
their flag at the new fort. I remember when I was a girl. We belonged to the whole earth…I
feel something inside me. My skin grows cold. My heart is like a hard pellet. Like buckshot
from muskets that hangs on doors. There’s something that won’t go away.” (p. 352). At this
point, she is describing the factors of what life used to be, compared to the way it is now,
leading to her restless physiological condition. In contrast, as he gets ready to go to sleep, the
Indian Man tells her about the men who came to take the earth and stars away. His present
physiological state suggests that he is going to rest.
Once he goes to sleep, “she sits up and he rests his head in her lap.” (p. 352), and the
Indian Woman continues on, “But the Great Spirit saved some stars for the Indian—inside
the twig of the cottonwood…While you were gone, a trader at the new fort cut an apple
crosswise for me. I saw the star inside the apple too. Just like in the twig of the cottonwood.

I gave him the sparrow-bone bracelet for it. I didn’t like the bracelet anyway. Sleep a while
and I will pray for you.” (p. 352). And then she continues with her observations about the
way she hears him snore in his sleep, his wolf-like growl when he plays with the children and
the sudden deaths of children, including those of her sisters, and the coughing in the tipis,
from the deadly diseases. Her restlessness is explicit in her present emotional state, while the
man is sleeping and dreaming up a name for the baby.
Changing Perspectives
The positions in which they are laying down are interesting because it foreshadows
that later on in the act, the Indian Man is going to try to control her decision on a certain
matter and the Indian Woman is going to have the upper-hand in a decision that she makes.
The way in which they hold each other’s hand is significant. The actions are as follows:
They lie beside one another as he talks. His arm is under her head, her ankle over his leg.
Their left hands hold at the thumbs. (p. 352). Later on, he tells her that he does not want her
to go to the new fort anymore. She replies that perhaps it is
time that she learned more about White influences. She says, “I want to learn their calico.
And the bird-beak-that-cuts-through-cloth. (She makes scissor motions with her fingers)…I
want to see a door close with a sock. I want to know how they survive their sickness…I will
have to walk in a place where there’s no path. That’s what our lives will be.” (p. 353).
In terms of truth and change, the truth that exists about viewpoints is, that in order for
there to be a resolution in the play is that one person has to change a perspective that has
lasted for the most part, throughout the play. The Indian Woman has created a balance in her
views about White culture by taking the positive aspects of White culture and learning more
about it, one of them being how to survive illness. Interestingly, as previously mentioned,
the audience learns that while the Indian Man is gone, she goes to the new fort, which
suggests that she has curiosities about White culture, though there are aspects of it that she is

reluctant to learn. This suggests that she has been going out without the Indian Man knowing
about it, because she has a desire to learn. In a sense, she has been having the upper-hand in
the matter of traveling, but this time, she makes it clear and admits to the Indian Man that this
is what she does when he is gone. One also notices a change in the perspectives of the Indian
Man. After he dreams a name for the baby “He-who-sees-the way” and makes a path for
him, and before he checks the meat trap, he tells her that he does not want her to go to the
fort anymore, after everything he has told her about White culture. She tells him that this is
what she wants to do more often. The Indian Man’s education has therefore, made her more
curious about White culture and less interested in being at home, with reluctant attitudes
about the Indian Man’s knowledge.
The Meaning of He-who-sees-the-way
The baby’s name has a significant connection to the concept of the four directions.
At the same time, the four directions has an interesting connection to the four seasons. The
Indian Woman asks the Indian Man what the baby’s name means, and he replies, ‘I don’t
know…He will have to discover what it means. He’s the one who follows the new ways…”
(353). Further, he says, “I would mark four stages for his life on the birch bark. Before each
one are obstacles. But there are guardian bear spirits, and beaver spirits guiding him, and
Elders protecting him, and the four winds and directions to help him, and the birds to carry
his prayers.” (353). The baby will have to be his own leader, in dealing with the obstacles of
life, but this is an important educational message, not only for the characters, but for the
audience as well.
Stories as a guide through one’s path
What the Indian Man is conveying to the Indian audience is that there is hope for
cultural and generational survival among tribal peoples, through the help of guardian spirits,
even in the midst of negative cultural interactions. Furthermore, he is conveying to the non-

Indian audience what he wants them to know, about the significance of guardian spirits,
elders and the four directions as protectors through one’s journey. Overall, he is conveying
to the audience that for every being, there will always be daily obstacles, as the Indian Man
and Indian Woman experienced with one another throughout the four seasons, and
throughout the play. He emphasizes that there are positive aspects about learning from one’s
hardships through one’s journey. In order to “see the way”, one must be willing to
understand the inevitability of facing obstacles and like the seasonal changes the Indian Man
talks about, one must be willing to accept changes and be one’s own leader through those
changes.
When the Indian Man goes off to check on the meat traps, the Indian Woman says
“Sometimes I’m afraid he won’t come back. But I remember our stories…” (p. 354).
Throughout the play, the Indian Man told most of the stories. But the Indian Woman tells the
last story, which is about Windigo, the trickster. She tells the story of the brave girl who
when strong men were not brave enough to face Windigo, she did and she killed him with
two frozen sumac sticks. Further, she names the baby He-who-sees-the-way. She says,
“You’re the one who will lead. I mark you with bravery…I say you are a Truth Teller…You
will see a way.” (354). Before that, the Indian Man says, “I hear you earth. You are myself.
A part of you is leaving. I saw it in my dream. I am leaving too. I don’t know how to walk
in more than one world.” (p. 354). The Indian Woman ends the dialogue as follows, “Do I
not have two feet? One for the path of each world. (Here the Indian attempts to fly, and in
falling, exits. The Indian Woman talks to the baby.) In time, you’ll have a birch-bark scroll
which will help you with your walk. Maybe you will make new stories. Because with stories
we will know the way. (She sings.) Mey mey mey mey.” (p. 354). The Indian Woman
conveys to the audience that stories can serve as a guide to one’s journey.

Learning about People
When she talks about her feet being in one path of each world, she is talking about
the possibility of balancing negative and positive viewpoints, by learning about other ways of
cultural perception without losing her own sense of viewing. Having made a decision to
learn more about White ways of life, she has decided that she can do so, without changing
who she is and where she comes from. This is another idea underlying the notion of balance
in relation to truth. One can change their viewpoints for the better without changing who one
is, in order to maintain a balance between positive and negative viewpoints. After all, her
partner, the Indian, is part White. There had to have been a point at which she could resolve
the conflict of imbalance within herself in order to understand one of the truths about life,
which is that truth is understood in many different ways. In doing so, her son will learn to
balance the positive and negative aspects of life.
From the Indian Woman, the audience learns the importance of understanding other
ways of cross-cultural thinking without prejudging others in relation to themselves. The
educational context of knowing about other cultural perspectives comes when the Indian
Woman shows that for personal balance to occur, one has to overcome the imbalance of a
one-tracked way of thinking. The audience takes from the Indian Woman, the idea that one
can still maintain their cultural roots and at the same time, walk in the path of those outside
one’s culture, in order to understand those paths of life and perspective from which another
person or group comes.
The Indian Man lives through the Indian Woman and the Baby
In the final act, The Indian Man attempts to fly and he crashes. Along with what he
says about leaving the earth, suggests that his life span is shortening. The fact that he
attempts to fly, not only links with his story about the Great Spirit learning how to fly and
crashing in Act I, but also foreshadows that he is going to leave the earth and enter the spirit

world of souls. This is the point at which he exits the stage. The Indian Woman ends the
play with what she tells the baby, about telling new stories when he gets older, which furthers
the significance of the baby’s name. Because she is the last speaker, the audience can
therefore infer that she is the one who lives.
The audience can assume that the Indian Woman and the baby survive the Indian
Man, and that the Indian Man lives on through his son. The play ends in the same way it
begins, with the Indian Woman singing to her baby. But one can also conclude that, as
previously mentioned, she has decided to take on activities that the Indian Man did, which is
to travel and learn more about White culture. The Indian Woman has already begun to tell
stories. What is important now, is that she learns by traveling. So not only does the Indian
Man live on through his son, but he also lives on through the Indian Woman’s desire to take
on the knowledge that the Indian Man learns through his travels, so that when the baby grows
up, part of the baby’s path will entail learning about other cultural worlds around him, which
is a part of the truth about life. In order to grow as an individual, one must be willing to learn
about people. In doing so, the baby will also learn to tell stories, like his father, so that the
various truths about life will be explicit through his travels and stories. By learning about
other cultures, he will do exactly what his name means, which is to be a leader in this
process, as his father was a leader in his travels with White soldiers, while learning new ideas
from them.

Conclusions: What does the audience learn from the main characters?
In “The Truth Teller,” the characters have an important role in communicating a series of
social values to specific groups in the audience or to the audience as a whole. Race and gender shape
the ways in which people understand themselves, in relation to the opposite sex or people from ethnic
backgrounds different from their own. Integral to the notion of character and audience
communication is the shamanistic process of bringing the Man/Woman and Indian/White oppositions
to the resolution of community healing. The male audience becomes aware of female viewpoints

about reciprocity from the Indian Woman. Likewise, the female audience learns from both
characters the necessity to bring forth opinions about balancing responsibilities and the
importance of communication.
The Indian audience learns from the Indian Man, the significance of Whiteinfluenced technology and socially shared beliefs. The non-Indian audience learns from the
Indian Woman, various Native ideas about religion and spirituality, as well as socio-historical
consequences, which influence Indian perceptions of Whites. Both male/female and
Indian/non-Indian audiences leave the performance with new interpretations and attitudes
about ideologies that exist outside one’s social influences. At the same time, they also learn
from the main characters, the ways in which to balance various negative perceptions, existing
within gender and racial oppositions, with positive ideas. A theatrical education, which
brings to perspective, the importance of teaching about balancing negative ideas about
gender, race and other types of social beliefs, with positive ones, makes solidarity and
understanding towards one another possible. In order to reach this sense of community
healing, there are ideas that Barbara Rogoff (1990) brings to perspective about people
learning how to allow themselves to be open to understanding other interpretations during
social interaction. She writes:

“Human exchange is necessary for the survival of the newborn (and of the species) and continues with
expanding consequences as the organism grows and becomes capable of more complex changes and
learning. Thus social exchanges are themselves the medium for social activities to be transformed and
used by individuals according to their understanding and involvement. It is within social exchanges
that we should look for the advances in individuals ways of thinking and acting that build on cultural
history through the practices of individuals with their social partners.” (195).

Balance and survival are issues brought up in relation to the half-Indian Man and fullblood Indian Woman. Both characters engaged in exchanging a series of ideas and feelings
they deemed important. The Indian Man exchanged with the Indian Woman, the necessity to
think about some of the positive aspects of White culture instead of constantly focusing on
the negative ones. The Indian Woman exchanged with the Indian Man, her feelings about
sharing the household responsibilities as a male provider, instead of leaving her alone most of
the time. This exchange is especially necessary for their baby son, He-who-sees-the-way. In
order for their son to function in the world, both as a man and as an Indian with White
cultural heritage in his background, he needs to have left with him, positive ideas about
gender and race. He needs to be taught by example that gender-reciprocity is key in
maintaining a relationship with a woman and his mother, the Indian Woman, who is the last
surviving main character, needs to be able to tell him that his father was a good male
provider. However, the son also needs a positive figure to teach him about White culture.
This is the point at which the Indian Woman decides in the end, to leave her home more often
and learn more about White culture. The son needs to know that there is nothing wrong with
engaging in human exchange between himself and other people; by learning about other
cultural ways of life. Both of these factors will ensure a sense of balance and survival for
their son. Balance and survival are also applicable to the audience through means of active
communication of shared meaning between the characters and audience. Rogoff (1990)
emphasizes that:
“The thinking organism is active in participating in an event, exploring a situation…(31)[and]… “For
solutions to enhance changes of perspective…individuals must become aware of and interested in
exploring alternatives to their own perspective, and there must be intersubjectivity between partners to

explore the existence and values of alternatives.” (142). Communication and shared problem solving
inherently bridge the gap between old and new knowledge and between the differing understanding of
partners (whether their understanding is at the same or at different levels), as individuals attempt to
resolve contradictions or search for the common ground of shared understanding.” (196).

The Indian Man has communicated to the Indian audience some of the aspects of
White culture that make it distinct from Indian cultures. The Indian Woman has
communicated to the non-Indian audience aspects of Indian culture that she deems important
for them to know. In relation to gendered labor, the Indian Man and Indian Woman have
communicated to the overall audience that partners need one another to be responsible about
household and traveling related duties. As the play progresses, what becomes important for
the overall audience to be aware of is the importance of balancing the levels of
communication, hence talking about issues rather than arguing all of the time, especially
when there are children involved. The audience also learns from both characters that
although the inevitability of change may impose imbalance in one’s life, one has to create an
internal balance within one’s self by being aware of negative situations, and by learning how
to view life in a positive manner. In doing so, they also learn that nothing is to be learned,
gained and discovered if life were always perfect and never were subject to imbalance or
change.
An important function of Theatrical Education
Because the Indian Woman is the surviving character, she is the last to convey to the
audience that figuratively, it is okay to have two feet, in which one foot steps into one world
and the other foot steps into the other world, as she discusses in her dialogue. In her last
speech, what she is conveying to the audience is the importance of opening one’s cultural
options, so that people are able to learn about other social viewpoints, that which create a
series of socially-shared meanings. In conveying this message, one can say that the audience
has left the show having undergone a shamanistic type of theatrical education with the

characters. Finally, the sickness existing within the imbalanced oppositions, has been
brought to a “cure”. To bridge these gender and racial oppositions, it is necessary to learn
about the importance of reciprocity and communication, which in turn, leads to
understanding other people and induces a sense of community healing.
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6.Abstract
The humanities have become largely disconnected from other ways of knowing the
world. As a result of positivism, the dichotomies between fact/value and
objective/subjective, originally fruitful analytical distinctions, have become overly
divisive. The humanities have been dismissed as being entirely subjective, in contrast to
the realm occupied by rational, objective knowledge. As a result, current public debates,
such as that over global climate change, have suffered. We argue that the humanities can
provide a valid approach to emerging policy problems where science has failed, as in the
case of global climate change. We explore existing attempts at reintegrating the
humanities into the public sphere and address the challenge of assessing the contribution
of the humanities to public discourse. We believe that the humanities have become an
ignored resource within our society that can offer insight into current problems where
scientific research alone is insufficient.

Applied Humanities: Breaking Out of the Walls of Academia
Global climate change and the debate surrounding it have been in the public eye
for more than twenty years. After twenty-five billion dollars spent on research by the
United States alone, we have gained a significant amount of scientific data on global
climate, but it is not clear that we have made significant advancements in political
decision-making and policies. Since more scientific knowledge has not resulted in any
unambiguous results in policy-making, it is doubtful whether more money and more
scientific data are likely help in the future. At the same time, we have been ignoring
another piece of the debate, one that challenges, first, the relationship between science
and successful policy-making, and second, our assumptions regarding the objectivity of
science and facts. Making the humanities more applicable to real world problems, we
will argue, can help to facilitate communication between science and policy. To have a
more balanced public discourse, the humanities must be able to bring their perspectives to
the table with as much force as the sciences. Reinvigorating the humanities in this way
will also require reforms within the academic community to make the field more applied
and interdisciplinary.
The humanities have been severed from the practical or “real” world; the real
world that we actually live in, where change never stops, problems are always occurring,
and solutions constantly sought after. Humanists have been criticized for lacking
usefulness in practical situations. This is not entirely unwarranted; in recent decades
humanists have acted almost exclusively within the walls of academia. They are
expected to learn about an area within their specific discipline, get a Ph.D., teach that
area to future academics, and write journals read solely by other academics. Attempts to

stray outside this norm are often met with rejection or even contempt. However, an
applied approach to the humanities, we believe, offers hope of making the humanities
relevant for policy and for helping policy itself connect better with other areas, such as
the sciences. Applied humanities focus on being relevant to the world outside of
academia. Different from traditional humanities, which often seem to aim at perpetuating
their own, separate world, applied humanities strives to develop connections across the
disciplines and to take a more pragmatic perspective in public issues.
An applied humanities approach will be useful, and possibly even essential, to
move forward on emerging problems because it will help us to recognize and to tackle
shortcomings within today’s policy approaches, for instance with the problems of
addressing global climate change. In this case, policy has postponed action based on
uncertainties within the science. However, given that it is unlikely that science will
reduce the uncertainty on this issue significantly more than it already has over the past
twenty years of research, it seems necessary to move ahead regardless. Humanists could
offer new perspectives on the problem, drawing the debate away from the scientific
community and bringing attention into other areas of the issue, such as politics and
values.
In the case of global climate change, it seems that the debate is less about
scientific data, and more about political obstacles. An applied humanities approach can
help us see problems through a broader context, not just within the boundaries of the
scientific community. It can allow us to step back and realize that we need to refocus our
emphasis on, for example, the political reasons why very little action has been taken to
improve the situation. While scientific research has been essential to the global climate

change debate, it has not helped to further policy decisions. We seem to have been
traveling on the wrong path, or maybe we have just been traveling on this one for too
long. Humanities can help us see beyond the road we are on by showing us alternate
routes, acting as a kind of map that helps us become aware of where we are and what
means, or road, will get us to where we want to go.
Integrating the humanities with policy and science is inhibited by fundamental
assumptions we have about the nature of knowledge. That is, certain assumptions have
created barriers preventing the acceptance of the humanities within the public realm, such
as the distinction between subjective and objective. Modern thinkers, such as Descartes
and Bacon, emphasize the advantages of regarding the things we study as objects,
separate from ourselves, in an effort to make knowledge more object-ive. While this has
been useful in that, for example, it helped to remove (or more appropriately, account for)
biases and dogma, it also resulted in an untenable separation of fact from value. This
metaphysical dualism, or positivism, supposed a gap between cognition, on the one hand,
and ethics, aesthetics, and other values on the other. Therefore, a prominent assumption
developed in the scientific community and within culture at large is that we could not
gain accurate knowledge about the world unless we distanced ourselves from it.
Positivism has continued to dominate our approaches to acquiring knowledge to
the extent that any discussion of knowledge where values are included alongside
“objective” facts is discredited as being subjective and irrational. Even the terms
themselves objective and subjective are constructs, creating an inaccurate representation
of the world by sustaining the belief that something can be purely objective or subjective,
when in fact these are much closer and intertwined. When values are categorized as

irrational, we alter the focus of defining and addressing problems to a way that
specifically aims to exclude values. We look solely towards science to produce a
solution, and do our best to minimize the influence of values on our decisions. For how
can we expect to make decisions if something that is purely subjective, and therefore
neither right nor wrong, is in the way?
But, as we said above, some of the problems we face have not been ameliorated
through the acquisition of scientific knowledge. While the information discovered has
been helpful, it has failed to give the general public a more effective approach to the
problem, in our example, global climate change. So what is the answer? In the case of
global climate change, another twenty-five billion dollars for research?
It is necessary to bridge the gap between fact/objectivity and value/subjectivity if
we are to make progress with current debates and problems that need more than years of
scientific research to move forward. It seems that we do not know how to properly
discuss either science or values. As a result, public discourse is harmed by neglecting
necessary aspects and connections in the world when addressing global issues. The
reintegration of values with how we use and define knowledge, we believe, offers new
hope for the lack of action within the global climate change debate and other issues. We
propose that an improved humanities can help bridge the gap.
The next section will provide a more in-depth look at how the humanities
currently contribute to society and in what ways we might be able to measure this
contribution. We then offer a catalogue of initiatives that currently exist that could fall
under the heading of humanities policy reform, both governmental and nongovernmental.

Measuring the Flow of People and Ideas in the Humanities
One method of measuring the societal contribution of a field is the “impact
factor” metric, currently used by the sciences and the social sciences. This measurement
uses electronic citation indices, such as the Science Citation Index and the Social
Sciences Citation Index, to count how many times an article is cited in the scholarly
literature, and then takes this number as a proxy for the importance of the ideas contained
in the article. The existing Arts and Humanities Citation Index could be used to create a
similar impact factor measurement for the humanities.1 However, such a measure would
ignore the flow of ideas from the scholarly community to those outside of it, such as
policymakers and the broader public, since these individuals do not typically publish in
the peer-reviewed literature of the field. To assess the true contribution of a field to
society as a whole, the spread of ideas from scholars to policymakers and the public, not
just other scholars, must be measured.
The American Academy of Arts and Sciences has been one of the first
organizations to recognize the importance of assessing the contribution of the humanities
to society, collecting data to conduct these assessments, and sharing this information with
the public and policymakers to justify funding for the humanities and improve the
allocation of this funding. Programs to achieve these goals have taken form under their
Initiative for the Humanities and Culture. One of these, the Humanities Indicators
project, has focused on finding existing datasets on the humanities and deciding what
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additional data is needed.2 Another, the Mapping the Humanities project, seeks to
improve understanding of the historical development of the humanities in the context of
the institutions that have supported them, as well as trends in the relationship between the
humanities and the sciences. In addition, this project has been given the task of
improving the way in which humanities scholars convey the value of their work to the
broader public.
Can the datasets uncovered by the Humanities Indicators project be used to justify
funding of the humanities? One way in which the influence of the humanities could be
measured is by taking existing datasets on how humanities scholars allocate their time to
the production and dissemination of ideas and combining them with assessments of the
impact of these ideas on those who are exposed to them, material that could be collected
through surveys. This section will explain how, by tracking ideas and people as they
spread from the humanities to the public and policymakers, it is possible to generate a
meaningful measurement of the contribution of a field like the humanities to society.
We begin our discussion of the societal contribution of the humanities by looking
at potential ways to assess the impact that ideas from the humanities have on the public as
a whole. First, the Impact Factor strategy could be modified to survey the popular press
instead of or in addition to scholarly literature. In this way, it would be possible to
measure the number of times ideas generated within the humanities are mentioned in the
popular press. Similar types of content analysis could be used for other media commonly
used by the public, such as the Internet. Admittedly, such an undertaking could be
difficult given the tremendous volume of material discussed in the popular media and the
2
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difficulties of defining what should be considered an idea generated by the humanities.
These difficulties might be overcome by taking samples of newspapers and magazines
that represent the popular press, and then using this information to create a representative
picture of how ideas flow from the humanities to the public. For example, one could
search the New York Times database or Lexis-Nexis to see how many times a particular
concept, humanities publication, or humanities author is mentioned.
Similar figures on the spread of ideas from the humanities could be obtained by
tracking the sale of books. One might also obtain reliable data from attendance and
viewership tallies on the number of people exposed to the humanities through television
(for example, watching the History Channel), museums, speeches, and other media in
which ideas are disseminated. However, tracking the flow of ideas is only the first step in
the process of assessing the contribution of the humanities to society. It is also necessary
to weigh the impact these ideas have on those who are exposed to them.
One means of assessing the impact of humanities ideas would be to poll members
of the public who have been exposed to them. This could be done effectively by asking
questions about the individual’s beliefs before and after they are exposed to the ideas, and
then comparing the two to determine how their beliefs have changed. Questions could
also go beyond beliefs to ask if and how the individual will alter their behavior (possibly
including voting behavior) because of what they have been exposed to. In addition, one
could even conduct follow-up studies to determine to what extent the impact increases or
decreases over time. Similar procedures could be envisioned for those who are about to
read a book, look at a website, or read a newspaper review of a book published in the
humanities. Admittedly, the surveys are an imperfect measure of the impact of an idea

on an individual, since the survey-taker may not be consciously aware of an aspect of the
idea’s impact, and furthermore the act of answering the survey may alter the individual’s
assessment of the impact of the idea.
Combining the data on the flow of humanities ideas and the individual surveys of
those who have been exposed to them would allow one to create a reasonable measure of
the impact of an idea on the general public. In theory, one could even assign a
quantitative value to the idea’s average impact on the individual who was exposed to it,
multiply that number by the estimated number of people exposed to it, and arrive at a
quantitative value for the idea’s impact on society.
Similar procedures could be used to measure the impact of humanities ideas on
decision-makers, although the complexity of the factors that affect decisions makes this
assessment much more difficult. One measurement for which it is easy to obtain data is
the number of times humanists are called to testify before Congressional Committees or
are consulted for government reports. However, the impacts of such consultations on
policy-making are not always apparent, making this a poor metric. To obtain more
reliable information on how humanities ideas influence decision-making, it would be
necessary to survey staffers, advisers, bureaucrats, and even politicians on the sources of
the ideas that inform the decision-making process.
Perhaps the most important way in which the humanities influence society is not
by transmitting ideas directly out of the ivory tower, but rather by the training of students
who will later leave the ivory tower. In this way, humanities ideas can make it into the
discourse of the public and decision-makers. For example, it is likely that many
policymakers were exposed to the humanities as part of their undergraduate education,

and that this exposure influences the policy decisions that they later make.
Unfortunately, comprehensive data on the types of curricula required at higher education
institutions in America does not exist, making it difficult to assess the degree to which
college graduates who do not major in the humanities are exposed to the humanities.
Reliable data does exist on the educational and career paths of humanities majors
after they graduate. The report Life After College: A Descriptive Summary of 1992-93
Bachelor’s Degree Recipients in 1997, based on the National Center for Education
Statistics’ Baccalaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Study, contains this type of data for
humanities and history majors. 3 Of interest in this summary is the fact that for the 85%
of the 1992-93 humanities and history majors who were employed in 1997, only 35% of
history majors and 41% of humanities majors were employed in a field that was “closely
related” to their degree. (Table 1) These figures are low when compared with responses
from those with degrees in all other fields except social sciences (31%), such as
biological sciences (49%), mathematics and other sciences (66%), psychology (46%),
and professional fields (64%). This is significant because it shows that most humanities
majors go on to work in fields other than the humanities, taking with them the ideas they
were exposed to in the humanities. To further document this flow of people, the report
also includes figures on the occupations chosen by humanities majors. (Table 2)
Even students who go on to receive humanities doctorates do not necessarily
remain in academia. Data on what type of careers humanities doctorates pursue is found
in two sources. One source is the Survey of Earned Doctorates (SED), which is compiled
from surveys given to all new Ph. D. recipients each year. 4 Of interest in the SED data is
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the fact that, of the 4,500 humanities doctorate recipients in the United States in 2001
who planned to begin working immediately after their doctorate, 77% were planning to
work at an educational institution, 9% for industry/business, 2% for the government, 5%
for a nonprofit, and 7% for other/unknown (Table 3). Thus, about 15-25% of humanities
doctorates decide not to enter academia, thereby spreading humanities ideas in nonacademic circles.
Similar data can be found in the Survey of Doctorate Recipients (SDR), although
this biennial study was only conducted for humanities doctorates from 1977 through
1995, when budget cuts forced the NEH to stop funding the survey of humanities
doctorates.5 The 1995 survey took a sample of 8,829 from the population of those who
received a humanities doctorate between 1942 and 1994. Thus, this survey covers those
who received their Ph.D. many years ago, unlike the SED. Nevertheless, the data for the
field of employment of humanities doctorates is quite similar to that found by the SED,
with 80% working at educational institutions. (Table 4) The SDR also breaks down the
field of employment for humanities doctorates further than the SED, showing in detail to
which sectors humanities doctorates are spreading their influence. (Tables 5 and 6)
Moreover, it is worth emphasizing that even those with doctorates in the
humanities who do remain in academia can play an important role in conveying ideas to
the public and policymakers. Sufficient data exists on the type of work performed by
humanities faculty to generate an accurate picture of how much of their time is devoted to
producing ideas for the scholarly community versus how much time they spend passing
ideas on to non-humanities scholars, including their students, policymakers, and the
5
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general public. One of the best sources of this data is the National Study of
Postsecondary Faculty. 6 Interestingly, this dataset shows that humanities faculty spend
61% of their time teaching undergraduates, significantly higher than the average for
faculty in all fields of 46%. (Table 7) Because many of these undergraduates will go on
to work in fields not closely related to the humanities, teaching undergraduates is one of
the most important ways in which humanities scholars influence the public and
policymakers. In addition, this study indicates that humanities faculty spend 8% of their
time as consultants for outside sources, and 3% of their time performing outside service
work. Furthermore, they spend 5% of their time working with graduate students, some of
whom will also leave the humanities.
In conclusion, the teaching of students seems to be one of the most important and
best-documented ways in which humanities scholars affect society at large. There are no
existing methods to measure the flow of ideas from the humanities to policymakers and
the public, although rough metrics could be created to assess these transfers of
information. However, the largest outstanding uncertainty in assessing the contribution
of the humanities to society is measuring the impact that these ideas, whether they are
carried in a book or in the mind of a student, have on the beliefs, decisions, and actions of
those who are exposed to them. Some type of polling seems to be the best method of
assessing this impact, although it is by no means perfect

Existing Humanities Policy Initiatives
Currently, government actors have done little to address the need for an
interdisciplinary application of the humanities to real world issues. In 2002, the National
6
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Endowment for the Humanities received $106 million from the federal government.7
Most of this money (73%) went towards supporting state humanities councils, museums,
libraries, historical organizations, community centers, and public television and radio.
Another 8% went towards research, and 7% towards fellowships and stipends, almost all
of which allows researchers to focus on non-applied subject matters within their
disciplines. This leaves 6% of the overall budget for Seminars and Institutes for
educators and 4% for Education Development and Demonstration, programs that are used
to explore changes in teaching methods and curricula.
However, a search of the NEH website reveals that almost none of this money
goes towards interdisciplinary or applied approaches. In fact, NEH rules prohibit the use
of funds for programs that involve “empirical social scientific research, specific policy
studies, educational or technical impact assessments, … or projects devoted to
advocacy.” 8A few curriculum development programs funded by Focus Grants mention
interdisciplinarity, although most of these are aimed at bringing together different
humanities disciplines. The only notable exceptions are a program by Erik Fisher at the
University of Colorado at Boulder, funded in 2002, to encourage dialogue between
humanities and engineering faculty, and a similar program at Georgetown University,
funded in 1999, to foster interaction among humanities faculty and social scientists.9 The
story is similar for programs that mention ways of “applying” the humanities. The only
program found on the NEH website that received funding for applied work is an “applied
philosophy” program at the Rochester Institute of Technology, which aims to teach

7 Funding information for the NEH can be found in the Consolidated Federal Funds Report at www.census.gov/govs/www/cffr.html.
8 www.neh.gov/grants/guidelines/hfg.html and www.neh.gov/grants/guidelines/seminars.html
9www.neh.gov/news/awards/July2002HFG.html and www.neh.gov/news/awards/focus99.html

students how to apply philosophy to their everyday lives.10 These three programs
received about $25,000 each, a small part of the over $100 million in funding the NEH
receives annually.
The only government program which dedicates significant resources to
interdisciplinary humanities issues of practical import is the Ethics and Value Studies
program of the National Science Foundation, which received $1.6 million in 2003.11
Many of the programs funded under Ethics and Value Studies use the humanities as part
of an interdisciplinary approach to scientific and technological developments of relevance
to policymakers and society. For example, Stanford University received a grant for
$290,000 to study “Tissue Engineering: The Morphogenesis of Values of Knowledge in a
New Scientific Field,” and New York University received a grant for $20,000 to conduct
a workshop on “Internet Research Ethics.” The majority of the work to be done in
applying humanities to real world issues has been left to non-governmental organizations.
The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation (WWNFF)12 has mounted
what is probably the best current attempt by a non-governmental organization to extend
the humanities into the world outside of academia. This foundation is a nonprofit
organization concerned with analyzing and promoting education. They identify their
three interests as Liberal Arts Renaissance, Access and Opportunity, and Partnerships for
Learning. Within the first area, they have three programs, two being directly relevant to
this report: the Humanities at Work and The Responsive PhD. The Responsive PhD
program is not focused exclusively on the humanities, although it does aim to make
doctorate education more interdisciplinary and applied, so its efforts along with those of
10 www.neh.gov/news/awards/July2000HFGAwards.html
11 A list of current Ethics and Value Studies grants is available at www.nsf.gov/sbe/ses/sdest/start.htm.
12 http://www.woodrow.org

two similar programs will be discussed at the end of this section. The Humanities at
Work and Responsive PhD programs were recently introduced under Robert Weisbuch,
the current president of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.
Weisbuch has placed heavy emphasis on the foundation’s responsibility to connect
academia to the outside world, as is reflected by these two programs.
The Humanities at Work program’s chief aim is to bring humanities Ph.D.’s into
the public sector. This program exists as a response to the lack of the humanities in
society, or the restriction of the humanities to the academic world. The foundation
believes that the humanities should be reintegrated into the public sphere to the benefit of
both the humanities and society in general. This program provides different types of
support to humanities doctorates to link together the area of expertise with the larger
community. These come in the form of practicum grants used to provide internships for
students; innovation awards for departments that support communication between the
graduate student and society; a career resource center and an employer resource center to
help, respectively, the student make contacts and employers make contacts; and a
National Networking and Mentoring Program. The networking and mentoring program
puts students into contact with mentors to help them better make the connection between
the pure humanities into other areas of society outside of academia. By making links
such as these, the foundation is helping the world experience what the humanities has to
offer first hand, and what the world has to offer the humanities.
The Andrew Mellon Foundation has also taken a serious interest in the humanities
with their Research Universities and Humanistic Scholarship program.13 One of the
largest facets of this program is the Graduate Education Initiative, which began in 1990
13 www.mellon.org/programs/highered/research/Content.htm

as an attempt to reform graduate programs in 52 departments at ten universities.14 As a
byproduct of this program, longitudinal data was collected on the students in these
departments to assess how the reforms affected their progress, although because data
collection is still ongoing no reports have been released to the public. As the GEI is
coming to a close, the Mellon Foundation is considering a new initiative in humanities
scholarship. According to the 2001 report, concerns that may be the focus of a new
program include: “the promise of cross-disciplinary scholarship and its frequent
shortcomings; …the scarcity of jobs available to new Ph.D.’s …; … and the failure of the
humanities to make an effective ‘case’ for themselves to the wider public.” The Mellon
Foundation currently provides substantial funds for the humanities, although almost all of
this goes for funding fellowships within the traditional humanities disciplines. If the
Foundation were to decide to focus its new initiative on making the humanities more
applied and interdisciplinary, the results could be impressive.
The Virginia Foundation for the Humanities and Public Policy (VFH)15 is a
nonprofit organization, established in 1974, that provides grants, fellowships, and funding
to other organizations and programs. It is specifically interested in applying the
humanities to current policy debates and others ways which bring the humanities into the
public realm. Some of the grants are both within humanities and at the intersection of
humanities and public action. The Resident Fellowship Program is funded by the NEH,
the Commonwealth of Virginia, and private donations. This program is especially
interested on research in the humanities that clarify current public problems. The
Virginia Foundation also supports or sponsors a number of other programs, for example,
14 The Mellon Foundation’s 2001 Report on the Foundation’s Programs for Research Universities and Humanistic Scholarship, which is available on the above
website.
15 http://www.virginia.edu/vfh/index.html

the Virginia Festival of the Book16 lasts for five days and promotes reading and literacy
with events like panels and speakers. Along the same lines, VFH sponsors other
organizations focused on reading, such as All America Reads17 and Mother Read/Father
Read18. The foundation also supports the South Atlantic Regional Humanities Center
(SARHC)19, which also has multiple programs, such as Public Forums. The Public
Forums attempt to connect the public in discussions about the ethical and social aspects
within science and technology.
Another program of the Virginia Foundation is the Institute on Violence and
Survival20 that has fellowship programs aiming to understand violence through narratives
and artwork. The emphasis is on exploring and learning about violence and how it
changes meaning and culture through our experiences of violence. The VFH’s Center for
Media and Culture21 makes films and videos illustrating the intersection of media and
culture and the effects that one has on the other. The center holds seminars, conferences,
and directs the Southern Humanities Media Fund22, which awards $110,000 for media
projects. With Good Reason23 is a radio program in Virginia connected to the foundation
that brings scholars from universities to discuss the humanities and humanist’s takes on
current social problems.
The National Humanities Alliance (NHA)24 is a coalition of about eighty
associations, including scholarly groups, libraries, museums, university presses, research

16 http://www.vabook.org
17 http://www.allamericareads.org
18 http://www.virginia.edu/vfh/mread/index.html
19 http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/SARHC/
20 http://violenceandsurvival.com
21 http://www.virginia.edu/vfh/cmc/index.html
22 http://www.southernmediafund.org/
23 http://www.virginia.edu/vfh/wgr/index.html
24 http://www.nhalliance.org

centers, and state humanity councils, concerned with policy for the humanities for the
promotion of the humanities. The NHA has been involved in Intellectual Property Law
and with designing and funding programs for the NEH, the Library of Congress, the
Department of Education, and more. While they are the only organization that represents
the whole of the U.S. humanities community, they do not deal with the question of what
humanities can contribute to society and policy. The NHA also organizes the Humanities
Advocacy Day25. The fourth annual event occurred this past February in Washington,
D.C. The main purpose is to gain support and recognition for the humanities in hopes of
encouraging more federal funding for the NEH and to create a network of advocates for
the humanities.
The Australian Academy of the Humanities (AAH)26 is active in connecting the
humanities with policy initiatives and cultural and economic life. For example, as of
December 2002it is working closely with the Australia government, when the prime
minister announced four national research priorities: An Environmentally Sustainable
Australia, Promoting and Maintaining Good Health, Frontier Technology for Building
and Transforming Australian Industry, and Safeguarding Australia. With these four
research areas in mind, the government is collaborating with the AAH to expand the
involvement of humanities research within them.
As was mentioned above, many nonprofit organizations have initiated programs
that aim to make doctoral education more interdisciplinary and applied, although they do
not focus exclusively on humanities doctorates. One of these, the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation’s Responsive PhD program, examines doctoral education and looks into the

25 http://www.nhalliance.org/had/2003/
26 http://www.humanities.org.au/

strengths and weakness of programs throughout the disciplines. They identify three areas
where improvements are not only needed, but are within reach as well: paradigms,
practices, and people. New Paradigms looks at interdisciplinary programs and attempts
to define aspects that facilitate research and interaction between disciplines. In
researching interdisciplinary activity, the foundation hopes to gain a more coherent
understanding of the work done at the intersections of the disciplines. This area also
stresses the work of the Ph.D. in society, calling for a kind of scholarly citizenship. Here,
the emphasis is on developing academic expertise within the context of the greater
society, rather than remaining within the academia. New Practices deals with the
professional development of doctoral students, in that it promotes career planning in
hopes to better prepare the students for life after they graduate. The second area of New
Practices recognizes the lack of pedagogical training and calls for a more organized and
structured approach in the PhD curriculum to help students become solid educators. The
third area within the Responsive PhD program is called New People. New People
addresses the concern that few minorities are pursuing doctorates, and therefore there is a
lack of educators and role models to draw in prospective minority students, making it a
self-perpetuating system. So far, fourteen universities, listed on the WWNFF website,
have become involved in a seminar and a series of retreats to discuss possible ways to
implement the concerns of the Responsive PhD program.
A similar program is Re-envisioning the PhD27, funded by the Pew Charitable
Trusts, which addressed how the PhD can be redesigned to connect with the concerns and
needs of society. From funding of $515,000, this project was able to produce research on
doctoral education and identify current attempts at bringing the Ph.D. into the society and
27 http://www.grad.washington.edu/envision/

out of academia. While Re-envisioning the PhD was concerned with Ph.D.s in general,
they were especially focused on humanities doctorates. However, the project does point
out that doctorates in general are suffering from a lack within Ph.D. programs of
preparing the students for work outside academia, not just among the humanities. This
project, which ended in June 2003, resulted in a national conference held in April 2000 at
the University of Washington. At this conference, information about promising activities
of different Ph.D. programs was presented, such as internships available in businesses
and public organizations and experiments with interdisciplinary communication. This
project was a major milestone in the attempt to integrate the Ph.D. into society, therefore
both benefiting doctorate students by making them more marketable and showing the
world outside academia that the Ph.D. is in fact valuable.
Another of the nonprofit programs working to improve the process of doctorate
education is the Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate.28 This initiative recognizes that
many doctorates are not adequately prepared to work in the settings that today’s Ph.D.’s
are placed in, and seeks to train doctorates for changes that are occurring in their fields.
The program views doctorates as “stewards of a discipline,” which entails giving them a
broader understanding of their field and its relationship to the knowledge production
system and society as a whole. To make these improvements, the Carnegie Initiative is
conducting experiments in six doctoral departments, including an English department and
a history department, to see if productive changes can be made.
While most universities still adhere to the divisions of the disciplines, there are
some that offer programs working off the intersections of the humanities with the public

28 www.carnegiefoundation.org/CID

sphere. The Public Humanities Initiative29 exists under the English Department in the
University of California at Santa Barbara. The focus here is on realizing that divisions
between the disciplines are not as separate as we think and investigate the significant
roles that the humanities have in all aspects of our lives and society. Another is the
Institute for Collaborative Research and Public Humanities30 through Ohio State
University, which has two relevant goals: firstly, to connect the humanities with society
outside the university, and, secondly, to promote interdisciplinary education within the
universities. Northern Arizona University has a B.A. in Humanities with an emphasis in
public humanities31 and the University of Chicago has a Cultural Policy Center32 that is
created from the connection of the Division of the Humanities and the Irving B. Harris
Graduate School of Public Policy.

The Road Ahead
Academic institutions are the best place to begin with reforms to make the
humanities more interdisciplinary and relevant to the real world. Unfortunately, due to
the institutional structure of universities, change is difficult. Disciplines are often rigidly
divided along departmental lines, and the merits of academic research are often viewed
within the narrow perspectives of disciplines, discouraging younger faculty from
interdisciplinary work. In addition, efforts to focus on real world problems or to produce
work for a popular audience are often viewed with disdain.

29 http://www.english.ucsb.edu/initiatives/public-humanities/
30 http://www.cohums.ohio-state.edu/hi/
31 http://www.nau.edu/~service/studentinfo/humanities.html
32 http://culturalpolicy.uchicago.edu/

The creation of interdisciplinary departments and degree programs is one of the
first places to begin. In this way, interdisciplinary scholars will have paths open for
career advancement outside of the traditional disciplines, and students will receive the
training they need to become the next generation of interdisciplinary scholars.
Furthermore, interdisciplinary programs will better prepare scholars for taking on a more
public role. Problems do not begin and end along disciplinary lines, and graduate
programs should reflect that.
At the same time, efforts should be made to encourage scholars to take a more
active role in public discussions. Programs like the President’s Council on Bioethics can
serve as the model for how humanists can make a meaningful contribution to public
debates. When prominent humanities scholars are seen to be taking on the roles of public
intellectuals, the stigma against such applied work will begin to break down. Expanding
the use of such councils for a variety of issues will help to speed this process.
Furthermore, as these councils expand the demand for humanities scholars to take a more
public role will increase, thus providing the impetus for new applied humanities
academic programs to supply the needed experts.
Finally, it is necessary to break down the false dichotomy between facts and
values in order to religitimize the role of values in public discourse. Moving forward
with the above goals will help to bring us closer to this long-term goal. Encouraging
interdisciplinary approaches to problems is one of the best ways to reinforce the idea that
there are other ways of knowing the world than objective scientific knowledge.
Furthermore, if humanists become more actively involved with real world issues, the
public will grow to see that their approach to issues is also valid.

There are certain questions to keep in mind while striving for the goals above that
can help us assess how we are doing. First, we should ask whether decision-making is
becoming more democratic? Secondly, are values recognized and used in public
discourse? And finally, are humanities scholars more involved in decision-making and
public discourse?
As for assessing the products of incorporating the humanities into the public, we
can research whether, for example, disciplinary boundaries have become more porous.
Have problems, such as the climate change debate, moved beyond scientific factionalism
and ceaseless efforts to reduce uncertainty and onto to a more direct road to policy
decisions? And have more options been provided to decision-makers as a result of the
integration of the humanities?
Policy problems, such as global climate change, have become stagnated because
of the dominance on the sciences. The false dichotomies between facts and values and
objective and subjective have dismissed the humanities from public discourse because
they are deemed purely subjective. To reverse this trend, a change in policy is needed to
make the humanities more interdisciplinary and applied, therefore reconnecting them
with real world issues.
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The Postmodern Novel’s Imperialistic Claims over the Historical
Past
How do we seize the past? Can we ever do so?
When I was a medical student some pranksters at an
end-of-term dance released into the hall a piglet
which had been smeared with grease. It squirmed
between legs, evaded capture, squealed a lot.
People fell over trying to grasp it, and were made to
look ridiculous in the process. The past often seems
to behave like that piglet.
Julian Barnes, Flaubert’s Parrot
Through antiquity and the Middle Ages historical writing was viewed as a branch
of rhetoric. So was literature. The two fields shared a broad set of features and goals.
They began to separate during the modern period. Enlightenment historians looked to the
past for two reasons:
1. to confirm universal, scientific patterns about past events and the present
2. to show examples of human folly so they aren’t repeated.
As modernity went through various stages, its advocates attempted to model all forms of
thought on the successful scientific endeavors that radically transformed European life
during the Scientific and Industrial Revolutions.
The great separation between history and literature occurred during the nineteenth
century under the influence of a particular version of modernity—positivism. Positivism
started in France with Auguste Comte, but its ideas are broadly similar in earlier thinkers
such as Locke and Hume. As positivism developed, it insisted on the need to be free of
metaphysics and move to empirical observation free of all abstraction, the need for the
researcher to eschew all particularity (gender, nationality, religious commitment), the
commitment to scientific method rather than judgment or professionalism. Under the
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influence of positivism, historians asserted the juvenile stage of their field was past, that
they had finally entered adulthood when the discipline would be a scientific venture.
Modeled on the empirical and mathematical approach of the sciences (physics in
particular), historical research would be objective, neutral, value-free. One of the
primary characteristics of this positivism was the distinction between history and fiction.
The historian was a scientist; an investment in statistics and social scientific approaches
also gave the impression that the old literary past of history was truly past. The historianas-storyteller was a vestige of the discipline’s history.
But positivism was an illusion; a digression; a chimera, though it continues to
dominate the historical profession at the practitioner level. It is thoroughly discredited in
historiography and philosophy of history.

Fiction and History in Historiography Today
Positivism dominated all disciplines until the 1960s. It was attacked by
Collingwood, Kuhn, Polanyi, and various thinkers during that time, but it remained
behind the moat and walls during for nearly a century. Under concerted attack within
continental and Anglo-American philosophy and other disciplines, the positivism that
was ascendant within historiography since the 1880s declined rapidly since the 1960s.
More generally, the attack came on the objectivity ideology: the notion that one can free
him or herself from ideology, bias, commitment. Nineteenth-century historians adhered
to the positivist idea that
if one only tried hard enough to avoid distorting ideologies and attempted to be
true to the given facts, historical objectivity could easily be achieved. Yet, while
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positivist theories of history thrived among historians and became
institutionalized at many universities, there were also a few philosophers of
history who did not subscribe to a naïve realism and its notions of an unmediated
mirroring of the truth of the past in historical discourse. (Engler 20)
The operative metaphor here is of the mind as a mirror of nature. The historian must
accurately reflect the world outside of the mind. Both history and literature have entered
a new paradigm in which both are viewed differently; the gaze of the historian is no
longer seen as a neutral observer but as one whose ideas and ideologies at the least help
constitute reality rather than just report it. Historiography now takes as one of its themes
the way we turn historical events into “facts” through interpretive processes and
ideologies.
Historiography is no longer taken to be a disinterested or even objective recording
of the past. As facts do now speak for themselves but represent the particular
meaning historians give to events, historiography is less an attempt to
comprehend the past than to master it be means of culturally transmitted strategies
of narrativization. In spite of the mask of factuality and coherence which
historiographic representations wear, both their meaning and their structural order
are unstable, relational, provisional. (Engler 32)
Historians can’t understand the past as it really happened, some kind of archival noumena
but must understand that there are no brute facts, but “facts are events to which we have
given meaning” (Hutcheon, Politics 57). That this transformation of the past can’t be
done objectively is a common theme in history and fiction: “Postmodern fiction often
thematizes this process of turning events into facts through the filtering and interpreting
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of archival documents” (Hutcheon, Politics 57). The positivist takes facts to be brute
reality requiring no interpretation and involving no ideology.
This assertion that history and literature are cousins, and not distantly removed, is
heard by historians and literary critics. The two approaches share common narrative
strategies and representation in language. “History—both private and public—is
discourse; so too is fiction” (Hutcheon, Narcissistic xiv). If history is discourse in much
the same way fiction is, then we are all aware that language can be used to illuminate and
obfuscate: “Such an acknowledgement of the power of language is also an
acknowledgement of the potential for ideological manipulation by the wielder of that
language” (Hutcheon, Narcissistic xvi).
For philosopher and narrative theorist Paul Ricoeur, narrative is the crux of both
fiction and history (Ricoeur, “Narrative Function” 289). For Ricoeur history has more
fiction in it than historians like to admit, and fiction has more representation than
positivists like to admit. This movement was advanced in the historical profession by
Hayden White who asserts that "In general there has been a reluctance to consider
historical narratives as what they most manifestly are—verbal fictions, the contents of
which are as much invented as found and the forms of which have more in common with
their counterparts in literature than they have with those in the sciences" (White,
“Historical Text” 42). Not just history but all of human understanding is fictive: “Fiction
is obviously fiction; as Borges has shown us, life is fictive, of our making, as well”
(Hutcheon, Narcissistic 19). These uses of the word fiction hearken back etymologies
implying things shaped, made.
At this point we encounter the inadequacy of the Fact-Fiction dichotomy. Fictio,
deriving from the verb fingere, means construction: we have now seen that a fact
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cannot be separated from its association: that is, from a certain construction of the
mind. Because of this construction, not only is fictio of a higher order than
factum: what is more important, every fact is, in a certain sense, a fiction. (Lukacs
105)
When we assert that both history and fiction are discourses, Hutcheon says, we mean that
they make sense of the past in similar ways: “the meaning and shape are not in the events,
but in the systems which make those past ‘events’ into present historical ‘facts’”
(Hutcheon, Poetics 89).
Summaries of this movement are readily available, so let me not replicate them
here (see Price chapter 1 for a recent one). The import of the trend is that century-old
divorce of history and literature has been reversed and the two are admitted to be siblings
(if not twins) once again.

Historiographic Metafiction
Historians hardly need reminding that several of their company have
experimented with hybrid texts combining historical writing with fictional techniques.
Simon Schama’s Dead Certainties uses the documentary record as far as that goes. But
that lack of documentary support doesn’t prevent him from continuing the narrative in a
plausible way. Edmund Morris was a respected biographer until he invented a fictional
narrator and sources in his memoir of Ronald Reagan, Dutch. We are likely to see such
experimental mixtures proliferate among historians who feel secure in incomes or
academic positions.
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Historians haven’t been the only ones moving literary theory and practice closer
to historiographic theory and practice. Both novelists and literary theorists have recently
asserted that the past belongs as much to them as it does to historians. Novelist E. L.
Doctorow asserts that his own fictions are as true to the past as are any historian’s. Even
though he attributes events that never occurred to Houdini or other historical characters,
the novelist asserts the truthfulness of his narrative.
There is really no fiction or non-fiction; there is only narrative; and that there are
obviously ways to distinguish between the two—fiction and non-fiction—but
certainly not in terms of verifiable truth; one mode of perception has no greater
claim on truth than the other; that the difference has to do perhaps with distance—
narrative distance—from the characters; it has to do with the kind of voice that is
talking, but it certainly hasn’t to do with the common distribution between fact
and imagination. (Morris 17)
Many of Doctorow’s novels belong to a class of stories called historiographic
metafictions. These novels are historiographic in that they take up the past as subject
matter and often use historical actors as their characters. The self-conscious (or metadiscursive) part of historiographic metafiction shows the seams, makes visible the artifice
by which the past is made real (Holmes 11). Metafictions are highly conscious of their
status as constructed narratives and use devices to remind the reader of the fictive and
discursive quality of the story (Hutcheon, Poetics 5):
In contrast to earlier forms of the novel that had either pretended to be
documented history or in other ways posed as being in the service of history’s
higher truth, “historiographic metafiction” turns the tables on both historiography
and the historical novel by making fiction the only truthful mode of human
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knowledge. Even if it does not deny the difference between novel-writing and the
writing of history—a difference it regards as one more of rule and method than of
essence—it sees both connected through the shared dilemma of a fundamental
epistemological uncertainty. (Ickstadt 299)
Metafictions point to the constructed nature of stories, fictional or historical, by using
several techniques: parody (Holmes 20), mise en abyme, allegory (Hutcheon, Narcissistic
53-54), multiple endings, or the same event told from several different perspectives. By
constantly reminding the reader of the constructed status of the content, these novels
highlight the reality effect, the very feature most historians try to conceal. Narcissistic
novels, metafictions, “place fictionality, structure, or language at their content’s core”
and order the world in a way we don’t normally expect to see it. They counteract our
standard mimetic models about the world (Hutcheon, Narcissistic 29-30). By this
definition, Edmund Morris’s Dutch shares broad common ground with Doctorow,
Salman Rushdie, or Susan Daitch. Morris’s book differs little in approach from Saul
Bellow’s Ravelstein or T. C. Boyle’s Water Music.
The three novels I have selected to show the relationship between history and
fiction express doubt that the past can be understood by using the historian’s tools. They,
in fact, express doubt about understanding the past at all. Sometimes these metafictional
novels assert the past must be understood by an exertion of the imagination, so the
historian must operate the way the novelist does.
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Don DeLillo’s Libra and the Conspiracy of History
DeLillo’s novel tracks a conspiracy to shoot the president. Lee Harvey Oswald,
whose astrological sign is Libra, is traced through obscurity and contradiction to his
intersection with history. The storyline also traces the beginning of the plot to shoot the
president, which Oliver Stone-like begins in the Bay of Pigs failure as remnants within
the CIA and the Cuban exile community plan first just to shoot one of the agents
protecting the president, blame it on Cuba, and force JFK to invade Cuba again. But the
plot acquires a life of its own and expands to include the assassination.
The connection to historiographic metafiction begins with the internal historian, a
retired CIA agent, brought in to write the CIA’s own history of the Kennedy
assassination. Nicholas Branch is charged with writing a history that nobody outside the
CIA and perhaps nobody within may read. As the keepers of documents at the CIA send
him a flood of relevant documents, his problem is not a lack of factual evidence but too
much. “There is enough mystery in the facts as we know them, enough of conspiracy,
coincidence, loose ends, dead ends, multiple interpretations. There is no need, he thinks,
to invent the grand and masterful scheme, the plot that reaches flawlessly in a dozen
directions” (57-58). For the historian, the facts are supposed to uncover the truth of the
past, not veil it in mystery, to narrow the interpretive possibilities not expand them. But
this conspiracy ramifies in so many directions that the historian can make no sense of
them. The historian himself compares his research to writing a novel:
Branch is stuck all right. He has abandoned his life to understand that moment in
Dallas, the seven seconds that broke the back of the American century. He has
his forensic pathology rundown, his neutron activation analysis. There is also the
Warren Report, of course, with its twenty-six accompanying volumes of
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testimony and exhibits, its millions of words. Branch thinks this is the megaton
novel James Joyce would have written if he’d move to Iowa City and live to be a
hundred. (181)The historian must think like a novelist in order to have any chance
of understanding this plot.
Positivist historians invested in the idea that the archive is an avenue out of the
dead end of interpretation. The archive is where brute facts free of interpretation and
ideology exist. The archive is the touchstone to reality otherwise barred by discourse and
language. But Branch finds that the more archival evidence he gathers, the less
understanding of the past is possible. As Nicholas Branch receives more photos, autopsy
reports, eyewitness testimony (later fictional works and dramas are forwarded by the
curator as “evidence” for Branch to consider), the evidence starts to mock him:
They are saying, “Look, touch, this is the true nature of the event. Not your
beautiful ambiguities, your lives of the major players, your compassions and
sadnesses. Not your roomful of theories, your museum of contradictory facts.
There are no contradictions here. Your history is simple. See, the man on the
slab. The open eye staring. The goat head oozing rudimentary matter.
...
Branch concedes. He concedes everything. He questions everything, including
the basic suppositions we make about our world of light and shadow, solid objects
and ordinary sounds, and our ability to measure such things, to determine weight,
mass and direction, to see things as they are, recall them clearly, be able to say
what happened.
He takes refuge in his notes. The notes are becoming an end in themselves.
Branch has decided it is premature to make a serious effort to turn these notes into
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coherent history. . . . The past is changing as he writes. (299-301)Not a man of
ideas or imagination, Branch is unable to grasp the event, to plot the directions and
contours of the plot. Thinking as a historian impedes understanding of the past.
DeLillo plays on two different meanings of the word plot. The plot is the
conspiracy to kill the president, but the plot is also the arrangement of characters, scenes,
and action in the storyline. Branch’s incapacity in reading the one plot parallels his
inability to read the other. One of the CIA conspirators discusses this connection
between the two types of plot:
Plots carry their own logic. There is a tendency of plots to move toward death.
He believed that the idea of death is woven into the nature of every plot. A
narrative plot no less than a conspiracy of armed men. The tighter the plot of a
story, the more likely it will come to death. A plot in fiction, he believed, is the
way we localize the force of death inside the book, play it off, contain it. (221)
Notice that the novelist is able to master the plot line of the JFK assassination while the
historian ends up in confusion and defeat; the novelist Don DeLillo succeeds in providing
a unified and continuous narrative out of the material by which his historian is befuddled.
This notion is implicit in the novel; the novelist can master the past while the historian is
mastered by the archival evidence.
History is a conspiracy against the reader. Fiction doesn’t carry that negative
connotation in DeLillo. Fiction is a positive emplotment of the world while history is
stultifying and negative. One of the conspirators asserts this conspiratorial view of
history for Kennedy and Castro are really in cahoots and are keeping evidence from
Americans: “There’s something they aren’t telling us. Something we don’t know about.
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There’s more to it. This is what history consists of. It’s the sum total of all the things
they aren’t telling us” (321). History, for DeLillo, is a conspiracy against the people.

Graham Swift’s Waterland and the Bogging Down of History
British novelist Graham Swift also demonstrates a dialectical process between
history and fiction. Tom Crick is a history teacher in an East Anglian high school, the
Fen region where the land is unstable, susceptible to shifting and sinking. The recovered
marshland is the metaphorical equivalent of history in the novel. Crick traces his facility
with history back to his ancestors who were great storytellers. His own predilection for
history is explained by his mother’s stories told to a frightened child. When Crick is
furloughed because his school is “cutting back History” (21), he launches into a defense
of history after one of his smart-alecky students asserts “that history was a ‘fairy-tale’”
and a useless fairy tale at that (6). But his defense is peculiarly personal, limited to
family and personal history. Crick abandons the attempt to explain the French
Revolution to this students and tells stories about his own family.
Crick wants to assert to his students as he finishes up the school year that “history
was no invention but indeed existed—and I had become part of it” (62). The more he
examines world history and his own family’s history, he wants not to assert that “some
golden nugget that history would at least yield up, but History itself; the Grand Narrative,
the filler of vacuums, the dispeller of fears of the dark” (62), but that comforting tales
helping children fall asleep in the dark. Humans need history to mark the way they have
been in the water or fenland that soon fills in any trace they have been that way (63).
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At some points in the narrative the storyteller/historian asserts that there is indeed
“solid ground” (86). In this mood he asserts the identity of history and science and the
need to “disentangle history from fairy-tale”: “History, being an accredited sub-science,
only wants to know the facts. History, if it is to keep on constructing its road into the
future, must do so on solid ground. At all costs let us avoid mystery-making and
speculation, secrets and idle gossip. And, for God’s sake, nothing supernatural” (86).
At other times history’s scientific status seems less certain. We must ask questions about
the whys of our existence:
By forever attempting to explain we may come, not to an Explanation, but to a
knowledge of the limits of our power to explain. Yes, yes, the past gets in the
way; it trips us up, bogs us down; it complicates, makes difficult. But to ignore
this is folly, because, above all, what history teaches us is to avoid illusion and
make-believe, to lay aside dreams, moonshine, cure-alls, wonder-workings, piein-the-sky—to be realistic. (108)
History, as this history teacher attempts honestly—perhaps for the first time—to share
with his students the importance of the discipline, is useful not for what it can do but only
as an aspiration.
The family history revolves around stories of murder, incest, suicide, and
abortion. The sordid tale of family history gets bogged down “because silt, as we know,
is the builder and destroyer of land, the usurper of rivers, the foe of drainage. There’s no
simple solution. We have to keep scooping, scooping up from the depths this remorseless
stuff that time leaves behind” (346). Opposed to ideas of progress, the old linear view of
history bequeathed by modernity, this view of history shared by the teacher with his
students is that history doesn’t make any sense, has no pattern, bears no logic. “For the
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chief fact about the Fens is that they are reclaimed land, land that was once water, which,
even today, is not quite solid” (8). The storytelling of his mother isn’t much different
from the storytelling he performs for his students. History is as stable as water.

Julian Barnes’s Flaubert’s Parrot and the Greased Pig of History
The last of the three novelists I will consider also explores the difficulty of
attempting to reclaim and write about the past. Geoffrey Braithwaite, retired physician,
attempts to research and write about Gustave Flaubert. In a Flaubert museum he comes
across a stuffed parrot. This image inflames Braithwaite and begins his obsessive attempt
to track down the bird, for in Flaubert’s novel A Simple Heart the character Félicité has
taxidermy done on her parrot when he dies, even praying to the parrot as the Holy Ghost.
This image for Braithwaite becomes the gateway to understanding the novelist, for “in
this unexceptional green parrot, preserved in a routine yet mysterious fashion, was
something which made me feel I had almost known the writer” (Barnes, Flaubert’s 7).
Knowing that Flaubert borrowed a stuffed parrot from the Museum of Rouen,
Braithwaite sets out to find the parrot Flaubert used. The physician finds four birds that
people claim to be the true image Flaubert used, so the historical past can’t be reduced to
single, univocal meaning. Braithwaite dashes off letters to “various academics,” the
French Embassy, and the Michelin guidebook in order to ascertain “if either of the
parrots had been properly authenticated” (Barnes, Flaubert’s 15).
The novel contains various reflections on the art of biography, this field that is
virtually disdained by academic historians. I have cited Barnes’s image of the past as a
greased pig in my epigram; in many of these passages Barnes calls upon variations on the
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question: how do we seize the past? But Barnes undermines the traditional retreat to
archives and objectivity that have been the defense of historians for a century: “So how
do we seize the past? As it recedes, does it come into focus? Some think so. We know
more, we discover extra documents, we use infra-red light to pierce erasures in the
correspondence, and we are free of contemporary prejudice; so we understand better. Is
that it? I wonder” (Barnes, Flaubert’s 106). Barnes also provides an image of the past as
a perspectival endeavor that depends on the position of the historian or the biographer:
The past is a distant, receding coastline, and we are all in the same boat. Along
the stern rail there is a line of telescopes; each brings the shore into focus at a
given distance. If the boat is becalmed, one of the telescopes will be in continual
use; it will seem to tell the whole, the unchanging truth. But this is an illusion;
and as the boats sets off again, we return to our normal activity: scurrying from
one telescope to another, seeing the sharpness fade in one, waiting for the blur to
clear in another. And when the blur does clear, we imagine that we have made it
do so all by ourselves. (Barnes, Flaubert’s 108)Much like DeLillo’s idea that
history is what they don’t tell us, Barnes’s novel tells us that history is absence, negation,
denial:
You can define a net in one of two ways, depending on your point of view.
Normally, you would say that it is a meshed instrument designed to catch fish.
But you could, with no great injury to logic, reverse the image and define a net as
a jocular lexicographer once did: he called it a collection of holes tied together
with string.
You can do the same with a biography. The trawling net fills, then the biographer
hauls it in, sorts, throws back, stores, fillets and sells. Yet consider what he
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doesn’t catch: there is always far more of that. The biography stands, fat and
worthy-burgherish on the shelf, boastful and sedate: a shilling life will give you
all the facts, a ten-pound one all the hypotheses as well. But think of everything
that got away, that fled with the last deathbed exhalation of the biographee.
(Barnes, Flaubert’s 31)
The novel even makes an explicit connection between the writing of history and the
writing of literature; the role of the historian to select and discard as much as it to collect
and include. Beginning another section with the question, “how do we seize the past?
How do we seize the foreign past?” The narrator asserts we sift through the evidence and
pore over the files, “but every so often we are tempted to throw up our hands and declare
that history is merely another literary genre: the past is autobiographical fiction
pretending to be a parliamentary report” (Barnes, Flaubert’s 94). Then the narrator’s
voice asserts that such grand ideas are too complex, too highfalutin for his type of history
for “I’m not sure what I believe about the past. I just want to know if fat people were
fatter then. And were mad people madder?” (Barnes, Flaubert’s 94).
The novel ends as Braithwaite’s project to find out something definitely about the
past comes to ruin. As he tracks down that one stuffed parrot, he learns that in the past
others have attempted to answer the same question. In order to display in Flaubert’s
home the “right” parrot, someone went to the Museum of Natural History and asked for
Flaubert’s exhibit. “They opened the door, and they saw in front of them . . . fifty
parrots” (Barnes, Flaubert’s 213). The interpretive possibilities keep multiplying beyond
such a simple, determinate answer. Historical possibilities proliferate.
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As with the two previous attempts to answer the question, which is Flaubert’s
parrot? Braithwaite is also showed into a room. On the last page of the novel he sees in
the room:
Everywhere I looked there were birds. Shelf after shelf of birds, each one covered
in a sprinkling of white pesticide. I was directed to the third aisle. I pushed
carefully between the shelves and then looked up at a slight angle. There,
standing in a line, were the Amazonian parrots. Of the original fifty only three
remained. Any gaudiness in their colouring had been dimmed by the dusting of
pesticide which lay over them. They gazed at me like three quizzical, sharp-eyed,
dandruff-ridden, dishonourable old men. They did look—I had to admit it—a
little cranky. I stared at them for a minute or so, and then dodged away.
Perhaps it was one of them. (Barnes, Flaubert’s 216)
So with the interpretive possibilities multiplied beyond any possibility of sorting out an
answer, Braithwaite is then faced with the decay of the evidence of the past. Decay and
multiplication are the banes of historical research.
How shall we seize the past? The novel doesn’t seem to offer any answers. Like
the birds, the interpretive possibilities offered by the past multiply beyond the power of
evidence and reason to restrict their range. These novelists who write historiographic
metafiction assert in their narratives that we seize the past in much the same way we seize
novels or myths. We need stories that provide order and explanation. If we need to dress
those stories up in fictional guise in order to believe them, then so we must. In another
collection of stories by Julian Barnes, the narrator specifically addresses the meaning of
history:
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History isn’t what happened. History is just what historians tell us. There was a
pattern, a plan, a movement, expansion, the march of democracy; it is a tapestry, a
flow of events, a complex narrative, connected, explicable. One good story leads
to another . . . .
The history of the world? Just voices echoing in the dark; images that burn for a
few centuries and then fade; stories, old stories that sometimes seem to overlap;
strange links, impertinent connections. We lie here in our hospital bed of the
present (what nice clean sheets we get nowadays) with a bubble of daily news
drip-fed into our arm. . . . we fabulate. We make up a story to cover the facts we
don’t know or can’t accept; we keep a few true facts and spin a new story round
them. Our panic and our pain are only eased by soothing fabulation; we call it
history. (Barnes, History of the World 240)
For historiographic metafictional writers history itself is a variety of fiction, of fabulation.
Historical stories are epistemologically indifferent from fictional ones. The streams of
the river that branched into historical writing and novelistic writing during the modern
period are beginning to form one mighty confluence as they return together again.
Historiography has begun to embrace the trend; novelists, literary critics, and
philosophers have also advanced the claim that history is fabulation, fictive shaping of
the stories left to us by the past. Leftover positivist historians can brave the waters where
history and fiction join to exit into the mighty ocean called narrative, but they ought to be
aware that the undertow is mighty; if they survive, they might return to tell us a good
story.
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the land art projects has its roots in the 1970's escape from gallery walls propelled by artists like Michael
Heizer, Robert Smithson, et al, it's temporality introduced real time as a coordinate. The idea of "art as
event" or "art as experience" has its urban parallel with the graffiti as they had to "write" in limited space
between parked subway cars and had to leave their marks before the police arrived. Lastly, it is by virtue of
the camera as a recording instrument that these "acts of transgression" actually transcend their temporality
because the photograph stamps it with its own relative permanence.
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Secular Music and Culture at Medieval Cluny
Bryan Gillingham
Twelfth-century Cluny presents a paradox. On the one hand, the religious commitment and
zeal which led to its great success are beyond question; on the other, growing affluence and power
seem to have led to behaviour at the monastery which was not exactly "pious." The question arises,
how could Holy Mother Church nurture artistic material which would not enhance Christian
practice? In answering this question, we should perhaps admit that our sense of morality, hardearned through innumerable church councils, reformations, counter-reformations, inquisitions,
puritanisms, religious wars, and hegemonies of all sorts, is considerably more self-righteous than it
was, say, in the twelfth century. Also, as a result of these phenomena, we misconstrue what
religious life, and in particular one of its most successful manifestations Χ monasticism Χ was really
like in the high middle ages. It is helpful, therefore, to review some general features of cenobitic life
during the peak years of Cluny. A picture of life at the monasteries arises from customaries and
other records, but also from critiques written by those who had grown disenchanted with the hub of
European monasticism. In the twelfth century, perhaps in response to perceived laxity or decadence,
the religious vigour of newly-formed orders such as the Cistercians began to threaten the wellestablished Benedictines.
One is forced to speculate about the musical establishment at Cluny since so much of the
musical material from the site was destroyed by the Huguenots in 1562. Cluny, arguably, was one of
the most important musical centres in twelfth-century Europe. Certainly it boasted the largest
basilica at the time (just slightly smaller than modern-day St. Peter=s in Rome) and an extensive
network of daughter houses which included some other renowned musical centres (St. Martial,
Fleury, etc.). Although explicit evidence of secular song making at Cluny is difficult to obtain, there
are circumstantial indicators that the Burgundian monastery cultivated such song in the twelfth
century. There are several reasons in support of this thesis: the Cluniac order seems to have suffered
a moral decline in the twelfth century which established a milieu favourable to secularization;
sources with decidedly secular content survive from daughter houses such as St. Martial, Ripoll and
elsewhere; the monks at Cluny were drawn mainly from the French aristocracy who would be well
versed in vernacular and Latin lyrics; individuals such as Serlo of Wilton and Peter Abelard, both
abbots in their later lives, wrote secular lyric song (the latter died at Cluny itself); and several
secular songs survived the destruction of manuscripts at Cluny.
Though the retrieval of repertoire is difficult, we are in a better position for contextual
studies. There are in existence customaries and ceremonials from Cluny that clearly confirm a
thriving musical establishment with a highly organized liturgical life. From external sources, some
of them envious if not critical, we learn that Cluny highly cherished artistic endeavours. Manuscript
illumination, architecture, sculpture, jewelry, tailoring, and other decorative arts were an important
feature of Cluniac life. Although the liturgical apparatus and its musical components were sufficient
to take up all the waking hours of the monastic community, there is a concomitant paradox that there
seemed to be extensive time and/or dispensation for leisure activity in the arts. The purpose of this
paper, which will be drawn from various primary documents, is to explore this apparent
contradiction in lifestyle as it pertains to music in twelfth-century Cluny. All of these elements will
be expanded to make the case for Cluny as a venue for secular song composition.
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Abstract: (287 words)
Professors Gillette and Lovaglio report on their theoretical, pedagogical, and technical
development work-in-progress with The Lumiere Ghosting & CompuObscura Project: an
Internet-driven, multi-site interactive study of cross-cultural narrative transmission &
transformation.
The Lumiere Ghosting project is an attempt to create an immersive, mixed-media
electronic art instillation that brings participants into direct contact with the film and
video images of popular culture, images that have become an important part of the
corporate-driven, media globalization process.
The Lumiere Ghosting project illustrates, in a very direct manner, how film, television
and the Internet have released media ghosts into our public and private lives, into our
memories and into our dreams. These ghostly visions from the past and present evolve
and shape-shift as they move from one culture to the next, leaving a trail of complex
images, stories, symbols and modes of behavior in their wake.
The moving image continues to shape our cultural and personal narratives, especially as
these images now freely move around the globe through movies, television and the
Internet. This complicated process of image-based cross-cultural transmission, interaction
and transformation Gillette and Lovaglio call Lumiere Ghosting. Their goal with this
project is to comment on and expand the idea of the Lumiere cinematograph by working
with students and researchers to create a motion capture, image alteration and projection
system that allows participants to physically connect with moving images captured on the
fly from Internet traffic and from image databases around the globe, using an Internet 2enabled space called the CompuObscura. When completed, the CompuObscura will be a
space that allows participants to interact with moving, ghost-like film and video images
that float in air, shifting in shape and content in direct relation to the movement of the
participants.
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“The power of modern literature [narrative] lies in its willingness
to give a voice to what has remained unexpressed in the social or
individual unconscious: this is the gauntlet it throws down time
and again. The more enlightened our houses are, the more their
walls ooze ghosts.” (Italo Calvino, The Uses of Literature)

The cinematograph (a hand-held motion picture camera
invented by the Lumiere brothers in 1895) allowed early
filmmakers to capture images during the day, develop film in the
afternoon, then when the camera was turned around and
illuminated by gaslight or by a small light bulb, the
cinematograph was able to project its moving images. By the start
of the 20th century, cinematographs spread around the world, capturing scenes of people
engaged in the mundane details of their lives. These images of life in distant lands were
brought back home and projected to audiences that integrated these ghostly images into
their evolving visions of the world.
The moving image continues to shape our cultural and personal narratives,
especially as these images now freely move around the globe through movies, television
and the Internet. This complicated process of image-based cross-cultural transmission,
interaction and transformation we call Lumiere Ghosting. Our goal with this project is to
comment on and expand the idea of the cinematograph by working with students and
researchers to create a motion capture, image alteration and projection system that allows
participants to physically connect with moving images captured on the fly from Internet
traffic and from image databases around the globe, using an Internet 2-capable space we
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call the CompuObscura. When completed, the CompuObscura will be a space that allows
participants to interact with moving, ghost-like images that float in air, shifting in shape
and content in direct relation to the movement of the participant.
The Lumiere Ghosting project illustrates, in a very direct manner, how film,
television and the Internet have released media ghosts into our public and private lives,
into our memories and into our dreams. These ghostly visions from the past and present
evolve and shape-shift as they move from one culture to the next, leaving a trail of
complex images, stories, symbols and modes of behavior in their wake.
We have become so accustomed to the presence of ghosts that we are often
completely unaware of their influence on us even though we stumble across them, walk
through them, work and play with them every day. The Lumiere Ghosting project makes
these ghosts clearly visible. The CompuObscura allows visitors to interact with these
ghosts directly, and in the process possibly become more aware of how the visual media
that we use for communication, instruction, and entertainment can enrich and deepen the
lives it touches, while at the same time also flattening and weakening the distinctive
components of our lives that we use to define and cling to our cultural identities.

The Ghosts of Globalization
We believe that the process of cultural whitewashing and the mass cloning of
popular culture, that many people now often critique and sometimes try to actively resist,
is only the latest manifestation of a complex process that began many, many years ago.
Ever since the introduction of literacy, illustrated texts and mass-production
printing, cultures have shared stories, myths and technical innovations, integrating
concepts that are useful, ignoring or actively rejecting others. Globalization is nothing
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new, it is just moving faster than ever before while making use of very elaborate, large
scale imagery, therefore drawing more attention to the process.
The invention and immediate popularity of the moving picture camera accelerated
the globalization process of cultural exchange and integration, especially as the Lumiere
brothers encouraged their late 19th century filmmakers to capture images of every day life
from all over the globe.
The power that the moving image has to surreptitiously slip into our unconscious,
to smoothly become part of our memories and our dreams, has allowed some cultural
concepts (imbedded in alluring imagery) to intertwine themselves into our public and
private lives unnoticed, unbidden, unwanted. These complex images lurk in our cultural
subconscious, influencing our public and private lives through a subtle, often difficult to
comprehend, interplay between language, image, metaphor and action. We refer to these
captured, cloned and mass-distributed images as Lumiere Ghosts.
The Chaplin shuffle, the precarious Potemkin baby carriage, the Monroe slow sly
smile, the Elvis hip twist, the gunslingers tensely squaring off at high noon, the strangely
beautiful Hindenburg flames, the dispassionate and clinical pan across a flattened
Hiroshima cityscape, the secret service agent clinging to the back of Kennedy’s car
speeding out of frame, the Sam Spade slip into half shadow, the smoking gun, the
converging armies on horseback, the James Dean insolent slouch and cigarette flip, the
dramatic punch and head-over-heels fall, the first tender kiss in the rain, the prisoners
staring at us motionless through the concentration camp gates, the Bikini Atoll explosions
spreading majestically against a clear blue sky, the fuzzy first step on the moon and the
cartoon-like bounce of the moon buggy—these are all images that have been copied,
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melded, intermixed, and reinvented from culture to culture, from venue to venue,
becoming Lumiere ghosts that inform, transform, and interact with every culture they
continue to haunt.
Lumiere Ghosts have been incorporated into politics and pornography, hidden in
newscasts and soap commercials, played again and again in Ballywood musicals and in
late-night Russian satires, flashed on giant screens in a Tokyo entertainment district and
flickered as a cell-phone background in a teenager’s hand in Ulan Bator.
With the spread of electronic images through television and the Internet, we have
simply increased the speed of this process, exchanging so many ghostly concepts, ideals,
myths and beliefs that spooky similarities arise simultaneously in distant, seemingly quite
different parts of the globe. For a few minutes, the influence that Lumiere Ghosts have in
our cultures appear in stark relief, and for a brief moment their influences upon us
becomes clear, before these ghosts meld back into the hubbub of life. Suburban
neighborhoods become virtually identical as they spread from the outskirts of Los
Angeles, Atlanta, Sydney, Singapore, Tokyo, Milan, Largos and Bogota. The images on
televisions and computer screens in those homes, the music playing from teenager’s
headsets, and the symbols on the t-shirts in the closet have a monotonous, flattened yet
distinctive similarity. The particulars—the names, the faces—may be different, but the
overall effect is the same: a simplistic repetition of the same story, the same theme, the
same idea, the same vision.
Stopping this process is likely impossible and possibly quite dangerous. Being
aware of the process is vital. Altering the shape, direction, and pace of the process is
possible if we first learn how it works, how it changes us, how it becomes part of who we
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are. Humanizing the process is a noble goal that may someday be achieved through more
devices and activities like the Lumiere Ghosting project.
We cannot fight against, work with, reshape or redirect something we cannot see.
The Lumiere Ghosting project tries to make the cloaked, the internalized, the hidden,
visible, tangible, understandable and human.

Project & Design Goals
We wanted to work directly with the history of film and moving image projection
to examine our society’s current obsession with the negative effects of globalization,
mainly because we suspect that the “issues” of the early 21st century have actually been
around for a very long time.
The more we looked into the development of the Lumiere cameras, and the uses
of camera obscura devices, and explored early developments with still photography, the
more we discovered a concurrent fascination of the time with the occult and magic in
connection to the use of captured and/or projected still or moving images. Because the
Lumiere brothers, Muybridge, Edison, Eisenstein, Cocteau, and other early film and
photo-image innovators were both developing their technologies and learning and
teaching about them at the same time, we felt we should look for guidance from these
innovators when shaping our similarly-developing method of image projection and
interaction.
While the CompuObscura is a complex technical device, and the Lumiere
Ghosting Project is a complex combination of research, pedagogy, and project
management, the ultimate goal for all these projects is fairly simple, and light-hearted.
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The overall goal is to encourage simple play between a viewer and the image she
is looking at; and through this play, we hope to make our viewer/participants aware of
the images that surround us all as part of our modern media culture. Like all truly good
play, there is no pedantic lesson, tired ethical motive, or detailed statement involved—the
goal is to simply allow viewers to have fun, to explore, and to interact with images as
freely and as seamlessly as possible. Good, open, free and expressive play often creates
our deepest and most meaningful impressions and our most memorable narratives. We
therefore are attempting to create an artistic play and exploration space for adults and
children that allows them to create their own impressions and narratives through the
facilitated process of interacting with a variety of projected moving images.

The Role of the Lumiere Ghosting Working Group
The Lumiere Ghosting Project is designed to help people take a fresh look at how
the projection and wide-spread distribution of moving images have complicated,
globalized, and increased the speed of cultural change and cultural interaction. The
Lumiere Ghosting Project is also designed to serve as a framework inside of which
students and faculty can explore the theoretical and historical ramifications of this widespread social change and interaction. To help accomplish these goals, the Lumiere
Ghosting Project makes use of the CompuObscura both as a device for creation, for
technological development, and for study. Students and faculty connected with the
Lumiere Ghosting Project help design, develop and refine different technological aspects
of the CompuObscura, but at the same time they are also encouraged to explore (and add
to) the histories that support the object’s design, and to study and learn from the way
viewers interact with the device.
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The Lumiere Ghosting Project is working group, and a teaching and learning
collaborative comprised of students, technologists of all kinds, and instructors from many
different disciplines. The CompuObscura is the first, but only one of the many possible
creations to arise out of this collection of interests and technical and intellectual skills.

The Role of the CompuObscura
The CompuObscura is an interactive new media art work that viewers can interact
with directly by entering the work and becoming part of the images on display inside.
The CompuObscura is connected to the Internet, allowing it to display images captured
on the fly off the Internet. The network connections also allow each CompuObscura
device to communicate (exchange images) with other CompuObscura installations across
the country. There is no intended commercial application for this device. The
CompuObscura is a complex collection of software and hardware but we wish for it to be
considered as a single piece of fine art created through the collaboration of many
different visual, textual, and mechanical artists, and which also will be, in large part, the
evolving creation of the viewers who encounter the work.
The CompuObscura is designed to allow viewers to freely interact with the
electronic environment that surrounds us all so over time the images and the interactive
components displayed inside the device will change. The changing images of the
CompuObscura is similar to how a mirror in a public space remains inside the same
frame, while displaying (with some distortion) the continually shifting environment
surrounding it.
The “mirror” of the CompuObscura “reflects” one perspective on the river of
moving images that surrounds us all. The main current of this stream of moving images,
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for the most part, remains invisible and can only be glimpsed through limited portals such
as the computer screen, the movie theater screen, the television screen, or in eddies of
still frames captured in magazines, on posters, on t-shirts, and on bumper stickers.
Like the mirror in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass, a mirror which
allowed Alice to slip into an interactive, fully-immersive parallel world, the
CompuObscura mirror not only provides a view of the electronic world of images that
surrounds it, it also allows viewers to slip, seamlessly, past the membrane of the mirror
and cross into one small corner of that parallel world of moving images.

The CompuObscura in Action
The CompuObscura is a self-contained room-sized device modeled on the idea of
a camera obscura. A basic camera obscura is a room sealed off to all light, except for a
pinhole-sized “window” in one wall that, over time, allows an inverted image of
whatever was outside the window to be projected on the opposite wall. Essentially,
camera obscuras are large pinhole cameras, and for a time served as a mixed-media cross
between a vaudeville hall, a movie theater, and a backroom séance.

Figure 1. A camera obscura erected in New York’s Central Park, late 1800s.
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From the outside, we have designed our CompuObscura to appear similar to the
ornate construction of a camera obscura (see: Figure 1). But inside, the device is a
combination of a digital television studio (with green-screen capability) and an Internetchanneled video projection and viewing facility.

Figure 02. A 3D proposed view of the inside of the CompuObscura. The entrance is at the bottom
of the image. While waiting to enter the device, viwers/participants stand just inside the entrance
to view a short presentation on the history of film and to learn more about the concept of Lumiere
Ghosting. At the same time, the system is capturing a number of images of the viewers/participants
that will later be mapped onto the digital puppets which are then manipulated by the actions of the
viewers/participants once they enter the center of the device.

The CompuObscura holds approximately four participants at one time.
Participants may move freely in the open area in the center of the room. The
CompuObscura contains a high-resolution digital video projector, and a high-resolution
digital video camera that captures the motion of the CompuObscura’s participants. A
space beneath the floor contains a small computer network connected with a high-speed
connection to Internet 2 that in turn is connected to an advanced image processing center
at California Polytechnic State University and with and a number of other
CompuObscura instillations around the United States.
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The software system designed by the Lumiere Ghosting Project captures and
reprocesses high-resolution video images and high-quality audio on the fly, then uses the
high-speed, massive bandwidth capabilities of Internet II technology to swap these
composite images and remixed audio tracks from one CompuObscura installation to the
next.
Against the largest wall in the CompuObscura, an image is displayed, filling the
entire wall. This image shows the CompuObscura participants immersed in a virtual
environment composed of architectural components lifted from an “actual” environment
(a village plaza in Northern Italy, for example). This projected environment also contains
live images of other CompuObscura participants (interacting in distant CompuObscura
instillations), and ghost-like images of other people captured from surveillance camera
instillations in public spaces around the globe.

Figure 3. A viewer/participant standing in the center of the CompuObsucra device. He is viewing
an image of himself captured on the fly, inserted into a virtual environment, and then animated in
response to the viewer’s/participant’s motions.
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Also inserted into this projected environment are a number of ghost-like wisps of
human-sized smoke which display a wide variety of Lumiere Ghost images lifted from
films, television shows, and moving images siphoned on the fly from Internet feeds
around the country and from a number of countries in Europe and Asia. As
CompuObscura participants move around the room, they can see that their movements
influence the movement of the Lumiere Ghost images in the projected environment.
CompuObscura participants can also interact with some of the ghost-like participants in
the projected environment who may, in fact, be participants in other, distantly located
CompuObscura installations.

Updating the Concept of Camera Obscura
The idea of the camera obscura has been known since the time of Aristotle, and
has been used in the arts in the East and the West for hundreds of years. As used in
England and the United States in the 1800s, a camera obscura was a dark room inside of
which viewers could gather to view a projected image of a selected view of the world
outside. At first, just the phenomenon of seeing leaves blowing on trees, or of waves
washing against the shore projected from outside and into the room, down onto a table or
up against a wall, was enough to attract an audience.
Eventually camera obscura artists/operators created pantomime dramas that were
performed outside the camera obscura to then be projected inside the device and
displayed to a paying audience. Because the occult was a popular topic in the late 1800s
in North America and Europe, a number of camera obscura artists/operators connected
their “projected pantomime dramas” with séance-like activities inside their camera
obscuras, thereby directly linking the display of a projected, narrative-based moving
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image with ghosts, and a visual projection of the invisible, the unknown, and of the
parallel spirit world.
The CompuObscura updates this activity and history. Instead of looking out on
the actual, physical surroundings of the device, the CompuObscura instead looks directly
into the real, but also invisible and parallel world of moving images that surrounds us all.
This parallel world of images remains mostly hidden inside the wires of the Internet, on
the screens of movie theaters, and in the wireless broadcasts of the television and
computer networking signals. The CompuObscura provides a pinprick view of that
world, squeezed down through the focusing lens of our software and hardware, then
projected on a wall inside the device.
Instead of having actors perform a pantomime drama in the environment outside
the CompuObscura, the members of the Lumiere Ghosting Project have created a stage
built out of selected images that we have drawn from the world of the moving image. On
this stage CompuObscura viewers can interact with other CompuObscura viewers and
with elements of the electronic image-driven environment that surrounds us all.
The CompuObscura not only projects the world “outside” the device, as camera
obscuras did 100 years ago, but it also allows viewers to see ghost-like images of
themselves “performing” in a type of pantomime, inserted into the world that is on
display.

Interaction Inside the CompuObscura
A participant enters the CompuObscura, which is fairly dark, requiring the
participant to stand for a few moments to let her eyes adjust. She notices a few other
people in the room with her, some sitting, some walking around. Projected against one
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wall is a large video image, showing that the participant and her fellow CompuObscura
participants are standing in a corner of a plaza in Italy, taking up roughly the same
amount of space in the plaza that they are taking up in the CompuObscura.

Figure 4. A close up view of the viewer/participant interacting in the central space of the
CompuObscura.

The effect of standing in the middle of the CompuObscura and looking at the
video is similar to looking at a wall-sized mirror reflection of the CompuObsura room,
except the reflection contains elements that are not present in the “actual” room.
Scattered around the projected plaza environment are a few ghost-like images of other
people, some sitting, some walking around, some which seem to actually be present in
the actual plaza, and some that seem separated from it (they walk through walls, float
slightly off the ground, or are somehow oddly displaced).
As the participant moves inside the CompuObscura, the projected image of
herself also moves around the Italian plaza. After a few minutes, she notices that the
projected plaza is starting to fill with large, person-sized wisps of smoke (the Lumiere
Ghosts) each one of which dimly displays a shifting collection of moving images. If she
moves into or through one of these ghosts, she notices that the ghost (and the image it
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contains) wraps around her and then dissolves much as “real” smoke would react in a
physical environment. Therefore, moving her arms up and down eventually causes ghosts
to dissipate or separate, moving quickly through them causes them to sweep in behind
her. She also notices that occasionally the ghost-like people in the plaza seem to be aware
of her presence, therefore if she waves, one of them may wave back.

Progress Thus Far
This project is planned for a two year period of invention, construction and
testing, followed by another year or more of high-level development, spread across six
integrated development phases.
Funding from the Cal Poly Internet 2 Mini-Grant (Phase I) has supported the
initial research and development outlined in Development Project, Stage One (listed
below). We are seeking additional funding (from Cal Poly and through external sources)
to support the project’s remaining five development phases.
Development Project Goal, Stage One (Complete):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Further refine the theoretical and practical requirements for the Lumiere
Ghosting project, and also finalize plans for the development of the
CompuObscura device.
Receive additional input on the project’s development from Cal Poly
faculty and from some national exposure in publication and through
participation in national conferences.
Research the technologies needed for creating the CompuObscura, and
also develop a project plan to accommodate interaction and project
development work mixed in with courses and student assistant work.
Establish a development team of students selected from the English, Art
and Design and Computer Science programs.
Further promote the pedagogical and research theories that support the
Lumiere Ghosting project.
Shoot high-quality overseas video images for testing and eventual use in
the CompuObscura (footage shot in Italy, August ’03).
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•

Establish a partnership with another Internet 2 campus to allow for future
high-speed data exchange, and for remote-site image and sound collection.

Development Project, Stage Two (In Progress):
•

Perfect a method for easily separating selected elements (a face, a
landscape, someone walking and talking on a cell phone) from a complex,
slightly degraded video sequence and mapping each of these “separated”
elements onto 3D animated puppets that can be controlled “live” through a
software system. During this phase, we begin experimenting with greenscreen capture and separation, and also in mapping the captured image of
an individual onto a 3D modeled puppet.

•

Control of the puppet will also be tested, in some small way, in this early
state.

•

Establish a solid working and research relationship with another Internet 2
campus where we can begin a simple method for the fast exchange of
high-quality audio and video data for later use as an exchange medium for
data moving between different CompuObscura devices.

•

Establish a convenient method for tracking a subject as she moves around
a green-screen space, tracking not just her trajectory through the space, but
also tracking basic gestures with her hands and feet.

•

Construct an initial “virtual” environment in which to place the 3D puppet.
Elements of the environment will be constructed from some of the video
shot during Phase One, combined with video and 3D modeled images
created specifically for this experimentation stage.

•

Develop all the design and building specifications for a full-size, testing
version of the CompuObscura. The CompuObscura should be large
enough to allow 3-4 subjects to interact at the same time inside the central
image-capture/display area of the device.

Development Project, Stage Three (Upcoming):
•

Perfect a method for combining the 3D puppet with a live video feed of
the subject. This combination of modeling and image capture should allow
the CompuObscura subject to see the 3D puppet version of herself
interacting in a virtual environment, while motion-capture and tracking
data of the subject is still being captured allowing the subject to
manipulate the 3D puppet version of herself, using her own body as a
control device (as if she were a human-sized computer mouse).
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•

Construct and test the first full-sized version of the CompuObscura.

Development Project, Stage Four (Upcoming):
•

Perfect a method for exchanging this completed stream of data through a
full Internet 2 connection, matching tracking data on one subject in a
distant location with puppets that have been created in another location.

•

Continue testing and refinement of the CompuObscura device, along with
attaching the CompuObscura to a live connection with the Internet.

Development Project, Stage Five (Upcoming):
•

After we have perfected a method for easily, and quickly swapping,
mapping and matching video and motion tracking data between a distant
site and Cal Poly, we establish the first off-site CompuObscura, located at
a university in the United States connected to Internet 2 and linked, live,
with a CompuObscura located on the Cal Poly campus.

The Importance of Ghosts
As designers, artists, teachers and technicians, we are interested in the idea of
ghosts, both in the occult sense (haunting and foreboding), the spiritual sense (nature of
the soul, angels), and in the theatrical sense (a narrative device, convenient distraction
and crowd pleaser). We are also interested in mating the ideas of theoretical interaction
and critical dialectic with actual, somewhat “physical” interaction with imagery itself.
We are also interested in the idea of making the “subject” of an image a simultaneous
“creator” of that image.
As participants wait to enter the CompuObscura, they are shown a short film that
skips through the history of photography and film technology, while also discussing the
late 19th century’s fascination with ghosts and the occult. By designing the
CompuObscura to appear, on the outside, like one of the camera obscuras used for
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séance-like activities in the late 1800s we hope to directly demonstrate how spiritualism,
the occult, and magic are always directly associated with the projection of the moving
image, no matter if these images are projected as shadows gathered from a window,
images from a simple animation through a magic lantern, or through the most
sophisticated and timely interaction between the Internet and modern mass media.
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ABSTRACT

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s Concerto in G Major for Flute and Orchestra,
K.313 is one of the most significant works in the flute literature. One of the most
difficult decisions to make when performing this work is selecting an appropriate
cadenza. Many cadenzas have been published during the last century, but they are often
difficult to locate or unknown to most flutists and differ greatly in length and style.
In order to make an educated decision regarding the selection of cadenzas, a brief
history and definition of the cadenza may be established through examining eighteenth
century treatises and current scholarship. Johann Joachim Quantz’s Essay on Flute
Playing (1752), Daniel Gottlieb Türk’s School of Clavier Playing (1789), and Johann
George Tromlitz’s The Virtuoso Flute-Player (1791) provide a framework in which to
understand the eighteenth century concept of the cadenza.
In addition, Mozart was one of the few composers from the Classic era whose
cadenzas survive. These cadenzas provide insight into the composer’s notion of the
genre, and the composer’s consistency in terms of length, use of material, and modulation
provides additional information that is useful in selecting cadenzas to perform with
K.313. His Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, K.246 is particularly relevant to this study
as three sets of cadenzas demonstrating different stages in his development survive, two
of which were composed in the same year as the flute concerto.

With information drawn from contemporary treatises and Mozart’s cadenzas, a set
of criteria is established in order to evaluate twenty-two modern flute cadenzas. These
cadenzas are evaluated according to use of material from the concerto, modulation,
length, and adherence to eighteenth century practice. With these cadenzas collected and
evaluated in one source, flutists have the opportunity to make decisions concerning the
selection of a cadenza based on both understanding and personal taste.
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6. Abstract: Intended as an introductory study of inter-cultural contact, this paper takes a new
look at Captain Cook’ s dealings with the Hawaiians in the context of “ navigational space.” The
ideas of Henri Lefebvre, Kevin Lynch, Roger Downs, David Stea and other theorists interested in
human space and the psychology of cognitive mapping are used to argue for a link between
spatial conceptualization and social behavior. To make this connection, the first section of the
paper summarizes some of the basic navigational methods of Pacific islanders and Europeans in
the eighteenth century. These navigational practices are then used to propose descriptions of
each culture’ s navigational spaces which in turn can help explain resulting actions and behaviors
of inter-cultural contact.
In the case of Captain Cook, his spatial practice is informed, at least in part, by cultural forces
intent on continuing the production and reproduction of abstract or capitalist space. And,
according to Lefebvre, the only way such production can be maintained is through violence. The
Hawaiians, for their part, inhabit a representational navigational space where “ things” or the
material objects of production (always in the foreground of European abstract space) are not so
important as interpersonal or environmental relations. When Cook tries to negotiate through the
sacred or “ lived” space of the Hawaiians, then, the end result is an armed conflict in which he is
killed.
In conclusion, this paper suggests that spatial theory has the potential of offering additional
insights into other moments of inter-cultural contact, moments that Mary Louise Pratt maintains
may often involve transculturation or two-way influences.

Γιλβερτ 1
The study of Pacific island navigation is hardly uncharted territory. So, I recognize that in
many ways my own endeavors to comment on this subject simply repeat and perpetuate a long
tradition of often Eurocentric, Western ideological analysis, a tradition not without its critics
(mainly Polynesian) who resent “ having foreign anthropologists [and others] tell them what their
ancestral culture was like” (Finney 398). But at the very least, such analysis, weighted, slanted,
and biased though it may be, hopefully can still offer insights for individuals trying to understand
inter-cultural contact. What I intend to bring to the study of culture with this paper is not the
general analysis of either European or Polynesian (or Micronesian or Melanesian) culture per se,
but the analysis of a particular space where these two cultures intersect during the time of
Cook’ s exploratory contacts in the eighteenth century.
To accomplish this task, I want to re-imagine cultural contact in spatial terms. Henri
Lefebvre, in The Production of Space, argues that space itself is “ not a thing but rather a set of
relations between things” (83). For Lefebvre, the analysis of space is an extremely productive
activity because it gets beyond (or behind) the things in space to examine what really counts--that
is, the “ social relations and the forms of those relations” that constitute or make up space in the
first place (81). For example, in the second chapter of his book, Lefebvre analyzes capitalist
space in the context of Marxist representations, coming to the conclusion that things produced
within industrial, capitalist space “ lie in order to conceal their origins, namely social labour”
(81). This concealment facilitates the continuing production, or reproduction, of the capitalist
space, foregrounding the commodity as the central “ thing” and backgrounding the unequal,
unjust relationships of industrial labor required for (re)production. Although Lefebvre’ s focus in
this case shows a decidedly Eurocentric preoccupation (the problems of industrial labor and
production are not exactly central to Polynesian culture during the centuries of Western
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expansion and exploration) it still suggests that analysis of space can yield useful results about
the social relationships and behavior involved in inter-cultural contact.
Research and study into those areas of psychology that deal with how mental images and
especially cognitive maps are formed show a similar link between spatial conceptualization and
human behavior and interaction. Pioneering studies in the nineteen sixties and seventies like
Kevin Lynch’ s The Image of the City (1960) indicate that locating oneself in an urban
environment influences how one then behaves in that environment.1 Interestingly, Lynch and
several other researchers also move out beyond Western, urban environments and refer to the
way-finding techniques of a number of Pacific island societies. Among them, Per Hage and
Graham Davidson focus on how spatial conceptions by these cultures may or may not influence
their social behavior. Hage especially sees a relationship between social characteristics like
religious ceremonies, oral genealogies, and myth storytelling and the islanders’ conception of
geographic space (86).2
An important reason for focusing on spatial concepts and practice is not necessarily to find
out what happened but to explain why something happened. My hope here is that spatial analysis
can offer some additional, important insights as to why European-Polynesian relations went in
certain directions, culminating (at least in the eyes of many Europeans) in the death of Captain
Cook. As I mention above, my focus is on a specific point of cultural convergence--on that point
where Western and Pacific island conceptions of space meet and react to one another. Lefebvre
breaks down (or builds up?) space in a “ conceptual triad” consisting of spatial practices,
representations of space, and representational spaces (33). In the context of this general
structure, he often refers to other types or kinds of space like “ abstract space,” “ lived space,”
“ social space,” or the “ space of capitalism.” Without partaking of all the complexities of
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Lefebvre’ s space, I would like to follow him in designating a space with which to deal with my
particular subject. European contact with the inhabitants of Polynesia, Micronesia, and
Melanesia was mediated (some might say facilitated) by a space that was, at least on the surface,
shared by these cultures.3 For both European explorers and Polynesians, the ocean was an
always-present, immediate space that gave them mobility, that allowed them to make contact
with other lands and other peoples, or at the very least, that permitted them to access important
resources (Parsonson 28). And in dealing with the ocean as a space of movement, both
Europeans and Pacific islanders faced a similar challenge: how could one successfully traverse
the open expanse of sea to reach a desired destination? Of course, the problem becomes rather
more complicated when the destination is unknown, but almost all ocean voyaging would have
been undertaken with a purpose. In any case, to deal with these problems of open-ocean travel,
both groups developed regularized systems of techniques to project a destination, to determine
current locations, and to deal with their surroundings en route.4 In using these systems, they had
to conceive of, or produce a space that I will call “ navigational space.”
In comparing and analyzing the moments of contact between Polynesian and European
navigational space, I first want to briefly summarize some of the more significant characteristics
of their navigational systems. Once this has been accomplished, I will show how navigation
methods can be used to construct a concept of navigational space, which in turn can be used to
explain, partially, resulting actions and social relationships.
Assuming that traditional methods of navigation were at least as useful to ancient Pacific
island navigators as they are to their contemporary counterparts, what exactly did these methods
consist of? By collating the accounts of early Europeans and more recent observers, we get a
general idea that Pacific islanders (ancient and modern) navigated using two primary techniques:
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star courses and natural sign systems (Dening, “ Geographical Knowledge” 112). Edward Dodd
explains that in its most basic form, star navigation for the early Polynesians consisted of lining
up the stern of a canoe with known landmarks on the home island that corresponded to the
direction of the target island.5 Embarking near nightfall, the passengers of the canoe could then
find stars near the horizon that lined up with the prow of their craft and use these to guide them
once the home island disappeared from sight. When one set of stars would rise too high in the
heavens to be of little directional use, the sailors would simply pick out another set of lower stars
and so on until they reached their objective (48-53). Star courses are also part of the mythical
directions for reaching Tahiti from Hawaii or New Zealand from Tahiti (Finney 394) and make
up an important part of the secret navigational lore of Polynesia in general (Hage 82, Lewis 9).
Because star course navigation was a way to establish general direction, Pacific island
navigators also used natural signs to pinpoint island locations once they neared their destinations
(Lewis 195). Concerning these natural signs, islanders at the time of European contact
apparently used visual aids like cloud formations, lagoon reflections, flight patterns of birds, and
the presence of seaweed or other detritus in the water to locate land (195-223). In addition to
these visual methods, navigators also used the “ feel” of swell patterns and currents to guide
them in to an island. Marshallese sailors developed this last technique into a complex art; they
can still recognize the wave refraction patterns that islands in their archipelago create by
interrupting the general directions of open-ocean swells (Brandt, Browning, Davenport).
If we contrast these methods of navigation to those used by the early European explorers we
notice some striking differences. It is true that by the time of Cook’ s first voyage, Europeans,
like the Pacific islanders, had been navigating by the stars and sun for centuries. But instead of
looking at the heavens to continually guide their course, they used them for plotting their
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positions on a grid chart with the help of increasingly sophisticated instruments like the astrolabe
and the quadrant and by mathematical calculations (Taylor, Dodd 40-41). Once their position
was known on the map or chart, they no longer needed the stars to guide them but instead
planned out and maintained a course using a magnetic compass. It was only when European
sailors needed to re-determine their position, not in the ocean or the world but on their
representation of the world, or the map, that they needed to take another lunar, stellar, or solar
observation. This system of navigation worked well for European navigators in determining their
latitudinal, or north-south, position but longitude, or horizontal positioning on the earth’ s sphere,
was a more difficult matter. Because the distances between degrees of longitude vary based on
proximity to the equator, more complex observations were required (a difficult thing on the
pitching deck of a ship at sea) and more intricate and time-consuming mathematical
manipulations had to be used (see Dodds 40-41). New and easier ways to accurately determine
longitude were continually being sought.6
Cook came on the scene right when the longitude problem was in the process of being solved.
He carried with him on his second voyage one of the first reliable chronometers which permitted
for extremely accurate calculations of longitude (Beaglehole 316; Taylor 262). From this point
on, Cook and subsequent European explorers could, by intersecting the lines of latitude and
longitude determine their exact location, or the precise point on a chart that corresponded to their
actual physical location. It is important to note, however, that in many ways the map location
was a more “ real” or accurate location for navigators than the spot in the ocean where their ship
happened to be. The sea possessed no marked grid lines to show where they were in relationship
to other known locations. The sea possessed no scaled-down representations of distant land
masses or the home country. And even in cases where an unknown destination that did not
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appear on the map was discovered, the explorer could make it real by plotting and recording its
coordinates. J. B. Harley, in a critical analysis of the science of cartography, observes that maps
were an important tool in the imperial project; by marking out the boundaries of a territory, by
defining its location, the map maker in a sense created or gained control over a new space (16668). Cook certainly seemed to be participating in this endeavor when he painstakingly surveyed
a portion Australia’ s coast, braving shoals and reefs and sandbars to remain close to shore and
take accurate observations of what had earlier only been a rather hazy, and vague landmass on
the maps (Beaglehole 297-306, 376). The more accurate the chart he could produce of a land, the
better claim his country could lay to it.
Compare the European obsession with precise locations and distances in their conquest of
navigational space to the conception of space used by Polynesian and other Pacific-island
voyagers to travel about their watery world. Both Dodd and David Lewis argue that for
Polynesians, space was (and is) conceived in terms of time, not measurements of distance.
Getting from one place to the next was not “ this far” but “ this long” (Dodd 43; Lewis 326).
For Dodd this idea is especially important when it comes to very long or exploratory voyages
without a precise destination determined beforehand. The early voyagers, he argues, would have
known how long they could remain at sea before they would have to turn back (57). In the case
of long trips to known locations, they could set out with confidence, knowing their travel time
would not exceed their food supply, barring any unforeseeable disasters. Early European
explorers undoubtedly thought in temporal terms when it came to food stuffs, storing so many
months of this or that food item in preparation for a voyage (Beaglehole 282, 376).7 However,
when it came to actually recording their “ discoveries” and landfalls, they still resorted to
descriptions of distance and Cartesian coordinates to describe their locations. Even the earliest
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Spanish explorers, like Pedro Fernandez de Quiros, with their imperfect navigation methods, still
talked about the number leagues their Pacific discoveries were from Peru (Parsonson 12).
Reliance on star courses and natural signs for navigational success also meant that indigenous
Pacific navigators, like their modern descendants, probably did not conceptualize of other, distant
islands as having precise, fixed locations in space. For them, a star line might take them in the
general direction of another island, but as long as they came within at least thirty miles or so of
their target, other clues could lead them in to land (Lewis 196). Two different navigational aids
are particularly illustrative in this case. The first aid is commonly known as the stick chart, a
device probably developed in the Marshall Islands and still used there by navigators to represent
general swell patterns between and around known island locations. Two kinds of stick charts,
the medo and the rebillib show the relative positions of certain islands and swell patterns
(Browning 41-41; Davenport). The location of these islands, however, is not “ to scale,” or
“ precise” as we might think of location as it appears on a Western, scaled map; distance is not
“ represented other than in a very general way,” and often a chart is constructed according to the
special preferences and needs of its maker (Browning 41, 42). Instead of relying on a model that
must conform to a grid or point system to be of any use, a system Dodd claims is completely
foreign to a Polynesian theory of space (42), the Marshallese navigator apparently uses his model
as a mnemonic device, almost never referring to it en-route (Davenport 11) and not even
conceiving of it as a “ chart” or differentiating between kinds or types of chart (Browning 41).
A second navigational aid that shows the relative unimportance of exact, geographic location
for Pacific islanders is that of etak. Lewis explains that in the etak system a navigator uses stars
to either determine the location of a reference island and thus determine at what stage of the
voyage he is at or to remain on course while tacking back and forth against a headwind (see esp.
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173-82). The interesting feature of this whole system is that when it is being applied, islands, not
the boat, are imagined to move back and forth beneath the stars (174-75). So even with a moving
reference or target, island navigators are not deterred about their potential for arriving at their
objective. Lewis is careful to point out that the sailors who use etak “ are perfectly well aware
that the islands do not literally move” but that they merely conceptualize of them in this way to
maintain their bearings at sea (175). Even so, etak represents a very different system from that
used by European navigators to plot precise positions on chart where the only thing that could
move was their ship.
A final example of how navigational practices denote difference in conceptions of space by
Pacific islanders and Europeans is the general attitude with which each culture approached
navigation in the first place. My interest here is not simply in motives (which may or may not
have been very similar) but rather in general attitudes about the sea, exploration, and the relative
chances of finding land in the vast, uncharted expanses of the Pacific.8 G. S. Parsonson’ s
observation that Cook had a difficult time reconciling himself to evidence (which he eventually
rejected) that supposedly “ ignorant savages had long ago achieved that mastery of the sea which
the navigators of the Old World had scarcely yet attained” (15) suggests that European
navigators did not undertake long voyages, out of sight of land, until they were fairly confident in
their navigation methods, the sea worthiness of their ships, and their ability to secure adequate
supplies.9 Again, observe the care with which Cook outfitted his ships in all his expeditions,
taking on board vast quantities of food and water, and making a conscious effort to reduce the
mortality rate among his men. For the European explorers, venturing out into the as-yetuncharted ocean meant taking on considerable risks and they had to be prepared for enduring
long periods of time at sea without making landfall to replenish supplies and repair their vessels.
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Polynesian voyagers, on the other hand, approached the ocean and oceanic traveling with a
very different mind set. By this comparison I do not mean to imply that Pacific islanders were
somehow more foolhardy or less-knowledgeable in what they were doing when they put to sea.
On the contrary, much of the current evidence suggests that these early mariners had great faith
in their navigational methods and that their ships, though different in design and size from
Western vessels, were of excellent quality and durability for lengthy voyages (Parsonson 21). In
spite of Lynch’ s claim that South Sea navigation was marked by “ strain and anxiety” (5), other
researchers have found just the opposite to be true. While both Maria Lepowsky and Alan
Howard acknowledge that the inhabitants of some of the smaller, Pacific archipelagos view the
ocean as a source of danger or even death, they also point out that for these people the ocean is
simultaneously a source of life and nourishment (51; 137). Indeed, the ocean is for many South
Sea islanders a daily part of existence, an all-encompassing influence (Feinberg, “ Intro” 8).
There is also evidence that the earliest peoples to arrive in the Pacific islands brought with
them a particular conception of geography that encouraged voyaging in the first place. In an
early study of the traditional homeland, often called “ Hawaiki,” that consistently appears in
Pacific island legends and mythology, S. Percy Smith postulates that the first Polynesians
probably came out of the west from Indonesia . Smith believes that the geography of Indonesia,
with its many islands, influenced the expectations of these early explorers to the extent that they
believed “ that the whole Eastern world was covered with islands, and that they had only to move
onward into the unknown to find more land on which to settle” (178). Douglas L. Oliver, in a
later study of the cultures of Oceania, agrees, adding that this view is very different from that of
Europeans, who think “ generally [that . . .] most of the Pacific is a vast watery emptiness
punctuated only here and there with little specks of land” (399). In essence then, Pacific
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islanders saw the ocean as part of their world, full of life, food, and living spaces. And when it
came to navigating through this world, they were not just aware of their environment, but “ they
were literally a part of it” (Lewis 48).
To put these differences in conceptions of space between Pacific island and European
cultures in Lefebvrian terms, for Polynesians and other indigenous voyagers of the Pacific,
navigational space was “ representational” space, a space “ directly lived through its images and
symbols, and hence the space of ‘ inhabitants’ and ‘ users’ (Lefebvre 39). In contrast, European
navigational space might be regarded as a “ representation of space” or the “ conceptualized
space of scientists, planners [. . .] and social engineers” (38). To Lefebvre, representations of
space are engaged with through “ verbal” or “ intellectual signs” (39). For although Western
explorers did, out of necessity, “ inhabit” their ocean-going ships and “ use” the space of the
ocean, they also approached navigation as something that occurred in the abstract space of their
maps and charts, divided and sectioned off with imaginary lines that only made sense with the
application of mathematical calculations (Parsonson 58-59).
One of the most interesting ways in which differences between these two spatial systems are
played out is in the recorded European/Western reactions to Pacific island navigation. Often
early explorers responded to the evidence of long distance ocean travel among the islanders
without the aid of navigational instruments with a mixture of surprise, doubt, and disbelief. Such
responses were then likely to be followed up with intense analysis and attempts at explanation
that tried to fit the Polynesian systems of navigation within a European framework. Cook’ s first
expedition to the Pacific is an excellent case in point. During his stopover, Cook described the
islanders’ canoes or “ Proes,” in great detail, noting how skillfully the natives handled their craft
and conjecturing that in the larger ones they made lengthy voyages; “ otherwise they could not
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have the knowledge of the Islands in these Seas they seem to have” (Cook and Wharton 99).
While in Tahiti, Cook also became acquainted with Tupaia, a Raiatean navigator, who eventually
joined the expedition. Based on further accounts of the seaworthiness of Polynesian water craft
and on Tupaia’ s apparent geographic knowledge, Cook made further conjectures, stating that the
navigational abilities of the islanders helped explain “ how the Islands lying in those Seas came
to be peopled” (119). At this point, he had no trouble accepting Tupaia’ s claims of islands lying
some “ 10 or 12 days” to the west, already having proved the Raiatean’ s knowledge in a
southward probe: “ all this I believe to be true,” he records in his journal (121). Based on these
statements alone, Cook appears to fit the description Beaglehole gives of him: a benevolent
commander and explorer, concerned for the health of his men and interested in the culture of the
native peoples he contacted; motivated only partly by Empire, mostly by the “ neutral” facts of
science (373-81).
But Cook’ s attitude towards Polynesian navigation continued to change. Parsonson points
out that eventually Cook came to believe just the opposite--that in fact the Polynesians’
geographical knowledge was the result of accidental voyages caused by faulty navigation or
storm drift and that they were not capable of extensive, accurate journeys to distant islands.
Parsonson attributes this shift to the influences of “ learned and aristocratic circles” back in
England that could not relinquish their ideas of inherent superiority over “ ignorant savages”
(15). Greg Dening, in “ The Geographical Knowledge of the Polynesians,” identifies the theories
of the Forsters and Anderson, scientists and commentators from Cook’ s expeditions, as primary
influences on the English captain, leading him to take the position that stories of long-distance
voyages were exaggerations (111).
Andrew Sharp merely picked up where Cook left off, and argued in 1957 that the only
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explanation for Pacific island settlement was accidental, drift voyaging since there was no proof
of regular, long-distance navigation. In the 1964 edition of his book, Ancient Voyagers in
Polynesia, Sharp asserts that he has “ yet to hear of a fact or read an argument which impugns the
basic contentions” found in his book (“ Preface” ). But the facts and proofs Sharp and other
skeptics seek are based on specifically Western models of verification (Finney 390). Ever since
someone (Cook perhaps) tried to transfer Tupaia’ s oral descriptions of his internal or cognitive
map of seventy-four Pacific islands onto paper (Dodd 64-65), explanations, analyses, and studies
of Polynesian navigation have been consistently treated as representations of space instead of
representational spaces. Even Lewis, who attempts to enter the “ lived” space of Pacific-island
seafarers, complains of the difficulty of rendering a concept like etak on a two-dimensional chart
(184); and while admitting that a representational model is not “ the real thing” (198), he
nevertheless relies on drawings, maps, and diagrams to explain navigational space throughout his
book. An underlying assumption with all these approaches seems to be that indigenous, openocean navigation does not exist unless Europeans and Westerners prove it exists.10
James Clifford argues that the problems of trying to analyze and then discuss another culture
are especially relevant to those attempting to perform “ true” fieldwork, to enter the actual living
space of another culture (97-98), and notes that all perspectives are subject to biases and skewing
influences, influences that he implies may even be two way (98). Yet at the same time, how can
anyone expect to communicate or inform others about a different culture without making use of
the language and sign systems familiar to his or her audience? Therefore, how can even
sympathetic commentators with a grounding in Western spatial practice avoid subjecting South
Sea navigational space to Western systems of analysis? Clifford recommends asking questions
that don’ t skirt or ignore these problems but that demonstrate a self-awareness on the part of the
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observer. For example, “ How are complex, interactive, cultural conjunctures temporally and
spatially bounded” (99)? I have attempted to respond thus far by showing that navigational
space is one way to understand the “ cultural conjunctures” between Pacific islanders and
Europeans. Now, I want to take the next step and ask, “ what does the spatial boundedness tell us
about these cultural convergences? And here I want to focus most of my attention on Cook.
According to Lefebvre, one of Marx’ s great contributions to the analysis of space was to
assert that “merely to note the existence of things [. . .] is to ignore what things at once embody
and dissimulate, namely social relations and the forms of those relations” (81). So, following
Marx and Lefebvre here, the “ things” of navigational space--the various techniques, the ideas,
the opinions, the facts--need to be set aside, at least momentarily. What really need to be
examined are the social relationships that operate in Cook’ s navigational space, behind all the
other things that have heretofore been in the foreground. And yet, it is difficult to get to the
social relationships of Cook’ s space without first examining the things of that space. Cook’ s
navigational space, based as it was on abstractions and conceptual representations of space, was
itself part of a larger, abstract space characterized by the emergence of early, industrial
capitalism and a growing sense of imperial destiny that sought to control and dominate other
spaces by representing them in increasingly accurate ways.11 A significant feature of abstract
space is that it conceals its origins; it hides its contradictions and gives a surface “ appearance of
consistency” (Lefebvre 363). It fetishizes or foregrounds things because things--produced as
they are by industrial labor and thus increasingly distanced from nature--“ lie” (81) and therefore
contribute to the whole concealment process that allows abstract, or capitalist, space to continue
reproducing itself (113, 160). In addition, because this process takes place in abstract space,
which is a model for how space should be used, it also has the tendency to impose moral and
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ideological values onto the relationships that constitute the space itself (322).
It seems to me inevitable then that Cook, coming as he did from a such a space, would
reproduce at least some of the features of that space in both his navigational practices and social
interactions with the people of the South Pacific. We have already seen how his preoccupation
with the things of navigation--the charts, the observations, the exact positions, the data, the
supplies--are indicative of certain European conceptions of navigational space. And it has been
shown how his valuation of the superiority of European technological advances eventually
determined his moral rejection of the spatial accomplishments of what he perceived to be inferior
savages (Parsonson 15).12 But just how did his conception of space play out in his relationships
with Pacific islanders? This question is difficult to answer definitively simply because Cook, in
addition to being a product of his culture, was also an individual engaged in contact with other
individuals in a variety of situations. However, I still think his final contact with the Polynesian
culture in the Hawaiian islands (which ended in his death) can also be examined and understood
as the culmination of contact between different systems of spatial practice.
When Cook returned to the Hawaiian islands after a failed attempt to discover a northern
passage to the Atlantic on his third voyage, his arrival coincided with the rising of the Pleiades
which signaled the time for the Hawaiians to celebrate annual rites for the god, Lono. Thus,
Cook was thought to be a manifestation of this god (Sahlins, “ Apotheosis” 84).13 In the
Hawaiian cosmology, this explanation matched their conception of space. Even by the time of
Cook’ s arrival, the great, long-distance voyages of the past to and from Tahiti had become
mythologized (Finney 387-88); the expanse of ocean beyond the reach of their actually
experienced geographic knowledge was the “ outside place,” the “ homeland of the gods”
(Sahlins 87).14 Initially, it appears that Cook was very successful in interpreting and entering this
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“ sacred” or “ lived” space of the Hawaiians, accepting their gestures of homage and
accompanying them to an important temple to reenact sacred rituals (Beaglehole 365; Sahlins
399-404). And apparently, Cook was also successful in leaving Hawaiian space with his honored
status still intact, at least the first time. It is also significant to note, however, that when Cook
and his men sailed out of Kealakekua Bay, they took with them a great store of provisions, levied
from the common people by the Hawaiian nobility to meet the demands of the “ god”
(Beaglehole 366). What Cook--the “ harvester of facts,” the scientific observer (3, 373, 383)-was really interested in was not just gaining knowledge or strengthening the social bonds with his
Hawaiian hosts but in obtaining material things that would allow him to continue his project of
mapping, measuring, and reproducing abstract space. As Mary Louise Pratt demonstrates, the
scientific aspects of exploration were often accompanied by more commercial interests and
objectives (34). In fact, Marshall Sahlins characterizes early Hawaiian-European relations in
general in economic terms of concealment: European contact was political with “ economic
ends” and Hawaiian contact was economic with “ political ends” (“ Apotheosis” 83).
Cook’ s obsession with material objects, hidden or otherwise, was manifest in other ways.
Just a few days after leaving, Cook and his men returned to Kealakekua Bay to make repairs on
one of the ship’ s masts. But on this occasion he failed to reenter Hawaiian space with the same
degree of success. Some Hawaiian chiefs appeared to be dissatisfied with Cook’ s explanations
for coming back and were not nearly so welcoming (Edwards 609). Philip Edwards claims that
this second reception can be explained by the fact that Cook had “ seriously depleted” the
natives’ food stores and “ [t]hey did not want him back” (613). This reason certainly may have
played a part in the events that led up to Cook’ s death, but it is also significant that Cook’ s
return did not coincide with the temporal and spatial expectations of the Hawaiians as his first
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arrival had done. When Cook left, the islanders had sent him off as a god, back into the sacred
space of the gods in a timely manner (Withey 392). Yet here was that same god returning at a
time when he was not expected and when a temporary taboo on sea travel was in force (Sahlins,
“ Cook at Hawaii” 408).
Even so, Cook might have made his repairs and left without further incident except that his
spatial practice led to increased conflict with the formerly-friendly Hawaiians. Preoccupied as he
was with the material objects aboard his ship, Cook could not ignore the increasing incidents of
theft which came to a head with the disappearance of one of ship’ s small boats. Not only did he
view the stolen items as integral parts of his navigational space (and therefore necessary to the
successful completion of his voyage) but he viewed their loss as an ideological threat to this
space; the natives had to accept his “ presence” and to let them get away with such practices
would have undermined his authority, something Edwards claims he was not prepared to do
(612).
Additionally, the Pacific islanders’ practice of theft may have been grounded in reasons that
Cook could not understand or would not choose to accept. One of his officers from his second
expedition perceptively noted that stealing by the Tahitians was very likely a natural response to
the Europeans’ own acts of theft like cutting down trees, and taking fruit, animals, and women
from their island, all under the guise of standard, legal trading practices (Withey 231). Sahlins
offers another description that suggests that what the British regarded as theft was merely an
appropriate Hawaiian response to what they perceived to be the sacred space of Cook’ s ship.
Some of the first islanders who came on board after Cook’ s arrival made no effort to conceal
their attempts to carry things off, acting as if “ they had a right to everything they could lay their
hands upon” (qtd. in Sahlins, “ Apotheosis” 86). This type of behavior is not so strange if we
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consider that for the Polynesians, Cook’ s ship had emerged out of mythical space and time
carrying people they associated with gods. If the objects they carried on board were not for them,
then for whom? According to Sahlins, the tradition quickly developed that these newcomers
were filled “ with treasure” (86). And certainly the Hawaiians were more than willing to meet
European requests for pigs, breadfruit, and other food items.
Nor should Polynesian theft be considered as aberrant or immoral if we look at some general
contrasts between Pacific islanders’ cognitive maps and those of Westerners, maps which Roger
Downs and David Stea postulate as the “ basis for any strategy of spatial behavior” (10). These
researchers state that distance in cognitive maps is typically thought about in terms of time cost,
money cost, and linear measures like kilometers and miles” (16). But this particular conception
of distance is also based on observations made in Western environments according to Western
perspectives and would seem more applicable to Cook and the Europeans than to Pacific
islanders. This form of cognitive mapping in Cook’ s case was displayed through a
preoccupation with exact times, distances and material risks that then led to the valuing of
material objects. In contrast, Hage describes the cognitive, navigational maps of Pacific islanders
on Puluwat as, in part, “ geographical schemata [that] are mnemonic devices for the storage and
retrieval of [. . .] cultural information--myths, spells, ceremonies, chants, recitations, etc.” (86).
As such, these cognitive maps help to maintain and reinforce social links, both with past and
present members of the group (90-91). Applying Hage’ s findings to early Hawaiian conceptions
of space does rely on the problematic technique of using modern data to explain ancient
practices, but assuming some degree of cultural homogeneity, we can at least infer that spatial
practice of Pacific islanders placed more emphasis on environmental and social interaction than
on material things in space.15 Therefore, while Hawaiians may have deemed the material goods
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they took from the Europeans as desirable or valuable, they would not have considered them to
be the primary agents for determining social interaction.
In any case, Cook’ s response to the theft of his boat followed a typical pattern of first
confiscating things like native water craft, then taking important persons hostage, and finally
resorting to force (Edwards 612; Withey 107). When the attempt to confiscate a Hawaiian canoe
failed (Edwards 609), Cook went ashore to take the Hawaiian king hostage, accompanied by a
group of armed marines in case this second method also failed (610). The Hawaiians protested
this course of action and in the resulting fight Cook was killed. Although Edwards points out
that the “ underlying reason why Cook was killed will never be known” (610), the fact that
violence itself was a part of this final confrontation is hardly surprising based on the spatial
convergences that took place. Cook, enlightened and benevolent though he was (according to
Beaglehole) in his general treatment of native peoples, especially in comparison to early
explorers, was operating according to a model of abstract space that, as Lefebvre suggests, can
only be maintained through violence (280-81, 393). When the Hawaiians, on their part, realized
Cook intended to take their king out of a sacred, lived space into the profane space of his ship,
then under a strong taboo, they reacted with a form of their own violence, reminiscent of what
Lynch refers to as the panic of spatial dislocation (“ References to Orientation” 302).16 Whether
or not they killed Cook with the belief that he was still a god is not entirely clear (which even if
he was, Sahlins argues, should not be cause for surprise, especially to Christians [“ Apotheosis”
73]), but the fact remains that violence was the end result of Cook’ s encounter with the people
of Pacific island culture. For all his ability to navigate the natural spaces of the world’ s oceans
successfully, he failed to navigate through Hawaiian space with the same degree of success.
In conclusion, I want to refer to Pratt’ s idea of “ contact zones” as a way of showing what
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implications this particular study of navigational spaces can have for further studies in the fields
of anthropology, spatial analysis, or cultural contact in general. If, as Pratt maintains, the
exploration of new lands by Europeans in the age of empire was often characterized by “ contact
zones,” or spaces of “ colonial encounters” (6), then reciprocity, or transculturation was a twoway process for both Europeans and colonial peoples: “ the entity called Europe was constructed
from the outside in as much as from the inside out” (6). European influences on Pacific island
navigation generally have been well-documented--loss of traditional navigational methods,
decrease or even disappearance in long-distance voyages, adoption of European navigation
techniques (see Lewis, esp. 10, 29, 110; Feinberg, Seafaring; Howard 116)--but Pacific island
influences going the other way, to Europe and the West, have received less attention. And yet
clearly, Polynesian, Micronesian, and Melanesian non-instrumental navigation exerts some kind
of influence on the Western imagination: even today it continues to generate large amounts of
commentary from ethnologists, anthropologists, psychologists and other specialists of human
behavior. For these social scientists, spatial analysis may be one way to address the question of
reciprocity and follow it to its current manifestations--how have European and Western
“ constructions of subordinated others” been influenced by “ those others” (Pratt 6)? For those
interested in the theory of space itself, this study suggests that points of spatial convergence, like
the contact between the navigational space of Cook and Pacific islanders, have potential for
further spatial analysis.17
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Notes
1

Downs and Stea, in 1973, argue that the cognitive map is “ the basis for [. . .] any [. . .]

spatial behavior” (10). Stephen Kaplan notes that maps, mental or otherwise, are not just
indicators of “ cartographic truth” or environment, but are also indicators of such behavioral
traits as “ nationalism, self-image, [and] attitude (83). In another study, “ Some References to
Orientation,” Lynch concludes that any mental image can be useful not only for geographic wayfinding but for social action as well (302).
2

For example, Hage notes that among the Puluwatese islanders of the Caroline group, all

cultural information is grouped together in mnemonic systems that, when graphed out, show a
kind of linear structure with a definite location as the ending point. Thus, the memorized
instructions for a star course that leads one to a neighboring island also include such things as
mythical place names, legendary or real creatures, and personal names, all of which act as cues
for the navigator, helping him remember the next item in the sequence.
3

I find myself in the awkward position of trying to categorize a great many different cultures

and societies under the broad labels of either “ European/Western” or “ Pacific island.” The
European label is generally used throughout my paper, in one way or another, to refer to, or lead
up to, Captain Cook, his voyages of exploration, and subsequent scholarship which focuses on
these events. The Pacific-island or Polynesian label is a bit more difficult. Yet, in spite of the
great cultural variety found among the island societies of Oceania there also exists a remarkable
homogeneity in language, general social customs, diet, and most importantly for this paper,
navigational practices. For further discussion on these similarities, see Lewis, Beaglehole,
Banks, Dening, Finney, and others who argue for deliberate two-way voyaging theories of
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Pacific-island contact. For ease of reference, I will generally make use of these labels to note
trends in spatial and navigational concepts. I ask the reader’ s indulgence.
4

According to Donald R. Griffin, these are the basic requirements for orienting oneself in

any environment: to know where one is going, to know where one is, and to know one’ s
surroundings (296). It seems to me that in the case of exploratory voyaging, not all of these
categories may apply but some combination of at least two of them is probably always operative,
albeit subconsciously.
5

A number of islands throughout Oceania contain large stones in geometrical arrangements.

In the case of some islands in the Kiribati group, local legends and anthropological studies
indicate that these stones were used as navigational aids. Apparently the stones indicated star
courses that led to distant islands. Navigators could use the stones either as reference markers
when leaving the island or as teaching aids to help them memorize star paths at night (Lewis 36368; see also Heyen 71 and Hilder 86-87).
6

Taylor provides a detailed discussion of the race in Europe to find a dependable maritime

method for determining longitude (see esp. 245-63).
7

Cook is especially notable in his preoccupation for provisions and his men’ s health. He

was constantly taking extra measures to ensure that more than enough supplies were secured,
including foods that would reduce the frequency of scurvy among his crew and insisted on
replenishing their fresh water even if there was plenty stored on board the ship (Beaglehole 376).
8

With regards to motives for voyaging, Lewis cautions that Pacific islanders’ reasons may

not always “ fit into a European social mold” (297) but nevertheless lists such universals as the
desire for adventure (298), pride and prestige (299), conquest (301), fishing (303), and trade
(304). In addition, he also notes that some more culturally specific reasons for leaving a home
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island or island group might include things like to collect tribute from subjugated tribes (305) or
to submit to voluntary or involuntary exile for socio-political causes (307). Dodd contends that
early Polynesians were interested not in trade but in exploration and settlement as a means of
escaping political or population pressures, reasons that he believes may help explain why longdistance voyaging never became a regular and constant practice (176).
Certainly, Europeans explorers probably shared many of these motives. Beaglehole, for
example, differentiates between early Spanish navigators of the Pacific who set out to conquer
land, find gold, or spread their religion and later French and English captains like Bougainville
and Cook who sailed for the sake of knowledge and science (3-4). Pratt also notes that science
was the supposedly disinterested motive that prompted exploration not in just in the age of
maritime discovery but in the later projects to open up the interiors of continents like Africa and
South America. In the case of Cook, Pratt also points out that his “ secret orders” were to
discover “ commercial opportunities and threats” (34).
9

Taylor’ s book on the general developments of Western navigation practices is an excellent

source for correlating technological advances with subsequent “ discoveries” of increasingly
distant lands.
10

Like Lewis, Finney expresses sympathy and respect for ancient methods of Polynesian

navigation and yet resorts to using the modern voyage of the Hokule’a as “ proof” that such
voyages would have been possible in the past, a very Western, logic-based approach to my mind.
11

Cook’ s preoccupation with accuracy in charting coastlines and taking navigational

measurements (see Beaglehole 376-82) is only one manifestation of this growing obsession to
represent space in a particular way. See my earlier references to Taylor, Harley, and Pratt for
further examples of scientific and cartographic preoccupations in eighteenth and nineteenth-
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century Europe.
12

Cook’ s attitude towards the indigenous peoples he encountered has been described

elsewhere as a contradictory mixture of affection and pride (Withey 389). While he was often
praised for his lack of prejudice towards the natives and his fair treatment of them, he was also
concerned about not letting them outsmart or challenge his authority in any way (Edwards 612).
13

Sahlins actually questions this explanation of Cook’ s divinity among the Hawaiians,

suggesting that Hawaiian leaders elevated the English captain to the station of a god only after
his death for political reasons (see his article, “ Captain Cook at Hawaii,” for further discussion
of this claim). He does admit that Cook’ s well-timed arrival certainly contributed to this project
of equating him with Lono. I have chosen to stick with the more standard explanation.
14

Indeed, if we accept what Parsonson refers to as the “ degeneration” concept of Polynesian

navigation (120-21), by the time of European contact the bulk of long-distance voyaging in all of
Polynesia was a thing of the past, reduced to occasional sallies because of the changing political
and economic climate of Pacific island culture in general (Lewis 311).
15

This comparison is not meant to suggest that Polynesian navigational space resulted in

nothing but idealistic social practice or that it was completely open, transparent, and honest
where European space concealed or hid its true purposes. In fact, evidence suggests that island
navigators guarded their knowledge closely and may have used it to maintain high social status
(Feinberg, “ Nukumanu” 189; Lewis 9). Even so, their spatial practice was not mediated by
“ things” to the extent that European practice was. The primary purpose of my comparison here
is to show that the behavior of the English and the Hawaiians was the result of very different
conceptions of space.
16

Lynch cites a number of examples to show how spatial disorientation can result in terror
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and wild action. If the Hawaiians saw their king, who played a central role not just in their
political lives but in their social and religious lives as well (Sahlins, “ Cook at Hawaii” ; Withey
391-93), as being forcibly removed to a foreign or strange space, it is possible they reacted to the
threat out of a similar sense of disorientation.
17

By focusing on points of cultural convergence and suggesting that others do the same in

spatial analyses, I hope to avoid, in part, the accusation that Roland Robertson levels at Margaret
Archer specifically but that seems applicable to Western scholars in general--that we “ [do] not
attend directly to interaction between and interpenetration of societal cultures” (86). Clifford
makes a similar point, contrasting the traditional methods of anthropological one-way
observation with the more complex realizations of self-awareness that hopefully accompany
current fieldwork (see esp. 97-101).
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ABSTRACT
Over the last two years, the Department of Mathematics and Computing at the University of
Wisconsin at Stevens Point (has developed and implemented a new major in Web and Digital
Media Development (WDMD.) From its inception the major was designed to combine the
technical aspects needed for successful development of web sites, and digital images, audio, and
video with understanding of the aesthetics which underlie the “art” of digital presentation.
The first course most students take in the major is WDMD 100—Creativity and the Arts,
described in the catalog as : “Creation across artistic media and genres. Nature of artistic
experience as expressed in art, theatre, dance, music, film, video, and computer media.” Our
goal in the course is to give the students a sense of what makes up artistic creation, a vocabulary
to discuss issues of creativity and aesthetic values across the genres, and experience in the action
of creation itself—all in a technology rich environment.
We use technology both as a method of presentation—often creating our class material digitally
using capture of artistic images--and in one case going so far as to modify and reedit the opening
sequence of Citizen Kane to encourage discussion of artistic choice. But the instructors are not
alone in the use of technology; students are expected to use digital tools such as Photoshop and
Acid music to experience first-hand the creation of content through manipulation of form.
Our presentation examines the design of our course, discusses how we use technology both in
presentation and assignments, and presents the results of our end of semester student evaluation
of the course (which, of course, has yet to be administered.)

The Challenge:
When the faculty involved in the creation of the new Web and Digital Media
Development major at the University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point began discussing
entry-level required courses there was almost universal agreement that a Freshman
level course introducing the arts from an interdisciplinary perspective would provide
students with a breadth which would prepare them for careers in new media creation.
Simultaneously, the faculty expressed an interest in creating a course which would
satisfy or university's humanities requirement. Thus, at the outset, the course which
was eventually titled Creativity and Arts, was being asked to perform on a variety of
levels. As the two of us accepted the assignment of teaching the course this past
semester we also accepted the challenge of trying to integrate issues of arts
fundamentals and structures combined with teaching the fundamentals of computer
software which aids in contemporary arts creation. Following is a summary of our plan
of attack and our results to date.

The Curricular Overview -- Part 1: Light, Space and Time
After a brief discussion of the nature of criticism and the defining of terms, such as
analysis, interpretation, and differences between intrinsic and extrinsic meaning we
began our aesthetic inquiry with issues of light and it's use in creating pictures, including
examples of painting, photography and the motion picture. With the help of our main
text Humanities and the Arts by J. David Martin and Lee A. Jacobus we examined
paintings by Goya and Mondrian, photos by Ansel Adams, and the cinematography of
Hollywood in the film Visions of Light. This provided a forum for discussion of forms
and styles of lighting and the functions of color with 20th century filmic examples.
We next introduced students to Orson Welles' Citizen Kane. With a supplementary text,
The Making of Citizen Kane, and a documentary entitled The Battle Over Citizen Kane,
we added historical context to shot-by-shot and scene-by-scene analyses of Citizen
Kane as we introduced students to filmic terms, more examples of picture composition
and the meaning of line patterns and shapes, subject placement, camera movement,
film editing, and uses of sound and music to enhance the film's story structure.
By using short film clips from 2001: A Space Odyssey (specifically the opening scene
until approaching the entrance to the space station) we spent more time on the meaning
of line patterns and editing strategies in context with plot and music. For example, by
focusing on the famous transition of the bone thrown into the air in slow motion and the
next shot which cuts to a space capsule floating in space high above the earth, we were
able to discuss the use of temporal, graphic, and spatial functions of the editing
process.

Other clips from Hitchock's Strangers on a Train (the murder in the amusement park)
and Psycho (the 1st hotel sequence and the shower murder) introduced point-of-view,
subjective camera and editing for thematic purpose.
Finally we used a third textbook, Photographic Composition, to give students more
photographic examples of shapes and design, colors and their meanings and uses, and
photographic filters for effect.

The Software Integration Challenge -- Part 1: Photoshop and Light
In this first unit we also introduced Photoshop as a means to have students learn about
composition by manipulating existing photographs. Early on we stressed basic
elements of lighting and composition by demonstrating how to simulate backlighting
using Photoshop. This provides students with an opportunity to think about the impact
of lighting angles other than frontal, how lighting angles alters shadow patterns, and
effect of silhouetting on a photo’s impact. In addition, the assignments give the students
practice in using such basic Photoshop tools as Selections, Layers, and Brightness and
Contrast adjustments.

The Curricular Overview -- Part 2: Critical Methods and Literary
Themes
Our main Humanities and the Arts text introduces literature as a stand-alone chapter
and by being able to refer to the multiple narrative and flashback structure of Citizen
Kane, our students had a common ground for discussion story and plot issues. In
addition to this example we also showed the documentary film Powaqqatsi which
allowed for a discussion of the conflicts between indigenous cultures and the way of life
of the west, large-scale themes which evolved from our analysis of photographic
patterns within the film. As a sidelight, students were also exposed to the music of
Phillip Glass and a brief discussion by Glass about his attempt to integrate thematic
threads in consort with the photographic ideas represented in the film. Powaqqatsi
enabled us to do a literary analysis and interpretation exercise utilizing critical skills
from earlier in the term.
We also discussed literary and popular genres and the iconic and thematic conventions
which determine the forms. As a case study, the western story and it's roots in
Arthurian legend was examined.

The Software Integration Challenge -- Part 2: Montage in Photoshop
Our goal here was to encourage students to think about the compositional elements of
visual images. Using Photoshop’s power to select portions of a number of images and
to merge them as part of into a single image with appropriately adjusted brightness and
color levels, we asked the students to create a composite image from a minimum of

three sources. We stressed concepts of appropriate placement of the added elements
as well as the need to effectively manage color and light to make the image appear to
be a single composition, The results were often quite professional with students
devoting significant time to the artistic concepts as well as the technical details of
Photoshop image manipulation.

The Curricular Overview -- Part 3: The Dilemma of the Artist
Next on our critical plate was a discussion of theatrical drama and similarities and
differences to literature and film. The object of our study was the Sondheim Broadway
musical, Sunday in the Park with George. Because this musical was recorded almost
identically to the Broadway presentation including the same cast, it provides a unique
opportunity to "witness" Broadway. But as with other examples which we have utilized
in this class, the show has multiple teaching opportunities. the story is about the
creative dilemmas of a painter, George Seurat, as he struggles with the creation of his
masterpiece of pointillism and impressionism. Songs illuminate problems of creation
and of the personal relationships which suffer in the process of completely engaging
oneself into the creation of an artwork. In the second act, the action shifts to the late
20th century from the late 19th century where issues of art conflicting with commerce
and success consume the grandson of Seurat as he struggles with his own artistic
issues. This play allowed us to continue our discussion of literature and painting and
furthermore allowed us a segue into an introduction of another form of music different
from Glass -- vocal performance combined with literature.

The Software Integration Challenge -- Part 3: Photoshop Filters
Through its various filter options, Photoshop allows its users to create a number of faux
artistic effects including watercolor, pen and ink and charcoal sketching, and,
appropriate to our just completed discussion of Sunday in the Park with George,
pointillizing. We asked the students to create several images using different filter
techniques and then presented them to the class (anonymously of course) to critique
the choice that had been made. As art, the products generally weren’t very successful
but they did encourage interesting and thoughtful discussion of the choices inherent in
artistic creation. We were also able to discuss the "effects" and emotional expression
possible with photographic and graphic Impressionism with the advantage of having our
student creators becoming stakeholders as the discussion progressed.

The Curricular Overview -- Part 4: Music
The basic structure of music was introduced by the video of Leonard Bernstein
introducing "Melody" in his famous Young People's Concerts. Utilizing examples from
Mahler, Mozart and others, Bernstein adeptly discusses melody, repetition, and
counterpoint. Another short documentary introduced the concept and dominance of

rhythm trumping melody and it's use in 20th century music by composers such as
Stravinsky. Finally, a documentary examining the movie music and career of Bernard
Hermann looks at the music of Citizen Kane, Vertigo, and Psycho.

The Software Integration Challenge -- Part 4: Creating the Musical
Soundtrack
To give students the opportunity to become music “creators” and specifically the
opportunity to score a sound track for a film clip, we introduced them to Acid Music.
Distributed by SONY, Acid Music is music mixing software which allows students to take
musical loops (short audio clips with different instrumentation and melodic and rhythmic
themes) and create their own longer musical creations. Acid Music allows the user to
manipulate selected loops on multiple audio tracks while simultaneously viewing the
video track and the film images it contains. Because loops can be mixed on top of other
loops and all easily adjusted for tempo and key changes, Acid provides a flexible
method of listening, interpreting, and creating musical motifs differing from the original
loops.
For our assignment using Acid Music we gave the students a five minute film clip from
Alfred Hitchcock's first sound film, Blackmail. In the clip the protagonist, Alice White,
wanders through downtown London's West End after killing an artist who attempted to
assault her. Although this film clip has a musical sound track we assigned students the
task of creating a new sound track for the clip although they had the option of keeping
sounds of cars, chimes of Big Ben and a scream from the original. The loops students
were told to use come from the Acid loops library and include the Cinematic and
Orchestral collections. Because Acid groups loops according to similar motifs, students
were encouraged to stay within the numerical grouping of various loops (thus #14 with
its multitude of variations works better using these specific variations within the group
than combining clips from #14 and the #15 categories). Students were also given the
option of finding public domain audio loops from sources such as Flashkit.com.
We were very pleasantly surprised at the success of the Blackmail loop assignment.
Students had little problem with the technical machinations for the sound track creation
and some of the projects sounded remarkably professional and fit the subject matter
quite well. As we analyzed students' work, we were able to bring out issues of pacing,
appropriateness, melody, and repetition. Of course, because we had shown the
documentary about Bernard Herrmann, Hitchock's composer for Vertigo, Psycho, and
North by Northwest, we did notice a stylistic bias in student's choices of music toward
Herrmann-like melodies and moods.

The Curricular Overview -- Part 5: Dance, Motion, Color Redux
Next, another musical, perhaps the most highly revered and critically acclaimed
American musical of the 20th century, West Side Story gave us an opportunity to

analyze the music of Bernstein, the lyrics of Stephen Sondheim, to introduce the ideas
of dance and movement of choreographer Jerome Robbins, and the directing and
editing of Robert Wise (the editor on Citizen Kane). Once again, critical analysis of a
variety of formal visual and aural elements as integrated uniquely with plot and story
provided ripe critical material for elucidation.
West Side Story is rich with movement and that's how our analysis began. We watched
the helicopter shot at the beginning of the film reveal Manhattan and eventually bring us
to the playground where the Jets are playing basketball. The camera zooms in on the
game and the Jets then move around their neighborhood with a ballet-like dance,
maintaining their prominence and dominance of the right side of the screen space.
When the Sharks abruptly appear, it is from screen left and they maintain that graphic
placement in sequences to come. As they Jets and Sharks jump into the sky, the
camera cuts on the action and reveals the gangs landing on sidewalk spaces blocks
from their "impossible" spatial leap. Thus we have an example of camera editing
"choreography" reflecting Jerome Robbins' dance movements.
Another element of West Side Story which we focused on was the use of color and
particularly the use and function of the color red. From the opening sequence with
Bernardo pounds his fist (in tempo) on a bright red brick wall, to the abstract red blurred
images in the dance sequence, to the dramatic fade to the color red prior to the rumble
sequence, there is much to note and analyze.
Finally, the literary tradition and musicality of this film (melody, lyrics) were discussed
and the links to operatic forms was explained. West Side Story provided the culminating
multi-media filmic experience and a unique example of cinema which allowed us to
review principles we had discussed earlier while introducing dance and movement into
the experience.

The Software Integration Challenge -- Part 5: Creating Multi-media
Our final creation assignment involved the software SWISH which allows for the
creation of Flash animation without the extensive learning curve required by Flash.
Using SWISH students create software "movies" which utilize graphic images and
photographs, animation, sound, and music. These projects enable students to explore
creating movement through animation and integrating music with that animation; thus
they have a more complete multi-media creation experience than before.
The assignment was the creation of a 30 second commercial, a public service
announcement for some cause or program of social importance. The project involved
the writing of the script, selection or creation of photos, creation of the music, the
planning for motion of the graphic objects (text and photos) and the motion transitions
between sequences of the commercial.

Because of the relative ease of use of SWISH, we could concentrate on the creative
process and scripting of the projects, rather than the vagaries of the software, and again
we were pleased with the general quality of the results.

Conclusion: Creating for Understanding
In the last week of class we showed a sequence from Kurosawa's Dreams entitled
"Crows". This short sequence depicts a student painter who is studying Van Gogh's
paintings and then imagines himself as a character in the paintings he has been
studying as he searches for Van Gogh himself. He finds the painter and is inspired by
his words.
Kurosawa's lush use of color as he re-creates the famous Impressionist painting and his
use of Chopin's piano etude "Raindrops" leave a powerful impact on students as we
summarize the issues of creation and the experience of the artist,
Like the student painter in "Crows" in our class we have been journeying to discover the
issues and nature of the creative process. By enabling students to create with media
software tools, to learn by doing and not allowing them to be passive spectators of the
arts, but artists themselves, we hopefully have enhanced their ability to better
understand and appreciate the art forms they have been studying.
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France bore me and made me a singer. Italy, however, under Vittorino Da Feltre, a man imbued
with Greek as well as Latin letters, made me a musician and grammarian such as I am.1
-Johannes Gallicus

These are the words of Johannes Gallicus, an early Renaissance theorist who spent his
life as a monk. According to him a Cantor is only a humble servant of the disciplina as he
represents a mere blueprint of the higher spheres of musical art which are destined to be reached
not by him but by a very different type of individual, the hominem musicum-the scholar
immersed in the newly rediscovered Classic texts. Gallicus acknowledges that he is a singer but
gives himself credit primarily for his achievements as a musicus and grammaticus. Moreover, he
deliberately seeks to associate himself not with the monastic order to which he belongs but with
the more prestigious class of those teaching the seven liberal arts, which by the middle of the
fifteenth century had already found their way into the European university curricula.
Is it possible that these views of Gallicus truly mirror his time? Can a present-day scholar
safely surmise that medieval speculative thinking created a true chasm between theory and
performance and that Renaissance university masters took it upon themselves to eliminate this
discrepancy? Before attempting to answer this question one must briefly examine some of the
Classical, Hellenistic and Roman treatises which worked their way into the medieval world and
shaped every aspect of musical education for over five centuries.
The controversy between theorists and practitioners of music is in fact much more than a
mere product of medieval scholasticism. Its roots may be traced back to the earliest
interpretations of the relevant Pythagorean, Aristoxenian and Boethian texts. Plato, in his
Republic, is the first to describe the geocentric universe and to link the balance within it to the
divine music produced by the perpetual harmonious movement of the crystal spheres, which
envelop the earth and support the fixed stars and the movable planets. More specifically, he

alludes to the Pythagorean tradition in the myth of the eight sirens. Each siren is sitting on one of
the eight spheres, namely those supporting the fixed stars, the sun, the moon and the five
movable planets, respectively. The movement of the spheres is caused by the "spindle of
necessity," and each siren produces one particular musical note. The resulting scale provides the
music of the spheres known to Plato from the Pythagoreans.2
In order for the musical scale to be harmonious, the distances between the spheres must
be determined by strict numerical analogies. Thus, the parts- three over two and four over threeconstruct the whole, two over one. This meant that "for the first time sensible phenomena could
be explained in terms of number."
"The discovery of the mathematical ratios underlying the production of musical pitches
had an incalculable impact on the intellectual world of Antiquity." The terrestrial rules
previously used in the tuning of instruments were now transformed into an indisputable dogma,
"Mundum regunt numeri."3 Moreover, astronomers and mathematicians were now putting them
in a new context, attempting the interpretation of physical phenomena appertaining to the
hitherto unexplorable and unreachable macrocosm. As their visual data were insufficient, they
had to be carefully reconstructed to suit the underlying theory.
This premise of data modification became even more obvious in later Antiquity. The
Pythagoreans, following the tradition of sixth-century Ionian philosophers, had already described
the order of the Cosmos through a series of analogies akin to those used in music-making. They
had constructed a model of the universe, which, though not accurate, was deemed perfectly valid
as it seemed to throw adequate light on the problem of the origin of the Cosmos without putting
their otherwise sound theory on acoustics and numbers to the test.4 But, although according to
Plato astronomy and harmony are sister-arts, by the time of Aristotle's De caelo theorists begin

to address cosmogony independently of music.5
In the Harmonicon enchiridion by Nicomachus of Gerasa the model of the universe is
presented as the very image of absolute meta-cosmic purity and perfection. In fact, the author in
his enthusiasm has overly modified the astronomical theory. The resulting Nicomachean
macrocosm no longer serves its purpose as a reference point as it adheres neither to the
Pythagorean doctrine nor to the rules of practical music-making. For example, in the Platonic
myth mentioned above, the lowest note is sung by the siren seated nearest to the earth, while the
highest note belongs to the one occupying the farthest sphere. Nicomachus reverses this order by
placing the highest note of the octave closest to the earth. Also, according to Nicomachus, the
octave is "a system of the fourth and the fifth in conjunction." In other words, the interval of a
perfect fifth diapente (three to two) plus that of a perfect fourth diatessaron (four to three) create
a pure octave or a diapason (two to one). This analogy may make the universe seem perfect but
does not relate to actual music as, in the terrestrial world, a fifth plus a fourth create an interval
slightly wider than a perfect octave.6 Another weakness of the Nicomachean theory is the
apparent discrepancy between the eight celestial spheres and the seven strings of the lyre. In
order to have enough notes for a fifth plus a fourth, an extra note has to be added between the
two tetrachords and, although the lyre continues to have seven strings, the note is indeed added
in the form of the eighth celestial sphere in the lyre of the Cosmos.7 However, Nicomachus
complicates matters when, in his chapter on the musical notes in conjunction with the epochai
(the differences in amplitude responsible for the diverse pitches produced during planetary
movement), he mentions the names of seven, not eight, notes corresponding to seven stars or
planets. Thus, there are three notes of "undeviating pitch" known as dyspalleis phthoggoi. They
correspond to the three hestotes or fixed stars: Cronos, the sun, and the moon. There are also four

notes that fluctuate to fit each of the three genera. Those are called eucymantoteroi and
correspond to the four movable, cinoumenoi, planets: Zeus, Ares, Hermes, and Aphrodite.8
These discrepancies are, quite surprisingly, not regarded as flaws by later theorists such
as Aristides Quintilianus or Boethius. Although their models are by no means identical, they both
widen the chasm between theory and practice. In a treatise entitled De musica, Aristides alludes
to the Aristoxenians, whom he views as practical musicians concerned only with the first level of
music, rules of composition, musical instruments, melodic intervals, scales or genera and, of
course, rhythm, agoge.9 Aristoxenus himself is well known for his treatise Rhythmicon
stoicheion, most often referred to as Elementa rhythmica. In this work he examines rhythmic
elements such as chronos protos, the smallest possible rhythmic value used in any given melody.
Another of the Aristoxenians, Dionysius of Halicarnassos, writes that a melody must be not only
in tune but rhythmically proportioned as well in order to be considered pleasant to the ear.10
Aristides Quintilianus draws a line between the composer or performer and the theorist whose
field is harmony in accordance with arithmetic, geometry and astronomy. But it is Boethius who
views music and her three sister disciplines as a consecutive whole, the quadrivium. The
mastery of those four mathematical arts is essential to every respectable Roman gentleman of his
time. In his treatise De institutione musica there are three levels of music, the celestial, musica
mundana, the human, musica humana, and the man-made music, vocal as well as instrumental,
known as musica instrumentalis. Musica mundana is the great catalyst which prevails over the
firmament and also, through musica humana, over the equilibrium between body and soul, thus
controlling physical and mental health. Musica instrumentalis is merely an imperfect mirror of
this supernatural balance. The true scholar, musicus, possesses pure theoretical knowledge and
should be distinguished from the composer, who is basically guided by instinct, as well as from

the instrumentalist, who is "little more than a skilled craftsman."11
Ten centuries after the death of Boethius, there is a distinct dividing line between theory
and practice. Theorists generally flourish in monastic cells or cathedral schools while itinerant
performers make a living a court musicians or entertainers of the masses. The fourteenth century
is marked by a massive social and political upheaval triggered primarily by the devastating
outcome of the Black Death. The decline of feudal aristocracy results in the reconfiguration of
the lower classes to which musicians typically belong. This process of providing performers with
theoretical education was further enhanced by the prescriptive changes that took place in
Scotland, thus divesting church music of its Celtic character.
The Scotsman Gavin Douglas, in his Palace of Honour, writes of singers and
instrumentalists who combine skill with a thorough grasp of theory or, as Henry Farmer
eloquently puts it, musical science:

proportionis fine with sound celestiall
duplat, triplat, diatesserial
sesquialtera, and decupla resortis
diapason of mony sindrie sortis.

Also:
In modulatioun hard I play and sing
faburdoun, priksang, discant, countering,
cant organe, figuratioun, and gemmell.12

This poem was composed at the turn of the sixteenth century, the golden age of Scottish arts and
letters, but music had indeed been flourishing in Scotland since before the Anglo-Normans.
However, after the conquest, the old Celtic bard or scop and his instrument the clairseach
disappeared in favor of the itinerant harp-playing minstrel. Throughout the late Middle Ages the
Scots were influenced not only by England but, more importantly, by France and the

Netherlands. Music was then present in courtly activities as the King and his Thanes employed
resident musicians and instrument makers. In 1278, when Alexander III traveled to London to
pay homage to Edward I, he was accompanied by "Elyas the king's harper, two trumpeters and
six minstrels."13 In feudal Scotland, the traveling musician who succeeded the Celtic bard was a
full-fledged entertainer. Though shunned and despised by the Church, he was always welcome at
fairs as well as at court. Minstrels were experienced performers who, in their travels, became
acquainted with the groundbreaking developments that defined all musical output for over two
centuries. The lower classes to which they belonged rendered them more responsive to
innovations than their aristocratic predecessors who were associated with the Church or the
court. The minstrels could play several instruments, many of them new to Scotland, and strove to
provide entertainment for the populace. Through their endeavors the new musical trends became
more widely known.
This fact eventually led to an outburst of cross-fertilization that culminated in the
thirteenth-century reform of the manner in which Church music was taught at Aberdeen and the
other cathedral schools. In an attempt to preserve their national culture the Scots appeared to be
creating ties more with the Sorbonne than with Oxford or Cambridge. Thus their first university,
Saint Andrews, founded in 1414 for the purpose of further enhancing clerical education, was
modeled after its famous Parisian counterpart. As the art of singing was now formally taught in
schools founded specifically for this purpose, singers inevitably had to be instructed in theory as
well as in practical music. The extremely well-informed minstrel in the Douglas poem knows his
Pythagorean theory and has also studied measured singing and plainchant. Moreover, he is able
to sing in faburden, a practice which automatically puts all theories on the supremacy of the
perfect fourth, fifth and octave to the test.14

This piece of evidence suggests that Scottish cathedral schools, in their effort to produce
theoretically trained practitioners, were quick to adopt new trends even though they might
disprove the well-established Boethian dogmas. Consequently, the start of the Renaissance was
marked by an initially rather feeble attempt to restructure the theoretical groundwork thus
causing it to facilitate rather than complicate musical instruction.
On the other hand, English medieval universities were by their very nature quite
conservative. They were based on a tradition much longer than that of their Scottish sisterinstitutions and they were staffed by individuals whose chief concern was the revival and
preservation of Aristotelian speculative thinking.15 Aristotle and his contemporaries were
venerated as indisputable authority figures. Music therefore still remained a branch of the
centuries-old quadrivium and was not granted enough autonomy. Only with the Oxford statutes
of 1431 was music "assigned a specific place in the Curriculum. According to these statutes
candidates who presented themselves ad incipientium in Artibus et philosophia [...] must have
studied the septem artes liberales et tres philosophias for eight terms."16
Our sources, however, make it clear that the groundbreaking fusion of theory and practice
seemed welcome at Oxford even before the turn of the fifteenth century. While studying the
Boethian texts, candidates for the Magisterium had a chance to sing as "choristers in Oxford
foundations which carried on regular religious activities." In the statutes of 1347, "certain
clerici" were to teach the "pueros pauperes" the rudiments of polyphony and plainsong. "These
boys were afterwards to study philosophy in the university proper."17 There is also some
evidence that many of the students sang and played musical instruments, as the statutes of New
College forbade music-making in the dormitories at unreasonable hours. The little university
town also had its own instrument builders. One such harp maker, Robert Smith, is known to us

because in the records of 1452, he was warned against visiting the house of Joan Fitzjohn.18
In the sixteenth century, practitioners of music were quick to emulate the study of theory
as they themselves were now receiving doctoral degrees from Oxford and Cambridge. In fact, the
very concept of consonance was being redefined. The musical universe was shifting towards the
emancipation of the triad and the new mean tone tunings now favored pure thirds. Consequently,
the Boethian doctrine was of little practical use to the scholars who were urged by their own
tutors to read other subjects instead. According to the Oxford statutes musical instruction was
assigned to lecturers. A "Lectorum ordinarium designatio” of 1563 gives the names of three men
lecturing on music: Robert Leche, John Reve and John Foux." All three were Bachelors of Arts,
while Leche and Reve were Masters of Arts as well. During the Queen's visit in 1592, lectures
were held on the three philosophies and the seven liberal arts, and "Mr. Pelling was the lecturer
on music." However from 1562 to 1597 lectures were frequently dispensed with, as there were
not enough scholars in music. On one occasion students were encouraged to study arithmetic
instead, as it would be of more practical use to them. In 1582 Matthew Guin dispensed with
lecturing because, in his own words, "suitable books to read are found with difficulty."19 One
may consequently assume that the standard Boethian text was deemed insufficient since it was
unable to combine musical theory with late-sixteenth-century practice. One such indication of
how the by then obsolete Pythagorean theory was obliged to yield to practice is mentioned by Sir
John Hawkins in his A General History of the Science and Practice of Music. In 1597 John
Boole, a Doctor of Cambridge and composer for the Queen's virginals was appointed lecturer
although unable to speak Latin. "It is declared that because Dr. Boole is recommended to the
place of music Professor by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, being not able to speak Latin,
his lectures are permitted to be altogether in English so long as he shall continue music Professor

there."20 It is not possible to gauge the extent to which Boole's inadequate knowledge of the
lingua franca was an impediment to his teaching. One may, however, safely assume that this was
a rather restricting handicap, as the amount of books on music written in English was indeed
quite limited.
John Boole, Richard Edwards, and John Dowland were among the graduates of Oxford
and Cambridge chiefly known not only for their academic achievements but also for their skill in
performance and composition. With them music had finally come full circle. In Antiquity it had
initially been deemed responsible for the general health and balance within the intangible
universe. Scholars had seen harmony as a vis vitalis capable of controlling otherwise inexplicable
astronomical phenomena. As the centuries went by, the legendary monochord was denied its
well-deserved title of model in this pseudo-theory. By Boethius' time music had been reduced
from a source of knowledge to a mere man-made shadow of an unreachable divine prototype that
worked in perfect symmetry and virtually governed every aspect of human existence, from the
position of the morning star in the heavens and the full range of human emotions to the right
amount of consonance in any given melodic interval. This fact inevitably created a schism
between an indisputable, though ungrounded, theory and a more tangible and flexible art of
singing and playing. However, the devastating consequences of the Black Death shook the
foundations of both the feudal system and the hitherto absolute authority of the Church by
offering more opportunities to the rising middle classes of skilled craftsmen. As practicing
musicians received higher education, first in cathedral schools and then in universities, the
speculative thinker was once more united with the notion of the cantorem, thus creating the true
musicum of the humanistic Renaissance.

Notes
1 Quoted in Edward E. Lowinsky, "Music of the Renaissance as Viewed by Renaissance
Musicians," Music in the Culture of the Renaissance, ed. Bonnie Blackburn (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1989), p. 89.
2 Flora R. Levin, The Harmonies of Nicomachus and the Pythagorean Tradition (University
Park, PA: American Philological Association, 1975), pp. 2-3.
3 Levin, p. 3.
4 Although the Pythagorean doctrine on harmony has come down to us as part of numerous
works written primarily as acts of obeisance to the philosopher's memory, one finds no allusions
to music in the writings of the School of Pythagoreans. For details on the works of Philolaus and
Aristarchus of Samos see Levin, p. 2.
5 Levin, p. 2
6 Ibid., p. 28
7 Ibid., p. 5.
8 Ibid., p. 34-9.
9 Ibid., p. 21.
10 For more on the Aristoxenian fragments known to us, see Lionel Pearson's introduction to his
edition of Aristoxenus' Elementa rhythmica (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), pp. xi-xii.
11 Calvin Bower, "Boethius," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd ed.,
ed. Stanley Sadie, vol. 3 (London: Macmillan, 2001), pp. 785-6.
12 Henry G. Farmer, "Music in Medieval Scotland," Proceedngs of the Royal Musical
Association, 56 (1930), p. 78.
13 Ibid., pp. 70-1.
14 Faburden stems from an English tradition in which the interval of the third is considered
consonant although its ratio by Pythagorean standards is far from perfect.
15 The first Cathedral Schools at Oxford may have existed since the reign of King Alfred, but
the actual Universitas or Studium generale was founded in the late twelfth century. Nan
Carpenter, "The Study of Music at the University of Oxford in the Middle Ages," Journal of
Research in Music Education, 1 (1953), p. 11.
16 Ibid., p. 12.

17 Ibid., p. 13.
18 Ibid., pp. 14-15.
19 For further details on the teaching of music at Oxford at the time of the English reformation,
see Nan Carpenter, "The Study of Music at the University of Oxford in the Renaissance,"
Musical Quarterly, 41 (1955), p. 193.
20 Ibid., p. 194.
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This paper discusses the tsarist government’s use of exilic labor to build an important branch of the
Transsiberian railroad during the late nineteenth century. Based primarily upon government documents
from Vladivostok’s state historical archive, it argues that while this labor force was managed well, serving
the immediate interests of convicts and officials alike, such management was atypical of the autocracy’s
overall maladministration of its exile system. The use of exilic labor on the Ussuri Line therefore serves to
highlight the problems associated with Russian penology and suggests why these problems helped
undermine the regime’s stability.

1

Introduction
In 1890 Anton Chekhov made his rather strange journey to Sakhalin, which over the
preceding two decades had become the Russian equivalent of Devil’s Island—that is, a
penal colony harboring the empire’s most incorrigible offenders and recidivists. With the
gold, silver, and lead mines of Nerchinsk and Kara either exhausted or yielding amounts
insufficient to keep the number of convicts assigned to them fully employed, Sakhalin
had by the mid-1880s become the major site of katorga—a penologico-administrative
labor regime first established under Peter I, that operated in concert with, yet was distinct
from, exile (ssylka) and its administration. Driven by a compulsion he himself did not
fully understand1 to see this outpost of tsarist retribution, Chekhov spent several months
on the island and later concluded:
Among the exiles are displayed vices and perversions characteristic of a subject,
enslaved, hungry, and constantly fearful people. Falsity, craftiness, cowardice, timidity,
informing, stealing, and all manner of secret vices are part of the arsenal put forth by this beaten
I wish to thank Steven Marks, Abbott Gleason, and Patricia Herlihy for comments on earlier versions of
this article. I remain responsible for any conclusions herein.
1

“I’m going neither for [literary] observations nor for impressions, but simply in order to live for half a
year not as I’ve lived up to now,” he wrote shortly before leaving. Chekhov to I.L. Leont´ev-Shcheglov, 22
March 1890, in A.P. Chekhov, Sobranie sochinenii, 12 vols. (Moskva, 1963) 11: 407-08. On the origins of
the Sakhalin penal colony see Gentes, “The Institution of Russia’s Sakhalin Policy, from 1868 to 1875,”
Journal of Asian History 36, n. 1 (2002): 1-31. On Nerchinsk and Kara katorga see idem, “Katorga: Penal
Labor and Tsarist Siberia,” in John van Oudenaren and Eva-Maria Stolberg (Eds.), The “Siberian Saga”: A
History of Russia’s Wild East (Leiden, The Netherlands, forthcoming). For an overall history of tsarist exile
see idem, “Roads to Oblivion: Siberian Exile and the Struggle between State and Society in Russia, 15931917” (Ph.D. dissertation; Brown, 2002).
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populace, or at least a huge part of it, in opposition to the commanders and guards it does not
respect but fears and considers its enemy.2

Several years earlier, the Americans George Kennan and George Frost toured
Nerchinsk’s and Kara’s mines and prisons. The descriptions in Kennan’s Siberia and the
Exile System, published a year after Chekhov’s trip, are striking. “[The] broken and
decaying floor felt wet and slippery to the feet,” he wrote of Ust´ Kara’s men’s prison,
…whose atmosphere, although warm, was very damp, and saturated with the strong peculiar
odor that is characteristic of Siberian prisons. A person who has once inhaled that odor can never
forget it; and yet it is so unlike any other bad smell in the world that I hardly know with what to
compare it. I can ask you to imagine cellar air, every atom of which has been half a dozen times
through human lungs and is heavy with carbonic acid; to imagine that air still further vitiated by
foul, pungent, slightly ammoniacal exhalations from long unwashed human bodies; to imagine
that it has a suggestion of damp, decaying wood and more than a suggestion of human
excrement—and still you will have no adequate idea of it. To unaccustomed senses it seems so
saturated with foulness and disease as to be almost insupportable.… 3

Chekhov’s and Kennan’s characterizations of katorga and its prisoners are
replicated by many other contemporary sources.4 Historian W. Bruce Lincoln would

2

Chekhov, Sobranie sochinenii 10: 345. This quotation is from Ostrov Sakhalin, first published in full in
1895.

3

4

George Kennan, Siberia and the Exile System, 2 vols. (New York, 1891) 2: 145-47.

E.g., Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The House of the Dead, trans. David McDuff (New York, 1985); D.A. Dril´,
Ssylka i katorga v Rossii (Iz lichnykh nabliudenii vo vremia poezdki v Priamurskii krai i Sibir´) (S.Peterburg, 1898); E…. ….v [anonymous], “Ocherki, razskazy i vospominaniia: Ssyl´no-katorzhnye v
Okhotskom solevarennom zavode,” Russkaia starina 22 (June 1878): 301-16; Charles H. Hawes, In the
Uttermost East (New York, 1904); Benjamin Howard, Prisoners of Russia: A Personal Study of Convict
Life in Sakhalin and Siberia (New York, 1902); N.M. Iadrintsev, Russkaia obshchina v tiur´me i ssylke (S.Peterburg, 1872); Peter Kropotkin, In Russian and French Prisons (New York, 1971); S.V. Maksimov,
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therefore seem to have been correct when he wrote that conditions for exiles assigned to
build the Transsiberian railroad were dehumanizing and life-threatening.5 Indeed, Lenin
and Soviet historians had established that conditions for these exiles were terrible.6
Valentin Fedorovich Borzunov, in his 1965 study of Transsiberian labor, made a case for
“the difficult conditions in which exiles and prisoners on the rail line found themselves.”7
Post-soviet scholarship replicates this trope. In her recent study of the construction of the
Amur Line Bella Borisovna Pak approvingly quotes a 1913 source as follows:
“Exhausted of all their strength, the penal laborers [katorzhane] await death every hour,
every minute—such is the labor regimen….”8 But this historiography is misleading.
Borzunov fails to contextualize the admittedly harsh conditions railroad laborers faced by
noting the much worse conditions prevailing throughout the exile system. Pak’s source is
problematic if for no other reason than it is an early issue of Pravda. In fact, exiles
assigned to the Transsiberian enjoyed better housing, food, water, and pay than did those
languishing in the prisons and settlements of tsarist Russia’s penal archipelago. Steven
Marks notes these comparatively salutary conditions in his book Road to Power: The
Trans-Siberian Railroad and the Colonization of Asian Russia, 1850-1917. He largely

Sibir´ i katorga, 3rd ed. (S.-Peterburg, 1900); L. Mel´shin, V mire otverzhennykh: zapiski byvshago
katorzhnika, 3rd ed. (S.-Peterburg, 1903); Vlas Doroshevich, Sakhalin (Katorga), 3 vols. (1903; rpt.
Moskva, 2001).
5

W. Bruce Lincoln, The Conquest of a Continent: Siberia and the Russians (New York, 1994) 234-36.

6

Steven G. Marks, Road to Power: The Trans-Siberian Railroad and the Colonization of Asian Russia,
1850-1917 (Ithaca, 1991), 184-85.
7

V.F. Borzunov, Proletariat Sibiri i Dal´nego Vostoka nakanune pervoi russkoi revoliutsii (po materialam
stroiltel´stva transsibirskoi magistrali, 1891—1904 gg.) (Moskva, 1965), 66.

8

B.B. Pak, Stroitel´stvo amurskoi zhelenodorozhnoi magistrali (1891-1916) (Sankt-Peterburg, Irkutsk,
1995), 94 [ellipsis in orig.].
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bases his conclusions on such periodicals as the Main Prison Administration’s (GTU9)
Tiuremnyi vestnik (Prison Herald), the Zhurnal ministerstva putei soobshcheniia (Journal
of the Ministry of Communications [MPS10]), and the Zhurnal obshchestva sibirskikh
inzhenerov (Journal of the Society of Siberian Engineers), as well as on published and
unpublished reports. But absent from Marks’s study is the localized evidence necessary
to ascertain that the claims made by top officials accurately reflected what was taking
place on the ground.11 His study’s breadth also leaves little room for details on the
administration of exile laborers.
This article adduces localized evidence to detail exile laborers’ management and
behavior. Based upon documents of the Chancellery of the Priamur krai GovernorGeneralship (PGG) and the Primor´e oblast´ Administration,12 found in the Russian State
Historical Archive of the Far East (RGIA DV) in Vladivostok, it focuses on the Ussuri
Line—that branch of the Transsiberian between Khabarovsk and Vladivostok to which
most exiles working on the railroad were assigned. These documents show that despite
local officials’ early opposition, the exiles proved themselves integral to the project’s
success, thereby ensuring their continued use. The reciprocally beneficial relationship
9

Glavnoe tiuremnoe upravlenie.

10

Ministerstvo putei soobshcheniia.

11

The disconnect between official responsibility and execution is discussed theoretically in Jean Blondel,
Nick Manning, “Do Ministers Do What They Say? Ministerial Unreliability, Collegial and Hierarchical
Governments,” Political Studies 50 (2002): 455-72. For examples regarding tsarist Siberia see above-cited
sources.

12

The Priamur krai governor-generalship (Priamurskoe General-Gubernatorstvo) was created in 1884 to
include the Zabaikal´e, Amur, and Primor´e oblasti, Sakhalin (controlled as a military district), and the
Vladivostok military government. See A.A. Toropov, “Administrativno-territorial´noe delenie Sibiri i
Dal´nego Vostoka (k. XVI v.-1917 gg.): istoricheskaia spravka,” Dal´nii Vostok Rossii: Iz istorii sistemy
upravleniia. Dokumenty i materialy, eds. N.A. Troitskaia and A.A. Toropov (Vladivostok, 1999), 11-22;
Administrativno-territorial´noe delenie Primorskogo kraia, 1856-1980 gg. (Vladivostok, 1984), 9-11; John
J. Stephan, The Russian Far East: A History (Stanford, 1994), 55, 83 and Appendix A.
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that emerged between exile laborers and administrators forms a unique chapter in the
otherwise gloomy history of Siberian exile, and would seem to support arguments by
Bruce Adams and Jonathan Daly that in its twilight years, tsarist Russia was improving
and modernizing its penal apparatus.13 But railroad construction provided only a small
proportion of exiles with work, while the great majority continued to suffer from the
conditions described above.14
Nonetheless, the management of exiles assigned to the Ussuri Line was
exceptionally efficient when compared to the exile system’s general maladministration.
The major reasons for this were the government’s economic investment in the project and
its decision to give private contractors management over penal laborers. Note should also
be made of the fact that the salience and distance from Petersburg of the Russian Far East
(RFE) generally allowed local officials greater autonomy and experimentation.15 This
unusual efficiency contrasts not only the autocracy’s failure to improve conditions for

13

Bruce F. Adams, The Politics of Punishment: Prison Reform in Russia, 1863-1917 (DeKalb, 1996);
Jonathan W. Daly, “Criminal Punishment and Europeanization in Late Imperial Russia,” Jahrbücher für
Geschichte Osteuropas 47 (2000): 341-62.

14

Some 300,000 exiles and 14,000 penal laborers populated Siberia at the end of nineteenth century. See
Ssylka v Sibir´: ocherk eia istorii i sovremennago polozheniia (S.-Peterburg, 1900), prilozheniia, table, pp.
14-18; Adams, Politics, 99. Adams gives a figure of 12,000 penal laborers, but this is for the mid-1870s. I
have conservatively added 2,000 to this figure for the period under review here.

15

Both historical and contemporary use of “Russian Far East” proves it to be a somewhat elastic term. I use
it here to reference essentially Priamur krai. Concerning the effects of distance, climate, and geography on
Siberia’s administration see Steven G. Marks, “Conquering the Great East: Kulomzin, Peasant
Resettlement, and the Creation of Modern Siberia,” Rediscovering Russia in Asia: Siberia and the Russian
Far East, eds. Stephen Kotkin and David Wolff (Armonk, NY, 1995), 23-39; David Wolff, “Russia Finds
Its Limits: Crossing Borders into Manchuria,” in ibid., 40-54; Gentes, “Roads to Oblivion,” 19-23 et
passim.
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exiles in general, but also the Soviet GULag’s unprofitable and destructive use of
prisoners.16

The Exile Laborers
An insufficient population east of the Urals was quite simply the reason Sergei Iul´evich
Vitte and the Imperial Cabinet turned to exiles when they needed builders for the
railroad. On 19 February 1891 the Committee of Ministers supported a decision by the
Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) to use exilic and prison laborers on the Ussuri Line.
This precedent would allow for their later use on other sections of the Transsiberian, but
only in Eastern Siberia and (especially) Priamur krai were penal laborers (katorzhan or
katorzhnye) and exile-settlers (ssyl´no-poselentsy) assigned.17
On 31 May 1891 tsarevich Nicholas Aleksandrovich, only the second Romanov
ever to visit Siberia, stuck a shovel into ground near Vladivostok to inaugurate
construction.18 Unlike the United States’ Transcontinental railroad, built in essentially
two sections that converged in Promontory, Utah, in 1869, Russia’s great iron road was
built in several sections not contiguously linked until 1904. Construction began first on
16

On the GULag’s unprofitability see Anne Applebaum, Gulag: A History (New York, 2003), 54, 108-09,
472-74, 506-07; Galina Mikhailovna Ivanova, Labor Camp Socialism: The Gulag in the Soviet Totalitarian
System, trans. Carol Flath (Armonk, N.Y., 2000), 69-126.

17

Borzunov, Proletariat, 32-33. It is important to note here the distinction between jailhouse convicts on
the one hand and serious criminals sentenced to either katorga or “exile-to-settlement” (ssylka na
poselenie) on the other. Upon completing their katorga sentences penal laborers became exile-settlers.
The state had ceased assigning criminal exiles to Western Siberia after 1859, deciding this region
should be reserved for the mainly agricultural peasants exiled by administrative procedure. See I.V.
Shcheglov, Khronologicheskii perechen´ vazhneishikh dannykh iz istorii Sibiri: 1032-1882 gg. (1883; rpt.
Surgut, 1993), 355.
18

Tsarevich Alexander Nikolaevich was the first Romanov to visit Siberia, touring Tobol´sk and other sites
in Western Siberia in 1837. Shcheglov, Khronologicheskii perechen´, 311-12.
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the South Ussuri Line for two reasons: Russia was concerned about securing its Far East
possessions19; and the line’s 250-mile stretch between Vladivostok and Murav´evAmurskii (modern-day Iman) constituted, as G. Patrick March observes, the
Transsiberian’s worst terrain, “an extraordinary challenge in terms of swamps, forests,
basalt outcroppings, and heavy rains, not to mention tigers. One great problem was posed
by the unexpected fact that the Ussuri at flood level was thirty-five feet higher than
normal.”20
The first exiles destined for the South Ussuri arrived in Vladivostok between 23
April and 8 October 1891. A total of 642 shipped from Odessa, supplemented by 378
from Sakhalin and 25 exile-settlers being punished for “bad behavior” (durnoe
povedenie) and apparently originating around Vladivostok.21 Sometime before midSeptember another 450 exile-settlers joined them, though their origins and disposition
remain unknown.22 Marks writes that the largest number of exiles constructing the
Transsiberian in any given year was 4,500.23 Those on the South Ussuri Line in 1891
equaled one-third this figure. In 1893 a maximum of 2,655 exiles worked on the line.24

19

John Lewis Gaddis, “Railroads and Russian Expansion in the Far East, 1890-1905” (M.A. thesis;
University of Texas, 1965), 25ff.

20

G. Patrick March, Eastern Destiny: Russia in Asia and the North Pacific (Westport, CT, 1996), 154. See
also Marks, Road, 14-16, 179-82.

21

Rossiskii gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii arkhiv Dal´nego Vostoka (RGIA DV), f. 702 [Kantseliariia
Priamurskogo general-gubernatora, 1861-1920], op. 2, d. 571, l. 141. The exiles from Odessa may first
have stopped at Sakhalin. Cf. Borzunov, Proletariat, 59.

22

RGIA DV, f. 702, op. 2, d. 571, ll. 39-41, 62-65.

23

Marks, Road, 182. Lincoln cites a figure of 14,000, but this combines both exilic and non-exilic
prisoners. Lincoln, Conquest, 234.

24

RGIA DV, f. 702, op. 2, d. 88, ll. 131-164. Borzunov gives somewhat higher figures, but they include
non-exilic prisoners. Cf. Borzunov, Proletariat, 34-35 and n.45.
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The state did not use exile laborers on the Ussuri Line in 1894, for reasons explained
below, but did assign some 1,000 exile-settlers and 650 penal laborers to the North Ussuri
Line in 1895.25
In 1891, per special arrangement between the MPS and GTU, all exile laborers
(with the possible exception of the 450 exile-settlers of uncertain origin) were assigned to
so-called Penal Laborer Units, whether or not they were penal laborers per se. An officer
of military rank commanded each of these units. The MPS also used 2,500 soldiers, 2,000
Chinese and Koreans, and 400 “volunteers” from Odessa to labor on the South Ussuri
that year. Officials considered the soldiers the best workers, while holding the Chinese
and Koreans in low regard. One thought them unsuited for their tasks; another
characterized them as “slow.” Still more contemptible were the Odessans. Many were
apparently poverty-stricken or homeless men who probably faced little choice other than
to “volunteer” for the Siberian railroad if they did not want to be exiled (what with
“vagabonds” [brodiagi] accounting for the majority of nineteenth-century exiles).
Between 800 and 1,000 Odessans arrived in Vladivostok in summer 1891, but only half
showed up at the work sites in the interior. Some officials were convinced that they along
with penal laborers were responsible for an increase in crime in the region.26
Officials were nonetheless pleasantly surprised by the exiles. “[O]nly the work of
the penal laborers and the military has yielded favorable results,” telegraphed General
25

P.G. Vasenko, “Rabochie na postroike Ussuriiskikh i Amurskoi zheleznykh dorog i uchastie katorzhan v
rabotakh,” Arkhiv istorii truda v Rossii 2 (1923): 155-60 (here, p. 155).

26

RGIA DV, f. 702, op. 2, d. 571, ll. 10-21, 30-32, 39-41, 62-65. “[T]he lower productivity of the Chinese
worker…,” writes Lewis Siegelbaum, “may be attributed in part to the inferiority of the methods and
implements used by the Chinese. Especially in the first few years, instead of shovels and wheelbarrows,
they relied on hoes and sacks.” Lewis H. Siegelbaum, “Another ‘Yellow Peril’: Chinese Migrants in the
Russian Far East and the Russian Reaction before 1917,” Modern Asian Studies 12, n. 2 (1978): 307-30
(here, p. 313).
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Arkadii Semenovich Benevskii to Governor-general Andrei Nikolaevich Korf in
September.27 Korf had been named Priamur krai’s first governor-general in 1884, ruled a
vast, untamed region of 2,701,076 square versts (an area nearly six times the size of
France), but one that contained only 716,000 Russians (peasants, soldiers, exiles),
indigenes, Chinese, and Koreans. Cultural isolation presumably decided Korf to make his
home in Petersburg rather than Khabarovsk, and like his early nineteenth-century
predecessor Ivan Borisovich Pestel´, who had ruled all Siberia yet still preferred the
capital, Korf managed his fiefdom via a local subordinate, in this case Benevskii, who
had been named temporary acting governor-general in August. But if Korf’s disdain for
Priamur krai allowed Benevskii some latitude, then the telegraph and his need to exercise
ultimate control ensured that Benevskii would never be allowed to stray too far.28
Corroborating evidence shows Benevskii was not simply trying to please Korf
when he lauded the exiles. In February 1892 Dmitrii Feliksovich Komorskii, a state
councilor and GTU’s inspector of prisons assigned to Vladivostok, reflected on the first
season’s construction in a long typewritten report to Korf. After detailing figures showing
penal laborers more productive than he had predicted, Komorskii boasted, “If there is
anywhere in the world, and not just in Russia, where there may be similar results, then I

27

28

RGIA DV, f. 702, op. 2, d. 571, ll. 30-32.

Figures on Priamur krai’s size and population, see RGIA DV, f. 1 [Primorskoe oblastnoe pravlenie,
1862-1917], op. 1, d. 1010, ll. 121-150; ibid., d. 1383, ll. 4-53. On Korf see Joseph L. Wieczynski, ed., The
Modern Encyclopedia of Russian and Soviet History (Gulf Breeze, FL, 1977) 17: 177; Stephan, Russian
Far East, 57, 321 et passim. On Benevskii see Troitskaia, Dal´nii Vostok, op. cit., 111-12. On the colorful
Pestel´ see Marc Raeff, Siberia and the Reforms of 1822 (Seattle, 1956), 21 et passim; Stanislav
Arkhipovich Chibiriaev, Velikii russkii reformator: Zhizn´, deiatel´nost´, politicheskie vzgliady M.M.
Speranskogo (Moskva, 1989), 113; John P. LeDonne, “Frontier Governors General 1772-1825. III. The
Eastern Frontier,” Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas 48 (2000): 321-40 (here, pp. 330-31); Anatolii
Viktorovich Remnev, “Prokonsul Sibiri Ivan Borisovich Pestel´,” Voprosy istorii 2 (1997): 141-49.
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am prepared to renounce all my statements about the success of this operation.”29 Several
years later another official, this time overseeing operations on the North Ussuri Line,
described penal laborers’ “growing assistance [vosposobleniia] in the successful
completion of the Ussuri Line….”30 These and similar statements regarding exiles’ work
on other sections of the Transsiberian show that Petersburg was highly satisfied by their
performance.31
Exiles proved far more successful as railroad builders than as the miners,
smelterers, or settlers the state habitually tried to make of them. One official thought this
was because they had been “unharnessed from the requirements of settlement on
Sakhalin….”32 Another reason was that they could earn good wages, largely by taking
advantage of bonus incentives. If a laborer met just his quota for earth removal he would
earn 3.5 kopeks per day. Yet some earned nearly twice this much. Still comparatively
little money, this nevertheless allowed purchase of such extras as tobacco and sugar.
Some exiles became veritable shockworkers and earned considerable sums that they
either frittered away or saved to better their circumstances. At first exiles’ wages were
only a small percentage of those paid voluntary laborers; but officials adjusted pay scales
to stimulate them to work harder and, it seems, to acknowledge the work they were
already doing. For example, in 1895 the state signed a contract with Vladivostok

29

RGIA DV, f. 702, op. 2, d. 571, ll. 141-145. On Komorskii see Troitskaia, Dal´nii Vostok, 145.

30

RGIA DV, f. 1, op. 8, d. 401, l. 29.

31

Marks, Road, 182; Borzunov, Proletariat, 34.

32

RGIA DV, f. 1, op. 8, d. 401, l. 29.
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businessman I.I. Galetskii (private subcontractors were used on the Ussuri Line) that
established exiles’ daily quota pay at 40 k.33
As awareness spread of what the Committee of Ministers deemed the exiles’
“good work and impeccable behavior,”34 conditions improved. They received not only
better pay but better rations, clothing, and housing. Concern for these laborers manifested
as early as late October 1891, when the MPS intervened in a dispute between the railroad
and prison administrations to inform Korf that his exiles had not been paid for the
previous two months, and ordered him to rectify this. Concern for the exiles was also
evident locally. Unit commanders interceded on behalf of their crews if they felt pay was
too low or that senior officials had set quotas too high or were not providing exiles the
means necessary to do their jobs. In 1893 one Engineer Viazemskii frankly told
Komorskii that his demands regarding work quotas were impossible to fulfill. In 1895 a
Commander Dormidontov, in charge of the 9th Section of the Ussuri Line, complained to
PGG headquarters in Khabarovsk that his exiles had not been issued the proper tools and
that, in any case, should be earning 4 r. 20 k. instead of 3 r. 60 k. for each cubic meter of
“loose soil” removed.35 Some of these intercessions reflected internecine rivalries. For
example, Komorskii complained to Korf that the exiles would do even better if Ursati,
apparently the South Ussuri’s chief engineer, were not in charge. Accusing him of being
“irresponsible” and “dishonest,” Komorskii concluded, “Katorga’s affairs would be
blessed were Ursati not constantly harming it, giving it the most difficult jobs, and
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constantly treating it as if it were some kind of petty retail concern.”36 Even such
infighting seems to have benefited exile laborers.
Accommodations along the Ussuri Line were at times problematic due to the
region’s topography and the transitory nature of the work. Exile laborers lived like other
workers, in tents during warm months and wooden barracks during cold. If frigid
temperatures made work impossible they were returned to Vladivostok or Sakhalin.37 The
camps must have been sanitary, however, for illness and mortality rates were
astonishingly low, as was generally true of all the Transsiberian railroad camps. “The 2
percent death rate for both prisoners and free laborers,” writes Marks, “certainly
compared favorably with that of other large-scale construction projects around the world,
such as the Panama Canal, where the death toll reached 25,000 and the sickness level
more than 30 percent.”38 Of 1,046 exiles building the South Ussuri between late April
and early October 1891, only eight died (0.07 percent)—and three of these deaths were
homicides.39 Medical facilities appear to have been sufficient. In 1895 there were three
hospitals and three temporary infirmaries available to laborers on the North Ussuri Line.
Medical personnel “consisted of six doctors, eighteen medicos [fel´dshery], and one
midwife.”40 With 13,000 laborers of all categories on the line that year, this meant one
doctor or medico for every 540 laborers.
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Field reports present a complex picture that nonetheless supports an interpretation
of healthy living conditions. One such report lists transfers between 13 June and 30 July
1892 of ninety-four men belonging to the 1st and 6th Penal Laborer and the 4th and 5th
Exile-Settler units. Half the group was simply transferring, like Matvei Ruban, from one
unit to another. Twenty-eight men were admitted to an infirmary, however, while another
twenty were released. Although it is not known why Andrei Pavlov was admitted and
Eremei Sadavoi released, most of these laborers were probably suffering from little more
than superficial injuries. The nearly equal number of infirmary admissions and releases
suggests as much. It is odd that all those admitted or released were from just the 1st Penal
Laborers unit; but perhaps this unit was underfed or overworked in comparison to the
others, or collectively suffering a stomach flu or other contagious virus, as is suggested
by the fact that sixteen of the twenty-eight admissions occurred during four separate twoday periods (see Table 1).41

Table 1. Infirmary Admissions, 1st Penal Laborer Unit, 13 June to 30 July 1892
13-20 June
21-28 June
29 June-6 July
7-14 July
15-22 July
23-30 July
Grand total

4
8
3
5
6
2
28

22-23 June
30 June-1 July
9-10 July
17-18 July
Total

8
2
3
3
16

Exile laborers were well fed and therefore scurvy, so prevalent on Sakhalin and in
other exilic locations, was quite rare. Benevskii’s April 1892 telegram to Korf reporting
that work had slowed down due to cold weather and “several cases of scurvy[,] mostly
41
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chronic,”42 is exceptional and proves the rule that both Petersburg and PGG officials tried
to ensure that exiles received sufficient food rations. In contrast to Lincoln’s description
of inedible foodstuffs43 a 1923 Soviet article maintains that the food provided by
contractors had been “completely satisfactory for the laborers. At least there was not a
single complaint to the Priamur governor-general about bad faith on the part of foodsupply contractors over several years.”44 Concern about rations is further evidenced by
Article One of the above-noted Galetskii contract:
Food rations should be of good quality in the following quantities: per day, three and a half (3 ½)
pounds of bread, three-quarters (¾) of a pound of meat or one (1) pound of salted beef, half a
pound of vegetables, half a pound of groats, ten zolotniki of salt, five (5) zolotniki of fat or butter,
half a zolotnik of tea, 5 zolotniki of… kvas [etc.].45

Cossack V.O. Popov and nine subordinates charged with guarding Galetskii’s penal
laborers were instructed among other things to “[e]nsure the quality of the water workers
use for drinking,” to filter it if necessary, and to ensure they received sufficient amounts
of food.46
Work in the open air further helped maintain exiles’ health and formed a telling
contrast to that done in factories, mines, or smelteries, where atmospheres were stifling
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and poisonous. Additional benefits accrued from “taking the bania,” i.e., steaming in a
Russian bathhouse. A bania schedule for the 1st and 6th Penal Laborer units, the 5th ExileSettler unit, and their guards shows that all enjoyed a steam twice a month. These groups
used the bania separately, with the 1st Penal Laborers steaming away by 4:00 a.m.47
Work on the Ussuri Line was nonetheless extremely grueling. It was “largely
unmechanized, and horses were often unavailable for carting away rock and earth,”
writes Marks.48 Also, exiles had few hours of relaxation because schedules were so
demanding, especially during summer. A contract for Sakhalin exile-settlers concluded in
1894 was typical. Between 1 April and 15 July work was to begin at 4:00 a.m. and end at
8:00 p.m., with breaks totaling two-and-a-half hours; between 15 July and 1 September
the day was to begin at 4:30 a.m. and last until 7:30 p.m., with two hours of breaks; the
rest of the year the workday lasted from 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., with only an hour’s worth
of breaks. Absence from work was excusable only with a camp doctor’s permission,
though exiles had every Sunday free and a total of twenty-five holidays, including three
days for Easter and the tsar’s name day.49
Exile laborers were subject to corporal punishment. The aforementioned Popov
and his men were permitted to use birch rods to punish any offense that fell within the
vaguely defined category of “bad behavior.” But officials reported little need for corporal
punishment, and relied instead upon fines to maintain discipline. The first year of work,
1891, was the worst in terms of discipline. And yet it was not as bad as some claimed.
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Komorskii reported only two cases that year of exile-settlers forced to miss work because
of injuries sustained from corporal punishment. Such punishment was used “only a few
times,” he wrote, because exile-settlers’ behavior was “satisfactory, higher than average,
[albeit] thanks only to working all day….”50 If a laborer was “drunk, rude, or fail[ed] to
appear for work,” then his artel´—which typically consisted of ten men—was fined
between 1 and 3 r. As a result, what corporal punishments there were usually amounted
to beatings by fellow artel´ members. Supervisors could exact fines of up to 10 r. against
individuals, and dispatched to Sakhalin or had court-martialed repeat offenders and those
who committed serious crimes. Yet in 1891 only nine exiles were remanded to the
Vladivostok judiciary.51
The archives contain few reports of crime and punishment after 1891, thus
undermining both Borzunov’s assertion that the “variegated mass of involuntary laborers
was little disciplined” and his implication that corporal punishment was common.52
When, in 1892, a guard named Tikhonov reported that exile-settlers Stanislav Dudrovskii
and Ivan Koval´skii had refused to work one day, his superiors marked the exceptionality
of this event by rewarding Tikhonov with 6 r. deducted from the exiles’ pay. That same
year eleven exiles escaped during a two-week period; yet, considering all those assigned
to the South Ussuri, this is a paltry number. By 1893 improvements in conditions and
administration (including the use of convicts typically sentenced to no more than four
years katorga) rendered disciplinary infractions extremely rare. An 1895 report states that
50
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“a significant party of penal laborers” was not reporting for work on the North Ussuri
Line—but organized absenteeism was uncommon, and officials found exiles’ behavior
exceptionally good overall.53
Exiles nevertheless did attempt to escape, particularly in 1891, when
administrators were less judicious about whom they assigned to the South Ussuri and the
operation itself was at its most disorganized. Perhaps the rigorous schedule and
demanding work were the major stimuli behind escapes, for as we have seen, and in
marked contrast to Nerchinsk, Kara, and Sakhalin, harsh treatment by supervisors or
guards was not a factor on the Ussuri Line. Furthermore, the superlative pay and rations
made sticking around desirable as far as these things were concerned. But these were
convicts, after all, and Siberia’s exiles had a long history of fleeing assigned locations.
The ranks of “General Cuckoo’s Army” perennially filled with vagabond convicts
heeding the feathered one’s springtime call.54
Whatever caused an exile to flee the Ussuri Line, he was almost always captured.
Given the inhospitable natural environment, there was little place to go before starvation
would compel a fugitive to turn himself in. Between 27 May and 2 October 1891 a total
of seventy-seven escapes were attempted (individuals sometimes tried to escape more
than once). This was not many considering nearly 1,500 exiles were working at the time.
Most of those who did attempt to escape appear to have run off with at least one or more
companions. Two known breakouts were on a much larger scale: on 9 June fourteen
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exiles ran away; on 16 August a group of sixteen bolted their convoy. Of the first group,
eleven were captured the same day; of the second, only three remained at large as of
October. Once in the wilderness with its tigers and bears many escapees soon
acknowledged the futility of their efforts, like Timofei Sakhzharovskii, who turned
himself back in to the 1st Penal Laborers after two weeks on the lam. Escapes sharply
declined in later years, marring the picture Borzunov draws of forest-paths littered with
fugitives’ frozen or bullet-riddled corpses.55
The Administrators
Despite administrative confusion and the belief by some officials that Odessans and
exiles were running riot through the streets of Vladivostok in 1891, subsequent use of
exile labor on the Ussuri Line proved highly organized and effective. This was in marked
contrast to the rest of the exile system, where gross malfeasance characterized nearly
every prison and settlement. Indeed, studies by Ivan Iakovlevich Foinitskii, Grigorii
Samuilovich Fel´dstein, and others published around this time concluded that Siberian
exile showed a history of failure and should be either abolished or significantly
amended.56
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PGG officials organized exile laborers according to their judicial status, that is,
depending on whether they were penal laborers or exile-settlers. For example, in summer
1893 they established nine exile labor units to complete the groundwork, or earth removal
(zemlianaia rabota), scheduled for the South Ussuri Line that year.57

Table 2. Penal Laborer and Exile-Settler Units on the South Ussuri Line, 1 May to 18 September 1893

230
228
1

1
6
0
0

412
165
109
147

2
4
0
0

403
167
108
145

Exile-settlers

563
541
235

Penal laborers

Exile-settlers

244
216
1

Exile-settlers

Penal laborers

569
547
238

Penal laborers

Exile-settlers

10-May
1-Apr
1-Apr
?
7-Jun
30-Apr
17-May
4-Apr
?

Penal laborers

Unit
6th Penal Laborer Makalinskii
7th Penal Laborer Kopanskii
8th Penal Laborer Bogdanovich
10th Penal Laborer Demidenko
8th Exile-Settler
Gomzin
10th Exile-Settler
Gamuletskii
14th Exile-Settler
Stepanov
16th Exile-Settler
Shabanov*
17th Exile-Settler
Korotkevich
* Ludek after 23 June

Began work

Commander

Avg. rollcall/day Avg. rollcall/day Avg. rollcall/day Avg. rollcall/day
6/27-7/3
7/11-7/18
8/7-8/14
9/12-9/18

437
257
276
313
2
12
0
0
15

8
250
1
0
352
172
102
141
234

413
388
255
297
2
13
0
0
5

3
412
1
1
219
180
102
117
211

Table 2 shows unit size varied considerably, from a low of 102 men in the 14th ExileSettler in August-September to a high of 813 in the 6th Penal Laborer in June-July. Also,
whereas penal laborer (i.e., katorzhan) units had large numbers of exile-settlers in their
ranks, the opposite was not the case. It is likely that penal laborer units doubled as
punishment battalions for exile-settlers who committed new crimes. Such exile-settlers
could have been in settlements or working on the railroad when they were transferred to
penal laborer units as punishment. Concomitantly, certain outstanding and well-behaved
57
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penal laborers seem to have been rewarded with assignment to exile-settler units, as
transfer between katorga and ssylka (mere exile) was typical. Although there is little
indication penal laborers were made to perform harder tasks than exile-settlers, they
certainly enjoyed fewer privileges and were under stricter discipline. Nonetheless, exilesettlers and penal laborers alike appear to have almost always volunteered to work on the
Transsiberian: leaving the dreadful prisons or settlements of Sakhalin and Eastern Siberia
so as to earn a good wage on the railroad was a much-sought privilege.58
The quality of exile laborers improved due in part to efforts by Benevskii and
Pavel-Simon Fridrikhovich Unterberger (Ussuri Cossack Host ataman, Primor´e oblast´
military governor, and Vladivostok’s mayor59) to abolish their use. In September 1891
Benevskii telegraphed Korf that some of the penal laborers brought to Vladivostok had
“run through the city and its environs for the last three months carrying out so many
thefts, robberies, and even murder that well-founded alarm has spread throughout the
population.”60 Unterberger seems to have been the one who fed him this information, as
Benevskii was miles away in Khabarovsk; and when the murdered body of an officer of
the French naval squadron then paying call at Vladivostok was found outside the city,
Unterberger was quick to blame exiles. The ensuing correspondence between him, Korf,
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and Benevskii strongly suggests that the two fugitive penal laborers soon apprehended
and almost certainly executed for the murder, Gun´ko and Orlov, were sacrificed so as to
satisfy both the city duma’s and the French navy’s blood lust. (French sailors were there,
after all, to help ensure the alliance against Germany.61) So strong was presentiment
against the exiles that Korf explicitly described Gun´ko and Orlov as guilty prior to their
summary court martial. Writing from Petersburg to Benevskii, he inquired “how soon can
the sentence against [them] be confirmed…[?].” Korf probably sacrificed Gun´ko and
Orlov on the altar of administrative expediency so as to mollify Unterberger, who seems
to have lodged no further protests regarding exiles’ criminal exploits. Benevskii, too,
would no longer discomfit Korf: he transferred to the Kiev Military District in spring
1892 for reasons that remain unclear.62 There is subsequently little reference to exile
laborers and crime in the archival record.
Exiles doubtlessly were responsible for some crimes in and around Vladivostok.
For example, also during September 1891 two Russians and one Chinese were murdered
in the village of Shamor, eighteen versts outside the city, roughly correspondent to a local
escape by nine penal laborers. But official reports were blaming the Odessans as well for
holding Vladivostok in a “state of siege” and necessitating the use of soldiers as police.63
And while the onus for what may in any case have been an imaginary crime wave subtly
shifted away from the exiles, Komorskii and Ursati began petitioning Korf with claims of
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their own. Komorskii’s enthusiasm for the exiles has already been noted. His antagonist
Ursati showed similar enthusiasm, noting that an order apparently issued by Benevskii to
limit or even cancel exiles’ use, would “restrict in the most deleterious way the
operation’s success and maybe even completely paralyze all the results already
accomplished[.]” Ursati went on: “Thus I ask for your Excellency’s agreement that
[Benevskii] immediately cease implementation of the order.”64 This obviously happened.
But the point is that if the three-pronged effect of Gun´ko’s and Orlov’s ritual sacrifice,
the exiles’ own productivity, and Ursati’s and Komorskii’s support was to ensure that
exiles would continue to be used on the project, then it also led officials to be more
circumspect about the exiles they assigned. Such was the recommendation of a circa
September 1891 PGG internal memo; and it follows that an 1892 roster shows a majority
of twenty-five penal laborers temporarily assigned to the railroad were newly sentenced
and to just four-year terms.65 The high proportion of “short-timers” further explains why
escapes fell off so sharply after the first year.
Another reason escapes were low was because units were well guarded. An order
issued in early 1893 by Major General Kopanskii, provisional commander of the Priamur
Military District, stated that soldiers from Eastern Siberia’s 5th and 10th Rifle Battalions
were to serve as guards on the Ussuri Line, with each exile laborer unit’s military
complement consisting of a senior officer, seven junior officers, and 220 riflemen (fewer
soldiers were probably assigned to smaller units). Kopanskii also assigned each unit two
carpenters, one mason, and one “fully-literate [khorosho-gramotnyi] clerk” allowed to be
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of the “Jewish faith.” The General Staff’s Colonel N.A. Voloshinov commanded these
detachments, assisted by Lieutenants Pilag and Geisler, headquartered in the village of
Nikol´skoe. The unit commanders listed in Table 2 would have been these officers’
subordinates. As for the exiles assigned to these units, they were broken down into
“lines” or “ranks” (riady) and then “pickets” (pikety), with the latter manning specific
lengths of the planned route as if they were battlefield trenches. Several Chinese who
seem to have been civilian engineers (e.g., San Susi, Yuan Chifu, Mun Shenmo) were put
in charge of individual riady. Despite prejudicial attitudes toward Chinese, there is no
evidence of conflict between these engineers and their Russian laborers or superiors.66
Strict procedures existed to confirm each unit’s productivity. A technical
overseer, general engineer of the prison department, and sector commander each had to
sign off on documents showing the cubic sazheni of earth removed. These and other
documents suggest surprisingly efficient coordination between several different tsarist
bureaucracies.67 The results spoke for themselves. “From 23 April 1891 to 1 November
1893,” reads a PGG review, “penal laborers and exile-settlers on the Ussuri railroad
carried out earth [removal] labor worth 879,893 rub. 65 kop. and wood-stockpiling
[probably for making cross-ties] worth 274,741 rub. 40 kop. During this time the units
totaled between 600 and 3,000 men (averaging 1,816) and turned in 2,061,854 work
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days.”68 The period 1891-93 is therefore significant in that the state professionalized its
use of exile labor in a way never before seen in Russia.
But there occurred an interruption in the use of exile laborers. In 1893 Nikolai
Pavlovich Petrov, director of the MPS’s Railroad Department, led an investigation into
the reason for the Transsiberian’s cost overruns.69 P.G. Vasenko writes in his 1923 article
that Petrov’s commission deemed the use of penal laborers (Vasenko says nothing about
exile-settlers) to not be cost effective, and cites this to explain why exile laborers were
not assigned to the Ussuri Line in 1894. But exiles were used in 1895 and thereafter,
something Vasenko dismisses as having been necessitated by a continuing insufficiency
of other potential laborers in Eastern Siberia.70
Vasenko seems to have been wrong for several reasons. First, Russian
immigration to Eastern Siberia and the RFE increased significantly during the 1890s. In
1896 alone 190,310 people migrated to Siberia; and 63,000 arrived in Priamur krai
between 1883 and 1899. There were also ever-ready supplies of Koreans and Chinese.71
Hence, there were sufficient numbers of laborers if the state had chosen not to employ
exiles. Second, in a report on the period 1893-95 Korf’s replacement as governor-general,
Sergei Mikhailovich Dukhovskoi, writes that in 1894 penal laborers were deemed
“unprofitable” (nevygoden) because of the excessive amount of surveying that had to be
68
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done on the North Ussuri Line that year. But he is referring to that year only, and
nevygoden can also simply mean “disadvantageous.”72 Third, an MVD special
commission that met in early 1895, to investigate and debate the merits of using “exiles
from various categories [for constructing] the North Ussuri, Amur, and Zabaikal´e
railroads,” confirmed the government’s generally favorable view of penal laborers’ and
other exiles’ performance. With the past proving prelude to a positive decision, the MPS
went on to use Sakhalin’s tried and true exiles while the MVD obtained permission from
Eastern Siberia’s governor-general, Aleksandr Dmitrievich Goremykin, to utilize penal
laborers incarcerated in Aleksandrovsk Prison, near Irkutsk. Petersburg even ordered
Vladivostok’s now subdued Governor Unterberger to find more exiles for the railroad.73
Finally, there is the state’s decision to begin subcontracting exile laborers in 1895. For
example, similar to Galetskii another Vladivostok businessman, Leib Shimenovich
Skidel´skii, hired 300 Sakhalin exile-settlers and former exiles to work on the Ussuri Line
that year.74 Vasenko himself notes that subcontracting led to increased productivity and
relieved the government of maintenance costs.75 Thus, Petersburg continued to assign
exiles to railroad construction until the eve of World War I. These exiles appear to have
been used mostly on the Amur Line (see table 3).76
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Year
Penal Laborers
Exile-Settlers
Prisoners*

Table 3. Exile Labor Assigned to the Amur Line
1909
1910
1911
1912
880
225
749
31
3,254
750
1,878

1913
13
3,180

1914
2,434
14

*This category may include some non-exilic convicts and may repeat figures in other categories.

All of this supports an interpretation that officials were pleased with exile laborers’
performance, and favored using them over other potential laborers.
Indeed, the administration even provided inducements to attract exile laborers.
Dukhovskoi ordered that exiles who had worked on the railroad be allowed to emigrate to
European Russia after completing just five years in the peasant soslovie. This repatriation
privilege was a major exception to the rule preventing criminal exiles from ever being
able to return across the Urals, but it did hinge upon one’s work record. A sample work
book found in the archives and similar to those used for factory laborers contains a
section for bosses to note merits and demerits.77 Presumably, too many demerits canceled
one’s right to leave Siberia. This stricture and the sheer quantity of potential exile
laborers (some 115,000 in Eastern Siberia and the RFE) indicate that Dukhovskoi’s
overture was not forced by necessity.78 Instead, repatriation like pay increases reflected
officialdom’s acknowledgement of exile laborers’ value.
Conclusion
Exiles working on the railroad continued to earn a good reputation. In 1899 the
commander of the South Ussuri okrug reported that he allowed most exile-settlers
77
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assigned him to work on the railroad because, “I often recognize that exiles who labor on
the Manchurian and Ussuri railroads afterward turn into skilled workers [masterovye].”79
Two years later a government commission ruled that whereas exile-settlers normally had
to wait twelve to fourteen years before applying for permission to live in a city, where
jobs and goods were more plentiful, those with proven experience on the railroad would
now have to wait only half as long.80
As a penal regime, katorga seemed to have gained a new lease on life. In 1896
Dmitrii Andreevich Dril´, an official with the Ministry of Justice, toured katorga sites in
Eastern Siberia and the RFE. “Railroad labor carried out by supervised parties of exiled
penal laborers,” he concluded after observing crews near Khabarovsk and Chita, “is
providing completely satisfactory results in all regards.” The exiles valued the
opportunity to work and to earn money, and this helped in their moral development.
“Irregardless of the absence of strong prisons, locks, or fences, escape from work
happens comparatively rarely and the behavior of the workers is, in general, so
satisfactory that in certain parties there has been no need to impose punishments.” Of the
1,993 penal laborers assigned to Nerchinsk that year, 577 were working on the railroad,
and this had had an overall salutary effect, claimed Dril´. “Nerchinsk katorga has at
present been much transformed for the better, and by comparison the [bad] memories do
not much remain.”81 Building the Transsiberian seemed that elusive deus ex machina to
transform deviants into subjects serviceable to the state.
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But the larger problems of katorga and the exile system remained, only to worsen.
First, but a small percentage of the exile population, particularly of the exile-settler
population, ever worked on the railroad. Second, the uprisings beginning in 1905
precipitated a meteoric increase in the katorga population. Between 1900 and 1912
Russia’s overall prison population increased by 119 percent, from 85,000 to 184,000;
whereas its katorga population, using Daly’s figure of 11,066 for 1901, grew 165 percent
by 1914, to 29,300. GULag historian Michael Jakobson writes, “Many prisons were not
full, but some, especially the katorga prisoners, were seriously overcrowded.”82
Conditions in overcrowded prisons in the United States and Russia today merely hint at
what this meant for those in tsarist katorga prisons.83
The use of exile labor on the Transsiberian reveals a paradox conditioning
state/society relations in late imperial Russia. Just as the Romanovs provided charity
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(through its Society for Aid to Criminals’ Children) to the very people most ruined by
their antiquated penal system, so too did railroad employment succor a small percentage
of an exile population otherwise generally degraded. Nicholas II no doubt spoke the truth
when he said that “in utilizing prisoners’ labor on the Siberian railroad we pursued a
primarily economic, not a moral-reformatory [nravstvenno-ispravitel´nuiu], goal.”84
Nevertheless, measures by Dukhovskoi and others demonstrate a countervailing belief
that exiles could and did rehabilitate themselves through labor. But whether the goal was
economic or moral-reformatory, its purpose was to serve state, not society, interests.
Beyond their economic functionalism, exile laborers gratified a paternalistic
government’s need to see itself as righteous and merciful. To this extent they were poster
children papering over the need to replace exile with a more humane penal system—one
now impossible to afford because of the Transsiberian’s enormous costs.85
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Tsarism’s inability to properly maintain and administer its exile population
rendered the Transsiberian experiment a caesura in a long trajectory of penological
failure. The regime’s legacy of disregard for this population contributed directly to its
loss of legitimacy, a loss that exile laborers’ demonstrable enthusiasm could not counter.
But more significantly, the tacking of rewards onto the tail-end of a tradition of
penological compulsion precipitated the Bolsheviks’ more sophisticated and insinuative
techniques for ensuring universal discipline.86
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“A Cogito for the Dissolved Self:”
Writing, Presence, and the Subject
In the Work of Samuel Beckett, Jacques Derrida, and Gilles Deleuze
There is a tendency among Beckett scholars to equate Beckett’s work with his
life. Beckett himself encourages this type of reading by peppering his work with
supposed childhood memories, references to his Irish background (Irish towns, foods, and
so on), and by allowing both his English and French language texts to be colored by Irish
colloquialisms. Despite the many references in his texts that seem to beg for
autobiographical interpretation, I would suggest that Beckett’s work is less an example of
autobiography than an illustration of what H. Porter Abbotti refers to as “auto-graphy.”
Rather than attempting to define or give shape to his own life- to make himself present to
himself through writing--, his work explores the notion of the Self, the subject, and its
relation to the written word. Beckett’s work thus dialogues with so-called Postmodern
thinkers like Jacques Derrida and Gilles Deleuze. Beckett, Derrida and Delueze evoke
elements of traditional narrative and of the Self in order to ultimately problematize any
beliefs we might have about narrative and about the writing/written subject. From their
work, we learn that the Self is capable of producing text, but it is in turn subject to being
produced by text, even, in the end, reduced to nothing more than text itself.
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6. ABSTRACT:
I dissect Hamlet’s “To be or not to be…” soliloquy in an effort to make sense of a
Hills/Walton account of metaphor, in which metaphor is taken to be something like a game of
make-believe. I argue in favor of this type of account—a pretense account—when applied to
Hamlet’s passage, citing examples from the speech that are indicative of pretense on Hamlet’s
part, as well as on the reader’s part. In analyzing the oration with respect to the Hills/Walton
theory, I question how it is that we are able to section-off particular qualities of the secondary
subject for application to the primary subject. I conclude, after examining a reply from Hills,
that, while the Hills/Walton theory is clearly applicable to Hamlet’s monologue, the theory might
put more credence into the idea of context in order to account for our ability to understand which
properties of the secondary subject the metaphor-maker is applying to the primary subject.

To Pretend or Not to Pretend: An Examination of Metaphorical Theories Employing
Pretense Explanations
Corinne A. Gartner
From William Shakespeare’s Hamlet (III, I, 55-89):
To be, or not to be: that is the question:
Whether ‘tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them? To die: to sleep;
No more; and by a sleep to say we end
The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to, ‘tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished. To die: to sleep;
To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there’s the rub;
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause: there’s the respect
That makes calamity of so long life;
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,
The oppressor’s wrong, the proud man’s contumely,
The pangs of despised love, the law’s delay,
The insolence of office and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes,
When he himself might his quietus make
With a bare bodkin? who would fardels bear,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life,
But that the dread of something after death,
The undiscover’d country from whose bourn
No traveller returns, puzzles the will
And makes us rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of?
Thus conscience does make cowards of us all;
And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o’er with the pale cast of thought,
And enterprises of great pitch and moment
With this regard their currents turn awry,
And lose the name of action.—Soft you now!
The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons
Be all my sins remember’d.

In short, Kendall Walton and David Hills hold that engaging in metaphor involves
participating in a game of make-believe. I shall discuss this view of metaphor with respect to
Hamlet’s famous “To be or not to be…” soliloquy, focusing on only one of the examples of
extended metaphor present in the speech in order to evaluate the merits and weaknesses of a
Hills/Walton view of understanding metaphor. I argue that, while there is some convincing
evidence in support of the notion that metaphor evokes something akin to a child’s game of
make-believe to the extent that we pretend or imagine that the primary subject “just plain is”1 the
secondary subject, there is more to consider than the straightforward imagining implied by this
type of game. That is, metaphor only equates particular aspects of one object to another, but it
does not equate all aspects of one object to another. I attempt to show that the vulnerability in a
Hills/Walton theory lies in the gap created between the metaphor-maker and her audience: how
are we to properly ascertain which features of the secondary subject the metaphor-maker is
applying to the primary subject? I conclude that pretense theories of metaphor, such Hills’ and
Walton’s theories, are generally on the right track, and that the answer to the above question lies
in Hills’ idea of a “presumptively shared sense of fun” as well as consideration of context.
David Hills proposes a theory in which “metaphor is a specific sort of allusion to a
specific sort of game of make-believe, culminating in a specific sort of contribution to the
semantics of utterances in which it occurs.”2 In the spirit of pretense, we are to directly liken the
primary metaphorical subject with the secondary subject by engaging in this game of makebelieve. Kendall Walton puts forth a similar understanding, explaining that such games of makebelieve surface consistently and are implied or introduced by metaphorical statement. Walton
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goes on to remind us that we need not actually engage in imagining to understand or appreciate a
metaphor, but we do need to be cognizant of the game.
I will provide a succinct account of one extended metaphor embedded in Hamlet’s
frequently quoted soliloquy so as to brief the reader on which portions of the oration I plan to use
for analysis of the Hills/Walton theory. On my reading, there are two extended metaphors in this
passage: one compares human life to war through use of battle imagery, the other equates death
to sleep. Additionally, there are several singular metaphors in the passage, as when the afterlife
is referred to as “the undiscovered country,” which I shall ignore for the sake of clarity and in
order to maintain the rather narrow scope of this paper. I focus here only on the extended
metaphor likening human existence to fighting a war.
There are four specific instances throughout Hamlet’s discourse that suggest to the reader
a metaphorical application of battle imagery: (1) “…slings and arrows of outrageous fortune”;
(2) “…Or to take arms against a sea of troubles”; (3) “ … For who would bear the whips and
scorns of time”; (4) “…When he himself might his quietus make/With a bare bodkin?” Here,
in (1) and (2), Hamlet invokes battle imagery to question whether he should continue to allow
himself to bear further bad fate, or instead attack his problems by committing suicide. In (3) and
(4), battle imagery is again used to ask a question: what person would suffer all of the troubles of
humankind (which Hamlet then details—e.g. “…The pangs of despised love”) when she could
pacify the problems by killing herself using an unsheathed dagger?3 However, it is important to
note that (4) is not a strictly metaphorical phrase; it retains some of its literal meaning since
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A bodkin is a type of weapon traditionally reserved for war. The usage has varied throughout
old English history. Most commonly, a bodkin referred to either a type of particularly heavy and
gradually tapered arrowhead used in the longbow, or a dagger of similar design. In context, I
find it more plausible that the bodkin is a dagger, since one could more easily and swiftly
commit suicide using a dagger, as compared to an arrowhead.

Hamlet is actually contemplating suicide with a weapon of this description. The phrase retains
metaphorical meaning because it appears in the context of the extended war metaphor and the
term “bodkin” refers to a dagger used in warfare.
The references to weapons of war allow the reader to become aware of the secondary
subject matter, while Hamlet’s statements revolving around poor fortune and the general troubles
faced by all human beings are suggestive of the primary subject matter, human existence. In
doing so, Hamlet exemplifies the aspects of struggle in human life; we all face an onslaught of
tribulations akin to that faced during a war. Additionally, the organization of metaphorically
suggestive terms aids us in identifying the war metaphor. Notice that the first two terms in the
war metaphor—“slings and arrows”—are weapons of the enemy. The enemy—in this case the
problems of human existence—is attacking Hamlet, and Hamlet takes a defensive position. In
the next reference, Hamlet is on the offense, stating that he will “take arms.” The cycle begins
again, as in an actual war in which the two opposing forces battle back and forth, when the
“whips and scorns” pursue Hamlet, placing him back into a defensive position. In final
response, Hamlet makes another suicide reference, but he is in control, in the offensive position,
when he questions, “…With a bare bodkin?” This alternating offense/defense pattern is helpful,
since the presence of the pattern itself in the extended metaphor lends itself to a war-like mode of
operation. In order to further illuminate the metaphor, I turn to the Hills/Walton understanding.
On a Hills/Walton account, there should be some contextual evidence that Hamlet is
engaged in pretense. If we allow ourselves to participate in this game of make-believe, or even
to acknowledge the game’s existence, we find that Hamlet’s phrases do take on an imaginary feel
in this case. For example, in understanding the metaphor, we place ourselves on a battlefield,
perhaps crouching as the slings and arrows come hurtling towards us. We can see ourselves

being pelted by these objects, constantly battered and repeatedly injured. In playing along with
this game, we receive clues and a new perspective to help us understand the metaphor.
However, as Walton claims, we do not necessarily need to participate in the game in the sense
that we must actually experience imaginings; rather, we only need to be aware of the game in
order to gain sufficient understanding. We do not actually have to put ourselves onto the
imaginary battlefield and feel the imaginary slings and arrows strike us, but we do need to gather
that this is the kind of game Hamlet is playing.
In describing the evidence of pretense, I have alluded to the type of pretending that
occurs in this passage. Specifically, I indicated that we imagine the scene Hamlet has concocted
for us. This type of pretending is straightforward for the audience; we are easily led into
imagining the actual war, since the battle imagery Hamlet uses is vividly descriptive. Hamlet’s
speech does not require us to make allowances or to modify our method of make-believe, as the
metaphor of Romeo’s sun speech might. In Romeo’s case, we have a hard time actually
imagining that Juliet literally is the sun. How can we imagine this sun-girl creature?4 The way
we might engage in imaginings in our game of make-believe with respect to the Juliet-sun is very
different from the way we engage in imagining enemy arrows raining down upon us. This type
of very directive imagery with respect to the war metaphor recurs throughout the soliloquy in
every other phrase indicative of war metaphor that I have mentioned. For example, while we
may not be able to picture Hamlet actually “tak[ing] arms” against a sea of troubles, per se, we
can picture him taking up arms against some imagined enemy—the very same imagined enemy
who is responsible for hurling slings and arrows at him. While we may or may not actually
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This question, while of value, is not pertinent to this paper beyond its ability to help the reader
discriminate between metaphors that easily lend themselves to direct, concrete imaginings and
metaphors that require more complex, abstract thought.

picture or personify the innate troubles of human existence in our imaginings (what would such
troubles look like to the mind’s eye?), it seems fair to assert that most of us probably do actually
imagine the weapons and action implied by the weapons. The same is true for both defensively
“bear[ing] the whips and scorns,” in which we can imagine actually getting whipped, and the
offensive suicide with a “bare bodkin.”
Kendall Walton’s explication of this type of game also helps us categorize the kind of
pretending we are engaged in, albeit in a different way than the actual imagery Hamlet employs.
Walton builds on Nelson Goodman’s basic notion that literal use of predicates in one realm
guides their application in another realm—a metaphorical realm. Walton describes Goodman’s
realms as: (1) the realm of props (foreign realm); and, (2) the realm of make-believe-inspired
propositional content (home realm for the literal application of the terms used metaphorically).
The question of how predicates from one realm organize another is not one Goodman addresses,
so Walton proposes a mechanism: we, in some instances, take part in a process in which we
think of objects from the foreign realm as props, “as generating the fictionality of propositions
concerning the home realm.”5 When we think of human existence as a prop, as a member of the
foreign realm, and war, as depicted by Hamlet’s battle imagery, as a member of the home realm,
then human existence is generating fictional truths about war. In the game of make-believe,
“slings and arrows,” for example, is a phrase that is made fictionally true by its application to
human existence. According to Walton, then, the metaphor Hamlet conjures is prop-oriented; it
focuses our attention on the foreign realm of human existence, the prop of human existence, by
making use of make-believe as a device for illuminating the prop.
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Now that we have established that Hamlet is indeed engaged in pretense, and that the
type of pretending he is engaged in is both imaginative and prop-oriented in nature, we can turn
to the issue of Hamlet’s activities, exploring the mental and physical activities that are indicative
of his pretense. Mentally, the very fact that Hamlet creates an extended metaphor is evidence for
mental activities of make-believe. Hamlet is taking on the notion of human existence as war
throughout the soliloquy, repeatedly utilizing battle imagery to maintain the continuity of his
imaginings, lest the audience forget that he is still participating in the war of existence.
Physically, perhaps Hamlet is suggesting a game of make-believe by highlighting the secondary
subject, or the home realm, using elaborate or exaggerated gestures of pain as imaginary arrows
strike him or as the imaginary whip scores his flesh. We could, without much effort, envision
Hamlet clutching his hand to his breast while speaking of arrows, grimacing as if he could really
sense the pain of an arrow in his chest.
Hamlet is pretending, physically and mentally, that his existence, and human existence in
general, is a war, full of enemy attacks and attempted offensive responses. The content of
Hamlet’s pretense consists of his verbal battle imagery references and, possibly, his physical
gesturing to the effect that he suffered attack. However, the content of what he pretends, as just
described, is distinct from the content of what he asserts. On Hills’ account, the game of makebelieve does not have pre-defined rules governing the roles each person or object plays; rather, in
order to succeed in the game, Hamlet must show that human existence has what is required to
count as war under the game’s rules. So, what Hamlet is actually asserting is not the contents of
his pretense, but instead is that human existence, to quote Hills, “has what it takes” to count as
war under the rules of the game. Hamlet’s assertion, then, is about the adequacy of human
existence in meeting the game’s demand to count as war. The mode of Hamlet’s assertion is the

game of pretense; Hamlet asserts that human existence has what it takes to count as war by
pretending that it is war.
I grant that we do understand some metaphors, especially extended metaphor, by taking
part in pretense. In Hamlet’s monologue, we are able to entertain imaginings of the metaphor—
we can imagine arrows piercing us and grabbing our imaginary sword in response. But how are
we able to get to this point of imagining what is, presumably, the correct thing to imagine? That
is, how can we isolate which aspects of the secondary subject are actually invoked in the
metaphor, because they are useful for describing or clarifying some part of the primary subject,
from the characteristics of the secondary subject that are irrelevant or even potentially contrary to
the aspects of the primary subject we should focus on? Are the features of Hills’ account that are
supposed to specify the rules of the game really adequate to uniquely determine which features
of the secondary subject are taken into account for purposes of understanding the metaphor? For
example, when Hamlet equates human existence to war, why do we think only of the aspects of
war that involve battle—attacking and defending? We do not find ourselves thinking of caring
for the injured, or hiding in a tree or a ditch, or bonding with our fellow warriors; so we do not
equate ideas of courage and compassion, strategy, or friendship with human existence. Perhaps
in this case, the specific words Hamlet uses help clarify which properties of the secondary
subject we should apply to the primary subject, but in cases such as “Juliet is the sun,” the
problem becomes more apparent. If Juliet just plain is the sun, then why is Romeo unconcerned
about getting burned after prolonged exposure, or getting over-heated and dehydrated? If Juliet
retained all aspects of the sun, we certainly would not have the same picture of her; in fact, if she
made him burn, we might encourage him to seek shade!

This is an interesting puzzle for many theories of metaphor, but I find it particularly
pertinent with respect to the Hills/Walton theory because of the central idea that we engage in a
game of make-believe. In this game of make-believe, the metaphor-maker initiates the
pretending, and the reader or audience must be aware of the pretending to understand the
metaphor. The problem arises in this transition between metaphor-maker and metaphorreceiver—how is the receiver to pinpoint which particular portions of the secondary subject are
applicable?
Hills’s reply to this objection rests on an idea of certain shared understanding. We are
able to make sense of the games initiated by each other because we have a “presumptively shared
sense of fun,”6 by which I take him to mean that we all wish to reap maximum pleasure from
abiding by the same rules. We all want to feel this pleasure, to experience this fun, and so we
engage in pretense in order to derive such pleasure. More broadly, this shared sense of fun stems
from more engrained, pervasive shared patterns of satisfaction.
Additionally, understanding is built on both precedence and context. If we have had
access to metaphors of a certain style, or even the particular metaphor in question, prior to our
current exposure, then we will have already established the rules for the game. We will already
be able to pick out the crucial characteristics of the secondary subject. Contextually, the nature
of extended metaphor itself aids in extracting the desired aspects. For example, in Hamlet’s
metaphor, all four phrases discussed deal with weapons, suggestive of the part of war consisting
of battle. When one simply asserts that human existence is war, we have no clues to help us
ascertain which parts of war one is referring to; but when one describes four potential battle
scenes, we determine that Hamlet is referring to the actual fighting—the attacking and
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defending—that occurs in war, as opposed to aspects of war that might include descriptions like
courageous or heroic for, perhaps, saving or helping to heal an injured friend.
While Hills’ reply, with my slight additions, is good at maintaining a pretense theory of
metaphor, it still seems inadequate to fully explain the necessary steps one must take to get from
the set of all possible traits of the secondary subject to the set of traits of the secondary subject
that are actually applied in any given case. Precedence leaves me asking an origin question: on
the first use, assuming the audience understood the metaphor in question, how did the audience
come to understand the rules of the game, and engage in pretense, since there was no precedent
to guide them? Perhaps Hills could respond that the first case is put in place by a shared sense of
fun. This response accounts for the precedence question, but leaves us wondering what to make
of this notion of a shared sense of fun.
I find the most merit in this idea of a shared sense of fun. We all know what we think is
fun and what we find boring, tedious, or downright excruciating. Each of us employs our own
sense of fun, but, because we have this shared sense, we are able to discern the important aspects
readily in our efforts to keep pace with the make-believe. This is an interesting thought, but it
seems that this shared sense of fun is more of an explanation of motivation to play the game and
understand the metaphor than an explanation of how we play the game and understand the
metaphor. That is, in general, we all wish to engage in acts of pretense, we wish to make and
respond to metaphors with imaginings; but the fact that we all have this wish, this sense of fun,
does not mean that we can actually engage in such acts. We want to do so, but how is it
possible?
Part of the answer to this question lies in the foundations of our shared sense of fun, and
part of it rests in context, an idea which Hills and Walton do not give ample credit. If this sense

of fun we have is shared, it cannot come into being in isolation. We all have certain interests, but
the interest we have in pretense games, such as games of metaphor, both cultivates and is
cultivated by our ability to play such games. We are immersed in a culture in which such games
are very frequently played. We learn how to play them—how to interpret them in the correct
way so as to figure out which pieces of description of the secondary subject are intended for the
primary subject—by actually playing them, and we are motivated to learn by our sense of fun.
In playing them, and in developing the knowledge of how to play them, we develop a greater
sense of fun and appreciation, and reap more pleasure from the activity, so we are encouraged to
continue. This cycle of perpetuation leads to a sense of fun that is optimized, as well as shared,
since the process is one of interactive learning through experience.
Context is the other crucial element in comprehending which features of the primary
subject the secondary subject implies. We find that the tool of context is particularly useful in
certain cases of extended metaphor, such as Hamlet’s soliloquy. As mentioned earlier, in
equating human existence with war, we do not think of some aspects of war, like compassion in
caring for fellow soldiers. Instead, we think of the battle itself. We focus on the battle because
of the context of the speech—because of the terms Hamlet uses and the way in which he uses
them. In fact, he never explicitly states that human existence is war; instead, we glean this
pared-down version of the metaphor from the battle imagery he employs. So, this is a case in
which the context helps us understand both what properties of the secondary subject are applied
to the primary subject and what the actual secondary and primary subjects are. The battle
imagery tells us that Hamlet is focusing on those aspects of human existence that are inherent
and troubling. Additionally, from the surrounding material, we understand the idea of suicide as
recourse, as Hamlet’s mode of offense. Context is important in the game of pretense because it

allows the metaphor-maker to convey clues about the employed aspects of the secondary subject,
as when Hamlet uses battle imagery to focus our attention on those aspects of human existence,
rather than other war-related characteristics.
I have dissected Hamlet’s “To be or not to be…” soliloquy in an effort to make sense of a
Hills/Walton account of metaphor. I argued in favor of this type of account when applied to this
passage, citing examples from the speech that are indicative of pretense on Hamlet’s part, as well
as on the reader’s part. In analyzing the oration with respect to the Hills/Walton theory, I
questioned how it is that we are able to section-off particular qualities of the secondary subject
for application to the primary subject. I concluded, after examining a reply from Hills, that,
while the Hills/Walton theory is clearly applicable to Hamlet’s monologue, the theory might put
more credence into the idea of context in order to account for our ability to understand which
properties of the secondary subject the metaphor-maker is applying to the primary subject.
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strong females are explored, 2) A discussion of the implications of viewing such illustrations, and
3) Suggestions for the importance of evaluating contemporary images of strong females in
children's media.
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As an Alaskan Native, and a professor of graphic design in the fine arts, I propose
presenting my research of my fellow Kenaitze native writer, Peter Kalifornsky Most of
my digital two-dimensional compositions are of expressive typography with secondary
imagery. Borrowing from the richness of Islamic pattern making, and the tradition of
Athabascan beadwork patterns, I weave typographic phrases of both English and
Dena’ina of Peter Kalifornsky’s views of the Kenaitze way of life in Alaska. Dena’ina, an
oral language, was linguistically written. Peter Kalifornsky was one of the last native
speakers who wrote and compiled many of his memories of stories, beliefs, language
lessons of the Kenaitze people. As a non-speaker of this language, I have utilized the
tradition of the visual arts to bring a new voice to these traditions of our people.
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Work In Progress:

My project investigates how composite drawing techniques employed by law
enforcement to apprehend suspects, affect the idea of individuality and the centrality of
the portrait image, and what implications there are to the phenomenon of identity.

Using forensic art techniques such as composite drawings and/or Identikit composite
images based on descriptions given in interview, I will collect a series of memory images
from conference participants. I am seeking conference goers willing to participate in a
project interview that will result in the production of a portrait of her mother or father
based on a verbal description.
1

The choice of subject: mother or father is based on the opposition between that which is
closest to us and that, which is the Other. To portray your parent through the abstracting
lens of serial imagery is to question identity, even identity best known, and to realize that
even you, yourself, can be reduced to the same components as a criminal.

The composite drawing is an image that lies somewhere between art and science and
something else called mystery.

The composite drawing is an image of a face from which all suspense has been drained
and emptied. The result is a funerary image, for death is the end of narrative and
suspense. And yet these faces that stare from the walls of subway stations, post offices, or
television screens, signify the death of the subject and the beginning of the pursuit of the
object.

Forensic artists, some of whom also practice as portrait painters, will be the first to say
that composite drawings and images are not portraits. They are investigative tools. But
they are images of faces.

The face functions as the entranceway or passage to knowledge about an individual’s
identity. We read one another’s feelings and character not only through facial
expression, but also through facial characteristics. The face is the first sign we look for to
understand whether the stranger is a threat or friend. And even infants, shown images of
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male and female faces, will prefer one face to another, favoring certain proportions
associated with symmetry. The eyes, nose, and mouth are what the infant first sees, and
these are associated with meeting fundamental needs such as food and comfort.

As Baudrillard points out, the face is most personal, and yet it exists only for others; we
are hidden from ourselves. Yet the desire to see our own image, created by another as if
through our own eyes, has been the primary motivation for the commissioned portrait.
The challenge for the portrait-artist of the past hired to produce such a work for a client
must have been daunting, for he was asked to imagine how the subject believed himself
to be seen. Only then, would the client be pleased. The portrait image functioned as
recorder, flatterer, informer, and simulator of reality, but not a copy. Once fixed, these
impressions were immutable unless the work itself was destroyed or defaced. Like life,
the painted portrait cannot be reversed or done over. It travels in one direction alone. The
portrait expresses something of the inner life of the subject as well as her/his social
significance, and once social insignificance has triumphed, the portrait finds itself
installed somewhere in an art institution, divorced from it original function.

Composite drawings and images make no attempt to portray an interior existence. Like
electron micrograph images created by coating the exterior of the subject with metal
atoms, you end up with an image that is as detailed as the original but has neither content
nor inside; it is a picture of pure surface. Pure surface is a corollary to an idea --- if you
are a sociopath.
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The composite image lacks depth and is only appearance meant to trigger memory. In
much the same way as the red and white suit of Santa Claus is a veneer that effectively
hides the identity of the individual underneath and reveals his insignificance before the
idea of Santa, the image of the suspect reveals his insignificance before the idea of his
crime.

Visual representations of Santa Claus, Superman, Buddha, the Virgin Mary, Saints, etc.
are all composite images based on centuries of cultural narrative, each society desiring to
view itself as reflected through its deities and heroes. None of us have seen these figures,
yet we are familiar with their images. They are a part of our memories. The Santa Claus
that appears in tens of thousands of mall portrait photographs with a child on his lap is
not entirely different from the composite image of a wanted suspect. They are both serial
images representing ideas, in this case, ideas of either good or evil. Neither image brings
you closer to knowing the real Santa Claus or the identity of the suspect. You can only
recognize the suspect’s appearance, as you would Santa’s red suit and fur trimmed hat,
his white beard and jolly cheeks. Christmas is the context for understanding the absurd
scene, the gingerbread house and candy cane staffs, the wide-eyed child, the fat man in
the red suit.

Composite drawings are like shadows cast by an event.
The crime.
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The composite image resembles the face of the clown. Clowns frighten us, for they are
parodies of human beings. They are an assemblage of parts: star eyes, big red noses,
orange hair that reduce a face to a limited set of signs. Clowns are dead. The subjects are
dead. The suspect has disappeared. These composite images are uncanny. What should
have remained hidden, evil (acts), has come to light through crime. This non-linguistic
image tells a tale. Behind the clown face lies the crime, a series of actions and
consequences. But the person has disappeared. And when the person is apprehended even
if he does not so much resemble his composite sketch, he will come to resemble his
sketch.

Composite images lack all empathy for their subject and they are, in that sense alone, like
images created by a sociopath. These facial images are routinely devoid of emotions,
despite the efforts of forensic artists. And because emotions and consciousness are
inseparable, these images without emotion are like pictures of corpses.

Scientific methodology merging with art to produce a supposedly objective or rational
form of representation, creates compilations of parts that are like some horrific genetic
manipulation that fails to produce an identity. Like the perceptions and projections of a
sociopath these composite images depict an empty container, not a living volume.

The composite image is a conglomeration of measurements, proportions, and data related
to factors such as gender and race. One views such an image to learn who is wanted by
the authorities. The suspect has probably engaged in criminal, immoral, or aberrant
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behavior. We gape at him. We look at him. Our distance from the suspect is made even
greater through our looking, for even our looking is moral, for we do not get pleasure
from seeing such a work. We look to know, like scientists, like judges. We distance
ourselves from the sensuality of the image. The suspect is a spectacle in the display
environment of the evening news, America’s Most Wanted, the post office. He is the
Other. Not like us. We may find ourselves in family photos, but we will not be depicted
as suspects because we have done nothing to deserve that. We hope. The context of the
wanted poster is such: what has this person done? Is he guilty? Will he be caught and
punished? Does he pose a possible threat to me? Where is he now? He is not me. I am
not him.

The successful composite drawing or image is not a portrait that describes the inner life
of the subject, but instead, based on a memory image as described by a witness, it must
leave sufficient room for interpretation to trigger and then accommodate the inexactitude
of memory. The sketch or image must have just enough specificity to suggest an identity,
but not so much that it becomes the image of a specific person that would inhibit the
possibility of identification. The net that is cast by the image must be wide, and therefore
there will be false positives.

I work with a limited set of forensic art techniques that include composite sketching and
composite images created using Identikit. In composite drawing, the forensic artist asks a
series of questions during the course of an interview with a witness, as she produces the
sketch freehand. Composite images, on the other hand, are produced during an interview
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with a witness as well, only here a computer program such as Identikit 2000 put out by
Smith Wesson, is utilized. Identikits that include sets of transparencies that were handmanipulated by the forensic artist were retired in the 90s.

The major difference between composite drawings and composite images is that in the
first instance of a sketch, the witness relays an overall impression of the suspect without
viewing any examples of features from which to select. Based on an interview (the reason
the term “spoken portrait” was first coined in the 1800s), the forensic artist asks questions
that attempt to get at not only the appearance of individual characteristics, but also the
interrelationship of features and proportion in the belief that it is primarily through
proportion that we recognize. In the composite image, either through a computer
generated imaging system or the hand-manipulated Identikit transparencies, witnesses
select individual features from a range of choices that are then assembled by the artist.

The first examples of forensic art occur in the 1880s, according to Karen T. Taylor,
author of Forensic Art and Illustration, and take the form of caricatures. In 1888, a postmortem drawing of the fourth victim of Jack the Ripper was done by a surgeon, from
which it was then possible to determine that the killer was left-handed. The forensic
drawing could be useful. But caricature-like depictions of Jack the Ripper also appeared
in the press in which the suspect, according to Sander Gilman, possessed a distinctly
“foreign” appearance. After all, such crimes were most likely to have been committed by
the Other than one of “us”. The composite drawing or image will perhaps always be
tainted by its attempt to depict deviant behavior by what visually deviates from the norm.
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The coincidental rise of the mystery genre, forensic art, and science in the Victorian Era
is interesting because it suggests a new sort of looking that involves suspense. Scientific
methods were being absorbed into the soft sciences such as psychology and criminology,
but also into literature in the form of a process of logical inquiry and obsessive
categorization as a defense against the unknown but suspected. Suspense exists in time as
a sneak peak into the future. Our response to suspense is two-fold. On one hand, we have
a visceral, emotional, reaction, and on the other, we have an intellectual or rational
reaction that allows us to formulate a plan to avoid something terrible that may be about
to happen. The West at the turn-of-the-century existed in a state of prolonged suspense.
No one knew where the new technologies (science, engineering developments, medicine
etc.) and the new histories (evolution, immigration, industrialization etc.) would lead.
Forensic art attempts to stop time and examine an event through a reconstruction of
memory. This would seem to be a reaction against the suspense mentioned above.

But what brought about the use of pictures to identify suspects? And how, for example,
were suspects described prior to the use of pictures? Pictures must have replaced an oral
system of identification, such as, “Roy did it.” Or, “A man with one leg and long gray
hair did it.” In smaller, more sedentary communities, these sorts of descriptions were
probably enough to identify and apprehend a suspect whether he was a stranger or known
community member. The nature of accusation must have been different all together, as
was the burden of proof. As societies became more fluid, mobile, and transient, it became
more difficult to identify an assailant, who was less likely to be known, harder to be
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found, and more likely to disappear into the general population. The use of serial images
that could be circulated proved a useful tool for law enforcement.

Today, the development of genetic profiling is expanding. The larger the database
becomes, perhaps as we begin to collect genetic information at birth, the fewer composite
images of faces we will ever need. Once again science will replace art. These genetic
images of our selves, our identities --- transparent sheets bearing black and white markers
--- will record us without referring to our visible bodies, much less our faces. Perhaps we
will come to see ourselves as no different from the microorganisms first seen long ago
beneath a lens. These microorganisms, once used to refer to the social dynamics of the
macro world to demonstrate our human superiority to a way of existence dominated
solely by consumption, reproduction, and killing, will now show us how similar we are.

Through my own experimentation with the forensic artist’s techniques of composite
imaging, I hope to investigate whether suspense may exist in a non-linguistic non timebased visual work of art such as these composite images, or whether suspense is
fundamentally dependent upon a narrative structure?

As an artist who utilizes images of parents in my work, I am continuing to examine the
differences between composite images and the human beings they depict in relation to
memory, narrative, and portraiture.
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Abstract
A qualitative approach was implemented to study professional
communication by a practicing veterinarian, who was observed, interviewed, and
questioned about communication practices with clients. Several clients of the
veterinarian interacted with the researcher during regular office visits and were
questioned about information received during these visits.
The purpose of the study was to observe and understand the transference
of information from the veterinarian to the client, who in-turn, would administer
and care for the animal seeking veterinary help. Not unlike human relationships
where caregivers instruct people how to take prescription drugs or follow a
specific path of instruction, veterinarians must instruct the pet owners on
preventative health care as well as on administering prescription drugs to the
animals. The veterinarian transfers essential information to the pet owner in
order to help maintain the pet’s health.
The objective of the study was to determine how successful one
veterinarian has been at providing information and instructions to pet owners
during office visits and occasionally during phone conversations. A working
hypothesis was developed as to how effective communication was achieved by
the veterinarian through open-ended questioning.
The research yielded insights into how a veterinarian achieves successful
communication with pet owners through “layman’s” language. Sometimes the
use of illustrations on animal anatomy assisted the process of conveying specific
information that might not be readily accessible to pet owners. Printed brochures
provided by the veterinarian supplanted pet owners with information on feeding
and dental care. The reason why pet owners choose to visit a professional
veterinarian instead of opting for a different approach in caring for an animal’s
health also became a point of interest in the study.
Phenomenological themes occur where pet owners choose to speak oneon-one with the veterinarian as a means to help the pet and to ameliorate their
own concerns for the pet. Personal contact with the veterinarian was a primary
motive for subjects observed in the study.
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ABSTRACT
Because trees can filter gaseous pollutants from the air and can capture
particulates on their leaves, stems and branches, forests can reduce air pollution. The
purpose of the proposed research is to challenge the assumption that tree efficiency is
independent of location. Dispersion modeling based on the EPA ISC-ST3 will be used to
determine whether or not elevated levels of CO2 in the field yield the accelerated growth
observed under greenhouse conditions. If trees planted downwind of a CO2 point source
sequester carbon faster than those planted in ambient levels of CO2, it would make those
locations more desirable for commercial lumber operations and for carbon credits.
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INTRODUCTION
Most of us are concerned about the environment. In one way or another, we do
our part and feel smugly about it. For some of us, separating the recyclables – paper,
aluminum, glass, metal, plastics – is a ritual. Others compost yard wastes and vegetable
scraps. Solid waste management is well-understood by the general public. Efforts to
date have made available enough metal that the American Institute of Steel Construction
(AISC) has revised its design guidelines to limit the allowable strength of steel for
structures. Printers have access to so much recycled paper that they charge extra for
virgin paper. The Preservationist Movement has devoted itself to the rehabilitation and
adaptive reuse of historic buildings. Progress in solid waste management has reduced the
daily demand for landfills. They are still filling up, but not as fast.
The public has also responded well to the need to conserve water. Our washing
machines have adjustable water levels for various size loads. More efficient toilets have
been designed. Some of us never wash our car or water our lawn or bathe the dog. I
commend all of these efforts to conserve water.
In the third area, air pollution, the general public has opted out. We abrogate our
individual responsibility to the United States Environmental Protection Agency and
similar organizations worldwide. Yes, these government agencies have made the air we
breathe cleaner than it was 30 years ago. Innovative solutions have reduced air and water
pollution by industry. For 8 hours a day, we can assume that our employer is following
the law or else.
What do you do during the next 16 hours? First, most of us drive home. Whether
we take a bus, ride the subway, or drive our personal vehicle, we depend on the

consumption of fossil fuels to get there. Our daily chores such as eating and washing and
our daily pleasures such as watching television, reading the newspaper, and listening to
music require energy. Most power plants are not using nuclear energy, water or wind to
generate electricity. They burn fossil fuels. What is the by product of complete, efficient
combustion? Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the most prevalent greenhouse gas and the villain
in global warming.
Scientists are not able to accurately determine sources and sinks for carbon
dioxide. The U. S. Department of Energy recently solicited proposals for novel
approaches to carbon management. The U. S. Department of Agriculture has funds
available for carbon sequestration projects. Money has been made available for research
in other countries.
Estimates of the ability of plants to process CO2 depend on the measurement of
carbon content in plant biomass. Leaves, stems and root structures from living plants are
analyzed, as are soil samples, to predict the amount of carbon removed from the
atmosphere and converted to tissue. Authors G. J. Nabuurs, M. J. Schelhaas, G. M. J.
Mohren, and C. B. Field examined the European terrestrial biosphere for carbon
sequestration, including trees, soils, and wood products. According to their analysis,
through 1970, the amount of carbon sequestered in the tree biomass was approximately
equal to that sequestered in the soil compartment. However, a rapid accumulation of
biomass in trees accounted for almost 2/3 of the sink during the last thirty years.
Although they caution that their estimate of the total carbon sequestered in 130 million
hectares of European forest may vary by a factor of 10, their methodology shows some

promise for determining the net biomass production – and therefore the total change in
carbon sequestration – for large regions.
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
required the signatory nations to periodically estimate their contribution to the carbon
budget in the atmosphere. Research in various countries has attempted to model the
change in forest carbon sink. One study in India conducted by G. S. Haripriya calculated
the carbon biomass sequestered in Indian forests in 1993-4. The lifecycle analysis
concluded that the forests themselves were a source for carbon rather than a sink. These
controversial findings highlight the need to agree on parameters used in future studies.
Haripriya’s model included the carbon removed from the air during the growth process,
the carbon deposited to the forest floor and soil through the annual cycle, the fuel used
during the harvesting and processing of wood products, typical losses experienced by
forestry operations through fire and insects, recycling of wood and paper, and the landfill
of wood products at the end of the cycle.

The Effect of Elevated CO2 on Trees
Several studies measured the affects of elevated CO2 on the growth of trees.
Trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides Michaux), Pinus ponderosa, sour orange (Citrus
aurantium L.), loblolly pine (Pinus taeda),and sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua) show
no ill effects when exposed to above ambient levels of CO2. Seedlings of certain species
show increased shoot and root development, but these gains are augmented by an
increased cycling of carbon through the ecosystem. More carbon is removed from the air
but is not sequestered in the plant material. Most of the researchers consider the amount
of carbon retained in the above ground plant biomass as the measure of sequestration.

Very few attempted to measure the amount of carbon added to the soil through the
growth and decay of the tree root system.
In Panama, a team composed of M. Kraenzel, A. Castillo, T. Moore, and C.
Potvin estimated the amount of carbon sequestered by a 20-year old teak (Tectona
grandis) plantation prior to harvest. Using the diameter at breast height (dbh), i. e.,
measured at 4.5,’ and an average number of trees per hectare, they estimated 120 tons/ha
above ground, 3.4 tons/ha litter, 2.6 tons/ha undergrowth, and 225 tons/ha underground
for a total of 351 tons/ha. The root system contained more carbon than the trunk and
leaves.
A model developed by Dave Nowak, USDA Forestry Service, also uses the dbh
as a basis for calculations. A single 20-year old Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum) contains
185.9 lbs. carbon total. If trees are planted 30’ on center, there are approximately 60
trees per acre or 150 trees per hectare. This results in almost 14 tons Carbon/ha, a far
different number than 351 ton/ha. Nowak’s tree growth model for White Pine estimates
that there are 120 lbs. of carbon in a 20-year old tree. Pine is typically grown at a closer
spacing than maple because the tree spreads less. If White Pine were planted 20’ on
center, the amount of carbon sequestered would be approximately 20.4 tons/ha.
Part of the discrepancy in the two published sequestration models can be
explained by the difference in the assumed sequestration/growth rates for Teak, White
Pine and Sugar Maple. It is also possible that the research team is considering the
weight of the entire tree. A 20-year old Sugar Maple weighs almost 620 lbs., according
to Nowak’s model, but only contains 186 lbs. of carbon in the above ground tree.
Another difference may be in the tree spacing. Trees grown for ornamental purposes

may more widely spaced than those grown for pulp. Further comparison of these two
models is warranted; however, it is reasonable to conclude that the problems associated
with the estimation of carbon sequestered in a homogeneous stand of trees are
compounded when heterogeneous forests are considered.
Theoretical yields predicted from models are often conservative. A study of six
Norway spruce stands (Picea abies [L.] Karst) in central Europe undertaken by M. Mund,
E. Kummetz, M. Hein, G. A. Bauer and E. D. Schulze found actual accumulated plant
biomass was 150-350% higher than expected based on tree yield models developed in
1960. The study was initiated in response to the provisions of the Kyoto Protocol which
called for countries to assess and increase their carbon account. Human activities such as
thinning were credited with some of the higher than expected yield. Other variables
mentioned which might have favorably affected growth were observed changes in
climate, an increase in the concentration of ambient CO2, and increased deposition of
nitrogen. The authors discounted any significant benefit from the observed growth
pattern, except perhaps through article 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol, because much of the
growth occurred before 1990. It suffices, therefore, to assume that published tree growth
models such as the one developed by Nowak are inherently conservative.

Not All Trees Respond Alike
The plant nutrient cycle begins in the spring with new leaf, shoot and root
development, followed by flowering and fruiting. Some carbon is added to the litter
biomass as dead flowers and branches are dropped. Growth rates during the summer are
slower but fairly constant. When fall arrives, this rate slows again. Carbon in the form of

leaves is released from deciduous trees as the tree prepares for dormancy. Data is lacking
for species-specific response to elevated levels of CO2 throughout this growth cycle.
Several recently published studies have examined existing stands of trees. Some
researchers have examined tree rings for changes in carbon composition. R. Ceulemans,
M. E. Jach, R. Van de Velde, J. X. Lin and M. Stevens isolated 3-year old Scots pines
(Pinus sylvestris L.) and exposed them to elevated levels of CO2 for the next 3 years.
Measurements indicated a 49% increase in stem biomass and a 38% increase in stem
wood volume by the end of the study. No changes were noted in wood density. A loss in
wood strength was noted and attributed to the faster growth rate at elevated levels of
CO2. Taking the reverse approach, a study published by C. Pp. Osborne and D. J.
Beerling examines fossil woods from the Mesozoic and Tertiary ages in an attempt to
predict tree growth response to a high CO2 environment.
Other studies have used seedlings grown in greenhouse settings. Most studies end
after one year. W. E. Schlosser, J. H. Bassman, P. R. Wandschneider and R. L. Everett
looked at Larix gmelinii seedlings grown in Russia at the the Nekrasovka Greenhouse
Complex during 1998-2000 and transplanted into a nearby forest. When they considered
the carbon stored in the tree biomass versus the carbon emitted during the transpiration
and transplanting processes, they concluded that the seedlings must reach a height of
74.68 cm to offset the initial carbon deficit due to the transplanting process.
Some trees such as the common alder (Alnus glutinosa Gaertn) show an ability to
process nitrogen more efficiently when exposed to above ambient concentrations of CO2.
An experiment conducted by V. M. Temperton, P. Millard, and P. G. Jarvis compared the
response of the two species grown for 1 year in the presence of an elevated level of CO2.

Their theory was that nitrogen-fixing species could store N2 in plant tissues during
periods of exposure to above ambient levels of CO2 for use at a later time. All of the 1year old seedlings were given doses of fertilizer through their leaves, stems and root
systems. The pines experienced the accelerated growth pattern during the summer (JuneAugust) which was expected in the presence of elevated CO2, but showed no increase in
the internal storage of N2. During the same period, the alders exposed to elevated CO2
stored more nitrogen than the control group grown in ambient concentrations of CO2.
Furthermore, the alders were able to direct their nitrogen reserves to new plant growth
during the following spring. Carbon accumulation in the tree shoots was higher than
carbon biomass in the leaves for the deciduous alders. A control group of white pine
(Pinus sylvestris), which is not a nitrogen-fixing species, showed no change in internal
nitrogen levels.
Every tree processes carbon at a different rate. There is some evidence to suggest
that seedlings grow faster when exposed to elevated levels of CO2. Recently published
greenhouse studies exposed seedlings to twice ambient concentrations of CO2. Given an
ambient concentration of 350 ppm, the level of exposure was 700 ppm. This figure may
not be realistic. A preliminary dispersion analysis of the CO2 emitted by Zimmer, one of
the largest power plants in Ohio, is based upon a CO2 emission rate of 2,900,000
lb./hr.(365400 g/s). On the worst day of the year, the CO2 concentration in the air
downwind of the plant was less than 90 ppm higher than ambient. In other words, it was
less than 440 ppm.

Carbon Credits
One of the pilot studies for the payment of carbon credits was undertaken through
Neil Sampson with the American Forest's Global Relief program, according to Tim King,
one of the workers on the project. Several hundred acres of trees were planted in Idaho
on Idaho State Parks lands. The project was funded by MasterCard Corp. which was to
receive any potential future carbon credits.
Trexler and Associates in Portland, OR developed actual carbon offset projects
for private utility companies seeking CO2 mitigation. These efforts established a carbon
sequestration easement on private land titles exchanging carbon offsets for a “per acre”
fee paid. For example, approximately 500 acres were purchased for 80 years at $90/acre
with an estimated return of 50,000 tons of carbon in the wood of the tree. Another
project used the entire carbon increase - tree bole, canopy, root system, undergrowth, duff
and soils with an average of 300 tons CO2/acre.
In 1998 CQuest of Des Moines, IA, developed an actual individual carbon credit
market, whereby a landowner received payment on the basis of the carbon actually
sequestered. Completed in November, 2000, approximately 5000 acres yielded more
than 1,500,000 tons of credits. Unfortunately, the Arizona power consortium that was
contracted to purchase the credits backed out of the agreement.

Taking Responsibility for Carbon Management
One fellow proposed that the problem of carbon sequestration could be solved if
each of us were buried in a 1 ton (1000 kg/2000lb) casket. Don’t invite me to be a
pallbearer! While some CO2 generating activities such as breathing are absolutely

essential, other activities can be modified. While each of us would love to walk to work,
the reality is that housing is not always available nor affordable where we work. One of
the most effective means to reduce atmospheric CO2 is to plant trees. David Nowak of
the USDA Forest Service Research suggests that each of us should plant trees to offset
the release of 2.3 tons carbon emitted per year per capita in the United States.
The location of trees in a landscaping plan can greatly affect business operating
costs. Research sponsored by the US Department of Energy and the US Environmental
Protection Agency supports the hypothesis that growing trees in urban areas can improve
the air quality for residents. The research studied three aspects of trees specifically for
their ability to reduce building energy consumption. The first is shade, the second is
wind shielding, and the third is evaporative cooling. The study showed that shaded
buildings have lower (by almost 15%) heating and cooling costs. Homes in older
neighborhoods are valued for their old, tall trees. Everyone knows it is cooler under a
shade tree on a hot summer day. As trees process CO2 in the presence of sunlight,
oxygen (O2) and water (H2O) are released into the air. The temperature of the air drops
as this water evaporates. Benefits are not confined to the summer. When the winter
winds blow, the branches slow the breeze. This reduces the amount of heat lost through
the walls and roof. These characteristics of trees improves the microclimate in the
vicinity of the tree itself. Costs associated with tree planting and maintenance are offset
by the reduction in heating and air-conditioning expense.
The same benefits accrue when trees are planted near paved surfaces, including
roads, parking lots, sidewalks, and driveways. Since trees counteract the heat island
effect, the potential benefits are greater in metropolitan areas where large spaces have

been denuded of vegetation. More trees means fewer power plants and less atmospheric
CO2.
In addition to postponing global warming through carbon sequestration, as
previously discussed, trees also remove particulates and gases through their leaves.
House plants get dusty. The particles that accumulate on the top of the plant leaves are
generally deposited through gravitational settling and Brownian motion. Outside, leaves
accumulate even more particles; the wind causes the particles to collide with the leaves.
Rain washes the particles from the leaves to the ground where they form part of the
nutrient cycle for the local ecosystem. Research on soils near transportation corridors
show higher concentrations of metals associated with the deterioration of vehicles than
soils further away. This suggests that trees planted closer to roads reduce the number of
particles that are carried inland by the wind.

Taxing Carbon
The states of Oregon and New Hampshire now tax utilities based on their
production of CO2. The purpose of the offset fee is to pass along the costs of carbon
sequestration to the energy consumer. These fees are paid to the Climate Trust where
they are invested in approved projects. Favored carbon sequestration projects generally
involve trees. Because CO2 is a global gas, the trees can be planted anywhere. T. M. I.
Mahlia describes a tree planting program in Malaysia. In local currency, the tax is
approximately 57 MR$/ton CO2. Money raised is used to buy trees. The cost of planting
a tree is approximately $3.04 MR/tree. Given an exchange rate of $1.00 US = $3.80 MR,
each tree costs less than a US dollar. It is expected that 60% of the trees survive. Costs
for replacing the dead seedlings were not given, but are surely higher. Projections for

future electrical energy generation in Malaysia indicate a greater reliance on coal and
hydroelectric facilities as the country attempts to reduce its consumption of natural gas.
The carbon tax is levied on any new source of CO2.
The practice of converting forests to pastures has been widely criticized. In
Brazil, an experiment was conducted to compare the amount of CO2 released by grasses
planted on recently cleared forest lands with the respiration of CO2 from standing forests.
J. P. H. B. Ometto, L. B. Flanagan, L. A. Martinelli, M. Z. Moreira, N. Higuchi and J. R.
Ehleringer attributed the respiration of CO2 by the forest canopy to the metabolism of
carbohydrates in the presence of sunlight. Two species of pasture groundcover were
studied. They designated the undergrowth exposed by clear cutting as C-3 and the
typical grass (Brachiaria spp.) as C-4. The rate of respiration of CO2 was higher for
pastures planted with grass than for the forest canopy by 10 parts Carbon13 per thousand
parts air. This study confirms the hypothesis that trees are more efficient in removing
CO2 from the air than are grasses. Trees are therefore preferred for carbon sequestration

Proposed Research
I am attempting to verify the results of greenhouse research which suggests that
trees exposed to above ambient levels of CO2 grow faster. Dispersion modeling based
on ISC ST3 will be used to predict the concentration of CO2 at a known location
downwind of a fossil fuel power plant. The predicted concentrations will be compared
with concentrations measured in the field. Growth rates for trees planted within the
dispersion plume will be examined to determine whether or not elevated levels of CO2 in
the field result in the accelerated growth observed under greenhouse conditions. I hope

to demonstrate that location matters; trees planted downwind of the power plant remove
more CO2 per year than trees exposed to ambient levels of CO2.

Discussion
If the hypothesis is true, the next step will be to examine tree growth in the
presence of mobile sources of pollution such as automobiles. The idea to plant trees along
the highway is not new. In Cincinnati, trees were planted to reduce mowing costs along
I-71. As mature trees were sold, the area was replanted. My eventual goal is to promote a
change in public policy to permit commercial forestry operations within the highway
right-of-way. If 1 tree were planted 30 feet from the edge of pavement and spaced 30 feet
apart within the United States Federal Interstate Highway right-of-way and along the
divided highways owned by the states, more than 14,000,000 trees would be planted.
Tree farming along highways potentially can save endangered forests by
providing a renewable source for pulp and lumber. Trees have a limited life expectancy.
As trees age, they begin to drop branches. This shedding of carbon reduces the overall
amount of carbon sequestered in the tree. Harvesting of mature trees is necessary to
prevent accidents caused by falling trees. Perhaps in the future fallow acres within the
right of way could be made available to commercial forestry operations in exchange for
not cutting acres of old growth forests. Such public policy would not be unreasonable
based upon our current agricultural subsidy practices.
In summary, measurable benefits of trees include: carbon sequestration, reduced
air pollution, lowered ambient temperature, and reduced energy consumption. Just as in
real estate, location matters. Trees planted within the dispersion plume capture more dust

particles. Trees planted on the south and west sides of buildings in the United States can
reduce operating costs.

A Carbon management plan should consider all the ways trees

can mitigate pollution.
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Abstract
In a traditional music curriculum, various courses such as music theory, music
history, music literature and performance are usually studied as separate and distinct
areas of music. Comprehensive musicianship is a term used to describe the
intradisciplinary study of music. The comprehensive musicianship approach is closely
related to Gestalt psychology in that music is approached as a totality, with a concern for
constituent parts and how they relate to the whole. The intent of the comprehensive
musicianship approach is to integrate and synthesize all areas of music including music
history, music literature, music theory, and performance/pedagogy into a unified whole.
The researcher developed a theoretical comprehensive musicianship curriculum
model that outlines the musical knowledge and skills to be integrated into the
performance ensemble. The model consists of five categories: concepts, content,
activities, instructional literature and evaluation. These categories address the
development of musical skills and knowledge advocated by the comprehensive
musicianship approach.
For many students, the performance ensemble is the only music class they will take.
By incorporating principles of comprehensive musicianship into the performance
ensemble, music students will not only learn performance skills but also music theory,
music history, music literature and style along with the other various areas of music.
Students will develop a comprehensive musical knowledge that will allow them to be
better performers and increase their appreciation and enjoyment of all music as they
become well-educated patrons of the arts.
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Introduction.
Many word processors come equipped
with auxiliary programs to support the writing
process such as spelling checkers, automatic
critique of grammar and style and thesauri.
However, heretofore there is no explicit support
for assisting a writer in controlling and designing
the acoustic properties of prose. The closest
approximations to the kind of software support I
have in mind are programs that search for
rhymes. In what follows I describe a computer
program to support vocabulary and phrase
searching according to phonetic properties of a
more sophisticated sort. Ultimately, like the
other tools for the writer such as grammar
checkers and thesauri, it is to be attached to
existing word processors through a software
interface word processor developers have made
available to other programmers. Described here,
in the hope of helpful feedback from potential
users, is a running prototype.
Goals and Constraints.
It is characteristic of poetic language,
indeed of any aesthetically self-conscious
composition, that the writer is especially alert to
the sound qualities of his prose, including
patterns of assonance, dissonance, vowel
harmony and variation in rhyme in its several
manifestations. By “poetic writing” I mean
writing that is aesthetically self-conscious about
properties of text beyond ordinary consideration
of intelligibility or ease of comprehension. Not
all auditory thinking about texts, however, is
amenable to computer support. For example, it is
enticing to hope for help in designing and
controlling prose rhythm, but the analysis of
prose rhythm requires a test to be more or less
fully parsed. Parsing is difficult even in
regimented, technical prose; it is impossible
when a writer trying subtly to exploit the full
resources of language. In addition, computing of
any kind involving natural language depends
upon vast datasets recording phonetic and
semantic properties of words.
Hence, in the present of effort, we first
sought to define services that could be developed
with current public-domain resources and which

did not involve processing steps that required
answering open research questions in linguistics.
Thus, to start, we sough to support thinking
about auditory relations between words that are
traditionally marked out in discussions of poetry,
namely:
1. syllable count
2. location of primary and secondary stress
3. rhyme, including many variants, such as
slant rhyme and half rhyme
4. consonance
5. dissonance
6. consonant density.
Each of these components will be discussed in
turn.
The Software.
The essential service of the software
described is a constrained search through a
lexical database developed from the Moby
datasets a repository of 111249 lexical entries. It
enables a search in which the user may specify
the following constraints. Given an input word,
the program returns all of the words in the
database that (1) bear the specified relationship
to it and (2) answer to other constraints provided
by the user. The interface provides four kinds of
constraints, (a) rhymes, with several variants, (b)
alliteration, (c) other constraints, such as syllable
count or stress location, and (d) consonant
density.
Rhyme.
This facility for rhyme supports both
full and slant rhyme. Of the former, the program
will distinguish between masculine and
feminine, weak and mixed. Masculine rhyme, of
course, refers to rhyming on the rhyme is on the
last syllable which is monosyllabic or stressed.
Feminine rhyme falls on the penultimate syllable
(which is stressed) and of course the last syllable
is unstressed. Weak rhyme occurs when the
rhyming syllables are not the primarily stressed
syllables (though they may be weakly stressed).
Mixed rhyme occurs when the rhyming syllable
is the final syllable in one word and penultimate

syllable in the other and both stressed. Slant
rhyme occurs when the rhymed syllables differ
in their final consonant or in their nuclei.
A word search maybe also be
constrained by alliterative properties of words.
Two variations are supported. One may search
for the same sound in stressed syllables or the
same sound in unstressed syllables. A search
may be constrained by the total number of
syllables and the location of the primary and/or
secondary stresses. Finally, the program supports
the search for words exhibiting consonant
clusters, measured as the ratio of consonant to
vowel sounds in a word. This last search feature,
unlike the others that are suggested by the
normal vocabulary of poetic criticism, was
included to support the author’s particular poetic
practice.
Philosophical Objections.
It is necessary to digress briefly and
address the question as to whether poets or those
engaged in poetic writing in the sense described
above, would be willing to seek the collaboration
of a computer in their creative work. For many
have denied to me personally that they could
make use of such a computer program in serious
poetic writing. The answer ultimately is an
empirical matter; they will or they will not. But
my twenty-five years of experience watching
computer systems inform other walks of life
suggests otherwise.
Other Work Supporting Literature.
There is a large literature on the study
of literature, especially poetry, which is informed
by insights from linguistics [1-10]; the works
cited below are intended to give a sense of the
range of this literature, as a full bibliography
would be quite voluminous. The search features
of the program described were suggested by a
systematic review of this literature and also by
conversations with poets.1
Future and Related Work.
The program described here runs as a commandline program on the UNIX operation system, not
a very hospitable environment for creative
writers. In the next version of the program, it
will become an extension of Microsoft Word,
having (after some very simple installation steps)
the same relation to the user as thesaurus, spell
checking, and grammar hints are now: it will
1

Including the sister of one of the co-authors, the
late Vicki Hearne.

simply be another button and interaction with
proceed by a dialog box whose look and feel are
the same as Word.
In addition, the basic routines which
enable the search program to operate on sound
criteria can be adapted to other ends, such as the
exploration of the sound properties of literature.
Hence, also issuing from our site in the near
future will be a facility which will allow a user to
explore some auditory properties of a literary
text.
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Abstract of Paper:
A Defense of Edgar Lee Masters’s Lichee Nuts
Active in several genres of writing and extremely productive, American poet Edgar Lee
Masters (1868-1950) became famous almost overnight with his earlier collection of free verse
monologues, The Spoon River Anthology (1915). But as quickly as he rose in prominence, his
fame declined thereafter. Even the 1924 sequel, The New Spoon River Anthology, was unable to
sustain it. In the past decades, critics usually regarded The Spoon River Anthology as Masters’s
best work, and that, to our great regret, he never wrote another work of the same strength.
Sympathetic critics have been claiming that he is not a one-book writer and more works by him
should be studied.
It is my intention to carry out a study pertaining to such a need. My argument is that
Lichee Nuts, Masters’s book-length collection of short poems published in 1929 by one of the
most prestigious publishers of modernist poetry, Horace Liveright, creates a positive image for
the Chinese, and in doing that, it attains the same kind of stylistic merits that critics value so
much in The Spoon River Anthology. While there is no reason to relegate Lichee Nuts to
obscurity, in reality it has been neglected, so my paper also explores the why. My suggestion is
that it is almost for the same features that the collection is valuable that it was rejected.
To validate my argument, my paper first demonstrates how Lichee Nuts is a little sister to
The Spoon River Anthology; it, stylistically speaking, both inherits the other’s strength and
differentiates itself from the other. Turning from macro to micro scrutiny of individual poems,
my paper also exemplifies how each poem achieves its own aesthetic distinction as well as
contributes to the positive portraiture of the Chinese. Finally, by analyzing Masters’s admiration
for what he believes Chinese culture to be, my paper proves that Masters’s American cultural
Orientalism embarks him on a thematic pursuit that greatly challenges then American culture,
and this pursuit, complicated by the dual nature of the responses the collection can elicit,
eventually causes the unpopularity of Lichee Nuts. Hopefully, with the change of national and
international climate and with change of perspectives, people can change their mind towards
Lichee Nuts.
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Introduction
Convict leasing, the renting of a state’s prisoners to private enterprises, became the
dominant mode of penal management in almost all of the former Confederate states, following
the Civil War. The lone exception among the former states in rebellion in the use of convict
leasing, was Virginia. Virginia was unique among the other former confederate states in
eschewing convict leasing for a number of reasons. Among these was the existence of a
functioning penitentiary in which the citizens were not only willing to invest, but to remodel and
improve following the war.1 Additionally, the success of the Readjuster political movement also
provided an impetus to avoiding imposition of convict leasing through overhaul of the state’s
social services.2 This system epitomized in many ways, the continued subjugation and
oppression of a southern Black populace, newly freed from bondage, thrust upon resentful white
southerners still reeling from the loss of the war.
The expedient of leasing prisoners to private concerns represented a convergence of
southern interests: interests that reflected the social, economic and cultural values embodied in
the southern psyche following the war. The desire of white southerners to maintain control of
their former chattel, as well as control the labor capabilities of the freedmen, led to the
imposition of public criminal justice that resembled in many ways, the now defunct “peculiar
institution” of slavery.
As the devastating effects of the war were tallied, it became evident that the newly freed
blacks were to present a problem for the southern white as they had as slaves in the antebellum
South. The traditions of white supremacy held prior to the war continued to focus on the Black
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population as requiring extralegal measures in order to maintain levels of control associated with
former slaveholders. As the former Confederate states attempted to come to grips with this
problem, they began the process of initiating restrictive ‘Black codes’ immediately following the
war. The codes however would give way to radical Republican rule that would come to
epitomize ‘Congressional Reconstruction.’ These new governments were supported in large part
by a federal military presence that would force a new way of life upon the defeated southerners.
Though Republican Reconstruction initiated Black suffrage, a system of convict leasing
developed that continued the previous oppression of blacks characteristic of slavery now thriving
under the guise of public criminal law. The transition from private, plantation criminal justice to
publicly controlled criminal justice symbolizes the evolution of chattel slavery to a system of
penal servitude with like goals. This study shall investigate convict leasing in the State of
Louisiana from its re-inception in 1868 following the Civil War, to its eventual abolition in 1901,
resulting in resumption of state control of the penitentiary prisoners.
Before abolition of convict leasing in 1901, Louisiana would be witness to several decades
of corrupt prison management. Unique among southern states that utilized the lease, Louisiana
would lease all of its prisoners to one lessee, Samuel James, who controlled virtually all of the
state’s prisoners from 1869 until 1901.3 Because of this unique structure, the operation of the
lease in Louisiana under James, took on characteristics that were enveloped in a level of secrecy
unknown to the other southern states using this form of penal management. Both in the types of
work convicts were forced to do as well as the nature of the political and social environment
from which it sprang, Louisiana’s stint with convict leasing reflected to a great extent the
personal characteristics of its sole lessee, Samuel James.
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Louisiana, though unique in its history and implementation of the convict lease did share,
however, a bond with the surrounding states that also utilized the convict lease system, giving
the lease its overall regional character. First and foremost among the similarities within the
leasing states was the predominance of blacks as the backbone of the system of convict labor.
Following the war, south saw the criminalization of the newly freed slaves as fundamental to the
imposition of this system. The value of Black labor, well established in the south during the
antebellum period, saw continued exploitation of Negro labor as vital to the rebuilding of the
southern economy following the war.
Inherent in the system of convict leasing was the conflict with free labor that utilizing
convicts entailed. Heavy industry, agriculture and the unique need of Louisiana for the building
and maintenance of a system of levees found lucrative opportunities for James to exploit the
state’s prisoners through leasing. James frequently found himself at odds with those who sought
to profit from these same industries using free labor and as a result constant battle with the
Louisiana legislature ensued over the structure and utilization of the lease.
Samuel James’ hold on the lease and his ability to maintain control was at times dependent
upon the Black legislators who were elected to the Louisiana congress during the years of
congressional reconstruction. These legislators, some quite notable in their accomplishments,
were key to the voting block that affirmed James continued maintenance of the lease in
Louisiana.4 Throughout the history of the lease there was strong resistance to its continuation
from both the legislature and the governor’s office. The ability of James’ to hold onto the lease
was indicative of the power, both political and economic, that came to be associated with the
lease and the political acumen exercised by James in facilitating his renewal of the lease. This
4
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facilitation however, proved to become more difficult during the period of the lease as time went
on. James’ found himself embroiled in a number of disputes pertaining to the use of the
convicts. Though early on he agreed to work the prisoners within the walls of the state
penitentiary at Baton Rouge, James reneged on this promise virtually as soon as it was made.
The conflicts engendered by this abrogation of the terms of the lease led many legislators to
request termination of James’ lease or to vote against renewal at the end of the stated lease
period.
James’ refusal to keep and work the convicts within the walls of the state penitentiary made
alliance with Louisiana’s Black legislators critical to keeping the lease. The majority of
Louisiana’s convicts were Black, a fact it had in common with the other leasing states of the
south. The labor performed by the convicts was therefore important insofar as its impact on free
Black labor. In order to gain the support of Black legislators, James promised them that he
would not compete with their constituents for labor by working his leased convicts in
competition with those free Black workers. It was a ploy that succeeded in gaining for James the
acquiescence of the majority of Black legislators in his continued possession of the lease.
Convict leasing in the South also implicated the evolving methods of controlling the newly
freed Black population. Sharecropping, debt peonage and convict leasing collided in a society
that was determined to keep the Black populace oppressed and working for the dominant white
society. New methods of coercing the Black populace to continue their labor for the former
planter class became enmeshed with heavy industry that was making inroads into the region. No
longer able to rely solely on the lash, laws were instituted to force the freed blacks to contract
their labor under circumstances only marginally dissimilar to those found in slavery. Use of law
became the means of maintenance and control of the Black freed-persons, where previously the
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law was used to establish the parameters of master/slave contact and behavior. While the North
saw the ascension of the “Era of the Big House,” massive prison structures and systems for
dealing with their convict populations, the South witnessed a shift of criminal justice for Blacks
from the private to the public. In the North, the primacy of industrialization led to rapid urban
growth and with it notions of societal reform that extended the early penal ideas of incarceration
as a form of penitence. These notions were largely absent in the South where a different code of
conduct had evolved to gain societal compliance and enact societal retribution. The result was
avoidance in the South of the building of large penal structures that became common in the
North, as societal symbols of its power to control.
Plantation justice was the norm prior to the war and Blacks in southern prisons were rare,
except as a means to control the small numbers of free Blacks, Whites tolerated in their midst.
Pre-war prisons were generally small and reserved for white property offenders. With the
freeing of a large body of slaves came the need for a revamped and expanded criminal justice
system, to deal with the large and increasing numbers of Blacks arrested and imprisoned in the
region. Louisiana was so situated and found itself struggling to deal with a rising Black prison
population while coping with post-war fiscal insolvency. Given their prior history with convict
labor, leasing convicts was recommended early by the Republican Reconstruction government in
Louisiana in spite of initial strong resistance to its implementation. The resistance was quickly
overcome due to fiscal concerns and the lease in Louisiana came to mirror the regional norm for
dealing with Black prisoners in the south. The goal of taxpayer relief became embodied in the
system of leasing state prisoners to private enterprises. It soon became evident that in addition to
tax relief the system generated much needed revenue for business and governments that
frequently far exceeded expectations. The generation of revenue would eventually become a
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point of contention in virtually every state that utilized the lease, as the interests of the states and
private enterprise would collide.
Resistance from free labor, in the form of small business-persons desirous of the contracts
that went to those leasing convicts; inherent corruption among state governments and the lessees;
rising costs of maintaining the convicts and public outcry at the sheer brutality of the system
would all eventually contribute to the end of the leasing system. Most significant of these factors
however, was the sheer brutality of the system in which the convicts were forced to labor. Many
critics of the lease focused on the lack of humanitarian concern for the manner in which convicts
in the system were forced to labor; some noted openly that in many ways, convict leasing was
worse than slavery. As a slave, a Black represented an outlay of capital, an investment in the
continued labor of a worker. As a convict within the convict lease system, the same Black
represented no such investment and became, for all intents and purposes, an expendable tool.
The perception was that convicts, unlike slaves, were by and large disposable workers, gleaned
from an almost limitless supply of newly freed Blacks. The incentive to keep convicts alive and
healthy was therefore, contrary to that of slaves, minimal.
Most notable of the opponents to the convict lease system was George Washington Cable,
nationally known writer and native Louisianan. Cable came to believe that the treatment of
prisoners under the lease and Blacks generally in the south, was inherently cruel. In his seminal
work, The Silent South, Cable argued not only against the lease, but the oppression of the
freedmen as a whole. Cable believed that the “better class” of southerner would rise to the top
and correct the injustices perpetrated against the newly freed Black population. He was
mistaken.
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Near the end of the 19th century the opposition to the lease generally and Samuel James in
particular proved too great an obstacle to overcome, in Louisiana and the South as a whole.
James’ abuse of the lease, failure to adequately reimburse the state for its rental of the convicts,
competition with free labor, cruelty towards the prisoners and deft manipulation of Louisiana’s
politicos by he and his cronies eventually led to the demise of the lease system. In the meantime
however, the Louisiana legislature would repeatedly vote to return control of the prisoners to
James only ending the experiment at the time of James’ death in 1894, thus ending for
Louisianans their foray into the penal administration of convict leasing.
The Early Years
The years after the Civil War found southern economies devastated, their infrastructures in
shambles. Louisiana was no different in this respect than its southern neighbors and like these
fellow southerners, sought to rebuild through the introduction of new industry and commerce.
This rebuilding entailed acknowledgement of the destruction inflicted upon the physical as well
as psychological structures of the South. In addition to economic and psychological devastation,
Louisiana found much of its’ infrastructure in ruin. The state penitentiary buildings in Baton
Rouge were decimated as a result of the devastation wreaked upon them by occupying northern
troops and looters. Much of the prison structure had been dismantled by those needing supplies
to survive during the harsh conditions created by the war and as a result, much of the structure of
the prison, wood, brick, or machinery contained within, had been either carried away, burned for
personal need or destroyed outright. Occupying General, Benjamin Butler, had sufficiently
dismantled the prison to the extent that repairing, remodeling or rebuilding it was economically
unfeasible.5 The report of the Committee of Examination found the condition of the prison to be
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in serious disrepair when it made its evaluation following return of the penitentiary from federal
troops in February 1866.6 The Committee’s report detailed the extensive damage done to the
prison structure(s) and approximates costs to repair the penitentiary and its cotton factory. The
costs of these repairs were estimated to be $74, 219.25 for the prison proper and $41, 969.50 for
the cotton plant. A significant sum given the economic deprivation and hardship incurred by
states following the war. Yet the Board of Control oversaw the reconstruction of the penitentiary
so the prison could be utilized to a limited extent for small industry using convict labor within
the walls.
The January 1, 1867 Report of the Board of Control, comprised of influential legislators
and well-established businessmen, outlined the extensive repairs effectuated and the use of the
prisoners for the manufacture of shoes. This endeavor, according to the report, was very
successful as it resulted in the manufacture of over six thousand pairs of shoes, generating $12,
376 in revenue.7 The report states that the majority of the prisoners put to work in the shoe
factory were not only white but characterized as the most intelligent.8 Other plans to install a
tannery were put on hold due to fiscal constraints but the penitentiary also put a number of
convicts to work in the manufacture of bricks used for repair of the prison buildings.9
The need for labor and the expedient of using convicts was not new to the state of
Louisiana, so when the railroad came calling the Board of Control was more than willing to
accommodate them with convict labor. The Directors of the Baton Rouge, Grosse Tete and
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Opelousas Railroad Company notified the Board that it needed workers and approximately fortyfive convicts were then furnished.10 The report is clear on the motivations for providing these
workers; the state owned a large amount of stock in the railroad company and was burdened by a
surplus of prisoners who would otherwise be idle due to lack of work available.11 The
penitentiary was paid a sum of fifty cents per day for the convicts, provided the food and guards
needed, but the railroad paid the guards.12 The Board notes that use of convict labor by the
railroad prevented the company from having to compete with the “limited” free labor utilized by
area planters or those contracted to repair the levees in the nearby parishes.13 Once Samuel
James gained control of the penitentiary lease, work on the levees would become a staple for the
lease in his use of convict labor. In outlining the rules and regulations generated to control this
use of the prisoners, the Board noted that few changes had been made from the state’s previous
experience in using convict labor.
Originally built in 1835, the Louisiana State Penitentiary at Baton Rouge began to utilize
convict labor early in its existence. The prison administration, finding itself insolvent by 1844,
began to produce convict made goods and services and initiated its first experiment in leasing its
convicts.14 The experiment proved to be a mixed blessing as the Louisiana legislature found that
the very success of this program generated outspoken opposition to the sale of convict-produced
goods by local merchants. This controversy led to the need to look for alternative ways to reduce
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the state’s outlay for support of the institution, yet not interfere with local merchants; the
legislature in its quest turned to the leasing of convicts.15
This antebellum period of convict leasing in Louisiana was significantly different from the
leases of the postbellum period in the South. In Louisiana as elsewhere, the criminal justice
system was the explicit reserve of the master class. There was little need for the use of the
criminal justice system for Blacks as they were already, as slaves, prisoners. This status belied
the private nature of discipline that inhered in the slave system, in which owners applied
plantation law within the plantation system of justice, privately and with little interference from
outsiders. To do otherwise would be to potentially deny the plantation owner of the labor of his
slaves, which was at the core of his ownership in the first place. The author, Christopher
Adamson, places this concept in context by writing:
The very idea of imprisonment as a punishment for crimes committed by slaves was
a contradiction. The African slave was already a prisoner. Whereas the white felon
was punished for violating norms of freedom, slaves were punished for rejecting the
rules of bondage. Any idea of rehabilitative confinement for slaves threatened the
philosophical basis of the peculiar institution.16
After the war, the need for control of the vast newly freed Black population would
necessitate the use of the criminal justice system towards the Negro on a wholesale basis. In his
analysis of the South following the war, C. Vann Woodward characterized this change as the
“Old order struggling to meet needs of the new,” through the expedient of leasing its (Black)
convicts.17 Thus, as Woodard aptly argues, the system of convict leasing in Louisiana, as
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compared to the surrounding states, had its origins in the antebellum period.18 This prior
experience with the lease allowed Louisiana to move fairly quickly into a new period of leasing
which would last approximately 33 years.
In his address to the state legislature on January 28, 1867, the governor of Louisiana, J.
Madison Wells, urged the legislature to adopt a system by which convicts could be placed on
public works in order to save the state significant expense.19 Motivated by a desire to save the
taxpayers of Louisiana the cost of supporting and maintaining a penitentiary, the legislature
moved to initiate a new lease in 1868. This was accomplished by leasing the state’s convicts to
two individuals, local businessmen, John M. Huger and Colonel Charles Jones.20 Though Huger
and Jones were the first postbellum lessees, they became little more than footnotes in the history
of the lease by virtue of their brief period as its owners and the difficulties they encountered
initially getting the lease ratified by the legislature. Though an agreement was made with the
provisional government‘s governor, Joshua Baker, the lease signed by the three in 1868 was not
ratified until 1869. Resistance from the state’s new governor who followed Baker in to the
executive office exacerbated the problems of lease ratification.
Joshua Baker was governor of Louisiana briefly, and only during 1868.21 Born in
Kentucky, March 23, 1799, Baker was a West Point graduate who would eventually ride the
victory of the North into the governor’s office of Louisiana as its provisional governor.
Appointed to the governor’s office by General Winfield Scott Hancock on January 8, 1868,
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Baker followed Hancock’s lead in promoting a conservative agenda, in direct conflict with the
federal goal of “reconstructing” the southern governments promoted by United States
Congress.22 Though quickly succeeded by Henry Clay Warmouth in June of that year, Baker did
have enough time to enter into a leasing agreement with Huger and Jones. This agreement
would not however be ratified during his administration.
Baker’s successor, Henry Clay Warmouth, was widely perceived to be a “carpetbag”
governor.23 Born in Illinois in 1842, Warmouth was at various times an army officer, collector
of the customs and most notably, the Governor of Louisiana. Warmouth’s father, a justice of the
peace, provided the inspiration for his pursuit of law which he began practicing in Lebanon,
Missouri when he was only nineteen years of age.24 When the Civil War began, Warmouth
became a colonel in the Missouri militia and later a lieutenant colonel of the 32nd Missouri
Infantry Regiment.25 After the war, Warmouth migrated to New Orleans where he continued his
practice of law, becoming fairly successful in the process. Becoming the leader of a small band
of Republicans, Warmouth’s group quickly displaced the local radical Republicans becoming the
dominant political force in the state during Reconstruction.26 Significant in the political
machinations of Warmouth’s quest for power was the recognition that key to his success was the
suffrage of the newly freed blacks that he encouraged to vote. Riding the Black vote into office,
Warmouth would later be criticized for exploiting the Black vote towards his own political ends.
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Warmouth served as governor from 1868 to 1872. His administration was marked by
rumors of rampant corruption, an accusation associated with many of the reconstructionist
governments. During his tenure the lease bill came before Warmouth, having been passed by the
legislature. The lease agreement, originally signed by Governor Baker, was resisted by
Warmouth on the grounds that it afforded too much power to the lessees; he stated in his
opposition:
There is too much power given to the lessees over the institution, and the Board of
Control is ignored. The health, comfort, food, religious training and discipline of
the prisoners should be under the charge of disinterested officers of the
Government…Where the lessees have absolute power over the prisoners the
tendency is to work them too much and feed them too little and give no attention to
their comforts and instruction.”27
Warmouth’s reference to the Board of Control, the entity charged with oversight of the state
penitentiary, was created during the antebellum period to oversee the control of the prison and
insure the proper care and instruction of the prisoners. The power of the board eventually
became sublimated to that of the lessees in the quest for control of the prison. Warmouth’s
objections, well-founded as they were, would fall on deaf ears for the legislature had made no
other provision to deal with the growing population of prisoners in the state penitentiary. Left
with no other option and under extreme pressure to find taxpayer relief from the burden of prison
costs, Warmouth acceded and signed Act 55 of the Louisiana Legislature in 1869, ratifying the
leasing of the penitentiary to Huger and Jones.28 Act 55 set forth the conditions under which the
lease was to be administered, within the prison.29 In addition to ratifying and approving the lease
of the penitentiary, this act also specified responsibilities of the Board of Control for the health
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and religious regulations of the convicts; proscription against excessive punishment; the erection
and repair of prison buildings; machinery to be furnished; and acquisition of funding through
purchase of bonds.30
Act 55 stipulated that the agreement signed by Governor Baker in 1868 with lessees Huger
and Jones be ratified as approved by General W.S. Hancock as dated March eighteenth, 1868.
Section 1 gave the Board of Control the control of the religious regulations of the convicts and
stated the conditions under which the convicts were to be fed, clothed and disciplined by the
lessees. It should be noted that this section did contain a clause that stated that these conditions
be implemented insofar as their non-interference with the rightful employment of the convicts by
the lessees would allow.31 Act 55 also stipulated that the lessees were to repair the penitentiary
buildings, machinery for the employment of the convicts were to be brought in and put to use for
this purpose. The Act stated in part:
That in order to carry out fully the seventh item in said contract, the lessees of the
penitentiary are required to procure and place in the buildings prepared for the
purpose two hundred looms, with all the necessary machinery for preparing and
finishing cotton clothes, and such machinery as may be thought advisable by the
lessees for preparing woolen cloths; provided, that before said purchase shall be
made, a detailed estimate of the cost of such machinery shall not exceed the sum of
three hundred thousand dollars.32
This outlay of state monies for machinery to be worked by the convicts would become
significant later when disputes arose between the lessees and the legislature about prisoners
being worked outside the prison walls in direct contradiction to the stated wishes of the
legislature.
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The act authorizing the lease was signed by all concerned and became effective on March
5, 1869.33 Before the ink was dry on this official ratification of the lease however, Huger and
Jones entered into a sale of the lease to one Samuel L. James and his partners C.B. Buckner and
T. Bynum.34 During the following year, James and company worked the convicts without the
legal authority of the governor, the legislature, or the federal military. When the legislature
convened for the 1870 session, a bill was introduced by House member O.H. Brewster of
Ouachita Parish that proposed that “Samuel L. James, C. B. Buckner and T. Bynum, having
purchased from Messrs. Huger and Jones, the lease [of the penitentiary]…be and the same are
hereby substituted and placed instead of [Huger and Jones] as lessees of the Louisiana State
Penitentiary.”35 More significantly, this bill also proposed extending the period of the lease from
five to twenty-one years. In spite of objections to the proposed length of the lease and the rentals
to be paid to the state for the convicts, the bill was eventually passed and became Act 56 of
1870.36 This act stipulated that the James and Company lease of the convicts of the State of
Louisiana was to run for a period of twenty-one years until 1891; that payments were to be made
to the state for the leasing period initially in the amount of $5,000 and increasing by $1,000 each
subsequent year of the lease.37 The goal was to have the lessee pay the state $25,000 total by the
end of the lease period.
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Black Legislators
While Act 56 of 1870 was passed with some crossing of party lines, of the twenty-five
Negroes sitting in the Louisiana House at the time, all but one voted in favor of the bill.38 In the
upper house, the Senate, all four of the Negro senators voted in favor of this bill.39 In spite of the
outrages associated with the history of the lease under its administration by Samuel James, the
blacks in the Louisiana legislature would consistently vote in James’ favor when the issue of
renewal of the lease arose. Humane considerations notwithstanding, the interests of the Black
legislators during this period were difficult to discern. Given the political climate of the times,
which was at best chaotic, there was widespread belief that within Louisiana’s corrupt political
climate, James was able to purchase the favors of many legislators, Black as well as White. Such
behavior, while lacking corroboration, was noted to be very common in Louisiana party politics.
The Black legislators of the Reconstruction era in Louisiana were, like their white counterparts,
no strangers to the corrupting influences of this system in the state of Louisiana.
At various times the Black legislators of Louisiana played pivotal roles in the evolution of
convict leasing in the state. What is not clear and remains undiscovered is why, at key points
during the lease, Black legislators in a position to remove the lease from James’ control, voted
with their opponents of the Democratic Party to allow James to keep the lease. This is
unquestionably a topic that requires further research but is beyond the scope of this essay.
Among the Black legislators one of if not the most powerful in Louisiana history was
P.B.S. Pinchback. Pinckney Benton Stewart Pinchback, born in Georgia in 1837, was the only
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Black to hold the office of governor during Reconstruction, in any state.40 The son of a wealthy
white planter and a freed mulatto woman, Eliza Stewart, Pinchback lived in relative comfort on
his father’s plantation in Mississippi during his childhood years.41 Pinchback and his brother
attended school in Cincinnati at the Gilmore School for a period of two years but returned home
upon hearing that their father was terminally ill. Eventually the responsibility of caring for the
family fell upon young Pinckney as his older brother became mentally ill. The family, having by
this time relocated to Ohio in order to avoid being sold back into slavery following the death of
the family patriarch, depended upon Pinckney’s work on the Miami, Toledo and Fort Wayne
canals. Later he would work on the steamboats that plied the Missouri, Red, and Mississippi
rivers.42
At the outbreak of the Civil War, Pinchback enlisted in a volunteer company in New
Orleans in order to fight for the Union. Rejected by whites in his desire to lead, he continued his
quest to serve the Union and was eventually able to raise an all-Black cavalry company, though
unable to serve in it himself due to opposition from white officers.43 Pinchback entered the
political arena at the war’s end taking advantage of the advent of reconstructionist politics taking
place in New Orleans where he had returned in 1867.44 Pinchback formed the Fourth Ward
Republican Club that was instrumental in his later legislative elective successes. Pinchback was
elected state senator from the Second Senatorial District (New Orleans) and served from August
1868, to December 1871. Upon the death of Warmouth’s lieutenant governor, Oscar J. Dunn,
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another notable Black politician, Pinchback replaced Dunn, though not without some personal
reservations. These reservations were in response to what Pinchback perceived as the devious
nature of politics under Warmouth and the realization that Warmouth’s primary interests lay in
protecting his (Warmouth’s) position. Eventually Warmouth would himself be impeached and
Pinchback would assume the mantle of acting governor. Though only governor for 35 days,
Pinchback would be recognized as the only Black to hold that position in a southern state during
Reconstruction. During his brief tenure, ten acts of the legislature would be signed into law.
Pinchback was later elected to the United States Senate from the state of Louisiana but was
refused seating privileges by the sitting Senate at that time, based on his race.45 The State
Legislature of Louisiana sent a letter of support of Pinchback to the United States Senate
protesting his treatment and refusal to seat him in that body.
While acting chief executive of Louisiana, Pinchback acknowledged the inherent
corruption in the penal system in private correspondences to Governor Warmouth. Pinchback
wrote to the deposed Warmouth that while in his position as chief executive he was besieged by
offers to appoint various politicos to office or key positions.46 While there is little record of
Pinchback’s response to the leasing of convicts during this period, one may extrapolate from the
dates of his tenure as a state senator and the period in which acts 55 of 1869 and 56 of 1870 were
approved that he had voted in favor of these measures.
King of the Convicts: Samuel Lawrence James
Samuel Lawrence James was born in Clarksville, Tennessee in 1834. James became a civil
engineer by the age of 20 and moved to New Orleans, Louisiana in 1854. Once there, James was
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involved in the construction of some very famous buildings in the city, including the U.S.
Customs House and a hospital. James was also instrumental in the construction of the city’s first
streetcar lines. When the Civil War broke out, James was commissioned a captain and
instrumental in raising an Irish brigade from New Orleans to fight for the Confederacy. Later,
James was promoted to major and was widely believed to have served honorably for the
remainder of the war. There is some divergence of opinion in how long James served in the
Confederate Army; Carleton argues that James was actually discharged from the Confederate
Army in December of 1861 and left the country.47 Despite the debate on length of service, it is
known that following the war James traveled overseas for a period of time. During that time he
was able to amass enough money to return to Louisiana and purchase two tracts of land that
would later become significant in the history of Louisiana criminal justice: Angola Plantation, a
large tract of land and a smaller tract of land called Lagona Plantation, both of which would
become the primary sites of the agricultural operations of his lease.48 The State of Louisiana
would, at the end of the lease period in 1901, purchase Angola from James’ estate and convert it
into the state penitentiary. At approximately 18,000 acres, situated on a bend in the Mississippi
River, which surrounds it on three sides, Angola would become and remains to date, the largest
state penitentiary in the United States in terms of the geographic area covered.
James’ acquisition of the lease from Huger and Jones ushered in an era of convict
management that was to last beyond his own death in 1894. It was in that year that the lease was
legislated into non-existence by the Louisiana legislature, who decided to allow the lease to die a
natural death at its expiration period in 1901. In 1898, the abolition of the lease would become
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Article 196 of the new state constitution, abolishing forever in Louisiana the leasing of convicts.
In the meantime, the James’ lease would become synonymous with the worst injustices
perpetrated by the lessees upon those convicts who were unfortunate enough to be placed under
its administration.
Both the business community and political operatives, to be a shrewd businessman and
political operative in his own right, acknowledged James’. Though the post-war lease was
initially begun anew under the Republicans, when the Democrats redeemed the state James was
able to deftly shift gears and pander to the interest of that party thus ensuring, for a period, that
his control of the lease would continue. The period of the late 1870s continuing through the ‘80s
were marked by legislative attempts to annul James’ control of the lease though these efforts
proved futile in the long run. The New Orleans Times-Democrat reprinted the substance of
vigorous debate in the Louisiana Senate at the time when bills were introduced to abrogate the
James’ penitentiary lease.49 Senator Marston urged the legislature at length to end James’
monopoly on the penitentiary lease citing among his reasons, the vast sums James’ was making
from the convicts, the harsh conditions under which the convicts were worked and the benefit
Louisiana, like other states, could reap from state control of the lease.50 James was not without
his supporters in the Senate and the bill failed at this juncture. James was able to maintain,
through coercion, bribery and deft political maneuvering, his control of all of the state’s
prisoners.
Legislative attempts to remove the lease from James were in many cases negated by his
support of the chief executive of the state. This was particularly true during the administration of
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Samuel D. McEnery, widely believed by many to have been firmly ensconced in James’
“pocket.” McEnery, a staunch James supporter and supporter of the widely known to be corrupt
Louisiana State Lottery, was referred to in many circles as “McLottery,” due to his cozy
relationship with the lottery administrators.51 John Morris and Charles T. Howard of the
Louisiana Lottery Company and Samuel James, principle lessee of the penitentiary, were
unquestionably very influential in Louisiana politics at the time.52 Control of the lease and the
lottery went at this time, hand-in-hand.
Samuel D. McEnery was governor of the state from 1881 until 1888.53 His tenure as chief
executive was marked by widespread charges of corruption and defense of the James’ lease. By
the 1880s, James was so entrenched as a powerful business and political leader in Louisiana that
the perception of McEnery on the James’ dole was taken for granted. McEnery was during his
career, in addition to governor, lieutenant governor, associate justice of the Louisiana Supreme
Court and a United States Senator, yet in spite of these positions, considered to be a weak
governor whose influence was overshadowed by others in government. Notably, the state’s
treasurer Edward A. Burke, who as controller of the disbursement of state funds wielded
considerably more power than McEnery and was also a good friend of James’.
As the lease proceeded and James continued to ignore the pressure of the legislature to
remove the lease from his hands, the prisoners themselves became more numerous and
consistently from the Black populace. Reports from the Attorney General of Louisiana attest to
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the steady increase in the number of prisoners prosecuted in the state.54 The need for workers on
the state’s levees, a most undesirable form of labor, combined with the profitable nature of the
lease under James. In addition to working the convicts directly, James initiated a system by
which he would profit handsomely by sub-leasing the convicts to third parties.
Precisely how much money James made during his period as the principle of the convict
lease cannot be determined for the lessee kept a tight rein on his profits, reporting to none, even
the state legislature. During the Senate debate of 1882, Senator Marston quoted revenues in
excess of $200,000 garnered by James; monies he felt should have flowed into state coffers.55
There is little dispute that James, already successful in his other endeavors, became increasingly
wealthy as a result of his attainment and manipulation of the lease. It is estimated that for the
duration of the lease, James paid the state of Louisiana no more than two-thirds of his contracted
rent for the prisoners, a contract many felt he repeatedly ignored and violated. If Marston’s
estimates were remotely accurate and the state had been paid its $25,000 contract price for the
lease, it would still have allowed for substantial profit by the lessee. The Times-Democrat of the
following day covered the continuing debate in the Senate in spite of the defeat of Marston’s bill.
Debate showed senator’s concern of James’ working of the convicts outside of the penitentiary
walls in violation of an Act of 1875.56 Concern for the conditions under which the convicts were
forced to labor as well as their competing with free labor were not strong enough at that point to
get the legislature to annul James’ hold on the lease.57
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The severity of the conditions under which the mostly Black convicts were worked was
often compared by many resistant to leasing, to those conditions found in the period of chattel
slavery. Unlike slaves, the convicts did not represent an investment in individual capital for the
lessee and therefore the interest in their continued survival did not exist.
The Lease vs. Slavery
Comparisons between the leasing of convicts after the war and slavery provide a frequent
basis for analysis. That the majority of convicts leased within the several formerly confederate
states were predominantly Black is without dispute. Yet the reasons proffered for this fact would
remain in dispute as supporters of the lease would contend that blacks were on the whole a
criminal class, while reformers such as George Cable would argue that unfair treatment of blacks
accounted for their high representation in the system.
The utilization of the criminal justice system as a shift into one of the primary control
mechanisms for the control of the newly freed slaves in order to perpetuate the traditions found
in the South, is evidenced by the evolution of social controls that were most widely utilized on
blacks after the war. Yet the simple comparison between leasing and slavery does not
adequately address the social and economic conditions that existed in the South following the
war. The need to continue to exploit the labor of blacks, combined with the desired maintenance
of white supremacy, led southern legislatures to implement new and diverse methods to
accomplish these goals. Sharecropping, leading to debt peonage in conjunction with antienticement laws were developed to force the freedpersons to continue to work as they had during
slavery, on the same lands in the same ways for virtually little to no pay. In this respect the
analogy to slavery is clear. Though slaves were utilized beyond agricultural interests prior to
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emancipation, the explosion of heavy industry in a South attempting to rebuild became heavily
dependent upon the use of convict labor.
Convict leasing caught on quickly in the defeated South for a number of reasons. Mancini
places it in context by pointing out that the best way to look at the issue and system of convict
leasing is not within the context of penal reform by a part of the larger sociological system of
race relations and the attendant ideologies surrounding the culture of the South.
Convict leasing, in fact, is best understood not as part of the history of prisons but
as part of the elaborate social system of racial subordination, which had
previously been assured by the practice of slavery. That is, the lease system was a
component of the larger web of law and custom, which effectively insured the
South’s racial hierarchy.58
In that light, Mancini places the system of convict leasing in the context of continuation of
southern traditions that sprang from the period of chattel slavery that relegated the many Blacks
to a subordinate position within the white-dominated economy.
Cohen dovetails on Mancini’s thesis by stating that the system of convict labor took over where
the surety system of forced labor left off. Utilizing the criminal justice system as a means to
insure Black compliance was an effective mode of control in that it involved the whole of the
white citizenry, much akin to the collective efforts of slave enforcement. Any white citizen in
effect became an auxiliary member of the criminal justice system by virtue of their implied
authority to arrest, detain and in many cases punish any Black. The criminalization of the Black
populace began in earnest with the imposition of the Black Codes following the war. In the
South the crime problem and the “Negro” problem were one in the same. States Christopher
Adamson:
Crime control in the antebellum South was subordinated to race control. With the
abolition of slavery, alternative forms of race control had to be found, and race
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control naturally became a major aim in crime control. Indeed, the system of crime
control--the convict lease--resembled slavery in many respects, in the political and
economic functions it performed, of course, but also in its organization,
terminology, and relationship to the wider society. Neither slavery nor the convict
lease was subjected to close public scrutiny.59
Successful criminalization of the Black population led to widespread arrests on the most
minor of offenses, e.g., vagrancy or refusal to contract their labor. Similar behaviors accepted as
the norm within white communities, were often criminalized when engaged in by Blacks.
George W. Cable wrote extensively on the duality of the criminal justice standards applied to the
races in his crusade against the lease and the petty offenses that frequently landed the Black man
in the clutches of the lessee. But Cable recognized, as do many contemporary scholars
examining this issue today, the lease was not solely about criminal justice, but the exploitation of
Black labor.
Many similarities between convict leasing and slavery, occurred at the fundamental level of
defining the laborers and the type of work they were to perform. Much of the terminology used
to classify blacks during slavery was also utilized in the classification of Black convicts when
assigned to tasks. Full-hands, were the most able-bodied convicts, able to engage in the most
difficult and arduous tasks; working on levees, in the piney woods collecting turpentine, coal
mining and on the railroads. Half-hands were those not as able or stout but capable of being put
to work on the cotton, sugar or tobacco plantations. Dead-hands were those who were either too
sick, young, injured or feeble-minded to work in any capacity and to the lessees, worthless.
These designations paralleled those of the slave era when slaves were either classified as above
or as first, second, third-class hands. But the classification of blacks working within the lease
belies a greater adoption of antebellum attitudes towards the slave traditions carried over to the
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lease. More significant perhaps were the forms of discipline used to motivate the convicts,
formerly slaves, to work to their fullest potential for the lessees.
Just as slavery had seen the slave driver, or overseer, the convict lease system had its
counterpart in the whipping boss. The use of the lash as the prime motivator to induce work was
one of the most significant and enduring tools utilized within the institution of slavery, the
convict lease and as a general means of intimidating the Black populace. Mancini rightly points
out the use of flogging, or whipping with a leather strap, did not have the connotation of cruelty
that it holds today, but more as the common tool to keep Blacks in line. Whipping was seen as a
viable form of punishment, necessary to motivate blacks that were viewed as lazy and not
imbued with the work ethic whites desired in their former bondsmen. The necessity of the lash is
reflective in the statement by T. J. Smith, who defended whipping by saying that, “if you whip in
time, it is not necessary to whip them much.”60 The use of the lash and other harsh forms of
discipline were universal across the landscape of the convict lease. It was recognized that the
profit margins generated by the use of the lease would be virtually impossible without the use of
such draconian punishments, a sentiment frequently expressed during slavery. This form of
punishment, common to the lease system, led many to speak out against the injustices within the
system. A constant critic of the James Lease in Louisiana was the newspaper, the New Orleans
Daily Picayune. An editor wrote in the issue of June 30, 1884, that it would be more humane “to
impose the death sentence immediately upon anyone sentenced to a term with the lessee in
excess of six years, because the average convict lived no longer than that.”61
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The lease was not, however, without its staunch supporters. These supporters, direct
beneficiaries of leasing services in addition to those in favor of extensive proscriptions on
Blacks, would often comment on the uniqueness of the Negro emphasizing his (or her), inherent
criminality. Just as a natural lack of intellect and barbarous behavior was used to rationalize
slavery and its ‘civilizing’ effects upon the Black, so to was the penitentiary justified for the
Negro. Dr. Frederick Howard Wines of the National Prison Association addressed this very
issue at a meeting of that organization in Albany in 1906. Though this was five years after the
end of the lease in Louisiana the sentiment expressed was appropriate to the lease period. Stated
Wines:
The great majority of Northern men do not know the South. They do not know the
Southern people, their habits, traditions or sentiments, and above all, they do not
know the negro nor the negro question. And the peculiarity of the prison question
there is that it is almost exclusively a negro question. In some of the States the
majority of the inhabitants are negroes, and in some of the counties and parishes a
very large majority are negroes. There are some places in which they outnumber
the whites twenty to one. The greatest proportion of the crime committed in the
South is committed by negroes, and the result is that the prison population is made
up almost entirely of negroes. The negro prisoner is a distinct problem. The
methods that apply to the white will not apply to him, except in part.62
Wines further elaborated upon the virtues of the prison system in Louisiana and claimed the
institution was of great benefit to the convicts. He asserted that their needs were met insofar as
food, clothing and health care. There were others who took this great benefit of leasing even
further explaining the healthful qualities of the system to blacks. One such person was a Mr.
Helms, designated the Marshall of Georgia speaking in regard to the treatment of blacks in the
Dade Coal Mines run by the infamous Joseph Brown. Mr. Helms states when asked to compare
the penitentiary system with leasing:
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Your second question is, [sic] Is the treatment of the convicts as humane under the
present system as under the former penitentiary system? I have no hesitation in
answering that it is more humane. They have a great deal more outdoor exercise,
they are as well fed, they are as comfortably clad, they are as humanely treated, and
worked as moderately, as they ever were within the walls of the penitentiary, under
the former system; and being out in the open air a great deal more, their health is
generally better, and they are more cheerful and contented than the convicts under
the former system were.”63
That the last sentence of the above statement is reminiscent of levels of “cheerfulness and
contentment,” found among blacks during slavery is more than a coincidence. Yet when one
listens to the words from the convicts themselves, one gets a different picture of their being
content to work in Joe Brown’s mines. There were few written records from convicts who
survived the lease but instructional were many of the prison worksongs that reflected the feelings
of the convicts. One such song, recorded in the 1920s spoke to feelings toward Joe Brown:
Joe Brown, Joe Brown,
he’s a mean white man
he’s a mean white man
I know, honey he put them shackles around
around my leg.64
One could look for an answer to claims by Wines and other like-minded prison officials in
the songs sung by the prisoners themselves addressing the conditions in which they were forced
to live. Harry Oster of the Louisiana Folklore Society collected a number of prison work songs
and spirituals recorded at Angola State Penitentiary in 1959. One might question the relevance
of songs recorded at a period more than half a century after convict leasing but for this fact; even
at the time of the recording in 1959, a majority of the inmates at Angola were still illiterate. The
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songs therefore were part of the oral tradition that existed within the prison society. Each new
generation of convicts would learn the work songs from those already at the prison. Songs such
as “I Had Five Long Years,” attest to the harsh conditions of working at the prison, even though
major reforms had been instituted within the system. James Russell, the singer in the song says
in one of the lyrics: “I had five years one time (repeated twice), but I rolled out my five years
dyin’.”65 Other songs on this particular album make references to the extreme lengths of time
received by the prisoners for their offenses. A claim that was part of the reform efforts of
George W. Cable when referring to the disparity in the sentencing of whites versus blacks. In
the song “Early in the Morning,” sung by Johnny Butler he says in various verses, “Last summer
when I got my time, my buddy got his drawed ‘bout ninety-nine.” Also within the same song
there are numerous themes that reflect the concerns of the prisoners expressed within the verses
such as, “Who is dat man on dat big white horse, I don’t know his name but they call him boss”
and “If you see my sister tell her pray for me, tell my mother don’t write to me.”66 The despair
and hopelessness reflected in these songs belies the harshness of the prison in Louisiana in the
mid-twentieth century. One can only imagine the conditions in the late nineteenth. Fortunately
we don’t have to imagine for the evidence of the conditions in the prison under the James lease
have been extensively chronicled by the reformer, George Washington Cable.
George Washington Cable: Reformer
The most outspoken critic of the convict lease in Louisiana and the South during the period
of the lease was George Washington Cable. Born in 1844 in New Orleans, Cable was the son of
George Washington Cable senior and Rebecca Boardman Cable. Cable’s parents had met in
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Indiana and migrated to New Orleans in the 1830s after the elder Cable suffered a series of
financial reversals from his prosperous days as a merchant.67 Once in New Orleans, the resettled
Cables once again began to prosper and it was here that young George was born in 1844. The
Cable family owned slaves on a nice country estate and it is said in his biography that young
George loved the life he lived as a child in a bustling New Orleans. At the time of his birth,
there were five children in the Cable household and the family was financially secure.68
These early years held no clue as to the interests in reform that would later come to
characterize Cable’s life in the interest of Negro rights. George would grow to become a fervent
Confederate, supporting the cause of the Confederacy in the war as a soldier and citizen. It was
after the war that disillusionment began to descend upon George as he saw his fellow southerners
become so accepting of their defeat at the hands of the North. Cable wrote:
At sixteen I was for Union, Slavery and a White Man’s Government. Secession,
when it came, seemed a dreadful thing and I wondered at men and women, even if
it was a necessity, rejoicing inn it. Yet I had not really begun to think for myself
and I soon learned to hurrah with a devout fervor for Jeff. [Sic] Davis and the ‘Stars
and Bars’!
But if I saw the unwisdom of secession, I saw no unrighteousness in fighting for
slavery. When the war ended I came back to New Orleans a paroled prisoner
without one spark of loyalty to the United States government. Pretty soon the
newspapers all over the South began to pipe a strange, new tune. They began to say
diligently that the question of the right of secession had been forever negatived by
the arbitrament of the sword, and that to this the Southern people—negroes were
not counted as people—yielded gracefully and once for all. I revolted. ‘If men
could so lightly part with a conviction of right or rights,’ I asked myself, ‘was there
ever a right of secession at all?’ I believed there was. But I borrowed Story “on the
Constitution’ and began to sturdy the question; not blindly, not even docilely, but
weighing every sentence, every word, every implication; for I had fought for this
‘right’ when I did not believe in the wisdom of its exercise, and was angered now to
see it renounced as a principle.
I rose at last from this study indignant against the propagators of that doctrine. I
knew it had been believed by thousands of good men, but it seemed, and still seems,
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to me a perfidious doctrine. What use of need had there been to set up such a
doctrine and waste three hundred thousand young men’s lives in its defense? There
could be but one answer; it was to protect slaveholding. Did that shock me? Not at
all. Secession was rebellion and revolution; but rebellion and revolution might be
right, if only slaveholding was right. Was it right? I turned to look into that.
I began to see that these poor fellow-creatures were being treated unfairly. To pass
over graver instances, there began to be much talk about ‘our Black peasantry.’ I
had joined a debating society which later furnished some valuable men to New
Orleans—Parker, Hester, William Houston, Walker, Whitney and others—and
among these companions I spoke with abhorrence against this un-American,
undemocratic and tawdry delusion. I made it my private maxim, ‘There is no room
in America for a peasantry.’69
Cable, who by the time of his conversion to reformer, had already been recognized as a
literary figure of note. He had traveled with Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) on speaking tours of
their respective works and was acclaimed as a prominent writer of fiction. But the “Negro
question” continued to haunt Cable and he increasingly devoted more time to its solution.
As a secretary of the New Orleans’ grand jury Cable had occasion to tour the country and
inspect prisons and insane asylums outside of the South.70 What he found in this capacity
shocked him when he compared the conditions of the North to those of the South in their
respective treatment of prisoners. In spite of this shock, Cable was not yet at the point where he
felt he should express his feelings about the injustices that he perceived the South to be
perpetrating upon its’ Black population in the name of ‘justice.’ In The Silent South, Cable’s
seminal work on equitable treatment for blacks and his condemnation of the convict lease, is a
chapter titled, “The Freedmen’s Case in Equity and the Convict Lease System;” an essay he had
written some time previous to its reprint in the book. In it he reveals the pivotal incident that
motivated him to speak out publicly:
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One hot night in September of last year (1884) I was traveling by rail in the State of
Alabama. At rather late bed-time there came aboard the train a young mother and
her little daughter three or four years. They were neatly dressed I cool, fresh
muslins, and as the train went on its way they sat together very still and quiet. At
the next station there came aboard a most melancholy and revolting company. In
filthy rags, with vile odors and the clanking of shackles and chains, nine
penitentiary convicts chained to one chain, and ten more chained to another,
dragged laboriously into the compartment of the car where in one corner sat this
mother an child, and packed it full, and the train moved on. The keeper of the
convicts told me he should take them in that car two hundred miles that night. They
were going to the mines. My seat was not in that car, and I staid in it but a moment.
It stank insufferably. I returned to my own place in the coach behind, where there
was, and had all the time been, plenty of room. But the mother and child sat on in
silence in that foul hole, the conductor having distinctly refused them admission
elsewhere because they were of African blood, and not because the mother was, but
because she was not, engaged at the moment in menial service. Had the child been
white, and the mother not its natural but its hired guardian, she could have sat
anywhere in the train, and o one would have ventured to object, even had she been
as Black as the mouth of the coal-pit to which her loathsome fellow-passengers
were being carried in chains.71
Cable would repeatedly refer to this incident as one that had a profound impact upon his
sensibilities and power to motivate him in his quest for equitable treatment for the Negro.
Initially Cable’s attempts at reform were met with support in the South as well as his home
state of Louisiana.72 Cable was elected to the Prison and Asylum Commission in which he
addressed many issues pertaining to convicts and ways in which to cure some of the brutal
conditions that existed at the time.73 Cable was frequently cited in the New Orleans newspapers
for his work with the commission and his views on the conditions within the penitentiary. In
spite of his initial successes on the speaking circuit, Cable was cautious for he realized he was
going against deeply held beliefs about the inherent inferiority of the Negro that were founded in
the justification for slavery. The purpose of writing The Silent South was as an appeal to the
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sensibilities of what Cable considered to be the silent majority of southerners who agreed with
his basic position that the Negro should be treated more equitably, yet were afraid to buck
convention and the more hostile elements of the region by speaking out on the subject. Elements
that were willing to resort to intimidation, physical or otherwise to ensure the continued
subjugation of the Black populace. Cable underestimated the depth of sentiment for the
continued oppression of the Negro in the South and the ingrained attitudes that ensured its
propagation following the war. But as he became more outspoken on the “Negro Question,” so
did the opposition to his cause.
Cable’s essay on “The Convict Lease System in the Southern States,” printed in The Silent
South, set off a firestorm of protest in the South replete with vociferous defenses of the system.
Two noteworthy attempts to discredit his condemnation of convict leasing could be found in The
Century Monthly Magazine. John W. Johnson, a former Louisiana state senator, wrote a scathing
attack on Cable’s position as expressed in The Silent South. In his essay, “The True South vs
The Silent South,” Johnson claims Cable condemns the South and infers that he is pandering to
the North. Through deliberate misrepresentation of both Cable’s words and manipulation of
prison statistics offered in refutation of Cable’s claims of inhumane treatment and high overrepresentation of Negro convicts under the lease, Johnson defends the system as fair. Johnson
uses as a defense the argument that the draconian measures and lengthy sentences Cable claims
are not only not allowed by law in any southern state, but that the Negro is inherently criminal
which explains their high representation in the prisons.74 Johnson writes:
That far more blacks than white, in proportion to numbers, in the Southern States
are convicted of crime, is unhappily only too true. This most of necessity result
from one of two causes: either the blacks are the criminal class, or justice is
prostituted, and judges, witnesses, jurors, and people indulge easily and without
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scruple in perjury. Mr. Cable rejects the former solution and accepts the latter, and
this in face of the fact that no man anywhere in the United States can be tried for
felony without being furnishes with a copy of the indictment and confronted with
his accusers, and having the aid of counsel and the right to summon witnesses.75
Johnson asserted that Cable’s claims of blacks receiving excessive sentences for petty crimes
were false and referred to documentation from the Marshal of Georgia to corroborate this
assertion. Notwithstanding the common practice of excluding blacks from juries, not allowing or
accepting their testimony in court, the high rate of illiteracy among blacks, not to mention
lynching, Cable still managed to refute Johnson’s claims by pointing to the flaws in the system
of administering justice in the South.
Cable responded in the same issue of Century and destroyed Johnson’s argument by
pointing to the falsity of his (Johnson’s) argument as well as the inaccuracy of his data. Cable
stated in response to Johnson’s charges:
I do not charge judges and jurors with consciously or maliciously sending colored
men to penitentiaries who should not go there; but I cannot take up the official
report of any prison where caste-rule and the convict-lease system dominate without
finding it full of facts and figures whose accusations no Christian community ought
to leave unanswered for a day. Look, for instance, at the number of colored men
and boys sent to these penitentiaries for slight offenses; for when not even extreme
youth is saved from such cruel sentences as eight, ten, fifteen, twenty, and twentyfive years for crimes against property, and older men get even thirty, thirty-five, and
forty, it seems to me such figures assert that those who are found in the same places
for technically the same crimes, on sentences of but one, two, and three years, must
have been comparatively trivial offenders. And when, on the other hand, I see in
these prisons white offenders against property serving heavy sentences,—though
not nearly so heavy as the Black man’s heavier sentence,—it seems to me such
figures imply that white men steal and break and rob in those communities, and
when the misdemeanor is great are brought to even a cruel justice, if such a thing
can be called justice, but that when the offense is light the offender must be dark, or
the penitentiary gets him not. Cruel implication! But whence comes it? From me?
Nay, from the official returns of the prisons themselves! In October, 1882, the
Georgia penitentiaries held under sentences of only one, two, or three years, for
various forms of larceny, 63 colored men and boys and only one white man. No
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wonder the Black man’s average sentence for larceny did not exceed the white
man’s!76
One will note that in spite of Cable’s refutation of Johnson’s charges, he still refused to
impeach the motives of court officials, judges, jurors or attorneys for sending such vast numbers
of blacks to the penitentiary with lengthy sentences for trivial offenses. Again Cable indirectly
appeals to the decency he perceives to exist in the motives of the ‘better class’ of southerner.
Another Cable detractor, A. E. Orr, used a slightly different approach to attacking Cable’s
assertions. In an essay entitled “Is It Sectional or National,” Orr attempted to support Johnson’s
assertions that Cable was wrong by utilizing figures from the 1880 census. A. E. Orr used the
census data to support his contention that the problems Cable highlighted were national, not
sectional in nature. Orr proceeded by using figures gleaned from the census and “Tables were
compiled by Fred H. Wines, for ten years secretary of the Illinois Board of Commissioners of
Public Charities, and are the most accurate of the kind ever gotten up by the government of the
United States.”77 Orr stated:
Figures deduced from these tables show that in the South, (Under the title South we
include the fifteen old slave states (with West Virginia), and the District of
Columbia. The term North is used as including all the remaining states.) the
percentage of the negro population who were in prison convicted or accused of
crime was 2.67 times as large as the percentage of the white population so
imprisoned. At the North the percentage of the negro population who were
prisoners was 5.82 times as large as the percentage of whites who were prisoners.
Thus on the hypothesis that judges and juries unjustly discriminate against negroes,
a calculation based on the foregoing figures shows that Southern jurymen are thirtyone per cent. [Sic] kinder to the blacks than Northern men are.78
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Orr proceeded to illuminate the reasons why the numbers of Negroes in the North were
proportionally higher than in the South. The author pointed to the higher relative wealth of
northern blacks, the higher rates of crime in cities versus rural areas in which the majority of
southern blacks resided and the temperament of northern blacks which was not nearly as
subordinate as that found among the southern, due in large part to the fortunate experience of
slavery of the latter. Even this does not accurately explain the difference in the mind of Mr. Orr
who graciously explains to the readers, including Cable, himself a southerner, that the difference
is best explained by:
The residuum of difference could probably be explained by the kind feelings of the
Southerners toward their old slaves, and the fact that their chivalry is rational.
They are favorably inclined toward all weak and helpless classes, whether a weaker
sex or race. Thus I think it has been demonstrated, as near mathematically as such a
thing can be done, that race discrimination in the administration of justice is not
sectional.79
Cable responds to Orr’s charges with a like condemnation, though milder than that directed
toward Johnson, of his accuser’s assertions. He (Cable) again avoids attributing the
disproportionality of Black representation in the penitentiaries under the lease to the malicious
intent of southerners. He does however say that:
“…things are actually occurring here and there and are liable to occur wherever the
“attitude of domination over the blacks” meets the “seductions of the atrocious
convict-lease system,” which system, I wrote specifically, “does not belong to all
our once slave States nor to all our once seceded States.” Hence Mr. Orr is entirely
wrong in resting his argument on aggregate statistics of the whole South.”80
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Cable’s response to A. E. Orr is biting in its sarcasm; labeling Orr’s recitation of the facts
as “crude,”81 and stating that “…his conclusions have an embryonic immaturity.”82 Yet Cable
makes it clear that Orr’s responses, as his assessment of the southern system of justice, are far
from isolated when he goes on to state in reference to Orr’s statements:
He is not more to blame than a thousand others for overlooking entirely the figures
of lynch law; it is the fashion to ignore them. And yet there they stand, in all their
naked, shameless, unpardonable savagery.83
This was apparently an indictment that Cable felt driven to level at the South albeit with
apparent reluctance. Further, Cable clarifies his assessment of convict leasing by stating the
lease does not work the same way uniformly within the southern states, a charge Orr implies
Cable makes in The Silent South. States Cable:
I have not been so careless as to imply that even the convict-lease system works the
same sort and degree of evil in all places alike. Varying conditions make varying
evil results. This is plainly recognized in the seventh paragraph of my reply to exSenator Johnston and in other places in the general controversy. In Louisiana the
disproportion of Black convicts is not as large as in Georgia, and yet it has one of
the most brutal lease systems in the whole South.84
Cable did not absolve the North in his accusations of disparate treatment of blacks by
stating that discrimination against the Negro was far from only a southern occurrence. He
characterized the two most significant factors to the continued oppression against blacks to be
southern silence and northern indifference.
It is the reformer’s response to these factors that led him to organize The Louisiana Prison
Reform Association in 1897. Cable’s efforts through the prison reform association are credited
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with forcing the issue upon the State Constitutional Convention of 1898, which abolished leasing
through Article 196 of the new state constitution.
Cable was far from the only reformer speaking out against the lease by the time of the
constitutional convention of 1898. Over the years he was recognized as the most consistently
vocal advocate of equitable treatment of the Negro. By the end of the 19th century, the Populist
Movement as well as numerous other reformers, such as Julia Tutwiler of Alabama, had joined
the battle to end the lease. Among noted Black leaders there were none more prominent than
Booker T. Washington who also weighed in on the issue of convict labor. However, in true
conciliatory Washington-style, the leader did not issue an outright condemnation of the practice
of convict leasing or use of convict labor. Washington took the tack of approaching state
officials in Alabama, his home state and other leasing states regarding the large amount of funds
generated by the use of convict (Black) labor. In the Booker T. Washington Papers is a letter
from one of the teacher’s students, David L. Johnston, who writes while laboring in Alabama’s
Pratt Mines.85 The Pratt Mines, located near Birmingham, Alabama, were purchased by The
Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company and eventually encompassed ten separate mines
that counted 46% of its workforce as Black by 188986 As noted by Washington in his papers, by
1894 the mines used up to one thousand convicts in its operation.87 The widespread use of Black
convicts led Washington to write in his private letters, to those he felt could influence the use of
convict labor. He writes, August 21, 1907 to Ray Stannard Baker;
Your kind letter of recent date has been received. One point which you seem to
have overlooked, and that is the Convict System of the South. It would be of
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considerable interest and very instructive to show to just what extent that Negro
convict labor goes to pay the expenses of states. The amount cleared by the states
on convict labor is something enormous.88
In response to this inquiry Baker, in his book Following the Color Line, devoted a page to
the large profits made by the state of Georgia from the convict lease system.89
While humanitarian concerns were the mantra of these reformers and reform movements,
they were by no means the sole cause of the demise of the lease in the South. Humanitarian
concerns were given dominance in the writings of many as expressed and commented upon by
Matthew Mancini, who feels that this over dependence on the attendant rhetoric of humanistic
concern is misguided.
Elizabeth Wisner, another social reformer, who echoes the sentiment that it was the
humanitarian aspect of the opposition that brought about the lease’s downfall, is in agreement
with the views of C. Vann Woodward.90 In Woodward’s assessment of the demise of leasing it
should be noted that Wisner’s text plays a prominent role. It is Wisner that Woodward cites in
the evaluation of the end of the lease in Louisiana, an assessment challenged by Matthew
Mancini in his work, One Dies, Get Another.91
Mancini points out, rightly, that the inhumanity of the lease in the South was chronicled
from the beginning of its widespread use in the region. Given this truth, the author goes on to
evaluate the demise of the lease within an economic framework in order to counter the assertion
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that the outcry against convicts working in inhumane conditions was the causal factor of the end
of the lease. His evaluation is critical of the humanistic, rhetoric of brutality that marked the
evaluation of the lease by many earlier scholars of the topic. Specifically Mancini cites works
that date to the turn of the century, such as J. H. Jones’, “Penitentiary Reform in Mississippi.”92
Mancini accuses Jones and his followers of passing down a history of abandonment of convict
leasing that is fraught with humanistic outrage yet decidedly inaccurate. The crux of Mancini’s
argument is that the reform movement, while active and real, should be credited with the end of
leasing. Mancini points to the growing economic unfeasibility that developed in the region,
coupled with the political shifts that occurred as evolving into a situation that made continuation
of the lease untenable. Desire of staunchly Democratic governors, Vardaman in Mississippi and
Foster in Louisiana, to usurp the power of the entrenched political machines run by the old guard
politicians with their links to the antebellum plantation culture, coupled with a desire to evict the
Black from the ballot box combined into a set of circumstances that made elimination of the
lease not only desirable, but necessary. Based on the political atmosphere at the time, the
realization that the lease was a corrupt and corrupting influence on the state combined with the
inherent inhumanity of the system, made many politicians realize the necessity of its termination.
The desire of the new South politicians, the Redeemers, to both end the financial windfall
generated by the lease for the old guard Republicans, the desire to punish the planter class and
the quest for generation of state-controlled income, would combine to overthrow of the lease.
The End of Convict Leasing In the South
Convicts in the South eventually found themselves back under the sole control of state
governments. That humanity played little part in the end of convict leasing is evidenced by the
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continued harsh conditions under which they toiled in the various state prisons after leasing
ended. In many of the southern states, Louisiana included, the end of leasing marked a shift
from private abuse of the convicts to a similar, state-sanctioned, state-run abuse. Having been
passed from private enterprise control to state control, many of the inmates found themselves
continuing the same labor as they had during the lease. Even before the end of the lease in the
South, there was increasing demand by counties within the various states for convict labor on
public works projects. The demise of convict leasing led to an increase in the use of county and
state-run prison chain gangs, made famous by various ‘good roads’ projects. As the saying went,
“Bad boys make good roads.” Convicts continued to be instrumental in the building and
maintenance of public projects like the levee system in Louisiana under the auspices of state
authority.
The lease and the chain gang were extensions of a philosophy that sought to force the
newly freed Black population of the South into a continuation of the labor policies and practices
of dominant whites. In his book, “Negro Involuntary Servitude in the South, 1865-1940,”
William Cohen pointed to the fact that leasing existed in the North as well as the South, but the
intent of the law in the South is what gave the lease its form and texture. In his article on
“Involuntary Servitude,” he states:
What gave life to the system was the intent of the men who wrote its laws and the
spirit in which these measures were enforced. Most of the laws discussed here
made no mention of race, but southerners knew that they were intended to maintain
white control of the labor system, and local enforcement authorities implemented
them with this in mind. Custom transcended statute; and, with the full assent of the
white community, these acts served as a skeleton which was fleshed out with a host
of extralegal and illegal practices designed to keep blacks hewing wood and
drawing water.93
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The forces that converged to bring about the end of this system of exploitation were long in
coming and slow in acting. Just as the convict lease system in the South began with fits and
starts, its demise was equally chaotic. The end manifested itself in a myriad number of ways in
the various states as did the beginning. In some states the political battles were more prominent
leading to abolition of the lease or as in Virginia, never beginning. At the end in Louisiana, the
state was being run by a chief executive, Murphy J. Foster, who wanted to see the end of the
lease because of the division he felt it generated among Democrats in his state. The lease in
Louisiana had been supported to a large extent by Black legislators and Foster wanted to see the
end of Negro influence in the Louisiana legislature and the polls. This goal was tied to
elimination of the lease as part of the grander scheme to ensure the maintenance of white
supremacy in the state through disfranchisement of Blacks.
One need only follow the chronology of legislative acts passed in Louisiana regarding the
lease, to glean the nature of the struggles that occurred there regarding its beginnings and ending
after the war.94 Though battles occurred in legislatures across the region leading to the abolition
of convict leasing in the South, there were factors specific to the various states that highlighted
this struggle.
In Tennessee, the virulent response of free coal miners to convict miners led to a major
labor battle in that state in which the free miners refused to allow convict labor to remain
feasible. The cost of guarding convicts with state militia eventually led to the realization that it
was no longer cost effective to utilize convicts in the mines, thus the end of that system was
primarily a result of labor upheaval. Alabama also saw major upheaval at its Pratt Mines at the
end of the century.
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Georgia saw an ever-increasing cost to leasing convicts by the lessees while simultaneously
seeing the cost effectiveness of chain gangs for public works. As Mancini argues, works such as
railroads were no longer expanding but consolidating and the cost of leasing convicts was
becoming prohibitive. Simultaneously, counties were increasingly utilizing convict labor on
road building and maintenance projects. While some humanitarian concern for convicts was
evident, the core of the abolition of convict leasing was economic and political. He says:
In sum, then, the economic value of the convict lease system to private businessmen
plummeted at precisely the time that other forces converged to deprive it of its
social usefulness. Its demise occurred when both its economic and social utility
were undermined. Black Georgians were being reminded of their place in society
by such alternative, more systematic and official means as Jim Crow and
disfranchisement. In addition, the state began to realize the value of chain gangs at
the same time that businessmen wished to abandon leasing. The convict lease
system, which had been hurriedly instituted to help fill the vacuum left by the
destruction of slavery, was itself overthrown by the chain gang.95
It is my contention that this system of Black labor exploitation founded in slavery and
continued in convict labor, specifically convict leasing, manifests itself today in our
contemporary prison system. The same exploitation found in the South exists today on the same
plantation farms and industries such as in Angola, the current home of the Louisiana State
Penitentiary. As stated previously, Angola was a large tract of land originally purchased by the
lessee James and worked by the state’s convicts for his personal profit. The significance today in
the United States of the building of prison and jail cells implicates the large numbers of the
Black populace that are sent to prison today in disparate numbers for the continued potential to
provide labor for an ever-increasing segment of the middle-class. Whereas the disparate
numbers of blacks were sent to prison during the period of the lease to be exploited for their
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labor I agree with the assessment of Mancini when he talks about the never-ending chain that
changes in form yet remains essentially the same in substance:
The abolition of convict leasing is in a sense a key link in a meaningless chain,
marking the transition from one distinct form of prison management to another, but
it is always, despite such transitions, the same chain.96
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Appendix A
Legislative Acts Regarding the Leasing of
Convicts in the State of Louisiana
(and uses of the State Penitentiary)
An Act:
No. 55]
Ratifying the lease of the Penitentiary to Messrs. Huger and Jones, made on the first
March, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-eight, giving the Board of
Control control of the health and religious regulations of the convicts,
prescribing the rations and clothing of convicts, and punishment for violations
of the law; providing for the erection and repair of building and manufacturing
and other purposes, and the purchase of machinery, and an appropriation to
pay therefore and the limit of the price, and for the issue and disposition of
State bonds t pay the cost of machinery and repairs, and fixing the amount of
bond to be given by the lessees.
Approved March 5, 1869.
No. 22]
To prohibit the lessees of the State Penitentiary from employing or permitting the
employment of convicts outside the walls of the State Penitentiary, and
declaring penalties therefore.
Approved March 31, 1875.
No. 38]
Relative to crimes and offenses; authorizing judges, in certain cases, to sentence
convicts to work on the public works and roads, or in workhouses; and
delegating the power to parochial and municipal authorities necessary to
enforce the same.
Approved February 23, 1878.
No. 6]
To provide for the amicable composition and settlement of the accounts existing
between the State and the lessees of the Louisiana State Penitentiary, and to
secure the rents yet to become due; to prohibit the lessees from annulling the
contract with the New Orleans Pacific Railroad , and to authorize the
Governor in certain contingencies to provide for the maintenance of the
convicts.
Approved March 26, 1878.
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No. 80]
To provide for present and future repairs to buildings belonging to the State
Penitentiary.
Approved April 9, 1880.
No. 48]
For the protection of the alluvial lands of the State, authorizing and instructing the
State Board of Engineers to survey, stake out and make estimate of the cost of
certain levees; authorizing the State Board to solicit and accept aid from
distr5icts, parishes, municipalities or individuals interested in the construction
of said levees; authorizing and instructing the Board of Engineers to contract
for the building of said levees, under certain circumstances; providing for
payment of the same and prescribing the fund to be used in such payment, and
providing under certain circumstances that the lessees of the penitentiary be
required to perform the work, and providing that the Engineers shall issue
certificates upon the completion and acceptance of the work, and authorizing
the receipt of these certificates by the Auditor and Treasurer in payment of
certain dues.
Approved July 3, 1886.
No. 53]
Granting to the City of Baton Rouge permission to use as a public park the unused
and unenclosed portion of the Penitentiary grounds.
Approved July 2, 1890.
No. 114]
To renew and extend the lease of the Louisiana State Penitentiary, now existing,
whereby S. L. James is Lessee, for the period of ten years, and fixing the
amount of rental to be paid therefor.
Approved July 10th, 1890.
No. 134]
Authorizing the Governor of the State under certain circumstances, t permit the
Lessee of the La. State Penitentiary to employ the convicts on farm or
plantation work or other work not specified or permitted under the existing
lease by authority of Act No. 114 of 1890.
Approved July 11, 1894.
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No. 116]
To authorize the sale of all machinery and parts of machinery belonging to the State
and now in the Penitentiary.
Approved July 9, 1896.
Constitution of the State of Louisiana,
Adopted in Convention
At The City of New Orleans
May 12, 1898.
Art. 196. The General Assembly may authorize the employment under State
supervision and the proper officers and employees of the State, of convicts on
public roads or other public works, or convict farms, or in manufactories owned or
controlled by the State, under such provisions and restrictions as may be imposed
by law, and shall enact laws necessary to carry these provisions into effect; and no
convict sentenced to the State Penitentiary shall ever be leased, or hired to any
person, or persons, or corporation, private or public, or quasi-public, or board, save
as herein authorized. This article shall take effect upon the expiration of the
penitentiary lease, made pursuant to Act. No. 114, approved July 10th, 1890.
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Appendix B
Governors of Louisiana During the Period of Convict Leasing
(postbellum only)

Joshua Baker
Military Governor, 1868
Born Mason County, Kentucky, March 23, 1799; Died Lynne Connecticut, April 15, 1885.
Baker’s most significant contribution to the lease was his signing of the initial post Civil
War lease in agreement with the lessees, Huger and Jones in 1868. This lease was not ratified
until 1869, after Baker’s term as governor.

Henry Clay Warmoth
Governor, 1868-1872
Born McLeansboro, Illinois, May 9, 1842; Died New Orleans, Louisiana, September 30, 1931.
Warmoth was an army officer, and collector of customs in addition to being elected
governor. He became a lawyer at the age of nineteen after reading his father’s law books. He
served in the Missouri militia becoming a colonel. After the war, Warmoth relocated to New
Orleans and became involved in politics. He became the leader of a faction of Republican
carpetbaggers that took over control of the Louisiana government partially with support of blacks
whom he supported in their efforts to gain suffrage. Eventually Warmoth fell out of grace and
was impeached by the Louisiana Legislature.

P. B. S. Pinchback
Governor, 1872-1873
Born near Macon, Georgia, May 10, 1837; Died Washington, D.C., December 21, 1921.
Pinckney Benton Stewart Pinchback was at various points in his life an army officer, state
senator, lieutenant governor, U. S. Senator in addition to being the only Black to hold the office
of governor in a southern state during Reconstruction. Though only governor for 35 days, 10
acts of the Louisiana Legislature were passed during his tenure. Pinchback was during his time
in New Orleans the most powerful and influential Black in the state legislature. In spite of this,
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he was not able to turn the tide once the Bourbon Democrats redeemed the state and moved to
disfranchise the Black population. Pinchback had little to do with the issue of convict leasing
during his period of chief executive.

William Pitt Kellogg
Governor, 1873-1876
Born Orwell, Vermont, December 8, 1831; Died Washington, D. C., August 30, 1918.
Kellogg was in addition to governor, at one time a territorial judge, collector of customs
and U. S. senator and congressman. A lawyer by trade he first practiced in Illinois establishing
the state’s Republican party there. He served during the war as a cavalry commander but was
released due to ill health. At the end of the war he was appointed collector of customs in New
Orleans where he became involved in politics. After a much contested election against Henry
Warmoth, an election in which both men were sworn in and two legislatures convened, Kellogg
was eventually recognized as the legitimate governor following an issuance of an executive order
by President Ulysses. S. Grant on May 22, 1873. In spite of this order many Louisianans refused
to recognize Kellogg as governor, greatly undermining his authority. It was under Kellogg that
Act 22 of the legislature, forbidding the working of convicts outside of the walls of the
penitentiary was passed. A law promptly ignored by S. L. James the lessee, who continued to
work the convicts when, where and how he saw fit.

Francis R. T. Nicholls
Governor, 1877-1880, 1888-1892.
Born Donaldsonville, Louisiana, August 20, 1834; Died Thibodaux, Louisiana, January 4, 1912.
In addition to governor, Nicholls was a wounded (lost an arm and leg) Confederate general,
associate and chief justice of the Louisiana Supreme Court. Lawyer by trade, Nicholls resumed
practicing law after the war during which he had attained the rank of brigadier general. Nicholls
was described as a patrician Democrat, a fiscally conservative elitist who favored many aspects
of the ancien regime of antebellum days. Thus it was no surprise that he favored attempts to
disfranchise blacks, stealing elections, use of physical intimidation to ensure the continued
dominance of the Democratic Party. Though he eventually led the crusade against the very
corrupt Louisiana Lottery Nicholls was perceived as being considerably less than successful at
ending corruption in the state. It was during Nicholls tenure that the legislature authorized the
use of leased convicts on public works projects as well as the settlement of back debts incurred
by the lessees.
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Louis A. Wiltz
Governor, 1880-1881
Born New Orleans, Louisiana, October 22, 1843; Died New Orleans, October 16, 1881.
Wiltz was a Confederate army officer, mayor of New Orleans, speaker of the state house of
representatives, lieutenant governor then governor. As leader of the ultra conservative wing of
the New Orleans’ Democratic Party, Wiltz was very involved with the Louisiana Lottery wing
that was very influential in very corrupt aspects of Louisiana politics. As a partial reflection of
the level of corruption existing at the time, Edward Burke, Wiltz’s state treasurer, absconded
with over a million dollars of state funds to Honduras. Though his tenure was marked by two
rather uneventful years, it was felt that Wiltz typified the philosophy of the conservative
Bourbon politicians who ran the New Orleans Ring-Louisiana Lottery faction of the Democratic
party of Louisiana.

Samuel D. McEnery
Governor, 1881-1888
Born Monroe, Louisiana, May 28, 1837; Died New Orleans, Louisiana, June 28, 1910.
McEnery was also lieutenant governor, associate justice of the Louisiana Supreme Court
and United States senator. Credited with running one of the most corrupt governments in the
history of Louisiana, McEnery was firmly ensconced within the Lottery-ring, and a staunch
supporter of the convict lessee, Samuel L. James. In large part, it was felt that those that
controlled large sums of money during his tenure, his state treasurer, the individuals that
controlled the lottery as well as the lessee James, were the real power behind Louisiana politics
at this time. As such, McEnery was not only seen as corrupt and corruptible, but weak as well.
In spite of this, McEnery did try to attract new business to the state as well as make major
improvements to the levee system, earning him the sobriquet, “the levee governor.”
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Murphy J. Foster
Governor, 1892-1900
Born near Franklin, Louisiana, January 12, 1849; Died Dixie Plantation, near Franklin,
Louisiana, June 21, 1921.
Foster was in addition to governor, state senator, United States senator and collector of
customs. Too young to serve in the war, Foster was nonetheless a supporter of the Confederate
cause which was reflected in his attempts to overthrow the carpetbag regime of William Pitt
Kellogg. A staunch conservative Democrat, Foster fervently opposed Black suffrage, the
Louisiana State Lottery and convict leasing, all of which he worked diligently to abolish. He
was eventually successful in all three endeavors though the lease extended past his tenure. Once
he was able to convince the legislature in 1894 to pass an anti-lease resolution, Foster was
content to have the state collect its $50,000 a year rent on the convicts until the expiration of the
lease in 1901.

William Wright Heard
Governor, 1900-1904
Born Union Parish, Louisiana, April 28, 1853; Died New Orleans, Louisiana, May 31, 1926.
State representative of the lower house and senator prior to becoming governor, Heard
consistently opposed the Louisiana Lottery and convict leasing, considered to be the two most
powerful special interests in post-Reconstruction Louisiana. A supporter and protégé of Foster,
Heard was eventually the head of an all-powerful political Boubon machine that had
disfranchised Black voters as well as many poor whites. Heard oversaw the transition from the
leasing system to state control of the penitentiary. He became so involved in prison
management that in 1910 he became president of the State Penitentiary Board of Control and
served in that capacity until 1914.97
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ABSTRACT: Analytic epistemology is the branch of philosophy concerned with
discovering via semantic analysis the meaning of certain items of natural
language vocabulary, notably (in English) justified, true, belief and knowledge.
This goal remains, as epistemologists readily admit, unachieved. The aim of this
paper is to demonstrate, by a consideration of language from a biological point of
view, that the goal is unachievable. The Biology of Language studies natural
language, including the language of epistemology, as a physical (in fact
biological) phenomenon in which physical items (such as utterances and
inscriptions) occasion physical effects. It attempts to explain these effects as
having evolved from ancestral physical effects of ancestral physical items items
(again, such as utterances and inscriptions). In this paper I trace the lineage of the
language of epistemology, demonstrating how it has evolved through iterated
communicatively successful (and hence naturally-selected for) “figurative” uses
of what originated as ordinary lexical vocabulary. At a superficial level, the
descent of the vocabulary is such that we should not expect the items we
characterize in epistemological terms to have discoverable sets of common
characteristics of the kind that truth-conditional analyses try to capture. But at a
deeper level, we discover a kind of disorder that must defeat any semantic
investigation. Epistemological language is obedient to the same evolutionary
constraints as any other sector of language: the only degree of order that is
guaranteed is that degree of order that is required for the transmission of
language at a given rate of linguistic change. If the accessibility of semantic
understanding is not required for such transmission, then there is none but
vanishingly low probability that it exists. Certainly the supposition that such
understanding can be achieved cannot be the ground of any rational intellectual
inquiry. 1

1. LANGUAGE IS PHYSICAL
Richard Dixon2, a high-school drama teacher, tells his students that the words they
use on stage should be “round, firm and fully formed”. The catchphrase, which was born
as the slogan of a cigarette ad, finds its present object in the physicality of its modifiers.
Dixon is imparting to his mumbling, unintelligible pupils a fundamental principle of
acting: that speech is a physical shaping of physical items, a fashioning of highly
particular physical effects, over which the actor must consciously and conscientiously
strive to gain control.
The mantra of the actor is a banality of the scientist. An act of speech, a gesture,
an inscription on a surface, an entry of data is a stunningly complex physical intervention
that sets in train a correspondingly complex set of physical interactions among the
linguistic production, the listener’s sensory and cortical receptors and motor responses. It
is a banality too in ordinary non-philosophical life. Language is a physical, and more
particularly a biological instrument of physical intervention.

1
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2. THE BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF MEANING
The larger research programme of which this paper is a product to articulate the
general principles by which linguistic items come to have the physical effects they do.
These effects exhibit a recurring chicken-egg cycle: speech produces a wide variety of
neurophysiological changes in the listener; those changes give rise to spoken or written
responses, further gestures, actions, etc; these in turn have more neurophysiological
effects on further listeners; and so forth. A central observation is that that cycle, though
recurring is also evolving. An explanatory theory must articulate the general principles
governing that evolution.
Now any such research must eventually settle upon some consistent coarseness of
granularity, and the present work focuses upon neurophysiological effects available to the
processes of language production. Why effects, and more particularly why effects
described in this way? To explain this evolving cycle one has to break in somewhere and
at some level of generality. We must choose a generality of vocabulary that will serve a
sufficiently long period of evolutionary history for present purposes, and comprehend a
wider range of responses than those of actual language production. We may think of
these effects loosely as “inferential effects”, so long as the idea of “inference” remains a
sketchy shorthand for neurophysiological processes, and is not taken to be doing any
theoretical work.
The language of inference reminds us that whatever level of generality we choose
must permit us access to the language of species, where by species is meant the union,
∪(P) of a set P of populations, P being temporally ordered by an engendering relation
(Jennings, 2002, p.3). Individual instances of “engendering” in the case of linguistic
effects occur when one uses a word in conversation with someone else, and reproduces in
that other person the effect the word has on her (as we shall call him) when she hears it.
Evidently any description of such effects must be functional in character, since we
will wish to assimilate to single species effects having wide varieties of synaptic
realizations. The language of the account must provide a means of distinguishing success
from specific sorts of failure. That is, it must distinguish different synaptic realizations of
what can be regarded as successful replications, from differences that constitute
replicative failures (Jennings, 2000, p. 9). That is, we need an account that will explain
the difference between “comprehension” and “incomprehension” (i.e. between successful
and unsuccessful reproduction) while allowing for multiple realizability across different
people’s brains and across distinct times. The fact that such an account is not yet
available excuses the language of “inferential effects” as a useful makeshift. The
centrally important point lies elsewhere. Every member of virtually every species has
ancestors that are not members of the species. It is the evolution of the effects that
matters to us.
Again, it does no harm to label individual species of such linguistic effects
meanings, provided that the account is not taken for an attempted analysis of meaning as
it is ordinarily used. This species model of meanings is what is meant by the biological
model of meaning, and its explanatory exploitation is what is called it the biological
approach.
Language presents a practically infinite variety of possible constructions with a
correspondingly vast variety of possible effects. Accordingly, words are constantly being
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used in minutely new environments to generate effects of a character not seen before.
This occurs most impressively in the case of poetry and metaphor, but it can be seen also
in ordinary language use. Every time we regular people use an adjective to describe
something it’s not commonly used to describe, or in any other way use a bit of language
to create a slightly novel effect, we are acting as agents of linguistic change insofar as our
listeners are apt to proliferate these novel effects by reproducing them in others.
Interestingly, this kind of petty proletarian innovation is probably the primary force of
linguistic evolution; radically novel uses seem to be of significantly less importance in
shaping the history of language. The innovations of both the poets and the proles can be
understood as the exploitation of incidental capacities of linguistic items for the
production of effects. When one uses a philosophy text to stop a door, I am exploiting
such an incidental capacity of much the same character, but in a degree more akin to that
of poetic than of proletarian innovation.
It is appropriate to think of the changes in word meanings (in the biological sense
discussed) as evolutionary changes involving natural selection, in a quite literal sense.
Elements of language are subject to many selective pressures in approximately the
biologist’s understanding of selection. One such selection pressure, or rather family of
pressures, is efficiency. If the effects of one usage more easily got than those of an
alternative, then we expect the one to proliferate, the other to languish or become
specialized for ceremonial inefficiencies. The morphological reduction of functionalized
vocabulary is a case in point. We say “or” where our ancestors said “other”.
3. SCHEMATIZATION—ONE TYPE OF MEANING CHANGE
A word that is used in a wider and wider variety of environments (as its usative
extension grows), must gradually lose its capacity to occasion, independently of
contextual reinforcement, highly specific inferential effects. The process is gradual,
perhaps imperceptible within a single generation of users. But eventually such a word
becomes schematized as through novel use (usually by iterations of ordinary “slightly
novel” use) it loses its capacity to occasion the inferences it once did independently of
context. A good example of such a schematized word is going. Before the ancestor of this
word became widely used in the formation of the English progressive future tense, in all
sentential contexts it might reliably have produced inferences of motion and of its end. If
so then it incidentally produced the anticipation of whatever was at the end of the motion.
Speakers can have exploited this incidental anticipatory effect by using going with
infinitive verb forms (e.g. I am going to be married) in situations in which the inference
of motion is entirely forestalled or is less salient than that of inference as to outcome.
Through iterations of this kind of use, going has acquired the capacity to occasion
motion-free anticipations even when inferences of motion are forestalled entirely by its
infinitival completion. Consider, for example, “I’m going to be sick” or “I’m going to die
soon.”
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4. THE BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF MEANING VS. ANALYTIC EPISTEMOLOGY
In this essay we apply the method to a study of epistemological language and ask
what conclusions it suggests about epistemological subject matter. For a typical
philosophical understanding of what philosophers take epistemology to be, we turn for
guidance to Elliot Sober’s outline from Core Questions in Philosophy, which is widely
read with apparent pleasure by first-year undergraduates.
In everyday life, in science, and in philosophy as well, we talk of
“knowing” things. We also say that some beliefs are “strongly supported
by evidence”; we say that they are “justified” or “well-confirmed.” We not
only describe ourselves with such terms; we also apply them to others
(1995, p. 149).
Sober is describing a naturally occurring phenomenon: our use of items of vocabulary we
might collectively call knowledge-talk, and observing the uncontroversial fact that we use
a little miscellany of such words (such as justified and belief) in similar conversational
circumstances. He continues.
Epistemology is the part of philosophy that tries to understand such
concepts.
Now, if a “concept” is (as the dictionary says) an idea of something formed by mentally
combining all its characteristics and particulars, then Sober’s “understanding concepts”
sounds like a way to talk about semantic analysis to first-year philosophy students. When
we ask what every instance of knowing (i.e. everything that the predicate “constitutes
knowing” is true of) has in common, we are more or less asking for truth conditions of
sentences of the form “S knows that P”. Knowing these truth-conditions would seem to
allows us to understand what the objects of correct knowledge-talk are in both its positive
(“S knows that P”) and negative (“S doesn’t know that P”) forms. We can see a “prototruth-condition-ary” request of this type in Socrates’ famous injunction to Meno with
respect to a Greek word that has been translated here and elsewhere as virtue.
Soc.

How fortunate I am, Meno! When I ask you for one virtue, you
present me with a swarm of them, which are in your keeping.
Suppose that I carry on the figure of the swarm, and ask of you,
What is the nature of the bee? and you answer that there are many
kinds of bees, and I reply: But do bees differ as bees, because there
are many and different kinds of them; or are they not rather to be
distinguished by some other quality, as for example beauty, size, or
shape? How would you answer me?

Men. I should answer that bees do not differ from one another, as bees.
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Soc.

And if I went on to say: That is what I desire to know, Meno; tell
me what is the quality in which they do not differ, but are all alike;
would you be able to answer?

Men. I should.
Soc.

And so of the virtues, however many and different they may be,
they have all a common nature which makes them virtues; and on
this he who would answer the question, "What is virtue?" would do
well to have his eye fixed.

One can readily sympathize with the motives that prompt the semantic analysis of
the vocabulary of knowledge. The facts are, everyone uses this vocabulary apparently to
talk about features of the world—bits of knowledge, beliefs, truths and so forth—and we
are frequently disposed to say that such talk is correct or incorrect. This seems to imply
the existence of sets of features that are the objects of this kind of talk when it is applied
correctly. And it is tempting perhaps to suppose, along Socratic lines, that everything that
is a member of the same set—e.g. that every instance of knowledge—is a member of that
set in virtue of its sharing certain characteristics with every other member. Therefore it
seems as if an understanding of those common marks, alternatively an understanding of
the conditions for correct use, will yield understanding our use of the vocabulary. And so
it would, if such conditions were accessible to discovery.
Epistemologists want to determine, for example, whether our beliefs can be
justified, one characterization of the debate concerning epistemological skepticism. In
semantic terms, this is an investigation of the nature of the pairwise intersections of sets
of features picked out by knowledge-talk. Other questions of this general intersectional
character include whether all of the things that are justified, true and beliefs are also
knowledge. This is, of course, the Gettier-inspired debate (Gettier, 1963). Again, one can
sympathize in the abstract. If we suppose that the correct use of epistemic vocabulary
requires such determinate features then the study of such intersections is scented with
alluring promise. And the fact is that often we predicate justification and belief-hood to
the same object, and derive a comfortable sense of security and rationality from doing so.
So naturally, such philosophers want to discover whether this or that ordinary predication
of justification and belief is ever actually true or could be known to be true. The study is
a kind of intellectual uroborus. One could get to the bottom of it had the bottom not
already been swallowed by the head. For their part, epistemologists readily admit that the
way to their goal is excruciatingly difficult, and their goal as yet unachieved.
Nevertheless, for someone who likes this sort of thing, it is just the sort of thing that she
will like.
The biologist of language also recognizes the difficulties, but is more interested in
explaining their origins than in overcoming them. In fact a biological understanding of
language furnishes good reasons for supposing that the difficulty cannot and need not be
overcome. The biological approach also explains why the epistemological landscape
should be such a quagmire of conflicting intuitions and partially submerged
counterexamples. For nothing that has come about as organically as has the vocabulary of
knowledge-talk can be expected to be consistent by any but biological standards, or to
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inspectable by any but biological methods. Our use of the vocabulary of knowledge,
belief, justification, truth and so on is the product of linguistic evolution of the sort
mentioned at the outset. The degree of order that can rationally be expected in its use is
no greater than the degree of order that is required for the transmission of that language
from one generation of language users to the next at the average rate of linguistic change.
If the accessibility of the kind of detailed semantic understanding that is sought by
analytic epistemology can be shown not to be required for linguistic transmission, we can
safely conclude that epistemologist is seeking something that does not exist.
This work is a biological case study of some of our epistemic vocabulary. It does
not argue for these general claims, merely to illustrate rhetorically their application to a
particular subject matter. As with evolutionary theory more generally, the larger facts of
the matter are such that no minutely detailed, nor even a minutely correct account of the
natural history is required to support its general claims, and no accumulation of error in
the details of the account can defeat it. If the overall theory is inadequate, it is so because
it will suggest a more later adequate account, not because it is incompatible with some
pre-existing philosophical theory. The accounts that follow owe a good deal to the work
of lexicographers, and to some extent that of etymologists. The reader should bear in
mind that its aim is not to shed light upon modern meanings. Quite the reverse. It is
intended to render implausible the supposition that anything like a satisfactory semantic
analysis is available.
5. BELIEVE/ BELIEF
According to the OED (s.v. “belief”), the –lief part of English belief originated in
the ancient Germanic vocabulary of love. In fact, the ancient root of -lief, laubjan, is the
root of our love. This root is represented also by Latin libet “it is pleasing”; lib do
“desire”; our “leave” that signifies approval, as seen in “by your leave”; Old Slavic. ljub
“dear”, ljuby “love”, ljubiti “to love”; and Sanskrit lubh and l bha “to desire”.
The be- prefix of belief is closely related to our preposition by, and accordingly in
its old form e- it originally conferred a sense of physical “aboutness” to whatever it was
affixed to. This aboutness was weakened into “at or near to” when it was affixed to
prepositions in cases such as before (at or near the front) behind, beside, beneath,
between, beyond, and so on. To add the inference of “nearness” to physical verbs such as
fouling seems for some reason to create the idea of an especially thorough, all-over job.
Hence when e- was added to such verbs it created naturally what might be called a
comprehensifying effect: a befouled object has been fouled not just a little, but instead
comprehensively; and likewise in the case of bejeweled or besmirched items (OED, s.v.
“be-”). When e- was attached to the less physical verb laubjan, whose meaning we
know, it also had this natural comprehinsifying effect. To speak of loving someone
“closely, all over” preserved the inference of thoroughness even though the inference of
physical “all over-ness” no longer necessarily applied (OED, s.v. “belief”).
When we are apprised of this information, the effect of talk of “be-loving” as one
would physically “be-jewel” can be thought of as a charming metaphor. But probably its
metaphorical character was not the result of a single inspired “poetic” innovation, but
rather the sum of many small and mundane ones as just outlined. This pleasant
combination was transmitted from the prehistoric German into English in a passive form
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as beloved, an adjective and noun we apply to people who are “comprehensively” loved
by someone else. It is not wholly inaccurate to say that believed and beloved are the same
word in the way that future tense going and motive going are the same.
Believe as it was originally used in English no longer engendered inferences of
love; rather it was used for something like “the action of trusting, having faith and
confidence”. This use of the word showed up a good deal in religious contexts like the
following, and still occurs in modern constructions such as “I believe in you”.
I Beleue in God the father almightie, maker of heauen and yearth (Book of
Common Prayer, 1549).
The migration of this word from contexts of love to contexts of trust and faith is
explainable if we consider what would have happened as people used the word in
conversational contexts in which love was less salient than trust and faith. The context
just cited is one of them; we still might infer that the speaker loves God, but this is
subordinate to inferences of trust and faith, for that is what is important in the credal
context.
Here is a slightly different and now archaic use of believe, which presumably
occurs as part of a retelling of the story of Gabriel’s annunciation to Mary of the birth of
Jesus.
Mary through mekenes byleuynge to the aungell Gabryell (Love, 1530).
Mary has just met Gabriel, which would probably stymie the old inference of love
altogether. However, an inference of Mary’s trust in Gabriel remains. This use is
probably ancestral to these uses of believe, in which the primary object of credulity is
apparently the speaker.
Believe me, Lad, the Tongue of a Viper is less hurtful than that of a
Slanderer (Fielding, 1743).
‘Were you not a little surprised?’ ‘I b'lieve you!’ (Dickens, 1836)
The following type of use, which speaks to trust in a person’s act of speech was
probably the immediate descendent of the use of believe having persons as object and the
immediate ancestor of those uses having as object what people say.
Our faith to beleeve Gods promises (Reynolds, 1649).
Again, the object of faith and trust is still not quite “what God said”; rather it is his
speech act, his promising. The inference would be that that act is somehow a reliable
indicator of the future. This kind of use survives: we still speak of believing avowals,
assertions, claims and so forth, and, we may suppose to much the same effect. The use of
believe in which philosophers are particularly interested is the one in which people are
apparently related in faith to a that-clause. And according to the OED (s.v. “that”), the
use of that in which it introduces a dependent substantive-clause as object of the principle
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clause is generally held to have originated in the use of that as a demonstrative pronoun
pointing to a clause it introduces. Compare the anaphoric that of
(1) He once lived here: we all believe that.
Where believe was used with demonstrative that, we may suppose that originally the
inferred object of “faith-belief” would have been, as just discussed, the speech act of the
person who said “He once lived here”. If listeners trust the speaker, they rely upon his
speech (or as we say “his word”). A rearrangement of this form:
(2) That we all believe: he once lived here.
Another rearrangement:
(3) We all believe that: he once lived here.
The OED says that when the stress on the that was dropped from constructions such as
(4), the that changed grammatically from a demonstrative to a conjunctive particle. It is
reasonable to assume that with this grammatical shift, the inference of faith in a particular
speaker’s recitation would have dissolved altogether, leaving behind certain formerly
incidental inferences within which a philosopher might want to look for “faith in the
content”.
(4) We all believe that he once lived here.
Finally, speakers gained the option to omit the that altogether yielding:
(5) We all believe he once lived here.
So much for the verb believe; consider now the noun belief. The comprehensifier
be- was not ordinarily attached to nouns, but through its attachment to –laubjan the verb
it came to be attachable to its noun form, laubh, so that belaubh in sentences came to
occasion inferences of a state of comprehensive love. But belief as it was first used in
English didn’t do this; rather it occasioned inferences of someone’s state of faith, trust,
confidence, etc. in someone. This must have been more or less concurrent with the shift
of believe from love to trust and faith, and through the same processes of language users’
exploitation of the incidental effects of the “loving” use. Talk of someone’s state of belove would reliably produce the inference that that person was in a state of faith, trust and
so forth. Word users could have used the word in situations where the person’s love was
less salient than the fact that he had faith. As this kind of use proliferated, the word would
have become schematized: the “intense love” inference would have become (another beword!) less and less strong, supplanted as it was by the more abstract inference of general
faith and trust-holding. Surely love is not at issue in the following:
We knew a Dutch-man, that had wrought himself into the beleif of a great
Person by undertaking that he could make Gold (Bacon, 1626).
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In certain contexts, talk of belief in a person would suggest to its audience specifically
that one thinks that person to say reliable things.
There is no belief of men that were always accounted Lyers (Morden,
1680).
The belief that philosophers want to know about is that which is used for “those things
believed”. That use may have descended by ellipsis from old faith-beliefs mentioned in
constructions of the form “belief in X” from which the “in X” specification was omitted;
here, “in God”.
That war of the Puritans...the war of Belief against Unbelief (Carlyle,
1535).
As the that in that-claused believe underwent its grammatical shift to a
conjunctive particle, back-formations of belief with that-clauses would have become
possible and reliably given rise to the same kind of “faith in the content” effects as thatclaused believe. And so we have arrived at the belief that philosophers want to explain,
the one used for roughly “states of faith in seemingly proposition-like items”. Here are
some examples; this belief sometimes prefixes a that-clause, and sometimes stands alone:
Many of the people in the londe became of the Iewes beleue (Coverdale,
1535).
Of thys beleve, that the soule shall never dye (Reynolds, 1649).
It is my belief you will not be at all the richer (Montague, 1714).
We have then a sketch of the developments by which English speakers have come
by those uses of believe and belief that have attracted the attention of philosophers. But it
should be stressed that our etymological explorations have left us with no more idea of
what a belief is than we had when we started. We have gained an explanation of the
vocabulary of belief, but not semantic understanding.
6. JUST/IFY/ IFIED
Justify came to English as justifien via Old French justifier, itself derived
originally from the Latin iūs , (“right” or “law”); and -ify from Latin facere (to do or
perform). In his Dictionary of Word Origins, John Ayto opines that iūs originated in the
terminology of religious cults, and occasioned in those early days inferences along the
lines of “religious formula” (1991, s.v. “just”). But Tucker’s Concise Etymological
Dictionary of Latin states that the word has roots in Indo-European ieus, “bind or make
firm” (1931, s.v. “ius”). These hypotheses are synthesized, so to speak, by Joseph T.
Shipley in his Origins of English Words. It is Shipley’s opinion that iūs comes from IndoEuropean ieous meaning “sacred, binding” (1984, s.v. “ieus”).
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The case of Latin iuro gives us fairly good evidence that iūs has roots in the
vocabulary of binding. Iuro means “to swear an oath”; that is, to “bind” oneself with a
promise; and according to Shipley it is descended from Indo-European ieous “sacred,
binding” along with iūs (1984, s.v. “iuro”). English juror, meaning someone who is
“bound” to deliver a verdict, is descended from iurare, a tense of iuro; as is perjury, the
breaking of a “binding” oath to tell the truth. Shipley’s idea that iurare and ius come
from a common Indo-European root that has something to do with binding is
corroborated by Skeat’s Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, who writes
that jury comes from “L. iurare to swear; lit to bind oneself by an oath”. The
corroboration becomes even stronger with Skeat’s portentous addition: “Cf. Skt. yu, to
bind” (1963, s.v. “jury”).
One wonders how could the use of iūs where we would speak of “right” or “law”
have come out of the vocabulary of binding. One obvious explanation would be in the
idea that justice as meted out by authorities is “binding”. But one might be more inclined
to think that the origins of legal iūs can be found in the fact that the idea of “tying up”
affairs like one would bundle scattered sticks suggests bringing order into disordered
affairs; setting things right. This is certainly the kind of activity Solomon is involved in
here.
Of salomon Þe wise, Hou craftili he did iustifie (Cursor Mundi, 13… 14…).
It is tempting to speculate that if the purported ancient “sacred” use of justify exists, it
comes from the idea of binding. Talk of binding would generate vague inferences of
disordered things set right, and these inferences could slowly have been strengthened and
isolated by use of the term in situations where literal binding was less and less important.
Eventually the word would have generated inferences of religious purification and purity
when used in certain contexts, and making things lawful or right when used in certain
others.
In a later, especially colourful use of justify, to justify someone was specifically to
punish him for wrongdoing, especially by hanging him.
In Scotland they say when a Man is hanged he's justified (Collier, 1697).
Let them be justified; and leave exposed/ Their wavering relics in the place of
judgment (Byron, 1820).
The murderer taken red-hand...was ‘justified’..without any unnecessary or
inconvenient delays of process (Innes, 1860).
We get a clue in the following passage about the connection to justification as “setting
things right” to this newer use that makes us think immediately of capital punishment.
Apparently, by exacting punishment we “set someone right” to the deed he has done; in
some sense, balance is restored.
Thay beand swa convict, sall be justifyit to the deid thairfoir (Balfour, 1575).
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And so this use can be accounted for biologically as a something that happened when a
specific situation, that of capital criminals, was eventually taken up in the widening
usative extension of the “setting-right” justified. When people used the word in these
situations, it would have reliably produced the inference of capital punishment, for that
was how one would be expected to set that kind of criminal to rights.
A special religious use of justify occurs here , where to justify someone is to
absolve him of sin:
That he be iust, and iustifyinge him that is of the feith of Ihesu Crist
(Daus, 1560).
This can be explained as another instance of language users’ exploitation of the fact that
justify generated inferences of someone’s setting disordered things right. To say that God
justifies the sinner would produce inferences of absolution, the particular kind of settingright that God is supposed to mete out to humans.
There is a surviving use of justify that is applies when a person or action is shown
to be just or in the right, especially when there is or might be some charge or implication
that that person or action was in the wrong.
Iustifie not thy self before God (Coverdale, 1535).
Some of his friendes, laboured to iustifie him (Blount, 1600).
Justifying them from any Objections that might be made against them
(Curiousities, 1707).
Notice that this use of “justified”, unlike any we have looked at, is one in which the act of
justification does not involve a justificand that is in any way out of order. Rather, in this
kind of case justification involves successfully showing some audience that the
justificatee is in the right; i.e. setting the justificand right in the eyes of that audience.
The OED says there is a subtly different use of justify that “colours” the one just
discussed; in this other use, justify occasions inferences specifically of the action of
showing one’s audience that some person or action has adequate grounds or is “lawful”.
He aunswered, that he woulde iustifye that, that he had done, eyther in
present disputation, or by writinge (Daus, 1560).
That..I may assert th' eternal Providence, And justifie the wayes of God to
men (Milton, 1667).
All who thus claim super-natural authority must, of course, justify their
claim (Temple, 1885).
That last example, in which a claim is what is justified, represents a bridge use between
justified (lawful) actions and justified (reasonable) statements. Claiming is, of course, an
action. When we justify a claiming-act, we don’t make it just but rather show that all
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along it was just. And we accomplish this by demonstrating that we had adequate
grounds to perform the action of claiming; that is, we justify a claim-act by producing
those reasons we had to perform it.
So the third justify above is probably of a type that is the root of the contemporary
justify that is used in cases where, also for the benefit of some audience, one proves,
corroborates, verifies or otherwise props up an argument, statement, or opinion of hers by
producing the reasons that she presumably had all along. This use of justify, of course, is
the one that occurs in the epistemologist’s “ to justify a belief”. Notice that the first and
third quotations below are still attributing justification to actions; those actions just
happen to be speech acts. As this kind of use became more common, presumably one
could predicate justification of odder items such as narratives (as in the second case) and
beliefs.
Rethoriqes [rhetoric’s] eloquences..Wherof a man schal justifie Hise
wordes in disputeisoun (Gower, 1390).
The narratives of antiquity are justified by the experience of modern times
(Gibbon, 1869).
It would be hard to justify this particular assertion by an appeal to facts
Manchester Examiner, 1884).
We can see this again simply as part of the exploitation of the setting-right inferences
engendered by justify, where what needs “setting-right” is the justificand as it stands in
the eyes of an audience. If our talking about someone justifying his assertion, belief,
opinion or whatever reliably produces the inference that he is going to provide evidence
that he has adequate grounds in having or making it, then all it will take to isolate that
effect will be our using the word in contexts where it is obvious that we are specifically
interested in the provision of such evidence, i.e. the summation of one’s reasons. To call
a statement, narrative or belief justified now produces the inference that it has been well
propped up by reasons, as in:
A scholarly and justified narrative (Windsor, 1891).
As in the case of belief, we now have a fairly accurate account of why justified
has certain conversational effects that have roused the interest of philosophers. And
again, we have not much more idea of what justification is than we did when we started.
We know why a claim of justification may give rise to the kind of further conversation
about “well-groundedness,” “reasons” and so forth that it typically does. But that’s the
only new understanding that this look into etymologies has got us.
7. KNOW
The oldest English use of know occasions inferences of recognition; the knower
perceives a thing or person (visually, one would think) and identifies him as someone
perceived before, or as a member of some type. For example:
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This question…whether that in the life everlasting, we shal know one an
other (Daus, 1560, p.232).
This use of know is still found today in sentences like “Do you think they will know us
for Canadians?” and “I knew you by your red hair”.
Here, the capacity of know to occasion inferences of recognition has been
exploited in such ways as to engender uses more specifically concerning the recognition
of authority.
Thinke you that they wyll knowe or obey any civill Magistrate? (Daus,
1560, p.38)
Another derived use of “know” is found where one is officially admitting something to be
true, or owning up—hence our modern acknowledge.
Knowe þi sinne to us, if þou be guilty (Jacobs well, c. 1440).
Again, this use was probably produced by an exploitative use of the original
recognitionary know. To recognize a sin for the benefit of others (hence “knowe þi sinne
to us”) would invariably involve ′fessing up to it somehow, and so the capacity of know
to produce this inference could be refined by frequent use in this type of situation.
We here approach the uses of know in which philosophers interest themselves The
OED (s.v. “know”) records a know that is defined as “To be acquainted with [shades of
Russell!] (a thing, a place, or a person); to be familiar with by experience, or through
information or report”. Usages of this know include:
He knew the Tauernes wel in al the toun (Chaucer, c.1386).
You haue been a man long knowne to me, though I had neuer so good means as
desire, to make my selfe acquainted with you (Shakespeare, 1598).
I know each lane, and every alley green,..of this wilde Wood (Milton, 1634).
Getting to know you,
Getting to know all about you (Hammerstein, 1951).
Clearly in this type of use there is a shift from the older use of know used to “describe”
events of sensory recognition, to a new use that “describes” a different type of item
altogether: that is, states of cognition-like “acquaintance” with persons, places and things.
For explanatory purposes this is an important and interesting change, for it is at this very
point that know becomes interesting to epistemology. The quotation from Chaucer’s
“Miller’s Tale” looks like the kind of case that would rest on the border between the two
uses, for even if we take Chaucer’s know as recognitive, ultimately the sentence will have
the inferential effect of flat-out, cognition-like acquaintance. We may infer from this
know that there are many individual events of the Miller recognizing particular taverns
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well in particular towns, but we will nonetheless “infer” from this that the Miller is in a
state of well-acquaintededness with the taverns. Another example of a know that effects
inferences of cognition-like acquaintance even if it is initially parsed as recognitive know
can be found in a line from Walt Disney’s Sleeping Beauty, in which Briar Rose sings to
the prince whom she has just met,
I know you,
I walked with you once upon a dream (Fain and Lawrence, 1959).
The inference to a state of cognition-like acquaintance would have become isolated from
the inference to literal recognition through the appearance of this kind of construction in
sentences where recognition was less important than acquaintance, until the word could
be used without too much oddness in a situation where there was no literal recognition at
all. And so today I can claim here in Burnaby, British Columbia to “know Paris” without
baffling anyone.
We should take note of the inferences of intimacy that are occasioned by the
contexts in which we find certain uses of know. Chaucer’s saying that the Miller knows
the taverns “well” causes us to infer that the Miller has especially thorough acquaintance
with such taverns. And from Milton’s “I know each lane, and every alley green, ...of this
wilde Wood” we make a similar inference, probably because of Milton’s use of
physically stressed “each” and “every”. Even without such comprehensifiers, know can
now occasion inferences of intimate acquaintance/ understanding in contexts such as
“They are neighbours of ours, but we don’t know them”. We may speculate that such uses
depend on an ellipsis of comprehensifiers that are nevertheless suggested by context and
prosody—for example, the use I just mentioned depends for its effect on the suggestion
of a well at the end of the sentence. Of course, where there are no comprehensifiers
present or suggested, the intimacy-inferences don’t work; there is no such inference in the
case of Shakespeare’s know (above), for his character takes pains to distinguish the
“acquaintance” he has with the other even from non-intimate social acquaintance.
We find some more inferences of acquaintance, but of a non-sensory, completely
discursive character, in the use of know that the OED defines (s.v. know) as “To have
cognizance of (something), through observation, inquiry, or information; to be aware or
apprised of… to become cognizant of, learn through information or inquiry”. And the
formerly “cognition-like” states of acquaintance begin to seem appropriately called
cognition.
Galene..exhorteth them to knowe exactly the accustomed diete of their
patients (Elyot, 1531).
How to divide a Triangle (whose Area or Content is known) into two Parts
(Sturmy, 1669).
Pray let me know your mind in this (Pope, 1706).
We ought to notice that the sensory element in knowing that was left over from
recognitive know is drifting away as the states of acquaintance inferred become
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progressively less related to any form of literal recognition. And this is a function of the
increasingly abstract nature of the types of objects that knowledge is being said to be
knowledge of.
One might speculate that this type of use began with assertions such as:
A Story that is very well known in the North of England (Addison, 1710).
Where a sentence attributed to a person “knowledge” of an item like a story, one can still
infer recognition of the story in certain speech acts, but in part because of the presence of
comprehensifying well there is an subsidiary inference of intimate acquaintance with the
story that comes from prior empirical exposure to discourse.
This is similar to what is going on in the three previous examples. We cannot
infer literal recognition on the part of the doctor who knows his patient’s diet; nor do we
infer that the doctor has followed the patient around and made an empirical study of his
diet. Rather, we infer that the doctor is cognitively acquainted with the patient’s diet as a
result of gaining evidence discursively, by interviewing the patient. Knowledge must be
gained discursively also in cases such as knowing someone’s mind, or knowing the area
of a triangle, and so the old sense-related inferences fall away and an idea of cognitive
acquaintance remains. Bear in mind that this inference of cognition is nothing new; it is
simply what the old inference of usually comprehensified “cognition-like” sensory
acquaintance looks like when the suggestion of sensory inferences wears off.
Once know came to be successfully used to generate these inferences of
linguistically gathered cognizance-acquaintance with not-quite concrete items such as a
patient’s diet or the area of a triangle, it seems natural that it could be used to generate
inferences of cognizance of even less concrete things. And so know must have gained the
use the OED defines as “To be conversant with (a body of facts, principles, a method of
action, etc.) through instruction, study, or practice; esp. to have practical understanding of
(a science, language, profession, etc.); to have learnt by study or practical experience; to
be versed or skilled in” (s.v. “know”). Here are some examples of this use of know that
gives rise to inferences of acquaintance-understanding or acquaintance-cognizance of
items so abstract as to be called bodies of knowledge. Notice that in the first and second
uses a certain amount of intimacy is inferred.
Galienus seiþ, þat it is necessarie a surgian to knowe anotamie (Lanfrank’s
science, c1400).
All sciences a fasting Monsieur knows (Johnson, 1749).
Of course you know your ABC (Carroll, 1872).
We find the use of know that is often contrasted with believe where to know is
defined as “To apprehend or comprehend as fact or truth; to have a clear or distinct
perception or apprehension of; to understand or comprehend with clearness and feeling of
certainty” (OED, s.v. know).
He cnew hemm alle wel & alle þe re þohhtess (Ormin, c1200).
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We know a thing when we understand it (Berkeley, 1744).
Count yourself not to know a fact when you know that it took place, but
then only when you see it as it did take place (Blackie, 1874).
Certainty-know probably has its origins in the leftover inferences of intimacy from know
occurring in contexts where comprehensifiers like “well”, “each”, and “every” are
present, as well as contexts in which such comprehensifiers are merely suggested. To
generate this new know, this effect must have been exploited in conversational situations
where mere understanding was not at issue, but rather where the certainty of the
knower’s understanding was what was conversationally salient. Notice that the first knew
above has a comprehensifier, and that it still generates inferences of cognition and
(intimate) understanding even if we take it to mean primarily “recognized”.
The OED (s.v. “know”) records a use of know that occurs as a prefix to various
constructions, where to know is defined as “To be cognizant, conscious, or aware of (a
fact); to be informed of, to have learned; to apprehend (with the mind), to understand”.
The first of these constructions I will look at is the that-clause, and thus we arrive at
propositionalized know; notice that users of this know seem to gain the option to ellipse
the “that”. Notice also that the first know in this series is actually a be- construction,
beknow, and that this is a version of “fessing up” recognitive know. Someone who parses
“Sylf gecnawe” as “recognize to yourself” will nevertheless draw the same inferences
from the sentence as someone who hears “know”.
þat þu… sylf gecnawe þæt þis is soð (Cynewulf, a1000).
(know that this is so)
I knaw he will do mekill for his kyne (Henry the Minstrel, c1470).
Be it knawen to all manner of men to whom this present writing commys,
that Robert Elwade… is a trewe Ynglish man (Miscellanea, 1861).
‘Til I know ‘tis done, How ere my happes, my ioyes were ne’er begun
(Shakespeare, 1602).
Here the OED article arrives at a use of this propositionalized know in the style of the
epistemologist.
You know that you know that nothing can be known! How do you know
that you know? (Cook, 1878)
From our previous look at the history of that, and our earlier look at “acknowledgement”
know, we can hypothesize that the that found in propositionalized know started in as a
demonstrative pronoun pointing to some clause that is what people are recognizing, i.e.
“owning up to”. The know in this first-person sentence would be a performative,
occurring as part of a formal announcement of acknowledgement.
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(1) He once lived here: I know that.
This would engender most of the inferences of acquaintance, understanding and so forth
that would have come to be the effect of attributing to a person “knowledge” of what
philosophers call a “proposition”. A rearrangement of this use looks like this:
(2) That (now this) I know: he once lived here.
Upon further rearrangement:
(3) I know that (or this): he once lived here.
At some point the stress on the that was dropped, and the that took the grammatical role
of a conjunctive particle. It seems reasonable to say that the entire construction would
have had virtually the same constellation of inferential effects as before.
(4) I know that he once lived here.
Eventually language users would have been afforded the opportunity to ellipse the “that”,
creating constructions like
(5) I know he once lived here.
Through frequent use of this kind of construction in situations in which
acknowledgement was progressively less important than acquaintance, understanding,
and so forth, inferences of literal acknowledgement would have worn off and left behind
the rest of the inferential cluster—the inferences of acquaintance, understanding and so
forth—as the main effects. And so it would have been possible to say of someone who
had obviously not ceremonially acknowledged anything, “He knows that I once lived
here, but he isn’t telling”.
Prefix-know occurs also in answers to stated or implied questions, as a prefix to
constructions beginning with “who, what, when, where, how, and the like; as I know who
did it, I know where he lives”. (OED, s.v. “know) It also prefixes phrases that begin with a
demonstrative in place of a fact referred to, as in to know that, a construction with which
we are now familiar, and also to know it. As before, it must have begun its career as a
word primarily occasioning inferences of acknowledgement, with incidental inferences of
“understanding” “cognition” and so forth along for the ride, and these incidental effects
must have become the “main effects” through use of the word in contexts in which
acknowledgement was progressively less important than the rest of the effects.
The degree of certainty implied by instances of prefix-know could have been a
result of the comprehensified recognitive know’s inferences of intimacy migrating to this
different but proximate use, much as a flea can migrate between different but proximate
dogs. In certain contexts like “He’s here, I know it”, even though it would be silly to say
there is a hidden comprehensifying “well”, nonetheless the context implies a certain
degree of intimacy in the speaker’ understanding.
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At this point we feel “justified”, whatever that may come to, in claiming to have
provided a reasonably convincing explanation of the effects of all the uses of know that
epistemologists like to shoehorn into the single category of “justified true beliefs”. Let us
say, as before, that this fantastic voyage should not be taken to have advanced our
understanding of what knowledge is. All we have gained is some understanding of why
the word has the effects it does. We’re done with know, and so we will move on to a
biological explanation of the use of true that is interesting to philosophy.
8. TRUE
In his book The Roots of English (1989, s.v. true), Claiborne writes that true is
part of a family of words that stem from a hypothesized Indo-European root, deru- or
dreu, which he conjectures was part of the vocabulary of firmness, steadfastness and
solidity. From this root, Claiborne supposes, was derived tree, wooden objects like trays
and troughs, and the tar of coniferous trees, and the Greek dendron (“tree”).
Claiborne writes also that the “steadfast” use of deru-/dreu gave rise to a
Germanic family of words that, like belief, are part of the vocabulary of faithfulness and
reliability. The ancestors of our true belonged to this family; the OED’s first listed use of
true (s.v. “true”) is an adjective applied to persons who are “steadfast in adherence to a
commander or friend, to a principle or cause, to one’s promises, faith, etc.; firm in
allegiance; faithful, loyal, constant, trusty”. The biological story is easy to tell here; a
word that occasions inferences of steadfastness and solidity will also occasions inferences
of faithfulness and reliability when it is applied to persons, as becomes apparent when we
talk of “steadfast, solid friends”. A slightly schematized version of this, the very oldest
English sense of “true,” is still around today; now it occasions inferences of fidelity
within a love relationship, which (along with the fact that it has a lot of convenient
rhymes) accounts for the frequency of its use in pop songs. Just two examples are Chuck
Berry’s “Maybelline”
Maybelline, why can’t you be true? (1955)
and the Conrad Birdie Fan Club Song from Bye Bye, Birdie.
We love you Conrad, oh yes we do
We love you Conrad, and we’ll be true (Strouse and Adams, 1960).
Along these lines: troth, an old variant spelling of the first sense of truth as steadfast
faithfulness, gave rise to our modern betrothed, which occasions inferences of one who
has pledged to be faithful forever within a love relationship (OED, s.v. “true”).
From talk of truth to persons as general faithfulness to those persons came talk of
being true to items like “one’s word”.
A Prince more just and true to his word (Wanley, 1678).
To my vows I have been true (Prior, 1721).
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Hyde had been true to his Tory opinions (Macaulay, 1849).
We may speculate that this kind of construction began with attributions of persons’ truth
(faithfulness) to their own speech acts such as vows, and progressed through frequent use
to shed the inference of faithfulness to a particular act, so that one could eventually speak
of trueness to obvious non-acts such as opinions without oddness. As the inferences of
faithfulness to tangible acts receded they would have left behind stranger inferences of
faithfulness to content-like items that would have been there all along, but vastly less
mysterious when they had a concrete object to attach to.
As a result of this use, to call a man true would occasion inferences of general
faithfulness but in particular a desire on his part to stick to his word; a certain sincerity
and a tendency to avoid deceit that made him someone whose word was a reliable
indicator of the future.
He is..reputed..for a good man and trewe (Caxton, 1484).
We are true men: thy seruants are no spies (KJ Bible, 1611).
An act of speech cannot stick to its own word, but it certainly can be thought of as nondeceitful and therefore as a reliable indicator of the future. These are the inferences that
listeners would have drawn from sentences such as
We witen, for his witnessing is trewe (Wyclif, 1388).
‘Syr, wyte that charlemagne is come wyth his oost’ … ‘Is it true?’ said
mawgis (Caxton, c1489).
From this kind of use would also have been inferred some rough idea of “correspondence
to the facts”. Eventually, as the extension of true widened, the inference that a particular
act was reliable would have become less important, and concurrently it would gradually
have been supplanted by these odder auxiliary inferences of “correspondence to the
facts”. Concurrently it would have become possible to attribute truth to obvious non-acts
like opinions and propositions without seeming particularly idiosyncratic.
The truer opinion (Willet, 1608).
The same proposition cannot be at once both true and false (Johnson,
1759).
Propositionalized true probably came about through roughly the same process as
propositionalized know and believe. The that found in statements containing true would
have started as a demonstrative pronoun pointing to some speech act that is reliable, nondeceitful, in correspondence with the facts and so forth.
(1) He once lived here: that is true.
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This would engender all the inferences of reliability, accuracy and so forth that would be
the effect of our saying that a “proposition” is true. Along these lines, one might
comment on someone’s statement “He once lived here”, with a redundant demonstrative,
it.
(2) It is true, that: he once lived here.
I have argued that by frequent use, at some point true would have lost its tendency to
occasion through occurrence in sentences like (1) inferences of a particular act that is
reliable, non-deceitful, correspondent to the facts and so forth; but nevertheless retained
the peripheral inferences of reliability, non-deceitfulness and correspondence to the facts.
After that point, if the stress on the that in sentences like (1) were reduced, the word
would have gained the effect of a conjunctive particle, and the it would no longer be
redundant as a demonstrative. As before, it seems reasonable to say that the entire
construction would have had the same constellation of effects as before.
(3) It is true that he once lived here.
Now, one could say a good deal more about other words in the vocabulary of truth
at this point—false, lie, correct and so forth must have equally interesting and
informative histories. For now we have perhaps descried the outline of an explanation.
We now know how true has come to be used in the kind of situations that epistemologists
interest themselves in. First, we can see why people use true as they do now. The coarsegrained (for now) explanation we have come across is that certain effects of a word in the
old Indo-European language of steadfastness engendered the effects of our modern uses
of true through iterated schematizations, or “figurative uses” that repeatedly stripped
away central inferential effects in favour of progressively less concrete peripheral effects.
We should repeat that as in the cases of all other words we have considered that our
explanation of the language of truth cannot be thought of as having advanced our
semantic understanding of truth. Quite the contrary.
This explanation offers us a good start in understanding why people are disposed
to predicate truth or untruth of assertions made in the vocabulary of epistemology—e.g.
“John is justified in believing that it’s raining”— and the tendency apparently plays a
motivating role the semantic enterprise in epistemology. A more adequate explanation of
this phenomenon must await a more thorough examination of the language of truth. That
such an examination is desirable becomes more evident as the correctness of the
biological approach to language reveals more successes, for truth is not theoretically
central to the biological approach as it is to the semantic. Biologically, truth is just
another datum, the pattern of its attribution just another. And a larger study of the
language of truth might explain the allure of the semantic enterprise in just about every
other branch of philosophy, for each makes heavy weather of the fact that we attribute
truth and falsity to sentences within its domain of interest, to sentences attributing
goodness, beauty, causality, responsibility, identity and so on.
9. HOW TO ELIMINATE ANALYTIC EPISTEMOLOGY
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The introductory sections of this essay briefly sketched the nature and purpose of
analytic epistemology. Epistemology aims to explain the phenomena describable in “the
language of epistemology”, a language that includes various cognates of justified, true,
belief and knowledge in their propositionalized forms, and involves frequent “copredications” of more than one such word to the same object. Epistemology, we said,
aims to explain these phenomena by a semantic analysis of this vocabulary. We argued
that one major consideration prompting both of these epistemological ventures is our
propensity to attribute correctness or incorrectness to sentences composed of this
vocabulary.
A quick look in the OED revealed that each of these words originated in noncontroversially concrete attributions involving the binding up of sticks in the case of
justified, the steadfast character of a tree in the case of true, the preposition by and
vocabulary of love in the case of belief, and recognition in the case of know. We sketched
a reasonable explanation of how through iterated “schematizing” exploitations and
isolations of incidental effects of non-controversial uses, the current uses of justified,
true, belief and knowledge have eventuated.
Given our understanding of these words, we should not be surprised that analytic
epistemology is such a bog of conflicting intuitions, countless counterexamples and so
forth. The practice of the language of epistemology has grown organically, and our
“intuitions” are in large part force of habits that have been ingrained through this
practice. So one can understand why the kinds of objects one uses the language of
epistemology to describe are so highly resistant to shoehorning into neat categories; we
would expect them to be a comfortably motley family. One can understand also why our
intuitions in this area lead us in such twisting, circular, and/ or contradictory directions:
they are merely the ingrained habits of comfortably divergent speech..
But this implies only that epistemology should be difficult. A biological
understanding prompts a much stronger conclusion: that epistemology is impossible. In
the process of change, the neurophysiological effects of the central vocabulary of
epistemology underwent profound, but entirely ordinary and predictable transformations:
they evolved from those effects that anticipate and are constrained by ostensible contact
with physical features into effects that depend almost entirely upon more diffuse
conversational cues and anticipations. This realization is a recent development. But the
evidence for it has lain in millennia of philosophical perplexity.
The principles of evolutionary theory guarantee only the existence of what is
necessary for the reproduction with alterations of an evolved type. Since linguistic effects
are an evolved phenomenon, we are guaranteed only what is necessary for their
reproduction. Therefore, the maximum level of semantic understanding of the language
of epistemology that we are guaranteed on the part of language users at any time is that
required by the facts of the transmission of language from one generation to the next at
the current rate of change (Jennings, 2001, p. 2). But all that is being transmitted is a
functional similarity in neurophysiological effects of certain phonemic complexes, effects
that are themselves available to the production of speech. Alternatively, we might say
that most of what is being transmitted is the capacity to make responses in conversation
that are appropriate in that they offer few but mild surprises. Clearly, the transmission of a
semantic theory is not required for this capacity to be vouchsafed to an individual
learner—much less collectively to a generation of learners. Were it otherwise, some form
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of semantic audit (Jennings, 2001, 4) would be detectable, but were it otherwise, none of
the linguistic changes that we have noted would have taken place. Moreover, the audit
would yield the basis for an accessible semantic theory about which there could be little
perplexity. In fact, however, there is no requirement that language be transmitted without
change, so we cannot expect it. There is no requirement that previous generations have
been talking about the same items, so we cannot assume it. And because it is not
required, there is only a vanishingly low probability that a semantic understanding of the
vocabulary of epistemology is to be had. We must conclude that it is rational to believe
that no such order is available to be found; and conversely, that the evidence renders
analytic epistemology a fundamentally irrational enterprise.
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This presentation session will show instructors several methods I use for creating an
open and welcoming classroom for freshman composition students. Although many of us
encourage addressing issues of ethnicity/race, wealth/poverty, class, disability, gender,
sexuality, politics, and religion, first-year students often don't yet have the vocabulary to do
so, much less the desire to “bare their beliefs” in front of instructors or fellow students via
their writing or in-class discussion.
I’ll demonstrate how I model the vocabulary, attitude, and openness we ask of our
students early in the semester by creating my own family tree on the chalkboard, including
various blood and step-relatives, tracing ethnicities, strains of criminality, religions,
congenital illness, education, poverty/wealth, and sexualities. This exercise can easily be
used by all instructors, even those who think they have “no diversity” in their family
history—they just have to dig deeper and be more honest!
Many instructors feel that their lives are best kept completely private (read: secret)
but have no qualms asking students to address their beliefs regarding sensitive issues. If
we’re asking them to reveal themselves, I think it’s only fair that we as instructors reveal

ourselves as well, as long as we make certain that the focus of the course doesn’t shift to the
instructor.
I’ve had what I consider terrific results with the family-tree and other exercises,
including using the history of Solomon Linda (writer of the song “Mbube/“Wimoweh”/“The
Lion Sleeps Tonight”) to illustrate the black diaspora as well as the history of reappropriation
(and misappropriation) of black culture. My students have been comfortable addressing a
variety of traditionally “difficult” topics; I believe revealing my own history via the familytree exercise helps create a bond of mutual trust between my students and me.
I’ll share information and suggestions for instructors to help them recreate these
exercises in their classrooms, as well as samples of writing from the students in my classes.
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Grace Nasi in Search of Freedom
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6. In 1536, in Lisbon, a Jews community is forced to become Christian in exchange for
peace and economic stability. During that time even the Portuguese kings’ tolerance
comes to an end: from neighboring Spain the Inquisition starts to appear, and survival
for the Jews become even a more difficult task. When Francisco Mendes, one of the
largest business man in Europe and head of the Jews community passed away, Grace
Nasi, his widow, whose Christian name was Beatrice de Luna, will have the difficult
job of succeeding her husband in responsibilities. A clever and fascinating woman,
Grace exercises her diplomatic virtues hiding her unhappiness for compromising with
the dominant religion. She will dedicate her entire life to the cause of her people. This
paper is a depiction of a woman’s quest for religion freedom, a forgotten story of
European Renaissance.
Her pseudonym was Beatriz de Luna, her true, albeit secret name was Grace
(Gracia) Nasi. Of old money and influential lineage, she was widowed at only twenty-six
years of age. Her husband, don Francisco Mendes was a very powerful man. He and his
brother Diogo, who lived in Anversa, dominated the Portuguese spice trade throughout
all of Europe. Just as her husband had, Grace belonged to a group known as the “new
Christians,” Jews who had undergone baptism in order to survive.
Grace was born in Portugal in 1510, her Castilian family having fled after the
Spanish royalty had expelled the Jews. However, Jews in Portugal were also denied the
right to practice their religion freely, so after years of favorable asylum, in 1497 they had
to get baptized. Grace’s family belonged to the first generation of “marranos” as they
came to call new converts. Also, her husband’s family, the Benvenistes, was forced to
convert and adopt the surname, Mendes.
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As was the case with many “marranos,” Grace, although proclaiming herself a
Christian and living as such, was secretly educated in Judaism, and probably considered
herself Jewish. Little is known with respect to Grace’s adolescence, other than that she
belonged to a high social class. Most likely she was beautiful, as was her niece whom we
later see represented in a painting by the Italian artist, Pastorini. Grace had a daughter to
whom she gave the Christian name Brianda, after her sister, and the Jewish name Regina.
Her sister Brianda marries Diogo Mendes, Francisco’s brother and had a daughter whom
she names, Beatrice/Grace.
In 1536 Francisco Mendes died and his business was relocated in Anversa, the
international center of the spice trade. Consequently, Grace had the opportunity to flee
Portugal, accompanied by her daughter, her nephew, Joao Miquez, her sister and many of
the servants with whom she arrived in Anversa. Leaving Portugal, however, proved to be
a difficult endeavor, given that the King wanted to arrange a marriage between Grace’s
daughter and a noble Portuguese Christian. Naturally, his purpose in such an
arrangement was that of ensuring that the Mendes’ wealth remained in Portugal.
When finally she managed to leave Portugal, she went to stay with her brother-inlaw, Diogo in Anversa. There Diogo controlled the flow of spices from the east.
Immediately after the arrival of the sisters, Diogo decided to marry the youngest of them
at Notre Dame Church.
In Anversa, the Mendeses and the other Jews in Spain and Portugal formed a
quite sizeable colony. Making use, most likely, of the income earned from their business,
it was that the Mendeses assisted many Jews in the transfer of their capital from Portugal
to more secure places. Moreover, it seems that, thanks to their very stable position,
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guaranteed by economic power and many connections, they also tried to influence the
destiny of their fellow Jews in Portugal, slowing down as much as possible the
introduction of the tribunal of the Holy Inquisition. For these reasons, as well as for
those of concurrence, Diogo Mendes was captured in Anversa in 1532, and incarcerated
two months later under penalty of a fine of 50,000 ducados.
The suspicion that Diogo took advantage of his connections to help those who
wanted to emigrate to Turkey passing through Italy—(in Milan there was an agent of the
Mendes house), caused the Spanish to open an investigation in Milan in 1540; one of
Diogo’s relatives was arrested and following several rounds of torture, the tribunal
obtained information about the Mendes’ activities. Although Diogo intended to leave
Anversa, he died before he was able. Grace and her sister permanently left the city at the
end of 1544.
Following her brother-in-law’s death, Grace named executor of the will inherited
half of the enterprise capital and came to be the administrator of the Mendes’ enormous
fortune. Grace ran the business with the help of some collaborators, among who was
Augustin Enriquez, from the Benveniste/Mendes family.
In the will, edited in Spanish, there was no mention of the daughter Brianda,
probably owed to her youth and inexperience in matters of finance. The enterprise now
run by Grace followed its activity producing a wealth that in many cases saved the
Mendes family from the worst adversities, but on other occasions it was the beginning of
serious problems. One example of the latter scenario occurred when Francisco of
Aragon, illegitimate descendent of the royal family and protected by the Emperor, Carlos
V, had cast his eyes upon Grace’s daughter as well as her economic fortune. To avoid
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such problems Grace decided to leave Anversa for Aquisgana, with the excuse of thermal
baths, for Lion, center of vacations and financial activities, and finally for Venice.
This was truly an escape, organized with the help of German merchants, new
converts in Lion, and of her nephew Joao Miquez. The Venetian government officials
placed themselves at the disposition of these rich and influential “marranos” even
maintaining an attitude of uncertainty toward the new Christians that had been admitted
to Venice during the first half of the 16th century. With “libero, amplo et securo” decree
of March 21, 1544, the Council of Ten conceded:

To Miss Beatriz de Luna and Miss Brianda de Luna, her sister to be able
to come and live in this our city of Venice with the faculties and family in
number from 25-30 in all. They are to be given the same license in so
ample form so as to be treated the same as the other inhabitants of our
city1.
Upon arriving in Venice the two sisters began to have economic conflicts of
interest. Brianda, in accord with her husband Diogo’s wishes, had been placed in a
subordinate position to that of her sister, Grace, who was also managing her niece’s
money until the latter reached legal age. Grace for her part did not want to stay in
Venice at the volition of Brianda. Hence their disputes carried them to the Venetian
authorities. Two court orders, one on September 15, 1547 and the other on December 15,
1548 mandated that Grace deposit ½ of the family’s monetary resources in the office of
Venice until Brianda’s daughter Beatrice reached legal age. Not only were the noble
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Venetians interested in the patrimony of the Mendeses, but so too was the sultan who had
given refuge to many in exile, who awaited the arrival of Grace. The latter expressed her
desire to move to his land. Thus, the Turkish authorities intervened supporting Grace and
almost causing an international crisis.
Feeling somewhat unsafe in Venice, Grace moved to Ferrara in the spring of 1550
to the court of Duke Hercules II. There, the Portuguese who had helped her escape from
Anversa were awaiting her arrival. Some of them were ready to go to Istanbul. The
Duke of the East had granted special privileges to the “marranos” of Spain and Portugal,
as can be read in a letter addressed to the Marquis Moreto dated May 28, 1538:
Ample facilities and full authority of being able to convene and to be
given all the privileges… of whatever nature they might be, they may
come and live and do business throughout my dominion, state and land.2
Also in 1541, Hercules II conceded a generous right of passage to
all the Hebrews living in the kingdom of Naples to move here and live and
conduct their business in our city of Ferrara: they can come here to every
pleasure and comfort. (Muzzarelli, 95)
Yet another right of entry was granted by Hercules II in 1550 in favor of those Spaniards
and Portuguese who moved to Ferrara to practice the arts and commerce in parity with
the citizens. Grace was granted a special right of passage authorizing her to
Come, stay, live, converse, hold temple at her leisure, do business and run
her business safely, openly, and without impediment… to live according
1

Muzzarelli, “Beatrice de Luna vedova Mendes, alias Donna Gracia Nasi: un’ebrea influente”, in
Rinascimento al femminile. Bari: Editori Laterza, 1991, p. 90 (Mine is the tranlsation)
2
Muzzarelli, 95. See also: A. Di Leoni, “Gli ebrei sefarditi a Ferrara da Ercole I a Ercole II, nuove ricerche
e interpretazioni,” in Rassegna mensile di Israel, 53 (1987), 407-46.
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to the establishments of Hebrew law, as is in accord with their soul,
although some time for respect, had admitted not to be Jews and used their
Christian name… (Muzzarelli, 95)
Beatrice could now again be Dona Grace and profess her faith freely. Finally she
had found in Ferrara a favorable environment inhabited by many other Jews.
Beatrice/Grace stayed in Ferrara for a few years, until 1552. Nevertheless, she did much
for the Jews who lived there. So that the “marranos” might return to the Hebrew religion
and culture, she financed the publication of the Bible and other liturgical works in the
Spanish language, to promote the re-education of Judaism. Ferrara was the center of the
editorial “marrano” production and dona Gracia, the heart and soul of this editing project.
She made good use of the service of a fellow Jew, Duarte Pinel, who much like herself
had been able to return to the practice of Judaism and to assume the name of Abraham
Usque in printing and disseminating works translated from Hebrew to Spanish. As such,
in 1552, the Book of Yearly Prayers was published. One year later the Bible in the
Spanish language came out, published in two editions, one for Christians, offered to the
Duke of Ferrara and the other for the Jews, dedicated to dona Grace herself, who had
most likely funded the edition. Also dedicated to her was another work, this one
published in Portuguese in 1553, The Trials and Tribulations of Israel, by Samuel Usque.
With this work the scholar intended to inform his fellow Jews that the trials that had so
long plagued the Jews were about to come to an end.
While Grace Nasi was dedicated to the spreading of the Hebrew culture, suddenly
her sister Brianda arrived with her daughter Beatrice to kneel at her sister’s feet and beg
forgiveness for the problems she had caused in Venice.
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The center that dona Grace had created served not only as a cultural center, but
also as a place of convalescence after the plague epidemic exploded in Ferrara in 1551.
The people blamed the Portuguese “marranos.” They were they ones— the citizens of
Ferrara insisted—who in transferring goods during long endless voyages through the
Alps—who had spread the horrible disease. In order to avoid a very violent reaction,
Hercules ordered the most recently arrived immigrants to leave the city temporarily.
Beatrice/Grace did not feel safe in Ferrara any longer and, in exchange for the
consensus to her definitive departure for Istanbul, along with her goods, she agreed to
leave 100,000 ducados for her niece in the office of the Venetian mint. The Venetian
senate was obligated to accept the compromise so as not to provoke a diplomatic incident
with the sultan. An embarkation, set up at night transported Grace Nasi from the lagoon
to the mouth of the Po River, where a carriage awaited her, to take her once again to
Ferrara. However, now she wanted to leave Italy altogether. John Peter Carafa, the
Cardinal who did not hesitate to declare his anti-Semitism publicly, pressured the papal
court into obtaining the severest of the tribunal judges to rule in the Inquisition. The
Jews were ordered to submit and burn their sacred texts, and above all the Talmud
accused of corrupting Christians and containing Blasphemy. Jewish literature was
undergoing serious and heavy censures. All the Jewish books were subject to the
evaluation of apostate Jews or truly converted “marranos.” Using a shredder of sorts and
erasable ink they made unrecognizable the pages of the imputed texts. Persecutions of
the people were also feared.
Only the lands of the sultan provided safe refuge. Joao Miquez had already
moved to Istanbul and even though he had not yet converted to Judaism, he had already
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adopted the pseudonym of Joseph Nasi. Through him, Grace deposited a great deal of
her goods in the stores that she built before in Bosforo.
In August of 1552, with a Turkish right of passage that guaranteed her journey,
Grace and her daughter permanently left Ferrara for Ancona with a following of thirty
maids and servants. The city was under the jurisdiction of the Pontiff state; however, in
order to maintain efficiently arrivals to such degree as to provide competition to Venice,
the pope had up until that time shown some level of tolerance toward the Jews,
Portuguese and “marrano” colony that controlled port trade almost entirely.
Setting sail from Ancona, in the spring of 1553, dona Grace Nasi arrived in
Ragusa aboard a sailboat belonging to the Mendes fleet. The governor paid great
homage. It was in effect, owed to her the prosperity of the small and independent
republic.
Grace Nasi stopped in Ragusa hoping that the snow upon the dangerous and
savage passages of Kosovo and Macedonia would melt, and she would arrive Salonica
before the summer burned Greece’s and rocky terrain.
Covered with minarets, bright from golden cupolas and luminous with palaces
constructed with stone, Salonica was a lighted cask. At the height of its commercial
potential, the city had in its interior an active and numerous populations of Jews from
France, Italy, Germany, Hungary, Calabria, and Sicily. They were artisans and fishers,
metal workers, who controlled commerce and industry. All the world’s Jews named
Salonica the new Jerusalem. The first synagogue had been open by Lisbon’s exiles. All
the doctors graduated from Salamanca; the philosophers had studied in Coimbra.
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Everyone spoke old Castillian in the written version defined as “ladino” and in the oral
version as Judaism.
The Spanish and Portuguese representatives of the community went to meet
Grace Nasi as if she were queen. None of them had forgotten the fact that they were
saved with the help of the Mendes. Finally Grace Nasi arrived to Istanbul one spring day
in 1553.
Istanbul
Istanbul became the Ottoman Capital on May 29, 1453 when the teenage sultan
Mehmed II conquered the city founded by Constantine over the old Byzantium, the
largest and most refined of Europe, immense treasure of statues and manuscripts of the
past and neuralgic point of Eastern Christianity. The only capital where all the languages
and religions of Europe were mixed, Istanbul was called Zarigrad, the “city of the
emperors,” of Serbs, Bulgarians, and Russians; Gosdantnubolis, “city of Constantine” by
the Armenians; Konstantinoupolis Nea Rome by the Greeks, for whom it was simply
Polis; and for being the residence of the sultan, in literary ottoman it was Dar-I Se’adet,
house of good fortune; also it was Islambol, “where Islam abounds”, and Asitaneh,
“house of the state” in Persian. But even before the conquest, in Turkish jargon it was
merely Istanbul, a corrupt form of the Greek expression, Eis tèn polin“to the city.” On
the coins and and on almost all the official ottoman documents it was Qostantiniyyeh.
Installed over the city overrun by invasion and torn apart by the plague, Mehemed
ordered that there be new laws and high luxurious palaces, public baths, taverns, markets
and stores. Imported by force with the end of repopulating the city, the Turks who fled to
the mountains at the time of the conquest, lived for a long time as slaves. Almost all the
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Jews of the Ottoman Empire, commonly called Surgunlu were forced to move, to work as
artisans and laborers and they could not quit without the permission of the authorities.
Invited with promises of freedom and of work for a price of a tax over people, and many
other tributes, the European Jews were able, on the contrary, to observe their religious
rites and laws. It was thought that the presence of foreign merchants contributed to
making Istanbul the greatest and most cosmopolitan city in the world.
Generous privileges regarding commerce were then granted to the immigrants
that could live in the capital and other Ottoman cities that remained under the jurisdiction
of their Ambassador. Venetian, Dutch, Austrian, Spanish and Polish coins began to
circulate. Words like “pogramo” “ghetto” and “inquisition” did not exist. A Rabbi who
lived in Istanbul wrote to the Jews and “marranos” obligating them to leave their
countries:
Here, in the land of the Turks we cannot complain. We possess great
fortunes; we have gold and silver. We are not oppressed to excess; our
commerce is free from impediments. The fruits of the land are rich,
everything is at a good price, and we all live in peace and freedom. Here
the Jew is not obligated to wear the yellow star as a sign of infamy, as it
happened for example in Germany, where wealth and great fortune are for
us a curse because the Jew always is the envy of the Christian, the latter of
whom invents every type of calumny toward us to steal our gold. Stand
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up, oh brothers, raise your sleeves, call on all your energy: and come to
us.3
For the Jews, the main advantage of Istanbul was its proximity to Palestine, hope
and extreme desire of all those exiled from the town of Israel. Also considerable was the
facility of insertion in work, even for the least cultured and the poorest, the freedom of
religion and tolerance. The rich had the chance to exploit their goods becoming even
richer. The poor found a dignified occupation. And they al lived without the nightmare
of aggression, accusation, of the Inquisition. Coming from Western Europe, the Jews and
the “marranos” came by the thousands to the city of the empire, where the weaving and
dying industries were introduced, and the techniques for the fusion of metals were
imported, for the fabrication of firearms, gunpowder, and mirrors. They imported an
editorial house to print precious books; they worked with marble and silk; they weighed
and carved gold. In a short time the old native communities who spoke Greek and prayed
according to the Byzantine rite were submerged in the wave if the immigrants. Not
including women and children, the Jews of Istanbul were 15, 035: almost double the
Christian population.
They went to live by the sea in the lower part of the city: many of them owned a
house, but nobody was allowed to buy land. They were authorized to travel and do
business wherever they wished. On ships or caravans they arrived to Turkey, Egypt,
Cairo, Alexandria, Babylonia, Russia, India, from where they imported jewels and
precious stones.

3

See also A. Galante, Histoire des Juifs d’Istanbul, Istanbul, 2 vols., 1941-42, p 159-60. (Mine is the
translation)
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Grace Nasi comes to power
Grace Nasi lived in a palace rented for the price of one ducado per month, in the
exclusive area of Pera, on the immense and lively trade port of Galata. Gracia presented
herself immediately as a pragmatic woman. She directed an enormous import export
business, buying every type of European material that she paid for with pepper, thick
wood and grain. Grace had in her hands the city’s most colossal business: to renovate
Istanbul, the provisions of wine and wood for construction and heat. In contrast to the
vast majority of Europeans, she was free to pass her confines and to enter the Muslim
city, to frequent the favorites of the harem, for whom she reserved the first selection of
jewels and precious gems. She visited 3188 stores in order to know with certitude what
were the markets demands and what was contrary to them.

Furthermore, she attended

the parties to which Soliman the Magnificent himself invited her. In her house Spanish
and Portuguese were spoken, but her correspondence was in Spanish, as were her books
and prayers.
Nonetheless, besides receiving princes, ambassadors, rabbis and Jewish students
from Christian countries, she also opened a dining room for 80 poor Jews who each day
were welcomed through an entrance way into the palace and where often she seated her
daughter, Regina so that she could listen to the stories of violence and insults inflicted on
the wandering people of Israel. She was very generous and as she knew that a great
number of captured Jews sold to the knights of Malta by the pirates who habitually
assaulted the Turkish merchant ships or looted the coasts, paid an enormous sum for their
freedom. When the plague broke out, along with very wealthy Jews, she financed
hospitals and provided the necessities of the survivors. And when finally she found out
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that the bones of her husband, don Francisco Mendes were buried at the foot of Mount
Olive in Jerusalem, she distributed in his memory a large sum of money to the poor of the
Sephardic community.
There were seventeen Hebrew neighborhoods in Istanbul and each one of them
was grouped around a synagogue by a chief rabbi, who depended on a major Rabbi, who
along with an advisor decided on a common political line. The main communities were
the Romanian, with many Byzantines, that of Cairo, a bit more liberal, Askenazite, with
many Germans and Hebrews from Central Europe, the Italian, and the Sephardic. In a
short time, the Sephardics had been taken over because the exiled Spaniards and
Portuguese were more numerous than the rest.
The Jews referred to Grace Nasi as “Ha Geveret”, the “dominatrix”, since she
constructed with her spices a synagogue that immediately became known as “our Lady.”
Along with the synagogue, dona Grace had opened and subsidized an academy of
Talmudic scholars called the “Spanish Exiles” whose first director was Joseph ibn Leb of
Monastir, considered one of the wisest rabbis of the period. Gracia Nasi spoke Hebrew,
Portuguese, Spanish, French, Italian, and Latin. She played numerous musical
instruments, she sang and very proudly taught her precious collection of Hebrew texts, on
exclusive paper, with elegant covers of red and blue leather, with golden characters that
she had bought from Venice. But when they left, according to the scholar Ferri, when
she was alone, the Portuguese requested that the young musicians play the romanceros,
the sad melodies that reminded her of exile and the flight of the Jews from the Iberian
peninsula.
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In the fall her nephew Joseph Nasi, also settled in Istanbul. He was a very
powerful man and in is precious palace he owned one of the richest libraries in the city.
Also Joseph proclaimed himself officially Jewish and as in a storybook wedding, married
his cousin Regina, Grace’s daughter.
In the spring of 1556, in Ancona, twenty-four marranos were condemned to burn
at the stake by order of Pope Paul IV, while the rest found refuge with the Duke of
Urbino.
This asylum of “marranos” was hosted b the Holy See and also the local population
considered it a disgrace to give lodging to the Jews for fear of a war with Turkey.
Dona Grace and her son-in-law worried about the realization of a boycott threatened by
the sultan. As a result, the authorities of Ancona had to address the Pope to invite him to
intervene with the purpose of plotting a crisis in the city’s port. For Ancona’s port and
for the city’s economy, a truly critical period began.
Joseph Nasi meanwhile had asked and obtained the protectorate of Tiberade.
Gracia Nasi was very moved: She had dreamed of making a small piece of free land,
where Jewish exiles arrived from all parts to live in peace. She had asked for the sultan’s
help, who had assigned seven towns around the old and destroyed city of Palestine.
Immediately they began work to improve Tiberade, rebuilding the walls, reconstructing
the houses and streets. Gracia sent letters to all the Jewish communities in the world in
which she invited the Jews to emigrate to Palestine. Grace’s dream had been realized: at
64 years of age, with her powerful son-in-law at the head of the Nasi family, with a land
for the Jews, now she could be at peace. It was now time to retreat, and one unknown
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day in 1569, the news spread that Gracia Nasi had died. It is known neither where nor
how she passed on. Her journey towards freedom had ended.
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A major approach to self-deception derives from the psychoanalytic tradition, in
which unconscious impulses and motivations can account for actions and even
thoughts that would seem alien to the person’s conscious sense of self. An
important contribution to this approach is Herbert Fingarette’s Self-Deception,
which argues, essentially, that self-deception is an inherent feature of mental life,
rooted in Freud’s fundamental principle of divisions within the psyche, and as
such cannot be avoided, but its effects can be minimized by a technique
Fingarette terms “spelling-out.” This involves the effort to make clear to
consciousness the totality of one’s intentions in any situation. Just as in Freudian
psychotherapy there can never, not even in theory, be a final “cure” of one’s
psychological afflictions, so with spelling-out there will be at most an asymptotic
approximation, never a final clarity, about the “truth” of one’s engagements.
Unlike psychotherapy, however, spelling-out is something everyone does all the
time because it is a necessary part of mental life to try to determine what one
really wants at any given time. Those who are more successful in spelling-out
will be less vulnerable to self-deception when they set goals and determine
courses of action because they are more aware of the full extent of their desires
and beliefs.1
Eyes Wide Shut (Stanley Kubrick, 1999) can be viewed as a film in which
the two main characters, Bill and Alice Harford (Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman),
struggle to resolve a crisis that erupts into their marriage, seemingly out of
nowhere, by challenging the sincerity of each other’s commitment, as both begin
to appreciate the high cost of disavowing those aspects of their selves, especially
their sexual selves, that would threaten that commitment. In view of its source, a
novel that appeared at the same time when and in the same place where Freud’s
esteem among artists and intellectuals was at its height, it is not surprising that
Eyes Wide Shut nicely coincides with Fingarette’s psychoanalytically based
description of and prescription for self-deception.
Yet the film also works well with an approach to self-deception that
proceeds from evolutionary psychology.2 In the wild our close relations among
the primates are known both to conceal food from their troop and to expose and
punish individuals who do so, behavior patterns that our branch of the family has
expanded, refined and endlessly replicated. One anthropologist, Leslie C. Aiello,
proposes that this is part of what has made us human, because our “increased
ability to communicate symbolically would be tied with the increased ability to
cheat. Higher level social intelligence . . . is without a doubt an ability to read and
manipulate others in order to protect one’s self against manipulators.”3 The
fourth star in the constellation of lying, self-deception and liar detection is
toleration, within limits, of deceptive activity. There always must be some
tolerance because there always will be some dishonesty, although the limits
obviously would vary with the circumstances.4 The higher intelligence our big
brains display in performing such work as deception, counter-deception and liar
detection is emotional as well as rational, owing to the affective component in
successful lying. This would be even truer of self-deception, which Daniel
Goldman suggests developed as an enhancement of deception, because the
most effective liars are those who believe their own lies.5
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The film itself alludes to a more controversial aspect of evolutionary
psychology: the differentiation of male and female sex drives. “Millions of years
of evolution, right?” Alice mocks Bill’s defensive explanation for his assuming her
faithfulness during the marijuana-fueled spat that precipitates the crisis. “Men
have to stick it in every place they can but for women it is just about security and
commitment.” Moments later she counters her husband’s assumptions about
women by revealing she had once felt an adulterous passion for a naval officer
she had briefly and merely glimpsed while she and Bill were on vacation, and yet
the passion was so overwhelming that to gratify it she would have given up her
“whole fucking future, everything . . . even if it was only for one night.” “And yet it
was weird,” she also recalls, “because at the same time” Bill was “dearer” to her
than ever and her love for him was “both tender and sad.”6 In effect, this is a
variation on the classic definition of self-deception as “lying to oneself,” which
entails the paradox of simultaneously believing something and believing its
opposite, formulated by Raphael Demos in 1960.7 The depth of her selfdeception becomes even clearer to her from the dream Bill awakes her from after
he returns from the orgy. In the dream as she describes it to him she makes love
not only to the naval officer but also to countless other men while Bill watches. “I
wanted to make fun of you,” she tells her husband, “to laugh in your face.”8 But
now she clearly sees that, as before, she simultaneously wants the opposite, to
dearly love Bill, which she demonstrates by weeping in his arms and
submissively stroking the side of his head. Significantly, on both occasions, the
recollection and the dream, Bill seems equally at a loss what to make of it.9
Alice, we might infer, would have no time for evolutionary psychology
because her personal experience with her own sexual longings, whether she acts
on them of not, refutes it.10 On the other hand, for the remainder of the film Bill
strives to prove at least the male side of the theory true from his own behavior,
but events conspire to thwart all his opportunities to stick it every place he can,
although his apparent relief on at least some of these occasions, most notably
with the prostitute Domino, may suggest that his illicit impulses, especially when
compared to Alice’s, are less than heartfelt. Perhaps it is this half-heartedness
on his part, much amplified by his tearful confession of his several adulterous
efforts to Alice after she has “unmasked” him, that apparently gives her the
power to nail down her refutation in the film’s enigmatic closing moments, in the
toy store, in which she refuses to let him describe the future course of their
relationship with the word “forever.” Her refusal, for me, is not so much a
reaction to his intended infidelities and consequent potential for repeating that
behavior, but has more to do with her recognition that “security and commitment,”
where he wishes to retreat, will never be enough for her. She has, once again,
and this time not while high on marijuana or disoriented by dreams but with clearheaded deliberation, succeeded in “spelling-out” her engagements. As before,
when she couldn’t take her mind off the naval officer even while Bill was “dearer”
than ever, so now she tells Bill “I do love you” . . . but ”let’s not use that word.“11
In other words, she is aware of the depths of her capacity for self-deception,
especially in a sexual context, and is comfortable with it.12
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Not so Bill, as his naïve “forever” suggests. Bill’s obtuseness is difficult to
account for, as is his motivation overall. His Schnitzler original, Fridolin, is
motivated solely by sexual jealousy and vengeance, but early in their
collaboration Raphael called to Kubrick’s attention the problem with using
“[u]nderlying assumptions” that “are dated” about “marriage, husbands and
wives, the nature of jealousy” in a modern setting. “Things have changed a lot
between men and women since Schnitzler’s time,” Raphael reports saying to
Kubrick, who replies “Have they? I don’t think they have,” to which Raphael
“(After thought)” agrees.13 But his agreement, I infer, pertains to the wider
question of whether something along the lines of “human nature” has changed,
rather than to the question of how to make an old story plausible now that
“underlying assumptions” have changed. Raphael was left with the problem of
making believable the motivation for Bill in the psychosexual odyssey through the
contemporary urban dreamscape that Kubrick was determined to create.
Raphael’s memoir of his experiences working with Kubrick, Eyes Wide
Open, centers on the relationship he developed with the director and how that
influenced the script they produced. He and Kubrick had three things in
common. Both were of Jewish ancestry but not particularly religious or fixated on
that aspect of their identities. Both were American expatriates long resident in
Europe. Both had worked in the film industry with distinction, much more of
course on Kubrick’s part although Raphael won an Oscar for one of his scripts.
Raphael recognizes and accepts his subaltern position to the film auteur, but on
several occasions he points that in his other career as a novelist he has at least
as much artistic control. In short, he sees himself as Kubrick’s equal in an
unequal relationship, not unlike a wife to a husband in (supposedly) dated
assumptions about marriage, husbands and wives. He plays on this throughout
his memoir. Returning from one of his meetings with Kubrick, his wife asks “So
how was he?” and Raphael replies:
How was he? How was I? Sounds like a sexual question. And in a
metaphorical way it is. Don’t tell anybody, but from going to see Kubrick,
a screenwriter can get a better impression of how it feels to be a woman
than from reading Fanny Hill. You don’t know exactly what he wants, but
you know he wants he doesn’t know what and hopes you can supply it.
He has virtually no ideas at all.14
This “metaphor” is elaborated on in many ways, perhaps most revealingly when,
twice, Raphael evokes the “myth” of Bluebeard, who “wants to see his wife go
into the room to which he has forbidden her entry. That is what he married her
for.”15 I feel the metaphor suggests that Raphael found a way of meeting
Kubrick’s needs without compelling him to see how, because if Kubrick had seen
it—or perhaps if he had to acknowledge seeing it—he could not have used it.
Their Jewishness was another shared trait that affected their collaboration,
and Raphael refers to it frequently. On one occasion, he reports that he “pointed
out to Stanley how thoroughly Schnitzler’s story was impregnated with
Jewishness.” He offers several examples, such as the “students who bump into
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Fridolin as he walks the streets [and] insult and alarm him (and are, in fact, based
on anti-Semitic fraternities of the period).” Because of the parentheses, it is
unclear whether he conveyed to Kubrick this anti-Semitic dimension of the
incident. But he did express his opinion that “[t]ransferring the story to New York
seemed to me to offer an opportunity for keeping the Jewish aspect of the story,
however it might be modernized”; however, Kubrick was “firmly opposed to this;
he wanted Fridolin to be a Harrison Fordish goy and forbade any reference to
Jews.”16 This would seem to have shut down a way that Raphael could have
solved his problem of building into the character’s profile something about
himself he had great difficulty coming to terms with. He needed to find
something to replace it: a metaphor for it, like the husband/wife metaphor of his
relation to Kubrick. I think he found it in what might best be called gender
anxiety.
An obvious—too obvious—solution would have been to make Bill a
repressed homosexual. Raphael seems to have floated this by Kubrick on at
least one occasion. Kubrick sent him “a batch of Helmut Newton’s erotic
photographs in order, I suppose, to prime my imagination,” including “many [that]
featured women fondling other women.” The pictures primed Raphael’s
imagination to write into “one of the scenes between Alice and Bill” her asking
him “if he had ever imagined her being a boy,” which Kubrick “rejected . . . with
something like disgust.”17 Yet I believe Raphael subtly retained doubts about his
(Bill’s) masculinity as a key to Bill’s inability to arrive at an acceptance of the
contradictions in his own sexuality, in contrast to Alice’s painful but comparatively
successful self-examination, or spelling out.
What I believe Raphael arrived at, and succeeded in slipping past Kubrick
(whether knowingly or unknowingly on Kubrick’s part), was a metaphor that was
neither repressed homosexuality nor repressed Jewishness. It was rather
neither and it was both. It occupied the same psychic space as Alice’s
faithfulness/sluttishness dichotomy, but since it was a metaphor and only a
metaphor, it could never be depicted in such a way that it could be brought to
consciousness as with Alice. Metaphors cannot be brought to consciousness
because as metaphors their meaning resides by definition on the borderline
between consciousness and unconsciousness. But metaphors can be extended
indefinitely and infinitely transformed, and so in Bill’s odyssey we have: the gaybashing taunts of the street thugs (replacing Schnitzler’s anti-Semitic taunts),18
Bill’s serial failures to consummate extramarital sex with anyone, the gaydar he
sets off for the desk clerk at Nightingale’s hotel,19 and perhaps most revealingly
Bill’s relationship with Ziegler, particularly in their final scene together:
F.R: To put it bluntly, I see it as a kind of love scene. . . . [i]n the sense
that there’s a kind of Oedipal thing going on between Ziegler and Bill.
Ziegler is the demanding, protective, castrating father.
S.K: Would you do it again?20
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Regardless of what Raphael may have done again, the “love scene” with the
“kind of Oedipal thing” between Bill and Victor Ziegler (Sydney Pollack) could not
be much plainer in the screen performances and is only slightly less so in the
dialog. And Raphael comes close to implying that it is his single most significant
contribution to the film.
The Ziegler character’s genesis was in what Raphael says is “the only
idea which came out of our [i.e., his and Kubrick’s] first conversation [which] was
that there should be an incident at the party . . . which would require [Bill] to
display his medical skill on a female guest with whom his host (and patron) was
having a clandestine erotic encounter.”21 But it was Raphael who, even though
he only “could persist, but never insist” while Kubrick “jeered at my appetite for
plotted neatness,” succeeded in having the “patron” and the “female guest” both
brought back in the film’s third act and given pivotal roles in the denouement.22
The girl, Mandy (Julienne Davis), either in reality or as what Ziegler describes as
“fake,” a “charade,”23 sacrifices herself for Bill. And in consequence of Bill’s
having fatuously gone “way out of your depth for the last twenty-four hours,”
Ziegler, along with his party guests/fellow orgy goers, has had him followed, his
friend beaten, his family threatened, and perhaps worse, in order “to scare the
living shit out of you,” of course “for your own good, believe me.”24
The final scenes—Bill’s abject confession to Alice when he sees that she,
too, is wise to his deception, and his plea to her for a return to security and
commitment “forever”—show that Bill intends never to go out of his depth again.
But it also shows that neither will he ever go into the depths of his own emotions,
as has his wife. Whatever the self-deceptions lurking there, his eyes will always
remain wide shut to them. As to Alice, her expressed disdain for evolutionary
psychology (or at least for a popularized version of it) is arguably contradicted by
her actions in taking Bill back. After all, she retains her fantasies, along with
security and commitment, perhaps not forever, but surely as long as she feels
she needs them, or wishes to have them.
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Daniel Goldman, Vital Lies, Simple Truths: The Psychology of Self-Deception
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Atlantic Monthly 283.2 (February 1999), p. 75.
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screenplay, the title was entirely Kubrick’s. Frederic Raphael, Eyes Wide Open:
A Memoir of Stanley Kubrick (New York: Ballantine Books, 1999), p.162
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EWS, p. 67.
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The directions in the script adequately convey and come close to interpreting
what is on the screen. After hearing the naval officer story Bill is described as so
“stunned” that “it is some time before he can respond to the repeated ringing of
the telephone.” And when Alice “weeps and caresses Bill” after recounting the
dream, he is described as “perplexed” and “not knowing what to feel about what
she has told him.” EWS, pp. 30, 67.
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It is interesting that the aging Hungarian roué, Sandor Szavost (Sky Dumont),
who is unnamed and only briefly mentioned in Schnitzler, would agree with
Alice’s position. The reason “women used to get married,” he tells her at
Ziegler’s party in the course of his smarmy seduction attempt, was because it
“was the only way they could lose their virginity and be free to do what they
wanted with other men . . . the ones they really wanted.” This presumed myth
counters Bill’s evolutionary psychology explanation for male promiscuity with
another “just so” story that offers a cultural explanation for why women appeared
willing to put up with it. EWS, p. 15. Emphasis and ellipsis in original. Cf. Arthur
Schnitzler, Dream Story [1926], translated by J. M. Q. Davies, in EWS, p. 116.
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The dialogue in this scene is nearly identical to Schnitzler’s except for the
words “I do love you,” which Albertine neither says nor does the narrator tell us
she thinks (as the narrator tells us Fridolin had “wanted to add: for ever” but was
stopped by Albertine). Emphasizing the explicitness of the contradiction a
second time suggests that it was more central to Kubrick/Raphael’s conception of
the character than to Schnitzler’s. EWS, pp.97-98; Schnitzler, p. 186.
12

The psychological sophistication of Kubrick’s films is often remarked, but a
specific interest on his part in the psychology of self-deception is perhaps
suggested in this comment from a 1980 interview: “I think we tend to be
hypocritical about ourselves. We find it very easy not to see our own faults, and I
don’t just mean minor faults. I suspect there have been very few people who
have done serious wrong who have not rationalized away what they’ve done,
shifting the blame to those they have injured. We are capapble of the greatest
good and the greatest evil, and the problem is that we often can’t distinguish
between them when it suits our purpose.” Michael Ciment, Kubrick: The
Definitive Edition, translated by Gilbert Adair, additional material translated by
Robert Bononno (New York: Faber and Faber, 2001), p. 193.
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Raphael, p. 58. Emphasis in original.
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Raphael, p. 59. Coincidentally, Harrison Ford’s mother was Jewish.
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Raphael, p. 111.
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Raphael said in an interview: “And the group of young students he meets on
the street, who taunt him about being gay, is, in my opinion, a perfectly viable
transposition of the anti-Semitic insults they use in Schnitzler. I prefer the word
‘translation’ to ‘adaptation.’” Ciment, p. 270.
19

Thomas Allen Nelson also notes the film’s “interest in Bill’s sexual duality” and
also agrees with me that, nonetheless, “the film does not seem particularly
interested in developing the ‘bisexual’ possibilities (Bill as ‘switch-hitter’) of Bill’s
character.” But instead of the metaphorical use I claim is the purpose of these
intimations, Nelson sees this as a continuation of what he believes is “Kubrick’s
exploration of the Jungian struggle between animus (male) and anima (female)”
in previous Kubrick films. Of course, we could be both be right. Thomas Allen
Nelson, Kubrick: Inside a Film Artist’s Maze, New and Expanded Edition
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000), pp. 286-287.
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Raphael, p. 165.
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Raphael, pp. 34-35.
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Raphael, pp. 119-20. It was also Raphael who named the character “in
unaffectionate memory of ‘Ziggy,’ a garrulous [and Jewish?] agent who once
represented me in California” (p. 119).
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Colorado Music Educators Hearing Threshold Testing Project
Need for the Project:
•

Premise One:

Awareness is needed to bring about dialogue followed by action concerning the issue of
Noise--Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) and hearing protection in music rehearsal settings.

Noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL), a permanent loss of some degree of hearing due to exposure to
substantially high sound pressure levels over prolonged periods of time, is one of the least publicized and most
misunderstood problems musicians face in the twenty-first century. The Occupational Safety & Health
Administration (OSHA) has established extensive regulations and standards for work-place safety, which include
safe sound pressure levels for the workplace with an emphasis on the industrial workplace (1983). Henoch and
Chesky (1999) suggested that, unlike industrial workers, musicians are not traditionally considered as a high-risk
group for NIHL and therefore do not benefit from OSHA regulations for sound pressure level exposure.
Consequently, concerns about potential hearing loss as related to conducting, playing or singing appears to have
been largely ignored by most collegiate and public school music programs.

•

Premise Two:

High sound pressure exposure levels are potentially present in all rehearsal facilities in
public schools and colleges throughout the United States.

Chesky and Henoch (2000) further suggested that some musicians might actually be more “at risk” than
industrial workers due to high sound pressure levels experienced over prolonged periods of time in rehearsal and
performance settings. They focused on the area of jazz education and the potential for high sound pressure levels in
the college jazz ensemble rehearsal. Sound pressure level measurements were gathered from rehearsals of the
University of North Texas jazz ensembles. The string bass, percussion, trumpet, trombone and alto saxophone
players each wore data-gathering personal dosimeters. Measurements gathered were compared to the risk criteria
standards set by OSHA in 1983. Chesky and Henoch (2000) reported:
Findings indicated that when equivalent measures were derived for three hours of exposure, allowable
exposure limits were exceeded for ten of fifteen measures obtained. The lead musicians within the
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ensembles appeared to be at the highest risk for hearing loss. The findings lend further support for the
inclusion of musicians in an occupational noise standard. (p.17)
More specifically, the average sound pressure levels (Lavg) measured in the lead saxophone and lead trombone
players were the highest: "The equivalent dose (of sound) for an eight hour period for this musician (the lead alto
sax player) exceeded 400%" (p. 20).

•

Premise Three: It appears that many musicians experience elevated sound pressure levels during
rehearsal settings.
Dr. Robert T. Sataloff, a medical authority on hearing loss, holds both an M.D. in Otolaryngology and a

Doctorate of Musical Arts. Sataloff (1997) states:
Elevated high-frequency thresholds [a result of hearing loss] may lead to excessively loud playing at higher
pitches, and to artistically unacceptable performance, which may end the career of a violinist or conductor,
for example. Consequently, it is extremely important for the musicians to be protected from hearing loss.
However, the musical performance environment poses not only critical hearing demands, but also noise
hazards. Review of the literature reveals convincing evidence that music-induced hearing loss occurs, but
there is a clear need for additional research to clarify incidence, predisposing factors, and methods of
prevention. (p. 55)
Sataloff further cites research indicating an increased incidence of high-frequency sensorineural hearing
loss among professional orchestra musicians compared with the general public. These research reports indicated
that sound levels within orchestras typically measured between 83 dB(A) and 112 dB(A). He states that musicians
may be more susceptible to hearing loss due to the large amounts of time spent practicing their individual
instruments. He emphasizes that the "amount of hearing loss is related to the intensity of the noise, duration and
intermittency of exposure, total exposure over months and years and other factors" (p. 55).
Folprechtova and Miksovska (1978) measured sound pressure levels of selected orchestral musical
instruments as experienced by the individual musician. The selected instruments and their dB(A) levels are
described in the following chart:
Violin
Bass
Flute
French Horn
Trombone

84-103 dB(A)
75-83 "
85-111 "
90-106 "
85-114 "

Cello
Piccolo 95-112
Clarinet
Oboe
Xylophone

84-92 dB(A)
"
92-103 "
80-94 "
90-92 " (pp.1-2)
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Sataloff also remarked that the noise levels in the choral environments are also high, but these settings have
yet to be adequately studied. He recommended that choral performers should be aware of the potential risks
involved in their musical performance venues and be careful to avoid excessive exposure.
Harding and Owens (2003) compared the OSHA Hearing Conservation Standards for duration of exposure
to noise levels to the Hearing Conservation Standards set forth by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health and the American Council of Governmental and Industrial Hygienist ( NIOSH and ACGIH) and found that
the OHSA standards are more permissive concerning allowable sound level exposure parameters than those set
forth by the NIOSH and ACGIH. Permissible standards for these three groups are as follows:

Table 1:

Noise Duration and Sound Level Duration of Exposure (hrs/day)
Hours/Day
16
8
4
2
1

½
¼
1/8

***

ACGIH (dB)
82
85
88
91
94
97
100
103
**

NIOSH (dB)
82
85
88
91
94
97
100
103

OSHA (dB)
85
90
95
100
105
110
115*
-----

Source: CME Medical Education Models, 2001
www.kyent.com/noise_trauma.htm
*No exposure to continuous or intermittent noise in excess of 115 dB(A).
** Exposure to impulsive or impact noise should not exceed 140 db peak sound pressure level.
***No exposure to continuous, intermittent, or impact noise in excess of a peak C-weighted level of 140 dB.

Findings from the cited studies along with an understanding of the more stringent Hearing Conservation
Standards set forth by the NIOSH and ACGIH, caused concern about what may be happening to the hearing of
music educators in the state of Colorado.
•

Premise Four:

lt appears that music educators may be at an even higher risk of NIHL
than their student musicians due to exposure to excessive sound pressure levels over
extended periods of time.

Music educators spend the majority of their teaching time at the front of their musical ensembles each day as
they rehearse. Depending upon the size and type of the ensemble and the music being rehearsed (ensembles may
range from 20 to 250+ musicians and some music may be extremely loud) a conductor may be exposed to high
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sound pressure levels. Considering that the majority of the sound produced by the musicians is specifically directed
toward the conductor (brasses, woodwinds, strings and some percussion), it may be that sound pressure levels
directed toward the conductor may even exceed those received by individual musicians (as reported in the Chesky
and Henoch (2000) study above). To compound the problem music educators normally rehearse more than one
ensemble daily, and many college and public school teachers conduct as many as five and six ensembles on a daily
basis. Their long-term exposure level would be even higher.

•

Premise Five:

There are few research studies directly related to the measurement of sound pressure
levels experienced by music educators in rehearsal settings.

Unfortunately, there have been few research studies conducted directly related to sound pressure levels
experienced by music educators in music rehearsal settings. Millin (1985, 1987) suggested that hearing loss
research conducted with symphony musicians may not be generalized to music educators due to differences in the
sound environments experienced by each. He found that a typical high school band rehearsal produced sound levels
(7-12 dB higher than a symphony orchestra) above those legally permitted in industry without requiring ear
protection. He also reported that the dynamic range of the bands were less (average of 3 db) than that of the
orchestras (average of 13 dB) resulting in longer exposures to louder sounds.
Harding and Owens (2003) found that sound pressure levels in collegiate rehearsals exceeded the ACGIH
and NIOSH standards in four out of five rehearsal settings with two conductors (jazz band conductors in particular)
receiving a projected 8-hour dose of 1174% of maximum allowed. Mean sound pressure levels (dBA) in the jazz
band rehearsals and in choir rehearsals ranged from 94 dBA to 96 dBA.
Owens (2003) found similar problems in high school band rehearsals in ten Colorado cities.
Cutietta, Millin and Royse (1989) studied hearing loss among high school band directors, and Cutietta,
Klich, Royse and Rainbolt (1994) focused their studies on the measurement of hearing loss among individual music
educators (choral, elementary and instrumental). Cutietta, Millin and Royse’s results indicated that 41% of high
school band directors sampled (N=32) exhibited signs of noise-induced hearing loss (their subjects ranged in age
from 21-49). Cutietta, Klich, Royse and Rainbolt (1994) administered hearing tests to K-12 music educators
[n=104} using equipment and facilities meeting all standards for audiometric testing (ANSI, 1989). Although they
did not measure sound pressure levels in individual rehearsal settings, their findings on hearing loss were very
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important. They discovered, for their population, that there was enough evidence to "suggest an acceleration of the
natural age-related [hearing] loss process due to exposure to excessive sound levels." p. 322. They also determined
that high school band directors were more at risk than choral and elementary music teachers.
Audiograms which evidence signs of noise-induced hearing loss have a characteristic audiometric “notch”
in its contour revealing reduced hearing acuity usually within the frequency range of 2000 Hz up to 6000 Hz.
Normal age-related hearing loss (presbycusis) has a characteristic contour as well but which is different from the
NIHL “notch”. The characteristic of the “notch” is evidenced by an upturn of the hearing ability (10 dB or better)
after the lowest contour is reached. With presbycusis, there is a continual decline in hearing ability with little-to-no
upturn (usually 5 dB or less).

Figure 1 presents both types of hearing loss contours for comparison.

Both types of hearing loss are of great importance to musicians, yet one is preventable - the noise-induced
hearing loss. It is critical for music educators to have threshold hearing tests to determine if they are at risk for early
onset of hearing loss due to over exposure to high sound pressure levels in their music rehearsals.
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Until now, there have been no studies focused on the measurement of audiometric thresholds of music
educators in Colorado’s public and private schools. It is possible that many of Colorado’s music educators may
already exhibit the characteristic “notch” symptomatic of noise (or music)-induced hearing loss, and yet they may
be totally unaware of their condition. If they were to continue their daily music teaching routines without this
understanding and without taking precautions to protect themselves from excessive sound pressure level exposures,
they would become more susceptible to early onset of hearing loss. Colorado music educators need to be made
aware of the potential for noise (or music) induced hearing loss as a result of their professional work. They also
need to be made aware of the need for personal regular audiometric threshold testing.
In this light of the above premises, the researchers in this study identified the following questions with which
to frame the parameters of this study:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would audiometric hearing threshold test results of volunteer music educators reveal “notches”
characteristic of NIHL?
Would audiometric hearing threshold test results reveal the presence of presbycusis in certain subjects?
Would there be a relationship between age and audiometric findings?
Would there be an observed relationship between length of teaching service and any observed “notches”?
Would there be an observed relationship between subjects’ areas of music teaching and observed “notches”
(e.g. band teaching [marching, concert and jazz bands], orchestra teaching, choir teaching, elementary
general music teaching, and studio teaching)?
Would there be an observed relationship between gender and observed “notches”?

Based upon these questions, specific research questions were developed as follows:
RQ1

Do audiometric thresholds of volunteer music educators reveal audiometric “notches”
characteristic of NIHL between test frequencies of 1,000 Hz and 8,000 Hz (octaves 1-8)?

RQ2

Do audiometric threshold test results reveal the presence of presbycusis rather than NIHL in
certain subjects?

RQ3

Do audiometric threshold test results reveal the presence of presbycusis rather than NIHL in
certain subjects?

RQ4

Is there a relationship between length of teaching service and any observed “notches”?

RQ5

Is there a relationship between subjects’ areas of music teaching and observed “notches” (e.g.
marching band, concert band, jazz band, orchestra, choir, elementary general music, studio
teaching)?

RQ6

Is there a relationship between gender and observed “notches”?
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Methods:
This was a collaborative project between the University of Northern Colorado’s Department of
Communication Disorders and the Music Education Department. Jenny Weber, Clinical Coordinator of
Audiological Services, Kathy Fahey, Chair of Communication Disorders, Dr. Douglas Owens, a recent DA
Graduate in Music Education, and myself, Chair of Music Education, worked together to accomplish this research
project. Our plan was to provide hearing threshold tests to volunteer Colorado music educators during the Colorado
Music Educators Association Annual Clinic and Conference at the Broadmoor Hotel in Colorado Springs from Jan
23-25, 2003. In order to conduct this research we received a grant from the UNC Sponsored Activities and
Research Council to bring the UNC Speech and Audiology Clinic Mobile Screening Unit to the 2003 Colorado
Music Educators State Conference at the Broadmoor Hotel in Colorado Spring, Colorado. A random sampling of
the music educator population in the state of Colorado would have been a near impossible task, so the researchers
chose to work with a convenient sampling based on subjects’ volunteering for the project.
Music educators attending the CMEA conference were invited to have their hearing tested at no cost to
then at the UNC Speech and Audiology Clinic Mobile Screening Unit. Our goal was to have at least fifty
participants volunteer for this study out of the more than 1,300 music educators in attendance at the 2003 state
conference. We actually had fifty-three (53) participants who volunteered to be subjects in this study.
All subjects were asked to sign a consent form as well as complete a brief case history questionnaire to
gather certain demographic information such as age, gender, type of music teaching, number of years in teaching
service, and the types of noise they normally encounter at both school and home.
Using standardized audiometric procedures, pure tones were produced by a clinical audiometer and
presented to the subjects via air conduction with standard earphones in one of two sound proof audiometric testing
booths contained within the UNC Speech and Audiology Clinic Mobile Screening Unit . All test results were
recorded on standard audiogram forms outlining the subject’s hearing threshold at various octaves and half-octaves
between the test frequencies of 1,000 Hz and 8,000 Hz. Each subject was provided with a copy of their audiogram
and an explanation of the significance of the results. Additionally, each subject was provided with an information
packet pertaining to hearing protection and hearing protective custom ear molds for use in music rehearsal settings.
All subjects had the opportunity to have their ears fitted for hearing protective custom ear molds and filters in the
same mobile unit if they so desired.
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Results:
Subjects volunteering for this study ranged in age from 18 to 74, four of whom were pre-service music
educators, and three of whom were retired music educators. Although the four pre-service music educators cannot
be considered professional music educators yet, they are in public school music classrooms at least three days per
week completing a total of 800 hours of clinical work required by the state of Colorado as part of their
undergraduate degree in music education. Descriptive statistics of the sample are as follows:
Age Groupings:

18-19 (N=1)
20-29 (N=4)
30-39 (N=7)
40-49 (N=17)
50-59 (N=17)
60-69 (N=4)
70-79 (N=3)

Gender Grouping:

Female (N= 20) and Male (N= 33).

Instrument Specializations:

Brasses (N=19), Woodwinds (N=6), Percussion (N=4), Strings (N= 2),
Piano (N=9), Voice (N= 10), Soundboard Operator (N=1), and No
Instrument Identified (N=2).

Music Teaching Areas:

Bands (N=32), Choirs (N=8), Orchestra (N=3), General Music (N=6),
Studio (N=2), and Non-teaching (N=2).

Results of the audiometric tests for the full sample were quite surprising. Sixty-eight percent of subjects
(N= 36) were found to have the audiometric “notch” indicating the presence of noise-induced hearing loss in either
one or both ears. Twenty-four percent (N=13) subjects were found to have age-related hearing loss (presbycusis)
in both ears, and four percent (N=2) were found to have presbycusis in one ear. Four percent (N=2) exhibited no
signs of hearing loss or only slight losses (5 dB or less). A surprising finding concerning those subjects with
presbycusis was that that eleven of the subjects with hearing loss associated with aging were under the age of sixty
and six were under the age of fifty. This would seem to indicate that noise-induced hearing loss had occurred
earlier in their teaching careers, perhaps in their twenties or thirties. See Table 2:
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Table 2:

Full Sample Hearing Conditions Results

Hearing Condition

Number

Percentage

NIHL Notch in Both Ears

14

26%

NIHL Notch in One Ear

22

42%

Presbycusis in Both Ears

13

24%

Presbycusis in One Ear

2

4%

Slight Loss to Normal Hearing

2

4%

Total:

53

100%

An alarming discovery found that 11 out of the 12 subjects under the age of forty exhibited the NIHL
“notch” in either one or both ears. This would seem to indicate that hearing damage for this population occurred at
ages younger ages than typical. Another alarming discovery is the very high percentage of subjects exhibiting
presbycusis in one or both ears (28% of the sample). This is considerably higher than the 14% found by Cutietta,
Klich, Royse and Rainbolt (1994) in their study of subjects in the Midwestern United States. Perhaps the Colorado
music educators in this sample are exhibiting accelerated hearing losses due to excessive sound pressure levels in
their rehearsal settings and/or in their activities outside the music classrooms.
Table 3 describes the various hearing conditions discovered in this sample grouped by years of age. It is
also divided according to gender. Here one can see that by the time subjects reached the 40’s age group,
presbycusis has begun to show more prominently. Thirteen subjects who displayed the “notch” in only one ear also
displayed presbycusis in the other ear. One subject with presbycusis in one ear had only a slight hearing loss in the
other. Eight subjects who exhibited the “notch” in only one ear exhibited either normal hearing or a slight hearing
loss of less that five dB in the other ear.
Table 4 displays a gender specific breakdown of hearing conditions. Here it is revealed that a far greater
percentage of males than female exhibited the NIHL “notch”. Seventy-six percent (76%) of the males as opposed
to fifty-five percent (55%) of the females exhibited the NIHL “notch” in one or both ears. Interestingly, the
incidence of presbycusis in one or both ears is almost equal.
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Table 3 :

Age Groups

18-19 years of
age
N= 1
20-29 years of
age
N= 4
30-39 years of
age
N= 7
40-49 years of
age
N= 17
50-59 years of
age
N= 17
60-69 years of
age
N= 4
70-79 years of
age
N= 3

Hearing Conditions by Age and Gender

NIHL
Notch in
Both
Ears

NIHL
Notch in
One Ear

Presbycusis in
Both
Ears

Presbycusis in
One Ear

Slight
Loss to
Normal
Hearing

M

M

M

M

M

F

F

F

F

F

1
2
2

1
1

5
3

1

3

1

5

2

3

3

1
1

1

1

3
3

3

2

1

1

1
1

1

A box and whisker plot displaying differences between age groups and the amount of hearing loss in
decibels is quite revealing. In Figure 2, it is quite apparent that the older age groups exhibit a progressively greater
loss of hearing acuity. See Figure 2:
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Figure 2:

Plot of Age Groups by Loss of Decibels in Hearing Acuity
Only includes those with the NIHL “notch” (N=36)

Table 4: Hearing Conditions by Gender
Gender

NIHL
Notch in
Both Ears

NIHL
Notch in
One Ear

Presbycusis in
Both Ears

Presby
-cusis
in One
Ear

Slight Loss
to Normal
Hearing

Female
N=20

2
(10%)

9
(45%)

7
(35%)

1
(5%)

1
(5%)

Male
N= 33

12
(36.4%)

13
(39.4%)

6
(18.2%)

1
(3%)

1
(3%)

A box and whisker plot (Figure 3) was generated for only those subjects found to have the NIHL “notch”
(N=36). This plot displays the differences in gender along with the amount of decrease in decibels for the
“notches”. One can visually see that Gender Group 2 (males) exhibit considerably greater losses in decibels than
Gender Group 1 (females) in not only the range, but also the mean and median.
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Figure 3: Gender Differences Displaying Decrease in dB

These considerable differences may be explained, in part, by an examination of instrumental specialties and
teaching specialties. Table 5 displays Hearing Conditions by Instrument Specialties:
Table 5:

Hearing Conditions by Instrument/Voice Specialization Total N= 53

Instrument or
Voice
Specialization

NIHL
Notch in
Both Ears

NIHL
Notch in
One Ear

Presbycusis in
Both Ears

Presbycusis in
One Ear

Slight Loss
to Normal
Hearing

Brass
N= 19

6 (32%)

7 (37%)

3 (16%)

2 (10%)

1 (5%)

Percussion
N= 4

2 (50%)

2 (50%)

Woodwinds
N= 6

2 (33%)

3 (50%)

Strings
N= 2

1 (17%)

2 (100%)

Voice
N= 10

3 (30%)

5 (50%)

2 (20%)

Piano
N= 9

1 (10%)

2 (22%)

6 (68%)

Soundboard
Operator
N= 1

1 (100%)

No Instrument
Identified
N= 2
14
Total:

53

1 (50%)

1(50%)

22

13

2

2
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In Table 5 one finds that by far the majority of subjects were brass specialists (N=19), and 69% of the brass
players exhibited the NIHL “notch” in either one or both ears. Brass instruments can be played with high decibel
levels. Interestingly, of the nineteen (19) brass player, seventeen (17) of them are males. This may help explain, in
part, some of the observed gender differences in Figure 2.
However, if one examines the woodwind area, you will find that 83% of the woodwind players exhibit the
NIHL “notch”. The two woodwind players who have the “notch” in both ears are both saxophone players and both
males (the sax is another high volume instrument). The three woodwind instruments exhibiting the “notch” in only
one ear are a sax (female), a bassoon (male) and a flute (female). The second flute player (female) exhibits only a
slight loss to normal hearing.
In the voice specialty area, eight subjects (80%) exhibit the NIHL “notch” in one or both ears. One would not
think that the voice could generate as much volume as say a brass or a saxophone player. However, a strong voice
can generate very high sound pressure levels – especially the soprano and the tenor voices. Of the three subjects
with the “notch” in both ears, one is a soprano, one is a tenor, and one is a baritone/bass. Of the five subjects with
the “notch” in one ear, three are sopranos, and two are baritone/basses.
In the percussion specialty area (N=4), two subjects exhibited the “notch” in both ears and the other two
subjects exhibited the “notch” in only one ear with only slight losses in the other ear.
Subjects in the string specialty area (N=2) both exhibit the NIHL “notch” in only one ear. One subject is a
violinist and has presbycusis in the left ear and the notch in the right ear. The other is a bassist and has the notch in
the left ear and only a slight loss in the right ear. In these instances one might suspect that the nearness of the left
ear to each instrument has impacted the hearing in the left ears of these subjects.
In the piano area (N=9), 68% exhibited presbycusis in both ears, while only one exhibited the “notch” in both
ears. Two subjects exhibited the notch in one ear only with one of those exhibiting presbycusis in the other ear and
the other exhibiting only a slight loss in the other ear. The piano area has a considerably higher percentage (68%)
of subjects with presbycusis than the areas of brass, percussion, woodwind, strings, and voice.
Table 6 displays findings concerning teaching specialties and hearing conditions. The six teaching
specialties are bands (jazz, concert and marching), choirs, orchestras, general music classrooms, studio teaching,
and non-teaching. As one can readily see, the largest number of subjects (N=32) were band teachers. Band
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teaching made up 60% of the entire sample population. Other teaching areas coming in at considerable distance
from the band area are: a. choirs (N=8), b. general music (N=6), c. orchestras (N=3), d. studio (N=2), and e.
non-teaching (N=2). See Table 6:
Table 6:

Hearing Conditions by Teaching Speciality

Teaching
Specialty

NIHL
Notch in
Both Ears

NIHL
Notch in
One Ear

Presbycusis in
Both Ears

Presbycusis in
One Ear

Band and
Jazz Band
N= 32

11 (34%)

14 (44%)

5 (16%)

2 (6%)

Choir
N= 8

2 (25%)

2 (25%)

3 (38%)

Orchestra
N= 3
General
Music
N= 6

2 (67%)

1 (17%)

3 (50%)

Studio
Teaching
N= 2
NonTeaching
N= 2

Slight Loss to
Normal
Hearing

1 (12%)

1 (33%)

2 (33%)

2 (100%)

1 (50%)

1 (50%)

A full seventy-eight percent (78%) of the band teachers exhibited the NIHL “notch” in either one or both ears,
while fifty percent (50%) of the choir teachers exhibited the “notch” in one or both ears. Again, the sound pressure
levels produced in these types of music classrooms can reach excessive levels (Owens, 2003; Harding and Owens,
2003). The high percentage of band directors and to a lesser extent, choir directors, most likely contribute to the
considerable differences found in earlier tables and figures.
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Conclusions:
As much as we would like to think otherwise, our findings concerning this particular sample of Colorado
Music Educators indicate that 24% of the subjects already have permanent hearing loss in both ears and 4% more
have permanent hearing loss in one ear. Our findings also indicate that 68% of the total sample exhibit the NIHL
“notch” in one or both ears thereby placing them at high risk for early permanent losses in their hearing acuity. The
“notch” should serve as a warning to those individuals that they should immediately begin taking precautions to
preserve and protect their hearing before they lose more hearing acuity.
Our recommendations include the following:
•

Music teachers should immediately have a baseline hearing threshold test completed. Then, they
should plan to have hearing threshold assessments conducted each year to ascertain if they are
experiencing hearing losses at an accelerated rate.

•

Music teachers should plan for periods of quiet time during the teaching day to give their ears rest and
to allow the inner ear hair cells to recover from any excessive sound pressure levels experienced
during rehearsals.

•

If rehearsals during the school day are thought to be consistently too loud and/or noisy, the music
teacher should consider changing rehearsal behaviors to rectify the situation.

•

Oftentimes, excessive sound pressure levels are the result of poor acoustical treatments within a
rehearsal/classroom. If a music teachers thinks this may be a possibility, he/she should contact their
Safety Administrator and request that appropriate sound pressure measurements be conducted in their
rehearsal/classroom.

•

If a music teacher consistently teaches in an environment that produces excessive sound pressure
levels, it is recommended that the teacher consider being fitted for custom-molded musicians earplugs.
These devices can reduce the level of sound exposure by 9 dB, 15 dB, 20dB or 25 dB by the use of
various interchangeable filters, depending on the models selected. All the models of musicians
earplugs are designed to reduce sound pressure levels without compromising the user’s ability to
listen acutely.

•

The researchers in this study recommend that sound pressure level monitoring in all music situations
should follow the Hearing Conservation Standards as put forth by the ACGIH or NIOSH guidelines.
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•

Conductors should always be aware of the existing acoustical conditions in not only their rehearsal
environments, but other environments outside the school settings as well. The use of firearms, power
tools and other types of loud equipment should always prompt the wearing of hearing protective
devices for the user.

We hope that this study will increase awareness of the problems music educators may encounter concerning
Noise-Induced Hearing Loss in their daily teaching routines. Please remember, your hearing is a precious gift, take
good care of it.
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Guerilla Telematics:
Webcasting in Collaboration and Performance for Every Dance Company
In this workshop, the nuts and bolts, the “how-to’s” for the creation of a telematic environment
through webcasting will be demonstrated and discussed. The model used will be webcasting for
creative collaborations in dance and performance, but will be applicable to other artists, and
educators wishing to share their curriculum and work. Step by step instructions will be given
along with hardware considerations for various other performance models. The last half of the
workshop will consist of an open discussion and brainstorming session among the presenters
and participants in which we will look at new models for the creation of a telematic environment
in dance and other art forms.
The integration of new technologies and the arts is often hindered by the mystery around
the technology and the cost of the technology. As costs of new technologies drop, artists are able
to invest in the needed equipment and reach a level of comfort with it. Once the technology is in
the hands of artists working at all levels in their field, a proliferation of experimentation with the
use of the technology occurs. This results in the technology’s organic integration into the art
form, and even in the creation of new art forms.
This bottom-up evolution of integration can be seen in the use of video with dance. In
the late 1960’s, as video technologies became increasingly less expensive and more portable, not
only did the use of video in dance become an accessible tool in the creation of work and a
common occurrence in performance, but a whole new genre of art developed - dance created
specifically for the camera.
We are at the juncture of accessibility and affordability with the software and hardware
needed to create a telematic environment for performance via communication and creation
through webcasting. The software is available for free download. Most of the hardware needed
is already in use by, or available to artists. This workshop is designed to show participants how
to put these elements to use, and to increase artists’ comfort level with the technology. The
workshop will include an investigation of new performance models through a guided, open
discussion inclusive of art forms and creative processes other than those that might be used for
dance, as well as the combining of various art forms in performance and collaboration.
Artists need only tap in to the resources around them to begin to experiment with the
telematic environment and guide its use in the creation of their work.
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The Creation of a Telematic Work:
Webcasting in Collaboration and Performance
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The Creation of a Telematic Work:
Webcasting in Collaboration and Performance
During this presentation, I will discuss the goals, processes and findings of my M.F.A. thesis research
in the use of telematics (webcasting) for the collaborative creation and performance of a dance piece.
Information will be given on how this can be accomplished for professionals working without
institutional support. The creative process will be discussed, including how the relationship between
telematics and dance in content development was approached.
Telematics, or the use of computers and telecommunications, has been explored by the arts for
decades. The internet has provided an accessible and varied application of telematics for artists. It
was this area that I focused on for my M.F.A. thesis, specifically the use of webcasting in the creation
and performance of dance. There were three major goals used in the approach to this project. They
were: A) The inclusion of a choreographer from the real world of dance, i.e. not associated with a
well funded institution, but working with personal funds or small grants. B) Creation of a work that
needed telematics for meaning within the work C) The creation of a work not overwhelmed by the
technology, but maintaining the unique qualities and power of dance.
Of utmost importance was Goal A. From a practical standpoint, this had to be achieved
because one of the choreographers, Linda Boyd, would be working from her personal studio in
Bellevue, Washington, and had no institutional affiliations. However, in a broader sense, it is my
belief that the use of new technologies in dance, an underfunded and often under represented art form,
will not be fully explored and integrated into dance until the technology is accessible to and affordable
for choreographers working at all levels within the dance community. Reliable and robust webcasting
software and hardware is now available. The basic software is free, and much of the hardware is often
already in use by artists for other purposes.
With the dancers and choreographers working in physical spaces separated by 1500 miles,
telematics was used throughout the rehearsal process in a variety of ways. On January 23rd, 2003,
Brick Garden premiered in Tempe, Arizona. The work was a 32 minute duet for one physically
present dancer performing in Tempe, and one telepresent dancer, also performing on stage in Tempe,
but whose performance originated in Bellevue, Washington, was broadcast over the internet, and was
projected in to the stage space. The lush and evocative work created moments of visual and kinetic
beauty, and took on the performative tensions, surprises and attentiveness found in the more familiar
forms of live performance. The project succeeded in its use of the technology and its artistic integrity.
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Abstract:
With the advent of new technology researchers and computer users are
looking for alternate ways for humans to interface with machines. Creating a
more organic union between man and machine is a step towards a more natural
interface.
Virtual reality, BCIs for medical applications, and human computer
interfaces for entertainment purposes are all reinventing the idea of controlling a
computer. Whether the end goal is to help the disabled, or entertain the public
the technology behind the controllers is fresh and exciting. There is a large
audience of people who would benefit from the potential of a new round of
human computer interfaces.
This value is both socially profound and commercially viable. The
technology is extremely versatile; new applications for the technology are being
discovered each day. The versatility of these new interfaces means the
technology could have a very large impact on society. Since the technological
concerns of new human computer interfaces push the technological capabilities
of computers the scientists involved are making breakthroughs that can apply to
computer systems for any application.
Imagine a world where people drive their cars using an eye tracking
system, virtual reality advertisements appear to interact with the window
shoppers passing by a busy urban street, and a quadriplegic man runs one of the
worlds most prosperous Internet company without ever moving a muscle. The
above examples are just hypotheses about the future of human computer
interfaces. With the advent of human computer interfaces like VR, BCI and
Biofeedback devices there is no telling how far reaching the impact of these
technologies will be.
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Human Computer Interfaces

Kira Hammond
Copyright 2001
Humans communicate with computers in a variety of different ways. Early
on there were options like the keyboard for entering in data, and the light pen, for
drawing or selection purposes. Over the years a number of human computer
interfaces have been developed such as the mouse, the drawling tablet, and
speech recognition programs. All of these interfaces require mediation between
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the human and the computer. Most often this mediator is a hardware device that
translates some sort of movement to a binary number that the computer can then
process. The keyboard requires moving the hands and fingers to activate keys;
the keys send binary information to the computer. The computer uses software
to interpret the data and responds by sending a number, letter or symbol to the
computer interface.
Problems have arisen with controllers like the mouse and the keyboard.
Ergonomically incorrect, these pieces of equipment often cause medical
problems, such as carpal tunnel syndrome, after periods of extended use.
People with disabilities, the very young and the very old have trouble controlling
computer interfaces such as the keyboard and the mouse. New human computer
interfaces allow the end user to control the computer in new and exciting ways.
The immersing experience when interfacing with a computer is another
area in which current computer interfaces are particularly weak. By moving away
from bulky or obvious mechanical interfaces the user can feel more connected or
immersed in the experience of using a computer. Research groups are looking
to use computer interfaces like virtual reality environments to create an
immersing experience. An example of this type of application is the virtual reality
flight simulators used to train airplane pilots. Such environments benefit from
transparent technology and quick reaction from the computer; both can be
achieved with the use of new human computer interfaces.
With the advent of new technology researchers and computer users are
looking for alternate ways for humans to interface with machines. Creating a
more organic union between man and machine is a step towards a more natural
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interface. Taking out the mediator between a computer and a human potentially
quickens response time and decreases the possibility of errors, important
considerations for doctors and pilots who are interested in using human
computer interfaces to control equipment.
Many human computer interfaces achieve their unique level of control
through the use of tracking. Tracking is a way to capture the motion of humans.
Researchers can track body movement, eye movement or electrical signals from
the brain. Tracking technology always requires software to interpret the data
collected by the tracking device. Each company or research group that is
experimenting in the area of human computer interfaces develops their own
unique software and tracking system to work in tandem. Two problems plague
tracking technologies: latency, the time delay between when an event occurs and
its observation, and the computer processing power required to handle a brain
computer interface technology.
Tracking can be done through a number of technological innovations.
Most of these tracking technologies were developed for use in human computer
interfaces. One of the first and still most widely used tracking systems is the
mechanical tracker. The mechanical tracking system is a hardware unit that
stands alone and fixes itself over or beside the user. It often takes the form of an
arm. The mechanical arm is fixed at one end and protrudes into an elbow and
hand like configuration on the other end. The mechanical arm measures the joint
angles using transducers this data can determine where a human is moving.
The information is transmitted to a computer with a high degree of accuracy and
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low latency, making it an excellent brain computer interface for applications like
virtual reality simulators.
Another tracking device uses optical technology involving infrared video
cameras that record the movement of a person. Attached to the person is a
collection of markers in the form of small balls fixed to joints. An infrared light
illuminates the small balls and as the person moves the data is fed into a
computer system. Since the system relies on lights it only works in line of sight
applications.
Ultrasonic trackers employ sound to locate the position of the user’s head.
The ultrasonic tracker is placed on top of the playback screen and records the
user’s head movements then alters the appropriate perspective view in the
display. This technology relies on line of sight as well but it is simpler and easier
to afford than many other tracking technologies.
Electromagnetic tracking technology can monitor the orientation of the
user’s head and hand. The system emits an electromagnetic field and a sensor
reflects the field. When the sensor is moved it detect different magnetic fields
that encode its position and orientation. The decoded signals are relayed to the
playback until. The latency on electromagnetic systems is very low and it allows
for large areas to be monitored in terms of movement.
Eye tracking technology is another way to measure the response patterns
of the user and map those responses to computer commands. Eye tracking
measures movement and changes in the size and shape of the pupil and
corneal. The eye tracker can detect changes in detection of gaze angle and
focus of attention. By measuring the movements of the corneal and the pupil
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eye-tracking systems can tell where a person is looking and weather or not the
person is just gazing or if they are concentrating. Eye-tracking interfaces control
a computer through the use of this system of measurement.
States of consciousness can be measured by looking for changes in brain
states. Frequency and amplitude of the brain waves change in different states of
consciousness like alertness, lethargy and dreaming. EEG or
Electroencephalographs are a way to measure brain wave activity. Other ways
of monitoring and measuring the body’s electrical activity, such as
Electrocardiograms (EKG), a test that records the electrical activity of the heart
and the Myogram (EMG), a test that measures muscle response to nervous
stimulation exist, but brain computer interfaces explicitly use EEG as the main
way to deduce brain states. EEGs can give valuable information about the
functions of the brain as well. Electroencephalograms are used in neurology and
psychiatry to help diagnose diseases of the brain. By measuring the EEG
readings from an individual some BCIs can recognize and respond to states of
consciousness or brain states inducing concentration or relaxation. When
combined with software EEG readings are another way to control a computer.
Tracking technologies are an important area of research for conventional
and new human computer interfaces. One human computer interface that relies
heavily on the use of tracking system is virtual reality.

Virtual reality, or VR is one realm of brain computer interfaces. VR uses
computer-simulated environments to supply convincing three-dimensional data to
the part of the brain responsible for processing imagery. The brain can then be
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measured in terms of response patterns and the computer simulation can
respond accordingly. While there are still debates as to what constitutes ‘virtual’
reality for the sake of brevity virtual reality will be considered as immersive
technology or “A technology where the hardware cuts off visual and audio
sensations from the surrounding world and replaces them with computergenerated sensations.” (Vince) Using this terminology the first steps towards
creating VR environments were taken in the 1950s.
VR was not invented by any one person or group of people, instead it
evolved from an intersection of computer science, stereoscopy, and simulation.
The groups interested in developing technologies in this area were in academic,
military, and commercial research laboratories. Morton Heilig, a
cinematographer, was one of the first people to recognize, think about, and
publish documents discussing virtual reality. Heilig thought of VR as a natural
extension to cinema since it allowed the audience to be immersed in a fabricated
world that could engage all of the senses. "Heilig’s started to think about what
would have to be accomplished to create an artificial experience that could fool
people into believing that they were actually occupying and experiencing a movie
set. ‘How do I know I am in a particular environment?’ Heilig asked himself in
1954." (Rheingold).
About the same time that head-mounted displays appeared, a radically
different approach to VR was emerging. Myron Krueger, another key player in
the advent of virtual reality, began creating interactive environments in which the
user moves without encumbering equipment. Krueger's work in the 1960’s used
cameras and monitors to project a user's body so it could interact with graphic
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images, allowing hands to manipulate graphic objects on a screen. The burden of
input rests with the computer, and the body's free movements become data for
the computer to read. Cameras follow the user's body, and computers synthesize
the user's movements with the artificial environment.
Concurrent research in the 1950’s and 60’s focused on military
applications. A prime example of immersion VR for military purposes comes from
the U.S. Air Force, which first developed virtual reality hardware for flight
simulation. The computer generates much of the same sensory input that a jet
pilot would experience in an actual cockpit. Another model of VR is the system
developed at NASA called VIEW or Virtual Interface Environment Workstation.
NASA uses the VIEW system for tele-robotic tasks. A tele-robotic task is one
where an operator on earth is immersed in a virtual environment that is
simulating a remote environment, this remote operator can then manipulate
objects through feedback from the VR system while a robot in the distant location
carries out the operators commands.
Jaron Lanier developed other applications for virtual reality. He built upon
the ideas of the immersion model of virtual reality but added equal emphasis to
another aspect, communication. Because computers make networks, virtual
reality seemed a natural candidate for a new communications medium. Lanier
created RB2, or Reality Built for Two, a shared construct or virtual world in which
participants work to co-create the environment. Lanier hopes that future
generations will use VR to communicate like a telephone, to connect with people
in distant parts of the world.
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Virtual reality competes with two-dimensional and three-dimensional
graphic interfaces available today. Two-dimensional graphics are used in
everything from medical illustrations to advertisements. Because the files are
very small two-dimensional graphics are also used on the Internet. Researchers
use three-dimensional models to explore a large range of objects from human
anatomy to atoms and sub atomic particles. Flight simulators that use a
computer screen interface with vector graphics to represent planes and surfaces
are being used today however these simulators are not as realistic as a VR
environment would be. The military is moving towards the use of virtual reality
for this very reason.
Movies and other forms of popular entertainment media are competitors to
the entertainment applications for virtual reality. Movies and visual forms of
entertainment could also be seen as predecessors to virtual reality. Combing
virtual reality with movies may create interesting new art forms. Video games that
are moving towards three-dimensional characters and spaces represent a multimillion dollar commercial market. Currently, the play area is still limited to the TV
screen but if virtual reality were introduced to gaming this might change. Virtual
reality is not the only cutting edge human computer interface being developed
there are other human computer interfaces such as brain computer interfaces
that are attempting to circumvent the need for tracking systems by taping into
higher brain functions to control a computer.

A group of technologies exploring the possibilities of alternate control
interfaces using the brain as the initial signal generator are called brain computer
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interfaces or BCI. A BCI is a system that acquires and analyzes neural (brain)
signals with the goal of creating a high bandwidth communications channel
directly between the brain and the computer.
To better understand BCI one must understand the technology that comes
together to create all of the different BCI systems. There are a few basic
components to all brain computer interfaces, and they are data collection units,
data playback units, and display units. Each system must have a way to gather
and hold data in order to respond to humans’ commands. The data from both
the data collection units and the participant are integrated and then played back
to the user. With the advancement of computer processing power most current
BCIs use a computer for both the collection and playback of information. The
display unit can be auditory, tactile or visual but there must be a way to show the
data to the user so that they may respond and interact with the technology.
While existing technologies are still available to control a BCIs improve
upon the computer interface to allow even the most severely handicapped to
communicate with a computer. Medical conditions that effect the motor skills of
afflicted patients such as tremors, cerebral palsy, and paralysis make using
traditional computer interfaces like the keyboard impossible. Even advanced eye
tracking technology that replaces a mouse by correlating eye movement to an
area on a computer screen is often too difficult to control when motor skills are
lost. Such medical conditions require a new kind of human computer interface.
“The immediate goal is to provide these users, who may be completely
paralyze, or “locked in” with basic communication capabilities so that they can
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express their wishes to caregivers or operate simple word processing programs.”
(Sherwood)
BCIs give disabled or handicapped citizens a chance to communicate and
interact with their surroundings as well as with other people. The BCI that is
being used for those who have medical or health conditions uses electrodes that
transmit and receive EEG readings which are in turn sent back and forth to the
computer and human user. Handicapped persons are not the only ones who can
benefit from BCIs that use electrical impulses to control a computer. The very
young and very old also have difficulty with the fine degree of motor skills
required to use some computer interfaces like the keyboard or the electronic
drawling stylus (very similar to the light pen except the drawling stylus uses an
electronic tablet instead of the computer screen). Computer users that have
suffered from the design flaws of the keyboard and mouse will be potential
customers for the companies working on such BCIs. In addition many scientists
are looking to brain computer interfaces to help diagnosis and treat brain
disorders such as sleep disorders, neurological diseases, attention monitoring,
and overall mental state deficiencies like depression. Science is also looking
forward to creating a new tool for neuroscience research where a real-time
method for correlating observable behavior with recorded neural signals is
possible.
BCIs that use EEG readings to control a computer are possible because
of recent technological advances including development of both invasive
electrode arrays and non-invasive or high-density EEG techniques. New
advances in sophisticated machine learning and signal processing algorithms
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take advantage of cheaper and faster computing power to enable online real-time
processing. In addition there have been advances in the underlying science of
the brain, neuroscience. In this decade there is a better understanding of the
neural code, the functional neuroanatomy (the brain’s physiology) and how these
are related to perception and cognition.
All of these advances can be attributed to research and development by
the medical, military, and commercial groups. While each group has its own
private interests most applications do revolve around making a viable solution to
reading and analyzing data from the human brain.
There is no one innovator of the BCI application for medical use this is
because the technology is still in the development stages. There is no one setup for BCI EEG interfaces, many research groups have developed their own
unique systems and patented new technology. Two researchers who hold
patents on computer interface technology are Dr. Geoffrey Wright and Dr. Philip
Kennedy. Dr. Wright is an entrepreneur who holds several patents for
sophisticated brain-wave man machine interfaces used to control and
communicate with computers. Dr. Kennedy developed an electrode that once
embedded in the skull can pick up nerve impulses generated by brain activity.
These two researchers represent non-invasive technologies (Dr. Wright’s
patents) and invasive technologies (Dr. Kennedy’s patents) that allow humans to
interface with computers using electrical signals to convey information.
Currently there are projects underway by both of these researchers to use
this technology to meet the needs in the medical community. Dr. Wright founded
a company called Neurosonics, which is developing ways for electrodes to be
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placed on the head, and connected to computers through wires, forming a
connection between the user and computer. Dr. Kennedy’s group, Neural
Signals, is working on making implant technology more stable and affordable. To
this end Neural Signals is collaborating with Georgia Institute of Technology,
Georgia State University, and Emory University to further neuroprosthesis as a
tool for use by people with the implant technology patented by Dr. Kennedy.

Other research groups such as Georgia State University are developing
software to convert the electrical signals from Dr. Kennedy’s implant technology
into a means of communication. Melody Moore the head of the BCI research
center at Georgia State developed a computer program called TalkAssist in 1998
which interprets and translates raw data it receives from the EEG transmitter.
The system allows a patient to generate a brain signal to move a cursor or a
mouse arrow to select letters, words or icons from a computer menu. Moore is
focusing on patients who have almost no ability to produce any type of muscle
movement. The electrical impulses generated by the brain to move an arm or a
leg can be used as a substitute signal to generate a letter word or phrase in the
computer that the patient wishes to convey.
Still other companies are looking to find a way to increase mental well
being using BCIs and a technique called neurofeedback. The process called
neurofeedback involves connecting electrical impulses from the user’s brain to
the computer and back again, creating a feedback loop between the computer
and the user. Neurofeedback allows the computer to interact with the user
through electric impulses, the very root of brain function. EEG Spectrum
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International Inc’s manufactures devices that use neurofeedback technology to
increase mental prowess. EEG Spectrum International Incorporated sells the
Mental Fitness Training Program, a neurofeedback device and software program
that is supposed to help a person learn and maintain new, more efficient
attention and response patterns. The company also sells Peak Performance
Training for Artists proposed to optimize talents by increasing ones concentration
and focus and Peak Performance Training for Athletes, a mental fitness training
program that supposedly helps the athlete become more self-aware a skill
necessary for peak performance in athletes. Such devices induce brain states
that are similar to those seen on an EEG when one is learning or concentrating
on a task. By artificially inducing these brain states EEG Spectrum International
Incorporated hopes to provide a means of personal control of ones own mood
and emotional state.
Medical uses for BCIs are faced with a number of technological hurdles.
Many BCI technologies are striving to be non-invasive, as many humans do not
feel comfortable and cannot afford to surgically implant devices in the skull. All of
the technologies are attempting to improve upon the current methods to increase
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)) as well as optimally
combining spatial and temporal information to transmit the most accurate
information possible. New research into feedback has many BCI researchers
attempting to develop co-learning or jointly combined man-machine system to
take advantage of feedback. Lastly creating a working map of a given task to the
brain state of the user is constantly being worked upon and improved.
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BCI are also being developed for their entertainment aspects. Some
companies are focusing on the ability to relax and rejuvenate a person by altering
their brain state. Neurosonics is working on such a device called BGM or Brain
Generated Music. Raymond Kurzweil, a director of Neurosonics, explains how
BGM works. “The BGM algorithm is designed to encourage the generation of
alpha waves by producing pleasurable harmonic combinations upon detection of
alpha waves, and less pleasant sounds and sound combinations when alpha
detection is low. In addition, the fact that the sounds are synchronized to the
user’s own alpha wavelength to create a resonance with the user’s own alpha
rhythm also encourages alpha production.” BGM therefore supports relaxation
through positive reinforcement of alpha waves, which are known to occur in the
brain during extreme relaxation.
Other entertainment applications for BCIs create a unique video gaming
experience. IBVA, a company developing BCIs for use with game systems is
hoping to create more realistic game play by incorporating non-invasive electrode
technology into current video game consoles. Drew DeVito, one of the leading
researchers at IBVA explains why BCI are exciting for the world of gaming during
an interview with Internet Gaming Network, "There is finally a consumer product
that has the power to do everything we've always wanted to do with braintracking
in the home. If you're racing along in Rallisport (a racing game for the Xbox
system) and your concentration is broken, our system will pick that up and kick in
the handbrake to spin your control out of your hands."
Just because advanced human computer interface technology exists does
not mean there is a viable commercial market for the technology. The adversities
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facing commercially viable forms of human computer interfaces include a social
stigma against the technology. In many of the websites, journals, and articles
published about cutting edge human computer interfaces there is a sentiment
that the technology is too outlandish to be possible. Despite the overwhelming
amount of credible research groups, scientists, company heads, and users of the
technology the general public has a difficult time accepting that computers can
be controlled with devices like brain computer interfaces or that the mind could
think a VR experience as convincing as reality. It is as if the technology is still in
the realm of science fiction rather than an actual scientific breakthrough.
The same technical issues as the medical applications for human
computer interfaces affect the commercial ventures meaning many companies
marketing the commercial applications are either researching the technology or
aligning themselves with research facilities to improve upon the existing
technology. This equates to large amounts of money being spent on simply
getting the technology to a stage where it is possible to be commercially
successful. The price of researching and building models to work with the
average PC makes the cost of these devices rather prohibitive at this point in
time. As the technology advances and the research trickles down from the
military and advanced research groups working in the field of new human
computer interfaces the commercial applications will be more stable and
affordable.

Virtual reality, BCIs for medical applications, and human computer
interfaces for entertainment purposes are all reinventing the idea of controlling a
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computer. Whether the end goal is to help the disabled, or entertain the public
the technology behind the controllers is fresh and exciting. There is a large
audience of people who would benefit from the potential of a new round of
human computer interfaces. This value is both socially profound and
commercially viable. The technology is extremely versatile; new applications for
the technology are being discovered each day. The versatility of these new
interfaces means the technology could have a very large impact on society.
Since the technological concerns of new human computer interfaces push the
technological capabilities of computers the scientists involved are making
breakthroughs that can apply to computer systems for any application. Imagine
a world where people drive their cars using an eye tracking system, virtual reality
advertisements appear to interact with the window shoppers passing by a busy
urban street, and a quadriplegic man runs one of the worlds most prosperous
Internet company without ever moving a muscle. The above examples are just
hypotheses about the future of human computer interfaces. With the advent of
human computer interfaces like VR, BCI and Biofeedback devices there is no
telling how far reaching the impact of these technologies will be.
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Abstract:
Interactive Art: Where Human Input Meets Artistic Creation, a written and
practical exploration of interactive art, how it emerged, the current state, and the
unique aspects to the genre.
The Dadaists, the Fluxists, and artists like Allen Kaprow, John Cage, and
Joseph Beuys created some of the earliest interactive artworks. While these
artists created outstanding interactive artwork it was slow to be received by the
established art network of museums, galleries and patrons of the arts.
It took traditional art outlets a number of years to recognize the value in
the often-intangible field of interactive artwork. The difficulty in finding a way to
exhibit and archive interactive artwork played a part in the initial refusal of
museums and galleries to exhibit this type of work. The first segments of the
population to accept interactive art were artists' communities, art schools and
science centers.
Interactive art is developing into an art movement gaining speed and
critical mass daily as the spirit of acceptance for the trend improves. Recently,
the genre has had a boost in popularity due to the lowered cost and
improvements made in interactive technology making interactive artwork cheaper
and more reliable to produce.
Interactive art challenges many conventions of traditional art, the role of
the audience, the artist, the environment around the work, and the method of
displaying the work. Audience members are transformed into collaborators. The
making of interactive art forces an active experience for the artist as well; the
artist creates the circumstances and waits for participants to engage the work
they created. Interactive art can be displayed on the Internet, in the community or
in a traditional art venue like a gallery.
Evolving out of the past and reaching into the future, interactive art will
continue to be an influential trend in the art community.
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Kira Hammond
Copyright 2003
This project is a synthesis of research and realization in the field of
interactive art. There are two branches to the project, resulting in a research
paper and in a number of original interactive artworks. The purpose of the project
is also twofold: The research paper will explain how the practice of creating
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interactive art has risen from an alternative method of creating art to an accepted
medium in the art community. The second purpose is to showcase some of the
unique attributes of interactive art that make the genre an unusual contribution to
the art world. The dual track of creating interactive artwork while researching the
genre provides an advantage to the researcher and the reader. The research
paper component is capable of in-depth examination of the reasons interactive
artwork has gained acceptance and what the movement has to offer future
generations of art enthusiasts. The practical component will allow readers to
become participants giving the public the ability to experience original interactive
artwork and draw personal conclusions based on exposure to the genre. Due to
the original approach both art historian and layperson will be able to glean useful
information regarding the field of interactive art.

Definitions are always difficult by defining art you are limiting the
interpretations of what constitutes art. For the sake of clarity and understanding
the salient points of the paper art will be defined as "The conscious use of skill
and creative imagination especially in the production of aesthetic objects." The
definition of interactive is, "mutually or reciprocally active; being a two-way
electronic communication system that involves a user's orders or responses."1
Combining these two words the definition for interactive art is the conscious use
of a skill and creativity to create tangible or intangible art experiences that require
human input to reach completion. One cannot negate the feelings expressed by
curator and journalist, Itsuo Sakane, "All arts can be called interactive in a deep
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sense if we consider viewing and interpreting a work of art as a kind of
participation."2 While all art may engage the viewer interactive art must explicitly
enlist the viewer's help, for without the viewer actively engaging the meaning of
the art is lost.
A caveat when defining interactive art interactive art must intentionally
require the user to participate in an art experience, for instance Web Pages are
not inherently an interactive art experience. If the Web Pages were a means of
delivering an interactive art experience the piece would then be considered
interactive art. An example: the interactive artist Lucia Grossberger-Morales' Web
Pages3 would not be an interactive artwork. There are interactive elements such
as links, animations, videos, and photographs of her work but the website is
displaying artwork and peripheral information relating to the artwork in the
interactive environment of the Internet not creating a new artwork. Mark Napier's
The Shredder (1998) is considered an interactive artwork. The artist uses the
World Wide Web as an artistic medium. The Shredder 4 is a web browser that
will rearrange any URL entered in the address bar. The World Wide Web is the
platform for the artwork, without the inherent interactivity of the Web the artwork
could not exist. In addition The Shredder forces the visitor to participate in an art
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experience when they visit the page if the visitor does not participate the artwork
is not complete.

Interactive artists can be considered reactionary in the sense that those
who first experimented with the genre were reacting to trends in society and art
of the time. Interactive art responded to the work of the Dadaists, the
Happenings, the Fluxists and others. In some regards current interactive art still
seeks to capture the best aspects of these pivotal art movements. It is important
to examine modern art trends in relation to past and future art trends, showing
the progression from one methodology to another. Examining the current state of
an art trend in relation to the past allows the reader to follow the emergence of
interactive art into the mainstream art world and to explore the stages of its
emergence. It is just as important to understand current art trends as it is to study
the history of art. Looking at the past trends of artistic innovation to artistic
acceptance artists can also develop an intuitive mind, learning to see future
trends in the art world before such trends manifest as full art movements. Major
players from the art movements who also experimented and incidentally may
have founded the idea of interactive art include: Dadaist Marcel Duchamp, John
Cage, one time advocate for the Fluxists, and Allen Kaprow, a key figure in the
Happenings.

Marcel Duchamp, Francis Picabia and Guillaume Apollinaire, are the three
persons credited with the official founding of Dada in the year 1916. The reason
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the Dada movement inspired later interactive artists was because the Dadaists
departed from the physical aspect of painting and placed an emphasis in ideas
as the chief means of artistic expression. Duchamp's ready-mades are a good
example of how Dadaists would approach art. Ready-mades were practical
objects that became objects of art once they were signed and given a title. In
1915 Duchamp moved to New York City, where he created a New York Dada
collective. During his time in New York Duchamp created The Large Glass, also
called The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors (1915), a mixed media piece
constructed of wire, painted foil and clear glass plates. DuChamp's purpose was
to create a piece that was not complete without a spectator; the work relied upon
a spectator to look into the glass. The Large Glass could be considered one of
the first interactive art pieces created. A quote by Octavio Paz describes the
experience, "Duchamp's painting is a transparent glass; … it is an incomplete
painting that is perpetually completing itself. Because it is an image that reflects
the image of whoever contemplates it, we are never able to look at it without
seeing ourselves."5
John Cage was a fundamental character in the creation of the Fluxist and
Happening philosophies yet he denied long term affiliation with either movement.
Cage said the point of creating his artwork was to blur the distinction between art
and life. Cage sought to use chance, audience participation, and a sense of play
in his art to minimize the artist's role in the work. Zen philosophy, the Dadaists,
and Duchamp's ready-made artwork influenced Cage. Cage's piece 4'33" (1952)
5
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revolutionized the way artists interacted with programmed music. Cage abhorred
meticulously crafted music, so instead of composing a piece in advance Cage
created an environment where the attention shifted from the stage to the
audience. First performed by David Tudor in 1952, the work involved Tudor
seated at a piano, closing the keyboard cover for four minutes and thirty-three
seconds while the audience listens to itself. Audience and environmental noises
that made up the piece included chairs squeaking, coughing, traffic noises from
outside, criticisms and mumbling from disgruntled audience members. Tudor had
this to say about the piece: "It is.... one of the most intense listening experiences
one can have. You really listen. You're hearing everything there is. Audience
noises play a part in it. It is cathartic - four minutes and thirty three seconds of
meditation, in effect."6 After this experiment in audience participation Cage went
on to work in collaboration with other artists like Robert Rauschenberg and
students at the Black Mountain College in North Carolina to create performance
art events that would become pre-cursors to the Happenings, and Fluxus art
movement.
Happenings were breakthroughs in the art world. The Happening was to
be a genuine 'event' involving spectator participation. A key point to the
Happening was that the artwork was not confined to the museum or gallery,
instead the happenings were often held in public spaces like parks, lawns, and
streets or private residences like artists' lofts. Performers were encouraged not to
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pre-plan the event but rather to create the conditions for an event to occur and
then to watch the art unfold. To be considered a Happening the meaning of the
piece needed to evoke symbolic and universal themes.
Allen Kaprow became a key figure in creating Happenings. He became a
crusader for artist-spectator involvement seeking to bring participants to the
same level as the artist. Cage, Abstract Expressionists' emphasis on the act of
painting itself, and Jackson Pollock's action paintings, influenced Kaprow. In the
Happening Words (1962), spectators were invited to rearrange words painted on
cardboard on the gallery walls. Yard (1961) consisted of a backyard full of rubber
auto tires heaped randomly for viewers to climb in and around. One of the
exciting aspects of working with interactive art was that the artist could play with
the shifting role of art, the art becoming the performance, and the act of creation
as the artform rather than a tangible product.
Artists like Rauschenberg and Yves Klein, who made creating artwork into
performance, influenced the Fluxus artists. The Fluxists took the art one step
further and made the performance the artistic act. The Fluxus art movement
began in the late sixties and early seventies. Growing out of the influences of
Cage and the Happenings, the Fluxus movement was built upon the principles of
conceptual clarity and simplicity of actions. Several Fluxists were interested in
creating performance art situations. The artwork depended upon the
performance of viewers, who transformed themselves into actors through
participation in the art. This inclusion of the audience was a radical departure
from the traditional performance art pieces where there was a sharp distinction
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between performer/artist and audience. Early innovators of the Fluxus movement
who embodied the nature of interactivity include Joseph Beuys and Dick Higgins.
Beuys sought to create 'Social Sculpture,' in his own words, "This most modern
art discipline-Social Sculpture/Social Architecture-…will only reach fruition when
every living person becomes a creator, a sculptor or architect of the social
organism… "7 In his piece 7,000 Oaks Beuys bought exactly that many oak
saplings and relied upon volunteer participants to plant the trees around the
world. Next to each tree a stone was set in the ground. The scale of the project
was such that without the direct participation of hundreds of people the artwork
could not have been completed. Beuys eventually broke away from the Fluxists
due to differences in the meaning of interactive social art. In Higgins, Winter
Carol (1959), he simply created a directive:
Any number of people may perform this composition.
They do so by agreeing in advance on duration for the
composition, then by going out to listen in the falling snow.8
This piece transforms potential audience members into collaborators. The
art was truly interactive in the sense that it could not reach fruition without
participants.
There were so many artists experimenting with interactive art principles
between 1950 and 2000 that it would be impossible to list them all. Attempting to
focus on major art movements that contributed a number of artists working in the
7
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field of interactive art is one way of examining the trend of interactivity. It is
imperative to include information about the environment surrounding the artists
as well.

The first segments of the population to accept interactive art were artists'
communities and science centers rather than art institutions. The metropolitan
cities of Tokyo and New York were particularly accepting of interactive artists.
Interactive artists like Myron Krueger worked and were first appreciated in the
circle of science institutions before being formally recognized by art institutions.
Interactive art is still most often exhibited in the context of the computer world or
the festivals and institutions dedicated to showcasing art, technology and design.
Examples of this type of venue include the Ars Electronica festival in Linz, Austria
and SIGGRAPH in San Diego, California. In the mass media, interactive art is
often featured as an extension of science and technology, rather than a facet of
art and culture. Despite the lack of recognition during the infancy of the
interactive art trend, those who appreciated contemporary arts were excited to be
able to participate in the creation process, the dissolving of the barrier between
artist and audience led to a renewed excitement for the artistic process.
However, even in the most open art circles there were social obstacles to
acceptance. Because explicit interactivity was a relatively new phenomenon
there was resistance by some formal music composers and artists working in
traditional mediums. Artists working in traditional mediums may have felt
threatened by the movement away from the artist as the central figure in creation
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since their artforms relied heavily on control during the creation process and
carefully orchestrated production, essential elements to creating artistic
ownership of the finished work. Interactive artwork depended upon artistaudience collaboration, and a relinquishing of control on the part of the artist.
Some artists felt interactive artwork was no longer art at all, since the role of the
artist was being obliterated. Other artists expressed dissatisfaction with the lack
of a polished finished product. Lastly, there was a sentiment that interactive art
was moving towards a watering down of artistic sensibility, becoming an
entertainment medium where completing the simplest group action was more
important than finding the meaning in the artwork.

The inclusion of cutting edge works in museums is difficult. Often slow to
change, the institutional nature of museums causes slow acceptance of new
forms of art. Institutions depend upon the exhibits to entice patrons to visit and
spend money in the museum. If curators are unsure of the popularity of an
artform among the masses the museum will not purchase work in that genre.
Museums have become highly managed political entities. Boards of directors and
curators prefer exhibiting works that are known to draw a crowd rather than take
a chance on putting up an exhibit that may be controversial or not well attended
because the artist is not as established. Adding an interactive artwork to the
permanent collection is even more difficult. Museums are faced with the
questions; Will visitors pay to see this work; how will the work be exhibited; if the
work is technologically dependent, who will repair the work if it is broken; and
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how will the work stand the test of time? In 1971 Chris Burden, an interactive
performance artist, commented that there were few major collections of artists'
videotapes, and there seemed to be reluctance on the part of museums to collect
video-based interactive artwork due to the uncertainties regarding the integrity of
the videotape medium. The growth and acceptance of technology is intertwined
with the growth and acceptance of interactive artwork. The uncertainty that
always accompanies the introduction of a new medium impacts interactive art. In
the early years of interactive art from 1950 to 1970, few museums had full-time
curators who were knowledgeable in the areas of new technology and new
media. Artwork that involved unproven technology or unknown techniques that
could not be hung on a wall, or packaged and sold were therefore not chosen for
institutional collections. Due to the reluctance of purchasing interactive art, many
early interactive art pieces displayed in a museum setting were gifts or donations.
To examine the adoption of interactive art into an established museum, the
acceptance of interactive art into the New York based Whitney Museum's
permanent collection will be examined. It should be noted that the Whitney was
one of the very first museums to ever have interactive art become part of the
permanent collection. The progressive nature of the Whiney allowed for such
inclusion, however many museums with a more traditional bent such as the
National Gallery in Washington, D.C. do not actively purchase or have interactive
artwork in the permanent collection. The first interactive artwork donated to the
Whitney is the Xenon projection piece Shanta (1967) created by James Turrell
and presented to the Whitney Museum in New York as a gift by Philip Johnson in
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1968. Shanta consists of projected xenon light that created a floating rectangle
in the space. Visitors were encouraged to reach out to 'touch' it and walk through
the projection, changing the space and the artwork. Once museums were able to
justify and fund committees who were versed in recognizing and acquiring
interactive artwork more of this type of work was purchased. Work the Whitney
purchased included Anthony McCall's Line Describing a Cone (1973) a 16mm,
black-and-white, avant-garde silent film. Line Describing a Cone invites
participants to step into the path of the projection to play with the light beam.
Lloyd Cross and Simone Forti's Striding Crawling (1977), an integral hologram
and mixed media piece was also purchased by the Whitney. Striding Crawling
involved holographic images of Forti in which she appeared standing, striding,
and crawling in a sequence; the viewer's movements activated the holographic
sequences. Both Line Describing a Cone and Striding Crawling were purchased
with funds from the Film and Video Committee. The Whitney Museum acquired
its first work of Internet art in 1995; the Schwartz family donated Douglas Davis'
The World's First Collaborative Sentence (1973) to the museum.
Profit-based galleries were reluctant to exhibit or fund interactive artwork
since there was rarely a finished product that could be commodified and then
sold to the public. Interactive art was displayed in many community galleries and
those not driven by sales. In the late 1970's galleries in New York like the
Lehman College Gallery, Gallery 303 and Gavin Brown Gallery displayed
interactive artwork. Starting in the 1980's Komai Art Gallery and INAX Gallery in
Tokyo, Japan and later The Molue Gallery, in Manitoba, Canada. Interactive
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artwork was often accepted into galleries familiar with videotape based work or
other early forms of technologically dependent artwork. Experience with other
forms of art technology gave these galleries confidence in and an understanding
of interactive art. When galleries or museums refused to fund or commission
interactive art, the artists turned to patrons of the arts to help provide the
monetary support.

Early patrons of interactive arts were often friends or family members of
the artists. Starting in the late 1970's interactive art slowly began to gain
credibility among patrons of the arts. Early patrons of interactive digital artwork
include Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Schwartz, who funded and collected digital
interactive art from the late seventies to early nineties. Many early patrons that
could fund or commission interactive artwork were outside American in countries
like Japan where technology was embraced as a new medium for creating art,
and interactive art flourished. As the medium began to gain credibility as an
artform more people all over the world invested in the work.

Educational institutions and grants funded much of the early work in the
field of interactive art. Beginning in the summer of 1948 Cage began teaching at
Black Mountain College in Lake Eden, North Carolina. The college was cofounded by John Dewey and John Rice, who strongly believed in a common
experimental and in the inherent social responsibility of arts education. Black
Mountain College allowed the radical faculty members which included Joseph
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Albers, Buckminster Fuller and Cage freedom to develop unorthodox curriculum.
Through his classes Cage was able to enlist the students for assistance in
creating avant-garde multi-media events. Cage taught his students to seek
alternatives to creating traditional static objects. Instead he encouraged them to
experiment in non-controlled environments, in chance encounters and random
occurrences. "The art work is not a thing, not a static object; rather, it is the
process of interaction among receiver, performer, and composer. All three are
equally important, equally indispensable, but the composer is only an initiator in
the last analysis and, after the performance the work exists at one flash, a
memory, finally independent of the time it took to reveal it."9 Cage organized a
number of this type of event at Black Mountain College. In one such event, each
audience member held a white cup standing in front of their seat while waiting for
four boys to randomly serve them coffee. Meanwhile various staged actions
occurred. Examples of such actions included Cage reading a Zen Buddhist text,
student Rauschenberg playing old records, Tudor pouring water from one bucket
to another, dancers running down the isles from an excited dog, Charles Olsen
and Mary Caroline Richards reading poetry. The students and faculty in
attendance were delighted by the performance. However one composer in the
audience, Stefan Wolpe, found the performance offensive and walked out in
protest.
Feeling the benefits of the curriculum at Black Mountain College, other
collegiate programs began to accept interactive art into the world of university
9
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academia. One such university was Rutgers, situated in New Jersey. After 1959
the college's president Lewis Webster Jones felt that students should be exposed
to all kinds of experiences and emphasized an atmosphere of free speech for the
University. This decision is particularly important considering that the prior
president of the University black listed several outspoken faculty members
following policies from the Cold War era. 10 Visiting artist Milan Knizak hosted
one of the first interactive art experiences in the style of a Happening. Knizak
called his piece the Lying Down Ceremony (1968). Held on December 17th, 1968
the artwork involved many participants who agreed to join together following
instructions from Knizak, with no idea what the artist had in mind before agreeing
to participate. What Knizak had in mind was to blindfold everyone and ask them
to lie down on a bare wood floor. A student at Rutgers and a participant in
Knizak's piece had this to say:
My reactions at first to Milan Knizak's piece was that it was
a Non-Happening. I expected something a bit more constructed,
more like a Kaprow Happening with props and things. I expected to
find myself creating unusual visual effects as we did in class with
newspaper and cloth …Instead I was manipulated. I didn't create
anything. I experienced something. My mind did tricks for me. All
that while on the cold wooden floor, my mind did mental gymnastics
reacting to the situation. I experienced a carnival of emotions from
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boredom to anger to fright to impatience to confusion to enjoyment to
wonder. The best part was that I realized what really happened
during the Happening that many people thought didn't happen.11
In the summer of 1969 Geoffrey Hendricks, a Rutgers faculty member,
created a Fluxus program at the University with the help of an artistic collaborator
George Maciunas. This class fits into the realm of interactive art because
performance art and audience involvement was an important part of the Fluxus
art movement. A Fluxus art project created by this class included a Flux-Mass
where everyone participated in a mock Catholic mass in the Douglass College
Voorhees Chapel. Participants were invited to join in rituals of the church;
members in the congregation were given wafers laced with a laxative that also
induced blue urine. Sneezing smoke was poured into the audience. These
stunts involuntarily pulled the audience into the work. Persons in authority at
Rutgers put pressure on Maciunas after the Flux-Mass, forcing Maciunas to
defend the Fluxus artform and in particular his work. A positive effect of the FluxMass was that the artist-teachers had found a new way to work with students in
an institutional setting by actively eliciting their help as collaborators.
Still other teacher-artists used educational institutions to develop new
cutting edge technologies to incorporate into interactive art experiences. Krueger
worked for the University of Wisconsin in the late 1960s and early 1970s. During
his time at the University Krueger experimented and developed several humancomputer interfaces. An example of an art project that utilized his achievements
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in human computer interfaces was Glowflow (1969). Glowflow was a computercontrolled light and sound environment that responded to participants'
movements. Glowflow consisted of a dark room with four transparent tubes
attached to the walls. Phosphorescent particles were transmitted though the
tubes to distort the visitors' perception of the room's shape. When participants
stood on sensors placed throughout the room the glowing phosphorescent
particles were triggered and the optical illusion of distorting the room would
begin. In addition, the sensors also triggered sounds. The lights and sounds
worked together to create an engaging interactive experience.

With all of these unique and successful interactive artworks created in the
early days of the artform it may seem unusual that the field of interactive art was
not more prevalent in society. To illustrate the issues that stopped artists,
patrons, museums, and galleries from readily accepting technology based
interactive art, the case of Douglass Davis's collaborative Net Art piece, The
World's First Collaborative Sentence12, will be examined. The World's First
Collaborative Sentence was created using an Internet interface; anyone with
access to the Internet could log onto a website and add to a page of text,
creating a long sentence. The result was one long stream of conscious sentence
that kept evolving as more people added to it. This interactive artwork was
revolutionary for its time. Here was a piece that virtually anyone could contribute

12
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to, that not only crossed the boundaries between author and reader but allowed
visitors across the world to interact with one another on a personal level.
Early forays into digital interactive art were costly. No one knew how to
use the latest technology to create art; and many techniques using new
technologies were pioneering first attempts.
Man, brainpower, and money were of the utmost importance in the early
days of digital technology dependent interactive art. Due to this obstacle much of
the early digital interactive art was either created in a University setting or funded
by patrons willing to venture into unknown territory. The World's First
Collaborative Sentence was originally funded by the Lehman College Art Gallery,
Bronx, New York, for inclusion in 'Inter Actions,' a 1994 gallery exhibition of
Davis' work. Curator Susan Hoeltzel was a key figure in collecting and
commissioning works for this show. The World's First Collaborative Sentence
was created in a university setting where three college professors were involved
in bringing the idea from concept to fruition. Two patrons of the arts, Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Shwartz, purchased the concept and a signed disk with recordings of
The World's First Collaborative Sentence. Barbara Schwartz donated the artwork
to the Whitney in honor of Eugene M. Schwartz, her late husband, in 1995. A
unique quandary arose out of this piece's addition to the Whitney's collectionWhat was the best way to display an Internet piece? The Whitney's answer was
keep the work housed on the Lehman Gallery server and have a link to the work
on the Whitney museum's website. 13The World's First Collaborative Sentence
illustrates how many people were involved in early creation, showing and
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exhibiting of technology based interactive art. Without courageous investors such
as the Schwartz family, forward thinking curators like Hoeltzel, and museums like
the Whitney it is doubtful that large scale interactive art that relied on technology
would have developed past the experimental stages.
Art critics, patrons, and peripheral art community members like museum
board of directors, gallery owners, and members of the academic art community
shunned early interactive art. Without a clear end product the art was
meaningless. Art critics felt it was impossible to critique an art experience with
interactive pieces because the experience was never the same twice. Patrons
were distressed because there was nothing to hang on a wall or a pedestal in
their homes, and thus artwork that could not be displayed was of no interest to
many patrons. Museums, galleries and members of academia were slow to
acknowledge the significance of interactive art, in part because there were few
people in this inner circle who felt qualified to access interactive artwork. Add to
this that many interactive artworks were charged with emotion, political
sentiments or harsh statements about the bourgeois art community and you
come up with a slow integration of interactive art into the art world.

Currently interactive art has a large number of artists producing work in
the field and increasing recognition by the art community. Interactive art is
developing into an art movement gaining speed and critical mass daily as
universities, museums and galleries continue to provide a spirit of acceptance for
the trend. The gradual acceptance of interactive art can be studied by looking at
13
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the impact and extent of interactive art in historical art venues, such as national
museums and state college art programs. Contemporary artists creating diverse
kinds of interactive art, from interactive sound art to technologically innovative
(and dependent) artworks will be explored.
An example of an artist currently working in the field of non-technology
based interactive artworks is artist Lee Mingwei. An example of his work
includes Letter-Writing Project (1998). The piece consisted of two rooms with an
open mailbox structure attached to one wall in each room. Both rooms were
virtually identical. Participants were invited to step up onto a raised section of the
floor to sit or kneel at a desk equipped with paper, envelopes, and pens. The
rooms were set up with a minimalist aesthetic meant to instill a sense of quiet
and meditation upon the participant. People were invited to write letters,
especially letters they had wanted to write but had never found the time to do so.
Completed letters could be taken or left on the walls of the two rooms. Mingwei
would pick up, add postage to, and mail sealed and addressed letters. Unsealed
letters were left on the walls so that other participants could read them.
Mark Napier is currently creating interactive NetArt. Currently Napier is
working exclusively in the field of Internet based artwork. His work speaks of the
code behind the Internet and the fragile relationship between this code and the
user interface. His Internet browser The Shredder (1998) deconstructs and
recontextualizes the Web. Visitors enter in any URL; Napier's browser then uses
all of the underlying code for the site and rearranges the elements. Another
unique aspect to the work is that the browser will never provide the same image
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twice, and even if the user enters the same URL multiple times the resulting
images will be different. Net art is one of the newest areas of interactive art, and
Napier is a key contributor, creating unique and socially conscious Net artworks.
New technology based interactive art is being developed and explored by
Toni Dove. Working in a variety of new and innovative technologies such as
computerized clothing, and objects capable of translating movement into digital
information, Dove is also one of the pioneers in using virtual reality to create
interactive art. Archeology of a Mother Tongue (1993) consisted of video
projections thrown onto screens and scrims to create the illusion of video
projections hovering in space. There is a soundtrack played throughout the
piece. While many participants can be involved at once, one participant controls
the action by wearing a power glove (a technology allowing movement data to be
translated to computer data), and a video camera. This participant triggers
sound and controls the speed and placement of video projected objects by
'touching' the projected objects and moving through the space. Dove seeks to
make the interface transparent so the participants can focus on the art
experience instead of the technology.
In the realm of interactive sound art Gregory Whitehead has created a
number of sound pieces relying on collaborative efforts from participants. The
Listening Room, an Australian based group, funded a piece called Pressures of
the Unspeakable (1991). Whitehead posed as Resident Director of the
International Institute for Screamscape Studies. Using radio broadcasts
Whitehead enlisted the help of Australians to record human screams. He
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established a Scream Room at the Australian Broadcasting Corporation and a
National Scream Line answering machine. Participants were invited to call the
answering machine and record their unique scream. The finished work was
broadcast over the radio; the artwork combined screams from those who called
into the Scream Line in conjunction with the artist's thoughts on the topic of
screaming. Whitehead pronounced the project a success saying, "the result had
a sense of play that was well outside of my control."14 He goes onto say that this
process of 'letting go' is one of the exciting aspects of creating interactive sound
art.
With the sheer number of artists working in the field of interactive art, it is
impossible to do the genre justice by only examining a few works. Other
interactive artists that warrant attention include Lynn Hershman, Bill Viola,
Randall Packer, Sonya Rapoport, and Steve Mann.

Recently, interactive art has had a boost in popularity due to the lowered
cost of the interfaces that allow for transparent user interaction. The lowered
cost and improvements made in the technology makes interactive art cheaper
and more reliable to produce. The growth of new technologies like the World
Wide Web, sensors, computer processing power, virtual reality and 3-D
simulations add to the array of media at the disposal of an interactive artist. New
media gives rise to creative and innovative interactive art pieces. Interactive art
that relies on no technology is also on the rise due in part to the ever-growing

14
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acceptance of interactive art in the art community. More universities offer
degrees and programs in multimedia art than ever before. With the increased
number of museums accepting interactive art into their permanent collections
there is a place for interactive artworks to be exhibited and enjoyed by the public.
There are also a growing number of non-profit and artist collective galleries
focusing on showcasing multimedia works. These galleries are more likely to
display interactive artworks than the profit-based galleries of the past. Lastly,
due to excellent interactive art pieces by past artists there are more patrons and
institutions giving grants or purchasing interactive artworks. Funding can only
increase and help to improve the base of support for interactive artwork.

Interactive art must walk a fine line between becoming an artform that
depends on technology and an art form that uses technology as one tool in a
toolbox of mediums. Interactive art celebrates the use of new technologies;
artists working in the field absorb new technologies into their repertoire readily.
The use of new and cutting edge technology is a unique characteristic of
interactive art as a whole. Interactive artists often take technology invented for a
practical purpose and re-purpose it for use in an art project. For example, virtual
reality was first funded as a means of visualizing 3-D spaces or objects for
scientific study. Interactive artists have commandeered these VR environments
to simulate fantasy worlds or inner realms of the mind.

Interactive art

contributes a sense of experimentation and innovation to the art community,
pushing the boundaries of what is possible and exploring the place where art and
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technology merge. Lastly, interactive art challenges the concept that art is a
finished product of artistic deliberation. With an interactive piece the artwork is
never finished; instead the artwork is constantly evolving growing and changing,
as more participants become involved. Interactive art breaks the role of artist.
With many interactive artworks there is no longer one definitive artist- everyone
who adds to the piece becomes an artist. This role changing threatens the notion
of ownership, making the process of art the final product. This movement away
from authorship and towards collaboration means that the artist becomes a
spectator and the spectator the artist. The interactive art experience brings the
audience from the role of passive spectator to active participant. Participation
transforms the audience into a collaborator, an artist in their own right.
This new way of experiencing art brings about new challenges. One
challenge of interactive art is to break through the invisible barrier between the
viewer and the art. The participant must forget the ingrained concept of don’t
touch the art, and become a proactive user not afraid to add their personal touch
to the artwork. While the viewers experience differs from piece to piece, many
audience members turned participant feel empowered and exhilarated with the
new freedom of crafting an artwork to suit their own interpretation. Yet there is a
sense of safety- a buffer zone exists between the artwork and the participant.
The interactive art experience is akin to facing an equation with variables, the
equation exists and the variables can be manipulated. The artwork exists, in an
unfinished state without input, the viewer is asked only to re-arrange certain
elements. Interactive art certainly exploits this fact. In a successful work the
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viewer feels empowered free to make independent choices. They can control the
interface but are not held accountable for creating the framework. Beryl Graham
makes and interesting observation on the role of the spectator/participant in
interactive artwork, stating that interactive art often pits audience members
against one another when encountering interactive art, because many pieces ask
the audience members to contribute something personal to the piece. Even if the
piece allows more than one audience-member to be a participant at once,
multiple participants can confuse the interpretation of the piece for one another.
"Those pleasures of choice which enable the viewer to choose paths, to go at
their own pace, make it annoying or incomprehensible to anyone 'watching over
their shoulder', and intensely irritating to have one's shoulder watched over."15
Without a clear distinction of who adds what to the piece, Graham counters that
interactive art may make audience members wish they were the only ones in the
room with the work. In this regard the experience of interactive art can provide
selfish individualistic pleasures. Another byproduct of a participant audience is
the embarrassment factor; audience members become actors themselves,
everyone waiting to interact with the piece is also watching the person interacting
with the piece 'perform.' Unless the participant is sequestered from the rest of
the audience members the participant is subject to voyeurism from fellow
audience members. While many interactive pieces incorporate this voyeurism
into the work itself this peeping tom aspect often discourages audience members
from participating or detracts from the audience members' appreciation for the
work as they are self consciously thinking about how they look instead of how the
15
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artwork makes them feel. Not surprisingly the younger generations of viewers,
used to wearing VR goggles, strapping computers to their body, and interacting
with technology on a regular basis are less phased by the voyeuristic qualities of
interactive media than older generations who find the technology and attention
overwhelming or embarrassing. Another challenge lies in the clarity of vision. If
the artist is not careful to define the audience's participatory role the audience
may become confused, or frustrated. This could result in visitors bypassing the
interactive artwork for one that clearly defines their role, such as a painting where
people are familiar with the look and think interaction. Even with all the obstacles
ahead of the interactive art trend there are many positive reactions to the work as
well. Gauging from majority of viewers' responses to interactive art experiences
most people have a positive reaction, finding the new participatory nature
refreshing. Being able to contribute to the artwork is a welcome departure from
traditional mediums where the audience can only interpret what is placed before
them.

Interactive art challenges many conventions of traditional art, the role of
the artist, the audience, the environment around the work, and the method of
displaying the work. Interactive art pushes the envelope on all of these fronts,
proactively challenging the art world to come up with new solutions and new
ideas about what is art and how it is best viewed. An illustration of this point is
the number of interactive works with an Internet component. With interactive art
there is often a possibility for viewing or interacting with the work offsite. In other
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words, someone in another country can now access and contribute to an
interactive artwork housed in a museum. The artists involved in the creation of
RTMark pieces16 often include a way for online participants to comment on,
interact with, or otherwise affect a piece of current art, joining in the process as
the artwork evolves. Interactive art has also helped to create a number of online
museums. Many interactive pieces translate well to an Internet style
presentation, in part because the Internet is an interactive medium. There are
several advantages to an online museum: the artwork can exist there indefinitely
and the online museum is cheap to maintain since there are no physical space
constraints. A wider audience can experience the work. If a person has access to
a public library or other free means of using the Internet it costs nothing for a
visitor to enjoy the work. The technological innovation of interactive artists also
helps push traditional arts forwards. For instance, the use of VR environments
by interactive artists has encouraged the use of the technology for displaying
traditional artworks. Several artists' architectural sites have been re-created
using VR so that people can see the work in three dimensions without having to
travel to the physical locations. An example is the virtual reality CAVE simulation
of ancient Roman architecture developed by Virginia Tech. The use of interactive
CD-ROMs or DVDs for displaying artwork has been transposed to traditional art
where an interactive disc can be used to provide the historical background of a
painting or information about an exhibit at a museum. In this regard interactive
art has helped the art community expand its uses of cutting edge technology.
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Interactive art comes out of a rich historical tradition of artistic innovation.
Interactive art forces a new role on the audience; the audience must become a
collaborator in the creation of the art experience, and this is one of the key
contributions to the larger art community. Interactive art has enriched the art
world by activating the display space, by using old and new technologies in
innovative ways. The artistic platform can be a virtual reality room, or radio
broadcast, a chance meeting, or a work that can only exist on the Internet. The
making of interactive art forces an active experience for the artist; the artist
creates the circumstances and waits for participants to engage the work they
created. Interactive art has expanded the definition of art: Now the artwork
becomes an open-ended expression of the artist and the participant which does
not stop evolving until the artwork is no longer displayed to the public. With this
excitement there must be a renewed effort to engage the viewer in a meaningful
way. To create the work with a clear vision and easy interface so that everyone
feels they can participate in the experience. Evolving out of the past and reaching
into the future, interactive art will continue to be an influential trend in the art
community.
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Abstract:
This paper examines the Japanese and European influences present in Canadian poet Roy
Kiyooka’s book Pear Tree Pomes. It takes exception to critic Susan Fisher’s argument
that the work is rooted exclusively in Western traditions by examining the Japanese
elements in the work and the influence of Japanese aesthetics in North American poetry.
This paper argues that Kiyooka’s work represents a new form of North American poetry
that has assimilated Japanese aesthetics to such a degree that they are no longer
considered as being outside the traditions of North American poetry.
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Judy Halebsky
Japanese Elements in Contemporary North American Poetry
as seen through Roy Kiyooka’s Pear Tree Pomes
Pear Tree Pomes by Roy Kiyooka uses both Japanese and Western traditions in a
book that represents new forms of North American poetry. Pear Tree Pomes published
in 1987, is a work that can be read as individual poems or together as one long poem that
traces time passing through the seasonal changes of a pear tree. Kiyooka’s previous
writing often refers directly to Japan by employing words in Japanese and direct
references to places in Japan. Pear Tree Pomes, on the contrary, does not contain such
obvious ties to Japan. It shows a strong influence of North American writers and
European literary traditions. The Western forms employed in the book are significant
enough for critics to argue that it is a collection based solely on European or Western
traditions (Fisher 106.) However, this assumption overlooks the influence of Japanese
literary traditions in the work. Firstly, it overlooks the book’s broader structure as a
poetry diary, and the strong use of seasonal references as well as the ink drawings, all of
which are characteristic of Japanese poetic form. Secondly, it does not consider the
extensive use of Asian traditions in North American poetry prior to Kiyooka’s work.
Thus, Susan Fisher’s argument that the work is Western demonstrates that Japanese
elements are accepted as part of Western poetic form. The present study suggests that
Kiyooka’s later work, Pear Tree Pomes, exhibits the influence of both European and
Japanese poetic sensibilities. As such it represents new forms of North American poetry
that have appeared in the past century. While our analysis recognizes the important
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contribution of Western traditions on Kiyooka’s work, it takes exception to the view that
Western tradition fully accounts for the character of Pear Tree Pomes.
Distinguishing Western traditions from Japanese traditions in Kiyooka’s work is
complicated by the increasing use of Asian philosophy and literary forms in the work of
established North American poets. For the purposes of this paper I will limit my
discussion to Japanese literary traditions although philosophical thought and literature
from many Asian traditions, particularly Chinese, Hindu and Islamic cultures also
influenced modern poetry in North America (McLeod 162.) Dan McLeod in his article
“Asia and the Poetic Discovery of America from Emerson to Snyder” attributes the
interest of American poets in Asian traditions to the fact that cultural roots on the
American continent were limited. He argues that a writer who rejected European literary
traditions would find little in America to fill the void and would thus be open to other
influences, even ones that were remote and hard to access due to language barriers and
cultural differences. He argues:
Since our roots were shallow on this continent and the adoption of
American Indian cultures unlikely even if they were made available, a
nineteenth-century poet who rejected his European heritage was left with
little cultural identity at all. In such an alienated condition even remote
traditions offered attractive possibilities. (159)
McLeod attributes the use of Asian traditions by American writers as a result of
rejecting European traditions. While he attributes the appeal of Asian literature as
filling a void left by this rejection there were many elements of Japanese literary
traditions that met the creative and ideological needs of poets in North America.
The Japanese poetic tradition, that is sensitive to the natural world, filled a central
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desire of North American poets since it offered a new way to understand the
human experience of life.
The different views of human existence present in Japanese poetry is what
made it appealing to writers in America. European literature was formed in a
society that sought to understand existence through the religious teaching of
Christianity. Japanese poetry, on the other hand, came out of the Shinto and
Buddhist traditions. This made the relationship of the poet to the natural world
quite different in Japanese traditions as compared to European traditions. Images
of nature in European poetry were used to create a mood within the poem whereas
images of nature in traditional Japanese haiku represented the human experience
of existence. It was the close observation of plants, animals and their relationship
to weather and seasons that enabled a deeper understanding of human life. With
this view there is a limited separation in the experience of existence between
nature and humans. In Japanese poetry nature images are directly referential in
their meaning whereas in Christian writing images of nature can represent or be
symbolic of higher meaning. European nature images can represent God’s work
whereas in Japanese writing nature represents existence. As Robert Hass argues,
“ because there is no creator-being in Buddhist cosmology, there is no higher
plane of meaning to which nature refers” (xiii.) Thus for those North American
poets whose philosophy and ideas about existence were different from traditional
European ideology, Japanese poetry provided insight into existence and human
experience that they could relate to and use as a base from which to develop their
own ideas.
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Japanese poetry and Buddhist philosophy became influential in North
American writing beginning in the early 20th century. Ezra Pound and Amy
Lowell both published translations of Japanese poetry in English. Ideas from
Japanese poetry informed the Imagist movement in which Lowell, Pound and
Wallace Stevens were involved. The influence of Japanese elements continued in
varying forms up through poets writing just before Kiyooka such as Allen
Ginsburg and Gary Snyder. Kiyooka was born in Canada to Japanese parents in
1926. He came to writing late in his career after he had already gained
recognition as a visual artist. Kiyooka is of the same generation as the Beat poets
but, since he wrote his most substantial work in the second half of his career, we
can look at his work as coming after the Beat movement.
Critics overlook the Japanese style that was already present in modern
North American poetry many years before Kiyooka wrote this collection to argue
that Pear Tree Pomes draws exclusively from European traditions. Fisher
acknowledges in Japanese Elements in the Poetry of Fred Wah and Roy Kiyooka
that a great deal of work by Kiyooka has Japanese elements but claims that Pear
Tree Pomes shows only Western traditions. She writes that:
Pear Tree Pomes seems closer to a sonnet sequence than to anything
Japanese… In Pear Tree Pomes, Kiyooka refers to the work itself
exclusively in English terms… References too are overwhelmingly
“western” for example, Wallace Stevens, King Solomon, Adam and
Eve. (106)
Fisher’s examples of English terms and references are correct, yet it is a narrow view by
which to assess the influences on the book. In a number of Kiyooka’s earlier works the
Japanese influence was much more obvious: he used Japanese words and place names,
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and he also wrote a diary of a trip to Japan. While the influences on the content of Pear
Tree Pomes are rooted in North American themes, the form of the book draws on a broad
understanding of the Japanese poetic sense.
While Pear Tree Pomes can be regarded, as Fisher does, as being influenced by
western traditions, much of the contemporary writing style in North American that
influenced Kiyooka was informed by Japanese traditions. The book employs free verse
style, a casual spoken voice and uses the first person narrative “I.” In this way the book
is similar to the work of other poets writing at the same time. Kiyooka dedicated this
book to Wallace Stevens and the work does show evidence of Stevens’ influence in the
word play and its philosophical explorations of ideas. Work by Stevens such as Thirteen
Ways of Looking at a Blackbird is considered to be part of the Imagist movement in
poetry that was influenced by Japanese and Chinese poetry. Through imagism Stevens
brings a Japanese influence into his writing and incorporates it with European traditions.
So even our inclusion of Stevens as a Western influence already contains a presence of
Japanese traditions. As with the influence of Wallace Stevens’ writing on Pear Tree
Pomes other Western poets who influenced Kiyooka also showed the presence of
Japanese traditions.
Kiyooka’s poem “since you and i forsook the rites of marriage” has a strong
relationship in form, voice and subject matter to poetry popular in North American at the
time it was written. While such poetry appears to have Western influences it also
contains elements of the Japanese poetic tradition. One influence that Japanese poetry
and Buddhist philosophy had on poets in North America, such as Allen Ginsburg and
Jack Kerouac, was the idea of writing in the present moment. The catch phrase of the
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writing process that Buddhist ideas inspired was “first thought, best thought.” This
means that the original impulse of the poem present in the first draft is preferable to later
edits that would detract from the creative energy of the poem. Related to writing in the
present moment is an appeal for a poem with an imperfect, momentary quality.
Imperfection is an artistic ideal in Japanese creative work. The Japanese aesthetic sense
does not look for perfection but rather for a route to beauty in our imperfect daily lives.
In this way the “first thought, best thought” idea also relates to traditional Japanese haiku
that focused on the experience of a particular moment in time. The poem, “since you and
i forsook the rites of marriage” shows the influence of North American poets who were
inspired by Japanese traditions.
The language, voice and typography of “since you and i forsook the rites of
marriage” creates a momentary feeling within the poem and shows the “first thought, best
thought” idea. An example of the momentary quality in the poem is obvious in lines 6-8
with “…there’s a lady with a champagne voice on co-op radio / singin’ the ol’ after
midnight blues and whoops!- / there’s that ol’ heart-ache again.” Here Kiyooka is
writing a train of thought and as a new idea arises the poem switches into this new topic.
Rather then writing a smooth transition Kiyooka uses the word “whoops” to jump
between ideas. In this way we are in the present moment of the poem. The casual voice
of the poem also creates a momentary quality. A spoken voice style is present here as it
is in many poems in the collection. In the quote above Kiyooka employs a spoken voice
in the poem by omitting the last letter of singing and old so it is written how the word is
spoken rather than in a correct grammatical form.
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Kiyooka’s use of the casual spoken voice and slang link his work to both haiku
and modern Western poetry traditions. Kiyooka’s use of the spoken voice rather than a
more formal voice is similar to traditional haiku, which aspired to a voice that was natural
in tone. As Hass notes, “The spirit of haiku required that the language be kept plain”
(xii.) It also has the casual voice in the poems and the use of slang that was popular with
the Beat poets. The use of a casual spoken voice in the poem ties this work to Japanese
haiku and the Beat poets of North America.
Evidence of Western influence is seen in the use of the first person narrative “I.”
The poem reflects on a relationship in the first person. Writing with an emphasis on the
first person narrative was used as a poetic device in confessional poetry in the 1950’s.
With the confessional poets and the Beat poets of the 1960’s part of claiming a creative
voice and freedom in poetry was to reveal ways in which poets did not live within
society’s expectations of proper conduct. This poem discusses the socially frowned upon
situation of a couple living together without being married. Employing the first person
“I” became popular in Japan after World War II though it was mainly due to foreign
influences and was not part of the traditional Japanese style of poetry (Miller xxxvii.)
The typography of Pear Tree Pomes combined with the casual voice further ties
the work to both Western and Japanese traditions. The collection is written entirely in
lower case letters. This combined with non-standard spelling and grammar in the poems
gives the work a quiet, humble and casual feeling. He plays with words, changing their
spelling, abbreviating them, and writing them as they are said not written. When writing
‘forked branches’ he writes the past tense with “kt” rather then the correct form “ked.”
Thus the word is read the same way but shows a playing with written language. It flouts
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grammatical conventions and in this act claims ownership of the poem and the language
it uses similar to haiku masters. Once a haiku poet mastered the rules and form of haiku
they were then free to manipulate the form and break the rules for poetic effect as
Kiyooka does in this collection. The typography of lower case letters and words written
as they sound contribute to the spoken voice tone and momentary quality of the poems.
Kiyooka’s employs the spoken voice in the playful and poetic way. The typography
combined with the casual voice create a feeling of the poem happening in a moment in
time rather than being the result of detailed editing or a long labored writing process. In
this way it is akin to Japanese poetry and the “first thought, best thought” idea popular
among North American poets who were influenced by Japanese traditions.
Fisher comments on this collection as a sonnet series found in the Western
tradition and there are some similarities between Kiyooka’s poems and a traditional
sonnet form. The subject matter of the poem reminiscing about demise of a relationship
is similar to the classic sonnet theme of unrequited love. A traditional sonnet will be
between ten and fourteen lines, have ten syllables per line and be written in a metered
rhyme. Although this poem has fourteen lines, there is no regular meter or rhyme
scheme. The length of the lines of the poem range from nine syllables to almost twenty
syllables. The Shakespearean sonnet often has a pause or turn at the end of the poem.
This poem has two breaks in it. The first break comes as a switch between providing a
narrative description of the relationship to asking the question of why love did not last.
The second break comes in switching from a reflection on the past to describing the
present moment. Although it does not show a close relationship to the sonnet form the
subject matter and narrative style are in keeping with writing in Western traditions.
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The metaphor represented by the pear tree in “since you and i forsook the rites of
marriage” provides an opportunity to examine whether the nature image in this poem is in
keeping with Japanese traditions or Western traditions. The 12th line “the pear tree’s
forkt branches foretold the truth” has an image of branches growing away form each
other as a symbol of two lovers who also grew apart. Here Kiyooka uses an image from
the natural world to represent our human experience. In this way it is similar to Japanese
tradition yet the description does not create the detailed, vivid image that is typical of
Japanese poetry. To see the forked branches the branches must be bare. Thus the time of
year is winter, which enhances the mood of loss and isolation within the poem. This
works with other details in the poem such as “taking a hot water bottle to bed” and “tepid
toes” to create a sense of being cold and alone. Thus, the image of the branches is in
keeping with Western tradition to create a mood rather than the usual Japanese style of
greater attention to detail and denoting time passing and change.
While there are Western influences present in Pear Tree Pomes, the poems also
clearly demonstrate the influences of Japanese poetic traditions. The Japanese tradition is
represented in Pear Tree Pomes by three distinct elements. These are the poetry journal
style, the presentation of text as a visual element and the explicit use of seasonal changes
in nature. Kiyooka’s earlier work, Kyoto Airs, was a poetry journal of a trip to Japan. In
Pear Tree Pomes we see the same format of poems linked in a chronological and
narrative fashion but in an inner journey rather than a physical one. As poet and critic
Sharon Thesen points out, the form of Pear Tree Pomes is in keeping with the Japanese
“uta nikki” poetry journal tradition. Uta nikki is a Romanization of the Japanese word
“uta” meaning song or poem and “nikki” meaning journal. Thesen writes:
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In Pear Tree Pomes Roy Kiyooka writes the diary of his garden's pear tree
through a round of seasons and briefly beyond the moment of its
destruction. In its concern with time and its paralleling of a history of love
with the demise of the pear tree, Kiyooka's poem can be firmly placed in
the utaniki tradition. (4)
Uta nikki is a poetic diary that in traditional Japanese poetry mixes narrative prose
with haiku. The most famous poetry diary is Basho’s Narrow Road to the Deep
North. In the Uta nikki tradition, as in Pear Tree Pomes, separate poems work
together to make a larger work.
A second Japanese element in this work is the visual quality of the poems and the
ink drawings that accompany them. In earlier books Kiyooka combined his artwork,
drawings and pictures, with text. Yet in this, his most poetically formal work, he
concentrates on the poems and has Canadian painter David Buldoc do the illustrations.
An obvious question concerns whether the visual element of this book is due to a
Japanese influence or to Kiyooka’s background in the visual arts. These may not be strict
alternatives, however. One can say that Kiyooka’s background and skill predisposed him
to the visual element in Japanese poetic forms. A previous work, StoneDGloves,
integrated black and white photography with poems. Photography is a new art form and
although very popular in modern Japanese art it does not have a strong connection with
Japanese literature. Ink drawing on the other hand does. In North America we often
think of calligraphy as a style of decorative handwriting. Yet in Japan, calligraphy,
known in Japanese as Sho-do, meaning the way of writing, is considered to be one of the
highest art forms. In Sho-do poems or words are written with a brush and ink in an
expressive manner, obscuring them to the point where they move from written word to
visual image, often with the literal meaning of the text no longer discernable. The
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Japanese traditional painting form, Nihonga, also uses ink whereas European traditional
paintings are in watercolor or oil.
The choice of brush and ink drawings shows a Japanese influence on the form of
this book. A Japanese influence on the content is also seen in some drawings,
particularly the drawings of tree branches and Buddhist prayer wheels. We often think of
Kiyooka as an artist who became a writer but really he created a form of integrating
visual elements with text that is new in the West but traditional in the East. In Western
poetry there were collected works that have illustrations but rarely were visual arts
integrated into poems so that the two together created an art piece. While this book does
not employ traditional Japanese calligraphy work, the ink drawings are informed by
Japanese literary and artistic conventions. Other works by Kiyooka, which contain hand
written poems, script that is difficult to read, and spelling errors also point to his
appreciation of the visual aspect of text.
The strongest evidence of the Japanese influence in this collection is the
presence of seasonal references within the poems. In traditional Japanese haiku
form a poem is incomplete if it lacks a seasonal reference (Hass xiii.) The
seasonal reference places the poem in the physical world, isolates a moment in
time and represents change. In Japanese haiku there were known seasonal
references and thus a poet did not need to expressly mention the season. A poet
could use the image “silver grass” and the reader would immediately understand
that it represents fall or that the phrase “lingering sun” represents spring (Shiki
27-8). With some thought a reader in North America would assume the phrase
“lingering sun” represents the long days of spring but the connection is not
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immediately apparent. In Western literature giving details of nature or the
weather were not specifically used as markers of time passing but employed to
create a mood within the poem (Hass xiii-xiv.) In this way Western poems would
present images of nature but it was not necessary to the success of the poem to
specify the season. Kiyooka, however, expressly states the season in the majority
of the poems. We see this in lines such as “ask a fallen pear about winter omens”
and “seem to have made a compact with these fall days-.” Kiyooka uses seasonal
references in his work much as the old haiku poets did. His intention is to provide
an understanding of our human place in the world in terms of change, time and
the cycles of nature.
The original Pear Tree Pomes published in 1987 is now out of print but
the text has been recently republished in an anthology of Kiyooka’s work titled
Pacific Windows and edited by Miki Roy. Kiyooka’s work continues to gain
deserved recognition. In Pear Tree Pomes he utilizes both Japanese traditions
and Western traditions to make a book that has broadened our understanding of
North American Poetry. Kiyooka as part of a second generation of North
America writers using Japanese elements has in this work integrated these
influences into a cohesive form. We can read Pear Tree Pomes and see it, similar
to Fisher, as drawing on Western traditions, but we must also identify as Thesen
does the Japanese traditions present in the work. Pear Tree Pomes has enriched
the field of literature and broadened our definition of North American Poetry.
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Exploring Ancient Healing Practices Related to Voice
As voice practitioners work with actors to unearth the whole voice, doctors and healers of
Oriental Medicine decide upon treatment of their patients by listening and looking at the whole
body. In both Traditional Chinese Medicine and Taoist healing practice, voice is not only used as
an indicator of treatment, but as an instrument of release and penetration into the body's organs
and psyche in order to shift human health and spirit into a more balanced state.
In Traditional Oriental Medicine, an acupuncturist may listen to a patient's tone of voice for one
of the five predominant emotions: fear, joy, anger, worry, and sadness. The doctor listens
carefully and hears changes in the voice as the patient expresses what she is experiencing. The
doctor not only considers physical pain, but the patient's mental, emotional and spiritual state.
The tongue is examined for its color and texture, the pulse is felt, the tension level and skin tone
is taken into consideration. The doctor might ask questions about pain, digestion, sleep, or
anxiety. Asking these questions and gathering information about the physical/emotional body,
the doctor listens to the voice and how it shifts with different subjects. Sometimes the emotion
expressed is covering for another emotion. For example, someone is angry but is covering the
anger with fear. The emotion revealed by the voice plays a role in the doctor's decision of what is
stagnating in the patient's system; or blocking the free flow of chi, the Chinese term for lifeenergy. One need only close their eyes to imagine the sounds of joy and fear to know the
immediacy of these familiar states/sounds. The doctor then uses fine needles inserted to stimulate
points along the meridians (or pathways of chi) to work to restore the imbalance in the patient's
system. Sometimes mucous or acid reflux can be detected in the vocal quality and a change in
diet is recommended. The doctor may also use physical techniques to release the voice, such as
pressing with the palm of the hand underneath the diaphragm and asking the patient to release a
sound, such as "aaaaaaaah" (in many languages the sound associated with the heart). If the
patient is unable to release the sound, he is not breathing deeply enough into the body and needs
to be encouraged to coax his breath lower into the belly.
In the Taoist healing practice of Chi Nei Tsang, the organs of the body are associated with
different sounds. The sounds are used by the client and practitioner to add a further dimension to
the healing process. After a clear intention is verbalized by the client and healer, they both do the
sound as the practitioner massages the internal organ. For example, if the intention were to
release anger, the practitioner and client would sound a particular consonant whose vibrations are
felt in the jaw, where anger can often be held. The Chi Nei Tsang practitioner would then
manipulate the rib cage in order to reach the liver and clear it of congestion through massage
techniques. The result of the work is freer breath and voice as the diaphragm relaxes. The client
often experiences an emotional release as well (although this could take more than one session
depending on the toxicity of the organ and the client's tolerance for deep-pressure work). I used
Chi Nei Tsang with sound to help a family member who was experiencing acute pain from a
kidney stone and was amazed at its effectiveness.

The idea of sound healing is a belief of ancient healers. Sounds have been made throughout the
ages to help men and women become fertile, to facilitate childbirth, to encourage the growth of
crops, to expel disease and to accept death. It is interesting to explore these ancient healing
methods and their relationship to vibration and resonance. In an age where surgery and drugs are
often recommended as quick fixes, it is fascinating to think that the pure power of the human
voice can be used to balance the workings of our inner organs and selves.
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Armenian Proverbs and the Biblical Scripture
A Work-in-Progress Report
For the last two-thee years I have been conducting a research on Armenian proverbs with an emphasis
on proverb interpretation by the students of Armenian as a heritage language. One of the interesting outcomes
of this study is the revelation of numerous parallels between the Armenian proverbs and the Biblical script. This
report pertains to the study of these parallels.
Objective: Create a database of parallels between the Armenian proverbs and the Bible.
Goals: Find and classify the parallels. Find proverb parallels in other languages. Identify source of origins.
Methodology: Comparative folklore, Descriptive linguistics, Biblical philology.
Terminology: Armenian proverbs (AP): commonly used folkloric sayings not to be confused with the Book of
Proverbs in the Bible. Biblical text (BT): any book in the Old or New Testament in English translation, RSV.1
Parallels: So far, the following types of parallels between the AP and the BT are revealed.
1. Complete equivalency in meaning and form —(CC), e.g.: “You reap whatever you sow.” Gal 6:7 ÆÝã áñ
ó³Ý»ë, ³ÛÝ ÏÁ ÑÝÓ»ë: “Whatever you sow, you reap.”
2. Complete equivalency in meaning; form modified—(CM), e.g.: “It is better to hear the rebuke of
the wise than to hear the song of the fools.” Eccl 7:4-5 È³õ ¿ ÇÙ³ëïáõÝÇ Ñ»ï ù³ñ ù³ß»ë, ù³Ý
³ÝË»ÉùÇ Ñ»ï ÷É³õ áõï»ë: “Better is to carry stones with wise than to eat pilaf with unwise.”
3. Complete equivalency in form; meaning modified—(CF), e.g.: “But when you give alms, do not
let your left hand know what your right hand is doing so that your alms may be done in secret; and your
Father who sees in secret will reward you”. Mt 6:3-4 Ø¿Ï Ó»éùÁ åÇïÇ ãÇÙ³Ý³Û ÙÇõë Ó»éùÝ ÇÝã ÏþÁÝ¿:
“One hand shouldn’t know what the other does”. The proverb in Armenian is stripped of religious meaning and
used either in regard to a confused person or a savvy housewife.
4. Ideological adage; biblical meaning in different wording—(IA), e.g.: Of making many books there
is no end, and much study is a weariness of flesh. Eccl 11:12 ¶ÇïáõÝ ·ÇïÝ³Û, ù³Ýó Ù³½ ÏÁ
µ³ñÏÝ³Û, ³Ý·¿ï É¿ ãÑ³ëÏÝ³Û, ù³Ýó ·»ñ³Ý ÏÁ Ñ³ëïÝ³Û: “The guru who knows, thins down like
a hair and the dumb doesn’t understand, so he rounds up like a log.”
5. Thematic adage; biblical themes with modified meanings, no religious connotation—(TA), e.g.:
"Indeed, the word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword." Heb 4:12 (cf. also John
1.14). ÂñÇ Ïïñ³ÍÁ ÏÁ É³õÝ³Û, É»½áõÇ Ïïñ³ÍÁ ãÇ É³õÝ³ñ “The sword cut heals, the tongue cut doesn’t.”
6. Lexical matches, i.e., idioms, conventional metaphors, other paremia, and just compound words
maintaining frozen biblical images and metaphors—(LM) e.g.: “Do not give what is holy to dogs.” Mt 7:6
ÞÝ»ñáó »Õ³õ£ “Became a belonging of dogs”. i.e., goodness wasted. “Can a woman forget her nursing child
or show no compassion for the child of her womb? Even these may forget, yet I will not forget you”. Isa
49:15 Ø»ñÁ Ù³ÝáõÏÝ áõñ³ó³õ: “The mother denied the child”. In regard to public calamity.
7. In addition, there is a large number of AP which express opposite to the Bible mentality—(OM),
e.g.: “May those who sow in tears reap with shouts of joy.” Ps 126.5 ¸³éÁ ¹³ï»ó, ¹³ï³ñÏ Ýëï³õ:
“He worked hard, remained empty (with nothing).”
Statistics: The majority of parallels is with the Old Testament, IA and LM.
Origin of proverbs: The Bible may be the source of CC and may have affected the common use of
CM, CF, IA, TA, LM and even OM. However it is not excluded that the Armenian proverbs and the biblical
images may have another, yet older source considering geo-historical circumstances.
Low levels of literacy and the use of Ancient Armenian (which became incomprehensible cc 11th c.
AD) translations of the Bible until the 20th century, complicated with the atheism enforced by the Soviet
authorities impeded the common knowledge of the BT on a first hand basis even though Armenia became
Christian cc 301AD. Proverbs travel. Many parallels between AP and the Bible appear to be human universals
in their content and synonymic proverbs with the same meaning and very similar form are registered in the
folklore of many non Christian nations. The closer geo-historically to Armenia are proverbs from other
languages, the more similar become the images in synonymic proverbs, though synonyms are found in all
languages of the Old and New Worlds.
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Representative A Cappella Works of Einojuhani Rautavaara
Over his long and varied career, Einojuhani Rautavaara (born 1928) has become one of
the leading figures in contemporary Nordic music. In addition to his composing he is
active as a critic, editor, and advocate for new composers in Finland and abroad. Prolific
in many genres, he has had particular success in the composition of choral works for both
Finnish and international ensembles.
This article, offered in celebration of the composer’s 75th birthday, includes a brief
description of Rautavaara’s biographical information, followed by a discussion of his
stylistic development and compositional philosophy. Representative a cappella choral
works are then analyzed, and suggestions for preparation and performance are included.
Finally, a pronunciation guide to the languages of the representative works is provided to
facilitate their performance.
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Abstract
“‘I have brought you all good offerings and nourishment, every good thing in
Upper Egypt, in Lower Egypt, all life, stability and power…’”
Sesostris I pavilion at Karnak, Dyn. XII.
(Lacau-Chevrier, Une chapelle de Sésostris Ier à Karnak 1956-69,
p.211-12, pl.2)
Offerings were of paramount importance to the ancient Egyptians. The passage above is spoken by
the fecundity figures (Baines, Fecundity Figures, 1985 p.209) often known as Hapi and permit us to
recognize how significant and all-encompassing the blessings desired. Their gifts for King Sesostris I are
the bounty of Egypt connoting the best in life. A simpler offering formula from the tomb of Mereruka at
Saqqara, Dynasty VI, states that a 1,000 of bread and a 1,000 of beer were intended for the tomb owner.
This food for eternity is supplied also in the accompanying images. Elevated offerings include a variety of
potstands, low platter-tables and taller tables, but it is interesting to note that as early as Dynasty II, the
closest offerings to the deceased are elevated on stands. That potstands were valued is evident from their
longevity, spanning over 3000 years, from Predynastic (before the kings, c. 3800 B.C.) to Roman times.
Even tiny pots on stands found at the temple sites of Hierakonpolis and Abydos, early Dynastic c.3200
B.C., prove that gifts to the gods could include model potstands. This study for the first time will
investigate the contexts in which standed vessels were used—in particular potstands—as well as assess
their use and meaning in religious and funerary rites.
For this careful investigation, there are several sources of evidence: tomb, temple, royal shrine,
ancient texts, and archaeological data from excavations at key sites such as Hierakonpolis, Saqqara, and
Abydos. Funerary evidence includes grave gifts and representations of offerings for and often preserved in
tombs (Dynasties I-VI). Select examples of offerings on stands from later tombs (N. de Garies Davies, The
tomb of Vizier Ramose, EES, 1941; Thebes, Dynasty XVIII) re-confirm funerary use. Other tombs reveal
ritual use of potstands from the careers of the deceased (G. Foucart & M. Baud, Tombes Thebaines: Le
Tombeau de Panehsy, IFAO, 1932; Thebes, Dynasty XIX). Temple walls (Abydos, Karnak and especially
the Temple of Edfu, 275- 57 B.C.) present the ubiquitous temple offerings. We can learn the importance of
offerings to the ancient Egyptians, their beliefs, customs and rituals from representations and texts on tomb
and temple walls: tomb of Nefer and Ka-Hay (Moussa, A. and H. Altenmüller, The Tomb of Nefer and KaHay, 1971; Dynasty V) at Saqqara, the Pyramid Texts (R. Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts,
1969; Dynasties V-VI), the Opening of the Mouth Ceremony (used in temple rituals, sharing much with the
funerary cult of the New Kingdom, Dynasties XVIII-XX) and temple daily rituals as studied by F.W
Fairman and Maurice Alliot at the Temple of Horus, Edfu.
Method of research involves assessment of offerings found in ancient texts coupled with
comparative study of the use and types of potstands. Pottery and archaeological context recorded from
published excavations as early as the nineteenth century (Naqada by J. de Morgan, Ethnographie des
Populations Indigenes de l’Egypte, 1897; and Petrie’s work at many sites and publications) provide a
sizable database for potstands that extends into Roman times. Recent research and excavations at Buto,
Elephantine, Aswan and Abydos have confirmed Petrie’s Sequence Dating, which provide criteria essential
to date new material from Hierakonpolis, field season 2003.
Central to my study is the site of Hierakonpolis, in Southern Egypt, which provides evidence of a
new context for potstands. Fieldwork in January 2003 found a remarkable deposit of potstands ‘in situ’ in
the western part of the ancient town. This handmade pottery is remarkably consistent. The numerous
potstands include three different sub-types and are all clearly related in workmanship and form. They can
be dated to Dynasty I by close comparison with examples from sites like Naqada, Ballas, Abydos and
Diospolis Parva. Interestingly, this deposit was not found near a tomb or even the temple, but in the town.
The different hypotheses about the deposit offer new perspectives and demand further research not only at
the town site of Hierakonpolis, but raise the question of the significance of potstands for the ancient
Egyptian town community. This seminal study of potstands results in a new awareness of ancient Egyptian
value for elevated offerings, their ‘protocol’ and hierarchy among offerings, and Hierakonpolis interest in
quality offering stands ‘even in clay’.
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Format:
A workshop addressing the basic questions
facing humanities faculties today:
• Can the humanities survive the culture wars?
• Can the specialties under the humanities umbrella develop a new sense
of mission and shared common purpose?
• Can defenders of tradition and those challenging traditional think
schemes join in an emerging consensus?
• Will the traditional humanities and the cultural studies movement join
in
a common humanistic enterprise?
• What are survival strategies for the humanities at a time when business
divisions, athletic programs, and computer science are riding high?

This workshop or special session will explore key issues and key examples
in the movement toward a new synthesis and an emerging consensus as the
humanities are moving beyond a period of polarizing and backlash:
REVITALIZING THE CANON What does it take to introduce a new generation of
students to the “Presence of the Past” that is the guiding ideal of the
humanities? If the definition of a classic is that it speaks to us across distances
in time and space, what classics speak most directly to today’s students?
Student productions of Sophocles’ Antigone, of Euripides’ Trojan Women, and of
Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, with their questioning of obtuse authority and of a
prevailing war faction, find a strong resonance in today’s student audiences.
Breaking out of an “illustration” format and taking images down from museum walls
to make them part of a procession to the temple or pilgrimage to the cathedral
helps us bring the past to life.
INTEGRATING MULTICULTURAL PERSPECTIVES In spite of rearguard actions to
belittle multiculturalism as fashionable PC, the humanities are being transformed
by a groundswell movement to see the history of Western civilization in the
larger context of the history of human culture. How do we set up a genuine
encounter of cultures? For instance, we today bring in China as an unknown
alternative universe when teaching ancient civilizations. We introduce the
interaction with the great rival religion and cultural tradition of Islam when
teaching the Middle Ages.
WORKING TOWARD GENDER BALANCE In textbooks and course offerings, we
are
seeing much highlighting of women in the arts from Gentileschi, Cassat, and
Morisot to Käthe Kollwitz or Gabriele Münter and on to Dorothea Lange and Frida
Kahlo. Teachers of literature are rereading classics like Jane Eyre from a
feminist perspective. Much scholarship reexamines the lives of women in cultures
from Egypt to Rome. Much humanistic scholarship reexamines the
the role of female divinities and earth goddesses in mythology and the
history or religion. (The god Athena was the patron of classical Athens who presided
over the fortunes of the city in the Parthenon.)
BREAKING OUT OF THE FINE ARTS ISOLATION A groundswell movement is
bridging
the gap between the Fine Arts and the Applied Arts or arts of everyday living.
The Centre Pompidou in Paris recently emerged from a multi-million dollar
reconfiguring to restore the continuity between art and daily life pioneered by
Ruskin’s generation and again by the Bauhaus
movement. The urban and environmental art of the eighties and nineties
transcended traditional divisions between highbrow and lowbrow art.
REWRITING HISTORY Monumental achievements like the current edition of the

Stearns Encyclopedia of World History reflect the pervasive shift from
military history and political history to honoring the lives of ordinary people.
Maps charting amazing patterns of trade under seemingly impossible conditions in
the earliest periods of history are beginning to honor the arts of peace and
providing a respite from the obsession of earlier historians with famous
battles and conquerors.
THE INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE The flourishing of classical Athens
represented a magnificent synergy of city building, politics. oratory, ceramics,
sculpture, theater, imaginative literature, science, and philosophy. Something
similar was true of such great collaborative enterprises as the building of
the great medieval cathedrals or such monuments to civic pride as the urban
centers of the Renaissance. None of these great waystations in our shared
cultural history fit into the divisions and territorial prerogatives set up by narrow
specialties.
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Polynesians in Togas
The myth of an earthly paradise in the South Pacific has its beginnings
with the three circumnavigation's of the globe undertaken by Captain
James Cook. The ostensible motives behind these voyages of exploration
were three-fold: the mission of the first voyage was to observe the transit
of Venus, the second was to answer the question about the existence of a
rumored great Southern Continent [Antarctica], and the last voyage to
discover if a Northwest Passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean
existed. There were commercial benefits to be assessed, and the British
Admiralty, that sponsored in part the voyages, was eager for information
about the military outposts of other European powers and the promises of
the political expansion of the British Empire.
One of the components of these voyages which marked a difference from
the exploratory voyages of the Spanish, French, Portuguese and Dutch
was the inclusion of professional artists in the crews. Artists were hired to
assist the naturalists, astronomers, and botanists included on Cook's staff.
On the second voyage, William Hodges (1744-1797) a landscape artist
trained by masters affected by the Neoclassic regard for Greek and
Roman art, was the chief artist to join the staff.
William Hodges's work, completed during and after the voyage, exhibits a
unique mixture of scientific, factual renderings of the Pacific basin island
cultures with other works which cast a romantic tinge onto the island
societies of the Pacific. He pictured a lush world peopled by idealized
figures often assuming the poses and costumes of revered Classical
sculptures from Greek and Roman antiquity.

This paper explores why the island cultures encountered by Cook's ships
The Resolution and The Adventure were interpreted as they were by
Hodges. It examines the appeal of writings of philosophes such as JeanJacques Rousseau, the concepts of the sublime as defined by Edmund
Burke, and the burgeoning Romantic movement. The published prints by
Hodges that accompanied the published edition of Cook's second voyage
had a profound influence on the myth of a paradisical world that, in fact,
did not exist. This vision was perpetuated by other English artists such as
Sir Joshua Reynolds and Robert Smirke, and found its way onto the
pages of Herman Melville's novels, Typee (1846) and Omoo (1847) and
,finally, the dream world of Paul Gauguin in the 1890s.
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Ernst von Dohnányi’s Cantus vitae, op. 38:
A Romantic’s Disdain for Modernism Revealed through Music
abstract
Although Ernst von Dohnányi (1877-1960) was frequently criticized for remaining faithful to the
Romantic musical tradition in his compositions, he never retaliated by speaking out against the music of
his progressive contemporaries. In fact, he used his positions as the premiere pianist in Hungary, the
Director of the Franz Liszt Academy, and the Music Director of the Hungarian Radio to instead promote
the compositions of young compatriots, even if he personally disliked their avant-garde compositional
styles. During his twenty-five-year tenure as the conductor of the Budapest Philharmonic, Dohnányi was
responsible for the premieres of a total of 89 new works by 37 Hungarian composers.
The only time that Dohnányi allowed himself to explicitly reveal his negative feelings towards
progressive musical styles was in his symphonic cantata Cantus vitae, op. 38 (1941), which appears to
have been composed as part of a mission to demonstrate the full potential of the Romantic musical style.
Dohnányi was very much aware that he was one of the last composers in the Romantic tradition, and,
much as J. S. Bach’s works are among the last and most thoroughly developed compositions in the
Baroque style, the Cantus vitae represents a paradigmatic monument to musical Romanticism. In some
portions of the symphonic cantata, however, Dohnányi openly attacked the contemporary musical styles
that he detested by actually quoting them. For example, the complete breakdown of culture is represented
by a bitonal jazz number. Following a particularly dissonant outburst by the orchestra, the score dictates
that the tenor soloist turn to the orchestra and ask, “Why do you spoil your art like this? Do you like what
you are playing?” To this a men’s chorus (the “Chorus of Musicians”) responds emphatically, “No, we
do not!”
This paper will survey how Dohnányi steadfastly promoted avant-garde music even though his
own conservative musical style was being rejected, and how he used his magnum opus as a vehicle to
finally reveal his disdain for modernism.
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Teaching Music and American Culture To Teens in Poland
Patricia Ann Grutzmacher, Ph.D., and Mary Kay Pieski, Authors
Kent State University

For the past twelve years the Kosciuszko Foundation has organized the
Teaching English in Poland Program. This is a summer program that brings
American teachers to Poland to immerse Polish youth in American English
language experiences and American culture. In various locations in Poland
three-week programs are established in boarding schools where teachers and
students reside together, working and playing side by side, sharing traditions,
and employing the English language to study science, language arts, history,
music, and cultural traditions. To date, the Kosciuszko Foundation has organized
a total of 73 camps located across Poland. A total of 1,200 American teachers
and teaching assistants (all volunteers) of diverse backgrounds from all over the
United States has gone to Poland. Over all, approximately 7000 Polish students
(fifth grade through high school) from cities, towns, and villages throughout
Poland have been able to refine their English language skills and their knowledge
of American life and culture. As part of the cultural exchange, American
participants were given the opportunity to expand their knowledge of Polish
history, geography, language, culture and traditions. Some were able to immerse
themselves in their own ancestral culture.
The authors, both music teachers, taught one hundred Polish teens
between the ages of 15 and 19 in a boarding school located in Krakow, Poland
for three weeks during the summer of 2001. They worked as a team, along with
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a general classroom teacher, to create a curriculum that integrated music
learning objectives and performing experiences with English writing and speaking
activities. The focus of study was human rights and social responsibility. Due to
the special interest and knowledge of one of the teachers in the team, children’s
rights became a global issue for discussion. The students were introduced to
music as a vehicle for human expression of the individual, and as a means of
maintaining and promoting social identity. Anthems, protest music, and
contemporary popular music examples were shared, studied, and discussed.
Terminology, in English, related to human rights issues was introduced.
The students were immersed in creating their own music instruments, and
music performances. The inspiration for this creativity came from viewing videos
of performances by the popular group STOMP. The Polish school curriculum
does not include performance-based music programs. Therefore, the majority of
students did not understand the structure of musical compositions, nor had many
learned to play music instruments. Guiding them in creating their own STOMPinspired performance vignettes was challenging, but successful.
One outcome of their learning experiences was to work in small groups to
create metaphoric representations of specific aspects of human rights, presented
through dramatic music performances utilizing handmade music instruments, and
found objects that served as music instruments. All discussion was in English,
and each group wrote an essay in English, defining and explaining the
importance of a term that was discussed in class. Terms included harmony,
communication, cooperation, discrimination, dialogue, peace, equality, and
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power. Each group presented a public performance that included reading the
essay, and performing the STOMP-like musical vignette. All essays were
recorded, and the performances were videotaped.
Currently, and as a result of the experience in 2001, along with
subsequent experiences by other teachers in the Northeastern Ohio area, plans
are underway for the establishment of a summer English language immersion
program in which music is the focus for the entire camp. The Music For Peace
and Understanding Program will incorporate music representing the rich ethnic
heritage of the United States. Students will learn about American cultural
traditions through singing, and through playing musical instruments such as
dulcimers, Orff instruments, and steel drums. Project goals are to guide students
in increasing their knowledge of American culture, geography, music, traditions,
and history. Students will progress in their use of the English language, while
American teachers will learn about Poland’s history, culture, and traditions.
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6. Abstract of paper.
The practice of policies and politics of HIV/AIDS in South Africa
The broad aim of this paper is to trace the changing politicisation of the HIV/AIDS
epidemic with specific reference to the role and position of the African National
Congress (ANC). This is done against the background of the tumultuous political,
social and economic changes in SA during the past 20 years and the alarming
increase of the epidemic since the late 1980’s. An important question throughout
is whether there was a correlation between political rhetoric and practices to
stem the HIV/AIDS epidemic.
By the late 1980’s political rhetoric especially from concerned civilian
organisations about the increase in HIV positive people and the government’s
apparently nonchalant policies, became more vociferous. What was the nature of
the government’s response and how did it manifest itself in practice? Another
question during this time was the position of the ANC at this stage on HIV/AIDS.
Have anything changed in their position since then, especially when it became
clear during the negotiations for a democratic government that they will be the
next government?

Indeed, one of the most pressing problems facing the newly elected ANC
government in 1994 and since was the rapid increase in HIV positive people.
Two major incidents will receive attention.
One was the rhetoric of dr Nokosasana Zuma as minister of health in the first few
years after 1994. She was heavily criticised regarding the education policies
against HIV/AIDS emanating from her department. Did her rhetoric and practice
co-incide?
After the 1999 election with an even more alarming rise in HIV positive people,
the new president, Thabo Mbeki, became personally involved and he and his
new health minister, dr Manto Tshabala-Msimang, now had to answer to
increasingly critical questions about government policies and practices. The most
problematic issue became the government’s control over medication which could
assist in the fight against HIV/AIDS – such as AZT and Naviropine. This
immediately clashed with the newly formed Treatment Action Campaign
organisation to fight the government head-on on this issue.
In the light of these events a conclusion will be presented as to the changes in
practices due to policies and politics of HIV/AIDS in South Africa and its
significance. In short, could the ANC government deliver where the previous
government failed
humanities@hichumanities.org
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Lewis Carroll’s Guide for Girls
Louise A. Griffiths-Johnson
Utah State University
One of the interpretations of Lewis Carroll's Through the Looking Glass is that it
is a lament over the loss of his child-friends when they reached puberty. Charles
Dodgson ( Lewis Carroll) felt at ease with young girls and enjoyed their company.
In this book he expressed his sorrow as his little friends crossed the border into
adulthood. He developed affectionate relationships with many of them, and one
of the reasons he wrote this book was to amuse and entertain them with its
imagination and nonsense. Dodgson also might have intended his young friends to
use this book as a guide, and to reassure them, as they passed through the difficult
period of adolescence.
Alice grows up during her journey through the Looking-glass world. She
advances from a pawn to a queen as she moves toward the eighth square.
Johnson (1992) refers to Carroll’s “ uncompromising precision with which he
instructed his illustrators concerning what he wanted in his books.” Johnson then
shows that when Tenniel illustrated Alice as a pawn, she is depicted as a little girl;
however, as a queen she is portrayed as a young woman with breasts. Dodgson
was an intelligent, perceptive person who studied medical books and
photographed nude girls, so he acquainted himself with the physical changes that
occur in girls during puberty.
The story begins with Alice involved in child's play as she talks with her kittens

and imagines another world through the mirror in her house. She experiences a
child's fantasy of empowerment as she enters a world of miniature adults in the
form of chess playing pieces over whom she has a great deal of control. One of
the steps children take as they move toward adulthood is the realization that they
must take some control over their lives and assume responsibility for their choices.
When Alice sets the White King down after lifting him through the air, she "was a
little alarmed at what she had done, and went round the room to see if she could
find any water to throw over him." Later, "she sat watching the White King (for she
was still a little anxious about him, and had the ink all ready to throw over him, in
case he fainted again)." Alice then discovers the "Jabberwocky" poem, which
"seems very pretty, but it's rather hard to understand...However, somebody killed
something..." foreshadowing of the impending death of her childhood.
As Alice passes through the garden, she asks the flowers if they are
"sometimes frightened at being planted out here, with nobody to take care of
you?" Now she is beginning to wonder how she will survive in the adult world. Alice
meets the Red Queen, who introduces her to the concept of relativity in life as she
tells her of the "gardens, compared with which this would be a wilderness...hills, in
comparison with which you'd call that a valley...nonsense, compared with which
that would be as sensible as a dictionary." The Red Queen takes Alice on a fast
run, and "Alice felt she could not go faster..." Alice notices "that the trees and the
other things round them never changed their places at all: however fast they
went, they never seemed to pass anything." This illustrates the impatience of

adolescents as they reach for the status of adulthood. At the end of this chapter,
Alice remembered "that she was a Pawn, and that it would soon be time for her to
move." Dodgson is reminding his young friends that they will continue to progress
through the many changes and experiences that lie ahead.
The Red Queen may also symbolize Alice's first full menstrual period. When
Alice meets the Red Queen in the garden, she notices that the Queen had "grown
a good deal!" The Red Queen, whose color matches menstrual flow, is also
concerned with taking measurements. She measures five yards on the ground,
marking each with a little peg, and states, "At the end of two yards... I shall give you
your directions...At the end of three yards I shall repeat them...At the end of four, I
shall say good-bye. And at the end of five, I shall go!" (Perhaps the Queen begins
her discussion at the second yard because Alice, as a pawn, must advance two
spaces in her first move). As Alice came to the last peg, the Red Queen "vanished
into the air." Most women measure their cycles and duration of flow, and the
average duration of menstrual flow is five days, and then it "vanishes."
Alice explores her identity in the "Looking-Glass Insects" chapter.

The

discussion of the worth and meaning of names with the gnat leads to a frightening
identity crisis. Alice passes through the woods with a fawn, not knowing her own
name or the names of the objects around her. The fawn asks her, "What do you
call yourself?" Alice answers sadly, "I wish I knew! Nothing, just now." They move
on, and "Alice with her arms clasped lovingly round the soft neck of the Fawn,"
emerges from the woods successfully, knowing her name "Alice--Alice--I won't

forget it again." In this section of the book, Dodgson reassures his young friends
that they will indeed survive this terrifying stage of their development, perhaps with
the help of something or someone warm and familiar, as Alice's fawn.
Tweedledum and Tweedledee introduce Alice to the poem "The Walrus and
the Carpenter," which helps Alice to explore her feelings and values. After hearing
the poem, Alice decides, "I like the Walrus best because you see he was a little sorry
for the poor oysters." When Tweedledee explains that the Walrus ate more than the
carpenter, Alice changes her mind and says, "That was mean! Then I like the
Carpenter best--if he did not eat so many as the Walrus." As Alice observes the
sleeping Red King, she struggles with

questions concerning reality in the

Looking-glass world. Is he a part of her dream or she is a part of his dream?
Tweedledee proposes that Alice is "only a sort of thing in his dream," but Alice insists
that she is real.

"If I wasn't real, I shouldn't be able to cry...,” she says to

Tweedledee, who replies, "I hope you don't think those are real tears?" Alice
concludes that "they're talking nonsense, and it's foolish to cry about it." She
brushes away her tears (and this seemingly unanswerable question) and continues
on her journey toward puberty.
Alice learns about frustration and disappointment in life through her
encounter with the White Queen, who is in a state of disarray and in pain from a
self-inflicted injury. The Queen's practice of "living backwards" may be an idea
Dodgson applies to help his young friends understand and come to terms with the
concept of cause and effect. The Queen states that "there's one advantage in it,

that one's memory works both ways." Near the end of the book the White Queen
boasts to Queen Alice that she '"can read words of one letter!" This is an illustration
of the Queen's practice of living backwards, as she switches the "cause" of an
ability to read complex words (understanding words of one letter, i.e., the
alphabet) with the effect. An understanding of cause and effect empowers the
adolescent with feelings of confidence and control.
In the second part of the "Wool and Water" chapter, the White Queen turns
into a sheep, and Alice finds herself in a shop and entering another period of
confusion. Again, she emerges successfully as she decides to purchase an egg,
which is a hopeful symbol of new life. Dodgson's choice of an egg as the object
Alice purchases from the sheep raises the

possibility that the White Queen

symbolizes ovulation. Women (and other mammals) produce a white flow at the
time of ovulation. In regard to the Queen's practice of living backwards, it is
interesting to note that another method of determining a woman's time of
ovulation is in retrospect, by counting backwards an average of fourteen days
from the first day of menstrual flow. Moreover, the White Queen screams "like the
whistle of a steam engine" when her finger is bleeding. Her alarming reaction may
be related to the fact that menstrual bleeding is the result of the failure of the
purpose of ovulation, which is fertilization.
The general hysteria of the queen reflects the medical and social attitudes
toward women in nineteenth century Europe. During this century, menstruation in
women was equated to heat in animals. Even the language changed, applying

terminology previously referring only to animals, to the physiology of women
(Gallagher and Laqueur 1987). The signs of heat have been observed for at least as
long as humans have been breeding animals. For example, domestic horses were
introduced into Babylonia around 2000 B.C., and then into Egypt a few centuries
later. These animals were the forerunners of the Arab breed.

Arabian horse

breeders traditionally refer to the vulvar flapping of a mare in heat as “winking”
(McNeal 2003). Richard Lamb Allen (1847), a contemporary of Dodgson, refers to
animals “in heat,” but frank writing in agricultural texts of the specific signs of heat
do not commonly appear in print until the twentieth century (For example,
Mumford 1921). The hysteria associated with heat (and women in general) has
been discussed for millennia. Hippocrates defined women as “ disease.” Laqueur
speaks of Raciborski’s writings of moral physiology in the nineteenth century:
The quite mad behavior of dogs and cats during heat... is but a more
manifest version of what the human female too experiences... the same
“orgasme l’ovulation”...marked by the same deluge of nervous
excitement and bleeding in both, whatever discomfort adolescent girls
might feel at the onset of menstruation and whatever irritability or tension
a woman might experience... could be magnified through the metaphors
of this account and reinterpreted as but the tip of a physiological
volcano. Menstruation, in short, was a minimally disguised heat. Women
would behave as brutes were it not for the thin veneer of civilization
(Gallagher and Laqueur 1987).
In Victorian Women, Hellerstein et al. state, “The difficulty lay with young girls’
bodies. Menstruation was seen as a perilous function...The female reproductive
system–was a fearsomely complex structure...that had to be carefully regulated...”
These cultural attitudes could explain the behaviors and dispositions of Dodgson’s

queens. Moreover, couching these topics in a child’s fantasy tale reflects “a
general Victorian tendency to make matters of intense feeling–primarily, but not
exclusively, sexual feeling–matters of secrecy and self- reflexiveness, and to
withhold them from speech and action (Kucich 1987). Additionally, Dennis Allen’s
states that his study (1993),
was generated by some of the implications of Michel Foucault’s rejection of
the ”repressive hypothesis,” namely, the notion that the Victorians simply and
unilaterally refused to consider the sexual. On the contrary, Foucault argues,
the proliferation of scientific and social discourses on sex and sexuality during
the Victorian era demonstrates a vast enterprise designed to articulate–in
effect to produce–the “truth” of the sexual...Erotically discreet, the Victorian
novel nonetheless subtly constructs the sexual.
As the story continues, Alice encounters the ovum, Humpty Dumpty. This
chapter deals with effective communication and the search for meaning. Humpty
Dumpty asks Alice what her name means. Alice asks in return, "Must a name mean
something?" "Of course it must," he replies. Later, he states, "When I use a word, it
means just what I choose it to mean--neither more nor less.... The question is which is
to be master, that's all."

Alice is puzzled because in order to communicate

effectively with Humpty Dumpty, they must agree on the meanings of the words.
"The Lion and the Unicorn" chapter deals with competition. The two animals
are fighting for the crown. The question of what is fair play is addressed. In the
beginning of the chapter, soldiers are running through the wood, "tripping over
something or other, and whenever one went down, several more always fell over
him, so that the ground was soon covered with little heaps of men." After the
Unicorn fights the Lion, he says to the King, "I had the best of it this time." The King

states, "You shouldn't have run him through with your horn, you know." "It didn't hurt
him," the Unicorn carelessly replies. Alice asks, "Does--the one--that wins--get the
crown?" Values and competition are important issues for adolescents to consider.

The White Knight may represent Dodgson and his wish to be remembered by
his young friends as they leave him. "Of all the strange things that Alice saw in her
journey Through the Looking-Glass, this was the one that she always remembered
most clearly. Years afterwards she could bring the whole scene back again, as if it
had been only yesterday--the mild blue eyes and kindly smile of the Knight..." The
Knight poignantly asks Alice to wait and wave her handkerchief when he gets to
the turn in the road. Alice replies, "Of course I'll wait, and thank you very much for
coming so far--and for the song--I liked it very much." The Knight says, "I hope so,
but you didn't cry so much as I thought you would." They shake hands, and "the
Knight rode slowly away into the forest." Alice's thanks to the Knight "for coming so
far--and for the song" is further evidence that the book is intended to be as a guide
for his young friends.
Alice succeeds in becoming a queen, and by this Dodgson reassures his
childhood friends that they can survive the shaky and often nonsensical years of
adolescence. In the Wool and Water chapter, when Alice was feeling lonely and
"two large tears came rolling down her cheeks," the White Queen comforts her
saying, "Oh, don't go on like that! Consider what a great girl you are. Consider
what a long way you've come today. Consider what o'clock it is. Consider

anything, only don't cry." Alice asks the Queen, "Can you keep from crying by
considering things?" The reply is, "That's the way it's done, nobody can do two
things at once, you know."
Auerbach (1982) states, “Lewis Carroll’s Alice presides in sleep over a magic
creation which is also self-creation.” Perhaps Dodgson was a feminist and ridiculed
the general attitudes and ignorance of the time, including the lack of social
support for the education of girls. Anyway, with humor, insight, and affection,
Dodgson assists his young friends through puberty. At the same time, as with the
poignant farewell of the White Knight, he lets his friends know that the boundary
they cross over into adulthood will terminate the intimate friendship they share with
him. And clearly, he does so with great sadness.
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Abstract of paper:
Material culture has long been recognized as a major channel for the transmission
of social identity, but less attention has been devoted to the problem of how particular
patterns in visual art styles encode cultural values. Commonly known as tapa, bark cloth
is a major art form in Polynesia. In this paper, I examine how the designs used in ngatu,
as this cloth is known in Tonga, reflect the proper presentation of self in both national
and international contexts. Rather than focusing on ngatu exchange as a means for the
accomplishment of social status, I will explore how social identity is achieved through
the use of specific ngatu designs and how the arrangement of these designs embodies
concepts of social identity. Although all designs are of historic or mythic significance,
some images have royal or noble origins. Some images relate to village-specific events
while others are based on stories well known throughout the kingdom. At the other end
of the spectrum are unique images whose replication has been prohibited to increase their
value and the status of their owners.
Ngatu designs reveal much about the Tongan sense of identity and the
presentation of self as it relates to the negotiation of rank and status. This paper is based
on data gathered from interviews with women in the villages of Nuku’alofa, Nukunuku,
and Fahefa on the island of Tongatapu and in the village of Neiafu on the island of
Vava’u.

Direct Objects: The Flatbed Scanner Images of Blaise Tobia
Paper Abstract
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Photography was first presented to the world by its inventors as a natural process that
produced a species of indexical or natural sign. Louis-Jacques-Mande Daguerre, for
instance, claimed that “the daguerreotype is not an instrument which serves to draw
nature; but a chemical and physical process which gives her the power to reproduce
herself.” And on January 31, 1839 William Henry Fox Talbot, in an effort to lay
historical and legal claim to his invention of photogenic drawing, read a paper before the
Royal Society in London entitled, “Some Account of the Art of Photogenic Drawing, or,
the Process by which Natural Objects May be Made to Delineate Themselves without the
Aid of the Artist’s Pencil.” Photography was thus at first assimilated by its founders to
nature rather than culture; it was portrayed more as the discovery of a natural
phenomenon, a process that actualized nature’s hidden potential to represent itself, than
as a technological invention. In fact, the empirical truth of the photographic image, its
detailed correspondence to natural appearances, was understood to depend upon the
direct, unmediated relation of the depicted object to the photo-chemical process, the
absence of any significant intervention of human agencythe mind, imagination, will, or
hand. This directness, this lack of artifice upon which the entire mythology of
photographic realism depends, was well served by Daguerre’s use of a camera obscura
which did nothing more than single out and focus a bundle of light rays; but it was even
more clearly and dramatically evident in Talbott’s discovery of the photogram or
“photogenic drawing” as he chose to call it, for in this process, an object is placed

directly upon a flat surface covered with photosensitive chemicals, and then exposed to
light. The image that results from this process is the offspring of an unmediated, natural
relation between object, light, and chemicals and therefore constitutes a natural sign.
In the creation of his open-ended series of Iris prints entitled Direct Objects
(2000-2003), photographer Blaise Tobia circumvents the mediating power of the camera
by laying objects directly upon a flatbed scanner, a process that unavoidably conjures up
the historical precedent of the photogram. But ironically, the digital ground of 0s and 1s
in which the scanned objects leave their footprints is intrinsically artificial, changeable,
invisible, abstract, and immaterial and it does not, therefore, permit the formation of a
natural sign. The artist’s flatbed scanner process, in other words, is profoundly at odds
with the mythology of photographic realism that attaches itself so easily to chemicalbased photography in general and the photogram in particular.
In each of the prints in this series, Tobia stages a confrontation between the mind
and its objects by supplementing the image of a single, scanned object, set against a jetblack, velvety ground, with textual material above and below. The digital field in which
this confrontation takes place is entirely appropriate to its purpose in that it consists of
artificial signifiers (0s and 1s), the very medium of thought itself. But even though
everything that appears here is in fact formed and held in the reductive crucible of the
sign, the seemingly palpable presence of the scanned objects looming directly before us
in their sheer, concrete givenness (an impression subtly, if misleadingly, enhanced by the
historical association of these images with the photogram) is radically unlike the flat,
abstract nature of the written signs (texts) that accompany them. And thus the viewer is
encouraged by Tobia’s text-image confrontation to look upon the represented objects

either in terms of a commonsensical, intuitive encounter with the sensible, objective
world, or in terms of an abstract, at times counter-intuitive perspective achieved by the
rational, sign-wielding capacity of the mind which is specifically set in motion by the
accompanying texts (the series title is a pun: the objects appear at once as the “direct
objects” of thought and as unmediated, “direct” appearances untouched by thought). By
positioning the simple, self-evident identity of each depicted object between texts that
radically reconfigure our experience of it, each print draws us into a contemplation of the
life of the mind itself. On the one hand, the simple, empirical presence of each object is
transformed by the play of verbal signs into something extraordinary, a fixing point of
imagination, feeling, and idea; in all but one case (where there is only a single,
continuous text), the text at the bottom of the print does not directly reference the
depicted object, but rather metaphorically transforms our experience of it by addressing
ideas that place it in a surprising context. But on the other hand, the functional
dependency of the life of the mind upon the sensible world also becomes apparent, for
without the anchor of a visualization, analogy, or metaphor involving objects, one is
instantly set adrift in conceptual space. All of these prints, then, explore the relationship
between thought and things, the way in which the mind determines objects in grasping
them even as they, in turn, serve to guide, shape, and ground thought.
Dr. Joseph F. Gregory
Assistant Professor, Art History
Drexel University
Philadelphia, PA 19104
jfg22@drexel.edu
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“‘Play, John Canoe Play’: Christmas Masquerades of the Caribbean and the
Americas” - A Research and Documentary Film Proposal
Many indigenous rituals of the descendants of African-derived peoples of the
New World commonly feature the simultaneous employment of art, dance, and music.
John Canoe, one of the most popular of the masked drum-and-dance rituals, is
traditionally performed between Christmas and Epiphany. Enslaved Africans in former
British colonies first performed the ritual in the 18th century. Anthropologist Robert
Dirks suggests that this ritual is a symbolic replication of the ancient Roman Saturnalia
rite that was characterized by unrestrained behavior and a period of freedom for those
enslaved. Today, John Canoe and other Christmas masquerades display a fusion of
elements of West African and Amerindian cultures, English mummers’ plays, local
customs, and in some places well-known Biblical stories. Though etymological inquiries
reveal discrepancies concerning the origin of the name of the rite, most make reference to
John Conny, an esteemed tribal leader of the coast of Guinea, West Africa.
Today, this ritual and related Christmas masquerades can be found from Belize
east to Bermuda. In Belize it is performed by the Garifuna (African-American people)
who refer to it is wanaragua, the focal point of this presentation. Wanaragua was
conceived in historical contexts where enslaved and marginalized members of society
were transformed and empowered through acts of celebration and play that included the
mimicking of European gender roles, social ideals, and military officers. The
maintenance of such rituals symbolizes the survival of ethnic identity. In Jamaica the
primary Christmas masquerade is known as Jonkonnu, in North Carolina as Johnkankus
and John Kuner, and in Bermuda it is called Gombey. Similar masquerades can be found

in St. Kitts-Nevis and Guyana. In the Bahamas “John Canoe” is simply the name of the
local carnival.
The conference presentation will include the following: an overview of the
historical and cultural context in which John Canoe was conceived, a synopsis (including
video excerpts) of the ritual as performed in Belize in December 2000, and a
demonstration of how interdisciplinary concepts will be used to analyze ritual events. I
examine John Canoe as a culturally amalgamated, yet African-centered phenomenon
through which people annually affirm their ethnic identity. Ultimately, I am concerned
with how music interprets life, how dance interprets music, and how art interprets dance.
I am also concerned with how song text serves as a medium for social commentary. It is
my hope that this comparative analysis of rituals derived from the Black Saturnalia will
reveal aesthetic ideals common to African-derived people.
The primary objective of the broad research and film project is to show how
interart performances—those that include two or more interdependent artistic media—
express African-centered ethnic identity through John Canoe. Analytical concepts that
are commonly associated with music will also be applied to dance and the plastics (the
material arts) to create a lexicon of terms applicable to cross-disciplinary inquiry.
Significant theories and historical and cultural themes will be drawn from several major
sources. These include Lenox Avenue: A Journal of Interatistic Inquiry (1995-1999)
published by the Center for Black Music Research, The Black Saturnalia: Conflict and its
Ritual Expression on British West Indian Slave Plantations by Robert Dirks, Caribbean
Festival Arts: Each and Every Bit of Difference by John Nunley and Judith Bettelheim,

African Art in Motion by Robert Ferris Thompson, and Yoruba Dance: The Semiotics of
Movement and Body Attitude in a Nigerian Culture by Omofolabo S. Ajayi.
Methods of data collection include audiotaped interviews with culture bearers and
the videotaping of wanaragua and other Christmas rituals in Dangriga, Belize. Future
objectives include fieldwork in North Carolina, Jamaica, and Bermuda to conduct
interviews and videotape performances of the ritual. Expected outcomes include a film
documentary entitled, “‘Play John Canoe Play’: Christmas Masquerades of the Caribbean
and the Americas”. This film will show excerpts of the ritual as performed in four
locations, address the unique relationship between music, dance, and art in each, and
reveal similarities in how the rituals collectively affirm cultural identity and display
related aesthetic ideals in the African Diaspora.
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Abstract
For “Writers at Work: The Roles of Memory, Imagination, and Research in the Process of
Drafting Novels, Stories, Poems, and Essays.” A Practitioner’s Forum.

Who Owns the Literary Landscape?
The Issue of Appropriation for the Writer of Historical Fiction

The inspiration for this paper is a presentation I gave at The Associated Writing Programs
National Meeting in New Orleans called “History as Fiction: Autobiography, Research, and the
Issue of Appropriation.” In it, I claimed that stories are blendings of memory and imagination.
Fictions are both remembered and imagined–even those stories that seem to be invented out of
nothing, stories that are set on worlds that do not exist, in a time that may never come. Even if a
story has no human beings in it, the beings (whatever they are) and the world they occupy are
composites, counterparts, variations of people and places the author has known.
If all fictions are the result of such blendings, I asked, what are the responsibilities of the
writer of autobiographically inspired fiction versus historical fiction? In what sense should the
fiction writer “own” the literary landscape of his or her book? And what constitutes ownership,
as opposed to appropriation? What kind of relationship to the people and history of a particular
place should a writer have in order to claim it as territory for a work of fiction? The word
“claim” is politically charged these days, as it seems to evoke a colonialist’s perspective. The
fiction writer whose stories are set somewhere other than the place she grew up, among people
who neither look nor sound like her, is that writer by definition a colonizer?
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These questions have arisen for me, not because of current interest in post-colonialism
and postmodern theory, but because, for nearly a decade I have been researching and, finally,
writing an historical novel about the Hawaiian island of L∼na`i. I’m going to tell you a little bit
about this book as a way of introducing some of the implications of this topic for working
writers, implications that we can discuss further when we open the forum for your question and
comments. All of us on this panel are working writers who must sometimes use research to
supplement what we already know about a topic through our personal experience, and we will
deal with the issue in our individual ways.
Private Island, is told in three parts. Part I, “Island of Ghosts,” traces the legendary
history of the Hawaiian island of L∼na`i, which, according to Hawaiian lore, was once occupied
by cannibalistic ghosts, mortal spirits, flesh and blood beings, who were living a second life as
ghosts. They needed food and they could be killed. According to legend, for five hundred years,
no living human set foot on L∼na`i and lived to tell about it. Then one day a young prince from
Maui, Ka-ulu-la`au, a mere boy, was banished to L∼na`i by his father the King, for uprooting
breadfruit trees. This was a death sentence. But instead of being eaten by the ghosts of L∼na`i,
the boy prince outwitted and eventually killed them all, making the island safe for human
habitation. Prince Ka-ulu-la`au became known as the Ghost Killer.
This part of the book is based on extensive research into works by anthropologists, early
missionaries, and historians, and of course all the subsequently written renderings of Hawaiian
oral traditions, such as The Kumulipo, a creation chant.

I spent six months researching

documents in the Bishop Museum and Hamilton Library of the University of Hawai`i, plus
several months on L∼na`i itself, on three different occasions, visiting legendary and historical
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sites and interviewing long-time native Hawaiian residents, listening to their own versions of
various legends.
Part II, “Pineapple Island,” traces the evolution of L∼na`i into the world’s largest
pineapple plantation, owned and operated by Dole Corporation. During its heyday, almost two
thousand residents worked on the L∼na`i plantation. (The island’s population has never risen
much above 3,000). The protagonists of this section are mostly Asian Americans–Chinese,
Japanese, and Filipino–who immigrated to L∼na`i to work in the fields as contract laborers, and
wound up staying permanently. Most of the dialogue in this section is rendered in the Hawaiian
Creole English, more commonly referred to as “pidgin,” the old rural plantation-style pidgin of
the sugar and pineapple era of Hawai`i.
This part of the story required library research into the history of the pineapple industry
on L∼na`i. I also researched the living memories of retired pineapple workers called pension
men, and their wives and children. I interviewed nearly a hundred Asian American plantation
workers on L∼na`i, learning about such things as the great pineapple strike against Dole in 1951,
which changed labor relations in Hawai`i forever.
Part III, “Private Island,” deals with an outcome foreseen in the first short story I ever
wrote, a story called “The Red Dust of L∼na`i,” which predicts the demise of the pineapple
industry and the rise of tourism on L∼na`i. Today the children and grandchildren of L∼na`i’s
pineapple workers mostly toil in two large resort hotels–one down on the beach at Manele, the
other up-island, an English hunting lodge style hotel called the Lodge at Ko`ele. Today, L∼na`i
is one of the world’s premier luxury resort destinations. For example, Bill Gates was married on
L∼na`i. The protagonists of Part III are landscapers, maids, hotel clerks, janitors, and high
school students, all trying to adapt.
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This part of the novel is also the product of both scholarly and field research. During my
longest residency on L∼na`i, the summer of 1996, I brought my entire family, including my onemonth old daughter, Rachael. Many of the characters in Parts II & III of the novel are based on
people that I know personally.
Despite all this research, what right do I, a white man who grew up in Oklahoma and
lived in Kansas for 21 of the last 22 years, have to claim this rock in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean as the setting for a story?
What I claim, and I use that term deliberately, is the right of interest, of passionate
obsession, the impulse behind all good writing. The only way we can truly possess anything, I
believe, is to care enough about it to know it. Private Island begins with a simple epigram:
“None of us owns the earth.” I reject the notion of literary propriety, of land or culture or
community as being owned by, or belonging exclusively to, any particular person or group. No
territory, no subject, no perspective is the private property of anyone. To claim it for oneself and
one’s kin–or even for one’s own sex or race–is, in my view, simply wrong.
As a fiction writer, how can I see it any other way?
I tell my students that creative writing is not self-expression, but rather its opposite. The
expression of otherness, a connection between self and other, the writer and his community, the
writer and her world, the writer and experience. Fiction writing is the art of imagining the other,
becoming the other, of learning to walk around in someone else’s shoes until they finally fit, of
speaking in someone else’s voice until at last the words sound right, and we can hear her story.
“In dreams begin responsibilities,” the poet Delmore Schwartz famously wrote. Any
writer, no matter where she comes from, no matter what color his skin, is responsible not only
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for the words on the page, but responsible to the people, the place, and the society that has
become the writer’s passion.
Private Island begins with a prologue called “The Fisherman and the Sailor” that
expresses the writer’s dilemma. Here are its first two pages:

One warm summer morning at the beginning of the third Christian millennium, the sun
rose blood red above the blue Pacific, bathing the windward coast of the Hawaiian island of
L∼na`i in soft pink light, like a shadow of hibiscus. Near a point halfway between the old church
in Ke-∩-moku and the mouth of the sacred valley of Mauna-lei, a fisherman stood in shallow
water beside the reef, watching a small sail bob across the channel from the nearby island of
Maui. As the boat neared the shore, the fisherman discerned against the glimmering waves the
bright figure of a single sailor. The sun rising behind his back, the sailor's face was a featureless
silhouette. Nevertheless, the fisherman knew him.
“So,” the fisherman said as the sailor moored his boat on the beach, then waded back
through the shallow water toward the fisherman. “It is you again.”
Yes, the sailor replied. He stopped a few feet from the fisherman, water rippling around
his pale bare knees. I have returned.
“Why? Is your home too small to contain your desires?”
I have no home, the sailor replied.
“You come from nowhere?”
I come from everywhere.
“Yes,” the fisherman responded after a moment’s reflection. “I have seen you in these
waters many times before. Each time you appear, the fish are fewer.”
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I do not come to steal your fish.
The fisherman nodded and clutched his scoop net. “Nevertheless, the fish are fewer.”
The sailor said nothing as he watched the fisherman lower his net into the water. The
fisherman grasped the scoop frame by its koa branch handle and pulled the net slowly through
the water along the meandering edge of the reef.
“Why here?” the fisherman asked as he maneuvered the net. “Why this island?”
Did the gods not land here first?
The fisherman raised his eyes. “What do you know of our gods?”
Only stories . . . ripples across the vast sea.
“Have you no gods of your own?”
No.
The fisherman frowned. “What happened to your gods? Your people and their new gods
conquered this island and all the others. Because of those like you, we began to believe the old
gods were dead.”
This time I am different, the sailor replied. For me, the new gods are dead. I have no
gods: only ghosts.
The fisherman looked down again, searching pockets of shadow in the submerged reef
where mullet and eels and goatfish hid from his probing net. “Your ghosts are your own. They
have nothing to do with me.”
Yes, the sailor agreed. But I am here. And my ghosts with me.
The fisherman lifted the net: empty. “What do you want of me?”
Stories.
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The fisherman of course represents the residents of L∼na`i in whose memories and
customs local culture resides, and whose lives will continue in this place after the sailor has
moved on. The sailor is what Wayne Booth would probably call the implied author, although in
this case he is made explicit as narrator. Is the sailor a story-teller or, to use a local pidgin
phrase, a “steal-bait”? At the end of the prologue the fisherman asks the sailor if, once the
stories have been shared, the sailor will leave this place as he found it? The sailor thinks about
this and replies, “I cannot say.” The fisherman lowers his net into the water once more and says:
“The fish will tell us.”
Although my own personal and literary history with Hawai`i has been sustained over
three decades now, I cannot–and will never–claim to be a Hawai`i writer. The issue here, of
course, is the issue of appropriation, of research versus natural experience as the driving force
behind a piece of writing. For the writer who takes his job seriously, is it enough to address this
issue in the work itself, as I am doing in Private Island?
I don’t know. For me, it comes down to this: I am not what anyone claims me to be by
virtue of my looks, my family, my ethnicity, my place of origin, my race, or even my sex. As a
person, I am the choices I have made in my life. As a writer, I am what I write. No one else will
tell this particular story.
In the end, I believe the real question is this: Whether one is inspired by personal history
or a passion that takes him far from home, what is the fiction writer’s primary responsibility?
My own answer: To tell the truth as one finds it, wherever one is. In the end, whatever we
write, whatever we write about, we must ask ourselves one essential question: What is the world
before us like? The answer is never inside us. No matter who we are, we won’t discover the
answer until we look at the world anew, through someone else’s eyes, and sit down to write.
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Prologue: The Fisherman and the Sailor

One warm summer morning at the beginning of the third Christian millennium,
the sun rose blood red above the blue Pacific, bathing the windward coast of the ancient
Hawaiian island of L∼na`i in ethereal pink light, like the shadow of hibiscus. Near a
point halfway between the old church in Ke-∩-muku and the mouth of the sacred valley
of Mauna-lei, a fisherman stood in shallow water beside the reef, watching a small sail
bob across the channel from the nearby island of Maui. As the boat neared the shore the
fisherman discerned against the glimmering waves the bright figure of a sailor. The
rising sun behind his back, the sailor's face was a featureless silhouette. Nevertheless, the
fisherman knew him.
The sailor steered the boat around the sunken reef right up to the shore, then
stepped into the gently lapping waves and shoved the boat onto the beach.
“So,” the fisherman said as the sailor waded back through the shallow water
toward him. “It is you again.”
Yes, the sailor replied. He stopped a few feet from the fisherman, the water
rippling around his pale bare knees. I have returned.
“Why? Is your home too small to contain your desires?”
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I have no home, the sailor replied.
“You come from nowhere?”
I come from everywhere.
“Yes,” the fisherman responded after a moment’s reflection. “I have seen you in
these waters many times before. Each time you appear, the fish are fewer.”
I do not come to steal fish.
The fisherman nodded and clutched his scoop net. “Nevertheless, the fish are
fewer.”
The sailor said nothing as he watched the fisherman lower the net into the water.
The fisherman grasped the scoop frame by its koa branch handle and pulled the net
slowly through the water along the meandering edge of the reef.
“Why here?” the fisherman asked as he maneuvered the net. “Why this island?”
Did the gods not land here first?
The fisherman raised his eyes. “What do you know of our gods?”
Only stories . . . ripples across the vast sea.
“Have you no gods of your own?”
No.
The fisherman frowned. “What happened to your gods? Your people and their
new gods conquered this island and all the others. Because of those like you, we began
to believe the old gods were dead.”
This time I am different, the sailor replied. For me, the new gods are dead. I have
no gods: only ghosts.
The fisherman looked down again, searching pockets of shadow in the submerged
reef where mullet and eels and goatfish hid from his probing net. “Your ghosts are your
own. They have nothing to do with me.”
Yes, the sailor agreed. But I am here. And my ghosts with me.
The fisherman lifted the net: empty. “What do you want of me?”
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Stories.
The fisherman raised his eyes from the net to the sailor. “What stories?”
The sailor began to shiver, though the water he stood in was warm. The stories of
this place, this island of L∼na`i. Tell me the story of the Ghost Killer and those who
came after.
The fisherman regarded the sailor steadily, and said nothing.
Tell me everything, the sailor pleaded. Tell me how the young prince of Maui
killed all the ghosts on this island and reclaimed it for the living. Tell me about the
people who came after him, from other islands and greater lands beyond the sea. Tell me
how they all lived and loved and labored to make this barren rock green. Tell me what
has become of them today, if their gods and ghosts and heroes live on in their enduring
hearts.
Clutching the scoop, the fisherman folded his brown arms across his bare brown
chest. “What do these things matter to one who has no gods?”
The sailor turned and gazed back over the glistening water toward the blood red
sky. With no gods and only the wide sea for a home, I have only stories to guide me.
The fisherman shook his head. “I owe you nothing for your lack.”
That is true . . . but like me, you know what it is like to be pursued by ghosts.
The fisherman’s body stiffened against the lapping waves. In the sailor’s eyes he
saw the flickering shadows of many ghosts. Finally, the fisherman turned and gazed out
across the water, and his eyes grew vague and unfocused. “Like you,” he said at last,
“my people once crossed the yawning sea to find these welcome islands. Because our
gods accompanied us, we made this place, Hawai`i-nei, ‘Hawai`i Here,’ our home.
Today we are wanderers no more. I fish familiar waters. With this net I catch the
`ama`ama fish, so `ono I eat them raw. With a koa wood spear I catch the twisting phi
eels and wrap them in ti leaves and bake them beneath the sand. In the deep waters off
Kaunol I fish for the large aku tuna with a pearl shell lure like the great fisherman
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`Ai`ai himself. And whenever I snare the weke-pahulu goatfish by mistake, I return it
immediately to the sea–and suffer no nightmares . . . ”
The sailor nodded and drew a deep breath. You are of this place, and I am not.
You owe me nothing. But consider this: Once, only ghosts lived here.
The fisherman turned and gazed inland: past the sandy beach, pale pink in the
soft hibiscus light, into the green cavernous gulches of the mountain called The House of
L∼na`i, where many of the stories were hidden. At last he turned and faced the sailor.
“That is true. For centuries this place, L∼na`i, was the Island of Ghosts, and no man
dared live here. Then Ka-ulu-l∼`au, the brave and clever prince of Maui, killed all the
ghosts, and my people returned. And for a time the old gods ruled L∼na`i once more.
Then came the haoles and their new gods. The shrines we had built for the old gods were
destroyed or abandoned. As time passed, the old gods grew mute, like the weathered
stones in the deserted temples. Some say the old gods returned to the heavens that float
between the earth and sky. Others say they went to the Hidden Island of K∼ne. Still
others say the old gods never left at all. But after the haoles came the P∼ke, the Nipona,
the Portugee, the Pilipino, and more new gods from across the seas. The men who
worshipped these new gods plowed the dry red earth of P∼l∼wai Basin, then planted the
great pine trees that reach up and draw water from the clouds above the mountain. They
turned the high plain green once more, and L∼na`i became the Pineapple Island. The old
gods looked down from heaven, and from all the other places to which they had retreated,
and said nothing. A few of the haoles who had driven away the old gods grew rich, then
richer. After a time, they tired of their new gods and began to ignore them, until at last
the new gods also turned silent. Perhaps they retreated to their own heavens. Or perhaps,
like you, the rich men believed their gods had died. But the rich men did not ignore the
land. One day they decided the pineapple too should disappear. In its place they planted
emerald green fields where the rich of every nation could strike tiny white balls into
small holes to amuse themselves. At the base of the green mountain and the edge of the
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whispering sea, they built great palaces of copper and wood and stucco and glass. And
they said to the people who remained, and to the rest of the world as well: L∼na`i is now
the Private Island. Those who come here must pay for the privilege. And then something
unexpected happened: From all the heavens above the earth, all the gods, old and new,
began to stir . . . ”
The fisherman gazed across the channel and fell silent.
But what happened after that? The sailor asked. The story isn’t finished.
“There are many stories here.”
You must tell me everything, the sailor implored. Tell me if L∼na`i is still a land
where the sweat of honest men and women bears fruit, like the pineapple that once
covered the high plain. Or have the dreams of the great sea voyagers and rugged field
hands died out at last? Has this hard-won island become merely a playground for the
idle rich? Tell me if at long last the gods have returned . . .
The fisherman stared at the flickering shadows in the sailor’s eyes. “I see from
the ghosts you carry with you that you are a man in need of gods. But I must warn you:
The gods you need may not be here. The gods you need may truly be dead.”
I know, the sailor replied. But please, will you tell me the stories?
The fisherman glanced down at the net in his hand, then back at the sailor. “If I
share the stories of our gods and ghosts and heroes, will you listen with the ear that is in
your bowel and not in your head?”
I will try.
“And when all the tales are finally told, will you sail away once more?”
Yes. I promise.
The fisherman’s eyes narrowed. “Then tell me one thing more before we begin:
When you sail away this time, will you take your own ghosts with you? This time, will
you leave this land as you found it?”
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Now the sailor himself looked inland. He scanned the pink ribbon of sand that
wound its way from the splintered church at Ke-∩-muku past the deserted sacred valley
of Mauna-lei, all the way to the rusted hulk of a freighter stranded off Shipwreck Beach.
Then he looked back at the fisherman and sighed. I cannot say.
The fisherman lowered his net into the clear water and began to drag it along the
shadowed edges of the reef. “The fish will tell us.”
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I presume that you are already familiar with the

grammatical remarks regarding privacy and private language found in the Philosophical
Investigations. However, language is embedded in our forms of life. I will employ some
observations regarding our ways of acting to show that the traditional privileged access
model does not coincide with commonplace human activities. Following that I will indicate
why the enduring legacy of the privileged access model is pernicious.

1. Diagnostics (Subjective)
Diagnostic procedures challenge the primacy of self-observation, introspection, and
the subjective perspective. Oftentimes I am not in the best position to make judgements
about myself. In many instances other people know more about me and my mental
workings than I do. As independent, objective observers their perspective is more reliable

than my own.
For example, tournament golfers must occasionally consult with golf professionals to
correct their swings and detect hitches. Golfers are too intimately connected with their
swings to make the needed observations themselves. The same is true of gymnasts,
figure skaters, and drummers. Pilots’ required check-flights provide an even better
example. Flight examiners assess pilots’ general airmanship, viz., the smoothness and
confidence with which pilots manipulate the controls.

More importantly, however,

examiners also assess pilots’ judgements in both ordinary and crisis situations. Checkpilots do this by watching a pilot-in-command's visual scan of the instruments, situational
awareness, hesitations, and the order in which he or she does things. A pilot’s decisionmaking and mental activities are readily evident to flight examiners.
A similar situation exists in medical diagnostics. I once phoned a physician when I
had a bad cold. I told him I thought I had a fever. He asked, "Did you actually use a
thermometer to measure your temperature?" I replied, "No." His response was, "I have
found patients’ subjective estimates of their temperatures are notoriously unreliable."
When I used a thermometer, I found that my temperature was normal.
Typically I am in a poor position to make trustworthy judgements about whether I am
too sleepy to perform a complex task, too drunk to drive, whether I am becoming angry, or
whether I am slipping into depression. Others, from their objective perspectives, are often
much better positioned to make these judgements about me than I am about myself. In
social contexts, other people sometimes know more about me than I do. My family and
friends certainly do. I seek advice from others, because I am not in a position to give it to
myself. It is typical, and not at all surprising, that others who know me well can often see

the best course of action for me to take, long before I can myself.

2. Diagnostics (Objective)
Psychological therapists and physicians, who are trained to make extremely
disciplined observations, can detect things about an individual's mental or physical state
that are unknown to him. Diagnostics procedures work precisely because we can often
know what others are thinking and feeling.
Consider an analogy. Suppose you enter a room of a mansion. You find a body
lying in a pool of blood, and obvious signs of a struggle are present. The victim's head is
crushed, and a fireplace poker is nearby on the floor [No, it is not Wittgenstein’s poker]. It
would make sense to say, "I surmise that this person was murdered." Surmising makes
sense only when gathering additional evidence will resolve the issue. In contrast, it would
not make sense to say, "I surmise that there is a poker on the floor." No more evidence is
needed, nor would additional data be more salient than simply seeing the poker. The
body, crushed head, pool of blood, and poker are evidence for the conclusion that a
murder took place, but the poker is not evidence for the poker; it is the poker.
Similarly, in a veridical situation, a physician who witnesses someone writhing and
groaning in pain has all the criteria needed for ascribing pain. This is the end point for pain
determination, not the starting point for learning that the patient is in pain. Suppose a
physician examines a patient and records on a chart that the patient has an elevated
temperature, flushed skin, a raspy throat, chills, and malaise. During the examination it
would make sense for the physician to say, "I surmise that you have contracted the flu," but
it would not make sense for him to say, "I surmise that you are not feeling well." The

physician may need more test results to diagnose the patient as having the flu, but he
needs no additional information to attribute pain or discomfort to the patient. Physicians
can surmise about underlying causes for symptoms, but they do not surmise about the
symptoms themselves.
Think about how psychiatry, psychological therapy, and counseling work. Often
patients and clients do not know why they are depressed or anxious. Self-examination and
introspection are not trustworthy. If a patient’s depression is episodic, the patient can be
too close to his problems to adequately examine or identify them. Similarly, it is more
difficult to proofread your own writing that someone else’s, because you are too close to it;
recordings of your own voice sounds strange to you, while recordings of other people’s
voices do not. Therapy and counseling require an objective perspective and objective
criteria to determine the sources and natures of subjective difficulties. A trained therapist is
usually better able to figure out exactly what is bothering a patient than he or she is. If a
patient’s depression has a neurochemical source, the patient is not in a position to make a
viable judgement about it at all. Remember that subjective estimates of a person's body
temperature are extremely unreliable; an objective measure, a thermometer, is needed.
It is interesting that self-diagnosis does not often work very well, even among
members of the medical and psychological professions. When they become ill, they go to
see their physicians or therapists just like anyone else.

Objectivity is essential in

diagnostics.

3. Theatrics
Theatrical performances, with their dramatic depictions of characters’ thoughts,

emotions, and sensations would not work the way they do, or at work at all, if the privileged
access model accurately represented human minds. How do you suppose actors figure
out how to replicate their characters’ thoughts and feelings? Actors and drama coaches
must be able to recognize the speech patterns, body language, facial expressions, and
gestures that are typically associated with fear, anger, contemplation, melancholia, love, or
hatred.

Skilled actors have successfully learned how to mimic the corresponding

characteristic behaviors. Moreover, audiences can readily recognize a character’s mental
states. If the skeptics were right and other people’s thoughts and emotions were always
hidden from us, then audiences would be unable to do this; they would not be able to
distinguish between good and bad performances or effective and ineffective actors.
Even so, indeterminacy is an essential part of our psychological language-game
(McGinn 1997, pg. 167). Of course I can be deceived. Someone who is a good actor can
temporarily fool me while lying or being insincere. Correspondingly, I can mistake acting
for the real thing. I was once walking down a corridor in the fine arts building on my home
campus. I encountered a couple engaged in a loud, ferocious argument. They were
becoming so extremely raucous that I feared the situation was getting out of hand and
someone might get hurt. I considered intervening or summoning campus security. Just
then they stopped abruptly. The young man said, “No. That is not quite right. Let’s take it
again from line forty-eight on the previous page.” They brought out their scripts, turned to
the page he mentioned, and began again. They were rehearsing for a play.
Certainly, I can mistake acting for the real thing, if the acting is done well. I can also
mistake the real thing for acting. Suppose we are watching a play. At precisely the point
where an actor is supposed to bark his shin against a table and pretend to be in pain, the

actor accidently stumbles. He really barks his shin. Determining whether he is in pain or
not may be difficult for us, as audience members, especially if he is a good actor.
I can be wrong about someone else’s thoughts and emotions just as I can be wrong
about any fact. Even so, usually I can know what others are thinking or feeling, and I can
provide justification. Notice how easy it is to detect that your spouse, partner, or room
mate is angry. The discovery is often made in the kitchen. You enter the room and
immediately find that the temperature has dropped by about twenty degrees. Some overt
indicators may be in evidence, such as pots and pans being manipulated with unusual
violence and vigor. You receive many subliminal cues. Without a word being said, you
know with complete assurance, and with no doubt whatever, that you are in real trouble.
You quickly review your recent life history in an attempt to find out where you went wrong.
Certainly, you are in a real situation; “Just try – in a real case – to doubt someone else’s
fear or pain [or anger].” (PI, 303.)

4. Duplicity
The privileged access model makes each of us feel that our minds are nestled
safely in our bodies, utterly isolated from all others. We presume that our minds are
concealed within our individual, biological machines. We feel inviolable. Consequently we
are led to believe that we can lie with impunity and not be found out. This is one pernicious
feature contained in the enduring legacy of the “ghost in a machine” picture; people think
they can engage in duplicity and get away with it.
Systematic skepticism regarding other minds is illusory, since it presumes that
duplicity is commonplace. However, duplicity is comparatively rare. Most people most of

the time are truth-tellers; they are open and candid about their emotions and pains.
Effective duplicity can take place only against a background of honesty. Successful lies
must be carefully hidden in the midst of truth.
People usually have little motivation to engage in duplicity. Gratuitous deception is
extremely uncommon, except, perhaps, with pathological liars. The occasions on which
motivation is present are comparatively rare, e.g., a situation in which a lawyer encourages
a client to cheat an insurance company by lying or faking an injury.

People ordinarily

exhibit candor. They could not do otherwise. Superb acting skills are required for
someone to successfully fake an emotion or sensation. Moreover, a person needs an
extremely good memory to be good at lying. In the end dishonesty is usually uncovered.
When the issue is important, the truth of the matter eventually emerges. Politicians seem
to have to relearn this fact constantly.

5. Date Rape
The privileged access model potentially generates harm. Consider the date rape
problem.

A few years ago I taught a section of Philosophy 101, Introduction to

Philosophical Problems. I did a two-week segment on philosophy of mind. My goal was to
address the question, "What is a person?" and how the answer to this question relates to a
variety of contemporary debates such as the minds/machines issue. I set up the problem
of other minds. I described the privileged access model as formulated by Descartes.
The segment of the course ended with a Kantian-flavored alternative view suggesting that
a "person" is an individual who deserves courtesy, dignity, and respect and should not be
exploited as a means to some end.

I wanted to avoid the usual regurgitation of information on the examination for the
segment, so I asked my students to apply the concepts to real-life contexts. My final
question on the examination was: "What is the relevance of the [philosophy of mind] issues
we discussed in class to the date rape problem?" I was shocked when I read the answers.
About half of the students in the class addressed the date rape question using
Descartes' version of the privileged access model. They said they could never be sure
what their partner wanted or desired during a date; they could only surmise. They even
insisted that they could not be certain what their dates really meant , when they said "No."
The other half of the class answered the date rape question with respect to the concept of
"personhood" in terms of individuals deserving dignity and respect. They contended that a
person is not a mere object. A person has status, which entails the right to be consistently
treated with courtesy, dignity, and respect in all social contexts, including dates. It may not
surprise you to hear that every one of the male students in the class answered my date
rape question in terms of Descartes’ privileged access model while each female student
answered the question using the dignity approach.
This perfectly divided set of answers on an innocuous undergraduate examination
saddened me and made me fearful of the attitudes in the male student population. It was
evident to me that the privileged access model is deeply ingrained in our culture and our
interpretation of language. The model is not simply a classroom discussion topic or of
interest only to academic philosophers; it has an unfortunate impact on interpersonal
relationships.
Philosophy does no one any good at all, if all it does is enable them to engage in
clever conversation. Philosophy should make a productive difference in people's lives; it

should help them “find their way about.” When possible it should prevent harm, such as
the harm done to victims of acquaintance rape. Society would benefit, if the privileged
access model could be driven out of philosophy and its unfortunate legacy expunged from
our culture.
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Abstract. In Black communities, language represents an intricate process. From identity
development to stabilization, language plays a prominent role in the creation and
maintenance of African American tradition. Through the art of poetry and performance,
Black poets rewrite stories and preserve history in their own, culturally rich words.
Through themes like sexism, modern slavery, cultural imperialism, and education, poets
are extracting and/or creating ideological norms. Thus, spoken word and poetry embody
language in use and doing things. According to a Black Aesthetic, the poetry most
appropriate for this study is called “Real Poetry.” It is poetry of the people that links to
Black ideologies, history, and experiences. I employed a qualitative content analysis to
expose the roots of “Real Poetry” and how it uncovers ideology through the language
captured by the poets. I also used qualitative interviewing to further understand
individual poets and there reasons for pursuing poetry as an art form. I evaluated the
content of the poems using three units of analysis: character description, meaning, and
themes. I found that poetry reveals the meaning behind ideology, cultural norms, values,
and practices. By understanding poetic themes throughout history and the way they have
changed, we are essentially learning black culture from the writers/performers, in their
own language, with their own metaphors. We are getting a glimpse of how the
revolutionary language of poetry in Black communities creates, permeates, and preserves
what is Black.
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Religion and Psychology: Healers of Psychic Wounds?
Joanne Jodry, DMH and Frances Trotman, Ph.D

Abstract: Psychology and Religion have taken roads towards healing with oftendivergent paths since before Sigmund Freud wrote about his misgivings of religion,
suggesting pathological roots to anyone’s faith in a deity. Although psychology and
religion may use different techniques, they share similar goals, i.e., to help humankind to
heal physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. This discussion will focus on an
overview of how the separation between the two branches of learning evolved and a look
at the commonalities of healing that each has to offer the human condition.

The two disciplines of psychology and religion have historically been ambivalent
rivals with different but often complimentary theories for the same existential purpose:
healing human suffering.
“Great human suffering exists in the world. Some of the suffering is
endemic to the existential givens of the human condition (aging, disease,
and death). Some is the result of complex human dynamics that lead to
conflict on various levels – in our homes, in our schools, on our streets and
between our nations states. As many spiritual leaders have taught,
suffering seems to be woven into the fabric of life (41).”
Faiver, Ingersoll, O’Brien, McNally
Explorations in Counseling and Spirituality1

While religion seeks to heal wounds through the Power of God, psychology seeks
to heal wounds through the Power of the Ego. This is one basic tenet of divergence that
continues to separate these two healing domains. Where does the healing locus of control
lie? Often the field of religion will argue that the locus of control is external while the
field of psychology usually asserts that the locus of control for healing is internal.
For purposes of this article, religion will be defined as an organized community
with written dogma and traditional rituals that view a God or Gods as the originator(s) of
the creed. The concepts presented will be based in the Judeo-Christian traditions. When
1
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referring to psychology in this article, a broad brush will also be used to include many
theories from psychoanalysis to existential viewpoints.
In early-recorded Western history, there was a common belief that God created
human suffering. Suffering (physical, mental or emotional) was often seen as a
punishment for sin. The only way to heal these wounds was to pray for forgiveness and
mercy. Consequently, God may or may not choose to heal the pain. There were many
rituals and religious beliefs that came into being from this outreach to God’s mercy to
heal. Many modern religions still use “healing rituals” to ease human suffering.
Hippocrates Humoral Theory (18)2 was revolutionary in that it suggested an
organic base rather than sin as the cause of mental afflictions. Although his theory later
led to many torturous “treatments” (18) 3 for mental illness, Hippocrates’ humanistic
ways were a breakthrough in medicine and began the journey of separation from the
religious concept of sin and suffering. Since illness, including mental illness, was due to
organic causes and not sin, the scope of the relationship with God as the punisher, and the
only possible healer, would change. God was no longer the only help for the healing of
suffering; now science could play a role as well.
As history unfolded and scientific discoveries were made, more and more of the
mystery of the unknown was becoming explainable. The nature of God and his
relationship to man was vulnerable because of the new discoveries. As math and science

2
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developed explanations for previous mysterious unknowns, religion often became
threatened and many times initiated retaliation by condemning the scientist.
The discovery of Copernican’s astronomy, which placed the earth and other
planets revolving around the sun, was beginning to suggest that the world may be more
quantitative than previously thought (10).4 It also suggested that the earth was not at the
center of all things, which would change human narcissism and hence, cause a revisitation of the conception of God. Galileo continued to experiment with Copernicus’s
theory and concurred on the astrological discoveries, supporting them with further
evidence. He also went on to study the concept of mass and motion. Consequently,
Galileo’s scientific theories were seen as a threat to the Roman Church’s authority.
“The famous Trial of Galileo before a panel of cardinals
was held in 1633, and he was condemned by a vote of
seven to three for violating and injunction sent to him in
1616 requiring him ‘not to hold, teach, or defend in any
way whatsoever that the earth moves.’ He recanted and
spent the rest of his life under house arrest (15).”5
Newton continued the scientific work of his predecessors with the discovery of
calculus and the law of gravity. Newton’s discovery further reinforced the notion of a
cold, systematic, quantitative world. The earlier mystical things that could only be
explained by God’s mysterious work were beginning to have scientific explanations.
This was cause for great concern among the organized religions. If science were
attempting to explain mystery, how far would it go? Would science eventually attempt
to eliminate the existence of God through quantitative explanations?

5
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The Origin of the Species (1859)6 placed Darwin in the heat of a religious
controversy. Darwin’s theory of evolution moved the realm of science from earthly
matters to human existence. His concepts of natural selection and survival of the fittest
were in direct contrast with most religious dogma that espoused kindness and love, not
aggression. Darwin’s theory that man evolved from less advanced animals, left little
room for the Judeo-Christian ‘Adam and Eve’ story of Creation. Although most
religions gradually accepted the concepts of evolution, this was another difference
between the scientific and religious communities.
Sigmund Freud’s Psychoanalytic theory 7 was revolutionary and set the
underpinnings for the field of clinical psychology. Freud and subsequent neo-Freudians,
as well as most current theorists, have fought to keep psychology in the scientific sphere.
While clinical psychologist may suggest that psychology is a combination of science and
art, research psychologist might argue that the discipline should be considered a science,
like other sciences, with statistical probabilities. Psychology has often been referred to
as a “soft science” along with other scientific humanities. No matter who is defining the
ratio of art, science, or humanity, science is always a contributing factor to the discipline
of psychology.
Having psychology associated with science contributes to its dichotomous
relationship to religion. As one can see in the previous historical overview, religion and
science have been seen as somewhat incompatible throughout much of history.
Religions often see psychology as threatening to faith or beliefs, as Darwin’s theory of
6
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evolution was to the theory of Creation. Likewise, psychology often views religion as
irrational and unhealthy to the human psyche. Although these disciplines are set up to
use different methods or techniques, there is one common goal: the healing of spiritual
or psychic wounds.
Freud’s personal atheism and beliefs that religion was a means to an “illusion”
helps to contribute further to widening the split between religion and psychology.
Freud’s psychoanalytic theory set the tone for the rest of the century for the separation
of the science of psychology and the “illusion” of religion. Freud, in The Future of an
Illusion, wrote that man developed the illusion of God in order to handle the existence
on earth and make the fear of death more tolerable. He also suggested that there was a
neurosis or pathology created in a person by being brought up with a faith in a God.

“Thus I must contradict you when you go on to argue that
men are completely unable to do without the consolation of
the religious illusion, that without it they could not bear the
troubles of life and the cruelties of reality. That is true,
certainly, of the men into whom you have instilled the sweet
– or bitter-sweet- poison from childhood onwards. But what
of the other men, who have been sensibly brought up?
Perhaps those who suffer from the neurosis will need no
intoxicant to deaden it. They will, it is true find themselves
in a difficult situation. They will have to admit to
themselves the full extent of their helplessness and their
insignificance in the machinery of the universe; they can no
longer be the centre of creation, no longer the object of
tender care on the part of the beneficent Providence. They
will be in the same position as a child who has left the
parental house where he was so warm and comfortable. But
surely infantilism is destined to be surmounted. Men cannot
remain children forever; they must in the end go out into the
‘hostile life’. We may call this ‘education in reality’. Need I
confess to you that the soul purpose of my book is to point
out the necessity for this forward step?”

7
Freud, Future of an Illusion, 1927 (49)8

Freud’s theory, which suggested that most of human behavior is driven by the
unconscious, also puts forward that most instincts and drives are not conscious; and
hence the human level of awareness for most behavior is not purposeful.
Psychoanalysis suggests that the unconscious drives need to be made conscious in order
to change and control thoughts and behavior. This was usually done through
psychoanalysis, which was and is time-consuming, expensive, and not typically for the
general masses. If Freud’s assumption was correct, how would it change the role of
religion in controlling human behavior as it had done for centuries? If behavior is
driven by the unconscious, what is the moral responsibility of man? Further how does
that responsibility, or lack thereof affect the concept of sin?
Like psychoanalysis, other psychological theories emerged, such as Behaviorism,
which suggested that human behavior was controlled by a series of rewards and
punishments; little room was left for the role of religion and morality. If humans are a
product of their environment and are driven by rewards and punishments, what role did
that leave for religious leaders and again the concept of sin? How could one be sinning
if he or she was simply following what he or she had been taught in their earlier years of
life?
Eventually in the middle of the 20th century, the Existential psychology
movements took a different view of the human condition and suffering. Existential
psychology suggests individual, terrestrial, phenomenological meaning (personal
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internal purpose) rather than cosmic (an outside superior force) meaning for life; and
that choice and individual responsibility are some of the tools needed to heal psychic
wounds.9 This theory stresses the importance of personal responsibility, anxiety and
meaning. This theory, however, does not include the belief in a Higher Power.
Existential psychology stresses healing through the ability of people to create meaning
and purpose on earth, and to heal themselves through facing life’s anxiety. The
preeminent example is that of the reality of death. Existentialists do not turn to God to
calm anxiety about life or death issues.
The humanistic movement also stresses the importance of the individual person’s
ability to heal themselves. Carl Roger’s in On Becoming a Person10 suggested that it is
in an atmosphere of empathy, genuineness and ‘unconditional positive regard’ that a
person’s psychic wounds are able to heal. This was often in contrast to what many
religious organizations had done in the past to control mass morality. Harsh judgments
and punishments, including, at times, complete abandonment, were often the postures of
early religious organizations. The idea of sin called for severity. Humanistic theories,
like Existentialism, leave the accountability of healing on the individual person and not
on a God or Gods.
Science, and thus psychology, have accordingly diverged from once strongly and
widely-held basic religious tenets which governed human behavior. Religion has often
been skeptical of, threatened by, or hostile towards developing scientific or
psychological tenets. The question that remains is what each discipline has to offer to
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the psychic healing of the individual. There are many rituals or “techniques” that have
evolved, perhaps serendipitously, in the evolution of religions that may have healing
effects on the psyche.
The concepts of forgiveness, which may be obtained during rituals such as Yom
Kippur, Confession, Baptism, and/or Last Rites, have very healing properties similar to
psychotherapy. The telling of the “Sin” often alleviates the secret and guilt associated
with it. The concepts of a confession and atonement are similar to the rituals that take
place in a therapy office. Often the client will discuss the things that he or she believes
that they have done wrong. Often the therapist will stress the personal responsibility of
the act. The religious leader may gives absolution for the confession of the sin, while
the secular therapist may give unconditional positive regard. Which is most healing to
the individual’s psychic wound? As with most answers it would depend on the
individual’s personal history and personal belief system. Although these are two very
different methods to arrive at healing, it would seem that the goal for both the client and
the “sinner” would be to put the event behind them and to be able to move forward with
life.
Another important concept common to both therapy and religion is modeling of
behavior. Many people carry signs asking the question “What would Jesus do?”
Having people model proper behavior is a key concept in developmental psychology.
Albert Bandura’s, Social Learning theory11 uses the modeling of behavior as a
cornerstone to help grow healthy children. Religions have attempted this concept, as
well. There have usually been role models from Abraham to Jesus to Martin Luther that
the religious person could follow. It is equally important that representatives from
11
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religious organizations and psychotherapist hold themselves up as models. If a religious
person or a psychotherapist is behaving in a dissonant way from the words or theories
they preach or practice, healing is not likely to take place. Although “Gods” and Holy
men are to be followed and worshiped, so must the leaders of healing lead by example.
Prayer and /or meditation are used in both religion and psychology. Religions
use prayer as a means of communication to a Higher Power. This is often a method to
ask for help from the individual’s deity. Often even non-religious people use this
means of communication when there appears to be hopelessness and a lack of control
around a situation. There seems to be comfort for the suffering to believe that in prayer
there is still hope in an uncontrollable situation. The prayer reaches outside of the
individual and reaches for a control from a higher power. A sense of healing comes
when there is hope in the goodness of the deity to do what is best in the big picture.
Cliché’s have developed such as “He never closes one door without opening another”
and “ It is all meant to be.” These common Judeo-Christian expressions give comforts
to the wounded.
Likewise, psychotherapists often use meditation as a means of communication
with the self. It is not uncommon for a psychotherapist to teach and practice meditation
as a relaxation technique to help anxious people learn to relax their minds and emotions.
Anxiety can be caused when there is a perception that a situation is beyond the means of
the coping skills an individual possesses. Prayer, re-defined as repetitive self-talk, is
also used by psychotherapists, to break habits of people who may be caught in a
unhealthy thought process due to earlier dysfunction. A psychotherapist may assign a
mantra to a client when he or she is in an uncomfortable situation or feeling a certain
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way. This can be very healing and change thought processes with the individual. Prayer
and meditation as a means of communicating for both psychology and religion are
healing concepts that help people to deal with human suffering. Again, the major
difference is in where the locus of control lies, in the deity, or in the individual, that
distinguishes the technique or ritual.
The sense of community that religious practices provide also tends to be
psychologically healing and can be equated to a kind of group therapy. When likeminded people (homogeneous groups) can come together to share ideas and give
feedback to each other, healing can occur. When people gather (religious or secular) for
common beliefs in ceremony/ritual or to help a cause, the relationships that are built can
be intimate, healing and give purpose and meaning to life. Just as a religious ritual
gathers like-thinking people, so does group therapy. The psychic healing that may
happen in religious rituals, such as laying on of hands or eating and drinking the
consecrated host and wine, may be similar to what happens in being understood by
fellow humans in a similar existence or circumstance. The concept of the group and
belonging helps the isolation of the ‘human’ness, and can often be, in and of itself,
healing.
Healing is often relational. Hubble, Duncan and Miller (1999) in The Heart and
Soul of Change (31)12 suggested that the most common healing factors that work to help
clients change are:

12

Mark Hubble, Barry Duncan, and Scott Miller, The Heart and Soul of Change.
(Washington DC: American Psychological Association, 1999),31.

12
•

‘Extratherapeutic”13 change at 40% effectiveness,

•

The therapeutic relationship at 30% effectiveness,

•

Expectancy placebos14 at 15% effectiveness,

•

and techniques at 15%.

This study would suggest that after personal resources, the most healing factors for
psychic suffering would be therapeutic relationships. These therapeutic relationships
consist of being validated, understood, receiving empathy and not being judged.
Perhaps the most important aspect of a therapeutic relationship is genuineness or
authenticity from both or all parties involved. Can a religious community offer this type
of a relationship? It is possible; but it could be argued that often the dogma and hence,
moral judgments within the community may keep the relational healing in abeyance.
As much as the commonalities of techniques within the disciplines of psychology
and religion tend to help in the healing of the human condition, there are religious
concepts and techniques that may impede the psychological healing of human suffering.
Raising a child in a religious community may have merit as the beginning of the
development of a spiritual pathway. However, there is an argument to be made that
picking the religious tradition of the child actually hinders (and in some cases causes
fear in) children’s quest to find their personal spiritual journey. Some religions are built
on the principles that they are the “one true church” or that they are “the chosen people”.
These concepts would not easily encourage a developing child to explore the possibility
of other spiritual or healing avenues. Often children, and even adults, are afraid not to

13

Extratherapeutic change is a term coined by Hubble, Duncan and Miller that describes the already
existing client strengths internally and environmentally that aid in recovery regardless of therapy.
14
This measures whether or not the client believes that change will take place and therapy will help that
process.

13
believe in the traditions in which their family and communities have raised them, for
fear of being isolated. This tradition of early indoctrination to a religion may not always
promote freedom to choose, encourage free and creative thinking, or establish the
creation of a uniquely personal relationship with a higher power. All of these
constraints on creativity may fly in the face of a healthy psychological personal striving
for self-actualization.15
Some religions ask the membership to marry and/or raise their children within the
same religious tradition. If these rules are not followed, there are determinations that
may be made to have the offender leave the community of the faithful. This concept of
conditional love has often caused human suffering. Although it might be argued that
many of the rigid “structures” of interpreted scripture have softened the edges to
accommodate more kindness and acceptance in recent decades, the infrastructure often
remains intact.
The religious community helps to mold the image and knowledge of a deity.
Religions also usually hope to mold a moral base that is in line with their individual
interpretation of ‘Holy’ books. With the caveat that religions must always be taken
within their cultural foundations, women have often not faired well in most definitions
of equality within many religious communities. The impact that traditional religious
communities may have had on feminism might be considered stifling to psychological
empowerment. Until recently in history, women have been discouraged from holding
positions of power within religious communities. There is still at least a perception of

15

Self-actualization is a term used by Abraham Maslow to describe being able to maximize all potential
and living a fully human life by developing all talents to the fullest.

14
inequality within many religious communities. The world of psychology, on the other
hand, is seen as having made strides to empower all people to strive toward selfactualization.
Interpretations of Holy text and moral codes can, and are often intended to cause
guilt, anxiety and, what some psychologists would consider to be irrational thoughts.
Different religions take different stands on moral issues based on their interpretations.
Moral issues in many religions are done for the masses in a “one size fits all,” rule-based
system. Most Psychological systems attempt to look at each individual to promote an
individual moral code that, although based in the overall culture, is distinctive to each
person and his or her own uniqueness. This is another area of divergence between
psychology and religion.
Although there are many areas of healing techniques that both psychology and
religion share for the alleviation of human suffering, there are also many areas where
religion may hinder the healing of psychic wounds, or where psychology may have not
sufficiently considered spirituality. Both of these disciplines, psychology and religion,
may have something to offer to ameliorate the condition of human suffering. There is
no one theory or discipline that can explain the complexities of human existence. More
interplay and less fear of “not knowing” could bring these disciplines together for
further explorations of each other. Perhaps they could learn and grow from each other.
If religion and psychology were to bridge the territorial gap, and find a balance for the
locus of control between a Higher Power and the individual, humankind might benefit
from the knowledge that such collaboration might yield, and move forward towards
healing. In the understanding, there is a possible alleviation of some human suffering.

15
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The Healing Relationship: from Socrates to Modern Psychotherapy
Joanne Jodry, DMH and Frances Trotman, Ph.D

Abstract: From Socrates to the modern day psychotherapists, healers have often used
similar language and psychological underpinnings in their quest to mend psychic wounds.
Modern day psychological theorists have attempted to put language and titles to techniques
that have been used from ancient times. This article will discuss what the ancient “healers”
and teachers knew and practiced to help guide people seeking existential direction. The
article analyzes how some of these techniques are the same ones used today by modern
psychotherapists. This will be a discussion of the language that heals, and the compassionate
underpinnings that allow “healers” to help seekers in their search for meaning.

From the time of primitive man, there has been “healing magic.” When someone was
sick in ancient times, the healer of the group would perform rituals that usually involved
different forms of communications. Through chanting, dancing, healing oils, touching, laying
on of hands, talking, or a combination of treatments, people attempted to heal each other. A
common belief was that the Gods inflicted suffering on an individual for some act that the
individual committed and that he or she was being punished. The rituals were to please the
Gods so that the individual would be healed. As psychotherapists, we are particularly
interested in the language and the meaning of that which is healing in relationships.
Treatments are relational. Whether the medicine man is applying healing oils and
scents to the skin; someone is dancing around a sick person chanting; or someone is praying
to their Gods, persons are relating to each other, sometimes through the use of images. Even
in cases of meditation or self-talk, an argument can be made for relating to oneself as a
process of healing. For instance, many people in history have used and continue to use
prayer as a healing tool. Although this may in some cases be a solitary activity, it is
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nonetheless relational with one’s image of God. No matter what the therapeutic technique or
ritual performed, we believe that healing lies within the relationship.
For purposes of clarity in this article, the therapeutic relationship is defined as a
relationship in which someone applies treatment to another in order to cause him/her to heal
and/or grow emotionally, mentally, or spiritually in some manner. This could apply to any of
the helping professions for instance; teachers and students, or medical doctors and patients.
Although the brief exploration of historic healing relationships of all kinds will be reviewed,
we will focus on the therapist – client relationship. The Dictionary of Psychology defines
therapeutic as “having some curative properties,”1 and breaks relationships into two types:
primary and secondary. Primary relationships are defined as “interpersonal relations, a basic,
long-lasting relationship founded upon strong emotional ties and a sense of commitment to
the other person.”2 A secondary relationship is defined as “interpersonal relations, a
relatively short-lived relationship between persons characterized by limited interaction, rather
clear rules for relating and fairly well defined social rules.”2

Socrates
The history of the therapeutic relationship can be traced back to the beginning of
Western Philosophy. Socrates was placed on trial and subsequently put to death in ancient
Greece for corrupting the youth of Athens and being the “maker of new Gods and denier of
old ones (2)”.3 Socrates was attempting to teach people to think for themselves about many
subjects including matters of philosophy and religion. Often the method that Socrates used
1

Arthur S. Reber, Dictionary of Psychology (New York: Penguin Putnam, 1995), 794.

2

Arthur S. Reber, Dictionary of Psychology (New York: Penguin Putnam, 1995), 657.

3

Plato, The Trial and Death of Socrates: Four Dialogues (New York: Dover Publications, 1992), 2.
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to teach his students was in question form. An argument could be made that these were
therapeutic relationships between a teacher and student because Socrates was attempting to
change cognitive thought patterns with his questions. This is often the same quest as that of
modern cognitive therapists. In the Trial and Death of Socrates, Plato cites examples of
Socrates’ questions in scene one with Euthyphro (Plato 7).4
SOCRATES. Does not every man love that which he deems noble and just and
good, and hate the opposite of them?
EUTHYPHRO. Very true
SOCRATES. But then, as you say, people regard the same things, some just and
others as unjust; and they dispute about this, and there arises wars and fighting among
them.
EUTHYPHRO. Yes, this is true
SOCRATES. Then the same things, as appears, are hated by the gods and loved by
the gods, and are both hateful and dear to them.
EUTHYPHRO. True (7) 2
Socrates seems to be making an attempt to reframe thinking with logic (or, as modern
day theories might suggest, replacing irrational thoughts with rational thoughts.) By being
asked questions instead of giving statements, the mind reacts differently and the information
becomes integrated.

Few modern psychological theories directly tell clients what to do.

Most have the client arrive at the changes through questions. Socrates was a forerunner to
the therapeutic relationship with his teachings of his students.
Socrates was also concerned with ethics. It was his goal to help others lead virtuous
lives, which he says comes about through knowledge, “since no man sins wittingly (20).”5
This sounds vastly akin to what the modern day therapists do when helping people to
understand and live with a quality of life that is possible. As Morton Hunt tells us, “
4

Plato, The Trial and Death of Socrates: Four Dialogues (New York: Dover Publications, 1992), 7.

2

Plato, The Trial and Death of Socrates: Four Dialogues (New York: Dover Publications,1992), 7.

5

Morton Hunt, The Story of Psychology (New York: Random House, 1993), 20.
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[Socrates] asked students questions that seemingly lead them step by step to discover the
truth for themselves (20).” 6 Much of what happens in the therapeutic relationship is psychoeducation. This education helps people to make an informed decision for themselves and
their lives. This education that takes place in therapy helps people understand the place
between right and wrong. Most of the ethical questions that concern the human experience
and cause destructive emotions lie in the middle or gray area of life. Socrates believed in
step-by step education as a therapeutic tool for his students, as do many modern day
therapists.
So if we agree that Socrates was one of the first therapists, we must ask: Was the
relationship that Socrates had with his students healing, and what did both teacher and
students take from their relationships? His students dearly loved him and were even willing
to sacrifice their own safety for him. The personal and respectful relationship that Socrates
had with his students changed each of them permanently. Plato wrote that Socrates was “the
wisest, the justest, and the best of all men I have ever known (115).”7 Plato later followed in
his mentor’s footsteps and opened a school called the Academy, which became a center of
intellectual higher learning. Plato recorded his memories of Socrates and continued to discuss
them with his students. Socrates changed Plato’s life through the relationship that they
experienced.
In response to one of his students, Crito, who was urging him to allow him and his
fellow students to help escape the city, Socrates said:
CRITO. Well, I will not dispute about that; but please tell me Socrates, whether you
are acting out of regard to me and your other friends: are you not afraid if you
escape, hence we may get into trouble with the informers for having stolen you away,
6

Morton Hunt, The Story of Psychology ( New York: Random House, 1993), 20.

7

Plato, Trial and Death of Socrates: Four Dialogues (New York: Dover Publications, 1992), 115.
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and lose either the whole or great part of our property; or that even a worse evil may
happen to us? Now, if this is your fear, be at ease; for order to save you, we ought
surely to run this, or even a greater risk; be persuaded, then, and do as I say.
SOCRATES. Yes Crito, that is one fear, which you mention, but by no means the
only one.
This passage indicates that Socrates had emotional ties to his students, as well as his
students for him (Plato 45).8 Socrates would not allow his students to help him escape
because he not only cared for them and their safety, but he also wanted to set the example for
them. Modeling behavior is a very important part of being a teacher or a therapist. Socrates
cared so much for the relationship and the love of his students that he was willing to die for
the cause. Socrates gave his life for his students and his beliefs. His and many other lives
were changed forever by these relationships.
Socrates, again in The Trial and Death of Socrates, explained to Crito why he could
not betray his own reason and values in order to escape:
I can not put away the reasons which I have before given: the principles which I have
hitherto honored and revered I still honor, and unless we can find other and better
principles on the instant, I am certain not to agree with you; not even if the power of
the multitude could inflict many more imprisonments, confiscations, deaths,
frightening us like children with hobgoblin terrors. (46)”9
The relationship that Socrates had with his student is an excellent account of how the
early use of language in the therapeutic relationships began. These relationships encouraged
growth and healing just from the knowing of, and talking to another person.
Hippocrates
Psychology traces its roots back to philosophy. There were many philosophers that
introduced psychological thoughts (or thoughts about the mind) in their works, but none was
more famous than Hippocrates. Hippocrates, another early Greek philosopher, contributed to
8
9

Plato, Trial and Death of Socrates: Four Dialogues (New York: Dover Publications, 1992), 45.
Plato, Trial and Death of Socrates: Four Dialogues (New York: Dover Publications, 1992), 46.
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the development of the therapeutic relationship by divorcing medicine from religion and
superstition (17).10 Hippocrates explained mental illness (and other medical disorders at that
time) as an imbalance of four humors. He believed that each person possessed body fluids,
which he called humors: blood, black bile, yellow bile and phlegm. If any of these elements
were not balanced, it would cause ill health. This hypothesis would be the primary medical
concept for treating illness for thousands of years. How did Hippocrates view the helping/
healing therapeutic relationship? Hippocrates saw illness with organic origins, not rooted in
religion or as a curse with punishments for earlier sins. With his medical theory, Hippocrates
took the onus of sin off the patient and allowed for treatment that had nothing to do with
behavior. This is one reason he is considered to be the Father of Medicine. Prior to this,
people believed they had sinned to cause the illness to themselves or loved ones. The anxiety
caused by the guilt of causing his or her own illness could only serve to exasperate one’s
mental condition. Hippocrates took the mental blame from the illness by his medical theories.
The ancient Hippocratic Oath, which essentially states that a doctor should do no
harm to a patient under any circumstances, reveals a humanistic respect for the patient. His
oath is still used today with modern day modifications. The original oath still sets the tone
for his humanitarian respectful beliefs toward the doctor- patient relationship.
I swear by Apollo Physician and Asclepius and Hygenia and Panaceia and all gods
and goddesses, making them my witness, that I will fulfill according to my ability and
judgment this oath and covenant: To hold him who has taught me this art as equal to
my parents and to live my life in partnership with him, and if he is in need of money
to give him a share of mine, and to regard his offspring as equal to my brothers in
male lineage and to teach them this art – if they desire to learn it – without fee and
covenant; to give a share of precepts and oral instruction and all the other learning to
my sons and to the sons of him who has instructed me and to pupils who have signed
the covenant and have taken an oath according to the medical law, but no one else. I
will apply dietetic measures for the benefit of the sick according to my ability and
10

Hunt, Morton, The Story of Psychology ( New York: Random House, 1993), 17.
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judgment; I will keep them from harm and injustice. I will neither give a deadly drug
to anybody who asked for it, nor will I make a suggestion to this effect. Similarly, I
will not give to a woman an abortive remedy. In purity and holiness I will guard my
life and art. I will not use the knife, not even on sufferer from the stone, but will
withdraw in favor of such men as are engaged in this work. Whatever houses I may
visit, I will come for the benefit of the sick, remaining free of all intentional injustice,
of all mischief and in particular of sexual relations with both female and male
persons, be they free or slaves. Whatever I may see or hear in the course of treatment
or even outside of treatment in regard to the life of men, which on no account must
spread abroad, I will keep to myself, holding such things shameful to be spoken
about. If I fulfill this oath and do not violate it, may it be granted to me to enjoy life
and art, being honored with fame among all men for all time to come; if I transgress it
and swear falsely, may the opposite of all this be my lot. 11
Hippocrates, one might suggest, saw patients as people who were suffering and who
were not to be unduly harmed with treatments. He valued all human life, no matter where
people were in the hierarchy of citizenship. Clearly he viewed the doctor/patient relationship
as having value. His prohibition against sexual relationships with patients demonstrates his
high regard for the doctor/patient relationship and that he could clearly see harm in violating
the intimate relationship and confidence that is needed in the healing process. Alexander
and Selesncik write, “Most significant was that Hippocrates not only elicited a complete life
history of his patients, but also recognized the importance of the intimate relationship
between doctor and patient (32).”12
Ironically, Hippocrates’s theory of humors may have caused immeasurable damage to
people’s mental health and well being, due to the consequences of techniques later developed
from his original thoughts. In particular, bloodletting was a common treatment for mental
illness throughout earlier history. Other remedies to increase or decrease other humors were
11

Nova Online, Trans. Ludwig Edelstein, From The Hippocratic Oath: Text. Translation and Interpretation,
by Ludwig Edelstein. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1943.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/doctors/oath_classical.html
12

Franz G.Alexander, Sheldon T Selesnick, The History of Psychiatry (North Vale, NJ: Jason Aronson,
1995), 32.
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also harmful, painful, and, by today’s standard, inhumane. Based on the Hippocratic Oath
and his holistic view, Hippocrates could not foresee what part of his legacy became in the
next centuries – torture by treatments.
Aristotle
If Socrates can be considered an early Western therapist, then Aristotle, one of Plato’s
brightest students at his Academy, can be considered an early Western psychological
researcher. Aristotle regarded the direct observation of real things, except in the abstract
domains such as mathematics, to be the foundation of understanding (29).13 This is the
precursor for the later modern day Behaviorists, who study and put value in observable
behaviors. One might suggest that Aristotle takes the therapeutic relationship to a new level
with the discussion of observable behavior and moves the therapeutic relationship to an
observer/observed one. The power of the therapeutic relationship becomes imbalanced with
the premise that one person is judging the other, and leads to future differences in philosophy
between the researchers’ and therapists’, and the humanistic’ and behaviorist’ debates in
modern psychology.
Galen
It is worthy to note that Galen, who was a Greek physician in Rome, was very
interested in emotions. He categorized personality traits according to Hippocrates’s earlier
four-humor theory. He also suggested that different types of temperaments had excess or not
enough of certain humors in the body. For example, manic behavior was thought to be
caused by an imbalance of blood. As a physician, he did research the emotions; one such
experiment involved speaking to a woman about a male dancer and watching her pulse

13

Morton Hunt., The Story of Psychology (New York: Random House, 1993), 29.
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increase (42).14 From his interest in emotion, it appears that Galen was interested in treating
the whole patient, not just the medical/ biological aspects of the body. Galen seemed to
recognize value in knowing the person on an emotional level when treating the physical
conditions.
Modern Psychotherapy
As we have seen, psychology developed from philosophical beginnings. The
evolution of the contemporary therapeutic relationship in psychology begins with a
discussion of Sigmund Freud. Although there were other noteworthy people who contributed
to psychology, such as Wilhelm Wundt and William James, Freud is the main root of modern
day treatments, because he developed the concept of psychoanalysis, the first time a
formalized “talking cure” of mental concerns, took place. According to classical
psychoanalytic techniques, there should be a prohibition of personal relationships with
patients. There should also be a sense of anonymity and neutrality. Theoretically, Freud saw
patients as subjects with whom a personal relationship is contraindicated. In
Recommendations to Physicians Practicing Psychoanalysis, (1912) Freud writes:
I cannot advise my colleagues too urgently to model themselves during psychoanalytic treatment on the surgeon, who puts aside all his feelings, even his human sympathy,
and concentrates his mental forces on the single aim of performing the operation as skillfully
as possible. Under present-day conditions the feeling that is most dangerous to a
psychoanalyst is the therapeutic ambition to achieve by this novel and much disputed method
something that will produce a convincing effect upon other people . . . The justification for
requiring this emotional coldness in the analyst is that it creates the most advantageous
conditions for both parties: for the doctor a desirable protection for his own emotional life
and for the patient the largest amount of help that we can give him to-day. (Gay 359) 15

14
15

Morton Hunt, The Story of Psychology (New York: Random House, 1993), 42.
Peter Gay, ed., The Freud Reader (New York: Norton & Company, 1989), 359.
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Curious in this “recommendation” is Freud’s suggestion that the doctor needs to
protect his own emotional life. This may have been countertransference16 on Freud’s part.
Why does the physician, if he/she is mentally healthy and can handle a full range of
emotions, need to protect himself/herself? This suggestion set the standard for decades of
psychological treatment for many of Freud’s classical psychoanalytic followers.
Freud also cautioned against self-disclosure to patients. The reason that he gives is
solely for the sake of patient, but one might wonder if this part of a “relationship” is also for
the self-protection of the analysts’ emotions. Relevant to the following passage is also an
implied superiority of doctor over patient:
Young and eager psycho-analysts will no doubt be tempted to bring their own
individuality freely into the discussion, in order to carry the patient along with them
and lift him over the barriers of his own narrow personality. It might be expected that
it would be quite allowable and indeed useful, with a view of overcoming the
patient’s existing resistances, for the doctor to afford him a glimpse of his own mental
defects and conflicts and, by giving him intimate information about his own life,
enable him to put himself on equal footing. One confidence deserves another, and
anyone who demands intimacy from someone else must be prepared to give it in
return…but in psychoanalytic relations things often happen differently from what the
psychology of consciousness might lead us to expect. Experience does not speak in
favour of an affective technique of this kind. (361) 17
In terms of psychoanalytic relationships, in On Beginning Treatment, Freud proposes
that it is better if patients do not talk about being in therapy with people in their lives,
creating a stigma, which unfortunately remains today. Psychoanalysis, from Freud’s original
concepts, isolates the patient from relationships by discouraging the sharing of treatment

16

Countertransference is a term coined by Freud to suggest that the psychoanalyst displacing emotion onto the
client.
17

Peter Gay, ed., The Freud Reader (New York: Norton & Company, 1989), 361.
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information. This may have been a way in which his language on the topic was a
contributing factor to the modern stigma around mental health treatment.
In advising the patient at the beginning of the treatment to tell as few people as
possible about it, we also protect him to some extent from the many hostile influences
that will seek to entice him away from analysis. Such relationships may be
mischievous at the outset of the treatment; later they are usually immaterial, or even
useful in bringing to the fore resistances which are trying to conceal themselves.
(373) 18
In practice, Freud did not follow many of his own suggestions for the doctor-patient
relationship in psychoanalysis.
A shift in the concept of the therapeutic relationship occurred with Alfred Adler.
Adler knew Freud and he often studied and discussed psychoanalysis with him. Due to
disagreements about theory, Adler rejected Freud’s stated language about psychoanalysis and
split off into a different branch of thought. He made major contributions as related to the
concept of the therapeutic relationship.
Adler believed that the therapeutic relationship was one of equals between doctor and
client. The implied superiority of knowing something that the patient does not, as in
psychoanalysis, is not part of Adlerian language about the therapeutic relationship:
For successful treatment it is absolutely necessary that the physician have a great deal
of tact, renounce superior authority, be equally friendly at times, be alertly interested,
and have the cool-headed feeling that he is facing a sick person with whom he must
not fight, but who is always ready to fight… The basic principle of the therapist is to
never allow the patient to force upon him a superior role such as that of teacher,
father, or savior, without contradicting or enlightening the patient. (339)19

18
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Peter Gay, ed., The Freud Reader (New York: Norton& Company, 1989), 373.
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Although he believed that the unconscious had a role in the psyche, Alfred Adler also
suggested that the social context of the individual and feelings of inferiority drove his/her
behavior.
The task of the physician or psychologist is to give the patient the experience of
contact with a fellow man, and then to enable him to transfer this awakened social
interest to other . . . For the psychologist the first rule is to win the patient; the second
is never to worry about his own success; if he does so, he forfeits it. The therapist
must lose all thought of himself and all sensitiveness about his ascendancy, and must
never demand anything of the patient. Since he is a belated assumption of the
maternal function, he must work with corresponding devotion to the patients needs.
The patient’s social interest, which is always present in some degree, finds its best
possible expression in the relation with the psychologist. (341) 20

Unlike the implications of Freud’s psychoanalysis, Adler suggests that the therapist
is not responsible for making the patient better; only the patient can do that. Again this is a
deviation from Freud’s original theories of the unconscious drives that cause patients to have
no control over their unconscious impulses.
The actual change in the nature of the patient can only be his own doing. I have
found it most profitable to sit ostentatiously with my hands in my lap, fully convinced
that no matter what I might be able to say on the point, the patient can learn nothing
from me that he, as the sufferer, does not understand better, once he has recognized
his life-line. From the beginning, the consultant must try to make it clear that the
responsibility for his cure is the patient’s business, for as the English proverb rightly
says: “You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make him drink”. One should
always look at the treatment and the cure not as the success of the consultant but as
the success of the patient. (336)21

Psychoanalytically trained, but in opposition to Freud techniques, Fritz Perls looked
at individuals holistically and developed what would later be called Gestalt therapy. This is

20

Heinz L Ansbacher, Rowena R. Ansbacher, eds., The Individual Psychology of Alfred Adler (New York:
Harper&Row, 1956), 341.
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another major shift in the development of the therapeutic relationship. Perls believed that it
was the role of the therapist to be an equal with the patient. Like Adler, he sees no
superiority /inferiority inference in the therapeutic relationship. However the paradigm shift
is that Perls is a proponent of the therapist sharing him/herself with the client. The Gestalt
therapist, working within the framework of the healing relationship, looks at the whole
person (body, mind, soul) and puts his/herself in the relationship. No part of a person is
more important than another part. The body is as important as the mind or soul.
Listening to the patient and being in the moment with the patient are two main
elements to this Existential therapeutic philosophy. Helping the patient to take responsibility
for his/her own life is an underpinning to this type of therapy. Although Perls was
psychoanalytically trained, the relationships that he believed were healing therapeutically
deviated greatly from Freud’s original concepts. Perls believed that therapy should be
centered on the here and now. This enables equality between the patient and therapist. One
does not know more than the other. Gurman and Messer (1995) describe the Gestalt
therapists as interactive in the session, with self-disclosure of personal information to the
patient. Gurman and Messer write, “In Gestalt therapy, the relationship is horizontal; that is,
neither the therapist nor the patient controls the other or the outcome and the therapist is not
the arbiter of truth. The outcome emerges from working together (282).”22 Hycner (1985)
believes the Gestalt dialogic relationship must contain three aspects: Inclusion (putting
yourself as much as possible in the other person’s experience) and confirmation (by
understanding the inclusion one can confirm the experience of the client), authentic presence
(Being with the client and self-aware enough to present a true self, not a projected or

22

Alan S. Gurman, Stanley B. Messer, eds., Essential Psychotherapies (New York: Guilford, 1995), 282.
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defensive self) and self-disclosure (self-disclosure of the true self on the part of the therapist)
and a commitment to dialogue (entering into the conversation without knowing the
outcome).23
Perls was asked about how the “therapist could use himself in trying to help the
patient come to terms with himself. In his Four Lectures, he responds:
By being open and honest. Freud was not able to be open and his problem got
changed into a technique that took many years to correct. What happened was similar
to a friend in South Africa who sent a very delicate cup to Japan to have a copy made,
since the Japanese are very good at copying things. He ordered many dozens of these
cups. When the cups arrived, all the cups arrived with the handles not attached.
What happened was the handle of the original cup had broken off in the mail, and the
Japanese copied the cup exactly as was, in two pieces. This is similar to what
happened in psychotherapy. Freud had a deep phobia. He was embarrassed to look
into anybody’s face or be stared at, so he avoided the situation by putting the patient
on the couch and sitting behind him. Soon the symptom became the standard
procedure, like the broken handle. Now we have to do the opposite. We have to
make a big fuss and discover the obvious – a new type of therapy called ‘encounter
therapy.’ We have finally remembered that it seems only natural that we can talk
directly to him, etc.24
Perls’ Gestalt therapy was a polarization of Freud’s earliest therapeutic relationship
concepts. It begins to move us away from the therapists as an expert on another person’s life
to a more Existential model in which the patient is the expert and the therapist is the
facilitator.
In America, at the beginning of the twentieth century, behavioral therapy began to
emerge in the forefront as another school of thought. The behaviorist is concerned with
observable measures of action. The conscious and unconscious are not factors that are
considered in this theory. The behavior therapist, who tends to be directive and problem
solving, views the treatment in terms of reward and punishment, reinforcement and aversion.
23

Richard Hycner, “Dialogical Gestalt Therapy: An Initial Proposal,” Gestalt Journal 8 (1985): 23-49.

24 John Fagan, Irma Lee Shepard. eds., Gestalt Therapy Now (New York: Harper& Row, 1970), 37.
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In terms of the therapeutic relationship, the behaviorist is the educator and director of the
behaviors. The therapist gives measurability to the behaviors and monitors progress. The
behaviorist tends more toward scientific measures than towards focusing on the therapeutic
relationship.
John B. Watson is considered to be the founder of behaviorism in America and is
most well known for his famous experiment with Little Albert. Watson took a nine-monthold baby and conditioned him to be afraid of rats, which he then generalized to other furry
things. There was no de-conditioning of this child after the experiment was completed. With
this experiment, Watson showed no respect for the humanity of his patient; he was interested
in only purely scientific measures. There was no consideration for what would happen to this
child in the future. In 1924, Watson wrote in Behaviorism:
Give me a dozen healthy infants, well-formed, and my own specified world to bring
them up in and I’ll guarantee to take any one at random and train him to become any
type of specialist I might select – doctor, lawyer, artist, merchant-chef and yes, even a
beggar-man and thief, regardless of his talents, penchants, tendencies, abilities,
vocations, and race of his ancestors. (261)25
It is apparent that the early behaviorist movement thought that people could be
manipulated into any behavior through reward and punishment. Watson was thrown out of
academia, due to moral violations at Johns Hopkins University that had nothing to do with
his experiments3; the behaviorist movement took hold in the United States and ruled most
academic institutions for many years to come.

25

John B. Watson, Behaviorism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1930) Reported in Morton Hunt’s,
The Story of Psychology (New York: Random House, 1993), 261.
3

John Watson developed a love affair with his student who was also his lab assistant with the Little Albert
experiment. The affair was brought to the attention of Johns Hopkins University and he was terminated from
further employment there.
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B.F Skinner, who is perhaps the most famous behaviorist in the United States,
continued the behaviorist movement with the development of his theories of behavior
modification. He and two of his graduate students began treating people in mental
institutions with the behavioral token system,26 in which relationship of therapist to client is
one of the issuer of reward and punishment. There is no personal relationship between the
therapist and client, simply an observation of overt observable behaviors on the part of the
therapist. Early behaviorism began as an impartial scientific research and Skinner said,
We do not need to try to discover what personalities, states of mind, feelings, traits of
character, plan, purposes, intentions, or other perquisites of autonomous man really
are in order to get on with a scientific analysis of behavior . . . Thinking is behaving.
The mistake is in allocating the behavior to the mind. (269)27

There were two major influences on the therapeutic relationship in the United States
in the 1950s. The first was the development of psychoactive medicines, such as Thorazine,
Mellaril, and Stelazine, which were first introduced in 1952 to help with psychopathological
symptoms. These were the first psychotropic drugs introduced and since then the
marketplace has flourished with continued progressive developments that counteract mental
dysfunctions. The second major influence was the first edition, in 1952 of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. According to Stone (1997) the DSM-I was “the first
attempt to provide operational definitions to all the various categories of mental disorders
(203).”28 This DSM-I opened up the world of disorders so that one could fit odd and/ unusual
behaviors into categories.
26

The token system uses token rewards for desired behaviors and activities that can later be exchanged for
wanted items.
27

28

Morton Hunt, The Story of Psychology (New York: Random House, 1993), 269.
Michael Stone, Healing the Mind (New York: Norton, 1997), 203.
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Because of these new developments, the therapeutic relationship took on another
dimension. Now doctors could categorize people by their disorders and treat them with
medicine. The therapeutic relationship took on a pathological tone and the one on one
relationship took on a secondary position in the healing process. It was the therapist’s duty
to “diagnose” the patient, so the relationship was one of doctor (superior) and patient
(inferior). One knew what was wrong with the other and was able to make judgments about
the pathology. This thinking fit in well with Freud’s view of the therapeutic relationship, but
not as well with the other schools of psychology.
The fact that psychoactive medicines were developing around the same time as the
DSM had an additional impact on the therapeutic relationship. If mental disorders could be
helped by medicines and were organic, then why did one need “talk therapy?” The early
medicines were primitive and did not “cure” many people, primarily because the correct
dosages and the side effects were difficult to gauge. In many cases, the symptoms would
become better due to tranquilization effects. Because early medicines did not adequately
help mentally ill people, therapeutic relationships were still seeking to relieve mental
pathology.
Carl Rogers, the founder of Client-Centered therapy, also in the1950s, focuses on the
client’s ability to heal hiself/herself. Rogers represents the last full paradigm shift to modern
therapy. Rogers’ theory makes the client the expert with the therapist simply providing
support and validation. He believed that if certain supportive conditions exist, healing and
growth would take place in the individual and allow him/her to self-actualize.4 The therapist-

4

Self-actualization refers to Abrahams Maslow’s theory of personality. This exists when the final level of
psychological development can be achieved when all basic meta needs are fulfilled and the actualization of the
full personal potential takes place.
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client relationship is one of congruence, empathy, and unconditional positive regard. He
suggests that with these specific conditions, a client will grow in a positive way. The
therapist must create these conditions in the therapy setting in order to facilitate that personal
growth.
Rogers describes his meaning of congruence, the first condition needed in a
therapeutic session, in the following passage from A Way of Being:
The first element could be called genuiness, relatedness, or congruence. The more
the therapist is himself or herself in the relationship, putting up no professional front
or personal facade, the greater the likelihood that the client will change and grow in a
constructive manner. This means that the therapist is openly being the feelings and
attitudes that are flowing within at the moment. The term “transparent” catches the
flavor of this condition: The therapist makes himself and herself transparent to the
client; the client can see right through what the therapist is in the relationship. The
client experiences no holding back on the part of the therapist. (115)29

The second condition that Rogers describes as being essential to therapeutic growth is
“unconditional positive regard”:
The second attitude of importance in creating a climate for change is acceptance, or
caring or prizing- what I have called ‘unconditional positive regard.’ When the
therapist is experiencing a positive, acceptant attitude toward whatever the client is at
that moment, therapeutic movement or change is more likely to occur. The therapist
is willing for the client to be whatever immediate feeling is going on – confusion,
resentment, fear, anger, courage, love, or pride. Such caring on the part of the
therapist is non-possessive. The therapist prizes the client in total rather than a
conditional way. (116)30

Rogers claimed empathetic understanding as the last condition needed in the
therapeutic process:

29

Carl Rogers, A Way of Being. (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1980), 115.

30

Carl Rogers, A Way of Being (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1980), 116.

31

Carl Rogers, A Way of Being (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1980), 116.
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[Empathy] means the therapist senses accurately the feelings and personal meanings
that the client is experiencing and communicates this understanding to the client.
When functioning best, the therapist is so much inside the private world of the other
that he or she can clarify not only the meanings of which the client is aware but even
those just below the level of awareness. This kind of sensitive, active listening is
exceedingly rare in our lives. We think we listen, but very rarely do we listen with
real understanding, true empathy. Yet listening, of this very special kind, is one of
the most potent forces for change that I know. (116)31
Rogers has set the tone for most modern therapeutic relationships. Although there are
many branches of psychotherapeutic theories and techniques, most would agree that Rogers’
concepts of the therapeutic relationship are the underpinning of most current healing
relationships.
Just as Carl Rogers’ theory evolved from one that centered around “nondirectiveness” to a more encompassing Existential philosophy with genuineness, empathy,
and unconditional positive regard as its basis, so too are theories of therapeutic interventions
looking at that which may be healing in all interactions throughout the history of human
relationships. We must continue to examine the language that heals and the compassionate
underpinnings that allow “healers” to help seekers in their search for meaning.
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Abstract
This paper is an attempt to participate in the discussions about the sinification
process of the Indian Buddhism. Despite the great variety of scholarships written on this
subject, attention has been mostly focused on the specialists, i.e., the scholar monks and
the lay Buddhists who have engaged themselves in the complex and sophisticate
Buddhist thoughts, but the contributions to such a process by the non-Buddhist elite, i.e.,
scholar officials and other members of the literati class, who have not professional
knowledge about Buddhism but nonetheless are susceptible to Buddhist influence, have
largely been neglected. If it is true that intellectual development acquires its accelerating
force from the soil of a larger ideological background, then it is necessary to ask how that
soil, even though not strictly professional, stimulates and facilitates the growth of that
intellectual development. In the present case, that soil is what I tentatively label as the
“intellectual milieu of Buddhism”.
For a look at this “intellectual milieu”, I would explore the level of familiarity
with Buddhist thoughts on the part of the non-Buddhist elite, their re-formulations of the
Buddhist doctrines, and the ideological underpinnings of such re-formulations. I approach
the subject by examining the treatment of the notion of Two Truths at the hands of the
non-Buddhist elite (such as Li Shizheng in his “Treatise of Internal Virtues”, i.e., nei de
lun). I argue that, while their understanding of the Buddhist doctrines appears to be
shallow and sometimes even erroneous, such a dissatisfactory state betrays rather a
pragmatic attitude than an inability on the part of the non-Buddhist elite. Put in other
words, it is to social and political purposes that the elite set their interpretations of
Buddhist doctrines, and naturally this version of Buddhist thoughts is heavily saturated
with social and political concerns. Such a larger intellectual context prepares for and
conditions the development and transformation of Buddhism in China.
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Li Shizheng 李師政 and the Intellectual Milieu of Buddhism in the Early Tang

This paper is derived from an interest in the discussions about the sinification
process of the Indian Buddhism. Despite the great variety of scholarships in this field,
attention has been mostly focused on the specialists, i.e., the scholar monks and the lay
Buddhists who have engaged themselves in the complex and sophisticate Buddhist
thoughts, but the contributions to such a process by the non-Buddhist elite, i.e., scholar
officials and other members of the literati class, who have not professional knowledge
about Buddhism but nonetheless are susceptible to Buddhist influence, have largely been
neglected. If it is true that intellectual development acquires its accelerating force from
the soil of a larger ideological background, then it is necessary to ask how that soil, even
though not strictly professional, stimulates and facilitates the growth of that intellectual
development. In the present case, that soil is what I tentatively label as the “intellectual
milieu of Buddhism”1.
This paper contains two parts. The first part I devote to an overview of how
Buddhism is generally received by the non-Buddhist elite. Put more specifically, I mean
to discuss the general level of their knowledge about Buddhism and the actual manner
with which they interpret Buddhist thoughts. In the second part, I will dwell upon the
treatise written by a scholar official in that period, Li Shizheng, as a sample of this
intellectual milieu. The stimulus for this text is mostly political, but after parrying off the
1

For example, Robert Gimello used the shift from the paired notion “emptiness & material form” to
“principle & phenomena”, as recorded in Du Shun’s “Discerments of the Dharma Element of the
Avatamsaka” (Huayan fajie guanmen), to explain the shift from the “relentless apophasis of Nagarjuna” to
the salvific kataphasis, a shift from the negative to the positive, in the Chinese reception of the Indian
Buddhism. A question may thus arise in response: What is the intellectual milieu of such a shift? Or how
does the reception of Buddhism by the non-Buddhist elite contribute to such a doctrinal change?
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most pressing charges, the author turns to a doctrinal discussion, a perusal of which is
highly useful to our present purpose.

I. The Intellectual Milieu of Buddhism in the Early Tang

A. An External Look
An example at hand that may shed some light on this subject is the postscript
Fazang 法藏 (643-712) attaches to his brief commentary on the Heart Sutra2, written at
the request of Zheng wanjun 鄭萬鈞3. It contains, in addition to an explanation of the
cause of writing, a brief description of Zheng’s relation with the sutra, which is very
suggestive of the degree of his familiarity with Buddhism:
From the time when he was still a youth till his hair turns white, (Zheng) has hold
onto the Heart Sutra for tens of thousands of times, his mind freely wandering in
its wonderous meanings and his mouth chanting the magic text.
始自青衿, 迄于白首, 持此心經數千萬遍: 心游妙義, 口誦靈文.
The meaning of this “holding onto” is particularly useful in helping us understand the
way a scholar official (or probably scholar officials) deals with Buddhist texts. As a
scholar monk highly renowned and esteemed for his profound doctrinal expertise, Fazang
defines the act of “holding onto” from two perspectives: from one it means to
contemplate upon the text’s “wonderous meanings”, namely, the doctrinal teachings, and
from the other it means to chant the “magical text”. Given the immensity of duration for
the act of “holding onto” in relation to such a short text, i.e., “from the time when he was
2

般若波羅蜜多心經略 疏, T.1712

3

The postscript gives his title as 屬同禮部兼檢校雍州長史.
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still a youth till his hair turns white”, and the high frequency of the act itself, i.e.,
“(Zheng) has hold onto the Heart Sutra for tens of thousands of times”, and given the
peculiar appellation which Fazang gives to the Heart Sutra, i.e., “magic text”, it is
obvious that, to Zheng, this text serves more for a devotional than for a doctrinal purpose.
As to how Fazang actually means by “wonderous meanings”, we do not find any explicit
indication in this brief postscript. However, two facts may provide us with some useful
hint.
Toward the end of this commentary, after dating and locating the composition of
the commentary, Fazang makes an unusual remark about the circumstance of this
composition: he writes this commentary “during the spare time of the sutra translation”
翻經之暇4. We can smatter here a sense of casualness and ease, usually a sign of
confidence and even a lightness of attitude toward the undertaking of a task. Apparently,
explaining the teachings of the text to Zheng is not a task as demanding as the translation
project he is engaged, and we can also easily envision the manner with which Fazang
tolerantly allows Zheng’s “holding onto” a share of access to the “wonderous meanings”,
standing at a vastly more superior position of doctrinal understanding.
The other fact is taken from Fazang’s biography by Zangning 贊寧:
(Fazang) wrote a commentary on the Heart Sutra, a text highly esteemed in his
time and widely circulated in the country5.
著般若心經疏, 為時所貴, 天下流行.

4

Yoshizu believes that Fazang is participating in the translation projects headed by Raksananda, but is not

certain, although suspects, whether the sutra being translated is da sheng ru leng qie jing 大乘入楞伽經.
See Yoshizu Yoshihide, “hozoden no kenkyu”, Komazawa daigaku bukkyo gakubu kiyo, vol. 37, 1979, pp.
168-93.
5

贊寧, 宋高僧傳, 卷五.
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If the extreme popularity of Fazang’s commentary on the Heart Sutra is veritable, a
circumstance that extends Zheng’s case beyond an individual example, and if the degree
of sophistication of doctrines contained in Heart Sutra is indeed as suggested by the
lightness in Fazang’s attitude, we may have reason to assume that, even though the
scholar officials are familiar with Buddhist texts popular at their time, their intellectual
attainment in Buddhist doctrines is vastly limited, their act of “holding onto” being more
devotional than intellectual.
The two replies to the letters from the translator Xuanzang 玄奘 acknowledging
his gratitude to the imperial sponsorship disclose a similar sentiment. Both Li Shimin
李世民 and Li Zhi 李治 make very humble remarks about their Buddhist learning, a
humbleness that goes beyond mere displaying the regal virtue of modesty. The two
emperors say, respectively,
We, in terms of talent, fall short of the qualities of jades, and, in terms of (learning
expressed in) writing, are ashamed of the failure to be broad and thorough. As for
the inner cannons, (we are even) less aquainted6.
朕才謝珪璋, 言慚博達, 至於內典, 尤所未閑.
(I,) Zhi, have long been (handicapped by) the want of talent and good learning
and, by nature, am not (blessed with) quick-wittedness. As for the various inner
cannons, (I must admit that I) have never read any at all7.
治素無才學, 性不聰敏, 內典諸文, 殊未觀覽.
The specific acknowledgement of an almost complete ignorance of the Buddhist texts
carries a literal signification. We may attribute this acknowledgement of ignorance partly
to the awe inspired by Xuanzang’s status as the paramount Buddhist scholar of the time,
6

李世民, 答元奘謝御制三藏序敕 , 全唐文卷九

7李治,

答元奘謝啟書, 全唐文卷十五
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but partly to an objective self-assessment under a circumstance that the very feeling of
awe for Xuanzang’s learning has utterly nullified any seriousness in the two emperors’
act of “holding onto” Buddhist texts in regard to the knowledge of Buddhism. It is not
clear who actually wrote these prefaces, since it is also possible that those eminent
scholars around them could have penned these writings. If this is the case, such an
acknowledgement of ignorance immediately attains an even greater degree of
representation.
These however are only indirect evidence related to the knowledge of Buddhism
of those non-Buddhist elite. How much do they know about Buddhism as a group? The
best example is probably seen in the roles they play in the state sponsored translation
projects, for apparently it is only those considered well versed with Buddhism who are
assigned the assistance tasks in such projects. Prefaces to translations contain much of
such information. One of them, written by Xu E’s8 徐鍔 for the translation of da bao ji
jing 大寶積經述 is probably one of the most detailed in this regard. Xu’s preface gives a
list of probably the most eminent scholar officials of the time9, but what are the tasks they

8

9

His title is given as 唐朝議郎, 行河南府告成縣主簿
The list contains the following names:

銀青光祿大夫邠王傅上柱國固安縣開國伯盧粲,
銀青光祿大夫太子詹事崇文館學士兼修國史上柱國東海縣開國公徐堅,
朝議大夫守中書舍人崇文館學士上柱國野王縣開國男蘇晉,
朝議郎給事中內供奉崔璩,
銀青光祿大夫守侍中兼太子左庶子兼修國史上柱國鉅鹿縣開國公魏知古, 兵部尚書上柱國郭元振,
銀青光祿大夫檢校中書令上柱國范陽縣開國男張說,
銀青光祿大夫行中書侍郎同中書門下三品監修國史上柱國興平縣開國侯陸象先等
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actually undertake in the project? Based on the information provided in Xu’s preface10,
we are able to reconstruct a rough picture of the major positions for such a project.
The most important task is of course that of the chief translator 譯梵文者, who
translates the Sanskrit text into Chinese. One of his chief assistants, the scribe 筆授者, is
to commit the translation to paper. Apparently, the chief translator is only translating
orally. There are two other major assistants for the translator, one verifying the meanings
of the Sanskrit text 證梵義者 and the other verifying the meanings (probably of the
Chinese version) 證義者, respectively. However, the preface has not given sufficiently
clear indication of what these two tasks actually are. For the former position, Xu adds
that its task is to “clarify it (probably the meanings of the Sanskrit text) 明而辨之, while
for the latter, he describes the task as to “explore the various revealed meanings in order
to demonstrate them and prove their correctness” 探諸了義, 演而證之. A probable
conjecture is that the former position is the discussant of the Sanskrit text before the
translator spells out his translation, while the latter is a reviewer of the Chinese
translation, who ponders over the meanings of the translated version to ensure its
doctrinal accuracy. A fourth position, the organizer of words 次文者, is clearly to serve
only for technical purpose, i.e., he is responsible for turning the necessarily disconnected
10

It contains a brief descriptions of the tasks:

譯梵文者 -博聞強識, 精而譯之﹔證梵義者 - , 明而辨之; 筆授者,- 受而字之;
證義者, -探諸了義, 演而證之﹔次文者, -纂而次之; ﹔潤文官者, -潤而色之;
總而閱之; - 總而閱之.
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sentences written down by the scribe into a piece of coherent writing. The fifth, the
linguistic stylist 潤文官, is the task to take care of the elegance of the presentation.
Finally, the sixth task is to “generally review” 總而閱之 the entire chunk of text after all
the previous steps have been completed. What role they actually play is not explicitly
indicated, but given the presence of the second and the third who is responsible for
“explore (ing) the various revealed meanings in order to demonstrate them and prove
their correctness”, it is highly unlikely this position carries any more technical
importance other than that of an honorary supervisor which symbolizes the imperial
support.
The scholar officials are assigned exclusively to the last two tasks. All other
prefaces to translations I have consulted offer unanimous records in terms of the role the
scholar officials play. Apparently, even though these scholar officials may be somewhat
familiar with the Buddhist thought, they are not considered qualified for tasks that require
thorough and rigorous trainings in the field.

B. An Internal Look
Having thus obtained an external outlook of how much the non-Buddhist elite
know about Buddhism, it is then necessary to look internally, i.e., how they actually
interpret the Buddhist thoughts they know. Going through many of the writings by those
non-Buddhist elite, we obtain the impression that the most well-known and most
frequently used Buddhist notion is that of the Two Truths. These non-Buddhist elite
appear to have a rather solid grasp of the notion, however, they also display a strong
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tendency to lean toward one of the two sides, either to the supreme truth of Emptiness, or
to the provisional truth of Existence. A careful reading of their writings shows that such a
tendency is not resulted from an inadequacy of doctrinal understanding; it is rather
because the non-Buddhist elite is far less interested in the doctrines than in the way
Buddhist thoughts can be used to suit their pragmatic purposes. To proceed with our
investigation of such a reception, it is useful to first give a quick look at the Buddhist
notion of Two Truths.

1. A Summary of the Buddhist Notion of the Two Truths11
In its effort to deal with the problems of existence, epitomized as Suffering,
Buddhism sets out to unravel the nature of existence. In a drastically simplified version,
we could probably single out the notion of No-Self as the core of the Buddhist
understanding of this nature, i.e., there is not one single dharma, whether subjective or
objective, that possesses a permanent and unchanging Self. Put in other words, each and
every dharma depends on something else for its existence and is in turn depended on by
another thing for existence. Therefore, all dharmas are interdependent and thus
impermanent. Such an interdependence or impermanence constitutes the Buddhist
understanding of the nature of existence: it is marked by the void of Self and this nature
of No-Self is often characterized as another term Empty.
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Swanson traces the development of the notion of Two Truths in China thoroughly in his 1989 book,
Foundations of T’ien-t’ai Philosophy: the Flowering of the Two Truths Theory in Chinese Buddhism,
Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press. The summary I provide here is largely based on his discussion, but due
to the limitation of my own understanding, this summary is still very inadequate in terms of the essence of
the notion. The most serious defect that I realize is that, given the variations of its development of the
notion of Two Truths, this summary risks an oversimplification and an anachronistic treatment.
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Pushing the notion of No-Self a little further, Buddhism provides a ramified
version of No-Self, namely, Non-Duality. The deluded beings, deceived by their own
senses and intellects, falsely believe in a substantial and self-sustaining Self in all kinds
of dharmas in the sense that they make distinctions between them by either pursuing or
averting such dharmas. For this reason, they will irretrievably and irremediably be
trapped in the Suffering of the existence, a situation which Buddhism is designed to deter.
In light of such dangers, the notion of No-Self naturally implies its variation, the notion
of Non-Duality, which also naturally entails the notion of Equality among all dharmas.
If these notions, No-Self, Emptiness, Non-Duality, and Equality, could be
considered as summarizing the Buddhist perception of the nature of existence, such a
perception also serves as a basis for the guidelines by which the believers of Buddhism
should conduct their mental activities, i.e., the theory of No-Self should lead to such
activities of mind as embodying such a perception. For this reason, the notions of NoSelf, Emptiness, and Non-Duality, demand an end be put to the activities of intellect, for
such activities invariably result in the distinction of and attachment to dharmas and
ultimately Suffering. Such a demand is best epitomized in the most frequently used
expression “the path of language is cut off, and the place of mental activities extirpated”
言語道斷, 心行處滅. To give examples for activities of intellect, we probably could
include the use of language and conventions, for these two are by far the most celebrated
activities of intellect in terms of their implicit acceptance of a dichotomized mode of
thinking on the basis of an acquiescence of Self.
However, cessation of mental activities does not fully embody or represent the
perception of No-Self, Emptiness, Non-Duality and Equality. The thoroughness with
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which Buddhism repudiates the danger of an attachment to a permanent Self compels it to
turn back on itself by repudiating even cessation of mental activities as violating such
notions. Such cessations, in the forms of rejecting the use of language and the observance
of the social norms, are also guilty of dichotomized mental construction! Put in other
words, in this second repudiation, Buddhism is not repudiating its idea of No-Self; rather,
it is reinforcing this denial of Self by alerting people to the Self-Nature of this denial as
an act of intellect. Such an alert brings attention back to the significance of the
provisional existence which, despite its status as the product of dichotomized thinking, is
the indispensable locale for the realization of non-dichotomized thinking.
Such attitudes reflect the manner in which Buddhism incorporates and transforms
its perception of the nature of existence into the stance or direction it allows the mind to
take when the mind actively approaches and engages the existence. For this reason, the
Buddhist approach to the problems of existence always takes a twofold mode, a mode
that emphasizes the No-Self nature by simultaneously reducing the existence to skandhas
and averting us from the dangers of such reduction by brining the existence back to play.
Such a situation gives the Buddhist perception about the nature of existence a particular
expression that pervades almost all the Buddhist writings in East Asian Buddhist history:
the theory of Two Truths.
To summarize, attempting to deal with problems of existence, namely, Suffering,
Buddhism develops its unique perception about the nature of existence and act
accordingly. It perceives the nature of existence as No-Self, Empty, Non-Dual and
therefore Equal, and such a perception demands our alertness to the danger of simply
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attaching to these notions, hence calling for an attention to the provisional existence
through which alone all these notions can be realized.
Using the commonplace Buddhist terminology, this is the notion of the Two
Truths, with the supreme truth of Emptiness on the one side and the provisional truth of
Existence on the other side. In the following discussion, we will use Emptiness and
Existence as generic terms to refer to the Buddhist understanding and attitude in regard to
the nature of existence, with the understanding that the terms No-Self, Non-Duality, and
Equality, together with their opposites, are all included in the use of this notion of Two
Truths.

2. The Interpretation of the Two Truths by the Non-Buddhist Elite
The major tendency of the non-Buddhist reading of the Two Truths is to
absolutize the distinction rather than the mutual dependence of the Two Truths. Although
these non-Buddhist elite have shown a great interest in and some degree of familiarity
with the notion of Two Truths, and their writings demonstrate their awareness of the
Buddhist interpretation of their relationship, the predominant interest their writings have
evinced appear to be rather one-sided, i.e., despite their fond play of such expressions as
“neither emptiness nor existence” “neither arising nor perishing”, etc., their major focus,
when applying the doctrine to real life, is almost exclusively on side only. However, such
a tendency is not necessarily resulted from the failure to comprehend the correct
relationship between Emptiness and Existence. This tendency should rather be seen as an
act of convenience, for the reading of the Two Truths by the non-Buddhists is grounded
far less on a doctrinal interest than on a pragmatic motivation. As we will see below,
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whether the non-Buddhists are emphasizing Emptiness or on Existence, the ultimate
purpose is invariably social and practical, i.e., the ultimate purpose is to maintain the
accepted social order and encourage active social participation.

a. The Non-Buddhist Interpretation of the Supreme Truth of Emptiness
Many non-Buddhists apparently take the word “Emptiness” literally in giving it a
negative connotation. Actually, “Emptiness” is most frequently equated to the Daoist
terms of wuwei 無為, qingjing 清靜, chongxu 沖虛 and is thus given the meaning of
detachment from the worldly affairs such as material gains. In his unimplemented edict
banning both Daoism and Buddhism, Li Yuan simply substitutes Emptiness with qingjing
when he points out the rules the Buddhist fail to observe and defines the term as the
cessation of the defilement of avarice and desire:
The teachings of Sakyamuni give its first priority to purity and cleanness, (which
mean) keeping aloof from the defilements of the world and cutting off greed and
desires12.
釋迦闡教, 清淨為先; 遠離塵垢, 斷除貪欲.
However, such a call for restraint from material gains and therefore from a worldly
engagement is meant less for discouragement than for encouragement for an active social
participation, because Li’s ban is more aimed at cleaning the corruptive influence from
the society. If we take a look at his son Li Shimin’s interpretation of Emptiness, such an
intent becomes even more conspicuous.
Since Emptiness is based on the notion of No-Self, and No-Self entails Equality,
Li Shimin simply reads Emptiness as the principle of compassion. In an edict ordering
12
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the establishing of monasteries for soldiers killed in war, he extends his understanding of
Emptiness, in both Daoist and Buddhist terms, to the notion of Equality and finally to that
of compassion. The sentient beings are essentially the same, he points out, it is for this
reason that the sages of both Daoism and Buddhism see all people just as their own child
and to bestow loving affection equally upon all:
The supreme man empties himself by erasing in mind the distinctions between
other and self; the Buddhist teachings, being compassionate, merge all differences
in equality. For this reason, we know that the sympathy of the supreme man
knows no boundaries in all directions, and that the great compassionate Buddha
bestows his saving grace indiscriminately, treating all as his own son13.
至人虛己, 忘彼我於胸懷; 釋教慈心, 均異同於平等.
是知上聖惻隱, 無隔萬方; 大悲宏濟, 義猶一子.
Since the notion of Emptiness is based on the notion of No-Self, it is also
interpreted as the reason to eliminate one’s egoity, arrogance and self-conceit. Such an
attitude is very easily borrowed by the non-Buddhist elite to justify the observance of the
rules of the accepted social order, such as humility and submission to parents or other
superiors. In the specific case of the relationship between Buddhist sons and daughters on
the one side and their lay parents on the other side, the non-Buddhist elite decides that the
Confucian filial dutifulness should be given priority to the Buddhist renunciation of
worldly ties. Thus, in his edict prohibiting the Buddhists from accepting obeisance from
their parents and other superiors, Li Zhi admonishes the Buddhists to observe Confucian
rules with a justification expressed in a heavily Daoist language and grounded on a
Buddhist reasoning:
The Buddhist teachings, vast and empty, equally reject being and non-being; the
supreme enlightenment, unitary and quiescent, dispenses with both other and self.
13

李世民, 為戰陣處立寺詔 , 全唐文卷五.
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(With this) how would it be appropriate (for a Buddhist) to be complacent and
conceited in the spreading of the (Buddhist) Dharma? (It should be noted that
even) the mind of a sage is solely focused on either parental affection and filial
dutifulness. In terms of the relationship between father and son, monarch and
subject, senior and junior, and humanity and appropriateness, (Buddhism) and the
teachings of Duke of Zhou and Confucius take the same direction, even though
their actual tracks are not identical. It is therefore utterly unacceptable to abandon
the codes of propriety and act against virtues (by accepting obeisance from one’s
parents and other superiors) 14.
釋典沖虛, 有無兼謝; 正覺凝寂, 彼我俱忘. 豈自尊崇, 然後為法? 聖人之心,
主於慈孝. 父子君臣之際, 長幼仁義之序, 與夫周公孔子之教, 異轍同軌.
棄禮悖德, 深所不取!

b. The Non-Buddhist Interpretation of the Provisional Truth of Existence
The prevalent use of the term Emptiness and its non-Buddhist equivalents does
not necessarily mean that the non-Buddhists fail to note the importance of the other side
of the Two Truths. They clearly know that the two truths are mutually dependent and that
the supreme truth of Emptiness must be realized through the provisional truth of
Existence. Actually, they have placed on this provisional truth of Existence an equally
great, if not greater, importance in their reception of Buddhism. Of course, as explained
previously, the emphasis on the provisional truth of Existence is also meant to suit their
pragmatic needs in their respective contexts.
The non-Buddhists are able to reformulate this emphasis on the provisional truth
of Existence in their familiar terms. As illustrated previously, Daoism, apparently
considered as Buddhism’s Chinese counterpart or its Chinese version, is almost
invariably invoked to help the explanation of Buddhist teachings. It is with just such a
close paralleling of the two that Li Shimin praises Xuzang’s contribution to society in
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making available the Buddhist Dharma to all beings through the medium of provisional
truth, i.e., the translation of Buddhist texts:
We have heard that the two polarities have their images and the lives contained
therein are such images that manifest the containing; that the four seasons are
formless and not manifested with the changes of things through the winters and
summers. For this reason, examining (lives nourished by) the heaven and earth,
even the ignorant are capable of recognizing their margins, while, looking into the
yin and the yang, the worthies and the wise can seldom exhaust the laws (of the
four seasons).
That the heaven and the earth (the two polarities), containing the yin and yang, are
easily recognizable is due to their images (the lives)! That the yin and yang (the
four seasons, according to the structure of this passage), contained within the
heaven and the earth, can not be exhaustively known is due to their formlessness.
For this reason it is clear that, when there are traceable images, even the ignorant
are not doubtful, whereas when the forms are hidden and unperceived, even the
wise becomes benighted.
蓋聞二儀有像, 顯覆載以含生; 四時無形, 潛寒暑以化物. 是以窺天鋻地,
庸愚皆識其端; 明陰洞陽, 賢哲罕窮其數.
然而天地包乎陰陽而易識者, 以其有像也! 陰陽處乎天地而難窮者, 以其無形.
故知像顯可徵, 雖愚不惑; 形潛莫睹, 在智尤迷.
Li Shiming describes the relationship between Emptiness and Existence as analogues to
that between the formlessness and the forms. The former is the base while the latter is its
manifestation, and it is only through the medium of the latter that the former could be
known. For concrete examples of such a pair, he lists the “two polarities” and their
“images”, “heaven and earth” and the lives they contain, and the “four seasons” and “the
changes of things through winters and summers”15.
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Li, however, unnecessarily complicates his reasoning by making a further contrast between the
amorphous forces of yin and yang and the 二儀 and 天地 which has physical forms, probably believing this
contrast reveals the opposition between Emptiness and Existence. But since he at least subconsciously
identifies yin and yang with 四時, which represents Emptiness in the third scheme of contrast given above,

it is logical to assume that 陰陽 serves better as representing Emptiness in a fourth pair of the same order of
the previous three pairs. The attempt to make a further contrast of Emptiness and Existence, in which the
previous three pairs, which can be manifested by their forms, represent Existence while 陰陽, without
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Having thus explicated the importance of the Existence in the attainment of
Emptiness with this Daoist analogy, Li proceeds to highlight the great significance of
Xuanzang’s translation of the Buddhist texts in the salvation of the sentient beings. The
supreme truth of Emptiness, the attainment of which is the salvation, is too profound for
the sentient beings to attain, and it is the teachings contained in the Chinese translations
of the sutras, as an example of the provisional truth of Existence, that provides a path
leading to that goal.
To elaborate, they emphasize that the revelation of the supreme truth or the true
nature of existence, namely, No-Self, Emptiness, or Non-Duality, can only be realized
through the medium of the provisional existence, which is dichotomized by nature and
betrays the traits of Self and impermanence. One such example in their minds is the
Buddhist texts. Even though the words are not necessarily the most effective way of
conveying the supreme truth, being expressions of dichotomy and marked by Self, and of
necessity sharing the fate of impermanence, they are nevertheless the only way to spread
Buddha’s teachings. Thus, for the benefit of approaching, even though not necessarily
realizing, the truth, the words of the Buddhist texts are important provisional existence,
and so is the act of their translation into Chinese.
This emphasis on the provisional truth of Existence finds its expression almost
everywhere in the Buddhist-related writings by the non-Buddhist elite16. However, this

forms as its manifestation, represent Emptiness is obviously the result of his own confusion in logic and
utterly not necessary.
16
For two more examples:
1. “夫以妙旨幽微, 名言之路攸絕; 真如湛寂, 性相之義都捐. 然則發啟心聾, 資法雷之激響; 獎道迷眾,
俟覺首以司方. 故知假名不壞於常名, 樂說乃詮於無說.” 三藏聖教序, 李顯, 全唐文卷十七
2. “昔迦維馭世, 大啟法門. 懸明鏡於無象, 運虛舟於彼岸. 空有兼謝, 生滅俱忘. 絕智希夷之表,
遺形動寂之外. 然隨緣利見, 應跡生知. 震大地而萃人天, 放神光而掩日月. 百億須彌, 俱霑聲教;
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emphasis is not only applied to the perception of language and conventions, but more
importantly to the justification of an active social participation. In his memorial to the
throne petitioning for the stop of building Buddha statues, Di Renjie 狄仁傑 makes a
stereotypically Confucian declaration, asserting the primacy of the provisional existence
in its Confucian and Chinese version:
It has been the knowledge of your subject that the top priority of government must
be given to matters of man!
臣聞為政之本, 必先人事!17
Such an attitude is pervasive18, and sometimes it takes on concrete social meanings. The
emphasis on the provisional truth of Existence could be seen as the basis for loyalty,
because the secular heads of state are easily painted as the manifestation of the supreme
truth and any aspiration for it must be accomplished through its worldly mediation in the
person of emperors. Loyalty is thus naturally called for even by the Buddhist standard.
It has been learnt that the traces of the Dao are rare and subtle and that it is on the
emperor that its expression is depended. (Similarly, the essence of) Buddhism is
emptiness and quiescence, and it is by the kings that its spread is accomplished.
竊聞道跡希微, 立言資於黻帝; 釋教虛寂, 垂法依於國王19.
The Confucian code of filial dutifulness has been given a Buddhist reading previously
with the emphasis on Emptiness. Since Emptiness is based on the notion of No-Self, it
thus calls for a rejection of egoity by showing respect to parents or other superiors who
三千世界, 盡入隄封.愍三毒之韁鎖, 矜五蔭之纏蓋” 大乘莊嚴經論李, 百藥, T31.1604.589b20T31.1604.590b01
17
18

諫造大像疏 , 狄仁傑, 全唐文卷一百六十九.
For two more examples:

1. “然人宏道, 非道宏人!” 答沙門慧淨辭知普光寺任令高宗全唐文卷十一
2. “因機以接物假相而宏道.” 賈敦頤謝參法師戒法書全唐文卷一百六十一
19

僧道拜君親議狀, 郝處俊, 全唐文卷一百六十二.
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are not serving in the sacred positions. The emphasis on the provisional truth of Existence
gives its own explanation for being filial.
To illustrate (to the sentient beings the Buddhist truth,) the Buddha enters the
parinirvana; however, he still advocates the principle of filial affection. Although
explaining the changes of (nature) by staying non-active, Daoism exemplifies the
ceremonies of sincerity and reverence (toward parents and other superiors). This
is because even the supreme Dao that surpasses all the dichotomized laws has to
depend on the teachings of the three honored ones, and because even the Buddhist
Dharma that empties all dharmas is still manifested in the four elements.
寂滅垂範, 猶宏孝敬之義; 無為闡化, 終葉虔恭之禮.
雖道超可道, 尚繫於三尊; 法空諸法, 猶包於四大.20

From the discussion above, we are able to make the following propositions in regard
to the intellectual milieu of Buddhism in the early Tang, with a special regard to the
reception of the Buddhist notion of Two Truths: First, although the non-Buddhist elite is
aware of the inseparability of the ultimate truth of Emptiness and the provisional truth of
Existence, they nevertheless are more inclined to emphasize one of the two; second, such
an inclination evinces a strong pragmatic orientation, for whether this inclination leans
toward the supreme truth of Emptiness or toward the provisional truth of Existence, in
both cases it is only used to substantiate their call for the maintenance of the accepted
social order and for active social participation; third, the expression of this strong
pragmatic orientation is assisted with the incorporation into their interpretation of
Buddhism of the Daoist and Confucian thoughts and terminology. It is the Confucianism
that sets the social goals for their version of Buddhism to achieve, and it is the words of
both Daoism and Confucianism that remind us that, to these non-Buddhist elite, their
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understanding and use of foreign thoughts takes a deeper root in their native soil, hence,
responding to more immediate needs.

II. Li Shizheng and His Treatise on Internal Virtues (Nei de lun 內德論)

A. About Li Shizheng
Very little is known about Li Shizheng. There is no record of his dates of birth
and death. We only know for certain that he is active during the reign of emperor Gaozu
高祖李淵 in the period of wude 武德 (618-626), during which he wrote the famous Nei
de lun in response to Fu Yi’s attack on Buddhism. Quan Tang wen 全唐文 says he is a
native of Shangdang 上黨 in modern day Shanxi 山西 province. He has probably served
as a local magistrate in fugou 扶溝令21 for a certain period , and in the time he wrote Nei
de lun he is working as men xia dian yi 門下典儀22 for Li Shimin, who has not yet staged
the coup which makes him the crown prince. In the small dictionary of Buddhist terms he
compiled, he writes his title as dong gong xue shi 東宮學士23. Probably this happens
after Li Shimin has successfully cleansed his rival brothers and consolidated his position
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彥琮, 唐護法沙門法琳別傳, T50n2051
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志磐 gives “秦王府典儀” in 佛祖統紀, 卷第三十九, T49n2035; 念常 in 佛祖歷代通載, T49n2036,

覺岸in 釋氏稽古略, T49n2037, 道宣in 廣弘明集T52n2103, and 北山錄, T52n2113, all give
“門下典儀”; 大唐內典錄 , T55n2149, gives “典儀”.
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as the appointed successor to the throne. Li Shizheng is a devout believer of Buddhism.
He is the lay disciple of the famous monk Falin 法琳, and is known to us as the author of
nei de lun and fa men min yi ji 法門名義集. He has probably also written a treatise
similar to nei de lun, zheng xie lun 正邪論24, but unfortunately it has been lost.

B. Nei de lun: Its Content

The treatise contains an introduction and three chapters. Chapter one deals with
the ten major charges of Fu Yi25 in an effort to clarify the commonly held doubts about
Buddhism and to explain why such erratic views are at fault and Li Shizheng’s own
views are correct26; chapter two discusses the subject of fate, attempting to account for
the fickleness of fortune with the Buddhist theory of karmic retribution27; chapter three
presents Li’s interpretation of the Buddhist notion of Two Truths and a refutation of what
Li sees as the biased and one-sided view of the notion28 29.

1. The Content of Introduction
“又撰內德正邪二論.” 彥琮, 唐護法沙門法琳別傳, T50n2051
Arthur Wright apparently has not consulted Ne de lun for his enumeration of Fu’s charges, for many of
the charges Li responds to can not be included in Wright’s categories. Also, since some of Fu’s charges
mentioned in his two extant memorials to the throne, as categorized by Wright, are not treated in Li’s
treatise, it seems that Li has not seen all of Fu’s memorials asking for the banning of Buddhism. See Arthur
Wright, “Fu I and the Rejection of Buddhism.” Journal of the History of Ideas, XII (1951), pp. 33-47, and
24
25

傅奕, 請廢佛法表, 請除釋教疏, both in Vol. 133 of 全唐文.
26

辯惑第一, 明邪正之通蔽

27

通命第二, 辯殃慶之倚伏

28

空有第三, 破斷常之執見
See section C for a discussion of the relationship between these three chapters.

29
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The Introduction explains Li Shizheng’s purpose in writing this treatise. The
treatise is apparently meant as a response to the general criticism of Buddhism, for,
instead of naming Fu Yi as his antagonist, Li declares it addressed to the entire society
regardless of their origin, social status, and occupation30. It is their doubts and disbeliefs
about Buddhism that Li wishes to clarify. However, the doubts and disbeliefs, in their
specific forms, are Fu Yi’s charges even though his name is not mentioned31. Apparently,
to Li Shizheng, the most immediate target is Fu, but he also wishes this treatise to serve a
general purpose.
One thing worth noting is Li’s reference to the Two Truths in the Introduction. In
explaining the cause of the doubts and disbeliefs about Buddhism, Li thus remarks of his
opponents:
If one does not thoroughly study truth and falsity, and contemplate deeply on
suffering and emptiness, it is impossible to grow the root of faith as firm as a
stone, nor to lift the covering of doubtfulness as entangling as a net.
自非研精以考真妄, 沈思而察苦空, 無以立匪石之信根, 去若亡32之疑蓋.
It is not very clear what Li actually refers to by “Truth and Falsity”. It is very tantalizing
to think that Li is making specific reference to the Two Truths, but it is also very likely
that he is only distinguishing Buddhism and other teachings, judging them respectively as
“true” and “false”. Considering his use of “suffering and emptiness”, the pair of terms in
the parallel position but not with the parallel function: if “true and false” indeed refers to
the Two Truths, then “suffering and emptiness” does not make a similar pair of opposites.

30
31
32

華夷士庶, 朝野文儒.
Here Li briefly discusses no. 9 and no. 4 of the ten charges to be treated at length in chapter one.
Apparently, 亡 is the mis-writing for 網.
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Thus, it is reasonable to believe that he is using words most familiar to the general public
to refer to Buddhist teachings as opposed to other traditions.
However, such a reasoning, if reversed, also allows us to think that these terms,
being most familiar to the general public, could have ringed the loudest in Li’s ears in his
defense of Buddhism and allows him to, probably subconsciously, to present his defense
of Buddhism by discussing the specific meanings of such terms. Such an assumption
finds its corroboration in chapter three, which Li completely devotes to a discussion of
the Two Truths.
The Introduction concludes with an outline of the structure of the treatise and
humble apologies for his own unworthiness in taking up the gigantic task of defending
the sacred teaching.

2. The Content of Chapter One
Chapter one is a straightforward defense of Buddhism against Fu Yi’s charges. Li
Shizheng simulates a debate between two fictitious figures, the Scholar of Eloquence and
Insightfulness33 and the Gentleman of Loyalty and Righteousness34, in which the former
introduces a number of charges against Buddhism, to which the latter responds with an
extended refutation by using Fu Yi’s ten charges as the objects.
From the perspective of an argumentative writing, such a simulation is probably
unnecessary given the fact that the Scholar of Eloquence and Insightfulness only serves
33

辯聰書生

34

忠正君子
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to introduce the charges of Fu Yi, and has neither made any contribution to the debate nor
presented any significant resistance to Li’s counterattack. However, by the implicit
identification of Fu Yi as the Scholar of Eloquence and Insightfulness and Li himself as
the Gentleman of Loyalty and Righteousness, the simulation probably gratifies the
author’s desire for a complete victory over the slanderers of Buddhism. Below is a
summary of Li Shizheng’s refutation of Fu’s ten charges against Buddhism.
As a response to the first charge, one that questions Buddhism’s foreign origin, Li
argues that distance and location shall not prevent us from accepting something much
superior to its native counterparts, though he has not really explained why Buddhism is
superior to its Chinese counterparts, an indispensable basis for the validity of his
argument.
Fu’s second charge is that Buddhism lacks the authority that can only be granted
by its placement in the Chinese tradition35. To this Li responds with the following: 1. The
records of tradition could not have included everything worth recording, and therefore the
mere fact that Buddhism is not mentioned by the Chinese tradition does not necessarily
proves its unworthiness; 2. Lateness in time does not necessarily prove inferiority; in fact,
Li suggests, lateness in time usually signals for superiority in the progressive evolution of
a culture; 3. The eternity of the Dharma body of Buddha places Buddhist teachings
outside the temporal plane, and it is therefore meaningless to question Buddhism’s
authority by focusing on the late introduction of its provisional existence into the Chinese
civilization.
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As a response to Fu’s belittling of Buddhism in favor of Daoism, Li replies: 1.
The two teachings are equally based on the principle of non-action36, with Buddhism
having the slight upper hand in a better expression of the truth, it is therefore
unreasonable to assign superiority to one over the other; 2. Given the identity of doctrinal
basis for both teachings, Fu’s denigration of Buddhism reflects his failure to conceal his
sectarian partiality, a sin Li assures that he himself will never be susceptible to; 3.
Daoism is the co-author with Buddhism, if not the student, of certain doctrines. If they
are co-authors, it is not right to find fault with their common product; if Daoism is the
student, what could have been even more wrong to denigrate one’s teacher?
To the charge of evil wizardry, Li responds: 1. The evil wizardry is not
compatible with the benevolent and righteous intentions of Buddhism; 2. Those eminent
monks of the past could not have be engaged in evil wizardry; 3. The governments of the
past, bent upon prohibiting evil cultic practice, could not have allowed Buddhism to
develop had it been so; 4. Those lofty-minded literati of the past could not have been
associated with Buddhism had they found it engaged in evil wizardry.
To the charge that the great size of the Buddhist community constitutes a potential
danger of rebellion in view of some of the past Buddhist rebellions, Li responds, 1.
Historical precedents do not necessarily entail similar incidents of today; 2. It is
impossible for the Buddhists to rebel given the scattered-ness of the Buddhist population;
3. By nature the Buddhists are not rebellious people; 4. Even though there were and are
Buddhists who commit crimes, the Buddhist faith is not the source of such crimes
To the charge that Buddhists are greedy, Li responds: 1. The very fact that the
Buddhists leave the world prove that they are not greedy; 2. If the Buddhists’ earnestness
36
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to attain salvation is considered greedy, then greed is not evil; 3. The Buddhist practice of
disciplines prove that they are not greedy.
To the charge that shaving hair is in violation of filial dutifulness, Li responds: 1.
Keeping or shaving the hair is not correspondent to being filial or unfilial; 2. If shaving of
hair is indeed a breach of filial dutifulness, it is done for the sole purpose of making
greater good.
To the charge that worshipping of Buddha’s statues is tantamount to worshipping
earth and dust, Li responds: 1. The materials by Buddha’s statues are built are not only
earth and dust, there are also metals, and the Buddha are also painted on silk and satin; 2.
Building statues for Buddha is only an expression of one’s devoutness.
To the charge that Buddhism is the cause of the corruption of government, Li
responds: 1. The cause of governmental corruption is woman, not Buddhism; 2. The
principle of Buddhism is compassion for people, instead of encouragement for corruption
To the charge that Buddhism is the cause of the corruption of the primordial
simplicity of society, Li responds: 1. The loss of that simplicity appears long before the
advent of Buddhism; 2. The principle of Buddhism is to encourage harmony and
goodness in the society.

3. The Content of Chapter Two
Chapter two treats the non-Buddhist attitude toward the Buddhist idea of karmic
retribution, a notion that deals with the fickleness of fortune37. To the non-Buddhists, the
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Buddhist insistence that virtue be rewarded and vice punished, i.e., the notion of karmic
retribution, simply does not hold any substantial ground for the fact that that is not the
case in real life. The logic of this argument includes the following points:
1. History and life experience tell them that in many cases the virtuous are afflicted
with pains and sufferings while the vicious are blessed with success and other
tokens of good fortune;
2. Thus, what the notion of karmic retribution sees as a direct correspondence
between one’s deeds and one’s fortune is not tenable;
3. The attitude toward one’s own deeds, though unarticulated in this chapter, thus
comes to the fore: why is it necessary to watch one’s own behavior and be
virtuous?38
These points could be seen from two perspectives: one is a perception, and the other is
the attitude based on such a perception. Put in other words, if one does not perceive
dangers inherent in immoral behavior, one is more likely than not to practice immorality.
These two perspectives are precisely where Li launches his counterattack. From
the first perspective, one which inquires into the possible connection or correspondence
between one’s deeds and one’s fortune, Li points out that the non-Buddhists fail to see
such a correspondence mainly because they allow the range of their discussion to be
restricted to one lifetime. To Buddhists, he argues, existence includes three lifetimes, i.e.,

Nakajima, Ryuzo 中嶋隆藏 “Rishisho no unmeiron: zuito ki ni okeru unmeikan no tenkai
李師政の運命論隨唐期に於ける運命觀の轉回.” Nihon chugoku gakkai soritsu 50-nen kinen ronbunshu
日本中國学会創立五十記念論文集.
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from a reversed perspective: 有敦善行而不怠者, 嗟斯言之長惑焉, 乃論而釋之.. Apparently, it is such
an attitude that prompts Li to devote a whole chapter to the theory of karmic retribution.
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past, present, and future. Given such an expansion of the range of existence, it becomes
possible for all one’s deeds to elicit their appropriate responses.
Based on this perception, Li proceeds with a didactic lecture from the second
perspective by calling for the practice of morality. Grounded in this expanded world of
existence, the response in one’s fortune to one’s deeds is precise and unfailing, thus the
aspiration for a desirable fortune has to completely depend on what one has done in the
past. However, since the response, be they rewards or punishment, have to be metered out
in a span of three lifetimes, to one who is ignorant of such extended existence, such
responses may sometimes appear to be not timely delivered or not delivered in exact
proportions. Having thus fully prepared his listeners for the consequence of their own
deeds, Li warns them against any evil-doings and exhorts them to behave morally.

4. The Content of Chapter Three
In chapter three Li charges his opponents of holding a nihilistic view about the
Two Truths, but first he delineates the major points of his opponents. There are two
levels in their argument. At the first level, they appear to be quite well versed with the
notion of Emptiness: on the one hand, they emphasize the insubstantial nature of
existence, namely, emptiness
The sutra compares dharmas to bubbles and shadows, and sees beings as
imagined and in (constant) transformation.
經以法喻泡影, 生同幻化
on the other hand, they also take note of the idea of Non-Duality, which implies the
acceptance of the provisional truth:
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The sutra also says there is no distinction between evil deeds and (deeds that
result in) good fortune.
又云罪福不二.
It is the insightful perception of the Mahayana that things are neither correct nor
wrong.
然則無是無非, 大乘之深理.
At the second level, they apply the notion of Two Truths to the interpretation of the idea
of karmic retribution. From the perspective of Non-Duality, they argue, there should be
no distinction between good fortune and bad fortune, and between virtues and evils. Thus
they further argue that the idea of karmic retribution, warning against evil-doings and
encouraging virtuous deeds by promising a punishment of bad fortune for the former and
a reward of good fortune for the latter, is simply a violation of the Buddhist idea of nondistinction, and is therefore only of the order of the small vehicle39. To substantiate their
rejection of the karmic retribution theory, they run on with a long passage that compare
one’s fortune to the natural state of plants, concluding that neither the differences in the
fortunes of these plants nor the differences in man’s fortunes are the results of deeds. Put
simply, they reject the necessity of moral endeavors40.
Li’s repudiation of such argument is mainly directed against what he believes to
be their inadequate application of the Two Truths. Li sees no errors in their insistence on
the notion of No-Self and by extension the notion of Non-Duality, what he finds fault
with in their argument is the direction in which they interpret or apply the notion of NonDuality. By Non-Duality Li does not mean that good and bad shall not be distinguished
and that therefore it does not matter in what manner one should behave. What he believes
39
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to be a correct implication of Non-Duality is that the ultimate insubstantiality of existence
and the provisionality of existence is non-dual, and that the attainment of the ultimate
truth can only be achieved within the provisional sphere. In the case of karmic
retribution, this Non-Duality stresses the importance of conventional practices. In a
religious sense, the supreme truth can only be realized through the proper meditative
practices41; similarly, in the social sense, the ultimate good could only be achieved
through the observance of the accepted social rules42. To Li Shizheng, the priority of the
Two Truths should be given to its provisionality43.
Next, Li proceeds to discuss the nature of this inadequacy in the interpretation of
Non-Duality. Li grants that his opponents know, at least theoretically, the Buddhist
notion of the Two Truths and all its ramifications; where they falter is the way they read
or interpret it in relation to the notion of karmic retribution and, more specifically, to the
attitude one should adopt in regard to his or her duties or obligations in society. Such an
abuse of the notion of the Two Truths, Li terms as the biased view of Emptiness.
Even though they have quoted the wonderous words of the Mahayana, they really
have not obtained the essence of these words. When talking, they appear to agree
with the sutra, but when using the words, their minds appear to disagree with the
sutra. Why? It is just because the correct words, being incorrectly used, gives rise
to erratic attachment!
雖引大乘之妙言, 不得妙之真致; 說之於口若同, 用之於心則異. 異者何也?
良由反用正言, 以生邪執矣!
For the rest of the chapter, Li is merely reasserting his version of the Two Truths
by repeatedly emphasizing the essentiality of the provisionality in the form of defending
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然理不自了, 正觀以照; 心不自寂, 靜攝斯調; ; 障不自遣, 對治方銷; 德不自備, 勤修乃饒.
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the notion of karmic retribution. Apparently, the defense of the karmic retribution is his
primary interest, while the Two Truths only provides the theoretical basis.
As supplement argument to his major discussion of the Two Truths and karmic
retribution, he also rejects the criticism that the teaching of karmic retribution is of small
vehicle due to its distinction between good and bad44. To those who give free reign to
their sensual impulses on the basis of the equality of good and bad, he warns with an
assurance of suffering45, and calls on them to mend their ways as the only way of
deterrence46. He also challenges the thought that fortune, health in this case, is
determined by medicine rather than by one’s past deeds47.
To summarize, the title of this chapter indicates that Li intends to discuss the
Buddhist notion of the Two Truths, however, a closer scrutiny leads us to think that his
primary interest in the discussion of the Two Truths is far less theoretical than pragmatic.
The objective Li has in mind when treating the doctrine is to reinforce his assertion on the
karmic retribution discourse of chapter two and, by extension, to reinforce his exhortation
on the moral behavior on the basis on the notion of karmic retribution.

C. A Thematic Analysis of the Treatise
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夫說空而恣情者, 不能無所苦也.
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A question immediately arises after this brief review of the contents: the three
chapters of the treatise are apparently treating three different subjects, chapter one rejects
Fu Yi’s allegations, chapter two dwells upon the notion of karmic retribution, and chapter
three discusses the doctrine of Two Truths, how then are these three subjects related, or is
there an unified thesis that underlies these different issues? Put in other words, what
is/are the purpose(s) of the treaties as a whole?
Li has not clearly indicated such a unified thesis in his introduction. A defense of
Buddhism against charges from such opponents of Buddhism as Fu Yi is undoubtedly his
most immediate purpose, but this concern appears to be treated only in the first chapter
and bears no direct relationship with the latter two. Besides, Li’s enumeration of some of
Fu’s charges takes too much a space in the introduction while allowing virtually no
suggestion at all regarding the issues of the two latter chapters. Thus, a first look at the
treaties leaves the readers in quandrum as to what the overall objective Li intends to
achieve. Apparently, Li is not very good at organizing an argumentative writing. Had he
been so, he could have at least explained in his introduction how the discussions of
karmic retribution and the Two Truths are related to his response to Fu’s charges and
how these two contribute to their refutation.
However, a careful review of the treatise allows us to propose a conjecture, at
least tentatively, for the major objectives of the treatise. By using the plural form of the
word “objective”, I intend to suggest that Li’s purpose should be perceived from several
different aspects, which should be arranged in an order of graded immediacy and
applicability to the issues of his concern.
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At the most general level, Li’s treatise is a direct response to the suspicions and
disbeliefs of Buddhism during his time as spearheaded by Fu Yi. For this reason,
although he highlights the recognition and support by the court, he could not help
lamenting the fact that the mainstream literati of the time entertain a general disbelief of
the Buddhist teachings48
At the second level, logically though not necessary intended by him, Li addresses
the reasons of this rampancy of the disbelief. The reason that erratic views arise is
because the literati fail to acquire a correct understanding of the Buddhist truth.
What then is this Buddhist truth that they fail to understand? Though the
introduction is at the best vague about this point, the very fact that he devotes one
separate chapter to the notion of the Two Truths is evidence sufficient to allow us to
believe that Li considers the failure to understand the Two Truths as an essential factor
for the arising of such disbelief. Even though the disbelievers theoretically know the
meaning of Two Truths, they nevertheless fail to apply the Buddhist truth correctly to the
real life conduct. Rather than drawing the conclusion that Non-Duality leads to an
emphasis on provisionality and more specifically on appropriate social behavior, they
instead use the notion to deny the distinctions between good and bad and thus justify
inappropriate behavior. Armed with such a false conception, they also deny the validity
of the notion of karmic retribution, for if there is no distinction between good and bad,
the very basis of the operation of such a system, i.e., one’s fortune is a response to the
one’s deeds either good or bad, immediately becomes meaningless.
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At the third level, Li discusses the consequences of the disbeliefs about
Buddhism. The failure to apply the notion of Non-Duality results in the rejection of the
notion of karmic retribution and the disruption of an accepted moral order of the society.
To him, the denial of karmic retribution in the form of denying the distinction between
good and evil is tantamount to a denial of the time-honored traditions49. Actually, such a
concern has already been clearly expressed in chapter two, where the refusal to accept the
karmic retribution theory has caused grave concerns in those advocates of the moral
behavior50. Although chapter one is almost exclusively devoted as a response to the Fu
Yi’s charges, the proposal made by the Scholar of Eloquence and Insightfulness elicits a
strong reaction from the Gentleman of Loyalty and Righteousness, and this reaction
clearly indicates that the priority of chapter is also given to the maintenance of an
accepted moral order of the society51.
Summarizing these major points, we find that although the structure of the treatise
appears to be loose and do not have a clear and unified thesis, an implicitly underlying
logic is identifiable: In his effort to defend Buddhism from charges as spearheaded by Fu
Yi, Li finds that such charges are derived from an incorrect interpretation of Buddhist
thought such as the notion of Two Truths, and further realizes that such false conception
leads to erasure of the distinction between good and bad and hence to the disruption of
the accepted moral order of the society. In this sense, his defense of Buddhism against Fu
Yi’s charges, his reassurance of the efficacy of the karmic retribution, and his discussion
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of the Two Truths are all motivated by a socially pragmatic orientation, while the subject
of each of the three chapters is only contributive to that purpose.

Conclusion

As a conclusion to this tentative study of the intellectual milieu of the Buddhism
in the early Tang, I would like to make the following propositions:
First, the understanding of Buddhism on the part of the non-Buddhist elite is of a
completely different order from that of the professional scholars of Buddhism such as the
scholar monks and the lay Buddhists who have been engaged in serious studies of
Buddhism. Their knowledge about Buddhism is heavily tinted with or tempered by their
training in the Chinese traditions such as Confucianism and Daoism, and is probably
better described as an expression of Confucian values with the assistance of Buddhist and
Daoist terminology and theories.
Second, as implied by the first, their interest in Buddhism is motivated less by its
doctrines than by its pragmatic efficacy, i.e., the talk of Buddhism by most of these nonBuddhist elite is only to serve their particular purposes in their respective contexts instead
of satisfying an intellectual curiosity in the Buddhist theories.
Third, this pragmatic orientation in the non-Buddhist reception of Buddhism
allows us to gauge the contributions they make to the sinification process of Buddhism. If
the shift from a more negative attitude of the Indian Buddhism to a more positive outlook
in Chinese Buddhism, as seen in such professional Buddhists as Du Shun, is one of the
most salient features of this process, would it be reasonable to say that this pragmatic
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orientation in appropriating Buddhist doctrines on the part of the non-Buddhist elite
provides a fertile soil for such an orientation to grow to fruition?
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“A Room and Board Witch”:
Toni Morrison’s Beloved as Practitioner of Kindoki Kia Dia, Soul Eating Witchcraft

By
La Vinia Delois Jennings, Ph.D.
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville

In “Figurations of Rape and the Supernatural in Beloved,” Pamela E. Barnett argues that
the “character Beloved is not just the ghost of Sethe’s dead child; she is a succubus, a
female demon and nightmare figure that sexually assaults male sleepers and drains them
of semen. The succubus figure, which is related to the vampire, another sexualized figure
that drains a vital fluid, was incorporated into African American folklore in the form of
shapeshifting witches who ‘ride’ their terrified victims in the night.” 1 Expressing
uncertainty of origin, Barnett calls into question Richard M. Dorson’s assertion in
American Folklore that “the shape shifting witches who straddle their victim in bed are
English not African creations.”2 Because Barnett’s thesis posits a connection between
haunting and rape that invigorates Beloved as the Western-imaged succubus figure, her
argument that Toni Morrison figures sexual violence as “eating one’s victim up” falls
short of grounding Morrison’s figuring of Beloved as the West African witch who
performs kindoki kia dia, flesh or soul eating witchcraft, as the dominant trope of
Beloved.
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When paired with the noun kindoki, the Kikongo verb dia, meaning to eat, describes
the ndoki’s or African witch’s mystical eating of a victim behind closed door at night
while everyone is asleep.3 Impelled by fear and hatred of her victim, the ndoki is
merciless since she does not know how to forgive. One of the victim’s own, the ndoki
“eats” slowly over time, and the eating of the victim’s flesh is incorporeal, spiritual, and
symbolical. The witch invisibly attacks the victim’s psyche, the inner source of his or her
life and vitality. Stealing and eating the soul, the witch devours her victim “gradually so
that a wasting disease is the outward sign of soul-destruction taking place.”4 Although it
is the belief among many West African groups that spirits and disincarnated humans suck
their victims’ blood like vampires and give men sexual dreams like the succubi of the
Middle Ages, the belief in the ndoki who performs some form of kindoki kia dia,
metaphysical anthropophagism, and who also drinks blood pervades almost every group.
1
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I Wonder if She’s Had Work Done?
Cosmetic Surgery, the Pornography Industry, and its Mainstream Effects

If you are a normal girl at home and you see Pam Anderson walk by on TV, you’re like, “I want
to be like that.”
~ Jenna Jameson1

We can hardly turn on the T.V. or flip through a magazine without a pair of enormous
breasts saluting us. The age of plastic aestheticism is upon us. What was once a hush-hush
subject has become a common ground for inspection, discussion and envy. While mainstream
Hollywood actors and fashion models may choose to take a vow of silence on the subject of
cosmetic surgery, the pornography industry has seemed to embrace the practice. The
pornography of the 1970s featured actors and actresses with common looks of the time, there
was no defining characteristic that screamed “porn star.” The aesthetics of the 1990s to the
present is quite different for plastic is in. This phenomenon is not exclusive to the world of
pornography; rather the perfectly sculpted look has seeped into men’s magazines, the media and
more dangerously into the consciousness of young women and men in the United States.
While pornography may still seem to be a taboo subject, talking about it is not. The last
twenty years or so have featured many discourses on the subject. A frequent charge against the
genre was the violence that men were conditioned to deem acceptable towards women. A more
devastating social effect is not the physical violence but rather the bodily expectation men may
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have. Repeated viewing of the perfect plastic body can warp men’s sexual fantasy and deeply
alter the self-image of women. “Men’s brief exposure to erotic photographs of attractive women
primed unrealistic expectations of female attractiveness, which resulted in a contrast effect in
subsequent judgment of the attractiveness of an average-looking female nude.”2 Not every
woman can achieve the unnatural results of a plastic body nor do some care to even achieve
those results. Pornography “actors” are no longer anonymous females, they are now “stars.”
Nina Hartley frequently lectures and writes about her pornographic experiences. In her essay
“Using Porn to Bridge the Mind-Body Gap” Hartley discusses the emotional responses that
viewers experience while watching pornography and its potential usage for gaining sexual
confidence. She writes, “These reactions can, with the compassionate guidance of a sex-positive
therapist, lead a person toward a deeper understanding of themselves and their beliefs, and how
these beliefs, in turn, influence their sexuality (my italics).”3 Although Hartley has good
intentions, most pornography viewers are not sharing their couch with a therapist, the influence
is rather that of the expectation of unrealistic bodies outside of the fantasy world of pornotopia.
Anyone can see pornography these days. The video rentals of pornography see an
average yearly profit of 4.2 billion dollars a year.4 The enormity of the business is important in
any discussion of societal effects for it means that much of the population is watching
pornography. If the audiences are watching the same material, chance is they are thinking the
same thing as well. The overexposure of unattainable bodies is a serious issue for teenagers and
20-somethings, for people in this age group have been exposed to far more explicit material then
older generations through technology such as television, VCR’s, and the Internet. As these
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young adults develop and go through adolescence their sense of sexuality is far more image
based. Constant exposure to such images during formative years results in more acceptance of
these “perfect” bodies. Porn stars are crossing over into the mainstream; we don’t have to be
avid pornography watchers to know the names Houston or Jenna Jameson (just watch Howard
Stern on “E!”). No longer do audiences have to sit in a theatre like they did for Deep Throat to
see stars such as Linda Lovelace for the Internet provides an endless amount of information and
photographs of any porn star.
The question of why the plastic look has succeeded in dominating pornography (and to a
lesser degree the media) can only be answered by looking at the history of cosmetic surgery
itself. The 1970s saw the “classical” era of pornography. These films are not striking for their
campy style or over the top stars, rather for their subtleness in comparison to films of today.
These stars could walk through a busy shop and blend in with everyone. There was no uniform
look that set apart these stars. Elizabeth Haiken, in her book Venus Envy traces the history of
cosmetic surgery. She states that breast augmentation in the form of silicone pouch-like implants
dates to 1962 (232). Haiken also suggests that, “Surgeons began the postwar years with a
distinct lack of sympathy for the problems of small-breasted women, but this attitude changed
quickly as women – encouraged by fashion magazines and inspired by movie stars such as Jane
Russell and Marilyn Monroe to fill out Dior’s “new look” – clamored for new solutions.”5 If the
1960s and Hollywood had seen nothing but well endowed women why wasn’t the pornography
of the 1970s influenced by the look? Changing attitudes and style could have been a factor here.
The overall style of 1970s differs greatly from the earlier decades for slim was in. Generally
speaking heavy eye makeup and curvy bodies were out. If small chested women were rightfully
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considered just as beautiful as their buxom counterparts, the expectation of surgery was not an
issue.
In 1977 Stephen Ziplow published The Film Maker’s Guide to Pornography, which
stated that narrative “should occupy approximately 40 percent of the screen time and should
serve as a vehicle to the sexual numbers represented in the remaining 60 percent.”6 Pornography
was no longer one-reelers restricted to fraternities and other homosocial settings, the genre was
legitimately in theatres, viewed by mixed audiences. As Hollywood’s supposed equal, narrative
was important and so was style. The Hollywood film stars of the 1970s were Faye Dunaway,
Diane Keaton and Ali MacGraw. These women were naturally beautiful with the distinction of
being individuals. This decade did not see cookie-cutter actress parade before the camera
exemplifying a certain look. The moment-by-moment styles of Hollywood influenced fans to
dress like their screen idols. For example, the 1920s saw countless women stars with bobbed
haircut, flat chested profiles, and bee-stung lips. The 1950s featured tight sweaters, capris and
glossy lipstick. The 1970s was a time of individuality and sleek glamour, so naturally the
pornography industry would follow the same trend. The star of the classical era of pornography
was Marilyn Chambers of the Mitchell Bros fame. Her face was memorable not for its unusual
“perfection”, but rather for its “natural” features which were not highlighted with heavy makeup.
Her body was a positive image for both men and women. As a former model for “Ivory Soap”
she exemplified the style of beauty at that time. “Chambers was forever known as the girl on the
Ivory soap box, ‘the perfect symbol of the mainstreaming of pornography, Marilyn was the girl
next door who liked sex.’”7
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Tracing the history of jug-mania is not an easy one. Breast implants were not an
overnight discovery, rather half of the 20th century was devoted to trial and error. Sponges made
from terylene wool and polyvinyl early on were inserted into the breasts, yet they hardened, and
like any good sci-fi horror the breast tissue would often fuse itself to the porous material. The
late 1950s experimented with silicone injections and it was soon discovered that the liquid
traveled to the rest of the body and caused cysts and gangrene.8 Nevertheless women were still
willing to try any risky method to gain larger breasts. Nora Jacobson explains this phenomenon
by “The need did not precede the development of breast implant technology. Rather, need was
constructed as plastic surgeons and psychiatrists medicalized the size and shape of the breast.
Anatomical variation became a disease subject to medical authorities who then offered implants
as a treatment.”9 This “treatment” also extends itself to Hollywood’s cure for the supposed
normal and uninteresting body. Talent isn’t everything, for the well-sculpted and enhanced body
is what gets an actress in the door. “No doubt, among aspiring starlets, literally sticking out is
sometimes the only way they can get a break – especially when so many entry level roles call not
for Julianne Moore-style drama, but rather, the ability to look smokin’ in lingerie.”10 Through all
the experiments and development looking “smokin’ in lingerie” is far more easier for any
mainstream and pornography actress, not to mention women who want to look just like their
screen idols. The yellow pages of every major city in the country are full of plastic surgeons
offering their services for any willing patient. With credit cards, installment options and medical
loans “the perfect body” is just a release form away for virtually anyone.
I wonder what the judges of the “Playboy Playmate” searches look for? Hugh Hefner
was quoted during one search as expressing, “we don’t have any policy against enhancement.
8
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Technology and medicine are there to be used, and if a person feels better if they straighten their
nose or have their breasts enhanced, so be it.”11 The issue is constructed not as society’s
influence on appearance but as an individual “problem” someone has with the way they look.
Hefner is right in stating that the magazine doesn’t “have any policy against” cosmetic surgery.
In fact the Playmates rarely look like natural beauties, instead they epitomize the Barbieperfection look of our time. Jacobson’s wording of implants as “treatment” fits with Hefner’s
quote for he uses the word “medicine” to defend his position. With mainstream and mass media
representation of perfect breasts at an all time high, the societal acceptance of this procedure
should not be shocking. Diana Zuckerman reports that “more than 250,000 women underwent
implant surgery last year (2001) and more than 200,000 of them were to increase the size of their
healthy breasts. At the same time 60,000 had their implants removed. Almost forty years after
silicone breast implants were invented, we still know very little about their long term safety.”12
However, safety takes a back seat when it comes to outer perfection.
The lines of what is pornography and what is mainstream are blurring. In watching
pornography, one can see the historical course of aestheticism as well. In today’s pornography
the stars have a uniform look of style much like chorus girls or cheerleaders. While certain stars
may stand out in terms of their appearance they are unified in their plastic solidarity. Kathy
Davis points out that, “Cosmetic surgery is big business. In the U.S., it takes its place alongside
the twenty billion dollar cosmetics industry and the thirty-three billion dollar diet industry as one
of the most rapidly expanding fields in the beauty system today.”13 Pornographic-type images
have long filtered themselves into the film, music video, and fashion worlds resulting in what
Brian McNair calls “porno-chic.” The late 1990’s saw the allure of the “grunge” style and later
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“heroin-chic,” evidently by society’s standards it is not acceptable to be a drug addict or
pornography star, yet if one pays enough money for designer clothes looking like one is quite
fashionable. McNair brashly argues, “The rise of porno-chic reflects a legitimate public interest
in the pornographic and its transgressive, taboo-breaking qualities.”14 For the most part, public
interest does not precede commercial interest. Subculture interest can easily fall prey to the
exploitive fashion industry, which is constantly on the hunt for the “new” look that will look
great in ads. McNair puts too much faith in the fickle media/fashion industries. When Gisele
Bundchen looks like a porn star in her photographs the work is considered haut-couture and
tasteful art, yet Jenna Jameson would not receive the same accolade if she happened to pose for a
tantalizing Versace ad. Paradoxically, the high fashion world can look trashy and be in style
whereas the non-mainstream cannot pretend to be on their elevated platform. While
pornography has the power of influence, the fashion world’s influence is immeasurable. On this
subject author Louise J. Kaplan keenly states, “Nobody knew quite how it happened, but there
came a day when nobody could tell who was emulating whom.”15
Ultimately, it must not be forgotten that pornography is about sex, yet what kind of sex is
being promoted? While many defend pornography’s legitimacy by reminding us that sex is
natural and should be explored, it is hypocritical that the “natural” exploration is lead by a pair of
rock hard and static breasts. Michael Raven’s Immortal (2000) stars the impressionable Jill
Kelly who must have intense back pain from the pair she has to cart around. Kelly plays the
muse Cleo and in the first number of the film has intercourse with a mere mortal named Aaron.
Although the familiar acts are featured such as cunnilingus, fellatio and intercourse in many
positions, the two stars of the scene fight for attention: the penis and breasts. While the acting is
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forced and at times painful to watch, the plot makes a viewer glad the fast-forward button was
invented. Yet somehow all of that doesn’t seem to matter for the surgically enhanced breasts
steal each scene. When other scenes of Immortal feature small chested women, it is a
disappointment. Interestingly enough while enormous breasts are now “normal” in pornography
the distinction of having real breasts often emerges. Asia Carrera plays another muse and at a
party, a woman who believes Carrera is a fashion designer approaches her. Eager to show off
her model-body the girl strips and says, “I think I’ve got the figure and all. My tits – they’re
real!” How are women expected to feel connected to porn stars when they embody a look that is
expensive, painful, artificial and for the most part unattainable? The legendary (and natural)
Annie Sprinkle explains the cosmetic surgery obsession as a fad. In a personal appearance at the
University of California at Berkeley she stated, “Porn became more about fashion. Hollywood
stars now want to look like porn stars. Stars with implants are able to make more money.”16
Sprinkle’s simple quote merges the pornography industry with the mainstream as well. The
worlds of pornography and of the Hollywood mainstream share the general ideology that older
women are not as sexy. With the young and beautiful women taking the lead, the “natural” look
is one of rare defiance. Early pornography saw the success of Georgina Spelvin while recently
Jamie Lee Curtis decided to bare all and show the world “who she really is.” Curtis received
much attention for her photo spread in More magazine where one photo showed the actress
airbrushed and wearing designer clothes while the opposite page featured the actress in her
underwear proudly showing off her pudgy belly.17 Recently stars that do not fit the mold of
“perfection” gain notoriety for being the exact opposite. One cannot read an article about Kate
Winslet and not come across some comment on how she “defies Hollywood” or “is comfortable
being well-rounded”. The irony is that with the countless images of the “perfect” body a “not16
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so-perfect” can stand out. This sliver of hope does not mean that by entertainment standards that
a flock of “well-rounded” stars can make it big, it just shakes things up a bit.
The pornography industry does not escape the influence of style and trends. Since the
early 1980’s the genre has seen many lasting changes. Exposure, technology, distribution,
aesthetics, and star salaries have all been areas of development. For Marilyn Chambers’ 1999
“comeback” film she could not play the stubborn role of Norma Desmond trapped in her past,
rather she had to conform to the changes of the industry or be left out. Veronica Hart’s Still
Insatiable features Chambers’ return, yet she is not alone. Her two, additional “friends” are an
ample pair of new breast implants. Even a veteran actor had to obey the rules of the industry’s
staple look of a star; her clout was not enough on its own. The film was ambitious in plot for
Chambers plays a senator lobbying for censorship laws pertaining to pornography. By inciting
the very thing she was against the “senator” became aroused by the material and decides to seek
a secret series of sexual rendezvous. Although the story is quite complicated the viewer cannot
help but notice the attention aimed at Chambers’ breasts. They truly deserved second billing for
every sex number featured her enthusiastically playing with her breasts. The original Insatiable
(Godfrey Daniels, 1980) also featured prominent masturbation scenes yet what stands out in Still
Insatiable is the first scene, which features a set up of mirrors in a bedroom around Chambers.
The viewer staring at her breasts is not enough, for Chambers has to watch herself as well. Still
Insatiable is not a comeback, rather, it is a defeat. A man or woman could watch Marilyn
Chambers and appreciate her unique and natural beauty, yet now she does not embody the
healthy and athletic look, she is just another implant-carrying blonde. Elizabeth Haiken states
that, “Many women with extremely large breasts lack sensation.”18 If pornography is aimed at
depicting real pleasure and sexuality then with breast implants an important anatomical part of a
18
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woman’s sexual sensation is left out. The large breast has a definite power on viewers. A
woman may feel self-loathing at watching pornography with her size A cups. Is all the heartache
over nothing if there truly is a lack of sensation? The world of pornotopia is not of perfect sex
with sensual bodies, but rather perfect-acted sex with artificial bodies.
How does a Hollywood news show like “Entertainment Tonight” gain ratings? Feature a
porn star in an “exclusive interview.” On January 31, 2003 a segment entitled “Jenna Jameson’s
Breast Implant Secrets” (http://www.etonline.com/celebrity/a14313.htm) ran about the X-rated
actress, which truly merged pornography with the mainstream. In the interview Jameson
revealed that she underwent breast augmentation because “a few years it was really in style to be
voluptuous, so I followed that style.” The pornography of today is visually defined by the
analogous look of the actresses. It is not surprising that interviewer Mark Steines asked “Do you
see a lot of people getting plastic surgeries trying to be something they are not?” to which
Jameson replied, “I see it everywhere I turn. I think the adult industry is the worst when it comes
to pressure about how a woman looks. In mainstream, you are not naked. In my industry, we
are naked all the time, so it is not as if when you are having a fat day, which we all do, there’s a
way to hide it. So all the girls feel pressure to be a size 0 and wear a 34D. That is not realistic,
and it is sad.” Jameson is correct in stating that the look is not “realistic” yet the image of
effortless perfection is taken as very realistic and attainable when almost every top-rated actress
shares similar features. Men and women exposed to such images repeatedly do not agree that it
is unrealistic, they take it for something to be sought after and praised.
The “unrealistic” image is everywhere. As writer Gail Dines explains, “We have gone
from the printed word age to the image base age.”19 The significance of the statement is that the
“pull” of such images is overwhelming when confronted with them time and time again. Dines
19
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suggests “pornography is the blueprint for how we are represented as women in our culture for it
filters down into the mainstream (from Killing Us Softly).” The “blueprint” is powerful in its
subtlety for most viewers do not realize they are seeing pornographic-type images that distort
reality. The current ad campaign for “Dolce and Gabbana” features supermodel Gisele
Bundchen in various lounging poses on a tabletop surrounded by numerous television monitors.
The isolated images on the screens are of her lips, breasts and eyes presumably taken from the
several small video cameras pointed at her around the table. The ad cannot be ignored for it
takes up five pages in such magazines as current issues of Elle.
Stephen Ziplow wrote his pornography manual during the height of the period when the
industry genuinely thought they would merge with mainstream Hollywood. Today, one might
chuckle at those high and silly hopes, yet maybe we should be cautious about laughing too hard.
With the popularity of pornography, the aesthetic look is also gaining popularity. The influence
is creeping into the mainstream and its effects on male’s expectation and women’s longing is a
serious one. What has become a reality is that self image has become intimately connected with
bodily perfection, “the key element of the body image is a person’s outer appearance which gives
his or her body its social meaning and works as a role-giver.”20 The pornography of the 1970s
was a hopeful era, for originality was in. Is it too high of a hope to want stars to be popular for
their individuality rather then their cookie-cutter looks? Perhaps young women and men would
not be negatively affected by appearance if uniqueness were valued once again. Trends and
frivolous styles teach people to be solely consumers and not individuals. The positive in
pornography has the potential of being found underneath the mountain of plastic and breasts.
That “positive” aspect could be in the exploration of distinctiveness and feeling comfortable with
one’s own body first, instead of lamenting over the unattainable beauty of others. With the
20
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“melting pot” of pornography and the mainstream it will be interesting to observe how they will
develop in coming years and whether or not the trend will last. As of now, the myriad image of
glossy platinum blondes with ample breasts all over the media and screen is getting a little old.
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The controversies, lessons and myths of the Vietnam War, the most significant Southeast
Asian military conflict in the Cold War years, have resounded strongly in Singapore, a
country much concerned with issues of identity and the necessity of self-defence. Much
of the continuing politico-historical attraction for Singapore lies in the triumph of a
‘David’ over a ‘Goliath’ in a contest fought out within Singapore’s immediate region.
This paper outlines the findings of a comparative study of National Institute of Education
history undergraduates studying a module on the Vietnam War. Prior to taking the
course participants’ dominant impressions of the war are that of a military upset of an
arrogant superpower by a weaker and culturally different lesser power. However,
undergraduate impressions of United States humiliation are couched in a generalized
knowledge of military strategies without a clear understanding of the political or
ideological foundations of the conflict. Furthermore there is a discernible gender divide
with male participants being initially more informed, interested and excited. Such premodule impressions may be attributed to the popular culture of film and television, and in
the case of males, the recent completion of National Service with its provision of firsthand military knowledge and testosterone-charged male bonding sessions. At the
completion of the course preliminary findings indicate that such attitudes have modified
slightly to a more appreciative understanding of the political and ideological foundations
of the conflict. However, the fascination is still predominantly with drama of a defeated
superpower and the political-military mistakes that resulted. Additionally, the gender
divide persists with the women displaying marginal interest in the conflict at the end of
the course. The paper concludes that these findings are still preliminary findings and a
more detailed analysis of the study is still being conducted with expected date of
completion in early 2005. Fundamentally, this study provides an interesting multidisciplinary insight into the academic and intellectual development of Singapore’s history
teachers and explores their potential as crucial contributors towards a balanced, wellinformed society.
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Abs t r a c t
Water, an important resource taken for granted in developed nations, is often a constant source of
consternation in developing nations, especially in regions with little surface water as observed
around Lake Chad in Africa. The Lake Chad is an important resource, in the drought prone Sahel
region of Africa. It provides a potable source of water either as surface water or ground water
through recharge. Lake Chad is a major fishery zone, supports major livestock, lake farming at
very low levels, emergent irrigation farming, medicinal plants and salts, and supports wetlands that
are important to both wildlife and people. The lake also serves as international boundary between
four nations that share this valuable resource. The watershed of the lake is the largest of any single
lake in the world.
Lake Chad Basin, with a semi-arid climate to the south and arid climate to the north has limited
surface potable water supply. The changes in the climate over the past several decades leads to the
constant change in the water level of the only major surface water in the region. Using the lake’s
water for irrigation, the construction of dam, tree felling, and the increase in human population
have further compounded the water shortage problem in the region. The drought in the region
over the past two decades has reduced the amount of water in the region. The low precipitation in
the 1980s and 1990s have lead to the lowering of water tables in the region.
The droughts of the 80s led to mass drilling of 537 wash bore between 1985 to 1989 (Isiorho et al.,
2000). The placement of boreholes, which may appear beneficial, was not sustainable for the water
resources of the region because the types of user were not considered. Most of the deep boreholes
are free flowing and are usually not capped and this leads to a significant amount of water lost.
When there is water scarcity in the Sahel region, the women and children bear the brunt of the
burden of finding and bringing water home. Several millions of people die yearly from water
related diseases and these can be reduced through education and proper maintenance of the water
resources. We examine the role of women in the procurement of water in this part of the world.
The majority of the people rely on groundwater obtained from shallow dug wells. Certain
activities around the water wells result in water pollution, some of which include washing of
clothes, feeding animals and gasoline seeps from above ground gasoline tanks. Sample waters
from the wells show that most of the wells are relatively safe where adequate protection is

available around such wells.
In places where there are clays, standing water may persist for some weeks. These standing
waters become sources of water for both humans and animals in the region. Children enjoy
bathing and swimming in such ponds. Diseases tend to lurk in such places like schistosomiasis.
Guinea worm is another is another water-borne parasite that has a debilitating effect on the
people of the region. Northern Ghana is the worst affected and other regions where a guinea
worm is endemic are Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Ethiopia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger,
Sudan, Ghana, Nigeria, Togo and Uganda. The rate of guinea-worm infection in Africa has fallen
by 98.5% according to the World Health Organization (WHO) (IRIN, 2003). “According to
WHO, Cameroon, Kenya, Senegal and Chad have all managed to eradicate guinea worm, but the
disease remains endemic in 12 countries, most of which are in West Africa.
The infection is caused by a parasite called Drancunculus medinensis that grows to its full size
inside painful ulcers on the skin, mainly on the feet. There are no drugs to effectively treat the
infection which lasts for several months and frequently causes fever, nausea and vomiting.
People become infected with guinea worm by drinking water from ponds contaminated by water
fleas that contain an immature form of the parasite.
The disease is so painful and debilitating that it prevents adults from working or children from
studying properly at school. Because sufferers become too ill to till their fields, the disease is known
in Mali as Yoro, which means "empty basket" in the Dogon language.
Campaigns against guinea worm focus on providing filters for drinking water to vulnerable
populations and treating stagnant ponds to kill the parasites that breed there.” WHO is optimistic
that Africa would be rid of guinea worm within the next few years.
Common diseases associated with drinking such polluted waters include dysentery, which
unfortunately lead to death among the very young and elderly in those areas. Death resulting from
water borne diseases can be reduced through education and by working with the locals, taking
their culture into consideration about water quality and health.
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Summary:
Several daring Tokyo artists experimented early on with computer technology as an art medium. Yoichiro
Kawaguchi began in the early 1970s as a graduate student in a painting program at Kyushu Arts University. In the
field of Computer Graphics and digital media, Kawaguchi is renowned today. His work is clearly recognized by his
many followers, but few understand the importance of his contributions to the field. His work with CAD and 3D
growth algorithms mixed with Meta-ball renderers (using implicit surface modeling) were innovative for their time.
When most 3D modeled computer graphic images were composed of geometric shapes with unnatural looking
polygonal surfaces, Kawaguchi’s images were organic and fluid. When his work was first presented at the
Association for Computing Machinery’s Special Interest Group for Graphics (SIGGRAPH) conference in 1983, the
audience response was uncanny.
Masaki Fujihata also began experimenting with computer animated images in the early 1970s. His work was
concept oriented, often incorporating traditional Japanese tales, or Buddhist ideas into the content of his work.
Fujihata also began entering his work in the SIGGRAPH conference venue in 1983, and was later honored for his
interactive work at Ars Electronicas in Linz, Austria (1996).
Naoko Tosa, a video artist, at first used the computer for editing and adding visual effects to her time-based
productions. Then she collaborated with a group of computer scientists at Carnegie Melon in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. The result was Neuro Baby, an interactive computer baby that responds to voice input using a new
form of artificial intelligence that simulates the neurological networks of the human brain.
During the early SIGGRAPH conferences, the art shows that were held in conjunction with the conference usually
displayed work by scientists and engineers that produced accidental images as a result of their programming efforts.
These were displayed as art, but were not taken very seriously by the art community. A few daring artists in the
United States, like Charles Csuri (documented by the Smithsonian Institution) and John Whitney created works
using computer algorithms for their randomizing, or patterning effects. But Csuri, a painter, was ostracized by his
colleagues in the fine arts department at The Ohio State University where he was teaching.
It seems that the computer craze hit the art world in Japan with fewer inhibitions than in the United States. There
was a great deal more financial support and encouragement from Tokyo sponsors, including Cannon and Sony, for
experimentation in Japan. Could it be that Americans, still idolizing the New York art scene, just were not as
accepting of this new media, because it did not surface in Manhattan or grow out of a celebrated New York art
movement?
Certainly, the art and technology movement was not given birth in Japan, but a number of Japanese artists have
helped fanned the flames that have caused it to spread over the globe. Today, Kawaguchi is producing multimedia
pieces that incorporate live performance artists and digital projections of his work. Animation is the utilization of a
medium in motion, similar to live performance. Kawaguchi combines these two forms of art in presentations to the
public. Fujihata creates interactive pieces over the internet, in which a global audience participates. Tosa is working
with more intimate interactive pieces. Many new emerging artists from Japan are exploring the computer algorithm
as a medium for their art, including Toshio Iwai and Haruo Ishii.
In this paper, I would like to present the recent history of these contributions to the International Art and Technology
movement. Japan’s contribution to the International Art Scene is often ignored, but it is certainly worthy of further
exploration. From the exhibitions, installations, and performances of the 1950s Gutai group, and the exploration of
materials and space of the Mono-ha movement of the 70s, to experimentation with electronics and computer
technology of the 80s, the ideas and concepts put forth by innovative artists from Japan have certainly had an impact
on our contemporary art scene.

Japan’s Pioneering Contributions
to Today’s International Art and Technology Movement

by Jean M. Ippolito, Ph. D.
Art Department
University of Hawaii at Hilo

The art and technology field is fairly new in the visual arts. It was a
long time in making a niche for itself in the art world. A number of pioneer
artists began experimenting with the computer as a visual arts medium
early on, but were ostracized by their peers. More recently, the work of
computer artists has begun appearing in the general textbooks on the
history of art, but each book features one or two completely different artists.
The books are inconsistent in their documentation of this new medium.
There are a number of journals that have had special issues devoted to this
topic, including the Art Journal, and there are also whole journals dedicated
to the field like Leonardo. There are, however, very few books that do
justice to the movement, and few that include artists of Japan. In other

words, there is a great deal of activity in the field, but the documentation is
neither thorough nor consistent.
One of the earliest venues for computer art was the art show held in
conjunction with the annual ACM SIGGRAPH (Association for Computing
Machinery’s Special Interest Group for Graphics) Conference. The first
conference was held in 1974, but an art show was not added until several
years later. These early displays usually consisted of work by scientists and
engineers that produced accidental images as a result of their
programming efforts. These were billed as art, but were not taken very
seriously by the art community. A few daring artists in the United States,
like Charles Csuri (documented by the Smithsonian Institution)1 and John
Whitney created works using computer algorithms for their randomizing, or
patterning effects. But Csuri, a painting professor at The Ohio State
University, was ostracized by his colleagues in the fine art department for
his interest in the computer as an artistic medium.
It seems that the computer craze hit the art world in Japan with fewer
inhibitions than in the United States. There was a great deal more financial
support and encouragement from Tokyo sponsors, including Cannon and

1
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Sony, for experimentation in Japan. Could it be that Americans, still
idolizing the New York art scene, were not as accepting of this new media,
because it did not surface in Manhattan or grow out of a celebrated New
York art movement?
In this paper, I would like to present the recent history of these
contributions to the International Art and Technology movement. Japan’s
contribution to the global art scene is often ignored, but it is certainly worthy
of further exploration. From the exhibitions, installations, and performances
of the 1950s Gutai group and the exploration of materials and space of the
Mono-ha movement of the 70s, to experimentation with electronics and
computer technology of the 80s, the ideas and concepts put forth by
innovative artists from Japan have certainly had an impact on our
contemporary art scene.
One of the earliest pioneers of computer graphic art in Japan is
Masao Komura. Komura graduated from Tama Fine Arts University in
1969. He initiated the first computer art group in Japan titled Computer
Technique Group (CTG) in 1967 while a student. The British art critic Jasia
Reichardt, in The Computer in Art, lists the members of the CTG group as
including Haruki Tsuchiya (systems engineer), Kunio Yamanaka
(aeronautic engineer), Junichiro Kakizaki (electronic engineer), Makoto

Ohtake (architectural engineer), Koji Fujino (systems engineer), and Fujio
Niwa (systems engineer). Komura was the only artist of the group, but the
group’s activities, as a whole, were of an avant-garde art nature. All of the
members were in their early twenties. Reichardt describes their aim (stated
in the group’s manifesto) as “the restoration of man’s innate rights of
existence by means of computer control.”2 Most of their art pieces involved
the transformation of simple line drawings of well-known images as in
Running Cola is Africa in which a contour drawing of a running man
changes to an outline of a Coca-cola bottle and then to a line drawing of
the continent of Africa. Jasia Reichardt explains:

Their attitude to computer-aided work is somewhat different
from that of their colleagues elsewhere. They felt, for instance,
that one of the major underlying possibilities of computer art is
that the ‘artist’ actually designs a system - a method of
producing a given repertoire of forms and generating patterns.
The ‘artists’ work consists largely of envisaging possibilities

2 Jasia Reichardt, The Computer in Art (London: Studio Vista and New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company, 1971), 81.

rather than producing individual works. It is the program itself
that is the work of art.3

The Computer Technique Group created an interactive computer
installation entitled Automatic Painting Machine No. 1 which responded to
sound and light input from a “happening zone,” an area which gallery
participants would sometimes inadvertently pass through.4 The group
disbanded in 1969. Komura went on to create other computer based
conceptual work. Katsuhiro Yamaguchi, in his book Robot Avant-garde,
20th Century Art and the Machine, describes Komura’s “wordless
dictionary” of the 1980s, as a ‘non-man performance” about the process of
production. Yamaguchi says it is “conceptual art of the computer era.” He
writes, “In this computer society where a variety of information is digitized,
the digitization of meaningless words is a kind of non-art.”5 The conceptual
nature of Komura’s art and the activities of the Computer Technique Group
are reminiscent of the Gutai activities of the 1950s, only transferred to a
technological format. The Gutai (Concrete) group was formed in Osaka in
3 Reichardt, The Computer in Art, 81.
4 Reichardt, The Computer in Art, 84.
5 Katsuhiro Yamaguchi, Robot Avant-garde, 20th Century Art and the Machine (Tokyo: Parco Co., Ltd.,
1985), 113.

1955.6 In the 1955 Gutai exhibition at Tokyo Ohara Kaikan hall, Tanaka
Atsuko created an interactive piece using electricity and bells.

Bell piece, which took six months to construct, was conceived
as a “sound painting.” Connecting twenty electric bells with
some 150 feet of cord, Tanaka devised a contraption which set
the bells to go off in a chain reaction as soon as one was kicked
or in some way activated by a person.7

In addition, Tanaka is particularly renowned for her electric light dresses,
made of long blinking light bulbs painted in bright colors. Tanaka modeled
these dresses during staged Gutai performances. The Gutai staged art
performances occurred as early as 1957, well before Allan Kaprow’s
“Happenings” considered by Western critics and art historians as the first
performance art. Akira Kanayama, another member of the Gutai group,
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created paintings with a remote control toy car with cans of paint attached
to it in 1957.
An art movement called Mono-ha (School of things) that was unique
to Japan, and uniquely Japanese came about in the late 1960s and early
1970s. The Mono-ha artists were a far cry from computer artists. Their
interests lay in the exploration of natural materials with space and time
relationships. They would fill the gallery with blocks of wood, clay, cotton, or
fiber to visualize the natural affect of the materials on space, visual
contrasts of one material on another, or the affect of time over the
materials. The artists would sometimes display sets of materials together to
emphasize their irony. Among these artists was Takamasa Kuniyasu, who
would stack his materials (bricks and logs) without a preconceived plan.
Kuniyasu describes his method of working in which he continues to stack
his objects until he reaches a kind of meditative state at which point his
subconscious intuition takes over.8
There are interesting parallels between the computer graphic art of
Japan and art derived from the Mono-ha and post Mono-ha movements.
Some of the characteristics of contemporary Japanese sculpture and
installation art which I have found in computer graphic art are: an interest
8
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in the subconscious revelations of intuitive technique or natural selection,
the desire to explore materials while remaining true to their natural state,
the arrangement of materials to create new environments, the act of
“growing” a work of art through repetitious stacking of small components
within an environment or space, and the appropriation of traditional
imagery. Yoichiro Kawaguchi’s computer animations involve growing virtual
forms by repeatedly reproducing the building blocks of data in a computer
created environment. Kawaguchi, as well as other digital artists, utilizes the
random (guzen) capabilities of computer programming to represent the
natural selection process.
In the 1980s, video art and cinema were the new technological fields
in Japan as well as the United States. In the U.S., Laurie Anderson became
a cult hero. Her technical concerts involved distorted sound and images.
She was, however, a kind of storyteller to her audience. Paralleling her
technical performances in Japan is the group Dumb Type, an ensemble of
fifteen artists, actors, architects, musicians and computer programmers
who use digital technology for staged interactive performances.9 The
group was founded in 1984, but is still active today. The subject matter of

9
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the group’s performances is often postmodern in their collection of popular
imagery and “allegories of post-industrialized society”.10 They control their
pastiche of imagery through motion sensors and remote control devices.
Without a linear story line, the juxtaposition of images is collage-like, and
disconnected at the same time.
Several daring Tokyo artists experimented early on with computer
technology as an art medium. Yoichiro Kawaguchi began in 1975 to
program simple line drawings using FORTRAN when he was a student in a
painting program at Kyushu Art and Design University in Fukuoka, Japan.
He did his senior research project on computer graphics software, and
completed his first animated film (Pollen, 1975). Kawaguchi went right on to
graduate school at Tokyo University of Education. He states that “The ill
feelings toward computers was extremely strong, whatever work was
created with a computer was not recognized (as art).”11 After graduate
school, Kawaguchi did an internship with the Product Research Institute at
the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (M.I.T.I). This is where
Kawaguchi began to experiment with CAD and growth algorithms.
10
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Previous to Kawaguchi’s work, growth algorithms were created with
simple line drawings of trees and such, but when combined with polygonal
models, a three-dimensional form results. By substituting a cylinder for a
line, and a cone for a point, three-dimensional tree-like forms are randomly
constructed using recursive algorithms. Kawaguchi collaborated with Koichi
Omura, a professor of engineering at Osaka University where a new form
of surface rendering was developed into the Meta-ball program. By using
the Meta-ball software, based on implicit surfaces instead of polygonal
surfaces (conceptual spheres, rather than flat planes), an organic looking
form was the result.
In the field of computer graphics and digital media, Kawaguchi is
renowned today. His work is clearly recognized by his many followers, but
few understand the importance of his contributions to the field. His work
with CAD and 3D growth algorithms mixed with the Meta-ball renderer
(using implicit surface modeling) was innovative for its time. When most 3D
modeled computer graphic images were composed of geometric shapes
with unnatural looking polygonal surfaces, Kawaguchi’s images were
organic and fluid. When his work was first presented at the Association for
Computing Machinery’s Special Interest Group for Graphics (SIGGRAPH)
conference in 1983, the audience response was uncanny.

Another artist, Masaki Fujihata also began experimenting with
computer animated images in the early 1970s as a student at Kyoto Fine
Arts University. His work was concept oriented, often incorporating
traditional Japanese tales, or Buddhist ideas into the content of his work.
Fujihata began entering his work in the SIGGRAPH conference venue in
1983, the same year that Kawaguchi presented his work using the growth
algorithm. Fujihata’s work, however, was much more concept based, and
he collaborated with the Supercomputer center in Minneapolis, Minnesota
to render his data into startlingly high-resolution images. Fujihata went on
to experiment with interactive pieces. Global Interior Project allowed four
users at a time to move through a virtual environment and interact with one
another. Another work, Beyond Pages, explored the concept of what the
book of the future would be like using digital technology and interactive
design. Beyond Pages is a picture book that is projected onto the desktop,
and the images seem to come alive as the user interacts with them. Each
page presents a new artistic concept to the viewer. Fujihata was honored
for his interactive work at Ars Electronicas in Linz, Austria (1996) with the
Golden Nike award.
Naoko Tosa began as a video artist, who first used the computer for
editing and adding visual effects to her time-based productions. Then she

collaborated with a group of computer scientists at Carnegie Melon in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The result was Neuro Baby, an interactive
computer baby that responds to voice input using a new form of artificial
intelligence that simulates the neurological networks of the human brain.
Tosa continues to work with human emotional input and digital responses
with a piece called Unconscious Flow displayed for audience participation
in the TechnOasis Gallery of SIGGRAPH 1999 with the sponsorship of
Sony-Kihara Research Center, Inc.
Certainly, the art and technology movement was not given birth in
Japan, but a number of Japanese artists have helped fan the flames that
have caused it to spread over the globe. Today, many of these artists
continue to be active and innovative in the field. Kawaguchi is producing
multimedia pieces that incorporate live performance artists and digital
projections of his work. Animation is the utilization of a medium in motion,
similar to live performance. Kawaguchi combines these two forms of art in
presentations to the public. Fujihata creates interactive pieces over the
Internet, in which a global audience participates. Tosa is working with more
intimate interactive pieces. Many new emerging artists from Japan are
exploring the computer algorithm as a medium for their art, including
Toshio Iwai and Haruo Ishii. Ishii works with virtual rooms utilizing motion

sensors that detect the movement of the participants’ arms and hands, so
that the user can conduct sounds and images like a conductor with a
symphony. Iwai creates interactive tables that can be used by participants
for composing music through visual arrangements on the surface of the
table. Iwai has been experimenting with the visualization of music since
1993, and has just begun to explore its interactive potential.
Artists of Japan began experimenting with the computer as a tool for
producing art as early as the late 1960s, and have continued to contribute
to the field. Many of these artists continue to be active today. Their trials
and tribulations often parallel artists of the United States, but they bring
new ideas from a fresh perspective. They often include their own cultural
influences from experimental groups and currents outside of the
technological milieu. Mainstream critics and writers have not always had
ready access to information and dialogue about their work, but these
artists’ contributions to the field of digital media are nevertheless
undeniable.
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THE BIRTH OF DEATH

“The beginning was fear; fear and desire,
with a shuddering curiosity.”
---- Thomas Mann

Ambivalence
In all of Georges Bataille’s works, a contradictory impulse is methodically and
obsessively studied. Erotic debauchery and “flights of Christian religious experience” are said to
have a common source.1 The outcasts of society, the pariahs, the sick, the mad, the criminals,
belong to the same world as the good, upright, and proper. A single individual is moved by
kindness and cruelty, serenity and rage.2

Horrified by so-called freaks of nature, we are

nonetheless fascinated by hermaphrodites, Siamese twins, and two-headed calves.3 Our body
parts often signify this deep-seated ambivalence: the big toe is a source of distinction, setting us
apart from tree dwelling gorillas, orangutans, gibbons, and chimpanzees. But at the same time it
reminds us that human life is both elevated and base: “[W]hatever the role played in the erection
by his foot, man, who has a light head, in other words a head raised to the heavens and heavenly
things, sees it as spit, on the pretext that he has this foot in the mud.”4 In keeping with this logic,
it’s not only the body, but our most highly treasured concepts and metaphors that register an
irreconcilable ambivalence. The sun, being a source of light, warmth, and survival, is moreover
the classic symbol of intellectual enlightenment.

It is therefore associated with truth and

universal goodness. But we also know that blindness results from staring fixedly into the sun,
and that prolonged exposure can be devastating: “The myth of Icarus is particularly expressive
from this point of view: it clearly splits the sun in two -- the one that was shining at the moment
1
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of Icarus’s elevation, and the one that melted the wax, causing failure and a screaming fall when
Icarus got too close.”5 Although it’s true, in Bataille’s thinking, that the restricted categories of
work and subjectivity are bound up with their opposites -- excess and violence -- it’s far from
obvious how it is that one side opens onto the other. Isn’t taboo that which separates the subject,
as well as the community, from the aforesaid debaucheries and monstrosities? Humans are
plagued by self-destructive behaviour -- smoking, drinking, waging war, destroying the
environment -- but in most cases we’re able to rationalize the consequences: if only we knew
better! if we weren’t so tempted! if we had more insight, foresight, and more self-control!
Jürgen Habermas deepens the problematic by making the following observation: “The realm of
the heterogeneous is opened up only in explosive moments of fascinated shock, when those
categories fall apart that guarantee in everyday life the confident interaction of the subject with
himself and with the world.”6 The difficulty posed is one of thematics and reconciliation: if the
rationalized world of the subject is defined by its opposition to violence, to the realm of the
heterogeneous, then it’s impossible to say how that subject relates to something which is
irrational, incommensurable, and completely other. We cannot analyze or diagnose modern
subjectivity without making use of the very tools under discussion, and thus Bataille’s attempts
to think through heterogeneity are contaminated from the start. The remainder of this chapter, in
large part, is a response to this Habermasian objection. Although the body of the text will be
reserved for explicating Bataille’s study of ambivalence, in the final section we’ll see how this
ambivalence resists the kind of abstract opposition that Habermas and others have imposed upon
it.

5
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Taboo and Transgression
The story of transgression is the same one as taboo, prohibition and morality. This would
not be the case if the origins of taboo were calm and rational: an abstract truth, a purely logical
existence, does not give way to a passionate infraction of the law. Prohibitions, for Bataille, are
not accepted extrinsically, from above or beyond, as if transgression of the law and the subject
were independent of one another. As Susan Rubin Suleiman observes, in contrast to the Sadean
lawbreaker, who defies external social conventions in a cold, calculating manner, “In Bataille,
the Law is internalized; the drama of transgression occurs within the subject. (He did not have a
Catholic childhood for nothing).”7 The force and validity of norms owe their strength to a
movement of repulsion which cannot be separated from the constitution of the subject on account
of a fundamental abomination. In a lecture to the College of Sociology Bataille argues that the
nucleus of human society, the recoiling movement of prohibition, is itself a manifestation of
irrational terror: “The social nucleus is, in fact, taboo, that is to say untouchable and
unspeakable.... Everything leads us to believe that early human beings were brought together by
disgust and by common terror, by an insurmountable horror focused precisely on what originally
was the central attraction of their union.”8 Understanding Bataille’s notion of transgression,
then, means that we should see it as a response to an essential, defining movement in the human
subject, one which is itself a negation of something dreadful.9 To say that the taboo designating
this negation is irrational does not suggest in any way that it is ill-founded or logically incorrect,
7
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but instead that it has its foundation in the passion of being horrified. In much the same way
Hegel’s servile consciousness is determined and motivated by an absolute fear, without which
the slave could never achieve complete self-awareness, the subject of Bataille’s interdiction (the
adjective interdit can be taken here as either prohibited or taken aback, disconcerted) is
overwhelmed by a feeling of shock and abhorrence. Now if this feeling grips the subject who is
internalizing social taboos, in a movement of renunciation which has something horrible as its
object, what exactly is the forbidden “object”?
It is difficult to say. An anthropology professor of mine once called it the “public secret”
par excellence.

Implied in this public secret, I believed, was some kind of unconscious

movement of social life, one necessitated by the internalization of taboos, and one which could
not be raised to a collective awareness without threatening the very nature of social cohesion. In
Bataille’s terminology, the “object” of this public secret is violence: “It is clear from the start
that taboos appeared in response to the necessity of banishing violence from the course of
everyday life.”10 Taken out of context this quote can be rather misleading. If violence is the
ultimate object of prohibition, including modern moralities which have gone some way to
distance themselves from so-called primitive, irrational or mythological taboos, it may at first
appear to us that the object of prohibition is wholly negative, as one could make the case with the
ritualistic taboos surrounding death, decay and murder. In actuality, the world of things, the
world which Bataille describes as being founded on taboo insofar as the latter helps to create a
world of duration and future goals,11 responds not so much to an abstract absence of life as it
does to the reality of life brimming with its own demise: “What has no place in the world of
things, what is unreal in the real world is not exactly death. Death actually discloses the
10
11
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imposture of reality, not only in that the absence of duration gives the lie to it, but above all
because death is the great affirmer, the wonder-struck cry of life. The real order does not so
much reject the negation of life that is death as it rejects the affirmation of intimate life [la vie
intime, immanente], whose measureless violence is a danger to the stability of things, an
affirmation that is fully revealed only in death. The real order must annul -- neutralize -- that
intimate life and replace it with the thing that the individual is in the society of labor. But it
cannot prevent life’s disappearance in death from revealing the invisible brilliance of life that is
not a thing.”12 Elsewhere he writes that we could very well think of living matter, the “whole
bloody mess” which we’re ashamed of being, as the primary focus of our disgust.13 In the
section on life and death I’ll elaborate on the ambivalent meaning of this privileged object of
terror, but for the moment I’ll simply point out that in accordance with the dominant function of
taboos -- to exclude violence from social reality -- Bataille divides them into two main
categories: those concerning death and sexuality. These are the two realms of human existence
which attract imperative forms of renunciation, the feeling of insurmountable horror quoted in
the above paragraph, and the establishment of collective taboos intended to resist the spread of
violence.14
Just why Bataille views sexuality and death as intermingled, to the extent that each
participates in what he calls the violence of intimate life, has yet to be illuminated. However, at
this point we can say a couple of things about transgression which would not have been obvious
without first having stated that the object of human disgust, which is always tied to passionate
revolt, is the intimacy of life opposed to itself in death and destruction. We can say, for instance,
12
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that there is no pure, innocent return to nature in the crossing of boundaries. Bataille is emphatic
that transgression, on his model, is the furthest thing from a “back-to-nature movement,”15 a
movement which would hark back to a golden age of carefree delights. The suspension of taboo
is not achieved without knowledge, internalized by the subject in its revolt against life, of that
which is itself at the heart of taboo: a profound loathing of noisome, decomposing, sticky,
intimate life. Innocence presupposes that I have no familiarity with that which is excluded (often
transformed and disguised, seeing as how life has a difficult time excluding itself from itself),16
but insofar as the taboo expresses a fundamental aversion on the part of the subject, I cannot
escape the fact that I am repulsed by precisely that which temporarily suspends the taboo.
Phillipe Sollers is right, then, to describe as pseudo-transgressive those pleasures and activities
which are pursued in the belief that limits evaporate, taboos are lifted, and sexuality is exposed
as unmysterious when science, perhaps in conjunction with capitalism, unveils for us the truth of
desire and freedom.17

Neither Sollers nor Bataille accept an abstract notion of freedom

disconnected from the irrational promptings of fear, guilt or disgust. Hence Bataille argues that
the festival, while allowing for the release of forbidden urges, can only be comprehended within
a socialized world of prohibition: “[I]t is of course, for a moment, the cessation of work, the
unrestrained consumption of its products and the deliberate violation of the most hallowed laws,
but the excess consecrates and completes an order of things based on rules; it goes against that
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order only temporarily.”18 Transgression, whether in the realm of the festival or the bedroom, is
itself a testament to the world of things produced in hopes of quelling violence, and thus displays
an ambivalent complicity with that same world insofar as its suspension of taboo declares a
response, a kind of negation of negation, to the powerful hold that taboo has over subjectivity.
What has been said so far, in a somewhat negative fashion, that transgression is neither
pure nor innocent, hints at a more positive elucidation.

Transgression is a contradictory

experience in that it suspends taboo without suppressing it: the horror and anguish which define
taboo in its negativity is maintained in the experience of its violation. Intensity, tension and
awakening are the terms Bataille used to explain what is impossible, i.e., the vertiginous loss of
self which maintains the self in the agony of its own destruction.19 Taboo becomes the limit
which is crossed yet sustained in the tension of a moment which is entirely self-contradictory:
“Transgression is an action which involves the limit, that narrow zone of a line where it displays
the flash of its passage, but perhaps also its entire trajectory, even its origin; it is likely that
transgression has its entire space in the line it crosses.”20 While the quote is certainly Foucault’s,
taken from an essay published in a Critique volume dedicated to Bataille shortly after his death,
the spirit of the quote pervades all of the latter’s writings post-1943 when he wrote Inner
Experience.21 In that book he writes “anguish which turns to delight is still anguish,”22 thus
indicating a paradoxical affirmation of that which we detest and exclude via prohibition. In the
fantasy of liberated desire, whereby transgression is the transgression of nothing, satisfaction is
18
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empty of all intensity and contradiction. A liberated sexuality, if there were such a thing, is
precisely that which knows nothing of ambivalent subjectivity: it is neither haunted nor tempted
by the exuberant defilement of its being. It is innocent, natural, untainted. It has no outside -- no
excluded -- because liberated desire finds contentment in pleasure which is sufficient to itself, a
kind of pleasure which undergoes no transformation as that implies an eruption of internalized
barriers.23 Bataille’s notion of excess and transgression is not an affirmation of life without
restrictions, but is the contradiction of a being who affirms the anguish of life without thereby
feeling any less anguished: anguish which turns to delight is still anguish: it is not delight, not
hope --- it is anguish.24

The tension of the experience, to be sure, relies not only upon the

persistence of boundaries, but just as much the violation of those boundaries: “[T]he limit opens
violently onto the limitless, finds itself suddenly carried away by the content it had rejected and
fulfilled by this alien plenitude which invades it to the core of its being.”25 It is in this way that
taboo and transgression are ambivalent for Bataille, because each finds itself invaded by the
other without thus losing its incommensurability. 26

Subjectivity and Communication
Discontinuity is Bataille’s term for a self-enclosed, self-protecting individual. It is a vital
concept because if there were no discontinuous beings, ardently attached to the perpetuation of
their singular existence, neither would there be violence or transgression. In a sense, then, the
23
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affirmation of a transgressive erotics, what Bataille also calls a return to continuity, is likewise
an affirmation of the discontinuity without which eroticism and communication are
unimaginable. To cast some light on these strange remarks it is paramount to first explain what
is meant here by discontinuity. One way of ascertaining its meaning for Bataille is by looking at
the interiority of individual existence, in particular the existence of a being who is aware of that
existence objectively.27 First, it can be said that the creation and conservation of interiority is
inseparable from the movement of repulsion that was discussed in the previous section. Taboos
are the socializing articulations of passionate loathing which cannot be disjoined from the
individual’s attempt to ward off danger, violence, or anything reminiscent of life out of control.
Taboos therefore reinforce a sense of interiority on the part of the subject who removes herself,
as best as she can, from the scene of violence. What is meant by this interiority is the subject’s
perception that intimate life has been excluded from the movements and operations of a life
subordinated to the authority of prohibition.28 In other words, the discontinuous being who lives
in accordance with social regulation, as determined by the banishment of violence, no longer
sees itself as participating in the excess of life destroying itself in dazzling, tumultuous
upheavals. Banishment is unevenly realized, and the fact of the matter is that life is never totally
forgotten even by those who live according to the strictest rules.

The crucial point here,

however, is that discontinuity, translated as interiority in the realm of things, takes on the
meaning of disguising its innermost truth qua violence.
Let’s take a look at how Bataille himself illustrates discontinuity: “Each being is distinct
from all others.... Between one being and another, there is a gulf, a discontinuity. This gulf
27

By objective I mean anything known in the world of cause and effect, anything which can be
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28
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with a practice of science or philosophy which takes itself to be free from the exigencies of life.

exists, for instance, between you, listening to me, and me, speaking to you. We are attempting to
communicate, but no communication between us can abolish our fundamental difference. If you
die, it is not my death. You and I are discontinuous beings.”29 What is the importance of
gesturing toward an infinite gulf separating all individual beings? What does this fundamental
difference tell us about self-protecting, self-interested creatures? It seems to me that the infinite
abyss, when taken seriously, reminds us that individuated existence is absolutely
incomprehensible, unsynthesizable. I say this because if it weren’t true then the discontinuous
being could be subsumed by a system of thought which connected this being, in a manner
befitting a logical organization of social reality, to all those other beings ostensibly divided by an
infinite gulf. But in that case the gulf would be measurable, and distinct beings would lose their
absolute particularity to a system of thought which beholds in particularity the birth of sameness.
Insofar as a particular subject can be assimilated to an all-encompassing logic of reality, it
follows that the individual is self-identical, unchanging, and wholly complete.30

An

unsynthesizable being can therefore be understood as devoted to its finite, particular ends only
on the condition that its self-preservation is seen as a genuine effort. Such an effort assumes that
the discontinuous self is vulnerable to all sorts of accidents, diseases, insecurities, predators,
injuries, reprisals and the very loss of self which is so urgently defended. If the closure of
discontinuity weren’t vulnerable to the dangers of the outside, as well as the inside, no effort
would be required to secure its borders. It was stated before that we ought to expound the
meaning of discontinuity in relation to interiority so that we could begin to explore the questions
of transgression, eroticism and communication.
29
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discontinuous, self-enclosed beings are motivated by desperate conditions, by the alarming fact
that they are incomplete and porous, but furthermore that taboos provide us with a sense of
interiority, that is to say, a means by which we distance ourselves from the anguished intensity of
life. Combining these two conditions of human existence, the uncertain nature of discontinuity
and the collective effort to exclude violence, in this case the violence represented by an
incomprehensible subject, leads us back to the assessment that the interiority engendered by
taboo is a form of discontinuity which takes itself to be other than the violence of separation
which it is.
We have before us a rather interesting situation. The recoiling movement of taboo, which
is both visceral and cultural, emphasizes a rejection of the unstable discontinuity which
permeates living substances, while nonetheless contributing to a sense of interiority and isolation
prevalent among socialized peoples.31 The closure of discontinuity is at once obscured and
magnified. Compounding the paradox is the notion that interiority is an isolating investment of
the subject only to the extent that it draws upon a socialized nexus of power and meaning. “The
foundation of one’s thought is the thought of another,” opens Georges Bataille’s Theory of
Religion.32 And in Literature and Evil we read, “[H]umanity is not composed of isolated beings
but of communication between them. Never are we revealed, even to ourselves, other than in a
network of communication. We bathe in communication, we are reduced to this incessant
communication whose absence we feel, even in the depths of solitude, like the suggestion of
multiple possibilities, like the expectation of the moment when it will solve itself in a cry heard
31
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by others.”33 An infinite gulf separates one being from another, and yet the most secret of
secrets buried in the depths of solitude is bound up with history and culture. To make headway
on this conundrum it may prove helpful to draw from an actual taboo, namely, the general taboo
against human nakedness.
The psychologist Howard C. Warren is a quintessential example of the back-to-nature
free spirit who rises above the superstition of needless conventions. The two basic conclusions
of his 1933 article “Social Nudism and the Body Taboo” are that 1) the taboo on public
nakedness is not an essential trait of humankind, and 2) the obscenity of naked human bodies has
less to do with inherent properties of the bodies than a widespread social convention.34
Observations that lead him to these conclusions are gathered, in part, from research in social
environments which have embraced nudist living. He contends that the experiences of shock and
shame, responses normally associated with the exposure of tabooed body parts -- shock in the
case of witnessing another person’s exposure and shame whenever the situation is reversed -that such experiences fall away in the absence of conventional body taboos. In the circles of an
enlightened nudist community there is no cause for being shocked by another individual’s
exposed body, let alone to be ashamed of one’s own. Moreover, the natural acceptance of naked
bodies in a liberated social context mitigates any feeling of erotic tension: “[S]ocial nudity is not
productive of eroticism. There is less sexual excitement, less tendency to flirt, less temptation to
ribaldry, in a nudist gathering than in a group or pair of fully clothed young people.”35 Warren
sees the elimination of sexual and bodily self-consciousness as an improvement in relations
among those who might otherwise succumb to conventional restrictions. Whether or not he is
justified in his approval of “more natural relations” in the domain of sexual behavior is not the
33
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relevant question here; what is noteworthy, considering that Warren’s outlook is diametrically
opposed to Bataille’s, is that his findings unwittingly support the significance of eroticism as
relying upon a consolidation, however uneasy, of subjective interiority in accordance with
cultural taboos. Even if all taboos and societal restrictions could be stripped away, as it were,
from the unenlightened subject, it would only prove to us that erotic tension is unavailable to
creatures who live without passionate interiority. The aforementioned paradoxes are perhaps
unresolvable in any clearly defined way, but we can now remark on their instantiation in a
concrete practice. If shame or embarrassment commonly attend the exposure of tabooed body
parts, it can be argued that this is the result of internalizing prohibitions aimed against the
intimacy of life. Remembering that prohibitions have nothing to do with anxiety unless they
determine and constitute subjectivity in a way that indicates a powerful revulsion, it’s difficult to
avoid the idea that the feeling of shame is bound up with a recognition of the body as menacing.
This implies, in turn, that discontinuous bodies are both negated and affirmed. The negation
occurs when the taboo renounces intimate life as embodied in discontinuity, but since the
negation requires of the subject that something vile ought to be kept to itself, as opposed to being
shared with others, an awareness of separate identity is affirmed in the ritualized contours of
interiority. The second paradox builds upon the first because the ritualization of discontinuity, as
witnessed in the conduct of bodies in relation to a variety of cultural expectations, points to a
social intensification of tabooed body parts and functions. Whatever isolation is felt by the
subject due to the regulation of borders, as with those conditioned by the taboo on nakedness, has
to be qualified by the realization that neither shock nor shame would prevail if the body weren’t
at the same time culturally configured.
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Bataille is indebted to the French School of Sociology, and Emile Durkheim’s famous
principle that no human institution, including that of religion, is based on illusion or falsehood
remains fruitful to Bataille’s discussion on eroticism and communication.36

In contrast to

Warren’s demythologizing of conventional attitudes surrounding human nakedness, Bataille
doesn’t presume that the beliefs informing and shaping those attitudes are purely fantastic, silly,
or constructed. Nobody denies that prohibitions, especially those concerning the body and
sexual reproduction, are deeply influenced by their sociohistorical conditions.

There are

probably more taboos regulating consumption, defecation, clothing, touching, sexuality,
pregnancy, as well as the shape, weight, and color of bodies than the entire number of bodies so
delimited. The astonishing number and diversity of taboos, however, does not in any way prove
that they are groundless illusions. To the contrary, they testify to the universal impact of
sexuality and death. And it is precisely this impact, in whatever time or location, that cannot be
ignored in the experience of communication. In the case of eroticism, the taboo on social nudism
can play a substantial role in the movement of self-awareness away from itself, that is, away
from its interpretation of intimate life as reflected in the logic of interiority.37 The laceration
experienced in self-dissolution holds no significance for us unless we first of all embody our
sociohistorical conditions with the energy and passion of life itself. The taboo against nakedness
is one such value that may be incorporated by individuals in such a way that its infraction is
36
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invariably felt as shameful or obscene.38 Bataille therefore writes, “Nakedness offers a contrast
to self-possession, to discontinuous existence.... It is a state of communication revealing a quest
for a possible continuance of being beyond the confines of the self. Bodies open out to a state of
continuity through secret channels that give us a feeling of obscenity. Obscenity is our name for
the uneasiness which upsets the physical state associated with self-possession, with the
possession of a recognized and stable individuality.”39

Communication and obscenity are

interwoven here because the erotic movement is destructive to the self-contained reality of
interiority. The taboos which helped to create that interiority are violated in a moment of
dispossession that affirms the vulnerable nature of discontinuity. The obscenity of erotic life is
not a delusional experience; it confirms that we’re viscerally attached to the perpetuation of
subjectivity which nakedness threatens to defile and dissolve. Communication is in this manner
a degrading, anguished, obscene movement of loss in which the self, i.e., the consolidation of
subjective interiority, is torn apart, thereby exposing its fragmented, broken existence.
Ambivalence is therefore just as pervasive in communication as we observed in transgression:
obscenity and shock are impossible without simultaneously exposing and resisting the ferment of
life known as discontinuity.

And insofar as discontinuity is shared in the moment of

communication it opens up to what Foucault called the limitless and Bataille evoked as intimate
38
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continuity.

By virtue of its measureless depth, the infinite gulf which separates one

discontinuous being from another is neither bridged nor reconciled, but is shared in its terrifying,
mesmerizing dizziness.40

Work and Play
More can be learned about the meaning of communication besides the fact that it entails a
rupture of taboos and the self-enclosed interiority which they help to concretize. Although I’m
going to proceed to other sections which don’t have as their immediate concern the ambivalence
of communication and subjectivity, numerous thoughts in this and the following sections will
pertain, indirectly at times, to the extreme tension of that ambivalence. It may at first appear that
work has nothing to do with the immensity of communication or its negation inside the walls of
an isolated self-consciousness. However, to the degree that taboos and work coincide in their
propensity to uproot mankind from the immanence of so-called animal instincts, it is undeniable
that work has always had for us an ethical component which governs the rationality of social
organization.

The tools, burial customs, and erotic paintings of the Upper Paleolithic all

converge, for Bataille, in the direction of an ethics of control and material benefit. He writes of
early mankind, “We know that men made tools and used them in order to survive, and then, quite
quickly no doubt, for less necessary purposes. In a word they distinguished themselves from the
animals by work. At the same time they imposed restrictions known as taboos. Quite certainly
these taboos were primarily concerned with the dead. Probably at the same time, or nearly so,
40
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they were connected to sexual activity.”41 The utility of work seems to have spread its influence
to the most important actions and behavior of social existence, submitting the blind spontaneity
of instincts to the foresight of calculative rationality. Bataille sees the negativity of work as
revolutionary in its transformation of animal instincts into those of thinking creatures, that is to
say, into instincts which are deflected from immediate gratification. A tremendous influence is
therewith effected by the activity of work on the daily operations of human existence, and it is
the nature of this influence which I will now examine.
By today’s standards the appeal to a pregiven animalism that gets repressed by the
humanizing forces of work or language may well strike us as anthropocentric. It’s no secret that
the boundaries between animals and humans have been blurred, especially since Darwin, by
inquiries into mankind’s descent from other animals. Recent collaborations between zoology,
psychology, and anthropology also suggest that humans don’t have a monopoly on the existence
of cultural traditions passed on from one generation to the next.42 When Bataille speaks of the
immediacy of animal impulses, as he follows in the footsteps of Alexandre Kojève, we’re
justified in being wary of a progressive humanism that defines itself against the Other of
animalism. Despite his best efforts to remain cautious in what he ascribes to animal life,43 it can
still be objected that Bataille’s division between humans and animals is much too rigid. But as
we elaborate on what he typically signifies by animalism, and refrain from designating humanity
as the sole possessor of mediated drives, we’ll find that the relation between animal and human
is never quite so simple or fixed. “Work, as negation of animality,” comments Jean-Louis
Baudry, “is protected by the barrier of the taboo from animality maintained, the ‘other’ animality
The French is important here since it reminds us that the abyss isn’t only impossible to abolish
but moreover cannot be suppressed in a manner resulting from incorporation or sublimation.
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that is no longer ‘natural’ animality, but the wandering and obsessing animality of sex that was
isolated by work and made fascinating by the taboo. A changed animality emerges from the
negation of animality.”44

It would therefore be inaccurate to maintain that the animalism

modified by self-conscious movements of production is for Bataille nothing more than a passive
medium, a neutral embodiment of forces subject to the one-sided inscriptions of cultural
negativity. Taboos aimed at the immanence of living matter, inasmuch as they’re haunted by an
obsessive animalism, cannot be the same as autonomous mechanisms utilized on behalf of a
rationalist, unaffected subjectivity. This would imply that the immediacy lost to mankind in the
socialization of animal impulses was at some time or another present to human awareness;
otherwise it would be unlikely that the rules and stipulations of culture could so easily impress
themselves upon the elusiveness of life. But in fact what was lost, what has always been lost,
was never once possessed by or present to the labor of self-consciousness.45 To properly
understand Bataille’s notion of work we should avoid thinking of it as acting upon a pregiven
tabula rasa, or as a source of humanism indifferent to its animal incarnation, for in that case it
would be feasible to recollect our beginnings, to recuperate and reappropriate a lost innocence
which never belonged to us.
This dark illumination compels us, in the analysis of Bataille’s notion of work, to
preclude any interpretation that gives priority to a teleological employment of negativity.46 It is
comical to imagine ourselves prescribing to the universe human ends and goals, as if the nature
of the cosmos had always intended to give birth to us and our collective wisdom. And yet
mustn’t we do just that? Isn’t there some form of anthropocentric teleology coursing through the
43
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habits and negations of instrumental behavior? With Bataille’s sovereign communication in
mind, Derrida writes that none of us can displace the logic of mastery without first committing to
its absolute closure.47 How then should we articulate the productive rationality of work? What
are the ramifications for a culture of labor committed to the mastery of a restricted economy? In
the first instance a community of workers, bound to one another through a network of useful
activity, is all the more inclined to the results of their activity. One of the most exceptional
features of work is its ability to transform the meaning and value of something in relation to
something else. Dewey has underscored the same idea by affirming the relevance of an end-inview to every stage of thinking and work which leads up to its consummation.48 Before this
radical rupture of continuity, in which an object or tool absorbs the purpose of something
beyond... something more... as its own justification, nothing was perceived as the means to
anything else, which is another way of saying that the existence of means is unthinkable without
also positing separate substances. While a guiding logic of anticipated results, or ends-in-view,
helps to create a totality of stages and moments by which the whole procession can be seen as a
unified project, nonetheless each stage has an objective, independent existence due to the
particular role assigned to it in the overall scheme. Work is the foundation of an order of things
connected to one another by the relations of calculated interests. In this revolutionary domain
the individual acts in accordance with values consigned to other values unceasingly withdrawn
and deflected.49 For Bataille this deferment is not limited to the complex organization of modern
social life, but is a fundamental principle belonging to all instruments of labor no matter how
46
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refined or primitive: “The tool has no value in itself -- like the subject, or the world, or the
elements that are of the same nature as the subject or the world -- but only in relation to an
anticipated result. The time spent in making it directly establishes its utility, its subordination to
the one who uses it with an end in view, and its subordination to this end; at the same time it
establishes the clear distinction between the end and the means and it does so in the very terms
that its appearance has defined.”50 The commencement of labor, which is itself an irrational,
indeterminate moment, gives us a world of objects subordinated to the power of consequences.
The prototypical object, i.e., the tool, interrupts the continuity of aimless change and fluctuation,
thereby introducing a concrete reality saturated with a significance that points away from itself.
Henceforth immediacy takes on the value of a distant goal, a material advantage that gives shape
and form to the investments of calculated rationality. It is in this way that work follows a path of
anthropocentric teleology, because the individuals who submit their bodies and natures to the
disciplined action of work have likewise committed themselves to its anticipated results.
When the prevailing interest of our actions has to do with a mastery of the moment, a
reduction of immediacy to the results of the future, it becomes evident that a progressive
temporal dimension is interwoven with instrumental reasoning. Work and taboo are equally
opposed to violence, so much so that the two often converge in ways that make it nearly
impossible to abstract one from the other. Imposing restrictions on the immanence of life and
nature is a process of work indebted to the forward-looking posture of instrumentality: resultsoriented action focuses our attention on the objective delineation of things brought together by a
common logic of usefulness. Instrumental ethics would be hopeless if the distinction between
49
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the means and the ends collapsed into a muddled confusion, whereby clearly defined objects lost
their purpose and rationality to “the night in which all cows are black.” Once noted, it seems to
follow that a sense of duration pervades not only the entire sequence of events from cause to
effect, means to end, but at the same time those very objects which are determined by this
teleology of action.

I believe this is why Bataille argues that “the objective and in a sense

transcendent (relative to the subject) positing of the world of things has duration as its
foundation: no thing in fact has a separate existence, has a meaning, unless a subsequent time is
posited, in view of which it is constituted as an object. The object is defined as an operative
power only if its duration is implicitly understood.”51 How then is the assimilation of nature,
immediacy, and human life to the goals of productive teleology related to the progressive time
mentioned above as manifested by the duration of objects?

Keeping with earlier motifs

proposing that the interiority of self-consciousness has for its ultimate aim the exclusion of
violence, and that taboos reinforce the social conditions most favorable to warding off the
contradictions of immanence, it would appear that the subordination of immediate life to
something objective and lasting facilitates many overlapping concerns: predictability of the
future, control over the body, instantiation of autonomy, harmonious social existence,
suppression of pain, and so forth. To the measure that we can depend upon tools and objects in
accomplishing various projects, and as we can do this only on the condition that they remain
constant in relation to what we expect from them, the duration of separate entities in the
unfolding of a progressive temporality holds out the promise of a future in which self-identity is
real, concrete, and increasingly stable.
An ethics of production is not, for Bataille, confined to the deployments of energy as
practiced in labor, construction, or technology. These are simply the most obvious examples.
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The influence of instrumentalism, though it’s derived from the prehistoric invention of tools, can
be located in the aesthetics of ritual, the deferment of taboo, the divine heights of religion, and
the obscure reaches of theory. In each case the goal of the project is to assimilate discontinuous
bodies to the self-consciousness of future advantages. The past, present, and future are thus
assembled in a progressive realization whose ideal is the conservation of energy, i.e., the
subordination of violent excess to the realm of useful, enduring objects. Waste and change are of
course ineluctable, but the historical narrative associated with instrumentalism reads into the loss
of self and energy, whenever possible, the prospects of a happier, more secure future. It should
therefore be quite surprising for us to learn that play, i.e., the absence of a calculated purpose,
arises from the sphere of taboos, interiority, and production. The passion of play defies the logic
of instrumental reasoning, turns against the causality stretching from means to end, and thereby
substitutes for the realm of progressive time the immediacy of Nothing. Since there is no return
to natural animalism, play can be fascinating only for those embedded in the world of things and
objects. Hence Bataille’s puzzling aphorism: “Principle of inner experience: to emerge through
project from the realm of project.”52 And in his final book The Tears of Eros: “[M]an is
essentially an animal who works. But he also knows how to change work into play. I would
emphasize this in the context of art (of the birth of art): human play, truly human play, was first
of all work, work that became play.”53 For Bataille, human play is the impossible sacrifice of
human action, work, and knowledge.

It is impossible because everything which defines

humanity, in terms of an essentializing dialectics of production, is employed against the release
of energy typically thought of as non-productive. Play is also impossible because it is the
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culmination of work which forbids its own actualization.54 The very nature of instrumental
signification points away from itself, that is, actualizes itself in a kind of non-actualization. Play,
however, is an interruption of this endless deflection of signs and signifiers: it is the moment
which puts an end to the future of time and the future of humanity. One might say, in the spirit
of Bataille, that the realization of humanity, or the human essence, is to be found in the ruination
of its demise, as opposed to a future only ever realized in its delay. What is needed then is some
kind of clarification as to how this is plausible, and not simply a matter of word games or
obfuscation. Just as independent subjectivity rules out the possibility of communication, just as
taboo is the exclusion of its opposite, transgression, so too is work the never-ending project of
conceding the deviance of play to the seriousness of material benefits. It is impossible that the
substance of work and homogenization affirms that which is its unsettling contradiction. The
next section will exacerbate and deepen the contradiction before we have an opportunity to
resolve it.

Language and Silence
A nearly invisible line divides language from silence. Although Bataille argues that an
elusive, silent part of us is typically buried by an excessive reliance upon words and their
meanings, he adds that contestation (a term borrowed from his friend Blanchot) is a value
inextricably tied to the abstract conditions of language.55 Which is to say that contestation is a
54
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relation of language to its non-basis and non-meaning: it is a relation that takes the form of a
non-relation and thus brings together knowledge and the absence of knowledge, or better, nonsavoir. When Derrida describes this sovereign orientation of language and contestation in
Bataille, what is highlighted is the operation of an asymmetrical relation between subordinated,
servile representation and that which eludes every determinate meaning.56

So an obvious

question arises: how is it that language, constituted by a field of concepts and thematics, comes
into relation with a sovereignty that is neither here nor there? how are silence and discourse
related when silence is the very contestation of linguistic relatedness?

Derrida himself

recognizes the force of this question when he critiques his teacher, Michel Foucault, for
attempting to write the impossible: an archaeology of madness itself. Insofar as madness is the
embodied absence of a voice, the category of silence which is spoken for mainly by those who
would domesticate it, Foucault frees madness from the sterilizing language of psychiatry and
classical reason by allowing it to speak for itself. It is the itself or for itself which is problematic
for Derrida and compels him to ask, “[I]s not an archaeology, even of silence, a logic, that is, an
organized language, a project, an order, a sentence, a syntax, a work?

Would not the

archaeology of silence be the most efficacious and subtle restoration, the repetition, in the most
irreducibly ambiguous meaning of the word, of the act perpetrated against madness --- and be so
at the very moment when this act is denounced?”57 It is difficult to know, therefore, what
Derrida has in mind when he suggests that certain words have, at times, a relation to silence
which by definition exists outside of reason.58 Likewise for Bataille: in Theory of Religion he
states explicitly that intimate life and distinct knowledge exist in contrary modes of time, the first
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as immediacy and the second within a framework of temporal suspension.59 What seems to be at
stake is the possibility of silence that isn’t an absolute liberation from the rules of discourse, a
madness that is not madness in and of itself. Only on this condition do we begin to understand
what is meant by the contestation of language which is a relation of knowledge to non-meaning,
non-savoir, and the intolerable silence of the night.
In responding to this problem it may seem odd to start with metaphor, a figure of
discourse that has been said to function as a vertical instantiation of truth and transcendence. In
John Lechte’s analysis of Bataille’s writing, as juxtaposed against the Surrealist accent on poetic
metaphor, it is precisely the objectifying symbolism associated with metaphor which death and
eroticism cease to privilege.60 In this way Bataille’s general economy, to which Derrida’s
reflections on metaphor is indebted, cuts away at the immediate conflation of sign and image.61
But at the same time, as Derrida notes in “White Mythology: Metaphor in the Text of
Philosophy,” it is metaphoric representation which gives us access to the history of linguistic
phenomena,62 and thus we can never stray too far from the vertical axis in relating language to
silence or the known to the unknown.
With that in mind, the creation of truth, the will to metaphor, is what Nietzsche describes
as the “fundamental human drive.”63 This drive has the capacity to spawn not only absolute
knowledge but also its contrary, absolute scepticism. In the end, if we’re to simplify, the two
59
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poles may not be all that different: each is dominated by an anthropomorphism of human
concepts.

Either language is extended to all realms of rational existence, whereby nature and

humankind are reconciled as thought thinking itself, or the domain of human consciousness and
knowledge is severely restricted, so that nothing outside of ourselves is properly understood. In
both cases it is the human intellect which serves as the ultimate standard for nature’s truth, and it
is not obvious how such a standard can be related to anything other than its own principles, let
alone immanence, silence, or non-knowledge. Also, in both cases knowledge presupposes a
limit that turns against itself in setting up unified structures of discourse. Bataille’s section on
Hegel in the fourth part of Inner Experience exemplifies the point in regard to absolute
knowledge. He starts the section with a concise yet powerful definition: “To know means: to
relate to the known, to grasp that an unknown thing is the same as another thing known.”64 This
recalls Nietzsche’s contention that concepts are formed by artistic subjects who liken radically
unlike things,65 but it does so in the context of reading Hegel’s dialectic as the “summit of
positive intelligence.” While the compliment is genuine it’s also backhanded: the reconciliation
of knowledge and non-knowledge, the transformation of picture-thinking into its complete
Notion, is not the end of metaphoric imitation, but the reduction of heterogeneous elements to a
single, anthropomorphic standard. The mediated satisfaction derived from this movement of
universal consciousness reaches a point of circularity that is indistinguishable, according to
Bataille, from a type of “definitive non-knowledge.”66 In relating silence to language, the
negative to the positive, Hegel’s phenomenology encompasses and self-consciously realizes the
unknown: it is itself a methodology of presence which is no different than absence. If we ask
why it is necessary, why the concept of metaphor is beyond metaphoricity, why a system of
64
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differences is not itself the marking of difference, if we ask these questions as Bataille does, we
find the limit of knowledge turning back upon itself in a surplus of meaning recognizable only as
loss. Knowledge fulfills itself, that is to say, at the moment when discourse exceeds every
logical determination. But it’s still not clear how this limit turning against itself exposes the
blind spot of reason except by reducing absolute symbolism, metaphor without metaphor, to
silence in and of itself. To say that language has no marks, or that it has no relation to the
outside, is just one more example of silence as a thing-in-itself,67 existing beyond the scope of
grammar, reconceptualization, and every discursive field of substitutions. I do believe that
Bataille wants to claim that discourse operates non-discursively since he writes in his notes to
Inner Experience that it is an aspect of paradox -- and I would imagine of all that he includes in
the realm of nausea, difference, multiplicity, communication, as well as being absorbed, falling
into the impossible night, exposing oneself to wounds, lacerations, suffering, and the
unspeakable rapture of pain -- it is a fundamental aspect of all this “to say of the known that in
actual fact it is the unknown.”68 But I don’t think we’ve reached the point where it’s evident that
language or consciousness can be separated from a conception of the unknown in which no
boundaries exist. It is very possible that equating knowledge and non-knowledge, even as a limit
transgressing itself, might be construed as the culminating moment of integrated differences, the
end of historical specificity, whereby nothing remains to be said only because everything has in
fact been said --- repeatedly and universally. And this of course isn’t what Bataille is alluding to
66
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by his paradoxical ambivalence of language and silence. Inscribing work in play, discourse in
silence, without thus equating linguistic phenomena with a reified thing-in-itself, whether
madness or non-knowledge, may first require looking at another instance of metaphorization,
that of absolute, modern scepticism.
It is generally recognized that Nietzsche’s work transcends sharply defined philosophical
categories. I would therefore like to use a few passages of his not because he’s a modern sceptic,
but only for the reason that his “On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense” manifests, in
exemplary fashion, the subjective predicament which invariably arises from a restricted
definition of metaphor.69 When Nietzsche labels scepticism as “the truly ascetic standpoint of
thought,”70 it should be clear that whatever is said about metaphor in “Truth and Lies” cannot be
so quickly reduced to a self-enclosed subjectivity. If we think back to The Birth of Tragedy,
written just before his notes gathered in Philosophy and Truth, there is plenty of evidence to
suggest that for Nietzsche it is the energy and passion denied by the ascetic standpoint, and
likewise by scepticism, which provides a way out for isolated individuality: “Under the charm of
the Dionysian not only is the union between man and man reaffirmed, but nature which has
become alienated, hostile, or subjugated, celebrates once more her reconciliation with her lost
son, man.”71 To the extent that Nietzsche affirms a periodic release from utilitarian boundaries,
an artistic celebration of impersonal instincts, to that same extent it becomes difficult, although
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not impossible, to read his theory of language and epistemology as a resumption of modern
subjectivity.72
In any event, a conception of language dominated by symbol and metaphor bolsters this
kind of resumption. Accordingly, the outside world is beyond the perceptual and cognitive reach
of an experience, as John Dewey puts it, that experiences only itself.73 At the very center of
consciousness, whether directly or indirectly connected to nature, an abolishment of the outside
is necessary in the formation of its symbolic representation. The two spheres, inside awareness
and outside reality, are brought together by leaps of analogy which are considered to be
constructed, conventional, and illusory: “It is this way with all of us concerning language: we
believe that we know something about the things themselves when we speak of trees, colors,
snow, and flowers; and yet we possess nothing but metaphors for things---metaphors which
correspond in no way to the original entities.”74 Our contact with nature is always mediated by
an equation of unequal things: the signified object-in-itself is translated first within the realm of
physiological experience and then secondly by way of sound. Nietzsche describes language as a
copy of a copy without original: the sound of words is a conventional duplication of an
experience which is itself a duplication for something totally unknown. In contrast with a
philosophy that actively seeks to undermine metaphor, or to sublimate its falsity within a realm
of completed knowledge, the valorization of metaphor transforms the meaning of language into
pure aesthetics.

The outside world isn’t known to us immediately, without symbolic

interpretation, but is itself the reflection of images and metaphors which we bring to all
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experiences. What the two systems have in common, though, is that discourse leads to silence.
In the first case, as indicated above, circular knowledge completes itself at the moment when
nothing more can be said about it. In the second case, truth is a metaphor that says nothing about
ourselves or the world we live in: creative illusion is the best and only model of reality.
Although it’s correct to say that for Bataille language and silence are ambivalent, it will be
necessary for us to reexamine the role of metaphor in achieving this ambivalence. It is not
sufficient to claim that knowledge and non-knowledge are equivalent, for that implies many
things which have little to do with Bataille’s “impossibility of words;” but neither is it a matter
of relating language to the outside in purely aesthetic terms, unless, that is, the absence of an
objective signified compels us to rethink the non-meaning of metaphor within a more general
economy of signifiers.75 It is Bataille’s preference for metonymy that helps us to reconceptualize
the restricted definition of metaphor, a definition that sustains itself exclusively in the interior
world of images, allegories, and symbolism. Before turning to the metonymic, however, with its
emphasis on contiguity and proximity, a discussion on the ambivalence of life and death will
serve as the first step toward resolving the issue of abstract oppositions.

Life and Death
There is perhaps nothing more silent than death. It is true that in many parts of the world
funerals are loud, boisterous events; but to some extent this can be seen as a lively counterweight
to the unknowable nature of death. This may lead us to believe that life and death, cacophony
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and silence, are absolute antitheses. To the contrary, ritual celebrations of liminality, whether
those of funerals, weddings, birthdays, or new year galas, not only counter the uncertainties of
temporal change with the loudness of music, singing, and fireworks, but also divide and
punctuate time in much the same way as death itself.76 Not every mortuary rite follows this
model, and we’ll have a chance to look at one tradition that proceeds in a contrary fashion. But
for the moment we can observe that in various cultural contexts the affirmation of life is more
difficult to abstract from death than in those traditions tending to situate its tragedy at the
endpoint of living. For the Bara of Madagascar, the moment of death is immediately followed
by a total silence, during which time the Bara prepare the dead body and their homes for the
ensuing burial custom. Although the men and women are separated during the daytime, at night
the two groups break the silence and rejoin for an orgiastic celebration. Singing, drinking, and
dancing are the norm when the festivities begin. Over the course of the funeral hundreds of liters
of rum are consumed by the participants, and a conspicuous show of wealth marks the occasion
for these people who are typically modest. Women and girls dress in their finest raiment, vast
sums of money are spent on food and drink, ten to twelve cattle are slaughtered for ample
servings of beef, and “all expenditures are announced to the public.”77 Such an ostentatious
display is best understood in the context of the entire funeral which repeatedly accentuates, either
in content or actual performance, the motifs of life and sexual vitality. From the bawdy lyrics of
intoxicated singing to the real dangers of cattle wrestling the Bara act in a disorderly, chaotic
manner so as to best confront death with a release of frenzied excitement. This is highly
suggestive of Bataille’s theory of life as not simply a negation of death, or a one-sided
condemnation of aimless desire, but also a bewildering, energetic embodiment of just those
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principles which are most antithetical to its cause, i.e., violence, death, and loss of control. As he
writes in the Accursed Share, “life is effusion: it is contrary to equilibrium, to stability. It is the
tumultuous movement that bursts forth and consumes itself. Its perpetual explosion is possible
on one condition: that the spent organisms give way to new ones, which enter the dance with
new forces.”78 And so it is that the ambivalence of life and death, as well as every opposition
discussed in the previous sections, occurs not merely at some final vanishing point of
subjectivity and language, but enters into the very conditions of life which ostensibly deny it.
There is probably no ritual that doesn’t on some level reify subjectivity. The Bara funeral
reflects the values and beliefs of the larger social context in which men and women are
associated, respectively, with order and vitality, death and birth, sterility and fecundity. We
know that men needn’t be thought of as symbolically closer to death than women, because in our
own society we have countless examples, in popular culture as well as high art and philosophy,
of women instantiating death, otherness, castration. It may also be noted that the chaotic,
orgiastic tendencies of the Bara conform to certain sequences and rules that distinguish them
from other remarkable customs, for example, those of native Australians who gouge their faces
and attack friends in the course of wailing and grieving. The fact that we can identify them as
separate social practices confirms that neither of them involve a complete return to nature, and
thus the participants are in many respects bound to regulative ideals that consolidate subjectivity
at the very moment of reckless behavior. But it’s no less true that funerals in Madagascar
provide us with an excellent model of the ambivalence of life and death which is normally
suppressed. No society is able to resist the rationalization of violence and eroticism, but for the
Malagasy, whose reburial ceremonies are as common as Thanksgiving and Christmas in the
United States, it can hardly be said that death is reserved for the endpoint of life. This version of
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ambivalence reconceptualizes everything, except for the occasional hint, stated thus far in the
present chapter. It has been argued, for example, that taboo and transgression are ambivalent at
some point, namely, the point of transgression; but now it seems, at least for Bataille, that the
only way to explain this ambivalence, which ought to be refused by prohibition, is to recognize
that death and violence aren’t confined to a single point. Bataille therefore writes: “l’érotisme
est l’approbation de la vie jusque dans la morte.”79

This line is repeated twice in the

introduction to Eroticism, but Mary Dalwood translates it differently each time: once as
“Eroticism.... is assenting to life up to the point of death;” and shortly afterward as “eroticism is
assenting to life even in death.” I take it that the ambiguity is a temporal one: the affirmation of
life carries with it an affirmation of death successively and simultaneously. Death follows the
duration of life as if it were a natural but undesirable consequence of mortality, but it also
pervades life for the reason that self-enclosed subjectivity is never actualized. A teleology of
work and discourse, as embodied in the interiority of self-consciousness, cannot leave open a
single point of irrationality without it contaminating the whole system. If the endpoint of life is
comprehensible, a purpose in itself, then every action leading to that moment can be explained in
terms of mastery and self-control. Death, however, is unknowable. The only sure method of
penetrating its secret or secrets is to assign something other than death with the meaning of
death. The immortal life is one such example: death is explained via the separation of the soul
from the body, so the meaning of death is located not in the absence of a particular being, but in
the presence of an everlasting soul. Biology proceeds in a similar manner when it focuses on the
remains of the body as opposed to the absence of life which has no empirical referent. So long
as subjectivity fails to comprehend its future disappearance, every purpose that it gives itself
participates in the movement of self-consumption quoted in the above paragraph. To the extent
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that life cannot be subordinated to a final purpose, without it being deferred to something outside
of itself, it seems to follow that the affirmation of life is an even greater affirmation of its selfdissolution.
From the imagined perspective of the deceased, life and death are no longer ambivalent:
the final point of death is unconditional, irreversible, complete. But for those of us who remain
the situation is quite different. In many respects we belong to a world of collective objects,
synthesized to one another by a single, all-embracing logic; even so, the jolt of death reminds us
that discontinuous beings are separated by an immeasurable distance. Thinking through some of
the aspects of the Bara death rituals, which are themselves interconnected with political,
religious, familial, and economic institutions, we may observe that death is a necessary stimulant
to the exuberance of life. The rupture of boundaries, the drunken merriment and playfulness, is
made possible as an overflowing of social life intoxicated with loss.80 Not only does the death of
a fellow creature provoke in us a remembrance of life, but life in turn creates the conditions for
death, the awareness of death and mortality, and thus gives rise to the negation of itself. The
Bara funerals, as we’ve noted, accentuate the first part of this ambivalence. After two nights of
music and dancing the burial of the corpse takes place, and it does so in such a way as to
ritualistically give birth to the deceased, implying that the second part of the ambivalence is
equally pertinent. It is the role of sexually experienced youth to carry the coffin to the mountain
of ancestors where it will be buried in a family cave. The boys begin the procession by running
with the coffin toward the mountain as the girls chase after them in an effort to stop the boys in
their task. There is often a tug-of-war contest over the coffin, and eventually the girls run ahead
80
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to block the boys’ access to the cave. At that point the boys charge ahead, “using the coffin as a
battering ram to penetrate this female barrier.”81

The sexual symbolism of the contest is

transformed once the boys reach the cave and the deceased enters into it head first like a fetus, as
if the birth of death necessitates the eroticism of life. The heightened sexuality, the wild
dancing, the erotic interpretation of the corpse all suggest, for the Bara, that life and death are
deeply interwoven.
How then to explain those death rites that eliminate any trace of sexuality from the
conditions of mourning? Perhaps we can look to the American rituals for some clues. Given the
diversity of social groups that comprise America, whether delineated by race, religion, or social
class, we should be surprised by the general uniformity that dominates American funeral
practices. In the great majority of cases American funerals involve “rapid removal of the corpse
to a funeral parlor, embalming, institutionalized ‘viewing’, and disposal by burial.”82 Although
embalming is not required by law, practical considerations since the early 1800s have made it a
suitable response to modern urbanization and mobility, both of which are associated with the
need to preserve corpses as they’re shipped long distances for burial by family members.
Practical needs aren’t the only motivation, however, and the tradition has been embraced in a
purely ritualistic fashion at least since the days of Abraham Lincoln’s assassination. What has
been impressed upon the American psyche, its collective ideology concerning death, are the
accounts of Lincoln’s countenance as happy and serene (ironic, considering...). As his dead
body was sent back to Springfield, Illinois, funeral processions were repeated in the towns along
the way, thereby offering the crowds a form of consolation in viewing what poets and painters
alike depicted as a peaceful face. History merges into the current tradition of viewing the
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beautified corpse and then offering, as one is obliged, remarks about how well the deceased
looks. The attempts to reveal the dead as peaceful and to conceal any hints of putrefaction is
consistent with American aversions to body processes; in general, Americans tend to avoid the
horror of death except under special circumstances, as when the corpse of a loved one has been
made presentable through embalming and cosmetic restoration.

The emphasis on tranquil

passivity -- exemplified by the comfortable padding of the coffin, the happy benevolence of the
corpse, as well as the role of modern medicine as it alleviates the suffering of dying -perpetuates an American attitude toward life and death which begins with hardy individualism
and ends with passive resignation. Taken together, passivity and peacefulness have come to
represent, in the dramatic image of the corpse, the dream for life without pain or tragedy.
This, however, assumes that life is equivalent to a thing. Although a thing undergoes
change and destruction, it never experiences anguish or suffering. It is only a thing which is
living, and thus deeply affected by the prospect of dying, which is also a thing that is not entirely
a thing. For this reason Bataille argues that the affirmation of life, its irreducibility to a function
or purpose, cannot be separated from death: “What relates to death may be uniformly detestable,
and may be only a pole of repulsion for us, situating all value on the opposite pole. But this
cannot be all there is to the experience of death. The basic loss of value resides in the fact that
man becomes a thing. Not entirely perhaps, but always. Without death, could we cease being a
thing, destroying in us that which destroys us, and reducing that which was reducing us to less
than nothing?”83 The first reduction, the one that reduces us to less than nothing, expresses the
element of subordination, anguish, and the projection of the self into a future time. If this
reduction were entirely successful, and the operations of work and instrumental reason
completed themselves, the mastery of life would transform itself into an absolute object, a thing

without passion or joy.84 An absolute object, hypothetically speaking, is aware of itself as a kind
of self-contained being which cannot be radically altered.85 It remains unchanged, unaffected,
and permanently identical to itself.86 But in that case it is not truly self-aware, and it has no
sense of boundaries, for it is thoroughly assimilated to the outside. (As Robert Sasso puts it,
“[H]ow can one admit to the total adequation of thought and its result... without seeing that this
involves the disappearance of the disjunctive conditions of reflexivity?”87) A living creature, in
contrast, is vulnerable to change from within and without. This implies that it is mortal.88 And
this sense of mortality is all the more keenly felt by those who have something to lose, who have
set themselves apart from random change, and who therefore have an awareness of solitary
existence.89 Bataille has something like this in mind when he writes, “It is the very separation of
Man’s being, it is his isolation from Nature, and, consequently, his isolation in the midst of his
own kind, which condemn him to disappear definitively....

The only true death supposes

separation and, through the discourse which separates, the consciousness of being separated.”90
What appears to be at work here, as well as in the article “Sacrifices,” is the idea that an
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improbable and irreplaceable self -- an isolated self -- presupposes an imperative mode of
existence which cannot be fully actualized. We are destined to die for the simple reason that we
love life. We love our sense of individuality, and we love the communication of life which binds
us together in hopeless unities. The American death rite seems to be directly opposed to this
meaning of desire and violence, for it reduces the image of the corpse into one of passivity and
separation from life. Strangely, though, its performative insistence on beautifying the corpse and
concealing the process of decay informs us that there is an underlying, intimate proximity shared
by the living and dead.91 Because of this proximity, affirmed and disavowed to varying degrees
by every culture, Bataille is able to think of death as the youth of things, as a horrible mainspring
of desire, life, and the unstable existence of discontinuity.

The Beginning...
It is difficult, at this point, not to recall Thomas Mann’s quote from Death in Venice:
“The beginning was fear; fear and desire, with a shuddering curiosity.”92 Fear and desire, life
and death, agony and pleasure, are inextricably interwoven in Bataille’s thought. So much so
that he often speaks as if human life were itself the embodiment of death.93 This is equally true
for the other oppositions: the subject is other, work is play, and limits are limitless. The response
to some of Habermas’s objections, such as the impossibility of theorizing “a transcendent source
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of power,”94 is to be found in the heterogeneity of discourse, subjectivity, and every ritual
practice that both normalizes and appropriates the Other.95

If death and its “stinking

putrefaction” were not at the foundation of life,96 and taboos failed to draw from the violence
which they universally exclude, Habermas would be undeniably correct that Bataille is enmeshed
in a self-implicating critique. The beginning is a mixed phenomenon, an experience of closure
that is open and “lacerated from the start,”97 and it is such a beginning that lends itself to ecstasy
and rupture. The project of work, to make the same point once again, has never been altogether
active, but is in fact a response to uncontrollable circumstances. Rebecca Comay, countering
both Sartre and Habermas, reiterates the impurity of historical sovereignty as presented
throughout Bataille’s work: “There is no historic form of sovereignty which is not already
implicated in the machinations of profane rationality. Even the most ‘primitive’ potlatches of the
Tlingit and Kwakiutl were already contaminated by the calculus of acquired rank and power
(Bataille does not, despite appearances, share Mauss’s idealizations of the communifying bond
of archaic ‘generosity’.)

Early potlatch was already caught up in the rational circuit of

exchange.”98 Sovereignty, which Bataille connects with self-abandon, has no meaning for us
independently of self-preservation. And vice versa: the rationalization of life and desire is itself
an expenditure of force that cannot be stopped, measured, or contained. It is also worth noting
that the impure beginning, the repugnance of birth, ensures for us an equally impure “return.”
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But this is a discussion that will be saved for chapter three, once we have taken up Mark C.
Taylor’s objections that Bataille’s work is pervaded with nostalgia, with a longing for primitive
origins. For the moment we can return to the earlier delineated oppositions and observe the
influence of ambivalence at the heart of taboo, subjectivity, language, and work --- the same
terms and categories which apparently exclude all things heterogeneous.
Firstly, taboo is the complement to its transgression.

Taboo, as stated before, is

internalized. It contributes in a fundamental way to the profane constitution of subjectivity.
Besides what has already been said in this regard, Bataille adds that it is precisely the
incorporation of lived values, values that prohibit an aimless squandering of life, which
intensifies the inexorable movement toward death and violence. The self-aware discontinuity
that is formed by the internalization of taboos only contributes to the wastage of life sacrificed
for nothing; it speeds up the process of loss which is all the more intensely felt as anguish and
despair to the extent that we continue to resist it. The anguish is not relieved for those who
spend themselves in moments of self-annihilation, but the force of violent transgression would be
absolutely empty if we had never opposed it. The compression of resistance, the welling up of
desire, is the fervor of life which gives self-annihilation an explosive, vertiginous dimension:
“The compression is not subservient to the explosion, far from it; it gives it increased force.”99
Laughter, ecstasy, potlatch, festivals, holidays, feasts, spectacles, mourning, eroticism, sacrifice,
and war can all be viewed as moments of loss and transgression. This of course isn’t to say that
in each case, no matter the circumstances, Bataille is in favor of an explosive release of energy.
To cite just one example, Bataille distinguishes military enterprise, or what he also calls the
‘military order’, from internal violence: “The methodical spirit of conquest is contrary to the
98
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spirit of sacrifice and the military kings rejected sacrifice from the beginning. The principle of
military order is the methodical diversion of violence to the outside. If violence rages within, it
opposes that violence to the extent that it can. And it subordinates the diversion to a real end....
Thus the military order is contrary to the forms of spectacular violence that correspond more to
an unbridled explosion of fury than to the rational calculation of effectiveness.”100 At any rate,
the release of energy, more or less appropriated, is only experienced as an eruption of violence to
the extent that we oppose it. For Bataille, then, prohibition is the internalized limit through
which life is sacrificed. It is certainly true that we work, think, and generally speaking resist
change. But in so doing we also affirm change as a radical alteration that cannot be avoided,101
and thus it appears that taboo is the beginning of self-inflicted violence.102
Secondly, the outside is always already implicated by the inside. Although prohibition is
crucial to the consolidation of subjectivity free from violence, it is itself passionate and therefore
an indication of what Joseph Libertson calls ‘uncertain closure’.103 Hence, not only is the “nonviolence” of taboo invariably linked to a passionate urgency which overcomes the subject in a
terrifying, self-destructive manner, as intimated above, but it also betrays an immediate
awareness of the excluded element: “Discontinuity, which devotes its energy to a struggle for
survival which opposes the violence of continuity, must derive that energy from life itself which
is defined as a continuity of energy transcending the life span of the isolated being.”104 The
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continuity of energy is typically thought of as the outside, but the unthinking movement of
instinct and passion is unthinking only to the extent that it responds to an exigency, that is, an
utter lack of foundation. The constitution of the subject is therefore grounded in its own
insufficiency. If the integrity of the individual were perfectly intact, then taboos would be
neither passionate nor demanding. But in fact we pursue the ideals of subjectivity because we
are all too familiar with its inadequacies, permeability, and fault lines. It is in and through these
fault lines that continuity transcends the uncertain closure of ipseity. Furthermore, if we ask
what it is that confronts subjectivity as a transcendent existence, as Denis Hollier does in “The
Dualist Materialism of Georges Bataille,” it is evident from Bataille’s writings that the interiority
of self-consciousness is defined by its exclusion of the sacred. It is the sacred, in other words,
which is absent from subjectivity. But if we understand the relation between the sacred and the
profane as a matter of absence, division, and separation, then it becomes equally apparent that
the profane is sacred: “[W]hat is fundamental here is less what is posited as transcendent... than
the very separation as a structure of existence. It is thus profane existence itself which produces
separation, institutes itself as separate from the sacred, and the transcendence by which it defines
the sacred in fact characterizes the profane itself.”105 This is more than a sophisticated word
game. It only appears to be one so long as we assume that the sacred, or the outside, is an
abstract entity. Hollier continues, however, by formulating the essence of the sacred as being
less a matter of thingness and more a matter of differing, modification, and self-contradiction.106
The profane, while defined by its productive teleology, is nonetheless sacred because of its break
from the totality of things. It is not given to us as a thing, but it is constituted as a thing. It’s
very constitution as self-identical, as a separate, abstract entity, presumes an extreme
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modification of its being and substance. In this way, again contrary to Habermas, the profane,
the subject, opens on to the limitless only insofar as it is itself a radical modification. It is both
substance and change, repulsion and attraction. But it is also communication. Returning to the
first statements of this paragraph, the uncertain closure of the subject is achieved via prohibition.
When Bataille argues that we cannot leave ourselves without drama, that the moment of sacrifice
marks the intensity of dramatization,107 he is thinking not only of the performative mechanisms
peculiar to religion, but of self-renunciation in general. If discourse is prohibition’s mode of
being, as Philippe Sollers puts it,108 and discourse is social, then the movement of self-sacrifice is
communication from the beginning: “[E]ach being is, I believe, incapable on his own, of going to
the end of being. If he tries, he is submerged within a “private being” which has meaning only
for himself. Now there is no meaning for a lone individual... if I wish my life to have meaning
for me, it is necessary that it have meaning for others.”109 Bataille is quick to note, shortly after
this quote, that while the extreme limit of being is nonsense, it presupposes the meaning of that
which is sacrificed.110 Consequently, the meaning of subjectivity is not overlooked; it is defiled
and penetrated, but even more it is the movement of loss without which communication ceases to
exist.
Thirdly, the transformative action of work is a maintained tension that is unable to realize
itself in its own results. Drawing from Hegel and Marx, Bataille agrees that work is the
foundation of human self-awareness. It’s true that work is motivated by fear, as well as class
struggle, but it’s likewise the dialectical means for achieving mastery and freedom. It is in and
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through work that humanity separates itself, in part at least, from the immediate drives and
impulses of animalism: “Work was, above all else, the foundation for knowledge and reason.
The making of tools and weapons was the point of departure for that early faculty of reason
which humanized the animal we once were.”111 Reason is therefore grounded in a practical
activity. But this activity is a rupture, a contracted movement of life that is motivated by future
results.112 Indeed, for some, it is the exteriorization of self, or the alienation of the worker, which
determines absolute freedom. For Bataille, however, the projection of self into a future time is
not only concrete and practical, but also unreal and imaginary. The individual that is sustained
by work, or by the results of work, is transformed as a being that strives to attain the impossible:
“[B]y his transforming action, man can experience and prove his essence only by negating all
present states of things, without being able to recognize himself entirely within the result of this
negation, for this would risk equating his being with the ‘object’.... The lost intimacy of
supposed immanence engages man in transcendence, that is in the process of a contradictory
quest: to attain oneself in the end by suppressing one’s transcendence, although the latter is the
condition of ipseity.”113 It can be seen here that Bataille has a broader notion of contradiction/
alienation than either Hegel or Marx. For the latter, alienation is the tension of spirit or class
consciousness which is overcome by its own negativity. Alienation is thus relative to time. In
Bataille, it is not relative to any particular stage of history, but it is in fact the very condition of
history. The individual cannot attain absolute freedom in history or time because the world of
practice, the world defined by historical self-awareness, is a movement of difference in which the
110
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self is projected outwardly, that is, outside of itself. On the other hand, if the self is no longer
divided, no longer alienated from its concrete truth, then it returns to itself outside of itself.114 It
is only beyond itself, at the end of time, that the absolute object is attained.

But then it is no

longer a thing that exists through time, as a practical transcendence, but rather is equivalent, as
Sasso indicates, to an immediate “non-object.”115 So in one sense, for Bataille’s predecessors,
freedom is ahistorical. In another sense contradiction/alienation is overcome within history, for a
community, and for self-actualized individuals. Bataille himself doesn’t resolve the paradox; he
draws it out, extends it, and applies it to all of us: “The world of things or of practice is the world
in which man is subjugated, or simply in which he serves some purpose, whether or not he is the
servant of another.... if his condition is that of a slave, he is entirely alienated; otherwise a
relatively substantial part of himself is alienated, compared with the freedom of the wild
animal.”116 Insofar as the contradiction of work cannot be resolved for transcendent individuals,
it is argued that humanity is inherently alienated, that work is nothing but anguish, contradiction,
and play. Because of work, we both anticipate and protect ourselves from death.117 We are
things, and yet we’re not self-identical.118 We develop an awareness of the outside, and yet we
assimilate it.119 Ultimately, then, the sovereign isn’t the master who enjoys an immediate
relation to nature,120 nor the worker who attains freedom via self-externalization,121 but that
alienated subject who loses himself in the play of oppositions that are never resolved.122
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Fourthly, language begins nowhere.123 This is why Derrida writes that discourse is
everything.124 If there is no paradigm or central signified which escapes the infinite play of
differences in language, then discourse is everything. The origin, however, is metonymic. It
begins nowhere in the sense that it is itself a rupture, a movement of supplementarity in which it
draws from precisely that which it excludes. Derrida makes a similar point in regard to LéviStrauss’s methodology of history. If we isolate the moments of history from their breaks and
transitions, then they appear to us without difference, contradiction, or surplus. The unity of the
historical structure is thus maintained: “[O]ne can describe what is peculiar to the structural
organization only by not taking into account... its past conditions: by omitting to posit the
problem of the transition from one structure to another, by putting history between brackets.”125
The violence of transition excluded by the specificity of the new structure, the new moment, is
perhaps first recognized in the work of Bataille126: “[W]e can grasp being only in history: in
changes, transitions from one state to another, not in the sequence of states. In speaking of
nature, of culture, Lévi-Strauss has juxtaposed abstractions, whereas the transition from animal
to man involves not just the formal states but the drama in which they opposed one another.”127
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So in both cases the logic is the same: structural integrity is maintained only by neutralizing the
force of historical indeterminacy. The preservation of a unified concept, both historical and
discursive, reinforces what Derrida refers to as the “continuist presupposition.”128 Whether it
pertains to a structuralist moment or the privilege of metaphor, the continuist presupposition
indicates a radical suppression of displacements without origin. The paradigm, for example, is a
word or concept that generates a series of terms that are fully determined by an original signifier,
namely, the paradigm.

The metaphoric trajectory, however, assumes a differential syntax.

Insofar as the first term is a simple signified, or a metaphysical concept, it is perforce an
operation of language defined by tropic supplementarity.129 The first term, then, is a metaphor
that exists outside of the field of play which it predetermines and organizes.130 This would
suggest that the first term, the paradigm, is a kind of surplus value that exceeds the differential
axis of metonymy, displacement, and reinscription.

In fact, the extra turn of speech, the

metaphor beyond metaphor, is the missing turn of speech precisely because of its indeterminacy,
i.e., its acentric position.131 The indeterminacy is what ensures, at least for Bataille, that every
known element, every linguistic phenomenon, has its blind spot.132 In this way Bataille is able to
argue that a silent, elusive part subsides in us,133 that discourse and knowledge are related to a
blind spot which is existence, and that discourse is the existence which cannot be reduced to
itself: “Knowledge is in no way distinct from me: I am it, it is the existence which I am. But this
existence is not reducible to it; this reduction would require that the known be the aim of
128
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existence and not existence the aim of the known.”134 When Derrida writes that metaphor
“carries its death within itself,”135 when Foucault gestures toward a “nondiscursive language,”136
and when Barthes analyzes the eroticism and linguistic displacements of Bataille as
metonymic,137 we know that these statements are enabled by exactly the kind of logic which
underpins the above quote. Language is constantly abstracted from that which it signifies, it is
abstracted from the violence of surplus and expenditure, and based on this abstract relation
which is metonymic, it is found that the known is in fact unknown, and that a silent part cannot
be removed from history, subjectivity, or language.

The End...
Habermas’s key objection, in light of what has been said, no longer seems to hold. He
puts forth in his lecture “Between Eroticism and General Economics: Bataille,” that Bataille
faces the same theoretical dilemma as Nietzsche before him and Foucault after him. The
dilemma is that a genealogical unmasking of power, of discourse and subject-centered reason, is
entangled in the very modes of production which they hope to escape. Habermas concludes with
the argument that knowledge and sovereignty are mutually exclusive: “If sovereignty and its
source, the sacred, are related to the world of purposive-rational action in an absolutely
heterogeneous fashion, if the subject and reason are constituted only by excluding all kinds of
sacred power, if the other of reason is more than just the irrational or the unknown -- namely, the
incommensurable, which cannot be touched by reason except at the cost of an explosion of the
rational subject -- then there is no possibility of a theory that reaches beyond the horizon of what
134
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is accessible to reason and thematizes, let alone analyzes, the interaction of reason with a
transcendent source of power.”138 An oppositional structure based on Habermas’s interpretation
would imply a totally successful division, an absolute sundering of subjectivity and its other. In
contrast, Bataille stresses that the constitution of reason, or the rational subject, is itself
contaminated by the violence which it seemingly excludes. The incommensurable, catastrophic
object cannot be separated from its rational negation: “In this position of object as catastrophe,
thought lives the annihilation that constitutes it as a vertiginous and infinite fall, and thus has not
only catastrophe as its object; it’s very structure is catastrophe -- it is itself absorption in the
nothingness that supports it and at the same time slips away.”139 Habermas, to some degree, is
aware of this. He knows that for Bataille the elements and forces of heterogeneity, as much as
they’re marginalized, are inseparably mixed with taboo, rational production, and homogeneity.
In his comparison of Critical Theory and Bataille’s assessment of fascism, Habermas
acknowledges that in both cases heterogeneity and homogeneity merge; that is to say, in each
analysis the success of the fascist state is dependent upon the assimilation of “inner nature’s
revolts.”140 This presumes, however, that the terms of opposition are ambivalent; they are only
able to merge because of their interdependence. Habermas, on the other hand, would prefer to
keep the realm of mediated reason free from power and violence.

In fact, it may be his

attachment to a theory of non-coercive intersubjectivity which prevents Habermas from
recognizing the full ramifications of ambivalence in Bataille. If he’s right to assume that a
“violence-transcending point of reference” exists for the ego or subject, then his rejection of the
objectifying attitude, i.e., the reflexivity of self-awareness, is completely justified.141 But insofar
138
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as the human subject tends to be associated with calculated interests, with the concrete reality of
work and prohibition, it is all the more difficult to accept, as Habermas does, a theory of mutual
understanding which is liberated from alienation and self-division.142 This, unfortunately, raises
a new dilemma. It has been argued, up until this point, that the structures of opposition found in
Bataille’s work are necessarily ambivalent. Discourse and silence, taboo and transgression, work
and play, are oppositional terms that are mutually contaminated. So in what sense are they
distinguished? What does it mean to say that taboo invites transgression when it is itself a mode
of transgression? Are we still working with viable concepts and categories? Or should we now
believe that all differences have been erased? The spirit of these questions will animate the next
chapter.
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I do not elaborate here because the basic point has already been addressed, in a number of
ways, throughout the body of this chapter.
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ABSTRACT:
From fairy tales depicted in story ballets to major literary works interpreted through
modern dance, the intersection of literature and dance has a longstanding tradition with
choreographers in both dance idioms. The dance repertory has classic examples of works
whose sources come from fairy tales and fables, legends and myths, Biblical stories and
parables, novels, plays, short stories and poems.
Tales by E.T.A. Hoffmann provide the stories for ballet favorites such as “Coppelia” and
“The Nutcracker.” Myths and legends offer characters and conflict for George
Balanchine’s “Orpheus” and Eugene Loring’s “Billy the Kid.” Since the mid-eighteenth
century, when Jean Georges Noverre produced the first danced version of Don Quixote,
Miguel Cervantes’ novel has seen dance iterations by Marius Petipa, Rudolph Nureyev
and Balanchine.
Plays by William Shakespeare have been interpreted by multiple choreographers, with
“Romeo and Juliet” receiving attention from Anthony Tudor, Frederick Ashton, Kenneth
MacMillan and Rennie Harris. The poetry of Alexander Pushkin serves as the impetus for
John Cranko’s, “Eugene Onegin” and Emily Dickinson’s verse forms the basis of Martha
Graham’s, “Letter to the World.”
Dorothy Parker’s short story, “The Waltz,” lends itself to the terpsichorean translation of
choreographer, Sybil Huskey, who will address ways in which the dance medium is
enriched by different types of literary references. Selected choreographic works will be
examined with videotape examples relative to the incorporation of plot, character and
imagery.
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boundaries of differentiation
Today Abstraction is no longer that of the map, the double, the mirror, or
the concept. Simulation is no longer that of a territory, a referential being,
or a substance. It is the generation by models of a real without origin or
reality: a hyperreal.1
[purposes]
This abstract presents a series of work-in-progress from which formal expressions deriving contextual
images from incomplete documentation of a spatial condition. Specifically documentation of the arts
district of Houston, Texas provided the fragments for investigating the transformational methods.
Investigate and develop a methodology for working with fragmentary site data.
Develop processes for converting analog data to digital data.
Through multiple iterative operations reveal internal generative structures within data, construct
spatial models using these structures and generate method of realizing physical models of these.
[analogous]
The methods developed for extracting generative systems from data are similar to forensic
investigations of data or evidence from any crime scene; a fragmented story. The information is
collected in a very precise manner. Important in understanding forensics is that more and more often
the evidence is, in a very controlled manner, destroyed, transformed, or altered in some way. This is
a departure from a discussion of uncovering the site forces, often compared to an archeological
investigation, typically involving the scraping away debris or background matter to reveal something
covered by time and grit. Forensic investigations, different from an archeological investigation, involve
grinding up data to be DNA processed or adding chemicals that stimulate luminescence under a
certain wavelength of light among others. All of these processes overlay filtration methods, in several
1

Baudrillard, Jean, “The Precession of Simulacra”, The University of Michigan Press, 1994.

combinations, for the purpose of revealing underlying structures, motives, sub-texts, protein strains,
or systems.
[process]
Considering the richness of a site, or a texture; the photograph reconciles detail, region, block, and
horizon through serial documentation lending a much deeper data set. The project collects and
catalogues fragments of the Houston landscape, a pictorial documentation.

2

2

Fragments of the Houston’s arts district extended into the field of the drawing showing mechanical combination
and inter-reaction of fragment structures. [Mixed media on paper]

Interest in using pictorial data developed from a notion conceived when considering the possible
information available from a site, and the sterile nature of much of the tabular data [wind / sun /
circulation / topographical drawings / meets / bounds / rights of way]. Data on a computer is reduced
to a common language -- essentially everything reduced to simple ones and zeros -- a common
universal translator for the sum of all human digital data. This richness, when digital, now can be
transformed, transposed, translated, trans, trans, trans....3
image becomes structure
film becomes photograph
sound becomes form
blue becomes velocity
time becomes texture
itinerary becomes opera
Maintaining the underlying patterning or structures results in the discovery of key structures that
support the system cutting these off will result in overgeneralization and simplification. This is not an
abstraction or clarification but a dilution of the whole.4
The project implements and deploys a series of procedural or scripting devices to extract data, filter
the data, solve specific program and material constraints, and apply the information extracted. [image
001] The processed information reveals internal systems and degrees of differentiation, establishing a
field within which to develop spatial constructs. [image 002-003] The spatial constructs are the result
of extracted, forces and slight structures. Finally methods of abstraction are developed to generate
physical models of the spatial constructs.[image 004]
The result of these transformations is a simulation of the original; within is an underlying organization
system and the residue of filtration processes. This simulation, this product of arcane processes, is a
new thing. This new product is derivative of its history, its context, its specific tectonics, and its means
of representation; it is not an object to which forces were applied. The simulacrum cannot return to
the original, it has been transformed.5
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Lines, fields, and points extracted from analytical drawings of fragments beginning to inter-react.
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Spatial construct 001
Spatial construct 001 interior.
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Depth mappings, used for rapid prototyping of spatial constructs; manufacture of the constructs and the means
to realize this is a final filtration process yielding a new simulation of the original forces.
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To go down into the water, or to wander in the desert,
is to change space, by leaving the space of ones usual
sensibilities, one enters into a communication with a
space that is psychically innovating.
Philippe Diole

Subjecting oneself to different spaces heightens the awareness of one’s own living
space. The vast waters edge is unique, in that looking out, one can observe a limitless sky
and ocean. But what happens far above and below? One’s perception can be strangely
altered at either of these points. The potential for expansion and new activity is greatly
increased on return.
Skydiving, snorkeling and free diving support and challenge the investigation.
Placing oneself in the position of a bird flying through the clouds or a sea mammel
gliding through the water, I begin my study. My experience is necessary in producing a
poetic and metaphoric work that analyses the freedom and danger of space. It will also
influence and inspire how a certain component, or detail of a visual artistic installation
feels to the viewer.
The material reflects a feeling of weightlessness, drifting and calm. Whether it is
thin glass, porcelain, fiber optics or transparent film. I intend to continue a course of
research in the different qualities of space, concentrating on vast and intimate concepts in
combination with motion and light.
How does a body interact in a given space that it is not normally subjected to? I
believe that through experimentation, feedback and research I can continue to develop a
project that will aesthetically and poetically expand on notions of flight and water travel.
This study includes a scientific research in Conceptual Physics and Oceanography as well
as a practice of 3D Modeling and Engineering. With the acquired experience and
knowledge I will build on and expand new sculptural practices.
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Abstract
For
Universals and Cultural Differences in Telephone Conversation
Openings around the World with a Highlight on Mainland Chinese
Part I. Overview
The proposed paper is a result of my rekindled interest in telephone
conversations. I was first intrigued by this area of research when I was a master
student of linguistics at Peking University (Beijing, China). Recordings of complete
Chinese telephone conversations were made in 1998, and I transcribed 78 business
calls and 51 personal calls and finished my thesis by May 1999 entitled ‘Chinese
telephone conversation analysis: Business calls vs. personal calls’. The thesis
discusses the opening, on-topic, and closing sections of the telephone calls and
particularly contrasts business calls with personal calls. The whole research was
carefully conducted in the conversation analysis approach. This summer as I reread
my thesis, again I found the topic area extremely interesting. So I went back to
relevant literature, reading what I had read before, what I failed to read, and articles
that came out after my thesis was done. And I found a passion for picking up this
research, because a lot still needs to be done and a potentiality to reveal and explain
universals and particulars in terms of language AND culture is still there. I also
believe that after the last several years of training in interpersonal and intercultural
communication and experiences in the United States, I should be able to do the
research better.
The paper that is to be completed is based on research that has been done by
scholars around the world since 1960s: Schegloff (1972, 1979, 1986), Hopper (1989a,
1989b, 1992), and Whalen and Zimmerman (1987, 1990)’s work on American English
telephone conversations, Godard (1977) and Carroll (1987) on French,
Houtkoop-Steenstra (1991) on Dutch, Lindstrom (1994) on Swedish, Sifianou (1989)
on British English and Greek, Pavlidou (1994) on Greek and German,
Coronel-Molina (1998) on Spanish, Halmari (1993) on Finnish, Hopper and Doany
(1988)’s touch on Arabic, Hopper and Chen (1996) on Chinese in Taiwan, and Sun
(1998, 2002) and myself (Hu, 1999) on mainland Chinese, and so on. The purposes of
the paper are as follows: First, to confirm, modify, and complement universals of
telephone conversation openings advocated by Hopper (1992; with Doany, 1988; with
Doany, Johnson, & Drummond, 1991), including support for the power of the
canonical opening sequences initiated by Schegloff (Hopper, Doany, Johnson, &
Drummond, 1991; Hopper, 1992) with evidences from mainland China; Second, to
suggest how cultural differences that do exit can be explained, particularly the
preference for either other-recognition or self-identification, including a discussion of
‘preferred’ and ‘dispreferred’; And third, to highlight some interesting things (such as
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the use of the greeting token and address terms) that occur in mainland Chinese
telephone talk openings and to discuss their particularity and universality.
Part II. Universals
A survey of available data indicates that there are three universals in telephone
conversation openings: summons-answer, identification/recognition, and that tacit
recognition (or recognition using the least recognition resources) is special ‘intimacy
work’. Summons-answer and identification/recognition are the first two canonical
sequences proposed by Schegloff (1986). They are universal because they are the two
essential tasks that have to be fulfilled before speakers can move into ‘reason for the
call’ due to the nature of the telephone as a medium of communication. Recognizing
another through the minimum voice sample shows that the recognizer knows a lot
about the other and that they are in frequent contact. This is a way of demonstrating
intimacy of relationship specially developed over the telephone. In all, all three
universals can be traced to the absence of visual aids over the technology called the
telephone. Also worthy of note is the fact that telephone conversation is displaced, in
the sense that the interlocutors are not co-present at the same location.
1. Summons-Answer
The ringing of the phone is summons (which are usually repeated), an
‘attention-getting device’ (Schegloff, 1972). An answer is essential, because the line
has to be declared open for the caller, and moreover, the caller has to be assured that a
mouth is ready to speak and an ear is ready to listen. Even on the rare occasions when
the caller speaks first, summons-answer is still accomplished.
#9 (Police make call)
(Receiver is lifted, and there is a one second pause)
POLICE: Hello.
OTHER: American Red Cross.
POLICE: Hello, this is Police Headquarters…er, Officer Stratton [etc.]
(Schegloff, 1972, p. 356)
In this example, the caller (Police) speaks first. He knows that the telephone
stops ringing on the other end and that the receiver has been picked up, but he hears
nothing, so he said ‘Hello’. This ‘hello’ is a continued summons, because he is
checking whether the line is indeed open and whether there is indeed a person there
ready to speak and listen. Turn 2 is the answer to summons, and after that the caller is
reassured and greets the answerer, identifies himself and gets down to business (as we
can reasonably envision).
#364
D: Police Desk.
C: First aiders with me. (The first two turns are simultaneous)
D: Police Desk.
C: Hello?
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D: Yes.
C: Uh this is [etc.]
(Schegloff, 1972, p. 355)
In this case, the caller is still talking to the switchboard operator when the
dispatcher ‘came on the line’. But at the beginning of any new call, summons-answer
is necessary. Turn 1 is answer, because D must have heard the ringing. But against the
rule (summoner has to speak again, Schegloff, 1972), D does not hear the summoner,
so he says again in turn 3 ‘Police Desk’. This is a repeated answer, but is also
summons at the same time, as if D is checking whether a summoner is indeed on the
line. Turn 4 is a continued summons, and turn 5 is answer, after which the caller is
assured of the opening of the line and the readiness of an answerer. This case shows
that summons-answer may be repeated when there are audio difficulties, and that both
the caller and answer may constantly summon each other until a definite answer is
received. The next example more dramatically acts out the repeated summons-answer
between the caller and answerer and their unrelenting efforts to search for the
summoner and to make the connection.
#86
D: Police Desk (pause). Police Desk (pause). Hello, Police Desk (longer pause).
Hello.
C: Hello.
D: Hello (pause). Police Desk?
C: Pardon?
D: Do you want the Police Desk?
(Schegloff, 1972, p. 369).
No matter what the answerer says in his first turn after picking up the phone, a
simple ‘hello’ or ‘wei’ (in Chinese), or self-identification, or self-formulation with the
name of the service or institution as in business calls, it is an answer to summons,
because it fulfills the function of declaring the opening of the line and the readiness of
a listener and speaker. In the meanwhile, the answer also provides a first voice sample
for the caller projecting towards recognition. Schegloff (1972) mentioned that even in
obscene calls the offender waits for the summons to be answered before he speaks.
2. Identification/Recognition
In a sense the identities of both the caller and the answerer are relevant before
they can start ‘reason for the call’, or even before they can greet each other (when
greetings are appropriate or desired), because people need to make sure they get the
person they want in order to talk about exactly what they want. In most personal calls
the exact identity of the other needs to be known. However, in case of switchboard
request calls, the caller only needs to know that the answerer (unintended) belongs to
the household and the answerer that the caller is related to the intended. There are
probably cultural differences in terms of whether the caller and the unintended
answerer should identify each other (see Godard, 1977). In a lot of business calls only
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the institutional identity is made known. As a matter of fact, the person representing
the institution knows the other is a customer (maybe potential), and sometimes both
the institutional and individual identity is made known (which may be helpful in case
the customer needs to trace the person responsible for the transaction). The customer
may self-identify as well. See the following example.
UTCL J16
A: Metro Allergy Associates this is Alice
C: Hi there Alice this is Sandy Welch
A: Hi
C: .hh U::m I have a problem…
No matter more than minimum identity is made known or not, both parties orient
themselves to it and both collaborate in building their conversational structure.
Recognition may be tacitly achieved, that is, they recognize each other while doing
something else (greeting or going directly to ‘reason for the call’). Tacit recognition
indicates mostly intimacy and sometimes recency (Hopper, 1992). See the following
examples.
(43) (MDE, #91)
M: Hello
J: Hello
M: Hi
(Schegloff, 1979, p. 35)
(25) (LL, #8)
L: H’llo:,
C: Hi, ‘r my kids there?
(Schegloff, 1979, p. 30)
To summarize identification/recognition, at least there must be a connection
between the caller and the answerer, either the answerer is intended or needed for
some reason. In the obscene caller example (Schegloff, 1972), the offender waits for a
woman’s voice. The bank robber example is even more telling (Schegloff, 1979, p.
41).
3. ‘Intimacy Work’
The last two excerpts are also examples of special ‘intimacy work’. Equivalent
sequences occur in Chinese.
((ring))
A: Wei?
C: Wei:
A: Ah:
C: Uh dao nage Tongda jie le (I’ve arrived at Tongda St)…
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(T10A2, A: Answerer, C: Caller, a man is calling his wife in this case)
((ring))
A: Eih Nihao.
C: Eih Na ge::: na shen ma paiyanzhao wo gei ni zhuang che shang le (I’ve
loaded your smoke absorber in my car).
(T9A2, A and C are brothers)
To generalize ‘intimacy work’, people of different languages use similar means
to indicate the same relationship state. As will be discussed next, the canonical
sequences are varied to fit the relationship state (similar variations can occasionally
indicate recency).
4. Canonical Sequences
The four canonical telephone conversation opening sequences (summons-answer,
identification/recognition, greeting sequence, and howareyou sequence, in that order)
can occur in Chinese.
((ring))
A: Eih:
C: Wei er jie ya? (second sister?)
A: Eih ya.
C: Heh-heh
A: Wenying meimei ba? (Sister Wenying?)
C: Guonianhao ah, er jie. (Happy new year, second sister)
A: Guonianhao, ni tinghao de? (Happy new year, how are you?)
C: Tinghao de. (Pretty good)
(T7B1, ‘happy new year’ is a special greeting during the Spring Festival, A and
C are cousins)
As Hopper (1992) argued, being ‘canonical’ does not mean they occur in a lot of
phone calls at all. In fact most calls vary from the canonical. Canonicality does not
even mean typicality, for variations are more frequent. But the canonical sequences
indicate potentiality and provide a standard against which to explain variations.
Part III. Cultural Differences
How can we explain the cultural differences that do exist, particularly the
overwhelming choices of either other-recognition or self-identification over another?
Why do Dutch answerers and callers overwhelmingly self-identify (Swedish and
English answerers behave in a similar manner)? Why do Greeks tend to prefer to
recognize the other and to be recognized (Americans and Chinese act in a similar
manner)? Scholars suggested formality, politeness, trust (or willingness to be
vulnerable), and using the phone for either interactional or transactional purposed as
possible explanations. Sifianou (1989) argued that Greece and the United States are
positive politeness societies and people tend to be linguistically optimistic, while
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England is a negative politeness society and Englishmen tend to be linguistically
pessimistic. She also mentioned that telephone conversation is more interactional in
Greece but more transactional in England. Houtkoop-Steenstra (1991) maintained that
Dutch people are more formal and more willing to be vulnerable than Americans.
Further research needs to be done to test the validity of these perspectives. I also want
to test whether high-context and low-context (Hall, 1976) are useful concepts to
explain the different assumptions that people make about telephone calls and the
different values they attach to them. For instance, is the telephone call really
considered a disturbance for the receiver as in France (Godard, 1977)?
Schegloff (1979) seems to argue that both American answerers and callers prefer
to be recognized. But as I read the data he provided and think about my experiences
of receiving calls from and making calls to Americans, I find American callers are
actually ready to self-identify. Schegloff (1979) argued that the caller’s recognition of
the answerer (often try-marked) at turn 2 is a pre-self-identification sequence, that the
preferred sequence is the answerer recognizing the caller immediately after the caller
recognizes, and that it is dispreferred if the caller is not recognized and has to identify
himself/herself. The way to distinguish the ‘preferred’ and ‘dispreferred’ according to
the conversation analysis tradition is mostly structural, in that the dispreferred
sequence tends to be more extended and complicated (Levinson, 1983). However,
readers of telephone conversation research may be confused, because it is quite likely
that ‘preference’ means the practice of the majority. So there is a need to clarify
exactly what preference for recognition or self-identification means. Based on my
data, a lot of Chinese try hard to achieve recognition of the other.
Part IV. Mainland Chinese Telephone Conversations
Hopper and Chen (1996) wrote about the relative formality of the Chinese
greeting token ‘nihao’, which seems to be supported by my data. But Taiwanese using
full names even to address family members over the phone is surprising to me,
because the mainlanders overwhelmingly use kinship terms. According to my data,
among relatives and family the younger will definitely address the older with kinship
terms while the older may address the younger with nicknames. And it is very
interesting that there are still Chinese spouses who do not address each other with
anything. The ‘tag item /o/’ being considered a greeting (in Hopper & Chen) does not
seem very rational to me.
Sifianou (1989) mentioned that Greeks may call just to chat, and Carmen (2002)
showed extended howareyou sequences in Iranian telephone calls. The same may
occur in China. Chinese may extend howareyous to each other and to family members,
which results in long repeated sequences. And the whole telephone call may be only
personal inquiries (which are more personal and specific than howareyou inquiries).
So in my master’s sequence I distinguished howareyou inquiry and personal inquiry
(Hu, 1999).
The invited guessing which is said to be peculiar to Chinese phone calls (Sun,
2002) is recorded in both Schegloff and Hopper’s data.
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(56) (JG, Supp.)
C: Dresses?
(0.8)
R: Oh. Hi Cathy, ((disguised voice))
C: Hello:
R: (Hewo) d’ya know who this is?
C: Yeah.
R: hh Who.
C: This is my boyfriend?
R: hh Huh?
C: Are you my boyfriend?
R: Uh huh,
C: Oh. Okay.
(0.5)
R: Okay whatdiyuh wanna eat for dinner.
(Schegloff, 1979, p. 44)
(55) (JG, #49)
S: Hello
R: Yeah. Hi::: How are you boyfriend
S: I’m good. How are you.
R: Ha ha ha. You don’t know which of these girls you eh that talking to you.
S: Huh?
R: You do not know which one of your girlfriends is talking to you.
S: Yes I do.
R: You do.
S: Yeah.
R: And so who.
S: Is this Mary?
R: Ahh haa! I knew it, see::…
(Schegloff, 1979, p. 43)
Gloria: I’ve to tell you something
Pam: What
Gloria: O:h. You would not believe who called me
(0.4)
Saturday night.
Pam: John.
Gloria: Yes
…(about 14 turns omitted)
Gloria:…I just a- answer the pho:ne and he goes hhh um (0.2) Hi Gloria do you
know who this is and I said (0.2) yeah hi John…
(a reported invited guessing)
(Hopper, 1992, pp. 147-48)
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And the invited guessing in both Chinese and American calls is playful and
attempts to either enhance or re-establish intimacy (in case the two have not been in
contact for a while).
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The plan for elder’s time

Dr. Chin-Yuan Hsu
Department of Gerontology, Ming Hsin University of Science and Technology
Abstract
Elder’s time is defined as the duration from 65 years old to death. It is important for elders to
design comfortable and enjoyable life. Elder’s time can be divided into three phases according to a
person’s health. These are: healthy phase, weak phase and bed-ridden phase. During the healthy
phase elders have healthy bodies and can move actively. The plan in this phase should focus on
taking care of the body, psychological adjustment, finishing what they always wanted to do and
planning for leisure activities. The weak phase is characterized by physical weakness and
movement difficulty. The plan in this phase should focus on psychological adjustment; the slowing
down of the aging process and changing to passive leisure activities. During the bed-ridden phase
the plan should focus on writing of the will and psychologically preparing for the end of life. The
healthy phase is the most important among the three phases because elders have money, free time,
no obligation and abundant life experience. The healthy phase is actually the golden phase in a
person’s life. One should prepare early to enjoy fully this phase of one’s life.
Keywords: Gerontology, Elder’s welfare, Life plan

Introduction
Elders are defined, persons over 65 years old according to the Unitized Nation. The definition of
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elders in Taiwan follows that of the Unitized Nation. There are 1,490,801 people over 65 years old
in 1993 in Taiwan. They constitute 7% of total population. Hence, Taiwan belongs to elders’ nation
in 1993. There are 2,072,000 people over 65 years old in 2003. They constitute 9.16% of total
population. By 2019, it is estimated, there will be 3,491,000 people over 65 years old. They will
constitute 14% of total population. And by 2107, there will be 4,906,000 people over 65 years old.
They will constitute 20% of total population. Besides the increase of the number of elders, the
birthrate is continually decreasing. In 1961 each woman gave birth to an average of 5.58 children.
That average dropped to 1.68 in 1986 and to 1.40 in 2001. These phenomena together create an
urgent social problem in Taiwan: How to take care of the needs of elders.
Elders’ needs include the following: (a). Medical needs: chronic disease, medical examination
and treatment…and so on. (b). Care needs: home care, hospital care, nursing home care…and so on.
(c). Economical needs: living expenses, medical expenses and home care expenses…and so on. (d).
Leisure needs: planning for elders’ leisure and elders’ leisure activities…and so on. (e). Elders’
educational needs: the arrangement and enjoyment of elders’ education…and so on. (f).
Psychological needs: elders’ psychological adjustments, conciliating for elders and communicating
with family members…and so on. (g). Social needs: lost of mate, single living and the sex lives of
elders. (h). Welfare needs: vaccines for elders, free medical care for elders, subsidy for nursing
cares…and so on. (i) Policy needs: payment for elders needs, insurance for care, promoting care
institutions…and so on. (j) Nursing home needs: home care, nursing home care and living with
children…and so on.
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There are basically two ways to provide these needs. (a). Through governmental policies such as
subsidizing nursing homes, establishing public care institutions, providing free medical care,
guaranteed income for elders, free public transportation…and so on. (b). Through personal life
planning by elders themselves such as taking care of your physical health, making psychological
adjustment, taking part in elders’ education and planning for leisure activities. The former is
difficult to control because it depends on external governmental policy. The latter is easier to
impliment by personal decision. This paper focuses on the latter solution.
The average life span of the female is 78.75 years old. The average life span of the male is 72.87
years old. The average life span is 75.81 years old in Taiwan. It can be divided into 8 phases. (a).
0-3 years old, baby phase. (b). 3-6 years old, child phase. (c). 6-12 years old, older child phase. (d).
12-18 years old, young phase. (e). 18-30 years old, older young phase. (f). 30-50 year old, adult
phase. (g). 50-65 year old, older adult phase. (h). Over 65 year old, elders’ phase. Baby, child and
older child phase are learning phase, young and older young phase is a growth phase, physiological
and physiological growth. Adult phase is a developmental phase when one’s characteristics are
developed. Old adult phase is a successful phase, conservative and but the energy begins to decease.
Creation shifts to conservation. Elders’ phase is a golden phase. Ihere is no burden of work, family
and business, but has money, time, position and abundant life experience. One can do anything as
one wishes in this phase. Therefore, elders’ phase is most important to a persons and it is necessary
to make good planning.
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Methods
Available literature in gerontology were first collected and analyzed for designing the
preliminary questionnaire. The preliminary questionnaire were answered by 20 elders and revised to
obtain the questionnaire used in this study. 35 elders living at nursing home, 55 elders in elders’
university, and 160 elders living at home answered the questionnaires. The results are analyzed as
follows.

Results
Respondents, in terms of sex, were 44% females and 56% males. In terms of age 18% were
51-60 years old, 20% were 61-70 years old, 28% were 71-80 years old, 31% were 81-90 years old
and only 1% were over 91 years old.
Elder’s time is defined as the duration from 65 years old to death. It can be divided into three
phases according to a person’s health and not by age only. They are the healthy phase, the weak
phase and the bed-ridden phase. The interval between the three phases differs from person to person
according to health. Whoever takes better care of him has a longer healthy phase. By contrast,
whoever neglects to take better care of him has a shorter healthy phase.
During the healthy phase elders have healthy bodies and can move actively. This survey, 51.5%
of respondents answered “very important” about this phase, 47.5% answered “important”, 1%
answered “no comment”. 99% of respondents think that the healthy phase is important to them. The
weak phase is characterized by physical weakness and movement difficulty. According to this
4

survey, 42% of respondents answered “very important” about this phase, 50% answered
“important”, and 8% answered “no comment”. Thus 92% of respondents think that the weak phase
is important. The percentage for this phase is lower than that of the healthy phase. During the
bed-ridden phase elders need care all day. According to this survey, 38.5% of respondents answered
“very important” about this phase, 45% answered “important”, 17.5% answered “no comment”.
Thus 82.5% of respondents think that the bed-ridden phase is important. The percentage for this
phase is lower than that of the weak phase. On the basis of above analysis, the importance of the
three phases is, in order, the healthy phase, the weak phase and the bed-ridden phase.
The plan in the healthy phase should focus on taking care of the body, psychological adjustment,
finishing what they always wanted to do and planning for leisure activities.
In taking care of the body: 65% of respondents answered “very important”, 34% answered
“important”, 1% answered “no comment”. Thus 99% of respondents think that taking care of the
body is important. This results show that elders think health is very important to them.
In psychological adjustment: 46.5% of respondents answered “very important”, 48% answered
“important”, and 5.5% answered “no comment”. Thus 94.5% of respondents think that
psychological adjustment is important.
In finishing what they always wanted to do: 54.5% of respondents answered “very important”,
41% answered “important”, and 4.5% answered “no comment”. Thus 95.5% of respondents think
that finishing what they always wanted to do is important.
In planning for leisure activities: leisure activities can be divided into active leisure activities
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and passive leisure activities. In planning for active leisure activities: 44.5% of respondents
answered “very important”, 50% answered “important”, 5.5% answered “no comment”. Thus
94.5% of respondents think that planning for active leisure activities is important. In planning for
passive leisure activities: 28% of respondents answered “very important”, 54% answered
“important”, and 18% answered “no comment”. Thus 82% of respondents think that planning for
passive leisure activities is important. This results show that elders in the healthy phase think
planning for active leisure activities is more important than passive leisure activities.
The plan in the weak phase should focus on psychological adjustment, slowing down of the
aging process and changing to passive leisure activities.
In psychological adjustment: 56% of respondents answered “very important”, 36.5% answered
“important”, and 7.5% answer “no comment”. Thus 92.5% of respondents think that psychological
adjustment is important.
In the slowing down of the aging process: 49% of respondents answered “very important”,
28.5% answered “important”, and 22% answered “no comment”. Thus 78% of respondents think
that the slowing down of the aging process is important.
In changing to passive leisure activities: 36.5% of respondents answered “very important”, 52%
answered “important”, and 10.5% answered “no comment”. Thus 89.5% of respondents think that
passive leisure activities are important. This results show that elders think passive leisure activities
is important to them.
During the bed-ridden phase the plan should focus on writing of the will and psychologically
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preparing for the end of life.
In writing of the will: 56% of respondents answer “very important”, 36.5% answered
“important”, and 7.5% answered “no comment”. Thus 92.5% of respondents think that writing of
the will is important.
In psychologically preparing for the end of life: 43% of respondents answer “very important”,
33.5% answered “important”, and 20.5% answered “no comment”. Thus 79.5% of respondents
think that psychologically preparing for the end of life is important. Nevertheless, a large
percentage answered “no comment”, which shows a strong aversion to the issue of death.

Discussion
82.5% of respondents answered “very important” to the three phases (Table1). Hence, elders
think that the three phases are important to them. Nevertheless, 99% of respondents answered “very
important” to the healthy phases, 92% answered “very important” to the weak phases, and 82.5%
answered “very important” to the bed-ridden phases. This shows that the importance of the three
phases is in order of the healthy phases, the weak phases and the bed-ridden phases, respectively.
82% of respondents answered “very important” to taking care of the body, psychological
adjustment, finishing what they always wanted to do and planning for leisure activities of the
healthy phase (Table2). This shows that elders regards this phase as very important. Nevertheless,
99% of respondents answered “very important” to taking care of the body, 94.5% answer “very
important” to psychological adjustment, 95.5% answered “very important” to finishing what they
7

always wanted to do. 94.5% answerd “very important” to planning for active leisure activities, and
82% answered “very important” to planning for passive leisure activities. This shows that the
importance of these items are in this order: taking care of the body, finishing what they always
wanted to do, psychological adjustment, planning for active leisure activities and planning for
passive leisure activities.
More than 78% of respondents answered “very important” to psychological adjustment, the
slowing down of the aging process and changing to passive leisure activities during weak phase
(Table2). Nevertheless, 92.5% of respondents answered “very important” to psychological
adjustment, 78% answered “very important” to slow down of the aging process, and 94.5%
answered “very important” to change to passive leisure activities. This shows that the importance of
these items are in this order: psychological adjustment, changing to passive leisure activities, and
the slowing down of the aging process.
79.5% of respondents answered “very important” to writing of the will and psychologically
preparing for the end of life for the bed-ridden phase (Table2). Nevertheless, 92.5% of respondents
answered “very important” to writing of the will and 79.5% answered “very important” to
psychologically preparing for the end of life. This shows that more elders regard writing of the will
as more important than psychologically preparing for the end of life.
The healthy phase is the most important among the three phases because elders have money,
free time, no obligation and abundant life experience. The healthy phase is actually the golden
phase in a person’s life. One should prepare early to enjoy fully this phase of one’s life.
8

Table 1. The opinions of elders with regard to the importance of the healthy phase, the weak phase
and the bed-ridden phase.
Strongly

Agree

No comment

agree
Healthy phase

51.5%

47.5%

1%

Weak phase

42%

50%

8%

Bed-ridden phase

38.5%

45%

17.5%

Table 2. The opinions of elders with regard to the importance of things during the healthy phase, the
weak phase and the bed-ridden phase.
Strongly Agree
agree

No
comment

Taking care of the body

65%

34%

1%

Psychological adjustment

46.5%

48%

5.5%

Finishing what you always 54.5%

41%

4.5%

50%

5.5%

54%

18%

Healthy wanted to do
phase Planning for active leisure 44.5%
activities
Planning for passive leisure 28%
activities
Psychological adjustment
Weak
phase

56%

36.5% 7.5%

The slowing down of the 49%

28.5% 22%

aging process
Planning for passive leisure 36.5%

52%

10.5%

activities
Bed-rid Writing of the will
den

Psychologically

56%
preparing 43%

36.5% 7.5%
33.5% 20.5%

phase for the end of life
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Manifesto of Revolts: Comments on the Linguistic Features
of Bei Dao and Allen Ginsberg
This paper aims to make a comparative study on Bei Dao, one of
the most eminent contemporary Chinese poets, and Allen Ginsberg,
poet of the so-called Beat Generation in the U.S. By means of this
investigation, the paper will touch upon a set of sensitive and
significant issues in the contemporary culture and literature of both
China and America, as well as reflect on how complications and
intricacies in the discourse of modernity for the two nations has
shaped and “created” the two poetic rebels.
The second half of the 20 t h century is an era in the history of
mankind when various social forces, as well as various cultural and
ideological trends, serve to exercise complicated influences. In
U.S., the unnerving political atmosphere brought about by the Cold
War had the impact of triggering off subsequent rebellious cultural
trends, which turned out to be an inerasable milestone in the history
of western culture. On the other hand, in China, the never-before
socialist regime set up and the degeneration of its initial ideals
thereafter, as reflected in the most devastating Cultural Revolution,
was a rude shock to an entire generation, which unfortunately were
made to feel the complicated experience of excited expectations
being thwarted into blank disillusionments. All these serve as the
background for this paper’s discussion of how different cultural
settings can be critical in catalysing the works of Beidao and
Ginsberg.
Any literary analysis of writers is incomplete without textual
reference. As such, this paper, from the context of different periods,
will probe into the textual worlds of Beidao and Ginsberg. From my
analysis of their works, I have come to interpret the personal
bearings of the two as “solemn” (Beidao) and “carnival” (Ginsberg).
Comparing the keynote in their conveyance of feelings, I find that
whilst Beidao appeared “cold ”, Ginsberg was “warm with emotion”.
Wherever possible, this paper will cite appropriate examples of the
imagery in their works to compare their tactics of expression, with
Beidao’s “obscurity” being a stark contrast to Ginsberg’s unabashed
“candidness”.
After precisely analysing the differences in the poetry of Beidao
and Ginsberg, this paper will then go on to compare their many
similarities in seeking freedom of thought and expression, as well as
their identities as poetical “prophets”.
It is hoped that through this inquiry, the paper will better
facilitate the understanding of how different cultural contexts can be
crucial in the shaping of literary writings.
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Abstract
Collaborative Teaching: Enabling Non-Musician Dancers to Create
Original Sound Scores through Music Technology
A Report on Teaching Innovation in Music for Dance

Nola Nolen Holland and Glenn Utsch
Background
Problem: Dance majors and minors who are enrolled in Music for Dance at
Slippery Rock University are required to create original compositions for dance
as mandated in the Dance Department curriculum. After initially teaching the
course, co-presenter Nolen Holland discovered that a majority of the students
had little to no music education. They could sense a musical pulse, musical
rhythm, and musical tempo but could not define nor understand these basic
principals. In order to create a musical composition, they had to understand and
use these basic musical principals. The basic problem was to convey to them
how they could be able to compose and reproduce a musical composition?
Solution: After consulting with her colleague, Glenn Utsch, one of Slippery Rock
University Music Department’s music technology specialists, Nolen Holland and
Utsch began to collaborate on enabling the students to compose music. Prior to
meeting with Dr. Utsch, the students study the basic musical elements of
notation, melody, rhythm, texture, score reading, and form. When they meet
with Dr. Utsch, in the Dance Department computer lab (assisted by Nolen
Holland), Utsch instructs the students in the basic use of music composition
software. These programs provide the music composition platform on which the
students are able to compose music without having to completely understand the
myriad intricacies of music composition.
Abstract
Nola Nolen Holland and Glen Utsch have collaborated on enabling dance majors
to compose music for dance with the aid of music technology. In their session,
they will present their innovative solution for non-musician dancers who are
required to compose music in Slippery Rock University Dance Department’s
Music for Dance course. Their report will include how their collaboration came
about, how Nolen Holland prepares the students for their music technology lab
sessions with Utsch, and the technology tools Utsch teaches the students to use.
Students’ unique final projects, both dance music and videos will be shared.
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6. Abstract:
The first part of this paper explores the early education and
work experience of Blanche Lemco van Ginkel (1923), and the
barriers

that

were

experienced

by

women

entering

the

profession of architecture in early 20th century Canada. Lemco
van Ginkel was able to overcome barriers and excel in her
programme at McGill University and in early work experience
in Canada, Europe and the U.S. The second part of the paper
involves an evaluation of Lemco van Ginkel’s contribution to
post-war planning projects as a principal partner of van
Ginkel

Associates

in

Montreal

during

the

1960s.

Through

circulation planning and restoration techniques, Lemco van
Ginkel played a crucial role in the preservation of Old
Montreal and the Port. In the early 1970s, she contributed to
a

circulation

and

Manhattan, New York.

pedestrian

precinct

plan

for

midtown
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Blanche Lemco van Ginkel: A Pioneering Woman
in Canadian Architecture

I. Blanche Lemco van Ginkel: Education and Early Experience
Blanche Lemco van Ginkel entered into a biased system
when she was admitted to the School of Architecture McGill
University in 1940. As with most schools of architecture in
North America, McGill held tightly to the tenets of the Beaux
Arts curriculum, a system that was particularly biased toward
the

notion

resistant
privileged

of
to
the

the
the

architect

as

'individual

genius,'

and

system

that

technician.'

This

advent

of

Modernism,

'architect

as

rational

a

second phase was initiated with the Bauhaus curriculum, which
emphasized the inter-connectedness of arts and crafts and
practical training of designers for industry.1 Modernism did
not begin to have an effect on curriculum in American Schools
until the arrival of German ex-patriots in the late 1930 and
early 1940s. Two important Modernists were Walter Gropius who
became Chair of Architecture at Harvard in 1937, and Mies van
der Rohe who joined the Illinois Institute of Technology in
1938. In Canada, the transition to Modernist curriculum and
building techniques proceeded at a slower pace, it tenets not
fully entrenched until the 1950s.2 As early as 1923, Ramsay
Traquair,
1

Macdonald

Chair

of

Architecture,

revealed

his

H.H. Arnason, History of Modern Art, third ed., (New
York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1986, 319.
2
Harold Kalman, A History of Canadian Architecture Vol. 2
(Toronto: Oxford University Press), 779.

3

prejudice against the advent of Modernism in architecture,

and especially against women in architecture, in an article
for Atlantic Monthly, entitled "Women and Civilization." He
argued that North American civilization as a whole was too
utilitarian and too controlled by women who were inferior to
men in imagination, intuition and the abstract qualities,
and, by extension, were unable to become good architects.3
Traquair

'fiercely'

fought

the

admission

of

women

to

architecture at McGill at various times during his term as
Chair of Architecture from 1913 to 1939.4 For example, in
1929

the

Montreal

Women's

Club

requested

the

opening

of

architectural education to women; they were denied on the
grounds that the Department was already over-crowded and that
the

building

was

designed

exclusively

for

male

students.

There were no washroom facilities available for women and
these would be too expensive to add.5 In addition, Traquair
stated the following reasons:
Much architectural draughting is done at night, the main
3

Ramsay Traquair, "Women and Civilization," Atlantic
Monthly 131 (September 1923), 291.
4
For a history of Traquair see Isabelle Gournay, "The
First Leaders of McGill's School of Architecture: Stewart
Henbest Capper, Percy Nobbs, and Ramsay Traquair," SSAC
Bulletin 21 no. 3 (September 1996), 60-66, and Norbert
Schoenauer,
"McGill's
School
of
Architecture:
A
Retrospection," McGill: School of Architecture and Urban
Planning Prospectus (Montreal: McGill University, 1986), 913.
5
Annmarie Adams, "'Archi-ettes' in Training: The Admission
of Women to McGill's School of Architecture," SSAC Bulletin
21 no. 3 (September 1996), 70, and Margaret Gillet, We Walked
Very Warily: A History of Women at McGill (Montreal: Eden
Press, 1981, 319. Gillet emphasizes the irony of the worry
about washroom installation given that Architecture by this
time had been subsumed by the faculty of Engineering.
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drawing room being open until ten o'clock. The
responsibility for the maintenance of discipline in the
evening is assumed by the students themselves. If women
students were admitted, it would be necessary to provide
staff supervision during these evening periods, and
such supervision would require additional members of the
staff and put the school to extra expense for which it
has no funds.6
By March of 1937, when enrolment in architecture had dropped
from 37 to 27 male students,7 Traquair offered new excuses to
exclude women. He believed the presence of females in the
Department would distract the male students, and, as he had
stated in 1923, he maintained that women did not possess the
qualities of imagination to make good designers.8

Others in the Faculty held equally biased views. P. Roy
Wilson

contended

that

women

had

problems

visualizing

construction, especially on paper, and, that they could never
command
Chambers

the

respect

stressed

of

contractors

the

importance

or
of

workmen.
sex

Professor

segregation

suggesting that women would need their own drafting room, a
system,

he

understood,

to

have

been

successful

at

the

University of Pennsylvania.9 From information received from
Toronto's School of Architecture suggesting that women were
reported

to

have

trouble

obtaining

employment

after

graduation, Chambers had concluded that "for most people,
architecture [was] still a man's job."10
6

Ibid., 71.
Gillet, 319.
8
Adams, 72.
9
Ibid.
10
Adams, 71.
7

At a meeting of

5

December, 1937, the question of the advisability of the

admission of women came to full faculty discussion and the
problem of women's employment emerged. Although a consensus
of opinion against women working as principals within firms
existed, there was no general prejudice against women working
as assistants. In fact, it was accepted that women would be
suited to the detail work of drafting. The faculty decided
that the University could not be held responsible if women
experienced

difficulty

requirements

at

the

employment.11

gaining

in

fulfilling

undergraduate
Ultimately,

practical

level,
it

was

and

experience
later,

decided

on

in
the

grounds that, except for Harvard, Princeton and Yale, almost
all schools of architecture admitted women, and that it might
be harmful for McGill to refuse. That year, Arlene Scott and
Catherine

M.

Chard

were

the

first

women

to

enter

the

programme.12 At no point was it understood that women should
be granted admittance on the grounds of their own merit.

It has been suggested that the main reason for women's
acceptance to architecture at McGill was the drastic decline
in enrolment that occurred around this time.13 Low enrolment
continued due to the advent of World War II and there was
concern for a time that the Department might be closed, a
fact

11

that

must

have

encouraged

Gillet, 320-21.
Gillet, 321.
13
Adams, 72, and Schoenauer, 14.
12

the

acceptance

of

female

students.14

With

the

retirement

of

Traquair

6

and

the

introduction of a more liberal educational approach beginning
in 1941 under John Bland, the way was somewhat eased for
women. Bland introduced courses in housing design and [city]
planning,

areas

returning

war

that

he

veterans

believed
seeking

would

be

valuable

architectural

for

training.15

Blanche Lemco who entered the program in 1940 benefited from
Bland's new curriculum. And later, after specializing in city
planning

at

Harvard,

she

found

there

was

less

prejudice

against women in this new field.16 She completed a Master's
Degree in Urban Planning at the Graduate School of Design,
Harvard

University

in

1950.

During

her

career

Lemco

van

Ginkel participated in some of the most important planning
commissions in Montreal and in other cities.

Blanche Lemco was born in London, England, on December
14, 1923.17 She immigrated to Canada with her parents in 1938
and

completed

her

secondary

education

at

Westmount

High

School.18 She entered McGill's Bachelor of Architecture Degree
Programme

at

the

age

of

seventeen

and

proved

to

be

an

outstanding student, winning the Lieutenant Governor's Bronze
Medal and the McLennan Prize for the highest standing during
her last two years.
14

19

In addition, she had a class project

Schoenauer, 14.
Ibid.
16
Adams, [n. 25] 73.
17
CCA, "Biographical Notes, Blanche Lemco Van Ginkel."
18
Ibid.
19
Margaret Gillett, We Walked Warily: A History of Women
15

published

in

the

Journal

of

the

Royal

7

Architectural

Institute of Canada in 1942.20 Coming from England, where
women

had

participated

in

the

profession

of

architecture

since the end of the nineteenth century, Lemco van Ginkel had
no clear sense of the degree of discrimination against women
in Canadian Schools of architecture at the time. In her 1991
article on the history of women in architecture, Lemco van
Ginkel states:
As a student at McGill in the 1940's, I knew women had
not been admitted to the program until 1939. I
attributed this resistance to admitting women to
architecture to the social climate of Quebec, where my
mother could not sign a contract, and where women had
been disenfranchised until 1940...I discovered, only
much later, that although women had received a Canadian
degree in architecture since 1920, they experienced
great difficulty in entering the profession in Canada,
and their numbers were negligible (only five women were
registered in 1939).21

Lemco van Ginkel's academic successes at McGill led to
immediate work opportunities. In 1945, she was a planning
assistant for the Windsor Planning Commission, and, in 1946,
she was a manager in the Regina City Planning Committee.22 A
year later Lemco van Ginkel worked as an architect assistant

at McGill University, Montreal: Eden Press, 1981. Gillett
does not cite this information.
20
JRAIC 19 no. 2 (February 1942), 26. See Annmarie Adams,
"Building Barriers: Images of Women in Canada's Architectural
Press," RFR/DRF 23 no. 3 (1994), 23.
21
Blanche Lemco van Ginkel, "Slowly and Surely (and
Somewhat Painfully): More or Less the History of Women in
Architecture in Canada," SSAC Bulletin 17 no. 1 (March 1991),
6.
22
CCA, "Biographical Notes, Blanche Lemco van Ginkel."
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for the firm of Johnson and Crabtree, London, England.23 In
1948, she worked at the Atelier Le Corbusier in Paris

24

before returning to school for her Master's in City Planning
from Harvard University.25 During 1950, she worked in the
office of Mayerovitch and Bernstein in Montreal where she was
involved in housing and factory design26 and between 1951 and
1957

she

taught

architecture

and

city

planning

at

the

University of Pennsylvania.27 While at Pennsylvania, she won a
Grand Prix at the International Federation of Housing and
Town Planning Congress in Vienna in 1956.28

During the late 1950s to the mid-1970s, Lemco van Ginkel
was in partnership with her husband Daniel, at van Ginkel
Associates, Montreal.29 This was a time of tension in Canada
between the advancing claims of Modernism on the architecture
and planning of cities, and the recognition by both the
public

and

the

architectural

community

of

the

value

of

historic architecture that was quickly vanishing in Canadian

23

Ibid.
Ibid.
25
Ibid.
26
Canadian Centre for Architecture, The van Ginkel
Associates Archives.
27
"RAIC/IRAC communique," JRAIC 50 n. 588 (June 1973), 4.
28
Gillet, 326. There are few documentary sources in the
van Ginkel archive for this important period of Lemco van
Ginkel's development as an architect.
29
The problem of attribution for histories of partners in
design has been undertaken by Pat Armstrong in her work on
Charles and Ray Eames. As Lemco van Ginkel is living,
personal information can assist in the working out of such
problems.
24
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cities.30 The van Ginkel's work reflects this tension as they

accepted the tenets of Modernism while at the same time they
were

instrumental

in

the

process

of

preserving

historic

architecture. The van Ginkel Associates archive holds the
entire collection of records, plans and elevations, schedules
of weekly work, reports, and personal correspondence with
clients, a plethora of information dealing with their work in
housing design, public design and urban planning.31

II Van Ginkel Associates: 1957-1976

Blanche married H.P. Daniel van Ginkel in 1957 and the
couple established an architectural firm in Montreal that
year. Daniel van Ginkel shared a background in planning with
Blanche. After graduating from the Academy of Architecture
and

Applied

Arts

in

Holland

in

1942,

he

had

worked

in

reconstruction planning of towns in Holland that had been
flooded during the war.32 And, between 1946 and 1949, he had
been in charge of regional planning south of the Stockholm
Municipality in Sweden, where he had planned several towns.33
Later, Daniel worked in Ireland, and then in Amsterdam, where
he

established
30

a

private

office

in

architecture

and

For a discussion of the development of Modernism in
Canada and its massive changes on the appearance of cities,
see Harold Kalman, The History of Canadian Architecture, Vol.
2, Toronto: Oxford University Press,1995, 779-869.
31
The Van Ginkel Associates archive hold 1,239 drawings,
566 reproductions and 11 linear metres of textual materials.
32
CAC/27-A17-02, "Curriculum Vitae, H.P. Daniel van
Ginkel."
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planning.34 The van Ginkel's combined experience placed them

in an excellent position to establish an architectural and
planning firm and they ran a highly successful business in
Montreal

contributing

transportation

planning

to
in

building,
Montreal

urban
and

design,
other

and

cities

including New York and Winnipeg.35 The van Ginkels remained in
Montreal until 1976 except for a two-year period beginning in
1966, when they established a firm in Winnipeg.36

One of Lemco van Ginkel's initial major achievements was
the design of Bowring Park, St. John's Newfoundland between
1958 and 1959. The project included a pedestrian bridge for
which she won a Massey Medal awarded on October 29, 1964.37
The unique bridge of reinforced concrete is cantilevered,
with the load carried on a single support, and the lower
section including the steps, raised above the ground.38 In
1958, it was decided by the City of St. John's to expand the
original park that had become inadequate to handle as many as
10,000 people visiting on weekends. The additional 150 acres
included land from small estates, farms and woodlands; the
purpose was to retain the natural aspects of the landscape.
33

Ibid.
Ibid.
35
Canadian Encyclopaedia.
36
Van Ginkel Associates.
37
"Massey Medals 1964," JRAIC 41 no. 11 (November 1964),
35. Lemco van Ginkel was on of 18 Silver Medallists out of
the 96 finalists. The awards were presented in Ottawa by the
Right Honourable Vincent Massey with the Director of the
National Gallery, Dr. Charles Comfort presiding.
38
"Bridge in Bowring Park, St. John's, Newfoundland,"
34
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In the master plan, parking areas are located at entrances

to minimize traffic in the park. The major activity area
includes a swimming pool, a restaurant, an amphitheatre, a
band shell, a boating pond, and a playground and sports field
for children. The administration area includes administration
offices, workshop and storage buildings, a garage for park
vehicles, and greenhouses. Within the natural landscape, a
series of cultivated spaces were proposed, including a formal
garden and a rose garden, an area of fountains and pools, a
sculpture

court,

and

an

indigenous

rocks

area.39

The

van

Ginkel's obvious concern for the conservation of the natural
landscape would occur in subsequent urban planning during the
following decades when their firm would play a vital role in
architectural

conservation

and

inner

city

pedestrian

mall

Canada,

rapid

planning.

During

the

post-war

economic

boom

in

building in the Modern style caused massive changes in the
appearance

of

cities

in

Canada.40

Zoning

and

mapping

regulations (usually in grid systems) implemented in cities
years earlier, imposed rigid standards on individual building
sites and often failed to produce beneficial results for the
overall plan of cities. Zoning divided up cities according to
what use a building was to be put to, to protect public

JRAIC 41 no. 11 (November 1964), 131.
39
"Bowring Park," The Canadian Architect (July 1960), 69.
40
Kalman, 779.
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health, safety and general welfare.41 In many cities, zoning
had

the

effect

residential

of

evacuating

occupation

and

downtown

restricting

areas

housing

to

of

all

suburbs

that often did not provide sufficient services to residents.42
The system of separate work location and family location
resulted in expensive duel policing and servicing systems,
and high transportation and road maintenance costs.43 A major
problem

left

to

be

solved

by

the

urban

planner

was

the

problem of traffic congestion.

The method of grid mapping of cities, the laying out of
streets

to

intersect

rationalization

of

at

right

convenience

angles,
and

was

economy

based
of

on

the

utility

servicing.44 The grid method however practical, often resulted
in unimaginative, boxy cityscapes in the Modern period, with
little concern for inhabitants.45 Perhaps one of the most
destructive phases in Modern history was the introduction of
urban renewal schemes in which a city expropriates land for
wholesale

demolition

of

existing

houses,

stores

or

industries, and sells at a loss to real estate developers.
Such inhumane schemes, of which the Morgan Plan of 1958 is a
good

example,

have

upset

well-established

communities

and

destroyed architecturally important buildings.
41

Jonathan Barnett, Urban Design As Public Policy:
Practical Methods For Improving Cities (New York: McGrawHill, 1974, 31-43.
42
Ibid.
43
Ibid.
44
Ibid., 35.
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Three projects undertaken by the van Ginkel firm in the
early

1960's

would

have

profound

implications

for

the

preservation of historic architecture in Montreal, and in
relieving traffic congestion in the downtown area. Studies
completed

by

the

van

Ginkels

in

1960

and

1961

included

examining the traffic and warehousing problems of the Port of
Montreal,

for

the

Montreal

Port

Council,

and

downtown

transportation circulation and urban design of the central
area, for the Montreal Citizens Committee. And, in 1963, the
van Ginkels completed a study and plan for the rehabilitation
of the Old City of Montreal, for the City of Montreal.46 The
study of the Port of Montreal involved viewing the harbour in
relation to Old Montreal. As early as 1961, the van Ginkels
had

recognized

untouched

when

the

necessity

they

argued

of
that

leaving
an

Old

East-West

Montreal
Harbour

Expressway, a scheme that had been proposed earlier, would
"inevitably mutilate the old city."47 They recommended that
the

Port

property

be

redeveloped

as

it

served

a

vital

economic function in the city. In addition, they suggested
that the Old City should be reverted from its present state
as warehousing centre for the Port, to its original function
as a commercial and administrative centre.48 The van Ginkels
recommended
45

that

a

proper

authority

be

established

to

Ibid.
CCA, "Van Ginkel Associates Ltd., Summary of Works," iv.
47
Peter Collins, "Montreal Study Group," JRAIC 38 no. 1
(January 1961), 57.
46

expropriate
interested

property
in

and

land

rehabilitating

for

and

sale

to

maintaining
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Corporations
the

original

character of the Port and the Old City. Lemco van Ginkel
expressed her view of the project in Modernist terms, that
the

aesthetic

quality

of

the

Port

depended

upon

its

functional excellence: "[The Port is] not beautiful in terms
of design...but in terms of order. Perhaps brutal, but with a
grandeur of its own--the proper beauty of a working city."49
The

van

Ginkels

did

not

structures,

the

significant

architecture.

elevators

grain

should

be

include

elevators,
They

removed,

the
in

highly

their

recommended
beginning

hierarchy
that

a

functional
of

all

debate

the
that

continues to the present day.50

In November of the same year, the van Ginkels were hired
by the City Planning Department to complete a study of Old
Montreal.51
complete

The
and

intensive
made

many

study

took

important

eighteen

months

recommendations

to
for

preservation.52 For example, the major street structure would
be

maintained

without

widening

or

adding

streets;

wanton

destruction of buildings for parking lots would be outlawed;
only buildings that would harmonize with the old scheme would
48

Ibid.
Ibid.
50
Ibid.
51
CCA, "Letter to Mr. C.C. Lindsay, Land Surveyor, from
Blanche Lemco van Ginkel, Chair of the PQAA," 5 December
1963.
52
Peter Desbarats, "Drive Intensified To Save Oldest
Section Of City," The Montreal Star 14 September 1963, 43.
49

be

introduced

established

to

to

the

setting;

eliminate

zoning

vibrating

laws

would

machinery

from
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be

old

structures; parking lots would be eliminated and replaced
with

new

parking

buildings

and

underground

parking

in

outlying areas; and existing parking lots would be converted
into

gardens

or

rebuilt.53

One

of

the

van

Ginkel's

recommendations had been accepted by June of 1963 when a law
was passed prohibiting the erection of parking lots in the
Old City.54 And, by January of 1964, Old Montreal was declared
an

Historic

Site,55

a

designation

which

would

ensure

the

protection the van Ginkels had pressed for, for so long.

Interest in preservation was at a peek in Canada by
1963, especially in view of the upcoming World's Exposition
to be held in Montreal in 1967. The van Ginkel's were hired
as consultants in the initial planning phases of the site for
Expo 67, with Daniel as head planner. However, due to various
disputes, Daniel resigned on December 5, 1963.56 For several
years after, the van Ginkel accepted various commissions in
urban planning and design projects, including airports and a
college campus, both in other Canadian provinces and abroad.57
One of the most prestigious commissions obtained by the van
53

Ibid. See CCA, 27-A17-05 and 27-A17-06 for the van
Ginkel's extensive research material on this project.
54
Ibid.
55
CCA, "Research Notes," 27-A17-07.
56
CAC, "Letter of Resignation to the World Exposition
Corporation, from H.P. Daniel van Ginkel," 27-A17-02.
57
CCA, "Van Ginkel Associates Ltd., Summary of Works," ivv.
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Ginkels was a study of the Midtown Manhattan area for the

City of New York in 1969. They were hired as consultants to
make recommendations on traffic circulation, urban design and
transportation modes.58 The Midtown area had been over-built
in office buildings over several decades and had become one
of

the

largest

central

business

districts

in

the

United

States.59 After a year of intensive research the van Ginkels
published

their

illustrations

report,

show

"Movement

some

of

the

in

Midtown."

most

The

significant

recommendations to come out of the project.60 The five lanes
of Madison Avenue would be reduced to two traffic lanes;
pedestrian side walks would be widened and trees planted in
additional sidewalk space; a comprehensive traffic plan would
restrict heavy traffic away from areas of heavy pedestrian
use; kiosks, benches and bus shelters would be located along
the Avenue; all vehicles would eventually be restricted from
the Avenue to be replaced by a mini-bus system designed by
the van Ginkel firm, the Ginkelvan.61 Like the plan for Old
Montreal,

the

Madison

Avenue

plan

provided

an

excellent

solution for urban improvement without radical changes in the
environment

imposed

by

urban

renewal

projects.

Jonathan

Barnett praises the project in the following lines:
"Movement in Midtown" offered an incremental solution to
the problems of traffic reduction, goods movement, air
pollution, and the need for increased open space.
It was designed to be implemented in stages in
58

Ibid., v.
Barnett, 132.
60
Ibid.
61
Ibid., 132-136.
59
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conjunction with the introduction of new peripheral
highways and parking garages along both the East and
Hudson rivers; but it was not dependant on fancy new
technologies, or the disruption of existing business
districts and residential neighbourhoods. It made use of
existing urban space in a new way.62

Conclusion

The works presented here represent only a minor portion
of the archival material available for the van Ginkel firm.
However, they serve to illustrate the influence that Blanche
Lemco van Ginkel had as an architect to effect significant
change for the good of cities and especially for citizens.
Research

reveals

that

Blanche

Lemco

Van

Ginkel

entered

architecture at a time when women were a rarity in Canadian
architecture and enjoyed a highly successful career in the
male-dominated field of Canadian Architecture of the 1950s
into the 1970s. Annmarie Adams has noted that Lemco van
Ginkel was one of a few Canadian women who were exceptional
in

terms

of

their

"visibility"

in

the

profession.

For

example, in the Journal of the Royal Architectural Institute
of

Canada,

she

was

recognized

primarily

as

a

particular

'type' of woman who garnered many 'firsts' for women in her
career. In 1977, Lemco van Ginkel was appointed Dean of
Architecture at the University of Toronto, the first women in

62

Ibid., 135. For various reasons, the Midtown Manhattan
project was never realized.
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North America to hold such a position.63 In addition to this

important 'first' for women, Lemco van Ginkel was the first
woman to be appointed to the faculty of the University of
Pennsylvania, the first woman to be elected officer of the
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada in 1972, and the
first

woman

mentions

elected

many

of

fellow

Lemco

in

van

1973.64

Ginkel's

Also,
design

the
and

journal
research

projects, awards, and her participation on juries.65 Lemco van
Ginkel's influence extended beyond her architectural career
as she was to provide a unique role-model for female students
of architecture for many years as a professor and visiting
critic

at

universities,66

several

and

a

university

administrator.

Lemco van Ginkel has attributed this success, in part, to
her

chosen

field

of

specialization

in

city

planning,

a

relatively new field in which, in her view, there was less
prejudice against women.67 It should be noted, however, that
research conducted in the mid 1970's revealed that women were
highly

under-represented

universities,
63

and

were

in

subject

planning
to

departments

discrimination

in

at
the

Adams, 19.
Ibid.
65
Ibid.
66
CCA, "Biographical Notes, Blanche Lemco van Ginkel."
Lemco van Ginkel taught at the University of Pennsylvania,
Harvard, McGill, the University of Montreal and the
University of Toronto.
67
Annmarie
Adams,
"'Archi-ettes'
in
Training:
The
Admission of Women to McGill's School of Architecture," SSAC
Bulletin 21 no. 3 (September 1996), 71.
64

planning

field

behaviour.68

It

in

terms

of

is

possible

income
to

scales

speculate
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and

that

sexist

Lemco

van

Ginkel's position as principal of a firm in partnership with
her

husband

gave

her

an

advantage

over

other

women

in

obtaining prime contracts. However, many barriers existed for
every woman in the field of Canadian architecture, and it is
necessary to explore the reasons for this discrimination in
order to properly place Lemco van Ginkel's contribution into
context.

It

stereotypes

is

clear

during

the

that

the

nineteenth

emergence

of

sex

century

worked

to

role
the

disadvantage of women entering architecture in the 1940's in
Canada, and, discourse based on these stereotypes continued
to affect women in the field well into the twentieth century.
However, a careful assessment of the contribution of women
architects, such as Blanche Lemco van Ginkel, reveals that
women did overcome barriers and made important contributions
to the fields of architecture and planning.
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the syntax and measure of poor human prose
metaphor and metonymy in Kristeva’s semiotic order
…and who therefore ran through the icy streets obsessed with a sudden flash of the alchemy of the use of the ellipse the catalog the
meter & the vibrating plane, / who dreamt and made incarnate gaps in Time & Space through images juxtaposed, and trapped
the archangel of the soul between 2 visual images and joined the elemental verb and set the noun and dash of consciousness together
jumping with sensation of Pater Omnipotens Aeterna Deus / to recreate the syntax and measure of poor human prose and stand
before you speechless and intelligent and shaking with shame, rejected yet confessing out the soul to conform to the rhythm of thought
in his naked and endless head…(Ginsberg 19-20)
But it suffices to listen to poetry, which Saussure was certainly in the habit of doing, for a polyphony to be heard and for it to
become clear that all discourse is aligned among the several staves of a musical score (Lacan 146).
Indifferent to language, enigmatic and feminine, this [semiotic] space underlying the written is rhythmic, unfettered, irreducible to its
intelligible verbal translation; it is musical, anterior to judgment, but restrained by a single guarantee: syntax (Kristeva 29).

In its grammatic display of metaphor and metonymy, Allen Ginsberg’s ode to the
Beat Generation, “Howl,” illustrates some of the formative processes of Kristeva’s notion
of the semiotic chora and echoes her postulation of poetic language’s capability to initiate
aesthetic revolt. Kristeva’s idea, that poetry helps us to resist the authority that certain
philosophies of language hold over linguistic discourse, is necessary because this
authoritative “thinking points to a truth, namely, that the kind of activity encouraged and
privileged by (capitalist) society represses the process pervading the body and the
subject, and that we must therefore break out of our interpersonal and intersocial
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experience if we are to gain access to what is repressed in the social mechanism: the
generation of signifiance” (18). Subjectivity, in a capitalist system of discourse,
prioritizes the materiality of structures. It assigns value based on phallic representations
of social mechanisms—that which can be commodified and reproduced dominates that
which is seen as merely personal or unique. Society represses the active body and
recognizes it only as a placeholder in signifying practices. Because of this privileging of
capitalist discursive structures, Kristeva aims to supplement these structures with her
theories of semiotic signification. Primarily amongst the signifiance-generating structures
are the concepts of metaphor and metonymy. Metaphor, the linguistic element that
provides semantic and imagistic cohabitation by hoisting one term up by another through
an equalizing shift in meaning, lies at the forefront of poetic reasoning and is
consequently (or perhaps subsequently) regarded as fundamental to discursive
articulation; that is, metaphor remains an elevated structure upon which both poetry and
prose cast their aspirations. But how does metaphor work?
Lacan claims that
[m]etaphor’s creative spark does not spring forth from the juxtaposition of two images, that is, of two
equally actualized signifiers. It flashes between two signifiers, one of which has replaced the other by
taking the other’s place in the signifying chain, the occulted signifier remaining present by virtue of its
(metonymic) connection to the rest of the chain (148).

In this sense, the metaphoric process is one of synaptic resonance; neither the signifier nor
its replacement does the semantic work. It is between the terms that transformation occurs. In
Ginsberg’s text, for example, when the narrator exclaims “Moloch whose mind is pure
machinery!” (21), the change from the Hebrew deity who demands child sacrifices to an
image of perfect mechanization is crystallized by the present tense verb “is” which catalyzes
the connection between the two. Additionally, as one signifier becomes another, as Moloch’s
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mind becomes pure machinery, each term stands in for the chain of the (w)hole in metonymic
displacement. Inherent in the verb, “become” incorporates the movement of the part into
the (w)hole; “be-come” juxtaposes two states, one of existence, one of entry (as opposed to
“be-get,” which combines existence and receipt), and demonstrates the possibility for
extraction just as it offers incorporation. Because each signifier is itself ultimately made of
semes, units of meaning, which can be then broken down into phonemes, units of sound,
none can be considered unities unto themselves. Concordantly, metaphor takes on the same
configurations. Because the elements of the metaphor, namely the two signifiers which
initiate its beginning and end, are only constitutive parts, either of which stands in for the
other in the metaphor’s chain of signification, both are metonymies representative of that
chain. In fact, the metaphor exists because of the metonymic chain of signification.
Metaphor and metonymy co-exist in synchronic and diachronic planes. The synchronic, or
timeless, dimension houses the metonymy, while the diachronic houses the metaphor.
Together, the two planes illustrate the movement of metaphor and metonymy through
time—the diachronic, the snapshot of metaphor, and the synchronic, the chain of
metaphors in metonymy.
Lacan draws the metonymic function to its tenable end: that in the process of
signification, along its chain, the metaphoric signifier invokes its semantic opposite.
Eventually, all signifiers must reach this point, and this function coincides with the Freudian
concept of negation that proposes a conscious inversion of unconscious wishes. Freud
explains that “[n]egation is a way of taking account of what is repressed; indeed, it is actually
a removal of the repression, though not, of course, an acceptance of what is repressed”
(214). Through negation, the subject denies the generative processes at work in his body,
thus confirming their existence. Linguistically, the signifier must incorporate that which it
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wishes to deny: an answer of “no” must include an understanding of “yes,” a statement of
truth must acknowledge the possibility of falsity. Lacan follows this argument to his concept
of the Name-of-the-Father1, the patriarchal signifier that establishes the individual subject as
conversant in the symbolic order, the realm of social language (in Saussurian terms, Langue2).
He makes his point clearly:
Thus it is between a man’s proper name qua signifier and the signifier that metaphorically abolishes it
that the poetic spark is produced, and it is all the more effective here in bringing about the
signification of paternity in that it reproduces the mythical event through which Freud reconstructed
the path along which the mystery of paternity advances in the unconscious of every man (149).

In invoking Freud’s patriarchal theory espoused in Totem and Taboo, wherein the jealous sons
kill their father in order to appropriate his power, Lacan insists that the metaphor, in the
inclusion of its opposite, firmly entrenches the signifier in the symbolic order. Because the
unconscious wish to be-come the other motivates both the psychoanalytic subject and the
symbolic process of signification, the name as signifier, as metaphor, uses negation to
implicate itself in paternal sin; that is, what the sons inherit from their father is not only his
power, but also his guilt. This linguistic guilt, or burden, is carried by the signifier-inmetaphor and is transferred along the chain of signification through metonymy. Kristeva
argues that this patriarchal schema is not enough to account for the generation of
signifiance.
This linking of signification to symbolic structures invites Kristeva to apply her
theory of the semiotic function in signification because the symbolic does not account for
the necessary poetic freedom that must be engendered to initiate her idea of revolution.
While signification may occur in the symbolic realm, it requires a generative process to
produce the conditions under which signification can occur. In the operations of
1

Lacan, Jacques. The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis. Harmondsworth: Peregrine Books,
1986.
2
De Saussure, Ferdinand. Course in General Linguistics. Chicago: Open Court, 1986.
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condensation and displacement wherein subjects sublimate their day residues into dream
thoughts by selective processes that combine, condense, and juxtapose images into
narratives3, there is a correlative relationship to metaphor and metonymy. As the subject’s
drives (in Freudian terms, Triebe) articulate themselves through processes of psychosomatic
operations, particularly in the body’s erogenous zones, the energy expended modulates itself
according to similar metonymic rules. Kristeva explains,
Connections or functions are thereby established between these discrete marks which are based on
drives and articulated according to their resemblance or opposition, either by slippage or by
condensation. Here we find the principles of metonymy and metaphor indissociable from the drive
economy underlying them (28).

The drive economy, in this sense, maps onto the signifying process in an articulatory dance.
Ginsberg illustrates this movement in “Howl” and emphasizes its bodily and significatory
connection as his narrator describes he “…who dreamt and made incarnate gaps in Time &
Space through images juxtaposed, and trapped the archangel of the soul between 2 visual
images and joined the elemental verbs and set the noun and dash of consciousness
together…”(20). By dreaming, the figure opens itself to metonymic signification. In that
dreamspace, the figure’s body moves and re-moves the signifying process, resulting in bodily
metaphors and syntactic configurations. In the narrator’s flowing description of “the best
minds of [her] generation,” she invokes the bond between the body’s activities and the
mind’s expansions while explaining that this bond is a launching point for the subject’s
cosmological productivity as well as a foundation from which his language emerges. To be
able to join elemental verbs and set the noun and dash of consciousness together is
equivalent to situating signification within the phenomenological subject’s body. It is
equivalent to situating language as body, body as metaphor, and mind as endless metonymy.
Kristeva continues,
3

Freud, Sigmund. Interpretation of Dreams. New York: Avon Books, 1969.
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Although we recognize the vital role played by the processes of displacement and condensation in the
organization of the semiotic, we must also add to these processes the relations (eventually represented
as topological spaces) that connect the zones of the fragmented body to each other and also to
“external” “objects” and “subjects” which are not yet constituted as such. This type of relation makes
it possible to specify the semiotic as a psychosomatic modality of the signifying process; in other words,
not a symbolic modality but one articulating (in the largest sense of the word) a continuum: the
connections between the (glottal and anal) sphincters in (rhythmic and intonational) vocal
modulations, or those between the sphincters and family protagonists, for example (28-9).

Not only do condensation/metaphor and displacement/metonymy signify within the body,
they also structure relationships between the subject and his environment in a pre-symbolic
and continuous fashion. As a child learns to relate to himself as a self and objects as others,
his semiotic capacities forge a pathway to symbolic language. In the metonymic twists of
signification, it is this function that must occur before the metaphor of subject→body or
subject→name can come into play in the realm of the symbolic.
Because the semiotic realm takes as its content matter the raw data of subjective
energy and fashions it according to the body’s drives through the pulsative nature of the
chora—the system of ordering which appears and disappears, leaving only traces of itself
which can later be seen through the lens of the symbolic—it resembles structuralist linguistic
methods. Kristeva contends that it is the postulation of a (w)hole—whole in the sense of
total, hole in the sense of totality’s impossibility—uniform subject who arises from the
family milieu of the oedipal triangle that distances the symbolic order from linguistic theory,
since the symbolic does not account for pre-oedipal structuration in the same manner that
linguistics accounts for pre-syntactical operations. She argues,
In our view, structuralist linguistic theories come closer to the semiotic than to what we shall call the
symbolic, which, dependent as it is on a punctual ego, appears in propositions. Structural linguistics,
operating on phonological propositions or on the two axes of metaphor and metonymy, accounts for
some (though not all) of the articulations of what we have called the semiotic (41).

The “subject in process/on trial” is deemed such because it never emerges as a static, fully
actualized entity. It is always (already) undergoing processes of significatory transformation,
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evidenced by the division between the speaking subject and the subject of enunciation4—the
first a conglomeration of fragments that do not add up to a (w)hole, and the latter the result
of that non-position, the positing of an “I” which is only metaphorically related to the
speaking subject but necessary for self-reference. The key point about the two subjective
positions is that the “I” who speaks is infinitely distanced from the “I” who is spoken. In
this sense, the category of subject in process recognizes this split and attempts to account for
its complication. It is this subject in process that Kristeva prefers when she claims that the
symbolic depends too heavily on a “punctual ego,” one which arrives with the subject’s entry
into the symbolic order. In structural linguistics, with its articulations of signification along
ever-developing axes of metaphor and metonymy, the correlation with the semiotic is much
more evident, as the semiotic operates through the ever-generating chora which condenses
and displaces energy in similar dynamic processes. To establish this connection more
concretely, we can turn to Jakobson’s analysis of the poetic function.
The poetic function “projects the principle of equivalence from the axis of selection
into the axis of combination” (Jakobson 155). The axes of selection and combination
correspond to the axes of metaphor and metonymy, respectively. This function uses poetic
devices to shift linguistic emphasis from the content (selection/metaphor) of signification to
the form (combination/metonymy). In doing this, the poetic function highlights the links
between elements in the signifying process, just as the semiotic realm highlights the links
between the fragmented zones of the subject in process’s body. An illustration of the similarity
between structural linguistics and the semiotic can be seen in “Howl” when the narrator
describes the articulatory process as one which attempts “…to recreate the syntax and
measure of poor human prose and stand before you speechless and intelligent and shaking
4

Lacan, Jacques. The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis. Harmondsworth: Peregrine Books,
1986.
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with shame, rejected yet confessing out the soul to conform to the rhythm of thought in his
naked and endless head,” (20). The recreation of prose corresponds to the linguistic
necessity of synchronic and diachronic coordination; the speechless, intelligent, shameful
stance alludes to pre-oedipal configurations; and the confession conforming to the rhythm
of thought articulates the semiotic.
In this sense and others, as we’ve already begun to see, “Howl” embodies several of
the semiotic realm’s crucial aspects. Its most obvious affinity springs from its forceful
rhythm, which is composed not only of the poem’s exterior form as a string of relative
clauses, but also internally through word choice and placement. The poem begins with a
declarative statement, a sentence that unites the poem’s themes and also causes their
reflexivity. Its rhythm is dogmatically straightforward, like the marching band that
inaugurates the chaos of the game to follow. The narrator says, unblinkingly, “I saw the best
minds of my generation destroyed by madness” (9). Simple enough. After that, however, the
poem takes flight into clouds of sound, beginning with the iambic and trochaic pattern of
“starving hysterical naked”(9), where the rhythm sandwiches the trochee between two iambs.
This sort of entry into the poem marks an important manifestation of the linguistic and
psychoanalytic ideas we’ve been tracing. The poem opens with a solidly symbolic statement.
Not only is a basic sentence formed (/subject/ /verb/ /object/), a seeing, knowing subject
is posited. This subject is almost Cartesian in its fullness—it sees the destruction of the best
minds; it knows what madness is and looks like. This “I” is an “eye.” This full subject,
however, appears and then immediately slides under a barrage of language. In the chain of
the poem (one long sentence followed by intermediary exclamations, followed by a cyclical
refrain), the I/eye announces itself, disappears for 1,526 words (in the extended sentence)
and then reappears as only possibly having had a vision, then disappears again, making its
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final appearance in the sentence and the section as an I/eye who is not safe. This sliding of
the I/eye is a necessary aspect of the poem’s rhythm as it creates and re-creates a space for
continuous signification similar to the semiotic chora. The I/eye is never the same, is always
undergoing metaphoric development. As the sentence continues, as the poem moves
forward, the I/eye becomes less stable, more susceptible to the metonymic changes in the
text. These changes, linked by syntactic clause formation, sustain the poem’s rhythm in a
pulsative repetition of the relative pronoun “who,” which further implicates the I/eye in the
question of subjective productivity. Who are these figures? Who is speaking? Who is being
described? Who belongs to this body? Additionally, the string of relative clauses that make
up the remainder of the sentence flow toward one another in waves of lengthy, yet accurate
syntax. Each clause wave, though identical in form, displays a unique mixture of significatory
prowess. Each clause describes a different figure whose prominence helps to embody the
subject of the poem. From “angelheaded hipsters” to the “heart of the poem of life,” these
figures represent the metaphor that subsumes the I/eye.
The complex metaphors that constitute the poem also complicate its subjectivity.
The I/eye who stands in for the narrator is just one figure in a crowd of polyphonous
bodies, each body entwined with the others in a signifying performance. These figures can
be seen as representative of the fragmented zones of the subject in process’s body, each
connected to the rest in semiotic structuration and metonymic signification. Ginsberg writes,
…who burned cigarette holes in their arms protesting the narcotic tobacco haze of Capitalism, / who
distributed Supercommunist pamphlets in Union Square weeping and undressing while the sirens of
Los Alamos wailed them down, and wailed down Wall, and the Staten Island ferry also wailed, / who
broke down crying in white gymnasiums naked and trembling before the machinery of other
skeletons, / who bit detectives in the neck and shrieked with delight in policecars for committing no
crime but their own wild cooking pederasty and intoxication, / who howled on their knees in the
subway and were dragged off the roof waving genitals and manuscripts,…(13)
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As these figures protest or weep or tremble or bite or howl their way through the poem, they
give shape to the body they become. In Kristeva’s words, they “underscore the limits of
socially useful discourse and attest to what it represses: the process that exceeds the subject
and his communicative structures” (16). Because this polyphony is both poetically necessary
and socially impossible, it illuminates the limits of symbolic discourse while spotlighting the
significatory excess that emerges from metonymic syntax. There is always more in the
signifier than one can see. The goal must be to acknowledge the semantic overflow by
attending to the signifying process that produces it. Kristeva continues to explain that “[t]his
heterogeneous process, neither anarchic, fragmented foundation nor schizophrenic blockage,
is a structuring and de-structuring practice, a passage to the outer boundaries of the subject and
society. Then—and only then—can it be jouissance and revolution” (17). The excess of
signification that obtains from metonymic displacement pushes at the boundaries of the
subject while simultaneously re-designing the subject’s composition. Because the symbolic
realm does not feature such a practice, it cannot engender the space necessary for
jouissance—the unfettered pleasure of existence—nor can it help foster the environment
needed for revolution. In the case of Ginsberg’s I/eye, such jouissance can be seen in its
multifaceted subjectivity, in its ability to morph into whatever poetic in-stance it must
occupy, however duplicitously and temporary. The revolutionary capability espoused by the
I/eye is exactly in that nature, that ability to escape the punctual constraints of symbolic
conformation. Poetry depends on just this sort of semiotic tool.
The role of language in poetry is not only to magnify subjective structures and
produce the rhythm by which poems are recognizable, but also to design the semiotic
structures that promote the subject’s entry into the social realm of the symbolic order while
still challenging that realm. Because the semiotic is a generative space that, over time,
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concretizes linguistic pathways so that the speaking subject can participate in society, it
corresponds to rules similar to those of grammar. Over time, the subject’s semiotic, through
the incessant pulsing of the chora, trains energy surges to flow in certain specific directions.
For example, a certain drive comes to represent a certain need like hunger. At first, this
energy flow articulated by a drive is not recognizable as a specific and recurring urge; the
subject, namely the infant, responds to every urge in the same manner (and in some cases, an
urge is not necessary to elicit this response) by crying. As the child matures, his responses
begin to differentiate according to his need—he has a different cry for exhaustion, physical
discomfort, and hunger that his caretaker comes to recognize. These are the child’s first
steps toward communication. The same can be said of learning grammar. First, basic
syntactical patterns are laid down (These patterns are learned unconsciously. A child cannot
explain why words must be presented in a certain order), followed by more intricate
structuration. This system of rules makes it possible for subjects to speak to one another as
well as narrate texts. In the last set of clauses from “Howl” that we examined, we can see
grammatic structures at work. The first clause begins with a basic pattern of /reflexive
pronoun/ /verb/ /object/. The second varies this pattern slightly by adding an adjective to
the object. The third modifies the verb with an adverb and uses a gerund as object. The
fourth goes back to the original pattern. The fifth uses a prepositional phrase as object.
These slight but important deviations fortify the resemblance between the shifting chora
which helps to stabilize semiotic pathways and the syntactic rules which have some
flexibility, but which stabilize the grammar of the text.
Kristeva explains that the symbolic realm must be supplemented by the semiotic. In
doing this, Kristeva opens a developmental space that precedes signification on the
necessarily patriarchal and subsequently limited foundations of Lacan’s symbolic schema. As
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we’ve seen, the parallels between metaphor and metonymy in the semiotic realm and in
“Howl” display their signifying processes. What remains to be investigated is the
supplementary nature of the semiotic and its linguistic equivalent. We’ve touched upon the
supplementary nature of the signifier; that is, we’ve seen that the signifier produces an excess
that lends significatory potential in subjectivity and proves the necessity of a developmental
space where this excess can flourish. Kristeva posits that
…we are designating a new object—the semiotic—which is irreducible to the noetico-noematic layers
on which phenomenology and its semiological or semantic derivatives operate. It thereby becomes
possible to disclose a fundamental stage—or region—in the process of the subject, a stage that is
hidden by the arrival of signification, in other words, by the symbolic (40).

As the subject enters the symbolic realm, his communicative skills revolve primarily around
language. Words come to stand in for things perceived by the senses. Meaning is firmly
nailed to linguistic syntax and grammar. The formative processes that compose the preoedipal subject, however, are neglected. Kristeva describes the semiotic as a space that “…is
articulated by flow and marks: facilitation, energy transfers, the cutting up of the corporeal
and social continuum as well as that of signifying material, the establishment of
distinctiveness and its ordering in a pulsative chora, in a rhythmic but nonexpressive totality”
(40). The difference between the semiotic and the symbolic realms is not that the two are
antithetical, but that the symbolic order’s dependence on the necessarily male oedipal triad
of mother, father, son leaves the question of subjectivity to be answered in a traditionally
male discourse. Kristeva dubs this philosophic posture of male capitalist privilege in the
human and language sciences as necrophiliac. These discursive inquiries attempt to research
their subjects by examining the fixed remains of their wished-for presence in a purely
archeological fashion. In the case of philosophies of language, the conclusions drawn there
have situated the cart before the horse; there can be no subject before its formative
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production. “The semiotic is thus a modality” Kristeva explains, “of the signifying process
with an eye to the subject posited (but posited as absent) by the symbolic” (41). The subject
is absent not only because it is always already in process (always be-coming, never be-come),
but also because, in the symbolic there is no account (other than the oedipal myth) of how it
got there; that is, the symbolic focuses on the position of the subject in signification, but not
its position qua its own body.
In “Howl,” as we’ve already seen, Ginsberg’s narrative re-bodies the poem. The goal
is to detach the language from the archeology of an arguably mythical past—mythical
because it assumes a phenomenological present—and re-attach it to the bodies in which it
circulates. The narrator evidences this as she ducks and weaves her way through the poem,
stopping occasionally to register her own questionable individuality amongst the throng of
bodies that form the poem whose title alone is not merely a remainder from some uncertain
past, but a sound that is as much movement as it is stasis. Jakobson designates the poetic
function as a device which considers the form of the text, not only in light of its content, but
also in spite of it. A necessary tension results from the positioning of the form and content
and casts a greater semiological shadow on the poem as a communicative text. Through the
technique of dominance—the foregrounding of one poetic element over others in an effort
to defamiliarize (make new and strange) the subject matter—the subject is further backlit
and exposed to semiotic transformation. Jakobson explains that
[t]he dominant may be defined as the focusing component of a work of art: it rules, determines, and
transforms the remaining components. It is the dominant which guarantees the integrity of the
structure
The dominant specifies the work. The specific trait of bound language is obviously its
prosodic pattern, its verse form. It might seem that this is simply a tautology: verse is verse. However,
we must constantly bear in mind that the element which specifies a given variety of language
dominates the entire structure and thus acts as its mandatory and inalienable constituent dominating
all the remaining elements and exerting direct influence upon them5 (82).
5

Jakobson, Roman. “The Dominant.” Readings in Russian Poetics: Formalist and Structuralist Views.
Chicago: Dalkey Archive P, 2002.
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These processes of poetic construction and interpretation elucidate Kristeva’s assertion of
the semiotic realm’s participation in signification. Without the form, the content is
meaningless. This holds true for both subjects in process and poetry, and is yet another
example of poetic language’s revolutionary power. Because “Howl” is a rhythmic movement,
both phonetically and phonologically, it sets a tone of multiplicity in the poem. This
multiplicity, in the form of significatory excess, raises the poem from the status of everyday
communication to that of metaphoric signifiance. Only in a poem such as “Howl” can we
see the productive force of linguistic freedom at work. Only in a presentation of symbolic
ambiguity and excess can we see the necessity for a more dynamic schema. The metonymic
process at work in the semiotic encourages an interpretation of parallel structures in poetic
language as empowering to aesthetic revolution. By positing the subject as an everdeveloping entity functioning under the rubric of symbolic language but evolving
continuously in an attempt to accurately situate itself in the infinite positionality of its own
body, the discourse of subjectivity is comprehensively widened. No longer are subjects
confined to social placement in false notions of presence. Under Kristeva’s linguistic
schema, the excess of signification signals the possibility for jouissance. It is this possibility
that evokes revolution.

1

Stretching the Phone Lines: Ideology in Radio Talk Show Hosts’ Advice-Giving
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Abstract
Through a discourse analysis approach, this paper examines the conversations
in two call-in radio shows, focusing on the advice-giving interaction between two
American radio psychologists and their callers. Many investigations of the
discussions in call-in radio shows have looked at the organization, linguistic
features and accommodations, and interaction patterns (Al-Khatib, 1995; Hutchby,
1991, 1995, 1998; Shaapuni, 1989). However, few examine how hosts’ and
callers’ ideologies affect the interaction and how those ideologies are
conceptualized in the conversation. Furthermore, there has been little
documentation of the interaction in the call-in shows that frames callers’ private
issues as the center of discussion and entertainment. This study looks at how
ideology of participants in call-in shows affects interaction by comparing the turns
of two hosts in popular radio call-in shows. Topics of the conversations are
related to things that could happen in everyday lives, such as marriage crises,
sibling quarrels, and rebellious teenagers.
The data collected for this study were from two radio call-in shows, Dr. Laura
and Dr. Joy Browne webcast live on WBTZ, The Talk Station on October, 11,
2002. The transcripts of both shows were composed of conversations between Dr.
Laura and thirteen callers and conversations between Dr. Joy Browne and ten
callers.
In the two particular call-in radio shows analyzed in this study, both explicit
and implicit ideological meanings seemed to appear in the hosts’ extended turns,
in which the hosts usually exaggerated the callers’ problems or created imagined
or inferred scenarios in order to convince callers. Since the hosts have to develop
an interpretation of, and viewpoints toward, each caller’s questions or problems, it
is hypothesized that the hosts tend to convince or lead callers in certain directions
based on their ideologies or judgments. This paper will focus on the analysis of
the hosts’ extended turns. In addition, the discourse structure of these two call-in
shows will also be examined, and implications will be drawn.
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Abstract:
In May 1958 the Philips Corporation unveiled its contribution to the 1958 World
Exposition in Brussels: a multimedia spectacle designed to showcase how the corporation's
technological products could be used in the making art. The Philips team of engineers
invited the architect Le Corbusier to design the Pavilion where the spectacle would be held;
Corbusier then invited Edgar Varèse to write the accompanying musical score, Philippe
Agostini to arrange the film, and Iannis Xenakis to assist in designing the Pavilion building.
Corbusier dubbed the piece Poème Électronique.
The commission gave Varèse the opportunity to realize his lifelong dream of
working with sound resources beyond those of the traditional orchestral instruments. He
had already written an instrumental piece (Deserts) which contained a "concréte" tape
segment, but the Poème would be his first written purely for pre-recorded media. In its final
form, the musical composition would be played synchronously while a "scripted" sequence
of colored lights and images set in film was projected onto the hyperbolic paraboloid
surfaces which shaped the Pavilion's peculiar architecture.
While scholars have considered the Pavilion in terms of its place in architectural
history, and while music scholars have considered ways of analyzing the piece as a piece of
electroacoustic music, little attention has been devoted to the work as a piece of multimedia
encompassing the varied genres of art displayed within the Pavilion. This research paper
attempts to rectify the situation by incorporating the views of film theories of Hans Eisler,
Sergei Eisenstein, and Theodor Adorno, thus essentially reading the music of Poème
Électronique as a film score, as it was presented in the Pavilion. In particular, Eisenstein
advised against the “adhesion of sound” to the visual image, but rather favored a
juxtaposition, an “orchestral counterpoint” of visual and aural images. Such an attempt is
inspired by our knowledge that Varèse was interested in film, that he was familiar with the
cinematic techniques, and that he was interested in working on relating film and music in
new and interesting ways. This attempt also takes its cue from the recent work of Nicholas
Cook, who uses the term "synaesthesia" to frame the discourse on the relationship between
sound and image.
The material of Poème's music, a mix of sonorific "found sound objects" and
synthesized sounds, problematizes its relationship to the image show even further.
Electroacoustic music does not reside in the memory well, and listeners often respond to
electronic music by describing what real-life sounds they can identify, and less how sound
develops over time, despite Pierre Schaeffer’s assertion that concréte sounds can be
abstracted from their original sources. The visual image only compounds the problem in that
viewers are more likely to privilege the information they see on a screen over what they hear
from loudspeakers.
The other problem deals with the lack of synchronicity: though both Le Corbusier
and Varèse were aware that the image sequence and the music were both precisely 480
seconds long, each worked independently of each other due to haphazard schedules on
behalf of both parties. For this reason, it is hard to determine whether the viewer in the
Pavilion would have understood the music to be the driving force behind the image

sequence, or vice versa, or a combination of the two, or neither. Furthermore, I propose that
the haphazardness of the correlation between the film and music lends itself not so much to
Eisenstein’s oppositional aesthetics, but rather to Eco’s aesthetics of the “open work,”
whereby the reader of the work creates an unlimited number of associations inside and
outside of the work. This I argue despite the fixed-media non-improvisatory nature of the
piece. The conclusion suggests that the piece ultimately succeeds because of the lack of
marriage between film and music. The discombobulation and bombardment of strange
music and strange images that viewers experienced in the Pavilion gave the work a sense of
energy and a sense of purpose that might not have existed if the plans for synchronization
actually went through.
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Abstract
Sightseeing is a typical ritual for the modern tourist. It has defined a method of travel that has
perpetuated behavioral practices attached to the act of seeing. Responding to this occularcentric
patterning, markers such as signs, pictures, postcards, images, etc. which visually document
experience have become the dominant physical language typical of touristic environments.
Architecturally, this tourist culture is manifested in a marker-architecture that has identified the
role of a building as both sign and space. However, the capacity for architecture to act as an
informational apparatus is rarely extended beyond the visual expression of a building as billboard.
As purely visual information, this limits the ability for architecture to convey information that is
three dimensional, multi sensorial, and constantly changing over time. Through the development
of a design proposition, I will argue for an improved marker-architecture that spatially,
experientially, and interactively responds to the relationships between tourists, information,
architecture, time, and space.
The design proposal is for a visitor’s center at the pedestrian entry to the active eruption site in
the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. The site presents volatile conditions at both the human and
geologic scales of time and space. In effect, ideas of the marker are framed within an
environment of flux. How can built edifice both accommodate and measure the transformations of
the physical environment through time? How can these measurements be made legible through
an architectural language? How can the implied permanence of marking be re-envisioned as a
continuously evolving process of stasis, yield, and transformation in architecture?

Abstract:

“From Text Selection to CCIP Certification: Learning the Essentials of How
to Create Your Business French Course”
Thomas M. Hines, Samford University, Birmingham, Alabama
This talk will address the issue of how to set up a viable French for Business course at the
college and/or university level. One of the most demanding tasks that faces the beginning or
inexperienced instructor in this field is the choice of an appropriate text. To help surmount this
obstacle, we will propose a list of criteria that can be applied to text selection and thereby meet
reasonable goals of student performance. Since many Business French textbooks are now
structured in accordance with the CCIP (Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie de Paris)
certification standards, the nature of these examinations will be analyzed in relation to text
selection. In addition, we will also present an overview of relevant training opportunities for
those instructors whose knowledge of the Francophone business world is relatively limited. This
talk will be supplemented by handouts that offer an assessment of selected Business French
textbooks, sample CCIP test questions, as well as other material that can be useful in presenting
an authentic picture of the intercultural dynamics of doing business in a French-speaking world.
Intended audience: college and university professors who are currently teaching or who plan to
teach a course in Business French.
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Works of North, Central and South American poets as diverse in
style, time and place as Pablo Neruda, Robert Service,
Jorge Luis Borges, Sylvia Plath, Alfonso Reyes, Robert Frost,
José Hernández, May Sarton, José Martí, Langston Hughes,
Carlos Pellicer, Walt Whitman, Atahualpa Yupanqui and many
others, reveal remarkably similar expressions of landscape and
the Americans’ relationship with it.
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The Language of the Minoans

Up to the present time, there has been no thorough attempt to trace the connections between
Minoan and Proto Indo-European (PIE); attempts at decipherment have either worked
synchronically (from variations on Semitic, Hittite, Luwian or Greek), or diachronically from a
later language such as Lycian. This paper attempts to rectify this situation. Experimental
readings are given, along with an elementary grammar and sound rules which connect the
language to PIE.

As shown comprehensively by David W. Packard in Minoan Linear A, most Linear A syllable
signs can be read sensibly with Linear B values. One value he did not include are L 88 = dju.
Evidence for L 88 = dju includes the alternation between Tetu (HT 7, 13, and 85) and Te.88 (HT
8 and 98), both recurring with a form of the name Teki.

L. R. Palmer showed in 1965 that the goddess-title Jasasarame made sense if seen as a variant of
Hittite Ishasarasmis, my Lady. (The word also appears several times as Jasasara, the Lady,
without the enclitic -me.) He and later would-be decipherers did not get much further, due to an
inability to see the connections between Minoan and PIE directly.

A few sample readings that show the nature of the language follow:

PK Za16 (the corner of a libation table):

tosa pureja
so many offerings (for pureja, cf phoros)

PR Za1 (on a libation table):
Tanasu teke Setoija Asasarame
Tanasu established (cf. theke) (this table) at Setoia (Sitia), o my Lady.

PK Za11, an incomplete inscription:
Atanodjuwae adikitete [..]
O, Sun Goddess (cf. Luwian astanus=sun, djuwaja = PIE *deiuih2), you were wronged (cf.

adikeomai)
piteri akoane
You are persuaded (cf. peitho) by the assembly (cf. agon)
Asasarame unarukanati
My Lady appears in a dream (cf. onar = dream, gignomai=to be born or appear)

Atana potnia appears to be the Mycenaean attempt to translate Atanodjuwaja, or Athena. A
Minoan description as osuqare, appears related to her festival, Skira, or the vine branches or
oschai which were waved by young men during that festival. A stone ladle from Troullos, TL
Za1, reads in part as follows:

Atanodjuwaja osuqare Jasasarame unaka [faded] nama siru[...]
The sun goddess [of the Skira], the Lady [appeared in] a dream....
The last part of this inscription would appear to be Ipinama sirute, or the One of strong name
(Iphi-nama) was dragged away (if sirute comes from the same root as seira, cord to drag away an
enemy). This and other inscriptions place Atanodjuwaja in parallel with Jasasara; Athena is “the
Lady.”

The following sound change conventions show the relationship of Minoan to PIE, Hittite /
Luwian, and Greek:
a. The PIE o-colored laryngeal h3 develops into “u” rather than “o” - as in the totaling word
ku-lo (Greek holon) which occurs on too many Minoan tablets to list. This also occurs in such
words as u-na-ka-na-si (Greek oneiros + (gi)gnasi) -part of the Libation formula, on KO Z1, and
in other spellings on PK Z11 and PK Z12. The word for “dream” in PIE is listed as *h3nrio
(Beekes 1995, 268).
b. “K” occurs where Greek has an “h” or rough-breathing mark and PIE contains an e-colored
laryngeal h1. Ku-lo is the best example of this. Other examples are ki-ro (for the temple) on HT
1 and elsewhere; the nominative ki-ru appears on MI Z1. This is opposed to the Greek hiron
(temple). The rough breathing in Greek is caused by an original e-colored laryngeal, *ish1ros >
*iheros > hieros or hiros.

c. Where Greek or Hittite has an s at the end of a syllable, Minoan appears to do without.
(Atanuwijawa or Atanodjuwaja show *atanu as opposed to Luwian astanus; -ijawa marks the
first as “city of the sun” much like Hittite Istanuwa.)
d. Internal laryngeals occurring in a syllable that already has a vowel, are dropped (Asasara as
opposed to ashasaras/ishasaras).
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The Changing Faces of Literacy in the Classroom: a workshop
Post secondary reading and writing instructors share their rationales and strategies for responding to
new definitions of literacy and the divergent needs of their diverse students
By Anna Marie Hibble (San Francisco State University), Lucia Lachmayr (San Francisco State
University) and Roxanne Morgan (San Francisco State University and Skyline College), October 2003
Abstract of study:
We can no longer assume our students arrive in our colleges with a uniform definition of literacy. In fact,
working instead toward a definition that encompasses multiple literacies is vital in American academic
institutions, because, as Spack & Zamel (1998) observe, "white middle-class students" who once
represented the dominant ideology and information regarding how humans experience life and represent
that experience are now an ever-shrinking minority in undergraduate student populations" (ix).
Today, any college with open enrollment represents a collective of many different cultures, and thus
encompasses many types of literacy. Literacy, as defined here, is not just reading and writing, but is, to
quote the research of The Santa Barbara Classroom Discourse Group (1992) the "conceptualization of the
social interactions of a community"(p.125),"a socially constructed phenomenon that is situationally
defined and redefined across differing groups" (p.126). Literacy then, is not a generic process,
experienced the same by all individuals at all times. Rather, it is a dynamic and interactive process that is
constantly being reconstructed by individuals as they become members of a new group. As Bloome
(1986) puts it, "Literacy is not monolithic; rather, it depends on the community for its definition" (p. 76).
Considering the number of different communities represented in a typical open enrollment college’s
student population, teachers must consider "literacies, not literacy, for no one definition can capture the
range of occurrence in everyday life in classrooms, the multiplicity of demands, or the ways of engaging
literacy within and across groups"(Santa Barbara Classroom Discourse Group, 1992, p.125).
This dynamic definition of literacy clearly indicates a tremendous challenge for teachers of English.
Students from cultures other than the white, middle class tradition that so closely matches the academic
tradition may not recognize the literacy practices taking place around them. Researchers like Spack &
Zamel (1998) are not alone when they urge teachers to "take into account the students' sociocultural
background and its effect on oral language, reading and writing, and second language learning" (p. xi).
In this study I worked with two teachers to examine the changing face of reading instruction at the post
secondary level today. My part in this study was to lay the groundwork for new definitions of "literacy"
and to examine the challenges this definition represents for teachers. My colleagues, Roxanne Morgan
and Lucia Lachmayr, are both teachers like myself who believe in and attempt to support the diverse
needs of their multi-ethnic, multi-cultural and multi-literate students of varying levels of proficiency.
Each of these teachers will offer a glimpse of her students as well as the methods she is employing to
meet their needs. Among these methods is the use of texts that encompass multicultural literature and
represent both expository and narrative genres of all types, reading and writing integrated instruction and
student-centered pedagogy. Together, the three of us propose to present this study as an examination of
the role “multiple literacies” play in the post-secondary language arts classroom, as well as the methods
teachers are successfully using to meet the challenges a multi-literate and multicultural student body
present.
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Abstract:
Architecture, a synchronic phenomenon, and film, a diachronic one, find mutual
correspondences as a result of the experiential and the sensorial. Beginning as
separate disciplines, and with specific notions of perception and space/ time based on
their particular technologies, the two disciplines have grown increasingly together.
Meanwhile, notions of "flatness" and "surface" have appeared, seemingly of recent
origin, in contrast to the modernist notions of "depth" and "space". In architecture, this
has become quite pronounced in recent years, with the advent of the computer, virtual
reality simulations and the internet; even the architecture itself has become a language
of screens. Likewise, in film the emergence of "virtual" characters as well as sets have
appeared in recent films as surrogates for real characters and "real sets" -a kind of
oxymoron. Consequently we observe that these phenomena are not only about the
experiential and the sensorial, but also the emerging fascination with surface as a new
kind of re-presentation.
In this paper I would like to briefly discuss some of the relationships that have existed
historically, and how "surface" and "flatness" provide mechanisms of observation in
comprehending the mutual correspondence of these seemingly disparate disciplines. In
doing so, I would hope to address the uncertainty aspects that architecture has
perceptively acquired, that are in fact, reflections of the existing zeitgeist.
My format is to follow Benjamin's unfinished work, the "Arcades Project"
(Passagenwerk) in which he addressed several themes through what he called
"convolutes."1 Non-linear in construction, they often led him into new territories of
thought. My intentions are similar and the conclusions, like the history of making
Casablanca, still open.

New depths: surface and flatness in architecture and film
A series of Convolutes
In the mirror, I see myself there where I am not, in an unreal, virtual space that opens up behind the
surface. .. If this is the utopia of mirror, it is more importantly also heterotopia insofar as the mirror does not
exist in reality where it exerts a sort of counteraction on the position that I occupy… from the standpoint of
the mirror I discover my absence from the place where I am since I see myself over there. 1

Beginning with the Enlightenment human endeavor has shifted from a philosophy based on what
Mortimer Adler calls First Order questions2 to that of the empirical sciences emerging as the dominant
mode of inquiry. While Positivism emphasizes the sciences as the only knowledge of reality, other
movements have emerged that challenge this authority, among them the movement known as
Phenomenology. In contrast to the Positivist emphasis on pure objectivity, Phenomenology strives to
address events that appeal directly to our consciousness, our sensorial reading of the world. In doing
so it strides multiple disciplines and worlds.
Architecture, a synchronic phenomenon, and film, a diachronic one, find mutual correspondences as a
result of the experiential and the sensorial. Beginning as separate disciplines, and with specific
notions of perception and space/ time based on their particular technologies, the two disciplines have
grown increasingly together. As Juhani Pallasmaa observes " These two art forms create and mediate
comprehensive images of life. In the same way that buildings and cities create and preserve images
of culture and a particular way of life, cinema illuminates the cultural archaeology of both the time of its
making and the era that it depicts."3

Meanwhile, notions of "flatness" and "surface" have appeared, seemingly of recent origin, in
contrast to the modernist notions of "depth" and "space". In architecture, this has become quite
pronounced in recent years, with the advent of the computer, virtual reality simulations and the
internet; even the architecture itself has become a language of screens. Likewise, in film the
emergence of "virtual" characters as well as sets have appeared in recent films as surrogates for
real characters and "real sets" -a kind of oxymoron. Consequently we observe that these
phenomena are not only about the experiential and the sensorial, but also the emerging
fascination with surface as a new kind of re-presentation.
In her book New Flatness, Alicia Imperiale proposes the notion of slippery surfaces. In it she
discusses a shift from an architectural (and cultural) focus on “depth” to that of “surface.” She

states: "In the context of architecture, the issue of 'surface' is a recurring one… We see it most
recently in the discussions over the aesthetics of the computer screen and other forms of digital
image projection. In its very nature a surface is in an unstable condition. For where are its
boundaries? What is its status?"4 Although it may reflect current thought, the notion of surface,
architecturally, has larger origins - namely, the late 19th and early 20th Centuries: the age of the
panorama, the picture palace, Walter Benjamin's notions of "aura," and the nomadic flâneur.
Moreover, these iterations can be seen as precursors that have shaped and continue to inform the
present cultural condition.
While it may be observed that "since the late 1970's architecture has fervently sought
connections with other fields of art;" and that there has been a "frantic interest in expanding the
scope of architectural thought (that) clearly indicates that the art of architecture has become
uncertain of its essence and future course"5, I would argue that architecture has been informed by
other disciplines in general, and film in particular, for quite some time - frantically or not. In this
paper I would like to briefly discuss some of the relationships that have existed historically, and
how "surface" and "flatness" provide mechanisms of observation in comprehending the mutual
correspondence of these seemingly disparate disciplines. In doing so, I would hope to address
the uncertainty aspects that architecture has perceptively acquired, that are in fact, reflections of
the existing zeitgeist.
My format is to follow Benjamin's unfinished work, the "Arcades Project"
(Passagenwerk) in which he addressed several themes through what he called "convolutes."6
Non-linear in construction, they often led him into new territories of thought. My intentions are
similar and the conclusions, like the history of making Casablanca, still open.
The "Aura": distraction and attentiveness
Walter Benjamin first identified the notion of "aura" in his famous essay
"The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction."7 The object itself, because of
reproduction (photography and film, in particular; production, in general) no longer sustains its
cultic, "auratic" presence, and thus emerges as a kind of commodity through mass production.
Architecture itself, as a consequence of the same forces - the Industrial Revolution, together with
the capitalist enterprise, also participates in the phenomenon.
Both of these enterprises (film and architecture) also interest Benjamin in terms of how people
perceive them. As cultural constructs they both imbue, for him, notions of distraction. As he
states: "distraction and concentration form polar opposites: a man who concentrates before a
work of art is absorbed by it. He enters into this work of art the way legend tells of the Chinese
painter when he viewed his finished painting. In contrast, the distracted mass absorbs the work of
art. This is most obvious with regard to buildings. Architecture has always represented the
prototype of a work of art the reception of which is consummated by a collectivity in a state of
distraction." Furthermore, " reception in a state of distraction, which is increasingly noticeable in
all fields of art and is symptomatic of profound changes in apperception, finds in the film its true
means of exercise. The film makes the cult value recede into the background… putting the public
in the position of the critic… (that) requires no attention. The public is an examiner, but an absentminded one."
Consequently, the constructs of architecture and film share a public's common position - namely
that of absorbing the thing itself (the architectural space, the film) rather than being absorbed by it
(the aura's original purpose regarding the object). Therefore, how do we enter into the thing itself
if we can no longer define its limits - a consequence of distraction? Furthermore, are both
disciplines being reduced to a series of "surfaces" - visitors standing before famous buildings to
be photographed for posterity, as Benjamin himself observed, thus reduced to surfaces
themselves as filmic images; or as film viewers absorbing distractedly, a series of surfaces albeit moving ones, only imagining their participation.

The opposite of this of course, is attentiveness. In an essay based on the works of Manet and
the 19th Century, Jonathan Crary observes:” It is through the frame of attentiveness…that the
seeing body is deployed and made productive.”8 Body then, has a kind of focus, hence a depth of
purpose - related here, to mass production. Paradoxically, as Deleuze observes, " a crises of
perception (in the late 19th Century) coincides with the moment at which it is no longer possible to
hold a certain position."9 Moreover, "the cultural logic of capitalism demands that we accept as
natural the rapid switching of our attention from one thing to another."10 What we observe then, is
the emergence of simultaneity: multiple attentions that are, at the same time a series of
distractions. This suggests the overlapping of depth and space, as physically constructed
elements, with surface elements in a kind of hybridization: attentiveness with distraction. This is
manifested in the architecture itself, as a vehicle for the filmic experience.
Panoramas and the picture palace
The panoramas of Paris suggest one of the first attempts at representation of things that, for the
Parisians, were both illusion and reality. As places of distraction, they furthered the distance
between the thing itself (the "aura") and the observer, by means of the panorama surfaces
themselves - a series of painted images perceived as reality. "In the case of the panorama, the
picture itself is regarded as reality. It is not a copy of reality but an image completely equivalent
to reality."11 Furthermore, the spectator entered into the experience of the panorama by
circulating along its continuous surface. This movement of images (albeit through the body's own
movement) anticipated the

moving picture. In addition, however, by entering into the work itself - what Benjamin discussed
as the condition for being absorbed by the work of art, attentiveness (through engagement) was
also established. Thus the panorama provided the Parisians the exhilarating experience of
simultaneously being engaged, yet quite removed from "reality" since the surface was only an
image of the "thing" itself.
With the emergence of film (moving pictures), the early picture palaces of European cities particularly those of Berlin, engaged filmic experience as part of a larger enterprise - what today,
we might refer to as total immersion. Here, the screen images moved, rather than the spectators
of the panorama; but so also, the stage shows and production numbers that accompanied the
moving, virtual images. "The picture palaces serve a crucial function; they satisfy the mass's need
for entertainment and distraction. The interior… rivets the audience's attention to the peripheral.
Stimuli rush by… All of this, though is mere surface; it is just show and razzledazzle… a kind of
attention which has nothing to do with. contemplation."12 The depth of focus - Crary's body as
depth of purpose that was based on attentiveness now gives way to a kind of surface and
flatness of experiences through the multiplicity of distractions. Ironically, the architecture itself, as
an elaborate set piece, provides its own distractions, while on screen, the film stars of the Weimar
era dance across an ersatz surface - the movie screen begging for our attention.
Fragments, the flaneur and the city

A part of the experience of contemporary life is very much based on the notion of the fragmentary
(akin to the scanning lines on a TV screen, the 24 frames per second on the movie screen);
multiple experiences that according to Georg Simmel, are "the intensification of the emotional life
due to the swift and continuous shift of external and internal stimuli." Consequently, " the reaction
of the metropolitan person… is moved to a sphere of mental activity which is least sensitive and
which is furthest removed from the depths of the personality." 13 For Simmel, this resultant
activity resided in the notion of the blasé person.
Detached from the multiple stimuli coming at them from all sides, the blasé can move about the
city's fragments with complete composure, in much the same way as Baudelaire and Benjamin
defined the flaneur, but at a price. "When the flaneur comes down into the street, he remains a
contemplator who enters the world of action but cannot join it. The city becomes for him a 'paved
solitude.'… a metaphor for the modern city with its busy thoroughfares… purposefulness…, while
solitude .. refers both to the existential alienation and aloofness of the poet, and topographically
to his homelessness and placelessness in the city."14
Film: entré
In his film Playtime director Jacques Tati provides us with a character, Monsieur Hulot, who acts
as a kind of flaneur wandering in states of both attentiveness and distraction through the streets
and boulevards of Paris. But it is a Paris that denies us any kind of familiarity with its nostalgic
imagery. Rather, Tati provides a kind of modernist reading - a critique of sorts regarding
architecture, cities, and the emerging postmodern condition. "He (Hulot) occupies his site (his
story) as an itinerant local -belonging but never stopping to stake his claim. In this he is like the
reflections of so many mythical monuments…trapped and lodged as fleeting indications on
moving glass doors -apparitions found only upon reflection, other visions."15 And, of course, Tati
provides those fleeting images - the swinging doors that catch the momentary monuments, those
few worthy elements LeCorbusier selected as “isolated architectural ‘objets’… arranged with
plastic wit rather than with historical consideration.”16
And he uses surfaces to accomplish this… surfaces of glass - the paradoxical material that
provides multiple readings of "reality": reflection, transparency, opacity, the mirror’s
ephemeralness - Foucault's heterotopia.

The film’s fascination resides in its notion of artifice as a stratagem for construction - both filmic,
and architectural. " Just as film calls forth a world that did not exist before… so too does

architecture, delimiting unbounded space into inside and outside…. In film the medium of artifice is
light projected through matter (celluloid). In architecture it is matter projected or 'thrown' into
light."17 It reminds us of Le Corbusier's famous dictum: architecture is the "exact, correct and
magnificent play of volumes in light."
Here surface provides not only the stuff of the film's story, but as filmic material itself. We see
surfaces on the screen - the simulations, as a kind of reality, acknowledging that we are being
seduced into believing (attentive, while at the same time being entertained- thus distracted).
Furthermore, Tati allows his characters, including Hulot himself, to not only move about these
simulacra surfaces as" places" within the fleeting Parisian landscape, but eventually to occupy them in other words, to "dwell" (Heidegger’s notion of dwelling). Playtime then is an accumulation of
images and events providing a kind of hybridization: attention and distraction both for the viewers, as
well as the filmic characters themselves - all within the context of the city as a series of fragmentary,
surface experiences… like the enigmatic glass walls of Tati's "constructed" Paris.
Transparencies and Correspondence
What are the glass walls all about in Tati's film? What is the meaning of surface and flatness
versus depth and space in an age of ambiguities? Gerhard Auer observes that "transparency no
longer seeks to gratify the searching gaze, no longer turns the inner into the outer, no longer
informs us about structural orders; instead, it has become proportionately more ambitious, more
subtle… jaded by the Apollonian clarity of simple volumes in light, we yearn for uncertainties, for
fuzziness and blurs, for Dionysian shadows;"18 Le Corbusier’s "magnificent play of volumes in
light" is now reduced to a series of shadows, veils, and gazes.
There is an irony here. On one hand, transparency – vis a vis glass architecture is about a new
subjectivity – “an austere surface incapable of leaving traces, or accumulating commodities.”19
For Benjamin, it was perhaps a metaphor – a new beginning – a cleansing akin, ominously, to
war’s effects on culture. But it also suggested, “living in a technological environment that had
realized itself fully… transparently, its physiognomy no longer deformed to harboring secrets.”20
Yet, on the other hand, the gaze, the veil, the shadow is all about harboring – if not concealing
secrets. In the Maison de Verre by Pierre Chareau, the facade – the surface, reveals its interiority
by subordinating its structural clarity. It is a veil that invites the gaze of the voyeur, while
suggesting a “cinematographic sense of space.”21 What this suggests is a shifting of perceptions,
from depth (and meaning) to surface (and visual sensation).

These shifting notions of depth and surface may also be observed cinematically. In Orson Welles’
famous film Citizen Kane, we observe an overlaying of different time planes that move us deeper
and with greater complexity into the world and character of the Kane persona. The reporter
(Thompson) as a first time plane engages other time planes through the various interviews he

has with the characters that once knew the man Kane. Furthermore, these planes, as spatial
constructs evolve with each other through a multiplicity of shots, flashbacks, deep focus
strategies, etc. that can no longer be separated. 22 As we move ever deeper, any understanding
of Kane is further blurred and made less distinct. In many ways, we observe, like the veil, a gaze
that is no longer about resolving the mysteries within the character Kane, nor for that matter , the
Maison de Verre. Thus the question remains at the end of the film, what does “Rosebud” really
mean? We are left with only surface elements - the sled, the jigsaw puzzles, and all the other
artifacts including Xanadu itself.
The body itself may also be observed through notions of depth, surface, even the veil. In Ridley
Scott’s Blade Runner, often considered a kind of modern film noir – what Mike Davis referred to
as a kind of urban gigantism that Fritz Lang celebrated in Metropolis, 23 suggests surface
ambiguities and multiple realities. Ironically, it all centers on trusting the visual, the eye, through a
series of tests that are performed to distinguish the human made replicants from their makers –
the humans. The eye, an instrument that metaphorically, like the structural clarity of modernism’s
artifacts, reveals, yet paradoxically conceals what might be the larger truth that lays deep within
the replicants – namely human emotion.

In many ways buildings can be seen as a series of replicants – that is they are, like the Blade
Runner replicants, programmable: “Photo sensitive membranes that narrate, design and inform
the spatial organization of the volumes and interpret their function: Information loaded walls that
seduce.”24 There are paradoxes, however. Herzog and de Meuron’s symbolically charged images
transferred to a building’s concrete and glass surfaces form a series of tattoos25- a kind of
narrative: the skin as a story. Here the tattooed surfaces become the predominant message.
While reflecting elements of history and even perhaps conveying (like the tattooed person) a
certain character stance, they deny any acknowledgement of the spatial characteristics within. As
Loos might have observed: a crime has been committed.26 Surfaces, while programmable
(electronically, or otherwise) retain ideological memories. Yet the notion of the body remains.
Here correspondence (the relationship between elements at several levels of perception) denies
the very notion of surface itself: modernisms notion of revealing certain “truths.” Perhaps Ridley
Scott’s replicants conveying an authenticity that transcends the humans (the notion of having
feelings) now exceeds architecture’s own
iterations: tattooed surfaces that reveal metaphorical contents (and texts) rather than the spaces
themselves. But, on the other hand, is this not also a statement regarding the current cultural
condition – ambiguity, veiling… the seductive gaze?

The surface screen as a conveyor of information, like the narrative story, is also, however, about
change. The Nasdaq screen in Times Square represents one iteration of a newly emerging
information wall. Here however, information is only temporary – fleeting bits of 0’s and 1’s on the
computer screen. Its relevancy is subverted by its very nature – to become out-of-date once it is
consumed. Only through continuous change (the constant oscillation between attentiveness and
distraction) can information – and the surface screen survive, reinforcing capitalism’s
consumption requirements. Consequently, what are the implications for an architecture that has
been traditionally bound to its tectonic, tangible roots? Perhaps we need to consider how the
discipline is also a reflection of the present culture – that is, it requires engaging further in the age
of the spectacle.
The Spectacle
Debord observes: ”This (the spectacle) is the principle of commodity fetishism… where the
tangible world is replaced by a selection of images which exits above it, and which simultaneously
impose themselves as the tangible par exellence.”27 The excesses of the spectacle are
observable, architecturally, in enclaves of pleasure – i.e. Disneyland and Las Vegas. Here
surface and flatness inundate the senses – a lunar theatrical landscape demonstrating what Ada
Louise Huxtable calls “the real, real fake at the highest.”28 But the fake has a purpose – to seduce
most frequently, through the art of advertising. Even the sky becomes a billboard, in this case a
huge space frame over Fremont Street that wraps the modern flaneur in a computer-generated
sound and light show. It is “the extreme example of how material, outdoor locations for
advertising have been dissolved into a new immaterial format that permits a single avatar-namely
advertising as itself- as the “only architecture” of today.”29 Benjamin’s commodification of culture
found in the Parisian arcades reaches a new apex in the spectacle of Las Vegas. Furthermore,
like the distractions of the Berlin Picture Palaces, our attention is drawn in a multiplicity of
directions – an urban-as simulacrum experience. The street/sky itself becomes an enormous
screen - programmable, like the replicants of “Blade Runner.”

Apparent depth filled with surface and flatness – the changing fluctuations of a simulated sky
interact with the hyper-reality of casino life - a convoluted mimesis. Egypt, New York, New York,
Paris… they’re all here, to be consumed, lived in perhaps, like Truman Burbank inThe Truman
Show, yet unaware of boundaries, the containment, ….the edgeness of things. Yet edgeness is
what gives things definition. Perhaps therein lies the problem of surface. As Imperiale observes, its
very slipperiness suggests that it has no edges.
As we move further into the realm of the virtual – the computer screen, the Internet, and yet to be
defined “realities”, what is the new meaning of surface? In Jurassic Park George Lucas’s
“Industrial Light and Magic” created a hybridized world in which human and prehistoric virtual
creatures co-exist. Yet architecture, embedded in its tectonic, temporal world, even with its
screens and spectator driven mechanisms cannot yet mitigate the distinctions between realities
that find their problematic origins in the dialectic of surface and depth. Imperiale, at the conclusion
of her essay notes: “ What is at stake is the way in which all aspects of cognition, identity and
biology are challenged,”30 suggesting the necessity for an extensive, multi-disciplinary outlook
and engagement.
Similarly, as Pallasmaa notes: “We do not live separately in material and mental worlds; these
experiential dimensions are fully intertwined. Neither do we live in an objective world. We live in
mental worlds, in which the experienced, remembered and imagined, as well as the past, present
and future are inseparably intermixed… The fact that images of architecture are eternalized in
matter, whereas cinematic images are only an illusion projected onto the screen, has no decisive
significance. Both art forms define frames of life, situations of human interaction and horizons of
understanding the world.”31
Yet, the surface condition remains.
Enigmatic Closures
Nietzsche once observed that as human beings, by nature we all enjoy surface, gliding over it
envisioning forms rather than content. Likewise, “there is a greater truth in the meaninglessness
of the origin and the ensuing importance of the tangible, superficial-yet-impenetrable world, than

in searching for immaterial origins and metaphysical depth.”32 Benjamin’s “aura”, the origin, the
seemingly authentic, appears to have been superseded by the surface.
Returning to Foucault’s enigmatic mirror are we seduced then, through its surface and elusive indepthness, only to be denied entrance? “If we try to look at the mirror-in-itself, we discover
nothing but things. If we want to grasp things, then we end up arriving at nothing but the mirror
again.”33
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For over a decade, the Marian Anderson String Quartet has brought music, inspiration and hope to
every segment of American society. Named in honor of the legendary contralto Marian Anderson,
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Abstract:
“All things of the universe are miracles,
each as profound as any.” Walt Whitman
In “The Melodies of the Body”, Dr. Larry Dossey, states in his essay on music:
“When Pythagoras spoke in the sixth century B.C. of the ‘music of the spheres,’ was he
comprehending this sort of notation in the heavens? Could the music in our genes reflect
the music of the universe? After all, the stuff of which our bodies are made was spawned
in remote galaxies, and the atomic components of our DNA have been processed through
the lifetimes of several stars. Is the vast universe, then, the source of primordial melodies
that eventually precipitated in our protoplasm? Is the cosmos an immense music bank
from which the music of our DNA is on loan? Was Plotinus correct when he said, ‘All
music, based on melody and rhythm, is the earthly representative of heavenly music?’

Plotinus’ suggestion of a music-permeated cosmos echoes through many traditions. The
legendary Zen patriarch Lao-tsu spoke of the Great Tone that is ‘the tone that goes
beyond all usual imagination.’ In the Hindu tradition the Great Tone is Nada Brahma, the
tone from which God made the world, ‘which continues to sound at the bottom of creation,
and which sounds through everything’….”
In holistic medicine the term “subtle energies” refers to that which is beyond the physical
manifestation of the body, and can include emotions and thoughts, the electromagnetic forces
which are part of the chakras as well as the other vibrational energy fields which surround the
physical body (etheric, astral, mental and spiritual levels). Balance and interconnectedness of all
these levels contribute to the health and well-being of an individual, and when one level is
disturbed by some sort of imbalance, then holographically the whole being is out of balance or in a
state of dis-ease. The interconnectedness of these subtle elements of consciousness and their
impact on the physical body are the basis for newly defined areas of complementary 21st century
healing: Psychoneuroimmunology, MusicMedicine, BioMusic, Energetic Bodywork and Mind-Body
Communication.
The paper will discuss research and development in these areas over the last several decades,
and my research into sound therapy, working with a wide range of clients over many years, from
university students to those from various professions seeking to free their voices and improve
communication and self-expression. Through a multi-dimensional process of breathing, toning,
relaxation music, body work, tuning forks and remembered songs, astonishing breakthroughs have
occurred restoring balance, a sense of well-being, and a renewed sense of purpose.
My research has been focused on examining the human voice as a therapeutic instrument, seeking
to understand its influence on vocal neurophysiological functions and their implications in restoring
balance and interconnectedness at the cellular level.
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The Red Dust of Lanai

Shigeo Masuda wheels his battered green jeep into the tiny parking lane in front
of the Lanai Lodge. He swings out of the vehicle with the rough grace of a sturdy young
man who has just put in a full day in the pineapple fields. Antomino is waiting for him
sprawled in a wicker chair on the glassed-in porch.
"One hot day down on the plain, eh?" he greets Shigeo, who falls into a chair
beside him.
"You said it." Shigeo rubs the back of his still grimy neck for the hundredth time
today. It has been a tough afternoon operating the boom spray. Twice the main tank
developed leaks, drenching a quarter acre of a ratoon crops with hundreds of gallons of
insecticide. The smell lingers with him where he sweat feverishly beneath the tanks to
cease the drain of valuable chemicals. But he knows Antomino understands and will say
nothing.
"You want to smoke?" Antomino offers him one of the blunt black cigars he
always carries in the pocket of his flowered shir. Shigeo shakes his head. Tobacco in the
late afternoon makes his throat parched and raspy. Antomino shrugs and lights one for
himself. Antomino is in his late fifties, lean and tan, with an expression that seems at
once good-natured and calm.
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Shigeo regards the relaxed figure intently. He thinks of Antomino as someone he
can count on. It was Antomino who taught him how to hunt wild goats in the island's
cavernous gulches--how to patiently squeeze off a good shot instead of firing excitedly at
the first sighting. And it was Antomino who gave young Shigeo the keys to his own jeep
to challenge the steepest rocky trails of Mount Lanaihale shortly after Shigeo's father
died--a bizarre feeling of detatchment that engulfed Shigeo's mind like a narcotic.
Later, when he began to work in the pineapple fields after school, he grew
accustomed to seeing the Filipino's enormous rust-colored flatbed truck rumble by,
raising above the fields copper red clouds that slowly melted into the sky. And it seemed
Shigeo could never drive down Frazier Avenue in the evening without noticing the red tip
of Antomino's cigar in the shadow of the tremendous Norfolk pine that blackened his
small front yard.
In the past couple of years, however, Shigeo has encountered Antomino only
occasionally at the lodge. The Filipino had sold his tiny square iron-roofed house and is
now living on the island of Maui. The transition has become important to Shigeo.
Antomino leans back after a preliminary series of puffs on the black cigar. His
forehead contains four deep wrinkles that squeeze together whenever he lifts his
eyebrows.
"Things pretty quiet here, eh?" he asks.
"Yeah, da same. You go Maui again soon?" Shigeo's eyes follow the wisps of
smoke upward. He wishes the drifting haze could soothe the taut muscles in his neck and
back.
"Maybe tomorrow. Maybe next day." The Filipino flips an ash neatly into the
empty paper cup on the table beside him. He says no more, but watches Shigeo closely.
"Tell me, Antomino," Shigeo says finally. "You drive a truck here twenty years.
You buy a house. You raise kids. Now you run round like hell. Why?"
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Antomino crosses his legs and watches another guest emerge from the south wing
and walk past the two men to the small indoor window marked "Office and Bar," where
she orders a beer. He looks back at Shigeo and his expression grows more distant--the
way he looks when talking about the old days.
"You know most of it," he begins. "Before Anita die she say, 'Take care Ernesto.'
Dis I promise. Dis I have always done. But den Ernesto--he four, five year older than
you--he join the Army, go fight Vietnam. He get back OK, but now he go school one
more time Los Angeles. Get on da GI Bill. So I say, 'Antomino, you release from your
bond. Da Army take care Ernesto now.' So I look around and say, 'Now time to start
over. Now time to see old friends. Now time to start something new.'"
He pauses as the lady walks past again with a can of Olympia. She sits down at
the end of the porch and stares out. Antomino looks down abstractly at his feet for a
moment, then continues.
"So one day I go back Maui. I grow up there, you know. I go back Wailuku only
second time twenty years. Stay two, three days. Never see nobody I know. Den one day
I go dis little bar on Mill Street, name I forget. New place. Most the old places gone
now. But this place I find old friend from before the war--Herbert, Hobart, something
Gonsalves--I never know his real name.

We call him Turkey, 'cause he always

squawking 'bout something. Used to live Paia. That guy was a gambler and a good pool
player. But when he was Paia, he never work. Lay da pipe, odd job like dat. Just like
chain gang. Would be rich a couple months, you know?"
He shakes his head and grins at Shigeo, who nods. Shigeo has been to Maui only
twice, to visit his cousin. He knows the place mostly from Antomino's stories.
"He was a terror, dat bugger," Antomino goes on. "Used to get two, three
wahines, go drink Wailuku. One time we all go one hotel Wailuku. Drive down from
Paia. Who da hell was in the car--Lureen, I think. This before I know Anita. Turkey, he
go pass out: Drive da car right off the pier! Shee, dat car was in bad shape! Rest of us,
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we're OK, but Turkey, he cut his leg bad. When I see that blood I thought he die for sure.
Dat one tough bugger. We wrap his leg up and he say, 'Go back hotel--make love now!'
Crazy, you know?"
Antomino punctuates this judgement with a wink.
"But Turkey, he settle down later. Get him skinny Filipino wife. Pretty wahine.
They all the time together still. They move Wailuku, and Turkey, he get himself a taxi
car. Drive rich tourists all over hell. Fifteen years ago now. Now he got whole fleet taxi
cars. So he say to me, 'Antomino, what you do now? You still drive dat truck Lanai?' I
say yes. I already tell him Anita dead four years. He tell me, 'Maybe time now you come
back wid us, eh?' I say, 'Maybe so.'"
The wrinkles squeeze together as he looks through the window glass.
"I think it over long time, you know. Twenty-two years I been Lanai. Drive the
truck. Make good friends--know everybody. Hunt on da mountain. Have a damn good
time. But think about it and I decide dis island just no damn good without Anita. I
decide maybe I start over. Drive the taxi car. Once a while I come back Lanai. But it
not da same for me."
Silent a moment, he looks at Shigeo and smiles. "You stay for dinner?"
The question breaks off the younger man's thought, and he jerks his head slightly
before answering. "No. Uh, I can't. Six o'clock I meet Maxine. She move Honolulu
next week, you know."
Shigeo looks at the older man. Slowly, through a slight tightening of the stomach
muscles and a moist chill on his arms and shoulders, Shigeo feels his own image brought
into focus. Hold it steady now and remember just to squeeze. Wait till da bugger raise
his head . . . OK, he see you. Awareness of the change in body chemistry slowly
dissolves, but the link remains. Antomino regards him steadily and responds.
"Maxine go school somemore, eh?"
"Yeah, she go to the university--be big businesswoman."
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Antomino nods. "She want you go Oahu wid her?"
"Yeah." Shigeo meets Antomino's eyes. "She like me to go."
A pause. The woman at the end of the porch has finished her beer, but Antomino
takes no notice of her.
"You worried 'bout Oahu not da same like here, eh?"
Shigeo says nothing, but Antomino continues.
"One thing I know: Everything change no matter where you go. Lanai not da
same for me now. Anita and me, we meet over here when I come drive da truck for Dole.
After that we together all da time, you know? Anita and Ernesto, they always the best
part of dis place for me. Lanai not da same widout them. But when I go back Maui, I go
back something not da same too, you know? More people, more problem--just like
Oahu. But think maybe drive da cab I forget, eh?" He shakes his head. "Those days
gone for good, but I remember still. Lanai, Maui, neither one da same for me now. So
maybe better I never leave. Maybe not. Who can say?"
Shigeo rubs his eyes.

His back is beginning to aches where he sprained it

working underneath the boom spray tank.
"What you do if you go Oahu?" Antomino asks. "Go school somemore too?"
Shigeo laughs. "I wonder, you know. Maybe take agriculture--become great
scientist. Or maybe business--become a tourist. Ride round in your taxi car."
They both laugh. Shigeo looks through the glass at the lengthening shadows of
the Norfolk pines outside. "I got to go," he says finally, standing up. "Maybe I come by
tomorrow after dinner. You still be around?"
Antomino looks at the lady in the chair. "Maybe. Maybe I be here."
Shigeo smiles, then pushes open the white doors.
The air is cool as it blows through the evergreen branches above him. Shigeo is
thankful for the elevation and the pine trees of Lanai City that create the mood of a cool
mountain village. Antomino was right about one thing: It was hot today down on the dry
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pineapple plain of the Palawai Basin. On his seat atop the boom spray he felt dust settle
on his body as it mixed with the insecticide coating his skin and the sweat working up
underneath until it formed a grimy film that completely clothed him. He must have seen
at least ten pheasants and countless quail today. From his vantage point on the boom
spray he lined them up in imaginary rifle sights. Twenty birds had fallen on the red roads
and rusty-green pineapple leaves of the basin: a good haul.
He swings into the jeep, and, after considerable gear grinding, starts down the
brief hill to the heart of Lanai City. Sides are being chosen for some sort of frisbee game
in the park where he is to meet Maxine later. Mrs. Hirayama waves as he passes Lui's
and the "Dis'n Dat Store" before turning onto Ilima Avenue.
Shigeo has often wondered what will happen to the tiny business district and the
twenty-two hundred people it supports when they build the resort. It could go up any
time now. But this island is different, they say. The company has a plan. "Limited
growth," they call it. The basic character of the island will remain the same: hunting,
fishing, agriculture.

They all say that.

The company is phasing out pineapple on

Molokai. But the company only leases those lands, Shigeo reasons. It's more expensive
to operate there than on Lanai.
Shigeo's small two-bedroom house lies near the end of the street back toward the
highway into town. A note on the door says his mother is at the Pine Isle Market where
she has worked once or twice a week since his father died. He sheds his clothes as he
heads for the bathroom and a needed shower. Standing in the tub, he lets the water spray
weakly at first, watching the dirt peel off his skin in brown-edged waves.

*

*

*

Maxine has not arrived when Shigeo pulls up in front of the bowling alley on the
south side of the tiny park. Feeling refreshed, he props his feet on the passenger seat and
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watches the kids toss a couple of frisbees around.

Shigeo figures he knows most

everyone on the island except some of the younger kids, so he watches with curiosity,
trying to pick out unfamiliar faces.
He is distracted a few moments later when he sees Kiyono emerge from Lui's and
cross the street toward him. Kiyono is about the same age as Shigeo. He's wearing
plastic sunglasses and a deep chocolate brown tan on his bare chest. Kiyono operates a
crane on the dock at Kamalapau Harbor. His uncle had the job until he ripped the
ligaments in both knees and had to take early retirement. This is the busy season on the
dock; today probably well over a million pineapples were loaded on barges headed for
the big cannery in Honolulu.
Shigeo raises his hand in greeting as the shirtless firgure walks silently over to the
jeep and leans in the passenger side. Kiyono speaks first.
"Ey, how come you don't throw the frisbee, man?" He glances back at the kids in
the park.
"Bad arm." Shigeo rubs his shoulder.
Kiyono laughs. "That's OK. Everybody too tired for play tonight. Hey, you see
that big buck Richard shoot yesterday?"
Shigeo shakes his head.
"Big bugger. Must go one-eighty. Tomorrow I go hunt the big ones Kuahua
Gulch. You want to come?"
Shigeo stares into the shadowy reflections of the plastic sunglasses. He and
Kiyono often hunt the small axis deer in the brush lands in and above the gulches that
dissect the northern arm of the mountain. Their fawn-like spotting helps them blend into
the surroundings, and it is a good hunter who can catch a buck silhouetted against the
horizon for an open shot. Shigeo has brought down three with his Remington.
"Mmmm. Maybe. Tomorrow Saturday. Maxine may like us do something. I ask
her and let you know."
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Shigeo always asks.
Kiyono gives a shrug that says "no big thing," and begins punching at the glove
compartment button. "Maxine still go Honolulu?" he asks when it will not fall open.
"Yeah, she go."
Kiyono says nothing, but gives up on the glove box and watches the frisbee game,
which appears to be breaking up. "I see you later, man," he says finally. "I think that her
coming now."
Shigeo nods as he watches Maxine approach from across the park, a slim figure in
light blue shorts and a blue print blouse that ties around the middle. Charcoal brown hair
hangs long behind her back. She approaches with a well-measured pace that exhibits
neither reluctance nor enthusiasm. Shigeo has noticed this quality before: Control. A
grip on the drives and passions that could wrench the course of her life from her own
hands. "Tough wahine. She wear you down." That's what his friends all told him when
they first started seeing each other.
Yet it was not always so. Sure, she would listen to him with a kind of respectful
detachment when he described the things he loves about Lanai. And she firmly put him
off that day Manele Beach when he reached for her beneath the swelling surface of the
waves.
But there were other times. Like the later afternoon when the storm caught them
jeeping the rugged Munro Trail high atop Mount Lanaihale, where the planted pine trees
draw moisture from the clouds to replenish the dry plains below. The wind blew cold as
they huddled amid thrashing tree ferns and she sought the warmth of his body tensing
beneath the damp canvas cloth covering them. The wind that day seemed to drive them
shivering deep into the moist earth of the mountain's crown.
Lately the sober image is stronger. Her decision to leave for the University of
Hawaii is well-reasoned and firm. "No future here," she complains. "Not for me to pick
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pineapples and run cash registers." Shigeo's swelling sense of loss is compounded by the
sting of these arguments.
He moves his feet as Maxine climbs into the jeep. They regard each other silently
for a moment. Her smile, soft through gently curving lips, subdues the more intense
expression of her eyes. Anxiety, affection, strength: Shigeo feels conflicting patterns of
force impress his body in a bizarre mesh.
"Where you want to go?" he asks quietly.
"I don't know. You pick."
"Manele Bay?"
"Oh, Linda and Yoshiro down there." She looks at Shigeo, who says nothing.
The frustration in her voice is quick and sharp. "No place to go on this island. Nothing
to do--and everybody watch."
Her words are trigger mechanism. Shigeo feels the conflict snap on with a short
electrical burst that could swell into anger momentarily. His voice is firm. "We'll go
Garden of the Gods."
"It's hot and dirty there!"
"Nobody around and we can watch the sunset," he says, intending to argue the
point no further.
Maxine makes no reply, but begins to put her hair up with a clip. Shigeo reaches
for the key.

*

*

*

The Garden of the Gods lies seven miles north of the town, past the cultivated
land. Shigeo wheels the jeep expertly over the rough red pineapple roads, boiling up red
clouds of dust that pursue the vehicle like the trail of a rocket blast. By the time they pass
through a brief forest of ironwood and eucalyptus trees and into the small canyon of the
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Garden itself, the fine particles of dust have swept over their skin and clothing like
smoke, working down into proes and garment fiber like a stain. Shigeo drives over the
reddish-brown iron-rich volcanic sand, and around the boulders and occasional gray
scrub brush atop the low gully ridges, until he reaches Three Mormon Rock, a gray
silhouette of three hatted figures staring solemnly across the channel at the island of
Molokai.
He pulls the jeep off the trail, laying blurry tread marks across the rippled sand.
Shigeo is at home here in the natural rock garden. He will sometimes come here alone in
the late afternoon to watch the setting sun splash prismatic colors across the floor of the
canyon, like a rainbow pressed into the earth.
He leans back into the seat and surveys the arid canyon. The sun is low in the sky
and its glare offers no view toward the sea. Maxine, sitting upright, looks vacantly
through the windshield. Shigeo's eyes return to her rigid figure. He takes her hand.
"Want to talk?"
With her other hand Maxine reaches into her purse for some kleenex. Finding
none, she wipes the dirt off her face with her hand, leaving white finger marks on her
forehead.
"Have you thought about going to Honolulu?" she asks, finally looking back at
Shigeo.
He does not want to talk about this. He wants to stare into her eyes and call to life
the sensations that underlie their relationship. But she resists. The image remains
impassive, though Shigeo can see a flicker of intensity in her eyes. Honolulu? School?
Shigeo hates school with its chalky words and numbers. What is there for him? Here he
has his work and his respect. Only last week Lorenzo said he was in line to become
supervisor of the boom spray operation. That means more money and responsibility.
"Have you thought about it?" she repeats.
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"Yeah, I think about it a lot." He squints into the sun. "But I don't know. I don't
see what good it do me."
"What good to stay here? You going to spray bugs the rest of your life? Let them
run round: 'Over here, over there, Shigeo!' And what happens when they don't plant the
pineapple anymore? You going to guide tourists around?"
Shigeo exhales slowly, releasing some of the anger welling up inside. Maxine
watches him for a long time before the softness returns to her eyes.
"I want us together," she says.
Shigeo leans forward and finds her lips moist, pressing urgently. He moves with
strength, enveloping her with his arms, pressing against her. The weight of his embrace
forces her breath and she gasps. He rocks back and freezes for a moment on the
fingermarks on her forehead.

Drive up da high trail where da stones shake away

everything you know. Let the mountain take you. Her eyes are open and pleading. His
awareness poised over an invisible precipice, he sinks slowly back into the driver's seat.
Gutted. Minutes pass before resolve fills the void and his muscles regain control.
He looks over at Maxine holding her head in her hands.
"Let's go back," is all he can say.
The jeep erupts into life, and Shigeo winds it around the shadow of the Three
Mormons back toward the trail home. The sun still hanging above the horizon, he wheels
the jeep through ironwood and eucalyptus and back into the pineapple fields when a
white puff of steam escapes from the hood.
"Shit!" He pulls to a quick stop in the dust and raises the hood, now more gray
than green. The whine from the radiator cap is now clearly audible as steam sprays out
around the neck.
"Overheated," he says, walking around to reach the plastic water jug in the back.
"We got to wait a few minutes."
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Maxine says nothing, but stares in frustration at the propped hood. Shigeo walks
around to the front again and listens to the decreasing whine.
Leading the tourists around. No, it can't come to that.
He looks over the fields. On this side of the road the pineapple stretches all the
way to the horizon, but there are no other jeeps or trucks in sight. Out of habit, he leans
over and begins to inspect the rusty-green leaves for mealy bugs.
On a nearly mature plant he spots an ant carrying a dust-speckled mealy bug
down the leaf of a shoot growing beneath the fruit itself. He remembers how amazed he
was when he learned how the ants cleverly move the bugs from plant to plant--before
signs of the wilting disease they produce begin to show. This could be an old bug,
however, being carried off to slaughter because it no longer secrets the sweet substance
the ants love to eat.
It doesn't matter, though. He will have to spray here in a few days.
The whine has stopped. He tests the pressure cap with an oily rag. The boiling
subsided, he empties the precious two gallons of water into the thirsty radiator. He
climbs back into the driver's seat without a word. Maxine is smiling now, and Shigeo
returns her affectionate glance as the jeep lurches forward once again. As they drive
toward Lanai City, an oasis of pine trees on the edge of the plain, he knows what he will
do.
Tomorrow he and Kiyono will go hunting.
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The life of John Nash is depicted in the recent film, “A Beautiful Mind.” Nash is
both a brilliant, Nobel Prize winning mathematician and a schizophrenic. He
suffered from delusions in which he heard “voices” commanding him to do
irrational things. He was, and to some extent perhaps still is, an insane genius. Nash
received extensive medical treatment including lengthy intervals spent in
institutions. These days he chooses to ignore his delusions. Joan of Arc’s life is similar
to Nash’s. Joan was a majestic, inspirational military leader, however she was
motivated by “voices” and visions. Was Joan of Arc crazy? If she was, then would
medical intervention have been appropriate in her case? Is medical intervention
always obligatory when a patient exhibits symptoms comparable to Joan’s?
Consider two parallel case studies.
1. Case studies
a. Case One
Guard C was twenty-seven years of age, a policeman on
motor-cycle patrol in the city of Dublin. One day his sergeant was
2

horrified to see Guard C’s motor cycle propped up against some
railings and the guard himself kneeling in prayer on the pavement. He
was taken to hospital in a car and on arrival there was at first quite
mute. He appeared to be listening intently to something coming from
one corner of the ceiling. His lips moved silently as if in prayer. Later in
the ward he stated that a voice from heaven had told him that he
had been chosen by God to drive English soldiers out of the Province
of Ulster. He was to be made a commissioner in the Guards and after
his death he would be canonized as a saint.
. . . the treatment of this patient consisted in the administration of
a powerful chemical substance both by mouth and by injection.
Within six weeks he was able to admit that his ideas had been
delusions due to illness, and after a proper period of convalescence
he was able to return to duty. (Drury, pg. 128)
b. Case Two
Joan of Arc, the Maid of Orleans, was born in 1412 in Domremy, France into a
peasant family. While still a young girl she claimed that she was commanded by
the “voices” of St. Michael, St. Catherine, and St. Margaret to drive the English from
France.

She had many characteristics of female visionaries who were fairly

common at the time. In particular, Joan possessed extreme personal piety, she
claimed to be in direct communication with the saints, and she felt that she could
rely on individual experience of God’s presence independently of the priesthood
and the traditional lines of communication within the institutional church. She
approached Robert de Baudricourt in January of 1429. He was impressed by her
piety, sincerity, and quiet firmness. He outfitted her with armor and a horse.
Unconventionally dressed in men’s clothing, she set out to battle the English. As a
symbolic and active leader, she joined the French resistance in several battles.
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Joan participated in a remarkable defeat of the English at Orleans, which
eventually resulted in the coronation of Charles VII on July 17, 1429.
Subsequently Joan was captured by the English and tried as a heretic by a
church court. She was charged with blasphemous presumption; specifically, she
was accused claiming for her pronouncements the authority of divine revelation,
she prophesied the future, signed her letters with names of Jesus and Mary,
professed that she was guaranteed salvation, and she wore men’s clothing. She
was convicted and, finally, executed on May 30, 1431.
Over twenty years later, following an investigation, Pope Calixtus III revoked
and annulled her sentence (1456). Ultimately, Joan was canonized by Pope
Benedict XV on May 16, 1920. Her feast day is May 30th.
[Derived from: The Passion of St. Joan, Joan of Arc]
The symptoms exhibited by Guard C and Joan of Arc are very similar. Why,
then, do we have such different feelings about them? It may be because Joan
went on to military fame and glory and eventually became a martyr. Guard C
went on to hospitalization and an eventual cure. Even though we have very
different responses to the two cases, perhaps they should not have been treated
differently.
2. Neurochemical Bases for Mystical/Religious Experiences
Mystical experiences have direct biochemical and neurophysiological
correlates. The human central nervous system (CNS) is analogous to an inertial
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guidance system. When functioning as designed, an inertial guidance system
orients itself with a fixed point in space. For example, the systems employed by
NASA during the Apollo program were oriented with respect to a distant star. If an
Apollo guidance system lost power or experienced gimbal-lock, it would lose its
orientation and arbitrarily orient itself with respect to anything and everything in the
universe, thus making it useless for purposes of navigation and spacecraft
configuration. It would become the mechanical equivalent of “insane.”
In a similar manner, the human CNS orients itself with respect to its sensory
environment. When it is properly oriented, it is aware of the distinction between the
body and external objects, and it knows which way is up, down, left, and right.
Using inputs from the inner ear it can maintain balance. Proprioceptive information
from the peripheral nervous system permits it to configure the body in space. All
this allows a human to move about without running into walls and tables. When
sensory, spatial orientation is disrupted, the CNS orients itself with anything and
everything like a malfunctioning inertial guidance system.

Under these

circumstances, it can also create its own “reality” with which it seeks orientation. Its
normal, waking state, in which it has veridical experiences, may be supplanted by
a mystic state.
In a recent paper Professor Richley Crapo reports:
Newberg and D’Aquili (2001); and D’Aquili and Newberg (1997) used
single positron emission computed tomography (SPECT) scans to
observe changes in the neural activity of Buddhist monks during
meditation. There was a sharp decrease of neural activity within their
5

frontal and parietal lobes. Similar results have been found among
Franciscan nuns during prayer. Increased activity in the frontal lobes
and decreased activity in the parietal lobes seems to be associated
with increased calm and feelings of unity and transcendence.
This area of the parietal lobe is the part of the brain [that] is a
kind of “orientation area” that is responsible for combining sensory
data into our sense of self by defining where the self ends and the
world begins. When it is deprived of sensory data, it cannot establish
the boundary between self and not-self, and according to Newberg,
“It perceived the self to be endless, as one with all of creation. And
this felt utterly real.” [Crapo, pg. 2]
Mystical experiences can be artificially induced by using, for example, ketamine.
Crapo reports:
As a dissociative drug, ketamine blockades the NMDA [N-methyl-Dasparate] receptors that transmit sensory data. This results in the
feeling of losing contact with the external world, a sense of having left
the body. . . .
when external input [to the hippocampus] is
dramatically reduced (e.g., by ketamine) in combination with central
stimulation (e.g., by excessive glutamate release), stored perceptions
are released and become organized into meaningful experience. . . .
The spiritual experiences, including the sensation of communing with
God, that are commonly reported to have occurred during epileptic
seizures may also be accounted for by the ketamine model. [Crapo,
pg. 3]
The discovery of neurochemical bases for mental disorders, coincides with
the development of medical treatments, drugs, that are extremely effective in
suppressing the behavioral symptoms that accompany mental disorders. (Wender
and Klein 1981, passim.) Since salient features of mystical experiences have been
demonstrated to have direct biochemical and neurophysiological correlates, it is
not surprising that the symptoms associated with mystical experiences can be
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diminished or suppressed with the use of appropriate medications. Joan of Arc
may have been a schizophrenic (Drury, pg. 136) or she may have had temporal
lobe epilepsy (Saver and Rubin, 1997); in either event, she could have suffered from
currently correctable neurochemical imbalances, which were the proximate
causes of her symptoms. Drury asks,
Supposing Robert de Baudricourt had been able to give Joan a stiff
dose of phenothiazine instead of the panoply of a knight at arms,
would she have returned in peace to the sheep herding at Domremy?
[Drury, pg. 123]

3. Medical Intervention
Is

medical

intervention

always

appropriate

when

symptoms

of

mental/behavioral disorders include religious or mystical components and the
potential for harm?

Drury remarked that, “Our sanity is at the mercy of a

molecule.” (Drury, pg. 134.) According to the contemporary view, insanity has a
biochemical, neurophysiological basis and is manifest by behavior that is
inconsistent with societal norms. These days ‘insanity’ is defined behaviorally. Since
‘insanity’ is defined this way, it is defined in terms of conformity to a specific culture
and time.
In the context of behavioral norms that are generally accepted in our
culture, neither Guard C (in Drury’s case study) nor Joan of Arc could be regarded
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as conforming to normal modes of behavior. A contemporary person who claimed
to be commanded by voices to drive all Norwegians out of Hawaii, and who acted
on those perceived commands by attempting to form a militia for the purpose of
engaging in armed combat with Norwegians, would be considered insane.
Professional physicians have little choice regarding medical intervention in
cases that involve potential harm to society together with manifest patient suffering.
Rational considerations make it obvious that intervention is required when potential
harm to society or a patient is involved.
Considering that they had virtually the same symptoms,
(1) If medical intervention was appropriate for Guard C, then medical
intervention would have been appropriate for Joan of Arc [if the appropriate
medications had been available when she was alive].
(2) Medical intervention was appropriate for Guard C.
(3) Therefore, medical intervention would have been appropriate for Joan of
Arc. [by modus ponens]
Decision theory and the minimax strategy also reveals the rationality of
medical intervention.
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Minimax Strategy : Minimize the maximum possible loss.
Treatment Intervention

No Treatment
Intervention

Potential Societal Harm

Prevent Harm

Permit Harm

No Potential for Societal
Harm

No Assured Societal
Benefit

No Assured Societal
Benefit

Relieved Patient
Suffering

Continued Patient
Suffering

You use the minimax strategy when you throw in a hand in poker, decide when it is
safe to pull out into traffic in your car, or discover blue food in your refrigerator and
choose to throw it away instead of risking botulism. Regarding cases of religious
visionaries who threaten violence, the maximum possible loss is physical (and
psychological) harm to others. Minimax strategy is used when we deprive violent,
anti-social individuals of their freedom and incarcerate them in institutions. In
psychiatric cases, minimax reasoning is employed when medications are
administered to potentially violent individuals in order to suppress their symptoms. In
the diagram above, the lower two quadrants can be disregarded, since no
potential for societal harm is present. Minimax reasoning dictates that the upper
right-hand quadrant, which permits societal harm, must be rejected. Hence, the
only rational choice is found in the upper left-hand quadrant; if physicians are
compelled to prevent violent harm to society when they have the means to do so,
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then they have no rational alternative to medical intervention.
Where a probability of societal harm is present, medical intervention is
rationally required. For example, in retrospect, timely intervention could have
prevented harm in the following cases:
Jim Jones (Jonestown)
David Koresh (Branch Davidians)
Marshall Herff Applewhite (Heaven's Gate leader)
Ron and Dan Lafferty
Fanatical terrorists who flew commercial aircraft into buildings

3. Counterexamples from the arts, athletics, literature, and philosophy
At this point it looks as though we should protect ourselves from the dangers
posed by religious visionaries by intervening to terminate their aberrant, anti-social,
and potentially harmful behavior. However, do we feel the same way about
unusual behavior exhibited by people in non-religious contexts, e.g., the arts,
athletics, literature, or philosophy? After all, The Disrespectful Dictionary defines
‘Art’ as “That which to be successful must be the product of a diseased mind.”
In the absence of an obvious potential for harm, society often values
individuals who are capable of behaving at the extremes of human performance
and achievement, even when their social behavior does not precisely conform to
societal norms. For example,
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Bobby Fischer

Paranoid, Anti-social

Mozart

Bipolar depression

Van Gogh

Bipolar depression, possible toxic poisoning

Hemingway

Unipolar depression

Poe

Unipolar depression, alcohol abuse

Charles Dodgson (Lewis Carroll)
Jim Morrison

Insomnia, unipolar depression

Bipolar depression, substance abuse

Ozzy Osbourne

Very strange

Socrates

Epilepsy

Spinoza

Asperger’s syndrome

Wittgenstein

Asperger’s syndrome, unipolar depression

Is the world a better place, because Wittgenstein, Mozart and Poe were
permitted to produce their works in the absence of medical intervention? For us,
certainly; for them, perhaps not. If Charles Dodgson (Lewis Carroll) had been
treated for insomnia, depression, and hormonal imbalances, he might have
escaped from his tortured state in which a “dark cloud” hung over his life.
However, we would be deprived of the products of his literary genius; Through the
Looking-Glass, and The Hunting of Snark, might never have been written.
As a society, we have some difficult choices; they involve disturbing tradeoffs. Blaise Pascal had some sort of nervous breakdown on the night of November
23, 1654.
Pascal recorded this incident:
From about half past ten to half after midnight,
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FIRE
God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob, not of the philosophers
and wise. Security, Security, Feeling, Joy, Peace. Forgetfulness of the
world and of all save God. O righteous Father, the world has not
known Thee, but I have known Thee.
If contemporary medications had been available, and treatment had been
imposed, Pascal could have continued his studies in mathematics instead of
becoming a religious apologist. Considering the direction his work was going prior
to November 1654, it is probable that he would have discovered the infinitesimal
calculus in advance of Leibniz and Newton.
In A Christmas Carol, Ebenezer Scrooge had a nervous breakdown one night
in which he experienced visions that changed his life. If Dickens had provided
Scrooge with timely medical intervention, he would have remained his normal self:
a stingy, grouchy, curmudgeon.
The situation here is problematic. With medical intervention, Pascal could
have gone on to mathematical greatness. With intervention Scrooge could have
gone on to miserly financial success.
As a society we allow Mike Tyson to continue his boxing career in spite of his
anti-social behavior and his extreme aggression against women, fellow motorists,
and opponents. Meanwhile, clergy in organized religions dread the emergence of
visionaries in their congregations because of their disruptive influence.
Perhaps our culture (and our species) needs and wants some people who
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have characteristics and abilities that permit them to perform at the extremes of
human behavior. We are willing to allow scientists, such as Einstein and Feynman,
to be extremely eccentric and carry on with their work. If we drugged exceptional
individuals to make them conform to our societal norms, the result could be a
society of average people who are capable only of mediocrity. However, if we
allow some people to remain at the extremes, and we do not intervene to make
them normal (and, hence, ordinary), we must also be aware of the risks and be
prepared to accept them.
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LEON JOHNSON / JOHN SCHMOR, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON.
Faust/Faustus in Deptford, a 15-minute digital video directed by
Leon Johnson, imagines Christopher Marlowe’s 16thC Faustus and
Goethe’s 19thC Faust in the last few minutes of their lives as
nomadic allies. This travelogue interweaves documentation of live
performance and psycho-geographical drift, triangulating the
unmapped distances between the Faustus legend, Christopher
Marlowe's death in Deptford near the river Thames and Oscar
Wilde's vandalized tomb in Paris. This is a distillation of
performance and pilgrimage from over four years of collaborative
discovery and design. Practitioners from Art, Theater and Music
departments collaborated to produce both the live performance and
the film.
The travelogue begins with an image of Faustus' Helen of Troy, a
flaming relic cursing history, mocking fame, taunting Marlowe's
Faustus in his last hour as he tries to recall the pleasures of
his decadent contracts and begins to perceive his own double and
double-Helen from Goethe's Faust. Faustus and Faust meet to
wander points of location and of loss. First emerging from the
Woolwich Arsenal Tunnel, Faust and Faustus ascend from under the
river to the light of this "new world" drifting from the river to
nearby Maryon Park, the exact site where Michaelangelo Antonioni
filmed (in 1966) the scene of the crime at the center of BlowUp, a scene and site in sympathetic riddle to the journey Faust
and Faustus are making. Throughout their journey together, images
culled from performances at several other sympathetic sites haunt
the two men as memories barely retrievable crossing back and
forth from myth to history, history to gesture in real time.
These
recollections
include
imagery
from
performances
of
Faust/Faustus at sites including the Dissenter's Chapel in Kensal
Green cemetery in London, Castle Rising in King's Lynn, and an
underground cabaret called "Diablo’s."
The primary directional shift of the travelogue is from the
documentation of an
"intervention" at the site of Oscar Wilde's tomb in Pere LaChaise
cemetery in Paris, a determined pilgrimage to repair for a silver
moment a 1919 act of dismemberment against the Sphinx that hovers
atop Wilde's tomb. In this duty of re-membering, Faust and
Faustus pay their last respects, honoring the generative sympathy
resistant to scandal and ruin. From Paris, the two are able to
make their final trip to Deptford, to visit the site of Marlowe's
murder and burial ground, another riddled loss of a poet both
decadent and brave, another prophet of this new world. And from
the graveyard they find their way along a blighted urban path in
Deptford to the polluted banks of the river Thames, where, in
fading light, the travelogue documents a final drift of chance
discovery – a rusted message, a final memory of unmappable love,

and the appearance in blue twilight of a miserable guide to the
next or the last destination.
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Abstract

This paper examines motion event structures in Japanese and analyzes how lexicalization
types, telicity, stativity, and transitivity interact with each other. Japanese motion verbs have
been examined in several studies (Ikegami 1985, Yoneyama 1985, Tsujimura 1994, 1996,
Muehleisen and Imai 1997 among others). As one of peculiar characteristics, it has been pointed
out that the verbs show compatibility requirements with accompanying particles, i.e. some
motion verbs are compatible with some particles, but others are not. In addition, only some
motion verbs revoke a stative interpretation in an aspectual construction. Moreover, I show that
transitive motion verbs, compared with their counterparts, i.e. intransitive motion verbs, do not
revoke a stative interpretation. To explain these phenomena, I analyze the motion event
structures as follows:
1) The verb-particle compatibility requirements are attributed to Talmy’s (1985)
lexicalization types: Path and Manner. I also propose the subclasses of Manner verbs to
explain all the compatibility patterns of motion verbs.
2) Telicity, one of the lexical components of both motion verbs and particles, plays a crucial
role in the motion verb classification and compatibility constraints.
3) Stativity is expressed by Path verbs in an aspectual construction, which, however, must
meet additional structural requirements such as intransitivity and the existence of a
delimiter.
Thus, in this paper I show various structural patterns of Japanese motion verbs and claim that
both lexical components and grammatical constructions play a crucial role in forming a motion
event structure in Japanese.
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Abstract
Psychophysiology is the study of the correlation between the human psychological and physiological domains, exploring the intricate interface of mind, brain and body. This field of study is
concerned with how mental events, such as feelings and thoughts, affect bodily processes.

The objective of this paper is to research the parallels between psychophysiology and interactive 3D electronic works of art that provoke both virtual and real experiences. This paper references one
interactive installation that provides a 3-D model that exemplifies scientific theories. The work
elicits brain activity in response to perceived danger and offers a method for clinical observation of
the facial expressions of the human subject in real time.

Key words: Haptic, stimulus/response, electronic arts, psychophysiology, facial expression.
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Movement for Musicians, Dancers, and Actors
by
Dr. Maribeth J. Knaub

Musicians, dancers, and actors move for a living…skillfully, precisely, and in a carefully
trained manner. Since these artists practice many hours over long periods of time, these
movements affect the body as a whole. It is known that many artists suffer from various
problems of pain while performing. Some of these problems’ causes may be attributed to
such things as stress, environmental factors, or instrumental and furniture design.
However, a most important aspect remains: In many cases, the problem is not what is
done to performers but what they do to themselves. Although performers may know the
scientific name for various parts of the body, they do not necessarily understand their
bodies well. Indeed, they are often unaware that unnecessary and destructive tension
exists while performing. When pain occurs during practice or rehearsal, the performer
may dismiss this problem as normal and therefore something to be ignored. After all, is
not some discomfort normal in order to achieve a difficult artistic goal? Have not we all
heard the phrase, “No pain, no gain?”
Pain is distracting and limits the performer’s ability to access his/her full potential. When
this happens on a professional level, the career of a talented individual is seriously
threatened. Indeed, careers have already been lost because the performer simply could
not bear the pain any longer. It has only been in the past two decades that serious efforts
have been made to officially document the occurrence of injury and pain. A large survey
(Fishbein & Middlestadt) of 2,212 orchestral musicians was conducted which produced
the following astonishing results: 82% revealed that they had experienced medical
problems and 76% had at least one painful condition that was severe enough to impair
performance! These startlingly high percentages prompted research and the emergence
of new performing art clinics in several major U.S. cities. These facilities continue to
provide help for many performers who seek medical advice and assistance. Some of the
major issues that concern the directors of these clinics are the need to educate the arts
community about the demand for health care services for artists and the disabling effect
of pain for performing artists.
F.M. Alexander (1869-1955) made amazing discoveries concerning human movement
when he was faced with a problem that the medical profession could not solve. After
many years of intensive work, Alexander was surprised to discover that it was something
he was unconsciously doing to himself that was the problem. His work eventually
evolved into what is called “The Alexander Technique” today. My preference is to look
at his work in light of what Alexander discovered and then apply it to many activities…
both artistic and non-artistic. Thus, Alexander’s principles are also helpful when
executing everyday activities such as sitting, standing, walking, writing at a desk,
reading, or working at a computer. The emphasis of this paper will be on the application
of Alexander’s principles to musicians, dancers, and actors.

Alexander’s discoveries are not easily defined…”because they involve a new experience
– the experience of gradually freeing oneself from the domination of fixed habits” (Gelb,
1994, p.1). In fact, awareness of habit is probably the most important thing that
Alexander emphasizes. In Alexander’s words, “You are not here to do exercises, or to
learn to do something right, but to get able to meet a stimulus that always puts you wrong
and to learn to deal with it” (Alexander, 1932). Another helpful definition appears in
brochures and workshop announcements:
“The Alexander Technique offers a joyful, systematic look into the underlying principles
that govern human movement. When applied, these principles guide us to a dynamic
experience of kinesthetic lightness, wherein thinking becomes clearer, feelings
accessible, sensations livelier, and movement more pleasurable. Within this fluid, more
conscious condition, we find our actions strengthened and refined, our sense of time
expanded, and our rapport with the environment restored.”

Alexander found that the dynamic relationship of the head and neck to the body is
pivotally important to the optimal functioning of the body as a whole. Since the
articulation of the top vertebrae of the spine and the occipital bone of the skull (the
atlanto-occipital joint) is behind the center of gravity, the front of the head is therefore
heavier than the back. Babies and small children naturally utilize the sub-occipital
muscles in order to delicately balance the head on top of the spine. They also tap into
“primary control,” a term coined by Alexander meaning “the dynamic relationship of the
head, neck, and torso that organizes our movement and alertness” (Gelb, 1995, p.165).
As we age, many of us fall into the bad habit of allowing our neck to tighten and our head
to fall back and down. Our birthright to natural lengthening, fluidity, and ease of
movement is lost when the relationship of the head to the body is compromised. This
poor alignment has a negative effect upon the functioning of all parts of the body. Thus,
when the head is poorly balanced on top of the spine, optimal use of the larynx cannot
occur for the actor; optimal freedom of movement for arms and legs cannot occur for the
dancer; optimal breathing cannot occur for the singer; and optimal use of the arms and
fingers cannot occur for the violinist or pianist.
Alexander’s early career path as an elocutionist was thwarted because he became hoarse
on stage soon after he began to speak. He later discovered that he had the unconscious
habit of interfering with his natural coordination by pulling his head back and down,
tightening his neck, and pressing down on his larynx. He also found it difficult to stop
this habit from reoccurring. The first thing that helped him not fall into his habit was to
teach himself to stop what he was doing or to inhibit his automatic, habitual response. He
therefore paused and thought about not responding to the stimulus in the stereotype
manner. This conscious control allows a performer to replace the old habit with a new,
more satisfactory manner of use.
(2)

He could then go on to the second step, “directing.” Alexander devised a set of verbal
directions which affect the nervous system, allowing the head to go “forward and up
(Jones, 1979). These directions are:
1) Let the whole neck be free. No thought or action should increase muscle
tension in the neck.
2) Let the whole head go forward and up. No thought or action should cause the
neck to tense along with pulling the head back and down.
3) Let the whole back widen and lengthen. No thought or action should cause
the back to shorten and narrow by arching the spine (Maisel, 1986).
Alexander emphasized that these directions are to be done in rapid sequence as one
complete unit. They must be practiced diligently every day (Alexander, 1932). Once the
performer becomes aware of a harmful habit and inhibits it, then it becomes possible to
substitute a better way to carry out the movement.
Another important conclusion that emerged was that the mind and body are inextricably
bound together. They form an inseparable whole (Barker, 1991). The idea of
psychophysical unity was truly revolutionary when Alexander stated it (around 1900) and
he was looked upon as a heretic by some of his contemporary medical professionals. Of
course, today the concept of psychophysical unity has been validated and accepted by
psychiatrists and doctors. Psychophysical unity is one of the cornerstones of Alexander’s
work.
Another cornerstone is the principle of not “end-gaining.” When artists rehearse, they
tend to be totally absorbed in the music, script/literature, or the way the leg must extend
by a specific deadline date when this must be accomplished. Music must be memorized
with the correct fingerings, prose must be spoken with the appropriate inflection, and a
dancer’s body must demonstrate strength and endurance under extremely strenuous
movement. So, performers work to achieve these end goals…with little or no observance
of what is happening to their bodies as they rehearse. The perfectionist little voice in
one’s mind often says, “Think about the end goal; don’t worry about how you get there.
You don’t have much time left, so just bear down and do it!” This approach often spells
disaster because the performer has no awareness that some parts of the body have become
destructively tense. Pain is often ignored. The cycle is repeated over and over until the
performer collapses under the stress of it all or realizes that the artistic intent is not being
accomplished. Alexander approaches practicing and rehearsal by stating that performers
must think about “the means whereby.” In other words, performers need to be very
aware of what is physically and mentally happening to themselves as they rehearse. This
is not easy for performers to do because we are taught early in our training about the
importance of having a good technique and making the most of the artistic endeavor at
hand. It takes a great amount of determination for most artists to be aware of themselves
in an accurate way as they rehearse or perform. These performers are the ones who are
able to perform throughout their entire life and feel that their freedom to express
themselves clearly becomes greater and greater.
(3)

It is important to place Alexander’s work in the field of education. One of Alexander’s
most ardent and consistent advocates was the American philosopher, John Dewey.
Dewey believed that Alexander’s work held the promise and potentiality of the new
direction that was needed in all education (Gelb, 1994). Dewey wrote:
The hardest thing to attend to is that which is closest to ourselves, that which is not
constant and familiar. And this closest something is, precisely, ourselves, our own habits
and ways of doing things…Never before, I think, has there been such an acute
consciousness of the failure of all remedies and forces external to the individual man. It
is, however, one thing to teach the need of a return to the individual man as the ultimate
agency in whatever mankind and society can collectively accomplish…It is another thing
to discover the concrete procedure by which this greatest of all tasks can be executed.
And this indispensable thing is exactly what Mr. Alexander has accomplished. (Dewey,
1955)

Dewey was strongly in favor of making Alexander’s principles part of the educational
experience of every American child. He felt that Alexander’s principles and procedures
are “…crucially needed at present. It (Alexander’s method) is one of constructive
education. Its proper field of application is with the young, with the growing generation,
in order that they may come to possess…a correct standard of sensory appreciation and
self-judgment” (Alexander, 1923, p. v).
Like Dewey, Alexander believed that education was the key to a changing society. In
1924, Alexander opened a school is London for children within the ages of three and
eight. The main emphasis of the school was to teach children the proper “Use” of
themselves. After several years, Alexander traveled to America and opened a school for
children in Boston, Massachusetts. It is unfortunate that these schools had to close when
World War II began. The journals from these schools indicate that students benefited
greatly at an early age from their direct contact with Alexander.
Alexander’s main principles are as follows:
I.

Alexander’s “directions”
A. Neck free, head leads, body follows

II.

Primary Control
A. Inhibition
B. Non-doing
C. Reflexive Muscle Function
D. Reliable Sensory Perception

III.

Psychophysical Oneness
A. Unification of the affective, the cognitive, and the physical components of
our being
(4)

A sub-discipline of Alexander’s work is “Body Mapping,” a term used by Ohio
University’s string professor, William Conable. As an Alexander teacher, Conable found
that it is challenging to communicate Alexander’s discoveries to students in a clear,
precise manner. Indeed, all Alexander teachers struggle with this issue. To facilitate this,
Conable was inspired to investigate the ramifications concerning the location and
dimension of the spine, the exact points of articulation of the joints, and the manner in
which muscles respond to the thought process. In order to benefit from Alexander’s
discoveries, people must have an accurate internal body map. He was amazed to find that
most of his students had poor body maps, maps that were full of errors! One reason for
these errors is that with the onset of puberty, one’s map must change in accordance with
the new physiological changes. If this adjustment in thinking does not occur, it is
possible that one’s map may be distorted and inaccurate. Conable states, “…The
information sent to the brain is indeed accurate, but it is misinterpreted in experience…
Since it (the map) is formed out of many experiences over a long period of time and on
the basis of an incomplete awareness of the totality of the body (or indeed, of the self) it
is quite usual for different aspects of the body map to be, if not grossly contradictory, at
least subtly inconsistent” (Conable & Conable, 1995, p.128). Therefore, a student’s
learning may be blocked because of an erroneous perception of various areas of the body
or because the brain’s message is not accurately represented in the responding Alexander
movement. When Conable began to use body mapping ideas in his classes, he found that
students’ learning indeed accelerated to an even greater degree than he originally
predicted. He found that students responded best when he incorporated auditory, visual,
and kinesthetic experiences into his teaching.
Conable states that an important underlying principle is this: “If there is a conflict
between the way the body is mapped and the way it actually is, the map wins. That is,
people will behave as if the map inside their mind is true. This map is the interface
between conscious awareness and bodily mechanisms. Literally, it is how we know
ourselves” (Conable & Conable, 1995, p.129). Common mapping errors include size,
location, shape, and mechanics of body parts and how they function.
My dissertation examined the types of mapping errors that existed among students who
took Conable’s class over a 25-year period. I found that artists in these fields had many
of the same mapping difficulties. However, there were several mapping issues that posed
predominant problems for either the musician, the dancer, or the actor. The last part of
this paper will look at a few examples of specific problems that these students
encountered. Each statement is followed by a response that examines one avenue for
unraveling the problem…that of Body Mapping. It should be understood that other
solutions are surely possible and that Alexander’s principles (neck free, head moving
forward and up…) always must be applied in each case.

(5)

Musician (singer): “I have been trying to breathe into my diaphragm and it has not
been working. Perhaps I overcompensated in my desire to avoid clavicular breathing.”
Since there are no nerve receptors attached to the diaphragm, it cannot be under our direct
control. It certainly is confusing to try to “breathe into the diaphragm!” The diaphragm’s
movement is secondarily controlled via the intercostal muscles surrounding the ribs.
When students are asked to place their fingers where the front of the diaphragm is
attached, most students place their fingers too low. The diaphragm is attached to the
sternum and the fourteenth vertebrae in the back, separating the respiratory and the
digestive areas. Therefore, it functions on a horizontal plane rather than a vertical plane.

Musician (violinist): “My left forearm and wrist aches after I practice for even a
short period of time.”
The ulna (the bone on the outside of the forearm) should be in line with the little finger
when supporting the violin. When the left arm moves from pronation to supination, the
radius (the bone on the inside of the forearm) rotates 180 degrees or more, but the ulna
remains stable. This stability of the ulna bone allows the instrument to be supported
much easier by using the little finger side of the arm. Therefore, the little finger’s
strength is realized when it is in line with the ulna and the pivot point.

Musician (pianist): “As I sit, I tend to collapse downward and bend at the waist.
I often leave the practice room with a sore neck, shoulders, and fingers.”
Bending at the waist is anatomically unsound because there is no joint at the waist! Our
spines are wonderfully flexible and it is possible to curve in this area, but an examination
of any skeleton will indicate that a joint does not exist here. Clothing is probably
responsible for this delusion in that belts, tops of skirts and slacks make a line at the
waist. We unconsciously develop the erroneous idea that we have a joint there. While
playing the piano, it is helpful to think of being as “one piece” from the bottom to the top
of the spine.
Actor: “After speaking in front of a group for a few moments, I notice that
audible gasps occur during inhalation. My drama teacher says to stop doing this, but I
can’t seem to be able to stop.”
Alexander noticed this problem early in his work and also found that he had difficulty in
stopping himself from gasping for air. Audible inhalation is destructive to the ease and
freedom of the vocal folds as they come together to produce sound. One might ask, “Is
the trachea (wind pipe) behind, in front of, or horizontally right next to the esophagus
(food pipe)?” The correct answer is that the trachea is in front of the esophagus. Since it
is now clear that the trachea is easily accessible and available, it is more plausible that the
actor will be successful in achieving effortless, quiet inhalation.
(6)

Actor: “I have been told to inhale deeply and to fill my whole torso with air. We
all know that the abdominal area must expand during inhalation.”
Although the abdominal area expands during inhalation, it is a fact that air is not brought
into this lower area. Air is brought only into the lungs which are relatively high in the
body (above the diaphragm). The expansion that occurs in the lower rib area during
inhalation is the result of the work of the abdominal and intercostal muscles, not the
result of any air in this region.

Actor: “My feet hurt, particularly my heels, when I must stand relatively still on
stage for a period of time.”
One typical mapping error is to map the heels directly underneath the anklebones. If this
were true, it would make sense to send the body’s weight directly down to the heels.
However, anatomical examination reveals that the heels are substantially behind the
ankles. Therefore, it is not sound to make the heels bear most of the weight as it is
transferred to the foot. The weight should be distributed from the middle of the foot to
the front and back of the foot. In addition, the resulting poor balance puts unnecessary
tension on the tibialis muscle, the front muscle of the lower leg.

Dancer: “My arms are my main problem. They often feel heavy, awkward, and
uncoordinated.”
Arms are an important issue for any dancer. A good question is, “Where do they
begin?” Most people think of their arms as starting in the shoulder area at the ball and
socket joint. It is much more helpful for dancers, particularly, to know that there is a
joint on each side of the top of the sternum to which arm movement is directly linked.
Therefore, it is helpful to think of the arms as beginning in the center of the body. This
allows the dancer to have “long arms” that extend from the middle of the body to the tips
of the fingers. Arm movement becomes more integrated and thus more fluid and
graceful.

Dancer: “Dancing produces pain in my legs, particularly my knees.”
Discomfort in the knee joint could be caused by unconsciously trying to bend this joint
exactly at the patella (knee cap). This is anatomically unsound because the patella is
located above the part of the knee that bends. Therefore, the actual joint is located just
below the patella. After all, we cannot bend on a bone! It is possible to bend the knee
easily and efficiently when one is clear about the exact location of the joint.
(7)

Dancer: “My lower back often hurts after I work with leg extensions.”
Since leg extensions involve the hip joint, one approach to this problem would be to
correctly map the location of the hip joint. Typically, dancers map their hip joints as
being either 1) inside the pelvis, rather close together or 2) at the top of the pelvis, near
the iliac crest. Anatomical evidence substantiates that hip joints are located on the sides
of our body, on the outside of the pelvis, and far apart from each other. In addition, these
joints articulate lower than any point on the iliac crest. The understanding of the exact
location of the hip joint is crucial information for the dancer.

The outline below may be helpful in conveying the main principles of body mapping:
I.

Recognition of Error

II.

Accurate information
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

III.

Location
Size
Structure
Function
Acknowledgement of its existence

Conscious Re-mapping in a musical or non-musical application
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Less Pain
Improved Facility/Ease
Awareness of Environment
Awareness of Self
Better Sound

Through body mapping, an individual can recognize unconscious mapping errors. When
presented with accurate information in one or more of the five areas (II, A-E), the
individual can then consciously re-map that area. Its application in musical and nonmusical situations is then accessible to the individual. Positive experiences can then
result.

(8)

In conclusion, misconceptions that musicians, dancers, and actors have about the
location, size, shape, and function of various joints and muscles are very destructive to
their artistic development. These misconceptions can lead to debilitating problems that
create tension and pain to the degree that careers are threatened. With few exceptions,
young artists found unnecessary tension to exist as they performed, whether it was
conscious or unconscious. I believe this work to be vital and very important in
strengthening the educational experience of students within the arts. Therefore, my
recommendation is that this information be included in the academic curriculum for the
budding young artist.
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This paper presents an autobiographical narrative by Fernande Richter (1861-1941),
which bears the title "Ein Farm-Idyll in Süd-Missouri." The author, who wrote under the
pseudonym Edna Fern, was one of the most prolific and honored of German-American women
writers. Born near Hannover, her family's financial difficulties led to her emigration in 1881 to
the United States. She was known for her lyric poetry, realistic prose, fairy tales, and dramatic
works, and published both in Germany and in the German-American press. She traveled and
lectured on literature and social questions, especially women's emancipation.
Much of Richter's prose is descriptive, portraying the United States for German-American
audiences and for readers in the Old World. While writers such as Solger, Kirchhoff, and
Brachvogel described the natural wonders of the American continent, Richter's view—through a
woman's eyes—looks more to the new life, its opportunities, and its challenges. She focused on
what one could learn about conditions in the neighborhood, on the farm, and in the hearts of her
protagonists.
In pointing to an example of the rich heritage of non-English literature portraying early
years of this country's development, this presentation argues for reconsideration of the unique
perspective presented in the work of Fernande Richter as an important German-American
immigrant writer.
The presentation:

The title of this session—uprooted, transplanted—fits the author Fernande Richter, who
wrote under the pseudonym Edna Fern, particularly well; and of all her works, it best fits her
short autobiographical narrative "Ein Farm-Idyll in Süd-Missouri." As she is a relatively
unknown writer, I offer first a few words of introduction. According to Franz Brümmer's
Lexikon der deutschen Dichter und Prosaisten,1 Richter was born in 1861 into comfortable
circumstances, the fifth child and only daughter of the Osthaus family near Hannover. She was
educated in her early years first by private tutors and later in the cloister of Sacré Coeur near
Aachen. She learned French and was given instruction in music, lived in Hildesheim and
Osnabrück, and then moved with her family to an estate in Upper Swabia, before financial straits
forced the family to emigrate—in the year 1881—to America. Richter's first station in the United
States was a farm in southwestern Missouri; later she went to St. Louis, where she gained firsthand experience of hard work in America. In 1882 she entered an unhappy marriage, divorced
five years later, and then in 1894 married Dr. Georg Richter of St. Louis. She worked as a
member of the St. Louis welfare board, traveled to lecture on literature and social questions,
including women's emancipation, and wrote acclaimed poetry, prose (realistic short stories, fairy
tales, and at least one novel), and dramas, one of which—Die Brücke—was performed
successfully in the German theater of Milwaukee. An obituary written by A. E. Zucker in 1941
describes her as the last of the German-American authors grouped around Robert Reitzel's
journal Der arme Teufel, who were not "belated imitators of German men of letters but who
stood shoulder to shoulder with their trans-Atlantic contemporaries." Her works were published
not only in the German-American press but also in Germany. Zucker describes her professional
and literary achievements, as well as her quiet life and her devotion "to her husband, children,
grand-children, and even great-grandchildren."2
Richter's "Farm-Idyll" was published in Europe in 1901, in the second volume of her
four-volume collected works.3 It is an account of life on a farm in southwestern Missouri, the
area where she lived during the first eighteen months or so of her American experience, from
1881 until 1882. Biographical information concerning Richter does not provide precise
information about her whereabouts in Missouri at this time, but there is no reason to doubt that
she was in the location mentioned in the "Farm-Idyll." The town named —Avilla—is described
by the author as consisting of six houses, grouped around the post office, two churches, a general
store, where, as the narrator states, "man alles bekam, dessen der Farmer bedarf, von Nägeln,
Schaufeln und Pferdegeschirren bis zu Kaffee und Mehl und Tabak und Farmerhüten; wo man
gegen ein Dutzend Eier ein schönes, rotes Halstuch und gegen goldgelbe Grasbutter den
herrlichsten bunten Kattun eintauschen konnte" (92). The town exists today; it lies some 30
miles from the Kansas/Missouri border and 10 miles from the city of Joplin. The current
population of Avilla is, I have learned, "approximately 99," and the "approximate number of
families is 42."4 This is and always has been the American frontier.
The one short commentary on this story that has appeared fails to notice the obvious
autobiographical elements and realistic firsthand experience which lie at the basis of its charm.5
The narrator of this first-person account is a young woman, who gives her name as Anna Maria
Therese Franziska Auguste, a name much like Richter's own, Fernande Anna Therese Franziska
Auguste. Like the narrator, Richter had four brothers. Like the narrator, she could state with
conviction that a German estate (Landgut) and an American farm are two very different things,
that the education in Germany given to young men or women of the educated classes was not

very helpful when it came to jobs like milking cows and clearing forests. Furthermore, just like
the narrator, Richter and her family found themselves in the southwest corner of the state of
Missouri, having left behind a very different existence in Europe: a life which encompassed
landed estates, the university, and the art academy. Undoubtedly, the narrator in the "Farm-Idyll"
is Fernande Richter. At the time, she was 20-21 years old, and, having come from a cultured
European life to the real frontier of the American Midwest, she was living the life of one who in
every conceivable way could only be described as "transplanted and uprooted."
The "Farm-Idyll" is a story of just over 6,000 words. It is a broad and yet succinct
description of people, their habits, events, the landscape, the weather, dangers, problems,
superstitions, economic conditions, farming, and so on. The narration keeps the reader mindful
of the outside world—through mention of the property owners back east—and the larger
historical era—through stories from the Civil War period. The full panorama of characters
hinted at is represented by a total of five families, including that of the author. These include
Hyram Nimmocks's rather unharmonious group, consisting of himself, his pious Methodist wife
Frau Sarah, and his three stepdaughters. Further, there is the Yeager family, formerly known as
the Jägers, who had emigrated several decades earlier from Germany: Yeager himself, his wife,
and his sons Jahn and Sigel, the younger of whom was named after the German-American Civil
War general. There is tension between these two families: the more prosperous Yeager is
unhappy that his son Jahn is in love with Nimmocks's stepdaughter Belle. The other families in
the "Farm-Idyll" include the wealthy McLaughlin family, owners of most of Avilla; a
Pomeranian family from Texas, whose married daughter turned the heads of all the menfolk in
the area; and the author's family. In addition to these, there are three individuals—the crooked
land agent; the doctor, whose medical practice suffers both from the competition of local farmers'
home-cures and also from the fact that his patients insist on paying him in kind; and the figure
known as the "Swamp Angel," a victim of superstitious fears, who cannot be located by a posse that
sets out to lynch him. The narrative is framed by appearances by Colonel Parker, who at the
beginning of the story "sells" the newcomers the farm and at the end comes again with legal proof
that they are merely squatters and must move on, as the farm belongs to a rich widow in the East
who is suddenly interested in her property.
Richter makes mention of many of the same habits of uncultured Americans that have
annoyed other Europeans through the decades. But the tone is not critical. Rather she presents
the facts, at most allowing someone else to feel (but not express) displeasure. Her mother thought
Mrs. Yeager was taking out a knitting bag when she first came to visit, but it turned out to be her
tobacco pouch and her corncob pipe. The mother (but not the author) turns up her nose: ". . . der
Rauch eines selbstgebauten und geschnittenen Krautes kräuselte sich unter ihrer sich rümpfenden
Nase" (85). There is elegantly restrained humor in descriptions of the habits of Mr. Yeager and
Hyram Nimmocks, such as their chewing and spitting of tobacco: "Vater Yeager [setzte] sein
zierliches Figürchen vor die eine Thür, legte das eine Beinchen horizontal über das andere,
rümpfte sein spitzes Näschen und spuckte energisch zur offenen Thür hinaus, wobei er jedesmal
vorsichtig den langen, weißen Bart zur Seite schob, damit kein brauner Tabakspritzer ihn
befleckte" (83). Hyram Nimmocks, meanwhile, "faßte vor dem Kaminloch Posto, kippte den
Stuhl hintenüber, stemmte die langen Beine quer vor der Oeffnung her hoch an die Wand, schnitt
Gesichter und spuckte mit einer fabelhaften Geschicklichkeit dicht neben dem alten Yeager in
eine breite Fußbodenritze" (83). There is neither scorn nor mockery here, but rather only a
picturesque, gentle, and sympathetic description.

There is humor in the adulterated and deteriorating German language of some of the
immigrants and in the mixed forms that result. Mrs. Yeager had "die Angewohnheit, englische
Worte mit deutschen Endungen zu gebrauchen" (87). She is quoted as stating "[E]in neues Haus
haben wir nu auch gebuildet . . . das alte war kei Use mehr. Wenn's gerained oder gesnowed hat,
sin mer immer unners Bett gekrochen . . . . Un die Trees grown nu so hübsch ums Hus herum,
das is kei Use talking . . . " (87). We hear of the "Fenz-rail," spelled with a "z," through which
Belle and Jahn still kiss, despite the fact that Yeager has made it higher (83). And one of the
chief occupations with which the menfolk occupy themselves in leisure hours is "whitteln" (84).
Richter knew what she wrote about. The Redbirds, Bluebirds, the Cinchbugs, a term she
uses and then translates as "Blattwanzen," and the expression "twenty miles west of civilisation,"
supposedly where the Swamp-Angel lives, are things she heard and saw in southwestern
Missouri. Having grown up near this area myself, I appreciate the realistic accuracy of her
descriptions of hot summer sunsets—"die heiße Sonne, die mit einer roten, unheimlichen Glut
am Himmel steht und dürstend, gierig die Feuchtigkeit saugt aus dem langen Prairiegras und dem
satten Waldgrün, bis es welk und müd und sterbend daliegt" (94). Richter had herself heard the
sounds of the locusts—"die Locusten, die den ganzen Tag zu Millionen ein Riesenkonzert
veranstaltet haben, die durchsichtige Baßgeige ihrer Flügel mit den Füßen als Fiedelbogen
streichend" (95). She mentions the little snake ("eine niedliche graue Hausschlange," 80) that
came into the house through the chimney and observes that a raccoon ("ein hübscher kleiner
Waschbär," 80) could enter the house during the night, particularly since there were no doors.
Her descriptions romanticize what she experienced, both the good and the bad.
Richter writes what struck her attention—as a newcomer to the area, as an immigrant, as
a young woman. The reader learns the following facts related to the running of the home: (1)
Milk came from the well: that is, milk, butter, and even water melons were hung right above the
water level in the deep, cool well, as this was the best place to protect them from the heat. (2)
The family's little kitchen was set up in a lean-to shed, as there was no adequate space for it in
the farmhouse itself. (3) No American house can exist without a rocking chair—a piece of
furniture the narrator finds unusual—, while, on the other hand, the wooden cupboards the
menfolk in her family built impressed the local inhabitants. (4) Household dust swept up and
even soapy water from mopping was easily gotten rid of through the large cracks between the
floorboards. (5) Mrs. Yeager, unlike her husband, would welcome a daughter-in-law, as she
could help with the work. We are not told of the work of the men, except for their tearing down
of the house's chimney, a job directly related to the maintenance of the living area. What we
learn in this text is the women's view, information about those parts of life for which they are
responsible.
Richter is fashion conscious, describing the fabrics, the styles, and the colors worn by
local men and women. We are treated to an approving description of the way Jahn Yeager, the
author's "schmuck[er] Jahn" (83) looks when dressed in his everyday clothes: "barfuß, nur mit
aufgekrempelten Hosen und einem losen Hemd, das den braunen Hals frei ließ . . . den
riesengroßen flachen Strohhut tief in den Nacken geschoben" (88). And we can picture pretty
Belle, too, from Richter's description, "in dem steifgestärkten weißen Sonntagskleid," her face
visible "unter dem großen weißen Federhut" (88). We are given information about the customs
of the area with respect to hospitality, visiting, sharing, and helping. The neighbors share farm
machinery; they help each other with various needs—"mit Rat und That, Wasser . . . und Milch"
(80). Richter makes note of the attentions of the neighbors when she is ill at Christmastime: they

bring food (which she cannot eat), as well as a branch from an evergreen tree.
The economic hardship which had driven Richter's family from Europe is not mentioned,
except for a brief statement at the beginning of the story: "Wir hatten viel Böses erlebt in der
Alten Welt, bis zur Unerträglichkeit" (78). On the other hand, the shady transaction which had
led them to believe they had purchased the Missouri farm, as well as the impoverished farm
itself, is remarked upon, albeit briefly—and with more irony than bitterness: ". . . [wir] fanden
uns . . . im zweifelhaften Besitz einer noch zweifelhafteren Farm" (78). Richter's narrator
comments on the financial problems of the area's farmers, but she keeps her tone objective:
"Wenn der Farmer reichlich erntet, so hat es keinen Wert; ist die Ernte dürftig, so kann er gute
Preise erlangen, aber hat nur wenig zu verkaufen" (100). And she tells lightheartedly of Hyram
Nimmocks's experience with this principle: having tried to sell his juicy apple crop in vain, he
tips his apples out of his cart, whereupon the youth of the town engage in a jolly apple fight, "wie
wir es daheim mit Schneeballen gethan hatten" (101). There is remembered melancholy in
Richter's words, as, for example, when she states: "Das war eine traurige Zeit, dieses Jahr, wo
man nur von Obst leben, Zwangsvegetarianer sein mußte" (101). It was a sad time but not worse
than that, even when finally, at the end of the story, the family is forced to sell its possessions and
leave the area. The doctor receives the last cow as payment for having cared for the author when
she was sick in the winter; most of the pigs have already been butchered, or rather shot, as she
states, because they had become so wild. And yet there is no tone of complaint or bitterness or
tragedy here.
A delightful part of the narrative is the story of the blacksmith Billy McLaughlin's
romantic interest in the author, an interest which she does not return. This blacksmith "[hatte]
mich so in sein armseliges Herzchen geschlossen . . . , daß er mich jeden Sonntagnachmittag mit
seiner Unterhaltung beglückte," she states (93). The youngest son of the prominent McLaughlin
family, he seems curiously unintelligent and awkward: he is forever asking how one says this or
that in German, and then wanting to have the word spelled. He wants to know the author's
name—she gives him all five of her first names—and he finds it "funny, very funny. A very
funny first name" (94). Richter uses all her talents in caricature against him: he is "dieser lang
aufgeschossene, schmalschulterige Yankeejunge, der entschieden einen Halswirbel zu viel hatte
und den kleinen, flachen Kopf ängstlich auf dem dünnen Hals balancierte" (93). As he
approaches he is dressed in "einer nagelneuen, buntgeblümten Weste und himmelblauem,
seidenem Halstuch, der breitrandige Farmerhut überschattete in großem Umkreis den kleinen
Kopf—er sah aus wie ein recht langstieliger Steinpilz" (93). He leaves after a visit, she states,
shaking his head, "so heftig, daß mir Angst wurde, er möchte von seinem Stengel herunterfallen"
(94). Richter's picture of Billy joining the posse to catch the "Swamp Angel" is reminiscent of
Washington Irving's Ichabod Crane: "Er ritt auf einem runden, wohlgepflegten Maultier, so rund,
daß seine langen Beine nach beiden Seiten hin abstanden; er trug einen Ledergurt um den Leib
geschnallt, voll von Revolvern, Bowimessern und andern Kampfutensilien, wie ihn die Cowboys
zu tragen pflegen; er hatte auf dem kleinen Kopf den großen, grauen Sonntagsfilzhut mit einem
roten Taschentuch darüber unter dem Kinn zugeknüpft, damit der Hut beim wilden Reiten nicht
herunterfalle, und herablassend mit der Hand winkend, rief er mir über den Zaun zu: 'Anne
Marie, ich komme wieder!'" (98-99) Finally, he is one of the last to say good-bye when the
family finally leaves the area, this time showing nothing but scorn: "'So,' sagte er und sah uns
verächtlich an, 'ihr wollt jetzt in die Stadt da oben? Wenn das nur gut ausläuft. Dahin geht Bill
McLaughlin nicht—der hat es, by Gosh! nicht nötig. Good bye, Anne Mareia!' Dabei drehte sich

Billy um, ohne die Hände aus den Taschen zu nehmen, spuckte einem Grashüpfer, der gerade da
saß, auf den Kopf und schlenkerte sich davon" (103-04).
Much of the realistic prose written by German-American writers between the Civil War
and World War I might be classified today as travel literature. Its purpose is to portray the
United States for German-American audiences and for readers in the Old World. Writers like
Reinhold Solger, Theodor Kirchhoff, and Udo Brachvogel—to name some of the well-known
literary figures—describe the big cities, or the beauty and wonders of the American continent, or
the terrain, vegetation, social conditions, and economic possibilities of various sections of the
country. Richter's view—through a woman's eyes—has a narrower focus. If these men found
their fascination in geology and geography, then Richter seems to have found it in the smaller
landscape of her immediate surroundings: in the neighborhood, on the farm, and in the hearts of
her protagonists. Through her narrative we become acquainted with the American Midwest of
the late-nineteenth century: the home, the kitchen, and family life. Having been uprooted and
transplanted, she was particularly able to see the cultural and social circumstances of her new
surroundings. And she delights her readers with this little-known story.
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“ Reason, Eros, and Spirit: The Arrangement of Natures in the ‘ True City’ ”

In Book II of the Republic, Socrates describes what he calls “ the true city.” It is
compelling for a number of reasons. First, the rule that will later be called “ justice” is
established already in this city–each citizen performs the task most suited to him, and does not
“meddle in the affairs of others.” Second, the sharing nature of the community, and the apparent
lack of the violent, “ spirited” nature, suggests that it most nearly fits the ideal in which “ Friends
have all things in common,” an ideal praised by Plato in both the Republic and the Laws.
Finally, it is the only city in the Republic that “ precedes” injustice.–The conversation leaves it
behind only when its citizens take up arms to attack their neighbors. It is not mentioned again.
On the other hand, there seems to be so much lacking in this city that little has been
made of it in prevalent interpretations of the Republic. There is no mention of the philosopherking; it leaves out the logic of his rule. While satisfying the requirements for “ social” justice, it
fails to provide a model for the “ internal” justice of the individual–the harmony of parts in the
soul. It would seem to be merely a stepping-stone to the elegant philosophy of the rest of the
dialogue.
Nevertheless, difficulties in the proposed “ callipolis” elaborated over the next several
books often bring scholars back to the latent possibilities of this simple form. In examining these
contradictions, I follow Bloom in reading much of the Republic as a critique of the “ spirited”
soldier’ s nature; especially in that it is inconsistent with the production of a true, erotic
philosopher. However, I depart from Bloom’ s interpretation in that I do not think this
contradiction requires the wholesale rejection of the important philosophical results of the middle
sections of the Republic. (He reads it as a critique of political idealism; Bloom’ s Plato favors
democracy instead.)
To solve these problems, I look first to the dramatic form of the dialogue. Why does
Socrates not describe the role of the philosopher in his “ true city” ? Because this is a “ city of
needs” , and he has not yet shown that philosophy–and justice–are good, or necessary, in
themselves. Only by the end of the argument can Glaucon understand the city that he initially
rejects.
Book IV makes it clear that there is one arrangement of the soul that corresponds to
justice, and that any “ confusion and wandering of these parts” are injustice. Later, in Book VIII,
he goes on to describe five forms of cities–and of souls–corresponding to the forms of justice
and injustice. But if every arrangement of parts corresponds to some city or soul, then there
should be six possible cities. In fact, there are six cities in the Republic, if we count the “ true
city” of Book II. Through an examination of the language in Book VIII, I show that each city
corresponds to exactly one specific arrangement of these parts. Of course, one is missing in this
enumeration: It is the one in which philosophy rules, the erotic part is second, and the spirited
part last. This, then, is the form of the “ true city.” (We can answer the question Socrates puts to
Glaucon in Book VIII: “Or have you some other idea of a regime that fits into some distinct
form?”) As we might expect, here the erotic philosopher arises out of the desires, not out of the
soldiers. By resolving this contradiction, it is possible to imagine what Plato had in mind for his
Ideal city. (A comparison to the theories of Eros in the Symposium is revealing of what such a
city would look like.)
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The “relentless nominalism” of John Buridan (ca. 1300-1364) is present not only in his
metaphysical views, but also in his reflections on logical theory. According to his
nominalist conception, logic is to be regarded as a practical science of particular
arguments, conceived of as concrete, individual pieces of discourse. But given the
obvious volatility and conventionality of these concrete pieces of discourse, the
universality of logic at once becomes problematic: how can logic be a universal science,
if its subject matter is supposed to be the ever changing domain of individual pieces of
human discourse in various conventional, historically evolving human languages? The
paper (extracted from the author’s forthcoming monograph on Buridan’s logic and
metaphysics) examines Buridan’s answer to this question in terms of his conception of
Mental Language, the common mental representational apparatus all human beings
naturally have underlying their various conventional languages.
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ABSTRACT
A professor of rhetoric and writing, a computer programmer, and a biochemist
respond to the agonistic interchange that arose following the Sokal hoax of 1996. The hoax,
which threatened and continues to threaten the possibility of dialogue between humanists
and scientists, raises important questions about interdisciplinary discourse and
epistemology. By writing together about the hoax and its aftermath, the authors, who
represent different perspectives and disciplines, intend to suggest that cooperation and
conversation is, in fact, not only possible, but also productive.

An Interdisciplinary Response to the Sokal Hoax:
A Rhetorician, A Computer Programmer, and A Biochemist Collaborate
In 1996, Social Text, a journal with a cultural-studies focus and a lean to the
left published in a special issue on science studies an articled entitled
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“Transgressing the Boundaries: Toward a Transformative Hermeneutics of
Quantum Gravity” The article, which was authored by a physics professor at
New York University, was a hoax. In it, Sokal used language associated with
cultural studies, critical theory, feminist critique, and liberatory theology and
pedagogy to advance a preposterous claim about the relationship of a notion he
calls “quantum gravity” to postmodernist theories. After the article was
published, without blind review, Sokal immediately disclosed, in a short
statement published by Lingua Franca in 1996, that he had written and
published his essay out of his concern for “an apparent decline in the standards
of rigor in certain precincts of the academic humanities.” In publishing the
hoax, he hoped to embarrass not only the language of cultural studies, but also
its careless borrowing of words and concepts from scientific disciplines.
The ensuing flap, which included a response by the coeditors of Social Text
(also published by Lingua Franca in 1996) spread to include heated responses
from academic humanists and scientists, the American press, and the foreign
press. At stake was the status of humanistic inquiry in general, intellectual
control of the political left, and the possibility of ongoing interdisciplinary
conversation among humanists ( especially those involved in cultural and
science studies) and scientists.
In 2000, the editors of Lingua Franca compiled a book entitled The Sokal
Hoax: The Sham that Shook the Academy in an effort to provide not only the
original hoaxing article and the interchanges of 1996, but also the many written
responses that followed. The Sokal Hoax closes off the debate with a transcript
of a roundtable discussion conducted by Lingua Franca in May 1997. However,
the three of us (a rhetorician, a computer programmer, and a biochemist)
believe that the issues raised by Sokal’s hoax and the ensuing discourse deserve
to be reconsidered—not in an agonistic and heated way, but in (and through) a
written conversation that seeks to heal past wounds and to assert the possibility
of productive interdisciplinary discussion among humanists and scientists.

A Rhetorician’s Introduction (Michael Kleine)
I recently finished reading The Sokal Hoax (2000), a comprehensive overview
compiled by the editors of Lingua Franca that includes not only Sokal’s parodic, hoaxing
essay, which appeared in Social Text in 1996, but also Sokal’s disclosure of the hoax in
Lingua Franca, Social Text’s response in Lingua Franca (plus selected letters to the editor),
national and international press reactions, longer essays, the face-to-face exchange between
Ross and Sokal at a forum at New York University, and a roundtable conducted by Lingua
Franca.k1 Although seven years have passed since Sokal’s article first appeared, I only
recently read the article itself (and the written reactions that ensued). I had heard of the
hoax, but it wasn’t until Bruce urged me to read The Sokal Hoax that I examined the relevant
texts, which constitute a kind of ongoing debate. I am a rhetorician and teacher of persuasive
k1

All Michael Kleine’s references to Sokal’s orginal article (and to responses to that article) are to versions that
appeared in The Sokal Hoax: The Sham that Shook the Academy, compiled by the Editors of Lingua Franca
and published by the University of Nebraska Press (Lincoln) in 2000.
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writing, and Bruce is a biochemist and practicing researcher. In the past, the two of us
collaborated to write an interdisciplinary essay about junk science, and Bruce saw the Sokal
controversy as another subject worthy of interdisciplinary consideration and response. Since
reading The Sokal Hoax, Bruce and I, along with Brandon, a computer programmer who
majored in both English and math, and who did physics-related internships, have engaged in
a lively conversation about the hoax and its implications for science studies, cultural studies,
the sciences, interdisciplinary work, epistemology, and left-leaning ideology.
The three of us now write together, not to respond with yet another agonistic and
divisive statement, but to join our voices in an effort to discover what can be learned from
the discourse involving the hoax and how that interchange might be mediated and healed. Of
even greater interest to all three of us is to explore the possibility (and advantages) of
cooperative and edifying interdisciplinary interchange among scientists and humanists. We
believe that it is our ethos as a team--a rhetorician, a scientist, and a
humanist/mathematician/computer programmer working together--that offers something
more than a critique of the Sokal texts, that in fact argues for the value of “transgressing
boundaries” and “transforming” ordinary disciplinary discourses.
A Rhetorician’s Response (Michael Kleine)
Sokal’s Essay and the Ensuing Discourse
One need only read Sokal’s essay, “Transgressing the Boundaries: Toward a
Transformative Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity,” his own response to its publication in
Social Text, and the response of the editors of Social Text to the hoax to get a feel for the
overall discourse. In rhetorical terms, that discourse is “ceremonial” and “agonistic,”
evincing classical values of public blaming and praising, and also of argumentation and
refutation. Most of the other responses (of the press and high-profile intellectuals) evince
these same values. I say this not to discredit the discourse, but to locate it in an Aristotelian
system of rhetorical values and practicesk2. However, what seems excessive about the
discourse (from my perspective) is its use of ad hominem attacks and its aversion to
“listening” to the position, the “claims,” of the “other/s.” Rhetoricians familiar with
contemporary approaches to persuasion and argumentation know that twentieth-century
rhetorics have advanced alternative approaches to polarizing discourse . These approaches
are grounded more in dialogue than hot debate, and more in mediation and negotiation than
in the will to win an argument. Indeed, so-called “new rhetorics” advocate relational and
cooperative values, especially when agonistic interchange might do damage to important
human communication and relationships. “Truth” is still important to the new rhetoricians,
but it is a kind of truth that might be called “believed truth” rather than “received Truth.” On
the other hand, most new rhetoricians I have read believe that there is not only some sort of
physical reality out there, but also social and textual realities. The goal of symbolic
interchanges, then, is not to represent the “Truth,” but to negotiate a “truth” that might be
k2
Aristotle’s primary text, of course, is his Rhetoric (translated by John Henry Freese and published as part of
the Loeb Classical Library by the Harvard University Press (Cambridge) in 1926; however, one of the best
explications of Aristotelian rhetoric can be found in Classical Rhetoric for the Modern Student by Edward P. J.
Corbett (in the 1999 version published by Oxford University Press, New York).
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acceptable to countries, or communities, or people who are in conflict.
I should lay my cards on the table before going any further. My own thinking and
writing has been deeply influenced by the work of Kenneth Burke, whose A Grammar of
Motives and A Rhetoric of Motives have transgressed the ordinary boundaries of discourse
about rhetoric, bringing with them words that are often associated with other discourses,
including the discourses of philosophers and theologians. Thus, I find myself seeing
“identification” (with others), “consubstantiation” (within the wholeness of linguistic and
rhetorical community), and “transformation” (of belief and practice) as important rhetorical
possibilities and aims. My own view of the Sokal controversy, then, is shaped by the lens
provided, in part, by Burke’s discourse and the particular language he uses. In his often
anthologized remarks about “terministic screens,” Burke suggests that our discourse/s, like
the screens used by photographers, inevitably affect our perceptions. He does not argue that
there is no reality, but that it is through language and discourse that we access the reality that
interests us. In my own case, then, I am interested in the reality of the Sokal text and the
subsequent responses to that text, but I know that I see the reality through a terministic
screen, provided by Burke’s own discourse.k3
I am tempted, here, to criticize the rhetorical lapses of both “sides” in the Sokal
debate--one side for duplicity and the other side for editorial arrogance. But I will try to
minimize my discussion of these lapses, and to focus on the common ground that Sokal and
the editors of Social Text might find if they abandoned ceremonial discourse (the discourse
of praise and blame) and shifted to forensic discourse (the discourse of probable fact) and
deliberative discourse (the discourse of policy and future action).
The questions I wish to address in the following pages are these: IS there common
ground? And if there is, how might scientists and humanists occupy this ground together?
A Transformative Hermeneutics of Reading the Sokal Text
One can see the collection of responses in The Sokal Hoax as a series of “readings” of
the primary text, “Transgressing the Boundaries: Toward a Transformative Hermeneutics of
Quantum Gravity.” The responses are also readings of other responses. It is interesting to
me that Sokal’s title uses the word “Hermeneutics,” suggesting that science performs a kind
of reading, its text being, no doubt, reality. Although the transportation of a word associated
with reading texts into an essay about “quantum gravity” is a strategic move connected with
the overall hoax, it seems to me that the work of science does involve a kind of reading,
especially if reading is conceived as an act of perceiving and conceptualizing. However, I
take it as a given that, in the sciences, the hermeneutic reading of physical and biological
reality has much to do with the scientific method. In my reading of Sokal, I will employ, as a
hermeneutic method, a selective search for the voices (and the discourses) from which Sokal
draws. In doing so, I will endeavor to “listen” to those voices and to allow them to speak
back and forth. Such reading/listening, I hope, will credit Sokal’s essay with an effort to
k3

Burke’s A Grammar of Motives, published in 1945 by Prentice-Hall (New York) and A Rhetoric of Motives,
rpt. In 1950 by the University of California Press (Berkley), are works that are very familiar to contemporary
“new rhetoricians.” Lanugage as Symbolic Action: Essays on Life, Literature, and Method, published in 1966
by the University of California Press (Berkeley) contains Burke’s essay entitled “Terministic Screens.”
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include voices from the sciences and from the humanities, but it will also endeavor to release
those voices from the service of a parody and a hoax. Too, I will endeavor to search for the
lexicons that underlie the languages of those voices. If scientists and humanists listened to
each other, if they understood one another’s lexicons, then the possibility of productive
interdisciplinary conversation might arise.
Sokal begins his essay by quoting and gesturing at important twentieth-century
physicists who worked with quantum mechanics and relativity--in particular, Heisenberg,
Bohr, Planc, Einstein, Bell, and Bohm. Insofar as Sokal allows these physicists to “speak for
themselves,” this part of the essay seems less parodic than it is informative and helpful.
What emerges from these first pages is a lexicon of terms of art:
uncertainty
complementarity
discontinuity
interconnectedness
It is not my purpose here to define these words fully, but to suggest that they are used and
have meaning in ordinary, non-scientific discourses. With Sokal, I would agree that when
humanists use and interpret such words AS THOUGH they were scientific terms of art, a
problem arises. Such use and interpretation often appropriates the language of the “other”
without contextualizing it in the discourse of the “other.” And this is precisely why scientists
and humanists need to talk with each other, each respecting the others’ communities and
discourses.
In my own case, as a rhetorician and teacher of writing, I often make use of an
invention system that Young, Becker, and Pike call “Particle/Wave/Field.” This heuristic
device helps writers examine their subject, whatever it might be, as something that is static-then something that is dynamic--then something that is part of a larger system of
relationships. In Rhetoric: Discovery and Change, Young, Becker, and Pike are careful to
establish these three different ways of seeing as a means of shifting perspective and gathering
material to use in writing, not as an accurate application of what physicists have to say about
quantum mechanics.k4 In other words, “Particle/Wave/Field,” when transported from the
discourse of science, is best used as a metaphor. And if it is true that metaphor--and the
borrowing from other disciplines and discourses--enriches what we see and say, but does not
presume to claim special knowledge of the discipline from which we borrow, there is no
problem. Problems arise, I think, when a discipline’s terms of art are misappropriated by
another discipline. What would such misappropriation entail? Arrogance, in all probability,
but also any sort of claim about what, exactly, the misappropriated term might mean in the
“other” discipline--or how the term might be used, distributed, and contextualized in that
other discipline.
k4

Young, Becker, and Pike’s Rhetoric: Discovery and Change was originally published in 1970 by Harcourt
(New York) for use as a college writing textbook. It is often viewed, however, as a scholarly contribution to
the development of so-called “mediatory” and “epistemic” approaches to rhetorical theory and practice.
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What I take to be the basis of Sokal’s hoax is his own use of terms of art from science
studies, cultural studies, philosophy, feminism, literary studies, and even liberatory theology
and pedagogy. This use begins as he shifts away from the quoting of voices in the scientific
community and begins to characterize “quantum gravity” with words used by non-scientific
disciplines:
hermeneutics
postmodernism
essentialism
deconstruction
emancipatory and liberatory
I do not want to fault Sokal for bad-faith misappropriation of the above terms (and
others), but in fact to give him credit for looking into the discourses of contemporary work in
the humanities. Even though his own transgression of the boundaries of the humanities was
motivated by his intention to hoax a non-scientific community, he foregrounds terms and
concepts that might serve, in fact, as topics for interdisciplinary conversation. For instance,
questions concerning “liberation” might be asked by BOTH scientists and humanists (of
themselves, their disciplines, and their discourses):
Is there knowledge in my field that is promulgated without questioning and critique?
What is this knowledge?
Why can’t this knowledge be questioned?
Does the expression of this knowledge silence other voices? How? Why?
Whose voices are silenced?
Does the discourse characteristic of my field respect others who may not be part of that
field? Does it avoid objectifying human subjects?
Does the discourse of my field acknowledge that “truth claims” are tentative and
subject to change?
If the notion of “liberation” were connected not to the notion of the reality of the physical
world, but to the human values of humility, inter subjectivity, the critique of discourse,
dialogue, and the confrontation of oppressive practice,k5 then “liberation” well might become

k5

Paulo Freire makes exactly this kind of connection in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, which was translated by
Myra Ramos and published by Continuum Press (New York) in 1984. In my view, Freire’s critique of the
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less a term of art and more an ideological value, one that might be shared by both empiricists
and social constructionists, especially by those with a lean to the left.
A Search for Shared Ground
In the welter of agonistic interchange that followed the publication of Sokal’s essay,
there seems to be less interest in listening and finding common ground than in denigrating
the epistemological assumptions of the “other/s.” This is sad, given the fact that Sokal and
the editors of Social Text share a left-leaning political ideology. Indeed, some of the press
responses gathered in The Sokal Hoax evince a kind of anti- academic, anti-intellectual
agenda: for the right, the hoax and its aftermath have enabled an overall devaluation of
critical and academic discourse in general, especially the discourse of cultural studies.
However, one response, from a scientist, offers a call for the kind of discourse and
interchange that might heal the wound and open up a more dialogical interchange between
the sciences and humanities. I do not wish to point at the texts that contribute to ongoing
animosity and distrust; instead, I will quote below the response of Lee Smolin, a physics
professor at Pennsylvania State University:
If something useful is to come from the Social Text furor, scientists and humanists
who study science need to talk with each other openly and frankly about what we
disagree about as well as what views we share. I would thus like to urge a cease-fire
in what has been called the “Science Wars.” Here are some points on which I think
common ground might be found.
1) Scholars in the humanities have a right, and a duty, to examine what scientists do,
and vice versa. Certainly, anyone who has something new to contribute to the
understanding of scientific methodology and epistemology must do so. But they
should be warned that issues like quantum mechanics or molecular biology must be
approached with care and subtlety.
2) The key issue is democracy and how it may work in a pluralistic, global society
in which everyone’s future depends on decisions about scientific and technological
issues. Anyone who wants to play a real role in this context must learn to
communicate clearly and to listen to what people are actually saying. If academics,
with special training in reading and writing, cannot communicate with each other,
they have little hope of having genuine influence outside the academy.
3) Perhaps it is time to give up the notion that knowledge is “constructed” and
replace it with the more generous conception that the products of culture are the
results of a negotiation with a natural world of which we are a part.
These are just a few issues who resolution will require a dialogue between humanists
and scientists. Our task, then, is not to argue further over the meaning of obscure
texts; it is to invent a way of thinking about important political, philosophical, and
aesthetic issues that orients us toward the problems and promises of the future. (The
“banking” approach to the control and dispensation of knowledge has epistemological and pedagogical
implications for both the humanities and sciences.
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Sokal Hoax, 62-63)
I am attempting to “write” by “listening,” here, and I think Lee Smolin’s words speak for
themselves. What I read in them is a move toward openness, inclusion, and negotiation.
And I also read in them a move away from the ceremonial discourse of blaming TOWARD
the future-oriented deliberative discourse of policy. Smolin calls for finding points of
“common ground” ; and, indeed, it is common ground that is at the heart of all effective
deliberative discourse.
Future-oriented discourse looks not to what is, but what might be. If we were to
participate in the kind of discourse Smolin encourages, we would be very interested in this
question: “What common ground might Sokal and the editors of Social Text find?” And of
course the answer to this question would need to be constructed not through ad hominem
attack and gestures at past offenses, but, instead, through proposal and counter-proposal,
through negotiation, through compromise. I cannot speak for the principal respondents to the
Sokal essay. However, after having read The Sokal Hoax, and following Lee Smolin’s lead, I
think it might be appropriate to offer a possible common ground by assuming the stance of a
mediator and asking several questions. If these questions were posed not in terms of the
names of participants, but in terms of disciplines and discourses, then perhaps the debate
could cool:
1. Is it possible for scientists and humanists to agree that there is some sort of
physical and biological reality that might be theorized by observers employing the scientific
method?
2. Is it possible for scientists and humanists to agree that human language is not
transparent, and that all uses of human language participate in the “construction” of what we
know or think we know?
3. Is it possible for scientists and humanists to agree that our collective work is
always, to some extent, problematical--and that interdisciplinary discussion and critique
inevitably contribute to the quality of what we say and do?
4. Is it possible for scientists and humanists to agree that dialogue is far more
productive than ad hominem attack?
5. Is it possible for scientists and humanists to agree that interdisciplinary
conversation, at its best, is not about the misappropriation of another’s discourse, but about
the careful and respectful inclusion of new terms of art and of new metaphors.
********************
I do not wish to imply that I might step into the “science wars” as some sort of Grand
Mediator . Nor do I wish to imply that the questions posed above are the best questions or
the only questions that scientists and humanists might address in a search for common
ground. Instead, like Smolin, I would like to see scientists and humanists talking to each
other, in a condition of dialogue, instead of talking past and around each other. The three of
us writing together--Bruce, Brandon, and I--are seeking ways to converse and to include
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others in our conversation. Our collaboration represents not a monological and decisive
response to the Sokal hoax and to subsequent responses. Rather, for us, it represents an
opportunity to come at a complex and interesting issue from different perspectives. Scientist,
humanist/mathematician/computer programmer, rhetorician--what we share most deeply is
that we endeavor to write and speak, not in an effort to assert what is already true, but to
discover what is true for us in our own interchange and in future interchanges with others.
A Computer Programmer’s Response (Brandon Beam)
I have a butterfly-like tendency to sample disciplines. I have written on presence and
absence in Faulkner, reader response criticisms of Paradise Lost, and the movement of the
first point of bifurcation in a chaotic model of an internal combustion engine. So when Bruce
and Michael suggested we investigate the Sokal affair and its interdisciplinary fallout, I was
immediately interested.
As I read through the various responses, one of the most obvious qualities of the
ongoing dialogue was how antagonistic and divisive everyone has been. Almost every
article in The Sokal Hoax (starting with Sokal's hoax itself) sets up a straw man, and then
convincingly tears it apart. This has made the dialogue confusing. In fact, the notion of
dialogue itself is pretty strongly flouted when one speaker starts talking to an imaginary third
party.
Here I am going to trace some of the arguments through various levels, each level
being based on how much straw is in the straw man. At Level 1, the arguments are almost
completely straw, baseless except when directed to a very small minority. The arguments are
still divisive at Level 2, but now they seem to show more of an attempt to attain the level of
dialogue (not diatribe). By Level 3 the arguments have reached a relatively low level of
straw and seem to be actual attempts at discussion and dialogue.
Level 1 – If I Only Had a Brain:
--Postmodernists don’t believe in an external, objective reality.-This was, in some ways, what started it all. Sokal wrote an article facetiously
claiming that there was no external, objective reality, and the editors of Social Text thought it
was worthy of publication. That decision to publish might seem to imply that the editors
agreed with the “no reality” premise, but most people (including Sokal) seem to believe that
the main reason that the editors published it was because it flattered them and their beliefs.b1

b1

In his essay in Lingua Franca that claimed credit for the hoax (“Revelation: A Physcist Experiments with a
Hoax,” included in The Sokal Hoax: The Sham that Shook the Academy, compiled by the Editors of Lingua
Franca and published by the University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, in 2000), Sokal asked, “Would a leading
North American journal of cultural studies . . . publish an article liberally salted with nonsense if (a) it sounded
good and (b) it flattered the editors’ ideological preconceptions?” He continued, “The answer, unfortunately, is
‘yes’” (49).
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Stanley Fish quickly responded to the hoax by saying that everyone in question
actually does believe in realityb2 (so he would not ask, “Is there a reality in this class”?b3).
To date I have not read a single response in which the author questions an external, objective
reality (though several, including Sokal, have questioned the way we perceive that reality,
and many have problematized the notion of objectivity). Many philosophers have questioned
how we perceive and negotiate reality, but it appears that even postmodernists believe that
there is something out there.
--Sokal (along with other scientists) thinks that nonscientists shouldn’t talk about science.—
This belief is one of the reasons Social Text’s “Science Wars” issue (which contained
Sokal’s hoax) was published. Social Text wanted to refute this notion that only a scientific
elite could discuss science.
There are scientists who believe that nonscientists shouldn’t talk about science, but
since the advent of the atomic bomb (and probably well before that) most scientists have
been aware of the awful possibilities of the misuse of technology arising from scientific
discoveries and the need for public awareness and discussion. Many very prominent
scientists made great efforts to reach out to the public in order to create a bridge between
scientists and nonscientists (Einstein quickly springs to mindb4, as well as Stephen
Hawkingb5, Richard Feynmanb6, Leon Ledermanb7, and Carl Saganb8--just in the area of
physics.)
Level 2 – Off to See the Wizard:
b2

Fish published his article—also included in The Sokal Hoax—as an op-ed in the New York Times
(“Professor Sokal’s Bad Joke,” 21 May 1996). In response to Sokal’s assertion that no sane person would
contend that there was not a real world, Fish wrote, “Exactly! Professor Sokal’s question should alert us to the
improbability of the scenario he conjures up: Scholars with impeccable credentials making statements no sane
person would credit. The truth is that none of his targets would ever make such statements” (81).
b3
Fish’s influential work Is There a Text in This Class?: The Authority of Interpretive Communities
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980) argued that readers are not simply passive receivers of
knowledge conveyed through static texts; instead, readers “write” texts while reading because of the active
transformations involved in interpreting.
b4
Einstein was outspoken on several issues. His anti-nationalistic position was articulated in “The War is Won
But the Peace is Not” (part of an address to the Fifth Nobel Anniversary Dinner at the Hotel Astor, New York,
on December 10, 1945—published by Wing Books in 1956). In this address, Einstein argued that nonscientists (especially politicians) should understand the awesome responsibility of those responsible for
weapons of mass destruction.
b5
Hawking is perhaps best known for his book (and the television series based upon it) entitled A Brief History
of Time (Doubleday, 1988). In this book he tried to explain, in the simplest terms possible, cutting-edge
findings of physicists and cosmologists.
b6
Richard Feynman was known as a genius, practical joker, Renaissance man, and concerned citizen. One of
the best examples of his attempt to reconcile scientists with non-scientists is The Meaning of It All: Thoughts of
a Citizen-Scientist (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Books, 1998, which was based on speeches Feynman made
in April, 1963, at the University of Washington in Seattle).
b7
Leon Lederman endeavored to explain to lay audiences the “Higgs’ boson,” a controversial sub-atomic
particle that many scientists believe to be the source of all mass.
b8
Carl Sagan attempted to communicate to the general public throughout his career. Many are familiar with his
PBS series, Cosmos—perhaps the most-watched television show in history, with over 500 million viewers in 60
countries.
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Another straw-man argument presented by those against the hoax goes something like
this:
Those who claim that knowledge of reality is beyond discourse are naïve.
Most scientists claim that knowledge of reality is beyond discourse.
Most scientists are naïve.
The “warranting” premise, to use Toulmin terminology for the major premise of a
syllogismb9, seems to be working toward a reasonable claim, but the one we arrive at is
obviously over generalized. One easy rebuttal is that the data is not at all fair. How many
scientists have weighed in on this issue? The answer is “very few,” possibly because this is
not the sort of question that most scientists are attempting to answer in their publications.
In general, scientists are keenly aware that the knowledge of reality they gain is a
filtered knowledge, based on several imperfect aspects of what they do: instrumentation,
human perception, human judgement, etc. They are also aware of the pressure to do certain
kinds of research, and even pressure to attain certain kinds of results. However, scientists
probably would not ascribe the filtering of their knowledge to “discourse,” perhaps because
the word is not part of their ordinary jargon.
--Entities who agree on political agendas should not hoax one another—
In other words, Sokal shouldn’t have hoaxed Social Text because his political
leanings are Leftist and so are Social Text’s. Though this is more of a value claim than a
factual one, it seems a bit odd to suggest that the reason not to hoax another is that you agree
with them about politics. That argument would seem to imply that you would ignore
problems in your own “backyard,” but that those who disagree with you are fair game. This
might be how people actually work, but it seems difficult to justify ethically.
--Someone’s credentials are unimportant in deciding whether to trust him/her.-This is the theoretical backing for most notions of fairness, such as “justice is blind,”
a value underlying blind refereeing. The argument is what is important, not the speaker. In
Fashionable Nonsense: Postmodern Intellectuals’ Abuse of Science, Sokal even quotes
Noam Chomsky, a linguist, who implies that the content of physics and math are “richer” in
“intellectual substance” than other fields (such as those focusing on social issues), perhaps
because of science’s relentless focus on data and argumentation.b10
This is obviously taking the argument a bit far. How long does the blindness last? If,
as an editor of a physics journal, I receive a paper stating that the theory of relatively is
b9

Stephen Toulmin, in The Uses of Argument (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958) developed an
explanation of the classical syllogism in relationship to rhetorical and disciplinary argumentation. In his
language, deductive argumentation reaches its “conclusions” or “claims” in relationship to a “warrant,” or
general premise, and supplying “data,” or a minor premise. In practice, warrants require some sort of
“backing,” and claims are often qualified in response to anticipated “rebuttal.”
b10
Fashionable Nonsense: Postmodern Intellectuals’ Abuse of Science, co-authored with Jean Bricmont in
French and then translated into English by Picador Press (New York) in 1998, represents Sokal’s effort to join
his voice with a French physicist in an effort to discredit, overtly, postmodernist pretenses to speak for science.
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completely flawed at its core, should I not pay more attention to it when I find out that
Einstein wrote it?
Maybe, maybe not. But how about if I find out that the author has knowingly
published false or misleading material in the past? Ignoring the obvious implications of
credibility for the author of a hoax, we can query Sokal’s own work for his answer to this:
“But when intellectual dishonesty (or gross incompetence) is discovered in one part—even a
marginal part—of someone’s writings, it is natural to want to examine more critically the rest
of his or her work.” Notice that Sokal says “someone’s writings” in the plural sense,
meaning that you can take what you have discovered about an author in one work and apply
to other works by them. This, obviously, would only be possible if you were NOT doing
blind review.
As the quote shows, the ethical credibility of a writer is a complex matter that defies a
categorical judgement. In certain circumstances, one approach may be better than another,
and reasonable people may disagree.
The arguments to this point have been divisive enough that it would be difficult for
the multiple participants to have any sort of tolerant discourse. Now I will try to give a brief
list (by no means exhaustive) of some issues that have been discussed in a less divisive way.
Focusing on these issues could probably lead to fruitful dialogue in the future.
Level 3 – I Had a Brain All the Time:
Here is an argument regarding “data” from the sciences and humanities that might be
less controversial:
Findings in one field are not valid as tools in another field without explanation.
Some postmodernists use findings in one field (science) as tools in another field
(postmodern rhetorical and social studies) without explanation.
Some scientists use findings in one field (science) as tools in another field
(philosophy) without explanation.
Those uses are invalid uses.
If you remove either of the middle premises, this could very easily become a divisive
argument. However, most people are going to agree with the warranting premise on its face.
If I bring a hammer to stir my batter, the chef deserves to know why.
One interesting aspect of the hammer issue is that, if you apply it to the original hoax,
one of the things that Sokal was doing was taking the relativistic arguments developed by
postmodern linguistics (such as the impossibility of finding a one to one correspondence
between signifier and signified, and how the infinite deferral in that scheme can cause large
philosophical problems) and applying it to cosmology. Put in that way, almost anyone would
want an explanation.
--Activities that have a large influence on others should be discussed by everyone.--
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Those who share a democratic ideology find this to be almost self-evident. The
interesting part of the statement is that it encompasses both science and science studies.
Nonscientists should certainly be able to discuss science and help shape policies that will
affect everyone; likewise, scientists should be able to discuss methods of science studies
(which discusses science).
This notion is also the one possibly best suited to arguements for or against hoaxing,
depending on where the person arguing believes the current state of affairs sits. If anyone
can have a voice in discussions concerning the way science studies functions as a discipline,
then what purpose would the hoax serve? On the other hand, if a scientist were denied a
voice in such discussions, there might even be a moral imperative to subvert the
conversation.
--Everything should be written in the simplest manner possible to express what is meant.-It’s quite easy to get confused about whom the audience is, or to be rushed to
publication, or to fall into any of the myriad of other traps in which writers in all walks of life
frequently find themselves. Oftentimes a text may reflect the limit of the writer’s ability; in
such a case, the statement above is just an ideal for which to strive.
At other times, the reasons for a less than readable text might be more complex.
Poetry is certainly not always simple, and nobody could read The Sound and the Fury or—
egad—Finnegans Wake and call them simple.
Some postmodernists undoubtedly use unnecessarily complex language to express the
ideas that they are espousing.
And Sokal wrote a hoax.
There is certainly a lot of room for debate about what the “simplest manner possible”
means, as well as what “ideas” we want to express. Maybe some postmodernists are using
difficult language purposefully to show how weak even “well defined” terms are. Without a
doubt many of them are attempting to publish in the prevailing language of their discourse.
(To use a problematic explanation, they may be stuck in an entrenched paradigm, waiting for
a shift but unable to bring it about themselves).
Sokal has a bit of trouble using the “simplest-manner-possible” argument, of course.
He wrote as unreadable a piece as he possibly could. The fact that it was a hoax does not
change the fact that it was difficult to read; it exacerbates the difficulty. You have to read a
hoax in a completely different manner than a straightforward article.
These observations do not deny the validity of the above premise about the
desirability of simple language, but they do make it apparent that the statement itself may not
be as “simple” as it first appeared. In each community people have developed accepted
manners of expressing ideas. To have an effective piece, those accepted manners must be
taken into consideration.
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In the end, the “simplest” piece may not be the simplest to understand. The author
might want to upset the reader. It might actually be part of the author’s intent to induce the
reader to invest more of herself than if the author had chosen a different method of writing.
Such as writing a hoax.
A Biochemist’s Response (Bruce Hass)
The Post-hoax Era
The major player in the Hoax is, of course, Alan Sokal. The Post Modern (PM)
philosophers are not given as much attention here as Sokal for several reasons:
1) Sokal initiated the Hoax and has thereby garnered the lion’s share of the fame and the
notoriety.
2) It is easier to write about one whose message is unified than to write about many who
have different messages and differing opinions.
3) Sokal has initiated a follow-up book, Fashionable Nonsense, an exposition that is serious,
direct, non-hoaxy, and probably considered to be non-polemical.h1
4) While there have been some rebuttals of Fashionable Nonsense, Gabriel Stolzenberg, a
mathematician, responded in an effort to remain relatively neutral in regard to the strong
scientific and humanistic positions; however, he comes down hard on the misreading
characteristic of both sides in the Sokal flap and Science Wars in general.h2
5) My own bias.
During the Hoax, its immediate aftermath, Sokal’s education of his peers about
postmodernism, and the publication of Fashionable Nonsense, Sokal has played a number of
roles:
1) Hoaxter – in which he perpetrated the famous trick on the editors of Social Text.
2) Confessor – in which he confessed the act itself, in a timely manner, revealing his motives.
4) Educator of physicists – in which he brought to the attention of the physics community the
assault that PMism is making on physics.
5) Spokesman for Physics – in which he critiqued what other physicists were ignorant of,
but would have themselves critiqued.
6) Spokesman for Science – in which the arguments that he makes for physics were applied
to other disciplines of science.
7) Spokesman for other parts of the academic community that are anti-PM – in which he said
things that they had been wanting to say, but couldn’t or wouldn’t.
8) Defender of Physics and Science positions—in which he speaks via the Hoax and in
Fashionable Nonsense.
9) Critic of PMism – in which he points out to the general public the flaws in the PMists
misappropriation of scientific language and principles.
h1

Written in French in collaboration with a French physicist, Jean Bricmont, Fashionable Nonsense:
Postmodern Intellectuals’ Abuse of Science was later translated into English and published in 1998 by Picador
Press (New York). The book serves to internationalize Sokal’s critique of postmodernist versions of science.
h2
See Stolzenberg’s essay, “Reading and Relativism: An Introduction to the Science Wars” on pages 33-65 of
After the Science Wars, edited by Keith M. Ashman and Philip S. Baringer, (published in 2001 by Routledge,
New York.)
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10) Celebrity – in which he is surprised that the Hoax was extended beyond the borders of
academia, and also by the fame and notoriety that ensued.
Now that in the post-Hoax era the smoke has cleared and wounds have been
bandaged (and are hopefully healing), I feel compelled to ask: How do we learn from the
Hoax and move past its antagonistic historical manifestations? Sokal moved past them by
reinforcing his initial arguments first by recording some of the PM’s statements and positions
and distributing them to his fellow scientists, who, as a group, don’t spend nearly as much
time reading PM philosophy as PMs read science. Secondly, Sokal and a fellow physicist,
Jean Bricmont, published a more formal explanation of the Hoax and a detailed expose of the
PM position, and this in French to strike at the very core of PMism. And finally, Sokal and
Bricmont translated the French version to English (published as Fashionable Nonsense) in
order to reinforce their position in the English-speaking world. The PMs “moved past” the
Hoax itself via the barrage of defensive language described and analyzed by Michael and
Brandon. Certainly the Hoax has smeared egg on the PM face, and collectively those who
were egged probably don’t want to celebrate the publication of Sokal’s hoax and its
aftermath in their own anti-science publication, Science Wars, with an annual
commemoration. Individually, however, they have responded in several venues.h3
Being a practicing scientist, my original reading of “Transgressing” left me
snickering with delight and feeling very self-satisfied that I had chosen science rather than
modern philosophy as a career. I was amazed that a philosophical school of which I
admittedly and naively knew so little (even the name seemed strange) could be so contrary to
my view of reality. And as I read the chapter in Fashionable Nonsense that explains each
and every detail of the Hoax, it was clear to me that I had missed many of the Hoax’s jokes,
spoofs, and deceptions. Sokal’s follow-up refutation of PM philosophers in Fashionable
Nonsense seems convincing, thorough, and individualized to each of the positions of
prominent PMs. But even though the refutation of PM philosophers might convince many
readers, Stolzenberg, from his centered position, finds the book to be problematical.
The Ariadne Metaphor and Consilience
With time I began to wonder if there might be more than an insoluble antagonistic
result to the original debate. As a scientist, it was difficult for me to compromise on the
reality issue as it was framed by Sokal. Steven Weinburg’s comments posted on the web in
2002 reinforced that feeling.h4 But prodded by conversations with Brandon and Michael,
questions arose: If there is no compromise position between Sokal and PMs, is there at least
another angle from which to view the opposing positions, or another methodology with
which to investigate it? Or best of all, is there a synthesis to be made from the opposing
points of view?
The nature of the framework given to us by Sokal and his antagonists is
uncompromising polarization, so why not begin with a polarizing process, a dialectic, to see
if a synthesis of the polar positions is possible? Agreeing with Brandon that “reality” is a
h3

For example, see Steve Fuller’s essay, “The Re-enchantment of Science: A Fit End to the Science Wars?” in
After the Science Wars (pp. 183-208).
h4
See “Sokal’s Hoax,” posted 28 November 2002 at http://drizzle.com/~jwalsh/sokal/articles/weinberg.html.
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too-broad or a too-ill-defined concept for this analysis, I chose to cast the problem in terms
of surrogates of the physics and PM positions--namely, natural sciences representing physics,
Sokal’s view of reality, objectivism, and rationalism; and the social sciences, humanities, art,
and religion representing (and extending) PM positions, subjectivism, and relativism. I
realize that the subjects of the natural and social sciences are themselves extensive topics, but
reality isn’t exactly a micro concept. As opposed to the topic of “reality,” the sciences offer
scientific data to plug into the analysis. I seem to be on historically sound ground in that the
dialectic encourages us to deal with large categories to represent thesis and antithesis in
dialectic interchange.
To provide data to feed the dialectical mechanism, I rely extensively on Edward O.
Wilson’s analysis of the unity of knowledge in his work Consilience. Subtitled The Unity of
Knowledge, the book posits the objectivity of natural science and looks for the unification of
all sciences.h5 The title word, “consilience,” means literally a jumping together. Wilson
prefers consilience to coherence “because its rarity has preserved its precision,” unlike
coherence, which can mean things other than consilience. In Consilience, Wilson shows
quite successfully the relationships between the natural sciences and the humanities. Let us
use Wilson’s Ariadne metaphor to contextualize the polarization and then determine if there
is at least a glimpse of a synthesis that develops.
Theseus, hero of Athens, is given the task of killing the Minotaur, who resides in a
labyrinth on the island of Crete. From the love-struck Cretan princess, Ariadne, Theseus
receives a ball of thread, which he lays as a trail going into the cave and which he uses to
find his way out after he has killed the beast with his bare hands. The metaphor interprets
the labyrinth as the uncharted material in which humanity (Theseus) finds itself; the
Minatour represents human irrationality; consilience among the branches of learning is the
Ariadnean thread which is needed to attain the goal. The initial gallery in the labyrinth is
empirical physics through which all searchers must traverse; in the deep interior is a “nebula”
of passages where the social sciences, humanities, art, and religion are found. (Hereafter I
refer to all of these disciplines collectively as the “humamities” or “social sciences.”)
Wilson writes, “If the thread of connecting causal explanations has been well laid, it is
nonetheless possible to follow any pathway quickly in reverse, back through the behavioral
sciences to biology, chemistry, and finally physics”(73). But having no center, only an
interweaving maze of deep end points, one must choose a beginning point in the bowels of
the labyrinth of the real world and work his way back “through the known parts swiftly from
the specific back to the general…(connecting) threads into broadening webs of
explanation…” (73).
An interesting characteristic of this consilientory process (quite in keeping with the
metaphor) is that it is far easier to go backward through the branching corridors than to go
forward. In other words, the number of options increases exponentially as one starts with
pysics and moves away from it. As Wilson points out, biology is much more complex than
physics, and the arts more complex than biology; or, in the language of science, the
foundations of the physical sciences are necessary, but not sufficient, to characterize the

h5

Wilson’s book, published in 1999 by Vantage Books, Random (New York), posits the objectivity of all
sciences and looks for what it is that unifies them.
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humanities. By this reasoning it may not be unreasonable to explain the humanities with the
language or even the scientific method of physics.
Consilience by reduction (or analysis) involves dissecting a phenomenon into its
components, while consilience by synthesis involves assembling the components of the
phenomenon. Wilson explains, “That is the two-step procedure by which natural scientists
generally work: top down across two or three levels of organization at a time by analysis,
then bottom up across the same levels by synthesis” (74). He gives an excellent example
from his own scientific research with ants. Ants have no visual organ, yet they can clearly
sense the danger and other social conditions that neighboring ants are experiencing, as
demonstrated by their collective, immediate, responsive behavior. He first demonstrates
reductive consilience by showing that distressed ants emit a particular small chemical
compound for each of the behaviors (danger, combat, etc.) that is capable of being sensed
and interpreted by other ants not yet experiencing that distress. Then he shows a synthetic
consilience by showing that these same chemicals, manufactured in the laboratory, when
given to receptor ants in the absence of emitter ants produce the same response had the
chemicals been emitted by the emitter ants themselves. These experiments demonstrate that
a social behavior can be explained by the causal requirements of the natural sciences.
Wilson’s experiment could jump several (many) layers of complexity (social behavior to
chemistry and back) because his demonstration system is relatively simple. We would be
naïve to expect the same quick outcome proceeding from physics to the complexities of
human behavior.
If we find validity in applying the Ariadne metaphor to Wilson’s theory of
consilience, then we cannot fault Sokal, for he has been true to physics in trying to extend its
borders and at the same time in trying to protect it from the foreign notion of the nonindependent reality of PMism. Sokal urges others to recognize the need to establish
relationships between the natural sciences and the humanities (after all, he is a confessed
humanitarian), but professionally he does not attempt to proceed into the labyrinth beyond
where the light of physics does not illuminate. In doing this, he chooses not to conciliate by
synthesis, which is wise since Wilson predicts that such a path is more difficult than to
conciliate by reduction. And this isn’t surprising since reduction is the natural approach of
the natural sciences and physics in particular.
Meanwhile, somewhere in the bowels of the cave we find the more complex
humanities, any one of which is a suggested starting point for the Wilson scheme if a
reductionist connection is employed to get to the natural sciences. So we applaud the PMs
for their willingness to take the risk to attempt to connect the more complex with the less
complex. Although there are fewer false trails when following the reductive path than when
taking the synthetic path, there are yet dead ends to be encountered. We deduce from the PM
conclusions, which do not coincide with physics (as Sokal and Bricmont point out in
Fashionable Nonsense), that the PMs took a path that leads to a consilient cul-de-sac, not to
a legitimate alignment of the natural and social sciences. Continuing with the metaphor, the
PM mistake was in not going backwards step by step (following the string); instead, their
procedural flaw was in making one giant leap to attempt to connect with physics immediately
instead of first proceeding only one or two levels.
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So, I have attempted to contextualize the Sokal vs. PM positions by observing that
while the former points out the error of the PM path, he will never create a synthesis of
connecting the natural and social sciences while he takes baby steps at the front (physics)
part of the cave. And the humanists will never synthesize (or even reduce) anything by
becoming cul-de-saced or by taking giant leaps through too many chambers of the labyrinth
and not following the thread of consilience through each of the chambers. It is interesting to
note that by attempting their synthesis, albeit unsuccessfully, the PMs were behaving more
like Einstein than Sokal the physicist, for indeed Einstein is correctly called “the architect of
grand unification in physics.”
Evidence for the Consilience of the Natural Sciences and the Humanities
Some strengths and weaknesses of the positions of natural science (the thesis) and the
humanities (the antithesis) have been pointed out and the polarization of the dialectic has
been established. The grand synthesis, the unity of the sciences that can be explained by a
finite number of natural laws, has been searched for since Thales, and needless to say, is
much too comprehensive to even contemplate here. The present dialectical synthesis will be
confined to a suggestion of how that might be done via Wilsonian consilience. Or, to put it
another way, the characteristics of the synthesis are not completely known, but it is the
process of consilience that will lead to it. An important question then arises, will complex
human behavior ever be able to be explained by the processes of biology, chemistry, and
physics? The primacy of the problem of nature versus nurture or genes versus culture seems
ageless. Wilson says events described by the humanities can be reduced to scientific causes,
but only under consideration of genes and culture; and he offers examples.
Reiterating the successful process used by the natural sciences--reduction of physical
phenomenon to its constituents pieces followed by the reconstitution of the phenomenon by
the holistic reassembling of the components (146)--has led to the characterization of the
gene. Now the deconstruction of the genome itself has recently been accomplished. Is there
a comparable basic unit to culture? Wilson asks. As a paradigm, he searches for a connection
between biology and semiotics, distinguishing between two types of memory: episodic
memory that recalls “the direct perception of people and other concrete entities through time,
like images seen in a motion picture; and semantic memory that recalls meaning by the
connecting of objects and ideas to other objects and ideas, either directly by their images held
in episodic memory or by the symbols denoting the images”(146). For example, consider the
symbol of the skull and crossbones that represent the concept of poison. The goal is to see
concepts (“nodes” or reference points) in semantic memory that can be associated with
neural activity in the brain.
Concepts and their symbols are usually labeled by words. Complex
information is thus organized and transmitted by language composed
of words. Nodes are almost always linked to other nodes, so that to
recall one node is to summon others. This linkage, with all the emotional
coloring pulled up with it, is the essence of what we refer to as meaning…
The nodes are not spatially isolated centers connected to other isolated
centers. They are typically complex circuits of large numbers of nerve
cells deployed over wide, overlapping areas of the brain…The natural
elements of culture can be reasonably supposed to be the hierarchically
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arranged components of semantic memory, encoded by discrete neural
circuits awaiting identification.
In Wilson’s theory of gene-culture co-evolution, the unit of culture (called the “meme”) is
the same “as the node semantic memory and its correlates in brain activity…The accepted
explanation of causation from genes to culture, as from genes to any other product of life, is
not in heredity alone. It is not in environment alone. It is interaction between the two (1469).
Human body weight serves as an example of the interrelationship of heredity and
environment, nature versus nurture. Body form is influenced by heredity. A person prone to
obesity by heredity can diet to non-obesity but is likely to slip back toward obesity. On the
other hand, the genetically slim person is likely to stay slim. The relevant genes of these two
persons have different “norms of reaction.” They produce different results when both
individuals occupy identical environments, including diet and exercise, although the usual
way to express this is in the reverse: hereditarily distinct individuals require different
environments (diets and exercise) to induce the same results.
Co-evolution of Genes and Culture
This type of genetic-cultural consilience forms the basis of the resolution of the
nature (genes) versus nurture argument that has raged for decades. Wilson’s gene-culture coevolution hypothesis follows this interactive pattern:
• Genes prescribe epigenetic rules, which are the regularities of sensory perception
and mental development that animate and channel the acquisition of culture.
• Culture helps to determine which of the prescribing genes survive and multiply
from one generation to the next.
• Successful new genes alter the epigenetic rules of populations.
• The altered epigenetic rules change the direction and effectiveness of the channels
of cultural acquisition (171).
Wilson emphasizes that this same kind of interplay of genes and environment occurs
in every category of human biology, including social behavior. So, the conclusion is that
there is good scientific evidence to posit a connection between natural sciences and the
humanities that can be explained through mechanisms of causality. The process of
consilience is the arbiter, generator, and possibly finisher of our dialectical synthesis. As
Wilson puts it so well: “If brain and mind are at base biological phenomena, it follows that
the biological sciences are essential to achieving coherence [consilience] among all the
branches of learning, from the humanities on down to the physical sciences” (89).

Consilience of our Comments on The Hoax
The Hoax was at best a tool to accomplish Sokal’s confessed pedagogical ends; at
worst it represents a breach of academic ethics. I have spent a bit of time doing an informal
survey of persons concerning their awareness and knowledge of the Hoax. Very few people
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who are old enough to recall the event as reported by the popular press remember it
happening. Some scientists seem to vaguely remember something like the Hoax as I recount
the history of it, but few if any of the details remain in context in their minds. However,
when the details are rehearsed (as neutrally as possible, of course), the responses seem to fall
into two categories. Physical and biological scientists chuckle at PM editors falling for a
good joke because of their editorial arrogance and their non-realistic view of reality.
Interestingly, people not engaged in science or the humanities come to the same conclusion,
but for the pragmatic reason that if it took a temporary trick to get legitimate points across
(and scientific reality is legitimate to these people). For them, the end justifies the means.
On the other hand, academicians in the humanities judge the Hoax as an arrogant violation of
ethics, one that does not resolve the issue in a civil, academic way. Such a way would have
involved withdrawing the paper after it was accepted, but before it was actually published.
Nonetheless, the Hoax is now history.
No matter at what point we initiate our thoughts and regardless of the direction that
the three of us took to analyze the events surrounding the Hoax, there is at least one common
element: language. Brandon analyzes the text of the Hoax and succeeding commentaries in
great detail and with logical insight to show that hoaxistry does not have a sound logical
foundation or even a sound pedagogical basis. The literature that resulted from the Hoax
validated Wilson’s words about such extended polarizing debates: “The polarization
promotes, for one thing, the perpetual recycling of the nature-nurture controversy, spinning
off mostly sterile debates on gender, sexual preferences, ethnicity, and human nature itself”
as well as “the over specialization of the educated elite” (137).
Michael uses the language of the Hoax itself as a model for pragmatic ethics and the
basis of a plea for open minds and hearts in the language of communication between the
physical and social sciences. Unfortunately, identical words have different meanings in the
arts than they do in the sciences. In Wilson’s (post-Sokal) words, “The time has come to
reassess the boundary” (136). Sokal and Bricmont spend considerable effort in Fashionable
Nonsense to seriously critique the works of specific PM philosophers with regard to their
incorrect use of the concepts and language of physics. Michael’s vision is exactly coincident
with that of Wilson: “There is only one way to unite the great branches of learning and end
the culture wars. It is to view the boundary between the scientific and literary cultures not as
a territorial line but as a broad and mostly unexplored terrain awaiting cooperative entry from
both sides” (137). We propose that a common language will be the mediator as well as the
means of communication of these future explorers.
It is fair to ask, why have the medical sciences experienced more unifying progress
than the humanities? Wilson’s answer is consilience: the medical sciences have it and the
social sciences do not. “Social scientists by and large spurn the idea of the hierarchical
ordering of knowledge that unites and drives the natural sciences. Split into independent
cadres, they stress precision in words within their specialty but seldom speak the same
technical language from one specialty to the next” (198).
Using Sokal as the example, it is not unfair to say that the physicist, though not
trained in the language of PM philosophy, can discuss it at some mature level of competence
because the language of philosophical discourse is also the language of everyday discourse –
French, English, etc. Unfortunately, the converse is not as valid. While physics manuscripts
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are written in the language of everyday discourse, albeit technical, the language for
comprehending the concepts of physics is advanced mathematics, which is not universally
studied, used, and understood by much of the PM community. Mathematics can be
generalized in a similar way to chemistry and biology. We learn from Sokal that the physics
community is adamant in not accepting different definitions of basic physical concepts that
are generally accepted by the physics community as they might be advanced and
reinterpreted through broader or different philosophical categories. This holding to a specific
communal language that is accepted by a majority is not arrogance, but a striving for
coherence that is needed for the process of consilience to engage. Furthermore, it is
generally accepted that the PM lexicon is not nearly as tight or as universally employed, even
by members of the PM community. It is around precise language(s) that the resolution of the
Science and Culture Wars will occur and around which the natural and social sciences will
begin to converge. From this consilience human welfare can only be enhanced.
Finally again to Wilson’s prose: “…there have always been two kinds of original
thinkers, those who upon viewing disorder try to create order, and those who upon
encountering order try to protest it by creating disorder… To the extent that philosophical
positions both confuse and close doors to further inquiry, they are likely to be wrong”(47). I
may be perceived as not being as kind to the PMs as Michael and Brandon have been as they
look at the Hoax and the post-Hoax era. But with Wilson I salute the PMs for several
contributions or possible contributions: the tensions that exist between science and PMism
drives science forward (perhaps even through hoaxes); PM philosophy may emit sparks that
though destined to be extinguished may throw light on some unexpected subjects; and their
unyielding critique of traditional scholarship is not unwelcome even though they may
menace rationality. As Wilson writes, “We will always need postmoderns or their rebellious
equivalents” (47). But their direct contribution to the consilience of the natural and social
sciences has yet to be discovered.
In spite of my hope for the success of Wilson’s unifying consilience, I still maintain
my membership in what Richard Rorty, in a 1999 web review entitled “Phony Science
Wars,” calls “the third group.”h6 This group, which includes Rorty, finds itself between
science and PMism. It tends to agree that we might be better off without the phrase
“objective reality,” but it also would like to move beyond the phrase “social construction.”
As a member of the third group, I await a new language that might unite the currently
separated disciplines of the sciences and of the humanities.

A Computer Programmer’s Reflective Conclusion (Brandon Beam)
We do not think that most scientists, most rhetoricians, or most humanists are at odds
with one another. However, the various respondents in the Sokal affair have tended toward
divisive rhetoric, straw-man arguments, and ad hominem attacks, and they have generally
chosen not to acknowledge the linked nature of the various discourses (the sort of consilience
that Bruce details). Our purpose was to show that people from each end of the disciplinary
h6

“Phony Science,” published November 1999 by the Atlantic online
(http://www.atlantic.com/issues/99nov/9911sciencewars.htm), reviews Ian Hacking’s book, The Social
Construction of What? In the review, Rorty praises Hacking and places him, along with himself, in “the third
category.”
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spectrum, and those that fall in between, can tolerantly approach the issues raised by the
hoax in ways befitting their disciplines.
We hope that we move the conversation forward, but our main purpose here is to
show that true dialogue is possible, even fruitful, and that it need not privilege any particular
field. Our discussions, and this essay, were informed and enriched by our mutual
understanding that each of us has much to learn from the others, yet each of us has something
valid and helpful to contribute to the others.
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This paper examines the connection between the anxiety associated with
remembering (and forgetting) past traumas, the act of testimony, and the possibility of
mourning in Jonathan Demme’s 1998 filmic adaptation of Toni Morrison’s slave narrative,
Beloved. Rather than turning Sethe’s story into a melodrama, Beloved undertakes “the work
of mourning” through brutal confrontations with the past and a reexperiencing of the pain of
slavery. In this film, Sethe is incapable of either discussing her past or moving beyond it.
To speak of her child’s murder would be to mourn, and eventually heal, and yet the
possibility of healing similarly evokes the possibility of forgetting. Sethe’s silence (viewed
as a token of her pride by the community) leaves her isolated in an environment, her house
on Bluestone Road (as well as her own “psychic landscape”), that is literally“haunted” by the
events of her unspoken trauma (as well as the trauma of her entire community who have
“forgotten” their own dead). It is only when this “event” returns as a visible, bodily presence,
literally forcing Sethe to speak through insistent questions and queries, that Sethe finally
begins the work of mourning.

Demme’s film, like others addressing traumatic histories, such as Claude Lanzmann’s
non-fiction film, Shoah (1985), foregrounds the ways in which speech acts and the “material
presence” of the listener/interviewer have been used, and appears necessary, for “generating
the truth” about a past trauma. In these films we are aware that testimony would not take
place if it were not for the unrelenting interviewer, and that this painful testimony is
integral to the survivor’s ability to mourn or work through the trauma suffered. However,
Beloved also raises several important questions about trauma, memory, the fear/anxiety
about remembering and representation. Though the film emphasizes the benefits of the
“talking cure,” can testifying to the events of the past be more debilitating than the
comforting buffer of silence? Does “healing” lead to“forgetting,” and if so, can the resulting
anxiety about forgetting be as harmful to the individual as the trauma itself? How is the
mind/body binary disrupted and/or complicated by the relationship between Sethe’s mental
trauma and the bodily presence/return of this trauma (which is generated by the denial of its
existence)? And finally, can one individual’s story address collective needs; does Beloved
move beyond the realm of the personal?
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The vast majority of socially and economically advantaged people start their day
by looking into a mirror. Few stop to ponder the question of whether the image that
stares back is that of a human, an animal, or a mix of the two. And yet this very question
lay at the heat of the work of many humanists since the dawn of literature. As LeviStrauss said, “Animals are good to think with,” and nowhere are they more useful than in
studying our own humanity.
Pondering this problem now seems to be the work of science. Yet it was once the
work of the humanities. By studying the roles animals have played in several areas of the
humanities for almost 2,000 years, we can gain insights into the ways in which some of
history’s greatest authors, artists, and thinkers have used animals to discover precisely
what the “human” is and where the human world (the world, after all, in which the
“humanities” flourish) ends and that of the animal begins.
The first part of the paper will study selected use of animals by Homer. The
famous Homeric similes of the Iliad reveal clearly that Homer felt the animal side of the
human, so necessary to be successful in war, lay just beneath the surface of any good
warrior. Evidence adduced from archeology and art history will show that animals went
into battle as emblems on shields as well, insuring that the warrior took on the major
traits of that animals. Likewise, there is much to learn from Book 10 of the Iliad, often
called the Doloneia, where humans don animal skins to go on a night raid, some from the
Trojan camp and some from the Greek. Each warrior’s animal skin tells us something
about the character of the one wearing it while simultaneously telling us about early
Greek belief concerning human nature.
Similar examples can be found in epithets, similes, and utterances concerning
Paris, Helen, Priam and Hecuba. Each character is variously defined by his or her
relation to animals and in each instance the human symbolically becomes the animals in
question. In the Homeric world, then, the line between what is animal and what is human
is rather thin and the bestial nature of war, never ignored or glossed over by Homer, is
made all the clearer for it.

Two major scenes from the Odyssey offer further insight. The first is the famous
scene where Argos, Odysseus’ dog, is the first “person” to see through his disguise
whereas the suitors, humans acting like animals in the “civilized space” of the palace, fail
to do so to their peril. In the second scene Circe turns “men” into “swine,” preying on
their animal instincts to do so. This scene finds an interesting contrast in a later essay by
Plutarch, who saw its deeper meaning and allows us to eavesdrop on a conversation
among the “pig-men” as they contrast the benefits of being human or animal. It is
interesting that one of the pig-men prefers to stay a beast.
The paper will then move to show how the Greeks used a sense of our bestial side
to further their misogynistic prejudices. Evidence is first found in a little studied poem of
Semonides, where various unflattering types of females are compared to animals, each
with its own bad traits. These women will in turn lead to a brief discussion of Lamia, a
half woman, half monstrous bogey who, because of her liminal state between the world
of the human and the world of the beast, represents the worst of both worlds. Visual
evidence from vase art makes this more than clear.
Other such creatures, so common to Greek mythology, will be mentioned and
illustrated, stressing how a mixture of the human and the animal almost always led to a
“less than human” rather than a “more than human” creature who could barely control its
baser instincts, especially those associated with the sex drive.
Aristotle, of course, devoted great time to the study of animals and his
contribution has been well documented. For the purposes of this paper he is studied as
the vehicle through which basic Greek thinking about animals entered the Middle Ages,
appearing once more in the De Animalibus of Albert the Great (ob. 1280). Albert too
wrestled with the concept of what is uniquely human. Is it the power of speech (as a
major article in the New York Times recently asserted)? The ability to live in ordered
communities and work under common rule toward the common good? The power to
solve problems?
Curiously, although quite entrenched in Christian belief as a priest and bishop,
Albert found a myriad of traits and abilities that tend more to unite us to, than separate us
from, the “lower” animals. Several anecdotes and examples from the art of physiognomy
will be adduced to make this point and his investigation of whether pygmies were in fact
human beings is quite revealing.
The study ends by reinforcing the fact that despite the passage of over 2,000
years, we have come full circle, back to a point where the line is thin and where we must
think long and hard about what separates us from animals.
Homer’s heroes donned shield crests and animal skins to enhance their animal
natures. Scientists today peel back the mystery of DNA to help us understand what great
authors have known since the beginning of literature – when we look into the mirror, the
face that stares back is in large part that of an animal.
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THE ART OF DWELLING: WALKING WITH THOREAU
ABSTRACT
This paper explores the notion of poetic dwelling, or "the art of living," as articulated in
Thoreau's work and as exemplified by his life. Drawing on his journals, his essay "Walking," and
passages from Walden, the paper focuses on the way Thoreau "earned and spent" his life--the
way in which his walking, reading, writing, building, and cultivating constituted the deliberate
construction of a poetic life.
Among the many themes and issues interwoven in the paper are Thoreau's view of the relation
between life and literature (the "mother tongue" and "father tongue"); his understanding of the
creative process as a kind of collaboration between man and nature (a "receiving and
imparting"); his conception of nature as a process of emergence, as physis; and his "Walden
experiment" as a paradigm of poetic dwelling.
The paper begins with a discussion of walking both as a literal act and as a metaphor for
Thoreau's enterprise. His goal in every walk, he suggests, is to reach the "Holy Land," or to
"walk even with the Builder of the universe-" That is, his walks were symbolic of his effort to
participate in the process of creation itself.
The bulk of the paper is a discussion of Thoreau's activities at Walden -- reading and writing, the
building of the cabin, the cultivation of the earth. I suggest that these "works" must be
understood as examples of "poiesis," as collaborative undertakings in which man and nature are
transformed, in which each attains disclosure, unhiddenness, "truth."
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Abstract: A Symbolic Landscape: Power, Ritual and Markers in Auschwitz
How humans perceive and interact with their physical environment is
largely dependent upon the chosen activity. Encountering the landscape in the
most basic manner is simply a matter of moving from point A to point B with little
thought given to actions. Movement through the landscape is accomplished in a
robotic manner, the path negotiated from memory. However, another mode of
operation exists when presented with a landscape, one that is layered with
specific memories and points of reference and that, for the beholder, becomes a
very articulate landscape. A landscape becomes the physical reminder – a
visual reference for the biographies of the individuals who populate them.
Passive points of reference in the landscape move from a neutral function,
that of simply walking around, past, or through them, to an active function, one of
investing these locales with cultural meanings (e.g., how one moves correctly
through known landscapes). A landscape provides a visual marker for
individuals in the formation of biographies and social relationships. Knowledge of
certain locales and the correct movement through them can include or exclude
individuals or groups from established social hierarchies, depending upon their
relational experiences with the landscape and landscape features (Bradley in
Barrett et al., 1991b: 58, cited in Tilley 1994: 197). The landscape, therefore,
allows us to interpret how a particular locale or landscape feature functioned for
the inhabitants and how, through space-time, the landscape and markers provide
a sense of belonging or connectedness for these individuals. Landscapes are

not a separate part of human interaction, but the media in which the inhabitants
carry out events and actions.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the motivations and actions of
specific groups within a contemporary landscape, using as a model, Christopher
Tilley’s theories surrounding the Neolithic Dorset Cursus in southern Britain.
Tilley’s premise suggests that social practices within groups are mediated
through the use of landscapes and landscape features (Tilley 1994: 74). The
landscape provides the inhabitants with visual references that allow them to
order and understand their physical environment. Landscape and landscape
markers become mediators of social power through space-time and their
subsequent association with narratives and rituals create and recreate
meaningful locales (ibid.: 197). By examining Tilley’s model of the Neolithic
landscape against the context of a contemporary or modern landscape, we can
determine if Tilley’s theories can be utilized in demonstrating how similar power
relationships between the physical environment and the people who populate
them functioned within a specific framework.
I have selected for my case study, the Nazi extermination camp of
Auschwitz in Poland. Although a rich and vast literature exists concerning many
areas and fields of study that address Nazi concentration/extermination camps,
scholars have not addressed how the camp landscape may have played a role in
the daily lives of the prisoners and the SS men who formed the social
biographies of Auschwitz.

The central question of my investigation is thus: did the population of
Auschwitz utilize their physical environment - the landscape, in order to create
markers to mediate social power? The knowledge gained through this analysis
may determine if Tilley’s theories can be applied or superimposed onto vastly
different landscapes, thereby contributing to archaeological interpretations of
landscape locales and their dialectical relationship for the inhabitants. By using
the recovered archaeology as a springboard, the combination of ethnographic
and historic evidence from modern landscapes allows the interpretation to move
closer to the specific actions of the individual within certain populations, thereby
creating a more nuanced appraisal of their daily lives.

Tilley, C. 1994. A Phenomenology of Landscape: Places, Paths and
Monuments. Oxford: Berg.
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The Damned Individual. Perverted Catholicism in Marieluise Fleisser’s
Fegefeuer in Ingolstadt
A dominant theme in the work of the Bavarian author Marieluise Fleißer is that of
the tainted relations between individuals within the seemingly static and benign
complexes of gender, family, religion and small-scale communities. In her play
Fegefeuer in Ingolstadt 1(1924), Fleißer presents Ingolstadt as a cold, godforsaken town
which, despite having lost any meaningful faith in both humanity and divinity, maintains
a social order that is structurally determined by the Catholic tradition. The verbal
violence, dysfunctional relations, and lack of tolerance for diversity that characterizes
Fleißer’s Ingolstadt is expressed through a distorted biblical language, which sets finite
barriers for both the abusers and the abusees in the community. That is, the characters in
the play experience a physical, moral and psychological entrapment that results from the
community’s unwillingness to redefine their social order and values in a manner more
appropriate to their times. The tension between a new world and an old set of values is,
of course, a fairly familiar theme in studies of modernity. However, although her
contemporaries often identified the changes brought about by modernity with the urban
settings of Berlin, Paris or Vienna, Fleißer aptly shows that the winds of change were,
indeed, sweeping through more provincial communities2, such as Ingolstadt, and often

1

Marieluise Fleißer, “Fegefeuer in Ingolstadt” Marieluise Fleißer. Gesammelte Werke. Dramen. Vol. 1.
(Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp Taschenbuch, 1994).
2
In this sense, her play is similar to Franz Wedekind’s naturalist play Frühlings Erwachen of 1891.
Wedekind’s play deals with the difficulty that a provincial community has with the budding sexuality of
youths and the dire consequences that arise out of the lack of communication between the two generations
and faulty pedagogical methods. Fleißer gives the topic a different twist in her 1924 play where the
Catholic institution and the question of beliefs and morals, or the lack thereof, play a central role.
Fleißer’s wrote in a time after WWI, when mass-destruction and damaged psychologies have been
witnessed and a time that saw the first democracy of Germany. This was also a time when the mentality,
ideology, and belief systems of people were shaken up by new theories in various fields that broke with
traditional values. Since the rise of industrialization in the 19th century, the positive and negative changes
which arose with technological, and scientific changes and urbanization have been thematized by many
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with devastating consequences. For Fleißer, the provinces were no longer the Romantic
and idyllic opposition to the modern urban, corrupt world; rather, they were equally
corrupt, but lacked the notable benefits of the larger urban centres (well-developed
infrastructures, highly concentrated cultural edifices such as museums or opera houses).
Nevertheless, provincial villages are markedly different from sprawling cities because,
roughly speaking, everybody knows everybody else. Therefore, while dissatisfied
individuals within a city are confronted by a devastating anonymity, individuals in a
village are confronted by a devastating lack of anonymity. It is precisely this lack of
anonymity that allows the Catholic traditions (which, by their very nature, require a
community) of Ingolstadt to be superficially upheld; and, ironically, it allows these
traditions to be perverted, because, as Fleißer shows, the traditions are only as (morally)
strong as the community that upholds them. In this essay I will explore the manners in
which the Catholic traditions in Ingolstadt are perverted as a consequence of the
encroaching modernity of the Weimar era. My research will follow two related paths.
First, I will examine how religious elements are distorted to maintain the veneer of a
Catholic morality; second, I will examine the distorted role of confession and the
confessional – two key Catholic concepts – in the spiritual decay of the Ingolstadt
theoreticians and writers of the time. Important theoreticians and writers among them are the sociologists
Max Weber, and Georg Simmel, and theorists Walter Benjamin and Sigfried Kracauer who analyzed and
thematized the effects on the culture and politics of modern societies. The 1920s were a time during which
the boundaries between the self and the environment, and between past and present, were becoming
uncertain. The shock of the new had also influenced the consciousness through unprecedented
technological innovations in transportation, communication and politics: trains had replaced horse
carriages and had brought about the standardization of time; the telegram and telephone facilitated a
quicker flow of information; planes, machine guns, tanks, originally designed to aid the war effort, changed
strategies of warfare completely. In the area of science, the traditional Newtonian perception of the
material world and the perception of Euclidean geometry were questioned through the introduction of
Einstein’s theory of special relativity in 1905 and that of general relativity in 1916. Darwin’s theory of
evolution had shaken the belief in Christian doctrine by suggesting that the history of humans had started
well before biblical time. For a further outline of the changes in the perception of time and space in
modern society, see Stephen Kern’s book The Culture of Time and Space: 1880-1918. (Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard UP, 1983).
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society. For this latter point I will rely on a theoretical framework provided by the
French theorist Michel Foucault who, among other things, notes how confession can be
used to create a truth for a society. However, in the absence of moral or spiritual
guidance, the truth created by confession can only be callous and alienating.
Fleißer’s play revolves around Roelle and Olga, two characters who, because of
their physical appearances, are singled out as social and moral misfits: Roelle is cursed
with a bloated ugly neck, and he suffers from hydrophobia which makes him unclean and
a coward in the eyes of his peers; the pregnant, unwed Olga, is ostracized for having had
sex outside of marriage. Right from the beginning of the play it is made quite clear that
Roelle is looked upon with disdain. Olga herself, despite (or perhaps because of) her
marginal position in the community, is quick to comment on his physical appearance: “Er
stinkt. Er traut sich nicht ins Wasser.”3 Later on she notes that: “Er hat einen Hals wie
ein Wurm.”4 Olga’s impression of Roelle is confirmed by her brother Christian: “Der
Roelle ist ein Feigling. Die anderen gehen auch nicht mit ihm. Er will nicht mitrauchen,
dass ihm nicht schlecht wird. Er traut sich nicht in ein Wasser.”5 Olga, then, despite
being an outsider, is certainly not free from the conventional judgments and prejudices of
her society. But neither is Roelle. In considering his position in society relative to that of
Olga, Roelle comments: “Mit so einer mag ich mich bald nicht mehr sehen lassen in dem
Kaff. Meine schlechte Haut ist mir lieber.”6 That is, Roelle clings to the notion that
physical deformation is somehow ‚better’ than Olga’s sinful pregnancy. Thus, although
both Roelle and Olga are excluded by society, neither can deal with their situation in

3

Fleißer 65.
Fleißer 65.
5
Fleißer 65 and 66.
6
Fleißer 72.
4
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terms outside those imposed by their society. Put another way, although both are
physically excluded, they are mentally included, because they both subscribe to the same
sets of values that are imposed upon them by the society of Ingolstadt. They are
therefore both complicit in the moral vacuum of the town or, to use a recurring phrase
from Milan Kundera’s novel Immortality, they are both ‘allies of their own gravediggers.’
The unfolding situations of Roelle and Olga are intimately wrapped up with the
use of biblical and religious language. This language allows Fleißer to examine the
problems of Ingolstadt without confining them to the particularities of Ingolstadt itself; as
Günther Rühle points out, Fleißer herself asserted that Ingolstadt stands for all cities.7 In
this ‘every-town’, language is imbued with a sense of violence that has the potential to
cause both physical harm and social alienation. The language of the town is stripped of
its moral intentions and, instead, is used to erect conceptual walls around individuals who
are recognized as misfits. Furthermore, the biblical language rests heavily on the stern
tone of the Old Testament without the sense of compassion and individual spirituality of
the New Testament. Olga, already an outsider because of her pregnancy, is further
ostracized by her father (Berotter) and sister (Clementine) because she is insufficiently
pious:
BEROTTER. Mit dir werde ich mich herumstreiten. Du bist was Apartes für
deinen Vater. Sie kann Latein. Sie will mir imponieren.
CLEMENTINE. Sie hat nicht einmal bei der Beerdigung geweint.
BEROTTER. Will mitreden.
CLEMENTINE. In der Kirche war sie heut auch nicht.
BEROTTER. Warst du nicht in der Kirche? Du gibst mir ein schönes Beispiel. Das ist die Ältere.
OLGA. In der Kirche geht der böse Feind um den Beichtstuhl herum.
CLEMENTINE. Das ist dein schlechtes Gewissen.
BEROTTER Bei dir weiss man nicht, ob man dich hineinschicken soll. Ich will nicht wieder
deine Abtötungen. Du übertreibst gleich.
CLEMENTINE. Dich wenn wir nicht hätten!
OLGA. Das sagt ihr mir jeden Tag.
7

Günther Rühle,“Leben und Schreiben der Marieluise Fleisser auf Ingolstadt,” Marieluise Fleißer.
Gesammelte Werke. Dramen. Vol. 1. (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp Taschenbuch, 1994) 13.
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BEROTTER Ich möchte wissen, wofür du nach der Schule daheim bist. In die Küche geht sie
auch nicht.8

It is significant here that church attendance is monitored carefully by family members,
creating the sense of surveillance that dominates the play. Silvia Henke describes this
sense of surveillance as a permanent viewing situation (“permanente
Zuschauersituation”) where characters are constantly watched and are mostly aware of
the fact that they are being watched.9 Furthermore, Henke comments that the characters’
interaction is dominated by their mutual search for faults in each other that they can
promptly expose (“Ausschau halten nach einer Blöße und mit dem Finger darauf
zeigen.”).10 It is, indeed, telling that the fact that Olga does not go to confession is seen
as terrible, but her justification for avoiding confession is ignored and dismissed. That is,
in a society of surveillance, the meaning of given rituals is not nearly as important as
their mere observation. A person who attends church regularly, but, while at church,
thinks of nothing other than sexual intercourse will be considered more spiritual and
moral than someone who attends church infrequently, but prays regularly and
passionately. This, of course, is a logical consequence of a society of surveillance,
because actions lose their intrinsic meaning and, instead, gain a performative function. In
principle, confession is intended as a positive tool for people to relieve themselves of
their guilt in a private conversation with God (as represented by the priest). However,
since the content of these conversations are not made public (or should not be made
public), the society of surveillance must value the act of confession over the content of

8

Fleißer 63-4.
Silvia Henke, “Augen, Blick und Pose. Fleißers Beitrag zum Geheimnis der „Augenkraft,“ Reflexive
Naivität. Zum Werk Marieluise Fleißers, eds. Maria E. Mütter and Ulrike Vedder (Berlin: Erich Schmidt
Verlag, 2000) 118.
10
Henke 119.
9
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confession. Unfortunately, in the case of confession, this valuing of act over content has
a particularly devastating consequence. Since confession involves the relieving of guilt,
then the imposition of regular acts of confession necessarily carries along the implication
of regular doses of guilt. A society, then, that carefully tallies the attendance of members
at confession will only notice this guilt when one does not attend confession. Therefore,
when Olga does not attend confession, she is necessarily considered to be a ‘bad’ person.
This judgment of ‘bad’, though, has no particular meaning, because the society itself no
longer holds strongly to Catholic morality and, hence, Olga’s ‘badness’ means merely
that she is no longer considered to be a valued member of society.
The moral vacuum of Ingolstadt is underscored by the fact that parental authority
figures occupy a marginal place – Roelle’s father is absent, leaving him with a forceful
mother, and Olga’s mother has died, leaving behind a weak father who has the falling
disease.11 Günther Rühle notes that: “Die Urbilder von Führung und Liebe erscheinen
nur im Zustand ihrer Deformation.”12 With this lack of positive role models, the young
people have no mechanism for dealing with moral deviations, nor do they want to take
responsibility for the products of moral decay in their community.13 Instead of reacting
with compassion toward Olga and Roelle, the community evokes strict guidelines of
11

In fact, the parents only make few appearances and only in a manner that deviate from their expected
gendered norms, implying that the abnormality of their offspring might be inherited: Berotter is weak and
falls constantly, invoking pity when he senses resentment and coldness from his children; Roelle’s mother
stifles her son with the formal aspects of motherly conduct, trying to force-feed him, for instance. See the
beginning of 1. Bild and toward the end of 5. Bild. Berotter’s ineffectiveness as patriarch is furthermore
found in his inability to recognize and protect his daughter from the dangers of the outside world in the
form of Peps and Roelle, just as he cannot discipline his children successfully. (1. Bild) In fact he only has
empty words of caution about kindness to one’s neighbours when it comes to the treatment of Roelle,
words that his children only happily ignore. He arrives too late in the scene of disaster, so to speak.
12
Rühle 10.
13
A most telling example of this lack of social responsibility is Peps’ reaction to Olga’s unexpected
pregnancy. He suggests that she aborts it, but Olga cannot comply. There is lack of understanding and
coldness in the interaction of former lovers. The father of the child does not want to take responsibility for
it and threatens her, although it is clear that Olga is afraid of the abortion. That many have already done it
is yet another evidence of the moral degeneration in the town. Fleißer 78.
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appropriate religious conduct in an attempt to ignore the problems of their society by
ascribing them into marginal figures.14 Roelle, who is acutely aware of his marginalized
status, and who wishes to somehow transcend it, tries to redeem himself by trying to
emulate the persona of Christ. His mission leads him to the figure of the fallen girl Olga,
whom, in a gesture based on Jesus’ pardoning of the sins of Mary Magdalena, he wants to
save.15 Roelle’s methods, though, are somewhat wanting. Although he offers Olga
money to help her through her problems, this money is stolen from his mother.
Furthermore, it is evident that Roelle’s attempt to ‘save’ Olga is based more on his desire
to subjugate her, and thereby cleanse himself through her humility and devotion.
However, as much as Roelle attempts to use Olga, Olga, too, attempts to use Roelle. In
an attempt to achieve a slightly higher social position, she denounces Roelle for his theft
and lies.16 Roelle, exposed as a thief, is pushed to a nervous breakdown and consumes
the “Beichtzettel”, a list that contains a number of major sins of the Ten Commandments
and the seven deadly sins, in a moment of despair. At the end of the play, Roelle
denounces everyone, including his mother and himself, for their lack of compassion and
14

In his introduction on the play, Guenter Rühle points out that the people single out these individuals to
maintain normality in their community. Günther Rühle, „Leben und Schreiben der Marieluise Fleißer auf
Ingolstadt,“ Marieluise Fleißer. Gesammelte Werke. Dramen. Vol. 1 (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp
Taschenbuch, 1994) 11. The coldness and moral rigidity of the community that already starts in the adult
world finds expression in the general ostracization of the Berotter family because of Olga´s pregnacy.
Rushing home from the local café, Olga´s father reports that people were avoiding him. He assumes that
he may have been improperly dressed, when in fact it is his family name that has been tainted; Olga´s
condition sits on him like a irremovable stain on his clothes. He exclaims: “ […]Schaut mich an, Kinder,
ob was ist an meinem Anzug. Vom Café Ludwig bin ich wieder heimgegangen. Da sind sie ganz
eigentümlich von mir abgerückt und einer nach dem anderen ist aufgestanden und hat gezahlt. Ist denn was
gewesen?“ Fleißer 112.
15
Roelle even likens her to St. John, the favourite disciple of Jesus. Fleißer 77.
16
In order to dissociate herself from further sins, in a way, she dissociates herself from the petty criminal,
as which Roelle is exposed. She asserts that she is better than he is:
OLGA. Ich breche meine Beziehungen ab, für mich sind Sie kein Umgang. Geht.
ROELLE Das ist auch so ein Satz für den Umgang mit Menschen. Das kenne ich.
OLGA Wissen Sie, mit wem Sie reden? Bleibt stehen.
ROELLE Ich gehe einfach wieder zu Ihnen hin. Sie sind auch nicht anders wie ich.
OLGA Ich bin viel besser.
Fleißer 105.
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understanding and for condemning him. Confronted with Roelle’s denunciation, his
mother responds by invoking the biblical passage in which Jesus exorcizes a legion of
demons from a madman he encounters. In this passage, the demons ask Jesus not to send
them to the Abyss, a place where evil spirits were confined, but rather to let them go into
a herd of pigs nearby.17 The mother shouts: “Fahr aus, unreiner Geist, fahr in ein
Schwein, fahr in deine Schweine.” This utterance acts as a sort of reverse-exorcism:
rather than casting their demons out of their society, the citizens of Ingolstadt seek to
drive them into Roelle, who becomes the designated vessel for these demons.18 Roelle
himself is more or less resigned to this role of the irredeemable sinner and devil incarnate
within the system:
ROELLE Wenn ich sterbe, dann komme ich in die Hölle und bin ein Verdammter, ich bin bei den
Teufeln und allen verworfenen Menschen. Und das hört nie auf, überhaupt nicht. Eine noch
größere Grausamkeit gibt es doch gar nicht. 19

He realizes in the end that nothing he does can redeem him and that any action on his part
can only lead to his further decline.
At this point it is quite evident that the logic of Ingolstadt operates via a distorted
Christianity: Two constant themes in the play are acceptance within (redemption) and
rejection by (condemnation) a community where individual purging is based on the idea
of inherited guilt (stigmatization). Dragged along with this Christian thematization is the
question of whether the mind can transcend the limitations of a body that is inevitably
linked to its socially assigned role. Roelle, of course, is a key example of an individual
trapped inside his body: his ugliness leads people to make judgements about his
17

Luke 8:26-38.
Fleißer 125.
19
Fleißer 124. Distorted reflections of prominent religious symbols are visible in Olga as the pregnant holy
mother of God and Roelle as Jesus Christ who was pained by his opponents. In contrast to the biblical
story, the two outsiders, by no means prime exemplars of humanity, are treated with disrespect and cruelty,
reflecting a time when Christian mythology is only possible when it is contained in the Bible.
18
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character which, sadly, turn into self-fulfilling prophesies. Similarly, Olga, is marked as
socially unclean because of her (unmarried) pregnant body and by her refusal to follow
conventional gender roles. Implicitly connected to the situations of these two characters
is the question of whether morality must be dependent on the institutional moral system
of Church, and whether individual spirituality and redemption are possible without the
community. This, then, leads to another disturbing question: are only those who abide
by the rules of the many able to have a place in life, while those who stand alone are
forced to suffer condemnation and social death?
The tension and uncertainty underscored by the questions just posed is, in fact,
expressed in the fragmentary structure of Fleißer’s play itself. The play is organized into
a series of six ‘pictures’ (Schauspiel in sechs Bildern), rather than scenes. The use of the
word ‘picture’ implies an unusual mixture of a static medium (Bilder) with a medium of
motion (Schauspiel). This indeterminate form suggests that the play contains no clear
plot or any positive development of characters; rather, the characters move in and out of a
picture whose composition is already defined. This structural uncertainty is further
underscored by the play’s title, Fegefeuer in Ingolstadt, which refers to the Christian
purgatory. The structure of Christian order requires a clear division between good and
bad. However, the diversity of life and, consequently, the diversity of expressions of
good and bad, almost demands an ordering of these concepts, a means of ranking the
quality of goodness and of badness. Therefore, for some Christians, ‘good’ people go to
heaven and ‘bad’ people go to hell, while those in between (good enough not to be
‘bad’... but not good enough to be ‘good’) go to purgatory – the place where dead souls
go to atone for petty sins that were not unredeemably bad before being accepted into
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heaven.20 The concept of purgatory also existed for ancient Christians, but for them it
signified the place where dead souls awaited final judgment upon the second coming of
Christ. In either case, the purgatory is a place of suffering, indeterminacy and long
waiting. This is an apt description of the social situation depicted in the play Fegefeuer.
However, in the play, the uncertainty and the perpetuation of doom that crushes all hope
for salvation gives the purgatory of Ingolstadt a twisted nature. The play describes the
process of suffering that the individuals go through, but rather than redemption, the
characters find only endless judgment.
The downtrodden characters in the play sense that they are bound to the purgatory
of Ingolstadt in the same way as they are to their bodies. Olga laments: “Ach, dass wir in
eine Welt der Gemeinheit fallen mit jedem Tag, wie wir in diesem Leib gefallen sind und
wir haben ihn an uns.“21 Furthermore, this binding to city and body leads to a sense of
fatalism – the notion that one is bound by one’s fate. This fatalism is especially evident
in the following discussion between Olga and Crusius, the leader of a gang that torments
Roelle:
OLGA Ich suche mir einen, mit dem ich nach Amerika auswandern kann.
CRUSIUS Ja, dies habe ich gleich gar nicht verstanden. – Sie -- nach Amerika ist weit.
OLGA Ich will einfach nach Amerika, weil mich da keiner kennt. [...]
CRUSIUS [...] Amerika ist nichts. Das war Ihnen auch gar nicht so ernst.
ROELLE Das möchte ich wissen, an was du das kennst.
CRUSIUS Das kenne ich halt. Warum schaun Sie so dasig? Hats Ihnen die Rede verschlagen?
OLGA Ich gehöre heim.
CRUSIUS Jetzt das war eine Offenbarung. Warum bleiben Sie dann noch stehen?
OLGA Ich geh schon.

20

The Oxford Dictionary defines purgatory as follows: “1. the condition or supposed place of spiritual
cleansing, esp. (RC. Ch.) of those who die in the grace of God but have to expiate venial sins etc. 2. a place
or state of temporary suffering or expiation.” For further information on the purgatory by the Catholic
church, visit the following website that contains encyclopedic definitions of terms that concern the
institution of the Catholic church: www.newadvent.org My understanding of purgatory is largely based on
the information provided by this site.
21
Fleißer 112.
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MUTTER Ich lege kein Wort ein beim Herrn Papa, dass er Sie wieder hereinlässt.
22
OLGA Das tue ich schon selber. Von dem lasse ich mich abschlagen. Olga ab.

Olga is perhaps the only person in the town who can conceive of being elsewhere;
nevertheless, her conception is exposed as a mere wish, because everyone knows of her
pregnancy, and it is therefore unrealistic that she will ever be in a sufficiently good
financial or social position to make her wish come true. Olga is in a somewhat strange
position. On the one hand, she cannot rely on her society to help her go to America
because she is a fallen woman, and hence does not deserve such help. On the other hand,
her society does not really want to keep her because she is a fallen woman. Olga can
only undergo an interminable process of waiting, without having any control over her
destiny. Olga’s body, the body of a sinner, has itself been converted into a place of
purgatory, where she must wait for a final judgment. Unfortunately, this final judgment
will eventually take place in a society devoid of moral grounding, and is hence
meaningless. In this sense, then, the nature of purgatory is inverted and misused by the
citizens of Ingolstadt.
Perhaps the most blatant misuse of religious institutions in Ingolstadt is the
misuse of confession. As mentioned, the intended value of confession is to allow sinners
to admit to their own sins and then to deal appropriately with their guilt and, perhaps, to
gain enlightenment about how to lead a worthy Catholic life. In Fegefeuer in Ingolstadt,
though, confession – seen both as the Catholic institution, and as the series of ‘secular’
confessions that constitute a main means of transferring information between people –
seems more central to the discursive creation of prohibition and threat rather than helping
people make peace with God and themselves. First of all, in the play, individuals in a
22

Fleißer 122.
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confessional setting do not confess their own sins but the sins of another, thus distorting
the institutionally intended practice of confession. Furthermore, the intimacy and secrecy
of confession is further broken down by the fact that a third party often eavesdrops on the
dialogue between the priest and confessor, thus destroying the privacy of the interaction.
In fact, this found knowledge is often made public, or used to gain power over the
confessor. This perversion of religious confessions extends, of course, to the ‘secular’
confessions that occur as purportedly secret conversations between people in the city.
These secular confessions almost always involve sharing information about a third party,
and often eavesdropped upon by a fourth party. For example, Roelle learns about Olga’s
pregnancy by overhearing a conversation between his mother and the local abortionist
Frau Schnepf.23 He then uses this knowledge to blackmail Olga in a desperate and
warped attempt to gain her affection. In the scene where Roelle reveals her recent
wrongdoings and forces her to confirm, and in a sense to confess her sins, he adopts the
language of the church:
ROELLE Ich frage Sie als Ihr Katechet, dies Kind Ihrer befleckten Empfängnis, ist es
Ihnen ein Gegenstand der Liebe oder des Hasses?
OLGA Es ist nicht anders als mein Widersacher.
ROELLE Ich frage Sie als Ihr Katechet: Leugnen Sie, dass Sie es haben beseitigen wollen?
OLGA Hätte es meine Mutter an mir getan!
ROELLE Sie geht gleichsam hin und schlägt es mit einem Instrument tot.
OLGA Sie wissen immer so bestimmt, dass Sie recht haben. Was aus dem Kind wird, sagen Sie
nicht. Und was aus mir wird.
ROELLE Das hätten Sie und Ihr sauberer Peps vorher überlegen müssen.
OLGA Da überleg! Auf mich hetzen sie alle ein. Wenn man frei sein will – wenn die Freiheit
kommt in einer schönen Gestalt und es schlägt über einen zusammen –
ROELLE nähert sich ihr: Meinen Sie – so? Sie schaudert.
OLGA Der geht her und will eine Sünde mit mir gemein haben.
ROELLE Ich will sagen, beuge dein Knie, und sie wird da beugen ein Knie und wird wie
eine Hörige sein vor meinem Gesicht.24

23

ROELLE Die Frau macht es nicht mehr, hat sie zu meiner Mutter gesagt. Es ist strafbar.–Die Frau hat die
Nase voll. Und dann hat sie sich ausgelassen, wer so war verlangt. Ein Gespräch zwischen Frauen. Ganz
ohne Blatt vor dem Mund – Sie müssen sich Ihre Leute schon anschauen. Fleißer 70-1. Here one learns that
there must have been many other abortion cases, since Frau Schnepf is tired of the whole business.
24
Fleißer 72-3.
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Roelle poses as a Katechet, as a secular educator in the church who assists in institutional
matter such as confession and baptism. Of course, Roelle has no intention of helping
Olga with matters of her soul; rather, he wants to forcibly ‘seduce’ her by obtaining an
authoritative position over her. For her part, Olga refuses to give in to Roelle, or to the
confessional institution in general. That is, she refuses to go to church or to talk to others
about her situation. In doing so she exists as the only character that senses the essential
valuelessness of the perverted form of confession practiced in Ingolstadt.
Roelle not only instigates the denigration of the confession ritual. He is also
subject to it. When Roelle ‘confesses’ Olga’s misdeeds to a priest, the confession is
overheard by Peps, the father of Olga’s unborn child. Peps then reveals the content
Roelle’s confession by telling people that Roelle was not formally absolved for his sins:
OLGA Was wollt ihr von dem? Lasst ihn mit dem, was er beichtet, allein.
PEPS Olga, du weisst nichts. Er hat den ganzen Beichtstuhl vollgeredet mit dir. Er hat dich beim
Namen genannt und dich richtig durchgezogen.
ROELLE Das ist gelogen.
PEPS Ich bin daneben gestanden und habe die Ohren langgemacht, junger Mann. Ich habe alles
gehört.
ROELLE Das dürfen Sie nicht verraten, wenn das unter dem Beichtsiegel ist.
PEPS Ich bin kein Geweihter.
HERMINE Das Geheimnis bindet ihn nicht.
ROELLE Das haben Sie erschlichen.
PEPS Wissen Sie, was Sie getan haben? Sie haben ihr die Ehre abgeschnitten vor dem Pater, der
sie in der Schule zweimal die Woche sieht.
ROELLE Ich habe es angeben müssen. Ich stand unter dem Zwang.
OLGA Hätten Sie meinen Namen draussen gelassen
PEPS Der braucht keinen Namen.
ROELLE Beim nächsten Mal lasse ich ihn draussen.
HERMINE Sie gehn also doch wieder zum Beichten?
PEPS Er lernt es schon noch.
HERMINE Er bringt nicht einmal eine richtige Kniebeuge zusammen.
ROELLE Die haben Sie gepachtet.
HERMINE Die Buben wissen immer nicht, wie sie es machen müssen mit den Sakramenten.
ROELLE Ich bin hinein mit dem besten Willen.
HERMINE Haben Sie Leibschneiden gehabt?
ROELLE Nein.
HERMINE Das nenne ich dann nicht die rechte Zerknirschung.
ROELLE Leibschneiden ist mehr für die Mädeln.
HERMINE Haben Sie das Gebetbuch ganz nahe an den Mund gehalten?
ROELLE Nein.
HERMINE Das sind Vorschriften, nach denen muss man sich richten. Da bin ich streng.
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PEPS Die Hermine und fromm!
OLGA Mit dem Peps zieht sie herum, wenn der Gebetsläuter lang schon daheim ist.
HERMINE Wo steht das aufgeschrieben, dass ich ihm ausweichen muss, wie beim bösen Umgang
oder bei der schlechten Gelegenheit?25

It is notable that although Peps is the one who has broken the rule about formal
confession, that is, he has broken the confidentiality of another person, the group of
people are only shocked by the fact that Roelle has been refused absolution. Moreover,
Peps and Hermine, who are familiar with the rules of confession, exploit the loop-holes in
the system. The implied logic that Roelle used to justify the breach of trust in a
confidential situation, that is, that he had merely overheard a conservation between two
women about women’s matter, is ironically used against him by Hermine. Just as Frau
Schneps and Roelle are not bound by any holy vow of silence, Peps can also report what
he merely overheard. Hermine, Peps new lover, thoroughly familiar with the formal
aspect of confession, gives Roelle a lesson in the proper rules of conduct – i.e. who has to
keep the vow of silence and how to conduct oneself in the confessional booth. However,
it is clear that she does not really want to help Roelle but merely wants to ridicule him.
The aspect of absolution closes the circle on the process of sinning and breaking with
God, finding remorse and then rejoining God and the community of faith through
absolution. For Roelle this cycle has been broken because he has not been absolved from
his sins by the priest. This is especially true, since he has not confessed his sins but those
of Olga. Therefore, he cannot participate in communion and this unwholesomeness
marks Roelle as an outsider spiritually.
This constant re-inventing of the conditions and rules of confession make it clear
that confession in Ingolstadt is far removed from the intended meaning of confession in

25

Fleißer 74-76.
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the Catholic faith. It appears that the citizens of Ingolstadt are exploring the ultimate
consequences of the institution of confession when removed from its religious context.
Treated as a formal element of the Church, confession involves the maintenance of a
particular conception of sin. For example, the divine laws, such as the Ten
Commandments, are taken as models of how one should live one’s life. Therefore, if one
breaks one of these commandments, then atonement should come through confession and
absolution. However, since Catholic confession is a private matter, it is impossible for
society to use it to develop their ideas of what does and does not constitute a sin. That is,
the Ten Commandments are merely a set of rules that do not encompass the full variety
of life. To give a crude example, one commandment is ‘thou shalt not kill’ which seems
unambiguously reasonable for normal existence, but which is not very helpful for a
soldier on the battle field. Because confession, which is the chief Catholic means of
dealing with sin, is private, people cannot become aware of the variety of human
situations under which ‘sin’ can occur, and hence cannot generate a fluid morality that
would be more fitting to the time and place of their existence. Moving confession to a
public sphere would seem to solve this problem. Confession would then allow society to
examine the value and applicability of its morality. Or, put another way, confession
would acquire a discursive value. Whether this discursive value is a positive or negative
thing depends, of course, on who is doing the discursing.
To aid in the analysis of the discursive value of confession, I turn to Michel
Foucault’s analysis of the conceptualization of sexuality in The History of Sexuality.26 In
it he hypothesizes that the body works as a plane on which the rules, hierarchies, and

26

Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol.1, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage Books,
1990).
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ideologies of a society are inscribed. Foucault takes apart 19th century authoritative
classificatory discourses on symptoms of sexual perversions – in science, medicine,
psychoanalysis, and religion – and argues that they functioned to give a people a sense of
power by creating systems of knowledge. He explains how the scientific categorization
of sex in the 19th century brought previously hidden conflicts to the surface.27 Many
distinct discourses arose that were broken up into categories and subcategories
concerning science, social science and humanities, such as medicine, ethics, pedagogy,
and politics.28 Foucault argues:
More precisely, the secure bond that held together the moral theology of
concupiscence and the obligation of confession (equivalent to the theoretical
discourse on sex and its first-person formulation) [that was still steeped in the
traditions of the Middle Ages] was, if not broken, at least loosened and
diversified: between the objectification of sex in rational discourses, and the
movement by which each individual was set to the task of recounting his own sex,
there has occurred since the eighteenth century, a whole series of tensions,
conflicts, efforts at adjustment, and attempts at retranscription.”29
He continues to write that there had never before been such a variety of methods to talk
and deal discursively with sex, where one records, listens to, and transcribes narratives on
sex. He then argues that sex is acquiring a discursive element and, as such, is not
something hidden in the unconscious, as Freud claimed, but something apparent on the
surface. Foucault describes, for example, how homosexuality became recognized as one
type of many sexual practices once it was separated from the large umbrella term of
sodomy: “The sodomite had been a temporary aberration; the homosexual was now a
species.”30 He also lists other sexual practices that had become species:

27

Foucault 33.
Foucault 33.
29
Foucault 33.
30
Foucault 43.
28
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So too were all those minor perverts [besides homosexuals] whom nineteenthcentury psychiatrists entomologized by giving them strange baptismal names:
there were Krafft-Ebing’s zoophiles and zooerasts, Rohleder’s automonosexualists; and later, mixoscopophiles, gynecomasts, presbyophiles,
sexoesthetic inverts, and dyspareunist women. These fine names for heresies
referred to a nature that was overlooked by the law, but not so neglectful of itself
that it did not go on producing more species, even where there was no order to fit
them into. The machinery of power that focused on this whole alien strain did not
aim to suppress it, but rather to give it an analytical, visible, and permanent
reality: it was implanted in bodies, slipped in beneath modes of conduct, made
into a principle of classification and intelligibility, established as a raison d’être
and a natural order of disorder. Not the exclusion of these thousand aberrant
sexualities, but the specification, the regional solidification of each one of them.
The strategy behind this dissemination was to strew reality with them and
incorporate them into the individual.31
Aberrant sexual practices were thus given a name and a permanent shape and reality.
This “natural order of disorder”, as Foucault calls it, makes the aberrations more or less
acceptable, and allows society to contain these so-called disorders within manageable
scientific and Latinate names.
According to Foucault the discourse on sex creates power over those involved in
the particular discursive model. In previous times, the Church was the most dominant of
these models, and hence, through its series of prohibitions, determined the sexual
discourse available to its members.32 In modern times, though, sexual discourse grew
well beyond the control of the Church. Nevertheless, society still required a mechanism
to control sexual practices, so that marital relations could be held as an ideal model.33
Such a mechanism was found by extending the religious concept of confession to apply
to a modern society. As Foucault notes:
In any case, next to the testing rituals, next to the testimony of witnesses, and the
learned methods of observation and demonstration, the confession became one of
31

Foucault 43-4.
Foucault 37.
33
Foucault 41.
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the West’s most highly valued techniques for producing truth. We have since
become a singularly confessing society. The confession has spread its effects far
and wide. It plays a part in justice, medicine, education, family relationships, and
love relations, in the most ordinary affairs of everyday life, and in the most
solemn rites; one confesses one’s crimes, one’s sins, one’s thoughts and desires,
one’s illnesses and troubles; one goes about telling, with the greatest precision,
whatever is most difficult to tell. One confesses in public and in private, to one’s
parents, one’s educators, one’s doctor, to those one loves; one admits to oneself,
in pleasure and in pain, things it would be impossible to tell to anyone else, the
things people write books about. One confesses – or is forced to confess. When
it is not spontaneous or dictated by some internal imperative, the confession is
wrung form a person by violence or threat; it is driven from its hiding place in the
soul, or extracted from the body.34
The practice of confession thus serves to both maintain the mystical allure of sexual
practices and manage the interaction between people. Furthermore, as confession
becomes more and more secular – that is, increasingly public – it assumes an increasingly
discursive role in the creation of social values. That is, while a private confession of guilt
was (in principle) confined to only two people, and was hence merely a tool for the
maintenance of (hierarchical) power, a public confession of guilt allows the values of
society to be openly displayed, and hence, in principle, subjected to analysis and
discussion. Or, alternately, it can be used to confirm an established truth, such as was
accomplished by show-confessions in various communist/dictatorial regimes throughout
history.
The citizens of Ingolstadt, while not quite so far down the road of public
confession as the citizens of a modern society discussed above by Foucault, are certainly
loosening the bonds of private confession. And it is certainly true that their opening up
of confession does seem to give it more of a discursive power. Nevertheless, because the
society is essentially groundless and immoral, the discursive creations of their

34

Foucault 59.
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confessional procedures are somewhat unimpressive. In the play, it is ultimately only
Roelle who has been observed during his confession and who is repeatedly found in
confessing situations: he is used by the scientists to gain a scientific truth about a
madman;35 he is forced to admit to his ‘friends’ that he stuck needles into a dog’s eyes
that he sent to Olga, which establishes the truth about him as a cruel person;36 he must
admit that he has stolen money from his mother’s store to support Olga, establishing him
as a thief.37 He is also forced to confess that he has already spread the word about Olga
to others, establishing him as a liar;38 and he must confess that he has lied about having
impregnated Olga, hence demonstrating that, in addition to being a liar, he is not man
enough to keep a woman.39 These confessions, whether voluntary or forced, give an
utterance more truth-value, because they seem to lend a certain authenticity to the event.
Therefore, the ‘truth’ about Roelle is revealed through these discursive moments of his
(mostly forced) confession. What is strange about these confessions is that he is pressed
to confirm the statements of his accusers who then can take his utterances as evidence.
Therefore, and perhaps ironically, the newly-found discursive nature of confession leads
not to a development of the values of the society, but to a simple-minded confirmation of
the value of societal prejudices.
The discursive truth created by the distorted confessional in Ingolstadt does lead
to a certain sense of redemption in the play – by displacing their own shortcomings into
Roelle, the townsfolk are able to forget them, at least briefly. Such a redemption though,
35

Protasius, an assistant to an ominous Dr. Hähnle, comments on their scientific experiments with Roelle:
“Wir nützen ihn aus und wir spiessen ihn auf, aber wir sichern ihm eine Art Unsterblichkeit zu.“ Fleißer 79.
36
Fleißer 77.
37
Fleißer 104-5.
38
Revelation of Olga’s condition to the priest. Fleißer 74-5. On having broken his promise to keep quiet.
Fleißer 109.
39
Fleißer 117.
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bought at the price of a human life (or an individual’s sanity), is hardly laudable or
desirable. Nevertheless, although Fleißer’s play is predominantly negative in its
portrayal of human relations, there is at least one fleeting moment of potential
redemption that suggests that the situations described in her play were not inevitable. In
the middle of the fourth picture, Olga and Roelle go some distance towards breaking
down the barrier between them. Olga tries to show Roelle how to become more
integrated with society by giving him a lesson on communication: “Das ist so bei der
Physiognomie. Weil sich da die Instinkte malen, auch wenn sie verborgen sind. Drum
sage ich, bei Ihnen gehört erst noch was hinein [...] Sie müssen sich regen, dass man das,
was man noch nicht weiss, an Ihren Bewegungen sieht. […] Dann weiss ich bald nicht,
wofür ich mich bei Ihnen hinsetze. Und ich will doch was merken.“40 Unfortunately,
Roelle, who is uncomfortable beneath a female gaze, freezes up, and cannot effectively
respond. Olga compares his lack of movements to that of an animal and turns away from
him in disappointment. Then, in a rare moment of warmth, Roelle, in his way, suggests
that he wants to protect Olga and her unborn child. Unlike Peps, the real father of the
child, Roelle suggests that she must leave town if she wants to gain a better life for her
and her child:
ROELLE Sie müssen es nicht abtreiben. Das Kind lebt schon, auch wenn es nichts weiss.
OLGA Du sollst nicht töten.
ROELLE Es ist mir durch den Kopf gegangen. Das Kind ist in der Liebe entstanden. Vielleicht
wird es ein schönes Kind.
OLGA Bestimmt.
ROELLE Es sollte leben dürfen, auch wenn es nicht schön ist. [...]
Es macht Menschen aus uns, indem es ein Mensch wird.
OLGA Man muss sich nicht anlehnen. Es bringt nichts. Sie läuft weg.41

40
41

Fleißer 88.
Fleißer 88-9.
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Olga, though, having been betrayed once by a man, is not able to accept Roelle’s vague
attempt at charity.42 Had she done so, the union between these two outsiders would have
created a space in which Roelle and Olga could find self-affirmation and acceptance in
each other: Roelle could do the socially unthinkable act of becoming the father of an
illegitimate child; Olga could, as an act of charity, give herself to the stigmatized Roelle.
Thus, by contravening the implicit codes of their society, the two could build a new life,
outside the restrictive attitudes of Ingolstadt; and their union could have led to the
salvation from inside that Roelle proclaims at the beginning of the play.43 However,
although this fourth picture points to the possibility of a meaningful redemption, the logic
of Ingolstadt does not allow this possibility to be realized; and, by the end of the play
Roelle has lost all hope in redemption or salvation from without and within.44
Ultimately, Fleißer’s play Fegefeuer in Ingolstadt presents an inexorably negative
picture of the effects of modernity on society. This negativity emerges naturally and,
perhaps, inevitably, out of the transition from a society bound to a central, dogmatic truth
to a society forced to explore truth discursively. The discursive exploration of truth is, of

42

In her article on Fleißer´s writing strategy, Patricia Preuss points out that any ideals of freedom are
exposed as unattainable ideals by Fleisser (Preuss 187). She slept with Pep, one gets the sense, because she
wanted to and felt free doing so, and not because she was forced. In a sense, Olga’s insight about the
reality of things does come through a man—Press suggests that women seek for self-affirmation in a man
(Preuss188). But ironically she gains it in the form of pregnancy. The kind of freedom outside the social
bounds available to her is suicide. When her attempt is thwarted, she faces her fate: she heads home,
knowing that she will be turned away by her cold family. Having been exploited by Peps, in a sense, and
discarded by him, she treats Roelle with cruelty. Patricia Preuss, “‘Ich war nicht erzogen, dass ich mich
wehrte’: Marieluise Fleisser und ihr Werk in der Diskussion um weibliches Schreiben,” Germanic Review
64:4 (1987:Fall) 188.
43
Roelle explains to his mother that he can pull himself up to a higher level and that he could even declare
himself holy if he wants to: “Und die werden schon sehn. Und ich kann mich an den Haaren herausziehen
aus meinem Teich. […] Man muss sich ganz fest einbilden, dass man es [heilig] wird. Und man muss was
dafür tun. Haben es die anderen gekonnt, dann kann ich es auch.“ Fleißer 91.
44
“Wenn man wo drin ist und ich sage, da ist man schon immer drin gewesen, so dass man sich wohl
hinauswünschen kann, und kann sich aber nicht vorstellen, wie das ist an einem anderen seelischen Ort –„
[...] Von aussen kann einen das nicht ankommen. Die richtige Hilfe muss schon in einem drin sein. Und
bei mir ist sie eben nicht drin. Es heisst auch, das ist eine Strafe in der Generation.“ Fegefeuer 108.
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course, a more or less inevitable task for a society that has abandoned a unifying truthgenerating mechanism (such as Catholicism). Indeed, in modern times (in the American
culture) people are at least partially happy with the idea of discursive truths. Ingolstadt,
though, represents a transitional time and space, where the dogmatic truths of the church
are disappearing in practice, but not in name. That is, while the townsfolk would likely
verbally affirm that they are, indeed, Catholic, and believe in the supremacy of God as
the source of moral values, their actions suggest that they have lost their faith. This loss
of faith, though, is rapidly thrust upon the townspeople by the rapidly changing
technological and philosophical situations of the modern age. Therefore, they have no
well-defined mechanism for dealing with ethics and morality in the absence of God and,
unsurprisingly, they attempt to deal with such issues by using Catholic traditions that are
stripped of any spiritual meaning. In a sense, then, Ingolstadt can be seen not only as
representative of the German every-town, but as a microcosm of a European society
which, in the years following World War One, formalized the confessional practices seen
in Ingolstadt into some of the most wretched of terrors in history.
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Although all writing has confessional elements in it to a certain degree,
autobiography, as an extremely self-conscious, self-reflexive type of writing,
inevitably involves the form of confession.

The main concern of this paper is to

grope for a way to read autobiography as confession, and this is done exemplarily
through a study of Wordsworth's The Prelude.
In The Prelude, the poet confesses his life to someone; he confesses with
the hope that he could restore himself from identity crisis; he confesses his past
focussing on his development, especially his reemergence as a privileged poet;
and he confesses through his own words, which in effect transform the meaning of
his past into something beneficial to the present needs.
makes

this

autobiography

a

saving

intercourse

for

Above all, the poet
himself--a

kind

of

self-redemption, a justification of himself--in which his hoped-for recovery
depends on his own imaginative and self-affirming language rather than faithfully
pictured story of his past.
In short, it is the mechanism of the creation of a just life that defines the
ultimate nature of both secular confession and The Prelude as confessional
literature.

In both cases, the confessional truth depends on the process of the

speaker's articulation itself.

What matters is the act of confessing itself as a

performative gesture rather than the facts referred to by it.

Literature as a Mode of Confession:
A Case of The Prelude

Soong Hee Kim
I

Confession is not particularly confined to Christianity.

As Theodor Reik

assumes, confession "appears as the admission of sin as early as in ancient
Babylon, in Persia, Egypt and Palestine," "Buddhism knows confession in our
sense," and the beginning of confession "can be found even in the religions of
many primitive peoples" (300).

But since the Holy Fathers of the first centuries

practised the institution of the confession of sins, or more precisely speaking,
ever since the Roman Catholic Church, in the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215,
made annual confession obligatory for all believers, confession has become an
important mode of expression not only in religion but also in literature and law of
the Western culture.

Especially since the Victorian age accelerated the

secularization of confession by "rework[ing] and expand[ing] the institutional
and discursive practices of confession from the church to medicine, law, urban
sociology, and the family" (Bernstein x), the paradigm of confession--conducted
between confessor and confessant in a private space called "confessional"--has
become such a powerful mode of expression that even those whose lives have no
Catholic or other religious affiliation have been nonetheless deeply influenced by
the model.

According to Peter Brooks, the confessional mode

permeates our culture, including our educational practices and our law.
The image of the penitent with the priest, in the intimate yet
impersonal,

private

and

protected

space

of

the

confessional,

represents a potent social ritual that both its friends and its enemies

over the centuries have recognized as a shaping cultural experience.
(2-3)

Perhaps, Michel Foucault summarized this phenomenon succinctly: "Western man
became a confessional animal" (80).
In an increasingly secularized modern culture, the confessional discourse of
the self on the self becomes the marker of authenticity, and confession seems to
be the necessary act in our daily life, as the only way through which one lays bare
one's innermost self not only to know oneself but also to make oneself known.

In

addition, the contemporary culture itself multiplies the occasions of personal
disclosure with an astonishing rapidity, most recently on television talk shows and
in the cyberspace of the Internet.

The implication of the act of confession in our

everyday morality is so profound that "it is by now a commonplace that we live in
a confessional age, a narcissistic society where we confess and are bombarded
with the confessions of others at every turn" (Bernstein x).

Thus, it will be

worthwhile to examine how far and effectively a piece of literature reflects the
confessional impulse of the human mind.
In a larger sense, all writing has confessional elements in it.

Art, "having

first served magic purposes, and representing one of the great compensations of
mankind's unfulfilling wishes, is not beyond the reach of the compulsion to
confess" (Reik 307).

In J. M. Coetzee's terms, "everything that you write,

including criticism and fiction, writes you as you write it" (17).

If fiction shows in

its representation of the fulfilled wishes of the ego "the effectiveness of the
compulsion to confess", tragedy is "an unconscious confession.

The applause of

the audience becomes a sign of the removal of the hero's isolation, of his
absolution" (Reik 308).

Poetry, especially lyric poetry, is "never wholly

detachable from confession" (Lerner 66); rather it has "always entangled artifice
with confession" (Graham 8).

Writers themselves acknowledge this element of

confession in their works as Goethe, who calls his works "Fragments of a Great
Confession" (qtd. Reik 307), once said, "I carried on the poetic confession which I

had already begun, so that by this self-tormenting penance I might become
worthy of an inner absolution" (qtd. Abrams 121).

If the act of writing itself, as

the conscious or unconscious revelation of its author, "contains something
confessional" as Susan M. Levin says about every romantic work (13),
confessionalism in literature would become "a question of degree" (Yezzi 15).
But, of course, there is the typical confessional literature characterized by
its explicit confessional intention.

Since Augustine first established the

foundation of confessional writing, this tradition has been continued in one way or
another.

As well acknowledged, until the eighteenth century confessional

writing was confined to the religious ones, in general,i but since Jean Jacques
Rousseau's Confessions, which marks the transition between the writing of
religious confession and the secular writing of one's intimate self, the
confessional mode has become a crucial kind of self-expression in secular
literature as well, as an example of self-testimony that is supposed to bear
particular sincerity and authenticity.

Thomas De Quincey's Confessions of an

English Opium-Eater, Charles Lamb's Confessions of a Drunkard, James Hogg's
The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner, and Alfred
Tennyson's The Supposed Confessions of a Second-Rate Poet are some
examples which are specifically entitled confessions.

In the mid-twentieth

century there appeared a group of so-called "Confessional Poets."

Although

"Confessional Poetry," that "worn-on-the-sleeve self-revelation" (Yezzi 15), has
been "the whipping boy of half a dozen newer schools" (Williamson 51) from the
beginning, more than forty years after it ignited critical controversy,
contemporary poetry "continues to display a notable confessional strain" (Graham
3).

The legacy of Confessional Poetry is still tangible.
Apart from these confessional writings, however, there is another kind of

confessional literature: that is autobiography.

As an extremely self-conscious,

self-reflexive type of writing, autobiography inevitably involves the form of
confession even though the confessional motive of the author is inherent rather
than overtly specified.

In Northrop Frye's terms,

Most autobiographies are inspired by a creative, and therefore
fictional, impulse to select only those events and experiences in the
writer's life that go to build up an integrated pattern.

This pattern

may be something larger than himself with which he has come to
identify himself, or simply the coherence of his character and
attitudes. We may call this very important form . . . the confession
form.

(307)

The main concern of this paper is to grope for a way to read autobiography as
confession, and this will be done exemplarily through a careful study of
Wordsworth's The Prelude, the poet's own "spiritual autobiography."

II

Although we use the verb, "to confess", in many different ways in numerous
different contexts, confession as "the action of confessing" generally means

The disclosing of something the knowledge of which by others is
considered humiliating or prejudicial to the person confessing; a
making known or acknowledging of one's fault, wrong, crime,
weakness, etc.

(OED 703b)

Confession, then, whether it takes place within the Christian confessional, the
police station, a court of law, or in a daily conversational milieu, "typically
presupposes a constellation of notions about the private self tormented by guilt
and the private conscience exposed to self-criticism" (Hepworth 8).

In other

words, confession requires an avowal of faults as necessary to one's spiritual
well-being, and involves a certain degree of introspection and the articulation of
what one has found in one's self.

Similarly autobiography, in general, starts from

the consciousness that something is wrong in one's life, and implies a sense of
depth, a process of delving into one's innermost thoughts and feelings in order to

account for the individual self.

Whether it is the sense of guilt, or the sense of

being misunderstood (or whatever regretful thoughts and feelings) that drives the
person to either one of these acts: the act of confessing and the act of writing
autobiography, in both cases, self-references are usually "marked by anxiety,
alienation, and incompletion" (Fleishman 29), and the sense of crisis often
increases to the extent that it may threaten the very existence of the person's life.
Underneath these acts, therefore, lies a strong desire to make one's life anew, as
William Butler Yeats expresses in one of his untitled poems:

The friends that have it I do wrong
When ever I remake a song,
Should know what issue is at stake:
It is myself that I remake.

(778)

In this context, it is noteworthy that autobiography originally has been "only
the by-product of another act, an apology undertaken in self-defence" (Bruss 6).
When the prose writers of the Roman Empire established the pattern of the inward
journey narrative, the autobiography, it was usually in "two forms--the apology
and the confession" (Fleishman 15).

As Brooks argues, "confessional discourse

is clearly the prototype of that typically modern form of writing we call
autobiography" (102).
As far as autobiography is concerned, an intriguing thing is that
autobiography, like confession, generally results in "a self-serving fiction"
(Coetzee 280).

Although confession is considered to bear a special stamp of

"bare truth," we know that confessional truth is never absolutely reliable.

Any

confessional text of human beings can usually detect some errors of fact; it is
essentially due to the very nature of self-consciousness, which "feeds upon itself,
finding behind every motive another motive, behind every mask another mask,
until the ultimate motive, which must remain masked" (Coetzee 280).

Thus, as

Dostoevsky indicates, "the self cannot tell the truth of itself to itself and come to
rest without the possibility of self-deception" (Coetzee 291).

Likewise, in spite

of the general assumption that autobiography is a self-written biography
designed to impart verifiable information about the historical person, no critic
overlooks the fictitious elements of autobiography. ii

Paul De Man makes a

fundamental point on this:

We assume that life produces the autobiography
produces
that

the

its

consequences,

autobiographical

but

can

project

we

may

not
itself

as an act

suggest

.

produce

.

.

and

determine the life and that whatever the writer does is in fact
governed by the technical demands of self-portraiture and thus
determined, in all its aspects, by the resources of his medium?

(69)

According to Andrew Hudgins, "Autobiography is in some ways a translation of
actuality onto the page, and in other ways, a selective and imaginative recreation,
a work of art--and the two roles can go to bed together and enjoy their uneasy
congress only by lying to each other" (183).

He even classifies the lies of an

autobiographer into eight different types iii and acknowledges that lies are
"inescapable for a writer attempting to create an artistically coherent work" (195).
Yusef Komunyakaa notes, "the autobiographical 'I' invents itself because of ego or
need for affirmation" (148).

Avrom Fleishman says, "the unstable character of

autobiographical intention is one of the inveterate conditions that call on the
autobiographer to fictionalize--that each shift of intention generates a new fiction
in behalf of a totalized account of one's life (the ultimate fiction)" (10).

In short,

autobiography being the creation of a life that exists only as an aesthetic, textual
production, "the attempt to make life and text coincide" occurs as a "rhetorical
process" rather than historical process (Williams 121).
Then, if "all autobiography is storytelling" (Coetzee 391), and does not
convey the truth of its author by leaving out certain parts of his/her life or by
changing it,iv what is the purpose of writing autobiography?
of writing false stories about the self?

What is the efficacy

Why do authors create fictions about

themselves, and not only believe their stories true, but also expect the reader to

do so?

These questions could be answered only when we interpret

autobiography in terms of confessional literature, the ultimate function of which is
to provide the justification of its author's existence: that is, "to make
[autobiographer] feel good" (Coetzee 392), "to make myself look good" (Hudgins
188), and to provide him/her with some kind of redemption, which comes with an
affirmation of "my better half" (Moss 127) regardless of its own validity.
Certainly, it is the confessional element that makes Western autobiography
"distinctive." v

Autobiography as confessional literature finds its ultimate

significance in what Foucault says in his definition of confession, as "a ritual of
discourse where . . . articulation alone, independently of its external
consequences, produces, in the person who articulates it, intrinsic modifications:
it makes him innocent, it redeems him, purifies him, promises him salvation (qtd.
Brooks 99).

III

The Prelude's distinctively confessional naturevi is, first of all, revealed by
that it is addressed to an auditor.

The whole poem is written as a sustained

address to Coleridge, to whom Wordsworth says in the poem: "I speak bare truth /
As if to thee alone in a private talk" (X.372-73).vii

This is also manifested on the

title page of the 1805-6 manuscripts: "POEM / Title not yet fixed upon / by /
WILLIAM WORDSWORTH / Addressed to / S. T. COLERIDGE".

The importance

of Coleridge as the auditor of the poem has been noted by a number of critics,viii
among whom is Frank D. McConnell, who interprets Coleridge as "the intended
and crucial convert" (25) and a mediator between the poet and "the full
acceptance of his semidivine status" (44).
It is hardly persuasive, however, to say that Wordsworth wrote this poem
particularly to "edify" his friend as McConnell claims.

It is possible that this

poem affected Coleridge in such a considerable way that, after reading this poem,
he "has literally remade himself . . . into the image of the 'Friend' the poet has

projected through" the poem (McConnell 27).
attempted by his own volition.

But Coleridge's change could be

Moreover, if that is the case, how can we explain

the fact that Wordsworth still addressed Coleridge long after he had been dead.ix
Is it possible to edify the dead person?

For the poet who proclaimed, "the Mind

of Man" as "My haunt, and the main region of my Song,"x the high poetic theme of
"this heroic argument" (III.182) is only himself:

. . . for my theme has been
What passed within me.

Not of outward things

Done visibly for other minds, words, signs,
Symbols or actions, but of my own heart
Have I been speaking, and my youthful mind.

(III.173-77)

The edification of Coleridge at best seems to be a byproduct rather than an
intended purpose of this poem.

In this "Poem on my own life" (Letters 586),xi

Wordsworth is too deeply preoccupied with himself to pay any particular attention
to the edification of his friend.
Neither was given to the auditor the role of a mediator between the poet and
God, or any other Spiritual Power, in this poem whose author had no need of a
divine Helper:

. . . O Man!
Strength to thyself; no Helper hast thou here;
Here keepest thou thy individual state:
No other can divide with thee this work:
No secondary hand can intervene
To fashion this ability; 'tis thine.

(XIII.188-93)

If the Romantic age is the period, when artists tried to transpose "spiritual"
matters into secular terms, Wordsworth is certainly one of those artists.

With no

need of a "secondary hand" of intervention, an external Redeemer,xii he is left
with himself, his abilities being perceived to come not from God but from within

himself.

In this "theodicy of the private life" (Abrams 96), where the role of God

is "Nothing of consequence" (Abrams 90), the function of an external Redeemer is
vested in a power of unaided mind of man; God is presented only as a spectator of
the poet's completed action of "an eminence" (III.169) achieved in his youth:

I had a world about me--'twas my own;
I made it, for it only lived to me,
And to the God who looked into my mind.

(III.142-44)

The complexity of the role of the auditor comes from that it operates on the
religious model outside the religious context.

In this secular confession, the

dilemma of the poet, as the sovereign judge of himself, seems to lie on that he may
not need God's agent to "absolve" him, but still needs a listener since confession
implies a listener, "an interlocutor to whom the confessional discourse is
proffered" (Brooks 95).

That is, the poet-confessant needs a respondent, a

witness, who "acknowledges that the confession has taken place, and judges it to
have been efficacious" (Brooks 95).

The auditor of this poem, then, is equivalent

to a secular version of the priest who, even in the religious confessional, should
be above all a silent, attentive, and patient listener, since, as Paolo Segneri said,
"the word of the confessant is absolute . . . and the confessant is the one who
knows what needs confessing" (qtd. Brooks 99-100).
It is this position of a listener, a "privileged confidant" (Levin 12), in which
Coleridge is placed.

As the "most loving Soul! / Placed on this earth to love and

understand" (XIII.248-49), all he is supposed to do is to listen silently to what the
poet confesses and then approve it, as manifested in Wordsworth's easy
assumption of his approval:

Nor will it seem to thee, my Friend! so prompt
In sympathy, that I have lengthened out
With fond and feeble tongue a tedious tale.

(I.645-47)

According to Levin, "the writer who seeks to individualize and distinguish himself
through confession ultimately reveals his total dependence on the presence of
and acceptance by at least one other person" (13).

This "one other person" is

Coleridge in this poem; he is expected to remain "entirely in accord with the
intention of the author" (Hamlin 145).

Thus, the question asked by Wordsworth

of Coleridge: "Need I dread from thee / Harsh judgments" (I.657-58) is no more
than a rhetorical question.
In short, the role of Coleridge as an auditor can be summed up in a word: "an
auditor in absentia" (Abrams 74).

If he controls the poem in any way, it is by his

silent presence, which "brings to the speaker's discourse what Jacques Lacan
calls 'the dimension of dialogue': the shaping of one's inner thoughts to the ear of
an external listener" (Brooks 96).

The presence of this "honoured Friend! / Who

in my thoughts art ever at my side" (III.199-200) is "so undifferentiated, so
integral with the substance of the text" (Vance 4) that he seems no more than "a
projection" of the poet (McConnell 44).

One of the poet's main tasks being to see

"if language can solidify" what is particular about himself (Levin 10), the auditor
perhaps serves best as "a rhetorical focus to which the narrator addresses
himself" (Hamlin 145).

It is to this presumably faithful auditor--and to the

reader who shares the position of the listener with the auditor--that the poet
attempts to explain how and why he has come to be what he is.
If personal anxieties or crises often become the motivating factor behind the
act of writing self-reflexive works, The Prelude is no exception.

This

"crisis-autobiography" (Abrams 71) stems from a threat to the poet's personal
identity, and this is partly related to an event: the shattering of hopes for mankind
which the liberal intellectuals in Europe had invested in the French Revolution
(X.232-34)--what the poet regards as the spiritual crisis of his generation--and
partly related to a despair concerning his inability to solve the problem of good
and evil of our moral state:

. . . I lost

All feeling of conviction, and, in fine,
Sick, wearied out with contrarieties,
Yielded up moral questions in despair.
This was the crisis of that strong disease,
This the soul's last and lowest ebb . . .

(1850. XI.302-07)

But the dark night of his soul (XII.20-21) is primarily related to the crisis of
his identity as a poet, which involves the loss of the original power he had in his
youth.

It is the paralysis of the natural power which was given to him in moments

when:

. . . I would stand,
Beneath some rock, listening to sounds that are
The ghostly language of the ancient earth,
Or make their dim abode in distant winds.
Thence did I drink the visionary power.

(II.326-30)

It is the faltering of the power that came from the poet's early reciprocative
relation between his mind and nature, which "had been nursed" in "Wilds" and
"naked valleys, full of caverns, rocks, / And audible seclusions" (VIII.791-94).
By the time he came to Cambridge, he claims, he had felt that he was "a chosen
son" endowed with "holy powers / And faculties" (III.82-84), and that he reached
"the glory of my youth" given the "genius [and] power" to "create" like "divinity
itself" (III.171-72).

But in the growing rationality of his manhood, he lost that

power, being "misled" by "the trade in classic niceties" (VI.125-27) and

. . . dangerous craft of picking phrases out
From languages that want the living voice
To make of them a nature to the heart.

(VI.130-32)

Once his responsiveness to nature being lost, his work was no longer influenced
by "the nature's inner self," but by "the works of art" and "the images of books"
(VIII.511-21).

The subsequent impairment of his imagination and the total loss

of his poetic power are stated in Book XI: "Imagination, How Impaired and
Restored."

Here, he says that he was "cut off" from "all the sources of [his]

former strength" and lost touch with the "mysteries of passion" by the influence of
"syllogistic words" and "charm of logic" (76-90).

The final impact of these

crises are described as a personal hell:

. . . inwardly oppressed
With sorrow, disappointment, vexing thoughts,
Confusion of opinion, zeal decayed,
And, lastly, utter loss of hope itself
And things to hope for!

(XI.3-7)

It is in this context that The Prelude recalls Augustinian hope that by
writing a self-analytical narrative the author "might fix the wavering balance of
[his] mind":

Meanwhile, my hope has been, that I might fetch
Invigorating thoughts from former years;
Might fix the wavering balance of my mind.

(I.648-50)

An intriguing thing, however, is that the poet turns backward, seeking his
"youthful mind" (III.177) of "former years" as the resource from which he expects
to bring forth "invigorating thoughts" for his recovery.

If the writing of this poem

could help him, it is through its enactment of his return to the beginning, the
source, of his life.

Now it becomes clear that in The Prelude, the poet's main

task is to seek a way to resolve his identity crisis and achieve a renewed state of
himself.

His whole issue is how to restore his original state in which his poetic

power will be recaptured, and thus emerge as an exemplary poet-prophet,
"clothed in priestly robe" and "singled out" for "holy services" (I.60-63).

In Paul

Jay's terms, Wordsworth's search is for "a way to unite the self with poetic power,
it is played out as he writes a secular confession, and it involves the search for an
authoritative and powerful poetic language" (46).

And this search presupposes

the poet's journeyxiii to his origin: that is the Hartmanian journey "from nature,
and self-consciousness, to imagination," the last of which "involves a kind of
return to the first" ("Romanticism" 54).
At this point, it should be noted that the poet's story is told in an
achronological order--starting not at the beginning, but at the end--and from a
vantage point of the man who thinks he has already achieved the successful
resolution of his spiritual and vocational problems.

Thus, the poem, which is in

itself a recollected tale of the poet's past life, becomes a doubly retrospective
narrative.

In this frame of a retrospection within a retrospection, the

poet-narrator calls to mind his own past and offers reflective comments on
himself from the viewpoint of the present.

This backward glance provides him

with "a feeling of the whole" (VII.712), a holistic view through which he could
achieve a comprehensive understanding of himself and of his recovery.

But

more importantly, the path of retrospection becomes "a conscious mode of
thought which controls the structure of the narrative itself" (Hamlin 158) to the
poet's present benefit.

Certainly the narrative of the poem is controlled so that it

could select only those of his actions and experiences which are significant for his
evolution towards an inherent end, and thus "bring before the public evidence of
the inner integrity and wholeness of the life" (Platzner 605) in terms of the
restored poetic stature.
For instance, The Prelude begins with "a glad preamble" (VII.4) of the poet
who sings the praises of the restorative feelings he experienced while returning
"from the vast city" (1850. I.7) to the countryside.

He is in an open prospect,

responding in spirit to the attributes and alterations of the landscape.

In the

mood of "a cheerful confidence" (I.67) and feeling animated by "a corresponding
mild creative breeze" (I.43), he entrusts his guidance to nature:

The earth is all before me.

With a heart

Joyous, nor scared at its own liberty,
I look about; and should the guide I choose
Be nothing better than a wandering cloud,

I cannot miss my way.

(I.15-19)

In this way, Wordsworth opens the poem with the stage of his life which comes
last in its temporal order, presenting himself as one who is restored in Nature's
presence and declares: "to the open fields I told / A prophecy" (I.59-60).
As the poem proceeds, the poet narrates the process of this recovery by his
private intercourse with the Soul of Nature.

Although his feeling of recovery is

checked, from time to time, by "the interrupted stream" (VII.10), and thus
whenever his poetic strength stops, he has to return anew to nature repeatedly,
the emphasis is on that "restoration came / Like an intruder knocking at the door /
Of unacknowledged weariness" (IV.146-48).

The poet's narration of this

restoration reaches its climax in Book XI, where he is once again assisted by the
correspondent breeze--now specified as "the breath of Paradise" (11)--and
claims his return to his former strength, "a strength inherent in his renewed
relationship with 'Nature's presence'" (Jay 51):

. . . again
In Nature's presence stood, as I stand now,
A sensitive, and a creative soul.

(XI.255-57)

It is an enactment of his return to the "Visitings of imaginative power" of his early
life (XI.252-53), a return to the very source of his poetic power, "that awful
Power" (1850. VI.594) of imagination to which he invokes in Book VI:

Imagination!

lifting up itself

Before the eye and progress of my song
Like an unfathered vapour--here that Power,
In all the might of its endowments, came
Athwart me.

(525-29)

As the above passage implies, however, an interesting thing is that
Wordsworth now corrects the earlier attribution of an objective power to nature,

and regards imagination as an autonomous power of the mind, liberated from all
natural conditions.

Accordingly, his recollection of the earlier transactions

between his mind and nature gives way to his reflection of the predominant power
of the mind.

The ultimate resolution of his crisis follows the climactic revelation

on Mount Snowdon, in which he proclaims the "transcendent power" of human
minds (1850. XIV.74-75), viewing the landscape as "The perfect image of a
mighty mind" (XIII.69),

. . . that feeds upon infinity,
That is exalted by an underpresence,
The sense of God.

(XIII.71-73)

The poet also writes, since "the Mind is to herself / Witness and judge"
(XII.367-68), it is "from thyself" that "thou must give, / Else never canst receive"
(XI.333-34).

With the achievement of "the glorious faculty" of the mind (XIII.89):

the infinitive and transforming power of imagination and his "Vision," he sings "the
deep enthusiastic joy, / The rapture of hallelujah" (XIII.261-62).

The poem ends

with "a gloria in excelsis" (Abrams 117) to the mind of man, which is "A thousands
times more beautiful than the earth" and "In beauty exalted, as it is itself / Of
substance and of fabric more divine" (XIII.446-52).
Thus, Wordsworth's proclamation being taken at its face value, his crisis
seems to be resolved in the discovery of "my office upon earth" (X.921) by the
"redemptive" power of imagination (Abrams 117).

The problem, however, is that

what the poet presents as the grounds of his inner integrity is marred by the
complexity of doubts, uncertainties, and obscurities, which undermines his own
account to the extent that his claim of restoration looks dubious, or at least
troublesome.

For instance, in the famous passage starting with "There was a

boy" (V.389-404), the security incorporated with the joyful correspondence
between the boy and the invisible birds soon disappears and gives way to the
precariousness of "uncertain heaven" (V.412); it is at this juncture that an element
of anxiety also intrudes.

Paradoxically, however, it is those climactic moments of his narrative which
he calls the "spots of time" (XI.258)--moments from his past experiences which
retain for him "a renovating virtue" (1850, XII.210)--in which is involved "an
ultimate uncertainty or incomprehensibility" (Hamlin 146) of the poet's
experiences.

For instance, in the sequence of incidents such as the bird-snaring,

the boat-stealing, and the skating episodes, the manifestation of natural power
the poet experiences is qualified by the terms of appearance or similitude.

In the

bird-snaring episodes, the relation of the child to the natural setting is qualified
by the word, "seemed":

I was alone,
And seemed to be a trouble to the peace
That dwelt among them [the moon and stars].
.......
[I was] almost (as it seemed)
Suspended by the blast which blew amain,
Shouldering the naked crag . . .

(I.322-24; 344-46)

In the description of the boat-stealing, he writes: "a huge cliff, / As if with
voluntary power instinct, / Upreared its head" (I.405-07).

In the skating episode,

a sense of appearance is introduced when he describes the effect of a sudden stop
of his glide:

yet still the solitary cliffs
Wheeled by me--even as if the earth had rolled
With visible motion her diurnal round!

(I.484-86)

That the poet's experience of these natural powers is qualified by the terms,
"seemed" and "as if", makes the reader suspect that his experience is based on
the assumption on his past.

Such an attribute of semblance could be regarded

simply as the reflection of the emotional disturbance of the fearful child.

But the

question is that these experiences are singled out as privileged moments because

of those assumptions. That is, it is because of those assumptions that these
otherwise unimportant experiences were transformed into epiphanic moments, by
the remembrance of which his mind can be "nourished and invisibly repaired"
(XI.265) from the state of being depressed and fallen (XI.258-68).
This tendency to "affirm the truth of those assumed powers" (Hamlin 161)
brings forth the element of ambiguity in the poet's description of the power of
nature, as shown in his invocation to it:

Ye Presences of Nature in the sky
Or on the earth!

Ye Visions of the hills!

And Souls of lonely places!

can I think

A vulgar hope was yours . . .

(I.490-93)

Here, ambiguity is caused by that the value of these attributed powers depends
not on the objective truth, but on "that sense of purpose in nature, felt to be true"
(Hamlin 162).

Nonetheless the poet affirms their reality for him.

Near the end

of the poem, the poet makes a significant comment on his journey: "I travel in
these dim uncertain ways" (XI.391).

As uncertainty is "a key to much of the work

of the confessional poets" (Collins 200), it is the dimness and uncertainty in which
resides Wordsworth's poetic power.

His experience is, after all, "an as-if

providentialism" (Abrams 86).
In relation to these uncertainties, it should be noted that the repeated pattern
inherent in the poet's restorative return to "Nature's Presence," as Jay claims,
"does not depend on the poet's ability to somehow actually return to the places
where his lost poetic power was first experienced," but "depends, rather, on
memory" (52), and that "the restorative power of remembering is actually rooted
in a providential forgetting of what he experienced, and felt, in the past" (53).
That is, the poet's renewal depends on his memory of forgotten things; he was
strengthened "With memory left of what had been escaped" (XI.396).

For

instance, in his description of the "ministry" of nature in his boyhood, the poet
writes that his mind was "impregnated," "impressed," and "elevated" by "obscure

feelings" that "were forgotten" (I.620-35).

In Book II, the poet says,

. . . the soul,
Remembering how she felt, but what she felt
Remembering not, retains an obscure sense
Of possible sublimity . . .

(335-37)

If he conceives of what "Nature spake to me" in its visitations only as
"Rememberable things" (I.615-16), what he "retains" from the memory of these is
only "an obscure sense / Of possible sublimity," since his mind forgot "what" he
felt although he may remember "how" he felt.

Furthermore, seeking restoration

from his past, the poet inevitably faces its absence.

At last, in the process of

writing this poem which seeks to return to the 'beginning,' he comes to realize
that there may be "no beginning" (II.237) after all.
In this respect, it is no wonder that Wordsworth's "exemplary and
self-assured building up of the poet's 'spirit' is frustrated almost at every turn by
a sense of 'absence'" (Stelzig 142).

In a sense, the poet's continuous

preoccupation with "presence" or "restoration," in itself, is a paradoxical proof of
his equally strong obsession with "absence," because "it is nearly always its felt
absence that his language affirms" (Jay 80), no matter how hard the poet tries to
represent the visionary "Presence."xiv

The closest object to an absence in this

poem, of course, is the burden of a faltering self: "the loss of its voice and a
coherent sense of its proper identity" (Stelzig 142).

This autobiographical

construction of the self, then, is based on the "compensatory plot of converting
absence into presence" (Stelzig 142).

It is at this juncture that the necessity of

creating a fiction intrudes in The Prelude; this can be charted in its similarities to
the psychoanalytic process of "talking cure."xv
According to Sigmund Freud's theory of "talking cure," the whole idea of a
cure depends on the subject's ability to create a narrative.

What is crucial to the

transforming power of the talking cure is its doubly creative nature.

That is, a

cure is bound up in the subject's capability of formulating a creative story, in

which key recollections are linked to form a therapeutic autobiographical
The past incidents recollected in such a process, however, may not be

narrative.

actual events, but imagined ones created in the act of analysis itself.

In Freud's

terms, recollections "brought up by an exhaustive analysis" may not be
"reproductions of real occurrences," but rather "products of the imagination"
(17.49).

In this case, "the recuperative power of the narrative resides not in its

factualness but rather in the creative capacity of language itself" (Jay 26), since
the material recollected is not a real past, but a narrative created in the present.
What matters is not the subject's past itself, but the formulation of the past into a
narrative.
This is what happens in The Prelude, the healing power of which is based on
the poet's fictional representation rather than faithful re-presentation of a true
past.xvi

The poet's treatment of his encounter with a landscape of death in his

childhood is the classic example of this kind.

In fact, the child's encounters with

both the 'drowned man' and the 'landscape of the visionary dreariness' are
charged with the sense of "blank desertion" (I.422) and anxiety.

The drowned

man, who "bolt upright / Rose, with his ghastly face, a spectre shape / Of terror
even" (V.471-73), is an object of fear; and so much dreadful and bleak is the
landscape, characterized with "the gibbet-mast . . . mouldered down," "a naked
pool," "the beacon on the lonely eminence," "a girl," "a single sheep," and a
"stormy, and rough, and wild" day (XI.291-359).

The child's encounter with

these desolate landscapes asserts itself against the grain of the restorative
feeling that the poet celebrates.

Nonetheless, his recuperation of strength

comes from these traumatic scenes of the past, which becomes possible only
through the transformation of the traumatic experiences of his childhood into the
privileged moments, that retain a "vivifying virtue" (XI.26) for his future
restoration.

In De Man's terms, it is a "movement from one extreme to the other

by a series of transformations that leave the negativity of the initial
relationship . . . intact" (74).
The poet's imaginative representation of his past is reflected in the endless

revision of the poem itself which makes the writing of his life story a long,
arduous, and interminable project.

His lifelong occupation by this poem is

revealed by that it was written over nearly the whole first half of the nineteenth
century. This interminable revision resembles a pattern of an endlessly changing
reproduction of the confessant's life story which is caused by an "inability to
reach an end point" (Brooks 49), a "regression to infinity of self-awareness and
self-doubt" (Coetzee 274).

Wordsworth's case is primarily caused by his

dissatisfaction with his own narrative, of which he once uttered:

I finished my Poem about a fortnight ago.

I had looked forward to

the day as a most happy one . . . but it was not a happy day for me . . .
when I looked back upon the performance it seemed to have a dead
weight about it, the reality so far short of the expectation . . . the sense
which I had of this Poem being so far below what I seem'd capable of
executing, depressed me much.

(Letters 594)xvii

According to Freud's view of repression (23.326), if "undesirable" things are
found in a text, revision can make the original text "innocuous," by "crossing out"
old expressions or by adding something "which said exactly the opposite" to the
original text.

In Lucy Collins's terms, in confessional literature, the fragmented

individual seeks "wholeness through aesthetic expression itself," and thus the act
of writing involves an attempt to "reverse" the fragmentation (199).

As a result,

the distortions, interpolations, and falsifications of the original text can go on to
the extent that the final text could seem to be unfaithful, compared to its original.
It is this kind of revision that characterizes Wordsworth's incessant editing
process.

Since "the performance" of the 1805 version, which was "so far short

of [his] expectation," he continued to amend and alter the earlier version, by
reframing and recomposing episodes from his past.xviii

That is, he indefinitely

attempted to reenvision, reinterpret, and represent his past, "play[ing] with
times" (VI.299), until he "Rebuild it to his liking" (VI.305).

Perhaps, the poet's

repetitive revision process of having always to begin again and againxix implies

his need to create an origin.

For the poet who seeks to recapture his original

power, but lacks knowledge of "the individual hour in which / His habits were first
sown" (II.211-12), and has no identifiable beginning for his poetic power, it seems
to be a must that he endlessly repeats, rebuilds, and finally transforms the dim,
uncertain, fragmented details of his past into some sorts of epiphanic moments,
"Whence profit may be drawn in times to come" (III.668).

Especially when the

self is recognized as an epistemological construction, with absolute sovereignty
upon itself, rather than a mysterious spiritual entity created by all-knowing God,
the "personal identity" itself can be "a choice--to invent, to believe, and to will a
fiction as one's identity" (Williams 142); and the choice seems to be a necessity in
Wordsworth's building up of his ego to survive "as if sustained / By its own spirit!"
(II.295-96).

After all, what we confront in this poem is not a series of historical

events of an autobiographer, but a series of rhetorical efforts to create
"something evermore about to be" (VI.542), which in itself became a
never-ending act of creation.

IV

We have observed so far the confessional aspects implied in The Prelude.
Wordsworth confesses his life to someone; he confesses with the hope that he
could restore himself from identity crisis; he confesses his past focussing on his
development, especially his reemergence as a priviledged poet; and he confesses
through his own words, which in effect transform the meaning of his past into
something beneficial to his present needs.

Above all, the ultimate significance of

this poem as confessional literature lies in that, through what Hegel called the
"practical activity" (Jay 33) of the aesthetic self-transformative representation of
his past, Wordsworth makes this autobiography "a saving intercourse" (X.915) for
himself, in which the poet's "hoped-for recovery" (Stelzig 144) depends on his
own imaginative and self-affirmative language rather than "faithfully pictured"

(XIII.273) story of his past.

If the efficacy of the healing power of this poem is

put into questions, it is because that power depends on the poet's subjective
affirmation rather than the textual evidence, and thus lacks the objective truth.
So far as the confessional truth of the poet's life is concerned, however,
what matters is not the validity of the affirmed content, but the performative
function of the language he uses.

Since the confessional truth resides only in the

speaker's words, as witness to himself, the efficacy of the healing power in The

Prelude lies on "the power of self-creation" (Levin 9-10).

In this

autobiographical poem, the act of writing becomes an act of giving an order to the
otherwise confused life, constructing "disparate materials into significant form"
(Fleishman 58), creating its meaning anew, and eventually making the poet feel
accomplished, happy, and even morally good (Williams 1).
the necessary source of Logos.

Here God is no longer

Unlike Augustine, who "minimizes the ego's

role" in order to "remain true to the Christian guidelines of humility" (Nalbantian
6), the godlike poet creates his world with his own words through which he could
save himself from his ruins.

As Wallace Stevens points out the redemptive

aspect of poetry: "After one has abandoned a belief in god, poetry is that essence
which takes its place as life's redemption" (qtd. Abrams 121), Wordsworth's
ultimate hope was to make "a work . . . of . . . redemption" (XIII.439-41) not only
for himself but also for all mankind.

This is a kind of self-redemption, which is

no more than a justification of himself:

. . . the history of a Poet's mind
Is labour not unworthy of regard:
. . . the work shall justify itself.

(XIII.408-10)

Redemption and justification are the key concepts in confession since
confession is not an end in itself, but has the meaning of "an eloquent plea for
absolution" (Reik 208). xx

Thus, including psychological relief that might be

produced simply by the act of interlocution itself, "confession uniformly has
positive, congenial, remedial functions" (Hepworth 14), the essence of which is to

forgive, justify, and redeem the confessant and finally help the person to
rehabilitate in society.

Unlike religious confession, in which the confessant is

absolved and justified by God's grace, however, in secular confession it is often
the act of confessing itself, as a "performative" rather than "constative" action,xxi
that brings forth justification and redemption to the confessant.

In spite of the

limit of the confessional truth, which is at best "a perverse truth" (Coetzee 280),
ironically enough, "the impossibility of a truthful recounting" (Levin 11) of the self
seems to create a myth: that is, "anything becomes justifiable" in the context of
confession (Levin 11).

Somehow, not only the idea that confession

"authenticates the voice behind it" (Levin 9), but also "the notion that possible
redemption depends on confession is deeply ingrained in our culture" (Brooks
112), which results in a belief that the act of confession itself becomes the act of
heroic self-forgiveness and self-justification.
To sum up, it is this mechanism of "the creation of a just life" (Coetzee 12)
which defines the ultimate nature of both secular confession and The Prelude as
confessional literature.

In both cases, the confessional truth depends on the

process of the speaker's articulation itself.

What matters is the act of confessing

itself as a performative gesture rather than the facts referred to by it.

This is

why The Prelude is called a self-serving fiction, a self-glorifying myth.
Wordsworth in this way "appropriate[s] a religious tradition for use in a
non-religious way" (Levin 10), and by doing so exemplifies a type of confessional
literature, anticipating the innumerable autobiographers who have redefined the
meaning of their lives by creating their life stories "to their liking" throughout the
nineteenth century up to the contemporary world.
If David Rudolph Belgum is correct, we live in a "sick society" where "moral
relativism has led our people into confusion" (1).

The Churches, in general,

"abdicated the mental health field and have repudiated or diluted many of their
most

effective

methods,"

one

of

which

is

"the

classic

'therapy'

of

repentance-confession-satisfaction" (107): the institution of religious confession
as a serious communal activity.

Although the Roman Catholic Church maintains

the institutionalized confession, its auricular confession seems to create as many
problems as it solves, not only by replacing God with the priest in the seat of
confession, but also by being carried on in a private space between the priest and
the confessant.xxii

It is, perhaps, in this context that the contemporary vogue of

secular confession could be understood.

Or this culture of confession may be an

inevitable outcome of the modern society whose "tragedy," as Nietzsche said, "is
that we cannot believe the dogmas of religion and metaphysics" but still "need the
highest kind of means of salvation and consolation" (qtd. Abrams 121).
As long as literature as confession can provide its author with a means of
self-justification, salvation, and consolation, it may have its own validity.

But

are human beings able to forgive, justify, and redeem themselves without the
saving grace of God?

If writers create "imaginative" truth about themselves,

where is "real" truth?

Can the self that is built by a creation of language be solid

enough?

If any literary work of confession is a "needed act of exorcism on the

part of the writer" (Brooks 166), what benefit does it afford the reader?
Kooser's terms, "[Do] we really need . . . that lie?" (158).
questions that remain unanswered.

In Ted

These are some

The act of writing, as Colette Inez points out,

"can bring clarity to what seems blurred, and may sometimes rescue us from the
edge," but "poetry is not a cure-all nor does it promise compassion or
forgiveness" (118-19).

Perhaps, the limit of confession as the verbal act is

fundamentally related to the limit of language itself:

To the extent that language is figure (or metaphor, or prosopopeia) it
is indeed not the thing itself but the representation, the picture of the
thing and, as such, it is silent, mute as pictures are mute.
as trope, is always privative.

(De Man 80)

Language,

Notes

i To account for the innumerable religious (Catholic or Protestant) confessional writings

is beyond the scope of this paper.
ii We have already seen Frye's comment on this.
iii They are the lie of narrative cogency, the lie of texture, the lie of fictional convention,

the lie of emotional evasion, the lie of the recreated self, the lie of extended
consciousness, the lie of interpretation, and the lie of impressionism (183-95).

Among

these lies, "The lie of impressionism is the biggest lie, the least defensible logically,
ethically, or morally" (195).
iv Stephen Dunn says, "When we start talking about [event in our lives], we are already

changing them" (181).
v cf. Fleishman asks: "If even the narrow definition of autobiography as confession fails to

render Western autobiography distinctive, what remains of this comfortable possession of
a Western heritage?" (473).
vi Including M. H. Abrams, who observes that The Prelude has Augustine's Confessions

as its "ultimate source" (Natural Supernaturalism 83), almost all the scholars who study
the poem do not overlook its confessional elements. But its confessional mode has not
been examined comprehensively except in Frank D. McConnell's The Confessional

Imagination: A Reading of Wordsworth's Prelude (1974), which interprets this poem in the
light of the radical Protestant confessions. The author considers the "edification" of the
reader as "the key concept, for both The Prelude and Protestant confession" (28).

The

whole argument of this book is focussed on the process of "the progressive enslavement
of the imagination to the power of the 'tyrant eye'"--which is explained in terms of
daemonic view--and the "redeemed imagination's transcendence of that power for a
higher kind of vision" (128).
vii All the citations are from the 1805 version unless otherwise mentioned.
viii For instances, Herbert Lindenberger describes the poet's use of Coleridge as a

technique approximating Horatian epistle (On Wordsworth's Prelude 7); Francis
Christensen sees Coleridge as the vehicles of an intellectual love ("Intellectual Love" 69);
there are other critics who simply notice Coleridge as an auditor, without particular
attention.
ix As well known, The Prelude was never completed in Wordsworth's lifetime.

From the

year 1798, when he began the "Two-Part" Prelude, up to 1850, the year of his death, he
continued to revise this poem while Coleridge has been dead since 1834.

x cf. the Preface to "The Excursion" (40-41).
xi cf. Wordsworth's letter of May 9, 1805 which was sent to Sir George Beaumont.
xii cf. Rev. Christopher Wordsworth's witness about Wordsworth's religious stance at the

time of the crisis described in The Prelude: "He had a good deal of Stoical pride, mingled
with not a little of Pelagian self-confidence.

Having an inadequate perception of the

necessity of divine good, he placed his hopes where they could not stand" (qtd. Abrams
120).
xiii Using the metaphor of journey, Wordsworth describes himself as a "traveller" (III.196),

a "pilgrim" (XI.392), on a "road" (I.668) who has "dared to tread this holy ground"
(XII.251).
xiv According to Geoffrey Hartman, "Things remembered or imagined are viewed as

absent not because they are lost (though they might be) but because their 'trace' is
difficult to substantialize as a noun or a name" ("Touching Compulsion" 359).
xv cf. Psychoanalysis offers an elaborated secular version of religious confession in the

sense that it depends on the work between the speaker(patient) and listener(analyst),
comparable to confessant and confessor, for the revelation of the innermost truths about
selfhood.
xvi Stephen Gill, in his biography of Wordsworth, "returns time after time to Wordsworth's

poetic account of his own childhood, pointing out where the poet is being
interpretative--where he violates chronology, where he is evasive, and where it's
impossible to discern if he's being literally accurate, as he shapes his story to
demonstrate how nature was the dominant force in his childhood.

Almost everything that

does not support this thesis is swept away or suppressed" (Hudgins 193).
xvii cf. Wordsworth's letter of June 7, 1805 which was sent to Sir George Beaumont.
xviii See Paul Jay's Being in the Text: Self-Representation from Wordsworth to Roland

Barthes (73-91), where he traces in detail the process of revision in The Prelude.
xix That The Prelude repeats many of the same ideas and experiences over and over

again is pointed out by many critics. For instances, Lindenberger writes that this poem is
"saying essentially the same thing again and again" (188).

Jay also notes: this poem "can

be seen to depend compositionally and structurally on repetition" (75).
xx It is as if to say: "Please consider those weaknesses!

Just because this is how I am,

you must forgive me! Punish me, but love me again!" (Reik 208).
xxi J. L. Austin explains the double aspects of the act of confession in terms of a

constative aspect and a performative aspect. The former means the sin or guilt one
confesses; the latter means the action performed by the statement "I confess" (21).
xxii See Charles Paschal Telesphore Chiniquy's The Priest, The Woman and The

Confessional, which is a harsh criticism against "the errors" and "the abominations of the
confessional," supported with ample evidence from actual cases. The author argues, it is

wrong "to declare to a sinful man, sins which God alone has the right to know, for He alone
can blot them out" (14); he quotes a priest who said: "I was not [in the confessional box]
to save, but to destroy; . . . under the pretext of purifying, the real mission of the
confession . . . is to scandalize and damn the souls" (23). And also see Laurence Lerner's
criticism: "The Roman Catholic practice of confession has a number of rigid and
depersonalising conventions:

the kneeling posture, the unseen priest, the setting in

church, the imposing of penance, the granting of absolution.
framework is fitted a deeply personal statement" (46).

Into this impersonal
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6) Abstract
“Unreal Reality and the Art”
Cecilia Heejeong Kim, Ph.D. (SangMyung University, Seoul, Korea)
In this paper, I raise a question regarding the role of the art in the age of unreality.
The question is motivated by my experiences and evaluations of contemporary classical
music. As a female composer in an Asian country, I have found it difficult to understand
the ways in which contemporary classical music deals with the international and
regional issues and events we have to face everyday. Contemporary classical music
certainly describes, interprets, and symbolizes the current issues and events. But the
ways it deals with them are deeply entrenched by romantic and/or cynical visions of art,
which by in turn seem to be influenced by the self-awareness of powerlessness in
dealing with the issues and events. Art has been an alibi for failing to matter to the
imminent experiences that control and govern us.
I propose an idea of ‘art as a strategy to cope with the unreal.’ My assumption is that

the reality consists of unreal experiences in that without an adequate aid of asking
questions about them, they are incomprehensible and inexplicable. I think an art work is
a question to ask about the unreal reality. And a work of art helps us to cope with the
unreal by having us having questions about it. When an art work does the job of
describing, interpreting and symbolizing some issues and events, it actually makes them
more elusive. But by asking a sincere question about the issues and events, they can be
made more attainable and understandable.
I will provide two cases to elaborate my point: the one regarding the way Korean
broadcasters covered the 9/11 terrorism and the other about the way Korean government
has dealt with the Korean ‘war-time comfort women - sexual slaves’ in Japanese
colonial time. For ordinary Korean women, these two events are just a mess of remote
and inexplicable images and words: the unreal. The news stories, documents, reports,
and the likes do not help. In fact they silence the Korean women. I think it is only art
that can help us to cope with the unreal realities. This will be illustrated by video
excerpts from two multi-media compositions by the author of this paper. The excerpts
from The Day After shows how such a multi-media event can help us to cope with the
horrors of war and of the 9/11 catastrophe, while the passage from Postcards from the
Camp: Songs for the War-time Comport Women will illustrate some possibilities for
attaining a deeper understanding of the Korean comfort women issue.
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America
Abstract extending research from Playing with Time: Cinematic
Influences on Broadway 1900-1918, (Diss. Boulder: University of
Colorado, 2002)
By Leigh Kennicott, Ph.D.
INTRODUCTION
The divide between European and American expressionism is a
porous frontier that has never been completely charted. Some scholars
attribute the rise of expressionistic tendencies in the American theatre to
an interest in Strindberg and his daring dream-like dramaturgy. O'Neill,
for example, "reads Strindberg and resolves to become a playwright"
(Floyd 260). Others recognize the influence of New Stagecraft, the
American interpretation of European scenic practices brought to the U.S.
by Robert Edmond Jones and others between 1912 and 1915 (Brockett
496). However, the First World War stopped any interchange of
theatrical trends between Germany and the rest of the world. Brockett
declares that, "when the war ended only a few plays had been seen and
these only by limited audiences" (472). Yet there is no denying, that, as
the Twenties left the war behind, a succession of expressionist plays
opened on Broadway with great success. The earliest offerings were
Hairy Ape (1922) and The Adding Machine (1923], written by Eugene
O'Neill and Elmer Rice, respectively. Despite differences in education

and background, — perhaps surprisingly — during the early Twenties,
these two men shared one significant common experience.

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,
The German film, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, opened in New York
in April, 1921 and immediately caused a sensation. The Expressionist
work swept America after the war, preceding the importation of the first
Expressionist play, From Morn to Midnight, by at least a year. The film
eschewed pictorial verisimilitude in favor of a skewed milieu meant to
reflect the inner workings of the inhabitants of the psychological horror
story; as film theorist, Seigfried Kracauer, termed it in From Caligari to
Hitler, "the soul wavering between tyranny and chaos" (31). Not as
successful among mass audiences, the film nevertheless became "the
most widely discussed film of the time" (29).
Among those who attended the spate of private screenings and
limited showings were Elmer Rice, on the west coast toiling in the movie
industry; and, on the east coast, the newly successful Eugene O'Neill.
They were both impressed by the film (Valgamae 34, 66) Shortly
thereafter, the two men both produced significant examples— O'Neill's
Hairy Ape and Rice's The Adding Machine — of what has become known
as "American Expressionism." In numerous newspaper interviews, both
men protested that they had not been influenced in the least by the

Germans. However, in discussion, they often referred to their plays as
Expressionist (Valgamae 30,62).
What created this dichotomy? Part of the answer lies in the timing
of the production of From Morn to Midnight in relation to their own
playwriting. Both men tended to view Broadway in an insular manner,
and thus to dismiss the influence of a film such as Caligari, while
privileging the appearance of a play. Unlike the European variety which
had emerged from graphic art, they had seized on atmospheric
dramaturgy as much as on scenic devices to show a human being torn
between "tyranny and chaos" to convey the "soul at work" (Kracauer 29).
OBJECTIVE
In his essay, Siegfried Kracauer, described how in Germany the
political aspirations of The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari were thwarted in
production through the use of a framing device which obfuscates its
direct, anarchistic bent. The mechanics of Marshall McLuhan's
tantalizing observation that “The effects of technology do not occur at the
level of opinions and concepts, but alter sense rations or patterns of
perception steadily and without any resistance” (33) caused the lessons
in Cabinet to have been internalized and eventually incorporated.
In my presentation, I will show how that framing device, meant to
mystify the message, actually created one that was read differently in
America. I will dissect the cultural influences that enabled both artists to
understand the movie in a manner unique to their talents and the times.

METHODOLOGY
Ilustrated by video clips from The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari and short
excerpts of Hairy Ape and The Adding Machine, I will show specific
scenes which in order to uncover the ways in which The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari resonated in the American theatrical experience of the 1920s. I
am currently in search of copies of two rare film constructed from the
two plays in question. Filmed in 1933 (Adding Machine) and 1944 (Hairy
Ape), these black and white versions possess some of the same features
that drew the two men to an expressionistic style originally.
OUTCOME
After its brief flowering in the 1920s, expressionism in America had
a long dormancy before it was rediscovered in the 1960s, thus helping to
give rise to the movement known as "post-modernism." This
presentation is aimed at adding comprehension to a little-understood
bridge between two wars and two worlds.

NOTE: I will need a VCR and monitor for my presentation.
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The abstract follows:
"Religious and Secular Formations in the Globalizing University"
Michael D. Kennedy
Abstract
Drawing on a review of both websites as well as ethnographic research conducted over the last
four years, the author proposes that globalizing university knowledge presumed secular
foundations in the articulation of university missions. After 9/11/01 and its aftermath, however,
the challenge of religious difference has become manifest not only in the foreign policies of states
but also in the priorities universities establish around their own international missions. By
focusing on two globalizing theatrical and artistic projects - a play on global loss and a project
investigating the relationship between Islam, Art and America - the author highlights the cultural
tensions and uncertainties to be found when religion is made manifest in presumably secular
places. Implications for university administrators as well as artists working on projects involving
religious themes are discussed.
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ABSTRACT
In the 1990’s increasing examples of racism and violence in high schools and
colleges in the United States raised sharp questions about how to teach civility. The
Confucian ethical system and its traditional pedagogy presents a resource for the
successful development of non-religious, humane norms of respect in society. The
surprisingly student-centered pedagogy of the Confucian classics resulted from
2000-years of teaching humanities in Chinese education, and fits comfortably in
schools committed to democracy.
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CONFUCIAN SELF-CULTIVATION: A PEDAGOGICAL RESOURCE FOR
THE TEACHING OF CIVILITY

Barry Keenan
Denison University
About one-quarter of Harvard University’s current undergraduates fulfills their
moral reasoning requirement by taking a course in Confucian ethics.1 At many other
colleges in the mid-West and across the nation such courses are common and wellenrolled.2 In this paper I propose to analyze the carefully designed Confucian pedagogy
of how to study and master the Confucian classics. The goal of this pedagogy since
Confucius lived(551?-479BCE) was to provide each student an education that could
maintain their life-long personal and moral development, and its techniques are
remarkably compatible with the most progressive forms of liberal learning. The content
of Confucian ethics was inextricably connected to the pedagogy of the Confucian
classics.
The most influential scholar of Confucian education in the whole late-imperial
era (1300 to1900), Zhu Xi (1130-1200), left careful instructions on how to study the
classics, and how, in particular, to uncover the most subtle meaning implicit in The Four

1

Professor Wei-ming Tu teaches this course and informed me that each semester it is offered about 750
students enroll, which require about seventeen separate discussion sections.
2
Barry Keenan, “Revitalizing Liberal Learning: The Chinese Way,” Change: The Magazine of Higher
Learning, 30, No.6(November/December, 1998), 38-42, treats the relevance of Chinese academy pedagogy
to liberal arts education.
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Books.3 The early stage of the revival of Confucianism in the Northern Song Dynasty,4
produced Zhu Xi’s teachers and mentors, and was committed philosophically to going
beyond textual mastery to develop one’s inner moral nature. Confucians always
recognized that real learning occurred only within the student, not in memorizing and
repeating what the teacher said. Consequently student motivation was a major focus of
attention in Confucian pedagogy. and it was common for influential teachers to write
handbooks about how to strengthen one’s willpower to learn, how to persevere in one’s
individual research on texts, and even how to increase one’s concentration. Zhu Xi’s
instructions on how to read the classics correctly can be extracted from the compiled
records of conversations with his [some 500] disciples pulled together some seventy
years after his death in eight volumes: Zhuzi yulei (Conversations of Master Zhu,
arranged topically).5
China’s seminal private academies of higher education founded in the Song
Dynasty were careful to not allow the institutionalization of learning to replace the living
exchange of ideas in the teacher-student relationship. Zhu Xi drafted precepts at one of
the four most famous academies that constituted a kind of mission statement for students
that were copied in newly founded academies in China thereafter.6 Moveable print had
introduced much easier access to books in his lifetime, and Zhu Xi again defended living
3

The Analects of Confucius, The Mencius, The Greater Learning, and The Doctrine of the Mean.
Founded in 907 CE and dissolved because of invasion in 1147; but the Southern Song re-established itself
south of the protective Yangzi river in 1147 and continues its rich philosophic and cultural productivity
until 1279CE.
5
Edited by Li Jingde. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1994. N.B. The chapters relevant for this study are
Volume One, chs. 7-13, on xue (learning), and Zhu Xi’s comments on how to read are focused on pp. 161198. Selections from these conversations have been translated into English in Daniel Gardner, Learning to
Be a Sage: Selections from the Conversations of Master Chu, Arranged Topically(Berleley: University of
California Press, 1990), pp. 83-197.
6
John Chaffee, “Chu His in Nan-K’ang: Tao-hsueh and the Politics of Education,” in W.T. deBary et al,
eds. Neo-Confucian Education: The Formative Stage (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989P, p.
415. See also Gardner, Sage, pp. 29-30.
4

4
dialogue and experientially-based examples against the danger of book learning. He
feared that the active building of one’s own ethics by each student in the new academies
could be compromised by memorization and rote learning: “Learning is to focus on what
is of vital importance to our selves –book learning itself is of secondary importance.”7
Such precepts were alive and well in the last Confucian academies of the nineteenth
century. Individual tutorials with the master teacher, based on a student’s notebook diary
of reactions to passages were frequent. In those tutorials the teacher would personally
discuss the depth of the student’s journal entries with the student.8
Confucian pedagogy in Zhu Xi’s dushufa (methods of study) de-centered the
authority of the teacher, as well, so the teacher was less instructor than facilitator in the
mastery of the classics. Empowering the learner to take the initiative in mastering the
text was achieved by making the text the source of authority rather than the teacher. All
examinations in Confucian academies were competitive monthly essays on passages in
those texts, and no short-answer, or factual questions were used in evaluation of student
work.
In Zhu Xi’s lifetime, the civil service examinations to qualify for official
appointment were as challenging as college entrance standards in the United States
today. Zhu Xi realized that access to social mobility through public examinations was an
unavoidable reality for students, so he argued a simple but firm guideline: put 30% of
your study time on the examinations; but dedicate 70% of your study time to personal

7

Gardner, Learning to Be a Sage, p. 128.
For academy precepts regarding diaries in the nineteenth century, see Barry Keenan, Imperial China’s
Last Classical Academies: Social Change in the Lower Yangzi, 1864-1911 (Berkeley: Institute of East
Asian Studies, University of California, 1994), 58, 81. See also, Alexander Woodside, “State, Scholars,
and Orthodoxy: The Ch’ing Academies, 1736-1839,” Orthodoxy in Late Imperial China (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1990), pp. 169.
8
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growth. Such a guideline gave the phrase wei ji zhi xue (study for the sake of yourself)
in the Analects its correct meaning.

The Greater Learning (the Daxue)
Zhu Xi singled out The Greater Learning as the first of the Four Books that
should occupy the attention of a serious student. As in classical times, age fifteen was
suggested as about the right time to begin the study of the ways in which a student should
critically examine self-interest, and develop his or her moral values. 9
The most obvious reason the The Great Learning should initiate this development
was that the progression from self-cultivation to world peace was visible in the sevenparagraph classic. As the second paragraph of that classic indicates, vision about where
self-cultivation will lead is important in setting up stages of personal development –
which themselves take an undefined number of years of personal work: “Knowing where
to come to rest, one becomes steadfast; being steadfast, one may find peace of mind;
peace of mind may lead to serenity; this serenity makes reflection possible; only with
reflection is one able to reach the resting place.”10
The progression to a resting place requires sequential stages of personal selfcultivation. The practice of eight different steps, not the theoretical understanding of
them, mandated a life-long discipline of self-cultivation for each Confucian student.11
Self-cultivation defined learning as more than knowledge acquisition, and ultimately
9

Zhu Xi, “Preface,” Daxue zhangju in Sishu jizhu , printed in Sibu beiyao edition, 1a:8. See Daniel
Gardner, Chu Hsi and the Ta-Hsueh (Cambridge, Ma.: Council of East Asian Rsearch, Harvard University,
1986), pp. 79-81. Women’s education did not rely upon the same classics as men’s education, as most
women were not taught the learned language of classical Chinese.
10
Translation from Gardner, Chu Hsi and the Ta-hsueh. pp. 90-91.
11
The eight steps were: apprehend the principle in things; extend knowledge to the utmost; make one’s
thoughts true; set one’s mind in the right; cultivate one’s self, establish harmony in one’s household,
govern the state well; and, then the empire will become tranquil.
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allowed personal growth through self-generated values. The progression in the The Great
Learning (Daxue) from self-cultivation (step five), for example, on to harmony(step six)
in the family implied a transcendence of selfishness. A person’s realization that selffulfillment is possible only through the fulfillment of others is the step that makes
possible the contagious transmission of self-cultivation to others in the family. At higher
levels of personal development a kind of integral comprehension of the many principles
in the myriad things and human affairs of this world would finally be achieved.12
The Analects of Confucius
The traditional method of study of this text assumed that one’s
lifelong personal experiences were indispensable in eventually shedding light backwards
on passages that students had been able to recite orally since childhood.13 The disciples
and later Confucians who compiled the Analects for students in the future, did not
systematize their individual interactions with Confucius. The book’s twenty chapters
were added to overtime, but even each of the twenty chapters were composed of usually
unrelated interactions of disciples with the master. This was not accidental, and in
practice led to a sophisticated pedagogy. Unlike Plato’s work, Confucian disciples made
it possible for students to keep the ethical message easily relevant to the student’s
personal moral experience and issues. A student could then build their moral convictions
while responding to situationally specific passages as they picked through the whole book
of sayings for passages applicable to their life experiences. There is no system of moral

12

Zhu Xi, “Preface, The Great Learning,” as translated by William Theodore de Bary, in East Asian
Civilizations: A Dialogue in Five Stages (Cambridge, Ma.: Harvard University Press, 1988), p.55.
13
Burton Watson,. Early Chinese Literature (New York: Columbia University Press, 1962), pp. 128-130.
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absolutes in the Analects.14 Instead, relevant passages from the text provide the reader
individualized moral mentoring –-- assuming on the part of the reader only personal
humility and the empathy to put yourself in the shoes of another.
It is daily self-cultivation that keeps us from unethical behavior, and allows the
realization of our distinctively human capacity to live on a moral plane beyond physical
instinct on a moral plane.15 Shu (reciprocity) is essential in self-cultivation, and is a
method quite similar to the Golden Rule for guiding one to humane action. 16 Confucius
clearly did not desire to define his humanism by offering a set of commandments.
Instead, self-cultivation keeps us on a moral plane in each of our relationships, and
develops daily our increasing capacity to be compassionate.
We are each somewhat like a sapling of moral growth, with the phloem and
xylem tubes of the tree trunk being respectful behavior towards one another. Those tubes
are rituals (li) that consistently keep us nourished by connecting us, with humility, to
respected social norms. While respect for parents and siblings begins the growth of our
moral selves (Analects 1.2), traditionally validated ceremonies constantly remind us of
appropriate and humane respect that keep us channeling nutrients from the roots of our
study of the moral classics upwards to the canopy of our individual tree of moral growth
that is humane conduct.
The spiritual practice of reading ethical texts to apply their learning to our lives is
one form of self-cultivation. Confucius called it xue or learning. Much like community
rituals of respect, learning (xue) is a value-laden, emotive exploration of moral texts that
14

Herman Sinaiko, “The Analects of Confucius,” in William Theodore de Bary, ed. Approaches to the
Oriental Classics (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959), pp. 149, 144.
15
See, The Analects of Confucius: A Philosophical Translation, trans. Robert T. Ames and Henry
Rosement, Jr. (New York: Ballentine Books, 1998), 1.4, 1.15, 19.5
16
See, Analects 15.24, 6.30
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leads to morally appropriate conduct. The fine moral values one begins to accumulate
can easily turn sour and even become their opposite through neglect or pride.17 A lifelong
love of learning prevents this, and nourishes one’s character. 18
The Role of Metaphor
In Analects 1.2 Confucius refers to the root (ben) of [the tree of] humanity (ren)
as lying in filial and fraternal responsibility. Such a metaphor allows the student to leap
from the physical world to the moral plane. 19 The one continuous strand holding
together Confucian values begins from the insight that human beings are irreducibly
social. Confucian ethics are also relative to specific relationships, and arise from the
metaphorical imagination that allows humans to look inward to see what they would want
done if in someone else’s shoes.20
The attached text of Mencius, who wrote 150 years after Confucius and is
usually considered the second greatest Confucian in classical China, speaks for itself as
an example of a Confucian metaphor. Mencius interprets the role of water in the
Analects 9.16 passage in which Confucius muses on a river bank,: “Isn’t life’s passing
just like this, never ceasing day or night!”21:

17

See, Analects , 17.8.
See, Analects, 1.14, 6.3, 11.7, 19.5.
19
The revival of philosophical pragmatism in American philosophic thought shares this interest in
metaphor. Richard Rorty has up-dated John Dewey’s pragmatism by arguing that metaphors are indeed the
right kind of a thread with which to weave together our ethical values. Metaphysical principles have
always been openly rejected as a foundation on which to derive ethical principles for pragmatists.
Metaphor and literary imagery, however, are valid as means of establishing the only real kind of values –
relative values. See Joseph Grange, “The Disappearance of the Public Good: Confucius/Dewey/Rorty,” in
Ron Bontekoe, editor. Justice and Democracy: Cross-Cultural Perspecives (Honolulu: University of
Hawai’i Press, 1997), pp. 301-304. For a discussion of the relevance of the New Pragmatism to the New
Confucianism see, Roger Ames and David Hall, The Democracy of the Dead (Chicago: Open Court, 1999),
150, 296n9.
20
See Analects, 6.30, 4.15.
21
See Analects. 9.16.
18
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Water from an ample source, said Mencius, “comes tumbling
down, day and night without ceasing, going forward only after the hollows
are filled, and then draining into the sea. Anything that has an ample
source is like this. What Confucius saw in water is just this and nothing
more. If a thing has no source, it is like the rain water that collects after a
downpour in the seventh and eighth months. It may fill all the gutters, but,
we can stand and wait for it to dry up. Thus a gentleman is ashamed of an
exaggerated reputation.”22
Neo-Confucians found metaphor extremely useful in their revival of
Confucianism after the tenth century CE in China. In the anthology of philosophers
compiled by Zhu Xi and a friend, Jinsi lu (Reflections on Things at Hand) written in
1175 CE, one passage comments on paragraph two of the classic The Greater Learning
regarding how to find serenity and the resting place. Humane intelligence depends upon
the serenity in our heart-and-mind (xin). When the Neo-Confucian Ye Cai published his
commentary (in 1248 CE) elucidating this paragraph of Reflections, he appended the
following metaphor: “Brilliance and intelligence result if the mind is tranquil and calm.
Still water can reflect, but running water cannot. The principle is the same.”23 Applied
to relationships this means that to really reflect accurately what a friend is trying to tell
you, your own mind much first eliminate the disruptions of your own interests.
Examples of metaphors from American Students

22

D.C. Lau, Mencius (New York : Penguin, 1970), IV, B chapter 18, pp. 130-131. Compare the metaphor
attributed to Jesus in John 4.14.
23
Wing-tsit Chan, ed., Reflections on Things at Hand: The Neo-Confucian Anthology Compiled by
ChuHsi and Lu Tsu-ch’ien. (N.Y.: Columbia University Press, 1967 ), p. 153 citing Ye Cai, Jinsi lu jijie,
(Collected explanations of the Reflections on Things at Hand ). Kambun taikei edition. 19l6, p. 4:20.
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Following such models, to teach Confucian ethics today a teacher might well ask
students to create metaphors that can be diagrammed into pictures. As an example, I
attach one from my fall, 2002 class on the “Confucian Classics” at Denison University,
and a commentary on it from that meeting of the class. The metaphorical picture the
student chose for the relationship of virtues in the Analects is a guitar, and the
accompanying commentary is entitled, “The Exemplary Person as a Musician of
Morality.” It read:
Introduction: Physically, all human beings share the same organs; and, health
respects their harmonious collaboration with similar criteria all around the world.
The exemplary person (junzi) in Confucianism is a moral musician playing
harmonies from the unseen moral make-up of all human beings. The text below
relates specifically to the metaphor of the guitar of the junzi (exemplary person):
Should one choose to tune the tensions in one’s moral capacity, notes
comparable to virtues can be played. With no self-discipline, the would-be
exemplary musician remains dissonant. Cultivation of self, however, allows clear
notes in one’s moral nature to be sounded. The regular discipline of selfcultivation makes possible for the sounds of a trained violinist to differ from notes
sung by a bird. It is the perfection of these notes (virtues, or excellence –de) and
their regular manifestation in a harmonious song that makes morally authoritative
conduct (ren) possible. 24
24

See W. T. DeBary, The Trouble with Confucianism (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1991), p.
109. DeBary himself makes the following observation: “Recognizing this [that is, the empathy or
reciprocity that allows an exemplary person to connect morally to everyone that person meets], and
accepting his responsibility for initiating the process (Analects 8.2), the noble man attends to those virtues
that generate the appropriate response and corresponding virtue in others: reverence and respect (12.5),
filial piety, generosity of heart, and liberality of mind (6.40 [sic] 6.30), consideration for others 5.16,
trustworthiness (14.27, 15.18), strength of purpose, courage, determination, and endurance (8.6, 15. 2), and
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[ A student picture of a guitar distributed to the audience]

Other imaginative student diagrams in my classes included: (1)fruit trees as
metaphors, nurtured until the blossom turns into the fruit full of seeds that can re-generate
the next generation with the disciplined knowledge of what a fully-realized person can
mean; (2) whole eco-systems have emerged as the appropriate student metaphor.
Underground springs of inborn virtue of the kind Zhu Xi assumed were part of human
nature for example, flow into a creek of water channeled by empathy, respect, and
sincerity. This stream widens like the Yangzi River, and debouches into a fertile delta of
humane conduct that melds with an ocean that one student labeled appropriateness (yi ).
The symbiosis of waves and the sunlight provided by teachers on the ocean of
appropriate behavior allows much of that ocean water to refine itself into sage-like
evaporation, rising to Heaven. Later, rain comes down as moral principle and stores
itself again in the aquifers of the earth, remaining accessible by underground wells to
become springs again.
Implications for Civility
American education is secular and, in principle, democratic. But at the end of the
twentieth century questions emerged regarding violence and racism in high school and
even college education that threatened civil society. Throughout the 1990’s many U.S.
schools and colleges experienced a crisis regarding mutual respect among students. Such
questions often arose on college campuses in combating increasing incidents of racism.
In the case of the college preparatory Gilman School in Baltimore, its headmaster made

in all these a sense of priority and sequence, especially of the growth process by which certain primary
virtues mature into others if properly cultivated (1.2, 19.12).” (Ibid. p. 107).
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news by mandating that civility be explicitly taught to its students as a school-wide
value.25
As student codes or oaths of respect began to become part of many campuses,
Johns Hopkins University, also in Baltimore, initiated a Civility Archive, and one result
was a fine study by a faculty member entitled Choosing Civility: the Twenty-five Rules
of Considerate Conduct. This book begins with a careful introductory section that
defines the basic issue of how to find acceptable standards of civil behavior without
evoking religious beliefs that could be divisive to different readers. His discussions of
empathy and the fundamental role of relationships in defining a humanistic ethics would
have been enjoyable reading for Confucius.26 At the end of the ‘nineties, two high school
students in Littleton, Colorado,27 brought automatic weapons to school, and shot fellow
students and teachers before committing suicide. This tragedy intensified the need for
materials addressing how ethical norms of civility can enter the curriculum in secular
schools.
The following observation by the American cultural critic Robert Bly addresses a
problem contemporary United States and China have indeed shared, and speaks to the
need for alternative resources: “During the period when Mao, through the Red Guards,
actively ordered citizens in China to throw away discrimination and indulge
denunciation, violence, destruction of treasures, and the beating of cultural persons,
increased shootings, murders, dismemberments, revenge, and mindless killings were

25

The Sun (Baltimore, Maryland) Monday, September 6, 1993, Section B, pp. 1-2.
P.M. Forni, Choosing Civility: The Twenty-five Rules of Considerate Conduct (New York: St. Martin’s
Press, 2002), pp. 3-30.
27
The film, “Bowling for Columbine,” made by Michael Moore in the fall of 2002 is a scathing social
critique of the national media, the gun lobby, and the failure of models in the parent generation that
contributed to this tragedy. The incident occurred on April 20, 1999.
26
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being shown on family television in the United States.”28 Bly observed that traditional
social and moral controls in both East and West had been abandoned for ineffective
attempts in the family and school to dampen the aggressive drive in children using
taboos, rules, and parental tyranny. When the constraints of commonly accepted social
norms weaken in modern industrial society, the only discipline left must be internal and
personal.29 That is where the traditions of Confucian education can become a resource
for contemporary American education.

28

Robert Bly, “Introduction: William Stafford and the Golden Thread,” in Robert Bly, ed., The
Darkness Around Us is Deep” (San Francisco, CA: HarperPerennial, 1993), p.xxi.
29
Ibid, xxi-xxii.
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The natural cadences of Shakespeare’s sonnets make
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Nothing Comes from Nothing: Adapting Shakespearean Sonnets
to a Modern Musical Medium
Shawn A. Keaton

Many have called me a musician. Although there are
many who make that claim pretentiously, I often hesitate to
use that title out of some sense of modesty (and awe of
true musicians like Mozart). Sometimes, however, I believe
I can make the claim. I have published music and have
written and recorded around one hundred songs. I am also a
student of literature and I hold a literary degree. It is
not surprising then, especially since I love both
literature and music, that these two worlds proverbially
collided when I began to study Shakespeare very closely.
The more I read, the more I started to realize that
there was a cadence in Shakespeare’s literature that seemed
almost lyrical. This was especially noticeable in the
sonnets. I began to wonder if I could use them as lyrics.
Rap artists borrow music and lyrics quite frequently –- it
is referred to as sampling. I would be doing ‘literary’
sampling (with the world’s greatest writer no less), but
would apply the borrowed lyrics to my own musical medium:
rock.
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I realized that the process would start with
Shakespeare’s poems and their almost natural cadences that
make them suitable to be transformed into lyrics. So then I
had to choose the actual texts to apply. I read through the
sonnets, and some of the plays, trying to hear music in
them. I often did hear music – almost always in fact. But
two sonnets in particular, 60 and 73, had the cadences I
needed for the medium-paced rock song I had in mind.
But why 60 and 73? First of all, I needed at least two
to fit the length of the one song that I desired. Secondly,
the two needed to be thematically linked. Even though many
Shakespearean sonnets deal with the theme of time, I felt
that these two were particularly close, so the theme of
time in the song would remain consistent throughout.
I then read the poems aloud very carefully, listening
for the subtle divisions between lines that could signify
different voices in the poems. This helps when organizing
the song into verses, bridges, breakdowns, and choruses. I
finished and outlined all of this before I ever picked up
an instrument.
I decided to open the song with an instrumental
chorus. A chorus is a line or a group of lines that are
repeated at intervals in a song. They are often the main
idea of the song that songwriters want to express to their
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audiences. It also sets the tone for the song, letting the
listener know the tempo, which contributes to mood. It can
also serve as the hook, or a means to catch someone’s
attention. The lines from the poems that served for the
chorus lyrics almost chose themselves after a little more
reading aloud. In line five of 73, there is an abrupt
change of voice from melancholy to something quite
different: “In me thou seest the twilight of such day / As
after sunset faded in the west” (Shakespeare 73.5-6,
Gramercy Edition of The Complete Works of William
Shakespeare). The voice of this line sounds almost elated,
and even amazed, since the speaker believes that the
recipient of the poem sees youth in the narrator, even in
the twilight of his life. Then, the next two lines are
angry because death comes to all. The sunset symbolizes
life’s later years, and night signifies death, which we can
see because the night is named “Death’s second self”
(Shakespeare 73.8). The narrator of the poem is bitter and
angry because he feels cheated that he found love at the
end of his life, and now is unable to enjoy it for long.
The theme of the sonnets is defined in these lines. Human
beings are constantly fighting against time and their
inevitable deaths, the older they get the more aware of
their mortalities they become.
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The verses and bridge are chosen in much the same way:
for their distinct changes of voice. Verses are the
divisions of a song that tell the story. Think of the
chorus as a repeating thesis and the verses as the body of
an essay. A bridge is another division of a song, usually
linking a verse and a chorus for a change of pace. In this
song, a bridge will be important because there will be
several changes of pace because of the different voices
that will be incorporated.
The theme of time for the song was mostly due to
Shakespeare’s particular fascination and its prevalence in
his poetry, but it also struck me that it is a common theme
in rock. The Rolling Stones sang about the inevitability of
death in their classic, Paint it Black:
See a line of cars and they are painted black /
with flowers and my love both never to come back
/ I see people turn their heads and quickly look
away / like a newborn baby it just happens every
day.
Simon and Garfunkel gave us another slant in their song,
Hazy Shade of Winter, when they sing:
Time, time, time See what’s become of me / While
I looked around / For my possibilities / I was so
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hard to please / Look around / Leaves are brown /
And the sky / Is a Hazy Shade of Winter.
It is no wonder that some of these lyrics bear similarities
to some of Shakespeare’s famous works dealing with time. I
noticed them in this passage from The Life and Death of
King Richard II:
Ha, ha! keep time: how sour sweet music is, /
When time is broke and no proportion kept! / So
is it in the music of men's lives. / And here
have I the daintiness of ear / To cheque time
broke in a disorder'd string; / But for the
concord of my state and time / Had not an ear to
hear my true time broke. / I wasted time, and now
doth time waste me. (V.IV, 42-49)
Now, after all of my study, I began to actually write
the music and put the song together with the chosen lyrics
and ordered parts. As I stated earlier, I decided to open
the song with an instrumental chorus to set the tempo and
tone. The chorus is in the key of G, but it uses the
seventh and third chords, which are both minors in a
progression in the key of G. This hints to the listener
that this is not going to be either happy or upbeat.
Minor chords and scales are an excellent way to convey
melancholy, and it is important to consider this when
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choosing key. A minor scale is one that has a half step
between the second and third degrees, and is popular in
music that features moods and themes that are sad or dark
in nature, such as blues. After deciding on riffs to fit
the mood of my song and choosing the root notes I wanted to
play on bass guitar, I settled on the key of G because it
gave me the maximum number of minor chords in the
progression (I could have chosen E minor, but that made G,
being the flat third in that scale, a minor. B and E would
then become major instead of the other way around). Here is
verse one set to the key of G using the first four lines of
sonnet 73:
That time of year though mayst in me behold /
When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang /
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold, /
Bare ruin’d choirs where late the sweet birds
sang. (Shakespeare 73.1-4)
Shakespeare seems wistful, almost regretful here. He
alludes to the autumn that also symbolizes the later years
of human life in line two. So in using the key of G, I
effectively convey this emotion through the music. The
chords I use are G, B minor, E minor, F# minor, and A
minor. Notice that there is only one major chord in the
progression. The bass backs it up as well, employing thirds
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at key points. The rhythm of the guitar riff also mimics
the cadence of the poetry.
The poem then takes another wistful turn in line nine,
making another great dividing point. Since the voice in
lines nine through twelve seemed to have the same tone as
the first four lines, I made it verse two, with the same
chord progression and soft guitar.
The couplet at the end of the sonnet grew even more
melancholy than the verses, calling for even softer
instrumentation. It served as an excellent bridge to a
completely new riff, since its cadence was not the same as
the verses or the chorus. “This thou perceiv’st, which
makes thy love more strong, / To love that well which thou
must leave ere long” (Shakespeare 73.13-14).
The bridge is a great way to link two completely different
parts of a song. The third verse shifts to sonnet 60:
Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore,
/ So do our minutes hasten to their end; / Each
changing place with that which goes before. / In
sequent toil all forwards do contend.
(Shakespeare 60.1-4)
This voice is reflective, and seems to accept its
fate. Therefore the music shifts to a clean channel riff,
which best supports musings to oneself. Clean channel
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guitar is an electric guitar sound that does not have
“distortion.” It is similar to the sound of an acoustic
guitar and is associated with softer rock. Distortion is
the guitar sound that is closely associated with modern
rock and was first used prominently in the 1970s with bands
like Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath. I decided to use this
sound in the next part of my song because the narrator is
angered by the realization that death comes to all, and as
the waves break rocks into pebbles, there is nothing anyone
can do about it. This contributes to the frustration
conveyed in the next four lines. Time gives the gift of
youth, but then ruins the gift by aging it: “And Time, that
gave, doth now his gift confound” (Shakespeare 60.4-8). I
interpreted the word ‘confound’ to mean, “to make
(something bad) worse” (Yahoo Reference). This is certainly
something that would cause anger, for someone to ruin a
gift that they originally gave in the first place. Other
words, like glory and fight also lend to interpretation of
great emotion. Accordingly, I accentuate this with heavy,
angry guitar riffs and accented snare drum. The guitar solo
is a time of further thought, as the narrator seems to
pause and reflect before going into the next line. This is
signified to me by line eight ending in a period instead of
a comma: “Nativity, once in the main of light, / Crawls to
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maturity, wherewith, being crowned, / Crooked eclipses
'gainst his glory fight / And Time that gave, doth now his
gift confound.”
After the reflection signified by the guitar solo, the
mood takes a pedantic, lecturing note. The narrator seems
to have gathered his thoughts in order to give some advice.
Thus verse four will have yet another different arrangement
to support this new voice.
A return to the chorus will serve as a conclusion for
the song, and leave the audience with the main thought of
the piece to think about after the song is over.

COMPLETE LYRICAL AND MUSICAL ARRANGEMENT
All strings tuned down one step: (D, G, C, F, A, D).
Intro/Chorus (no lyrics)
G E D Bm C, F#m C Bm

Verse 1:
G

Bm

Em

That time of year thou mayst in me behold
F#m

Am

Em

When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang
G

Bm

Em

Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,
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F#m

Am

Em

Bare ruin'd choirs, where late the sweet birds sang.

Chorus
G

E D Bm C

In me thou seest the twilight of such day
F#m

C

Bm

As after sunset fadeth in the west,
G

E

D Bm C

Which by and by black night doth take away,
F#m

C

Bm

Death's second self, that seals up all in rest.

Verse 2:
G

Bm

Em

In me thou see'st the glowing of such fire
F#m

Am

Em

That on the ashes of his youth doth lie,
G

Bm

Em

As the death-bed whereon it must expire
F#m

Am

Em

Consumed with that which it was nourish'd by.

Bridge:
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This thou perceivest, which makes thy love more strong,
To love that well which thou must leave ere long.

Verse 3, Part 1
G

D

Em

Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore,
Bm

C

F#m

So do our minutes hasten to their end,
G

D

Em

Each changing place with that which goes before
Bm

C

F#m

In sequent toil all forwards do contend.
Verse 3, Part 2
G

D

Em

Nativity, once in the main of light,
Bm

C

F#m

Crawls to maturity, wherewith, being crowned,
G

D

Em

Crooked eclipses 'gainst his glory fight
Bm

C

F#m

And Time that gave, doth now his gift confound.
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Solo

Verse 4 (same progression as previous verses)
Time doth transfix the flourish set on youth,
And delves the parallels in beauty's brow,
Feeds on the rarities of natures truth,
And nothing stands but for his scythe to mow;

Bridge
And yet, to times, in hope, my verse shall stand,
Praising thy worth, despite his cruel hand.
This thou perceivest, which makes thy love more strong,
To love that well which thou must leave ere long.

Chorus (same progression as previous chorus)
In me thou seest the twilight of such day
As after sunset fadeth in the west,
Which by and by black night doth take away,
Death's second self, that seals up all in rest.
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KAMINARIMON
A Multi-Cultural Exploration of Music & Dance
presented by
Fredrick Kaufman and Karen Seoane Fuller

Kaminarimon (Japanese word meaning Thunder Gate) is the name of an extraordinary
arch in the center of Tokyo that leads to one of Japans most prestigious Buddhist temples.
Using the traditional Japanese word Kaminarimon as the title of a composition for Shime-Daiko
and Flamenco Dance, the composer, Fredrick Kaufman, has created a new work that has used
traditional Japanese drum rhythms and flamenco dance forms and movements as the basis of his
composition.
In this critically acclaimed composition, Kaminarimon, the composer has ventured into
more contemporary approaches to achieve his work. He utilized the musicians and dancers
ability to improvise, has made use of jazz drumming techniques, and has drawn upon traditional
drumming patterns and traditional Flamenco dance forms as the basis for the work. Kaufman
used the ritualistic sounds of Taiko drumming and rhythmic patterns of Flamenco dance to create
a passionate, rhythmic contrapuntal interaction between the artists.
In their lecture demonstration, the authors (Professor’s Fredrick Kaufman and Karen
Seoane Fuller) will trace the history of both the Taiko Drum and Flamenco Dance in Japan and
Spain and will discuss the development of the contemporary Taiko Ensemble and newest
directions in Flamenco. The synthesis, challenges and creative process of the development of
Kaminarimon and its performance, will be discussed, demonstrated through live performance,
and illustrated through examination of the score by composer Kaufman and Flamenco dancer
Seoane-Fuller.
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Roughly translated from the Massachusett language, the place name “Nantucket”
means ‘Far-away Land.’ It is as far from the islands of the Pacific Ocean as an island can
be. Nonetheless, Nantucketers and Pacific Islanders made their ways to each others’
islands, and some Pacific Islanders tragically ended their days on chilly New England
shores.
In the autumn of 1819 the whaleships Balaena of New Bedford and Equator of
Nantucket arrived in the Hawai‘i and immediately took a whale in the waters off the Big
Island, initiating extraordinary long-distance contact between the two major New
England whaling ports and what were known to the whalemen as the Sandwich Islands.2
Since its founding as a private institution in 1834 the Nantucket Atheneum has
been the intellectual hub of the Nantucket community. Today it is a public library with a
year-round schedule of speakers on Nantucket history, current events, and recently-
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This paper is excerpted and adapted from The Other Islanders by Frances Karttunen. The complete work
is accessible at the Nantucket Historical Association’s website: nha.org.
2
Lacouture 1982, p. 16. The New Bedford Whaling Museum holds the log of the Balaena (ODHS Log
#1139A) recording the sighting of the Big Island of Hawai‘i in September 1819 and the killing of a whale
there a few days later. Thanks to Laura Pereira, Assistant Librarian, Kendall Institute, New
Bedford Whaling Museum, for this information.

published books. The original Atheneum, however, not only maintained a library and
hosted off-island lecturers but also housed several collections of “curiosities.”
In 1846 the Atheneum burned to the ground, taking with it books, newspapers,
maps, birds’ eggs, seaweed specimens, and a great aggregation of artifacts brought from
the islands of the Pacific by Nantucket’s whaling captains. The Atheneum was rebuilt in
six months, the first building to rise from the ashes of Nantucket’s Great Fire, but the
“South Sea” collection could never be rebuilt. Whaling and other commercial
exploitation of the Pacific had profoundly altered the material culture of its island
societies, and the articles so avidly collected prior to 1846 were no longer available. The
loss was irreparable.
A half century later the Nantucket Historical Association was founded and
became the repository of many things from old Nantucket homes, among them items
from Pacific islands that had been in private hands when the Atheneum burned. When
the NHA opened its Whaling Museum in 1930, an assemblage of these surviving artifacts
occupied its “South Sea Room.” Here are two views of that room as it appeared in the
1960s.
The artifacts, although few in number compared to what had gone up in flames,
have proven durable over the better part of two centuries, while the people who made
them, as well as the people who transported them around the world, perished long ago.
The wonder of it is that not only some nonperishable goods, but also some people in all
their human fragility came to Nantucket from their homes in the Pacific.
Orphaned by violence at home, a Native Hawaiian boy signed aboard a New
England ship that went to Canton, China, and then on to New York and finally to New

Haven, Connecticut, where in 1809 he turned up on the Yale University campus. Taken
in, he survived nine years in New England, during which time he mastered English,
underwent conversion to Christianity, and was baptized.3
Inspired by this young man whom they called Henry Obookiah, the Boston-based
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions founded the Foreign Mission
School in Cornwall, Connecticut. In the decade of its existence, it prepared forty-three
Native Americans, twenty Native Hawaiians, a number of other Pacific Islanders, and
two Chinese to return to their people as missionaries. In this context, Henry studied
Hebrew and Latin and practiced translating the Old Testament into his own language, an
exercise he said he found easier to do from Hebrew than from English. Mainly he was
employed in devising a writing system for the language of Hawai‘i and creating a
grammar, dictionary, and spelling book, all of which have since been lost.4
One of the words in the dictionary was kanaka ‘person.’
Henry Obookiah did not live to return to his native island, but his example
inspired the departure of the First Company of Congregational Missionaries to the
Sandwich Islands, men and women who sailed aboard the ship Thaddeus from Boston in
October 1819. They were soon followed by more missionary families, who established
churches throughout the Hawaiian islands In the fall of the same year that the Thaddeus
brought the first missionaries, those first whaling ships from New England also arrived.
The sites of mission churches and sheltered harbors became places of resort in years to
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Chappell 1997, pp. 38, 134-135. ‘Öpükaha’ia was not the first Native Hawaiian to reach the
United States. Others had come aboard ships involved in the fur trade, and four were available to
accompany the first group of New England missionaries who sailed to Hawai’i. Schütz 1994, p. 99.
4
Schütz 1994, pp. 85-97.

come not only for Native Hawaiians, but for the seagoing families of Nantucket whaling
captains.
The traffic was not all one-way. Following the course of Henry Obookiah, Native
Hawaiians and other Pacific Islanders, collectively known as “Kanakas,” continued to
come ashore at New England whaling ports.
In 1822 the Nantucket Inquirer reprinted a letter written from Nantucket to the
New York Christian Herald urging the establishment of a seamen’s bethel in Nantucket.
The article mentioned in passing “three Heathen Youth, who had previously belonged to
our Sabbath School” who had now set sail on a three-year voyage aboard a Nantucket
whaling ship, in the course of which they would be educated and prepared ‘to carry the
Gospel to their countrymen of the islands of the Pacific Ocean.” A writer who signed
himself “Ferret” expressed his opinion that the onboard schooling of these boys would
not be the curriculum of the Cornwall School but would instead consist of practical
lessons in whaling.5 The following week the Inquirer carried a front page story
announcing the resumption of a Sabbath School in “the South part of town” attended by
“about thirty coloured youths” and the opening of one by the First Congregational
Society with seven Native Hawaiians among 120 admitted scholars.6
Ferret was back in the Inquirer on May 9 with an extract from another letter
purportedly from Nantucket and published off-island, this time in the Boston Recorder.
This letter stated, “Not many years ago there resided here [on Nantucket] twenty Society
and Sandwich Islanders, who on stated evenings when it was clear, assembled in the
streets, erected ensigns of idolatry, and in frantick orgies” worshiped their own deities,
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Inquirer, April 18, 1822.
Inquirer, April 25, 1822.

unrestrained by any townspeople. Ferret contended that the Pacific Islanders alluded to in
the article were engaged in child’s play, and that they had been left alone because, “the
idea that they were practicing religious rites never entered the heads of those who
witnessed their innocent frolics.” He suggested readers let “all nations walk in their own
ways” and wondered “why so much pains should be taken to represent this place
[Nantucket] as a nest of people involved in heathen darkness and suffering for want of
missionaries.”7
The same issue of the Inquirer carried a report on the transformation of Hawaiian
society and the Hawaiian economy. It claimed that the frequent visits of American and
English ships had turned Native Hawaiians from their own customs to imitation of what
they observed among the officers and crews of the foreign ships, and that this process had
been accelerated through the efforts of the recently-arrived Congregational missionary
families, who had already established a school to teach reading and writing. According to
the correspondent, 28 foreign vessels had stopped in the Hawaiian islands in the past
year, and the Hawaiians themselves now had ten square-rigged vessels of their own plus
a number of sloops and schooners with which they carried on active inter-island
commerce. One of their ships had sailed with a Native Hawaiian crew under a white
captain all the way to Kamchatka to trade salt for dried salmon. The writer concluded
with the news that, “On the south side of the Island of Woahoo [O’ahu] is one of the most
commodious harbors in the world: no wind or waves ever enter there to endanger the
safety of a vessel. There can be obtained refreshments of every kind, and a ship be
repaired if needed—for this last year it has been a resort for all the Whale ships cruising
in the northern latitudes, for refreshments and supplies.”
7

Inquirer, May 9, 1822.

And so Honolulu would remain for a long time to come—a place for on-shore rest
and recreation, a source of fresh provisions, and a recruiting ground for crew members
who sometimes “came here in one of our Whaling Ships from Round Cape Horn,” as did
one “Sandwich Island Indian” who had the misfortune to die on Nantucket in 1837.8
As far as residents of Nantucket were concerned, Kanaka meant ‘male Pacific
Islander,’ for whaling ships brought only young men, “single mariners,” half-way around
the world. In 1825 the Inquirer estimated “more than fifty natives of the South Sea
Islands employed on board whaleships belonging to this port…many are now on the
island.”9 During their time ashore, they needed lodgings, and New Zealand-born William
Whippey saw a business opportunity in providing for them. The sign for his “Canacka
Boarding-House” is preserved in the collection of the Nantucket Historical Association.10
In 1824 the Nantucket whaleship Oeno departed for a voyage around Cape Horn.
Because a sand bar blocked passage of heavy ships in and out of Nantucket Harbor, the
Oeno sailed first to the Vineyard to be loaded for the outward voyage. The crew that
signed on was made up in equal parts of white Nantucketers, “strangers,” and people of
color. One of the people of color was a member of the Wampanoag Corduda family,
certainly from the Vineyard, because there were no longer any Cordudas living on
Nantucket. Another was “Henry Artooi,” a Native Hawaiian. Perhaps he had been living
in a New Guinea boarding house, or possibly he joined the crew on the Vineyard.
Whatever the case, Henry Artooi (probably Akui) had been born in the Hawaiian Islands
and ended his days in Fiji, as did all but one member of the ship’s crew.
8
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Private Record 62, list of deaths on Nantucket, Nantucket Atheneum.
Philbrick1994, p. 182.

Far out across the Pacific their ship was wrecked on Vatoa, or Turtle Island as it
was then known, and after a while they were attacked by Fijians. Only Nantucket-born
William Cary returned to tell what happened to the men of the Oeno. In his account, Cary
set out inland in search of a safe hiding-place. A Native Hawaiian crew member—Henry
Artooi without question since he was the only one—followed along behind him for a bit
and then turned back to the beach to meet whatever awaited him there. He was the last
crew member Cary ever saw alive.11
To Nantucketers Kanakas were not only male but black. A list of mariners
attached to the 1850 federal census for Nantucket has only three categories: white, black,
and mulatto. Crew members on Nantucket ships that year from Hawai‘i included ten men
identified as white, six as mulatto, and the remaining twenty-eight as black. Among the
nonwhite Hawaiian crewmembers were one bearing the surname Swain, two Owens, and
six Coffins. Four used Kanaka as a surname, six used Mowee [Maui], and one used
Oahu.
In 1850 crewmembers on Nantucket ships from the Society Islands (including
Tahiti) were evenly divided, five white and five black. All seven who had signed on from
the Friendly Islands (including three who used “Rarotonga” as a surname) were
categorized as black, as were one crewmember each from the Marquesas and Navigator’s
Island and John Buttista [Juan Bautista] from Java.
10

The sign is reproduced on p. 4 of Historic Nantucket, Vol. 48, No. 4. Just as with white Whippeys, the
spelling of William’s surname varies across sources. It is spelled “Whippy” on the sign but “Whippey” in
the 1840 census. Kanaka is spelled “Canacka” on the sign.
11
Cary’s letter informing Nantucket of what had happened was first printed in the Inquirer on September
27, 1828. The editors of the Inquirer added the crew list. Other newspapers picked up the Inquirer’s story,
and a collection of these articles appears in Ward 1966, Vol. 7, pp. 432-447. Cary’s full account of what
happened on Vatoa, including his last sighting of Henry Artooi and his subsequent meeting with David
Whippey, remained in manuscript until after Cary’s death. Eventually it was published in serial form in the

As black men, Pacific Islanders ashore on Nantucket lived in New Guinea. New
Guinea was a village on the south edge of the main town, just within the fence that kept
animals put out to graze on the commons from wandering into the town’s streets and
gardens. On a hilltop above the village four windmills worked away at grinding cornmeal
for the all the townsfolk. The people of New Guinea lay their dead to rest within sight of
the mills.
The Atheneum’s 1830 local census of Nantucket reports two young men named
Jack and Harry (no ages given) living in the household of John and Elizabeth Gordon.
Their names are followed by the letter “A” for ‘alien’ and the notation “Sandwich
Islands.”12 At the end of February 1832, a man described as a Kanaka was found dead
under Coffin’s barn on the North Shore. The dead man had come on a “whaleship from
around Cape Horn,” was a free man, and had lived “in Negro Town New Guinea.”13
Perhaps this was the bitter end of Jack or Harry.
Five years later another Kanaka, a 35-year-old man who had come to Nantucket
on a whaling ship, also expired at the end of February.14 A 21-year-old Kanaka had died
the previous year in New Guinea, and in 1844 yet another died, in this case of
tuberculosis at age 25. 24-year-old Joseph Dix, born in Hawai‘i but not identified as a

Nantucket Journal in 1877, and then in booklet form in 1928 and 1949 under the title Wrecked in the
Feejees.”
12
Other individuals marked with “A” in this census are Michael Douglass (known to be Cape Verdean);
Michael DeLuce, John Leiva, and Manuel, Joseph, and Antone Roberts (also Cape Verdeans?); and
Frederick Quoin (Irish Quinn?).
13
NHA Collection 335, folder 51. This information is contained in a note written in the hand of Edouard
A. Stackpole with no reference to the original source.
14
Atheneum Private Record 62, a list of deaths in Nantucket. This case is very similar to the 1832 case, but
the day and year are different from the note among Stackpole’s papers, and the details of place of death and
residence in New Guinea are unique to Stackpole’s note.

Kanaka, died in 1843 of tuberculosis, as did 31-year-old, Hawai‘i-born Thomas Clay in
1848. The same year, Hawai‘i-born John Smith died in Nantucket of typhus.15
In all, four identified Pacific Islanders and three more seamen born in Hawai‘i are
known to have died in Nantucket between 1832 and 1848. They were surely buried in the
New Guinea cemetery.
All across the Pacific, people of their parents’ and grandparents’ generations
believed that at death, their souls detached from their bodies, traveled to jumping-off
places on their islands’ coasts, and from there, in the company of other souls, set off over
the sea to the land of the dead.16 Was there such a launching place for solitary souls cut
loose on freezing-cold, far-away Nantucket? We have no way to know if other Hawaiian
seamen were present to chant a mele kanikau, a mourning song, to encourage and comfort
them on their way.17
After the Great Fire of 1846 and the collapse of the Nantucket whaling economy
in the 1850s, Pacific Islanders ceased to come to Nantucket, and their former presence
slipped from Nantucketers’ living memory. By 1932, when a popular summer restaurant
offered Hawaiian music as an exotic attraction, no one recalled the previous century’s
public debate about “frantick orgies” versus “innocent frolics”
On October 28, 2001, mele composed by Noelani Arista, Ikaika Hussey, and
Lehuanani Yim for the Pacific Islander seamen were chanted on Nantucket. That day the
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These deaths are recorded in the vital records of Nantucket with minimal information, namely place of
birth, age, and cause of death. The lines in the death records for names of parents are left blank.
16
Charlot 1983, pp. 90-96.
17
The 1811 burial of a Native Hawaiian who died of exposure in Oregon is described in Chappell 1997, pp.
104. His Native Hawaiian crewmates buried food and tobacco with his body. After prayers, one of them
sprinkled the others with sea water, and then they all left the grave site without looking back.

Hawaiian flag flew at the African Meeting House, which had been built in New Guinea in
1825.
In 2002 Hawaiian visitors came again to Nantucket’s last resting places for
indigenous peoples.
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TOPIC/AREA: Architecture-Research
Library of the Future
Design of the library from the architect’s perspective may not be the same as the
perspective of the ‘librarian’. Hopefully, the recognition of this difference will expand the
horizons for both the architects and the professional librarians.

Many years ago, before ever being asked to design a library, I attempted to teach
about designing libraries with a group of colleques to third year architecture students. At
the beginning of the semester, we looked at numerous libraries from Michalengelo’s
famous Laurentian Library to some of the important early American Libraries such as the
Ames Library by Henry Hobson Richardson the famous Rotonda at the University of
Virginia by Thomas Jefferson. Without getting into the type of information and the urban
context for their building, we thought it was important for architecture students to
understand the spatial zones, structure, volume, circulation, grid-transparencies, in other
words, everything that is not stated in an actual program for a library. I am starting by
showing these diagrams prepared by the students as a way of defining the autonomy
within each of our disciplines of knowledge.

1

Louis I Kahn’s Exeter library is always one of the buildings studied as part of these
exercises. The clarity of the ‘parti’, the strength of the architectural statement and the
design of the furniture always provided a source of inspiration for us.

Before we get into a little deeper in the historic development, it is important to summarize
the conceptual development of the academic library plan and section. Brian Edwards in
his book, Libraries and Learning Research Centres written with Biddy Fisher, describes the
spatial development of the academic libraries with these simple diagrams. During the
19th century, an academic library meant a reading room surrounded by book stacks. By
the 19th century, already ‘specialist libraries’ were developed to exist within the
compounds of the main library space. 20th century libraries added the ‘research’
component with the ability to cross-reference between disciplines, and the prolification
of academic journals, electronic media and technology for remote access changed the
size and configuration of libraries. The 21st century library will be even more effected by
the changes of technology, the grand reading room will need to morph into
simultaneous interaction between spaces and probably use of more remote storage
facilities.

Before we get into the visual qualities, over the centuries, the arrangement of stacks vs.
reading spaces evolved in a relatively logical manner that can be diagrammed and
summarized by these six libraries. In addition to the spatial diagrams at the left, Brian
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Edwards gave us a very logical diagram for zoning activities according to noise level and
or tolerances. If one was to start from scratch, the arrangement of things would have
been as shown in the diagram at the lower right. For established universities like Cornell,
however the conceptual diagram of the Lanchester University provides an illuminating
example. The diagram reminds one a lot of the situation that the Olin Library finds itself,
sandwiched between Uris and Kroch.

However, Labrouste’s reading room at Bibliotheque St. Genevieve designed around
(1862-68) continues to be an inspiration for bringing light into the grand room of
books.
The carrel associated with the monasteries of the middle ages provide an important
example for personal space within a larger whole. The famous Antonella da Messina
painting of St. Jerome from the 15th century on the right, reveals that the saint had
approximately 30 volumes within his reach. At that time, this monastic library would have
housed a much larger collection than what is shown here, but it seems this many books
satisfied the saint’s needs for a considerable period of study. The idea of approximately
30 books within one’s reach, I believe is still very relevant.
I find the comparison between the Antonella da Messina painting to Lucas Cranach the
Elder (1472-1553) version of the same topic rather amusing, the cardinal Albrecht of
Brandenburg is depicted as Saint Jerome, this time with books in the far background, the
space and daylight is emphasized. Many other illustrations of St. Jerome’s study exists,
each time with a slightly different configuration of his study, and usually with the face of
a current cardinal. Since cardinal of Brandenburg already acclimated the face of the
good saint after one hundred years, we thought we should give him a laptop to bring
him to the 21st century.

It seems to have all started somewhere near the Mediterranian: The Library of Celsius in
Ephesus, Turkey is probably one the most intact ancient libraries in the world. Behind a
very sophisticated and architecturally instructive façade, the shape and scale of the
library’s interior space including some of the stone niches for the scrolls are still visible. It
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Appears to be a room with comfortable proportions, large openings in the exterior walls
facing east and west for daylight.

Sansavino’s Great Library in Venice is also about making a façade to a great outdoor
space, even the interior is more about the building than the books themselves. By the 15th
century, libraries served the function of providing a cultural and civic image in every
culture.

One of my favorite public libraries is this small library in Istanbul at the edge of a major
street in a charming garden. It fits the diagram of the Sri Lanka National Library, in a
much smaller scale.

Sidney Smirke’s circular reading room at the British Museum(12) in 1854-56 the radially
arranged desks had upstands and adjustable sloping book rests which helped
individualized each work space. Infact, Smirke’s reading room is nothing but a collection
of carrels, and surrounding index cards, where the actual books are retrieved by the
librarian from the annex, at the surrounding rectangular room inaccessible to the
readers. The original plan from 1857 indicates a convoluted system of book stacks
surrounding the round reading room. By the beginning of the 20th Century, the book
stacks were four stories high difficult to navigate. The discussion that started around 1920,
to build an independent library became law in 1972. Lord Foster’s beautiful section made
in 1999 clearly describes the new condition of the famous reading Room, preserved as
part of the public Courtyard as a beautiful and important historical relic. The innovative
space frame created to roof the courtyard also brought the light, the cherished giftshop
and the coffee Shop.
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The Brotherton Library at the University of Leeds by Lanchester and Lodge, which was
built in 1930, and Manchester Central Public Library by Vincent Harris from 1935 were
inspired by Smirke’s radial reading room arrangement and the librarian’s ability to
oversee the operations. Asplund’s great Public Library in Stockholm found a more
democratic expression for this form, by allowing the books to occupy the perimeter wall,
which is the largest linear surface accessible by all.

National and University Library in Gottingen, Germany was designed by Prof. Gerber and
Partners. Among all library plans, this one seems to be most responsive to the cataloging
of the library materials. The administration is in the circular area in all the four stories, while
the stacks open to the south sun and the view. I thought Mesa Public Library by Antoine
Predock 1996 in Los Alamos New Mexico, should be interjected next to the Gottingen
Plan as an extreme opposite. It seems to be more about creating a strong plan concept
than the arrangement of the stacks.

Eltham Public Library in Victoria, Australia by Gregory Burgess must have been very
difficult to enclose due to it’s direct transformation of the diagrammatic description of
the program into a space.
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The Munster City Library by Bolles-Wilson and Partner seems to be designed to work
carefully with it’s Gothic and Barogue 18th and 19th C. context, while creating a very
impressive light well in section in the middle and special reading/conference rooms
facing the surrounding city.

The Darwin College Study Center by Jeremy Dixon and Edward Jones at Cambridge, U.K.
was designed to offer a good atmosphere for post graduate students. The boat-like
exterior appearance is carried into the comfortable study arrangements. This building
requires a much deeper study for it’s use of green materials, incorporation of natural
ventilation elements and extremely pleasant scale.

Harvey S. Firestone Library at Princeton University by Koetter & Kim Associates is a
primarily underground addition to the large main Firestone Library. Here, similar to
Cornell’s Kroch light is used primarily as a design element, creating large, subterranean
rooms.

Large rectangular reading rooms built around the same time that Mann Library was
designed in Moscow and Leningrad. Especially in Leningrad the Hortorium section of the
library houses the actual plants and we found journals for July 2001 from Cornell University
already on their shelves during our visit to this place in August of 2001.
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Aalto’s great library in Seinajoki, his custom-designed furniture in many of his libraries and
public buildings became a source for inspiration for us for a long time. Besides Seinajoki,
Teachers College Library in Jyvaskyla and Synatsalo Public Lbrary each provide a
different profile for the ceiling to bring dayligth into the interiors while dealing with
sensitive environmental and contextual issues.

Toyonokuni Library for Culture Resources designed by Arata Isozaki this large,
248,000 square foot library is located in Oita-City keeps all the mechanical and lighting
elements at the floor level, creating a cloud-like simple ceiling.(2)

Squire Law Library by Sir Norman Foster at the University of Cambridge is a 100,000sf
building housing a library, five auditoria seminar and common rooms. For a law school
with a history of seven centuries, this seems to be a very skillfull and comfortable building.

Then, there are people like Sarah Thomas, who are always capturing the social trends
when it comes to libraries. These concepts seem to incapsulate much of the 21st century
program elements.
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Peckham Public Library by Alsop and Stormer responds to new cultural agendas by
developing a fresh architectural language for the library, it seeks to make reading
fashionable again. Brighton Public Library by Bennetts Associates brings access and
environmentalism to the fore, developing a new agenda for the future of libraries.
When combined with Ms. Thomas’s summary these seem to touch every aspect of the
future library building.
We should now examine some of the current mega libraries, designed at the end of the
20th century to address the scale and technological challenges posed by our condition.

When I was asked to make this presentation, I wanted to dedicate it to Sir Colin St. John
Wilson. He was asked to design the new British Library with Sir Leslie Martin in 1962.
Opened for service in 1998, after a mere 36 years, the development and design of the
library covers the most active period of technological changes as well as stylistic
developments. The section demonstrates the current balance of things in a modern
library;reading rooms, stacks, mechanical and storage rooms.
If only the ground would keep sinking..
Anyway,, apart from being partially in Peking (Exterior view) and part way from Helsinki
(Aalto’s influences) the library has great technological achievements.

This is a great reader machine that turns the pages of digitally scanned ancient
manuscripts when touched in the corner. However, the furniture holding the machine
needs to be re-considered.
In any way, the dream of Sir St. John Wilson is a reality today.
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I wanted to get back to some of the work of Sarah Thomas. She enumerates that Off-site
storage library is a major source of relief to many great university libraries today. 75% of
MIT’s library collections are being housed off site, and a new $100M Science Library is in
the works as well as a renovation of their current library. Harvard’s Widener Library sends
68% of their newly acquired collection to off-site depositories, Yale, Indiana and any
others are following the suite. However many other libraries are struggling to keep their
current collections directly accessible to their patrons.

Biblioteque National in Paris by Dominick Perrault and Gaelle Lauriot Prevost
I am not sure if it is fair to quote Max Rodenbeck (16) alone in describing this monument;
‘whose four stark towers look like nothing so much as a lego beast in rigor mortis washed
up on the banks of the Seine’. Originally conceived as a poetic environment designed
around a central green (4), this grand library occupies the train tacks along the Seine
River in Paris. It is important to see the section along with the plan in order to understand
the scale of this building.
The wood sun-screens work very well as a monumental yet warm expression of it’s
construction, however, it is not clear how a façade of this scale and of so many levels
can be controlled unless they are meant to work as a random shielding tecnique that
works only at some time of the year.

When referring to the Biblioteque Nationale, the architect Dominique Perrault said: ‘The
architecture of the library can not be summed up in terms of it’s furniture, but on the
other hand, we can not speak of the library without referring to it’s furniture. (11)
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The structural glass sheating, known as the Crystal Canyon, the new Phoenix Central
Library by bruder DWLarchitects, attempts to define the invented public domain and the
scorching Arizona sun in Phoenix Arizona. The saddlebags flanking the rectangular dumb
box, the most efficient warehousing for the books, maximize flexibility while creating
visual debth to the facades. (3) The architect Will Bruder(3) says: ‘real architecture exists
when both pragmatism and poetry are served with equal passion.’
The interior of the Phoenix central library, some areas serve this purpose with rather
delicate transparencies.
Above the elegant 26 gauge perforated aluminum paneling incorporated with the
lighting, a rather flexible power, telephone, and data distribution system is created. As
indicated by the diagram, it appears to be simple to access all the mechanical and
plumbing connections without any distruption to the workings of the library. However, the
main courtyard, some of the book stacks, and even the reading areas warrant the
concern that I would like the point out at the end of my lecture.

Saxon State Library in Dresden, Germany has been published (8) widely as a great
example of modern sensibility while bringing back a neoclassical formality. The architects
Laurids and Manfred Ortner, brought back the concept of the main reading room in
contrast to Hans Scharoun’s State Library in Berlin, where the reading areas and the
stacks are distributed in a non-hierarchical manner. In order to provide a stable
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environment for 400,000 square foot of the book stacks, much of the library has been
buried beneath the landscaped public square. The architects state that pre-cast
concrete columns have been added to bring a sense of formality to the interiors. The
monumental stairs of raw concrete construction are used to create a sculptural sense of
the building’s architectonics above the reading areas. However, it is not clear if this
powerful architectonic sensibility alone creates an inviting reading area.

The Great Alexandria Library in Egypt was designed as a result of a large international
competition by Snohetta from Oslo, Norway. Built within 12 years of it’s original
conception, this library has great metaphorical ideas that may have needed a few more
years to be incorporated into 21st century technology. 10 public levels partially
imbedded into the earth, the water element remains metaphorical instead of being
used environmentally by the heating and cooling elements. Regardless of this fact, it
incorporates many symbolic elements of the site as well as the index of the original library
in Alexandria.
The façade has writings from all languages of the world, but I just wanted Janet and
Peter to see all the water next to the book stacks.

The interior spaces have slotted wood for acoustical effects, the reference desk is a very
simple box with minor local illumination. The furniture is custom-designed including
lighting and the chairs.
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I thought after all this it was appropriate for us to bring ourselves to the future of Mann
Library.

Original approved Schematic Design Plans of Edward L. Barnes, Basement and First Floor
levels, Our section, original section, current condition,

Comparison of original vs. new section.
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I was trying to express our strategy for designing the furniture at the Mann Library addition
that you are all very familiar with. In one of our favorite books for furniture design(10), I
ran into this quotation from Eliel Saarien. A great early modern Finnish architect, one time
director of Cranbrook Academy he wrote this advice for his son, Eero Saarinen: ‘Always
design a thing by considering it’s next larger context. A chair in a room, a room in a
house, a house in an environment, an environment in a city plan.’ No wonder his son
Eero Saarinen became a great designer. I could not have said it any better.
This bench slllipping down the wall at Asplund’s cemetery in Stockholm was a great
moment of inspiration for me. The density of the wood, the delicacy of the detailing and
the conceptual connection to the whole building needed to be achieved in order to
work with the existing and new context for these pieces.

The Conclusion
The important issue for an architect is the organization and appearance of places where
the critical transfer of information may occur.
Two critical functions of the library are that they are:
1- The place of access to information,
2- The storage of the sources of information.
However, the transformation of manuscripts into digital media necessitates other types of
functions such as a museum-like atmosphere to view the actual documents.
The library, similar to a museum allows for individuals to decide when they access the
information they think they need. A casual browsing in an academic library organized by
the impressive standards of library science of today, (categorization by subject, author,
etc.,) may change the bibliography of a potential author dramatically. In some ways,
the architecture of the library is the architecture of the catalogue. Each library is
particular in it’s form and it’s composition of holdings.
Even the blandest warehousing system perverts the linear mentality of numerical
cataloguing. Edges of the space, source of lighting, might cause a brake of rank from
sequential stacking.
Furthermore, the every collection grows, emphasis from certain subjects shifts, new
disciplines emerge. The dissolving boundaries between the traditional disciplines, and
demands for complexity of interconnections create compelling demands for the spatial
analogue.
The librarian has the responsibility for creative assembly of the parts of the given
collection for the inspiration and the convenience of the reader, therefore the librarian
becomes more of an architect than compiler of catalogues.
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Legacy of Gutenberg and the byte of the digital age
In 1455 Johann Gutenberg printed his first movable type bible. At that time, the library of
Lincoln cathedral listed 107 books. In the late 14th C., even Sorbonne had only 1722
codices. Since then, the vast increase in the size of the information has dramatically
altered the problem of libraries and the solution. Today, one of New York’s five boroughs,
the Queens Borough library system in New York City alone, buys approximately one
million books every year.
This huge quantitative leap does not however alter the essential personal relationship
between the book and the reader.
The symbolic function of the library seems to be about enshrining our belief in
knowledge. Many aspects of our culture therefore are represented in our libraries. The
Japanese architect Azusa Kita defines the development of public libraries in Japan, as a
process of definition for the country itself.
Michael Brawne(1), who wrote an ingenious introduction to the recent book on Libraries
states that the keyboard and the screen did not significanty alter the design of the library
environment. In the scale of furniture I disagreewith this statement. The introduction of the
computer screen and the keyboard, altered the design of the researchers desk, the
proximity of the book, the keyboard and screen needs to be carefully calibrated and the
light needs to be adjusted not to cause glare on the computer screen.
We live in a remarkable age, for the first time in many decades, architecture is in
forefront of the news. Once again, buildings are known by their architects instead of their
address and/or functions. We architects tend to get preoccupied by carrying out the
‘idea’, expressing the material, admiring the rhtym of things. No doubt, this is what makes
better architecture, but if we don’t watch out, the reason for doing the architectural
gesture, may be forgotten. The well-lit, well-proportioned reading room still needs to be
the center of the library, no matter how efficient we have become in packing all the
information into small hard-drives of ever more compact computers, no matter where
we created annexes for our great libraries.
The reception of text may be conditioned by the physical and psychological
environment in which it is read. John Olley, in his essay called Art of Reading states:
‘midway between shivering and sweating, that numbing condition called ‘comfort’
exists. It is also possible to create a physiologically warm but phychologically cold, or
above all, an intellectually barren-sterile environment. A library needs to establish a
human centered environment, rich in choices, which appeal to the senses and psyche.
The life of actual books is probably still a lot longer than the life of the electronic media
that we have recently come to trust. In the future, this may prove to be one of our most
insurmountable challenges.
The tactile pleasure deriven from the handling of written material may prove to be
irreplaceable.
One of the more current uses of the libraries is not only the storing of knowledge, but of
actually the creation of it. This requires a special environment for this creation to take
place.
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The social quality of the human race dictates that, we may want to be where the pursuit
of knowledge is celebrated. That celebration may well be shown in the pleasures of the
architecture, through the creation of well-proportioned spaces, thoughtful manipulation
of light and movement, thoughtful use of materials.
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6. abstract: In fall of 2003, I had the opportunity to teach art history courses on board
with Semester-at-Sea. All the courses had to be designed to follow the itinerary of our
journey. My Contemporary art course therefore had to be reshaped to focus primarily on
the arts of Japan, China (and Hong Kong), Vietnam, Malaysia, India, Kenya, South
Africa, Brazil and Cuba. My students and I found the postmodern strategies and theories
inadequate in applying to these works. This paper deals with the various problems in
appropriating and integrating the works of art outside of the Western world in our
traditional art history courses and invites alternative models to frame these works for a
fair presentation and analysis.
7. paper:
Due to the advent of postmodernism that promotes plurality and decentralization, the
cultures of diverse countries and ethnic groups have been brought to the forefront
academic interest in recent years. Long overlooked due to the primary focus on the
achievements of the West, more works of art from Asia, Africa, Oceania and the
Americas have recently been introduced in Art History survey books along with
additional works by women artists. More contemporary works from those parts of the
world are discussed in Contemporary Art courses as well. Such inclusion is regarded as a
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natural move, given the postmodern culture of the late 20th century that espouses
multiculturalism and acknowledges the economic trend of globalization.
In my own teaching of “Art since 1945,” I have begun to include more works by
artists of different countries for the class, to present the art scene of many different
cultures and affirm the positive universal effects of postmodernism. I show examples of
Chinese Pop art, Japanese Conceptual art, South African political art, etc. A more
challenging opportunity to integrate all of contemporary world art came in Fall of 2002,
when I was invited to teach art history courses on board for Semester-at-Sea, a program
sponsored by University of Pittsburgh. This academic program offers courses on a ship,
which travels around the world and allows students to receive immediate first-hand
experiences. It was particularly advantageous for my courses, as I could talk about a
monument one day in class, and then visit the site the next day. Taking advantage of the
situation, we--that is about 30 faculty members from all different disciplines--were
actually instructed to make all the courses directly relevant to the visits, even structuring
the syllabi according to the itinerary of the trip. My Contemporary Art course, which
typically focused on American art with some divergence to European movements and
included a number of non-Western art toward the end of the course, now had to be
completely restructured to concentrate on the nine countries of our visits: Japan, China
(and Hong Kong), Vietnam, Malaysia, India, Kenya, South Africa, Brazil and Cuba--all
outside the western hemisphere. Needless to say, my whole summer prior to the trip was
spent studying the contemporary arts of these countries. The task of constructing this
course was very daunting, especially in attempting to bring a sense of coherence to the
study of all these arts. As I was faced with the task of making the course truly
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international in scope, I found the actual application of multiculturalism far more difficult
than its well-stated theory.
Since all of these cultures have been influenced by the Western culture, I used the
Western canon as the basis of commonality among the countries to discuss their
contemporary arts. All the books, articles and exhibition catalogues dealing with the arts
of these countries evidence a similar historical development of art: each country practiced
its brand or type of art for centuries, then with colonization or trade, Western art is
introduced, which is first imitated, then blended in with the local traditions, before new
contemporary art emerged through the mixture. Almost every country today indeed
offers abstract art in the manner of Abstract Expressionism and mixed-media concoctions
that defy regional boundaries. One of the common misconceptions, these researches tell
us, is this idea of a native flavor. While there are works of art that strongly display a
local mannerism or traditional traits, it is a mistake to assume all works of art to
exemplify some native ethnic qualities. One should not seek “Asianness” in the works by
Asian artists, or “Africanness” in the arts of the African people.
So I taught the course on board with such clear warnings to the students. While
tracing the development of the arts of each country, I also emphasized the cross-cultural
and universal elements found in the works across the nations. Since the Western
influence was an undeniable factor, I used the conventional art history terminology to
refer to the works of art under discussion. Despite the well-meaning intention to draw the
uniqueness as well as the locally transcending qualities of the arts of the countries of our
visits, the students and I encountered many problems in clearly assessing the works we
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saw in the museums and galleries of the countries. The following is the summary of the
major problems:
-

The story of modern art and its lateral transition to postmodern art does not hold
in many of these countries. Due to the different timeline and point of Western
contact, different modern art movements were introduced and practiced in a nonlinear fashion, sometimes happening concurrently with traditional art, or
introduced simultaneously with postmodern movements. We saw museum
presentations of current works in China, some of which could be defined as
modern, others as postmodern. We found more examples of modern art than
postmodern in Malaysia.

-

Postmodern is not a universal expression of global phenomenon, but remains as a
Western trend that is adopted to make the local universally relevant. This was
apparent in Asian countries where, despite objections from art historians,
exhibition halls were still divided into “traditional” versus “Western,” despite the
fact that the traditional section contained contemporary ink paintings, and
Western section was confined to works in oil by local painters. Non-traditional
media and styles are still considered foreign, to be adopted and practiced, but not
accepted as part of their own native idiom. Magazines show oil paintings
likewise under the category of “Western art.”

-

The collaboration of old and new is not so much a postmodern statement, but
more an updating the old in a new form. The use of past styles, ideas and issues is
not based on a conscious revival or discovery of tradition, since in all of these
countries, there was never a break from the past. They never entered an euphoric
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phase of a modern era in which the new was hailed with the abandonment of the
old, as the West experienced in the early 20th century. Modernizing the socioeconomic as well as the cultural system amounts to a survival tactic in the current
world. In Africa, many traditional carvings were refined and modified with a
modern bent to make them more commercially appealing and globally acceptable,
following a century long practice of producing works to meet the Western clients’
conception of an “African art.”
-

What appears to be postmodern to us is merely peculiar to the culture of the artist.
Malaysia, which does not have a fine art tradition, but boasts a rich craft tradition,
not surprisingly offers interesting craft-oriented works today that incorporate
grunge elements but in artificial refinement that seem to satisfy the postmodern
criteria. Often we found artists using traditional local techniques that produced
such an appeal. In Vietnam we found artists painting in lacquer not for the sake
of experimentation or tactile effect, but because they lacked funds to buy canvas
and oil, and had to resort to the less costly traditional medium.
There were many more problems in adequately assessing and understanding the

works we saw because we viewed them from the standpoint of Western art history. The
Western standards and theories were not always applicable to these works produced by
artists outside the Western world. But what other standard or criteria is there to use in
discussing contemporary works of the world? Do we use theories of individual countries
to elucidate their works? The works, however, as mentioned, clearly displayed visual
expressions that were from the Western world, showing influences of Abstract
Expressionism, Surrealism, Conceptual art, and other recognizable styles. Despite the
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individual history of art pertaining to each individual country, the arts of these places
undeniably display similar elements that attest to the global effect of multiculturalism, or
more specifically the spread of Western culture across the globe. That is not to deny the
uniqueness of the art in each country that utilized Western influence in different ways to
create its own individual version that spoke for its culture today. In practical terms, we
were American travelers trying to understand world art in its global perspective in an art
history class that made references to the Western canon and used art history terminology
as convenient means to communicate our thoughts regarding the works of art. We found
the dilemma of finding our criteria of application at fault, yet needing the very system to
make sense of our visual experience. Ultimately students, in writing their papers on
works of art that they studied on site, proved sensitive to local traditions even as they
critiqued the works using postmodern strategies and relating to Western ideologies.
This experience brought more insight and questions to teaching a Contemporary
Art course that deal with the entire world. How can we indeed integrate works of art
outside the Western world with works produced in the West? Obviously the current
token reference to few works of art from Asia, Africa and the Americas in Contemporary
Art or in Survey of World Art does not do justice to the arts of these continents. Separate
courses on the arts of different countries seem an easy answer. We want, however, to
include as many examples of world art as possible in these two types of courses to bring
their relevance and emphasize their significance as equally viable subjects as those of the
Western tradition. Postmodernism and its byproduct multiculturalism are to be credited
with bringing these cultures to the forefront. Now we must strive to integrate these nontraditional subjects and materials to our traditional art history courses to truly bring a
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global perspective to our teaching. We must first encourage more discussions on how to
appropriately frame and relate these works of art in our art history courses as a step
toward realizing this goal.
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ABSTRACT
Heart of the Country: A Collaborative, Ethnographic Film Study of Learning in
Japan
Collaboration between subjects and researchers has become a recognized and effective
way of conducting ethnographic field work. The parameters of subject collaboration are
most often defined in the researcher’s methodology. But what happens when the subjects
take over the process and exclude the researcher? Is the study then compromised or given
new life? University of Alaska Museum Film Curator, Leonard Kamerling, discusses his
recent long-term documentary study, “Heart of the Country: A Collaborative
Ethnographic Film Study of Learning in Japan,” conducted in a rural Hokkaido
community over the period of a year. The objective of this research was to investigate
how family and community values towards learning, shape and support formal and
informal education in the small schools of rural Japan. Project methodology included an
extended stay in the community, shared decision making with subjects, and collaboration
with educators and parents. Collaboration, it was hoped, would create the level of access
required to observe and film the environment of learning and its underlying structure of
values.
This paper discuss the project’s original methodology, the collaborative process initiated,
and how the community took the project in unexpected directions with surprising, and
ultimately positive results.
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Abstract

Jessica Hope Jordan, Blood Fetish in the Cinema of Martin Scorsese
This essay explores blood spectacle within the cinema of Martin Scorsese, focusing on
Gangs of New York. Building on Gaylyn Studlar’s masochistic aesthetic, I locate an
instance of fluid gender dynamics in film wherein the viewer (of any gender) functions as
an active participant in the constitution of the psychic effects derived from viewing blood
spectacle because of the primal nature of blood spectacle itself. Scorsese’s films reveal
his repetition compulsion for representation and aestheticization of blood spectacle which
he develops at the level of a fetish for the explicit purpose of seducing the viewer into
sharing a directorial dyad of blood fetish and voyeuristic pleasure. In examining the
excessive depiction of blood spectacle in Gangs of New York, this essay reveals that
within the discourse of cinema, while primarily and simultaneously tapping into a
fundamental psychodynamic, Scorsese is responding to an ever escalating increase of
violence in cinema by creating scenes of blood spectacle that are so graphically excessive
they effectively evacuate the meaning of blood spectacle itself. (JHJ)

Blood Fetish in the Cinema of Martin Scorsese

Jessica Hope Jordan, Ph.D. graduate student, University of California, Davis

“You can’t stop people from getting an exhilaration from violence.” 1
--Martin Scorsese

In the cinema of Martin Scorsese, blood appears as a fetish; it is “an object,
irrationally reverenced, especially in an obsessive manner” (OED). Scorsese’s filmic use
of blood is almost always excessive, while simultaneously restrained by an artistic
sensitivity for its aesthetic effect. As a director, his devotion to the blood spectacle taps
into its potent power to create a psychically charged cinematic experience for its viewer,
yet he is also very careful to treat the blood signifier with an almost religious reverence.
Although much has been written about Scorsese’s Catholic background as explanation
for his filmic use of blood and violence, the critical focus of most of these writings has
been on how these obsessively-produced images merely reflect Scorsese’s Catholic world
view (Richard Blake, “Redeemed in Blood: The Sacramental Universe of Martin
Scorsese”). Other social theory approaches have focused more on the effects of violence
in Scorsese’s films upon the viewing public, exploring their potential to spur acts of
aggression.2 Such concerns arose most notably from the Hinckley-Foster-Reagan affair
wherein John Hinckley attempted to assassinate President Reagan, while emulating the
character Travis Bickle in Taxi Driver. A keener point of interest for this critic, however,
1

Qtd. in Prince, Screening Violence. 27.
“The empirical evidence on media effects [ . . .] points toward a link between viewing film or television
violence and subsequent aggressive behavior. A meta-analysis of 217 studies on television violence
conducted between 1957 and 1990 found a consistent and significant correlation between viewing violent
television and aggressive or antisocial behavior” (Stephen Prince, On Screening Violence. 20. )
2

is how images of blood spectacle in Scorsese films, in particular, Gangs of New York
(2002), work within the cinematic apparatus; their relationship to, and effect upon, the
viewer; as well as the aesthetic treatment of blood spectacle itself within the filmic
medium.
If, in the cinema of Martin Scorsese, the blood spectacle becomes fetishized, then
it is done so through both an aestheticization by the filmmaker and the visual pleasure
derived by the viewer from this aestheticization. Because of its primal nature, the
depiction of blood spectacle cannot, in the usual sense, be expected to evoke the same
kind of visual, or scopophillic, pleasure traditionally associated by film theory wherein
pleasure is derived through just the act of looking itself. Blood spectacle is instead
evocative of another type of visual, specifically voyeuristic, pleasure also associated by
psychoanalytic and film theory, and is a term which is more heavily invested with
connotations of the sexual; and taken at its furthermost extreme, the perverse. However,
having stated this, it is not exactly entirely the sexual that we are after here either; it is
rather a certain kind of psychic charge that is evoked by, and associated with, the
appearance of blood spectacle, and its subsequent powerful effects on the viewer. We
seek to define a kind of psychic charge and visceral kinesis that is all at once hesitantly
anticipatory, slightly frightening, permeated with a certain distancing and disbelief, not
quite unlike what one experiences after having stumbled on any scene of violence or
trauma. It is a kind of psychic charge simultaneously invested with an electric
excitement, which, for lack of a more precise term is not unlike a certain erotic frisson,
something which arguably, makes voyeurism as a practice so much more pleasurable for
the viewer. Blood spectacle usually evokes this kind of psychic charge, whether it stems

from an adrenaline flight or fight response which is in so many ways similar to the sexual
response, or an even still more primal and visceral response wherein there is a strong
sense of the erotic tainted by the horrific. Repeated jolts of excitement derived from this
erotic frisson subsequently can create in some viewers an adrenaline-junkie-like desiring
for more. In a dyad composed of an aestheticized fetish of blood spectacle fluid with the
viewers’ voyeuristic pleasure, we thus discover a dynamic wherein the particular
attraction for blood spectacle arises because the experience itself, initially becomes, quite
frankly--sexy: for viewer and filmmaker alike.
There is a well-defined relationship, in the writings of film theorist Gaylyn
Studlar, between the pleasures of looking in cinema and cinema as an act of meditated
violence upon the viewer in which the viewer takes a masochistic role. This dynamic
necessarily places the director in a Sadean role; perpetrating acts of violence upon the
viewer not only through his filmic representations of violence, but through the
intrinsically violent medium of film itself.3 However, as Studlar also recognizes, Freud
posits the sado/masochistic dynamic as one that is more fluid, wherein masochism
implies an inherent sadism, and vice versa.4 Thus, within this fluid sadomasochistic
dynamic, the viewer’s role is not limited to any specific active/passive position, which is
particularly relevant for issues of gender in film theory since the viewer (of any gender)
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“The formal structures of the masochistic aesthetic--fantasy, disavowal, fetish, and suspense--overlap
with the primary structures that enable classic narrative cinema to produce visual pleasure. These
similarities raise fundamental questions about the relationship of cinematic pleasure to masochism”
(Studlar, 775).
4
“Similarly the term masochism comprises any passive attitude towards sexual life and the sexual object,
the extreme instance of which appears to be that in which satisfaction is conditional upon suffering
physical or mental pain at the hands of the sexual object. Masochism, in the form of a perversion, seems to
be further removed from the normal sexual aim than its counterpart; it may be doubted at first whether it
can ever occur as a primary phenomenon or whether, on the contrary, it may not invariably arise from a
transformation of sadism” (Freud 252).

is an active participant in the constitution of the psychic effects derived from viewing
film even in their usually assumed passive position as voyeur:
“Studlar’s formulations are far-reaching in part because they are not limited to
male or female spectators, as in theories with Oedipal presuppositions. The very
nature and practices of the cinematic medium, she suggests, convey violence.
Like the inherent assault and violative operation of film editing noted earlier, the
psychic effects of the process of film viewing can be more striking and extensive
than those derived from the actions or narrative being dramatized” (Slocum 1516).
Beyond the fluid S/M relationship between viewer and blood spectacle we have been
discussing in relation to Studlar’s theory on the masochistic aesthetic, the notion that the
psychic experience of film viewing is not confined to any specific gender is particularly
relevant to our topic of blood spectacle because it is within this very instance of the
presence of a fundamental psychodynamic in response to the blood spectacle that we can
locate a more fluid construct of gender experience in relation to film.5 This fluid gender
construct supersedes any rigid binary of female/male identification precisely because of
the very nature of viewing blood spectacle itself. Blood spectacle evokes a more primal,
universal psychodynamic of a simultaneous attraction/repulsion to the blood scene
overriding any mistaken traditional notion that males prefer scenes of blood and violence
in film, while females are generally thought to abhor it. However true or not these binary
identifications may seem to us, they are irrelevant for this discussion because of the very
ability for blood spectacle itself to evoke a direct psychic response that stems from a
5

See Judith Butler’s “Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity,” 1990, for a discussion

primal human relationship to blood. Tapping into this powerful and universal
psychodynamic Scorsese, and other filmmakers like Quentin Tarantino (Reservoir Dogs,
Pulp Fiction), and Oliver Stone (Natural Born Killers), and makers of various horror
films as well, exploit the blood spectacle by aestheticizing and eroticisizing it for the very
purpose of drawing the viewer into this dyad of blood fetish and voyeuristic pleasure.
And it is perhaps significant to film theory that it is within this dyad we locate an
instance in film when specifically gendered camera/viewer subjectivity becomes
irrelevant, fading into the background as the viewer experiences a direct psychic
identification with the appearance of blood spectacle itself.
While the psychic androgyny implicit in a viewer’s experience of blood spectacle
is important because it reveals a more universal experience of cinema than what is
usually explored in feminist film criticism, what is more important for the purpose of this
article is how this dyad of blood fetish and voyeuristic pleasure gets produced and
exploited, how it is manipulated by the filmmaker’s aestheticization and eroticisation,
and to ask ourselves, ultimately, to what purpose and effect?
Gangs of New York is Martin Scorsese’s “bloodiest” release to date in his oeuvre
of films spanning over 30 years in which blood spectacle makes a regular appearance.
One of his most famous films, Taxi Driver (1976), with its extended shot of Travis
Bickle’s blood-splattered crime scene, follows from the earlier work of directors
Arthur Penn (Bonnie and Clyde, 1967) and Sam Peckinpah (The Wild Bunch, 1969).
Their graphic depictions and stylization of violence shot in stunning detail employed
filmic techniques of slow motion camera and Eisensteinian montage combined with

on fluid gender constructs.

precise squib-work and kinetic battle action influenced by the work of Japanese director
Akira Kurosawa (The Seven Samurai, 1954).6 Scorsese uses these approaches and more
to aestheticize the blood spectacle, combining them in different ways for each film for a
specific effect: In Taxi Driver, the camera lingers on each detail of the blood-splattered
walls, forcing the viewer to absorb the full horror of its impact; Raging Bull turns blood
into a lyrical expressionism by also using the slow motion camera, but this time with a
pacing that infuses the blood’s appearance with a balletic grace. In The Last Temptation
of Christ, Scorsese’s treats Christ’s blood with a special reverence as the sacred signifier
of Christ’s humanity. Superseding all its predecessors, its streets literally running with
blood, the “punishingly” brutal Gangs of New York contains “what must be the two
bloodiest battle scenes ever committed to celluloid” (Taubin 250).
Based on Herbert Ashbury’s 1927 book Gangs of New York, which gives a semihistorical/journalistic account of New York City’s early criminal gangs, the film is “set in
the area between Twenty-fourth and Fortieth streets and Fifth and Seventh avenues, a
region of such utter depravity that horrified reformers referred to it as Satan’s Circus”
(Asbury, 161). While not an historical epic, the film makes reference to many historical
events: the Civil War, President Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, and The Draft
Riots, giving all the surface appearance of an historical epic. Yet Scorsese insists that the
film “is not a history book” (qtd. in Baker 3). Throughout the film, Scorsese uses
authentic-looking historical handbills appearing as intertitles as a way of appropriating
contemporaneous historical events for narrative background and to create a sense of
6

“Taxi Driver (1976) was far bloodier and much more graphic, with images of dismemberment and a
gunshot victim‘s brains splattered on a wall. Penn and Peckinpah helped establish the stylistic features of
ultra violence, while subsequent filmmakers have replaced and exaggerated them. Squib-work, multilateral
filming, and montage editing utilizing differential rates of slow motion--this combination of elements

“nostalgia” for these events.7 Instead of an accurate depiction of history, Scorsese insists
that the film’s narrative deals mainly with the theme of the emergence of democracy
arising from the violence between American Nativists, Irish Catholics and other
immigrants (Baker 4).
Since it is neither a documentary nor a historical epic, the film’s precise genre
seems as slippery as the bloodied snow in Five Points Square. In an interview, Scorsese
refers to it as an ‘eastern western’, “a cross between a western and a gangster film, in a
way” (qtd. in Rhys 65). Yet as an ‘eastern western’, the film registers an additional
proliferation of genres beyond these that rivals its own number of immigrant gangs:
pseudo-historical epic, mock documentary, gothic, romance, action, battle epic,
melodrama, comedy, and particularly relevant for our purpose here: horror. This genre
designation alone is still not a precise label because the film lacks the elements of
suspense and pain usually associated with horror films. In thinking of the film in the
genre of horror, our attention is drawn to the film’s excessive and graphic depictions of
blood and violence, which Scorsese states works only in service to the film’s larger
theme of the emergence of democracy: “Oh no. The film isn’t about violence. It’s about
a number of things--one of which is ‘what is this country?’ And ‘are immigrants
Americans?’ And ‘must we, as Americans, accept and embrace each wave of
immigrants?’” (Qtd. in Rhys 65). But this begs the question that if the film is not
specifically about violence, then why is violence in the film so excessively and
fetishistically depicted? Scorsese’s answer is that “this country came out of [. . .] great
became one of the two dominant aesthetic forms of ultra violence” (Prince 13).
7
“Exemplified by their use of interstitial references and pastiche, contemporary films appropriate styles
and references freely from throughout film and media history, producing historically “depthless” movies
whose simulation of and nostalgia for the past are based in existing representations rather than any attempt

violence” (qtd. in Baker 4) as a way of explaining his narrative need to depict the graphic
violence. Still, this fails to explain why, if the film is neither a historical epic nor
specifically about violence, that the graphic depiction of violence and blood spectacle
becomes the film’s dominant focus. The film’s narrative is punctuated by one scene of
violence after another interspersed with stories of minor narrative interest. Thus, for the
purpose of our article, its discussion of blood spectacle in the cinema of Martin Scorsese,
we will consider the film’s narrative as a site of lesser interest, seeing this more as
background, while doing instead what the film itself does: foregrounding the blood
spectacle.
The opening scene of Gangs of New York focuses on another of the film’s
fetishized objects, a knife blade. The leader of the Irish Catholic immigrants, Priest
Vallon (Liam Neeson), father of the film’s protagonist, Amsterdam Vallon ( Leonardo Di
Caprio), deliberately cuts his own cheek while shaving with a knife blade just before he
enters into a gang battle with Bill the Butcher Cutting (Daniel Day-Lewis) and his gang
of Native Americans (used in the film to denote native born Americans of European
descent). The father hands his young son the blade and instructs him not to clean it,
saying, “the blood must stay on the blade.” Scorsese films both the cutting of Priest’s
face and the blood on the blade in extreme close-up, riveting the viewer at the beginning
of the film on the requisite Scorsese blood spectacle.
Following fast on this scene probably is the bloodiest spectacle ever filmed,
rivaling even the battle scene in Kenneth Branagh’s Henry the V. As the epic battle
between Priest Vallon and his gang of Dead Rabbits and Bill the Butcher’s Native

to re-create a “real” past” (Slocum 21).

Americans breaks out in Five Points Square, Scorsese creates a visually kinetic battle
scene through his dynamic filmic technique which is a combination of: slow motion
camera close-ups on gang members being slashed and stabbed while arcs of their blood
squirt through the air; Eisensteinian montage editing that visually cuts the bodies up into
body parts; rack focus that gives kinetic and spatial depth to the character’s movements;
shot-reverse-shots to show antagonism and battle strokes between characters; swish pans
to accelerate action; and an overhead crane shot that swoops down from above, always an
eerie gesture in Scorsese’s films. (This is a filmic move he also used during the blood
spectacle in Taxi Driver, and is one that always forces the viewer to ask just what
subjectivity is being suggested?) The soundtrack accentuates the clashing of knives,
while the screaming music of Irish bagpipes plays in the background. But what is most
extraordinary about this scene is the filmic proliferation of blood. The camera gradually
pulls back to reveal the previously white snow-covered square now turned into a red
slush. The remaining gang members slowly drift away in time-lapse montage, after Bill
the Butcher’s victorious declaration over Priest’s dead corpse that “ears and noses are the
souvenirs of the day.” The final shot of this scene is a direct overhead crane freeze frame
that focuses on the bloody square. The camera then very suddenly cranes up, startlingly
revealing the full extent of blood spectacle: Five Points Square is entirely drenched in
blood.
Following scenes of blood spectacle include Bill the Butcher’s stabbing a fellow
card player in the hand; lessons from Bill for Amsterdam (whom he has come to think of
as his own son) in the art of swiftly killing a man with a knife demonstrating on a pig’s
corpse, and while pointing out the bodily sites of most lethal interest: the kidneys, liver

and heart. The following scene is a boxing match which is held on a ferry off the island
of Manhattan in order to avoid local gambling ordinances, After the boxing match ends,
Scorsese distances the focus from the ferry, using a reverse-zoom shot to reveal the entire
boxing ring and ferry awash in blood.
Subsequent sites of blood spectacle involve Bill getting shot in the chest in a
theatre while watching Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Blood gushes out of his chest as he tries to
hold it in. Amsterdam kills the attempted assassin with a knife while the assassin prays
for his mortal soul as Scorsese focuses only on the bloodied rosary beads in his hands.
Later, after Amsterdam’s Oedipal rage against Bill finally surfaces, he too attempts to
assassinate Bill, only to receive a well-thrown knife in the gut from Bill that nearly kills
him. But this wound alone is not enough for Bill or for Scorsese, both are always willing
to up the ante, both believing quite strongly in the always excessively dramatic gesture
when it comes to blood spectacle. (Perhaps it is not at all by chance that the character of
Bill bears a strikingly similar appearance in his facial and vocal characteristics to
Scorsese himself). Bill then proceeds to slash open Amsterdam’s face with a knife blade
in a move that refers back to the opening scene, and then climbs on top of the prostrate
Amsterdam and proceeds to bash his own face repeatedly into Amsterdam’s skull until
both are broken and bloodied beyond recognition. If this were not enough (for Scorsese,
it seems, this is never enough), Bill, in retaliation for Amsterdam’s self-defense killing of
one of Bill’s henchman, impales Amsterdam’s best friend to death on an iron fence post
in Five Points square. But the killing is not over yet; Bill throws a knife into the back of
the newly elected Sheriff Monk, a character with whom the audience has been allowed
some identification because of his admirable bravery, first wounding, and then killing

him by bashing his skull in with his own bludgeon. This is shot slightly out of frame
where a doorway partially obscures the scene of horrific violence. However, this
technique has the same effect as earlier stage and cinematic conventions of having the
violence occur off screen--that it only increases the horror. Scorsese compounds this
horror by killing off a favored character whose murder is shown only partially off screen
while blood spurts wildly in the air and on to Bill as he repeatedly bashes Monk in the
skull, the soundtrack recording each thudding blow. After this scene, the whole city
becomes a blood circus run wild as blood and circus animals run through the streets
during mass rioting over the draft revolt.
Amsterdam resolves to kill Bill in a final battle fought to the death. When both
are knocked unconscious in the middle of the battle by a canon shot from U.S. navy ships
trying to stop the riots, Amsterdam’s revenge seems at first thwarted; yet they both
struggle forth again. Bill swoops out of the fog of smoke and ash stabbing Amsterdam in
the leg; Amsterdam then stabs Bill in the heart. Blood gushes over them both. Bill the
Butcher finally collapses, his last words proclaiming, “I die a true American.”

“There seems, at present, no way out of the blood and circus that much of present cinema
has become.” (Prince 34)

Analysis of these multiple sites of blood and violence in Gangs of New York
reveals a fetishization of the blood spectacle. All these scenes are highly aestheticized in
what, in effect, becomes a filmic and directorial love affair with the blood spectacle itself.
These scenes serve little apparent narrative purpose in the film other than to underscore

the violence that once erupted in a developing democratic society. Yet one can easily
think of several other ways this could have been accomplished.
Overall, critical filmic analysis of blood spectacle in film generally falls into two
camps. The first focuses solely on the aesthetic construction of filmic violence,
addressing how each scene is constructed in precise technical terms, separating out the
aesthetics from their affective qualities on the viewer. The second, more traditional
cultural approach, seeks to identify how violence is related to the narrative and how it
reflects a larger societal and/or cultural dynamic that tells us something profound about
our society. An additional third, and less analytical approach to film, social theory,
attempts to show a causal link between the depiction of violence in film and an increase
in the violent behavior of viewers of film violence. The second, traditional cultural
approach seeks to argue that violence in film reflects an underlying condition of society
(mimesis), and this is the method most often applied to Scorsese’s films. This is also
where most of the director’s own comments on his films tend to lead critics. For critics
who engage in this type of mimetic analysis, films like Scorsese’s can be interpreted to
represent traditional narratives where “the redemption of American spirit or fortune
[appears] as something to be achieved by playing through a scenario of separation,
temporary regression to a more primitive or ‘natural’ state, and regeneration through
violence” (Slotkin qtd. in Slocum 12). The idea of “regenerative violence” arises from the
work of social anthropologist Rene Girard8 and leads to critical interpretations of
8

“Probably the most far-reaching exploration is articulated in the work of anthropologist and literary
theorist Rene Girard on ritual sacrifice. Girard claims that the social function of sacrifice begins with the
desiring of a single object by two individuals, self and other, who in recognizing their shared desire,
become doubles to each other. The more the self comprehends the doubling, or mimetic process, the more
the object loses significance and the rivalry with the other intensifies; the rivalry tends toward violent
conflict and the individual differences of self and other disappear. Finally, both look elsewhere for redress,

violence in American film where
“film characters and narratives are seen as popular representations of
individualism, the melting pot community, the frontier, the modern city, and
democracy, as well as racism, corporate capitalism, and the subordination of
otherness. As violent images give shape to narratives and help draw individual
characters, these acts of bloodlettting come to epitomize, punctuate, revise, or
subvert the underlying mythologies and symbolism. The result is a privileging of
narrative tendencies in individual films and their relation to deeply held cultural
standards and values” (Slocum 14-15).
This is an interpretation of filmic violence that always positions it in service to a higher
purpose of the narrative which reflects some aspect of Western ideology. With this kind
of interpretation we come perilously close to using film as information as opposed to
viewing it as an artistic construct. When, in Scorsese’s films, we view his use of
violence as serving an ideological purpose for regeneration we contain violence in his
films in “this pattern of violence followed by enlightenment [which] continually reasserts
itself, a horrifying situation since it makes violence a necessary prerequisite to selfawareness.” (Bliss x, xi). Yet Kolker writes,
“Scorsese, however, does not create narratives that are easily assailable. The
formal structure of his work is never completely at the service of the viewer or of
the story it is creating. There is an unashamed self-consciousness in his work and
a sense of kinetic energy that sometimes threatens to overtake both viewer and
to a marginal member of the community, a scapegoat, who absorbs the violence of the rivalry and is
expelled, thereby restoring the community of self and other. Violence here is not produced by a need to
release aggression but by a social imperative to overcome competition, discover kinship by confirming
otherness, and affirm hierarchies (of central versus marginal) individuals” (Slocum 14-15).

story, but always provides a commentary upon the viewer’s experience and
prevents him or her from easily slipping into a series of narrative events” (Kolker
208).
This seems to suggest that Scorsese’s use of violence and blood spectacle is not
necessarily created in service to the film’s narrative, leading this critic to believe that it
may in fact exist on its own as an imprint of the filmmaker as auteur. The mimetic idea
of violence as a necessary force that leads to a regeneration of the social order, then,
takes us very close to Aristotle’s traditional idea of violence in the arts as a method for
mediating violent tendencies in society by providing a safe venue for a catharsis. This
leads us briefly into social theory where we find that contrary to popular opinion, the
viewing of film violence does not lead to a catharsis of pent up aggressions. Prince writes
that “Empirical investigation of media violence have confronted and discredited a deeply
entrenched notion about the nature of probable effects. This is the idea of catharsis, the
notion that screen violence provides a viewer with the opportunity to purge hostile
feelings in the safe realm of art” (19). Since it appears there really is no absolute need for
violence in Scorsese’s film to reflect some aspect of Western ideology, nor does it appear
to serve any social function of effecting a sense of catharsis for its viewer, then we must
look elsewhere for an answer to the purpose of the blood spectacle in his films.
Closely related to the cultural approach of identifying an underlying social
dynamic is that of biography where the critic seeks to reveal an underlying dynamic in
the film’s narrative that is in some way always referring back to the director’s own life
experience/world view. In Scorsese’s case this always is said to relate back to his
Catholicism, through which, in addition to violence as a facilitator of a societal

regeneration, critics have identified that Scorsese films “frequently associate bloodshed
with redemption” where
“this connection mirrors Catholic sacramental theology, which holds that only
through Jesus’s death and resurrection are all the sacraments, employing material
objects such as water, bread, wine, or oil, able to accomplish what they signify.
The shedding of blood is key to God’s activity in the material universe” (Blake
6).
This analysis of Scorsese’s work is one that has proven so persistently seductive that
criticism on Scorsese films seems to have gotten stuck in a Catholic rut, as it were,
unable to free itself from the repetition compulsion of seeking visions of Christ
figurations everywhere while simultaneously identifying the presence of all the Catholic
sacraments. What has hardly been touched on in criticism of Scorsese films is his own
repetition compulsion for the representation and aestheticization of the blood spectacle
which he develops at the level of a fetish for the explicit purpose of seducing the viewer
into sharing in his directorial dyad of blood fetish and voyeuristic pleasure.

We are left then with the rather interesting idea of the presence of violence and
blood spectacle in Scorsese’s films existing for the primary purpose of violence for
violence’ sake. Our demonstration of Gangs of New York as a film that fetishizes the
blood spectacle while playing to a viewer’s direct psychic response to the appearance of
the blood spectacle through its purposeful aestheticization seems to support this view.
While this may appear in some way condemning Scorsese as a filmmaker of gratuitous
violence, precisely the opposite is true. What this speaks to instead is Scorsese as a

filmmaker who understands the cinematic apparatus and the psychological impact of
blood spectacle on the audience which he purposefully and aesthetically manipulates for
the effect of creating cinematic and voyeuristic pleasure. For this, Bliss refers to
“Scorsese as the poet of violence” (xiv).
We are left to question why the sheer excessiveness of blood and violence in
Gangs of New York, a marked increase from its use in his previous films. While this
would seem to lead us back to the previous idea of his using excessive violence as a way
of demonstrating the birth of democracy, what the increase in the use of blood spectacle
in Gangs of New York suggests within the discourse of cinema itself is something entirely
different. It points to a specific response by the filmmaker to an overall general increase
of violence and blood spectacle in film.9 Scorsese seems to be uping the ante again, but in
a very particular way. Because while social theorists have determined that violence in
visual culture does not work in terms of social catharsis, what they have also determined
is that increased viewing of filmic violence leads to a condition of desensitization to
violence, which can in some instances induce aggressive behavior in some individuals.10
What we are most interested in here is the idea of desensitization. Prince says it best
9

“Perhaps this change in attitude and treatment of violence is a function of our increasingly technologies
[her emphasis] view of the body and flesh. We see this dramatized outside the theater in the practices and
fantasies of “maintenance” and “repair” represented by the “fitness center” and cosmetic surgery. Inside
the theater, we see it dramatized in the “special effects allowed by new technological developments and in
an increasingly hyperbolic and quantified treatment of violence and bodily damage that is much about
“more” as it is about violence. It seems to me that this quantitative move to “more in relation to violence-more blood, more gore, more characters (they’re really not people) blown up or blown away--began with
the contemporary horror film, with “slasher” and “splatter” films that hyperbolized violence and its victims
in terms of quantity rather than through exaggerations of form” (Vivian C. Sobchak. “The Violent Dance:
A Personal Memoir of Death in the Movies.” 120. Prince. 110-124).
10
Finally, heavy viewing of violent media content tends to desensitize viewers. These individuals react to
screen violence with less emotion and a lower physiological response than do occasional viewers. None of
this empirical evidence is predictive of how a particular viewer will respond to screen violence. But it does
demonstrate that a statistically significant number of viewers in a large population will find the specific
content characteristics of screen violence to be an inducer or a disinhibitor of aggressive behavior”

when he writes that since the
“montage aesthetic has become the enduring template for filmic presentations of
graphic violence, cinema has turned death into a mechanized spectacle. The style
has taken filmmakers down a gigantic artistic dead end. The montage aesthetic
choreographs the outward manifestations of violence, not its inwardly spiritual
and emotional components and consequences. These elude the template. Thus
this aesthetic, when it becomes the chief means for representing violent death, as
it all too often has been, is an insufficient means for probing the meaning and
consequences of violence, should those be a filmmaker’s intentions. The montage
aesthetic conveys a filmmaker’s delight to the audience, who is encouraged to
respond in kind. The aesthetic evokes vigilante responses. Thus does death
become pleasurable and its protracted physical agonies become emptied of
meaning.” (200)
What this suggests is that with the excessive depiction of blood spectacle in Gangs of
New York Scorsese is not only seducing the viewer into this dyad of aestheticized
violence and voyeuristic pleasure, but he is doing so for the very purpose of responding
to an ever escalating increase of violence in cinema by creating scenes of blood spectacle
that are so graphically excessive they effectively evacuate the meaning of blood spectacle
itself. In Gangs of New York, Scorsese has desensitized his viewers, which according to
social theorists will lead some viewers to commit some aggressive acts. But what about
the rest of us? What does the evacuation of the meaning of the blood spectacle in cinema
mean for the viewer within the cinematic apparatus? Baille identifies this emptying of

(Prince, “Hemorrhaging of American Cinema.” 142).

the meaning of violence in film as an “aesthetic manifestation of the growing nihilism of
our postmodern age” (Baille 21). While Slocum writes that this desensitization is
implicit in the medium itself where its ultimate effect on the viewer is that the viewer
ceases to actively participate in the psychic construction of the cinematic image and
meaning, effectively becoming absorbed by the cinematic apparatus itself: “increasingly
impersonal technologies and the distanced gaze through which one sees images of
destruction empty those very images of their meaning; in the process, the viewer
becomes less active, simply another abstract component of the media landscape” (16).
However alluring the attraction to give in to this postmodern reading of
Scorsese’s excessive use of blood spectacle as an attempt to evacuate the meaning of
violence in cinema may be, it seems by far better to stick with our original assertion at
the outset of this article that with these images of blood spectacle Scorsese is primarily
seducing the viewer into a cinematic dyad of blood fetish and voyeuristic pleasure.
Because it is significant that in creating the blood spectacle for viewer’s pleasure
Scorsese is really not doing anything new. Throughout the ages, scenes of blood
spectacle have always existed, represented as highly aestheticized and eroticized-balletic, poetic, and lyrically beautiful, with shifts in time and temporality akin to a slowmotion camera effect. These scenes are not recent manifestations somehow reflecting a
particularized condition of modern/postmodern humanity, contrary to the views taken up
by most cultural and social theorists, but are instead indicative of something more
fundamental to a larger psychodynamic in human society because instances of
aestheticized, eroticized violence have always existed as spectacle in literature, art, and
the arts of performance: from the Iliad, to the gladiators of the coliseum, from Dracula,

to the films of Quentin Tarantino. Existing less as representative of some underlying
postmodern cultural anxiety and more as a persistent psychodynamic fundamental to
humanity, the evocation of an alternating attraction/repulsion is what makes these sites of
blood spectacle so compelling, that infuses them with the supernatural power of myth,
that attracts and affects us in such profound and terrifying ways that we keep coming
back for more. In spite of the repellent horror, we are continually drawn to the spectacle.

My special thanks to Scott Simmon for his helpful comments on this essay.
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M:OME Modern Sustainable Living

a)

in the Bridge Street Neighborhood

by Laura Joines-Novotny + Tom di Santo
Buildings currently constitute the single largest energy consuming human creation, with the
simple consequence that the sustainability of the built environment has a major impact on the
global ecosystem.”
Catherine Slessor, Physics and Phenomenology, 2001(1)

I.
The mission is simple: create modern affordable housing that belongs
to its climate and region, sustains itself and its owners while
supporting community and environment alike.

As the architects of the M:OME/Bridge Street Neighborhood (BSN), a $6.5 million
dollar housing development in the City of San Luis Obispo, we intend to bring
environmentally friendly housing to a wider market. The team endeavors to
make 50% of the 21 units affordable within moderate income Federal Affordable
Housing Standards. In addition, the market rate homes would have onebedroom units above the freestanding garage allowing the owners the option to
have rental income to offset their mortgage costs. All of these housing options
bring an inherent diversity ensuring a rich, varied community.
The
architects
of
M:OME/BSN,
Laura
Joines-Novotny
and
Tom Di Santo, have an
attendant love of form,
function, firmness, and
efficiency…endeavoring
to make work that is at
once
beautiful,
structural, useful, and
sustainable (meaning:
both healthy + selfsufficient).
This approach carries
over into the design of
the neighborhood as
well, creating a sense of
place, and community,
with a direct connection
to nature.
b)

“It’s developers who are willing to push new concepts like Bridge Street that ultimately move
those ideas into the mainstream.”
Jennifer Seal, Rocky Mountain Institute(2)

The M:OME homes within the BSN are designed as a fine-tuned regional
response to the latitude, climate and geography of central, coastal California;
nevertheless, the design may be adapted for other climactic regions. It would
simply need to be ‘adjusted’ to work with the sun angles, solar intensity, and
microclimate conditions of the particular site. The architects believe that a house
is a ‘machine for living’ such that it sustains itself by generating its own electricity,
heat and hot water and has an integrated means for cooling in the summer
months and rainwater collection in the springtime.

A house design must emanate from the specific characteristics of its site and the
conditions of place. The modular or pre-manufactured home is another means
for achieving affordability but at what cost? Do we really want affordability with a
patent disregard for climate, site, geography, regional aesthetics and values? To
eliminate all suspense, the architects of M:OME say “NO”. M:OME wishes to
bridge the gap between the extremes of modular homes and developer driven
tract homes on the
one hand and the
custom
designed
houses by architects
that are out of reach
by most homeowners
requiring affordability.
The
M:OME
is
designed as a skin
and bones system
similar to the human
body. The structural
steel
skeleton
is
exposed
on
the
inside c)
and the skin of the building wraps the exterior. The building skin
functions as a malleable and protective layer that adapts to its environment.
Consequently, the skin of the West wall needs to look and behave fundamentally
different than the skin of any other orientation. Similarly, the skins of the East,
North and South walls must also respond to their respective orientations.
Further, the microclimate of the region must enter into the design. The skin for
our tropical M:OME in Hawaii, for example, reads differently than that of our
mountain M:OME in the Rockies, or our desert M:OME in the Southwest.
Within a single region
a housing response
can be similar, thus in
our current design for
the Bridge Street
Neighborhood
we
make modifications to
each
home
to
balance light, view,
heat
gain
and
appropriate shading.
This also gives the
neighborhood
a
variation in color,
form and material rather than defaulting to homogeneity and monotony.

d)

II.
Site Design Philosophy
"Permaculture is the art and science that applies patterns found in nature to the design and
construction of human and natural environments. Only by applying such patterns and principles
to the built environment can we truly achieve a sustainable living system. Permaculture principles
are now being adapted to all systems and disciplines that human settlement requires. Architects,
planners, farmers, economists, social scientists, as well as students, homeowners and backyard
gardeners can utilize principles of Permaculture Design."
Larry Santoyo(3)
e)

“All my life we have been at war with nature. I just pray that we lose that war. There are no
winners in that war…”
Bill Mollison(4)

The goal is to create a neighborhood based on the principles of permanent
culture or ‘permaculture', adopting an attitude of sensitivity to the site. The goal
of the housing is to place it lightly on the land by respecting the existing
vegetation and habitats. The M:OME definition of a successful design is a self- f)

managed system, both with site and housing. The Bridge Street community of
housing would be harmoniously integrated into the natural setting in a way that
supports a healthy micro-community. The neighborhood is a size in which people
are able to know and be known by others and where each member feels they are
able
to
influence
the
community’s direction.
The
variety of housing options
provides inherent diversity of
owners, both in lifestyle and
income.
The assortment of
homes available would include
one and two bedroom live/work
spaces, three bedroom attached
housing and four bedroom
detached
units
with
one
bedroom granny units: twentyfive units in all.
g)

The Elements of a typical neighborhood would be present on the site:
- Residence
- Potential Rental income or Granny Units
- Food grown in common/private gardens
- Leisure
- Social/community life
Every building in the Bridge Street neighborhood would feature:
• Natural / non-toxic materials for building
• Solar orientation for light and temperature control
• Maximum daylighting to minimize reliance on power
• Design and construction for longevity
• Permaculture and a whole systems approach in the building design,
siting and landscaping
• Much of the house energy generated from renewable solar energy
sources
h)

The houses will rest on
landscaping resembling
the original site and the
surrounding hills.
The
housing placement forms
a common area for a
community
orchard,
gardens,
mailboxes,
shared electric cars and
bike benches that allows
residents to interact. In
addition, turf pavers and
decomposed granite will
be used on the vehicular
surfaces to allow greater percolation into the water table, and greater sensitivity
to the original feel of the site.
One of the most important issues for
the site design of this parcel is the
natural flow of water from the
surrounding hills through the site. Our
proposal is to plant an orchard in the
northern catchment ravine to control
erosion and capture some of the rainfall
for irrigation as it comes down the hill.
This addresses the permaculture
principle of water catchment and soil
fertility as high (in elevation) on the

landscape as possible.
i)

Because of the serpentine rock at a shallow level on the site, the water sheet
flows through the site rather than percolating down. Vegetated contour swales
would address this problem by acting to harvest seasonal sheet flow of rainfall,
which would slowly infiltrate and recharge groundwater down slope, thus
retaining moisture in the landscape much longer. This is called ‘pattern
application’ in permaculture. More than an aesthetic caprice, these contours will
now direct water flow and nutrient dispersal with maximum efficiency via gravity.
If needed, drip irrigation system will be laid on these level horizons where flow
will not be interrupted by elevations, which would otherwise cause pooling.
Permaculture principles of ‘edge effect’ are used in retaining the existing
vegetation of brambles in the wildlife corridor (a dense blackberry thicket that
forms a green corridor
for wildlife to live, and a
physical
and
visual
boundary to the southern
edge of the site). An
edge is an interface
between two mediums;
in our case this would be
the edge between the
houses
and
the
neighboring property to
the
north.
Diversity,
productivity and nutrients
are enhanced at these
edges.
Plant Guilds are made
up of a close association
of species clustered
around j) a central plant. This assembly acts in relation to the central plant to
assist its health, aid in management, or buffer adverse environmental effects. An
example would be apple trees with edible mint and nasturtium planted below to
naturally prevent apple maggots.
The scale and economy of the Bridge Street Project could possibly allow the site
to have shared use Neighborhood Electric Vehicles (NEVs) as a mode of
transportation. Electric vehicles would be available on a per-trip basis for
regional use by residents providing a built-in system for car-sharing, and a
means to reduce vehicle emissions and noise pollution. In addition, covered
bicycle parking is provided on several different areas of the site.

III.
Building Design Philosophy
“I sometimes dream of…a house whose inside is an open and manifest as a
bird’s nest…where to be a guest is to be presented with the freedom of the
house, and not carefully excluded from seven-eights of it, shut up in a particular
cell…”
Henry David Thoreau(5)
k)

Every architectural style
in
history
has
developed in response
to the perceived needs
of the day. The Bridge
Street Project responds
to the American need
for a house that is
warm,
friendly,
affordable
and
economical to operate;
an efficient machine
with
integrated
environmentally-friendly
technologies.
A new
Victorian, Craftsman or
Mission style home with photovoltaic panels, water catchment systems, solar
water heaters, sunshade devices, would appear incongruent and anachronistic.
The inverted gable roof
provides the water catchment
system,
an
optimal
photovoltaic roof angle, and a
unique
aesthetic
while
obscuring from vision the roof
equipment. In addition, the
roof form extending up and
out
opens
views
of
surrounding ridgelines so
prevalent on the Central
coast and on this Bridge
Street site in particular. It l)
accentuates the notion of the indoor/outdoor relationship desirable in our climate,

and it phenomenologically invites one to enter into the core of its interior, not to
mention inviting the welcome winter sun.
The design team observed the solar shadow from the surrounding hills on the
Winter Solstice (21 December), the shortest day of the year. All of the potential
house sites were in full sun until 15:00 (3:00 pm), which is the exact time the
team incorporated for the solar shadow of each neighboring residence on the
site. In other words,
the site placement
would be such that no
residence blocks the
Winter Sun of her
neighbor until three in
the afternoon.
m)

The project will be
built using “Healthy
House” materials that
use
non-toxic
materials with little or
no out-gassing and
that
are
not
destructive to the environment in their manufacturing process. Compromises
may have to be made to ensure the affordability of the project overall. For
example, we will only use sustainably harvested bamboo flooring on the second
floor. The first floor finish will remain as exposed “fly ash” concrete for thermal
mass. Thermal mass walls retain passive solar gain on the interior. Straw bale
walls may be replaced with environmentally friendly “Structural Insulated Panels”
(SIPS). These panels have smooth, strong exterior surfaces of formaldehydefree oriented strand board adhered to a non-toxic expanded polystyrene core.
The oriented strand board is produced from a regenerable wood skin make up of
second growth timber,
typically
10-year-old
poplar and aspen, rather
than old growth lumber.
Structural
insulated
panels are lightweight,
strong and easy to
assemble. The structural
shell uses up to 60%
less lumber and takes a
third less labor to
construct
than
a
traditional stick framed
n)

structure.

The SIP is

energy efficient with an R-value of 40, can be recycled and is free of CFCs,
HCFCs, HFCs and formaldehydes, with minimal air penetration and thermal
bridging problems.

V.
In
conclusion,
M:OME/BSN
intends to demonstrate that it is
possible to build a community of
houses that sets a higher
standard than the convention
that has been accepted in the
past. If we can send humans into
space to live, then surely we can
live in more technologically
progressive houses, which take
advantage of scientific advances
ready and available on the
market? Surely, we can also
learn from the past, from
indigenous vernacular structures
that respond naturally and
positively to their climate. The
o)team also wants to show that it is possible to build houses that are ‘affordable’,
whereby the selling price is determined not by what the market will bear, but by
the cost to design and build the structures. Going further, the project wants to
exhibit that measures can be put in place to ensure modest gains in equity for the
owners while preserving the affordability over the long haul.
The development process is long and complex, with many hurdles to leap over
and many hoops to jump through, but it is the intention of the team to create a
community in which people are enthusiastic to live.
The M:OME/BSN team would like
to set a precedent and inspire the
establishment
of
other
communities
such
as
this
throughout our region. A group of
people can come together, buy a
piece land, hire an architect to
guide them through the design,
permits, codes and variances, and
create their own version of a micro
neighborhood.
Hopefully, the
Bridge Street Project will provide a
model
for
this
type
of
community.p)

Summary Features: Site Design
Site restoration
Wildlife corridor
Ravine erosion mitigation with upper orchard
Central community orchard and mailboxes
Retain existing brambles to establish a wildlife corridor on northern edge of site
Reduce cut and fill with vegetated contour swales
Allows water to move down slope through the site to the wildlife corridor and onto the
creek
Reduced soil cutting reduces trips to landfill, reduces air pollution and reduces potential
for site erosion
Plant Guilds/Assemblies
Site plantings form plant assemblies to naturally act as pesticides or soil amenders
Example: apple trees with edible mint and nasturtium planted below trees naturally
prevent apple maggots. Plant guilds reflect native species as much as possible
Reduced paving/reduced site runoff
Use alternate paving materials for drives and roads to allow for site soil percolation
Edible landscaping corridor and community gardens
reduce trips to grocery store and encourage neighborhood participation
Water
Graywater dispersion on site and rainwater collection from roofs reduces amount of
water consumed for irrigation

q)

Summary Features: Building Design
Plan layout responds to natural sun cycles
• Intimate interior spaces within an open, loft-like, modern floor plan
• Rooms needing morning sun are on the east
• Rooms most used in the afternoon are on the west
• Open family areas on south façade with Double height living room
• Outdoor kitchen and living rooms extend the livability of the house
Natural day lighting
•Reduces use of lights during the day
(6)
•Windows give light on two sides of each room and soffits allow light to further penetrate interior
Shading and Overhangs
• Horizontal solar trellis on south side
• Vertical shading walls on west side
Passive Summer Cooling.

r)

• Strategically located windows opened at night and closed during day means no air-conditioning
bills
• Large roof overhang blocks summer sun
• Optional evaporative cooling basin on west takes advantage of NW breezes
• Thru-house ventilation incorporating both high and low windows to remove hot air via the Venturi
effect
Passive Solar Heating
• Normal Building materials provide thermal mass (heat collector
• Window and building orientation allows winter sun to heat the house
• Thermal mass re-radiates absorbed heat to keep the house warm at night
PV Roof panels
• Grid-tied to PGE for access to additional power and approximately zero net utility bill
• 150 w panels generate enough electricity for average house (20 kw/day) Hot Water roof panels
• Preheat hot water for domestic use and for radiant in-floor heating
• Provide hot water for supplemental heat radiators in north rooms
Cool roof
• Reflective standing seam metal roof reduces air temperatures surrounding building-heat island
effect prevented
• Decreased costs on long term roofing maintenance and replacement
Greywater recycling and Rainwater collection from roof
• Puts water back into local water table and provides water for landscaping and gardens
• Reduces load on sewer
Materials
•A ‘healthy home’ with minimized out-gassing or toxins from building materials
•Detail elements and finish materials are “timeless” and will age and mature gracefully.
Neighborhood Context
• Gatehouse lofts designed to reflect Bridge Street Building aesthetic
• Scale of Housing and unit mix consistent with adjacent neighborhoods

Energy Savings and waste reduction translates to dollars in the pockets of end-users
•
•
•
•
•

s)

passive solar heating and cooling technology
photovoltaic electric panels
reduced water usage via grey water and roof water catchment system
compact fluorescent lighting,
day lighting and light reflected off the upward canting interior ceiling is about five times that of a
conventionally built home.
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overall view of the bridge street neighborhood looking north with Cerro San Luis (Madonna Mountain) in
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view of water catchment system on the M:OME prototype M3 (watercolour by Tom di Santo)
view of the attached housing in the Bridge Street Neighborhood; looking east (watercolour by Tom di
Santo)
southeast view of the detached housing in the Bridge Street Neighborhood (watercolour by Tom di Santo)
site plan of the Bridge Street Neighborhood (watercolour by Tom di Santo, digital draughting by Paul
Locke)
south view of the detached housing in the Bridge Street Neighborhood (watercolour by Tom di Santo)
northwest view of the detached garage and studio above in the Bridge Street Neighborhood (watercolour
by Tom di Santo)
process watercolour sketch of the attached housing in the Bridge Street Neighborhood (watercolour by
Laura Joines-Novotny)
north view of the detached garage and studio above in the Bridge Street Neighborhood (watercolour by
Laura Joines-Novotny)
west view of the detached garage and studio above at night in the Bridge Street Neighborhood
(watercolour by Tom di Santo)
interior perspective of the great room looking out at the view in the detached house (digital work by Paul
Locke; analog work by Tom di Santo)
interior perspective from the loft looking out at the view in the detached house (digital work by Paul Locke;
analog work by Tom di Santo)
st
partial model of the great room showing the quality of light on the 21 of December (model by TJ Esser
and Laing Chung; photograph by Josef Kasperovich)
st
partial model of the great room showing the quality of light on the 21 of October (model by TJ Esser and
Laing Chung; photograph by Josef Kasperovich)
partial model of the great room showing the exterior (model by TJ Esser and Laing Chung; photograph by
Tom di Santo)
st
partial model of the kitchen showing the quality of light on the 21 of December (model by TJ Esser;
photograph by Tom di Santo)
southeast exterior view of the detached housing model (model by TJ Esser; photograph by Tom di Santo)
overall view of the bridge street neighborhood looking north with Cerro San Luis (Madonna Mountain) in
the background-summer landscape. (watercolour by Tom di Santo)
northwest exterior view of the detached housing and garage models (models by TJ Esser; photograph by
Josef Kasperovich)
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ABSTRACT:
Why North Americans have the Mid Vowel Mergers: A Historical-Linguistic Paradox:

Paul A. Johnston, Jr. , Dept. of English, Western Michigan University
That all forms of North American English but those of Newfoundland derive from
koinés–watered-down, mixed dialects resulting from contact between different varieties–has
been known since the 1930's, if not before, when Guy Lowman’s (1942) research on the
connection between British and American vernaculars failed to uncover any single possible
British ancestor. However, most phonological features of the English of North America show a
greater influence of Southeastern, Southwestern and East Anglian British dialects than Midland,
Northern or Scots ones (Wells, 1982) in the resulting mix, presumably reflecting the high
number of Southerners in the initial settlement pool. A group of changes universal in North
American (and Southern Hemisphere) settler’s Englishes and in both Atlantic and Pacific
Creoles, called the Mid Vowel Mergers by Wells (1982), present somewhat of a paradox
historically. These represent the merger of the descendants of:
(1) Middle English /L:/ with Middle English /e:/, so that meat = meet;
(2) Middle English /a:/ with Middle English /ai/, so that mane = main,
and (3) Middle English /D:/ with Middle English /Du/, so that road = rowed.
The problem is this: if we look at North American English as emerging from a mixture of
Southeastern and Southwestern localized dialects, the mergers (except for Merger1 in the far
Southeast of Britain, where it is old) would not necessarily have been adopted, as eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century data (Pegge, 1734; Batchelor, 1809; Ellis, 1889) reveal that only London
English had them to begin with, while the dialects of the countryside only adopted them during
the course of the nineteenth century, if not later, with the improvement of transportation links
with London, with resultant contact and back-and-forth migration being the deciding factor
(Trudgill & Foxcroft, 1978; Johnston, 1996). These developments postdate the formation of
North American English, so that if all British settlers in an area were localised speakers in an
area, the mergers should not likely happen, unless the majority were Londoners. This sort of
explanation might explain the situation in Australian English, but not the North American group,
bar very specific areas.
The various incipient Standards of pronunciation promoted by orthoëpists had Mergers 2
and 3 variably from the beginning of the seventeenth century and solidly from 1660 or so, and
Merger 1 from about 1700 (Dobson, 1968). Educated and middle-class Americans and
Canadians may have been drawn to these models, particularly in an era such as the eighteenthcentury, when prescriptive “correctness” in language was so stressed (Jones 1995), and this
could explain the adoption of the mergers in the cities and in Southern planter circles, and even
the conservative reflexes of the mid vowels in places like Charleston or parts of the Virginia
Tidewater, where ingliding diphthongs before consonants and monophthongs elsewhere
(reminiscent of Cooper’s (1683) model) were found. It is difficult to see what pull such models
would have in places like Western Pennsylvania and Southern Appalachia, however, and yet the
mergers (with innovative phonetic reflexes reminiscent of Cockney) are solid here.
Using a mixture of diachronic and synchronic sources–dialect reconstructions, spellings
in eighteenth-century letters, remarks in grammars, and remarks about traditionally-oriented
European societies, I shall attempt to show that a number of factors influenced the adoption of
such mergers, including both the influence of London norms and the incipient British Standard,
but also–and primarily-- the presence of an “outsider style” of language already used by the

settlers before their arrival in the New World to speak with people from outside their locality and
social sphere that was already somewhat “watered-down”, and given the Standard pressure, more
likely to have the mergers than the localized dialects used to insiders. In a new environment, this
would naturally become the more commonly used mode of speech by the settlers. In addition,
where non-English speakers were present, they would gravitate toward some sort of “watereddown” speech as more “correct”, and native-sounding, than a British vernacular, helping the
levelling process along. These conditions would apply in frontier localities as much as cities and
the North as much as Canada or the South, except in non-migratory communities like
Newfoundland.
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Paper Abstract:

This paper analyzes a series of eight Italian Folktales, drawn from Italo
Calvino’s compilation of the same name, in order to explore the
metaphorically charged role that architecture plays within this literary
genre. In this series, architecture is isomorphic with the body; it contains
the body; and it propels the body through fantastic transformations. Bodily
containers in these stories range from balconies to keyholes, crabs, boxes,
Trojan horses, barrels, fireplaces, towers, palaces, gardens and casks. The
wombs and tombs that these bodies occupy are vessels of becoming; they
are regenerative, and they are preservative. Their windows and doors
mimic bodily orifices from which smells, sounds, voices exude. Their
walls breathe. But besides the intense metaphoricity that the buildings in
these tales convey, there is a generative, compositional principle that is
shared as well between the literary and architectural genres.

The Balcony and the Keyhole:
Erotics of Architecture in Calvino’s Italian Folktales
Speculating about the craft of literary criticism, one writer has extolled the virtues of
what he called “the naïve critic,” one untethered to a singular methodological or ideological
approach, one willing to engage each new work in a spirit of interdisciplinary discovery. Such a
potential critic, he wrote, would be “…ready, for example, to explore architecture when reading
Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities…” (Taleb-Kyar 1991, 618). While embracing the spirit of that
author’s pluralist plea, this paper – and this naïve critic – reverse the terms of his formula in
suggesting an analogous role for the architecture critic, one who might, for example, be ready to
read Calvino’s work while exploring themes that are explicitly architectural.
Invisible Cities is indeed a work that has fascinated architects and their students, as well
as literary critics, for its richness of spatial and urbanistic propositions can stoke the flames of a
million imaginations. Its structure, too, has been described as geometric, crystalline, suggesting
an underlying logic formed in a fascination with architectonics (Hume 1992). This paper,
however, does not dwell upon that text, does not foreground it, but rather departs tangentially
from it. In the same manner in which an art or architectural historian might suggest
correspondences between a canonical work and some archaic or vernacular antecedents, this
paper endeavors to look where Calvino might have looked for themes, precedents, inspiration.
But here is a forewarning, that anything of that sort actually suggested here is merely a
byproduct of an other research, one into the erotics of architecture. This is not a thesis about
Calvino, though it may suggest one or several.
The object of study here is a group of Italian folktales, as compiled and retold by Italo
Calvino (Calvino 1980). I have chosen these tales primarily because I had glanced several times
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previously at this compilation but had never lingered very long. Being a fan of Calvino’s
inventive and playful fiction, I thought I might gain some insights into that work by following in
his footsteps, as it were; that I might better appreciate the architectural structuration of his stories
by an immersion in those tales, by reading what he had read and retold. Calvino’s compilation
contains two hundred stories, and I have limited myself to only eight. My selection had a kind of
subjective logic that I think in the end bore some fruit, though I was not at all certain that it
would. Calvino’s design includes tales from every region of Italy, and he has grouped the stories
geographically. The eight that I have selected are his representative examples from Venice. I
chose the Venetian tales by reason of cross-reference to Calvino’s own book, Invisible Cities
(1974), ostensibly a conversation between Marco Polo and Kublai Khan which is as well an
extended rumination on the multiplicitousness of Venice.
The analytic method and outward form of these readings of the folktales is selfconsciously Levi-Straussian (Lévi-Strauss 1963), though the Freudian themes that emerge
suggest as well the work of dream interpretation. In my analysis, I have proceeded in the overall
order in which Calvino offers the tales. Each folktale is, in-turn, synopsized from Calvino’s
telling, then interpreted both internally and across the series with special attention to the
interplay and exchange among bodies and buildings. As I progressed, I became increasingly
convinced that Calvino himself must have performed his own similar analysis in order to arrive
at this particular sequencing. What emerges is its own construction, a reading, which in its
abstraction suggests certain principles of structuration. Calvinian scholars should agree that The
Castle of Crossed Destinies, The Nonexistent Knight, and The Cloven Viscount, if not others, are
foreshadowed here.
Along the way, I have surrounded myself with images of Venice, its palaces, their curtain
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draped balconies, the watery streets and gondolas. I am not certain that this has aided my
analysis, but I have felt the necessity of locating some visual referents as verification for my
imagination of the settings of these tales. The ubiquity of balconies in these stories is especially
notable, and the reveries that those liminal spaces have stimulated have been particularly
pleasurable, though I trust that my portrayals of them will not seem altogether as fabrications.
The themes of marriage, fertility, and sexuality intertwine with the objects of my prior
disciplinary knowledge, for buildings in these tales are erotically charged. Perhaps one odd note
that I should admit has been the recurring drift of my consciousness in the course of this exercise
toward Hieronymous Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights. I have no justification for the
relevance of this northern European diversion (which in any case I have suppressed in the text of
my analysis) except to say that the images of bodies copulating inside clam shells, severing
knives, petrified bodies, vegetal variety, and violated orifices are surprisingly compatible with
this Venetian milieu.
***
As introduced in this first tale, themes of marriage abound in this particular grouping of
folktales drawn from the region of Venice.
I.F. 29: The Three Crones
Three old crones live in a palace. One drops a scented handkerchief through a hole in a balcony in
order to attract a young man from the street. He comes to the door and asks to see the maiden who
dropped the handkerchief, but is told that the girls of the house cannot be seen until they are
married. The crone, who the young king assumes to be the girl’s grandmother, gives the youth a
glimpse of an artificial finger through the keyhole, and he places a diamond ring on the artificial
finger as a token of proposal. On their wedding day, the crone’s face is covered with seven veils.
When the king discovers that his bride is a crone, he throws her out the window where her
nightgown gets hung on a trellis. Three fairies passing in the street see the dangling crone and turn
her into a beautiful maiden. The next morning, the king discovers his transformed bride and
reconciles with her. The crone’s sisters are astonished by the metamorphosis but are never seen
again. The king and his bride live happily ever after (Calvino 1980, 80-83).

Within the tale of The Three Crones, the motive of the occluding orifice is especially
suggestive of the drama of the wedding night, the conservation and sacrifice of virginity, and the
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role of sexuality in the flowering of beauty. The three sisters of the tale, aged 67, 75, and 94, are
initially described as “young,” a function perhaps of the prolonged state of their chastity which
has indefinitely deferred their attainment of womanhood. The dropping of the scented
handkerchief through the hole in the balcony is the first of several appearances in this tale of the
theme of the untorn hymen. The hole in the balcony serves as an orifice architecturally analogous
to the old crone’s vagina, and the scented handkerchief is emitted from that opening as a
pheromone of sexual attraction. Olfactory attraction is the impetus for the young king’s assault
upon the visual (and physical) occlusion of multiple membranes of modesty.
Other architectural signifiers play similar roles in the liminal play of courtship and
consummation. The keyhole is perhaps the most literal of these metaphors. The bridegroom’s
scrutiny of the bride through that slot suggests a kind of gynecological inspection for purposes of
confirming the intactness of her maidenhead. The keyhole provides a truncated view of the
artificial finger, constructed of a glove and a fingernail, resulting in deception of the king’s
judgment. Thus, he seals the contract of proposal by slipping the diamond ring over the
deceptive finger. Diagrammatically,

the diamond ring is a formal

inversion of the keyhole, yet it plays

a

foreshadowing

sexual relations. In this sequence,

the

initiation

of

similar

symbolic

role

in

then, we might say that there is a collapsing of significations such that

[eye : keyhole :: finger : ring :: penis : vagina].

On the wedding night, the lifting of the seven veils of ugliness results in the king
propelling his bride through the window, an inversion perhaps of the course of events he might
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have anticipated in the repulsion of his penis from her vagina by an overly stretched hymen. In
any case, the elasticity of the crone’s hymen is demonstrated by her nightgown’s snagging on the
trellis and refusing to tear. It is certainly fortuitous that the three fairies should pass, in order to
rectify the imbalance of the three crones. Acting in a manner as emissaries from Hymen, the
Greek god of marriage, they ostensibly allow the crone’s nightgown / hymen to gradually yield
to the penetrating copulatory force thus allowing the sexually deprived crone to be transformed
into a beautiful maiden.
***
In “The Three Crones,” courtship, marriage, and consummation are only accomplished
through an elaborate seduction by which the question of the bride’s virginity is both contested
and confirmed. In “The Crab Prince,” rather, the bride must undo the groom’s apparent
emasculation through a demonstration of her own sexual prowess.
I.F. 30: The Crab Prince
A fisherman who catches few fish one day catches an enormous crab, which he sells to the king
for gold. The king’s daughter watches the crab in the fishpond, where everyday it disappears
between noon and 3 o’clock. One day, the princess throws money down from her balcony to a
tramp begging for alms. The money accidentally falls into a ditch, and when the tramp dives in
after it, he discovers an underground canal which leads to a vast underground hall. There he sees a
fairy emerging from the water on the back of the enormous crab. A prince emerges from the crab
and shares a feast with the fairy before returning to the fishpond. The tramp reports these
occurrences to the princess, who accompanies his return the next day to observe for herself. Upon
seeing the prince, the princess falls in love with him, and when he emerges from the crab, she
hides inside until his return. The prince tells her that the fairy has cast a spell upon him and that it
can only be broken by a maiden who loves him enough to die for him. To break the spell, she must
sit on a rock and sing and convince the fairy to give her the flower from her hair, which is his life.
The princess, accompanied by eight maidens, plays the violin on a rock and convinces the fairy to
give her the flower, which the princess risks her life to retrieve. The spell is broken, and the two
are married (Calvino 1980, 83-86).

In The Crab Prince, the prince’s sexual identity is radically divided between the carapace
of the crab, which serves as a mask for his impotence, and the flower, which essentializes his
fundamental femininity. He has in fact been emasculated twice, first by the fairy who flaunts her
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domination by riding upon his back wearing the flower of his life in her hair, and secondly by
having been netted by the incompetent fisherman. The crab’s body, with its threatening pincers,
itself manifests the prince’s state of castration anxiety.
Spatially, the above-ground palace is mirrored by the underground complex of watery
chambers, and the maiden’s occupation of the balcony corresponds to the prince’s imprisonment
in the crab. Thus, while she occupies a celestial position, his position is aquatic. The terrestrial
realm is traversed only by the tramp, who is able to cross-over between the worlds of the
princess and the prince. The tramp thus serves as a sort of orphic guide for the princess, leading
her on a downward rather than an upward path. He is opposed by the fairy who blocks the
prince’s reclamation of his manhood.
The princess enters into a pecuniary relationship with both the tramp and the fairy,
rewarding the tramp’s services with gold and exchanging her musical serenade for the flower
possessed by the fairy. The princess’s siren song is an inverse seduction where her longing gaze
at the crab from her balcony is substituted by her call to the fairy from the rock. The princess’s
great challenge is to use her sapphic charms to entice the fairy from her castrating control of the
prince. She must dominate the dominatrix by wrestling possession of the prince’s phallic flower
in order to restore him to manhood and to suitability as a marriage partner. This brief lesbian
interlude is apparently sufficient to straighten the crab/prince’s sideways sexual excursions.
***
While sexual fidelity figures in the narrative developments of this next tale, that aspect is
overshadowed by complicating issues of family loyalty resulting from a clash between
matriarchy and patriarchy.
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I.F. 31: Silent for Seven Years
Two boys go to meet their father who is returning from a trip. The father, being in a bad mood,
yells to them, “The Devil take you both,” which the Devil promptly does. The boys’ sister goes in
search of her brothers whom she finds in a palace in a room with 24 beds. The boys are trapped
there, and fire burns underneath their bedclothes. The only way the girl can save her brothers is to
remain silent for seven years. After she leaves the palace, a king finds her asleep in the forest and
takes her home to be his bride. The king’s mother does not like the king’s bride and treats her
poorly. When the girl gives birth to a baby boy, the mother-in-law switches the baby with a dog.
The girl, unable to speak, cannot explain the dog-baby to the king, who therefore banishes her.
The mother-in-law tries to have the girl killed, but she escapes by cutting her hair and dressing like
a man. Accidentally falling-in with a household of 13 murderers, the girl is able to anonymously
warn the king of a plan to ransack his palace. Unfortunately, she is captured and mistaken for one
of the criminals and is thrown into prison and sentenced to death. Only one day remains of her
seven years of silence, so she silently pleads for an extension of her sentence. The next day, two
warriors arrive, her brothers, who reveal their, and her, identities to the king. Thus able to speak,
the girl explains her mother-in-law’s actions to the king. The king hangs his mother, reunites with
his wife, and appoints her brothers prime ministers (Calvino 1980, 87-90).

In “Silent for Seven Years,” the marriage union of a king and his bride is both facilitated
and threatened by the structural interactions of an ill-humored father-in-law and a wickedhearted mother-in-law. The bride’s plight is set-off by her father’s condemnation of her brothers,
which leads to her search and adoption of a septennial silence. Her voluntary muteness is a
transference of her brothers’ “fire in the belly,” and her loyalty to that familial bond has no
bounds. The king, on the other hand, is so loyal to his mother that he is blind to her machinations
against both his wife and his heir. The king’s mother is unflatteringly linked to the Devil, for
while he put fire in the boys’ bellies, he only strengthened their own and their sister’s resolve;
whereas the mother, by putting the baby in a box, ruthlessly extinguished the life of the
defenseless. This act ultimately leads to the mother-in-law’s undoing, for while the dog disguised
as a baby precipitates the woman’s expulsion, the same woman’s disguise as a man effects her
return.
While the woman’s solidarity with her brothers does not compromise her wifely loyalties,
the king’s blind faith in his mother causes him to doubt his wife’s faithfulness and to overlook
his son’s murder. Likewise, while the mother’s unhealthy affection for her son leads him to
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unknowing acts of speech, the father’s rejection of his sons leads his daughter to all-knowing
silence. Additionally, the king’s overbearing mother and the girl’s repressive father have left the
couple in a state of both sexual immaturity and frigidity which takes seven years to overcome.
With the execution of his mother, the king seems to definitively reject the influence of
matriarchy, yet with the appointment of his wife’s brothers as prime ministers, he opposes as
well the formation of his own unchecked patriarchy. The king’s deceptive mother here contrasts
with the mother of the king in IF 29 who warns her son against the trickery of the crones. And
the father of the princess in IF 30 is insouciant about his daughter’s escapades in contrast to the
abusiveness of the father in the present tale.
***
Competition between two women for the affections of the same man motivates the plot
for this next tale.
I.F. 32: The Dead Man’s Palace
The king’s daughter is waiting with her maids on the balcony when an old woman passes below
asking for some charity. The maiden throws down a bag of coins to her. The old woman makes the
same request twice more, angering the maiden. The old women then places a curse on the maiden,
that she should not marry until she found a dead man. The maiden goes in search of the dead man,
and comes upon a marble palace where she eats and falls asleep. The next morning, she awakes
and finds a dead man in a room inside. Whoever would watch over the man for one year, three
months, and one week would become the man’s bride. After watching over the man for one year,
the maiden buys a slave girl to help her in her watch. After three more months of constant
surveillance, the maiden grows tired and asks the slave girl to watch the man while she takes a
nap. The slave girl fails to awaken the maiden, however, so when the man awakes, he mistakes the
slave girl for his watcher and marries her instead of the maiden. Thus the maiden feels cheated,
and she is now mistaken for a slave. When the king leaves for a trip, he asks each servant what
gifts they would like upon his return. The maiden requests three things: a tinderbox, a black taper,
and a knife. A merchant, suspicious of the request, advises the king to wait three days before
giving the girl the three presents. The king hides in the girl’s room under her bed and watches her
as she opens the presents, lighting the candle, thrusting the knife into the table, then speaking to it
of her plight. When she instructs the knife to plunge into her heart, the king saves her. Having
heard her story, he asks her to be his wife and has the slave girl killed. They live happily ever after
(Calvino 1980, 90-95).

Again, a balcony provides a setting for a princess and thrusts her into the realm of inbetweeness: both inside the palace and outside its walls; in-between the sky above and the
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ground below. Here, the princess’s casting downward of money to an old woman is reciprocated
by a casting upward of curses in a striation of both spatial and social hierarchies. The balcony,
too, contrasts with the Princess’s next destination, the Dead Man’s Palace, which is by definition
a tomb. The celestial position of the balcony is counterposed by the tomb’s chthonic
embeddedness. There in the king’s tomb, while the maiden is prohibited from sleeping, the king,
cast under a spell, is prohibited from waking. The two curses are linked by a temporal dimension
analogous to the seven-year prohibition of speech in IF 31. The Dead Man’s resurrection effects
a reversal of fortunes between the maiden and the slave girl, and this Lazarus effect lingers until
another inversion can provide a corrective.
The three gifts that the king brings to the maiden mirror the earlier exchanges between
the maiden herself and the old woman. In both cases, these exchanges have the power and
potential to either exact a curse or its undoing. The three gifts – the tinderbox, the black candle,
and the knife – are charged with an occult significance that can be variously interpreted. First is
the possibility that the compounding of curses and bad luck has succeeded in transforming the
maiden into a witch now practicing her own brand of black magic. The knife is especially
charged with magical powers, being able to speak in reply to the maiden and to obey her suicidal
commands. Additionally, the small casket, the black phallus, and the castrating knife suggest
other rituals of onanism or mutilation. The slave’s excessive execution, burned “[i]n the middle
of the town square, in a caldron of flaming pitch” would suggest a motive of vengeance along
with a moral prohibition to this tale of romantic duplicity.
***
The theme of romantic competition continues in the story of “Pome and Peel,” though in
this case, the contest is between two men for the same woman rather than between two women
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for the same man.
I.F. 33: Pome and Peel
A barren couple, wishing for a son, seeks the help of a wizard who gives them an apple. The
woman has her maidservant peel the apple and then eats the pulp while the maid eats the peelings.
The woman and the maidservant gives birth to baby boys on the same day. Pome’s skin is as white
as apple pulp while Peel’s is as ruddy as apple skin. The two boys are raised as brothers. Wanting
to see the wizard’s daughter, the two hide inside a hollow horse and begin to play a trumpet and
violin. The wizard brings the horse into his palace to entertain his daughter. When the wizard
leaves the room, Pome and Peel emerge from the horse and convince the girl to come away with
them with the promise that Pome would marry her. When the wizard discovers the deception, he
goes to his balcony and shouts three curses on his daughter concerning three horses, three dogs,
and a snake. Three fairies hear the curses shouted from the balcony. When they arrive at an inn
where Pome, Peel, and the wizard’s daughter were resting, the fairies let Peel overhear their
discussion of ways in which the wizard’s curse could be thwarted: by slaying one horse, one dog,
and the snake. They warn, however, that whoever uttered a word about the three secrets would
turn to stone. Peel saves the girl by slaying the animals, but she and Pome mistakenly think he is
trying to kill them. Peel tells the girl the three secrets and turns to stone. The girl appeals to her
father the wizard who brushes Peel with balsam and brings him back to life [Calvino, 1980 #25,
95-98].

The conjunction of an apple, two competitive “brothers,” and a snake gives this tale an
especially Biblical tone that concludes ambiguously with regard to the prohibition against
coveting thy neighbor’s wife. The transformative capacity of the apple in effecting the change
from a barren state to one of fertility is echoed by the properties of the balsam ointment in
restoring stone to flesh. Elsewhere, the olfactory sense also serves as a marker of fertility or its
simulation, as in the scented handkerchief of IF 29 or the life-flower of IF 30.
Pome and Peel issue from one origin but are of divided character, of pulp and peel. This
play between interior and exterior is not one of equivalencies, however, as a class distinction
persists between the son of the noble couple and that of the maidservant. The hollow horse is
another manifestation of this interior/exterior difference; the horse is a shell (analogous to that of
the crab in IF 30), an outward deception concealing the boys, and finally the wizard’s daughter.
The music that emanates from the horse serves as an aural supplement to the visual seduction,
akin to the siren’s song of IF 30. The wizard’s shouting of three curses again reinforces the
liminal function of the balcony and reverses the direction of the old woman’s spell of IF 32.
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The trebling of elements in this tale is especially noteworthy and serves as a clue for
deducing the secret of the red snake. The sets of three curses, three fairies, and three secrets
establish a pattern from which the single exception seems noteworthy. The wizard’s three curses
contain an internal structure of three horses and three dogs each distributed in a color range of
white, black, and red; but, the third element of the curse contains only unity, a single snake. Why
is there only one snake? The wizard’s curse is formulated based on his knowledge of his
daughter’s sentimental preferences and her propensity to choose a white horse and a black dog
when presented a range of choices. As the chart below would suggest, regardless of her other
preferences, the wizard’s daughter has only one option in the category of snakes: a red one. But
why does the wizard omit reference to the snake’s red color?
Horse
White
Black
Red

Dog
White
Black
Red

Snake
White
Black
Red

If we consider formal similarities between the original apple peeling and the snake, then
we may reach certain conclusions. As the maidservant peeled the apple, we can visualize a
spiraling red membrane issuing from the edge of her knife in a way that
paradigmatically resembles the snake. The red peeling, moreover, is
directly linked through signification with Peel. Is Peel the red snake? Peel
hides under Pome’s and the wizard’s daughter’s marriage bed with his
secret, unutterable knowledge. (This recalls the king’s hiding place in IF 32.) We are told that he
slays the snake as it breaks through the windowpane, but when the couple are awakened, the
snake has vanished, they see Peel with his “sword unsheathed,” and they suspect him of
treachery. What do these details suggest?
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First, the snake breaking through the windowpane would indicate the transformative
moment of the girl’s “deflowering,” or the loss of her hymen, in a manner reminiscent of IF 29
(and echoing the fairy’s “deflowering” in IF 30). Next, the multiplication of phallic signifiers is
overwhelming. Presumably, Pome’s penis is suitably engaged during this moment of
matrimonial bliss; additionally, Peel is present in the room with his “sword unsheathed.” While it
is a mystery why the snake has vanished, it might be explained by the fact that Peel is the red
snake, or alternatively, that the red snake is Peel’s penis. The sight of Peel’s “unsheathed sword”
could indicate either Peel’s indulgence in an act of voyeuristic onanism or, alternatively, his
preparation for an act of auto-castration. In either case, we must surmise that the third secret is
by far the most sensitive; the secret of the red snake is Peel’s carnal attraction to his brother’s
wife. That she might share in a reciprocal love is suggested by her appeal to her father to restore
Peel to his fleshly state. Thus, an ambiguous message is conveyed regarding the violation of a
Biblical, canonical prohibition.
But the secret is even more complicated, for what the wizard knows, which no one else
could know, is that he is in fact the father of both Pome and Peel, by virtue of his donation of the
inseminating apple, and thus a simple act of adultery is compounded by the act of incest.
***
I.F. 34: The Cloven Youth
A pregnant woman, craving parsley, steals the herb from a witch’s garden. The witch catches the
thief, and vows that the woman’s child will become half hers at the age of seven years. When the
women’s son reaches the age of seven, the witch reappears and cuts him in half lengthwise. One
half-boy returns to his mother and grows up to be a fisherman. While fishing for eels, the half-boy
catches an eel as long as himself who then asks the boy to throw him back. When he does, the next
net he pulls up is full of eels. The next day, the boy catches the big eel again, who again asks to be
thrown back and promises to grant whatever the half-boy’s wishes for the sake of the little eels.
When the half-boy walks past a palace, the king’s daughter laughs from her balcony at his
ridiculous appearance. The boy makes a wish that the girl should bear his son. When the girl
becomes pregnant and bears a son, the king calls upon a sorcerer to determine the identity of the
child’s father. The king throws a grand ball at which the baby is instructed to give a gold apple to
his father and a silver apple to his grandfather, whereby the cloven youth’s paternity is established.
The king has his daughter and the cloven youth married, then places them along with their child
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sealed inside a large barrel which is then cast into the sea. The cloven youth calls again upon the
promise of the eel, who brings them safely ashore, restores the cloven youth to wholeness, and
gives them a palace with two apple trees in the garden bearing gold and silver apples. The youth
throws a ball where he catches his wife’s father, the king, snitching gold and silver apples from the
garden, but then pardons him upon his wife’s request (Calvino 1980, 99-102).

“The Cloven Youth” shares a number of elements, transformed, with the previous tale;
yet, the emphasis here turns upon issues of paternal rather than fraternal incest. The following
chart summarizes a series of elemental similarities, though the particular functions of individual
elements tend to shift in ways that will soon be ascertained.
Pome and Peel
Barren woman
Wizard’s balsam
2 sons: 1 pulp and 1 peel
Hollow horse
Wizard throws curses from balcony
Red apple for insemination
Contested fraternity
Red snake

The Cloven Youth
Pregnant woman
Witch’s parsley
2 ½-sons
Floating barrel
Princess throws insults from balcony
Gold and Silver apples for divination
Contested paternity
Giant eel

Besides these, we can also trace relationships between this and other tales. For example, the
incompetent fisherman in IF 30 catches a giant crab, whereas the ½-boy who is a fisherman in
this tale catches a giant eel. Likewise, the king’s and princess’s enclosure in a crab shell is
analogous to the imprisonment of the cloven youth and his family in a barrel. It can also be
asserted that the mother’s relationship with her son in IF 31 is as questionable as the father’s
relationship with his daughter in the present tale.
What is unique in this tale, however, is the suspicious motive of the king with regard to
the determination of the paternity of his daughter’s child, ostensibly his grandchild. In the test
devised by the sorcerer, the child is to give his father a golden apple and his grandfather a silver
apple. When the child hands the king a silver apple, the king replies, “I know only too well I’m
your grandfather. . . But I want to know who your father is.” But if we already know who the
grandfather is, why are we bothering with the silver apple at all? One explanation might be that
the sorcerer is merely implementing a kind of scientific “control” as a means of verifying the
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outcome of the test. But since when did a sorcerer require external validation? There are several
other possibilities. For example, while it is clear that the king is the baby’s grandfather, it is also
possible that he sired both the mother and the father in the same manner as the wizard of IF 33.
And furthermore, we do not specifically know the paternity of the cloven youth. Another
possibility is that the king’s real conundrum is whether he himself is the father of his daughter’s
child. This would explain the concluding scene of the story, where the king, attending a party at
the palace of the now-restored cloven youth and his wife, is found with both the gold and silver
apples in his pockets. Though the king protests as a victim of magic, the ambiguous possibility
remains that the king is, through an act of incest, both the father and grandfather of the child.
***
I.F. 35: Invisible Grandfather
A girl from a poor family leaves her mother and sisters to search for her
fortune. She comes upon a palace where no one is at home; she enters and
makes some soup to eat. Two hands mysteriously begin setting the table. She
sleeps there the night, and when she awakens the next morning, the hands
appear again serving her breakfast. She finds clothes in the palace and
dresses in queenly attire while becoming increasingly beautiful. The king of
the palace sees her in the garden and asks permission to speak to her. Unsure
of how to respond, the girl asks advice from the fireplace. The chimney
speaks to her, informs her that he is her grandfather, and gives her permission
to marry the king. The girl and the king carry on a relationship for a week
from the balcony. Her grandfather instructs her to proceed with the
marriage, but that she must remove everything from the palace. The girl’s
beauty continues to increase. Over the next week, everything is removed
from the palace except for a gold necklace hanging on a nail. When the
girl realizes that she had left the necklace, she returns for it. The
chimney is angry with her, and when she places the necklace around
her neck, she turns into a hideous bearded woman. Horrified, but still
loving her, the king hides the girl from his father in a
forest cottage while visiting her everyday. When the king’s father learns that his son is courting a
bearded woman, he vows to put her to death. The girl, wearing a black veil and black velvet dress,
visits her grandfather who agrees to give her beauty back. The girl and the king are married
(Calvino 1980@103-106).

Who is the invisible grandfather? And where is the girl’s missing father? The phallic
markers of the preceding tales – snakes, eels, knives, candles – are here substituted by an
unambiguous symbol, a patriarchal chimney. It is balanced by the complete absence of a male
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figure in the household the girl has left behind. As the grandfather-chimney instructs the girl to
remove all furnishings from the palace, he effectively purges the house of all feminine attributes.
The longer she stays, the more beautiful the girl becomes, as if she is absorbing all womanliness
from the place, thus freeing the grandfather from its imprisoning curse. When the granddaughter
forgets the necklace, leaving it hanging on a nail, she ruins the exorcism resulting in her
grandfather’s continuing emasculation (he is chained by the necklace) and her own
masculinization (she sprouts a hideous beard).
The linkages of this tale to the tale of “The Three Crones” are several, as is demonstrated
in the following chart:
The Three Crones
Artificial finger (with nail)
Diamond ring
7 veils of ugliness (matrimonial)
Keyhole (visual orifice)
Hole in balcony (vagina)
Matriarchal household

The Invisible Grandfather
Disembodied hands
Golden necklace (on nail)
Black veil and black dress (funereal)
Fireplace (oral / anal orifice)
Chimney (phallus)
Patriarchal household

Additionally, the seemingly unique condition of the grandfather’s body being contained in the
fireplace has an inverse correspondence with the fire contained in the bodies of the two brothers
of IF 31. In that same tale, the boys’ sister has a body but no voice, while here the grandfather
has a voice but no body. The voice emanating from the fireplace itself seems an inversion of
human anatomy, with the chimney being homologous with the
throat while the oral orifice (the voice-box / fire-box) occupies
an anal position. These transpositions are understandable in the
context of the various roles that balconies play in these
collected tales: curses, money, insults, and handkerchiefs
descending from the balcony to the ground and curses, supplications, and (in this tale) seductions
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issuing from the ground to the balcony.
There is more. The bride’s (temporary) pre-marital lapse into hideousness reverses the
crone’s post-coital beautification of IF 29. The bride’s seclusion in a forest cottage echoes the
imprisonment of the crab-prince of IF 30, the baby hidden in a box of IF 31, the camouflage of
the hollow horse in IF 33, and the castaway barrel of the cloven youth in IF 34. And the veiling
of the maiden’s ugliness follows the pattern of the seven veils of the crone’s ugliness in IF 29. In
the earlier tale, those veils were integrated as part of a marriage ritual, whereas in the “Invisible
Grandfather,” the veil is funereal black and accompanied by a somber black dress. The girl’s
ugliness results from her mourning her grandfather’s (and father’s?) death. Grandpa is in the
fireplace because that is the site of his cremation.
***
With “The King of Denmark’s Son,” we reach the apotheosis of this group of Italian
folktales, for it achieves – through certain twists – an integration and reinvention of numerous
themes from the preceding series.
I.F. 36: The King of Denmark’s Son
A king and queen, unable for years to conceive children, finally have a baby girl. The mother calls
in twelve astrologers in order to learn her daughter’s destiny. The queen gives gold telescopes to
eleven astrologers and a silver one to the twelfth, the oldest, astrologer. Angered, the twelfth
astrologer predicts that the daughter will marry the first man she hears named. To prevent her from
hearing the mention of men’s names, the king builds a palace without windows, except for one
tiny window near the top, for his daughter to live. She grows restless in her prison, however, and
builds a tower out of furniture to reach the small window in her room. From there, words reach her
from two men passing below about the King of Denmark’s son who is so fine-looking that he
wears seven veils over his face and who will only marry one as beautiful as he. Upon hearing his
name, the girl becomes infatuated with the King’s son and pleads with her father who sends his
ambassadors to summon the boy. The ambassadors, however, are unable to vouch convincingly
for the girl’s beauty to the King’s son, and so are rejected three times, being sent away with a cord,
a knife and a pistol for the girl to kill herself. Distraught, the girl takes the three weapons and has
herself encased in an iron cask and thrown into the sea. The cask arrives on the shore of an island
with a queen’s palace belonging to the sister of the King of Denmark’s son who visits regularly to
drink sea water. Upon his visits, the queen has the girl dress like a servant and serve the water to
the boy. He is smitten with her and visits more and more often. When she finally does not appear,
he goes to her room where he finds her in bed with the noose, the knife, and the pistol. He claims
that he had been misled about her beauty (Calvino 1980, 107-110).

The primary inversion in this tale is the seven-veiled beauty of the prince as compared to
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the seven-veiled ugliness of the crones in IF 29. This emphasis upon the femininity of the male
character, the prince, can be compared as well to the emasculation of the crab-prince in IF 30;
the girl’s transvestitism of IF 31; and the masculinization of the bearded girl in IF 35. The King
of Denmark’s son’s sexual orientation is particularly ambiguous by virtue of his extreme
narcissism and his insistence on finding “a wife whose looks equal his own.” His presumed
homosexuality can be contrasted with the latent lesbianism in the exchange between the fairy and
the “mermaid” princess of IF 30.
Earlier issues of fertility and divination united in the roles of the wizard and sorcerer are
here overlain in the aged astrologer. For example, the functions of the red apple of IF 33, of the
gold and silver apples in IF 34, and of the gold and silver telescopes in IF 36 are linked through
functional, formal, and material transpositions: red apple

gold and silver apples

gold

and silver telescopes. In the present tale, the astrologer’s prophesy / curse that the princess will
marry the first man whose name she hears uttered leads her father to engineer for her a condition
of imposed deafness. Her situation is comparable to the condition of imposed muteness present
in IF 31 and IF 34 and that of imposed sleeplessness in IF 32.
The tower in which the princess’s father imprisons her is constructed without openings in
the walls, save for one tiny window at the very top. That window allows the circulation of air but
effectively limits vision of the ground. Only through her determination does the princess
construct an interior platform of furniture by which she can bring her ear close to the opening.
There she is able to hear the words arising from the gentlemen passing below regarding the King
of Denmark’s son. That small opening thus serves the function of an ear, and the princess’s
resulting infatuation is an aural seduction analogous (though vertically inverted) to the olfactory
seduction of the king by the crone in IF 29. Aural seductions also occur in the siren’s song of IF
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30 and the serenade of IF 33. Of all the palaces in these stories, the princess’s tower is unique in
its explicit lack of a balcony – clearly a deliberate suppression of thresholds. Yet, the princess’s
reception of words from below formally inverts the maiden’s receipt of the chimney’s words
from above in the preceding tale, thus circumventing the aural proscription.
The “gifts” that the King of Denmark’s son conveys to the princess by way of her father’s
incompetent ambassadors – the noose, the knife, the pistol, – are all phallic signifiers that
suggest a range of turgidity from flaccid to rigid. The middle term, the knife, suggests both the
erect penis and its absolute negation through the act of castration. An earlier occurrence of three
gifts in IF 32 is formally analogous to this set: the black candle (a rigid rope); the talking knife;
the tinderbox (containing a volatile explosive). In that tale, the three gifts were requested rather
than proffered, but in both tales the gifts provide an impetus for resolution of paradoxical
conflicts. In this tale, the prince’s gifts are meant to encourage the princess’s suicidal
lamentations (to hang, stab, or shoot herself), but in offering them he ironically transfers the
phallus to her, symbolically empowering her while further blurring the nature of his own sexual
orientation.
The revelation that the King of Denmark’s son drinks seawater as a restorative can be
understood as part of the natural pharmacopoeia that forms yet another layer of these tales. Peel’s
restoration to flesh from stone in IF 33 is accomplished with a vial of balsam; and the scent on
the handkerchief in IF 29, the compiler’s footnote informs us, is formed of a wad of aromatic
jam. Apples, as has been mentioned, serve both fertilizing and divinatory purposes. The chewing
of parsley, while presumably providing digestive assistance, indirectly precipitates the witch’s
bifurcation of the youth in IF 34. A flower, too, plays a critical role in IF 30. Yet the prince’s
ingestion of seawater compounds several stark inversions. The glass containing seawater in the
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princess / servant’s hand is directly opposed to the iron cask within which she herself was
submerged. His ingestion of the salty medium of her rebirth suggests a fluid at once amniotic and
seminal.
The repeated occurrence in these tales of characters either being enclosed or enclosing
themselves within containing vessels requires some close attention. The princess’s encasement in
an iron cask in this tale is but one more example. In fact, a similar circumstance occurs in every
tale except the first, IF 29. Why this exception?
IF 29
??
??

IF 30

IF 31

IF 32

IF 33

IF 34

IF 35

IF 36

crab body

Baby in box

dead man’s
palace

Hollow horse

Barrel

fireplace

iron cask

tomb/womb

Tomb

tomb/womb

womb

Tomb/womb

tomb

tomb/womb

If we examine these tales closely, we find that in each case, the containing vessel plays a
pivotal role in effecting some change of state in the action. Typically, the vessel serves as some
form of imprisonment but also as vehicle for rebirth or regeneration. In two cases, IF 31 and IF
35, the funereal function is literal and (seemingly) final. In one case, IF 33, the vessel is a mask
for musical seduction and then a vehicle for elopement.
The correspondences are not as clear, however in the case of “The Three Crones.” On
one hand, the crones’ palace is itself a kind of prison from which they do not venture outward;
and, it is also a kind of tomb, by virtue of their extreme age and condition of withered infertility.
On the other hand, if we recall the earlier functioning of the trapdoor in their balcony, then we
understand an additional meaning. In the act of seducing the king, the crone dropped a scented
handkerchief through the hole, suggesting some sexual analogy between that opening and her
vagina. If that is the case, then the occupiable space of the balcony itself would be roughly
homologous with her uterus. The principles of tomb and womb, which are typically
interchangeable in the other tales, are here juxtaposed. In “The Tale of the Three Crones,” it is
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the breaking of that absolute separation between inner and outer sanctums, as in the violation of
the hymen, which allows reciprocation and exchange between opposing yet complementary
realms. The nature / culture division is thus not returned to a state of featureless continuity;
rather, it is delivered into a state of continuous, signifying play.
***
In the Venetian series of Calvino’s Italian Folktales, architecture is isomorphic with the
body; it contains the body; and it propels the body through fantastic transformations. Bodily
containers in these stories range from balconies to keyholes, crabs, boxes, Trojan horses, barrels,
fireplaces, towers, palaces, gardens and casks. The wombs and tombs that these bodies occupy
are vessels of becoming; they are regenerative, and they are preservative. Their windows and
doors mimic bodily orifices from which smells, sounds, voices exude. Their walls breathe.
But besides the intense metaphoricity that the buildings in these tales convey, there is a
generative, compositional principle that is shared as well between the literary and architectural
genres. Still the naïve critic, looking where Calvino looked, I look again at his Invisible Cities to
study architecture and find there echoes of those archaic sources:
Of all the changes of a language a traveler in distant lands must face, none equals that
which awaits him in the city of Hypatia, because the change regards not words, but things. I
entered Hypatia one morning, a magnolia garden was reflected in blue lagoons, I walked among
the hedges, sure I would discover young and beautiful ladies bathing; but at the bottom of the
water, crabs were biting the eyes of the suicides, stones tied around their necks, their hair green
with seaweed (Calvino 1974, 47-48).
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Abstract
Erich Wolfgang Korngold, in both his music and his life, seems to have been a person who believed that
love conquers all. Is transcendent love a theme in Korngold’s dramatic and vocal works? Does it mirror a
theme in his life, and did the reappearance of this theme in America herald a change in Korngold’s personal
life? Did his musical representation of such love change after his transplantation away from his musical
roots in Vienna? These are the questions which this paper addresses through examining the his relationship
with his parents and Luzi, his wife, and how they relate to his compositions. It particularly focuses on his
Lieder and two larger works: the opera, Das Wunder der Heliane, and the film score for Between Two
Worlds.

The Paper
Amor Vincit Omnia --“Love conquers all”—it is an idea so old that the aphorism
itself is in a dead language. Yet, for some of us, it holds a power over the imagination
and a hope for the soul that brings strength and conviction. Erich Wolfgang Korngold,
in both his music and his life, seems to have been such a person. Is transcendent love a
theme in Korngold’s dramatic and vocal works? Does it mirror a theme in his life, and
did the reappearance of this theme in America herald a change in Korngold’s personal
life? Did his musical representation of such love change after his transplantation away
from his musical roots in Vienna? Korngold had a very extended sense of leitmotif. For
example, he used the death motif he developed in 1921 for his opera, Die Tote Stadt,
throughout his compositional career. It is, in part, this particular clarity of fixed motif
which makes a fruitful study of transcendental love in Korngold possible, since we may
discuss not only similarities of literary and biographical, but also of musical, content in
Korngold’s works.

Erich Wolfgang was born in 1897, the second son of Julius and Josephine (née
Witrofsky) Korngold. In the literature, he might as well have been their only son, as his
brother, Hans Robert, is rarely mentioned. Given Erich’s musical development over the
next ten years, the second name of Wolfgang is uncanny. According to Duchen,
Korngold was composing his own music by the age of six and, on Mahler’s advice, was
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sent to study with Alexander von Zemlinsky at the advanced age of ten years.1
Korngold’s father, Julius, was the music critic for the Neue Freie Presse in Vienna,
where they had lived since 1901. Julius Korngold was a very difficult but also very
gifted man. As a music critic with a witty, acerbic tongue, he wielded enormous power
and this would prove a source of trouble to Erich later in his career. Attacks against
Erich but aimed at Julius began very early.

While Erich was still a child, accusations

were occasionally leveled that he was not a child prodigy at all: that the elder Korngold,
was, in fact, the composer. In a rare instance of moderation, Julius shrugged these off: “
If I could write such music, I would not be a critic”2
It seems that Erich’s early experience was of a very close-knit family life in which
his father nourished and applauded but also attempted to control his gifts. He sent Erich
first to Robert Fuchs, and then to Alexander von Zemlinsky, both fairly conservative
composers. It is worth noting, however, that Schoenberg also studied with Zemlinsky. A
conservative teacher does not always a conservative pupil make, and Erich experimented
richly with harmonic language too. Julius seems to have been concerned, from the
beginning, with ensuring that Erich did not stray from the established and tonal tradition.
In light of Julius’ conservative tendencies, it is ironic that Erich dedicated his opus 18
songs to his father. These three songs, besides containing texts with erotic undertones,
are full of dissonance and chromaticism. Erich himself notes that there are moments
within the three Kaltneker lieder which might be considered “truly atonal”.3
There is some conflict in the reports of Erich’s musical relationship with his
father. It is clear from Julius’ memoirs, from his correspondence with other musicians,
and from his choice of teachers for Erich, that Julius was determined to keep Erich on the
right, meaning tonal, path. He was violently opposed to modernism and concerned with
keeping Erich within the tonal world of the composers he, Julius admired, such as Mahler
1

Jessica Duchen, Erich Wolfgang Korngold, Phaidon Press Ltd: London, 1996. Pages 20-23.
Duchen, page 34.
3
Erich Wolfgang Korngold quoted in Duchen, page 112
2
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and Strauss. One wonders, in the following quotation from Julius’ memoirs, just how
“spontaneous” was Erich’s return to the “inner laws”.
The excesses, acerbities and violent sounds of this immature product
announced an individual note of abruptly emerging “modernism”…Later,
however, this artist, endowed with the healthy imagination of a thoroughbred
musician, was to find his way back easily and spontaneously to the inner laws
of tonal art.4
Yet, Duchen reports, Erich was violently opposed to intervention when it came to his
music. His father tells us that he encouraged Erich to always maintain melody, drawing
it out and maintaining a question and answer technique in phrasing.5 Melody and its
primacy was definitely absorbed, but Erich certainly wasn’t discouraged from exploring
the chromatic possibilities of the twentieth century and his harmonies are consistently
rich, embellished, and difficult. In fact, it is after he leaves his father’s home that his
harmonic language is simplified, so we must look elsewhere for the origins of his later
label of conventionalism.
The works that Korngold writes after meeting Luise (Luzi) von Sonnenthal,
through their long courtship and separation and into the first four years of their marriage
(see figure 1) are, to a large extent, either involved with Luzi or love more generally. In
the period in which he and Luzi were forcibly separated by parental disapproval and
financial difficulties it is particularly remarkable. His large orchestral piece, Sursum
Corda, depicts “struggle and aspiration, a joyous deliverance out of stress and storm”6.
The Piano Quintet in E major, Opus 15, absolute music, manages to bring Luzi into his
musical world by using a theme which imitates her teasing tone in an oft repeated phrase;
Wenn ich’s erlaub (if I consent).

4

Julius Korngold commenting in his memoirs on an early composition of Erich’s. Translation taken from
Duchen, page 21.
5
Duchen, page 36.
6
From a review by M.H. Flint, quoting Korngold, quoted in Duchen, page 86
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“The day of separation approached and one day Erich came to visit me
with a new composition: Songs of Farewell. One of the songs closed with
a musical idea whose meaning was known to both of us. In it, Erich
imitated my intonation as though I were saying: “If I permit it”. From then
on, he included it in his improvisation whenever and wherever he played,
even in Concert, as a greeting and acknowledgement for me. No
“Violanta-Fantasie” without “If I permit it”, a message that, unknown to
the rest of the world, found its way to me.”7
This musical quotation originates, significantly, in the third of the Lieder des Abschieds.
It is in the songs that the pattern of Korngold’s personal love story may be most easily
traced as they move from loss and separation with Lieder des Abschieds to teasing
ambiguity in Drei Lieder, Opus 18, to Love Fulfilled with his second Drei Lieder, opus
22, in 1928.8
Lieder des Abschieds is generally thought to have arisen from an earlier song,
Oesterreichischer Soldatenabschied, which forms the basis for the final song in the cycle,
“Gefasster Abschied”. Soldatenabschied was originally written to raise funds for the
war effort. It is hard to ignore, however, that Erich writes an entire cycle dedicated to
lost or separating lovers at a time when he was being kept apart from Luzi by the parents
on both sides. The texts, and consequently the music, deal with four different kinds of
loss. The first text, Sterbelied, is ambiguously teasing, resigned, a natural parting. The
second is wrenching; “Dies eine kann mein Sehnen nimmer fassen” speaks of the
dreadful longing to see the beloved again and the inability to believe that their separation
is real. The third text, “Mond, so gehst du wieder auf”, asks the moon for release from a
love that is causing pain. The poet/speaker is convinced, however, that there really is no
remedy; his heart, forced to separate from the beloved, will burn for ever. Finally,
7

Die zeit der Trennung rückte näher, und eines Tages erschien Erich bei mir mit einer neuen Komposition:
Lieder des Abschieds. Eines der Lieder schliesst mit einer musikalischen Wendung, deren Sinn nur uns
beiden bekannt war. Erich ahmte darin meinen Tonfall nach, wenn ich zu sagen pflegte: “Wenn ich’s
erlaub’.” Von da an verwob er das kleine Motiv, wann und wo er spielte –sogar im Konzert-, als gruss und
Erkennungszeichen für mich, in seine improvisationen. Keine “Violanta-phantasie” ohne “Wenn ich’s
erlaub’” eine Botschaft, die, ungeahnt von der Mitwelt, den Weg zu mir fand.”
Luzi Korngold, Erich Wolfgang Korngold, Ein Lebensbild. Wien: Lafite, 1967 Page 30. My translation.
8
Ironically, the two sets of three songs are each dedicated to one of Korngold’s parents, but the content
seems to refer to Luzi.
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“Gefasster Abschied”, literally resigned parting, takes on a brave tone for the sake of the
beloved. Brendan Carroll, in his notes to a recent recording of many of Korngold’s
songs, and his related string and piano works, suggests that the ending of this song, which
repeats the opening words over the opening melody in the piano like a distant trumpet
call, evokes the finality of death.9 This return to the beginning certainly undercuts the
passive undertones of the text by repeating the opening words at the end. Despite his/her
best attempts the lover is still weeping. It is not only in the final song that the music adds
changed meaning to the words. In the third song of the setting, Erich reaches out to Luzi.
It may be significant that the text to this poem was one of the two texts that Erich
commissioned from Ernst Lothar. The lilting piano accompaniment, reminiscent of “Song
to the Moon” from Dvorak’s opera, Rusalka, conjures a peaceful and sensuous landscape
in which her theme appears and in which he assures her, through the text and repetition of
her theme, that he is always thinking of her and will always love her.
Erich kept his word. In 1924 Hubert Marischka offered Korngold a contract at
the Theater an der Wien to conduct and arrange operetta. While Luzi argued that it
would not be good for his reputation as a composer, Erich saw it as an opportunity to
finally achieve financial independence and be able to marry. He also enjoyed the work
and genuinely admired the compositions of Johann Strauss. Erich took the job and
promptly proposed to Luzi. His parents did not take the news well, refusing to kiss Luzi
at their official meeting. Their attempt to keep Erich to themselves and dedicated only to
his art had failed. It was at this time that Erich discovered the Kaltneker play that would
form the basis of his next opera.
Shortly after their engagement became official, Luzi was summoned to coffee,
where Erich handed over the Kaltneker play and asked her opinion. The play was Die
Heilige and Hans Müller would transform it into the libretto for Das Wunder der Heliane
at Erich’s request. This opera is important for several reasons. It is entirely concerned
9

Brendan Carrol’s notes for Rendezvous With Korngold, Hamburg: Deutsche Grammophon, 1999
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with love, can be very closely related to Erich’s biography at this time, and is among his
most massive, and tonally daring works.
Das Wunder der Heliane is over three hours long and is generally continous,
avoiding clearly closed forms and sections. It requires huge forces to perform, having a
large orchestra with an extended percussion section, adult and children’s choruses, and
two extremely challenging vocal roles in Heliane and The Stranger. It is an exhausting
and rewarding experience emotionally and aurally. While it is melodic throughout, it is
tonally ambiguous and contains only two set-piece type arias -- these are woven so
masterfully into the action that they provide no respite from it. In Violanta, ten years
before, Erich had insisted on a pause between the two passionate and violent scenes that
bring the action to climax and resolution. He is choosing to do something quite different
here. Offered no respite from a love story in which religious ecstasy and pure love are
conflated, the audience is pulled headlong into agreement with the Stranger’s credo from
Act One: Da ahnten die Menschen,/dass Gott sie geschaffen,/ zu lieben und geliebt zu
werden.10
The story revolves around a beautiful but chaste woman, Heliane, and two men’s
reaction to her. The Ruler is married to Heliane but dare not touch her. In his bitterness,
he has outlawed love in his land. The Stranger, a Christ-like figure, has been arrested and
is to die the following morning for inciting the people to love each other. Heliane comes
to comfort him and he falls instantly in love with her. She is also captivated. They do
not consummate their passion though she reveals her naked body to him. The Ruler
comes to tell The Stranger that if The Stranger convinces Heliane to have sex with him,
The Ruler, then The Stranger will be freed. The Stranger refuses and The Ruler
discovers Heliane. He has her dragged away to stand trial the next day.

10

“ People sensed that God had created them to love and to be loved.” Text and translation from the notes
for Das Wunder der Heliane, Berlin: Decca, 1992. Translation by Gery Bramall
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The trial begins. The judges are shocked to realize that the queen is on trial.
Heliane tries to defend herself in the aria “Ich ging zu ihm” but is confused because,
while she did not physically consummate her passion with The Stranger, she does love
him. The Stranger asks to be alone with her and begs Heliane to kill him so that she will
live. She refuses; they kiss and he takes her dagger and stabs himself with it. The
Ruler’s mistress enters, saying that the people are in revolt and want The Stranger
returned to them alive. The Ruler announces that The Stranger is dead but that the
Queen, to test her purity, will raise him from the dead. This is blasphemy but Heliane,
having no other choice, agrees to try. She falters; she did love The Stranger and so, in
her mind, is not pure as she does not distinguish between thought and action. The crowd
is raging for her blood; the tortured Ruler intercedes to save her if she will love him. She
cannot love him. It seems that she is lost. The Stranger rises but The Ruler stabs Heliane
in a jealous rage. The Stranger banishes The Ruler and sends the crowd off with new
hope. He raises Heliane and they move towards heaven, singing ecstatically. Their love
has transcended death and they will never be separated again.
“Selig sind di liebenden./ Die der Liebe sind, sind nicht des Todes. Und
auferstehen werden, die dahingesunken sind um Liebe”.11 So begins the opera as the
chorus states the idée fixe of the opera. The opening chorus is based on the motif of a
falling third that then returns stepwise. It is this motif that forms the seed of “Ich ging zu
ihm”.12 The beautiful theme of ”Ich ging zu ihm” is woven throughout the massive
score, sometimes only in tiny motives. The Porter’s theme in Act One prefigures it. It is
hinted at in the beginning of the love duet “Euer Haar muss golden sein”, also in Act I.
In Act II, we have the aria itself and echoes of it in The Stranger’s impassioned “Tötet
mich”. In Act III, it appears again for The Porter’s memory of Heliane’s miraculous
healing of his young son, who was ill. After The Stranger rises, Heliane, in a different
11

ibid. “Blessed are they that love. Those who have loved shall not die. And those who died for love shall
rise again.” Page 91.
12
Duchen, page 108
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rhythm from the opening of “Ich ging zu ihm” but with the same pitches, says: “Blick
nicht auf mich.” In “Du Kind!” the love melody returns for: “eure Schwester segnet
euch” which makes sense since it refers to Heliane. It plays under the chorus’ departure,
thereby equating love and redemption: Morgen über uns! Den Kindern Botschaft! Freude
wartet!” 13 Finally, Heliane and The Stranger sing this melody with the orchestra who
then overpowers them so that it seems as though the two lovers really are being carried to
heaven on the wings of song.
Unfortunately, the real world involved more shades of grey and less of Erich’s
colourful orchestration style, a style which often has critics borrowing from impressionist
art with terms like “shimmering strings”. Luzi and Erich were married in a civil
ceremony on the 30th of April, 1924. Their marriage seems to have been very happy.
Erich gave Luzi a copy of Balzac’s slightly naughty stories, Contes Drolatiques , as a gift
on their wedding morning: “Thank God, you are finally allowed to read this, now you are
married”.14 More significantly, he wrote a postcard to her mother: “Dear Mother! We
are playing “Married”. A lovely game! Luzi is always winning.”15 It is significant that
he wrote to his mother-in-law, as his own parents were still not reconciled to his
marriage. In fact, the young couple were forced to live with the elder Korngolds due to a
housing shortage in Vienna and were installed in a bedroom with two separate single
beds! Luzi reports that Erich was stalwart in defending her from his parents’ constant
snipes. However, they were married. Erich had vanquished The Ruler, Julius Korngold,
and perhaps this accounts for the amazing dissonances in some of his work in this period.
It is as though Erich experienced all his liberations, sexual, emotional, and vocational, at
once.
How successful was the couple’s liberation? In 1928, now the father of two,
Erich wrote another set of three songs, Opus 22. These songs are based on texts by
13

Das Wunder der Heliane, Decca. “Our morning has come! A message to our children: Joy awaits you!”
Carroll, page 175.
15
Duchen, page 112.
14
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Eleanore van der Straten, and Karl Kobald. According to this opus, the couple had
transcended all; the songs portray absolute contentment and refuge. The first song, “Was
Du Mir Bist” is in F# major, the love key in Das Wunder der Heliane and one of Erich’s
favourite keys. “Was Du Mir Bist” is in very modified strophic form, and uses the same
technique of slowly ascending towards the top note, a high A, which was so effective in
“Ich ging zu ihm”. The piano accompaniment rises an octave at the opening of the
second strophe, only to fall again in the next phrase. We are borne on a gently undulating
wave to the high point of the song as remembered pain brings us to the climax and resting
point of the song on the word “du”, you. Returning to the middle voice he asks: “Kannst
du noch fragen”(can you still ask?) Then with wonder and tenderness, marked
espressivo, he returns to the central question: “Was du mir bist: mein Glaube an das
Glück. What are you to me? My belief in happiness.” The repetition of the question in
measure 58 is Erich’s addition and creates an extra level of directness. He will also use
this melody as the “lied” movement in the Suite for Two Violins, Cello and Piano (left
hand), Opus 23, which he completed in 1930.
The first song is somewhat ambiguous. It could speak of a very close friendship
though its key signature and musical language suggests something more intimate. The
second text, by Karl Kobald, and its setting, are more direct. “Mit Dir zu schweigen”
paints an atmosphere of peaceful sensuality with its exotic chromaticism and generous
use of appoggiatura. It too is in F# major but the languorous drifting between chords and
frequent use of added ninths on the tonic obscure its tonal base. It is quite a difficult
composition for the performers but falls gently on the ear. The text conjures the sense of
peace and completeness which comes to the lover, lying still with the beloved in the
twilight.
The final song, in C minor/Eb major begins in a decidedly jubilant and playful
vein despite its tonal ambiguity. The melody glides easily, almost coquettishly, up and
down the register. After the suspensions, appoggiaturas, and suspension of rhythmic
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movement through the use of ties over the bar in the previous two songs, the cheerful
movement of this song is tremendously charming. The text, again by Kobald, depicts the
lover traveling in his dreams to visit with the beloved, ending, perhaps in an echo of
Heliane, with a kiss exchanged between the two souls. The cheerful motion of this song
might depict the upward moving, gently rocking boat on which he travels.
Erich writes these three songs after the unhappy premiere of Das Wunder der
Heliane. However, the only musical suggestion of this disappointment is that the
incredibly rich dissonance of Heliane and the Opus 18 songs has been toned down,
submerged under clear and strongly delineated melody. There is the possibility of one
other hint in the text itself -- the difficult times in the first text may be an allusion to the
difficulties surrounding Heliane’s openings across Germany and Austria, many of them
exacerbated, if not caused, by Julius Korngold. The music itself, tender, ecstatic, teasing,
and sensual, does not suggest a composer in crisis.
The opus 24 songs do not suggest inner struggle or self-doubt, yet it would take
Erich five years to find another libretto on which to write an opera, and he leaves behind
him the gloriously difficult tonality of Das Wunder der Heliane. Duchen suggests that
Erich never again returned to this technique except half-heartedly (her words) in the
Symphony in F#. He was clearly discouraged by the reception of Heliane and
Hollywood would give him little opportunity to explore more complicated musical
structure and harmony. However, listening to the Symphony in F#, or the first movement
of the Third Quartet, this hiatus seems more complicated.
Erich first branches into his own highly personal polytonal structures in the period
in which he is rebelling from his father. Das Wunder der Heliane is the first opera he
wrote in which Julius was not the originator of the subject on which the libretto would be
based. The Opus 18 songs, which Erich considered tone studies for the opera, are from
1924. His first String Quartet, which contains a very modern sounding first movement, is
from 1922-23. By 1928, his father, campaigning against the rival opera Jonny spielt auf
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has sabotaged the Berlin premiere of Heliane. An entire paper could be written on the
reception history of Heliane. A complicated history, as it is involved with the rise of the
Nazi party, Julius Korngold’s professional convictions which created many enemies,
temperamental stars, and Erich’s own departure from the melody driven music for which
the audience knew him. While his opera had not been as successful as it deserved,
however, there were a lot of other changes, which might have affected his writing. Erich
has successfully moved out and created a family of his own. He has two sons and is
renowned as an expert at adapting Strauss operettas. As a result of this expertise, he will
collaborate with Max Reinhardt. Their ongoing collaboration would bring the Korngold
family to America and, ultimately, save their lives and Erich’s livelihood when the Nazis
annexed Austria in 1938.
It is tempting to blame Erich’s relative musical conservatism and few concert
works in the years between 1933 and 1944 on the conditions he found in Hollywood.
While the conditions of the Second World War and Hollywood were certainly factors, he
had already retreated from his more radical polytonality and from larger works,
preferring to revise operetta, an activity he genuinely enjoyed. Hollywood, then, was just
another step in a direction in which Erich Wolfgang Korngold was already moving.
Perhaps he was just busy, earning money to support his family, enjoying the joys and
tribulations of fatherhood, or perhaps he didn’t feel a need to express himself in daring
harmonies, having successfully achieved, at long last, a modicum of separation from his
father.
The director, Max Reinhardt, the founder of the Salzburg Festival, was forced, as
a Jew, to seek professional engagements outside of Europe. He ended up in Hollywood,
where Warner Brothers asked him to make a film from his lavish stage production of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream. Wanting a European ally and missing his old friends,
Reinhardt requested that Erich be hired to adapt Mendelssohn’s incidental music for
Midsummer Night’s Dream into a film score for the movie. Erich Korngold agreed to
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come to Hollywood where he and Luzi were feted by the press and the moguls. There
was not enough music to fill the required score and so Korngold wove in excerpts from
other Mendelssohn works. The film was tremendously successful and ensured that both
Korngold and Reinhardt would be sought out for other projects in Hollywood. The Nazi
annexation of Austria in 1938 would ensure that Korngold would be available to score
projects.
Erich would score, completely, or in part, a further nineteen films between 1933
and 1946. Eleven of these nineteen are significantly involved with love stories in some
way (even when they are really an excuse for swashbuckling as in Captain Blood). It is
worth noting that this is the case because Erich had an unusual amount of autonomy for a
“Hollywood composer”. His contract stipulated only two films a year and he was
allowed to refuse projects. He didn’t like to write music for battle scenes, which were big
and noisy, requiring big, noisy music that often couldn’t be heard over the battle noises in
any case.16 His film music often uses motifs he had developed earlier in his life: Sursum
Corda formed the basis for the march of the merry men in The Adventures of Robin
Hood. The death motif from Die Tote Stadt appears in Devotion, and The Sea Hawk,
among others, and much of the music from his films will later appear in the Violin
Concerto, the Third String Quartet, and the Symphony in F# major. Erich was initially
very enthusiastic about this new genre and thought of his film scores as opera without
words.17 Unlike many of his fellow émigrés, he was financially secure and succeeded in
saving his immediate family. Not only was Erich able to bring himself, Luzi and the two
boys, Ernst and Georg(e) to America but also his parents and Luzi’s mother and sisters.
It meant, however, that he had to assume financial responsibility for three separate
households so movies would remain a financial necessity until everyone was settled and
able to earn a living or dead. As the horrors in Europe increased, Erich composed little,
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and then nothing, for his own sake, which led to conflict with Luzi and Julius. Julius
was unhappy with Erich’s descent into the world of film music and comforted himself, in
his memoirs, with a grandiose daydream, which, unfortunately, would not come to pass.
Erich Wolfgang Korngold, …has entered into a period of stagnation. But
will not a significant operatic renaissance – not for the least part in America –
flower after the war? Erich Wolfgang Korngold can bide his time till this
natural evolution will call forth his most vigorous powers: the powers of an
inspired opera composer.18
Julius’ insistence on Erich’s full name, the harshness of his description of Erich’s current
state and his insistence on one and only one possible future path, all elucidate the
complexities of his relationship with his son. It also indicates how far out of touch with
current musical fashion Julius had drifted. Erich never did write another opera.
However, in 1944, Erich would be given a project which would send him back into the
sound world of his favourite of his own operas. The film was called Between Two
Worlds and it would return him to the themes, musical and literary, of Das Wunder der
Heliane.
Between Two Worlds is based on a Sutton Vane screenplay, Outward Bound,
which depicts the fate of a miscellaneous group of people on an ocean cruise who
discover in the course of the voyage that they are dead. In the second filmscript, unlike
the original, the audience, and the main characters, are aware that the cruise participants
are dead. The young couple whose journey is the main focus of the film is particularly
interesting to us. He is a German or Austrian pianist, previously active in the resistance,
who is no longer able to play because of a nervous tremor in his hands. He has escaped
from Nazi occupied territory to England and is trying to board a ship to America. He will
be caught by the Germans if England falls; he must get out. Told that he must wait at
least six weeks for a visa, he returns home and turns on the gas, intending to kill himself.
His faithful wife, Anna, catches him and refuses to leave his side. This is the position she
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will maintain throughout the movie. Finally, her stubborn insistence that they must be
together leads to heavenly intervention. History is revisited as the windows break in the
bomb attack that killed the other passengers and Anna and Henry are re-united in life, he
having learned to value it, to the triumphant strains of their love theme. This is
appropriately adapted from “Ich ging zu ihm”, the love theme from Das Wunder der
Heliane. Made more energetic, given a waltz-like accent and a surging rhythmic motion,
this theme of transcendental love becomes the love theme of the young couple who,
through her love, are given a second chance at life.19 As in the opera, Anna and Henry’s
love theme permeates the entire soundtrack of Between Two Worlds. In the London
recording, a suite fashioned from the film score, it is only missing from four tracks out of
a total of fourteen. Of these four tracks in which the love theme does not appear, three
are taken up with other characters’ motifs. The instrumentation, with prominent use of
soft, high strings, harp and percussion is also evocative of Heliane. The harmonic
language is somewhat simplified and dissonance is used to create an eerie rather than a
lush effect, but Erich’s signature gorgeous, swooping melodies and virtuoso rhythms are
very much in evidence.
In the same year in which he wrote the score for Between Two Worlds, Erich
turned, again, to “serious” music composition and presented Luzi with the sketches to his
Third String Quartet, opus 34, for Christmas in 1945. This Quartet, while it was
eventually dedicated to Bruno Walter, is suffused with love music references. Erich had
a policy of re-using his best movie music in concert music so that it could have a longer,
and more serious, life but it is specifically love references that he uses here. He bases the
Trio of the second movement on the pastor’s music (track 6 in the recording) from
Between Two Worlds. This is significant because this film has strong ties with Das
Wunder der Heliane, indeed this music, Carroll suggests, is linked to the Porter’s theme
from Heliane, which, in turn, is linked to “Ich ging zu ihm”. Heliane was dedicated to
19
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Luzi and is very strongly linked to events in his life at that time period. The slow third
movement of Opus 34 uses the love theme from The Sea Wolf. Finally, the finale takes
its theme from the score for the film Devotion. This theme is itself derived from a
Hornpipe, the Finale of Viel Lärm um Nichts and will later appear as the basis for
“Glückwunsch” in the opus 38 songs. Erich wrote the incidental music for Viel Lärm um
Nichts hoping that Luzi would be able to take the role of the page Balthazar, allowing
them to spend time together. The director chose to have a boy in that role, fearing
“women’s bad legs”. 20 In short, the entire quartet, marking his return to serious music,
his transcendence of the Second World War and of his sojourn in Hollywood, is suffused
with references to love and to Luzi, his love.
Max Reinhardt died in 1943 and Julius Korngold in 1945. He may have been
spurred to thoughts of his own mortality by the death of two men who had been hugely
influential, and important to him emotionally. He may also, finally, have been freed from
some kind of stubborn deadlock with his father, who insisted that Erich was born to be an
opera composer. Erich Korngold certainly wanted to be regarded as a serious composer
not “just a film composer”. Did he perhaps, in revisiting the aural world of his early
marriage to Luzi, remember something else? It is a charming speculation, but what we
know is that from 1944 onward he takes up serious, orchestral composition again and
resigns from Warner Brothers in 1947. He was accustomed, in the old days, to writing
chamber music as palate-cleanser after an opera so it seems appropriate, after his many
‘operas-without-words’ that he should return to concert music composition with a quartet.
He also ventures into his own richly coloured, melodically driven, polytonal musical
world again. There were many biographical reasons to make this journey: his father’s
death, the end of the war, his approaching fiftieth birthday. What is extraordinary is how
little his music, a little scaled down, a little clearer in musical texture, has changed and,
how, in making this journey he returns to an earlier time and a constant love affair. Luzi
20
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and music, Luzi in music, were, for Erich, his escape from the authoritarian world of the
patriarch, represented first by his father and later by the studio chiefs, who dictated what
he should write and how he should write it. He was exiled from his homeland, and lived
to see himself considered an anachronism, but with Luzi he “played at being married
[his] whole life long”. That love, which outlasted enforced separation, difficult parents,
and the destruction of their home, is clearly seen in his music.
Figure One21
Korngold’s Compositions between 1917 and 1928
Opus 12
No opus no.
No opus no.
Opus 13
Opus 15
Opus 14
Opus 11
No opus no.
Opus 16
Opus 17
Opus 20
Opus 18
Opus 19
Opus 22
Opus 23
Opus 24

Die Tote Stadt
Military March
Tanz im Alten Atil (private)
Sursum Corda
Quintet in E
Lieder des Abschieds
Viel lärm um nichts
Der Vampyr
String Quarte in A
Piano Concerto in C (left hand)
Das Wunder der Heliane
Kaltneker Lieder
Vier kleine Karikaturen…
Drei Lieder
Suite for Piano (left hand), 2
violins and cello
Baby Serenade

1916-19
1917
1917
1919
1920-21
1920-21
1918-19
1922
1922-23
1923
1923-27
1924
1926
1928-29
1928-1930
1928
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Abstract
This paper proposes that pious novelists like E. P. Roe fashioned their middle-class writings
on a cultural foundation that combined revivalist tenets with a variety of popular rhetorical
strategies established during the antebellum decades. By mingling Victorian notions of selfcontrol and orderliness with a modified Protestant theology, pious novelists created a style of
fiction that presented a sermon embedded in an extended fictional illustration with the intent
to encourage moral and social change.
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Introduction
In July of 1888, one of America’s most popular authors, the Reverend Edward
Payson Roe, died.1 Although his name is virtually unrecalled today, as one of America’s
most financially successful nineteenth-century authors, E. P. Roe exceeded most of his
contemporaries in royalties and the number of books sold. Roe’s publishers and critics
considered his sales figures remarkable.2 The Critic entertained no doubts when it noted
Dodd & Mead’s estimate that “the total sale of his works to date at 750,000 copies and . . .
that a million and a half people have read one or more of them.”3 As critic Paul R. Cleveland
noted one month after Roe’s death,
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The editors of The Critic noted, “The death of the Rev. Edward Payson Roe, who was cut off last
week in the prime of his manhood, has doubtless struck a wider not of sorrow throughout the country, than
would be called forth by the loss of any other man-of-letters in America.” “Edward Payson Roe,” The Critic 13
(July 28, 1888): 43.
2

Matthew Arnold, “Civilization in the United States,” Nineteenth Century 23 (Apr. 1888): 495.
Despite his critical dislike of Roe’s fiction, Arnold recognized E. P. Roe’s great popularity with the middle
classes, and gave Roe the title of “America’s Native Author.” In his autobiographical essay, Roe refuted some
of Arnold’s claims, and proudly accepted the title as descriptive of his literary intentions. Edward Payson Roe,
“A Native Author Called Roe” (in the same volume with Taken Alive and Other Stories and The Home Acre)
New York: P. F. Collier & Son, 1889.
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Ibid., 43. The editors also listed Roe’s sales to date by individual title: Barriers Burned Away
(1873)—69,000 cloth-covered copies; What Can She Do? (1873)—44,000; Play and Profit in the Garden
(1873)—no numbers provided; Opening a Chestnut Burr (1874)—66,000; Near to Nature’s Heart (1875)—
53,000; From Jest to Earnest (1876)—61,000; A Knight of the Nineteenth Century (1877)—54,000; A Face
Illumined (1878)—52,000; A Day of Fate (1880)—50,000; Without a Home (1881)—60,000; A Young Girl’s
Wooing (1884)—24,000; His Sombre Rivals (1884)—47,000; An Original Belle (1885)—35,000; Nature’s
Serial Story (1884)—24,000; He Fell in Love with His Wife (1886)—38,000; The Earth Trembled (1887)—no
numbers provided; Driven Back to Eden (1885)—30,000; Found Yet Lost (1888)—no numbers provided; Miss
Lou (1888)—published after Roe’s death.
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. . . the author who doubtlessly makes far more money by his novels than any author
in America—perhaps four or five times as much—has also a farm on the Hudson and
raises small fruits for market. Financially he is a giant among Lilliputians as to
manuscript making. It sounds incredible, but I am authoritatively informed that the
royalty from his works for the last fiscal year reached forty thousand dollars.4
On the surface, Roe’s formulaic stories appear to be nothing more than romances
mingling the usual love triangle difficulties with a religious or moral message. Twenty-first
century critics define these types of formula tales as “subliterature (as opposed to literature),
entertainment (as opposed to serious literature), popular art (as opposed to fine art), lowbrow
culture (as opposed to highbrow), or in terms of some other pejorative opposition.” The
difficulty with these sorts of contrasts is that they fail to perceive that the features of such
popular literature are “aspects of an artistic type with its own purposes and justification”
congruent with the cultural values of the intended audience. 5 As practiced by pious writers
like E. P. Roe, novels written in this fashion provide an impetus toward cultural stability.
According to John G. Cawelti, formula fictions affirm existing interests and attitudes, resolve
cultural tensions and ambiguities, enable the audience to experience the socially forbidden in
a controlled fashion, and assist individuals to assimilate changes in traditional values.6
If Cawelti is correct, then the novels of E. P. Roe succeeded because he spoke in a
fashion familiar to his generation of readers, and in a manner designed to accommodate his
audience’s need for cultural stability in the midst of social change. Using well-known
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Paul R. Cleveland, “Is Literature Bread-Winning?” Cosmopolitan 5 (June 1888): 319. George Edgar
Montgomery agreed, “Mr. Roe was one of those authors who ‘made money,’ whose writing was not thrown on
the barren soil of neglect. His income from books was much ampler, I believe, than the income of any other
man of letters, obtained from the same source, in America.” New York World quoted in “Turning the Leaves—
Book Chat and Gossip,” Current Literature 1 (Aug. 1888): 181.
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(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1976), 13.
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Ibid., 35-36.
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formulas, Roe’s pious, revivalist stories probed the social and religious boundaries of postbellum America for answers to the questions of the day. In addition, Roe’s achievement
suggests some possible inter-relationships between the social development of the middle
class and the movement of evangelical revivalism. This paper proposes that religious
novelists like E. P. Roe fashioned their middle-class writings on a cultural foundation that
combined a postbellum, evangelical revivalist ethic with a variety of popular rhetorical
strategies established during pre- Civil War times. By mingling Victorian notions of selfcontrol and orderliness with a modified Protestant theology, pious novelists created a style of
fiction presenting a sermon embedded in an extended fictional illustration with the intent to
encourage moral and social change.

Revivalist Thought and Rhetoric
The style of Gilded Age popular literary presentation was an extension of techniques
central to nineteenth-century rhetorical strategies. For Protestant ministers, these strategies
emerged from the impact of the crisis of faith that challenged the entire century. By the
1820s, transformations in the social and religious order created tensions within nineteenthcentury American culture. These tensions appeared in the social consequences of
urbanization, democratization, professionalization, and other social/political developments.
They also emerged in the theological movement of Protestants from a strict Calvinism to a
broader Arminian or revivalist position. The latter position, at its most basic, describes the
impulse by Protestants to create a more anthropological or human-centered religion.
The revival played a significant role in American Protestantism throughout the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Although often variously interpreted, the revival
concept of the day generally followed one of two established paths. The first path defined
3

the revival as “some special seasons wherein God doth in a remarkable manner revive
religion among his people.”7 Or as Iain H. Murray explains, for these ministers the revival
“was a sovereign and large giving of the Spirit of God, resulting in the addition of many to
the kingdom of God.”8 Extending from the early seventeenth century until the 1830s, this
path pursued the working of revivals from a Calvinist position.
Most Protestant preachers of these earlier generations insisted that the doctrines of
total depravity and of humanity’s inability to affect its own salvation vitally belonged to the
presentation of the gospel. To Calvinist ministers the primary hindrance to the effectiveness
of the gospel presentation was the lack of a conviction of sin. To tell individuals the worst
about themselves was not perceived as an obstruction to the message. Rather, these older
evangelicals thought, preaching to awaken the consciousness of sin works to bring the hearer
to self-despair that leads to an awareness of the need for a new nature. As Murray
sympathetically argues, a doctrinally sound gospel “was then an awakening truth, a truth
calculated to bring home to men a realization of the full extent of their need.”9
Consequently, God alone effected salvation in seekers. The preacher simply acted as
a conduit—well trained and scholarly, but a conduit nonetheless—for the working of God in
parishioner’s lives. This meant that seventeenth and eighteenth-century revivals, like the
personal salvation they wrought, occurred only when and where God chose to bring them—if
at all. Revivals came mysteriously from God, and left just as unexpectedly. In practice,
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(Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1994), xvii..
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then, preachers and parishioners needed to simply pray fervently and preach soundly. God
would act at His pleasure. This understanding pursued the idea that the important events of
one’s life were best interpreted theocentrically rather than in relationship to the details of
social interaction.
The second path also defined the revival as a work of God, but it allowed for the use
of a variety means to promote their occurrence. American minister, Calvin Colton, wrote in
1832 that many ministers and congregants “believe in revival and they believe too, that man
may be the successful instrument of originating them—they see it as the fact—their own
experience has proved it.”10
Richard Rabinowitz identifies these later Protestants by the term Moralists.11 These
ministers, who first appeared during the revivals of the twenties and thirties, placed their
center of theological and social authority in the moral character on possessed. This was an
expression of a need, felt among evangelicals, to shorten the distance between themselves
and the authoritarian control of the divine. They sought the gentler attributes of God over the
harsher tenets embodied in election and predestination. As Roe states plainly, following an
extended homily on sin and salvation in his novel, A Knight of the Nineteenth Century, “It
would seem then, that not the wrath of God, but his love, is most effective in separating men
from the evil which would otherwise destroy them.”12
The theological source of this change in emphasis developed from the younger
evangelicals’ concern that the older theologians ignored important issues of human
10

Calvin Colton, American Revivals, 87 quoted in Iain H. Murray, Revival & Revivalism, 375.
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responsibility. The new professional ministers asked how people could be held responsible
to do that which they are unable to do. For example, Colton notes, “The idea that the
preacher can call sinners to faith while also teaching that faith is beyond their powers was
held up to ridicule.”13 So the evangelicals of the 1820s and 1830s concluded that the
doctrines of depravity and inability stood in the path of salvation. Their removal freed
seekers to receive, of their own will and immediately, regeneration instead of enduring
prolonged waiting on God for the necessary faith.
Within the Moralist perspective the will was central, for with it each person “assented
to the (divinely decreed) limits revealed to his (or her) conscience.”14 Consequently,
persuasion, as a technique of evangelization, was a crucial methodology. It was the way
evangelical ministers sought to address an individual’s will. They spoke in colloquial tones
instead of theological language and interpreted all aspects of life in terms of correct social
behavior or character.15
Unlike their revivalist predecessors who appealed to doctrine and scripture as a
demonstration of moral correctness, these later preachers aligned themselves with the moral
norms of their own communities.16 Moralist revivalists possessed not just a “moral
absolutism but also a faith in redemption” for “ignorance and sin could be remedied, given
sufficient discipline and will.”17
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Following this path, Charles Finney, the major revivalist of the Second Great
Awakening, “threw upon the soul the responsibility of immediately accepting or rejecting the
truth then apprehended.”18 Finney argued that preachers “should aim at and expect the
regeneration of sinners on the spot, and before they leave the house of God.”19 Evangelicals
such as Archibald Alexander and Charles Hodge, who held to the older definition of revival,
dismissed Finney because of his emphasis upon human responsibility. Yet it was for this
very emphasis that Finney stirred so many congregations. As a result, Timothy L. Smith
contends, throughout the first half of the century revivalism furthered “the long process of
accommodating Calvinism to free grace and, by implication, to the ideals of an equalitarian
society.”20
As the influence of late-century revivalists like Dwight L. Moody reveals, the tenets
of Moralist revivalism continued to hold sway over Protestant sensibilities long after the
Second Great Awakening ended. Examples emerge frequently from the texts of religious
novels like those written by E. P. Roe. One occurs in the final portion of Roe’s first novel,
Barriers Burned Away. When pressured by the heroine, Christine Ludolph, to explain his
faith, Dennis Fleet (the hero) says that his faith is based on several things, but mainly he feels
it.21 This conversation follows no intellectual outline of theology. Roe and his characters
accept a sentimental belief that stresses free grace over predestination, and divine love over
divine judgment. Everyone was invited, and anyone who willed could come.
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Equally, according to Roe’s revivalist theology, many do not come because they “will
not” let God save them. Individuals are capable of preventing God from doing as He pleases.
As Dennis Fleet explains, God “has given us hearts, and seeks to win them by revealing His
love to us. . . . God seeks to conquer the world by the might of the truth, by the might of
love.”22 Thus when Christine finally understands, she exclaims, “‘God lives and loves me, I
feel, I know, and therefore I may hope and live.’”23

The Rhetorical Strategies of Revivalist Fiction
Within the revivalist perspective, then, these theological changes worked
interdependently with an altered rhetorical practice to produce a new style of preaching that
was especially emotional, personal, earnest, and individualistic. As this new style gained
adherents, the form began to determine the content of the sermon. Albert Barnes (17981870), Presbyterian theologian and preacher, understood this fact when he wrote about the
effect of the new pulpit rhetoric on the doctrine of limited atonement. He argued that despite
its fine pedigree, this doctrine was unpreachable: “It does not suggest itself to a man’s mind
when he is preaching; it does not fall in with the design of preaching.” In practice, Barnes
went on to say, “it must always be practically abandoned when . . . the preacher offers the
gospel to his fellow men.”24
Pious, evangelical novelists such as E. P. Roe adapted four features of Victorian
homiletical rhetoric in order to capture and hold their audience’s attention: a middling
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vocabulary, illustrations and stories, an affirmative message, and a persuasive delivery.25 For
the purposes of this paper, it is the strategy of persuasion that is the most instructive since
this feature enabled the narrative author to reach beyond the intellect and touch the listener’s
will. Nathan Hatch perceives this changing environment, and its impact, when he writes,
“The shift from doctrinal to narrative preaching introduced a powerful tool of persuasion.
Stories are rich sources of belief precisely because they are just stories and are therefore
immune from falsehood and from logical fallacy.”26
In his study of Charles Grandison Finney, Ronald K. Pyle suggests that the move to
Moralist revivalism resulted, partly, from a new understanding of “rhetorical exigence.” By
the term, rhetorical exigence, Pyle means a situation of inadequacy that cannot be changed
except by discourse.27 He understands that for both old and new revivalists, the exigence or
inadequacy needing change was the relationship of each human to God. For the old, or
Calvinist, revivalist, the inadequacy “could only be remedied by God’s action, not by human
discourse.” If someone “was not one of the elect, no amount of preaching, no matter how
persuasive, would produce a conversion.” However, to the new, or Moralist, revivalist, the
exigence is solved by the use of the right means. “Now the preacher is transformed into a
persuader and the exigence becomes rhetorical.”28
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The skill in oratory that enabled a speaker to truly involve the reader or listener,
required the ability to use argumentation and persuasion. Argumentation, the appeal to the
intellect, described speaking situations “when decisions, conclusions, or changes in opinion
[were] sought.” Persuasion, the appeal to the will, described any communication seeking “to
move the feelings, as an end in itself or as a means of engaging the will.”29 Primarily
utilizing persuasion methodology, Roe endeavored to involve his reader’s will by means of
the emotions and not the intellect.
This style of rhetoric, involving the use of argumentation and persuasion, was
generally contrary to the ideas of eighteenth-century rhetoricians. Americans received from
Europe a neoclassical tradition of rhetoric in which “the best language was that of those
gentlemen schooled in the literary arts.” Such language supported a rhetorical methodology
“well-suited for civic (and civil) discussion.”30 It also assumed an elite public capable of
careful reasoning. Thus, Puritan ministers emphasized the mind, and the necessity for
intellectual effort on the part of congregants in order to understand life and salvation from a
theocentric point of view. Rhetorically, this theology of the mind encouraged a sermon of
“stylized texts delivered on a regular occasion by a university-trained clergyman in a settled
parish.”31
Yet, to later generations of the nineteenth century, traditional Calvinist preaching was
unimaginative. Doctrinal sermons presented in layered arguments of unassailable logic no
longer resonated with listeners. Instead, congregations sought out those who spoke in
29
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vernacular accents—primarily “mechanic” or unschooled preachers. Particularly in the rural
areas, zealous revivalist preachers “honed the sermon into a razor-sharp recruiting device,
[drumming] out theological subtlety and complication, and [incorporating] personal
idiosyncrasies and dramatic flare.”32
In A Knight of the Nineteenth Century, E. P. Roe briefly examines the sermons found
in old-line Calvinist churches. Roe paints a picture of a worship service in which each word
of the sermon “was carefully written down, and the thought of the text was exhaustively
developed.” He adds that doctrinally the “keenest theologian could not detect the deviation
of a hair from the received orthodox views, and the majority present were evidently satisfied
that [the minister’s] views would be correct for they did not give very close attention.”
Despite the minister’s careful preparation to his theology, the congregation’s response
is superficial. Roe writes that the minister “seemed weary and discouraged with the arid
wastes of empty seats over which he must scatter the seeds of truth to no purpose.” Indeed,
among the congregants, a “few plain domestics . . . dozed and nodded through the hour, and
so gained some physical preparation for the toils of the week, but their spiritual natures were
as clearly dormant as their lumpish bodies.”33
Clearly, E. P. Roe does not count himself among the Calvinist clergy. As in Albert
Barnes’ earlier comment, Roe confesses to no serious disagreement with early revivalist
theology, but grasps that it does not preach well. Roe believes that the rhetoric is wrong. As
he explains in the same story, it is the minister’s task to present the message to all without
philosophy, systems of truth, or detailed interpretations of passages rendered more obscure
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by their analysis. In fact, the erring preacher finally admits to his congregation that in the
future he must “speak the truth in love, and yet without fear, and with no wordy disguises.”34
He must cross over and be a persuasive speaker.
Nineteenth-century discussions of persuasion often explained how capable orators
moved the will. In seeking to stimulate the passions, speakers appealed to the “active
principles” of human nature. Contemporary, Adam S. Hill argued, “What we may do is to
express our own feeling and trust to the contagion of sympathy; or we may take our readers
and hearers to the sources of feeling and thus bring them . . . under the influence by which we
have ourselves been moved.”35 Nan Johnson suggests that taking hearers to the “sources of
feeling” was considered achievable by three techniques discussed by teachers of rhetoric:
“(1) the creation of sympathy through direct impressions on the imagination and sincerity;
(2) knowledge of the persons addressed; and (3) adaptation of what is said to the character
and the circumstances of the persons addressed.”36
In the first technique, the speaker approached the hearer’s imagination through the
familiarity of the anecdote. The illustration needed to touch the listener with just the right
amount of details placed in an everyday and understandable tale that stressed realizable
personal consequences of importance. So, for example, E. P. Roe traveled on the speaking
circuit satisfying the curiosity of northern Americans with tales of the Civil War. According
to his sister, Mary, E. P. Roe presented these messages with an attention to details, place, and
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time and with enough verisimilitude to allow him to attach statements of moral consequence
to the speech.37
After 1871, Roe’s novels followed the same pattern. He found and used
commonplace or familiar situations that stimulated his readers’ imaginations with sufficient
realism to make them exemplaries of their own daily concerns. Thus, Roe described
tenement life, battle scenes from the Civil War, life in the cities of the prostrate southern
states, the effects of financial panics on the well-to-do and on the humble shopkeeper, life at
the great northern summer resorts, and life in the country. All these pictures, made familiar
through his descriptive ability and resonating with readers struggling through similar crises,
provided Roe with openings for social and spiritual applications.
For example, in Opening A Chestnut Burr, Roe’s story revolves around embittered
businessman Walter Gregory. As the story begins, the reader discovers that a Wall Street
manipulator swindled Gregory and his firm through misdirection and deception. Several
months later, the company is only just beginning to recover, largely because of Gregory’s
unceasing work to keep the business afloat. Now, however, the emotional distress and
physical labor have taken their toll. Gregory’s health is failing, and he must take a vacation
or break down altogether.38
With his twelve-page introduction to Walter Gregory and his problems, E. P. Roe
captured the late-century reader’s attention. The situation, familiar to many hopeful business
entrepreneurs of the time, encouraged continued reading. How does Walter Gregory handle
the emotional distress? How should he deal with the swindler about whom others have the
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highest regard? What role does evangelical religion play in restoring Gregory’s zest for life
and his fortunes? These questions anticipate some of the realizable personal consequences
Roe tried to develop from this experience common to Victorian Americans.
The second technique explains what forces motivate different audiences. Nineteenthcentury discussion of motivation concentrated on two aspects: pathos, or the faculty of the
passions engaged by the speaker; and ethos, or the impression presented by the orator.
Pathos, or the engagement of the passions, was the “dynamic to which all strategies of
persuasion are committed;” while ethos, explained that the audience must possess unqualified
confidence in the speaker’s character.39
Pathos is significant because it parallels and supports the experiential revivalism of
the day and helps to interpret some of the romanticism often seen in Roe. As noted earlier,
without the proper emotional involvement of listener or reader, revivalist evangelicals
believed there could be no spiritual transformation because the change had to come from
within the hearer by the strength of the will. Thus, Christine Ludolf, the ultimate heroine of
Roe’s Barriers Burned Away, is incapable of salvation because of her lack of feeling. In a
revealing statement, Roe explained,
She was an unbeliever in God and religion, not from conviction, but from training.
She knew very little about either, and what light she had came to her through false
mediums. She did not even believe in that which in many young hearts is religion’s
shadow, love and romance, nor did her father take a more worldly and practical view
of life than she.40
Like the pulpit revivalists under whom he studied, Roe believed that spiritual rebirth
comes from a “child-like acceptance of God’s love and [from] a dependence on feeling above
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intellect.”41 For Christine, the dependence on feeling is finally induced by the confusion and
terror of the burning of Chicago—a force against which her intellect was overwhelmed and
powerless.
Regarding the second aspect, ethos, rhetoricians of the time believed that false
character in a communicator blocked the emotional development of a speech, and prevented
it from achieving its goal of persuasion and change. Addtionally, ethos required that an
orator seeking to persuade must be one who feels deeply. This is in line with the move from
doctrinal messages of layered logic to moral presentations, emphasizing daily lives and
problems. It enlarged the minister’s tasks so that by 1870, a “preacher had to be earnest and
sincere if he were to be effective; and naturalness was to come from easy expression of the
‘inner mood’ of the preacher.”42
The gilded age motivator of people needed an honest character impelled by
passionately held beliefs. This suggests one reason why E. P. Roe’s main Christian actors
grapple constantly throughout his novels with their personal character. How can they
effectively evangelize their friends and loved ones if they are hypocrites? By nineteenthcentury rules of persuasion they cannot be effective.
The third technique, involving adaptation to the audience’s circumstances, is similar
to the two earlier techniques and is difficult to untangle from them. Broadly stated, the one
communicating must not only know the audience, but must also adapt the content of the
message to that audience’s specific needs. In the moment of application, persuasion fails if
the hearers cannot understand the relevance of the presentation to their situations or concerns.
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Thus, Roe ended his talk to a Rhode Island group by encouraging patriotic impulses. In his
novels, Roe completed his tales with directions for social change and personal growth.
Roe’s two most complete extant sermons are presented in the novel, From Jest to
Earnest. They exemplify the three techniques described here, and provide a hint about how
Roe probably preached his own revivalist sermons—and about how he did not preach them.
In the first message, the hero, seminary student Frank Hemstead, is presenting his initial
public message. In the process, Hemstead “unwittingly misrepresented God” by
emphasizing sovereignty and justice over immanence and love.43 As a late-century
revivalist, the evangelist in Roe declares, “The preacher, unfortunately and unconsciously to
himself, gave the impression that God acted on the principle that He could accomplish far
more with the rod of affliction than with anything else, and that when He fully set about the
task of winning a soul from sin, His first step was to stretch it upon the rack of some kind of
suffering.”44
Speaking on the story of the burial of Lazarus at Bethany, Hemstead used passionate
terms intended to direct the reader (and mythical listener) to the first persuasive technique of
verisimilitude and commonality of experience. In Roe’s hand, Hemstead vividly portrayed
“the suffering of the man whom Jesus loved; the anxiety of the sisters . . . ; this anxiety
passing into fear, dread, sickening certainty, and despair; the anguish of bereavement, the
loneliness and heart-breaking sorrow of four days; and that most agonized wrench of the
heart when the beloved form is left alone to corrupt in the dark and silent sepulcher.”45
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Roe then describes Hemstead’s use of pathos and ethos in order to persuade his
audience. Hemstead preached—pathos—with an “impressiveness and power” that resonated
with his hearers so that “everywhere throughout the audience was seen that thoughtful
contraction of the brow and fixed gaze which betoken deep attention.” Much of Hemstead’s
impact—ethos—appears to derive from his appearance (tall and imposing), and from the
respect accorded to his character and his minister’s credentials.
The third technique is used by Roe to show how Hemstead faltered when trying to
involve his audience appropriately. While Hemstead preached with forcefulness and
sincerity, he failed to direct his message towards the specific needs of his congregation. As a
result, when he finished speaking, Hemstead “felt at first, rather than saw, the chill he had
caused, instead of a glow answering to his own feelings.” A little later, Roe observes,
Hemstead realized “that he had not seen any who appeared to have enjoyed the service.”46
The young preacher, speaking as an early revivalist minister, touched his audience but only
created a sense of confusion. None were persuaded by his message.
This failed persuasive sermon within E. P. Roe’s persuasive story serves as one of the
points where Roe emotionally touched his readers in understanding. No doubt they too
remembered sermons that spoke only of God’s righteous justice, and never of His love. How
did they feel at the time? Roe assumes they felt as the characters in his tale felt, “sorely
troubled and perplexed” and wondering what to do.
Roe then takes Hemstead across the theological boundary between the old and new
revivalism, startlingly led on by “pagan” Lottie Marsden who challenges the young
preacher’s interpretation of God. With eyes newly opened to the necessity of proclaiming
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God in a way that meets his audience’s needs, Hemstead next preaches a message of hope
and encouragement that effectively uses each persuasive technique, touches hearts and minds
ready for change, and moves the story forward to new points of tension and resolution. As
he moves his story towards the conclusion, Roe uses a familiar vocabulary that stresses the
common passions of life in order to persuade his audience to adopt his solutions to their
concerns.
Conclusion
Throughout Roe’s novels, the reader is, in a sense, taken behind the scenes of the
usual late-century, revivalist service. From this perspective, Roe’s middle-class readership
perceived religion as identified by two groups: the audience and the minister-artist/performer.
This was a consequence of the rhetorical changes taking place in nineteenth-century
American culture. Protestant acceptance of the new measures, or of a means-based theology,
demanded that the minister/writer be more than a teacher of doctrine. Successful persuasion
and motivational messages required acting skills as well. Colleen McDannell suggests that
while the sermon “remained the core of the evangelical service,” the minister increasingly
assumed the guise of a performer “and the sermon itself [became] less a formal exposition or
even an exhortation than a special kind of performance, which engulfed an audience much as
the performance of a good actor or musician would.”47
The change was not so much in the way of content as in the method of presentation.
The Bible was still used, but by the middle decades of the century “there was a broadening of
the range of available rhetorical devices, as modes of personal address previously confined to
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prayer and examples of peril and anguish drawn from the ministers’ experience and from
situations of contemporary life began to find their way into pulpit sermons.”48
Gradually freed from the restrictions of early revivalist theology and practice,
preachers of many denominations began to perceive the sermon as a mass medium capable of
doing service in the vernacular forms of printing and singing as well as from the pulpit.
“Many of these changes helped engender religious fiction at the same time that they
prompted [the modern] narrative sermon form.”49
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Pitch Structure and Text in Franz Schubert’s Der Doppelganger:
A Foray into Musical Hermeneutics

Abstract
This paper attempts to demonstrate that elements in pitch structure, including those at
deep middleground levels, may be understood as representing ideas and images of the
text: Die Heimker No. 24, Der Doppelganger. Two basic types of doppelganger have
been identified by A. E. Crawley in his article titled: “Doubles.” Hastings,
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, London 1908-26, p. 853. According to Crawley,
there are doubles-by-duplication and doubles-by-division.
The double in Heine’s Der Doppelganger is clearly a double-by-division in that it is a
figment of the imagination, harbored in and borne out of the psyche. The psychic
projection in the poem, on the other hand, which produces the vision of a disembodied
self, introduces the idea of a double-by-duplication as well. The establishment of a
parallelism between the musical operations transposition and inversion and doubles-byduplication (transposition) and doubles-by-division (inversion) respectively, makes it
possible to relate specific musical events in Schubert’s song to poetic images in Heine’s
poem.
Selected examples from the paper contain some of the musical relationships which are
associated with images in the text. Example 4 shows how the repeated juxtaposition of
the two version of the seventh scale degree raises questions about the contrapuntal origins
of those notes, questions which are resolved in a telling way in the course of the
composition. Example 6 shows in detail how elements in the D-sharp minor section
(“The Mirror Image” in 6, b-2) can be understood as a component in a middleground
structure which forms an exact mirror of the ground bass theme, (“The Protagonist” in 6,
b-2). This observation provides an excellent opportunity for associating musical
structures with textual images at the same time that the boundaries of tonal syntax are
stretched by “the Mirror Image” to predict chromatic inversional practices of our century.
Example 7 identifies a transposition of the ground bass theme to D-sharp minor, “The
Double,” and shows how the completion of that motion initializes the descent of the top
structural voice. Example 8 reveals diatonic precursors of “The Double” and shows how
they emerge gradually from the tonal fabric to project vividly the “Ghost,” in all his
alien, chromatic particularity, in the D-sharp minor section. In Example 9 additional
implicit and explicit melodic configurations are identified which track or “shadow” the
Protagonist throughout the composition.
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The prominent Bulgarian composer Simeon Pironkoff (1927-1999) wrote the
music for more than 70 movies, documentaries and cartoons. Many of them were
rewarded by international juries. He was professor of Music in the
Bulgarian National Academy for Theater and Film Arts and the Chairman of the
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Processions and Processional Organs of Colonial Mexico
Abstract:
During the three centuries that Mexico was a Spanish colony (1519-1821), elaborate
religious processions occurred on a regular basis. In urban centers, the most important
processions occurred outdoors on a processional path that covered several streets. With
thousands of participants in attendance, processions frequently began and ended at the
cathedral. Likewise in village churches and monastic establishments, processions were a
vital ingredient in the spiritual life of every community. Of the numerous processions
observed in colonial Mexico, the feast of Corpus Christi acquired particular significance
as it represented the triumph of Christ over the Devil and a victory of the Catholic Church
over heresy.
Great pomp and pageantry accompanied the processions. In addition to carrying crosses
and parading images of Christ and the saints through the streets, major processions were
enhanced by floats transported on processional carts, dramatic enactments of religious
themes, triumphal arches, costumed dancers and an abundance of live music (vocal and
instrumental). Among the musical instruments utilized in these processions was a small
pipe organ specifically designed to be portable so that it could be carried in procession.
The instrument had multiple ranks (or sets) of pipes and a single keyboard divided down
the middle so that the organist could play contrasting sounds in the right and left hand
parts. Toy stops, such as bird whistles and drums, might also be included in the
instrument’s apparatus. The organ was often provided with transport poles so that it
could be carried on the shoulders of four or more porters. When used in procession, the
organ alternated with singers and other instrumentalists in the time-honored alternatim
performance tradition.
More than a dozen processional organs have survived in Mexico to this day. Most of
these antique instruments have been neglected over the years and are badly in need of
restoration. A major purpose of the present study is to call attention to these historic
Mexican instruments with the hope of saving some from extinction.

Processions and Processional Organs of Colonial Mexico
Introduction:
Mexico was a colony of Spain for three centuries, from 1519-1821. During its
colonial period, Mexico was known as New Spain because Spanish culture dominated
over indigenous cultural traditions. Major urban centers-- Mexico City, Puebla, Oaxaca,
and Valladolid (now Morelia)-- had a cultural life that was sophisticated and even
elegant. The artistic focal point in each city was the cathedral with its choir of
professional musicians, both singers and instrumentalists. At these New World
cathedrals, every effort was made to equal, or attempt to surpass, the highest musical
standards of Europe. Extravagant splendor characterized all cathedral ceremonies, with
elaborate polyphonic or concerted music performed on a regular basis. Even in village
churches and monastic establishments, the liturgy was celebrated with as much solemnity
and grandeur as means permitted.
Processions through the church and the cloister, as well as around the outdoor
courtyard and through the streets, were a prominent feature of community life.
Processions were one of the chief tools utilized by the Catholic Church to underscore its
spiritual doctrine and temporal power. As colonial society was dominated by the church,
such processions proliferated at a rate that is inconceivable today.
Outdoor processions on a gigantic scale likewise had been an integral part of
religious ceremonies in Mesoamerica prior to the arrival of the Europeans. Aztec temple
priests and a professional corps of trained musicians and dancers staged grandiose
outdoor ceremonies in honor of their gods. The sixteenth-century Spanish chronicler Fray
Diego Durán reported a ceremony in which 8,600 men danced in a circle in the sacred
ceremonial center of Tenochtitlán.1 Another report estimated that for the dedication of
the temple-pyramid honoring Huitzilopochtli, god of war, at least 20,000 captives
marched in four processional columns before being sacrificed at the temple.2
In Europe, too, especially in Mediterranean countries, many religious activities
had been celebrated in communal outdoor spaces. Thus it is no surprise that after the
Spanish conquest, church processions and outdoor festivals associated with them attained
unusual prominence.
The brilliance of these elaborate religious ceremonies was enhanced by a
considerable quantity of music, played on diverse musical instruments. Among these
instruments was a portable pipe organ that could be played either inside the church or
outside for processions and other functions. Because of its portability it became known
as a processional organ. A surprising number of these processional instruments (more
than a dozen) have survived from Mexico’s colonial era. In fact, more processional
organs are known to exist in Mexico than in any other country. Their survival clearly
attests to their importance in an earlier age.

Unfortunately, most of these antique organs have been neglected and allowed to
fall into a state of total disrepair. Unless they are properly restored and maintained, they
are in danger of disappearing all together. One of the purposes of this paper is to call
attention to these historic treasures in hopes that they will be valued and preserved as
they deserve to be.
Processions in Colonial Mexico:
To understand Mexican processional organs, it is first necessary to recognize the
nature and importance of processions in the country known as New Spain. Soon after the
Spanish conquistadors subdued the Mexica nation and other indigenous groups, bands of
fearless missionary friars were sent to the New World. Their task was to achieve a
spiritual conquest. This was no easy task. To overcome the language barrier and other
obstacles, the early friars relied heavily on music and pageantry. These missionaries
quickly decided that the best way to attract new converts was through the use of song and
dance, plays, processions and their accompanying paraphernalia—crosses, costumes,
saints’ images, triumphal arches, musical instruments and the like. Thus Christian
festivals, full of pomp and pageantry, were rapidly introduced by the missionary friars
and by the clergy who served churches in the cities. The crowning point of each festival
was an elaborate procession.
In an attempt to regularize festivals on the liturgical calendar and to promote
wide-scale participation among the Indian converts, a papal bull of 1537 decreed that
native people were required to observe twelve annual church festivals. They must fast on
the preceding day and attend services on the Feast Day itself. The twelve festivals
included six that were related to the life of Christ, four devoted to the Virgin Mary, plus
Pentecost and the festival of Saints Peter and Paul. While twelve might seem like a large
number of obligatory feast days, it was actually fewer than Spaniards were required to
observe.
A most interesting fact in this regard is that the native converts tended to outdo
the Spanish colonists in public displays of piety on the Christian Holy Days. Motolinía,
one of the earliest Franciscan chroniclers, reports that all through Lent the native converts
would flog themselves in church three days a week, the men in one part and the women
in another. On Holy Thursday when it was customary to make a grand procession, the
number of indigenous converts in the procession might number ten or twelve thousand.
Many of the native marchers flogged themselves; the others carried torches. All sang
prayers from the catechism: the Our Father, Hail Mary, Credo and Salve Regina.
Afterward they washed their lacerated skin with hot water and chile peppers.3 While
this seems extreme to us today, for the Indians it represented a continuation of selfmortification practices with which they were already familiar. At a procession
honoringthe god Texcatlipóca, for instance, the chronicler Torquemada reported that
Indians were observed flagellating and bruising themselves with ropes made from a
cactus plant.4

It was in this emotionally charged atmosphere that the Christian festivals
developed. While the festivals included particularly elaborate church services and various
public entertainments, the visual and emotional highpoint of every festival was the
procession. At first, due to the sharp class distinctions that divided colonial society,
separate processions were conducted for Spaniards and for native people. By the early
17th century, however, processions were no longer segregated. Now both persons of
Spanish descent and indigenous people participated in the same festivals and took part in
the same processions.
The air was filled with excitement on a processional day as people eagerly
assembled from all parts of the city and from the neighboring countryside. Waiting
spectators crammed into the narrow walkways along the street as the processional hour
drew near. Windows, vestibules, entryways and rooftops were stuffed with people doing
their best to get a view of the passing procession. On such an important day everyone
dressed in their best attire, as this was a highlight of colonial life for all members of
society. Included in the jumbled crowd of eager spectators were people from all stations
of life. Aristocratic ladies in their silk gowns and mantillas, peasant serving girls in their
rebozos, dandified city gentlemen, rustic peasants in their sombreros, shop keepers and
beggars-- all were present for this important community event.
The procession itself, unlike the crowd that watched it, was well organized and
orderly. In fact, a procession, by definition, consists of an organized body of people
advancing in formal or ceremonial manner toward a special place and for a common
purpose. In colonial processions, participants were typically arranged in hierarchical
order to indicate either their social rank or their status within the church. Way stations
were often set up along the processional path so that processants could stop, rest and
perform ritual acts before continuing.
Among the processions that occurred on an annual basis, Corpus Christi occupied
pride of place and therefore deserves special attention in this study. The festival of
Corpus, and the procession which was its highlight, were observed throughout the entire
country. However, in the viceregal capital of Mexico City, the cathedral and municipal
authorities collaborated to create a spectacle of unbelievable splendor.
Corpus Christi, introduced to Mexico City as early as 1526, was one of the first
Christian festivals celebrated in the capital. Notes from the cabildo meetings of both
cathedral and city government indicate that considerable effort and expense were exerted
each year to ensure the success of the procession and of the festival as a whole. In fact,
over the years the size, cost and ostentation of the festival increased exponentially. By
1620, Corpus Christi was estimated to cost the municipal government an astonishing 21%
of its disposable annual income.5 Naturally, the cathedral also spent lavishly on this
week-long religious festival. The trade guilds, the confraternities, and every other group
that participated also incurred considerable expense.
The actual date of Corpus Christi varied from year to year as part of the movable
calendar of church feasts, but was always on a Thursday in late May or June (the

Thursday following Trinity Sunday). It was preceded by a period of intense preparation
and included eight celebratory days, collectively referred to as the Octave of Corpus.
Fireworks, theatrical performances, sporting events, concerts, dances, and plenty of
games were scheduled throughout the festival. However, the very heart of the celebration
was the grandiose procession in which the Blessed Sacrament left its place of repose in
the cathedral and was carried under a canopy through the streets. This occurred on the
day of Corpus Christi itself. The final celebratory day, known as the Octave, also had a
procession to mark the festival’s conclusion.
Instituted in the 14th century to affirm the doctrine of transubstantiation (the
belief that Christ is actually present in the consecrated Eucharistic host), Corpus Christi
acquired added significance during the era of the Counter Reformation. In 1551, the
Council of Trent (session xiii) issued a decree characterizing the feast of Corpus Christi
as a ‘triumph over heresy’ and condemning anyone who refused to celebrate the Blessed
Sacrament in procession. As the regulations issuing from the Council of Trent coincided
with major Christianizing efforts in the New World, the council’s view of Corpus Christi
determined the character that this festival acquired in New Spain.
Thus the Corpus Christi procession became a triumphal event—a procession
heralding a victor, in this case the consecrated host. This is seen in the use of canopies,
triumphal arches, processional carts, and other props traditionally associated with the
processional entry of a victorious monarch.6 The procession represented both a triumph
of God over sin and death and a triumph of the Roman Catholic Church over heresy and
heretics.
The traditional format for the Corpus procession in Mexico City was as follows.
The pealing of church bells all over the city together with the sounding of trumpets,
drums and gun salutes, announced the departure of the procession, which left the
cathedral by the side door, usually after early morning Mass. Moving over streets that
had been cleaned and scattered with flowers, it proceeded down Tacuba Street in the
direction toward the Alameda Park and returned by Madero Street to reenter through the
main door of the cathedral.7 A large canopy covered the center of the streets, and
buildings along the route were adorned with valuable tapestries and silk or velvet cloth on
which images or scenes had been painted. Posas, temporary altars, were set up along the
way. As recounted by Antonio de Robles in his Diario de sucesos notables 16651703 (Diary of Notable Events 1665-1703), it was customary, at least during his day, to
have ten such posas for the Corpus Christi procession in Mexico City.8 Built by
confraternities or guilds, the posas were often elaborate constructions of silver decorated
with mirrors and large votive candles and flowers.9 They might also be draped with silk,
tapestries, lace, bird cages or feather arrangements.10 Participating organizations vied
with each other to create the most beautiful setting for the repose of the Host, as the
processional entourage made a stop at each posa for prayers and music.
Leading the procession was a group of fanciful creations that included a tarasca, a
large dragon made of painted wood. The dragon was very important in this triumphal
celebration as it symbolized sin that had been conquered by grace. It was usually placed

on a cart so that it could be wheeled through the procession. Accompanying the tarasca
was an assortment of gigantes, cabezudos, and diablillos. The gigantes were figures
made of wood, paper or metal and covered with fur, wigs and cloth so that they
resembled huge giants standing as much as 16 feet tall. These giants were brought to life,
as it were, by African slaves or other persons who walked inside them.11 The cabezudos,
or big heads, were costumed individuals who wore huge heads made of wood or paper. If
they followed Spanish tradition, they probably made playful, threatening gestures toward
children in the crowd.12 The diablillos (little devils, as the name suggests) were
costumed individuals done up in amusing devil costumes. All of these fanciful
fabrications delighted both children and adults among the excited crowd of spectators.
Next in the procession came sets of costumed dancers. These were considered to
be an essential part of the festivities, and the officially recognized ethnic groups were
always represented in the dance sets: the Spanish and the criollos (persons of Spanish
descent born in the colony), the indigenous Indians, and the Africans and mulattos.
Conspicuously absent, it seems, were those unfortunate persons known as mestizos. As
the offspring of mating between Spaniards (or criollos) and Indians, mestizos tended to
be regarded as outcasts. During much of the colonial era they had no rank in society and
they suffered from an extreme prejudice meted out against persons of “mixed blood.”
While mestizos were not known to have been represented in the procession, occasionally
processional dancers appeared in the guise of gypsies, Turks, Portuguese, villains, or
pirates.13 They were usually accompanied by their own band of musicians.
Following the tradition inherited from Spain, the Spanish and criollo dancers
performed court dances and ballet alongside dances of popular, or folk, origin. In their
folk dances, Moorish influences were frequently apparent. All were performed to the
accompaniment of appropriate (European/Arabic) musical instruments.
On the other hand, Native dancers performed dances from their ethnic heritage
and were accompanied by drums, rattles, and indigenous song. According to an
eyewitness observer, they might sometimes be attired as ancient Aztec princes, with a
richly embroidered mantel thrown over the right shoulder and tied in a rosette at the top.
On their heads might be pyramid shaped diadems. On their left upper arms they wore
bracelets from which were fastened large clusters of brightly colored feathers.14
Often the dances they performed, such as the tocotín, were identical with ones their
predecessors had used in pagan rites. The only difference is that now the dances were
performed in honor of the Blessed Sacrament. Spanish observers must have appreciated
these indigenous dances since they soon took pride in exporting them to Europe. The
zarabanda, for instance, known to have been danced at the Corpus Christi festivities in
Pátzcuaro, Mexico, as early as 1569, was exported to the European continent where it
was gradually transformed into the courtly sarabande.15 When first introduced to Spain,
the sarabande was considered so obscene that anyone dancing it (particularly a woman)
risked severe punishment and threat of banishment.16
African dances and African rhythms had their place as well. While

not much attention has been paid to the fact that European settlers imported a substantial
number of slaves to the Spanish colony already in the 16th century, the fact remains that
they did. It has been estimated that as early as 1580 approximately 18,500 African
Negroes and 1,500 mulattos were living in New Spain (as compared to a smaller number
of Spaniards, only 15,000 Spaniards)17. As the festival organizers wanted all strata of
colonial society to be involved in the Corpus Christi festival, even slaves were invited to
dance in the procession.
Processional carts (carros) with tableaux vivants (floats) were another important
part of the procession, especially in the 16th century. Judging from the accounts provided
in Festival Books, it is likely that musicians, dressed as angels, were often included on
these carts. The carts also carried actors and individuals who represented personages in
the theatrical tableau or float. The carros themselves often became the stage for theatrical
productions that occurred along the route or at the conclusion of the procession.
Eventually, the carros were phased out of the Mexico City Corpus celebration and
replaced by platforms erected in the main square.18
Following these lively entertainers came members of the trade guilds, solemnly
carrying their respective banners and statues of their patron saints. The statues were
often transported on andas, portable platforms carried on the shoulders of a group of men.
The number of guilds represented could be quite numerous, as one report dating from
1697 stated that the guilds carried 100 statues that year.19 Sometimes they also brought
their own bands of musicians and dancers.
Next in the procession came the numerous cofradías, or confraternities, with their
patron saints. (Confraternities were religious organizations for lay people.) By the late
17th century, 85 confraternities were known to have participated in the Mexico City
Corpus Christi procession.20 Arranged in processional columns, the cofradías often
brought their own musicians to provide festive music enroute.
Following the guilds and confraternities were representatives of the individual
church parishes, the secular clergy, the members of religious orders, the Inquisitors, and
the children of the school of San Juan de Letrán, dressed as angels carrying candles.
Each organization proudly displayed its crosses, insignia and banners. Collectively, this
must have been an impressive sight as the extended procession earnestly made its way
from the cathedral out into the community.
Following these representatives of the church came the raison d’etre for the
procession, the Blessed Sacrament itself. Processing under a silk canopy trimmed in gold
or silver, the Host was either housed in an elaborate tabernacle or carried in a beautiful,
bejeweled monstrance by the bishop or archbishop. Accompanying the Host were the
highest church dignitaries-- the cathedral Cabildo (the governing body) and the full
cathedral staff—all proceeding in strict order determined by rank. The members of the
cathedral music chapel, both singers and instrumentalists, also formed part of the
cathedral entourage. Several sources, including the Actas Capitulares of the Mexico City
Cathedral, corroborate the required participation of the chapel musicians in this all-

important procession. To cite one source, the cathedral’s Diario manval (1751), a
handbook providing instructions for all of the cathedral activities during the year, we note
the following statement in the section entitled “Description of the solemnity of Corpus
and its Octave”:
Also in the procession should go the musicians with their
instruments, singing and playing the hymns that the
Procession Book prescribes. . . .21
There is every reason to believe that the instruments carried in procession
included a processional organ. Unfortunately, no written corroboration for this assertion
has been found in Mexican documents. Since numerous church-related manuscripts and
books disappeared or were destroyed during the revolutions of the 19th century, research
into Mexican organs operates under the handicap of inadequate on-sight documentation.
However, since a number of the instruments themselves have survived, they furnish the
best possible proof that processional organs were utilized.
In addition, ample documentation exists to prove that processional organs were
regularly carried in the Corpus Christi processions in Spain, the Mother Country. The
Spanish regulatory books and the Actas Capitulares of several Spanish cathedrals bear
this out. In fact, at Seville, one of the cathedral documents specifies that, not one, but two
portable organs, be carried in the Corpus procession.22 With Spain, and especially
Seville, providing the model for New World liturgical practices, we conclude that a
processional organ was almost certainly included in the Mexico City procession and was
likely played at some of the posas along the way.
Underscoring the importance of music during the procession, the Cathedral
Council of Seville declared in 1685 that from the time the custodia [the monstrance or
tabernacle] exits the Cathedral until it returns, there will be no absence of Music in the
Procession.23
A select group of boy choristers known as los seises (The Six) also occupied an
honored place in the cathedral entourage. According to the processional order described
by Garcia Cubas, these choristers appeared immediately before the members of the
cathedral Cabildo, or governing body.24 It is likely that los seises, dressed in special
costumes, danced in the Mexico City Corpus procession, although information about
their activities is less available than about their counterparts in Seville and Toledo. In
Seville, it is known that they danced as the custodia (the monstrance or tabernacle) left
the cathedral to begin the route through the streets—a practice inspired by King David’s
dancing before the Ark of the Covenant in the Old Testament. Los seises subsequently
danced or sang several times along the route, including a mandatory performance before
the Audiencia Real, where the royal representatives had their seats. Also during the entire
Octave of Corpus they were expected to dance each afternoon at the main altar of the
cathedral dressed in their Corpus day costumes.25 To the accompaniment of castanets
and bells on their ankles, they performed the pavane and other stately dance patterns in

honor of the Blessed Sacrament.26 This was a long-established tradition in Seville, one
that has been preserved into modern times.
Next in the procession, i.e. following the Santísimo Sacramento and the cathedral
retinue, came the civic leaders: the viceroy, the members of the Audiencia, municipal
officials, university professors and students, and all other royal officials. The presence of
civic authorities, processing in relative proximity to the host, demonstrated a union of the
sacred and the secular, of supernatural authority united with worldly authority. Often
these civic leaders were supported by armed military battalions. This further reinforced
the idea of a triumphal victory, one not restricted to the supernatural realm. In such a
splendiferous organizational display, divine power could be equated with temporal
power. Over the years, the procession grew longer and longer so that by the end of the
17th century the end of the line had not yet begun to leave the cathedral when the
beginning had already returned27.
Processional organs:
It was for such processions that small portable organs were constructed. Because
they could be carried in procession, they have received the name processional organs. It
should be noted, however, that these organs often served additional functions inside a
church or convent. They were not reserved exclusively for processions.
Before going any further, we need to ask: What is a processional organ?
Admittedly, most people have no idea that such a musical instrument exists, even though
it was common at one time. By definition, a processional organ is a transportable small
pipe organ having a single keyboard and multiple ranks (or sets) of pipes. To make
music, it requires both an organist to play the keyboard and a person to simultaneously
pump the bellows. If the organ is to be transported, it will also necessitate the services of
four or more porters. Typically, a processional organ was fitted with poles for transport.
In less typical cases the organ could be placed on a cart that would then substitute for the
porters. Processional organs in New Spain, like their counterparts in Spain, had a divided
keyboard so that the organist could play with contrasting sounds in the right and left hand
parts. They also often had toy stops, such as bird whistles and drums.
The movable nature of this organ made it a logical choice for missionaries and
priests in the early decades following the Spanish conquest. Such an organ could be used
for services either inside the church or out. It probably sometimes provided music at the
open-air chapels where Mass was often celebrated on major feast days. Sometimes called
“Indian Chapels,” these outdoor altar areas, built into the external wall of the church,
allowed the priest to say Mass for the throngs of new Indian converts too numerous to fit
inside the church. Additionally, if the portable organ were provided with poles, it could
be carried through the streets to add ceremonial pomp to the religious processions that
proliferated at that time.
Portable organs were likely the musical mainstay for churches large and small in
the early evangelization period. In most village churches, a small organ was all that the

parish could afford. Yet, even after the establishment of major cathedrals in larger cities,
portable organs continued to be in demand. Since a high artistic quality was expected
from cathedral musicians, New World cathedrals typically insisted on owning several
organs. They also frequently employed two organists in addition to the Chapel Master, a
chant director, various instrumental musicians and paid singers. The presence of multiple
organs allowed the musicians to sing and play in various locations in the cathedral and to
use different types of organs for different musical or liturgical situations. Every cathedral
owned one, or usually two, large organs permanently installed in the organ galleries
above the choir stalls. In addition, they had various smaller organs, including one or
more specifically designated for processional use since it was the cathedral musicians
who had the major responsibility for providing music during city-wide processions. If
the cathedral’s music chapel were to be represented in its full splendor, a processional
organ would have to be included in the panoply of instruments that were taken in
procession. As the solemn procession made its stately way through the streets of
Mexico City, one imagines Latin chant being sung while the choir was in transit, with
more elaborate polyphony and instrumentally accompanied music being performed at the
way stations, or posas. One says “imagines” because Mexican cathedral documents and
Processionale (books containing instructions for processions) are not very precise on the
subject. True, the processional books specify the required texts and sometimes provide
the chant melodies. However, they furnish almost no clues concerning the more
rendering of polyphonic or instrumental music. Yet we know that elaborate polyphonic
music, instrumental pieces, and organ music were major ingredients in every important
procession. Nor do narrative accounts of major festivals in New Spain give descriptions
of the music sung and played during actual processions. Of the numerous historic
publications and manuscripts from New Spain that were consulted for this study, not a
single one indicated what the organist played in procession. Thus one is reduced to
reliance on Spanish documents, for the most part, and to speculative reconstruction of
processional scenarios based on the known procedures and musical practices of cathedral
services.
After consulting Spanish documents, one concludes definitively that most
processional music was performed according to a performance practice known as
alternatim. This style featured the use of contrasting performance forces (vocal and
instrumental, solo and chorus) in alternation. It was the governing principle behind the
majority of the music used for liturgical services at this time. The same was true of
processional music. Both Spanish cathedral documents and the books of processional
protocol known as Processionale indicate this practice. The following sources relating to
Spanish cathedrals provide a few examples from the several that could be cited.
From the Cathedral of León, a 1663 document entitled “Memoria de las
obligaciones que tienen obligación de hacer la capilla, organista, ministriles y otras
personas del coro de esta Santa Iglesia de León”(Memorandum concerning the
Obligations of the Chapel, Organist, Instrumentalists and Other Choir Personnel of this
Holy Church of León) provides repeated instructions for alternation between singers,
organ, and ministriles (instrumentalists) in processions. The memo relating to
Corpus Christi will be quoted here.

The Pange lingua is sung throughout the procession, with the
capilla[polyphonic choir of professional singers] alternating
with the organ, the minstrels [instrumentalists] and
plainchant. At processional stations along the way villancicos

are sung: the first at the bishop’s altar; 2nd at the Descalzed
Sisters; 3rd at the Descalzed Brothers; 4th at San Isidro; 5th
at the Concepción; and 6th returning to face the altar.28
At the Cathedral of Palencia, likewise in Spain, the regulations state that on the
day of Corpus Christi after Mass has been celebrated, the Blessed Sacrament will be
placed on its processional cart. As it departs in procession the Pange lingua will be
played in alternating versets between plainchant and polyphony with shawms and
organ.29
At the Cathedral of Granada, farther south in Andalusia, the necessity of using a
small organ(s), in the procession was expressly cited in La Consueta, a rulebook
regulating the activities of the Cathedral of Granada and the duties of its members. In a
section entitled “Del officio de Organista,” the church council stipulated that the organs
should go in the Corpus Christi procession and should play the hymns of the Feast Day a
versos (meaning in alternation) and other motets.
“En la Procession de el Corpus Cristi van los organos
en ella, y tañen los Himnos de la Fiesta a versos, y otros
motetes”30
Thus extrapolating to Mexico City and other New World cathedrals, we can fairly
well assume that the organ alternated with other instruments and with the singers in the
processions. A more detailed discussion of the organ music played in processions
exceeds the scope of this paper. It will be discussed in a forthcoming book entitled
Processional Organs in Colonial Mexico: A Cultural History. The specific technical
characteristics of the instruments themselves will also be detailed in that book.
As mentioned in the introduction, more than a dozen antique processional organs
have miraculously survived in Mexico. They date from the 17th and 18th centuries, and
possibly also the 16th century. They can be found in the states of Oaxaca, Tlaxcala, and
the Federal District (Mexico City). For the most part, the organs are located in small
village churches in out-of-the-way places. One speculates that they survived in these
remote places because the churches did not have sufficient money to replace them with
larger, more expensive instruments at a later date. The condition of these processional
organs varies widely. Often the metal pipes are bent or missing and the keyboard and
organ case are encrusted with centuries of accumulated dust and bird droppings.
Fortunately, nearly all of the instruments have enough of their essential mechanism
extant so that a historical restoration would be possible. A few have already benefited

from historical restoration, usually at the hand of an independent American organ builder
named Susan Tattershall. She lived and worked in Mexico for a number of years.
In a country that contains ancient pyramids and vast cultural treasures far older
than the colonial organs, it has been very difficult to raise funds to restore processional
organs or any other type of historic organ in Mexico. Restoration resources are usually
directed to the preservation of far older monuments. Yet, these organs are part of
Mexico’s cultural heritage and as such ought to be preserved. It is the intent of organ
scholars, such as myself, to raise awareness about the value of historic Mexican organs
with the hope of saving some from extinction.
[Presentation concludes with slides showing restored and unrestored processional organs]
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Daring to Disturb: my journey towards a feminist theatre praxis and pedagogy
Prologue
This essay is based on an experience that is now over seven years old. At the 1996 joint
conference of the American Association of Theatre and Education/Association for Theatre in
Higher Education, I told the story of this experience to Georgia State University professor Gayle
Austin, who encouraged me to write about it, saying that one can often "make art from shit."
The "shit" was directing and teaching a cross-gendered feminist play at my university; the "art"
ended up being an essay that I filed for later use. Fast-forward three years. Professors Kathleen
Juhl (Southwestern University) and Ann Elizabeth Armstrong (Miami University) send out a call
for papers concerning feminist pedagogies in the theatre classroom, and I think of my long filed
art-essay. I know I have a tale to tell that has been simmering for a few years, but the show and
tell tone of the essay doesn’t seem appropriate, and I refile it. Another year goes by. I am in
Bergen, Norway, at the International Drama Education Association (IDEA) Congress. Professor
Helen Nicholson (Cambridge University) chairs a Special Interest Group on Gender which I
attend, and at the first meeting distributes this quote on a handout:
While it is important to stress that there is no one way of practicing feminist theatre, it is
useful to have some broad-based conceptualization of feminist aims and objectives in the
feminist workshop. As your own practice evolves, you can define these for yourselves.
My own proposals are as follows: that a feminist practice may constitute a theoretical
domain; that a feminist practice may operate formally and ideologically as a 'sphere of
disturbance;' that feminist practice 'steals' from wherever and whatever is necessary to
create the desired 'disturbance;' that representational systems are subject to the
disturbance. (Aston 17).
I am unfamiliar with Elaine Aston's book, so Helen gives me her copy. It is exactly what I need
in order to resurrect the filed essay. My shitty experience constitutes Aston's "sphere of
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disturbance" (18), one that can be analyzed and shared as a particular feminist practice.1 I can
claim, and I do, that directing this feminist cross-gendered play constitutes a theoretical domain,
and I can reflect on how the experience operated for audience, student actors, and for me. In
this, I am struck by Jill Dolan's assertion that feminist theatre and performance criticism must be
committed to finding ways of melding theory and practice into praxis (Presence and Desire 31),
and I begin to see how directing this play was the beginning of a journey towards developing my
own feminist theatre praxis. Stirring up memories from that time has been both difficult and
exhilarating. However, the resulting essay makes me think that maybe Austin was right.2
The Curtain Rises
I cannot remember a time when I did not desire to reflect feminist values through my
theatre pedagogy and practice. During the first year of my first tenure track appointment, I chose
to direct and teach a feminist play. Through that process, I began to understand myself as a
feminist theatre artist and teacher, and I learned to foreground myself as a feminist practitioner
who ultimately comments through theory and practice on society at large. My journey is a
familiar one. Kathleen Juhl's 1997 dissertation describes her feminist approaches to directing
and teaching plays over the course of a five-year period. Rhonda Blair's experiences with crossgendered casting and directing (1993) and Jill Dolan's (outlined in Presence and Desire) also
resonate with mine.3
1

While Aston's book is aimed at helping the reader create feminist theatre, mostly through devising and
improvisation, I found it immensely helpful in helping me to contextualize my pedagogical experience as a type of
feminist practice. I am deeply indebted to Helen Nicholson for introducing it to me.
2
The serendipity of meeting these well-known theatre feminists makes me think that it was something more than
chance. I happened upon Gayle Austin in the lounge of the hotel, where she was chatting with a mutual friend; I
met Kathleen Juhl at an Alexander Technique Workshop in Nebraska; Helen Nicholson lives and teaches in
England, but I met her in Norway through a friend of a friend.
3
Juhl, Blair, and Dolan outline some of the very reasons that I chose to direct my play, including providing women
with access to more roles and challenging societal norms of gender. Unfortunately, I had not yet met any of these
women, nor was I familiar with their work. Liz Stroppel (1997) also describes women theatre artists' journeys that
are similar to mine.
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I grew up in the 1960s and 1970s, a product of the women’s movement. I received my
BFA and MFA in the 1980s. I acted my roles, both onstage and off, with feminist sensibilities. I
called myself a Feminist, and I suppose that I was, in the plainest terms, because I was paying
attention to women in the theatre and in life (Austin 19). No adjective described my feminist
self, as I had not yet been exposed to feminist theoretical frameworks.4 Yet one can
concurrently practice theorizing without ever knowing/possessing the term, just as one can live
and act in feminist resistance without ever using the word "feminism" (hooks 62).
In 1995 I was a newly hired assistant professor in a large theatre department in the
Midwest. As a Feminist I viewed my upcoming work as a possible way to put women’s issues
and women at center stage (Aston 6). I would be directing one yet-to-be-determined show in the
upcoming season, and I had the opportunity to choose that play myself. While searching for an
appropriate play, I considered the following: the department had more female students than male
ones, but the planned season had more male roles; all the already-selected plays were written by
Anglo men; and I had no idea of the departmental talent pool. I came across Miss Autobody,
developed by the acclaimed Quebec feminist theatre troupe les Folles Alliees, by chance, as I
was shelf reading at Barnes and Noble. As a French-Canadian parody with a six actress
ensemble, it addressed my concerns. Plus, I enjoyed the play, which seemed to me to be a
humorous send-up of gender stereotypes with a profound message about the place of women in
society. "The obvious solution, if she has the latitude, is to choose a play by a playwright who is
also operating consciously around issues of race and gender" (Donkin and Clement 7). I had the
latitude, and so I chose a consciously feminist play.5 The ramifications of my choice, the process
4

I graduated in 1987 with an MFA in Child Drama. Somehow my professors missed the early feminist theatre
work--though I was rock-solid on Aristotle.
5
I believe, however, that my play choice may have been less a reflection of my feminist sensibilities than a
comment on the realities in my University's Theatre Department.
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of rehearsing and mounting the production, and the after-effects challenged, disturbed, and
changed the audience, my students, and, most of all, me.
I am embarrassed to admit now how ignorant and naïve I was. Because the play required
no male actors, I would be casting no men. I had not considered this to be a problem. The
ensemble of actresses would play both male and female characters, but I had not thought about,
and did not realize, the inherent challenges present in cross-gendered playing. I did not reflect
on the fact that the play was a parody of gender, which can be dangerous and powerful form and
idea. I was feminist enough to pay attention to women, but not enough of a feminist to realize
the disturbances that the play would cause.6
Pre-production
Miss Autobody tells the story of a group of female automechanics who disrupt
their vacation in order to foil the evil plot of a sexist, money-hungry mayor who plans to open a
strip bar (the “Sex Complex”) in the town. Six actresses play multiple characters, both male and
female, through a series of short cinematic scenes interspersed with songs. The writers of Miss
Autobody very explicitly state that the male characters are to be played by women. While many
directors specifically cross-gender casting in order to open casting opportunities or achieve
concept goals, I worked with cross gendering as part of a play’s given circumstances. This may
not have affected my approach to the production of the play, but it is an important distinction to
note. The script also requires a final video montage of graphic, violent pornography in order to
underscore its parody of women’s place in society7.
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Esther Beth Sullivan discusses ignoring the political implications of script choice in her 1993 essay "Women,
Woman, and the Subject of Feminism: Feminist Directions."
7
For a more detailed discussion of the history of pornography's intersection with feminist performance, see Jill
Dolan's The Feminist Spectator as Critic, pp. 60-67 and 77-81. It may also be useful to consider the discussion of
feminist antipornography debates in Alice Echols' Daring to Be Bad.
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The plot centers on a middle-aged sexist entrepreneurial mayor (Maurice) and his young
horny auto-obsessed sidekick, Timothy. These roles were played, as the script dictated, by
women (students). Later in the play, both of these women, who also played female
automechanics, assumed other characters, this time female burlesque performers in the “Sex
Complex.” Thus the actresses would assume first female roles (automechanics), then male roles
(Maurice and Timothy), and then the “males” would transform into “females” (the burlesque
performers). If gender is an act which constructs social fiction, (Performative 270) as Judith
Butler asserts, and can be viewed as a type of societal construct8, then crossing gender in this
way, making gender explicit by crossing it again and again with the same actresses in front of the
audience, foregrounds gender as a performative construction. Gender is "the stylized repetition
of acts through time" (Performative 271), thus subverting gender identity. The actresses don’t
stay in their characters' gendered place; just as women will not "stay in their place." As Jeanine,
one of the automechanics says, "C'mon, you guys. Times have changed. We're more than just
waitresses at the banquet of life" (16).
Rhonda Blair explains that cross-gendering requires us "to question our assumptions
about what it means to be women or me . . . ." (304). But the play posits more than a questioning
of gender roles. That no "actual" men are onstage renders real maleness invisible; the women
performers take on maleness, thus making women (historically invisible, particularly in the
theatre) visible as both male and female. The violent pornography that closes the play borders
on "snuff" pornography, which literally attempts to make females invisible by killing them, or
simulating their deaths through or because of their gendered sexuality. The cross-gendering
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It is impossible to write about gender and performance without acknowledging Judith Butler and Teresa de
Lauretis. Their work on gender as construct is important and basic to the field.
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highlights how gender can both figuratively and literally mean life or death.9 The lack of males
in the production and the subsequent cross gendering seemed to me to be a perfect design
through which the playwrights made their feminist points.
Rising Action
During the semester before the play was produced, some students read the play for class.
They hated it, and argued with considerable passion that it was "anti-male." They pointed to the
unfairness of selecting a play with no roles for men; they claimed it "made fun of" men. It was
clear to me that they had misunderstood the content and form of the play: the play was not
against men simply because it had no roles for men (and had women playing men). It was, in
fact, an interrogation of what it means to be a considered male or female. The play was a parody
on gender. In response, I attempted explanation by posting a definition of parody on the theatre
department bulletin board: "Parody is a form of mimicry. At one end of the spectrum parody
may approach burlesque by exaggerating mimicry into caricature. At the other end, it may
approach satire by enfolding a critique of social behavior. Succinctly, it is ridicule through
distortion." (Cambridge Guide to Theatre, 1995, 840). I then added these comments:
The play is a parody, which is a form of comedy that's been around as long as
Aristophanes. Parody is ridicule through distortion. It is about mimicry--but so is all
theatre. The play has burlesque qualities, that is mimicry exaggerated into caricature.
The play has satirical elements as well because it enfolds a critique of social behavior
into ridicule. Does the play poke fun at men? You bet. It is a parody. It pokes fun at
many things. Does it poke fun at women? Of course. Ask the deeper question: does this
hurt? Why does this hurt? Is it just a little too close to the bone? Now ask yourself what
the purpose of theatre is…
The poster did little to allay the suspicions of the students who felt that the play was somehow
unfair and that I was making fun of men. It may, in fact, have had the opposite effect. It did,
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The Teena Brandon murder, the focus of the subsequent move Boys Don’t Cry, happened the year before, less the
one hour from the university.
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however, help me clarify the purpose of the cross-gendered playing: that is, ridicule through
distortion. Although I had not named it, I had begun to develop a feminist theoretical domain.
I viewed gender as performance (Senelick 1992, ix; "Performative" 27). I saw the crossgendered playing as a way to encourage the distortion of gender by representing the body in
ways immediately recognizable to an audience, while at the same time maintaining the ridicule
necessary for effective parody.10 In Miss Autobody, the audience is never supposed to forget
that a performance, a representation, is taking place. Gender is the point of the parody.
In retrospect, I believe that while I understood the dramaturgical purpose of the crossgendering on a more literary level, I viewed the cross-gendered playing in Miss Autobody as an
actress challenge, another convention of the parody in the piece, rather than as a disturbing
feminist practice designed to heighten a desired effect. At the time I thought less about using
feminism as a theoretical domain for theatre practice and more about simply getting the
production “up.” I assumed that the cross-gendering would amplify the acceptance of the
women as men (in role), and then we could get on with the play. Yet it is obvious to me now that
the acting and rehearsal techniques I used to bring the production to life were disturbing. Further,
I did, indeed, want to disturb my audience (the last line of my poster affirms that). My decision
to direct Miss Autobody, the very selection of the play itself, declared my feminist aims. Both
formally and ideologically I was creating a "sphere of disturbance."
Casting was difficult. The production was viewed as unnecessarily controversial and very
anti-male. Combined auditions for a semester were held, and some women refused to audition
for Miss Autobody, crossing it off on their audition forms. One female graduate student begged
out, saying that she couldn’t be in a play that her parents couldn’t come to see. I posted yet
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another flyer, dispelling rumors that had begun to circulate: that there would be nudity onstage
(there would be no nudity, but in filmed images of pornography might contain it) and that the
play was about pornography (the play was not about pornography, but uses it to comment on
gender and power). I ended the poster by stating, "The play demands great actors [sic] who like
ensemble work, enjoy comedy, and are willing to take risks." I somehow attempted to distance
myself from the female version of the word actor by avoiding the use of "actress" in this posting;
I don’t think that I "fooled" anyone, except maybe myself, as I continued to believe that once we
started rehearsal, all of the fuss would die down. I finally cast six female students, including a
freshman and two sophomores.
The Plot Thickens: Rehearsals
My methodology for rehearsals followed the third point of Elaine Aston's feminist theatre
practice proposal. That is, I stole from physical theatre and improvisational practices ("wherever
and whatever is necessary") to create the desired disturbance, that is, the play itself (17). We
played with stereotypes.11 Eight multi-aged women (cast plus director and stage manager) tried
on every stereotypical gendered-male behavior we could think of (from scratching the crotch to
the chronic “clicking” of the remote control to “beating off”). Distorting these behaviors was the
name of the game. Distorting through ridicule was easy—and fun. Dangerously fun. In
ridiculing the men in our lives, and I include myself here as I was an active participant in the
playing, we were also making fun of ourselves. The cast and production team were creating
their own ‘sphere of disturbance’ through these improvisations, one that had to be interrogated in
rehearsal through discussion again and again. The director of cross-gender performance must
10

I was not familiar with the more complex ideas regarding parody and gender/sexuality. See Chuck Kleinhans
excellent discussion of camp and parody ("Taking Out the Trash" 182-201).
11
Rhonda Blair states, "Cross-gender characterizations begin to some degree with stereotyping…" (299) and goes
on in her essay to illustrate this in two productions.
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develops a particular gender vocabulary and hierarchy for each production (Blair 292); but in
this case, the ensemble worked together to create a unified and clearly recognizable gender
vocabulary through images that we hoped would translate to the audience. We were turning the
parody from a form into process, so that the relationship between the actors and the text could be
used not only to tell the story, but also as an indicator of power relationships between social
agents (Meyer 10) in the play.12
We also used verbal improvisation to explore stereotypical situations. We brainstormed
"lines" such as, "You must be getting your period;” “I’ll handle this;” and “I’ll wear the pants;”
etc., and created images and scenarios to accompany them. We played with gendered-female
behaviors and stereotypes as well. The script provided us with characters such as the feisty older
woman and the hand-wringing wife, which we place into situations outside of the context of the
play in order to improvise short scenarios. Song titles such as "Boys will be Boys" and "Two
Pretty Girls" invited improvisation and discussion as well. The play even incorporated an
inflatable doll, which we invented dances for.13
The two students playing the male roles worked hard at cross-gendered playing. A fivefoot tall woman acts like a man by . . . doing what? Saying what? These questions and the
myriad of others involved in the creation of character were addressed by continually going back
to the script, to the idea of distortion, and to the feelings of disturbance. For example, we
worked extensively with the stereotypical relationship between men and their cars, and then
moved to a distorted “car is penis” metaphor. This resulted in many hysterical bits of business.
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Elin Diamond would suggest that my practice was at least related to the legacy of Bertholt Brecht: "A feminist
practice that seeks to expose or mock the strictures of gender, to reveal gender-as-appearances, as the effect, not the
precondition of regulatory practices, usually uses some version of the Brechtian A-effect" (46).
13
We eventually had to lock her up every night, as the first doll we used was stolen from the theatre.
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Costumes helped, as Timothy literally wore his car!14 Costumes also helped the petite actress
playing Mayor Maurice, as the strictures of suit and tie lent a new and defined manner to her
gait.
This approach to rehearsal was new for these actresses. While it didn’t seem particularly
feminist to me, perhaps because I was a Feminist, I could see the disruptive nature of this type of
rehearsal. We were veering from the historical linearity of rehearsals that results in
"completeness" of production (Juhl 58). This type of "messiness" in rehearsal, grounded in the
feminist theory, particularly that of de Lauretis (55-64), results in a process which encourages
actors to fantasize and create outside of the text (Juhl 58). Elaine Aston states that the evolution
of feminist theatre practice in the academy actually gave rise to the intersection of physical
theatre and gender theory: "Feminist theatre-making in the academy brings these two elements
together to work towards an aesthetic and performance register that challenges the apparatus of
representation" (13-14). Apparently, what we were doing echoed others working on similar
endeavors, and was grounded in earlier feminist theories.
The student actors' laughter and vigorous play caused them to see the world differently.
These students, mostly born in the 1980s, had missed the consciousness-raising that I had
experienced. Their worlds embraced few, if any, feminist ideas. Despite the abundance of
feminist theatre scholarship and practice in place by 1996, this experience with cross-gendered
playing was a first for them. They began to bring magazines and articles to rehearsal that showed
gender stereotypes. Rehearsals began with a recounting of "click" moments from their day.15 As
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The script indicated that, "His car is his costume, his second skin. In our show, it was made of Styrofoam with
the customary horn and headlights. It's surprisingly effective!" We modeled our car after this description, and
while it was certainly effective, it was very heavy to wear, causing the actress much back pain.
15
Ms. Magazine used to feature ads where women were objectified as "clicks" of photography.
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the actresses connected their lives offstage to the life they created on the stage, their work
became more effective. And more disturbing
In truth, I was deeply disturbed as well. It was my first tenure-track job, my first play
directed in that job. I wanted to be accepted and to make an acceptable product. The play
selection alone garnered hate mail. That their director also played in rehearsal was new for the
cast, and new for me. While the ensemble bonded, they/we were disturbed--and worried.
As we entered into the final stages of rehearsal, we became more deeply troubled,
because the society that we were making fun of was the very one in which we lived (in both the
larger sense--women in society--and in the much more immediate realm of the theatre
department, who were anxious to see this play). The parody, the process and the form, had
changed. No longer was it stereotypical work that scratched the surface or playful fun. It was
"deep and cutting against the past, against the status quo, against what hold people back"
(Kleinhans 198). The cast recognized that it was involved in creating a "sphere of disturbance"
that would be recognized as feminist and resistant. We were becoming, "resisting performers"
engaged in "cultural sniping" as we took on the role of resisting agents who function as
ideological, cultural and theatrical demonstrators (Aston 82-83).16 We had moved well beyond
being "waitresses" of the theatre.
Crisis: Trouble behind the Scenes
bell hooks asks of what use feminist theory is when it literally beats our students down,
assaulting the fragile psyches of women as they struggle to throw off the yoke of patriarchy.
(65). I was beginning to ask similar questions myself. As the cast became more fearful that the
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The term "resisting" is derived from the work of Judith Fetterly (1978), who developed the concept of the
"resistant reader" as a feminist form of protest; cultural sniping derives from the work of photographer Jo Spence
(1995) who first used the term as a title for a self portrait.
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production would not be well received, and even afraid to show their work, I closed rehearsals to
any outsiders, thinking that this might help the actresses to speak and work freely. They
appreciated the privacy and did, indeed, feel more comfortable to experiment with ideas when
they felt safe from "outside" eyes. Ironically, the "safe" space created in rehearsal served to
explore the "unsafe" place that women in the play inhabit. The plot revolves around how the
women in the mythical town find their safety threatened by the newly opened "Sex Complex."
Maurice says, "Places like that (the Sex Complex) have to exist. I'm just providing
entertainment, entertainment for men. And sometimes men need t make it fast and simple, and
you're not gonna take that away from us" (53). To which Mariette, his wife, replies, "And I
suppose those guys don’t walk through the streets on their way home?!" Other examples from
the play attest to the unsafe world that women generally inhabit. For example, the words to the
song "Boys will be Boys" state the explicit threat of rape to women: "But there's always one/
some day some night/ who claims he's got a right/ in words that leave no doubt/ careful, watch
out/ don’t forget, boys will be boys" (32). The students, as they acted those words, also learned
about the reality of rape through their involvement in the play. Further, the safety of a private
rehearsal belied the very public presentation inherent in performances, which were fast
approaching. The process had turned into a parody of itself!
The feminist practices that we were engaged in caused disturbances both within the
production community and outside of it, as the larger theatre department and public community
waited for the ensuing performances. People assumed that since rehearsals were closed,
something was wrong. This worried the actresses even more. The disturbance began to define
the production, and I found this problematic and even counterproductive. I needed to protect my
student actresses, so that the lessons that they were learning could be beneficial, and I needed to
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protect myself, so that I would not be fired. I felt compelled to quell the disturbances. And so, I
“toned down” the production. I added real male voices and bodies to the play. I cast several
men, who rose up out of the audience during at the final musical number, and joined the women
on the stage. The effect was haunting, because many audience members did not realize that
these men were "actors" and assumed instead that they were "real" men who felt compelled to
join the women onstage in solidarity. Having men onstage at this moment seemed to underscore
the thematic ideas of gender and power. In a way, it may have been more subversive, because
now male audience members couldn’t claim that this was a "women only" event to justify their
dislike of the production. However, I lost the female-only world of the play, one in which
women can be men, can be women, can be…whatever they want to be--anything, except
invisible. I felt, in a way, that I had "crossed-out" gender by adding men. Yet including them, in
whatever small fashion, seemed to silence the most strident outside objectors to the play, calm
the actresses, and reassure the production team. At the time, it felt like the right thing to do.
The Audience
The play was generally well received. After the first weekend, it had a sold-out run.
Some reacted negatively to the stereotypical male behavior, defending their viewpoint with
vociferous exclamations of, “But all men aren’t like that!” Parody (of men) was not understood
as distortion, but as truth. But most of the audience laughed at these parodied portrayals of
"Mayor Maurice" and "Timothy." The mandate for cross-gendered playing in the script worked
appropriately and successfully before an audience.
The addition of men also was successful. At the end of the play, when the violent
pornographic images of women were displayed through a video projector onto the bodies of the
women actresses and the added male actors, audience members literally wept. They seemed to
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understand, at least on some level, the play's themes. On the surface, we created the desired
effect. The audience was deeply disturbed, and many were profoundly moved.
The Actors
The cast was relieved that the process had successfully culminated in a mostly wellreceived production. I was particularly happy about that as well, and I had begun to reflect on
the pedagogical ramifications for the actresses involved in this production as a different measure
of the play's success.
Being involved with Miss Autobody proved personally freeing for the actresses. They
became interested in exploring gendered constructions beyond acting. For example, the marquee
board outside the theatre usually displayed actress biographies and pictures. The actresses chose
to parody this convention in a way that illustrated their growing understanding of the gendered
roles that women, particularly actresses, are frequently "assigned" to play. The actress playing
Mayor Maurice’s bio read:
As a child star, she appeared on hit shows such as ‘Silver Spoons’ and ‘Punky Brewster’,
but certainly audiences will know her best for her Mentos commercials. When she’s not
stalking Jennifer Aniston or fulfilling her duties as Miss Hallsvill, she uses her time to
promote her new line of exercise videos due for release this fall. Lacking acting ability,
but strong on looks and fashion, she dreams of becoming a regular on Melrose Place.
Others made similarly rebellious bios that were more to the point: “ ‘M’ would like to thank all
the pimps, psychopaths, and stalkers for making this night possible.”17 The actresses also
decided to resist the usual headshot display in the lobby by drawing graffiti-mustaches and the
like on their photos. Their decision to subvert departmental convention by creating these
strikingly gendered pseudobiographies and not-so-pretty headshots is noteworthy. Many in the
cast had never been exposed to feminist thinking at all before Miss Autobody. By "resisting" the
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regular pretty pictures and resume-like bios, they figuratively "thumbed their noses" at the
department which had not supported them. While the process had certainly beaten them down, it
had also provided them with the opportunity for healing. The play led us back to what bell
hooks describes the beginning of the feminist movement, that moment when an individual
woman begins to name her practice, and to formulate theory from lived experience (74-75).
Their actions were also quite playful, in the spirit of the rehearsal process, which had been both
joyful and troublesome. It seemed to me that the play changed their lives by altering their
understanding of women in the world, of power, and of the relationship between power and
gender.
Another example of this is the development of the cross-gendered role of Timothy. The
actress playing him was initially unaware of the role of gender in her life. During discussions she
confessed to a profound awakening to the media images of women. Terry Galloway posits that
there is something intrinsically empowering that happens when a woman takes on the male role;
she learns not only how to become a man, but also to become a more self-actualized woman (9598). This was true for "Timothy." My student actress saw gender stereotype everywhere. And
she incorporated all she saw into her character, becoming more and more willing to take risks.
She worked particularly hard on the male role, modifying her voice, her stance, and her
"attitude." She came to enjoy how her performance provoked an audience. In one scene, she
expounded on the virtues of auto racing while simulating masturbation, after which she lit up a
cigarette. The audience loved this, and the actress came to relish the scene, although it had
initially been the most difficult one for her to master because it asked her to cross not only
gender but also her sexuality. Her portrayal was so effective that she was nominated for the
17

This was the edited version. Initially, the list had also included Mormons, but the production manager had
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prestigious Kennedy Center/American College Theatre Festival Irene Ryan Scholarship
Award.18
The Director
But while the actors and audiences enjoyed the production, I did not. I was sick and sad
for months after the play closed. I see now that my theatre practice may have constituted a
feminist domain, but I had no firm theoretical basis to claim as my own. Without that
foundation, I was adrift in doubts. I had no idea how to persevere through these "disturbances."
For me, they did nothing but "disturb," causing pain that overshadowed any feelings of success
or sense of satisfaction. It is not easy to name our pain. But it can empower us. Indeed, personal
experience is the ground for "the production of liberatory feminist theory because it usually
forms the base of our own theory making" (hooks 70-74). The experience led me to begin my
study of feminist theory in general, and feminist theatre theory in particular. And ironically
enough, it also reaffirmed my commitment to using theatre as a form of social protest.19
Using Elaine Aston's "Feminisms , forms and registers" chart (126), it is easy to
"classify" my experience using feminist labels My initial ideas regarding the play can be
thought of in terms liberal or "bourgeoisie" feminist theory. I wanted to "increase opportunities
for women in society" by offering my students strong roles for women. The process of rehearsal,
however, incorporated ideas that are more typically that of cultural feminism. We democratized

vehemently objected, so the word was removed.
18
This former student emailed me recently, and said that people, "still talk about that show." We should never
believe that the disturbances we create do not have ripple effects that linger for years. After graduation, she moved
away from her small hometown and settled in a large city.
19
It took me time to affirm this, however. The next play I directed at the university was what I viewed as a “make
nice” production in a realistic style. I hoped it would offend no one, appease the masses and give me a rest. The
production, A Shayna Maidel, by Barbara Lebow, was the department's only offering by a woman that year, and the
only play to offer any ethnic point of view. It ultimately confirmed my status as the director who did "the women's
play." Because of this, I next directed Look Back in Anger, which was the most "guy" play that I could think of. As
it happened, I ended up subverting the play by foregrounding Jimmy as a misogynistic wife-abuser, giving this
"angry young man" tale a feminist twist.
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the rehearsal process, and challenged the traditional hierarchy by foregrounding the non-verbal
and the "speaking" body of the actors. The multiple role-playing is an acting style indicative of
materialistic feminism, as was the lobby display, which attempted to "radically transform social,
cultural. economic and gender-based systems of oppression."
As my awareness grew, I marveled at how my experiences paralleled that of others
(Blair, Dolan, Juhl, Aston, etc.), and how, like early feminist theatre, my recognition was a
matter of "identification, recognition, definition, and contextualisation. (Keysar 2). My ideas
and experience with Miss Autobody seemed to neatly fit into defined categories of feminist
theatre, and I felt "less vulnerable to negative criticism" (Keysar 3) as I realized the abundance
of feminist dramatic and critical work.
I began to see the necessity of blending one’s work with theory. Much current criticism
has thrown out categories altogether, but I share the views of bell hooks and others who assert
that rooting feminist struggle in theory that has informed and shaped it makes feminist practice
possible (65). I also began to realize that I could create and name my own theory, devise my
own material, and use my practice as a theoretical domain. After all, I had been living my own
theory for some time.
In truth, I got lucky with this production—it catapulted me to an awareness of myself as a
feminist theatre practitioner. I eventually decided to leave that university's theatre department. I
had caused too many “disturbances” through my production and classroom practices.20 Students
were beginning to challenge how and what they were being taught. I believed this to be a good
thing; others, however, others did not. How much luck had to do with its successful production
is debatable, but I knew that the disturbances were beneficial, even necessary, in order to affect
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learning and growth. I knew that this kind of work requires dialogue and a resistance to the
setting of fixed ideas (Keysar 9), and I knew that I needed to work in a place that would allow
and encourage this. I had learned to firmly ground my work in feminist theory and praxis. Doing
this has allowed me to continue my feminist work without the pain that I experienced during
Miss Autobody.
Denouement
Miss Autobody raised numerous questions for the actresses and for the audience: Who
am I? How do I maintain my gender? How do I (re)present my gender? What happens when I
purposefully subvert my gender? What is the relationship between gender and power? Who has
the power in our society? Anger, resentment, and fear are a few of the emotions that were linked
with these questions. But so to were emotions of joy, recognition, and understanding. Theatre,
by its nature, can raise more questions than it answers. Questioning conventions of gender will
certainly do this. Questioning gender makes people uncomfortable; but then, as playwright
William Hoffman stated, if you are not making someone uncomfortable, perhaps you are not
saying anything21.
Questions emerged for me as well: Why work in educational theatre at all if the process
is not equally as important as the product? Why be an artist, feminist or otherwise, if you are not
also an agent for social change? Miss Autobody proved to me that a feminist theatre praxis
would benefit my students and my community. As difficult as the production process was for
me, it came to define who I was and shape who I have become.

20

Helene Keyssar asserts that feminist theatre is inseparable from politics (3), and I agree. It is certainly inseparable
from university politics.
21
Quoted in ASU Research E-Magazine, "Journey to the Center of a Play" by Michael Grady:
http;//rsearchmag.asu/edu/stories/center/html.
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Miss Autobody specifically calls for cross-gendered playing and a feminist approach in
order to maintain its female ensemble and make its critical points regarding the gendered society
in which we live. The university community, with its pool of young talent and audience
members, is fertile ground for exploration of this kind. The play disturbed the representational
system of the audience, the actresses, our community, and me. By critically scrutinizing gender
through our production, we disrupted the theatrical system that had been in place (Aston 18).
Instead, we offered our audiences and ourselves new possibilities. As a feminist teacher and
artist it is important to speak the truth. Productions like Miss Autobody help to clarify what that
truth might be for that moment, and help us to speak it, “even when our voices shake.” I know
that my work in feminist pedagogy and practice will continue, at least until I have exhausted
myself examining the truth. It is a journey that at least for now, has no end.
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Remapping a History: Code-Switching
in Nora Okja Keller’s Comfort Woman
Code switching, switching between different languages, is a common phenomenon among members
of bilingual and multilingual communities. A group of Asian American women writers start to
adopt conversational code switching to the literary text. They do not simply record everyday
bilingual speeches but use code switching as important rhetorical strategies and artistic techniques
in literary discourse. Although code switching in their works differs from the conversational code
switching in some way, it correspondingly reflects fundamental social and political issues,
including the formation of minority identities and boundaries for resisting or negotiating cultural
assimilation. Nora Okja Keller belongs with this group. In Comfort Woman (1997), Keller borrows
and invents a large number of Korean words and phrases, even quotes sentences and passages in
Korean without English translations. In doing so, she creates new voices that introduce new
perspectives on Korean history and current political and social issues in the United States.
Conventionally, minority writers who use non-English words are considered as having problems in
language proficiency, I would like to argue that bilingual authors such as Keller have greater
advantages than monolingual writers in representing the linguistic and cultural diversity in our
society.
This paper examines code switching cases in Keller’s novel, focusing on the aspects of the
authorial intention and reader’s response. I speculate on how Asian American women like Keller
have developed the bilingual text as a powerful device to challenge officially registered history and
stereotyping of Asian immigrants and to constitute new individual and communal identities of
Asian Americans.
Keller has created a complex central character, a former Korean “comfort woman” among
thousands of sex slaves of the Japanese Imperial Army during World War II, who married an
American missionary and has lived in the United States for half a century. The complexity is made
explicit in the multiple identity the character assumes: Akiko Bradley / Kim Soon Hyo, a mixture of
Japanese, English, and Korean names. For all the years she has stayed in America, Akiko still
“dwells” in her “home” on the Korea Peninsula. She retains a great ambivalent passion for her
homeland, shouldering a horrible burden of a traumatic personal secret and hidden sins from
Korea’s sorrowful past. Paradoxically, the burden renders her private intimate resort, a place with
no intrusions, from her arduous present life. Visualizing the stream behind her Honolulu house
flowing into the Yalu River, the Mother River of Korea, which would cleanse her body, Akiko goes
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through a painful self-denial to a healing zone. In the quest of “home,” she lives simultaneously
across the Pacific Ocean and across the time. Akiko’s complex life vividly depicts the crash and
impact between West and East, past and present, history and memory and thus reflecting well the
lives of first-generation Asian immigrants in North America.
Although English is the dominant language of the novel, Keller abounds the text with a
large number of Korean words and folk songs (See Table 1). Keller constantly draws to the Korean
language by applying real and pseudo personal and place names, original terms about female
sexuality and religious rituals, and traditional food and dress. It is the mixed language that enlivens
the “dead, fixed, undialectical and immobile” traditional geography (Foucault 70) and allows Akiko
to live in Korea and Hawaii, in the past and present, at the same time. While bathing in the stream
behind her house in Honolulu, Akiko is washing and healing her bleeding soul in the waters of the
Yalu River. Such fluidity helps to forge a distinct voice that promotes Asian immigrant rhetoric of
belonging. Meanwhile, Keller uses code switching as a political vehicle to introduce marginalized
and disregarded perspectives to challenge the officially registered history. It is her way to signal
that her version differs from more traditional exclusionary texts about “comfort women” and the
nationality of Korea. By artistically designated code switching, she accomplishes a metonymic
figuration of the female body with the motherland, the nation’s body. Keller constantly uses the
Korean words to trace the analogy between the female body and the nation’s body and interfuse
personal memory with collective memory and national history.
My discussion of Keller’s code switching is divided into three sections. The first section
“(Re)writing the History of ‘Comfort Women’” examines how the novel queries into the
unspeakable sex slavery in modern history. The next section, “Remapping a National Identity,”
focuses on Keller’s novelistic analogy between the female body and the national history and
political identity of South Korea and North Korea. Finally in “Creating ‘the True Voice, the Pure
Tongue’,” I speculate on Keller’s unique vocabulary not only to create Akiko’s personal identity
but also to inscribe a gendered nationality and ethnic identity for Korean/Korean American people.

I. (Re)writing the History of “Comfort Women”
During World War II, the Japanese Imperial Armed Forces forced thousands of women to
become sex slaves, mostly from Korea. These Jungun Ianfu (Japanese) “military comfort women”
known as “prostitutes of Japanese invaders” or “betrayers of their own people,” were historically
marginalized, silenced, and cast out. During the war, the Japanese militarist government officially
organized a large system of gang rape. The Japanese Imperial Army had hundreds of “recreation
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camps” along its long front-line over China and Southeast Asia to “comfort” the soldiers away from
home. Desperate soldiers believed that sexual intercourse before fighting would protect them from
danger and death in the battlefield. Under the comfort system, thousands of women, mostly young
village girls, an estimated eighty per cent of them being Korean, were either deceived or forced into
the comfort stations (Hicks 11). Many of them were killed either by syphilis or Japanese rapists.
The plight of comfort women was not of major concern to the countries fighting World War II, nor
has it proved later to be of interest to historians of the war. Not until the 1990s did comfort women
become a human rights issue. Although a Japanese journalist Senda Kako had done groundbreaking
discovery work on the buried history, it took thirty years to set up hotlines in Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka
and South Korea, to encourage women to come forward. Kim Hak Sun was the first former comfort
woman to announce she was willing to publicly tell her story, as part of legal action against the
Japanese government. Her example gave others the courage to join her in a class action, which was
finally launched in the Tokyo District Court on December 6, 1991. Their case is slowly moving on.
George Hicks’s study includes testimonies from dozens of former comfort women. These personal
narratives form an unbearably painful picture of the atrocities done to thousands of women under
Japan’s colonial rule. Many comfort women may forever remain unknown, whether buried in the
dust of foreign lands, or still unwilling to stand up and demand the justice they deserve. But with
those women speaking out at court, the deliberate historical blindness over the issue can no longer
be sustained. We hope that the stories of “comfort women” will eventually become part of the
larger story of World War II.
There is no monument to “comfort women” as there are everywhere monuments to the
Unknown Soldier and civilians killed in the war. Keller’s novel Comfort Woman, as the title
suggests, embarks on building a monument to this large group of forgotten war victims. Very few
survived from the “comfort stations,” and they suffer from poor physical and mental health. They
are disowned by their families for their “shame” and “disloyalty” and accused by the society of a
“betrayal of the nation.” “I knew, had known,” Akiko speaks for these women about their anguish
of being cut off from their beloved, “the moment I crossed the Yalu and entered the recreation
camps, that my home village of Sulsulham was as far away as heaven” (101). In some Asian
countries, there is still strong sentiment and prejudice against comfort women, the “prostitutes of
wae nom.”1 To the rest of the world, Japanese “recreation camps” during World War II remains an
untold or misrepresented history. Akiko, a survival from a Japanese “recreation camp,” seeks to
1

Wae nom, literally meaning “dwarf bandits,” is a Korean derogatory for Japanese invaders. Cf. Clay Walls
by Ronyoung Kim (1987).
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reclaim not just her own name but also the name of every woman who was gang raped and
murdered at the Japanese “comfort stations.” The novel denounces the hideous crime of forced
prostitution in modern history and at the same time appeals to the public to do justice to thousands
of “comfort women.”
Most of survivors from “comfort stations” chose to live alone, keeping silent for the rest of
their lives, but Akiko is made an exception. Keller gives her an American-born daughter and
entitles her a spokesperson for the silenced and disregarded group. Akiko has recorded her agony
and fury before her death, so her painful memory passes to her daughter Beccah, who will introduce
the truth and fight for the justice these women deserve. Akiko’s retelling of personal experiences
will validate the truth that is important to all “comfort women,” dead or alive.
Akiko, named Kim Soon Hyo in Korean, was only twelve years old when Japanese rapists
“skewered” Induk, the former Akiko 41, “from her vagina to her mouth” (20-21) and assigned her
the name and the number. For half a century, Soon Hyo has lived in shame and distress under the
name Akiko, the identity Japanese rapists had imposed on her. To reclaim her Korean name and
identity, Akiko speaks up in “the true voice, the pure tongue” on behalf of thousands of unknown
Korean women ruined and killed by the Japanese comfort system:
I know what I speak, for that is my given name. Soon Hyo, the true voice, the pure
tongue. I speak of laying down for a hundred men—and each one of them Saja,
Death’s Demon Soldier—over and over, until I died. I speak of bodies being
bought and sold ... Of bodies that were burned and cut and thrown like garbage to
wild dogs by the river— (195)
In order to invent “the true voice, the pure tongue,” Keller adopts a group of Korean words,
and those words precisely address the hideous crimes against “comfort women,” speaking the
unspeakable and unbearable. These words generally denote death, murder, grievance, and hatred,
particularly referring to the invasion and ravaging of the female body. These words provoke the
memory about unbearable physical torment and mental agony. Before her death, Akiko records her
final speech to condemn the Japanese rapists.
As the tape wound on, I rummaged through the kitchen cabinet for paper and pen,
wanting to write down my mother’s song. I scribbled words I recognized—kok,
han, chesa, chudang, Saja, poji—words connected to blood and death. (192)
The six italicized Korean words—kok “wailing, lamentation,” han “grievance, hatred,” chesa
“religious service; sacrificial rites,” chudang “tomb; graveyard,” Saja, originally “a dead person”
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but in the text “Satan; demon,” and poji, the female sex organ—lucidly highlight the horrifying past
experiences of Akiko, a former Chongshimdae “Battalion slave” (193). Poji, a taboo word in
Korean about the female sex organ, emerges as the lamentation for the thousands of ravaged and
slaughtered Korean women.
Among the six Korean words listed by Beccah, Saja is the only glossed word, for example,
“Saja the Death Messenger, Guardian of Hell” (43), and “each one of them Saja, Death’s Demon
Soldier” (195). Many other words are not glossed or translated in the text. Because “alien” words
may cause difficulty for readers, Keller skillfully provides contextual information, so that the
reader could pick up all those “hints,” at least make close guesses, and eventually build up possible
meanings of these words. Here are four good examples of how the context facilitates the reader’s
interpretation (the boldface is mine.)
poji: “That was my first night as the new Akiko. I was given her clothes, which
were too big and made the soldiers laugh. The new P[rostitute? poji?] won’t be
wearing them much anyway, they jeered. Fresh poji. (21)
Keller has even created an Anglicized plural form, “pojis” (148). This word of taboo may work for
Keller in two ways. On the one hand, the “dirtiness” of the word bitingly refers to the debasement
of the Japanese militarist government to organize such atrocious forced prostitution. On the other
hand the word delivers the profound anger and anguish of its victims. By adopting a word meant to
insult women and their bodies, Keller subverts the “dirtiness” and uses it to insult the insulters
instead. Poji, a word referring to both scandal and wrath, binds the following words to mourn the
women’s bodies lying in “blood and death.”
kok: “Kok: I howl into the night air, emptying my grief...announcing my loss and
love” (191)
yom: “Yom: Preparing your body for its final transition” (192)
chesa: “Beccah-chan, [says Akiko on the audiotape], lead the parade of the dead.
Lead the Ch’ulssang with the rope of your light. Clear the air with the ringing
of your bell, bathe us with your song. When I can no longer perform the chesa
for the spirits, we will look to you to feed us...” (197)
After World War II, the Tokyo war crime trials dealt with such atrocities committed by the
Japanese Militarism, such as abuse of prisoners-of-war and massacre of civilian populations, yet the
trials failed to hold the war criminals responsible for the comfort system. Significantly, comfort
women, one whole class of victims, were totally ignored by all the powers when the Allies began
negotiating wartime compensation with Tokyo. The distinct voices of Korean “comfort women”
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repudiate not just the hideous Japanese crime but also sexist and racist prejudices against the rape
victims. The ghost of Induk, the cruelly “skewered” Akiko 41, screams for all the betrayed:
No one performed the proper rites of the dead. For me. For you. Who was there to
cry for us in kok, announcing our death? Or to fulfill the duties of yom: bathing and
dressing our bodies, combing our hair, trimming our nails, laying us out? Who was
there to write out names, to even know our names and to remember us? (38)
Keller’s Comfort Woman was published in the same year as Hicks’s Comfort Women. Hicks’s
documentary bears witness to the Japanese fascist atrocity during World War II, whereas Keller’s
novel reveals more about the inner life and personal suffering of the victims. Moreover, by
introducing a twice-displaced voice—a former comfort woman and immigrant, the novel places the
inhumane historical event in a post-colonial global context, appealing to all readers, including
historians.

II. (Re)constructing a National Identity
Keller uses geography more than chronology to hold the consequences of the narrative of
Akiko’s soul-searching quest for “home.” Just as Akiko’s multiple names landmark her life ordeal,
her body preserves the cuts and wounds from departures and sorrows, rapes and torments. Akiko’s
narrative overcomes the linearity of time and the specificity of space. The female body is rendered
geographically, readable as a map of calamity that is both personal and national. This making of
geography provides a revealing tactical and theoretical framework to reclaim the history of a large
group of “comfort women” and the history of Akiko’s native country Korea. The ravaged and
ruptured female bodies portrayed in Comfort Woman not only bear evidence of the suffering of
thousands of comfort women but also symbolize the traumatic history of their motherland through
colonial oppression and exploitation. The story about Akiko, a former Korean “comfort woman”
and “alien” in the United States for half a century, also shows analogy with Korea’s colonial
history for the past few hundred of years. Keller artfully transfigures the ravaged female body into a
crucial symbol of the history of the Korean people, who suffered from foreign invasion and
intervention since the late nineteenth century, especially during the Japanese occupation from 19101945. Keller’s indictment of horrifying recreation camps ingenuously points to the deplorable
Japanese colonialism in Korea. Akiko visualizes Induk’s body,
hair tangled through and around maggoty eye sockets and nostrils. Gnawed arms
ripped from the body but still dangling from the hands to the skewering pole. Ribs
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broken and sucked clean of marrow. Flapping strips of skin stuck to sections of the
backbone. (96)
Indeed, the ravaged and ruptured female body will unequivocally epitomize the modern history of
Korea. Korea boasts of 5,000 years of civilization, but since the late nineteenth century, it has
suffered ceaselessly from foreign invasion and intervention. In 1894 to 1895, it was the
battleground of the Sino-Japanese war, and later the battlefield of the 1904 to 1905 Russo-Japanese
war. It was also subject to repeated Chinese intervention and aggression in the late nineteenth
century. In 1910, Korea was invaded by Japan and remained a colony with tacit American approval
(Chan xxiv-xxix). Not until the end of World War II were the Japanese forced to leave. In 1948, the
country was broken into two and became North Korea and South Korea, and in 1950, war broke out
between the North and the South, and again the country became the battlefield of China and
America. An armistice was reached in 1953, but the nation has ever since been cut up into two
countries. Nowadays the leaders of both South and North Koreas show great interest in bilateral
talks and trade, yet there will still be a long way before any meaningful unification of the nation.
The Korean people view the history of their motherland as crucial to their own expressions
of identity, because there are various national versions—Korean, American, and Japanese—of
Korean history. Keller candidly discards the Japanese and American versions imposed on Korean
national identity. As is evident in the first and last names of “Akiko Bradley,” the central character
of the novel was first forced by Japanese rapists to identify with Japan, and then by her husband to
ascertain her identity “as a Christian, as a wife, and as an American” (104). For all the rest of her
life she has been bearing the shame and pain carried with the imposed names, and before her death
she does a tape-recording of her memories and leaves the tape to Beccah. She finally reveals her
painful past and reclaims her Korean name “Kim Soon Hyo,” and, thus, she restores her national
identity in her daughter’s memories.
At the same time, Keller refuses to depict a national identity in line with the country’s
current political identity of two separated parts. She exploits the symbol of the Yalu River to
indicate the idea of Korea as one nation; as Akiko states, “all the mountain streams [lead] to the
Yalu” (23). The Yalu is the longest river in the Korean peninsula; the river also draws the
borderline between Korea and China, and thus it symbolizes Korean autonomy from China.
Conventionally, the Korean people view the Yalu as a symbol of the nation’s independence and
sovereignty. Keller designates for Akiko an identity with both South Korea and North Korea.
Akiko’s mother was from a middle class family in Seoul. She joined the revolution in March 1919.
To escape the Japanese massacre, she was married to a stranger in Sulsulham, a remote poor village
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in the north and there she died. Akiko is the youngest of her four daughters. Akiko’s sisters, if alive,
may still live in Sulsulham. Accordingly, Akiko’s identity resides on both sides of the North/South
border.
Furthermore, Keller conjures up a Korean national identity by linking Akiko with Korean
American women as well. Through Akiko’s stories about her mother and sisters and other comfort
women, Keller blends Akiko’s personal memory with Korean women’s history under feudalism as
well as Japanese invasion. Meanwhile, this history is connected, through the daughter Beccah, to
Korean Americans. In effect, Comfort Woman can also be read as a Korean American text. Keller
elaborates upon a gendered and hybrid, but also fragmented and uncertain, national identity for
Korean Americans, just as Akiko is pondering Beccah’s nationality: “This half-white and halfKorean child. She would be called tweggi in the village where I was born, but here she will be
American” (15-16). The national identity emerges within the context of Akiko’s agony over her
enforced identification and Beccah’s struggle to establish an ethnic identity. Along with the
mother’s and daughter’s discovery of “homeland” in their own bodies, Keller provocatively incites
the post-colonial concepts of “nation” and “identity.”
In her query into history and national identity, Keller aims to forging distinct voices.
Among the many interesting Asian immigrant characters, Akiko sounds unique as one Korean
woman. Her arduous recollection of the past is fractured and at times evasive (in contrast to
“authorized” male and official voices on Korean history), and her language is marked with heavy
Korean “accents.” In The Labyrinth of Memory: Ethnographic Journeys, Teski and Climo analyze
the function of the ethnic language that shapes people’s interpretation of past experiences:
We have experiences of events, emotions, people, things, and settings, but the
meaning of such experiences gets interpreted in the cultural language we have
learned for encoding such remembered reality. (1-2)
Their argument predicates an interrelation of human memory with culture and language. Keller’s
literary practice concurs with this argument, but she pushes it further. For her, only an authentic
voice can effectively encode ethnic experience. With the text interspersed with Korean words, she
creates “the true voice, the pure tongue” for Akiko. Akiko tells or retells the painful truth of
Japanese recreation camps and also the country under foreign invasion and intervention. Her
representative voice fuses an individual identity into the collective identity. The mother’s story
about the ravaged female body becomes a story about her invaded motherland, the body of the
nation. Such a metonymic figuration between individual and national identities is interestingly
structured through an artistically designated code switching. In other words, the language and
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subject matter work in coordination. The code switching text constitutes Akiko’s gendered national
identity, and her identity as a Korean woman escaped from Japanese rapists successfully effects the
parallel at the heart of the novel between the ravaged, ruptured and invaded female body and the
colonization and bifurcation of Korea.

III. Creating Authentic Voices
In the following discussion, I focus on how the author adopts the Korean language to
construct “the true voice, the pure tongue.” I divide the code switching cases into three groups
according to the three unfolding domains of Akiko’s life or lives—the physical, the religious, and
the imaginative.
The first group includes three words used repeatedly throughout the text: sal, honyaek, and
yongson, which Keller’s reinvents to depict Akiko’s present arduous life. Sal literally means
“flesh” and “age; years”; honyaek is originally defined as “misfortune; disaster, ill-luck; evil
fortune”; yongson is a compound of yong “spirit, soul, ghost” and son “turning; rotation.” However,
Keller derives from their original meanings in Korean and transforms the words into conceptual
indexes of female body and female sexuality in Korean cultural tradition. The three concepts––sal,
honyaek and yongson–– briefly relate Akiko’s interpretation of “the major transitions in a woman’s
life—birth, puberty, childbirth, and death” (185).
Sal occurs twenty-two times and honyaek eight times (see Table 1) in chapter 8 (of sixteen
pages), which is anchored in a less distant past when Beccah is in her early teenage years. While sal
and honyaek cluster in chapter 8, yongson appears only once, but it occurs throughout the novel,
and it extends sal and honyaek from their present meaning to the past.
Akiko becomes extremely worried when her daughter is twelve and about to start menstruation. She
warns Beccah: “Honyaek, the cloud of Red Disaster, is all around you. I am trying to weaken it so it
won’t trigger your sal and make you sick” (75). She burnt everything red in the house, “from Tshirts and running shorts to a library copy of The Catcher in the Rye to the bag of Red Hots” (74).
She explains:
...the sal got in your body... This is the critical year, the year you become a woman
and vulnerable—just like when a snake first sheds his skin—so we got to purge the
clouds of Red Disaster.... (81)
Finally, she realizes that no matter how much she cleansed “the Red Disaster” away from her
daughter, “it comes back, because the sal keeps getting stronger” (83).
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It seems that Akiko’s mysterious fear of sal and honyaek ridicules a superstitious lunatic,
but in fact Keller uses these two words to reveal Akiko’s deep fear and hatred for sex slavery.
According to Korean medicine,
When women are forced to bleed, we have to take care to bind our spirits to us, or
they will get confused and wander away. Ejected from our bodies, the spirit flows
out on the river of blood, losing its name and its place. (185)
Because she almost died in the recreation camp, Akiko knows the worst danger and harm to
women’s body and soul. She was barely as old as Beccah now when her eldest sister sold her to the
Japanese for dowry. At the comfort station, she was raped brutally. She painfully remembers the
“Red Disease”: “Even though I had not yet had my first bleeding, I was auctioned off to the highest
bidder. After that it was a free-for-all, and I thought I would never stop bleeding” (21). After two
years of bleeding, Akiko was found pregnant. The Japanese doctor bound her legs and arms, gagged
her and used a stick to hook and pull the fetus. Almost dead from the torment, Akiko never forgets
the “pain sharp enough to cut your body from your mind” (106). She has escaped from that hell but
she can never forget the horrifying “red disease”:
men laughing and betting on how many men one comfort woman could service
before she split open...the counting reach one hundred twenty-four before I could
not bear to hear one more number ... a woman being kicked because she had used
an old shirt as a sanitary pad ... a man sigh[ing] loudly as he urinated on the body
where he had just pumped his seeds ... trucks delivering more men and more
military supplies: food rations, ammunition, boots, and new women to replace the
ones that died, their bodies erupting in pus. (64-65)
Absolutely she wants to keep honyaek, all “Red Diseases” away from her daughter, her precious
“Bek-hap, the lily, purest white. Booming in the boundary between Korea and America, between
life and death” (117). She explains to Beccah: “[T]he Red Death...sucked my energy, fed on my
fear... so that I felt weak and unsure” (78). She warns Beccah that honyaek (Seducer? Rapist?)
would trip girls “into missteps,” saying “one wrong turn would lead us into the land of homeless
hobo ghosts, yongson, where we could wander for ten thousand years without even one person
knowing we were gone” (78). Akiko will never allow Beccah to become yongson like her “to feel
the bite of loneliness, to feel she has been abandoned” (182), but the young Beccah has not even a
vague idea about her mother’s fear.
For Akiko, no pain is greater than loneliness and banishment from “home.” No one suffers
more than comfort women do, for they have been raped and killed by the enemy soldiers and also
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abandoned and banished by their beloved. Survivors, like Akiko, have lost home and love, and ever
since lived like yongson. When the war ended, Akiko married an American missionary and left
Korea. Right after her husband’s death, she requested the American Embassy in Seoul, and the Red
Cross to help her look for her sisters. She sold everything they had in Florida and moved to Hawaii,
halfway to her home. But both replies came, telling her that her sisters were either dead or living in
North Korea. Homeless and penniless, she and Beccah got stuck in Hawaii. Now she has lost the
hope of returning to Korea. Even after all these years in America, Akiko has never stopped feeling
lost, like a yongson, “the ghost of a person who traveled far from home and died a stranger” (140).
Yongson vividly represents Akiko’s trauma since the loss of home, and thus makes sense of
the nonsense sal and honyaek, and furthermore, the word turns the metaphor of the lost soul to the
“unhomely” condition of the displaced people. Yongson unequivocally describes Akiko’s distress
over displacement. Occasionally, when “the spirits—Saja the Death Messenger and Induk the Birth
Grandmother—descended upon her, fighting over her loyalty and consciousness” (5), Akiko falls
into trances and fantasizes herself being home. When awake from trances, she makes suicidal
attempts to “catch death” (47) so that her soul may “find its way back to its birthplace” (5). Akiko
met Reno, a Chinese immigrant woman when she and Beccah were practically starving in Hawaii.
Reno happened to discover Akiko’s gift to “look into a person’s heart and know...their heartache,
their weakness” (203). They started a “business.” Since then Akiko helps people communicate with
their beloved, either dead or living far away. Reno understands her better than Beccah, her own
daughter:
Because she know suffahrin’ like I no can even imagine... Your maddah was one
survivah. Das how come she can read other people. Das how come she can see their
wishes and their fears. Das how come she can travel out of dis world into hell,
cause she already been there and back and know the way. (203)
People sometimes waited for months for Akiko’s trance. Most of her customers are immigrants
from Asia, especially women. Present at her funeral are a large crowd of people of Asian
nationalities, as Reno counts afterwards, “Mr. Lee from the Good Fortune and Prosperity store,
Reverend Hwang from dah Palolo temple, even dat oddah fortune-teller, dah Laotian one in
Kaimuki” (210). They came to pay their respects, for she has been their only connection, across
time and space, with their beloved and their homeland. For three decades, Akiko’s place becomes
essentially a land of the unhomely “yongson(s)” in Hawaii.
Sal, honyaek, and yongson vividly depict a completely different perspective on the female
body, which is unfamiliar to the Western culture. Nevertheless, these words are still fairly well
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illustrated in the context. Some other words even with the context, however, are too complicated to
understand fully, such as the reinvented words of the next group. I suggest that Keller intends to
challenge and stimulate readers’ imagination. Those challenging words may initially be a barrier to
or slow down textual interpretation, but they open room for the reader’s interaction with the text.
Such words clearly encourage imagination and help to diminish the distance between the reader and
the text. For this reason, undefined words can also be accepted as bridges for us to reach unfamiliar
life experiences in the text.
The second group of words is used to depict Akiko’s religious and spiritual life since her
escape from the recreation camp. The two invented proper nouns, “Manshin Ahjima” and “Induk,”
are probably the most challenging words for interpretation. “Manshin Ahjima” and “Induk,” which
occur the most frequently in the text (see Table 1), have multiple meanings. Literally, “man” is a
Korean number “ten thousand”; “shin” means “heart” or “soul”; and “ahjima” is a respectful term
addressing an old woman. Keller gives the translation of the compound, an unclear idea, in a speech
made by Induk, the ghost, Akiko hears in hallucination. The ghost introduces Manshin Ahjima as
“Old lady of ten thousand spirits,” “a fox spirit who haunted the cemeteries of deserted villages,
sucking at the mouths of the newly dead in order to taste their otherworld knowledge” (38). “Induk”
is originally an abstract noun phrase, meaning “benevolence; humanity; goodness; graciousness”
(Minjungsugwan’s). Keller borrows “man, shin, ahjima” and “induk” to name two supernatural
figures Akiko meets in hallucination. This personification and deification of the two common
nouns contributes to the portrayal of Akiko’s psyche, but more importantly, Keller’s artful play
with the two created names effects her project to merge the individual and collective, to connect
past and present, and consequently to bring about a female national identity. It is not uncommon to
see foreign names in American literature, but Keller’s special play with these two invented names
and deified characters works particularly well in the text to forge a collective voice and a female
identity of the nation.
“Manshin Ahjima” occurs in chapters 4, 6 and 7, where there are fragments of Akiko’s
“rememory” (to borrow Toni Morrison's term) of her escape from the comfort station. That night
after the brutal abortion, the Japanese did not guard Akiko, thinking she was too weak to run, but
she skipped from the camp “with the blood-soaked rags still wedged between [her] thighs” (23).
She followed a nameless stream, hoping to find the Yalu. When she fell down unconscious, Induk
appeared in her dream, telling her to find Manshin Ahjima, the “Old lady of ten thousand spirits”
because “there is only the dead to guide [her]” (56). Akiko woke up in a graveyard and saw “a grayhaired woman sitting cross-legged and naked on my (Akiko’s) clothes. Though her body was
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covered with wrinkles and age spots, her face was curiously unlined, youthful” (55). This strange
woman had seen thousands of lost lives and suffering families, telling Akiko: “I’ve tended the
mounds, burned the incense for the spirits whose families have been lost or run away. I’ve seen and
I’ve remembered which son was taken by the Japanese, which son was killed by bandits, and which
went to Shanghai as a freedom fighter. I’ve...” (56). She knew Akiko was “lost between this world
and the next” and needed “a pyong-kut, a healing ceremony.” She told Akiko that she would “no
longer do the devil’s work” but help her “because that is the Christian way” (57). The woman led
Akiko to the missionary house in Pyongyang and received rewards from the missionaries. Manshin
Ahjima, old in her body and young in her face and speaking once with Induk’s voice (59), is hard to
define. It is a long journey from the border to Pyongyang, so there must be more people who helped
Akiko on her way. Given Akiko’s state of mind, she may hallucinate one helper or all the helpers to
be her guide “Manshin Ahjima.” In short, the reader is expected to interpret the “Old Lady of ten
thousand spirits” as “the spirit of ten thousand ladies,” and therefore to identify “Manshin Ahjima”
with “ten thousand” Korean women.
“Induk” is even harder to define because it refers to both human and divinity. The word
“Induk” occurs 58 times throughout Akiko’s stories about her past and present life, or lives. If
Manshin Ahjima saved Akiko’s physical body, Induk’s spirit is Akiko’s guardian “not only across
the country but across the world” (104), giving her the strength to reclaim her real name and the
historical truth for comfort women. On the one hand, Induk is the real name of the “Akiko 41” who
died for her claim for this Korean name. “Using the Japanese as her dagger, she taunted them with
the language and truths they perceived as insults...She used them to end her life, to find release”
(144). Akiko regards Induk as a heroic image of virtue and morality, because she chose her own
death to free her body and soul from Japanese rapists. Induk’s body was brutally skewered and
thrown in the woods, but the women at the comfort station, including Akiko, were too scared to
bury the ruptured body. For many years, Akiko felt so guilty that she “did not yet have the courage
to envision the last place I saw Induk in this world” (63). On the other hand, Induk is the goddess
that offers Akiko salvation. At Pyongyang, the missionaries tried to teach her about Heaven and
God. But she “pictured heaven as a Korea liberated from domination” and prayed not to God but to
Induk (92). Her minister husband baptized her before they came to America. For all the years they
lived together, Akiko found in him only hypocrisy and lusts instead of love and understanding.
Although he often said he would not judge her, he considered her past as a moral failing and asked
her to keep silent with “that shame” (196). Neither the Bible nor the marriage is able to offer her
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sanctuary. One night when she is on her knees, silently chanting Induk’s name, Induk’s ghost
appears,
I grabbed her hand, and my fingers slipped into bloated flesh. I kissed it and
offered her my own hands, my eyes, my skin.
She offered me salvation. (96)
For years, the husband and the wife recite different prayers, he for God, and she for Induk: “Our
Father who art in Heaven, hallowed be thy name, [she] would say, while thinking of Induk, her
body bathed in a river of light” (107). Induk is Akiko’s female God through which she would be
able to reintegrate the bruised body and the once cut-off spirit.
Interestingly, the novel makes a parody of the Christian idea of God in a trinity, the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Ghost. Keller also deifies Induk in a trinity, the mother, the daughter, and the
spirit of the former “Akiko 41.” Akiko first saw, “with [her] eyes closed,” the spirit of Induk just
after she escaped from the recreation camp. She fell unconscious by a stream, envisaging her empty
body inviting Induk in (36). The Spirit, as Akiko describes, “comes in singing, entering with full
voice, filling me so that there is no me except for her, Induk” (36). Akiko is saved through blessed
intercourse with the Spirit. Induk makes her feel whole again. In chapter 13, there are sections
where Akiko describes in detail how Induk’s spirit enters her and she feels a bliss in the body and
soul.
I do not see her, but I know Induk is with me ... I open myself to her and move in
rhythm ... I see only the blackness of my pleasure.
My body sings in silence until emptied, and there is only her left, Induk....
The next day, her minister husband tells her “in his sermon-preaching voice, Ah ... self-fornication
is sin,” but she laughs back:
I blinked ... Finally, realizing he was referring to what he had witnessed between
Induk and myself, I laughed. How could he compare what went on between men’s
and women’s bodies with what happened spiritually? (144-146)
By redeeming Akiko’s “self-fornication” to a spiritual contact with Induk, Keller combines Induk,
the savior, with Akiko, the saved.
Keller pushes even further by creating a different image of Induk for Akiko’s “tweggi”
daughter, Beccah. Akiko often talks to Beccah about Induk, “the Birth Grandmother, the spirit
assigned to protect and nurture the children of the world.” She teaches Beccah to “pray to her,
calling her by name—Induk—if ever ... in trouble or frightened” (49). So, the young Beccah always
prays to Induk when her mother falls into a trance. She finally sees Induk on the night of her first
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menstruation. That night she dreams of a long journey to “a bridge of fire” and finds “a beautiful
woman” waiting for her,
At first I thought the woman was my mother, then I realized it was myself. “My
name is Induk,” the woman said through my lips. I looked into the face that was
once my own and wondered who she saw, who stood in my place looking at the
body that Induk now claimed. (188)
We can certainly interpret Beccah’s dream in a variety of ways, but no one can possibly overlook
Induk’s obviously mutable identity, and such an identity is, essentially, one’s self at moments.
While Akiko discovers Induk in her own body, Beccah finds her own face on Induk in a dream. The
bridge of fire may symbolize the redemption of history, and “Induk” may stand for the goddess to
protect and solace all Korean and Korean American women. Owing to her changing image, “Induk,
The Birth Grandmother” will welcome all her suffering and doubtful daughters and make them
whole again no matter what misery and betrayal may befall upon them. For those whose lives,
insignificant and unnamed in history, are like that of Akiko, a former comfort woman, and those
who, merely well disposed, search for cultural and political identity as Beccah does, Induk is the
ready mirror. In the image of Induk, Korean women and Korean American women will finally
recognize themselves and find the strength to maintain the national identity of induk—benevolence,
humanity, goodness, and graciousness.
The last group includes the name of the Yalu and the river song. The image of Korea’s
Mother River is crucial in the novel because Keller uses it to embrace generations of Korean
women, including immigrants and their American-born daughters, and to establish a transfiguration
of the female body into geography, Mother into Motherland, or vice versa. She furthermore uses
such “dialectical” “mobile” geographies to reconstruct the “home” of which Korean immigrant and
Korean American women are in quest.
The river song sung by three generations—Akiko, her unnamed mother, and her Korean
American daughter—unites all women from Korean ancestors to one cultural root alongside the
Yalu River. In her childhood, Akiko heard her mother repeatedly sing the river song. There was a
river called “Yalu Aniya, Older Sister to the Yalu” (17) near their village. Akiko saw her mother
setting the still-born baby sister into the water. Akiko was washing clothes with her sisters, and she
heard their mother’s voice “rising in waves above the rushing of the water, sing the song of the
river”:
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... Pururun mul, su manum saramdul-i, jugugat-na? Blue waters, how many lives
have you carried away? Moot saram-ui seulpumdo hulro hulro sa ganora. You
should carry the sorrow of people far, far away... (40).
The river song was “a song full of tears” (71). So was her mother’s life. Akiko’s mother was the
only beloved daughter of fairly wealthy parents. She went to Ehwa College, the oldest women’s
college in Korea, and joined the revolution in March 1919. Her boy friend was killed in the
massacre. She was married to a stranger in a remote poor village far away from Seoul. She lived the
rest of her life in sorrowful memories, overwork and starvation. No one knew her real name. After
she died of heart failure, her daughters “merely carved Omoni, “mother,” into the sixth plank of her
coffin, the one that faced the sky” (180). Akiko’s mother is representative of all women in her
generation; as Akiko states, “She was a princess. She was a student. She was a revolutionary. She
was a wife who knew her duty. And a mother who loved her daughters” (182). Omoni’s grievous
song is not only for her own adversity but also for the miserable life of all women under Japanese
colonization and Korean feudalism as well.
Akiko has been an immigrant to America, and for twenty years she forgets to sing the
song—until Beccah is born. One night she dreams of her mother “crying and dancing and singing a
song.” She wakes up and sees that her baby girl is crying. The moment she holds the baby in her
arms, her mother’s song comes out of her mouth. She then realized, “my mother sang [the song] for
her country and for herself. A song she gave to me and one that I will give to my daughter” (71).
Thereby, she discovers in the river song a tone of grief and also a tone of love.
Beccah has grown up with her mother’s river song (which is also her grandmother’s song). After
her mother’s death, she hears again the song from the cassette tape. She comes to realize what a
tearful life her mother has endured. While preparing her mother’s body with the “blessed water”
made from her mother’s recipe and feeling great grief and great love, she starts to sing the river
song. “This is for your name,” she tells her mother, “Omoni, so you can speak it true: Soon Hyo.
Soon Hyo. Soon Hyo” (209). Returning to her mother’s house, she hears the song of the river from
the little stream behind the house. The music has “always seemed faint” to her, “but now it
drummed” in her ears, in her heart (212).
Carried with the river song and just like the forever-flowing Yalu River is the mother’s
boundless love for her daughters. As the Yangtze and the Yellow River are to the Chinese, the Yalu
is the River Mother to the Korean people since the ancient time. There are many places in the text
where Keller intensifies the River Mother legend and transfigures the female body with the
landscape and the river. For Akiko, all streams lead to the Yalu, and the Yalu will take yongson, the
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wandering soul, back home. When she escaped from the comfort station in Manchuria and reached
the Yalu River Bridge, she felt she had no face to return to Korea, and she attempted to jump from
the bridge “to let the Yalu’s currents carry my body to where it might find my spirit again” (15).
Just before their departure to America, the missionaries held her wedding and baptism by the river.
Her minister bridegroom was about to baptize her, when she threw herself facedown into the river,
“I felt the pull of the river in my legs and my lungs, felt the need to dissolve into her body” (103).
Since she came to America, she has tried many times to drown herself, once in a bathtub, to find the
way back to the Yalu, to her birthplace. Akiko’s first pregnancy was ended by the beastly Japanese
doctor at the recreation camp, but she could never stop thinking of the aborted child. After Beccah
was born, she often imagines the child as “perfectly formed as [her] living daughter,” but “No
bigger than my fist, her tiny body crosses in on itself... nestled in the crook of the river’s elbow,
nursing at its breast” (41). The river is here transfigured into the image of a loving mother breastfeeding her children, including those lost in the past. Even a dead child lives forever in the mother’s
memory and imagination. At the same time that the river is a possible source of death—“the bridge
over the Yalu had been a popular suicide spot” for comfort women” (15), the Yalu is also the
source of life, the Mother river, as it has nursed generation after generation and bred a civilization
for five thousand years. Keller’s metonymic figuration of the Yalu and the mother’s body is doublevoicing: the forever-flowing river envisions the boundless love of the mother for her children, while
the mother image forecasts the desire for “home,” a sense of belonging, among Korean immigrants
like Akiko, and their motherland, they feel, still cherishes them, the yongson(s) residing in the New
World across the ocean.
If Keller applies the ancient river song to illuminate cultural connections, she thereby
bestows the river image, or water image, in a broadened sense, to invent new metaphors for the
mother-daughter relationship, which eventually retrieves the blood-and-flesh ties between Korean
immigrants and Korean Americans with their ancestors. Korea. Beccah’s umbilical cord is one
effective metaphor to portray the blood and flesh relationship. Akiko has kept Beccah’s birth cord
“so that as she grows into the person she will become, a person I do not know yet, we will both be
reminded that we share one body, one flesh” (97). The umbilical cord is implicitly associated with
mother’s womb, the beginning of the river of life. Another effective metaphor for the blood and
flesh relationship is the mother’s round head inherited by the daughter. As her mother, Akiko likes
to study her daughter “for signs of herself.” She finds that Beccah has the same head as her
mother’s and hers, “round as a rare and perfect river rock polished by the force of water” (149). In
contrast, Beccah has always observed her mother’s body and discovered both its “foreignness” as
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well as its “similarity” to her own (209). The similarity and difference between the bodies
simultaneously stress the blood ties between the mother and the daughter and the great disparity
between their different life experiences.
The other group of metaphors aims at blurring the river and the female body and thus helps
to produce the overlapping of Mother and Motherland. Akiko once hoped that she could take her
homeland to the new land across the ocean. At the ceremony of her wedding and baptism on the
river side, she reached down to touch the earth and took a pinch into her mouth, wanting “to taste
the earth, metallic as blood, take it into my body so that my country would always be a part of me”
(104). When Akiko was pregnant with Beccah, she drank tea made with black dirt from the garden.
She “drank the earth, nourishing her within the womb, so that she would never feel homeless, lost.”
After the birth of the baby, Akiko rubbed that same earth across her nipples and touched it to the
baby’s lips, “so that,” she explains, “with her first suck, with her first taste of the dirt and the salt
and the milk that is me, she would know that I am, and will always be, her home” (113). When her
teenager daughter felt confused about the growth of her body, Akiko took her to the little stream
behind their house. She cut the tip of Beccah’s middle finger, and asked her to wash the blood in
the water and then suck the blood with the water. As Akiko did decades before, her daughter
Beccah “tasted the metal of blood” mixed with the water. “Now you share the river’s body,” Akiko
told Beccah, “Its blood is your blood, and when you are ready to let your spirit fly, it will always
follow the water back to its source” (191). At the end of the novel, Beccah returns to the stream
with Akiko’s ashes. She sprinkles her mother’s ashes over the water and tastes the water with the
ashes. “Your body in mine,” Beccah addresses her mother, “so you will always be with me, even
when your spirit finds its way home. To Korea. To Sulsulham. And across the river of heaven to the
Seven Sisters” (212). That night she steps into water again. In her dream, she swims hard and long
in a deep river to reach her mother. She finds her mother hanging on to her, but she feels, instead of
drowning, like flying in the sky. She looks down and sees––
a thin blue river of light spiraling down to earth, where I lay sleeping in bed, coiled
tight around a small seed planted by my mother, waiting to be born. (213)
From her mother’s “used women’s body” (190), Beccah discovers not only her mother’s unbearable
life but also the history of Chongshindae and the history of the colonial Korea. The historical truth
does not drag her down but set her free. She will dutifully “perform chesa” for the whole
historically wronged group of comfort women. She will kok and yom to reclaim their names.
Having taken dirt and salt with her mother’s milk, Beccah embraces her mother and the people and
motherland of her mother; owning a forever “home” in her mother’s body, she will never be
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homeless. Blessed by her mother’s love, Beccah is cultivating a seed “planted” by her mother,
possibly a lovely daughter to join the next generation of Korean Americans, or possibly a soulsearching novel like Comfort Woman.

IV. Conclusion
Keller’s discursive engagement differs from historical fiction or exile literature. She keeps
a foothold in the present experience of immigrants while reflects upon national histories in a global
context, so that the individual memory instigates queries about the officially registered history and
stereotyped national identity. Through the characterization of Akiko, a former “comfort woman”
and Korean immigrant, Keller accomplishes a difficult task in the novel: she does not simply try to
be morally and politically correct but enact a new literary discourse to illuminate individual lives in
reality, no matter how complex the reality might be. The “split psyche” of the central character
invites a deeper interpretation of geographical and cultural relocations in the post-colonial age.
Through code switching, Keller directs us to a deeper and fuller way of understanding Asian
immigrants and Asian Americans.
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Table 1: Distribution of Code Switching in Keller’s Comfort Woman
CHAPTER.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

*Narrator
chesa
Chongshimdae
honyaek
Induk
Manshin Ahjima
poji
Saja
sal
Sulsulham
the Yalu
yongson
proper names
others
River Song
(lines)
Total:

B
1

A

B

A

B

A

A

B

A

A

A

B

A

A

B

SH
1

B
3
4

B

3

6

1

3

7
2

1

7
36

2
2

8
3

7

1
1

21

1
1

1

12

8
2

22

1
6

5
1

2

1

20

29

6
7

1
1

1
1
5

13
1
7

1
22

1
6

1

1
1

5

4

1
3

2
3

1

1
14
11

9
4

5
4
8
58
40
6
39
22
2
11
7
73
72

2

12

16

359

1
3

1
2

13
8

2
4

2

1
1

1
2

2
4
3

7
10

7
56

13

41

9

29

8

12

16

3

12

20

SUB

41

*There are two narrators who appear alternatively through the chapters. The abbreviation “B” stands for Beccah Bradley,
the daughter; “A” stands for Akiko, the mother, and “SH” are the initials of Soon Hyo, Akiko’s Korean name.
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Abstract
The theory of the topology of awareness offers a model of mind integrating
research in cognitive psychology, linguistics, clinical psychology and philosophy,
clarifying the implications for therapeutic techniques and our understanding of the
nature of the mind. It specifies a model of mind composed of multiple levels of
awareness diagrammatically presented as a pyramid. Lower levels closest to
consciousness are organized according to the binary oppositions of Aristotelian
logic. At this level the self and entities of the world are experienced as discrete,
bounded, and independent. Higher levels, in contrast, crystallize the gestalt
structure of self and world, and organize reality through dialectical logic. This
logic reveals that seemingly independent discrete entities are gestalts, and each
gestalt is in an intimate relation with others. The language of the higher levels
includes metaphor, poetry and narrative, promoting the expression of the tension
and synthesis of opposing meanings characteristic of dialectical logic. The
therapeutic disclosure of higher levels promotes the lived reality of the integrity of
self and intimate relations with the world, replacing the often pathogenic
experience of alienation, and control characteristic of lower level awareness. In
this article the theoretical foundation for this theory sets the stage for a
discussion of specific therapeutic techniques.
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Topology of Awareness: Therapeutic Implications of Logical Modalities of
Multiple Levels of Awareness
Introduction
In this article I offer a theory of the topology of awareness having
significant implications for our understanding of the nature of mind and clinical
therapeutic techniques. Topology--the study architectural wholes as contrasted
with a linear summation of parts-- reveals that levels of awareness are organized
according to multiple levels termed levels of logical types (Whitehead & Russell,
1910-1913). Lower levels are closer to consciousness and construct reality
according to the organizing principle of Aristotelian logic, binary oppositions, and
the experience of entities as unitary, bounded, and independent. Higher levels of
awareness are further from explicit conscious thematization, and articulate the
fact that entities are gestalts in intimate relations to one another. The organizing
logic of higher levels is dialectical logic, a logic that disposes of binary
oppositions in favor of harmonious synthesis and relations between gestalts.
The theory of the topology of awareness integrates the theory of logical
types with scholarly research on dialectical logic and gestalt structure. It
develops and enriches each theory taken individually, by offering a wider and
richer framework for comprehending the intimate interplay between levels of
awareness and the functioning of each level.
The implications of this theory for therapy are explored with specific
attention to the use of poetry, metaphor, and narrative; techniques that are
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shown to be consistent with, and to provide an impetus for the use of higher
levels of awareness to resolve problematic situations within the lives of clients.
In Section One I offer an overview of the theory of logical types and
explore distinctions between Aristotelian logic organizing lower levels of
awareness, and dialectical logic organizing higher levels. In Section 2 evidence is
offered revealing that gestalt structure and dialectical logic permeate lower levels
of consciousness thus setting in place a tension at the conscious level between
an experience that entities are autonomous as over against the experience that
all entities are intimately interconnected. Section 3 explores the application of the
theory of the topology of awareness to therapy unfolding how the use of logical
types of awareness and dialectical logic may serve to enhance well being.
1. Logical Types of Awareness
Levels of Logical Types
In order to concretize the theory of topology of awareness I offer a twodimensional representation of the territory to be discussed in this article. We
must take care to realize that a two-dimensional representation cannot fully
capture the multi-dimensional structure of awareness. A two-dimensional
representation is a set of visual cues pointing to the referent of the diagram-levels of awareness-- a reality that transcends two-dimensional space and time.
This is similar to mathematical graphing conventions in which dotted lines merely
represent edges lying “behind” a square that represents a cube--the referent
being of a higher dimension than the representation. The pyramidal shape is a
cue pointing to the fact that higher levels of awareness are broader than lower
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levels inasmuch as they are meta-cognitive to the lower levels: Higher levels
articulate the lower levels components through dialectical logic, and emphasize
gestalt structure. For the purpose of this article I focus the discussion on the
lowest level (consciousness) and the highest level (furthest from explicit
conscious thematization).
Levels of Awareness
Lower Level
Conscious Level
Preconscious Level: Imagery
(Tactile,Auditory,Kinesthetic)
Unconscious Level
Higher Level

1: Logical Types of Awareness
Levels of Logical Types
The theory of logical types developed by Alfred Whitehead and Bertrand
Russell (1910-1913) was initially applied to logic and mathematics and
subsequently applied to therapeutic techniques (Watzlawick, 1974), the
processes of cognition, linguistic comprehension, the psychology of art, and
social interaction (Bateson, 1979; Levine, 1999a, 1999b).
The theory states that all forms of communication and learning are
organized in a series of levels in which entities cognized at lower levels are
experienced as discrete, bounded and autonomous, whereas cognition at higher
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levels articulates the gestalt structure of each entity and the mutual dependence
and intimate connections between them.
The analogous phenomenon of geometric reasoning provides helpful
insight into this process. During geometric reasoning one is presented with
elements such as a point, line and plane that compose a right-angled triangle.
Reasoning consists in bringing to light the implicit relationships between them
thereby proving that the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the
squares of the other sides. The elements were not initially comprehended as
intrinsically related to one another through specific rules; rather, they were
initially comprehended as autonomous.
The transition to cognition at higher levels result in a dramatic
reorganization of the construction of reality: an intensified awareness of the
intimate relations between objects and events and between self and world
(Levine, 1995, 1998). The transition is marked by a discontinuity that presents
itself phenomenologically as a leap or shift; an abrupt alteration in experience. As
I will discuss in the following sections, this experiential event is due to the radical
reconstitution of reality according to dialectical logic through which one is
empowered to distinguish contrasting entities as gestalts while simultaneously
recognizing the mutual references and intimate connections between them. I now
turn to unpacking the implications of applying logical typing to the topology of
awareness, and a discussion of the use of Aristotelian and dialectical logic.
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Aristotelian Logic
Western culture, strongly influenced by the enlightenment, defines reason
as cognition that closely follows the principles of Aristotelian logic. Although
conscious cognition developing within the socio-cultural milieu of Western
technological societies does not, in actuality, conform to the precision of a logical
argument set within the syllogistic neatness of Aristotelian logic, it remains the
model toward which consciousness approximates (Levine, 1995). Conscious
cognition is organized by four Aristotelian principles: (a) the law of contradiction;
(b) the principle of the excluded middle; (c) utilizing concepts that are clear and
distinct; and (d) deduction in which the conclusions drawn from premises merely
bring out the meaning of the premises themselves, rather than revealing new and
emergent meaning (Johnson, 1999; Lyons, 1977/1987).
Let us consider each in turn, inasmuch as they serve as a lens through
which to view the distinctions between Aristotelian and dialectical logic. The
principle of non-contradiction mandates that any entity is identical to itself and
only itself. The principle of the excluded middle requires that all assertions are
either true or false but cannot be both true and false. The third premise, having
its origins in Descartes’ theory of knowledge, is that knowledge must be clear
and distinct: in order to be ratified as “rational,” reason must proceed by utilizing
concepts that are internally clear—having components that are readily
comprehended—and maximally distinct from other concepts, thus ruling out
multivocity. Each of the three premises is originally derived from an ontological
belief that remains predominant with western culture, namely, that cognition
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merely mirrors an “external” world. It is understood to be the passive recipient of
this world reflecting discrete objects that can be fully analyzed and given
definitive meaning (Lakoff, 1998).
The fourth premise is that “in strict logic one can elicit from the premises of
an argument only what is already contained in them” (Grene, 1973, p. 72). It
explains that during reasoning the definition of the concepts and the relationships
between them are condensed with the original premises. Deduction simply
unfolds these definitions and relationships. Thus, the conclusion articulates that
which was implicit at the beginning of the reasoning process.
Currently, Aristotelian Logic remains hegemonic within theories of
cognitive, social, and clinical psychology. Cognitive psychology retains the
emphasis on concepts as mutually exclusive, bounded and distinct (Johnson,
1992). Social psychology retains an emphasis on “rationality” as the
development of clearly defined means in the achievement of specified goals
(Lessig, 1995; Woodhead, Faulkner & Littleton, 1999). Traditionally, clinical
psychology maintained that the paradigm of “reason” is conscious cognition
organized by Aristotelian logic, setting this in opposition to unconscious
cognition, in which the former is mean-ends oriented and subject to Aristotelian
logic, while the latter is defined as “irrational” (Eagle, 1987; Levine, 1999a;
Sugarman, Nemirof, & Greenson, 1992). This viewpoint remains predominant
within mainstream psychology despite scholarly voices who offer variant
explanations (Levine, 1999a; Varela, Thompson, & Rosch, 1996).
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The corollary of the premise that Aristotelian logic is the paradigm of
knowledge is that all other modalities of cognition such as metaphor, the syntax
and semantics of visual arts, poetry, and narrative, are relegated to the dust bin
of “feelings,” and “mere subjectivity” incapable of revealing truth. This
fragmentation of human capacitates compartments labeled “feelings,” “cognition,”
and “will,” is itself organized by Aristotelian logic with its binary oppositions and
mutually exclusive categories. The compartments other than cognition is
overlayed with value judgments that relegate feelings and will to an inferior status
seen as lacking “cognitive significance.” This term is intended to signify that they
cannot reveal “truths” about the world. Instead, they merely express or elicit
subjective impressions (Lyons, 1996).
In contrast to the traditional views, the theory of the topology of awareness
posits that metaphor, poetry, narrative, and visual arts are expressions of higher
levels of awareness. They reveal the dialectical logic and gestalt structure of
reality and the deep awareness of higher levels of awareness of this
organization. Further, well-being is enhanced when the individual steps to a
higher logical type of awareness resulting in the application of dialectical logic
and the clarification of the gestalt structure that is implicit in lower levels of
consciousness.
Dialectical Logic
Historically, the term dialectic has been used with a variety of meanings.
Socrates pointed to the reciprocal motion of exchange through dialogue (Vlastos,
1971), while Hegel explored the cosmic significance of the tensions of opposites
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preceding their integration (Mure, 1965). In each case the emphasis is on the
integration of opposing meanings.
The core meaning has been taken up and furthered in current research by
cognitive scientists, psychologists, philosophers and biologists, and physicists
(Levine, 1999b; Needham, 1941; Mitroff, & Mason, 1981; Whitehead, 1941). The
term designates a cognitive process in which terms having different meanings
are held in tension, and recognized as having intimate relations with one another.
Rather than being in binary opposition each term is understood as having a
reference to the other such that the actual identity of the term is in fact defined
only through the relationship (Dunning, 1997).
This abstract definition is easily concretized by considering the example of
the cognition of the term “hot” which belongs to a semantic field of temperature
terms and has its meaning constituted through the implicit relations of that term
with the opposing terms “cool,” “warm,” etc. This mutual referencing is the
necessary precondition for the conscious clarification of a distinct meaning for
“hot” and the subsequent cognition of that term through binary oppositions setting
it in strict opposition to and independence from each other term (Lyons, 1996).
The theory of the topology of awareness clarifies that implicitly—outside of
consciousness explicit attention—one is aware of the mutual references termed
the dialectical relation. This occurs at higher levels of awareness and precedes
the clarification within consciousness organized according to Aristotelian logic
with its binary oppositions in which hot and cold are comprehended as polar
opposites.
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During dialectical cognition the recognition of mutual dependence is
followed by the resolution of the tension through the synthesis of the opposing
terms. One recognizes that the nexus of temperature terms is a gestalt, a wider
whole that encompasses each term individually and contains them all collectively
(Lyons, 1977/1987).
The theory of the topology of awareness is grounded on the premise that
higher levels of consciousness use dialectical logic, clarifying how meanings
cognized at the conscious level are intimately related. Gestalt structure, mutual
references, and harmonious synthesis, are the keynotes of the higher level of
awareness.
Steps of Dialectical Logic
There are three steps in the application of dialectical logic. First, the four
premises of Aristotelian logic are suspended: (a) the law of non-contradiction
stating that an entity can only be identical to itself (Dunning, 1997); (b) the
principle of the excluded middle stating that a statement cannot be both true and
false (Harris, 1987); (c) the premise that concepts must be clear and distinct
(Grene, 1973); and (d) the premise that reasoning does not produce emergent
meaning (Grene, 1966).
It is helpful at the outset to specify the definition of “intentional object.”
This phrase designates all entities that are the object of awareness—concepts,
objects of the external world, images, and self. In applying dialectical logic then,
one is organizing these intentional objects in such a way that the presuppositions
of Aristotelian logic are supplanted by the following premises: First, reasoning
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begins with multivocal intentional objects rather than clear and distinct meanings.
Second, reasoning is the evolution of meaning during which intentional objects
are both clarified and altered, resulting in cognition being understood as a
creative enterprise. Instead of beginning with clear concepts one begins with rich
multivocal concepts. And, rather than reasoning merely being the explication of
the definition of the original concepts, reasoning becomes a process in which
new meanings emerge due to the tension of oppositions and their subsequent
synthesis. Third, intentional objects are not mutually exclusive and independent,
but are mutually related. Each implicitly contains a reference to other intentional
objects whose significance seems, at first blush, to be in opposition to the
concept; a reference that is essential to the significance of the intentional objects.
Due to the intimate referencing that exist between entities, dichotomies are
suspended, supplanted by an awareness that the division into opposing poles
misrepresents the nature of reality.
Paradox
Higher level awareness “acknowledges strong binary oppositions”
(Dunning, 1997, p. 7) between lower level components. Yet simultaneously “it
refuses to let contradiction have the last word, and so it seeks a union of the
opposed poles” (Dunning, 1997,p.7). The result is that the higher level of
awareness “claims to see a higher or hidden unity of the two that is their truth,
however much they may still appear to be in contradiction” (Dunning, 1997, p. 7).
This is paradigmatic of a paradox: The assertion that A is A while simultaneously
claiming that A is B. Phenomenologically, paradox is experienced as a sudden
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reorganization of reality, often described as an abrupt leap or alteration of
experience.
The theory of the topology of awareness offers a theoretical setting to
explain this experience: it is radical reorganization of reality due to the transition
to a higher logical type, and the marked alteration of reality due to the application
of dialectical logic. The therapeutic use of paradox as it related to the client’s
transition to higher levels of awareness will be discussed in the following sections
with specific references to the ways that metaphor, poetry, and narrative
exemplify the dialectical logic of higher levels of awareness.
2: Gestalt Structure
Introduction
The theory of the topology of awareness specifies that the pyramid of
awareness is composed of multiple levels that are simultaneously active: It is not
the case that higher levels are suspended while conscious levels are activated.
Therefore, higher levels accompany lower level processes, organizing reality
according to dialectical logic. The disclosure of these higher levels with their
concomitant reorganization of reality is the goal of therapeutic intervention.
During the use of lower conscious levels there is an implicit awareness of
gestalt structure and dialectical logic. It is this implicit awareness that is clarified,
emphasized, and thematized during therapy. In this section I offer evidence to
justify the view that lower level awareness is accompanied and subtly permeated
by higher levels
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Cross-Modal Awareness:
At the outset let us conceptually demarcate terms needed to clarify the
psychological evidence in support of the fact that higher levels of awareness of
gestalt structure permeate lower levels of awareness. The first key distinction is
between structure and content: The former is the set of relations between
components, while the latter is the substance of the components themselves. A
simple example is provided by considering the melody known as Mary Had a
Little Lamb: Altering the key in which it is played will change the substance—the
notes played—while preserving the structure between notes: the nexus of
relations between components (Langer, 1967)
A gestalt is a whole whose identity is defined by the structure of
components (Langer, 1953, 1967, 1942/1980). The melody that remains
identically the same despite change of key is a gestalt. It becomes clear then that
one can alter the substance of a gestalt while retaining the structural nexus,
thereby preserving the identity of the whole. When two or more gestalts have the
same structure but different substance, the two are comprehended as
isomorphic. Isomorphism therefore signifies parallel or corresponding structure.
The melody Mary had a little lamb in the key of D and the same melody in the
key of C are thus isomorphic to one another (Langer, 1967; Levine, 1999a,
1999b).
Research indicates that beginning as early as infancy human beings
comprehend reality based on the abstraction of structure, and the comparison
between gestalt structures in several sensory modalities to determine
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isomorphism (Stern, 1985, 1988, 1995, 1999). The latter is designated as crossmodal awareness. For instance, when infants view the following visual structures
and their response gauged by eye movement and breathe pattern, structure A is
cognized as isomorphic to the affect “happy,” structure B as isomorphic to the
affect “sad,” and C as isomorphic to “angry.” This is a correlation between
affective and visual structures (Stern, 1985; 1995).

A

B

C

When infants are presented with a visual experience of two faces
speaking different words, while simultaneously being presented with an audio
experience that corresponds to the words spoken by one face, infants will
spontaneously look at the “correct” face, i.e., the face that is forming the shapes
of the words being heard. They have abstracted gestalt structure from the visual
and auditory modalities and found them to be isomorphic (Stern, 1985).
These structures are designated as cross-modal because the infant
cognizes the isomorphism of gestalt structures between different sensory
modalities. Cross-modal awareness is expressed primarily through shape,
intensity, rhythm, and affect (Stern, 1995,1999). These examples highlight the
point to be emphasized: Gestalt awareness occurs at the incipient phase of
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human life, and, according to many scholars and adopted by the theory of the
topology of awareness, remains a significant mode of cognition throughout life
(Levine, 1999a). As Langer (1967) notes, the power of comprehending form is
essential to human cognition.
Embodied Experience
Embodied experience has been defined as the immediacy of lived reality
during which one experiences one’s lived bodily experiences as an integrated
gestalt; a gestalt that contains references to entities of the world, resulting in the
larger gestalt of self/world. This experience is set into sharp contrast with the
binary opposition between the subject and object, an experience that occurs
temporally subsequent to the immediate lived reality, based on reflection.
Merleau-Ponty (1962) elaborated a theory of the gestalt nature of the
immediacy of embodiment constituted by what he terms “reversible” sensory
interconnections (Hass, 1999). Reversibility exists because each sensory
modality is intimately interconnected with each other modality resulting in gestalt
structure. Because of this connection the experience within one sense is
translated into a meaningful whole within another.
Merleau-Ponty writes that “if I am sitting at my table and I want to reach
the telephone, the movement of my hand towards it, the straightening of the
upper part of the body, the tautening of the leg muscles are enveloped in each
other” (1962, p. 149). Similarly, when a person’s back itches, there is an
immediate awareness of “where” the point of irritation is located; and when an
ash falls on one’s leg, there is not doubt about where it landed—one quickly
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brushes it off. Each of these examples points to an internal unity of the lived
body. Each sense incorporates a cross-reference to each other sense (Olkowski
& Morley, 1999; Zaner, 1964).
The significant point to be drawn from this evidence is its emphasis on the
implicit organization of embodiment in terms of gestalt structure. The theory of
the topology of awareness offers a consistent explanation for the consistency
between Merleau-Ponty’s theory of gestalt embodied awareness and research on
cross-modal perception inasmuch as it offers a broad reaching analysis and
explanation for the similarity of findings between these two different realms of
research. The consistency between the two is based on the following fact: Higher
levels of awareness permeate lower levels. Thus, one is implicitly aware of the
gestalt relations that constitute the body and entities of the world—an immediate
awareness that may be disclosed through therapeutic intervention. This allows
for the reorganization of reality producing the suspension of binary clashing
oppositions of self and world, in favor of the lived reality of the intimate
connection.
Metaphoric Cognition
Research in cognitive linguistics (Fauconnier, 1994; Turner & Fauconnier,
1995; Johnson, 1992; Lakoff, 1987,1994, 1998) provides compelling evidence
that each concept is a gestalt and the relationship between concepts is a
mapping of one gestalt structure onto another, resulting in metaphoric cognition.
Thus, although consciousness becomes aware of concepts as independent,
bounded, and discrete, the necessary cognitive precondition is the cognitive
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processing of concepts as gestalts and as intimately connected with one another
(Levine, 1984).
As one example, consider the concept “container.” It is a gestalt
composed of relationships between components such as (1) having boundary
separating the inside from outside, (2) delimited in extent or range, (3) having a
center as a container does and more peripheral spatial extent extending to the
boundaries, and (4) separated from the external world. Cognition of this gestalt
occurs at higher levels of awareness. It is significant that the structural relations
composing concepts are highlighted even further through what is termed
metaphoric cognition. Consider for instance the concept of “field of vision.” It too
is a gestalt, and its structure is defined by its metaphoric relation to “container.”
The gestalt concept “container” is mapped onto the “field of vision” concept, and
the latter is comprehended as isomorphic to the former (Fauconnier, 1994;
Lakoff, 1994, 1998).
Evidence for this mapping occurs in the verbalization of Everyday
discourse. In the following comments the italicized terms reveal that “field of
vision” is organized as isomorphic to the gestalt prototype causation:
A-“The ship is coming into view”
b-“I have him in sight.”
c-“That’s in the center of my field of vision”
(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 30)
Once again we find that an implicit awareness of gestalt structure implicitly
pervades lower levels of awareness. Furthermore, this example points to the fact
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that the two concepts have distinct meanings which are synthesized through the
metaphoric juxtaposition, thus pointing to the use of dialectical logic—the logic of
synthesis.
3: Dialectical Logic and Well-Being
Introduction
The theory of the topology of awareness includes both a structural
analysis and an analysis of therapeutic techniques to enhance well being. The
structural analysis offered in preceding sections, includes an analysis of levels of
logical types, as well as Aristotelian and Dialectical logic. The analysis of
therapeutic techniques is the subject matter of this section.
The preliminary question in this regard is a specification of the goals of
therapeutic work. For the purposes of this article I delimit these purposes to two
elements: First, an experience of integrity of self. Second, the recognition that the
identity of the self evolves through a process similar to a dialogue, a back and
forth cyclical motion between self and world (Levine, 1999b). Well-being is
enhanced when the client recognizes and lives within this existential dialogue,
one in which the individual co-creates reality rather than dominating it, feeling
intimate union with the world while simultaneously acknowledging individual
identity (Bateson, 1979; Govinda, 1991; Merleau-Ponty, 1962).
The proposition I advance is that the clarification of higher levels of
awareness is highly significant in the therapeutic journey toward well being. This
is so because the term “integrity” of the self is the recognition of gestalt structure,
one resulting in a sense of wholeness (Levine, 1999a). Further, the use of
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dialectical logic is necessary in order to unfold the intimate interrelations between
each human and its social and physical environment, a relation that minimizes
the need for unilateral control, an openness to intimacy, and reduction of
alienation (Pettigrew, 1999; Zaner, 1964).
Several tools offer themselves as efficient vehicles for disclosing higher
levels of awareness: Metaphor, poetry and narrative. These symbolic codes
readily accept the expression of dialectic awareness, articulation of the gestalt
nature of entities, and the lived reality of paradox.
Turning to the practical question of therapeutic techniques I will discuss
two significant issues to achieve the disclosure of higher levels of awareness:
First, suspending conscious awareness to allow for the gestalt structure and
dialectical logic of higher awareness to reorganize the lived experience of
problematic life issues. Second, discussing the most effective forms of
communication to express and elicit the higher level awareness of gestalt
structure and dialectical logic (Levine, 1999a).
Disclosing Higher Logical Levels of Awareness
Lower and higher levels of awareness continuously process experience
simultaneously, each utilizing its particular logical modality: the former, applying
Aristotelian logic parses experiences into binary elements (Langer, 1967); the
latter recognizes mutual references between entities and gestalt structure
(LeClerc, 1975). The simultaneity is significant leading as it does to the possibility
that the client may suspend lower level awareness in order to access the ability
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to apply dialectical logic and the knowledge achieved with this process (Levine,
1999b).
Phenomenology of Self and World
One salient result of the suspension of lower levels of awareness is the
transformation of the experience of self. Grounded on Aristotelian logic the
phenomenological experience of self is commonly shot through with a sense of
being distanced from others and the world—separate and autonomous (Langer,
1953). The subject is set over against the world in a binary relation. One common
result is the experience that the subject is either capable of controlling the objects
of the world, or conversely, is subject to being a passive recipient of the effects of
the world (Watzlawick, Weakland, & Fisch, 1974).
In contrast, when one suspends lower level awareness the sense of self is
profoundly affected. It is experienced as a gestalt: a complex interconnection of
components. And, this gestalt is in turn in an intimate relation with the world and
others—a relationship which is circular inasmuch as each component of the
relationship defines the identity of the other within this larger gestalt (Levine,
1998; Merleau-Ponty, 1962; Olkowski, & Morley, 1999; Pettigrew, 1999).
Based on the theory of the topology of awareness we can more fully
understand Merleau-Ponty’s writings that unfold this experience of self as beingtoward-the-world. This self exists not “in” the world, but “with” the world as a
partner in dialogue—both receiving the meaning offered by the world while
simultaneously re-creating this meaning. Objects are disclosed as “beings which
pose certain at first only confused ‘problems’ to my body. They are ‘invitations’ to
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my body’s possible action on them.” (Zaner, 1964, p.131). As Merleau-Ponty
notes “My body is a potency which co-originates with a certain milieu of
existence, or is synchronized with it.” (Zaner, 1964,p. 184). This supplants the
dichotomy and alienation when subject is set over against the world.
Awareness of the larger gestalt texture between self and world leads to a
dialectical relationship with world. One becomes integrated within a larger pattern
(Bateson, 1979). Lower logical levels of awareness fragment self from world, as
Bateson notes in his comment that “ the content of consciousness is…a small
part of the truth about the self. But if this part be selected in any systematic
manner, it is certain that the partial truths of consciousness will be, in aggregate,
a distortion of the truth of some larger whole” (Bateson, 1972, p. 144).
Consciousness then, is a “denial of the integration of that whole” (p. 145). The
therapeutic goal—enhanced integration of self and world—is furthered by
assisting the client in disclosing higher level awareness.
Therapeutic Linguistic Tools: Enhancing Access to Higher Levels
If, as I have argued above, higher levels of awareness are particularly
sensitive to interconnections between entities, the therapeutic use of techniques
to enhance access to the higher levels would enable the client to become
increasingly aware of these structures. In this section I offer a brief discussion of
the use of metaphor, Ericksonian techniques, and poetry therapy as therapeutic
tools.
Higher levels of awareness function according to the recognition of
isomorphism between entities within the world, concepts, images, and other
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intentional objects of awareness. The parallel structure is illuminated, and the
entities are appreciated as being gestalts that are intimately related to one
another through the isomorphic pattern. An example of isomorphism is found in
the process of visual perception where the image from the left field of vision is
focused onto the outer side of the right retina and the inner side of the left retina.
The right field of vision is fractionated in the opposite direction. The result is a
binocular image that is the integration of two images that compose one syncretic
combination. The two images are combined. Each differs from the other in the
direction of the field of vision. Yet they are isomorphic in that they both offer
information concerning the same entity—the entity being observed (Bateson,
1972; Govinda, 1991).
It is significant to note that during the dialectical process an extra
dimension of awareness is phenomenologically experienced, just as the
integration of visual images results in the extra dimension of spatiality (Bateson,
1979; Govinda, 1991). One result is that experiences clarified at higher logical
levels may not be describable in the language of lower level awareness—the
level of Aristotelian logic and discrete elements. It is precisely because these
higher level experiences integrate components that appear autonomous at lower
levels, that the experiences cannot be represented through the classifications
and logic of the lower levels. Thus, the need for alternative modalities of
communication such as poetry, art, and symbols, that utilize isomorphism as the
predominant mode of cognitive interpretation (Levine, 1999a).
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Metaphor is a particularly powerful tool to highlight isomorphism between
entities. Let us consider the simple metaphor “your eyes are sunflowers,” to
reveal the process that occurs during the interpretation of even more complex
metaphors. The juxtaposition of “eyes” and “sunflowers” highlights the
isomorphism between them resulting in an awareness of their parallel structure:
Both are organized according to a series of concentric circles encased one within
the other; rays spread from these concentric circles; and the center of the
innermost circle presents itself as intense and salient.
Aristotelian logic is suspended during this process. For instance, in
cognizing “your eyes are sunflowers” the law of contradiction (A=A) is suspended
in favor of dialectical logic in which A can indeed equal B (“your eyes are the
sunflowers”). Furthermore, the law of the excluded middle is suspended. No
longer is it only the case that either A is true or A is false. Instead it is the case
both that your eyes are your eyes, and your eyes are not your eyes (i.e., they are
sunflowers). The paradox of dialectical logic is paramount, as seemingly
disparate and mutually exclusive entities (eyes and sunflowers) are recognized
as mutually implicated in one another’s identity (Levine, 1984; 1999a).
Metaphor utilizes higher levels of awareness, a process that suspend
discursive cognition: Just as in the visual arts metaphors “do not present their
constituents successively, but simultaneously, so the relations determining…
structure are grasped in one act of vision” (Langer, 1980, p 75). This is radically
different than the lower level awareness of Aristotelian logic, one which demands
successive demarcation linked together as a rope over a period of time. Rather
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than this piecemeal comprehension, metaphor and the visual arts allow for the
cognition of gestalt structure: the immediacy of the intimate relations between
components simultaneously presented.
Scholarly research on metaphor has long noted the phenomenological
experience of a leap or shift of awareness during the cognition of metaphor—a
radical alteration in the experience of the interpreter (Bateson, 1972; Watzlawick
et al.1974). I suggest that the theory of the topology of awareness explains the
notable phenomenological experience of a leap or shift in awareness as being
due to the transition to a higher level of awareness and its dialectical logic
grounded on isomorphism (Levine, 1999a, 1999b).
Within the therapeutic technique initiated by Milton Erickson the therapist
uses a variety of techniques to make higher levels of awareness more salient.
Consider for instance the use of narrative during therapy: the therapist offers the
client a narrative that is, on the surface, related to a content area quite different
than the problematic life situation of the client (Erickson & Rossi, 1979; Gilligan &
Price, 1993). However, the structure of the narrative is parallel to that of the
client’s life situation, resulting in the implicit recognition by the client of the
isomorphism.
The narratives do not specify the “right” solution”; instead, they are
intended to elicit an unconscious awareness of this isomorphism, inviting the
client’s higher logical level to undergo a “search” to disclose ways to resolve the
problematic life issue (Gilligan & Price, 1993). The particular path of resolution
remain ambiguous, thus respectfully acknowledging that the client’s higher levels
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of awareness will analyze the isomorphism, clarify the structure of the
problematic situation (Erickson & Rossi, 1979) and seek a resolution of the
difficulty in a manner appropriate for the client’s individuality (Levine, 1999b).
Dialectical logic through awareness of isomorphism is also promoted
through the therapeutic use of poetry. This form of written expression suspends
syntactic and semantic rules of linguistic construction, enhancing the suspension
of the conscious everyday cognition (Goheen, 1941; Kittay, 1987; Langer, 1953).
Furthermore, poetry utilizes what in psychological terminology is known as
condensation: imagery that collapses a rich gestalt within a symbol, serving as a
literary hologram (Morris, 1941) in which the whole is referred to and implicated
within the part (Olkowski, & Morley, 1999). Lower levels of awareness are
suspended as writer and audience comprehend the isomorphism between the
image and the larger gestalt referred to by the image. Furthermore, both the
suspension of syntactical and semantic rules on the one hand, and the use of
condensations on the other, utilize dialectical logic. Rather than resting with
binary oppositions, the poetry invites the reader to wrestle with a sequence of
tensions between opposites, a tension which seeks to resolve itself through the
synthesis of these opposites, resulting in a syncretic whole that harmonizes them
into a unique and richer whole (Turner, & Fauconnier, 1995).
Conclusion
The theory of the topology of awareness offers an integration of research
within cognitive psychology, cognitive linguistics, clinical psychology, and
philosophy. It delineates a model of the mind that respects the architectural
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organization composed of levels of logical types of awareness. Higher levels
organize reality through gestalt structure and dialectical logic, whereas lower
levels construct reality based on Aristotelian logic, binary oppositions and
experience of entities as discrete and independent.
Therapeutic efforts to enable the client to disclose these higher levels
while suspending lower levels results in the strengthening of the client’s sense of
well being: Integrity of the lived reality of self, and intimate union between self
and world. Linguistic tools to effect this transformation include metaphor, poetry,
and narrative, each of which offers the client a vehicle for disclosing higher levels
and for the expression of this experience.
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Abstract:
Hope Atherton’s account of his captivity narrative was quickly dismissed and
lost by both Puritan colonists and historians. Susan Howe uncovers Atherton’s
account and retells his wonderings in her book, Singularities. While the author
function is at work with Howe the author of the text, it is at the same time at work
with Atherton’s account and by extension the captivity narrative genre. As a result
the text is filled with several Athertons and Howes; there is Atherton the male, the
Puritan, the author of his real story, the author of his constructed story, and Howe’s
Atherton; there is also Howe the female, the historian, the poet, and the author of
Singularities. Through these fragmented Athertons and Howes, Howe exposes
subjects as arbitrary constructions based on agendas, and she uses Atherton’s
account to demonstrate the effect the author has on how a reader handles a text.

How(e) to Handle an Author
Throughout Singularities, several voices appear in the text, and the text plays with
attributing identities to them. While the author function is at work with Susan Howe the
author of the text, it is at the same time at work with Hope Atherton’s account and by
extension the captivity narrative genre. Howe is at once a historian, a poet, a woman,
and the writer of Singularities. The text is shaped by the way the different identities are
viewed. She gives pieces of herself and Atherton that are used to create a unified
image of the author. However, by looking at the author as a fragmented entity, Howe
exposes unified subject as arbitrary and constructed based on agendas, and she uses
Atherton’s account to demonstrate the effect the author can have on how a text is
handled by a reader.
Hope Atherton’s captivity story was rewritten from the moment he spoke into a
captivity narrative that fit into Puritan and colonial agendas. The account he shared as
his true story went against not only the established gender differences but also the
stereotype of the savage Indian. Atherton’s story was not one of the strong hero who
defeated the “wild Indian”, but an account of a man who “offered to surrender himself to
the enemy, but they would not receive him” (Howe 5). It was crucial that his story
remain suppressed for the survival of the captivity narrative genre. Atherton’s account
breaks down the structure and rules of the author; he is not the strong man who attacks
the Indians and makes them ask for mercy, instead he is a man who got lost in the
woods, stumbled upon the Indians, asked them to take him captive, and was rejected.
His story fits more closely the captivity narratives that surfaced about women; however,
Atherton is a male and thus his true account is prohibited from being included in either

the male narratives of native domination or female narratives of captivity. The author
role he broke was a product of patriarchal authority, and he threatened to expose the
constructed nature of earlier captivity narratives. Atherton’s story had the potential to
expose the reliability of other captivity narratives that were crucial in reaffirming colonial
expansion. Atherton’s account went against the established differences the genre has
previously upheld. Since, Atherton acted in a manner contrary to the way his
characteristics dictated, “many people were not willing to give credit to this account,
suggesting he was beside himself” (Howe 5). Atherton is fragmented and pluralized
both as an author in the text and by the colonists themselves.
The text has given two accounts of Atherton’s story and has provided at least two
different subjects. However, in the poetry section, there is no indication of which “Hope
Atherton’s Wanderings” are being explored; it is only indicated that it is “Mr. Atherton’s
story Hope Atherton” (Howe 6). Though Howe is exploring Atherton’s captivity
narrative, it lacks a strong narrative voice. The personal pronoun “I” is not used until the
last poem of the section. Even when the personal “I” is used, “when I look back / so
short in charity and good works / we are a small remnant / of signal escapes . . .” (Howe
16), it fails to answer which account of Hope Atherton is explored. The failure to provide
a concrete Hope Atherton reinforces the arbitrary nature of the author. It is not which
Atherton is speaking in the poems, Atherton the coward, the hero, or the Puritan
minister, but the wandering that is important. Howe prevents the fixation on one aspect
of Atherton and attributing that part of him as the author. In telling his story, Howe
breaks down the structure and syntax of meaning. Howe composes his wonderings
with words and that when put together do not always follow traditional sentence patterns

and fail to make syntactical meaning. In doing this, Howe demonstrates that knowing
facts about the author does not help to make sense of the following lines which lack
traditional syntactical order, “blue glare(essence)cow bed leg extinct draw scribe
upside / even blue(A)ash-tree fleece comfort (B)draw scribe sideup” (Howe 14). The
information the text reveals about Atherton does not provide any tool to decipher
meaning from the words “cow bed leg,” for example. Howe uses Atherton’s story to
expose the way in which the author functions to show the arbitrary nature of attaching
an authorial identity; Atherton was ignored because the identity associated with the
author was not culturally acceptable, but the text demonstrates how the identity of the
author does not provide access inside the text.
Besides Atherton’s voice, another voice is present in Singularities. The second
voice first emerges amongst the factual prose information that frames this text as well
as the captivity narrative genre. Though the “I” is only present in one sentence, it
nevertheless appears strong and authorial: “I assume Hope Atherton’s excursion for an
emblem foreshadowing a Poet’s abolished limitations in our demythologized fantasy of
Manifest Destiny”(Howe 4). There is no clear indication who is speaking, yet it seems to
be a statement by the poet. The facts relating to dates, events, and people combined
with the use of declarative statements gives the section authority. Given the context of
previous historical factual information the statement is associated with Howe the
historian, but the interjection of the word “poet” also associates Howe the poet with the
statement. By interjecting both the historian and poet identity into the text, she exposes
the author as a function. She explains that she hopes Atherton’s story, and her poetry
exploring his situation, will serve as a symbol or emblem foreshadowing the limitations

she will encounter. It sets up for both the demythologization and the limitations that will
occur while reading the text. The purpose of demythologizing and exposure of
limitations is to tear down and examine how history is constructed. Howe exposes
Atherton’s story that was outside the boarders of the captivity narrative genre and
therefore left out. Atherton as an author failed to uphold any of the myths that existed
about gender and race differences. The “I” in the section then seems to be a statement
of poetic intention; Howe is telling the explaining she choose Atherton’s story.
Howe’s insertion of her hope for Atherton’s story parallels Atherton’s situation.
Though he told the facts that had occurred, when he claimed authorial authority, “no
one believed the Minister’s letter” (Howe 4). However, in order for Howe to be believed
or taken seriously in her project, she identified the authorial statement with the poet, not
the historian. Traditionally the historian’s job is to tell facts about events; Howe
combines her role as historian and poet to expose both the constructions of history and
the author. She demonstrates how the not only the poet, but the historian has an
agenda, and she chooses her subject for the reason it was ignored by colonists and
historians. Attaching on to the historian part of her life provides a sense of authority
about the writer that the title of a poet does not. However, neither her historical
authority nor the statement of her poetic intention provide tools for deciphering meaning
which serves to reinforce the arbitrary connection between the text and an identity of the
author. By interjecting a poetic statement, Howe demonstrates that, like Atherton’s
rejected account based on authorial implications, the implications and intentions of the
author do not provide concrete tools for understanding because the is always a plurality
of truths. The knowledge that she wants Atherton’s dismissed story to foreshadow, the

poets limitations, does not help in making syntactical meaning out of the words, “rest
chondriacal lunacy / velc cello viable toil / quench conch uncannunc” (Howe 10). The
failures of poetic statements and information about Atherton to provide reliable or
concrete tools for Atherton’s wanderings expose the constructed nature of many types
of authors.
The “Thorow” section begins as a narrative prose piece and by asserting yet
another authorial “I,” it brings to focus the effect Howe, as the author of this section, has
on how the following text is handled. The small narrative that follows is a captivity
narrative that shadows Atherton’s story rather than the traditional captivity narrative.
The words tell the story of a person suffering from “dislocation”; however, unlike the
traditional captivity narratives, Mary Rowlandson’s for example, the speaker of this text
does not think about going back or escaping, instead, she “let[s] [her]self drift in the rise
and fall of light snow . . .” (Howe 40). The writer is at once telling a story about the postmodern moment, but she is also breaking the form and exposing the failure of the
captivity narrative genre to admit any story that does not demonstrate the female
unwillingness to accept the alien culture. Given the difficult syntactical nature of the
previous sections, the prose piece provides a false comfort. The syntactical meaning is
clear, but the identity of the “I” or unified author is still hidden. Due to the lack of
historical content and the personal nature of the information given, the section seems
autobiographical. In making an autobiographical assumption, the question arises
“Which Howe is speaking?” The text seems to give clues towards the speaker being
both a teacher and a poet, “I had a writer-in-residence grant to teach a poetry workshop
. . .” (Howe 40). Concentrating on the aspects the speaker’s life, create an illusion of

meaning. The speaker hardly shares any concrete personal information, “during the
winter and spring of 1987 I had a writer-in-residency grant to teach a poetry workshop
once a week . . . I rented a cabin . . .“ (Howe 40). Because of the interjection of the
personal “I,” the text establishes a personal connection to the author. Unlike Atherton,
Howe presents an acceptable author; she is a woman, and a poet with established skill.
The existence, however small, of a reliable author provides a tool for deciphering
meaning in the text. Understanding information about the poet’s life will in turn open up
and make clear the previous poetry as well as the poems to come, but it is only an
illusion. The failure to make meaning from a text even with an acceptable author
highlights Atherton’s account being denied because of his authorial status; the author
here serves to point out that authors are often constructed based on agendas.
Hope Atherton was denied entrance into the captivity narrative genre because he
failed to meet the unified author requirements for the genre. Throughout Singularities,
the text plays with the author function. Howe uses Atherton’s account to expose the
arbitrariness of the importance of an author that upholds society’s norms. Howe is
considered a reliable poet; she is a woman, has been writing for a while, and has taught
poetry. However, even with her acceptable author position, the facts of her life including
a statement on poetic intention, fail to amount to meaning inside the text. The
frustration exposes that facts about the author’s identify and parts influence the way in
which a text is handled, and information about the author can be arbitrary in deciphering
meaning from the text.
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Koreatown, Los Angeles: Before and After the 1992 L.A. Riots
by Steven Thomas Lee

Introduction

In the heart of Los Angeles lies Koreatown, midst the mid-Wilshire district that
stretches 3.6 miles from Crenshaw to Hoover Blvd. This community is a vast growing
economic district ranging from small businesses to corporate offices. Various cultures
associate and embrace with another in the mid-Wilshire district, giving Koreatown a
name of its own. A range of ethnicities occupy Koreatown; Latinos being the majority
(68%) followed by Koreans (20%), with Black and White and other population being
minorities (±12% respectively).
This paper will examine the revitalization of the mid-Wilshire district, particularly
Koreatown, along with social and economical issues pertaining to the community. The
observations upon human behavior in Koreatown will be at a microcosm level, discussing
actual events occurred and the causes that led to them. Urban Geography, the study of
population behavior and changes, will be the area of study for this project. The
methodology to conduct this project includes; interviews, online research, scientific
journals, information from public libraries, data collected from previous researches,
internet data, and field research. The scientific journals illustrated a structural model that
will be used throughout the research paper. It demonstrated a scientific method to
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critically examine the sociology of a community. Also, being a Koreatown resident since
1988, personal observations throughout the years will be added onto the research.
The purpose of studying the revitalization of Koreatown was to reexamine the
gradual process in rebuilding an urban environment affected by human behaviors. By
observing and considering factors that led to the dynamics of Los Angeles, it will be
critical to understand the human behaviors that caused certain events. The questions that
will be examined are: How did Koreatown revitalize in the aftermath of the 1992 LA
Riots? How did the city revitalize itself? What were the factors that lead to the vast
expansion of businesses sprouting in the mid-Wilshire district?
The hypothesis is that an ethnic community such as Koreatown can revitalize on
its own only if the people have the ability to survive financially. During the 1992 Los
Angeles Riots, an estimated $1 billion was lost in total damages, of that; $425 million
was lost by the Korean community. This was a major setback for the small business
owners and the community as a whole. Many new immigrants were hurt by the LA Riots,
both financially and emotionally.

History of Korean Immigration

On May 2nd, 1882, the United States and Korea signed a treaty of peace and
commerce, opening the door to diplomatic missions from Korea to tour the States and to
study American institutions and government systems. This only allowed a small number
of Koreans into the United States, but in 1903, the first shipload of Korean immigrants
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aboard the S. S. Gaelic arrived in Hawaii to work on sugar plantations. It was the first
major wave of Korean immigrants coming to the United States. In 1908, The
Gentleman’s Agreement Act signed by President Roosevelt and Japan allows Korean
women to immigrate in order to marry laborers in the U.S. Through 1920, over 800
“picture brides” made their way to America. During the early 1900’s, many Korean
nationalists had to flea Korea because of the persecution by the Japanese annexing Korea
as a colony. The years from 1910-1940, when Japan occupied Korean, were particularly
difficult for many Korean Americans as they thought of themselves more as exiles than
immigrants and felt they were without a country. The political turmoil that was apparent
in Korea led many of the people to immigrate in various nations around the world.
During the 1960’s and the civil rights movement, many bills were passed for the
advancement of human rights towards minorities in United States. Also, many laws were
loosened to allow more immigrants from the Eastern Hemisphere. The United States
Congress passed the Immigration Act of 1965, which abolished the national origin quota
system and adopted a new immigration structure based on family ties and employment
skills. The 1965 Immigration Act consisted of 7 categories of qualification to attain visas
in the United States.
1. Spouses and unmarried children over 21
2. Spouses and unmarried children of permanent residences
3. Professionals, artists, and scientists
4. Married children over 21 of U.S. citizens
5. Siblings
6. Workers (skilled or unskilled)
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7. Refugees
•

Eastern Hemisphere – 170,000 visas/year. 20,000 visas/country

•

Western Hemisphere – 120,000 visas/year.
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The 1965 Immigration Act abolished the quota system that had restricted the
numbers of Asians allowed to enter the United States. Many Koreans at this time began
to immigrate to the United States, making them one of the top five places of immigration
origin here in the United States. In South Korea, which is roughly the size of Maine and
has a population density second only to Bangladesh, there is an oversupply of college
graduates including many engineers, nurses, and doctors. This led to the mass
immigration of professionals here to the United States after the 1965 Immigration Act.

Formulation of Koreatown
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Koreatown started to flourish around 1987, with large Korean supermarkets
opening up around the neighborhood. This represented a central market place for
socialization as well as a familiar taste of the old country for the new immigrants. Also,
Korean newspapers were in circulation as it represents a sense of establishment here in
America. Churches were an important factor in bringing many new Korean immigrants
together as it was a place of familiarity and solidarity. Along Western Ave., starting from
Beverly Blvd. to Olympic Blvd., small Korean-owned businesses began to spring up. As
more and more Korean immigrants along with the Latino community established a source
of income around the mid-Wilshire district, Koreatown became further recognized. From
a modest population of less than 10,000 in 1970, Los Angeles’ Korean population has
grown to an estimated 160,000; making it the largest concentration of Koreans outside of
South Korea.
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Today, there are almost a million Korean Americans. They have continued their
early patterns of not being as concentrated as other Asian groups in particular locations.
Currently 44% live in the West, 23% in the Northeast, 19% in the South, and 14% in the
Midwest. The state with the largest population is California with 33% of the total; New
York is second with 12%. Even in California the population is scattered with only 20% of
the Koreans in Southern California living in Koreatown, Los Angeles. Koreatown is
located about five miles west of City Hall and is roughly bounded by Beverly Boulevard
and Pico Boulevard to the north and south and Hoover and Crenshaw on the east and
west. Because of the changing demographics in Los Angeles, 68% of the people living
within these boundaries are Latinos, but Koreans are the predominant business owners,
and the area serves as a cultural, business and social center for Korean Americans.
As a group, Korean immigrants are highly educated though language and cultural
barriers have meant many have not been able to work in the fields in which they were
trained. Instead, using networking and kye rotating credit associations, many have turned
to starting their own small businesses. The willingness to sacrifice for the future by
working extremely long hours and not taking vacations has helped build many highly
successful enterprises.
Nationally, Korean Americans now own 20% of all dry-cleaning businesses. In
Southern California they own 45% of liquor stores, 46% of small grocery markets, and
45% of one-hour photo shops. A study done of green groceries on a segment of
Broadway in Manhattan, New York found that Koreans owned 75% of the grocery stores,
and 78% of the owners had college degrees.
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Church has been important community centers, particularly for the il se, first
generation. It is a gathering place where one can feel comfortable, talk in Korean, and
make kye associations. Members of later generations are not as likely to feel such strong
church connections, partly because they are less fluent in the language, but also because
of cultural differences such as less emphasis on the Confucian respect for authority and
acquiescence to patriarchal hierarchy.
Korean Americans are aware of the cultural differences across generations that
they not only have special words to describe the first and second generations, "il se" and
"i se" respectively, but also have given a name for the generation that was born in Korea
and moved here before they were teenagers. This group is called "il chom o se" or
generation 1.5. The 1.5 generation Korean Americans hold traditional Korean customs as
well as American values, therefore having a strong bond with the Koreatown community
along with American society.

Cultural Conflicts

While many 2nd generation Korean Americans assimilated into American society
in different parts of greater Los Angeles such as; Hacienda Heights, Cerritos, Rowland
Heights, Woodland Hills, Torrance, Garden Grove, Arcadia, Fullerton, and all around
southern California, many 1st and 1.5 generation Korean immigrants stayed close to
Koreatown as well as opening small businesses in the south Los Angeles area. Since a
Koreatown was established, many new immigrants sought refuge in a place foreign to
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them. The language barrier was a heavy factor in determining an occupation for the new
immigrants. Many families that arrived without the ability to own a small business
worked in the garment industry, agricultural, nursing, or in other small businesses. Others
worked rigorously to save enough money for their own private businesses. During the
early 80’s and 90’s, Korean community programs were scarce since the financial ability
to establish such organizations were insubstantial. The immigrants that had enough
money to open a small business turned to owning businesses such as liquor stores, dry
cleaners, photo shops, restaurants, and gas stations. These businesses didn’t require a
great deal of English to interact with the customers.
Koreatown is a melting pot of various cultures that represent America’s diversity.
People from all over the world reside in Los Angeles with different cultures, religions,
and beliefs. To get along with one another is to understand an individual’s ideals and
culture and to not fall to xenophobia. Many instances of culture clashes occur when two
or more individuals from different backgrounds intersect one another. They are not
accustomed to each other’s behavior, therefore causing assumptions of disrespect or
mistreatment. An example of misinterpretation that occurred between Korean store
owners and the Black community during 1988~1991 was the money exchange from
merchant to customers. Traditional way of handling money for the Koreans were that the
change owed to the customers should be laid on the table rather than handed to them on
their hands. The local customers of South-central Los Angeles assumed that the Koreans
were being arrogant and disrespectful while it was the total opposite. Over the years,
people started to appreciate each other and come to an understanding. Unfortunately, pop
culture as well as the media blew minor instances in to bigger controversies, profiting
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from the culture clashes of different ethnicities. Many movies, music, and television
shows depicted Korean store owners to be rude and short tempered. On the contrary,
many Korean store owners and the black community had a strong bond amongst them.
Some shop owners even gave credit or layaway plans for people who were in financial
difficulties.

1992 Los Angeles Riots

There are many factors that led to the 1992 Los Angeles Riots. This riot was an
eruption of tension built by oppression and racism endured by minorities of Los Angeles.
The constant harassment law enforcement gave to the black community originated the
phrase “DWB-driving while black”, the continuous strife of the lower-class versus the
higher-class, and the lack of political involvement within the minority areas. All these
elements were substantial in creating a social conflict within a heavily ethnic region.
On March 3, 1991, Rodney King was stopped for speeding over 100 miles an
hour while under the influence. Before he was handcuffed, Officers Koon, Powell, Wind
and Briseno beat Rodney King with a nightstick over 50 times. This was all videotaped
by George Holliday and was later seen on the evening news. The footage caught the
attention of many Los Angeles minorities as they were shocked at the beating, but
relieved that someone has finally brought evidence of excessive force against minorities.
Many people all over country were furious of the incident and wanted justice brought on
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to the officers. Mayor Tom Bradley charged the LAPD of racism and incompetence and
asked Police Chief Gates to resign.
As Chief Gates refuses to resign, the trial for the four officers transfers to a
predominately white and conservative Simi Valley. The jurors that were selected
comprised of ten whites, one Hispanic, and one Filipino-American. Out of the 12
jurors, six jurors are male, six female.
On April 29, 1992 at 3:15 pm, the jury acquits Koon, Wind, and Briseno of all
charges. The jury was unable to reach a verdict on one charge against Officer Powell. As
soon as the verdict was out, it was instant pandemonium amongst the black community
and people all over Los Angeles. At 5:00 pm, the riot broke out as demonstrators and
people outside Los Angeles streets started to protest against the verdict. Many couldn’t
digest what they have heard over the news. Several rioters were shouting, “No Justice!
No Peace!” destroying city properties as well as burning and looting merchant stores
nearby. What started as a form of protest and rebellion became chaotic and uncontrollable.
People were rioting and looting for the wrong reasons, simply to gain additional personal
items. The news helicopters reported back footages of commercial plazas burning down,
people breaking into the stores, and unnecessary violence directed towards white drivers
passing by south Los Angeles. Brave reporters had the chance to talk to some of the
locals around the area, with many asking, “Where is the police?”
All around south Los Angeles and Koreatown, there were no signs of law
enforcement present. The news reporters from the helicopter also noted that police
presence was scarce around the looted neighborhoods. Store owners and merchants took
measures into their own hands by protecting the businesses themselves. From the media
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coverage, some Korean store owners were seen defending their businesses with personal
firearms. The law enforcement did not intervene with the rioters, as Los Angeles was in
flames for three days.
Most of the police force concentrated heavily to protect the Beverly Hills area,
Hollywood, the Valley, and downtown Los Angeles. Given that most of the rioters were
from south Los Angeles and mid-Wilshire district, they were looting places closest to
their neighborhood. The main streets that were affected by the riots were Western Ave.
that stretched 10 miles north and south from Koreatown to south Los Angeles, Crenshaw
Blvd., the intersections of Florence and Normandie, and numerous South-Central
locations. Many businesses that were affected by the 1992 Los Angeles riots were Korean
owned businesses that estimated $400 million on damages. In the predominately black
neighborhoods, black business owners put up signs such as “Black Owned” to prevent
from looting. Overall, this was a devastating blow to the Los Angeles community,
particularly Korean Americans. As many Korean immigrants worked many hard years to
obtain a family business, it went down in flames in matter of days.
As discussed before about the media’s influence on stereotypes of Korean
merchants, another incident occurred that turned a white and black conflict into a black
and Korean issue. Before the Rodney King verdict broke out, the Latasha Hardings case
verdict didn’t find Soon Ja Kim guilty of first degree murder. This incident happened as a
Latasha Hardings, a black female, was shot and killed by the Korean store owner in south
Los Angeles. The media repeatedly reported the incident on the evening news and stirred
a lot of hostility amongst the black community and Korean merchants in the
neighborhood. The trial sparked criticisms by many residents around Los Angeles and
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targeted Korean businesses to be antagonistic. This was the reason why many Koreanowned businesses were burned down during the 1992 Los Angeles riots.
The reason why many black Americans were furious at the decisions of the
Latasha Hardings’ verdict was the media’s depiction of the incident. The media described
the confrontation as the Korean store owner shooting Hardings in the back while she was
stealing orange juice. Ten years after the riots, PBS aired a special on the 1992 Los
Angeles riots and had a segment on the Latasha Hardings case. It showed the actual
surveillance video of the incident, as Latasha Hardings was shot by Soon Ja Kim while
she was assaulting the store owner. This was a different scene once depicted 10 years
earlier when the store owner shot the victim in the back.
When it was all over, the 1992 Los Angeles riots left 53 people dead, over 7,000
people arrested, and over $1 billion in property damage was sustained. The Korean
community lost an estimated $425 million in property damages, leaving many Korean
immigrants without a business. A majority of the Korean business owners could not
redevelop, leaving a few with no choice but to go back to Korea. Some stayed and
worked harder to maintain another business, others working for less income than before.
For the next 3 to 4 years, restoration of Koreatown and south Los Angeles was a slow
process. Although many politicians came to Los Angeles to speak of reparation for the
many affected by the riots, no monetary funds were ever distributed back to the small
business owners, especially the Korean community.
After the three days of tribulation, a demonstration march around Koreatown was
set up to advocate peace. Thousands of Korean Americans and many other groups
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marched out in the streets wanting nothing more than peace. This was a first step to
recovery after the disastrous event.

Restoration Process after the 1992 Los Angeles Riots

Koreatown didn’t start to flourish until 1995 when new immigrants and investors
started to rebuild Los Angeles. Immigration laws were again loosened to allow more
Korean immigrants with intentions to open a business to attain visas. As new Korean
immigrants start establishing private businesses in empty lots and plazas left by the riots,
the restoration process moved in a faster pace. Most of the small businesses opened in the
Koreatown district comprised of “new immigrant money”. The wave of new Korean
immigrants post-1992 L.A. Riots brought many entrepreneurs and investors to revitalize
Koreatown. The influx of new money circulating in Koreatown is what helped revitalize
Koreatown. Also, since Koreatown lays within the mid-Wilshire district, many
corporations and public businesses started to occupy the mid-Wilshire center.
The 1992 Los Angeles riots left many businesses and properties destroyed, and
lenders and businesses were reluctant to reinvest. New developers, such as H. K. Partners
seized the opportunity to assemble and develop a site devastated by the riots. On the
corner of Olympic and Western Ave, a plan for development of an upscale retail town
center was introduced. The Koreatown Center consisted of a supermarket, clothing and
accessory shops, a food court with a mixture of American and Korean restaurants, and
many individual outlets with high quality and designer merchandise from around the
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world. The primary objective of the Koreatown Center was to encourage pedestrian
access to the commercial areas. The Metro Rail station that linked downtown, Koreatown,
and Hollywood together was also in the process of completion, making the mid-Wilshire
district a pedestrian friendly environment.
Another massive project that was established in 2002 was the Aroma Wilshire
Center, a $35 million complex directed towards a luxurious lifestyle. Located at the
intersection of Wilshire Blvd. and Serrano Ave., the complex combines a four-story golf
driving range, spa, gym, sports bar, restaurant, retail shops, banquet room, and a parking
structure into one 336,000-square-foot futuristic aquarium. There’s also an 800-square
foot television screen attached on top of the building that’s visible half a mile west down
Wilshire Blvd flashing advertisements. The Hanil Development Company, a subsidiary
of South Korean conglomerate Hanil Group developed this multi-service commercial
building in hopes for a new-age concept of the center. Although denied a $5 million loan
from L.A.’s Community Development Department, the Aroma Wilshire Center was
established receiving rave reviews.

Types of businesses in Koreatown, Los Angeles post-1992
•

Privately owned Korean businesses. Mainly services and goods.
o Korean restaurants- Majority of the small businesses around Koreatown
are restaurants, as they cater to the Korean community and other
communities in and outside of Los Angeles.
o Supermarkets- Starting off with 1 in 1987, Koreatown now has over 6
Korean Supermarkets that provides merchandise from South Korea to the
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immigrants here in the United States. As more Korean immigrants
branched out around the Los Angeles County, the Supermarkets opened
chains around the city. The areas include Cerritos, La Palma, Garden
Grove, Torrance, Gardena, and Fullerton.
o Recreational businesses- As more Koreans live within the Los Angeles
area, businesses such as bars, clubs, cafes, lounges, hotels, and travel
agencies started to open.
o Department stores- Private to small business owners of clothing and
accessories, either made from Korea or from the garment industry in
downtown L.A. The Koreatown Plaza was established in the early 1990’s
on Western Avenue, between 9th St. and James M. Woods. This plaza
comprises of men and women clothing stores, restaurants, Korean
bookstores, bakery, Korean record shop, a supermarket, and a Korean
electronics store. The Korean Center was established in Spring 2001,
bringing an upscale retail town center in Koreatown. Aroma Wilshire
Center, established in 2002, a $35 million complex.
o Clinics and medical centers- Korean medical doctors serving the
Koreatown community.
o Corporate businesses- Korean banks were established for Korean
merchants around the mid-Wilshire district.
o Small businesses- Dry Cleaners, Liquor Stores, Cellular phone retails, gas
stations, and used car lots owned by Koreans. Also, specialty item stores
that carry merchandise from Korea.
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o Services- Plumbing, electrical, hardware, tailors, taxis, lawyers,
accountants, acupuncturists, hair salons, barbershops, and insurance
salesmen servicing the Korean community.

Koreatown as a Central Market Place

By observing the urban business patterns of greater Los Angeles, the Central
Place Theory becomes evident as a blueprint for the formulation of commercial and
residential areas. Along the streets of Wilshire Blvd between Western and Vermont Ave,
approximately 10 corporate high rises occupy the strip. A number of organizations,
administrations, businesses, corporations, and company headquarters reside within the
mid-Wilshire business district. The historic Wiltern Theater is on the corner of Western
and Wilshire Blvd, across the street from the Metro Rail station. Another historic
structure, the Bullocks building, was restored by Southwestern University School of Law
into a library. Just 5 miles west of Koreatown, the Beverly Center mall upholds a major
commercial zone in the Beverly Hills area. 3 miles east of Koreatown is the Los Angeles
downtown district; where corporate offices, city hall, Los Angeles courts, INS, and the
garment industry reside in the city.
The pull factor of a central location shapes urban business patterns throughout
greater Los Angeles. For instance, the mid-Wilshire district comprises of many different
types of businesses, services, administration, and retail. On the block of Wilshire Blvd.,
between Normandie Ave. and Alexandra St., the Wilshire Center upholds various types
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of commercial areas and retail services. In the street level plaza, an Italian restaurant,
Bank of America, Verizon Wireless, Suits 4 Less, Cingular Wireless, McDonald’s, and a
Stationary store occupies the commercial building. We can already see the ties in the
types of businesses that are in the area. Again, the multipurpose shopping centers allow a
consumer to travel less for goods and services. Within this high-rise commercial building
contains many different service companies such as Allstate Insurance Group, California
Design College, Los Angeles City College Extension center, various Law Firms,
corporate offices, and a bar at the lower lobby. This concentrated area of commercial
zones can be denoted as a central place the city flourishes around. The local 7-Eleven is
just across the street from the Wilshire center, with its plaza having another assortment of
businesses and services. There are 4 Korean restaurants in that plaza along with an
internet café, Korean CD store, and a bar. This certain location caters to the Korean
immigrants that are residents of Koreatown and a range of consumers from other cities. It
is logical to see that Koreatown has a demand for Korean businesses, therefore having a
minimum amount of demand to keep the business running. Also, the range it holds to
provide service for Korean immigrants outside of Los Angeles made Koreatown and the
mid-Wilshire district a generous amount of cash inflow. And, to be surrounded by
healthier economic locations such as Hollywood, West Los Angeles, and the Downtown
area, Koreatown thrived upon the economic opportunities. The Market Principle becomes
evident as we analyze different types of businesses that are interconnected in an
economic environment tied together by the location, size, and characteristics.
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Koreatown Compared to other Neighborhoods

While Koreatown went under immense reconstruction, neighborhoods such as
south Los Angeles, Compton, Watts, and Inglewood had difficulties with revitalization.
These areas did not have the same elements that attributed to the vast growth of
Koreatown, therefore delaying the rebuilding process. Also, gentrification played a
significant role in preventing black Americans to own land. Gentrification lowers the
property value of an area, allowing realtors from outside the community to buy the
properties at a low price and sell it back for profit. Many of the new small businesses
opened around south Los Angeles comprised of liquor stores, fast food restaurants, and
small specialty stores owned by various immigrants. Many Korean immigrants avoided
opening businesses near south Los Angeles as new immigrants from south-east Asia
arrived to America and took their place.
Koreatown, Los Angeles compared to other Koreatowns nationwide differs
considerably as Koreans live scattered around the country. Since southern California has
the most amount of Korean immigrants residing in the area, Los Angeles’ Koreatown is
the largest out of all other Koreatowns. It holds the most amount of Korean immigrants
and businesses owned by Korean Americans. As many more immigrants arrive to the
United States, the jobs available to them tend to be around the inner-city, positioning
themselves to ethnic neighborhoods.

Conclusion
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The formation of Los Angeles County can be traced back to the Interstate
Highway Act of 1956 and the creation of the Federal Highway Trust Fund that served as
a means to ease downtown traffic. “Federal funds spent on highways swelled from $429
million in 1950 to $2.9 billion in 1960.”(Chudacoff 268) The highways went right
through the middle of inner-cities, stretching out to suburban areas with growth along its
path. “While Los Angeles’ population grew by 43% from 1950 to 1970, its outer ring
grew by 141%.” (Chudacoff 269)
The division between cities and suburbs increasingly assumed a racial dimension- whites
on the outside, people of color on the inside. The FHS refused to guarantee suburban
loans to poor people, nonwhites, Jews, and other “inharmonious” racial and ethnic groups.
Restrictive covenants and , after these were declared illegal in 1948, unspoken
agreements among realtors kept all but the most economically secure and assertive black
families from buying homes in the new communities. A few suburban developments
sprang up to house the black middle class, but the great majority suburbs were
exclusively white. (Chudacoff 270)

As loads of new immigrants from various nations started to live within the inner-cities
and downtown area, the white population along with people of middle to upper-middle
class moved outside of the city. Edge cities were created as these people sought suburban
neighborhoods outside of Los Angeles to live. These edge cities were connected to
downtown Los Angeles with freeways sprawling outwards of a 20 to 30 mile radius. The
residents of edge cities can commute to work in downtown Los Angeles and travel back
home on freeways away from the congested environment. As these outer ring cities began
to expand, it shaped sort of like a donut pattern when looking at Los Angeles at a
territorial aspect. It created an “invisible wall”, separating the white population from
minorities and the rich from the poor. Los Angeles, particularly the mid-Wilshire district,
became heavily populated with minorities and new immigrants. Community and political
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involvement weren’t on the agenda for new immigrants as means of survival are top
priority. Also, glass ceilings are placed above people who use English as a second
language, making it harder to find employment outside of the inner-city.
All the causes of the 1992 Los Angeles riots derived from racism and the lack of
community involvement within the minority based areas. Ignoring social and economic
problems within inner-cities stirred tension amongst different ethnic groups. This led to
conflicts with one another by misconception and misunderstanding. Also, the media
swaying the public’s opinions were another factor in the cause of the riots. Although
Koreatown and the community revitalized itself after the riots, the emotional pain lingers
through many Korean Americans affected by the riots. On April 29th, 2002, a peace rally
commemorating the 10th anniversary of the Los Angeles took place. With so many
barriers Korean immigrants endured since 1903, America commemorates the 100 years
of Korean immigration here in 2003. Hard work, determination, and the pursuit of the
American Dream kept Korean immigration strong for 100 years and many more years to
come. America was founded on immigration with the idea of life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness. Discrimination towards new wave of immigrants restricts them from having
the same rights. Equal opportunity and fair treatment of individuals are part of the
solution in solving race relations in America. If we are capable of sending a man out to
space, we should be able to fix problems here at home.
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Kyeong-Hwa Lee
Derrida and Modernist Literature
Hawaii International Conference

October 13th, 2003
Abstract
Since Aristotle defined literature as mimesis in the Poetics, literature has been
reckoned to serve as no more than an imitation of reality, whereas philosophy is supposed
to engage in fundamental thinking about reality and truth. Accordingly, the modes of
thought that philosophy generated have governed literary practices such as the reading
and writing of literary work. Derrida denies the idea of literature as mimesis and tries to
liberate literature from the aftermath of philosophical determination of literature. He
claims, “there is no—or hardly any, ever so little—literature; that in any event there is no
essence of literature, no truth of literature, no literary-being or being-literary of literature”
(Dissemination 223). Derrida’s denial of literature leads to the claim for effacing the
boundaries among different fields of knowledge. As Derrida sees it, the distinctions
between intellectual fields reflect the thought pattern of binary opposition based on
logocentrism. Hence, Derrida opposes to isolate what literary writing represents by
putting them together under the name of literature.
As a matter of fact, Derrida is very interested in what literature, or literary writing
represents. In an interview, Derrida said, “My ‘first’ desire certainly did not lead me
toward philosophy but rather toward literature, no, toward something which literature
accommodates more easily than philosophy” (“Derrida l’insoumis” 85; as cited in Gasché
259). What Derrida means by “something which literature accommodates” is understood
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as the playful and experimental nature of literature. Among others, Derrida has showed
much interest in modernist literature, as his frequent writings on modernist writers such
as Mallarmé, Joyce, Blanchot, Ponge, and Kafka prove. This view is also strengthened by
the fact that Derrida and modernist writers have Nietzsche, Freud, and Heidegger in
common as their main precursors. In Writing and Difference (1967), Derrida introduces
the modern period as a monumental moment in the history of Western thought, and
attributes the period to the three great thinkers:
This was the moment when language invaded the universal problematic, the
moment when, in the absence of a center or origin, everything became
discourse [. . .] we doubtless would have to cite the Nietzschean critique of
metaphysics, the critique of the concepts of Being and truth, for which were
substituted the concepts of play, interpretation, and sign (sign without
present truth): the Freudian critique of self-presence, that is, the critique of
consciousness, of the subject, of self-identity and of self-proximity or selfpossession; and, more radically, the Heideggerean destruction of
metaphysics, of onto-theology, of the determination of Being as presence.
(280)
As seen in this passage, Derrida values the skeptical and critical attitude of the modern
thinkers; thus, he follows their attitude in his writings by calling traditional beliefs into
question. At this point, Derrida has the same spirit as the spirit of modernist writers who,
above all, engaged in breaking with tradition, interrupting the endless reiteration of
classical themes, becoming self-consciously new, attending to the modes of the times,
and offering a critique of the conditions of one’s own culture and society (Silverman 2).
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Ihab Hassan also claims that postmodernism, of which Derrida is one of the forerunners,
and modernism should be understood as continuous rather than separated. He says,
“Modernism and postmodernism are not separated by an Iron Curtain or Chinese Wall; . .
. We are all, I suspect, a little Victorian, Modern, and Postmodern, at once” (88). In line
with this view, this essay aims to examine some of the characteristics of modernist
literature in order to demonstrate that the spirit of modernist writers is fundamentally
shared by Derrida.
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Derrida and Modernist Literature

Kyeong-Hwa Lee

Despite the achievement of the so-called Yale school that applied Jacques
Derrida’s style of deconstruction to analysis of literary work, it still looks risky to use
Derrida’s thought as a frame for literary criticism. This is because Derrida doesn’t deal
with literature as a unique field distinguished from other fields of knowledge. Derrida
claims that “there is no—or hardly any, ever so little—literature; that in any event there is
no essence of literature, no truth of literature, no literary-being or being-literary of
literature” (Dissemination 223). This seemingly provocative claim of Derrida suggests
that he refuses to admit the concept of literature that has its root in philosophical
determination.1 Since Aristotle defined literature as mimesis in the Poetics, literature has
been reckoned to serve as no more than an imitation of reality, whereas philosophy is
supposed to engage in fundamental thinking about reality and truth. Accordingly, the
modes of thought that philosophy generated have governed literary practices such as the
reading and writing of literary work. From this point of view, what Derrida intends by
his denial of literature is to liberate literature from the aftermath of philosophical
determination of literature.
Meanwhile, Derrida is very interested in what literature, or literary writing
represents. In an interview, Derrida said, “My ‘first’ desire certainly did not lead me
toward philosophy but rather toward literature, no, toward something which literature
accommodates more easily than philosophy” (“Derrida l’insoumis” 85; as cited in Gasché
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259). Derrida’s words, “something which literature accommodates,” are understood to
refer to the playful and experimental nature of literature. Among others, Derrida has
shown much interest in modernist literature, as his frequent writings on modernist writers
such as Mallarmé, Valéry, Joyce, Blanchot, Ponge, and Kafka prove. This view is also
strengthened by the fact that Derrida and modern writers have Nietzsche, Freud, and
Heidegger in common as their main precursors. In Writing and Difference (1967),
Derrida introduces the modern period as a monumental moment in the history of Western
thought, and he attributes the period to the three great thinkers:
This was the moment when language invaded the universal problematic, the
moment when, in the absence of a center or origin, everything became
discourse . . . we doubtless would have to cite the Nietzschean critique of
metaphysics, the critique of the concepts of Being and truth, for which were
substituted the concepts of play, interpretation, and sign (sign without
present truth): the Freudian critique of self-presence, that is, the critique of
consciousness, of the subject, of self-identity and of self-proximity or selfpossession; and, more radically, the Heideggerean destruction of
metaphysics, of onto-theology, of the determination of Being as presence.
(280)
As seen in this passage, Derrida values the skeptical and critical attitude of the modern
thinkers; thus, he follows their attitude in his writings by calling traditional beliefs into
question. At this point, Derrida has the same spirit as the modernist writers who, above
all, were engaged in breaking with tradition, interrupting the endless reiteration of
classical themes, becoming self-consciously new, attending to the modes of the times,
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and offering a critique of the conditions of one’s own culture and society (Silverman 2).
From this angle, this essay aims to examine some of the characteristics of modernist
literature in order to demonstrate that the spirit of modernist writers is fundamentally
shared by Derrida.2
At the end of the nineteenth century, Nietzsche heralded the coming of the new
century by shaking up the value systems and ways of thinking that had dominated
Western intellectuals until then. Beneath the banner of emancipation from reason, he
called into question the notion of universal reason. Thus, he did not fail to catch the
fissures slightly revealed through the solid net of metaphysics, composed of the notions
of reason, logos, and truth. Carried out in this way, his philosophical work took criticism
and suspicion as the essence of philosophy. Furthermore, a series of breakthroughs
accomplished in the fields of natural science and human science at the turn of the century
were enough to make contemporary people doubt traditional beliefs. For instance, in
1867 Georg F. B. Riemann introduced a physical theory that there may exist infinite
space distinguished from the three-dimensional world we inhabit.
hyperspace.

He called it

In hyperspace, he argued, forms may be decomposed into geometrical

shapes which are incomprehensible to the human mind, since the human mind is limited
to three-dimensional thought. This theory was not entirely hypothetical, though it was
not supported by concrete evidence, because to a creature which lives in a twodimensional

world,

three-dimensional

movement

must

be

considered

an

incomprehensible phenomenon. Therefore, based on logical inference, this theory made
a persuasive claim that we should be open minded to the phenomena possibly occurring
in hyperspace that may exist beyond the three-dimensional world.

In this way,
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Riemann’s physical theory impacted the given notion of reality and called into question
the long-held reliance on sensory perception. Also, in 1905, Albert Einstein published
his paper on the Special Theory of Relativity. In this paper, he clarified that there is no
absolute motion, nor absolute time or space. This has led to a new understanding of time
and space. That is, events are always perceived with reference to a particular frame. In
addition, Sigmund Freud’s claim in the field of psychoanalysis that there is a realm of the
unconscious uncontrollable by rational ego and superego spurred his contemporaries’
skeptical attitude toward the human subject as a rational being. By this claim, modern
people began to see the human subject as a medium for desires released from the
unconscious as well as a medium for rational will of the conscious. Now, the Cartesian
thinking I was no longer considered to be able to undertake the task of an Apollonian
carriage, which was expected to carry them over to the sun of truth out of the murky
Platonic cave.
The trend of thought created by the modern philosophers and scientists stimulated
the contemporary intellectuals in other fields, making them recognize that they were
driven into an impasse, into a state of aporia. This means that they realized the claim for
universal reason and the human subject as the agent of that reason was fictive, and
accordingly, the traditional project for truth was doomed to failure, but they did not yet
find an alternative way to reach the truth. In the field of literature, in particular, William
Faulkner confronted aporia while he was writing The Sound and the Fury (1929). With
this novel, he wanted to tell the story of the Compsons, a fallen Southern aristocratic
family, by employing four different narrators. But while writing, he came to realize that
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with any kind of narrative, he was not able to reach what he thought was the truth of the
story. Thus, he confesses,
And that’s how that book grew. That is, I wrote that same story four
times. None of them were right, but I had anguished so much that I
could not throw any of it away and start over, so I printed it in the four
sections. That was not a deliberate tour de force at all, the book just
grew that way. That I was still trying to tell one story which moved me
very much and each time I failed, . . . it failed four times. (Faulkner at
Nagano 105)
From this point of view, this four-time-told novel is in fact a product of the bitter
experience of failure in embodying the truth. Each tale, with its own viewpoint, cancels
out the one that precedes it. As a result, the truth is nothing more than the meaningless
sum of four different stories. Therefore, Faulkner’s experiment with language in this
novel becomes a metaphor for the modern crisis of truth.
But what is more noteworthy is that modernist writers did not merely stop at
recognizing the aporia. Through their writings, they actively sought for a new path for
escaping from the aporia which might lie beyond the given system of knowledge. From
this point of view, the project of modernist writers meets with Derrida’s project of
deconstruction. In Positions (1972), Derrida says that his project of deconstruction is
oriented to distance people from the existing knowledge system and to surpass its
bounds:
Every week I receive critical commentaries and studies on deconstruction
which operate on the assumption that what they call “post-structuralism”
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amounts to saying that there is nothing beyond language, that we are
submerged in words—and other stupidities of that sort. . . . But to distance
oneself thus from the habitual structure of reference, to challenge or
complicate our common assumptions about it, does not amount to saying
that there is nothing beyond language. (64; italics mine)
Modernist writers, in order to find a path that could break the epistemological
impasse they were facing, were focused above all on finding a literary language that was
not tainted with conventional views. Until the eighteenth century, it had been the
mainstream stance in Western society to think that the function of literary language was
to represent reality. According to Derrida, this view of representation is not limited to
literary language; rather, it is so pervasive in Western society that it constitutes the very
condition of possibility of thinking:
. . . the authority of representation constrains us, imposing itself on our
thought through a whole dense, enigmatic, and heavily stratified history.
It programs us and precedes us and warns us too severely for us to make a
mere object of it, a representation, an object of representation confronting
us, before us like a theme. It is even difficult to pose a systematic and
historical question on the topic (a question of the type: “What is the
system and history of representation?”) now that our concepts of system
and history are essentially marked by the structure and the closure of
representation. (“Sending: On Representation” 304)
What Derrida suggests here is that since representational thinking is so pervasive as to
structure the system of thought in Western society, to ask the question “what is
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representation” is highly problematic; therefore, we should not think of the end of
representational thinking as a place where the question of representation is abandoned or
overcome, but think of it as a place where the question of representation becomes most
problematic, where the solid ground of representational thinking begins to shake.
Modernist writers radically problematized the traditional notion of representation.
For instance, Stéphane Mallarmé showed in “Mimique” how literary language suspended
the representational function. In the poem, Pierrot tells the audience that his performance
mimes the past event of his killing his beloved but unfaithful wife Columbine. However,
it turns out that the crime he insists on has never happened. In fact, Pierrot tickled his
wife to make her give up her life in laughing. Then, what is marked here is the fact that,
his performance and language having in the last instance no referent, this poem can no
longer be comprehended in the mode of representational thinking (Derrida,
Dissemination 207). As a result, “Mimique” disrupts the traditional understanding that
literary language represents reality.
In The Sound and the Fury, Faulkner also asked if our language could
successfully represent its object. In this novel, Faulkner uses Caddy Compson, who ran
away eighteen years ago, as a focal point and has her three brothers represent her through
their narratives. But the brothers represent Caddy in their own ways based on their
subjective impressions and feelings about her, so that Caddy is represented as a series of
differences whose identity differs from mother and lover to whore. In this regard, John
T. Matthews argues that “The novel, as it approaches its cessation, wins the recognition
that articulation can never ‘fill the vacuum, [meaning to fill the absence of Caddy]’ but
only create within it; . . .” (63-64). The brothers’ failure to represent Caddy reveals the
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conventional nature of realistic representation; accordingly, it shows that the long-lasting
idea that the nature of literary language is to represent reality is in fact not true.
Derrida pushes the modernist writers’ project of problematizing representation to
the extreme. For Derrida, the subject of representation is deeply associated with his
project of deconstructing the Cartesian concept of the subject.

In the seventeenth

century, Descartes established the philosophy of subjectivity by arguing that man is
distinguished from all the other beings in the world by his ability to reflect on himself
reflecting on other objects. According to Descartes, this relation of self to itself forms
man as subject, positing his self-reflexivity as the foundation of all possible knowledge.
A subject objectifies exterior things by reproducing them as an image that recaptures the
relation of the self to itself. From this angle, the object reflected on by the subject is not
just any object, but rather it is the subject’s mirror image. And in this subject-object
relationship, the subject becomes an embracing whole that returns its object to itself
through its self-reflection activity.

In this way, Cartesian philosophy conferred an

absolute privilege on the subject in the subject-object relationship. Derrida deconstructs
the Cartesian concept of the subject by denying the idea that the subject takes priority in
the subject-object relationship. He says,
. . . it [the subject] is not original or originally a sending-from (the envoi
of something-that-is or of a present which would precede it, still less of a
subject, or of an object by and for a subject), because it is not single and
does not begin with itself although nothing precedes it; and it issues forth
only in already sending back; it issues forth only on the basis of the other,
the other in itself without itself. (“Sending: On Representation” 324)
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Since the subject is no longer a sure ground for representation, representation is not
understood as a matter of representing an object for a subject. The object slips away
from the grasp of the subject, therefore, the subject and the object change places in
representation. In the sense that “the origin [of representation] or the first enunciation
appears to be always relayed,” Derrida calls representation mise en abyme, which means
putting in abyss (“Khora” 111-12).
Andrew Benjamin’s illustration of the Quaker Oats advertisement effectively
shows how representation as mise en abyme takes place. The advertisement for Quaker
Oats shows a Quaker man holding a small box of Quaker Oats which, in turn, depicts a
Quaker man holding a small box of Quaker Oats which, in turn, depicts a Quaker man
holding a small box of Quaker Oats, and so on.

As such, in the Quaker Oats

advertisement the object of representation infinitely recedes, which makes it impossible
to decide which one is the subject of representation and which one the object. Therefore,
the viewer asks; is the subject the Quaker man, or the small box? (13-17). As this
illustration shows, Derrida’s idea of representation as mise en abyme changes the view of
representation that was held for a long time, by claiming that the subject and the object,
rather than having a stable relationship, infinitely change their places in representation to
the extent that the subject cannot say for sure that what it sees is its object. In this way,
Derrida presents representation as something which exceeds the subject’s ability of
objectification.
While Derrida uses the notion of representation as mise en abyme, a kind of
circular representation, as a tool to deconstruct the logocentric hierarchy in the subjectobject relationship, modernist writers’ experimentations with representation had to do
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with their project of searching for a new way of thinking that surpassed the
epistemological impasse they were facing. In Finnegans Wake (1939), Joyce employs
portmanteau-style words, words which carry as many meanings as the reader wishes to
stuff into them. For example, the word rememboring means remember and boring at the
same time. And the word passencore contains fragments of the meanings of passing,
passenger, encore, and the French pas encore, meaning not yet (Begnal 634). As a result,
this literary device makes the reader conscious of his accustomed reading habit, which is
reading horizontally following the Aristotelian beginning, middle, and end. Now, with
Joyce’s portmanteau-style words, he learns to think vertically.
Joyce attempts another experiment in Finnegans Wake. That is, when he wants to
say something he does not state it, but expresses it through the syntactic structure of
language. For instance, one of the themes of the novel is that the history of mankind
circles. Joyce has this theme performed by the divided structure of the sentence which
begins at the end of the novel and ends in the beginning of the novel: “A way a lone a
last a loved a long the” (628); “riverrun, past Eve and Adam’s, from swerve of shore to
bend of bay, brings us by a commodius vicus of recirculation back to Howth Castle and
Environs” (3).3
In this way, modernist writers’ experimental writing, of which Joyce’s Finnegans
Wake is exemplary, questioned what had been taken for granted and transgressed the
norms of language. Thereby, it exhibited the limit of the existing language on the one
hand, and suggested new possibilities of language on the other. As a result, modernist
writers’ experimental writing opened the possibility of transforming or displacing the
code of signification of the existing language. Then, people may have to start over
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learning how to read and how to write like children, 4 and in this process, they could
possibly encounter a new event that was inconceivable in the existing language. In this
regard, it is interesting to see that Derrida argues that “The critique of logocentrism is
above all else the search for the ‘other’ and the ‘other of language’” (Positions 64).
Here, Derrida defines the aim of his deconstruction as a search for the other and the other
of language. What Derrida means by “the other of language” seems to be a language that
is totally foreign to the existing language, which can also open our eyes to an event
whose occurrence cannot be derived from the existing language. From this point of view,
Derrida and modernist writers have the same goal, that is, they both seek to encounter an
event as the Other in the sense that the event is neither knowable nor understandable in
the position of I. Their goal for encountering an event as the Other shows their
expectation that the event could bring them to a quantum leap in their ways of thinking;
accordingly, it could make it possible for them to gain vital and subversive power to
change the society in which they live.
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Notes
1

To show that he suspects the legitimacy of the traditional concept of literature,

Derrida, when he refers to literature, uses quotation marks like “literature.”
2

In line with this view, Ihab Hassan claims that postmodernism, of which Derrida

is one of the forerunners, and modernism are continuous rather than separated:
Modernism and postmodernism are not separated by an Iron Curtain or
Chinese Wall; for history is a palimpsest, and culture is permeable to time
past, time present, and time future. We are all, I suspect, a little Victorian,
Modern, and Postmodern, at once. And an author may, in his or her own
life time, easily write both a modernist and postmodernist work. (88)
3

The syntactic performance of writing is also found in Faulkner. For instance, in

As I Lay Dying (1930), Faulkner expresses the emptiness Addie Bundren feels about her
marital life by making emptiness in the middle of the sentence. Addie says, “The shape
of my body where I used to be a virgin is in the shape of a

and I couldn’t think

Anse, couldn’t remember Anse” (117; italics original).
4

According to Ferdinand de Saussure, that one learns how to read and write is not

only a matter of language, but this also articulates the ways in which one thinks. In
Course in General Linguistics (1916), Saussure claims that there is no idea that already
exists independently of words; instead, language articulates the ways in which we think,
while forming its system of signification. According to Saussure’s explanation as such,
peoples with different languages think in different ways.
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ABSTRACT

Isang Yun’s ‘Hauptton’
- A Fusion of Asian Philosophy and Western Technique by Kui-Im Lee
Fort Valley State University
Fort Valley, Georgia
U. S. A.
When Isang Yun appeared in the circle of European contemporary music in the 1950s,
people were fascinated by the exotic sound of his non-Western music. This was the time
“world music” developed and people were seeking a new way of writing music after the war.
Isang Yun’s music that entailed a different aesthetic from that of Western music, was a guide
to those European composers’ searching for new sound at that time. The influence of his
music, aesthetics, and philosophy plays an important role in the history of contemporary
music in East Asia, mostly Korea, China and Japan. His music has been acclaimed as ‘the
representation of Asian music through the means of Western music,’ ‘a fusion of Asian
musical techniques with Western instruments,’ and ‘an expression of the East Asian image
through Western modern technique.’

At its core, Isang Yun’s music is based on the historic art music of Eastern Asia. He has
never directly used features such as pitch structure or scale derived from Eastern music, but
only adopted the philosophical and aesthetic attitude reflected by that tradition. His musical
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aesthetic and philosophy are said to be based on Taoism and Yin-Yang philosophy. Asian
music is based on an individual note which is independent of melodic context and which has a
different character from that of a single note in a piece of Western music. Whereas only a
complete group of notes arranged either melodically or harmonically have any importance in
Western music, it is the individual note, the nucleus, which is the focus of attention in the
music of Eastern Asia.

Western music exists from the combinations of notes, thus the

individual note is a relatively abstract concept. A single note is not music in the Western
conception; it should be continuously connected with other notes. However, in the East, a note
exists in itself. Each note is subjected to alteration from the moment it sounds until it dies
away. As only one single note it could be a complete universe in the Asian philosophies –
Taoism.

In order to explain the technique used in Yun’s music the “Hauptton” theory is
introduced. The term “Hauptton” or sometimes plural “Haupttonen” coined by the composer
could be translated as “central tone” or “central tones of gravity.” “Hauptton” constitute
centers of gravity that generate the form or pitch structure of his music. The pitch structure
shows an exact twelve-tone row in his “Piri” for Solo Oboe, but should be explained in terms
of “Hauptton” theory, thus the philosophy and the ideal of the piece is radically different from
that of the traditional Western twelve-tone music. The notes constituting a twelve-tone row
are organized in a hierarchy in which several notes among the twelve notes only get special
attention. The notes of Yun’s melodies consist of longer valued notes that usually sustain
more than three measures in ‘Piri.’ The rest of the notes that connect these sustained notes are
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subsidiary.

Unlike traditional Western twelve-tone music, only the sustained notes are

endowed with musical importance. Seven or eight longer valued group from the twelve-tone
series is found. Among the longer valued notes, small intervals such as the minor second or
major second should be regarded as one “Hauptton,” resulting in five “Haupttonen.”

An

explanation for this relates to the Asian philosophy for the definition for an individual note.
The Western concept of the individual note is analogous to that of a straight line, which is even
and direct coming from a pencil.

Eastern thought about the note is not straight but is

sometimes thick sometimes thin like the writing from a blush pen, thus the note is very elastic
and changeable as to its possible shape. It is similar to gentle lines shown in traditional
Korean art and architecture. When the pitch content of an individual note changes, this cannot
be regarded as a new pitch content. It should not be considered as segmentations or changes
in character of the individual note, but as temporal transformations of the individual note. For
better understanding, traditional Korean painting will be shown and explained as analogous
to Yun’s ‘Hauptton’ theory. The paper will conclude how the Asian aesthetic and philosophy
applied in Yun’s music in detail.
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Sacrificial Cain in the Modern Workplace
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Keon Woong Lee
English Department
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University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong
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Abstract
“Who, for the aske of this good name, has never- sacrificed himself?”
- Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil
This paper investigates the structure of sacrifice in literary representations of the modern
workplace. Simply put, the preconceived notion of offering sacrifice to deities for
spiritual exchange is no longer the focus in a scientific world. Instead the diving nature of
sacrifice and its diction has adopted a more exacting nature.
Studying the vernacular, and the exchange of values that Nietzsche ascribes to power
struggle, will reveal archetypes such as the figure Cain reintroduced to the relationship
between work and sacrifice. So, in David Mamet’s Glengarry Glen Ross the myth of
sacrifice is reinscribed in terms of perpetuity of labor, rather than in relation to the more
commonly studied event of terminal betrayal.
While most previous literature on sacrifice has focused on sacrificial violence and its
function of renewal in society, the purpose of this paper is to focus the discussion on
sacrifice in the self-destructive investment in a ‘good name.’ I will show, therefore,
whether in Mamet or Sam Shepard’s Buried Child, an obsessive and grudging revaluation
of work in the discourse of sacrifice.

Title of Paper: An Inter-disciplinary Approach to Redesigning a Study Abroad Program
Name of the author: Carolyn Lee
Affiliation: Duke University
Address: Box 90414, Campus Drive, Durham, NC 27708
E-mail address: kslee@duke.edu
Abstract:
Although it is assumed that an experience of studying abroad can promote learners’
understanding of both target language and culture, the degree of progress learners make
through studying abroad can vary because of the program’s philosophy, the design of a
curriculum and many other variables. In this paper I will analyze the structure of Duke
Study in China Program (DSICP) based on the evaluations from 1997 through 2002, the
period of time when the program underwent a major transformation of philosophy and a
change of curriculum model. The program once separated the language curriculum from
the cultural/social science curriculum. It has now adopted a more integrated approach,
particularly on the language end. For instance, formerly local Chinese university
instructors were in charge of the language component while the cultural/social science
component was taught by the program director from the sponsoring university in the U.
S, with very little coordination between the two. Now besides the content course director,
there is a language director on board who supervises the language curriculum, language
practicum, language partner and Chinese roommate. A bridge course in which the content
is taught in Chinese has been implemented into the curriculum though it is still in an
experimental stage. The analysis of the program structure, both old and new model, and
evaluations reflects how the philosophy and curriculum model affect the depth of
learning as well as the efficacy of the study abroad program. The inter-disciplinary
approach for curriculum design provides another perspective for looking at learning
foreign language and culture through a study abroad program.
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Amy H. Lee
Abstract of “Yuhl-Sheem”
The post-1965 wave of Korean immigrants are generally characterized as a
college-educated and middle-class group.1 The American media's representation of
the Korean population in this country consistently ignores the complex
socioeconomic makeup of that population by defining the whole after looking at a
select, economically prosperous portion of that population. New York magazine
called Koreans, New York City’s “super immigrants” and “most productive
community”. The article cites that seven hundred Korean-owned businesses opened
in 1994, but failed to mention that another nine hundred closed down.2 Ironically, the
aftermath of the 1992 Los Angeles Uprising rendered these “super immigrants” as
deserving of the punishment they suffered. When Koreans in America are a “model
minority,” they are entrepreneurial and educated; when they are “foreigners”, they are
clannish and selfish.
This paper is based on an oral history of my mother, Song Hui Lee. My mother
never finished high school and is a working class woman who immigrated to the
United States in the late 1970s. She is neither a model minority nor is she a cliquish
woman. She lives on the outskirts of an English-speaking society and sits apart from
her middle class Korean immigrant counterparts. This paper chronicles her work
experience in the United States from her first work experience in janitorial work to
her achievement of the “American Dream.” It then explores the psychological impact
of bankruptcy followed by dehumanizing work in the garment industry and later into
hotel housekeeping. Finally, it examines the agency she exercises as she takes on a
corporate giant for wrongful firing and worker’s compensation. Throughout her life
themes that are prominent are: silencing of gender and class in the Korean and
American societies, cross-cultural alliances, education, and the effects of the larger
world economy on an individual. This paper explores how Song lives her life in
America as a woman who lives in a peripheral space of a marginalized group.
1

Takaki, 437
Cummings, 435-36
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Yuhl-Sheem3
The post-1965 wave of Korean immigrants are generally characterized as a
college-educated and middle-class group.4 The American media's representation
of the Korean population in this country consistently ignores the complex
socioeconomic makeup of that population by defining the whole after looking at a
select, economically prosperous portion of that population. New York magazine
called Koreans New York City’s “super immigrants” and “most productive
community”.

The article cites that seven hundred Korean-owned businesses

opened in 1994, but failed to mention that another nine hundred closed down.5
Ironically, the aftermath of the 1992 Los Angeles Uprising rendered these “super
immigrants” as deserving of the punishment they suffered. When Koreans in
America are a “model minority,” they are entrepreneurial and educated; when
they are “foreigners”, they are clannish and selfish.
This paper is based on an oral history of my mother Song Hui Lee. My mother
never finished high school and is a working class woman who immigrated to the
United States in the late 1970s. She is neither a model minority nor is she a
cliquish woman. She lives on the outskirts of an English-speaking society and sits
apart from her middle class Korean immigrant counterparts. This paper explores
how she lives her life in America as a woman who lives in a peripheral space of a
marginalized group.

The day that I was born will never be known. My American documents say I was
born on October 16, 1956. My mother told me I was born in 1955. I think I was born in
1953 or 1954. All I know is that I came out of my mother’s body soon after the end of
the Korean War. We were a poor family. I remember a lot of the time there wasn't
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In Korean, yuhl is for fever, heat. Sheem is for heart. These two words come together
to mean feverishly hard work.
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enough food so my mother wouldn't eat. I would try to give her food from my rice bowl
but she would say she wasn't hungry. My family wasn’t concerned with recording or
remembering dates. They had no big hopes or dreams for me; they were concerned with
finding food for our next meal.
Even though we were a poor family, all six of the children still celebrated their
baek-il, the Korean celebration of a baby's 100th day. It is an extravagant celebration with
lots of good food and family. At the baek-il, three items are put in front of the baby:
paper money for wealth, a pencil for intelligence, and a piece of string for long life.
Whichever the baby grabs is a sign of its future. I am told I grabbed all three.

Since I was a young girl I dreamed of going to America. As I grew older I was
surrounded with tantalizing tokens of America. Sometimes our family would get food
supplies from the United States. I loved the food—things like Spam and that powdered
drink mix—Tang—it was like nothing I had ever eaten. Such ingenuity! I would watch
movies and see the convertibles and beautiful scenery and I thought that all of America
was that lucky. America seemed so beautiful.
When I was almost 20 years old, my family finally got the chance to leave Korea.
We first went to Guam and lived there for about three years. Soon after I arrived in
Guam my uncle showed me a picture of James. James was a young man who was
looking to come to the U.S. on a work visa. Our families had a mutual friend who was
trying to set us up. I looked at his picture and thought that he looked like a nice man but I
was not attracted to him. I had no want to get married. Eventually, James came to
Guam. He was a very kind man. I could tell from the way he spoke to others and the

way he spoke to me. Despite this, I still didn’t want to get married. I wanted to go to
school or find a job and become a career woman. I had big dreams; I came to America to
make those big dreams come true. Even though I didn’t love him my parents had
arranged my marriage so I had no choice. We were married in December of 1978, only
after five months of knowing each other. At that time a part of me resented him. I
wanted to be free. It wasn’t until five years after we were married that I grew to love my
husband. It wasn’t until much later that I became grateful and glad to have him as my
husband.
In December 1979 my first daughter, Christen, was born. Two years later we
were able to go to the mainland. When we were flying to the mainland I felt like I was
truly going to America. To me, Guam wasn’t a real part of America. I wanted to go the
mainland. I was so excited.
One of my brothers picked James, Christen, and me up at the LA airport. As we
drove home to San Diego I kept staring at the open roads. They were so spacious; it felt
so free. We stopped at a rest stop to use the bathroom and I was amazed at how clean
and nice the bathrooms were. America truly was like the movies! Riding on those huge
roads made me happy. I had no fear at all. Even though I couldn’t speak any English, I
didn’t care. My mother and father were already in San Diego; my entire family was
already here. I wasn’t scared at all. I just kept thinking about how I was going to see my
family. I never wondered what would happen to me because I couldn’t speak English.

One day I turned on the TV and what I saw gave me hope. There was that show
with the puppets-- Sesame Street. When I saw that show, I felt like education in America

was so accessible. It's like it was being given away for free. By that time I had two
young daughters-- Amy was born in 1982. I knew that both of my daughters would be
able to be successful in a country that let everybody learn. That is one of the only things
that I had hoped for that came true since I lived in America. My daughters are
successful. It makes me so happy to think of them because they have what I couldn't
have.
When I was a little girl in Korea, our family was so poor. My sister and I had to
quit school to find jobs and make money to get ready for our immigration to America.
We had to make money for airplane tickets, documents, and things like that. After we
came to Guam I wanted to start high school but the school officials told me I was too old.
So when I think of my daughters, it's like a dream.
I started working after a couple of years of living on the mainland. Amy, was
only about three years old and Christen was five years old when I started to work. James
would come back from work and we would have dinner and put our daughters to bed.
We would go to downtown San Diego to the Horton Plaza mall and clean up the movie
theaters there. We would leave at 9 or 10 p.m. and come back sometimes 2:30 a.m.-- on
the weekends we finished around 4 a.m. We would come home and Amy would be
sleeping but Christen would just be sitting up in bed, with her eyes wide open, not crying
or anything but just waiting for us. It's illegal to leave your kids home alone! If they had
cried and the neighbors called the police they would take our kids way. We would have
had to get a lawyer. But we didn’t know that. We couldn’t help it. If we had known it
was illegal we wouldn’t have done it. That was my first job in the mainland. Together,
James and I made about $1,500 a month. We didn’t get paid by the hour. It was contract

work. We worked there for about two years. Now, when my family and I go to Horton
Plaza to shop or eat at Claudia's Famous Cinnamon Rolls, I can't believe how far I've
come. Even though we worked there until the very early morning, I never regretted
coming to America. I could ask myself that 10 times or 100 times and I always think that
it was a good choice to come here.
At that time James also had a job doing maintenance work at the Holiday Inn.
After we had been in San Diego for about three months he looked in the American papers
for jobs. It makes me laugh to think about him going to a job interview and not knowing
very much English. When he told me he got the job I didn’t believe him. But he did get
the job! When I think of my husband finding jobs with just a little bit of English I think it
must be God’s blessing. The man who hired my husband must have a kind heart. Even
in Guam when James first came to America he found work at the Hilton Hotel. He says
he could survive anywhere, even in Africa. I ask him, “How could you survive in
Africa?” And he says it is because God protects and takes care of our family. He is
right.
It was around the time that my second daughter was born that my faith in God had
started to grow. When I was little girl in Korea I would go to Sunday school every week.
Sometimes my brothers or sister would come along, but my parents never came to
church. I would go every Sunday because I loved hearing Bible stories, drawing pictures,
and singing songs like Jesus Loves Me. Even though I went almost every week, I didn’t
know God. It was just a place for me to go and be a child. There, I didn’t have to worry
about taking care of my brothers and sister, finding food, or carrying heavy loads of dirty
clothes to the river. I could go to Sunday school and have fun and have no

responsibilities. Even when I was a young woman in Guam, I went to church every week
to listen to the choir. I still didn’t have faith in God, but I loved listening to the beautiful
voices of the choir. It wasn’t until after I married James that I became a true Christian.
For me, when I first came to San Diego I thought, “I have to find a Korean
church.” In America, Korean churches have a lot of members who weren’t Christians
when they first started coming to church. They’re new immigrants who need to be with
other Koreans. They have to go to a Korean church because that’s the only place where
they can see other Koreans, make friends, and hear about the news. After they start going
to church I think a lot of them start to have faith in God.
For my husband and me it was different. When we started to go to church in San
Diego, for us it wasn’t about making friends. We just wanted to go to a Korean church so
we could worship God. We went to a Korean church because we wouldn’t be able to
understand anything at an American church.

I worked at Horton Plaza for about a year and I didn’t work again until James and
I decided to start our own business. This was in 1988. We didn't have very much money
saved up so we borrowed money from my father-in-law and some other people. We
wanted to open up a restaurant inside of a food court at first but we couldn’t because
restaurants are open on Sundays. My father-in-law told us that we shouldn’t do that
because the Bible says to rest on Sundays. So we thought about that and realized that
most dry cleaners are closed on Sundays so we decided to do that.
There was an elder at our church who owned two dry cleaners. He was about to
retire so he sold the cleaners to us. It was a mistake to buy it.

At first we made a lot of money. After just a few years we had enough money to
put a down payment on a house. It was a big house in a new area. It was safe and
spacious. We did the landscaping ourselves. I planted trees, plants, and flowers all over
our front yard and backyard. I had always wanted a large backyard to grow my plants.
There, they had a lot of space to grow. It was nice to own something and not have to pay
rent.
We each worked about 90 hours a week and never took a vacation; our only
breaks were on Sundays. We worked so hard that we never got to see our daughters. We
would leave early in the morning around 5 or 6 a.m. before they were up and come home
after they went to bed, around 10 or 11 p.m.
The girls would ride the bus home from school and take care of themselves until
bedtime. It’s so sad. They would make their lunch to take to school. They didn’t have
time to make sandwiches in the morning so they would just take a bag of chips and a
juice box. When they would come home they would make ramen or sandwiches. I
eventually taught the girls how to make soo jeh bee, a simple Korean soup that I made for
my brothers and sisters when I was a girl in Korea. Christen and Amy would sit in front
of the TV and knead the flour for the soup at the same time. I didn’t want my girls to
cook too much because I grew up taking care of my brothers and sister at such a young
age. I didn’t want them to cook or clean like I did when I was a little girl. Amy was in
fourth grade then and still very little. She had to pull herself on top of the counter so she
could reach the stove and the microwave. One time she tried to cook and her hair caught
on fire!
The long hours we put in at work got to be too much for our family. My husband

said that we needed to spend more time with our daughters, even if it was only eating
dinner together. So after our store closed at night, James would drive home, pick up our
daughters and bring them back to the cleaners. The four of us would eat out as a family.
Sometimes we would eat at this fancy Chinese restaurant called Chin’s but mainly we ate
at Kentucky Fried Chicken or got Mexican food. After dinner our family would come
back to the cleaners. My daughters would work on their homework or read and they'd
help us with our work. We spread out sleeping bags on the counters and floors so they
could sleep if we stayed there late.
When Christen and Amy were younger, on the weekends or their school vacation
they'd come to work with us, or we would drop them off at a library near our work and
they would stay there and read books for the entire day. They never complained. After
Christen was in sixth grade she would run the small agent store for us. Amy would play
in the back and keep her sister company. It was just those two little girls at a store all by
themselves. These are sad memories for me but my daughters say they talk of those
times with happiness.
At that time I had a lot of stress. My English wasn’t perfect so it was challenging
for me to talk to the customers. Sometimes they would complain and I couldn’t explain
everything in English. It was hard. I would think, “We started this business for nothing.
It was a mistake.” Also some customers would accuse us of ruining their clothes and
they would sue us. We would clean something according to the label but the clothes
would get ruined. It wasn’t our fault; it was the manufacturer’s fault. Still sometimes we
had to pay $300 for one piece of clothing. They would yell at me and tell me to go back
to my own country. I always thought that having another business wouldn’t be so

stressful.
Even though it was hard to run the cleaners, there were good times too. Some of
our customers were so good to me. The elderly customers would tell me how sweet I
was. They liked how I smiled a lot. They would say, “Song, you're such a nice girl.”
Some of the customers would give us gifts on Christmas and always speak very kindly to
us. Sometimes the men would ask me to go golfing with them or go on a date! I would
have to tell them I was married and had two daughters. The men would be shocked and
embarrassed.
Aside from the nice customers we had two employees, Lola and Margarita who
helped make our time at the cleaners less stressful. They didn't speak very much English
so they would teach us Spanish words and we'd speak to each other broken English. All
of us would laugh at the way we sounded. They were good employees. My husband and
I believe you have to treat your employees well so they feel that it is their business too.
They worked so hard. All day long, sweat would drip from their foreheads and I would
think, they are such good people—they work that hard only for their children. I had a lot
of respect for them.
After the first Gulf War, the economy went bad. A lot of our customers ended up
getting laid off and had to move to other states. We also had contracts with big
companies and hotels and a lot of these businesses had gone under. So after a couple of
years fifty percent of our customers had moved away. It was hard-- we had payments to
make.
That year was very difficult for our whole family. Christen had started high
school and we had enrolled her in a school that was out of our district. We had read in

the newspaper that many students from Torrey Pines High School graduated and went to
an Ivy League or another top school. It was the best public school in San Diego County.
Because it was so far away James would have to drive Christen to school before he came
to the cleaners and pick her up after our store closed. She would spend an hour in the
library before school started and three hours after school ended. We wanted to give our
girls everything we never had but it was getting harder and harder to do so.
As our business got smaller I had more stress. We had so many payments to
make: $2,400 in house payments, $2,500 in payments to the elder from our church
whose business we had bought, and $3,000 in rent payments for our cleaners. It was too
much. For almost a year, after all our payments were made we still had $5,000 a month.
In the end, after five years of business, we couldn’t even make our payments. We were
in debt. Even when our business was good we hadn't been extravagant with our money.
We had bought a house, but had never owned a new car or bought anything with a
designer label. Even our furniture was old. All the money we had saved had gone to
make back payments.
In the end we decided not to sell the business. We just left it. We didn’t want to
sell it to anybody because it was failing. A broker had a person who wanted to buy our
business but we didn’t want anyone else to suffer like we did so we just closed our doors.
We also helped Lola and Margarita find new jobs; we didn't want them to suffer either.
We couldn’t meet the mortgages on our house so we had to file for bankruptcy. I cried so
much then. Since I was born, that’s the time when I cried the most. My mah-uhm6 was
broken. I cried every night, all night long. We had back payments on the mortgage and
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Roughly translated mah-uhm is one’s soul, spirit, and heart.

the property taxes. We couldn’t sell our house either because of the economy. So the
bank repossessed our home.
After we went bankrupt we moved out of our house and back into an apartment.
It was so little and cramped compared to our house. It was hard to live at first. Nobody
in our house worked for about a year or two. We had property in Korea that we had
inherited and sold so we used that money and also borrowed some money to live. I didn't
work for many years. I had so much stress from the dry cleaners and the bankruptcy that
I couldn't work. I had no heart to work. I just wanted to stay home. I was so sad then.
Even though I didn't want to work or leave the apartment I hated being in the
apartment. I felt trapped. It was so cramped compared to our house. We had given away
a lot of our material things that we didn't have room for like our barbeque, our daughters'
bikes, and some of our furniture but we still had a lot of things. It was all crammed into a
two -bedroom apartment. The tiny balcony in our apartment that replaced our backyard
was overflowing with plants and flowers. There wasn't enough sunlight coming in. My
plants were overcrowded so some of them started to die. In the end I had to give many of
them away.
Our family stopped going to church then too. There was a scandal with our
minister at that time. He had convinced our family to donate money to buy a church van.
We thought it was a good idea; the church could use the van for the youth group and to
pick up the elderly church members. We gave a lot of money. In the end, the minister
kept the money for himself. The other congregants didn't seem to know or care. They
got mad at us and thought we were lying. One of the men yelled at me and said, "You're
a woman! You need to keep quiet and listen to the men! How dare you talk so much?" I

yelled right back at him and said, "Yes I am a woman, so what? Women have minds and
eyes and also know what is going on." We left that church. It was around the same time
that we lost our business. I didn't go to church or go to work for a long time.
All that time I didn't go to church it didn't feel right. It was very uncomfortable.
Something was missing. I wanted to hear hymnals being sung; I wanted to sing; I wanted
to hear sermons; I wanted to worship. My life felt so different then; I didn't know that it
was because I wasn't going to church until much later. As Christians we should go to
church. We need to go to worship. That's why we went back to church.
The first few years after the bankruptcy were very hard for me. I didn't feel like I
could talk to anybody about it. I had my husband but I didn't want to make him feel bad.
I didn't want to bother my family either. My parents and brothers and sister are very
close to me but I didn't want to burden them so I kept a lot of my feelings inside of me.
Then, and now, I didn’t really have any friends to talk to either. Korean people
make friends at church. They think a lot about money are always competitive about their
kids. I don't really care for that. I admit though, sometimes there are women at church
that I want to talk to but almost all of them went to college in Korea. So even if I want to
talk to them, I have a complex. I feel like I can't talk to them because I didn't go to
college. Because I think about that a lot I can't make friends. Even my husband knows
that. But then I try to think that even though they went to college there are other things
that I know that they don't. A lot of the times I look at their kids who run around all the
time or do bad things. In the end I try to remind myself that they're not better than me
because they went to college. I think so what? I didn't go to college, but there are still
lots of things that I know. So what? And I just move on.

Because I couldn’t go to school, this is my biggest dream for my daughters. After
we moved back into an apartment I felt so sorry for them. Our apartment was so little
and crowded. James and I worried about the well being of our daughters. The room they
shared was so little and dark; I didn't want them to be like my plants: cramped and
suffocated. My husband and I decided to give our daughters the master bedroom in the
apartment so they could have enough room to think and do their homework. So from that
day to the day Christen went off to college, the two of them shared the bigger room.
When Amy started high school, James started working at the Hilton Hotel. Even
though he was working, there still wasn't enough money. For extra money he delivered
newspapers early in the morning. Later he found a better job at the Four Seasons Hotel
but he had to work the graveyard shift. It was the only shift he could take that didn't
require him to work Sundays; it also paid a little bit more money. He would leave for
work around 10 p.m. and come back around 8 a.m. He would only be home for a little bit
because he would leave to put in a few more hours at a school cafeteria. My husband
works so many hard hours that it fills me with sorrow.
When my husband worked nights I couldn't sleep. It was too strange to sleep by
myself. My daughters would take turns sleeping in my bed with me. I would lie in bed
and think, “If only he had gone to school here his life wouldn't be so hard.” He is such a
good, kind, and humble man. Even though we don't have money, God has blessed our
family with love and happiness.
When Christen was about to go to college I decided that I needed to start working.
I didn't want her to work while she was in school. She was going to Yale; I thought she
should spend her time studying, not working. I also wanted money to pay back some

money I had borrowed.
I was tired of not having money and not working. I didn’t know what kind of
work I could do. I had little skills and didn’t like the idea of somebody ordering me
around. Finally, I decided to do garment work for a while. The garment factory was in
LA so the manager said I could take a sewing machine home and do my work at home.
He said I could make $2,000 a month. So every weekend we would drive from San
Diego to L.A. to pick up pieces and patterns. We would also drop off all the shirts that I
had made. But I didn't even make $2,000 a month. I only made $800. I would get up at
5 in the morning and stop at midnight. Everyday. I only made $800 a month- about $30
a day. My back started to hurt and so did my shoulder. It ached so much. Even though it
was hard work, I would have still done it for $2,000 a month. I went back and talked to
the manager about my pay and how he had lied to me. He didn't care. He simply said,
"Bring back your sewing machine." I did just that. People in the garment industry are
crooks. They exploit people. Around that time I saw on the news that a group of
Mexican women sued a factory owner. They won. I was so proud. It made my mahuhm feel cleansed and refreshed.

Two or three years later both of my daughters were in college. Christen was in
her last year of undergraduate school at Yale and Amy was in her second year at UC
Berkeley. Again, I wanted to send them just a little bit of money, enough for books. My
mah-uhm hurts when I think of my daughters trying to study and work at the same time.
I would think of Amy who was at work more than she was in class and I was willing to
do anything to help my children.

I started working for a national hotel chain in January 2002. I was hired as a
housekeeper. I was the only non-Spanish speaking housekeeper. Even though my coworkers and I couldn’t really communicate because most of them spoke Spanish, we got
along. Also my supervisors were nice to me because I worked hard. It was my first time
doing housekeeping in a hotel, but I was good at it. The other ladies would ask me how
long I had been doing it and I’d say, “First time.” They would be so surprised.
At lunchtime we would sit together. If you looked at the cafeteria everyone sat
according to their department. The other housekeepers and I would sit together and try to
chat. I would bring apples for lunch and cut them up so we could all eat them together.
It didn’t matter that I couldn’t verbally communicate. We were all housekeepers. None
of us went to college; we’re all alike.
Housekeeping is hard and humiliating work. I would knock on the room doors
and say “Housekeeping” to see if anyone was in there. After a little bit, if nobody
answered I would take my key and open the door. Sometimes there were men in there! I
would tell them that I’d come back but they would tell me to go ahead and clean. I was
scared. If somebody else was in the room I’d always keep the door open. One time I had
to clean a room and it smelled heavily of cigarettes. I couldn’t breathe because it smelled
so disgusting. I propped the door open to air out the room but the guest told me to close
the door because he had a cold. I told him that I couldn’t breathe because of the smell; I
was coughing and everything. He still made me close the door. So I tried to clean it in a
hurry but he would say, “You missed a spot. Clean over there.” That bastard didn’t even
give me a tip. Most of the customers don’t tip. The families on vacation would tip, but
not the business people. The business people always leave the biggest messes too and

they still don’t tip!
When I first started working we had to set up the rooms before the grand opening.
We had to get all the sheets on the bed, wipe down all the furniture down, hang up the
shower curtains and put the new furniture in place. It was too much hard work. When I
worked at the Hotel I cried so much. It was back-breaking work. I would be working all
day and I would get thirsty. I would want water but I would have to take the elevator to
another floor and that would waste time so I wouldn’t even drink water. In 8 hours I had
to clean 15 rooms. The manager gave me all the smoking rooms. I was the only one who
was assigned to clean these rooms. Everything smelled like smoke, even the floors. One
time I got so mad that I took a drinking glass in the bathroom and threw it at the wall. It
shattered into pieces and I felt good.
I have a lot of pity and sadness for women who do housekeeping. Even though
we didn't really share a language, I felt close to the Mexican women workers. The
housekeepers have the hardest work to do in the hotels but they get the least amount of
money. When I worked there I lost a lot of pride. Sometimes I couldn’t keep my head
straight. I would come home and not want to eat anything. It was a hard time. I would
work 9-5. When I came home my husband would be sleeping so he would be ready for
his night shift. I'd make dinner for us and we would spend some time together but then
he would have to leave for work at night. When he would come home in the morning, I
would be leaving for work. When I would sleep he would work. When I would work he
would sleep.
At lunchtime I would eat with the other ladies and they would talk about their
problems with their kids. So then I would think, well I’m not the worst off. I would

think about my daughters at the best universities and my mah-uhm would feel better. I
know that they will never have to do the type of work I have to do.
The work I did at the Hotel was very physical. I would have to bend over a lot to
scrub the toilets and the bathtub. I had to push around heavy carts and lift up the
mattresses to fix the sheets. After awhile I started to have pain in my shoulder and lower
back. I went and told Ron, the department manager that I had hurt myself. He dismissed
my complaint and told me to go back to work. The pains didn't stop. I had Christen
write a letter to Ron telling him that I had been injured and asking that I be given less
physical work. After Ron got the letter he told me if I needed help to ask him and he
would help me. Of course, he was never around when I needed help.
I only worked at the Hotel for a few months. I was fired because I wouldn’t work
on Sundays. On my application I wrote that I could not work Sundays because of church.
Also, at my interview I said I couldn’t work Sundays. After they hired me they would
post my schedule every week and schedule me to work Sundays. All the other ladies at
least had one Sunday off. I was scheduled for every single Sunday. I went to Ron and I
asked him for Sunday off and he said, “The hotel business is 24 hours a day 7 days a
week; I can’t do anything to help you.” Sometimes when I couldn't find Ron, I would tell
my supervisors, Carlos and Rudolph that I couldn't come to work on Sunday. They
would tell me that it was fine.
My shoulders and my back kept hurting so I finally went to the doctor. I got shots
but I still had a lot of pain. I had to schedule an MRI. The Thursday before my
appointment I told Ron that I had a doctor’s appointment for the next day. He said,
“What? What? Speak up!” So I got closer and said it louder. I also asked him again to

switch my Sunday schedule. He was upset and made me follow him to the Human
Resources department. He was looking for Mark, the head of the HR department. The
secretary told Ron that Mark wasn’t in and she asked what the problem was. He yelled
and said, “This woman doesn’t want to work on Sundays!” The secretary looked at me
and said the same thing that Ron had told me about the hotel business being 7 days a
week.
I said, “I know. I know, but when I interviewed with Ron I said, ‘ No work
Sunday.’” I said to her, “Please, please, I go to church on Sundays.” The secretary’s
eyes got really big and she said in a nasty voice, “Go to church Sunday morning and
come to work in the afternoon! Or tell your pastor that you can’t come to church because
you work!” Her eyes were so big and angry. I thought she was going to grab me and tear
me up. If I could speak English well I would have said, “Hey! Who are you to talk to me
like this?” That’s what I wanted to say but I couldn’t say it in English. I felt so bad
inside that I wanted to cry. But I kept it held inside of me. I did not cry. They told me to
wait and they went inside the HR office. They talked for 20 minutes or so and came out
and just told me to go home.
On Friday I didn’t go to work because of my doctor’s appointment. The
following Saturday when I went to work in the morning Ron called me into his office and
asked me again, “Why didn’t you come to work yesterday?” I said, “I told you that I had
a doctor’s appointment. I told you yesterday.” He said, “Well if your arm hurts so much
why don’t you go find another job? You don’t even want to work on Sundays. Why
don’t you find another job?” He was trying to get me to quit. I told him, “No. I like it
here.”

Then the woman who writes out our schedule asked Ron how many rooms she
should put me down for. Ron whispered something in her ear. She looked at me like she
was sorry and put me down for only six rooms. He was cutting my work time short. He
stood there for a while. He finally said, “Song, I like you. The other women like you and
you work hard but I have to take the side of the hotel. You have to work on Sundays.”
We went back and forth for a little bit more and he finally told me to go start my rooms.
After I finished my six rooms I had nothing to do. I was hired fulltime though so I went
downstairs to the laundry room and helped them for the rest of my day.
On Monday I went into work and looked at my schedule. I had no rooms
assigned to me. My supervisor Carlos said to me softly, “Song, come wait here (meaning
in front of Ron’s office).” Carlos looked sad. Ron called Carlos in and they talked for a
while. Carlos came back out and told me that Ron wanted me to wait longer. I waited
for 20 minutes. I was so mad. I came to work that day and Ron had no reason to be so
mean to me. He thinks because he’s the manager he can do whatever he wants, treat
people however he wants. I finally just walked into his office and said, “Should I work in
the laundry today?” Ron told me, “No. No more work for you. You don’t want to work
on Sundays. You say you're sick. You can’t work here anymore.” I said to him, “I don’t
speak that much English. Please talk to my husband about Sundays.” Ron told me he
had talked to my husband several times but they had not agreed. Ron told me that he and
Mark in Human Resources had already decided not to give me any more work. He said
to bring my husband to the hotel on Friday if he had any questions. I told him, “No, I
still want to work. I don’t want to go.” He said, “No. You’re done.” I stood there for a
bit and finally said, “Are you sure?” He was quiet. I said it again, “Are you sure?” After

a few seconds he said, “Go home.”
Before I went home I looked at my name on the schedule. Ron had written that I
had not called in to say I wouldn’t be in on Sunday. I told him twice that week that I
wouldn’t come in on Sunday. My husband also called him and left him a message on his
cell phone. He wrote a lie on my schedule. He was covering up for himself. It was
done.
Before I left, Carlos looked at me and shook his head in dismay and said, “Song,
I'm so sorry. It wasn’t right what Ron did.” The other women were upset too and
hugged me before I left.

That night I called Christen who was in her last year of undergraduate school at
Yale. I told her what happened. I asked her to translate the events that lead up to my
firing and write a letter so I could take it to an attorney. It wasn’t fair. I’m suing because
I think of the other women that I worked with. It makes me sad to think of those women
working there. They work the hardest because they couldn’t go to college and get the
least in return. The people who came out of college and work there do nothing and make
the most money. I don’t want the Hotel to do the same thing to these women. They have
such hard lives. Big corporations shouldn’t make it harder for them.
In America you have to have everything documented. That’s the only thing that
counts if you want justice. Since I got injured at work my whole body hurts. If I sit for
more than a few minutes I feel like my bones are going to crumble. When I sleep on my
back at night and I try to roll over I can't because of the pain. If I sit in the car for more
than half and hour, I get shooting pains into my lower back when I try to stand up. I hurt

so much and I still went to work. They still ripped me off. None of this matters unless it
is on paper. I told this all to my daughter crying from anger and sadness.
James had been very supportive of me during this whole time. He knows
everything that has happened to me and he knows where my pride and where my shame
is. He saves Korean newspaper clippings that give websites and advice for immigrants.
They're posted up all over our refrigerator with pictures and postcards from our
daughters. On one of these clippings is a website for the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) and one is for Workers Compensation. He went to the EEOC and
filled out paperwork for me. It took him days to fill out the paperwork because he would
have to go back every day with questions. He would stand in line for a long time to help
me. After three months the EEOC did an investigation and said they found nothing. The
letter they sent us did say that we could file for a hearing if we were not satisfied with
their findings.
We decided to file for a hearing. Before the hearing I had to have a deposition.
The Hotel's lawyers kept asking me the same questions over and over again. They were
harassing me, trying to catch me in a lie. We didn't have a lawyer then so we didn't know
that they couldn't harass me. I was questioned for hours and hours. They let James stay
in the room as long as he didn't make any sort of looks or signal to me or say anything.
They kicked him out though after a little bit. The translator made a wrong translation and
my husband spoke up and corrected her. They were so mad. They told him to leave the
room and he said, “Who is supposed to correct the translator? You don’t know if the
translator makes a mistake! My wife doesn't know if the translator makes a mistake!
This is ridiculous!” That was the last straw. The attorneys made him wait outside.

When we finally went to the hearing it was me and my husband standing up
against the lawyers of the Hotel insurance company. They told the judge that I had been
injured somewhere else and was trying to scam the Hotel. The insurance company
lawyers said they did an investigation and couldn’t find anything. The judge asked us if
there was any doubt that I had been injured on the job. I said that there was no doubt and
that I hurt myself on the job. She asked if we had proof. My husband said yes and he
pulled out the letter my daughter had written to Ron. The insurance lawyers were so
surprised! They were all scrambling through their papers and whispering frantically to
each other, not knowing what had happened. Ron and the Hotel lied to them and kept the
letter from them. The judge said that the letter was proof that I was injured and that I
should receive treatment. She told us that we should sue but that we need a lawyer. She
was so surprised that we made it to a hearing without a lawyer! She said only people
with lawyers file for a hearing. She asked us how we made it this far and my husband
said, “I just asked a lot of questions and filled out the paperwork.” We told her that we
couldn't hire a lawyer because we didn't have enough money. The judge let us know that
workers compensation lawyers are only paid if you win, no up front money. That’s why
we now have a lawyer. Even though we have a lawyer, the Hotel is still doing illegal
things by keeping documents from us.
My younger daughter asked me how I got up the nerve to sue such a huge
corporation. I think that in America it is a lot easier to get justice. America still has a lot
of problems but it is better than other countries. It has laws to help protect the powerless.
I know this sounds corny but I love America. To me, America really is like the song
America, the Beautiful.

Right now we go to a small church. The pastor gives good sermons. The people
are nice. At our church right now we’re probably the poorest out of everyone there. But
I don’t think people think that. They see that our daughters go to good universities and
they know that we live in Solana Beach so they think we’re better off then they are. They
look at the way I dress and think I buy only expensive clothes. Most of my clothes are 20
years old! The rest of my clothes are either bought on clearance racks or are pieces that
customers never picked up when we closed our dry cleaners. They don’t know anything.
Our daughters can go to good universities but only because they work and get
scholarships. We moved to Solana Beach to our daughters could go to a good high
school. We live in a tiny apartment; there isn’t even enough room to move around in it.
We had to close our savings account because we had to use up all that money for
everyday living expenses. We only have $1,000 in our checking account right now and
we still have to pay our rent. At the end of the month there will be nothing in our
checking account.
If they looked at my harsh and hardworking hands, they would know. When my
daughters lived at home, every Sunday before church I would make Amy put my
stockings on my legs for me. Her hands are still soft because they don't know hard
labor. My hands are so rough and dry from hard work that they sometimes tear my
stockings. I don't think people understand our family.
It’s just like when we first got married and were in Guam. I was pregnant with
my first daughter and I had a craving for bananas. But my husband didn’t even have one
dollar. I sat outside and cried. I didn’t want to ask my mother for money. How would
she feel to see her daughter like this? So my husband asked his boss for part of his

paycheck up front. He was working for an old Korean grocer then. The ahjishe was so
kind; he was such a good person. He understood how pregnant women are so he gave us
the money up front. We went to the Gibson supermarket and bought bananas, apples, and
a lot more.
Since we have come to America, I have never had any regrets. Our family has
been blessed with people like that ahjishe who are willing to help us out. Of course it is
hard being poor. People need to have good hearts but they also need money to survive. I
am sad because my family has to work so hard.
Sometimes I think about my baek-il. I imagine my baby hands greedily grabbing
for everything. I laugh when I think of grabbing the pencil and the money. I never
finished school and my family has no money. I say that the items mean nothing. Amy
tells me that she thinks the items did tell my future. She says that even though I didn't go
to school and can't speak English I am still a smart woman. I am smart enough to raise
my daughters well; my hands can create beautiful crafts; my cooking is craved by all of
my family and church members. As for the money, she says we may not be rich in dollar
bills but our family is wealthy in love for each other and faith in God. She's right. When
we lived in Guam and Christen was a baby she would squeal in delight and bounce up
and down when she heard the awful sound of my husband’s Pinto driving back from
work. I laugh when I think about this. Love is very powerful and can see past hardship.
This December my husband and I will celebrate our 25th anniversary. In all these
years we have never celebrated our anniversary. I made James promise to take me to eat
Brazilian food and go dancing. We don't know how to dance, but we'll just watch other
people. After 25 years of struggle we still love each other. After 25 years of grief our

daughters will be successful. As for the piece of string from my baek-il that symbolizes a
long life, I don't know if that will hold true-- only God knows.

Epilogue
My mother sees her life as inconsequential. When I first presented her with my
interest to record a part of her life, she couldn’t see why I chose to write about her. I
would call her with follow-up questions and she would be amused at the “imagined”
academic merit of her life. Because she sees herself as very ordinary and insignificant it
became important that I not write about her, but instead ask her to speak. While I
recorded my mother’s interviews and translated them into English, this paper is not a
straight translation. I edited and rearranged my transcript, while trying to follow my
mother’s words as closely as possible and remain true to her voice.7
Unfortunately, some of my mother’s story is lost in this paper. It becomes lost in
Korean nuances, my translation, what she chooses to tell me, and of course, what she
chooses to remember. Despite this, I still believe that we have much to learn from my
mother and other (extra)ordinary women like her. In her book Sweatshop Warriors,
Miriam Ching Yoon Louie writes, “They serve as the tree shakers who knock down the
fruit, the piñata busters who break open the goodies –of economic democracy, gender
injustice, and human rights—for all of us. They are neither victims nor superwomen.
[They] are simply everyday women in our communities who have much to tell and teach.
(3-4)” I have learned this lesson from interviewing my mother.
I came to UC Berkeley excited to learn from famous scholars and be with people
7
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who wanted to create change. I failed to realize that I was raised by a woman who is an
expert on the workings of class, ethnicity, and gender. I encompass much of what my
mother never had or never will have: education, fluency in English, acceptance, and the
comfort of knowing that I will never raise my family paycheck to paycheck. She believes
that I have succeeded despite her, not because of her. I would not exist without my
mother’s sweat, tears, and love.
My mother’s alienation from multiple communities is something that is not
foreign to me. I see much of my mother in myself. We distance ourselves from most
other Koreans in America because we are too aware that we cannot fulfill the prescribed
image of our ethnic community. My mother is too conscious of the fact that she has been
in the United States for 25 years and still cannot own a home. I am too embarrassed that
only my family members can understand my garbled and heavily-accented Korean.
People mistake our insecurities for arrogance. They think we believe that we are too good
for them, when in reality we sometimes feel that we are not good enough. We disguise
our deficiencies by searching together for discounted designer clothes from the clearance
racks of second-rate stores. Surprisingly, these middle class uniforms soothe our egos
but also make us unsuspecting rebels in disguise so we can thwart injustices.
I have spent most of my life seeing my mother as a victim of countless groups and
institutions. I have made assumptions about her life and even drawn academic
conclusions about her. I started this journey convinced that I understood my mother’s
life circumstances better than she does. For once, I am beginning to see my mother as an
actor in history. No doubt, my mother is an activist. Aside from her taking on a giant
corporation, she shows resistance in the everyday ways in which she lives her life.
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The philanthropists inquire whether Transcendentalism does not mean sloth: they had as
leif hear that their friend is dead, as that he is a Transcendentalist; for then is he
paralyzed, and can never do anything for humanity.
--R.W. Emerson, The Transcendentalist
The American Transcendentalists are often criticized for their apparent lack of
empathy for all things philanthropic. Critics commonly point to passages from
Emerson’s essay Self-Reliance or to Thoreau’s Walden as evidence of a liberal
individualist philosophy that smacks of elitism. Their insistence on individual
accountability and the integrity of the self appears to leave little room for the giving or
receiving of gifts of any kind. And while they both adopted a generally negative stance
toward the notion of the charitable gift, they wrote about it extensively. Emerson sees
organized philanthropy as a perpetuation of the very problem it attempts to solve,
benefiting the donor far more than the recipient. Thoreau, as he often does, agrees with
Emerson. He believes that those who support charitable organizations think too highly of
themselves and their “Doing-good” to confer any possible benefit on the recipient. What
becomes apparent upon a closer examination of Emerson’s and Thoreau’s views on the
gift, however, is that they sought not to abolish the idea of charity or gift giving, but
instead, to redefine the very notion of gift itself.
Nearly a hundred years after Emerson published Nature, French anthropologist
Marcel Mauss published what is now widely considered the seminal work on the theory
and history of gift-giving, Essai sur le Don. In his essay, Mauss gives an exceedingly
detailed account of the history of gift-giving and examines the phenomenon from
cultural, social, religious, economic, and political perspectives. He studies different
cultures from diverse areas such as Polynesia, India, and several Native American tribes

in an attempt to discover what “compels the gift that has been received to be obligatorily
reciprocated” (Mauss 3). He argues that a “free gift,” one without any expectation of
reciprocity or self gratitude, is a fallacy in that it removes the social quality of the gift,
thereby failing to create “obligations or connections between persons; and therefore, even
if such a thing existed, it would be of no serious interest to anthropology” (Laidlaw 45).
It is the obligation and social connectivity that is essential to the gift for Mauss.
Jacques Derrida, building on, and in many ways criticizing Mauss, developed his
idea of the gift in his essay Counterfeit Money: I Given Time. In this essay, Derrida sees
the gift in relation to economy. He notes that economy implies the idea of exchange, of
circulation, of return, with the figure of the circle “obviously at the center” (Derrida 6).
For Derrida, the gift, if there is one, must be related to economy in that it seeks to
interrupt the circle, to break it, to suspend it. The gift cannot be a part of the regular
circulation of goods and services; it is aneconomic. Ultimately, Derrida concludes that
the idea of the gift is the impossible because, as soon as the thing given is recognized as
such, obligations, anticipation, and self-gratification attach to it, thereby bringing it back
within the circular exchange it sought to disrupt.
After a brief review of the foundational components of Mauss’ argument, I will
go on to explicate Derrida’s treatment of the gift and the apparent aporia that it presents.
I will then outline Emerson’s and Thoreau’s ideas on the gift in an attempt to show how
the transcendentalist view of the gift might provide some assistance to Derrida in his
dilemma by offering the possibility of a gift that is removed from the circular exchange
of economics, that is to say, a gift that instills no debt and requires no reciprocity.

Mauss begins his discussion by observing the potlatch system of gift-giving in
Native American tribal customs and similar systems in Polynesia, Malaysia, and Somoa.
In these systems, each gift is a part of a structure of giving—a continual exchange or
reciprocity where the honor of the giver is constantly at stake. It is a perpetual cycle of
giving that “produces a stable system of statuses” (Mauss 8). He then outlines three
fundamental obligations in the context of the gift: the obligation to give, to receive, and
to reciprocate. Beginning with the first, he states that “to refuse to give, to fail to invite,
just as to refuse to accept, is tantamount to declaring war; it is to reject the bond of
alliance and commonality” (13). This is the inherent duality and risk of the gift—that it
will not be well received. There is danger in giving a gift that might not live up to the
expectations of the recipient, thereby insulting him. With respect to the obligation to
receive, Mauss tells us that a clan has no option “but to ask for hospitality, to receive
presents, to enter into trading, to contract alliances, through wives or blood kinship” (13).
There is an underlying code of morality and law based on the duty one has “not to fail to
share in the meal at which one is present” (13). There is, built into the system of
exchange, a constant pressure to give and receive.
The third obligation, to reciprocate, arises out of the system of honor embedded
within the culture itself. He notes: “Two essential elements in potlatch proper can be
clearly distinguished here: the honour, prestige, and mana conferred by wealth; and the
absolute obligation to reciprocate these gifts under pain of losing that mana, that
authority—the talisman and source of wealth that is authority itself” (8). The concept of
“mana” is what we would colloquially refer to as, “saving face.” In other words, if you
do not reciprocate the gift, you have lost any and all nobility or respect within the system.

Thus, we see that morality is inherent in the exchange but so too is honour and personal
status. In giving, one makes a claim of superiority over the receiver. The receiver then
has no choice but to accept and to try and negate that superiority through reciprocation.
The tables can only be turned through reciprocity—hence, status and respect are the
motivation for reciprocity—not altruism. In other words, exchange must always be about
morality and about competition at the same time.
Mauss is intent on pointing to the social quality inherent in gift-giving. He notes
that,
It is not individuals but collectivities that impose obligations of exchange
and contract upon each other. The contracting parties are legal entities:
clans, tribes, and families who confront and oppose one another either in
groups who meet face to face in one spot, or through their chiefs, or in
both these ways at once. (5)
He is essentially looking at gift-giving from a macro economic perspective. He sees the
system of exchange as one that he calls a “system of total services” between tribes that
recognize,
What they exchange is not solely property and wealth, movable and
immovable goods, and things economically useful. In particular, such
exchanges are acts of politeness: banquets, rituals, military services,
women, children, dances, festivals, and fairs, in which economic
transaction is only one element, and in which the passing on of wealth is
only one feature of a much more general and enduring contract. (5)

Thus, the system is more than simply offering and receiving tangible gifts. Rather, it is
“total” in that it is comprised of all acts of social intercourse between clans, tribes,
nations, peoples, etc. Eventually, Mauss brings his analysis full circle and ascribes this
systemic quality to modern gift-giving ceremonies of all cultures including virtually all
modern holiday gift-giving.
It is this specific systemic quality of gift-giving as presented by Mauss that
Derrida takes issue with. He begins rather boldly by asserting that “a work as
monumental as Marcel Mauss’s The Gift speaks to everything but the gift” (Derrida 24).
He does, however, acknowledge the tradition out of which Mauss writes, and notes his
own departure therefrom:
Even though all the anthropologies, indeed the metaphysics of the gift
have, quite rightly and justifiably, treated together, as a system, the gift
and the debt, the gift and the cycle of restitution, the gift and the loan, the
gift and credit, the gift and countergift, we are here departing, in a
peremptory and distinct fashion, from this tradition. That is to say, from
tradition itself. (13) (Emphasis in original)
Derrida’s examination of the phenomenon of the gift begins with a discussion of
economic principles. The concept of gift-giving for Derrida,
[s]tands at the center of any problematic of oikonomia, as it does of any
economic field: circular exchange, circulation of goods, products,
monetary signs or merchandise, amortization of expenditures, revenues,
substitution of use values and exchange values. This motif can lead one to

think that the law of economy is the—circular—return to the point of
departure, to the origin, also to the home. (6-7)
It is the idea of the circle that is essential to his discussion of both economy and the gift.
Derrida sees the gift as inherently economic and argues that Mauss’ discussion deals
strictly with economy, sacrifice, anticipation, and raising the stakes, none of which has
anything to do with the gift; in short, he discusses everything but the gift.
Derrida’s argument begins with the premise that in order for there to be a gift,
“some ‘one’” (A) intends-to-give (B) to (C); some “one” intends to give or gives
“something” to “someone other” (10). He also presupposes that we implicitly agree
(through an “unsigned contract” which will become important later) on a definition of “to
give,” “gift,” “donor,” and “donee” (10). He goes on to explain that it is this very
structure that renders the gift impossible. In direct opposition to Mauss, he claims that in
order for there to be a gift, there can be no “reciprocity, return, exchange, countergift, or
debt” (12). Any attempt at restitution annuls the gift entirely. Moreover, if the either
party recognizes the gift as gift, if the “present is present to him as present” (13), this
recognition annuls the gift as such. This is so, Derrida argues, because the recognition
itself “gives back […] a symbolic equivalent” (13), effectively rendering it an exchange.
It is imperative to Derrida’s argument that neither the donor nor donee recognizes
the gift as gift. Under these constraints, the donor is faced with the rather daunting task
of giving without knowing he is giving—because as soon as it is recognized as gift, the
donor “begins, at the threshold, as soon as he intends to give, to pay himself with a
symbolic recognition, to praise himself, to give back to himself symbolically the value of
what he thinks he has given or what he is preparing to give” (14). In this sense, the gift

does not even need to be given; the mere contemplation of the gift as gift renders it
annulled. As for the receiver, he faces an equally difficult task. There can be no
recognition of the gift by the receiver either. If the gift is received as a gift, even if it is
refused, it is nullified by that very recognition. While Derrida acknowledges the
phenomenality of the gift—that we constantly recognize gifts as such, he asserts that the
appearance of the gift as gift transforms it “into a phantom and the operation into a
simulacrum” (14). Like counterfeit money, the gift only retains its value so long as it
remains unrecognized as such.
In the wake of Mauss then, we are left with the concept of gift-giving as a
systemic exchange between peoples and societies and cultures. However, that system,
examined closely through a Derridean lens, reveals that the “gift” in practice is reduced
to a mere component of economy—to the law of exchange, and is thus not a gift at all,
but rather a commodity, like any other.
It is well documented that Emerson had difficulties with the trend of organized
charity in America during the 19th Century. In his essay Self-Reliance, Emerson charges
philanthropy with self-aggrandizement and flattery when he suggests, “Men do what is
called a good action, as some piece of courage or charity, much as they would pay a fine
in expiation of daily non-appearance on parade. Their works are done as an apology or
extenuation of their living in the world” (Emerson, Anthology 151). He is speaking
particularly to the organized philanthropy that was popular among the social elite during
this period. He sees their gifts as gifts to themselves with no benefit conferred upon the
recipient. In an oft-cited passage, he reveals in no uncertain terms, his attitude toward
this charitable movement:

Then again, do not tell me, as a good man did today, of my obligation to
put poor men in good situations. Are they my poor? I tell thee, thou
foolish philanthropist, that I grudge the dollar, the diem, the cent I give to
such men as do not belong to me and to whom I do not belong. (Emerson,
Anthology 150)
Giving, in the social context, was tantamount to conformity with ideals not necessarily
one’s own, and was therefore considered a violation of self. He was critical not only of
charity on the social level, but on the individual level as well. Emerson felt that giftgiving compromised his individuality—his integrity of self, his ability to be self-reliant.
In his essay “Gifts” he contends that giving gifts goes against our human nature. He
reminds us that “it is not the office of a man to receive gifts. How dare you give them?
We wish to be self-sustained. We do not quite forgive the giver. The hand that feeds us
is in some danger of being bitten” (Emerson, Essays 536). Here, the gift as an abstract
concept has gone from being merely undesirable to offensive, and even potentially
harmful. He warns us of the dangers: “the law of benefits is a difficult channel, which
requires careful, sailing or rude boats” (Emerson, Essays, 536).
Thoreau’s sentiments regarding the gift echo those of Emerson. He notes
somewhat facetiously that he has “hitherto indulged very little in philanthropic
enterprises” simply because it “does not agree with [his] constitution” (Thoreau 49). And
while he does not purport to stand in the way of anyone wishing to give, “I would not
stand between any man and his genius,” he insists that “If I knew for a certainty that a
man was coming to my house with the conscious design of doing me good, I should run
for my life […] for fear that I should get some of his good done to me, some of its virus

mingled with my blood” (50). Thoreau here implies again that philanthropy is something
to be feared, or at the very least, dealt with cautiously.
Thoreau also sees charity as a self-sustaining exercise in egocentrism. He says,
“The philanthropist too often surrounds mankind with the remembrance of his own castoff griefs as an atmosphere he calls sympathy” (52). His critique continues as he goes on
to tell of a man he encounters in town: “A robust poor man, one sunny day here in
Concord, praised a fellow-townsman to me, because, as he said, he was kind to the poor;
meaning himself” (52). The brilliant subtlety of the passage lies in the duality of the
phrase “meaning himself.” The subject of the sentence is clearly the “robust poor man,”
however, in this context, Thoreau plays with the language and implies the “real poverty”
in the parable is the spiritual poverty of the giver, not the physical poverty of the poor
man with whom he was speaking. This anecdote reiterates his sentiments about the
shortcomings of philanthropists who have yet to deal with their own “cast-off griefs” and
as such are fit to give to no one before giving to themselves.
For as much as they criticize it conceptually, Emerson and Thoreau do not see the
gift as the impossible. Rather, they seek to redefine the very notion of gift itself. While
they implicitly agree with Derrida, that the notion of the gift is impossible, they do so for
rhetorically different reasons. For Emerson and Thoreau, the gift is impossible, not
because of the economic status of the gift in practice, but simply because there is no
benefit conferred—which is inherent in our definition of gift—at least under the
“unsigned contract” to which Derrida alludes. If there is no benefit to the recipient, then
what has actually been “given”? Is it even possible to give as such?

In Gifts, Emerson suggests the frivolousness of “rings and jewels” which are not
gifts, but mere “apologies for gifts” (Essays 536). And while tangible gifts are
undesirable, and perhaps even harmful, there is a gift, which is not only desirable, but
essential:
The only gift is a portion of thyself. Thou must bleed for me. Therefore
the poet brings his poem; the shepherd his lamb; the farmer, corn; the
painter, his picture; the girl, a handkerchief of her own sewing. This is
right and pleasing, for it restores society in so far to its primary basis,
when a man’s biography is conveyed in his gift, and every man’s wealth is
an index of his merit. (536)
At first glance, Emerson seems to be suggesting the same type of gift to which Derrida
speaks: tangible “things” being given by one person to another. But what Emerson is
attempting to do here is remove gift-giving from the circle of exchange by elevating it to
the spiritual; to the transcendent. He seeks to find the essence, the idea, or the promise of
the gift.
Thoreau compliments this idea of the giving of the self in Walden when he warns
us: “Be sure that you give the poor the aid they most need, though it be your example
which leaves them far behind. If you give money, spend yourself with it, and do not
merely abandon it to them” (51). He thus reinforces the idea that the giving of tangibles
does nothing, but that we should instead “spend” ourselves. This idea is made most clear
when he remarks:
I want the flower and fruit of a man; that some fragrance be wafted over
from him to me, and some ripeness flavor our intercourse. His goodness

must not be a partial and transitory act, but a constant superfluity, which
costs him nothing and of which he is unconscious. This is a charity that
hides a multitude of sins […] we should impart our courage, and not our
despair. (52)
But what does it mean to give a “portion of thyself” or to “impart courage”? The
rhetorical implications of this concept present an interesting possibility for Derrida’s
quagmire. In an attempt to explain what he means by “the only gift is a portion of
thyself,” Emerson clarifies:
The gift, to be true, must be the flowing of the giver unto me,
correspondent to my flowing unto him. When the waters are at level, then
my goods pass to him, and his to me. All his are mine, all mine his. I say
to him, How can you give me this pot of oil, or this flagon of wine, when
all your oil and wine is mine, which belief of mine this gift seems to deny?
Hence the fitness of beautiful, not useful things for gifts. (Emerson, Essays
537)
This passage is at the very core of transcendentalist notions of the gift. What Emerson
has done here, effectively, is removed the entire concept of ownership from the gift
exchange. If there is no ownership, there can be no exchange—there can be no giving of
any “thing” because the gift necessarily implies ownership of the thing given. If “All his
are mine, all mine his” then there is nothing to give. This raises the question: if there is
no ownership, and by extension, nothing to give, what is this “portion of thyself” that we

can give? It is not a “thing” per se, but rather, a transcendent movement of fluid
thoughts, ideas, and consciousness. 1
A close examination of Emerson’s works, particularly his essay Circles, sheds
some light on this concept of fluidity. He begins Circles with idea that the “eye is the
first circle; the horizon which it forms is the second; and throughout nature this primary
figure is repeated without end” (Emerson, Anthology 168). The clear play on the word
“eye” suggests both the physical eye and the “I” of self being at the center of the circle
that radiates outward “without end.” From the center then, there is a constant outward
flowing of self that “rushes on all sides outwards to new and larger circles, and that
without end. The extent to which this generation of circles, wheel without wheel, will go,
depends on the force or truth of the individual soul” (169). This notion of inertial
thoughts and ideas is repeated throughout Circles and echoed in many of his writings.
The concept creates for the reader an image of a brook constantly bubbling at its center,
flowing outward, affecting all that surround it.
But if I am a brook constantly flowing, and my neighbor is too, this seems to
suggest an exchange of sorts—a flowing from me to him, and from him to me. However,
if the idea of ownership is removed, then there is no “mine” or “yours” to exchange, but
rather a stasis or balance of universal consciousness. The idea of the circle suggests a
transcendent, symbiotic ecosystem wherein there is nothing owned, but in its place a
constant fluidity among and between all that participate in the system. Attempting to
give a pragmatic example of his theory, Emerson uses the analogy of conversation. He
says, “Conversation is a game of circles” (172) and suggests that when we converse, we
1

I acknowledge that I am excluding a great deal of transcendentalist writing by only discussing Emerson
and Thoreau. However, for the purposes of this essay, I refer only to their version of “transcendental,”
which was assimilated by many, but certainly not all, of the writers of this time.

are opened to a new circle, or an emancipation “from the oppression of the last speaker to
oppress us with the greatness and exclusiveness of his own thought, then yields us to
another redeemer, we seem to recover our rights, to become men” (173). Conversation
then metaphorically allows for a constant regeneration of self and depicts both the
reception and dissemination of circles from one to the other. For in conversation, our “I”
or “eye” is the brook that constantly flows, but so too does the ‘I’ or ‘eye’ of the Other
with whom we converse, hence, the fluidity of conversation and the free flowing of
thoughts, ideas and consciousness.
As suggested by Van Cromphout in his 1999 work Emerson’s Ethics, Emerson
came to regard “benevolence as a total commitment of self rather than as a series of good
deeds, which are often no more than an excuse for one’s failure to truly commit the self
to the benefit of others” (98). Emerson expresses this idea of an outward flow of one’s
self plainly when he says, “Generosity does not consist in giving money or money’s
worth. These so-called goods are only the shadow of good […] we owe to man higher
succors than food and fire. We owe to man man” (Emerson CW, 7:114-115). Of course,
the prerequisite to giving of the self in this fashion is that the self be sufficiently
developed to be worthy of injecting into the symbiosis. In order to be useful to others,
we must first be useful to ourselves. Emerson recognized the necessity of striking a
balance between the love and development of the self and of the neighbor: “A man has a
good deal to do in the world for himself before others […] which, if he refuses to do for
himself, he will not be able to do for any body else” (Collected Sermons 2, 132, cited in
Van Cromphout 98)).

In his essay Prudence, Emerson outlines what he terms “degrees of proficiency”
in knowledge of the world. These three states of being represent a progression to a
heightened, transcendent state of mind. The first “class live to the utility of the symbol;
esteeming health and wealth a final good” (Emerson Essays 132). The second class “live
above the beauty of the symbol; as the poet, and artist, and the naturalist, and man of
science” (132). Finally, the third class “live above the beauty of the symbol to the beauty
of the thing signified; these are wise men. The first have common sense; the second,
taste; and the third, spiritual perception” (132). This hierarchy serves well as an example
of the heightened state of consciousness that one must attain in order to become an
integral part of the symbiosis. Presumably, once one has evolved to the third class, his
thoughts, ideas, and consciousness are worthy to disseminate into the system.
Thoreau also recognized the importance of developing the self prior to any
attempt at benevolence. As his fellow townsmen were prodding him to take up charitable
causes and support various contemporary reform movements, he responds thus:
I believe that what so saddens the reformer is not his sympathy with his
fellows in distress, but, though he be the holiest son of God, is his private
ail. Let this be righted, let the spring come to him, the morning rise over
his couch, and he will forsake his generous companions without apology.
(53)
He asks that the reformer reform himself prior to any attempt at reforming others. He
also recognizes the symbiotic system itself when he remarks, “All health and success
does me good, however far off and withdrawn it may appear; all disease and failure helps
to make me sad and does me evil however much sympathy it may have with me or I with

it” (53). By acknowledging the affect of “health and success” of others on his own wellbeing, Thoreau inserts himself into the symbiosis. He is affected, and he affects
simultaneously, irrespective of proximity to the Other.
Thus, the Transcendentalist notion of the gift, or giving, seems to borrow the
systemic quality that Mauss discovered in his research, while at the same time
recognizing the futility of the anthropological gift as defined by Derrida. For Emerson
and Thoreau then, we find ourselves at the center of a circle that is incessantly flowing
outward from the self-centered ‘eye’ or ‘I,’ while the Other simultaneously reciprocates.
This construct allows for the image of fluidity to materialize. If there is no ownership of
thought, idea, or consciousness; if we are all part and parcel of the Other, then the very
idea of gift, or giving becomes foreign to us.
Having constructed a rhetorical methodology for removing the gift from the circle
of exchange does not, however, remove Emerson or Thoreau from Derrida’s ubiquitous
grasp. As we have come to expect, once Derrida becomes mired in a “dilemma” it is
often impossible, even rhetorically, to escape from it.
If, as Emerson suggests, “the poet gives his poem” because it is a portion of his
self, we can extend that to both Emerson and Thoreau and conclude that Emerson’s
lectures, poems, and essays are his “gifts” because they are a “portion of [him]self” as are
Thoreau’s. However, as soon as the ideas and thoughts, the very consciousness that
Emerson and Thoreau share with us abstractly in their transcendental rhetoric, is put to
paper, bound and sold, it, ironically, becomes a the very type of tangible, sellable,
anthropological gift that they sought to subvert and redefine from the outset. Therein lies
the dilemma of the gift for Emerson and Thoreau: in order to construct a rhetorical

strategy for subverting the circular exchange of the gift, and share that rhetoric with any
Other, they are forced to place that rhetoric within the circle of economy itself.
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The purpose of this paper is to explore a pedagogy in which literature, in particular
speculative fiction, serves to help students develop a critical perspective on a post 9-11
global landscape. While the paper emerges from my experiences teaching a freshman
seminar on globalization in the Spring of 2002, the specific teaching strategy I articulate
is a revised pedagogy drawn from my more recent research.
I derive my title from two texts my students read in the course of the globalization
seminar, texts which have since come to assume both scholarly significance and, perhaps
coincidentally, a peculiar prescience. In 1989 speculative fiction writer Bruce Sterling’s
short story, “We See Things Differently,” appeared in Semiotext(e) SF. The story is
narrated by an Islamic “terrorist” who expresses his contempt for a West steeped in
violence, lawless consumerism and technological imperialism; the narrator eventually
enacts his revenge on this corrupted culture by killing one of its pop icons with a cancer
virus. In 1993, political scientist Samuel Huntington’s essay “The Clash of Civilizations”
appeared in Foreign Affairs; here, he argued not only that “the fault lines between
civilizations will be the battle lines of the future” but that the major fault line so
embattled, the “paramount axis of world politics,” would be “the Axis between the West
and the Rest.” In this battle of West versus Rest, Huntington predicted that the motley
Rest would increasingly resort to “civilization consciousness,” religious fundamentalism
and terrorism in response to a West at the peak of its powers.
I will begin the paper by describing the oversimplifications and distortions in
Huntington's argument and my less than successful efforts to use Sterling’s text as a kind
of counterpoint to Huntington’s. I will suggest that it was precisely the simplifications in

Huntington’s argument, and the ways in which Sterling’s story (wittingly or unwittingly)
echoed those simplifications, that made the texts so appealing to my students. Faced with
a more frightening new world disorder than they had imagined when they started college
the previous August, the students saw both Huntington’s and Sterling’s texts less as
speculative fictions than as accurate descriptions of their new reality, descriptions which
imposed a comforting, if dangerously misleading, order and precision on their confusion.
Both texts offered a new absolute which my students were all too willing to embrace
uncritically: civilization consciousness. Huntington’s insistence that “differences
between civilizations are not only real, they are basic” and his argument that “identity is
an absolute that cannot be changed” effectively masked the complexity of post 9/11
global conflict and set up a paradigm in which the only safe response to this fundamental
truism is an aggressive, reactive and hostile defensiveness. While Sterling’s story,
partially through its use of point of view, provides a more critical view of the West and
its values than Huntington, Sterling too offers a view of global conflict rooted in
immutable and inevitable civilization conflict, in which the West (godless, decadent or
otherwise) will be forever threatened by an avenging Rest.
I will devote the latter half of my paper to a discussion of Kim Stanley Robinson’s The
Years of Rice and Salt, arguing that Robinson’s alternative history in which Western
Europe is wiped out by the Black Plague, offers far more pedagogical value as a pairing
with Huntington (and the now hegemonic world view he represents) than Sterling’s short
story. I will suggest that Robinson’s imaginative universe provides room for critical
reflection for three core reasons. The first is that, with the West essentially taken out of
the equation, Robinson’s novel does not prompt students to react defensively in a battle
between West and Rest; instead the novel invites them, in the context of a world in which
they do not exist and hence have nothing to defend, to explore the “The Rest” in all their
complexity. Secondly, through his ingenious manipulation of plot, character and point of
view, Robinson never allows a particular “civilization consciousness” structural
preeminence, thematic significance, or empathic hegemony; there is little possibility of
“choosing sides.” Finally, Robinson’s novel is framed as a kind of trajectory, in which
characters from a range of civilizations and time periods (excluding of course the West)
begin to recognize that differences between civilizations need not be either basic or real
and hence struggle to transcend them.
I will conclude my paper by reaffirming my rather obvious claim that the humanities
pedagogy has a critical contribution to make at the present historical moment. I will
suggest that speculative fiction can aid in this larger project both by providing
imaginative alternatives to dominant world views such as the one Huntington articulates
and by exposing such world views as themselves speculative fictions rather than
intransigent realities.
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The Infernal Machine, a performance of the visible imaginary
Where does this innovator journey to? To the
past.
To legendary mythology, to the
spectacular classic. He launches himself toward
the past. He turns back toward Orpheus, toward
the Sphinx, toward what is known, toward what
he has perhaps known. He-who-loves-notCocteau does not see that this disturbing man
belongs to the great tradition, that he keeps
company, and is on equal footing, with the dead
and the living, with ghosts and gods. Only in
this sense is he distinct from classical French
theatre, as it is a realist theatre1.
(Colette)
1. Introduction
According to Kanthers, Jean Cocteau uses theatre “as another mirror, using the stage to
bring images to life which obey a different geometry of the heart and of death” (15). The
unknowable is a vertiginous realm, but it can be expressed and translated through poetry.
In Coctolian tragedy, the hero attains, through his experiences, a purification which
allows him to accede to a world mere humans can not, and to which only poets may
express, as “[a]fter false happiness the king shall know true happiness, the true
consecration. And this king of spades, who has been manipulated by the cruel gods, will
be made, in the end, into a man." (Cocteau, The Infernal Machine, 842). This definition
of tragedy, a meeting of mysticism and the æsthetic, does not exclude ambiguity, as
Cocteau’s translation of the inexpressible can be only clear and undisguised. The myth
of Œdipus, which Cocteau presents in The Infernal Machine, is Cocteau’s own oblique
path toward expressing the inexpressible, to overcome the obstacle of the unknowable.
1
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Nicola Danby is the translator of this article and of the cotations

In this article we will be referring to Albert Bermel's English translation of La machine infernale, published by
New Directions Books in (1963) 1967.

Under the double influence of opium and of the avant-garde, Cocteau gives himself over
to a new experience to rewrite the myth.

Suppressing all intervention by his

consciousness, he allows his pen to run freely across the page by voluntarily placing
himself in an intermediate state, between waking and slumber. Cocteau opens himself up
as a medium to reach truths from beyond and gives in to the delights of écriture
somnambuliste, doublet of the Surrealists’ automatic writing. This practice allows him to
uncover the invariants of human imagination, crystallized not only in his images of
Œdipus, but throughout his entire works as well, in the figures of Orpheus and the Grail.
Thus, Jean Cocteau’s theatre, as with his entire works, surges from a poetical
practice. As indicated on the official Amis Jean Cocteau website, “Jean Cocteau wished
that his entire works be designated as ‘poetry’”.3

Even Clément Borgal observes that

“Cocteau knows only different varieties of poetry: poetry in novels, poetry in films,
poetry in criticism, poetry in theatre…” (7).

The Infernal Machine would then be

classified as a work of poetry and of theatre, representative of another world, different
than the real world, and at least partially contained therein. In the universe of the
imaginary where the playwright transports his audience, strange forms and objects
emerge. It is in finding the specificity and function of myth that theatre becomes poetry.
An atmosphere as strange as disturbing haloes The Infernal Machine. A separate world,
encompassing the real word, is revealed. The spectator is invited to cross the narrow
confines of reason into unapproachable regions.
2. Myth in the Inter-War Period
The renewed awareness of tragedy characterizing the inter-war period gave rise to
numerous endeavours to restore the tragic genre. While The Infernal Machine was
3

Unless otherwise indicated, citations are our translations.

created in 1934, Jean Giraudoux staged Tiger at the Gates 4 in 1935 and Electra in 1937.
Jean-Paul Sartre followed this movement with The Flies 5, a play written in 1944, in
which Orestes, an existentialist heroine, incarnates the spirit of resistance. The same
echo of the period’s current affairs occurs when, in February 1944, Jean Anouilh’s
Antigone, (Œdipus’s daughter,) embodies the complete refusal of compromise.
Incontestably, taking up the myths explored by the Ancient Greeks, these playwrights
unexpectedly and remarkably enrich a significant part of the inter-war period culture.
The return to tragedy and myth does not signify a sterilizing academicism, rather a new
means of permitting dialogue on timely problems, by reinterpreting the myths.6 Does it
constitute a literary movement? The renewed wave of the drama of antiquity appears to
be a particular and privileged case, within a greater phenomenon, the “return to tragedy”,
which Jean-Marie Domenach diagnoses in 1967:
The tragic fate of tragedy; it constantly returns to provoke
philosophical reflection and political action, to the point where
we can consider the most active philosophies and most
decisive resolutions of the modern era as challenges, from 20
centuries ago, set under the Greek sky. (11-12)
In the 1950s, tragedy then takes on a different form than the return to Antiquity.
With Ionesco and Beckett, and what we will call the theatre of the absurd, tragedy is
combined with the grotesque. It would not be unseemly to associate Albert Camus’
Caligula in this group: published in 1944 and performed in 1945, despite the fact that the

4

English translation of La Guerre de Troie n'aura pas lieu.
English translation of Les Mouches.
6
"This renewal of the theatre in the inter-war period is due to the members of the cartel who take up
Copeau's legacy. It is made up of four playwrights, who banded together in 1927 to better resist the press’s
attacks. Louis Jouvert and Charles Dullin  a disciple of Copeau , Georges Pitoëff and Gaston Basty.
They all seek to “redramatize” theatre. Basty insists most specifically on the importance of the show itself
(set, lighting, music). […] The men of the cartel refer to the great eras of theatre: Ancient Greece, the
Elizabethan era, 17th century France, as well as current traditions. (Tonnet-Lacrois, 175).
5

Emperor Caligula belongs in Roman history rather than mythology. With Caligula,
Camus does not seek to create a hero of historical drama, but makes of his character a
privileged experimenter of the absurd in relation to the human condition.
3. Cocteau’s Renewed Myth
Cocteau renews the myth by setting it at a more rapid rhythm which better suits
the pace of the era. Upon undertaking the writing of The Infernal Machine, Cocteau
admits that the play consisted only of the beginning of the second act, in which Œdipus
and the Sphinx meet. Moreover, Jean Cocteau, in an unpublished essay dated January 20
19437, describes the steps taken in the creation of the play:
Before writing The Infernal Machine I first studied the myth of
Œdipus in its most celebrated forms. I began with Sophocles’
Antigone, whose text I contracted. Then I examined ŒdipeRoi in the same way. The Œdipus-Rex8 oratorio was a
collaboration with Igor Stravinsky. I applied the same method
in my treatment of Œdipe-Roi. I threw myself into that terrible
mechanism only after having learned all of its workings and
functions. (Cocteau, January 1949)
But the text was not the only thing to undergo a transformation. The status of the author
of theatre also changed. Or perhaps is it that the author is aware of his own role in using
the myth, as in all mythology, as Jacques Scherer observes in Dramaturgies d’Œdipe, “all
intentions are lawful for all, always,” (Scherer, 7), or it is only a playwright (in Cocteau’s
case the two roles combined) who is aware of his own role and of being a medium, and
therefore a performer as well.
3.1 The “Voice” of the Poet
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I would like to thank Queen’s University (Advisory Research Committee) for the grant which made it
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Antigone was written in 1920, Œdipe-Roi in 1928 and Œdipus-Rex (in Latin) in 1927. The latter was
performed last March in Montpelier. A production of Naples company Teatro San Carlo, Gérard Dépardieu
played the Narrator, Robert Swenson played Œdipus, and Julia Juon played Jocasta.

Due to his interest in modernism, Cocteau moves away from the traditional plot.
The author’s “Voice”, present in the text and on the stage, explains each act by addressing
the audience directly. This “Voice” is the summary of the Chorus, who was, in Ancient
Greece, the peoples’ representative. By playing “the Voice”, Cocteau takes on the role of
medium between the era of the myth and the present era of the public. Furthermore,
anonymous and outside the action, the “Voice”9 also plays a role comparable to that of the
Chorus in ancient tragedy in its pronouncements, exposing the action to come, without
flinching before the commentary acting also as direction. It presents the hero to us as a
kind of puppet “for the gods to be royally entertained” (6) and as the object of cruel
amusement since what matters is that “their victim has to fall from very high”(6). Above
all, fate seems the result of a simple game, a whim, and Cocteau embroiders upon this
theme repeatedly. “ [D]estiny[‘s] few polite hints” (60) emphasized by the “Voice” are
but a façade, a last spin by which the gods make of the hero a top spinning to their liking.
Œdipus dares question the gods’ attitude and the reasons for their cruel decisions by
asking, for example, “why have the gods thrust me forward till I have reached this room if
my marriage displeases them?” (65)
The arbitrary nature of narrative does not fear being made visible through the
medium of imagination, that is to say, despite any rigid realism: the intervention of the
supernatural, a “relaxed” practice of analepsis, which draws the second act back over the
first and repeats time while inciting the audience to “imagine that we can wind back the
last few minutes and relive them elsewhere”(33). The role of the “Voice” is also poetic; it
allows the audience some distance, the possibility of standing back from the theatrical
9

In Antigone the voice of the Chorus, recited by Jean Cocteau, was spoken from behind a mask at the centre
of the set. In The Infernal Machine, the text of the Voice was recorded by Cocteau at the first show, and then
recorded onto an album, so that it could be played at all performances, including those after his death.

events. Relatively neutral and declarative, it comments and concludes nevertheless “[t]his
is the parricide. […] That is the incest” (5-6). The initial neutrality is sometimes refuted
by a judgment “[s]eventeen years go by swiftly” (84), Œdipus will become “in the end,
[…] a man”. Furthermore, the “Voice” rudely interpolates the audience, establishing a
kind of connivance with them: “let us imagine” (33). The “Voice” constantly anticipates,
announcing the coming events, “they are too tired to see the trap that is closing on them
forever” (60) since, of course, tragedy does not hinge on surprise but on the completion of
the play. In fact, the play is directed at, and builds, an informed audience, for whom there
are few elements of surprise possible. Given that the outcome is already known, we ask
ourselves rather by which twists and turns, and with what new meanings the events we
know are certain to unfold. A shift from myth to theatre, one of the constant elements of
rewriting in the inter-war period, and which has an immense interest in emphasizing the
essential: that is the production of art itself. This is why Cocteau does not hesitate to
show the narrative structure. In proceeding this way, Cocteau renews this theatrical
genre. For whereas, by means of the narrator, the novelist “directs” the characters,
describes them, comments on their behaviours, sums up segments of the action which do
not take the form of dialogue, the playwright can only offer up his message indirectly. To
be heard, he must use the global meaning of intrigue and the exchanges he provides for
his heroes. Now, although there are no instances of the first person in the part of the
“Voice”, this is nevertheless Cocteau’s own unique and inimitable style. We are therefore
hearing the poet’s own voice speaking, rather than that of a novelist describing a situation.
Further, Cocteau manages to draw on most of the spectator’s awareness by employing all
the tools of theatrical double enunciation.10 The image of the final trap is made more
10
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intense by our awareness of it, while the characters are not. The use of the “Voice” also
offers a poetic quality, in that it permits the performance of the visible imaginary.
3.2 A Text Reinvented
If the fundamental aspects of myth are unchanging, every playwright can thus
change the annexed peripeteia, fill in, where appropriate, any gaps or silences in the
legend and even modify the meaning. Failing which, he risks condemning himself to vain
repetition. Cocteau’s originality can also not be appreciated until after an analysis of his
borrowings and innovations. The fundamental elements of Sophocles’ tragedy remain:
the oracle of Apollo sentencing Œdipus to parricide and incest; the accidental murder of a
stranger, who is later revealed to be Œdipus’ father; the allusion to solving a riddle posed
by the Sphinx; Jocasta’s marriage and the consummation of incest; the discovery, many
long years later, of the truth; Jocasta’s suicide and Œdipus’ self-mutilation, gouging out
his eyes.
Cocteau’s inventions are, however, quite numerous.

First, he creates new

characters: the “ghost” of Laius, the Goddess Anubis at the Jackal’s head and the matron.
Then, even when he borrows characters from his ancient predecessor, Cocteau presents
them differently. Œdipus is a young man, an ambitious dreamer, and not the powerful
and highly intelligent being Sophocles depicts. Jocasta ceases to be an unobtrusive
character, only becoming central in the 3rd act. The soothsayer Tiresias loses some
disturbing majesty, which Antiquity bestowed upon him due to his function as the city’s
high priest, and is even mocked with Jocasta’s nickname of “Zizi”. Finally, Cocteau
modifies the plot sequence surrounding numerous essential points.

Contrary to his

distinct textual layers (two sub-categories of the textual whole), one which is the writer's immediate utterance,
including all stage directions (exact directions for décor and stage, place names, character names), and the
other being the character's mediary enunciation.” (Ubersfeld 187-188)

predecessor, he imagines that Œdipus is not able to answer the riddle himself, and that it
is the Sphinx who, out of love, whispers the answer to him. After her suicide, Jocasta
reappears to guide the now-blind Œdipus. It is no longer only Antigone, as in Sophocles’
version, who accompanies him into exile, but Jocasta and Antigone. The emphasis is thus
put on the mother-son couple.
The work’s meaning differs from the traditional interpretation as Cocteau clearly
infuses his revival of the myth with his own inventiveness. In Le Matin on April 10 1934,
Cocteau describes the structure of The Infernal Machine as “disjointed when conceived
and written, the different parts of the play constitute both autonomous and interdependent
units. Each has its own climate, rhythm, theme, acting style and language, and offers the
audience a single unit consisting of four parts, of completely different form and matter.”
Act I of The Infernal Machine has no equivalent in Sophocles’ version. In fact, Cocteau
“borrows his beginning directly from Hamlet, the only difference being that the Ghost of
Laius is not able to warn his wife of the danger his son brings. Act II, in which Cocteau
combines Egypt and Greece, is also a pure invention. The ancient Egyptian goddess
Anubis leads the dead into the other world, and Nemesis, the Greek goddess of
vengeance, incarnates the Sphinx.

Lieber explains that “since the writings aren’t

particularly explicit on this point, Cocteau imagines in his way what could have been the
meeting between Œdipus and the Sphinx.”(10) Act III, entitled “The Wedding Night”, is
another of Cocteau’s completely original inventions. In fact, in Sophocles’ version the
tragedy begins with the plague beating down upon Thebes. The incest has already been
committed. To humanize the tragedy, Cocteau puts the act of incest on stage, which he
situates in the love chamber, “red as a butcher’s shop”(61). Further, Œdipus seems free to

choose. He could, as the Sphinx suggests, avoid the Oracle’s prediction by marrying “a
girl younger than [him]self”(46). Œdipus therefore has his own free will, but his young
age (Œdipus is in fact only 19 years old) and his ambition lead him “from trap to trap like
a dazed rat” (55).
However, if incest is a crime in the eyes of men, seen through the eyes of the dead
its horror dissipates. So declares the ghost of Jocasta: “[t]hings that seem monstrous to
men are not important in my world. If you only knew how trivial they are.” (94) If we
add that Cocteau knew how to display all the seductions of style, with the combination of
the comical and the serious, and that he surrounds his play with a poetic atmosphere, The
Infernal Machine asserts itself as a highly original version of the myth.
3.3 An Avant-garde Production
By means of divergent theatrical practices, Cocteau rejects the canons of realism.
His production of The Infernal Machine has a distinctly cubist style: even Picasso-like in
Cocteau’s treatment of a single object, fact, or pain from multiple perspectives, which,
rather than being mutually exclusive, produce a strange combination of their
incompatibilities. Thus Cocteau turns the theatrical conventions of the time upside down
by substituting artificial poses for natural ones. To this effect, he frequently changes the
speed of movement on the stage. For example, in Act II of The Infernal Machine, the
players “have had an exhausting day and move slowly, warily” (61), spellbound until the
tragic commission of incest. Clearly, Cocteau imposes the rule of alternating speed with
attitudes. While going against the expectations of the theatre and ballet public, it also
seeks to break down, within the work, the model to which it refers. The taste for surprise
is thus at the root of this constant recourse to contrast. Cocteau applies the same æsthetic

principles of opposition in his costume and lighting selection.11 In this way, the audience
sees characters’ whole bodies are in some way altered, supporting massive swaths of
fabric while taking on an anthropomorphic appearance, with animal features. The
carefully planned lighting is intended to emphasize a particular costume feature, as with
the Sphinx’s “sudden, immense, pale, glowing wings”12. As for the rest, even without
these abrupt changes in tone, the general lighting must always illuminate the objects and
bodies occupying the stage, accentuating the contrasts.

Through the lighting and

costumes, Cocteau balances the bizarre with the normal, and creates an “intimate
phantasmagoria.”

Interestingly, after The Infernal Machine’s opening night at the

Comédie des Champs-Élysées on April 15 1934, Colette wrote:
Enjoying a unique privilege, Jean Cocteau has kept what we
have all lost: an intimate phantasmagoria. He knows not
forbidden spheres, nor well-trodden paths, nor worn thresholds.
The fiery glow, like a cloud promising thunder, which looms
over young prodigies, still burns for Jean Cocteau. (146)

The set, for each of the four acts, was arranged on a sort of dais, at the center of the
stage.13
The stage will change inclines depending on the necessary
perspectives, other than the detailed lighting, the four acts will
bask in a livid and fabulous mercurial glow.14
We find here a pictorial production in which the playwright and set designer attempt to
use the Picasso-like style on stage. The play on perspective affected by changing the
11

Interestingly, in his 1952 production of Œdipus-Rex, Cocteau prides himself on his creation of “false heads
[…] of different size and architecture” (Cocteau, Journal d'un Inconnu, 223).
12
The original French “ailes subites, immenses, pâles, lumineuses”(67) is omitted from the English
translation studied. This is therefore our translation for the specific purposes of this paper.
13
See annexes for set photos of Acts II and III.
14
As with note 11, the translation of this passage was omitted in the English translation. The English above
is therefore our translation. The original reads as follows: "L'estrade changera de pente selon la necessité des
perspectives. Outre les éclairages de détail, les quatre actes baignent dans l'éclairage livide et fabuleux du
mercure." (33)

angle of the stage forces the audience to visually reconstruct different scenes.

For

Cocteau, light carries a great importance and is an essential element of décor. It first
structures the theatrical space, and also configures the stage in a sort of magical scene.
Above all, light permits the poet to elevate the space to a symbolic level: metallic, strange,
‘mercury’s light’ connotes not only fate’s impalpable cold, but also the dreamlike
atmosphere of myth and the gods’ distant indifference, strangers to the worries and
suffering of mortals. This antirealistic light immerses us in the far off universe of the
fable.
The décor in Act I as indicated in the stage directions is inspired by Act I in
Hamlet, in which there is “a platform in front of Elsinore castle”. An open space, the
parapet walk on the ramparts of Thebes is an ambiguous place, at once concrete with its
murals and stairways, and unreal due to the spectral apparition. After night has passed,
with the dawn comes the sounds of the city, with its tam-tams and music from the slum
quarter. The entire act is bathed in a dreamy atmosphere.
So that Act I and Act II are able to by superimposed, “Cocteau opens the door to
metaphysical questions and using the theatre suggests a complex concept of time and
space.” (Lieber, 13) Act II takes place in a disturbing and deserted space, among the
scattered ruins and relics outside Thebes.

As always with Cocteau, there is a very

powerful symbolic and poetic function invested in the set. The ‘scene’ consists of an
atmosphere whose hostile strangeness inspires the audience’s imagination and provokes
the quest for a mysterious and figurative meaning. Though the Act’s décor is bare and
abstract, it picks up the era’s cubist tendency to show objects in their simple geometric
shape. With its symbolism, this design connotes death and violent destruction as a symbol

of the absurd and irreparable ravages destiny inflicts upon men. It is a world propitious to
supernatural effects. The metamorphoses are many, giving rise to strange forms. The
stage directions describe them in great detail, indicating what should be shown on stage.
In this way, the young girl’s transformation into the Sphinx occurs in the following way:
The Sphinx runs across and stands behind the pedestal. As
Œdipus reaches the count of “fifty”, a pair of wings sprout
from the wing fragments of the pedestal, with the head and
shoulders of the Sphinx between them. Her arms, in long
spotted gloves, rest on the sides of the pedestal.
Œdipus: …forty-seven…forty-eight…forty-nine…fifty! (Turns
and draws in breath.) (49)
Act II ends with the Sphinx’s next metamorphosis, this time into Nemesis. Behind the
ruins, “[t]wo giant figures representing the gods Anubis and Nemesis, appear behind the
ruins in rainbow-shimmering veils” (58). With her veils spinning around her, the
Goddess of Vengeance floats into space.
The Act III décor shares the same Picasso-like theme. Filled with geometric
elements, the white accessories contrast against the purple room. On a greater scale, the
triangular chiffon veil over the cradle, and the square shape of the bed and the windows,
seem flat. However, upon examination of the photo of the décor in Act III it is also
possible that Cocteau creates an effect of endlessness with his arrangement of the walls in
the room. The stage also has a cubic character, propitious for supernatural apparitions.
As in film, the vertical axis of plongée contre-plongée15 connoting the axis of
indiscretion, of “seeing without being seen” (Gardies 26), shows in this instance both the
invisible and the world of the gods. For while Œdipus dreams, “[t]he animal skin” acting
as a bedside rug, “is pushed by the head of Anubis” (76). The purple colour, dominating
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This term can be understood as ‘filming from above’.

the décor, is at once the colour of royal power and that of the blood of heredity, but also
of incest, of parricide, as the symbol of love and desire. Finally, this purple is the colour
of the sash with which Jocasta hangs herself: in other words, the very colour of tragedy
itself. The functional and symbolic arrangement of the décor in Act IV is the same as for
the three preceding acts, that being the platform at center stage, which has successfully
acted as the ramparts in Thebes, a knoll dominating Thebes in the moonlight, and
Jocasta’s chamber. It now becomes the background of a courtyard around which murals
have been painted. Yet again, Cocteau uses the décor as a symbol of the stage on which
the action will take place: we see the gods’ fatal trap: its door ready to close on its victim.
In fact, the stage direction, which is largely addressed to the director, is ordinarily purely
denotative and literal. This intrusion into the stage directions proves that Cocteau writes
poetry above all and that he is addressing the reader. His theatre is made just as much to
be read as to be seen.
3.4 The Poetry of Theatre
Cocteau differentiates between the poetry of theatre and poetry in theatre. He
explains this opposition in the preface to The Eiffel Tower Wedding Party16 “poetry in
theatre is a delicate lace impossible to see from afar. The poetry of theatre would be a
fatter lace; a rigging of lace, a ship on the sea.” (45) This definition allows us to see
theatre as a visual transposition of a poetic text onto the stage, theatre adding an extra
dimension to the poem; that visualization. In other words, all the intervening procedures
in the play’s production, whether they be the stage business of lighting, music, voices,
costumes or décor, do not constitute a secondary means of expression. They do not refer
to the poetic text and are not meant to adorn the theatrical text: they are as much elements
16

English translation of Mariés de la Tour Eiffel.

(riggings) able to reveal the system’s structure. We can therefore understand the interest
Cocteau takes in the small details of décor and costume. He demands that the theatrical
space be organized with precision and considers that the actors participating are part of
the writing of the play: “I like actors because they paint our dry lines of writing, too dry
to be read from afar, with strange colours." (Cocteau, Entretiens avec André Fraigneau,
164).
4. Beyond Tragedy
Human destiny and the annihilation of all liberty: this is what the myth of Œdipus seems
to teach.17

In choosing the title The Infernal Machine, Cocteau introduces a

supplementary theme. The notion of a mechanism’s rigidity conjures up a sense of
fatality. The “Voice” takes on the role of emphasizing the presence of the theme to the
audience, in particular before Acts I and IV. The heroes’ fate is seen as an artificial
creation, and instrument at the disposal of the gods. Its fulfilment is of a mechanical or
“mathematical” nature, it is the product of a perfect mastery:
Watch now, spectator. Before you is a fully wound machine.
Slowly its spring will unwind the entire span of a human life.
It is one of the most perfect machines devised by the infernal
gods for the mathematical annihilation of a mortal. (6)
Guided by inexorable workings, human life follows a path from which it cannot deviate.
Trapped, the hero must renounce all hope. He is doomed to unhappiness simply by the
deities’ will, as “the gods have designed their infernal machine so that misfortune shall be
17

Jacques Scherer, in Dramaturgie d'Œdipe, doubts that Œdipus' destiny is linked to fate. In fact according to
Scherer: “Œdipus is free! He is free to peacefully remain in Corinth, to become king and, without travelling,
finish with a happy life. He is free at the crossroads to courteously yield the path to the strange old man. He
is free, after the wedding ceremony with Jocasta, to ask his wife for a period of sexual abstinence, until he
learns his true identity, which is still unknown. He is free, from that moment, to immediately launch an
inquest into Laius' death, which would have prevented the plague and even the tragedy's ulterior
developments. In short, he made ill-use of this freedom, at each turn choosing the imprudent solution. At
least this use is constant. Œdipus is as free as any man.” (93)

disguised as good fortune” (84). As the adjective “infernal” indicates, the machine is
fundamentally diabolical. An ill-fated will rules over its construction: its victim is man.
The second epigraph from d’Opéra, also by Cocteau, remarks: “The gods exist: that’s the
devil of it.”18 Unlike magic and the supernatural, the machine is frightening because it is
numb. Without consciousness or soul, it knows no pity and is human’s declared enemy.
No feeling commands its workings and to escape it is impossible. It is the very symbol of
fate: chance does not exist; freedom cedes its place to determinism. In using the “Voice”,
Cocteau emphasizes “the implacable character of all tragedy, despite the hopes of men,
despite their efforts to escape it” (Couprie 219).
Fate seems to be above all the result of a simple game, a whim, and Cocteau plays
with this theme on many occasions. “[A]lthough destiny drops a few polite hints” (60), as
pointed out by the “Voice”, they are but a façade, a final spin with which the gods make
of the hero a top spinning for their pleasure. Œdipus dares however to question the gods’
attitude and their cruel decisions by asking "why have the gods thrust me forward till I
have reached this room if my marriage displeases them?" (65) The final rationale for
Œdipus’ destiny rests with his status as a hero. The fact that he is a tragic character is the
only explanation, though simple, for his fate. Moreover, some remarks in the text indicate
that Cocteau plays with the notion of theatre in the very same forum in which it is
performed. This consists of producing a theatrical performance on stage, creating a sense
of vertigo as the actors’ role is to be actors. This motif, classic since Shakespeare’s time,
which we also refer to as mise-en-abyme, is present in the Sphinx’s vocabulary when she
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"The gods exist: that's the devil of it. I loved life; it detested me; I died of it. I don't advise you to imitate
my dreams. Death bends the corner of their cards, flings them dirty linen, covers their walls with illegible
signatures and disgusting drawings. Next day, I'm the fictionalized character in an astounding story that takes
place in heaven." (Cocteau, Opéra, translation found at http://mulrooney.portland.co.uk/tongues136.html).

tells Œdipus “[a]nd now, I shall give you a demonstration” (50) or “I shall be worthy of
the role the gods have given me.” (55) The Sphinx’s entire tirade is meant to be a theatre
performance, an enormous dress rehearsal in which Œdipus is both audience and actor.
But it is also a reflection of the entire play, as it develops the motif of the metaphorical
knot of tragic fate.
I secrete my thread; I pay it out
Spin it back and wind it in;
I have only to will and these knots will appear;
To think  and they will tighten or slacken away (51)
The abundant repetitions and magic spell cast by the Sphinx’s voice, which Cocteau
underlines in his stage directions, closes around Œdipus like a knot, ties him to the image
of the destiny binding him. The tragedy offers itself as performance, but Cocteau does
not push the reflection to its completion. As with Anouilh who also addresses the theme
in Antigone, the metaphor of the tragic machine whose production secret he unveils19,
Cocteau, for his part, only touches briefly on this theme and prefers to confine himself to
more classical positions: the fate of the characters, the puppets, the marionettes struggling
against the trap into which they fallen. Œdipus’ destiny is fulfilled, and Art is well-served
as “it is the last touch for a masterpiece of horror” (92). The glory following close behind
is that of the hero, of those who do not find their true stature but in the height of
misfortune.
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In fact Anouilh’s tragedy machine is not of the gods, but of a theatre professional who knows all the strings
of the profession and brings them to light for the public. The Choir’s informal tone is that of the author of
drama who unveils the secrets of creation with a certain irony: “that is what is easy in tragedy. We give it a
little help to get it started […]. That’s all. After that the only thing to do is leave it alone. It needn’t be
worried about. It grows on its own. The playwright demystifies the show for the audience, mentioning the
list of dramatic motifs (situations, themes, climates, feelings) from which he simply picks from them as if in a
store: “death, betrayal, despair are a there, all ready and the flashes, the storm, and the silences…”. (Anouilh,
66)

For Cocteau there is no easy solution to the problem of free will; he remains
indecisive, content to leave the cruel laugh to the gods. There is no reason to weigh
Œdipus down with the burden of his crimes and of his terrible destiny. For, as Débidour
explains in his preface to Tragiques grecs, to lose “men, tragic fate must, more or less,
blind them” (Débidour 506). A tragic case, The Infernal machine aims for an excess of
tragedy. It foretells the metamorphosis of the tragic hero into a legendary hero, for after
the curse will come the glory. The crimes, of which, unaware, Œdipus has made himself
guilty, remain crimes. The plays exposes all of the story’s horror. But beyond the context
they cease to be crimes, and are only so within a given set of circumstances. By gouging
out his eyes with Jocasta’s golden brooch, Œdipus attains the sublime in extremis.
Nothing forced his hand in this act. Creon, however, does not understand: “[d]eath would
have been better” (119). In fact Œdipus’ blinding takes on philosophical meaning. With
his vision, he could not discern the truth. His eyes henceforth having closed upon it, he
contemplates it for all eternity. This is why, though he is physically blind, he can state
“[t]t is clear now” (93). Œdipus does not even protest against the injustice and cruelty of
his fate. He accepts it, saying “[t]he journey will be hard” (93). His misfortune is just as
painful as it is incomprehensible, illustrating the human condition. If in Sophocles’ play
the gods were castigating Atreus’s abominable crime, and their vengeance was to be
visited upon the descendants for generations upon generations, The Infernal Machine does
not say. By the same token, Œdipus’s tragic destiny becomes absurd. For what error was
he atoning by suffering through such a trial? Why does the fate fall to him? Cocteau
answers by deepening the mystery, adding that the gods themselves are not free either.
Above them reign other gods, invisible and enigmatic: “[t]hat’s what’s known as

infinity.” (35) An implacable fate without cause or reason leads events and the fate of
men. It is in this way that Œdipus symbolizes the human condition, though modern in the
context of Cocteau’s creation. Without landmarks, man does not understand himself, nor
does he comprehend his existence.
5. Conclusion
It is with myth that Cocteau illustrates the unapproachable.

The echoes or

correspondences between the visible universe and the invisible world are constants in his
work, whether it is in film, theatre, or poetry. As a poet, Cocteau puts in writing the
sighted person’s invisible and the blind person’s visible. In The Infernal Machine, the
manifestations of the invisible take place in the world of the dead or the gods. In
performance, they thus take on a theatrical shape, which the production emphasizes and
dramatizes. The imaginary is ubiquitous: the invisible burst through the frontiers of the
visible; the universe takes on new and unsuspected dimensions; dream permits a better
understanding of the truth. In Cocteau’s world reality is not limited to the physical world
accessible by only the senses: it goes beyond. The dead live, only differently. The
appearance of the Ghost of Laius in Act I is followed by the ghost of Jocasta in Act IV.
The dead and the living continue to converse. Infinity is peopled with deities. If the
Sphinx and Anubis are personified, other mysterious powers manifest their presence,
certainly impalpable but incontestable, as “there are gods above gods” (35). In Act I, the
spectre of the late king appears to the soldiers in an uncertain form on the wall, described
by a one as “a kind of transparent statue”20,

“we could see his mouth when it was open

and he had a little white beard, and a red blotch near his right ear.” (11) It is a soul in
20

In Bermel’s translation, the first descriptor of “une espèce de status transparent” has been omitted: we
have translated this phrase. (“[U]ne espèce de status transparent [dont il voit surtout] la barbe et le trou noir
de la bouche qui parle, et une tache rouge, sur la tempe, une tache rouge vif” (55)).

pain, which is not free to show itself to mortals nor to disappear before them. In the same
way, the Sphinx appears only in an imaginary form before Œdipus, after a sudden and
supernatural metamorphosis. Jocasta, at last, at the moment of the dénouement, appears
after her death to accompany the blind Œdipus. She belongs henceforth to another world
that mortal eyes can no longer see: “[y]ou see me because you are blind. The others do
not see me.” (94) This theme of vision demonstrates the passage between life and death,
the visible and the invisible since, to quote Anubis, “[m]any men are born blind and don’t
realize it till the day truth tears their eyes open” (58). Cocteau, in 1949, referred to this
line to emphasize the blindness of men: “[d]estiny is on the move. It approaches in
silence. Blind and deaf men can not see it nor hear it. It appears suddenly. And it is by
seeing it face to face that Œedipus gouges out his own eyes.”
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TWO

THEOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY: MUTUAL MEDIATIONS

Radical Orthodoxy
This essay is about the mutual and mutually critical mediations between theology and
sociology introduced in the opening chapter. There can be no talk of such mediations today, by
either theologian or social scientist, without consideration of John Milbank’s damning rejection
of all mediation in his Theology and Social Theory.1 That, therefore, is where we begin.
Milbank stands in bold opposition to every modern and post-modern effort to delineate a place,
called “the secular,” which is free from divine purpose. He argues that, since all human reality is
governed by the vocation to fellowship with God, there is no such place, and that the person
oriented to God, indeed the Christian person oriented to God in Christ, is the fully real person.2
Following Blondel, a Milbank theological hero, who argues that “participation in the
eternal generation of the logos is that to which omnia intendunt assimilari deo properly applies,”3
Milbank argues what I argued in the opening chapter, namely, that “without an acknowledgment
of the supernatural, our account of reality is incomplete.”4 But he goes further. There is no need
for mediation: theology is already a social science, indeed it alone is its own adequate social
science, and social science is already theology.5 Without theology, there is no adequate social
scientific explanation, while theology needs no mediation by the social sciences.6 Theology,
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“which has frequently sought to borrow from elsewhere a fundamental account of society or
history and then to see what theological insights will cohere with it...will have to provide its own
account of the final causes at work in human history, on the basis of its own particular and
historically specific faith.”7 Milbank’s disjunction is stark: either radical orthodoxy or nihilism.
It is a strong thesis, strongly held, and it has generated equally strong passions for and against.
English sociologist, David Martin, complains that “for all its architectonic brilliance,
Milbank’s book is less useful to practitioners and less convincing because he devised a
metadiscourse far above the analyses we actually carry out. Milbank engaged in obliteration
bombing in which the whole discipline was obscured in a pall of smoke.”8 It is fair comment.
American sociologist, John Coleman, judges that Milbank’s project is to have theology autogenerate its own sociology, believing “that theology always encounters in sociology only another
form of theology in disguise.”9 Coleman’s judgment is echoed from a theological perspective by
English theologian, Aidan Nichols, who complains that, “despite numerous true judgments, good
maxims, and beautiful insights to be scattered throughout this book, its overall message is
deplorable. His objections can be summed up in two words: ‘hermeticism’ and ‘theocracy.’”10
By hermeticism Nichols means the complete isolation of Christian discourse and action within a
separate universe of thought and action where they are free from the influence of any secular
wisdom. This protest against hermeticism is an eminently Catholic theological objection which
needs to be more fully explicated, and I shall return to it in a moment. By theocracy, he means
the restoration of Augustine’s civitas Dei or, perhaps more tellingly for Anglican Milbank,
Richard Hooker’s Respublica Christiana with its three pillars of Scripture, Tradition, and
Reason. Gregory Baum, the Canadian theologian who has done more than any other Catholic
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theologian to incorporate sociology into his theology, describes Milbank’s work as an
“outstanding intellectual achievement,” but immediately adds that, “because I find his postmodern deconstruction of reason and truth unconvincing, the book also disturbs me.”11 I agree.
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American theologian, Michael Baxter, is more personally in tune with Milbank’s overall
radical orthodoxy project. He suggests that Coleman has not really come to terms with
Milbank’s argument. Milbank, he argues, would concede that sociology can be of assistance to
theology. “But he [Milbank] would also argue that the validity of all sociological descriptions
and explanations and their positions within the overall Christian narrative must ultimately be
determined by theology...which is why theology must be restored to its position of ‘queen of the
sciences.’”12 Baxter points out that Coleman’s, or anyone’s, understanding of the relation
between theology and sociology needs to be argued theologically, and appears to go further to
argue, following Browning, that sociology should be situated within a broader practical theology
and that practical theology should be situated within Milbank’s radical orthodoxy.13 As a
Catholic theologian, I accept Baxter’s challenge to reflect on Milbank’s project theologically,
and leave to sociologists the sociological critique.14
Theology and Social Theory is not a stand-alone book, nor is its project a stand-alone
project. Both book and project are part of a larger project of a group of young, Cambridgetrained theologians to establish, yet again, a nouvelle théologie to confront and deconstruct the
trendiest and most influential European thinkers of the modern and post-modern eras. Their
project is set out programmatically in an edited collection of essays under the revealing title
Radical Orthodoxy: A New Theology,15 and may be described as the articulation of an allencompassing Christian perspective to supersede and reign over all modern and postmodern
secularisms, which Milbank reduces to nihilism. Hence the disjunction: either this new radical
theology, which is orthodox, Augustinian, and Christianly neo-Platonic, or nihilism; either the
eternal civitas Dei or the chimeric civitas mundi. Theological perspective is “the only non-
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nihilistic perspective and the only perspective able to uphold even finite reality.”16
The Catholic theologian is reminded of the nineteenth century controversies surrounding
Bautain and De Lamennais, the former’s fideism proclaiming that revelation, received in faith, is
the primary guiding force of all truth, the latter’s traditionalism holding that the seeker of truth
must rely on faith alone as communicated in the tradition of the Catholic Church. Both teachings
were reactions against the extreme rationalism of the time; both also, however, succeeded only in
standing rationalism on its head. Orthodox Catholicism rejected both fideism and traditionalism
along with the rationalism that spawned them. Against rationalism, the First Vatican Council
taught that belief in revealed truth is “not because its intrinsic truth is seen in the natural light of
reason, but because of the authority of God who reveals it.”17 Against fideism and
traditionalism, it taught that the submission of faith must be “consonant with reason”18 and that
“the assent of faith is in no way a blind impulse.”19
Popes Pius XII and John Paul II, each in his own way, confirmed this position as
thoroughly Catholic and further explicated it for modern times in their respective encyclicals
Humani Generis and Fides et Ratio. John Paul specifically warns against the resurgent fideism
which disdains “the classical philosophy from which the terms of both the understanding of faith
and the actual formulation of dogmas have been drawn.”20 Milbank, somewhat sheepishly,
confesses that “not without distress do I realize that some of my conclusions here coincide with
those of reactionaries in the Vatican.”21 That confession, however, does injustice to even the
most reactionary of Vatican reactionaries. An unbridgeable chasm stands between the fideist
and speculatively traditionalist views of radical orthodoxy and the views of even the most
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ultramontane of Vatican denizens. The chasm divides suspicion of exaggerated reason and
elimination of all reason by obliteration bombing.
In their programmatic Radical Orthodoxy, Milbank, Pickstock, and Ward explain how
their new theology is radical. It is radical, first, “in the sense of a return to patristic and medieval
roots, and especially to the Augustinian vision of all knowledge as divine illumination -- a notion
which transcends the modern bastard dualisms of faith and reason, grace and nature.” It is
radical, second, “in the sense of seeking to deploy this recovered vision systematically to
criticize modern society, culture, politics, art, science and philosophy with an unprecedented
boldness.” It is radical, third, in the sense that “via such engagements we do have also to rethink
the tradition.”22 It is radical in a fourth sense which they do not mention though it is obvious,
important, and fully explicative of their overall project, and so I mention it for them. Not only
are the proponents of radical orthodoxy all Cambridge-trained theologians, they are also all
Anglicans of that persuasion known as Anglo-Catholicism, which grew out of a twofold root, a
profound commitment to Christian tradition and a deep dissatisfaction with the concrete
Anglican and Roman Catholic historical incarnations of that tradition. By conviction, AngloCatholics are committed to tradition; by judgment, neither historical Anglicanism nor Roman
Catholicism provide an adequate institutional basis for faithfulness to the Christian tradition.
“Therefore,” R. R. Reno, an American Episcopal theologian, comments “a tradition had to be
invented. Of course, this invention was denied.”23
Anglo-Catholicism is characterized “by an extensive archaeology of patristic and
medieval texts, endless recoveries of Catholic-leaning figures in early Anglicanism, as well as
extensive borrowings from post-Tridentine Roman theology and sacramental practice. Yet,
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however ancient the pieces, however venerable the raw material, the actual structure and form of
Anglo-Catholicism emerged out of an idealized picture of catholic faith and practice.”24 For
Anglo-Catholics, there is no choice but to turn to speculative ideal, because the concrete word
and sacrament in which the tradition is historically enshrined is inadequate. The “new” theology
of radical orthodoxy embraces this ideal tradition free from all the manifest imperfections of the
historical Christian forms. Nichols judges that, in Milbank’s case, “malgré lui, with the
discovery of his Anglicanism,” the term “ideal” must be reinstated.25
Unfortunately, among the concrete historical forms from which the ideal tradition and the
new theology free Christians are the forms that define God, as mediated in the concrete Jewish
Christ, as mediated in the historical Christian Church which is his Body, however dirty,
damaged, and misshapen it might be. As a Catholic theologian in that Body, I see no real choice
in history but to echo Peter’s “Lord, to whom shall we go?” (John 6:68). Reno is utterly correct.
“To escape the patterns of theological modernism, therefore, the first task is not to reject,
imagine and invent. Instead, we must train ourselves in that which modernity rejects most
thoroughly and fatally: the discipline of receiving [and, I would add in agreement with Milbank,
purifying] that which has been given. We must eat the scrolls that the Lord has given us, and
dwell amid his people.”26 There are multiple correct judgments, brilliant insights, and bright
ideas in Milbank’s project. Sadly, however, as Bernard Lonergan trenchantly informed me in his
seminar, not every bright idea is a right idea and, in the final analysis, the radical orthodoxy
project is theologically fatally flawed because it is at odds theologically with the very Christian
tradition it seeks to promote. It is, therefore, to be theologically rejected.
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Theology and Social Context
Milbank is not the first English scholar to concern himself with the mutual mediations of
theology and sociology. Two others, one a distinguished theologian, Robin Gill, the other a
distinguished sociologist and Anglican priest, David Martin, have long examined connection
between the two. It is one of the greater puzzles in Milbank’s book that he makes no mention of
either, though both are overtly Christian thinkers whose projects are intimately related to his
own. Gill, citing Berger with approval, points out what every sociologist takes for granted,
namely, that however much theologians may strive to influence society they themselves are
inevitably first influenced by the society in which they live. Long before they start doing
theology, and while they are doing theology, theologians are persons living in and formed by a
particular socio-historical context. Their personal context, they themselves, and the theology
they produce, are all products of that socio-historical context and can, therefore, be “illuminated
by the lighting apparatus of the sociologist.”27 Milbank acknowledges the import of social
context when he locates himself in an Augustinian context; I acknowledge it when I locate him
in an Anglo-Catholic context. Here is one way in which sociology can be helpful to theology, by
providing social, contextual information which theologians cannot afford to ignore if they wish
to understand themselves, be credible in a post-modern world, and communicate effectively in
the world in which they live.
This same point has been made by Robert Doran in his monumental explication and
extension of Lonergan’s meta-methodology of theology. For Lonergan, as I have already
explained, the total enterprise of theology unfolds in two phases. A first phase, which includes
the functional specialities of research, interpretation, history, and dialectic, is indirect discourse
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and mediates the past to the present. A second phase, which includes the specialties of
foundations, doctrines, systematics, and communications, is direct discourse and mediates the
present to the future. “There is a theology in oratione obliqua that tells what Paul and John,
Augustine and Aquinas, and anyone else had to say about God and the economy of salvation.
But there is also a theology in oratione recta in which the theologian, enlightened by the past,
confronts the problems of his own day.”28 In Lonergan’s intentionality analysis, the functional
specialty foundations occurs on the fourth level of human consciousness, the level of
deliberation and decision. It is “a fully conscious decision about one’s horizon, one’s outlook,
one’s world-view. It deliberately selects the framework in which doctrines have their
meanings.”29 Doran adds that an essential part of horizon and outlook is the self-appropriation
of the theologian which results from intellectual, moral, religious, and psychic conversion.30
Social science can illuminate the converted theologian’s horizon.
Gill suggests that sociology can illuminate not only the theologian’s personally converted
horizon but also the social context of her or his theology in three different ways. First, if
theologians wish to communicate to society at large, and not just to the choir of convinced
believers, sociology can clarify for them the social context in which their theology is both
construed and effectively received. If they wish, however, to communicate only to the
community of believers, they can ignore social context and communicate exclusively in the
special, sometimes arcane, categories of traditional theology. Second, in assessing the mutual
correlation between faith and praxis, sociology can clarify what may be called the social
structure of theology, the actual is of a religious or theological situation rather than the ought to
be. As long as sociologists stay within the limits of their discipline to describe the is and do not
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intrude on theological prescription of the ought to be, they can be of great help to the theologian
assessing faith in practice. Third, sociology can also help the theologian assess the social
consequences of theology as long as, again, it is restricted to assessing, and not evaluating, those
consequences. Evaluation of theological consequences is the task of theology, but sociology can
greatly assist theological evaluation by supplying detailed assessment of them.31 Sociology,
then, can illuminate theologians and their theologies in four different ways: by illuminating the
intellectually, morally, religiously, and psychically converted theologian’s horizon, by
illuminating her or his social context and social structure, and by illuminating the social
consequences of her or his theology. All four ways will recur throughout this book.
Karl Rahner presents practical theology as a descriptive/critical discipline, very much in
line with Gill’s presentation of sociological description followed by theological prescription.
“Practical theology is that theological discipline which is concerned with the Church’s selfactualisation here and now – both that which is and that which ought to be.”32 The task of
practical theology embraces both description and evaluation of the present situation, including
the present situation of doctrine. For description, it relies on social science; for evaluation,
theology critically distills this social scientific data through theological and ecclesial filters. The
assistance received from the social sciences is description of the present situation; theology alone
then carries out the task of theological and religious evaluation. Rahner explains why theology
needs the social sciences for assessment. The present theological or ecclesial situation cannot be
deduced abstractly from prior dogmatic and theological knowledge; it can be concretely
described only by practical analysis of the situation. This is in accord with Lonergan’s empirical
principle: “there are no true factual judgments without a foundation in relevant data,”33 and the
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relevant empirical data are supplied by social scientific research. The social sciences offer a
range of scientific tools for that analysis, and theology, drawing on its own tradition and
principles, can then suggest courses of action consonant with that tradition and those principles.
The Second Vatican Council articulated the very same principle on, one can safely assume, the
very same foundation. “In pastoral care, sufficient use should be made not only of theological
principles but also of the secular sciences, especially sociology and psychology.”34
This approach shows a family resemblance to Don Browning’s “descriptive theology.”
Descriptive theology is, broadly, “horizon analysis; it attempts to analyze the horizon of cultural
and religious meanings that surround our religious and secular practices.”35 Since this horizon
embraces the human actors in the practice, including the researcher-actor, what Boisen called
“the human document,”36 descriptive theology cannot be just a sociological task, if sociology is
understood as a narrowly empirical science. If sociology, however, is understood as a
hermeneutical discipline, as it is in the sociology of knowledge, which I will consider in the next
chapter, descriptive theology and hermeneutical sociology merge into one another.
Hermeneutical sociology sees its task as dialogue between the concrete realities and practices
which the researcher studies and the multiple theories and pre-understandings embedded in the
human document. Material, psychological, and social realities that determine the researchers are
placed within the larger meanings that direct their actions, research, and conclusions.37 “These
larger meanings that constitute the theory embedded in our practices,” Browning argues,
“invariably have a religious dimension. This is why hermeneutic sociology, when properly
conceived, fades into descriptive theology.”38 If, as I argued in the previous chapter, every
human situation is a graced situation, then every sociological effort to describe the present
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situation comprehensively will ultimately have to transition or fade from sociological to
theological analysis. The former will describe the empirical facets of the situation, the latter the
theological facets.
This fading of sociology into theology will not be easily accepted by the sociologist, nor
will the fading of theology into sociology be easily accepted by the theologian, but I believe
Browning’s formulation is an important contribution to the mediation of the two disciplines. His
later contribution to the national debate on family in the United States, From Culture Wars to
Common Ground, is a brilliant exemplar of both descriptive theology and the successful
integration of sociology and theology. This work, Browning suggests, differs from standard
theological text in that “we work hard not only to state the theological and ethical ideals that
should govern families, but also to speak of the actual development and social conditions that
allow them to be made manifest in the lives of persons.”39 In other words, he and his co-authors
work hard to illuminate the socio-historical contexts in which theological and ethical ideals
might flourish. Browning’s argument, and mine in this book, is that such illumination requires
the contributions of disciplines beyond theology and that theologians ignore these contributions
on peril of failing to communicate in the real world and becoming irrelevant.
The ethical life of real people is an obvious place for sociology to assess scientifically the
social consequences of theological doctrine and principle, and Gill brilliantly exemplifies the
correlational methodology involved in his Churchgoing and Christian Ethics. Intrigued by the
turn towards character and virtue in ethics and puzzled by the fact that virtue ethicists,
principally Hauerwas and, I would add, Milbank, demonstrate a remarkable ambivalence about
the ethical communities required to socialize people in character and virtue, Gill seeks to assess
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the difference historical church communities make. Hauerwas enunciates his, and surely also
Milbank’s, dilemma. “We must admit that the church has not been a society of trust and virtue.
At most, people identify the church as a place where the young learn ‘morals’, but the ‘morals’
often prove to be little more than conventional pieties coupled with a few unintelligible
‘don’t’s’.”40 The Church as it ought to be can enshrine Christian virtues properly, but
unfortunately the church as it is in history does not do so properly. In Hauerwas’ judgment, the
Church as it ought to be, read as Hauerwas believes it should be, has not yet happened in its two
thousand year history. The sociologist interested in the social context of theology cannot help
but notice that Hauerwas’ attitude to the churches that are hardened, and his attitude to the
church that could be became ever more hyperbolic and abstract, with his move from the
University of Notre Dame to Duke University.41 Fergusson notes correctly that “the church
advocated by Hauerwas nowhere exists. It is a fantasy community, the conception of which fails
to reflect the ways in which the members of the church are also positioned within civil
society.”42
Gill proposes a different approach, rooted in the churches that historically are. He
proposes to assess real churches as socializers of virtue by sociologically assessing the ethical
values of those who may legitimately be called churchgoers. Churchgoing discriminates
between those who attend church and those who do not and, by employing churchgoing as an
independent or explanatory variable, Gill can correlate the various values, virtues, and behaviors
of churchgoers and non-churchgoers. Using large data sets from Britain, Ireland, Australia, and
the United States, embracing Catholics, Anglicans, and Evangelicals, Gill is able to show that
“there are broad patterns of Christian beliefs, teleology, and altruism which distinguish
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churchgoers as a whole from non-churchgoers.”43 Churchgoers in all these traditions show more
concern for the needy than non-churchgoers; they are more opposed to abortion, capital
punishment, and euthanasia; they are more likely to see purpose in life; they are more likely to
support social and moral order; they are more concerned with the environment; they are less
racist; they have a greater sense of having and being able to make a positive contribution to
world problems; they are more engaged in political life (voting, for instance); they are more
engaged in voluntary activities within their communities; they are more likely to show concern
for what they see as declining moral standards. In spite of their far-from-perfect Churches, the
distinctiveness of churchgoers across the Christian traditions is documentably real.
The distinctiveness of churchgoers is also relative, that is, the values, virtues, and
behaviors of churchgoers are shared to a degree by non-churchgoers. Gill demonstrates not that
churchgoing is the only cause of specific values, virtues, and behaviors but that these virtues and
behaviors are more present in churchgoers than in non-churchgoers. That is sufficient
sociological description for the theologian to proceed to the theological prescription that
churchgoing is good and ought to be. The picture that emerges from Gill’s study is much like
the picture postulated theoretically by Alasdair McIntyre. Eschewing the dichotomy between
church and society embraced by Hauerwas and Milbank, McIntyre argues that real society, as
distinct from ideal society, is “a mélange of moral thoughts and practice...fragments from the
tradition – virtue concepts for the most part – are still to be found alongside characteristically
modern and individualist concepts such as those of rights or utility.”44 In the real world,
churches are partially distinct from and partially overlap with non-church, “secular,”
communities. The values, virtues, and behaviors of churchgoers, therefore, those who belong to
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the churches with greater commitment and intensity, would intuitively be expected to be both
partially distinct from and partially overlapping with those of non-churchgoers. That is exactly
what Gill’s scientific assessment demonstrates. “The distinctiveness of churchgoers is real but
relative.”45
Gill’s overall conclusion is an important conclusion also for this book. Virtue ethics
makes claims about moral communities which can be empirically tested for truth. Sociology,
with its scientific assessment, not theoretical ethics with sweeping, hyperbolic, idealistic claims,
can provide that testing. “Of course, actual, as distinct from idealized, communities are likely to
be ambiguous and messy moral carriers. People argue and fight, they disagree and conflict, and
even in the most conformist communities there are always idiosyncratic non-conformists.
Church communities are no exceptions.”46 As Gill, and Greeley,47 have shown, however,
historical churches, Christianly ambiguous and messy though they may be, are genuine carriers
of value, virtue, and behavior. Making grand, idealistic claims is so easy that it is ultimately
unhelpful to practical theologians. Making claims that fit the real situation is more difficult, time
consuming, and to some scary, but a truthful description of what is is the minimum starting point
for any theological prescription of both what ought to be and how it might come to be. This
argument will recur later when we consider Catholic ethical prescriptions related to
contraception and divorce and remarriage without annulment.
David Martin is another who believes that mediation between theology and sociology is
not only possible but also mutually enriching, though he warns of the difficulties such mediation
faces. Theology and sociology are similar to the degree that, in distinction from the hard
sciences, the material and criteria of both are soft and this similarity makes it difficult to
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establish how the one relates to the other. “Those trying to relate the precarious to the precarious
may well lose their footing.”48 Martin articulates the condition of mutual mediation as an
exposition of “the socio-logic informing a symbol system” and the consideration of the light that
can throw on “the form and the development of the theo-logic.” When the correspondences are
examined with care, and neither discipline is reduced to the other, “the result may be mutual
enrichment rather than a mutual destruction.”49 Another problem arises for mediation between
sociology and theology: neither discipline operates according to an undisputed paradigm. There
are multiple ways of doing theology, for example, neo-Platonic Augustine and Aristotelian
Aquinas, transcendental Rahner and neo-Orthodox Barth, and there are multiple ways of doing
sociology, Durkheim and Weber variously open to religion, Marx totally closed to it. The
procedures and operation in each discipline are far from univocal; they are related only by family
likenesses which enable one to recognize that both Rahner and Barth are doing theology and
Durkheim and Marx are doing sociology. This paradigmatic multivalence makes Baxter’s
question inescapable: “Whose theology? Which sociology?”50 The answer to both those
questions is a precondition for any discussion of mediation between theology and sociology.
Martin insists that religion always takes place in a social context and under conditions
which “yield sociological rules as to the average likelihood of conversion. Religions tend not to
phrase their accounts of conversion in this way, but rather to envisage religious change as a deus
ex machina. The ex is overemphasized.”51 He has illustrated this connection between social
context and religious faith in two major sociological studies. In his General Theory of
Secularization,52 Martin draws a map of Europe, displaying where religion is vibrant as judged
by standard religiosity measures, adherence to doctrine, church attendance, and strong religious
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identity. Where religion flourishes on this map, in Ireland, Poland, Croatia, the Basque country
of Spain, Brittany, Flanders, it flourishes in correlation with the same social context and under
the same conditions. There is in all these regions: first, historic opposition to a “secular” capital;
second, the support of a distinctive language and myth of a nation or cultural enclave within a
nation; third, a historic border with another country or culture. “The peninsula of Brittany
defends a distinctive language and faith against secular Paris; likewise the Basques defend their
faith, language and land against what they call ‘atheist’ Madrid. Flemish-speaking Flanders
defends itself against French-speaking Brussels...[The influence of religion] finally acquires
maximum influence in the ultimate island of Ireland. And there, of course, lies the border of the
great confessions, as well as a border of ethnic groups and historic myths.”53
There is good and bad news here for religion and theologians. The good news is that
there are enclaves of culturally-sustained religious flourishing. The bad news is that almost all
these religio-cultural enclaves, with the possible exceptions of north-west Ireland and Croatia,
Serbia, Bosnia, are now more of historical than genuinely religious interest. The sociological
evidence shows that the great European secular centers, London, Paris, Brussels, Madrid,
strengthen and their religious peripheries weaken. Martin advances only minor evidence in
support of this claim. “Catholics in Glasgow suddenly felt no special obligation to go to church.
The rate of reproduction in Catholic southern Europe has now dropped below the rate in
Protestant northern Europe, and in some areas is below replacement.”54 He could have selected
multiple data in reference to his enclaves, sociological descriptive assessment which, again,
provides realistic information for theological prescription.55
As his General Theory maps European religiousness and details its relationship to social
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context, Martin’s Tongues of Fire56 charts the spread of Pentecostal sects throughout Latin
America. He raises three preliminary questions from general sociological theory. What is the
socio-historical situation: what religious traditions are actually available in Latin America?
What are the social conditions that might lead to a change of dominant tradition? What
geographical locations are most vulnerable to the supplanting of the dominant tradition? He
correlates his answers to social context. In Latin America, the Pentecostal teaching of the
universal action of the Holy Spirit is close enough to the dominant Catholic doctrine of the
action of the Spirit to make Latin America fertile soil for Pentecostalism. Mobility is an
important social factor that makes it easy to hear and embrace previously unheard messages, and
therefore to challenge the dominance of Catholicism, and in Latin America there is mobility of
every kind, from rural countryside to urban megalopolis, from one religious enclave to another,
from one country to another, from the center of life to the margins. The inroad of new
Pentecostal messages can actually be detailed in both time and place. “Chile and Brazil are
respectively 20 and 13 per cent evangelical, Guatemala 30 per cent, Mexico 6-7 per cent. The
Andean republics are relatively resistant with the proportion of evangelicals at about 5 per
cent.”57
All of these variations, Martin argues, are to be understood in terms of social context, in
terms of the response of evangelical Pentecostalism to the demographic, economic, and moral
changes in Latin America. Two American studies are in a somewhat similar vein. Stark and
Bainbridge show the statistical probabilities in the United States for conversion to New Age,
evangelical sects, or cults, and provide a set of indicators that show who is particularly
vulnerable to recruitment by such groups.58 Patricia Wittberg shows that the religious
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denominations and orders that are flourishing in the United States are flourishing to the degree to
which they respond innovatively to the hungers, strains, and stresses of modern American
society. She urges all religious organizations to look carefully at the specific hungers and
stresses of society before deciding on any prescription to respond to them.59 She urges in the
concrete what I have urged several times already in the abstract: description before prescription.

A reductionist interpretation lurks here, and is to be resisted. It is one thing to show that
theological ideas arise in social contexts and a totally other thing to claim that they are only
reflections of and are sufficiently explained by that social context. Conclusion from the
contextual origin of an idea to its falsity commits the simplest of logical errors known as the
generic fallacy. Research and analysis can show the contextual origins of an idea, but only a
reasoned judgment can declare the idea to be true or false. It is perfectly possible that an idea, in
any province of meaning, can be shown to be correlated with a given social context and still be
true. Not only sociologists can be guilty of reductionism; so also can theologians. Theologians
are tempted, for instance, to assign everything religious to the grace of the Holy Spirit, or the
demon, depending on who is talking and what they are talking about. Martin agrees
theologically about the universal grace of the Spirit, but also points out that “the lava of the
Spirit runs along the lines of social fault, and the wind of the Spirit blows according to a chart of
high and low pressures.”60 Wittberg adds that “not only does the lava of the Holy Spirit flow
through existing societal fault lines, the mustard seed of ecclesial structures subsequently sprouts
and grows in the same volcanic soil.”61 It is a modern version of the classic Thomistic principle
that grace builds on nature. I am arguing at this point, both philosophically and theologically,
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that even if the Spirit does follow, and can be shown to be following, social fault lines,
theological truth can grow in those faults and in that volcanic soil.
Wittberg complains, with justification, about the blithe willingness of some theologians
“to make statements and predictions in ignorance of the way societal ‘fault lines’ affect the
phenomena they are describing.”62 Lonergan’s empirical principle recurs again: there are no true
factual judgments without a foundation in relevant data. The social scientist urges the theologian
to learn this principle, to take it seriously, and to look to the sociologist for the factual
description of the relevant social data. To refuse to take the empirical principle seriously, to
construct a theology that ignores sociological description of the facts, opens theology to the
charge that it is arcane and anachronistic, a charge many students of sociology take as already
proven. The theologian must learn that, though theological ideas are not wholly determined by
social fault lines, social context, or history, they are nevertheless rooted in and sustained by
those fault lines and contexts. It goes without saying that the sociologist must equally learn that,
while sociological ideas are not wholly determined by either social context or history, they are
inescapably related to the social and historical bases that sustain them.
Neither sociology nor theology originates in a vacuum. The natural sciences take for
granted “objective” knowledge and the separation of a neutral observing subject and observed
object; the human sciences take for granted an interconnection of an active, involved subject and
object. “Both the social scientist and the social action studied by them have been produced by
the same history. Social scientists do not stand on neutral ground; they find themselves in a
position that has been affected by the object they intend to study.”63 Irish poet, William Butler
Yeats, makes the same point in more poetic language: “Whatever flames upon the night man’s
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own resinous heart has fed.”64 Polanyi articulates the same thing in his now widely-accepted
thesis of personal knowledge: all knowledge is the knowledge of an active, involved subject, and
it rests on tacit, unproven assumptions and bases.65 This is put in “religious” language thus: all
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knowledge rests on some prior faith. Social scientists are tempted to forget this, and they are to
be called to acknowledge it, every bit as much as theologians.

Symbolic Realism
The final movement in this chapter begins with sociologist Robert Bellah and what he
calls symbolic realism. Bellah shares his interest in, though not necessarily his understanding of,
symbol with a host of other major commentators, all of whom agree that the human animal is a
symbolic animal.66 The human animal is active, that is, in the transformation of sensuous
realities into more than sensuous symbols embodying abstract reality and meaning, a process that
is called symbolic transformation. The agent of symbolic transformation is human society. “The
potter, and not the pot,” Whitehead comments, “is responsible for the shape of the pot.”67 He
also articulates the commonly-held answer to the question of why symbolic transformation and
symbolism, an answer which may be subsumed under two statements. Symbolism organizes
“the miscellaneous crowd into a smoothly running community,” and it achieves this organization
by making “connected thought possible by expressing it, while at the same time it automatically
directs action.”68 Symbols move the human animal to thought, action, and feelings consonant
with the thought and action. The critical question for our purposes in this book, however, is
neither the shape of the pot or symbol nor its function, but what the symbol represents or means.
Interpretation is needed here, and where there is interpretation there will perforce be dialectic.
Symbols and their meanings are correlative, that is, though a symbol and its meanings are
distinguishable they are inseparable, a knowing subject cannot know one without simultaneously
knowing the other. Cassirer puts this forcefully. Symbols “are not imitations but organs of
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reality, since it is solely by their agency that anything real becomes an object for intellectual
apprehension, and as such is made visible to us.”69 For all human purposes a symbol is the
meanings and reality it symbolizes in representation. The flag is the country in representation,
the water of baptism is death to old and rebirth to new life in representation, a kiss is the love
between lovers in representation. Symbols also differ from signs. A sign is related to what it
signifies in a fixed and unique way, a symbol is characterized “not by its uniformity but by its
versatility. It is not rigid or inflexible but mobile.”70 It is precisely the versatility or
multivalency of symbols that make them more complex and opaque than simple signs. This
opacity “constitutes the depth of the symbol which, it will be said, is inexhaustible.”71 Both the
multivalency and opacity of symbols demand that they be interpreted and create the possibility
that interpretation itself will be multivalent. The multivalent interpretation of symbols is
abundantly documented throughout history.
There are multiple modern definitions of religion, but many betray a family resemblance:
“religion is a system of symbols.” Bellah, for instance, defines religion as “a set of symbols
providing the most general level of orientation to reality.”72 Anthropologist Clifford Geertz
defines it as “a system of symbols which acts to...[formulate] conceptions of a general order of
existence...”73 Theologian Herbert Richardson defines it as that symbol system which evokes
“the felt-whole.”74 The sociological, anthropological, philosophical, and theological discovery
of the importance of myth, ritual, and symbol in the nineteenth century, led to a change of
attitude towards religion. Alongside the post-enlightenment conviction that religion could not be
taken seriously on its own terms, there developed another approach which held that the symbols
of
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religion were not entirely false but contained a kernel of truth. The student of religion always
has to determine what that truth is.
For Marx, and his explanatory principle of class struggle, both the truth and falsity of
religion were easy to express: the symbols of religion are opiates for heartless and soulless
conditions, nothing more. “Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless
world, and the soul of soulless conditions. It is the opium of the people.”75 For Freud, and his
discovery of the unconscious, the symbols of religion express the universal Oedipus complex.
The biblical God is the primordial father toward whom sons feel both rebellion and guilt because
of this feeling. The wish to kill the father, the wish to be killed for this unspeakable desire, and
the wish to be raised to the right hand of the father are all summed up in the biblical Christ.76
Religious symbols mean no more than that. Emile Durkheim, one of the founding fathers of the
sociology of religion, disagreed with Freud. The reality lying behind religious symbols is not the
Oedipus complex but society and the morality that expresses it. The appropriate morality for
modern society is a developed individualism, which was nurtured by Christianity but no longer
needs Christian symbols to sustain it.77 Max Weber, sociology of religion’s second father, made
no claim to know the meaning lying behind religious symbols. His perspective was, rather, that
the beliefs behind the symbols could not be taken seriously by the scientist but that the social
consequences of those beliefs had to be taken seriously. This approach spawned the brilliant
analysis in his classic Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.78
Bellah dubs all these approaches “symbolic reductionism,” and opposes them to his own
approach named “symbolic realism,” which holds that religious symbols “express reality and are
not reducible to empirical propositions.”79 Symbolic realism moves along the path traced by
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Ricoeur: symbols are opaque and their depth of meaning is inexhaustible. Some social scientists,
Bellah argues, have come to believe that there are depths in religious symbols that they have
scarcely begun to fathom, and that even “the great symbols that justify science itself rest on
unprovable assumptions sustained at the deepest levels of our consciousness.”80 The same
suggestion of the non-literality, depth, and irreducibility of symbols in general, and therefore of
religious symbols in specific, has been made by a number of other thinkers from a variety of
disciplines. Psychologist Liam Hudson has argued it,81 as have philosopher Max Black,82
scientist Ian Barbour,83 and theologians Karl Rahner,84 Michael Lawler,85 and Ian Ramsey.86
This convergence of methodologies, Bellah judges, can only be beneficial to both the sociologist
and theologian. “If the theologian comes to his subject with the assumption of symbolic realism,
as many seem to be doing, then we are in a situation where for the first time in centuries
theologian and secular intellectual can speak the same language.”87 I approve the boon in that,
but I also see a methodological problem.
Bellah makes two claims: symbolic realism is “the only adequate basis for the social
scientific study of religion” and religion “is sui generis.”88 Both these claims cry out for
demonstration, but no demonstration is forthcoming. This non-demonstration, indeed the
implied impossibility of any demonstration, raises the specter that the claims derive from
ideology and not science. As a theologian, I am totally committed to the symbolic realist
approach to religious and theological interpretation, but I share Gill’s concern about Bellah’s
symbolic realism. If, indeed, symbolic realism becomes an ideology sociologically, it may be
“of considerable use to the theologian, but of distinctly less use to the sociologist.”89 The kind of
mediation between sociology and theology which I have outlined already in this book requires
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the disciplines to remain disciplinarily separate and to make their distinctive contributions, the
one as scientifically descriptive the other as theologically prescriptive based on this description.
Any conflation of sociology and theology, which seems to me to be implicit in Bellah’s
approach, makes the sociology of religion less relevant to general sociology and, therefore, of
necessity, also to theology.
I am more attracted to the methodological mediation between sociology and theology
Gill suggests, a mediation which depends on an als ob or as if methodology, with the essential
proviso that this approach is to be fully understood as methodological and in no way ontological.
Using such a methodology, “the sociologist would work as if there were social determinants of
all human [including religious] interactions – believing as an individual, though, that there may
not be.”90 Sociologists would, that is, treat all religious phenomena as exclusively social
phenomena, whether they believe there is epistemological truth embedded in them or not. They
have to believe, not that religious phenomena are exclusively social phenomena, that would be
sociological imperialism, only that they cannot exclude any such phenomena from social
examination. Theologians would also work with an as if methodology, but with different
assumptions. They would work as if all religious and theological language had a transcendental
cause and referent; they must “take seriously the possible reality of reference in the term
‘God’.”91 They have to believe methodologically not that religious phenomena are explained
exclusively by transcendental causes, that would be theological imperialism, only that they
cannot exclude transcendental causes from their analysis. This methodology does not conflate
the task of sociologist and theologian, but leaves both free to pursue their specific analyses
according to the research canons of their respective disciplines.
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Gill’s methodological suggestion is analogous to one that Maurice Wiles proposed to
theologians speaking of the doctrine of creation. Miles argued that theologians speaking of
creation are obliged to employ two stories, the one scientific, the other theological. On the one
hand, they tell the scientific story of evolution; on the other hand, they tell the symbolic,
mythological story of the Spirit of God moving over the chaotic waters to bring order. “If we
know what we are doing we can weave the two stories together in poetically creative ways – as
indeed the poet combines logically disparate images into new and illuminating wholes.”92 The
one thing theologians should not do, Miles warns and I agree, is attempt to conflate or harmonize
the two stories. They are two distinct, yet complementary, stories about the one reality. I take
Miles’ point to be one that Gill is also making and that I approve. Science, natural or social, and
theology are not to be conflated; they are distinct disciplines which, nevertheless, can be
complementary.

Conclusion
This chapter focused on possible mediations between theology and sociology. It began
with a consideration and rejection, on theological grounds, of Milbank’s nineteenth-centuryreplicating radical orthodoxy project, with its exaltation of a hermetically isolated theology, and
its denial of any possible mediation between theology and any modern science. Radical
orthodoxy was rejected on theological grounds for not being radical enough, that is, for not being
rooted in the real, historical, ecclesial, and theological world. Grand, sweeping, idealist
theological claims are easy to make, but if they are to communicate to real people they will have
consequences which can be verified in the historical world, and the assessment of anything in
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that world, including anything religious and theological, is a task for scientific sociology, not for
speculative and historically unrooted theology. That judgment, it was argued, does not yield to
sociology any of the prescriptive, ought-to-be, functions of theology. It asserts only that for the
theological prescription of what ought to be to be realistic it should be preceded by the
sociological description of what is. Karl Rahner puts it well. The task of practical theology is
both description and evaluation of the present world and ecclesial situation. For description,
theology relies on social science; for evaluation of the present situation, theology distills this
description in the still of ecclesial and theological perspective.
The distinction between what is and what ought to be led to reflection on the social
context in which theologians do their theologies and the influence it has on both them and their
theologies. This, in turn, introduced mediational methodologies which focus on the empirical
description of what is as a required precedent of what theologically ought to be. The
methodologies of Gill, Martin, and Browning were considered, all of which have positive
contributions to the kind of mediation that there might be between theology and sociology. A
preference was expressed for the as if methodology suggested by Gill, because it did not conflate
the two disciplines but left each free to pursue its own specialized tasks. Methodologically,
sociologists treat all religious and theological phenomena as if they are exclusively social
phenomena, even though they believe, as Gill and Martin do, that they are more than social
phenomena. Theologians, for their part, treat all religious and theological phenomena as if they
have exclusively transcendental causes and referents, even though they believe they may have
other, social causes and referents.
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It is important to understand that this as if strategy is purely methodological and does not
suggest anything ontological. The beginning of consideration was also given to that version of
the widely-held symbolic realist approach to religious and theological phenomena that does not
collapse theology into sociology. There is a convergent agreement in social science and
theology on symbolic realism, that is, the position that there are depths in religious symbols that
we have barely begun to fathom. Religious symbols, following Ricoeur, have a depth of
meaning that is inexhaustible. The sociological approach that is most useful here is the approach
of hermeneutical sociology, which is best exemplified in the sociology of knowledge. It is to
that sociology we now turn in Chapter Three.

Questions for Discussion
1.What do you think of Milbank’s disjunction: either his radical orthodoxy, which is Augustinian
and Christian, or nihilism; either the eternal city of God or the transient city of this world? Have
you any alternative to offer to this disjunction?
2.How do you understand Gill’s suggestion that sociology can illuminate the social nature of
theology in three ways: by clarifying its social context, its social structure, and its social
consequences? If this is true, what are the implications for theologians and their theologies?
3.Practical theology is concerned with the socio-historical here and now, with both what is and
what ought to be. Can sociology offer theologians any help in their practical tasks?
4.“Conclusion from the contextual origin of an idea to its falsity commits the simplest of logical
errors known as the generic fallacy.” Discuss this assertion and examples of the generic fallacy
you might have encountered in your experience.
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5.What do you understand by the notion of symbol? How do symbols function in human life?
What do you understand by symbolic realism and, in particular, its application to religion?
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STATEMENT
The PRECIOUS works are installations of tropical hardwoods that have been
machine planed to create small chips or shavings. These “wood shavings” are
not waste from another project, but are created for the installation. The shavings
are produced by “carving” lumber using a planer—a woodworking tool used to
reduce the thickness of a board. In the usual carving process, nonessential
material is removed to reveal the form. The nonessential in the carving for the
PRECIOUS works becomes the form-building material employed in the
construction of the installation. Once the wood has been reduced to small pieces,
it can be spread out over large areas without the delineation of grain, seams and
cracks associated with “solid” lumber. This allows a new viewpoint from which to
think about the characteristics of the material and its potential forms. The
installed works are hand-formed and held together by friction and an inherent
“hook-and-eye” quality created as a by-product of the machining process.
The hardwood colors are native to the media and are selected to challenge our
assumptions about the color of wood. Combined with the aromatic and textural
qualities, the colors, forms and compositions are intended to provide a sensual,
even hedonistic, experience. The work is also topographically suggestive and
can be associated with familiar land and biological forms.
The PRECIOUS title refers to the materials used, the temporary and fragile
structure of the installations and, by extension, the temporary and tenuous state
of nature itself. The installation’s need for protection by humans, from humans,
suggests the responsibilities we have in the care and preservation of our limited
habitat. Each installation is numbered (PRECIOUS 001, 002, 003, etc.) and
denotes the sequence in the body of work. This numbering also references data
collection and may be thought of as recording withdrawals from the bank of
nature.
The wood shavings are 80-90% recycled into other installations. The remaining
material, which has been mixed together and cannot be separated into its

individual species and color, is packaged for composting. This compost is made
available in limited quantities to viewers who then become participants in the
installation process. Each person makes a decision as to whether to return the
material to nature or retain the compost as a conceptual object.
Mike Lavine, 2003
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This paper explores the way in which the producers
(photographers, editors and others) of photographic
reportage, a component of the news product, contribute to a
socially constructed reality through the selection/exclusion
and contextualization of photographic images. And, it uses
a “myth” analysis suggested by semiologist Roland Barthes
to suggest ways in which the news audiences “naturalize”
photographic images so that they become part of a visual
reality. More specifically, this paper examines the visual
reality that is being suggested by the news photographs of
Ecuador’s largest and most prestigious newspaper, El
Universo.

Gans (1980) observes that journalists decide through selection what is
news and through exclusion what is not news. Factors such as bottom-line
considerations (Schnitzlein, 1991), geographical balance (McGrath, 1992),
foreign policy (Rasgin, 1992) and story variety (McGrath) act as touchstones
during this decision-making process.

In addition to deciding what is news and what is not news, journalists
continue to make other selection/exclusion decisions throughout the news
production process. For example, once the decision has been made to pursue a
particular story, journalists must then determine which sources to approach, which
questions to ask, etc. And at the editing and packaging stages of news production
certain words or images are selected while others are excluded, and certain
arrangements of elements on a page, on a tape, etc. are accepted while others
rejected. All of these journalistic judgments contribute to what Gans has called
"the management of the symbolic arena." But what is the symbolic arena, and
why is its management of significance?
Myths
French semiologist Roland Barthes (1972) believes that the symbols that
appear in the news media are both purposefully selected and understood to be
representations by journalists but perceived as something more by news
consumers. Barthes contends that journalists begin with a concept and look for a
form in which it can be symbolized. Audiences, however, do not perceive the
form (story, photograph, etc.) as symbol, but as reality.
According to Barthes this is a two-stage semiotic process. The first stage,
like structural linguistics, includes a sign, signifier and signified, but goes beyond
the study of the written word to what semiology refers to as texts. While texts are
treated "as being like languages, in that relationships are all important, and not
things per se" (Berger, 1982, p. 17), the semiotic definition of text is expanded to
a much broader range of phenomena including such things as motion pictures,
photographs, radio programs, paintings, etc. For example, Jocelyne Benzakin,
former owner and founder of J. B. Pictures, a news photo agency in New York,
described her criteria for editing:

I edit with aesthetics in mind. But I also try to have a message
especially in the sense of the story. For example, with David
Duke, I'll try to find an expression or something that reveals his
background or if there's a supporter in the background that has a
swastika, I'll try to stick that in if it's small, just to give information
so that we know who he is just by looking at the picture (Benzakin,
1991).
In this example, then, a visual element, the swastika, acts as signifier
within the text of a still photograph. The signified is presumably Nazism and
beyond that perhaps, racism. The important point here is that the relationship
between the symbol, swastika and the concepts of Nazism and racism is an
absolutely "arbitrary" one. The relationship is entirely dependent upon the
learned association between the signifier and signified. And the association must
be the same for both the photographer/editor and the viewer. The same
photograph shown to a person living in India, for example, may not only be
meaningless because he or she does not know who David Duke is, but might
actually take on an entirely different meaning since the swastika is similar to a
symbol for the sun in certain Indian cultures. Thus, it isn't the swastika that
contains meaning, but rather its learned relationship to Nazism/racism -- or to the
sun.
Berger (1982) delineates three important points that are implied in the
David Duke example: first, both the producer of the photograph and the audience
know the learned relationship between the signifier (swastika) and the signified
(Nazism); the photographer and the audience have a shared framework of
reference. Second, both the producer and the audience know the conventions of
the medium and thus the relationship between the sign (signifier + signified) and
the subject (David Duke); someone looking at the photograph would presumably
understand that photographs interpret the three dimensional as two dimensional
and that the two key elements (swastika and David Duke) are positively related to

one another by the way in which they are juxtaposed within the composition.
Sless (1981) relates an interesting case where the conventions of photography
were not known; individuals from a forest culture were shown a photograph of
large animals in the distance across an open plain. Unfamiliar with both the
concept of uninterrupted landscape and the visual properties of a photograph,
these people mistook the animals in the photograph for insects. This knowledge
of medium conventions, then, like knowledge of the sign, does not occur
naturally; both are codes that are learned and shared within a particular culture.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, "is the fact that, generally speaking,
people are not consciously aware of the rules and codes and cannot articulate
them, though they respond to them" (Berger, 1982, p.22).
The second stage in Barthes’ semiotic process is what he calls “myth.”
Barthes (1972) presents myth as the naturalization of socially constructed signs.
Myth according to Barthes must be thought of as a "mode of signification" rather
than as an object and is always carried through discourse. Furthermore, Barthes
takes "language, discourse, speech, etc., to mean any significant unit or synthesis,
whether verbal or visual; a photograph will be a kind of speech...in the same way
as a newspaper article, [etc.]" (Barthes, 1972, pp. 110, 111). Barthes also
contends that mythology, as the study of a speech genre, is included within the
larger science of semiology. Therefore, it is concerned with the relationship
between two elements, a signifier and a signified, which together produce a sign.
Since Barthes has designated a photograph as a type of speech, a
photographic example from El Universo will be used here to illustrate the
semiological analysis of myth. While on assignment for the Sucesos (events -- a
section of criminal reports) section, photographer, Jorge Peñafiel, made a
dramatic and aesthetically strong photograph of three young people reacting to the
news of a friend/family member’s murder (see Figure 1). The photograph was to

be published in the Sucesos section along with a story about the murder. Since it
was such a strong photograph, however, the photography department and the jefe
de deseño (design director) petitioned for it to be moved to the front page, and
despite the section editor’s protests, the editor general (executive editor), Rubén
Darío Buitrón, made the decision to make it a front page photograph with a
reference to the story inside.
For the sake of simplicity, the non-photographic part of the page will not
be addressed here. The contexts provided by entire pages are important to the
overall meanings of photographs, but for now, however, concentrating on just the
photograph provides a straightforward example of how, for Barthes, relationships
between signifiers and signifieds move from being arbitrary to being perceived as
natural.
It can be seen that the photograph acts as a signifier to a signified of young
people grieving; the sign is thus a sum of the signifier and signified or "a
photograph of young people grieving (see Chart 1).
Semiological analysis might end here, but Barthes calls myth "a peculiar
system, in that it is constructed from a semiological chain which existed before it:
it is a second-order semiological system " (Barthes, 1972, p. 114). In other words
that which was a sign in the first round of analysis becomes a signifier in the
second. The combination of this second-signifier plus a second-signified, then,

Chart 1
Barthes' Semiotic Analysis in the First Stage

SIGN
PHOTOGRAPH OF GRIEVING YOUNG PEOPLE

SIGNIFIER
PHOTOGRAPH

SIGNIFIED
GRIEVING YOUNG PEOPLE

Chart 2
Barthes' Semiotic Analysis in Second or Myth Stage

SIGN
(MYTH)
GUAYQUIL IS A DANGEROUS CITY

SIGNIFIER
(FIRST STAGE SIGN)
PHOTOGRAPH OF
GRIEVING YOUNG PEOPLE

SIGNIFIED
ECUADORIAN BELIEF
THAT GUAYAQUIL IS
A DANGEROUS CITY

establishes a second-sign or a myth-sign (see Chart 2). This, for Barthes, is the
point at which messages in a subtle way become naturalized.
He explains it in the following way: the first-sign is also the mythsignifier, thus it has both meaning and form. It has meaning as the first-sign.
"The meaning is already complete, it postulates a kind of knowledge, a past, a
memory, a comparative order of facts, ideas, decisions" (Barthes, 1972, p. 117).

For example, in figure 2, the first-sign is a completed and rational whole; a
photograph of three young people grieving together. They are dressed in
working-class clothes, standing in front of a lower-middle-class building, and one
is crying while the other two are clearly disturbed. In other words, there is a
completed meaning to this photograph, one that is immediately recognizable,
perhaps especially because it is a photograph; this actually did exist.
When this first-sign subsequently becomes a myth signifier, it changes
from having meaning to having form. And, "[w]hen it becomes form, the
meaning leaves its contingency behind; it empties itself, it becomes impoverished,
history evaporates, only the letter remains" (Barthes, 1972, p. 117).
Returning to the grief photograph, in its capacity of a first-sign, we realize
a history and fullness; young people are reacting to the news of a murder. Each is
acting in a way that suggests grief over a loved one. Each carries the assigned
role of "proof" that Guayaquil is a dangerous place.
As a myth-signifier these meanings are put at a distance by form. But,
explains Barthes, meaning is only impoverished, not suppressed. In fact, its new
role as form is always rooted in its meaning. "It is this constant game of hideand-seek between the meaning and the form which defines myth" (Barthes, 1972,
p. 118).
The second part of the process is the myth-signified. This, says Barthes,
"is at once historical and intentional; it is the motivation which causes the myth to
be uttered" (Barthes, 1972, p. 118). Thus, referring to the grief photograph, the
myth may be driven by the Ecuadorian belief that Guayaquil is a dangerous city
through grief over a murdered young person.
The myth-signified also infuses the process with a new and expansive
history; it will include any variety of historical/cultural/social influences brought
to it by any given reader/viewer. In the grief photograph, for instance, a viewer

may meld her/his own experiences: as a past or potential victim; as a friend or
family member who has lost a loved one through violence; as a news consumer
reading about the continuing violence in Ecuador; as a regular viewer of news
photographs in which she/he learned to put words and pictures together to create a
unified message, and of course any other "knowledge of reality" that she/he
brings with her/him in viewing this photograph.
It is because of this great variety of "knowledge" that Barthes says, "[one]
must firmly stress this open character of the concept [myth signified]; it is not at
all an abstract, purified essence; it is a formless, unstable, nebulous condensation,
whose unity and coherence are above all due to its function [myth-signifier]"
(Barthes, 1972, p. 119). This is, of course, crucial; it gives the myth-signifier its
power to structure or "form" the history contained in the myth-signified while at
the same time the myth-signified injects new meaning to make up for the
impoverishment of meaning within the myth-signifier.
The myth-signifier/myth signified relationship is further described by
Barthes as being quantitatively disproportionate; there may be many signifiers for
every single signified. For example, the grief photograph in Figure 2 may act as a
signifier, but another photograph that included violence from the previous day’s
paper may also act as a signifier to the same signified. Likewise, El Universo’s
entire violence story or a similar piece in the competing newspaper El Comercio
may function as a myth-signifier of this same myth-signified. "This repetition of
the concept [signified] through different forms is precious to the mythologist, it
allows him to decipher the myth: it is the insistence of a kind of behavior which
reveals its intention" (Barthes, 1972, p. 120).
As discussed earlier, the semiotic relationship is triadic; the third element,
the sign, is the alliance of the first two. Barthes relates that this myth-sign or
signification is the myth itself. In what way, then, do the myth-signifier and

myth-signified become associated to form the myth? For an answer we must refer
to the hide-and-seek quality of meaning and form. "We now know that myth is a
type of speech defined by its intention...much more than by its literal sense...and
that in spite of this, its intention is somehow frozen, purified, eternalized...by this
literal sense" (Barthes, 1972, p. 124). This inherent equivocation within myth
between form and meaning creates two consequences for the myth-sign: first, the
myth-signifier's meaning is impoverished only to be restored by the mythsignified, thus the meaning has changed. But, because the form of the mythsignifier is still present to structure the meaning of the myth-signified, the
transition appears natural in the myth-sign.
As an example, we once again turn to the grief photograph. The meaning
provided by the myth-signified, that of Guayaquil being a dangerous city based
upon the viewer's historical/cultural/social influences, is associated with the form
of the myth-signifier, namely the photograph of the grieving young people. The
meaning has thus changed from the specific grief over a murdered family
member/friend to one of a reaffirmation of Guayaquil being a dangerous city. At
the same time that change goes unnoticed; it's perfectly natural; the belief that
Guayaquil is a dangerous city is evidenced in the photograph.
The second consequence of moving from the primary semiotic
relationship to the myth stage is inherently related to the first. Barthes says that in
the first part of semiology the relationship between the signifier and signified is
always arbitrary, but that in the second or myth stage the relationship is never
arbitrary; there is always a level of motivation within the myth-signified that
urges on the myth-signifier and a degree of analogy between the myth-signifier
and myth-signified. He offers the following extreme case to demonstrate the
importance of motivation in myth: several objects are strewn throughout a room
at random, and no order can be made out of their randomness. Barthes then puts

forth that the disorder itself becomes the form, making "absurdity" the myth. This
point is reminiscent of the Berger and Luckmann (1966) contention that humans
have an innate need to create structure, to construct reality -- a need to make sense
of the world.
Ultimately, the significance of myth production is located within the way
in which myths are received. This happens in three ways, according to Barthes
(1972): the first is to concentrate on the myth-signifier as meaning-empty so that
the meaning of the myth-signified fills the form "without ambiguity." Thus, the
photograph of grieving young people stands for or symbolizes Guayaquil as a
dangerous city. This, says Barthes, is what journalists do; they begin with a
concept, a signified, and look for a form in which it can be symbolized.
The second way of receiving a myth is to concentrate upon the mythsignifier as meaning-full. Viewed in this way, it can be seen that within the grief
photograph the myth-signifier meaning, a photograph of grief-stricken young
people consoling one another, has been impoverished and replaced by the mythsignified meaning of "Guayaquil is a dangerous city." This is the way in which a
mythologist receives myth.
The final, and perhaps most important, way in which myth is received is
by concentrating on the myth-signifier as composed of both meaning and form.
Thus, the grief photograph actually becomes the belief that Guayaquil is a
dangerous city. This is how the reader/viewer receives myth. Barthes rhetorically
asks the question of how this is possible, however, since [in this case] if the
viewer does not see the connection between the photograph and Guayaquil being
a dangerous city, why publish it, and if the viewer does see the connection, there
is no myth, just a social statement. Barthes addresses his own question with the
answer that "it [myth] transforms history into nature" (Barthes, 1972, p. 129) so

that myth, rather than being seen as a semiological relationship is seen as fact; the
relationship between myth-signifier and myth-signified is natural.
Semiology has taught us that myth has the task of giving an
historical intention a natural justification, and making contingency
appear eternal. Now this process is exactly that of bourgeois
ideology. If our society is objectively the privileged field of
mythical significations, it is because formally myth is the most
appropriate instrument for the ideological inversion which defines
this society....
What the world supplies to myth is an historical reality,
defined...by the way in which men have produced or used it; and
what myth gives in return is a natural image of this reality
(Barthes, 1972, p. 142).
There is, however, a "flickering" in the way relationships between
signifier, signified and sign are perceived. A news consumer may view the
photograph of grieving young people (myth signifier) as both meaning and form
(the belief that Guayaquil is a dangerous city). During a more reflective time,
however, this same news consumer who may be at least marginally aware of the
way in which news is produced may view the photograph as a symbol of the
dangers of living in Guayaquil.
Likewise, a journalist is not only a member of the newsroom culture, but
is generally also a member of Ecuadorian culture. She/he may most times
perceive the myth signifier as symbol [journalist's perspective] but at other times
may perceive the myth signifier through its relationship with the myth signified as
reality (myth sign).
Despite the ability of perceptions to oscillate, this paper assumes that in
most cases for most news consumers a news photograph (myth signifier) through
interaction with the news consumer's cultural/historical, etc. background (myth

signified) becomes reality (myth sign). Conversely, in most cases journalists
perceive the photograph as symbolic, representing a particular concept.
For Barthes to have meaning, reality must be assumed to be constructed
and society specific rather than pre-existing and universal. Sociologists Peter
Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1966) make such an assumption; they contend
that the human organism is inherently unstable but unable to exist in that state.
Humans, therefore, create stability in the form of societies. Since no universal
model for social organization exists, however, societies develop in any number of
ways creating the possibility of an infinite variety of socially constructed realities.
This paper, making the same assumption as Berger and Luckmann,
examines the way in which the producers (photographers, editors and others) of
photographic reportage, a component of the news product, contribute to a
socially-constructed reality through the selection/exclusion and contextualization
of photographic images. More specifically, this paper examines the visual reality
that is being suggested by the news photographs of Ecuador’s largest and most
prestigious newspaper, El Universo.
This analysis might be broadly grouped into two categories, one
concerned with the process of producing news photographs at El Universo, the
other pertaining to the actual products, more specifically, the contents of news
photographs published in El Universo. Participant observation (Spradley, 1980)
by the author, in-depth interviews with journalists involved at various stages of
photographic reportage at El Universo and a sample of news photographs from El
Universo provide the material for this paper’s analyses. The author was Director
of Photography for El Universo from August 1998 to May 1999 and a consultant
at the same newspaper during the summer of 2003.

This paper utilizes ethnography and communication theory to investigate
ways in which news photographs as cultural products create, explain, limit,
symbolize and/or frame realities for news consumers.
El Universo
El Universo, published in Ecuador’s largest city, Guayaquil, is owned by
the Pérez family. It was founded in 1921 by Ismael Pérez and today is run by
Carlos Pérez Jr. With more than 500 employees, it is Ecuador’s largest and most
prestigious newspaper with bureaus in Quito, Cuenca and other smaller cities.
Like all other Ecuadorian newspapers, El Universo, relies on street sales rather
than subsription. Its daily circulation is around 100,000 while Sunday’s sales are
close to 200,000. Charts for daily circulation goals hang in the newsroom, and
goals are either met or exceeded almost every day.
El Universo has traditionally appealed to a conservative readership. It is
published with the words, “El Mayor Diario Nacional” (the top or best national
newspaper). Recently, however, the editors have made an effort to develop its
reporting to reflect more diversity (Darío Buitrón, 2003). And, during the past
several years El Universo has hired consultants from the United States and Europe
to work with its writers, editors, photographers and designers hoping to improve
its reporting and to expand its array of perspectives.
The Structure
El Universo, like newspapers in the U.S., operates within a hierarchical
framework. Although he does not typically participate in the day-to-day
operation of the newspaper, the publisher, Carlos Pérez Jr. has the final say on all
editorial content. During the author’s tenure as director of photography for El
Universo in 1998/99, Pérez’s father, Carlos Sr. became involved in a
photographic issue only once. He requested a different photograph of the

President of Ecuador saying that the one selected made the President look a little
“effeminate.”
Most day-to-day final decisions, particularly concerning the front page,
are made by the editor general, Rubén Darío Buitrón. The front page is always
the showcase for a newspaper, but it could be argued that the front page is even
more important in Latin America than it is in North America because there are so
few subscribers; most papers are sold by people operating in the streets or in
kiosks.
Buitrón is aided in the decision-making process by the jefe de redacción
(managing editor) and the subjefe de redacción (assistant managing editor).
Section editors assist by offering stories for the front page and by making editorial
decisions within their own news areas (Política, Economía, Internacionales, etc.).
The jefe de fotografía and jefe de deseño also participate in gathering material for
the front page and the rest of the newspaper. There are 13 staff photographers in
Guayaquil and three others in Quito. In addition there are a number of freelancers
used throughout the country. All of them are male.
In photography the jefe de fotografía and the newsroom coordinator work
together to assign photographers to stories. The newsroom coordinator has no
photography background. There are no photo editors at El Universo, and final
decisions about the selection and omission of photographs are made by section
editors and ultimately by the editor general and the publisher.
The process changed while the author worked at El Universo.
Photographs were edited by the author working with the photographers. The
section editors no longer had a say in the final edits. This altered the visual reality
presented by El Universo to its readers and made some of them uncomfortable as
the editor general received phone calls protesting one of the front-page
photographs (see Figure 2). Despite these changes the editor general and

publisher maintained the ultimate power of selection and omission. Subjefe de
redacción, Fernando Astudillo, offers the following example of that power:
Last night a photograph (see Figure 3) was selected by the
photography department for the inauguration of the newly
renovated area along the waterfront in Guayaquil. After the
publisher saw the front-page design, he told Rubén (the editor
general) that the photograph would need to be changed.
You see the photograph selected was a very pretty photograph of
the area, of the celebration, but it didn’t include the mayor. The
publisher wanted a photograph that had the mayor in it, so Rubén
chose the photo that we have on today’s front page. It’s not a very
good photograph, but there wasn’t much to do. It was the
publisher’s decision (Astudillo, 2003).
The point here is not to suggest a debate over the merits of any
particular photograph but to explain the structure in which decisions about
photographs are made. Editors, photographers and designers know that
any photographs that might be deemed questionable must be shown to the
editor general and, if there are any further questions, to the publisher. In
the case of the waterfront photo the hierarchical nature of decision-making
is explicitly demonstrated by the publisher’s decision to substitute the
photograph that included the mayor for the one that did not. It is also
implicitly demonstrated in that the editors know what the publisher wants,
and they know that the final decision is his. In this way, the publisher and
to a lesser extent the editor general exercise a profound influence upon the
reality presented by El Universo to its large and influential audience.

The Process
Story ideas at El Universo are initiated exclusively by word
reporters and editors or by one of the senior editors. This process was

temporarily changed while the author worked at El Universo as the
photography department initiated several story ideas, and several stories
were moved to the front page to accommodate strong photographs, again
altering the visual reality presented by the paper.
Staff photographers are responsible for most of the local and
national photographs. Freelancers are used when there are not enough
staff photographers available, and El Universo selects wire photos almost
exclusively for international stories although sometimes a staff
photographer is given an international assignment if the editor general
approves it. For example, an El Universo photographer was sent to New
York to photograph Ecuadorian immigrants.
At El Universo the jefe de fotografía attends the morning editors’
meeting to get updates on the stories that the various sections are working
on that day. There are seven daily sections plus the front page. Those
sections are: Economía, Política, Sucesos, Internacionales, El Pais
(national), Gran Guayaquil (the city section) and Deportes (sports). On
Sundays there is an added section, Domingo (Sunday). Each section also
has regular meetings to discuss story ideas and story progress, but the
photography department is not represented at these meetings.
Photographic assignments are initially handled at the section level.
Each day one photographer is automatically assigned to the Sucesos
section and another to the Gran Guayaquil section. These photographers
ride with a section writer from place to place in an El Universo chaufferdriven SUV. They are connected to the newsroom by two-way radio and
are frequently directed from one breaking story to another. Writer and
photographer may cover four or five stories during a five-hour tour of the
city and its suburbs.

Specific photographic assignments are made by the other sections.
Each writer fills out (most times with minimal information) a photoassignment form and submits it to the newsroom coordinator. She
transcribes it to a computer, makes a printout and fastens that to the
assignment board in the photographic department. The jefe de fotografía
then assigns specific photographers to the assignments. When the
photographer reports to work, he picks up his assignments, meets the
reporters at the designated times and together they are driven to each
assignment. Usually the writer and photographer talk very little about the
assignment. The writer may tell the photographer which people he/she
wants photographed, but otherwise they work independently (Cárdenas,
2003, Herrera, 2003).
All photographers at El Universo now work with professional
digital cameras provided by the newspaper. When they return to the
newsroom from their assignments, they download the images into the
photography department computers and edit from the computer screen.
They customarily select several photographs from each assignment so that
the editors and designers have options. After selecting the images, the
photographers write and attach captions to the photographic files and place
them in the newspaper’s electronic image bank. Section editors then
select the photographs that they want published. Sometimes the editor is
not satisfied with any of the photographs selected and will ask the
photographer to show the outtakes. Occasionally the editor will then
select a different photograph for publication. In most cases, however, the
photographer does have some input in the selection process.
Photographers generally have some control over the cropping of
photographs. They crop the photographs that they select and put them into

the image bank. Sometimes, however, the section designer or front-page
designer crops the photograph further to fit the layout (Echeverria, 2003).
When the author was director of photography for El Universo in 1998/99
photographs were occasionally cropped by composing-room workers to
the point that the photographs no longer made sense. This problem was
eliminated by modernization of the pre-press process. Pages now go
directly from the designers’ computers to the press.
El Universo’s Front Page
El Universo places a heavy emphasis upon the content of its front
page. The editor general and the jefe de deseño are the people most
responsible for the day-to-day look of the front page. The editor general
indicates the most important stories of the day and the jefe de deseño goes
through the image bank to find what he considers to be the best
photographs for those stories. In addition the jefe de deseño determines
the size of each front-page photograph and how many photographs should
go on the page.
These decisions are almost always made in the late afternoon,
close to deadline and sometimes cause major problems when the most
important stories either have no photographs or very weak ones. When
this happens a decision is made by the editor general, usually in
consultation with the jefe de redacción, the subjefe de redacción or the jefe
de deseño or any combination of the three (Darío Buitrón, 2003).
Solutions vary, sometimes a weak photograph is used, sometimes a wire
photo is selected to accompany an international story, and occasionally a
strong photograph from a less-important story along with the story is
moved to the front page. In this case the story becomes more important
just by its placement on the front page. Another solution, one that is

seldom used, is to hurriedly send a photographer back out to get a better
photograph.
El Universo strives for a balance of stories on the front page.
There’s usually a mix of city, regional, national and international stories.
Frequently the national story is a political story from Quito where there
are three staff photographers and seven staff writers. The staff
photographers in Quito work much like those in Guayaquil; they
download the images into the photo-department computers and generally
select two to six images per assignment to place in the image bank. When
a story from Quito is being considered for the front page, the Bureau chief
becomes involved in the photo-editing process (Almeida, 2003).
The Complexities of Myth
El Universo has during recent years embarked on a mission to
break away from its traditional Ecuadorian approach to journalism. Editor
general, Rubén Darío Buitrón, says,
We have been trying to expand our news reporting and
photographic reporting to include more cultures because as you
know Ecuador has many different cultures. This has been an effort
by the publisher and all of us to publish a broader range of news.
We have been pursuing this over the past several months, and we
take ever larger risks because this has traditionally been a
conservative newspaper – the nation’s leading newspaper, and the
audience has certain expectations, but we think that it’s very
important to cover all of our people. Here is a good example of
what I am talking about (see Figure 4). Even though this is a wire
photograph from Brazil, none of the other newspapers in the
country would publish this – and neither would we have published
this in the recent past (Darío Buitrón, 2003).
This photograph was originally discovered at the wire photo desk
by the assistant editor for the Internacionales section, but because its

content is considered controversial in Ecuador, it needed the approval of
the editor general and the publisher. Darío Buitrón says that for him there
was no question about publishing it and that the publisher expressed no
objections. It was published as a three-column vertical (considered the
dominant element on the page) on page 11A.
The photograph of Brazilian homosexuals kissing outside a church
in Río de Janeiro was published next to a story describing the international
debate over homosexual marriages. The caption states, “Brazilian
homosexual couples kiss in front of Our Lady of Peace Church to protest
Vatican criticism against marriages of the same sex.”
In the first stage of Barthes’ myth formula the signifier would be a
photograph, the signified would be people of the same sex kissing in front
of a Brazilian church and the sign would be the photograph of people of
the same sex kissing in front of a Brazilian church. This sign would then
become the signifier for the second stage.
In the second stage the signified could be any number of concepts
that each viewer brings to the equation – “a melding of her/his own
experiences.” Ecuadorians are overwhelmingly Catholic, and
homosexuality is openly criticized in everyday life and in much of the
media. Political activism in the Ecuadorian homosexual community has
not yet taken root.
As a second-stage signifier this photograph would appear to cause
a kind of cognitive dissonance for many readers. On the surface this
photograph of happy people showing affection in front of a church does
not appear to join naturally with the myth signified – “the motivation that
causes the myth to be uttered.” Indeed, some indignation was expressed
through phone calls to the newspaper. Yet, as Barthes contends, the

meaning of the photograph, as second-stage signifier, is put at a distance.
It “becomes form, the meaning leaves its contingency behind…history
evaporates, only the letter remains.” The form is given meaning by the
signified. Thus, a reader whose historical/cultural/social grounding
defines a world that is anti-homosexuality could read this photograph in a
way that supports the idea of separation between church and
homosexuality and the premise of the church’s superiority.
Although the wire photographer was probably just interested in
recording the event with all of the important elements in the frame, and El
Universo’s editors wanted to cover a mostly ignored segment of the
population, the photograph has also been taken in a way that allows for an
anti-homosexual interpretation. The photograph was created using a
wide-angle lens. This affected the way in which the photograph can be
read in two ways. First, it increased the perception of distance between
the foreground and background – the kissers are spatially separated from
the church. Second, it accentuated and distorted the vertical lines of the
church, drawing attention to its height and strength. This is further
supported by the angle from which the photograph was taken. The
upward-looking perspective allows the church to tower over the kissers
below. Finally, the juxtaposition of the church with the modern buildings
next to it emphasizes its permanence, its tradition and its strength.
The photograph (signifier or form) is given significance and
meaning by the influences brought to it by the reader/viewer (signified).
These combine to form the myth (sign). As Barthes observes, myth
“transforms history into nature.” The myth in this case ultimately makes
natural for many of El Universo’s readers the relationship between the

photograph of the kissers in front of the church and the social/cultural
stigma of homosexuality.
Myths, however, are complex. The historical/cultural/social
influences through which readers/viewers give meaning to text are not
static, and they are influenced by the repetition of concepts “through
different forms….It is the insistence of a kind of behavior which reveals
its intention” (Barthes, 1972, p.120). The signifier (in this case the
photograph of the kissers in front of the church) has been selected
purposively by the editors of El Universo as a symbol of diversity. The
intention of El Universo will be revealed through its insistence to publish
stories and photographs about the homosexual community (as well as
other controversial social issues). As “El Mayor Diario Nacional,” El
Universo helps to set an agenda that is followed by its competitors. As
Barthes has posited, it is the historical/cultural/social influences that
readers bring with them that provide the myth signified, and the news
media are a part of those influences.
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“Creative Inspiration through Movement and Role-play”
“Change your thoughts and You Change Your World”
-Norman Vincent Peale

Everyone, at one time or another, feels frustrated by a lack of inspiration, by the feeling
that they could be more original or creative in their thoughts and ideas. The trick is to
know what to do when these moments occur, to have strategies to help stimulate your
imagination and techniques to aid you in your creative exploration.
Participants in this workshop will learn various exercises and techniques used by many
performing artists, theatre practitioners, and dancers, to achieve greater freedom of
physical and vocal expression. This in turn provides one with tools for breaking through
the boundaries of stereotypical thought and application. The information acquired in this
workshop may be used both as teaching and learning strategies in the classroom, and as a
method for personal inspiration.
Come and have fun, move your body, and learn to play and use your imagination again!
You’ll be amazed how much freer your mind will be.
Participants will learn:
Ø To release tension, and strengthen and focus the muscles of your mind and body.
-Exercises taken from Pilates, Yoga, Martial Arts, various dance and performance
techniques, and the works of Feldenkrais and Alexander.
Ø To release inhibitions and mental or physical blocks.
- through the use of Creative Movement and vocal release.
Ø Problem solving and creative visualization techniques to help develop and strengthen
your imagination.
- through various individual and group Theatre games and Role-playing
exercises.

NOTE: Please come prepared to move. Comfortable, flexible clothing is highly
recommended. Also suggested are comfortable footwear, a water bottle, and a mat and/or
towel for floor work.
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1.Women as Art: Objectification in Picnic at Hanging Rock
2.Denise Landrum
3.University of Kentucky
4. University of Kentucky
1215 Patterson Office Tower
Lexington, KY 40506
5. djland0@uky.edu
6. Abstract: Throughout Peter Weir’s film Picnic at Hanging Rock, the audience is
struck by a continual barrage of images that are reminiscent of various pieces of visual
art: paintings, sculptures, and sketches that become as important as the individual
characters in the development of the film. These tableaus, or images, allow the audience
to place characters, either individually or in groupings, into an exotic, unreal world—the
world of art. Although these images do not suppress audience questions in terms of plot
or character choices, they do give us insight into the aura of many of the characters.
These auras are not fully developed personalities, but the popular view of the characters
taken by both the audience and the other characters in the film. In addition, the use of
mirrors and the visualization of the ideas of Lacan’s mirror stage serve an additional
function for the spectators watching the film, as both the audience and other characters in
the film begin to see one another as images of ideal women. By including actual
paintings, statues, and other pieces of art in the background of the tableaus that he
creates, the idea of art as important to the representation of women is seen.
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Women as Art: Objectification in Picnic at Hanging Rock
Throughout the film Picnic at Hanging Rock, the audience is struck by a continual
barrage of images that are reminiscent of various pieces of visual art: paintings,
sculptures, and sketches that become as important as the individual characters in the
development of the film. These tableaus, or images, allow the audience to place
characters, either individually or in groupings, into an exotic, unreal world—the world of
art. Although these images do not suppress audience questions in terms of plot or
character choices, they do give us insight into the aura of many of the characters. In this
instance, aura refers to the perception or archetype that the character exudes, whether this
image is accurate or not. These auras are not fully developed personalities, but the
popular view of the characters taken by both the audience and the other characters in the
film.
This concept of auras carries through Picnic at Hanging Rock, as the audience is
given little opportunity to see any character fully, but must rely instead on visual
representations of both the actual characters and background scenery to aid in the
understanding of the individuals. There are no illusions about complete understanding, as
the director Peter Weir reminds the audience in a voiceover at the beginning of the film:
“What we see and what we seem, are but a dream . . .a dream within a dream” (my
emphasis). In dealing with one perspective, even that of a seemingly omniscient
observer, only part of the story will be emphasized, leaving the possibility of
misunderstanding, especially when the majority of characters are presented as a series of
images with little chance for evolution over the course of the film. As Marjorie Rosen
and Molly Haskell explain, in a patriarchal society, “[i]n art, therefore, and hence in the
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film text, the representation of woman is not primarily a sociological theme or problem,
as is often thought, but a sign which is being communicated” (quoted in Thornham 28).
Mainstream cinema uses female characters onscreen not to develop a voice for the
concerns of women, but to display the ways in which the patriarchal society wants
women to be perceived. By combining the worlds of art and film as representative of
women in Picnic at Hanging Rock, Weir shows the audience only faint imaginings of the
actual evolution of the female characters. Peter Weir presents a live-action art show
amidst actual paintings, sculptures, and photographs, so that the world of the characters
and the world of visual art are connected as one intermingling representation of women,
ranging from the idyllic to the tragic, but always concerned with the ways in which
women are perceived by spectators, whether those spectators are in the audience or are
fellow characters.
In preparing the audience to view these female characters as art, Weir employs the
use of mirrors to remind the audience that these characters are representations of different
types, rather than individuals with fully developed personalities. The beginning sequence
introduces the audience to the Appleyard College for Women through a montage of
images that present these young women engaging in morning routines common in the
Victorian era. It is the morning of Valentine’s Day, and the young women are arising and
grooming themselves: washing their faces and brushing their hair, while listening to
another form of art-- romantic poems in honor of the holiday. The audience is quickly
introduced to the faces of many students as they go through this morning ritual, though
the face of one girl is presented differently than the others. The audience sees Miranda as
a reflection in the mirror as she prepares for the day. The audience is introduced to this
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character, one of the young women who will eventually disappear, only through a
likeness in a mirror. Miranda’s face is doubly reflected, as she is sitting in front of two
mirrors; the larger mirror presents Miranda’s world (that of the room she shares with
Sara) while the smaller oval mirror concentrates on Miranda’s face:

www.celtoslavica.de/chiaroscuro/ films/picnic/picnic.html.

The frame around the mirror is reminiscent of the frame surrounding a photograph of
Miranda, which is on her dressing table facing the audience, the first indication that
Miranda is a live representation of art. Though the audience can surmise that Miranda is
attractive from her reflection, it is as though the audience can only be introduced to her
incrementally. While Miranda’s reflection hints at the beauty the other characters see
when they are with her, it is important to remember that the image in the mirror is only a
reflection and is thus distorted, which means it cannot show the true aura of Miranda.
The concepts of reflection and distortion resurface as Miranda, and later Colonel
Fitzhubert, use a magnifying glass to examine a thing of beauty: Miranda studies a flower
while at Hanging Rock, and the Colonel studies a sketch of Miranda in the paper.
Although a magnifying glass typically serves a purpose different from that of a mirror,
both items distort the images of the objects being studied by showing only part of the
object’s being. For both Miranda and Colonel Fitzhubert, the object being observed is a
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part of nature that is a beautiful thing to be analyzed and preserved, especially as a visual
representation such as a painting or drawing. Miranda’s observation, however, serves a
dual purpose, as she is both a spectator and a piece of art in this instant. Miranda asserts
her ability to study other objects, yet the object she chooses to study—a flower—is a
natural object connected to women in many pieces of art. By showing the image of
Miranda studying the flower, Weir reminds the spectators watching the film that these
female characters represent typical types of women; in this case, Miranda is the female
attempting to reconnect with nature. This connection between women and nature is an
idea especially prevalent in the Victorian Era. Once again, however, the images seen
through the magnifying glasses are not completely accurate representations, as the
magnifying glasses have distorted the images by exaggerating the objects’ (in this case
both the flower and Miranda) beauty and making the objects appear larger than they
actually are. Weir’s use of mirrors in the beginning of the film and the subsequent
surfacing again in the form of a magnifying glass serves to remind the audience that the
characters seen are not fully developed personalities, but reflections and distortions of
certain types of women: the beautiful tragic heroine, the intellectually curious young girl,
and the romantic love interest, to name a few.
Weir’s use of mirrors throughout the film connect to a popular psychoanalytic
theory that is intimately connected with the idea of women as objects unable of complete
development-- Jacques Lacan’s mirror stage. Lacan, the French psychoanalyst who
developed Freud’s ideas into a description of the developmental stages that humans face
as they mature, discusses the ideas of a “mirror stage” as a basic first step in the
“Imaginary. . . phase of development” in humans (Thornham 36). In Lacan’s opinion, a
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young child that is still struggling to control its bodily functions will see itself in a mirror
and begin to identify with the reflected image as an idealized version of itself (Thornham
36). In Lacan’s words:
In the initial experience before the mirror, the child constitutes an idealized ego
whose foundation rests on a fictional construction of integral boundaries in an
identification with an objectified virtual image. (Feldstein 159)
This experience allows the child to construct the idealized vision with which it wishes to
identify in order to strive for the attainment of perfection. This wish to identify with an
“idealized vision” is obviously flawed, as the child misconstrues the image of itself as the
idealized image it longs to become, an image that is merely fantasy and can never
actually be reached. Lacan’s discussion of this stage is significant in that he asserts that
women never leave the “mirror stage;” that they are, in essence, immature children who
are obsessed with looking at themselves in order to dream of perfection. The female
characters in Picnic at Hanging Rock are constantly looking at themselves in the mirror,
as Weir’s male perception of females correlates strongly with Lacan’s assertion that
women are obsessed with their own image.
The use of mirrors and the visualization of the ideas of Lacan’s mirror stage serve
an additional function for the spectators watching the film, as both the audience and other
characters in the film begin to see Miranda as an image of an ideal woman. Miranda, as a
reflection in the mirror onscreen is “misrecogni[zed]” as an “ideal ego” by many
characters during the course of the film, especially Sara who, as a spectator within the
film, seems to embody much of Laura Mulvey’s ideas on “visual pleasure” and male
spectators (Thornham 35). Sara is an outsider in the college as she is an orphan of a
lower social class, and although this stigmatizes her in the eyes of many characters, she
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takes advantage of her status to watch the goings-on at the college without having to
incorporate herself into the action.
Sara is by no means an objective observer, as she does interact with other
characters throughout the course of the film and the audience sees little evolution in her
character to suggest that she is a fully developed person, but her perspective is different
from the other women onscreen. It is as though Sara’s gaze, when focused on Miranda,
is as close to the intended gaze of the (most likely male) spectator for which Weir created
this film, since most mainstream cinema is created for the male gaze. Through Sara, the
audience sees the “voyeuristic pleasure . . .which takes as its object the passive
(eroticized) image of the woman” (Miranda), as well as Lacan’s idea of the:
narcissistic pleasure, in which the spectator [Sara] identifies with h[er] ‘ideal
ego’, that ‘more perfect, more complete, more powerful ideal ego conceived in
the original moment of recognition in front of the mirror.’ (as quoted in Thornham
41)
In Sara’s case, the “moment of recognition” onscreen occurs as she watches Miranda’s
reflection in an actual mirror at the beginning of the film. As the audience sees Sara
attempt to identify with Miranda as the ideal image of woman, the action is taking place
on “that other mirror,” the screen upon which the film is projected (Metz quoted in
Thornham 37). Miranda, though she is little more than a breathing piece of art, is
presented by Weir as an ideal image: a beautiful woman “to-be-looked-at” and
worshipped, without the encumbrances of a fully developed personality or desires of her
own. From the beginning of the film, Weir attempts to draw the audience in with
imagery that suggests otherwise unheard-of beauty. By creating these female characters
as pieces of art, Weir invites the idea of spectatorship, since most visual art is created
with the idea of the spectator in mind. In this way, Weir acknowledges the desires of the
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male gaze in the audience by referencing the idea of art. His use of mirrors in the
beginning scenes also leads into the later images he creates, as the female characters
serve as reflections of art onscreen throughout the rest of the film.
The impact of the images in the film as paintings brought to life is pushed forth
most clearly in the initial images of the picnic at Hanging Rock. As the audience first
sees the picnic at a wide view, it is as though the characters are frozen, stopped at that
moment to preserve the goings-on fully for any passing spectator. As the scene
progresses, the audience sees the intricate details of the wider image, as students and
teachers are reading, eating, gazing into the sky, conversing beneath parasols, and
studying the environment that surrounds them. These smaller scenes hang in the air
together as the larger pastoral image of refined women “getting back to nature,” an idea
seen especially in the paintings of both Monet and Manet (who often acknowledged the
presence of a male spectator gazing on the female subject of his paintings), in which
cultured women wearing gloves and hats are found reading or walking with parasol in
hand while surrounded by a natural environment that is untouched by human
development. This is the meeting of culture and nature that is popular even today.
Especially in the still-wild environs of Australia circa 1900, the idea of cultured beings,
particularly women, who are at once a part of nature and yet somehow above it because
of their manners and upbringing, is intriguing. Although the women in the scene are
aware that they are at Hanging Rock, most of them go about their activities as they would
at the college, becoming a part of the environment that surrounds them as they perch on
rocks while reading or sit on the ground while talking or pursuing their needlepoint.
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www.oir.ucf.edu/wm/paint/auth/ manet/girl-bellevue/ -- Manet

www.unitedscripters.com/ scripts/dhtml8.html – Monet

Those characters interested in analyzing their surroundings, such as Miranda with
her magnifying glass and flower, and Marian, who wishes to measure the rocks at the
base of Hanging Rock, are thoughtful details in the larger image that let the audience
know that these women are not only a part of the environment, but that they wish to
explore that connection further, at least to some extent. Despite this desire to know more
about the surroundings, however, the girl-explorers are still part of the tableau and are
presented as such by Weir, as they pose in reclining positions reminiscent of the
landscape portraits popular during the Impressionist era.

mitglied.lycos.de/Picnic/ picnic_at_hanging_rock.htm

www.zona-pellucida.com/ manet-thumbs.html—Manet

Though they are primarily seen as art, the young women at Hanging Rock still seem
connected to the natural environment that surrounds them, although the strength of that
connection differs, as Miranda, Irma and Marian seek to explore and become part of
Hanging Rock while their compatriots are content to simply pose at the base of the rock.
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While images of the entire group are important in the progression of the film,
the fascination with the aura of one particular character, Miranda, pushes forth the idea of
woman as art in Picnic at Hanging Rock. In the course of the film, it is clear that
Miranda is a force that affects most everybody with which she interacts. She is a living
work of art that serves as an obsession especially for Sara and Michael, though the
obsession of the school and larger society with Miranda is evident by the concentration
on Miranda’s disappearance above the other three women that have gone missing as well.
It is Mlle. Pointier that makes a definite connection between Miranda and the world of art
when she comments that Miranda is a “Botticelli angel,” after gazing at Botticelli’s “The
Birth of Venus” in a book on her lap.

mt.sopris.net/mpc/ w/links.html - -Botticelli; Birth of Venus

www.cgecwm.org/events/ grace.html—Botticelli; Birth of Venus
angel detail

As Miranda and the other three students begin their hike to the summit of Hanging Rock,
the audience receives a visual foreshadowing of Miranda’s fate in another image that
evokes a palpable connection to art—that of the doomed Ophelia, Shakespeare’s tragic
heroine who drowns herself because of a brutal rebuff at the hands of Hamlet. After the
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other young women cross the stream to begin their journey, Miranda is left staring into
the water, an iconic figure that seems too beautiful to exist. As the ethereal image of the
fair-haired Miranda dressed in white captures both the audience and Michael and Albert
sitting nearby, she throws the flower that she has been studying into the water and
watches it float away, much like Ophelia is depicted in the painting by Millais as she
floats among flowers in her death.

www.mythicalrealm.com/ legends/ophelia.html—Millais

In this instant, Miranda connects with Ophelia as though she knows that she will soon
become another tragic female image that will be kept alive through artistic renderings.
As captivating as Miranda is in life, she will become worthy of veneration in death.
The image of Ophelia resurfaces in the death of Sara. In the beginning of the
film, Miranda rebuffs Sara’s advances in much the same way that Hamlet rejects Ophelia.
As the film progresses, Sara’s connection to Ophelia grows. After dealing with the
disappearance of Miranda and Mrs. Appleyard’s threats of removing her from the school,
Sara jumps from the roof of the school building, landing amid the flowers in the
greenhouse below. As Sara’s body lies among the plants, her death clearly reenacts
Ophelia’s own suicide. Through this image, Sara connects with Miranda in a way few
other characters can; she shares a place with Miranda in the tragic tableau that is the
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death of Ophelia, especially since Sara follows Ophelia’s path all the way to her own
suicide, while Miranda’s eventual outcome is unknown. Though Sara is more of a
spectator than a piece of art throughout the film, her death embodies the beautiful and
tragic demise associated with romantic heroines in the male gaze. This allusion to
Ophelia in death ultimately signals the connection Sara has with Miranda, a connection
the spectator in the theatre cannot have; Sara becomes art in order to identify with
Miranda, the ultimate icon in this film.
Throughout the film, the visual representation of the female characters reminds
the audience of pieces of art that are a huge part of Western culture. John Burger suggests
that the inequality between men and women “is so deeply embedded in our culture—
from high art to pornography to popular culture, advertising and everyday life,” that it is
easy for Weir to connect the idea of women as art with the actual physical pieces art
found throughout the film (165). The Appleyard College for Women is a bastion of
British culture and ideals in the Australian Outback, and Mrs. Appleyard surrounds her
students with references to art and culture throughout the school building. The walls of
Mrs. Appleyard’s office and bedroom are covered with paintings and photographs. A
huge portrait of Queen Victoria watches Mrs. Appleyard’s movements, serving as a
reminder of her job as a keeper of British culture, while a second painting in Mrs.
Appleyard’s bedroom points to her conflicting roles as headmistress and woman. A
painting of a mother swathed in red holding her child hangs over Appleyard’s bed as a
suggestion that Mrs. Appleyard, as a woman, is responsible for the care and nurturing of
these students as well as instilling in these young women the idea that they will one day
become nurturers and mothers as well. Yet Mrs. Appleyard is anything but a caring
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mother for these students; instead, she is a fierce and stiff headmistress who works to
make sure the girls act within the boundaries dictated by British culture. This
juxtaposition is especially evident when the audience sees the portrait of the mother
looming over Mrs. Appleyard’s head as she sits on her bed just after informing Sara that
she would be leaving the school due to a lack of payment by her guardian. Mrs.
Appleyard did not seek to comfort Sara after delivering the news; instead, she sent Sara
away in order to continue working on some aspect of her headmistress duties. Weir uses
the actual work of art in this case to remind the audience of what these female characters
should be, whether or not they fulfill these expectations.
The importance of actual works of art show up again as Mlle. Pointier’s reference
to Botticelli is seen in two separate instances. Botticelli’s “Birth of Venus,” which Mlle.
Pointier uses as a basis for her description of Miranda’s beauty, hangs in the bedroom
Miranda and Sara share at the college. From the first scene in their bedroom, the
audience witnesses a subtle hint to the admiration given to Miranda as well as the fact
that Miranda’s image serves a multitude of functions for different characters onscreen.
Although Mlle. Pointier calls Miranda an angel after looking at the painting in her book,
the central image of Botticelli’s “Birth of Venus” is actually the birth of the goddess of
love out of a seashell while two angels and servants wait for her complete arrival. The
visual image of a naked goddess associated with love is a far cry from the idea of an
innocent angel that is conjured by Mlle. Pointier’s comment. Miranda is an object of
love for Sara, who shares Miranda’s bedroom and, by extension, gazes upon the Botticelli
painting as a symbol of romance and erotic love as well. Michael shares Sara’s obsession
with Miranda as he ruminates upon Miranda’s image and visualizes her throughout the
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film. In one instance, Michael sits in the garden dreaming of Miranda when her image
appears before him. As the audience shares Michael’s image, Miranda is shown standing
just behind a garden sculpture that resembles half of a seashell. Michael’s vision of
Miranda is that of Botticelli’s Venus rising from the half shell, a goddess of love born for
his own desire. In this case, the actual art of the sculpture aligns itself with the visual
representation of Miranda; these two elements combine to display the perfect object of
Michael’s gaze—a full piece of art in the form of Miranda. By placing these female
characters amid actual pieces of art, their stance as breathing works of art in the eyes of
the male spectator is strengthened. As is the case with Michael’s vision of Miranda in the
garden, the distinction between the female characters and the actual pieces of art that
surround them is almost non-existent in the eyes of the male spectator. The women of
Picnic at Hanging Rock are beautiful, cultured pieces of eye candy.
Peter Weir inundates the audience of Picnic at Hanging Rock with repeated
images reminiscent of many paintings. By including actual paintings, statues, and other
pieces of art in the background of the tableaus that he creates, the idea of art as important
to the representation of women is seen. Whether the painting in the background is of
Botticelli’s Venus or a mother holding her child, the repetition of these images allows the
audience to see the female characters of the film as members of a painting that always
changes but seldom evolves into anything beyond an outlet that allows each character to
find her niche: as a student, teacher, orphan, lover, or mini-goddess. Perhaps it is in
looking at these characters as certain “types” that the audience begins to realize the lack
of an opportunity for these women to become individuals. Each character has quirks that
make her different from the others, but she must remain flat enough to still fit into the
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tableaus she is expected to decorate, both in the film and in the minds of many of the
audience members watching her.
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"Women's magazines are an especially fruitful subject of study for examining how
gender works in contemporary U.S. society" (Shaw & Lee, 2001, p. 363) as well as historically.
The contents of magazines, especially fashion and beauty magazines, provide advertisements
and articles on these subjects, which simultaneously shape and reflect the social norms and
practices of the time, and also shape women's identities and assist in developing their manner
of self-expression. These advice-givers create a new market primarily for products, but also
construct young women's lives by determining their identities, ideals, and worth.
This study historically and theoretically makes a comparison using a wide variety of
articles in primary sources (women's magazines) from 1893, 1965/ 67, and 2003 in terms of
what messages women were and are receiving about going to college, about staying in college,
about what type of degree they were/are/should be pursuing, and about what their post-degree
career choice should be. After analyzing the magazines' contents, the results are put into
historical context within a feminist theoretical framework.
Historically, "while men proceed on their developmental way, building on inherited

traditions, women are confined to cycles of lost and found." (Spender, in Faludi, p. 46). This
becomes evident over the 110-year span of this study.

The post-Victorian era and the

Suffragist Movement is subtly evident in some respects in The Ladies' Home Journal (1893).
The first three of the four articles which focus on going to college devote complete attention to
developing the prospective college woman’s mind, and indeed, her total personality. The final
article tells her to go home and be a lady with all the dignity of the traditional Victorian era.
In such a context, education is largely a passport for social mobility enabling her to acquire a
husband of a better social position. The section entitled "Cultivate the Home Virtues" advises
"Scatter flowers as well as books wherever you go" (The Ladies' Home Journal, October
1893, p.24).
In the 1965/67 materials, even though the second wave of the feminist movement was
in its infancy, she is advised to develop her mind and to use her intelligence. These articles
look at being intelligent as being attractive, and focus on her acquiring knowledge to broaden
herself. The real emphasis is on knowing who you are and becoming that, with career goals
stemming from that, rather than the opposite.
In the 2003 magazines, it appears that individuality is paid lip service, with the
emphasis mostly on fitting in to established structures and practices.

Little or no

consideration is given to developing the young woman's own knowledge and self-esteem. At
the same time, it is believed that all of the battles for equality have been won. "Why would any
woman complain now?"
The United States patriarchy creates systems of inequity and privilege in which
women's lives are marked by difference from the established male norms, and are illustrated

by the material conditions of women's lives, and by the values and culture of our society.
These systems of inequity and privilege are maintained by coercion and force, while at the
same time they are facilitated by subordination and domination, so that these systems of
inequity such as sexism, classism, ableism, and racism work together to enforce both the
inequity and the privilege. This becomes evident in The Ladies' Home Journal as well as in
the most recent magazines of 2003. That is, these differences have been socially constructed
by these magazines and the advice-givers, as seen in two out of the three periods. Women are
encouraged to seek an education in a way to fit in with male-oriented structures that exist
already, rather than pursue their own personal goals. On the other hand, while the 1965/67
magazines emphasize education for women as a desirable objective to expand her horizons
and broaden her experiences, the viewpoint (espoused mainly by males) prove to be reflective
of several fleeting moments in our history when the patriarchal viewpoint was weakening;
however, even these self-affirming ideals easily became merely a style.
The feminist postmodern perspective of these magazines' messages emphasizes that
truth is a relative concept and that identity is more multifaceted than we often imagine. These
feminists know that "women actively construct or shape their lives in the context of various
social systems and often in the face of serious constraints" (Shaw & Lee, 2001, p. 12).

1. Cultural Memory and the Staging of Blackness
2. Daphne Lamothe
3. Rutgers University, Department of English
4. Rutgers University
Dept. of English
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Murray Hall
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901
5. dlamothe@rci.rutgers.edu
6. This paper compares Katherine Dunham’s performance in Stormy Weather (1943) to
her 1938 staging of L’Ag’Ya, Where the former is essentially part of a musical revue, one
of a variety of dance forms on display, including hoofing, social dance, chorus line,
pseudo-African and Dunham’s own modernistic contribution, the latter incorporates the
knowledge she gained of Caribbean dance aftering conducting anthropological fieldwork
in the Caribbean, and is propelled by narrative and thematic threads that provide context
and meaning for the dance. Stormy Weather employs narrative fragmentation and dances
a story of urbanity; L'Ag'Ya is more linear in its narration and is rooted in tradition
Yet I argue that despite the stylistic and formalistic differences between stage and film,
there is one point of commonality between Dunham’s performance in the film and her
work on the concert stage, and that is the suggestion that African-American historical
identity invents and transmits itself dynamically though performance.Dance proves itself
to be, on stage and in film, living memory, which is, according to Joseph Roach, resistant
to the forms of forgetting characteristic of modernity, and revealing itself to be
improvisational and imaginative. We will find that both narratives, which seem so
different, are both are engaged in similar projects of imagining an oppositional, radically
new Black subjectivity.
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Abstract
Just recently, the question of introducing the concept of culture as part of foreign
language instruction has finally become an important concern for foreign language teachers.
Traditionally, foreign language courses in the U.S. higher education system emphasized so called
“formal linguistic” training, which focused primarily on mastering the phonetic peculiarities of
the target language, memorizing words and grammar rules, and practicing verb drills. The
“formal linguistic” approach paid little attention to developing the students’ skills in effective
communication with native speakers on a cultural level. Instead, the study of a second language
“should be a contrastive process, a dialogue between two ways of living and viewing the world”
(Chaput 404), and the task of foreign language instructors is to teach students to communicate in
the target language, which involves behaving verbally and non-verbally in a culturally
appropriate way.
The paper examines the possibility of introducing the concept of culture as part of foreign
language instruction. It is quite fruitful to bring in cultural features with and through the
language instruction by using language topics as a medium for raising questions about broader
cultural issues. The paper considers several aspects of the Russian and American worldviews in
order to show the possibility of linking certain language topics in the areas of vocabulary,
rhetoric, syntax, and grammar with cultural universals appearing in both languages. Foreign
language instructors can help their students to contextualize and internalize the target language
by making the direct connection between culture and language. Furthermore, they can help their
students to discover the values that underlie the behavior of native speakers in the target
language environment, thus enabling them to advance to a higher level of language competence.
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Abstract
Why have humans continued to expend high degrees of energy and devote great
amounts of time to producing and enjoying the arts? From an evolutionary standpoint, it

would seem that humans who engage in the arts would be severely disadvantaged in the
race for survival and reproductive success given the apparent lack of survival value of
artistic behavior and activities. Perhaps if it can be established that human artistic
proclivities are evolutionary adaptations, the arts can be viewed in a light not usually
thought of and thus be regarded as manifestations of basic human needs humans have
been endowed with via crucial evolutionary processes.
In what follows, I consider the views of two evolutionary psychologists who have
attempted to offer adaptationist explanations for the presence of artistic behavior and
activity in human societies. By critically engaging the theorists discussed in this paper, I
hope to pave the way for the establishment of a more definitive account of art’s
evolutionary value for humans.

What makes artistic behavior and experience possible? A consideration
and critique of evolutionary explanations.
Is the human capability for producing and enjoying art best understood as an
evolutionary adaptation? In what follows, I will discuss the perspectives of those who
offer contrasting answers to that question. In addition to giving an overview, I will
examine the assumptions that those whose views I consider rely on in advancing their

respective conclusions. My aim will be to explore the extent in which an adaptation
view—as put forth respectively by Ellen Dissanayanke and Geoffrey Miller—of why we
can produce and enjoy art is plausible by considering some of their implicit and explicit
assumptions.
Before discussing the particulars of the different views I consider, something
should be stated about the significance of the task I embark on here. Ultimately, if it can
be shown that the production and enjoyment of art has evolutionary value for humans, the
importance of the arts for humans can be seen in a light different than the one usually
assumed when considering the role of the arts in human affairs. Perhaps an adaptationist
view of why humans can enjoy and produce art naturally implies that art is a basic need
for humans (like food, shelter, warmth, sexual fulfillment, etc.) and should be treated as
such. Since conventional understandings of art (at least in our present day society) seem
to regard art as a luxury (often but not always) of the elite, establishing an adaptationist
view of why humans can enjoy and produce art may offer a basis for revising
conventional understandings of art and thus have implications for such practical issues
like to what extent society should support art and what kinds of arts should be supported.
Hence, the issue of why—from an evolutionary standpoint—humans can produce and
enjoy art has important conventional and practical dimensions.
Additionally, before embarking on the central project of this paper it is important
to define and distinguish between concepts crucial to my discussion. A side-effect of an
evolutionary adaptation can be understood as an ability or a trait that has become present
(like the ability to read) initially not because of its survival value but as a by-product of
other adaptations (like eyesight) which became dominant in a species because of their

survival or selective value. This is in contrast to evolutionary holdovers (like
appendixes) which we possess even though they lack (on our current understanding) a
present survival or selective enhancing function but remain around out of inertia. We can
determine if a capability, trait, or need is an evolutionary adaptation not just by whether it
has survival value (since such traits as being capable of reading seem to have such value
for present day humans) but also by whether it has been present in a said population long
enough to have given those who possess it a selective advantage to such an extent that it
has become dominant in that population. Additionally, capabilities, traits, and needs that
are evolutionary adaptations do not seem to require conscious effort or training to be
manifested in a population. A teenage human being does not, for example, have to be
aware of or taught about the role his sex drive plays in the attainment of reproductive
success in order for him to desire sexual satisfaction. As shall be discussed in greater
detail, artistic capabilities and behaviors are dominant (to the point of being universal) in
the human population and do not seem to require conscious effort or training to be
manifested (at least at the most rudimentary level) among humans. Hence, the central
question for the adaptationist position regarding why humans can enjoy and produce art
seems to be whether artistic capabilities and behaviors provide—and have provided—a
survival or selective advantage to humans.
Whatever else can be said about the arts, it is undeniable that humans derive
pleasure from works of art. Not only are humans willing to make great efforts and
sacrifices in their pursuit of aesthetic experience, but aesthetic experience is of sometimes
such intensity that it is regarded as being of a sacred nature--points that ultimately
underscore the fact that humans regard the arts to be pleasurable. Furthermore, deriving

pleasure from (at least some of) the arts seems to come naturally to humans as it is not a
proclivity that must be learned (although being able to appreciate certain kinds of arts
obviously seem to be an acquired capability). That such is the case may be indicative of
artistic behavior having adaptive value for humans as other naturally pleasurable
behaviors (most notably eating and sex) have such value. Clearly, humans must eat and
have sex in order to survive as a species and the fact that humans derive pleasure from
such activities seems to be related to the survival value of those activities. Humans
incapable of enjoying eating or sex would be disadvantaged in the race for survival and
reproduction. Indeed such activities are so crucial to evolutionary success that it could
very well be the case that only those ancestors of ours who have derived pleasure from
acts like eating and sex have been motivated to pursue those activities to the extent that
they have succeeded in passing on their traits to subsequent generations in such a way as
to enable those traits to be dominant among humans. Thus being capable of deriving
pleasure from certain acts, like eating and sex, is universally characteristic of humans
(among other species).
In short, certain activities are good for us from an evolutionary standpoint and
those that derive pleasure from those activities are bestowed with an advantage in the
evolutionary race for survival and reproduction. Indeed it seems reasonable to assume
that, with the passing of enough time, it is because activities like eating and sex are good
for us from an evolutionary standpoint that such activities have become pleasurable.
Such biological facets of our being seem to have direct implications for the
attempt to understand why the ability to produce and enjoy art has emerged among
humans. To reiterate, it is undeniable that humans derive pleasure from the arts like they

do from other activities and these other activities clearly have adaptive value. Could it be
that the natural pleasure we derive from the arts is indicative of artistic behavior (like
culinary and sexual behavior) having adaptive value? Does that fact that we derive
pleasure from the arts, in other words, show that artistic behavior is good for us from an
evolutionary standpoint as those ancestors of ours who found art to be enjoyable became
advantaged in the evolutionary race because of the enjoyment they found from the arts?
While the attempt to try and gain insight from comparing facets of artistic
behavior to facets of behaviors like eating and sex may seem promising, such an
approach can only seem to take us so far. This is the case because it is easy to notice
things like the biological benefits of eating and the evolutionary benefits of sexual
activity. However, whatever biological or evolutionary benefits that may come from
enjoying the arts do not seem readily noticeable. Thus although humans derive pleasure
from the arts as they do from activities like eating and sex, it is hard to see how deriving
pleasure from the arts has survival value like deriving pleasure from activities like eating
and sex is so easily seen to have. Indeed, as noted earlier, from an evolutionary
perspective the arts seem to use up time and energy that could be devoted to activities
which unequivocally advance survival and engaging in the arts could therefore actually
hinder our well being from an evolutionary standpoint. That pleasure, which does not
have to be acquired to be experienced, is derived in the first place from the arts though
may provide us with an important clue about whether the ability to produce and enjoy the
arts is best understood as an evolutionary adaptation or as a side-effect/by-product of an
evolutionary adaptation. Given the pleasures naturally derived from certain behaviors not
usually classified as artistic that clearly have adaptive value, perhaps it can be inferred

that un-acquired pleasure itself is—in some sense—an indicator of a behavior’s having
survival or selective significance for humans; that it is good for us from an evolutionary
standpoint and provided our ancestors with an advantage in the genetic race.
If we assume that only that which aides survival can have adaptive value, perhaps
it is plausible to conceive of the arts as aiding survival and thus having adaptive value by
representing that which is perceived to be pleasurable and good for the agent to have. At
the risk of offering what are overly rudimentary examples but ones that adequately
illustrate the point, having food is not only associated with the pleasure of eating but is
biologically and evolutionarily good for us—as eating may have become pleasurable
because of the benefits it provides. Thus a work of art which depicts food elicits pleasure
as the depiction is associated with a pleasurable activity that is beneficial to us from a
biological and evolutionary standpoint. Likewise, songs with sexual imagery may be
pleasurable (at least partly) because they are associated with sex and sex is a pleasurable
activity (and may have become pleasurable as a result of the crucial role engaging in it
plays in winning out in evolutionary competition). While art is usually more complicated
and aesthetic experience is usually more richer than the view considered here implies, the
view that art aides survival by representing what is perceived to be pleasurable and good
for the subject to have may offer a promising starting point for understanding the human
ability to enjoy and produce art from an evolutionary perspective. For perhaps those
adept at noticing and creating representations of that which is deemed good to have have
somehow been endowed—as a result of that adeptness—with a survival and/or selective
advantage.
The view that the arts aide survival by representing what is perceived to be good

to have may help explain the divergence of aesthetic judgments as what has been
considered pleasurable and good has varied from individual to individual and culture to
culture. This is the case even though certain activities, in a general sense, are widely and
cross-culturally agreed to be pleasurable and good since the particular manifestations of
these activities are couched in the peculiar baggage and situation of an individual or
culture. As Dissanayake puts it, “Because the life circumstances of Owerri, Temiar,
Kaluli, Kalapalo, and others vary from one another, their art creations and experiences
can be understood as culturally (even individually) unique.” (Dissanayake, 2000: 207)
In putting forth a naturalistic theory of aesthetics, Dissanayake builds upon the
views that the arts aide survival by representing what the subject perceives of as being
good to have and that divergence in standards of beauty and aesthetic value results from
the particulars norms and ideologies of individuals and societies. Regarding the latter
view, Dissanayake concludes:
Such cultural authority explains why post-Renaissance, European-influenced
cultures considered painted female nudes in poses of delectability and availability to be
appropriate subject matter for “art” and yet thought of sculpted images from India or
Oceania as ugly heathen idols. Similarly, chamber music and opera were deemed
superior to Gershwin songs, African cross-rhythm and drumming, and the performances
of Barbara Streisand. ‘Art’ (paintings and sculptures) was distinguished from ‘craft’
(whether ceramics, photography, textiles, or glass), and consequently each occupied
different museums, commanded different prices, and enjoyed different social status.
(Dissanayake, 2000: 206-207)
These differences in classification, which underscore differences in aesthetic judgments,
are not incompatible to Dissanayake with the view that general agreement exists on
questions like it is good to pursue certain things, what things are good to pursue, and that
in some sense art reminds us of, and may motivate us to do, what is ultimately and
objectively (from an evolutionary standpoint) beneficial. Dissanayake states, “Our

finding beauty, pleasure, and value in anything are the ‘proximate’ reasons—the tricks or
illusions—that motivate us to do what is ultimately beneficial.” (Dissanayake, 2000: 207)
Additionally significant to Dissanayake’s understanding is that while certain
activities are cross culturally beneficial from an evolutionary standpoint and are more
than likely cross culturally pleasurable because of the benefits they provide, all instances
of such activities are not equally valued by individuals or cultures—a point which seems
to show that we must go beyond the basic evolutionary view that the arts aide survival by
representing what is perceived to be good for the subject to have; however promising of a
starting point that view may provide. Dissanayake points out distinctions between
activities like lovemaking and copulation, dining and feeding, and killing game animals
with respect and with indifference (Dissanayake, 2000: 208) to illustrate the point that not
all instances of the same pleasurable and evolutionarily beneficial activity are equally
valued by cultures. Dissanayake concludes, “It is universally human to recognize and
actively create such distinctions, even if the arenas in which we do so vary.”
(Dissanayake, 2000: 208) Distinctions like the kinds noted by Dissanayake may indicate
emotional dispositions “that transcend the simple satisfaction of an
appetite.”(Dissanayake, 2000: 208) Dissanayake elaborates further on the implications
these distinctions and supposed emotional dispositions have for a standard evolutionary
view of why humans create and produce art:
Practically speaking from the viewpoint of an evolutionist, the emotional rewards
of all individual consummatory experiences of mating or eating (or anything else) should
be roughly similar if they serve the motivating purposes—reproduction, survival—for
which they were designed. Apart from ultimate adaptive valence or cultural
conditioning, evolutionary psychologists give us no criteria for explaining why some
experiences are generally received by their percipients as qualitatively more meaningful,
valuable, pleasure, or desirable than others—that is, as aesthetically superior.
(Dissanayake, 2000: 208)

To Dissanayake, art should be viewed as a “behavior of making special”
(Dissanayake, 2000: 134 et al) or, more specifically, “the active human capacity and
motivation to elaborate and respond to elaborations.” (Dissanayake, 2000: 207) In
Dissanayake’s view what causes us to classify an act of copulation as an instance of
lovemaking, an act of feeding as an instance of dining, an act of killing game as an
instance of a sacred ritual, or any other mundane everyday activity or object as an
instance of art is that an effort was put forward to make the activity or object special or
the activity or object is recognized as such. According to Dissanayake, the activity or
object which is considered an instance of art is so considered because it is made to be
distinguished or seen as distinguished from the myriad activities which humans engage in
and objects that humans encounter on a daily basis. Dissanayake states:
Making special implies intent or deliberateness. When shaping or giving artistic
expression to an idea, or embellishing an object, or recognizing that an idea or object is
artistic, one gives (or acknowledges) a specialness that without one’s activity or regard
would not exist. Moreover, one intends by making special to place the activity or artifact
in a ‘realm’ different from the everyday. (Dissanayake, 1988: 22)
Thus, on Dissanayake’s view, art may serve the function of representing what is
perceived to be good for the subject to have, but—as an activity—art goes beyond simply
reminding us of, satisfying, or motivating us to pursue our natural appetites and
ultimately exists as a manifestation of the aforementioned “active human capacity and
motivation to elaborate and respond to elaborations.” In other words, art is the result of
the human proclivity to make or see certain activities and objects as special. Simply
uttering sounds that convey meaning is not engaging in an artistic activity, to
Dissanayake, but when the rhythms of those sounds are exaggerated and the syllables of
those sounds are accented (and thus elaborated upon and made special) art is created as

the sounds have become distinguished from the everyday, mundane sounds heard.
If we are to regard the human capability for producing and enjoying art as an
evolutionary adaptation and we accept the view put forth by Dissanayake that art results
from the human proclivity to make or notice certain activities and objects as special, the
question of what adaptive value the human proclivity to make or notice specialness could
have had for our ancestors and have for us today naturally arises.

What is it about

distinguishing certain events and objects from the everyday realm that has been
advantageous to humans and their ancestors in the evolutionary competition for survival
and reproductive success?
Dissanayake addresses this issue by drawing attention, like the more orthodox
evolutionary psychologists do, to the nature of the things which are elaborated upon and
distinguished when art is created and experienced. As the orthodox evolutionary account
of art also holds, Dissanayake agrees that the activities and objects which are considered
artistic are invariably tied to that which has biological significance for us. According to
Dissanayake, this biological significance helps make art relevant to that which should be,
and often is, of serious psychological concern to us. Dissanayake states:
The sorts of things that attract special attention and elaboration (for example,
bullocks, carts, threshing floors, windshields, journeys—and, among the Yekuana,
gardens, canoes, medical treatments, monthly bleeding, game animals) are almost always
involved with biologically important or ‘meaningful’ life concerns, and the attentions and
elaborations often serve to relieve anxiety about their successful attainment and
preservation. Thus, before cutting down a tree in order to carve a canoe, a Yekuana feels
that he must first commune with the supernatural power that controls the tree, negotiating
its transfer of ownership. If this is not done, not only will the artifact be flawed but also
the spirit accompanying it will be hostile and vengeful, leading to disease and possible
death. As David Gross says, ritual tools are therefore as essential as physical ones for the
accomplishment of any task. (Dissanayake, 2000: 137)
Ultimately, to Dissanayake, humans must be concerned “about uncertain but biologically

significant and valuable things” (Dissanayake, 2000: 137-38) and this concern, which is
implied by the meaning conveyed by artistic activities and objects, moves us.

In

particular, we “are moved—motivated—to exceptional, attention-getting, emotionaffecting, memorable activities.” (Dissanayake, 2000: 138) Perhaps those who have been
concerned about and moved by biologically significant and valuable things to the extent
that they have needed to engage in artistic activity have placed themselves in an
evolutionarily advantageous position by being interested in and affected by that which
really matters.
Furthermore, since concern for the biologically significant and valuable things is
felt emotionally, we perhaps have a basis to account—on Dissanayake’s view—for the
emotional dimension of aesthetic experience. For it is not only the case that we are
concerned with, say, health because good health advances survival but we are emotional
about preserving some kind of healthy state and thus art which represents good health
elicits emotional responses.

Indeed such representative art may be demanded as a

behavioral correlate, “a special bodily effort” (Dissanayake, 2000: 138), of emotionally
and psychologically felt ultimate concerns (e.g. good health).
That humans have universally acted as if that which is of ultimate concern to them
is more better assured and maintained when the artifacts and activities associated with
those concerns were given “rhythmic-modal elaboration” is of significance to
Dissanayake’s view regarding art’s supposed adaptive value (Dissanayake, 2000: 139).
Dissanayake maintains that “the shaping and elaborating of behavior and of the material
world…have been necessary to the maintenance and continuity of human societies.”
(Dissanayake, 2000: 139)

This is the case to Dissanayake regardless of whether

ceremonies (a term she regards as synonymous with the term arts) have always fulfilled
their “ostensible or immediate purpose” (Dissanayake, 2000: 139) since artistic
elaborating has provided biological and evolutionary benefits beyond the increases in the
psychological sense of assurance and maintenance they provide. Specifically, sensorily
and emotionally gratifying ceremonies foster and, are characterized by, group
participation in a common endeavor which “would have strengthened the general
cooperation and feeling of affiliation that in the ancestral way of life was essential in
order for small, vulnerable bands to survive.”(Dissanayake, 2000: 139) Thus even if the
attempt to commune with a believed to exist supernatural power does not result in a
flawless tree product that promotes good health, the ceremonial act of communion
provided our ancestors with a sense of group identity and the importance of working
together which ultimately enhanced their survival and reproductive capabilities.
Ceremonies (the arts) initially became gratifying (and thus were engaged in by
our ancestors) and unifying (and thus beneficial for our ancestors), on Dissanayake’s
account, by elaborating on the rhythms and modes that “evolved to enable mother-infant
mutuality.”(Dissanayake, 2000: 139) Dissanayake elaborates:
The inborn rhythmic-modal sensitivities of mutuality, through cultural
elaborations, became adaptive means for arousing interest, riveting joint attention,
synchronizing bodily rhythms and activities, conveying messages with convictions and
memorability, and ultimately indoctrinating and reinforcing right attitudes and behaviors.
(Dissanayake, 2000: 139)
Thus we can further see how Dissanayake’s account accommodates the reality that the
arts convey meaning of what is valued as when one engages in an artistic activity like the
making of an artifact “a person repeats the message encoded in the story of its origin.”
(Dissanayake, 2000: 140) Such considerations bolster Dissanayake’s conclusion that,

“art and morality are inextricable in traditional societies.” (Dissanayake, 2000: 140) This
follows to Dissanayake “Since what is important to a society—its messages about order
and meaning in the cosmos, in nature, and in social life, and about correct attitudes and
behavior—can be thought of as its values, and since the arts enhance, preserve, and
transmit theses messages…”(Dissanayake, 2000: 140) Crystallizing and encoding
ancestral values in compelling and memorable forms so they can be transmitted to all of
society as well as to future generations is of obvious benefit to the well being and
survival of a group. Perhaps as a result and arguably more importantly, the arts maintain
and transmit the “emotional dispositions on which a society depends for its existence.”
(Dissanayake, 2000: 140) Dissanayake states further:
As rhythmic-modal sensitivities and capacities evolved to enable the emotional
dispositions by which mothers and infants engaged in mutuality, so could elaborations of
these sensitivities and capacities become vehicles for social coordination and concord,
instilling belonging, meaning, and competence, which are feelings that comprise
psychological well-being.
Thus humans’ capacity to respond to the arts has been as crucial to their
evolutionary presence as the desire or need to create them. The fact that we are
emotionally and behaviorally susceptible to elaborated movements in time, visual
compellingness, skillful execution, and the structuring and manipulation of our sensory
experiences ensured that we would engage in socially reinforcing ceremonial behaviors,
remember the information that these practices transmitted, and become emotionally
convinced of their (and our) efficacy. Without the biologically adaptive reactions, the
signals would not have arisen and been retained in human nature. (Dissanayake, 2000:
140)
Since a significant aspect of valuing consists of experiencing emotional dispositions, and
since the shared valuing of some activities (e.g. mother-infant mutuality, cooperation, and
value transmission) has been necessary for biological and evolutionary well being,
Dissanayake reasons that engaging in and reacting to the arts has also been necessary for
biological and evolutionary well-being and thus has had adaptive value. The arts, after
all, reinforce and elaborate on the passions and sentiments so necessary for valuing that

which our ancestors and we have had to value for survival and reproductive success.
Hence, the arts largely came about and are necessary, on Dissanayake’s view, for many
of the same reasons some (i.e. Darwin, Hume) have maintained that moral sentiments
have come about and are necessary—to preserve the welfare of the group. Dissanayake
acknowledges that the arts have come to serve many purposes (like therapeutic and
cognitive ones as well as enhancing prospects for males engaged in sexual competition)
and probably did so for our ancestors (Dissanayake, 1988: 64-73, 2000: 135, 140).
Acknowledgment of these other purposes, however, does not “adequately account” for all
the splendor and creativity of artistic activity as well as it’s initial necessity to
Dissanayake as only her theory of art as an activity of making and responding to
specialness and elaborations is deemed to (Dissanayake, 2000: 135, et al).
Significantly, we can notice that Dissanayake agrees with certain side-effect/byproduct theorists of art (in particular Robert Jourdain) on points like the role the arts play
in conveying information and fostering necessary cooperation. The difference among the
two kinds theorists, and maybe between a side-effect/by product and adaptationist view
concerning the arts in general, comes from how the question of whether the roles played
by the arts could have been fulfilled without the arts is answered. Did we have to have
the arts to transmit necessary values and engage in the necessary activities discussed
above? Is artistic behavior and experience therefore vital to our well being and survival
in a way similar to how cooperation and shared values as well as behaviors like eating
and copulation are so vital?
It is in regards to questions of this kind that Dissanayake’s account runs into
problems. For it is not clear, if we accept that account, why we have needed the behavior

of making special by elaborating to accomplish tasks like the arousal of interest,
transmission values, and the fostering of cooperation. Language seems to accomplish
those tasks adequately and in a way that is significantly less energy and time consuming
than engaging in the arts. As Geoffrey Miller puts it, “The best commands are imperative
sentences, not works of art.” (Miller, 263) Given the greater efficiency of language as a
tool for telling us what to do not only does it seem that evolutionarily processes would
have favored language users without giving artists any selective advantage but that there
would seem to be no need for art to perform the functions it is said to perform in the first
place.
Furthermore, non-human primates (e.g. chimpanzees) can live in groups that work
well without using artistic or linguistic mechanisms. A limited number of social instincts
is sufficient for such creatures to act in ways that benefit their groups like remembering
and maintaining significant (e.g. mother-infant) relationships. Given that humans seem
no worse at living in well working groups than certain non-human primates, it is difficult
to see what real advantage the behavior of making special by elaborating could have
provided for our ancestors as they went about living in groups.

Thus, while

Dissanayake’s account may help explain the prevalence and appeal artistic behavior has
had for us, as a theory for why the arts emerged among humans in the evolutionary
scheme of things and what role they may have played in advancing the survival and well
being of our ancestors, that account is faced with serious shortcomings. In the remainder
of this paper, I will consider another adaptive explanation for art’s presence and explore
whether this explanation fares any better as a theory than Dissanayake’s account does.
Perhaps the problem for those wishing to establish that the human capability for

producing and enjoying art is an evolutionary adaptation comes from the attempt to show
that such capability has had survival value for humans. As Darwin has concluded,
according to evolutionary theory there are two basic kinds of purposes that account for
adaptations—natural selection for survival advantage or sexual selection for reproductive
advantage (Miller, 8). Perhaps those like Dissanayake, who attempt to show that human
artistic behavior is best understood as an evolutionary adaptation, have focused too much
attention on the matter of survival advantage (natural selection) and not enough on
reproductive advantage (sexual selection) and thus wind up falling short in their attempts.
It is to the latter kind of possibility that Geoffrey Miller turns in his attempt to give an
adaptationist account of the human capability for enjoying and producing art.
To Miller, sexual selection arises “through competition for reproduction” and can
be understood as the distinct process of “selection for attracting sexual partners…that
(tends) to produce quite different kinds of biological traits.”(Miller, 8) Organisms have
incentives for making good sexual choices given that the quality of an animal’s sexual
partner determines the genetic quality of that animal’s offspring (Miller, 9). As a result,
many animals (e.g. humans) become sexually discriminating. Miller explains, “They
accept some suitors and reject others. They apply their faculties of perception, cognition,
memory, and judgment to pick the best sexual partners they can. In particular, they go
for any features of potential mates that signal their fitness and fertility.” (Miller, 9)
Miller claims such discrimination characterized the mate selection of our ancestors. We
read further:
Almost anything that we can notice about a person is something our ancestors
might have noticed too, and might have favored in their sexual choices. For example,
some of us fall in love with people for their quick wits and generous spirits, and we
wonder how these traits could have evolved. Sexual choice theory suggests that the

answer is right in front of us. These traits are sexually attractive, and perhaps simpler
forms of them have been attractive for hundreds of thousands of years. Over many
generations, those with quicker wits and more generous spirits may have attracted more
sexual partners, or higher-quality partners. The result was that wits became quicker and
spirits more generous. (Miller, 10)
Initially, Miller claims, such choice was based solely on what can be perceived externally
and the advent of “new forms” of expressions such as language, art, and music enabled
thought itself to be subject to sexual selection (Miller, 10). Miller states, “During human
evolution, sexual selection seems to have shifted its primary target from body to
mind.”(Miller, 10)
By introducing and strongly emphasizing the aspect of choice in evolution, we
can see that Miller gives the process of sexual selection a level of intelligence and
structure not typically noticed in natural selection processes. According to Miller:
(We) were neither created by an omniscient deity, nor did we evolve by blind,
dumb natural selection. Rather, our evolution was shaped by beings intermediate in
intelligence…choosing their sexual partners as sensibly as they could. We have inherited
both their sexual tastes for warm, witty, creative, intelligent, generous companions, and
the traits that they preferred. We are the outcome of their million-year-long genetic
engineering experiment in which their sexual choices did the genetic screening. (Miller,
10)
Not only have traits like warmth, wittiness, artistic creativity, intelligence, and
generosity developed as a result of the psychological activity of courtship, but such traits
to Miller are similar to traits noticed in non-human organisms. These traits, like the
peacock’s tail and the bowerbirds’ nest, are also said to owe their existence to the process
of sexual selection given their seeming of lack of direct survival value. That these traits
seem to lack survival value in spite of the great effort expended in developing and
maintaining them and their aesthetic extravagance indicates to Miller that such traits are
products of sexual, not natural, selection and thus serve adaptive functions. We read:
This (approach to analyzing the evolutionary origins of art) makes it easier to

trace the adaptive function of these seemingly useless biological luxuries…(Most) of the
visual ornamentation in nature is a product of sexual selection. The peacock’s tail is a
natural work of art evolved through the aesthetic preferences of peahens. (Some) of our
bodily organs, including hair, faces, breasts, buttocks, penises, and muscles, evolved
partly as visual ornamentations. It seems reasonable to ask how far we can get with the
simplest possible hypothesis for art: that it evolved, at least originally, to attract sexual
partners by playing upon their senses and displaying one’s fitness…. (Miller, 267)
It is significant to Miller’s account that traits like artistic creativity may serve the function
of displaying an organism’s fitness even if such traits do not actually enhance fitness. As
long as the ability to be artistic, witty, generous, and the like are perceived to be good
indicators of fitness, such traits can become developed via sexual selection and thus have
adaptive value. Miller states, “A person can spend hours hacking at a piece of wood,
making a fetish, and telling people about their extraordinary spiritual powers. If others
grant the religiously imaginative individual higher status or reproductive opportunities,
such behavior can be sustained by sexual selection.” (Miller, 264) Hence, the human
ability to produce and enjoy art does not have to have direct survival value, on Miller’s
view, but only be regarded as indicative of enhanced survival capabilities in order to have
emerged as an evolutionary adaptation in human societies.
Miller’s adaptationist account seems to avoid a major problem we have seen
Dissanayake’s adaptationist account face—in particular the one involving the inability to
notice advanced artistic capabilities in non-human primates. Sexual selection theory
seems to be “a good candidate for explaining any adaptation that is highly developed in
one species but not in other closely related species that share a similar
environment.”(Miller, 8) This follows to Miller given the “unusually” fast, powerful,
intelligent, and unpredictable nature of the sexual selection process (Miller, 8).
What Miller’s account does not overcome is the difficulty of understanding why

humans have needed art to display indicators of fitness when activities that have direct
survival value (e.g. hunting, gathering) seem to have adequately performed that function.
Hence, Miller’s account is not helpful in determining why art had to come along in the
first place to do what other behaviors seem well suited for doing.

Given such

considerations, it is difficult to avoid concluding that the acceptance of Miller’s account
does not give us a basis for determining whether the human ability to enjoy and
appreciate art originated as an evolutionary adaptation or as a side-effect/by-product of an
adaptation. That Miller’s view may provide us with plausible grounds for asserting that
artistic behavior currently has adaptive value for humans by displaying fitness indicators
should not be discounted. That feature of Miller’s view, however, can only take us so far
in answering the question of whether art is a manifestation of a biological and deeprooted need humans must fulfill.
Additionally, Miller’s account seems to require that we assume that the notably
artistic are more successful in the reproductive race than the not so notably artistic and
that the attractive (those particularly witty, generous, intelligent, and creative) have a
greater propensity for attracting sexual partners than the unattractive. The plausibility of
the former assumption is by no means obvious as the eccentricity and isolation that
characterizes so many artists seems to undermine it. As for the latter assumption, while
our intuitions may tell us otherwise there is no solid body of evidence that supports the
conclusion that those humans deemed attractive in a given group have greater and more
frequent mating opportunities than their deemed to be unattractive counterparts (Kaplan,
2002: Personal conversation). Thus Miller’s account seems to rely on assumptions that
have not (at least yet) been substantiated.

While the theories considered in this paper provide valuable insights for the quest
to understand human artistic behavior and experience from an evolutionary standpoint,
none of the theories definitively settle the question of whether the human capability for
enjoying and producing art can be best understood as evolutionary adaptation or as a
side-effect/by product of an adaptation. Perhaps further refinement and modification of
the above theories based on the critiques presented here can pave the way for a definitive
answer.
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Abstract
Several studies show that older adults underutilize mental health services. Only
four percent of client outpatient loads are usually comprised of elderly clients, and older
adults with a minority ethnic status constitute an even smaller portion of those who use
these services. Paralleling the negative bias often held by physicians and mental health
providers towards elderly clients, older adults also report negative attitudes towards
mental health services. The stigma associated with having a mental health disorder is
related to such negative attitudes, together with lack of routine contact and awareness of
the counseling services available. Furthermore, limited knowledge and a tendency to
interpret mental health problems not as psychological in nature, but instead as social,
physical or normal aging, are related to avoidance of counseling services by the elderly.
Most research on this topic has been conducted using Caucasian samples; however, the
current trend in ethnic studies posits that the findings from such studies cannot be
generalized to all ethnic groups. Although lately more research has been conducted
utilizing samples inclusive of ethnic minorities or specifically made up of ethnic
minorities, very few studies have looked at older Latinas in particular. To contribute to
the scarce literature on the above topics, this study explored the attitudes and beliefs of
elderly Latinas about mental health and toward mental health services, with the long-term
goal of developing intervention programs that satisfy their mental health needs while
being sensitive to their cultural values.
All the 35 Latina women comprising our convenience sample were noninstitutionalized and cognitively high-functioning. Research participants’ ages ranged
from 61 to 89 years old. With the exception of 7 American-born Latina women, the

length of time each had lived in United States ranged from 12 to 71 years with countries
of origin including Mexico (19 women), Cuba (3 women), Colombia (2 women),
Guatemala (2 women), El Salvador (1 woman), and Peru (1 woman). Semi-structured
interviews ranged from 1 to 4 hours in duration. The interview protocol covered
demographic information and overall attitudes held by elderly women towards mental
health and related services. The first author created the assessment tool based on a
comprehensive literature review to maximize its contextual validity and reliability.
From the semi-structured interviews, a qualitative analysis was conducted
utilizing the computer software N6 (Nonnumerical Unstructured Data Indexing Software,
version 6) to facilitate the development of categories from the text. Due to the scarcity of
literature on this population, we selected a constructivist grounded theory approach in
order to explore several issues surrounding participants’ attitudes towards mental health
services. From this qualitative data, several themes emerged and possible explanations of
the findings were offered to clarify the attitudes and beliefs that our participants held
about mental health and related services.
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ABSTRACT
Model for Learning/Research Labs –
Environmental Lighting & Renewable Energy Studies
This paper presents a conceptual model for university learning/research labs in general
and specifically outlines an Environmental Lighting & Renewable Energy Studies
Learning/Research Lab as the example.
Learning/Research Labs:
.
.
.
.

strengthen a university’s research base beginning at the undergraduate level;
increase research productivity;
collaterally enhance teaching effectiveness; and
increase opportunities for collaborative funding.

More specifically LRL’s:
.
.
.
.

demonstrate a particular body of knowledge to students;
allow students to gain hands-on experience with the application of that
knowledge;
provide undergraduate and graduate students with the opportunity to conduct
research analyzing the effects of their application of that knowledge; and
provide faculty with the equipment and facility, where it does not presently
exist, to conduct research related to that area of knowledge.

The Environmental Lighting & Renewable Energy Studies Learning/Research Lab
allows students to gain hands-on knowledge and application experience with:
.
.
.

state-of-the-art electric lighting equipment i.e., interior and exterior lamps,
luminaries, and controls;
advanced daylighting materials i.e., photovoltaic glazing, solar cells, ultraviolet,
thermal, and acoustical glazing systems, top and side lighting systems; and
energy conservation systems utilizing daylighting techniques, wind turbo
generators, and energy storage systems.

This lab also allows faculty and students to conduct multi-disciplinary undergraduate
and graduate research analyzing the effects of their applications on:
.
.

the physiological and behavioral responses of human subjects; and
building performance with regard to sustainability issues.

This lab demonstrates that involving undergraduate and graduate students in multidisciplinary research has great merit for building and enhancing a strong and
continuing research base at a university and contributes to broadening the parameters
of the practicing professions.

PAPER
Model for Learning/Research Labs Environmental Lighting & Renewable Energy Studies
As state universities endeavor to 1) find new ways to enhance teaching effectiveness, 2)
provide more opportunities for their students, 3) increase research opportunities for
their faculty and, thereby, 4) increase research productivity, 5) develop more ways to
attract outside funding, 6) make new industry partnerships, 7) create more
entrepreneurial opportunities for the communities they serve, 8) create collateral bases
within the university for sharing the costs of internal funding, and 9) improve/expand
facilities, all with fewer state dollars, the concept of Learning/Research Labs in general
can become a model for helping achieve those goals. The specific example provided is
an Environmental Lighting & Renewable Energy Studies Learning/Research Lab.
Learning/Research Labs (LRL):
.

strengthen a university’s research base beginning at the undergraduate level;

.

increase research productivity;

.

collaterally enhance teaching effectiveness;

.

create opportunities for collaborative funding within the university for sharing
the costs of internal funding for both teaching and research;

.

attract external financial support to improve/expand facilities;

.

provide opportunities to build more industry and community partnerships; and

.

create more entrepreneurial opportunities for the community.

More specifically, LRL’s :

.

demonstrate a particular body of knowledge to students;

.

allow students to gain hand-on experience with the application of that
knowledge;

.

provide undergraduate and graduate students with the opportunity to conduct
research analyzing the effects of their application of that knowledge; and

.

provide faculty with the equipment and facility, where it does not presently
exist, to conduct research related to that area of knowledge.

Students

Industry

Learning/Re
- search

Faculty

Dept./College

Communi
ty

University

Students:
Gain more knowledge
Gain research experience
Acquire hands-on experience with equipment
Gain opportunity to analyze the effects of their applied knowledge
Develop links with industry partners
Increase intern and job opportunities
Participate in community service
Develop community links
Develop closer ties with faculty

Earn undergraduate/graduate research assistant wages
Become research assistants

Faculty:
Enhances teaching effectiveness
Provides students with opportunity to analyze the effects of their applied knowledge
Increases research opportunities
Increases funding opportunities
Increases consultation opportunities with industry
Acquires equipment and facilities to conduct research
Develops links with industry partners
Develops entrepreneurial opportunities
Develops community links
Gains revenue opportunity for qualified professional continuing education program
Participates in community service
Develops closer ties with students
Acquires undergraduate and graduate research assistants
Provides the knowledge base
Provides research experience

Department/College
Increases undergraduate research
Gains tendency to increase number of graduate programs offered
Increases research productivity
Increases external grant and industry in-kind funding opportunities
Increases equipment and facilities assets
Gains revenue opportunity for qualified professional continuing education program
Provides summer faculty research contracts
Provides nominal seed funding for experimental research

University
Strengthens university research base beginning at the undergraduate level
Gains better teachers
Increases research productivity
Gains stronger connection between teaching and research
Increases ranking among top research institutions
Gains opportunity for collaborative funding within the university from both teaching
funding sources and research funding sources
Increases summer teaching and research productivity
Increases external grant funding opportunities
Increases industry in-kind funding opportunities
Increases industry links
Increases entrepreneurial links
Increases community service links
Provides funding for undergraduate and graduate research assistants
Provides nominal seed funding for experimental research
Provides collaborative funding for teaching/research
Provides some funding for renovation of facilities and additional equipment

Community
Increases entrepreneurial opportunities
Increases in community economic base
Increases links to industry
Increases job opportunities for community residents
Increases university service to community
Provides funding for entrepreneurial research

Industry

Gains greater understanding of importance of research to industry and professional
practice
Gains potential employees with greater knowledge and hands-on experience with
related equipment
Gains more responsive and direct links to higher education
Gains opportunity for qualified continuing education program
Gains more direct links to benefits of research
Provides in-kind research equipment support
Provides in-kind support for facilities renovation and expansion
Provides funding for industry-related research
Provides endowments for continued excellence in teaching and research

The Environmental Lighting & Renewable Energy Studies Learning/Research Lab
is comprehensive in its knowledge base and in the equipment and materials it will
provide for the use of many students and several faculty engaged in these areas of study
and research. It allows students to study, apply, research and analyze the impacts of
the following on the built environment:
.

integrated energy design

.

building envelope design

.

daylighting design

.

building integrated photovoltaics

.

power conversion, storage, and distribution systems

.

glazing

.

efficient lighting systems

.

lighting controls

.

energy efficient HVAC design

.

wind turbo power generation

.

micro-hydro power generation

.

geothermal energy

.

biomass energy

.

computer controlled energy management systems/smart buildings

.

financial costs and benefits

It also allows students to gain hands-on knowledge and application experience with:
.

state-of-the-art electric lighting equipment i.e., interior and exterior lamps,
luminaries, and controls;

.

advanced daylighting techniques and materials i.e., photovoltaic glazing, thin
film photovoltaic imprints, solar cells, ultraviolet, thermal, and acoustical
glazing systems, top and side lighting systems; and

.

energy conservation systems utilizing daylighting techniques, photovoltaics,
wind turbo generators, geothermal energy, biomass energy, and microhydro power generation, fuel cells, energy efficient HVAC design utilizing
natural ventilation, radiant heating and cooling, underfloor air distribution,
chiller plant efficiency, and energy conversion, storage, and distribution
systems; and

.

building mock-ups, building simulations, and calculation softwares.

Additionally, this learning research lab can provide continuing education for practicing
professionals via:
.

virtual seminars and workshops, and

.

on-site seminars and workshops

The Environmental Lighting & Renewable Energy Studies Learning/Research Lab
allows faculty and students to conduct multi-disciplinary undergraduate and
graduate research analyzing the effects of their applications on:
.

the physiological and behavioral responses of human subjects in the built
environment; and

.

building performance with regard to sustainability issues.

This lab demonstrates that involving undergraduate and graduate students in multidisciplinary research has great merit for building and enhancing a strong and
continuing research base at a university and contributes to broadening the
parameters of the practicing professions.
A few links:
ASES – The American Solar Energy Society
www.ases.org
Association of Energy Engineers
Energy Efficient Lighting Association
Green Lights Program (U.S. E. P. A.)
The International Solar Energy Society (ISES)
www.ises.org
National Lighting Product Information Program
Savings By Design
Solar Energy and Energy Efficiency Information
www.epsea.org
Solar Energy International
www.solarenergy.org
Solar Energy Network
www.solarenergy.net
Sustainable Building Industry Council
U.S. Dept of Energy –
Office of Building Technology – Building Standards and Guidelines Program
National Center for Appropriate Technology
Office of Building Technology – Community and State Programs

Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
Office of Power Technologies
Office of Scientific and Technical Information
Research and Development Reports
Smart Communities Network
Windows and Glazings Program
U.S. Green Building Council
Windpower – Renewable Energy Made Simple
www.windenergy.com
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Abstract of Paper:
Drawing on collaborative teaching and learning methodologies, the article examines the
interdisciplinary and pedagogic implications of comparative musicology in the setting of
a community college in New York City. The author, who developed the music
component of a writing-intensive learning community between “Contemporary Digital
Art and Design” and “Music of the Twentieth Century,” describes several instances of
the collaboration with the art teacher and with other colleagues from different disciplines
participating in similar pedagogic initiatives in the college. Samples of students’ writing
are interlaced with references to the work of Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges,
together with references to several archetypes of the universal literature and critical
commentaries on elements of pop culture, illustrating the intrinsic liberal-arts orientation
of this learning community.
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Books that Secretly Wait
"A book is not an isolated being: it is a relationship, an axis of innumerable relationships."
Jorge Luis Borges, “A Note on (toward) Bernard Shaw.”

Borges and the World of Ideas
Of all the writers I read when I was a high-school student, Jorge Luis Borges was
the one I loved most. Unlike a number of classes that were boring, Spanish literature was
the one in which I felt that the teacher was listening to us, the students; among all the
authors, Borges was the one that most directly spoke to me. With the passion that one
only feels as an adolescent, I had constant dialogs with his poems, short stories, and
essays.
After graduation, and as I kept reading Borges’s works through the years, I
became familiar with his main philosophical obsessions. They epitomized his way of
seeing the universe and, particularly, the universe of literature. In Borges's opinion, there
were no individual writers, no truly individual works. Instead, he conceived of literature
as a continuum, with individual writers adding only different flavors—sometimes he used
the word “intonations”—to a shared knowledge. For him, there were no true authors, but
ideas, eternal ideas ricocheting through centuries and civilizations. For instance, he saw
Sinbad as a reincarnation of Ulysses, Plato and Pascal unified in their quest for the same
"sphere,"

or

Giambattista

Marino

and

unknowingly—to the same rose.
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Samuel

Coleridge

singing—perhaps

Continuum and Originality
The metaphor of continuum is particularly pertinent to college professors for, how
do we see and where do we find ourselves? Do we teachers think of ourselves as
exclusive holders of the space defined by our individual disciplines? Do we think of that
space as a zealously guarded territory, a space to protect from other fields of knowledge?
Do we also see ourselves exclusively as transmitters of knowledge? (If we believe all of
the above, then we don’t need to listen, because there is no need for dialogue.) Or, if we
agree with Borges, would it be possible to see ourselves as humble segments of a
continuum? And what would be the nature of this continuum: what would be this
dynamic existence in which we may find ourselves?
According to Borges, originality is a vain illusion. A writer should not worry
about being original—because this is simply impossible. Rather, the writer should see
and enjoy the connections between seemingly old and new ideas, and interpret their
transformation. In fact, the writer should first be an excellent reader. Along the same
lines, an American composer, George Perle, coined the expression "the listening
composer," alluding precisely to the connection between the timeless continuum of the
music literature and any individual creative spirit, and how both nurture one another.
And isn't the individual teacher but one more piece of the continuum? Like a
writer’s, the teacher's job is to help others see the connections, the eternal archetypes
behind the metamorphoses of characters and geographies. It would seem that I am
deliberating now about comparative literature. But no, I am really talking about
pedagogy, for are we prepared to "read" our students' curriculum and our pedagogic
practices in such an integrated and poetic way? Are we ready to listen to what our
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students have to say? Are we ready to share our best ideas with colleagues, and listen to
their constructive critiques? Are we ready to open ourselves to each lecture, each student
presentation, with the same passion with which we sit down and read a book that we
love? Are we ready to have fun in the classroom? Are we willing to cry? All that a good
book wants is to be read carefully, to be listened to, to trigger a dialogue. Perhaps that's
also our students' and colleagues’ secret wish.

The Unending Gift
In a short piece of poetic prose called “The Unending Gift,” Borges referred to
the distance between fantasy and reality, the magical transition from something that the
artist just imagines first, and the finished work of art, which happens later. Because he
was referring to a work of art that a late friend had promised and had not been able to
finish, he called it an “unending gift,” a painting that could from that point on have any
shape or color and that, as a promise, would live on forever. Borges’s own artistry
blurred the two worlds; in reality, though, there is a big distance between the imagined
and the real. Along these lines, one could argue that equating students and colleagues
with books that are longing to be read is illusory—and not even a promise. Someone
playing devil’s advocate would argue that faculty members very often see their peers as
rivals or merely neighbors, and that students often see the teacher as an authority figure
to be pleased in exchange for a grade. Undeniably so, challenging students’ expectations
can be extremely difficult for the teacher. Many students, for instance, don’t know the
difference between knowledge and mere information. They would rather listen to the
teacher for two hours while taking notes, than to question if they learned anything in the
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process. Many would rather not doubt or reconsider what the teacher or the textbook
says, or find it strange and unsettling that learning would involve communicating with
each other. By the same token, the strict rules of academic promotion and tenure often
force junior faculty members to be cautious, and to think twice before being totally
“open” with his or her peers. The obstacles and dangers—mostly, the danger of being
misunderstood—are so many that teachers need a protective framework to embark on
such radical commitment. The transformation, then, must be collective, involving courses
and teachers across disciplines. Ideally, teachers would share a space to examine each
other’s pedagogic practices and experiences, gaining in the process more confidence to
continue such a difficult and uncertain journey.

Learning Communities at QCC
As a faculty member of QCC I’ve had the immense privilege and fortune to be
offered one of such venues of colleagueship. In an effort lead by Linda Stanley and Peter
Gray, QCC started an ambitious program of learning communities and writing-intensive
courses. A model for teaching and learning widely applied in senior and community
colleges across America, at Queensborough a learning community was defined as a group
of twenty students who would take two or more courses together; the courses were
related by a common theme and the course instructors collaborated on common readings
and common assignments (Gabelnick 1990, Matthews 1993, Smith 1993, Tinto 1998).
During advisement the students were told that they should enroll in a learning community
because it would be interesting and they would get to know their fellow students and the
two professors very well. It was also explained to them that, because students in learning
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communities combine their learning strengths, they tend to do better than in regular—
non-linked—classes. The menu of LCs was mostly prepared for students in their first or
second semester at Queensborough—institutional research at QCC showed that students
who “survived” these critical semesters were more likely to stay and complete their
degrees.

Faculty Workshops as a Space for Inclusion
Finding the idea appealing, I signed up for a LC. My partner was Kenneth
Golden, an artist and photographer from the Art Department. Our community would
combine art and music as its subject of inquiry. Other than that, all I knew about my
learning community was that my partner and I would have to design a minimum of
shared assignments for the two classes and that we would have to attend a series of
workshops. But the latter condition sounded more like a formality.
Was I in for a surprise! Before joining the LC initiative I had not imagined that
the workshops themselves would be the most exciting aspect of my life on campus.
Besides giving me the opportunity to interact with other faculty members from across a
wide array of academic disciplines, the workshops were a fantastic space where to hear
and propose ideas, to do some real-time brainstorming, to passionately discuss various
pedagogic points of view, and, ultimately, to learn a great deal from my peers. As a
junior faculty member, working side by side with colleagues from other departments
helped me develop a holistic understanding not just of my own department but of the
entire college. My more experienced colleagues helped me feel contained and gave me
enormous insight about the sinewy nuances of academic life. I soon realized that my
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newly acquired knowledge influenced everything I did on campus: teaching my classes,
advising students for enrollment, developing new curricula, or communicating with my
colleagues in the music department.

“Revealing Subtext”
The theme of our learning community was “Revealing Subtext.” The two
components were MU-140, Music of the XX Century, which I taught, and AR-541, Art
Layout and Design, taught by Professor Golden. In addition to countless discussions in
person, by phone, and by email about the ways to articulate the community—how to
structure both classes around our common theme, the type and timing of the assignments,
grading, and so on—we shared several lectures during the semester. Being both active,
practical artists, we often found ourselves sharing common views about the creative
process: We both saw it as layered, structured in successive steps, laborious, often
uncertain. This was a crucial understanding, for it allowed us to give the students a firm
guidance as to what we were expecting from them: drafting, writing, discussing,
rewriting, and more rewriting.

“Music Appreciation” vs. “Comparative Musicology”
The LC initiative—including the constructive criticism that I received from my
peers during the workshops, and, as our collaboration progressed, from my partner—gave
me the motivation, confidence, and didactic know-how to develop a new, writingintensive, XX-Century Music class. Because I was designing the class from scratch, I felt
authorized to get rid of the usual historicist approach that traverses, one at a time, the
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different aesthetics of the century. Rather than stylistically, chronologically, or
geographically, I organized the class contents according to broad themes that would
relate to issues of contemporary life, and that would simultaneously invite scientific,
humanistic, and artistic ways of knowing. Because I began not from my discipline’s
primary mode of organizing knowledge but from what I thought would engage more
active learning from the students, I also researched and collected works of music and the
visual arts that would specifically speak to the students and that would be relevant to
them. In general, the materials I collected addressed issues of the present—rather than
issues pertaining to the past—and had a format with which our diverse, multicultural
students were familiar. My hope was that up-to-date, readily available and accessible
materials would bridge the domain gap and bring some universal masterpieces closer to
the students.
Some of the themes around which I organized the weekly units were “The
Unconscious,” “The American Dream,” “Censorship and Totalitarian State,” “Love and
Hate,” “Life in the Big City,” and “Fairy Tale,” among others. The supporting media was
as diverse as I could possibly find it, from Madonna’s “Material Girl” to Schoenberg’s
“Erwartung,” from Bartok’s “Romanian Folk Dances” to Stanley Kubrick’s “The
Shining.” The readings were also diverse, encompassing pieces of fiction and nonfiction—old and new, learned and vernacular, sacred and secular—written mostly in
English but also including some examples in other languages. In “The Unconscious,” for
instance, one of Freud’s clinical histories was followed by an examination of
Schoenberg’s music and later by a debate about some of Kafka’s short stories. In
“Femme Fatale” excerpts of the Genesis and of Arabic Nights were followed by the study
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of the folk song “Barbry Allen” and a discussion on the Catwoman’s seductive source of
power. The organizing themes were, in fact, the “glue” with which I attempted to help the
students see the connections—across cultures and times—among such diverse works of
art, much as in a class of comparative literature. In retrospect, I think that by showing my
students how a few universal themes had been revisited through the centuries I was trying
to do for my students what Borges had done for me.
One of the most successful sessions was the one devoted to “Difficult
Relationships.” The lecture explored the psychology of the characters in Shakespeare’s
“Romeo and Juliet”—we watched scenes from the 1997 film with Leonardo di Caprio—
and then continued with a listening session comprising Tchaikovsky’s and Prokofief’s
versions of the motif. The day finished by watching portions of Bernstein and Robbins’s
“West Side Story.” Another successful project that the two classes shared, initially
proposed by professor Golden, was the analysis and comparison between Taro’s
“Metropolis” (a Japanese anime released in 2002) and the original “Metropolis,” by Fritz
Lang (first screened in 1927). Our didactic goal was to make the latter more
understandable to the students.
The last week of classes was devoted to the students’ presentations. First in my
class and the next day in professor Golden’s, the students talked about their final projects
as they submitted their papers. Many of the materials used during the semester to explore
the issue of subtext in music and image were audiovisual; not surprisingly, perhaps, many
of the students chose movies for their final project. The aesthetic range was extremely
wide, including recent movies such as “The Joy Luck Club” to older classics like “A
Clockwork Orange,” and also including lesser-known, recent underground works such as
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the violent Japanese film “Battle Royale.” Despite the lack of musical training—after all,
most of the students were in the General Education curriculum or in the program of
Digital Art and Design, not in the music major—many of the students’ insights revealed a
striking intuition. One of the students wrote:
“…One of the prominent themes of ’The Matrix’ is the perception of reality.
When the hero wakes up in the ‘construct’—which is only an empty programming shell
that works as a starting point—he is surrounded by nothingness. The background is
completely white, with no textures or dimensions of any kind. There is no music. As
another character enters, his entrance is enhanced with fast music featuring strings and
woodwinds. The background comes alive with images of the world the way it used to be:
city, people, traffic.
Suddenly, the images switch to the world as it exists after some terrible
cataclysm. A dark, gray city in ruins appears in the screen. The apocalyptic atmosphere is
enhanced with music: sounds of a thunderstorm are accompanied with a crescendo in the
brasses while the strings play a dissonant melody. The music stops in one tone, and the
hero says: ‘welcome to the desert of the real….’”

The students’ writing also connected reality and literature, the past and the
present. One student, writing on “Romeo and Juliet,” said that
“…the story is relevant to today’s world. A few years ago, a Bosnian woman
was interviewed on radio. Her marriage had been pulled apart by the war. She said that
her husband, a Slav, had left home to join the partisans. She could not know if it was her
own husband who was shelling her village. Her own husband could kill her. She did
know her brothers would not hesitate to kill her husband.
Even in the 21st century, extreme pressures are brought to bear on children who
wish to marry outside the established family boundaries. In India, although it is legal,
children within the caste system have difficulties when they marry into a lower caste.
Protestants and Catholics in contemporary Northern Ireland are as separated by strife as
were the Montagues and Capulets. In the US, interracial romances, as depicted in Spike
Lee’s ‘Jungle Fever,’ are not always accepted…”

And another one, writing on the motif of the “Femme Fatale,” said that
“…The Femme Fatale archetype has ‘good’ and ‘bad’ traits. We can see
instances of this motif in the behavior of some Hollywood stars. For example, Anna
Nicole Smith married a 90-year-old man for his money. Since she was famous and goodlooking, she was able to seduce the millionaire. Soon he died and she inherited the
money. Was Mrs. Smith embarrassed about her behavior? Not really. She used the
concept—which usually carries a negative connotation—to her advantage.
It’s possible that the survival of the “femme fatale” idea through the ages
responds to the fact that women are physically weaker than men. Using seduction as a
weapon is therefore women’s answer to a world dominated by men…”
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In sum, these two final class meetings approached the goals of a pure liberal arts
tradition. The distance from the teacher to the student—and from one student to
another—was finally blurred and a true, open, learned dialogue took place. This
collaboration between Art and Music has opened the door to further possible
associations—another form of dialogue—between the two departments (and the recycling
of the pedagogic materials and practices that professor Golden and I developed together).
One of the most natural associations would be between any of the music appreciation
classes, such as XX Century, World Music, or Music History, and one of the art surveys.

Writing as a Tool for Learning
When planning for this class, I followed two premises: the first was that the class
would prove relevant to my students; the second that the students would use collaborative
writing and active debates as the essential tools for learning. From the point of view of
the students, taking both classes simultaneously was just the beginning. Not without
some initial surprise and reluctance, they finally embraced the idea of turning ideas—
complete or incomplete—into written words: They were frequently directed to write
about their perceptions, reactions, and values; everything they wrote became material for
further elaboration. As the semester progressed, they slowly saw the progression from
brainstorming to drafting to writing a formal paper. At the end, the quality of the readings
and the amount of writing that the students were asked to do would have sufficed for a
graduate-level seminar. No quizzes or examinations were given; the students’ writing
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was sufficient to gauge the students’ assimilation of the material and intellectual practices
that I intended to communicate.

The Teacher as a Learner
The LC experience has been an all-win situation. I believe that all students—
including those who were hesitant at first—gained a new perspective on the value of
collaboration and about the connections between disciplines. I myself have been
changed. Now I look forward to future faculty workshops, knowing that when new
faculty members from different disciplines join our communities our discussions will
improve in depth and scope. I also look forward to sharing with others my enthusiasm
and true love for teaching, and to exchanging insider tips that may make my job easier:
What works in our particular classrooms, what doesn’t. The notion that all knowledge is
related, branching in and out through open and hidden paths—as in a labyrinthine
garden—has reminded me of Borges: I finally realized that he was, like every writer, a
teacher in disguise. Going back and revisiting the writer of my youth was not a
coincidence: The LC experience, like a reading adventure, made me see myself like a
learner all over again, and finding a new sense of colleagueship brought me back to the
pure passion and excitement towards knowledge and learning that I first felt in high
school and almost forgot. This is perhaps the best way to feel empathy with one’s
students, to engage them in a dialogue, and to motivate and mentor them as they make
their first intellectual discoveries.

Martin Kutnowski
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ABSTRACT
The Hebrew Vocal Music of Richard Wernick
Richard Wernick is a composer who, while not generally well known, has
garnered numerous awards for his music. During the 1970’s, Wernick was at the
forefront of contemporary composition; however, his awards did not result in national
attention. This presentation will illuminate his contributions to contemporary music and
the influences of his Jewish heritage on his music.
This presentation focuses on two works, A Prayer for Jerusalem and KaddishRequiem, which reflect the composer’s Jewish heritage, as well as his unique
compositional techniques. This research is based on an analysis of the selected works
including musical and textual elements. The pieces being examined were selected on the
basis of borrowings or musical quotations of other composers and the religious
component as well. Emphasis is placed on the compositional techniques and processes
employed in each of the compositions.
Wernick’s compositional techniques resemble those of the dodecaphonic tradition
without strictly adhering to the principles of that style. Religion, while not all
encompassing, does play an important role in many of Wernick’s works, which is
evidenced in the titles, dedications and tests used.
This presentation will highlight the structural components of the aforementioned
compositions as well as a biographical sketch of the composer. The performance
component will feature excerpts from A Prayer for Jerusalem for mezzo-soprano and
percussion (chimes, vibraphone, crotales, glockenspiel).
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The Depiction of Women in the Mass Media and Ancient Greek Literature
The representation of women in today’s media has been the subject of quotidian
harsh criticism due to its narrowly defined, stereotypical, and rigid nature. Considered to
have the power to profoundly shape our perceptions of the social world, the mass media
has been continuously scrutinized for its inequitable image of women and its apparent
concomitant social implications. Although there has been a significant and positive
change in matters pertaining to women, there exists a striking similarity between gender
representation in the context of today’s media and gender representation in the context of
ancient literary texts. While the present-day crafted images and constructed messages of
the mass media are an effective means of reinforcing current societal values and beliefs,
classical literary texts and their dramatization were correspondingly efficacious in
solidifying dominant notions of those civilizations. Taking into account this time
discrepancy, it was assumed that the modern-day gender portrayal would differ greatly
from the one found in ancient classical literature, yet I have discovered that this
presumption remains untrue. The restrictive representation of women in current media is
analogous to the representation of women in classical narratives.
Shari Graydon’s The Portrayal of women in media: The good, the bad, and the
beautiful addresses the issue of gender construction in the mass media, categorizing the
dominant characteristics attributed to the representation of women in contemporary films
and television. According to her findings, women are primarily portrayed in traditional
roles despite their current occupation of complex social positions and their required
negotiation of multiple social roles and relationships. Although they mediate both a
domestic and professional setting, the media has a tendency to depict females as the

housewife and homemaker, mother or girlfriend, thus perpetuating certain dominant
representational stereotypes. In Homer’s Odyssey, Penelope demonstrates this restricted
position by being exclusively known as the wife of Odysseus and mother of Telemachos.
She is not considered in terms of her own individuality, but her identity is dependent on
the relation to her husband and son. Consequently, her significance is confined to the role
of the faithful wife and loving mother while her activities are limited correspondingly.
Just as the female characters of modern-day soap operas like The Bold and the Beautiful
are showed predominantly in the home environment and engaged solely in domestic
activities, Penelope is similarly compelled to stay within her domestic setting remaining
faithful and patiently awaiting her husband’s return. She is considered to be the heart of
the oikos, and it is her responsibility to maintain a harmonious marriage and household.
However, not only is Penelope constricted to this obligation through virtue and moral,
she is even physically enclosed to this role by the overpowering palace on Ithaca.
This prevalent characterization conforming to a traditional perspective is
interconnected to the depiction of women as domestic and domesticated creatures in
today’s media, serving to replicate the normative or ideal social order of the nuclear
family. Taking into consideration this reality, Graydon reported that on-screen female
characters are thus made to suffer both socially and individually if they dare to transcend
the fixed gender roles. These two interwoven notions are exhibited in Sophocles’ tragedy
Antigone. Since women in Greco-Roman worlds were responsible in upholding family
values, it was Antigone’s traditional and domestic obligation to conduct Polynices’ burial
rites. Laudably, Antigone reveals her perpetual devotion to family values by appealing to
“the great unwritten, unshakable traditions” (Sophocles, 374) that uphold her allegiance

as philia and by unceasingly acknowledging her familial duty and respect for her oikos
when firmly stating “I will bury him myself” (Sophocles, 363). However, Greco-Roman
societies expected women to be docile and submissive like Antigone’s sister Ismene and
encouraged them to act according to their fixed social placement. Therefore, Ismene
obediently bowed to Creon’s edict forbidding Polynices’ burial and attempted to dissuade
Antigone from her act of rebellion since she knew the harsh consequences and suffering
that awaited a woman who dared to surpass her predetermined role. While Ismene
depicted the admirable feminine qualities, Antigone epitomized the mentioned theories
by adhering to her domestic duty yet suffering in the end for having transcended her
established social position as dictated by society via her possession of manly courage and
her defiance of Creon’s rule and patriarchy.

According to Sheri Graydon, the mass media represents women as highly emotion
and unstable beings who are prone to losing self-control, as exploited habitually in
modern-day soap operas such as Marisol and Terra Esperanza. It is employed to contrast
male dominance and rational control over the life-world and is a notion further reinforced
by Fiske’s conclusion stating that the current media characterizes females as being
illogical and irrational while males are depicted as possessing both logic and rationality.
This restrictive qualification is represented in Euripides’ Medea by the protagonist
herself. Following the divorce, Medea undergoes an emotional transformation that is
classified by a progression from suicidal despair to a sadistic fury. Her instability and
impulsiveness are captured by her destructive reaction to Jason’s betrayal that includes a
series of murders and even the horrific murder of her own children. Medea’s irrationality

is embedded in the pleasure she derives from watching Jason suffer the loss of their
children, one that outweighs her own remorse at killing them epitomized by her
exclamation, “How did they die? You will delight me twice as much again if you say
they died in agony.” (Euripides, p.98, 1134-35) This unfavorable portrayal creates the
binary opposition to the depiction of men as exhibited by Euripides’ characterization of
Jason. Despite the fact that he is representative of the proud and rational Greeks contrary
to the Barbarian Medea, he is presented as possessing the admirable masculine qualities
reported by Graydon and Fiske since he is a man.
Linked to this emotional and irrational representation is the portrayal of women in
the media as being disabled and dysfunctional in nature. Dido, a figure of both passion
and volatility, captures this rigid depiction in Virgil’s Aeneid since love for her is
practically a madness or disease. When in love, Dido is not familiarized with measure;
instead, she is acquainted with extremes, loving her Aeneas madly, passionately,
irrationally, and obsessively. She is not just in love; she is consumed and overpowered by
this insane and violent force. Even Virgil’s language depicts how love’s power is like a
sickness and a preoccupation beyond her control as exhibited by “Flames devoured her
soft heart’s flesh; the wound in her breast was wordless, but alive.” (Vergil, IV, 66-7)
Almost bordering insanity following Aeneas’ rejection and betrayal since she is
incompatible with his Roman destiny, Dido madly finds herself writhing between fierce
love and bitter anger, a fury that augments into a savage and deranged emotion. This is
confirmed by “Filled with madness and prisoner of her pain, she was determined to die.”
(Vergil, IV, 474-5) Although she is originally depicted as being sane and possessing

rationale by being the leader of her nation, love renders her dysfunctional to the extent
that she never resurfaces to her dignified state and ends her misery by suicide.
The narrative constructions and fabricated mass media messages are connotative
experiences that are reflections of existing social role, ideals, and ideologically normative
power relations. Mirroring the values and beliefs of their societies, they attempt to create
actual representations of their realities that are thus rigid and restrictive in nature.
Although it is typically presumed that with the progression of time certain depictions
change, I have found that the portrayal of women in today’s media is similar to the one
existing in classical literary texts. The restrictive representation of women in current
media resembles the representation of women in classical narratives.
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Abstract: Intergenerational Theatre and the Child: Documentation of the Influences
and Effects of Participation
According to many sociologists and researchers, the American community has been
eroding during the last half of the 20th century. With the advent of new technologies, and
changes in family and social structures, both older and younger people are becoming
more isolated from their neighbors and families (Putnam).
For many, the school seems to be the ideal location for isolation repair (Friedman,
Wilson); believing by creating stronger ties between generations within the classroom
will strengthen ties between the school and the community, create a bridge over
isolationism for young people, and ultimately develop a multi-aged community beneficial
to a child’s socialization. This collaboration may aid in providing a “missing” step in a
child’s social development. "Intergenerational approaches in elementary and secondary
education are on the crest of a national movement that is increasingly acknowledged to
be crucial to the country" (Freedman, qtd in Winston 2001, 5).
I believe using creative drama and theatre as a medium to bring generations
together enhances the intergenerational experience, and provides the glue, if you will, to
bind people from different generations and experiences together. Researchers in both
the fields of creative dramatics for children (see Betty Jane Wagner) and in elderly
theatre (see Kahane, Kase, and Burger) have contended that both of these populations
benefit from exposure to and participation in dramatic activities. How does participation
in an intergenerational theatre project impact its participants? This paper explores this
question in relationship to the child participants.

In my research, I have found most of the extant literature regarding intergenerational
theatre (older adults working with young people in dramatic process and / or
performance) describes the theoretical impact on the benefits for the older participants
or gives a description of intergenerational theatre projects. The extant documentation,
analysis, and evaluation of intergenerational programs seem virtually non-existent,
especially in relationship to the influences and effects of intergenerational theatre
programs on the child’s attitudes, values, and beliefs toward him/herself.
Intergenerational Theatre and the Child: Documentation of the Influences and
Effects of Participation will discuss how an intergenerational theatre program developed
and piloted in an Arizona school for homeless children affected the self-esteem and
self-concept of its young participants. By analyzing student drawings done during the
project, observations of the drama sessions between the older and younger
participants, and interviews with the students before, during, and after the project, I will
highlight how participation in this program may have impacted the child in relation to
socialization, self-esteem, and self concept.
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Writing and Performing History: The Immigrant Times in the Elementary School Classroom

For several centuries, the newspaper has served as a medium of communication, informing
the reader of political and social news. “Writing and Performing History: The Immigrant Times
in the Elementary School Classroom” will discuss how a group of Seattle elementary school
students (grades 5 – 6) examined the representation of immigration issues in contemporary
newspapers and represented “their version” through the creation of The Immigrant Times.
“Writing and Performing History: The Immigrant Times in the Elementary School Classroom”
will outline the process used to research, devise, and perform The Immigrant Times, an original
theatrical piece based on contemporary and historical issues in American immigration. During
the playbuilding process, the students examined the current representation of immigration in
Seattle area newspapers, history books, television and film, and conducted oral history
interviews with family members and other recent immigrants to the community. Based on their
research, the students redefined immigration by making ethical and aesthetic choices about
how it should be represented through the monologues, poems, scenes, and movement
sequences.
“Writing and Performing History: The Immigrant Times in the Elementary School Classroom”
will discuss the personal impact the production had on its participants, enhancing a better
understanding and respect for their family’s (or their) immigration story and developing empathy
for recent and past immigrants struggling to “make it” in the United States. I will argue through
the process of devising and performing The Immigrant Times, the students worked to eliminate
racism and prejudice by looking beyond the representation of exile in the media and redefining it
for themselves.
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Abstract
Skyscrapers are one of the most important mediums for conveying status. They attract public attention and
advertise the image of a city as a leading commercial center. They epitomize people’s pride in their cities.
This paper is a critical inquiry into the symbolism and imageability of skyscrapers, attributes that
characterize their communicative qualities. Emphasis is more on the aspirations of skyscrapers and less on
their accomplishments. The primary goal here is not to present skyscrapers as they actually are, but to
evoke different levels of meaning, making them amenable to interpretation in several different ways.
Richness and not clarity of meaning is the objective.
Like many other forms of architecture, skyscrapers cannot be fully understood in isolation. They must be
studied within a larger context of which they are a part, to which they contribute, and within which they
develop and function. Architecture can be analyzed analogously with language and therefore can be read.
The skyscraper can be best understood as a sign made up of the ‘signifier’ (the form) and the ‘signified’
(the content), which together give meaning to the sign. Conclusively, it is proposed that semiotics is an
appropriate method to analyze skyscrapers.
Key Words: Skyscrapers, Symbolism, Imageability, Semiotics, Sign, Heterotopias
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Skyscrapers perform symbolically in the drama of a city. They have always played a
seminal role in terms of technological development and also in meaning production,
thereby constituting a significance-bearing system. The skyscraper has dramatically
defamiliarized our concept of cities by changing their scale and appearance. They are
denounced by many as anti-architecture ― inhuman constructions with exaggerated
dimensions and hard technologies. They deprive the neighborhood of natural light. It is
not news that the skyscraper becomes the victorious emblem of a city and sometimes an
unwelcome intruder1 into a rooted culture. No one can be indifferent to a skyscraper.
People either love them or hate them. But today when we think of cities, can we imagine
them without the silhouettes produced by these tall structures?

1. The Lonely Signifier
Skyscrapers are a bold expression of industrialization and technology. They tend to
destabilize familiar notions in architecture. They attempt to undermine the basic
structural codes of architecture by defying gravity to the limit. With the advent of
skyscrapers and other technologies, notions such as ‘near’ and ‘far’ in the traditional
horizontal sense seem to have lost their usual meaning. The Sears Tower in Chicago has
its own zip-code. This is unconventional. Skyscrapers distinguish themselves from the
rest of the city by grouping together in a particular location, that we today call
“downtown”. We notice a strong conflict of forms and styles; the architecture is in battle.
The “anti-architecture” branding is however not completely true because skyscrapers are
located, they enrich genius-loci and therefore they are architecture. All these aspects
make skyscrapers a paradoxical type of architecture amenable to interpretations in several
ways.
We also witness the skylines of all the major metropolitan cities in the East emulating the
American skylines. There is a symbolic exchange between nations to the extent of
blurring cultures. Although possessing a strong charge, the skyscrapers become
individualistic tending towards loneliness. Let us see how these lonely signifiers can be
interpreted.
2. Emergence of the Skyscraper Culture
Now the whole world had one language and a common speech. As men moved eastwards
they found a plain Shinar and settled there. They said to each other, ‘come, let’s make
bricks and bake them thoroughly’. They used brick instead of stone, and tar for mortar.
Then they said, ‘come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that reaches to the
heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves and not be scattered over the face of
the earth.’ 2
– Genesis, 11.1-4

Historically, the word tower usually designated the church and the town hall until the
birth of the skyscraper. The main evolutionary change has been in its function, from a
Campanile watchtower of the Renaissance or minaret of Islamic architecture to the
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modern office building. Tall structures have always emphasized a focal point, a dominant
feature or the importance of certain aspects of life. The church tower reminded everyone
of divine presence and the castles signified aristocratic power. The skyscraper emerged in
the 19th century and today reminds one of the power of the individual (architect, engineer,
or the owner) behind it, the glory of the city where it is built and thereby the country’s
economic and technological progress. Height, we see, is associated with the “wow” factor
representing power, excitement and glamour. Slowly, the city derived its strength by the
number of tall buildings it possessed in addition to the number of people inhabiting it.
Land became premium and functional needs forced vertical expansion. Economic growth
in the peak period relied heavily on mass production and the deliberate support to
consumerist imagery and communication networks. It was also desired to have all the
commerce in and around itself. This facilitated business and saved travel time. The
skyscraper was born in the 1870s in New York and Chicago as a response to the storage,
merchandising, and managerial needs of railway and steam-power trade.3 The Home
Insurance Building (1885) of Chicago is considered to be the first modern skyscraper
since it employed the first framed construction, paving the way for much taller structures
in the years to come.
Louis Sullivan, in his essay titled, ‘The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered’
(1896), remarked ―
The skyscraper had an inherent shape resulting from social demand, functional layout, and
constructional means; arguing that it was intrinsically tripartite, with lower levels for entrance,
showrooms, and mezzanine offices, with middle levels to accommodate office space and with a
top to contain the machine rooms and turn-around for the elevators.

Emphasis then began moving towards the communicative qualities of the tall building in
the cityscape. The American cities, more than any other cities across the world,
demonstrate the ability of the skyscraper to change its face in a very short period of time.
The skyscraper has come a long way through many ages that can be identified as: the
functional, the eclectic, the modern, the postmodern, and the neo-modern. But the present
day skyscraper does not adhere to any particular style and therefore can be called
pluralistic. Some critics believe that the various changes in the skyscraper form can be
understood as reactions of the corporate world to changing public opinion. The
architectural image is one of the most powerful images for mass communication, the
primary aim being to attract attention and remind the public of the business it is
promoting. To maintain publicity, new ways and new images have to be developed. In
the past, the skyscraper had always been perceived as an American phenomenon, but not
any more. America now is just the proud owner of the skyscrapers’ history with other
Asian cultures having a better grip on its present and future development. Skyscrapers are
altering the skylines of most of the major metropolitan cities of the world. From Houston
to Honk Kong, Dubai to Kuala Lumpur, and Frankfurt to Sydney, skyscrapers have
become a homogeneous culture of the cities.
Land-starved cities like Hong Kong and Tokyo have no choice but to build upwards.
With the land price increasing astronomically, it is hard to stop going higher. We should
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however not get seduced by the monstrosity and build higher and higher simply because
we are capable of building to almost any height with state-of-the-art technology. The
skyscraper should endeavor to relate closely with the street below and must be
compatible with the traditional horizontal movement. Obviously, skyscrapers are for the
people and therefore should be sensitive to their needs. Recently, there have been
approaches that attempt to humanize the hard technologies and address issues of context,
climate and sustainability. This is evident in Ken Yeang’s bio-climatic skyscrapers.
Conclusively, the idea of this building type was a great success and today it has become a
contagious phenomenon, creating efficient high density centers for commerce. For
architecture in particular, it has helped destabilize the fundamental principles of planning
and design and thereby has added a new dimension to it. Originally, skyscrapers were
designed to be office spaces but today we witness them as apartments, hotels and other
multi-use occupancies.
3. A Search for Meaning
Some people live in skyscrapers, many work in them or simply visit them and yet others
just pass by them. Many in the rural areas have seen skyscrapers only on the television or
simply heard about them. People share different views about them. Since skyscrapers are
among the tallest structures in the surrounding area, their symbolic value naturally
becomes greatly important. Skyscrapers can make people proud of the city they live in or
they may be viewed with disdain and may be seen as a source of visual pollution in the
neighborhood. The question then becomes — What is it that makes some skyscrapers
unexciting and irritating while others interesting and delightful? No skyscraper is ever
interesting by chance. There are genuine reasons, if not obvious.
Skyscrapers showcase the accomplishments of modern architecture and engineering.
Today, however, they are struggling to convey a style through their architectural features
which their historical predecessors did quite successfully. The reasons are fairly obvious.
Much of the focus today is on the design of new forms but little on their interpretation.
We should however note that architecture relies for its significance more on how it is
interpreted than on how it is designed. Since architecture like any sign system is open to
new interpretations and the decipherment of unintended and hidden meanings, it is the
responsibility of the critic to unravel these meanings. There is a need to rethink
symbolism because of the problem we are faced with — a search for an appropriate
architectural expression for the new commercial skyscrapers, both for traditional and
modern cities. Successive alternations to Gothic Cathedrals, rehabilitation and changes of
use, repainting and sign posting — all these are normal urban attempts to reinvigorate
past architectural meanings.4
In this area of interpretation and meaning production, there are primary and secondary
meanings. In his seminal essay “How an Exposition Exposes Itself”, Umberto Eco
applies his theory of semiotics to the question of architecture and the built environment.
He distinguishes between the primary function (architecture as a functional object) and
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the secondary function (architecture as a symbolic object). Primary meanings in
architecture are the ones the designer intends to communicate while the secondary
meanings appear later and are beyond the designers’ control. Peter Eisenman talks about
the “arbitrary” in architecture in reference to Plato’s Timaeus. He emphasizes that
“arbitrary” as a condition of the secondarity has always existed in architecture but has
been repressed by the primary necessity. Architects should find the necessity in the
arbitrary, not in the functional only.5
Although skyscrapers grew as stacked floors out of necessity, today we perceive them
more as communicating objects. The visual dominance is obviously justified as the
skyscraper relies on its “tallness”. It should therefore be remembered that the skyscraper
is not just being “big” to be. This aspect of size remains timeless while the forms, texture
etc. are drawn from the present time. They take full advantage of their communicative
character that largely relies on the uniqueness in scale, structural systems and their effects
on the city as a whole. Freudian disciples find it fashionable to associate assertive
buildings like skyscrapers with masculinity and interpret their strong verticality as phallic
symbols.6
Then, there are morphological and semantic issues that have to be resolved. The form (of
the skyscraper) is composed of features and meaning is composed of values. The first is a
morphological problem while the second is a semantic problem. Features include shape,
color, texture, etc. The morphological question can be solved simply by approaching the
object (skyscraper in this case); once we know the skyscraper, we know its features. It
should be noted that a single object can be looked at differently. Its features can be read
in multiple ways just as a certain geometric form can be read as an oval or a flattened
circle. When we say oval, only one feature (ovalness) is recognized but when we say
flattened circle, two features (flatness and circularity) are recognized.7 For the semantic
problem, the first question that comes to mind is what features of the physical form refer
to meaning and which ones do not. Here, the procedure known as commutation can be
applied. In commutation, we modify each feature to see if meaning changes.8
4. Symbolism and Imageability in Skyscrapers
Architecture – Big and Small
Umberto Eco’s claim that the architectural product acts as a stimulus only if it first acts as
a sign holds true. It should be remembered however that the architecture of the
skyscraper connotes symbolic meanings but not at the cost of minimizing its primary
function which is utilitarian. Although they look exaggerated in scale from the outside,
the spaces within are humanized. The symbolic value of the skyscraper communicates the
value of a culture and portrays an image of a civilization.
Le Corbusier agreed with the idea that architecture is appreciated only when it is either
too big or very small. Indeed, we need objects that amaze us, something magnificent or
some extraordinary construction. Take for instance, the Sears Towers (Fig. 1) and the
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Madurodam in The Hague (Fig. 2). They certainly get our attention more easily than
many other structures.

Fig. 1 Sears Tower, Chicago

Fig.2 Madurodam, The Hague

From towers to the modern office buildings
Look-out towers were actually the first tall constructions. Man’s desire to be elevated was
adorned by status and power. A hierarchy was naturally set. Man at a higher elevation
seemed to have more control over the people below him because of his situation.
The genesis of the tower is intimately linked to that of the spire of the church, the
gopuram of the Hindu temple (Fig. 3) and the minaret of the mosque (Fig. 4). Before
becoming a habitable space, the tower was a vertical anthropomorphic sign, a solid
volume erected to remember those no longer present. They all were meant to point
towards the heavens. Adolf Loos spoke of how a mound of earth when in memory of a
person departed becomes architecture, monumentum in the sense of recollection. It is
truly an ancient expression of man’s desire to remember through construction. Portoghesi
similarly feels that the tower signifies the act of moving beyond its sheltering function,
investing architecture with a symbolic function. For an architect, building a tower
ultimately signifies the use of sky as a background like for an artist a paper on which to
draw. Artists are inclined to consider the tower as an abrupt accident that modifies the
continuous line of the sky, giving it character and making it significant.9
A tower is not only a symbol of elevation but also of solitude and danger above the
mundane city. It is built to see and be seen. How could someone imagine Pisa without the
leaning tower, Rome without the Torre Capitolina, Siena without the Torre bel Mangia
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Bologna without her divergent twin towers? These places become inconceivable if any of
these symbols crashed to the ground.10 Portoghesi asserts that ‘the only building type
invented in our time to have conquered full independence is the office building,
eloquently and originally expressed in the vertical rise of the skyscraper.’ By turning into
a tower the office building, he says, affirms the additive character of bureaucratic
organization and the capitalist tendency towards limitless accumulation.

Fig. 3 Gopuram, South India

Fig. 4 Minaret of Samara, Iraq

Pyramid Power ― From Madurai To San Francisco
The evolution from gopurams to skyscrapers can be perceived as a metamorphosis from
the spiritual to the material. Modern day skyscraper is a product of economic endeavors,
lacking spiritual content. Skyscrapers were unprecedented commercial structures,
therefore new in many aspects. How could then an apt style be found for the skyscrapers
like those of the skyscraping temple gopurams (Fig. 5), cathedral spires, mosque
minarets, pagodas or the pyramids?
Louis Sullivan hinted at this omission with the question ―
How shall we impart to this sterile pile, this crude, harsh, and brutal agglomeration, this stark,
staring exclamation of eternal strife, the graciousness of those higher forms of sensibility and
culture that rest on the lower and fiercer passions? How shall we proclaim from the dizzy height of
this strange, weird modern housetop the peaceful evangel of sentiment, of beauty, the cult of
higher life?
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Fig. 5 Skyscraping Gopurams of Madurai (The Temple City of India)

The power of forces acting in triangles is called the ‘pyramidal forces’. The ancient
Egyptians did not make tall claims when they stated that their dead were ‘preserved’ in a
mummified state inside pyramids. The survivors even hoped that under the potent
influence of pyramidal forces, their dear ones would come back to life! In temples too,
the innermost shrine (the sanctum sanctorum) is protected by a structure that is
essentially three cornered. The architecture visible from outside may vary from temple to
temple, from the worship place of one religion to another, but viewed from within, all of
them represent the same essential principle ― a tapering triangular formation.11 These
triangular forces preserve and enhance the tremendous positive charge generated within
the sanctum sanctorum for centuries together. Probably this is the solution to mitigate the
“culture of stress” spread within our skyscrapers. The John Hancock Center in Chicago
and the Transamerica pyramid in San Francisco have the pyramidal flavor.
Skyscrapers as “Other” - Utopias and Heterotopias
Utopias are arrangements which have no real space, arrangements which have a general
relationship of direct or inverse analogy with the real space of society. In contrast, there
also exist real and effective spaces that are outlined in the very institution of society.
These places which are absolutely other with respect to all other arrangements that they
reflect and of which they speak might be described as heterotopias. 12
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Michel Foucault’s conception of the ‘secondary’ or the ‘other’ suggests actual places and
moments in time unlike other models. The heterotopias of Foucault include the museum,
the prison, the hospital, the cemetery, the theater, the church, the carnival, the vacation
village, the barracks and the brothel. The notion of ‘other’ refers to that which is both
formally and socially ‘other’. The everyday leisure places ― parks, cafes, sports arenas
are excluded. Surprisingly, there is a major omission ― the big city’s downtown that
houses the skyscrapers ― those marvelous monsters that excite and inspire people by
expressing hopes and marking prospects for the future.
Frank Lloyd Wright did not like the way skyscrapers were being driven by
commercialization that separated them to congregate in a centralized, crowded location.
The otherness of skyscrapers was indeed realized by architects. He proposed that “The
Illinois” be built far outside the city and yet still be large enough to house the entire state
government. It was, unfortunately, never built. But his mile-high dream continues to
pervade among designers of skyscrapers today. The image below clearly shows the
otherness of skyscrapers (Fig. 6).

Fig.6 Eiffel Tower (far left) and La Défense (far right) isolated from the rest of Paris
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Analogies in Nature
The skyscraper is a city above a city, somewhere between the earth and heavens. For
Portoghesi, a tower imposes artificiality much more than any other building; at the same
time it owes much to the language of nature i.e. the mountains and rocky peaks that stand
against the sky. The skyscraper however aspires to distance itself from the human
dimension in a well-defined and uncompromising way so much so that prompted by the
vision of a mountain or a precipice; it often stirs up a sense of giddy contrast with our real
dimension.
Below are some thought provoking analogies. They remind us of natural and biological
structures like those of animal bones, snail shells, eggs, trees, etc (Figs. 7 – 16) that are
all intrinsically linked to the structural optimization principle, where a balanced
distribution of material in the structure is consistent with the stress flow. The form of the
skyscraper can derive its basis, its structural system from the strategies of nature; lack of
reference in nature may seem to defy some of nature’s basic laws. Think of the airplane
that looks elegant by comparison with a bird. The skyscraper can then be seen as having
originated from tall trees that stand amazingly erect in some places, occasionally reaching
enormous heights.

Fig.7 Observatory Towers

Fig. 8 Nature’s Creation
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Fig. 9 Equisetum Hyemale

Fig. 10 The Petronas towers, Kuala Lampur

Fig.11 Rock towers in Monument Valley, Arizona

Fig.12 Skyline of the town of San Gimignano
near Siena
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Fig.13 Photograph of a fossil shell

Fig.15 Crystals in nature

Fig.14 Orbit building, Bombay

Fig. 16 Like crystalline aggregations, skyscrapers
repeat and multiply

Kevin Lynch has emphasized the necessity of a memorable visual order in mans
surroundings. Imageability or legibility of form is an important attribute for
communication of meaning. To heighten the imageability of the urban environment is to
facilitate its visual identification and structuring. The elements isolated ― the path,
edges, landmarks, nodes and regions- are the building block in the process of making
firm, differentiated structures at the urban scale.13 Skyscrapers serve as landmarks and
orientation points to the rest of the city.
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Symbolism in the John Hancock Center
The John Hancock Center occupies a very conspicuous and dominant position in
Chicago’s skyline. Our admiration for this skyscraper is the same as that for the
campanile of Piazza San Marco in Venice.
A steel building, the John Hancock Center represents the convergence of engineering and
architecture, thereby subverting the traditional rift between form and function, art and
technology. The scale is magnified in relation to the surrounding buildings, thereby
demanding the first look of the observer. The overall proportions seem to be well
balanced with minimal and elegant use of the X-bracings. The visible floor structure
further breaks down the building into smaller modules.
The John Hancock Center (Fig. 17) deviated from convention with its black color scheme
and by introducing a new scale to façade articulation by boldly exposing its structural Xbracings on the exterior of the building. The bracings do not allow an unobstructed view
from within the building. This was the price it paid to have a structuralist architectural
expression from outside. The elimination of right angles by the use of inclined walls and
the inclusion of diagonal bracings are novel elements of the building. Windows hardly
seem to exist at all. It is an undecorated shed, where the distinction between enclosure
and sign, between building and billboard, reduces architecture to the exchange of
immaterial signifiers. In John Hancock, as in any skyscraper, what grows are the columns
and walls ─ the exact opposite of space. It looks like a skyscraper under construction that
is aiming to become a tall pyramid. The gentle taper however is stopped when the
program requirements are met. Take off the crown from the Chrysler building and it
could be passed of as any other skyscraper. But if you remove a portion of the Hancock
Center, you are still able to recognize it.

Fig.17 John Hancock Center, Chicago
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5. Skylines and the Urban Context
What signifies “urban”? Does Las Vegas signify urban for its low-rise horizontal spread
or Hong Kong for its excessive idea of growth by a continuous series of reclamations to
expand the island or Manhattan for its notion of verticality — as a distinct skyline of the
city. The immediate response would be Manhattan only to make one wonder about Las
Vegas and Hong Kong. This is the impact of skyscrapers.
According to Baudrillard —
“In the United States, each of the tall buildings dominates the city. Here, the vertiginous glass
façade reflect each building to the others. As soon as you set your foot in America, you feel the
presence of an entire continent — space here is the very form of thought. In Paris, the sky never
takes off. It doesn’t soar above us. It remains caught up in the backdrop of sickly buildings, all
living in each other’s shade. By contrast to the American ‘downtown areas’ and their skyscraper
blocks, La Défense (Fig. 18) near Paris has fortified the architectural benefits of verticality and
excess by squeezing its tall buildings into an Italian-style setting — into a closed theatre bounded
by a ring-road. It is very much a garden à la française, a bunch of buildings with a ribbon around
it.”14

Fig. 18 La Défense, Paris
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Old Cities and New Tall Buildings
The problem of introducing new architecture into existing cities is compounded by the
need of the city to continue to grow on the one hand, and its desire to preserve artifacts of
its past on the other hand.15 This dilemma has been addressed by many architects and
theorists, including Rossi and Krier. Aldo Rossi, for example, recognizes the requirement
to preserve what he describes as an “urban artifact — a building, a street, a square.”
These artifacts are the actual elements from which the city is made and can be studied
scientifically through type. Yet, for the city to grow, it must by necessity assimilate the
old into the new. Rossi views these urban artifacts as mnemonic devices which contribute
to the collective memory of the city, but when they are isolated, as in the case when the
entire physical context around them has been destroyed, they lose their original meanings
and are reduced to set pieces.
Several historical European cities like Paris, Rome, London etc. rejected tall buildings in
their historical centers while American cities absorbed them into their central business
districts. Today we witness Paris and London giving away their horizontality in favor of
the vertical scale. While doing so, they not only compromise their original idea of
expansion, but also sacrifice their regional identity. London’s attempt to protect the
prominence of St. Paul and the Houses of Parliament as the city’s defining icons and
symbols of church and state, has failed (Fig. 19). The Swiss Re building (Fig. 20) in
London, although very creative when viewed in isolation, is in fact a toxic distraction in
the otherwise Victorian London. Tourists visit London to admire its Georgian squares
and Victorian buildings.
If these cities derive their character, flavor and image primarily from the historical
structures, the introduction of tall building becomes a very sensitive and delicate issue.
Every attempt should be made to keep a respectable distance between monuments and
skyscrapers. Random arrangement of skyscrapers across cities accrues severe damage to
the imagery of the cities. Some designers and planners have advised that where a tall
building is not to be a significant landmark it is best arranged in clusters removed from
the traditional pattern and scale of historic buildings. Jerusalem (Fig. 21), in order to
preserve the historic skyline has restricted high-rise construction.

Fig. 19 London skyline is no more Victorian

Fig. 20 The spiraling Swiss Re building, London
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Tallness of Tall Buildings and Goodness of Skylines
The concept of goodness of skylines is as relative as the tallness of skyscrapers.
Architects would view tallness qualitatively (dominant verticality) while engineers would
define it quantitatively (number of stories). The Chrysler building is very tall but not
taller than the Empire State building in New York City. We see that height alone is not
enough to define tallness.
Many cities sensitive to their heritage buildings have tried to impose restrictions on the
height of the buildings. We however witness such attempts (London, for example) being
foiled by some enterprising designer who successfully finds a way to create his visible
mark on the silhouette. Skylines form the local emblem for the city besides being
symbols of an industrialized culture. They are not typically fixed and finished, but
reflective of continuing social change. The principal criticism of existing skyline controls
is that they are more routine and less imaginative. Their protection is a persistent worry
for planners, critics and city officials because any error will lead to a permanent dishonor
to the skyline.

Fig. 21 Skyline of Jerusalem
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San Francisco is not the “one and only” but “just another”. Manhattanization is one of the
complaints. Whatever had been distinctive about the light colored city on undulating
terrain was being overwhelmed by anonymous, ubiquitous, high-rise boxes for profit and
with no sensitivity to the San Francisco locale and its architectural traditions. The most
striking feature in the San Francisco skyline, the iconic Transamerica pyramid (Fig. 22),
is like a ‘lightning rod’ to which all attention is drawn. It was interpreted as a showy
Hollywood incursion in an otherwise decorous skyline.16
Glass-box vernacular make skylines seem more and more alike, except where controlled
in some way. It is the “look-at-me” or “I-am-a-monument” type of skyscraper that makes
a city distinct. How could one differentiate between Hong Kong (Fig. 23) and San
Francisco if we did not have symbolic sky huggers like Bank of China building (Fig. 24)
and the Transamerica pyramid? These individual structures make a clear distinction in the
sky, create a desirable image and add to the symbolic content of the cities. But as soon as
we have such attractive buildings, the issue of regionalism comes up.

Fig. 22 Transamerica Building like a lightning rod in the San Francisco Skyline
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Fig. 23 Harborscape, Hong Kong

Fig. 24 Bank of China building, Hong Kong

Properly fitting the sky huggers into the urban fabric of the city poses a big challenge.
The phenomenon of universalization in construction techniques resulting from
technology transfer has led to a subtle destruction of time-tested cultures. Buildings have
started looking similar and skylines have become blurred. Regrettably, skyscrapers have
become agents of cultural homogeneity, with a few exceptions like the Petronas Towers
in Kuala Lampur and Jin Mao Tower in Shanghai, although initially Jin Mao was passed
off as a structure that got lost on its way to Manhattan. But a study of the form and
structure indicates something otherwise. It is a reinterpretation of a pagoda (Fig. 25).
Also, the Chinese lucky number “eight” figures prominently into the tower’s
composition.
The mind-bending mathematics of Jin Mao tower’s (Fig. 26) stepped-back form is best
explained by the firm Skidmore, Owings and Merrill who were commissioned this
project:
Each segment’s height is reduced by one-eighth of the original base height and continues until the
segment height is eight levels. At this point the Hotel begins and each segment reduces to oneeighth of the 8-level segment until it reaches the 88th level. Eights also appear in Jin Mao’s
advanced structural engineering system which fortifies the building against the typhoon winds and
earthquakes typical of the region. The composite steel-and-concrete structure features eight mega
17
columns of concrete and eight of steel situated around the tower’s concrete core.
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Fig. 25 Pagoda

Fig. 26 Jin Mao Tower

The tapering twin towers (connected by a sky bridge) of the Petronas towers (Fig. 27)
also have a regional flavor ─ the Islamic-influenced geometrically polygonal plan. The
floor-plate of the towers is designed based on geometric patterns seen in traditional
Islamic architecture. It is composed of two rotated, superimposed squares with small
circular infills (Fig. 28). The entrance to the towers has a local significance. It
incorporates contemporary Malaysian motifs adapted from traditional handicrafts such as
songket and timber carvings.18 The overall character of the building is high-tech and
international but distinctively Malaysian.
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Fig. 27 Petronas Towers, Kuala Lampur

Fig. 28 Islamic-influenced Polygonal Plan

A cross fertilization between a rooted culture and a universal civilization is tending
towards a hybrid culture as hypothesized by the philosopher Paul Ricoeur.19 Nesbitt
Some critics argue that regionalist architecture leads to chauvinistic nationalism and
kitsch. In architecture, according to Tzonis and Lefaivre, this is accomplished when a
building is “self reflective, self referential when it contains, in addition to explicit
statements, implicit metastatements.” Tzonis and Lefaivre assert that regionalism does
not limit architects to working in their own regions, because all architects have skills for
defamiliarization (identifying, decomposing, and recomposing elements).
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6. Skyscraper Analysis ─ A Search for Rules
The search for the rules of skyscraper architecture should include the study of the
meaning of forms and how forms are put together. We can then discover other types of
functionality (besides utilitarian), which are just as essential. The aim should be to
highlight the infinite richness of interpretation that skyscrapers are open to.
Often times, it helps to look at oneself through the eyes of the other. Using the theory of
semiotics to analyze architecture would certainly reveal more. The author strongly
believes that a semiotic analysis of skyscrapers would unpack much of the hidden
meanings. The distinction between what a skyscraper is and what the skyscraper means
should be the basis. Skyscrapers lend themselves well by inviting plurality of meaning.
They indubitably have a semiotic structure and therefore can be subject to semiotic
analysis.
For many years now, similar linguistic theories have been borrowed by architectural
critics in an attempt to analyze architecture. They have however encountered difficulties
in identifying the linguistic analyses that can be applied to architecture. Saussurean
semiology studies language as a system of signs, and the semiotics of Peirce and Morris
sees it as an aspect of communication. Keeping in mind the aspect of mass
communication that architecture subjects itself to and also as a significance-bearing
system, architectural critics and designers must employ both the theories to their highest
merit.
Barthes explored the question of signification in the Eiffel tower. The tower attracts
meaning just like a lightening rod attracts thunderbolts. People have attached meaning to
this pure signifier without that meaning being ever fixed or finite. One should not
overlook the symbolic dimension. Despite Eiffel’s initial attempts to justify his tower in
terms of utility, the tower’s primary role was symbolic.20 Diana Agrest, Mario
Gandelsonas and Françoise Choay have attempted to engage more directly with the field
of semiology in architecture. Agrest in particular has analyzed skyscrapers for meaning.
Drawing an analogy with the column, she restricts herself to the following three aspects:
the problem of eclecticism (recourse to diverse styles or modes such as the Gothic,
Beaux-Arts, etc), the characteristic tripartite structure of base, shaft and capital, and the
relationship between the various parts of this column. It is important that the symbolic
functioning of skyscrapers be further explored as follows.
Below is a method21 for textual semiotic analysis that has been tailored for application to
skyscrapers. As part of the semiotic inquiry, one could ─
•

Identify the key signifiers and signifieds. The skyscraper is a sign constituting a
signifier and signified, signifier being the form and signified being the content,
both together giving meaning to the sign.
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Some important questions:
What are the important signifiers and what do they signify? What is the system
(of signs) that gives meaning to the skyscraper? What are the ideological and
sociological factors involved?
•

Identify the exploited paradigms.
Some important questions:
What is the central opposition in the skyscraper? What paired opposites (form and
content, text and texture, object and image, being and appearance, thought and
perception, etc.) fit under the various categories? Do these oppositions have any
social and regional significance?

•

Identify the syntagms (structural relations) that come across.
Some important questions:
What statements or messages (directly and implied) can you identify? For this,
consider:
(a) the message of scale, structural system
(b) the literal message
(c) the symbolic message

•

Finally, identify the principle at work in the skyscraper, the goal of analysis being
to determine the structure tying together all the elements (the binding thread).

All the above can be used systematically as a set of rules applicable to the case-studies of
skyscrapers.
7. Conclusion
Every attempt to facelift the image of a city with skyscrapers has witnessed strong
opposition from people who find other aspects more important. Skyscrapers are beautiful
icons and technological exhibits that we cannot avoid today due to practical land
problems. But random siting of these structures across the city would invite severe
damage to the city’s image and skyline. They should not spoil views to and from existing
landmarks. Therefore, the issue of locating new skyscrapers in a city is of great
importance.
The 21st century will be the cradle for new materials, creative design approaches and
sophisticated analytical techniques for design and construction of skyscrapers. Skyscraper
designs will be more achievable and efficient than ever. Regrettably, much of the focus
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today is on the design of new forms and little on their interpretation. Historians should
endeavor to trace the history of meanings along with the history of forms. Theorists and
critics, who decode architecture to make it legible, should strive for the meanings that the
future skyscrapers should aspire. Architects today have a myopic vision of the large
buildings. They have been playing a modest role in the process of meaning-production.
As many critics have noted ― architecture relies for its significance more on how it is
interpreted than on how it is designed. There is a need to rethink the approach towards
the interpretation and design of skyscrapers. We need a theory that spins and unsettles
our preconceptions. It should serve to stimulate investigation and aid in discovery of new
meanings, enriching the design quality and making it less stereotypical. All this can be
achieved through the use of semiotics.
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Introduction
On June 1st 2003, 2 senior archaeologists working in Israel, Larry Stager of Harvard
University and Israel Finkelstein of Tel Aviv University were brought to Los Angeles to, in
essence, defend their reputations at an event billed as “The Great Debate.”1 At issue to both
scholars is whether archaeological and historical evidence supports the notion that Kings David
and Solomon ruled most of what is now called modern-day Israel in the 10th century BCE, an
account supported by textual material as presented in the Hebrew Bible.
This debate highlights two issues. First, the debaters’ positions presuppose a
disagreement over a larger issue surrounding the role of certain sorts of evidence to scientific
explanation. Second, key elements in this case study will be used to document the integral
relationship between science and values. 2 My goal is to provide evidence to both philosophers of
science and working scientists that their separate attempts to address these sorts of issues are
unviable. Only by reengaging with each other can science and the philosophy of science hope to
answer these questions and move forward.

A Case Study3
Archaeological finds are silent, and therefore, usually do not provide specific dates.
Archaeologists date different stratigraphic layers and/or assemblages based on the premise that
the oldest material is on the bottom and the more recent on the top of an archaeological site.

1

The Great Debate, held at the UCLA campus, was sponsored by The Cotsen Insitute of UCLA,
the American Schools for Oriental Research, and the Tel el-Farah, South archaeological
excavation.
2
Portions of this talk were developed at the 2003 NEH summer institute on Science and Values.
3
Background information for this case study was provided by Professor Tammi J. Schneider of
the Claremont Graduate University (in the form of her opening remarks for this event).
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Knowing that one assemblage predates another provides a general framework for relative dating
of the phases of occupation at the site. Materials from different strata from various sites are then
compared, and inter-site similarities in style can be used to link those sites chronologically,
providing a relative chronology of the region. Because the Syro-Palestine region has been
extensively excavated, there is a good general understanding of the different archaeological
phases.
The difficulty is tying archaeological material from a particular phase of occupation to a
particular historical event, thereby providing a more specific, or absolute date for that phase. In
order to do this we must either find something in the archaeological record with a date on it, or
link archaeological materials to an event from some extra archaeological source, such as textual
material, generally from Biblical or extra-Biblical sources. To do this, we must find compelling
evidence from at least one site to make the connection between the archaeological data and the
event. If this is found for even one site, because of the relationship of other sites’ material
culture to that site, the same historical horizon should apply to them as well. No two
archaeological sites went through the same set of events, and thus the archaeological remains at
all sites differ, at least somewhat.
So, the controversy at hand is packaged to the archaeological community as whether
there is sufficient evidence from the archaeological record to connect certain archaeological
assemblages with the reigns of Kings David and Solomon. Whether this is the real question, a
good question, or an answerable question I will leave for the moment.
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Evidence for the Traditional Chronology
Archaeological evidence
Architecture
Jerusalem: The archaeology of Jerusalem is complicated because, among other things, a
modern city with deep religious significance still exists there. The best candidate for Davidic
architecture is a single building called the stepped structure. No remains dating to Solomon have
been uncovered.
Gezer, Megiddo, and Hazor contain material that has been considered evidence of
Solomonic architecture and these phases have thereby been dated to the tenth century BCE. All
three sites have six chamber city gates, as well as other archaeological remains attributed to
Solomon, including the Megiddo stables, store rooms at Hazor, and some palaces.
At issue is whether they were dated to the 10th century because of internal archaeological
evidence or because of the biblical text.

Ceramics
The big archaeological question initially surrounded a conflict with intra site dating based
on ceramic evidence. Assigning dates to different levels usually is based on pottery. Pottery is
the most ubiquitous material found at any archaeological site in the region. Because pottery
styles can be identified, and since these styles change frequently over time and place,
archaeologists use ceramic the record as their primary method of relative dating.
Ceramics found at each of the aforementioned sites (and connected to the gates) are
believed to be contemporaneous with one another, making the case that if any of the gates are
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Solomonic, there is reason to believe that all of them are. As I will note below, the original
dating of these ceramics to the 10th century has recently come under fire.

Extra-Archaeological Evidence
The Bible
David’s escapades are pretty well known,(mentioned in I and II Sam.) David is secretly
anointed at a young age as the next king of Israel due to a power struggle between Saul, the
current King, and the prophet Samuel (and presumably, God). David is famous for a little
incident with Goliath, the giant in the employ of the Philistines. After slaying Goliath, David
marries king Saul’s daughter Michal for a reasonable sum of 100-200 Philistine foreskins.
Saul dies, and King David finishes conquering Israel, extending the territory of Israel to
its largest extent. He moves the secular and religious center of power to Jerusalem, and
apparently spends his time watching women bathing. The earliest ‘Girls Gone Wild.’
Solomon (mentioned in II Sam. and I Kgs.) is credited in the Biblical account with a
number of spectacular (and spectacularly expensive) building projects, including the Temple in
Jerusalem. He was also famous for his wisdom in court and for his large variety of wives. After
Solomon’s death, (and probably due to a large extent to Solomon’s fiscal policy, a version of
trickle down economics), the Kingdom is split in two, Israel (North) and Judah (South).

Extra-Biblical Evidence
Extra-biblical textual materials are written contemporary testimonies to the events
purported in the bible. As most of these references are by Israel’s enemies it can be argued that
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they have no ideological stake in mentioning biblical characters as individuals if they did not
exist. Of course, these documents too are subject to numerous interpretations.
An Aramaic stele from Tel Dan was discovered in the early 1990s. The inscription
includes a reference to “Bit David” or the “House of David.” The stele is terribly broken and the
context of this reference is missing but it is the earliest non-biblical reference to the house of
David from the ancient world.
In the Harris Papyrus, Ramses III (of Egypt’s 20th dynasty ca. 1196-1166) describes an
attack on Egypt by a group of “Sea Peoples,” among whom are the Philistines, a group also
featured in stone reliefs at a temple to Ramses at Medinet Habu. Ramses claims to have settled
these Sea Peoples in Canaan, and indeed, sites attributed to the Philistines appear on the southern
coast of Israel. As the Philistines were supposed to have arrived in Canaan at roughly the same
time as the Israelites, their arrival date is a major pillar in dating remains in Iron Age Israel.
Sheshonq I (or Shishak), the founder of the 22nd Dynasty, claims in his monument at
Karnak to have destroyed 154 towns in 925/926 BCE. Steles with Shishak’s name have been
found at Megiddo and Byblos. Because Shishak’s attack is corroborated in the Bible and he
claims to have wrought so much havoc, archaeological destruction layers at many sites are dated
to his rampage through the region.

Carbon 14
A recent article in Science Magazine4 seems to accept a new argument, that c14 dates can
now replace archaeologists’ reliance on pottery. Traditionally, archaeologists shied away from
dependence on c14 dates because the method lacked the required precision and archaeologists
4

Science. Volume 300. 11 April, 2003, p 229-231
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could date more closely using pottery. Some claim that advances in the procedure have been
made.
Recently, archaeologist Ami Mazar has provided a series of c14 dates from Tel Rehov,
which he (and apparently, Science Magazine) claims proves the traditional interpretation that
there is ample evidence for a United Monarchy. Science Magazine quotes this study, where a
colleague of Mazar says that this evidence “puts the nail in the coffin of Finkelstein’s theory.”5

Evidence Against the Traditional Chronology
Archaeological evidence
Architecture
Finkelstein questions the motivations for calling the aforementioned architecture Davidic
or Solomonic. The stones making up a the aforementioned pieces of architecture can rarely be
absolutely dated (unless a coin or piece of otherwise datable material falls into the stones, bricks,
mortar, etc), so the evidence must be based on other sources of data. Although Stager insists that
the other source is based on archaeological evidence (such as ceramics or Carbon 14),
Finkelstein claims that the traditionalists are merely trying to make the archaeological record fit
the Biblical account.

Ceramics
A claim has been made that ceramics from an enclosure at another site, Jezreel, are
similar in type to pottery found at Megiddo in a Temple previously thought to be Solomonic.
These finds have been dated to the 9th century BCE.. If the Megiddo Solomonic palace shifts
5

Ibid.
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from the 10th century to the 9th century, then should it take the rest of the Solomonic
architecture with it? Finkelstein believes this must be so.

Carbon 14
Of course, Finkelstein also brought to the debate a series of c14 samples that he claims
dates his material conclusively to the 9th century, and has similarly proclaimed victory.
Finkelstein’s reply to Stager is also presented in Science Magazine. He concludes that: “The
diehards of the conventional dating are in a desperate situation.”6

In The End…
The question presented to the audience was: which chronology should we believe? But
are these questions answerable, given the state of archaeological science? I think I am not alone
in suggesting that archaeological explanation is stuck in a ‘he said’ ‘he said’ pattern that current
conceptions of archaeological objectivity are incapable of escaping.
The solution to this quandary lies in studying the foundations of archaeology as a science.
Briefly, I will mention two avenues of philosophical inquiry that are particularly relevant to the
archaeological community: the role of texts as a source of evidence, and the role of or
relationship between science and values.

Texts as Scientific Evidence
First, philosophers of science, and archaeologists for that matter, should recognize that
the real (and as of yet unasked) question is: what is the proper place of textual material in the
6

Ibid., 231
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archaeological (and the in the general scientific) record? The answer to this question is complex,
and philosophers from Hempel to the present have given a variety of responses. Whatever the
general answer is (and this question certainly bears further scrutiny), it masks a few other
questions. Physicists tend to trust materials in textbooks, so clearly some texts seem immune to
these questions. Similarly, archaeologists seem to believe some texts to be acceptable sources of
data as well. Even those Syro-Palestinian Archaeologists who dispute the relevance of the
Biblical text freely use extra-Biblical texts as data (as is evident from the case study). Until these
philosophical/theoretical questions are answered, I see no potential for these sorts of scientific
debates to find resolution.

Values and Science
Second, philosophers of science should view this debate as showing the complex
relationship between science and values. Both Stager and Finkelstein can (and do) claim to be
working as scientists. They gain their data in much the same ways, through the same techniques,
etc. So, how can they come to such widely divergent conclusions? This is an example of the
interrelatedness of values and science on a number of levels, on what Wylie calls both the
‘receiving’ ends and ‘shipping’ ends of scientific exploration.
On the receiving end, a number of factors (or values) direct each scientist’s research:
many of which are interrelated, many of which will set the conditions for good science, and
many of which will determine what the proper answers are to archaeological questions. So, the
shipping end of science can not be value free, if the questions asked are value laden.
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The issues here are equally important to those mentioned above, and can involve the nature of
data, the goals of archaeology, religious and political factors, and the relationship of the academy
to the sciences it produces.
Regardless of the desires of traditionalists (such as Laudan7) to eliminate or constrain non
cognitive values, or in some philosophers’ (e.g. Lacey8) beliefs about the existence of externalist
‘black boxes’ or safe regions for cognitive values, science is a messy enterprise. I think that even
the progressive scientific accounts of Kitcher9, Longino10, and Solomon11 fail to recognize the
complexity and interconnectedness between science and values. Both Stager and Finkelstein use
a range of data, rigorous hypothesis testing, and the latest in technology, but those data are
driven by a range of values.

Conclusion
Given the preceding, I find it hard to defend any real separation between what
traditionalists have called cognitive and non cognitive values. In addition, I would argue that
scientific attempts to end disputes must be reconnected to philosophical debates over the nature
of evidence. This is not to say that philosophers of science have satisfactory answers to these
sorts of questions, but they, unlike the majority of working scientists, understand the centrality of
these issues, and are expending their efforts in this direction. However, philosophers of science,
without the grounding only possible by contact with working scientists, will similarly fail to
7

Laudan, Larry. Science and Values: The Aims of Science and Their Role in Scientific Debate.
Berkeley: University of California Press. 1984.
8
Lacey, Hugh. is science value free? values and scientific understanding. New York: Routledge.
1999.
9
Kitcher, Philip. Science, Truth, and Democracy. New York: Oxford University Press. 2001.
10
Longino, Helen. The Fate of Knowledge. Princeton: Princeton University Press. 2002.
11
Solomon, Miriam. Social Empiricism. Cambridge: MIT Press. 2001.
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attain their goals. As a result, I would strongly advocate a collaborative approach between
scientists and philosophers of science, a position that I hope has been given strong support as a
result of this archaeological case study.
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A recent edition of Stella Kon’s Emily of Emerald Hill describes the play as “an icon of
the English-language theatre in Singapore.” Indeed, the play is perceived as a seminal
work of not only Singapore drama but also Singapore literature. However, the mapping
of the distinct Peranakan identity on which the play is based with the Singapore cultural
context is not without problems. This paper argues that while equating the hybridity of
the Peranakan culture with Singapore’s multicultural landscape overlooks inherent and
important differences, it is also the play’s mirroring of the process through which the
Peranakan becomes Singaporean that makes Emily of Emerald Hill the only Peranakan
play to be claimed as a Singapore text.
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"CELEBRANTS OF THE IMAGINATION: WALLACE STEVENS and WILLA
CATHER"
There are many reasons for isolating Cather and Stevens for attention.
Historically, they belong to the same generation. Both were born in the
1870's and grew up in a world that was dominated by an increasingly popular
mechanistic philosophy and growing materialism. These cultural aspects both writers
came to recognize as utterly damaging to the imagination.
On a personal level, both were very private people. Stevens, when
asked for biographical details would say no more than "I am a lawyer and I live in
Hartford." Those who speak of him agree that if one omits his personal life,
he was a happy man. Very few, if any, of his co-workers knew anything of his
poetry writing and were shocked to learn upon his winning the Pulitzer in
1955 that he had another life, an inner life of poetry and art.
Willa Cather's adamant resistance to queries about her personal life is
well known. Cather scholars are quite familiar with restrictions she placed
upon friends and acquaintances regarding correspondence and the
commercialization of her works.
Intellectually, both writers shared a love of classical music, theater,
and painting. Both admitted to being influenced by French writers. Stevens
studied Rimbaud and Mallarme. Cather openly admired the language and style of
Flaubert and Balzac.
Apart from these obvious similarities, Cather and Stevens, fiercely
independent about commiting their lives to art, cultivated fastidious standards
for themselves. Turning to landscape and nature as character and metaphor,
each with their uniquely individual talents found art to be the supreme manner of
grappling with the "new reality" of their time.
Cather wrote, "Art, it seems to me, should simplify. . .finding what
conventions of form and what detail one can do without and yet, preserve the
spirit of the whole." (ON WRITING 102) Stevens argued for what he called "the
irrational element in poetry." (Harvard lecture, 1936)

Using examples from the works of each writer, I will show in this
presentation how these principles were put to work in their writings, how each
courted the 'intellectual excitement' of discovery, advancing as they did, a
concept of artistic theory. Ultimately and independently, both writers concluded
art and religion to be the same. Stevens' reputation for "obscurity" and
Cather's insistence on "the thing not spoken" describes the approach to art that
enabled each of them to hold up a mirror to the changes of their age and create
a new era of literature.
Respectfully
submitted,
Elaine E.
Limbaugh
Professor,
English
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Abstract
Native Americans are currently the only minority population that continues to experience an
increase in the incidence and rate of death from AIDS in the United States. Today, over half of the Native
American population resides in urban areas. This paper details how “urban Indians” in Tucson, Arizona
talk about HIV, who is at risk for this disease, and how alcohol and drug abuse affect disease
transmission. The 30 interviews elaborate upon 188 surveys completed at a Native American Wellness
Conference held in Tucson. Initial findings demonstrate that while Native Americans know condoms can
prevent sexually transmitted diseases, the use and abuse of drugs and alcohol impairs decision making
and lowers inhibitions. Thus, their use of the phrase “not thinking right” reflects both the side effects of
using drugs and alcohol and the inherent oversight of prevention programs that emphasize safe sex.
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Abstract
The summer of 2003 brought upheaval to “The Sanctuary”, an urban Indian health care center in
the southwestern United States. Dedicated to integrating traditional healing with biomedical prevention
programs and founded as a haven for Native Americans living in the city, one employee’s attempt at
symbolic colonization nearly tore the organization apart. As the only Anglo staff member, Christina
Columbus tried to use The Sanctuary’s finances to control the Native American director and staff as well
as their activities. However, the Natives revolted.
In this paper, I use the events and interactions at The Sanctuary as a case study to address severe
impact of neocolonialism on the health and identity of American Indians, Alaskan Natives, and Native
Hawaiians.
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The following paper represents an attempt to develop a strategy for Social
Change. As a result of the unique impact our Species is imposing upon
this Planet it is imperative that we begin to consider alternative lifestyles
and behavior. Scientific research during the past decade convincingly
argues that we are living in a modern and dynamically changing world
but still thinking with a Stone Age mind (Rudgley). At best this is a
scenario that may keep us from realizing a healthy and productive
future; at worst it could lead, ultimately, to environmental collapse and
the extinction of Life as we know it.

INTRODUCTION

After years of observation and reflection I have come to the conclusion
that Modern Civilization is sorely in need of revolution, albeit peaceful,
regarding the day-to-day activities of survival; in other words, a new way
of thinking about the game, a new way of playing the game. As a
Species, the Human Animal is literally OVERWHELMING Planet Earth
(Diamond; Goldsmith; Hjorth; Leisinger; Miller, T; Simmons 1996, 1993;
Southwick) (primarily as a result of 1)unrestricted procreation and 2)our
affect upon the environment as a result of our relationship with each
other).1 Our PRIORITIES and our VALUES have been misplaced. Our
priorities and our values have been misplaced because we are living in
the PAST. We are living by outdated and inappropriate Standards and
Policies; standards and policies that are simply wrong, wrong for Today
and certainly wrong for Tomorrow.
HOW THEN DO WE APPROACH THIS DILEMMA? The solution is
both simple and complex. I believe most if not all IDEOLOGIES have
failed as a result of an ELITE minority attempting to influence the
outcome (Domhoff); in other words, this is WHAT we'll do, this is HOW
we'll do it and this is WHO will do it. Such rigid and self-serving thought
can only lead to failure or worse.2 Social Change (what we perceive to be
2

Healthy, Productive and Enduring change) is a result of ongoing
participation at all levels by all Peoples3 (Domhoff; Eisenstadt; Gardner;
Simmons 1996). In order then for this transformation to occur those
Borders or Boundaries that have traditionally served to separate, shelter
and influence our thinking and behavior within the Natural scheme of
things (Dawkins; Morris) must be reevaluated. Those Boundaries can be
loosely categorized as follows: RACE,4 RELIGION, GENDER and
PRIVILEGE.5 It is an unnatural process to abandon a way of life based
upon millions of years of evolution but that is precisely what we as a
Species must do; that is, if we and all other Life forms on this Planet are
to have a future.6 What I am advocating is a fundamental change in the
way we perceive each other and the world around us. Such change is
most effectively brought about by a change in thinking. Change the
thinking and the behavior will follow (Seligman): and a change in
behavior is ultimately our final objective.7
To clarify this change in perception I would like to use the analogy of
the Forest and the Trees. As a result of our primordial programming8
inferred upon us by Nature over eons of time (Dawkins; Miller, T; Morris)
it is only natural, through an unconscious process of prioritization,9 that
we consider the importance/significance of our own trees first and
foremost (Dawkins; Domhoff; Miller, T). And during the course of our
evolutionary history Nature has served as an arbiter or mediator if you
will by striking a BALANCE within the Natural scheme of things
(Darwin).10 But as a Species we are no longer a part of the Natural
scheme of things as we used to be (Morris; Simmons 1996). We have
distanced ourselves from these Natural checks & balances (conceptual
thought) such that our ability to manipulate and control our
environment and each other is unprecedented in the history of Life on
this Planet (Diamond; Domhoff; Simmons). With this newfound freedom
though we at first failed to recognize and then conveniently ignored the
fact that a discipline or philosophy was necessary to TEMPER this
uniquely Human phenomenon we have come to know as Homo
Sapiens.11
It should be obvious by now that a rearranging of priorities & values
is necessary such that we can begin to FOCUS our energy and attention
upon a more holistic or global perspective, the Forest, in an attempt to
reexamine our place amongst all Life forms on Planet Earth. How might
this task be approached? First of all, before going further, we must
define some fundamental parameters essential to such an adventure. To
begin with it is important that all participants be aware that Social
Change is necessary for the health and well-being of this Planet (Abbott;
Diamond; Domhoff; Eisenstadt; Gardner; Goldsmith; Leisinger;
Simmons; Southwick). This would entail a process of awareness or
sensitization through avenues of education, reinforced with realistic
3

examples of current problems and the implications of those problems if
not addressed. Secondly, as mentioned earlier, Social Change can only
be successful if all Peoples participate (Domhoff; Eisenstadt; Simmons
1996). Finally, a foundation and structure must be developed to provide
a sense of direction while at the same time outlining loosely defined goals
& objectives that reflect each generations needs & desires. This final
element is especially important since any discipline or philosophy that
does not embrace change as an ongoing process will most certainly
become nonproductive dogma and result in social stagnation (Abbott;
Domhoff; Eisenstadt; Gardner).
What I am proposing then is to EMBRACE a thought process based
upon a philosophy that would foster the dynamics of growth &
development of our Species while providing a catalyst that would both
compliment and harmoniously integrate a sense of Place and Time with
the Environment.12 IS THIS POSSIBLE? I believe that it is. As alluded
to earlier, rearranging our Priorities and our Values is KEY. Only then
can we begin to visualize the significance and necessity of change itself.
Towards that end I would propose the following: a philosophy based
upon the concept of QUALITY.
Quality of lifestyle, Quality of
Environment and Quality of Future; Quality built upon a foundation of
RESPONSIBILITY. Think of this concept, Quality, as a seed planted
within the garden of the mind. Once established it is simply a matter of
cultivating and nurturing that fertile soil (Seligman) in order to bring
about the infinite bounty our world so desperately needs.13

APPLICATION

How might this concept of Quality be applied collectively in an
attempt to bring about Social Change on a global scale? Let us begin
then by outlining some of the more critical issues of this Planet that
require our immediate attention.
POPULATION GROWTH Scientific studies have for many years indicated
that our numbers are increasing at an alarming rate14 (Brown; Hjorth;
Leisinger; Southwick). It would seem reasonable to assume then that
given the impact that we as a Species are having upon our environment
(Brown; Diamond; Domhoff; Goldsmith; Hjorth; Simmons; Southwick)
there would be a serious and ongoing degradation of Quality of lifestyle,
Quality of Environment and Quality of Future resulting, ultimately, in
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Nature being unable to support Life as we know it.15 And since there is
no "MAGIC BULLET" in terms of Technology waiting in the shadows, we
must begin to assume responsibility in dealing with this dilemma. I
believe a policy on Birth Control, practiced by all Peoples, would be an
effective and relatively painless solution. That policy could be interpreted
as follows: ONE CHILD per family. Am I suggesting a system of penalties
and disciplinary action in an attempt to implement such a policy? OF
COURSE NOT!
This is where that foundation, Responsibility and
framework, Quality come into play.16 Through a process of education17
we could be made aware the need for change.
ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS A pervasive problem affecting all Life forms
on this Planet (Brown; Diamond; Goldsmith; Hjorth; Ponting; Simmons;
Southwick). Again, education is key; armed with this knowledge we
could easily alter our lifestyles and consumption habits that in turn
would facilitate the kinds of changes necessary for a healthy
environment.18
EDUCATION/FAMILY If I were to choose a Focal Point by which to
embark upon a Social Revolution it would be 1)The Family and 2)The
Classroom. The Family: Society has long been aware of the profound
influence of the FAMILY ENVIRONMENT upon the Growth &
Development of the Child (Bradshaw). As a result of long-term in-depth
research Behavioral Scientists postulate that approximately 95/96% of
families throughout Modern Society are emotionally handicapped
(Bradshaw; Miller, A). And yet these Dysfunctional Cycles continue to
shape the Future of Civilization. It is not so much that We are incapable
of learning it is more a matter of the problem being dealt with after the
fact. In other words, through a process of Denial influenced in part by
the traditional view regarding the Sanctity of the Family, Society has
developed an Infrastructure that is adequately prepared to deal with
Anti-Social Behavior19 only when it becomes either A) a threat to the
community or B) a legal infraction. The question then becomes, how
might a plan of intervention be implemented in an attempt to break these
destructive cycles while at the same time providing healthy and
productive alternatives for the Family to build upon? Why not begin by
Educating our Children via an ongoing process while in school (including
parental involvement) and at the same time providing instructional
intervention for young adults as they begin their lives in Society:
applying for a Driver’s or Marriage License, on-the-job instruction and/or
many other opportunities that arise as a result of the Life cycle of the
individual.20
The Classroom: Much has been written about the
inadequacies of Public Education21 (Abbott; Bloom; Cohen; Kohn; Lesser;
Macrorie; Schwebel). Suffice it to say that Education today has become a
TOOL for those controlling access to Resources thereby ensuring that the
Square and Round Pegs are compatible with the appropriate Slots
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(Abbott; Domhoff; Macrorie).22 This process would be a relatively simple
task to ameliorate were it not for the fact that Society has come to
depend upon its OUTCOME (Macrorie).23 Perhaps a Social Experiment is
in order such that Standardization & Classification could be removed
from the Classroom24 in an attempt to both encourage and empower
each Student to realize His or Her own potential25 (Abbott; Bloom; Kohn;
Lesser; Macrorie) which in turn would, as a matter of course, influence
the OUTCOME of Civilization.26
COMPETITION/WORK ETHIC
A profound issue that may well be
undermining the very future of Life as we know it (Domhoff; Goldsmith;
Kohn). I have chosen to devote a separate section in discussing this
subject. These then are but a few of the more pressing issues that can
be effectively dealt with providing we as a Species cooperate together in
spirit and independently in action through a heightened sense of
Responsibility.

WORK

Has this phenomenon of Competition/Work Ethic become our
NEMESIS27 (Domhoff; Goldsmith; Kohn 2000, 1996, 1986; Simmons
1996; Southwick)? I believe that it has. One could argue that Modern
Society is out of control, Modern Society is without conscience; we have
transformed that age-old theme of survival, we now call work, into a
Compulsive Disorder (Bradshaw). Modern Civilization is preoccupied
with Competition & Work Ethic at the expense of our environment;
preoccupied with Competition & Work Ethic at the expense of Social
Harmony; preoccupied with Competition & Work Ethic at the expense of
our Future (Domhoff; Goldsmith; Kohn 2000, 1996, 1986). We have
positioned ourselves at the edge of an Abyss (our dependence upon and
preoccupation with Competition/Work Ethic) that knows no limit. AND
FOR WHAT PURPOSE?28
I believe WORK today, at least throughout the Modern World, can be
summarized in the form of an equation: A + C = E. Authority plus
Control equals Exploitation (Domhoff).29
As mentioned earlier this
phenomenon has come about primarily as a result of Human Evolution
proceeding unchecked (Dawkins; Leisinger; Miller, T; Morris; Simmons
1996). We as a Species have inadvertently distanced ourselves from
those Natural checks & balances that have served to mediate the
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activities of all other Life forms. This then is not only an unhealthy
process but a dangerous one as well. And because Civilization is lacking
a suitable FRAME OF REFERENCE for purposes of gauging its activities
and development (Abbott; Domhoff; Goldsmith; Miller, T) it most certainly
is threatening the very foundations of the future of Life on this Planet. I
am not suggesting that we as a People stop working, to the contrary.
What I am saying is that we reexamine our perspective regarding work &
working (i.e. The manner in which it has shaped, influenced and limited
our thinking and behavior) and the short and long-term consequences it
is imposing upon the environment as a whole (Domhoff; Goldsmith;
Rifkin).30 And what better way to begin than to implement a New Work
Standard. Let's say, a six-hour workday and a four-day workweek. Such
a standard would 1)reduce our ever-increasing use of and reliance upon
Energy & finite Natural Resources (e.g. It is estimated that the naturally
occurring underground water tables of the North American Continent will
be depleted by the year 2020) 2)allow for an interim period to consider
alternative lifestyles while at the same time lessening the impact of that
ever-present problem, unemployment, by providing greater access to the
job market 3)and most importantly, I would argue, facilitate and improve
Quality of Lifestyle, Quality of Environment and Quality of Future.

CONCLUSION

IS SALVATION AT HAND? An ally we do not as of yet recognize? A
Phoenix rising from the ashes? Enter the modern era of TECHNOLOGY.
I recall a bitter refrain spoken by a skilled worker who lost his job as a
result of a technological innovation called CAM (Computer Assisted
Manufacturing): “TODAY OUR JOBS, TOMORROW OUR FUTURE”. And
as the dynamic and pervasive effects of modern technology continue to
permeate every aspect of our lifestyles (Hjorth) it is becoming increasingly
clear that our work environment is changing in a truly profound and
significant way (Rifkin). It is not so much a matter of whether or not
these changes are Wright or Wrong, Good or Bad but rather how we as a
People choose to interpret and apply this new phenomenon31 (Heap;
Hjorth; Simmons 1993; Teich; Turkle).
I foresee Technology as a
panacea, a blessing in disguise. This medium may well serve to release
us from that Bondage we have come to know as LABOR32 and allow our
Species to begin a new chapter, perhaps a new book, regarding the
evolution of our kind.33
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As a People, let us not forget that Nature has prepared us well for Life
but that Life has come & gone. We must look anew to the future and
consider carefully our unique presence upon this land. Anything less
would be unacceptable resulting possibly in a Legacy etched in stone for
all to consider. The ball has moved to our court and Play We will, Play
We must. The question then becomes, what shall be our Game? Once
that issue is addressed The Organization, The Structure, The Detail will
develop as Naturally as Life itself both complimenting and nurturing our
relationship with each other and this Extraordinary Accident called
Earth.
ENDNOTES
1

The impetus responsible for this phenomenon is based upon the principle that there are two Prime
Directives fundamental to The Natural World, Survival & Reproduction. In essence, We Survive to
Reproduce and Reproduce to Survive, the cycle is all-consuming (i.e. to procure/secure territory and
resources in order to pass on our genes). And Love is the Social glue that facilitates this process. I suspect
that Love, as well as conscious reasoning in general (in other words, Imagination, a function of the
conscious mind, which in turn appears to be both a reflection and extension of the sub conscious [whereby
consciousness has become a vehicle of the sub-conscious by which we impose structure and therefore order
on the world for purposes of integration and exploitation], analogous perhaps as in putting words to music),
have evolved as artifacts of Civilization because of our discord with the Environment. Once upon a Space
& Time Nature was our Mentor, our Divine Inspiration, our Salvation.
2
“The capacity to experience the strong feelings of childhood and puberty (which are so often stifled by
child-rearing methods, beatings, or even drugs) could provide the individual with an important means of
orientation with which He or She could easily determine whether politicians are speaking from genuine
experience or are merely parroting time-worn platitudes for the sake of manipulating voters. Our whole
system of raising and educating children provides the power-hungry with a ready-made railway network
they can use to reach the destination of their choice. They need only push the buttons that parents and
educators have already installed.” (Miller, A p.20)
He allowed very great influence to education. “I do not deny, Sir, but there is some original difference in
minds; but it is nothing in comparison of what is formed by education.” (Boswell’s Life of Johnson,
Friday, March 15, 1776)
“Crippling ties to certain norms, terminology, and labels can also be clearly observed in the case of many
thoroughly honorable people who become passionately engaged in political struggle. For them, political
struggle is inseperably associated with party, organization, or ideology. Since the ominous threat childrearing practices pose to peace and survival has always remained hidden, ideologies have not yet been able
to perceive this situation or, if they do perceive it, to develop intellectual weapons against this knowledge.
As far as I know, not a single ideology has “appropriated” the truth of the overriding importance of our
early conditioning to be obedient and dependent and to suppress our feelings, along with the consequences
of this conditioning. That is understandable, for it would probably mean the end of the ideology in
question and the beginning of awareness.” (Miller, A p. 20)
3
The one common denominator most often associated with this precarious process of Evolution is Change.
It is more than What We are it is Who We are. Without Change We cling to the Past as a ship without
rudder, drifting aimlessly. Without Change We lack vision for the Future. Without Change We cease to
exist.
4
To include those subdivisions commonly referred to as Culture and Ethnicity. The term Race is now
considered superficial if not irrelevant by the scientific community (geneticists specifically) since research
adequately demonstrates through DNA profiling (Wells) that our Species has evolved from a handful of
common ancestors moving out of Africa at some time in the distant past (i.e. all Humans today are related
at the level of cousin).
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5

It is interesting to note that Specialization and the accompanying cognitive development is playing an
increasingly significant role regarding our diminishing capacity to recognize and integrate Social Reform.
Specialization as well as Race, Religion, Gender and Privilege first serves to Isolate and then, given our
primordial connection to the natural world, Alienate one from another. What was once, ingredients critical
to evolutionary success, has now become antithetical to civilized discourse.
Speaking in modern-day economic terms, economist Jeremy Rifkin has the following to say: “We must
also reject the concept of specialization. We need the contrary, a diversified economy, for only such an
economy will allow our populations to participate fully in our society.
Specialization inevitably leads to chronic unemployment and to lower wages. Growth in GNP has not
solved this problem. Usually it creates part-time, lower-paid jobs. That has been the trend in the developed
world during the past decades. In addition to the large corporations, we need a society based on a multitude
of small and medium-sized businesses and craft workers covering a wide range of activities, and we need a
decentralized economy. We must encourage local activity rather than urban centralization. Everything
must be done to return life and vigor to the small towns and villages throughout our nations.” (Rifkin, p.
179: The Case Against The Global Economy)
6
Has Civilization built its’ House upon a fundamentally flawed foundation? And try as We may to renew
this structure without addressing the underlying issue, the outcome can only be the same: Incompatibility.
7
Mozart was once asked the secret to his genius. His response? 99% Love, 1% Talent. And in today’s
vocabulary love translates to Motivation.
8
This programming can be thought of as those Natural Drives and Instincts collectively referred to as The
Sub Conscious. And if there is any question as to the intrinsic influence of the Sub Conscious, consider the
phenomenon of Sex & Intimacy (Dawkins; Morris). We are indeed, first and foremost, instruments of the
Natural World, Nature’s bidders if you will.
The relationship between sex cell activity, both male & female, and its’ modern Human counterpart is
striking. Consider the single-minded, dogged persistence of the spermatozoon in seeking out the ovum.
Do we not see its’ parallel on the football field, striving to place that ball in the end zone; achieving wealth
& position in life through strategic maneuvering; or even something as obscure and abstract as saving the
soul of the wayward sinner?
There exists an equally strong relationship between the female sex cell, the ovum, and Human female
behavior but the strategy is different. The ovum first seeks to attract and then to elicit male sex cell
activity. Once that process has been triggered, the ovum then has the arduous task of first filtering or
discriminating all comers and finally, making an APPROPRIATE selection (current research appears to be
telling us that this selection process is based upon, among other things, diversity of immune systems which,
ultimately, increases our chances of SURVIVAL given the dynamics of a hostile and changing
environment. This information is in keeping with the knowledge that SEX itself has been an overwhelming
success in terms of evolution because of its’ potential to provide diversity on a much larger scale). Some
notable modern day parallels are remarkably obvious: a preoccupation with image & cosmetics; a
compulsive drive to shop regarding discrimination and selection; and, of course, a Natural predisposition
with communication (talking) that serves to facilitate the selection process in terms of informational
assessment (at the cellular level communication is predominantly electro-chemical but none the less,
translates to its’ modern day counterpart with the certainty of a Darwinian principle).
Is it not surprising then that we as modern Human have constructed a world based on ACHIEVEMENT
through the vehicle of competitive performance?
9
Prefaced by an inherent sense of Family & Community.
10
The Health, The Integrity, the very Future of this Planet depends upon maintaining/ensuring a sensitive
and delicately balanced Ecosystem. And what, if any, are the limitations to this Balance? Not only do We
not know but the variables could be infinite.
11
“An economic system can remain viable over time only so long as society establishes mechanisms to
counter the abuses of either state or market power and the consequent erosion of the society’s natural,
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social, and moral capital. Democratic pluralism isn’t a perfect answer to the governance problem, but it
seems the best we have yet discovered in our imperfect world.
The practice of democratic pluralism maintains a dynamic tension among the forces of the market,
government, and civil society to balance the often competing social needs for essential order, the efficient
production of goods and services, the accountability of power, the protection of human freedom, and
continuing institutional innovation. This balance finds expression in the regulated market, not the free
market, and in trade policies that link national economies to one another within a framework of rules that
maintains domestic competition and favors domestic enterprises employing local workers, meeting local
standards, paying local taxes, and functioning within a well-developed system of democratic governance.
Foreign competition is not excluded. It simply does not share the preferred status of locally owned
businesses that are rooted in place and serve the community in many ways that imported goods and
footloose investors cannot.
Democratic pluralism was the framework that guided the post-World War II economic boom of Western
nations and resulted in the broad sharing of development benefits throughout their societies. It was also the
framework for survival against the failed socialist system. To say that “free market capitalism” was
victorious is to deny history and perpetuate an illusion that will lead us to massive social, environmental,
and economic failure.” (Korten, p.191: The Case Against The Global Economy)
12
If we are to understand our relationship with the Natural World we must understand the concept of
BALANCE, it is fundamental to the stability and success of life on this planet.
“In its physical dimensions, the economy is an open subsystem of the earth’s ecosystem, which is finite,
nongrowing, and materially closed. As the economic subsystem grows, it incorporates an ever greater
proportion of the total ecosystem into itself and must reach a limit of 100 percent, if not before. Therefore
its growth is not sustainable. The term sustainable growth when applied to the economy is a bad
oxymoron—self-contradictory as prose and unevocative as poetry.
Economists will complain that growth in GNP is a mixture of quantitative and qualitative increase and
therefore not strictly subject to physical laws. They have a point. Quantitative and qualitative changes are
very different and so best kept separate and called by the different names already provided in the
dictionary. To grow means “to increase naturally in size by the addition of material through assimilation or
accretion.” To develop means “to expand or realize the potentials of; to bring gradually to a fuller, greater,
or better state.” When something grows it gets bigger. When something develops it gets different. The
earth’s ecosystem develops (evolves) but does not grow. Its subsystem, the economy, must eventually stop
growing but can continue to develop.
The term sustainable development therefore makes sense for the economy but only if understood as
development without growth—qualitative improvement of a physical economic base that is maintained in a
steady state by a throughput of matter-energy that is within the regenerative and assimilative capacities of
the ecosystem. Currently, the term sustainable development is used as a synonym for the oxymoronic
sustainable growth. It must be saved from this perdition.
It is very difficult politically to admit that growth, with its almost religious connotations of ultimate
goodness, must be limited. But it is precisely the nonsustainability of growth that gives urgency to the
concept of sustainable development. The earth will not tolerate the doubling of even one grain of wheat
sixty-four times, yet in the past two centuries we have developed a culture dependent on exponential
growth for its economic stability. Sustainable development is a cultural adaptation made by society as it
becomes aware of the emerging necessity of nongrowth. Even “green growth” is not sustainable. There is
a limit to the population of trees the earth can support, just as there is a limit to the populations of humans
and of automobiles. To delude ourselves into believing that growth is still possible and desirable if only we
label it sustainable or color it green will just delay the inevitable transition and make it more painful.”
(Daly, p.193: The Case Against The Global Economy)
13
They had concluded…that nothing they did mattered. So why try? I was stunned by the implications. If
dogs could learn something as complex as the futility of their actions, here was an analogy to human
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helplessness, one that could be studied in the laboratory. Helplessness was all around us—from the urban
poor to the newborn child to the despondent patient with his face to the wall (Seligman, p.20 ).
And what role has the dynamics of Modern Society played in promoting and sustaining Social Apathy?
Now, many students later, it has become clear that learned helplessness is a powerful concept that can help
to guide preventive and interventive efforts with humans as well as animals. When the course of lifespan
development goes well, children learn that they themselves can do things that make a difference. By
behaving in certain ways they can win approval and admiration from others, solve some of their own
problems, and achieve some of their own goals. They find it more effective and satisfying to do something
themselves than to cry or rage until somebody else comes and does it for them. A general sense of being an
effective person with control over his or her own life accompanies continued lifespan development if all
continues to go well. This fortunate person enters adulthood with a firm sense of Learned Optimism
(Seligman).
The scenario is not always this favorable, however. Like the depressed, do-nothing dogs observed by
Seligman, people may encounter critical situations in their early development in which whatever they do
seems to have no effect on the world—in practical terms, this usually occurs when young children are
unable to win the love, approval, and protection of their parents. Crying doesn’t do it, nor does screaming
and thrashing, nor silence and immobility. The earlier such situations arise and the longer they persist, the
more likely it is that the individual will have (implicitly) decided that life is a futile enterprise. As adults
these individuals lack confidence in their ability to make a mark on the world, and therefore they devote
little energy to achieving what would normally be the emerging goals and needs of self-actualization.
Furthermore, when a person has adopted a learned helplessness attitude, the likelihood of developing
further skills and resources is significantly reduced, as is the ability to form and sustain meaningful and
interpersonal relationships (Kastenbaum, p.89).
“All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing” (Edmund Burke).
14
1998 statistics indicate THREE births per second globally.
15
Consider the implications of the following recipe: over population (more people than the environment
can support), dwindling resources and lack of opportunity. Mix well and serve strategically.
“Visions of an environmentally mediated end to human populations are usually portrayed in life-or-death
terms, stemming from the Malthusian view that increasing numbers will be curtailed by finite resources.
But such clear-cut prognoses omit a significant intermediate stage before widespread death: a period during
which there would be a general reduction of human capacity. Malnutrition, micro-nutrient deficiency and
pollution would bring about a gradual decline in intellectual and related functioning. The growing
environmental threat is less a matter of life or death, and more one of life or half-life for millions of our
global family.” (Williams)
16
Such a Foundation/Structure would provide the continuity necessary when transitioning from one
Generation to the next while at the same time ameliorating those Economic, Political and Social differences
that inevitably occur.
17
Fundamental to this process is the Education of our Children.
18
“An organism’s genetics and its environment are closely interlinked. A change in environmental
conditions can lead to genetic change within a population over time, with some genes increasing in
frequency and others declining in frequency across several generations. Those organisms having the
genetic make-up to thrive best under the new environmental conditions will survive to reproduce, while
others perish. Organisms therefore evolve to become better adapted to their environment, through the
process of natural selection. However, life on earth is being increasingly affected by the activities of just
one species. Man (Homo Sapiens) is changing the genetic make-up of many of the Earth’s living
inhabitants by altering the planet’s physical and environmental conditions, and through selective breeding
programmes.” (Nottingham)
19
Scientific research demonstrates with absolute certainty that Dysfunctional Families produce
Dysfunctional Children unless there is professional intervention. Dysfunctional Children then embark upon
a lifestyle of self-destructive and Anti-Social Behavior (Bradshaw; Miller, A).
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20

John Bradshaw’s pioneering work on The Family could serve as a cornerstone for the development of
this curriculum (Bradshaw ).
21
“Our five-year study of the science of learning and the biological nature of the brain has revealed a
massive mismatch. The nature of learning is very different from the political mantras driving educational
reform in most countries. This is a potentially dangerous disconnection because the welfare of individuals
and communities—especially when set against rapid, social, technological, and economic changes—is
increasingly dependent on the ability to continuously learn and adapt. The shift in our understanding of
learning has already started but is all too frequently frustrated by people’s attempts to fit it into pre-existing
systems.” (Abbott p.3)
“Today’s evolutionary perspective argues that nature plays a far more important, and complimentary, role
than behaviorists believed. However, the evolved nature of the brain does not so much constrain as it
creates or enables. Evidence has accumulated to show that for education to go with the inherited basis of
brain function, then the learning needs of young people must be seen in terms of both the culture and the
accumulated evolutionary experience previous generations found useful to their survival. This means that
we need to focus as much on trying to understand the internal structures and processes of children’s minds
as we do on the knowledge we wish to share with them through the curriculum. For those of us trained in
the social sciences, this is a radically different way of viewing human development. Culture (which
curricula are designed to support) is critically important, but culture has to be seen in light of human
evolution. Ask yourself ‘If culture creates the individual, what then creates culture?’ ” (Abbott p.6)
22
The chief source of the “problem of discipline” in schools is that…a premium is put on physical
quietude; on silence, on rigid uniformity of posture and movement; upon a machine-like simulation of the
attitudes of intelligent interest. The teachers’ business is to hold the pupils up to these requirements and to
punish the inevitable deviations which occur (John Dewey: Democracy and Education).
23
Stephanie Pace Marshall, former president of ASCD, offers fresh insight & perspective regarding
educational reform: “We have to draw a sharp comparison between the current story that underpins
educational assumptions as being a story I call the Culture of Acquisition, Independence and Competition,
and a new story. I call this new story the Culture of Inquiry, Interdependence and Collaboration. These
stories are grounded in very different ways of knowing and discovering who we are. It is in how we come
to understand ourselves that we shape particular kinds of learning environments, and these shape the way
our minds work…and that of course shapes our futures. It is my belief that the ultimate purpose of
education is to liberate the goodness and genius of all children in the world. Learners of all ages need to be
engaged fully, and in an interconnected way, around significant questions that matter to them, to the
community, and concerns the most significant issues of our time. This would create a new mind for the
new millennium (and of course this new mind also includes a new heart, soul and spirit).” (Abbott p.178)
24
The Examination/Grading Process for example is by definition Discriminatory and therefore Prejudicial.
Such an atmosphere not only impacts, both directly/indirectly, the Growth & Development of The
Individual but serves to promote adversity regarding Education as a whole (we quickly learn the
significance of the fine art of PERFORMANCE and education, life for that matter, becomes secondplace).
“By relinquishing power and reconsidering the way we define and think about students’ behavior, we can
see the role of teachers with new clarity and, with our students, reconnect with the ideals of democracy.”
(Frances Faircloth Jones: ASCD President 1996-97)
25
Current research strongly indicates that, from a cognitive standpoint, each of us perceives/interprets the
World differently and that these differences are due in part to the unique Social Atmosphere of The Family
Environment in which the Child develops.
“Nevertheless, his book (Gagne) broke important new ground in recognizing the possibility that individual
variation in knowledge acquisition is not simply a matter of more or less, but rather that more or less may
be learned dependent upon the match between the individual characteristics of the pupil and the kinds of
instructional procedures to which he is exposed” (Lesser, p244).
“The teachers job becomes even more complex when recognition of individual differences suggests both a
diversity of instructional approaches and a diversity of objectives, generating ‘particular’ goals that will
differ among students. Here the adjustment to individual differences requires not only a modification of
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instruction so that each student reaches a universal goal most efficiently, but a modification as well of the
selection of educational goals for individual students” (Lesser, p531).
26
Public Education is not about the Manipulation & Control of young minds, it is not about the structured
process of Teaching & Learning. Education today is about the development & maintenance of
Relationships. Relationships with Society, Relationships with the Environment, much like the
Relationships found within the Family and the Community.
27
“When we abandon our ability to produce for ourselves, when we separate authority from responsibility,
when those affected by our decisions are not those who make the decisions, when the cost and the benefit
of production or development processes are not part of the same equation, when price and cost are no
longer in harmony, we jeopardize our security and our future.
You may argue that free trade is not the sole cause of all our ills. Agreed. But free trade as it is preached
today nurtures and reinforces many of our worst problems. It is an ideological package that promotes
ruinous policies. And, most tragically, as we move further down the road to giantism, globalism, and
dependence, we make it harder and harder to back up and take another path. If we lose our skills, our
productive base, our culture, our traditions, our natural resources; if we erode the bonds of personal and
familial responsibility, it becomes ever more difficult to recreate community. It is very, very hard to put
Humpty Dumpty back together again.
Which means we must act now. The unimpeded mobility of capital, labor, goods, and raw materials is not
the highest social good. We need to challenge the postulates of free trade head on, to propose a different
philosophy, to embrace a different strategy. There is another way. To make it the dominant way, we must
change the rules; indeed, we must challenge our own behavior. And to do that requires not only that we
challenge the emptiness of free trade but that we promote a new idea; economics as if community matters.”
(Morris, p.228: The Case Against The Global Economy)
“In a Democratic society we must live cooperatively and serve the community to the best of our ability.
For our own success to be real, it must contribute to the success of others.” (Eleanor Roosevelt)
28
“The German economic philosopher Wolfgang Sachs argues in his book “The Development Dictionary”
that the only thing worse than the failure of this massive global development experiment would be its
success. For even at its optimum performance level, the long-term benefits go only to a tiny minority of
people who sit at the hub of the process and to a slightly larger minority that can retain an economic
connection to it, while the rest of humanity is left groping for fewer jobs and less land, living in violent
societies on a ravaged planet. The only boats that will be lifted are those of the owners and managers of the
process; the rest of us will be on the beach, facing the rising tide.” (Mander, p.6: The Case Against The
Global Economy)
Classic Darwin, “survival of the fittest”? Who then shall be our heroes, our champions of the future?
“In the old scheme of things, finding the proper balance between the marketplace and government
dominated political discussion. In the new scheme, finding a balance between the marketplace,
government, and civil sector forces become paramount. Thinking of society as creating three types of
capital—market capital, public capital, and social capital—opens up new possibilities for reconceptualizing
both the social contract and the meaning of work in the coming era.
The key to a genuine attempt to recast the political landscape will depend on the political will to increase
the clout and elevate the profile of the civil society, making it an equal player with both the marketplace
and government. But since the Third Sector relies on the marketplace and government for its survival and
well-being, its future will depend, in large part, on the creation of a new social force that can make
demands on both the market and government sectors to pump some of the vast financial gains of the new
Information Age economy into the creation of social capital and the restoration of the civil life of the
country.” (Rifkin, p. 294)
29
The seeds of such Behavior are formulated during early childhood within The Family Environment and
reinforced by Society through a process of Socialization (Abbott; Kohn 1996, 1993, 1986).
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For Economic, Environmental and Social reasons it is no longer appropriate that the survival of our
Species be contingent upon “earning a living”. To think otherwise is to invite potentially disastrous
consequences that may well be beyond our control.
31
Thomas puts questions of these kinds into context by providing an antidote to the technological optimists
who see IT developments as contributing to more egalitarian societies. Thomas does not deny the
liberating influence which many find in the use of new technology, but argues that, when the full canvas is
examined, that the overall picture is one of growing inequalities. The rapid pace of technological
development, hand-in-hand with capitalism, will generally be exploited by the already privileged groups in
relatively wealthy societies. Taking a national view and a global view the general influence of new
technology will be to reinforce existing inequalities - and create new inequalities (Heap, p. 13).
32
Nothing less than a new identity, both personal and cultural, emerged as a result of the enslavement of
Humankind by Humankind since the dawn of Civilization. Is it not surprising then that we find this same
atmosphere of influence in-place and thriving within the workplace today obscuring our judgment, our
reasoning, our decision-making.
“Slavery is not a simple matter of one person holding another by force; it is an insidious mutual
dependence that is remarkably difficult for slaveholder as well as slave to break out of.” (Bales)
33
The evolution of Civilization has reached a crossroads whereby, collectively, decisions for the Future
must be considered, decisions that will ultimately benefit the Planet as a whole. Furthermore, now more
than any other time in history, We have at our disposal The Expertise, The Resources and The Time to do
so.
“The evidence increasingly points to an innate disposition (in children) to be responsive to the plight of
other people…Creating people who are socially responsive does not totally depend on parents and teachers.
Such socializing agents have an ally within the child.” (Hoffman)
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Abstract
“The Ties that Bind: William L. Dawson and Black Electoral Leadership, 1942-1970”
Christopher E. Manning, Ph.D.
On a warm spring day in May 1952, seven thousand black Mississippians
gathered in Mound Bayou for an extraordinary event–the first annual convention of the
Regional Council of Negro Leadership (RCNL).1 With an agenda that ranged from
ending police brutality to obtaining equal restroom facilities in gas stations, the RCNL
served as a way station for dissident black leaders in a state notorious for brutal and
systematic repression of independent black leaders and organizations.2 Moreover, by
encouraging militancy and political awareness by black Mississippians’, the RCNL was
an important precursor to the life-and-death voting rights struggles of the mid-1960s.3
The RCNL’s first meeting reflected southern blacks’ growing political
consciousness. Part revival, part civics lesson and part political rally, the convention was
an inspirational affair. Although the guests enjoyed barbeque and entertainment by
gospel singer Mahalia Jackson, the highlight of the meeting, according to the Jackson
Advocate, involved a noteworthy guest:
The outstanding feature of the meeting, which had been proclaimed “Dawson
Day” in his honor, was the address of Congressman William L. Dawson of
Illinois, Vice-Chairman of the Democratic National Committee, Secretary of the
Democratic Congressional Election Committee, and Chairman of the House
Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments of the Government
who was the principal of the day.4
Dawson had fled the Deep South in 1905 after an altercation with a white man.
His family followed years later after interracial clash occurred involving his father. But
now Dawson returned to Dixie a hero and role model.5 The reporter wrote that the
audience greeted Dawson’s speech, which exhorted Mississippi blacks to become
involved with politics at the “local, county, and state levels,” with “round after round” of
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applause.6 The audience’s reaction probably did not surprise Dawson; he had been
conducting voter registration campaigns outside of his home district in Chicago since
1949, in states such as Virginia, Texas, and North Carolina.
While this enthusiastic reception may not have surprised the Illinois
Congressman, it does suggest several important revisions of recent U.S. political and civil
rights history. First, because Dawson’s voter registration tours in the South predated the
Civil Rights Movement’s voter registration efforts by nearly a decade, historians must
push back their timeline of Northern participation in Southern black political activism to
the late 1940s.7 Second Dawson consistently used his office to aid the development of an
independent Southern black political base as a means to redress civil rights grievances,
raising intriguing questions about the interaction between Northern black elected officials
and Southern black political activism.8 Finally, and most importantly, Dawson’s national
efforts point to a need for scholars to examine the interrelationship between local and
national politics within the experiences of individual black elected officials in the postwar era. The nature of Dawson’s civil rights agenda at the national level and his ability
to pursue that agenda hinged on local politics. Meanwhile, local perceptions of
Dawson’s national activities affected the stability of his Chicago base.
Though Dawson held his congressional seat for twenty-seven years and became a
major leader in the national Democratic Party, scholars have focused primarily on his role
within the Chicago political machine. James Q. Wilson sets this frame of analysis in his
1960 publication, Negro Politics: The Search for Leadership, in which he characterizes
Dawson as a big city boss who maintained the nation’s only powerful black
“submachine.”9 Recent specialists in Chicago politics have not progressed far beyond the
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agenda set by Wilson the 1960s. Arnold Hirsch, for instance, contends that “Boss”
Dawson was largely a derivative figure propped up by Mayor Ed Kelly and the Chicago
Machine in an effort to draw black Chicagoans into the Democratic fold.10 William
Grimshaw agrees with this assessment in Bitter Fruit: Blacks and the Chicago Political
Machine 1939-1991, and adds that Dawson’s rise occurred not because of any great
political skill on Dawson’s part, but because of his usefulness to his white patron.11
Several scholars, however, recognize that Dawson was too complex to be written
off as a derivative machine hack. Charles Branham, for example, situates Dawson’s
career within a long-line of Chicago black electoral leaders who struggled between the
demands of the “patronage-client relationship which has characterized black politics
since its inception and the emergence of powerful black submachines in predominantly
black wards on the south side of Chicago.”12 It is simplistic to contend that Dawson was
co-opted by the white-power structure. Instead, Branham writes that Dawson “embraced
the historically dualistic tradition of black political culture in Chicago” that blended
machine politics with “with the racially self-conscious heritage of social welfare, civil
rights, and the maintenance and expansion of the race’s representation.”13 Similarly,
Nicholas Lemann and Adam Cohen and Elizabeth Taylor acknowledge Dawson’s
attempts to use patronage as a civil rights tool and situate Dawson’s political choices
within the limitations set by the Chicago machine.14
This study expands upon these attempts by approaching Dawson’s political career
in a holistic manner that broadly analyzes Dawson’s life and times–from his childhood in
the Deep South to his work as a Democratic leader on the national stage. In so doing, I
argue that Dawson’s civil rights and political efforts both resulted from his dedication to
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the party building philosophy, which I define as the effort to heighten black political
organization to redress racial inequality. This philosophy guided Dawson’s political
career, including his choice to work for black uplift in the Republican Party in the 1920s
and 1930s, his switch to the Democratic Party in 1938, his efforts to reshape the
Democratic Party’s racial priorities between 1942 and 1960, and even his decision to
work against the white Democratic leadership in support of the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party in 1965. While black party organization provided considerable
opportunities for advancing a racially progressive agenda, it also placed considerable
constraints on Dawson’s leadership by demanding that he often reconcile his agenda for
racial advancement with the political, sometimes racist, demands of mainstream politics.
Dawson shared this burden with all racially conscious black politicians in the post war
era.15 Thus an examination of Dawson’s political career, which focuses on the viability
of party building as a tool for black empowerment, will broaden our understanding of
black participation in modern American politics.
Chapter One argues that the roots of Dawson’s party building philosophy extend
back to his Southern upbringing. Born in 1887, Dawson entered a world in which
Georgia whites had recently solidified their hold on political and economic power
through violence and terrorism.16 Under these dire conditions, Dawson was raised by a
resourceful family that emphasized education and economic self-sufficiency. As a young
adult Dawson found that few opportunities existed for educated blacks in the South and
in 1912 he headed north as part of a growing stream of Southern black migrants to
Chicago.17
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Chapter One then traces Dawson’s local work for black uplift through politics and
argues that Chicago’s machine politics provided a laboratory in which Dawson developed
his party building philosophy. Dawson transformed not only black political organization
in the city of Chicago, but also the local Democratic Party’s sense of obligation to black
Chicagoans. As a Republican in the 1930s Dawson fought for improvements to existing
housing in black neighborhoods, formed a coalition advocating public housing, opposing
restrictive covenants, providing legal aid to blacks evicted from their homes at the height
of the Depression.18 After the demise of Chicago Republicanism in the 1930s, Dawson
sought to make Chicago blacks a powerful bloc within the newly emerging Democratic
coalition and to use the Democratic machine to extract concessions from the political
process.
Dawson’s, however, did more than simply transfer Chicago blacks’ political
allegiance to a rival party. He played a central role in shifting Chicago blacks from
supporting the fiscal conservatism of the Republican Party and its concomitant
unwillingness to use government as a tool for racial advancement to a belief in an
expanded welfare state and an expectation that the state should be the primary institution
to redress racial inequality. Dawson’s marshalling of black voters on the South Side
forced the inner echelon of the local Democratic leadership to include a black voice and
led to an increased presence of black Chicagoans in local government.19 By 1942 the
party building strategy had garnered Dawson significant influence in the local Party as
both the Committeeman of the Second Ward and the Congressman of the First
Congressional District.
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Upon entering the national stage Dawson applied his party building strategy to the
national Democratic Party and figured prominently in the struggle to isolate the
Democratic Party’s segregationist Southern contingent. Chapter Two traces some of the
more successful skirmishes in this battle in 1944 and 1948. During these years Dawson
leveraged his ability to deliver black votes in Chicago and his ability to persuade black
leaders to support Democratic candidates for a presidential ticket more amenable to black
voters, strong civil rights planks in the Party’s platforms, a voice in the leadership of the
Party, and several important symbolic gestures which inspired blacks’ confidence in
electoral process. Buoyed by the success of these elections, Dawson visited communities
across the South and Midwest in a series of voter registration drives, which played a role
in the increased politicization of black Americans as evidenced by the jump in Southern
black voters in the 1950s.
Chapter Three focuses on the limitations of Dawson’s strategy to politicize blacks
within the context of the Democratic Party. During the 1952 and 1956 election cycles,
Democratic Party presidential nominee Adlai Stevenson perceived black support as
expendable and Dawson wielded little influence over the Party’s position on race issues.
Dawson’s commitment to the Democratic Party as a potential vehicle for change led him
to compromise by backing weak civil rights candidates and platforms. In 1956, black
voters used their newfound strength to punish the Democratic Party for its conciliatory
attitude to its Southern segregationist wing, convincing Dawson that the liberal northern
and the Southern segregationist wings were incompatible in a party that sought to attract
black voters. Consequently Dawson pursued his strategy more aggressively in the 1960
election cycle, playing key roles in pushing Jack Kennedy’s presidential nomination and
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obtaining the strong 1960 civil rights plank–two of Dawson’s greatest and perhaps final
political victories.
The remaining chapters outline the opportunities that Dawson derived from the
party building strategy. The starting point for this analysis is the United States Congress.
To date there has been no examination of any black legislator’s substantive
accomplishments for the entirety of their congressional careers during the early post-war
period.20 Chapter Four attempts to fill this void by examining William Dawson’s
congressional career along with those of the entire black congressional delegation
between 1942 and 1968. The chapter’s most important finding is that having several
black representatives in Congress during the postwar era meant little for civil rights
legislation. While Dawson, along with Adam Clayton Powell (D-NY), and Charles
Diggs (D-MI) blocked the passage of several explicitly racist bills, no black
representative managed to move a civil rights bill out of committee, much less passage.
At best these men’s unrelenting insistence on keeping civil rights on the congressional
docket (an average of over six bills per year) served as a constant reminder of black
Americans’ commitment to change. These contradictory results reflect the difference
between national coalition building for the purpose of electing presidents and
congressional coalition building for the purpose of passing legislation. Black politicians’
prominence as representatives of substantial voting blocs in major urban areas made them
necessary allies in the national Democratic Party’s battle to win electoral college votes.
Thus it was in the Party’s interest to refrain from passing legislation that could lead
Dawson, Powell or Diggs, to defect from the Democratic Party come election day.21
Passing legislation, though, required coalition building within the House. Prior to 1964,
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neither Dawson nor the combined forces of black Congressmen swayed white
congressmen to vote for a civil rights bill.
While Dawson’s party building cache did not translate into civil rights legislation,
it did yield him major influence over the allotment of some forms of patronage in the
black community. This aspect of Dawson’s career remains controversial. Patronage,
defined as “the allocation of discretionary favors of government in exchange for political
support,” was a fundamental characteristic of the American political system throughout
the nineteenth and well into the twentieth century. Through the distribution of jobs and
access to government resources, American political leaders linked the lowest precinct
worker to the most influential party leaders.22 While scholars and pundits recognize that
patronage was a pervasive element of American politics, they generally view the practice
as a corrupting influence that encouraged “public officials to compromise the public
interest for private gain.”23 This contention presupposes though, that the federal
government utilized fair hiring and promotions processes. Some, like Desmond King in
Separate and Unequal, conclude that federal employment practices only reflected and
reinforced segregation for most of the twentieth century.24
With these dynamics in mind Chapter Five challenges the standard assumptions
concerning patronage, arguing that Dawson used patronage as a political and a civil
rights tool.25 Under these circumstances, patronage and clientelism gave black
Americans access to otherwise unavailable government jobs and resources. Dawson
came from a tradition that saw patronage as a tool for social welfare and civil rights, as
well as “the maintenance and expansion of the race’s representation.”26 Rather than
simply giving favors to local individuals for local political support, Dawson aided blacks
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throughout the nation. In the area of job patronage, in particular, Dawson sponsored
blacks from every region of the country to various levels of civil service employment. At
higher levels, it also appears that Dawson made great efforts to ensure that he backed
individuals largely on the basis of merit, thus contradicting the traditional assumption of
incompetence in patronage appointees. In sum, while the negative aspects of patronage
are abundantly clear, patronage had a positive impact in providing government access to
a people who faced systemic government discrimination.
In fifty years of public service Dawson showed multiple sides: patronage
dispenser, efficiency hawk, street corner radical, machine lieutenant, voting rights activist
and “apostle of compromise,” to name a few. Do these apparent contradictions indicate
the schizophrenia of an indecisive “Uncle Tom?” No. While Dawson wore several hats,
this tendency hardly stemmed from indecisiveness. Rather these personas resulted from
the ever-shifting, complex and sometimes contradictory demands placed upon black
political leaders from the Depression through the post war era.
Indeed, Dawson’s political career correlates with Manning Marable’s definition of
effective leadership, which defines leaders by their ability to articulate the needs of a
certain group and then devise means to bring about effective change.27 From his
childhood experience of black disfranchisement in Georgia, Dawson understood the
connection between voting rights and first-class citizenship. Thus he made political
empowerment the core of his party building philosophy and the party building philosophy
the guiding star of his career. In the Republican Party, Dawson articulated the needs of
Chicago’s black population and offered politics as a solution. Then from his change in
party affiliation in 1938 until his death in 1970, Dawson fought for his dream of black
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political organization with the Democrats in the Party’s quadrennial caucuses, in the halls
of Congress, and in local black communities like Mound Bayou. His ability to speak to
ordinary blacks and Party statesmen gained Dawson considerable political capital, which
he used to push further changes in the Party and black patronage appointments.
Yet these gains came with a cost. No amount of individual authority could
counter the strength of the Southern-dominated congressional wing of the Democratic
Party. Moreover, Dawson’s effectiveness as an electoral leader rested on the
maintenance of his own political position. Consequently Dawson’s efforts were mediated
through the concerns of a national Democratic Party with entrenched Southern interests
and the demands of a Chicago Democratic machine aggressively opposed to raising racial
issues at home. That tension between party building goals and political gamesmanship
has hardly disappeared. As such, an examination of William Dawson’s career gives
important insights into the development of black electoral leadership in modern America.
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What Stories do Roads Tell?
(Or Transculturation in Greene’s Road Narrative Journey without Maps)
This is the lifeline of our land
This road which we travel day and night
This road connects our communities,
Our families and our responsibilities.
Years from now – into the setting sun,
On this road we will still ride.
- Shonto Begay

Roads are polyphonic. To some observers and travelers, the same road might reveal spatial
stories of rebellion and escape, freedom and adventure. To others, it unveils a complex process
of self-discovery and identity formation. In Greene’s travel narrative Journey without Maps,
roads are equally polyphonic. They symbolize a psychological quest and might even serve as “a
guide to the [writer’s] awakening imagination” (Boardman 6-7). Simultaneously, they represent
western expansion in the Liberian interior. In Greene’s book, railroads along the coastline and
paths through African elephant grass tell a story of colonialism and conquest. It seems they
effectively demonstrate western domination and even reinforce the boundaries between the
colonized and the colonizer, the West and the Other. However, it seems only at the first glance.
In this essay, I would like to argue that roads in Greene’s narrative tell a more complicated story
than just of western domination: they reveal a dynamic process of ‘transculturation’.
The book Journey without Maps was published in 1936, two years after Graham Greene
completed his travel to the interior districts of Africa. It was Greene’s first trip beyond European
borders (Meyers 49), and the writer, as he himself confessed in the book, had been a “complete
amateur at travel in Africa” (Greene 46).
A few critics, who devoted their attention to the book, tend to look at the material from
Eurocentric point of view. In their works, scholars either emphasize that Greene’s “radical
ideological impulses compete with an ever increasing sense of his own racial and cultural
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superiority in Africa” (Schweizer 69) or bring a point that Greene, “following his predilection for
primitivism, [is] unwilling to concede that the relatively enlightened colonialism of the British
has brought the benefits [to the natives]” (Meyers 54). As these few examples demonstrate, both
Bernard Schweizer and Jeffrey Meyers place the writer’s figure and Western civilization in the
center of the analysis and continue the interpretation along usual hierarchy of ‘who is on top’
(the colonizer) and ‘who is on the bottom’ (the colonized). What critics tend to leave out is the
fact that encounter between westerners and indigenous people constitutes a complicated process,
involving a constant shift of power relations, and that African cultures, even under colonial
condition, do exercise power and continuously influence the western world. These cultures and
communities “may be spaces of marginalization but they have also become spaces of resistance
and hope (4),” remarks Linda Smith in her book.
Similarly to Smith, several other scholars, James Clifford and Mary Pratt, to name a few,
emphasize the importance of ‘switching gears’ and looking not at the polarity of the two worlds
(the West and the Other), but at the spaces where they intersect. In the essay “Travelling
Cultures,” Clifford defines the researcher’s goal in the following way: “the goal is not to replace
the cultural figure “native” with the intercultural figure “traveler”. Rather the task is to focus on
concrete mediations of the two, in specific cases of historical tension and relationship” (101).
Echoing Clifford, Pratt also accentuates the significance of mediation between cultures and
brings out a term ‘transculturation,’ coined by Cuban sociologist Fernando Ortiz. Pratt
emphasizes that transculturation describes “processes whereby members of subordinated or
marginal groups select and invent from materials transmitted by a dominant or metropolitan
culture” (9). She also adds that “[w]hile subordinate peoples do not usually control what
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emanates from the dominant culture, they do determine to varying extents what gets absorbed
into their own and what it gets used for” (Pratt 9).
As the above mentioned quotes demonstrate, transculturation and cultural mediation
prophesy the same idea: it is high time to divert attention from ‘centers’ and ‘peripheries’ and
concentrate it instead on the ways that describe how cultures co-exist and co-operate.
Furthermore, while Pratt complicates the question of power distribution, Clifford implies that
“places of transit” (96), “memorializ[ing] only movement, speed, and perpetual circulation”
(Morris 3), serve best for exploration of cultural mediation. In Greene’s narrative, roads become
such ‘places of transit.’ To thoroughly analyze the way roads disclose transculturation process, it
appears important to first elaborate on the notion of a road in general.
In Discovering the Vernacular Landscape, John Jackson remarks that “road is a relatively
new word in English. It became a part of the language only in Shakespeare’s time, and it first
meant nothing more than a journey on horseback” (21). Indeed, the Oxford dictionary of the
English language explains that the initial denotation of the word suggests “the act of riding on
horseback” (1005). However, this is far from being the only meaning the word has adopted
throughout the history of its existence. “The act of riding with hostile intent against a person or
district” (1005), “an ordinary line of communication used by persons passing between different
places, usually one wide enough to admit of the passage of vehicles as well as of horses or
travelers on foot” (1005), and “a common trade-route “(1005) are a few examples of various
adopted meanings. Despite the obvious difference in connotation, all these explications convey
similar messages: first, they point out that roads are inseparable from the idea of movement;
second, they imply that roads connect place and space.
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The distinction between place and space is best described by Michel de Certeau in his spatial
theory. According to the French critic, place represents “the order (of whatever kind) in accord
with which elements are distributed in relationships of coexistence. It implies an indication of
stability” (117). Meanwhile, space, in de Certeau’s understanding, is defined by movement and
“composed of intersections of mobile elements” (117). The distinction between categories of
place and space is rather clear. One can easily appear on the map; the other can be perceived
through practice and actual movement. Despite these easily discerned boundaries between place
and space, it seems rather hard to apply them to the notion of a road. Indeed, do roads represent
places or spaces?
To answer this question, I would like to refer to Greene’s text. On the first pages of the book,
Greene discusses maps of Africa, in accordance with which he is trying to lay out his journey.
The writer refers to two existing maps, the British and American ones. Both of them, according
to Greene, provide inaccurate information and therefore might be “useless, perhaps even
dangerous to follow” (46). On these maps, the dotted lines, “indicating the conjectured course of
rivers” (Greene 46), rather misrepresent the actual place than truly define it. Greene also remarks
that here, in a blank space, filled with the words ‘Dense Forest,’ ‘Cannibals’ and “little pictures
in the Gola forest” (46), “one expects to find Eldorado, two-headed men and fabulous beasts”
(46). This look at the map allows an observer to see how places co-exist in relation to each other.
Here paths and ways, even in their worst representation, still reflect ‘the order’ de Certeau is
referring to in his definition of place. At the same time, however, any road implies movement.
When Greene ‘practices roads as places’ throughout his journey, he finds himself in constant
motion. Roads are not static. Locating elements within the order, roads provide continuous
change, and therefore, appear as ‘places-in-space.’
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However, the idea of being “not static” maybe conceptualized outside of motion per se. In the
essay “Power-Geometry and a Progressive Sense of Place,” Doreen Massey connects dynamic
conditions with social relations. The scholar states, “If places can be conceptualized in terms of
the social interactions which they tie together, then it is also the case that these interactions
themselves are not static” (66). In other words, Massey suggests that social relations, shaping
place, turn it into a process. Applying this idea to roads, one can confidently claim that roads also
tie together various social groups and realities.
Mikhail Bakhtin explains this concept in the best way: “[t]he road is a particularly good place
for random encounters. On the road … the spatial and temporal paths of the most varied people –
representatives of all social classes, states, religions, nationalities, ages – intersect at one spatial
and temporal point. People who are normally kept separate by social and spatial difference can
accidentally meet[;]…the most varied fates may collide and interweave with one another” (243).
In this explication, Bakhtin proposes several ideas. First, he stresses that society is defined by
unequal distribution of power. Second, the critic suggests looking at roads as representations of
social reality. Finally, he emphasizes that roads reflect on the distribution of power within the
particular society and oftentimes invert and disrupt adopted social orders.
Similarly to Bakhtin, Mary Pratt also accentuates a dialectical relationship, existing within
space. She introduces the notion of ‘a contact zone’ and defines it as “social space[…] where
cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical
relations of power […]” (4). Pratt emphasizes that ‘contact zones’ (roads in this case), always
determined by competing power relations, provide an opportunity for their encounter. In
Greene’s Journey without Maps, such an encounter takes place on various levels.
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Rephrasing a famous saying ‘all roads lead from Rome,’ Jackson remarks in his book that “in
a sense, […] all (roads) are built to extend and consolidate the imperial power” (Vernacular 23).
Without doubt, the roads Greene travels along represent western domination. One scene in the
book clearly describes the effect civilization produces on the indigenous world:
We drove wildly up and down-hill for an hour on a road like a farm track, but the
impression of reckless speed was deceptive, formed by the bumps, the reeling landscape,
the smell of petrol and the heat; the lorry couldn’t have gone more than twenty miles an
hour. Cars are still rare in that corner of Sierra Leone, men scrambled up the banks,
women fled into the bush or crouched against the bank with their faces hidden, as
civilization went terrifyingly by them in a fume of evil smoke. (Greene 64)
This passage effectively demonstrates how power relations are distributed in the interior. On
this road, the colonizer, using machinery, is the one who turns out in the superior position.
Pursuing its way, the dominant group instills fear in the native’s minds and brings destruction.
Throughout the whole narrative, Greene continuously emphasizes how the superior establish
their control over the territory: “The broad red clay road had been improved for the President’s
coming, the trees had been cut down on either side and the trunks tipped into the great palmy
ravines” (122). This excerpt indicates the road politics: those who are occupying the high
position use roads and only for them roads get improved.
Interestingly, the only people in the book who freely cross the interior are authorities (tax
collectors, the President, etc.), missionaries, and explorers. Paving roads through Liberia or
walking along already paved ones, colonizers divide ‘the indigenous’ space. Smith refers to this
fact in her book Decolonizing Methodologies. The critic states, “[t]he establishment of military,
missionary or trading stations, the building of roads, ports and bridges, the clearing of bush and
the mining of minerals all involve[…] the processes of making, defining and controlling space”
(Smith 52-3). Smith’s examples illustrate that by the brutal division of ‘indigenous’ space
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colonizers gain control and therefore exercise power. All these facts explain why the native
oftentimes mistake Greene for a tax collector and clarify the unexpected emergence of ‘holes’ on
the roads. “The few white men […] left in a little cleared space beside the path an abandoned
gold working: a deep hole the size of a coffin, a few decaying wooden struts above a well of
stagnant water: the ivy already creeping up” (145). “Looking for diamonds” (145) and gold, the
white man exploits the African ground and continuously exercises his power.
While colonizers appropriate Liberian paths, indigenous people (except messengers and
carriers) prefer to lead existence within the boundaries of their communities. Encountering
various tribes, Greene registers a behavior pattern on the part of the natives. “[T]he villagers […]
ran screaming beside us, waving sprays of leaves until we reached the boundary of the village
land; there they always stopped at some invisible line across the forest path” (231). As this
passage points out, the natives live in complete awareness of borders and limits. It seems that
they are not even willing to cross the boundaries. This idea of unwillingness or incapability to
‘go beyond’ can be explained by various reasons. To some natives, roads and new regions they
expose belong to gods and therefore they are sacred. To others, the unknown roadscape, with all
its mystery, simply instills fear.
Interestingly, the idea of ‘not moving’ is also practiced by colonizers. When Greene appears
at the customs office, he questions the officer if the latter was in the interior. The reply Greene
receives is simple: “No, no […] We let them come to us” (5). Obviously, to this authority figure,
it appears unnecessary to go to the interior. Exercising his power, he forces people to come to
him. Hence, the idea of ‘not moving’ gets a different interpretation: in the native’s mind, it gets
associated with fear; in the colonizer’s view, it turns into another way to demonstrate the
superior position.
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In Greene’s narrative, the imperial power imposes its presence also by naming places. Travel
along the interior paths exposes Greene to different locations and makes him wonder about the
origin of their names. Greene notices that “[the] names have been curiously chosen: most of
them are quite unknown to anyone in the Republic […]” (46). Evidently, by naming regions in
its own way, the imperial power establishes its control over the interior.
As a westerner, Greene also exercises power on the roads. At one point in the book, he
honestly confesses, “I was exploiting them (carriers) like all their other masters, and it would
have been no comfort to them to know that I could not afford not to exploit them and that I was a
little ashamed of it” (Greene 181). As this passage demonstrates, Greene indeed occasionally
experiences shame and embarrassment for acting as another exploiter. However, in spite of all
these rather superficial feelings, throughout the whole journey, Greene continues using outside
labor. Not only does the writer brings his own servants from England, he also hires two dozen
carriers who transfer his belongings and carry the hammock. Interestingly, practically never does
Greene refer to hired natives by name. In his narrative, they always appear simply as “the
carriers”: “The carriers walked naked except for loin-cloths […]” (91). Obviously, to Greene
they represent a homogenous group without much difference in personality or behavior.
However, to conclude that westerners are the only group who exercises power will be
erroneous. Michel Foucault remarks that power simultaneously operates “from the top down and
also from the bottom up” (qtd. in Dreyfus 185). Hence, power does not belong only to the
dominant group. Indigenous people, even in their marginalized condition, also participate in
power production and do impact the western world.
One of the first encounters with the native takes place on the railroad. Riding on the train,
Greene has to participate in ‘dashing,’ promoted by indigenous people, and obey its regulations.
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At one point, Greene remarks, “[I]n the course of the journey we found ourselves dashed not
merely the usual chicken (value 6d. or 9d. according to quality; return dash, which should always
slightly exceed the true value, 1s. or 1s. 3d.), eggs (return dash 1d. each), oranges and bananas
(value about forty for 3d.; return dash 6d.), but a goat, a dancing monkey, a bundle of knives, a
leather pouch, and innumerable gourds of palm wine” (58). The passage emphasizes the irony of
the situation. Westerners, who introduced capitalist relations to the indigenous world with a sole
goal of getting easier control, turn into puppets of the system they themselves established.
Meanwhile, indigenous people successfully appropriate capitalist relations, get a profit, and
manage to sell westerners stuff the latter do not even need. Already this initial encounter,
blurring the usual boundary between ‘colonizer/colonized,’ forces Greene to realize that he is
“no longer a member of the ruling race” (57). On roads through the interior, oftentimes the writer
finds himself under the mercy of those who Europeans used and exploited. It becomes especially
evident in the situations when Greene tries to find the way to the next place of destination or
establish communication with the natives.
During the trip, Greene notices that indigenous people possess better knowledge of the
territory than any westerner. Many times on the journey Greene expresses his amazement at the
native’s ability to find orientation in space. He remarks, “[T]he road a foot-wide path through
think forest, crossed and recrossed by other paths. But the messengers never went astray: they
were as reliable as the English Post office” (Greene 72-73). Later on he states, “Babu knew his
way. He didn’t have to hesitate; to show the route to those who came behind he would close the
wrong paths with sprays of leaves. These were the only road signs in the bush” (145). The
excellent knowledge of the territory provides the natives with an ability to have control over the
westerner. Greene, having no sense of direction and being completely unfamiliar to paths and
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forests, totally depends upon the mercy of the native. This dependence comes forth each time
Greene is trying to construct a dialog.
Communication between the colonizer and the colonized takes place in English. Imposing the
Empire’s language on villagers, colonizers establish control over the native. At the same time,
however, only the indigenous man becomes capable of constructing a dialog. Walking into
villages, Greene has to find interpreters among indigenous people. “He couldn’t speak any
English, but a boy with a gun whom I found at my side told me that the chief was on his way
home from Tailahun where a brother chief had died” (95). One more time, Greene has to rely on
knowledge and skills of the indigenous man in order to receive a message.
Besides the actual speech, Greene uses observation to obtain necessary information. Gazing at
the Other, he gets an opportunity to explore the native’s behavior and lifestyle. However, no
matter where Greene goes and looks, he notices the same picture. Everything reminds him of
England and Europe: “[t]here was something peculiar English about the fish….” (Greene 222),
remarks Greene during his journey. Even when the writer stares at the breasts of indigenous
women, he still cannot escape his ‘Englishness’: “It was curious how quickly one abandoned the
white standard. These long breasts falling in flat bronze folds soon seemed more beautiful than
the small rounded immature European breasts” (59). These Eurocentric looks, thrown at the
natives, effectively reflect the westerner’s attempt to establish control and transform the
indigenous world “in the spatial image of the West” (Smith 51).
However, encounters on the road presuppose that Greene is also gazed upon. Indeed, the
writer comments several times that he finds himself under constant supervision. “We had been
expected; and how could we not have been if it was anyone’s duty to watch the road from the
first storey” (Greene 123). In another instance, he refers to the situation when he “felt rather
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absurd” (Greene 140) because the natives “came to the door and stared at the sight of the first
white man they’d seen for months” (Greene140). Uneasiness and discomfort Greene experiences
under constant surveillance reflect the native’s power and ability to control.
Even some indigenous women feel and exercise their power over the white man. On the way to
Grand Bassa, Greene encounters a young girl who was “posturing with her thighs and hips as
suggestively as any ‘tart.’ Naked to the waist; she was conscious of her nakedness; she knew that
breasts had a significant to the white man they didn’t have to the native” (264). This little
episode effectively demonstrates how some indigenous women, using their body and sexuality,
manipulate the westerner. Perfectly understanding the weakness of the white man, the young
woman challenges the traveler in her own way.
However, this is not the only challenge for Greene. Travel along interior roads brings him to
different perception of time. In the beginning of the journey, Greene tries to follow western
concept of time: “I was still planning my journey by European time; the listlessness, the laissezfaire of Africa, hadn’t caught me” (143). The obsession with western standards forces Greene to
deny a possibility of having and understanding time on the part of the native. Greene claims that
“[i]n the interior there was no such thing as time” (74). Oftentimes he jumps into arguments with
indigenous people and stubbornly confirms that “it is only about five hours from here” (Greene
143) when they try to explain to him that a long journey is in store for his crew. Only exhausting
hours of travel and climate changes lead Green to the understanding that the natives live in
accordance with a different temporal concept. Following nature cycles and lunar calendar,
indigenous people more effectively operate within their space. When Greene finally realizes it,
he exclaims in astonishment, “One could only envy them: we, the civilized, had lost touch with
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the real lunar influence” (224). Only adjustment to indigenous temporal concept allows Greene
to traverse along the African roadscape and reach the place of destination.
As the overall discussion suggests, “[s]pace on the road is not a passive background or a
complete scene travelers merely pass through, but is itself an evolving interaction of the pastoral
landscape and cultural symbols” (Primeau 3). Roads unveil a complex process of
transculturation, “where many voices encounter each other” (Campbell 289). They tell a story of
mutual influence and domination. More importantly, they destroy assumptions and stereotypes.
Travel through the Liberian interior has changed Greene’s perception of the indigenous world.
Instead of the savage, he has found the native “who knew more about […] important [things]”
(Greene 59-60). Travel across the interior has challenged and blurred the boundaries. Roads have
told a spatial story of dynamic power relations between the western and indigenous worlds.
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6. Abstract of Paper
Torres Naharro’s highly innovative dramaturgy brings a sophistication to the Spanish
theatre that marks him as the outstanding Spanish Renaissance dramatist prior to Lope de
Vega. He is the principal contributor to the development of the early Spanish drama,
being especially instrumental in shaping new directions and expanding the scope of the
Spanish theatre. I will examine the dramatic craftsmanship of Torres Naharro in his
Comedia Aqilana and Comedia Ymenea, which are two significant plays in which he
makes major dramaturgic contributions to the creation and emergence of a theatre in the
first decades of the 16th Century Spain. Through an analysis of his dramatic
craftsmanship in these plays, I will show how Torres Naharro gives a pronounced shape
to the emerging comedia and how he is the dramatist most responsible for the
conditioning, formation, and enrichment of the drama of Spain’s early Golden Age.

Project Success: A Comprehensive
Program for Integrating Innovative Art
Instruction into the Curriculum
of High Need Rural Schools.

Dr. Samuel Mahaffy & Durdaana Rinderknecht

Dr. Samuel Mahaffy
Northwest Regional Resources
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502 E Boone
MSC 2513
Spokane WA 99258
samuel@wellpinit.wednet.edu

Durdaana Rinderknecht
Northwest Regional Resources
NWRR
502 E Boone
MSC 2513
Spokane WA 99258

Abstract
PROJECT ACCESS proposes a comprehensive program for integrating innovative art
instruction into the curriculum of high need rural schools. How do we reach students
who have not been reached with the vision of the No Child Left Behind Act? The project
builds on the research findings from “Learning in and Through the Arts” and other
Champions of Change studies which suggest that a ‘rotary of learning’ provides the
greatest access to higher levels of achievement. IN this dynamic model, student
achievement is heightened when high quality arts education is offered in a school climate
supportive of engaged and productive learning. But what have we missed in our efforts
to engage students in rural environments that typically do not have access to high quality
arts education and in which poverty and socioeconomic factors tend to disengage students
from the process of learning? We find a missing link in the rich theatre tradition of the
Kharkiv Academy of Culture, considered one of the top schools in the former Soviet
Union. The work of the Russian master, Konstantin Stanislavski spanned the early half
of the 20th century and had such an impact in the West, that his method is simply called
‘The Method’ or ‘Method Acting’. Our project finds its ‘missing link’ in his later
developments and thought which the West has not accessed because of the Russian
Revolution and subsequent events. In this tradition, theatre gives a voice to those who
suffer and helps people submerged in poverty make sense of their circumstances and
speak to both their pain and their hope. The parallels between the Ukraine as a third
world country and poor, remotely rural learning communities in the U.S. are striking.
Following the Ukraine tradition of using a traditional folk tale or a community story as
the basis for developing an art form, the project explores the exciting frontier of using
theatre to help traditionally underserved students develop critical thinking skills,
creativity, and self confidence—qualities central to success in school, work, and life. IN
a carefully crafted and rigorous experimental design, the project constructs an evaluation
of the efficacy of infusing elementary and middle school curriculum with a
comprehensive smorgasbord of arts disciplines which has as its center piece the
Ukrainian stream of using theatre as a tool to sustain values of a people submerged in
poverty. The model is tested in two remotely rural school districts that share many of the
same demographics. In both schools more that 65% of students come from low-income
families based on poverty criteria set out in Title 1. One school is over 90% Native
American and the other is over 90% white. Over a three year period, learning and
teaching in the schools will be transformed by pre-service, in-service, and professional
development activities designed to promote a dynamic ‘rotary of learning’ for the arts.
Full time art instructors will work with faculty and highly trained art mentors to deeply
infuse arts instruction into the curriculum with the Washington State Essential Learnings
(EALR’s) for the arts providing the overarching framework. The experimental design
designates an intervention group and control group that will be tracked over a 3-year
period with state standardized tests and a rubric of benchmarks for the arts serving as preand post tests. The outcome will be a cohesive model that can replicated in traditionally
underserved rural schools that have chronic low achievement.
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Measure and Map:
Analytical Readings and Speculative Proposals for St. Augustine, Florida
(undergraduate architecture design studio, University of Florida)

analysis:

from the Greek analyein, to dissolve, to loosen
separation or breaking up of a whole into its fundamental elements or component
parts
the separation of an intellectual or substantial whole into its constituent parts for
independent study.

This exhibit will document analytical projects for a first year design studio at the University of
Florida, School of Architecture. The studio tests the relationship between analysis (reading) and
application (invention) through a series of analytical exercises by introducing analysis as a design
tool. Students conduct a series of exercises that explore, reveal, consider and unravel various
architectural constructions. They explore these artifacts in two primary ways: first, in terms of
the formal, spatial character of the architecture/artifact; second, with regard to the intellectual
intentions and motivations of the author(s). The architecture is read as both an artifact and an
idea.
Studio Organization
The term is organized around a series of shorter, interrelated investigations and projects. Analysis
and application studies are paired around the themes of building, context and room. Each
analytical project is tested and/or applied vis-à-vis a design project engaging the particular
issues/ideas developed in the analysis. The design exercises will build upon one another.
The term consists of a series of projects defined as building themes, contextual themes and roommaking themes. The focus of this presentation is the second of the three projects, the contextual
themes:
Contextual Themes: the analysis of place
St. Augustine, Florida is studied and “read” through a site visit. Field work and documentation,
coupled with a collective research effort, reviewing maps, photographs, paintings and written
texts yields an analytical overview of the city. The student begin the mapping exercise by
considering the following issues: Place-making and context; Horizontality: the constructed
ground; Public space: street, plaza, garden; Mapping the street.
The work of the students consists of a mapping exercise based on fundamental archeological
mapping principles. The students develop a pair of sites in the historically charged tourist city of
St. Augustine, Florida. St. Augustine is, if anything, a series of palpable layers. A process of
mapping current conditions is juxtaposed with historical documents, maps and written histories.
The mapping exercise consists of local in formation that is then extrapolated to make assumptions
about the city. The actual maps address both plan and sectional information and consist of
multiple layers of information, forming a palimpsest structure.
The students construct a physical and intellectual logic about the place and propose speculative /
analytical readings through maps and physical constructions projects that emerge from the
assembled information.
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Selective Surgery & Necessary Interventions
A Town Planning and Redevelopment Proposal for Ruskin, Florida

In a narrative from the book Vladivostok, John Hejduk describes the actions of a Medical
Examiner. The concerns and rituals of the Medical Examiner are explained with sensual
detail. His “greatest sense of pleasure,” we are told, “is the moment when the autopsy
blade is placed gently, vertically to the outer skin, touching but not quite indenting. At
that moment he demands total silence so he is able to hear the sound of his cut, thus,
commencing another spatial investigation”. We also learn that while the Medical
Examiner “marvels at the complexity of the body”, he is ultimately “defeated by his
inability to find the soul”.
The dilemma of the Medical Examiner is that of many researchers. In attempting to
construct a causal relationship one necessarily works within the post-facto realm. The
patient is deceased, the soul is lost and while determining the cause of death provides
preventative knowledge, anything short of resurrection is of little use to the one who has
become a site of medical inquiry. The Surgeon, on the other hand, holds the privilege of
intervention. Upon surveying a diseased site, the Surgeon may embark upon a mission of
healing through extraction or alteration. The removal or restructuring of a tainted organ
initiates an internal reconstruction project. Said project is normally subject to careful
monitoring and maintenance, presumably to avoid a visit to the aforementioned Medical
Examiner.
Uniquely empowered is the Architect as Surgeon - one who initiates interventions
through strategic incisions. Such architectural surgery combines the post-mortem skills
of the Medical Examiner with the medical precision of the Surgeon. Herein lies the
opportunity for selective internal surgery. The ethic of strategic intervention is the
architectural foundation for this urban design/infrastructure proposal in Ruskin, Florida.
These surgical strikes, imported in order to effect internal healing, are the strategy
forwarded to combat the ubiquitous placelessness that has come to define the postindustrial landscape.
The mesmerizing monotony of suburban sprawl yields an ironically provocative context
for precise and even subversive architectural surgery. The powerfully banal landscape of
post war America awaits the application of a strategy for occupation. While wholesale
razing is an occasional option, the cosmetic facelift is the conventional, albeit unfortunate,
economical operation of choice.

Infrastructure and Public Space
The contemporary city (and towns like Ruskin, caught in the crossfire of unchecked
sprawl) lacks the most precious and fundamental of urban structures; that of a public
infrastructure. The construction of an architectural infrastructure is a complex proposition.
While popular thought likens infrastructure to engineering (undoubtedly an appropriate
and noble linkage), our concerns also address infrastructure as a spatial, territorial, social
and conceptual issue. This conceptual idea of infrastructure must be translated and tested
through a material reality. The relationship between infrastructure and ground, although
seemingly obvious, demands subtlety. Both infrastructure and ground are systems of
support. One might think of the former as invisibly nested within the latter. Indeed, the
preparation of the ground is the construction of infrastructure.
The very notion of a spatial infrastructure, suggesting the possibility of a public life
through which practices of occupation are explored, is often denied through the
autonomous speculative act. The Ruskin study the possibility of local interventions that
begin to assemble a spatial infrastructure. Rather than denying the ubiquitous structure of
the contemporary city, the project embraces this condition as a point of strategic
departure.
Ruskin, Florida
The town of Ruskin lies some fifty miles south of Tampa, Florida. It was founded at the
turn of the century as a socialist-utopian community and named after the English social
critic John Ruskin. The town was organized as an agrarian cooperative and sponsored
settlers with socialist political interests from around the United States. Ruskin College
was also founded at this time and established strong economic and cultural ties with the
small but growing community. After the first world war, the town suffered economically
and the socialist-cooperative experiment was abandoned.
Today Ruskin remains an agrarian based community of modest economic means. The
Ruskin Project is a study of public space and occupiable infrastructure initiated at the
request of the town. The study restructures an existing and thoroughly fragmented
commercial district into a dense and spatially cohesive public realm. It further
reorganizes a linear strip paralleling the existing US highway along which the town is
organized. This linear strip consists of many properties with numerous owners. It is not
a conventional public park but rather a public edge linking various structures along the
existing highway.
The town of Ruskin is formally organized around three topographic features: an inlet and
waterway leading to the Gulf of Mexico by way of Tampa Bay, the six lane US Highway
41 (a former north-south transportation conduit that has been substantially displaced by
the extension of its contemporary sibling, Interstate 75) and the agrarian land platting
initiated by the Ruskin Cooperative Society (an orthogonal grid resting within the larger
Jeffersonian order).

Strategy
The Project proposes a series of necessary interventions. These insertions and alterations
work within the formal framework of the town and attempt to recover, reconstitute and/or
regenerate existing ordering logics and patterns of organization. A set of recurring
themes - navigation, occupation, infrastructure and congestion - direct the areas of study
and suggest relationships within and between places of work.
1.
Navigation defines modes and means of movement: the itinerary (linkages
constructed between secondary sites and directed towards the tourist or visitor)
and the probe (places of excursion for the visitor, but also informed by ritual and
directed toward the resident).
2.
Occupation combines the program of utility and the cycles of inhabitation
with those who occupy: the tourist, seasonal resident, visitor, resident and so on.
3.
Infrastructure defines a public realm that is spatial, accessible and
institutionalized through history, memory and/or utility.
4.
Congestion induces a formal and spatial density that challenges the
patterns of horizontal sprawl.
The Public Edge
These themes intersect in three sites. The first site is the linear structure of US 41 and the
first act is primarily editorial. The six lane highway is restored to its former four lane
status and the resultant space is reclaimed as a public pedestrian edge. The notion of the
public yard, a private territory with a public life and in turn responsibility, forms a linear
network of spaces that slide, overlap and interlock. Given the fluid nature of ownership,
participation and function, this public edge will evolve over time. It houses an array of
activities including parking, mass transit stops, sidewalks and public seating areas. While
highly porous and public in demeanor, the edge along Highway 41 is a place of
negotiation between private interests (private property) and public responsibility (civic
presence).
The Civic Intersection
The second site is formed through the implied intersection and interplay of institutional
and recreational interests. The Ruskin Library, a prominent if undistinguished structure,
overlooks the town’s most prominent public amenity: Commongood Park, featuring a
body of water offering direct access to the adjacent Tampa Bay. This is a site of picnic
tables, a pavilion, barbecues and a public boat launch. For reasons of security and social
conduct, the entire park is enclosed by a chain link fence. It is a “lockable” public park with operating hours.
The Library and Park are addressed independently but simultaneously, implying a linkage
of civic places. The Library has been re-sited. That is, its site has been programmatically
reconsidered through the insertion of a children’s area, a historical archive and a

neighboring sheriff’s office. The collection of structures forms an institutional/civic
compound.
The Park, currently a grass field and parking lot, is expanded to more consciously
encompass and define the body of water from which it is borne. The northern edge of the
Park is made highly porous, housing a series of pier-like pavilions. The transformed
bridge along US 41 functions as a hinge between Park and Library.
The Commercial District
The third and final site, housing the most complicated set of existing circumstances,
sponsors the most complex set of interventions. It proposes a reconsideration of local
commercial practices by re-occupying an existing shopping center. The Thriftway
Shopping Center is a kind of sad zoo; a damaged menagerie of architectural animals,
related only by proximity and circumstance. It is a collection of stranded survivors
(Noah’s Ark meets Gilligan’s Island). The name (Thriftway) recalls the ghost of a
burned down grocery store, replaced by the considerably more assertive, though hardly
more courageous, Food Lion, sited in a new and further dislocated shopping center to the
north.
As the recipient of radical reconstructive surgery, the Thriftway site might initially seem
to resemble Doctor Frankenstien’s creature. It is, however, more than a sutured
collection of disparate parts. The Thriftway site is organized through two simple
architectural acts. The first, a functional and organizational inversion, relocates all
parking to the perimeter of the site and forms a network of exterior public spaces. The
second is the further development of a spatial infrastructure through the addition of
several public programs: a marketplace, an amphitheater, pavilions, public lawns, a
privately sponsored community center and storm water retention ponds. Long term goals
include the addition of retail, residential and speculative office space. The renewed site
suggests an order delineated through projection, intersection and careful placement.
Layered spaces define a multiplicity of territories that may house various scales of
activities and events.
The Future
Like many bedroom communities or towns peripheral to larger metro urban areas, Ruskin
is caught between remembering its past and construction its future. Given its modest
resources, unstable population and location as a place in-between larger and more vital
economic areas, the town must engage inventive strategies of regeneration and growth.
The enhancement and development of Ruskin relies on the careful emergence of the
existing town structure rather than the radical superimposition of a foreign organization.
The existing city and the memory it embodies form the foundation for relevant
revitalization and development.
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Disguising the Female Voice: Narratorial (De)Authorization in George Sand’s Novel
Indiana
This paper examines the closural ambivalences of George Sand’s 1832 novel
Indiana and interprets the conclusion in the light of Susan Lanser’s argument that “even
[women] novelists who challenge [the value of authority as modern cultures have
constructed it, i.e. in white, privileged-class, masculine terms] are constrained to adopt
the authorizing conventions of narrative voice, in order, paradoxically, to mount an
authoritative critique of the authority that the text therefore also perpetuates” (Lanser 7).
Thus when George Sand adopted the travesty of a masculine prefacer and a
masculine heterodiegetic narrator in the first four parts of Indiana, she was attempting to
gain authority as a professional writer and to obtain public recognition for her first
independently written novel. By diegeticizing this narrator as an inexperienced,
impressionable male traveler in the conclusion, she then undermined his authority by
revealing the perspectivity and homosocial biases of this narratorial persona, showing
him to be ignoring the true subject of his tale in favor of the transmitter of the feminine
text, the paternal and misogynistic Ralph Brown, who mesmerizes the narrator by his
mystery, his magnetic aura, his looks, and his alleged moral superiority. Overwhelmed by
a repressed castration anxiety revealed in the narrator’s interpretation of his natural
environment, the narrator is shown to repress the female text and silence Indiana’s once
rebellious voice and feminist protest in the fetishized and fetishizing closural vignette of
her melancholic smile. By subverting the narrator’s authority and emphasizing his lack of
objectivity (i.e. his unreliability), Sand also pointed to the material conditions and
limitations to which a nineteenth-century aspiring woman writer was subject in an age
when novel writing was increasingly defined as a masculine profession.
Nevertheless, by introducing autobiographical allusions through the dedication of
the conclusion to her long time friend, Jules Néraud, Sand blurred the distinction between
author and narrator which she was seeking to establish and she reinforced the temptation
of a biographical reading which she was elsewhere resisting or deriding. In so doing,
Sand betrayed that she was inevitably compromised within a patriarchal society and
“phallocentric” order of representation which she was –cautiously- trying to expose.
Sand’s multiform transvestism is an ambivalent strategy that allowed her to have her cake

and eat it too: to be successful by usurping masculine authority and to point to the
possibility of another narrative that would give full expression to Indiana’s unsatisfied,
melancholic desire for a non-heterosexual ending.
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Abstract
Second language proficiency is often defined by grammatical and technical knowledge.
However, this is only one aspect of intercultural discourse. Effective intercultural
discourse calls for sensitivity, awareness, and adroitness, and will be studied among
Chinese students in American higher education.
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Political Turmoil and the Six Dynasties Literature
Jingsong Ma, East Asian Studies, University of Toronto
(Abstract)

The Six Dynasties period comprised the war-ridden years 222-589 CE (though
discussions of literary development in this period go back to 196 to include the years of
Jianan). After the Yongjia (307), while the non-Chinese peoples controlled the North, the
Eastern Jin and Southern Dynasties ruled in the South. These were unfortunate times.
From the point of view of Chinese literary development, however, it was indeed an era of
dramatic change. The war and peace situation exerted profound and lasting influence on
Chinese literature.
I will begin with an outline of literary development during this period. looking
into the great vitality of Jianan's (196-219) poetry, the abstruse learning of Zhengshi
(240-248), the feeling for landscape in Yuanjia (424-453), and Yongming's (483-493)
preoccupation with rules governing rhythm.
Next, to understand the causes of these changes we must look into how they
happened under the social environment of the chaos of wars. I suggest that the following
aspects are particularly important: First, in the chaos of war people broke free from the
unified domain of Confucianism as it existed during the Han Dynasty. Scholars enjoyed a
freer atmosphere. Second, with the decline of Confucianism, the popularity of "abstruse
learning" in philosophy infected literature. During the Eastern Jin Dynasty "abstruse
learning" became directly expressed in literary form, "poetry of abstruse learning", which
added new elements in poetry, especially when it drew on landscape for imagistic
analogies to support Lao and Zhuang. And soon "landscape poetry" became a new genre
of poetry. Third, the chaos of war affected people's attitude towards life and thereby
affected their literary predilections. The most common themes in literature came to be life
and death, reclusion, and the quest for immortality. Fourth, liberated spirits and novel
content demanded new literary forms and styles to express them. As Liu Xie's literary
theory revealed, the literature of the Six Dynasties made a distinctive contribution to the
progress of lyrical and rhetorical techniques and led to the creation of pure literature.
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Abstract of paper
My paper departs from the common critical approaches that see James Weldon Johnson’s
Excoluored Man as a character representative of the ideology and practice of “passing.” I
argue that Johnson’s text presents a protagonist who is fully conscious of the fact that he
lives in a racially determined and dualistic society, which leads him to imagine a reality
in which one’s identity is not necessitated on a racial component. In my view, the
ideology of passing, that seems to dominate the scope of The Ex-Coloured Man criticism,
is only one element in a larger argument in the book about race rather than the end point
of such an argument. I therefore see Johnson’s protagonist, not as a passer, but rather as a
man who seeks to escape race, but who nonetheless is always reminded of it.
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6. Electro Clashes: The Politics, Practice, and Performance of an Electronic Dance Music
Despite frequent, alarmist headlines in the American popular media about the
“dangerous behaviors” and “questionable” tastes of today’s youth, youth subcultures have
received a “remarkable lack of attention” in anthropological literature (Diehl 2002: 17). This
dearth of material, however, seems to conflict with the discipline’s goal of understanding
processes of social transformation (ibid.). It is often youth that experience social change most
directly and immediately. It is often youth that are most deeply impacted by it. But do
contemporary, American, youth subcultures, often centered around such seemingly trivial
phenomena as popular music or fashion, merely reflect social and economic transformations
occurring throughout the larger society, or do they help to bring about these changes? Are the
ostentatious fashions, abrasive musical styles, and counter-cultural aspirations of many of
today’s youth subcultures simply manufactured and reproduced by such corporate interests as
MTV, BMG Records, and “Rolling Stone Magazine?” Or do they reflect something more
significant, like the beginnings of a shift in the dominant cultural style or symptoms of a
widespread “cultural pathology?” (Jameson 1990: 14) Do today’s youth subcultures simply
reflect and reinforce the “cultural logic of late capitalism,” (ibid) or do they provide a means
through which young people can resist and rework this logic?
In order to address these questions, I am conducting a field investigation into the
aesthetics, identity politics, and fluid social environment of a youth music subculture and
performance genre often referred to as “electroclash,” or simply “electro.” Although by no
means a universally accepted genre term, electroclash can be defined as an independently

produced, vocal-heavy dance music that uses analog synthesizers as its primary
instrumentation and borrows heavily from 1980s commercial pop. It is a performance style in
which flashy stage shows and flamboyant affectation are just as important as the music, if not
more. Stage shows are often upbeat, frivolous, strewn with sexual innuendo and full of nostalgic
references to pop culture’s past. Electroclash, thus, epitomizes a “postmodern aesthetic,”
(Szemere 2001: 1998). It uses “irony, pastiche,” and “the recontextualization of old pop musical
clichés” (ibid.) as its principle performance devices. Focusing on the Los Angeles electroclash
“scene,” its fans and performers, as well as outside electro acts performing in L.A., my project
will seek to demonstrate that electroclash is not only a complex aesthetic phenomenon, but one
with a great deal of social significance. Electro, I will attempt to show, is a vivid example of how
“the imagination” of today’s youth has become “a staging ground for action, and not only for
escape.” (Appadurai 1996: 7). I will argue that while electro artists and fans borrow heavily from
images and ideas prevalent in the popular media, they do not passively inherit them. Instead,
they selectively make use of these images and ideas and position themselves in complex and
often ambivalent relationships towards them.
My study of the Los Angeles electro scene will provide ground-level analysis of the
workings of the imagination in the lives of a specific community and demonstrate how fantasy
and nostalgia derived through interaction with popular media are converted into particular
performance aesthetics, and ultimately, into the long-term behaviors and practices of
participants. It will also contribute to a growing body of ethnographic literature on youth
subcultures and help to elucidate their impact on both participants and society at large. My
fieldwork will consist of three-months of participant-observation at electroclash music venues in
the Los Angeles districts of Downtown, Silver Lake, Echo Park, and Hollywood. I am attending
performances, parties, clubs, and other electroclash events, talking with scene members and
taking note of behaviors, fashions, and the social and physical context in which the events take
place. I am conducting open-ended interviews with Los Angeles electroclash bands, DJs and

promoters regarding their intentions, values, lifestyles, influences, and personal histories.
Through these interviews, I am attempting to discern both the romanticized views electro artists
hold and the practical means by which they live their lives. I am also analyzing electroclash
performances, musical content, and visual imagery, assessing their intended, and perhaps
unintended, meanings.
Past studies of youth subcultures have tended either to celebrate them as a form of
working-class resistance (see Cohen 1972; Hebdige 1979; Clarke, Hall, Jefferson, and Roberts
1975), or dismiss them as temporary phases on the way to a “normal” adulthood. The reality, I
would argue, is considerably more complex. Youth music subcultures, as the electroclash scene
demonstrates, are not limited to the working class, nor can they easily be categorized as either
strictly resistant or simply compliant. I contend, rather, that they are a medium through which
participants develop and enact particular identities and form and solidify values, ideals, and
myths, by which they may very well live the rest of their lives. As anthropologist Norman Stolzoff
has said of Jamaican dancehalls, electroclash events are a medium through which participants
construct “counterideologies, counteridentities, and counterpractices.” (Stolzoff 2000: 227).
Electro performances symbolize, activate, redefine, and reaffirm (Cohen 1991: 40) the
unconventional concepts, identities and myths that scene members share.
Electro performance, as anthropologist Victor Turner has argued about performance
generally, “is often a critique, direct or veiled, of the social life it grows out of” (Turner 187: 22).
However, electroclash performance is never exclusively critical. It blurs the boundaries between
caricature and emulation. It is simultaneously a celebration and a condemnation of pop culture
decadence, graphic sexuality, and the widespread cultural obsession with making money. It
displays a romanticism and nostalgia for both bohemian anti-materialism and rock star excess.
This expressed ambivalence, I would argue, reveals an underlying function of electro
performance for both fans and performers: it is a means of navigating through oftencontradictory personal fantasies and desires. Performances are a social space through which

these ambivalent fantasies are articulated, worked through, forged into a shared group identity,
and converted into a long-term set of practices. Electro performance, thus, is a highly dynamic
“field of cultural production,” (Bourdieu 1993). It is, as I hope my fieldwork will show, a site of
negotiation and contestation where young people attempt to symbolically and practically work
out their sexual identities, define and delimit the terms of their participation in the larger society,
and develop a particular style of production and consumption that establishes their niche within
the late capitalist economic system.
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ABSTRACT

Michael Scott Lupo
Simulating the Apocalypse:
Herbert W. Armstrong, Mass Media, and the Prophecies of Revelation

Mass media evangelist Herbert W. Armstrong (1892-1986), founder of the Worldwide
Church of God and best-known for his controversial World Tomorrow radio and television
broadcasts and Plain Truth magazine, built his career on foretelling the imminence of the
Apocalypse. Armstrong drew on prophesies in the biblical book of Revelation to predict a
horrific nuclear war that would engulf much of the planet. Armstrong viewed this catastrophe as
the ultimate representation of what he termed the “paradox” of the twentieth century: humankind
proved capable of tremendous scientific, medical, and technological achievement, able to send
manned missions to the moon, while, paradoxically, nuclear weapons threatened all life on earth.
Armstrong came to view the twentieth century as the final era of human civilization; science
made global holocaust inevitable unless God intervened to save humanity.
Yet Armstrong realized that scientific and technological advancements could be
harnessed to make his vision of the Apocalypse seem frighteningly real. Armstrong exploited the
mass media (which he hinted was divinely-ordained for the use of his ministry) to establish one
of the most recognized evangelistic operations in recent history. On Armstrong’s carefullypackaged television program, he regularly used the latest in graphics technology to simulate the
horrors of the apocalypse, while symbolically contrasting the agony of apocalypse with the
tranquility of the millennial reign of Jesus Christ that he believed would follow. This paper will
rely on Armstrong’s television scripts as well as footage from one of his telecasts to demonstrate
how he simulated the final cataclysm while arguing that science had taken the world to the brink
of disaster.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to provide investigation into strategies used by
college students in Taiwan in an EFL sound discrimination test.

Participants were 93

students from the English department of a university in central Taiwan. They took a
sound discrimination test with 10 items and completed a strategy questionnaire
immediately after the test. The questionnaire consisted of 5 Likert-scaled items and
an open-ended question. The results of the Likert-scaled item section revealed a
statistically significant difference between proficient and less proficient listeners in
their focus on the sounds that they heard and the tested word meaning, but no
difference in their attention to sentence meaning, grammar and their background
knowledge.

Analyses of the open-ended responses showed that proficient listeners

specified more strategies and less proficient listeners made more guesses.

Area: Second Language Studies
Key words: strategies, sound discrimination

INTRODUCTION
Research in second language (L2) listening has focused on listening
comprehension.

An early theory proposed that exposure to comprehensible input

would enhance listening skills and promote language acquisition (Krashen, 1985).
Recent attention has shifted to how learners process the input.

Thus, understanding

strategies learners use and difficulties they experience has become an integral part of
listening research (Mendelsohn, 1995; Thompson & Rubin, 1996; Teng, 1998;
Vandergrift, 1999; Taguchi, 2001). However, sound discrimination, an essential
ability of listening, has been rarely investigated in terms of the strategies used by L2
learners.

The purpose of this study was hence to find out the strategic mental

processes and differences between proficient and less proficient listeners.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous research in listening strategies has evolved in a number of studies in the
field of language learning strategies (O’Malley, Chamot, & Walker, 1987; Oxford &
Crookall, 1989; Wenden & Rubin, 1987).

Oxford (1990) defined language learning

strategies as deliberate techniques employed by learners to enhance the use of the L2
information.

Three strategy categories have been identified: cognitive,

metacognitive, and affective; and the choice of a strategy has been found greatly
influenced by learner proficiency (Conrad, 1985; O’Malley & Chamot, 1990; Rost &
Ross, 1991).

The above studies identified a variety of listening strategies and

confirmed that proficient listeners employed more metacognitive strategies like
self-monitoring or self-directing, and top-down cognitive strategies like elaboration
and inferencing.

A positive connection was found between the use of affective

strategies and proficiency of listeners.

While a vast body of research offered insights

into second language learners’ strategy use in listening comprehension tasks, not

much has been done concerning L2 learners’ sound discrimination strategies.

Thus,

the present study aimed to explore second language learners’ strategy use in a sound
discrimination task and the differences between proficient and less proficient
listeners.

METHOD
Participants
Participants were 93 students enrolled in an English department of a university
in central Taiwan.

Having learned English as a foreign language for about six years

at high school and one year in the English department of a university, they have
approximately an intermediate level of English ability.

They were not trained on

phonetics and sound discrimination yet.
Materials
Ten items of sound discrimination were taken from Mosaics of American
Speech (Podgur, 1993), and a questionnaire of strategies consisted of five
Likert-scaled items and an open-ended question (Appendix A).
Procedures
Ten sentences containing the ten tested items were recorded by an adult female
native speaker at a normal speed. Between each sentence was a one second interval.
The tape was played once to the participants.

The tape script is in Appendix B.

Following the test, five minutes were allowed for the participants to respond to the
questionnaire.1
Data Analysis
For the scoring of the listening test, one point was given for each correct answer;
the total scores were 10 points.
1

The subjects who scored above 6 (e.g. 7, 8, 9, and 10)

The participants were allowed to write in either English or Chinese for the open-ended question.

and below 7 (e.g. 0-6) were designated as proficient and less proficient listeners
respectively. As for the strategy questionnaire, the five questions were measured by
the Likert-scaled items, which had an ordinal scale of one to five.

The ordinal scores

were transformed into interval scores by computing the sum of the item scores within
each variable.

A high interval score indicated frequent use of the specific strategy.

The responses to the Likert-scaled item were compared between proficient and less
proficient listeners by using a t-test. The responses to the open-ended question were
sorted according to the participants’ proficiency and the strategies specified were
counted by frequency and percentage.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the listening test showed that 24 (25.8%) of the participants
answered correctly at least 7 out of 10 questions and thus ranked proficient, and 69
(74.2%) of the participants were ranked less proficient.
The statistical results of the strategy questionnaire indicated significant
differences between proficient listeners and less proficient listeners in terms of their
focus on word meaning (t=-2.156, p=0.034<.05) and sounds that they heard(t=2.606,
p=0.11<.05).

In the open-ended question, less proficient listeners specified less

strategies (0.47<0.57) and made more guesses (0.31>0.20).
The less proficient listeners paid significantly more attention to the tested word
meaning than the proficient listeners. On the other hand, the proficient listeners
focused more on the sound they heard than the less proficient listeners. In view of
the study Studdert-Kennedy (2000), dissociation of phonetic form from semantic
function was proposed to be the critical discontinuity which is unique to human
languages, attention to the sound perception and production needs to be focused in
sound discrimination tasks.

That is, attention to the sounds heard, detached from

meaning, needs emphasis in the acquisition of L2 sounds.
The responses to the open-ended question provided a wider range of strategies
reported by the proficient listeners. These strong listeners seem to be more aware of
their listening process and to have better observation of their strategy use. Insight
from the investigation could expand the understanding of the learning process.

This

pilot study only examined five strategies; in further studies more strategies of variant
categories need to be inspected.
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APPENDIX A
Questions for Listening Test
Listen to the sentences carefully and decide what you hear; then, write a or b on the
lines provided.
__1. a. sheep
__2. a. pig
__3. a. mate
__4. a. tan
__5. a. hall
__6. a. soot
__7. a. bomb
__8. a. teething
__9. a. ton
__10. a. lock

b. ship
b. peg
b. mat
b. ten
b. hole
b. suit
b. bum
b. teasing
b. tongue
b. rock

This questionnaire asks about the listening test you just finished. Please indicate the
level of your agreement or disagreement with each statement by identifying the
appropriate number on the line provided. Thank you very much for your
cooperation!
5 strongly agree 4 agree 3 undecided 2 disagree 1 strongly disagree
During the listening test…
__1. I focused on the meaning of the tested words.
__2. I focused on the meaning of the words in the sentence.
__3. I relied on the grammar (sentence structure) of the sentence.
__4. I paid attention to the sounds that I heard.
__5. I relied on my own previous/background knowledge.
Or, what else influences your answer? Please describe.
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Class:

Name:

School No.:

APPENDIX B
The Tape Script
1. You can’t get a ship into such a small place.
2. I caught the peg with both hands.
3. The dog was asleep by his mate.
4. She’s very proud of her tan shoes.
5. There is no water in the hole.
6. The soot is black.
7. One bum can cause a lot of damage.
8. I believe the child is only teething.
9. She only has one tongue.
10. Larry picked up the lock.
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Abstract:
What, exactly, is obscene? The once ‘deviant’ world of pornography has been
appropriated by mainstream media, effecting a proliferation of popular discourse
disseminated through television, movies, and various forms of popular culture. Because
of the explosion of popular discourse, however, defining what is pornographic has
become increasingly difficult (hence the “I know it when I see it” definition) and the
methods created to control this explosion have become subtler. Although people often
point to shows like Will and Grace as proof of progressive attitudes regarding sexuality,
this ‘progress’ remains paradoxical: minority groups are simultaneously included in the
discourse and marginalized in popular media. And in pornography, the marginalized are
visually and linguistically resigned to the space marked ‘fetish’—a term which socially
connotes abnormality—doubly negating their identity. This paper, then, attempts to begin
a critical, more inclusive discussion of pornography and its mainstreaming, in order to
reconcile the gap between the apparently mutually exclusive terms ‘porn’ and ‘feminist’,
as well as to separate ‘fetish’ from its constructed aberrance.
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Abstract:

The Visual Arts in Medical Education

The arts provide a rich medium for teaching the foundations of the patient-doctor relationship:
observation, interpretation, empathy and communication. The application of the visual arts—
paintings, photographs, and sculpture—as a teaching tool in the medical school curriculum is an
innovative and effective method of addressing the diverse learning processes of medical
students. The theory of using the visual arts to teach medical education skills is transferable to
other educational venues, including other health professions, such as nursing and social work, as
well as any field where human observation is a useful and necessary component, such as
marketing and business, anthropology, psychology and sociology.
The University of Cincinnati Department of Family Medicine and the Cincinnati Art Museum
have partnered together for two years in teaching The Art of Observation. In this course, secondyear medical students meet at the Cincinnati Art Museum to closely examine works of art in the
collection. Through these careful studies and discussion, students hone in their skills of
observation, description, and interpretation and learn how these components can affect doctorpatient communication. Beyond this, the artwork is used as a stepping-stone for students to
understand their own emotional responses and how these, in turn, can benefit their relationships

with patients. These skills are also applied during clinical sessions at family physicians’ offices,
during which the students keep journals of their observations and use their skills in describing
patients.
Participants will be guided through examinations of artwork to experience learning through this
medium and its application to medical education. Strategies for identifying community partners
for such collaborations and for integrating the arts into non-art curricula will be discussed. The
presenters will share the successes of The Art of Observation, as well as the changes that have
been made to the course based on ongoing qualitative evaluation of the students’ journals,
descriptions of patients and feedback.

Objectives:
Participants will
1.
Discuss the educational value of integrating the visual arts into the medical school
curriculum, with reference to goals and measurable outcomes.
2.
Understand learning objectives and ways to design educational experiences that integrate
the arts into educational programs.
3.
Identify personal and community resources to support the integration of the arts into
medical or other educational curricula.
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ABSTRACT
As a historian of early modern Britain, one of the liveliest debates in the field has been the
response to church reform once Henry VIII decided to break with the Roman Catholic church. Unlike
other parts of Europe there were no religious wars in England and the Areformation from above@ seems
to have gone rather smoothly, perhaps with the cooperation and acceptance of the people themselves.
Recent scholars have contested this ostensibly teleological approach to the onset of Protestantism in
sixteenth-century England. They hold that reformation proved very disruptive for most people who
preferred to keep their comfortable Catholicism with its liturgical familiarities and social function within
the life-cycle. While this interpretation has gained a lot of support it still does not explain the ease with
which reformation did take hold, even in its early years.
This paper challenges the idea that the best way to gauge support for reformation is to focus on
perceived dislike for liturgical changes. While some protestant innovations would certainly be resisted in
some areas, as is true of almost all change, that is not the same as being hostile to reform as a whole.
Popular acceptance was multifaceted and included much more than whether candles were removed from
the altar, or whether a local shrine was destroyed.
By looking at the example of early reformation in the town of Gloucester, we see rather that
religious change was a negotiated phenomenon. Anticlericalism did in fact exist, as the town had
frequent clashes with local monasteries and priories, whose inhabitants were accused of being greedy,
lazy, and overbearing, with clear justification. Town leaders and local gentry involved in Gloucester
politics, believed that the hospitals, schools, and other charities under the care of local monastic houses
had fallen into disrepair and disuse. In response, mayor John Cooke and his wife, Joan, formed their own
free school as an alternative. Several aldermen, sheriffs, and later mayors, such as Thomas Bell, bought
expropriated monastic properties after the Henrician dissolutions, and established charities, workhouses
for the poor, and outdoor relief, to fill a void they believe had existed for a long time when monks and
nuns dwindled both in numbers and charitable activity in the later middle ages.
These new projects emerged out of an intellectual milieu that included humanist concerns for the
commonwealth as well as the broader protestant notion of reform B which included both church and
society. The earliest reforming bishop of Gloucester, John Hooper (1500-55), struck the right note with
his frequent preaching about the Christian=s obligation to God and to the public good. These
exhortations gave hope to a townspeople who had suffered recently severe economic hardship, and when
coupled with the practical ways the town magistrates worked with this new religious order and its
sponsors at the royal court, it is no surprise that there was popular support for new policies. In short, even
town officials who initially resisted the liturgical and pastoral changes that came with the break with

Rome, came to embrace the protestant faith not only for its religious message of personal salvation but
also for the social theory that accompanied it.
This paper will explore this new explanation as to why many tended to support reformation in
England, by focusing on local conditions and how reform messages intersected with them and with the
town elites who were faced with the task of bringing about improvements in their social and economic
situation.
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The Significance of Herbert Bayer’s Environmental Design in Twentieth Century Art
Abstract of Work-in-Progress Report by Dr. Mindy Lorenz, Department of Art and
Design, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, California
Herbert Bayer (1900-1985), one of the few “total artists” of the twentieth century, was
dedicated to every aspect of visual communications and environmental design. Born in
Austria, Bayer emigrated to the United States in 1938 and became an American citizen in
1944. His oeuvre encompasses painting, sculpture, industrial design, typography and
graphic design, architecture, photography, applied design, and environmental design.
Throughout his career, Bayer remained committed to his philosophy regarding the artist’s
role in society. He held that artists have a responsibility to improve the human
experience through the comprehensive shaping of the visual environment. His
environmental design played a central role in manifesting his philosophy of art and the
role of the artist in twentieth century culture. Therefore, the focus of this study is how
Bayer’s environmental design projects expressed his philosophy, and an assessment of
the significance of Bayer’s environmental design in twentieth century art. The term
environmental design is used as Bayer used it, that is, meaning works of art designed for
their specific surroundings and particular functions. Examples include sculpture, murals,
screens, and earthworks. Industrial design and architectural projects are not included.
Much has been written about the influence of the Bauhaus on Herbert Bayer, where he
was both student and teacher. There is no question that his philosophy of art was
significantly shaped by prevailing Bauhaus theories and practices. In particular, Bayer
subscribed to the idea of “the total artist” skilled in many media within the fine and
applied arts. He also agreed with the importance of the relationship between form and
function and the accessibility of art to the public. For him, human experience and
involvement with art were primary. However, more study is needed to understand how
his philosophy of art and the role of the artist in society incorporated, and evolved
beyond, Bauhaus ideas. Further study is also needed to better determine how his
philosophy of art was manifested specifically in his environmental projects. Topics that
will be examined in this study include: 1) Bayer’s deep understanding of nature and how
it influenced his work; 2) his attitudes about the social responsibility of the artist; 3) the
relationship between artist, patron, and the market economy; 4) the preparation of the
artist to meet the challenges of large-scale public commissions; and 5) the relationship
of the artist to business, industry, and the field of ecology.
Another area for further study related to Bayer’s environmental design is his influence
on, and comparative relationship to, other environmental artists. Noted, but not fully
developed, in the literature on Bayer and twentieth century environmental art is the
relationship of his work to that of other environmental artists, particularly Robert
Smithson. This study will provide a more complete understanding of Bayer’s pioneering
role in making environmental art such as earthworks in the 1950s, well before it became a
distinct movement during the late 1960s and 1970s. At a deeper theoretical level, how
did Bayer’s ideas about nature and the environment influence his environmental projects?
To what extent were his ideas shaped by the new science of ecology, the study of the
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interrelationships or organisms and the physical environment? Did Bayer’s
environmental work specifically influence younger artists and, if so, which ones? What
were Bayer’s attitudes about the environmental art movement? Robert Smithson wrote
about the relationship between the artist, the industrialist, and the ecologist. What
similarities exist between Bayer’s and Smithson’s ideas and works? Through a
comparative study of primary sources and works by Bayer, Smithson, and others,
distinctions will be drawn between their theories and styles. The development of
environmental art has been discussed as one indicator of the shift from modernism to
postmodernism within the fine arts. Ultimately, an examination of the evolution of
Bayer’s approach to environmental design from the 1950s to the 1980s is useful in
understanding some of the reasons for this shift in twentieth century art.
The methodology will combine analysis based on iconography and biography, focusing
on the content and cultural context of the work of art and the artist’s theories and
practices. To a lesser extent, formalism will be employed, the analysis of the form and
style of the art object. The study will involve a comprehensive review of primary source
material by Herbert Bayer, including published and unpublished interviews and writings
in archives such as the Herbert Bayer Collection and Archive at the Denver Art Museum.
Secondary sources on Bayer and environmental art will also provide important
information about the content and context of his environmental projects. Both primary
and secondary sources will be analyzed to determine the evolution of his philosophy of
art, how this philosophy was manifested in his environmental projects, and the influence
of his environmental design on other artists. A comparative analysis of Bayer’s ideas and
working methods with those of the Bauhaus, as well as with those of other environmental
artists, particularly Robert Smithson, will help elucidate the significance of Bayer’s work.
The last part of the study will present a critical assessment of how Bayer’s philosophy of
art and environmental design can be viewed as bridging important artistic and cultural
characteristics of modernism and postmodernism.
Through the publication and presentation of the results of this research project on Herbert
Bayer, the significance of his environmental design in twentieth century art will be better
understood. His pioneering role in environmental art has not been adequately studied and
acknowledged in the field of art history. Nor has his unique role been appreciated in
bridging Bauhaus modernism and American postmodernism during a critical period of
transition within twentieth century art and culture. In Herbert Bayer, the utopian idealist
and the pragmatic realist meet in a complementary blend that deserves more study.
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The Goddess Revisited
“The great ambition of women is to inspire love.” --Moliere

The feminine spiritual essence represented by archetypal images recognizes the
sacredness and strength in women denied by Judeo-Christian and Islamic traditionalists.
These traditions maintain that women were not made in the image of God. This fact was
evidenced a few years ago with the great public debate between photographer Renee Cox
and NYC Mayor Gulliani over her interpretation of Di Vinci’s The Last Supper. In Cox’s
piece entitled “Yo Mama’s Last Supper”, she presents herself nude, as The Christ. We
could see her as Yaweh, Allah, God, whatever: she is the representation of The Divine
Creator in human form. This depiction was decried as defamation and blasphemy.
Contemporary society accepts the fact that the Church feels women are not worthy of
participating in many spiritual practices. I don’t see how anyone could see this tradition
as anything other than sexual discrimination. As women struggle in this patriarchal
system with issues of self-esteem and self-fulfillment, we have to recognize our strengths
and use them to effect change. The Native American woman, Starhawk chants, “She
changes everything she touches and everything she touches, changes.” i This might
inspire us to contemplate the nature of that change as a more inspired pastime as opposed
to the issues raised under Catholic doctrine.
The Sacred Feminine thrived during a time in human history when people lived close to
the earth. This was a time before our highly technical industrialized societies; before our
patriarchal religious systems of belief based in the Judeo-Christian Islamic traditions. In
our not so distant past we saw feminine concepts of Divinity re-emerge with debates
surrounding energy usage, and the decimation of the earth’s resources. The Greek Earth
Goddess, Gaia, was reborn in the minds and hearts of many who subsequently
successfully raised our environmental consciousness.
In the text Women Artist’s and Modernism, Hillary Robinson’s chapter “Beauty, the
universal, the divine: Irigaray’s re-valuings,”ii discusses Luce Irigaray’s concepts of “the

universal” for women vs. the “universal” as it is generally used which is partial and
patriarchal. Re-valuing produces a universal that is productive for women. It becomes an
“articulation of political and intellectual difference.” Historically Western High-art
practices produced by men, have defined our concepts of beauty, truth, and
transcendence. Interestingly in Western art Robinson points out that “the image of
woman has been the major carrier of meaning since the early 16th century.” These iconic
projections have given a look to the “universal woman”. Our preoccupation with those
images has turned our minds away from the true meaning and purpose of the feminine.
The Feminine essence has been appropriated and mediated in our patriarchal order. She
has been diminished, distorted, her power has been drained. I want us to consider her
ancient and ever present power as we view the images I have created. But first I’d like to
explain why we need to un-veil the Sacred Feminine.
A recent summit of the most powerful women in Corporate America, which included
Oprah Winfrey, demonstrated that women, in general want to use their power to
influence. They want to make a difference through advocacy and support vs. domination
and force. They advocate “Thinking the difference for a peaceful revolution”iii through
the creation of meaning that will permeate our culture. The September 11th attack has
made many begin to reassess our male dominated political structure that is driven by
aggression and domination. Our foreign policies and political xenophobia continue to
generate global ill-will. This February I had the great fortune to hear Coretta Scott King
speak on issues relating to non-violent protest. She spoke of the Civil Rights movement
led by her husband 40 years ago. She spoke of the “attack on America” and our country’s
violent response. She said that until we set Peace as a goal, we will never reach it. Nonviolent protest, ecological efforts to diminish our dependence on oil which keep our
military interests buried in the mid-East.
The re-emergence of the Goddess figure suggests other ways for political movements to
institute societal change. The Sacred Feminine re-presents the possibility of a beneficent
universe. Goddesses in all cultures are inherently life affirming while at the same time
possessing beauty, power, and sensuality. Those of you who pray might think about the

need to shift the balance in your pleas for humanity. Those of you who don’t pray, may
want to start.
Returning to the theories of Luce Irigaray, she says she is often saddened by postmodern
artwork by women. She refers to seeing “an anguish so strong it approaches horror.” She
says that she would find herself “faced with distress, suffering, irritation, sometimes
ugliness.” When she was expecting an experience of viewing that would “offer a moment
of happiness and repose…unity and… communion,” she would find instead an
experience that became “another source of pain, a burden.”iv
My work is not about a “female” aesthetic which has been overshadowed by a male
aesthetic, and which only requires a light to be shone on it in order to become visible.”
Beauty for women is a “potential state of being which can only come about as a result of
rethinking political and cultural discourse.”v I am sending a call to “reconceptualize”
what might produce beauty, what might constitute the transcendental and the universal?”
Slides:
Venus:
I’d like to use a quote from Manuel Alvarez Bravo to describe this image. He
speaks of another black woman’s photo that he took saying that she is “the
symbol of the espejo humeante (smoking mirror)” Her glisteniing black body, like
that of the Sable Venus, is meant to symbolize “a Black Eve, mother of
humanity.”
OlympiaMy goddesses are dark. Their skins are symbols of the fertile life-giving Earth
from which we all are fed and nurtured. Here Olympia turns to greet us with the
flower behind her ear and the overflowing foliage symbolizing her bounty. Her
consort is nature. She is fresh and pure.
Griot: Grandmother Moon: revered in many parts of the world.

Wicca- European Celtic Religion. Crone completes the Maiden, Mother,
Triple Goddess.
Africa - Council of the oldest woman is of great importance.
Native American traditions: Seneca: Earth Island is built upon the back of Grandmother Turtle.
Kiowa: Sacred center of community. The 10 Grandmother Bundles.
(contain sacred objects)
Mayan Prayer: “Grandmother of the sun, grandmother of the light.”vi
Shout:
In the beginning was the word. The healing vibrations of sound are recognized in
nearly all religions. The chant.
Earth Goddess:
The majority of associations with Goddesses were positive. They recalled her
presidency over birth, life, and fertility. On the other hand, she was also
associated with death. Her womb, suggested a tomb - a place to return to the
uterine earth. The completion of the cycle of life.
Tatoo:
Robinson stresses three salient points from Irigaray’s theory’s:
1. The general issue of flesh, body, female morphology and it’s representation.
2. The nature of female creativity and … subjectivity.
3. The representation of the “female divine,” universality and transcendence.
4. The subtexts that are inherent in the above include:
a. The productive acknowledgement of female genealogies ie: a two way
interchange between mother and daughter, exchange between women.
b. The notion of fulfillment or “becoming” for women.

Heaven and Earth:
Lilith: Originally the divine female emanation of the Semitic people. Lilith’s story
is an interesting one, according to Jewish Folklore it is said she was the first
woman and was created simultaneously with Adam. It was Lilith who brought
agriculture to the people which would link her with the concept of the “Mother
Earth.” She and Adam were truly soulmates until Adam tried to sexually force
himself on her and she refused. When met with this defiance, Adam complained
to God who then turned against her. It is said that Lilith then tricked YAHWEH
into revealing his secret name of power after which she grew wings and flew into
the desert. God then created the more compliant, Eve.vii
Eve:
Minoan Snake Priestess. “In ancient China, India, Europe, the Middle East, and
the Americas, the snake symbolized the creation of Earth and the psycho-sexual
creativity of individual females. Priestesses in many cultures learned mastery of
serpent power, the enlightened use of our primal energy.”viii
Queenie - The Queen of the Moon
In the East, The Tao (way of nature) is the Great Mother. Supreme wisdom comes
from working with nature. Nothing is gained from going against her.
Leda: The association of woman, bird, and water, evokes the primordial birthplace in
womb and ocean.
Pre-dynastic Egypt: Bird–Headed Snake Goddess was a Goddess of thanksgiving
Dove – the annunciation of Mary
Crane – the Celtic triple Goddess: Maiden, Mother, Crone
Kono – Bird woman ancestor of the African Senofu tribe
Hopi creation myth - Wren – Assists two Goddesses in bringing life to Earth.

La Lupa:
Creativity – the power to manifest physical and psychic reality. The Great Mother
has always been revered for her ability to give and sustain life. She is the one who
nourishes and protects. Mother Earth.
Talking Back: Remember that you need both the yin and the yang in equal amounts to
create a balanced circle.
Aditi: Goddess of the Void. Sanskrit for abundance and creative power
I am the absolute
From me has proceeded the world of substance and of consciousness, the void and all phenomena.
I am bliss and non-bliss …
I am the entire world…
I am unknown.
Below and above and around am I.
-

Devi Upanishad

i
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Writing Mrs. Dalloway
Mrs. Dalloway begins with an unnamed narrator commenting, “Mrs. Dalloway said she
would buy the flowers herself” (3). This serves as introduction to Clarissa’s creativity and
independence in a novel with multiple narrators (Kessler). Throughout Mrs. Dalloway, both the
title character and others, who serve as psychological representations of Clarissa, struggle with
the creative act. Writing serves as a metaphor for creation and breaking free of the anxiety of
influence that plagues so many male and female writers, although in different ways. Bloom
devotes an entire book, Anxiety of Influence, to the problems facing male writers, while Gilbert
and Gubar discuss female anxiety of influence in the first chapter of Madwoman in the Attic (4649). As Gilbert and Gubar indicate, “Unlike her male counterpart … the female artist must first
struggle against the effects of a socialization which makes conflict with the will of her (male)
precursors seem inexpressibly absurd, futile, or even … self annihilating” (49). Women in Mrs.
Dalloway are paralyzed by an inability to write, think and produce because of illness and selfdoubt. In contrast, men write, travel and create. Mrs. Dalloway’s main question seems to be one
of who will write the novel.
None of the women in Mrs. Dalloway write on any sort of grand scale. Clarissa notes,
“she never wrote a letter” and “she knew nothing; no language, no history; she scarcely read a
book now” (7-8). The writing that women do is restricted to social niceties such as thank-you
notes and telephone messages (29). The only thing Clarissa writes is a brief note to Peter telling
him how “heavenly it was to see him” (154). Instead of writing, Clarissa gives parties,
Elizabeth prays and rides the omnibus, Crezia Warren-Smith makes hats, Sally produces five
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male children and Lady Bruton arranges luncheons. Each female character is constrained to acts
deemed acceptable within middle to upper middle class British society, but these acts do not
make an impact on any grand social scale. While making an impact within one’s group of
friends or family members is significant, the ability to change society is more potent. Women in
the nineteen-twenties, when Mrs. Dalloway was written, were not allowed this power. In this
way, the writing of women contrasts with the writing of men, who are allowed to move in larger
social circles.
Patriarchal roles are enforced in the men’s writing. Even Septimus exerts a patriarchal,
paternalistic control over wife Crezia’s actions and creations despite his disability from mental
illness. When Septimus decides to transform his thoughts into words he orders Crezia, to act as a
dictation secretary and record his thoughts. She is no longer free to create hats as she pleases,
but must instead succumb to the whims of Septimus. Even when Septimus allows his wife time
to actually make a hat, he adds the finishing touches himself. And Lady Bruton asks Hugh and
Richard to write her letter when she feels inadequate to the task because of her gender (Mrs.
Dalloway 109). She feels her ideas about changing society will not be effective unless funneled
through men. Women’s opinions are still not considered as important as men’s during this time
period. Therefore, men are able to construct the thoughts of women and write for them. Men do
not suffer from the same type of anxiety of influence that binds women into non-writing roles.
The anxiety of influence modern female writers suffer from includes the pre-modern
novels Woolf mentions in A Room of One’s Own. Woolf criticizes modern female writing and
contrasts it with Jane Austen’s writing, which she deems superior (55-56). Reflecting the tension
between pre-modern and modern, Clarissa is a woman who embodies both the pre-modern
“angel of the house” and the modern “monster.” According to Gilbert and Gubar, “the mad
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rebellious woman and the sane submissive woman were now really inhabitants of the same body,
and their life-and-death struggle took place not in an attic or a parlor but in the troubled female
consciousness.” (“Aphrodite” 89) This “life-and-death struggle” between “angel” and
“monster” occurs in Septimus and Clarissa, who represent the conflict between pre-modern and
modern. However, men’s anxiety is affected by different sources and expressed differently than
women’s.
Men possess a psychological anxiety of influence in that they cannot tell women how
they feel. Septimus, Richard, Hugh, and Peter are trapped within their own minds. Septimus
struggles to overcome madness by dictating universal truths to wife Crezia, but does not convey
much verbal or physical affection towards her. Richard cannot tell Clarissa that he loves her and
buys her flowers instead. Hugh buys his wife jewelry, but we are never told of the couple
interacting. Essentially, Mrs. Dalloway’s men cannot create effective emotional interchanges
with the women who matter to them.
The male silences, resulting from the inability to communicate, construct “narrative
spaces [that] are created in silent dialogue with the reader, who is expected to assume the same
active and insightful position as the silent, observing female character in fiction” (Lawrence 59).
As readers, we see male characters trying to communicate with female characters and feel
compelled to help them. But, similar to the way in which men are restricted in their
communication with women, we as readers are unable to communicate with their characters,
who are confined to the page. Readers cannot literally rewrite, or reconfigure, the male-female
relationships in Mrs. Dalloway.
Despite their lack of loving communication, Mrs. Dalloway’s male characters write or
rewrite female characters by naming them. Sally Seton’s name changes to Lady Rosseter after
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marriage, and Clarissa becomes Mrs. Richard Dalloway. Clarissa muses about “this being Mrs.
Dalloway; not even Clarissa any more; this being Mrs. Richard Dalloway” (111). Even
Septimus, who struggles with patriarchal society’s attempt at defining his madness, falls prey to
patriarchy in renaming his wife. His marriage to Italian-born Crezia anglicizes her last name and
changes it to Warren-Smith. In renaming women, the men are converting them into objects they
possess.
While naming is typically a patriarchal trait in Mrs. Dalloway, Clarissa adopts its
possessive property when she claims, “Here is my Elizabeth” (48). Peter observes that Clarissa
is not as close to Elizabeth as this comment implies. Clarissa’s claiming of Elizabeth objectifies
her. Clarissa is trying to own, name and write a closer relationship with Elizabeth and Clarissa
than what exists. Yet she is simultaneously distancing herself from Elizabeth, the object of her
affection. One cannot enjoy an intimate relationship with an object. As a result, Elizabeth
chooses to spend more time with Mrs. Kilman than she does with Clarissa. Luckily, we are privy
many character’s thoughts, so do not have to rely on Clarissa’s interpretation of Elizabeth to
define their relationship.
Woolf reminds us through her use of multiple perspectives that all is relative. A
community of characters, representing readers and writers, create Mrs. Dalloway. As they create
the text, the readers and writers must establish their own fate in the modern world. Effects of
writing on this community of readers and their attempts at interpretation are illustrated in Mrs.
Dalloway’s skywriting sequence. Critic John Young speaks of “the need for a collaborative
reading set against … stable textual authority” and goes on to say that “Woolf…transfers the
image of authority to a community of readers” (2). “Stable textual authority” is traditionally
created by the narrator, but in Mrs. Dalloway there are multiple narrators who become a
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“community of readers” and writers. Through the presentation of multiple viewpoints, Woolf
converts the problem of interpretation into one shared by all the characters and readers of Mrs.
Dalloway. Readers outside the text collaborate with the novel’s characters in decoding meaning
because of the multiplicity of perspectives.
Through her multifaceted narration, Woolf may be trying to resist and revise the
patriarchal notion of an omniscient narrator. Accordingly, Woolf embraces an androgynous
narrator who encompasses male and female attitudes in A Room of One’s Own (64). Mrs.
Dalloway’s narration reflects various perspectives although the main characters are of London’s
upper or upper middle classes. Despite this class focus, splitting of narration amongst male and
female characters with various internal monologues ideas provides a community approach to
writing. In A Room of One’s Own, Woolf observes, “The fascination of a London street is that
no two people are ever alike; each seems bound on some private affair of his own” (62). Woolf
expands on this idea in The Common Reader when she says, “‘The proper stuff of fiction’ does
not exist; everything is the proper stuff of fiction, every feeling, every thought; every quality of
brain and spirit is drawn upon; no perception comes amiss” (218). “Fascination” with “every
thought” and “perception” in a world where “no two people are ever alike” is conveyed through
Woolf’s use of multiple narrators.
Since Mrs. Dalloway gives us many options to choose from, it refrains from the
limitation of narrative voice that arises from the use of an omniscient narrator. Perhaps Woolf
felt that Mrs. Dalloway, with its multiple viewpoints, could be constructed by a “common
writer” and interpreted by a “common reader.” In The Common Reader, Woolf instructs, “Do
not dictate to your author; try to become him. Be his fellow-worker and accomplice” (282).
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Through Mrs. Dalloway’s group narration, characters, readers, and writers construct the text.
When asked, “Who writes Mrs. Dalloway?,” we can answer, “everyone.”
In contrast with the multiplicity of narration, Mrs. Dalloway’s women are not writers in
the traditional sense. They rarely put pen to paper. To fill the void of significant female writing
within Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf constructs female characters that define themselves through other
creative pursuits. Clarissa’s art is her parties. Before her marriage, Clarissa wrote poetry, but
now she is constrained to the act of authoring parties as a venue for writing her ideas about
society. Clarissa’s parties are the only truly creative act she can engage in, being restrained from
literal writing by societal and physical illnesses (Littleton 5-6). The construction of a party
involves aesthetics, organization, and independence. Despite Clarissa’s insecurity as the party
begins, she realizes the success of her creation and is fulfilled as the party’s “writer.” Clarissa’s
writing of her party is not entirely unlike Woolf’s creation of the novel. However, Clarissa’s
domesticity foregrounds the containment of women in patriarchal roles.
Peter, whose penknife symbolizes his dissection of others’ characters, criticizes Clarissa
for her parties, which he thinks are a frivolous waste of time (40-41, 48). Peter nostalgically
recalls Clarissa’s writing (poems and letters) while longing for a younger Clarissa, who he
cannot possess or bring back from the past (159). In this way, Peter rails against conventional
patriarchal society. In contrast, Peter simultaneously strives to own and define Clarissa through
his dissection of her character.
Clarissa couldn’t marry Peter when they were younger because she can’t stand to be
written, owned, labeled, and criticized by Peter. She doesn’t feel safe with him. As Littleton
observes, “Clarissa is a victim of a regime which denied artistically inclined women the chance
to express themselves, and she ended with the life she has, not because it best suited her, but
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because it most closely approached the minimum condition of her happiness: capacity to express
herself in art” (6). As a result of her misgivings about Peter, Clarissa marries Richard, who
allows her to write her own life and give parties without overtly judging her. If Richard and
Peter represent opposite ends of the male character spectrum in Mrs. Dalloway, then Septimus is
in a category of his own.
Septimus’ character mirrors the alienation of those who are ill and the oppression of
women. Some critics say that Septimus suffers Clarissa’s mental anxiety and suicide for her.
Abel writes, “By making Septimus the hero of a sacrificial plot that enables the heroine’s
development, Woolf reverses narrative tradition” (257). Septimus’ suicide can also be seen as a
substitute for the death that female protagonists in eighteenth century novels suffered. Like these
pre-modern women, Septimus and Clarissa wish to be accepted by society on their own terms.
Unfortunately, they die twin deaths to their writing in the form of suicide and marriage.
Septimus suffers the fate of the pre-modern woman most acutely, being mocked for his writing
and illness.
Pre-modern women’s creativity, like that of Septimus, was complicated by the outside
world. In A Room of One’s Own, Woolf says the writing of the female eighteenth century
novelist “was always interrupted”(48). In a similar fashion, Septimus’ thoughts are constantly
interrupted. He muses, “Interrupted again! [Crezia] was always interrupting” (25). Septimus
has difficulty completing his thoughts because of interruptions from his wife.
Septimus also has difficulty communicating his thoughts. English culture during Mrs.
Dalloway’s time was not conducive to freedom of expression. As Littleton says, “The social
order of Britain in 1923 was resolutely inimical to the reality of actual life cherished by Clarissa
and Septimus. It created standards that, far from allowing for free, individual expression, forced
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individuals into rigid roles with unfulfillable expectations.” (7) In his madness, Septimus
imagines that voices are revealing universal truths to him and has Crezia take dictation: “She
wrote it down just as he spoke it. Some things were very beautiful; others sheer nonsense. And
he was always stopping in the middle, changing his mind; wanting to add something; hearing
something new; listening with his hand up. But she heard nothing” (140). Unfortunately,
Septimus is barred from communicating effectively with the two women literally and
figuratively closest to him, the maid and his wife. They cannot understand him. The maid
laughs at Septimus’ writing and mocks his revelations (140). Similarly, Crezia cannot “hear”
what Septimus is hearing.
Plagued by anxiety, Septimus asks Crezia to burn his writings before committing suicide
(148). Within the text, this is ostensibly to protect his privacy from the doctors who are sent to
treat him, but we can also read this as anxiety about writing in general. Septimus’ desire to
destroy his writing parallels female authors’ concealment of their writing by hiding it or writing
under pseudonyms. Septimus actually asks Crezia to destroy his writing because he feels it will
be rejected by critical “Human Nature,” represented by Drs. Holmes and Bradshaw. Septimus
does not wish to fall under the doctors’ power by allowing them to “read” him and define his
illness. Now that Septimus and Crezia have seen Dr. Bradshaw, Septimus is afraid to be sent
away to an asylum.
Since Septimus’ own wife cannot understand him, it is not surprising that he fears
misreading by others. Yet even though Crezia cannot understand Septimus’ words, she
appreciates their beauty and refuses to burn his writing. Instead, Crezia binds Septimus’ papers
in silk ribbon, showing respect for his creation. The silk-bound papers serve as a metaphor for
Mrs. Dalloway in that the book itself is bound to be read by an outside audience, with the
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underlying hope that readers will respect and understand the novel’s words. Just as Septimus
and Crezia create and bind Septimus’ writing, Virginia and Leonard Woolf create and publish
Mrs. Dalloway. However, there does not seem to be an audience for Septimus’ writing, unlike
Mrs. Dalloway.
Septimus’ struggles with writing and madness are similar to Woolf’s. Septimus and
Woolf are oppressed by a society that does not recognize mental illness as legitimate illness or
know how to treat its symptoms. As a result, Septimus is prescribed the Rest Cure and not
allowed to write (99). Woolf is allowed to write, but cannot do so when experiencing the worst
symptoms of her illness (Dalsimer 184). Woolf’s illness was simultaneously an impediment to
and conduit for her writing in that it provided her with heightened impressions. Unfortunately,
she could not record any of these impressions when confined to bed by illness (Dalsimer 188).
Similar to Crezia, Leonard Woolf was a protective and caring spouse, frustrated by the inability
of doctors to treat his spouse’s illness (Dalsimer 178-179). Eventually, Woolf, reflecting
Septimus’ fate, suffers a breakdown that leads to suicide.
In contrast with Septimus, Clarissa overcomes her illness and returns to her creative
outlet, party hosting. Clarissa lives a life in which she fluctuates between others’ perceptions of
her as “Mrs. Richard Dalloway” and her identity as Clarissa. As a modern woman, Clarissa
struggles with a patriarchy that names her. In the title of the novel, the name Mrs. Dalloway
wins out. Yet, Clarissa eventually manages to author her own identity in a world in which she
cannot write. In order to write herself, Clarissa overcomes her anxiety of authorship. Although
others try to write Clarissa, she decides to “buy the flowers herself,” adorning the novel with her
own creative flourish (3). Woolf also writes novel as collaboration between multiple
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perspectives. This narrative kaleidoscope allows for figurative rewriting by characters and
readers. Thus all of us, including Clarissa, write Mrs. Dalloway the novel.
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Abstract:
Arts and Morals
The Moral Regard for Others through Aesthetic Perception
Noted literary critics consider Iris Murdoch to be an excellent novelist, but she is
less known as a philosopher. Nevertheless, the philosophical work of Iris Murdoch
occupies a distinctive place in the field of contemporary moral inquiry. This essay
demonstrates Murdoch’s contribution to the field of ethical theory through her account of
the moral self as becoming suitably other-directed through the dual practices of aesthetic
perception and ego "unselfing." She explains the process as analogous to art appreciation.
Murdoch discounts the ego as the chief obstacle to seeing others clearly, and instead of
emphasizing the rewards of virtue, she argues that it must express selfless love. What is
central for her is the concept of love, in its relation to the goodness of others, the good
human life, to aspiration and the general ethical concern.
Murdoch retrieves themes within Platonic ethics though the aesthetic perception
of others which is also moral. There is a shift in such moral perceptiveness from the
internal world of oneself in a process she calls “unselfing” to the external world through
love. Virtue is not only an exercise that requires knowledge and understanding through
reason; it is also an exercise of seeing. For Murdoch, the process of obtaining aesthetic
"seeing" through virtuous consciousness leads to "unselfing" by acts of compassionate
love. A chief advantage of this account is that it explains how the aesthetic "seeing" of
the other (and the de-centering of the self that follows) is virtue-developing and can be
profitably applied in our endeavor to ethically treat others as they really are.
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Abstract: In modern times, science has profoundly effected every aspect
of our lives. Until recent times, however, science has not been the
focus of much of our theatrical literature. The major exceptions can
be counted on one hand: Aeschylus¹ "Prometheus Bound," Brecht¹s
"Galileo," Ibsen¹s "Enemy of the People", Duermatt¹s"The Physicists"
etc. Lately, a number of popular plays suggest that this trend might
be changing. The success of such pieces as Michael Frayn¹s
"Copenhagen," (about physicists Heisenberg and Bohr), Brian Friel¹s
"Molly Sweeney," (about the limits of medical technology), David
Auburn¹s "Proof," (about a family of mathematicians), Tom Stoppard¹s
"Arcadia" (touching on fractal/chaos theory) and Peter Parnell¹s
"Q.E.D." (about physicist, Richard Feynman) give hope that science will
find a new place at the table in our theatrical life. These pieces,
however, show the difficulties as well as the benefits of mixing
science and drama. These plays bear witness to how hard it is to
include the scientific issues within the human stories. One might
almost say, in some cases, that the science must be simplified and
editted out in order to allow the characters to play out their dramatic
conflicts. And yet, the scientific issues have inherent dramatic
potential if only enough scientific information can be presented and
assimilated by the audience. The question I mean to pose, then, is
this: how can we develop a theater culture that will allow for full
exposure of the pressing scientific issues of the day? How can theater
dramatically explore the issues inherent in cloning, genetic
engineering, manipulation of aging, exploration of the nature of
consciousness, development of a unified field theory, the proliferation
of artificial intelligence, to mention just a few? In short, how can we
develop a Theater of Science? Or, is it possible that a Theater of
Science is more about a way of looking at the world, a way of showing
the power and limitations of the rational mind in dealing with human
issues?
Proposal: I would like to propose a half-hour paper, on the topic of
The Drama in Science, The Science in Drama. The paper would introduce
the contemporary literature, putting it in the context of the classical
plays about science, and the scientific issues that are being
addressed. The burden of the paper would be to ask the question: how
can theater best address the scientific issues of the day?
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Abstract
Title: Art in Architecture: Expanding Methods of Color Design for Architecture and
Allied Disciplines by Harold Linton

Research objectives: To analyze the color design methods and artistic processes by
leading international architectural designers and allied professionals including interior
design, urban design, and landscape design including traditional and technological design
methodologies.

Proposed Methodology: International survey conducted to perform analysis of
architectural color design methods and processes including over 100 architects and
designers from over 30 countries. Analysis included the following categories of design
objectives: Color Styling for Residential Architecture; Interior Space Colorations;
Cultural and Public Institutions; Retailing and Business Applications; Industrial
Colorations; Color Formalism in Urban Design; Environmental Color and Light;
Education, Technology and Research; and Popular Use of Color Order Systems.

Expected Outcomes: An analysis of color design methods will be discussed in terms of
design processes, spatial ordering of color in 3-dimensional space, and the results
achieved by a sampled group of architects and designers. The results of architectural
color design will also be discussed in relationship to a comprehensive range of artistic
processes, programming, and the application of building materials and technology.

Art in Architecture: Expanding Methods of Color Design for Architecture and Allied
Disciplines by Harold Linton

What the color design professional brings to the architectural design team is not
only an expertise devoted to supporting the guiding design concept of a building, but also
a richly diverse sensibility made up of broad awareness and a finely tuned visual
perception. This includes a knowledge of design and it’s history, expertise with
industrial color materials and their methods of application, an awareness of design
context and cultural identity, a background in physiology and psychology as it relates to
human welfare, and an ability to respond creatively to design concepts with innovative
ideas for color, light, form and space. Not only is the architectural color designer
responsive to all of the visual stimuli related to architecture, the architectural colorist is
also aware of present and future color trends and materials and their potential influence
on contemporary and historic structures. It is just such a broadening of the definition of
the artist/colorist’s role in design that provides architecture and the allied disciplines with
a dynamic and significant educational and professional world to experience and explore.
The role of the color designer striving to complete the work of the architect did
not really appear until the 1950’s, shortly after the end of the Second World War.
Historically, in Europe, it was industrial architecture that made use of and supported the
work of colorists. A little later, around 1960, the appearance of huge apartment
complexes that tended to be somber and repetitive in appearance created the need to
personalize these buildings with color.
In France, since about 1970, new multi-disciplinary teams have come together to
build new cities: urban planners, architects and colorists. What methods have the

colorists been able to adopt to respond to the needs of various programs? It became
evident that colorists had found themselves in a new, experimental territory and there was
neither formal education nor school for color applied to architecture. Colorists and
architects used different methods in a way one could describe as fumbling and
speculative that, with experience, progressively became more concrete.
In demonstrating, through many examples of significant approaches; the process
of the work of visual artists and designers, theoreticians, and those of a more analytical
and rational method, included in this presentation is discussion of the practical role of
color in landscape, architecture and the design of our time. As demonstrated throughout
previously published works on various aspects of color including Color Model
Environments; Color in Architectural Illustration; Color Consulting; and Color
Forecasting; shaping the future of color professions and color education and giving
definition to artist-design professions is a continuing process of growth and development.
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Abstract
One basic issue currently facing the planners in Hong Kong is how to locate open spaces in
urban districts where successive reclamations have produced urban grids that display
seeming geometrical similarities but have varied consequences for the access and use of
different kinds of open spaces. While the distribution of such spaces in the most
circumstances seems to satisfy planning criteria like walking distance and service radius in
relation to a given area and population, the strongly skewed distribution of occupancy and
use tends to suggest that research should seek explanations in the spatial layout of these
districts and the way it conditions pedestrian movement and accessibility.
This paper shall reports a study that uses the space syntax method to analyse the spatial
structure of Wanchai, an urban district where layers of grids have been joined together over
a period of 160 years without being regulated by a pre-conceived master plan. The axial
mapping technique of space syntax is first applied to the pedestrian network of the Wanchai
district to model its linear space structure. The interrelationships of the linear spaces are
described by a measure called “integration” that captures the “relative accessibility” of each
space. This mapping of the pedestrian network is then superimposed on a mapping of the
distribution of the recreational open spaces in Wanchai to indicate their location in an
otherwise complex and undifferentiated larger system. The analysis is compared to
observations of use to search for describable relationship between the location of individual
open spaces and its implication for occupancy and use density.
The insight arising from the study seems to suggest that while gradual city building does
lead to urban patterns whose complexity and diversity often defy conventional modelling
and interpretation, the underlying structure of such urban phenomenon can be captured for
research purpose. The location of recreational open spaces in a seemingly incoherent urban
system can be both evaluated and determined based on such understanding.
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the sense of place in locating the identity of an
individual or a culture as well as in writing history. It concerns the idea of historical
revisionism and how that tends to bring about the removal of what is construed as the true
identity, one that is not air-brushed or reinvented to suit the narrative and discourse of the
dominant voices. It concerns how the idea of one past can come back to haunt the
present, leaving a sense of incompleteness and pre-occupation with a missing link.
Hence, I will be exploring these issues through a comparative study of Oondatje’s Anil’s
Ghost and Sally Morgan’s My Place, both relatively new books, written at a time when
books dealing with split identities and the idea that the past concatenates with the future
are largely prevalent.
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Contradiction is the illusion of a unity that hides itself or is hidden: it has its place only in the
gap between consciousness and unconsciousness, thought and the text, the ideality and contingent
body of expression.
Michel Foucault
“Contradictions”-Archaeological Descriptions
From The Archaeology of Knowledge

The ghost of one’s past will often be resurrected and return to haunt us, or to nag us with
a sense of an identity stolen, an identity that either one, or one’s family tries to bury or keep a
secret. Yet this secret is slowly unraveled as the person from finds hints of the past conflicting
and unveiling in a heuristic conscious and subconscious. This translates to the search for one’s
place on earth, the unearthing and writing of half-forgotten history, of the story beneath the
palimpsest. This seeking transpose from a personal level, to the greater community and
nationhood, for as Homi Bhabha says, “The nation, like the individual, is the culmination of a
long past of endeavours, sacrifice and devotion, of all cults, that of the ancestors is the most
legitimate, for the ancestors have made us what we are” [Bhabha, Narration 19]1. That is the
common thread that runs through Sally Morgan’s My Place and Michael Ondaatje’s Anil’s Ghost,
for each tells the story of the search for truth within the history of the communities that the
protagonists of each tale descended from, with the former bearing the objective to tell the story of
an identity reclaimed and ready for expose whereas the latter is of a subtler search for self in a
land which the protagonist had left for another, herself trying to rediscover her past
subconsciously, yet consciously denying her preoccupation with finding the clues to the truth in
her job, a convenient veil to finding the truth of herself.
In this paper, I will be exploring individually and together, how Anil’s Ghost and My
Place each connect with the importance of a sense of place in locating identity and writing history
into the lives of the protagonists and the lands that they each originated from. In My Place, Sally
Morgan, a part-Aboriginal writer, narrates the autobiography of herself and her mixed-blood
family, beginning with her story, the story of her maternal uncle Arthur Corunna, of her mother
Gladys Corunna and finally that of her maternal grandmother Daisy Corunna, the keeper of all
family secrets, some of which she remained resolute in not revealing but carried them to her
grave. As for Anil’s Ghost, Anil Tissera is a forensic anthropologist who left Sri Lanka in her
late teens to pursue her studies in England and later at the United States before becoming a fullfledge doctor and then forensic anthropologist. Since she left Colombo fifteen years ago, she had
nary a contact with her homeland, with only the sarongs she received from her parents every
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Christmas as her link to her birth country. So the Human Rights Watch position that she had with
the United Nations as a forensic anthropologist investigating into the corpses of people murdered
during the Civil War in Sri Lanka from the mid 1980s to the early 1990s was like a homecoming,
and which reawakened long-buried memories of her past.
Whereas Morgan is writing from her homeland in Australia, Ondaatje is writing from his
adopted land in Canada, but both are writing about their own people. Both have migrated from
the soil of their ancestry, though in different degrees. Morgan, through the removal of her
maternal grandmother from her aboriginal family, had led her to be born and grow up in Perth.
For Ondaatje, it was more of an independent choice that he had made to leave England (the
country which his mother had brought him to after her divorce from his father) for Canada. Yet
both authors exhibit longing to recover the source of their concentric lives, Morgan through the
use of the oral traditions of the Aborigines and Ondaatje though a meticulously scientific (which
sometimes break into streams of consciousness) narration. Whilst Ondaatje’s work is more
noticeably postmodern compared to the simple realism of Morgan’s, yet the common theme
central to their narrations of selfhood, identity and history (personal and nation) is not lost.

Sally Morgan and My Place
This book is like a family photo-album of Morgan as it gives the reader a detailed account of
Morgan’s childhood, her immediate family and also of the people of her community. She
accounts the identity confusion that she went through during childhood, assuming from a young
age that she was Indian, despite having a white father. Inspite of a rough childhood of poverty
and uncertainty, it was indisputably happy. Being a self-possessed child, Morgan went through
her growing up years with much zest and spirit, not allowing slights or asperities to shadow her
life. However, the turning point that bred curiosity and the beginning of her journey was when
she arrived home from school one day and found her Nan (grandmother) crying,
She lifted up her arm and thumped her clenched fist hard on the kitchen table.
‘You bloody kids don’t want me, you want a bloody white grandmother, I’m
black. Do you hear, black, black, black! With that, Nan pushed back her chair
and hurried out to her room. I continued to stand in the doorway…(Morgan 97)2
This incident raised an acute sensitivity in Morgan, as she begins to keep tab of every little
incident henceforth that might give her a clue to her heritage. Her query concerning her aboriginal
heritage that was put forth to her mother was met anger and stoic silence, as was her persistent
pestering of her grandmother. Her meeting with another aboriginal girl left an impact on her,
especially when the girl told her that she was leaving and going back to live with and help her
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people. It started Morgan wondering about the missing links in her family and of her true identity,
for the patrilineal of both her mother and grandmother was an enigma. As Homi Bhabha said,
“The access to the image of identity is only ever possible in the negation of any sense of
originality or plenitude; the process of displacement and differentiation” (Bhabha, The Location
51)3. While finishing high school, worked awhile, went to university and got married, the quest
to reconstruct the true history of her family background remained at the back of her mind. Finally,
in 1979, after the birth of her first two children, Morgan decided to write a book to piece together
the fragmented history of her family. She began to collect stories from the older generation,
urging them to have their stories recorded for posterity. She sees the history of her family through
the eyes of the narrators.
The eyes that remain – the eyes as a kind of remainder, producing an iterative
process- cannot be part of this plenitudinous and progressive renewal of time or
history. They are the signs of a structure of writing history, a history if the
poetics of postcolonial diaspora, that the symbolic conciousness could never
grasp. Most significantly, these partial eyes bear witness to a woman’s writing of
the postcolonial condition [though the conditions faced by the aboriginals were
less of straightforward colonialism than supplanting them of their rights and
personal dignity]. Their circulation and repetition frustrate both the voyeuristic
desire for the fixity of sexual difference and the fetishistic desire for racist
stereotypes. (Bhabha, The Location 53)
For when Morgan decides to write her family history (and in that sense the invisible history of her
people), she begun to “shift the frame of identity from the field of vision to the space of writing
[and hence] interrogates the third dimension that gives profundity to the representation of self and
other- that depth of perspective that cineastes call the forth wall; literary theorists describe it as
the transparency of realist metanarrative” (48). Sidonie Smith argues that when Morgan writes the
story of her family, she reconstructs “the experiential context of a childhood and adolescence
lived in a family in which this suppressed history functioned as both enforcible silence and
uncanny presence. She exposes as well the experiential effects of discourses of assimilation: the
complicity of parents in maintaining ignorance, the strategies of passing, the need of people
outside the family to fix identity, the behavioral manifestations of dissociation, the confusions of
mother- daughter relationships, the psychological distance exacted as the price of forced
separation, passing, and imposed ignorance” (Smith 528). 4 It is this process of assimilation that
has led to “wanting to be white” of most Aboriginal people, especially the mixed-blood and light
skin ones. One example was from what Daisy (Nan) had said to a rentman,
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‘That’s right’, Nan continued, ‘and here are you and I, both white, and we
couldn’t do that!’ (Morgan 107).
Contrasting this with what took place two pages before, when Morgan became confused after
another session of trying to interrogate her grandmother about their family history
I had accepted by now that Nan was dark, and that our heritage was not shared by
most Australians, but I hadn’t accepted that we were Aboriginal. I was too
ignorant to make such a decision, and too confused. I found myself coming back
to the same old question: if Nan was Aboriginal, why didn’t she just say so? The
fact that both Mum and Nan made consistent denials made me think I was
barking up the wrong tree. I could see no reason why they would pretend to be
something they weren’t. (Morgan 105)
The reader is initially as confused as Morgan for the need of such subterfuge, but by
reading further, one is enlightened to the events that finally led Morgan to write the true history of
her people, a history that was obscured by the pastoralists settlers who took away the autonomy
and the right of voice of the Aborigines. As noted by Smith: Not only were Aboriginal peoples festishized in the national album; they were
often infantilized, represented as unruly children, naive in their systems of belief,
not yet emergent from a state of nature, still unclothed, unmannered, uneducated.
To the degree, then, that they could be encouraged or made to grow out of their
Aboriginality and assimilate into settler society by adopting the appearance, the
identities, and the values of the colonizers, they could leave behind their
"primitive" Aboriginality and become modern subjects of history. They could
become part of the Australian national family […] Daughter and granddaughter
of women of mixed Aboriginal and settler heritage, women who lived within
systems designed to enforce assimilation by brutally separating children from
their mothers and kin, and who internalized the denigration of their Aboriginal
heritage and the superiority of the white heritage, she discovers her mixed
heritage only late in adolescence because mother and grandmother had
purposefully kept it from her. "'It was only a little white lie,'" her mother tells her,
then recognizes the "unintentional humour" [135]. In her turn Morgan rebuts the
little white lie with a narrative of Aboriginal identity recovered and revaluated.
(527-8)
This quest of getting at the truth led Morgan to uncover many of the family’s secrets, some of
which are too painful for Daisy to reveal. If the Aboriginal men were oppressed, the women were
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doubly abused, especially sexually, by the pastoralist station-masters who more or less used them
as sex slaves. That might account for her reluctance to reveal the name of Gladys Corunna’s
father and we are left with a disturbing premonition that Daisy’s own father, Arthur Howden
Drake-Brockman, might also be the father of Gladys, hence making it a case for incest and a
source of shame for Daisy, the victimized aboriginal servant. There is a strong possibility of the
taboo word, despite Morgan’s attempt to downplay it
Suddenly, I held up a photograph of Howden as a young man next to her face.
We both fell into silence
‘My God’, I whispered. ‘Give him black, curly hair and a big bust and he’s the
spitting image of you!’
Mum was shocked. ‘I can’t believe it’, she said. ‘Why haven’t I ever noticed this
before, I’ve seen that picture hundreds of times.’
‘I supposed it never occurred to you’, I replied.
‘You don’t think it’s possible he was my father?’
‘Anything’s possible. But he couldn’t be yours as well as Nan’s. You know,
features can skip a generation. Say he was Nan’s father, well you could have
inherited those looks from that.’ (Morgan 237)

Gayatri Chakravorty argues that “the figure of the woman, moving from clan to clan, and
family to family as daughter/sister and wife/mother syntaxes patriarchal continuity even as she
herself is drained of proper identity”(Spivak 220)5 This is re-echoed by Daisy when she
plaintively said, “It wasn’t like I had a place of my own. It wasn’t like I had any say over my own
life” (Morgan 304). Going even further, we know that Aboriginal women were treated like
chattels, having the children forcefully removed from them, without any thought given to their
feelings, echoed by the heartfelt lament of Daisy when she moaned, “How can a mother lose a
child like that? How could she do that to me [which is referring to Alice Drake-Brockman’s
forced removal of Gladys from Daisy]? I thought of my poor old mother then, they took her
Arthur from her, and then they took me. She was broken-hearted, God bless her” (Morgan 341).
Yet, the story of the subaltern, the Aboriginal woman, has never been told, until interests in the
Aboriginal history, especially that dealing with the Aborigines and the settlers, were sparked,
especially by the Reconciliation. Spivak wrote incredulously, “ Indeed, in a collective where so
much attention is rightly paid to the subjectivity or the subject positioning of the subject position
of the subaltern, it should be surprising to encounter such indifference to the subjectivity, not to
mention the indispensable presence, of the women as crucial instrument” (Spivak 216). And their
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conditions were exactly the conditions of the Aboriginal people documented in Bringing Them
Home:a report delivered to the Australian federal government in 1997 that documents
the history of the forcible removal of indigenous children, usually of mixed
descent, from their families and communities. It makes recommendations about
current laws, practices, and policies; about compensation for the victims of past
laws, practices, and policies; and about the services that are or should be
available to those victims [...] As a bureaucratic document, the report is striking
for its attempt to give voice to those who have not been listened to or who have
had the language in which to tell their stories taken from them. It does this by
embedding in its text fragments and extended passages of first-person accounts
delivered as testimony before the Commission of Inquiry, usually in confidence
and sometimes ‘with great difficulty and much personal distress.’ (Frow 333)6
Hence, to write her story, Morgan embarked on a pilgrimage back to the place of her
grandmother’s birth, Corunna Downs. Together with her husband, children and her mother,
Morgan went up north in hope of a reunion with the aboriginal populace of the station, and it was
a reunion happily embraced by all sides, Jack MacPhee, Roy, Doris, Elsie Brockman, Topsy, Old
Nancy, Gladys Lee (their interpreter), Morgan and her mother. As Morgan herself recounted, “I
wanted desperately to tell her [a full-blood Aboriginal old lady that Morgan met at the Reserve]
how much it meant for us that they would own us”(Morgan 229). Morgan has finally found her
place when Billy Moses, one of her many relations, said to her, “You always come here. You can
come and live here. I’m the boss. This is your place too, remember that.’” (233) The satisfaction
that Morgan and Gladys receive in finding the link to their past is irreplaceable: I knew Mum, like me, was thinking about Nan. We viewed her differently, now.
We had more insight into her bitterness. And more than anything, we wanted her
to change, to be proud of what she was. We’d seen so much of her and ourselves
in the people we’d met. We belonged, now. We wanted her to belong too. (234)
As Michel de Certeau argues in The Writing of History, the act of writing one’s history “aims at
calming the dead who still haunt the present, and at offering them scriptural tombs."(Certeau 2)7
Gladys was very much fortunate compared to many of her peers for she managed to maintain
contact with her mother, something which her own siblings had not been able to do. This is not
the case for many of the children taken away from their parents, for as Frow stated in his paper,
they were
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Within the system of systematically distorted communication into which children
were "rescued" from their families, letters tended to go nowhere. One theme
running through the report is that of letters never sent or received from children
to parents, and vice versa. A witness who had spent her childhood in the
Cootamundra Girls' Home tells one such story on this theme: "We were all
rostered to do work and one of the girls was doing Matron's office, and there was
all these letters that the girls had written back to the parents and family—the
answers were all in the garbage bin. And they were wondering why we didn't
write. That was one way they stopped us keeping in contact with our families.
Then they had the hide to turn around and say, ‘They don't love you. They don't
care about you.'"14 Another witness, Murray, who had been removed to Palm
Island, testified: "I remember when I learnt to write letters, I wrote to my mother
furiously pleading with her to come and take us off that island. I wrote to her for
years, I got no reply then I realized that she was never coming for us. That she
didn't want us. That's when I began to hate her. Now I doubt if any of my letters
ever got off that island or that any letters she wrote me ever stood a chance of me
receiving them."15 No lie was told in this case, but the failure to pass on letters to
or from the children fostered the underlying lie (your parents don't love you, are
dead, etc.). (Frow 337)
Hence, it was much easier for Morgan to uncover the past, having her links to them in the form of
her granduncle, grandmother and mother. And likewise, she wants to help her generation and the
generations after to trace their genealogy.8

Michael Ondaatje and Anil’s Ghost.
To begin my analysis of Anil’s seeking the ghost of her past by unburying the ghosts of
her native land, I would like to start off with a pertinent quote by Edward Said, in his Culture and
Imperialism. : Appeals to the past are among the commonest of strategies in interpretations of
the present. What animates such appeals is not only disagreement about what
happened in the past and what the past was, but uncertainty about whether the
past really is past, over and concluded, or whether it continues, albeit in different
forms, perhaps. (Said 1)9
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Anil Tissera, a forensic anthropologist that had been assigned by United Nations identify
the skeletal remains of the victims of the Sri Lankan civil war, found herself drawn irresistibly to
Sailor. Sailor is the nickname given to an unknown remains of a young man murdered half a
decade ago, which Anil and her colleague Sarath had uncovered from within a governmentprotected archaeological preserve. Though three other skeletal remains were discovered, Anil
made it her personal mission to unravel the hidden identity of Sailor, even if it means risking her
life. Her all-out mission took her to many places in Sri Lanka that confronted her with the past
that she wanted to forget, but which she needed to reconcile with before she could move on. This
professional mission could also be linked to her search for what she is, for she had renounced all
attachment to the past and identified herself with her studies and chosen profession. Perhaps this
was to reassure her young self, the young person who was “timid even to herself. She felt lost and
emotional” (Ondaatje 141).10 She had initially tried to find assurance in a marriage, which later
proved disastrous to both her emotional and mental well-being. Relinquishing that, she threw
herself whole-heartedly into her studies and work. In the cause of suppressing the ghost of her
past, she formed no real lasting relationships, preferring to tryst with her married lover, Cullis, a
science writer. In an interview conducted by Powell Books with Ondaatje, he said that the
centrality of Anil’s Ghost is “the image of someone returning to a country they'd once been a part
of, now finding themselves a stranger in that place. That's Anil's path. She grows up in Sri Lanka,
goes and gets educated abroad, and through fate or chance gets brought back by the Human
Rights Commission to investigate war crimes. That story of the returning stranger seems very
central to our time. That was the starting point.”11
This book also contains characters whose sole form of identification is through the
professions which they practise, and it is ironical that the characters mentioned are involved with
work dealing with the living and the dead, the Janus-face of past and present. There is Sarath, her
colleague, married to a woman was loved by his brother Gamini before she committed suicide,
dedicated his life to unearthing the ancient past of Sri Lanka, yet was uncomfortable in
confronting the immediate past of the same country, fearing to discover the truth about the
country he had lived and worked in. There’s Palipana, Sarath’s graduate school teacher, who was
highly respected as an authority in epigraphy, but was “turned gracelessly out of the
establishment” (Ondaatje 81) after decades of contribution when he was accused of forging the
data in a series of interpretation of rock graffiti that had initially stunned archaeologists and
historians, until it was discovered that no such texts existed. He gave up his career and went into
exile, among the ruins he had known and love, and to another reality away from the bestiality of
the world. Then there’s Lakmana, Palipana’s niece, who having been traumatized by the brutal
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murder of her parents, was rendered autistic, until Palipana took her in to live with him. As she
slowly withdrew from within herself into the world that Palipana introduced to her, she
renounced the complexity of her past and merged herself with the forest that she had lived near to
for most of her teens, exchanging herself the painfulness of her past for the simple solitude of the
forest, a place that she can call her own. In the very same way, Palipana found for himself a place
at the “Grove of Ascetics” after rewriting history the way he wanted them to appear, which
finally led to his exclusion from the real world of drudgery and ennui. As for Gamini, he had
been the happiest when he “stepped from disorganized youth into the exhilaration of work”
(Ondaatjde 227). He was a doctor, caught up in his work, and it is his work that gave him the
motivation for being alive, and this motivation is so great that he is able to work under the most
averse conditions and all these because, together with his colleagues
They knew it was about the sense of self-worth that, during those days, in that
place, had overcome them. They were not working for any cause of political
agenda. They had found a place a long way from governments and media and
financial ambition. They had originally come to the northeast for a three-month
shift and in spite of the lack of equipment, lack of water, not one luxury except
now and then a tin of condensed milk sucked in a car while being surrounded by
jungle, they had stayed two years or three, in some cases longer. It was the best
place to be. Once, after performing surgery for almost five hours straight, Skanda
said, ‘ The important thing is to be able to live in a place or a situation where you
must use your sixth sense all the time.’ (231)
That is the place where they belong and where they most felt at ease, a place that marked the
identity that they wish to have.
In discussing the identity and historicism of Anil, we must also look her past marriage,
and how the man she chose to marry then was central in the location of her public and private
sphere at a time when her personality was in a confused state
He was a fervent lover, even with his public life to choreography. He certainly
opened the geography of the bedroom, insisting on lovemaking in their
nonsoundproof living room, on the wobbly sink in the shared bathroom down the
hall, on the boundary line quite near the long-stop during a county cricket match.
These private acts in an almost public sphere echoed his social nature. (143)
Though Anil later called him a monster, she had a need for him them, to replace the sociability of
herself, because “Having been a mild celebrity in Colombo because of her swimming, Anil was
shy without the presence of her talent, and found it difficult to enter conversations” (141). Hence
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she needed this unnamed man to meet the need of her existence, which she later found the
objective for through her skill as a forensic specialist. This particular phase of her life, could be
the “mirror stage” referred to by Lacan, when “we only have to understand the mirror stage as an
identification, in the full sense that analysis gives to the term: namely, the transformation that
takes place in the subject when [s]he [Anil in this case] assumes an image – whose predestination
to this phase-effect is sufficiently indicated by the use, in analytic theory, of the ancient term
imago.”12 And we see this stage mirrored by Ananda, the man commissioned by Anil and Sarath
to rebuild Sailor’s head, with the end result being
There was serenity in the face she did not see too often these days. There was no
tension. A face comfortable with itself. (Ondaatje 185)
This is done perhaps to mirror the kind of serenity he hoped had been achieved by his wife that
disappeared in the confusion of the war years ago. Each of the characters are touched by the ghost
of their past, a past that they had hope to escape by escaping from the place which had imprinted
the pass on them. Yet none were able to really disabuse themselves off the strains that showed up
in their lives, like in Gamini, who tried to escape from himself through drugs and Ananda who
tried to escape through drink and later attempted suicide. Yet, more importantly in this quest for
identity is the quest for the truth, as when “Sarath had seen truth broken in suitable pieces and
used by the foreign press alongside irrelevant photographs [a criticism on how western media
treat newsworthy items in foreign lands]. A flippant gesture towards Asia that might lead, as a
result of this information, to new vengeance and slaughter. There were dangers and handing truth
to an unsafe city around you. As an archaeologist, Sarath believed in truth as principle. That is,
he would have given his life for the truth if the truth is of any use” (Ondaatje 157). This is an
ominous premonition to his own death in the act of preserving the truth and saving a life. Linus
Corea, a character who seemed to have little to do with the rest of the characters in the book,
seemingly inserted at random, yet it is through him that Ondaatje explores the truth of the civil
war, to provide us with the impact of the insurgence. Corea connotes a character that has no
problem transferring his identity of a well-to-do neurosurgeon with a young family to that of
being a doctor to the guerillas. Place seems to have no real influence on him. With this doctor
character, Ondaatje subverts the place-identity topos of identity-place relations. As with Morgan,
it was important for Anil to record the findings that she had had made of Sailor in order for her to
organise a confusion of data into logical conclusions, and hence to trace the truth from there. But
in Anil’s case, a scientific report of the skeleton provides the historiography.
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My Place and Anil’s Ghost: A kindred spirit
Both the protagonists of My Place and Anil’s Ghost are women, yet in each of the tale, the central
female character is always linked to a periphery of other characters that are important in the
search for their identity, and in uncovering the truth of their community. For Morgan, it is to
recover the truth of her people that had long been suppressed and denied by a WASP government.
For Anil, it is to arrive at the truth of her homeland that had become almost anarchic, and for her,
the truth is wrested in the remains of Sailor, and of countless other unnumbered remains of the
dead. While the spiritual element in My Place is obvious, it is the subtler in Anil’s Ghost, perhaps
due to the geographical location of each author to the place which they write of. Morgan’s bond
to her land is more localised and hence breeds a greater attraction to the otherworldly elements of
her culture, whereas for Ondaatje, himself an occasional visitor to his place of birth, the idea of
the spirit is linked to nature and to the statue of Buddha, whose eye was painted by Ananda.
Whereas Ondaatje utilises scientific detection in his fictional characters to portray the history of
his birth country, Morgan concentrates on the oral tradition of her people to show a history as her
people who have narrated it. Whilst culture plays a very important role in Morgan’s
autobiography, politics is more central to Ondaatje’s book. Yet, there is an element of politics in
Morgan as there is culture in Ondaatje, with the former speaking of land rights and treatment of
the aborigines whereas the latter is concerned with the preservation of Sri Lankan’s past as a
continuity of the future. In conclusion, though Morgan’s book deals with problems of the natives
and Ondaatje with both the natives and diasporic, a sense of place is imminent to their search for
identity and writing their history.
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Cultural Politics of Techno Music in Taiwan: “Shining 3 Girl”1
This paper attempts to elucidate cultural politics of Techno as the global popular
and to use Taiwan as a case study. My discussion centers on the transformations of
“Local Techno of Taiker”(台客電子舞曲)2 in Taiwan along with the example of
“Shining 3 Girl”(閃亮三姊妹)3 in terms of their music and performance so as to
re-think the dialectics of the global and the local and to revisit the gendered qualities
of globalization. I’ll examine the music and performance of “Shining 3 Girl” to
demonstrate the local differences in “Local Techno of Taiker” and simultaneously, I
would deal with the body performance of “Shining 3 Girl” to argue for the
locomotions by females and thus to challenge the gender divisions of the global and
the local as masculine and feminine.

1

Special thanks to Professor Pin-cha Feng, Tsung-yi Michelle Huang and Chi-she Li.
Taiker, in Chinese “台客,”usually refers to those who dresses very locally, wearing the silk shirt with
flower patterns, flip-flops, a dyed hair, and a iron chain on the waist, riding Dio or Vino motor-bike and
speaks Mandarin with special accents. Therefore, “Local Techno of Taiker” is one kind of Techno
music, which is designed especially for Taiker as the target audience. See The Bible for Taikers’
Dressing (台客裝扮寶典) http://udn.com/NASApp/rightprt/prtnews?newsid=1196493
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3

“Shining 3 Girl”(閃亮三姊妹) is a female group made up of three sisters, who are sexy, young and
very “taiker.” This project of “Shining 3 Girl” is aimed at the music market of “Taiker.” See
http://archive.udn.com/2003/2/17/NEWS/FASHION/FAS1/1196490.shtml
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The emergence of “techno” music, including House, Trance, Brit-Hip, Garage
and Hip-Hop since the 1980s in the West has now successfully broadened its musical
geographies all over the world and become one of the most popular music genres in
the global era. Techno connecting to rave parties and pub culture as a trendy cultural
expression in the 1990s has deeply engaged in pop music’s international formations,
among which Taiwan is an interesting case for investigation. Infusion of Taiwanese
folk elements into Techno music produces a particular expressive form of music
called “Local Techno of Taiker,” which becomes very “hito” in Taiwan.
While the global popularity of Techno and Rave culture has drawn more and
more discussions, few critics in Taiwan pay attention to local variations of “Local
Techno of Taiker” and its impacted cultural phenomenon. Most of academic
discussions in Taiwan as well as others still focus on the relations of Techno, Rave
Party and Drug-using. My article instead seeks to address this absence of discussion
on Taiker and endeavors to investigate the local transformations found in the music
and performance of “Shining 3 Girl,” one representative of “Local Techno of Taiker,”
to look at the agency of localities and its local activations of the encountering between
the global and the local in pop music. In my view, both traditional Marxist categories
such as Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s “cultural industry” or postcolonial
vocabulary of “hybridity” by Homi K. Bhabha cannot explain the cultural complexity

2

of Techno as the global popular in the local context of Taiwan’s music geographies,
one of which fails to see the presence of the localities whereas the other one over
celebrates the local agency. From the perspective of globalization, it is hoped to shed
new meanings on “Local Techno of Taiker” through “Shining 3 Girl” to explode the
concept of total homogenization or hegemony by cultural globalization; furthermore,
it is to explore more local actors and to reactivate the localities in pop music.
I.

Techno as the Global Popular

Historical Context of Techno From the 1980s
The transformation of Techno into the mainstream pop culture in the light of
historical changes from the 1980s helps to contextualize the significance of Techno in
the Western pop culture. Techno, broadly speaking, refers to any music created
through digital technologies such as tape recorders, turntables, synthesizers,
computers, drum machines, electronic basses and computer software. In other words,
the advent of digital technology in the early 1980s resulted in the invention of music,
particularly new formation of Techno. Auguably, Techno music or dance music was
initially an alternative music used by the youngsters mainly in the U.K.4 in connection

4

It might be dangerous to make a statement like this because it is pretty diversed about the exact origin
of Techno music. The reason I choose the period of the 1980s in the U.K. is that it is generally agreed
that dance music (or Techno) in the U.K. plays an influential and pioneering role in the formation of
Techno music.
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to Acid House Parties (Rave Party) and DIY culture5 as an expression of protest
against mainstream culture. Experimental music such as Rock, Hip-Hop or Techno
usually called for political agenda and expressed dissatisfaction about the society. In
1988, Rave, therefore, spread over Europe and U.S. as an expressive subculture of
youth, who shared a sense of “community” through the music ritual, where they can
seek for bodily and spiritual liberations. However, the connection of Techno music or
Rave Party to the “drugs” such as LSD (Lysergic Acid Diethylamide) or Ecstasy
(MDMA), made itself a target of attacks by the public and gave rise to the legislation
of CJB (Criminal Justice Bill)6 in 1995 by the British government, which set back
“Rave” and led to “clubization of dance scenes,” which meant Rave Parties have
transformed themselves into indoor activities held in the pub or club rather than being
held outdoors. Even so, this rising Rave wave was not halted because of the strike;
instead, with the technological progress and accessibility, “Global Techno Tribe”7 is
gradually being formed in relation to pub culture and rave community in these two
decades.

5

DIY culture stresses the independence of each individual and encourages one to create one’s own
cultural expression. Moreover, philosophy of DIY culture concerns about communication on the basis
of rationality. See 《電子聖經舞曲》
6
CJB is a law against the wide-spreading of rave parties, which the government considered dangerous
to the safety of all the people. Based on the law, the police could expel most rave parties in the public.
See 《電子聖經舞曲》
7
“Global Techno Tribe” asserts a worldwide community and a shared youth culture through
consumption of Techno with the help of technology like the Internet to transgress the limitations of
time and space.
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Apart from the progress of technology, commercialization of Rave
accelerates the worldwide popularity of Techno. In the beginning, Techno is only an
alternative music distanced from the mainstream of pop music. Unexpectedly, its
so-called PLUR8 spirit has gained wide recognitions from the audience that they
project their desire on Techno or Rave to believe the Utopia does exist. The increasing
popularity of Techno and its cultural effects make it a potentially profitable enterprise
to international corporations. Playing the leading role of pop music’s international
formations, US music industry also takes a great part of it to make Techno globally
popular.

II.

“Local Techno of Taiker” in Taiwan
The process of cultural globalization in relation to global popular

involves several levels, among which the flows of capital and image through media
have a lot to do with the popularity of Techno music. According to Simon During, the
global popular engages in least four levels: “financing; governmental regulations;
technology and market appeal of particular stars” (During, 1997, p.810). Hence, I
would launch my analysis especially in these four aspects to relate to the capitalist
ideology and image flows to see how the Techno music travels to Taiwan. As it is
8

P.L.U.R. stands for peace, love, unity and respect.
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mentioned above, the highly profiting potential of Techno music has caught the eyes
of international music corporations to popularize it as much as possible. Resorting to
image-creating via multimedia is one of the effective marketing strategies to sell out
such image-producing products as music or cinema in this world dominated by the
visual. No matter in TV commercials, broadcasting, MTV stations or through the
Internet, Techno music is distributed by every mean with the aid of “money” and
“technologies.” For a populous island like Taiwan, Techno functions as a “yearning
space” for all the listeners who seek for mental and physical liberations. Since “seeing
is believing,” these floating images increasingly enchant us into that Techno world
and convince us that it is the very music we can’t miss and it’s the music that brings
joy. Techno as an “imagineering”9 project by these international corporations such as
Warner, Sony or EMI creates the image of the false-equality of a global community to
make believe everybody live in a world of peace, love, unity and respect (P.L.U.R).
As Sharon Zukin suggests, “… cultural activities are supposed to lift us out of the
mire of our everyday lives and into the sacred spaces of ritualized pleasures” (Zukin,
1995, p. 1). In this “time-space compressed” era of globalization, Techno happens to
provide a transcendental space to make up for “the lack” of those who live in a

9

To use the term “imagineering” here is inspired by a book entitled “Imagineering Atlanta: The Politics
of Place in the City of Dreams” because I think Techno music, just like the city of Atlanta analyzed in
this book, is promoted by image-creating as a glamour one that is appealing to everyone.
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fragmented space in their everyday life. That is, in order to traverse the various
cultural boundaries to become the global popular, Techno is promoted as a borderless
popular music to which everyone is accessible. In this sense, Techno the music can no
longer be de-politicized as “innocent” entertainment form; instead, the cultural
economy with ideological re-formations working behind pop music should be
addressed carefully. Consumption of Techno, one of the most popular music in the
U.S., makes one feel elevated as one of the first-world citizens and produces an ideal
image of global village for whoever “buys”10 Techno and thus bypass the danger of
cultural colonialization by the West, primarily the U.S. Dancing with the tempo of
Techno at Rave parties proceeds as a performative ritual for all the participants.
Techno ritual in a way fulfills one’s global imaginary, creating the “virtual reality,” in
Zukin’s words and hence speeds its popularization but also covers the powerful
invasion of the Western culture working with the capital flow in another way.
Naturalization of Techno music as one way to the world stage of pop music on the
global scale might diminish music landscapes of other localities aside from the West.
Re-politization of Techno from the social and economic perspectives does
not intend to deny the localities but to elaborate the complex relationship between the

10

“Buy” used here carries two levels of meanings: one means that you accept this music ideologically
and thus internalize this music; for example, we say “I buy it” in English implies you take or accept it.
The other one means that you economically or practically spend money on consuming this music, for
example, to buy its CD.
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popularity of Techno and global cultural economy. Only through careful examinations
of this complexity and the power relations, can localities be foregrounded. Music
market in Taiwan is basically being regarded highly commercialized or hegemonied
by the taste of the West. It seems to many that Taiwan does not have any unique
contemporary popular music of its own but follow the American music market except
for the period of “Campus Folksong Movement”11 in 1970s. Taiwan’s pop music is
practically led by the American music market but it does not imply any global music
system would overwhelm each national music market and consume every local
varieties. Even though the U.S. plays an influential role in the field of pop music on
the global scale, other marginal countries like Taiwan are not passively receiving
whatever comes without any local creativities. As it is suggested Robinson Campbell
in Music at the Margins, the undeniable process of globalization and transnational
cooperation has led to the “commercialization of all aspects of life, combined into a
demand for preservation of local cultural identity, a phenomenon we refer to as
indigenization” (Robinson, 1991, p. 228). In other words, the blending of local
elements and global tastes as representation of one’s cultural expression becomes
important in music creation in the global age. Actually, Techno as the global popular

11

Campus folk song movement” (校園民歌運動) is regarded as an important movement in Taiwan’s
music history. Some argues that “campus folk song” expresses our folk culture of Taiwan while others
disagree with it. See “Music at Margins” and 《電子聖經舞曲》
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in the local context of Taiwan, involving intricate localities of Taiwan’s music market,
music industry, consumer culture and gender politics, illustrates complicated local
actors converged in the localization of Techno music. Absorption of local music
ingredients and adaption of Techno to the environment of Taiwan’s music market
gives birth to the vernacular music expression, “Local Techno of Taiker.” Artists such
as “BOB”(芭比姊妹), Jeannie Hsieh (謝金燕) and “Shining 3 Girl”(閃亮三姊妹)
could be three significant representatives in discussion of “Local Techno of Taiker.”
From the aspect of music components itself—especially, the tempo, beats and
lyrics—“Local Techno of Taiker” demonstrates local differences from “Techno.” In
effect, one of the distinctive features of Techno is its mechanical beats and tempo,
stressing its technical mixing, remixing and sampling rather than its lyrics or
performance. However, it is known that “Local Techno of Taiker”, instead, features
specifically for its colloquial, funny, and “obscene” Taiwanese or Chinese lyrics. Take
“Shining 3 Girl” for example: lyrics in their music are far more emphasized than the
beats. Colloquial lyrics such as “big stupid head, big devil head, big taro, big pig
head” (你大笨頭大魔頭大芋頭大豬頭) or sensuous/sensual Taiwanese lyrics like
“ wearing short skirts, and showing more of your body with less clothes to go
showing to someone/hooking someone”(裙愛穿短短 衫愛露較低 來去帕一下)
become an appealing characteristic of “Local Techno of Taiker.”

9

This local variation of Techno music with regard to lyrics relates to the particular
KTV culture in Taiwan. Going to KTV has now become one of the most common
recreations for Taiwanese people and for many people singing in KTV seems the best
way to release one’s pressure and to gain pleasure12. Having revelry at KTVs and
attending Rave Parties have one purpose in common: to get liberation through music
in different ways. One would “sing” with the music at KTVs but “dance” with the
music at Rave Parties. This explains why lyrics are so important to “Local Techno of
Taiker” but not to Techno music because Techno in the West is basically made for
dancing while “Local Techno of Taiker” is made for dancing as well as singing.
Moreover, cooperation with KTV business is now an effective marketing strategy for
Taiwan’s music corporations to promote their music products and singers. Music like
“Local Techno of Taiker” is so popular in KTV that several songs are among the top
20 on the hit charts of Cashbox (錢櫃), Holiday (好樂迪) and V-mix13. Consequently,
Techno also has to adapt itself to the styles of music consumption in Taiwan in order
to fit in Taiwan’s music market.
Besides, the tempo and the beat in local techno, though inheriting mainly from
House (one kind of Techno), are much slower. At the end of the eighties, House was
12

See “Leisure Politics: the pleasure and power relations in KTV” by Shu-mei Chang〈休閒的政治
-KTV 的快感與權力關係〉by 張淑玫 for related issues and further discussions about the leisure
politics of KTV. .
13
Cashbox(錢櫃), Holiday(好樂迪) and V-mix are three major KTV businesses in Taiwan.
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almost synonymous with dance music, and from then on had been more and more
commercialized with its increasing popularity. House was called the “metamorphosis”
of Disco music because it derived from Disco but transformed into another dance
music, which re-mixes different music patterns with repetitions to create “disordered”
sounds. House could be the greatest part of dance music, and still has been
transforming and changing, popular among the so-called “E-generation” of the
nineties.
“Local Techno of Taiker” in Taiwan is influenced by this music genre but makes
some changes on tempo, beats and remixing. In the music of “Shining 3 Gril,” it is
their vocal part rather than the repeating engineering re-mixing is stressed. Generally
speaking, House would highlight the technical parts of sampling through digital
technologies instead of the vocal, which is called “Dub”14; nonetheless, the “Dub”
part is seldom found in the songs of “Shining 3 Girl.” As it has been suggested above,
the “Dub” techniques would lessen the vocal performance, and were IT not FOR the
vocal part, the music would be disqualified for singing but dancing only. To satisfy
the need of the group of Taikers, local techno focuses especially on the vocal of
performers and slows down the tempo to make it more suitable for singing. If the beat
is too fast, it would make singing difficult for the singers or listeners (especially those

14

Dub is a skill to blank the vocal part and keep only the background music or rhythm left.
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KTV goers).
In addition to the factors and varieties mentioned previously that operate in the
local differences of Techno, the technological development and numerous computer
users in Taiwan take a part contributing to the arrival of Techno. As a matter of fact,
the advanced technologies in Taiwan entail Techno music to this place for Techno
cannot work out without digital music instruments such as synthesizer, electronic
guitar or anything alike. Taiwan’s high-tech industries in this sense make Techno
thrive in Taiwan’s music market where it provides a technically accessible
environment for Techno music. For the same reason of technological development in
Taiwan, people in Taiwan basically familiarize themselves with high-tech products,
particularly computers. People in Taiwan thus become more accessible or
open-minded to Techno music or even invites this music into their lives. Music
market of Taiwan must be impacted by the arrival of Techno but it should also be
noted that Taiwan’s music market might “actively” appropriates or takes the music
elements of Techno to enrich its own music. In other words, learning from the global
experience that Techno music is a highly profitable enterprise, Taiwan’s music
industry itself also welcomes this type of music to flow in.
Techno musicians have been claiming that their music is the most “democratic”
kind because it proves that, with digital technologies, everyone in this world can
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makes his/her own music in whatever way s/he likes. The democratization of music
production aims to explode the conformity of music creation so as to diversify pop
music. It is believed that more possibilities or novelties could be created in Techno
because high-tech product like computers will help to compose “various” versions of
music easily, that is, each one (person or country) can create his/her own music style
or make changes. Similarly, when traveling to Taiwan, Techno has been
“re-transformed” or “re-created” in correspondence to the pop music’s audience in
Taiwan.

III.

The Return of the “Repressed”: Revisiting Gender and Class in the “Local

Techno of Taiker”
Examples given above illustrate some local agency in the global process of
Techno music in Taiwan and address the presence of localities within the
transformations of Techno in Taiwan through the case of “Shining 3 Girl.” To further
elaborate it, the localization of the global Techno music into “Local Techno of Taiker”
engages in “local differences” to make cultural products (or forms) like music cross
national or cultural boundaries. In Stuart Hall’s word, “And then this other form of the
global post-modern which is trying to live with, and at the same moment, overcome,
sublate, get hold of, and incorporate difference”(Hall, 1997, p33). So to speak, the
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global popularity of Techno demands for incorporation, absorption and adaptation in
the process of globalization. Clearly, the local transformations and features embodied
in the local techno music of “Shining 3 Girl” have demonstrated so-called “local
differences.”
The return of the “Electronic Float”(電子花車) in new forms
Nevertheless, the differences of localities in “Local Techno of Taiker” are not
merely the “music” part itself but the body performance of “Shining 3 Girl” urges us
to re-think the local differences of gender and class as well. Since the group of
“Shining 3 Girl(s)” were once “Girls of Electronic Float”(電子花車女郎), their
performances and styles should not be left out of this vernacular expression of the
traditional culture, “Electronic Float,” in the society of Taiwan. The performative
culture of “Electronic Float” is definitely too complicated to be covered in one or two
passages and what I would like to do here is to examine how the “Girls of Electronic
Float” transformed into “Shining 3 Girl” in the mainstream of pop music. Therefore,
this part of my paper tries to give a general account of the history of “Electronic
Float” in an attempt to make the comparison between “Electronic Float” and
“Techno”(or Local Techno of Taiker) and to see how/why the “abject’ of “Electronic
Float” could be one form of the global popular as Techno.
The rising of “Electronic Float” around 1950s in Taiwan, which had been labeled
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moral decay, is actually an industry important to Taiwan’s economics then and a
vernacular cultural expression as well. At funerals, weddings or temple fairs (廟會),
there would usually appear the performance of “Electronic Float” to warm up these
rituals or ceremonies whether for celebrations or for mourning. Due to the obligation
of “warming up,” all the performers of “Electronic Float” would make the best of
crying or singing or “playing” (playing the music and playing with their bodies),
depending on different situations. Specifically, the performance of “Electronic Float”
could be divided into several types for different purposes and functions. According to
Chang Chiung-hsia (張瓊霞), the performing team of “Electronic Float” consists of
emcee, singers, strippers, show girls, magicians and filial daughters (孝女) and each
of them would adjust his/her performances to meet varied needs of every single rite
(Chang, 2002, p. 39). Based on Chang’s research, the increasing popularity of
“Electronic Float” had maintained for ten years or so from the 1970s to 1980s until it
had been lawfully regulated at 1987 by Hsieh Tung-min (謝東閔), who was the chair
of province (省主席) at that time. Since making Taiwan a modernized country as the
Western ones became the first priority of the government then, the “vulgar” folk
culture of “Electronic Float” was definitely one of the worst enemies that should be
wiped out. Among all the performances, the display of female nudities to the public in
the rites of funerals, weddings or temple fairs has been the most controversial:
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whether it is “religious” or “obscene?” Clearly, prohibition of such performance has
explained that the government officials regarded it as moral degeneration for a
“progressive” society like Taiwan.
But, if Techno is now one of the most “in” or “hito” cultures on the global scale,
the similarities between Techno and “Electronic Float” in terms of music and
performance bring out the question, whether “Electronic Float” is so “vulgar,”
“obscene” and “low” or what different historical conditions now in the 90s make the
return of “Electronic Float” in Taiwan. First of all, I assert the emergence of Techno
music and its transferring to Taiwan in the 1990s is crucial to the booming of
so-called “Local Techno of Taiker,” which is supported by the feminist movements or
queer discourse about sexual liberation and body politics of Betel Nut Beauty (檳榔西
施)15 or stripteasers (鋼管女郎) in Taiwan. The voice of sexual/body discourse as
well as the musical similarities between “Techno”(電子舞曲) and “Electronic
Float”(電子花車) in terms of shared “electronic/technological musical elements” and
“dancing/body movements” in relation to Rave Party helps the transformation of
“Shining 3 Girl” into the mainstream musical market. In music, both the music of
“Electronic Float” and Techno would rely on the advanced electronic “technologies,”

15

Betel Nut Beauty refers to the girls who sell betel nuts with very sexy dresses, high-heeled shoes,
usually exposing their breasts or hips with little cover on it. You can frequently see them on the
roadside nearby the express high way in Taiwan.
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one on the “electronic piano” while the other on “synthesizer” the sort because they
play similar roles for the purpose of “catharsis,” which means both of Rave Parties or
Traditional rituals, connecting to Techno music or the performance of “Electronic
Float,” such as funerals or temple fairs are used for “liberations” or “soul-healings.”
Correspondingly, the performance should be perfectly “matched” with the music and
to sway bodies with the tempo or beats of the music becomes important. Additionally,
bodily performance really matters in any ritual for it is believed only when the ritual
acts are performed out mainly through body movements like running, waving or
circling, would this invocation for “God” be working. Apart from these similarities on
music or performance, the efforts of feminist movements and gender discourse also
help this out. Were not their working, such performance by the girls of electronic float
would not be accepted as “culture” and “Shining 3 Girl” might not be able to show up
on TV, either. Due to these “contributors,” the repressed “Electronic Float” now has
returned in new forms shown by “Shining 3 Girl.”
Significantly, the new convergence of Techno and “Electronic Float” in the
performance of “Shining 3 Girl” also impels us to revisit the differences of gender and
classes in “Local Techno of Taiker.” The “intertextualities” between Techno and
“Electronic Float” make it less surprisingly that most singers of “Local Techno of
Taiker” are female. Carla Freeman in her essay, “Is Local: Global as Feminine:
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Masculine? Rethinking the Gender of Globalization,” poses the question about the
gendering division of globalization. Globalization has been considered “masculine,”
metaphorically a penetrating force to the “virgin lands” of localities, thus feminized.
What Freeman attempts to do is to question or subvert such divisions, which imply
the absent agency of women/localities. Similarly, the case of “Shining 3 Girl” also
provides new possibilities on the gendered qualities of globalization. For sure, the site
of Techno music even now is still a male-centered world partly because of the gender
codes in public space that women are “restricted” to certain private space only, instead
of showing up in the public space. That means some space has discrimination by sex
and the profession of DJ or Techno performance is under this ideology considered
unsuitable for females. However, the presence of “Shining 3 Girl” breaks the
male-dominated site of Techno music where a large percentage of artists or Techno
DJs are male. The combination of Techno music, the Betel-Nut-Beauty style of dress,
the dancing of showgirls/stripteasers, and the local accents, make “Shining 3 Girl”
distinctively a new convergence in the era of globalization and creates their
peculiarity on performance.
Furthermore, this peculiar combination rooms out more female space for them to
demonstrate their agency or “girl power.” From the perspective of cultural feminists,
their performance with sexual bodily displays and with sexy dresses might be
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criticized the objectification of female body to greet male gaze. Instead of seeing them
as the object of male desire, I consider their “self-manipulation” of such body
performance as the empowerment of women and self-mastery of their sex/sexuality. It
might be dangerous to make such a statement but if we take other factors into
consideration, we could discover these three girls truly have capacities in the field of
“Local Techno of Taiker.” For instance, their dancing is definitely powerful and
outstanding and all their dancing movements or hairstyles are designed by themselves.
In other words, each move they make on the stage is under the control of their own
and they know exactly how to “play” with their bodies rather than “display.” This
indicates that the viewers can only feast their “eyes” upon “Shining 3 Girl” but cannot
take the control of their bodies. In addition, we should not ascribe their popularity to
the focus of “body” only. In fact, their popularity also results from their friendliness to
the audience, their music with interesting lyrics, which are connected to our local
culture in Taiwan and their ability of “warming up” on live shows. At computer
displays, they have been frequently invited to “warm up” the displays and to make
people flow in their stands. Due to the experience of being girls of electronic float,
they usually make a hit on this kind of live performance. From time to time, they are
chosen to be the advocate of online games by the computer companies. Consequently,
the “penetration” of Techno as the global popular does not sweep out the localities;
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rather, the coming of Techno leads to the return of the repressed vernacular culture of
“Electronic Float” with different styles and offers new possibilities for those “female”
performers now and then to exhibit “masculine” power of women in the arena of
“Local Techno of Taiker,” from which we still see local agencies manifested by
females.
Among all the mobilities of the females/localities in this case of “Shining 3
Girl,” the last point I would like to address is different distributions of their
performance when they were “Girls of Electronic Float” then and the “Shining 3 Girl”
now in the light of technological development/accessibility and the “aura.” In fact, the
performance of “Electronic Float” is live and place-bound that the performers on the
float could have “real” interactions with the viewers down stage but for another
technological reproduction of these performances or music, it will lose its
“authenticity” or what Benjamin called “aura.” In his article, Benjamin states,
“ …man has to operate with his whole living person, yet forgoing its aura. For aura is
tied to his presence; there can be no replica of it.” (Benjamin, 1969, p.229) As
Benjamin suggests while we are celebrating the popularization of culture at the
mechanical age, the aura of live performance has disappeared. However, notably, the
development of technology has already impacted our lives and our cultural
reproduction for certain and that in part explains why the Techno becomes the global
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popular. In Taiwan, advanced technology is one of the advantages we should make
best use of when encountering the force of globalization. The disappearing
performative culture of “Electronic Float” could reverse its disadvantaged situation as
before by grasping the opportunity of the arrival of Techno and also to make a
transformation for the folk culture. Therefore, I agree turning into the mainstream
music distribution and music market is a way of getting more useful resources for the
localities but of course the performance of “Shining 3 Girl” might be somewhat
restricted by censorship and thus loses its “aura.” But as mentioned above, they still
participate in many other “live” performances at different places, like at computer
displays, on campus and at weddings or temple fairs as usual even after they became
the singers. What is more, they have been packaged with “hot” but healthy image to
all the audience and thus help change the generally aversive attitudes toward the girls
of electronic float. Accordingly, their wide exposure through the media has caught
people’s attention and gained more and more recognition, which makes us think much
of our own folk culture. Therefore, with the help of technological progress, we might
stand a chance to “sell out” our culture to the world and to re-activate the local in our
pop music if possible.
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IV.

In conclusion: re-activation of the local in popular music?!

Local resistance now seems a “must” response to the “invasion” of globalization.
Techno music as the global popular indeed carries powerful flows of capitals, images
and ideologies but local resistance is not the only way out and the “local differences”
as influential actors in the process of globalization should not be underestimated. The
“convergence” of Techno, basically consumed by the bourgeois class and “Electronic
Float” and regarded as low-class, merging into the new performance of “Shining 3
Girl,” has illustrated the activation of the local differences. The transformation of
Techno into the “Local Techno of Taiker” with various local elements on music,
performance, gender and class truly provides us an opportunity to re-assess the
dialectics of the global and the local. The case of “Shining 3 Girl” actually opens up
new possibilities or perspectives on considering the flux of globalization. The return
of the “Electronic Float” with new forms evidenced by the “Shining 3 Girl” should
make us re-estimate the values of our own vernacular culture or folk culture
especially in an era of globalization. We should take seriously what causes the
opposing endings between these two similar cultural expressions of Techno and
“Electronic Float.” Exploring the multiplicities of “Local Techno of Taiker,” I hope to
show this type of music not as local resistance but a “local” culture that has global
potential to hit the world.
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Conference abstract
A Rhetorical Study of Presidential Deception
Delivered to a joint session of Congress, the State of the Union is the most
important speech a President gives each year. On January 28 2003, the State of the
Union Speech was particularly important as President George W. Bush made his case as
to why America should go to war with Iraq. The accuracy of this speech has been
questioned, specifically a single sentence known as the “16 words.” This statement
represents one of the instances that the administration stretched the statements on Iraq to
reflect t he most aggressive interpretation of the available intelligence.
The proposed study aims to discover what constitutes a lie in presidential discourse.
The public is well aware that politicians stretch the truth for their own purposes; this
results in feelings of disconnect and alienation of the public from their public officials.
This causes people to become exiled and feel like they do not want to be connected with
the political process. The text that will be used will help better determine the threshold.
There is also a value problem at hand. There is currently a marginalization of people
who are critical of US policy who need a voice. Finally it is important to gain a better
understanding of rhetorical theory.
In order to better determine the threshold of statements that constitute a lie in
presidential discourse, a series of apologetic speeches given by President George W.
Bush, Deputy National Security Adviser Stephen Hadley, and CIA Director George
Tenet will be analyzed. A brief description Sharon Downey’s model of Contemporary
Apologia after 1960 will be given as well as an application to the apologetic speeches by
the previously stated public officials.
Implications include an expansion of a rhetorical theory in order to reflect the
evolution of the model as it applies to new situational features since 1993. With a clearer
conception of what exactly constitutes a lie, the public will be better enabled to hold
public officials accountable for their statements. It gives the public an opportunity to
react on the reasons that made them become exiled, and brings the possibility of
becoming more involved in the political process in that form.
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Abstract
Brecht, Shakespeare, and the Dynamics of Black Humor
Louis W. Marvick

The black humor of Brecht’s Threepenny Opera does not seem to share the assumptions of
satire: instead of an intelligible inversion of normal values pointing to a blameworthy character
who flouts them, it suggests that everyone is a criminal, and hence that no one is particularly to
be blamed. Black humor can be seen as the opposite of satire, offering no moral high ground
and no hope of reform, but entertaining us instead with nihilism in a sardonic mood.
Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida, the early modern original of the type, discredits both
individual desire and loyalty to a common cause as bases for action: the first is ugly in its
incitement to recréantise, the second in the license it gives to mindless violence. Yet the play
offers no comfortable ground from which to view these failings, for the character who points
them out, though shrewd, is himself repulsively drawn. The ferocious and exhilarating energy of
Thersites’s invective offers little consolation, to him or to us, for the play’s apparent message
that wit is bound to lose out to power.

Brecht, Shakespeare, and the Dynamics of Black Humor
Louis W. Marvick
University of Nevada, Reno

In act 1, scene 3 of Bertolt Brecht’s The Threepenny Opera, Jonathan Jeremiah Peachum, the
“Beggar King,” rebukes his employees for their healthy, well-fed appearance:

PEACHUM tries a false limb on another: Leather is no good, Celia; rubber is more
repulsive. To the third: That swelling is going down and it’s your last. Now we’ll have
to start all over again. Examining the fourth: Of course natural scabies is never as good
as the artificial kind. To the fifth: You’re a sight! You’ve been eating again.
(Brecht 1994: 29)

The blackness of this humor owes to something more than the inversion of normal values
expressed through images of disease and mutilation (though on those terms alone there is
material for laughter). If we ask why it is funny to say that natural scabies is not as “good” as the
artificial kind, or why Peachum calls the healthy-looking man a “sight,” we find ourselves drawn
into a more elaborate explanation addressing the world of Brecht’s play, a world in which the
criminal is not the Other because everyone is either a beggar, a thief, or a whore; a world which
celebrates the elevation of Mac the Knife to the peerage on Coronation Day. Peachum’s fussing
over the appearance of his beggars then seems funny because it is motivated by larger forces to
which it gives a homely aspect: he is a dealer in the commodity of human misery, no more and
no less guilty than any other alienated participant in the rotten system. Black humor, we might
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conclude, enjoys a philosophical distinction beyond the reach of humor which is merely “sick.”
It invites us to look for a defensible Weltanschauung; there is nothing guilty or shamefaced
about it; it does not snigger, but roars, as befits the magnitude of its disappointment.
When one tries to specify the grounds of this distinction, however, one immediately runs into
difficulties. Black humor might be supposed to have some necessary connection with satire--one
thinks of Lenny Bruce and the bourgeois butt of his scurrility--and Brecht’s Marxism seems to
invite us to look for what Fredric Bogel has called a “repellent satiric object” existing “anterior
to the satiric attack” (Bogel 2001: 2)--a fat-cat capitalist, say, with a dumpling in his stew. But
there is none such in The Threepenny Opera. Everyone is implicated. Perhaps we should look
for an immediate historical occasion: the Great War certainly provided Brecht’s generation with
folly enough for black humor, but too much for satire--unless, indeed, the object of satire is
taken to be “not an individual, but a species” (Fielding 1945: 199). Even then, however, the
audience can hardly be expected “to share in the condemnation of [a] satiric object” (Bogel
2001: 2) of which it is itself a part. If black humor is all-encompassing, satire offers a moral
high ground where the reader feels delightfully exempt from blame, and a vantage point from
which the castigation meted out to others seems peculiarly deserved.
Another way of putting this would be to say that black humor removes the hope of reform
that satire can offer. Rose Zimbardo has argued that the English Restoration was a historical
“zero point” at which “a deconstructive discourse designed to dismantle medieval/Renaissance
codes in order to reveal [an] underlying emptiness” coincided with “a constructive impulse” and
“a constructive discourse” of modernism (Zimbardo 1998: 2). But this impulse and this
discourse--so evident, for instance, in Pope’s Essay on Man--are clearly alien to the spirit of
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black humor. The difference is so pronounced as to suggest that black humor might have
provided Zimbardo with a useful antithesis for her constructive model of satire. The two terms
could be used to clarify the critical perspective adopted toward particular authors. One could
argue, for example, that insofar as Swift’s Houyhnhnms are seen as stand-ins for the Anglo-Irish
gentry, the treatment of them is satirical, and Gulliver is mad to prefer horses to humans at the
end of book 4. But if the Houyhnhnms are accepted as paragons of human virtue, then
Gulliver’s preference for horses is a case of black humor: his “madness” is like Zarathustra’s; it
is really the insight of the one man who sees the folly of his kind. He is alone in a world of
madmen, and the joke is on him.
The despair that gives the blackness to black humor suggests an affinity with nihilism, the
“condition” or “state of mind in which nothing appears to have value or meaning” (Goudsblom
1980: ix). Goudsblom sees nihilism as a reaction to the cultural imperative (deriving from
Socrates) which requires that each person “base his opinions and actions on firm knowledge [of]
what is right”. To despair of this attempt amounts to “an endless suspension of judgment and to
the denial of all certainties” (Goudsblom 1980: x-xi): instead of “truth,” which puts one in
possession of “the only genuine image of being and well-being,” the nihilist has only “the sense
of a lack [. . .] the realization that essential truth is missing” (Goudsblom 1980: 88). Yet even
though it is here defined by what it is not, nihilism is too absolute to settle for a comfortable
binary arrangement of values. In Brecht’s play, for instance, there is no “genuine image of being
and well-being” because no “firm knowledge of what is right” is available. Love, honor, and
fidelity are so many specious tokens in the market-place of universal self-interest. In
dramaturgic terms, the black humor of The Threepenny Opera does not emanate from a
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particular character but overarches them all. This structural characteristic makes Brecht’s play a
less pointed example of what might be called nihilism in a sardonic mood than Shakespeare’s
Troilus and Cressida, a play which (I shall argue) offers a kind of template or paradigm for all
later practitioners of the genre to adopt or set aside.
It is easy to see why Troilus and Cressida has been repeatedly classed among the “problem”
plays of Shakespeare.1 The ambiguity of its intention and conclusion, and the confusing
disparity between its base and heroic extremes of language and the pathetic near-comedy of the
action it recounts are mirrored in the general critical discord which attends the play. Thus
Troilus’s speech in anticipation of his first meeting with Cressida (III.ii.16-23) has been
described both as an affirmation of “love as the principle of the cosmos” (Watkins 1967: 268)
and as the greedy salivation of “an erotic gourmet” (Whitaker 1972: 17); Thersites (named in the
cast as “a deformed and scurrilous Greek”) is seen both as a “diseased sensibility” (Eagleton
1967: 13) and as the “embodiment of visionless intellect” (Traversi 1969: 16); and the play has
been uneasily classed with both the tragedies and the histories. Yet this lack of critical
consensus is appropriate to discussions of Troilus both because it attests to the moral perplexity
of the characters and the irritating, futile view of life which the action implies, and because the
ending is so ambiguous that it can be construed either hopefully (with Troilus ennobled by his
brother’s death) or negatively (as the triumph of chaos over degree, of “blood” over
“judgment”). While the second of these constructions is more in keeping with the tenor of the
play, its very consistency makes it suspect at the end of work which at every point has insisted
on the inconsistency of human endeavor--a grandiose satire of history, of love and war, and of
the moral universe. One might almost conclude that Troilus has no definite resolution, and that
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the critic whose method is shaped by the work she examines should be content--at least
provisionally--to reveal as many levels of irony and contradiction as she can find in it.
The play can be divided conveniently into camps of Greeks and Trojans and concerns of love
and war. No simple chiasmus, however, will adequately support the dense weave and interpenetration of these motifs, not only because they share the same symbolic imagery to such an
extent that they are often indistinguishable,2 but also because the presence of such random
elements as Thersites and Cassandra, and the meddling of Pandarus, dilute the extreme qualities
one would wish to assign to the Greek and Trojan camps in order to clarify the argument. Derek
Traversi points out that the Trojans generally act on their passions, without intellectual
deliberation, while the Greeks are so embroiled in speculation that they do not act. But this
generalization does not accord with Troilus’s refusal to fight in a common cause at the beginning
of the play, or with the intellectual visions of the Trojan Cassandra, or with the non-intellectually
motivated refusal to fight of Achilles, or with the passionate scabrousness of Thersites’s
outbursts (intellectually accomplished though they are), or with the presentation of blockish,
impulsive Ajax as the epitome of the Greeks (I.ii.28-29). Traversi explains these contradictions
by referring to the flaws at the hearts of both passionate and intellectual motivations: the first
exalts the importance of individual desires (so Troilus is absorbed in his own sensations and
neglects the common Trojan cause) while individual considerations are lost in the static,
dispassionate intellectuality of the Greeks (so Ajax, as a mere tool of Ulysses’s strategy, can be
utterly devoid of intellect: he is the Greek champion by fiat--albeit with the gloss of democratic
appointment--not by intrinsic merit). But this explanation gives rise to new contradictions (why
Ulysses should not practice what he preaches; why Troilus and Cressida’s affair should
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aggravate the thwarting contrariness of the universe of the play, instead of resolving it), and
Traversi is forced to acknowledge the “bewildering relativism” of the play (Traversi 1969: 19).
Perhaps a useful way of understanding the play is to break it down into layers of falseness.
The force and pathos of Shakespeare’s tragedies can be seen as the outcome of the characters’
gradual self-fulfilment; of the process whereby the come to seem what they are (or are fated to
be); of their enactment of their hidden potential. Macbeth is a premeditating murderer and is
finally revealed as such; Hamlet is the dawdling agent of revenge who, although he fulfils his
function in an oblique and irresolute way, yet at the end of the play beholds his destiny
accomplished; Romeo and Juliet are “star-crossed lovers” at the outset and finally appear (dead)
as such. In Shakespeare’s tragic universe even the secondary characters reinforce this tendency
to seem what they are: Edmund in King Lear, for example, is a real bastard.
But throughout Troilus and Cressida the characters consistently compound their false aspects,
the images of themselves they think it politic to project, and are victimized not by the revelation
of their true natures but by the deceitful webs they have deployed to catch or direct one another.
Troilus laments that he must “bury this sigh in wrinkle of a smile” and “[couch his] sorrow . . . in
seeming gladness” (I.i.36-37), while Cressida, after pretending indifference, acknowledges to
herself that she sees “more in Troilus thousandfold . . . Than in the glass of Pandar’s praise may
be” (I.ii.270-71). Pandarus is then the microcosm of a world of merchants who all “Dispraise the
thing that [they] desire to buy” (IV.i.76), and the “glass of [his] praise” holds the mirror up to
Nature in order that it may “eat up itself” (I.iii.124), that is, covet itself and assign a
disproportionate price to itself as part of a selfish bargaining process. Thus the duplicity and
fundamental isolation of the characters are nowhere in the play redeemed, but are felt as a
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“fundamental flaw at the heart of human experience” (Traversi 1969: 19).3
The play confirms this view at many levels, and the resulting disparity between asserted and
actual values is ironic. Thus the hyperbole of Troilus and Cressida’s encomiums of each other
results in Troilus’s appalled refusal to acknowledge her subsequent unfaithfulness, his attempt to
discredit what seems to be the reality of her fickleness by reference to what surely was the reality
of her devotion to him: “This is, and is not, Cressid” (V.ii.142). The irony is twofold: Cressida
undoubtedly is fickle, her attachment to Troilus was always fatalistically qualified4 and
incomplete, and therefore to some extent artificial; but the unrealized potential for real love
between them was conveyed by the identity of the metaphors they used to praise each other (cf.
I.i.35 and I.ii.120), suggesting a fundamental emotional sympathy that might have bolstered their
transitory erotic alliance, had it been recognized in time. Similarly, the extravagant hyperbole of
Ulysses’s encomium of Agamemnon (I.iii.55-58) is ironically qualified by the actual argument
between Greeks and Trojans (“a whore and a cuckold,” II.iii.68). Agamemnon’s sovereignty, his
“god-like seat” and equivalence with “the glorious planet Sol,” is founded on Ulysses’s
mannered and purely formal assertion of that parity; just as Hector’s “patience, as a virtue fix’d”
(I.ii.4-5)--that is, the model of Trojan military virtue--is unsatisfactorily supported either by
extrinsic or intrinsic reference: Helen (who “must needs be fair / When with your blood you
daily paint her thus,” I.i.86-87) is only made to seem a worthy prize by the effort invested in her
protection, but is actually “too starved a subject” (I.i.89) for such a profligate expenditure of life;
while Hector’s alternative justification for continuing to fight rests on an egocentric notion of his
individual honor. Hence the irony of the lines:
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[. . .] to the field goes he, where every flower
Did, as a prophet, weep what it foresaw
In Hector’s wrath

(I.ii.9-11)

since the real prophetess of the play, Cassandra, foresees in Hector’s wrath Hector’s fall, as the
bitter but condign result of his “honorable” abandonment of the “patient fixure” assigned to him
by degree.
Both Pandarus and Thersites perceive the truth behind the obfuscating rhetoric in their
respective camps; and both are disagreeable characters. Pandarus is repeatedly misleading and
false (e.g., I.ii.53, where he betrays that he has feigned ignorance of Hector’s anger), but he uses
his cunning to promote the guiding Trojan principle: fulfilment of passionate intent, in this case
Troilus and Cressida’s. But since passion alone is not a viable modus bellicandi, his actions only
contribute to the weakening plurality of the Trojan cause, and his motives become suspect.
Perhaps his understandable impatience with his role (I.i.68) is genuine, but it might just as
plausibly be feigned (since he is the merchant par excellence), in which case he closely parallels
Thersites’s unmotivated and self-sufficient delight in compounding the rotten state of the
universe. Pandarus would then be wholly evil, and, having acknowledged to himself the
perversity of every impulse (as I.i.76 suggests), would find the lamentable outcome of his
successful pandering merely irrelevant, since “joy’s soul lies in the doing” (I.ii.273).
That Thersites is a vessel of distasteful truth is proved by the identity of his outward and
inward aspects. He seems what he is, and his raucous sincerity is an effective refutation of the
other characters’ false, chivalric seemliness. Thus, when challenged in battle, he delivers
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himself of an astonishingly truthful but totally despicable justification of his cowardice: that he is
“a bastard begot, bastard instructed, bastard in mind, bastard in valor, in everything illegitimate”
(V.vii.15-18). The character Thersites implies that the only truth in the play is to be found at the
basest level of existence, at degree zero; and the hollowness of Ulysses’s application of an
orderly, universal harmony to the worthless Greek cause (“a cuckold’s wrath,” II.iii.68) is
demonstrated in parallel by the narrative substitution for “the glorious planet Sol” (i.e.,
Agamemnon) of Thersites’s “botchy core” (I.iii.89, II.i.6).
This contradiction draws our attention to a major problem of the play: the narrative treatment
of Ulysses’s famous speech on degree (I.iii.75-137). Ulysses’s own behavior in contriving that
Ajax (instead of the appropriate Greek champion, Achilles) fight Hector can be interpreted in
two ways: either it genuinely bears out the thrust of his speech, is intended to rouse Achilles
from his self-indulgent torpor and make him reassume his active, pre-eminent role in the war, or
it is a spiteful attempt to “pluck down Achilles’ plumes” and (though Ajax be set up in
Achilles’s stead) a flagrant, personally motivated violation of the system of degree which
Ulysses just got through extolling. In the latter case, Ulysses’s behavior would be a supremely
ironic commentary on what Virgil Whitaker has described as “a summary of Shakespeare’s
cosmology and ethics” (Whitaker 1972: 16-17)--and the passage immediately preceding
Ulysses’s speech lends support to this reading. For if the tremendous verbal intricacy and
theoretical nicety of Agamemnon’s speech (I.iii.1-30) expresses only his perplexity and
paralysis, the extravagant formal flattery of Ulysses’s request to speak (I.iii.54-58) implies that
all his subsequent recommendations are really hyperbolic, and that he does not seriously expect
them to be acted upon.
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The imagery of Troilus and Cressida seconds its difficult semantic and syntactic aspects. For
example, the difficulty of assigning such epithets as “truthful,” “intellectually penetrating” or
“didactic” to a knave like Thersites is paralleled by the awkward oxymoronic juxtaposition
throughout the play of positive qualities with images of corruption (e.g., “the soil of her fair
rape”; “like fair fruit in an unwholesome dish are like to rot untasted”). In the same way, the
recurring metaphors of excessive appetite and occluded digestion (e.g., “fat their thoughts with
this crammed reason”) are paralleled by the laborious theorizing and enjambed syntax of
Agamemnon’s speech to the princes (“tortive and errant [. . .] infects and diverts [. . .] bias and
thwart,” I.iii.8-15).
A related problem is Hector’s death and Troilus’s reaction to it. In some ways Hector is the
closest Shakespeare comes to creating a tragic character in Troilus and Cressida, but since he
represents only the unreflective, incomplete world of Troy we cannot wholly sympathize with
his almost suicidal death, even though we may be outraged at the cowardly manner in which
Achilles effects it. For Hector ignored the true foresight of his sister Cassandra, deeming it, as
did the rest of Troy, madness. Thus his honorable motivation for fighting on that day is rendered
inadequate by its lack of a reasonable foundation.
Equally ambiguous is Troilus’s reaction to Hector’s death. On the one hand he approaches an
almost existential affirmation in the face of divine will of his own power to avenge, and his
rejection of Pandarus as a “broker lackey” suggests that he has freed himself from the vicious
circle of bartering and conniving which Pandarus represents. On the other hand, his new
purpose is purely destructive and no less mindlessly passionate than was his former obsession
with Cressida, and his words “Hope of revenge shall hide our inward woe” (V.x.31) suggest that
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he will not acquit himself honestly of his new, more consequential purpose, but continue to seem
other than he is.
One critic has suggested that what Troilus and Cressida needs to qualify as tragedy is an
amalgam of Troilus and Ulysses, a whole human being whose gradual, appalled confrontation
with his inner self would reflect convincingly an extreme of human experience. But what
Troilus and Cressida in fact gives us at the end is in keeping with the unsatisfying, pessimistic
outlook it has presented all along: a grim and vengeful Troilus, whose unregenerated “blood” is
now directed by an embittered, malignant cunning like Thersites’s. This second quality, which
had formerly been harmlessly (and therefore laughably) embodied only in Thersites, now
“doubly seconded with will and power,” makes Troilus’s probable future uncomfortable to
contemplate, and the comedy of Thersites’s abusive speeches seem, in retrospect, almost too
black for laughter.
From the theoretical perspective devised at the start of this paper, it is clear that Thersites is
the central character of Troilus and Cressida; for it is his energetic derision of every claim to
positive value put forward by the heroes and lovers around him that makes this play one of the
earliest and most accomplished instances of black humor in literature. To that set piece of
Renaissance cosmology, Ulysses’s speech on degree (I.iii.75-137), Thersites opposes his vision
of a world outwardly fair but rotten within, where “Each thing meets / In mere oppugnancy”
(I.iii.110-11). He utterly vitiates the “specialty of rule” which Ulysses urged the generals not to
neglect (I.iii.78) by reducing every distinction of precedence and rank to the worthless common
level of the fool:
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THERSITES: Agamemnon is a fool to offer to command Achilles, Achilles
is a fool to be commanded of Achilles, Thersites is a fool to serve such a fool,
and this Patroclus is a fool positive. (II.iii.58-61)
In the Great Chain of Being (the audience knows), beasts and heroes are far apart, with the
whole extent of “degree” between them. But Thersites erases this difference every time he calls
Ajax a brute to his face: he is an ass (II.i.66), an envious dog (II.i.32); he is stupider than his
horse (III.iii.301); he “wears his wit in his belly and his guts in his head” (thus inverting the
order of nature, II.i.70-71).5 Moreover, the black wit from which this bile spews is himself the
lowest of the low: the fool who, qua fool, is, as Achilles points out, “a privileged man” (II.iii.54).
The exhilarating energy of his invective does not redeem the wretchedness around him, it
merely converts it into the occasion for ferocious laughter. Yet the tonic shock we derive from
his abuse should not be mistaken for the victory of wit over power. Thersites’s outbursts are
answers to an intellectual problem, and as such they conform to the type of “reflected nihilism”
(Goudsblom 1980: x). His wit stings Ajax, but Ajax punishes him with his fists:

THERSITES: He beats me, and I rail at him. O worthy satisfaction! Would it
were otherwise--that I could beat him, while he railed at me.

(II.iii.3-5)

His black humor thus seems the solace of impotence; for, at the gates of Ilium more classically
than anywhere else, he is obliged to confront the truth that “The history which bears and
determines us has the form of a war rather than that of language: relations of power, not relations
of meaning” (Foucault 1980: 115). The world in which a dolt like Ajax can beat a wit like
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Thersites does not observe degree: it is the very state of affairs which Ulysses most deprecated
when he said that

right and wrong,
Between whose endless jar justice resides,
Should lose their names, and so should justice too.

(I.iii.116-18)

In his baseness and deformity Thersites is like the “fusty nut with no kernel” (II.i.98) he accuses
Ajax of being; the “slave whose gall coins slanders like a mint, / To match [the heroes] in
comparisons with dirt” (I.iii.193-94). Around his central rottenness the fair speeches of the
principals seem to hang like meretricious adornments, their tinsel dignity shamed by his brute
truth. Shunned and hated by those whom he shocks and entertains, he is the early-modern
forebear of the fictional anarchist in Conrad, James, and Dostoevsky, that

figure of the unspeakable other [who] embodied the repressed and menacing
void at the center of the text, an abyss against which modern textuality defined
itself in an effort to deny its own provisional nature by means of the artifice of
cultivated or aesthetic points of view.

(Redding 1998: 25)

It is doubtless only because Thersites is too weak to throw a punch, a stone, a bomb, that we are
willing to tolerate the rough side of his tongue; but as things stand, the least pompous among us
can afford to enjoy the worst he can say of our complacency.
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Notes

1. The classification began with F. S. Boas in Shakspere and His Predecessors (1896),
continued with W. W. Lawrence in Shakespeare’s Problem Comedies (1931) and received the
widest currency from E. W. M. Tillyard in Shakespeare’s Problem Plays (1951). Ernest
Schanzer makes a case for removing Troilus and Cressida from this group in The Problem Plays
of Shakespeare (1963).

2. Notably when Thersites sums up the “argument” of the Trojan War as “a whore and a
cuckold, a good quarrel to draw emulous factions and bleed to death upon” (II.iii.68-70).

3. The characters themselves have an inkling that their falseness is the status quo, that it is
common practice and hence universal (e.g., Cressida, I.ii.93: “To say the truth, true and not
true”).

4. See, e.g., her cynical words at III.ii.80.
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5. Animal comparisons are Thersites’s favorite device for deflating the dignity of his betters.
He would rather be “the louse of a lazar” than the cuckold, Menelaus (V.i.63).
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Introduction:
_____________
The concept of “Dialogue among Civilizations” proposed by Iran to the
United Nations. On the proposal of Mohammad Khatami the President of
the Islamic Republic of Iran the United Nations General Assembly has
declared 2001 the Year of Dialogue among Civilizations. The United
Nations is a natural forum for Dialogue among Civilizations . Without
dialogue there are no means of bringing peace, security, development,
democracy, and human rights to people across the globe. Dialogue is
the critical middle-ground between conflict and co-operation. In any
dispute while the parties are talking it suggests they respect each
other’s differences, and are open to each other’s point of view.
Our world is richly blessed with a deep diversity of cultures but we
are united by our common humanity and a collective need for tolerance
and understanding. Dialogue is a basic function not just of
international diplomacy but of every society the world over : without
dialogue taking place every day among all nations, cultures and
communities, no peace can be lasting and no prosperity secure.
The more we realise the importance of talking and of communicating,
the closer we collectively move towards a more stable and more
peaceful world.
Iran is situated in Southwest Asia at the heart of the Middle East and
links the landlocked Caspian Sea in the north to the Persian Gulf in
the south acting like a bridge. Historically, Iran remained a citadel
of cultural, intellectual and political evolution of both the oriental
and occidental civilizations, while preserving it’s distinct identity.
Iran is a highly diverse country from several aspects; a variety of
culture as well as climate and topography.
Iran is part of the oldest civilizations in the history of mankind and
has significant archaeological and historical assets. The history of

settlement in this part of the world ranges from the medieval times to
the migration of Aryans, who came from the Central Asia. The reliable
historical evidence of its inhabitation stretches back to some 5000
years. Settlement areas emerged close to water resources like springs,
rivers, lakes, or close to Alborz and Zagross Mountains. According to
archaeological excavations carried out in these ancient settlement
areas, some remnants have been discovered, which date back to the 5th
millennium BC.
When visiting Iran, one of the lasting impressions one carries is of
its ethnic diversification. A beautiful mosaic of multicultural social
fabric that has stood there in peace and harmony for eons is
remarkable. The majority of Iranian or Persian are the descendants of
Aryans who moved to the warmer climatic regions from North and Central
Asia several thousand years ago.
In addition to the ethnic and cultural diversification there are a
variety of religions. A foreign tourist would be amazed by the spirit
of tolerance prevailing in this Islamic country where more than 98% of
the population is Muslim. However, Churches and Temples belonging to
the major religions and faiths of the world operate freely. The
constitution of the Republic guarantees three seats for the Christian,
one for Jew and one for Zoroastrian minorities, respectively, in the
Parliament.
Iran has always acted as a bridge between different countries of the
world. It has inherited rich Persian culture of ancient Persia as well
as post-Islamic era. Iran has borders and close links with neighboring
Arabs, Afghans, Turks, South-Asian, and Central Asian nations such as
Azerbaijan, Armenia and Turkmenistan. Further, it has historical
relations with the Europeans and the Asians especially Greeks, Romans,
Chinese, Indians, Egyptians, Mongols, the British, and the Americans.
Cultural Tolerance In Iran Before Islam:
________________________________________
History should teach us also that, alongside an infinite diversity of
cultures, there does exist one, global civilization in which
humanity’s ideas and beliefs meet and develop peacefully and
productively. It is a civilization that must be defined by its
tolerance of dissent, its celebration of cultural diversity, its
insistence on fundamental, universal human rights and its belief in
the right of people everywhere to have a say in how they are governed.
Two thousand five hundred years ago the first great Iranian empire was
established by Cyrus (Xerxes) the Great in 550 B.C. This empire, known
as the Ackaemenid, stretched from the Indus river in the east to the
frontiers of Greece. When Cyrus liberated the Jews from captivity in
Babylon in 539 BC he issued the First Declaration Of Human Rights a
proclamation recorded on the Cyrus cylinder which accorded the
conquered Babylonians freedom of worship.
If it is true that in the beginning was the word, then it is no less
true that the word is filled with praise for Persia. Indeed in
the "Book of Ezra," the lord of the Old Testament speaks through the
proclamations of Cyrus, King of Persia, who declares, "The Lord God of
Heaven hath given me all the kingdoms of the earth, and he has charged
me to build him a house." In other parts of the Old Testament, Cyrus
is often referred to as God's "anointed" and "Chosen" ruler.
The profuse praise is not just because of Cyrus' role in freeing Jews

from their Babylonian captivity, but also because the vast Persian
empire was at the time a paragon of religious and cultural tolerance.
Many historians have argued that Cyrus was in fact the first ruler to
have issued a declaration of human rights, predating the Magna Carta
by more than a thousand years. It was Cyrus who first created a
truly "multi-cultural" empire, allowing the conquered lands their
linguistic, religious and cultural autonomy.
Few ruler in ancient history have earned the renown and respect
accorded to Cyrus the Great, founder, 2,5OO years ago, of the Persian
Empire. One of the important source for the history of Cyrus is the
cuneiform writing on the Cylinder of Cyrus discovered during
excavations at Babylon which Cyrus entered in 539 B.C. In this written
message to the Babylonians, dated 538-529 B.C., Cyrus declared: "I
(am) Cyrus, the king of the world, the king of Babylon, the king of
Shumer and Akkad, the king of the four regions . . . When I entered
Tintar (ancient name of Babylon) peacefully . . . I established my
sovereignty in the palace of the princes, Marduk (the Babylonian
national god) inclined the noble hearts of the people of Babylon
towards me, for I was daily attentive to his worship . . ." Cyrus did
in fact scrupulously respect the Babylonian religions and repaired the
temples . In 539 B.C. he authorized the return to Palestine of the
jews deported by Nebuchadrezzar.
The mild treatment Achaemenian accorded their conquered subjects was
part of the Imperial doctrine. The policies of the central
administration encouraged autonomy in internal affairs with little
intervention from the Persians. For instance, the Satrap (Governor
General) of Judah, which constituted the fifth Satrapy, had his own
local governor in Samaria with the right of supervision over the
deputy in Judah. In 458 BC, the Jew Ezra is appointed the deputy of
Judah. The same Ezra had served up to this time as a scribe in the
central administration in Susa, the Capital of the Persian Empire.
Semi autonomous temple communities were not exclusive to the Jews.
They existed throughout the Persian Empire. Cyprus, Cilicia, Lycia and
other Phoenician cities and principalities in Asia Minor had their own
local rulers. Even such remote tribes as the Arabs, Colchians,
Ethiopians, Sakai, etc were governed by their own local chiefs. All
kept their religion and gods with little interference from the
Achaemenian administration. Persians occupied the highest positions in
the state apparatus. At the same time they extensively utilized
cultural, legal and administrative traditions of the conquered
nations. Various ethnic and religious minorities followed their own
legal code in personal matters such as marriage and family law. For
example Jewish settlers of Elephantine (Egypt) under Persian
administration remained monogamous and the husbands did not have the
right to take a second wife. The conquered people were also given land
allotments in exchange for taxes and military service. Among these
settlers were all groups such as Babylonians, Aramaeans, Jews, Indians
and Sakai, etc. In Susa itself, besides the local population and the
Persians, there were large number of Babylonians,Egyptians,Jewsand
Greeks.
There were no restrictions with respect to religious freedom and
practices. Hundreds of objects regarded sacred by various ethnic and
religious groups are discovered both in Susa and Persepolis.
Cambyses (Cyrus' son and successor) frequently expresses his respect
for all things sacred. He worshiped Egyptian gods and goddess and
patronized the Elephantine temple of the Jews. In a mosaic in British

Museum, Darius is crowning himself in Egypt, in the name of Egyptian
gods, dressed as an Egyptian Pharaoh.
Marriage contracts testify to mixed marriages amongst all groups
including Jews. Various documents show, Egyptian, Aramaeans, Jews and
Phoenicians entered into joint business deals, contracted mixed
marriages, adopted each other's customs and worshiped not only their
own god, but also the gods of the aliens who lived in one city or
another. In short, freedom of religion, movement, occupation and
marriage were guaranteed under the Achaemenian. Such tolerance is not
strange or unusual since the ancient religions including Judaism prior
to Ezra and Nehemiah were not dogmatic and intolerant to other
beliefs. In the ancient Near Eastern religions there is a complete
absence of the concept of false faith or any form of heresy. Nor there
seems to be any notion of racial hatred or any feeling of the
superiority of one people over another. Nations conquered would be
treated as such, not because of their ethnic make up or religion. Even
captive Jews brought into Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar II, retained their
faith in Yahweh and practiced their rituals and prospered
economically. Zoroastrianism was also geared to tolerance, for it made
a place for foreign gods as helpers of Ahura Mazda. One Aramaic
inscription of the time speaks of a marriage between the Babylonian
god Bel and the Iranian goddess Dayna-Mazdayasnish. In this document
Bel appeals to his spouse with the words: " You are my sister; your
are very wise and more beautiful than the other goddesses". At times
Jews and other groups under Persians were mistreated and rebellions
were put down. There is no evidence that such actions were based on
race or religion. Persian kings were ruthless and firm with all
rebellions including the ones by the Persian Satraps and members of
the Royal household. The biblical texts have valuable information with
respect to the Jews in Achaemenian times. Persian conquest is greeted
with enthusiasm and Persians are praised and mentioned in the books of
Daniel, Ezra and Ezekiel.
The Iranian founded the first empire in the world history on the
principles of justice and humanity, that found their most eminent
reflection in the well-known proclamation of Cyrus when he entered
Babylon, bestowing on all peoples the right to preserve their beliefs
to enjoy equality with all other members of the Empire(including
Iranian themselves).
Iran's contribution to science, literature and art is clearly
recognized in history. Iran's literature, which is one of the most
valuable gifts to this nation and to the world culture, is marked by
spirituality, altruism and affection. This message reaches its height
in Iran's mystical literature.
Yet another incarnation of Iran's eternal values is the universal
outlook which characterizes the Iranian "soul" or the mentality. The
Iranian feels deeply that the happiness of every nation is inseparably
and that the happiness of every nation inseparably linked to that of
other nation and peoples. It appears thought the Iranian people have
form the beginning felt that they are entrusted with a mission in this
respect which must fulfil and which entails responsibilities of which
they must always be conscious.
The universality of the outlook which characterizes the Iranian
mentality has shown itself time and again : in the well-known Iranian
quality of religious tolerance, which has always made Iran a refuge
for the follows of different faiths and creeds; in the political
administration of the Achaemenian kings, which created the
first "commonwealth" system in the world; in Iran's prominent role in

bringing together the cultures, ideas, and art of the East and West in
order to create and present to the world a universal culture,
philosophy, and art; in the large-scale outflow of Iranians who in the
course of centuries carried the science and culture of Iran to cast
territories of the world in order to mix them with local science and
cultures.
Once the land had been conquered by the Iranians, the "law of the
Medes and Persians " sheltered the development of civilization from
the Aegean Sea to the Indian Ocean.
Significantly, the Acheamenids supplied their own word for "law", data
which passed into Armenian, Hebrew and Akkadian, to signify what it
meant by its root meaning, "to arrange" or "put in order".
The ancient languages which adopted this word indicate the Achaemenid
Empire's dominance over an area which included the Caucasus and
Armenia, Mediterranean area, and the Tigris-Euphrates Basin. It also
stretched into Central Asia in the northeast, and Asia Minor In the
west.
From the crossroads the Medes and then the men of Persia, Cyrus and
Darius, marched along routes which quartered the compass, to create
the model of the universal, cosmopolitan state.
During the reign of Artaxerxes I (466-424 B.C.) Greek historians and
man of science traveled in the Empire to acquire the learning of the
East . Had Democritus (361 B.C.) no met Babylonian scholars and
mathematicians under the aegis of the Achaemenid Empire, he would
probably not have worked out his atomic theory. His father had
entertained the Emperor Xerxes when the Iranian "Great King" had been
in Thrace in about 460 B.C.
Peter Avery, Lecturer in Persian at the University of Cambridge and
Dean of King's College 1967-1968 has written “The clarity of the
Iranian climate is in great part the key to this type of achievement
in the visual arts, as later it will be seen to have been to the
development of religious attitudes.”
It is a special quality of Iranian conditions, by which all comers are
captivated and mentally and spiritually enhanced. To it should be
added the abrasive quality of rugged mountain ,topography and parched
plains. dramatically relieved by the luxuriance of gardens and
coppices in places where carefully husbanded, sparse water supplies
meet cultivable soil.
Genius may be said to be natural to Iran, whose middle position
between eastern and western continents has always ensured that its
genius had much to feed on, much to transmute into something vital and
new.
From Herodotus onwards, Iranian adaptability and quickness to borrow
from others have frequently been commented on. But rarely has this
been done with enough emphasis on the original genius and absolute and
unchanging characteristics distinctly Iranian, to make "borrowing"
fresh, hitherto unthought-of development, mere imitation being out of
the question.
The record can be corrected when it is recognized that the toughness
of Iranian conditions, combined with the possibilities of achieving
great refinement of living. art and intellect, have forged a human
resilience and presence of mind to which others have invariably
succumbed, never succeeding in erasing the influence and effects of
Iranian talent, however calamitously they may have assaulted the
Iranian land.
Thus, to a greater extent than a rival Greek might have seen fit to
report, Iranians have received less than they have exported, or given

to their not always invited guests. Invaders have been of inferior
culture, attracted by Iran's superior civilization and quickly
conquered by it. From Arabs out of the desert and nomads from the
Asiatic steppes Iran could hope to receive little but an influx of
fresh vitality and the arduous challenge of refining it into the
Iranian way of life.
Overthrown by Alexander the great in 330 BC., the Ackaemenid empire
was succeeded by the rule of Seleucide, and then by that of the
Parthians, a nomadic people of Aryan stock who remained close to their
nomadic origins and whose culture was an amalgam of Iranian,
Hellenistic and Mediterranean elements. In 226 AD the second great
Iranian empire, the Sasanid, was founded by Ardashir Papakan, and
lasted for four hundred years .
This is to speak as if Iran had always been, and that not
successfully, on the defensive. On the offensive against the ancient
Greeks, Iran came into Europe and in its turn provided the challenge
which broadened the Hellenes' honzon and, for example, in Xenophon's
Cyropaedia, gave the world a Greek philosophical tale, based on the
examples furnished by Iranian monarchy, and, interestingly enough,
written in a strikingly Persian style of exemplary political polemic.
Iranians brought Europe lucerne, the fodder of their famous cavalry,
and also the domestic fowl, the white dove, and the peacock. Darius
had fruit trees from his eastern provinces transplanted to regions
west of the Euphrates. The pistachio was taken to Syria, rice to
Mesopotamia, sesame to Egypt, all within the confines of ancient
Iranian empires.
Salted fish from the Persian Gulf was eaten in Asia Minor and part of
Egypt's tribute to Iran was paid in revenue from the Mediterranean and
Nile fisheries; the statecraft of the Achaemenid King of Kings
accomplished and maintained in balance the first and one of the
vastest of amalgams of human resources.
Iranian initiative has repeatedly revived this dream of the universal
state. Alexander the Great himself, to win his subordinates' approval,
after they had reproached him for having become too Iranian in
outlook, destroyed the Achaemenid's cosmopolitan amalgamation in 331
B.C.
Long afterwards, when through Iranian intrepidity and that of Iranized
Arabs the Moslem Caliphate of Baghdad rose in 750 A.D., the stage was
set for another far-reaching amalgamation of human forces and global
resources: the Perso-Moslem unity.
Geography has endowed the occupants of the Iranian uplands with a very
wide theatre in which to spread the operations and influence of their
genius. They overlook the Oxus basin and plains of Asia in the northeast, the Tigris-Euphrates valley and Arabian Desert in the southwest, the Hindu Kush and Indian Sub-Continent in the east and southeast.
The Caucasus rises in the north and the Persian Gulf girdles the
southern shores of what is a many-doored caravansera, the middle realm
between Europe and Asia, Africa and Siberia. Through Iran came the
silk and paper of China, the Indies' gold and spices, the horses and
hides of Central Asia, to reach the Roman sea.
When an Iranian empire of old expanded, it followed the ancient
world's primary arteries of trade between east and west. It
supplemented its wealth by tolls on merchandise, upon whose raw
materials it placed the stamp of Iranian craftsmanship. It touched the
goods passing through its hands with the quickening luminosity of the
Iranian mind; with that art which the early potters on the Persian

plateau had practiced.
Not only were designs and images passed on, so that patterns were
spread on - cloth or woven into carpets- to speak the world over of
how an Iranian weaver sees flowers, the delicate poplar, the bird on
the bough, the very colors of Iranian soil and Iranian contrasts of
red, deep blue and green. Religious ideas were also exported, to lie
deep in judaism, Christianity, and profoundly to shape the Islamic
faith Iran took as its own.
Darius's vines transplanted to Damascene soil may not have taken
there, but aspects of the ritual of Iran's ancient Zoroastrian
religion have their place in the wine of the Christian Eucharist.
The heavenly galaxies nightly shine more brightly on a land most of
which is over four thousand feet above sea-level, than they do on
mistier, more low-lying regions. There is never a day without the
light of the sun in the country whose mythical king Hushang discovered
how to produce fire, his son Jamshid making the festival of Nowruz,
the New Year, mark the vernal equinox.
Iran's brightness is reflected in the enamel-like brilliance both of
its visual arts and the imagery of its exquisite poetry. The sense of
Heaven being almost within reach has developed the Iranian spiritual
genius to a degree which makes the Persian people naturally religious,
so that their literature and art seem always unavoidably communicative
of the Grace of God.
Their spirituality confers on them both their innate and abiding
yearning for a greater perfection than the world immediately offers.
and their peculiar power to lend lustre to whatever they handle. It
offers them the hope of grace, but also engender pessimism and
skepticism about the mortal state. Nevertheless, in Iran spirituality
and pragmatism are so balanced that to its poetry the world may turn
for enlightenment and consolation when other sources of inspiration
fail to assuage human despair.
The bridging role has, however, brought vicissitudes. The Iranian
spirit's strength and resilience engt h have often been severely
tried. It is well for the world that they have emerged from these
trials as keen, flexible and unbreakable as well-tempered steel, for
the world can still derive a great deal from Iran that is beneficial
in the cultural and political spheres.
A crossroads is a vantage point from which to observe the ways of men
in their different regions and contexts. It is also the place in which
a people possessed, through a long and eventful history, of an almost
unparalleled experience of human affairs can set up the signposts
commonly to be found at crossroads.
At the Iranian junction of history, cultures and indigenous aptitude,
Europe can be explained to Asia and Asia can teach Europe. Iran's
windows are like the faces of Janus. Iran is a sharp-eyed, keenly
observant Janus.
A wider ranging study of Iran's history, and a proper understanding
of its geographical position in a world in which the East is stirring
into new life, will amply reinforce the argument that confidence in
Iran's capacity for showing initiative and vitality, and willingness
to accord it the respect it deserves, could procure for the world the
contribution of a stabilizing force that a region which might easily
become greatly disturbed urgently requires.
Many Biblical scholars have shown that a plethora of important
theological ideas, like the notion of the devil, of angels, of demons
and of heaven and hell, and finally the resurrection of the body were
all parts of Persian, or more specifically Zoroastrian influences on

the Bible. Furthermore, the very idea of a millennium, and the
significance afforded to a thousand year cycle in history found its
way to Christianity through Zoroastrian religion. On the significance
of Zarathustra, let me quote Hegel, considered by many as the apex of
the Western philosophic tradition. He writes, "Persians are the first
Historic people...In Persia first arises that light which shines
itself and illuminates what is around...The principle of development
begins with the history of Persia; this constitutes therefore the
beginning of history." Hegel wrote these lines at the later part of
the 19 century, around the time when Nietzsche was writing his
masterpiece called Thus Spoke Zarathusrta. As we near the end of a
millennium, so strong are Persian influences in the millennial fever,
and in New Age ideas that Harold Bloom, the preeminent American
critic, writes in his recent book Omens of Millennium that the last
decade of our ending century should be called the age of Zoroastrian
revival.
Another very important spiritual movement in old Persia was called the
Mithraic religion. Again many scholars of religion, including Karl
Gustav Jung, have traced some of the ideas and rituals of
Christianity, including the notion of a heavenly savior sent down from
heaven, the ritual of baptism, of sharing in the body and the blood of
Christ back to Mithraic rites.
Interesting as these religious influences are, Persia's role in the
development of the Greco-Roman sense of cultural identity is no less
significant. More than four hundred years before the birth of Christ,
Herodutus, often called the father of Western history, wrote his
Histories to chronicle the wars between the Greeks and the Persians.
Incidentally, in what must be the first clear instance of smug EuroCentrism, Herodutus calls Persians "Barbarians". Let me quote the
opening paragraph of his narrative that is, in tone and texture, in
some ways reminiscent of Huntington's controversial book, The Clash of
Civilizations. Herodutus writes: "In this book... I hope to do two
things: to preserve the memory of the past by putting on record the
astonishing achievement both of our own and of the Asiatic peoples;
secondly, and more particularly, to show how the two races came into
conflict." He goes on to explain that by Asians he means all the lands
dominated by Persia. Herodutus leaves no doubt that the West cemented
its own sense of cultural identity in opposition to Persia. Yet
another indication of Persia's significance in the formative years of
Western culture is the fact that of all extant works of Greek tragedy,
the only one that is about a non-Greek subject is Aeschelus's play
called Persians. Furthermore, Herdodutus himself could not help but
marvel at some of the accomplishments of the much maligned Persians.
He writes of Darius as the discoverer of much of Asia, as the king who
mapped for the first time many of the seas and rivers of the world,
and finally, as the king who attempted, to build, but did not complete
a waterway where 24 hundred years later, the Suez Canal was eventually
constructed. The same Darius is of course the king that helped built
the great city of Persepolis, one of the wonders of the old world,
burnt in a moment of drunken stupor by Alexander the great. The ruins
of that great city are till considered one of the most awe-inspiring
historic cites to visit in the world.
It is also important to remind the role of Mani, another Persian
prophet, after whose name the word manichean is coined, played in the
development of Christian theology, particularly in the writings of St.
Augustine.
Kofi Anan secretary general of United Nations have told a few years

earlier: “As a cultural entity, , Zoroastrianism can be formidable.
Its history and culture, the lofty and well-regarded traits that
enabled Cyrus the Great to present and promote humanitarianism to the
world and King Darius to introduce a profoundly efficient judicial
system. Through religious tolerance these two great leaders creted Pax
Achaemedia, and were able to lead the world into a new era of progress
and prosperity. The powerful influence Zoroastrianism has had on
humankind was well known in ancient times; Zoroastrian ideology
influenced Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and a host of agnostic faiths
as well as ancient philosophers like Socrates, Plato and Pythagoras. ”
Iranian tolerance In Islamic Era:
_________________________________
The Moslems conquest changed the whole course of Iranian history.
Islam, the religion of the conquerors, superseded the ancient Iranian
faith, Zoroastrians. Arabic, the language of the conquerors, replaced
Iranian as the administrative and cultural language of Iran for nearly
five centuries. During this period most works written by Iranians in
the fields of theology, Philosophy, Medicine, Astronomy, Philology,
Mathematics, and even history, were written in Arabic, in order to
ensure their widest possible circulation from Spain and Morocco to
South-East Asia. Farsi continued to be spoken, of course, and the
first branch of literature to reappear in the Iranian language was,
not surprisingly in view of its tradition of oral transmission,
poetry.
Leaving those ancient eras when Iran set the style for uniting
nations, the more recent Islamic culture can be cited as a phenomenon
which would riot have existed without contributions made in cities
such as Baghdad, Bukhara, Herat, Ray, Isfahan, Shiraz and Tabriz from
the 8th to the 17th centuries A.D. There the poetry, faience,
architecture, metalwork, miniature painting and calligraphy which are
the characteristic adornments of Moslem culture were perfected.
The ethos of all these cities was Iranian, so extensive had former
Persian empires been. Baghdad, from 750 to 1258 the seat of the
Caliphs of Islam, who were Islam's religious and juridical heads, is
near the site of Ctesiphon on the Tigris, and Ctesiphon's great arch
still stands as the memorial of the splendour of the winter capital of
the Persian Sassanid Empire (224-651 A.D.). Bukhara and Herat were
jewels in north-eastern Iran, where Achaemenid and Sassanid influence
reached the Oxus and Hindu Kush, and the Persian language prevails to
this day.
Islam was the faith revealed in the seventh century to the Arabian
Prophet Mohammed. Shortly after his death the Arabs' expansion at
Iran's and Byzantium's expense made Islam inheritor of an Iranian
civilization whose beginnings are traceable to 4000 B.C.
Persians played a significant role in shaping between the ninth and
the twelfth century what has come to be called the Golden Age of
Islam. Many of the most luminous theologians, philosophers,
mathematicians, astronomers and scientists of that age were Persian.
Two of the most prominent scientists of this period are Avicena and
Biruni whose works on medicine and astronomy were standard texts in
European universities well into the 19 century. Islamic Iranian
philosophers played an important role in preserving, and commenting
about the works of Aristotle, and have as a result of the Crusades,
Europeans, ironically, rediscovered Aristotle through the Islamic
world and this discovery helped spur the Renaissance. Works of the
Persian mathematician, Kharazmi made his name synonomous with Algebra.

It is formative role Persians played in the development of Sufism, the
Islamic brand of mysticism. It has been mentioned about the influence
these Sufi poets had in the development of 19 century Romanticism.
About Hafez, Persia's master lyricist. Goethe, one of the greatest
Romantic poets of 19 century, wrote that he reached a new "mountain
peak of his life" when he first encountered the poetry of Hafez.
Goethe went on to write his Eastern Divan as a homage to Hafez. It is
important to remind Khayam and his loaf of bread and jug of wine, and
the 11th century Persian poet, Rumi, who is now by far the bestselling poet in America.
Wonders of the city of Isfahan, a city that in 16th century captured
the imagination of so many European travelers who were awed by its
grand mosques, its sumptuous bazaars, its tree-lined boulevards and
its splendid gardens are exceptional. Versailles in France is said to
have been at least partially inspired by these gardens.
Tolerance is rooted in the history of humankind and can be found in
the teachings of Islam.
Imam Ali, the first shii imam and the fourth Khalifa after Prophet
Muhammed, instructed the governor of Egypt to rule with mercy and
tolerance towards all his subjects:
"... Let the dearest of your treasuries be the treasury of righteous
action... Infuse your heart with mercy, love and kindness for your
subjects. Be not in the face of them a voracious animal, counting them
as easy prey, for they are of two kinds: either they are your brothers
in religion or your equals in creation."
Sa'adi, the great thirteenth century Persian poet, also offered a
moving tribute to the values of tolerance and equality among all
peoples and nations:
We are, indeed, members of the same body, created from one essence. As
we move forward together, let us allow our common humanity to lead us
to find new ways of fostering co-operation, understanding, friendship,
and - above all - peace.
"The children of Adam are limbs of one another
And in their creation come from one substance.
When the world gives pain to one member,
The other members find no rest.
Thou who are indifferent to the sufferings of others
Do not deserve to be called a man."
The role of Iranian in spreading the great Islamic civilization
deserves special mention. From the time when the great prophet of
Islam referred in glowing terms to the Iranian's love of knowledge,
the people of this country came to consider it a kind religious duty
to fulfil the mission of spreading knowledge in the Islamic World.
This duty has been accomplished throughout the history of Islam with
maximum perseverance and faith thanks to Iranian genius, with result
that the heritage of the heritage of the Islamic civilization.
Common intellectual tradition provided a shared language of dialogue
through which all medieval thinkers, in spite of their confessional
differences, could communicate with each other. Thanks to this common
heritage, the world-view and the intellectual categories of someone
such as Ibn Sina (Avicenna) in Iran and Saint Thomas Aquinas in the
far West were very similar. Despite the fact that these two thinkers
belonged to different religions, societies and cultures, they
concerned themselves with the same problems, according to almost the
same intellectual categories, even if they proposed totally different

solutions.
This was true not only for great figure such as Ibn Sina and Saint
Thomas, but for any enlightened and cultured person belonging to the
scientific elite of Islamic society or of late medieval Christian
society. What united them was their common scientific and
philosophical culture, a culture going back to the Greek and
Hellenistic thinkers. It is for these shared points between different
cultures that we must search.
It must be stressed that universality should be interpreted as the
discovery of things one holds in common with different cultures,
rather than the dominance of any one particular culture or value
system – although this is a potential result of increasing
globalization. In this way universality and particularity need not be
mutually exclusive; a conceptual coexistence can be therefore struck
between them in which common values and principles can be applied to
problem–solving whilst diversity is respected and protected. This
awareness of common values and problems can replace the divisiveness
to be found when different cultures concentrate on their own
particularity with a new sense of inclusivity, as a direct result of
engaging in dialogue among civilizations. Such a dialogue must
recognize diversity as an asset and work towards the establishment of
a general sense of joint responsibility.
I think education is the fundamental and effective tool by which we
should clean the present mental mine fields and pave the way for the
introduction and the establishment of such coexistence through which
we can move to transcend the existing cultural, national and ethnic
barriers. It is in this way that we can overcome the ethnocentric
concept of culture and history in order to create a climate in which a
constructive and meaningful dialogue among civilizations is able to
thrive.
_______________________________________________________________________
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Abstract
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Historically the arts have functioned as a predictive barometer of whether a civilization or
society would flourish or disintegrate. Looking to the history of recognized great civilizations,
often allows one to see what has happened to that culture by examining the artistry of the
time. Bread and Circuses, The Arts as Civilization’s Ethical Barometer focuses on the
parallels between the arts of the Roman Empire and those of western civilization,
represented by Renaissance Italy and the United States today.

Breads and Circuses,
The Arts as Civilization's Ethical Barometer
Throughout history the arts have functioned as a predictive barometer of whether a
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civilization or society would flourish or disintegrate. Past great philosophers and writers have
forecast the fate of their various civilizations. In reflecting society and its moral values, do the
visual and performing arts reinforce contemporary values, or do they anticipate or establish
future ones? When one thinks of civilization, one thinks of the political and social
organization, religious practices, economic structure, cooperation, and even specialization.
Where do the arts fit in the development and progression of civilization and culture? Can the
arts be looked to as a forecaster of the future of that society? How do we separate the truly
artistic from mere entertainment?
These are all questions leading to the hypothesis that art is indeed a forecaster of the
success or downfall of each civilization. These are not newly posed questions, but with the
current trend toward an emphasis on pop culture, instant access to all types of information on
an increasingly superficial level, and a world that seems to be more and more self-absorbed,
American society as a whole has lost interest in pursuing these issues. What work that has
been done has largely focused on political and economic trends. Yet, if we look to the history
of the recognized great civilizations, we can often see what has happened to that culture by
examining the prevailing artistry of the time. Suffice it to say, this subject is vast, and for that
reason this paper will focus on the parallels between the arts of the Roman Empire and those
of western civilization, represented by Renaissance Italy and the United States today.
The arts have always been recognized as integral to the expression of a society's
humanity or lack thereof. As we look back to the ancient Greeks, the philosopher Aristotle
tells us that we are influenced by that to which we choose to listen. If we listen to bad music,
we will be influenced by it, and conversely if we listen to good music, we will be influenced by
that as well. The Greek doctrine is known as ethos, the conviction that music affects
character. In the Republic, Plato states, "the foundations of music once established must
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not be changed, for lawlessness in art and education inevitably leads to licence in manners
and anarchy in society."(1) The great Greek dramatists -- Euripides, Aeschylus, and
Sophocles -- posed many questions dealing with the problems of human behavior. Their
plays posed questions such as: "What is right conduct? Can man avoid the fate decreed to
him? What should one do when law and conscience conflict?"(2) These playwrights wrote
within a structured and clearly defined formulation of rules. Many of the questions posed in
the arts over two thousand years ago are just as relevant to today's society. For example, in
Sophocles's play Antigone, the conflict arises between the demands of state and the desire
of the individual to obey a higher moral law.(3)
After the Romans conquered the Greeks, Roman civilization assimilated Greece's
artistic and intellectual traditions. The Romans replicated and copied that which was
inherently Greek and made it their own. As the Roman Empire conquered other nations and
flourished, it developed other forms of entertainment, and the structures devoted to them
dominated ancient Rome. The principal entertainments became the great chariot races and
the gladiatorial combat spectacles. Benito Mussolini, during his twentieth century reign,
celebrated the 2000th birthday of the empire's first emperor, Augustus. Mussolini then
decided that he wanted "his Rome" associated with that of the Emperor Constantine (A.D.
306-337); so he commissioned a great sculptured model of Rome as it would have looked
during the reign of Constantine. It was completed in 1937 by the architect Italo Gismondi,
based on the archeological studies of Rudolfo Lanciani, and, as one views it, the two most
prominent features are the Flavian Amphitheatre (the Colosseum) and the Circus
Maximus.(4)
The term "circus" developed from the Roman Circus Maximus, meaning a circle where
chariot races were held. The Circus Maximus was one third of a mile long and one hundred
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fifty yards wide. Seating a minimum of 150,000 people, it was designed for chariot racing, but
other events such as athletic events, processions, gladiatorial combats and wild animal hunts
were presented there. Later the wild animal fights were transferred to the Colosseum. The
days devoted to these types of events and the number of events steadily rose over time.
When the Flavian Amphitheatre was opened in 80 A.D., the emperor Titus sponsored one
hundred continuous days of games. Charioteers were the glorified popular heroes who made
thousand of times what average Romans did, and the most successful actually had more
wealth than did many patricians.
The rapid growth of this type of entertainment inspired the age of titillation and excess.
As the people witnessed the frenzy and excitement mixed with the blood and cruelty, the
more desensitized they became, and the more they demanded to see. By the late fourth
century and the early fifth century, apathy on the part of the multitude settled into the day-today routine, and a lack of creativity and originality followed. And the Roman empire declined.
A similar pattern occurred in Greece in roughly the fifth and fourth centuries B.C., and
analogous situations also appear to have occurred in numerous other historic cultures,
ranging from the Minoan to the Egyptian and the Persian.
As society progressed out of the Middle Ages into the Renaissance Period, the golden
age of sculpture and painting was born. The literary arts flourished as well, and the scholarly
standards for literature were set, standards which the continent of Europe would follow for
generations. Music developed along two lines, secular and sacred. What made the
Renaissance so distinctive as far as the arts are concerned was the balance it maintained.
Revival ("rebirth") and originality ("new birth"), along with criticism and creativity, worked to
create this balance. The artists of the period were able to look back and learn from the past
as well as move forward as they explored new territory in their respective genres. It was a
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time that brought about the ideals of a liberal education. That education was designed to
develop the highest gifts of the mind and body which would ennoble man. Italy led the way,
and other European countries followed suit.
With artists such as Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, and Michelangelo, divergent art
developed. Michelangelo attempted through his art to reconcile the Greco-Roman and the
Hebraic-Christian worlds. Although this reconciliation failed, it was a central striving of the
Italian Renaissance. The three basic themes which dominated the Renaissance were
humanism, individualism, and scientific inquiry, particularly in the artistic arena. Artistry in all
of its forms during this period worked toward man achieving a higher and loftier goal for
himself. This was also a time of great historical and social complexity, especially where the
subject of religion was concerned. The pronounced conflicts between Catholicism and
Protestantism kept society from moving toward secularism. Artists in turn strove to make
their art more relevant to the people's desires and needs.(5) These developments formed the
political and artistic bedrock of the later nineteenth and twentieth century western culture.
By looking back at the past and skipping forward into the twenty-first century, can we
delve into the possibility that the artistic world can forecast the fate of our civilization? What
can we learn from the type of art that the majority of civilization at a particular time cultivates?
Does the art with which we align ourselves shape the future of our society? Can we learn
from the artistic choices espoused by other societies and cultures? I believe that we can.
Is there a parallel that can be drawn between the circus atmosphere of Rome and the
current state of our entertainment media of television, movies, rock concerts and sporting
events?
The current mission statement of the National Endowment for the Arts is: "The arts
reflect the past, enrich the present, and imagine the future."(6)
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Or, as Julian Johnson states in his book Who Needs Classical Music?:
The high value accorded to art, classical music included, derives from its
opposition to the social devaluation of the particular and individual. In a social
world in which individuals become increasingly interchangeable and
dispensable, art dwells on the particular and finds in it something of absolute
value. In this way it redeems not just things but also people, whom society
increasingly turns into things.(7)
Today the arts are essentially driven by a market economy. Can we compare what is
happening today with the "market-driven" artwork of Rome that resulted from the Roman
obsession with spectacle? Prior to the Augustan Age, artistic culture in Rome centered on
more domestic and diverse pursuits. In the latter part of the reign of Augustus and thereafter,
the focus of entertainment and culture shifted from a mixture of private and public
entertainment to almost exclusively public spectacle, emphasizing spectatorship rather than
actual participation. People became caught up in the more and more outrageous, the more
mad and frenzied; and the bloodier the better.
Currently, in America, we are witnessing the same shift in the arts, away from the fine
arts and into a passive spectator culture. Oliver Stone, in his movie Any Given Sunday,
likens today's professional football player to the gladiators of ancient Rome. We see through
his camera lens a sport driven by power and greed where the overriding goals are primarily
money, sexual allure, power, and position. It is most telling when one watches the aging and
injured quarterback, Cap Rooney, struggling to hang on to his position as starting
quarterback (popular gladiator) while Jose Feliciano sings in the background, "You can keep
on using me 'til you use me up."(7) As spectators, we are manipulated into vicariously
participating in the blood and gore as we watch one of the players from the opposing team
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lose an eyeball on the field. The heroes with whom we empathize must win this important
game that will put the team into the playoffs, no matter what the cost. As audience members,
we become immersed in the quest for victory. We have turned away from the introspection
and study required to truly appreciate and understand art that inspires and challenges us.
As we passively become drawn into the manipulation of the film, we have settled for the
cheap thrills and frenzy of winning at all costs. Oliver Stone has made his point that we have
become addicted to winning regardless of the consequences in much the same way as the
Romans did.
The Roman Empire declined in a large part because of the apathy which developed
among its people. While this apathy eventually affected all the arts, it was first reflected in the
theater. From roughly 400 B.C. until the reign of Augustus, theater staged the same Greek
classics along with a handful of indifferent Greek and Roman plays.(8) Then, "Through four or
five hundred years after that, the Roman theater decayed like an over-ripe fruit into
putrescence and desiccation."(9)
One of the greatest destructive forces affecting the Roman theater was the moral
decay which permeated Roman society. The theater did not recover for almost two thousand
years. Why are the implications of this decay so important? Good theater must by necessity
force people to turn inward and think and question their philosophic ideas. When morality
declines, individuals do not want to think or question their actions. When they have become
desensitized, they are caught up in greater and greater titillation, which heightens their
inhumane behavior. Such individuals do not want to admit their immorality and inhumanity, or
the loss of their ethical values, as they turn away from the finer arts.
Theater and the arts have been traditionally funded by the elite. When, as in the
Roman Empire, the elites tended to be at the center of the depravity and corruption, then the
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theater lost its greatest source of funding and support. In a sense the same could be said of
classical music. "Music-as-art affirms our absolute value not by reflecting our 'self', but by
involving us in a process by which that self comes to understand itself more fully as a larger,
trans-subjective identity. In this way the value of music-as-art is essentially ethical."(10)
As Julian Johnson states, "Cultural choices are ultimately ethical choices."(11) As a
society we say that we don't want to be told what is good artistically because that will create
an elitism that we frown upon. We act as though the arts will foster class distinctions, and we
shy away from extolling the virtues of the fine arts. Where will this lead us as a society? As an
affluent society we make choices just as the Romans did. When the Romans moved away
from their artistic ideals, ideals that were modeled upon those of the Greeks, they became
engulfed in distractions and entertainment that led them away from the ethical art that they
had once fostered. Then their civilization died, slowly and steadily from within.
What are the parallels between the artistic entertainments of the Roman Empire and
the United States? As discussed earlier, the gladiatorial combat spectacles parallel the
spectacles of professional football games. The wide acceptance of wagering or gambling
provides another parallel. As the demand for spectacle grew in Rome, so did the amount of
gambling.
In the United States, for instance, the Nevada Gaming Commission calls gambling
"entertainment." As the demand for spectacle associated with team spectator sports such as
football, ice hockey, and basketball has escalated in the United States, so has the amount
and intensity of gambling. Add to that other brutal spectator events such as boxing and the
recent emergence of such entertainments as toughman and extreme wrestling, and we see
the same trends in current American society as those that became an accepted part of
Roman society.
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In January 2003, syndicated newspaper columnist Bill O'Reilly did a column on
prominent
rapper, Eminem, who received the "People's Choice" Award for best male recording star of
the year. O'Reilly went on to say that this was a huge win for those interested in the
coarsening of America. "The elite media will tolerate just about any kind of depravity...Women
remain fair game for Eminem, as he continues to threaten them with violence in many of his
rap songs."(12) "At one time, society and even the entertainment industry frowned on that
kind of behavior...The hills are alive with the sounds of obscenity and violence."(13)
As we observe entertainment and art which glorifies violence and a lack of ethical and
moral values within that society, then we see a decline in that civilization. The arts become a
crystal ball which forecasts the society's rise or decline. If we continue to look at the
predominant themes now occupying movies and television, we see programs that continue to
denigrate moral and ethical principles that have been deemed to be a bastion of our society
in the United States since its inception. The so-called reality shows such as Survivor, The
Mole, and Fear Factor, to name just a few, all denigrate ethical social behavior. They titillate
and purport to show survival of the fittest, much as was witnessed in the Roman gladiatorial
games. Such entertainment also operates on a psychological level that laughingly tells
society that it's acceptable, even desirable, to show a lack of respect for one's fellow man.
Winning is the most important factor. Turning against one another is encouraged because
ultimately there can only be one winner, and winning is the only thing that ultimately matters.
Add to the survivor types of entertainment, those highly popular programs such as The
Bachelor and The Bachelorette which extol finding one's so-called dream mate, and doing
this by willingly practicing manipulation and deception in the process, another type of
program emerges that once again denigrates and dehumanizes. Looking one step further
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into current popular entertainment, one can look to shows such as American Idol, which
publically insults individuals and demonstrates that manners and a lack-of-respect dominate
the ratings.
Commentators from various aspects of the media poke fun at the current trend. They
do not take responsibility for the effects of media programming, even as they recognize that
we have become a media driven society. Corporate advertising budgets attest to that.
Current media programming, including the news, is in fact tending to be considered “just
entertainment.” Despite the fact that this trend has been growing during the last few decades,
the claim that such programming has no actual or proven effect on society rings hollow as
American society has experienced a marked increase in corporate crime, greater
disequilibrium among teenagers, and a strong paradigm shift away from traditional ethical
values.

In the early and mid-twentieth century, the United States produced a wealth of creative
art. Among the notable novels which raised ethical and moral questions were Harper Lee's
To Kill a Mocking Bird, John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath, Allen Drury's Advise and
Consent, F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby, Robert Penn Warren's All the King's
Men, and William Faulkner's Absolom, Absolom! Among the notable poets were T.S. Eliot,
Ezra Pound, Robert Frost, Wallace Stevens, and e.e. cummings. Outstanding playwrights
included Tennessee Williams, Eugene O'Neil, and Archibald MacLeish. Leading American
composers were luminaries such as Aaron Copland, Leonard Bernstein, George Gershwin,
Carlisle Floyd, Ned Rorem, and Samuel Barber. Going into the twenty-first century, fifty
years later, can we honestly claim that their successors are of the same stature? Or that the
breadth and depth of creative art is nearly so great?
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As an American society, we haven't quite gone to the point of showing the type of
carnage typified by the late Roman civilization. Or have we? Networks in their struggle to
get higher ratings and sell more advertising space to sponsors seem to be upping the ante.
What does this kind of popular entertainment say about our society? When does society call
a halt to the proliferation of this type of entertainment and shift paradigms to fine arts that
promote and inspire the best moral and ethical behaviors in its people ?
If we turn to classical music, what do we see happening? In Norman Lebrecht's book
When the Music Stops, he paints a dim present and future for the world of classical music.
Lebrecht sees the corporate greed of managements and the maestros and the individual
artist's greed as being the so-called murderers of classical music. Apathy once again rears
its ugly head, determining the future of
the twenty-first century classical music scene. The indifference of our society slowly works toward
the erosion and ultimately the destruction of the fine arts. Roman apathy was demonstrated in the lack
of great original art. The degree to which a society supports and nurtures the fine arts reflects not only
its generosity and forethought, but the very ethical structure of that society.
"The presence of art poses central questions and forces us to acknowledge that certain
existential choices are our responsibility. Art is an irritant; its silent insistence on
something other challenges our passive acquiescence to a life of filling the vacant spaces
left to us between work hours. Art challenges the identity we create through work and
responsibilities to other people; it forces us to ask who we are when we stop doing these
things so busily. Art encodes something of the vastness of the human mind and spirit, a
vastness that mirrors that of the external world...We can choose to engage with it, to
allow our minds and spirits to resonate through it, or we can choose to fill the empty
spaces of our lives with game shows and TV shopping channels."(15)
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The familiar cliche that, if the pendulum swings too far one way, it will always swing back is often
quoted when one looks at the progression of culture and society. The majority of society in America
today is not engaging in the arts, just as the Romans of the empire did not engage in the arts. Will the
pendulum swing back in our culture? As we gaze into the crystal ball, will we learn the lessons that the
Romans did not learn, or will we go down the same path?
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In Marxist evaluation, society is stratified into three primary classes--the
aristocracy, the bourgeois, and the proletariat--each with a different worldview
and set of interests. Theses three classes are evident in August Wilson’s play
Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom. In his play, Wilson addresses the aspirations of black
musicians in the 1920s, striving for success, through the symbolism of shoes.
Most of the critical analyze of Wilson’s Ma Rainey, however, focus either on the
significance of the play’s setting or the characterization, rather than the
examination of a few characters’ obsession with shoes as a representative of
their desire for a successful and a favorable place within society’s class structure.
Wilson’s symbolic use of shoes comes from the African tradition of shoes
representing freedom, but Wilson also expands this symbolic image to reflect
personality traits as well as the presence of good or evil both within individuals
and within society.
Levee’s obsession with shoes symbolizes his desire for success and his
desire for acceptance in the bourgeois world. Wilson’s characterization portrays
Levee as flamboyant, adding that his “temper is rakish and bright [yet] he lacks
fuel for himself and is somewhat of a buffoon” (16). When Levee arrives to the
rehearsal late, he does not apologize for his tardiness; he simply proceeds to
brag about his purchase:
Levee: Look here, Cutler . . .I got some shoes!

Cutler: Nigger, I ain’t studying you.
(Levee takes the shoes out of the box and starts to put them on)
(16).
In his characteristic style of arrogance, Levee informs the band that four of the
eleven dollars he paid for the shoes came from the money he won from Cutler.
Levee’s boasting exposes his determination to prove his superiority to the other
men in the band, especially to Cutler. Foolishly, Levee truly believes that the
possession of new shoes determines the quality of his life and the opportunities
available to him. Even his justification for the purchase of the shoes emphasizes
Levee’s attempt to assert himself as a member of the bourgeois class. In fact, in
Levee’s opinion, an individual’s appearance reflects success and social status.
Having the right shoes, the right band, and the right girl all constitute Levee’s
bourgeois idea of accomplishment. This explains why rather than join the
rehearsal, Levee spends his time changing his shoes
Levee: (Finishes with his shoes) Yeah! Now I’m ready! I can play some
good music now! (He goes to put up his old shoes and looks around the
room!
Ironically, Levee complains about the re-arrangement of the room while
completely failing to see that he too wishes, through the opportunities of playing
music, to re-organize his position in society.
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Abstract:
This paper examines multigenerational households of European and Asian ethnic origins
living in the Greater Vancouver area of British Columbia, Canada. The main objective is
to explore how members from each generation: (1) construct and negotiate their cultural
identity and; (2) perpetuate patterns of consensus related to the continuation of their
ethnic heritage. We also focus on the “generational stake hypothesis,” which asserts that
each generation has a differential stake in maintaining traditional cultural norms and
customs. The elderly generation, in particular, are assumed to have the strongest stake in
perpetuating traditional cultural value systems. Data are qualitative, based on in-depth
interviews with two members from 15 multigenerational families collected in 2001. Key
findings show that the majority of families retain their traditional cultural identity through
patterns of socialization and global reciprocity. Only weak support is uncovered for the
generational stake hypothesis. Moreover, despite the fact that most ethnic families report
mainly positive experiences in trying to maintain their cultural heritage, there are some
salient differences by ethnic identity. However, several issues emerged that can generate
intergenerational conflict and tension. Implications for current theorizing in ethnic
studies, aging, and family development are also highlighted.
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Abstract:
In the United States today, down through history, and in countries, regions, and islands
around the
world, the archetypal ocean goddess, mother of the sea, and mermaid appear in folklore,
dreams, mythology, psychology, art, and spirituality. Perhaps the mermaid is a more
easily acceptable form of the powerful ocean goddess I call Oceana. In this paper, I'll
talk about my experience with an art project where I "knit the ocean"--and how it brought
me to a study of the many names and faces of the mother of the sea. We'll read poetry
about mermaids, and look at images from a variety of ethnicities and artists. We'll talk
about ways Oceana has been a powerful, cross-cultural symbol and ever-present force for
centuries, and how She is very much in evidence today.
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Abstract
Marketing Mozart
Faced with the challenge of reaching under-represented groups including isolated rural communities,
recruiting and retaining talented instructors, finding a balance between traditional and new art forms,
meeting the resource needs of the new global economy, and recognizing non-traditional forms of
scholarly research, the Faculty of Fine Arts and the Conservatory of Performing Arts (Centre for
Continuing Education) have discovered the power of collaboration. Learning to partner effectively with
each other as well as other internal and external groups, has among other things, encouraged the
development of new interdisciplinary courses and research, fostered stronger links with the community,
and changed the way these two very different units view their roles.
The ultimate challenge, however, is to measure and then be recognized for contributing to scholarship
within the University and to the region’s social, economic and cultural development. A work in progress,
these two units will share the insights gained from their collaborative experiences and the practical
implications of being able to articulate one’s contributions.
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Revisiting the Biermann Affair: A Formal Protest by East German Writers
WOLF BIERMANN: 1936-?
Now I sing for all of my comrades
The song of the betrayed revolution
For my betrayed comrades I sing
And I sing for my traitor comrades
The great song of betrayal I sing.
Song for My Comrades
1965
The Catalyst:
Wolf Biermann was one of the first of the East German writers to openly criticize
and question the legitimacy of the East German regime which led to his expulsion. This
paper outlines the reasons which ultimately led to his expatriation and the reaction of
other East German writers.
Wolf Biermann decided to share in the new beginning of a regime professing antifascism. Born in Hamburg, he relocated to East Berlin in 1953 and became a part of the
intellectual scene. He won early notoriety as a poet-chansonier writing and singing pro
GDR political ballads. The government of the GDR especially favored his criticism of
the United States and that country’s involvement in Vietnam in the 1960s and 1970s.
Biermann worked as an assistant director at Brecht’s theater group, the Berliner
Ensemble. Later he began his own theater, the Berlin Workers and Students Theater.1
One of Biermann’s first encounters with the regime’s Kulturpolitik (cultural policy)
occurred in 1961. The government rejected Berliner Brautgang, his partially critical
drama dealing with the issue of the Berlin Wall. However, because the Wall was such a

1
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sensitive topic any material that dealt with masonry or bricklaying was taboo.2 When
Manfred Krug and Biermann collaborated on a film covering the same theme, this project
was censored as well.3 Biermann’s frustration with the political functionaries mounted.
He shared the concern and belief of the late Rosa Luxemburg4 who had commented:
Without general elections, without unlimited freedom of
the press and assembly, without the free struggle of
opinions, life dies out in all public institutions; it is
transformed into a fictitious life wherein only the
bureaucracy remains the active element.5
The closing of Biermann’s play and theater affected him and his political
ideology profoundly. Disillusioned, he turned to writing songs and poetry that expressed
the contradiction within GDR politics. According to regulations set up as early as 1950,
all material had to be submitted prior to publication or performance but the poet did not
consistently adhere to the regulations. Biermann published his songs in West Germany
and never received permission to publish a book of songs, poems, or ballads in the
GDR.6 But regardless of this, his poem, “Gesang für Meine Genossen,” (Song for my
Comrades-1965) actually became a popular ballad with the citizens in East Germany.7
Another ballad which won him early notoriety, especially with the critics of socialism in
West Berlin was “Warte nicht auf bessere Zeiten” (Don’t Wait for better Times-1963).
The last verse of this song proclaims:
2
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Don’t wait for better times
Don’t wait with your courage,
Like the fool, who from day to day
Waits on the bank of the river8
Consequently, Biermann’s poetry and songs were seen as a serious political threat by the
Ministerium für Kultur and the GDR regime.
Developing Dissent:
In the late 1960s, dissent was limited to a small circle which supported the ideas
of Wolf Biermann and Robert Havemann.9 When they compared communist-ruled states
against Marxist theory, they discovered several contradictions, and they voiced their
concerns quite openly.10 Because Wolf Biermann had acquired a certain degree of
international fame with his music, the SED (Socialist Unity Party) chose not to involve
him in a show trial even though the intellectuals involved in Biermann’s group were
considered a threat to the regime.11 Biermann, increasingly bitter, commented that there
were “three ways to escape the GDR: through suicide, over the Wall or into the
church.”12 It was only through the Protestant Church that one could get a proper
education and not have to compromise oneself ideologically.
Biermann sang of the housewife who went to market only to discover that she
must suffer because of the shortages of butter and meat in order to be eine gute Genossin
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5
(a good comrade). Through his ballads and songs Biermann sang of the normal,
everyday experiences of the citizens. The poet sang not only of government
inconsistencies but its lies. In 1963 the regime ousted Biermann from the party because
of his noncompliance with the standard guidelines set by the Ministerium für Kultur.
In December 1965 the conflict between Biermann and the regime intensified. The
dispute became a significant issue in East and West German newspapers. The
controversy created the greatest internal turmoil in East Germany since the construction
of the Berlin Wall in 1961. Neues Deutschland, the central organ for East Germany, ran
a series of articles which printed lyrics from Biermann’s poems and blasted him for his
heresy and anti-communism. Höpcke charged that Biermann severed his relationship
with the SED and the people when he wrote such profane lyrics. Biermann sang:
I don’t want to see anyone!
Stop standing there!
Don’t gape!
The collective is in the wrong.
I am the individual.
The collective has isolated itself
From me! 13
Erich Honecker, a member of the Politburo, reported to the Central Committee:
“Biermann’s so-called poems reveal his petty bourgeois anarchistic behavior, his
arrogance, skepticism, and cynicism.”14 Biermann commented to the Süddeutsche
Zeitung, a West German newspaper, that he wanted to be left in peace since in ten years
no one would remember this scandalous affair.15
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According to the records of the Institute for Marxism and Socialism of the Central
Committee of the SED, the Department of Agitation had a considerable number of
documents on Biermann. The agency closely monitored any person with whom
Biermann had conversations. He was specifically ordered not to distribute any of his
music to the West. The records refer to his occupation and what steps needed to be taken
in order to control Biermann’s behavior. If further measures needed to be taken with
Biermann, his Wintermärchen poetry would be enough grounds for making the case.16
One measure of discipline was called “totschweigen” (shunning). On December
14, 1965 the Frankfurter Rundschau, a West German newspaper, stated that if the GDR
shunned or silenced Biermann, he would become famous overnight. This is precisely
what occurred. When the shunning of Biermann was officially announced, his friend,
Robert Havemann reacted instantly. According to the documents from the Agitation
Department, Havemann, a professor at Humboldt University released his statement of
solidarity for Biermann in the Allgemeine Deutschen Nachtrichtendienst (ADN) on 17
December, 1965. The statement read:
I declare my solidarity with Wolf Biermann.
He speaks the truth.
The truth is always painful. 17
Documents from the Agitation Department confirmed that Havemann was dismissed
from the academy for his statement and put under house arrest. He was given the
opportunity to reconsider his position, however, Havemann chose not to do so.18
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By January 1966 the GDR had not only forbidden Biermann to publish his works
in the GDR but even to sing in public. In response to this treatment he wrote, “Those
who once courageously resisted the machine-guns, are now afraid of my guitar.”19

The

government classified him as an officially recognized enemy of the State and the
Ministerium für Kultur removed Biermann’s name from the History of German
Literature. This was a comprehensive volume on East German writers and their works.
The government found this to be an effective way of dealing with dissenters.20
In February of 1966, Ruth Werner in the Culture Department wrote a memo to the
Secretariat of the Central Council about Writers. She complained that Biermann was
mentioned as often in the press as Ulbricht and that the poet had not written anything of
any significance. Werner commented that one could only get angry at the verses he
composed. She stated: “In the West, the guitar is a weapon- this will not happen to
us.”21
Biermann found support among West German authors. In an interview with a
foreign radio station, Stephan Hermlin, Günter Grass, Hans Magnus Enzenberger, and
Peter Weise shared their views concerning Biermann’s predicament. Günter Grass, a
West German author, remained an outstanding spokesman for his East German counterparts throughout the Cold War. He believed that the issue was of literature and not of
ideologies in East and West Germany. Germany might be a divided country but why
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should literature suffer because of this division?22 Grass advocated a reunion of the
German consciousness through the literature of both countries.
Despite the various offers of solidarity, Biermann had become a persona non
grata in East Germany. However, because of the intense political nature of his poems,
his voice continued to be heard. He arranged to sell his poems and protest songs to West
German publishers despite the ban on his works in his own country. Biermann’s work
appeared in numerous texts and his recordings were extremely popular. From this
income he lived quite well; the ballad singer’s popularity provided him with more
security than could be expected at the time. Simultaneously, Biermann’s works appeared
illegally in the East. His cassettes were taped and his songs and poems were distributed
in handwritten form.23 The popularity and availability of his works angered the
Ministerium für Kultur because they indubitably reflected the inability of the GDR to
silence enemies of the communist state. Clearly Biermann had become an
embarrassment for the East German communist regime. He became a cult hero to young
East and West Germans alike.
Expatriation:
In 1976 the issue climaxed especially when Biermann received permission to
perform a concert in West Germany. The permit came unexpectedly because Biermann
had not been allowed to perform in the West for years. It appeared as though the regime
was making an effort to give dissident writers, such as Biermann, a voice. However, on
November 13, 1976 he performed in Cologne, West Germany and four days later the East
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German authorities announced that Biermann had been expatriated.24 The shock and
dismay among the intellectual communities in the East as well as the West was profound.
What transpired at this concert in Cologne? There is no question that Biermann
was critical of the GDR regime. His brutal honesty could not be denied when Biermann
told the audience that “The citizens are gradually going to sleep, and in reality it is just a
few party functionaries who are in control.”25 He confided that he did not live in a
system governed by the proletariat but rather a dictatorship ruled by a handful of
politicians. Biermann sang of being a stranger in his own land and of not comprehending
the language which was spoken. He also addressed the issue of writers in the GDR and
commented especially about Reiner Kunze who had been expelled from the Writers’
Union. Biermann elaborated on the conditions and regulations to which the writers were
subjected. He informed the audience that his friend Jurek Becker had urged Biermann to
explain that he and other writers protested the ousting of Kunze from the Writers’ Union
and other repressive measures imposed upon the authors.
On November 19, 1976, the New York Times reported a communist party
member as saying that the regime considered Biermann as potentially dangerous since he
had criticized the government so flagrantly. East German authorities claimed that Wolf
Biermann’s exile “was due to the ferment of opposition which might endanger the
country’s internal security.”26 Neues Deutschand, an East German newspaper, reported
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that in reference to the state law of February 20, 1967, paragraph 13, Biermann’s
expatriation was a consequence of gross violation of a citizen’s duties.27
Biermann’s expatriation had serious political ramifications for those dissident
intellectuals who remained in the GDR, for it signaled the end of the GDR’s move to a
more liberal cultural policy.28 The government proved that its policies were not based
on the citizen but on the SED as an instrument of power. In his article “Kulturpolitik,”
Jürgen Winkler stated that Biermann’s expatriation was one of the worst political
blunders committed by the SED because those who had supported the regime prior to
Biermann’s expatriation, now had every reason to reconsider.29
The expatriation of Biermann had a lasting effect. Within days of the
expatriation, Eric Arendt, Jurek Becker, Volker Braun, Franz Fühmann, Sarah Kirsch,
Günter Kunert, Stephan Hermlin, Stefan Heym, Heiner Müller, Rolf Schneider, and
Christa and Gerhard Wolf, most of whom were in prominent positions in the Writers’
Union, delivered a formal protest resolution.30 While the writers did not agree with
everything that Biermann had done, they were of the opinion that he should not have
been expatriated. Although carefully worded, such a protest by the Writer’s Union was
unprecedented. The writers who signed the document insisted that it be published in
Neues Deutschland. The GDR denied the request and consequently, the writers had the
letter published in the West by Agence France Presse. In the following days, more than
27
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a hundred writers and artists supported this protest.31 In the 1950s such a move would
have meant imprisonment or worse. Now, the possible consequences meant prosecution
and professional discrimination or, at worst, expatriation.
The intellectuals braced themselves for the consequences of their bold action.
The office of Werner Lamberz, Secretary of the Central Committee, observed the
situation closely. Lamberz’ people knew exactly who had signed the petition. SED
representatives met with key literary figures such as Stefan Hermlin and Christa Wolf to
encourage them to reconsider their position.32 Stefan Hermlin attempted to intervene on
Biermann’s behalf and concluded that an appointment with Honecker would clear up all
misunderstandings. Honecker was not interested in entertaining any of Hermlin’s
grandiose ideas.33
The SED session of the Berlin Writers’ Union on December 12, 1976, under the
direction of the Politbüro, dealt harshly with the authors for their participation in the
Biermann petition. In anticipation of this, only 70% (122) of the 175 members were
present. Many had excused themselves due to “illness.” At this session, the grounds for
expulsion from the Writers’ Union were stated for Stephan Hermlin, Volker Braun, Jurek
Becker, Sarah Kirsch, Günter Kunert, Gerhard Wolf, Christa Wolf, Karl-Heinz Jakobs,
and Reimar Gilsenbach.34 It was not only a matter of losing one’s membership in the
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Writers’ Union but for some it also meant expulsion from the SED. 35 Both Christa
Wolf and Stefan Heym lost their party membership for supporting Biermann. However,
Heym still considered socialism as the “great dream of humanity.”36
At the second day of the Party meeting of Berlin Writers the authors were
reminded that it was their artistic responsibility to support socialism and they were
informed that they had acted contrary to Party statutes.37 Several of the authors listed
on the Biermann petition were asked to explain their reasons for supporting the exiled
singer.38 The Minister of Culture, Hoffmann, was present at this session. The authorities
demanded reasonable explanations from the authors for their actions and it was suggested
that they recognize their poor judgment in releasing their petition to a foreign newspaper
and the shame it had caused the SED. It was evident from this document that not all of
the authors at this meeting of Berlin Writers supported the Biermann petition. As for
those who had signed, they now had to defend their position at great cost.39
Christa Wolf and her husband, Gerhard Wolf offered a carefully worded
statement. According to her husband, she was not present at the meeting, because of
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heart problems. Gerhard Wolf, a literary critic, read the statement which he and his wife
had written. Their intent was not to cause internal strife within the GDR although they
fully realized that such a petition might cause a wave of reaction. The Wolfs also
claimed that they had not been coerced into signing the Biermann petition. In their
statement, neither of them wished to reconsider the stand they had taken in the petition.40
This was courageous in view of the pressure that authors received from the SED to
retract their statements. In Christa Wolf’s case, she received a letter from Sepp Horlamus
who sent a copy to Werner Lamberz, the Secretary of the Central Committee, which
charged Wolf with abandoning her political ideals and joining the other side as a
traitor to the republic. He wrote:
Then you must say courageously and openly, that your
name has been used unjustly for the purpose of
manipulation. Say with even more courage and
openness, if you have erred and that you stand for the
republic, and its actions. And that you are for your
comrades and against their enemies. 41
Horlamus closes his letter by reminding Wolf that her readers awaited such a statement
from her.42
Documents from this session of the second day of the Berlin writers’ conference
offered first hand accounts of heated debates and excessive rhetoric over party discipline,
statutes, and politics. Some authors charged the signers of the Biermann petition with
treason to the party and with subversive intentions designed to create a new party. They
felt that any kind of criticism of the GDR should be kept within the country and not
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Obviously for whatever reasons, many of the authors

who originally signed the petition, refused to continue their support. This caused a
serious division among the intelligentsia. On this issue, the cultural functionaries
successfully employed the technique of divide and conquer.
Exodus:
Thus, after the Biermann affair a paradox existed; citizens who wished to leave
the GDR were not granted visas while the writers who actively criticized the government
were expatriated, permitted to leave or not permitted to return. By 1976, the GDR
granted 120,000 individual exit petitions.44 The choice was clear; many East German
intellectuals opted to depart for the West rather than raise their voice to oppose the
regime. Others maintained a skeptical but loyal distance from the communist rulers. The
government devised ways of reinforcing their tepid loyalty by granting generous travel
visas to GDR artists of international fame.45
The Ministerium für Staatssicherheit played an active role after the Biermann
affair by increasing the monitoring of individuals. The Stasi prevented any form of
protest gatherings, signing of petitions, and contact with western journalists.46 It tapped
phones, installed cameras, opened mail, and planted informers into the heart of
opposition groups.47 The Stasi placed Biermann’s mentor and good friend, Robert
Havemann, although sick and ailing, under house arrest. It arrested lesser known artists,
writers like Jürgen Fuchs and the musicians Gerulf Pannach and Christian Kunert. The
43
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Biermann affair sufficiently convinced some of the finest authors, Jurek Becker, Thomas
Brasch, Sarah Kirsch, Manfred Krug, and Hans-Joachim Schädlich, to leave the GDR.48
After the GDR broke up in 1992, the Stasi files were released to those people that
the Stasi had so thoroughly surveyed.49 Christian Joppke, a sociologist described the
files as such:
The Stasi archives contain six million individual dossiers,
one for every second adult, on shelves that run 125
miles, each mile containing 17 million sheets of paper
and weighing 50 tons.50
.
Ironically, Wolf Biermann, a devout socialist, was put under surveillance by those
who considered themselves socialists as well prior to his exile. After the fall of the Wall,
Biermann sat in the Gauck-Behörde in East Berlin for four days reading the files that had
been kept on him. After Biermann finished the 40,000 pages, he exclaimed: “We all
lived like rats in a laboratory.”51
Biermann’s poem, “Und als Wir ans Ufer Kamen,” (And When We Came to
Shore) effectively illustrates the split of the East German soul as the result of this
country’s measures. Biermann composed this poem in 1976, the same year in which the
GDR expatriated him. It is the essence of the schizophrenic personality which could not
47 Walter Pape, 1870/71-1989/90 German Unifications and the Change of Literary Discourse
(Berlin: European Cultures, vol. I., 1993) 239-241.
48 Winkler “Kulturpolitik,” 401.
49 After the fall of the Wall in 1989, no one was permitted to read the file of an East German
citizen unless by direct permission. The laws of individual privacy were immediately obeyed and
observed.
50 Joppke 110.
51 Wolf Biermann, “Tiefer als unter die Haut,” Der Spiegel May 1992: 180-185. Biermann
reported that he read about one of his best friends who had been an IM. The poet had told his friend where
his manuscripts were to be found in case he was arrested and this was reported to the Stasi. Christian
Joppke elaborated on Biermann’s statement of “rats in a laboratory,” in his text East German Dissidents.
In Leipzig, the Stasi had a lab referred to as the “Laboratory of Suspect Smells.” The Stasi had a collection
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be suppressed amidst the myriad of contradictions in the GDR society. This poem clearly
reflects the soul of an expatriated individual.
What will become of our dreams
In this torn land
The wounds will not close
Beneath the filthy bandages
And what will become of our friends
And what then of you, of me
I would prefer to be away
And prefer to remain here
- Prefer to remain here.52

of underwear and socks that they had removed from suspects homes, which they kept in jars. If they
needed to track a suspect, they relied on the lab specimens and their highly trained dogs. 232.
52 Biermann 280.
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Abstract

The recurring issues of nation-building and of constructing citizenship and national
belonging occasion re-examination of notable examples of same in recent history. This paper
explores the ways in which ethnic Germans expelled from eastern Europe after 1945 conceived a
new sense of citizenship and home in West Germany in the early post-war period. Focusing on
prominent examples of expellee rhetoric, such as the Charter of the German Expellees (1950) and
Sudeten German leader Rudolf Lodgman von Auen’s “Sobieslav and Eduard” fairy tale (1948),
the paper asserts that expellee discourse in the early post-war period expanded the space in which
West Germans, stung by the excessive nationalism of National Socialism, could find a
comfortable national identity.
Expellee discourse of the period set a model especially pertinent to Germany in the Cold
War era. Expellee rhetoric successfully provided other Germans with a multivalent
reinterpretation of the Nazi catastrophe and subsequent occupation that both fit into emerging
Cold War mentalities and opened political possibilities for a new West German state. For
instance, although it was the Potsdam Accords of August 1945 that evicted most ethnic Germans
from eastern Europe, expellees asserted victimhood on three fronts. They claimed they were the
only Germans punished, through loss of home, for the crimes of the Nazis; they were victims of
Europe’s “other Holocaust” when they were deprived of home and property and transported by
train to western Europe; and they especially viewed themselves as victims of Communists, the
new political landlords of the homes they had lost. In addition to plying this trope of victimhood,
expellees portrayed themselves as the West’s last best defenders against a mythic East, with its
evils of atheism, communism, and “asiaticness.” Finally, expellees embraced a rhetoric of
internationalism and European integration as the best hope of regaining free and democratic
access to their homelands. Each of these claims, voiced by social outsiders (which the expellees
in West Germany were), found resonance with the larger German public so soon after the war.
Discourse modeled by the expellees, and discussed in this paper, ran the gamut from right-wing,
racially-tinged anti-slavism to forward-looking proposals for democratic elections for proposed
multi-national states. While at times internally contradictory, expellee rhetoric in the early postwar period constructed citizenship for expellees and native West Germans alike.

“Without Revenge or Retaliation: The Expellee Model for
Constructing Citizenship in Post-World War II Germany”
Brenda D. Melendy
Texas A&M University--Kingsville
More than 90,000 ethnic Germans converged on Stuttgart, Germany, the first weekend in
August 1950 to mark the five-year anniversary of the signing of the Potsdam Agreements. This
international agreement carried particular meaning for ethnic Germans, because it had resulted in
the expulsion of twelve million from their historic homelands in eastern Europe after World War
II. The reverse diaspora that weekend celebrated the first Tag der Heimat,1 now an annual event
for all expellees in Germany, that in 1950 commemorated their lost homelands, lodged a protest
against the five-year old Potsdam Agreements, and issued a declaration of rights and duties, the
Charta der Heimatvertribenen (Expellee Charter).
The Expellee Charter is short, and is organized in four parts. It begins with a statement
of three general precepts and asserts that the expellees regard this charter as their “Grundgesetz,”
or Basic Law, the name also given to the constitution adopted by the new Federal Republic of
Germany the previous year. Authors of the West German constitution had consciously selected
the name Basic Law to emphasize its temporary, provisional nature; an actual constitution should
await unification with East Germany, they had reasoned, and possibly await reclamation of
German territories annexed to Poland in 1945. The borrowing of this term by the expellees to
classify their Charter likewise indicates the expellee hope that the expulsion from their homelands
only be provisional. The second part of the Charter proclaims three duties assumed by expellees,
each of which mirrors the initial precepts. Next follows a justification and list of rights claimed
by the expellees. The final section is an appeal to the world to recognize the injustice of the
expulsion and to work to put it right.

The Charter acted as a foundation upon which to construct a three-part expellee identity.
The first component emphasized expellee victim status. Expellees claimed they were the only
Germans punished, through loss of home, for the crimes of the Nazis; they were victims of
Europe’s “other Holocaust” when they were deprived of home and property and transported by
train to western Europe; and they especially viewed themselves as victims of the Communists,
new political landlords of the homes they had lost. Second, expellees portrayed themselves as the
West’s last defense against a mythic East, with its evils of atheism, communism, and
“asiaticness.” Finally, expellees embraced a rhetoric of internationalism and European
integration as the best hope for regaining free and democratic access to their homelands. Each of
these claims, voiced by social outsiders (which the expellees in West Germany were), found
resonance with the larger German public soon after the war. Discourse modeled by the expellees
ran the gamut from right-wing, racially-tinged anti-slavism to forward-looking proposals for
democratic elections for proposed multi-national states.
Expellee rhetoric in the early post-war period constructed citizenship for expellees and
native West Germans alike. Themes such as the appropriation by West Germans after 1945 of
expellee and victim discourses to make a post-war German identity less threatening and more
palatable have already been explored by other historians. For instance, Elizabeth Heinemann has
illustrated especial appropriations of women’s perceived post-war roles, from heroine to victim,
by the Federal Republic to forge a new West German identity after the collapse of the Third
Reich; Robert G. Moeller clearly details the use of victim rhetoric as connected to both expellees
and German POWs to create a post-war national identity grounded in victim status; and essays in
an anthology edited by Klaus Naumann show how other categories of German World War II
victims informed historical memory and national identity.2 This paper is not about West German
appropriation of expellee discourse, but rather about how expellees constructed a rhetoric that
West Germans would later use.

In the awareness of their responsibility to God and to mankind
In the first precept of the Charter, the expellees acknowledged their belonging in the
family of man: “In the awareness of their responsibility to God and to mankind.” This
corresponded to the first duty outlined in the Charter: “We expellees reject revenge and
retaliation. This decision is serious and sacred to us in remembrance of the eternal suffering
which especially the last decade has brought to mankind.” With these words, the expellees
invoked a victimhood discourse that provided a central part of their identity. They recognized the
suffering of the war years, but by designating the period of suffering as the past decade, namely
1940-1950, they included the war years and its immediate aftermath, rather than the twelve years
of the Nazi dictatorship. They also attributed the source of misery to the decade itself, rather than
any particular individual or group or groups. In short, they designated themselves as victims,
deflecting any agency for causing suffering themselves (for instance, to Czechs or Poles while
those countries were under German occupation). The language rejecting “revenge and
retaliation” clearly indicated the expellee sense of having been wronged by others, and
particularly emphasized the hardships and suffering expellees faced in the course of their own
expulsion.
Tales of expulsion did not evoke simply emotions of removal and nostalgia for another
place, it provoked a physical and emotional suffering. An almost physical pain, akin “to the
phantom pain of an amputated limb”3 emerged from victimhood rhetoric included in the Charter,
as in the clause:
We have lost our Heimat. The Heimat-less are aliens on this planet. God put
man into his Heimat. To force a separation of man from his Heimat means to kill
him in spirit. We have suffered and experienced this fate.4
With this statement, expellees elevated themselves into a class distinct from the rest of Germans,
laying claim to special insights for reshaping Europe in a new context.
As in the language above, expellees intoned again and again in writing and speeches the
spiritual pain that came with the separation from their historic homeland. Frequently, expellee

writers employed Biblical motifs in describing experiences of flight and expulsion. Dr. Johannes
Kaps, an expelled Silesian priest, invoked the term “Silesian Passion” to compare the destruction
of the Silesian people at the end of the war to the last days of Christ.5 This comparison served a
greater purpose than simply expressing a means of the expellees’ suffering. The analogy was that
Germans in the East, in sacrificing their homelands, expiated the sins of all the German people,
who had been spared such loss. Newspaper articles recalling the last days of the war refer to this
time in similar language, referencing, in addition to the passion, the mount on which Christ was
crucified, Golgotha, as well as the curtain torn in the temple when he died.6 A series of first-hand
experiences published in the Ost-West Kurier in 1950 captured all these themes in the headline:
“Persecuted—Tortured—Humiliated—Murdered! The Passion of the East Germans—The
Curtain of Silence is Torn—The World Should Finally Dispense Justice.”7 Through this
discourse expellees adopted a metaphoric identity all West Germans could understand, and
simultaneously emphasized their Christian outlook in opposition to the atheistic communism that
had overtaken their homelands.
Expellee victimization rhetoric was grounded in part on real crimes. The rejection of
revenge and retaliation expressed by expellees in their Charter represented a heart-felt
compromise. The most extensive narrative of crimes against expellees appears in the government
sponsored Dokumentation der Vertreibung der Deutschen aus Ost-Mitteleuropa (Documents on
the Expulsion of the Germans from eastern-central Europe), a massive, eight-volume work that
compiled testimony of expellees from towns throughout eastern Europe from the last days of the
war up through the expulsion itself. This catalogue documents revenge rapes and killings by
Russian invaders, and Poles and Czechs, against ethnic Germans, as well as systematic
discrimination against and degradation of Germans in the liberated Polish and Czech territories.8
The most notorious example took place on 30 July 1945 in Aussig, a town located in the
Sudetenland. There Czech special troops attacked anyone marked with the mandatory white
“Nemec” (for “German”) armband, throwing women with baby carriages, and their children,

from the central bridge in town and shooting at them when they came up for air in the river, or
holding Germans under water in the fountain in the market square until they drowned.9 Czechs
and Germans alike at the time considered this massacre of more than four hundred Germans as
revenge for the atrocity committed in the Czech town of Lidice during the war. When Czech
resistance fighters were discovered by the Nazis there, directly in the wake of the 1942
assassination of Reichsprotektor Reinhard Heydrich (SS leader in charge of annexed Bohemia
and Moravia, and architect of Nazi extermination policy), the entire male population of the town
was shot, the women and children sent to concentration camps, and the town burnt to the ground.
The coupling of these tragic episodes in the expellee narrative vividly illustrates this central
theme in expellee rhetoric: they were unfairly punished for the crimes of the Nazis, and no other
group of Germans suffered to the extent that they had.
Expellees also laid special claim to victim status by characterizing their expulsion as the
“other” Holocaust. This memory conflated the experiences of flight, ad hoc expulsions, and
orderly population transfers into one horrific experience of brutality and death. The parallel was
reflected in early anti-German policies adopted by Czechs when they reassumed administration of
their country in May 1945. As Steffi Gritzmann, a Sudeten German expellee explained:
We Germans had to wear the letter “N” [for Nemec, the Czech word for German]
and were only allowed to speak Czech. Besides this we weren’t allowed in any
movie theater, theater, restaurant, or park. We had to be home at 8 pm.10
Clearly the “N” badge mirrored the yellow star Jews in occupied Europe were forced to wear
under Nazi policies. Similarly, Nazi Jewish policy prohibited Jews from using most public
facilities, and imposed curfews. Franz Wanke’s testimony invoked further comparisons between
Czech anti-German policies and German anti-Jewish policies:
The Germans . . . couldn’t use the sidewalk. . . On rations similar to those given
to Jews during the time of Hitler, [Germans] had to work 12 to 14 hours daily,
even on Sundays, removing mines from the fields. . . All German schools were
closed. . . German children couldn’t go to any school. No German church
services were permitted.11

New laws stripped Germans of Czech citizenship, confiscated their lands, and nationalized their
industrial and financial property, all of which echoed exclusionary laws enacted against Jews
during the Holocaust.12
Another way expellees asserted the victimization discourse was through borrowing
language first used in connection with the Holocaust, words like “deportation,” “selection,” and
“transports.” Ethnic Germans did, in fact, often receive only short notice to pack up the essentials
(a limit of 50 kilograms), and to report to the central town square by the appointed hour. As
Maria Walter, an expellee from Silesia recalled:
We from the Glatz region were called out of bed at 3:30 a.m. on 25 February
1946 during a snowstorm. “Be ready in half an hour,” was the order. Then we
were transported in cattle cars with very primitive iron ovens. Some, mostly
children, got smoke poisoning. Sometimes we had to wait two days in deep cold
at isolated train stations. In the cars there were no toilets.13
Sometimes there were “selections” of able-bodied German men and women who were
taken to perform forced labor for the new civil authority, or deported to Russia to work there.
The rest were then marched or driven in trucks to large collection centers, “concentration camps”
(guarded open air camps surrounded by barbed wire) where they waited until their “transport” to
West Germany was ready to leave. Here their belongings and sometimes their persons were
subject to search; guards often seized their valuables. Their transportation to Germany was in
closed, locked boxcars. They arrived at reception centers in West Germany, where, in the words
of one writer, the “human freight” was unloaded, and where arrivals were regularly deloused with
DDT.14
This narrative employed Holocaust discourse from start to finish. European Jews under
deportation orders were rarely given more than a few hours notice to gather their belongings and
assemble at a central location. The name given to the train journey was “transport,” reused here
by expellees also to signify a bureaucratically enforced train journey. Similar to Maria Walter’s
experience, Jews were loaded onto cattle cars, with only a bucket provided for human waste, and
the trains could wait for days on rail sidings. Upon arrival at extermination centers, Jews had

their belongings, including the valuables they had been urged by Nazi orders to bring with them,
confiscated. At Auschwitz arriving Jews underwent a selection process, where doctors selected
who would go immediately to the gas and who would be selected for a work detail. Those chosen
for work were systematically deloused by shaving off all their body air; workers’ clothing was
sprayed with disinfectant. “Selection” was also the name given to the intermittent process of
thinning out the camp population through subsequent doctors’ evaluations of inmates’ strength,
sentencing weak prisoners to death.
The parallels, if they can be said to exist, remain ensconced in narrative more than
physical experience. Although there is an eerie degree of resonance with the experiences of
Holocaust victims, expellees’ journeys were not death transports. They were, by and large, the
humane and orderly transports ordered by the Potsdam Agreements. Many ethnic Germans were
even happy to be crossing into Germany and to be leaving their oppressors now in their Heimat;
the rail lines at the German borders were littered with the hated white armbands Germans were
forced to wear in Poland and Czechoslovakia.
Despite the differences, the German expellees lay claim to a Holocaust experience for
themselves. Indeed, even the assertion of an expulsion that claimed millions of lives (the Federal
Bureau of Statistics in 1958 estimated the loss at two million, although more recent research has
documented only 400,000 deaths)15 as well as the language in the Charter alluding to “millions of
expellees,” both qualify the expulsion as a Holocaust, in which “millions” of lives must be lost.
Between the time of the liberation of the concentration camps in 1945 and the Eichmann trial in
Jerusalem in 1961, public consciousness about the Shoah had faded, so the field was clear within
Germany for the expellees to place themselves at center stage as the war’s greatest victims.
A current underlying the narrative which is so comparable to the narratives of the
transports of the Holocaust is the indignation on the part of some German expellees that they
should be treated in this manner. One respected expellee writer in 1959 called the transports (and
the expulsion) a “disgusting return to the barbarism of earlier millennia.”16 It is surprising that a

more recent parallel than one from thousands of years ago did not occur to this writer. But
perhaps it was inconceivable to him: a bare boxcar might be fit for the transport of Poles, Czechs,
or Jews, but certainly not for Germans. One of the ironies of the comparison was that ethnic
Germans in the course of their flight from the Red Army did encounter remains of Holocaust
victims. One of Primo Levi’s correspondents cited a conversation she had had with a 1945
refugee from East Prussia:
. . . the worst thing was that we were forced to go down the route by which the
Auschwitz prisoners had been evacuated. The road ran between two hedges of
dead bodies. I would like to forget those images and I cannot: I continue to see
them in my dreams.17
It is astounding how rarely this appears in German accounts of flight, yet expellees have not
hesitated to lay claim to a corresponding victim status.
In the awareness of their belonging to the Christian-western cultural circle
The second precept of the Expellee Charter makes clear an expellee identity as defenders
of the West against encroachments of the East. That precept, “in the awareness of their belonging
to the Christian-western cultural circle,” in connection with its related duty (“We will support
with all our strength every effort aiming for the creation of a united Europe where the people can
live without fear and force”) recalls the historic opposition between eastern and western Europe
dating from the fall of the Roman empire.18 The West and the East were separated by religion
(Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox) and language groups (Latin and Indo-European as
opposed to Slavic), and in the western conception, implied contrasts came to include civilized and
barbarian, European and Asian, and even Christian and Communist-atheist.
Many expellees descended from German colonists invited to settle in eastern Europe as
early as the eleventh century, and expellee language reveals that some viewed themselves as the
Christian West’s last best defense against the East, whether that dangerous East consisted of
Communists, infidels, or racial inferiors (Slavs, “Gypsies,” or “Asiatics.”) Sudeten German
Landsmannschaft speaker Rudolf Lodgman von Auen repeatedly warned against the “danger

from the East,” and reminded his listeners in Munich in 1954 that it was the expellees in their old
Heimat “the center of Europe that saved the continent from an Asiatic inundation.”19 While
Lodgman’s specific reference was to Soviet communism as the “danger from the East,” his
comparison to ancient Asian forays into Europe brought in a racial element: he conflated Ottoman
attacks on Hungary and the Balkans with German fears of the Mongol hordes of the invading Red
Army in 1945, many members of whom came from the eastern reaches of the Soviet Union. The
Sudeten German group, if Lodgman’s words were representative, truly believed that they had
brought the blessings of German culture and civilization to the lands of Bohemia and Moravia.
Certainly the organizers of a slide show depicting the “Tragedy of 1945” agreed. They bemoaned
the fact that it was “unfortunately only clear to far too few Germans, that the expulsion of the
Sudeten Germans moved the borders of Asia forward to the Bavarian Woods.”20 In this
perspective, since Czechoslovakia had been given over entirely to ethnic Slavs, it no longer
counted as either European or civilized.
Expellees adopted a mission in 1950 that echoed that of their colonizing ancestors,
namely, bringing the blessings of German civilization to the heathen East (heathen here meaning
non-Christian, or Communist, or non-German, or all of the above). Expellees took pride in the
record of their ancestors in the East, and felt that German contributions to the areas in which the
colonists settled were what brought prosperity to those areas. In the expellee-written histories,
German industriousness alone had turned Bohemia and Moravia into productive centers of
finished goods. German blood and sweat had created productive farmland out of barren
wastelands in Pomerania and Silesia. German artistic spirit was responsible for the beauty of
Prague and the idylls of the Bohemian Forest. The Recht auf Heimat position embraced in the
Expellee Charter, then, was a corollary to this pride of colonization. Not only did expellees claim
the right of return to their “rightful homeland,” but they also claimed the credit for bringing the
fruits of western civilization to points East. Tag der Heimat and all expellee cultural
manifestations asked West Germans to recognize the historic role played by these German

colonists in the East, as well as asking for recognition for the important role they could play in the
1950s present of Cold War Germany and Europe. The German-settled lands of the East provided
a buffer zone between “das Abendland”21 and the pagan lands of Asia. In the 1950s, German
expellees wanted to reoccupy the lands once again to provide such a buffer zone, this time
between the democratic West and the Communist East.
Lodgman von Auen captured this set of Sudeten German beliefs in his “Fairy Tale of
Sobieslav and Eduard and the Secret of the Bohemian-Moravian region,” frequently included in
his speeches in the 1950s. This tale related how Duke Sobieslav of Bohemia wanted to bring to
his people, who “were backward in culture and in the economy,” the “blessings of western
civilization.” In Lodgman’s tale, Sobieslav invited the Germans into his lands in the twelfth
century, and “they sowed the fields, taught the Bohemians arts and crafts, and the land under
Sobieslav and his descendants became stronger and richer and peace ruled in the land.” This era
of German-induced prosperity and civilization came to an end in 1945 when a “President of the
Republic, named Eduard [Benes]” sought to make his people happy, and “he took a long journey
to the East” (i.e. to Moscow.) He made the following decree on his return home:
The Germans are outlawed (Die Deutschen des Landes sind vogelfrei!)! You
should kill them, their property belongs to you, hunt them over the borders of this
country! Whoever kills or tortures a German, whoever robs him of his property,
commits a good act, for the Germans are our enemies.
Benes’ decree set loose a storm of “loot-hungry people from the center of the land, Gypsies and
others” who took everything the Germans had left behind. (Indeed, Eduard Benes did issue ten
decrees over the summer and fall of 1945, aimed at rooting out suspected Nazi collaborators
among Sudeten Germans and establishing a means of restitution to Czechs who had suffered
under Nazi occupation. The Benes decrees legitimized legal and extra-legal retribution against all
Sudeten Germans, Nazis or not. Lodgman’s use of the word “Gypsies” is also interesting here.
Not only are Gypsies universally stereotyped as thieves, but they are homeless by choice, an idea

that was morally repulsive to expellees and anathema to their political program of regaining their
homelands.)
Eduard, Lodgman’s fairy tale continues, then had a dream in which Sobieslav appeared.
Angrily, he accused Eduard of undoing all his good work, and revealed to him the secret of the
Bohemian-Moravia region. “Didn’t you know,” he demanded, “that we came to this land as
hangers-on and slaves of the Mongolian Avars, that our women were the booty of the victors and
that since this time Asiatic blood flows in our veins?” (In other words, the Czech bloodline was
permanently soiled when Mongolian invaders raped Czechoslovak women, and innate ability for
civilized self-rule was hobbled by this one drop of blood). Lodgman’s Sobieslav then listed a
number of failures of the western Christian blood within Czechs to triumph over the eastern in the
course of Bohemian-Moravian history, including the plunder of Europe by the Tabors in the
fifteenth century and the beginning of the Thirty Year’s War through the defenestration of Prague
in 1618. Sobieslav continued his tirade, accusing Eduard of loosening the link through his antiGerman decrees, that tied their land to the West. “Thus you opened the door to our country to the
East, to Asia, and [our country] founders in Asiaticness [Asiatentum in the original].” He finished
by cursing Eduard for delivering the Germans into misery, and for selling out his own people to
Asia.22
Lodgman’s “fairy tale” asserted German cultural superiority over that of Slavic culture,
which was, in Lodgman’s lexicon, fatally flawed by Asiatic blood. The Czechs never had and
would not now achieve civilized self-rule by themselves, Lodgman reasoned; by evicting the
Germans, Benes had effectively turned the region over to Soviet communist occupation. The
speech found resonance among Sudeten German listeners. It was distributed through circulars
issued by Sudeten German correspondents, and one enthusiast approached Lodgman about
issuing the tale as an inexpensive illustrated booklet, to reach the widest possible audience.23 The
fairy tale lived on through the decade of the 1950s, included in a work edited by Wilhelm Pleyer,

entitled “We Sudeten Germans,”24 and the slogan, “Die Deutsche sind vogelfrei” likewise lived
on in the popular memory, whether those words were ever really uttered by Benes or not.25
As seen in Lodgman’s fairy tale, expellee self-conception as a bulwark against the East
worked on two levels. As descendants of German (European) colonists, civilized ethnic Germans
countered undesirable racial characteristics of Slavs (Asians) in eastern Europe. Next to this
preoccupation with the gene pool, expellees living in West Germany also promoted themselves as
Christian anti-Communists, reserving scathing invective for the communists now ruling in their
historic homelands.
For instance, Father Reichenberger, a Roman Catholic priest speaking at the 1950
Sudeten German conference in Kempten, called the expulsion “the biggest martyrdom of
Christians in history.”26 This language underscored the expellee victimization discourse, but
Reichenberg’s emphasis here was expellee identity as Christians. Use of this wording highlighted
the identity of the new masters of the Sudeten areas of Czechoslovakia as godless Communists, in
opposition to expelled Sudeten German Christians. Anti-Czech sentiment augmented the extreme
rhetoric. During a 1953 controversy over a negative radio broadcast about the Sudeten German
Conference held in Frankfurt that year, incensed Sudeten Germans complained to Speaker
Lodgman about the way the radio commentator, Emil Ossup, drew comparisons between their
conference and a Hitler rally and otherwise cast aspersions upon personalities of the movement.
As one conference attendee complained:
Dr. Seebohm [was] described as a “drummer,” either for his party or for the next
war; Dr. Lodgman von Auen was accused of conducting politics dangerous to the
state, Father Reichenberger was compared, or derided, both as a Nazi-great and
as stylite, and the Egerländer Marsch, which especially for us Egerländer sounds
like a dear friend’s greeting, was jeered in a way that one had the impression that
this entire flood of curses and derision could only come from a Czech.27
Lodgman, too, indulged in negative references to the Czech people, referring to them as “BenesCzechs”28 and to Benes himself as “that pan-Slavic imperialist.”29 Wounded emotions are
apparent in these quotes, and the sense derives from the fact that expellees believed German

contributions to the region had only improved and protected those lands. Expellees thus bolstered
their claim to victimhood through the perception that they had been evicted from their Heimat by
those who needed the German influence the most: racially compromised eastern Slavs.
In the awareness of their German ethnicity and in recognition of the
common task of all European peoples
The final precept and the third duty in the Expellee Charter centered on European
integration. It is noteworthy that expellees, as a group, gave early support to the emerging idea of
European Union, a goal actively pursued by Robert Schumann of France and Konrad Adenauer of
Germany in the early postwar era as a means of ensuring a lasting peace. The Charter committed
expellees to this ideal: “We will participate, through hard, untiring work, in the reconstruction of
Germany and Europe,” based on the precept, “In the awareness of their German ethnicity and in
recognition of the common task of all European peoples.”30
While expellee groups shared a primary commitment to a territorial reclamation of their
Heimat, they realized that circumstances in Cold War Europe would first have to change. The
vision adopted by various expellee groups was that of a reclaimed Heimat under the auspices of a
united, democratic Europe. In July 1951 representatives from the Federal Republic’s then sixteen
Landsmannschaften met in Frankfurt am Main’s Paulskirche, in the first Federal Congress of the
United East German Landsmannschaften (VoL). The choice of meeting place (the site of the
1848 conference on German unity which had debated the Grossdeutsch v. Kleindeutsch issue)
was no accident. While the majority of the 1848 representatives to the Frankfurt Assembly
favored national boundaries of Greater Germany (including Austria, but not Hungary), political
realities dictated the Little Germany solution (Prussia and the smaller German states, excluding
Austria). The VoL quite openly supported a vision of German national boundaries that included
all historically German-speaking areas of Europe, especially in eastern Europe. They met in 1951
to give voice to VoL support for a united Europe along the lines of the Schumann plan of supranational economic authorities currently being implemented between France, Germany, Italy, and

the Benelux countries. Led by its president, Herbert von Bismarck, speaker of the Pomeranian
Landsmannschaft and descendant of the Iron Chancellor (Otto von Bismarck, who united
Germany in 1871 under a Prussian monarch through judicious prosecution of three wars), the
VoL looked for ways to reincorporate its lost homelands as part of a united Germany under panEuropean auspices. The claimed homelands make up no small part of Europe. As Otto Rouvel
proclaimed on behalf of the expellees in his opening remarks at the congress:
Our Heimat stretches from the Baltic Sea to the Black Sea. She lies on the
Dvina, Vistula and Oder, on the Volga and Bug, she blooms on both sides of the
lower Danube and at the fringe of the Balkans. She nourishes us on the Pregel,
the Neisse, Havel and Moldau, in Pomerania and Bohemia.31
Bismarck’s comments followed, expressing his hope that the Schumann plan, which they
supported, would have political offspring:
The political solution, the little Germany of 1871, only followed by thirty-six
years the German Customs Union, founded in 1834, bypassing the ideology of
the Paulskirche [i.e. greater Germany]. We hope that our Congress in the
Paulskirche will constitute a big step towards the political Europe!32
The series of parallels drawn by representatives of the expellee associations in this quote
highlight quite clearly their vision of European integration. They viewed the proposed Schumann
Plan (realized in the European Coal and Steel Community in 1952 and European Economic
Community in 1957) as a reincarnation of the 1834 German Customs Union, which had promoted
economic ties between German states. Just as the Customs Union had proved a foundation of
German national political unity, the VoL believed that the Schumann Plan could be the
cornerstone of European political unity. This time, however, they hoped that the Paulskirche
ideology would prevail, namely that German national boundaries would include all of Germany.
And as a glance at a map will indicate, their perception of Germany as described by delegate Otto
Rouvel included no small portion of Europe. The geographic importance of a unified Germany
within the new Europe would automatically propel Germans into leadership positions.
A year earlier, and coincident with the first reading of the Expellee Charter, the Sudeten
German Landsmannschaft signed an agreement with the Czech National Committee, an exiled

political group headquartered in London. This Lodgman-Prchala agreement provided “a program
for a new order in central and eastern Europe,” one which called for free elections in
Czechoslovakia and reorganization along the lines of national self-determination.33 The Sudeten
German Landsmannschaft leadership believed that only by working together with the free (i.e.
non-Communist) Czech representatives could democracy be restored in Czechoslovakia and, not
coincidentally, the way cleared for a peaceful return of the Sudeten Germans to their historic
homeland. The Agreement claimed:
that the Sudeten Germans can return to their homeland, and in spite of murder,
theft and expulsion by the Benes-Czechs, they renounce revenge and retaliation,
and that the Sudeten Germans together with the Czech people [will work] toward
liberation from Bolshevism and rebuild the Sudeten German and Czech
homeland as a democratic state in a likewise democratic central Europe. Sudeten
Germans, together with other expellees in Germany, are a ‘combat group for the
idea of a unified Europe’ that can only be realized in the sense of Wilson’s right
to self-determination.34
Many paradoxes of expellee discourse were included here, employing language that was both
backward-looking and forward-looking. Mirroring the Charter, Sudeten Germans here renounced
revenge and retaliation, but they reopened old wounds when referencing “Benes-Czechs.” They
looked forward to an integrated Europe, but relied on old (failed) formulas of self-determination.
The “new order in central and eastern Europe” to which expellees aspired was in many ways
based on their collective memory of the multi-ethnic Austrian-Hungarian Empire.
Many ethnic Germans viewed European integration through a specific historic lens. The
main aim of Sudeten German foreign policy was winning back the Heimat, and this goal was
couched in the language of self-determination and European integration. But when one looks
more closely at Sudeten German foreign policy statements, it becomes clear that much of their
pan-Europeanism was grounded in their conviction that the multi-ethnic Austrian-Hungarian
Empire, led by a German majority, was the best of all worlds. Many expellees in the early
postwar period had experienced three rapid changes of government in their lifetimes: the defeat of
the Habsburg empire in 1918 and the loss of German cultural supremacy with the creation of new

eastern European states; the annexation of their homelands by the Nazi state and the
reintroduction of German cultural supremacy; and the defeat of Nazi Germany and subsequent
backlash against German culture and expulsion. For these expellees, the best years of their lives
were precisely those years of Nazi occupation, when German culture was in the ascendancy.35
Open nostalgia for the years of the Nazi dictatorship being bad form, an earlier, safer historical
model for a “new order in central Europe” was needed. The right-wing Sudeten German Witiko
Association, found such a model.
The Witiko Association took its name from the novel Witiko, based on a legendary
historical figure, written between 1860 and 1867 by one of the Sudetenland’s great writers,
Adalbert Stifter. In addition to its literary attributes, Stifter’s Witiko also provided a political
vision. It illustrates a way of organizing the Christian Abendland, which Stifter believed to be
threatened with extinction. Internal ethnic and nationalist divisions were poised to destroy the
Christian German West, and Witiko illustrated a way of organizing central Europe as a federal
union of states under a single monarch, where “a circle of independent states, each with its own
language, culture and administration would be grouped around the German-speaking Austrian
central nation with the Kaiser as the imperial head.”36 The plan developed by Witiko in the novel
recognized different European cultures, and the importance of multi-ethnicity to European life,
but put the German culture (and monarch) firmly in charge. Witiko was himself representative of
multi-ethnicity. His mother was German and his father Czech, and he was raised a German in
Bavaria, while his family estates were in Bohemia. Witiko’s king, Wladislaw, was likewise a
proponent of a multi-national Bohemia as part of the Roman Empire under German leadership.
Both Wladislaw and Stifter saw such unity as the best way to keep peace and order in the West.
Stifter’s political vision was expanded by the Witiko Association (Witiko Bund), founded
by expelled Sudeten Germans in Munich after 1945, and representing the most extreme rightwing arm of the Sudeten German movement. The Witiko Association in 1950 extended its
program to include the salvation of Europe based on German leadership:

the question of the reincorporation of those lands which were lost to the German
people, and hence to Europe, through a forcible solution . . . can not be solved
through its own might, but rather needs the support of the entire German people.
The Witiko Association views the solution of this problem . . . as a task of the
entire western cultural circle within the framework of the projected new order . . .
The Witiko Association declares its support to all efforts . . . which aspire to a
new European unity based on Christian-western culture and the recognition of
equal peoples as . . . steps on the way to a federal format.37
Here the Witiko Association echoed language in the Charter; both shared the phrase
“western cultural circle.” The Association also deemed the Heimat lost to Germans as also lost to
Europe; presumably those lands were now part of Asia, at least culturally. The Witiko
Association apparently supported a sort of Gross Deutsch solution to the unification of central
Europe, with a heavy reliance on Christian and western values as needed to provide the necessary
leadership. One imagines that this was opposed to the Slavic alternative, which, especially under
Communist or socialist governments, was antithetically opposed to Christian values. The three
examples given here (the 1951 VoL meeting, the Lodgman-Prchala agreement, and the Witiko
program) all emphasize the centrality of German ethnicity as fundamental to the “common task of
all European peoples,” namely the reconstruction of Europe.
Conclusions
The Expellee Charter concluded with a list of rights claimed by the expellees, and a
general appeal. The primary right asserted by the expellees was the right to Heimat “as one of the
God-given basic human rights.” The next three rights reflected crucial civil and economic issues
facing expellees in 1950, all of which were solved by law by 1953. First, they requested equal
rights as German citizens, not only legally, but also in the reality of day-to-day life. They called
for a fair distribution of the burdens of the war losses on all of the German people, and for a
better economic integration of expellees into West German life. The final right claimed by the
expellees was the right to daily participation of German expellees in the reconstruction of Europe.
Finally, the Charter ended with an appeal to the peoples of the world to recognize their

responsibility for the fate of the expellees, “who have been hardest hit by the sorrows of these
times,” and to act according to the dictates of their Christian duties and consciences.
The Expellee Charter thus provided the rhetoric through which all Germans, not just
expellees, could conceptualize a secure Heimat and an acceptable place for Germany in a postwar
European order. In the Charter and elsewhere, expellees used a victimization discourse to their
moral advantage (victims who refused to exact revenge; Christians turning the other cheek), and
established themselves as Europeanists. Based on their historical experiences in multi-national
empires, expellees could help Germans lead the newly integrated European order, or so the
emerging narrative suggested. In return for these acts of good citizenship, they expected the
world to return to them that which was so wrongfully wrenched from them, their Heimat. Thus
expellees modeled to West Germans, themselves stung by the excesses of National Socialism,
how to find a comfortable national identity: war victims, defenders of the West, and leaders in the
emerging program of European integration.
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Overview
Those of us in the Humanities and in the Arts share this much in common: we are both
involved in making and defending critical judgments about works of art. Whether we are
reading literature or “reading” the visual arts, we are talking about what works, what
doesn’t work, and why. These readings are acts of interpretation, and they take a variety
of forms. We might distinguish between analytical and creative judgments by claiming,
for example, that a critical essay on Dante’s Inferno represents an analytical
interpretation, and that a series of paintings about Dante’s Inferno represents a creative
interpretation. In spite of their differences, we might also argue that creative and
analytical interpretations have a great deal in common and are guided by similar goals
and constraints.
In a typical curriculum, we don’t have many opportunities to explore the relationship
between making sense of literature and the visual arts or the relationship between
creating verbal art and creating visual art. These four practices often have separate
homes—in literature surveys, art history surveys, creative writing courses, and drawing
courses. But as the two of us began to talk to each other out of our separate disciplines—
Nancy teaches drawing and architecture courses and Peter teaches writing and literature
courses—we began to imagine that we could raise some of the same questions in a course
that combines studying literature and art and that involves students in creating literature
and art. Such a course might contribute to our shared goals, including these:
making students of literature and students of the visual arts more aware of one
another’s fields;
understanding how interpretation works, both in creative and analytical modes;

teaching students to understand what constitutes informed critical judgments and how
they differ from mere opinions;
helping students apply their ability to make critical judgments to the works of
accomplished artists and writers as well as to the work of their peers.
We want to emphasize critical factors in the history of interpretation as well. For
instance, when we study Dante’s Inferno and its rich visual history, we want to help
students understand that history plays a role in how critics and artists receive and respond
to Dante’s original text. William Blake’s 1827 drawings of Dante differ dramatically
from visual interpretations of Botticelli, Dante’s near contemporary, and Michael
Mazur’s recent drawings differ vastly from those of both Blake and Botticelli. The
choices each artist makes reflect aesthetic choices, to be sure, but they also open up the
possibility of gaining a clearer historical understanding of how these three periods—the
Medieval, the Romantic, and the Contemporary—differ in their understanding of the
origins and nature of good and evil, conceptions of aesthetics as they relate to form and
content, and the role reason, imagination, perception, and emotion play in understanding.
Looking at paintings inspired by literary works offers us another potential advantage to
teaching drawing. A typical drawing course asks students to draw what they see—the
landscape, the still life, the figure. But they often overlook the role that memory and
imagination play in the life of the artist. History is rich with examples of artists turning
to illustration as a means of interpreting major texts. Going beyond the typical
assignments in drawing courses, we want students to study works that have been
illustrated and works that lend themselves to drawing, including literary works written by
students in the class.
The Curricular Context
The Architecture program at Drury University draws many students who want a strong
liberal arts component as part of their professional training. Making room for the liberal
arts within that curriculum, however, proves to be a significant challenge. The faculty in
architecture are encouraged to collaborate with faculty from other disciplines to shape
required courses in ways that develop students’ understanding of the liberal arts and their
relationship to architecture.
Clearly, the environment offers substantial opportunities for faculty to experiment and to
work with one another on interdisciplinary projects. Typically, we design pilot courses
that bring an interdisciplinary element to a required course. We find that these
explorations work best when
students explore ideas and perspectives that contribute to their liberal arts education;
faculty members learn to think more deeply and clearly about their own
interdisciplinary interests;
the pilot course enhances the work of the existing course; and
the pilot course integrates the interdisciplinary material in meaningful ways.

Our interdisciplinary interests and our commitment to integrating the liberal arts into the
Architecture program have led us to explore how we might bring these interests together
in one course with several components: studying literature and the visual arts, and
responding to both in analytical and creative modes.
Research Methodologies
In the first half of this course, we will focus on two case studies. We will read Dante’s
Inferno and look at selected artists who contribute to its rich visual history. Then we will
read Blake’s Songs of Innocence and Experience in the context of Blake’s project as
artist and poet. These two texts will allow us to explore the art, philosophy, and aesthetics
of the Middle Ages, and the Romantic response to that literary and artistic history. These
will therefore shape the historical foundation for this exercise.
In the second half of the course we will turn to a literary text with strong architectural and
spatial references with multiple readings, Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities. Students will
do a series of sketches and drawings as a creative means of interpreting the text.
Throughout the course, we will invite students to engage in analytical and creative acts of
interpretation. We will engage in discussions of how to interpret literary and visual texts
and consider what kinds of interpretations are valuable. We will want students to
understand that interpretation serves several possible functions, including those that “read
with the grain,” as in explication of text and other clarifying or explanatory modes; and
those that “read against the grain,” as in attempts by artists and critics to contest an
artist’s or writer’s point of view.
Illustrating the Method:
Perspective in Dante: Whose Journey is it Anyway?
Commentators have emphasized the importance of the opening lines of Dante’s Inferno,
where Dante the Pilgrim refers to himself in both the first person—I—and the first person
plural—we.
Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita
mi ritrovai per una selva oscura….
In mixing perspectives, Dante invites us to read allegorically. This may be his literal
journey through hell, but this is also our journey—as readers, as sinners, as travelers in
history, both human and eschatological. This raises challenging problems of
interpretation. We are not Dante, and his journey can not include us except, perhaps, as
his ideal readers. Then what is our status exactly? On a metaphorical level, we, like
Virgil, are Dante’s companion, traveling alongside him and seeing what he sees. Dante
even addresses us on several occasions, as if we are a half a step behind him, just over his
left shoulder. After all, we share his emotions and thoughts, puzzled one moment,
frightened the next, empathetic here, vengeful there.

But if we are with Dante on some level, we are also not with him on another level.
Because Dante the Poet is finally the imaginative source for what we see in hell, we stand
outside the text and take in what Dante offers.
As readers of allegory, we easily adjust our perspective so that we move back and forth—
now with Dante, experiencing hell directly, and later outside the textual world, spectators
of Dante’s journey. For readers, the process of alternating our perspective is analogous to
adjusting our focus on a figure-ground drawing, alternating between two possible
scenes—now we see the goblet, then we see the faces about to kiss, and so on. Because
we as readers construct our relationships with narratives mentally, we can easily shift
between those relationships, following the language as it moves us in and out of hell.
The visual artist’s interpretive problem would seem to be more difficult, because the
artist must commit something to paper or canvas. At some point, the artist decides either
to make us spectators of Dante and Virgil or as participants in it.
This is one of the first things that drew our attention to the contrast between the
illustrations of Dante. We either are watching Dante experience hell or we experience it
as if we were there with him. This contrast shows up in the illustrations of William Blake
and Michael Mazur. In Mazur’s opening sketch, Dante is nowhere to be found. Instead,
like Dante the Pilgrim, we find ourselves in Mazur’s engravings staring into a dark and
thorny wood with no apparent alternative path. By contrast, Blake puts some distance
between us and Dante and therefore offers us room for reflection. We are not
participating with Dante and Virgil in this journey, but we are spectators of it,
experiencing it vicariously, at a safe distance.
The questions of perspective and distance are important ones in the arts and humanities,
and we think the visual and literary texts help make these aspects of reading and viewing
texts more meaningful. Let’s return to the question of where we are in relationship to
Dante once again, this time considering it solely from the view of Dante’s use of
language. Dante’s Inferno is a notoriously difficult text for readers to follow, even on the
literal level. Students frequently comment on the difficulty of following the narrative
itself. After I had taught Dante several times, it finally dawned on me that his
descriptions are deliberately opaque. In fact, the obscurity contributes to Dante’s
program in significant ways. First, it reminds us of the scene that Dante sets up from the
beginning: hell is fire without light, and the darkness itself works on all kinds of levels,
evoking the nature of the sinful life and the distance between the sinner and the radiant
light of truth and goodness. Dante himself cannot see things clearly, and so he must guess
at what he is looking at, always doubting his perceptions, which plays into his Christian
view of human nature. Perhaps more importantly, because Dante’s language cannot
clarify what is obscure for him, we, like Dante, have to rely upon extra-perceptual cues to
make sense of what is happening. That serves to bring us alongside Dante again,
experiencing hell as he experiences it, looking to hold onto anything that will keep us
from falling into one of the pits.

In these terms, a clear contrast emerges between Mazur’s and Blake’s works. Mazur’s
black and white engravings imitate the language of The Inferno by obscuring the images
themselves. To make out what is happening, we have to look closely and complete the
image. In this way, Mazur forces us to experience hell as Dante does. By contrast,
Blake’s images of Hell are bright, illuminated by the fires in the background. Dante and
Virgil wear long flowing robes in soft reds and powder blues. The images are clearly
delineated, allowing us to see suffering and punishment as clear and unambiguous.
Clearly, the two artists read The Inferno differently, but what is the nature of that
interpretive act? And what factors account for the differences?
Research Objectives/Expected Outcomes
We will strive to create a successful model for multi-disciplinary collaboration between
the faculty of the English and art/architecture departments.
Students will gain an understanding of art and literature as a function of storytelling and
of cultivating emotional and perceptual capacities.
Analyzing the literary works will contribute to our understanding the artwork they
inspired.
We will analyze the structural components of literature and the work of art to determine
the relationship between the two.
We will seek to understand the interaction of the medium to the meaning of the artwork.
Students will be able to understand and analyze literature in order to create visual art.
Students will have a unique drawing experience based on the interpretation of the written
word rather than from direct observation.
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Abstract:
Sublime Expectations in the Nature Essay

The nature essay has remained a remarkably stable and unchanging genre, not only because of its interest in “palpable fact,” but also
because it filters that objective world through an individual sensibility. The continuing appeal of the nature essay is due in large part to a
consistent focus on the encounter between human and non-human nature. Nature writing reminds us of the “breadth of the universe and
the inability of the individual mind to encompass what is known or what can be known” (Lopez). The essence of nature writing seems to
describe those moments when the individual human mind encounters the unmediated physical world.
Both terrible and wonderful, uplifting and humbling, the experience is more awesome than comforting or beautiful, and has been
characterized as the “sublime,” an idea resurrected in the late 17th and early 18th centuries in order to explain the value of a wild nature
that could not be appreciated as a useful commodity, a pastoral retreat, or a landscape beautiful in the classical mode. Burke and Kant
link the sublime to awe, respect, astonishment, and fear of nature’s power, a “delightful horror” that brings about a kind of rupture of
expectations which robs the mind of reason, a “momentary check to the vital forces,” an “astonishment amounting almost to terror.” The
problem, for contemporary critics, is that this sublime moment is (in Kant’s analysis) “followed at once by a discharge all the more
powerful” where the mind regains control, an aggrandizement of the self over nature.
Although the sublime encounter with the non-human seems an element essential to the nature essay, many ecocritics and nature writers
have dismissed the literary sublime as escapist and exploitative, inscribing a romantic notion of nature’s otherness in order to secure a
reassuringly heroic notion of the individual self or further separate ourselves from non-human nature. The sublime has been linked to
“asymmetrical power relationships,” “British imperialism,” “masculine power,” “the bourgeois subject,” “environmental devastation,”
“cold war pessimism,” “world denying nihilism,” and “the authority and autonomy of a subject over and against a threatening other”
(Hitt), a means of confirming the authority of the subject and appropriating nature in a quest for self-identity. Other critics assert the
sublime “embodies a dualistic vision in which the human is entirely outside the natural” and “our very presence in nature represents its
fall” (Cronon). Even nature writers have attempted to distance themselves from the sublime tradition.
John Tallmadge’s Meeting the Tree of Life describes the author’s initial fascination, and eventual disillusion, with what he sees as
romanticized and sublime landscapes; the chapter “In the Mazes of Quetico” foregrounds the Boundary Waters Canoe Area as the
opposite of a sublime, “like no other journey” with “no center, no peak experience, no moment of vision.” Throughout, Tallmadge
contrasts his sublime mountaintop visions to what he learns in the BWCA, where the essence of the trip “lies in the details,” and where
travel is “intimate and absorbing, without drama yet subtly transforming.” Mountaineering offers risks and immediate rewards, “heroism
and the power of godlike vision.” It confirms identity through opposition (“ You measure yourself against eternal rock”) and “thus
appeals to the romantic and the young, for whom self-definition is a primary concern.” Canoeing, by contrast, where the dominant
element of water links all “animate and inanimate beings” from the “sap of ferns” to the “sweat of human beings,” involves a “series of
choices” and compels you to “create your own journey”; it poses questions, not challenges, and “absorbs you without your knowing.”
Canoeing, as contrasted to the more sublime mountain experience, is used as a metaphor for his new relation to nature. There are no
typical sublime encounters with non-human nature in the Quetico chapter, no terrifying vistas, no sudden confrontations with nature’s
otherness, no fearful rapids or even difficult portages. But Tallmadge says his new perspective allows him to see things he wouldn’t
ordinarily have seen. Having none of the “self-composing” sublimity of the High Sierras, the canoe country must be experienced through
“senses other than sight.” The spirit of the place enters in many ways, through touch, smell, taste, and sound. In the mountains we “know
a place by the way it is framed”—because we have evolved the primarily visual aesthetic of the sublime—but in Quetico, he says, “there
is no landscape in the usual sense, no scenery to label picturesque or sublime.” The BWCA experience changes Tallmadge from an
explorer to a guide,” from a tourist of the sublime to a student of ecology, and (in the process) to a better teacher. Tallmadge rejects the
romantic natural sublime, and learns how “to teach and seeing the unseen.”
Tallmadge’s ecological aesthetic is more redefinition than rejection of the romantic sublime. There is redeeming value in the literary
representation of the sublime encounter with non-human nature. In spite of criticism of the sublime as egocentric, and dividing us from
the non-human, the “creative ambivalence” of writers’ mediations with nature, the inability to connect, becomes ironically the “very
authentication of an experience of the wild” (Black). The sublime describes another order of meaning where the conventional systems for
reading landscape break down, and we discover “in that very collapse the foundation of another order of meaning” (Weiskel). It
dismantles consciousness, confronts us with our own humanity, and gives us momentary realization of our place in the world. Thus,
rather than further dividing subject from object, the sublime can lead to a deeper understanding of both, a new kind of transcendence

Meeker
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beyond language and reason. This (postmodern? ecological?) redefinition of the sublime would restore the mystery and humility of our
encounter with the non-human without the final Kantian assertion of reason over nature. While we expect nature writers to value and
report with accuracy on the objective reality of the world they encounter, we also expect them to testify on the mystery of their
encounters with non-human nature, and remind us of those sublime moments of awe and respect which resist rational explanation yet
seem essential to a viable relationship with nature.
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Abstract
Learning Grammar from Students’ Perspectives: First Year Spanish at the College Level
Frances H. Mecartty
The advent of communicative language teaching has forced the foreign language teaching
profession to reevaluate the objectives and outcomes for students of Spanish who are required to
take a foreign language to fulfill general education requirements. The outcomes are now
envisioned in terms of functional proficiency, i.e. students should be able to communicate at a
very basic level. The emphasis on communication has sparked a debate concerning the role of
grammar in communicative language teaching/learning particularly for early stage learners. The
debate is not so much about the importance of grammar but how to teach grammar within a
communicative approach. The inductive versus deductive approaches to teaching grammar is at
the core of the debate. However, there is a key factor missing to shed light on how best to
elucidate grammar not from teachers’ perspective but from students’ perspectives. Students may
or may not be aware of how they learn grammar to communicate or of its importance in language
learning. Consequently, research is needed to determine the extent to which grammar is perceived
as essential by students to communicate in the language and how effective is it for language
learning in general.
Research questions
1. Do students of Spanish at the beginning level perceive grammar to be important to
communicate in the target language?
2. How do students of Spanish learn grammar?
3. How does learning grammar aid students in other skills areas such as listening, reading
and writing in Spanish.
4. How do learners’ perspectives of grammar differ from teachers’ perspectives?
Methodology
The data for the study was collected with multilevel sections of first year Spanish in first, second
and third semester at the college level. All the sections followed a communicative based syllabus
focusing on the acquisition of the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing.
Variations occurred among instructors on the teaching of grammar, the type of exercises, quantity
of time spent in doing grammar focused activities and the use of the native language for
explaining grammar. A survey consisting of 20 questions was administered to a sample of
students (250) of first year Spanish at a public liberal arts college in the east coast. The survey
consisted of statements on a Likert scale (1, strongly disagree, to 5 strong agree) to assess
students’ perceptions/beliefs about learning grammar. The instrument also included open-ended
questions so that students could comment about the compatibility of teaching grammar with their
learning style. A modified version of the survey was administered to ten teachers of first year
Spanish at the same college to establish a base comparison between students and teachers’
perceptions of the importance of grammar.
Results
Pending analysis of the data.
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Abstract

Source and Resourcefulness in the Theater of

Antonio Buero Vallejo

Bonnie Shannon McSorley
Northeastern University

Although a playwright of tremendous originality, Antonio Buero Vallejo often
found his initial inspiration beyond his own imagination – in history, for example, and in
several other well-known sources. This paper will study Buero’s adaptation of a biblical
story in Palabras en la arena, Homer’s myth of Penelope in La tejedora de sueños, and a
Perrault fairy tale in Casi un cuento de hadas. In spite of the diverse nature of their
sources, Buero’s plays are always characterized by the presence of buerismo, the ethical
and aesthetic code that permeates his work with sincerity, integrity, humanity and
creativity.

Source and Resourcefulness in the Theater of
Antonio Buero Vallejo

Bonnie Shannon McSorley
Northeastern University

Antonio Buero Vallejo is indisputably the foremost figure of Spanish theater in
the second half of the twentieth century. His death in April of the year 2000 significantly
marks the end of an era and the final curtain on what has been coined the school of
buerismo. The critic Sergio Nerva defines this dramaturgy as:

Ni doctrina, ni tesis, ni consigna. En todo caso, una manera de ser y de
entender los problemas de nuestro tiempo. En fin de cuentas, una manera
de combatir en favor de un mundo major, donde no sea posible la
injusticia y donde el hombre, liberado de su angustia vital, de su
inconformismo, avance, confiado y seguro, en busca de la perfección
común. (3)

Neither a doctrine, thesis, nor slogan. At any rate, a way of being and of
understanding the problems of our times. Finally, a way of struggling in

favor of a better world where injustice is impossible and where man, freed
from his vital anguish, can advance with confidence in search of mutual
perfection.

Buero has found inspiration for his plays in a variety of sources ranging from his own
imagination, to history, to other literary works. In the latter category are three plays
which reflect Buero’s talent for remolding and transforming the known and conventional
into something surprisingly fresh and touchingly human. These plays are Palabras en la
arena, which is based on the biblical story of Jesus and the adulteress, La tejedora de
sueños, inspired by a theme from Homer’s Odyssey, and Casi un cuento de hadas,
adapted from a children’s story by Perrault. In all three of these works, Buero’s point of
departure is a familiar framework within popular culture upon which he constructs his
own interpretation. In each case, Buero’s reinvention of the familiar is an effective
device against complacency and awakens new awareness in the spectator.
Palabras en la arena, written in 1948, is a one-act play which, according to Buero,
“plantea demasiadas coas importantes para una obra tan pequeña” (poses too many
important things for such a brief work). This little play examines weighty issues such as
free will, moral hypocrisy, and the traditional ethic of vengeance versus that of love and
compassion. Buero was undoubtedly influenced by Unamuno’s thinking regarding the
dynamics of truth in contrast with the rigidity of conventional dogma. In the biblical
episode of the adulterous woman, Jesus writes unrevealed words on the ground with his
finger, words that resist the inflexibility of those written in stone or even ink, which are,
as Unamuno puts it, “letras que el viento se llevaría” (483) (letters that the wind would
carry away). The Bible tells us only that after Jesus writes on the ground and challenges

the Pharisees by saying, “Whichever of you has committed no sin may throw the first
stone” (135), one by one the accusers leave. The mysterious and ephemeral nature of
these “palabras en la arena,” or words in the sand, offers Buero the opportunity to create
an intriguing version of what Jesus might have written in defense of the adulteress whom
the Pharisees insist must be stoned.
The play begins with simultaneous actions.

A servant woman describes to

Noemi, her mistress, what she sees in the distance – the scene of Jesus and his defense of
the adulteress – while, at the same time, the mistress is planning a rendevous with her
lover. Her husband and four other men, all of whom were accusers at the scene with
Jesus, come to the house and comment on the event they have just witnessed. Through
their conversation, we learn the disturbing words and hidden secrets that Jesus traced in
the sand as a message to each of them. To one of the accusers he wrote, “Ladrón de los
dineros de los pobres” (robber of the money of the poor), to another, “Corruptor de
niñas” (corruptor of young girls), to another, “Hipócrita y lujurioso” (hypocrite and
lecher), and to a temple priest, “Ateo” (atheist). Only Asaf, Noemi’s husband, does not
disclose the personal message he received. A conservative and traditionalist, he ridicules
Noemi for her pardoning nature – “ ¡Siempre perdonar! Pero perdonando no puede haber
familia, ni mujer segura, ni hijos obedientes, ni estado, ¡ni nada!” (Always pardoning!
But by pardoning, there can be no family, no faithful wife, no obedient children, no state,
no anything!)
At the end of the play, when Asaf learns of his wife’s infidelity, he kills her in a
fit of passion and rage. Only then does he reveal the terrible truth of the word that Jesus
wrote to him in the sand, “Asesino” (Murderer). Was Asaf in fact fated to commit

murder, or did his intransigence and inability to forgive lead him to fulfill the prophecy?
Buero would probably defend the notion that Jesus saw in Asaf the violence and hatred of
a potential murderer, rather than the inevitability of the deed. But the issue of hypocrisy,
especially on the part of those who sit in judgment of others, is the real focus of the play.
Also, one must keep in mind the restrictive social, political and cultural environment that
prevailed in Spain at the time this play was written in order to appreciate more fully
Buero’s attempt to endorse alternative thinking in an orthodox society.
La tejedora de sueños of 1949 reflects Buero’s interest in Greek mythology and
fascination with the story of Penelope and Ulysses. In Homer’s Odyssey, we learn that
Ulysses returns home to Ithaca after almost twenty years spent in fighting the Trojan War
and enduring numerous other hardships and adventures. During his absence, his wife
Penelope remains faithful to him despite the attempts of the greedy suitors to force her to
choose a new husband from among them. After Ulysses returns in disguise, he finally
reveals his identity, kills off his would-be rivals, and reunites with Penelope.
Although Buero’s play adheres to the general story line of the Odyssey, it
develops the personality of Penelope in a new way, making her reflect on the injustice of
being left behind while her husband goes off to fight to free another man’s wife.
Penelope’s seeming devotion to Ulysses is really her way of toying with the suitors, her
own personal revenge, or as she puts it, “Mi pequeña guerra de Troya” (My own little
Trojan War). Among the suitors, she has a favorite – the noble and virtuous Anfino
whose kindness she prefers to Ulysses’ cruel and violent nature.

Even Ulysses

recognizes Anfino’s integrity and courage, affording him a hero’s funeral while the
bodies of the other suitors are left to feed the crows.

In Buero’s play, both Penelope and Ulysses are portrayed with weaknesses and
internal conflicts, the most striking of which is personal pride. Pride, along with fear of
no longer appearing attractive, kept Ulysses from approaching Penelope honestly upon
his return. Penelope’s pride is apparent in the fact that her suitors made her feel young
and desirable. In the end, as Buero points out, Ulysses wins the external battle, but losses
the internal one, while for Penelope, the situation is reversed. Buero minimizes the role
of the intervention of the gods, emphasizing instead individual responsibility.

For

example, when Ulysses laments to Penelope, “Todo está perdido. Así quieren los dioses
labrar nuestra desgracia” (Everything is lost. This is how the gods want to bring about our
misfortune), she replies bitterly, “No culpes a los dioses. Somos nosotros quienes la
labramos” (Don’t blame the gods. We are the ones who have brought it about).
Although the play ends with the impending separation between Penelope and
Ulysses, Ulysses speaks of the need to maintain appearances and to keep their reputation
spotless for posterity. Ironically, as he says this, the chorus sings a song based on the
official version of Penelope’s weaving by day and unweaving by night as proof of her
virtue and loyalty. But the audience now knows that she was weaving her dreams of
Anfino, an ideal representative of a breed of men yet to come “que tengan corazón para
nosotras y bondad para todos, que no guerreen ni nos abandonen” (who have feelings for
us women and goodwill toward everyone, who don’t abandon us to go to war). Thus,
although the official story remains in tact, the spectator has a new appreciation of a
previously unexplored angle of this ancient epic. Ulysses is no longer the invincible hero
nor is Penelope a symbol of perfect virtue. Both are transformed into more believable if
less noble characters who must struggle with their flawed humanity.

Casi un cuento de hadas of 1953 is a loose adaptation of the Charles Perrault fairy tale
Riquet a la houppe, or Ricky of the Tuft. Even in the title, Buero emphasizes the
difference between his own work and his source with the word “casi” (almost). It is a
play that explores issues of human personality and perception versus reality. Princess
Leticia, the female protagonist, while beautiful, is considered dull and stupid. Her twin
sister Laura has the opposite characteristics – she is clever, but homely. When Riquet, an
extremely physically unattractive though witty and noble suitor, comes to call on Leticia,
his affection for her awakens an intelligence previously undiscovered.

As their

relationship evolves, he begins to change in her eyes and finally becomes the dashing
prince of her dreams. Riquet is called away, however, and during his absence another
suitor named Armando seems to win over Leticia’s heart. He is handsome, but cold,
insensitive and condescending. When Riquet returns, Armando provokes him into a duel
and dies by Riquet’s sword. Unlike Perrault’s tale where the fairies’ spell overcomes all
adversity and leads to happiness, Buero’s play has both Riquet and Leticia recognize the
sad irony of their circumstances. She can no longer maintain the illusion that made
Riquet good-looking, although she acknowledges his moral superiority to brutal and
indifferent cads like Armando. And Riquet must accept his responsibility for Armando’s
death and recognize the fact that Leticia can no longer idealize him.
A major element of the play is the duality of Riquet’s appearance. Rather than
masks or make-up, Buero employs the technique of using two different actors to portray
the real and the idealized character.

He even creates a scene in which there is a

conversation between the two personae as they discuss their dilemma.

Riquet, el

hermoso says, “Y ella me tuvo amor, y por tenerlo, yo fui su ideal. ¿Quién podría vencer

al ideal?” (She loved me and by loving me, I became her ideal. Who can overcome an
ideal?) But Riquet, el feo responds, “Te han matado dentro de mí, mi pobre amigo. . . .
Tendré que aceptarlo, para morir definitivamente en el incesto monstruoso de la fealdad.
Estoy solo y doy horror” (They have killed you inside of me, my poor friend. I have to
accept it, in order to die definitively in monstruous ugliness. I am alone and I horrify).
Far from the comforting effect of a typical fairy tale’s happy ending, this play
raises unanswered questions about physical appearance, personality and the power of
love. Perhaps the greatest lesson of the play lies in the irony of the fact that Riquet’s
attractiveness and Leticia’s intelligence are ultimately dependent upon both characters’
ability to accept his lack of physical beauty instead of deluding themselves. The Perrault
story ends with the moral “Everything is beautiful in the one we love and all that we love
has beauty.” But Buero seems to be demonstrating that only by coming to terms with
Riquet’s ugliness, rather than masking it, can his other qualities compensate for his lack
of good looks.
By subtly modifying and transforming the familiar, Buero has created original
works that contain all the aspects of buerismo. In Palabras en la arena, he develops a
brief but intriguing plot around the Bible story of Jesus and the adulteress which
challenges hypocrisy and conventional morality. In La tejedora de sueños based on the
Odyssey, Penelope’s constancy is re-examined and reinterpreted to be both a
denunciation of war and a result of her own pride and human frailty. Casi un cuento de
hadas goes far beyond the framework of Perrault’s traditional fairy tale as it investigates
the mysteries of the personality and our perception of reality. Buero’s plays show that
neither Jesus, nor the Greek gods, nor the fairies are responsible for the situations in

which the characters find themselves. On the contrary, they must accept their own role in
determining their fate and become actively involved in resolving the issues that confront
them. All three of these plays in some way subvert the standard messages of their
sources and provide the spectator with new perspectives and heightened awareness.
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Abstract:
This paper looks back at the formative years of white women’s writing in the Colony (later State) of
Queensland from its founding in 1859 until 1937, the year in which the racial assimilation policy was
formally adopted across Australia. It examines whiteness in this body of literature as a discourse that both
draws upon, and helps to shape, the experience of women writers and readers as members of a recently
established white colony. An ideology of whiteness underpins this work, but its formulation is neither
monolithic nor static: from the beginning there are divergent tendencies, and significant new trends emerge
in the 1920s as the assimilation project begins to take hold of the literary imagination. This literature tells
us very little about the racial Others with which it is so preoccupied, but a great deal about the lived
experience of whiteness by women in early Queensland, as well as the ways in which literary culture
articulated whiteness as the centrally cohesive factor in constructing a new white nation in the Antipodes.
Overall, two broad tendencies can be observed: on the one hand a celebration of whiteness in the context of
idealization of the developing state and nation, and on the other an attempt to understand what it means to
be an author and an agent of colonialism. In terms of genre, celebration is characteristic of poetry, while a
somewhat more complex and ambivalent response to race and colonization is explored in fiction.

Colonizing the Antipodes:
Women’s Writing in Early Queensland, Australia
Belinda McKay
Griffith University
Introduction
White women’s participation in Australian literary culture has been marked from the
beginning by a preoccupation with the racial dimension of the colonial experience,
especially in areas where colonization occurred relatively recently. This paper looks back
at the formative years of white women’s writing, from the establishment of the northeastern Colony (later State) of Queensland in 1859 until 1937, the year in which the racial
assimilation policy was formally adopted across Australia. It examines whiteness in this
body of literature as a discourse that both draws upon, and helps to shape, the experience
of women writers and readers as members of a recently established white colony. An
ideology of whiteness underpins this work, but its formulation is neither monolithic nor
static: from the beginning there are divergent tendencies, and significant new trends
emerge in the 1920s as the assimilation project begins to take hold of the literary
imagination. This literature tells us very little about the racial Others with which it is so
preoccupied, but a great deal about the lived experience of whiteness by women in early
Queensland, as well as the ways in which literary culture articulated whiteness as the
centrally cohesive factor in constructing a new white nation in the Antipodes.
The early years
The distinctiveness of Queensland’s colonial history is reflected in the literature of white
women. While the dispossession of Indigenous people in Queensland to a large extent
follows the familiar pattern of colonization throughout Australia, there are some
significant differences. Queensland was not extensively settled until much later than the
more populous states of New South Wales and Victoria, so that when literature by
Queensland women began to be published in the late nineteenth century, the frontier wars
were already largely over in the southern states, but still continuing in Queensland and
northern Australia generally. The presence of relatively large populations of Aboriginal
and Pacific Islander people was a feature that distinguished Queensland from the
southern colonies in the late nineteenth century. New South Wales and Victoria in
particular had by this time settled into more genteel forms of colonial life, centred on the
urban cultures of Sydney and Melbourne, which were much more dominant in their states
than was Brisbane in relation to the highly decentralized state of Queensland. The
sustained intensity of the frontier wars in Queensland, the extreme harshness of the
environment, and a system of land tenure based on leases and small selections rather than
large tracts of freehold land, combined to intensify those anxieties about origins,
legitimacy and belonging which characterize colonial cultures.1 Moreover, Queensland

women writers often lived for substantial periods of time in non-metropolitan areas,
where such anxieties are most strongly felt.
The earliest forms of expressive writing in colonial Queensland – letters and diaries
– played an important role in paving the way for more public forms of literature by
describing the conditions of life in a strange environment, and exploring ways of
integrating new experiences into familiar cultural forms. Rachel Henning’s Queensland
letters, written between 1862 and 1865 but not published until the 1950s, are full of
episodes and scenes which soon appear in women’s fiction about Queensland: battles
against the harsh elements, frightening encounters with ‘wild blacks’ and scenes of comic
relief involving ‘station blacks’. After her first encounter with Queensland ‘blacks’,
Henning wrote to her sister in England that ‘[t]hey are the queerest-looking mortals
certainly, with their long lean legs and arms without an atom of flesh on them, more like
spiders than anything human.’ (1969, 92) The loyal ‘station blacks’ – whom she regards
with a mixture of condescension, mirth and affection – are contrasted starkly with
treacherous ‘wild blacks’ or ‘myalls’ beyond the station boundaries. This was a period in
which the colonial government had little effective control over substantial tracts of its
gazetted territory, and Henning can imagine the unsubdued north of the colony only
through what she has read of the American frontier: ‘The “far north” here is like the far
west in America, and strange wild stories are brought down about it.’ (Henning 1969,
161)
The difficulty of finding a voice in a new land preoccupied the earliest colonial
women poets. Mrs Hope Connolly and Mary Eva O’Doherty had both written for the
Irish nationalist periodical, the Nation, before migrating to Queensland in the early
1860s.2 The ironies generated by their transferral of prophetic nationalism to the
Australian context, however, are epitomized in O’Doherty’s poem, ‘Queensland’, which
depicts that colony as ‘a lovely land … by shadows dark untainted’. Here Queensland is a
cultural terra nullius: ‘barren’, ‘blank’, ‘lifeless’, and apparently unpopulated, it awaits
‘that touch informing’ of a nationalist literary movement. (O’Doherty 1909, 92-93) This
poem renders invisible the history of colonization: O’Doherty fails to acknowledge that
Queensland too has an oppressed people and a foreign overlord, but that here she is a
member of the oppressor race.3
Poet Mary Hannay Foott developed a very different approach. In Where the Pelican
Builds and Other Poems, she attempts to make European culture ‘at home’ in Australia,
moving seamlessly between colonial life on the one hand and European high culture on
the other. In ‘The Future of Australia,’ she acknowledges nostalgia for ‘the legends of
olden days’ – that is, for European culture – but urges instead the creation of an
Australian literary nationalism. (Foott 1885, 13) The use of the pioneering analogy of
sowing and harvesting (the activities often used to justify taking Aboriginal land) is one
of the empowering strategies adopted by Foott to construct an identity as a white colonial
writer. A further strategy is her denial that the colony was founded on violence and
dispossession: she declaims confidently of Australia that ‘slaves, – she has not one!’ and
‘no theft her soul shall soil. (Foott 1885, 14)

By contrast, novelist Rosa Praed directly addressed the ways in which white
women in nineteenth century Queensland participated in the colonial enterprise.
Increasingly she subjected colonialism to critical scrutiny, not – it must be emphasized –
as an advocate for Aboriginal rights, but rather to seek moral redemption for the white
race.
In Lady Bridget in the Never-Never Land (1915) Praed explicitly accuses the
colonial regime of theft of Aboriginal land. When Colin McKeith, who scores his gun
barrel with a notch for every black-fellow he kills, describes his shooting of King
Mograbar, Lady Bridget retorts: ‘How cruelly unjust. It was his country you were
stealing.’ She continues: ‘I don’t admire your glorious British record, I think it’s nothing
but a record of robbery, murder and cruelty, beginning with Ireland and ending with
South Africa.’ (Praed 1987a, 47) Lady Bridget here places herself outside the oppressor
group by speaking as an Irishwoman, but soon colludes with the ‘invader’ by marrying
McKeith and accepting his violent past: ‘The black-fellows he has slain – the one jarring
note between us – are never to be resuscitated.’ (Praed 1987a, 62, 80) Bridget leaves her
husband after his brutal punishment of the black adulterers, Wombo and Oola, but the
insight into colonialism which begins the novel is not developed, and the suffering of the
Aboriginal characters merely provides the rationale for the rehabilitation of the white
woman’s marriage by triggering remorse in her husband.
Foott’s celebration of the colonial past contrasts markedly with Praed’s attempt –
tentative and ambivalent though it may be – to understand what it means to be an author
and agent of colonialism. The tension between these two approaches informs later writing
by Queensland women, and also marks a difference between the literary genres of prose
and poetry. I would now like to turn to a consideration of the celebration of whiteness in
the poetic tradition.
‘Australia’s national hymn of progress’: poetry and the celebration of whiteness
One of the most public ways in which white women in Queensland participated in the
process of creating a nation was through writing patriotic poetry for competitions and
periodicals.
Carina Thorne, for instance, in Leaves from the Australian Bush (1912) lauds the
‘pioneers’ and their forging of a superior Anglo-Saxon type. In ‘To Australian Girls’, she
writes: ‘The fresher life, ’neath brighter skies, shall, to your Anglo-Saxon blood, / A
grand development insure, for you are free and fair and good….’ (Thorne 1912, 6, 3)
Britain, on the other hand, is shown as weakened by her betrayal of the racial superiority
of Anglo-Saxon blood.
In Emily Coungeau’s work, the celebration of whiteness is central to the
construction of ‘Australia’s national hymn of progress’. (Coungeau 1916b, 7) In poems
like ‘Queensland Pioneers’, her agenda is explicitly racial: Australia, the ‘younger child’
of the ‘Empire Mother’, is populated by the ‘lineal sons of Norsemen’ and the need to
‘fill Australia with our kin’ is set against the danger that ‘through portals wide the alien

hordes may pour’. (Coungeau 1916b, 61-3, 32-3) Coungeau is generally reticent on the
question of Indigenous Australians. In ‘Australia: Enchantress’ (Coungeau 1916b, 61-3,
32-3) she suggests that they may be descended from ancient Egyptians, but they are
‘savages’ overawed by a superior civilization in ‘Discovery of the Brisbane River’.
(Coungeau [1916a], 52, [51])
Coungeau also published a ‘romantic poetical drama’ entitled Princess Mona – a
bizarre and highly racialized contribution to the Anzac legend. Princess Mona is the ruler
of the natives of the Island of Dreams, otherwise Felix Australis. Mona’s origins are
obscure, but she is not a native. Growing up, she survives the raids of Indonesian
marauders and marries an explorer, Prince Boris. Mona bears five sons, three of whom
are killed at war in a distant northern land. (Coungeau [1916a], 52, [51]) The capital city
of Mona’s realm is named ‘Anzac’ in their honour, and Mona – now Queen Auster –
appears at the ceremony wearing a gift from her dead sons, a ‘coronet of magnificent
scintillating diamonds’ forming the letters ‘ANZAC’. 4 (Coungeau [1916a], 61)
Lala Fisher, in contrast, was a vehement opponent of the war and of conscription,
but these sentiments are articulated through an equally vehement racism. In ‘Violation’,
originally published in the Australian Worker, Fisher attacks the Allies for seeking the
support of non-white races:
Slant eyes frantic with fear. Slavering teeth
That gleam behind a cruel, curving blade,
A proud blonde head that tumbles underneath
Bare Chinese feet pressing on in the raid.
…
Who defied
And set man’s sacred colour law aside,
Dropped the race barricade
That his mean cause might win –
Unholy renegade! (Fisher 1919, np)
Celebration of whiteness in fact underpins the work of poets across the political
spectrum, providing an uncontested basis for the development of literary nationalism.
‘Nearly white’: the exploration of assimilation in fiction
For many years, Rosa Praed was Queensland’s only published woman novelist, but an
explosion of novels occurred in the 1920s and 1930s. Interestingly, many of these works
pre-date better known ‘race novels’, such as Prichard’s Coonardoo (1930), Penton’s
Landtakers (1934), and Herbert’s Capricornia 1938). I will deal with just a couple of
examples.
Mabel Forrest achieved great popular success with her second novel, The Wild
Moth (1924), filmed by Chauvel in 1926 as The Moth of Moonbi. The Wild Moth is the
parallel tale of two women in a Queensland country town: the white Dell and an unnamed

‘half-caste’ prostitute. The message of this novel is the necessity of pure breeding: in the
‘back blocks’ everyone is ‘[t]abulated, marked off. Black or white. Neutral tints are not
allowed.’ (Forrest 1924, 13-14) The darkish colouring of the heroine, Dell, hints at the
possibility of racial impurity, and the mystery of her ancestry has to be resolved before
she can marry the impeccably white hero Tom Resoult. The discovery that Dell is the
product of her mother’s illicit liaison with an Irish artist is sufficient to reinstate her to all
the privileges of whiteness, but no future can be imagined by Forrest for the half-caste:
she drowns in a flooded river, dragged down by her fine European clothes as she tries to
escape her ‘hated black blood’.5 (Forrest 1924, 199)
In the 1920s and 1930s, it was becoming clear to white Australians that
Aborigines were not simply disappearing, and assimilation was emerging as a new way
of managing the dispossessed. Dorothy Cottrell’s work exemplifies this shift in thinking.
In her novel, Earth Battle, set in western Queensland, she suggests on the one hand
Cottrell that Aboriginal people have been exterminated. The protagonist ‘Old H.B.’, who,
in ‘the early days of Queensland settlement’ had seen many such skeletons ‘lying where
“justice” had been dealt’, experiences a vision of dispossession when he finds the
skeleton of an old Aboriginal man:
… he saw the white tide of the new people trampling, driving, cheating, hewing out
a new world wherein there was no room for the soft-eyed Dark Folk, a new swift
world in which they could not learn to live, and he saw them forced northward and
westward ever to the desert and the fringes of the Gulf – beyond which was the sea!
(Cottrell [1930a], 196-7)
Despite Old H.B’s articulation of the ‘dying race’ theory, Earth Battle is, ironically, full
of evidence of the survival of the ‘Dark Folk’. (Cottrell [1930a], 132) The ‘half-caste’
Baada, the survivor of a massacre of Aboriginal people by troopers, is the mother of
fourteen living children by a white man. (Cottrell [1930a], 132) She inhabits a fluid racial
space:
As years passed, she had grown fat and very ugly, while her skin darkened until she
might have been taken for a ‘full black,’ and men called her Mother Backs, and she
called herself ‘the first white woman on the Black Ant Creek,’ and was very
hospitable.6 (Cottrell [1930a], 24)
White men also flock around Baada’s daughter, Georgina. The fact that Baada and
Georgina are fecund mothers of healthy children ambiguously undercuts the vanishing
race theme that is strongly present elsewhere in the novel. By contrast, the white women
in the novel are either childless, the mothers of sickly or retarded children, or die in
childbirth.7 The scantiness of white fertility reinforces Cottrell’s theme of the
precariousness of the colonization of Queensland, which is contrasted with the ‘strongly
settled lands of New South Wales’ where men stare ‘strangely’ at the unaccustomed sight
of black Baada and her children.8 (Cottrell [1930a], 22)

Kay Glasson Taylor’s Pick and the Duffers (1930) also disrupts the binary of white
versus black by the presence of a number of characters of mixed ancestry. Although
raised and educated to assimilate, the ‘nearly white’ Bella returns to live with the
Coomera tribe while her brother, Dickon Dixon, is a book-keeper and tutor who passes as
white. (Taylor 1930, 29, 234) Warde Maynard, Dickon’s illegitimate son, is adopted by
his white grandfather and is killed before his ‘one horror’ – ‘that he should learn he had
coloured blood’ – is realized.(Taylor 1930, 272)When eleven-year-old Pick reassures
Warde that he is not ‘yellow’, he says ‘you’re the whitest man I know’. (Taylor 1930,
266) Neil Warren uses the same language to Dickon when he discovers the truth about his
ancestry: ‘You’re a real white man. I don’t give a hang for anything else.’ (Taylor 1930,
272) These words equate full humanity with whiteness, and endorse assimilation, but
Bella’s rejection of whiteness undermines a simple assimilationist reading of the novel, as
does Pick’s defence of the rights of his black friend, Gordon:
‘Fancy not letting a tiny, little blackfeller like Gordon come for a bit of a ride with
me among the ranges we took from his own people last century anyhow. That’s
what you might call tyranny o’ gover’ment….’9 (Taylor 1930, 255)
Such novels send ripples across the surface of dominant ideologies, but ultimately
fail to generate viable imaginative models of racial interaction. They disclose an
unresolved tension between the notion that Aborigines were a vanishing race, and the
emerging belief that they could be assimilated into white Australia.
Conclusion
The work of early white women writers in Queensland reveals an intense and ongoing
preoccupation with race, whether expressed as glorification of the writers’ own northern
European racial origins or as a focus on racial Others who raise anxieties about
miscegenation and colonization. The underpinning (and often explicitly articulated)
ideology of whiteness works to reflect upon and guide the experience of women writers
and readers as participants in the project of creating a white nation. White women writers
position themselves as leaders of public opinion, articulating responses to changing
preoccupations and social debates. The differences between genres are striking.
Celebration of whiteness and expressions of virulent racial hatred tend to characterize
poetry, while fiction generates a more complex exploration of what it means to be an
author and agent of colonization.
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1

The Lands Act of 1860 aimed to promote rapid white settlement by making fourteen year leases available
to those who stocked their runs. The continuing anxiety and sense of grievance which these land tenure
arrangements caused in Queensland led to the Bjelke-Petersen government’s massive conversion of
pastoral leases to freehold title. At the root of the anxiety were fears of native title claims, as well as of
government and mining company interventions.
2
Both women came to Queensland at the instigation of Bishop Quinn, Connolly (then Olivia Knight) in
1860 and O’Doherty with her husband Dr Kevin Izod O’Doherty in 1862.
3
O’Doherty’s husband, Kevin Izod O’Doherty, an Irish rebel, had been sentenced in 1848 to transportation
to Van Diemen’s Land for ten years; he was released in 1854 and he and Eva lived in Paris and Ireland
before migrating to Queensland.
4
Alfred Hill used Coungeau’s text as the libretto for an opera entitled Auster, which was praised by
Thorold Waters as ‘more promising for the development of a real Australian opera than anything that has
yet been done’! (Waters 1935, 4). Auster was performed in a concert version in Sydney in 1922, and staged
in Melbourne in 1935.
5
‘Half-caste’ characters in these novels often express revulsion against their ‘black blood’, reflecting a
common assimilationist argument that people of mixed race aspired to be white. Generally, characters who
can pass as white survive in these novels, while those with darker skins frequently die in tragic
circumstances: for example, white Martin lives but his dark brother Donnie kills himself in The Night
Flowers (Cottrell [1930b]). In Taylor’s Pick and the Duffers (1930), Bella – who was educated to be white
– is unusual in choosing to live in a camp. She reflects: ‘One drop of black blood makes a blackfellow, they
say, and I think they must be right…. I couldn’t even remember my own people, but they called me back to

them, though the others [her brother and sister] never heard. I often wonder if they hear in their hearts, but
won’t let themselves listen.’ (Taylor 1930, 234)
6
Novels by Queensland women writers published in the 1920s and 1930s reveal a preoccupation with the
instability of skin colour, and include warnings that skin colour darkens with age. See Taylor (1930, 29):
the beautiful parlour-maid Wirri is ‘white enough, and pretty enough – now’ but Neil Warren predicts that
she will soon lose both her light skin and her beauty.
7
The only healthy white child is Chum, but her mother Martha dies in childbirth and her grief-stricken
father Sandy abandons her. Sandy does not even name his daughter, who is christened Armistice (because
her birth coincides with the end of the war) by her foster mother.
8
Interestingly, the novel is set near ‘Murgan’ during World War I. The town now called Murgon is located
next to the Aboriginal community of Cherbourg. This community is located on Waka Waka traditional
land, but as a result of Queensland’s policy of separating Aboriginal families and removing them from their
traditional lands, over 40 different groups are represented. In 1905 Aboriginals from a camp near Woodford
north of Brisbane were moved to a site near Kingaroy, originally known as Barambah. The name was
changed to Cherbourg Mission Station in 1931. The community is located in Barambah state electorate,
formerly the seat of Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen. Barambah is currently held by Dorothy Pratt, formerly of One
Nation and now an Independent.
9
Kay Glasson Taylor later published another curious novel of station life: Bim (1947), the story of a young
girl who cross-dresses as an Aboriginal boy. It is difficult to gauge the intended audience for these novels:
they appear on one level to be adventure stories for adolescent males, but the fairly explicit discussion of
illicit sexual liaisons suggests that they may serve the purpose of illuminating a slightly older female
audience about the nature of life in the Australian outback. Taylor’s use of cross-dressing and ‘passing’ in
her novels warrants further study.
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Abstract:
The relationship of architecture and digital media has gradually shifted towards the symbiotic. Few
offices or schools have maintained sole focus on the heritage of hand drawing and model craft. Rather, the
profession at large has fully embraced the digital environment as a way of rethinking the design process,
whether through improved productive efficacy, as a generative system, or as a manner of inhabiting virtually
constructed space. While all of these approached have reaped well-deserved applause from the design
community, there has been a conscious and fervent resistance to fully embrace the expanded realm of digital
environments.
The digital gaming industry, perhaps to the chagrin of the architectural community, has become the
epitome of modern business success, drawing in remarkable profits while simultaneously leading a quiet
revolution in youth culture. The systems that have become available in the last several years are sophisticated
enough to not simply hint at virtual reality, but rather have established a frighteningly convincing world into
which the participant is immersed. These effects are so convincing that individuals engaged in a combat arena,
playing in a first person shooter scenario, respond physically to the visual and audible stimuli, ducking and
crouching with comical evasiveness to the virtual projectiles being launched at them. Given the spatial quality
and realism that has been achieved, one would expect that those professions hinged around space making
would readily embrace these technologies, but the opposite seems to be the case. Most simply dismiss these
environments as distractions with little value beyond entertainment, though more vicious accusations have
been lobbied, varying from addictive characteristics to the extremes of indoctrination of cultural violence.
Whatever the argument, the rejection of any critical capacity of these systems is without question.
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The on-going research has been intentionally focused on borrowing the technological advancements
made within the first person shooter gaming engines, transforming this system of sensory hyper-distraction
into a legitimate tool for creation and critique. A virtually modeled architectural space has be created, and
subsequently passed through a series of software platforms in order to allow for the importation of the file,
now considered a navigable map, into an existing gaming platform, Through this somewhat parasitic
appropriation of the game’s rendering engines, the newly established world becomes not only navigable, but
offers the possibility of full interactivity, engaging the participant through visual and audio sensation as well
implied kinetic response . To further the possibilities, these environments are not limited to the single user, but
rather become available to any number of remote participants, again borrowing from the existing infrastructure
of on-line gaming.
Though only marginal success has thus been reached in terms of map generation, the conditions are
ripe for continued research and development. The expectation for this test is to successfully transfer a virtual
model, created through architectural design conventions and software, to a gaming platform where the space
can be inhabited and critiqued. An expectation for continued development includes the possibilities for
enhanced visual and audible queues, as well as the development of a collaborative design project which would
thread several design studios from different academic institutions into a cohesive experiential environment,
allowing the students and critics to simultaneously inhabit their proposed constructions.
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Bastard Son: Legitimizing the Gaming Environment
“Because what does not correspond to any mathematical law is the arrangement of the openings. Some rooms
allow you to pass into several others, some into only one, and we must ask ourselves whether there are not
rooms that do not allow you to go anywhere else. If you consider this aspect, plus the lack of light or of any
clue that might be supplied by the position of the sun (and if you add the visions and the mirrors), you
understand how the labyrinth can confuse anyone who goes through it, especially when he is already troubled
by a sense of guilt. Remember, too, how desperate we were last night when we could no longer find our way.
The maximum of confusion achieved with the maximum of order: it seems a sublime calculation. The
builders of the library were great masters.”
- Brother William of Baskerville: The Name of the Rose.1
Mankind’s reverent infatuation with labyrinthine space is long standing and complex, stretching the
expanse of both time and distance. The relevance, if not necessity, of these twisting, fractured and disorienting
spaces is so deeply imbedded within the human psyche that the conceptual basis is no more than a rumination,
reinventing itself with each subsequent generation as a new veil to be draped over and across the spatial
structure. Yet it is this structure, this architectonic skeleton of space and form that offers the order, the logic,
and the rationale of occupation. This isn’t to suggest that the conceptual basis is independent or superfluous to
the space, but nor is the intellect the overriding factor in the preservation of this spatial strategy. Instead, the
labyrinth is a physical construct that simultaneously forms and is informed by the timely existence of an
intellectual occupant – it both drives the experience, and is driven by the desire for experience.
Perhaps, as both a slight aside and integral element, this question of experience becomes integral to the
perception of the labyrinth. Its historical significance within western religious convictions is rooted within the
notion of enlightenment through journey. The enduring cruciform path found imbedded into the floors of so
many gothic cathedrals becomes the most clear and poignant example of this journey, offering an intense and
convoluted model of pilgrimage, drawing the intellect into a more centered and reverent position through its
serpentine movement. This experience, all be it a simulation of sorts, entices the mind into self-consciousness,
an awareness achieved through sudden juxtaposition of scale and space, at one moment entirely consumed by
the immediacy of the prescribed path held at one’s feet, while equally placed within the volumetrically sublime
caverns that define gothic space. The effectiveness of this simulation is reliant on its tectonic resolve, but is
equally dependant upon the humility of the mind itself, the willing subjection to Christian beliefs. To separate
one from the other reduces both – the intellect drawn into a more cynical questioning of religious dogma, and
the physical resolve into something more akin to novelty than enlightenment.
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With that separation in mind, the question of the persistence of the labyrinth as a physical form is
immediately palpable within modern techniques for spatial definition. One need only look to airports and
shopping malls to find but one example of this formal repetition.2 In both cases, the spaces are structured
entirely with the goal of a sort of prescribed confusion, a systematic winding of physical movement with the
intent for controlled experience. With the airport, the traveler is forced to weave through a variety of rhythmic
queues, delineated by a system of diaphanous (though suggestively impenetrable) corded fences which, unto
themselves offer little more than way-finding and order within this chaotic and volatile experience. The
broader architectural moves are not intended to help guide directly, though often do offer some subtle cues
regarding subsequent movements, but rather seem to attempt to relieve the tediousness of this transient
existence. The tectonics offer dappled yet uniform light illuminating the almost scaleless-ness of the sweeping
forms that define the roof. This single gesture, when combined with the rather neutral palette of granites,
brushed steel, warm woods and Bauhausian furnishings of black leather and chrome, force the spatial
experience into one of surprising banality – at once overwhelming but also defusing, suggestive of not
individual enlightenment, but rather of the more aptly modern analogy of ant-like existence.
Shopping malls behave similarly, though held under a different veil than that of the airport. Where
the agenda of the airport as a spatial device is to lull the traveler into a state of calm, the shopping mall is
entirely driven by the immediacy of commerce – the perfect model of the commodity fetish. The shopper
doesn’t actually participate within these structured spaces as an integral part of the experience because the
experience isn’t about the space itself, but rather about the consumption of goods. Shoppers loose all sense of
space and time because the daily cycles and sensory stimuli are entirely overridden by the tectonic barrage of
advertising. So extreme is this imagery that the exterior facades of these structures become completely
unrevealing, offering little more that crystalline punctures to define entry into this otherworldly introversion.3
Many of these malls are in fact so confusing that escape is a perceived detriment to the experience – to allow
the spontaneous purchaser out with ease stands as an affront to the very nature and rhetoric of consumer
space. It should be of little surprise that the shifting typologies of mall and airport are becoming inextricably
linked. Since the airport offers the perfect captive audience in search of distraction and the occasional guiltgift, the new strategy of imbedded shopping modules within airport isn’t simple a logical development, but
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more of manifest destiny.4 Yet, both of these examples are restricted to the corporeal experience, and fall
somewhat victim to their own physical configuration when held within the notion of labyrinthine space. A
better, more clairvoyant and perhaps more absurd example of the modern labyrinth can be found in within the
virtual spaces of the gaming environment.
To better grapple with these types of spaces, a bit of clarification is required, not only to offer the
historical development of game space, but also the specific emphasis on first-person shooter immersion within
the broader field of game representation and strategies. The inception of digital gaming is quite well-known
within popular culture, both as part of a more adult demographic whose adolescent lives were directly
influenced by them, and the subsequent generations who see these games as purely infantile novelties within
the ever-more complex genre of computer gaming. While games such as Pong, Tank, and Asteroids, are all
seminal in their relation to game development, their conception of space is highly limited, perceived only as a
two-dimensional graphic on the screen through which the player interacts. In fact, they pay more homage to
the voyeuristic celebration of television and movies because their spatial representation is entirely planometric,
completely detached from spatial simulation. Yet, even at this stage, the notion of labyrinth begins to become
ingrained as a spatial strategy. Digital suggestions of walls and barriers, as well as maze-like configurations
begin to appear, most notably within the series of games initiated with Pac-Man.

This game, and the

phenomenon that surrounded it, was all consuming as an interactive device. The infinite manifestations for
negotiating the various levels produced more than occasional amusement. It founded a society of sorts,
structured around the solving of the spatial puzzles, completing that sought-after “high score” title through the
graceful and fluid avoidance of menacing monsters (themselves quite endearing though appearing more like
personified rag mops), and more importantly, the rejection of the exterior world.
The different manifestations of the Pac-Man gaming strategy are quite far-reaching, though one
particular game offers a definitive link to the present day scenarios of first-person shooter gaming platforms.
The game Castle Wolfenstein was a rather crude, World War II narrative, in which a stick-figure agent aligned
with the Allied powers attempts to infiltrate the notorious castle. By weaving his way through an unrevealed
map of rooms and spaces, and eliminating or avoiding the various sentinels inside these rooms, the agent could
make his way the fuhrer, eliminate him, and escape. The clumsiness of the movements and the restrictions of
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planar space offered little more than mild amusement for the digitally savvy adolescent. But its lineage proves
far more fruitful.

During the years between the creation of Castle Wolfenstein and its protégé Castle

Wolfenstein 3D, the notion of first-person shooter gaming systems was brought into being.5
First-person shooter games are set on the premise of two basic strategies. On the more technical side,
the logic of spatial development and representation is driven by the requirements of real-time animation, which
requires a constant updating of the digital simulation which each successive movement within the space (This
will prove key to the possibilities of spatial development noted later in the paper). The second premise is more
ingrained within the notion of the simulation, which is the fundamental point of reference for the simulation
itself. Nearly all of the games prior to this strategy drifted more toward the overhead existence, more closely
related to mapping techniques or the plan drawings of specific architectural constructions. The first-person
shooter strategy placed the player directly into the space, the screen becoming the virtual eyes of the character’s
head. This shift is strategy suddenly revealed an entirely new set of opportunities for gaming interaction and
spatial representation.
Castle Wolfenstein was the first significant foray into the FPS system, though essentially structured off
of the same spatial strategy as its predecessor. The player navigated a sequence of interlocked rooms,
eliminating all of the alien foes encountered along the way. While equally rudimentary in its spatial definition
and means of navigation, Castle Wolfenstein 3D (pioneered by id Software) found immense success with the
nature of its spatial simulation.

By offering spatial simulation to the gaming environment, the player’s

movements and lines of sight were freed from a scripted experience, allowing for the suggestion of true spatial
immersion. The player now was in full control of their spatial experience. The global existence of the planar
games strategies didn’t allow for the concealment or intrigue because there was no foreground and background.
FPS suddenly revealed a navigable panorama of spatial experience in which the space behind the player became
a key factor in the overall spatial development as well as the structure of the game play itself. The spatial
strategies couldn’t be held to a legitimate architectural critique, simply because they received little, if any
attention.

This newly revealed simulation, subordinate to the simple act of movement, character, and

engagement, consumed the entire spatial experience. The labyrinth was still overriding as a spatial order, but
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was imperceptible because the spaces themselves were simply planar extrusions, with no real spatial exploration
or interaction, though the opportunities would be quickly embraced and exploited to remarkable effect.
The current plethora of FPS games is
far too numerous to attempt a discussion of
labyrinth, spatial perception and sensory
engagement for each platform, but it is
possible to illuminate the common threads
from which each game is developed. At the
forefront of this discussion should be the
question of the FPS platform proper.

Fig. 1 – Screen capture of Castle Wolfenstein 3D, id Software.

The

structure of Castle Wolfenstein 3D was
fundamentally a narrative, focused not on a multiplayer scenario, but rather a specific storyline that helped to
organize the spaces and game play. Another strategy, built primarily off of the same gaming platform, but
addressed most readily through the game Doom and Doom 2 is arena play. While the narrative structure is
limited to a single player, the arena is structured with the sole intention of multiple player interaction. No
longer is the sole user reliant upon the artificial intelligence of the gaming engine to offer the competition, but
rather the competition becomes another user, perhaps within the same room or possibly from another country
all together. The immediate success of arena spaces led to an entirely new system of space making and gaming
strategy. While the narrative approach is still a staple, particularly when addressing users without high-speed
internet access, the arena system has become the dominant mode of production, built in with nearly every game
and in fact operating as the single focus of many games, such as Quake Arena or Unreal Tournament.
This strategic shift has been ongoing, but parallels similar developments within the rendering engine
itself. The level of realism and detail has become remarkable for both the simulated environment and the
character’s physical behavior and control. Not only does character movement and control more closely mimic
actual movement, but the corresponding spatial definitions and formations are equally augmented with
enhanced tectonic detailing and materiality, accurate lighting and shadow casting, simulated tactility, multi-
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sensory engagement through stereo sound, and detailed refinements of the subtleties of the expected
environments (ranging from breezes and weather effects to material engagement and response).
The spatial consequence of these dramatic shifts not
only builds upon the underlying thread of labyrinthine space, but
also advances it by allowing for the reinterpretation of the
Piranesian dungeon. It is not without surprise that Piranesi
should become an influence within these spatial simulations.
Piranesi’s visions of dungeonous ruins capture some if not all of
the basic spatial requirements for the successful arena
environment. His conceptions are heavily imbedded with scalar
shifts and overlaps, in which the basic perception of depth and
space are compiled to reiterate the confusion and disorientation
of the occupants. They become a mere fragment themselves of

Fig. 2 – Giambattista Piranesi’s The Prisons

the labyrinthine condition of these worlds, where the
compression of foreground and background all but destroy any
sense of depth, while simultaneously revealing another
competitor and becoming equally revealed – the essential
dilemma of defining the subject and the object of the space.
Piranesi is so effective at this that his work in fact allows for the
spatial perception to extend beyond physical convention and test
the intellectual waters with a more grotesque vigor. “Piranesi

Fig. 3 – Screen capture, Allied Assault
Breakthrough, EA Games

was apparently one of the first to see [the Forum and Palatine] this way, increasing its density in his views,
making the fragments more threatening than they seem to us, darkening the colors, adding shag and bramble to
the vegetation, in short making the melancholy theatrically evident rather than mute and elusive”.6
To the extent that these gaming worlds are recreations of Piranesi’s vision is rather remarkable, not so
much because they borrow his conception of space and depth, but because they make it real. Most of the
games are rooted within some sort of contextual basis, ranging anywhere from the demonic illusions of Dante’s
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Inferno to the shell-pockets beaches of Normandy. Each basic model is staged and detailed to carry the effect
of the space, to offer a convincing portrayal of the tectonic realization, but with the subtle intention of also
offering moments of concealment and intrigue, whether within the shadows of a dimly lit grotto or the chaotic
pattern of stone gothic antechamber. Yet, regardless of historical accuracy or mysticism, the fundamental
Piranesian model is present, imbedded within the underlying logic of the labyrinth. Basic spatial moments are
created and repeated in which a variety of points of reference are offered – ironically not for the viewing of the
space, but for the disguising of one’s position relative to the competition, and one from which the competition
can be eliminated.
Within these gaming environments, the level of spatial representation is taken to the extreme, but not
to become the focus of the spatial immersion, but paradoxically to become the most complex background to
the events themselves. It is no wonder that so much scrutiny has been placed upon these games. Though their
social merit is highly debatable, their level of spatial immersion/rejection is remarkable. It is this sort of
sensory immersion/rejection that has received the most attention. The developments within the gaming
industry have become so convincing as spatial devices unto themselves that the delineation between simulation
and reality is drawn into question.7

It is not uncommon, during the course of a game, to find oneself

physically stretching and tilting to try to glimpse just beyond the corner of a wall, or equally to evasively duck
from the immanent fire of an enemy who, in reality, is nothing more than a collection of binary coding. Within
the narrative game, this affect is relatively limited and predicable, because the enemy becomes rationale to some
extent. But the arena games are far more convincing, partly out the leveling effect of skill and movement, but
also out the capacity to prowl upon a competitor without the slightest hint of presence. So compelling are the
arenas that any sense of exterior stimuli is reduced – time and space are no longer dictated by the world
outside, but rather by the world within. When playing Medal Of Honor Allied Assault, one senses the chill of a
winter breeze of the Ardennes forest while creeping delicately among the pines and machine gun nests of the
German lines, as well as the arrhythmic pelting of rain when dancing anxiously among the ruins of bombed out
Brest to avoid sniper attack. The significance of the physical room, or even the interaction of the player with
the computer itself is all subordinate to the envisioned space – strangely paralleling the voyeuristic nature of
film, but rather that restricting the interaction to the screen proper, the player is in fact a contributor to the plot
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itself. This condition isn’t strictly limited to the individual, but actually becomes a collective experience.8
Many of the arenas are open to twenty or more players, creating not an introverted environment of rather static

Fig. 4 – screen capture, Medal of Honor Allied Assualt, EA Games.

individual interaction, but one densely populated and immediately dynamic. There is no idling or laziness, but
rather a call for immediacy and instinct – the slow will be eliminated, which further pushes the spatial studies to
the back of the mind. Yet, these spaces have become the most intriguing points of expression and authorship,
not just by the industry, but also by the players themselves.
Several game designers have begun to include some method for level development or editing as part
of the initial software package. This strategy is intended to encourage users to manipulate existing levels for
their own non-commercial use, as well as encouraging the creation of entirely original spatial constructions.9
Though few, if any of these users have any formal training in spatial design, they all subconsciously quote both
the labyrinth and Piranesi. Their spatial envisions are simply recreations of the same arenas, completely new
and novel in formal resolve, but inherently restricted to the conventions of the game system itself.
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It is this moment that necessarily reeks of ripeness for a more sophisticated insertion of architectural training
and critique. While in no way attempting to act as an apologist for the gaming industry or its societal
influences, the possibility of borrowing their systems to begin to study real spaces and constructs is not only
ripe, but almost essential, given the continued infatuation with spatial simulation. While these systems are
diametrically opposed in constructive strategies from the CADD systems that form the foundation of
architectural practice, their fit could be no more perfect. To offer the capacity not just to visualize an
architectural space from a single view or prescriptive film, but to actually stand within that space is simply too
enticing to avoid. Yet, to date the architectural community has paid little credence to the gaming systems.
The roots of this dismissal are too complex and intertwined to truly explore, but certainly one key factor is the
suggested novelty and insincerity of the game industry itself, harkening back to the societal influence and affect.
While these debates are on going, the potential to explore the possibilities and limitations of these systems is
already underway, all be it in a rather subversive manner of study.
There are numerous first person shooter platforms in use within the gaming industry, each with a
slightly different approach towards rendition and model management. Each is equally proprietary, offering
different strategies and options for spatial manipulation, though some are more closely aligned with
architectural conventions than others. After a bit of research into the strengths and availability of each
platform, a clear decision was made to utilize Id software’s Quake III engine. This rendering engine has been
in existence for several years, introduced in 1999 with Quake III Arena, as the third development within the
Quake game system, and referential to its origins in Castle Wolfenstein and Doom. The success of this engine
as a gaming interface, and more so as a navigable real-time rendering engine for defined space, made it quickly
palatable, finding continued use in popular games such as Medal of Honor, Battlefield 1942 and Return to
Castle Wolfenstein. Though actual development using this rendering engine independent of the game Quake
would require significant coding and financial support, Id software has helped to develop an interface with 3D
Studio Max that will allow for the design and development of a “map” which can be inserted and navigated
within the game itself. This interface, known as Tempest, is actually a specific plug-in into Gmax, an optimized
addition to 3D Studio Max specific to game design, which is free for download with a registered version of
Max. The Tempest plug-in allows for the creation, development and compiling of the data required for
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successful insertion of the designed map into Quake III Arena. Though there is suggested to use Tempest for
direct modeling, the interface with 3D Studio Max should allow for the insertion and manipulation of other
model files. Given the opportunity this presented, a fairly quick study was pursued utilizing this system as the
interface.
Though this approach appeared promising, and is quite ripe for implementation, similar proprietary
hurdles were encountered during testing. Tempest, as a software platform, exists in a rather hazing limbo
between two distinct software systems. On one side is Id Software, the developers of the Quake III engine,
who have legitimate concerns of exploitation. While they do encourage independent authorship of new gaming
environments for use within the on-line gaming community, they aren’t willing to commit to or offer support
of Tempest, as isn’t directly under their veil of control. Equally, Discreet Software, the makers of 3D Studio
Max and a subsidiary of Autodesk, won’t offer support with specific justification, but likely out of concern for
copyright infringement. Given this ill-defined existence, the challenges in using Tempest are more directly
linked to the lack of support for loading difficulties. There are explicit descriptions for the proper download
conditions and installation sequence, but very little information on problems that may be encountered and
methods of fixing them. It is within this dilemma that the research has become bogged down. While the
software systems appear to load correctly, based on the tests provided with the installation instructions, the
actual usage of the software doesn’t correspond with predictable results. For example, when loading a preexisting map within Tempest as part of an introductory tutorial, the map loads correctly, but the material
assignments appear to be absent. When the map is compiled and then played within Quake, all of the
assignments are present and accurate. Given this scenario, it should be expected that an additional wall,
inserted into this same map and assigned a material from the existing library, should compile in an equally
satisfactory manner. However, when the map is loaded in Quake, the wall will appear as predicted, but there is
no texture map associated with it. This is but one small glitch with this strategy, but this condition seems
symptomatic of broader problems with the software as it is loaded. While models derived from a more
complex 3D Max environment can be easily imported and manipulated within Tempest, the proper sequence
of commands and redefinitions for correct compiling seems elusive. Thus far, the test model has been
imported, but remains only within Tempest. All attempts to assign materials, redefine elements, or compile
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even the most diagrammatic versions have been unresolved within Quake.

Attempts to address and

reconfigure these problems are ongoing, and will potentially be resolved with recently modified installation and
configuration instructions as well as a series of software patches. At any rate, the research for both approaches
towards real-time animation has hinted at the possibilities, but has yet to break through the final set of technical
glitches.
The explorations have necessarily included the basics of modeling and spatial critique, but have also
distanced themselves from the gaming systems proper, with the intent to push further into a stronger, more
legitimate exploration of architectural space. Still, this notion seems to suggest that the game spaces as they
exist are somehow ineffective or conceptual inept – which could be no further from the truth. These spaces
are in fact incredible, provocative spaces that necessarily recall some of the edifices of the architectural
labyrinth, and do so though subconscious simulation of Piranesi’s world. “He is one of the most persuasive
paper-architects, and from him many have learned that they prefer shams to the truth, that the most prized
forms of mental freedom require a certain insulation from reality. One becomes one’s own prisoner.”10 Still,
the opportunities for a more sincere architectural contribution are both present and essential if these spaces are
to be lifted above the leisurely distraction of digital gaming.

1.

U. Eco, The Name of the Rose, p217. Eco’s discussion the monastery library has become a quintessential discussion of
spatial disorientation and confusion, inspiring architectural discussion and design exploration alike.

2.

The understanding of labyrinth, in this instance, directs to the dualism that exists within the definition. Airports are
necessarily about prescribed paths and ease of movement, though often times as confusing. Shopping malls, however,
borrow directly from the notion of disorientation and maze structure in order to preserve the interior space as a
priority.

3.

Douglas Copland, in his novel Generation X, comments on the notion of shopping malls as having no exterior. “The
Emperor’s New Mall: The popular notion that shopping malls exist on the insides only and have no exterior. The
suspension of visual belief engendered by this notion allows shoppers to pretend that the large, cement blocks thrust
into their environment do not, in fact, exist.” Though inserted primarily for provocation, this notion further explains
the internalization of the shopping mall structure to the extent of external obsolescence.

4.

The newest constructions and redevelopments of airport terminals and concourses have all centered themselves
around the commercial aspects of transitional space. The expansion of shopping has found equal resonance within
the work of Craig Portman, whose monumental hotels have fully embraced introversion and labyrinth as a chief
strategy for customer intrigue and occupation. This spatial strategy is perhaps best exhibited in his Bona Ventura
Hotel in Los Angeles.
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5.

There is an unmentioned importance to driving simulations, which also fostered the exploration of spatial simulation,
though their influence is somewhat minimal due to the lack of enclosed spatial definition and limited spatial
movement.

6.

R. Harbison, Eccentric Spaces, p15.

7.

There are numerous criticisms voiced at the gaming industry, mostly revolving around the suggestion of gratuitous
violence and its potential impact on the adolescent mind. Though relevant, this debate is separate from the spatial
method of representation.

8.

These gaming systems have become so wide spread that entire virtual communities have been established, complete
with a sense of social structure and interaction. Further, the convention known as QuakeCom, has within the last few
years, drawn thousands of computer gamers, allowing for the surreal experience of a single spatial experience in which
the gamers play each other in a virtual environment, while simultaneously inhabiting the same physical space, though
each is entirely in denial of the other.

9.

This strategy is not only encouraging map construction, but also acts as a recruiting device for future map builders and
game developers.

10. R. Harbison, The Built, the Unbuil, and the Unbuildable, p102.
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Abstract:
The authenticity of cultural production has long been under scrutiny. It is without question that the late 19th
and early 20th centuries were defined by the dominance of European Imperialism, but with the collapse of
colonial state came a corresponding dilemma, the notion of nation-state and cultural integrity within newly
fabricated geographical boundaries. Though inherently complex and multi-faceted, a reduction of this dilemma
into a discussion of artifacts seems logical, certainly less ephemeral than the corresponding socio-political
debates. Yet, the clarity these artifacts may offer becomes equally complex in nature, due directly to the
representational character from which their cultural importance is derived. Still, even within the ambiguity of a
critique of representation, an evolutionary condition of commodity representation can be elicited. Within the
particular framework of World Exposition a significant transformation of the mode of national representation
becomes readily apparent. The historical objectification of the Orient as a spectacle, as displayed in the World
Expositions of the Industrial Revolution, reduced the representational relationship to a hierarchically polarized
form of Western consumption. However, the recent World Exposition in Hanover, a product of a budding
globalized economy, fragmented this polarization into a self-objectifying hegemony of commodity-spectacle.
To this end, any sense of authentic nationalist representation has been voluntarily subjected by commodityfetishism – the seduction of the spectacle has repressed reality to commodity, analogous to the objectified
Orient of the Occident’s privileged gaze. Thus the shift of representation becomes apparent – the former
objectification of the subject from its colonizer has been shifted to a position of self-objectification as
spectacle.
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National Chic: The Objectified Sensation of World Exposition
Understood in its totality, the spectacle is both the outcome and the goal of the dominant mode of production.
It is not something added to the real world – not a decorative element, so to speak. On the contrary, it is the
very heart of society’s real unreality.
- Guy Debord, Thesis 13
Society of the Spectacle
The authenticity of cultural production has long been under scrutiny. It is without question that the
late 19th and early 20th centuries were defined by the dominance of European Imperialism, but with the collapse
of colonial state came a corresponding dilemma, the notion of nation-state and cultural integrity within newly
fabricated geographical boundaries. Though inherently complex and multi-faceted, a reduction of this dilemma
into a discussion of artifacts seems logical, certainly less ephemeral than the corresponding socio-political
debates. Yet, the clarity these artifacts may offer becomes equally complex in nature, due directly to the
representational character from which their cultural importance is derived. Still, even within the ambiguity of a
critique of representation, an evolutionary condition of commodity representation can be elicited.
World’s fairs were idealized platforms where cultures could be encapsulated visually – through artifacts and
arts but also, more prominently, through architecture. The debates on architectural imagery thus became
closely intertwined with redefinitions of local cultures. 1
Within the particular framework of World Exposition a significant transformation of the mode of national
representation becomes readily apparent.

The historical objectification of the Orient as a spectacle, as

displayed in the World Expositions of the Industrial Revolution, reduced the representational relationship to a
hierarchically polarized form of Western consumption. However, the recent World Exposition in Hanover, a
product of a budding globalized economy, fragmented this polarization into a self-objectifying hegemony of
commodity-spectacle. To this end, any sense of authentic nationalist representation has been voluntarily
subjected by commodity-fetishism – the seduction of the spectacle has repressed reality to commodity,
analogous to the objectified Orient of the Occident’s privileged gaze. Thus the shift of representation becomes
apparent – the former objectification of the subject from its colonizer has been shifted to a position of selfobjectification as spectacle.
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While a thorough examination of this developmental continuum would bring to light the nuances of
its condition at a given moment, a polarized study of historical and current characteristics clearly exhibits the
extremes of this shift. The original paradigm of representation, as contained within the late nineteenth century
World Exhibition framework, was explicitly an extension of the Eurocentric model of Imperialism. Europe
was without question the nexus of the industrial revolution, dominating nearly all fields of scientific
investigation, mechanized production and aesthetic revision, while simultaneously undergoing a shift from the
feudal system based on agrarian trade to its superceding capitalist model. The rationality and efficacy mandated
by the industrial process restructured European society with such vigilance as to deplete any skepticism and
replace with the Imperialist confidence in modernization
Civilization, the religion of the new age, also had its scripture – the book of laws in which its values, such as
justice, rights, and ethics, were registered – and its promise of redemption: it would free mankind from
oppression, slavery, and ignorance.2
Though this massive acceleration of both technological and economic fields delineated the differences between
the Orient and the Occident, it was the aesthetic realm in which these differences became most apparent.
Modernization carried with it specific aesthetic means in which the representation of industrial progress and its
productive capacity replaced any form of nostalgic or antiquated modes of cultural production.

This

industrialized aesthetic was tautological in nature, not only the product of modernization but also its means of
representation. It emphasized the objectness of the product and its certainty as commodity, while reinforcing the
dominance of rationality and efficiency as the new social order. The European consumer was positioned in
such a manner as to perceive its commodity value as an object, transfixed as the observer within the
constructed frame of objectified spectacle. To this end, this premise of objectification was not limited solely to
the industrial artifact as representation, but to all forms of representation.
This method of objectification became essential to the representational character of the Orient within
the framework of exhibition.

While the Western representation of Oriental exoticism had long been

established as a product of colonization, the World Exposition provided a new medium of representation for
the modern European to gaze upon the simulated Orient with such an experiential nature that it superceded any
truthful character of its represented subject. This form of objectification was not only limited to the physical
construct of the Orient, but encompassed nearly every aspect of its indigenous life.
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Throughout the nineteenth century non-European visitors found themselves being placed on exhibit or made
the careful object of European curiosity. The degradation they often suffered, whether intended or not, seemed
nevertheless inevitable, as necessary to these spectacles as the scaffolded facades or the curious crowds of
onlookers. The facades, the onlookers, and the degradation seemed all to belong to the organizing of an
exhibit, to a particularly European concern with rendering things to be viewed. 3
These representations assumed a factual position within the European perception of the Orient, regardless of
its actuality as a constructed illusion. The European spectator, unable to distinguish the spectacular from the
real, necessarily derived an expectation for the objectified reality, far removed from its actual condition. Their
gaze focused upon the Oriental representation as an object of commodified reality, ready for consumption as
both a commodity of the exhibition and an extension of European capital.
Part of the shock of the Egyptians came from just how ‘real’ the street
claimed to be. Not simply that the paint was made dirty, that the donkeys
were from Cairo, and that the Egyptian pastries on sale claimed to taste like
the real thing. But that one paid for them, as we say, with real money. The
commercialism of the donkey rides, the bazaar stalls and the dancing girls
was no different from the commercialism of the world outside. This was the
real thing, in the sense that what commercialism offers is always the real
thing. 4
This inherent reduction to commodity within the consuming gaze of the
European spectator clearly delineated the objectified position of the
Orient. In much the same spirit of Heidegger’s principle of the objectified
landscape, the Orient in its entirety became objectified as the spectacular
condition of a false reality, distanced from the Occident not only as the
ideological construct of the gaze, but as a dichotomy within the exhibition
Fig. 1 – Cairo Street, Chicago, 1893

master plan.

The Occident-Orient representational distinction was simultaneously endemic of the ideological
constructed gaze and it Eurocentric distribution of power. The division of the master plan into separate
parcels of representational character necessarily set the modern European aesthetic against the Oriental
representation, explicitly depicting European dominance, but also suggesting the reduction of the Oriental to
spectacle.
Beginning with the 1867 universal exposition in Paris, a dual system was established; a Beaux-Arts plan,
highlighted by imposing structures for the main displays of industrial and artistic artifacts, and a picturesque
array of buildings interspersed in the parks and gardens of the exhibition grounds. A major component of the
non-Western exhibits almost always was situated in the picturesque sections, where technological novelties,
entertainment, and commercial attractions were located. 5
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This picturesque “array” housed the more frivolous commodities of the exhibit, those that fostered little
advancement of the greater modern project beyond simple repose or leisurely distraction. The Orient was
simply a means of leisure for the European spectator, a commodity in it most base form. Its exclusion from
the modern realm of exhibition reiterated Western dominance, suggesting its only value was as distraction, save
the potentiality of European exploits. The hyper-realistic condition of its constructed representation deemed it
as spectacle solely for the European gaze. To this end, the tautological representation of modern production
was repeated to the Orient, but reversed as an objectifying character. The objectification of the Orient through
the European gaze was the means and ends of late 19th century World Exposition.
While the contemporary condition exhibits similar
traits within the discourse of objectification, its means and ends
display a radical shift in premise. Rather than operating solely
within the model of object/spectator, the current mode of
national exhibition has introverted, deriving its representation
from a narcissistic condition of self-reification, triumphing the
seductive nature of the spectacle-commodity in favor of any
gradation of authenticity. No longer is national representation a
means of interpretation from one’s other, but rather an
interpretation of one’s self – the signifier and the signified have
become one in the same. While this reformation is inherently a
result of global shifts in both socio-economic and sociopolitical arenas, its initiation can be reduced to a singular point
of origin, the dissolution of Western Imperialism and the
Fig. 2 – Plan of Exposition Universelle, Paris 1867

corresponding re-creation of cultural identity within the new
nation-state.

With the collapse of the Imperialist state, the newly founded nation-states realized themselves as
liberated entities, independent not only from European political domination, but from its imposed canons of
aesthetic production. Yet, this form of liberation was not a prophetic emancipation of culture, but rather an
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imposition to re-create the culture by which their national identity could distinguish itself. Their sudden
propulsion into national independence forced this aesthetic dilemma to the forefront of national debate,
wherein any resolution of cultural authenticity digressed into a paradoxical battle between Eastern heritage and
Western influence.
At the very moment when the native intellectual is anxiously trying to create a cultural work he fails to
realize that he is utilizing techniques and language which are borrowed from the stranger in his country. He
contests himself with stamping these instruments with a hallmark which he wishes to be national, but which is
strangely reminiscent of exoticism. The native intellectual who comes back to his people by way of cultural
achievements behaves in fact like a foreigner.6
This Occident/Orient dichotomy presented itself as irreconcilable: to the extent that the Orient’s desire to
reject all traces of Western influence, it could not erase the impact within the social structure. Nor could it
deny the necessity of technological innovations and modern aesthetics as a means of achieving international
significance, regardless of modernism’s inherent association with Eurocentricity. To this end, the attempt for
resolution reduced national aesthetics to a dialectically ideological debate of archaism and futurism.7
The differentiation between the archaic and futuristic ideologies had already been exacerbated within
the early World Expositions, clearly exposing the backwardness of the Orient within the modern project by
representing its technological archaism.

But this explicit differentiation bore specific confirmations of

European dominance, a condition which was dissolving alongside Imperialism. Thus, the archaism/futurism
model garnered new meanings for the developing nationalist aesthetic.
He is, he shall be, that man. The same passion which made him admire and absorb Europe shall make him
assert his differences; since those differences, after all, are within him and correctly constitute his true self.8
At the crux of the archaism/futurism aesthetic debate was the adoption or abolition of modernism’s aesthetic
ubiquity. Any disenchantment with the nation’s archaic characteristics meant a dismissal of heritage, as well
any sense of former equality with the West. In opposition, rejection of the modern aesthetic risked cultural
stagnation and further backwardness as perceived on the international stage. Thus, the dichotomy between the
archaic and futuristic models was intrinsically loaded. Archaism supposed an aesthetic distinction through
historical appropriation or re-creation. It appropriated the tectonics of a pre-existing construct and imbued the
resulting product with shades of cultural significance. The pilfering of styles and details, though congruent to
the means of production/representation of the colonized Orient, did not deter the importance of the effort.
These products, as assemblages of regional fragments must necessarily be representative of the “true” culture.
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Futurism negated the supposition of cultural heritage in favor of the redemptive character which modernism
preached. The cleanliness and unadorned aesthetic allowed for a complete rejection of any archaic baggage,
and thus a systematic acceptance into the modern world. Yet, the ability to distinguish cultural independence
became problematic, for in the end this approach couldn’t avoid the falsity of the simulated colonizer:
The candidate for assimilation almost always comes to tire of the exorbitant which he must pay and which he
never finishes owing. He discovers with alarm the full meaning of his attempt. It is a dramatic moment when
he realizes that he has assumed all the accusations and condemnations of the colonizer, that he is becoming
accustomed to looking at his own people through the eyes of their procurur.9
To this end, the debate became one of cultural importance or sacrifice.

Regardless of the pole, the

inescapability of western influence on the new cultural aesthetic became apparent, imbedded in the either the
process or the product, but most truly in both.
Though this debate is now long standing, to necessarily suggest resolution would be to over-simplify
the condition. However, within the given framework of World Exhibition, the growing predominance of the
modernist aesthetic indicates a favoring of the futuristic ideology.
The struggle between tradition and innovation, which is the basic principle of the internal development of the
culture of historical societies, is predicated entirely on the permanent victory of innovation. Cultural
innovation is impelled solely, however, by that total historical movement which, by becoming conscious of its
totality, tends toward the transcendence of its own cultural presuppositions – and hence toward the suppression
of all separations.10
These representative constructs appear to offer an attempt at aesthetic distinction, a designation of cultural
difference, but in the eyes of the global market, this difference is simply a function of the spectacle society.
Nothing more than a vestige of regionalist thought, the self-objectifying shift is in fact the shift to spectacle.
As a construct within the larger envelope of Exhibition, the architectural product is reduced to representations
of nationalist culture as spectacle.
Culture issued from a history that had dissolved the way of life of the old world, yet culture as a separate
sphere is as yet no more than an intelligence and a sensory communication which, in a partially historical
society, must themselves remain partial. Culture is the meaning of an insufficiently meaningful world. The
end of the history of culture manifests itself under two antagonistic aspects: the project of culture’s selftranscendence as part of total history, and its management as a dead thing to be contemplated in the
spectacle.11
The death of culture is inherently a dualistic condition within spectacular confines.

Primarily, this death

signifies the complete commodification of culture – the annihilation of any representational authenticity in
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favor of seduction. Secondly, implicit within this suggestion is a recognition of culture’s dwindling significance
within the global marketplace “and hence toward the suppression of all separations.”
Modern postindustrial culture is more uniform than traditional cultures because the means of production and
dissemination are standardized and ubiquitous. But this uniformity seems to be compensated for by a
flexibility that comes from the nature of modern techniques of communication, making it possible to move
rapidly between codes and to vary messages to an unprecedented extent. This greater freedom, this ability of
industrial society to tolerate difference within itself, however, does not follow the same laws that accounted for
differences within traditional societies. In these societies, codes within a given cultural region were completely
rigid. It was precisely this rigidity that accounted for the differences between different regions. In modern
societies these regional differences are largely obliterated. Instead, there exist large, uniform, highly centralized
cultural/political entities, within which differences of an unpredictable, unstable, and apparently random kind
tend to develop.12
If in fact, societal distinctions have become obsolete as an aesthetic mandate, then their perpetuation can only
be taken as an extension for the sake of commodity.
A culture now wholly commodity was bound to become the star commodity of the society of the spectacle.13
An extension of this ultimate commodification fundamentally plays itself out within the Exhibition framework.
Cultural representation, whether Oriental or Occidental, no longer desires authenticity as an end, but rather
basks in the opportunity to self-aggrandize those traits to which the spectators wandering eye will be drawn.
For one to whom the real world becomes real images, mere images are transformed into real beings – tangible
figments which are the efficient motor of trancelike behavior. Since the spectacle’s job is to cause a would that
is no longer directly perceptible to be seen via different specialized mediations, it is inevitable that it should
elevate the human sense of sight to the special place once occupied by touch; the most abstract sense, and the
most easily deceived, sight is naturally the most readily adaptable to present-day society’s generalized
abstraction.14
This scopic presentation of the spectacle aids in the qualification of the visual disorder, which characterized
Expo Hanover 2000. Each pavilion attempts to monopolize the observer’s gaze via formal seduction and
material exuberance. The unabashed glamour exhibited by the majority of the pavilions has little if any explicit
relation to its nation’s culture. Instead, any cultural integrity is represented through metaphorical abstractions
or arbitrary themes, all of which are cloudy at best. Ironically, the resulting optical hegemony doesn’t allow for
pavilion distinction, but rather digresses into utter ubiquity – a construct that, despite its hyper-sensitization,
only results in scopic boredom.
If henceforth the free space of commodities is subject at every moment to modification and reconstruction, this is
so that it may become ever more identical to itself, and achieve as nearly as possible a perfectly static
monotony.15
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Though the majority of the pavilions reside within the illdefined array, there are some that managed to capitalize on
the spectacular representation without loosing sight of their
mission of cultural representation.

The Netherlands

pavilion, designed by the native firm MVRDV, teeters on
the verge of comic if not folly. Though it actually does
embrace an estranged notion of representational patriotism,
the resulting aesthetic is completely devoid of any notion of
tradition or heritage.

Rather, the pavilion becomes an

incongruent patchwork of the varied Dutch landscape – a
farcical synthesis of the mythical Tower of Babel and
Fig. 3 – The Dutch Pavilion, MVRDV

Hanging Gardens of Babylon with a dusting of
contemporary Dutch fashion. It is this sense of absurdity
that actually maintains the pavilion’s integrity.

The

aesthetic negates any attempt at a realistic representation,
suggesting a certain degree of self-consciousness towards its
objectification. To the opposite extreme, the pavilions of
Nepal and Bhutan, strikingly traditional Buddhist shrines,
speak with a degree of patriotism that is surprisingly
humble. In comparison to the alternative representations,
these shrines come as a relief to the eye as well as the
psyche.
Fig. 4 – The Bhutanese Pavilion, Peter Schmid

Their unpretentious character forms the

expectation of genuine culture, despite associations to
Orientalism’s representational prejudices. To this end, they

perhaps best distinguish themselves by their resistance towards a modern production – their aesthetic, albeit
archaic, is what distances them from the banality of their undifferentiated piers.
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Behind the glitter of the spectacle’s distractions, modern society lies in thrall to the global domination of a
banalizing trend that also dominates it at each point where the most advanced forms of commodity
consumption have seemingly broadened the panoply of roles and objects available to choose from.16
The basic principle of capitalism stems from the premise of competition among the commodity as an avenue
for refinement and innovation. Whether in its productive efficacy or its aesthetic appeal, the commodity’s
value can only be quantified through its successful domination of competition and subsequent consumption. If
this is the model of capitalist success, than the Exposition framework fundamentally accepts objectification as
elemental, but falls into a paradoxical trap of differentiation – an inability to discriminate between commodified
national representations, regardless of their attempts for uniqueness. This paradox, inherently a product of the
over-stimulated sensate of contemporary aesthetics, initiates its reliance not only upon the sensational object as
commodity, but also the reified celebrity of its author.
Media stars are spectacular representations of living human beings, distilling the essence of the spectacle’s
banality into images of possible roles. Stardom is a diversification in the semblance of life – the object of
identification with mere appearance which is intended to compensate for the crumbling of directly experienced
diversifications of productive activity.17
The necessary assumption of architecture as media would perhaps be problematic within context of a greater
urban context. But given the bounded condition of exposition, this logical reduction has already been taken as
fundamental.

The extremes of scopic manipulations within tectonics suggest not only the thematic

objectification, but also the theatrics through which the theme is represented. To this end, the nations, in an
attempt to augment their palatability introduce the notion of celebrity to the theatrics.
The individual who in the service of the spectacle is placed in stardom’s spotlight is in fact the opposite of an
individual, and as clearly the enemy of the individual in himself as of the individual in others. In entering the
spectacle as a model to be identified with, he renounces all autonomy in order himself to identify with the
general law of obedience to the course of the thing.18
This inclusion of the celebrated author with the objectified product forces associations of national identity to
both their aesthetics and themselves, which may not have been intended but are the unfortunate outcome.
This is clearly exhibited with Expo 2000 Hanover. In the patriotic authorship of several pavilions by renowned
designers not only binds the seductive product with idolization of its creator as an objectified sum, but also
formulates an expectation of a national aesthetic which may very well revel in its falsity. The Portuguese
pavilion, designed by Alvaro Siza and Eduardo Souto, simultaneously exploits the heightened celebrity of the
designs while also constructing the illusion of a homogenized national aesthetic defined by their particular
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tectonics. The fact that Siza, though never claiming to be the regionalist that this illusion implies, cannot be
separated from any conception of contemporary Portuguese architecture explicitly expresses this reduction.
This type of associative categorization encircles many of the pavilions:

Zumpthor’s Swiss Pavilion,

MDVRDV’s Dutch Pavilion, and Legoretta’s Mexican Pavilion. This inescapable effect is directly a result of
the prolific condition of the designers, an embrasure of their celebrity as indicative of national pride and
representation – a reduced expectation of the native son. The pavilions, which elude this association, do so
only through their relative anonymity within the sphere of global significance.

Fig. 5 – The Portuguese Pavilion, Alvaro Siza and Eduardo Souto de Moura

To this end, the Expo 2000 Hanover offers a brief summation of representational objectification
within the current commodified aesthetic. To the extend that it panders solely as an element of the global
spectacle, it becomes endemic of not only of the obsolescence of national authenticity as representation, but
also of a homogenizing trend at a global scale to which culture is only valuable as a spectacle of tourism.
Human circulation considered as something to be consumed – tourism – is a by-product of the circulation of
commodities; basically, tourism is the chance to go and see what has been made trite. The economic
management of travel to different places suffices in itself to ensure those places’ interchangeability.19
The proposition of a world absent of cultural distinction, a world in which the “interchangeability” of the
cultural commodity codifies ubiquity as standard, seems at the crux of current cultural debate. Though
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globalization has manifested itself as the new world order, the notion of total cultural homogenization offers
little respect to the inherent richness that cultural distinction provides. Regionalism has stretched beyond its
usefulness as a critical discourse, but if the only alternative is an abstraction of homogeneity, then perhaps
reconsideration should occur before its total dismissal.

Perhaps, there is no reconciliation when held in the

objectifying light of the spectacle, but one can hope for a re-integration of aesthetic and moral authenticity
within the spectacle society. Until then, the objectified representation of culture will remain illusory.
In a world that really has been turned on its head, truth is a moment of falsehood.20
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Foujita Tsugouharu, a Japanese artist whose significance in the early 20th Century
international art world is gradually, but forcibly emerging, was a master of the selfportrait genre like Durer and Rembrandt the great European masters centuries before him.
From 1910, the year he graduated from the Western-style painting division of the Tokyo
Art School, until 1966, two years before his death, Foujita produced an extraordinary
number of self-portraits that stand alone, a group apart from his immense oeuvre, and
rank among his most original and important works.
I take advantage of recent scholarship on the theme of the self-portrait in art
history and theories of identity and self-creation in literature, exemplified by H. Perry
Chapman’s work on Rembrandt and Karl J. Weintraub’s work on autobiography, to
examine Foujita’s self-portraits as acts of self-discovery and self-fashioning. The selfportraits, as a body of work and individually, represent the artist as he “saw himself,” or
“wished” to see himself, at crucial and pivotal moments in his life. The self-portraits
record - in ways uniquely possible to the visual arts - the mirror’s potential treachery, its
ambivalence when it comes to truth or falsehood, or objective reflection or distortion, and
provide – in ways much more accurately than his often mythologizing works of
autobiography - a means to chart the progress of what was, for Foujita, a continuously
problematic journey of self scrutiny.
I focus first on the self-portraits that date from 1913-1931, his initial sojourn in
Paris, then turn to the self-portraits that date from the period of his repatriation to Japan
in the early 1930’s to the end of the Pacific War in 1945. At both of these times Foujita
struggled with issues of otherness and belonging. Initially, as an Oriental in the Occident
(please note that I use the term “Oriental” in its early 20th Century context to emphasize
the duality of East and West that prevailed at the time), as a person of Japanese ethnicity
in Western country at a time when Japanese persons were rarely to be encountered, and
as a “Western-style” painter from East Asia among “authentic” European-born painters in
Paris like Picasso and Modigliani for example, Foujita was always an “Other” and an
“Outsider.”
When he returned to Japan in the 1930s, his long absence from Japan and his
European manners estranged him from his countrymen to the extent that he was again
perceived as an “Other” and an “Outsider.” Repatriated Japanese expatriates like Foujita
were often viewed with suspicion as no longer authentically Japanese, as if their
experience abroad somehow diluted their ethnic or cultural purity, and compromised their
Japanese-ness. Even the Japanese art world was slow to embrace him until he had, to put
it colloquially, “paid his dues.” Thus, for Foujita “coming home” rather than resolving his
issues of self and identity, only served to complicate them further.
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Abstract:
This paper is a PhD student work-in-progress presentation of an
eight category framework that identifies different narrative purposes attached to
digital effects use in mainstream films. Confronting the argument that digital
visual effects are primarily 'spectacular' this framework considers the narrative
purposes as well as the spectacular uses of digital visual effects.

Tom Gunning, in describing the earliest cinematic works, coined the term
'the cinema of attractions', a concept that has been adopted by theorists in their
considerations of cinema's special effects imagery. While originally addressing
the attraction of the cinema's spectacle in and of itself prior to its development
as a narrative medium, the concept of the cinema of attractions is now applied
to film's voyeuristic opportunities and those instances where the visually
sublime qualities of film are suggestive of excess, of rising above the dominance
of narrative purpose.
There is extensive discussion of the 'spectacular' nature of special effects
in the analysis of their usages, particularly in relation to science fiction films.
For Gunning, the cinema of attractions "...addresses and holds the spectator,
emphasising the act of display".

1

These qualities have been applied to special

effects usage arguing that the very purpose of special effects is to stop the
narrative and draw the spectator's attention to the technology of the cinema.

Tom Gunning, in "An Aesthetic of Astonishment: Early Film and the
(In)credulous Spectator" in Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen, eds., Film Theory
and Criticism: Introductory Readings, 5th ed. (New York/Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1999, ), p. 825.
1
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Albert LaValley proposed this when he stated that "(s)pecial effects thus
dramatize not just the thematic materials of science fiction and fantasy plots,
but also illustrate the 'state of the art'..." of the technology itself. 2
In Angela Ndalianis paper, "Special Effects, Morphing Magic and the
1990s Cinema of Attractions", she posits that "contemporary cinema asks its
audience to be astonished at its special effects, and to reflect on the way special
effects films have become venues that display developments in new film
technology."3
These arguments succinctly capture the broad relationship that exists
between effects and the pleasures of spectacle and the display of cinema's
technological prowess. Further, the view that "special effects have to be
signalled as special, in whatever film they are used"4 is expressed by Martin
Barker in his recent reconsideration of film analysis, From Antz to Titanic.
Reiterating the views that effects stop the narrative for spectacular purposes,
Barker goes on to state that effects also serve to mark out moments in the
narrative where "modality shifts take place...(and) we are invited to respond to
the films at a new level".5
Concurrent with these theoretical positions is the view that special effects
are more than stopping the narrative, they are becoming a substitute for it,

Albert LaValley quoted in Martin Barker (with Thomas Austin), From Antz to
Titanic: Reinventing Film Analysis. (London/Sterling VA, USA: Pluto Press,
2000), p. 83.
2

Angela Ndalianis, in "Special Effects, Morphing Magic and the 1990s Cinema
of Attractions" in Vivian Sobchack, ed., Meta-Morphing: Visual
Transformation and the Culture of Quick-Change. (Minneapolis/London:
University of Minnesota Press, 2000), p. 256.

3

4

Martin Barker, From Antz to Titanic: Reinventing Film Analysis, p. 85.

5

Ibid., p. 81.
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upstaging actors and plot lines, becoming a reason for the film itself - and, in
some views, a new form of narrative structure.6
In "Diegetic or Digital?", Brooks Landon cites Stephen Neale's assertion
"that in the science-fiction film 'narrative functions largely to motivate the
production of special effects, climaxing either with the "best" of those effects...or
with the point at which they are multiplied with greatest intensity'...".7 Landon
goes on to argue that "(i)n this sense, science-fiction film's special effects can be
thought of as existing not to support the narrative or the plot, but to provide
their own formal rhythm and logic - the special effects story that the film is
'really' built around." 8
Integral to all of these arguments is the understanding that special effects
are indeed 'special', identifiable, and that they single themselves out in an
apparency for the spectator. However, as Stephen Prince has documented in his
paper, "True Lies: perceptual realism, digital images, and film theory", digital
effects raise new issues about realism and the photographic image because they
are not always apparent and because, by their digital nature, they challenge the
ontology of indexical photographs.9
As Prince notes, "...even unreal images can be perceptually realistic." In
discussing the dinosaurs in Jurassic Park, he observes that the CG images
"...acquire a very powerful perceptual realism, despite the obvious ontological
Roger Warren Beebe, in "After Arnold: Narratives of the Posthuman Cinema"
in Vivian Sobchack, ed., Meta-Morphing: Visual Transformation and the
Culture of Quick-Change, p. 171.
6

Stephen Neale quoted in Brooks Landon, in "Diegetic or Digital? The
Convergence of Science-Fiction Literature and Science-Fiction Film in
Hypermedia" in Annette Kuhn, ed., Alien Zone II: the spaces of science fiction
cinema. (London/New York: Verso, 1999), p. 41.
7

8

Brooks Landon, Ibid., p. 41.

Stephen Prince, "True Lies: perceptual realism, digital images, and film
theory" in Film Quarterly, v49, n3 (Spring, 1996): 27-38. from
http://communication.ucsd.edu/tig/123/prince.html
9
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problems in calling them 'realistic'. These are falsified correspondences, yet
because the perceptual information they contain is valid, the dinosaurs acquire
a remarkable degree of photographic realism."10
This level of perceptual realism extends not only to fantastical elements
such as dinosaurs and disasters but to the very cues we've learned to accept as
'proofs' of an image's veracity. A well-known example of this kind of effects
usage is the CG work undertaken for the feature film, Apollo 13. To enhance the
verisimilitude of the launch shots, lens halation was added to insert 'camera
real' cues into digitally created frames. Thus, blended with NASA footage, the
perceptual realism these shots can attain is such that not even visual effects
artists are able to discern the 'real' from the 'photo real', in some instances.
Indeed, the prevalence of certain kinds of CG shots, for example, sky
replacements, set extensions, object removals and subtle composites, is such
that even traditionally obtained images can be called into question with scrutiny
being brought to bear on the 'real' based on the assumption that the images
must, or at least might, be CG.
Whereas once upon a time serendipitous moments of elegant symbolism
caught by the camera were part of the magic of filmmaking, the capacity to
create and control those moments now casts doubt upon those instances where
'everything just comes together' naturally in front of the camera. Because the
perfect day can be digitally produced, audiences are able to, and perhaps invited
to, question every element within the frame - from the shape of the clouds in the
sky to the majesty of a sunset.
That this is even possible would suggest that special effects - in
particular, digital visual effects - do not always serve as spectacle if it is not
possible to discern them as effects. Even if one takes into account their capacity
to raise questions about the veracity of all photography and that their

10

Ibid..
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prevalence may offer the consideration of spectacularity in relation to 'real' as
well as CG images, it is more likely that perceptual realism will lead to images
being accepted at face value in most narrative contexts.
Stepping aside from discussions about all filmmaking being an effect and
a spectacle and the wider philosophical issues of 'realism' in general, what is at
issue here is the question then of how to distinguish spectacular uses from other
uses and, also, the narrative purposes digital effects serve overall.
When invited to comment on effects work creators of the effects
invariably make the assertion that effects use is dependent upon story
requirements. Narrative determines the effects in terms not only of the
descriptive brief for the specific elements but the stylistic approach also.
Spectacularity, while a stylistic option for some genres, most commonly science
fiction and fantasy narratives, is not the intention in a great number of
instances.
Review of narrative and stylistic requirements reveals eight categories of
effects usage: Documentary, Invisible, Seamless, Exaggerated, Fantastical,
Surrealist, UltraRealist and New Traditionalist. These categories describe the
narrative and practical needs for digital visual effects usage, factors that can
vary over the course of individual films. Thus the categories describe the
narrative purposes of usage rather than categorize the films themselves as it is
quite common for more than one category to apply within individual films as
the descriptions and examples will demonstrate.
The first category is the Documentary use of digital visual effects. This
style of usage is characterized by open and apparent incorporation of the range
of digital effects techniques. Full CG animations are employed to demonstrate
everything from scientific models of complex concepts to straightforward
representations of archeological reconstructions. Less commonly, invisible
effects also provide the means to restore stock footage and support instances of
dramatization that require 'realistic' settings. In general, the narrative purpose
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is to reveal information, fulfil educational, rhetorical and, in some instances,
artefactual intents.
An interesting example of the impact of digital visual effects on
documentary filmmaking is the instance where the IMAX feature, Solarmax
was obliged to provide an intertitle at the beginning of the film advising
audiences that the images of the sun were in fact real images and not computer
generated. As indicated earlier, one of the consequences of the increased use of
effects and their perceptual realism, is that they cast doubt upon the veracity of
images in general. When a sky can be replaced leaving no clue to its having been
added, how then does one know if any image of the sky in a film is a digital
addition or an indexical photograph?
This moves us directly to the next category - the Invisible use of effects.
As with Documentary use, the range of techniques employed is drawn from the
entire digital palette. The usage however is neither open nor apparent, it is
deliberately concealed and detection of the techniques is considered by effects
artists to be a failure to achieve the necessary standard. Indeed, invisibly
introducing effects into a film and having them go unnoticed and unidentifiable
is considered to be 'the best' use of digital visual effects.
Accordingly, it is difficult to describe examples of this kind of usage and
have those examples be readily recollectable since good examples will not have
been noticed in the first instance. However, the examples are there and readily
lend themselves to clarifying the effectiveness (no pun intended) of Invisible
digital visual effects.
My first example is the Australian film, The Dish, a dramatic comedy
which used sky replacements to ensure scene continuity when changeable
weather made reverse shots of a critical conversation identifiably inconsistent.
By ensuring the weather conditions remained constant through the employment
of sky replacements, the diegetic world of the film remained complete, thus
preserving narrative integrity.
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Similarly, the use of day for night in the film Rabbit Proof Fence allowed
responsible management of child actors without sacrificing story requirements.
Further, extensive digital relighting of the scene enhanced the realism of a
'night' search for the young girls who are the heroes of this epic journey. The
result is perfect verisimilitude that does not draw attention away from the
narrative; rather, the effects serve to engage the viewer in the events of the story
without ever revealing the artifice used.
In both these instances, the purpose of the effects usage is to preserve the
diegetic world as well as deal with practical implications of filmmaking. In these
cases, when films remove unwanted modern infrastructure, extend locations
with matte paintings, add story driven elements in the form of weather, time of
day and similar factors, the intent is to preserve story coherence and support
contexted verisimilitude. These digital visual effects do not adhere to
spectacular effects usage, indeed are antithetical to such purposes.
The next category - the Seamless use of effects - is continuous with the
Invisible category but these effects are discernible if subjected to scrutiny and
consideration. In this category effects also draw from across the range of
techniques and, as with the Invisible category, seek to pass unnoticed. The
distinction between these and Invisible uses is made upon the basis that given
reasonable consideration, their usage is detectable.
By way of example, one could consider the use of the matte painting in
The Pianist depicting the destruction of Warsaw. Although well executed this
usage can be discerned because it is apparent that Warsaw in 1945 is not an
accessible environment and therefore the filmmakers have recreated the
environment through a set extension. However, the narrative intention is clear.
For story purposes, it is imperative that the audience be given both an accurate
visual representation of the diegetic world and the emotional impact of the
extent of destruction. This effect achieves these results but does so Seamlessly.
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It does not seek to draw attention to itself for spectacular purposes, rather it
seeks to ensure the narrative coherence with Classical Hollywood storycraft.
This category is of particular interest in consideration of how narrative is
supported by digital visual effects because the range of effects applications and
the kinds of films that use them are quite broad. For films like Braveheart,
Pearl Harbour, and Saving Private Ryan effects are used to underpin the
period in which the story takes place and to realistically create war scenes upon
which the narratives depend.
The historical accuracy of images and blending of live action with
digitally created images and background plates in Titanic however, is a similar
example of how effects are used for narrative purposes but also highlights how
spectacular issues enter into even this category of usage.
In this category, because it is often apparent that effects have had to be
used, the spectacular attraction is the photoreal standard of the imagery, its
imperceptibleness being the measure of its quality. It is possible for those who
are attuned to visual effects techniques to seek out evidence of their usage,
focusing on the technology at the expense of narrative connection. This,
however, is a reflection of spectatorship issues rather than of the narrative
purpose served by the use of the effects themselves.
In many films using Seamless digital visual effects, the smooth blending
of separately obtained images to create a coherent diegetic world is the goal. In
this instance the preservation of the coherent narrative world dominates. Stunt
work must appear plausible and physically real. Even if the hero is placed in a
position of absolute physical peril, it must adhere to the standard of perceptual
realism and cognitive realism.
As the foregoing would suggest, and as is true for all of the categories, the
distinctions are not absolute - not within individual films nor within categories.
Within films different narrative needs will dictate different usages. Individual
films will quietly use Invisible effects to secure diegetic coherence for some
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aspects of the story but readily exploit Exaggerated or Fantastical uses for
spectacular purposes as required.
Furthermore, audience perceptions are not uniform but reflect the
experience of each individual, their knowledge of the world, their familiarity
with production processes and engagement with each text. What will pass
unnoticed by one person will be subject to scrutiny and detection by another.
This is true for many aspects of film production. Where one person will watch a
film blissfully unaware of camera moves another will monitor not only camera
position, depth of field and lighting, but framing, editing decisions and the
punctuative effect of dissolves, fades and cuts.
Whatever the range of audience attentiveness to such details, it is
possible to distinguish between effects used with the intention of being
observable and those which seek to efface themselves and allow the domination
of narrative. Yet there are also effects practices which lie at the boundaries of
these categories, effects such as stunt work, crowd replacements and set
extensions.
In some films these uses will pass undetected, in a spectacular film they
will be an attractive factor with behind-the-scenes Infomentaries providing
detail on the particle effects programs and algorithms used to make the crowds
move in a visibly random manner. Generally speaking, unless something
startlingly new has been achieved on a technical level, attention is not drawn to
the use of these kinds of effects.
For example, a set extension for a melodrama's tearful conversation in a
graveyard might pass for Invisible usage or at least Seamless usage in a period
film but if the set extension is of city being destroyed, then it has spectacular
value and fits more comfortably in the next category of effects usage,
Exaggerated effects. It is in this category that spectacular intentions begin to
emerge in their own right.
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This category straddles the fine line between 'real' world narrative and
'extraordinary' tales. For example, Dante's Peak and other disaster films aim to
portray what it would be like in the event of a volcanic eruption or similar
physically possible circumstance. Action-adventure films also rely upon
Exaggerated uses of digital visual effects to enhance the dangers faced by the
protagonist and to escalate the visual impact of events such as explosions,
avalanches, and so forth.
However, where it is possible to consider some of these effects as falling
within the Seamless category, quite often effects are used to extend the action
beyond physical realism and into the realm of perceptual realism but cognitive
improbability. For example, while many scenes in Dante's Peak depict visually
and physically realistic shots, there are scenes, such as the family's extended
drive through the lava flow, that exaggerate events and seek to heighten the
dramatic tension.
This is the most common kind of usage in this category. Other examples
would include films such as Eraser where the protagonist hangs onto the door
of the plane with a flaming jet engine behind him posing the threat of
immediate death should he be incapable of holding onto the plane with what
would probably require super-human strength.
Effects can also be used to heighten comedic value such as the shot where
Eddie Murphy and Robert De Niro, held together by a pair of handcuffs, hang
from the front of a skyscraper at the end of the film, Showtime. Comedy films
that do not seek to draw audiences on the basis of their spectacular effects
prowess do not hesitate to enhance sight gags with either Seamless or
Exaggerated effects.
Essentially, the Exaggerated use of digital visual effects creates a
perception of verisimilitude in extraordinary circumstances but not necessarily
fantastic or fantasy worlds. The techniques used can involve wire removals,
composites, adding of fully CG elements and most of the other digital effects
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practices. However, even when the spectacular value of these effects is
intentional often it is not the prime purpose of their usage. The narrative does
not stop so much as get driven along by the action sequences and the criticisms
that these kind of films are more of a thrill-ride than a story should be given fair
consideration.
These effects practices may also give support to Kristen Thompson's
discussion of the 'stacking up (of) climactic scenes'.11 In her book, Storytelling in
the New Hollywood, she examines a number of factors that are presented as
Post-classical storytelling practices. The escalating crisis structure of the Third
Act is one matter she addresses and the role of digital visual effects in assisting
films achieve this result is quite clear. In order to keep upping the ante of
dramatic action, effects can create ever more dangerous and unlikely, albeit
visually convincing, perils allowing for extended chase sequences, improbable
escapes and spectacular demonstrations of visual effects technology.
It is argued that these practices are undermining the standard of
storytelling however, while it is beyond the scope of this paper to address that
particular argument, it can be noted that it is certainly within the power of
digital effects practice to realize such a narrative approach.
Nonetheless, when it comes to spectacular uses, compelling as many
Exaggerated effects sequences tend to be, most would cite films that fall within
the category of the Fantastical as the greatest exemplars of sublime or excess
imagery. Fantastical effects sequences in films use digital visual effects to create
images of astonishing qualities and realize the impossible to the highest
standards of perceptual realism. However, contrary to widely held views,
Fantastical effects are not restricted to the genre of science fiction.

Kristen Thompson, Storytelling in the New Hollywood: Understanding
Classical Narrative Technique. (Cambridge, Massachusetts/London, England:
Harvard University Press, 1999), p. 246.
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Certainly science fiction films have provided ample justification for the
development of digital visual effects. The Star Wars franchise, which is blamed
or

credited

(depending

on

one's

stance)

for the

invention

of

the

blockbuster/event films, has achieved some of the most notable visual
spectacles in modern cinema as have the Star Trek, Jurassic Park, Matrix, and
Terminator franchises. Following in this tradition there have also been films
such as A.I., The Mummy, Hollow Man, Men In Black, Minority Report, from
genres traditionally associated with special effects.
In these cases there is no doubt that the digital visual effects are expected
to be of the highest standard and the most 'state of the art' technological
prowess. As Annette Kuhn, the editor of the Alien Zone essay collections on
science fiction has commented, these films are science fiction and the stuff of
science fiction. 12
Digital visual effects have also been crucial to the realization of fantasy
films such as Harry Potter, Babe, the Lord of the Rings and Stuart Little series.
In these instances the range of effects uses varies. For films such as the Harry
Potter or Stuart Little series, the usage is often openly fantastical and celebrates
the technology. However, films such as Babe and Lord of the Rings rely as
heavily on the Invisible and Seamless effects as they do the Fantastical to
achieve narrative purposes. There is no question that these films are set in
fantastical circumstances and deal with fantasy elements. Nonetheless,
considerable effort is made to quickly establish the diegetic world and to
support it with every trick in the digital visual effects arsenal.
This category demonstrates the issues raised by Stephen Prince in regard
to 'perceptual realism and the referentially unreal'.13 For example, a film such as
Annette Kuhn, in "Cultural Theory and Science Fiction Cinema" in Annette
Kuhn, ed., Alien Zone: Cultural Theory and Contemporary Science Fiction
Cinema. (London/New York: Verso, 1990), p.7.
12

Stephen Prince, "True Lies: perceptual realism, digital images, and film
theory" in Film Quarterly, v49, n3 (Spring, 1996): 27-38. from
http://communication.ucsd.edu/tig/123/prince.html
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Forrest Gump, while neither science fiction nor traditional fantasy, remains an
example of essentially Fantastical use of effects. Yet, as with Jurassic Park, the
realism of the images is not the cue. The narrative material of the film is itself
fantastical. Like Babe, Forrest Gump uses effects to manipulate real world
imagery to relate an extraordinary tale. Further, in the case of Forrest Gump,
there is additional interest due to the fact that, like Zelig before it, it toys with
the indexical record and raises, by its very nature, questions about the
implications of perceptual realism in a digital world.
In terms of other Fantastical uses of effects, supernatural thrillers and
dramas such as The Devil's Backbone, What Lies Beneath or the film The Sixth
Sense also judiciously use digital visual effects to extend real world settings by
introducing fantastical elements. It is this distinction that categorizes the usage
in these films as Fantastical no matter how subtle the effects usage and how
otherwise mundane and real world the settings for the narrative.
When such effects are used in the Seamless category, they are restricted
to real world, physically possible usages. They create and preserve the diegetic
world. When they are used to Fantastical ends, the techniques are used to
extend the real world into the realm of fantasy but without necessarily
disrupting the diegetic world for spectacular observation.
It is in these types of films that tension between the pleasures of the
spectacle and the captivating power of Classical Hollywood narrative is
apparent. As is the use of digital visual effects work to support both spectacle
and narrative cohesion. For example, in the film Fairy Tale - a story about two
Victorian schoolgirls whose trick photography created a sensation, the spectacle
of the fairies is marvellous. The technical standard is high, the results are quite
persuasive and, as a consequence, they serve not only the traditional narrative
purposes but the thematic purpose also. It is a trick about a trick - and a very
good one.
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Likewise, with Babe, the initial impressiveness of the talking animals is
quickly enjoyed and then, as Vivian Sobchack notes, "one looks through them
while focused primarily on narrative elements."14 As with well executed
Seamless effects, the capacity for effects to work supportively with the narrative
depends upon their thematic appropriateness and their quality as effects. If we
are persuaded by them, if we find them perceptually real, then, in general, we
are inclined to suspend disbelief and allow narrative to dominate.
In a weak narrative setting, even good digital visual effects are forced into
a position of heightened scrutiny because they might be the only thing offered as
a reward for audience attention. If the effects are of a poor standard in a weak
narrative setting then audience is offered neither the pleasure of spectacle nor
the captivation of narrative.
The next category, the Surrealist use of effects also relies upon quite
spectacular effects and uses them with great imaginative flair to make
conceptual statements tied to the theme of the narrative. By way of example,
consider the opening shot of Fight Club with the astonishing track from deep
within the lead character's brain, a shot that makes a strong statement about the
film's premise. Or consider the expressive and humorous use of imagery in
Amelié. Films such as Being John Malkovich, Pleasantville or American Beauty
also draw upon digital effects to express quite profound themes.
Again these effects serve spectacular purposes and in a quite meaningful
way. Often the films that employ effects in Surrealist ways do so because the
narrative themes encourage a more detached consideration of the film and its
deeper meanings. Effects in these cases play with narrative traditions and use
spectacle deliberately as a tool of expression in itself. On other occasions, they
offer a means by which to deliver a form of exposition revealing, or at least
visualizing, the kinds of concepts that are not traditionally filmic. A good
Vivian Sobchack, "At the Still Point of the Turning World" in Vivian Sobchack,
ed., Meta-Morphing: Visual Transformation and the Culture of Quick-Change,
p. 137.
14
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example of this latter kind of usage is the film The Bank which uses digital
visual effects to express, in imaginative terms, fairly complex mathematical
information.
The two remaining categories address the use of digital visual effects in
feature length animation. Here there are the enormously popular New
Traditionalists led by the works of Pixar and the more ambitious UltraRealist
projects such as Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within.
In the first instance, New Traditionalists bring extraordinary visual style
to the well established narrative traditions of long form animation. In the
second instance, the makers of UltraRealist projects seek to create perceptually
realistic works using animation techniques. This is a slim category of work, so
far, but one that may grow as the seductive appeal of complete control afforded
by digitally created images is satisfied with results that achieve the standard of
perceptual realism. At this point in time the attempt itself is sufficient to draw
interest for spectacular purposes alone. The images are scrutinized with intense
interest, their perceptual realism tested.
Although there are not many completely UltraRealist films, there is a
growing use of completely animated sequences within films. The film, The Panic
Room uses sequences of this kind in a manner that is in keeping with the
narrative intentions of Invisible and Seamless usages. Only the impossibility of
the camera move reveals the digital substance of the shots as the presence of the
intruders and the action within the house is tracked through walls and other
physical structures.
While audiences expect and are attuned to digital environments and,
increasingly, to digital characters in Exaggerated and Fantastical usages of
effects, the use of fully CG environments and characters in some films is moving
to a meeting point where the UltraReal and the Invisible may yet meet in a
realization of photorealism that is cognitively indistinguishable from analogue
images. The substitution of entirely CG characters in stunt work is currently of a
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level that requires close and intentional scrutiny with the benefit of frame by
frame analysis to detect the interpolation of the digital performer with that of
the real.
Whether digital visual effects, even in their most spectacular uses, will
become as commonplace and unremarked as sound, colour and moving
cameras have, remains to be seen. Literally and figuratively. However, it is clear
that the extensive usage of digital visual effects techniques in all manner of film
narratives, in addition to posing valuable questions in regard to 'the real', is
establishing storycraft norms that are open to categorization beyond
spectacularity or simple narrative suture.
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ABSTRACT

With over one-half of Americans considered overweight, and a heavy media focus
on body image and thinness, it is important to look at the general public’s view of obesity
in society today. The internet is one form of communication that can access many people
quickly and easily. Obesity and overweight affects people from every gender, age, class
and group. Not only does obesity and overweight pose certain health risks, it also has a
significant stigma on those affected with this epidemic. Health insurances, Medicare and
Medicaid rarely provide benefits for medications or supplements, diet programs, and
surgical remedies for overweight and obesity. Less than twenty percent of employers
include appetite suppressants as covered medical expenses according to the American
Obesity Association (AOA). The AOA also states that although Medicaid covers
services such as drug and alcohol rehabilitation and sexual impotence treatments,
however it will not cover obesity and overweight treatments, claiming that obesity itself
is not an illness. Recently discrimination has been recorded in businesses such as
American Airlines and Jazzersize, leading to the issue becoming focused on the legality
of size discrimination. The goal of this research is to look at the general public’s view of
obesity and overweight, relative to age, gender, race and perceived weight stratification.

Introduction
While attempting to break down racial, ethnic, generational and class barriers, we
have neglected one population that cuts across all these social categories—the overweight
and obese. According to the American Obesity Association (AOA) sixty-one percent of
Americans are overweight, twenty-six percent are obese, and approximately three percent
are morbidly obese. Over thirty percent of children are overweight, and over fifteen
percent are obese, as well as for adolescents. Approximately fifty percent of Black nonHispanic women are obese, which is the highest prevalence among ethnic groups for
women, while Mexican-American men had the highest prevalence among different ethnic
groups of men, at over twenty-nine percent (AOA). With so many Americans being
afflicted, we begin to wonder why so many Americans are being discriminated against.
As races, genders and social classes strive for equality amongst themselves, overweight
and obesity provide one more means for discrimination.
Not only does obesity pose certain health risks, it also places a significant stigma
on those affected with this epidemic. Health insurances, Medicare and Medicaid rarely
provide benefits for medications or supplements, diet programs, and surgical remedies for
the overweight and obese. Less than twenty percent of employers include appetite
suppressants as covered medical expenses according to the AOA. The AOA also states
that although Medicaid covers services such as drug and alcohol rehabilitation and sexual
impotence treatments, it will not cover obesity and overweight treatments, claiming that
obesity itself is not a medical illness.
The problem of discrimination based on size is becoming more apparent in our
society. Americans have been preoccupied with weight and size for the last few decades.

A rough estimate by the National Eating Disorders Association, five to ten million post
pubescent girls and women suffer from an eating disorder and one million boys and men
suffer from eating disorders. Images of female models illustrate beauty as significantly
thinner than the average American woman, and children as young as first-graders are
concerned with their weight. Media portrayals of thinness equaling beauty are wreaking
havoc on our society.
Overt discrimination of the overweight and obese is becoming institutionalized.
Recently (June 2002) Southwest Airlines started enforcing a policy requiring overweight
passengers to purchase two seats. Not only does this inconvenience overweight
passengers financially, this is seen by the AOA as humiliating and insulting. Women and
racial and ethnic minorities are disproportionately affected because of their higher rates
of overweight and obesity. Not only is the Airline Industry actively discriminating
against the overweight and obese, but Jazzercise has recently been involved in a
discrimination suit. A woman in San Francisco demonstrated that she had the ability to
perform as a Jazzercise instructor, however was denied a job because she was regarded as
“fat” at 5’4” and 240 lbs. The woman won her complaint with the Human Rights
Commission in San Francisco and was offered a position with Jazzercise (Gully 2002).
Only in recent years is this discrimination gaining more publicity. I plan to
conduct a short survey regarding views of internet users on obesity and discrimination.
Does the public feel that acts like those committed by Jazzercise and Southwest Airlines
constitute discrimination, and how is obesity and overweight regarded in this society.
How do these opinions of discrimination based on obesity compare to discrimination
based on other characteristics? Obesity and overweight is seen as one of the last

“acceptable” forms of discrimination according to the AOA. This study is designed to
delve into the idea of how acceptable is discrimination based on size.
People tend to cue to phrases, words and ideas about discrimination, and tend to
answer in a politically correct way. I hypothesize that some aspects of this survey will
generate a socially acceptable answer; however overall, there is still a bias against
overweight and obese people.
Literature Review
Popular culture is starting to take notice to the increasing problem of obesity,
sometimes labeled “urban sprawl”. Companies like WebMD.com have started looking at
solutions to combat the problem of obesity in urban America; solutions include more
exercise trails, better parks, and more streetlights (Berkly, 2003). Even other industries
such as vacation resorts have started catering more to the overweight and obese
populations. One resort in Cancun, Mexico totes itself as “the world’s first resort
designed for obese people” (Chakravorty, 2003).
Only recently has research begun to focus more closely on discrimination because
of size. Obesity can and does affect more than one’s physical health. According to Puhl
and Brownell, it is suggested, but not yet documented, that obese people have been faced
discrimination in areas like jury selection, housing, and adoption proceedings. Some
studies have found that even those in the health professions, obese persons face
discrimination. Over one half of nurses believed that obesity can be prevented solely by
self control, and nearly a quarter of nurses in another survey strongly agreed that they
were repulsed by caring for obese patients (Puhl & Brownell). In another survey, it was

found that as women’s weight increased, so did their reluctance to obtain pelvic exams
yearly.
With our never-ending “fat is bad” attitude, Teachman et. al. (2003) conducted
several studies, looking at both implicit and explicit views of obesity. They found that
there is a strong anti-fat/ pro- thin attitude, no matter how the categories were labeled.
One surprising pattern was revealed; bias was higher when obesity seemed to be as a
result of behavioral factors. Their research also found that obese people were viewed
less negatively when participants were informed that obesity was the result of a medical
condition. This was especially interesting since it contradicts previous research
(Teachman et. al., 2003). They also found that evoking empathy for overweight people
resulted in diminishing bias for overweight participants, leading to the conclusion that
there may be an in-group anti-fat attitude, although evoking empathy did not produce a
lowered bias in general.
In a study conducted by Bessenoff and Sherman (2000), participants showed
greater implicit attitudes toward overweight people, while the self-reports indicated no
relation to the implicit attitudes. Part of this study included participants entering a room
where they were to meet another student who was 20 years old and weighed 200+ lbs.
Participants were given a photograph as well as basic information about the student they
were to meet and verbal skills were to be assessed between the two students. Bessenoff
and Sherman (2000) had the participants enter an empty room with a chair. Participants
were told to bring in a chair and the distance between the two chairs was measured.
Greater distances between the two chairs indicated greater prejudice towards overweight
people. This method of study could potentially have many confounds. People may be

placing their chairs further away because the other student is a stranger, or for any other
variety of reasons.
One area that is problematic in much of the research is that anti-fat attitudes are
studied, however, there is little research on the attitudes towards overweight compared to
thinness and those of average weight. And, as well as much research, these studies have
been conducted in non-normative settings, such as the beach (Teachman, et. al. 2003) and
college campuses (Bessenoff & Sherman, 2000). These areas are not necessarily
representative of the average population.
One study examined peer victimization and dating status and satisfaction of
adolescents (Pearce, Boegers & Prinstein, 2002). It was found in their study that among
boys, overt victimization revealed a significant effect, but not for relational victimization.
The opposite was found for girls; a significant effect on relational victimization but not
on overt victimization. Obese boys and girls both reported higher levels of overt
victimization. No significant difference in relational victimization was found between
obese and overweight girls, or between overweight and average weight girls, but an
upward trend was noted.
In a study of the social influence physicians’ gender, weight and specialty,
(Stearns, Borna & Sundaram, 2001), gender seemed to play a more significant role than
obesity. Although a physician’s weight was less relevant than gender, obesity played a
role in 10 of the 12 social attractiveness factors measured. Obese physicians were rated
lower on all factors except trustworthiness and honesty. Obese men were rated higher
than obese women. This points to the fact that obese women face more social
discrimination than do men. Women tend to be judged more harshly than do men. This

also reinforces the stereotype of the “jolly overweight man”. On a positive note, this
study did find that obesity did not play a significant role on the issue of perceived
expertise.
In a more qualitative study (Cossrow, Jeffery & McGuire, 2001), focus groups
discussed weight stigmatization. Participants reported more discrimination among
women than men; discrimination in a variety of settings such as home, work, healthcare
settings; and a variety of experiences including harassment, teasing, and slurs. This
points out that overweight people do feel that they are discriminated against, and this
discrimination affects many aspects of their lives. This study reinforces much of the
previous literature, that people do face certain stigmatizations because of size. Women
seem to be affected differently than do men, and women also seem to be affected more
than do men. This study leads us to believe that the intensity of experiences of
discrimination of overweight people is more important than the actual number of
experiences of discrimination of overweight people.
Conclusion
Because it seems that there is no end to this problem soon, and more people are
gaining weight, and facing more discrimination from both the general society and
business environment, more research is needed linking social factors to obesity. Since
women and minorities are more likely to be overweight or obese, those underlying causes
must be identified. Wangsgaard Thompson discusses in an article the under
representation of research of eating problems among ethnic minority women, lesbian or
working-class women. Eating problems and body image issues are closely related to the
study of discrimination and obesity. The under representation of minority women further

complicates the issue of who is being discriminated against because of obesity. More
research is also needed identifying why overweight and obese people are discriminated
against in so many sectors of society. It has been established that discrimination exists in
society by overt acts and subtle undertones in society. Legislation needs to be enacted to
prevent further acts of discrimination by corporations and businesses like Jazzercize and
Southwest Airlines. Finally, societal attitudes about beauty, masculine and feminine
ideals need to be redefined. Steps have been taken, but more need to continue.
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There is a troubling realization in the conclusion of Steven Gregory’s “Race, Identity, and
Political Activism.” “If we are to change this society,” he points out, “we must learn much more about
the ... other public arenas where we do politics, and indeed, where politics does us” (Gregory 168).
Gregory uses the development of a Black Public Sphere to illustrate the convoluted nature of a force
politically empowering yet economically divisive. Synthesizing aspects of Gregory’s perspective and
other contemporary books and articles with Morrison’s Tar Baby, my focus will be to show how we
connect ourselves with place, how that perceived attachment drives us politically, and how our politics
push us into trying to rescue others who are not in the same “place frame of mind.”
Reading Steven Gregory’s statement as a call to action, I began to look at Toni Morrison’s
novels, particularly Tar Baby, with a more critical eye. Gregory has put his decisive finger on our failure,
both as readers and as citizens, to recognize that most of our actions stem from but an illusion of choice.
Where we believe we are acting autonomously, we are actually bound by the larger powers of the
dominant cultures in which we exist. There is not yet a place where we are the do-ers instead of the done.
Like Jadine and Son and like the community board members in Queens, we are inevitably tarred in the
history that precedes us, leading us to the conclusion that a rescue is needed. So, perhaps there is
applicability in the tale of Brer Rabbit and the Tar Baby to the parallels between Jadine and Son’s contest
of wills and the larger political issues of black nationalism, separatism, and assimilation. I asked myself
how these characters’ sense of place fit into defending their ideologies, and how they would justify the
views they would try to impose on each other. What places did Jadine and Son view as the seat of power;
the place where they imagined themselves liberated? How did their differing views of New York, for
example, speak to their own methods of gaining power, and how do these relate to Gregory’s explanation
of classism?
In exploring these questions of the relation of power and place, the concept of “rescue” recurred
frequently, both in Tar Baby and in much of the material I found in African-American folktale, narrative,
and literary criticism. In this piece, I will draw from the folktale, from literary critics and from
interdisciplinary scholars (sociology, psychology, anthropology) to develop a working definition of
“rescue.” I will show connections between identifying with a place (i.e. the Briar Patch, Africa, the
plantation) and instances of rescue attempts. I explore the notion of rescue, showing that it is a
reoccurring plot in narratives in which power structures are challenged or disrupted.
Using Son and Jadine’s relationship as an example, I attempt to address whether rescue, from
Brer Rabbit to Morrison’s novel to the broader sense of Gregory’s community board, is an attainable end.
Instead of the traditional love unrequited plot, I present Jadine and Son as representative of the power
struggle Gregory so convincingly lays out. Clearly, there is more than their personal relationship at stake.
And, demonstrably, they have attachments or nostalgia regarding the places of Eloe and New York. I
attend to the interrelatedness of their physical location, their perceived position of power or the lack of it
in specific places, and the efforts toward conversion of “the other” that ensue.
Though neither succeeds in convincing the other, Jadine and Son embody the dissonance I
mention early on concerning the places in which they felt confident to push their agendas. Where did
they see themselves as more doing their politics than done by them? In the post-civil rights United States,
in modern societies in general, and in the microcosm of Toni Morrison’s Tar Baby, I show the space
“where politics does us” as one that warrants further scrutiny. I conclude by suggesting that an alternate
view of rescue be considered. In this light, the unexpected end to Son’s journey can help to explain the
dis-ease of the white literary imagination in accepting his lone ascent along the rocks as acceptable.
According to Bjork, in the preface to his recent work on Toni Morrison, such a consideration would be
appropriate. “And although a protagonist may reject community, there remains a utopian desire to create
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an identity with and among others in hopes of alleviating the alienation, loneliness, and stasis learned and
felt by the privatized American self” (Bjork x).
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Tar Baby’s Rescue: Stuck and Unstuck in the Places Where Politics Does Us
There is a troubling realization in the conclusion of Steven Gregory’s article “Race,
Identity, and Political Activism.” Gregory, an anthropologist, uses the development of a Black
Public Sphere to illustrate the convoluted nature of a place politically empowering yet
economically divisive. By example of the Cultural Awareness Committee in Corona-East
Elmhurst in Corona, Queens County, New York, he lays out a paradoxical situation where
“politics was for many synonymous with corruption and narrow, sectarian interests; yet politics
came to be seen as vital to the preservation of black neighborhood life” (160). “If we are to
change this society,” he points out, “we must learn much more about the church basements, hotel
meeting rooms, and other public arenas where we do politics, and indeed, where politics does us”
(Gregory 168). Many readers have had the same troubled response to the conclusion of Toni
Morrison’s Tar Baby .1 Are those sticky places, the church basements and the pie-ladies in
them, more like Tar Babies than briar patches, we wonder as Son runs into the mist “[L]icketylickety-lickety split”(Morrison Tar Baby 309)?
Gregory has put his decisive finger on our failure, both as readers and as citizens, to
recognize that most of our actions stem from but an illusion of choice. Our society is a place of
“social practices through which [black class] identities are formulated and reworked, ‘subject to
the continuous play of history, culture, and power’” (Stuart Hall, as quoted in Gregory 154).
Even when we believe we are acting autonomously, we are actually bound by the larger powers
of the dominant cultures in which we exist. Reading Steven Gregory’s statement as a call to
1

The various reactions of critics and readers to the murky ending of Tar Baby are detailed in Bjork; Carmean;
Kubitschek.
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action, I began to look at the tar baby and Tar Baby with a more critical eye. Whether egged on
by a band of fellow creatures, an angry white farmer, or a homeowners’ association, there is not
yet a place where we are the do-ers instead of the done. Like Jadine and Son and like the
community board members in Queens, or Melville’s Delano boarding the San Dominick, we are
inevitably tarred in the history that precedes us. Like modern-day white knights, we smack of the
“American captain” who “boards a ship in disrepair with gifts of food and good intentions”
(Morrison Dead Man Golfing IX). Perhaps even hoping to change things for the better, those
who intend to rescue have sight like that of Captain Delano. “What he sees is what he is
socialized to see” (Dead Man Golfing IX), says Morrison, as do Jadine and Son, as do Gregory’s
New Yorkers, as do we. We are stuck; leading us to conclude that rescue is needed.
So, perhaps there is applicability in the tale of Brer Rabbit and the Tar Baby to the
parallels between Jadine and Son’s contest of wills and the larger political issues of black
nationalism, separatism, and assimilation. Using Son and Jadine’s relationship as one example, I
will attempt to address whether rescue, from the West African folkloric tar baby to Morrison’s
novel to the broader sense of Gregory’s community board, is an attainable end. Instead of the
traditional love unrequited plot, I will present Jadine and Son as representative of the power
struggle Gregory so convincingly lays out. Clearly, more than their personal relationship is at
stake. And, demonstrably, they have attachments or nostalgia regarding the places of Eloe and
New York. There is a tangible interrelatedness of physical location, perceived position of power
or the lack of it in specific places, and effort toward conversion of “the other” that ensues, both
in Tar Baby and in contemporary society. Synthesizing aspects of Gregory’s perspective and
other contemporary books and articles with the tar baby tale and Morrison’s Tar Baby, I will
focus on how we connect ourselves with place, how that perceived attachment drives us
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politically, and how our politics push us into trying to rescue others who are not in the same
“place frame of mind.”
Though in Tar Baby neither character succeeds in convincing the other, Jadine and Son
embody the dissonance concerning in what places they felt confident to push their agendas.
Where did they see themselves as more doing their politics than done by them? In the post-civil
rights United States, in modern societies in general, and in the microcosm of Toni Morrison’s
Tar Baby, the space “where politics does us” is one that warrants further scrutiny. Perhaps there
is a place that is neither here nor there, yet still invested with the identity of home. I suggest that
an alternate view of rescue be considered, and that a parallel concept of conclusion will result.
In this light, the unexpected end to Son’s journey can help to explain the dis-ease of the white
literary imagination in accepting his ascent into the fog. According to Patrick Bjork, in the
preface to his recent work on Toni Morrison, such a consideration would be appropriate because
“although a protagonist may reject community, there remains a utopian desire to create an
identity with and among others in hopes of alleviating the alienation, loneliness, and stasis
learned and felt by the privatized American self” (Bjork x).
The Meaning of Rescue
America has aggrandized this privatized self with metonymy, substituting the terms
mobility, rugged individualism, and persistence. Jadine and Son, Gregory’s Corona/Queens
community, Captain Delano of Melville’s Benito Cereno and indeed all who deem themselves
rescuers embody these traits. The very notion of rescue, then, implies the existence of a
privileged position. The (mobile) rescuer can observe the plight of the (stuck) would-be rescuee,
(unilaterally) deem whether the rescuee has redeeming qualities, and (determinedly) decide
whether to save the rescuee. In exploring the relation of power and place, the concept of
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“rescue” recurs frequently, both in Tar Baby and in much of the material I found on Toni
Morrison’s works, but also in African-American folktale, narrative, and in social and literary
documents.
On many occasions, Toni Morrison has referred to Black women as being both “ship and
safe harbor”, extending this to claim their ability to “hold things together”.2 Holding things
together is also a function of tar, a holy substance in African mythology. Weaving these threads
together, we find the story of Moses, arguably the first Tar Baby. A mother and a sister
(Jochebed and Miriam), under threat of death, fashion a basket of papyrus and seal it with tar.
Knowing that the infant son/brother they place into it will otherwise be killed, these slaves send
Moses, or Mosheh, away on the water. Found and taken in by a wife of the Pharoah (as overt a
master as the ancient world had), Mosheh finds himself outraged when he witnesses a slave
being punished. Unconsciously, then later quite consciously, realizing the tar of lineage in which
he is stuck, Mosheh’s life is spent freeing the people of his birth. Not surprisingly from
Morrison’s woman-lauding quotations, it is Mosheh’s sister, Miriam, who is said to have
revealed his ancestry to him. This tale surfaces in the text of Tar Baby as the lament of the
Swamp Women, who in their “exceptional femaleness” know “that they alone could hold
together the stones of pyramids and the rushes of Moses’s crib” (Morrison Tar Baby 184). And
the holy holding power of tar and ensuing rescue doesn’t end there.
The New Testament extension of the Pentateuch tale can be seen in the Passion Plays of
the Gospels. Mosheh rescued the Israelites from Pharoah (of course, they had to walk the parted
Red Sea and survive forty years in the desert, but in a rescue story, their position doesn’t count).
Jesus’ parallel role is to re-rescue the believers, since the first rescue was unsuccessful in that it

2

See Marc C. Conner and Nellie McKay’s volumes for numerous articles in which Morrison discusses the “ship
and safe harbor” allegory and the sacred aspect of tar.
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could not erase original sin (and no sects save Catholicism recognize the female role of the
Bible’s Marys, of which there were three—possibly four).
From the African continent, the figure of Esu the trickster is carried through the Middle
Passage. Esu, holding a calabash filled with ase (a life-creating substance) is petitioned,
invoked, and revered in African songs, stories, and myth even more than the “prophets” of other
cultures. Esu, further, recognizes both the positive and negative aspects of deification, or
omnipotence. On the other side of the Atlantic, Esu ends up, in one reincarnation, as the Tar
Baby, definitely imbued with the complex, contradictory stories of rescue. In history, from Esu
to Jesus’ crucifixion to William Faulkner’s American South as described in “Letter to a Northern
Editor,” the myth of rescue has persisted. But, how is it viewed today?
A sociologically phenomenal source that the public uses for information is the World
Wide Web, which modern society turns to with many of the same expectations that ancient
cultures turned to texts and orature. I wondered what “common knowledge” is being circulated
about the concept of rescue. Interestingly, most Internet references fall into three main
categories: the Holocaust, the field of Search and Rescue, and the Underground Railroad. We
will probably soon add the various “Operation Country X Freedom” campaigns, assuming that
our present imposition of democracy will not be the last. What is interesting about this brief
glimpse of rescue is not which categories are extensively represented, but from whose
perspective they are narrated. Little is made of the ingenuity, collective will, or physical strength
of the Jews, the lost hikers, or the escaping slaves in these citations.3
3

The Internet, though, has afforded “subjects” of web documents the access to respond in an unprecedented
manner. For any discussion on Holocaust rescues, for example, there may be three related postings told from a
differing perspective. The voice of authority, however, seems to reside with the original piece. Some site hits from
a 10 may 2003 search using Google were: the National Association for Search and Rescue http://www.nasar.org/, a
Pro-Life clearinghouse http://www.operationsaveamerica.org, and too many animal rescue organizations to name.
To conduct a more “academic” search for the same subject matter, an online library search on 10 may 2003 at
http://www.questia.com yielded documents which reflected the categories mentioned in this paper. In a return of
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When underdogs act of their own accord, the response of rescuers is irrational, but
predictable. “How dare they . . . How evil. How stupid. Did they really think they could get
away with it?” (Morrison Dead Man Golfing XI), question rescuers. It is as if would-be rescuees
believe that they could save themselves. Just let them begin to prove that they can, though, and
as Steven Gregory notes in the case of black middle-class communities, quick work is made of
“funneling activists into mainstream channels of political participation [to] fragment[ed]
interrelated community issues and restrict[ed] their deliberations” (164). In rescue resides the
assumption of the rescuee’s complete lack of agency.
The roots of rescuing the helpless can also be clearly seen in the folklore narrative types
we find in Tar Baby. Judlyn Ryan, in her illuminating essay “Contested Visions/Double Vision
in Tar Baby,” offers the following summary:
On Son’s part, these include the narrative of the peasant who rescues the princess from
danger or imprisonment, the narrative of the culturally conscious/literate who rescues the
culturally unconscious/alienated, the narrative of the supposedly mature elder who
rescues the child/Childs, and the narrative of the formerly enslaved African who returns
to rescue another enslaved relative or friend via the Underground Railroad. . . . On
Jadine’s part, the narrative patterns include the sophisticate who rescues/uplifts the
‘noble’ savage from his primitivism; the representative of the ‘talented tenth’ who
rescues one of the designated untalented nine-tenths/folk from educational, cultural, and
sociopolitical stagnation; and the supposedly mature woman who rescues her Son.
(68)

20000 books, the field remained at 7000 when specifying “Jews” as an advanced-search item, 6800 with “Search
and Rescue”, and 1100 combined books and articles on the “Underground Railroad”.
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There can be interchangeability of gender and social status in the rescuer/rescuee roles, but
rescue, as we see, is a reoccurring plot to narratives in which power structures are challenged or
disrupted.
Instead of turning to a dictionary as the final authority, it seems to make more sense to
preliminarily define rescue as it appears in textual examples, look over some published entries,
include discipline-specific connotations (legal, religious, and medical), and integrate these views
into a working definition. In the published definitions of rescue, synonyms attributed to these
fields included salvation, liberation, deliverance, and , oddly, recapture. From such an angle,
rescue can be defined as: n. an action or series of actions intended to extricate an (individual or
collective) ‘other’ who has redeemable quality, but is incapable of extricating her/him/itself,
from perceived harm; v.t. to be the protagonist of such an act or acts.
The Tale of the Tar Baby
This definition of rescue, in terms of the tar baby folktale, is mutated when taken from
communal Africa to colonial(ist) America. And, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. claims in his book by
the same name about The Signifying Monkey , “[O]f the many colorful figures that appear in
black vernacular tales, perhaps only Tar Baby is as enigmatic and compelling” (Gates 52). The
rescue of Brer Rabbit from the tar baby begins as a collaborative effort of the community of
rescuers to recuperate a member and ends as a story of a whole community of Brer Rabbits,
resistant and survivalist, seeming to need rescue. Referencing Craig Werner’s Playing the
Changes, Missy Dehn Kubitschek explains this transition in the tar baby folktale, and uncovers
reasons why we can see in the disparate personalities of Jade and Son how “the selfish
individualist of the West African tale became in the oral folklore of African Americans a much
more positive figure of survival and resistance to white control” (Kubitschek 109).
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The original African lore was passed along orally in a fairly consistent pattern. In Africa,
Brer Rabbit represented the “trickster figure [who] was an individualist who often harmed the
community at large” (Kubitschek 109). The tar baby was placed by peers, not an outsider. She
was created to reveal the error of the trickster’s ways and to encourage conformity to the
community’s norms. The power structures she challenged were both generational (parents
versus children) and occupational (hard workers versus lazy), but no nuance of racial constructs
tarred the original tar baby (Kubitschek 108-110). When Brer Rabbit got stuck to her, the other
animals eventually let him escape to the briar patch. But, the African briar patch would not have
been an exile from community for the African Brer Rabbit. And, in African cosmological terms,
Brer Rabbit would not have been considered rescued if he got away. His stay in the briar patch
would temporarily marginalize him, at a cost to both himself and his community, but his rescue
would be fulfilled only if the community could rehabilitate and reintegrate him.
In the cargo holds of the slave ships, though, Brer Rabbit the trickster took on a whole
new dimension. Suddenly confronted with outsiders whose most explicit objective was the
entrapment/enslavement of entire communities, “the nature of the trickster figure and its
meaning also shift[ed]” (Kubitschek 110). As retold by both William Faulkner and Joel
Chandler Harris, the American tar baby had new elements.4 Here, the captor’s ultimate focus
was not on catching Brer Rabbit, but on torturing him in the worst way possible. While Brer
Rabbit suffered, the captor Brer Wolf or Fox , laughed. An even further extension of the tale
occurs when told from an African-American point of view.
In Son’s version, the tar baby was devised by a (clever white) farmer in response to a
(thieving) rabbit, and when the rabbit was caught, it was what that rabbit deserved (Morrison Tar

4

For the full texts of the tar baby tale from Faulkner and Harris, see Appendix A and Appendix B.
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Baby 273). Son suggests not that Brer Rabbit was wily but stupid in that he ended up stuck
simply because he cared enough about the tar baby to talk to it, argue with it, and eventually end
up stuck in it. Jadine, with all her Euro-popularity, was in his eyes an “educated nitwit”
(Morrison Tar Baby 267). She needed to be rescued, by “first tearing her mind away from that
blinding awe. Then the physical escape from the plantation” (Morrison Tar Baby 220).
Paradoxically, his attempt to rescue her first occurs in the place where one of them feels
powerful—New York.
Our Connections with Place
“ ‘Baltimore. Philadelphia. Paris’ ” are Jadine’s responses to Son when he asks her
where home is. New York is strangely absent from her tip-of-the-tongue list. But if as Kariamu
Welsh notes concerning heritage and roots in The African Aesthetic: Keeper of the Traditions,
“[T]he natural pattern of recognition can be distorted by a number of factors including
oppressive conditions, imprisonment and abandonment” (Welsh 58), then Jadine’s list is
probably skewed. The places Jadine ticks off connote these exact circumstances in her life.
Baltimore is where she witnessed the plight of the bitch in heat. Philadephia symbolizes the
ethic that has kept her aunt and uncle in submission. And Paris, though seen positively, is the
site of her abandoning (her white suitors and the African woman) and abandonment (by her
family and patrons).
Even if faulty, connections exist between identification with a place, often referred to as
home (i.e. the briar patch, Africa, the plantation) and the incidence of rescue attempts. In the tar
baby myth and tale, the rabbit consistently sees the briar patch as home. If the rabbit is stuck to
the tar baby then the rabbit needs to be rescued to be brought home. Houston Baker points out
that “[A] neighboring lexical item for Africa for many blacks during the eighteenth century, for
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example, was home” (Baker Journey 21), and the collective memory of African cosmology
affirms this. Identification with the plantation, conversely, results in the type of assimilationtinged confusion Jadine lives in.
The only place in America to which Jadine has actual ties is Philadelphia, through her
summer stays with Sydney and Ondine. But, as explained in “Folklore as Matrix for Cultural
Affirmation in Tar Baby” by Wilfred Samuels and Clenora Hudson-Weems , “as ‘Philadelphia
Negroes’, they seem far more interested in the welfare and care of white culture than in their own
values” (Samuels and Weems 83). The intra-Black class identities—from Jadine to the Childs to
the nameless staff—exemplify Gregory’s claim that “[T]his concentration of political power is
refracted through the prism of class” (165).When their employers retire to the Carribean, Sydney
and Ondine, and by association Jadine, have their only real ties to a place severed. Gregory
would complicate this by seeing the complexity of Blacks’ gaining power in that place, though.
Like the Council members in Corona, the elder Childs are able to amass some control in
the microcosm of the “Street plantation” through the same “deepening [of] class divisions”
(Gregory 155). This is evidenced by their hiring and firing power over the lower-class Black
laborers, whom they do not even bother to call by their given names (Gideon and Mary Thérèse),
instead referring to them as Yardman and Mary. They have, in effect, constructed for themselves
“middle-class identities . . .of black homeowner activism [are] at once enabling and limiting”, as
is clear in Sydney’s claim that not even Jadine may invite someone into his home (Morrison Tar
Baby 163). And much like their stateside counterparts, this generation of Blacks leave an even
more “classist” legacy to their progeny, Jadine, who sleeps in the main house with her white
patrons.
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Gregory points out this conflicting position of power in his deconstruction of Black
citizens’ involvement in Corona political life. Instead of the original common goals, such as
those demonstrated by the Ad Hoc Voter Registration Committee which “put aside all individual
differences [to]..work as one to achieve our objective” (162), Black Americans have frequently
been moved to act in ways that ignore their heritage, substituting their primary identity as that of
middle-class homeowners (167-168). Sydney and Ondine conform to this notion, as most
strongly heard in Ondine’s possessive comment that “I know my kitchens. Better than I know
my face” (37) and in Sydney’s confrontation with Son, when he emphasizes that although
L’Arbe de la Croix is not the Childs’, “this here is” (163). The “land-use politics” of Jadine’s
relatives, compounded with their arrangement for her expatriated education in the most European
of all European cities, results not surprisingly in Jadine’s complete dislocation from Philadelphia.

Consequently, when in Paris she encounters the authentic African woman, Jade cannot
figure out “[W]hy she had wanted that woman to like and respect her” (Morrison Tar Baby 44),
yet moments later her concerns turn to the potential reaction of her European white suitor, Ryk,
“when he finds out that I hate ear hoops, that I don’t have to straighten my hair, that Mingus puts
me to sleep” (Morrison Tar Baby 45). The impossibility of this “white-woman-black-woman”
juggling act is echoed in Houston Baker’s example of the writer James Baldwin, who, “when he
found himself excluded from a Western heritage by the category ‘Negro’ (or “nigger”, as he
states with vehemence), [he] hated not only white people but also blacks” (Baker Journey 61).
Paris, as a place, has thus become disempowering to Jadine. Her retreat to the Street plantation,
where she enjoys white privilege (a place at the main dining table) while surrounded by Black
family (serving her dinner), seems a logical seat of assimilated power. It is, until the appearance
of Son.
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At the other end of the spectrum, with a notion of home that is more communal, Son is an
undocumented small-town Floridian with country nostalgia and a nationalistic bent, despite eight
years abroad at sea. He has been away not with hopes of gaining power (like Jadine), but
because his crimes in the States had left him utterly without it. Son sees “the U.S. as an illshaped tongue ringed by teeth and crammed with the corpses of children,” but identifies with the
small town of Eloe within it (Morrison Tar Baby 168). His description of Eloe as a town where
“[I]t took all the grown-up strength you had to stay [there] and stay alive and keep a family
together” (270) relates to Gregory’s illustration of the necessity of community resources in the
face of the government’s indifference. Son’s notion of his place (Eloe) within the place (the
United States) echoes Gregory’s explanation. “[T]he post-civil rights period represents less a
political victory than a rupture with politics,” (152) he observes, and when Jade arrives in Eloe,
Son’s rescue plans collide with Jadine’s, meeting with the same fate
Place as Political Motivator
So, for Son, a place clearly self-sufficient and separatist, though perhaps sexist and
economically depressed, is still a place of powerful identity. For Jadine, on the other hand, being
a lean, male-like woman in the big city is where she can use her physicality for power, let “her
neck really connect[ed] her body to her head” (223). Through the wide gulf between them,
Morrison seems to echo Steven Gregory’s suggestion that closer attention be paid to “the
heterogeneity and plasticity of African American social identities and the multiplicity of public
spheres where they are crafted” (Gregory 168).
In “Race, Identity, and Political Activism”, Gregory focuses on an ethnically diverse
community group in New York to illustrate how black class formation has led to the effective
channeling of political power into controllable venues of bureaucracy and “fragmented
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interrelated community issues” (164). In Corona, there is not a large emigration of middle-class
Blacks as has occurred elsewhere. Blacks in Corona have a long-time connection to the place,
and can be expected to assimilate to the middle-class homeowner mentality, engaging in land-use
politics with the same vigor as their white counterparts. At the Christmas dinner table, parallels
of multiple Black identities can be seen in Sydney and Ondine (middle-class), Jadine
(assimilated), and Son (the separatist). But, Gregory finds within those “narrow, enclaved
contexts” (163) a possible place for agency, the means for the community to rescue itself from
inner-city, or in the case of Tar Baby, island problems by engendering civic class consciousness.
“Land-use strategies”, in Corona and at L’Arbe de la Croix, are the power in the place.
Jadine’s ability to use New York as a place of power, however, has an entirely different
basis. She sees it this way—“if there ever was a black woman’s town, New York was it. No, no,
not over there making land-use decisions, or deciding what was or was not information. But
there . . . Snapping whips . . . kicking ass . . . barking orders” (Morrison 223). Control is power
to Jadine, and although she is not a property owner, she is able to forge power through her highstatus modeling career. Sadly, the power of her beauty in New York, like all ideals Western,
hinges upon linear time. So, while the cyclical night women and the pie-ladies of Eloe can wear
their age as an adornment of power, each age line strips Jadine of hers. Never the same to two
different people, Son sees New York as a place to be endured, perhaps, but not inhabited. New
York pushes the same agenda that Houston Baker views as endemic of the twentieth century.
“[T]he coming to full consciousness of the colored peoples of the world”, he explains, resulted
from their having “been awakened by raucous industrial cities and [were] abandoning dreams of
homogenous rural communities in order to face the overwhelming realities of advanced
technological societies.” (Baker 56).
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In opposition to this, Son identifies himself with the town of Eloe, where gender roles are
clearly defined and Blacks own, farm, and fish with whites only interloping to hook up utilities.
Son’s hometown embodies the more nationalistic or separatist view of place. Eloe is so different
that Son does not even call it American, but describes it as “that separate place that was presided
over by wide black women in snowy dresses and was ever dry, green, and quiet” (Morrison Tar
Baby 168). Because of these wide women, Eloe is a particularly supportive environment for
Black males. Houston Baker makes a similar correlation when discussing Martin Delany’s
views on Black repatriation to Africa, noting that “he had discovered the irreconcilability of
black manhood and white American life” (Baker Journey 123). Son, observing the black men in
New York, concludes like-mindedly that they had found “the whole business of being black and
men at the same time too difficult and so they’d dumped it” (Tar Baby 217).

It is no

coincidence that Jadine, too, claims a gender-bending well-oiled tendency within the City’s
limits (Morrison Tar Baby 223). Her criticism of the yellow-dressed African woman as having
“too much hip, too much bust” (42) reveals that she privileges herself as not only as raceless and
parentless, but also as sexless. In her modeling career, where “for a bar of gold a doctor could
put you into a machine and, in a matter of minutes, would change you from a man to a woman or
a woman to a man” (152), Jadine resembles one of Thérèse’s imagined hermaphrodites.
There is a political danger in both ungendered and gendered places, though. In his book,
Black Liberation in Conservative America, Manning Marable offers this critique of gender
censure within Black communities: “As long as African-American males define the assertion of
'manhood' as a central goal of their politics, and deny the voices and insights of their sisters, the
black movement will continue to be fragmented and pulled toward the patriarchy of the Right”
(Marable 11). In Jadine’s “being shunted off with Ellen and the children while the men grouped
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on the porch and, after a greeting, ignored her” (Morrison Tar Baby 248), such danger is clear.
This view is recognized by Gregory in his reference of We Seven, the Black newspaper
columnists in whose pages “claims to status and class identity were publicly aired and contested,
often along the lines of gender” (Gregory 158). Black political life in Eloe, where Jadine’s
breasts earn not runway walks but the stares of contemptuous night-women, could be said to
trivialize and depoliticize Black women’s power in the same way white politicians side-lined
Black political power in Corona.5
Rescue: Putting Them in a Proper Place
Witnessing the Black girls crying in New York, watching Ondine on her aching feet for
the Streets, and listening to Alma Estée’s pleas for a wig, Son feels the undeniable urge to
rescue. Jadine, in her rootless, homeless, orphaned existence, would appear the perfect “rescuee”
from Son’s standpoint. As the conventional narratives go, he is the peasant, the culturally
conscious, the supposedly mature elder, the the formerly enslaved. She is literally the princess
Childs on the Streets’ plantation, a place where even the nature so revered in African heritage
has been driven to chaos. Even if her lack of agency is chosen, not imposed, Son sees Jadine in
need of rescue. “He thought he was rescuing her from Valerian, meaning them, the aliens, the
people who in a mere three hundred years had killed a world millions of years old” (Morrison
Tar Baby 271). Obviously, he will not attempt his rescue on Isle des Chevaliers. From this
place, Son will only address one of rescue’s synonyms: liberation. His idea of rescue in the
place of Eloe seems to motivate him to act in a manner more closely associated with recapture.
But, as we have seen, neither New York nor Eloe enable him to rescue Jadine from what Bjork

5

Elsa Barkley Brown provides a more in-depth study of gender bias in Black political life in “Negotiating and
Transforming the Public Sphere: African-American Political Life in the Transition from Slavery to Freedom”, in the
Black Public Sphere Collective’s The Black Public Sphere, Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1995.
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calls “the false bonding and her appropriated values of the dominant culture. " (117). What,
then, of Jadine’s possibilities for rescuing Son?
Karen Carmean, in Toni Morrison’s World of Fiction, claims that “[I]n conventional
social terms, Son is the least redeemable of characters” (74), but in doing so reinforces my
remark that it is the rescuer who invents these terms. Further, Jadine’s refusal to “stay in that
medieval slave basket” (Morrison Tar Baby 274) shows her incapacity to view a rescuee as a
participant in rescue. Ironically, it was in a tar-sealed slave basket that a rescuer (Mosheh)
arrived. And though Jadine gives up trying to rescue Son in New York, being able to convince
him neither of the necessity of education nor of the merits of consumerism, the reason for Son’s
lack of identification with her values lie deeper. His “not being able to get excited about money”
(172), for example, can easily be said to follow Houston Baker’s observation that Black
Americans have been “colonial subjects in bondage by the force of world capitalism” (Journey
Baker 127). Having never had a reciprocal exchange of his labor for goods, why should Son
have anything but skepticism? Carmean continues that Son “should indeed learn from her that
one must be realistic enough to recognize one lives in this world, and this calls for certain
adjustments” (Carmean 75), but something, I would argue something ultimately redeeming,
disallows Son from letting Jadine rescue him from himself.
Steven Gregory’s implication that “we are to change this society” (168) is a premise
finally discarded by Son. Aided by the double-vision of Mary Thérèse, he is thrown into the
choice of finally recognizing his truly nonconformist identity, and therefore, his true placelesness
in the concrete American world. Maybe he even finds a briar patch. I see my own refusal to
“solve” this novel in Missy Dehn Kubitschek’s closing words.
Where is the brier patch? Could be anywhere. Nowhere, if you can't change your ideas
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about where it might be. Not where you thought it would be? Reread the text of your
experience. Not satisfied with this interpretation of Tar Baby? Reread that text too. Put it
up against other texts, change its contexts” (113)
Kubitschek means that from multiple angles, the same situation can and should be approached
differently, thus eliminating closure, especially as imposed by one on another. Son also sees that
rescue is not only an impossible act, but an impossible concept. Requiring a point in time at
which the rescuee is ‘saved’, rescue defies African cosmological time, which is seen as a
nonlinear perpetuity of events. Requiring the prescribed roles of rescuer and rescuee negates the
African concept of community, where actions are both taken and reciprocated collectively. He
does see the reciprocal effort, though, when he reflects upon the clearer vision originally given
to him before he sets out on his final attempt to rescue Jadine. “‘Forget her’,” admonishes
Thérèse, “[T]here is nothing in her parts for you. She has forgotten her ancient properties’”
(Morrison Tar Baby 308).
Another Place Neither Here nor There
Blind to the natural world, but wide-eyed to the “true and ancient properties,” Mary
Thérèse is akin to the night women and the church basement pie-ladies from whom Jadine tries
to rescue Son. The only one who anticipates the outcomes of Jadine and Son’s ineffectual
rescues is Thérèse. They all, from her viewpoint, are “done” by the interconnectedness
originally prophesied before their schemes ever began:
Too late, bitch—too late you discover how wonderful he really was. How gentle, how
kind. And now you are full of remorse, but too late, cow, too too late; you will never
have him now. And you machete-hair and you bow-tie you will think everything is all
right now he’s dead, but no! you will suffer too, because the fast-ass is grief-stricken and
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will blame you for his untimely death and hate you forever. So you can go back to the
States the whole pack of you and choke to death on your big red apples
(Morrison Tar Baby 112).
Thérèse’s clairvoyance does what the Western ideal of rescue fails to do—it recognizes what the
politics of the place- and politically- driven rescuers and rescuees do to the rest of the players. In
her blind vision, she re-members the entire community and the far-flung consequences in Jadine
and Son’s seemingly private actions.
While Jadine “thought she was rescuing him from the night women who wanted them for
themselves” (Morrison Tar Baby 271), Son did his best to “construct a world of steel and down
for her to flourish in” (Morrison Tar Baby 221). She would save him from being kept down in
all-Black Eloe; he would free her mind from the Streets’ plantation. “To each, the other's values
make up a tar baby, a white-designed trap” (Kubitschek 94). This interpretation, though, is
based on the African-American re-working of the West African tale. In the original, there was
no white to design a trap. The tar baby was an intra-community device set up to rehabilitate a
non-contributing member. Patrick Bjork sums it up this way: "Morrison's work consistently
shows that identity and place are found in the community and in the communal experience, and
not in the transcendence of society or in the search for a single, private self”(Bjork vii). Son’s
eyes are finally opened to this possibility. “But he had chosen solitude and the company of other
solitary people—opted for it when everybody else had long ago surrendered, because he never
wanted to live in the world their way (167). To return to the beginning, (an African
cosmological concept in itself), there are troubling conclusions for those whose aim is to rescue.
Perhaps they hinge on our dependence on conclusion. Is rescue attainable? Not if a conclusion
is not the end.
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Appendix A
Tar Baby, an African-American Folktale
As collected by William J. Faulkner
Brer Wolf studied and studied to find a way to catch Brer Rabbit. He scratched his head, and he
pulled his chin whiskers until by an by he said, “I know what I’ll do. I’ll make me a tar baby, and I’ll
catch that good-for-nothing rabbit.” And so Brer Wolf worked and worked until he had made a
pretty little girl out of tar. He dressed the tar baby in a calico apron and carried her up to the well,
where he stood her up and fastened her to a post in the ground so that nobody could move her.
Then Brer Wolf hid in the bushes and waited for Brer Rabbit to come for some water. But three
days passed before Brer Rabbit visited the well again. On the fourth day, he came with a bucket in
his hand. When he saw the little girl, he stopped and looked at her. Then he said, “Hello. What’s
your name? What are you doing here little Girl?” The little girl said nothing. This made Brer Rabbit
angry, and he shouted at her. “You no-mannered little snip you! How come you don’t speak to your
elders?” The little girl still said nothing. “I know what to do with little children like you. I’ll slap
your face and teach you some manners if you don’t speak to me,” said Brer Rabbit. Still the little girl
said nothing. And then Brer Rabbit lost his head and said, “Speak to me. I say I’m going to slap
you.” With that, Brer Rabbit slapped the tar baby in the face. Bim! And his right hand stuck. “A’ha,
you hold my hand do you? Turn me loose I say. Turn me loose. If you don’t, I’m going to slap you
with my left hand. And if I hit you with my left hand, I’ll knock the daylights out of you.” But the
little girl said nothing. So Brer Rabbit drew back his left hand and slapped the little girl in the face.
Bim! And his left hand stuck. “Oh, I see, you’re going to hold both my hands are you? You better
turn me loose. If you don’t, I’m going to kick you. And if I kick you, it’s going to be like thunder
and lightning!” With that, Brer Rabbit drew back his right foot and kicked the little girl in the shins
with all his might. Blap! Then his right foot stuck. “Well sir, isn’t this something? You better turn
my foot loose. If you don’t, I’ve got another foot left, and I’m going to kick you with it, and you’ll
think a cyclone hit you.” Then Brer Rabbit gave that little girl a powerful kick in the shins with his
left foot. Blip! With that, his left foot stuck, and there he hung off the ground, between the heavens
and earth. He was in an awful fix. But he still thought he could get loose. So he said to the little girl,
“You’ve got my feet and my hands all stuck up, but I’ve got one more weapon, and that’s my head.
If you don’t turn me loose, I’m going to butt you! And if I butt you, I’ll knock your brains out.”
Finally then Brer Rabbit struck the little girl a powerful knock on the forehead with this head, and
stuck it, and there he hung. Smart old Brer Rabbit, he couldn’t move. He was held fast by the little
tar baby. Now Brer Wolf was hiding under the bushes, watching all that was going on. And as soon
as he was certain that Brer Rabbit was caught good by his little tar baby, he walked over to Brer
Rabbit and said, “A-ha, you’re the one who wouldn’t dig a well. And you’re the one who’s going to
catch his drinking water from the dew off the grass. A’ha, I caught the fellow who’s been stealing my
water. And he isn’t any body but you. Brer Rabbit, I’m going to fix you good.” “No sir, Brer Wolf. I
haven’t been bothering your water. I was just going over to Brer Bear’s house, and I stopped by here
long enough to speak to this little nomanners girl,” said Brer Rabbit. “Yes, you’re the one,” said
Brer Wolf. “You’re the very one who’s been stealing my drinking water all this time. And I’m going
to kill you.” “Please sir, Brer Wolf, don’t kill me,” begged Brer Rabbit. “I haven’t done anything
wrong.” “Yes, I’m going to kill you, but I don’t know how I’m going to do it yet,” growled Brer
Wolf. “Oh, I know what I’ll do. I’ll throw you in the fire and burn you up.” “All right, Brer Wolf,”
said Brer Rabbit. “Throw me in the fire. That’s a good way to die. That’s the way my grandmother
died, and she said it’s a quick way to go. You can do anything with me, anything you want, but
please, sir, don’t throw me in the briar patch.” “No, I’m not going to throw you in the fire, and I’m
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not going to throw you in the briar patch. I’m going to throw you down the well and drown you,”
said Brer Wolf. “All right, Brer Wolf, throw me down the well,” said Brer Rabbit. “That’s an easy
way to die, but I’m surely going to smell up your drinking water sir.” “No, I’m not going to drown
you,” said Brer Wolf. “Drowning is too good for you.” Then Brer Wolf thought and thought and
scratched his head and pulled his chin whiskers. Finally he said, “I know what I’m going to do with
you. I’ll throw you in the briar patch.” “Oh, no Brer Wolf,” cried Brer Rabbit. “Please sir, don’t
throw me in the briar patch. Those briars will tear up my hide, pull out my hair, and scratch out my
eyes. That’ll be an awful way to die Brer Wolf. Please sir, don’t do that to me.” “That’s exactly what
I’ll do with you,” said Brer Wolf all happy-like. Then he caught Brer Rabbit by his hind legs, whirled
him around over his head, and threw him way over into the middle of the briar patch. After a
minute or two, Brer Rabbit stood up on his hind legs and laughed at Brer Wolf and said to him,
“Thank you Brer Wolf, thank you. This is the place where I was born. My grandmother and
grandfather and all my family were born right here in the briar patch.” And that’s the end of the
story.
William J. Faulkner, The Days When Animals Talked, 1977
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Appendix B
From Uncle Remus His Songs and His Sayings
By Joel Chandler Harris, Public Domain.

"Didn't the fox never catch the rabbit, Uncle Remus?" asked the
little boy the next evening.
"He come mighty nigh it, honey, sho's you born--Brer Fox did. One
day atter Brer Rabbit fool 'im wid dat calamus root, Brer Fox went
ter wuk en got 'im some tar, en mix it wid some turkentime, en fix
up a contrapshun w'at he call a Tar-Baby, en he tuck dish yer
Tar-Baby en he sot 'er in de big road, en den he lay off in de bushes
fer to see what de news wuz gwine ter be. En he didn't hatter wait
long, nudder, kaze bimeby here come Brer Rabbit pacin' down de
road--lippity-clippity, clippity -lippity--dez ez sassy ez a jay-bird.
Brer Fox, he lay low. Brer Rabbit come prancin' 'long twel he spy
de Tar-Baby, en den he fotch up on his behime legs like he wuz
'stonished. De Tar Baby, she sot dar, she did, en Brer Fox, he lay
low.
"`Mawnin'!' sez Brer Rabbit, sezee - `nice wedder dis mawnin','
sezee.
"Tar-Baby ain't sayin' nuthin', en Brer Fox he lay low.
"`How duz yo' sym'tums seem ter segashuate?' sez Brer Rabbit,
sezee.
"Brer Fox, he wink his eye slow, en lay low, en de Tar-Baby, she
ain't sayin' nuthin'.
"'How you come on, den? Is you deaf?' sez Brer Rabbit, sezee.
'Kaze if you is, I kin holler louder,' sezee.
"Tar-Baby stay still, en Brer Fox, he lay low.
"'You er stuck up, dat's w'at you is,' says Brer Rabbit, sezee, 'en I;m
gwine ter kyore you, dat's w'at I'm a gwine ter do,' sezee.
"Brer Fox, he sorter chuckle in his stummick, he did, but Tar-Baby
ain't sayin' nothin'.
"'I'm gwine ter larn you how ter talk ter 'spectubble folks ef hit's de
las' ack,' sez Brer Rabbit, sezee. 'Ef you don't take off dat hat en
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tell me howdy, I'm gwine ter bus' you wide open,' sezee.
"Tar-Baby stay still, en Brer Fox, he lay low.
"Brer Rabbit keep on axin' 'im, en de Tar-Baby, she keep on sayin'
nothin', twel present'y Brer Rabbit draw back wid his fis', he did,
en blip he tuck 'er side er de head. Right dar's whar he broke his
merlasses jug. His fis' stuck, en he can't pull loose. De tar hilt 'im.
But Tar-Baby, she stay still, en Brer Fox, he lay low.
"`Ef you don't lemme loose, I'll knock you agin,' sez Brer Rabbit,
sezee, en wid dat he fotch 'er a wipe wid de udder han', en dat
stuck. Tar-Baby, she ain'y sayin' nuthin', en Brer Fox, he lay low.
"`Tu'n me loose, fo' I kick de natal stuffin' outen you,' sez Brer
Rabbit, sezee, but de Tar-Baby, she ain't sayin' nuthin'. She des hilt
on, en de Brer Rabbit lose de use er his feet in de same way. Brer
Fox, he lay low. Den Brer Rabbit squall out dat ef de Tar-Baby
don't tu'n 'im loose he butt 'er cranksided. En den he butted, en his
head got stuck. Den Brer Fox, he sa'ntered fort', lookin' dez ez
innercent ez wunner yo' mammy's mockin'-birds.
"`Howdy, Brer Rabbit,' sez Brer Fox, sezee. `You look sorter stuck
up dis mawnin',' sezee, en den he rolled on de groun', en laft en laft
twel he couldn't laff no mo'. `I speck you'll take dinner wid me dis
time, Brer Rabbit. I done laid in some calamus root, en I ain't
gwineter take no skuse,' sez Brer Fox, sezee."
Here Uncle Remus paused, and drew a two-pound yam out of the
ashes.
"Did the fox eat the rabbit?" asked the little boy to whom the story
had been told.
"Dat's all de fur de tale goes," replied the old man. "He mout, an
den agin he moutent. Some say Judge B'ar come 'long en loosed
'im - some say he didn't. I hear Miss Sally callin'. You better run
'long."
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Visions and Re-Visions: Using Process as Progress in
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“Students often complain that they have nothing to say, whereas ‘real-world’ writers almost never do, precisely because
real-world writers are writing for discourse communities in which they know their work can matter, whereas students
can see little purpose for their own attempts (‘essais’) other than to get a grade”
Patricia Bizzell
There are few spots during a college student’s education when the opportunity for her/him to
impact the world beyond the walls of the university arises. Demands of skill mastery are common, and in
many cases logical, across the disciplines. The writing classroom is not such a linear space. The process
approach now common in composition is often seen as recursive, even convoluted, from a student’s
standpoint. But, by recognizing that students never enter the composition classroom as blank slates,
perhaps we can more readily engage them by employing the communities in which they are already
involved to create a bridge between our theories and their realities.
In this paper, I present a model for using Service-Learning in a first year Composition sequence.
I compare the histories of Service-Learning and Composition and explore the parallels between them. I
provide details about both the potential benefits and the possible difficulties of utilizing a community
partnership as part of the writing classroom. Using my own experience teaching first-year students and
the expertise of Nora Bacon and Tom Deans as guidance, I address the added responsibility of
Composition instructors in particular to utilize this form of experiential education for positive change
within their own departments.
The intention of the course design I show here is to present the course goals and objectives for
developing writers as co-requisite activities to a self-selected Service-Learning project. Following the
idea behind Bruce Herzberg’s sequential immersion of first-year composition students in a literacy
project, I present a curriculum and rationale for using a community writing assignment to instill
confidence in the writing process and to prepare students for campus life more generally. This is a chance
for students to begin to identify their own views on literacy issues they already (may not know they) care
about, a chance for them to gain confidence in having an opinion. During the course, students choose a
community agency dealing with a literacy-related issue. In collaboration with the Service-Learning
Program, they select and engage in tutoring and mentoring projects. They attend formal orientations at
their Service-Learning sites. Depending upon the particular issues they have chosen, peer groups are
formed with the purpose of providing a balance of support to the challenge of going out into the
community.
This introductory service experience is followed by a traditional integrated Service-Learning
format. While students are active at their community sites, they review and respond to selected readings
on their issues of interest. Working with its community affiliation in mind as an audience, each group
comes up with an unaddressed but essential piece of written information. Some examples might be a
card-sized list of health-related expressions translated from Bosnian for recent immigrants or a cheat sheet
about the Internet for senior centers. The reward of such projects is that students will actually see a result
other than a grade from their efforts, and by involving them in teaching and sharing, we hopefully
increase their expectations of education as a collaborative process. At the closure of around ten weeks of
service, students will propose their “informational piece” to the class and the instructor. For most
projects, there are mini-grants and funds to print at least a small number of materials. The agency with
whom they serve provides the real audience; the basis for their final activity, which includes gathering
information about its mission, clientele, and history and presenting it to their class or peer group.
The course culminates in a presentation of the materials to the community and a wrap-up
reflection recognizing the contributions of the students and their community partners. For their final
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written project, students compile the “evidence gathered from their experience,
their reading, their observations, or their conversations with others”
in the community, thus serving a real-world need, furthering their own
“authority to speak” as Bartholomae discusses, and fulfilling the
competencies of developmental and first-semester Composition.
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Kerri R. McCanna
Hawai’i International Conference on Arts and Humanities
Visions and Re-Visions: Using Process as Progress in
Service-Learning for Developing Writers
“Students often complain that they have nothing to say, whereas ‘real-world’ writers almost never do, precisely
because real-world writers are writing for discourse communities in which they know their work can matter,
whereas students can see little purpose for their own attempts (‘essais’) other than to get a grade”
Patricia Bizzell
Once Upon a Time: The Background
Like The Hobbit’s Bilbo Baggins, many college students are on their first ventures away
from the Shires of home. There are few spots during their education when the opportunity to
impact the world beyond the walls of the university will arise. Demands of skill mastery are
common, and in many cases logical, across the disciplines. There are courses in which we do
expect the instructor to be the Authority on the matter. There are programs, such as Electrical
Engineering, where adherence to the text is essential. But, the writing classroom is not such a
linear space. The process approach that is now common in Composition is often seen as
recursive, also known as confusing, from a student’s standpoint. This bewilderment is
compounded by the frequent complaint of constantly having to write about oneself, or about
equally uncomfortable topics. What does Composition, which is most often compulsory, have to
do with students’ “real lives”, the ones they have come from as well as the academic ones they
are on the verge of entering? The question is not uncommon, nor is student resistance to the
“gatekeeper” courses. By recognizing students as collaborators, rather than receptacles for the
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academy’s expertise, and acknowledging that they never enter the Composition classroom as
blank slates, perhaps we can more readily engage them.
One way of effectively engaging Composition students is through the use of experiential
education. In the same way that Gandalf challenges Bilbo Baggins to become part of the band of
travelers, this philosophy is aimed at fostering critical thinking by allowing students to test the
theories they are learning in real-life settings through internships, practica, volunteerism, or
Service-Learning.1 Given that most university writing programs, like that at Boise State
University, have mission statements for first- and second- semester Composition which
emphasize the same objectives as experiential learning—meaningful writing, reflection, critical
thinking, and collaborative skills—the integration of Service-Learning into the Composition
classroom seems a natural fit.2 In fact, the histories of the fields of Composition Studies and
Service-Learning have many striking similarities.
In this paper, I present the parallels between these two fields, demonstrate the rationale
behind integrating them, argue for the integration of community writing projects into
Composition courses, and show how instructors can use Service-Learning involvement to
reinvigorate their own teaching as well as address inequities within their own departments.
Using a few different programs as examples, I illustrate that a wide range of possibilities for
Service-Learning projects in Composition exist. Following Tom Deans and Nora Bacon’s
“about, for, and with the community” groupings, I suggest that first- and second- semester
Composition objectives, when complemented by Service-Learning, are best met by writing for
and about the community. My vision starts with a continuing community writing assignment in
a Service-Learning first- and second- semester Composition sequence. But, for an even earlier
beginning, I turn to the re-visioning of writing instruction and of the noblesse oblige.
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Not So Long Ago: Same Story, Different Day
After a long history as a class performing the current-traditional function of grammar and
style instruction, whose efficacy was measured by the final product in the essay form, College
Composition began to strain against a lack of purpose (see Bridwell-Bowles, esp. 19-21;
Crowley; Bruffee). That is, purpose that involved or engaged students in much writing beyond
the one-shot final drafts required to pass the class. At some point (around 1971), the “teachercentered” gave way to the “student-centered” writing classroom. Sharon Crowley provides a
succinct but useful synopsis of process pedagogy’s history in her article, “Around 1971: The
Emergence of Process Pedagogy”. Following David Harrington, Donald Murray, and Walter
Minot through the late sixties and early seventies, she chronicles the decline of traditional
“product-centered teaching” and the rise of the “heady atmosphere” that emerged in first-year
process pedagogy Composition, as hailed by Lad Tobin (Crowley 187-190). From this new
focus on students the expressivist classroom developed, a place where students were encouraged
to bring their personal narratives and experiences to bear in the writing they did.
But, current-traditional methods of teaching persisted (perhaps more than the literature
suggests), so that in 1977, Linda Flower and John Hayes had begun ruminating about the “gap
between the textbook and the experience” as “a problem Composition must face” (qtd. in
Crowley 190). And, in the years that followed, that gap led to a fuller embrace of “the process,
not the product”. In Composition, the advent of process pedagogy resulted in three major
improvements: the legitimization of first-year Composition instructors, the reconceptualization
of Composition teachers (in their own eyes and in the views of others), and the revitalization of
teaching (Crowley 191).
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Among the new classroom activities stemming from the process method were the peer
component and collaborative learning. In Kenneth Bruffee’s article, “Collaborative Learning
and the ‘Conversation of Mankind’”, he observes that “many teachers are unsure about how to
use collaborative learning and about when and where, appropriately, it should be used” and
concedes that “it sometimes quite simply fails” (Bruffee 636). But, he makes a good case for
trying it, citing that “[S]tudents’ work tended to improve when they got help from peers; peers
offering help, furthermore, learned from the students they helped and from the activity of helping
itself” (Bruffee 638). He traces the history of educational collaboration from the London Group
in the fifties and sixties (see Crowley; Bruffee; Colby 135-36) to the humanistic approaches to
learning espoused by Stanley Fish and Richard Rorty in the seventies and early eighties,
claiming that “collaborative classroom group work guided by a carefully designed task makes
students aware that writing is a social artifact, like the thought that produces it” (Bruffee 642). It
is with the question of what kinds of tasks best evoke Bruffee’s utopian “community of
knowledgeable peers” that I look toward an even wider view of community.
A parallel history has been taking place over the past twenty years or so in the area now
termed Service-Learning, although Julia Garbus offers that the settlement houses of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, first practiced in the United States as noblesse oblige by
Vida Scudder and the “pluckiest (and luckiest) women” of her time, were the original “collegecommunity tie” that “anticipated today’s service-learning” (547, 549). More recently, increased
civic disengagement of youth and dissatisfaction of both students and faculty with productdriven, instructor-oriented courses led to the resurgence of this pedagogy (see Colby et al. 5-8;
Gottlieb and Robinson 5-11). The mood of the preceding years could be summarized by Wade
Dorman and Susann Fox Dorman’s quote, that “teaching is a lose-lose activity. The harder we
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try—even the more we succeed—the wider the gap between the student and the real world”
(121). Although a major tenet of higher education was to produce citizens capable of
contributing to society (Colby et al. 26-27; Gottlieb and Robinson 63), it instead “evolved
institutions designed literally to isolate students from the ‘real world’” (Bridwell-Bowles 27).
In response to this observation, scholars focusing on civic education have recently
asserted that “[R]ecognition of the obligation to prepare citizens for participation in a democratic
system implies that certain values, both moral and civic, ought to be represented in these
institutions’ educational goals and practices” (Colby et al. 13). And, from looking at the vision
statements and mottos of American universities, colleges, military academies, and our own
institution, this responsibility becomes evident. “Capitalism with a human face”, “Let
Knowledge Serve the City”, “Spelman College, Women Who Serve”, “Integrity first, service
before self, and excellence in all we do” and “Real Education for the Real World” are examples
of the promises we have historically made for ourselves as educators (Herzberg 307; Colby et al.
57, 58, 62; McCanna). Against such a backdrop, the humanities, for the better part of the
twentieth century, were seen as becoming less and less human. Education, likewise, was failing
to prepare the “educated” (Colby et al).
Patricia Reynolds and her fellow researchers have claimed that “[G]iven that over the
past decade, a growing number of American students have shown deficiencies in mathematics,
science, English, and reading, educators must use new approaches to learning" (Hilosky, Moore
and Reynolds 143). Reviving the spirited concepts of John Dewey, educators, legislators,
students, and communities began to demand relevance in higher education (Garbus 548; Gottlieb
and Robinson 13; Flower “Partners” 101-104). In the nineteen eighties, the tide finally seemed
to turn, and with the support of the National Society for Experiential Education and the
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bipartisan commitment to service during the first Bush administration and the Clinton years,
Campus Compact gave rise to a nationwide collaboration of “Service-Learning” programs.3
Service-Learning, as defined by the National and Community Service Trust Act, is “a
course-based, credit-bearing educational experience by which students participate in an
organized service activity that meets identified community needs and reflect on the service
activity in such a way as to gain further understanding of course content, a broader appreciation
of the discipline, and an enhanced sense of civic responsibility” (McCanna Service-Learning).
The heart of Service-Learning is to reestablish the reciprocity that was once integrally present
between the academy, its students, and the community. Brock Haussamen writes in Teaching
English in the Two Year College, that “[R]acism on campuses, the national cynicism about
politics and government, and the decline of volunteerism have forced a recognition that in a
democracy citizenship education cannot remain merely an extracurricular activity” (Haussamen
192). With over eight hundred universities and more than two million students nationwide
participating in 2002, Service-Learning is not a pedagogy that educators can afford to overlook.
In a Not-So-Faraway Land: The Rationale for Service-Learning in Composition
Tom Deans and Nora Bacon echo the burgeoning centrality of Service-Learning
pedagogy within the field of Composition. They calculate that at the Conference on College
Composition and Communication, for example, “the number of papers on service-learning
mushroomed from six in 1992 to more than seventy in 2002” (Deans and Bacon 125). The
reasons for this growth are many. According to practitioners, “[C]ombining service projects
. . .with academic work encourages students not only to do ‘real world’ writing, but also to
develop social awareness and a sense of civic responsibility” (Deans and Meyer-Goncalves).
From this academic enhancement, the academy benefits. Reciprocally, students who are
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“considered ‘underprepared’ for admission to degree-granting colleges” may perceive an extra
benefit in the form of “connections with real audiences who are often part of their home
communities” (Adler-Kassner, Crooks, Watters 7). From the community’s standpoint, students
“provide[s] a valuable service such as tutoring youth” (Deans and Bacon 129). All of these
suggestions lead to the conclusion that Service-Learning in the writing classroom extends our
students’ work beyond assignment to involvement. What is left up to debate is what particular
kinds of community writing projects are most beneficial to all constituencies—the student, the
academy, and the community.
Deans and Bacon categorize community writing into three functionalities—writing about,
for, and with the community. Each emphasizes a different aspect of literacy, and develops
particular rhetorical skills. Writing about, for, and with the community also require varying
programmatic support and entail a range of instructor involvement. They note, and I am inclined
to concur, that writing with the community, because of the often specialized background
knowledge required of writers, is more suited to upper-division courses (Deans and Bacon 131).
In reviewing these categories with relation to our University’s first- and second- semester writing
course summaries, the closest matches are made when first-semester Composition students write
for the community and second-semester writers write about their community experience.
As a mode of writing in the first semester, assignments done for the community may
include informational brochures about a local after-school reading program, shared journals
between tutors and tutees in a literacy project, or fact-packs on local educational resources. In
other words, the writing in the first semester, when done with a specific community partner’s
needs in mind, allows students “real occasions to communicate with real and varying readers”
(Deans and Bacon 130). The portfolios that result from Service-Learning community
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documents, journal entries, written reflections, and essays based on the students’ experience
move past assuming only the teacher as audience. As Lillian Bridwell-Bowles contends, “in
recent years, our theorizing [about literacy] has explicated a social constructivist view of
language that makes it impossible to justify ‘pretend’ writing” (26). An actual “audience” (the
community partner or service recipient) has been involved in their production. What better way
to embody statements of purpose such as the one at our University, that “a central purpose of
E101 [first-semester Composition] is to encourage students to see writing as a lifetime practice
by helping them to see the connection between writing and their lives outside of the academy
(Ballenger Writing Program)?
Moving beyond the skills of invention, revision, and editing, and into more research
writing skills, second-semester Composition students fulfill competencies which can be met by
the “academic expectations and school literacies” upon which writing about the community is
based (Deans and Bacon 133). The transition between the more internally-based writing done in
first-semester Composition can be eased by introductory “personal narratives that give
expression to human encounters or learning moments that emerge from service experience” (i.e.
essays based on first-semester Service-Learning journals), followed by more challenging
“community-based research, perhaps conducting interviews and drawing on their own
experiences to write a profile” (i.e. the interview/observation essay, partnering with someone in
the students’ community agency), and finally, in our department, a research paper about “the
broader systemic and institutional forces that constitute the context for their service” (Deans and
Bacon 129).
These examples obviously imply that a sequence, not independent sections, of first and
second-semester Composition, would best facilitate the success of this model. As noted by
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Thomas Deans and Zan Meyer-Goncalves, although one fifteen-week semester has historically
provided “enough time for crafting projects to the needs of agencies, it offered less time for
reflection”(Deans and Meyer-Goncalves). Nora Bacon concurs with this observation, stating
that she suggests that we “extend students’ relationships with the community organizations
beyond the limits of the academic quarter or semester” (Bacon 47). More openly critical of what
Adler et al. refer to as the “special temporality” of the University (11), Ellen Cushman contends
that Service-Learners “still replicate a hit-it and quit-it relation with communities” (Cushman
41). The recipients in such community literacy projects are often just forming relationships with
the college students when the semester ends. It is a reputation that is hard to deny, and
Cushman’s point is well-taken.
My suggestion is to allow for one semester of college writing with a community literacy
project (fifteen hours of tutoring) as the Service-Learning component with a useful community
document, Service-Learning journal, and written reflections as the related writing, followed by a
second semester of continued service complemented by coursework centered on a more in-depth
analysis of and research on aspects of the tutoring which relate to “the larger issues of
community, service, and social justice” (Deans and Meyer-Goncalves). To further counteract the
valid concerns of Cushman and other community-sensitive practitioners, such a course would
include a written Reflection on Transition Plans, such as and adaptation from Marshall Welch at
the University of Utah’s Service-Learning Program. This exercise, in which students write a
plan for the logistical and psychological transition of their service relationship, is usually
completed in conjunction with an invitation for students to continue serving beyond the school
year. At present, the Federal Work-Study program requires that a percentage of student
employment hours be performed in the community, so students who might otherwise need to
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terminate their service in order to return to paid employment may be able to stay on with their
agencies as paid employees. Interestingly, even before this option became available, around
forty percent of Service-Learners at Boise State University stayed on beyond their projects’ end
dates (McCanna).
In an academic year sequence, the initial semester includes fifteen hours of direct service
(tutoring youth), which links the students with a concrete experience, the community with a
potential resource, and the instructor with an opportunity to truly collaborate with students
through serving alongside them. Journals, written reflections, and essays involve the ServiceLearning experience provide the continuous production of student texts. The second semester,
armed with their Service-Learning-inclusive portfolios, students select a social issue that they
encountered or became aware of as a result of their service and pursue it for their final research
project.
Of White Knights and Dragons: Cautions and Considerations
One of the less cumbersome aspects of integrating Service-Learning into a Composition
class is that “the reflection component . . .so readily takes shape as a series of writing
assignments (Deans and Bacon 126). Yet, these written artifacts of students’ community
experiences must be approached with care. Nancy Welch admits that she “can see why [Susan]
Wells warns that service learning courses can actually teach the impossibility of social change as
the haves and have-nots, we who are subjects and they who are objects, begin to appear
inescapable” (Welch 254). Service-Learning journals and in-class freewrites must be carefully
designed to guide students away from the reinforcement of prejudices and stereotypes that they
may personally hold. Ungraded journals, if not used as material for a dialogue with the
instructor or other students, have the possibility of “otherizing” the community rather than
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assessing larger issues that causes the “otherizing”. As Bruce Herzberg argues, “[W]riting
personal responses to community service experiences is an important part of processing the
experience, but it is not sufficient to raise critical or cultural consciousness” (Herzberg 309).
What is essential, then, is that the students’ writing about community not remain unreviewed.
When thoughtfully employed, though, journals, logs, reflective and self-evaluative
essays, and case studies are some examples of successful Service-Learning writing assignments.
According to Eyler, Giles, and Schmiede’s widely-used Practitioner’s Guide to Reflection, the
strength of these assignments lies in the permanency of the writing as a source of reference for
students’ further interest in service and in producing a document of real value to the community
(57). The aforementioned activities coincide with most universities’ required Composition
coursework, comprised of both graded and non-graded assignments. The only difference from
writing these artifacts with a non-service standpoint is the increased fluidity with which ServiceLearners can bridge “between being receivers of knowledge and makers of knowledge”
(Ballenger Writing Program). The community partners with whom the students work have
already identified a need, and in creating ways to meet it, our students truly become knowledgemakers.
The perceived liabilities of isolation and labor-intensive feedback (Eyler, Giles, and
Schmiede 57) are easily addressed by our University format for peer interactions in Composition
classes, which with regards to our first-semester Composition states that “[K]nowledge is not
created in isolation but through dialogue and writing which is shared with a real audience” and
that “we try to create a community of writers in which students understand that membership
implies engagement with each others’ struggles to make meaning” (Ballenger Writing Program).
Peer response groups, especially if community partners are invited to participate, create the
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environments in which this dialectic can exist and serve to challenge uncritical thinking.
Kenneth Bruffee echoes this in his declaration that “[W]e establish knowledge or justify belief
collaboratively by challenging each other’s biases and presuppositions” (646).
Accordingly, my assignment sequences for both semesters devote class time to Reflection
activities about the Service-Learning experience. Eyler, Giles, and Schmiede call the four
important components of formal Reflection the “4 C’s”: Continuous, Contextual, Challenging,
and Connected (45). Brock Haussamen marks the importance of the Continuous aspect, stating
its essence in the Service-Learning Composition course he teaches. “Each week I ask a couple
of these students to talk in class about [their experience]” because, he claims, “reflection is
indispensable to service learning as a pedagogy, for students, although they usually feel good
about their community work, are not particularly inclined to contemplate it after they leave it
behind each week” (Haussamen 193). Ongoing structured journal writing about and discussion
of students’ time in the community play a “crucial role” in developing the critical thinking skills
necessary to move from the “affective, the personal and the empathic dimensions of the
experience” to including “a better sense of application of ideas to social problems and a
transformed understanding of the problem and issues surrounding it” (Eyler, Giles, and
Schmiede 16).
The Contextual element of Reflection is the natural correspondence with the assumption
that reading is integral to learning to write, as claimed by the University’s Writing Program. If
“[R]eading beautiful or engaging or challenging prose not only provides a model for writers, but
the experience of making meaning out of something we read is the same as the experience of
making meaning out of something we write” (Ballenger and Payne Writing Program), then the
provision of supplemental readings that address the social issues surrounding the students’
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Service-Learning experience is essential. Such an ideal year of Composition, consequently,
includes reading assignments tailored to the issues as well as some personal concerns—ranging
from “teaching grammatical correctness, to supporting emancipation, to inviting free expression,
to encouraging action-oriented problem solving”—that are likely to arise during the tutoring
experience (Flower “Intercultural Inquiry” 183).
From these readings, students often make “unfamiliar or even uncomfortable”
realizations about their Service-Learning projects (Eyler, Giles, and Schmiede 19). The
Challenging facet of Reflection is for instructors to utilize the students’ discomfort in a dialogue
that “produces new understanding, raises new questions, and moves towards new frameworks for
problem solving (Eyler, Giles, and Schmiede 19). In Composition, the commonplace used to
describe such interaction is Mary Louise Pratt’s concept of “the contact zone”. When the
rhetorical situation is a real-life setting, though, and the hypothetical circumstances being
debated pertain to individuals with whom the students are serving, the stakes are much higher.
As Linda Flower explains, “[T]he meaning of mentoring (like the meaning of the adult ‘advice’)
is not in its ‘truth’ or ‘wisdom’ but in its outcome for that teenager and for the relationship it
creates” (Flower “Partners” 102). It is with these human connections in mind that ServiceLearning Reflection sessions in Composition must involve prepared, compassionate instructors
who will “balance the process of challenging the learner while simultaneously offering support”
(Eyler, Giles, and Schmiede 19).
The final C of Reflection is an area where the traditional evaluative methods of first-year
Composition can take on a new dimension of Connectedness. Students will encounter the shift
of classroom authority in most Composition courses, regardless of whether or not they include
Service-Learning; there is no longer a unilateral power figure, fellow students are now
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respondents to their work. “If a goal of a Composition course is to create a community of
readers and writers, then the instructor should not be the only evaluator of student writing. Peer
workshops, in which students work in groups of five or so to share drafts and invite comment on
a revision, are now a central part of most Composition courses” (Ballenger Writing Program).
Service-Learning takes this sense of community one step further, acting upon Adler-Kassner et
al.’s convincing argument that if students are indeed writing for the community, then “servicelearning work ought to be judged at least in part by those in the community” (13). In my model,
the community members with whom the students have worked are invited to take part in
workshopping activities, and complete student evaluations at the end of each semester. The
students also evaluate the agencies, and all parties’ considerations are used by the instructor in
determining the students’ final points.
The Greatest Adventure is What Lies Ahead:
Higher education, as demonstrated in its re-conceptualization from a service enterprise to
a self-serving venture and back again, is an ever-changing endeavor. What legislators,
community members, local residents, and students demand from the academy has become as
important as what the academy envisions for itself. Service-Learning has offered a means by
which colleges and universities can fulfill their curricular objectives while recognizing and
helping to address issues beyond the ivory towers. In Composition, first- and second- semester
courses lend themselves most seamlessly to writing what Deans and Bacon refer to as about and
for the community. But, the integration of these community partners requires “institutional
support through such mechanisms as release time . . . funding for curriculum development . . .
conference travel and . . . tenure and promotion procedures” (Deans and Bacon 134). Just how
do we garner these types of support to sustain the extra effort and commitments that Service-
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Learning often entail?
“[M]ost emphatically”, advise Tom Deans and Nora Bacon, ensure that “activity must be
carefully designed to advance the particular goals and theoretical commitments of a particular
course in its particular institutional home” (126). They note that as “[T]he most widely-required
undergraduate course, first-year writing, is a good place to begin the ‘continuum of service’ that
service-learning educators like to envision” (Deans and Bacon 126). There is clearly a voice of
agreement at Boise State University, where the summary of second-semester Composition
activities states that “[S]tudents may write ethnographies, do historical studies, write profiles,
and participate in service-learning projects in the community” (Ballenger Writing Program).
Building on the stance already taken by one’s institution is also a head start; as Deans and Bacon
point out, “community-based writing that is aligned with departmental or program values makes
for a strategic first step in successful program development” (128). As we note nearly daily,
Service-Learning goes a long way in providing Boise State’s slogan of “Real Education for the
Real World”. With all signs pointing toward support for Service-Learning in Composition,
perhaps a look at how other programs have successfully integrated community writing, from
developmental writing to research papers, would be useful.
In a 1999 study aimed at assessing Service-Learning’s efficacy, one group of researchers
gauged brochure writing as an effective means of teaching basic academic skills to
disadvantaged students (see Hilosky, Moore and Reynolds). Building on the sense of connection
that these same students often have for their communities of origin, the instructors used the “new
approach” of assigning work that the students could take with them and put to real-life use. In a
six-week summer program, students from disadvantaged backgrounds who would be entering
college in the fall learned a set of interdisciplinary academic skills through the Service-Learning
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assignment of writing a brochure on a community health issue.
In the first segment, an Internet and online resource search, students sought out health
information in order to “(a) develop and/or enhance library research skills; (b) obtain thorough
knowledge of health topics, and (c) gain familiarity with the computer” The instructors showed
the utility of “literature search strategies that students can use for the brochure as well as their
college course work” (Hilosky, Moore and Reynolds 144). By simply knowing how to find this
kind of information, the students were already on their way to claiming new authority on their
topics.
Then, using the concepts of Bruffee, Vygotsky, and Pearson and Camperell, the
researchers created small groups of students to act as collaborators, to enhance one another’s
learning by providing unique input to benefit the whole projects, and to teach mapping skills
(Hilosky, Moore and Reynolds 144). Students first drafted academic paragraphs about topics to
be included in their brochures, then worked with the concept of audience and drafted alternate
“brochure-friendly” versions of their work. Finally, the class used the writing workshop format
to assess the documents, citing Patricia Reynolds’ theory that “allowing students to revise many
drafts with no grade penalty help disadvantaged students develop confidence in their ability to do
academic writing” (Hilosky, Moore and Reynolds 145).
To support the students’ newly-gained sense of self-assurance, Hilosky, Moore and
Reynolds were prepared to re-vision the traditional methods and hierarchies of the classroom.
“We treat the students as our peers”, the instructors assert concerning the redistribution of
classroom authority that came with collaborative learning, “[C]reating the brochures takes
dedicated teachers who are willing to experiment and change their teaching strategies” (Hilosky,
Moore and Reynolds 144). In the end results, the production of brochures that were of use to the
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students’ home communities and the entrance of the students into college that fall, Hilosky,
Moore, and Reynolds’ group fulfilled their aim that “each component will show how the writing
of the brochure as a service-learning tool enabled the students to develop basic academic skills”
(Hilosky, Moore and Reynolds 144).
In another model published in the Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy, Caroline T.
Clark describes a Service-Learning component that tangibly addressed power structures. The
course she co-taught paired students from a Midwestern university with local elementary school
children in a literacy program. Students were asked to complete “general readings on the
theoretical, historical, and sociopolitical contexts of literacy education” supplemented by pieces
of teacher-research in the field (Clark). Instead of relying solely on their instructors as the
repositories of knowledge, Clark notes that:
[S]tudents turned to one another for help in solving tutoring problems as frequently as
they turned to us. Furthermore, we were often in situations where we found ourselves
turning to the students, as peer-tutors, in figuring out ways of working with our own
tutoring students (Clark).
The same critical elements—contextual readings, written reflection, and extended length of
service—upon which I have insisted in my course design are present here, along with one added
feature which I have habitually, but uncritically, engaged in. Like Clark, I participated in service
at the community sites that I sent my students to. Following my first semester of side-by-side
service with students, I have seen (reflectively) that my enthusiasm was just as great as hers:
My team teacher did not have a Service-Learning background, and I did not
expect her to adopt my methods. This did, however, proffer an unusual aptitude for me
to engage with the students in their Service-Learning, rather than simply observe and
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grade it. As the sole instructor, it would have been impossible to spend this extra time
on-site. When I was in the community, I served with students from many courses, my
own included. So, some knew me as an instructor; others recognized me as the “ServiceLearning” lady; still others thought I was just one of them. From this vantage point,
although I originally wondered whether multi-role-playing would be too dizzying, my
view of students engaging in Service-Learning was panoramic (McCanna “Starting
Points”).
Lest I close by sounding too reminiscent of heady Lad Tobin, I bear in mind that the “history
of exploitative hiring practices” in first-year writing courses make integrating Service-Learning a
bolder step within Composition than it is in many disciplines (Deans and Bacon 134). Recalling
Crowley, who concluded that “composition teachers are still overworked and underpaid, just as
they were prior to 1971” (Crowley 213), I contend that the charisma, the “personal commitment
to their students and their communities” exhibited by Composition instructors who use ServiceLearning, make us ideal candidates to address our institutions’ “especially compelling obligation
to provide adequate support”(Deans and Bacon 134). The ‘value-added’ benefits we provide are
distinct. I believe, as Deans and Bacon allude to, that it is just these types of innovation—the
increased “relevance”, the scaffolded knowledge, the use of this gate-keeper, service course to
form the “authentic rhetor, emerging professional, and active citizen”—that Service-Learning in
Composition provides which can, and should, allow the Vision that “community service writing
projects help build and define . . .‘the literacy required to live in a civil society’” (Cooper and
Julier 7) to be Re-Visioned as students “come to see literacy not only as a way of succeeding in
the academy, but as acting in the world” (Deans and Meyer-Goncalves).
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1

See Anne Colby et al., esp. 134-135, for a discussion of experiential education, Service-Learning, and other forms
of non-traditional learning methods. Such strategies are aptly referred to as pedagogies of engagement. The
significant implication is that there is a shift in faculty’s role from lecturer to collaborator in learning.
2
The complete course descriptions, aims, and mission statements of Boise State’s Writing Program are available at
http://english/boisestate.edu/writing .
3
Barbara Jacoby and Associates provide the first comprehensive history of Service-Learning, as well as many of the
articles that were used in creating Boise State University’s Service-Learning Program, in Service-Learning in
Higher Education. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1996.
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Abstract

2nd Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities

My PhD area of specialty is Voice training methodologies for Actors within a cross-cultural context. This
specific work is based on 2 years teaching Voice for Actors at The Korean National University of Arts
(KNUA), in Seoul, Korea. I was responsible for designing and teaching curriculum which integrated
Western Voice training methodologies for actors, namely Kristin Linklater (U.S.A.), Cicely Berry (U.K.)
and Patsy Rodenburg (U.K.), with vocal training from a traditional Korean vocal art form called “p’ansori.”
Like my acting students, I too began to study “p’ansori” in order to better understand how these two
training systems when studied simultaneously can inspire and strengthen each other.
The paper I propose to present questions the idea of the universality of sound, which sounds can crosscultures in performance and which do not and why. I compare and contrast assumptions made by Western
vocal teachers with my own empirical experiences in learning p’ansori and those of other research and
performance professionals who also choose to re-examine sound within a performative context.
The paper begins with Patsy Rodenburg’s comment,
One of the delights of being a voice teacher is that I can teach in any language- from Japanese to
Italian to Dutch to Hindi to Russian to Portuguese- anywhere in the world. The anatomical
principles of the voice are the same in each place, the main body of sound the same. Only speech
principles tend to differ just like musical principles (The Right to Speak, 268).
Using this quote I try to answer why my p’ansori teacher and I do not have access to the ‘main body of
sound,’ evidence in my lesson tapes. Is it really dependent upon ‘anatomical principles of the voice?’ Or,
does what we value artistically and culturally decide our ‘main body of sound’ as a people and so influence
the way in which we train our voices and make vocal performance choices? From a performer’s
perspective, how can we better use sound as building blocks for language or the performed “vocal text” of
the text?
I seek to answer these questions and challenge the idea that sound is universal by looking at both the crosscultural and cross-discipline challenges of creating a vocal training methodology that takes it’s inspiration
from a variety of studies: Theatre, Performing Arts, Speech/Communication, Second Language
Studies, Languages, Music, Ethnic Studies, Cross-disciplinary areas/Cross-cultural studies.
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“Conversation 1”
If Marshall McLuhan said “the medium is the message,” following his logic, I would
argue that the political is the cultural; where the politics are the context and the culture is
the meaning created in this context with which it becomes intertwined, to the extent that
the political could possibly become the cultural itself and in itself.
Attempting to make a documentary about “American Culture”, I found it very
relevant to have one of my main hooks to be the American political self-reflections on
one hand juxtaposed next to reflections of the “outsider,” on the other hand. The topic
was the American War on Iraq and the subsequent American occupation. Characters that
appear in the film are both Americans as well as examples of “outsider/made insider;”
Maria the graduate student from Mexico, Ghanaian John serving in the Iraqi war, Somali
Hanna protesting it, along with myself by my voice as I converse with them. What ends
up being “re”presented in this documentary is a mélange of characters that are hovering
in their spaces at the beginning, interacting with one another at some point and finally
interacting with the viewer, and themselves one more time. But once back to their
individual spaces, they are not really the same. From a post-modern, post-structure point
of view, the actual characters—even outside the medium of this particular film—are no
longer the same after this mediated juxtaposition. In the end, the viewer is left invited; to
locate himself or herself not with one character or several of them, but rather in the space
between the characters and among them.
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Fluid (in)form:
Influencing design through dynamic particle simulation
John Maze, Mark McGlothlin, Kim Tanzer
University of Florida
“My earliest childhood memories are related to a ranch my family owned near the
village of Mazamitla. It was a pueblo with hills, formed by houses with tile roofs
and immense eaves to shield passerby from the heavy rains which fall in that
area. Even the earth’s color was interesting because it was red earth. In this
village, the water distribution system consisted of great gutted logs, in the form of
troughs, which ran on a support structure of tree forks, five meters high, above
the roofs. The aqueduct crossed over the town, reaching the patios, where there
were great stone fountains to receive the water. The patios outside the stables,
with cows and chickens, all together. Outside, in the street, there were iron rings
to tie the horses. The channeled logs, covered with moss, dripped water all over
town, of course. It gave this village the ambience of a fairy tale.”1
Premise
The early work of Christopher Alexander and Nicholas Negroponte marked the beginning
of architects’ selective flirtation with computational technologies. In recent years work developed
in the context of Columbia’s Paperless Studio and its spin-offs has embraced the fluid formmaking potential of programs such as Maya in an effort to subvert the strictures of Cartesian
space. This group has also challenged the authorial will of the individual architect by assigning
spatial and temporal properties to abstract concepts and setting these now-spatialized concepts
in motion. The resulting interaction produces a collision of amorphous forms, currently described
colloquially as “blobs.”
Our project takes the same issues—the quest for an appropriate fit between
computational promise and form-making and a fascination with shaping complex flows—in a
different direction. We pose this architectural question: How does architecture shape and
redirect one of the earth’s physical “flows”—water—as it falls in the form of rain? Can we model
rainfall digitally, then shape surfaces such as roofs, terraces or landscapes to design the flow of
water? Can this flow be conceived as a design opportunity, contributing to the phenomenal
experience of a project as it is simultaneously shed more responsibly to the larger landscape?
Can the poetic exploration of fluids prevalent within the academy be transformed into equally
poetic tangible applications?
These are some of the questions we set out to explore, working in collaboration with
colleagues in our university’s Global Information Systems Center and Digital Worlds Institute.
Fifteen students and three faculty members culled from our senior architecture studio met over a
period of several weeks with faculty and graduate students with expertise in urban planning,
engineering and fine arts. First our architecture students were required to develop a rudimentary
understand of GIS regional mapping capacity, with a particular emphasis on the study of
hydrology and watersheds across our watery state of Florida. Following this regional analysis we
developed a method to demonstrate the water shed by individual student’s projects set within this
larger landscape. Students first translated their physical models of modest (1000 sf) projects into
three-dimensional digital models, then into animations to which rain could be “applied.” Students’
representations moved from chalk pastel to GIS to basswood to Autocad to 3D Studio Max and
finally to Maya. Difficulties in translation and changes in material behaviors occurred at each
state, and form the primary focus of this paper.
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Precedents
Since Renaissance theorists Alberti and Brunelleschi developed a systematic process to
construct three-dimensional perspectives on a two-dimensional plane, architects and theorists
have forayed into various emergent technologies of spatial representation. Rene Descartes used
algebra to develop a coordinate system that removed the necessity of tools or even reference to
the real world. Nearly four hundred years later, during the 1980’s, a new type of spatial research
and system emerged in the guise of virtual reality. Early attempts to create a multi-sensual virtual
world required a pair of goggles, headphones, and a glove so that one could see, hear, and feel
objects modeled in a computer environment. These interfaces were quite cumbersome, and of
course inconvenient if one were to imagine working with such a situation on a daily basis.
However, they did set the foundation for countless later attempts at designing an artificial world, a
cyberspace as described by William Gibson in Neuromancer:
“...cyberspace has a spatial and architectural form that is dematerialized,
dynamic and devoid of the laws of physics; spaces in which the mind can explore
free of the body; spaces that are in every way socially constructed, produced and
abstract. As such, the architecture of cyberspace only mirrors that of Cartesian
logic if that is how we straitjacket it.” 2
Arguably, a digital aesthetic has emerged in the architectural world. Those who have begun to
explore the notion of an indigenous digital architectural language have come to utilize similar
design elements, forms, and spaces in their work. Offices such as the UNstudio, Asymptote,
Greg Lynn Form, Archi-tectonics, and Diller-Scofidio who strive to find the architecture of
cyberspace instead of simulating the architecture of the physical world have published widely
their flowing, transparent, layered projects that seem quite as home in a molecular biology
experiment as in a design studio context. Entranced by the idea of interconnectivity, speed,
efficiency, and spatial dynamics, these designers began to explore forms only possible through
the use of computer modeling technology. New formal typologies continue to emerge that
challenges our understanding of the built and designed environment. As these projects begin to
be built, often requiring new technologies of construction and fabrication, we start to understand
the physical inhabitation of such dynamic environments as being quite different than those of the
parallel and angular.
Since the early 1990’s, dynamic digital forms have proliferated in graduate schools
across the world, thanks largely to the efforts of young faculty members at schools such as
Columbia University, Princeton, Cooper Union, UCLA, and Sci-Arc. What is important to note is
that by the early nineties, graduates and recent graduates architects were the first generation to
not have been educated by the giants of modernism, such as Le Corbusier, Kahn, Aalto, and
Mies. The tenets of modernism were distilled through an older generation of faculty, who
themselves were exploring ways to expand upon the dogma of their teachers. Hungry for a new
language of design, a new way to understand urban form and space, this new generation looked
to the digital revolution for inspiration.
“Liquid architecture is an architecture that breathes, pulses, leaps as one form
and lands as another. Liquid architecture is an architecture whose form is
contingent on the interests of the beholder; it is an architecture that opens to
welcome me and closes to defend me; it is an architecture without doors and
hallways, where the next room is always where I need it to be and what I need it
to be. ”3
Perhaps the most noted innovator of digital architecture is Greg Lynn. Lynn began adapting
software to the design of complex conceptual models in the late 1980's while at Eisenman
Architects, and has continued to evolve his practice and research along with the digital explosion
of the 1990's. What Lynn professes to do is typical of his generation--mapping contextual and
programmatic forces of a project then modeling them in a way that allows the architecture to grow
directly from the data. In this sense, the will of the architect is removed from the equation, and
the design is autogenerative. For instance, he uses software such as Maya to create particle
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flows that simulate pedestrian and vehicular traffic in his entry for the Port Authority Gateway
Competition. Particles are dispersed along routes of traffic responding to gravity and one another
to create a "phase portrait."4 Architectural form is then essentially derived directly from the
vectors describing the motion of the particles. Many of the current generation of architects using
this technology to create their formal language operate in this manner, allowing the software to
create the architecture rather than simply to inform it.

Figure 1: Greg Lynn phase portraits. Digital mapping of
particle movement, subsequently translated into an
autogenerative system of form making.

One of the biggest problems with
this type of design pedagogy is that
it is predicated on the tool.
Specifically, design possibilities are
limited to a certain degree by the
type of software used and the
capabilities that the software has in
relation to creating architectural
form.
Thanks to software
packages such as Maya and Form
Z, a new architectural language
has emerged that challenges both
the tenets of the discourse of
architecture
and
standard
construction means and methods.
Not unexpectedly, projects built
using this method tend to suffer
from the abrupt translation from a
digital to the physical realm.
While
retaining
a
fascination with the fluid, we have
applied
the
same
digital
parameters to understanding the
dynamics of environmental forces
that affect the built environment.
Instead of modeling fluid forms that
depict the circulation patterns of a
site as Lynn does, we chose to
simulate the fluid nature of water as
it interacts with a building, so that
the design may be improved
accordingly. Ultimately we would
hope to shape our chosen fluid,
water, indirectly, by strategically
shaping
architectural
form.

Process
To simulate this complex particle flow we needed tools and expertise beyond those
available within our School of Architecture. At the same time, we have an interest in intensifying
our school’s commitment to useful and inventive applications of digital media to the architectural
project. For these reasons we used this project to forge a connection between our School and
one of our University’s premier interdisciplinary centers, the Digital Worlds Institute (DWI)
currently housed jointly in the colleges of Engineering and Fine Arts.
Like most large, research intensive public universities, ours has recently begun to
espouse the belief that interdisciplinarity is the discipline of the 21st century. Our university’s
Academic Mission Statement supports broad interdisciplinary programs and argues for “new
avenues for research and new ways of constructing knowledge in the 21st Century.”
Our
Genetics Institute, Institute for Aging and Center for Women’s Studies—all spanning traditional
departments and colleges—are sites of rich investigations and lively debates within our campus
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and beyond. Though proud of these initiatives, our institution struggles to map the flow of
knowledge into new shapes using outdated academic structures. Departments, degrees, credit
hours, FTEs, as well as physical facilities and technology interfaces all work against innovative
academic exchange.
Realizing the institutional friction a formal collaboration might create, we began simply.
Three architecture professors set aside a two-week segment within a design studio dedicated to
building in the Florida landscape. Our climate (semi-tropical with daily rainfall all summer) makes
a study of water obvious and, in retrospect, almost essential. We posed this question to the
students and faculty in an ongoing special topics research seminar taught within the Digital
Worlds Institute: Can the flow of rainfall onto a building and landscape be simulated in such a
way that students can understand the repercussions of their designs and then work to modify
their structures to more responsibly and poetically shed water?
At an introductory meeting we agreed that the DWI students would investigate existing
software applications and the architecture students would develop importable 3D models of their
projects, some of which incorporated GIS-based site data. At our next meeting, we established a
schedule for the project and set some goals for our collaboration. The DWI students reported
that they believed Maya had an operation that would allow them to approximate rainfall. The
operation, as it happens, is called “blobby surface.”

Figure 2: Designed project inserted into the particle simulation environment in Maya. Image captured from animation
prior to particle emission. Student project by Jennifer Chue.

With the assistance of the Digital Worlds Institute, the students were able to successfully
import their virtual models into the dynamic animation environment found within Maya. The
models were imported as .dxf files written from 3D Studio Max and required an additional
parasolid plug-in for Maya to be able to correctly interpret and maintain the digital elements and
their proximity to one another. Once inside Maya, the actual process for particle simulation was
relatively simple. Maya allowed for the creation of a particle emitting source element placed
above the model and a gravity element created below the model to control the direction of particle
movement. This system established the preliminary condition of purely vertical particulate flow as
an abstraction of individual raindrops falling. Density was modulated through a numerical system
of randomly located particles emitted with an upward limit of 500 particles/second. Adjustments
with particle size accounted for the approximate size of individual drops. Modulation of the
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particle’s dynamic response to encountered surfaces allowed for an approximation of splash.
Further definition within the model itself was required in order for the particles to react to the
model surfaces directly.
All modeled surfaces required definition as either an active
(impenetrable) or inactive (penetrable) surface. An inactive surface would have no impact on the
direction or rate of travel of the particles, particles simply passed through them. Active surfaces
could alter both the direction and rate of descent of particles, determined by the orientation of the
surface itself as well as adjustments within the friction characteristics assigned to that surface.
The product of this simulation was a short length digital animation displaying the idealized
behavior of raindrops falling onto an architectural construct and landscape. Though numerically
indeterminate, the animations did allow for a visual means of analysis regarding roof and site
drainage within the specific limitations of this scenario. The animations clearly delineated the
fundamental principles of fluid movement across varied planes that could be used as an
invaluable tool within the design process at both academic and professional levels.

Figure 3: Captured stills from Maya generated animations of dynamic particle simulation. Animation length ran
for approximately 2 minutes. The extracted frames indicate accumulation of particles due to continued particle emission
and particle flow along directional surfaces. Student projects (from left to right) – Jennifer Chue, Joe Kuehmeier, and
Patrick Riddle.

The process of development for this simulation prototype also revealed numerous
difficulties specific to digital media, stemming primarily from software interaction. The most
dominant struggle occurred with the interface between Maya and 3D Studio Max. The necessity
of a plug-in for importing Max files was not initially known. Only after several days of struggle on
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the part of the DWI was the software interface problem solved, and even then only with the
addition of a secondary software element. Equally, the software interface appeared to only work
with .dxf files written directly from Max. Though this was much less of a problem due to the
relative ease of translation between the various modeling programs used by students, it still
imposed an additional level of file translation as well as the possibility for file corruption or data
loss.
Once the files were in Maya, a new set of challenges became apparent, ranging from
software and hardware limitations to lack of familiarity by the user. Though the DWI had been
successful in projecting particles onto a surface and incurring an effective representation of
gravitational flow, the behavior of the particles could not be adapted to fit the characteristics of
fluid movement. The resulting simulations, though indicative of general flow patterns were more
fictional at roof edges, where the particles followed a trajectory which was in fact noticeably
longer in horizontal throw than would actually occur with liquid flow. Equally, the particles
necessarily remained autonomous as elements, not interacting or combining with adjacent
particles to form larger fluid bodies, which in turn allowed for only the suggestion of pooling water
on a roof or a site. They never exhibited cohesion. While Maya 4.5 does have potential for the
animation of fluid behavior, the lack of familiarity with the program effectively limited the
collaboration to a system of particle animation. Neither the students nor DWI had enough
working versatility within Maya to fully take advantage of the program’s potential, let alone the
possibility of innovative usage to achieve a specific type of effect.
As Maya is primarily intended as animation effect software, the computational limitations
became equally apparent. Though density of rainfall could be visually adjusted, rainfall intensity
was effectively limited by the size and number of emitting elements. The choice to use multiple
emitting elements would have increased the file size and complexity, and applied further strain to
the processing capacity of the system. At the very least it would have substantially increased
animation times, if it did not crash the entire system. There was also no quantifiable way to
measure intensity beyond observation.
The particle emission rate was qualitatively inconvertible. Any specific calibration to a
more common system of notation, such as inches per hour, could not be achieved. In addition,
environmental factors such as constant wind or gusting wind could not be explored in the time we
had allotted to the collaboration. The possibility of surface distinction was equally vague.
Permeability of surfaces could be implied with adjusted friction, but the particles could not
penetrate the surface, only move more slowly on it.
A further compounding struggle was the hardware itself. Maya’s intensive operations
require a powerful CPU in both processor speed and memory. Model complexity and thus
accuracy had to be kept to a minimum in order to simplify the particle simulation. In addition,
once the models were imported into Maya 4.5, all operations had to be performed with this
version. Preceding versions of Maya were not compatible, resulting in a reduction of the
available number of viable software seats.
Conclusions
Given the prototypical condition of this proposal, there is every expectation for the
continued development of accurate rainfall simulation within the Maya environment. We have
identified a number of potential avenues for future work. Further exploration of particle behavior
and adhesion could help to better model the unique behavior of individual droplets transitioning to
fluid bodies moving on a surface. Equally, the effects of wind could be accommodated through
the currently unknown effects within the program, or the subtle manipulation of multiple
gravitational elements within a single model. At the same time, introduction to a different type of
nomenclature for the particle density could be established, allowing for an analytical system
based off of specific conditions of concern such as 50 years storms. Along a similar vein, a
digital library of specific material characteristics could be developed simultaneously. This library
could be imbedded with information regarding material porosity/permeability, surface friction,
wicking effect or capillary action, hardness, etc. As an additional but perhaps more far reaching
potential, the material library could extend to include such weathering effects as material
deterioration or deformation, corrosion, and oxidation/patina.
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The continuation of this collaboration will most undoubtedly occur within the studio
environment. The students’ willingness and enthusiasm must be embraced in order to pursue
this endeavor, especially given the unconventional nature of this collaboration. Digital innovation
has accelerated at a rate that is nearly incomprehensible, but the application of these innovations
can only occur as a collaborative effort. The catalyst for these collaborations will be the
participants’ unfettered willingness to work around the limitations inherent within any specific
software application.
The collaboration recounted here highlights the challenges of interdisciplinary exchange
and the importance of intangible personal qualities noted above. For example, the architecture
students would not have had access to the technologies necessary to work on the project without
the good will of the faculty and students at the DWI, even though our University owns all the
hardware and software, and should theoretically make it available for all such educational
purposes. Our students were given generous access to the DWI lab because our faculty
counterparts are equally eager to create collaborative ventures. Students’ behaviors, knowledge
bases and expectations vary across disciplines, making it essential to communicate clearly and,
in some cases, to address problems from a number of perspectives to achieve consensus.
We were gratified to see an emerging collaborative ethos among our students. Although
the project initially privileged the knowledge base and technology housed within the Digital
Worlds Institute, the architecture students’ diligence, enthusiasm and expertise turned our team
from the DWI’s “clients” into true collaborators. By the end of the two-week experiment our
students were answering as many questions as they asked.
While this modest collaboration between distinct disciplines provided some preliminary
cohesion--temporarily turning particulate disciplinary studies into a fluid exchange--our primary
goal remains untested. Our objective is to use dynamic particle simulation to influence design
decision-making. To date we have crudely modeled a fluid condition, but we have not yet helped
our students use the properties of rain, our chosen fluid, to inform design.
Finally, this project has been developed between individual faculty members outside of
broader institutional support. In the long run, such collaborations can only be fully realized if they
are offered stronger support from within each discipline, more fluidly integrating new proposals
and investigations with existing intradisciplinary programs rather than the perpetuation of a more
proprietary attitude. The potential of a truly collegial relationship between otherwise disparate
disciples could help to offset the constrained fiscal environment most departments, schools, and
universities operate within.

1
Luis Barragan, quoted in Emilio Ambasz, The Architecture of Luis Barragan, New York: The Museum of
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William Gibson, Neuromancer, Ace Books, New York, 1984, pg. 51.
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Marcos Novak, Liquid Architectures in Cyberspace: First Steps MIT Press 1991. pg. 251-2.
4
Greg Lynn, Animate Form, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 1999, pg. 103.
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Developing the Digital Narrative:
Implementing Interdisciplinary Storytelling and Immersive Environments in the Education
of an Architect
Abstract
This abstract and the resulting paper explore the ideas of narrative and context as generative tools in the digital design
process. This is the initial premise of an interdisciplinary graduate seminar taught at the University of Florida between the
Schools of Architecture, Fine Arts, and Computer Science and Engineering. The resulting design narratives will be
discussed and evaluated. The different types of narrative - conceptual, plot based, etc. – will be examined and new types of
interactivity will be proposed and tested.

Fig. 1. Environment for a web-based computer class.

Introduction
"A narrative is like a room on whose walls a number of false doors have been painted;
while within the narrative, we have many apparent choices of exit, but when the author
leads us to one particular door, we know it is the right one because it opens."
-John Updike
“Door, window, stair… once upon a time…” The power of storytelling set in stone and steel is
one of the most powerful attributes of architecture. Architecture is the ultimate portrayal of a
narrative. It is physical, interactive, and permanent. It is a real time immersive experience that
can be enjoyed by multiple readers simultaneously. It is a story. Storytelling is not typically
thought of as the role of the architect, but truth be told, the ability to guide and shape one’s set of
experiences through design is arguably the most impacting of narrative devices. Architecture tells
the tale of the values or identity of its patrons and place, knitting together an understanding of its
particular situation within a set of contexts and the spatial language of inhabitation. How one is
choreographed upon entry of a designed environment and led through as though a character in a
carefully scripted plot is the ability of architecture to tell a tale, moreover an interactive tale.

The word narrate stems from the Latin narrare, which in turn stems from the Indo-European
gnarus which means “to know.” The first implication of this root is that to narrate one must
possess knowledge of something. The second implication is that the act of narration can be a
passive act of possessing knowledge and allowing for it to be uncovered; that is the knowledge or
lesson to be shared can be availed to the reader in a non-active way. The term has come to mean
the active conveyance of a story or information by a narrator: one who tells a story or gives an
account of something - a raconteur. What is explicit though in the etyology of the term is that
there is a relationship between the transmitter of conveyance and its receiver. There must be an
engagement of some sort that bridges the space between them so that the story can be shared. In
doing so, the space of the narrative is simultaneously occupied by both. In oral traditions, this is
often accomplished through song as the narrative vehicle.

Fig. 2. Detail from the Book of Kells showing the
narrative overlay to the biblical text. Traditional Irish
art, music, language, and architecture is profusely
ornamented with thematic details.

Narrative Typology
There are many possible types of narratives
ranging from the most mundane newscast to
the most involved epic poem. In an attempt
to clarify the intentions of fine arts and
architecture students at the University of
Florida who are developing spatial
narratives, possible narrative schemas are
categorized into the following list. By
defining the narrative typology of how an
idea can best be presented, one can craft the
narrative more accurately. The following
list is not intended to be all-inclusive.

Scenario – Action Based
The most widely familiar narrative is the plot or action-based type. The story unfolds through the
actions of a protagonist (e.g. an actor or character in a book) or through choices made by the user,
who assumes the first-person role of protagonist (i.e. videogame). The particular perspective
offered is that seen through the eyes of the protagonist, or in the case of storytelling, it is typically
through the eyes of the narrator that may take on a third-person perspective. An example of a first
person scenario narrative is “I run down the street. A shadow emerges from around the corner in
front of me. A large burly man may be hiding there, so I should stop and turn around. I run away
from the corner. I think to myself, ‘I wonder where Erin is these days?’” This same scenario
delivered in a third person perspective is “Seamus ran down the street. Behind the corner ahead of
him hid Erin, the love of his life, ready to surprise him and ask for his hand in marriage. Seamus
sees the shadow cast by his love emerge ominously from behind the corner. As a young lad, he
was often beaten up by bullies, which has cast a strong sense of self-preservation upon his adult
life. Fearing the worst possible physical harm, Seamus suddenly reverses his progress down the
street, and high-tails it home. As he nears his front door, he wonders where Erin is these days.
Allegorical – Metaphorical
A particular idea can be conveyed in the form of a story, or an allegory in which the meaning
behind the words is not as direct as with a plot-driven narrative. There is a concept that can be
explored and expressed by virtue of the quality of the descriptions placed into the narrative
structure. An example is the statement “life is like a tree.” Simple enough of a statement in of
itself, but when one begins to explore this allegory, a multiplicity of interpretations can result.

One begins life rooted into a deep landscape of heredity, family, and culture and grows as an
individual into the future. Life demands of us decisions and actions that allow our life to branch
out in multiple directions. The more life we live, the more branches result. The outcomes of our
actions blossom forth to connect to others around us as leaves to catch the sun. The tapestry of
many lives intermingling is like the lush ceiling of a forest, with little seedpods of influence and
lessons being offered to future generations.
Artistic - Impressionistic
The artistic narrative expends its energy in description alone. There is a perceptual lens through
which the reader experiences the imagery described by the narrative vehicle. Interpretation of the
substance communicated is required by the reader to make sense of it. A large sculpture that
conveys simply its mass and material could fall into this category. Perhaps one could understand
the process of the shaping of a sculpture of steel, visible impact scars from the forging process
speak of the solidity and yet fluidity of the metal. The texture of the piece can be felt with the
hand but also seen by the eye. Maybe the steel is cold-rolled so that it has visibly interacted
chemically with the air and has oxidized to an uneven patina. There is an honesty to the piece of
steel; it is what it is. Its material quality, its essence, is what one perceives.
Informative - Instructive
Knowledge communicated in a straight forward manner for the purpose of instructing others can
be categorized as informative or instructive. The information ticker visible on CNN broadcasts, or
the New York Stock Exchange ticker does just this without any sort of editorial overlay. The
NYSE stocks page in the business section of most newspapers follows this same example, which
is to deliver the prices as clearly and concisely as possible. The sports section in that same
newspaper has a page that lists various baseball scores with data from each inning listed out as
directly as possible. This again is data for the sake of communicating data. Of course, the
business and sports sections also include editorials that offer a particular perspective of the data
and what it means. The charts and tables containing that data, however, are neutral in their
conveyance.
Spiritual - Value-Based
The Old Testament of the Judeo-Christian faith conveys a set of lessons about morality, faith, and
honesty in the form of historical accounts of early human history. Without discussing the
specifics of the several books that comprise the Old Testament, it demonstrates the overlay of
spiritual attitudes on otherwise straightforward scenario-based narrative. The New Oxford
Annotated Bible published in 1962 includes a subtext at the bottom of each page that recounts the
information of the original King James translation in a clear, factual manner. It almost reads as a
history text without the valuative and spiritual overlay, and is an interesting comparision to the
original text above. Many non-religious childhood stories present at the end the phrase “and the
moral of the story is…” demonstrating that there is a lesson to be learned by reading or listening to
the story. This is the real narrative. The scenarios that serve as the vehicle to share this narrative
are secondary to the message that is intended to educate. Many forms of art and literature utilize
this sort of overlay. The recent film The Matrix is only one of many that draws first from the
overlay that human civilization is becoming increasingly dependent and perhaps enslaved by
technology to the point of losing its humanity. This is the primary value-based overlay or subtext
of the film, though there are several more layers to it. The writers of the film draw upon heavily
religious and philosophical imagery throughout the film as discussed in the book The Matrix and
Philosophy edited by William Irwin.

“It was no accident that The Matrix was released on an Easter weekend. There are
numerous Christian motifs in the film, some obvious and others quite subtle. Most clear
is the theme of the promised deliverer. In the Gospels, Jesus is the promised Messiah, the
one ‘who is to come’ (Luke 7:19). In the film, Neo is ‘the One,’ the messianic deliverer
whose coming was foretold by the Oracle. ‘Neo’ is an anagram for ‘one.’ Moreover, in
Greek ‘neo’ means ‘new,’ signifying the new life which the risen Neo enters and which,
presumably, he will make possible for others.”1
What is Architecture
The term architecture refers to that field or profession concerned with the deliberate and ethical
design and construction of the built environment for human inhabitation and settlement. It is not
synonymous with planning nor is it with building. It is a multi-faceted act to create architecture
that goes beyond simply providing shelter for the use of humankind. Architecture is the ultimate
gesture by humankind to establish its presence and shelter its needs. It is a mark upon the land. It
is the creation of a place.
Noted architect and scholar Robert Vickery stratifies the design determinants for architecture as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Functional (need) determinant:
The necessity of shaping the environment for both public and private human wants
Technological (ability) determinant:
The state of architectural crafts and the economic means of a society
Cultural (society’s symbolic need) determinant:
The desire of a people for symbolic art expression
Artistic (style) determinant:
The architect’s personal intellectual contribution 2

The first principle is that there must first be a need that architecture can fulfill. A place for people
to gather is needed, so a space is shaped by architectural elements to allow for this to occur. A
place to prepare food to nourish people is needed, so appropriate architectural elements are used to
provide a place to prepare and process food. These two examples do not necessarily demonstrate
that architecture is being practiced, only that elements from the practice of architecture are used.
The second principle must also be incorporated in order for this to be architecture. If the space to
gather is simply created by pushing a collection of rocks together to meet the need, then what is
the technology or craft utilized to shape the space? If the place for preparing food is created by
using these same rocks to create a fire pit and a plinth on which to cut vegetables, there is little to
no demonstration of craft or preparation of materials. In other words, little to no technology is
utilized so still there is no architecture.
According to Vickery, the last two principles must also be enacted in order for any creation to
qualify as architecture. Beyond meeting a need in a technologically appropriate manner, there
must be an expressive quality to the project that conveys the values of the people with the need
and the artistic manner specific to the architect. Whether one agrees completely with Vickery,
hopefully it is clear that there is a multi-faceted set of conditions or qualities for creating the built
environment in order for something to be architecture rather than simply building. This point is of
paramount importance as the discussion of virtual architecture ensues. One must first make a
distinction between the notion of space and architectural space. Thusly, one must make a
distinction between the notion of virtual space, and virtual architectural space. Part of the role of

narrative in architecture and virtual architecture is to address the need, the ability, the symbolic
need, and the style determinants (or whatever particular components of architecture one agrees
with) as described by Vickery. In short, narrative adds meaning. More specifically, narrative
instills meaning.
Narrative in Architecture
Walls, doors, windows, and floors become the syntax of architectural narrative. Windows can
foreshadow arrival at a space to be entered at a later time. Stairs can elevate one from their set of
experiences to another as a transition between two chapters of a book or two scenes in a film. A
balcony overlooking the stairs and space below acts as a memory or flashback of a previous spatial
experience. Many narrative forms that have evolved over the course of human civilization utilize
similar techniques to tell a story. Only architecture affects all of the senses and moves the body
through space, forcing an inhabitation of the narrative rather than a distanced, limited experience.
Architecture tells tales that we move through as characters. This spatial tradition is less fluid than
an oral tradition, but is even more powerful because all of the senses are engaged as one is moved
and guided through space. Often students get caught up in the latest theory or conceptual jargon
(myself of course very guilty of this) and forget the simple joy of shaping ones spatial experience
via an architectural journey. The sequence of spaces encountered and the quality of those spaces
tells a tale the way a filmmaker shapes ones understanding of a narrative frame for frame.
According to filmmaker turned architect Rem Koolhaus “there is surprisingly little difference
between one activity and the other… I think the art of the scriptwriter is to conceive sequences of
episodes which build suspense and a chain of events… the largest part of my work is montage…
spatial montage.”3
All that is placed within the design of a space speaks to the intentions, the desires, the values of
the designer; or at least it can and perhaps should represent the idiomatic qualities of the designer,
client, or both. The way that light is sculpted, the manner in which the space is entered and
experienced, the materials that make up the enclosure and its contents all have the potential to
evoke meaning far beyond just utility. The spirit of the place and time is conveyed by virtue of
the choice of materials available, and the technology used to erect it. The regional climatic needs
can be represented in the size and placement of apertures, the threshold condition upon entering
the space, and the shape and height of ceiling and walls. Though the advent of electronic climate
control systems, the mass production of building materials, and the global systemization of
building practices all diminish the potential for these phenomenological factors to be quietly
incorporated into the design of most spaces, the possibility is still there.
Architecture forms a series of possibilities that can be explored by the user/reader. The plot is
played out by those who enter and allow their destinies to be dictated by the architectural syntax:
walls, doors, stairs, windows, etc.. This syntax structures the architectural journey through space
and time, and presents the reader with a series of decisions. Each decision helps the plot – the
narrative – to unfold and develop accumulatively. The story becomes entirely interactive by virtue
of the sometimes-unforeseen outcome of the decisions made while navigating through the
architectural journey. The architecture can use other narrative tools in its roll as storyteller such as
foreshadowing, flashback, and suspension of disbelief.
Architectural Syntax
The wall
Ultimately the wall offers the reader a data set that in most cases contains the information “stop”
or “feel contained.” Based upon a lifetime of memories involving such elements in the

environment, the reader will very seldom elect to pass through the wall. The collection of
memories and psychological conditioning will more often than not predict that a bump on the
noggin and a flash of pain will result if this is attempted, not to mention the social stigma attached
to being seen trying to walk through the wall. Seriously though, humans are programmed to
understand that if one encounters what seems to be a solid, opaque surface, they must move
around it in order to continue on one’s passage through space. This is why in some of the
installations of James Turrell, the artist describes having to install guardrails around his sculptures
of light and post large disclaimers in order to avoid being sued for personal injury. It seems that in
the recent past, the socialite wife of an important Supreme Court judge completely and
unknowingly suspended her sense of disbelief that a wall of light carefully crafted by Turrell to
take on the illusion of solidity was indeed solid. In the attempt to casually lean back against the
wall the soon-to-feel-litigious woman found herself laying on the hard gallery floor, bewildered
and bruised, but predominantly enraged.
Otherwise, the perception of “wall-ness” causes one to change their trajectory either to move
around or along side the wall, or if more than one is working in concert, to feel contained in
varying degrees. Materiality of course plays a role in defining how one interacts with a wall in
varying ways. A rough, rusticated wall is not going to encourage one to get too close or make
physical contact whereas a wall with a pleasant texture may.
The door
The door or portal serves as a hyperlink between what one currently perceives and what one
wishes to perceive. The door of course provides a controlled transition between two spaces. It
serves as syntactical punctuation as does a period, comma, explanation point, question mark,
colon, or semicolon. Whether a door can be opened or not determines if a timeline of experiences
it to continue or to stop suddenly: the difference between a comma and a period.
The door can set up the expectations of spatial experiences to be encountered by virtue of its
design. The size of a door can change the mental scale of the user, either reducing them to the size
of a child, or expanding them to the size of a giant as though Alice venturing through Wonderland.
How a door opens also either supports our expectations or challenges them. Frank Lloyd Wright
in the design of his home and studio Taliesin West felt that the operation of opening a portal to a
new space was to be a celebration: the coming together of human and architecture to change
space. Several of the doors throughout Taliesin swing in unique ways, and are all unusually
shaped to reflect the dynamic geometry of the complex buildings. What is most wonderful about
many of the doors is that they do not swing open in expected ways. Often, the pivot is not at the
edge of the door as with hinges, but is off center somewhere that allows for space to be
simultaneously carved by the swing of the door into the space being entered and out.
The Italian master architect Carlo Scarpa also challenged one’s notion of passage between spaces
by carefully orchestrating the movement of portals. One such entry, into a small chapel in the
famous Brion Family Cemetery, actually slides down into a pool of water. The stone door is
counterweighted so as to move effortlessly and smoothly up and down.

Fig. 3. Left door is by Italian architect Carlo Scarpa, right door is a traditional Japanese door.

The window
The window is a powerful slice across the space-time continuum. It allows one to visually
transport through space to another place without physically moving. It flattens the distance
between the reader and a possible future event within the narrative. The window can also allude to
unobtainable desires or outcomes that, for whatever reason the reader can never physically reach.
Imagine the reader passing through a villa set into a Tuscan hillside. As the walls shape spaces
through which the reader passes weaving constantly together the tale of dwelling within this villa,
one such wall is encountered with an aperture punched into it: a window. This particular window
frames a view to a beautiful garden space, with cascading fountains, mellifluously flowing leaves
and boughs as the wind pass through. The reader can plainly see a stair descend into the garden,
and can reasonably anticipate descending them to enjoy the outdoor bounty.
However, nowhere along the journey through the villa can the reader find the way to the garden.
The elusive, almost magic portal to the garden is nowhere to be found. Returning several times to
the window, the increasingly frustrated, maybe even desperate reader confirms and reconfirms the
apparent location of the garden in relation to themselves and sets out again eagerly to gain access.
Access is never earned and the foreseen garden forever remains an unobtainable, unreachable
mirage. In the first or possibly even the second person experience of this narrative, the story
becomes tragic, and ends perhaps bitterly. In the third person, the intangibility of the secret
garden is revealed as being the realm of a neighboring villa, with the tale of a different
architectural journey. The manner in which the window frames the view edits out the middle
ground of the neighboring villa and thereby frames a privileged interpretation of the conditions
that shape the narrative of the architecture. In the third person, the story becomes comic, ironic
even. Not only had the user traveled through time to a place that they could perhaps experience in
the future, but they had traveled through time to an impossibility altogether.

Fig. 4. Left window is by Frank Lloyd Wright. Right window is traditional Japanese.

The stair
Fundamentally the stair is a device to allow us to move across time and space to a place otherwise
not obtainable. If we were to live in a two-dimensional world, the stair would be a time machine,
allowing us to leave our plane of existence to perhaps return at another time. In a fourdimensional world, though, it allows us to transcend our worldly position and suspend the pull of
gravity to rise to a new place from which we can look down upon the world below. The stair
metaphorically sets up a spatial division in experiences as with a chapter of a book, but allows for
reflection back to previous experiences. The stair visually rises up to an unforeseen place, or
descends into the mysterious depths, and because it is made up of a series of horizontal plates at
just the right size to support a human foot, we can imagine ourselves surmounting them into the
unknown.

Fig. 5. Left stair is by Carlo Scarpa. Right stair is by Frank Lloyd Wright.

These narrative devices and many others guide our perceptions of a place as we pass through and
around architectural space. But it is the metaphoric quality of architecture that can ground one in
the spirit of a place or culture. Outside of Rosebud, South Dakota, the Lakota Sioux college
campus of Sinte Gleska University is designed to communicate the cultural heritage of its students
in every aspect of construction and placement of building and landscape elements. The campus
location was placed on a circular peninsula extending into a major body of water in the otherwise
arid grasslands of the Dakotas. At the largest planning scale, the campus is conceived as an
embodiment of the known spiritual cosmos of the Lakota. The circular peninsula is divided
cardinally to mark North South East and West, as well as the solar cycle of migration across the
ecliptic, with building masses framing the rising and setting sun at the solstices and equinox.

Fig. 6. Images from Roto Architects showing the Kapemni structural system and conference room at Sinte Gleska
University. Roto endeavored to incorporate Lakota Sioux cultural artifacts and mythology in the architecture.

The buildings attempt to mark a place in the time of the Lakota as they migrate from traditional
building typologies of tee pees to rectangular HUD housing developments to trailers. This is
important to bring together as non-judgementally as possible a validation of their current situation
as a reinvigorated formerly defeated indigenous people. From a distance, the forms of the campus
buildings are to be seen as rising from the earth, with elements from the heavens lain across the
earthen uprisings. The silhouettes of the metal roofscapes resemble hillsides rising eloquently
from the land to touch the sky. One of the campus buildings has large pow wow dance circle
nested into its side. Large sliding doors slide back at this location to open the building to the
outdoors during large dance ceremonies. Inside, another dance circle is inscribed into the floor.
Above the center of the circle is a structural compression ring in the form of a kapemne, the
reverse of the teepee symbolizing the connection between the heavens and earth.
On the side of the building opposite of the dance circle, a smaller semi-circle is inscribed into the
ground with wooden teepee poles rising from it to connect to the roof of the building. Together the
poles form the organic shape of a buffalo ribcage, the buffalo being a highly important spiritual
symbol of the Lakota. In an adjacent campus building, a conference room is framed out of more
teepee poles, and skinned in translucent glass. The form of the teepee is inverted, again
symbolizing the kapemne. The balcony guardrails near the conference room are long rounded
portions of logs milled in the tribe’s own sawmill. The bark remains, suggesting the life of the
people and the life of the college are alive and intermingled. The mill serves as one of the few

revenue-generating centers on the reservation, and is a model for the economic security of the
Lakota people.

Fig. 7. Entrance to a digital model by Andrew Willard.

What is Virtual Architecture
Virtual architecture is defined as the process
of ethical and appropriate designing in
cyberspace in a fashion specific to its
context. The appropriateness of the design
is important as the design determinants in
this virtual world devoid of worldly
materiality, gravity, and natural phenomena
(i.e. rain and wind) call for a different set of
principles for the creation of space. There is
no need for architectural necessities such as
floors, roofs, and stairs, so the design syntax
is quite different.
Representations of
buildings or physical constructions have no
place in this world, and are as such not
ethical to the context of cyberspace.

“Virtual spaces that mimic real buildings, as in a virtual Barcelona Pavilion or Palace of
the Soviets, call to mind the difference between Normal Rockwell and Mark Rothko. Both
are painters, yes, but Rockwell the realist raised the bar on illustration, while Rothko, the
abstractionist, perfected canvases that profoundly influence the way we see the world.
Obviously, I believe that virtual space has to be about the latter achievement and not a
mere reflection of our world as we know it; it’s a deep study of possibilities and the
unknown.” 4
In the beginning, the digital interface was strictly one-dimensionally text-based. Prior to the
invention of the Graphic User Interface (GUI), data was entered into the computer via punch
cards. This evolved into a text-based system that used a keyboard, and was the standard for
decades until the early 1980’s when Xerox developed a new system that employed a mouse to
navigate across a two-dimensional screen replete with graphical icons. This is still the standard
used nearly two decades later. Of course, the spatiality of the interface will always continue to
evolve. Microsoft has developed and is currently testing a three-dimensional interface, where the
lexicon of flat icons and windows has segued into three-dimensional objects and spaces. What
logically follows is the venture into a four-dimensional interface, where space is constructed with
moving images. Suffice it to say that there is a concerted effort to emulate qualities of the
physical world in the digital context.
The state of the art in digital interfaces is three-dimensional, so it should follow that the context of
virtual environmental design is three-dimensional. Gradually more and more websites will
become webspaces as the advantages of a less-flat delivery environment become more apparent.

Fig. 8. Outside of a digital narrative enviroment that will be
a school’s curriculum interface. Model by Andrew Willard.

The Narrative and Virtual Architecture
Part of the challenge of developing narrative virtual spaces is that there has been a shift towards
more of an image-based tradition from one that has traditionally been oral. Technological shifts in
how we communicate has aided in this demise of orally transmitted knowledge as have changes in
cultural values, economical apparatuses, and building traditions. More and more, we do not place
as high of a value on narrative as a concept as we once did, choosing instead more immediate
means of communicating and being entertained such as the internet, news broadcasts with
simultaneous streaming tickers of current events, and reality television. Obviously the time of
families gathering around the radio for the nightly broadcast or telling stories around the fire are
gone, so in avoiding a nostalgic retreat, we shall suffice it to say that the attention span of the
emerging global community is growing shorter by the second and with this decline in
communicative engagement, the way in which we regard other humankind is suffering.
Architecture involves physicality in its engagement of the viewer, what then happens to the
narrative style and syntax to tell a story if the architecture is purely digital? Since 3D modeling
environments became the norm in the practice of architecture, speculation has occurred about the
ability to design virtual realms that are not of the corporeal world, but of a world of pure data. The
context of course is vastly different as is the type of architectural response to it. The engagement
of the body is quite limited in most cases to these senses of sight and hearing, so in order for the
architect to narrate with design, the architecture of walls, doors, and floors will not be adequate
because the body will not inhabit this digital environment. So what is the resulting architectural
language needed to convey the same magnitude of storytelling?
Day to day GUI use involves vast quantities of image and text information to be sifted through in
order to acquire knowledge. This is the current reality of the world wide web. At some point a
decision had to have been made during the creation and evolution of the web to make it more
image based as in print media rather than spatial as in the physical world. Even news broadcasts

have started to move in this flattened direction as more and more textual and image-based tickers
of information are scrolled across the screen, even at times obscuring the view of the newscaster
sitting space broadcasting the information to us. Little argument could be made to the postulate
that human kind is moving away from an oral (interactive and spatial) based tradition of
communication to one that is based primarily in the immediacy of an image (fixed and sedentary).

Fig. 9. Digital narrative environment exploring the phenomenological
experience of water by Eric Peterson and Marie Marberg.

Narrative Structure in the Virtual Realm
There are five primary layers to the virtual narrative space, each necessary for the first-person
portrayal of the intended spatial experience. Each of these works in concert with the others to
produce an immersive experience for the user that captivates the imagination and titillates the
senses. This can be seen as similar to the requisite components of theater that include the set, the
lighting, the make up, the costumes, and the script, all of which support the actors who play out
their parts.
In the cinematic traditions, these dramatic determinants have an additional set of layers that help to
shape the overall perception of the film. This governs the intermediary vehicle for the user to be
engaged by the narrative: the camera. Film is conceived to shape the environment of the narrative
for the space of the camera. Instead of the audience member being able to have perceptions of the
action on stage specific to the location of the seat, by shaping the story for the space of the camera
each audience member receives a nearly-identical portrayal of the narrative. The subtlies of
camera angle, camera movement, focal length and depth of field all shape the perception of the
piece. In addition, film type and speed also shape the final collection of images. Various film
types have idiomatic colorations and qualities that can be used to create moods and overall
thematic content in the piece beyond what is available through the actors and other primary
elements of the narrative. In recent years, post-production offers a new array of layers to the
narrative structure. Special effects and computer generated wizardry add a new array of layers to
convince us that the action on the screen is “real” and that we should feel engaged in the narrative.

For the purposes of clarity, assume that there are five layers that constitute the perception of a
virtual narrative. These work together to create an environment of engagement and interplay.
There is some overlap between some of these layers, but each does posses its own independent
specificity when crafting the narrative environment. Each can individually sway the perception of
the space in ways that the other cannot, but do all coalesce in a gestalt not otherwise possible.
Backstory
The “backstory” is essentially the untold story of why the encountered spaces are the way that they
are. A lot of the fundamental meaning inherent to the virtual space can be described in this
manner. It is also helpful in describing why the user is “there” in the first place. Myst, the widely
popular and influential game operates almost entirely within the backstory, supporting it with the
design of the environment. The user finds oneself in an environment with no immediately-known
purpose, and has to piece together the story through subtle clues found within. Only over time and
experience is the backstory revealed so that action can be taken to resolve issues that it created.

Fig. 10. Digital narrative environment based on the writing of French
scholar Gaston Bachelard by Sean Williams and Paul Girello.

Narrative overlay
The “overlay” is the particular lens through which the perception of the narrative space is
portrayed. This is the general attitude about or the take on the circumstances that make up the
space, and adds a certain bend to the narrative. An example could be an environment that is
devised to be a spatial journey into and through a mandala, a spiritual meditative painting. The
overlay is that the journey is transcendental and recalls a hallucinogenic trip. This fact, once
realized, shapes the reaction of the user to the environment that is encountered. It helps define the
logic, perhaps hidden, governing the design of the virtual space.
Environment
The “environment” is of course the perhaps most defining element of the narrative. The spaces in
which the story unfolds has to be designed in such a way that the other layers do not have to be too
heavily wrought to carry the virtues and action of the navigation. This is the architecture of the

space; that is to say the specific relationships between various spatial experiences and the
qualitative nature of each. One must decide carefully the overall language of the spaces and how
is it tied into the structure of the narrative. How one produced the lighting and materials of the
environment sets the mood and tone of the story.
Navigation
The “navigation” typology governs how the experiences are laid out for the user. Whether one is
allowed to move freely throughout the designed environment or is contained within a certain
trajectory strongly shapes the perception of the place and that within. There is a big difference
between moving through a virtual space in the first-person (i.e. viewing it from the vantage point
of an inhabitant) and finding one’s way through in the third-person (i.e. by moving a character
through from outside the environment as in a plan).
Examine the difference between “exploring” and “navigating” space. The former implies to set
out on a journey to discover new things, to venture into the uncharted waters of the unknown. The
latter implies to find one’s way through charted waters, to use direction-finding cues found along
the journey to aid in arriving at one’s intended destination. Similar terms that in the computer
vernacular have become one in the same, although the essence of what each term means is quite
the opposite of the other. Yes, each means to set out on a journey, but one relies on the records of
those who have gone first. As ubiquitous as these terms are in our day to day lives surfing the net
or searching for data, each appeals to a different mindset for how space is to be transversed. In the
digital realm, if one were to embrace the terminology, the way in which datasets are made
available to the user/reader would be quite different.

Fig. 11. Digital narrative environment based on the seven days of creation
in the Old Testament by student J.D. Carling.

Interaction
The level of “interaction” one has with a virtual narrative space determines how much choice one
has and how one participates in the story that unfolds as one moves through the space. The
ultimate in interaction is being able to shape the environment around oneself as the narrative

unfolds. A majority of video games allow for elements in the virtual environment to be
manipulated, whether it be ammunition which is collected, opponents that are shot and killed, or
doors that can be opened and closed. Some video games now allow for the complete
customization of the gaming environment, and include a “level editor” that allows for the user’s
own CAD models to be imported into the game.
“First-person sensory qualities are as important as the sense of agency in creating
satisfying human computer experiences. Quite simply, the experience of first-person
participation tends to be related to the number, variety, and integration of sensory
modalities involved in the representation. The underlying principle here is mimetic; that
is, a human-computer experience is more nearly “first-person” when the activity it
represents unfolds in the appropriate sensory modalities.”5

Fig. 12. Digital narrative environment depicting birth by student Chris Blair.

Examples
These issues are currently being investigated in an interdisciplinary class at the University of
Florida by students of architecture and fine arts. While there is no set of conclusions at this point,
it may be helpful to provide a few short examples from the students in the class. Works in
progress still, these abstracts may offer a glimpse into some of the different narrative types being
used by the students.
Chirag
One example of the narrative projects begins with the user finding themself in a place that seems
to have been disheveled rather violently. As the user looks around the space, at the artifacts laying
in pieces, at the view out the window, they are to try to figure out how the place came to be in its
ruined state. Enough clues contained in and within the view from the space are available to piece
together an idea about the backstory - the reason that the conditions found in the space are the way
that they are. An option is presented to select from possible catalysts, and the selected option is
presented as an animation in a pop-up window. If the correct one is selected, the entire screen
plays out the animation that the user discovers is the first atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima.
The deceased resident of the apartment was a famous Japanese artist who witnessed the
devastation first hand, and was in the process of painting the explosion when the radiation took his
life.

Dillon
One encounters the spatial experience of a meditative mandala. The mandala is navigated with the
mouse, allowing to move through the forms that form it. The abstract objects that in plan made
continuous colors become individuals, coalescing into a city-like community abuzz with
movement and activity. As one journeys towards the ultimate conclusion of the journey, it
becomes more and more apparent that the experience is riddled with strange, illogical occurrences.
It is as though a different kind of rational is guiding the structure of the place. If the center of the
mandala is ever reached, it is revealed that the entire journey was conceived of as a transcendental
journey, as a hallucinogenic trip.
Marie
The electronically-altered sound of water fills the space even before anything else is visible – as if
waking to the sound of rainfall. One passes through an organically-shaped space with blurred
images of watery textures mapped onto the walls. Through apertures at the far ends of the
intertwining spaces details of water: running out of a faucet, the back of a showering person,
droplets of water falling on someone’s arm. Notions of the privacy and the human body’s
relationship to water are challenged by the videos running in the space.
Chris
The network of decisions and resulting outcomes is explored with this interactive passage through
a model depicting life. The experience begins with birth as one passes through a winding tube,
surrounded with the sounds of childbirth. One encounters a spatial node with multiple exits, and
must decide based upon the imagery presented which passage will lead one to whatever the
ultimate outcome may be. As one passes through connecting tubes and spatial nodes, the story of
a life is shaped by the navigational decisions made.
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Unsung Heroes
On September 10, 1939 Canada joined Britain and France in the war
against Germany. Tens of thousands of Anglo Canadians volunteered for the war
effort, yet “Orientals” were excluded from the wartime draft. The Province of
British Columbia had a long history of racial intolerance, supported by the highest
political body in the land ― the federal cabinet. “Occidentals” who staffed the
federal and provincial governments felt increasingly threatened by a growing
Chinese population. In 1941, the Chinese comprised 0.3% of Canada, with
53.8% of this group residing in British Columbia. (Pan, 235-6) According to
Patricia Roy, Prime Minister Mackenzie King argued that “’the danger of the
whole Oriental problem in British Columbia’ makes it essential to give every
consideration to the wishes and judgments of the provincial government and
British Columbia members of parliament.” (Roy, 343) Fears of Oriental
domination incited politicians ― from the Attorney-General and Defense Minister,
to the Premier and Prime Minister ― to defend the decision to disallow people of
Chinese and Japanese descent from serving in the armed forces, claiming that it
would aggravate existing racial tensions. The real reasons, however, centred
around issues of racism and citizenship. As military service had long been seen
as the ultimate test of citizenship, it was anticipated that disenfranchised people
who served Canada during the war would return home and make claims for
equality and for all the privileges of citizenship, including the right to vote. Thus,
by denying them the opportunity to serve Canada, the government would save
itself the humiliating task of defending its undemocratic position. Furthermore, as
Carol Lee noted, “Canada’s adherence to the United Nations Charter and her
definition of a uniform status of Canadian citizenship highlighted the discrepancy
between her stated ideals and her treatment of the Chinese and Japanese.”
(Lee, 44)
While native-born and naturalized Japanese were being interned for
“security” reasons, the Chinese in Canada were benefiting from China’s role as
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an ally during the war. Still, they were denied basic human rights and treated as
“allied aliens.” (Wong, 9) This did not deter young Chinese from enthusiastically
offering their services and lives for Canada. Most were rejected when they
volunteered for military duty, but a few ― here and there ― slipped through the
cracks. Wing Hay made it into the Canadian Army in 1939. William Lore became
a radio operator for the Department of Transport in 1939, and joined the Royal
Canadian Navy (RCN) in 1943. When Douglas Sam tried to enlist in the Royal
Canadian Air Force (RCAF) in 1940, he was informed that “volunteers must be of
pure European descent.” (Wong, 36). Even so, he was recruited by the RCAF in
1942. But it wasn’t until late 1944 that Pacific Command received the order from
the National Resources Mobilization Act (NRMA) to call up the Chinese in British
Columbia. The British War Office requested that Ottawa recruit a large number of
Chinese Canadians for employment in Special Operations Executive (SOE)
throughout Southeast Asia in territories under Japanese control. These were the
mobilization orders that the Chinese Canadians had been anxiously waiting for―
the chance to be a part of world history and to define a very important period in
Chinese Canadian history.
On August 15, 1944, when the directive came down from Ottawa for the
Chinese community to mobilize, hundreds assembled in both Vancouver and
Victoria to discuss whether they should accept or reject the call to duty. Why
would anyone want to protect and die for a nation, a family, or a belief that he or
she may not be a part of? Why would Chinese Canadians want to fight on behalf
of a country that didn’t recognize them as full citizens? In Victoria, one side
argued, “If you’re a full-fledged citizen you have duties as well as rights ... But
we’re second-class citizens, so why should we help the government?” (Huang,
73) Those of fighting age, such as Roy Mah, responded, “If we refuse to go to
war when the country calls, we’ll never get any rights. We’ll never be able to
improve our status in Canada.” (Huang, 73) In Vancouver, Harry Con recollected,
“We decided to accept the notice and go for a better future” (Lee) ― while over in
Victoria, Roy Mah prevailed, “This is our opportunity. Let’s go and serve. Let’s
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put on his Majesty’s uniform, put on the Canadian Army uniform. When we
return, we’ll have solid credentials to demand our rights.” (Huang, 73) And that’s
what they did.
The decision for Chinese Canadians to fight for Canada is both interesting
and significant. How the Chinese Canadians understood their position in the
community, the relationship that they saw existing between military service and
citizenship, and the content of these debates opens up a number of critical
matters concerning the whole question of community and its nature.
Comparative dimensions, such as Chinese-Americans, also need to be
examined. Did they have similar discussions to their Canadian counterparts? If
they did, how did these conversations compare? In terms of the debate itself,
how did they understand obligation, responsibility, and rights? How much of a
tendency was there to see matters strategically ― with enlistment as part of a
general plan to show that Chinese-Canadians were deserving of citizenship ―
and how much present was the notion that military service would, by itself, do the
job? What did enfranchisement mean to them? Did they see citizenship and the
right to vote as the same thing? How many Chinese Canadians seem to have
enlisted without any thought to any of these issues? Did the debates’
protagonists think in terms of citizenship and community? Did they try to use
British principles “against” the government? The vulnerability of second-class
citizens is difficult to imagine for those of us who have no doubts about our rights.
Decisions to go to war, exclude/include certain people, nation-building, all
deal with political agendas, but this research project will uncover tremendous
insights into citizenship and social rights issues. This vanguard generation of
Chinese Canadians had the credentials and courage to challenge racial barriers
and open doors not only for themselves, but also for other visible minorities. The
results of their efforts have been evident since January 1, 1947 ― results that
were far beyond their expectations. After gaining [almost] equal employment
opportunities and being able to practice in the professions, Chinese Canadians
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made huge economic gains to equal any Caucasian individual or group. Besides
gaining economically, they also gained in artistic and cultural areas. And with
democratic improvements came changes in ethnic immigration, resulting in the
demographic transformation of Canadian society ― from a monocultural to a
multicultural country. The experiences of these veterans are invaluable, and
there is some urgency in capturing their stories (largely through oral interviews)
as they are quite elderly. To conclude, this research project holds great political
and human significance because it marks momentous changes in Canadian
citizenship and post-war social policy (Canadian-endorsed United Nations
Charter of Human Rights), no longer denying equal rights to Chinese Canadians
and other minorities to had made substantial contributions to Canadian history.
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A Cause Worth Fighting For
The decision for Chinese Canadians to fight for Canada in World War Two
is both interesting and significant. Despite being denied basic human rights and
labeled as aliens, they enthusiastically offered their services and lives for
Canada. How the Chinese Canadians understood their position in the
community, the relationship that they saw existing between military service and
citizenship, and the content of these debates opens up a number of critical
matters concerning the whole question of community and its nature.
On September 10, 1939 Canada joined Britain and France in the war
against Germany. While tens of thousands of Anglo Canadians volunteered for
the war effort, “Orientals” were excluded from the wartime draft. The Province of
British Columbia had a long history of racial intolerance, and the growing
Chinese population created fears of Oriental domination. This incited
politicians? from the Attorney-General and Defense Minister, to the Premier and
Prime Minister? to defend the decision to disallow people of Chinese and
Japanese descent from serving in the armed forces. As military service had long
been seen as the ultimate test of citizenship, it was anticipated that
disenfranchised people who served Canada during the war would return home
and make claims for equality and for all the privileges of citizenship, including the
right to vote. Thus, by denying them the opportunity to serve Canada, the
government would save itself the humiliating task of defending its undemocratic
position.
Then in late 1944, Pacific Command received the order from the National
Resources Mobilization Act (NRMA) to call up the Chinese in British Columbia.
The British War Office requested that Ottawa recruit a large number of Chinese
Canadians for employment in Special Operations Executive (SOE) throughout
Southeast Asia in territories under Japanese control. These were the mobilization
orders that the Chinese Canadians had been anxiously waiting for? the chance
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to be a part of world history and to define a very important period in Chinese
Canadian history.
When the directive came down from Ottawa for the Chinese community to
mobilize, hundreds assembled in both Vancouver and Victoria to discuss whether
they should accept or reject the call to duty. Why would anyone want to protect
and die for a nation he or she may not be a part of? Why would Chinese
Canadians want to fight on behalf of a country that did not recognize them as full
citizens? How did they understand obligation, responsibility, and rights? How
much of a tendency was there to see matters strategically? with enlistment as
part of a general plan to show that Chinese-Canadians were deserving of
citizenship? and how much present was the notion that military service would, by
itself, do the job? What did enfranchisement mean to them? Did they see
citizenship and the right to vote as the same thing? And what about Chinese
Americans? did they have similar discussions to their Canadian counterparts? If
they did, how did these conversations compare? The vulnerability of secondclass citizens is difficult to imagine for those of us who have no doubts about our
rights.
Decisions to go to war, exclude/include certain people, nation-building, all
deal with political agendas, but this research project may well uncover valuable
insights into citizenship and social rights issues. This vanguard generation of
Chinese Canadians had the credentials and courage to challenge racial barriers
and open doors not only for themselves, but also for other visible minorities. The
results of their efforts have been evident since January 1, 1947? the Citizenship
Act? results that marked momentous changes in Canadian citizenship and postwar social policy.
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Abstract
Various artists, such as Van Gogh and Sylvia Plath, write of the experience of being paralyzed
before the canvas or blank sheet of paper. In this paper I want to show that paralysis in this
sense is not a merely psychological event, a mental problem that is extrinsically related to the
creative act. Paralysis is the occurrence of an ontological blankness that must necessarily occur
if the artist is to be creative. Paralysis as I will define it occurs when the artist confronts the
object completely in the midst of daily life or at the level of the ordinary. Using Wittgenstein as
an aid, but appealing also to Kant and Hegel, I will show that the ordinary object is the object
ultimately from which there is no escape; all evidence speak for it, and nothing against it, and
thus the object is essentially a logical entity, but as logical, in this case, absolutely objective.
The logic that Hegel introduces into the world is such that the existent object, whether it be a
mind or a physical mind, has no reality of its own, but is only a collection of universals. As
logically deducible from first principles, objects become logical entities such that they cannot be
conceived as other than they are. Wittgenstein later takes this reasoning to the point where it
becomes logically impossible to question the thereness of a hand or a tree. At this point the
object becomes absolutely ordinary, and questioning as an activity directed toward the object
becomes inconceivable. Such inconceivability is itself hidden at the level of daily life as the
explicit experience of the impossible at this level will interrupt the continuity of events that
allows the object to remain ordinary. Paralysis then is the experience of questioning, searching,
at the level of the most ordinary. Such an experience is intrinsically destabilizing to the world of
objects, destructive, but it is in the introduction of a new logic, the reality of the contradictory at
the level of the ordinary, that allows the creative act to occur precisely as the ordinary object is
destroyed.

Paralysis as Poetic Phenomenon
1

Poets, and, of course, artists in general, are intimately acquainted with the problem of
creative block. Unlike the skilled craftsperson, who proceeds, or should proceed, without any
such blockage, the artist who proceeds unproblematically from the initial need to create to the
emergence of some vague idea as to what it is that might possibly come of this creative impulse
is probably the exception, as opposed to the rule. Plato tells us that a physician who fails to
solve problems, who makes mistakes, does not, at that point, deserve to be called a physician.1
Precisely the opposite is the case with the artist. Juan Gris writes, in a paradox that reads like a
Zen koan, that “you are lost the instant you know what the result will be.”2 Creativity requires,
in a real sense, not knowing, the ongoing possibility of failure, indeed even the reality of failure,
so much so that Samuel Beckett writes that for the artist “failure is his world and to shrink from
it (is) desertion.”3 No craftsperson, of course, would dare advertise that “failure is our mission,”
and the craftsperson who cannot apply a plan or implement a model, or in general does not know
how to do a specific task, is not an expert, not skilled in that task. An artist, however, who does
know, who has skill or talent, but who does not challenge what he or she knows, does not go
beyond that skill, but simply implements that knowledge, becomes a skilled and polished
craftsperson, but not an artist, failing in art precisely because failure is eliminated as an intrinsic
part of the process that the artistic search requires.
The artist then who does not go beyond his or her own capabilities, or who operates only
within the realm of capability, and who then can identify herself as an artist, as a physician can
say, “I am a physician,” is not adhering to the paradox that is implicit in Gris’s statement, is
transforming art from process to achievement, becoming to being. But, as Beckett clearly
2

suggests, to “be” an artist requires never precisely to be one, never to have the luxury of selfidentity at one’s disposal, and it is in this context then that the question arises, how one can
engage in becoming an artist, if nothing artistic, nothing that one can implement, precedes the
becoming. When Meno asks of Socrates a similar question, regarding truth and the possibility of
finding it, if one has no idea to begin with what that truth is, Socrates replies that a philosophical
search is not a pure search, not one beginning from nothing, but a process of recollection;4 but
the artistic process does not appear to be quite that easy. A word that one finds commonly
coming from the autobiographies of artists, concerning their torments, is “paralysis,” indicating a
sense of total blockage. Van Gogh, for example, writes: “You do not know how paralyzing it is,
that staring of a blank canvas which says to the painter: You don’t know anything.”5 So too
Sylvia Plath writes of herself: “. . . you are paralyzed, shocked, thrown into a stasis. . . . the
simplest actions become forbidding and enormous. Your mind is incapable of thinking.”6 Later,
Plath writes: “Paralysis still with me . . . .I dimly would like to write (or is it have written?) a
novel . . . .”7 Plath in this sense would rather be an artist, would like to find refuge in being, as
opposed to the abysses and dangers of becoming, and she admits: “What I fear worst is failure,”8
an honest admission that suggests that she know exactly what failure is, and that paralysis is a
condition that she, as an artist, cannot escape. Much as psychologically she might wish to “get
‘in the swing’ of writing stories,”9 to be a craftsperson, simply to have words at her disposal to
use as the occasion requires, Plath is intensely involved in the problem of becoming an artist, and
thus the words that she would love to capture remain fugitive, as “words dissolve and letters
crawl away.”10
If Plath and other artists psychologically resist the problem of paralysis, logically the
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problem remains irresistible or inescapable, as blockage or paralysis is precisely the condition
that protects the artist from the state of being that characterizes the craftsperson, who does not
experience paralysis, but who therefore cannot be in the throes of becoming that are logically
intrinsic to artistic activity. Paralysis, I am suggesting, is logically connected with artistic
activity, is not an avoidable, if frequent, occurrence, but a logical constituent of the creative
process, one in which indeed the obstacle that the artist encounters is essentially a logical
obstacle, like the experience of a contradiction. Contradictions, of course, are abstractions,
thoughts that cancel one another, and are not the sorts of obstacle that we would normally think
of when we say that something prevents us from moving an arm or a leg. It is not a contradiction
that prevents me from lifting my arm, but the cast in which the arm is encased, and in even the
worst case of physical paralysis, we would not say that it is contradictory for the patient to be
able to move about: something neurological prevents the patient from moving, but not logic
itself, as conceivably the patient could move, and maybe it is this that allows the patient to hope
and to endure the condition.
What I am saying about the artist, however, is that logic itself is the obstacle against
which the artist must struggle, that the artistic condition is hopeless, so that, unlike the case of
merely physical paralysis, this sort of paralysis is inseparable from, and logically connected to,
what it means to be an artist, and in this sense, paralysis is a poetic phenomenon. Plath in
principle cannot think, is utterly a blank, with no logical route of conceiving or thinking
available to her, and it is in this emptiness that the poetic occurs as a process of becoming; where
paralysis is escapable, where it is conceivable that one might be an artist, where failure is
logically avoidable, then and precisely then becoming eludes the artist and the artwork becomes
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a facade, a sham, something that is, a static object, not a process of exploration but a facsimile of
what it means for something to be a genuine work of art.
The artist, then, I am saying, experiences paralysis, in the context of which creativity, the
coming into existence of something, occurs, as a logical obstacle intrudes, making that very
creativity impossible. This paradox is the reverse of what occurs in what we might call daily
life, where no real movement or becoming occurs, and yet here no logical obstacles to movement
can be found; in this case the person of daily life is in a condition of paralysis, or as Wallace
Stevens puts it, “. .. all normal life is . . . in suspense, or . . . under blockage,”11 but one that is
concealed in the constant comings of goings of daily life, and what the artist does, in creating, is
to make evident, or to experience, the paralysis that underlies events at the ordinary level, and in
making it evident, the artist clarifies daily life, embuing it with a value and reality that is
otherwise absent. As a result, the artist introduces becoming, action in the face of the
impossible, of a paralysis that makes movement logically impossible, so that when movement
does occur, something non-ordinary occurs, an activity without which the world is devoid of
value and remains in suspension.
The artist, as I have claimed, encounters logic as an obstacle, in which the utter blankness
of which Plath and Van Gogh despair makes movement impossible, and I have also pointed out
that logic normally is not viewed as an obstacle to movement; the tree in the road physically
prevents my car from proceeding, but not logically, as I can easily conceive the tree being
removed and my car proceeding nicely down the road. Usually, therefore, we think of logic as
concerned with our thoughts and concepts, and the realm of things and objects as independent of
logic. Logic, as we say, is empty of existence, does not concern space and time, cause and
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effect, colors, shapes, or sizes: concepts have no size of color, and the logical relations of
mathematics do not occur in time. As Wittgenstein points out, it is senseless to say (that) . . . 2 +
2 is at 3 o’clock equal to 4,”12 just as it is senseless to say that 2 + 2 causes 4, as if such numbers
are things or events in time, with a causal instead of a merely logical relation to each other. So to
it takes no time to deduce a conclusion from premises, even if in actual lfe we are struggling with
an argument, because logical relations are not events in time or space, do not therefore imply
existence or becoming, and are free or purified of the complications and problems that we
normally associate with existence.
Logic in this sense does not encounter problems, does not move about or have a pulse;
concepts do not live or die, come into being or pass away, as the concept of a house is not built
on the ground, has no color or shape, and is not destroyed by fire. What is interesting in the case
of Wittgenstein, however, is that “logic fills the world,”13 as he tells us, by which he means that
“logic is transcendental,”14 constitutive of objects in the world, so that the usual distinction
between logic and objects becomes blurred. In his later philosophy, Wittgenstein makes even
more clear the extent to which logic is constitutive of the world, as he points out that the hand
that appears before me when I raise my arm is such that it is logically inconceivable that this is
not my hand.15 In this case, the hand is not an existent thing in space and time, toward which
knowledge is directed, about which I can claim certainty, but in relation to which countless
logical alteration are available through which I must sort as I arrive at knowledge. This
existence model, so to speak, of the hand, comes out of the traditional philosophical paradigm,
one in which logic is merely formal, and being is independent of logic: i.e., we do not determine
the existence of things merely by conceptual relations; some sort of discovery, through
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perception or insight, is required. Wittgenstein’s transcendental logic then helps to eliminate the
traditional philosophical paradigm, replacing it with a logical paradigm in which hands and trees
become logical entities and the questions and problems of existence, those that require
discovery, philosophical or otherwise, are as irrelevant now for things in the world as they once
were for syllogisms in the realm of formal logic.
Wittgenstein is preceded in this effort to introduce logic into the world by Kant and
Hegel, the former of whom recognizes that appearances, as he calls the things around us, are not
ontological entities, not real things, or even representations of things, that exist either in the mind
or outside the mind. Existence is not a property of such appearances precisely because existence
is not a feature of a logical entity. Plato, long previous to this, began the process of
conceptualization of things by recognizing that Forms or Ideas omit differences, eliminate
individuality, so that a Form like Color eliminates all the differences between red, green, and
blue, and what remains is an abstraction. While a red thing is a concrete entity, specifically
different from green things, and in shade even from other red things, as something that ultimately
is just itself, the unique thing that we experience when we see a leaf or a sweater, the Form of
Color, and indeed the Form of Red, is not a thing that we see, and while Plato will not go so far
as to suggest that Forms are entirely empty of existence, that is, that they are fully logical, their
abstractness is such that they do not come into being and pass away like ordinary things do, but
exist in a kind of timeless eternity elsewhere, in a World of Forms.
Kant, of course, does not attempt to introduce timeless, ontological entities into the
world, but he does attempt to introduce timeless logical entities into the world, entities that
conform to the concepts of time and space, their form, but not to the reality of either. Such
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entities then in essence are even more durable than Plato’s eternal Forms, because such entities
are not individual or existent things in any sense of the word. Things have their own sense of
reality, but things, even eternal things, are infected with at least the question and possibility of
their own non-existence, since that is part, at least, of what it means to be a thing. Things in this
sense vie within themselves for their own reality, struggle against their own unreality, having
thereby what Kant calls “inwardness.” An appearance, however, is not a thing with inwardness,
cannot therefore “be in conflict with itself,”16 since an appearance is just that, the appearance of
red or green, but not the reality or existence of either, so that such appearances “express mere
relations, without having anything inward as their basis . . . ,”17 for which reason Kant concludes
that “such (objects) are not things in themselves but merely appearances.”18
Things have their reality in themselves, but even eternal things, like God, have a sense of
vulnerability, and in that case need to have a vast ontological superiority and power to overcome
that vulnerability. Kant’s appearances, however, are even more invulnerable than any God,
because such entities are essentially logical, and as Kant points out that it is “certainly startling
that a thing [i.e., an appearance] is to be taken as consisting wholly of relations,”19 that is indeed
all that such an appearance is. Just as logical entities, the 2 in the relation 2 + 2 = 4, are not
things that exist, but are logical place-holders, so to speak, so too appearances are nothing but
entities that, combined with sensibility, are functions of concepts but have no existence in
themselves. A logical place-holder–a concept–cannot hold a place for an existent thing, as logic
itself must be empty of things, and appearances, consisting of nothing but relations, not to things,
but to other relations, are very much like a house of cards, so that any object that is unstable, that
has its own reality, and so vulnerability, will destabilize the entire house, so to speak, and
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existence is the very essence of instability: existent things come to be, pass away, exhibit
continual vulnerability, as no logical entity can.
For this very reason, Kant asserts that even the possibility of an existent thing, having its
own autonomy, struggling with its own possible non-existence, would destabilize the entire
world. Appearances, Kant tells us, “are nothing” in themselves20 and thus an appearance, like a
concept, does not grow or decay, there being only a continual “flow”21 or “alteration”22 among
appearances. If, however, one appearance were to exist, to step outside the relations that
otherwise constitute the world of appearances, leaving a gap or cleft,23 then the world “would
almost entirely disappear,”24 which is why an appearance cannot be a thing that can be removed
or destroyed. Appearances can be removed in thought, but not in actuality, since they are not
actual themselves, and it is this removal in thought, leaving everything exactly as it is, that
clarifies the point that appearances are not things: to remove a thing is to destabilize the world,
but to remove a logical entity, which is otherwise nothing in itself, is to leave everything the
same, and not to introduce any sort of existence into the world: “. . . we can easily think the nonexistence (of an appearance) . . . ,” Kant observes, without thereby having to “infer its
contingency.”25
Earlier we saw that paralysis, as a poetic phenomenon, occurs in the context of creativity,
when logic is an obstacle, but that in paralysis, real movement occurs. Daily life, on the other
hand, offers no logical obstacle to movement, but then no real movement occurs, and now we
can see why: the introduction of logic into the world removes all existence; concepts do not
move, and we, according to Kant, and later Hegel and Wittgenstein, are nothing but collections
of concepts. Concepts are now not the other-worldly abstractions of Plato, but are the this-
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worldly objects of Kant and Hegel. For Hegel, this piece of paper is not really white or
rectangular, and I am not really speaking now, as to be is precisely not to exist. At the very
beginning of his Logic, Hegel identifies being with nothing,26 and so to insure that logic can rid
itself of things, existent entities, and replace them with logical entities. A concept is neither
rectangular nor white, and it makes no noise, but were any such realities to intrude, were a real
entity to be found among concepts, then the result would be precisely the sort of paralysis that
we find among the Plaths and Van Goghs of the world, where the real as such destabilizes the
logical house of cards and introduces ontological destruction, a real absence that daily life
otherwise covers up, out of fear that it will have to face the paralysis that exists with things that
do not really move. Concepts at the level of daily life continually fill the world with at least the
sense of fullness, as the removal of a logical entity can only occur in thought, so that no real gap
or cleft, no real destruction, can occur; among his atomic facts, Wittgenstein tells us that “any
can either be the case or not be the case, and everything else remain the same,”27 and here it is
evident that no gap or cleft is produced by the removal of any such entity, for which reason such
atomic facts are conceptual, not existent.
The artist, on the other hand, encounters paralysis in logic, conflict within this house of
cards, and the result is a real gap or cleft, an ontological blankness that is truly ontological, a real
absence, the chaos and ontological destruction that Kant fears, and not merely a logical absence,
and it is in this context now that movement becomes an issue as it never can be in the paralysis
that we otherwise call daily life. Hegel famously eliminates the principle of contradiction,
maintaining that he can overcome Kant’s thing-in-itself, and Kant’s need for an external source
of sensibility, by showing that the old, formal principle of contradiction–the same thing cannot
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both be and not-be at the same time–is a restriction that applies only to things. In a world
constituted now only by concepts, the same thing can be both itself and different from itself, and
indeed only on the condition of identity and difference can we be assured that everything is
logical, that no ontological things restrict or limit logic, the Absolute Idea, to a realm of mere
formality.28 Hegel then empties the world of every vestige of existence, on which condition he
presumes that being can just be, that all can be analytic, that nothing can move or go beyond the
possibilities that constitute it; every object therefore can be entirely a system-object, without any
hint of inwardness or the existence that would otherwise threaten the entirety with chaos.
The poet, however, for example, Wallace Stevens, is a “connoisseur of chaos,”29 who
does not accept things “as they are,”30 in their analytic condition, consisting entirely of their
relations. The poet is a questioner of assumptions, as Stevens’s poet “quiz(es) all,”31 snips the
relations that constitute the object as unquestionably there, even if, and precisely because, nonexistent, and thereby the ordinary object becomes an inward thing, not merely a function of
external relations. Stevens’s well-known jar, the one in Tennessee,32 transforms relations, makes
relations proceed from within, as things as they are are changed, transformed, on the poet’s blue
guitar. If the object in its condition as appearance is purely logical, but a logic that is twisted,
paradoxical, a paradox that cannot be noticed, because of the ontological emptiness of the object,
the object in its condition as transformed, as changed, as brought into being from emptiness,
requires the making real of that twisted, contradictory condition that is otherwise concealed, and
now the artist is ensnared within it, which is why creativity involves paralysis, the experience of
logical obstruction, of inability to move that is real, and not merely physical but logical. The real
in things is in conflict with itself, with the reality of unreality, and it is this conflict that allows
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Stevens’ jar to rise up in the chaos of the wilderness surrounding that jar, allows it to be, instead
of not-be, where being now is significant, not analytic or redundant, or where being goes beyond
itself to the possibility that it, in its very being, is not, and it is in the presence of this kind of
contradiction that paralysis occurs, and in opposition to this contradiction that real movement,
rising up, occurs.
The poet, according to Stevens, has “reality . . . (as) the central reference . . . ,”33 and this
reality is not to be found elsewhere, among Plato’s World of Forms, but in the emptiness of
objects in ordinary evenings such as in New Haven.34 The problem is to get to the ordinary, to
be rid of the transcendental illusions that Kant says we need35 so that we will not question things
as they are, illusions of God, self, and world that give us a sense of totality and that fill in the
emptiness, the ontological desert, that logic otherwise forces upon us. Plath writes of being in
“horror of the here and now, with no past and future,”36 horror that is of the absolute nothingness
that paralysis inescapably imposes on the poet, but without which the poet cannot be a poet.
Paralysis then offers just that: horror, inability to move into and through illusions and the
palliatives that allow ordinary life to be almost tolerable. Ordinary life is made up only of the
possible, the conceptual, is devoid of the differences and negativities, the abysses that make
things to stand out as non-ordinary, as existent, and thus ordinary life consists of possibilities
recycled endlessly in what Stevens calls “infinite repetition.”37 The ordinary is only the past, the
realm of the “having written” that seductively offers itself to Plath, and the possible itself is just
the past; the future therefore is the impossible, and it is into this that the artist stares from the
blankness of the here and now, as the poet does what Kant says that no one can do, add to the
possible,38 go beyond infinite repetition and begin from the beginning as if there were no past.
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In adding to the possible the poet does what Stevens’s snow man does, from the poem of the
same name, 39when, with a “mind of winter,” having experienced the endless repetition of the
ordinary, he beholds real “junipers shagged with ice,” and “spruces in the distant glitter,” in
place of merely logical junipers, those that fill in logical place-holders, but before the poet can
reach those junipers, the poet must be frozen in paralysis, must be rid of illusions of self and
God, and “nothing himself,” the poet must behold “nothing that is not there and the nothing that
is.” In paralysis, the same and different, the nothing that is and that is not, are made real, and in
this contradiction, this twisted condition , things begin to squirm, to appear in their
“thinginess,”40 as Plath describes it, and the wind moves slowly in the branches of the poetic.
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Abstract
Biographical connections show that Ives most likely had a thorough
understanding of Liszt’s music before undertaking his own Concord Sonata. Liszt’s
Sonata in B Minor can be analyzed in terms of cumulative form, showing how analytical
techniques developed for Ives prove useful in shedding light on another composer’s
music, while the similarity of analysis also suggests a deeper connection between the two
pieces. Finally, similarities in thematic process allow one to speculate that Ives was
actually borrowing forms and procedures from Liszt’s sonata. If this is the case, the
Concord Sonata stands as a mature, extended work by Ives whose procedural and formal
borrowing comes from a source totally independent of its melodic borrowings.

Introduction
When Charles Ives set out to write his Piano Sonata No. 2 (“Concord, Mass.,
1840-1860”) in the 1910s, few pieces for piano solo had the breadth and depth that his
piece would have. One possible model for such a work is Liszt’s Sonata in B Minor,
which like the Ives is extraordinary for its length and thematic complexity and, at thirty
minutes in length, is almost as long. At least four different writers have commented on
similarities between these two pieces.1 In addition to the academic precedent, there are a
variety of purely musical reasons that justify considering the Liszt sonata as a foil to the
Concord Sonata. While the evidence relating Ives’s conception of the Concord to Liszt’s
sonata is circumstantial, it is hard to believe that he could have undertaken a project of
this magnitude without at least a passing knowledge of Liszt’s similarly ambitious work.
There are several ways of connecting these two pieces. First, we will consider
what evidence there is for Ives having a direct knowledge of this piece. It will then be
possible to discuss direct similarities in terms of structure, proportion and texture.
Beyond the biographical and historical evidence, this paper will also introduce analytical
connections.
Writings published about Ives have included new analytical tools useful for
understanding his music. One of these tools is cumulative form, a term first introduced by
1
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J. Peter Burkholder.2 This idea renders many of Ives’s more perplexing forms clear and
also casts new light on Liszt’s Sonata in B Minor. By the same reasoning, we will
examine in what ways the thematic process in the Concord Sonata may be understood in
terms of techniques found in the Liszt sonata. Through shining new analytical lights on
previously examined works one may conclude that there is considerable musical evidence
to support placing Ives’s Concord Sonata in the tradition of romantic virtuoso extended
forms for piano solo. The analysis presented here also makes it possible to speculate that
while Ives was borrowing other composers’ tunes, he was borrowing Liszt’s forms and
procedures.3
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Biographical Connections
While this paper will focus more on listener perspective than composer intent, it is
nonetheless worthwhile to consider what knowledge Charles Ives may have had of
Liszt’s music. Although the evidence is circumstantial, there is enough to suggest that
Ives had contact with Liszt’s Sonata in B Minor before he wrote the Concord.
As early as 1893 Ives had heard Liszt’s piano music: he attended a Paderewski
recital at Carnegie Hall, who played an unidentified Hungarian Rhapsody.4 While being
exposed to Liszt’s piano music, he was also playing his organ music.5 In addition, during
his years at Yale (1894-98), he studied with Horatio Parker, who was responsible for the
entire curriculum of nonperforming musical instruction, including composition, theory,
and history.
A great deal has been written about Ives’s ambivalence towards Parker, his only
significant composition teacher besides his father. Jan Swafford summarizes this
relationship in his biography of Ives when he writes “Though he learned more than he
ever admitted, Ives would never forgive Parker’s orthodoxy, his coldness, his failure to
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recognize talent, and most of all his failure to fulfill the impossible expectation of
becoming George Ives’s successor.”6
Parker’s orthodoxy is well documented. Like most major American musicians
before Ives, he finished his musical training in Europe. His primary teacher was Josef
Rheinberger, with whom he studied between 1882 and 1885. Parker absorbed and
internalized Rheinberger’s methods to the point where he became Rheinberger’s favorite
pupil by the time he finished his studies.7 Whether or not Parker’s opinions about Liszt
were formed during his student days is unclear. Parker biographer William Kearns claims
that Rheinberger was noted for his “exacting discipline” and, importantly, his “close
affinity to . . . Liszt.”8 On the other hand, Siegfried Gmeinwieser and Anton Würz claim
that “although Rheinberger disliked the work of Wagner and Liszt and was no partisan of
the New German School, he never tried to influence the young artists in his care through
his personal views.”9 Considering the ambivalence Parker showed towards Liszt in his
History of Music lectures, it is reasonable to believe he had an attitude about Liszt similar
to the one Würz and Gmeinwieser attribute to Rheinberger.
Parker gained prominence as a composer through his 1893 oratorio Hora
Novissima and arrived at Yale in the fall of 1894, the same year as Ives. He taught six
courses there: Harmony, Counterpoint, Strict Composition, Instrumentation, Free
6
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Composition, and The History of Music.10 While most of the other courses were taught
from textbooks, the History of Music class was organized as a series of lectures that were
as much Parker’s opinion as they were historical fact. Ives never registered for the
History of Music class, although Ives scholar John Kirkpatrick gives a reasonably
convincing argument that Ives may have audited this class.11 If Ives did attend these
lectures any of the four years he was at Yale, he would have seen Parker’s bipolar
attitude to the New German School. While Parker groups Liszt and Wagner together with
Chopin, Schumann and Berlioz, and describes them as “all reformers and all more or less
rabid; or radical at least,” the similarities in Parker’s mind stop there.12 Parker lavished
unreserved admiration over Wagner, while of Liszt he coolly wrote “There probably
never lived a man who without being a creative musician of the highest order had so wide
and so unformly beneficial an influence upon the art.”13 His lukewarm attitude towards
Liszt is summarized at the end of his lecture, where he writes “Whatever we may think of
his compositions, there is no doubt that as [a] pianist and an educator he was one of the
most important and pervasive figures in the history of music of the nineteenth century.”14
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Liszt’s symphonic poems are the only pieces that Parker gives any serious
consideration to in the course of his lecture. Considering the significant portion of Liszt’s
output that was piano music, and his status as a great virtuoso, it is unusual that his piano
works receive no acknowledgement in Parker’s lecture. However, if Ives had sat in on
this lecture, the seeds would already have been planted. When looking for previous
extended form piano works, he would most likely follow up on the music written by
Liszt, since Parker had already fingered him as the pianist of the nineteenth century. In a
way, the fact that Parker did not care for Liszt’s music is immaterial: the relationship of
Ives and Parker was never characterized by a similarity of musical aesthetic.
In addition to whatever mention Liszt may have received in Parker’s lectures, Ives
never worked in a vacuum. While his collection of scores recovered from his home
following his death does not include the Liszt B Minor Sonata, it does include a
surprising breadth of piano literature (stretching from Bach to Scriabin) for a man who
never made a living as a pianist. It is certainly conceivable that he had contact with other
piano scores that were later lost or destroyed. The presence of Scriabin’s Fourth, Fifth,
Eighth and Ninth Piano Sonatas is particularly telling: they suggest that Ives was actively
searching the existing repertoire for progressive piano writing.15
There are striking proportional and textural similarities between the pieces that
strengthen the hypothesis that Ives had direct knowledge of Liszt’s sonata. David
Michael Hertz has noted that the Grandioso theme in the Liszt and what he calls the
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“Quasi Pentatonic” theme in “Emerson” have similar functions in their respective pieces
(example 1).16 They both serve as major contrasts from the primary thematic material
(Hertz draws the analogy between Emerson as a single movement and the Liszt sonata as
a whole). Also of note is that both pieces have their culminating articulation of themes
before the end of the piece. This idea will be more fully developed in the discussion
below about Liszt and cumulative form.
Although it may seem obvious, it is worth noting that these pieces have more
general similarities in terms of scope and difficulty. The Liszt sonata takes about 30
minutes to perform, while the four movements of the Ives total about 45 minutes,
depending on the performer. The sheer endurance involved in playing either of these
pieces immediately sets them apart from most other piano sonatas. Also, these pieces
demand extraordinary virtuosity on the part of the performer, and over long stretches of
passagework. The virtuosity in these pieces is qualitatively different from many other
piano pieces, such as concert etudes. The demands made on the performer go far beyond
demonstrating their mastery of the instrument and instead serve to elevate the rhetoric of
the entire piece. This idea of difficulty as an heroic element in the music strongly links
the two sonatas.
An examination of the early performance contexts for the Concord is also telling.
The settings in which the Concord was first heard suggest the perception of the piece by
other musicians. Also, since Ives may have had a hand in making these performances
materialize, they also suggest how he viewed the Concord in relation to other pieces.
Through about 1939, when Kirkpatrick performed the sonata in its entirety, various
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movements were featured in two general contexts. First, there were exhibitions of new
music featuring a variety of ensembles, for example the concert sponsored by Pro Musica
(a group dedicated to the promotion of new music) given at Town Hall on 14 November
1928, where “Hawthorne” was performed by Anton Rovinsky alongside pieces by
composers such as Schoenberg, Pijper and Salzedo.17 Also, there were traditional piano
recitals where a movement of the sonata would be incorporated into a larger program. A
particularly relevant example from the second context is the 31 July 1928 recital by
Oskar Ziegler in New York.18 Among other pieces, the program features the Liszt B
Minor Sonata and “The Alcotts.” Since Beethoven’s Piano Sonata Op. 111 was also on
the program, one may conclude that at least one pianist found the Concord to be at home
in a program prominently featuring complex and virtuosic music by romantic composers.
The most compelling evidence of all for Ives’s direct knowledge of Liszt’s Sonata
in B Minor is consideration of the alternative: that he had no knowledge of it. As a
composer so thoroughly aware of his musical past as demonstrated by his eclectic
borrowings, how could he have possibly undertaken a project such as the Concord Sonata
in total ignorance of expanded form piano sonatas that preceded it?19 Certainly he was
aware of the late Beethoven sonatas,20 but even those are too far removed from the
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Concord to be coherent without several intermediate steps, such as the Scriabin and Liszt
sonatas.21 Hence the biographical and musical evidence, circumstantial though it may be,
points to Ives having assimilated the relevant historical and stylistic significance of Liszt
before he completed the Concord Sonata.
Cumulative Form in Liszt’s B Minor Sonata
The following two sections will provide contrasting analyses of the two pieces.
Whereas existing scholarship on the Liszt sonata focuses on the problems of its
conformance to sonata-allegro form, a new interpretation of Liszt’s sonata can result
from seeing it in terms of Ives’s characteristic form, cumulative form. Alternatively,
analysis of both pieces shows how some procedural techniques found in Liszt’s sonata
have analogues in the Concord. These mutually supportive analyses (outlined in the next
two sections), while hardly exhaustive, support the idea that these two pieces are indeed
deeply connected.
Overview of Scholarship
The majority of scholarship on Liszt’s B Minor Sonata has focused on the
problem of its name. Standing as a single continuous piece with 760 measures, and taking
about 30 minutes to perform, the question of how it conforms to sonata form has been the
primary focus of scholarly debate since the first major English-language analysis of it
was published in 1972 by William Newman.22
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Newman was the first to argue in favor of a “double-function” approach to this
sonata. His analysis contends that at one level, the entire piece is a single, one-movement
sonata form with an exposition, development, and recapitulation. He claims the work
may also be considered as a four-movement sonata played without interruption. He
divides the piece into an “incomplete sonatina,” slow movement, scherzando, and finale.
Newman also asserts that the piece is “so unusual as to be without significant precedent
or consequent at least in solo piano music.”23
One year later in 1973, R. M. Longyear published an analysis elaborating the
possibility of a double function form.24 He shows that Liszt’s Sonata did have precedent
in the existing literature: he cites Clementi’s Piano Sonata Op. 34 No.2, Beethoven Op.
101, and Schubert’s Wanderer Fantasy as just a few examples of earlier pieces that use
techniques found in the B Minor Sonata.25 He also extends Newman’s double function
concept to argue that the piece can also be considered as a fusion between binary and
ternary sonata designs.
Later writers such as Michael Saffle and Alan Walker would generally agree with
and elaborate upon the work of Newman and Longyear.26 A notable exception is Sharon
Winklhofer. She argues reactively against the idea of a double function form and writes
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that “there is no evidence to support the view that Liszt ever attempted to superimpose
multiple movements over a large sonata form.”27 Hers is also the only analysis to include
a thorough examination of the autograph. Considering her exhaustive analysis of the
sonata and its origins, her claim must be taken seriously.
Hence the majority of the analytical work on this piece has focused on its
structural aspects. This is to be expected: the form of the piece is intensely sophisticated
and will likely be reinterpreted by scholars for quite some time. Still, there are interesting
aspects of this sonata that may be revealed only when it is considered as a process rather
than a blueprint.
In particular, Liszt’s piece is comprehensible in terms of “cumulative form,”
which is defined by Burkholder as follows:
A thematic, non-repetitive form in which the principal theme is presented, not at
the beginning as in traditional forms, but near the end, and is preceded, not
followed, by its development. In cumulative form, there is no repetition of long
segments of music, as there is in ternary, sonata, rondo and many other forms, but
rather a continual development that leads up to the definitive statement of the
theme.28
Clearly, Liszt’s sonata is not a cumulative form in the sense that Ives’s pieces are.
Complicated though the piece may be, there is nonetheless a repetition of some of the
opening material at the end of the sonata, and in that sense it is not as completely
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processive as Ives’s approach in the Concord. There is another problem with any
discussion of a cumulative form that is not a cumulative setting (recall that a cumulative
setting involves a borrowed tune as the principal theme): if the principal theme is
original, how do you know when its definitive statement has arrived?
These problems are not intractable and have been addressed in the literature
already.29 Hertz suggested a structural link between Ives and Liszt when he wrote that
“Liszt actually offers a precursor version of Ives’s cumulative form.”30 The following
analysis will draw on and extend Hertz’s assertions, informed by the thorough analytical
groundwork that has been laid by full analyses of Liszt’s sonata. In order to paint a
compelling picture of this piece as cumulative form we must consult the manuscript as
well as draw on existing writing surrounding both Liszt and Ives.
Liszt the Proto-cumulatist
A cumulative form viewpoint is more procedural than structural. It considers the
piece as unfolding, with thematic revelations occurring at (and to some extent defining)
structurally significant points in the piece. To consider a piece as cumulative in nature
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also implies that in some way the seeds of this revelation are planted very early in the
piece.
This is certainly the case when considering the Liszt sonata. The first page
presents three of the four main motivic cells that will be developed throughout the piece
(example 2). Contrary to Hertz’s assertion that “In the Liszt sonata there is no . . .
interference from conflicting sounds. The thematic material of the work appears in a
clear, unobstructed sequence,”31 the first 17 measures are laden with ambiguity. Tonally,
we have no clear suggestions, except an emphasis on the pitch G and descending scales
that could indicate either G minor or C minor. The diminished seventh chords in the
second motive could resolve in a variety of directions, as could the right hand
accompaniment in the third motive. In terms of tempo, the first motive is separated from
the following two by a Lento Assai tempo marking. Registrally, the opening motives
stretch five octaves across the piano, from the lowest G to the second highest one.
Metrically, the first motive is a mystery. The first two notes are so exposed that there is
nothing to suggest that they occur on the second and fourth beats (a listener would
probably start counting by placing the first note on the downbeat). The dynamic swell on
the descending scale suggests a downbeat at m.3, but it is not until m. 9 that we have
enough information to decisively place the downbeat as notated.
Tonally, temporally, registrally, and metrically, the opening is problematic.
Considering its disjointed nature, it could conceivably sound like an introduction. Since
the motives are not harmonized, without surrounding context they are bewildering
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enough to pose the essential question of a piece organized by the principles of cumulative
form: when is this all going to be put together?
In this argument there is the implicit assumption that it all will be put together at
some later point. The presto at m. 673 is our ultimate goal.32 Accepting that these three
motives are the central core of the processive view of this sonata, there ought to be
criteria for deciding when, exactly, the cumulative form has culminated. For this piece,
the criteria could be listed as follows:
1. The motives exist as a single, coherent phrase group.
2. The motives, while possibly transformed from their initial expression, are
undeniably derived from the initial statement.
3. This phrase group occupies a rhetorically or structurally significant position in
the music.
4. The phrase group is an end in itself (i.e. is not transitional).
The method for finding the culmination is simple: since Newman has already
noted that the first motive “serves mainly as an initiator and terminator of sections,”33 one
may simply scan the score for audible occurrences of the first motive.
Newman’s assertion explains the reappearance of the first motive in the bars
leading up to the Grandioso at m. 105 (table 1). It also reappears in a transitional passage
beginning in m. 277. What is significant about this passage is that it presents the first,
second, and Grandioso themes in order. However, the passage is clearly transitional, and
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is only closing the material of the first “movement,” preparing the entry of the Andante
melody at m. 333. 34
At m. 453 the first motive is completely exposed, and although it is sounding in
F-sharp minor, tonal closure is not necessary from a processive viewpoint. However, the
coherence of the themes is. Hence the dramatic tempo change between the first two
motives, from Andante sostenuto to Allegro energico prohibits this passage from
qualifying as culminating.
According to Winklhofer and Longyear we are now back in the recapitulation, so
it comes as no surprise that the first motive again reappears before the Grandioso theme
(m. 555). Although it is extended, and the motives do follow in order, the passage up to
m. 600 is merely transitional, preparing the return of the Grandioso theme.
The passage beginning in m. 673 solves these problems (example 3).35 Metrically,
the issue of the first theme is instantly resolved, due to the Stretta quasi Presto beginning
at m. 650. The silent downbeat before the G in m. 673 has a metrical space all its own
that was absent from its first articulation. Although the writing is sequential, the use of
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the first motive is unmistakable, and leads directly into the prestissimo which retains the
gesture of the second motive while altering its intervals.36
At m. 700 the Grandioso motive appears, apparently skipping the third motive.
However, this piece is proto-cumulative, and despite the conspicuous absence of one of
the major themes, this phrase group is undeniably an arrival as much as the other
statements of the first motive were transitions, or, at best, departures. At least one author
has directly addressed this missing third motive: Bertrand Ott’s programmatic analysis
considers this as the triumphant section, with the third motive being the “Mephisto
theme.”37 There is overwhelming evidence to consider the passage in mm. 673-710 as the
culmination of the seeds that were planted on the first page.
Liszt goes one step further. Several writers have commented on the double coda
in this piece, with the Presto at m. 673 constituting one and the Andante at m. 711
constituting the other. The presto can be considered a rhetorical culmination, while mm.
729-60 can be considered the motivic culmination (example 4).
The two codas are separated only by the andante motive that was first introduced
at m. 333. The first three motives are then stated in reverse order. While they move from
an Allegro to a Lento, there is a rallentando that allows the entire final page of the sonata
to be considered a cohesive whole. Longyear called this section the “peroration.”38
Winklhofer also notes that “the reversed order of these thematic materials contributes to
36
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the sense of closure.”39 She further lends credence to the concept of a rhetorical and then
thematic culmination by noting that “the dual needs of drama and symmetry have been
met.”40
There is even evidence to suggest that Liszt himself perceived the need for a
motivic culmination following the rhetorical one. While the majority of the sonata was
quite complete in the original autograph, the ending was significantly rewritten (example
5). This is one of only a handful of major revisions that were written into the
manuscript.41 The original ending is bombastic and flashy, while the published ending is
introverted and philosophical. Yet even in the original ending, the first motive is stated in
augmentation 10 measures before the end. This suggests that even in its original
conception, Liszt was thinking about thematic closure. Winklhofer notes that he must
have been satisfied with this ending at first, since the autograph has a full layer of
revisions.42 The issue of motivic culmination must have eventually taken precedent over
a bombastic ending and so it was rewritten. The revised ending indicates that Liszt was
thinking in terms of thematic process and revelation as an essential part of the form.
Showing that Liszt’s piece can be understood in terms of cumulative form
exemplifies how analysis of later music informs and nourishes our understanding of
earlier pieces. The next section will develop a parallel viewpoint, considering how the
Concord may be understood in terms of processes and techniques found in the Liszt.
39
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Some of the features discussed in this section will be reinterpreted in terms of global
thematic process. By considering these pieces from two different viewpoints, we begin to
appreciate their deep similarities in terms of structure and form.
Thematic Process in the Concord Sonata
Current scholarship has thoroughly documented the use of borrowing in the
Concord Sonata.43 This section will take a different approach and consider how the
sonata’s fundamental thematic development may be understood in terms of techniques
from the nineteenth century. Although strict analytical viewpoints may be adopted for
considering Ives and his use of developing variation, such an analysis is beyond the scope
of this paper.44 Instead, three examples of thematic process will be presented: one on a
local level, one on a sectional level, and one on a global level.
The first section where a clear dissection of local thematic process may take place
is in what Block refers to as the second “verse section” of “Emerson” (example 6).45 In
terms of the development of the theme it is most like the processive approach Liszt takes
beginning in m. 153 with what Newman and Longyear both label as the closing theme of
the first “movement.”
The section beginning on page 8 of the Concord is unusual since it involves short,
clearly defined, readily grasped phrases, with a clear tonality. This significantly separates
43
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it from the preceding material in the sonata, which has a dense, highly virtuosic texture.
Also interesting is the way the material is immediately developed. The pitches are the
same but there is an octave displacement of the melody notes beginning on page 8,
system 3, m. 1. From there the accompaniment becomes thicker and more developed, and
the melody is repeated, although Ives is quite free in his development, generally only
retaining the contour of the melody rather than the precise intervallic relations. On page
9, system 4, m. 1 he restates the melody again, this time a fifth higher than the original
statement.
This is similar to the way Liszt develops the theme that is introduced in m. 153
(example 7). It is clearly separated from the preceding material, in that the
accompaniment is arpeggiated, and the beat division goes from duple to triple. The
essential similarity between this example and the Ives begins in m. 171: the material is
rearticulated with octave displacement as the primary mode of developing the theme.
Also noteworthy is that the accompaniment is denser here, as well, with arpeggiated
chords filling out the harmony. The material appears twice more in this section, at m. 191
and then again at m. 256. Progressively the texture of the accompaniment becomes
thicker and more rapid while the melodic aspect remains prominent. The thematic
material in this case is achieving a developmental effect through accompaniment (since
each statement begins on F-sharp in these passages). This is analogous to how Ives
develops the accompaniment in his corresponding excerpt.
A final similarity of the thematic process of these two passages is the origin of the
material. In each case, the melody is derived but not developed from preceding material.
The theme beginning on page 8 of the Concord first appears, in a chromatically altered
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version, in the left hand at the beginning of the sonata (example 8).46 Similarly, the theme
introduced in m. 153 of the Liszt is derived from the third motive first heard in m. 14 of
his sonata. Yet in both cases the material is significantly altered from its source
statement. In the Liszt the melody is stated in augmentation and the articulation marking
is changed from marcato to cantando espressivo. In the Ives, the initial statement features
a minor second as the second interval, while on page 8 this interval is changed to a major
second so that all the pitches form a pentatonic scale. Also, while these themes have been
stated in various guises up to the points in question, these particular transformations are
significant enough to constitute a sectional demarcation in both pieces.
The most significant difference in the deployment of these two themes is the
space they occupy in the sonata. The principal development of the theme in Ives’s
excerpt occurs consecutively: there is no interrupting material, and each statement of the
theme is a development of the preceding one. On the other hand, in the Liszt the
statements of this closing theme are interspersed with material derived from the other
principal motives. This is more effective in Liszt’s sonata, since if the material were
similarly spread out in the Concord it could be missed by the listener due to the thick
texture. Nevertheless, there are strong similarities between the ways in which these two
themes are developed at the local level.
While the preceding example looked at two excerpts that happened to begin a
section in their respective pieces, there is also at least one example of a similarity in
thematic process on a larger scale, where a sectional goal is realized through analogous
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means. In this case, the goal in the Ives is the end of “Thoreau,” as compared to mm. 319330 in the Liszt (examples 9 and 10). Both of these passages mark the end of major
sections. In the case of the Ives, it is the end of the sonata itself, and in the case of Liszt,
it comes immediately before the Andante sostenuto, which both Newman and Longyear
label as the second “movement.”
The main similarity between these two sections is their use of superimposition. In
the Ives example, a flute plays the “human faith” melody (complete except for the last
two notes) while the piano features the ostinato of what Block and Burkholder call the
“corn field” theme, beginning at the bottom of the page.47 This theme has been a primary
source of thematic material in the movement. The passage in the Liszt features a lefthand ostinato on the third motive, while the right hand states the second motive above it.
In both cases the material that was presented first in the sonata is in the upper register.
In both pieces one of the motives is brought back from an earlier section and was
not significantly featured in the passage immediately leading up to these section closures.
In the Concord, the “human faith” melody is almost completely absent from “Thoreau.”48
Burkholder notes that “its musical function here is as a unifying element, and its
programmatic role is to suggest the ‘common sentiment’ shared by the Concord
writers.”49 In the Liszt, it is the third motive that is absent from the preceding passage.
While it does make an appearance in m. 312, and the melody in m. 153 is derived from it,
47
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mm. 148-312 do not have explicit statements of this theme. Hence its return at the end of
the section is significant since it marks a medium-range motivic closure. The similarity is
that both Ives and Liszt chose to close these major sections by the superimposition of two
major themes.
While a truly thorough discussion of the global thematic processes in the Concord
Sonata is beyond the scope of this paper, it is worthwhile to consider some large-scale
similarities between the development of the “human faith” melody in the Concord and
the deployment of the three initial motives, along with the Grandioso motive, in the Liszt
sonata. At an abstract level, both develop these themes in the same way: first they are
fragmented, then paraphrased, then presented in definitive form, and finally recalled.
The “human faith” melody appears throughout the Concord in various forms
(table 2).50 Since the piece is organized according to the principles of cumulative form, it
is not surprising that it first appears in fragments. Throughout “Emerson” there are at
most half-complete statements which permeate the texture. In “Hawthorne” the
developmental approach changes. Ives is no longer inserting brief quotations of the
“human faith” melody, but is incorporating melodies that are paraphrases of the definitive
statement. A paraphrase is distinguished from a fragment in the sense that the contour of
the majority of the melody may be heard, although with intervallic or rhythmic
relationships distorted. Finally, in “The Alcotts” the “human faith” melody is presented in
its definitive form. It is interesting to note that there are two complete statements of the
melody, one that closes the first section (the statement on p. 55) and one that finally ends
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the entire piece. This “culmination before the culmination” will also be of interest when
considering Liszt. In Thoreau, the human faith melody is absent until the last two pages,
where it is a reminiscence played by a flute.
The Liszt B Minor Sonata can also be understood in this framework. Recall from
the section on cumulative form in Liszt that m. 673 is what can be considered the
rhetorical climax of the piece. The discussion also mentioned other entries of the first
motive, and why they may or may not be considered culminating statements. In revisiting
this figure we now consider these entries in the framework of a global process (table 3).
The first entry can be described as a fragmentation, although not as complicated
as Ives’s fragmentation of the melody in “Emerson.” Three of the four main motives are
present. As previously discussed, they exist as fragments since they pose musical
problems at a variety of levels. The distinction between paraphrase and fragmentation is
less clear when considering Liszt. However, the entry at m. 83 can be considered another
fragment, since only the first motive, and only parts of it, are repeated over and over,
leading into the Grandioso theme (which is the last main motive).
The entry at m. 277 crosses from a fragment into a paraphrase. The first and
second motives, followed by the Grandioso theme are presented in the same order as they
are at the culmination in m. 673 (this is the only other place in the sonata where this
ordering occurs). In this sense it is the first paraphrase of the piece, since the themes are
recognizable and complete but have not yet transformed into the shape of the passage in
m. 673. This passage may also be interpreted as analogous to the “culmination before the
culmination” that is present on p. 55 of the Concord.51
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The entry at m. 453 is difficult to fit in to this framework. Although the first,
second, and third motives are in order, the first fragment is closing a section while the
second and third section are the subject of the fugato. It can not be considered a true
paraphrase since the Grandioso theme is absent. For our purposes, it will be considered a
partial paraphrase, since three major themes are present and it occurs in a structurally
significant place.
The final paraphrase begins at m. 555 and alternates freely between variations on
the first and second motives before briefly stating the third motive which serves as a
transition into the Grandioso at m. 600. The culmination arrives at m. 673, with the
realization of the first and second motives, along with the Grandioso theme, forming a
coherent phrase group. The second coda can now be reinterpreted: it is the reminiscence
of the culmination. Although the proportions of the pieces are very different in the space
between culmination and reminiscence, this second coda beginning in m. 729 can be
considered analogous to the flute entry at the end of “Thoreau.”
Conclusion
Perhaps the essential issue when thinking about Charles Ives is the issue of
context. He has been considered in a variety of contexts: as an extension of the classical
tradition, as a reflection of nineteenth century American values, as a borrower, and as an
organ virtuoso.52 The sheer breadth of literature that seeks to provide a context for Ives
speaks strongly to his fundamental eclecticism. There is both biographical and musical
52
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evidence to consider Ives’s Concord Sonata as intimately related to Liszt’s B Minor
Sonata.
The issue of perspective in Ives can also be reflexive: not only does Ives’s
Concord Sonata have romantic procedures at work in parts, but Liszt’s Sonata in B
Minor is understood in a new way when described according to cumulative form. It
would be an interesting exercise to see exactly how far analytical tools developed for
Ives’s music may be used to shed new light on other composers’ music. However, it is
not just an intellectual exercise to show that these two particular pieces yield to similar
analyses. Since Liszt’s piece is such a cornerstone of the romantic piano literature, this
analysis strengthens the argument for placing the Concord in the tradition of extended
romantic piano forms.
The analysis on thematic process presented above also affords a more speculative
conclusion: that the Concord Sonata exemplifies Ives’s borrowing of form and procedure
without thematic quotation of its structural source. Ives’s procedures on local, sectional,
and global processes in the Concord can be related to techniques already present in the
Liszt sonata, and with similarities that can not easily be dismissed. Similarities in
procedure from nineteenth century European composers have been documented by
Burkholder in the case of Ives’s First and Second Symphonies. However, Burkholder
notes that these pieces were written by a younger Ives, who was competing with and
trying to improve upon the established composers. By the time Ives finished the Concord,
he already was a mature composer, and did not need to try to upstage the works of others.
Also, in both symphonies the borrowing of procedure from a particular composer
(Dvorak and Brahms, respectively) has also featured the borrowing of some motivic
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element from the same source. The Concord Sonata stands apart from these as a mature,
extended work whose procedural and formal borrowing comes from a source totally
independent of its melodic borrowings. The function of this borrowing was not only to
“underline his allegiance to European models,”53 as Burkholder explains the borrowing in
the First and Second symphony, but at the same time to assert his own compositional
maturity and independence from the European tradition by borrowing not in a
competitive spirit, but rather a subtler, more collegial one.
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Location in
Winklhofer (p. 131).

Location in
Longyear (p. 198).

Culminating
Function

a., b, c

Exposition: Intro. and Continuation

1st mvt: Slow
Introduction (m.1-7)
and Exposition

Introduces main motives in a
problematic context.

m. 83

a., Grand.

Transition into Secondary Theme
Group

1st mvt: Transition
into secondary theme
group

First motive marks a structural
boundary and is recalled.

m. 277

a., b, Grand.

Transition

1st mvt: Development

“Culmination before the
culmination”

m. 453

a., b, c

Cadential area/thematic recap. Into
thematic recapitulation

2nd mvt end into 3rd
mvt. “Scherzando”

Problematic due to the sectional
boundary.

m. 555

a., b, c, Grand.

Transition before S

“Scherzando”:
Transition

Extended paraphrase on the
motives.

m. 673

a., b, Grand.

Coda #1: Transition

Finale: Coda

Rhetorical Culmination

m. 729

c., b, a

Coda #2: Tonic Confirmation

Finale: Peroration and
Epilogue

Motivic Culmination

Entry

m. 1

Motives

Table 1: Cumulative Form in Liszt’s B Minor Sonata. Winklhofer and Longyear are included for reference. The letter “a” denotes the
first motive, and so on.
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Movement

Entries of “Human Faith”
Melody

Function in Thematic
Process

“Emerson”

p. 1, system 1.
p. 1, mm. 5-6.
p. 2, mm. 11
p. 6, system 2-3
p. 18, system 5
p. 19, system 2-3

Fragment

“Hawthorne”

p. 28, system 2-3.
p. 29, system 4-5
pp. 30-32
p. 49, system 4

Paraphrase

“The Alcotts”

p. 53, system 2
p. 53, system 4
p. 55, system 1 Complete
Statement
p. 57, system 4
Culmination

“Thoreau”

p. 67-68

Culmination

Reminiscence

Table 2: Thematic Process of “Human Faith” Melody in the Concord Sonata.
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Entry

Themes

Function in Thematic
Process

m. 1

a., b, c

Fragment

m. 83

a., Grand

Fragment

m. 277

a., b, Grand

Paraphrase/PreCulmination

m. 453

a., b, c

Partial Paraphrase

m. 555

a., b, c, Grand

Paraphrase

m. 673

a., b, Grand

Culmination

m. 729

c., b, a

Reminiscence

Table 3: Thematic Process in the Liszt Sonata. Themes are denoted in the same way as in
Figure 1.
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“Heroes Sprout from the Fields”:
The Manly Discourse on Japan’s First Colony, Hokkaido

In this paper I offer a critical reading of several articles from the governmental
public relations organ, the Journal of Development in Hokkaido (Hokkaido kaitaku
zasshi), published from 1880 to 1881, in order to understand the gendered nature of the
colonization of Hokkaido, specifically, and the process of nation building in Japan during
the Meiji era (1868-1912), in general. I examine the ways in which at the very time that
samurai rule and privileges were dissolved to make way for a “modern” Japan, the new
imperial government recouped the symbol of the samurai in order to 1) redirect the
energies of the disgruntled former samurai towards colonial projects and 2) establish a
masculine identity for the emasculated Japanese nation (and by extension its emperor and
countrymen) that attempted to compete in a world dominated by encroaching,
imperialistic western nations.
In the Journal of Development in Hokkaido, “samurai” were presented as the
paragon of manhood and their ostensible code lauded as the essence of Japanese national
values. The writers encouraged disenfranchised and impoverished samurai to “return” to
their “roots” as warrior-farmers by becoming members of the newly founded colonial
farming militia, tondenhei or “troops stationed in the fields,” in Hokkaido, Japan’s first
colony. At the same time, they celebrate Japan’s rice growing heritage and the
omnipotence of the Meiji emperor as they emphasize that “modern samurai” should play
an important role in subduing Hokkaido’s “savage nature” and opening up rice paddies,
thereby bolstering the strength and honor of the Japanese nation and empire.

Bridging The Gap:

Helping Liberal Arts Students
Design Their Own Professional Identity
Courtney L. Mongell, Carnegie Mellon University
Candidate for the Master of Design for Communication Planning and
Information Design [Thesis project, currently in process, 2003-04]
Carnegie Mellon University,
110 Margaret Morrison Hall

School of Design
Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890

cmongell@andrew.cmu.edu

Current Situation:

Students pursuing a higher education today, have two options:
(1) an academic theory based tradition espoused by liberal arts colleges or
(2) a more specialized or “practical” curriculum offered by large (non-liberal
arts, trade oriented) universities.
While both of degrees are valuable, the graduates from these different types of
programs have dramatically different experiences making the transition to the job
market. The following diagram is a visualization of how different academic
experiences relate to varying a types of expertise.

Spectrum of Academic /Expertise
Academic Experience

practical expertise

Levels of Expertise

vocational/specialist

academic expertise

combination of
expertise

scholar/generalist

One could ask - is it the role of a college/university to prepare a student for the
job market? The answer would be yes - to an extent. Today’s higher education
opportunities may be efficient but they are not effective. Understanding the
difference between efficiency and effectiveness (efficiency is doing things correctly,
while effectiveness is doing the correct things); it is easy to see that, as a nation,
we are efficient in providing students with a plethora of higher education options.
But in the case of liberal arts students, we are highly ineffective in assisting these
students to understand and professional identities that they can present to in the
employment world.
Instead of educating these students within this “traditional” curriculum and then
expecting them to find jobs that are relevant to their “expertise” (a “supply push),
we need to create an experience that will result in a “demand pull.” This experience
should not focus on finding jobs for students, nor should it imply that these students
do not possess applicable expertise that could be directed towards a profession. On
the contrary, this experience will allow students to identify the requirements of their
chosen professions and map these skills or knowledge to meet the requirements of
prospective employers.

Hypothesis:

After graduating from a liberal arts college, many of my classmates struggled to find
employment to find professions because they weren’t prepared for the specific
demands of the job market or how to market themselves to potential employers.
Unfortunately, many of these highly educated students are still finding it difficult
to establish a professional identity and build a sense of validity for themselves.
I am currently exploring how to not only show liberal arts students the expertise
(defined as the possession of skill and knowledge) they currently possess but also
help them to design a curriculum based on the expertise they want to incorporate
into their professional identity as well as determine what expertise is valued by
potential employers.
By mapping various expertise derived from the classroom against those of real
world professions: college graduates will better serve the profession they choose,
companies will have the opportunity to evaluate the true expertise of candidates
based upon their needs and liberal arts colleges will be able to foster an environment
that supports the transisition to a “demand pull” academic experience.

Description of Project:

For this project, I will design a tool that will:
a) assist liberal arts students in understanding what expertise they already possess
based upon previous experiences inside and outside the classroom;
b) allow them to design their own academic experience around the skills, knowledge,
and expertise valued by employers, so both parties can succeed in an employee/
employer relationship in any profession.

Project Design Process:

The School of Design at Carnegie Mellon practices a participatory design process that
integrates designers, traditional research methods as well as human factors when
addressing any situation or design challenge. In this approach, the designer consistently
tests a recommendation or prototype with participants throughout the process of ideation
and evaluation of proposals and solutions.
This research includes methods such as interviews, informal conversations,
questionnaires, institutional/locational tours, examination of current resources or
products, observation of participants and documentation of the process through
writing, sketching or photography. These methods help build a foundation of trust
for the clients and provide significant information that helps direct early prototypes
and recommended solutions.

Preliminary Research:

During this first phase of the project, I will conduct interviews of Academic advisors,
Career advisors, Professors and students affilated with four diverse liberal art
institutions (Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine; Carnegie Mellon University’s BHA/BSA
programs, Pittsburgh, PA; Chatham College, Pittsburgh, PA; and the College of the
Atlantic, Bar Harbor, ME) to learn more about the development of their academic
curriculum. Simultaneously, I will contact several professional companies in throughout
the nation in order to gain a better understanding of what they are looking for when
hiring employees. Once I have evaluated the surface trends of this situation, I will be
able to gauge the depth of detail for the next stage of research.
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Secondary Research:

Concept Validation:

Project Objectives:

On the basis of the information gleaned from interviews with liberal arts
administrators and professionals in the Public Relations, Advertising and
Finance fields, I will begin this phase by interviewing liberal arts students.
In informal interviews, surveys and observations, I explore how these individuals
view their marketable expertise, how they selected their particular major and
how they view their qualifications for various professional opportunities. From
their insights, I will learn how they are currently interacting with their curriculum
and attempt to piece together ways in which this experience can be improved.
Through the consolidation of this research, a solution concerning how to
address mapping the student’s experience and expertise with that desired by
the employers will begin to emerge. By presenting sketches to all parties
involved, I hope to maintain a steady pattern of ideation and concept validation
based upon the responses of this project’s participants.

Understand what expertise are desired by a particular profession
Determine what kinds of academic courses deliver the expertise necessary for my
selected profession(s)
Compare both sets of information to help students choose how to best design
their experience based upon their desires/goals
Map expertise from all three components of my research
[Ancillary Goal: Creat a product that will respect the integrity of a Liberal Arts
education while helping the institution remain a sustainable academic option by
providing students with an understanding of professional opportunities available.]
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Abstract

In my study I enlarge the spectrum of investigation on Kawabata Yasunari’s
literature by showing how the gaze is not a monolithic and gender-specific entity, but
rather a means to look at the world from different angles. I employ the gaze as a fluid
device of literary analysis in the study of Snow Country, Thousand Cranes, The Lake,
House of the Sleeping Beauties, and Beauty and Sadness.
Employing a diverse range of definitions of the gaze, I demonstrate how
Kawabata moves from portraying his male characters as apparent owners of the gaze in
novels such as Snow Country to objects of the female gaze in texts such as Beauty and
Sadness. Kawabata portrays men slowly losing control over their field of vision. These
men are often caught in their struggles to see and accept themselves as “whole”
(Shimamura in Snow Country), to recognize themselves as self and not as other-than-self
(Kikuji in Thousand Cranes), to understand and resist the image of themselves in the
field of vision of the Other (Momoi Gimpei in The Lake), to abandon themselves to the
memory of former selves (Eguchi in House of Sleeping Beauties), and to perpetuate the
fantasy of idealized selves (Toshio in Beauty and Sadness). Although Kawabata’s male
characters appear to be subjects and owners of the gaze, as the female characters switch
from being objects of the gaze to being subjects, their line of vision challenges the male
trajectory of the gaze.
Kawabata’s portraits of women are also provided in a crescendo, moving from
women confined to an asexual-dream status (Yoko in Snow Country), or who wear the
uncomfortable label of sexual objects of desire (the sleeping maidens in House of the
Sleeping Beauties), and culminating in women who stand as subjects of the gaze, creators
of meaning and manipulators of destiny (Otoko and Keiko in Beauty and Sadness). Yoko
and Komako in Snow Country; Kuramoto Chikako, Inamura Yukiko, Mrs. Ota and her
daughter Fumiko in Thousand Cranes; Miyako, Machie and the ugly woman in The Lake;
the six nameless sleeping beauties and the lady of the inn in House of Sleeping Beauties;
Otoko, Keiko and Fumiko in Beauty and Sadness: these women are not weak entities;
they are not appendixes to the male characters; they do not passively bear meaning and
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the male gaze. Instead, from their site of gender ambivalence and contestation, they resist
meaning, social and cultural labels and the male gaze.
By employing the gaze as a category of literary analysis, my work challenges the
scholarship on Kawabata that considers his male characters as the only creators of
meaning and in charge of the field of vision; it advances a reading of Kawabata’s female
characters’ gazes as sites that instigate crisis and repositories of male knowledge, thus
promoting women as makers of discourse; it also presents the possibility that in the
gender-ambivalent female characters he portrays in his texts Kawabata comes fully to
life, thus refuting the conservative assumption that the author lives in the male characters
he creates; it also raises the issue of the appropriate place (cultural, social, historical,
political) women occupy in a male text.
Contrary to the understanding of some feminist critics of “women as victims” in
Kawabata’s text, I argue that Kawabata’s female characters should not be read as passive
entities, as sexual and emotional toys in the lives of troubled men, as sexual objects of the
male gaze, or as voiceless fragmented bodies. Rather, the visual interactions of these
female characters depict the triumph of female gazes and voices in male texts. The
female gaze in Kawabata’s novels stands as a site/sight of male self-knowledge
irregardless of whether men embrace or resist this truth.
In Kawabata’s literature, the gaze represents the site where this author’s
tormented characters resist becoming fully visible to themselves. Kawabata’s characters
are often trapped by their obsessive fear of being recognized in the field of vision of the
Other, struggling to the utmost to remain equally invisible to themselves. Thus, Kawabata
depicts men and women on emotional quests to understand their place in the world as the
field of vision of the Other becomes the arena in which the psychological tragedy of
fractured egos is performed.
As Maurice Merleau-Ponty has shown us, we are seen from all directions. It in on
this premise that I employ Jacques Lacan’s theory of the gaze, Jean-Paul Sartre’s ideas on
vision and visuality, Luce Irigaray and Julia Kristeva’s theories of vision and abjecthood.
I further draw on feminist revisions of the male gaze as a category of literary analysis to
move the investigation of Kawabata’s literature to a different level of critical inquiry. My
work contributes to the application of diverse methodological approaches to the study of
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Japanese literature. It provides a new understanding of Western theories of vision and the
gaze within a Japanese context. I use these theories as springboards, critical tools in an
analysis of vision and visuality in Kawabata’s novels that challenges long-held
assumptions about the male and female characters in his writings. Although such theories
provide the methodological framework, I do not limit my discussion within the
parameters such theories establish, but rather I build on them as I find my way through
the complexities of Kawabata’s texts.
In my work, I offer diverse readings of the gendered gaze in Kawabata’s texts.
My study of the male and female gaze in Snow Country shows that women in Kawabata’s
novels carry the same emotional weight as men. Such women must be considered as
makers of cultural and historical meaning. Moreover, reading Snow Country from the
perspective of the theory of the gaze reveals the existence of a female gaze and voice
never acknowledged in the study of one of the most recognized novels by Kawabata. In
my examination of Thousand Cranes, I describe the returned gaze of Kurimoto
Chikako’s “ugly birthmark” as that site from which Mitani Kikuji’s castration anxiety
originates. In regard to The Lake, I argue that the male protagonist Momoi Gimpei
perceives himself as object of the world’s gaze; he feels that people, objects, and images
dangerously stare back at him. I show in my study of Gimpei what it means to feel
oneself a spectacle of the world, what it means to need to become the object of the other’s
gaze. My investigation of the lacanian gaze of the sleeping maidens in Sleeping Beauties
demonstrates how this gaze becomes the repository of Eguchi’s emotional unrest. He
resists the truth that the maidens stare back at him. I make the case that these sleeping
beauties see even when asleep and talk even when silenced. I read Beauty and Sadness as
the sole text in Kawabata’s literature where female gazes and voices prevail.
In my work, I also present the dynamics of visual confrontations in Kawabata’s
texts, and I investigate how the male characters position themselves when they are
objects of the female gaze. In Snow Country, Komako and Yoko are only seen, although
a reading from the perspective of the female gaze shows how Shimamura resists the two
women as subjects of the gaze. In Thousand Cranes, Kawabata blurs Chikako’s gender,
apparently limiting the castration anxiety that Kikuji experiences under her gaze. In spite
of such blurring, Kikuji experiences just such anxiety when under what I describe as the
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birthmark’s gaze. In The Lake, Kawabata portrays the female gaze as an ambiguous
duplicate of the male gaze, eliminating the usual implications of such a gaze. The
returned female gaze is needed, however, in order to guarantee self-identity for the male
subject-become-object. In Sleeping Beauties, a visual confrontation occurs despite the
women’s shut eyes. In Beauty and Sadness, men are forced to accept their status as
objects of the female gaze.
In my investigation of the characters’ line of vision in Kawabata’s novels, I strive
to go beyond words and uncover how the gaze of the author manipulates the dynamics of
gazing among his characters for the purpose of self-knowledge. This study of the gaze in
Kawabata’s literature is far from exhaustive. Texts such as Suishô Gensô (Crystal
Fantasies, 1931), Maihime no koyomi (The Dancer’s Calendar, 1935), Asakusa
kurenaidan (The Scarlet Gang of Asakusa, 1929-30), “Kurutta Ichipeeji” (A Page of
Madness, 1926), and especially Tanpopo (Dandelions), to mention a few, must be
extensively studied before drawing any definite conclusion on the reconfiguration of the
gaze in the author’s works. My study represents one step in the direction of revisiting
Kawabata’s writings from this perspective.
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ABSTRACT
Modernity is a creation of the West. In a non-Western context, it normally reflects a direct
intervention of the Western powers by means of colonization. However, the Siamese, known today as the
people of Thailand, have argued that they are an exception to such an occurrence.
The shift toward Western culture and Modernity is evident in the production of Thai cultural
artifacts, notably its art and architecture throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. Many works have been the
results of hybrid designs--the syntheses between European and Siamese artistic styles, either in painting,
sculpture, costume, music, literature, performance art, cuisine, or architecture. One of the best known
examples is the Chakri Maha Prasat. Situated at the central location in the Grand Palace or
Praborommaharajawung in Bangkok, this throne hall holds more importance than simply evidence of
stylistic changes; it is in essence a manifestation of social, political, and cultural awareness, as well as
bearers of national identity.
This research illustrates how various architectural ideas have contributed to the physical design
and spatial configuration of places associated with negotiation and allocation of political power in 19thcentury Siam, such as the Chakri Maha Prasat. It also examines the Siamese’s resistance and reconciliation
to process of colonization.
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Introduction
A Brief History of Chakri Maha
Prasat Building

Modernity is a creation of the West. In
a non-Western context, it normally reflects a
direct intervention of the Western powers by
means of colonization. However, the Siamese,
known today as the people of Thailand, have
argued that they are an exception to such an
occurrence.
The shift toward Western culture and
Modernity is evident in the production of Thai
cultural artifacts, notably its art and architecture
throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. Many
works have been the results of hybrid designs-the syntheses between European and Siamese
artistic styles, either in painting, sculpture,
costume, music, literature, performance art,
cuisine, or architecture. One of the best known
examples is the Chakri Maha Prasat. Situated at
the central location in the Grand Palace or
Praborommaharajawung in Bangkok, this throne
hall holds more importance than simply evidence
of stylistic changes; it is in essence a
manifestation of social, political, and cultural
awareness, as well as bearers of national identity.
This research illustrates how various
architectural ideas have contributed to the
physical design and spatial configuration of
places associated with negotiation and allocation
of political power in 19th-century Siam, such as
the Chakri Maha Prasat. It also examines the
Siamese’s resistance and reconciliation to
process of colonization.
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Designed by a British architect John
Clunich, Chakri Maha Prasat was built between
1876 and 1882, under the supervision of Henry
Clunich
Rose
and
Chaopraya
Panuwongmahakosatibodi (Tuam Boonnak).i
Commissioned by King Rama V, or
Chulalongkorn (1868-1910),ii this building was
originally planned as a compound of multiple
buildings, rather than a single structure. Initially,
the building was composed of three aggregated
structures; each contains various pra tee-nungs,
or royal rooms, for different functions.
However, since the time of King Vajiravudh
(Rama VI, 1910-1925), the royal residences have
moved out of the Grand Palace, leaving Chakri
Maha Prasat abandoned and degenerated.iii A
major renovation was undertaken by King
Prajadhipok (Rama VII, 1925-1935) in 1932.
Due to budgetary constraints, the attached
structure could not be restored, and had to be
demolished. Only the front portion remained,
and was turned into a reception hall. In 1982, in
the reign of King Bhumibol or Rama IX, the
present King of Thailand, another major
iv
renovation project took place. On the occasion
of Bangkok’s Bicentennial Celebration in 1982,
the edifice was transformed into reception and
throne halls, royal shrines, galleries and a
museum (Fig. 1).v
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Figure 1. Chakri Maha Prasat, Ground Floor Plan, 1982 Renovation
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Throughout its long career, Chakri
Maha Prasat has been the place where many
significant events, whether royal or state
ceremonies, have occurred including the
coronation of King Rama IX, the reception of
Queen Elizabeth II of Great Britain, the former
U.S. President Bill Clinton, Pope John Paul II,
and other heads of state.

II.
Physical Analysis &
Interpretation
Physical Description and Formal
Analysis
The plan is symmetrical, influenced by
French Ecole des Beaux-Arts buildings, and is
fronted by a carefully manicured Chinese-style
garden with topiary at the front. Fundamentally,
it is a rotated H-shape composition, with a threestory structure at each leg of the “H,” and a twostory structure with a basement at the bar of the
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“H.” This arrangement generates two axes-north-south (line 1-1) and east-west (lines a-a,
and b-b)--intersecting above the Waiting Hall
and Throne Hall (Fig. 1). At the crossing point
in the Waiting Hall, a large Thai spire, or Prasat,
located between two smaller counterparts,
contributes unity to the overall design.vi When
projecting this geometry vertically to organize
the building’s body in three-dimensional space,
the unity of forms is achieved via absolute
symmetry and balance, especially in the front
façade.
Under the Throne Hall lies a rusticated
podium functioning as royal storage. Valuable
objects, such as silver paraphernalia, masses of
European dinner services, glass, Chinese and
Japanese ceramics, porcelains, and furniture,
including arms and armory, are kept here. They
would primarily be used on the occasion of a
state dinner or reception. Above the hall are the
urns of previous kings, organized into separated
wings. Each represents the heavenly palace, and
all are linked to one another by processional
vii
arcades, whose windows are always closed.
XX X

Roof

Body
Base

Figure 2&3. Geometrical
Analyses: Vertical and Horizontal
Dimensions on the Front Façade
of the Chakri Maha Prasat Building

Figure 4.
North Façade
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Figure 5. The King’s
Entrance
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7X 3X

ThroneGallery Queen’s
Hall
Private
Room

Figure 6&7. The King’s and Queen’s
Private Rooms
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Turning to the massing and elevation
treatments, solving the problem of Chakri Maha
Prasat’s sheer size was the architect’s main
concern. He divided the building vertically into
three parts: base, body and roof, and employed
rusticated-surface materials to express the
heaviness at the base (Fig. 2). The body of the
edifice is broken down into five parts: two
flanking towers and the central portion
connected by two Mookrasans, or galleries, with
bands of arcades and large windows.
In
conjunction with the vertical orientation of the
towering spires, they create a feeling of lightness
in the entire composition. Such a feature is
further strengthened by the arrangement of
structural bays: pilasters and engaging columns
that generate equal rhythms throughout the
elevations. Hence, the application of a modular
system is visible. For example, each bay of the
columns or pilasters serves as a basic
measurement unit (X), constituting the whole
front façade configuration: the King’s and
Queen’s Private Rooms (3X for each); the
Galleries
(7X
for
each);
and
the
Reception/Throne Hall (4X) (Fig. 4-17). The
bulkiness
is
moderated
by
the
projecting/cascading entrance portico, giving the
building a human scale, but still retaining the
majestic character of the throne hall.
Furthermore, the Thai tiered roofs and spires, the
Prasats, along with dormers and gables, help
reduce the large, massive straight roof surface.
Their triangular forms pointing toward the sky
effectively reinforces the appearance of
verticality (Fig. 3).

Stylistic Analysis
A stylistic analysis of the throne hall
yields the French Ecole des Beaux-Arts spatial
organization--the Neo-Classical Style--in plan.
Since the building was laid out according to an
intersection at the cardinal axis, symmetry for
formal and spatial organization, as well as
circulation, was created. With such a rational
arrangement, clear circulation into and through
the structure is evident: lines 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, A-A,
B-B, and C-C (Fig. 1).
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The façade is a different matter. With its
rusticated base, carefully proportioned structural
bays forming perfect double squares, projecting
cornice, freize and architrave dividing the floors,
as well as the engaged Corinthian order, the
building seems to be designed largely in the
English Neo-Renaissance Style.
This
architectural appearance is contrary to that of the
French architecture in general, which suggests
more influences from the Gothic and Baroque
Styles via its lavish surface ornamentation of
Classical elements, while the British counterpart
stresses utilitarian elements and a rational
composition of the pieces. Since architect John
Clunich was British, it is possible to assume that
influences from his countryman Inigo Jones who
was an advocate of Andrea Palladio’s works
might have played a significant role in the design
of the Chakri Maha Prasat.
However, upon close examination, the
architectural details reveal the design of the
throne hall results from more than a synthesis of
two styles. The stairway at the King’s Entrance
(Fig. 5) is reminiscent of the Austro-German
Baroque tradition of grand staircases like the one
at Prince-Bishop Johan Phillip Franz’s
Schonborn Palace, Wurzburg, in Germany.
Other Baroque vestiges exist as well, principally
in the interior, like the extravagantly gilded
tendrils that frame the vaults and ceilings of the
King and Queen’s Private Reception Rooms
(Fig. 6&7), similar to those of the
Vierzehnheiligen
Church
in
Franconia,
Germany. Rococo decoration can be seen
adorning the wall and ceiling in the royal
quarters above the State and Private Dinning
Rooms.
As regards the traditional Siamese
architectural elements, the roofs and spires of
Chakri Maha Prasat descend from those of the
late Ayutthaya Period in a direct line of palace
architecture tradition (Fig. 2).viii Nonetheless,
the building is not an exact copy of Ayutthaya
throne halls. Since its design is based on a
Western plan, the Siamese superstructure cannot
follow its original stylistic pattern. Not only is
the terra cotta roof less steeply sloped, but the
gilded spires are also shorter and more corpulent
ix
than the traditional models.
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III. Semiology: Iconographic
and Symbolic Analysis &
Interpretation
Spiritual Signification
Hinduism
Chakri Maha Prasat was conceived on
the concept of double identities. Its traditional
Siamese elements, i.e., spires and roofs, signify
the cosmic model--heaven, earth, and the
underworld in which the throne hall dwells at the
center of the universe--while the European body
manifests the existence of that ideological
universe on the earthly world--the physical
reality in Newtonian Physics that could be bodily
experienced. Instead of being perceived as
opposite polarities, or as a separation between
the sacred and profane, the Siamese ruling elite
viewed the dualism of these buildings as
x
complimentary and uniting.
On that basis, Chakri Maha Prasat
symbolizes the house of god where the power of
Vishnu lies. Simultaneously, they are houses of
majesties who possess rasa--superior and
sophisticated artistic and esthetical tastes. This
creates the image of Self to distinguish them
from the rest of the Siamese population, the
Other.
It is further strengthened by an
integration of the animistic belief, particularly
the cosmic animals, which are powerful vehicles
of the deities, for decorative elements and
emblems, i.e., Garuda (man-bird), Airavata
(three-headed elephant), Singha (lion), and Naga.
All of these are coupled with the European
designs, which also become part of the Self.
Buddhism
By alluding to the Buddhist holy book
of Dhrama: the Tipitaka,xi the edifice’s
disharmonious juxtaposition of Western and
traditional Siamese architectural styles could be
equated with the two different levels of
knowledge: the mundane, or lokiya, and the
supra-mundane or the enlightenment, known as
lokutara. Metaphorically, the knowledge of the
physical world commanded by the king--the
profane, i.e., Western science and technology,
the physical reality in the Newtonian Physics--is
signified by its British Neo-Renaissance body
and the French Ecole des Beaux-Arts plan.
Above it lies the knowledge of enlightenment-the sacred--that only the Bodhisattva-king
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possesses, symbolized by the Siamese spires and
tiered roofs.

Social Signification
Royal Authority and Caste System
The spatial configurations of both the
layout of Chakri Maha Prasat Throne Hall and
the site plan of the Grand Palace, or
Praborommaharajawung, are primary tools to
convey the meaning of political authority and
social structure (Fig. 8). Beginning from
outside of the fortified wall, space is organized
by establishing a sequence of access, subdivided
by walls, gates and courtyards as screening
devices, suggesting a social ordering system. In
the physical sense, the more one progresses
through the sequence, the closer that person
comes to the monarch. Similarly, in social and
spiritual signification, the more one advances
through the physical screenings, the higher
his/her social status and spiritual being are
elevated.
According to the Hindu-Buddhist
cosmography, as depicted by the Mandala
diagram, the god-king resides on Mt. Meru,
surrounded by four continents and vast oceans.
At the summit of the mountain is the Chakri
Maha Prasat where the seat of cosmic power lies:
the throne. When translating this ideology into
physical reality, the approaching path
metaphorically slopes up to the conceptual
mountain. As a result, the Grand Palace’s flat
terrain becomes an elevated ground: a sacred
geometry of a concentric plan pierced by an axial
passageway that is also the path of the god
descending to the earth.
Symbolizing the
topography of the universe, the palace is
surrounded by moats, representing oceans in
which one side happens to be the Chao Praya
River, while the outer high walls, bastions and
series of inner walls stand for the four
continents.
With regard to the site plan of the
Grand Palace (Fig. 8), its outer parts can be
visualized as the hills around the summit where
Vishnu’s loyal subjects live, implying the
principle of the Caste System. Up the ladder,
social hierarchy begins with the Emerald Buddha
Temple, sanctified ground used for Buddhist and
Brahman rituals and ceremonies that symbolizes
the high status of Brahmin or the clergyman
class.
Next to it are various governmental
offices, referring to the second class of
Kshatriya, or warrior. Near this group are the
Royal Mint and its facility, signifying a lower
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social status for the class of merchant or Vaisy.
Finally, the area behind the Chakri Maha Prasat
is preserved for living quarters of female
members of the royal family and their attendants,
accessible exclusively by the king.
It is
equivalent to the back of the cosmic mountain,
where the lowest social class resides: woman and
common labor, or Shudra. The area could be

Honolulu, 8-11 January 2004

seen as being a town-in-town, comparable to the
Chinese Neichao, the Harem of the Forbidden
City. Evidently, the oppression of the female is
inherent in Siamese society.
The female
quarter’s obscure location and its restricted
access represent the silent voice of the
“Subaltern.”xii

The social domain of Shudra (manual labor) and the Harem (women)

The Upper World
Chaki Maha Prasat signifying
The summit of Mount Meru

The concentric plan of
the outer walls and bastions
symbolizing the four continents

The social domains of
Kshatriya and Vaisy

Moats and river
representing the oceans

The Earth

Cross-axis

Vertical-axis referring to the three realms of existence

The social domain of Brahmin

Processional path: the
approach to Mount Meru
and the aescending path
of the God

The Under World
Figure 8. The Grand Palace’s Cosmographical Interpretation, based on the Sacred Geometry of a Mandala Diagram

Figure 9. A Composite Drawing of a European Lady
Dressing in Victorian Costume and Wearing Thai Crown
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Political Signification
Colonialism and Anti-colonialism
Siam’s
resistance
to
Western
colonization happened via the appropriation and
subversion of Western cultural artifacts and
practices, rather than through brute force. By
creating hybrids, the Siamese rewrote,
reinterpreted,
rearranged,
and
recreated
European cultural artifacts to suit their ends,
instead of mindlessly copying them.
In architecture, the Siamese resistance
to European colonial powers was exhibited
through the integration of Western architectural
styles with the Siamese system of signification-the Siamization process of Western architecture-resulting in hybrid Siamese-European designs.xiii
Applications of such a subversive
discourse to combat Western colonization are
evident in the design of the Chakri Maha Prasat,
notably via the edifice’s disharmonious
juxtaposition.
Chaopraya Srisuriyawong
(Chaung Bunnag), the former Regent, turned the
building into a savvy political statement, when
he persuaded King Rama V to superimpose the
Thai roof and spires over the European body
instead of having three domes to finish the
throne hall in an entire Western design.xiv
Knowing the magnitude of the political
implications for having a Thai roof and spires
over the European body, Chulalongkorn (King
Rama V) decided to follow Srisuriyawong’s
advice. By turning the throne hall into a hybrid
structure, the king exhibited Siamese cultural
dominance over European culture by literally
placing the former above the latter. Although
being conceived in a Western manner, the
hybridity of the Chakri Maha Prasat functions as
a parody of its origins, undermining the strength
of Western civilization and thus invalidating the
claim of Western righteousness in their colonial
process.
This strategic move may be better
understood, perhaps, by alluding to the concept
of Empathy. In the context of what is known as
Kunstwollen, Alois Riegl believed that
appreciating cultural artifacts, including art and
architecture, should arise from human
sensitivity, not just by rationality.xv One way of
doing that is to equate artistic composition to that
of the human body. Apparently, such a concept
and practice fit well with the Thai custom of
assigning hierarchical values to different parts of
the human anatomy. The belief identifies that the
most revered and auspicious part is the head,
where a headdresses is worn to characterize the
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wearer’s socio-economic status, while the least
propitious ones are the feet, where footwear is
worn (Fig. 9).xvi
For that reason, if Chakri Maha Prasat
could be perceived as an organic entity. Similar
to a human figure, the edifice’s European base
and body are equivalent to legs and a torso
dressed in European attire. Indubitably, the
superstructure of the building is analogous to a
head of a royal personage, where a traditional
Thai crown would be put on, which was
insinuated by the spires and tiered roof. Hence,
the message of Siamese’s superiority: a culturalcum-political connotation carried by the throne
hall, was manifested loud and clear.
However, in order to effectively combat
Western encroachment, the Siamese kings and
the ruling elite had to oppress their own people,
for which the Chakri Maha Prasat--as explained
earlier--served as an excellent medium through
its spiritual and social signification.
This
phenomenon of the twin trajectories of
colonial/anti-colonial processes left a profound
mark on Thai civilization. Compared to its
neighbors, i.e., Burma, Laos, Cambodia,
Vietnam, and Malaysia, Thailand had no
experience in dismantling foreign colonial
governments and institutions. On the contrary,
as a nation-state, historians generally view the
country in terms of continuity in social, political,
xvii
and cultural systems.
Accordingly, the anticolonial
discourse
operating
through
nationalism: the king, religion and nation, had a
different rationale by avoiding Western
colonization rather than experiencing it.

Cultural Signification
Cultural and National Identity
Chakri Maha Prasat Throne Hall
manifests Thai national and cultural identity in
two ways via an oppositional discourse of Self
and Other. By creating positive identification, or
“what it is,” its multiplicity and duplicity of
architectural styles testify for the double identity
(god-king)
and
multiple
consciousness
(sacred/profane,
progressive/conservative,
Western/Siamese, etc.) of the monarchy, and
ruling elite, as well as Siam as a whole.
Although the edifice is conceived as a vision for
the future of the kingdom, it is not intended to be
understood as a break from the traditional past,
but rather as a sign of continuation in the social,
political, and cultural structures of Siam. The
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throne hall’s material conditions link the heritage
from the past, represented by Thai spires and
tiered roofs, to the vision of the future, a nationstate symbolized by a European body of the
building.
By employing Western architectural
styles in his throne hall, Chulalongkorn
presented himself to the world as: a) a ruler of a
modern nation that was also a regional force to
be reckoned with; b) a sovereign who was
shrewd in international politics; c) a powerful
power broker; d) a connoisseur of European art
and culture; and e) a highly educated gentleman
of Western technology and knowledge not as a
figurehead of an ancient empire but as chief
executive of a modern nation-state. At the same
time, for Thai people, Chakri Maha Prasat’s
traditional Siamese architectural elements
maintained the status of the king as a Devaraja,
whose cosmic power would defeat the invasion
of Western colonial powers, and lead the
kingdom to a golden future. Reconciliation of
these two contradictory meanings was achieved
that the creation of a hybrid structure,
inharmoniously juxtaposes European and the
traditional Siamese architectural styles. The
throne hall, then, functioned as a part of the
overall selfdom of the modern Thai nation-state,
expressing that “the identity of the king is what
the identity of the nation is all about, and without
a king Siam cannot therefore be a nation.”
Such an egocentric perspective is
institutionalized as the cultural-cum-political
duty for cultural artifacts, most visibly in
architecture. The homologous opposition of the

Positive Identification:
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Chakri Maha Prasat reinforces the myth of the
nation. The hybridity of Chakri Maha Prasat
Throne Hall manifests this by combining what
the sovereign thinks is the best of the European
styles with those of the Thai.
The Chakri Maha Prasat displays the
national and cultural identity of Siam in terms of
negative identification, or “what it is not,” as
well. While exhibiting what Siam wants to be,
the edifice also demonstrates what the nation
does not want to be, or does not want others to
perceive it as.xviii The throne hall’s hybridity is
equated with the Buddhist “middle path”
ideology used by King Rama V to give Siamese
people a way to adopt Western knowledge and
culture that is in accordance with their
applicability to situations in Siam, not according
to the models or standards of their origins. At
the same time, even though preserving traditional
Siamese institutions and customs, these too can
be modified to suit the nation’s circumstances.
Those that are not useful should be abandoned
altogether.
The hegemony of Buddhism, the royal
authority, and Siamese culture, over Christianity
and Western civilization is expressed by the
location of the Thai spires and tiered roofs on top
of the European body in the architectural
composition of Chakri Maha Prasat (Fig. 2-4).
In doing so, the building also demonstrates the
national and cultural identity of Siam by creating
an oppositional discourse of Self and Other,
described in the diagram below:

Negative Identification:

What is the Kingdom of Siam (Self)
Thai Superstructure and the throne
Celestial Orientation
Local Materials and Artistic Skills
Indigenous Art Works and Artists
Post-Lintel Construction
Residence and Administrative
Headquarters of the King
Cosmic Ruler (Host)
God-King (Sacred)
Hindu-Buddhist Belief

What is not the Kingdom of Siam (Other)
European Body and Interior Decoration
Axial and Rational Organizations of Plan
Imported Materials and Styles
Imported Art Works, Artists and Architects
Wall-Bearing (Masonry) Construction
Reception for Foreigners
Ambassadors
Chief Executives (Guest)
Human Being (Profane)
Christianity

The Synthesis: Thainess
Fig. 10 The Positive and Negative Identifications of Chakri Maha Prasat Throne Hall
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Demonstrated in the vertical dimension
of architectural composition of Chalri Maha
Prasat Throne Hall (Fig. 2&3), the placement of
Thai spires and tiered roofs on top of the
European body indicates the higher status of
Thai culture while undermining the Western
culture as inferior.
This disharmonious
appearance, too, signifies where Siam, as a
cultural entity, sees itself going: a modern
nation-state that is neither an ancient kingdom,
nor a copy of European countries, but a synthesis
between the two (Fig. 10).
From the above, a new and eclectic,
albeit syncretic, identity of the kingdom then
emerged. As Frantz Fanon (1952; 1965)xix might
have noted, the cultural identity of Siam
manifested by the throne hall--based on the triad
values of nation, religion, and monarchy--is a
mixture of what seems to be a Western and
Modern oriented culture, conservative practice
and traditional values. Here, the process of
globalizing forces (colonization: Westernization
and Modernization), which draws Siam and its
people, as well as events, onto the world stage,
coexists with the power of localizing forces
(anti-colonization: Siamization) that reify,
exoticize, and ultimately turn Thai culture into
opposition against the globalization process.xx
A play between the exoticism of locality and the
globalization process generates a paradox
affirmed by Chakri Maha Prasat as the national
and cultural identity of Siam.

IV.

Conclusion

Far from offering a comprehensive
account, this study presents merely one way of
understanding and appreciating Chakri Maha
Prasat throne hall, and by extension, Siamese
culture. Although it attempts to the conduct its
investigation in multi-dimensions, there are other
topics excluded from the picture, namely in the
areas of gender and economic signification, apart
from the tectonic aspect of the building.
However, this research provides a
ground for arguing that Siam has successfully
stayed autonomous is highly in fact questionable.
In order to maintain its sovereignty by claiming
to be a civilized Modern dominion, the kingdom
has to sacrifice precisely what it fights for:
independence. Although Siam may escape a
physical occupation, it runs straight into an
xxi
indirect rule, or “crypto-colonization” by the
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West, manifested by the production of its
cultural artifacts and intellectual works.
As a case in point, the applications of
the European architectural components in the
Chakri Maha Prasat exhibit that the kingdom’s
aspiration to imitate the West carries more
weight than does conserving its own culture. By
taking the notions of nationalism, nationhood,
and nation-state as virtues symbolized by
European architectural styles, Siam becomes
submissive. The throne halls proclaims the
superiority of the West in transforming of the
Kingdom of Siam into a modern nation-state,
rather than promoting the indigenous culture of
the Thais. Keep in mind that it was conceived
entirely in the Western design, while the Thai
elements are an afterthought or are merely
decorative details.
The throne hall looks
predominantly European with numerous
modifications of Siamese designs to suit the
European concept, not the other way around.
Nevertheless, the throne hall also
defines both Anti-colonialism and Colonialism,
and vice-versa. While manifesting the identity
of “the nation of Siam,” the Chakri Maha Prasat,
too, is the place where these two forces compete,
reflect, converges, and integrate.
Any
interpretation, therefore, depends on which view
one takes.
On that account, the design of Chakri
Maha Prasat Throne Hall presents welldeveloped cultural-cum-political strategies and
skillful maneuvers by the Siamese monarchs and
ruling elite that challenged and countered
Western colonization while at the same time
maintained their power via the construction of a
cultural and national identity.
This was
accomplished
through
displays
and
representations of material conditions in the
production of cultural artifacts, notably
architecture, by a discursive means of
hybridization:
rewriting,
reinterpreting,
rearranging, recreating and displacing.
In doing so, the Siamese kings and the
ruling elite adopted Western ways of life, forms
of consciousness, traditions, and technology, and
then subverted them to produce a statement of
resistance and defiance within the confines of
the so-called Western “master discourse.” The
interplay
between
accommodation
and
opposition resulted in the strategies of evasion
and appropriation, known as “sly-civility,”
manifested through the hybridization of Western
cultural artifacts as a problematizing mode of
anti-colonialism.xxii
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In other words, fighting Western
encroachment gave the 19th-century Siamese
ruling elite justification to oppress the native
people under the guise of unifying to create a
modern nation.
Bangkok’s anti-Western
colonization turned out to be a colonial process
on the inhabitants of today’s Thailand, Laos,
Cambodia and Malaysia. This was carried out
via the discourse of nationhood--making and
manifesting “the myth of Thainess--to invent and
reaffirm the cultural identity of Siam, in which
architecture played a major role, particularly
through its hybrid Siamese-European designs.
Finally, Chakri Maha Prasat throne hall
further reveals that in constructing national and
cultural identity, it supplied an image of “what
Siam wants and does not want others to see”
rather than “what Siam really is.” To accomplish
such goals, the discourse of nationhood served as
a framework for creating architectural meaning,
and through the production of hybrid structures
the Siamese monarchs and ruling elite
manipulated architectural signification to suit
their own interests.

V.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Names and Chronology
of the Kings of Siam and Thailand in
the Chakri Dynasty (during the
Bangkok Era)
1. Phra Putthayodfa (Rama I)
April 6, 1782-September 7, 1809
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Phra Phutthaloetla (Rama II)
September 7, 1809-July 21, 1824
Phra Nangklao (Rama III)
July 21, 1824-April 3, 1851
Mongkut (Rama IV)
April, 3 1851-October 1, 1868
Chulalongkorn (Rama V)
October 1, 1868-October 23, 1910
Vajiravudh (Rama VI)
October 23, 1910-November 26, 1925
Prajadhipok (Rama VII)
November 26, 1925-March 2, 1935
(Abdicated)
Anada Mahidol (Rama VIII)
March 2, 1935-June9, 1946
Bhumibol Adulyadej (Rama XI)
June 9, 1949-Present

Appendix B: the Chronology of the
Capitols of Siam and Thailand
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sukhothai
1240-1438
Ayutthaya
1351-1369
Thonburi
1767-1782
Ratanakosin (Bangkok) 1882-Present
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Prasat (Fig. 4) are:
1&5
Private Room: Hong Pri-vade
2&4
Gallery: Mookrasan
3
Reception Hall: Tongpraroang Na
6
State Dining Room:
Pra tee-nung Moonlasatanborom-ard
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Reception/Throne Hall:
Tongpraroang Klang
8
Tea Room: Pra tee-nung
Sommatidevaraja-ubat
9
Rear Foyer:
Tongpraroang Hlung
vi
The Thai spires replaced domes for the roof
structure of Chakri Maha Prasat despite King
Rama’s V initial desire to construct the throne
hall in a truly Western style rather than a
Western style interpreted by native Siamese
architects.
vii
Mark Markbreiter, "The Rama King and the
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(1994).
viii
See Appendix B for the names of the capitols
of Siam.
ix
Naengnoi Suksri, Palace Architecture in
Bangkok (London: Thames and Hudson, 1996).
x
Clarence T. Aasen, Architecture of Siam : A
Cultural History Interpretation (Kuala Lumpur ;
New York: Oxford University Press, 1998).
xi
The Tipitaka refers to the three baskets of the
Pali canon, consisting of the Vinaya pitaka
(monastic rules), Sutta Pitaka (sermons of the
Buddha) and Abhidhamma (commentaries and
philosophical discourses). Thai transcriptions
and translations of Pali are also available.
xii
Spivak, Gayatri Chakravorty. “The Rani of
Simur” in Francis Baker et al. (eds.) Europe
and Its Others. Vol. 1, Proceedings of the Essex
Conference on the Sociology of Literature on
July 1984, Colchester: University of Essex,
1985
xiii
“What is articulated in the doubleness of
colonial discourse is not the violence of one
powerful nation writing out another [but] a mode
of contradictory utterance that ambivalently reinscribes both the colonizer and colonized.” See:
Homi Bhabha, "Signs Taken for Wonders:
Questions of Ambivalence and Authority under a
Tree Outside Delhi, May 1917," in Europe and
Its Others, ed. Francis Baker (1995)., 89.
xiv
He argued:
“The royal tradition of construction a throne hall
is always based on having a row of three large
halls with three spires and tiered roofs on top. In
Ayutthaya, Phra Viharn Somdej, Sanpetch Prasat
and Phra Suriya Amarin in the Old Grand Palace
were built in this way. For Rattanakosin
[Bangkok], Chakrapadi Bhimman Throne Hall
[Phra Maha Monthien] is equivalent to Phra
Viharn Somdej in Ayutthaya, while Dusit Maha
Prasat is comparable to the Suriya Amarin.
Since the location of Chakri Maha Prasat Throne
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Hall sits between the Chakrapadi Bhimman and
Dusit Maha Prasat, this building is thereby
analogous
to
the
Sanpetch
Prasat.
Correspondingly, its superstructure should be in
harmony with those of the flanking Chakrapadi
Bhimman and Dusait Maha Prasat, aside from to
be in accordance with the royal tradition.”
See: Pensupa Sukata, Yeam Ruan Yeaun Ardeet
[Architecture and the Past] (Bangkok: Paktas,
2000)., 85.
xv
E. C. Fernie, Art History and Its Methods : A
Critical Anthology (London: Phaidon Press Ltd.,
1995).
xvi
The most obvious case study for assigning
socio-political values hierarchically to different
parts of human anatomy come from the Siam
Royal Language or Rajasapt, stemming from the
Khmer’s cult of Devaraja. For example, when a
commoner addresses the monarch, he/she must
call him/herself “the dirt under his/her majesty
feet,” or tai fa laong toulee phrabat, and referring
to the monarch as “the lord above the head,”or
phra chao you hua.
xvii
Penny Van Esterik, Materializing Thailand,
Materializing Culture (Oxford ; New York:
Berg, 2000).
xviii
Although it is true that Siam assumes the
identity of a Western-oriented modernized
country, totally immersing itself into Western
culture is undesirable. As a result, in taking on
the identity of a modern nation-state, Siam must
distinguish itself from its neighbors who fall into
the colonial fate either by being vassal territories
for the French or the British, aside from
differentiating itself from the colonial powers.
To do so, selective Modernization is mandatory,
coupled with the construction of the discourse of
Thainess. In order to prevent the kingdom from
stumbling into a complete conversion to the
Euro-centric culture, three requirements must be
fulfilled.
First, although permitting the Catholic and
Christian Churches to carry on its missionary
activities in the country, Christian philosophy
must be counteracted and intellectually disputed
to preclude it from shaking the faith of the Thais
in Buddhist ideology.
Second, the absolute monarchy must be
maintained by prohibiting the perforation of
Western political ideas that could undermine the
authority of the monarchy, e.g., democracy and
socialism. Yet, in reality, a ban on political ideas
is very difficult and impractical. For that reason,
Siam has to accept democratic ideology, but only
on a superficial level simply to mislead the
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European that Siam is an open-minded society,
while in practice vehemently rejecting it.
Third, the king--symbolizing the spirit of the
nation--must find the way to exhibit the
superiority of Thai culture and his power, over
that of Farangs. He must make his subjects
understand the virtue of retaining the indigenous
tradition via the exercise of his authority by
rituals and ceremonies.
xix
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Abstract
This study first attempted to see how the cellular phone is used in Nigeria, with
emphasis on adoption and dependency on new technologies. Previous historical
observations and empirical studies about adoption of new technologies in sub-Saharan
Africa have found that cultural patterns constitute major impediments to acceptance and
diffusion of such technological devices as the cell phone. However, this study found that
cell phone adoption has been an exception. From 2000 to 2002, the market for cellular
phone world-wide increased by 7 percent, whereas in Nigeria, the increase was reported
at 50 percent.
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Let’s Talk: Cellular Phone Dependency in Nigeria

Introduction
Nigerians love to talk. It’s a fact that three cell-phone operators drastically
underestimated in 2000 when they were bidding for GSM licenses here. Basking in the
euphoria of its success in the Nigerian market, the three major cellular phone companies
in the world, GSM, MTN, and ECONET said Nigeria is the fastest-growing cellular
phone market in the whole of the African continent. Since the inception of new cellular
market about 18 months ago, current performance of the network is 50 per cent higher
than anticipated.
What is staggering is the pace of growth of the cellular market in Nigeria. “It is
the fastest in Africa as it is unprecedented” (Joseph 2002). There is no doubt wireless
technology is having a tremendous effect on people’s lives in Nigeria. It is now a
common activity for millions of citizens who before had to walk many miles to make a
telephone call to simply depend on relative’s and friend’s mobile-phone airtime using
“scratch cards.” And the success story is not limited to this West African country. It’s a
growing economic phenomenon that sheds light on how emerging technology might
spread across Africa in the coming years.
According to Mike Jensen, a South Africa telecommunications consultant, the
number of main telephone lines in Africa grew by about 25 percent a year between 1995
and 2001, (Jenson 2002). Still, the number of customers on waiting lists for phone
installation clearly indicates the pent-up demand for service. But marketing cell phones,
which cost around $100, has not been taken lightly in a region where more than half the
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population lives on less than $2 a day. While most African cannot afford a cell phone,
this has not prevented thousands of poor villagers from transforming their friends and
families who own cell phones into walking communications nodes. This setup is deeply
rooted in the traditional African communal mode of living, which many urban dwellers
haven't abandoned.
Francis Nyamnjoh, an associate professor in the sociology department at the
University of Botswana, stated that African cell-phone operators are finding they can
mine profits from these communal setups and, at the same time, transform
telecommunications services into mass-market products. “Although connectivity in
Africa is the lowest compared to other regions of the world, the continent's sociality,
interconnectedness, interdependence and conviviality make it possible for others to
access the Internet and its opportunities without necessarily being connected themselves,”
(Nyamnjoh 2002). The same creativity displayed in relation to the Internet is true of other
technologies as well. The latest technology to be domesticated is the cell phone.
Nyamnjoh attributes the explosion of cell-phone usage to the privatization of
telcommunities across Africa. This has attracted massive private capital investment in the
telecommunications industry.
Recent research by Merrill Lynch indicates that the average monthly revenue per
cell-phone user in Nigeria is much higher than that of South Africa and the United States.
Nigeria’s economy is six times smaller than that of South Africa and 1,000 times smaller
than that of the United States, (Merrill Lynch 2002). This suggests that the economic and
social value of a cell phone in countries like Nigeria is much higher than it is in Western
nations. The current demand in the Nigerian telephone industry is estimated at 13 million
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for regular lines and about the same for cellular phone services, but supply is a scant
780,000 regular lines. Even at this low figure, only 500,000 have been connected. This
puts the state of tele-density in Nigeria today at 1:200 for a population of about 100
million people. With 12 percent of the world’s population, sub-Saharan Africa has only 2
percent of its telephone lines. According to South African President Thabo Mbeki, there
are more telephone lines in Manhattan or Tokyo than in all sub-Saharan Africa, (Mbeki
2002).

Literature Review
Throughout the world, the technological revolution in telephone communication
has gained momentum with the rapid diffusion of cellular phones worldwide. This
technology, once limited to primarily voice communication, has changed the way we do
business and the way in which the telephone is used. At one time, this technology
required telephone lines to link one site with another. Then the addition of microwave
transmission and later satellite technology allowed us to span still greater distances. But
when that technology was transferred to the wireless cellular phone, it empowered people
on the go to use it virtually anywhere, anytime. More important, it is more than “a talking
device on the move” (Leung & Wei 1999). And even more recently, this new technology
has expanded its capabilities making it possible for one to receive voicemail, paging
services, and even view the internet and see text, graphics and data almost anywhere in
the world (Dimmick, Sikand & Patterson, 1994).
In the recent past, researchers have examined the uses of cellular phone
technology in developed countries in an attempt to find improved methods of monitoring
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need and satisfaction among consumers. Initially, research in the 1970s showed that
people used the phone primarily for business and socialization. Later as its availability
and flexibility expanded, gratifications expanded as well to include entertainment, time
management, and security.
More recently, studies have shown that different groups of people use the phone
as a status symbol, as a means of relaxation, for assurance and safety, as a device for
socialization and as a business device providing access and mobility. And as adoption
continues, so does evolution of products and capabilities. In fact, according to Reuters
News Service (2002), nearly one-third of U.S. mobile-phone users plan to upgrade their
handsets within a year to get new features such as voice recognition, text messaging and
downloadable ring tones. The survey of 51,000 wireless subscribers aged 18 and older
showed that they planned to buy a new handset within a year (up from 27% a year ago) to
add the new features.
Researches, however, have not examined the application and consequencies of
cell-phone uses in sub-Saharan Africa where customs and culture have been changed by
this technology. As studies of the media system paradigm attests, media evolve
differently from one society to another based on the interaction of society, its needs, its
functions, and the media within it. This study seeks to examine how the wireless
telephone communication operates and functions in Nigeria, where it has been declared
the fastest-growing market in the whole of Africa.
New media technology are increasingly crucial in the expansion of access to
information and development in less developed countries like Nigeria. Numerous studies
on media uses and gratification show that a person’s dependence on the media is the
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product of several factors, including the pattern of the media’s interdependent relations
with political, economic, and social systems (De Fleur and Ball-Rokeah 1976). Indeed,
findings have helped shape the nature of the social environment within which individuals
and social groups act. Theoretically, the individual’s goals that may be served by the
media are inextricably linked to each other in a state of "system" dependency.
The conceptualization of the present study was informed by the dependency, uses
and gratification theories. Unlike past studies on uses and gratification of new media
technologies that have been highly individualistic, taking into account only the individual
psychological gratifications derived from individual media use, this study integrates the
social context of the media use, which tends to be ignored, into a unified analysis.
As Ang (1990) noted, it is indeed important to see media use within its broader social
context. Further, new technology status conceptualized as individual needs and
satifaction tend to disregard the questions of ideology and hegemony, which have been
paramount preoccupations of cultural studies researchers for many years. A variety of
socio-economic and psychological factors are considered as determinants of the uses and
dependency on cell-phone in less technologically developed countries like Nigeria.
Dependency Theory. The links between social systems and media systems are
complex. The well established diffusion of innovation research paradigm holds that the
adoption decision is subject to a wide range of factors (Rogers 1983). However, on the
societal level of innovation diffusion, these factors integrate into four broad categories:
(1) degree of structural stability within the society; (2) number and centrality of
information functions within the society; (3) degree of dependency on media information
within the society and (4) cognitive, affective and behavioral effects within the society.
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Several diffusion studies conducted in developed countries have shown that age
negatively correlated with adoption, while education and income tend to have a positive
relationship with adoption (Atkin 1993; Dutton, Rogers & Jun 1989). Conflicting results
were reported on the role of gender in adoption. For example, Dupagne (1999) reported
that males were more likely than females to explore all kinds of innovation connected to
televison technology. On the other hand, LaRose and Atkin (1992), did not find any
gender difference in the adoption of the telephone as a mass medium. These tested
relationships intuitively make sense. Younger people tend to be more adventurous in
adopting new things. Hall (2002) reported that 75% of young people in Britain own a
cell, same as in the United States. Higher levels of education and income have also been
reported in the U.K. and U.S. as enabling factors that speed the adoption of new
technologies.
In view of this important findings primarily in developed countries, the first research
question that the present study addreses was:
RQ1: Who are the users of cell phone in Nigeria, a country that has average daily
income of less than a dollar, according to World Bank 2000 annual report? Was there any
significant change in the socioeconomic characteristics of cell phone users in the year
2002 when distributors reported over 5 million clients within a year. That is, did this
emerging technology adopters in a relatively less technological oriented society fall into
the same categories as their counterparts in developed societies.
An overview of dependency theory suggests that early adopters of higher
socioeconomic status tend to own a larger number of functionally similar new media
technologies (Rogers 1995). According to Leung & Wei (2001), adoption of new media
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technologies can be best predicted by the adoption of functionally similar ones. In the
case of cell phone adoption, Leung and Wei found that adopters in Hong Kong owned or
subscribed to fewer funtionally similar telecommunication technologies or services as
compared to their counterparts in the West. Consequently, this researcher wanted to
inquire about the behavior and motivations of cell phone adopters in Nigeria by asking:
RQ2. What behaviors do cell phone users have that are different from non-users?
Were there particular motivations, such as business, relationship, social status and
fashion, that may predict the surge in cell phone adoption in Nigeria and perhaps explain
the pattern of technological adoption perculiar to developing countries.
Several media adoption studies further hold that early adopters are attracted to a
new medium in a progressive pattern, such as using cell phone technology to fulfill other
media needs. For example, the cell phone has been shown to represent convergence of
communication and information technologies providing a variety of extensive
interpersonal and mass communication services such as paging, voice-mail, news
updates, e-mailing, and Internet surfing, to name a few (Leung and Wei 2001). Would
there be any change in the pattern of services that adopters in less developed countries
put the technology to use? This is the concern of the third research question.
RQ3: What services do the adopters of cell phone technology in less developed
societies depend upon to satisfy their media needs? Does lack of other media of
communication and information motivate the quest for this multimedia technology. New
media technologies are increasingly crucial in the expansion of access to information in
developing countries (Rogers 1995)
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Research Method:
In the summer 2002, a probability sample of 300-plus students was drawn from a
random sample of classes at the University of Lagos and asked to complete a
questionnaire that evaluated their attitudes toward and use of cell phones. In all, 330
respondents from 10 academic majors participated. The multi-stage sampling method
involved 34 academic departments of the university, out of which 10 was selected by
simple random method. A similar process was used to select initial 500 prospective
participants out of which 170 declined.
The questionnaire was divided into several sections: one that measured
demographic variables, and another that measured how and why participants
communicate on the cell phone with various categories of people and how often they
used the cell phone in various places. Additional sections included a series of Likert-type
statements that examined the degree of participant’s dependency on the technology, with
series of statements measuring structures and functions of the media and society. Other
sections measured participant’s cognitive, affective and behavioral responsiveness. Still
another section asked respondents to identify areas where the use of cell phones was
“bothersome” and then to respond to series of Likert-type statements regarding privacy
and irritation caused by their use. Respondents were also asked to identify ways of
addressing cell phone use etiquette.
Demographic information included age, gender, classification, major, cell phone
company utilized, family size, estimated family income, and marital status. A separate
survey instrument was developed for those who did not regularly use, have access to, or
own a cell phone. That instrument also included Likert-type statements regarding why
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they did not have a cell phone and the likelihood of possessing one in the future.
Dimensions of concern were addressed by factoring the Likert statements. Correlations, ttests and factor analysis were the main statistical tests used with the p < .05 alpha level
required for statistical significance.

Findings:
Typical Respondent: The typical student was a single male or female, age 20,
midway between their sophomore and junior years, typically majoring in the fine arts or
social sciences who had subscribed to cell phone service for almost three years. Their cell
phone provider was MTN, the oldest and best known provider. Roughly one in five
subscribed to Multilink, a service provider that began in Nigeria in 1996. Monthly
household incomes ranged from less than 13,500 naira ($100.00) to over 25,000 naira
($200.00) for an average of 19,250 naira ($144.00 American). Typically 5-8 persons
lived in the household and most other family members in the household (mother, father,
brothers and sisters) had cell phones as well as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Frequencies for categories related to demographics of respondents

Category
Number
Percentage (appr.)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Age
18-22
300
91
23-34
25
8
35-40
5
2
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Marital status
Single
300
91
Marired
28
8
Divorced/separated
2
1
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Gender
Female
210
64
Male
120
36
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
# of household
2-4
65
20
5-10
265
80
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Monthly h/hold income (#)
10,000 or less
45
14
10,001-30,000
185
56
30,001-50,000
75
23
50,001-99,999
25
8
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Field of study
Agriculture
32
10
Business
125
38
Communication
35
11
Computer
12
4
Education
84
25
Engineering/geology
22
7
Law
8
2
Medicine/sciences
12
4
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Year of study
Freshman
65
20
Sophomore
95
29
Junior
115
35
Senior
45
14
Graduate
10
3
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Family members w/cell phone
Mother
156/208
66
Father
196/210
85
Older sister
186/187
99
Younger sister
155/177
87
Older brother
143/179
77
Younger brother
87/152
61

Services Provided: Most students had caller display and paging as part of their
cell phone service plan and roughly half the students reportedly had caller ID as well as a
second phone line as part of their home service. Call waiting was used by almost 40%
with only one in six with answering machine, voice mail, or pager service. One-third of
respondent’s have Fax machines at home as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 Frequencies of respondent’s cell phone dependency

Categories
Number
Percentage (appr.)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Length of ownership
Below 1 year
98
30
Below 2
65
20
Below 3
49
15
Below 4
32
10
Below 5
37
11
Over 5 years
49
15
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Provider
Multilink
102
31
Starcom
96
29
Intercellular
87
26
Cellcom/Globacom/MTS
45
14
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Services
Caller display
315
94
Paging
316
94
Call transfer
59
21
News, Weather, Traffic
35
11
Internet
54
19
Text messaging
39
12
Others
30
9
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Home services
Wired phone line
42
14
Fax
20
7
Pagers
115
35
Answering
54
20
Voice mail
44
15

Respondent’s Cell Phone Habits: Respondents reported they used their cell phone
most frequently to contact classmates, friends and relatives. As for where they used their
cell phones (i.e., calling locations), respondents used their phones truly as a mobile
device ... from autos, going to and from school, at work, in malls, at home, in restaurants,
and on the street. They did not use their phones while attending shows, movies or
meetings. The number of calls resondents reported receiving approximated 6 calls per
day for non-work or school related activities and slightly fewer than 6 outgoing calls per
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day made by themselves. The number of work-related or school-related calls they made
and received each day was considerably less, averaging approximately 3 calls. The
average length of calls resondents reported averaged 23.6 minutes each with one in six
reporting calls lasting an hour or more. Responses were mixed as to whether students left
their phone on after making or receiving calls with the mean being virtually 50 / 50. See
Table 3 for details.
Phone Selection & Purchases: Respondents reported purchasing a phone at least
yearly. The most frequently reported factors influencing their purchasing decision was
style, size, battery life and coverage area, in that order. Less important factors were color,
company promotion service, accessories or friends.

Table 3. Mean Score of respondent’s cell phone habits (daily)
Dependency category
Sum
Mean
______________________________________________________________________________________
Friends and relatives
Colleagues/classmates
Public information
Appointment/reservation
Business purposes
Talk shows/call-in

101
85
58
58
44
38

5.3
4.5
2.9
2.9
2.6
2.2

In Automobiles
At School
At Work
In Shops/market
At home
In restaurants
Outdoors/playgrounds
At meetings
At shows/movies

100
91
87
84
82
82
80
44
42

5.1
4.9
4.7
4.6
4.5
4.5
4.3
2.6
2.5

Degree of Dependency Using Cell Phones: A series of 42 Likert statements were
constructed to test how the use of cell phones “helped” or complemented their daily lives.
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More than 90% of respondents agreed with statements indicating having a mobile phone
was helpful to feel safe and secure in case of emergency, to tell friends, family and others
where they are and providing a means by which they could be located, and further, the
convenience of not having to go to a crowded public phone as shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Distributions of Cell Phone Dependency Relations

Categories of Dependency

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Safety & Security
Family & Friends
Avoid Public Phone
Help Others
Social Engagement
Social Status
Business Connection
Fashion Statement
Cost (cheaper calling time)
Cost (cheaper to acquire)
Portability

96.5
95.2
92.0
91.2
90.7
50.5
24.6
88.6
48.4
94.7
90.8

2.9
4.0
4.5
7.9
6.2
25.9
34.6
8.3
30.5
4.9
6.6

0.9
0.9
0.4
0.8
3.1
23.7
40.8
3.0
21.0
0.5
2.6

More than three-fourths of respondents reported their phones allowed them to
schedule appointments, keep time schedules, and keep in touch with friends and relatives.
Less than half agreed that they used this technology as a fashion statement or just to chat
or pass time. However, respondents tended not to trivialize the importance and place of
this technology in their lives.
Types/Dimensions of Dependency: To identify areas respondents depend upon
cellular phone for general satisfaction, 42 Likert-type questions were added to the
questionnaire, and results factor-analyzed into 10 dimensions of interests. (See Table:
Appendix 1).
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The Eigenvalue of 1.0 or higher was required for a dimension/factor to be
considered legitimate. They are identified as follows:
Type 1: Fashion consciousness—the percentage of respondents agreeing with
these statements was about 35%, they belong to dorminant groups in the society that see
the fashion value of mobile phones ... and apparently won't be caught in public without
them ...
Type 2: Talkativeness—these respondents enjoy the truly communicative aspect
provided by cell phones ... they like to gossip or chat and find pleasure in the use of cell
phones and the ability to relieve the boredom of life ... they are not concerned with time
or taking care of business, what ever that means ...
Type 3: Impatients—these were respondents who desire to always be in contact,
to be reached and accessible whenever and wherever they might be ... they tend not to be
concerned with family and all its trappings.
Type 4: Associators—these respondents desire to stay in touch with friends and
relatives they don’t see very often ... they do not tend to be talkative or impatient but find
the business aspects of the mobile phone important.
Type 5: Family Ties—these respondents find the cell phone an instrument that
can be used to strengthen and improve relations within the family unit ... whether to
check on kids or parents … they are not necessarily concerned with fashion but with the
traditional family care ...
Type 6: Professionals—these respondents use the cell phone primarily for
business transactions ... they too are concerned with fashion or style and are concerned
with the security and safety which the phone provides ...
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Type 7: Caregivers—these are respondents that see the cell phone as a useful
instrument for the good of society … checking on individuals who are not necessarily
family members, but who are still considered important in their life ... they are somewhat
fashion conscious but do not have strong family ties ...
Type 8: Security Consciousness—these respondents use the mobile phone as a
means of providing comfort and reliability ... they tend to be single, and lack strong
family ties and communication ...
Type 9: Organizers—respondents in this group see the mobile phone as an
effective and reliable technology for organizing their day-to-day activities, and keeping
track of their busy schedules ... they tend to use the cell phone more for business like
activities, not out of concern for their families ...
Type 10: Trackers—unlike the associators or family ties types, these respondents
consider the cell phone very important for tracking their lovers, even controling their
movement and activities ... the mobile phone seems to provide the physical presence
some of them very much lack at this time in their lives (young age) … joggling school,
work and family …
Phone Etiguett: In addition to the necessity and dependency on cell phone,
respondents were asked about where cell phones could/should be used and whether there
was an appropriate etiquette one should follow. In essence, are there places where using
cell phones is “irritating” or “bothersome”? and assuming there are, what rules of
etiquette should one follow when using their cell phones.
When given a variety of suggestions for dealing with the “intrusiveness” of cell
phone use or “rudeness” of cell phone users, an overwhelming number of respondents
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agreed that “self discipline” was the most appropriate way to address their concerns with
those using this technology. Other plausible solutions were lowering the voice and
volume on the phone itself, apparently taking action and reminding others to be
courteous, posting public notices as to etiquette, switching to vibration modes of ringing,
and keeping the mobile phone out of churches, schools, shows and meetings.
Respondents did not see having people paying fines, increasing service fees to
providers or using additional technology to block signals as being good or effective
solutions. Likewise, they were evenly split as to whether the service providers themselves
or a consumer council should take legislative actions if it were required.
Types/Dimensions of “intrusiveness”of Cell Phone Use: Using the same factor
procedure as statements dealing with dependency, 18 “irritation measure” statements
were factor analyzed to determine likely areas of concern. In all, five dimensions/types
were identified as follows:
Type 1: Technocrats—these respondents tend to fear this technology and all the
intrusiveness it brings ...
Type 2: Social Polites—these respondents are concerned about the intrusiveness
and the effects on socio-cultural attitude and behaviors of people ...
Type 3: Personal Interferes—respondents in this category are not so concerned
with social dignity but with this technology’s impact on their personal space and time ...
Type 4: Forced Compliers—these respondents are resentful of having to hear
about everyone else’s problems ... and the problem of evesdropping at their
conversations.
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Type 5: Disoriented—respondents in this category are somewhat like those in
categories 2 & 4 but seem to be lost at how to deal with it.

Response to Research Questions
As noted earlier, cell phone use and dependency among college students in
Nigeria was almost universal. Regardless of age, gender, family size or income, all seem
to have cell phones at their convenience and readily use them to talk with family and
friends. Most have had cell phones for almost three years and find it a legitimate means
of keeping in touch with family, a way to do business, a means of feeling safe and secure,
and simply a way of passing time and keeping in touch with neighbors and friends.
These respondents tend to purchase a phone yearly and have paging services and
call waiting as part of their package. Most subscribe to GSM service and other members
of their families have cell phones as well. Style, size, cost, and coverage area are
important factors in selecting one’s phone.
Cell phones are used regularly but limited use is seen in meetings, in classes, and
at shows or movies. Calls often last 20-30 minutes.
While most respondents do not see cell phones as a fashion statement or see
themselves as using them to talk business, they do lots of what one might term “personal
business” on their phones.
Many students do find a number of “irritations” with cell phone use, they tend to
see “self discipline” as means of addressing these concerns. They tend not to want to be
personally involved in correcting another’s behavior.
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In addition to examining the research questions, t-tests and correlations were used
to see if there were differences between males and females as well as those using other
service types such as MTN and ECONET, three major cell phone services in Nigeria.
Males were more likely than females to use cell phones for appointments, for
business purposes, in cars, on the streets, at meetings and on public transportation. Males
tended to make and receive more calls in all categories and to believe phones helped one
in business, for organizational plans/activities, and in scheduling appointments.
Females on the other hand, were more likely to spend time calling classmates and
family members. They also viewed the phone as providing a sense of security, providing
peace of mind, and more used to just saying hello to a loved one and/or telling others you
care about them. Also, females were much more likely to agree that cell phone is
dangerous to use while driving, and that people used cell phones arrogantly. They also
believe that cell phones cause a loss in private time and disrupt the tone in restaurants and
other public arenas. They further agree that cell phone use is rude behavior and are more
likely to turn-off their phones when not in use.
On the other hand, males predominantly reported they also have answering and
Fax machines and found coverage area to be a significant factor in purchasing phones,
whereas females found cost to be more important. In essence, males tended to see and use
phones as devices to an end, as business instruments, while females saw them as devices
to extend the senses and “reach out and touch someone.” Most generally agree that cell
phones were not to be used to infringe on another’s space or time. As for differences in
phone use for those subscribing to the three phone companies, no significant difference
was noted. It seems, though, business people tended to lean toward GSM, the oldest
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among the three, while new consumers and family-types tended to prefer MTN and
ECONET for their high technology devices. Certainly, this generalization deserves
further examination and could be examined in relation to their advertising strategies.

Conclusions
Obviously, the adoption of cell phones in Nigeria cuts across age, tribe, and
gender, but the over-riding imperative seems to be the economic status of individuals.
A significant number of mothers, fathers, brothers and sisters in the upper class of
the society reportedly have cell phones as do most students. Knowing how and when cell
phones are used could help providers generate positive photographic images and slogans
for marketing purposess. While much of what was found may seem “typical”, it is
beneficial to validate that the society is not completely left behind in the technology
world and even going in the right direction and its assumptions are correct.
Certainly the types of individuals identified in the “dependency syndrome” or
those in agreement with particular statements could be highlighted and emphasized in
company and state policy making decisions. Addressing serious concerns about
depersonalization and intrusiveness of this technology, obviously do not require the overlegislation. Based on the opinions of most respondents, this interpretation may be a sign
of the yearning for a market economy in a society that has been strangulated by
government reguulations for decades. It seems that what consumers are saying is that the
law of supply and demand will take care of any problem. In so doing, the economy will
will begin to stabilize as one phase trickles down to the next. As one of the respondents
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noted, “When one buys stock, we like to believe in the value of the company we’re doing
business with, don't we?”
Certainly further investigation as to gender and phone company image deserve
further attention and one should continue to examine the use of cell phone and the
implication society’s dependence on new technologies from time to time. Rogers (1995)
has shown that as media and society interact, they both change over time and unless one
periodically reassesses where they stand, they may be left behind.
In addition, focusing on the application of “new” technologies in developing
countries might explain ways that developed countries could adapt new technology to the
socio-cultural and economic requirments of less developed countries, and truly promote
international trade and development. In addition, such knowledge could be used to
identify and discover new marketing possibilities to separate one company from another.
Although there were concerns expressed about the long-term health effects on cell
phone users, much of which may be a product of public service campaigns in the United
States against driving and health hazards of radiation near the brain, such concerns do not
seem to be reflected yet among users in developing countries. That is not to say that they
should be ignored, but at the mean time it seem that all societies are earger to catch up or
at least be like the “joneses”, after all, we all agree that the world is now truly a “global
village.”

Appendix here (see attached)
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On Teaching the Pragmatics around Japanese Hedging
Japanese has a rich repertoire of hedges, devices that modify the illocutionary
force of statements by softening them. Hedging is so central a tendency in Japanese
communication that when absent, the speaker may be perceived as rude. This is a
critical point that students of Japanese need to understand and one whose significance for
teachers should be clear: If students of Japanese do not learn to hedge, they will never be
communicatively competent in Japanese and never be able to fully participate in Japanese
interactions. However, in order to teach students to hedge appropriately, we need a
deeper understanding of how Japanese hedging operates--one that only research can
provide. For teachers who wonder what hedging forms should be taught to their
students and which should be taught first, they can find some empirically-based
guidelines in this study.
Part of larger study of 48 hours of tape-recorded data collected over the course
of a year on the spontaneous speech of six native speakers of Japanese (three men and
three women) of differing status relationships, this paper is limited to a discussion of the
data collected on casual conversations between close friends, including follow- up
interviews with the participants. Close friends were chosen because, according to
Coates (1987), status equals hedge more. Informal contexts were chosen because
empirical research on Japanese hedging behavior in such contexts has not been conducted
much. Thus, such data should provide ample evidence of hedging, as well as
opportunities for interpreting its use. All data were subjected to a quantitative and
qualitative analysis and the following pedagogical implications with regard to Japanese
hedging were made.
(1) Teaching lexical hedges
A total of 12,900 tokens of explicit lexical and non- lexical (e.g., syntactic
devices, phonological devices, etc.) hedging devices occurred within the data analyzed.
In spite of the variety of ways to convey hedging, this study indicates that there is good
reason to begin with lexical hedges before the others. First, the vocabulary necessary to
hedge lexically is comparatively limited in range and the same lexical hedging devices
repeat themselves with extremely high frequency in friend-friend discourse. Thus,
lexical hedging should be easier to acquire.
Second, focusing on lexical hedges affords students a way to familiarize
themselves with the kinds of situations that require hedging--as well as with ways to
express themselves with subtlety--before they are ready to use more complex syntactic
patterns (i.e., the conditional or direct quotes) that develop later. Thus, lexical hedges
offer the greatest return for the least investment. Figure 1 below illustrates the ten most
frequent lexical hedging expressions used by my subjects in their friend-friend
communication, so these ten expressions might be an opportune place to begin.
(2) Teaching harmonic combinations of hedges
There was a tendency for hedges to cluster in what Halliday (1970) has called
“harmonic combinations” (i.e., to simultaneously co-occur with other items in the same
utterance). This issue of clustering has important pedagogical implications for teachers
planning a syllabus.
My subjects employed the verb iu ‘say’ 63 times in the 12 hours of conversation
when reporting what others have said. Fifty-nine times (93.7% of the time), they
finished their utterance with the te-form of the verb iu (i.e., itte…). In doing so, they
left their sentences unfinished in order to make their utterances appear less imposing or to
signal that they were not ready to relinquish the floor. This kind of information should
2

serve as a practical guide for teaching which hedging expressions tend to cluster,
information that no Japanese textbook includes to date (for more detailed information see
Figure 2).
(3) Teaching the context where hedges are frequently used
Depending on the level of the students, the extracts themselves in this study
constitute authentic texts for teaching how informal speech works among friends.
It is hoped that this study will help Japanese language educators understand the
pragmatics of hedging that learners need to acquire in order to participate more
appropriately in Japanese social interactions. The results of this study should also
strengthen cross-linguistic and cross-cultural understandings about hedging behavior, and
thereby inform Japanese language pedagogy in other ways as well.
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Figure 1. The ten hedges used most frequently by my subjects.
ne 'right?'
toka 'or something'

Hedging Expressions

nanka 'well'
sa 'you know'
kedo 'but…'
anoo 'well'
no 'it is that~'
na 'you know'
kana ' I wonder'
yappari 'you know'
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Figure 2. Frequency and Percentage of Major Harmonic Hedging Combinations
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Hedging as a Means of Positive Politeness Strategies
in Friend-Friend Interaction
Whereas hedging has normally been viewed as a negative politeness strategy because of
its “deniability potential” (Hübler, 1983), this paper attempts to show that hedging is also heavily
used in speech acts involving positive politeness.

The data analyzed consist of 12 hours of

recorded, natural casual conversation among 25 close friends (native speakers of Japanese living
in Japan) and follow-up interviews with the participants. Friends were chosen because prior
research (e.g., Coates, 1987) suggests status equals employ certain types of hedges more than
non-equals do.
Drawing on Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory, the speech acts/events in
this study were divided into two groups: those which used positive politeness strategies and those
which used negative politeness strategies. Consequently, there were 19 explicitly hedged
speech acts/events in my data, seven involving positive politeness strategies and 12 negative
politeness strategies (see Appendix A). Hedges were used as positive politeness strategies when
realizing seven speech acts/events: (1) teasing/joking, (2) reminiscing, (3) offering/inviting, (4)
complimenting, (5) greeting, (6) informing, and (7) seeking agreement. While each of these
speech acts/events was unique and subtle, the primary reason for hedging in each of these seven
acts was to give the listener sufficient room to deny/refuse a claim. One way this was
accomplished was through hedging with tag questions that elicited a listener’s views.

Another

way was through hedging with interpersonal particles such as ne, saa and toka, and participants
frequently repeated such particles. Still a third way was through style shifting from the
informal da style to the formal desu/masu style. On the other hand, there were a total of 12
different speech acts in my corpus used to bring off negative politeness including praising
oneself, suggesting/advising, criticizing and complaining (for more detailed information see
Appendix A).
Thus, tThis study suggests that hedging can also be used as a positive politeness strategy
to build a sense of community and solidarity, and that hedges help bond participants through the
2

display of strong agreement and mutual support. In sum, (1) hedges do not automatically serve
as a means of expressing negative politeness and (2) the function hedges play in positive
politeness deserves far greater attention than it has received in the literature to date.
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Appendix A
Frequency of Explicitly Hedged Speech Acts
Types of Speech Acts
Number of
tokens
8 *

1)

2)

Seeking agreement

8

2)

3)

Teasing/joking

25

3)

1)

Speech acts/events using
positive politeness strategies
Informing

Speech acts/events using
negative politeness strategies
Stating an opinion
Telling a problem
Complaining

? **

?

Requesting

Number of
tokens
43
26
21

4)

Reminiscing

24

4)

5)

Offering/inviting

17

5)

Suggesting/advising

6)

Complimenting

12

6)

Criticizing

7)

Greeting/parting

2

7)

Expressing emotions/desires

8)

Promising

0

8)

Self-praising/bragging ?

13

9)

Opposing

10

?

10) Refusing an offer/invitation
11) Apologizing ?
12) Excusing

?

17
17
15
15

5
3
3

* The speech acts marked with 8 appeared frequently in my data. However, they occurred as parts of other speech
acts or combined with other speech acts so that the explicit boundaries between these acts could not be found.
**Speech acts marked with ? frequently included “laughter” as a hedging device.
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Longer literary works by male authors, concerning Germany’s National
Socialist war years and the initial post-World War II era, have received interest
only in a small portion of the scholarly spectrum. Unhappily, contemporaneous
works by female authors have garnered even less attention. This paper surveys
the women’s novels, and inspects three of them, written by Erna Donat, Lisa Gast
and Margarete Kubelka. The authors - and their characters - found themselves
uprooted by the approaching front, and compelled to flee and then forge their
existences on a largely foreign “frontier,” that of one or the other post-war
German society.
The novels’ protagonists struggle with social forms which no longer seem
valid, as they learn to live in altered times, where truncated families are torn from
their accustomed surroundings and forced to survive in a world of elemental
demands. Furthermore, the women’s realities are, this paper suggests,
significantly less delimited in time and space than are those of contemporary male
authors.
These novels seem to have erased clear-cut distinctions between “novel”
and “memoir.” While these novels claim to be fiction, they remain true stories,
where the inner honesty and tenacity of their characters come through, allowing
these works to lay claim to socially valid and artistically presented
documentation, and even to quality literature.

Flight and Fiction: Women Writing WWII
Craig W. Nickisch
Idaho State University
Longer literary works - novels, memoirs, diaries - by male authors, set in
Germany’s World War II and initial post-war years, have received only limited
interest among Germanists, and that in a relatively narrow portion of the scholarly
spectrum. Works created contemporaneously by female authors have garnered
even less attention. That is somewhat disconcerting, for the German-language
authors who published in their defeated nations after 1945 were keenly aware not
only of the collective and personal turmoil in their shattered nation, but also of the
moral and ethical difficulties bequeathed by their immediate past. It is anything
but surprising that those problems became the focus of the war novels. Over 400
novels have appeared in this varied genre.
Most authors felt they had been, if not corrupted, at least victimized by the
NSDAP, and a number of them admitted they had "eine Zeitlang den
Nationalsozialismus mit Deutschland verwechselt.”1 A few were writers whose
works appeared on both sides of “das Jahr Null.”2 And another group, the exiles,
had dissociated themselves from the NSDAP regime.3 But the majority of the
authors, including almost all of the women, were newcomers, moved to “tell the
story,” to write of their own personal experiences - in combat, in the homeland
during the war, or in the defeated nation of rubble and refugees - for the first time.
The subtitles of several war novels, “ein Bericht, ein Roman nach Tatsachen,” and
so on, confirm just that.
Reservations, even doubts, might be raised concerning these novels' raisons
d’être, about their designation as literature of quality. Such questions were
answered with clarity and affirmation by none other than Heinrich Böll:
Der Name Homer ist der gesamten abendländischen Bildungswelt unverdächtig.
Homer ist der Stammvater europäischer Epik, aber Homer erzählt vom Trojanischen
Krieg, von der Zerstörung Trojas und von der Heimkehr des Odysseus - Kriegs-,
Trümmer- und Heimkehrerliteratur - wir haben keinen Grund, uns dieser
Bezeichnung zu schämen.4

If it is difficult to write about such overwhelming experiences as a person
encounters in what one may call “conventional combat” situations, portraying the effects
of war at the front, in submarines or in the Luftwaffe, then writing of experiences in the
“Heimatkriegsgebiet” presented no less a challenge to the authors, and to the readers. In
that regard, “women writing war,” particularly the German women’s fiction from World
War II, is a fascinating, even captivating subject.
Of course, certain of the women who later became writers had been drafted and
served in situations close to combat. They experienced near-combat situations, along
with the general epic experiences of “the front.” A number of works such as Maria de
Smeth’s Partisanin Anna5 or Irene Bogner’s Feldpost Nr L52621,6 while representing

quite different experiences for women, fall into this still diverse category. These stories
vary from diaries to novels, but do, to a significant extent, tell tales similar to those which
one reads in the war novels written by men. Still, the women were never in positions of
decisionmaking. They were a part of things, but somehow still one iteration withdrawn.
They view and describe men’s activities – sometimes very acutely – and suffer being
killed in attacks, all without the ability to exert great influence on the action.
Other fields of war-related fiction, however, remain virtually the private domain
of the woman writer. Some of these novels present stories which occur entirely in in the
“Heimatkriegsgebiet.” One such is Margret Herl’s Nicht über deine Kraft, which reflects
the destruction of family and family life on the farm and in the village under a totalitarian
regime in wartime.7 Another is Maria Langner’s Letzte Bastion, which portrays life in a
large German city during the final phase of hostilities.8 And novels which reflect the
effects of war on children are certain to be written by women. Among these are Gisela
Elsner’s novel, Fliegeralarm.9 Her story takes place under the hail of bombs of World
War II. As the cities are turned to rubble and ashes, the 5-, 6-, and 7-year olds find a
fantastic - in all senses of the word - terrain for their games. In 1948 Ilse Aichinger’s Die
größere Hoffnung portrayed the fates of Jewish children in a racist nation at war, and
their situation in its last days.10 It was first published not in Austria or Germany, but in
Amsterdam. To be sure, these women experienced war’s disruptions, but in far different
fashions, for the most part, than did the men.
Nolens volens, women authors of this era seem to have erased clear-cut
distinctions between “novel” and “memoir.” This phenomenon was not contrived out of
literary license, but rather stems from the fact that these women writers’ sustenance of
selfhood had grown so remarkable in the crucible of their wartime experiences, that their
drive to survive and succeed as individuals simply made it so. As one of them put it:
“Damals war besonders den Frauen ein besonders Maß von Selbstständigkeit auferlegt
worden.”11
And women’s novels portray something that the men’s rarely attempt, the realm
of flight from the approaching front. Several novels tell of women who are uprooted,
who flee with - and sometimes without - their children, leaving forever their home and
homeland, into an unknown future in a strange country, among people who speak the
same language, but relegate anyone speaking with the refugee dialect to the level of
second-class citizen. Among the many of these novels which may lay claim to being
literature of lasting quality, three deserve special mention here.
First is Erna Donat’s novel Babinek, which appeared in 1956.12 Donat herself
lived in Germany’s eastern provinces, learned of the death of her officer-husband on the
eastern front, and had to flee to the West in a “Treck” before the advancing Soviet army,
during which she had to give up her newborn son. In the West she eked out a living in
refugee camps, and put together a new life in post-war Germany, largely as a writer of
children’s stories.
Set in the last year of the war, her novel celebrates the richness and the beauty of
the world in this story named for Babinek, the administrator of a manor in Silesia. The
manor, Jerchow, represents that bit of home to which Donat herself was so attached.
How real it is to read her characters' Silesian dialect, recognizing with the author that if
one loses faces in memory, that language revitalizes images - all the while creating a
closeness between author and reader which is a rare treat in German post-war literature.

Donat crafts her tale through a narrator who elects to speak directly to the reader, and
switches between first- and third-person perspectives.
The Silesian manor, Jerchow, has but for its “Administrator” become a woman’s
world. This man, Babinek, is an eminently good person, maintaining his equanimity. As
refugees collect at the manor, he takes each into Jerchow’s extended family. Babinek
had been severely disfigured by wounds in the First World War, while he and his female
counterpart, "Fräulein Elisabeth," were engaged. The wounds of World War I damaged
not only countenances, but psyches as well, and their ability to relate to each other was
for a long time severely twisted. Fräulein Elisabeth established herself as a teacher, but
comes on annual bittersweet visits. “[M]it der schönen Frau Elisabeth war ein starker
Zauber nach Jerchow gekommen. … Es war, als sei der Sommer noch einmal neu
eingezogen.” (p. 91)
As with others of Donat’s characters, Elisabeth is less a three-dimensional person
than a representative female, a product of the German experience between 1914 and
1944. Donat observes "Es ist nicht einfach, auf die Liebe zu verzichten, sie Jahre
hindurch einzutauschen gegen marternde Vermutungen" (p. 90). How complex are the
strictures of everyday existence, and "Wie klar aber ist, was wir mit unseren Herzen
berühren" (p. 6).
The other male figure, an army major, is the husband and father of the Elms
family, who are among the first refugees to arrive at Jerchow from even further east. One
of his soldiers brings the news of his death, and reporting that the major was well aware
that the bell had tolled, but that his guidelines had been concepts of orders, duty and
patriotism. He’s been like a father to his soldiers, the last knight. Through these two
male figures, Babinek and Elms, Donat has constructed intense metaphors for the
German men of the era.
Her female figures live initially in the men's world, as shown by Frau Elms'
reaction when her husband leaves for the Russian front: "Da sie gemerkt hat, was
Männersache war, fragte sie nicht mehr" (p. 17). Ever more intensely, Donat’s female
figures carry the action and provide unmistakable images, each in its own way a symbol,
of one or the other role - some changing, some unchanging - in which women found
themselves in the wartime scene.
The manor’s female manager, Helene, is the quintessential “erste Magd,” who is
the mistress of all that goes on in the manor house. She remains at a distance from the
other characters, all the while looking out for their welfare in terms of food, clothing and
lodging. No effect of the war is able to militate significantly against her sense of calling
or her work-a-day ways. Not surprisingly, it is Helene who reminds, cajoles, and finally
forces the Administrator to begin the “Treck.”
A Polish girl, Marja, came to the manor as a recently orphaned child, acting out
her anger and fear. Adapting to her surroundings, she eventually finds a place and
contributes to the welfare of the manor. In fact, she demands to accompany the Treck in
order to assist however she may, before she returns to the manor. As the war progresses,
she alone is happy - for her homeland will be free again, she says in her naiveté. Marja
represents the best of the non-German displaced persons.
During the last year of the war the feeling of foreboding and of suffering
unknown flows over the land, and those who have lost almost everything collect at
Jerchow. A nurse receives orders to the manor, to assist with the refugees. Schwester

Johanna had spent almost six years in a first-line medical facility on the Eastern Front. A
direct hit destroyed her clinic, killing those in it; she happened to be a few yards away at
the moment. Asked if that wasn't a little bit too much for a woman, she answers "Bilden
Sie sich immer noch ein, daß Männer mehr aushalten? Ich kann Ihnen genau sagen, was
Männer aushalten und was sie nicht aushalten. Das sind nämlich Menschen" (p. 198). As
she puts it "Ich habe Juwelen von Menschen kennengelernt, leider sind sie alle
draufgegangen" (p. 200). This woman is hard-bitten, matter-of-fact, and the product of
her times, as well.
Frau Elms is the product of a sheltered upbringing, for “Ohne bemerkenswerte
Entwicklung war aus der behüteten Tochter die behütete Frau geworden.” (p. 16). Her
horizon does not initially extend beyond her husband and children. When his death at the
front is reported, Frau Elms finds herself “hinausgeworfen, aus der Lebensordnung” (p.
21). Over time she gradually regains her composure, taking an ever more significant role
in the care of the new refugees who come in ever increasing deprivation.
Finally Frau Elms and the children “treck” to the west, with Babineck. The
narrator accompanies the group, and in fact, the careful reader has the strong suspicion
that Frau Elms actually represents Donat herself, leaving the suffering of the East for the
pity in the West.
Looking again, we notice that the word “flight” has a number of semantic
properties which come to the fore. Among these are “involuntary” or “compelled.” Also
“fright” or “fear.” Additionally “escape,” “obtaining sustenance,” “relying on one’s
wits,” and so on. From all that it becomes enticing to think that one is fleeing “from”
something, and that, for example, the events of the escape constitute the significant
elements of a novel’s plot. That may be the case with novels written by men, of which
Josef Martin Bauer’s So weit die Füße tragen, is a clear example.13 For women’s novels,
however, that is insufficient. What may be overlooked is that one is also fleeing to
something, and as we learn from the women’s novels, the world to which they flee can
be, for our women authors, of great significance in the wider experience of the war.
That is the case with Lise Gast’s 1948 work, Eine Frau allein, subtitled “Ein
Schicksal aus unseren Tagen,” and is probably more memoir than novel.14 Gast’s
husband was killed on the Eastern front, and after her flight to post-war Germany she
became an unusually successful author of children’s books, which are heavily influenced
by her own life on a “Ponyhof,” and of nostalgic works of life in Silesia.15
Gast’s novel presents the experiences of a Silesian refugee mother and her five,
soon to be six, children. As the story opens these refugees from the East arrive in a
village in the Harz mountains, where the husband had grown up. They move into a garret
in the manor house of a distant relative, an unpleasant, self-centered older woman.
Eine Frau allein could well be the sequel to Babinek. Certain elements hint at
fascinating connections. Gast’s protagonist is named Elma, and similarities she shares
with Donat’s Frau Elms are immediately apparent, from the name as well as from their
unusually large families. If, however, there exists an actual connection between the two
literary works or the authors, efforts to discover what that might have been remain
inconclusive. It is more likely that similar experiences have produced similar fiction.
This work has no chapters or other subdivisions, with the exception of occasional
sections offset in the text. That meshes well with the plot, or lack of it. The work traces,
rather than external activity, the changes the writer-narrator undergoes at the end of the

war and the two years which follow. It presents us with a psychological study of bravery,
if you will: As Gast terms it, these times overlook women: “als ob man als Frau nicht
tapfer sein durfte” (p. 10). Indeed, Elma’s bravery is quite remarkable, as she meets one
difficult situation after the other in a thoroughly turbulent post-war environment. Her
world is the “kleine Welt” of her children, friends and everyday challenges. The
American army moves through their village, and is later replaced by the Russians, all
without significant effect on Elma’s life. But her “kleine Welt” is nothing if not intense,
and in it one experiences hunger, cold, blood poisoning, pneumonia, and even typhus, all
to be overcome without significant external support, medical or otherwise. The
insensitive communist officials in the Soviet zone offer little help, and when they redesignate “Flüchtlinge” as “Umsiedler,” Elma realizes - just another psychological blow that she will never return to her home in the East.
The manor’s kitchen manager, the “Mamsell,” in this work is cut from the same
cloth as is Donat’s “Helene” in Jerchow. It is she, one of the simple folk, not the manor’s
owner and wielder of power, who makes things possible, supporting Elma and her
children by small kindnesses, while they attempt first to gain their equilibrium and
eventually to establish a new life, all the while awaiting the return of the father, an army
physician on the Eastern front.
As already noted, the plot of the work is that of an inner change and development
in Elma herself. She begins as something of a bewildered refugee, to whom things
happen, and who simply tries to find the next morsels for her children and herself to eat.
Gradually she finds a new, or at least modified, identity, wherein she begins to act rather
than react, to plan rather than to hope, to look at her own emotions as one in charge rather
than as a passive observer, and to direct her own inner orientations in the directions she,
not fate, chooses.
As with Donat’s work, Gast’s external characters take on a number of symbolic
roles, representing society in the microcosm, as it were. The “Mamsell” has been
mentioned. Elma befriends an older woman, Mathilde, who has lost her home as well,
and Mathilde joins her “extended family,” helping with the children, and eventually
managing Elma’s fragile household. “Mathilde ist eine ziemlich große, starkknochige,
energische Person, die Backen sind rot und seidenweich wie ein Winterapfel, die Hände
hart und verarbeitet, aber warm und gut” (p. 27). Mathilde is certainly a mothersustainer, and gives Elma something of a center of gravity, allowing her to move outside
the circle of her children to find such work as presents itself.
Quite by chance Elma encounters another refugee, Elisabeth, whom she had
known before, in the East. Elisabeth is a great friend, but as different from Elma as one
might like to imagine. She is an opportunist through and through, ready to spend the
evening and if necessary the night, with any “useful” man in the area. In fact, as Elma
says with something approaching disbelief, no man can resist Elisabeth … and even the
women like her.
It is significant, however, that none of Gast’s refugees ever quite manage to
integrate into the life of the village - a dichotomy which exists in parts of Germany to this
day. Suspicious “Lilie,” a village gossip, spreads unpleasant rumors about Elma, the
motivation for which is never really clear. No rumor, Elma observes, was ever killed by
denial. That in itself is something of a statement of village life. Even the local

elementary school teacher, otherwise a kind person, is not at all interested in hearing the
refugees’ stories. As Gast explains: “Nur der Flüchtling versteht den Flüchtling” (p. 89).
When the news of Elma’s husband’s death at the front arrives, she suffers greatly
under the pain of his loss. She was extremely close to her husband, deeply in love, and
his death brings on acute depression - which she must overcome if she and her children
are to survive. And she is alone in her loss, for no one around her shares her grief, and
even her children have only faint memories of their father.
Gast sprinkles her manuscript with a number of literary references, sometimes
quotes. It is in literature that she finds great solace and the energy for renewal, through
the poetry of Goethe, and of the East Prussian author, Agnes Miegel, in which she finds
refreshing parallels to her own situations.
Well after the cessation of hostilities Elma manages to contact her sister, Marie
Agnes. While the renewed ties of sisterhood are wonderful, soon tensions appear,
exacerbated by the fact that Marie Agnes is infatuated with a young man - who is initially
only interested in Elma. This triangle furnishes the novel’s “Wendepunkt” for “In
unserer Beengtheit lassen sich die feindlichen Schwestern nicht trennen” (p. 141). She
must decide the direction of her future life - whether or not to marry again. Elma decides
that one in her situation “wird innerlich versagen” through a second marriage, and
resolves to live in bittersweet memory, being for her children both father and mother. In
this respect the author and the narrator diverge, for Gast did marry again, but not until
some 10 years after this work appeared.
What to my mind makes this work such a treasure is Gast’s great humanity,
shown through Elma’s observations of everyday people and everyday events. While
there are any number of these in the work, these serve as examples:
- Männer sind einfacher konstruiert als Frauen.
.
- Die Vorstellungskraft hält nicht Schritt mit der Realität.
- Ein Mensch stirbt wirklich dann, wenn andere ihn vergessen.
- Für ein Kind ist man viel lobbegieriger als je für sich selbst.
- Man sieht aus der Perspektive des Krankenbettes alles anders, manches
schwerer, anderes wieder schöner, leuchtender.
- Den meisten Leuten bekommt es schlecht, wenn es ihnen gut geht.
- Die Menschen, für die wir zu sorgen haben, geben uns den Halt im Leben.
- Er hatte immer schon ein fast weibliches Einfühlsvermögen.
Her observations have the brilliance of simplicity, and gain permanence by stating that
which is obvious - once it has been said. The everyday becomes extraordinary in Gast’s
work - which is so often the litmus test for an author. Of herself she says: “Ich habe
immer gehofft, das Schicksal bestechen zu können, indem ich alles tapfer oder mit
Humor trug. Man kann es nicht bestechen” (p. 96).
Our third novel is Margarete Kubelka’s Von allem bleibt nur ein Bild, which
appeared in 1966.16 It, too, is a novel cum memoir, told, however, by an omniscient
narrator. The extrinsic time over which the novel extends is but a few minutes, as
Franziska observes the wedding gifts received by her daughter, Sabine, and relives her
past in memory. The intrinsic time, however, covers Franziska’s youth in Prague, her
first love and marriage to Willy, who is later killed on the Eastern Front, her expulsion by
the Czechs as the front approaches, her flight on the long road to West Germany, during

which she bears Willy’s daughter, her time at the University of Hamburg, and her
decision not to marry again, but to dedicate her life to her daughter.
Franziska’s past comes to the reader in flashbacks which in effect give the novel
three settings: Prague, Flight, and Hamburg - from which she finally has to flee again.
The novel, as in Gast’s work, has no chapters. Instead, the flashbacks are intertwined,
tossing the reader, as it were, among the settings in apparently random fashion. Each
episode is set apart only by spacing on the printed page. The novel offers as little
structure as we find in Franziska’s existence. Clearly, Franziska’s roots are in the past.
Although for Franziska events from Prague, her flight and her time in Hamburg become
reduced to images (“Bilder”), those images break out suddenly into the light of the
present, demanding consciousness and vivid description.
It is for any reader difficult - no, it is impossible - not to identify with this
sensitive, thoughtful, resilient young woman. Much of the text is presented in dialogue,
in narrated monologue, and in interior monologue, forcing the reader to identify, to
empathize, indeed to commit to Franziska, as she is thrown from something of an idyllic
existence into a veritable hell of aloneness, without her beloved husband, but with his
child. Franziska’s mother lost her husband in the First World War, and her son-in-law in
the second. With her mother’s death and the “Ausweisung” from Prague, Franziska loses
her connection to education, to interaction and friendships, to belonging and security.
Significantly, in Hamburg Franziska again falls in love - into some sort of love with a young fellow student, Hans-Peter (such a different name than “Willy!”). He,
however, is closely attached to his overbearing mother, and unsupported by his
withdrawn father, who has lost himself in his watercolors. Hans-Peter is as much a
prisoner of German tradition as is Franziska a product of her expulsion. For her things
were large and clear: colors and forms, feelings and fear, images and tones - it was not
her way to minimize them. For Hans-Peter, however, his atavistic parents, prisoners of
their own tradition, preclude his entering into an honest and open relationship with
Franziska.
In her experiences as a student Franziska realizes that she - and the others - are
also closely caught in one or the other net of the here-and-now: Students, who try to
bring Goethe and their never-quite-stilled hunger to a common denominator; the children,
who just can’t quite believe adults who speak of roast goose on holidays; the black
marketeers, who manage a business out of their own and others’ hunger; the ladies of the
night, who feign affection for cigarettes and coffee.
Franziska, however, holds to the hope of winning in the role of what is really real.
Others around her are defeated by events: her mother, then her husband, then her
problematic landlady die, from enemy action, from suicide, and from cancer respectively
- is there really any difference? Her friend Ute, her second love Hans-Peter, and his
sister (a contrasting figure to that of Franziska) are beaten down by the requirements of
tradition and everyday existence. Franziska, to be sure, does prevail, but only when she
realizes that life is not there for her own enjoyment, but instead to allow her to commit to
the wellbeing of others. That, in final analysis, is Margarete Kubelka’s powerful
affirmation of the human spirit - leaving the past to guide and direct, but leaving the
individual in charge of these images of remembrance.
What becomes clear in the inspection of such novels is that war, as experienced
by German and Austrian women, was a hidden threat, often more pernicious than acute.

It was not a matter of combat as experienced by men, where the front is defined, or an
event that begins when one is sent to the front or on a “Feindfahrt,” and ends when one is
evacuated from the Königsberg enclave, for example, then to find onesself sitting on a
park bench in Copenhagen. Indeed, women’s war is not an event, however epic, which
ends with the cessation of hostilities. Instead, women note the gradual approach of
conflict through disruption of family and society. Furthermore, the threats, which have
such troubling effects, are something far away. War is a quiet menace, often described in
metaphor as a gathering storm, which threatens her through the dangers it poses for her,
and even more acutely, for her loved ones.
Even the actual attacks – bombing, air raids – are something impersonal,
something she cannot much influence. War is an impersonalized destruction for the
women. Significantly, too, when the enemy takes over the territory, the women have to
manage in a world askew, and given the nature of sexuality, are often unwilling victims
on a very personal level. War is in any case a longer event, with the disruption of family
life continuing even after the male figure comes home. Of course in each of these novels
the husband did not come home.
Finally, and this should not seem unusual, experiences of the wider war stay with
the women longer. After leaving all that identifies one, the search for self over a number
of years, as in these three novels, is found as a recurring theme in others, as well. One
seldom encounters the storyteller who “had to survive, in order to tell the story” as Hans
Werner Richter termed his motivation.17 That is not the case among women. After all,
their experiences were hardly unique – towns and villages across the land were similarly
exposed to the vagaries of the situation. So if one views the novels written by men as
limited in scope – and they can justly be seen that way – then the often quite similar
settings and erzählte Zeiten of the women’s novels, though different, reflect the shared
experiences of a great portion of the population.
As represented in the three novels discussed above, the women authors have a
keener eye for the psychological manifestations of their characters. If one were to count
the war novels in which not events, but psychological changes manifest themselves on
the primary level, then the women’s novels do that frequently, and those written by men
are far less likely to do so, although one may in that regard mention Hans Hellmut Kirst’s
Fabrik der Offiziere18 or Hermann Lenz’ Im inneren Bezirk.19 With the women,
however, the interpersonal relationships, the connection to those things which define a
home (as contrasted with an ideology for example), the social and psychological
adjustments which must be made, and the re-establishing of self, of a new identity,
furnish the material out of which the women writers craft their novels.
Indeed, the women’s characters in these novels of flight by Donat, Gast and
Kubelka offer remarkable models of the human being caught up in years of great stress,
in a bittersweet life of fear and hope, of love and renunciation, all the while establishing
for themselves an identity which promises to be greater than one lived for herself alone.
Kubelka observes that what remains is only an image - of past realities. Of course, what
also remains is a resolute and considered human being. Gast maintains that: “Man muß
durch alle Bitterkeit und Schwere und Glut und Kälte, mitten durch, es wird einem nichts
erspart. Die Frage ist nur, was zuletzt übrigbleibt … der Kern … ob er standgehalten
hat?” (Eine Frau allein, p. 159).

The women’s novels read like memoirs, and while they claim to be fiction, they
remain in reality true stories. These works reflect the greater human condition, based in
shared experience. They ask the crucial question not only of what occurred, but of what
remains.
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Abstract
Digital video technology is transforming multimedia content on the Internet and adding exciting
new possibilities to on-line education. More powerful compression algorithms, broadening
bandwidth capabilities, and inexpensive multimedia tools make video delivery more feasible for
serious distance educators who want to maximize content delivery options. At Southern Utah
University we have created a general education humanities course for delivery over the Internet
that includes video-on-demand capability providing students with over 150 mini- lectures in
support of the content material. The video component provides a variety of improvements that
directly address common weaknesses in online college courses.
Introduction
One of the most obvious weaknesses of distance education is the lack of human contact between
students and instructors. Nowhere is this more pronounced than in an online humanities course
where "what makes us human" is the focus of the curriculum. Both instructors and students miss
the opportunity to interact on a personal level when instruction takes place via web sites,
worksheets and proctored exams.
One way to bring the human element of humanities instruction into distance education is to open
the students to the exuberance and humor of the "live" lecture. The visual and aural impact of
video offers a host of learning opportunities not found in print based distance education
programs. With this in mind, I created a Web-based general education course that would brings
a human face to online humanities instruction.
The Project
Lectures for the entire course were recorded live during the semester prior to the initial
development of the Internet course. The long, fifty minute lectures were edited into 5-10 sections
based on topical or logical changes within the content. Sub-dividing large content blocks
(chunking) is important when creating programming for student directed work. It gives students
much more control over their own learning, lets them view or review the specific content areas
they desire, and it increases interaction by offering (or requiring) frequent student input.
The mini- lectures were then illustrated by securing still images to coincide with lecture
content. Post production work was extensive and time consuming and I worked with a team of
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three student assistants to assemble the video and support materials. Development of the
complete Internet course was funded in part with grants from the Utah Education Network
(UEN) and the Utah Higher Education Technology Initiative (HETI).
SMIL
The innovative structure and delivery of the course is made possible by a SMIL, Synchronized
Multimedia Integration Language (pronounced "smile.") a powerful WWW multimedia tool.
Recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) it allows for the creation of
time-based multimedia delivery over the web. Based on XML, it allowed us to mix and
synchronize the video and still images in the final multimedia package. Specifically, SMIL
provided us with:
$
$
$
$
$
$

Easily-defined basic timing relationships
Fine-tuned synchronization
Spatial layo ut
Direct inclusion of non-text and non-image media
Hyperlink support for time-based media
Adaptiveness to varying user and system characteristics.

My Web-based humanities course uses these capabilities to deliver video in concert with still
images to create an illustrated video lecture format that is opening new avenues of learning for
my on- line students.
During the initial development of the course, RealNetworks was the only SMIL compatible webbased streaming tool and we used RealPlayer format to encode the video portions. We have
stayed with RealNetworks technology as our encoding/streaming system and it has proven very
reliable and we have been pleased with the company’s ongoing improvements.
Layout and the Player Window
The SMIL layout tag allows the player window to be customized, including the creation of
multiple regions, each capable of displaying a different media stream. The course player uses a
simple rectangular window divided into three separate regions: a video region, a menu region
and a slide region.
The video and menu regions take up the left side of the window with the video region
immediately above the menu region. My lecture appears in the video region along with any of
the visuals that I used in class the day the class was recorded. These “live” visual supplements
included in the recording result from the telecommunication tools available to me in the
mediated classroom where I teach. These teaching tools include a computer, VCR, CD/DVD,
white board and overhead camera. The menu region lies just below the video window and is a
simple point and click menu for navigating through the mini lectures included in the current
lesson.
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The slide region is the largest window in the player and lies to the right of the other two regions.
The slide region displays the still images created by the production team to further illustrate and
explain the lecture content. The images are tied to the time line of the video using SMIL which
synchronizes the images and lecture very precisely. Standard video controls (play, stop, pause,
fast forward, and rewind ) below the video window allow students to control the flow of the
presentation (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Presentation Player Window
The first group of students to take the video enhanced online course found the video to be
engaging and personal and they reacted very positively to the “live” feel of the lecture material.
In fact, many students tended to rely too much on the video which is meant to supplement and
interact with the course reading assignments not replace them.
Streaming Media vs. CD-ROMs
One draw back of Web-based multimedia is the high bandwidth required for quality streaming.
In our first full semester of instruction we suggested that students have access to a T1 connection
(or faster). The students with fast connections (T1, DSL, ISDN) received the streaming lectures
with few problems but several students with 56K dial up speeds had mixed success in receiving
the video stream. As a regional university in the western U.S. we are very mindful of students
who live in out of the way places and we are anxious to provide these rural students with the
same educational opportunities as their urban Aclass mates.@ To counter problems of limited
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bandwidth and slower connection speeds faced by many distance students I created a CD-ROM
alternative to the online streaming media.
The course has an optional set of six CDs available to students who request them. The CDs
contain all of the media files necessary to watch the multimedia presentations. To maintain
consistency and user friendliness the CD-ROM is accessed via the same course web site as the
streaming media. When students are completing a lesson and reach the lecture portion they have
the option of viewing the media presentation via streaming technology or from a CD in their
local computer.
The CD option is made possible through WebCT our campus online course management tool.
The latest version of WebCT supports CD-ROM video integration directly into the course
content module. With the appropriate CD in the local drive students can link to the media
presentation directly from the course content page.
Student Feedback
Student evaluation of the course has been very positive. The media presentations allow the
course content to address a much broader range of learning styles and we believe that the
enthusiastic student response reflects this broader reach. As a new course (and a new format)
our standard campus course evaluation does not directly address media content so most of our
feedback specific to the new technology comes from unsolicited comments received by the
instructor.
“[The lectures] are wonderful. They also helped me with my term paper for social studies.”
“Your information on Egypt has really helped me to understand the importance of religion in
ancient Egypt and how it impacted the entire society. Your lectures are fun and that is what
learning should be all about.”
“The lectures are such a great reinforcement to the reading. I have really enjoyed them.”
“I really appreciate… your energetic and enthusiastic teaching style. I really enjoyed your
course.”
“By the way, I really enjoy your lectures. I stay awake better than I do in a regular class.”
I am very encouraged by student comments and we are anxious to learn more about the impact
that video and multimedia can have on web-based university instruction. We are beginning a
more objective, survey-based study of the effects and contributions that streaming video-ondemand, digital lectures and multimedia content have on web-based courses.
Conclusion
I am pleased with the initial success of the project and the positive response of students to
the video lecture presentations. Though the recorded videos do not replace face-to-face
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discussion our initial feedback indicates that the video vignettes do add a personal and
humanizing element that students find engaging. I was please to discover that the video
recording is able to convey my excitement and passion for the humanities in a way that is
captivating and contagious, something impossible to communicate through handouts or web sites
alone, no matter how skillful they are created. This human element is vital when teaching art,
architecture, music, philosophy, literature, etc. covered in a survey course of this kind. I feel the
subsequent asynchronous interactions with my students are richer and more meaningful when the
emails and electronic discussions are tied to a real person, a face, and personality they are
familiar with through watching the recorded lecture presentations.
NOTE: Based on an article published in the September 2003 edition of Syllabus Magazine.
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-------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT
Developing a web site as a tool for teaching and learning about Spanish dialectology: Teacher and student
reflections on the process and product
Holly J. Nibert
Western Michigan University
One of the most challenging aspects of linguistic competence to develop in a second language is an awareness of
dialectal variation, or how a language differs across the various geographical regions where it is spoken. At the
university where I teach Spanish primarily as a second language, various upper-level undergraduate and graduate
courses in Spanish linguistics include a component of Spanish dialectology. While an extensive body of written
materials exists on the topic, including a few web sites (cf. Holt 2001), it is less common to find audio materials that
demonstrate how the different Peninsular and Latin American dialects of Spanish actually sound. A few
introductory textbooks are indeed accompanied by audiocassettes (cf. Teschner 1996). However, the latter are often
difficult to use as a pedagogical tool in the classroom because the recorded speech samples are not easily located on
the tapes nor easily juxtaposed for comparison. Thus, educators need a more powerful tool to facilitate the teaching
of dialectal variation in Spanish. The funded project discussed in this paper undertook the creation of such a tool.
In a Master’s-level course on Spanish Dialectology that I taught in the Winter 2002 semester, my students and I
created a Spanish dialectology web site over the course of the semester. The resulting site consists of numerous
linked pages that integrate text, images, and the digitized speech samples of speakers from ten different Spanishspeaking countries. As explained in Nibert (2002), the purpose of this project was twofold: to engage students in a
hands-on learning experience and to develop an innovative tool to be used in the future teaching of the subject
matter. Said paper, written while student work on the project was still in progress, addresses the aspects of student
training and learning that are crucial to the success of this or a similar project. The present paper is a follow-up
report on both the completed process and the end result of this innovative teaching and learning experience. The
primary successes and challenges involved in creating the web site are identified from both an instructor and student
perspective, the latter of which is based on the results of a student survey administered at the end of semester.
Furthermore, an assessment of the resulting product, including its strengths and areas in need of additional work, is
given. It is hoped that this information might guide other instructors interested in employing technology to merge
the learning of course content with the creation of a pedagogical tool for others.
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Developing a web site as a tool for teaching and learning about Spanish dialectology: Teacher and student
reflections on the process and product∗
Holly J. Nibert
Western Michigan University
1.

Introduction
One of the most challenging aspects of linguistic competence to develop in a second language is an

awareness of dialectal variation, or how a language differs across the various geographical regions where it is
spoken. At the university where I teach Spanish primarily as a second language, various upper-level undergraduate
and graduate courses in Spanish linguistics include a component of Spanish dialectology. While an extensive body
of written materials exists on the topic, including a few web sites (cf. Holt 2001), it is less common to find audio
materials that demonstrate how the different Peninsular and Latin American dialects of Spanish actually sound. A
few introductory textbooks are indeed accompanied by audiocassettes (cf. Teschner 1996). However, the latter are
often difficult to use as a pedagogical tool in the classroom because the recorded speech samples are not easily
located on the tapes nor easily juxtaposed for comparison. Thus, educators need a more powerful tool to facilitate
the teaching of dialectal variation in Spanish. The funded project discussed in this paper reports on the creation of
such a tool.
In a Master’s-level course on Spanish Dialectology offered in the Winter 2002 semester at Western
Michigan University, nine graduate students, a contracted, technologically-savvy undergraduate student in graphic
design (named Cameron), and I together undertook the creation of a Spanish dialectology web site. A tripartite
division of labor resulted, where each contributor was given certain responsibilities in the overall process. I, as
project director per se, planned the informational content of the web site, created the materials to be used by
students in the collection of data, and assisted with the recording, sound digitalization, and editing processes.
Cameron, as web designer, worked in consultation with me to design the formal architecture and aesthetics of each
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web page contained on the overall site. He completed the majority of the numerous technologically related tasks.
Each of the nine graduate students enrolled in my course was responsible, as a content developer, for researching a
particular Spanish dialect, including its geographical extension and its principle linguistic characteristics at the
levels of pronunciation (phonology/phonetics), word formation (morphology), vocabulary (lexicon), and word order
(syntax). The students also located a speaker from their assigned dialectal zone and recorded speech samples that
exemplified both conversational and reading styles. Lastly, the students obtained pictures of the recorded speakers
and images of places associated with their dialectal regions. This work represented the major grade component for
the course, in lieu of a traditional written final research paper, for example. The web site that resulted from these
combined, intensive efforts consists of numerous linked pages integrating text, images, and the digitized speech
samples of speakers from ten different Spanish-speaking countries.1
As explained in Nibert (2002), the purpose of this project was twofold: to engage students in a hands-on
learning experience and to develop an innovative tool to be used in the future teaching of the subject matter. Said
paper, written while the majority of this work was still in progress, addresses the aspects of student training and
learning that are critical to the success of this or any similar project. The present paper is a follow-up report on both
the completed process and the end result of this innovative teaching and learning experience. The primary
challenges and successes involved in creating the web site are identified from both an instructor and student
perspective, the latter of which is based on the results of a survey administered at the end of semester.2 Both
quantitative and qualitative results from this survey are presented. Furthermore, a brief assessment of the resulting
product, including strengths and areas in need of additional work, is given. It is hoped that this information might
guide other instructors interested in employing technology to merge the learning of course content with the creation
of a pedagogical tool for others.3

2.

The Process
From my perspective as the course instructor, the most challenging aspect of the overall web site creation

process was how to divide the available in-class time between the two general areas of teaching and learning
1

Presently, due to constraints on budget and server space at WMU, the web site is available for use only on a local
server and thus by local users. Hopefully, this situation will be remedied in the future to make the web site
available to anyone interested in employing it in teaching or learning.
2
A copy of the survey is available for perusal in the Appendix of this paper.
3
See Vann (2002) for a report on the use of other computer technologies, namely web conferencing and real-time
audio and video multimedia components, to teach content in Spanish linguistics courses.

required by the project: 1) the course content (i.e., Spanish dialectology), and 2) instruction and direction in the
various developmental phases, including data collection and analysis, computer skills, etc. Nibert (2002) discusses
in detail each of these areas of training. One factor pertinent to the present paper is that the students had varying
degrees of experience in both the study of linguistics and the use of a computer, especially as regards the platform
for the project, which was Macintosh. The nine graduate students were from three different countries, namely the
United States, Mexico, and Spain, and thus reflected three different educational systems. Some students had taken
various prior courses in linguistics, while others had taken none. Some were quite experienced in the use of
technology, while others were not. Thus, in my view, some training in Spanish linguistics, especially in phonology
and phonetics, was necessary before work on the project even could begin. Halfway through the fourteen-week
semester, details of the web site project were introduced and assigned gradually on a weekly basis. An unfortunate
result was that the second half of the semester progressed at a harried pace. While it was necessary to cover the
practical issues surrounding the students’ project tasks during class time, eventually I began to wonder if this was
occurring at the expense of teaching course content. Even with office hours as a possible span of time for student
questions and issues, it seemed that the project was much larger than the time we had available to complete it.
To my surprise, student sentiment regarding the division of class time between course content and project
details did not match my own. Figures 1 and 2 below show the composite results of how students viewed the
amount of in-class time dedicated to course content and to the web site project, respectively. In each of the figures,
the responses cluster around the “3” mark, where this value on the five-point scale indicates an amount of class time
judged to be “just right.” In Figure 1 especially, the fact that students had varying degrees of preparation in
linguistics is reflected, since three students thought that the amount of time spent on course content was just beyond
a “3” leaning toward too much, while two students responded that is was just under a “3” tending toward too little.
In short, I was pleased to see that in the eyes of the students, somewhat of a balance between course content and
project details had been achieved. After all, the course was for the benefit of the students, and thus
Figure 1
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Figure 2
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their perception of the degree to which their needs were met as regards the in-class coverage of topics is more
important to me than my own perception.
Students agreed, however, with my sentiment that the pace of the second half of the semester was harried.
Figure 3 indicates that all nine of the students viewed the amount of time and work required by this project to be in
excess of “just right,” leaning toward or at “excessive.” This project demanded numerous hours of work and much
desire and commitment on the part of all contributors involved.

Figure 3
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Was all of this hard work and dedication worth it? In my view, of course, it was. As expressed in Nibert
(2002), a major factor behind my decision to assign the web site as a class project in the first place was the idea that
one learns best through doing. Thus, by requiring students to engage in reading and writing about assigned dialect
zones, and then having them locate actual speakers from these regions in order to document and analyze original
speech samples, the course material would be better assimilated and take on real-world relevance. One question on
the survey addressed the amount of student learning about course content that took place by engaging in a hands-on
project as opposed to a more traditional one (such as one involving only reading and writing about a topic). The

numerical results appear in Figure 4 and indicate that all of the students agreed that more learning took place due to
the hands-on nature of the web site project, with three students assigning a “4” and six students assigning the top
value of “5.”

Figure 4
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Some representative student comments corresponding to this question include the following: 1) “It was
essential to look outside of class for research that explained the topics. I would not have learned as much with only
class work and exams. Putting concepts to work really established understanding of the material;” 2) “I really
learned a great deal in this class. Although the semester is ending, my learning in this area is not, thanks to having
gotten a lot of practice. Throughout the semester, one could observe theory being applied;” and 3) “It was great
having been in this class; I learned new things and recalled others that I already knew.” The original objective of
engaging students in a hands-on learning experience thus was met successfully from both an instructor and student
perspective.
Beyond learning about course content, did the web site project increase student learning about various
basic aspects of technology, such as using a Mac computer, finding images on the Internet, creating and using sound

files, etc.? The results for this question appear below in Figure 5. They show that most of the students, seven out of
nine to be exact, learned about aspects of technology previously unknown to them by participating in the web site
project. Again, these results hint at varying degrees of preparation in technology at the start of the project, with one
student responding that due to previous work with technology, “little” learning occurred in her case. More
representative comments, however, include the following: 1) “I am now competent with Mac and zip disks; this is a
bonus;” 2) “It was very useful for me, since before this course I didn’t know how to use the majority of this
technology and now I do!;” and 3) “I learned how to record in a new way. I had experience in mass media, in radio,
but this was different.”
Still, as indicated in Figure 6 below, seven out of nine students desired to learn even more about
technology than they actually did through participation in this project. Given the large quantity of material that
needed to be taught in order for the project to be carried out successfully, it was not possible or feasible to train the
students in all technological aspects of web site creation, such as, for example, how to design a web page using
Dreamweaver. Regardless, the students’ responses to this issue point to the high level of interest that exists among
them in learning how to use and apply technology in practical contexts such as the one at hand.
Figure 5
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In sum, a major challenge in the implementation of this web site project from an instructor perspective was
the effective division of in-class time spent covering course content versus the practical issues related to project
tasks. From a student perspective, a balance between these two areas of teaching and learning was attained during
the semester (cf. Figures 1 and 2). An additional challenge innate to the project was that it was very ambitious and
large in scale and thus required much time, work, and commitment by all contributors involved. Indeed, from both
an instructor and student perspective, the project made for an intense semester (cf. Figure 3). Yet, the process can
be viewed as an overall success, given the high levels of learning about Spanish dialectology and technology
attained and reported by the students (cf. Figures 4 and 5, respectively). Furthermore, the students indicated a high
level of interest in additional learning about applied technology (cf. Figure 6). Projects such as this web site, of a
hands-on and technological nature, indeed add elements of unpredictability to teaching. However, the rewards
reaped in the realm of learning are impressive and worthwhile.

3.

The Product
As stated earlier, in addition to engaging students in a hands-on learning experience, the second objective

of this web site project was to develop an innovative tool to be used in the future teaching of Spanish dialectology.

This aspect of the project was especially exciting and unique in that the outcome of the original group learning
process would then become a source of learning for subsequent groups of students. Usually, student research
papers, which represent the tangible fruit of the students’ labor, are handed back and then filed away or discarded
by them. In the case of this web site project, the collective and collaborative efforts of the students will carry on to
benefit others.
Of course, the true measure of our success in meeting this objective will stem from the web site’s use by
future students to learn about the subject matter, for example, through listening to and comparing the digitalized
speech samples. A subsequent paper, presently in progress, will, in fact, report on the web site’s use and assessment
by twenty-eight WMU students enrolled in Spanish 490, an advanced undergraduate and graduate combined course
offered recently during the Summer 1 2003 semester. Prior to said report, however, various observations about the
product or tool resulting from the original Winter 2002 semester, when the site was created, can be made.
First, despite the ambitious size of this project, its overall architecture and principal areas of content were
completed by the end of the semester. As our web designer did not know Spanish, however, various misplacements
of textual content were made and required correction. Furthermore, the large quantity of textual information
generated by the students was difficult to monitor for quality and uniformity. Thus, the web site still required much
editorial work before it could be used by others as a learning tool. In the Winter 2003 semester, an additional
graduate student, in this case a native speaker of Spanish, was hired to undertake the work of editing the text for
content, orthography, font style and size, etc. Again, this job required much time and focus, and presently some of
it still remains to be completed.
Second, the principal intended function of the web site was convenient access to speech samples from
various Spanish dialects that could be juxtaposed for easy comparison. This goal was achieved nicely. Uniform
sets of sound files were created for each of the ten speakers, who were recorded reading the same words, sentences,
and paragraph. These sound files can be opened and repositioned on the computer screen in any way desired by the
user to facilitate their aural comparison. As regards the spontaneous speech samples that were collected, an
unexpected benefit resulted from them. Since the student creators elicited these samples through questions about
the culture of each speaker’s country of origin (e.g., customs, holidays, food, etc.), the recordings contain
information that is very interesting, rich, and varied. Thus, the web site has turned out to be a possible resource for
learning about various facets of culture, as well. For the most part, both the read and spontaneous speech files on
the web site are of consistent and good quality. There are some exceptions, however, due to errors made by

students during the recording process. These particular files are one aspect of the web site in need of further
improvement.

Figure 7
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From a student-creator perspective, much enthusiasm and interest in the final product was generated.
Student comments include the following: 1) “Beginning or thinking about carrying out a project of this type was an
excellent idea besides being useful and original;” 2) “An excellent project since there is nothing like it out there.
I’m proud to have helped design it;” 3) “It’s an authentic exemplification, with speakers who didn’t fake it. In
addition, it’s an excellent source that students can access to learn more;” and 4) “I definitely will use it as a resource
in the classes that I teach, with students and for myself. I think it will be basic but very helpful.” When asked about
their projected use of the web site, the students responded as shown above in Figure 7. All of the students envision
using the web site to some degree for their own continued learning or in their future teaching, as all of the responses
fell in the “3” to “5” range. This is a pleasing result, since it reflects pride in their collaborative work and in the
final product.

4.

Conclusion
The challenges and successes involved in the process and end product of our Spanish dialectology web site

project have been numerous and varied. Given the ambitious scale of the project, the fact that there would be
challenges was expected, yet at the same time, these were unpredictable. The many successes, including the very
fact that the project was brought to fruition, were very rewarding. Whenever innovation is introduced into teaching
and learning, the potential risks and rewards both are great. Through this report on my aspirations and efforts
toward innovative instruction in Spanish linguistics, I hope to have inspired other instructors to conceive of and
undertake similarly bold collaborative projects with students. I also hope to have provided some guidance in the
planning and developmental processes involved. The idea of employing technology to merge the learning of course
content with the creation of a pedagogical tool for others is just one option in the vast and exciting realm of
possibilities.
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APPENDIX: Survey of Student Perception of the Spanish Dialectology Web Site Project
(NOTE: Extra lines originally provided for student comments have been eliminated from this sample copy for the
purpose of saving space.)

Instructions: Please complete the following survey fully and honestly. If you wish to remain anonymous, do not
provide your name on this sheet. For each question, please provide both quantitative (or numerical) and qualitative
(or prose) responses (in English or Spanish). If you need more space to write, feel free to continue your comments
on an additional sheet of paper. Thank you very much in advance for your cooperation.
1.

The amount of time that was dedicated to in-class discussion of details of the web
site project was…
1
Too little

2

3
Reasonable,
or just right

4

5
Excessive

Explain:
2.

The amount of time that was dedicated to in-class discussion of the course content
or material (i.e., Spanish dialectology/linguistics) was…
1
Too little

2

3
Reasonable,
or just right

4

5
Excessive

Explain:
3.

Regarding my participation in this web site project, the amount of time and work that it required on my part
was…
1
Too little to be
challenging
Explain:

2

3
Reasonable,
or just right

4

5
Excessive

4. How much did I learn about the course content (i.e., Spanish dialectology/linguis- tics) by engaging in a handson project as opposed to a more traditional one (i.e.,
one involving only reading and writing about a topic)? With the hands-on project, I feel that I learned…
1
Less

2

3
The same
amount

4

5
More

Explain:
5.

During the course of this project, how much did I learn about technology (i.e.,
using a Mac computer, finding images on the Internet, using sound files, etc.)
that I didn’t know prior to the project? In my case, I learned…
1
Little

2

3

4

5
Much, or a lot

Explain:
6.

Would I have liked to learn more about technology during the course of this
project? I would have liked to learn…
1
Less

2

3
Exactly the
amount that I did

4

5
More

Explain:
7.

In the future, I think I will use our Spanish dialectology web site, either for my
own continued learning or with a class I teach, …
1
Not at all

2

3

Explain:
8.

Other comments I would like to make about the web site project are…

4

5
Often, or a lot
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Abstract:
Dix’s representations of disabled veterans point to their troubling historical and cultural
positions at the intersection of vehement debates entangled in Weimar Germany’s web of
ideological and artistic positions.
Otto Dix’s portraits of disabled veterans begging in the streets of Berlin and Dresden
dramatize the First World War’s most disturbing signature traces. I propose to examine
two of Dix’s postwar paintings of disabled veterans, theorizing on possible discourses
radiating from the amputated bodies of veterans, where allegory is birthed from spaces
still resonating with lost presence. While memorializing the terrible consequences of one
of the most destructive events of the last century, Dix politicizes the trauma of a
generation’s radical amputation from any meaningful participation in the progressive
forces of history. These paintings provide remarkable evidence of a discursive matrix that
simultaneously reflected and enabled disparate actions within the sociopolitical, literary,
and artistic context of that period. The millenarian legacy of modernist culture intersected
with the hegemonic ambitions of Germany’s anti-republican right and the force field of
Dix’s narratives helped confirm fictionalized reactionary politics and thus contributed to
the erosion of consensual support of democratic Weimar and the gradual accommodation
of reactionary demands. Dix’s paintings thus articulate two different but intimately
related aspects of Germany’s response to the trauma of the First World War, a double
movement simultaneously resistant and enabling. One can be read as a powerful visual
statement testifying to Germany’s postwar trauma; and the other visual confirmation
reinforcing reactionary rhetoric depicting the new regime and especially market driven
democracy as an unhealthy and unsuitable prosthetic imposed on Germany after the
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abrupt amputation of its former identity. Taken together, these artifacts offer compelling
evidence of the extent to which these bodies and their aesthetic representation shape an
inherently conservative and polyvalent discursive matrix, as well as the ways in which
they not only reflect but also help construct and resist Germany’s postwar social reality.

Proceedings Submission:
Otto Dix’s portraits of disabled veterans begging in the streets of Berlin and
Dresden dramatize the First World War’s most disturbing signature traces. His
compositions from the twenties may have inspired Theodor Adorno’s “shudder of
newness” when they appeared, but the postwar material conditions he mapped are as
recurrent as the wars that have inevitably engendered them. Not much has changed since
1918: gender and a century may separate the two, but the “war to end all wars” and the
“mother of all wars” delineate a century marked by global conflict, trauma, and loss. Dix
still mobilizes sympathy, but today’s shudder is probably more symptomatic of war’s
tragic repetition than aesthetic innovation. It’s no coincidence that ever since the anxious
weeks leading up to the U.S. invasion of Iraq Dix’s disturbing images of the social and
political costs of war have reverberated with new urgency for many Europeans, resulting
in a reexamination of some of the startling works he produced in the wake of World War
I. France responded quickly to the growing crisis with a preemptive exhibit of Dix’s work
at the Centre Pompidou entitled Otto Dix, dessins d’une guerre á l’autre (Otto Dix:
Drawings from one War to Another). As much a symbolic gesture of Franco-German
solidarity as a sign of transatlantic rift, the exhibit provided a forewarning of the
traumatic consequences of war, hence visual justification for the two countries’ collective
insistence on finding diplomatic solutions to the conflict.
The fact that a new war has precipitated reappraisal of Dix points to the
timelessness of his recollections of the front and postwar Germany, which radiate the
kind of immediacy usually associated with the uncensored reports of a war
correspondent. The choice of Dix’s grotesque realism is à propos: his images dislodge
the horror of war from the antiseptic euphemisms used to sanitize the awful violence in
the first place. In the aftermath of a war fait accompli, however, artistic reportage never
seemed as factual as futile. Leave it to the Europeans to draw political lessons from their
art. But art and politics, like France and Germany, have had a difficult relationship.
Thomas Mann theorized back in 1918 that the origins of the war were a matter of
aesthetics, embodied in the historical antagonism between the value of art and mass
politics; beleaguered by the anarchy of Kulturbolschewismus on the one hand and the
growing hegemony of market driven Zivilisation on the other, Germany mobilized a two
front defense of Kultur. A similar sense of resistance fuels the rhetoric of today’s
fundamentalists. Indeed, in the sobering light of postwar reality, the afterglow of Dix’s
pathos charged configurations of shattered bodies and landscapes shed light on an
analogous situation in postwar Iraq. The immediate fallout from the war as well as the
unilateral imposition of western style democracy have disquieting historical resonance,
evoking uncanny associations with Dix’s own Weimar culture.
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The fact that many interpreted Dix’s art as more than reportage confirms the
increasingly politicized nature of cultural artifacts produced in Germany during the years
between the two world wars. To be sure, Dix created his portraits during one of the more
politically and artistically charged moments in modern memory, an era marked by a
complex representational relationship between art and social reality. Weimar culture “not
only replicated the struggle for social and political hegemony” raging in the postwar
years, Larry Jones argues, “but entered into that struggle with a sense of engagement that
has few parallels in modern history” (74). Mobilizing aesthetic capacities for political
ends and social transformation, the Weimar avant-garde contributed to a revolution in
aesthetics that affected many aspects of social, cultural, and political life.
While Dix’s images are powerful studies in corporeal trauma, the choice of
representing veterans’ bodies as the locus of trauma and conflict produced by the
convergence of social, political, and economic networks created immediate political
fallout. Heated debates about the memory, meaning, and commemoration of World War I
coincided in 1924 with the ten-year anniversary of war mobilization and the opening of
the Antikriegsmuseum (Anti-War Museum) in Berlin, signifying the intersection of many
of the social and political issues that had coalesced around war representations in
Germany up to that point. The more controversial of these was Dix’s Der Krieg (The
War), a cycle of fifty shockingly detailed images documenting the horror of life at the
front and in the trenches. His work illustrated in a dramatic way both the subjectivity and
volatility of recollection in postwar Germany, which had neither a nationally recognized
monument nor a memorial day for its war dead. The extraordinary impersonality of the
war’s violence may have been commemorated in other countries with monuments such as
the tomb of the Unknown Soldier, but Germany’s response was in the very impersonality
of its commemoration, which is to say a lack thereof. The Neue Wache awaited
dedication until 1931, and it wasn’t until opposition was silenced in 1934 that the
National Socialist government established a national day of remembrance.
Violent antagonisms fractured Germany society and the inability to adequately
address the experience of the war, due to the highly politicized nature of commemoration,
was a polemic more or less representative of “a failure to develop symbols on which even
a minimum consensus could be reached. The discord over symbols…reflected profound
social and economic contradictions…” (Whalen 32). Memory, of course, can be highly
contradictory, functioning in a kind of second-order consensus: historically,
commemoration is less concerned with what happened or why than with the significance
of its immediate and emotional impact. As is often the case, what ultimately matters is a
representation’s centrality in creating communities around a common symbol. Symbols,
however, can lead to unpredictable politics. Although German consensus on how the
Great War should be commemorated was conflicted, Dix’s work was obviously at odds
with the way many Germans at that time felt about how the war should be remembered.
Dix’s representations of dismembered veterans do not commemorate community, but
rather thematize the trauma of its unprecedented fragmentation. The fragmentary nature
of the postwar years thus finds its correlate in Dix’s realism: his unflinching
representations of human bodies in all stages of corporeal fragmentation and prosthesis
mirror Germany’s postwar condition as a nation.
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Reconstructing Dix’s representations of veterans as historical objects underscores
their commemoration of German society’s idiosyncratic struggles with the material praxis
of democracy and transnational capitalism. To be sure, unprecedented political
instability, an ineffective and divided labor movement, and insuperable economic
problems all contributed in unique ways to the erosion of democratic support, but art also
contributed to powerful social prejudices against the new republic. Dix’s Prague Street
and Matchstick Vendor or two such paintings from the his series of Krüppelbilder, or
Paintings of Cripples, that document Germany’s postwar crisis in terms of corporeal
amputation, providing compelling evidence of the extent to which bodies and their
aesthetic representation shaped an inherently conservative discourse, often overlapping
with fictionalized rhetoric of Germany’s incompatibility with liberal democracy and
market driven values. An examination of correspondences clarifies the volatile position
of a mutilated generation, silenced and marginalized, yet nevertheless contained within
aesthetic, social, and political discourses. These paintings are testimony to the horrors of
modern warfare, but theorizing on them in light of amputated bodies illuminates
significant anxieties about forces shaping German political and cultural life during the
interwar years. Dix’s representations of disabled veterans provoked consequences,
contributing to the erosion of consensual support of democratic Weimar and the gradual
accommodation of reactionary demands.
For regardless of authorial intent, Dix’s representations emanate with convincing
political diagnoses: Prager Street and Matchstick Vendor in particular represent a
nation’s crippling incompatibility with historical forces shaping its social and political
identity. Like a lot of politically charged art, social reportage can be depressing and the
two above mentioned paintings document the profound sociopolitical melancholy of
postwar Germany. While disabled veterans were an aesthetic resource used by Dix’s
contemporaries, for most Germans they were traumatic reminders of defeat and loss.
Broken bodies fitted with makeshift prostheses (or, as is often the case in Dix’s portraits,
simply without them, thus reinforcing wounded and vulnerable subjectivity) were visible
souvenirs of the war, registering severe wounds inflicted upon the collective psyche by
bitter defeat and trauma. The representation of shell-shocked veterans, trembling
uncontrollably or with mutilated and mechanically enhanced bodies, offered visual
evidence of trauma that corresponded allegorically to Germany as a nation,
simultaneously as a marked and wounded site - injured by war, capitalism, technology
and utilitarian democracy, the forces defining the very experience of modernity itself.
Opportunism materialized around Dix’s cripple portraits from the outset,
polarizing audiences: the left rejoiced in a realism that corroborated what the French
writer Paul Nizan described as a rejection of “humanistic mythology that speaks of an
abstract man and ignores the real state of his life” while the right saw in them a
confirmation of Hindenburg’s “Stab in the Back” and everything that had gone wrong in
Germany since signing at Versailles. Uncertainty generally gives rise to overreaction, but
given the polarized nature of politics during the postwar years, it’s not surprising that the
right failed to see in Dix an ally or appreciate the ambiguity of his reportage. The avantgarde, on the other hand, could be every bit as hyperbolic as the social conditions
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nurturing its aesthetic programs. Dix’s paintings shock audiences not so much by virtue
of their provocative aesthetics as the material conditions they reflect, outrageous
regardless of the way they were portrayed. But while nevertheless considered
revolutionary perhaps in aesthetic terms, Dix’s innovative representations are not
progressive, however, but rather intersect with and enable a growing network of
reactionary rhetoric discrediting the new democratic government proclaimed in Germany
after the war. Emerging from the discursive absence of traumatic amputation, Dix’s
complicity begins with the chaffing convergence of sociopolitical veracity and endemic
hostility toward democratic praxis. My study aims to promote discussion of possible
social and political consequences of Dix’s representations of disabled veterans, both to
further a more comprehensive reassessment of Dix’s work, awash with the contradictions
of his time, and to ask to what extent Dix’s sobriety overlaps with rhetoric undermining
support for Weimar democracy.
Prager Street and Matchstick Vendor invite the eye to contemplate the extant
remains of bodies, ruins conterminous with the history that violently marked them. The
curious solitude of limbless and blinded veterans on crowded streets, their scarred and
vulnerable subjectivity amplified by Dix’s attention to detail and the grungy seduction of
a flâneur’s gaze, produce disturbing and unforgettable impressions. Dix sobriety
visualizes cultural and material processes unique to his time and his strategies for
illustrating Germany’s postwar trauma comprise a recursive absence he grounds in
corporeal amputation. Disabled veterans had become abject ghosts in a society that in
large part preferred to forget their troubling presence. Indeed, Dix’s politics of the
corporeal highlight the paradox of a nation coping with disabled bodies while
simultaneously repressing them through a growing Körperkultur. Nature, nudism, and
gymnastics were certainly an index to growing resistance to the dehumanizing of the
body as a prosthetic, functionalized and rationalized by industrial processes, but, as
Sigfried Kracauer points out in “The Mass Ornament,” the Tiller Girls’ rationalized body
movements and synchronized routines testify to Fordism’s uncanny and often
contradictory influence on popular imagination.
Although Dix situated himself outside of officially codified approaches which
defined trends in post-expressionistic art, he obviously shared aesthetic concerns with the
major proponents of Neue Sachlichkeit, who neither strove for a new humanism nor any
sense of community. Most did not define themselves as spokesmen for a particular class,
either, but rather as representatives of a social-liberal cultural democracy characterized by
the tendency toward extreme realism, documentation, and object fetishism, the antithesis
of the moody psychology of expressionists. The new emphasis on verism naturally
coincided with the collapse of political and social idealism in Germany and the pragmatic
realities of a nation in turmoil. Many adherents of New Sobriety exchanged social
consciousness for market driven values that had become the only meaningful social
regulator. These artists viewed the development of democracy in Germany as a process
contingent on the increasing commercialization of all areas of life (Hermand 59). While
Dix’s sobriety destroys any vestiges of idealism still haunting Weimar society, thus
pointing clearly to his complicity with prevailing trends, his realism also illuminates
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serious contradictions: banking on the growth of a cultural democracy dependent on
commercialization of everyday life and full shop windows works as long as consumers
are allowed to participate in a concomitant rise in living standards and codetermination in
politics. Not meeting such expectations can have catastrophic results in times of crisis
and economic decline.
The path to a successful democracy, however, is not necessarily paved with
market values and the availability of commodities, an economy of exchange from which
Dix’s amputated veterans have been severed. With economic hardship at critical mass,
the availability of commodities did not boost economic growth, address grievous social
issues, nor generate support for a functioning democracy, but rather intensified frustration
and resentment. The market demands that commodities circulate, and to facilitate the
movement from factory to consumer imposes certain values. What the market produces
and how it is consumed is framed by those values, in large part the values of middle-class
America, cultural values that are extremely alienating for many cultures. Hollywood and
Berlin may have exchanged actors and directors, but its social realities couldn’t have
been different. It would take more than a shoeshine and a smile to convince Germans that
the system was a winner.
Unlike many avant-garde contemporaries whose aesthetic strategies withdraw
from transparent forms of expression, Dix clearly shows the traumatic results ensuing
from the discrepancy or gap between aspiring democratic ideals and the limits of material
reality in postwar Germany, the difference between the rhetorical and the real. If we find
a critique in the Krüppelbilder series as a whole, it comprises pronounced statements of
absence, like the amputees themselves, leveled more at the lack of any meaningful
relation between capitalism’s liberal optimism, its illusions of self-determination (a desire
in fact manipulated by market forces and the commodification of every-day life,
including bodies and human relations), and the grim limitations of Germany’s postwar
social reality. Without the faintest crosshatchings of social bonds, hence no distinction
between background and foreground, everything takes on interpretive value.
Commodities in shop windows entirely mediate intersocial spaces between humans as
well as the type and quality of these relations. Each landscape lacks the gravity of any
social bonds beyond the proximity of commodities. What dominates his images of war
amputees is a painful absence—the amputation of limbs merely reinforces the postwar
dissolution of political fictions and communal bonds, aside from a few reflexive, perverse
gestures such as an anonymous wooden hand tossing trash into the makeshift prosthetic
hand of a blind and begging veteran or a dog urinating on a sightless and limbless veteran
reduced to selling matchsticks in the street. The eye first stumbles over the veteran’s
broken body, orbits the circumference of human ruins framed by pedestrian indifference,
only to be thrust by the centrifugal force of alienation against the shop windows, full of
emblematic commodities. Cluttered with useless junk and reflecting fragments of urban
bustle, the windows mirror the poverty of inter-social relations. The eye strains for a
glimpse of human reassurance, but finds only absence and exclusion: amputated bodies,
anti-Semitic newspapers, prostheses, and emblematic commodities. At times, Dix’s lucid
detailing of the streets appears like he transposes flashbacks of the trenches into his
idiosyncratic realism. Indeed, in Prague Street and Matchstick Vendor, Dix depicts the
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profound alienation of the German streets in an idiom familiar to any veteran who had
survived four years on the Western Front. As the eye records the instantaneous moment
of impact, alienation tears into the composition like a mortar shell, ripping apart bodies
and flinging fragmented limbs and objects outward away from the amputated veteran.
Of course the ingenuity of today’s market forces has few limits and the
marketability of melancholy is as much a symptom of surplus desire as it is the fashion of
self-cultivation. The commodification of consolatory tropes and practices in conjunction
with sophisticated media technologies renders grief and antidotal medications as
idiomatic as the belief in self-expression. The eternal appearance of the new has nurtured
consumers who have never been so nostalgic for the present. Dix’s sober engagement
with amputation and economic destitution, however, clearly circumscribes cultural and
economic limits. The shop windows around the dismembered veterans are full of
commodities, most notably innovative prosthetic devices for missing limbs, ironic
counterpoint to the amputated vulnerability of the veterans themselves. Dix’s amputees
do not have access to those ideologies advertised in the shop window, which cater to
fetishistic desires fueled by reciprocal fantasies of re-arranging, transforming, and
correcting corporeal imperfections. On the contrary, the new prosthetics showcased in
fashionable shop windows remained well beyond the reach of veterans, who simply
couldn’t afford the new innovations, thus excluding them from the ideological loop.
“Taken as a whole,” Linda McGreevey writes, “Prager Street is a microcosm of the
German nation. It throngs with the mutilated half-deformed creatures that filled the
streets of the country. Not only the veterans are victims of mutilation; the child and the
woman, both civilians, are also deformed. The entire society, then, needs artificial
devices to make it functional and whole…but these items were too dear for them and
their presence, no doubt, highlighted the frustration” (38).
A hyperbolic material praxis that disdains material limits and cultivates selfentitlement, body sculpting, and surgical augmentation in the name of self-determination
and identity fashioning is common practice today. Market driven fantasies of self and its
construction have contributed to a myth of limitless improvement and change, defying
the historicity, mortality, and indeed the very materiality of the body. But Dix’s broken
bodies are a profound shock, a kind of Verfremdungseffekt, inspiring melancholic
contemplation of leftovers or remnants (Rest), the ruins of bodies conterminous with their
violent history. While democracy, like the prosthetic, promises wholeness, even
transcendence, it remains showcased in the shop window, well beyond reach. Like any
prosthetic device, it functions as a kind of uncanny supplement or fetish, aiming at
recreating a totality or wholeness from something fragmented. In both spaces, the
political and theoretical, amputation invites supplementary narratives with which to fill
that uncanny absence. The prosthetic in the windows, however, much like a monument or
memorial, fetishize the trauma of amputation. The fetish, of course, attempts to replace
the horror of amputation and in doing so sets up a “memorial to itself in the creation of a
substitute.” The prosthetic, like democratic praxis, is both the symbol and the symptom of
trauma.
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Taken together, Prager Street and Matchstick Vendor offer compelling evidence
of the extent to which aesthetic representations reflected and constructed Germany’s
social and political reality during the Weimar years. “Consequences are not, alas,
inevitably the product of intentions,” Nicholas Lemann writes, “they are determined by
the collision of intentions and reality” (82). Contrary to Schiller’s belief in an authorial
intention able to foresee and predict an outcome for the work of art, Dix probably didn’t
concern himself with the consequences of his work. He enjoyed antagonizing the status
quo; modernists, after all, had a penchant for smashing things up, if only for the sake of
shock value. Roland Barthes’ study of Bertolt Brecht is helpful in this regard: one may
identify an “apocalyptic” strain in Dix’s early postwar works “concerned to express and
produce destruction without trying to see what comes afterwards.” Part of the painful
absence of the Krüppelbilder series is a lack of any “eschatological discourse” designed
to overcome Germany’s incredible “fatality of social alienation.” (Mehigan 77). While he
provided powerful images for right wing diatribes against the cultural decadence of the
postwar age, Dix failed to suggest a solution for the moral and social crisis of postwar
Germany.
Dix’s depiction of postwar trauma is unambiguous, but, like many
contemporaneous artists, his relationship to Weimar democracy conflicted. After all, Dix
inscribes his representations with a system of social and political references in which he
himself is enmeshed. As socially symbolic representations, his paintings both reflected
and contributed to paradoxical reactions to Weimar democracy. The changes produced by
the interplay of these forces represented steps in the progressive breakdown of Weimar
culture. In this sense, the millenarian legacy of modernist culture intersected with the
hegemonic ambitions of Germany’s anti-republican right. Although Weimar democracy
is generally synonymous with the cultural achievements of modernism, cultural
modernism in Germany did very little to support Weimar democracy: unfortunately,
Weimar’s conflation in the popular imagination with Germany’s idiosyncratic variations
of cultural modernism “provided its detractors with much of the negative symbolism they
needed to mobilize sentiment against the new republican order” (Jones 89). While
agitating fervently for their own varied agendas, few artists mobilized in defense of the
republic conspicuously lacking in republicans. What it lacked in republicans it
compensated for in disgruntled Kulturpessimisten.
Millenarian epochs are renowned for their Rasputins, faith healers who cure by
virtue of authority and sympathetic magic. Evoking the power of historical continuity,
fascist spectacle mesmerized with narratives that induced suspension of disbelief.
Grounding itself firmly in a racial, territorial, and social space inherited from the past, the
National Socialists appealed to Germany’s history and sense of community, thereby
transforming fatality into continuity, contingency into meaning, illness into antidote: the
Nazi regime lay hands on the body politic in order to excise the disease afflicting postwar
Germany, the historical anomaly of Weimar, which it succeeded in portraying as a radical
break with the past. When the National Socialists showcased Dix in Berlin at the
notorious Degenerate Art exhibit of 1937, more than a decade after he began painting
amputated veterans, they found the shocking symbols they needed to arouse sympathy for
their policies of cultural hygiene, knowing all too well that certain cultural artifacts
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mobilized suspicion and others profound emotional legitimacy. The National Socialists
responded to the trauma of amputation and German’s sense of social and political
fragmentation by, among other things, appealing to a revival of völkische Kultur, German
national identity and a sense of community or Volksgemeinschaft. Heim ins Reich (“back
to the homeland”) strategically cultivated German national identity and culture as an
antidote against Germany’s postwar cultural and political fragmentation. While Dix’s
harsh juxtaposition of wounded subjectivity with the chaos of commerce underscores the
dissolution of social community into scattered and disconnected fragments, the former
drew community together as if by centripetal force, counteracting what many imagined to
be the centrifugal force of liberal democracy’s market driven diaspora.
History proves unnervingly cyclical. In Joyce’s Ulysses, Stephen Dedalus fears
history’s eternal recurrence: “history,” he says, “is a nightmare from which I am trying to
awake” (34). With the fatality of tragic realism, Dix brings the past to bear on the present.
His bitter clarity details the legacy of war as a curse that has continued to haunt patterns
of events in proceeding decades and generations. Jump ahead eighty years and Dix awoke
painful memories from the most recent past while providing powerful symbolism for
European resistance to military intervention in Iraq. His postwar narratives have proven
to be as much a commentary on his own troubled times as they are on the present,
offering compelling prognoses that have extended well beyond the rubble of his own
historical incertitude. Especially since WW I, Europeans appreciate art as much for its
reflection of subjectivity as political and social symbolism; it’s where the social and the
ideal coalesce around the idiosyncratic. For the US, whose markets determine art’s moral
or social value, the artifice of transcendence in that space called entertainment wields
more influence on its political imagination. For that matter, the image of smiling GIs
handing out candy bars to liberated children has shaped foreign policy for half a century.
One of the more haunting media images to emerge from postwar Iraq, however, is one of
a wounded child suffering from multiple amputations. What will the individual and
collective implications be for such trauma? As Congress debates its postwar obligations
for cleaning up the rubble abroad it would do well to take a backward glance at Dix’s
compositions. The international community had forewarned the postwar moral
ambiguities and socio-political complexities that would result from such a conflict, the
very kinds of unresolved conflicts Dix painted with such uncanny realism, arguably the
symbols of extremists’ discontent. The current administration’s plea for European
assistance in Iraq emphasizes the dialectical nature of art and politics. The irony of Dix’s
foresight is now the sobriety of hindsight. If his work’s pessimistic predictions hold true,
then the postwar conditions and values they reflect are not historically unprecedented, but
underscore a cyclical philosophy of history. Administrations and economic crises come
and go, but the imposition of democratic praxis requires sustained and committed
international stewardship, regardless of its immediate or long-term costs. In Germany, at
least, extremists proved extremely adept at picking up after others; they cleaned house
just before making an even bigger mess.
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Abstract
The child as a figurine, a mere few inches in height, may seem too modest to merit attention, yet
they are prominent among votives recently found in the Temple of Satet on the island of
Elephantine (Aswan). In contrast to the several hundred found at Elephantine, a few earlier
examples are known from two other temples: the sacred property of the god Osiris-Khentiamenti
at Abydos (1902-03 excavations by W.F. Petrie); and Temple of Horus at Hierakonpolis (1897-99
excavations by Quibell and Green) where animals are numerous. This study centers on a more
recent find: a group of child figurines with a few animals and model potstand found in the 1981
Hierakonpolis Excavations of Dr. Walter A. Fairservis. For first time these figurines have been
found in an ancient town; the adjacent structure, the first preserved palace dating to Dynasty I,
could offer other associations, helpful to the use of these miniatures in that place.
Dating is an open question as is the meaning of the figurines. An early date, first dynasty, was
proposed by Petrie for the Abydos figurines. Stratigraphic and occupational evidence documented
for the Elephantine figurines (1973-76 excavations published by G. Dreyer in 1986) offer the
possibility of later use and production. None however at Elephantine are later than Dynasty V,
2500 B.C. A few are found in deposition dateable to Dynasty III. The accompanying figurines
which include animals are treated as separate entities in the Elephantine publication. Any
relationship between the human and animal figurines have been overlooked. Helpful texts
(Middle Kingdom, c. 2000 BC) accompanying apotropaic carved bones (so-called ‘wands’) state
their function to protect a newborn and depict a variety of animals including the lion and
crocodile, also part of the Hierakonpolis group of figurines.
This study involves material from three sites, and evaluates this early material against visual and
textual information from later periods, as there is no contemporary ancient literature to speak for
the meaning and use of the child figurines. This study is the first to evaluate the child figurines
with their various contexts and accompanying finds, and re-assesses their importance with the
broader evidence of the portrayal of, roles of and interaction of later children shown in sculpture,
tomb reliefs (pyramid age, Old Kingdom c. 2600-2400 B.C.) and tomb wall paintings numerous
in Thebes, last empire age (New Kingdom) c. 1700 - 1000 B.C., and some later into Roman
times with the child god Harpokrates.
It may seem curious to us that children were given as small votive figurines in the sanctuaries of
such divergent deities: Osiris the lord and ruler of the Netherworld with his predecessors in the
sacred land of Abydos, Satet as Nile source waters at Elephantine, and Horus the Falcon god of
Hierakonpolis; all are part of the south or Upper Egypt. I contend that it was the individual, not
the god, that chose the offering. These figurines may well be evidence of popular religion. Thus
far scholars of the Elephantine material and Erika Schmidt have suggested that each is a votive
for a child, and the sex of the desired child is also indicated. The 1981 Hierakonpolis figurines
provide new questions and for the first time a possible secular context.
As Horus is the main god of Hierakonpolis, we must also ask if the child could represent the child
Horus. The hand to mouth gesture is characteristic of the later Harpokrates, who is Horus as the
child in Greek and Roman art and religion, but boys and girls have this gesture in several periods
of Egyptian art, as early as the Pyramid age. I conclude that the child figurine at Hierakonpolis is

meant to be a child, not specific as to boy or girl. These children are intentionally ambiguous in
sex and age, and yet readily recognized as young toddlers, often standing. It is more than
interesting that in such a culture that favored men, obviously in kingship and officialdom, that
sexless or female babies are numerous, if not dominant, as evident from the figurines found at
Abydos, Elephantine and Hierakonpolis. Prayers for children, or thanksgiving for a child may
have had greater import than the sex. If ‘The Child’ may have functioned on a mythic or
religious level as well, we have to consider broader aspects to Hierakonpolis with apotropaic
wands for any baby, cosmic qualities of the god’s birth temples, and earliest texts concerning a
child, the Pyramid Texts with the vulnerable child god Horus.
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An Analysis of the Stratification of Employment Within Higher Education:
A case study of a Midwestern College
Kelly Neese
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ABSTRACT
Higher educational institutions are in the business of promoting socio-economic status
advancement through education. Many higher education non-professional employees are faced
with this dilemma and most often become non-traditional students while being employed at a
post secondary educational institution. The World Socialist Web Site reported that in May 2003,
students, some janitors and dining hall workers protested at Harvard University claiming that
support staff employed in service sector positions at Harvard were paid less than a living wage.
The sit-in prompted the creation of a living wage policy committee. Larry Hanley of the
Professional Staff Congress, City University in New York cited that students felt this was an
important step towards a time when no service worker at Harvard would need worry about basic
health care needs or paying rent.
The opportunity for service employees to enroll in classes is often a fringe benefit of
employment at post-secondary educational institutions like Indiana State University. The
general attitude of non-professional service employees seems pessimistic concerning the actual
opportunity to pursue this fringe benefit to improve their livelihood. One would think a postsecondary educational institution would encourage its employees to pursue the fringe benefit of
education during employment to increase social and economic mobility. Apparently, some
supervisors within the hierarchy discourage employees from enrolling in classes based on their
occupation to prevent them from climbing the social and economic ladders.
Previous literature exploring the effects of occupational structure and position in higher
education is limited. Karl Marx theorized that the basis on which stratification rests is the
relationship of the worker to the means of production. This stratification is often a direct
reflection of the workers overall status in the society. This makes it more difficult for those in
lower social classes to gain mobility within the workplace and society. Are non-professional
employees (as non-traditional students) in post-secondary educational institutions marginalized
in terms of access to furthering their education due to their occupational positions?
To better understand the extent of discrimination at Indiana State University this study
will employ survey. A questionnaire will be distributed to non-professional support staff at
Indiana State University via the campus mail system. A return envelope will be included with
the questionnaire to increase the rate of return. Subjects receiving the questionnaire will be
given two weeks to return it. The Likert response scale will be used to measure the response to
each question and report findings by occupation. The total population of support staff
(approximately 800 employees) encompasses occupations such as Administrative Assistants,
Office Assistants, Groundskeepers, Custodians, Carpenters, Plumbers, Electricians, Painters
Movers, and Technical Assistants.
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(Note: this is an abstract for a proposed paper not yet written. It would involve a critical
exploration of the academic tendency [most recently manifested in a conference on James
Bond films at Indiana University] to elect artifacts of popular culture as legitimate objects
of academic study. In this paper I would examine a few examples of this phenomenon,
framing the examination in an argument about the way in which literary and artistic
"classics" come to be constituted. I would expect the resulting paper to be of a length
that might be delivered within about 20 minutes.)
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The Birth and Death of the Soul (revised)

In Purgatorio XXV, Dante places in the mouth of the Roman poet Statius an exposition
of the origin of the human soul. It is not until this account occurs that the reader of the
Commedia realizes that the poem also contains a correlative account of the death of the human
soul. In a general sense, of course, the Inferno is such an account: the souls of the damned are
referred to more than once as "dead," and it doesn't seem far-fetched to think of them as dead,
insofar as they are definitively sundered from the three theological virtues that give the soul life.
Or the death of the soul is considered to be something that awaits all the damned, but will occur
only at the Last Judgement – an interpretation of la seconda morte [the second death] that is
found in many Dante commentaries.
However, Inferno also contains an etiology of the soul's death that is in many respects
parallel to Statius's etiology of its birth. The episode in question is that of the Forest of the
Suicides, in Inferno XIII. The verbal clue initially alerting the reader to the connection of Inferno
XIII with Purgatorio XXV is the word stizzo [brand], which occurs in both of these cantos (Inf.
XIII, 40 and Purg. XXV, 23), and nowhere else in the poem. Dante the Wayfarer has expressed
astonishment arising from the extremely emaciated appearance of the souls of the Gluttonous, on
the sixth cornice of Purgatory, giving rise to the question: how can flesh (or what appears to be
flesh) be so mortified when it has no need of nourishment? As a preamble to Statius's remarks,
Virgil brings to mind the strange tale of Meleager, whose life was foretold to be coextensive with
that of a brand [stizzo] withdrawn from the fire by his mother, as soon as she heard the prophecy.
Virgil's analogy may seem imprecise, but its point seems to be that the myth of Meleager
establishes that a human life can be affected by something having no physical connection with it,
and therefore provides a paradigm for the starved appearance of souls that need no food.
The context in which Virgil presents this analogy is rich in symbolism. Dante's poetic
persona has responded to the skeletal appearance of the souls, noting that chi ne 'l viso de li

uomini legge 'omo' / ben avria quivi conosciuto l'emme [whoever reads 'omo' writ in human faces
/ here would well have recognized the 'm'] (Purg. XXIII: 32-33). The structure of the human face
exhibits inscription of the three-letter term that identifies the species, and in the skeletal souls of
the Gluttonous, the middle letter of that term is unmistakably prominent. It is, of course, the
same letter that, formed by a myriad of blessed souls in Paradise (Par. XVIII: 72-108), will be
transformed into the imperial bird emblematic of Roman power.1
The prominence of this M suggests that before Dante recognises or acknowledges any
particular human identity in any of these souls, he perceives in all of them the inscribed evidence
of their spiritual destiny2 – a point of particular importance, in view of the far-reaching
rehabilitation of Forese Donati and, even more, of Dante's relations with him, that is undertaken
in Purgatorio XXIII and XXIV. What passed between Dante and Forese in their Florentine days,
in the form of writing, is here and elsewhere recouped, almost word for word, in the form of
speech, as the newly creative power of the spoken word comes to erase the imprisoning bonds
forged by writing. The idea of an intensity of address that overpowers the overt force of the
written word is vigorously developed in Purgatorio XXII, where Statius twice invokes, using
words implying speech (chiame, dicesti), the living communicative force, for him, of what
seemed to be no more than "texts" of Virgil's (Purg. XXII: 3-42 and 67-72). The verbal bond
thus formed between these two Roman poets is developed further by the inverted tree of Purg.
XXII: 130-154, which seems to have been placed where it is specifically for them (unlike the tree
of Purg. XXIV: 100-126, which both attracts and dismisses unsatisfied the Christian souls of the

1Such

commonality of the letter M gives rise to speculation as to the implied connection between the
palindromic omo and the word terram. The account of creation in Genesis narrates that the first man was created
from the dust of the earth, and earth and man, respectively, stand at the beginning and end of the six-day work of
creation. And the respective inscribed values of these two Gothic M's, man and eagle, are the creatures
identified, respectively, with St. Luke and St. John – the former, a physician turned evangelist who is author of
one of the synoptic gospels; the latter, an evangelist turned mystic who is [considered by Dante to be] author of
the Book of Revelation. All of this is only to suggest that, taken together, Dante's inscribed M's offer one of the
poem's many intimations of the connection of the fleshly human with the mysteries of Revelation.
In the light of the considerations advanced in the preceding note, the celestial Eagle's discourse on the
inscrutability of divine judgment in Par. XX enhances the pertinence of this notion.
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Gluttonous): Li due poeti a l'albero s' appressaro; / e una voce per entro le fronde / gridò: "Di
questo cibo avrete caro." [The two poets unto the tree drew near; / And from among the leaves a
voice proclaimed: / "From this food shall your abstinence be dear."] (Purg. XXII: 129-141).
As the multiple Latin and Italian wordplay on caro suggests3, it is an irony, tragic in one
case and happy in the other, that governs the experience of both of these poets, mapping out a
ground upon which the Word made flesh, and the flesh so mortified as to be reduced almost to
word, can simultaneously be glimpsed by the reader. The word that at once conveys fleshliness
and abstinence (caro) defines the transitional purgatorial ground that will make Virgil's reference
to Meleager meaningful. In this world that inverts the values and relationships of the physical
universe, the example of a physical object whose treatment determines the course of a life can
readily symbolize a hidden life whose course determines a physical image. The voice that calls
from among the leaves of the inverted tree illustrates this motif in its compound use of the two
Virgilian texts imperfectly paraphrased by Statius: Lo secol primo, quant'oro fu bello (The
primal age, 'twas beautiful as gold, Purg. XXII: 148) makes it clear that what attracts us to a
thing and makes it beautiful is not what gives it life – especially in the light of the words that
follow, which explicitly separate the virtues of the first age from its aureate beauty. The
implications of this idea for the explanation of the soul's origin that follows in Canto XXV, and
for the highly condensed but fertile discussion of poetics that comes between in Canto XXIV, will
be considered below.
The analogy with Meleager's life, coextensive with that of the burning brand, is only half
of Virgil's attempt to answer Dante's question. He presents a second analogy, to the
correspondence between the movements of human beings and those of their mirror images. The
slipperiness of this ground was of course a literary commonplace, and it is specifically

Caro is a three-way pun, since it is a Latin word meaning flesh and an Italian word meaning dear, that is also,
however – and this is its primary meaning here –, a rare Latinate noun connected with carestia (lack or shortage),
and therefore, meaning scarcity.
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acknowledged in Paradiso III: 10-18, where Dante describes his persona's mistaken
understanding of what he was seeing in these words: per ch' io dentro a l'error contrario corsi /
a quel ch' accese amor tra l' omo e 'l fonte (Wherefore I ran into the error opposed / to that which
kindled love 'twixt man and fountain). The classic narcissistic error, in this example, is to take a
(necessarily false) image for the truth, and the "contrary error," no less narcissistic, is to take truth
to be a mere image. Virgil's analogy is not concerned with such relations of truth and its mirror
image, however: it requires only the inevitability of connection between the image in the mirror
and the person physically separated from it. But in this analogy to the condition of the
Gluttonous in Purgatory, the carnal element of comparison seems to have changed places with its
intangible other, since it is the impalpable image of the fleshly human that reflects changes
originating in the mirrored body, whereas the apparent wasted flesh of Forese's astral body is
actually the impalpable reflection of the process being undergone by his penitent soul. In the first
of Virgil's examples, the consumption of a physical object is cause, and the wasting of a human
life is effect; in the second, the actions of a living human are cause, and their replication by a
mirror image is effect. The order of cause and effect in these analogies doesn't seem to matter to
Virgil, whereas in Dante's Christian psychology, it is crucially important: the Commedia's major
concern is to differentiate the truth from the false images of it that abound in every field of human
endeavor, from politics to poetics.
It is no surprise, then, to realize that stizzo has made a prior appearance in Hell, the home
par excellence of false images of truth, although the significance of its occurrence forty verses
into the infernal via negativa of the suicides remains to be explored. Inferno XIII begins with the
word Non, and this is followed, within the first three tercets, by five more negatives (four non and
one nessun). As in other parts of Dante's Hell, there is no rational heuristic available for
exploration, and here, even the human or humanoid personages who can normally provide a key
to understanding are not to be glimpsed. It is a landscape apparently void of informative signs
(che da nessun sentiero era segnato [that bore no sign of any path or ride], v 3). Moreover, it is a

classical landscape, featuring creatures from classical mythology (by way of the Aeneid) – a
landscape in which Virgil clearly feels himself to be the more knowledgeable, and where Dante
describes his confusion with a word (smarrito) that connects it with his dismay in a prior dismal
wood, where he cried out for help that was manifested in the form of Virgil, in the poem's
opening canto. Like the situation in Purgatorio XXV, where Virgil will assume that Dante does
not entertain the thoughts his guide would like him to ("Se t' ammentassi come ... / ... / ... / e se
pensassi come ...," ["If you brought to mind how ... /... /... / And if you thought how ...,"], Purg.
XXV: 22-25), Virgil here assumes knowledge of Dante's thoughts, saying, "Se tu tronchi /qualche
fraschetta d' una d' este piante / Li pensier c' hai si faran tutti monchi" ["If you break / Any small
branch off any of these plants, / The thoughts you have will soon show their mistake"] (Inf. XIII:
28-30). But Dante's poetic voice suggests that this assumption is false (Cred' io ch' ei credette ch'
io credesse [I think he thought that I indeed supposed], v 25: the subjunctive form of the third
verb implies that, whatever Dante the Wayfarer was thinking at this point, it was not that the
laments he heard came from the voices of people hidden among the deformed shrubbery of the
wood). What, then, was in his mind when, at Virgil's instigation, he broke a small branch off a
great thorn bush, causing the soul of Pier della Vigna to break into speech?
The Wayfarer knows as a matter of course that he is in a "Virgilian" landscape: the
Harpies nesting in the trees, and the oblique reference to the third book of the Aeneid, make that
abundantly evident; but it is clear that the wonderment expressed at the sheer improbability of
this setting, and of the hidden phenomenon that it enshrines, is more Virgil's than Dante's. It is
Virgil who refers to cose che torríen fede a 'l mio sermone (things that would steal all faith from
my report), and Virgil who says to the offended soul of Pier della Vigna, la cosa incredibile mi
fece / indurlo ad ovra ch' a me stesso pesa (This thing – so unbelievable – was the cause / Of my
urging a deed I now myself regret), vv 50-51. The source of the Wayfarer's smarrimento is given
as Io sentia d' ogni parte trarre guai, / e non vedea persona che 'l facesse (Anguished laments I
heard on every side, / But none who made them was to my eyes disclosed), vv 22-23. His

confusion and dismay, then, arise from the phenomenon of human cries of pain and distress in the
absence of any person to whom they could be ascribed. This seems to indicate that he is already
aware that he is in the presence of damned souls whose personhood has been destroyed,4 but who
pathetically retain human powers of feeling and expression. It seems that these souls, imprisoned
as they are within the grotesque plants, nonetheless have the power to produce moans and other
sounds of pain, without any breaking of their bosky involucrum; but such laceration seems to be a
necessary precondition to the production of speech. Moreover, the emergence of speech is
accompanied by that of blood (Da che fu fatto poi di sangue bruno, / ricominciò a dir ... [It then,
after it grew all dark with blood, / Again began to say ... ], and sí de la scheggia rotta usciva
inseme / parole e sangue ... [So, from the broken twig came forth at once / Both words and blood
... ], Inf. XIII: 34-35 and 43-44), a phenomenon implying a grave and fundamental disruption of
the constitution of the human soul.
In Statius's account of the origin of the human soul, blood figures only in the most
elementary stage of the soul's development: male blood, after a series of digestions that purify it,
unites with female blood to form a human embryo (interestingly, the verb used by Statius to
designate this action, geme [Purg. XXV: 44], occurs also at Inf. XIII: 41, where it denotes the
sound made by the green brand in the fire, as the vapour escapes from it). This union of bloods
initiates the process resulting in the production of the sensitive and vegetative soul. But speech
is, and can only be, a product of the immortal intellectual soul that arises from no natural process,
but is inbreathed by the divine afflatus (Purg. XXV: 61-75). The soul of lower order, although
the vessel of this divinely created soul, is uninvolved in its formation, and has no part in its
distinctive identity, even though such lower faculties as the operation of the senses, usually
identified with this soul, and nominally corporeal, are also held to depend upon the rational soul,

4There

is an imputation, in the use of the word persona, that this very point is what escapes Virgil: the suicide
who retains the power of speech after death personat, that is, makes sound, but as Christian ontology sees the
matter, he has irrevocably destroyed his person, and so, personat in the sense of playing a part. Cfr. Inf. VI: 35-36:
ponavam le piante / sopra lor vanità che par persona (we placed our feet / Upon their emptiness, that seems a person).

being merely articulated through the body. The language used by Statius suggests that a
significant and fundamental feature of the rational soul's identity is the capacity for speech, since
he uses the terms animal and fante, respectively, to designate the soul of lower order formed by
nature and the rational soul formed by God. The first word denotes a creature animated by the
vital spirits, and possessing procreative and sensitive capacities, whereas the latter denotes a
creature that speaks. The emergence of words and blood together, then, from the bough broken
by Dante, offers a first dramatic attestation of the disordering of the suicide's soul, by showing the
crude intermingling of things that are not only effectively the first and last elements in the soul's
formation, but also belong, respectively, to two different orders of soul.
Troublesome as such confusion is, it is only the beginning of the extraordinary situation
revealed by Pier della Vigna, for when, in response to Virgil's question, he explains how the
suicide's soul comes to be enclosed in such a tangled growth, he compares it to a seed from which
the grotesque plant grows. Thus the sublime end-product of the process described by Statius in
Purgatorio XXV – the immortal, rational soul – astonishingly becomes the seed of an organism
not only at the bottom of the hierarchy of soul, but malformed within its category. If this is not
the discreation of the human soul, in terms of Statius's description of its generation in Purg.
XXV, it is dangerously close to it. The description of the suicide's plight, even without taking
account of what he says, or the language in which he says it, is sufficiently horrific to alert
Dante's reader to something in the order of creation that has gone terribly wrong, but it is only the
light retrospectively cast upon this episode by Purgatorio XXV that displays how far wrong, and
how deeply disturbing to the work of creation, the suicide's act is. The soul that has emerged
from the hand of God, uniquely endowed with the capacity to seek truth, has degenerated into the
source of the crassest and most grotesque kind of materialism, fodder for the Harpies, grim
harbingers of future misfortune (and ultimately, of damnation [tristo annunzio di futuro danno –
wretched pronouncement of evil yet to come]). It is the more surprising, then, that both Pier della
Vigna and the anonymous Florentine whose words conclude the canto, not only retain the

capacity for speech, but are also able to speak with elegance and (in the case of the latter) with
prophetic power. How is such speech to be understood?
Pier's first words to the poets, after the lacerated limb of his dendritic body has exuded
blood, introduce an extraordinary parallel that will be taken up with protracted and horrific
explicitness in Cantos XXIV and XXV of Inferno, where Dante describes the punishment of the
thieves. He says, "Per ché mi scerpi?/ non hai tu spirto di pietà alcuno? / Uomini fummo, e or
siam fatti sterpi: / ben dovrebb' esser la tua man piú pia, /se state fossimo anime di serpi" [Why
rend me so? / Does the spirit of pity nowhere in you bud?/ Once we were men, now as rough
stocks we grow: / Your hand ought surely to have been more kind, / Had we been serpents' souls
beneath its blow"] (Inf. XIII: 35-39). The comparison of men with serpents works on two levels:
Pier's awareness of the conventional hierarchy of souls places snakes at the opposite (and lower)
pole from humans, but at the same time draws attention to the Serpent in Eden, which exhibits
human intelligence and superhuman guile, as well (to draw an inference from the punishment
adjudged to it in Genesis) as stature far superior to that of its descendants. Pier's speech will
continue to dwell on parallels with animals, in such language as Sí col dolce dir m'adeschi and
perch' io un poco a ragionar m'inveschi [Such tempting bait your sweet speech offers me and If I
some while enlime myself in speech] (Inf. XIII: 55-57) – two instances of comparison of himself
with hunted birds; but the implied analogy to the serpent is the most significant.
One might perhaps expect that in the undoing of the human soul that Inferno
progressively reveals, speech and thought would be among the most vital elements to be lost,
signalling the destruction of what, if Statius's account is to be believed, is most profoundly and
uniquely indicative of the human (as differentiated from the animal and vegetative) soul. But if
thought and speech are to be understood as the capacities that distinctively equip the soul to
apprehend the truth, their deterioration into mechanisms for deception and self-deception is an
even more telling manifestation of the degeneration of being as the human collapses into the
animal and sensual – not the merely animal and sensual, but the animality and sensuality of the

edenic serpent, which perversely uses its wit to belie its creator. The retention of speech by the
damned develops to its ultimate the dead-ended materialism that befogs the truth and substitutes
misleading images for it, and in this way, it reflects in an extreme form the difficulty of seeking
and articulating truth in a world of images. Satan is the paradigmatic artist of misrepresentation
in locating the possibility of human apotheosis in the consumption of a fruit, and Pier della Vigna,
seeking to invoke his unwitting tormentor's pity by intimating the horror of reducing even a soul
of the lowest animal order to the merely vegetative state, ironically refers indirectly to the more
horrific anomaly of a rational soul of highest order, functioning in accord with the dictates of
diabolical hubris. Pier della Vigna appears to have promised himself something like the opposite
of what Satan promised Eve (i. e., oblivion rather than godlike knowledge), but the promise is
comparably false and, himself both tempter and victim, he assumes both their rôles. In the canto
of the Suicides and in those of the Thieves, Dante adopts and permutes the elements of the primal
temptation in the Garden of Eden – Human, Tree, and Serpent – to identify successive phases in
the representation of the human soul's corruption. In the paradigmatic story, the human agent is
seduced by the voice of the Serpent, which carries the articulation of desire for a fatal object
identified with the Tree. Although the human, the forbidden tree, and the serpent are, and remain,
mutually distinct, there are already sources for the fusion of these elements in the serpent's
adoption of human language and the attraction of the human to the tree.5 The suicide, on the
other hand, is wholly enclosed in the grotesquely deformed shrub, and so is formally unified with
the archetypal object of desire, now transformed into an object of loathing. His instinctive
identification of himself with the serpent makes him simultaneously the Tempter who lays claim
to godlike knowledge and the victim of incomprehensible divine wrath. Here human and plant
are entirely confused, or rather, fused, to the Wayfarer's consternation, and Pier della Vigna,

5 In the many paintings of this popular subject that were made in the 16th century – by Altdorfer, Cranach,
Brueghel, and many others –, such intimate relations are often depicted graphically by the snake's entwinement
around the trunk of the tree, and Adam's and Eve's standing close to it, beneath its boughs, on either side.

recognizing himself to have lost the name man, is able to wonder whether he would be found
more worthy of pity if he were a snake.
Desire still lives in the soul of the suicide, and governs the pathetic residue of his selfconcept. But the thieves' dizzying exchanges and interchanges of physical form with snakes
intimate a confusion of being in which the original story has been radically restructured as an
Ovidian ontology of transformation. The motif of theft is nominally dominant, and seen from this
point of view, the original sin appears to be more clearly restructured as the theft of authority and
identity (ye will be like gods ...). Consequently, the tree and the temptation arising from it have
disappeared, and what remains is an interaction of human and serpent that nominally preserves
the primordial structure of cause and effect without reference to the fatal sin that links them.
(Serpents attack and strike the humans, with the resulting destruction of their human form, and –
commonly – the usurpation of their place by the serpents.)
There is a first hint of this situation in the oblique reference to resurrection through
mention of the phoenix. The two tercets describing the life cycle of the phoenix (Inf. XXIV: 106111) seem out of place, so different are they lexically, syntactically, phonetically, and
thematically from what precedes and what follows them. The account begins with a curious
indirection (Cosí per li gran savi si confessa [Thus by the great sages it is confessed]), as if the
ensuing words articulated a mystery or an exotic tale that the great sages were reluctant to divulge
(and perhaps, to believe). Cosí implies a parallel between the sinner's swift and complete
incineration, and ensuing reconstitution from the ashes to which he has been reduced, and the
phoenix's self-immolation and rebirth. But such a parallel is bound to shock the reader, since the
phoenix was an obvious figuration of Christ, through precisely the features mentioned, and the
sinner in question, Vanni Fucci, whose appearance upon the stage of the Inferno will conclude
with a strikingly obscene and blasphemous gesture, seems to be as unchristlike a figure as could
be imagined. The serpent bites the sinner at the point where the neck is joined to the shoulders,

so that the bite separates the head, the seat of the imperishable rational soul,6 from the rest of the
body, and the rapidity of the ensuing transformation is described by reference to the writing of the
word io in reverse (Né o sí tosto mai né i si scrisse [Never o so fast nor i was ever written], Inf.
XXIV: 100), intimating the undoing of the self that takes place. What then ensues is a mockery
of the divine creation of the first human, since here the "dust of the earth" gathers itself together
to constitute a humanoid figure with no question of divine intervention. The sacred Christian
myth of death and resurrection emblematized by the phoenix, and occurring in strictly measured
sacral history (quando a 'l cinquecentesimo anno appressa [When it draws near to its fivehundredth year], Inf. XXIV: 108) is contrasted with a mocking parody of the destruction of
human immortality by the serpent, and of its restoration by the agency of divine mercy and selfsacrifice.
Unlike Vanni Fucci, who has rejected what it is to be human, and speaks of himself as a
beast, Pier della Vigna exhibits an entirely different kind of self-concept that indirectly betrays
awareness of precisely the trust whose violation resulted in his eternal fate. The way he identifies
himself (Inf. XIII: 58-61) not only tells the reader who he was, but in so doing, confirms the idea
intimated by his choice of metaphors and language. Like the anonymous Florentine whose words
close the canto, he is never named, but unlike that Florentine, he is securely identified for the
reader beyond any possibility of doubt. Io son colui che tenni ambo the chiavi /de 'l cor di
Federigo (I am he whose hand held both of the keys / Of Frederick's heart) identifies the
chancellor of Frederick II, but the first verse more immediately brings to mind the disciple named
for the rock on which Christ would establish his church, and the keys entrusted to him. The
association of St. Peter with the vine that metaphorically represents the Church is made explicit
in Par. XVIII: 130-132, in Dante's apostrophe to Pope John XXII: Ma tu che sol per cancellare
scrivi, / pensa che Pietro e Paolo, che moriro / per la vigna che guasti, ancor son vivi (But you,

R. B. Onians, The Origins of European Thought (Cambridge, 1951; rpt 1989), Chapter II, esp. pp 123, 129-130,
notes that the Romans located the life-spirit, ? ? ? ? or anima, as well as the genius, in the head.
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who only to rub out inscribe, / Think well that Paul and Peter, they who died / For the vine that
you lay waste, are still alive). In a subtle and entirely inexplicit textual maneuver, the Peter of the
Vine whom Christ chose to be his Vicar upon earth becomes a shadowy precursor of the unnamed
Peter of the Vine that Dante finds in hell. This is figuralism turned upon its head, in a chiasmus
that sets the two Peters back to back at its center and, at its extremes, the imperishable Church
against the immortal soul of the suicide – for the vine entrusted to the care of Frederick II's
Chancellor was his own immortal soul. The conventional relation of figure and fulfillment is
overthrown in the moral economy of Hell, which drains substance from the damned (a notion
appropriately expressed for the first time in connection with the souls of the Gluttonous: Sopra
lor vanità che par persona [Upon their emptiness that seems a person], Inf. VI: 36]).7
Of course, Pier della Vigna, saying Io son colui che tenni ..., is speaking metaphorically,
but Dante's ending the verse with ambo le chiavi leaves the statement suspended between
literality and metaphoricality, intimating the immense irony of a comparison between entry into
the kingdom of heaven and possession of the secrets of a human heart. Moreover, the "literal"
element here (the keys of St. Peter) is itself metaphorical, designating the power to grant or deny
admission to the kingdom of heaven. Pier della Vigna will now be seen to be one of a quartet of
figures in the Commedia that Dante has explicitly endowed (or has so designed as to make them
think themselves endowed) with such power. The third of these figures is Pope Boniface VIII,
whom Guido da Montefeltro, in the account of his downfall (Inf. XXVII: 103-105) reports as
saying: Lo ciel poss' io serrare e disserrare, / Come tu sai; però son due le chiavi, / Che il mio
antecessor non ebbe care (The heavens I can lock and unlock at will, / As you well know;
therefore the keys are two, / That my predecessor guarded so ill). The figure of two keys, one to
lock and (a presumably different) one to unlock, is particularly striking, implying as it does that
neither of these actions is simply the reverse of the other, performable by the same instrument.
7 The idea of figuralism in late antiquity and the middle ages is extensively discussed by Erich Auerbach in his
seminal essay Figura, published in English translation in Scenes from the Drama of European Literature (New York,
1956).

Boniface, claiming that he is unlocking the door for Guido – who realizes that if he gives the
advice requested, it will be locked against him –, actually locks it (as the logic of the "nero
cherubino," XXVII: 114-120, makes perfectly clear), as if he had mixed up the two keys, or their
functions. In the case of the fourth such figure, the gatekeeper of the Mountain of Purgatory
(Purg. IX: 116-129), the two keys, one of gold and the other of silver, have complementary
functions but a single objective, since both are required to unlock the gate.
The differences are significant. Repentance, which is for a living Christian the key to the
"reversibility" of an act conducive to damnation, is unavailable to the damned, so the image of the
second key, or of the key that can be turned backward in its wards, is entirely delusive where they
are concerned. The keys that Pope Boniface thinks of as two are functionally only one, and the
operation of that single key is precisely the reverse of what Boniface claims (and wills) it to be.
The keys thus function metaphorically to represent the soul's power over itself – which is the
power to work its own salvation or damnation (to disregard, for the sake of the immediate
argument, the vital importance of grace in achieving the former). Pier della Vigna, softly
manipulating the keys that lock and unlock Frederick's heart, arrogates to himself a godlike
power, but is unhappily unaware of its analogy to the power he holds over his own heart, and its
vital importance for the determination of his eternal fate. Not only is the divine subsumed here
by the merely human; knowledge of another is assumed to be possible without self-knowledge,
and preferable to it.
The extended figure of speech centred on the keys, accordingly, begins to make manifest
the parallel between Pier della Vigna and the edenic serpent, and what follows seems almost to
function as an account (from Lucifer's point of view, of course) of Lucifer's downfall from
heaven, provoked by the envy of peers, rather than his own presumption.8 Finally, in passing a

The Fall of Lucifer, an English mystery play common to all four of the major cycles, represents Lucifer's original
act of rebellion as his seating himself on the divine throne (in a brief interval when God has vacated it, saying,
For I will wend and take my trace, / And se this blisse in every towre) and so, setting himself in the place of his Lord.
This diabolical "play-acting" (See the essay "Yow have begun a parlous playe" by Robert W. Hanning, in ) is
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death-sentence upon himself (Inf. XIII: 72: Ingiusto fece me contra me giusto [Against my own
just self made me unjust]), Pier not only usurps the Emperor's privilege, but effectively reenacts,
with much higher stakes, what Frederick has already done by casting him into prison. The court
of heaven has become the court of Frederick II, dominated by la meretrice [Invidia], that, along
with Superbia (Lucifer's original sin) and Avarizia, rules the cities that have become a hell on
earth (Inf. VI: 74-75). In the light of this grim transmogrification of the heavenly polity into the
ruinously corrupted polity of the fallen world, Pier's oath never to have broken faith with his lord,
per le nuove radici d' esto legno (by the novel roots of this tree), Inf. XIII: 73, is bitterly ironic,
since those "novel roots" are nothing less than the immortal human soul, directly created by the
Lord of Heaven, and destined to dwell eternally in his kingdom; and a mortal prince, an egregious
example of those in whom none should place trust (Psalm CXLVI: 3), has taken the place of the
Lord of Heaven.
From this point in the narrative of Inferno XIII, the Emperor is a scarcely active presence,
identified first by the general and abstract name Cesare, and a couple of lines later, by the only
slightly less abstract Augusto, a passive figure inflamed by those themselves inflamed by Envy.
The consequence of this process is described in an impersonal fashion, as if the Emperor had
played no
rôle at all in bringing it about: Che i lieti onor tornaro in tristi lutti (That happy honors turned to
wretched sorrows), Inf. XIII: 69. Pier della Vigna in Frederick II's prison, like the newly-fallen
Lucifer in Hell, like Francesca da Rimini and so many others of the damned in Dante's Inferno, is
in an entirely self-enclosed world that seems to exclude the possibility of external causes arising
from the agency of a greater power. It is in this solipsistically confined circle that he can say, in a
savage parody of the Holy Trinity's mutual and reflexive relations within and among its triune
personhood, L'animo mio per disdegnoso gusto, / Credendo co 'l morir fuggir disdegno, / Ingiusto
reenacted in Pier della Vigna's effectively substituting himself for Frederick by controlling the "keys to his
heart" so successfully che da 'l secreto suo quasi ogni uom tolsi (That from his secret will barred well-nigh all), Inf. XIII: 61.
See English Mystery Plays, a Selection, ed. Peter Happé (Penguin Books, 1975), pp 49-61, esp p 53.

fece me contra me giusto (My proud disdainful mind, moved by disgust, / Believing through my
death to 'scape disdain, / Against my own just self made me unjust), Inf. XIII: 70-72. When, only
a verse or two later, Pier della Vigna says of Frederick, che fu d' onor sí degno (of honor such a
worthy thain), Inf. XIII: 75, he appears to be thinking of himself as one with the Emperor. Whose
disdain, after all, does he seek to flee by dying? Natalino Sapegno, commenting, "D'altra parte il
disdegno, che il suicida vuol fuggire colla morte, non esprime una condizione interna, bensí una
realtà oggettiva; e cioè il disprezzo e lo scherno del mondo circostante ...",9 expresses the
generally accepted understanding of this line, but the involution of the entire phrase suggests that
the divided soul of Pier della Vigna disdainfully seeks to escape the disdain of his imperial lord,
which is, in effect, his own disdain, in analogy with the way it enacts an unjust judgment upon
itself. The disdain of the "surrounding world" is not excluded, but the psychology of the events
and feelings described is fully internalized and self-referential, as the consequence of an illicit
judgment on faulty grounds, passed by the soul upon itself.
Pier della Vigna was wrong about the "justice" of his own soul, as Singleton's analysis of
the idea of "justification" makes clear.10 However, the justice of the soul can only be determined
by a
Judge separate from the soul being judged, and it is precisely this kind of judgment that Pier is
unable to admit or acknowledge. In this respect, his situation (and that of the other damned in
Hell) is radically different from that of the souls in Purgatory, who, having opened themselves to
judgment and correction by the Judge, are engaged in the painful processes of justification. This
difference may perhaps be illustrated further by the possible wordplay on stizzo and stizza
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Divina Commedia, ed. Natalino Sapegno, Milano/Napoli, n. d., pp 154-155n.
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Charles S. Singleton, Dante Studies 2: Journey to Beatrice (Cambridge, Mass., 1967), Chapter XIII ("Natural
Justice") pp 222-253. In terms of the Aquinian and Aristotelian idea of the soul's justice outlined by Singleton,
Pier della Vigna's position is paradoxical and self-contradictory. The soul acting in justice is incapable of
making an unjust judgment against itself (or any other), nor is the soul of any fallen human a soul in justice.
But a soul not justified is not necessarily an unjust soul. Pier's claims are too large, both in respect of the global
consequences of his offence and its condemnation, and in respect of his soul's capacity to render a judgment
against itself.

(anger). A 'l consumar d' un stizzo (With the consumption of a brand), Purg. XXV: 23, may
perhaps intimate a disappearance of the sinner's wrath as complete as that of the brand consumed,
whereas Come d' un stizzo verde ch' arso sia (As from a brand still green when it is burned), Inf.
XIII: 40, seems to suggest in the incomplete and smoky smouldering of the green brand the
indefinite protraction of a wrath still ungoverned. In each case, there is a pattern of contrast
between irresolution and resolution, but the poles of the contrast in Purgatory are reversed in
Hell. The concrete physical representation of Pier della Vigna's eternal fate is rigid, unyielding,
brittle, whereas the moral condition intimated by his language and the figure defining his capacity
for speech seems still to be in flux – pathetically, since it can no longer make any difference. In
the case of the purgatorial souls, it is just the opposite: the moral situation is fully (and favorably)
resolved, and all else, in consequence, is fluid and dynamic.
This contrast is sometimes markedly represented through the self-awareness of the
pilgrim who travels through both realms, and nowhere, perhaps, more notably than through his
encounters with Forese Donati and Brunetto Latini, which display striking linguistic similarity –
to such an extent that it is hard to imagine that Dante did not intend the description of his
recognition of Forese to recall that of Brunetto. The former reads:
Ed ecco de 'l profondo de la testa /volse a me li occhi un' ombra e guardò fiso; /poi
gridò forte: "Qual grazia m' è questa?" / Mai non l' avrei riconosciuto a 'l viso; /ma ne la voce
sua mi fu palese /ciò che l' aspetto in sé avea conquiso. / Questa favilla tutta mi raccese / mia
conoscenza a la cangiata labbia11, /e ravvisai la faccia di Forese (And lo, his eyes, deep-sunk
within his head, / A shade turned on me, with a fixed regard; / Then loudly "What grace is given
me!" he said. / His face from me all recognition barred; / But his voice made apparent in its place
/ What the changed aspect in his features marred. / This spark rekindled in me from this trace /
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As Christopher Kleinhenz has pointed out (in "Dante and the Art of Citation," in Dante Now: Current Trends in Dante Studies, ed.
Theodore J. Cachey, Jr., Notre Dame, 1995, pp 50-51), the psalm Labia mea, sung by the shades of the Gluttonous, announces their
conversion from an improper to an appropriate use of their mouths. Dante's allusion here to la cangiata labbia announces the principal
topic of his coming exchange with Forese.

All of my knowledge of the altered mien, / And I again looked on Forese's face), Purg. XXIII: 4048.
The recognition of Brunetto Latini is described in these terms:
Cosí adocchiato da cotal famiglia, /fui conosciuto da un, che mi prese /per lo lembo e
gridò: "Qual maraviglia!" / E io, quando 'l suo braccio a me distese, / ficcai li occhi per lo cotto
aspetto, / sí che 'l viso abbrusciato non difese / la conoscenza sua a 'l mio intelletto; /e chinando
la mano a la sua faccia, /rispuosi: "Siete voi qui, ser Brunetto?" (I, by such company thus closely
eyed, / Was recognized by one, who took me by / The hem and "What a miracle!" then cried. /
And as he stretched his arm out to me, I / Upon his roasted features fixed my gaze, / So that the
burned countenance could no more defy / My mind's recovering what it sought to rase; /And
lowering my hand to touch his face, / "Ser Brunetto," answered, "are you in this maze?"), Inf.
XV: 22-30.
The many parallels, common words and even metaphors, between the two passages may
serve to make their differences even more marked. The Pilgrim recognizes Forese only by his
voice12, but Brunetto, by his appearance; and when Brunetto's appearance is recognized, the
recognition is intellectual, more the product of reasoning than of familiarity, cognition, perhaps,
at least as much as recognition. The poignant reciprocal motions of Brunetto's arm stretched out
to touch Dante's garment, and of Dante's arm lowered to touch Brunetto's face, are reminiscent of
the dramatic scene of Isaac's blessing in Genesis (27: 1-40): the sense of touch is readily
deceived, but the sense of hearing is not. "The hands are
the hands of Esau, but the voice is the voice of Jacob." Isaac, who realizes the discrepancy
between the
two, acts in accord with the evidence of deception, doing the right thing for the wrong reason.
The parallel is an instructive one, for Brunetto, who calls Dante figlio, has truly been a blind
12 However, Piero Cudini, in "La tenzone fra Dante e Forese e la Commedia," GSLI 159 (1982), pp. 18-25, points out the importance of
Forese's face (faccia) as a critically important feature linking the tenzone with Purg. XXIII. More generally, Cudini discusses their lexical and
prosodic connections.

father to him, one whose patrimony, unlike that of Isaac, is contradicted by the example of his
life.
Dante, seeing the shades of Forese and Brunetto, respectively, sees their souls, which he
has not seen before. Voice, which does not lie (as opposed to speech, which all too often does),
reveals Forese to him as the bared soul, assimilated to the condition of all humanity as it purges
from itself the dross of sin, cannot; but the voice of Brunetto, still wrapped in pride and selfconceit, like Ulysses' cowl of fire (ciascun si fascia di quel ch' egli è inceso [Each is wrapped in
that by which he's burned], Inf. XXVI: 48), cannot reveal him to Dante, and what Dante,
reasoning out the condition of the scorched shade before him, reads with shocked understanding,
is the true state of Brunetto's soul. This realization finally provides a counterpart to Brunetto's
recognition of Dante, also difficult, although for different reasons. Dante's poetic persona, a
pilgrim still in via, is always recognizable, even though his living presence in the other world is
astonishing and requires explanation. In this he is entirely unlike the dead who, reduced to
nakedness of soul clothed by astral bodies wholly emblematic of their spiritual conditions, have
to be seen with a differently attuned eye and mind.
Another way to interpret this difference, and a key to understanding the relation between
these two passages, is provided by the seemingly strange metaphor used by Virgil to request
Statius's forthcoming explanation of Dante's doubt: Ecco qui Stazio; e io lui chiamo e prego /
che sia or sanator de le tue piage (Behold here Statius, on whom I call and pray / That he be now
the healer of your wounds), Purg. XXV: 29-30. Virgil has (perhaps unconsciously) assimilated
Dante to the condition of Forese and, more distantly, to that of Brunetto. There were in both
cases metaphorical wounds: Brunetto had been Dante's teacher in Florence, and his collocation in
Hell for sodomy leaves an opening for speculation (pursued by some Dante critics13) as to
whether sexual advances may have entered into his relations with Dante. And
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Dante had notoriously indulged in a scurrilous poetic tenzone with Forese, for which he
elaborately atones
in his extensive rehabilitation in Purg. XXIII (85-96) of Forese's wife Nella, whom he had
seriously
maligned in those sonnets. Dante had clearly done much himself to heal these "wounds";
Statius'scontribution to the process is to show how the soul makes manifest its own passions and
sufferings, and ultimately comes to recognize and take responsibility for them. As in virtually all
of the punishments of Hell and Purgatory, the "wounds" of the soul are represented by physical
correlatives, but in the two episodes I have been examining, a like problem of physical
recognition is generated by two very different kinds of punishment. In both instances, the
distinctive features that normally constitute the basis of recognition are ravaged to such an extent
that semblance is destroyed. In one case, they are burned away; in the other, eaten away by
"starvation." But there is of course a more fundamental difference: Brunetto's wounds, like those
of all the sinners in Hell, are physical correlatives of his spiritual blemishes, and so, bespeak the
deformities of his soul, whereas Forese's wounds, like those of all the shades in Purgatory, are
physical correlatives of the spiritual cleansing that reveals his authentic beauty of soul.
Two episodes in Inferno, accordingly, show how the damned soul clothes itself in its own
deceits, whose dominant, although not unique, vehicle is language. The truth so disguised is
individual and unique, but its import is universal. Against those, a single episode in Purgatorio
illustrates how the nakedness of the soul functions as a conduit to truth. The truth so revealed is
universal, but its imprint is individual.
With this much in mind, the cumulative effect of the Wayfarer's encounters with both
Brunetto Latini and Forese Donati, closely bounded as they are by his meeting with Pier della
Vigna, on the one hand, and Statius's exposition of the soul's origin, on the other, can be
considered as preparation for the brief but pithy remarks about poetics that arise from his meeting
with Bonagiunta Orbicciani of Lucca in Purgatorio XXIV.

This meeting is the central episode in the series of cantos (Purg. XXI-XXVI) that report
Dante's meetings and interactions with various poets, from Statius to Arnaut Daniel. The
thematic concern with the relation of being-as-poet to being-as-person is first enunciated through
the treatment of Statius's
relation with Virgil. "Per te poeta fui, per te cristiano" ("Through you poet I was, through you
Christian I became"),
Purg. XXII: 73, places Virgil's mediation in Statius's development as poet and in his adoption of
Christianity on a single level, making these epochs in the later poet's life, separated in
chronological time, simultaneous in il memorar presente. The theme is more complexly taken up
again in Dante's interaction with Forese, where the former's reconceptualization of his being as
poet is able to subsume the tension
of his former relations with Forese, in an otherworldly reconciliation.14 The core of our poet's
exchange with Bonagiunta is anticipated in his general question to Forese (Purg. XXIV: 11-12)
as to the identity and noteworthiness of the other souls staring at him. His language (Dimmi s' io
veggio da notar persona [Tell me if I see persons worthy of note]) anticipates that of Bonagiunta's
question to him (... dí s' i' veggio qui ... [... say if I see here ... ]) as well as the thematic concerns
with "notation" and "personhood," and the text in verses 34-36 makes it clear that Dante and
Bonagiunta have already taken note of each other before any words pass between them.
The imperfection of Bonagiunta's first exchange with Dante underscores, by contrast, the
clarity of Dante's immediately preceding interaction with Forese: El mormorava; e non so che
"Gentucca" / sentiv' io là, ov' el sentia la piaga / de la giustizia che sí li pilucca (He murmured;
some "Gentucca" was the flux / Of sound I heard there where he felt the smart / Of the justice that
them so severely plucks), Purg. XXIV: 37-39. This murmuring is not obviously speech meant to
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be heard or understood, and the verb sentire is used twice in one line to denote two altogether
different sensory impressions. Hence the Wayfarer's injunction (vv 40-42) so to speak as to
ensure understanding on the part of the person addressed, with the resulting satisfaction of both
speaker and listener. These verses are concerned with rhetorical strategies, and their relation to
the responsibilities for the creation of understanding that devolve upon both of the parties to a
conversation; but they also form a part of the larger topic of poetics that is at issue. Bonagiunta's
reply (vv 43-48) evinces a clear preference for an oracular mode of speech that seeks to defer
understanding by making it wait upon events. The partially submerged theme of exile had
already been mooted in Forese's identification of this speaker as Bonagiunta, / Bonagiunta da
Lucca (vv 19-20), a man knowable by his citizenship, as Dante no longer was, or would be, after
his exile from Florence, and it continues in Bonagiunta's prophecy. The question Ma dí s' i'
veggio qui ..., then, comes after two opposing sets of opinions, expressed and implied, about
identity, authenticity, and responsibility in verbal communication, have been articulated.
Bonagiunta, comfortable in his civic identity, seems to think in corporate terms that tend to deny
or at least mute the assertion of individuality towards which Dante's poetic persona is moving
(thus, a few verses farther on, and after hearing Dante's I' mi son un ..., he addresses him using the
second-person plural le vostre penne, wholly identifying Dante's poetic achievements with those
of his supposed school).
Bonagiunta's repeated emphasis on seeing (dí s' i' veggio; issa vegg' io; Io veggio ben)
moves rapidly through three successive objects: the man before him (colui), the knot (il nodo),
and the fact (come le vostre penne), intimating that seeing is for him the culmination of the
process of understanding. In what Dante says to Forese at the beginning of this episode ("Dimmi
s' io veggio da notar persona"), seeing is antecedent to taking note, which is itself, if we attend to
what he says in verses 52-54, an intermediate stage in the poet's production of meaningful signs.
If seeing is for Bonagiunta the endpoint of the process that generates understanding, it is for
Dante the starting-point of the process that leads to the production of poetry.

The question asked by Bonagiunta in vv 49-51 conceives that process in terms akin to
those formulated by Dante in the Vita Nuova to describe the change in his poetry initiated by
Donne ch' avete intelletto d' amore. It has been pointed out that the use in v 50 of the verb trasse
seems to echo Bonagiunta's earlier charge against Guido Guinizelli that he "extracted" a poem
from established texts by doing violence to them (traier canson per forsa di scrittura).15 But the
meaning of trasse in Purg. XXIV: 50 seems rather different. Fore / trasse (drew / Forth) seems
to suggest either that the "new rhymes" were already present in another (unidentified) medium,
and needed only to be brought forth – without, in this instance, any suggestion of violence – or
that they had already been created, and perhaps circulated, privately, and that Dante was
responsible for first bringing them to public knowledge. In either case, Dante's function is
apparently viewed as maieutic rather than creative. Indeed, the contrast drawn by Bonagiunta in
vv 58-60 suggests that, if anything, he, the Notary [Giacomo da Lentino], and Guittone
[d'Arezzo] were the freer and more creative spirits, whereas Dante and the other stilnovisti were
strict followers of Love's "dictates." Although this conclusion seems quite satisfactory to
Bonagiunta, who falls silent quasi contentato (as one who is contented), it doesn't apparently
merit any response from Dante, who returns his attention to Forese.
It is of course the tercet that lies between Bonagiunta's question and his conclusion that
merits
and has attracted the most attention and discussion. The text reads: E io a lui: "I' mi son un che,
quando / Amor mi spira, noto, e a quel modo / ch' e' ditta dentro vo significando" (And I to him:
"As for me, when Love inclines / To inspire me, I'm one who note the plot / Of his dictates within,
so making signs"), Purg. XXIV: 52-54. It has been well noted that the personification of Love in
this tercet as a source of in-spiration is analogous to the place and function of the Holy Spirit
within the Trinity, and the analogy is reinforced by the words I' mi son un. The apparently
reflexive pronoun mi, which has received much commentary, appears to be pleonastic, but its
15
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inclusion is what makes it possible to read the entire four-word phrase as an allusion to the
Trinity, with the first three words, all referring to the grammatical first person, culminating in an
expression of unity (un)16.
Reference to Statius's discourse on the soul's origin in the following canto does much to
illuminate the trinitarian analogy made here. Statius, as previously noted, distinguishes the
intellectual soul from the sensitive and vegetative soul as fante and animal, respectively (Purg.
XXV: 61), and does so by arguing that the soul endowed with reason and capable of speech is
formed directly by the Creator, unlike the embryonically generated lower orders of soul. The
distinctive activity of this highest order of soul is denoted in v 75 by the words sé in sé rigira
[itself upon itself does turn]. It appears to be such reflexivity – the capacity to contemplate and
understand one's own intellective processes – that is the core of the analogy between human
beings and their Creator.17 In the case of the Holy Trinity, as noted above, Love is to be
identified with the Holy Spirit, the person who mediates between the other two. In Purg. XXIV:
52-54, however, Love is not the mediator of the reflexive activity implied by I' mi son un, that
establishes a just proportion among the parts of the human soul, but is the principle of analogy
that establishes a proportion between the human soul and its Creator.
It is not only possible, then, but highly likely, that what the poet notes when Love dictates
within is a structure of relation, the form of the analogy between the world and its mortal
creatures, and God, rather than, as Bonagiunta seems to think, a scrittura, or text. Another way to
think of this distinction will recall what was previously noted about the reference to the Golden
Age in Purgatorio XXII: it is a contrast between the aesthetic of images, which still governs
Bonagiunta's thinking, and what Warren Ginsberg calls the aesthetic of being that now governs

16 Luigi Derla, in "Due Studi Danteschi," Aevum 58 (1984), pp. 277-78, calls this tercet "... una dichiarazione di 'estetica' che è, nello stesso
tempo, una formula con cui il parlante designa se stesso come profeta e motarius dello Spirito."

Interestingly, something comparable is to be observed in the Hebrew text of Genesis. The reflexive (hithpa"el)
forms of the verb that are in the earlier parts of the narrative (before the consumption of the forbidden fruit)
sometimes used to describe the actions of God, come to be used of the first humans only after the commission
of that first sin (a difference stressed by the negative form of such a verb in describing Adam's and Eve's lack
of shame at their nakedness – velo' hitboshashu).
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Dante's.18 At this point in Dante's pilgrimage, he records the culmination of his long-standing
reflections on the conditions that make the production of a poetry of truth possible at all.
The making of signs is itself a human activity that represents the creative activity of God
– per analogiam, and the poet's medium for this activity is language. At the same time – per
analogiam – God's medium for the production of human language is the rational human soul.
The signs made by God are imprinted upon the universe for humans to read, but the human
interpreters of divine signs are themselves inscribed, not only with the marks of their own
destinies, but in a fashion that makes them interpretable to one another.
The Vita Nuova, like much stilnovist poetry, concerns itself with the capacity of language
to articulate the feelings of the vital and sensitive spirits of the soul. But in the Divina
Commedia, poetic language reaches beyond such concerns to address the question of its own
power to set forth in verse things difficult to think (forti cose a pensar mettere in versi), Purg.
XXIX: 42. The Paradiso is the record of Dante's unremitting effort to reverse the stilnovist
practice of extrapolating the glories of heaven from supreme examples of earthly beauty, striving
instead to discover in language that is necessarily accommodated to the discourses of the vital and
sensitive spirits analogies for the supreme apprehensions of intellect. The carefully constructed
contrast between the hylomorphic degeneration of a rational human soul, in Inferno
XIII, and the account of that soul's – and every soul's – primordial constitution as a divinely-made
thinking being, in Purgatorio XXV, intimated by the repetition of the unusual word stizzo, offers
a dramatic illustration of the profound gulf between the extreme conditions open to the rational
human soul. It opposes to the image of the Word-become-Flesh, horrifically reduced to deformed
vegetable matter, the idea of the newly reborn Flesh, poised to begin its epochal journey towards
recovery of the Word.19
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Human Rights and the Law of Peoples: The Second Attempt
When citizens or governments from Western liberal democracies (or international
institutions acting on their behalf) condemn other countries for failing to respect human
rights, is that criticism morally defensible? Or is it instead unfair to expect countries
whose traditions and cultures are not liberal to meet liberal standards of justice and
human rights? Twice, John Rawls has defended the view that international justice does
require respect for human rights, and that this requirement can be defended without
appealing to liberal values rejected within certain cultural traditions. But in this paper, I
argue that both attempts fail to justify human rights, and that the source of this failure is
his reluctance to impose liberal values more widely. Although his second attempt does
indeed strengthen his defense of human rights (primarily by demanding greater gender
equality in societies whose traditions and cultures reject it), I shall also argue that it still
does not go far enough in a liberal direction. The upshot is that there are limits to which
we can avoid appealing to liberal values in order to justify basic human rights. Since our
best attempts to justify basic human rights ultimately show that appeals to liberal values
are unavoidable, we should regard such appeals as no more of an imposition than the
expectation that all societies must protect basic human rights. Even more significantly, if
such appeals justify liberal freedoms that go beyond basic human rights, then arguments
in support of basic human rights would also justify international efforts to advance
further liberal reforms within nonliberal societies. I discuss the wider implications of this
view, paying particular attention to the situation in postwar Iraq.

Decolonization of the Absolute T. S. Eliot:
Traspacific Cross-Cultural Connections
By Tatsushi Narita
Nagoya City University, Nagoya City, Japan

And any book, any essay, any note in Notes and Queries which produces a fact even
of the lowest order about a work of art is a better piece of work than nine-tenth of
the most pretentious critical journalism, in journals or in books. We assume, of
course, that we are masters and not servants of facts, and that we know that the
discovery of Shakespeare’s laundry bills would not be of much use to us; but we
must always reserve final judgment as to the futility of the research which has
discovered them. (T. S. Eliot, “The Function of Criticism,” 1923)
It is difficult to prophesy that Eliot’s criticism will prove to be of permanent value,
but perhaps we need to await the arrival of a generation neither formed by him nor
rebelling against him, before we justly can place him. (Harold Bloom,
“Introduction,” T. S. Eliot, 1985)
Ours is not a post-Christian but a post-Christendom age. Christendom was
Christianity built into—or “inculturated”—in European psychological and social
and political structures. Today we are acutely aware that Christians are called onto
“inculturate” the Good News in other, non-European psychological and social and
political structures as well. “Christendom” referred to European embedded
Christianity. Operating out of a Roman Catholic, or Orthodox, or Protestant, or
other framework, this European Christendom of the past rendered Christianity great
service—not always economically disinterested or unambiguous, as we are all
acutely conscious today, but often at the same time profound in Christian faith and
generously motivated. However, the European captivity of Christianity is over with.
Hillaire Belloc’s statement that “the Church is Europe; and Europe is the Church”
sounds today not only chauvinistic but also quaint. (Walter J. Ong, “1996 CCL
Lifetime Achievement Award,” Christianity and Literature, 1997)
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1
The title under which I speak today is “Decolonization of the Absolute T. S.
Eliot: Traspacific Cross-Cultural Connections.” However, I have to modify it
immediately by saying that it is not the purpose of this paper today to give full
justice to the title. The purpose I have is humbler: It is merely to set an aspect I
have found in a part of Eliot and Eliot criticism against the definitive and often
absolutely monolithic picture of the poet as drawn by what I take to be the
mainstream critics. However, there should certainly be a sense in which an
unabashed attempt like this, hopefully, would somehow help trigger more active
studies of Eliot, in particular among younger people.

2
Any popularly available guidebook to St. Louis would never fail to refer to
the 1904 world exposition the city has ever produced to the wide world. The
Louisiana Purchase Exposition marking the 100-year anniversary of the Louisiana
Purchase from France was a landmark event in modern American history. T. S.
Matthews in his book fully discussing Eliot opened his book by first mentioning
the Fair: “To the outside world the city is brought to mind by two popular songs,
one now quite outmoded, commemorating a long-past World’s Fair (‘Meet me in St.
Louis, meet me at the Fair’; the other an American classic, ‘St. Louis Blues.’)” (1).
However, Matthews does not show any intention of examining the exposition,
much less the young Eliot’s possible exploration of the exposition. Apart from
Matthews, we may go a step further and point out that it is very odd that no one
whosoever in the long history of Eliot criticism ventured any such examination.
And this virtual oblivion of Eliot’s world exposition visits (together with a total
neglect among leading Eliot critics of a certain short story), seems to send out a
warning for us against a tendency plausibly underlying the recent Eliot criticism.
Late in life, in 1950, Eliot, who spent his first formative sixteen years of life
beside the Mississippi, wrote about Mark Twain:
There are, perhaps, only two ways in which a writer can acquire the understanding
of environment which he can later turn to account; by having spent his childhood
in that environment—that is, living in it at a period of life in which one
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experiences much more than one is aware of; and by having had to struggle for a
livelihood in that environment—a livelihood bearing no direct relation to any
intention of writing about it, of using it as literary material. Most of Joseph
Conrad’s understanding came to him in the latter way. Mark Twain knew the
Mississippi in both ways: he had spent his childhood on its banks, and he had
earned his living matching his wits against its currents (1950: 326).
Eliot was neither Conrad nor Mark Twain, to be sure. But we as readers feel that in
this passage Eliot was partly projecting his own past. And significantly, Eliot’s life
was not exactly a life on the Mississippi, certainly but he too “knew the
Mississippi” and “spent his childhood on its banks.” Like Mark Twain before him,
he most likely accumulated his own unique experiences “with no direct intention
of writing fiction about it.”

3
In 1905, the young Eliot wrote a short story entitled “The Man Who Was
King.” Published in the school magazine Smith Academy Record, it is a charmingly
thought-provoking story. I argue first that the story is a cross-cultural study,
focusing attention on indigenousness and civilization. I shall then proceed to relate
the story to part of the young Eliot’s 1904 world exposition experiences.
The short story“The Man Who Was King” begins by referring to how the
narrator/observer obtained the story. He begins by introducing a retired mariner
into the story. We are told that Captain Jimmy Magruder is at present engaged in
lobster-trawling and skippering summer visitors. He is famous for his genius at
telling stories of his adventures at sea. One of them is “his brief experience as a
king.” During a certain cruise when he was on a sealing vessel in Polynesia; the
ship went to pieces in a storm. When Magruder regained consciousness, he found
himself clinging to a spar and was finally flung half-drowned upon the long sandy
beach of an island called Matahiva in the Paumota group. When he awoke, he
found to his surprise that he was being borne on a kind of a litter by the islanders.
The procession included “a little mob of men beating bhghons” and chanting
monotonously. As it turned out later, the king had just died and the islanders were
casting about for a new king when Magruder was discovered on the shore. As he
was strangely dressed and was moreover of “a whitish color,” they straightway
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concluded that “the gods had dropped him down for the purpose of ruling over
them.” Magruder thus attained the position of their king. Inheriting all the
possessions of the late monarch, he enjoyed the life for several months, holding
feasts only to show how bitterly he could get drunk. A rebellion arose. On
receiving the news of the plot against him from a faithful slave, he fled to Tahiti.

4
This story is manifest evidence showing how deeply the young Eliot
conducted his thought about what we call today cross-culturality, a form of
cross-culturality focusing on the relation between indigenousness and civilization.
Significantly, the narrator concluded the story in favor of health of the island
society, health with which it banished Magruder the intruder. Despite the
backwardness which seems to pervade the society, islanders are depicted as having
been armed with ingenuity and wisdom.
After Magruder was banished, however, a sinister aftermath set in. What is
described as the “French” came in to rule by building a post and educating the
natives to wear clothes and go to church. The islanders emerged out of
backwardness, certainly; but there is no hint in the short story of rejoicing the new
practices brought in from the West. Rather, the civilizing effects are bitterly
lamented as attested by the passage running as follows.
Not long after the captain was there the French got hold of it and built a post there,
they educated the natives to wear clothes on Sunday and go to church, so that now
they are quite civilized and uninteresting (Eliot, “The Man Who Was King”).
Nothing is described in the story about the particular way in which the
“French” got hold of the island. But we can deduce from the expulsion of
Magruder that islanders exerted every effort to confront the invasion but to no avail.
Importantly, while Magruder, who was almost naked and deprived from any
products of modern civilization, the “French,” in contrast, as would be construed
from the above-quoted passage, came in not alone but in a great number, complete
with the contemporary systematization of warfare. When a man from the West
appeared alone without any weapons, islanders were able to show their communal
strength and unity. But they were vulnerable to the systematic modernized assault.
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In the post-Magruder period, we are told that the islanders came to be“quite
civilized” but are at the same time “uninteresting.” At first glance this simply
means that to the eyes of an observer/narrator the islanders are too westernized to
gratify curiosity. But judging from the context above delineated, the passage would
seem to contain in it an in-depth lamentation that the indigenous, unique culture of
the South Pacific was devastated. The integral culture was lost for good; it was
replaced by standardized civilization.
Eliot assigned to Matahiva islanders undeniable capability to accomplish
sustained reasoning and judgment and, at the same time, the capability to achieve
self-government. By so presenting his own picture of cross-cultural thinking, the
young author was manifesting for us the high intellectual level to which he
culminated.

5
Thomas Stearns Eliot was born at 2635 Locust Street in St. Louis, Missouri on
26 September 1888 as the eighth and last child of Henry Ware Eliot [Sr.] and
Charlotte Champe Stearns Eliot. Andrew Eliot, the first settler of the family to
America left the village of East Coker, near Yeovil, Somerset and arrived at
America in 1669. The St. Louis branch of the Eliots started when the poet’s
grandfather William Greenleaf Eliot came to St. Louis, then a frontier town west of
the Mississippi in 1834 to found a Unitarian missionary, the first one beyond the
great river. He was intent on “fulfilling his Unitarian and civilizing mission”
(Pinion 6-7). At age seven or eight, first educated at Mrs. Lockwood’s, a
kindergarten-primary school, he moved on to Smith Academy, a private school
during the period 1898-1905. In 1905 he left St. Louis for the East. He had to
spend a year at Milton Academy, Massachusetts, a select preparatory school for
Unitarians in 1905.
In 1906, he enrolled at Harvard University, an institution with a strong
Unitarian bias. He took his B. A. in 1909, an M. A. in English literature in 1910. In
1910-11 he enjoyed “a romantic year” in Europe, attending lectures given by Henri
Bergson at the Sorbonne. In 1911 he returned to Harvard for postgraduate studies
of philosophy. In 1914, he stayed at Merton College, Oxford one year under the
guidance of Harold Joachim. His doctoral dissertation Knowledge and Experience
in the Philosophy of F. H. Bradley was completed but World War I prevented him
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from returning for the defense of his dissertation. He worked as a teacher, then at a
bank and then as an editor at the publishing house of Faber and Gwyer. In 1922 he
published The Waste Land, which earned him worldwide recognition—recognition
that, somewhat like Picasso before him in his creation of cubism, Eliot helped
create a new genre of modern poetry.
When the young Eliot was seventeen years old, the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition came to St. Louis, which opened on April 30, 1904 and closed seven
months later on December 1. Eliot as a youth aged fifteen and sixteen during the
period visited the fairgrounds carrying in his hand his own season ticket entitled
the “Louisiana Purchase Exposition: Stockholder’s Coupon Ticket,” which was
issued by the organizer Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company. There is no
doubt that Eliot visited the pavilion of education where his grandfather William’s
picture was on display for his eminent educational contribution in St. Louis.
William’s biography on which his mother arduously worked most likely completed
in time for this exposition occasion, was also exhibited as a work of Missouri
authors (together with Mark Twain’s works). A devoted birdwatcher, Eliot no doubt
visited the U. S. birdcage. Of no less importance are the Washington University
area exhibits and others.
Most importantly, however, Eliot was confronted with “primitive” cultures
that were exhibited at the Philippine Exposition, an exposition jointly held with the
world’s fair. Among the numerous exhibits at the fair, nothing was so popular as
the Igorot village of the Philippine Exposition. The broad appeal it possessed to the
visitors has much to do with the curiosity the villages are ready to satisfy largely
concerning exotic matters. In the following year (1905), in the June issue of the
Smith Academy Record of St. Louis, Eliot published the short story we have been
speaking of. Given his visits to the Philippine Exposition native villages, there
seems to be little doubt that the story derives from his Exposition visits.
6
It has long been known that Eliot’s academic acquaintance of anthropology
exerted an influence on some of the major literary works including The Waste Land.
It is then natural and appropriate to trace his academic anthropological concern.
Indeed, plenty has been said about Eliot’s academic acquaintance with
anthropology.
In 1973, John B. Vickery published The Literary Impact of “The
Golden Bough” (note 1). In this book he writes:
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[I]t is clear that Eliot possessed a well-developed and persistent interest in
psychology and anthropology, particularly as they applied to comparative religion.
Precisely when this interest was first aroused is hard to say. I may have begun
during the years when Eliot was a Harvard undergraduate or a graduate studying
philosophy and literature in Paris, that is, in the period from 1906 through 1911. It
is not inconceivable that this time Eliot should have read The Golden Bough in
either of its first two and less encyclopedic editions. Yet from the few reviews
written during this period there is no indication that he was acquainted with Frazer.
Perhaps a more likely date for Eliot’s initial acquaintance with Frazer and
Frazer-influenced works is from late 1911 or early 1912 through 1915 (236-37).
In 1976, William Harmon published a paper full of insight entitled “T. S. Eliot,
Anthropologist and Primitive.” His emphasis was on Eliot’s familiarity with
anthropology during his Harvard years. As Harmon says (relying on Bergonzi’s
biographical study), Eliot participated in the seminars of the distinguished
philosopher Josiah Royce. A record has been preserved of some of these
discussions. At one meeting Eliot read a paper on the role of interpretation in the
social sciences, which indicated his early interest in questions of primitive religion
and ritual. He spoke mostly on Durkheim and Levy-Bruhl, but also showed himself
acquainted with Frazer and others. In 1916, when Eliot began publishing essays
and reviews, he sharply disagreed with a certain sociologist. In registering his
disagreement, Eliot provided an excellent summary of Levy-Bruhl’s discussion of
the Bororo Indian totem.
It is not so difficult to speculate the reason why Vickery and Harmon each
meticulously attempted to ascertain the seriousness with which Eliot as a young
academic scholar approached anthropology. To their eyes, anthropology meant an
elixir or a panacea. It should have been their shared assumption that cultural
anthropology would explicate Eliot’s works. But I tend to deplore too overt
reliance on the research method of emphasizing Eliot’s debt to academic
anthropology. (Anthropology is one thing; examinations of the debt to it quite
another.)

7
From the foregoing it is clear that despite the delineation of Eliot’s concern
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with anthropology neither Harmon nor Vickery give no reference to what I call
Eliot’s seminal cross-cultural study piece “The Man Who Was King.” Indeed, the
story has been buried virtually in total oblivion. Take Lyndall Gordon the eminent
Eliot scholar, for another. About the short story she says, in sharp contrast to our
interpretation,“Eliot made proud use of sailing jargon” (1977: 7). Surprisingly, this
brief reference, somewhat irrelevant in content to the significance of the story, was
all she had to say about the captivating, thought-provoking story. Additionally, the
cross-cultural encounter with the “primitive” Igorot Village has entirely been
disregarded.
In light of such an extreme form of negligence of the young Eliot’s seminal
aspect, it is most plausible that sometime in the long history Eliot criticism
proceeded in a strange, curious direction. I suspect something more sinister than a
mere oversight set in. That is, sometime, most likely in the late 1950s
through1960s when Eliot’s fame was just being established, the implicit
framework in terms of which Eliot critics approached Eliot and his works,
internally transformed. And the total neglect of the world’s fair experiences
together with the thought-provoking short story should represent the culmination
point of this transformation. (This transformation presumably set in during the time
when the portrait of the poet as an academician-turned-to-poet was being placed on
the school/college curriculum.) A result of such transformation would be to
regard the newly established system of Eliot research as fully satisfying the
necessary and sufficient condition. The result would certainly lead us to dismiss
the St. Louis period as an irrelevance.

8
I highly value Robert Crawford’s The Savage and the City of T. S. Eliot (1987).
In my view, what he attempted to do was to cancel the implicit assumption we
have been calling into question here. He examined the St. Louis period by delving
into the contemporary St. Louis newspapers and others and came out with a
significant suggestion that the poet’s interest in “the savage” derived from the St.
Louis period (note 2). He contributed greatly in redirecting the mainstream
approach of weighing Eliot monolithically in terms of the academic aspect of
anthropology, for example. The serious problem is: He paid no attention to the
world exposition of St. Louis, much less to the Philippine Exposition villages and
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their enactments. In order to set free the portrait of Eliot as a captivated poet within
the obliquely academic framework, it would be urgently necessary to shed light not
only from the perspective of his interest in “the savage” but also from a broader
perspective of cross-culturality. By so doing I hope we can go beyond the present
situation and proceed in our pioneering foray together with younger people.
I would like to close my presentation by departing from the practice of thesis
writing and presentation. I mean with your permission I would like to put an end to
my presentation by quoting a thought-provoking passage from Eliot—a passage
that is to my eyes essentially of a cross-cultural nature.
Thus the River makes the book [Huckleberry Finn] a great book. As with Conrad,
we are continually reminded of the power and terror of Nature, and the isolation
and feebleness of Man. Conrad remains always the European observer of the
tropics, the white man’s eye contemplating the Congo and its black gods. But Mark
Twain is a native, and the River God is his God. It is as a native that he accepts the
River God, and it is the subjection of Man that gives to Man his dignity. For
without some kind of god, Man is not even very interesting. (T. S. Eliot, “An
Introduction to Huckleberry Finn,” 1950)
Thank you very much for your attention and patience.
■SPECIAL REMARKS
Section 4 derives from a portion which constitutes my paper entitled “T. S.
Eliot and the World’s Fair of St. Louis: A Proposal,” Proceedings of Hawaii
International Conference for Arts and Humanities, University of Hawaii, January
12-14, 2003.
■NOTES
(1) This Vickery paper originally appeared as “T. S. Eliot’s Poetry: The Quest
and the Way,” Renascence, 1957-58.
(2) Bernard Bergonzi says: “Since the Eliots were originally a New England family,
and Eliot spent so long in Cambridge and so thoroughly absorbed its prevailing style, the
assumption is often made that he was an essential New Englander, that his early life in
Missouri can be dismissed as an irrelevance. But this is not the way Eliot saw the matter
himself” (4).
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Abstract
Museums in the Information Society are not perceived as a place that is visiting for
one time. So museums get to be a lifelong education institutions and each person
who comes to museum becomes “user” instead of “visitor”. The new museology that
was reorganized by pedagogic changing during the transition to Information Society,
reorganize today’s museum’s designs, their urban locations, place constructions,
exhibitions, multiple medias and multiple communication technologies (=Learning
Technologies) which are in the education programs. This study purposes to analyse
the effect of pedagogic changing during the transition from Industrial Society to
Information Society on museum conception, place constructions, exhibitions and
communication technologies. And also purpose to evaluate the effect of changing on
museum design.

Introduction
After the change of belief, value and technology at the social structure, new
understanding and approaches occurred at the social, cultural and economic structure
during the transition from Industrial Society (=Modern Society) to Information
Society (=Postmodern Society) in the world. Particularly, a substitution of
intellectual technology in other words computer technology is a major factor that
triggers changing during the transition from Industrial Society to Information
Society. As Macdonald expressed, there are many forces for change operating today,
but one of the most resonant is the rapid development of information,
communication, and media technologies, which are infiltrating all aspects of our
lives: public, professional, domestic, educational, and even recreational”(Macdonald,
1992, p.158). Thus, in general, computer which is essence of Information Society
substituted for steam engine which is essence of Industrial Society, mental effort
substituted for physical effort and also the power of knowledge production
substituted for the power of material production during the process of rapid
development in the world.

Modern Education Pedagogy and Postmodern Education Pedagogy
The characteristic feature of Information Society has grown since the last part of the
twenty century is a fast changing which is occurred by contacting with each other, at
the different field and also at the same time. In the Information Society, changing,
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requires that persons and institutions adapt to this changing by creativity, improve
themselves continuously and also join to built their future (Hesapcioglu, 2001, s.40).
So the goal of education is occurred by these requirements in the Information Society
which is different from Industrial Society.
Educational conception of Information Society which is different from sovereign
positivist philosophy, which was based on explaining the truth through reason,
experiment, observation, in Industrial Society accepts absence of fixed knowledge,
presence of multiple truths and temporality of knowledge. So, generating of
knowledge and also using knowledge are the goal of education instead of giving
knowledge in the Information Society. Generating of knowledge is a learning activity
that is accepted as a process which occurs within human mind. Therefore, the center
of interest about learning and teaching process tends towards learning, learning about
learning gets to be important and learning reorganize with learner-centered approach.
In conclusion, emphasis tends from giving knowledge to person and person’s
learning models in education.
In general, learning is a change which occurs at individual conception, perception
and behavior through interaction between a person and his environment. Then
according to Serge, real learning gets to the heart of what it means to be human.
Though learning we re-create ourselves. Through learning we become able to do
something we were never able to do. Through learning we reperceive the world and
our relationship to it. Through learning we extend our capacity to create, to be part of
the general process of life (Lynda Kelly, 2002, Serge, 1992). Therefore, in the
Information society where a continuous change is dominant, learning is most
important for persons who want to adapt their selves to rapid development in the
world by generating and using knowledge.
In the Information Society, learning is accepted as a personal characteristic like a
fingerprint which contains learning styles, speed, rhythm, and period of attention,. In
general meaning learning styles are characteristic which indicate person’s tendencies
towards learning and preferences.
In 1983, H. Gardner gathered the new form of human intelligence that base on
learning (=learning styles) into the eight groups. These multiple intelligence are;
linguistic, logical-mathematical, visual-spatial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic,
intrapersonal, interpersonal and natural. While, teaching activity, which bases on
giving knowledge to persons, was limited with linguistic and logical-mathematical
intelligence in the Industrial Society, learning activity, which bases on generating
knowledge, considers the new form of human intelligence.
In addition, the permanent of learning activity depends on multiple of stimulated
sense organs. According to Philip’s research result at the University of Texas in
ABD; if the time factor is assuming as a fixed, persons remember ten percent of their
reading, twenty percent of their hearing, thirty percent of their seeing, fifty percent of
their both seeing and hearing, eight percent of their seeing, hearing and saying and
also ninety percent of their seeing, hearing, touching and saying (Kinder, 1973,
Demirel, 2000, p. 47-48).
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These assumption gives persons who have a different learning styles, the opportunity
to learn effectively and develop their capacity. In this way equal opportunity can be
provided.
In the Information Society, equal opportunity means giving persons the opportunities
to develop their intellect and their capacity which is different in Industrial Society as
a providing opportunity of education for the poor people.
Learning continuously is a dominant principle in the Information Society. Education
which is in the Industrial Society is restricted with school age that contains childhood
and youth. But, education is perceived as a lifelong process in the Information
Society. Therefore, education is not restricted with schools also contain the other
educational institutions which can give lifelong education.

Museum Pedagogy and Museum Design at the Industrial (Modern) Society and
Information (Postmodern) Society
At this point, museums are reformed under the light of postmodern educational
attitude and also not perceived as a place that is visiting for once. So museums get to
be a lifelong education institutions.
The new museology that was reformed by pedagogic changing during the transition
to Information Society, reorganize current museum’s pedagogic attitude, design,
urban location, place constructions, exhibitions, multiple medias and multiple
communication technologies (=Learning technologies).
In Modern Society the aim or mission of museums is being universal center of
archives where local, regional, national culture is collected, documented, preserved
for next generation and also where research is done and people are educated.
Therefore the studies of modern museums base on documenting, preserving,
conserving and managing of material evidence. So modern museums are objectcentered and introverted.
According to O’Neill, good introverted museums tend to be most concerned with
their internal functioning, to be object-centered in the sense that they experience the
needs of their collections as being more real than those of the public. They draw their
strength and confidence from their depth of scholarship, from the good order of their
stores and catalogues, and from sharing the pleasures of their collections with visitors
(O’Neill, 1999, p. 22).
Modern museum pedagogy has a positivist, objective and rational construction which
bases on fixed knowledge and assumes presence of universal realism as modern
pedagogy. And also its pedagogic approach is based both on a formal didacticism
and on the conviction that placing objects on view is sufficient to ensure learning.
Education in modern museum pedagogy, is perceived as a didactic process of expert
to public transmission through formal and authoritarian way.
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Greenhill expresses that how the persons are perceived in modern museum
pedagogy; the modernist museum, which emerged during the nineteenth century and
reached its apogee by the beginning of the twentieth, understood its visitors as
deficient. They were those who were in search of something they did not have, who
lacked information, who were in need of instruction, and who were intended to act as
receivers of knowledge, empty vases to be filled. These visitors were represented as
an undifferentiated mass, as the general public (Greenhill, 2000, p.125).
According to Bennet, the idealized space of the modernist museum was positivist,
objective, rational, evaluative, distanced and set aside from the real world.(Bennet,
1998, Greenhill, 2000, p.130) These spaces are arranged by well-lit and secured
galleries that are in themselves ordered as a neutral space speak for themselves. In
these spaces, exhibition which is the major fact of museum pedagogy transmit the
universal law of object-centered teaching to general public by formal and
authoritarian way. Also medias that are used in exhibition are limited with texts
accompanied the objects to present rational, cold, clear and analytical display
through ignoring different learning styles of persons and their needs.
In the Information society, the mission of museum is being research center or forum
to provide adaptation to changing world for people by improving themselves. Thus
museum becomes a person-centered and extraverted centers that are based on
persons learning styles, tendency and their needs. And also museum design is
reorganized by utilizing these individual feature about learning.
According to ICOM, the definition of museum in the Information Society is; a nonprofit making, permanent institution in the service of society and of its development,
and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and
exhibits, for purposes of study, education and enjoyment, material evidence of
people and their environment (ICOM Statutes, adopted by the 16th General
Assembly of ICOM, The Hague, 5 September 1989, and amended by the 18th
General Assembly of ICOM, Stavanger, Norway, 7 July 1995 and also amended by
the 20th General Assembly of ICOM, Barcelona, Spain, 6 July 2001).
In the O’Neill’s expression the extraverted museums are people–centered. They are
dominated by the needs of the public and feel that finding effective ways in which
the latter can be introduced to the collections and their meaning is the prime purpose
of the museum. They draw their strength and confidence from sharing their
enthusiasms with, and making their collections accessible to, visitors with little or no
specialist knowledge (O’Neill, 1999, p. 22).
The extraverted Postmodern museums provide the more opportunities to access and
participate local people and visitors. Merriman gathered studies of extraverted
postmodern museum into three groups that are; physical access, intellectual access
and access to facilities. According to Merriman, physical access is constructing
physically more accessible museum and its collections for the people, intellectual
access is constructing more understandable museum collections and exhibition
content for inexpert visitor and access to facility is removing the cultural and
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physiological difficulties that prevent to visiting to museum by working with people
who have not visited museum before (Merriman, 2000, p. 71).
Therefore in the postmodern museum, physical access has two parts. One is the
physical access to the museum which are provided by their location, transportation
and nearness to the parking spaces, and the other one is the physical access to the
collections in the museum which are provided by solving the problems which occur
whether in museum design or whether in exhibition design by thinking all
requirements of the visitors. For example; solving of all kinds of horizontal and
vertical movement circulation problem for people with disabilities in museum, for
blind people finding the way are provided by using different textures on the floor and
exhibitions base on touching or sense etc.
Also intellectual access are provided by environments contains multiple medias and
activities that are formed by personal learning styles (linguistic, logicalmathematical, visual-spatial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, intrapersonal, interpersonal
and natural), personal tendency and needs in the museum.
The access to facility which is the last study of museum in the expression of
Merriman are provided by educational activity, mobile exhibitions, mobile education
program and internet facilities which are made at the outside of the museum.

Conclusion
In a conclusion, the new museology offers activities, exhibitions, place constructions,
medias and technologies to design learning environments by using learning styles
and learning models that contains some theories which try to explain how learning
occurs in the persons in the museum. Some of these learning models are; Didactic
model, Behaviorist model, Constructivist model, Discovery learning model, Sociocultural learning model…
Individual abilities, communication skills, teamwork efficiency, feeling,
argumentation, creativity and imagination which got more valuable in Information
Society are occurred in the environments that depends on creativity, imagination,
research, entertainment, argument. Such as, temporary and permanent exhibitions
places, factories, conference halls, cinemas, libraries, laboratories and also café and
shopping spaces. In addition, verbal, nonverbal, touchable, visual, audio... interactive
communication technologies (multimedia, computer, video, web,...) that are products
of technologic changing are used in these environments. Therefore museum’s
“visitor” can be active, efficient and participant as a “user” in museums.
At the result of this study that analyses the pedagogic changing and museum design
during the transition from Industrial Society to Information Society we figure out the
postmodern museum pedagogy which aims lifelong learning is a major concept to
reform museum design. And also museum and exhibition designs are the most
important tools to educate the people by using contemporary facilities to the future.
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THE MINARET- A Vital Element of Islamic Architecture in India
Najamuddin *, Mohammad Arif Kamal**

ABSTRACT
Mosque is the building type that most frequently reflects the impact of many distinct
local traditions, which together shaped the Islamic Architecture. Minarets are
distinctive architectural features of Islamic mosques. The Minarets evolved in Islamic
Architecture at very early times. Although it was not an essential part of the mosque
during the life time of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and even for sometime after in
the period after him. There are however many conflicting views as to exactly where
when and by whom were the first minarets built. The Minarets were/are built for
monumental purposes and became permanent features of the mosques buildings. The
minarets have become essential an integral parts of the mosques in India as like
anywhere in the world. These Minarets are being built in the varied geographical and
cultural environments. The Muslim architects used forms that had already been
acclimatized in their traditional cultures. The architects did not invent the new forms.
They rather preferred to refine the existing ones with the highest degree of proportion
and integrity to the main building. They had therefore gone through the state of
transition in adapting the minarets forms, keeping their cultural richness and
transforming them into a religious identity that is most suited to Islamic buildings. This
paper reviews the mosque architecture in general, the various functional aspects of
minarets, the forms that had been used by the Architects in India in order to determine
their roots and the process of transformation by which it had been recognized as a vital
elements in the Islamic buildings, especially mosques.
Keywords: Islamic Architecture; India; Minarets.
INTRODUCTION
Islamic architecture in India is represented by many different types of buildings. The
two conventional divisions of Islamic Buildings are religious and secular. Those of a
religious nature consist of two-kinds only: the mosque and the tomb. The secular
buildings are those intended for public and civic purposes.
The Mosque or Masjid, literally “the place of prostration” is not only the all-important
building of the Faith, but it is also the keynote of the style. It was an entirely novel type
of building, originally devised by the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) in Arabia in a very
simple form. It was adjacent to the Prophet’s (PBUH) house compound at Medina
having an enclosed courtyard with small rooms along one side, and a rough portico at
another end. Later, it evolved into a rectangular open space or ‘Sahn’ (courtyard), the
four sides being enclosed by pillared cloisters or “Iwan” with a fountain or tank in the
centre for ablution.
* Professor & Head, Deptt. of Architecture & Planning, Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee(INDIA)
E-mail: aplng@isc.iitr.ernet.in

** Ph.D. Student, Deptt. of Architecture & Planning, Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee (INDIA)
E-mail: arif_iitr@rediffmail.com

The cloisters towards the Makkah direction ‘Qibla’ of the courtyard were expanded and
elaborated into a pillared hall or Sanctuary, with a wall at the back containing a recess
or alcove called a ‘Mihrab’ indicating the Qibla or direction for prayer. On the right
side of the Mihrab stands the ‘Mimbar’ or pulpit. A portion of the sanctuary is screened
off into a compartment for women. An elevated platform, from which the muezzin
recites the ‘Azan’, or call for prayers, is also a necessity and usually takes the form of a
high tower called ‘minaret’.
EVOLUTION OF ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE IN THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
Islamic architecture in the sub-continent can be resolved into three main divisions: the
Delhi or Imperial, the Provincial, and the Mughal. The most visible change in the
Indian landscape brought about by Turks was the introduction of new architectural
style, of which the mosque was typical. The Turks brought with them the traditions of
Arab and Persian architecture, particularly the latter. They brought features like the
pointed arch, the transverse vault, and the dome and the octagonal form of the building
under the dome. These were all new to the Indian Architecture.
The Imperial style was started under the rule of Qutb-ud-Din Aibak, when important
building schemes were initiated. The style was continued by Al-Tutmish, which can be
seen in the buildings built by him. After the death of Al-Tutmish, except during the
short rule of Balban with the significant appearance of the true arch, no buildings were
undertaken until the rise of Khaljis. For nearly three-quarters of a century, a little
progress in the Islamic Architecture was made. The Imperial Architecture underwent a
change during the reign of the Tughluqs. The simplicity of lines, the reduction of
ornamentation to a minimum, and the use of large stone blocks were all combined to
produce an effect of strength and austerity. The Lodhis reverted to a more elegant style.
The walls of their buildings were extremely thick which made if difficult to decide
where the balance of dome should lie in proportion to the outer elevation and size or to
the interior. The use of double dome solved the problem of proportion. They also
started decorating their buildings with Persian borrowed enameled tiles.
Provincial architecture developed in the same times as that of Delhi/Imperial, with local
modifications often conditioned by the availability of building materials. This was
especially so in Bengal where stone was not readily available and brick was most
frequently used. Terracotta decorative work, which had been used to a great extent in
Buddhist buildings, continued to be used in mosques and other Islamic buildings.
Architecture in Gujarat and Malwa achieved a high aesthetic standard, since the
indigenous tradition was more alive here than in other areas. The impact of the new
architecture was also felt in Rajasthan, where domestic architecture shows less
sculptural confusion on the outside.
The third style, the Mughal, was latest and ripest form of Indo-Islamic architecture. It
emerged after the middle of the sixteenth century and continued to flourish until the
eighteenth century, the time when the “Great Mughals” rule begun decline. Mughal
architecture was derived from three main sources: native Indian Islamic, Persian
Central Asian and local Hindu architecture. Distinctive Hindu features incorporated
into Mughal architecture include tarlatan stone construction, richly ornamented carved
piers and columns, and shallow arches made out of corbel rather than voussoirs. In

addition, there are particular constructions usually associated with Hindu buildings,
including Chatris, Chajjas, and Jharokas, which became characteristics of Mughal
architecture. A Chatri is a domed Kiosk resting on pillars, which in Hindu architecture
is used as a cenotaph but in Islamic architecture is placed as decoration on top of
mosques, palaces and tombs. The materials used for Mughal architecture are mostly red
sand stone and white marble. Baked bricks were also used. Mughal architecture excels
in the quality of its carved stonework. The main types of buildings include places, forts,
gardens, and mosques.
EVOLUTON OF MINARETS IN ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE
MINARET (from the Arabic manif rat; manar or minar is Arabic for a lighthouse, a
tower on which nar, fire, is lit), a lofty, turret peculiar to Islamic Architecture. The form
is derived from that of the Pharos, the great lighthouse of Alexandria, in the top storey
of which the Mohammedan conquerors in the 7th century placed a small praying
chamber. The lighthouse form is perpetuated in the minarets, which are found attached
to all Mohammedan Mosques, and probably had considerable influence on the
evolution of the Christian Church tower. The Minaret is usually square from the base to
the height of the wall of the mosque to which it is attached, and very often octangular
above. The upper portion is divided into two or three stages, the wall of the upper
storey being slightly set back behind the one below, so as to admit of a narrow balcony,
from which the azan, or call to prayer, is chanted by the Muezzin. In order to give
greater width to the balcony it is corbelled out with stalactitic vaulting. The balconies
are surrounded with stone balustrades, and the upper storeys are richly decorated; the
top storey being surmounted with a small bulbous dome.
Beside other functions and for many centuries, the Minaret has been used as a vital
element in mosques. However, it seems on the whole, unrelated to the function of Azan
as the call to prayer can be quite adequately made from the roof of the mosque. During
the lifetime of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), the call for prayer was made in this
way, and the practice continued for another generation.
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Fig. 1: Similarity of Details of Early Tower at Kabul with Minars of India.

It appear that the earliest minaret known was built by the Ummayad Caliph Walid
(A.D. 705) in the mosque of Damascus, the next in date being the minaret of the
mosque of Tulun, at Cairo (A.D. 879), with an external spiral flight of steps like the
observatory towers’ in Assyrian architecture. Later, Islamic communities started
building minarets as parts of mosques as well. In Central Asia, towers were erected as a
tradition going to pre-Islamic times forms used in the towers built by the Buddhist
Kushans in Central Asia, or similar forms found in an area that later became Islamic
Territory, may have been introduced there. Minars, towers, columns and similar high
erections thus become common features in Islamic Architecture, particularly in
Western Asia where pillar-like Minars are often found in the vicinity of many towns.
Most of these are built of bricks or rubble and are round in section. Occasionally they
are fluted, but certain examples at Ghazni at Afghanistan, have a star shaped plan with
other characteristics. (Fig. 1)
MINARETS IN THE INDIAN SUB-CONTINENT
The Qutb Minar in Delhi was first and foremost tower erected to commemorate Muslim
victory on the battlefield in 1193. It also formed an adjunct of the mosque in the Arabic
tradition of towers attached to the mosques. It is believed that Ghaznavid minarets near
Kabul and Jam may have suggested the design of Qutb Minar. It was made possible by
the inspired vision of Qub-ud-din Aibak, and realized through the creative genius of the
Indian workmen. It was situated to the left of the main entrance, outside the mosque.
Later, the minarets were not separate but attached to the main building and occupied
relatively the same position as the minarets in some of the early mosques and formed a
part of the architectural scheme. (Fig. 2)
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Fig. 2: Qutb Minar with fluted pillar
shaft originated from Persia
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Fig. 3: Comparison of 10th century pillar,
Koryangula with the Islamic Minarets

The Qutb Minar comprises of a tall tapering cylindrical tower standing on a circular
base with four storeys, which together reach a height of 72. 5 m. Each of the storeys is
reached by an internal spiral staircase, which leads to the balconies, which are
supported, on muqarnas or corbels. The most characteristic feature of the Minar is the
corrugated angular and rounded fluting on the shaft. The uppermost storey was
composed of circular kiosk with window openings and a domical roof crowning the
entire structure. The sculptural treatment of the multiple niches below the balcony
marks the Hindu carver’s graduation in the art of non-figurative Islamic Carving.`
A circular tower at Gaur, Bengal, called the Firuz Minar, was been erected to serve the
two purposes: a tower of Victory and a minaret for the call to prayer, on the same
principle as the Qutb Minar at Delhi but to a much smaller scale. It has five storeys; the
three lowest being twelve sided while the two uppers are round. Minarets were also
used to flank entrances. Tapering cylindrical minarets on the polygonal plinths were
commonly used. In some of the Mughal mosques, minarets are used to stress the four
corners of the sanctuary as in the case of Badshahi Mosques, Lahore. The Jama Masjid
at Delhi has two tapering tiered octagonal minarets, each one flanked at the two sides of
the sanctuary.(Fig. 3)
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Fig 4: Shaping of minaret from a
conjectural Steeple of South India
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Fig. 5: Minarets of various design/ forms

The most common form of minaret comprises a stocky cylinder resting on a high
polygonal plinth and horizontally articulated annular mouldings, balconies and niches.
More often the minaret comprised a massive polygonal lower storey serving also as a
buttress, and crowned by a slender shaft or as, in the later stages, by an open turret,
dome or Kiosk. In such cases, the minaret, while retaining the residence of religious
significance, was used primarily as an articulating element. (Fig. 4 & 5)

TRACING THE ROOTS OF MINARETS IN INDIA
The mosque is the principal religious building of Islam and this is the building type that
reflects the impact of many distinct local architectural traditions, which together shaped
Islamic architecture. The earliest example of Mosque architecture is Quwwat-ul-Islam
mosque at Delhi. There is no doubt that the two distinct styles merged, although not
completely, and this merging was mainly due to the employment of Indian craftsmen.
Since Qutb Minar, a number of minaret forms had been employed and used, mainly,
onto the mosques. There is no doubt that quite a number of minaret types were invented
by the Muslims but it took them years to gain skills in minaret design and construction.
In investigating the roots of pillars in the India we have to go way back to the 3rd
century B.C. During the Ashokan era, lofty pillars were raised for commemorative and
political purposes. A number of these pillar were distributed over a wide area, each
pillar consisted of a plain un-ornamented shaft, circular in section, thirty to forty feet
high, and arising straight out of the ground without any suggestion of a base, and
tapering like the trunk of a tall palm tree. Fluted pillars with capitals were also erected
at the entrances of important buildings. In the later style, pillars of octagonal shaft were
also developed. These symbolic pillars with tapering shafts continued to be used in
rock-cut style of architecture during the Hinayana and in later periods. (Fig. 6) On
further relevant form, of 8th and 9th centuries in Minya Konka and Chotski in eastern
Tibet, is a stellate watch tower, some 59-62 ft. high, which reproduced the form of the
otherwise virtually unparalleled 12th century minarets of Ghazna. The vertical shikhara,
or tower, made a very clear contrast with the low, flat rooflines of the average Indian
village. in northern India, the shikhara is very dominant. It is conical in for, with
convex curved sides: and there is normally a finial of vase or ‘melon’ form. Chatris, or
umbrellas (kiosks), over the rounded, octagonal and in some cases over the squarish
towers, are the widely used minaret forms of today’s mosques in the India. (Fig. 7)
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Fig. 6: Octagonal Minarets in India may
have been derived from
octagonal shaft at Sanchi

Fig. 7: Adaptation of chatri into minaret’s
domical kiosk

CONCLUSION
There is no doubt that the shapes and forms of minarets differ throughout the Islamic
world. Their shapes were quite different in the eastern Islamic World. Instead of a
square shaft, they built cylindrical, upward tapering tall towers with one or two
balconies covered with Chatris/Kiosks on top. These minarets have greatly determined
the shapes of subsequent minaret in the India and around.
Muslim Architecture entered Northern India from Persia via Afghanistan. The Turks,
who brought with them the traditions of Arab and Persian architecture, were well aware
of the minaret construction. Although Muslims did not invent the minaret, they were
already familiar with it and were applying it as an element to their mosques. It is also a
fact that in the Indian sub-continent, the vast majority of the Muslims were Hindu
converts. They were trained builders in stone and skilled craftsmen. Many minaret
shapes and forms had already been in use for centuries. This simplified the construction
problems of the Muslim rulers and builders in the Indian sub-continent. Their flexibility
in adopting the local forms, construction materials and techniques, and the readily
available craftsmen, made their job easier. It is also a fact that, traditionally, the
minarets used to be erected as symbolic elements in the buildings by the local peoples.
But Muslims used them extensively as essential elements in their mosques. No doubt
that, in the India, not all the previously existing minaret forms were adapted and
transformed. However, parts of the minarets, such as shafts (mostly rounded and
octagonal,), and domed Kiosks (Chatri) have been adapted so successfully that the
minaret became a symbol of Islamic architecture whether used separately or attached to
the mosque. That is why, today none of the mosques is seen without minaret(s), and it
has turned into a vital element of Islamic Architecture.
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Global Interior Architecture Pedagogy:
Cross-Cultural Teaching of Interior Architecture in Honduras
The following longitudinal case study outlines a five-year collaboration of cross-cultural
teaching in interior architecture pedagogy conducted by professors from Oklahoma and
Texas, and the University of Jose Cecilio de Valle in Tugucagalpa Honduras. From 1998
to 2003 five seminars have been conducted:
1. Introduction to Interior Design which tested the waters to evaluate the skill
and knowledge levels of the students.
2. Residential Seminar I, designing a personal space.
3. Commercial Seminar I, designing a furniture showroom. The project
included space planning, furniture layout, furniture design, promotional
brochure, and materials board.
4. Residential Seminar II, design expanded to include presentation skills with
rendering of materials on colored paper.
5. Commercial Seminar II, designing a law office within a given space with a
predetermined program. More emphasis was placed on graphic presentation.
Each seminar was scheduled from 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. for one week. The studio
size varied from 24 to 34 students with two instructors. The student faculty ratio was
consistent for studio classes in accredited universities in the United States (1 faculty to
14/18 students). Interpreters were provided for the lectures and sometimes for the desk
critiques.

The professors developed the studio course objectives following the steps of the design
process. Instructional techniques included exercises from all areas of the design
process. The PROGRAMMING which formed the nucleus of the course was initially
developed by the student. Later seminars advanced to following a predetermined
program with more limitations. SCHEMATICS included a bubble diagram and matrix
presented graphically to demonstrate the spatial relationships of the project. Block
diagrams were developed by manipulating colored post-its to establish the preliminary
design. DEVELOPED DESIGN included a space planning solution that respected the
building shell and interior systems requirements. The floor plan which included a
furniture plan was rendered to illustrate the finish materials represented on the color
board. Sections, elevations, and perspectives rounded out the presentation of
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. One seminar required a furniture design, another a design
of kitchen cabinets, and another, an axonometric of systems furniture. Examples of
student work shows the accomplishments of the different course requirements.
Several Challenges were experienced with global teaching. These included:
1. teaching through an interpreter
a. adapting lecture pace to interpreters
b. outlining lecture notes for faculty and interpreter
c. needing an flexible vocabulary
2. skill levels of students
a. different academic classification of students
b. community participation
3. design expectations of the project
a. reaction to selected materials (wall covering, blinds, etc)
b. limited space for circulation
c. perception of cost of office furniture
d. inadequate sample sizes for color boards
e. difficulty applying codes
f. drafting techniques
g. utilizing guidelines for lettering
4. availability of supplies
a. making sure that all necessary supplies were transported
b. adhering to the weight limitation of suitcases containing supplies
c. distributing the samples to the students
d. setting up a display area
5. studio environment
a. unreliable lighting
b. unreliable fans
c. faculty adjusting to climate
d. difficulty keeping aisles open between desks
6. safety precautions
a. guards stationed around the school and in corridors
b. water and food precautions and getting lunch
c. being aware of accidents (uneven surfaces and rusty materials)
d. securing materials each evening

These challenges are balanced by numerous rewards. Each year there are students
who have been in the previous seminars and the accomplishments of these students
serve as an indicator of the overall growth and development provided by the seminars.
The fact that it is an ongoing project testifies to the success of the collaboration.
Teaching in the arts and humanities realm in a foreign country is becoming more
prevalent. Teaching positions are advertised in the Chronicles of Higher Education and
application can be made to the Fulbright and other international scholarship programs.
Many universities have identified “sister schools” to share global exchange of curriculum
and faculty. Individuals can also cultivate connections with administrators interested in
such an exchange.
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Abstract
After the demise of colonialism and apartheid which led to the emergence of a totally “liberated” Africa
and the birth of The African Union, one hoped for a radical shift in African Consciousness giving
impetus to a resurgence of African languages so that they carry philosophical and scientific discourse
to unprecedented heights. Maintaining the primordial language policies that are dominated by
European languages in sub-Saharan Africa is like putting new wine into old skins. In this regard, the
question is ‘Can African languages take their rightful place?’ The aim of this article is, to highlight
some of the strategies that could be implemented to ensure the revitalisation and rejuvenation of
African languages in sub-Saharan Africa. One of the objectives is certainly to establish ways of
making them media of instruction.
Some of the Strategies:

1. Going the NEPAD WAY (New Partnership For Africa’s
Development),
2. Tackling the language question with The African Union,
3. Allaying ‘fears of the unknown’,
4. Viewing the politics of terminology with a different eye,
5. Changing attitudes through Psychological Approaches,
6.

Cultivating African languages through media and,

7. Vision and foresight.

Preamble
Africa is a heterogenous continent with a plethora of languages and dialects.
Undoubtedly, it constitutes the most multilingual continent on the globe or in the
world. This is a complex phenomenon that emanates from the high numbers of
languages, the way the languages are spread and the low numbers of speakers of
the languages. This bred a high level of multilingualism on the continent. The
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linguistic diversity has been regarded as fetter or constraint to economic
development, a view that was predicated on the level of economic and industrial
development of monolingual nations.
The plethora of languages has impacted adversely on African languages in as far as
African languages have been stultified and marginalised for decades. The wide
range of languages in Africa south of the Sahara creates a problem of exclusion of
one or other languages in favour of what is regarded as developed and economically
viable languages. Due to exclusion in Africa, it is extremely difficult to enter into an
ideological or scientific discourse without switching to a foreign language which is not
the case with Asian countries such as Japan, Korea, Malaysia and China. At
present, it is definitely impossible to hold a conference or a workshop on scientific
matters in African languages. In addition to that, the African languages are failing to
acquire a status of equality with European languages as languages of transmission
of modern knowledge, technical know-how and as passports to better life.
Qualifications for high class jobs, among them, teaching, nursing, member of
parliament are predicated on the command and success in a European language.
As alluded to earlier, the Japanese, Malaysian and the Chinese languages go
beyond the levels of ideological and political literature (Mazrui and Mazrui, 1995:64).
They are media of instruction, parliamentary debates and legislation, legal
proceedings and records, and are languages of technological take off. Obviously
African languages are crippled in those domains. Hence, the question arises, “ Why
are African languages so deficient?”
Declarations
Faced with this dilemma of exclusion, Africans instituted three declarations, namely,
The Language Plan of Action for Africa; The Harare and Asmara Declarations. The
three declarations are grounded on good intentions with regard to language
revalorisation on the African continent. The most important and relevant stipulations
in the declarations are presented. The Language Plan of Action for Africa, a product
of African Ministers of Culture, aims at, inter alia:
#
#

To encourage each and every Member State to have a clearly defined
language policy.
To ensure that all languages within the boundaries of Member States are

recognized and accepted as a source of mutual enrichment.
(Organization of African Unity (OAU) Draft: Language Plan of Action for Africa. 1986)
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This Action Plan masterminded reform in some language policies in Africa, notably in
South Africa which promoted eleven languages to official status.
The Harare Declaration which is a product of the ‘Intergovernmental Conferences of
Ministers On language policies In Africa’ held in Harare aimed at inter alia:
to have
#
in broader terms, Africa that acknowledges its ethno-linguistic pluralism and

#

#

#

accepts this as a normal way of life and a rich resource for development and
progress;
Africa where democratisation in a pluralistic context seeks to produce through
sound and explicit language policies Africans who are able to operate
effectively at local levels as well as at regional and international levels;
a democratic Africa that seeks to promote peaceful coexistence of people in a
society where pluralism does not entail replacement of one language or
identity by another, but instead promotes complementarity of functions as well
as co-operation and a sense of common identity;
Africa where scientific and technological discourse is conducted in the national
languages as part of our cognitive preparation for facing the challenges of the
next millennium.
(Intergovernmental Conference of Ministers on Language Policies In Africa,
Harare, 20 - 21 March 1997, Harare declaration)

Scholars of literature meeting in Asmara Eritrea formulated yet another declaration,
The Asmara Declaration, whose stipulations are also plausible and cogent. The
Asamra Declaration states, among other things:
#

African languages’ vitality and equality must be recognized....

#

All African children have the .... right to attend school and learn in their mother
tongues.
Every effort should be made to develop African languages at all levels of
education.

#
#

The effective and rapid development of science and technology in Africa
depends on the use of African languages.
(The Asmara Declaration on African Languages and Literatures. January 11 17, 2000)

As alluded to, the three declarations are commendable because they are grounded
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on good intentions with regard to the recognition development and promotion of
African languages. Although African languages may be recognized in some countries
in sub-Saharan Africa, in some cases, without any legal implications, fulfilling the
resolutions of the three declarations is quite problematic. Imagine it is now fifty
years since the UNESCO meeting of experts deliberated on mother tongue. It is
seventeen years since the OAU Language Plan of Action was adopted. It is now
seven years after the Harare Declaration and almost three years after the Asmara
declaration but nothing tangible appears to occur. This is in spite of the fact that
Africa has great scholars based world over. This implies that there are odds against
the success of African languages as viable options.
Factors that appear to deter the promotion of African languages:
The inability of African languages to perform in administrative, educational and other
major domains can be explained in five broad facets:
1. Neo-colonialism or Dependency syndrome;
2. Duration of colonial rule;
3. Social inequalities;
4. European languages as a powerful force to reckon with; and
5. The myth that African languages cannot be developed to function like
English
and French
1.

Neo-colonialism or dependency syndrome

Neo-colonialism arises when policies in African countries continue to be determined
by external factors, donor agencies and superpowers. Their supremacy in economic
fields gives them the power to put pressure on nations to perpetuate the use of
colonial languages in administrative and educational domains. An incisive example is
the ‘officialization’ of English in Namibia. It was due to economic exigencies that
English was chosen as the official language.
Dependency syndrome manifests itself in the continued use of colonial languages in
education, in some cases, with the excuse that African languages will landlock them,
block the window on the world and exclude them from participating in international
affairs.
2.

Duration of colonial rule

Africa has been under colonial rule for decades. Indubitably, the time span of
colonial rule has adversely impacted on the minds of the inhabitants of sub-Saharan
Africa. The title of a book written by Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Decolonizing the Mind, bears
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testimony to the degree of entrenchment of lingo-cultures which are now
burdensome to dissuade.
Where in this world except Africa do you find a book that bears the same title,
Decolonizing the Mind?
Colonialism bred a problem of elitism. The elite shun local content which they
conceptualise with the illiterate in mind. Undoubtedly, this is a prescriptive approach
to life. The elite see the problem not for themselves and their children but for the
lower class. This is lack of consciousness on the part of the elite who seem not to
realise that they are losing their identity or disenfranchising themselves. This kind of
behaviour is a condescending approach to life and it is unfortunate that it affects
people subconsciously.
One of the gross anomalies or unique situation of post-colonial Africa is to group
countries after the European language they adopted as the official language. African
countries are constantly referred to as English speaking or French speaking
countries. Asia was colonized and yet nobody refers to them as English or French
speaking countries (Mazrui,1998:26). Those groupings have nothing to do with
African languages and cultures. Thus, they are a pointer to lingo-cultural dependence
on the societies concerned. According to Mazrui (2000) a country has to transcend
dependancy
and rely on indigenous languages, techniques, personnel and
approaches for purposeful change. With regard to languages, Mazrui (2000)
contends that:
No country has ascended to first rank technological and economic power by
excessive dependence on foreign languages. Japan arose to dazzling
industrial heights by ‘scientificating’ the Japanese language and making it the
language of its own industrialisation. Korea ... ‘scientificated’ its language and
made it the medium of its technological take-off.
Needless to say, at independence the economy of Ghana was at par or better than
that of South Korea but today Korea is among the economic giants of the world.
Now the question is: Can Africa ever take off technologically if it remains so
overwhelmingly dependent on European languages for philosophical and scientific
discourse on advanced levels of learning and administrative domains?
Africans south of the Sahara should strive to enforce the use of their languages in
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public domains. According to Mazrui and Mazrui (1995:64) the quest does not only
assist to cognitive decolonization but more it would reduce intellectual dependency
on the West. Definitely, it would form an initial aggrandisement or assist in
upholstering Afro-centric approaches to resolving continental problems and achieving
intellectual independence.
Africa should be advised, too, that every language is capable of being developed for
productivity in science and technology. Africans can realise their optimum
technological
capabilities after developing and utilising their languages as tools of instruction in
formal education. Needless to say, missionaries were sagacious enough to realize
the effectiveness of teaching through local languages which implies that Africa can
achieve its goals, economic and social
languages.

through developing and utilising their

What Africa needs is to focus on localisation or development which should be
equated to globalization minus dependency. Emphasis on globalization implies
hollowing a nation state by compromising ideological persuasions and jeopardizing
political will. Thus, Africa should always strike a balance between localisation and
globalization in the linguistic field for technological development. In this regard,
rejuvenated and revitalised efforts are needed to revamp the process of developing
African languages so that they can play a major role in industrial, administrative and
educational domains. Africa needs to refrain from colonial subjugation and entertain
a new African consciousness with a global perspective. The new kind of
consciousness which integrates language and content should be injected into
schools so as to replace the primordial “telescopic philanthropy” type of approach
existing currently in our schools. In other words Africa needs a reawakening that
induces member states to give an impetus to a resurgence of African languages so
that they carry philosophical and scientific discourse to unprecedented heights as
outlined in The Harare and Asmara Declarations. Integration of African languages
and content is the most viable strategy in charting a revolutionary warpath to dazzling
technological and scientific heights and modern efficiency. If Israel resurrected a
dead language, Hebrew, and made it a language of modern efficiency, why should
Africa fail to ‘scientificate’ its living languages using English or French for that
matter?
I referred to a new consciousness with a global perspective - global in the sense that
Africa needs to link with other nations for trade and participation in international
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affairs. This intimates the need for an international language for such purposes.
Indeed the world can survive without Kenya or Nigeria but Kenya or Nigeria cannot
exist without the world. Apart from the demands of globalization it is worthy noting
that the lingo-cultural gap that exists now between African languages and European
languages may be disastrous for reducing dependency in Africa’s experience. It is
difficult to seal or close that gap. The gap is a stumbling block or an impediment to
maturation of Africa’s scientific genius. Due to this dilemma the strategy is to
implement mother tongue instruction coupled with high quality teaching of English or
French. Such an approach preserves and promotes African languages and at the
same time preserves the people’s interest on the global stage.
3 Social and economic inequalities
One major factor that keeps African languages in the periphery is the economic
circumstances of the speakers of the languages. The speakers of African languages
are not empowered economically and technologically enough to determine their own
destiny. Nations that use their own languages practically in all aspects of public
domain are of countries that are economically and technologically advanced.
Examples of such nations are Japan, China and Malaysia. Another incisive example
is Afrikaans
that was bestowed perquisites and status after the Afrikaners had
made inroads into the economy. The economic exigency is a prerequisite in
language revalorisation. If a group owns nothing in terms of big companies that
produce market products that sell, their language is not bestowed power in essence.
In Africa’s experience, most company names that glitter in front of buildings in
industrial areas are of foreign companies and individuals who invest, for example,
Anglo-American; Toyota. Thus, empowering Africans economically and
technologically is an essential ingredient in the promotion of their languages. If they
are empowered enough to own big companies they can manufacture products and
give them names in their own language. In that way a language becomes distinct or
visible. This intimates that in most cases economic and technological development
precedes language development and promotion. In essence, production of an object
precedes the name.
With market products a group prepares a manual first and foremost in its own
language then in languages of competing markets. In the case of Japan it is the
Japanese language then German, Spanish, English and so on. Visible on their
products is their terminology, for example, subaro, hitachi, sony, sanyo, Toyota,
panasonic, yoshita and so on. The name, for example, panasonic represents the
creativity genius which becomes part of the cultural baggage of the Japanese. This
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visibility of a language is an essential component in according status to a language.
In this way, global pride is communicated through a distinct and visible language.
A language should be the transmitter of products for it is a medium of delivery. With a
product a language becomes distinct. Products ensure the continuity of languages
and that makes them official in the true sense of the word.
4. The Power of European languages (English, French and Portuguese)
European languages became and have become a powerful force to reckon with on
the continent. From the dawn of colonialism the one language policy of
administration was adopted and the European languages became a dominant force
to contend with. They played a major role in practically all aspects of public domain
while African languages remained hermetically in the periphery. Knowledge of a
European language became a do or die situation. In education, English is preferred
as the language of teaching and learning by most parents, and by university and
college students. It is generally assumed that English is inherently superior and
better suited for education. Conversely, African languages are considered inferior
and less suited for education. As Kamwendo (1999:229) put it, “English is
synonymous with sound education...” It is not surprising then that Africans south of
the Sahara degrade the use of local languages in education. As observed by
Adegbija (1994:104) “The kind of attitude is akin to the kind of conceptual
colonialism rooted in the function in which the languages have been involved”. Le
Page (in Sithole 1998:24) summarised attitudes to English in Uganda in a manner
pertinent to most African countries. He says, “provision of education in the vernacular
rather than an international language (like English) arouses resentment among
students and parents”. To many Africans the advantages of using English as the
language of learning and teaching outweigh the merits of employing African
languages in teaching and learning. Basing on Malaysia’s experience, the use of
English in education, especially, in higher education has its own merits.
For the world, English remains a powerful force to contend with. As Moyo (2000:152)
puts it, “...English has many kinds of power...power to rule like the colonizers did.
...power to influence and initiate change...power to free oneself from the claws of
poverty, ...oppression, ignorance, homelessness and many more”. Indeed, in Africa
English is synonymous with power. It is of paramount importance in state
administration or machinery. According to Bamgbose (1991:5) “A modern state
requires for its proper functioning high level manpower, technology and contacts with
the outside world”. According to Graddol (1997) the strength of English lies in “the
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complex mix of the economic, technological, political and cultural factors” evident in
the major international domains listed below.
1.

Working language of international organisations and conferences

2.
3.
4.
5.

Scientific publications
International banking, economic affairs and trade
Advertising for global brands
Audio-visual cultural products (e.g. films, TV, popular music)

6.
7.
8.
9.

International tourism
Tertiary education
International safety
As a ‘relay language’ in interpretation and translation

10.
11.
12.

International law
Technology transfer
Internet communication
(Gill, 2002:22)

On this premise, English becomes a matter of life and death. This concurs with the
President of South Korea’s pronouncement, in the New Year Conference Address in
2002 when he vehemently propounded, “Learn English or face being left behind” (A
keynote address to IAWE by Gill). Thus, whatever African countries do with African
languages they still require English for science and technology and to link with other
countries. For example, the world can do without Nigeria but Nigeria cannot do
without the world. Unquestionably, the strength or power of English alluded to
continues to undermine the integrity, perquisites and status that could be bestowed
on African languages.
5. The myth
There is an entrenched myth that African languages cannot be developed to function
like English as was the case with Swahili (spoken in East Africa) and Afrikaans (one
of the official languages of South Africa). African languages are regarded as
deficient, devoid of academic register and jargon for science and technology. Due to
this dilemma, many believe that the use of African languages as languages of
learning and teaching requires a long term plan as a prerequisite. Many speakers
interviewed on the subject believe that it is a process that will take years.

WAY FORWARD
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1. The Nepad way: New Partnership for Africa’s Development
One strategy is to engage people in NEPAD projects using their languages. NEPAD
seeks global revolution. Emphasis is on technological development aimed at
Empowering African people technologically and politically so that African
communities can take control of their destiny. This can make languages live and be
official in essence. Nepad calls for initiative, innovation and creativity. Needless to
say, it is innovation that made Barcelona more glittering than Madrid. Thus, People
should fight for productivity.... Innovation being the key. Your product which is a
result of innovation makes a language distinct or visible and ensures its continuity.
From innovation the people’s

world view is projected through the medium of a

language. After creating they think of what to call their object in their world view.
They cannot name it in a foreign language. As alluded to earlier, the language
becomes distinct and will not die easily.
2.

Tackling the Language question with the Africa Union

Language Associations should have a representation at the African Union meetings
so that all governments act in unison on the promotion of African languages. An
interesting question is, ‘which government is prepared to implement mother tongue
instruction alone when other countries are not?’ So, one wonders as to ‘who is
fooling who?’ in a situation where on one hand, some former French speaking
African countries are introducing English in their schools and university and, on the
other hand, former English speaking African countries are introducing French and, in
some cases, use it as a medium of instruction at the expense of African languages?
The African Union needs a language policy which empowers African languages.
Using English, French and Portuguese implies that with African languages there is
no business that can be achieved.
3. Allaying ‘Fear of the unknown’
Fear factor grips people due to lack of tangible evidence of people who have
qualified through an African language. People are afraid to venture into the unknown.
It is like hunters who fear to venture into unknown hunting grounds which they
perceive could be infested with lions. Another perception is that products of such a
school system would not be able to translate information learnt into English or any
other language at international fora. Undoubtedly, people fret over nothing. An
interesting situation that pertains to Zimbabwe is some of its of teachers who studied
their science courses in Spanish in Cuba and today teach those science subjects in
English, producing some of the best results in examinations. The same applies to
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some Swiss Roman catholic priests who studied in German but teach in African
schools in English. This illustrates that facts learnt in any language can be translated
into English or any other language in the classroom and at international fora.
4. Viewing the politics of terminology with a different eye
African languages are viewed as not adequate as languages of tuition for other
subjects because of linguistic deficiency. On the one hand, the constraint of
terminology is real. On the other hand, the whole question of terminology is part of
the overall cultural, economic and social subjugation of Developing Nations by the
West. Lack of terminology or academic register is advanced as the rationale for
depriving African languages their rightful role in administrative and educational
domains at all levels. Terminology is regarded as an attribute of European languages
only and yet, all languages have specialised terminology pertinent to social,
economic and scientific domains. Does English have terminologies for all African
artefacts? English also needs elaboration in this regard but who says anything about
its shortcoming?
There are strategies that language boards can implement, inter alia compiling
vocabulary from the villages, coinage and borrowing. Loanwords can fill terminology
gaps. It is an open secret that the renaissance of English was a result of the
introduction of many Latin and French words into English which intimates that no
language is self-sufficient as to shun adoption. Indeed, a living language’s dynamism
lies in its receptivity and susceptibility to new linguistic elements and its inability to
subscribe to linguistic purism. It is worth mentioning that every language has the
capacity to grow in consistency with technological developments. New objects and
concepts come with new terminology and when the material object goes so does the
lexical item. Thus, a language is like a snake that sloughs for another. A language is
also like a river which picks up what it can along the way and drops certain items for
others. Hence, most languages grew through appropriation, transformation and
integration of terminologies (A.T.I.T) or vocabulary of other languages to the extent
that the source language speaker and the recipient may not be able to detect after a
long time. This is the case with peasant farmers. Peasant farmers (of Zimbabwe)
have managed to ‘scientificate’ their languages through appropriation of
terminology from Afrikaans and English, transforming and integrating the
terminology to the extent that the source language speaker and the recipient may not
be able to detect the relationship.
What the peasant farmers appropriated, transformed and integrated are
terminologies that denote farm implements and other aspects pertaining to
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agriculture:
Shona

English

purandera

planter

chipanera
hara

Afrikaans

spanner
harrow

jongosi
joko

jong os
juk

chikei
jukskei
Needless to say, this process is not passive appropriation but is consistent with
technological developments. No one sat in an office to devise a glossary of
agricultural terms for them, a process that they could have found to be absurd or
artificial.
The so called “Siya So” (Leave it alone) informal industry of Zimbabwe run by
people who did not go beyond Ordinary Level, Form Four, in their education has
developed in line with the development of Shona through appropriation,
transformation and integration of terminologies from English. Today one finds people
with university degrees visiting this informal industry for the repairs of their cars and
electrical gadgets.
Some of the words that have been appropriated, transformed and integrated by the
informal sector are:
Shona
English
injini

engine

vharafu
kabhureta
giyabhokisi
fetiraiza

valve
carburettor
gearbox
fertiliser

Worth mentioning in this discussion is a group of interested youths working on a
glossary of business terminology raised an interesting issue with regard to
appropriation, transformation and integration. Their view is that such an approach
would not eradicate perceptions, for example, the choice of the word kambani for the
English word ‘company’ would give the impression that it is owned by a white person.
In resolving this the group resorted to a Shona word which is farfetched and would
not be understood by the nation. Resorting to extremes in coining terminologies
creates a rift between language and the nation in that the terminology created this
way lags or trails behind the nation. Thus, the appropriation, transformation and
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integration of terminology (A.T.I.T) is the most operational strategy that does not
create a rift between language and the nation. In working on terminologies, therefore,
language practitioners should not create or resort to farfetched words. Such words
do not become current in the language for they are not popular with the people which
intimates that language practitioners may spend years resolving the problem of
terminologies. Thus, appropriation, transformation and integration of words from
English or French is the most feasible strategy in ‘scientificating’ African languages.
5. Changing attitudes through Psychological approaches
The success of our recommendations will depend to a large extent on the attitude of
the people. The language the people have an aversion to will never be easy to use or
to learn through it. Attitudes are difficult to change. However, Triandis (1971) in
Okombo (1999:591) observed that, “We have the technical knowledge to change the
world, but we do not have the attitude to bring the change.” Indeed, with the right
attitude we can achieve anything. With the right attitude, people can change the
language situation in educational and administrative domains. Indubitably, we
(people) are active factors in changing our circumstances.
From the psychological point of view, preconditions for change are created by
increasing people’s awareness and knowledge of the would be the new language
policy in education. People need to be provided with information about the purpose
of the use of African languages in education and other domains, their relative
advantages, and how adopting them is going to affect their lives. Bandura (1986:161)
observed that, “The process of change from normal practice, which depart markedly
from tradition, usually undergoes a history of initial rejection, followed by qualified
acceptance, and eventually, widespread adoption with reinterpretation in terms of
customary beliefs”. Indeed, uncertainty manifests in times of adventure and
overwhelming acceptance and demand entail once people are abreast of the new
practice or innovation.
Practically, the way forward would be to establish institutes like the Project for
Alternative Education in South Africa (PRAESA) that experiments on bilingual
education. Such institutes would introduce mother tongue tuition in some schools on
a provisional basis for pilot studies. Undoubtedly, initially teachers in those schools
would resist, too. However, the success of such institutes would serve as
demonstration models for those who resist adopting the use of African languages
because of uncertain consequences. The successes would carry substantially more
force than coercion in overcoming resistance. Persuasion alone is not enough to
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influence behaviour. Accelerating change through exhortation is more often than not
achieved at a cost.
6. Cultivating languages through media:
Mass media, televison, especially, remains a thorny issue, especially among minority
language groups who rarely or hardly have anything to cheer about in their
languages on television screens. It is worth noting that the television is supposed to
reach all viewers for it serves as an effective instrument for human development. It
teaches people competencies, enlarges their perspectives, and inform them on
matters that affect their lives. The television has the potential to inform, to teach and
transact activities. In Africa such goals cannot be achieved because programmes in
African languages are far fewer than expected. Some of the programmes are
repeated, which certainly cannot be expected to be vibrant and meritorious. In some
countries like South Africa minority language groups watch 30 minutes programmes
which are subsidised by the government as a token to highlight the government’s
commitment to the promotion of multilingualism in the country. Arguably, minority
language groups are fragmented audiences that do not constitute a large enough
market to support specialised interest. Now that the television derives about 50% of
its revenue from advertisements it is the economic interest that influences content on
television, which implies that programmes in African languages and especially
minority languages will remain restricted.
English enjoys the lion’s share because of the affluent viewers and private business
that contribute advertisement revenue that sustains programmes. Accordingly and
unfortunately, African languages will remain in the periphery because without
making inroads into the mainstream of the economy it would be difficult for
disadvantaged communities to fund for their programmes. In addition to this, material
in the form of dramas and films were characterised from the outset by social bias
and, indigenous themes, dramas and film makers have always come from dominant
language groups. As a solution incentives in the form of tax cuts should be instituted
to companies that contribute to the cultivation and growth of African languages,
especially, minority languages on television. This would certainly constitute social
responsibility on the part of companies.
What happens in broad and general is that most countries adopt television systems
without having adequate production resources to supply their own programming
needs. Most third-world countries import more than half of local television programs.
As Bandura (1986:166) noted, it is much cheaper to air foreign reruns than create
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programs domestically. There are not many rich nations who can afford the huge
capital investment and expense of operating broadcasting systems (Bandura, ibid).
Consequently people throughout the world, European, Asian, African and South
American are viewing primarily the American television serials of yesteryear.
Many demand programmes in African languages but at the same time they shun
them. This concurs with Bandura’s (1986:166) observation that viewers, (especially
the educated) may cherish their national culture, but they are reluctant to part with
too many of imported televison programmes, what has been dubbed “media
imperialism” which entails a two way transaction in which American exporters of
programmes happily supply desirous foreign customers. As indicated earlier,
shunning programmes intimates a problem of elitism where consciousness on
programmes with local content is conceptualised with the illiterate in mind.
Efficiency in broadcasting in African languages manifests on radio. All the major
African languages are cultivated through the radio which features news, drama,
folklore, novels, poetry talk shows and music. The radio is a much cheaper and
adaptable medium than television, in that radio time can be essentially filled with talk
and music whereas televised productions are costly and unwieldily.
7. Vision and foresight
Vision and foresight remain crucial elements in the development and promotion of
African languages. In education, especially at universities, educators can embark on
tuition in African languages using the existing study material as is the case at some
universities. This is one of the most feasible strategies because a language develops
through use. The more social domains the language is used in, the more developed
it would be. Hence, when teaching is carried out in the medium of African languages
a challenge is posed for teachers to develop the appropriate metalanguage
(Bamgbose,1991:100 -101).
Parting Shot: ‘Our Minds Remain Our Number One Enemy’
In spite of all the advantages of using mother tongue and broadcasting in African
languages, despite political will, production of reading material, establishing effective
language boards, ‘our minds remain our number one enemy’. Definitely, insertion of
African languages in education will continue to meet with resistance for quite some
time in Sub-Saharan Africa. Very few Africans will be interested in learning in Hausa,
Bemba, Shona, Zulu or Sotho as long as European languages are the key to
success and answers to their problems and as long as the lingo-cultural gap between
African languages and European languages escalates and as long as compulsory
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requirements that accord African languages perquisites, power and status are not
instituted. Thus, as stated earlier, Africa needs a new kind of consciousness with a
global perspective that integrates the African language and content and helps to
counter the “telescopic philanthropy” type of approach that exists currently. In other
words, Africa needs a reawakening that induces member states to give an impetus to
the resurgence of African languages so that they carry philosophical and scientific
discourse to unprecedented heights. This concurs with Gandhiji’s views (in Acharlu
1975:54 quoted by De Wet and Niemann 1999:96) which educate and advise that:
Our language is a reflection of ourselves and if it is said that our languages are
too poor to express the best thought then the sooner we are wiped out of
existence the better for us. You enrich your language only if you love and
respect it. To develop a language and stick to the false notion that English
alone can express our thoughts or transmit them, then there is no doubt that
we shall continue to be slaves for all time. With a little effort we can impart the
knowledge of even the new science through the mother tongue. It is only our
mental slavery that makes us feel that we cannot do without English.
Thus, Africa needs to liberate itself from the vestiges of the colonial legacy and
recognize the vitality and equality of African languages in the practical sense of the
word. Unfortunately, at present it is a lost battle. It is impractical. The painful part of it
is that people have lost the vigour they had prior to independence. Notwithstanding,
at least in South Africa the government has taken the first step in making African
languages “official” and “National” in the statute book. What is needed is concerted
effort or everyone’s contribution to achieve that status in practice. Indeed, a battle is
not won by one soldier. Everyone also knows that no army general can win a war if
his soldiers are unwilling to fight, worse still, if they are so scared that they would
rather be under the leadership of their adversary than die.
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It is said that 120th Street in New York City, the street that separates Teachers College
from Columbia University, is the widest street in the world because no one has ever walked
across it, so wide is the gulf between faculties of teacher education and liberal arts. The very
separateness of the faculties, symbolized by 120th Street, and the compartmentalization of the
scholarship and curricula of teacher education and arts and science, is seen by many policymakers as the root cause of two problems in American education. These are the teacher's alleged
low level grasp of the subject matter she teaches and the failure of her pupils to understand the
school curriculum at competitive levels.
Even when pedagogy and liberal arts were fused together, as they once were in the
Normal School, matters were not much better because the liberal arts disciplines were not
connected to the mainstreams of academic scholarship. In the modern university, however, the
separation is at such a comfortable level that each faculty can fix the cause of the shortcomings in
American education in the other's domain.
Teacher educators see the arts and science curriculum as distant, fragmented and largely
irrelevant to the school's work because it is focused exclusively on arcane preparation for
graduate study or entry level employment. They see arts and science teaching as little more than
telling the truth publicly. Arts and science faculty, for their part, see the teacher education
curriculum as platitudinous, trivial, and uninformed by relevant information. They see that
teaching in the college of education, while well meaning, is dull and formulaic. Neither party is
able or willing to take a corporate view of teacher education for all the reasons that the
university's departmental organization frustrates the institution's ability to design a coherent core
curriculum in general and liberal education or promote high quality undergraduate teaching.
FBM: Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities January 8 - 11, 2004
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Beginning in 1988, a group of like-minded institutions pledged themselves to work on the
reform of the relationship between education and the liberal arts. The group of institutions, called
Project 30 and sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, was a highly collaborative
group of thirty representative institutions of higher education who agreed to field teams of faculty
leaders in education and the arts and sciences in joint action for fundamental reform. The project
was directed by an arts and sciences dean designated by the Council of Colleges of Arts and
Sciences and by an education dean designated by the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education.
The first lesson from the project was that it is possible for faculties of arts and sciences
and the faculties in education to work together in such a way that outside observers were unable
to identify the professional affiliations of the participants.
The project addressed five themes that one way or another need to be settled in any
teacher education program. As it happens, the issues and problems raised within each of the
themes are well beyond the expertise of the arts and science faculty or the education faculty to
solve on their own. Consequently, the engagement of faculties in the arts and sciences with
faculties in education is an essential element in any reform strategy.
Each Project 30 team was charged with finding answers to five questions:
1. Subject Matter Understanding. How should teachers acquire a thorough knowledge of
the discipline(s) they are licensed to teach? Because the traditional college major in the teaching
field can be shown to be insufficient preparation, it was known at the outset that simply requiring
the traditional college major was not the best answer to this question.
2. General and Liberal Knowledge. How do teacher education graduates become wellinformed and liberally educated persons? How do they, in other words, acquire important
information that no one expects them to ever teach directly? The core curriculum or general
education curriculum, the most likely source of this information, is widely criticized as
insufficient by itself to strengthen this essential component of professional standing in
prospective teachers. Beyond being well informed, however, teachers must have the habits of
mind that have always been claimed for a liberal education if they are to become more than
teaching technicians.
3. Pedagogical Content Knowledge. How do teacher education students learn how to
convert their knowledge of the subject matter into a teachable subject for a wide range of pupils?
This is the weakest link in teacher education programs and the area that generated the most
intense and lively cooperation between faculties in education and in the arts and sciences. It is
the key to further progress.
4. Multicultural, International, and Other Human Perspectives. For all persons, but
especially for prospective teachers, the college curriculum must be accurate with respect to sound
scholarship on matters of race, gender, ethnic and cultural perspective. How can the curriculum
be made accurate in this way? This is of course a massive undertaking in view of the fact that
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most higher education faculty were educated in a period when there was very little sensitivity to,
or awareness of, alternative perspectives in each curricular domain.
5. Recruitment into Teaching. How can the numbers and proportions of underrepresented persons -- minorities at all levels, academically talented persons at all levels, and
men and women in selected areas where they are under-represented -- be increased? More
importantly, how can the numbers of persons from these under-represented groups be increased
for the right reasons and on a principled basis?
How Should Teachers Learn the Subjects They Will Teach?
Everyone agrees that teachers, regardless of what else they know, must know the subject
matters they hope to teach their pupils. The academic major, however, can be shown to an
inadequate preparation in the subject matter the student will teach. Math majors, for example,
are no better than non-math majors in creating real world examples of the division of one fraction
1
by another . By and large, these major programs do not induce in students the kind of penetrating
understanding necessary to be an effective teacher. As the Project 30 schools worked with this
problem, they did not abandon the concept of the academic major itself. Overall, their efforts
have been to try to make the major more effective, especially for teachers, who seek to acquire a
special kind of integrative subject-matter knowledge. Proposed solutions have centered on new
majors, interdisciplinary majors, and new types of courses within existing majors.
The case of the appropriate course of study for the elementary school or social studies
teacher is particularly instructive because it illustrates the knotty problems that arise when
teachers must acquire wider range knowledge than the typical academic major covers. In the
case of the elementary school teacher we are hard-pressed to see how the prospective elementary
teachers would become well-grounded in mathematics, literature, writing, history, geography, the
natural and social sciences, the fine arts, language -- all subjects that are taught in grade school
classroom. At the secondary level the matter is only a little less complicated for social studies or
general science, which are informed by several distinct university subjects or majors, each of
which is a full university course of study in its own right.
We do know that reasonably well-educated college and university graduates have
difficulty answering the questions that young children are likely to put to them. How, for
example, do nations tell their friends from their enemies? Sooner or later, to take another
example, an elementary school teacher is going to tell children that the world, despite all
appearances, is not flat. Upon hearing that the earth is round and spinning, children will
inevitably wonder why they don't fall off. Teachers, and virtually all educated persons, will say
something about the holding power of gravity, and having said that, they have exhausted about
all they know about this topic. They have no intellectual resources left to deal with other
questions about gravity, such as whether gravity is stronger in the southern hemisphere, i.e., on
the earth's bottom where it ostensibly has to do so much more work to keep everyone from
1

Researchers at the Center for Research of Teacher Learning at Michigan State University, for
example, found that not only were math and non-math majors no better at finding examples of the
division of 1 ¾ by the fraction ½, but their offered examples were often wrong mathematically. They
tended to give examples where the division was by 2 rather than ½.
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falling off.
A traditional academic course of study does not always provide conceptual subject-matter
understanding about fundamental matters. The nation's "best and brightest" college graduates are
apparently not well-grounded in some essential, but relatively simple, parts of the elementary
school curriculum. A widely disseminated videotape (A private universe) by the National
Science Foundation (NSF) shows, somewhat unfairly, some Harvard graduating seniors being
asked at their commencement how it is that we have seasons. Without hesitation and with
confidence they each replied incorrectly that it was because the earth was closer to the sun in the
summer and farther away in the winter. Yet each would no doubt know the distance between the
earth and sun, that days are of different lengths, the shape of the earth's orbit, that the seasons
differ by hemisphere, and so on -- all facts, that upon reflection, are inconsistent with their
response. It would not be hard to document that gaps like this exist among our best and brightest
in all aspects of the elementary and high school curriculum. College graduates, for example, also
routinely give up the Bill of Rights protections in their conclusions about how to respond to
difficult civil problems, especially those that are highly charged emotionally and offensive.
Within Project 30 six general approaches were pursued to improve the prospective
teacher’s acquisition of subject-matter understanding:
1. Interdisciplinary major. This option is a collection, in the case of the elementary
school teacher, of reworked minors in the areas of the school curriculum: mathematics, foreign
language, history and social science, English, natural science, and fine arts. Apart from the fact
that each minor would be responsive to the unique requirements of the elementary school
teacher, the interdisciplinary minor option is fairly conservative and administratively feasible. It
is an honest approach insofar as each major area of the elementary school curriculum is
addressed. A similar approach can be imagined for the social studies teacher or the history
teacher whose license entitles them to teach a wide-range of high school courses in political and
social science.
2. Philosophy of subject matter. In this approach the philosophy of each subject matter
(e.g. philosophy of science or history) is taken up and essential and fundamental aspects of the
structure of subject matter are covered. Elementary science instruction, for example, would be
improved if teachers understood that there are no facts apart from theories or that "true" theories
are not those that were proved, but only those that have failed to be disproved. Similarly, social
studies education would be improved if teachers would view the history curriculum not so much
as a chronology, or as the true view of the past, but as one of several possible stories of the past
that could be constructed to make sense of the same historical events. The barriers to an
understanding of mathematics would be lower if teachers appreciated the similarities in the
grammar and syntax of mathematics and language, and so on.
This approach is related to the so-called structure of the disciplines approach to
curriculum reform that followed the Sputnik educational crisis some forty years ago. The
underlying coherent principles or structures that hold academic disciplines together are the
subject of the courses themselves in this approach. The separate natural sciences, for example,
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can be organized by the principle of evolution (evolution of species, matter, solar systems,
societies and cultures, sub-atomic particles, chemical reactions, etc.). Or they can be organized
by the principle of orders of magnitude (e.g., the powers of 10 device of relating sub-atomic
structure, biochemistry, and celestial systems as well as the design constraints of other physical
and animate structures that stem from their size alone). Whatever it is that makes a certain kind
of study history and not some other kind of study is the subject of this approach to the history
teacher’s education.
3. Text approach or "great books" major. This approach entails an unusual course of
study that contains a close reading of seminal texts, or founding texts, in each area (the "great
books") coupled with an examination of school textbooks for the assumptions they make about
the discipline in question. The logic of this proposal, like the philosophy of the disciplines
approach, is that the core structure of the discipline is addressed directly, and the "forest for the
trees" problem that plagues most university study is minimized. The logic has a pedagogical
dimension as well, because the student is introduced to the discipline in the way that
approximates how world was first introduced to it.
What, for example, is the core structure of history that might emerge from this approach?
Clearly, it is more than chronology, although at many grades it is taught as if it were only that. Is
it the faithful recreation of the past? Is it the story of the lives of noted persons and the events in
which they participated? Is it a device by which we are able to explain and understand the past, a
device by which the deep structure of the past is revealed, even if that structure or theory of the
past would not have been recognized or acknowledged by those living at the time. Would
anyone, for example, living during the Era of Good Feeling, or the Age of Anxiety, have
recognized such a label or theory of the times in which they lived, or would they have felt a
manifest destiny, had they gone westward, and so on? Is it is even important, or relevant, to the
discipline of history if those living at the time accept the historian’s label or theory of the
meaning of events? Or is history a forward looking device by which the future can be predicted, a
means by which we are saved from the mistakes of the past? Or did history evolve from one of
these views into another? However these questions are answered, the teacher of the discipline
should have grappled with them as part of the academic major.
4. Genetic Epistemology. This option entails the study of the developmental
psychological literature from the perspective of the development of the concepts that make up the
curriculum. In this approach the student learns the relevant developmental constraints upon the
pupil's acquisition of the curriculum and lays out, as an unavoidable part of the discussion, the
nature of the subject itself. The story of how the young child develops the notion of number, for
example, is valuable in its own right, but also reveals salient portions of number theory, the
arithmetical algorithms, and other aspects of mathematics. Similarly, the account of the child's
moral development reveals the principal issues in moral philosophy and political theory. The
scientific account of how children form groups and gangs, establish rules for games, assign
blame and praise, identify enemies, punish transgressions, acquiesce and conform to other’s
wishes and requirements, advance their position, and so forth are instructive for the counterparts
of these and other issues in history and political and social science. Thus, the prospective teacher
acquires important knowledge about both the student’s mind and the content of the discipline
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they hope to teach.
The study of human intellectual development benefits the history teacher in another way,
apart from revealing the nature of his or her student’s prior conceptions of the very ideas the
teacher is attempting to teach. The very process by which developmental psychologists conclude
that a child is in one stage or another of development has its counterpart in the historian’s
breaking the flow of time into periods and ages, the events within them being more similar to
each other than to those events that came immediately before or just after.
5. The cognitive psychology major. In this option the prospective teacher would
simply major in cognitive psychology and make the workings of the mind his or her
specialization. The subject matter content would be picked up through the consideration of how
the mind operates mathematically, aesthetically, historically and so forth. Like the philosophy of
the disciplines or text approaches, this approach would provide a structure for the reformed
minors in each subject area. Each area would be approached from the perspective of how we
think about and know the content in question. The approach fits well with the current trend in
cognitive psychology that stresses the domain specificity of our thinking.
While our notions of justice, power, nation, community, citizenship, honor, and so forth
are each objects of study in cognitive psychology, the study of the concept of time is also of great
use to history teachers. A well-developed notion of time, which supports, for example, an
2
understanding of daylight savings time takes about eighteen years to acquire. The properties of
3
the numbers that designate time, like the numbers assigned to years, are not appreciated by
elementary school children who can be shown not to grasp order of these numbers or that the
intervals between them are equal. A young child will argue that the taller of two trees planted at
the same moment is older, that the corroded coin of two minted in the same year is older, and so
on. Older children will argue that the clock actually runs slower and faster at certain times of the
day and year. The point is that immediate time, let alone historical time, is a fragile concept for
the child and young adolescent. It cannot be merely assumed by the history teacher that the order
and intervals between dates, for example, have anything like the meaning they may have for the
teacher.
6. The pedagogical content knowledge minor. This approach addresses the fact that
teachers inevitably transform what they know into a teachable subject. They give the subject a
new structure and meaning, one that is appropriate to their students' level of understanding.
These structures can be studied and codified. Since this reformulation of the discipline is
inevitable in teaching, one might as well address it directly and, as in the other approaches, use it
2

Prior to this level understanding, adolescents will argue that while setting the clock ahead in the
Spring makes one truly older, the effect is cancelled later when the hour is lost, so age is in the end
unchanged.
3
Given the years 1997 and 1998 by the nominal property we know that different years are designated, by
the ordinal property that ’98 came after ’97, by the equal interval property that there is one year’s time
between them, and by the ratio property we would know, if a true zero date could be established, which
it has not, that the years represented by one date was so many times longer than those represented by
another date.
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as a way to structure the academic disciplines. In teaching Huckleberry Finn, for example, the
teacher inevitably interprets the book as a story of race relations, or generation gaps, or an
historical period, or latent homosexuality on the frontier, or whatever. The academic major
would explicitly address these pedagogical alternatives. As another example, many science
teachers attempt to clarify the nature of electric current by comparing it to the behavior of water
currents in various sized pipes, and so forth. Is this a good way to think about electricity? How
would one know? The answer to the question is not to be found in physics or in education, but in
a qualitatively different kind of knowledge that will come from conversations between
disciplinarians and pedagogues. This knowledge -- the knowledge of what is a telling example, a
good analogy, a provocative question, or a compelling theme -- is a proper object of study and
could yield a deep and generative understanding of the discipline. To have multiple ways of
representing a subject matter, to have more than one example or metaphor, to have more than one
mode of explanation requires a high order and demanding form of subject matter understanding.
Those Project 30 schools that have developed subject matter courses for prospective teachers all
report that these tailored courses are very well received by all students in the university -- majors
and non-majors alike.
How are Academic Disciplines Transformed into School Lessons?
All teachers know that the subject matter they teach is different from the subject matter
they learned from their own teachers. The teacher inevitably transforms the subject matter into
something else -- a teachable subject that has its own structure and logic and is something that
will make sense to the pupil. The knowledge that supports this conversion of the store-house of
knowledge into the school curriculum, into something that has meaning for the pupil, is what
meant by the expression, pedagogical content knowledge, or the lesson.
Educational critics often say that, owing to the low quality of teaching, students are
driven to memorize by rote large portions of the curriculum, with the point of education being
little more than to return this memorized and undigested material to the teacher on an
examination. However, we know that the human mind can not memorize very much material by
rote, in fact probably not much more than a half a dozen unrelated items at a time. We know that
even the marginal pupil who confronts the massive amounts of material in the school and
university curriculum finds a way to impose some structure, some organizational scheme, on the
material. The question is never whether or not there was some structure, theory, scheme, etc., but
only whether the structure was good or poor. Whatever the teacher actually did in the lesson, the
students will find some way to make sense of it, to code it, to assimilate it into what they already
know, often with an outcome the teacher may never have intended. The nearly universal "error"
of the student's mistaking Martin Luther King for Martin Luther in the world history class is just
one of a thousand examples, many quite humorous, of the student's often desperate attempt to
make sense of what is presented by the teacher.
In the end, the discussion of pedagogical content knowledge becomes a discussion of the
appropriate ways of organizing information and knowledge. It is the search for structures, ways
of representing the subject matter, analogies and metaphors, that will take each pupil well beyond
what can be held together temporally and spatially through rote memorization. At the lowest
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level there are mnemonic structures that can carry the student past the half-dozen rotely
memorized items, but these structures accomplish very little other than improving retention and
defending the memorized items against the rapid forgetting that is the hallmark of most rotely
learned material. The mnemonic device, roygbiv, can provide the student with the order of the
spectral colors. HOMES can give the names of the Great Lakes. Like all mnemonic devices,
however, they fail to provide understanding. Roygbiv it gives no clue about how or why the
rainbow takes place, or why the order is reversed in the second rainbow of a double set, and so
on. Knowing the order of the colors, or the names of all the Great Lakes, can be very helpful and
may be essential information for the solution to many higher order problems, for example, but we
want more than this. Pedagogical content knowledge is fundamentally about those structures that
confer some appropriate level of understanding, and it is ultimately about those structures that
actually advance our understanding.
Discussions of pedagogical content knowledge are at the heart of the teacher's work and
cannot be avoided. We know that the young elementary school child will be taught one of the
algorithms for subtraction, but which one -- decomposition, equal additions, rule of nine?
Similarly, we know that we will teach Hamlet at some point, but how should it be represented,
and what do we claim it is about -- the use of language to talk about language, the pathology of
indecision, the unconscious mind of the adolescent, the recreation of an historical event?
We need to enrich the discussion of pedagogical content knowledge with the notion that
some structures are scaffolds, and as scaffolds they are provisional and designed solely to
advance the pupil to another place. Thus, it may be appropriate to introduce the 1812 Overture,
and by implication all classical music, as the recreation of an event, as programme music, in
which the two national anthems battle each other in the overture as their armies did on the
battlefield. This representation, or structure, which is hopelessly inadequate for any later
understanding of musical composition, may provide a beginning scaffold that will engage the
pupil. These pedagogical options merit study by an approach that is as serious as the approach to
any question in any academic discipline.
While all the Project 30 schools have seen that the explication of pedagogical content
knowledge and the provision for it in the teacher education program is the heart of the reform it
seeks, few have seen that this kind of knowledge advances the academic discipline itself. At the
cutting edge of a discipline, pedagogical content knowledge and theoretical breakthrough may be
the same thing. What happens on the frontiers of a discipline? The researchers invent ways to
communicate with each other about the phenomenon under study; they invent ways to make
sense of the phenomenon. The "double helix," for example, was as much pedagogical content
knowledge as a Nobel Prize winning description because it provided a means for researchers to
teach each other, to converse about the genetic code.
When the teacher invents a structure that organizes and gives meaning to a field of study,
he or she may be doing exactly what the scholar or researcher does when the scholar provides a
novel or generative structure for his or her peers about some problem in their field. Thus, the
study of pedagogical content knowledge can be a study on the cutting edge of a field, insofar as
new modes of representing the subject matter and new ways of making it interesting and
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meaningful are formulated.
Is it pedagogy or history itself that helps us decide whether it should be the Civil War, the
4
War Between the States, the War of Northern Aggression, or the War of Southern Secession?
How is the teacher to figure out which of these is the appropriate label for this lesson in the
curriculum? Similarly, how would the teacher find the appropriate analogy for the war -- the
American Revolutionary War, the Vietnam War, the Korean War, the ongoing wars in Bosnia?
Or, which of the following provide effective and accurate pedagogical analogies for the war:
1. The divorce of parents.
2. Quitting the team (in the middle of the game; at another time).
3. A schoolyard fight (within the school; with another school).
4. Murder and theft.
5. Punishment for breaking a rule.
6. Changing the rules of a game.
More to the point, what would the history teacher need to study to be able to make appropriate
choices among the alternatives above and where in the modern university is that course of study?
Conclusion: The Theme for Capstone Courses in History.
By way of addressing many the problems inherent in the typical academic major, higher
education reformers have recently advocated the creation of capstone course or senior seminars
in each academic major. These courses are designed to integrate the content of the major, to show
how the major course of study is related to other domains of knowledge, and to rescue the current
academic major from its vocational character and infuse it with the values claimed for the liberal
arts. The development of such courses naturally entails many of the issues covered in the six
approaches to the problem of the elementary academic major. Each approach could provide a
way to organize these capstone events. However, the study of the school curriculum, K-12, also
provides a compelling way to structure a capstone course because it demands that the "capstone"
aspects of each discipline be confronted and examined. There is hardly an issue in history, for
example, that is not addressed directly in the design of the K-12 social studies curriculum
because the core structure of the discipline of history, the very thing the capstone course is about,
must be confronted in the design of the K-12 curriculum. Whatever holds the K-12 curriculum
together holds the discipline itself together.
In this way education, as an academic discipline, can provide a reciprocal service to the
reform of the liberal arts majors in higher education.

4

Or as a Recent Unpleasantness.
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PANEL DISCUSSION: CROSS-DISCIPLINARY
DISCUSSION CHAIR: DR. YVONNE MURPHY, EMPIRE STATE COLLEGE

Bodies Remembering: Cultural, Artistic and Personal Narratives of Trauma, Grief and Healing.
PANEL DESCRIPTION:

We create and tell stories to remember, to connect, to influence, to entertain, and to persuade. Sometimes,
telling our story alters the perception of ourselves or that of a larger audience. We also use stories to
facilitate the healing process, to move through the experiences of trauma and grief. The techniques we draw
upon to compose these narratives are as varied as the purposes of storytelling itself. In this panel, we will
explore interdisciplinary modes of narrative in the reconstruction(s) of self, family and communities healing
from trauma and grief. The interdisciplinarity of this panel is reflected by the various backgrounds and
perspectives of the panelists: cultural studies, social work, sociology. Amy Ruth Tobol and Yvonne Murphy
examine visual and written artistic expression - fiber art and poetry – while Nina Thorne Beckerman
explores the narratives manifested in illustrating the body through tattoos. Each presentation will last
approximately 15 minutes, with ample time and encouragement for audience questions and observations.
INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS:
Poetry and Memory: Writing Authenticity Through Grief – Yvonne Murphy
"I can wade Grief--/Whole Pools of it--" These lines by Emily Dickinson suggest the tender project of writing poetry
that springs from difficult memories, the need to move through often unpleasant personal or cultural history to
communicate and realize an authentic subject. This presentation will look at recent autobiographical theory and
discuss the writing process as well as published poems that arise out of grief and traumatic memory. I will also
venture into my own experiences and pedagogy of teaching poetry writing with a special focus on adult learners.
Yvonne Murphy held a Stegner Fellowship in Poetry at Stanford University and earned a Ph.D. in Creative Writing
from the University of Houston. An Assistant Professor of Cultural Studies at SUNY Empire State College, she
conducts all forms of writing workshops and publishes poems regularly in literary magazines. Dr. Murphy can be
reached at Yvonne.Murphy@esc.edu. Empire State College, 223 Store Hill Rd., Old Westbury, NY 11568. 516997-4700 x133.
The Fabric of Grief: Narrating Grief Through Fiber Art – Amy Ruth Tobol
This presentation will explore the ways in which fiber art in its various forms is used to create, explore and reflect
narratives of grief. I will examine how the narrative through fiber art is told through choice of fabric,
embellishments, integration of text and symbols, stitches, and color. The framework for this exploration will include
a variety of theoretical and historical perspectives; slides and examples of narrative projects will be presented.
Amy Ruth Tobol is currently an Assistant Professor in Social Theory, Structure and Change at Empire State
College in New York. Her past lives include practicing law, career counseling, and program director of a civil rights
organization. Dr. Tobol began studying various fiber arts (weaving and quilting) several years ago at Fashion
Institute of Technology. Most recently, she studied with fiber artist Peg Gignoux at the Penland School of Crafts in
North Carolina. She can be reached at atobol@esc.edu. Empire State College, 223 Store Hill Rd., Old Westbury,
NY 11568. 516-997-4700 x141.
Memorial Tattoos: Narratives of Traumatic Memory – Nina Thorne-Beckerman
This presentation will examine the dynamics of traumatic memory and body art. It suggests that traumatic
experience can be reframed and subjectively altered in meaning when a subject decides to obtain a tattoo after a
painful life event. Concepts from narrative psychology, social construction theory, and phenomenology will be
utilized to explore the potential healing power of memorial tattoos. It is suggested that the tattooed image is an act
of narration, which helps the subject gain emotional distance from the traumatic event and reconstructs a new,
albeit, "marked" identity. Data from interviews with tattooed individuals and slides will be presented.

Nina Thorne-Beckerman, ACSW, is a mentor in Community and Human Services and a unit coordinator at Empire
State College. Her daughter, an internationally known tattoo artist, inspired her current research in body art and
trauma. She can be reached at Nina.Thorne@esc.edu. Empire State College, 30 West Main Street, Riverhead,
NY 11901. 631-208-2970
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Abstract
Disjunction and Negation: Their Interaction in Japanese
Keiko Muromatsu

The second part of de Morgan’s law, as in (1b), suggests that the reading of the
English sentence in (2) is (3a):
¬(p ∧ q) = ¬p ∨ ¬q
¬(p ∨ q) = ¬p ∧ ¬q

(1)

a.
b.

(2)

We didn’t close the door or the window.

(3)

a.
b.

We did not close the door and did not close the window.
We did not close the door or did not close the window.

The reading in (3a) results when negation scopes over disjunction, and the reading in (3b)
results when disjunction scopes over negation. In fact, (2) is ambiguous between the two
readings, but the preferred one is (3a), which is consistent with de Morgan’s law (1b). The
Japanese counterpart of (2) is not ambiguous, having only the (3b) reading, which does not
conform to de Morgan’s law.
This paper investigates the interaction between disjunction and negation in
Japanese, comparing them with the Hungarian (Szabolcsi 2002) and English facts. It will
be shown that despite exhibiting some distinctive behaviors, Japanese and Hungarian
disjunction behave similarly in respects where both differ from English. Further, the
Japanese disjunction ka and its Hungarian counterpart vagy seem to have much in
common. For example, both are related to indefinite pronouns. In Hungarian, valaki
‘someone’ is vala plus ki ‘who’, where vala is related to vagy ‘or’ (Hunyadi 1989). In
Japanese, dareka ‘someone’ is said to be dare ‘who’ plus ka ‘or’ (Kuroda 1967).
In spite of these similarities mentioned above, I will show that disjunctions in the
two languages exhibit some differences in interacting with negation, especially with
negative imperatives and multiple negative events. It will be shown that in Japanese the
clausal/extraclausal difference is the key factor deciding the scope relationship between
disjunction and negation.
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Kaneez Munjee
Paper Précis
Anthony’s Sermon to the Fish: Irony in Böcklin, Mahler, and the Knaben Wunderhorn
In the early 1890s, the Swiss painter Arnold Böcklin and the Austrian composer Gustav
Mahler both found as their inspiration the St. Anthony poem from the 1808 German
“folk-poetry” collection, Des Knaben Wunderhorn (“The Boy’s Magic Horn”). In this
paper, I look at the painting Der Heilige Antonius by Böcklin and the song “Der Antonius
von Padua Fischpredigt” by Mahler, as two contemporaneous depictions of the
Wunderhorn version of the St. Anthony legend. I explore the way in which Böcklin and
Mahler’s artistic settings find a similar expression of the irony inherent in the poem, and
how these expressions are both defined and limited by the nature of their respective art
forms. In particular, I examine the question of how time is depicted in the painting and in
the music, the first by nature a static art and the second a temporal one. I also discuss the
allegorical significance of the fish themselves and the role of the observer.

a. Aesthetic Experience and the Six Arts: A reconsideration of Confucian aesthetics.
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c. Aesthetics, Six Arts, John Dewey
d. Eric Mullis
e. Department of Philosophy
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e. 803-318-3240
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ABSTRACT
For the Confucian tradition, the practice of the “six arts” is instrumental for selftransformation and the development of social virtue. Practicing the arts of archery,
music, ritual, mathematics, charioteering, and poetry develops natural capacities that are
an essential part of a student’s overall education. This approach to the arts differs
because of its emphasis on moral ends and consequently views beauty not as a quality
that characterizes art products, but as a quality that permeates one’s actions. In this way
the correct practice of the arts allows one to develop moral beauty. However since
Confucian thought focuses primarily upon ethico-political issues, the details of this
process are left largely unexplored as the arts are used chiefly as illustrations of the
virtuous actions of great men. The aesthetic is a means to social ends, but the defining
characteristics of those means remain obscure. Upon further reflection the active means
that constitute this process are the habits that are cultivated by the artist, habits that are
developed within qualitatively different practices. John Dewey’s writings on the nature
of habit and aesthetic experience will reveal the power of the six arts to transform
experience by funding it with aesthetic value. In addition, since aesthetic practices are
necessarily social endeavors, the relationship between the aesthetic and the ethical will be
explored in terms of the social contextualization of habit. In this way the work that the
artist undergoes will provide a groundwork for a richer understanding of the six arts and
aesthetic experience in general.
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A discussion of Chinese aesthetics is always fraught with the difficulties of
extracting interesting and salient points from a rich artistic tradition that lacks a well
articulated and comprehensive philosophy of art. However, there is great incentive for, if
successful, this approach can provide an alternative to Western systems just as Chinese
art provides an alternative to Western art. One of the major sources of thought on the
importance and effect of the aesthetic is the Confucian tradition, a tradition that advocates
pursuit of the arts in light of their ability to transform the self. In a famous passage
Confucius argues that, “it is by the Odes that the mind is aroused. It is by the rules of
propriety that the character is established. It is from music that the finish is received.”1
Contrary to many strains of Western thought that emphasize a detached mode of aesthetic
appreciation, the Confucian approach notes that the aesthetic permeates everyday life as
it is an integral part in the development character or style. However, since the Confucian
cannon centers primarily on socio-political matters, the aesthetic elements of this process
are not altogether clear. On this view, the arts ideally aid in the cultivation of the self that
is the foundation of a good state and in this form, the aesthetic, as a component of
virtuous action, is limited since it functions as a means to a pre-established end. This, in
turn, raises questions about the use of the arts for vicious purposes and, consequently,
about art’s status when it falls away from the ideal.
In order to address these and other issues, I will invoke John Dewey’s philosophy
of art, for it is an aesthetic that has many points in common with the Confucian approach.
As Hall and Ames note, pragmatism is conducive to Confucian philosophy since both
philosophies question transcendental realities, avoid metaphysical dualisms, and stress
the importance of social context.2 However, as we shall see, there are tensions. It will be
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argued that Deweyan concepts of aesthetic form, habit, and the development of style or
character enrich our understanding of art’s transformative powers and consequently
escape the limitations of the Confucian approach.
1. Aesthetic Form
Dewey’s account of aesthetic form differs from others in its ability to unify the
arts and, at the same time, to demarcate key differences between them. This can be
contrasted with traditional Formalists3 who emphasize the objective aspects of art that
purportedly generate a universal aesthetic emotion. This emphasis on an artwork’s
objective properties solves the difficulties of aesthetic subjectivism as well as problems
of interpretation. The formal properties—the relationships of line, shape and color—
differentiate the work of art from everyday objects and provide a foundation for aesthetic
criticism. It is a painting’s form that the critic draws our attention to and this, in turn,
allows him to make truth claims about the value of the work.
Implicit to this approach is a subject-object dichotomy that places a divide
between artist, work, and spectator, for it is the job of aesthetic form till fill in these gaps.
This approach is untenable for Dewey who continually made it a point to battle
philosophical dualisms, including the division between subject and object. This
methodology arises throughout Art as Experience and most pertinently so in his
conception of aesthetic form. For Dewey, “form” is not to be taken in an objective sense,
but in a looser sense of “design”. To give form to experience is to actively shape it in a
way that infuses it with aesthetic meaning. He writes,
The artist creates a substance so formed that it can enter
the experience of others and enables them to have more
intense and more fully rounded out experiences of their own.
This is what it is to have form. It marks a way of envisaging,
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of feeling, and of presenting experienced matter so that it
most readily and effectively becomes material for the
construction of adequate experience on the part of those less
gifted than the original creator.4
This process is not one in which a subject manipulates an object, but one in which
an artist shapes molds the world and enriches its meaning in doing so. This contradicts
the Formalist doctrine that the psychological and biographical factors that play into an
artist’s work are altogether irrelevant. On this account, these factors should be ignored
since they are not components of objective form. For Dewey, the work is an essential
component of the exploration of the world that is contextualized by culture. The artist is
not isolated from the world, but an active member of it who articulates its meaning for
himself and for others.
One of the distinguishing features of this making is the manipulation of material
into a high level of organization. When this happens dumb materials become the “media
of expression”.5 The artist takes the material of the world—stone, paper, wood, ink, and
sound—and coordinates their inherent energies thereby giving them a telos. This fusion
of elements, in turn, leads to a consummation that refines and develops novel meanings
as each element contributes to an amassing of value that is guided by the work’s end. In
this way, a well-formed work establishes continuity in experience that is distinct from the
everyday which often confronts us as inchoate and fraught with difficulty. An artist
shows us that experience can be organized and lead to a consummatory end, one that
enriches meaning by expressing and clarifying the qualities of experience. In addition
Dewey writes:
Acts that were primitively spontaneous are converted into
means that make human intercourse more rich and gracious,
just as a painter converts pigment into means of expressing
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imaginative experience. Dance and sport are activities in
which acts once performed spontaneously in separation are
assembled and converted from raw, crude materials into
works of expressive art.6
Thus, this account of form can also take the performance arts—and many other
activities that traditionally have not been accepted as “art”—fully into account. In these
arts the transformation is from loosely associated acts into integrated activities that lead
to a consummatory end. In every art there is an element of integration that must be
attained if the body in its activity—with or without instruments or objects—is to become
an expressive medium. The form found in the plastic arts depends upon the creation of
media out of objects while the form found in the performance arts depends upon the
unification of activity. This explains the power of Dewey’s account to make a general
claim about all of the arts, and yet, to differentiate them from one another. Any art form
is dependent first upon the transformation of materials into media of expression.
However, the arts are different from one another in their use of different media; whether
activity, material, or both.
1.1 Tension and Rhythm
These are two integral components of aesthetic form, for the manipulation of
materials described above implies an organization of change as different elements are
brought into harmony or discord with one another, as “each gains intensity for a certain
period, but thereby compresses some opposed energy until the latter can overcome the
other which has been relaxing itself as it extends”.7 In the visual arts and in architecture
this can take the form of symmetry in which an arrangement is presented whose rhythm
lacks variation and, via repetition, produces a sense of order. However, music and its
sister art dance, are different from the plastic arts as they are pure expressions of
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temporality. They resist objectification since they do not depend upon materials in the
way that painting, sculpture, and architecture do. As a piece of music and/or a dance
unfolds, a rhythmic ordering is presented that is a refinement of our own temporality, a
reflection of our movement through time. For example, excessive symmetry becomes
repetitious, predictable, and boring; a reminder of mechanism. On the other hand, an
altogether sporadic rhythm presents confusion and disorder or possibly elation and
spontaneity, depending upon how it is contextualized by other elements of the work.
Tension is implicit in the creation of rhythm for it is through the movement of
energies that rhythm is created. In a broader sense, there is a creation of tension in which
the components of a work “create suspense and anticipation of resolution”.8 Tension is
an important element of form for without it “there would be a fluid rush to a straightaway
mark; there would be nothing that could be called development and fulfillment”.9 This is
manifested in music and dance through the use of pauses and changes in tempo, in
literature and drama as action in the face of forces that must be overcome.
These two elements are characteristic of the transformation of material into the
media of expression. But how, concretely, is form generated? Dewey has argued that
form can be found in every work of art, and yet at this point, it is still unclear how the
world is formed. We have seen that Dewey advocates an aesthetic that avoids the
division between subject and object as form is the product of the interaction between
artist and world. We have considered the production of form in terms of the organization
of materials and now we must continue by taking the artist’s development into account,
for “design” not only implies the work that is designed but also the hand that designs it.
2. Forming Experience
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It has been argued that in order to truly understand the nature of aesthetic
experience, one must first understand aesthetic form. However, we have seen that form
is not an objective characteristic of a work that is marked off from other subjective
factors. Aesthetic form must be understood both in terms of its existence in a work of art
and in terms of its generative conditions, in those experiences of the artist who brings
form into the world. Hence, “The problem of discovering the nature of form is thus
identical with that of discovering the means by which are effected the carrying forward of
an experience to fulfillment”.10
The means of aesthetic form are the skills that an artist develops within a specific
physical and social environment. This was implied in the discussion of aesthetic media,
for it is a skilled hand that organizes and coordinates or symbolizes the things of the
world. For example, a calligrapher takes paper, ink, and brush and incorporates their
inherent energies into an organic activity that is guided by the energies of the body.
Before the transformation from material into media of expression can take place, the
calligrapher must first transform the body-mind into an integrated system that can move
in an aesthetic fashion. This unification is brought about through the development of
skill which is dependent upon another key Deweyan concept—habit.
Habits are the active means which mediate troubling or difficult situations. The
capacity of human beings to form habits opens the possibility of structuring and
exploring experience, for without habit, education and retention are altogether
impossible. More important for our purposes, habits are characteristically aesthetic for,
They involve skill of sensory and motor organs, cunning
and craft, and objective materials. They assimilate
objective materials, and eventuate in command of
environment. They require order, discipline, and manifest
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technique. They have a beginning, middle and end. Each
stage marks progress in dealing with materials and tools,
advance in converting material to active use.11
The retentive nature of habit frees up consciousness to deal with problems with
greater efficacy and frees up energy for experiences that go beyond those of the
everyday. This freedom is contingent upon the nature of habit as the nodal point at which
individual and environment meet as “breathing is an affair of the air as truly as of the
lungs; digesting an affair of food as truly as of tissues of the stomach; walking an affair
of the legs as well as the ground”.12 This illustrates the weaknesses of the subject/object
dichotomy and consequently Formalism since the stance mystifies how activity is
established and modified. In turn, it confuses our understanding of the artist’s work,
since it is a mystery how he or she creates bridges the metaphysical gap by generating
aesthetic meaning. This problem does not arise if we note that the artist—via habit—is
continuous with his work.
In addition Dewey observes that habits differ in quality. They are often
unconsciously formed as a situation demands action and the individual responds without
considering the qualities inherent to the situation. A habit is formed because of its
success in bringing about a state of equilibrium with the surrounding environment, but
often it is one whose success is not explicitly considered, and consequently the quality of
the response is necessarily limited. On the other hand, there are habits that are
intelligently formed as individuals learn from past experiences and consciously develop
techniques in order to deal with an ever-changing world. This happens when an end is
understood in such a way that it’s constitutive means become clear.
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These general comments can be extended into many domains, but for our
purposes it is important to consider how the habit structure is capitalized upon by the
artist. To continue our example, a calligrapher needs to learn the basic skills of writing
before he can consider the possibility of refined aesthetic expression, for without them
energies cannot be freed up for use creative tasks. The habits that characterize everyday
life, in this case writing, are the foundation of aesthetic habits of increasing complexity.
To a certain degree we are all capable of developing artistic skill, but it is the artist who
develops the body’s plastic nature, its ability to take form, and transforms it into an
aesthetic medium of expression. This level of integration is dependent upon the habits of
movement, perception, and thought that have developed in the past. More specifically,
the body is integrated as muscle systems are coordinated in order to create controlled,
smooth movements. The body is carved out as a calligrapher’s body when it becomes
one whose motor pathways generate movement that matches the artist’s intent. Hence,
Dewey writes,
With respect to the physical materials that enter into the
formation of a work of art, every one knows that they
must undergo change. Marble must be chipped;
pigments must be laid on canvas; words must be put
together. It is not so generally recognized that a similar
transformation takes place on the side of the “inner”
materials, images, observations, memories and emotions.
they are also progressively re-formed; they too, must be
administered.13
Expression, in the aesthetic sense, presents the artist with the problem of creating
a transaction of mind, body, and material that produces significant meaning. Since
aesthetic form entails both the materials and methods of artistic production and since two
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key components of the former are rhythm and tension, then we must investigate how they
apply to the artist’s development.
2.2 Corporeal Tensions and Rhythms
A deeper analysis reveals that the rhythmic and tensive nature of the body is the
foundation for the corresponding components that arise within the work. This occurs in
all arts, but is seen distinctly in dance and music since they are the arts that explore
rhythm with the greatest intensity. The rhythm of a piece of music or a dance is created
by performers who cultivate the body’s rhythmic potential. For the dancer, this is the
development of movement that articulates and enriches the body’s gestural capabilities
and for the musician, these are the refined movements mediated by instruments that are
used to order sound. Dance and music often occur together because they are united in
their production of rhythm through the cultivation of habits that sequentially order
change.
We also know that the body generates tension in its movements, for every step in
walking is the tensive transfer of weight. Artists cultivate tension by consciously
practicing movements that affect the movement of the body’s energy. One of the key
components of performance art is the development of posture as different postures affect
the movement of energy; at one moment restricting, at another encouraging its
movement. In other arts tension is created by representing those moments in which
energies conflict with one another, for if a work lacks this element, then it will appear
lifeless since tension both creates a sense of movement and purpose or fulfillment.
We can now return to our example of the calligrapher, for it can also be seen that
his body is formed in a way that develops its natural tensive and rhythmic capacities.
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While writing, he orders the energies of brush, ink, paper, and body by generating
rhythmic movements that produce harmonious and disparate relationships between
curves and straight lines. At the same time, these rhythms are tensive, for they can be
expressed rapidly, showing a fury of movement in which the brush darts about the page,
or they can be manifested slowly as each movement linked with others in one continuous
movement. Variations in rhythm and tension are the root of stylistic differences.
2.3 Natural Rhythms
Finally, Dewey insists that aesthetic form and the cultivation of aesthetic
experience in general are only possible because we are parts of a world that is full of
materials waiting to be transformed and, in a more general sense, because the world is an
ever-changing, rhythmic, and tensive horizon. He writes:
Since man succeeds only as he adapts his behavior to the
order of nature, his achievements and victories, as they
ensue upon resistance and struggle, become the matrix of
all esthetic subject matter; in some sense they constitute
the common pattern of art, the ultimate conditions of
form. Their cumulative orders of succession become
without express intent the means by which man communicates and celebrates the most intense and full moments
of his experience. Underneath the rhythm of every art
and of every work of art there lies, as a substratum in the
depths of the subconscious, the basic pattern of the live
creature to his environment.14
The body is rhythmic because it inhabits a rhythmic world, one that is marked by
the continual march of the seasons, the change from day to night, rain to sunshine, and
consequently from growth to harvest. Likewise, the body can create and release tension
since it is an integral part of a world that is full of moving energy. Clarifying and
intensifying rhythm and tension by articulating the body’s energies, the aesthetic makes
us more aware of our transaction with the world. This is but one example of the
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broadening of self that arises out of its transformation into an aesthetic medium. Tu WeiMing writes of the Mencian approach that the arts for the artist “are not merely acquired
skills; they are instrumental in establishing and enlarging himself.”15 We have seen that
growth entails the creation of an aesthetic body, one that brings aesthetic form and
consequently consummatory experience into the world. Since aesthetic form in the
somatic sense is the synthesis of habit and since habits are the transaction of individual
and social environment, when the artist works, the work enlarges the meaningfulness of
experience, both for the artists and for those who engage their works. Consequently,
since these actions do not take place in isolation, we will continue by considering their
integration within the broader context of a life.
3. Style
The analysis of aesthetic form leads us to a consideration of style, for we have
seen that when form is brought into the world, the artist’s being is profoundly affected.
As a noun, “style” signifies how an object or person is distinguished from others. In this
way, one’s style is an integral part of one’s identity just as the style of an artwork
identifies its place within the world of art. We also know that “style” is a verb, for “to
style” is to shape something, a shaping that we have analyzed in terms of form or design.
These two senses are inter-related since by cultivating the self, an artist develops a
characteristic style that is manifested in aesthetic activity. The work of art reveals just as
much about the possibilities of the materials used as it does about the artist who shapes
them. More importantly, by taking style into consideration we can enrich our
understanding of form since the concept provides a richer sense of an aesthetic life, one
that is easily lost if we consider works of art or artists in isolation from one another.
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Picking up on this, proponents of virtue ethics point out that style is the
established framework from which present action springs forth. In addition style is
malleable since the present continually calls for modification as novel situations arise.
Consequently, in emphasizing the pursuit of virtuous action, Confucians and Aristotelians
alike note the similarities in making that exist in both aesthetic and moral praxis and
consequently emphasize the importance of education in shaping them. This arises in the
Analects most vividly in the analogy that is drawn between archery and the cultivation of
virtue: “The man who would be benevolent is like the archer. The archer adjusts himself
and then shoots. If he misses, he does not murmur against those who surpass himself.
He simply turns round and seeks the cause of his failure within himself”.16
On this account, developing style entails acting virtuously in a characteristic
manner, one that distinguishes the agent from others and provides continuity within
experience. Hall and Ames note that the Analects distinguish three components of this
process: the rules of propriety (Li), their unique expression (Yi), and authoritative
personhood (Jen).17 For example, Confucius says that “having yi as his raw stuff, to
practice it in ritual actions, to express it with humility, and to complete it in living up to
his word: this then is the exemplary person (chun tzu).”18 The rules of appropriate action
that are in accord with the sense of humanity, however, are not a rigid code that must be
dogmatically followed, for they “are formalized structures upon which the continuity of
the tradition depends and through which a person in the tradition pursues cultural
refinement.”19 Novelty is a key element, for an individual’s expression (yi) will differ
from others and will change as he or she grows. Hence, this element of novelty within
the context of the li provides the foundation for the development of personal style. A
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chun tzu will be like every other in their self-cultivation within the paradigms of human
relations, however, every chun tzu will be different in their expression of them.
In the same way, an artist develops technique and style both by studying the work
of past masters and by developing fundamental skills. This is impossible outside of a
tradition that preserves its methods and history. Ideally, the tradition provides the context
for the artist’s development and consequently innovation instead of stifling creativity by
emphasizing blind repetition. Consequently, the style of a particular painter is first
contextualized by the history of painting and second by other artists of the same genre
who use similar techniques; for example, as Impressionists differ in technique even
though their approach to painting is grounded on the same fundamental tenets.
Again by avoiding a substance ontology, Dewey notes that character or style are
the products of habit. He writes:
Character is the interpenetration of habits. If each habit
existed in an insulated compartment and operated without
affecting or being affected by others, character would not
exist. That is, conduct would lack unity being only a
juxtaposition of disconnected reactions to separated
situations.20
In addition, since situations are overlapping, continuous, and changing
phenomena, a continuous modification of character or style is taking place. Echoing the
observation made by the proponents of virtue ethics, Dewey points out that the fixity of
habit establishes character while a changing environment calls for its adaptation and
development. In addition, style is dependent upon the depth and richness of its source,
upon that context in which individual habits have been established. For example, those
who have a distinct style are those whose habits have been intelligently formed and
integrated within difficult contexts. Conversely, those without style are those who simply
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imitate others or otherwise let situations dictate their behavior. The ability to integrate
habits is greatly increased when one is part of a tradition, for energy is freed up by
learning from the mistakes and advances of others. Artists do not develop creative
ability in a social vacuum, as if their habits and styles were immune to social influences.
Dewey notes that habit is always socially mediated, for “to a considerable extent
customs, or widespread uniformities of habit, exist because individuals face the same
situation and react in like fashion. But to a larger extent customs persist because
individuals form their personal habits under conditions set by prior customs.”21
Confucianism, we have seen, emphasizes the importance of social context by advocating
the importance of the li since they provide the foundation for ethical action and its
aesthetic component (yi). This context allows one to develop rich moral habit and
consequently a characteristic style by allowing for a high degree of integration.
Experience is more meaningful since one’s actions have an aesthetic element and since
they are contextualized within a rich tradition. Again Hall and Ames:
At its most fundamental level, yi denotes the importation of
aesthetic, moral, and rational significance into personal action
in the world. It is from this that the sense of yi, as “meaning”
or “significance” arises. A person, like a word, achieves
meaning in the interplay between bestowing its own accumulated
significance and appropriating meaning from its context.22
4. Virtue and Art
We have used the concept of style to refine our understanding of aesthetic form
and habit and have consequently shown that it provides an understanding for the
relationship between ethical and aesthetic praxis. This is well trodden ground however,
since others have pointed out that in both instances the student learns by doing, that both
entail the unity of body and mind in action, and that both depend upon a long
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apprenticeship and continuous refinement.23 However, because of his social-political
concerns, Confucius considers the aesthetic to be a component of ethical action and says
little about artists proper. We can say that everyday activity is aesthetic in nature, but
something more needs to be said about the artists who refine native capacities and
produce works of art. In order to keep the discussion relevant to the Confucian project,
we can consider the ethical component of aesthetic practice.
For example, Mencius describes a disturbing scenario:
Pang Mang learned archery from Yi. When he had acquired
completely all the science of Yi, he thought that in all the
kingdom only Yi was superior to himself, and so he slew
him.24
It has been shown how ethics and aesthetics are intimately related to one another,
but this account has ignored the possibility of cultivating the arts for evil purposes. The
preponderance of vice is dealt with at length in the Confucian cannon, however, the
archer Yi presents us with a special case that bears discussion. For example one could
ask, “Even though used for selfish gain, are Yi’s actions still aesthetic?” This is an
important question since it forces to investigate further the relationship between art and
morals.
In the ideal case a student cultivates both kinds of habit until they mutually
reinforce one another and consequently produce a characteristic style. In keeping with
this, Confucians emphasize that an integral element is the practice of the “six arts”25 as
they are instrumental to one’s self-cultivation. But again, this is an ideal, for one can be a
chun tzu and not be an excellent or even good artist (there are those of us who just don’t
have the talents necessary to practice an art) and one can be an exceptional artist and yet
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be far away from approaching the status of a chun tzu (perhaps the artist could be a
Taoist, say the butcher Ding, who may or may not care about the rules of propriety26).
This tension is rooted in the Confucian use of the arts to support a particular
socio-political framework, one that dictates their acceptance. For instance, “If a man be
without the virtues proper to humanity, then what can he do with the rites of propriety? If
a man be without the virtues proper to humanity, then what has he to do with music?”27
Or, “Though a man may be able to recite the three hundred odes, yet if, when entrusted
with a governmental charge, he knows not how to act...notwithstanding the extent of his
learning, of what practical use is it?”28
This concern is echoed in Book III of Plato’s Republic, as the relationship
between the arts and a moral harmony that is the foundation of a good state is questioned.
Plato’s solution is to first censor and then banish the artists whose work has the power to
dissuade moral education from its political end. The subordination of art to a fixed moral
order turns the aesthetic into its handmaiden, if it is allowed to exist at all. However,
these extremes are indications that something has gone wrong, or more specifically, that
the aesthetic has been altogether misunderstood.
There are two ways to illustrate this. The first is to note that the example of the
archer Yi is an extreme one. By killing his teacher he illustrates the possibility of the
student-teacher relationship going horribly wrong. Surely Yi’s actions are not aesthetic
or do not manifest a style since they entail taking the life of another. On Confucian
grounds his actions flout every stipulation of the li. However, we can imagine several
scenarios in which the judgment is not as easy to make. For example, it is easy to
conceive of an artist who creates a work of art and consequently sells it for a considerable
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amount of money. Afterwards he goes on to donate the proceeds to a morally
questionable cause (I’ll let the reader’s imagination do the work here). In using his art as
a means to a disdainful end, is the work consequently degraded or rendered un-aesthetic?
It would be silly to say so, for the art work can still be an exceptional piece worthy of
praise even though it is used for nefarious ends. Likewise (if one wants to avoid the issue
of translation of aesthetic value into value of the monetary sort), one could imagine a case
in which an artist used his abilities to win fame and stature above others. This would be
the exact opposite, say, of Mencius’ archer who acts humbly whether he makes mistakes
or defeats others. However, even though a pompous archer—or any artist of the
pompous sort for that matter—is detestable, that does not mean that his skills are lesser.
The second way of fleshing out the relationship between virtue and art is to return
the notion of aesthetic form presented above. Besides the difficulties of moral judgments
about artist’s use of their arts, there is the issue of our ability to generalize from the moral
to the aesthetic and still keep a rich terminology that aids in our understanding of art’s
richness. To take but one example, we can say that an artist forms her life just as she
forms a work, but is hard to see how aesthetic rhythm and tension have correspondences
within moral life. Again, it was argued that since the world is rhythmic and tensive, and
since the body-mind is of the world, then the works that it creates adhere to these
principles. However, aesthetic form is a refinement and intensification of nature and
consequently exceeds its limitations.
In addition, other concepts used to describe or criticize particular works are not
especially relevant within to moral discourse. To take but one example, “Beauty” can be
used to describe persons or actions, but only in a derivative sense of the word since
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personal beauty is only one species of aesthetic value; one that does not approach the
beauty of, say, a dance or a piece of music. This is not to say, however, that the term in
this instance is useless in its location of aesthetic value, but it is to say that the usage here
does not correspond to that of aesthetic criticism. This can be seen in Chinese aesthetics’
inability to formulate principles of aesthetic judgment that are not moral in nature since
the emphasis there always centers upon self-cultivation. Consequently, all aesthetic
value is interpreted in moral terms and we have seen that this follows from the overriding
concern of the Confucians to develop a good state. These are, of course admirable
intentions, but by briefly considering Plato’s Republic we saw that art was abducted for
already established ends, an abduction that limits the possibilities of aesthetic expression.
And yet, at the same time, we want to avoid the temptation—pace the
Romantics—to remove the aesthetic from everyday life. Instead of placing a conceptual
divide between art and everyday moral experience, we must conceive of it as a spectrum
through which aesthetic value is extended. At one end of the spectrum life is marred by
routine habit and thoughtless action. Style cannot develop and there is an impoverished
sense of self. As Hall and Ames have illustrated, by emphasizing the aesthetic
component of ethical life, Confucianism introduces an element of creativity within the
process of self-cultivation and offers an alternative to aesthetic stagnation. Next are the
true artists who develop their skills by refining the body’s natural capacities. This makes
possible the creation of works of art which take us beyond the immediate demands of the
everyday. Understanding the aesthetic as a continuum allows us to appreciate the
importance of personal creativity and, at the same time, leaves room for art to grow by
developing novel aesthetic meaning. Thus, the Confucian emphasis on “virtue
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aesthetics” is important as it shows that art need not be divorced from ethical action. We
must be cautious, however, for it must be remembered that art proper exceeds the bounds
demarcated by ethical norms.
4.1 Instrumentalism
The role of the arts as conceived by Plato and Confucius was shown to be
instrumental in the sense that they both understand the arts as means to moral ends.
For Dewey, aesthetic form and aesthetic experience are instrumental, but instrumental in
a way that satisfies a variety of ends.29 Hence artworks can be contrasted with tools since
the latter are limited as they are designed to actualize but one end. Works of art are
indefinitely instrumental to new events that, in turn, lead to consummations and
clarifications of novel meaning. Hence, “the ‘eternal’ quality of great art is its renewed
instrumentality for further consummatory experience, [and in addition] any activity that is
productive of objects whose perception is an immediate good, and whose operation is a
continual source of enjoyable perception of other events exhibits fineness of art”.30 For
this reason Dewey would support the continuity that virtue aesthetics creates between
morals and art, and yet, he would criticize its limited treatment of the arts, for it conflicts
with his democratic ideals:
Wherever social divisions and barriers exist, practices and
ideas that correspond to them fix metes and bounds, so
that liberal action is placed under restraint. Creative
intelligence is looked upon with distrust; the innovations
that are the essence of individuality are feared, and
generous impulse is put under bonds not to disturb the
peace.31
It is not unfair to say that virtue aesthetics treats the arts as tools or mere means to
but one limited end. This, in turn, limits the possibilities of aesthetic meaning. At the
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same time, we can infer that Dewey would agree with Mo-tzu’s criticism of the elite’s
use of the arts to justify their distinctness from the common man.32 The manifestation of
a limited aesthetic instrumentalism can take various forms, but in any case, the
possibilities of aesthetic meaning are limited.
5. Conclusion
It is always questionable to draw parallels between thinkers in the same, let alone,
different philosophical traditions. Tensions always arise that are often swept under the
carpet in order to appease the desire for synthesis. However, it has not been my intent to
synthesize an American pragmatist with a strain of classical Chinese thought, even
though, as we have seen, there are similarities. At the same time, it has not been my
intent to criticize a philosophy that developed in ancient antiquity by emphasizing the
importance of the liberal pursuit of value. This approach does little to aid in our
understanding of art and aesthetic experience. However, what does increase our
understanding is continued inquiry into artist’s work, both in terms of subject and object.
The arts provide a wealth of information that has, chiefly because of philosophical and
political interests, largely gone unexplored. The true purpose of this paper is to bring to
light the role of the artist in aesthetic experience. We have seen the importance of the
aesthetic as an element of inquiry into the nature and possibilities of experience. There
are many aspects of this inquiry, but one that remains largely untapped is the aesthetic
body. Confucian philosophy makes headway in exploring this possibility but is confined
by ethico-political concerns and this, in turn, limits the scope of its aesthetic. Dewey’s
notions of aesthetic form and habit provide a foundation for further investigation by
demarcating how the artist cultivates a “somaesthetic”.33 This, in turn, provides a
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foundation for the exploration of the lived body, the self, and the possibility of selfcultivation.
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The City of Lisbon is a case study concerning the impact of regionalism, economics and nationalism on the
physical environment of the city, specifically the rebuilding of the Chiado District in 1988 by Portuguese
architect Alvaro Siza. The roots of the reaction to a fire which destroyed a good portion of the historic district
can be traced back to its rebuilding after the 18th Century earthquake when most of the city was rebuilt
under the direction of despot Marquis de Pombal during the European Age of Enlightenment. The slow
evolution and concurrent transformation of Lisbon’s standing in European society is reflected in not only its
architectural character but also the entire perception of public and private space within the city.
The initial rebuilding of Lisbon in 1755 was based on a city seeking change within itself. The leaders,
namely Pombal, sought to pull Lisbon out of its superstitious and medieval climate and turn it into a worldclass European city competitive with Paris and Vienna. Regionalism, in every sense of the word, was
rejected. Lisbon was to take on the architectural style of the French monarchy. Over 200 years later there is
a far different reaction to rebuilding: the style that was once foreign has since been transformed and has
become Lisbon’s identity. There is little desire for change – in fact, the city government and Siza have gone
to great lengths to rebuild, almost replicate, the buildings that were destroyed. This change in attitude is a
result of a culture that is diverse, educated, economically secure and intertwined with global ideals and the
awareness and resistance to the slow homogenization of society.
The approach to urban disaster in terms of the physical rebuilding, along with the slow evolution (or
revolution) of form, is indicative of the changing relationship between humankind and the urban setting. The
question of progression versus historicism has become a universal phenomenon. Lisbon provides an ideal
case study: two opposing reactions that reflect our struggles with morality, desire and the inevitable
predicament in the physical world.
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Abstract:
Kant's famous remark that Aristotle's logic presents a "closed and completed doctine" has
been traditionally interpreted, both by philosophers and historians of logic, as claiming
that Aristotle provides the last word in logic. Given the later developments of Leibniz,
Frege, Peirce, and others, such an interpretation paints Kant's conception of logic as
remarkably naive and historically uninformed. I argue here that Kant's understanding of
logic, and its history, is considerably more sophisticated than he has traditionally been
given credit for, and that his remark tells us much more about Kant's conception of logic,
as a set of rules that are necessary and universal (a priori) for the possibility of thought,
than it does about what he thinks of Aristotle.

Kant and the Logic of Aristotle

1. Introduction
In the Preface to the second edition of the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant offers his
best-known—indeed, notorious—remark about Aristotle's logic:
Since Aristotle . . . logic has not been able to advance a single step, and is
thus to all appearance a closed and completed doctrine (Bviii).1
I wish to explore here the following question: is Kant in fact saying that since
Aristotle, there need be no more concern about logic as a discipline or a field of study,
that Aristotle (with some minor embellishments, in terms of presentation) is the last word
in logic?
Certainly that is how Kant has almost invariably been understood. Thus Hegel
relies on such a view when he writes
Now if logic has not undergone any change since Aristotle—and in fact,
judging by modern compendiums of logic the changes frequently consist
mainly in omissions—then surely the conclusion which should be drawn is
that it is all the more in need of a total reconstruction.
C.S. Peirce similarly observes that "we are to remember that, according to Kant,
nothing worth mention had been contributed to logic since Aristotle"; P. F.
Strawson notes that Kant believed "without question" in the "finality" of
Aristotelian logic; E.W. Beth clearly has this standard interpretation in mind when
he writes that "Aristotle's logical work, far from being a closed system, already
contained the germs of future development." Such comments are commonplace
in the literature, both on Kant and on the history of logic; as Kneale and Kneale
sum up what must be called the "received" view, Kant was
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apparently unaware of the value of any contributions made to logic after
the time of Aristotle, and that the doctrine which he regarded as the
complete and perfect discovery of Aristotle was in fact a peculiarly
confused version of the traditional mixture of Aristotelian and Stoic
elements.2
Kant himself, of course, is largely responsible for this interpretation. However, I
believe that it is at best historically naive and, at worst, gives a very misleading picture,
both of Kant's understanding of the history of logic as well as his conception of general
logic and its role in philosophical inquiry. The alternative interpretation I outline below
will reveal that Kant's conception of general logic is considerably more sophisticated and
historically informed than he has traditionally been given credit for; more important, on
this reading Kant's strategy in the First Critique, grounded as it is in logic, becomes more
plausible, more defensible, and, consequently, more attractive.

2. General logic

We can begin by examining Kant's account of the role of general logic. General
logic, as the canon of necessary rules for the possibility of thought—the systematic
presentation of the a priori principles of the correct use of the understanding überhaupt
(A796=B824)—yields what Carboncini and Finster describe as the "sine qua non," or
what might be described as a set of constraints on rationality simpliciter.3 This can
perhaps best be seen by looking at what general logic can—and, always important for
Kant, what it cannot—establish, relative to determining the truth of a given judgement.
General logic establishes minimal necessary conditions for the possibility of truth,
yielding what Kant calls the "negative touchstone of truth" (A60=B84). Such a negative
criterion insures only that a given thought4 is not self-contradictory, for "I can think
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whatever I please, provided only that I do not contradict myself, that is, provided my
concept is a possible thought" (Bxxvi n.; see A569n.=B624n.).5 Presumably, this
eliminates any obviously self-contradictory judgements as possible thoughts, e.g. "Some
men are not men," or "No bodies are extended."6 It may also exclude judgements about
Meinongian "impossible" objects, such as prime numbers divisible by six. The more
important point for Kant, however, is that a well-formed judgement may still fail to make
an objective reference, and that this failure only becomes clear with the introduction of
the sensible manifold (and thus lies beyond the ken of general logic):
That a concept of the possible must not contain any contradiction is a
necessary logical condition; but this is far from sufficient to determine the
objective reality of the concept, that is, the possibility of such an object as
is thought through the concept. Thus there is no contradiction in the
concept of a figure [Figur] which is enclosed within two straight lines,
since the concepts of two straight lines and of their coming together
contain no negation of the figure. The impossibility arises not from the
concept in itself, but in connection with its construction in space, that is,
from the conditions of space and its determination (A220-221=B268).
The point is that a well-formed judgement can be made even about a figure
enclosed within two straight lines, for its terms are not self-contradictory. The
impossibility of this judgement making an objective reference—albeit here to a
mathematical object—is shown by the attempt to construct the object in pure
intuition. The point can be generalized, relative to truth-claims: the truth of a
given judgement can only be determined with respect to an object judged about.
Thus no judgement can violate the principles of transcendental logic "without at
once losing all content, that is, all relation to any object [Objekt], and therefore all
truth" (A62-63=B87). Similarly, a concept in the absence of possible experience
functions as a mere idea—without truth, that is, without relation to an object
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(Gegenstand) (A489=B517). Because general logic abstracts from all cognitive
content, it has nothing to say about any reference to an object, and can provide
only a negative criterion of truth. Consequently, a traditional characterization of
logic, such as that with which Jungius begins his Logica Hamburgensis—"Logic
is the art of our mental operations directed to determining the true and the
false"7—must be interpreted quite narrowly on Kant's conception of general logic,
providing only a negative criterion for any such determination. In short, after the
analysis of a judgement given by general logic, we are still quite far from
determining the truth of that judgement, or even whether—at that point—it is a
viable candidate as a judgement of possible experience.
Kant introduces the question "famed of old . . . What is truth?" in the context of
general logic. As Prauss persuasively argues, the question in this context is absurd in
itself, and can find no response in general logic, for it is a question that must be dealt with
by transcendental logic.8 In a vivid image, (probably taken from Lucian of Samosata or,
perhaps, Virgil), repeated from Kant's Inaugural Dissertation, the attempts by general
logic to provide such a response leads to the "ludicrous spectacle of one man milking a
he-goat and the other holding a sieve beneath it" (A58=B82-83). If "truth" is taken to be
the agreement of knowledge with its object, for a determination of truth we must turn to a
logic that exhibits rules for cognitive claims relative to objects. Thus Kant calls
transcendental logic—more precisely, transcendental analytic—a "logic of truth"
(A59=B84). In contrast to mathematics, which begins with definitions, definitions only
come at the end of philosophy (A731=B759), and when Kant calls the truth the
"agreement of cognition with its objects," he is careful to describe it only as the
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"nominal" definition of truth (A58=B82), not as a definition in the strict sense. This
characterization of "truth" is one Kant repeats throughout the Critique, and presents only
one aspect of his considered view of this issue. The result then is that it is only when the
concepts and principles of transcendental analytic have been secured that we can then go
on to inquire about the applicability of this nominal definition. In this sense,
transcendental analytic serves as a "logic of truth," in contrast to the (solely) negative
criterion provided by general logic. Even then, however, we are not in possession of a
universal and sufficient criterion of truth, but only in possession of a structure within
which truth can be meaningfully inquired about.

3.

Natural logic and Artifical logic
All agents— all but those, to cite Thomas Good, "which is not an Idiot"9—

maintain beliefs which result in the issuance of judgments, embedded in language. Those
judgements must follow some minimal set of rules, such as a commitment to consistency,
to yield a coherent set of beliefs (where that set has at least two members).10 Anyone
reflective enough to consider what those rules would look like might provide a logica
naturalis or logica utens to characterize them, just as anyone reflective enough to consider
the rules of language might develop a similar set of rules to be construed as a grammatica
naturalis.11 Indeed, at one point Kant suggests that grammarians gave us our first hint
about developing a logic, in the sense of reflecting on the use of language to specify those
rules that were necessary for language to be possible. The development of logic, in terms
of a logica artificialis or logica docens, required a systematicity in the rigorous
specification of the rules of logic that were unavailable within "natural" logic, and only
such an artificial logic could be regarded as a science, a result that could not be attained
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by grammar (due, presumably, to the unavoidable ambiguity inherent in natural
language). A science of logic—general logic—as exemplified by a formal treatment of
the principle of non-contradiction, could then provide that set of rules which must hold
universally for thought to be expressed as judgement, and thus can be construed as the
sine qua non of thought simpliciter, or as a set of universal and necessary, or a priori,
constraints on rationality itself. In ranging over all possible expressions of thought, such
constraints would, of course, have to be recognized as holding—i.e. would have to be
presupposed—for any formal presentation of a logic, in the contemporary sense of a
formal model of mathematical logic or a natural deductive technique. On what has been
called a "neo-Kantian" or "neo-Tractarian" conception of logic,12 we can now see that the
standard treatment of the Critical philosophy has systematically misrepresented and
misunderstood what Kant says about logic, and thus the criticisms grounded in those
inaccuracies can largely be deflected.

4.

Kant's Remarks on Aristotle

Stefan Körner has given a succinct description of what one can call this standard
picture, that Kant
believes himself to have discovered all the absolute synthetic
presuppositions of our thinking. They are, in particular, the
presuppositions of arithmetic and Euclidean geometry, of Newtonian
physics, and, in a sense, of the traditional logic. Since he believed these
fields of thought themselves to be ultimate and permanent achievements of
the human mind, he naturally regarded their presuppositions as absolute.13
Focusing here on "traditional logic," we see that Kant, on this account, is
constrained by the conceptual and structural limitations of Aristotelian logic; he is, in
short, forced to think in terms of Aristotelian logic, particularly syllogistic, when he
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characterizes logic. When he says (Bviii) that Aristotle's logic appears to be "finished
and complete," and unable to develop any further, he is compelled—if only for his
historical situation, or his ignorance of the history of logic—to dismiss those
developments that logic had undergone since Aristotle (e.g. by the Stoics, Leibniz, and
others). The subsequent history of logic since Kant's era reveals Kant's claim to be the
glaring blunder that it is, and his philosophical approach thus suffers from Kant's
willingness to have "remained content with the poor version of traditional logic which he
used."14
Before turning to the question of what Kant might mean in this context by the
"completeness" of Aristotle's logic, it is worth looking at some of the other things Kant
says about Aristotle, particularly from his logic lectures. Taken as a whole, the picture
that emerges is one of respect for Aristotle's accomplishments, particularly in logic, while
recognizing the limitations of Aristotle, the artificial "subtleties" of his logic, and the
anti-philosophical spirit among those who uncritically venerated him (on the latter, see
Ak. XXIV.2, 740).
"Aristotle developed a blind trust in himself, and he harmed philosophia more
than he helped it" (Ak. XXIV.1, 36). It is perhaps surprising that one who provided
philosophy with a complete and perfect doctrine could harm philosophy more than help
it, but Kant is clear:
Through frequent observations we have scouted out the rules of the
understanding. Aristotle established some; but these were nothing but
road signs toward errors. It took great effort to forget such false
propositions, to give the understanding its natural perfection again, and to
investigate its true rules (Ak. XXIV.1, 27).
Aristotle can be regarded as the father of logic. But his logic is too
scholastic, full of subtleties, and fundamentally has not been of much
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value to the human understanding. . . . There is much acuity in his
organon. All our logical terminology is from him. Otherwise it tends to
mythology and subtlety and is banned from the schools (Ak. XXIV.2, 796;
see Ak. IX, 20).
In these lectures, of course, Kant (or his auditor) tends to speak much more freely
and expansively than he does in his more polished writing. But it is difficult, in
any case, to reconcile the standard picture described above, that sees Kant
viewing the Aristotelian syllogistic as a human achievement without equal, with a
philosopher Kant characterizes as providing "nothing but road signs toward
errors," and whose logic "fundamentally has not been of much value to the human
understanding." Thus it is appropriate to ask what precisely Kant saw as
Aristotle's achievement, and in what sense it is "complete."
I earlier cited Manley Thompson's distinction between contemporary conceptions
of logic that take logic as having an "external subject matter" and a "neo-Kantian or neoTractarian" conception of logic, and argued that it is clear that it is the latter one finds in
the Critique of Pure Reason. I think one way of getting at Kant's regard for Aristotle's
accomplishment is to see the latter's Organon as a first attempt to provide, in the West, a
scientific logic, an attempt to give a systematic account of the rules of thought in general
as a logica artificialis. At the same time, as Kant himself points out in the Critique,
Aristotle proceeded haphazardly, and without using a principle to provide the
systematicity demanded of a science (A81=B106). The idea seems to be that within
Aristotle's logic, a set of minimal concepts (and rules) can be found that are indispensable
to any logic worthy of the name of "science," but by lacking the appropriate
philosophical methodology, Aristotle's logic remained "rhapsodic" and was overwhelmed
by "subtleties." At the same time, the content characterizing the necessary and universal
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rules of thought, the minimal a priori principles of judgement, were in place qua logica
naturalis. These conditions cannot change, in that they are simply the conditions to
which a judging subject must conform in order to think; here, we might find Kant in
agreement with Locke, when the latter observes that "God has not been so sparing to Men
to make them barely two-legged Creatures, and left it to Aristotle to make them
Rational."15 Yet the formal presentation of these rules must be given in a systematic, inprinciple fashion for logic to attain the status of science. And this is precisely what Kant
says in the Jäsche logic: "From Aristotle's time on, logic has not gained much in content,
by the way, nor can it by its nature do so. But it can surely gain in regard to exactness,
determinateness, and distinctness" (Ak. IX, 20; Kant's emphasis). The a priori constraints
on judgement, insofar as they provide necessary rules that range over all possible
thought, cannot change; their presentation, of course can.16 In no way does it seem that,
on this view, that Kant would be limited to syllogistic or unwilling to recognize more
elegant presentations of those a priori rules; nor does this eliminate his acceptance of
contemporary formal techniques in mathematical logic.
In what sense, then, is Aristotle's logic "complete"? In employing this term, it is
obvious that Kant does not mean "complete" in the contemporary sense when logicians
distinguish formal systems as "weakly" or "strongly" complete17; as Tonelli has
persuasively shown, this relies on a conception of logic that is not only alien to Kant, but
one that, if Tonelli is correct, is alien to Western philosophy before the beginning of the
Nineteenth-century.18 A more plausible candidate in this context is the notion that one
has a set of necessary and sufficient rules for thought in Aristotle's logic; while not
presented in a way to Kant's liking, a complete but unsystematic list of the rules of
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thought are to be found in the Analytics, or more broadly, the Organon. In other words,
for any given judgement, all the rules we need for that judgement to be syntactically wellformed are in place; not only is there no need for others, the sufficiency condition
indicates that there can be no others. In that sense, a set of necessary and sufficient rules
would be complete. Kant is standardly interpreted in this way, and he occasionally
speaks in ways that make this interpretation attractive (e.g. A13=B27). However, I don't
think that his conception of the completeness of general logic must be regarded as
committed to this strong sense of completeness, and for philosophical and textual reasons
it is more plausible to regard Kant's notion that general logic is "complete" in the sense of
only providing a set of necessary conditions. Certainly, Kant identifies "strictly
necessary" and "absolutely universal" as independent, and each sufficient, criteria of the a
priori; when we describe the rules of general logic as a priori—which they indisputably
are on Kant's account—they clearly are delineated as necessary in the strongest sense
possible. Thus an inventory of the rules necessary for thought would include those Kant
has identified; the demand that they also satisfy the criterion of sufficiency is not required
by (much of) Kant's characterization of general logic. And it is worth noting that this
result is supported by a somewhat surprising source, P.F. Strawson: "The fundamental
logical operations or forms of judgment recognized in Kant's table are such as are, and
must be, recognized in any general logic worthy of the name."19 Kant also seems to
indicate that "complete," in the sense of providing necessary and sufficient conditions, is
better thought of in terms of a Transcendental Idea, where we posit "a certain collective
unity as the goal of the activities of the understanding" (A644=B672). Along these lines,
he indicates how completeness functions normatively, as a desideratum: "A correct logic
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is like a straight line, so that one must not deviate from it either to the right or to the left.
It would be desirable [es wäre zu wünschen] that logic could be brought [gebracht wäre]
to such correctness and perfection" (Ak. XXIV.1, p. 28).20 In short, it seems that Kant's
notorious comment about Aristotle's logic tells us much more about Kant's conception of
logic, as a set of rules that are necessary and universal (a priori) for the possibility of
thought, than it does about what he thinks of Aristotle.
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This is Kemp Smith's translation; the entire passage reads "Daß die Logik diesen sicheren Gang schon
von den ältesten Zeiten her gegangen sei, läßt sich daraus ersehen, daß seit dem Aristoteles keinen Schritt
rückwärts hat tun dürfen, wenn man ihr nicht etwa die Wegschaffungeiniger entbehrlicher Subtilitäten, oder
deutlichere Bestimmung des Vorgetragenen als Verbesserungen anrechnen will, welches aber mehr zur
Eleganz, als zur Sicherheit der Wissenschaft gehöhrt. Merkwürdig ist noch an ihr, daß sie auch bis jetzt
keinen Schritt vorwärts hat tun können, und also allem Ansehen nach geschlossen und vollendet zu sein
scheint" (Bviii). I have presented the text in the original here, for it is worth looking at how Kant's central
claim has been translated. As we see, Kemp Smith has Kant claiming that logic "to all appearances [is] a
closed and completed body of doctrine," employing a term—"doctrine"—that is not only not justified by
the text but complicates issues by introducing a technical term from Kant's philosophical vocabulary. Kant
characterizes "doctrine" as "an attempt to provide a priori an expansion for the understanding in the field of
pure cognitions" (A135=B174), that is, to extend the range of pure cognition in its a priori employment.
Pluhar's version reads "Another remarkable fact about logic is that thus far it also has not been able to
advance a single step, and hence is to all appearances closed and completed." Guyer and Wood render the
claim in a way similar to Pluhar, that logic "until now . . . has also been unable to take a single step
forward, and therefore seems to all appearances to be finished and complete." All translations of Kant are
my own, although I borrow heavily from Kemp Smith (London: Macmillan, 1929), Guyer and Wood
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), and Pluhar (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1996).
2
Hegel, G.W.F. "Introduction" to the Wissenschaft der Logik, translated by A.V. Miller (London: Allan &
Unwin, 1969), p. 51; Peirce, C.S. Elements of Logic §39; in Hartshorne, C. and Weiss, P. (eds.), Collected
Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce, vol. II (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1931); Strawson, P.F. The
Bounds of Sense (London: Methuen, 1966); Beth, E.W. "Hundred Years of Symbolic Logic" Dialectica 1
(1947) p. 332; Kneale, W. and Kneale, M., The Development of Logic (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962), p.
355.
3
Carboncini, S. and Finster, R. "Das Begriffspaar Kanon-Organon," Archiv für Begriffsgeshichte 26
(1982), p. 29. Informally, one might think of general logic as a "filter," through which any judgement must
pass in order to be evaluated as true or false; at that stage, a syntactically ill-formed judgement would be
eliminated as a candidate. Transcendental analytic would function as a second filter, in terms of evaluating
a judgement of possible experience as true or false. In this sense, then, general logic is the logic of thinking
in general; transcendental logic is the logic of thinking about objects. (Without arguing for it here, I
believe that the strictures of the categorical imperative in Kant's practical philosophy function in a similar
fashion.) The fundamental point here is to see that while a given judgement may well "pass" through such
a preliminary process, that leaves us quite far from determining whether that judgement is in fact true (or
false), and that Kant's conception of logic seeks to establish precisely this result. Similarly, a moral
judgement that does not violate the categorical imperative is not ipso facto the thing to do. In short, we
should not expect a set of rules—whether of general logic, transcendental logic, or practical philosophy—to
establish more than it is in a position to do qua a set of rules. I owe this way of formulating this aspect of
the relation between the theoretical and practical philosophy to Daniel Farrell.
4
Keeping in mind, of course, that thought—one might say here "propositional content"—is expressed by
means of judgement, and that judgement itself must be expressed linguistically. As Beatrice Longuenesse
has noted, "no judgement (as psychological activity) can take place without linguistic expression." Kant
and the Capacity to Judge (Charles T. Wolfe, trans.) (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998), p. 100
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Internet: The Fun Virtual English Teacher
Workshop Proposals on Arts and Humanities
Massoud Moslehpour
If you ever thought or heard someone telling you that: “We have reached the limits of what it
is possible to achieve with computer technology,” write it down and date it. Refer to it in
three years, and you will have a good laugh! We live in an era where the effects of
technological advances in our lives are inevitable. There are growing demands on almost
everyone, including teachers, to become technologically literate. The boundaries of these
advances are being stretched on daily basis. Nowadays, using computer programs to create
teaching materials for your students is the basic requirement for every teacher and educator.
The Internet; also known as “the cyberspace,” “the information superhighway,” “the
electronic library,” “the online community,” and several other metaphoric statements trying
to define it; is the most significant development in communication tool since the invention of
printing press.
The purpose of this workshop is to demonstrate how the Internet can be used as a tool to
teach English. English Language is an integral part of the Internet, and the fact of the matter
is that most students have the necessary computer knowledge, but they lack just an additional
skill, and that is English language proficiency. Most English published books about Internet
and almost all websites assume that the reader is a native speaker. Internet English is a
course of study that combines different aspects and resources related to Internet with a
particular topic in English. These topics can vary from specific financial news to sending an
e-card. No matter what the topic, the key is to communicate in English.
The goal of this workshop is to help EFL educators and the students explore Internet and
English Literacy skills. Once your students have learned how to access discover, and
critically assess Internet resources in English, they will be more confident using this English
language resource.
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Internet: The Fun Virtual English Teacher
Massoud Moslehpour

Introduction
The Internet is a computer network made up of thousands of networks worldwide. No one
knows exactly how many computers are connected to the Internet. It is certain, however, that
the number is in the millions and is increasing at a rapid rate.
No one is in charge of the Internet. There are organizations which develop technical aspects
of this network and set standards for creating applications on it, but no governing body is in
control. The Internet’s backbone, through which Internet traffic flows, is owned by private
companies.
All computers on the Internet communicate with one another using the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol suite, abbreviated to TCP/IP. Computers on the Internet use
client/server architecture. This means that the remote server machine provides files and
services to the user's local client machine. Software can be installed on a client computer to
take advantage of the latest access technology.
The Internet provides access to a wealth of information on countless topics contributed by
people throughout the world. On the Internet, a user has access to a wide variety of services:
electronic mail, file transfer, vast information resources, interest group membership,
interactive collaboration, multimedia displays, and more. The Internet consists primarily of a
variety of access protocols. These include e-mail, FTP, HTTP, Telnet, and Usenet news.
Many of these protocols feature programs that allow users to search for and retrieve material
made available by the protocol.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a general understanding of the functions of the
Internet and to explore its applications in teaching English to EFL/ESL students.

Background
So, how did this modern wonder come into existence? In a nutshell, the first version of the
Internet was started during the 1960s in the United States as ARPAnet, a defence department
network. One computer was linked to another to share information. Gradually, more
computers were added to the network and people began to send simple messages over the
network to distant colleagues. This, at that time, incredible communications platform was
adopted by the academic community and, with vast improvements added by European
computer wizards, became the friendly tool we refer to as the Internet today.
As a form of international communication, the Internet has been in constant expansion since
1973, when the ARPAnet was first connected to the United Kingdom and Norway. Much of
northern Europe was connected to the Net in the early 1980s. Japan and Canada soon
followed suit. A special link was established between Germany and China at about the same
time. And then in the late 1980s the real growth began as Australia, Iceland, Israel, Italy,
Mexico, New Zealand and Puerto Rico joined the Net.
The early 1990s saw many countries in South America and Asia, as well as Eastern Europe,
gain access to the Net. The first countries connected from the African continent were Tunisia
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and South Africa, but others soon followed. By 1992, even Antarctica was officially online.
Currently every nation has some type of connection to the Internet, though access may be
highly restricted and extremely expensive.
Because of its origin in the United States, most of the communication via the Internet takes
place in English, in spite of, or perhaps due to , the multilingual nature of its user base.
Researchers suggest that this will change as the Internet becomes more popular, but for the
moment English is the common language. This is what makes it such a perfect tool for
English language teaching.

What is in the Internet?
WORLD WIDE WEB
The World Wide Web (abbreviated as the Web or WWW) is a system of Internet servers that
supports hypertext to access several Internet protocols on a single interface. Almost every
protocol type available on the Internet is accessible on the Web. This includes e-mail, FTP,
Telnet, and Usenet News. In addition to these, the World Wide Web has its own protocol:
Hypertext Transfer Protocol, or HTTP.
E-MAIL
Electronic mail, or e-mail, allows computer users locally and worldwide to exchange
messages. Each user of e-mail has a mailbox address to which messages are sent. Messages
sent through e-mail can arrive within a matter of seconds.
A powerful aspect of e-mail is the option to send electronic files to a person's e-mail address.
Non-ASCII files, known as binary files, may be attached to e-mail messages. These files are
referred to as MIME attachments. MIME stands for Multimedia Internet Mail Extension, and
was developed to help e-mail software handle a variety of file types. For example, a
document created in Microsoft Word can be attached to an e-mail message and retrieved by
the recipient with the appropriate e-mail program. Many e-mail programs, including Eudora,
Netscape Messenger, and Microsoft Outlook Express, offer the ability to read files written in
HTML, which is itself a MIME type.
TELNET
Telnet is a program that allows you to log into computers on the Internet and use online
databases, library catalogs, chat services, and more. To Telnet to a computer, you must know
its address.
FTP
FTP stands for File Transfer Protocol. This is both a program and the method used to transfer
files between computers. Anonymous FTP is an option that allows users to transfer files from
thousands of host computers on the Internet to their personal computer account. FTP sites
contain books, articles, software, games, images, sounds, multimedia, course work, data sets,
and more.
DISCUSSION GROUPS
One of the benefits of the Internet is the opportunity it offers to people worldwide to
communicate via e-mail. The Internet is home to a large community of individuals who carry
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out active discussions organized around topic-oriented forums distributed by e-mail. These
are administered by software programs. Probably the most common program is the listserv.
A great variety of topics are covered by listservs, many of them academic in nature. When
you subscribe to a listserv, messages from other subscribers are automatically sent to your
electronic mailbox. You subscribe to a listserv by sending an e-mail message to a computer
program called a listserver. Listservers are located on computer networks throughout the
world. This program handles subscription information and distributes messages to and from
subscribers. You must have a e-mail account to participate in a listserv discussion group.
USENET NEWS
Usenet News is a global electronic bulletin board system in which millions of computer users
exchange information on a vast range of topics. The major difference between Usenet News
and e-mail discussion groups is the fact that Usenet messages are stored on central computers,
and users must connect to these computers to read or download the messages posted to these
groups. This is distinct from e-mail distribution, in which messages arrive in the electronic
mailboxes of each list member.
ONLINE CHATTING
Chat programs allow users on the Internet to communicate with each other by typing in real
time. They are sometimes included as a feature of a Web site, where users can log into the
"chat room" to exchange comments and information about the topics addressed on the site.
Chat may take other, more wide-ranging forms. For example, America Online is well known
for sponsoring a number of topical chat rooms.
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is a service through which participants can communicate to each
other on hundreds of channels. These channels are usually based on specific topics. While
many topics are frivolous, substantive conversations are also taking place. To access IRC,
you must use an IRC software program.
A variation of chat is the phenomenon of instant messaging. With instant messaging, a user
on the Web can contact another user currently logged in and type a conversation. Most
famous is America Online's Instant Messenger. ICQ is another commonly-used chat program.

The Internet is your virtual partner
HOW CAN WE USE THE INTERNET?
The Internet has several advantages as a source of teaching materials:
Scope: How big is the Internet? Huge might be the most exact answer-though computer
scientists at the NEC Research Institute in the United States estimate that as of April
1998 there were over 320 million pages. As a vast virtual library the Internet offers a
seemingly endless range of topics to choose from, all in one handy location There are
even a growing number of materials specifically designed for English language teaching.
It is a paperless medium and so it escapes the size restrictions that are characteristic of
the course book. Internet files do have a tangible volume, but the limitations in scope are
determined by the users’ speed of access and the computer facilities available.
Current: While some of the content of the Internet might be several years old, much of
it is updated on a regular basic: monthly, weekly, daily, or even hourly. You can get
today’s news form any number of publications without buying them all in the hope of
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finding that one useful item. And of course, many new publications are being added
every day, some of them unavailable in print.
Personalized: Textbooks are inescapably limited by the magnitude of the audience for
which they are written. The topics they deal with may be irrelevant or difficult to discuss
with your class, and you may sometimes need alternative topics and tests. The Internet
can greatly simplify the task of finding them.
ISSUES TO CONSIDER
At times, however, the Internet seems more like a boundless filling cabinet than a library.
When a filing cabinet is brand new it is obviously quite easy to sort the files. But as time
passes, papers accumulate and the cabinet may become a catch-all for scraps of paper,
cuttings from the newspaper and a lost sock or two. In the early stages of is evolution, finding
material on the Internet was also a simple matter. You could ring a colleague who made a call
to friend that knew the exact name of the file you needed. Then you just typed those
instructions into your computer to retrieve the desired information.
Now there are over 20 million addresses in this virtual filing system and this has led to some
difficulties. Foremost of these is the lack of a comprehensive index. The speed at which the
Internet changes, and the roughly 125,000 additional domain names registered each month,
make such an index quite impossible. This must be the reason that thirteen of the top twenty
web sites in the Web 21 popularity rankings are actually search mechanisms of one kind or
another. In order to save valuable time it is especially important to understand the ins-and –
outs of the search tools that are available to you. Deciding how to search is at least as
important as the search process itself, so in the next few sections we will take an in –depth
look at techniques for searching the Internet.
Another problem is that many schools do not yet have the facilities that would allow classes
direct access to the Internet. Even teachers may have restricted access because of the costs
involved or the logistics of scheduling. An easy solution to the problem of limited access is to
print materials from the Net and give the printed sheets to students.
But the above “solution” may not always be appropriate because of another key feature of the
Internet, namely that most of the material on it has not been produced for learners of English.
The authors of much of the material available are native speakers of English and as such
they are apt to use idiomatic expressions. These may sometimes be difficult, or even
unsuitable, to use in the EFL/ESL classrooms.
Language may contain grammatical errors and information presented can be completely
inaccurate.
The design can be extremely dense and forbidding, or just plain boring.
It is important to look at Net materials as closely as you would at materials from any other
source, and where necessary take the time to adapt them to suit your situation. Later in this
chapter we will discuss how to adapt Internet texts, within the laws of copyright, so that these
can then be presented to students as print-outs or on-screen.
In conclusion, the Internet provides access to a wealth of information on countless topics
contributed by people throughout the world. Many have spent countless amount of time to
provide you and your students with resourceful, motivating, and at times entertaining
information. An Internet English classroom is like an ordinary classroom apart from one
thing: the students can use the Internet to complete activities and tasks. The classroom may
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have just one computer or it may be filled with the latest multimedia equipment. It may be
staffed by a team of computer experts or maintained by a few volunteer teachers. It may
alternate between being a classroom and a self-access center or an Internet café for the entire
school. What is crucial for all English educators is to be aware of the potentials and the
resources that the Internet can provide as a virtual partner in their classrooms.
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ABSTRACT
BEYOND THE MOZART EFFECT: AGE-RELATED COGNITIVE
FUNCTIONING IN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
PARTICIPANTS
by Steven Roger Moser, Ph.D.
May 2003
The purpose of this study was to identify differences in the cognitive
functioning of healthy older wind and percussion instrumental musicians,
compared with the normative data for the same cognitive measures and
demographic variables. A convenience sample was used, consisting of 120
instrumental musicians, 55 years and older, active in selected community
band organizations in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Washington D. C.
Test measures included the Mini Mental State Examination, Trailmaking
Tests A and B, and the Satisfaction With Life Scale. Data were collected and
scored by the researcher in accordance with the guidelines developed by
the instruments’ authors. Variables under study were analyzed and the
results were presented to correspond to the following issues: the
relationship between music participation and cognitive performance; the
relationship of cognitive performance and music participation to
demographic variables; and the relationship between life satisfaction scores,
music participation and cognitive performance.

The results indicated that the participants in this study demonstrated

higher cognitive functioning when compared to the normative means for this
age group on global cognition, psychomotor function, memory recall, and
executive function. Though other factors may have influenced cognitive
functioning for this sample, the strength of the demographic observations
coupled with the highly successful test results indicated a strong, perhaps
untested link between the lifestyles of amateur instrumental musicians and
healthy cognitive aging. While causality cannot be inferred from this study
design, the study revealed three important findings: (a) the older adult
instrumental music sample performed better than the general population in
global cognitive functioning and memory recall skills; (b) the older adult
instrumental music sample performed better than the general population in
executive functioning and psychomotor functioning; and (c) the older adult
instrumental music sample were generally satisfied with life.
While the intention of the study was to illuminate the possibilities of a
positive relationship between music and healthy cognitive aging, the
intellectual and perceptual abilities to functional outcome may be the next
research strategy for cognitive performance among this population. Such
research might offer both a scientific test of the role of hypothesized abilities
on functional performance and generate practical strategies to improve
performance.

Prof. Christopher D. Morris
Department of English
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Deconstruction and Theology:
Allegories of Discontinuity in The Acts of the Apostles

The questions of whether deconstruction amounts to a negative theology and whether
Derrida’s recurrent interests in the gift, forgiveness, sacred language, etc., have theological
implications have been debated for the past decade.1 Derrida concedes that the “chance” of
deconstruction resembles that of negative theology “to a fault” but asserts the two discourses are
not reducible to each other.2 Despite these denials (or “denegations”), John D. Caputo, Kevin
Hart, and Jean-Luc Marion find in Derrida’s neologisms (from “differance” to “le tout autre”)
apophatic appeals to extra-linguistic presences that remain productive for both discourses.3 On
the other hand, Mark Taylor, Richard Kearney, and others have questioned, in different ways,
whether the two endeavors are parallel and sustainable in the light of the relentless
demonstrations of their own “impossibility.”4 No consensus has yet formed or is likely to be
formed. But a different perspective on the debate may be gained by refocusing from Derrida in
particular to deconstruction in general, the common enterprise he shares with the literary theorists
Paul de Man and J. Hillis Miller and, to a lesser degree, with recent work by the historian Hayden
White.5 One advantage of such refocusing is that while these writers, like Derrida, adopt a
Saussurian suspicion of the arbitrary nature of representation, they more frequently explore
works outside philosophy, including allegory, literature and historical narrative--genres whose
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status in Derrida’s work remains, for some, secondary and contested.6 A second is that the
debate has often been cast in terms of Heidegger and the postmodern, with less emphasis on the
primary religious texts that may provide case studies of the sacred.7 This paper studies the
treatment of sacred language in a historical and religious narrative, The Acts of the Apostles,
from this broader perspective to discover the light it sheds on deconstruction and positive or
negative theology.8

Its conclusion is that Acts is an allegory, in de Man’s understanding of that

term, of discontinuity--a dramatization of intermittent but recurring, persistent gaps between
representation and the sacred. The cumulative effect of these gaps is to call into question such
fundamental concepts as “the spirit,” “apostle,” and “Way,” as well as such later distinctions as
those between orthodoxy and heresy or, by implication, negative and positive theology.
Allegorizing discontinuity in narrative reveals concrete examples of the abstract religious and
philosophical issues under debate and anticipates the converging incoherence of deconstruction
and theology, whether positive or negative. When Acts is read this way, the “chances” for both
discourses appear to be as the skeptics have assessed them--equally dim.9
Acts has been called “a storm center in contemporary scholarship,” largely on account of
its disputed representation of Paul.10 One theologian, Leon Morris, synthesized the debate as it
touched on the book’s apparent “Early Catholicism”: the defense of the church in Acts appears
to be a second- or third-generation suppression of the early individualist theologies of Paul and
the nascent Jesus movement. Morris summed up the gravity of what was at stake in the
opposition between Paul and Luke, the book’s putative author: “So seriously is this taken that it
is contended that the New Testament contains not merely differing but incompatible views of the
essence of Christianity.”11 Reading Acts as an allegory of discontinuity confirms Morris’s worry.
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In the deconstructive study of a historical text, I follow the lead of Hayden White, who
recently endorsed a “tropological theory of language” in the study of historical narratives: literary
and historical discourses, he writes, “are more similar than different since both operate language
in such a way that any clear distinction between their discursive form and their interpretive
content remains impossible.” Like Miller or de Man on the subject of irony, White claims that
historical narrative always “says something other than what it seems to mean, and reveals
something about the world only at the cost of concealing something else.” The allegory of
discontinuity in The Acts of the Apostles bears out his surmise. Most arrestingly, White also
believes tropological language “strikes at the very conception of factuality,” and therein may
reside the most compelling appeal of Acts to students of religion.12 Might a foundation text of
Christianity make its “factual” definition indeterminable?
In the interpretation of Acts, deconstruction affords three advantages over the usual
hermeneutical methods of Biblical analysis, including tendency, source, and form criticism:
first, deconstruction makes no assumption about the reality of history independent of the texts
that claim to represent it; second, deconstruction is not committed in advance to any
interpretation of the text’s truth or falsehood, its purpose, or its author’s intention; third,
deconstruction can account for the famous contradictions in Acts–its rewritings of the
Septuagint, its different versions of the same event, its shift in narrative point of view–without
the ungrounded appeals to extra-textual sources or traditions that stall hermeneutics and perhaps
promote religious polemics.13 Regarded without these presuppositions, The Acts of the Apostles
can convey the inherent contradictions in the representation of the sacred.
Author as Intertextual Construct
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The ambiguity of the authorship of Acts raises the issue of the relation between text and
writer known to contemporary criticism by Roland Barthes’s phrase, “the death of the author” but
fully elaborated by de Man and Derrida.14 No one knows who wrote Acts. Biblical scholars
debate whether to identify the author as Luke on the basis of the common addressee of Luke and
Acts, Theophilus. Although the Tubingen School denied Luke’s authorship, twentieth-century
opinion is mixed: common authorship seems the majority opinion, though attempts to establish
it with certainty always fail. Advocates of a determinable author, whether Luke or not-Luke,
seek certainty by reconciling or emphasizing contradictions in the narratives, theologies or styles
of Luke and Acts.15 In the deconstructive tradition, univocal authors or even selves are
understood as figures generated by language, not the reverse; hence, speculation regarding the
text’s persona–a physician? a companion of Paul? Lucius of Cyrene? the unnamed disciple of
Emmaus?–is unnecessary, since an indeterminable author is already established intertextually.16
The unbridgeable gap between Luke and Acts illustrates the inevitable break or discontinuity
between writers and the signs that supposedly represent them. More important, following the
hypothesis of Paul de Man, we shall see that Acts also allegorizes this problem of the linguistic
construction of authors and narrated figures.17
In fact, Acts begins by contradicting, without comment, the conclusion of Luke: in the
gospel, Jesus simply “departs” from his disciples on the Sunday following the crucifixion, after
having spoken with them on the road to Emmaus; in Acts, Jesus not only stays with them for
forty days but also ascends in a cloud as two men clad in white interpret this event. If the same
author wrote Luke and Acts, readers might understand an authorial figure that is forgetful,
imperturbable in the face of contradiction, or metaphoric; if different authors, readers might
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understand either these masks or that of a writer ignorant of other accounts of the postresurrection appearances of Jesus.18 Alternatively, a common author may have wished to retain
some of the legitimation of the gospel but also insulate it from any questions arising from his
sequel; on the other hand, a different author might have devised such a tactic expressly to
undermine the gospel. The texts cannot help us decide. The perplexing choice of personae is the
first indication that the text must be read otherwise, that is, allegorically. Because these authorial
personae call into question the reliability of Acts, of other accounts of Jesus or of both, and
because narrative inconsistency within Acts becomes one of its recurrent themes, there may be
more reason to think that the book allegorizes discontinuity.
That allegory is important because--as became the case for institutionalized Christianity–
the subject of Acts is also intertextuality, or the way texts exist as mandated corrections of earlier
ones. The conjectured common authorship of Luke and Acts forces reconsideration of the
meaning of Luke, just as the latter had announced new interpretations of the Hebrew Bible (more
specifically, of the Septuagint). Numerous critics have discussed textual parallels and explained,
for example, how the depiction of Peter in Acts “recalls” Jesus, how the Passion “anticipates” the
martyrdom of Stephen or how responses to Jesus “anticipate” reaction to Paul.19 For such
analysts, these recollections confirm the prolepses of earlier narrations of the Jesus movement in
much the same way that gospel-writers claimed anticipations of their narrations in Psalms, Isaiah,
Daniel, and other books of the Septuagint. The consensus view is that Acts extends this
interpretive schema into the future, by celebrating an unbroken spiritual continuity from the life
and death of Jesus through the immediate aftermath and into the future.20 However, like a shadow
inseparable from the light of this providential history, the gap between sign and referent
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announced at the outset of Acts remains unrepaired and irrevocable.
The Prologue
Jesus tells the apostles that they “shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit” and “receive
power when the Holy Spirit has come upon” them (1:5, 8); a prologue consisting of the linked
accounts of the replacement of Judas by Matthias (1:15-26) and of the apostles’ speaking in
tongues (2:1-42) dramatizes this prediction. These stories narrate the apostles’ first postAscension interpretations of the Septuagint and legitimate the institutional origins of Christianity.
But at the same time, this prologue depicts the holy spirit contradictorily--as both absolute and
relative--and destabilizes the book’s putative subject, the concept of an “apostle.”
The substitution of Matthias for Judas occurs before the holy spirit “baptizes” or “comes
upon” the apostles at Pentecost, but this is not the spirit’s first manifestation to Peter, who cites
its meaning in Psalms as authority for the replacement. Peter’s prior receipt of the spirit is not
narrated in Acts, though in the gospels there are hints that the disciples already know the spirit.
Since he possesses interpretive authority apodictically, he becomes parallel to the author of Acts
by exhibiting knowledge that both does and does not presuppose prior texts.21 A circularity or
potential for infinite regress may be hinted at: the promised baptism by the spirit at Pentecost
cannot take place until authorized recipients are determinable, but these must first be legitimized
by the spirit. It is as if the spirit must be “pre-received” in some “pre-text” before being actually
or fully received. The dilemma makes urgent the question asked by a modern theologian, “Had
the Holy Spirit been given or had he not? Was Pentecost necessary or was it not?”22
The relative, not absolute, nature of the spirit is also discernible here: it may be received
in greater or lesser degree: perhaps Peter’s earlier receipt was cognitive, whereas at Pentecost his
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whole body will be spirit-possessed. The metaphor for the spirit is one of a liquid being poured
or emptied-out into a receiver that is partially, fully, or overfilled. Here and elsewhere in Acts
the spirit is modeled on Jewish traditions in which divine spirits or angels may possess
incremental degrees of power; the Athanasian solution to the dilemma–that the spirit is “of the
same nature” as God–is not yet known. Thus the spirit’s variable intensity here will stand in
sharp contradiction to claims made in the very next verses for its sovereign autonomy.23
As his rationale for designating a new twelfth apostle, to take the place of the deceased
Judas, Peter tells the brethren:
the scripture had to be fulfilled, which the Holy Spirit
spoke beforehand by the mouth of David, concerning Judas who
was guide to those who arrested Jesus . . . For it is written in the
book of Psalms, “Let his habitation become desolate, and let there
be no one to live in it ” and “His office let another take” (1.16, 20).

Thus Peter had already understood the holy spirit’s interpretation of two passages in Psalms
(69.26 and 109.8).24 Until this moment, the passages had merely expressed the psalmist’s prayer
that Yahweh curse his enemies, but after Peter speaks, they are understood as predicting the
behavior of Judas and his replacement by Matthias. Peter’s phrase--that the holy spirit “spoke
beforehand by the mouth of David”–advances the model of figural interpretation attributed to
Jesus in the canonical gospels, according to which the true speaker of the Psalms was the spirit,
not David.25 It is as if David--as de Man and Miller say of all utterances--did not “say what he
meant,” and in this he is like the author of Acts.
The spirit’s words appear to be sacred language not only because they predict Judas and
the need for his replacement but also because they change the original words of the Psalms.
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Grammatical number in Psalm 69 changes from plural to singular, “in their tents” changes to “on
it [a desolate habitation],” and the mood of the verb in the quotation from Psalm 109 changes
from optative (“May another”) to imperative (“Let another”). Hence the spirit establishes itself
as true “author” of words first uttered incorrectly by David but now, superseding those, correctly
by Peter. For 500 years Psalms was not only wrongly understood but wrongly written. Put
another way, the spirit’s new words show that David “did not say what he meant,” that he is to be
read otherwise--allegorically or figurally. Understood in this light, the meaning of the spirit’s
rewriting is that figural language precedes literal meaning. Hermeneutic criticism--which
attempts to explain the change in wording with reference to the author’s theological agenda or
faulty memory--has yet to measure the full import of this claim for the sovereign authority of a
spirit that can retroactively change history and proclaim the priority of the figural over the literal.
Jacques Derrida has described sacred language as the “untranslatable” that both
necessitates but forbids translation, as the institution of Babel that nevertheless makes possible a
text that can exemplify its own law; in the possibility of sacred language Derrida sees the origin
of the call, the debt, the other.26 Like others of Derrida’s formulations, “sacred language” has
generated controversy over the extent to which it may imply a negative theology, a “language
beyond language.” In any case, no sooner does the spirit rewrite Psalms 60 and 109, through
Peter, than we see that its sacred language is, after all, highly “translatable”: the rewritten Greek
supplanted the original Septaguint which had already, for the author of Acts, supplanted the
Hebrew Bible. By this measure the holy spirit’s language desacralizes in its very utterance,
creates a discontinuity as it seeks to authorize and legitimate.
The helplessness of sacred language is also made manifest when its right construal is
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shown to be dependent on the human, the fallen, specifically when Peter must infer from the
Psalms eligibility requirements for apostleship (“So one of the men who have accompanied us
during all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out among us, beginning from the baptism of
John until the day when he was taken up from us–one of these men must become with us a
witness to his resurrection” [1:21]). Psalm 109.8 does provide support for Peter’s controversial
restriction of eligibility to men (anthros) but none whatsoever for his unilateral exclusion of
those who did not know Jesus continually during the specified interval.27 Of course, Peter’s
position is impossible: he must interpret the spirit but in a vacuum or abyss, since there is no
sign in Psalm 109 to guide him. And while his requirement may seem inoffensive, the
arbitrariness of any such ungrounded implementation of the spirit’s language becomes even more
obvious in what follows: first, the crowd of 120 uses a secret set of criteria to nominate
Barsabbas and Matthias for Judas’s office; second, the crowd’s prayer to God to choose between
the two candidates relinquishes the human power of selection but not of nomination. At first
glance, the structure of the episode makes the implementation of the spirit’s word resemble a
perfect performative–a seamless transition from sacred language into empirical event–that is,
from the newly articulated meaning of David’s Psalms 69 and 109 to the appearance of Matthias
as a replacement for Judas. But at the same time, the arbitrary nature of Peter’s eligibility
requirement and the brethren’s silent nomination-criteria expose the dependence even of sacred
language on ungrounded interpretation. Thus the necessary discontinuity between author and
text broached in the opening of Acts is here reinforced by the same gaps between interpretation
and ground, sign and referent, that are inherent in the attempt to narrate continuity–in Peter’s or
“Luke’s” attempt to make the divine law human.
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The dependence of sacred on ordinary language illustrated by the selection of Matthias
over Barsabbas is reinforced, too, by the latter’s name, one of many in Acts that conspicuously
reflects the arbitrary nature of the sign and hence what Derrida calls the impossibility of the
“proper noun.”28 (For Derrida, the proper noun is a close analogue to sacred, untranslatable
language.29) Matthias’s rival is “Joseph called Barsabbas, who was surnamed Justus” (1:23). Of
course, patronyms and antonomasia are commonplace features of Biblical literature, though the
rhetorical practice conceals irony.30 For many readers, additional individuating details enhance a
text’s persuasive appeal, and the apologetic structure of Acts has been a staple of Biblical
commentary. Still, the book’s frequent use of this practice also produces the opposite effect, of
calling attention to inevitable mistakes inherent in the act of naming. It is as if the attempt to
name more accurately exposes only the futility of trying to name decisively, uniquely, once-forall, in a “proper name.” In later passages, Acts introduces us to a Judas who is called Barsabbas
(15:22)–an odd inversion of the Barsabbas nominated to replace the other Judas–and also to a
Simon who is called Peter (10:X) and to a Peter who is called Simon Petros (10:5, 18.32) or
Petros (15.7). In addition there is a “Simeon called Niger” (13.1) and a Symeon (15.14) who
may or may not be the same as either Simeon/Niger or Peter (15.14). There is a good and an evil
Ananais. The Gaius from Derbe (20:4) may be the same as the Gaius who earlier accompanies
Paul (19:29); the Agabus from Judea who warns Paul not to go to Jerusalem (21:10) is apparently
the same as the Agabus who had earlier prophesied worldwide famine (11:27). In each case,
there is no way of knowing for sure; conventions of naming in Acts raise the question of whether
names represent fixed, identifiable selves. On one occasion, Paul is called “Hermes” and
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Barnabas “Zeus.” (14.12) The most famous double attribution in Acts is Saul/Paul, while the
similarity between “Luke” and “Lucius of Cyrene” has also occasioned commentary. Most
disconcerting is an offhand reference to one of Paul’s adversaries, “a Jewish false prophet,
BarJesus” (13.9). The phrase enforces acknowledgment that there is nothing in the name Jesus,
or in any sign, that denotes any particular referent. This fact, together with unresolvable
confusion over the “true identity” denoted by certain names (including those of apostles31),
underscores the way that attempts to increase accuracy through addition of signs reveal its
opposite: in all of these instances, gains in persuasive detail are purchased with a corresponding
awareness of an unbridgeable gap between any single or additional signs and what it is they are
supposed to signify.
Nowhere is the alienability of “proper nouns” more pronounced than in the book’s
depiction of the holy spirit. The text includes seventy-one references to pneuma, none
capitalized, of which fifty-seven may refer to a divine agency, forty-two of them to the holy
spirit; the remaining fourteen in this group either refer to some other entity (the spirit of the Lord
or the spirit of Jesus) or lack a modifier (“the” or the adjective hagiou). In fact, the crucial
seizure of the apostles at Pentecost is accomplished by “a” holy spirit. Given such diversity even
within the realm of the divine, the uniqueness or selfsameness implied by the phrase “the Holy
Spirit” is open to question. In addition, on twelve occasions in Acts, pneuma is used without
reference to any divine agency.32 The extent to which Christian theology has been influenced by
translations in which this sign is capitalized is imponderable. The text of Acts allows the reader
to understand the holy spirit as both absolute and conditionable, or even as a particular instance
of a broader, not exclusively divine category, as if the divine could arise from some mixture of
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divine and human. The spirit’s unique role as the articulator of sacred language is doubtful, since
its sign has become indistinguishable from others that indicate the psychological function of
human beings, the spirit that is separated from the body at death, or even the “unclean spirits”
exorcised by Paul and others.33 Here Acts once again narrates a discontinuity between the
sacred and its representation in language; in this allegory, Derrida’s hypostasized “sacred
language” becomes oxymoronic, if not metaphysical.
This background provides a context for understanding the apostles’ ecstatic speech in
tongues of fire (or “with” tongues of fire) at Pentecost, likened to the rush of a mighty wind.
These images of unintelligibility accompany their speaking “eterais glossais” (variously
translated as “in/with other languages” or “in/with other tongues”) after which their listeners,
who speak various languages of their own, miraculously comprehend what the apostles say. The
scene would appear to allegorize a possibility for purely sacred language, but it has divided
readers on the basis of whether the passage is understood to denote glossolalia (as Pentecostals
contend) or “in other languages” (ie, in either existing foreign or potentially-comprehensible
languages).34 The fact that the phrase bears simultaneously such antithetical senses is not
surprising in the light of the ongoing allegory of discontinuity in Acts, where language is
understood as Janus-like, as simultaneously sacred and profane, referential and arbitrary. The
Pentecostal possession of the apostles is only a dramatic or intensified example of the way
language has previously functioned to take possession of the “author” of Acts (by dividing him,
at the outset, from the “literal meaning” of what he wrote) and of Peter (by mandating his
ungrounded interpretation, in replacing Judas). In fact, the apostles’ Janus-words, spoken as
much through as from them, illustrate the de Manian maxim Die Sprache versprecht (sich).35 Far
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from being purely sacred language, “speaking in tongues” is something that no one--narrator,
narrated figures, listener--can avoid.
Peter’s interpretation of the Pentecostal speech compounds the “mispeaking” of language.
Instead of understanding language as Acts has all along shown it to be, irreducibly Janus-like,
Peter explains that what a moment ago seemed arbitrary sounds were wholly referential
predictions of the prophet Joel. But the content of what the apostles uttered (the “mighty works
of God”) remains unexpressed. Joel’s prophecy validates not some particular statement about the
world but only the fact of its having come to pass. That the result aspires to be sacred is
reinforced by Peter’s interpolation into Joel’s text, which claims that the prophecy had been
spoken directly by God:
It shall happen in the last days, God declares,
that I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh;
and your sons and daughters shall prophesy . . .
Peter does not say how the phrase “God declares” appeared in Joel’s text. He does not claim that
the spirit spoke these words “by the mouth of” Joel, as had earlier been claimed for the passage
from Psalms. Here the new words appear to come directly from God without mediation, either
from the spirit or Joel. This is the main effect of the interpolation, which is otherwise redundant,
since Joel had been paraphrasing Yahweh’s voice throughout: Peter’s insertion strives to depict
sacred language as absolutely autonomous, detachable from any human intermediary. (The
Western text seems to have caught this implication, by eliminating the name “Joel” from Peter’s
introduction to the quote, as if Peter’s interpolation had retroactively expunged the human author
to whom it had once been wrongly attributed.) Of course, this interpretation cannot account for
the origin of Peter’s words “God declares,” unless the apostle is recalling God speaking of
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himself in the third person. The problem points to the possibility of infinite regress when
messages are considered separately from their origins or in any claim for autonomous sacred
language. Perhaps it is possible to conceive, as Derrida does, of a sacred language independent
of translation or of human mediation, but in practice even sacred language consists of signs that
must be mediated--if only by ink or sound-waves. Thus in the apostles’ moment of legitimation,
Acts also allegorizes the way even the most powerful demonstration of sacred language breaks
down.
Paul, Persuasion, and the Idea of an Apostle
The prologue’s allegory of discontinuity reappears in the major events of Acts and their
collective theme, verbal persuasion. Exciting events (conversions, jailings, escapes, exorcisms,
shipwrecks) seem to arise because of the apostles’ verbal proselytization in which dramatized,
contested language-- speeches, letters, replies, arguments, and the like–play a significant role.
This narrative emphasis raises the issue of speech acts–of the conditions under which words
make things happen. The prologue’s compromised account of the apostles’ legitimation is
echoed in the way moments of persuasion call persuasion and speech acts into question.
Peter’s healing of the crippled beggar is the first of several “exemplary” cases that
scholars understand as demonstrating the apostles’ power to work miracles, derived from the
scene of legitimation at Pentecost; from the point of view of language, however, this power is
simply a magnification of any performative utterance or speech-act, of the much-debated ability
to “do things with words.”36 The first miracle leaves ambiguous the role of context–the relative
importance of faith, of the speech-act (“in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, walk”), or of
some mixture of the two. Peter concludes:
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And his name, by faith in his name, has made this man strong whom
you see and know; and the faith which is through Jesus has given the
man this perfect health in the presence of all (3:16)
The theological issues here derive from the linguistic: did Peter’s words “create” the cure,
independently of the context of the cripple’s “faith” which has no sign? If Peter’s words had the
power, then the beggar’s faith is unnecessary; if the beggar’s belief had the power, then the
Pentecostal moment of legitimation--and the church as a whole--is unnecessary. Because it will
govern the relation between orthodoxy and heresy, this need for distinguishing “signs” (for
example, of membership or election) which are also arbitrary is for the Christianity to come the
most profound dilemma of the allegory of discontinuity in Acts, one that will be taken up again at
the end of this essay. The apostles’ miracles in Acts allegorize this undecidability of speech-acts.
As an open-ended series, the miracles also reveal both the necessity for iteration that structures
all signs and speech-acts, as well as the ever-changing contexts that will leave the true reasons
for “felicitous” speech acts indeterminable.37 There is no doubt that words have effects in the
real world, but there is no way to predict what they will be. The Ananais story bears out this
unpredictability when his “lie to the holy spirit” abruptly leaves him and his wife dead. If there is
no way to know whether particular words or particular contexts will result in salvation or death,
orthodoxy will be hard to define.
The equivocal power of the holy spirit is narrated in the stories of Stephen and of the
conversion of the Ethiopian. On the one hand, Stephen’s denunciation of the Jews for “resisting
the Holy Spirit,” who is “not to be resisted” fails to dissuade them; on the other hand, the spirit
later “seizes” an Ethiopian who had been persuaded by Philip. Thus despite Stephen’s
confidence in the spirit, he is put to death, and the majority of Jews, unlike the Ethiopian, remain
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unpersuaded. Just as the reason for a speech act’s success is undecidable (as in the case of the
crippled beggar) and its effect is unpredictable (as in the case of Ananais), so is the reason for its
failure (as in the case of Stephen’s martyrdom or the unpersuaded Jews). At times, the presence
or absence of the spirit seems only a metaphor for the extent of persuasion.38 however, the
vagaries of proselytization reveal an irreducible unreliability in both the spirit and speech acts.
Because pneumatic speech acts seeking to effect conversion are randomly “felicitous” and “nonfelicitous,” they conflate sacred with secular language and perhaps further bear out de Man’s
maxim, Die Sprache verspricht (sich).
Questionable legitimation and wayward persuasion also define the life of Saul or Paul.
His own conversion was the result of a speech act, Christ’s divine command commissioning him
to proselytize to the Gentiles (9:1-19). Christ’s speech act is carried out through a mediator,
Ananais, a fact that calls attention to the structure of performatives: because none is automatic or
self-effectuating, some interval or human mediation, no matter how small, must elapse between
the speech-act and its result. This necessity is brought home by the contrast between the flash of
light that instantaneously blinds Paul and the time that passes before he recovers his sight and
understands his commission. The fact that there is nothing in signs (even divine signs) that
necessitates particular “acts” is illustrated by Paul’s recollections of his conversion. Paul’s
recollections illustrate the iterability that not only is essential to language but also ensures no
determinable context could ever be the “cause” of a performative. In fact, Paul’s two accounts of
his conversion change its factual context, too: in the first, in Jerusalem (22:1-21), his companions
are said to see the light but not hear the divine voice, rather than the reverse, as the author
claimed. Here Paul acts as the spirit did in rewriting psalms; in these examples we are close to
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Hayden White’s idea that the very definition of factuality is contested in historical narrative. In
the second account, in Caeserea (26:2-18), the divine command itself is changed, to now include
the entire commission rather than simply the instruction to go to Damascus for further
instructions. It is of interest that in Paul’s second retelling, mediation has been minimized
(Ananais’s role is eliminated, for example) as if to recast the moment of legitimation as a “more
instantaneous” speech-act. Paul’s inconsistent retellings have prompted extra-textual or
formalistic explanations among hermeneutic scholars.39 But considered as part of the ongoing
allegory of discontinuity in Acts, Paul’s misrepresentations of his own experience and the words
of Jesus function in much the same way as did Peter’s interpolations of Psalms and Joel:
ungrounded signs that interpret prior figures are unavoidable, and these discontinuities change not
only earlier signs but also referents and “factuality.”
The author appears to maintain the same sense of resignation toward Paul’s forgetfulness
or willful distortions as was exhibited in his earlier silence about disparities in post-resurrection
stories: here, too, contradictions stand without comment. (Perhaps some authorial endorsement of
an attitude of neutrality, an acquiescence in an inevitability of misrepresentation, is for a moment
discernible.) To legitimate another apostle, Peter had no choice but to make an ungrounded
interpretation of the spirit’s ungrounded rewriting of Joel, though his arbitrary intervention may
pass unnoticed during the elaborate process of selecting Matthias. But Paul’s different versions of
the story of his own legitimation cannot be ignored: they bring out into the open the fact that any
paraphrase of sacred language is already, at least, a self-legitimation. It’s Paul, not the apostles
assembled at Pentecost, who attests to his reception of the sacred. More open, dramatic, and
intense than Peter’s quiet arrogation of interpretive authority, Paul’s self-legitimation is
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nevertheless just as arbitrary and unilateral. Human interpretation of sacred language is always,
already an ungrounded assertion of an authority for a self, one that elides a presupposition of its
independent existence. Another way of putting this is to say that the souls of converter and
converted are silently presupposed when divine commands to proselytize are heard and relayed.
But the allegory of discontinuity in Acts shows such ungrounded legitimations must call into
question the referential property of persuasive appeals based on them, too.
Doubt of the referential property of language in scenes of persuasion surfaces in Antioch.
After the arrival of Saul (as he is then called), we are told the province is governed by the
proconsul, Sergius Paulus (13:7); one verse later, Saul’s conflict with the magician Elymas is
introduced with the words, “Saul, who is also called Paul” (13:9). The coincidence of these facts
has generated inconclusive speculation as to the relationship between Paulus and Paul, and as to
the rationale for the author’s unexplained introduction and adoption of Paul’s “new” name.40
Further studies have been prompted by other nearby references: included in the list of prophets
and teachers in the church at Antioch, for example, is “Lucius of Cyrene” (13:1). In the light of
the unresolved controversy over whether the author of Acts is Luke, the gospel-writer, this
coincidence has inspired debate over the possibility of an authorial self-reference.41 But just as in
the address to Theophilus, this juxtaposition reminds readers that authorial identity is never fixed
but momentarily generated by textual signs. Finally, the passage shows the author of Acts to be a
student of name-etymology: after mentioning Paul’s opponent, Elymas the magician, the author
adds the parenthetical remark “for that is the meaning of his name” (13:8). This etymology,
which has been challenged as ungrounded, focuses new attention on the alienable referents even
of proper names.42 The passage makes the identity of the apostle, his opponent, and the author
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himself matters of linguistic concern and thereby illustrates the construction of all narrated
figures.
In the Philippi episodes contrasting the conversion of Lydia (16:14-15) and the exorcism
of the slave-girl (16:16-18), opposite reasons for persuasion are adduced. In the first scene, Paul’s
persuasion of Lydia seems to be effected entirely through divine intervention: “The Lord opened
her heart to give heed to what was said by Paul” (16:14). As in the case of the Ethiopian, the
human function is reduced to an apostle’s utterance whose persuasive force is then activated
separately, by divine agency. But in the second scene, the exorcism of the slave-girl, Paul’s
speech-act (“I charge you in the name of Jesus Christ to come out of her”) almost instantaneously
effects an outcome (“And it came out that very hour”) all by itself. In the first case the apostle
appears to be inessential and in the second, God appears to be inessential. These scenes
artificially isolate two aspects of speech-acts that are in practice indissoluble: words are both
arbitrary and necessary. The conversions show that no persuasion--by Paul, by the author or by
anyone--can be absolute but only more or less effective, more or less predictable. In Athens,
Paul’s persuasive powers with his pagan audiences have decidedly mixed results, anticipating the
note on which the book as a whole ends, the continuing doubt of the Jews.
We’ve seen that the diverse usages of pneuma in Acts makes any unique, univocal, or
divine characterization of the holy spirit untenable: the putative proper noun remains, after all,
only a common noun. A parallel process of de-legitimation takes place with regard to the concept
“apostle.” For most of the book, a distinction between “apostles” and everyone else, including
Paul, is observed on the basis of Peter’s original eligibility standards. But the necessity for these,
especially Peter’s insistence on reconstituting the group to maintain the total of twelve, is opened
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to doubt after the death of the apostle James (12:2), when no new replacement-procedure is
instigated. But an apostle’s commission and interpretive authority is most dramatically unsettled
in and through the characterization of Paul. The author’s lengthy depiction of Paul’s energetic,
risk-taking, de facto apostlehood contrasts markedly with his much briefer account of the
Twelve’s more parochial, cautious, de jure apostlehood.43 There is no question that under Peter’s
rules, Paul fails to qualify as an apostle; still, the author of Acts contradicts Peter, and himself,
again, when in Lystra he writes of “the apostles Barnabas and Paul” (14:14).
This unexpected reversal has prompted speculation: some scholars minimize the reference;
others treat it as a lapse. All adjust their portraits of the author’s persona. Perhaps his change-ofmind was wrung from him “reluctantly” or “involuntarily” or “against his better judgement” on
the basis of heartfelt admiration for Paul, despite his self-contradictions (which, after all, the
narrator shares), or perhaps in resentment of the narrow legalism or inconsistent application of
Peter’s standards.44 Perhaps the author abandons Peter’s distinction wisely and nobly, in an
attempt to forestall any future suffering–wars generated from conflicting claims to Christian
legitimacy?–that that distinction might be foreseen to give rise to. It is just as likely that the
distinction is abandoned irresponsibly and ignobly, in an attempt to disclaim accountability for
such future suffering. These speculations regarding the author’s “true motives” or “true identity”
are of the same form–and arguably as valid--as those generated by hermeneutic source-criticism
and tendency-criticism; at the end of the day, all such constructions of motivation must be
acknowledged to be fictions. Each newly imagined persona for this linguisticallly constructed
author fades as quickly as it appeared; in so doing it demonstrates the way language’s inherent
prosopopoeia (including this author’s “mask of imperturbability”) has always concealed
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dissolving irony, too, in which referential criteria posited for judging between interpretations of
figures must be quickly withdrawn as fictions.45 And since even this two-stage deconstruction,
just described, is only a textual effect, too, its moment of plausibility will be just as brief.
The “We-sections”
The almost irresistible hermeneutic illusion that authors or other human beings have a
“true identity” prior to and reflected in the arbitrary signs of language is brought up short in the
four “We”-passages, in which the “true author of Acts” suddenly shifts from third person singular
to the first person plural in recounting Paul’s activities: 16:10-17, 20:5-15, 21:1-18, 27:1-28:16.
One theory is that the passages should be accepted at face value as the author’s awkward,
intermittent acknowledgment that on these occasions he actually accompanied Paul. A related
theory is that the passages are derived from a separate text, written by the same author or a
different author but insufficiently integrated into Acts. A third is that the passages are a literary
device. Most scholars adhere to one of the first two explanations.46 Whatever their rationale for
the “author’s intent,” scholars agree that it seeks to increase the verisimilitude of these passages.
Still, the four jarring shifts continue to be just as problematic for readers of Acts as the
contradictory versions of Paul’s commissioning.
Each section narrates effects of Paul’s speech. The first narrates his “felicitous” speech
acts that converted Lydia and exorcised the spirit from the slave-girl, discussed above. The
second narrates the story of Eutychus, who dozes off while listening to Paul and falls from a
window; though he is apparently dead, Paul perceives “his life is in him” and thus reassures the
people of Troas. In the third scene, Paul decides to go to Jerusalem, despite the warnings of the
prophet Agabus. The fourth scene narrates Paul’s voyage while in Roman custody. The shift in
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narrative point of view makes it appear that the author personally witnessed numerous quoted and
summarized speeches. Perhaps because of the common assumption that eyewitness testimony is
more credible than reported or third-person narration, the consensus of scholars is that whatever
their provenance, the “We passages” are designed to add verisimilitude to the narration.
An irony if not a disappointment for hermeneutic readers is that the shift in narrative point
of view has drawn at least as much attention to the composition of the text as to its plausibility.
The name for such a disruptive device is anacoluthon; J. Hillis Miller has recently studied its
effect in connection with a passage in Proust:
The anacoluthon, or failure to follow a single syntactical track . . .
creates a narrative line that does not hang together. That shows,
to any one who notices it, that the story is–may be–a lie, a fiction. . .
The difficulty is in noticing the discrepancy, since memory, for
Proust, is intermittent and discontinuous. Our memories are out of
our control. We remember only what our memories, acting on their
own, happen to think it worthwhile to save.47
When it is noticed, anacoluthon ruptures or rips the textual fabric to expose a discontinuity usually
concealed by a narrative flow that implies a single, sovereign, originating “I” has been its source
throughout. Anacoluthon exposes the discontinuity of the self by reminding us that reading and
writing narrative are contingent, memory-dependent activities that are always selective, hence
arbitrary, discontinuous and outside the “control of the self”: any “Luke” or “author” projected as
the originator of the signs of Acts is just as fictitious as a reader who may falsely infer his own
autonomous existence from them.
Anacoluthons involving shift of person also bring out into the open the sense in which this
author, or any first-person author, strives to attest to the truth of narrated events; ironically, the
“We-passages” quickly raise the issue of the relative veracity of the third-person parts of Acts.
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But there is always a sense in which even first-person testimony is suspect. In his analysis of the
structure of testimony, Derrida argues that testimony always entails “a disturbing complicity” with
fiction, since like sacred language testimony implies a unique and untranslatable experience which
nevertheless must also be exemplary, open to all, translatable; in a passage crucial for religious
narratives, Derrida explains how testimony, which strives to validate itself, cannot coexist with
narrative or constative language:
The essence of testimony cannot necessarily be reduced to
narration, that is, to descriptive, informative relations, to
knowledge or to narrative; it is first a present act. When
he testifies the martyr does not tell a story, he offers himself. He testifies to his faith by offering himself or offering
his life or his body, and this act of testimony is not only an
engagement, but his passion does not refer to anything
other than its present moment.48
Miller points out that Derrida draws an extreme conclusion from his writings on testimony,
“namely that no act of testimony can be verified.”49 The “We-sections” in Acts bear out Miller’s
and Derrida’s observations. Earlier we saw that Lydia’s conversion and the exorcism of the slave
girl seemed to attest to the power of the holy spirit or of Paul’s speech-act but instead disclose
those signs to be undecidable, like all constative language. In the light of the author’s selfinsertion into the text, the passages can now be read as doubly destabilizing, as testimony to the
vulnerability of testimony. A potential for disastrous infinite regress threatens Acts as a whole.
Because first-person testimony is lent in support of Lydia’s and the slave girl’s testimonies, their
adequacy is open to doubt a second time. Would additional eyewitness testimonies supply greater
or lesser certainty? Who will attest for the attestor? Can testimony be self-validating, after all? If
as Derrida implies, “narrative testimony” is an oxymoron and the self a fiction, then additional
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authorial attestation adds nothing.
By contrast, the story of Eutychus allegorizes the unpredictable contexts of speech-acts
and their unresolvable ambiguity. The hermeneutic view of Paul’s speeches is that they usually
effect some religious change in audiences–positive, negative, or neutral–but in this case his words
cannot compete with the soporific effects of the late hour and oil-lamps, so Eutychus (whose
name means “Lucky one”) dozes off, falls from a third-floor window and dies or nearly dies (“he
was taken up dead”--airthai nekros). Readers have differed as to whether Paul should be
understood as performing a miracle: earlier critics thought Paul merely diagnosed Eutychus as
alive; more recent commentators, including Fitzmyer and Conzelmann, claim Paul restores
Eutychus to life.50 The author’s first-person intrusion into the story asserts that he was an
eyewitness to these events, but he narrates only undecidability with regard to its two most
important features: the reason Eutychus lives and (as a corollary) the meaning of his name. Is he
“lucky” because he survived a near-death experience comprehensible wholly in secular terms? Is
he “lucky” because Paul was on hand to miraculously restore him to life? (If the latter, a sense of
contingency is now injected into any account of the book’s celebration of providential history.)
Or is the name “lucky” to be understood ironically, as a wry acknowledgment that Eutychus was
in the wrong place at the wrong time? The event not only allegorizes undecidability; it also shows
that the reasserted physical presence of the author--the idea of the author as witness–can neither
establish nor enhance the veracity of narration. This part of the allegory explains why it doesn’t
matter whether Paul’s companions were eye-witnesses to his vision or whether the designated
apostles had to have been eyewitnesses to the life of Jesus. Both implications may be extended to
biographies of Jesus, too.
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In the third “We-section,” the author’s active participation in events weakens rather than
strengthens his testimony. He recounts Paul’s decision to travel on to Jerusalem, where he will be
tried and turned over to the Romans, despite spirit-inspired warnings conveyed to him in Tyre and
Ptolemais. In the first city, disciples give Paul a general warning; nevertheless, with the author
and perhaps others, Paul continues his journey.51 In Ptolemais, the prophet Agabus grabs Paul’s
belt and binds his own hands and feet, thereby pantomiming the fate that he thinks will await
Paul. On hearing Agabus’s warning, the author and residents of Ptolemais “urge Paul not to go to
Jerusalem.” When Paul remains undeterred, the author writes, “Since Paul would not be
dissuaded, we said no more, but only, “Let the Lord’s will be done!” (21:14). Thus Paul ignores
two kinds of warnings at Tyre and Ptolemais: those that come from the spirit second-hand,
through the disciples and Agabus, and those that come from the spirit third-hand, through the
author, who has heard the mediated warnings but not the spirit. Already we see that if the spirit’s
words are a divine speech-act, their conveyance is infelicitous and doesn’t “take,” even when
Agabus acts out words their words in dumbshow: it is as if Paul’s indifference to Agabus’s
pantomime allegorized the way reported language cannot become more persuasive by being direct
quotation instead of paraphrase or by being more “visual” or “concrete.” Moreover, because the
author is no closer to the spirit’s words than Paul or anyone else who listens, his seconding of the
spirit’s warning is supererogatory, redundant. Hence the author’s warning attests, too, to his own
redundancy. Eyewitness presence can place an author no “closer” to reported sacred language.
Earlier we saw that apostlehood was been restricted to eyewitnesses to the life of Jesus, but now
the value of such testimony is brought into doubt. In addition, the fact that Paul successfully
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resists the spirit calls into question the entire apostolic mission of proselytization: how can Paul
hope to persuade others, as the spirit’s spokesman, if he can be deaf to its admonitions? Of
course, both Paul’s resistance and the author’s warning may be read as equally futile gestures in
an inscrutable providential drama in which they play assigned parts. But the futility of the
author’s testimony here vitiates the hope that any such drama could be reported truly in second- or
third-hand accounts of sacred speech.
The last “We-section” is the most prolonged and vivid, though the continuing allegory
might have warned readers that additional sensory details would not enhance persuasion. For
example, on the fourteenth night of the storm, the author says that the sailors sounded the
coastline to depths of “twenty and fifteen fathoms.” One scholar finds these details add
credibility, while another finds they lessen it.52
The transmission of sacred language in this passage reverses the structure of the last
example: instead of rejecting divine warnings sent through others, Paul now relays a divine
assurance to skeptics. But the equivocal results in each case highlight the ungrounded nature of
apostolic interpretation. In the midst of a severe storm, Paul quotes directly from an angel
(aggelos) who had appeared to him at night.53
Men, you should have listened to me, and should not
have set sail from Crete and incurred this injury and loss.
I now bid you take heart; for there will be no loss of life
among you, but only of the ship. For this very night there
stood by me an angel of the God to whom I belong and
whom I worship, and he said, “Do not be afraid, Paul; you
must stand before Caesar and lo, God has granted you all
those who sail with you.” So take heart, men, for I have
faith in God that it will be exactly as I have been told. But
we shall have to run on some island. (27:21-26)
Paul mixes a direct quotation with his own interpretation of it. While his personal safety seems
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guaranteed, the duration of his immunity is unspecified: the phrase “stand before Caesar” is a
figure of speech, since there is no guarantee that Paul’s pending appeal of the provincial verdict
will necessarily be heard immediately or at all by “Caesar” (in this case a metonymy for “Nero”);
moreover, since the centurion is a representative of Roman authority, too, Paul is already standing
before Caesar, in a sense. Paul interprets the vague circumlocution in the angel’s next sentence
(“God has granted you all those who sail with you”) to mean that no one will die, but from the
point of view of the ship’s crew, the sacred language may now mean their safety necessitates their
being–ominously?--“granted” to Paul. Paul’s predictions–that the ship will be lost and that “we
shall have to run on some island”–are ungrounded, like Peter’s eligibility requirements for
apostles. In each case an “apostle” self-validates while soliciting belief in an otherwise
unsupportable interpretation of sacred language.
The crew’s reaction to the angel’s ambiguous message confirms the impotence of sacred
language. Some sailors are still fearful of hitting rocks (27:29) and plan an escape (27:30),
thereby attesting to their lack of faith in the angel’s assurance of personal safety despite the loss of
the ship. Paul urges the centurion to take action against potential escapees: “Unless these men
stay in the ship, you cannot be saved.” His warning now presupposes that lives may be lost, after
all, despite his earlier claim. Once again, sacred language is depicted as constative and
contingent, not performative: a sacred grant of immunity now depends on the centurion’s
decision. The doubtful sailors may have been right, after all, if they suspected that the angel never
guaranteed their safety, only their “being granted” to Paul. The fact that the angel’s freely
interpreted speech act is reported by the redundant “we”–an unnecessary witness to the ambiguous
that is sometimes identified with all the ship’s passengers–suggests the way the reader’s
dependence, too, is like that of the crew. Because all must rely on second-hand, ungrounded
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constructions of the arbitrary, the eyewitness corroboration of the events is irrelevant.
Through their depictions of ungrounded interpretation, the four “We-sections” allegorize
the futility of eyewitness testimony and of the inevitable dissemination of sacred into ordinary
language. It is as if the author, striving to lend credibility and plausibility to his account by
injecting himself into events, succeeded instead in emphasizing the unrecuperability, the
disappearance of the sacred that briefly intruded into the human world but left only “effects”
indistinguishable from the vagaries of ordinary, arbitrary discourse. In fact, the illusory attestation
exposed by the intermittent appearance of “We” corresponds to the unpredictable, discontinuous
manifestations of the sacred, of spirit or angel, in Acts: neither human nor divine intervention can
effect belief without doubt, in narrated figures or in readers. In this world, the Holy Spirit is only
the holy spirit; in this world, everyone is an apostle.
The Road and the Way
Unique and enigmatic in English translations of the New Testament are six passages in
Acts where the uncapitalized Greek word odos ( = road or path) is rendered, without comment, as
the proper noun “Way.” Some have held that this word simply meant “way of life” or “customs,”
as in rabbinic literature.54 A. E. Garvie’s early gloss, that early Christianity was known as “the
way” because Christ was thought to have fulfilled Isaiah 40:3 (“Prepare the way of the Lord”), has
been seconded by S. Vernon McCasland, who traced the use of the term in the Septaguint, Q, and
the gospels.55 McCasland bolstered Garvie’s argument that these uses of odos meant “the way of
the Lord” by pointing to similar meanings in the Dead Sea Scrolls, and by speculating that the
agent of transmission from the Essenes to the Jesus movement may have been John the Baptist;
understood in this sense, the phrase in Acts is an unusual ellipsis or catachresis, sinced the content
of “the way of the Lord” remains undetermined.
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The problem of capitalization points to an ambiguity in “the way.” Several examples refer
to a specific religious group or organization. Prior to his vision Saul persecuted “any belonging to
the Way, men or woman” (9:2); later, he explains how “I persecuted this Way to death, binding
and delivering to prison both men and women.” (22:4). Here a capital letter for a “proper noun”
implying a discrete sect may seem appropriate, though translated correctly, in lower case, odos
would still stubbornly suggest even here that “the way” could refer less to a delimited group than
to a way of life or behavior open to all, as if Paul and others who at first opposed it had simply not
yet found it, as if they had been “lacking” the way or “outside” the way. In fact, elsewhere in Acts
this sense of odos as acquirable knowledge or gnossos is rendered in English translation in lower
case: Apollos comes to Ephesus after having been “instructed in the way of the Lord” (18:25),
though Priscilla and Aquilla “expounded to him the way of God more accurately.” These usages
suggest that odos-as-organization may be a secondary or metaphoric meaning. Better yet: in
keeping with the spirit’s idea that figural precedes literal language, the confusion may suggest that
signs like odos allegorize the impossibility of deciding the priority. Certainly this is an
implication borne out when Paul tells Felix, “But this I admit to you, that according to the Way,
which they [his Jewish accusers] call a sect, I worship the God of our fathers believing everything
laid down by the law or written in the prophets...” (24:14). Here Paul denies that odos names a
group or sect but only, on the contrary, a mode of worship. Astoundingly, odos here is compatible
with Torah and with orthodox Pharasaic Judaism,56 as if the distinction between Judaism and the
Jesus movement has disappeared. The way the “proper noun” Way dissolves into the common
noun way repeats the pattern seen previously in usages of pneuma. The instability of sign and
referent crystallizes the religious dilemma noted before when Peter healed the cripple: what
discernible sign can distinguish the “legitimate” Jesus movement in Judaism? (In this question
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lies the essence of Christian hermeneutics and theology. Readers of Paul’s letters, for example,
know how his arguments for justification “by faith” or for the “circumcision of the heart” radically
question the necessity for external signs.) But just as Spirit was always, already pneuma,
indistinguishable from spirit, so the Way–at first glance a unique, absolute entity, a proto-Church–
may have been also an odos, a road that is a figure for an undefined or even gnostic “way.”
If the Paul who protests he is “following the way” is right and there is no necessary
outward sign for the Jesus movement, then there is no difference between “orthodox” and
“heretical” followers of Jesus--a distinction that had not come into existence during Paul’s
lifetime, in any case. With regard to Paul’s teaching, the open-endedness of odos now raises the
question of its similarity to both negative theology and to the thought of the Gnostics, against
whom some have argued the author of Acts wrote.57 For centuries it was thought that Dionysius
the Aeropagite, the founder of Christian negative theology, had been a disciple of Paul’s.58
Similarly, Gnostics thought of Paul as the founder of their movement; they made use of his
arguments in defense of their position.59 Irenaeus claimed Gnostics were so difficult to uproot
from the church because they were far from easy to differentiate from simple believers.60
Whatever the place of odos in the discourses of ecclesiastical history, Paul’s lower case “way”
comports well with the recognition of the arbitrary nature of the sign that is characteristic of
negative theology, the Gnostic position (that the interpretation of Jesus was a matter of the “inner
light”) and Paul’s letters (that believers are justified by “faith”). But of course, if these positions
were equatable and acceptable, there would be no reason for a legitimized church. The possibility
that Acts narrates the inessentiality of the institution it ostensibly founds and legitimizes is
perhaps the most far-reaching implication of its allegory of discontinuity.
Odos and Negative Theology
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Odos names the place where Saul experienced a vision that calls testimony into question
and cannot be represented without contradiction by either his own words or the words of the
author of Acts; as such his vision–which should count as a “positive” theology grounded in
specific, determinable words–is after all a negative theology, “beyond” the capacity of language.
In the experience of Paul, the author has anticipated Hart’s observation that “negative theology
performs the deconstruction of positive theology.”61 And to the extent Paul’s experience is
paradigmatic, all theology becomes negative theology. Put another way, putatively sacred
language has always been mediated, translated, paraphrased, transformed into the “postal” as an
object of study and research. Like everything else in Acts, the three versions of this event
allegorize the dissolution of the sacred moment.
If “positive” or linguistically-grounded theology was stillborn on the road to Damascus,
this may be because roads are inherently figural. Like all tropes, the figure of the road in Acts is
double--both restrictive (a Way to which one either belongs or doesn’t) and relative (a way that
blends knowledge with a mode or style of behavior); both determinable (outward observance of
rules or laws) and indeterminable (a matter of inner faith); both literal (a place for individual or
vehicular movement between two points) and metaphoric (a way of life; a means to a spiritual
goal). It is the essence of tropes that they are undecidable–that is, we cannot know which
meaning is originary (authentic, grounded) and which meaning is secondary (contingent, derived);
hence their proximity to irony, which in de Man’s view ceases to be a trope but becomes “the
systematic undoing, in other words, of understanding.”62 In constituting what came to be known
as Christianity as odos, the author of Acts accelerates the process of desacralization observable in
the dissolution of the proper name–first in spirit and apostle, now in way. As can be seen from the
“We-sections,” this process works independently of the observer or narrator: not even eyewitness
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testimony can represent unmediated sacred language. These implications of the narrative
reinforce de Man’s suspicion that deconstruction was never an operation performed on language
but an inherent property of language itself. And if this is the case, then there is a greater
likelihood that strategies of both (negative) theology and deconstruction–Paul’s or Derrida’s-cannot succeed. Derrida’s commentators and respondents acknowledge such ultimate limits but
often seek, nevertheless, to hold forth the utility of apophatic experience “independent of
language.”63 It may be that they, perhaps like the author of Acts or Derrida, can do so only by
repressing textual allegories of the inherently arbitrary, figural and ironic nature of the sign, as the
necessary condition of writing.

NOTES

1. For discussions of deconstruction and negative theology, see Harold Coward and Toby
Forshay, eds., Derrida and Negative Theology (Albany: SUNY Press, 1992); Kevin Hart, The
Trespass of the Sign: Deconstruction, Theology and Philosophy (New York: Fordham University
Press, 2000); John D. Caputo, The Prayers and Tears of Jacques Derrida: Religion without
Religion (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1997); Hent de Vries, Philosophy and the Turn
to Religion (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999). For discussions of the
theological implications of Derrida’s ideas about the gift, see John D. Caputo and Michael S.
Scanlon, eds., God, the Gift, and Postmodernism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999);
with regard to forgiveness, see John D. Caputo, Mark Dooley, and Michael S. Scanlon, eds.,
Questioning God (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2001). Derrida’s ideas on sacred texts
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arise in connection with Walter Benjamin and the possibility of translation; early comments date
at least from 1979 and are included in Jacques Derrida, The Ear of the Other: Otobiography,
Transference, Translation (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988), 147-50. They are fully
elaborated upon in “Des Tours de Babel” (1980), included in Gil Anidjar, ed., Acts of Religion
(New York: Routledge, 2002), 102-34. Derrida’s writings on religion range widely over many
more issues than negative theology: Anidjar’s introduction to his collection and to individual
essays articulates their connections with Judaism, nationalism, messianism, apocalypticism, and
other topics within the broad subject of religion.
2. “Faith and Knowledge,” in Acts of Religion, 57. The irony in Derrida’s claim that the two
discourses resemble each other “to a fault” may hint at the futility of each, an idea that is part of
this paper’s thesis.
3. Derrida “denegates” by pointing out the way negative theologies may themselves conceal
affirmations (for example, the assumptions that one can speak on the essence of language or that
language is univocal). See his “Post-Scriptum: Aporias, Ways and Voices” in Derrida and
Negative Theology, 283-324. For discussions of the term “denegation,” see, in the same volume,
Toby Foshay’s “Introduction: Denegation and Resentment,” 1-24, and Mark Taylor’s “nO nOt
nO,” 167-98. Jean-Luc Marion’s dialogue with Derrida introduces God, the Gift, and
Postmodernism, 20-53.
4. Taylor raises the question of whether Derrida has, in fact, spoken of negative theology. For
misgivings as to whether either deconstruction or negative theology can sustain positions of utter
openness to the “other,” see Richard Kearney, “Desire of God,” in God, the Gift, and
Postmodernism, 112-45. In Others (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), J. Hillis Miller
argues that several meanings of le tout autre, including the tautological, must be assigned weights
equal to that of any religious sense. Other critics who doubt the theological relevance of
deconstruction include John Milbank’s Theology and Social Theory: Beyond Secular Reason
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991) and Catherine Pickstock’s After Writing: On the Liturgical
Consummation of Philosophy (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1998). For a defense of Derrida in the
light of the last two works, see Guy Collins, “Defending Derrida: A Response to Milbank and
Pickstock,” Scottish Journal of Theology 54 (2001), 344-65. For the characterization of
deconstruction and negative theology as “impossible” discourses, see John D. Caputo and Michael
J. Scanlon, “Introduction: Apology for the Impossible: Religion and Postmodernism,” in God, the
Gift, and Postmodernism, 1-19, and John D. Caputo, The Prayers and Tears of Jacques Derrida,
20-26.
5. It is of some interest that at the time of his death, de Man was turning his attention to the
critique of religion in Kierkegaard. See Paul de Man, Aesthetic Ideology, ed. Andrzej Warminski
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 2. Discussion of de Man’s role in the
dialogue between deconstruction and theology has been limited. DeVries distinguishes Derrida’s
Levinasian view of death from de Man’s linguistic definition (297); Hart points out that in his
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discussions of negative theology Derrida distances himself from de Man’s view of irony (150-62).
The role of de Manian irony or allegory in religious texts has received little attention.
6. The work that makes the most thorough case for Derrida’s independence from literary
traditions is Rodolph Gasche’s The Tain of the Mirror: Derrida and the Philosophy of Reflection
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1986). Derrida expresses some of his doubts about
literature (“There is no assured essence or existence of literature”) in “‘This Strange Institution
Called Literature’: An Interview with Jacques Derrida,” in Jacques Derrida, Acts of Literature, ed.
Derek Attridge (New York: Routledge, 1992), 33-75. For a discussion of the way Derrida
envisions “the end of literature” in terms of print media addressed to Cartesian subjects, see J.
Hillis Miller, Speech Acts in Literature (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001), 155-58. In
On Literature (New York: Routledge, 2002), Miller makes the not wholly persuasive case that
Derrida’s project has been literary in a different sense from the beginning.
7. There are exceptions to this generalization, since Derrida has written on the Babel story in
Genesis and parts of the New Testament; still, most of his writings on religion center on
secondary commentaries, in writers like Levinas or Augustine. God, the Gift, and Postmodernism
situates the debate over negative theology amid the postmodern, though Derrida protests against
this contextualization of his work (181). The emphasis of Hent de Vries’s valuable study is on
Derrida and Heidegger.
8. Not the least difficulty in discussing these issues is the amorphous entity that would count as
“positive theology.” The contributors to Questioning God generally understand the opposite of
negative theology as onto-theology and metaphysics and, within Christianity, as Thomism, for
example. This paper argues that in the depiction of the spirit and Paul and in the narration of
Acts, this distinction may disappear. In “How to Avoid Speaking: Denials,” trans. Ken Frieden, in
Derrida and Negative Theology, 73-142, Derrida points out that even to speak of negative
theology is a contradiction in terms (83); his essay is an event or act prompted by his earlier
promise one day to speak on the subject.
9. In The Trespass of the Sign, Kevin Hart observes that deconstruction’s interrogation of
philosophy from a site philosophy can’t name reveals its affinities with mysticism and negative
theology (174-93). In “Desire of God,” in God, the Gift, and Postmodernism, 112-30, 136-45,
Richard Kearney warns of a converging incoherence in deconstruction and negative theology. He
argues that the excesses in both discourses’ rejections of onto-theological presences require such
an openness to any “other” that we are left without signs for making ethical distinctions. The
thesis of this paper is that Hart’s intuition and Kearney’s warning are already anticipated in Acts.
10. W. C. van Unnik, “Luke-Acts, A Storm Center in Contemporary Scholarship,” in Leander E.
Keck and J. Louis Martyn, eds., Studies in Luke-Acts (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1966), 15-32.
11. Leon Morris, “Luke and Early Catholicism,” Lutheran Theological Journal 8 (1974), 80-90.
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Morris cites the conclusions of Ernst Kasemann and Hans Kung as articulating the dilemma for
Protestant theologians of either accepting the “early Catholicism” of Acts as integral to the New
Testament or modifying the canon. In contrast, Morris believes that Acts is finally consistent with
the traditional Protestant doctrine of sola scriptura because of its subordination of church
succession to the promulgation of the word.
12. Hayden White, Figural Realism (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), 6, 7, 15.
Paul de Man’s argument that history could be understood as trope or rhetoric is advanced in
“Literary History and Literary Modernity,” in Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of
Contemporary Criticism (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press, 1983), 142-65; he
outlines his view of irony as “permanent parabasis” in “The Rhetoric of Temporality, II: Irony,” in
the same volume, 208-28. Miller acknowledges his debt to de Man’s idea of irony in Reading
Narrative (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998), 36-37.
13. For a review of the three “ages” of criticism of Acts–tendency, source, and form criticism-see Ernest Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles: A Commentary (Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1971), 14-69. There has not yet been a deconstructive study of Acts. The three advantages
of deconstruction apply explicitly to tendency criticism but implicitly to source and form
criticism, too, since the aim of each is to establish the intention(s) of the author(s) or redactor(s).
All three perpetuate the pre-critical distinction between “history” and “story” challenged in
deconstruction. A typical example is Haenchen’s summary of commentary on the stoning of Paul
at Lystra (14:8-20): “If Hilgenfeld, Clemen, Jungst and Loisy ascribe the whole episode to the
redactor, they are expressing in their own way their sense that here we have not a historical report,
but a story devised for edification–Bauernfeind unreservedly writes in terms of a legend” (434).
14. Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” in Image, Music, Text trans. Stephen Heath (New
York: Hill and Wang, 1977) argued that “writing is the destruction of every voice, every point of
origin” (142). Derrida’s argument to the same effect is made in The Post-Card: From Socrates to
Freud and Beyond, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1987). An
assessment of the issue of the authorship of Acts in the light of twentieth-century literary criticism
is G. P. V. du Plooy’s “The Author in Luke-Acts,” Scriptura 32 (1990), 28-35. Du Plooy
develops a thesis about the “implied author”of Acts based on Wayne C. Booth’s The Rhetoric of
Fiction. From the standpoint of deconstruction, Booth’s concept simply substitutes “implied”
author for “historical” author as the source generating the text’s meanings, the guarantor of its
“point of view” or irony, without acknowledging that the text’s arbitrary signs call all such
narrating authority into question. For de Man’s response to Booth, see “The Concept of Irony” in
Aesthetic Ideology, ed. Andrzej Warminski (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996),
163-84. “The author of Acts,” as used in this essay, is the trope prosopopoeia, which is inherent
in the act of reading. For a discussion of the way this trope can be allegorized, too, see J. Hillis
Miller, Hawthorne and History: Defacing It (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1991)
15. For a review of theories of the authorship of Acts from the eighteenth through the early
twentieth century, see The Beginnings of Christianity: Part I, The Acts of the Apostles, ed. F. J.
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Foakes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake (London: Macmillan, 1920-33; rpt. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker,
1979), vol. 2, Part 2, 207-362. The editors conclude that Luke wrote the “We sections” of Acts
and that a redactor wrote the rest. The common authorship of Luke and Acts is supported by Hans
Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles (1972; rpt. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987) and Joseph A.
Fitzmeyer, S. J., The Acts of the Apostles (New York: Doubleday, 1997), 49-51. It is opposed by
A. C. Clark, The Acts of the Apostles (Oxford: Clarendon, 1933) and by A. W. Argyle, “The
Greek of Luke and Acts,” NTS 20 (1973-74), 441-45. It is questioned in Philipp Vielhauer, “On
the ‘Paulinism’ of Acts,” in Studies in Luke-Acts, 33-50.
16. The majority opinion is that the author was a Gentile who wrote between 70-130 CE. John
Wenham, “The Identification of Luke,” EQ 63:1 (1991), 3-44, reviews scholarship on this subject
and argues for a minority position, that Luke was Jewish, a kinsman of Paul’s and a contemporary
of Jesus.
17. DeMan’s idea that texts narrate the linguistic construction of author and character is part of
his argument for the “paradigm of all texts,” set forth in Allegories of Reading: Figural Langauge
in Rousseau, Nietzsche, Rilke, and Proust (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), 205. For
commentary on this passage, see J. Hillis Miller, “‘Reading’ Part of a Paragraph in Allegories of
Reading,” in Lindsay Waters and Wlad Godzich (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1989), 155-70, and Reading Narrative (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998), 43.
18. Luke begins by acknowledging the existence of other narratives of the life of Jesus, so if Acts
was written by Luke, the author contradicts not only himself but other narratives, too; if Acts was
written by an author other than Luke, it is still readable as a challenge to any of the three canonical
gospels or Thomas, none of which narrates an ascension after forty days. Throughout this essay
the masculine pronoun is used for the author of these texts, in conformance with scholarly
tradition, though there is no way to know the author’s gender. Imagining male authorship in the
Hebrew Bible and New Testament is a nearly irresistible choice. As Miller points out in
Hawthorne and History, gendered authors are inherent in the trope of prosopopoeia; however, in
The Book of J, trans. David Rosenberg (New York: Grove Weidenfeld, 1990), Harold Bloom
imagines a female author of Genesis.
19. General parallels between Luke and Acts are noted in Fitzmyer, The Acts of the Apostles, 49,
and in F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles: A Greek Text with Introduction and Commentary
(Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2000), 3. For anticipations of Acts in Luke see H. MacAdam,
“The True and Lively Word,” Theological Review 21 (2000), 170-212, 195-96.
20. Conzelmann believes that fundamental to Acts is “a picture of the whole of salvation history
divided up into three epochs: the time of Israel, the time of Jesus (as the center), and the time of
the church,” a theme begun in Luke and continued in Acts (xlv); Fitzmyer argues that the
purpose of Acts is to stress “the continuation of what Jesus ‘began’” (56) and “the connection
and the continuation between Judaism and Christianity” (60). Victor C. Pfitzner, in “‘Pneumatic’
Apostleship?: Apostle and Spirit in the Acts of the Apostles,” in Wilfred Haubeck and Michael
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Bachmann, eds., Wort in der Zeit (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1980), 210-35, claims that “Continuity in
salvation-history is thus one of the major themes of Luke in Acts” (233).
21. In John 14:17 we are told that the disciples already had known the “spirit of truth.” Also,
may be urged that Peter acquired his knowledge directly from Jesus during the forty days, but in
either case all of the disciples had the same knowledge, and Peter’s citation of authority from
Psalms, not to speak of Pentecost and the selection process, becomes redundant. Alternatively,
in Luke 24:45 Jesus is depicted as instructing his disciples in figural interpretation of the Hebrew
Bible; if that scene is the implied source of Peter’s interpretive authority, then it is derived
intertextually. In all of these cases, either history is a charade or ungrounded interpretation is
legitimized by prior texts.
22. Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., “The Promise of God and the Outpouring of the Holy Spirit: Joel 2:2832 and Acts 2:16-21,” in Morris Inch and Ronald Youngblood, eds., The Living and Active Word
of God: Studies in Honor of Samuel J. Schultz (Winona Lake, IN: Eeisenbrauns, 1983), 109-22,
117. Kaiser’s answer to his own question, a form of circular reasoning, is that the visible
presence of the spirit at Pentecost “with all its evidentiary value” was necessary or else its prior
manifestations would have been in vain.
23. For discussions of the variable nature of the spirit in Acts, see The Beginnings of Christianity
vol. 1, 325, and Haenchen, 92-93.
24. Peter may have learned this interpretation of psalms 69 and 109 from Jesus during his
explanation of Scripture on the road to Emmaus (Luke 24:27), during the forty days, or from an
analogy with Jesus’ assertion that in other psalms David was inspired by the Holy Spirit (Mark
12:36). No specific provenance for his claim for the spirit’s speech in these psalms is given in
Acts.
25. During the course of the gospel narratives, many figural interpretations are made by the
authors, too. The question of whether the authors of Acts or the gospels should also be considered
“apostles” possessed of the spirit-inspired means of interpreting the Hebrew Bible is taken up later
in this essay.
26. Derrida, “Des Tours de Babel,” in Acts of Religion, 132-33.
27. For the argument that Peter’s restriction of eligibility to those who knew Jesus during the
specified interval was ungrounded, see Ann G. Brock, Mary Magdalene: The First Apostle
(Cambridge: Harvard Divinity School, 2003).
28. In Type and History in Acts (London: SPCK, 1964), M. D. Goulder held that doubled names
in Acts had symbolic as well as narrative importance (231-37). Derrida makes his general
argument against “proper names” and “proper nouns” as early as The Post-Card. In “Comment de
ne pas Parler: Denegations,” in Psyche: Inventions de l’autre (Paris: Galilee, 1987) trans. Ken
Frieden as “How to Avoid Speaking: Denials,” in Derrida and Negative Theology, 73-142 and
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Sauf le nom (Paris: Galilee, 1993), trans. John P. Leavey, Jr. (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1995) Derrida examines this dilemma in connection with religion. Of these works Derrida has
said that he attempted to “inscribe all these questions within the very question of the name and of
the name of God, as the proper name which is never proper” (God, the Gift and Postmodernism,
45).
29. Derrida, The Ear of the Other, 148.
30. The irony of antonomasia may be suggested by the following considerations. The ontological
status of “Joseph” becomes problematic if this person is “called Barsabbas.” Put another way, in
mentioning “Joseph,” the author breaks his own word. At the same time, antonomasia–as a
seemingly more arbitrary or detachable construct--has the effect of making the “original name,”
by contrast, seem more real, authentic, or “proper,” though the rhetorical substitution is simply of
one signifier for another.
31. Notoriously, Acts lists “Judas the son of James” as one of the twelve (now eleven), whereas
formerly this figure is named “Thaddeus” by the gospel writers Mark (3:18) and Matthew (10:3).
32. J. H. E. Hull, The Holy Spirit in the Acts of the Apostles (London: Lutterworth Press, 1967),
189-93.
33. In Acts pneuma refers to a psychological factor at 17:16; to the spirit of man separated from
the body at death, 7:59, 23:8; to unclean or related spirits, 5:16, 8:7, 16:16, 16:18, 19:12, 13, 15,
16.
34. For the view that the passage describes a comprehensible language, see J. Davies, “Pentecost
and Glossolalia,” Journal of Theological Studies 3 (1952), 228-31. For the view that the phrase
denotes glossolalia, see Jenny Everts, “Tongues or Languages? Contextual Consistency in the
Translation of Acts 2,” Journal of Pentecostal Theology 4 (1994), 71-80.
35. DeMan’s maxim (“Language mis-speaks itself”) concludes the eleventh chapter of Allegories
of Reading, 277.
36. The debate over speech acts began with Austin and Searle, on the one hand, and Derrida, on
the other. Miller’s Speech Acts in Literature is devoted to a comprehensive study of this issue and
includes a complete bibliography.
37. On the contradictory requirements of the necessity for iteration in speech acts and for contexts
that can never be fully “saturated,” see Miller, Speech Acts in Literature, 77-87 and 98-111.
38. Though he ultimately rejects this interpretation, Morris Inch considers its plausibility in
“Manifestation of the Spirit,” in The Living and Active Word of God, 149-55. In this article, Inch
seeks to determine how the valid signs of the holy spirit can be known; he concludes that their
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true manifestation is in a “community of faith.”
39. Haenchen argues that the differences “make the reader aware of the inner significance of
what happened and impress upon him, unforgettably, the truth of the power of God made
manifest in it” (110). Conzelmann explains them as literary variations and carelessness in an
author who is “yielding to the constraints of his salvation-historical scheme” (73). Fitzmeyer
believes the author made use of an inherited tradition in chapter 9's version and that in chapters
22 and 29 his purpose is to insinuate “an equality of Paul with the apostles” (144).
40. Conzelmann sees the author as taking this first opportunity of pointing our Saul’s other name
(100); Fitzmyer agrees, calling it “a sheer literary coincidence.” Nevertheless, he concedes that
Luke may have wished to avoid the connotations of the Greek adjective saulos (“‘loose, wanton,’
a term describing the gait of courtesans and effeminate males” (502-503). It is worth noting that
these conjectures are made necessary by the figural or rhetorical sense of the signs “Saul” and
“Paul.”
41. The case for identifying Luke as Lucius of Cyrene is made by R. C. Ford, “St. Luke and
Lucius of Cyrene,” The Expository Times 32 (1920-21), 219-220.
42. Conzelmann speculates that the author may have equated Elymas and Bar-Jesus (100);
Fitzmyer concludes that it is “far from clear” that Elymas means “magician” (502).
43. This seems the implication of Victor C. Pfitzner’s remark: “The decisive turning point in the
mission of the church comes not with a sudden burst of missionary activity on the part of the
apostles beyond Jerusalem. Paul is the great missionary of Acts, not the Twelve!” (226)
44. For the argument that Luke, for apologetic purposes, paints a portrait of Paul “too good to be
true,” see John Clayton Lentz, Jr., Luke’s Portrait of Paul (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1993). Victor C. Pfitzner concludes that Luke portrays Paul as just as worthy as other
apostles through “subtle and yet powerful” techniques that legitimate Paul “by narrative rather
than by title” (228, 229).
45. As previously mentioned in notes 6 and 8, the idea that narrative inevitably creates the trope
prosopopoeia is set forth by J. Hillis Miller in Hawthorne and History; and the idea that a self is
created in a moment of parabasis and dissolving irony is advanced by Paul de Man in “The
Rhetoric of Temporality II: Irony.”
46. For a review of scholarship on the “We passages” and bibliography, see Fitzmyer, 98-103,
109-11.
47. J. Hillis Miller, Reading Narrative, 151.
48. Derrida, The Instant of My Death by Maurice Blanchot and Jacques Derrida, Demeure:
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Fiction and Testimony (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000), 43, 38.
49. J. Hillis Miller, Speech Acts in Literature, 85.
50. For a review of earlier scholarship holding that Paul simply revived Eutychus, see Haenchen,
585-86. Heanchen follows Dibelius in interpreting the scene as an actual miracle. His view is
concurred in by Conzelmann (169) and Fitzmyer (669).
51. According to the context, in 21:1-11, “we” could mean simply Paul and the author, though in
and after 21:12 it must be understood to mean the author and one or more others, not including
Paul.
52. Conzelmann believes the details are “added for effect” (219); Fitzmyer praises the
“precision” of the numbers (778).
53. As noted in the discussion of the spirit (and note 16), these entities of variable power are
based on Jewish tradition. Elsewhere in Acts, an angel instructs Cornelius on how to find Peter,
in order to be baptized (10:3, 10:7) and an angel facilitates Peter’s escape from prison (12:7).
54. For a review of these citations, see S. Vernon McCasland, “The Way,” Journal of Biblical
Literature 77 (1958), 222-30.
55. Ibid, 230. For a discussion of the affinities between “The Way” and Eastern religions, see J.
Pathrapankal, “Christianity as a ‘Way’ according to the Acts of the Apostles,” in J. Kremer, ed.,
Les Acts des Apotres: Traditions, redaction, theologie (Leuven: Editions Ducolot, ParisGembloux and Leuven University Press, 1979), 533-39.
56. Paul acknowledges that his opponents hold against him his preaching of the resurrection of
the dead, though elsewhere in Acts Paul claims that this doctrine does not deviate from Jewish
law; Fitzmyer (736) argues that Paul’s reference is to Daniel 12:2-3.
57. This is the thesis of Charles H. Talbert, Luke and the Gnostics: An Examination of the
Lucan Purpose (New York: Abingdon, 1966); it is disputed by Fitzmyer (60).
58. For the tradition concerning Pseudo-Dionysius, see the introduction to Pseudo-Dionysius,
On the Divine Names and Mystical Theology, ed. and trans. John D. Jones (Milwaukee:
Marquette University Press, 1980).
59. Bentley Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures: Ancient Wisdom for the New Age (New York:
Doubleday, 1987), 270, 305.
60. Bart D. Ehrman, The Orthodox Corruption of Scripture: The Effect of Early Christological
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Controversies on the Text of the New Testament (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 10.
61. Hart, 202.
62. Paul de Man, Allegories of Reading, 301.
63. Kevin Hart, The Trespass of the Sign; John Caputo, The Prayers and Tears of Jacques
Derrida.
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Chrysanthemum Youth: Enchi Fumiko’s Masterpiece (Abstract)

Enchi Fumiko (1905-1986) is generally recognized as the preeminent female
novelist in modern Japan. Her earlier fiction, written from the late 1940s to the 1960s,
often depicts a woman who is trapped in an unhappy marriage to an abusive man. A
woman of tremendous inner strength and self-control, she endures her suffering with
dignity and fortitude, or else she quietly inflicts on her partner a stunning revenge. Later
in her career Enchi shifted her focus away from these depressing themes to explore an
older woman’s self-empowerment and fulfillment through her cultivation and expression
of her sexual fantasies. Often the woman’s unconventional relationship with a man plays
a vital role in this process.
Growing Fog (Saimu, 1976), for example, relates the tale of an aging female
author who inherits a pornographic picture scroll illustrating the sexual relationship
between a shrine priestess and her young male servant. The couple’s intercourse is the
vehicle for the woman’s communication with the shrine god, and it also miraculously
enables her to retain her youthful beauty and sexual attractiveness well into old age. After
obtaining the scroll, the author is gradually “possessed” by the spirit of the maiden
depicted therein and she undergoes a mysterious transformation. She is physically
rejuvenated and becomes erotically appealing to much younger men.
In her final novel, Chrysanthemum Youth (Kiku jido, 1984), Enchi continues to
develop her mystical view of sexual desire as a manifestation of an impersonal life force
that invigorates a person on every level. She further enriches this theme by incorporating
a homoerotic dimension into the tale. Chrysanthemum Youth is a multifaceted, sprawling
novel that traces the trajectory of many independent lives as they converge and separate,
deeply influencing each other. Its main female character, Kozuki Shigeno, is a successful,
widowed writer in her seventies who becomes fascinated with an elderly noh actor and
master teacher, Sakurauchi Yusen. Sakurauchi is a vibrant figure who is reputed to have
had sexual liaisons with his young male protégés throughout his career. Just as
Sakurauchi has obtained sexual and creative vigor from his relationships with boys,
Shigeno finds her long-dormant sexual desire and her flagging literary imagination

revitalized through her contact with this man and one of his former student-lovers,
Izumitei Shuji.
Sakurauchi is preparing to perform the role of the youth in the noh play
Chrysanthemum Youth as his final stage appearance before he dies. This play is based on
an ancient Chinese legend about a beautiful child-page at the imperial court who was the
adored favorite of the emperor whom he served. The boy committed an offense that
caused him to fall out of favor at court and be sent into exile in the mountains. While
there he drank a miraculous elixir derived, in part, from the chrysanthemum plant, that
extended his life and gave him magical powers. He lived happily in the mountains as a
dewy youth for eight hundred years.
The title character in the play embodies a perfect synthesis of youth and old age,
male and female. In preparing to play this role, Sakurauchi is able to draw on his
relationships with beautiful youths, past and present, who personify for him the ideal,
eternal youth symbolized by the jido mask in noh, and thereby to create a jido-like art of
“elderly innocence.” Toward the end of the novel Sakurauchi gives an exquisite
performance of the youth in the play, mesmerizing everyone in the audience, including
Shigeno. The novel ends by affirming the power of art, and linking sublime artistic
performance, gender transcendence, and Buddhist enlightenment.
This last novel of hers, which was published when Enchi was seventy-nine, not
long before her own death, is both a moving personal manifesto and a literary tour de
force. In it the author brilliantly integrates the motif of androgyny into her final synthesis
of her views on the nexus of sexual desire, artistic creativity, and religious insight in old
age. (The androgynous individual seems to represent the full flowering of individual
potential in all these areas.) As the ultimate elaboration of her reflections on these themes
that Enchi had been refining and reformulating throughout the final phase of her literary
career, the novel occupies a uniquely significant place in her oeuvre. To my knowledge,
Chrysanthemum Youth has not to date been critically examined at any length in Japanese
or discussed in English in any scholarly forum. I propose to do so in my paper for this
conference. My examination of this novel is part of a long-term project on the
representation of the boy androgyne in the fiction of several modern Japanese women
writers.
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6. Abstract:
The Hawaiian shirt originated in the mid-1930s as a commodity for the tourist market. Unique elements
in its design, including tropical print motifs in cartoon-like renditions, brilliant colors, and silky rayon
fabrics made the shirt instantly recognizable and contributed to its status as both an essential souvenir
purchase and the quintessential element in the stereotype of the tourist as sartorial nerd. An analysis of
the transformation of the shirt − from tourist kitsch to highly valued collectible, and from collectible to
global fashion − is framed on rubbish theory. The transformation is traced to an assortment of myths that
reconstitute the souvenir commodity as an indigenous ethnic art form and a scarce relic of Hawai‘i’s
romanticized past and to a surfeit of publications that position the shirt as a collector’s item. The merits
of rubbish theory as a framework for the analysis are assessed, and scholars are asked to consider the
influence of myth and scholarship on changes in the aesthetic codes of other fashion and appearancerelated commodities.
Reprinted by permission of the Clothing and Textiles Research Journal. The complete text of this work
appears in the Clothing and Textiles Research Journal, Volume 21 #2, 2003, pp. 75-88.

Professor Maxine L. Montgomery
Essay Abstract
Opening Up the Place Called Home: Writing, Home, and Difference
In Gloria Naylor’s Linden Hills
My essay examines domesticity as a locus for the interrogation of
home and its myriad post modern associations in Gloria Naylor’s second
novel Linden Hills (1985). Avoiding the essentialist approach to women’s
domestic writing characterizing much of the scholarship on domestic texts,
my discussion is unique in that it proffers an investigation of home as a fluid
narrative space evolving out of the nexus between writing, home, and
difference. A distinctive feature of my work involves its reliance upon an
exclusive May 2003 interview that I conducted with Naylor at her Brooklyn
residence.
Naylor makes the association between writing and architectural space
when she refers to her first four novels as a tetralogy that would “lay the
foundation for her literary career” (Epel, Writers Dreaming, 170). Sapphira,
her sixth novel and work-in-progress, constitutes the “cornerstone” of the
interrelated texts she authors (Bonetti, “A Conversation With Gloria
Naylor,” American Audio Prose). With regard to Naylor’s second text, she
is quick to point out that she uses space intentionally in order to represent
the middle-class woman’s existence (Pearlman and Henderson, A Voice of
One’s Own, 24).
Even as it directs attention to the poetics of space in Naylor’s text, my
essay argues that Linden Hills’ patently open linguistic configurations belie
the closed domestic arena of the Nedeed mansion, site of centuries-old
patriarchal domination. Women’s domestic arts – cooking, cleaning, and
mothering – no less than authorship itself, I contend, become the means by
which subaltern women transgress imposed bounds in both an architectural
and discursive sense. The result of Naylor’s inventive use of language is
therefore a text that privileges such elements as verticality, polyphony, and
unresolved closure, just as the novel situates the once marginal domestic
arena into a centered sphere.

Not only does my paper rely upon the scholarly work of Rachel DuPlesis
(Writing Beyond the Ending, 1985), but that of Sandra Gilbert and Susan
Gubar (The Madwoman in the Attic, 1979), and Gaston Bachelard (The
Poetics of Space, 1964) as well. Toni Morrison’s brilliant essay “Home”
foregrounds the relation between authorship, architectural space, and
difference (The House That Race Built, 1998). Homi Bhabha (The Location
of Culture, 1994), Gloria Anzaldua (Borderlands/La Frontera: The New
Mestiza, 1987), Carol Boyce Davies (Migrations of the Subject, 1994), and
bell hooks (Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics, 1990) offer
insight into the intermediate space out of which Naylor’s writing evolves.
Alice Walker’s landmark 1974 essay “In Search of Our Mother’s Gardens”
sheds light on the material conditions surrounding the production of Black
Women’s labor and art.
I conclude that not only is there a rich coalescence of writing, home, and
difference in Naylor’s multiple text canon, but the interstices between the
three elements result in a work of fiction that challenges fixed notions of
narrative and text. In other words, rather than being a space of limitation
and enclosure, in the world Naylor constructs boundaries or borders become
sites of infinite discursive possibility, places where a new genre and subject
can emerge.
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The Harmonic Series' (THS) Spiral Song
Alina L. Novac
Department of Music, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand
PO Box 56. Dunedin, New Zealand
E-mail: alina.novac@stonebow.otago.ac.nz
Abstract. THS is the collection of harmonic notes within a single sound of periodical vibrations.
For example, if one hears the C2 string of a cello vibrating, the first harmonic would be the
fundamental C2, the second harmonic one octave above (C3), the third harmonic G3 above, and
so on. Can THS be in form and content the basis of music? Historically, philosophy, mathematics
and music theory have incorporate THS within geometrical models involving circles, curves and
spirals. I will complete this approach with Descartes' formula of the equiangular spiral, approach
leading to the following conclusions:
1. All sounds within all octaves follow Descartes' equiangular spiral formula.
2. All odd harmonics name new notes and all even harmonics name the same notes in different
octaves;
3. Harmonics develop fractal patterns (i.e., the dominant seventh chord produced by the first
seven harmonics);
4. Two harmonic series on fundamentals that are a perfect fifth apart will produce complete scales
and modes;
5. THS' spiral model is just one among other spiral detections within cognitive science (the
hearing research & psychoacoustics of the 20th century and after: Bekesi, G (1960), Krumhansl,
C.L (1978; 1979; 2002), Zatorre,J & Krumhansl C.L. (2002), Patterson, R.D. (1986; 1995),
Uppenkamp,S & Fobel, S & Patterson, R.D. (2001); Norm Spier (2002, spectograms).
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The Harmonic Series’ (THS) Spiral Song
Alina L. Novac
Department of Music, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand
PO Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand
E-mail: alina.novac@stonebow.otago.ac.nz
Abstract
The paper is an exercise of musicology report meeting sciences of cognition with the
expected outcome to place the sound of periodical vibrations into the (bio) sciences context.
Not only musical sound but also other physical objects such as galaxies, seashells, plants and
even human hand gestures may follow the equiangular (logarithmic) spiral pathway.
Therefore the paper is also a cross-disciplinary applied mathematics exercise in favor of a
new perception upon THS (the equiangular spiral path). THS’ spiral song (first stanza) is
about the dynamics of THS (fig.1) providing Descartes' spiral formula (fig.2) within all
harmonics at any octave level. The second and the third stanza reveal the dynamics of odd
and even harmonics placing THS into the context of geometrical figures with their old & new
philosophies (the latter, about fractal models represented here by the dominant seventh chord
provided by harmonics 1 to 7). The fourth is about the networking of scales and modes
growing out of two harmonic series positioned a perfect fifth apart. The fifth reaches other
spiral models within psychological science addressing further questions to hearing research.
The proposed methodology is matching THS psycho acoustical data against Descartes' spiral
formula into the context of geometrical figures and their philosophy.
Keywords
Equiangular spiral, fractals, harmonic series.
E-sources
http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Descartes.html
http:///xahlee.org/SpecialPlaneCurves_dir/EquiangularSpiral_dir/equiangularSpiral.html
www.math.rice.edu/lanius/fractals
www.sfu.ca/sca/Manuals/ZAAPf/h/harmonic.html; http://www.vibrationdata.com/piano.htm
http://nastechservices.com/Spectrograms.html
Introduction. THS is the collection of harmonic notes within a single sound of periodical
vibrations. For example, if one hears the C2 string of a cello vibrating, the first harmonic
would be the fundamental C2, the second harmonic one octave above (C3), the third
harmonic G3 above, and so on (fig.1).
Fig.1.THS on C.

First Stanza. The harmonic series of a fundamental sound (fig 1) follows the
pathway of the equiangular spiral (fig.2).
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THS is a monotonic increasing range of frequencies what one can hear as a range of pitches.
These simple sounds called harmonics, partials or overtones are integral multiples of the
fundamental frequency according to the position occupied on the series. Therefore the
numbers bellow each harmonic, as shown in fig.1, does not represent only the order of
harmonics but most of all what multiple of the fundamental frequency each harmonic is.
As well as THS, TLS is a monotonic increasing range of quantities. The quantities within
TLS refer to natural numbers the way they referred to frequency (pitch) within THS.
Therefore the Descartes' formula for TLS may be applied identically to THS.
Fig. 2, TLS

We can see the birth of the equiangular spiral with the second level. Then all sounds within
all octaves follow Descartes' equiangular spiral formula (Novac & Charalambides, 2003)1,2.
In fig. 3. The “C” sounds [harmonics 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16] will divide THS in 4 levels analogue
to fig. 2 the four rotating spiral curves.
Same as TLS (fig.2.) where the 1,2,4,8 numbers arrange themselves on a radius dividing four
times the spiral curve, in THS (fig.1), harmonics 1,2,4,8,and 16 harmonics will divide THS in
1

“The harmonic series of the fundamental sound lies on the spiral with each group of overtones of the
same node appearing along a dashed line. The nodes within an octave are denoted by dots of the same
size with lower frequency nodes being represented by larger sized dots.
Also note that the distance of a node from the origin is proportional to its frequency. For example the
“C” nodes are at distances 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 from the origin along the 0-axis.” θ
2
using a logarithmic spiral whose equation in polar coordinates is: r = 2 2π
Here r is the distance of a point from the center, and θ is the angle measured counterclockwise
starting from the position where positive x-axis lies in Cartesian coordinates. Fig. 7: Polar Coordinates
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four levels arranging as a “C” radius. The distance between “C”s is referred by
psychoacoustics as a difference in pitch & chroma (Krumhansl, 1979).
Other radius will be available for [3,6,12 harmonics/numbers], [5,10] harmonics/numbers and
for the [7, 14 harmonics/numbers].
Fig. 3 THS’ levels (Ground floor level; Level 1, level 2 and Level 3)

Second Stanza. All odd harmonics name new notes and all even harmonics name the same
notes in different octaves.
The fundamental is represented by the first odd number and, as well all the other odd
harmonics will introduce new harmonics, i.e., 3(G), 5(E), 7(Bb) and so on. Even numbers will
reflect only new quantities because all the even harmonics double in frequency the
previous pitches they name, i.e., harmonics 16 doubles harmonic 8, 8 doubles 4, 4 doubles 2,
2doubles 1. (The “C” pitches). Harmonics 12 doubles 6; 6 doubles 3 (the “G” pitches); on the
“E” radius of the THS harmonic 10 doubles 5; finally on the “Bb” radius harmonic 14
doubles 7.
So says philosophy about odd and even numbers (Bindel, 1960), (Ghyka, 1952).
Third Stanza. Harmonics develop fractal patterns (i.e., the dominant seventh chord is
produced by harmonics 1-7).
By their functionality, harmonics 1 to 7 on a "C" harmonic series (C, C, G, C, E, G, Bb) connect with a
Fundamental F (Harmonics 1 to 7 are heard as a dominant seventh chord on it’s way to resolve to the
tonic F). The same happens from any other harmonic; starting to project it’s own series. E.g., from a
harmonic 3 (the first G of a “C” harmonic series), if G becomes harmonic 1 on a G series, than again a
dominant seventh chord (G, G, D, G, B, D, F) will connect to a “C” tonic.
All harmonics in all octaves are starting points of new series where “X” fundamental will be replicated
one octave above, then one perfect fifth above and so on. This process would be the fractal pattern.

Fourth Stanza. Two harmonic series on fundamentals that are a perfect fifth apart will
produce complete scales and modes.
Following the structure of an Ionian on “C” for example, one can observe how the structure
uses harmonics 1 (or 2,4,8,16), 9, 10 of THS on “C” for the first 3 notes C, D & E. The B will
be harmonic 15.
To complete the missing notes so far (F & A) we have to consider that “C” harmonics belong
also to a “F” series, therefore F, A & C pitches of the C Ionian will be the harmonics 1(or
2,4,8,16,), 5 (10) and 3 (6,12) of THS on F.
Scales and modes provide an entire structural networking between two harmonic series
placed one perfect fifth apart.
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Fifth Stanza. THS' spiral model is just one among other spiral detections within cognitive
science (the hearing research & psychoacoustics of the 20th century and after: Bekesi, G
(1960), Krumhansl, C.L (1978; 1979; 2002), Zatorre, J & Krumhansl C.L. (2002), Patterson,
R.D. (1986; 1995), Uppenkamp, S & Fobel, S & Patterson, R.D. (2001); Norm Spier (2002,
spectrograms).
None of the spiral models referred are addressing to THS. The spectrograms refer to the
Archimedes’s spiral and, as well as Krumhansl (1978), they take in consideration a model
involving the hall chromatic scale. Patterson suggests that there would be a temporal
mechanism within the auditory nerve following a spiral path; Bekesi (1960) refer to spiral
shape and cochlea.
Finale
THS' spiral song is to present an intriguing view provided by the perspective of TLS upon
THS and to address psychoacoustics and hearing research further questions: if/why
necessarily TLS would shape THS, temporal auditory nerve mechanisms (Patterson, 1986),
cochlea (Bekesi, 1960) and other (Krumhansl, 1978, 1979, 2002).
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InsideOUT: Impacting Design Education through the Pedagogical Integration of Architecture
+ Interior Architecture
Rebecca O’Neal Dagg
Abstract:
The Architecture/ Interior Architecture [ARIA] duel degree program at Auburn University’s
School of Architecture is a pedagogical testing ground for researching new ways of educating
designers and architects. A unique design education model that offers a holistic approach to the
relationship between interior and exterior space in the design student’s education, ARIA’s mission
at a fundamental pedagogical basis incorporates Architecture and Interior Architecture within
Auburn’s architecture curriculum model, allowing the development of the concept of “total design”
into the design mentality of students. Gesamtkunstwerk, the German word most commonly
interpreted in reference to Modern Architecture historical discourse to mean “total work of art,”
offers inspiration to the ARIA program model via the more subtle implications within the alternative
translation of the word, which is “total design.” ARIA is aggressively inclusive of other nonarchitectural methods of cultural production in its content such as the fine arts, literature,
philosophy, science, and cultural criticism. An emphasis on practice ideas in recent history that
combine interior design and architecture sensibilities, such as in the work of Charles and Ray
Eames, the De Stijl movement, Eileen Gray and others, forms a basis for the study of similarly
functioning contemporary design practices like Office dA, Rem Koolhaas, and Tsao + McKown
architects -- both fluid at scales of design from the material to the urban form.
The primary research objective of ARIA is to be a leader in design education by stimulating
and analyzing interdisciplinary studies (within design and its related disciplines) in order to address
the changing professional market and the fragmented structure in which the majority of the design
profession now operates - whereby vacuous exterior building shells are often designed by
architects and then handed off to interiors departments to select finishes and material palettes as
an afterthought, and only then using the smallest portion of the budget for landscape architecture
consideration. Traditional and digital media are at odds. The United States is behind in instituting
green building practices, with a slim slice of the architecture profession only recently getting
interested in LEED criteria for design. Redemption of this problem can begin to occur in design
education by emphasizing holistic design processes inclusive of progressive materiality, efficient
structure, and innovative systems and site relationships. This paper analyzes the pedagogical
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framework of the ARIA program model by discussing the essence of the curriculum, material
research emphasis, and the use of the case study method in teaching. The core of the presentation
elaborates curricular issues by examining the role of the beginning level Elements of Interior
Architecture courses, the two operative paradigms for studios, and ARIA Thesis. Other significant
contributors to the program’s vision include the role of the ARIA faculty, the development of the
ARIA Sustainable Material Laboratory and Library. Already the continued success of the duel
degree has required the institution of an admissions process at the second year level due to an
overwhelming interest from students. A developed sensitivity to formulating total design has
allowed recent graduates of the program to function fluidly in today’s current market in architecture
professional practice, in which architects are increasingly required to design interior spaces and
operate material-driven projects. This change in the market is echoed by the dean of Harvard
Design School, Peter Rowe;
“Whether we know it or not, or whether we like it or not, today’s professional work environment is
increasingly concerned with existing buildings, interior spaces, and the retrofitting of various
accoutrements and furnishings. Indeed, in the United States and elsewhere, it seems unlikely that
the construction of new buildings will dominate the marketplace to anywhere near the same extent
it has in the past.”1
Keywords: Interior Architecture/ Architecture, Gesamtkunstwerk, “total design”, teaching
pedagogy, integration
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Paper Submission: Rebecca O’Neal Dagg
InsideOUT: Impacting Design Education through the Pedagogical Integration of Architecture
+ Interior Architecture
The Architecture/ Interior Architecture [ARIA] duel degree program at Auburn University’s
School of Architecture is a pedagogical testing ground for researching new ways of educating
designers and architects. A unique design education model that offers a holistic approach to the
relationship between interior and exterior space in the design student’s education, ARIA’s mission
at a fundamental pedagogical basis incorporates Architecture and Interior Architecture within
Auburn’s architecture curriculum model, allowing the development of the concept of “total design”
into the design mentality of students. Gesamtkunstwerk, the German word most commonly
interpreted in reference to Modern Architecture historical discourse to mean “total work of art,”
offers inspiration to the ARIA program model via the more subtle implications within the alternative
translation of the word, which is “total design.” ARIA is aggressively inclusive of other nonarchitectural methods of cultural production in its content such as the fine arts, literature,
philosophy, science, and cultural criticism. An emphasis on practice ideas in recent history that
combine interior design and architecture sensibilities, such as in the work of Charles and Ray
Eames, the De Stijl movement, Eileen Gray and others, forms a basis for the study of similarly
functioning contemporary design practices like Office dA, Rem Koolhaas, and Tsao + McKown
architects -- both fluid at scales of design from the material to the urban form.
The primary research objective of ARIA is to be a leader in design education by stimulating
and analyzing interdisciplinary studies (within design and its related disciplines) in order to address
the changing professional market and the fragmented structure in which the majority of the design
profession now operates - whereby vacuous exterior building shells are often designed by
architects, then handed off to interiors departments to select finishes and material palettes as an
afterthought, and only then using the smallest portion of the budget for landscape architecture
considerations. Traditional and digital media are at odds. The United States is behind in instituting
green building practices, with a slim slice of the architecture profession only recently getting
interested in LEED criteria for design. Redemption of this problem can begin to occur in design
education by emphasizing holistic design processes inclusive of progressive materiality, efficient
structure, and innovative systems and site relationships. ARIA aims to be a leader in design
education by conducting research through teaching non-traditional methods of design education.
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This paper analyzes the pedagogical framework of the ARIA program model by discussing the
essence of the curriculum, material research emphasis, and the use of the case study method in
teaching. The core of the presentation elaborates curricular issues by examining the role of the
beginning level Elements of Interior Architecture courses, the two operative paradigms for studios,
and ARIA Thesis. Other significant contributors to the program’s vision include the role of the ARIA
faculty, and the development of the ARIA Sustainable Material Laboratory and Library. Already the
continued success of the duel degree has required the institution of an admissions process at the
second year level due to an overwhelming interest from students. A developed sensitivity to
formulating total design has allowed recent graduates of the program to function fluidly in today’s
current market in architecture professional practice, in which architects are increasingly required to
design interior spaces and operate material-driven projects. This change in the market is echoed
by the dean of Harvard Design School, Peter Rowe;
“Whether we know it or not, or whether we like it or not, today’s professional work environment is
increasingly concerned with existing buildings, interior spaces, and the retrofitting of various
accoutrements and furnishings. Indeed, in the United States and elsewhere, it seems unlikely that
the construction of new buildings will dominate the marketplace to anywhere near the same extent
it has in the past.”1
Gesamtkunstwerk as inspiration requires the student acquisition of an increased set of
skills in addition to the base of architecture first-professional degree skills and promotes crossdisciplinary study. These focused skills aim for an enhanced understanding by ARIA students of
the experiential in design, the architectural role of materiality, the relationship of the parts to the
whole or sum of parts, and a strong humanist historical foundation. Inclusive of, but not restricted to
small-scale design, the program content fosters an ability to translate spatial concepts at multiple
scales. Auburn School of Architecture’s Interior Architecture program differs dramatically from a
traditional Interior Design education mandated by the FIDER accrediting agency. Auburn’s new
program is not opposed to other more traditional interior design and decorating veins of interior
practice, however it positions itself in a different light. The ARIA program provides graduates with
a structure for entering the current design discourse in practice and for thinking about practice in
alternative ways. This effort responds to the current state of practice in which designers, as
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architect Jorge Silvetti states, “…are confronting extraordinary new conditions that continue to alter
the modus operandi of architecture in this society.”2 Beginning in second year and continuing to
the ARIA thesis, integration of the internal and external dimensions of projects parallel hands-on
material research, material application, interior and exterior space design, and consideration of
interior artifacts. Specific emphasis on making through developing drawing techniques, graphic
design, digital media familiarity, and enhanced model-making through rapid-prototyping contribute
to students’ abilities to conceptualize a synthesis of interior and exterior.
General program description/history
Founded in 1997, by now Professor Emeritus Gaines Blackwell with Associate Professor
Sheri Schumacher and designer Rusty Smith, the program is a five and a half year duel degree
that awards graduates a Bachelor of Interior Architecture and a Bachelor of Architecture (first
professional degree). The ARIA student follows a traditional NAAB accredited five year Bachelor
of Architecture plan with the additional requirement of completing an Architecture/Interior
Architecture studio in the third and fourth year studio sequence and an Interior Architecture Thesis
in the summer following fourth year. Other required coursed for the dual degree are Elements of
Interior Architecture I and II with Interior Architecture Pro-Practice, History of Interior Architecture,
and IA Thesis Research as part of the summer Interior Architecture Thesis. At least fifty percent of
the third and fourth year ARIA studio content must address interior issues. Further the degree is
complemented by the Auburn student’s overall curricular trajectory that provides opportunities to
participate in the Study Abroad Program, the Urban Studio in Birmingham, and the late Samuel
Mockbee’s design-build Rural Studio in West Alabama. Typically at least half of the fifth year thesis
students at Rural Studio are ARIA duel degree students.
Curriculum and Teaching
Key elements of the pedagogical framework which infuse the Gesamtkunstwerk
conceptualization ability through the curricular sequence are the emphasis on material research
and application, the use of the case study method for examining historical and contemporary
interior architecture design models of practice, and the team-teaching approach of the threemember faculty. Our faculty is comprised of three fulltime tenured or tenure-track professors each
with teaching and research interests related to interior architecture. Sequentially Auburn students
will complete first year studio or an intense one semester summer option studio, then arrive in
second year with a basic understanding of drawing, composition, and elementary design. During
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second year, students typically spend one semester at Rural Studio design-building a “charity
house” project, and one semester at the main campus dedicated to building design fundamentals
through smaller scope projects. An emphasis on material research continues throughout the
sequence fostered by the establishment of the ARIA Sustainable Material Library and Laboratory.
The Lab will function as a tool for students, alumni, and faculty to gain access to information about
new materials, traditional materials used in new ways, and sustainable materials while promoting
the total design mentality. Elements of Interior Architecture I provides an overview of materiality as
a part of the course content, while Elements of Interior Architecture II is devoted entirely to material
exploration and research of new and sustainable materials. Material concerns also permeate the
studio environment and the school’s recent lecture series.
Utilization of the case study method as a teaching mechanism for the core courses is
employed. This method is strongly employed in Interior Architecture Pro-Practice and History of
Interior Architecture in the summer. Since the students have already completed the traditional
history survey sequence and architecture pro-practice, the case study method is appropriate and
effective, allowing students to jointly and independently dissect specific case practices, designs,
interior objects, and historical types in an in-depth manner freed from the format of the surveystyle. History of Interior Architecture actively seeks to explore important typological or spatial
conditions ranging from the Primitive Hut idea, to the Pantheon interior, to larger relevant issues
such as Domesticity. Interior Architecture Pro-Practice implicitly aims to discover and analyze the
role of the interior in contemporary architecture practices in firms like Diller + Scofidio, Machado
and Silvetti, Philippe Starck, as well as material practices like Peter Zumthor’s and Herzogg + De
Meuron. Our goal is to generate self-publications of the case-studies to develop a substantial body
of research at Auburn on the often by-passed topic of interiors in architectural discourse and to
develop the research ability of students prior to their fifth year thesis project.
Course content
Early in the Auburn student’s education the Elements of Interior Architecture sequence
ignites an awareness of the integration of architecture and interior architecture as a cohesive
Gesamtkunstwerk idea. Blurring the boundaries with a strong basis in Modern Architecture history,
Elements I isolates and studies the following elements of interior architecture: form, function,
spatial composition and transformation, spatial perception and sequencing, light, program,
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experience, proportion, scale, and typology. A photography project, Intelapture or interiorelements-capture, insists that students begin to alter perception of their environments by seeking
out qualities of space that are specifically contributing to interiority and/or to light and materiality.
Most of the other projects are three-dimensional explorations given as a challenge to extract and
develop a strong sense of spatiality from two-dimensional sources. The ubiquitous El Lissitzky
Proun project (as a bridge between art and architecture) challenges students to translate a Proun
painting into the third dimension by extracting space. Resultant projects are capable of fluctuating
scale, appearing simultaneously as an object, an interior, a landscape, and a city. Similarly the
Drawdel project explores issues of space and representation, adding the goal of analyzing an
existing interior by fusing a drawing and a model together into one composition. Perhaps the most
difficult task is the written Manifesto project, which forces students to begin to formulate their
personal vision of design. In the core sequence, Elements 2 is devoted entirely to material study,
particularly in reference to sustainability. Students are exposed to issues of new innovative
materials, new uses for existing materials, sustainable materials, and research through projects
such as the Suitcase. Container projects like the found object suitcases, reminiscent of Cornell and
Duchamp art pieces, house entire specific material libraries in their interiors as the project requires
not only the collection, but also the critical reformulation of the contents. Design-build projects
often find their way into the course. Roving library furniture pieces further extend the idea of
containment, as introductory theoretical ideas such as nomad, skin, domesticity, gender,
alternative programming, and issues of sign verses image (as extension of the wallpaper concept)
begin to structure a critical basis for the work and a basis for future studio exploration.
Studio
In the studios ARIA is taught following two paradigms for practicing Interior Architecture.
Model one is expressed through the design of interior space within and responsive to an existing
architectural enclosure and can include issues of adaptive reuse and renovation of existing spaces.
Historical examples of operating in this paradigm include Carlo Scarpa's Castel Vecchio, Charles
Mackintosh's Willow Room de Luxe Tea Room, and Adolf Loos' American Bar. Contemporary
examples of the design of the interior within an existing enclosure include Office dA's Chapel at
Northeastern University, Diller + Scofidio's Brasserie Restaurant in the Seagram Building in New
York, Philippe Starck's hotel interiors in Manhattan, and Rem Koolhaas’ Prada Store. Herzog and
De Meuron's new Tate Gallery, and La Pena and Torres' monastery are examples of this design
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model applying adaptive reuse issues with a material sensibility. Model two is expressed through
the simultaneous design of the interior and the exterior including the entire building and spatial
environment (furniture, lighting, materiality, spatial and contextual relationships.) Historical
examples include many projects by Le Corbusier, Alvar Aalto, Eileen Gray, and Frank Lloyd
Wright. A specific historical project is Garret Rietveld's Schroeder House. Contemporary examples
include Peter Zumthor's Bath at Vals and Raimund Abraham's Austrian Cultural Centre in
Manhattan. In the studios these models of practicing interiors are the format for the projects. Third
year studios typically follow Model two, completing two projects, one in an urban infill context and
the other in a standard suburban condition. Fourth year studios, on “the room in the city,” apply
Model one in an urban context, providing students with the chance to design an interior in an
existing shell -- allowing more time for the development of interior artifacts, surfaces, systems, and
material experimentation. All studios are sponsored by a larger conceptual framework, therefore
the project type is simply the vehicle for exploring the overriding studio subject matter.
As an example, Spring 2002 ARIA studio, “Foodspace,” is designed around an
investigation of the relationship of food to architecture. Course content involves the historical,
sociological, cultural, ecological, political, and economic presence of food as a motivator for spatial
constructs. In this investigation the process travels from the small-scale interior artifact, to the
room in the city, to the room in the city in the building. After a student-cooked meal, the first project
requires the design of an Eating Apparatus for a specific meal made under the influence of one
food item. Eating Apparatus interior artifact designs are then composed into Ritual Aggregations in
order to make spatial conditions through the relationship of the objects and the ritual of interacting
with them. Then the original type is transformed into Type Variants to accommodate different
relational situations. In the next project phase, a critical examination of foodspace and urban
interior issues of design is positioned through the room in the city project under the influence of the
previous exercises. Students design a restaurant project for New Orleans in shell space of the
exact size of Diller and Scofidio’s Brasserie restaurant in New York, a fact that was not immediately
apparent to students until later in the project although they are very familiar with the restaurant. By
making this size relationship with an existing interior, the choice insinuates that this is a very “real”
project similar to projects they will later work on in a firm, also requiring the design of lighting
strategies for a raw space with very little natural light driven by a conceptual logic as design
motivator. Lastly, the final phase of the project progresses on the insular design of the restaurant
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“room” evolving into the design of a small culinary institute and restaurant in the shell of an existing
corner building in New Orleans’ French Quarter. At least half of the building is new construction
and the rest is within an existing building envelope. In contrast to the usual way of working beginning with the large scale then progressing down to the scale of the detail - this pedagogy
reverses the project by beginning with the space-making qualities of a furniture piece, the Eating
Apparatus, and expanding it to an entire building. The final transition to the building in the city is
the culmination of the project, and students are encouraged to extend their material and conceptual
strategies to the design of the culinary school.
Thesis
Thesis forms the essential ingredient to the success of the ARIA education in the
integrative model. Building on the work done in the Elements courses and the studios, the thesis
allows a semester for focusing entirely on interior architecture issues following either model one or
two depending on the specifics of individual projects. Typically the semester begins with a short
design-build project as the students narrow their research interests, followed by the thesis project
dealing with interior issues in the global context. Traditionally the projects involve international
sites of natural, economic, social or political disasters in order to expand the scope of the student’s
vision for solutions at a humanistic micro-scale. Students choose different responses to the given
site context and issue. Past projects were completed for cities in Turkey after the earthquake,
Sarajevo after the war, Afghanistan, and for Venice with its impending fate of drowning. ARIA
student, Andrea Ray, designed a Hydroponics Research Station for Venice that proposed
possibilities for new agricultural industry with increased self-sufficiency in the city, for ecological
space uses, for interior adaptive reuse possibilities, for education, and ultimately to promote on a
small scale a rebirth in the city which is being consumed by tourism and by a fleeing citizenry.
More immediately the project established re-connective tissue in the city fabric with the creation of
interior public spaces, the reframing of exterior public space, and a programmatic link to underused
canal portions. Morphological studies of the various site cities are an integral part of understanding
the interior aspects of the thesis. Thesis studio promotes the idea that student’s thesis hypotheses
and subsequent interventions at the level of interior architecture may possess powerful implications
for the structure of the macro issues in the chosen cities.
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Collective Thesis
Since the ARIA program’s inception, the structure of Collective Thesis has been the
methodological armature to deliver the general pedagogical objectives. These objectives are the
pursuit of a Collective Thesis, a resultant body of critical work around a focused issue,
development of individual interior architecture thesis hypotheses within the collective topic, and
testing the individual hypothesis through individual interior projects.

Specific pedagogical

objectives are established by faculty on a yearly basis in the studio. Primarily, as research through
teaching, the ARIA Thesis considers this alternative thesis structure of Collective Thesis, the
resultant questions which are the essential end “product”, and the individual versions of the project
which primarily operate as vehicles to generate the questions themselves. Established by the
faculty, each year the thesis “Project” is structured under an umbrella hypothesis pertaining to the
issue of crisis. By front-loading the project topic the individual definition of random thesis topics is
eliminated. It is different than a regular design studio (in which students also work on the same
project) because the students consciously aim for the collective body of work and are aware of the
premise of Collective Thesis. This awareness, in addition to the support thesis research course,
makes a difference in their perception of the studio goal of fostering a communal effort made up of
individual questions and projects. Through working together the work advances more rapidly and
comprehensively. Typically the issue of the ARIA Thesis is a global humanitarian or environmental
crisis, however 2003 work included a retrospective of past work and an inspection of our ways of
operating as a program. We turned the lens back on ourselves.
2003 ARIA Thesis “On the Inside: Architecture School”
To amplify the focus on Interior Architecture, the isolation of a Digital Research Institute
Architecture School project to the interior of Comer Hall, a 1920’s building with handsome Beaux
Art exterior detail, insists that the students refrain from the default design of object buildings that
have dynamic exteriors with no quality interior spaces. Limitations imposed by the skin of Comer
Hall require a strong sectional response. The most effective projects have convincing sectional
qualities prioritizing interior space relationships. Students are allowed to change only 10% of the
exterior of the building fabric and are allowed to change up to 100% of the interior. Materially, the
given guidelines of the studio require a well-crafted strategy for employing specific material palettes
to highlight the fusion of the old and new design components. [One project, “Material Issue,”
proposes that all of the interior building surfaces are elements of a living material library composing
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a testing ground for students.] The building program facilitates around the clock programming and
demands a contemporary architecture school interior that responds to the changes in architecture
education introduced by information technology’s infusion into the school culture and curricula.
Developed in response to the project framework, the resultant thesis questions can be
categorized into four primary themes of interest including Sustainable Environments, Emergent
Systemarchitectures, Digital Logic and Infrastructures, and Biological Metaphors. (Categorization
of individual responses by focus issues came after the studio conclusion.) As one example of the
thesis, “Transplantation” (a project question in the Biological Metaphors category) by Beth Lundell
considered the Digital Research Institute Architecture School in context with the rest of campus
and the existing architecture school. It proposed minimal interior interventions with maximum
impacts and potential for radiating change. Earlier conceptual ideas for a design station inspired
by the function of highly specialized prosthetic devices, led to the idea of transplantation as a more
appropriate and powerful metaphor for adaptive reuse design. The transplant, unlike the prosthetic,
is grafted into an existing interior [body] and becomes part of it. Following this concept, digitally
focused studios, hardware, and software are extracted from the existing school and minimally
usurp space from Comer Hall leaving much of it intact. The transplant is deployed as a liner that
occupies a precise incision [think Matta Clark] into the longitudinal core of the building. With the
assertion that in current curricula, digital technology is functioning at best as a prosthetic, the
project proposes this transplantation to train the digital structures to operate as a transplant, and
therefore as an essential component of the whole. Appropriately, the idea of transplantation is
more invasive, but it is also inherently (by its nature) more integrated and codependent with the
entirety of the design education space. Here the Digital Research Institute Architecture School
deployment in Comer Hall is a test intervention for the transplantation system, which desires to be
transplanted into many malfunctioning physical environments of architecture schools. The action
of transplantation, a permanent installation, jumpstarts the organism of the school and allows for a
new organism to evolve. The material and formal qualities of the transplantation liner has the
potential to change with technology, but the idea remains significant.
2002 ARIA Thesis “Displaced Refugees: Interior/Exterior Skin”
“Displaced Refugees: Interior/Exterior Skin” thesis studio confronts the displaced refugees
of Afghanistan, who compose the highest percentage of refugees in the world.3 This fast-paced
studio is designed as a framework to provide students with opportunities to address the primary
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question, “how can design responses help aid and improve aspects of humanitarian crisis?” The
role of many other professions is clear in such situations, however the role of designers remains
under-explored. As placelessness is induced by social crisis and military conflict, the refugee is
transported from one even-paced reality into a suspended state of slowness, loss, instability, and
despair. The studio framework is based on the thinness of the space of refuge, using the analogue
of skin in relation to the displaced person – the victim of collapsing situations. A primary goal of the
studio is to channel the compounded velocity of the situation into significant design solutions by
proposing swift and efficient assistance to remedy or alleviate some aspects of the massive
humanitarian crisis. In the refugee camp environment of temporality, cheap untactile materiality,
and thin vapid space, a mission to design interiors with architectural surfaces that would result in
more qualitative spaces demands that student designers explore ideas of sensory stimulation in an
attempt to create more positive haptic sensory interfaces for the deprived refugees’ interactions in
their domestic and local environments. Inspired by Juhani Pallasmaa’s statement, “the senses
define the interface between the skin and the world, the interface between the opaque interiority of
the body and the exteriority of the world,”4 the interior architecture work seeks to improve the
quality of refugee daily life not only through deploying stimulating surfaces and spaces, but also
through designing much needed interior artifacts and personal necessities. Through the lens of the
skin boundary and its implications for design assistance, the challenge of designing a Humanitarian
Hub requires students to grasp the power of the supply and demand for aid while also considering
the individual. Individual projects of the course reacted to different issues in the global crisis of
displaced persons and aimed to infect change by smaller scale interventions with short turn-around
times that inherently contain large scale solutions with long term effects.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Auburn’s Architecture/Interior Architecture duel degree proposes that
integration is essential to the contemporary design education of students. Recent ARIA graduates
are in demand nationally because of their qualifications and expertise in the discipline of interior
architecture. Some firms have even begun to establish intern scholarships to support the academic
program, in hopes of attracting more ARIA students to their offices. Established as a reflective
teaching research practice, the program is formulated to allow for modifications and
experimentation in teaching. Seminars respond to changing research interests of the faculty and
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students. The degree begins in the second year of the curriculum and increases its influence in
each year level progressively promoting a “total design” mindset and spirit of exploration for
students.
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I.

Project Outline, Design, and Methodology
The proposed project is to research and document cast iron architecture in the Western

Hemisphere especially that of Haiti. The research products and documentation findings will be
used for educational tools in exhibits, seminars, and classrooms. It will also be submitted for
publication in a refereed journal. Project findings will be used to inform K-12, junior college
students, and university level students of the important aspects of cast iron architecture.
Cast iron has been use for many purposes; such as, statues, pagodas, monuments,
structural engineering elements of buildings, and for decorative elements. In visiting Haiti, we
plan to research and document the way in which cast iron has been used in that culture. The
initial meeting will be with Mr. Patrick Delatour, Director of Preservation, who will facilitate the
development of a plan for conducting the research. Part of our strategy will be to identify places
in Haiti where cast iron is widely used. We expect to travel throughout the country and visit
various notable cast iron structures. We will identify structures useful for the project by talking
with local craftsman and we will document our findings by photographs, sketches, and text.
Development contrivance of structural engineering systems and other aspects of building
construction will be lost in the future if particular care is not taken to save them. Perhaps when
specific architectural structures are well documented and researched by the historical
preservation team, we will have a better chance of learning how to preserve the structures from
extinction. To the craftsmen who engineered significant cast iron structures, the methods by
which buildings were designed were regarded as trade secrets that were passed down from
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generation to generation. These techniques were rarely recorded or cataloged. It is difficult to
identify the period in which certain parts of cast iron pieces were developed or who the
craftsman was that engineered the structure. The construction techniques were taken for granted
in their own time and were not recorded. As these methods and the technologies were not
recorded; there is a critical need to focus on documenting the unrecorded aspects of these historic
procedures and techniques to preserve them.
The use of cast iron in construction provides both an aesthetic and functional quality to
the structure. Cast iron can be described as a high art form for its decorative property which is
displayed in everyday street activities. It has been used in various applications all over the world
since it became readily available in England in 1709. The spread of its popularity and its ease of
fabrication made it a choice product for building construction. Cast iron was used in America as
early as the 1820’s in institutional architectural buildings. It’s not clear when cast iron was first
introduced in Haiti. We hope to gain more knowledge as we research the structures in Haiti and
meet with the local craftsmen.
The outcome of the research is the cataloging of structures, tools, artifacts, and the
remaining architectural facades. We hope these findings will broaden the database concerned
with the many architectural marvels of Haiti and provide the country with a strong tourist
marketing tool. Together with the photographic documentation of the structures found and the
database of information regarding the findings, similar projects can continue at other sites in
Haiti and other countries around the world. We hope to cataloged and photograph the findings
and use them in traveling exhibits to the United States as a tourism tool to attract tourist to the
locations where the artifacts were found. The exhibit may be mounted at several locations
including Howard University, Southern University, and possibly in the Smithsonian institute in
Washington DC.
This research will not only benefit Haiti, but the field of architecture and preservation and
provide a database of information on cast iron architecture artifacts which can be use as a
resource for educating the public of a lost work of functional art. This research is only the
beginning of what can be extended to other areas of architectural research in the Caribbean.
The first step of this research is a visit to Haiti at the beginning of August to begin
collecting data and to start the inventory process in the Preservation Department of Haiti. I plan
on making several trips to Haiti to help process the information and record the findings using a
digital camera, rubbings, and by interviewing craftsman during the period August 2003 to July
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2004. Having the opportunity to attend the 2004 Hawaii International Conference, will provide
me with the opportunity to receive first hand comments from academicians and architectural
professionals before proceeding to the public with my findings. The input and criticism from the
humanities community will help with the success of this research project. This research will not
only benefit the arts and humanities community, but society in general.
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The US Setting:
According to the 2000 Census, Asian Indians now number about 1.7 million in a
national population of about 284 million. This figure most likely does not include the
several thousand Indian students in various four-year colleges and universities. The
fascinating point about this immigration is that most of the Indian immigrants have
arrived since 1970. More astounding, about 57 percent have arrived in the US during
1990-99, thanks to the internet boom and the concurrent growth in the computer software
industries. In terms of absolute numbers since 1970, India as the source country is
number four, after Mexico, China-Taiwan-Hong Kong, and the Philippines.
The citizenship rate of Indians is about 36%, largely because so many of them
arrived during 1990-99, and it takes time to obtain citizenship. This rate is not as high as
the citizenship rate for immigrants from the Philippines (over 60%); it is also not as low
as the rate for the Mexican immigrants (20%). Most probably, this rate will increase as
the 1990s settlers get ready to apply (1).

Education, Income, and Poverty Rates:
Although Asian Indians are less than 0.5% of the national population of the US,
they are one of the wealthiest. While the annual median income of all immigrants is only
about 76 percent of the native born, Asian Indians as a group earn about 80% more than
the average of the native born. The median family income in the US in 2000 was about
47,000 dollars. A big part of the explanation lies in the disproportionate number of
professionals in the group with post-secondary education. There is a heavy concentration
of doctors, engineers, computer specialists, and college and university professors among
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the Asian Indian population. Therefore, it is not a surprise that the group earns such a
high median income. In fact, very few other groups in US history have seen so many of
their first generationers accumulate hundreds of millions of dollars, thanks to the
computer, medical, telecommunication, and the internet industries.
Despite their recent origin, Indians have done quite well in self-employment. The
Indian self-employment rate is about 16%, well-behind Koreans at 24%, but comparable
to the Chinese/Taiwanese (17%), Polish (16%), and Canadians (17%). It is also higher
than the self-employment rate for the native born (12%). None of the other immigrant
groups surpasses them with regard to the rate of self-employment.
It is not a surprise, therefore, that the poverty rate among Asian Indians is one of
the lowest. A little over 9% of Asian Indians are in poverty, compared to 26% of those of
Mexican and 33% of those of Dominican origins. The poverty threshold for a family
consisting of two adults and two children in 2000 dollars is about 17,000 dollars per year.
16% of Asian Indians are without health insurance, compared to 13.5% for the native
born. In this particular scenario, then, the income success has not corresponded with
obtaining health insurance. Although it is still lower than the poverty rate for the native
born (11%), the community should consider helping out those in need through charitable
drives and other self-help projects. Even 9% should be considered a shame in a group that
has the highest percentage of professionals and is one of the wealthiest in America.

Ethnicity, Assimilation, and Discrimination
From the income, education, and poverty data, one is likely to gather an
impression that there are very few trouble spots with the group. Yet, a look beyond the
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superficial would provide a different picture. Asian Indians, despite their economic
success, are less important to political parties and leaders, unlike other groups of
comparable size, such as the Koreans in Los Angeles and the Cubans in Miami. There are
very few faces of Asian Indians origin in the mass media, in particular television. It is
hard to find many popular Asian Indian faces in professional sport and entertainment. It
seems like an invisible group, reluctant to take its proper place in America.
For almost a hundred years, many scholars have studied the patterns of adaptation
of immigrant groups in America. Many earlier immigrant groups settled into enclaves
and used the very ethnic cover to gradually assimilate themselves into the host society.
Occupational advances by immigrant groups in the second generation took many out of
the ethnic ghettos, and facilitated assimilation. The examples of earlier immigrants of
Polish, Scandinavian, Italian, and Jewish origins proved this salient point. Many thought
that a gradual assimilation into the dominant cultural ethos of America was inevitable
over time. But Asian Indians, certainly the newly arrived 630,000 since 1990, many of
whom are in high flying, well-paying, professional jobs, do not confirm to this
generational pattern. Most of the Asian Indians do not settle in residential enclaves. They
are well spread out, pretty much across the country, although some concentration has
been seen in the Greater New York-northern New Jersey, Washington DC, DallasHouston, Chicago, and Los Angeles-San Francisco areas. But even there they do not
resemble at all the historically famous China towns, Italian neighborhoods, Polish
enclaves, and Cuban hamlets. But, nonetheless, as immigrants, Asian Indians face
considerable problems of adjustment in and adaptation to the American society. Money
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and education do not automatically facilitate their acceptance by the host society;
sometimes, acceptance is given grudgingly.
Compared to other Asian immigrant groups, such as the Chinese, Japanese, and
Vietnamese, comprehensive studies on Asian Indians have been rather limited. There are
some studies that have examined the impact of religion in the Indian community. Some
others have studied the problem of ethnic accommodation in schools. But these studies
are not generalizable to the Asian Indian population as a whole. Some of these studies
have been confined to one geographical area---New York City. Several others have
focused on very small samples in specific county, city, and/or formal organizational
settings. Among the areas of concern, the patterns of ethnic adjustment and satisfaction,
the ethnic conception of love and marriage, cultural discourse and ethnic identity in
religious settings, life satisfaction and life changes among Asian Indian women, and the
role of values in the processes of socialization have received some attention. A few have
focused on mental health of the immigrants from India. But in general because these
studies concentrate on very restrictive samples and the cross-sectional variations within
the Asian Indian community on the basis of sub-regional, linguistic, and historical
contexts have not been adequately addressed. These shortcomings also render these
studies rather limited in regard to drawing a comparative analysis with other immigrant
groups in the United States.
In particular, we need to focus on discrimination against immigrants of Asian
Indian origin. Despite the much-heralded economic success, there are great many stories
of institutional discrimination against many members of this group. Since the group does
not succumb to the geographically centered residentially based ethnic enclave patterns,
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common to earlier immigrant groups, it becomes much harder to detect these behaviors in
the absence of systematic studies. For example, there has been plenty of evidence
collected from a study done in the Silicon Valley that supports the discrimination
hypothesis. The study by Alarcon (1999) points to the fact that a significant number of
Asian Indian professionals in the Silicon Valley complain about the existence of "glass
ceiling" that prevents them from obtaining significant managerial positions. In fact,
according to Fernandez (1998) the Federal Glass Ceiling Commission has found that
Asian Indian male professionals are less likely than other Asian and White males to be in
management positions. Economic success and ethnic discrimination can and do co-exist.
But attempting to study the various overlapping mechanisms of such processes can only
enrich our understanding of assimilation. Just as any society is an unfinished business, I
contend that ethnic conflict and assimilation patterns may not be homogeneous but
change shapes and forms, and, therefore, should be studied.
The above experience contrasts tremendously with the experiences of Asian
Indians in the Caribbean, in particular in the countries of Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago.

The Caribbean Setting:
Existing historical evidence suggests that the first shipload of East Indian
immigrants arrived in British Guyana in May of 1838 (2). Between 1838 and 1917, the
last mentioned was the year when indentured labor importation to the British Caribbean
ceased, about 500,000 East Indians had come to the former British colonies. Except for
about 37,000, who landed in Jamaica, most of the rest went to two British colonies:
Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago (3). Both Hindus and Muslims were part of this
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relocation of humans, Muslims account for about 1/6th of all East Indian population.
Currently, those of Indian origin constitute about 51% of the population of Guyana and
those of African origin constitute about 31% of the population. In the case of Trinidad
and Tobago, the share of these two groups in terms of percentages is roughly the same,
about 40% of the population (4).

The Theories:
The discussion of ethnic identity in the Caribbean sociology has generally been
influenced by the patterns studied in the United States. In American sociology, the
analysis of ethnicity has been much influenced by two dominant theoretical perspectives:
assimilationist and pluralist. The assimilationist position has adhered to the belief that
cultural legacies of the various national origin groups pass through later generations in
progressively diluted forms and ultimately disappear in modern society (5). This "melting
pot" orientation rests on the assumption that the importance of ascribed status would
decline with increasing modernization and the accompanying emphasis on the socially
acceptable traits of universalism and achievement.
The pluralist position, on the other hand, emphasizes the persistence of cultural
heritage, notwithstanding the changes in major areas of society, such as the labor market,
patterns of interaction between groups in informal settings, and increased educational
opportunities (6). According to this position, ethnic identity or group consciousness tends
to emerge and manifest itself most acutely in the drive toward modernization, as diverse
groups come in contact and compete for scarce items like power and privileges in society.
The major question then is: Do ethnic groups continue to maintain their distinctiveness in
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the face of long term structural changes in residential settlement patterns, increased
urbanization, and the nature and extent of their labor market participation?
At this stage, this paper attempts to test the rival claims of the assimilationist and
pluralist perspectives in light of the changes in the economy, society, and labor market
conditions in Guyana and Trinidad and Tobago, in particular in the time period since
political independence. Furthermore, it has put the Caribbean experience in a
comparative perspective with the United States whenever appropriate.

Introducing the Labor Market:
Stanley Lieberson's work on immigrant groups in the US suggests that the
location of these groups in the occupational structure would contribute immensely to a
particular definition of their ethnicity (7). The meanings that other groups assign to a
particular ethnic label are likely to change as the group progresses through the various
positions on the occupational hierarchy. In the beginning of this process, of course, the
group's cultural background as Indians, or, more specifically as Hindus and Muslims,
would play a major role in framing a definition of East Indian ethnicity in the context of
the Caribbean.
The monolithic treatment of ethnicity by some scholars of Indian origin
emphasizes the preponderance of the beginning, namely, the cultural legacy that the
Indian immigrants had brought with them when they arrived in Guyana and Trinidad &
Tobago (8). Yet plenty of research on societies that are multi-ethnic with considerable
migrant population, such as the US and Canada, suggests that identity changes directly as
a result of occupational changes of the successive generations. In other words, it may
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have been true that the status of the arriving immigrant groups in the 19th century was
relatively homogeneous in the new country. But once the occupational change took place
it was inevitable that ethnic identity also underwent change. In simpler terms, the Indian
community in the Caribbean may still look Indian in the absence of a significant number
of inter-ethnic marriages with other groups, still their identity would change not only in
terms of how others perceive them but also on the basis of how they perceive themselves.
In the beginning, the definitional fiat was superimposed by the British Colonial
administration and the newly liberated African ex-slave population. In that context, the
"indentured agricultural laborer" was construed as synonymous with the Indian identity,
as that is exactly what most people did. The argument thus proposed in this paper is this:
Once generational change occurred, mobility was facilitated not only because of the
outlawing of indentureship but also because other forms of urban and industry-based
development models were followed by the colonial and post-colonial regimes. Larger
societal changes also affected the status of Indians, a number of which eventually found
employment outside of agriculture. The labor market conditions, then, are argued in this
paper to be the key determinant of ethnic identity for Indians in the Caribbean, in
particular in Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago.
At the outset of the migration from the Subcontinent, despite wide differences in
caste backgrounds of the immigrants, in particular for the majority Hindus, almost all of
them became agricultural laborers. Evidence suggests that immigrant group identity in
the recipient country was very much tied to their status in the occupational structure (9).
In the case of Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago, most members of the Indian community,
in particular the first arrivals between 1838 and 1917 entered at the lowest point of the
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stratification system. They were mainly indentured laborers, tied to the plantation, and
were largely perceived as temporary inhabitants in these societies. The Indians also
thought of themselves as such, being temporary, always keeping alive the hope that they
would return to the Subcontinent at the termination of their labor contracts (10). Having
entered at the lowest levels of the colonial occupational hierarchy, they also pushed up
those who were agricultural laborers before them, namely, African slaves who had come
to the colonies long before the arrival of Indians. The emancipation of slaves and the
importation of Indian laborers reinforced the status of Indians as the occupants of the
lowest level jobs in society. In a sociological sense, the ethnic identity of Indians as
Indians saw it and the ethnic identity of Indians as other groups saw it were much
different. Indian ethnic identity in the beginning refused to accept the status, which was
imposed on them that they were the lowest of the low. From their vantage point, the
cultural legacy that they had brought with them arguably provided them with hope and
dignity, which others did not properly comprehend (11).
To understand the occupational concentration of immigrants from India in the
West Indies, it is necessary to consider the internal diversity of the group at the time of
arrival in ritualistic and economic skills, which some members capitalized on as
opportunities arose during their stay in these colonies. But undoubtedly in the beginning,
the particular monocultural economies of both Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago made
sugar the king, and the status of Indians though considered lowly by colonial standards
was an integral part of the mercantile economy (12).
The preponderance of sugar in the economies of Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago
contributed to the ecological concentrations of Indian communities. Under indentured tenure, an
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overwhelming majority of Indian immigrants stayed on the plantations. After the termination of
their indentured contracts, those who wished to stay decided to reside adjacent to the plantations
in order to ensure both economic and social capital from their fellow ethnics (13). However, as
successive generations ended their indentureship, many decided to try their skills in rice
cultivation, a skill that was non-existent in the British Caribbean, but one that was imported to
these colonies from India. The diversity within the community was becoming more apparent by
World War II. There was already a multi-tier system within the Indian community, largely tied to
what the members did in the colonial occupational structure. In the first tier, from the bottom
were those tied to the sugar plantations. Above them, were those who had the freedom to sell
their labor power, as most of them had ended their indentureship successfully. And above them,
was a small group of retail merchants and moneylenders (14). The Hindu priests and the Muslim
Maulanas, who the Indians considered to be at the top of the ritualistic hierarchy, did not carry
much of an independent status, as their links to the occupational structure was rather weak; theirs
was mostly a derived status.
Scholars have noted that the Indian experience as rice farmers may have been a function
of their previous experience as farmers or being from rural India or from families with ties to rice
cultivation (15). One must also understand that rice farming was equally a function of the small
amount of capital that the farmers could raise among family members and friends. Thus, it was
both a convergence of entrepreneurial spirit using the availability of existing skill as well as the
availability of capital. Opportunities for Indians by World War I were mostly confined to being
agricultural laborers in sugar estates or being rice farmers, or for some being both. These
occupational behaviors were also sustained by living in villages or in ethnic enclaves, which
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contributed to group solidarity. Others perceived this ecological concentration of Indians in close
proximity as contributing to that outsider status in the West Indian colonial society (16).

Ecological Concentrations:
The importance of sugar and the monocultural economic model necessitated that the
cohorts of Indians live in close proximity in villages or in similar residential settlements. The
establishment of Indian villages or residential settlements must be viewed not as a cultural
phenomenon but as one that is much tied to the specific stage of development in the Caribbean.
pre-urban Caribbean societies were characterized by specific living arrangements, where the
planters-owners of capital lived in central locations and the poor laborers in the periphery (17).
However, by the middle of the twentieth century, urban centers in both Guyana and Trinidad &
Tobago were increasingly characterized by the dispersal of commercial and industrial activities
made possible by expanded use of newly available modes of transportation and communication.
As urban centers developed, status shifted to residents of these urban areas. As Indian
communities were late arrivals in the urban areas their status had to be negotiated with other
groups, in particular the Africans and the white colonials (18).
Unlike the immigrant history of the United States, the English speaking Caribbean
societies did not experience the extent of assimilation that was expected. Assimilation theorists
contain that as immigrants settle in their new surroundings, they and subsequently their
descendants would and should become more involved with the mainstream life of the host
society (19). But in the culturally segregated life of Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago, assimilation
(or, perhaps amalgamation is a better word) did not occur easily. However, assimilation should
not be confused with the lack of any changes in the occupational behavioral patterns of East
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Indians. There were certainly changes in the occupational structure, and an increased number of
middle class jobs were made available. Partly as a response to that, many Indians moved from
the sugar plantations to rice, retail trade, and subsequently to other professions such as
bureaucracy, teaching, politics, and technical careers.

Ethnic Communities:
The influence of residential patterns on the development and maintenance of ethnic
communities of Indians was very important (20). Occupational segregation was reinforced by
residential segregation. The rural neighborhoods in which Indians lived in the nineteenth century
contained the major institutions of work, religion, family, leisure (of which there was very little),
and colonial and internal social control. The colonial authorities eagerly controlled the
movements of Indians outside of the sugar plantations. Many scholars have noted that those
Indians who ventured out and traveled to urban areas faced considerable harassment and
discomfort (21).
By the third decade of the twentieth century, pretty much by the time indentured labor
contracts were made illegal, the city culture was also being sustained in Georgetown and Port of
Spain. While urban areas in these two cities contained more institutions, because of the late
arrival of Indians in urban areas they were unable to obtain gainful employment in significant
numbers in the burgeoning bureaucracies and other urban-related occupations, which would
come much later. Since few residential areas contained large concentrations of Indians, it
established a certain ethnic-economic identity. What pluralist scholars have noted was actually a
combination of these two identities. In the beginning, certainly between 1838 and 1917, these
two identities were mostly collapsed into one. But this did not last in the second half of the
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twentieth century. The very reason the two identities disentangled themselves was because of the
internal occupational diversity among Indians. This internal diversity would force others to also
perceive that diversity as the emergence of a new Indian-Caribbean ethnic identity, which was
different from the earlier ethnic-economic super identity.
The effect of residential community on ethnic identity is directly relevant to the pluralist
argument that Indians maintain their separate ethnic identity, largely because of their distinct
cultural origins. It is true that in classic pluralist studies in the United States scholars have noted
increasing patterns of religious endogamy but ethnic exogamy in marital relations (22). In the
case of the Caribbean, the reverse had occurred. Indians, both Hindus and Muslims, should be
considered exogamous in the religious sense, but endogamous in the ethnic sense. In that
context, many scholars have noted that as early as the beginning of the twentieth century
considerable number of inter-marriages between Hindus and Moslems had taken place (23). This
is very much in line with research conducted in the United States which argues that ethnic
communities become crystallized in recipient countries largely as a response to local conditions,
and not because they all came from another culture (24). Glazer’s study in the case of the United
States suggests that some ethnic groups evolve from a smaller, more parochial existence into
more regional and national bases of organizations (25). Indians in both Guyana and Trinidad are
a case in point. As most of them did not go back after their indentured tenureship had expired,
they gradually developed a new orientation, which was more than just ethnic. It was much more
Caribbean than Indian. Neilli's research in Chicago concludes that the community and group
consciousness among southern Italians in the US, although of diverse origins, formed a relatively
new identity even though pretty much like the Indians they were mostly from the agriculturalrural regions of Italy and they did have greater loyalties to their tribe, clan, or villages (26).
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Ethnic cultures may be the result of a selective process, which consists of an evercontinuing interaction between the nature of the local communities, including villages and
indentured-communities, available economic opportunities, and the national religious or cultural
heritage of the group (27). In that respect, pluralists did not account for the importance of the
labor market and economic opportunities or the lack of them in the Caribbean for Indians. In
addition, it is important to note how these factors interacted with the living conditions. Old world
traits, such as food, language, rituals, and other aspects of human behavior may persist, but that
is not to say that changes did not take place as a result of the economic and administrative
restrictions and opportunities accorded to the Indian communities in the Caribbean.

Ethnicity and Poverty:
If one can consider the fact that most Indians in Guyana started in the time period around
the 1850s at the very bottom of the Guyanese society, then it is important to note some changes
that subsequently took place in their structural conditions. Data from the World Bank for the
1990s suggest that in terms of the poverty data Indo-Guyanese are not the worst; the incidence of
poverty among the Indo Guyanese is 34 %. Compared with 43 % for the Afro-Guyanese and 88
% for the Guyanese of Indigenous origin, a significant change over a time period of over 150
years (28). In the case of Trinidad & Tobago, whose ethnic composition is similar to that of
Guyana, the following is worth noting. The incidence of poverty among Indo-Trinidadians is
17.3%, compared with 25% among Afro-Trinidadians. Altogether, Afro-Trinidadians constitute
47%, Indo-Trinidadians 36%, and the mixed races 18% of the poor population. Trinidad &
Tobago in general has less poverty than Guyana, and Indo-Trinidadians have taken advantage of
the greater opportunities available in Trinidad and Tobago. The oil sector accounts for a big part
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of that difference. Although there has been some indication that in the mid-to-late 1990s, the
poverty index worsened in both Trinidad and Guyana, it is important to note where the Indian
communities in these societies started from. Over a time period of one hundred and fifty years, a
significant portion of them have moved into areas outside of the traditional sectors of sugar and
rice into business and technical sectors of the economy (29). This diversity has had a beneficial
impact on group poverty. It would be naive under such circumstances to assume that ethnic
identity remained static under conditions of increased mobility and movement.

Ethnicity Identity in Contemporary Caribbean:
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Unlike the United States and Canada, large-scale migration to Guyana and
Trinidad & Tobago did not materialize in the second half of the twentieth century. In the
absence of such migration, the changes in the character of ethnicity of Indians primarily
evolved around several local factors: (a) the extent of occupational diversity experienced
by the community; (b) the extent to which the community became urban-centered, and (c)
the context of reception of Indians at these urban centers. Much research in the Americas,
especially in the Midwest of the US point to the fact that ethnic identity was strongly
sustained by both formal and informal interactions fomented through the work place and
residential neighborhood (30). Working class neighborhoods were vibrant in sustaining
ethnic identity of their members in cities as far apart as Philadelphia, Chicago, and
Milwaukee (31). But by the time World War II ended, something happened. Due to the
continued development of transportation and communication networks, industries no
longer needed to stay put in these cities of the Northeast and the Midwest. In search for
low cost cities, the movement gravitated toward many cities of the southwest and
southeast of the country. Houston, Atlanta, and Charlotte deserve attention in that regard.
But such movements are only possible in larger countries like the United States. No such
movement occurred in the Caribbean. Since the two economies of Guyana and Trinidad
remained planted in their urban-industrial centers of Port of Spain and Georgetown, it
was important for Indians to break the structural barriers to entry. Such barriers had long
been erected in both countries in the areas of public sector employment. The schools and
the governmental bureaucracies were disproportionately populated by Africans and the
mixed races with the few whites at the top of these structures. For example, by 1931,
Indians in Guyana were 16% of all professionals and about 1/3rd of all merchants and
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shopkeepers (32). This is a far cry from the turn of the century when the overwhelming
majority of Indians were either in sugar, rice, or both. These changes reflect their drive
toward greater affinity with the local society by increased interaction in schools and local
businesses.
Since World War II, with the advent of increased automobile use, the close
relationship between the location of employment and that of residence was greatly
loosened in the US; however, no such development was greatly felt in the Caribbean,
meaning that the strength of the tie that had been formed between places of work and
residence was not significantly disrupted. Hence, the process of change was much slower,
but it happened nonetheless, much faster in Trinidad & Tobago than in Guyana. The
increased importance of the petroleum sector and the expansion it provided in the local
economy in terms of creating extended job opportunities proved as a catalyst for the
rupture between the location of employment and that of residence (33). No such
development was witnessed in Guyana.
The rural village setting of Indians with priests, temples, and extended families,
characterized by extensive use of Indian languages and rituals no doubt sustained a sense
of Indianness, but that sense no doubt changed with the passing of successive
generations, as they sought to identify and integrate with the host society. The dreams
and hopes of returning to India had largely faded by the end of World War II. Marital
relationships were largely endogamous but scholars have noted with the passage of time
an increased number of marriages across caste and religious lines. Marital ties with nonIndians were largely constrained because of not only the limited nature of informal
contacts but also the restricted mobility patterns on the part of the Indian (34). Even in
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the rural settings, what others commonly characterize as typically Indian behavior was
also largely a function of their peculiar participation in the economic life. Peasant
occupation demanded certain types of family interaction and extended family links. The
motif was primarily to accumulate social and financial capital. These cultural foundations
were largely used by Indians to get to that goal.
Berger’s study in the Boston area demonstrated this salient point quite well (35).
If one translated his arguments to Indians in another context it would read like this: For
other social groups, in particular the Africans and the whites in the Caribbean the image
of Indians working in sugar and rice fields was colored by ethnic glasses. Even though
the villages were largely recognized as Indian communities, the argument could be made
that the effect of ethnicity was secondary to that of community and class. In other words,
in the eyes of those others in the Guyanese and Trinidadian societies community and
ethnicity were one and the same, while in actuality they were distinct, not only in their
theoretical construction but also in their content. As time passed since the arrival of the
first shipload of indentured laborers and diverse settlement patterns were witnessed in the
twentieth century, at the beginning of which this particular type of labor contract was
made illegal, a sense of identity developed and it was quite distinct from old ethnicity.
There are parallels to this in the experiences of Blacks and Puerto Rican
immigrants in the United States. Since most of these communities of Blacks and Latinos
were far removed from the best economic opportunities, their informal networks
regarding job availability were considered critical (36). These networks were not tied to
economic opportunities but to social and kinship ties. But segregation of residential
patterns was facilitated by the economic nature of their group existence, and not because
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of any special ethnic solidarity. Therefore, even in the beginning of the arrival of Indians,
the very construction of villages and settled communities on and around sugar plantations
were as much economic as social. The same argument that labor market conditions that
afforded them only limited opportunities to participate, and that too as mostly agricultural
laborers, still holds as an important determinant of ethnic identity and not the other way
around.
The importance of ethnicity in the formation of Indian communities was not
really a simple process of large groups of people from various regions of India settling in
or around the sugar plantations in the nineteenth century; the type of settlement was also
partly a reaction to the marginal social and political existence. Some ethnic behavior can
be maintained regardless of the type of occupation and the type of settlement one is in.
Even contemporary research among the Jewish population despite their tremendous
economic resilience in the US has found evidence of some ethnic cultural sustenance
(37). Ethnic salience and identification can be maintained through the family and friends
whether or not the members live in the same neighborhood. But in the context of the
Caribbean, fresh inputs from India were not a factor after 1917, and not until after
Independence significant political and cultural contacts were reinvigorated. Therefore,
whatever ideas people had brought with them from India were undoubtedly beginning to
take on a new twist, largely as a response to the interaction with the local factors in the
Caribbean. The maintenance of ethnic organizations manifested themselves in a big way
around the date of political independence from Britain. Yes, more temples and mosques
were built. But these were also indications of greater financial and social strengths of
these communities. Poojas and parades and the celebrations of Indian rituals intensified;
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they were not exclusively ethnic but a manifestation of their increased diversity as an
ethnic group. Most of that diversity can be understood as occupational diversity. The
argument proposed here then is this: ethnicity or ethnic identity should not be construed
primarily as an ascribed status with no change or variation but rather as a dynamic
variable. The extent of ethnic identity or national heritage is likely to vary depending on
the situation of a group. We must examine in detail the various forms of occupational
involvement of a large majority of Indians in Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago.
Pluralists have used the historical facts that the African and the Indian populations
in Guyana and Trinidad have been clashing with each other. Some have characterized it
as a clash of cultures. It is true that in the beginning Indians were mostly an agrarian
group whereas the Africans were mostly semi-skilled and skilled professionals who
settled in urban areas. The mutual suspicion of these groups was further exacerbated in
the post-independence period. Many pluralist writers have contended that political
patronage and clientelistic politics have played big role in ethnic mobilization (38). But
that should not be misconstrued as expressions of separate identities as ethnic groups.
Conflicts could be a function of structural dissimilarities in conditions. For example,
Bissessar has noted that there is considerable ethnic imbalance in the public sector
employment in both Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago (39). For example, according to
Debiprashad and Rambudhram, in large public sector enterprises in Guyana, there have
been only 5 Indian Chairmen of Boards compared to 50 for the Afro-Guyanese. As
members of Boards and Commissions of major public sector companies, the Afro
Guyanese outnumber Indo-Guyanese 487 to 6. Similar imbalances have also been noted
in the Directorship of financial institutions, where the ratio favors Afro-Guyanese over
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Indo-Guyanese by a ratio of 34 to 6 (40). Of course, restrictive barriers in the case of
public sector employment have indeed contributed to many Indo-Guyanese attempting to
develop their talent in the private business sector.
Many studies have noted in recent years that as many Indian settlers have moved
in close proximity of Africans, many interactions have resulted in even cultural and
political solidarity activities between African Muslims and Indian Muslims. There have
been some instances of inter-marriage as well (41).

Conclusion:
Much research has been done on the salience of race, ethnic identity and
community as well as culture in the face of tremendous adversity in the Caribbean. The
Indianists have maintained that the salience of ethnic identity in Guyana and Trinidad &
Tobago has proven the importance and staying power of the Indian culture. However,
assimilationists have maintained that over time ethnic identity would change and loose its
initial character. The experiences of these two nations in the Caribbean suggest that we
are probably finding more support for considerable variations in the expression of ethnic
identity. Pluralists have vehemently maintained the importance of portable heritage,
which moves around with groups but stays strong regardless of the conditions in which
communities find themselves. It is no doubt much more dynamic than that. It is always
necessary to understand the relationship between the ethnic group members with larger
macro social processes in society such as schooling, occupational participation, and
political organization. Yes, places of residence matter, but they do indeed interact with
the external conditions, an important one of which corresponds to the context of
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reception. In the post-independence period, in that context it is useful to bring in the role
of the state. State policies became critical in both countries as power struggle intensified
in the post-independence period (42).
Notwithstanding all that, a different position is proposed here. It is true that much
of the behavior commonly associated with ethnicity and culture is actually a function of
the structural conditions under which the groups find themselves. Experiences from the
United States suggest that the ethnic ghettos of Chicago and New York no doubt indicate
ethnic behavior and identity but at the same time it also demonstrated a very different set
of structural conditions (43). Ethnic identity that is defined in terms of the presence or
absence of frequent patterns of association and identification with common origins is but
crystallized under conditions of residential stability and segregation, common
occupational position, and dependence on local institutions and services. More
specifically, ethnic identity changes with new experiences with the patterns of
employment. The more diverse it becomes, the more variations one is likely to see in the
expression of that identity. There will be an identity no doubt, but it is a fluid identity
very much determined on the basis of local and present conditions.
It is natural to expect that ethnic identity is strongest among members who are
geographically clustered and have occupations that are relatively similar in terms of their
status on the occupational hierarchy. People are indeed dependent on their communities
for cultural items and values if only other community members are willing to supply
them and available for that. For example, when looking for a job, when a child is born,
when a person becomes old and needs care, these and other day-to-day needs may be
served by neighbors or institutions from the private or the state sector. When most people
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working in these areas belong to same ethnicity, the likelihood of ethnic behavior and
identification with ethnic origins should be likely greater.
Despite what critics may say, being a descendant of an Indian immigrant does not
necessarily make that individual an ethnic. Ethnicity is indeed a variable and so is the
expression of that identity. Indian ethnicity is very different today in both Guyana and
Trinidad & Tobago than what has been usually presented by pluralists. At the same time,
it has not lost many of its distinctiveness unlike what has been expected by
assimilationists.
Ethnic identity is indeed a function of several processes. It is a manifestation of
the way populations are organized in terms their occupational involvement, the diversity
therein, institutions and the extent of ethnic homogeneity in those institutions, and so on.
Indian ethnicity in the Caribbean may have in contemporary times little to do with India
but much to do with the activities of survival and mobility experiences, and the structure
of opportunities and the context of reception from other actors in the Caribbean. And that
includes the African, the mixed races, the small minority of whites, and the role of the
state and politics.
Several factors, then, interact among themselves to indicate that the Indian
Diaspora does exist but not in the ways pluralists have expected them to exist. They are
dynamic and they do change and crystallize in very different forms and shapes than could
have been predicted under either assimilationist or pluralist viewpoints. That is what one
would call a collection of segmented ethnic identities. And the Indian ethnic identity is
Guyana and Trinidad & Tobago is precisely that: a collection of segmented identities
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largely determined by the occupational and social factors of the host Caribbean societies
and not those of the Indian Subcontinent.
In the United States, largely as a result of their extraordinary affluence, Asian
Indians have also developed generally positive but segmented identities, again largely as
a function of their specific location in the labor market (e.g., in private business or
salaried), the time of entry, the extent to which the host society reacted to them
positively, and the numerical strength of members of the same regional and/or linguistic
group from within India. Needless to say, much work needs to be done to sort out many
loose ends outlined above in future research.
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Teaching Kawabata Yasunari’s Snow Country
From an Intertextual Perspective
(Abstract)
Nobuko Miyama Ochner
University of Hawaii at Manoa
In recent years, use of Western literary theory and critical approaches in reading
non-Western literature, such as Japanese literature, appears to be more and more widely
accepted. In this paper I present an approach to teaching Kawabata Yasunari’s novel
Snow Country (1935-1947) using the concept of Intertextuality as a pedagogical tool.
The term “intertextuality” is relatively new, derived from the critical writings of
Julia Kristeva. However, the concept and practice of intertextuality are of much older
origin. In the East Asian literary tradition, in particular, reading literary works
intertextually has been very much a part of the traditional practices of the readers as well
as the critics. In a sense, using the concept of intertextuality as a pedagogical tool is a
fusion of old and new, Eastern and Western.
There are, however, different ideas of what constitutes intertextuality, and
consequently one needs to be careful in defining the meaning of one’s use. I use the term
“intertextuality” here as a way of reading a literary text by examining the ways in which
the older texts became incorporated into it, forming a richer, fuller text. Simultaneously,
by becoming a part of the new text, these older texts come alive once again, even as a
background element, when the reader encounters them in the act of reading.
In a recent graduate course on Shôwa literature, I treated Kawabata Yasunari’s
Yukiguni (Snow Country) in the original Japanese, along with three other texts by
different authors, under the topic of intertextuality. An intertextual reading of Yukiguni
reveals meanings that are often buried just beneath the polished surface of the narrative.
It is certainly the case in reading an English translation, in which specific references to
older “texts” are sometimes missing. Examples of older “texts” embedded in Yukiguni
are Suzuki Bokushi’s (1770-1842) Hokuetsu seppu [Accounts of snow in northern Echigo
Provice], the Nô play Matsukaze (PiningWind), a haiku about the Milky Way by Matsuo
Bashô, two Kabuki plays Kanjinchô and Shin Urashima, and the Tanabata legend.
Using the concept of intertextuality in examining a literary text gives the reader a
glimpse of the way the writer constructed his own “fabric” of the text, carefully using
selected existing texts as connecting devices, or “threads,” that highlight the recurrent
themes. How Kawabata constructed his text can, of course, be only surmised, based on
the completed text.
The literary allusions in Yukiguni, that are broadly regarded as instances of
intertextuality, are generally aligned in two categories: 1) those dealing with travel, and
2) those concerning weaving. The culminating image of the Milky Way combines these
two clusters of earlier texts into a grand finale.
Thus, reading Snow Country from an intertextual perspective opens up new
dimensions of the work and enriches the reading experience.
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ABSTRACT
This article addresses issues of literacy and learning styles observed in a group of
at-risk middle school minority students in an inner-city public school system. The
sample consisted of students in the 7th grade (54.4%) and 8th grade (45.5%) whose ages
ranged from 12 to 16 years old. The majority of the students in the study displayed
learning styles consistent with concrete sequential (25%), concrete global (21.2%), and
abstract sequential (23%), all totaling roughly 75% of the sample. The sensory
preferences of this sample (mainly kinesthetic 62.1% and tactual 22.7%) were consistent
with prior findings that indicate that either very young or underachieving readers tend to
have tactile and kinesthetic learning preferences (Carbo, Dunn, & Dunn, 1986, Duhaney
and Ewing 1998). The present study offers educators a chance to appreciate culturally
specific reading and learning challenges, as well as understanding the need for
instructional methodologies that match individual learning styles preferences in order to
promote reading achievement and academic performance. Classroom implications and
future research trends are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Student success rates are influenced by a wide variety of factors. Historically, it
was commonly believed that social, economic and political factors altered students’
attention and impeded their learning (Dunn and Dunn, 1978). However, in the last
twenty years the burden for low academic achievement has shifted to schools, teachers
and instructional methods and programs, thus resulting in an increased incentive to
provide a high-quality education putting the emphasis on students’ individual learning
needs (Turner 1993). In parallel, research interests have moved towards the analysis of
diverse learner factors (such as personality types, learning style preferences, learning
strategies and anxiety, among others) and their relationship to different academic skills
(Cohen 2000; Ehrman, 1996; Oxford 1990; 2001; Weaver and Cohen 1997).
The focus of this study is on one specific academic skill, namely reading
comprehension. Recent reading scores indicate that two-thirds of U.S. students fall
below the proficient level defined by the federal government, while 37% score below the
basic knowledge level of reading (Zernike 2001). In this regard, research studies (Carbo
1997; Skipper 1997) have found that most successful readers show the highest match of
individual reading styles with instructional practices. Conversely, unsuccessful readers
have the greatest mismatch between preferred reading styles and instructional method
(Carbo 1996;1997; Sudzina 1993). Other studies (Dunn 1990; Duhaney and Ewing
1998) indicate that ineffective readers exhibit poor auditory and visual strengths and
display primarily tactual and kinesthetic learning preferences (Carbo, Dunn, & Dunn,
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1986). Finally, it has been found that average and effective readers are significantly less
responsive to tactual and kinesthetic stimuli than their counterparts (Duhaney and Ewing
1998).
The purpose of this study is to identify the most common learning style
preferences among sixth and seventh graders in an inner-city middle school, and to
uncover possible relations between learning style, learning strategies, and academic
achievement. In the next section some basic theoretical principles are considered and key
terms are defined.
CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
Learning styles and strategies are among the factors that help determine how and
how well students learn subject matters (Oxford 2001). A learning style may be defined
as the “way each learner begins to concentrate, process and retain new and difficult
information” (Dunn 1990, p. 224). Learning styles can comprise many aspects such as
sensory preferences (visual, auditory, tactile and kinesthetic), personality or temperament
styles (e.g., intuitive feelers; intuitive thinkers; sensing judgers and sensing perceivers)
and perceptual/organizational style (e.g., abstract; concrete; global; and sequential). As
to sensory styles, visual learners are at their best when seeing, reading and observing.
Auditory students learn and work best when speaking, hearing, discussing and thinking
aloud. Tactile learners do best when feeling through touch and personal relationships.
Kinesthetic students prefer to learn by being physically involved through motion and
work (The Kaleidoscope Set, 1995). With regard to perception and organization, abstract
learners prefer to work with symbolic representations, words and numbers; whereas
concrete learners favor activities with real-life objects, sounds, and experiences. Global
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learners tend to prefer the “Big Picture” and a holistic approach. In contrast, the
sequential learners rather follow a step-by-step procedure in an orderly and logical
manner (The Kaleidoscope Profile, 1995). Temperament styles are taken into account as
intuitive feelers value integrity and personal and emotional issues, while intuitive
thinkers value competence, rational reasoning and intellectual issues. Finally, sensing
judgers value authority, organization, faithfulness and usefulness. On the other hand,
sensing perceivers value action, excitement and competition (The Kaleidoscope Profile,
1995).
Learning strategies are specific behaviors or techniques used by learners to
enhance their own learning (Cohen 2001). When the students consciously select
strategies that fit their learning style and the academic task at hand, these techniques
become useful tools for active self-regulation of learning (Oxford 2001). These
strategies can be classified according to types such as cognitive, metacognitive, memory,
compensatory, affective and social. Other common classifications group these strategies
according to the task at hand, i.e., vocabulary, translation, reading, writing, listening and
speaking strategies.
These two aspects (learning style and strategies) are central to the learning
process. Previous studies suggest that academic success may follow from an appropriate
match between students’ style and strategies preferences on the one hand, and
methodology and materials selected on the other hand. In contrast, a clash between these
two aspects may lead to poor academic results and an increased level of learning anxiety.
THE STUDY
Participants
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Sixty-six middle school students (24 male and 42 female, mean age = 13 years,
range = 12-16) volunteered to participate. Half of the participants were either enrolled in
the seventh or eighth grade. The ethnic composition of the participants was as follows:
72% of Hispanics (n=47), 12% of African Americans (n=8), 14% of Caucasians (n=9),
and 3% of Arabic descent (n=2). Within the Latino population, 47% were Puerto Rican
(n=31). 58% of the participants in the study listed Spanish as their first language (n=38).
The participants in the study and those who helped facilitate the testing and collection of
research materials received a $20 gift certificate to a local retail store.
Materials
First, students completed a biographical information sheet providing
demographics and relevant background information. Second, two graded readings were
used to evaluate the students’ overall reading comprehension. Next, all the students took
a learning strategy survey. This self-reported instrument evaluates a student use of
strategies according to task or skill such as vocabulary, reading and translation strategies.
Then, all the participants took The Kaleidoscope Profile (7-12 grade) to assess their
learning style preferences. This instrument contains subscale measures of sensory styles
(i.e., kinesthetic, tactual, auditory, and visual), perceptual styles (i.e., abstract and
concrete), organizational styles (i.e., global and sequential), and temperament styles (i.e.,
intuitive feelers, intuitive thinkers, sensing judgers and sensing perceivers). The
instruments were selected because of their reliability and user-friendly formats. Finally,
the grades of the students in Math, Social Studies and Science, as well as their attendance
and disciplinary records were collected from school folders.
Design and Procedure
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In the fall semester of 2002, all participants were given informed consent and
assent forms to take home and return to their teachers several weeks prior to the testing
day. On the testing day, two groups of students were assembled according to their grade
levels.
Each student read two passages and answered five reading comprehension
questions. The seventh grade participants were given a sixth and a seventh grade level
passage and the eighth grade participants were given a seventh and an eighth grade level
reading passage. The average of the two reading scores were used to assess the overall
reading proficiency of the students and was used in the analyses. At the beginning of the
testing session, all participants received a packet containing the testing materials: Two
reading passages, a learning strategy survey, and the Kaleidoscope Profile. Short breaks
were taken between each test. There were no specific time limits placed upon the
participants to complete the instruments, but all participants had to finish each instrument
before the group could move on to the next instrument. Correlation analyses were
carried out to uncover possible relationships between learning strategies, learning styles
and Math, Social Studies and Science grades.

RESULTS
Demographics and simple statistics
The educational level of the students’ parents showed that the vast majority of the
parents had had no college education. With respect to the mothers, 53.8% only had a
high school degree and 24.2% had only completed middle school. Regarding the fathers,
50% had graduated from high school and 26.7% from middle school. Another important
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demographic characteristic showed that 50% of the students lived in a nuclear family
(mother and father), 36.4% lived in a single-mother home and 10.6% lived with a singlefather. Also, 38% of the students indicated that they had been suspended at least once
from school. As to achievement, most students were given low grades in all three
courses Math, Science and Social Studies. In Math, no student scored an A, 9.1%
obtained a B, 15.2% obtained a C, 30.3% obtained a D, 21.2% failed the course with an
F, and 21.2% withdrew from the class. In Science, 1.5% obtained a B, 7.6% obtained a
C, 25.8% obtained a D, 27.3% failed and 33.3% withdrew from the class. Finally, in
Social Studies, 4.5% obtained a C, 36.4% obtained a D, 34.8 failed the course and 21.2%
did not complete the class.
With respect to the readings, seventh graders earned an average score of 70% on
the sixth grade reading and an average of 67% on the seventh grade reading passage.
Eighth graders earned an average score of 72% on the seventh grade reading and an
average of 62% on the eighth grade reading passage. The average score of the composite
reading score for all participants on the reading comprehension section was 68% (range =
20% – 100%).
Regarding learning style preferences, 62.1% of the students favored a kinesthetic
approach and 22.7% favored a tactual preference. Both percentages combined to make
up 84.8% of the sample preferring these approaches. Next, 25% of the sample favored a
concrete-sequential approach and 21.2% preferred a concrete-global style. 23.1%
preferred an abstract-sequential style. The rest had a hybrid combination (i.e., no
predominant style). As to temperament styles, 62.1% were classified as sensing-
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perceiving, 21.2% as sensing-judgers, 4.5% as intuitive-feelers, and 3% as intuitivethinkers.
Correlations
Auditory (0.289, p < 0.01) and visual styles (0.344, p < 0.01) correlated positively
with vocabulary strategies. The kinesthetic style showed a negative correlation with all
types of learning strategies (vocabulary: -0.353, p < 0.01; reading: -0.274, p < 0.05;
translation: -0.242, p < 0.05; overall strategy use: -0.384, p < 0.01). Both concrete global
(-0.222, p < 0.05) and abstract global (0.404, p < 0.01) styles were correlated with
translation strategy use inversely. Also, intuitive feeling correlated positively with
translation strategies (0.432, p < 0.001) and with overall strategy use (0.238, p < 0.05).
Sensing perceiving correlated negatively with vocabulary (-0.354, p < 0.01) and reading
strategy use (-0.303, p < 0.01) and overall strategy use (-0.365, p < 0.01).
Also, the kinesthetic learning style correlated negatively with Math grades (0.295, p < 0.01). Visual learning style correlated positively with Social Studies (0.224, p
< 0.05), Math (0.350, p < 0.01) and Science grades (0.385, p < 0.01). Intuitive feeling
correlated negatively with Social Studies grades (-0.283, p < 0.05) and Science grades (0.209, p < 0.05). Sensing perceiving also correlated negatively with Math grades (-0.232
p < 0.05). Finally, all course grades correlated positively between each other. For
example, Math correlated with Science (0.563, p < 0.01) and with Social Studies (0.432,
p < 0.01).
DISCUSSION
The sample may be classified as an at-risk group. The low level of education of
most parents, the fact that some come from a single-parent home, the high suspension
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rate, academic disengagement and ethnic background are all key factors to be considered
when analyzing this sample. Together, these aspects are the equivalent of a time bomb
for a possible dropout situation (Alexander, Entwisle, & Horsey 1997; Driscoll 1999).
The reading scores indicate that the performance of the students is below average
for this age group. This outcome may be tied to learning style preferences. Indeed,
almost 85% of the sample indicate a kinesthetic and tactile learning style preference,
which should not be very common at this educational level. This finding is consistent
with Carbo 1987, 1996 and 1997 who states that most young or ineffective readers tend
to have kinesthetic and tactile reading style preferences. The fact that 62.1% are sensingperceivers may be attributed to age as teenagers tend to value more action, competition
and style over authority.
The fact that auditory and visual styles correlate well with vocabulary strategies is
to be expected. In the memorization process of new concepts, many learners tend to use
visual and oral cues to internalize the material. Grouping, associating and elaborating
(Oxford 1990) are widely used techniques to memorize vocabulary and structures which
require a lot of memorization. Next, the fact that kinesthetic style did not correlate with
any strategy type is not surprising. Kinesthetic learners are not used to work with
abstract symbols, words, and structures. This type of learners may need a more tangible
approach in order to be able to assimilate the use of such strategies. For example,
learning to read, write and translate through the use of flashcards, collages and tangible
objects may be a beneficial technique. Also, allowing such students to have breaks and
to move around is essential (Oxford 2001).
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Next, the fact that abstract-global correlates with translation strategy use is
consistent with the fact that language learning requires the understanding of many
concepts, new words, and structures. A successful approach to understanding new
sentences is to look at the big picture instead of deciphering them word-by-word. Along
the same line, concrete-globals may tend to use a word-by-word approach and are
therefore less successful in this endeavor. However, the fact that sensing-perceivers
correlate negatively with strategy types is more difficult to explain. One may speculate
that the students may not have been trained to use of these strategies in an appropriate
and effective way, so that they may consider these strategies and techniques to be more
boring than exciting.
The negative correlation observed between kinesthetic style preference and Math
grades can be attributed to the fact that Mathematics is a topic where visual stimuli are
predominant.

While most of the teaching of mathematical concepts may be done

through visual images, a kinesthetic style does not favor visual input at all. A way to
overcome this handicap would be to address this particular type of learning preference
by teaching mathematics with a more hands-on approach. Conversely, the fact that
visual style correlated positively with Math, Social Studies, and Science grades may be
explained by the ease to present the content and concepts of these courses through
images.
The fact that intuitive-feelers and sensing judgers correlate negatively with some
courses does not appear to have a clear explanation. Possibly, this group may not have
valued the contents of the Social Studies and Math classes at that particular time, and
therefore preferred to learn about other topics. The same assumption could be made
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with sensing-perceivers who may not see Mathematics as an exciting and competitive
aspect of their lives. Finally, the positive correlation between different course grades is
to be expected, as effective learners tend to do well in most subjects.
CONCLUSIONS AND CLASSROOM IMPLICATIONS
The demographics and learning style preferences of an at-risk group of middle
school students has been studied. The results are consistent with prior findings (e.g.,
Carbo 1987, 1996, 1997) indicating that poor readers tend to have kinesthetic and tactile
learning style preferences, perform below average at school, and show behavioral
problems (Elias 1998).
In this particular case, the fact that most students display a kinesthetic and a
tactile learning style preference, that they cannot read at an expected level, and have
poor overall school performance should be seen as so many red flags. A possible
remedy would be to revise the teaching methodologies. Traditional instruction is mainly
visual and auditory, which may hinder the progress of kinesthetic and tactile learners. In
such a situation, teachers and administrators may want to consider the inclusion of
alternate methodologies to address a wider range of learning style preferences than just
the typical visual and auditory styles. Moreover, school counselors could work with the
students in order to implement behavior modification programs for those that may need
it. Last but not least, parents and guardians could get more involved with the school
community and in the lives of their children. In summary, the analysis of learning style
preferences and their relationship to school performance and reading proficiency
appears to be a valuable tool that might be used to assess students learning behaviors
and devise efficient remedial teaching techniques.
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"WITH LOVE FOR COUNTRY AND PEOPLE"
ANTI-SEMITISM AND THE HOLOCAUST IN ROMANIA

Nationalism, "the new secular liturgy of the twentieth century," has defined the soil in
which anti-Semitism and the Holocaust have flourished in contemporary Romania. In the
construing of this obdurate value the Romanian cultural, military, and political leadership exalted
the ethnic above all other considerations pronouncing the outsider, especially the Jew, to be
irredeemably "the Other." At the same time, however, and influencing the Romanian perception
of its nature and expression, that exaggerated accent on the national stressed as its central value
"the love of people and country." Rather than being a purely negative factor, then, nationalism
informed the Romanians' view themselves as inhabiting a country which "is the eye of the
world...the land of friendship,...hospitable...full of understanding and of respect for everyone."1
Romanian nationalism, particularly as it expressed the more violent forms of anti-Semitism, has
presented to the world a Janus-like appearance. On the one hand, at both the elite and folkloric
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levels, it based its fundamental appeal upon the devotion felt to territory and ethnic soul, one
which constituted "an essential ingredient of Romanian political and popular culture." 2
On the other hand, while still purportedly displaying this "tolerant spirit...almost totally lacking
in the abuse of other peoples...," the national ambiance in Romania during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries has been one in which anti-Semitism has stood out as a given for those
aspiring to dominion. Often times conducted behind the scenes and through seemingly plausible
bureaucratic means, this anti-Semitism infected the ruling classes, "the entirety of the
intelligentsia," and in a less articulate fashion the Romanian people. This ruse of "tolerance," of
an anti-Semitism usually pursued quietly and "within measure," runs as a thread throughout
twentieth century Romanian history, serving even today as a principle line of defense and point
of denial where the Holocaust is concerned. Even after the horrendous events of World War II,
this facade of "a fundamental tolerance...of non-aggressiveness...of Orthodox Romanians..." has
appeared once again, attempting to explain away wartime atrocities as purely the result of the
anxieties engendered by "a period of crisis." 3
For most of the last two centuries, nationalism has become in Romania "not an issue of
party politics but part of the general consensus." Flowing from that agreement on the
importance of the national and the ethnic has been a continuous, even if sometimes muted or
disguised, emphasis on the unpleasant presence of supposedly unseemly large numbers of Jews
in the country. The combination of an extremely touchy nationalism with an aggrieved sense of
xenophobia led easily to a yet more pronounced anti-Semitism. Leaders at every level and in
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every field, whether secular or hallowed, found it all too easy to exploit this volatile
phenomenon.4 Once into the twentieth century Romanian nationalism, which had earlier
contented itself largely with cunning subterfuges and only occasional violence, translated this
"communal psychology" into a far more divisive process. Now it not only sought to hold a newly
enlarged Romania together, but likewise attempted to dissect the population more carefully,
"seeking to find its expression in what it regards as the highest form of organized activity;"
namely, the ethnically homogeneous national state. This composite of "love of people and
country" and aversion for the most visible minority metamorphosized into something much
larger and more sinister. "Anti-Semitism" became "a form of struggle for the Romanians' right to
exist, an overwhelming ideological war justifying any means, including the barbaric." Though
identified since the origins of the Romanian state with the nationalistic labors of independence,
anti-Semitism now took on the additional encumbrance of twentieth century racism. A new edge,
a far more bitter and penetrating one, emerged which would slowly alter the expression and
scope of Romanian nationalism with its invariable concomitant of anti-Jewish rage.5
"The other's image," the appraisal of the Jew and his place in Romanian society, came in
the period between the two world wars to reflect more of this tension. Even before the outbreak
of World War I or the conclusion of the post-war treaties which would so greatly enlarge the
Romanian Jewish community, the American legation in Bucharest reported at some length on
what it observed in the way of anti-Semitic symptoms. Beyond a simple recitation of the variety
and number of anti-Jewish laws promulgated, the American consul-general went out of his way
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to feature the Romanian government's pattern of refusing to honor its promises of equal rights for
Jews. As had been the case in the nineteenth century, the point was made that the Jewish
community bore all the burdens and sacrifices of citizenship, but found itself regularly relegated
to the status of a partially tolerated intruder.6 Over the course of the political developments of
the next two decades American diplomats would gradually deepen and expand upon their
estimation of the anti-Semitism in Romania until the verdict was finally rendered that "antiSemitism...[is] always latent in this country." Indeed, they commented with concern on the
"marked growth of...a spirit of chauvinistic nationalism varyingly colored by elements of
xenophobia, anti-Semitism and anti-minority feeling." The foremost indigenous Jewish historian
of anti-Semitism, writing after World War II, stressed that this trend over generations had
produced "a virus of anti-Semitism" that generated "an atmosphere of suspicion, disrespect, and
hatred against everything Jewish in Romania." He felt most strongly that the previous two
generations of nationalistic Romanian advocates had labored quite successfully in the cause of
anti-Semitism, a "conditioning...for the cause of intolerance" which would result in "malicious
cunning and the brutal use of force" against hundreds of thousands of Jewish civilians.7
In the time from the achievement of Romanian independence in the last quarter of the
nineteenth to World War II, anti-Semitism evolved from a subsidiary factor occasionally called
upon by the extreme nationalist to become a badge of good citizenship, the prerequisite without
which no Romanian could be considered "a true patriot." Along with that transition the hope of
any genuine emancipation for the Jewish community, one that went beyond appearances to
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substantiative rights if not equality, withered. The anti-Jewish suspicions at play at the end of the
nineteenth century would still be rearing their heads well into the twentieth century.8 In many
respects the Romania of the twentieth century found itself arrested at the point espoused by the
philosopher and cultural icon Vasile Conta in 1879, when he opposed any and all civil rights for
the Jews. In Conta's view Romania had to be inhabited "by a single race...in the veins of all of
whose members flowed the same blood."9 Though obviously using the term "race" with less
baggage then it carried in the 1930s and 1940s, Conta clearly intended to exclude, in what would
become the Romanian pattern, anyone who was not an Orthodox Christian and a member of the
traditional ethnic enclave. The depth as well as pervasiveness of this antipathy can, perhaps, best
be gauged by the revival by the intelligentsia in the inter-war period of the theme that even other
Christians, most notably Roman Catholics , could not be truly Romanian. Though specifically
and deeply anti-Papal, this exclusion of other Christians from the ethnic fold enveloped
Protestants (eg, the Baptists) as well. Making no distinction between the "religious and political"
planes, then, the non-Christian minority had even less chance of a full acceptance under the
Romanian national flag. However important Jews may have been in Romanian history, in the
development of the national culture and economy, the convinced nationalist came to deem the
price of their inclusion as being too high. The Jewish presence in the country, in and of itself,
justified the rawest kind of anti-Semitism. 10
In the period immediately after the Congress of Berlin (1877) this dawning configuration
of Romanian nationalism and anti-Semitism received its sharpest exposition in 1902 at the hands
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of the United States Secretary of State, John M. Hay. Secretary Hay devoted the main impact of a
long and unusually sharp note to the large, "artificially produced" problem of the immigration of
Romanian Jews to the United States.11 Though allowing for the possibility that these Jews did
indeed possess the qualities which would eventually enable them to become good citizens, he
criticized the increased number of immigrants from Romania as "not healthy or intelligent."
Arriving as they did goaded by both "the physical and moral oppression" they suffered in
Romania, the character and magnitude of this immigration caused, in the Secretary's words,
"serious concern in the United States." To make as broad an appeal as possible, Hay couched the
self-interest of the United States in terms he hoped would have more profound consequence in
the minds of other world leaders. He rebuked the Romanian government, then, "in the name of
humanity" not only for forcing these Jews to leave "the country of their birth...for exile," but also
for its widely acknowledge failure to live up to the terms of the Treaty of Berlin. The "exodus"
that worried the United States Secretary of State resulted, he maintained, from these Jews
suffering "injustices that must wound the conscience of modern, civilized peoples."12

Wrapped around such diplomatic and rhetorical sparring, acutely influencing how it
would be received, were the occasional but profound public relations gaffes of the Romanian
government. In just the decade before John Hay became American Secretary of State, Moses
Gaster had been expelled from Romania and labeled in the popular press a "traitor." Symbolic as
well as typical of Romanian anti-Semitism this rejection in 1885 of the nation's foremost
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authority on its folklore resulted from his protest against exactly the conditions in his country of
birth that would prompt the Hay Note at the start of the next century. Whereas Hay would later
discuss Romanian anti-Semitism in a more delicate fashion, linking his own diplomatic agenda
to the worth of the human person and the quality of civilization, Gaster bluntly charged that his
co-religionists had been "bluffed and cheated." Such an overt challenge to the existing regime
could but earn even this scholar of European-wide repute a public rebuke. Angered by his
accusations of complicity in anti-Semitic outrages and interjecting the perennial canard of Jews
aiding the nation's foreign enemies, the Bucharest government exiled its leading specialist on the
peasant cultural imagination.13 The affaire Gaster serves also as an introduction to a companion
leitmotif to the Romanian self-estimation that they were a nation characterized by an exceeding
tolerance. Having rejected a scholar of world class standing, within a few years the Romania elite
was inviting him back and voting him the honors awarded only the most distinguished of
nationals. In evaluating such vacillations, Gaster himself explained that Romanian resentment
fell somewhere in-between the ordinary hatred of Jews typical of the Russian scene and the more
modern anti-Semitism of the Germans. For the Romanian nationalist, besides being professedly
broad-minded, has traditionally tried to distance himself from what he perceives as the hoi poloi
of Eastern Europe. As anyone who has ever traveled in Romania has experienced, this peculiar
blend of self-conscious exclusivity and unpredictable deportment stands in tandem with the
defensive mentality of that country's nationalism. Almost as frequently as one hears the slogan
declaring that Romania is "an island of Latin civilization awash in a sea of Slavic barbarism,"
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one encounters the denial that she is a "Balkan state." As one local expert informed the
American embassy in Bucharest, Romania in comparison with the true Balkan states "is far ahead
of them all. She is more advanced in every respect." However that may be, American diplomats
remarked upon how "bitterly resented" any insinuation as to Romanian sharing characteristics
with nations south of the Danube was felt. The authorities in Bucharest displayed extraordinary
sensitivity to the type of characterization that the American delegation submitted in the form of a
"confidential" report to Washington. In this analysis, the legation observer insinuated this
"Balkan" stereotype by stating that "...Romanian political life is universally recognized by
Roumanians as well as foreigners to be grossly corrupt." To be "Balkan," then, meant not to be
truly "civilized" another frequent Romanian usage to distinguished themselves from lesser
breeds. Thus any erratic treatment of Jews, even celebrated intellectuals like Gaster, was
explained away in the context of Romanian nationalism and the perceived quality of universal
forbearance. Under no circumstances did the nation deserve the unkind geographical epithet of
"Balkan" with all that it implied in the way of derogatory comparisons.14
These peculiarities, as we will see, added up to an anti-Semitism that was highly
"eclectic," one searching for and almost always finding a reason for deprecating the Jewish
minority as well as a rationale supposedly rendering that partisanship consonant with Romanian
tolerance. In approaching the rhetoric offered in defense of repugnant ideas as well as of highly
questionable actions, it must be kept in mind that this extraordinarily vigorous and long-lived
bias has stood rooted "as a vital question of Romanian culture." Whatever the other
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characteristics of a Romanian political regime for the entire gamut of the twentieth century,
whether the Jewish population was newly enlarged as after World War I or reduced to a few
thousand as it is today, this amalgam of defensive nationalism and omnipresent anti-Semitism
has persisted. It was predicated on the entrenched conviction that the Jew was incompatible with
security of the Romanian people and their national state.15 This beguiling nationalistic bias, then,
lingered throughout the twentieth century "dominating political and cultural life." Not only the
political arena, but the more respectable venues of intellectual life and the Orthodox Church
would likewise come to be obsessed with the "Jewish Question" and how the nation should be
purified.

In commenting on how "deeply rooted" anti-Semitism was and even how it "warmed

the soul of Romania's intellectual elite," one member of that intelligentsia remarked that "To
fight the Jew means to be on the right road of the Romanian people's normal development." Part
of that "right road" very early in the century and long before the appearance of the fascist
movement centered on the removal of the Jews from every conceivable area of national life, the
so-called "Romanization" of economy and intellectual life. On this the leaders of the Church as
well as of the clerisy agreed completely, though implementation had to await the context of the
next world war.16
With the advent of the twentieth century, then, Romania began to display not a new antiSemitism, but one that became increasingly aggressive. Not merely in terms of excoriating
language but likewise in a level of violence that was entirely novel, the fifth decade of this
century would set Romania apart even in the select set of societies peculiarly disposed to
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victimize their Jewish subjects. Well before the Iron Guard atrocities or the extermination
campaign of World War II, the American legation singled out the plight of the Jews as
particularly bad even for a nation where most inhabitants had but the scantiest of civil rights.
Despite the Romanian rejection of the stamp of being "Balkan," United States representatives
would continue to stress in their reports that this was a nation characterized by "all kinds of
fraud, coercion, and unfair actions of every kind... ." Rather than finding that tolerance of which
the Romanian intelligentsia and Orthodox Church were so self-confidently proud, American
diplomats as well as the U. S. Congress continued to respond unfavorably to what they discerned
as the worst conditions for Jews to be found anywhere in Europe, including Russia. 17
Naively optimistic expectations for full Jewish citizenship and assimilation in Romania
would gallantly endure into the early 1930s. Unhappily the political and societal ground was
rapidly eroding under the feet of these would be Jewish Romanians who had presumed that
reason and constitutional order would result from the diplomatic decisions made by the Allies
after World War I. For as the legation reports from Bucharest stressed again and again Romania
was beset by a wide range of problems, not the least of which was her turbulent political
instability. Government replaced government in quick succession, while the basic economic and
factional difficulties remained constant and anti-Semitism grew.18 By the beginning of 1940s
these various anti-Semitic tendencies coalesced into a sentiment all too familiar to those living at
the end of the twentieth century; namely, a "land cleansing" aimed at the entire Jewish population
as being unworthy to live on Romanian controlled territories.19 Adding to the shock of what was
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to come in that decade was the lack of appreciation on the part of both the Jews and the "classical
anti-Semites" of Romania as to the extent and virulence of the violence that was approaching.
Each group would be caught off guard and profoundly shocked by the magnitude of the
Romanian Holocaust. However, if either had been reading the American reports, both journalistic
and diplomatic, they would have thought the times were disturbed but not that unusual for this
area of the world. An Associated Press reporter, for example, managed to find some good in the
activities of the fascist Iron Guard movement, being most impressed with its "patriotic
nationalism." The American embassy for its part would have some considerable difficulty
accepting the pervasiveness and scope of Romanian anti-Semitism until the outbreak of the
pogroms accompanying the German-Romanian invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1941. Up
to the eve of Operation Barbarossa, United States diplomats continued to underestimate the
fanaticism of the new order, not willing to believe that the Jew could really be for the Romanians
so totally "the Other." In fact, the embassy relayed to Washington, with seeming endorsement,
King Carol II's reckoning "that the present is not a bad time to give nationalisms a little rope... ."
Those "nationalisms," as so quaintly put, would turn out in the very near future to be far more
toxic than either the royal or the diplomatic bystander had thought possible.20
As the most articulate of Romanian survivors bore witness, that Jewish community was
on the eve of "so much history in a single lifetime." This history would, in the course of just over
three years, see the destruction of tens of thousands of Romanian Jews. The most conservative
estimate gave the total as approximately 270,000. With the release of a more complete set of
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Soviet documents it now appears that what earlier seemed like rash estimates of the Jewish
casualties, those ranging up to 400,000, may have been closer to the truth.21 The forecast of the
American Jewish Congress in 1930, then, ended up coming far closer to the facts that either the
reports of the Associated Press or any American diplomatic estimation short of the outbreak of
World War II. In the time honored pattern of this area of Europe, everyone--Jew and gentile,
native and foreign diplomat--expected discrimination, persecution, and even limited pogroms.
No one, including the Jewish leaders and those "classical anti-Semites" so long evident in
Romanian cultural and political life, anticipated the amplitude of mass murder an industrial age
was capable of inflicting. Furthermore, scarcely an individual in all of Romania would have had
the imagination to conceive of how quickly all of this could happen, over forty percent of
Romanian Jews being exterminated in the initial quarter year of hostilities on the Russian Front.
That "catastrophe," one it feared "the extent of which cannot be foreseen," which the 1930 report
of the American Jewish Congress dreaded might occur in Romania did indeed transpire, leaving
only a remnant of Romanian Jewry after the war.22
No less difficult to accept, but perhaps foreseeable given the Romanian heritage in the
domain of anti-Semitism, was the continuous opportunism of the various political regimes.
Whether dickering with the Nazis during the war about the price of its Jews or claiming after the
war that it had "saved" half of them, Romania's sails always trimmed to run before the prevailing
winds. Having observed the debacle at Stalingrad, the Romanian leaders then evinced far more
concern for the Jews who had until that time been deemed expendable. Once the war was clearly
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lost, both the fascist regime and its successors tried to pretend that they had consciously striven
to save that remaining half of their Jewish population rather than to pursue nationalistic selfinterest to the best of their abilities. This complaisant profession of humanity, of having "saved"
so many Romanian Jews, would be immediately and bitterly rejected by Jewish historians and
community leaders. Before, during, and after World War II, abiding up to the present day, the
Romanian public relations bent has always been to forestall all criticism by reflections upon the
alleged national heritage of tolerance. This approach to denial asserts a dearth of anti-Semitism
just as it does the absence of a Romanian Holocaust. As the American embassy quoted the
Romanian Foreign Minister in the early 1920s, "the anti-Semitic movement...is less violent
here...than in...other countries.... [for] "Romania is not intolerant, unfortunately the people are
not religious enough."23 Sadly, with the Orthodox Patriarch obsessed with the presence of Jews
in the country and terming them "superfluous," even religious principles would not have an
impact on the career or denial of the Romanian Holocaust. Hundreds of thousands of Romanian
Jews were killed during World War II and additional hundreds of thousands were forced into
exile after surviving those tragic years. The recorded memory itself of their suffering and loss
remains under assault today.24
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The P. R. Connection:

An Hawaiian Western
A couple of Dakota cowboys, with their horses and the women in their
lives, board the wrong ship in the fog and drizzle of a dark night in
Seattle and sail to Honolulu instead of Alaska in 1878. They soon
link up up with the Parker Ranch on the Bib Island and as ranch hands
become members of a posse led by Sam Parker and his best friend King
David Kalakaua. The search for the murdering bandits leads them to
many locales on the island and involves them in wild horse hunts,
contacts with lepers, shootouts with the bandits, and many other
scrapes with death on the slopes of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa. From the
slopes of the great volcanoes to the blue bays and fern forests, the
paniolos reveal their ways to the men from Dakota. Mean while back at
the ranch, Queen Kapiolani and Mrs. Parker employ the wives of the
cowboys and show the beautiful sisters of Icelandic heritage the
women's ways on the Island.The novel depicts
the exciting and complex days in the one of the most complex and
colorful times.
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This panel will focus on discussing the intersections of our various forms of research from the
viewpoint of cognitive psychologists, a Japanese visual artist working in the U.S., and an American
art historian teaching in a primarily studio oriented university art department and studying the
changing critical issues of "creativity" and "originality". Specifically, we will discuss the results of
Takeshi Okada and Kentaro Ishibashi's three-day drawing experiment involving 30 Japanese
undergraduate university students from fields other than visual art. It explored whether or
not the experience of copying others' drawings facilitated the subjects' artistic creativity.
According to further analyses, subjects were initially constrained by a belief that they should draw
things realistically. Then, they relaxed this constraint by means of copying abstract pictures and
exploring more creative expressions.
This will be followed by Kaoru Tohara' s presentation of his "original" digital videos, Life of Mrs.
Doyle, 2003 and Gary, 2002. Tohara has collected and edited TV commercials and used them to
creative new narratives depicting the everyday lives of fictive characters. For instance, Mrs. Doyle
is a housewife. She takes care of her family and maintains things she likes to do. This work tells a
story made from all of [the actress’s] TV commercials which span her life from her early marriage
period to her retirement. Tohara writes, "Since I was born, TV has always been a major
entertainment in my life (of course it was black and white when I was a kid.) My photo album has
some pictures of a tv-set and myself. According to my parents, the first word out of my sister's
Mouth was from a laxative tv commercial. She had memorized and then spoke it."
Brenda Mitchell will respond to these examples and discuss popular notions, changing critical
theories, and artist's explorations of concepts of "originality" and "creativity," thereby
contextualizing what may first appear to be only distantly related research. For example, Okada and

Ishibashi's experiment in the discipline of cognitive psychology draws on the basic premise that
people prefer realistic paintings to abstract or other types of images. According to these researchers,
"Especially in Japanese elementary and middle schools, students spend the majority of
their time in art class sketching. This may lead them to believe that drawing is primarily to
represent objects in the real world on paper." The visual artists Komar and Melamid conducted a
similar experiment in which they produced art works based on a survey of people's preferences in
art , resulting in a landscape with lots of blue sky. This work questioned basic assumptions about
"fine" and "popular" art, how aesthetic sensibilities and expectations are shaped by educational
institutions, marketability and monetary value, and, centrally, what is originality? Okada and
Ishibashi also address the [wholly modernist?] belief that imitating others' work inhibits people's,
particularly children's, artistic creativity." Yet a large part of artistic production throughout history
in both Eastern and Western cultures has relied on "copying" as a means of artistic training,
as we see in the European academies of the 18th and 19th centuries. Examining issues raised by
these cognitive psychologists and visual artists reveal other shared foci. For instance, Okada and
Ishibashi also focus on the medium of drawing, which retains the unmediated personal mark of
the human subjects, even while they copy the work of others. On the other hand, Tohara collects
mass-produced images that others have created to sell various products and then creates, via
computer technology, new narratives suggested to him by the existing images or by others who
view the videos. We may add to the cognitive psychologists’ research the question, how do we
define "creativity" in the current digital age? What do Okada's research and Tohara's digital video
work have in common? How have our definitions of these basic terms changed historically and
during the last decade in response to mass media and digital technology?
Together, the panelists will discuss the similarities and differences in our methods of working, in
our conclusions, and in the processes and conveyed meanings in the study of these concepts in both
traditional and contemporary media and content? What can we learn from each other and
How can interdisciplinary studies bridging art and psychology increase our understanding of
creative processes and meanings?
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“I'm dying to ask you a question": Hyperbole, Corpus Linguistics, and Academic
Discourse.
Aaron Ohlrogge and Judy Tsang
University of Michigan

Due to technological advancements in recent years, large amounts of
computerized data have become more easily accessible than ever before. One
prime example of this technology is the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken
English (MICASE), a 1.7-million-word spoken corpus that is available to the
public online. MICASE features a searchable database of transcripts recorded in
a variety of academic settings, such as lectures, seminars, office hours, and
study groups at the University of Michigan. The authentic materials in this
archive have enabled researchers to achieve a better understanding of the
nature of academic speech. The origin of our project is an interest in how
hyperbole is represented in academic speech.
Hyperbole, (i.e. exaggeration), is a rhetorical strategy that has long fascinated
scholars of rhetoric and linguistics. It is a device that allows the speaker to draw
attention to him/herself, while at the same time openly flouting Grice’s
communication maxims. McCarthy and Carter (in press) have utilized corpus
linguistics to examine the use of hyperbole in everyday British conversation.
However, no similar studies have yet been done on American English—and
particularly, American Academic English. Furthermore, McCarthy and Carter’s
study, while insightful, fails to make any quantitative or statistical claims about
the occurrence of hyperbole in spoken discourse. Therefore we have
investigated both what types of hyperbole are present, and how frequently they
occur in academic speech. The researchers have selected and analyzed a wide
variety of words and phrases that were expected to be found in hyperbolic
constructions.
This study investigates potential types of hyperbole used in academic speech,
including:
(1) overgeneralization (e.g. “Everybody is interested in hyperbole.”),
(2) exaggeration in number (e.g. “We’ve got millions of examples.”), and
(3) exaggeration to an extreme extent (e.g. “You won’t be bored to death.”).
Based on the quantitative results of this study, we present findings regarding the
nature of hyperbole in academic speech, including why some hyperbolic
expressions are relatively common in academic speech while others are quite
restricted or even completely absent. We also offer an analysis of hyperbolic
usages in relation to various types of speech events, such as lectures and
campus tours, and various speaker-dependant variables, such as age and
gender.

"I'm dying to ask you a question": Hyperbole, Corpus Linguistics, and
Academic Discourse.
Aaron Ohlrogge and Judy Tsang
University of Michigan

Introduction
This paper is a study of the usage of hyperbole in academic speech. Hyperbole can be
defined simply as an exaggeration or overstatement that the listener nevertheless
perceives to be broadly true. To our dismay, very few studies have been done on the
usage of hyperbole in speech, with the exception of an unpublished work by McCarthy
and Carter (2001), which utilized the CANCODE corpus to document occurrences of
hyperbole in everyday British conversation. While insightful, their study lacks a full
quantitative and statistical analysis of hyperbole in speech, a specific advantage of using
electronic corpora. Therefore, we set out to categorize different types of hyperbolic
usages, and to analyze their relative frequencies.
Our data come from the 1.7 million word Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken
English (MICASE). Because academic speech is generally regarded as dissimilar to
everyday conversation in its style, and the corpus contains a significant amount of
precise, scientific discourse, our preliminary hypothesis was that most, if not all, forms of
hyperbole would appear infrequently. For our study, we selected 50 words and phrases
that we felt had potential to occur as hyperboles in the MICASE database. We then
classified them into three primary groups:
1) Overgeneralization
e.g. “everybody wants to be an engineer”
2.) Exaggeration in number
e.g. “You’ve probably had hundreds, thousands, of those error messages”
3) Extreme Extent
e.g. “I’m starving”

After calculating each word or phrase’s frequency in the corpus, we examined the
relative frequencies of hyperbole in different specific speech settings, such as lectures,
study groups, and campus tours, and also usage by different subject specific variables,
such as age and gender.
Findings:
1. Overgeneralization
We have found that generic pronouns such as everyone, everybody, no one, and nobody
occur frequently in MICASE, and a significant portion of them are hyperbolic
occurrences, as shown in the chart below.

Word

Total #

# of Hyperboles

Percentage

Everyone

279

70

25.01%

Everybody

459

141

30.72%

No One

111

36

32.43%

Nobody

130

64

49.23%

Some examples:
(1) S3: I should say that, Kelvin called this thing a, tetrakaidecahedron, and
everybody has condemned Kelvin ever since for that term
Although this term may be awkward, it is clearly not the case that everybody has
condemned Kelvin for it.
Similarly:

(2) S1: and it’s it’s a, course that has a great following you know I mean
everyone loves Professor Cameron,
Here, an academic advisor is recommending that a student take a certain course taught by
Professor Cameron, who, although he may be popular, is definitely not loved by
everyone. All in all, about 1/3 of the occurrences of everybody are hyperboles, and about
¼ of the occurrences of everyone.
Next, in turning to overgeneralization in the negative, specifically no one and
nobody, we find similar such exaggerations, such as:
(3) S2: France is why we were in Vietnam in the first place and all this kind of
crazy stuff and do these people ever study that and do they study Algeria no one
wants to talk about Algeria
And likewise with nobody:
(4) S8: nobody does tune-ups anymore it’s too complicated
Clearly, both of these excerpts from the corpus are broad overstatements. While they are
perceived as being overall true statements by their listeners, they are also clear violations
of Grice’s truth maxim as well. And in fact, overgeneralizations in the negative such as
these are somewhat more common in academic speech than those in the positive. While
no one occurs as a hyperbole about 1/3 of the time, almost one half (49.23%) of the
occurrences of nobody are hyperboles. We account for this discrepancy by noting that
the words everyone and everybody are commonly used as second person pronouns while
addressing a group of people, as in:
“Did everybody receive a handout?” or
“Everyone scored above 70 percent on the last exam”

whereas the corresponding negative pronouns are rarely used in this manner. Given this
type of usage, then, it is not difficult to understand why everyone and everybody are used
more often overall, but are used as hyperboles less often.

2. Exaggeration in Number
Another category of hyperbole that we have investigated is exaggeration in number.
Words for large, rounded numbers also occur fairly frequently in MICASE, but are
rarely, if ever, used as hyperboles, as shown in the chart below.
Figure 2: Exaggeration in number

Word

Total # # of Hyperboles

Percentage

A hundred

257

3

1.67%

Hundreds

63

3

4.76%

A thousand

64

3

4.69%

Thousands

39

1

2.76%

A million

24

3

12.50%

Millions

36

1

2.78%

A billion

8

0

0%

Billions

10

0

0%

A few examples of these hyperbolic uses:
(5) S1: you’ve probably had hundreds, thousands, of these error messages
(6) S1: some are Asians like clinical psychologists who’ve got a million theories

However, as indicated by the chart, only a tiny proportion of the occurrences of these
phrases are actual exaggerations; the vast majority of them are truly literal usages, as in:
(7) S2: all these groups that, sell millions of records,
(8) S1: historically and up to modern times, [the Passenger Pigeon] existed in the
billions.
It may be noted that the percentage of the phrase a million, (i.e. 12.50%), is relatively
higher than the other percentages of words and phrases of this type, which are all below
5%. However, it must also be remembered that there are only three occurrences of a
million out of nearly two million words in the corpus, no more occurrences than any other
phrase in this group. Overall, it is a rare hyperbole just the same.
One other interesting finding regarding the use of these types of terms is that the
quantity trillions is completely absent from MICASE. To our great surprise, neither
trillions nor a trillion occurred at all. We can only conclude that these terms must not be
particularly useful for the mathematicians and economic scientists here on campus.

One especially interesting finding we discovered is the usage of the word tons. There are
30 total occurrences of tons in the MICASE corpus, and 29 of these (97%) are
hyperboles. There is only a single usage of the word that actually reflects a measure of
weight:
(9) S1: how much stuff we extract from the earth. . .you know a few hundred
millions tons of copper steel
Otherwise, though, all the occurrences of tons are hyperbolic and in fact often
metaphorical, as in:

(10) S1: there’s just tons of historical examples

3. Extreme Extent
Our third category of hyperboles involve adverbials that describe the extent to which a
certain action may occur to an extreme degree. Some of these occur fairly regularly in
the corpus, but rarely as hyperboles, whereas others are rarely found in the corpus, but
appear to have high hyperbolic rates, as illustrated in the chart below:
Figure 3. Extreme Extent

WORD

Total #

# of Hyperboles

Percentage

Years

25

1

4.00%

Ages

45

1

2.22%

Scores

58

0

0.00%

Eons

0

0

0.00%

Forever

40

14

35.00%

Endless

14

4

28.57%

To Death

13

3

23.08%

Dying

34

5

14.71%

Starving

3

2

66.67%

First, the expressions for years and ages occur frequently in MICASE, but rarely as
hyperboles. When they do occur, though, they do indeed exaggerate the amount of time
that something is reported to have taken place, as in the following:

(11) S1: you can argue with me for years about what the music means
(12) S1: this is the way we’ve been doing things for ages and ages and ages and
ages (in reference to the feudal manor system)
The word ages, most times in the corpus, has one of two specific usages. Either it refers
to a specific historical period, such as the Middle Ages (9 total occurrences), or else is
used when giving a specific age range of a group of people, as in:
(13) S3: and it was a mixture of graduate and undergraduate students, and they
were all um between the ages of twenty and thirty
We also looked into the word scores, but found that whenever it was used, out of
58 total occurrences, it always refers to test scores, e.g. GRE or TOEFL scores.
Additionally, the word eons does not occur whatsoever in MICASE. Apparently this
term is not a popular one among evolutionary biologists, geologists, or, indeed, anyone at
all.
On the other hand, the expressions forever and endless occur fairly frequently as
hyperboles. Forever occurs 40 times in MICASE, and 14 of these (35%) are hyperboles.
The literal uses of forever usually involve a permanent change of some type, as in:
(14) S1: students come to a very prestigious research institution recognizing what
they wanna get from it that their life will forever be changed
or else they involve a theoretical proposition about the future, such as a loop in computer
programming that will theoretically run “forever”. The hyperbolic usages, however,
simply occur when a speaker wishes to convey that something will take an unusually long

time, as in the example below, where two students are discussing how long the odor of a
skunk remains in the air:
(15) S8: it lasts forever
S6: yeah it lasts a long time
This is an excellent example of the many instances where there is clear evidence that
interlocutors do not always take one another literally, and are fully aware of the
hyperboles that are being used in the conversation. Occasionally, there is also an ironic
twist in the hyperbole, as in example (16), where a group of undergraduates are
discussing their progress on some mathematics homework:
(16) S2: that’s good. that’s like yeah we don’t have to do as much math
S1: cuz we’re spending forever on Moebius
The case of endless is quite similar. 4 out of it’s 14 uses are hyperbolic, 28.57%.
However, we consider that the actual representation of hyperbole in MICASE with
regards to the word endless is actually quite higher. This is because 7 of the 14 total
occurrences of endless are found in a single discussion about a particular brand name of
tomatoes, known as “Endless Summer Tomatoes”. Excluding these tomato references, it
is almost the case that 4 out of 7, (57.14%) of the occurrences of endless are in fact
hyperboles. Of the three literal uses of endless, one refers to the horizon, and the other
two, as in the case of forever, refer to loops in computer programming.
In the case of dying, we do have a few hyperbolic usages, such as:
(17) S3: i’m dying to ask you a question
although about 85% of the usages are literal, often relating to people dying of specific
diseases in sociological and public health discussions. Similarly, there are a few

occurrences of verbs being done to death, where no actual death is being implied, but the
majority of cases involving people being put to death for crimes, or crushed to death in
accidents, and the like.
The issue of starving is a little more difficult. Starving only occurs three times in
MICASE, in three unique contexts. Two of these three can legitimately be considered
hyperboles. The first is in the English idiom “starving artist”:
(18) S1: “they too could be a starving artist or a musician”
Here, the person in question is not really starving, but simply poor, which metonymically
implies some sort of hunger short of the point of actual starvation. This implication is
more clear in the second hyperbolic occurrence:
(19) S9: oh i'm so hungry.
S5: so am i. i'm starving.
The third instance of starving is in fact, a literal one, as a professor describes media
perceptions of Africa:
(20) S1: there are two images that are dominant in our media, about Africa, and
one is of starving malnourished, war-ridden human communities
However, we hesitate to conclude that starving should actually be considered a frequent
hyperbole, because we have only three total occurrences out of nearly two million words,
and we fully allow for the fact that such results may be a fluke, given our small sample
size.

Additionally, there are several words that we had expected to find in hyperbolic
constructions, but which we did not find as such. These include mountains (10
occurrences), heaps (1 occurrence), and piles (4 occurrences). In the case of mountains,
we attribute the lack of hyperbole to the academic nature of the corpus, in which speakers
are primarily concerned with mountains as geographical phenomena, and not as
hyperbolic measurements. In the case of heaps and piles, it is certainly possible that
these occur at least occasionally as hyperboles in academic speech; however, without
more data we cannot safely conclude this.
Similarly, we looked at a number of constructions of the “as * as” variety (e.g.
“That football player is as big as a house!”). However, in addition to these constructions
being quite rare, they never occurred as hyperboles. As big as occurred five times, as
small as four times, and as large as three times. Additionally, as tall as, as tiny as, as
heavy as, and as light as do not occur whatsoever. Apparently nobody uses hyperboles
of this sort in academic speech.
There are a number of other quantifying words that simply do not occur in the
MICASE corpus at all. These we conclude to be quite rare in American academic
speech. They include Britishisms such as scads and yonks, and imaginary quantities such
as oodles, zillions, and gazillions. However, it should be noted that a (hundred) zillion
occurs once, and gazillion occurs twice. Still, out of nearly two million words, these
expressions are extremely rare. Additionally, we investigated a number of scatological
terms used to quantify amounts of homework. According to the first author of this study,
shitload, assload, buttload, and crapload are all large quantities of undesirable work that

occasionally face undergraduate students on the University of Michigan campus.
However, like oodles, these expressions do not occur at all in MICASE. We conclude
that this is probably because these terms primarily occur in only the most informal of
occasions, which are not as richly represented by the MICASE corpus as more formal
settings such as lectures and seminars.
After reviewing all of this hyperbolic data, we then began to consider whether
specific types of speech settings played any role in the occurrence or non-occurrence of
hyperbole. However, after determining the total number of hyperboles within each of the
different speech settings represented on MICASE, we came up with some very mixed
results, as shown by the chart below.

Tours

Interviews

Seminars
Student
Presentations
Discussions
Service
Encounters
Dissertation
Defense
Colloquia
Advising
Sessions
Tutorials

Lectures

Lab Sections

Study Groups

Office Hours

0.12%
0.11%
0.10%
0.09%
0.08%
0.07%
0.06%
0.05%
0.04%
0.03%
0.02%
0.01%
0.00%

Meetings

Hyperbole

Unfortunately, we were unable to draw any specific conclusions regarding the
distribution of this data. Most especially, we sought to determine why campus tours have
such a high frequency of hyperbole usage. There are several factors that we expected
might play a role in the relative frequencies of hyperbolic usage, but none of these clearly
explain the distribution that we have presented. First, the age of the participants in the
various speech settings does not appear to be a factor. While undergraduates are
primarily the interlocutors in the campus tours and the tutorial sessions, speech settings
with relatively high levels of hyperbole usage, they are also the primary participants in
office hours sessions and study groups, speech settings with some of the lowest hyperbole
levels. Second, the issue of whether the majority of the discourse is planned or
unplanned does not appear to be a significant factor. For while the campus tours are
rehearsed discourse that is given repeatedly, so too are many lectures and seminars. And
while meetings, study groups, and lab sections may have relatively low levels of
rehearsed dialogue, so too do tutorial sessions and advising sessions. And finally, the
gender distribution in MICASE is fairly even: 46% male speakers and 54% female
speakers. We see no reason to assume that the majority of speakers in any given type of
speech setting are either male or female, so we draw no definite conclusions about gender
distribution at this point. It is also important to note, though, that the MICASE database
does not contain equal amounts of dialogue from all of these different speech settings.
While there are over 60 lectures, in addition to colloquia and seminars, there are only 2
tours and interviews each, and only a small handful of many of the other speech settings.
Therefore, we also hesitate to draw any specific conclusions about the nature of this
distribution, or about any specific speech setting, without a more balanced grouping of

speech settings. However, a specific analysis of each hyperbolic usage by a number of
speaker-dependant variables, including gender, which is fairly evenly distributed, is
expected to be completed within the next few months.
All in all, we have found that although there are literally hundreds of examples,
the occurrence of hyperbole in academic speech is relatively uncommon. Although some
words occur a number of times as hyperboles, they still constitute only a small minority
of the total number of occurrences of these words. We conclude that this is a specific
byproduct of the academic nature of the dialogue recorded in this corpus. Since many
speakers in the mathematical and scientific fields represented are discussing precise,
accurate figures and quantities, they usually use terms like millions and billions in literal
ways. Similarly, social scientists quite often mean everybody or nobody when they use
these generic terms, and people are more often put to death in political science
discussions than they are bored to death by them. And finally, there is not enough
dialogue of a strongly informal nature recorded to register uses of slang expressions like
oodles and zillions. We strongly hope that we have not bored you to death with our
research.
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The Battered Women in Indian English Fiction
Devi, a protagonist in Githa Hariharan’s Thousand Faces of Night (1992) narrates a
story of Mayamma’s long suffering wifehood and Mayamma herself also tells a long
story within the frame of Devi’s storytelling about how she has survived domestic
violence. They share the same painful experiences of barrenness, the main reason for
their torture at the hands of men, and the dialogues between them break silence in a
culture of “the proverbial silence.”(Women in Indian Society 192; Stories of Dowry
Victims: Sita’s Curse 119)
Even if a new domestic violence bill in India is passed and reduces the startling
number of domestic violence cases, mostly directed against women, “the activists say
real improvement will come only if women themselves confront their abusers”, reported
Geeta Pandey, B B C correspondent in Delhi on Friday, 30th May, 2003. She also
reported that “most women who face domestic violence think it’s a normal part of their
life, it’s a part of being a wife, daughter or a sister in law,” according to Manjima
Bhattacharya, who works for Jagori, a group spreading awareness about domestic
violence.
Domestic violence against women exists wherever women have been treated as the
second citizens and power is abused to control women and sustain male supremacy, but
it is particularly acute in male-dominated Indian society, where women themselves
internalize a suppressive idea of wifefood, or womanhood, namely that women should be
submissive to men, based on the Laws of Manu (5.148): “In childhood a woman should
be under her father’s control, in youth under her husband, and when her husband is
dead, under her son’s.” 1 Though the crimes committed against women are increasing
every year ( dowry deaths, 4935 in 1994, 5151 in 1995, 5250 in 1996; torture 25,946 in
1994, 28,835 in 1995, 30,514 in 1996, for example, according to the statistics cited in
Women in Indian Society, Appendix 205) and they are related to domestic violence in 94
percent of cases. The victims and offenders are members of the same family and nine
out of every ten murdered women are killed by their husbands (Action Aid India, May
1994). Yet the victims do not raise their voices. How can they break silence if they have
been fed for generations the idea of an ideal womanhood codified in the above stated
Laws. “For a woman, to bring stigma to her family by complaining about her torment
or to go back to the natal family when ill treated is unthinkable.”(Women in Indian
Society 192) The victims are expected to accept long-suffering in silence.
An example of such a woman in myth is Sita, Rama’s wife in Ramayana. She is a
symbol of an ideal wife, an image of perfect womanhood whom all Hindu women should

model themselves on. She is an overpowering idol for both men and women in India. 2
Ramanand Sagar who produced a television serial on the Ramayan found it impossible
to give a historically accurate representation of Sita’s period, when women did not cover
their torsos, because the image of Sita as “a pure, chaste and ideal wife” was so strong
and important.(Amrita Chhachhi, “The State, Religious Fundamentalism and Women:
Trends in South Asia” 570) Instead he focused on reproducing a traditional image of
Sita as an ideal wife. According to Naresh K. Jain, “In mythical terms the dominant
feminine prototype still is the chaste, patient, self-denying, long suffering wife, Sita”
(Naresh K. Jain, “Tradition, Modernity and Change” 12), and this image has been
reproduced in multifarious remakes of the Sita narrative in the media. Naresh suggests
that Sita is the embodiment of chastity, and that chastity has been a traditional means
of patriarchal control of a woman’s sexuality, but he does not clarify that Sita could also
be seen as a suppressive image of a female body, a culturally inscribed text with
gendered symbols to control women—from female foeticide and unwanted pregnancy
to forced dowry, sati and child marriage. Gandhi, one of the most influential
personalities in India, believed that a woman should receive a liberal education so that
a woman should be “the companion of a man, gifted with equal mental capacities”( India
of My Dreams 225), also insisted on producing women, “pure, firm and self-controlled as
Sita, Damayanti and Draupadi.”(225) How, then, could Indian women evade the burden
of this unattainable bodily image, this double-bound image? I would like to suggest
that one step forward being released from this ghostly or stereotypical traditional image
is facing the fact that Sita herself was a battered woman. This idea may be deemed
blasphemous, but it is true. First Sita is abducted and incessantly threatened with
violation by Ravana. Secondly, though Sita risks her life and resists Ravana, Rama does
not value her moral strength, so she suffers from Rama’s unjust doubt about her purity
and endures the undeserved punishment of forced divorce.3 This means that Rama
publicly humiliates Sita. She throws herself on a pyre, but escapes death and proves her
purity. To make one feel worthless by an abuse of power is a common form of domestic
violence, as is a forced divorce, a sort of banishment even in modern Indian society,
where divorce is not yet widely accepted.
Clearly women need to empower themselves to reduce the level of violence. If this
ideal role model of a long-suffering and self-denying wife personified in Sita continues to
influence women to support the patriarchal value system, which tolerates wife-beating
as the means of controlling women or as proof of masculinity, what should be done?
Should we find a female body different from this model, or take up a discourse which
subverts her image of self-denying wife, or seek for an unfamiliar face of a rebel hidden

under the surface of the story, Ramayana? Certain figures in modern fiction may offer
themselves as alternative models. Rukumini, a 90-year-old Brahmin woman in Githa
Hariharan’s “The Remains of the Feast” survives discrimination as a widow and revolts
against the dominant Brahmin culture by violating a food taboo just before she dies,
may be one image of “a new woman”. But her very age suggests otherwise.
But before we seek for a new image we should examine how Sita-like self-denying and
long-suffering women are represented in Indian English fiction. R. K. Narayan and
Anita Desai, masters of Indian English fiction, and Arundhati Roy, a Booker Prize
winner of 1997, introduce shocking wife-beating scenes and violence against women. I
would like to look at how women are represented in their novels, but in this paper the
text I would like to focus on is Thousand Faces of Nights by Githa Hariharan, a winner
of the Commonwealth Writer’s Prize for best first novel.
In Anita Desai’s Fire on the Mountain (1977) you can see an episodic moment of
wife-beating which leaves a very vivid impression, as well as a rather brusquely
portrayed scene of violence in which Illa, an old social worker, is raped by Preet Singh,
who resents her efforts to stop his daughter’s child marriage. Let’s look at the rape
scene first.
She lifted her hands to dislodge his from her throat and she did dislodge them. They
fell away, but only to tear at the cotton scarf that hung about his neck, only to wrap
that about her throat, tighter, tighter, tighter, so that the last gasp rattled inside her,
choked and rattled and was still….he came to her, to the dry, shriveled, starved stick
inside the wrappings, and raped her, pinned her down into the dust and the goat
droppings, and raped her. Crushed back, crushed down into the earth, she lay raped,
broken, still and finished. Now it was dark.(143)
Illa is now in great difficulty because her prodigal brothers inherit her family’s legacy.
Nanda, her old friend, feels like offering Illa a home, but does not mention it, because
she is scared of her own painful secret life of humiliation, her unbearable memories as
a long-suffering neglected wife, her servitude to her husband, who had been loyal to
another woman, being exposed. Illa’s endless chattering about the past daunts her and
Nanda did not offer her help. Illa is raped on her lone way back to her “crumbling hut of
mud and thatch”(141), but just before that, she herself wished she “had forced herself to
ask –Nanda Kaul to give her a room at Carignano, allow her to stay with her,…” but
“her absurd pride”(141) did not allow her to do so. Thus two battered women are kept
isolated from each other until their unnatural deaths.
The next wife-beating scene is a traumatic memory recalled by Raka, Nanda’s
grand-daughter when she goes to the club near Nanda’s secluded house on the ridge of

the Himalayas and looks into the ball-room through uncurtained windows. The
boisterous merrymaking reminds her of a scene in which her father has come home
from a party, lets out “ a flood of rotten stench” and beats at her mother “with hammers
and fists of abuse—harsh, filthy abuse that made Raka cower her bedclothes and and
wet the mattress in fright, feeling the stream of urine warm and weakening between
her legs like a stream of blood, and her mother lay down on the floor and shut her eyes
and wept. Under her feet, in the dark, Raka felt that flat, wet jelly of her mother’s being
squelching and quivering, so that she didn’t know where to put her feet and wept as she
tried to get free of it.”(71-72)
The victims are not only Tara ,Raka’s mother, but also Raka herself. Though Raka is
not a target of physical or mental abuse, she seems to be neglected like the children in
Narayan’s Dark Room. Savitri’s son in Dark Room is neglected by his mother, who
habitually retreats into a dark room, feeling helpless when her son is abused by her
husband. Ramani gives violent twists to his son’s ear and slaps him, and Savitri
desperately tries to protect her son, in vain. All she could do is just to burst out crying
and go to the dark room, the symbolic closet of a suppressed Indian woman enclosed
within the domestic sphere. She is neglected by her husband who loves another woman
in his office. Janamma, her only female supporter, whom Savitri calls “mami”, tells her
the story of her grandmother who “slaved cheerfully for her husband who had three
concubines at home” (33)and the story of her aunt, who was beaten every day by her
husband and never uttered a word of protest for fifty years, and advises her to follow a
wife’s duty, to obey her husband, the usual advice which battered women seem to get
from their friends or relatives, further demeaning the victims.
Ammu and her mother in God of Small Things (1997)by Arundhati Roy are also the
victims of domestic violence. They are threatened by her father’s calculated cold cruelty.
Ammu usually endures cold nights in Delhi hiding in the hedge around her house
whenever Pappachi (her father) beats her and Mammach(her mother), and drives them
out of their home. One such night, Ammu, aged nine, after the lights go out, creaps back
into the house in order to rescue her new gumboots that she loves more than anything
else. But she is caught and flogged with his ivory-handled riding crop. Pappachi, “the
Imperial Entomologist” “ a sophisticated, generous, moral man” in the presence of
others, shreds her gumboots with her mother’s shears until “the last strip of rubber
rippled to the floor.” He looks at her with “cold, flat eyes and rocked and rocked and
rocked, surrounded by a sea of twisting rubber snakes” as if his rage has finally been
soothed by confirming his sadistic domination of women. (181)
Ammu’s husband also uses violence and “when his bouts of violence began to include

the children, Ammu left her husband and returned, unwelcomed to her parents….”(42)
Ammu is physically abused and also hurt by witnessing her father’s violence against
her mother, like Raka. Witnessing is a mentally damaging experience, which could
arouse fear, anger, guilt and humiliation. For Ammu, this leads to “ the mulish, reckless
streak that develops in Someone Small who has been bullied all their lives by Someone
Big.”(181-82)

But her recklessness does not unite her with her mother, who kept

hiding in the dark hedge around her house while Ammu was beaten by her father in the
drawing room. Ammu has seen her mother’s drawn face at the window and
“ignored”(181) it.
In Desai’s Feasting, Fasting (1999) we can see a more bizarre form of domestic
violence against a woman committed by her husband and her mother-in-law. Desai does
not conclude but only suggests that Anamike (Uma’s cousin) is killed by them. Three
different reports or testimonies are juxtaposed. What her mother-in-law says is that she
heard a whimpering sound in the kitchen, went to investigate, saw through the screen
door a fire flickering on the veranda, and found Anamika charred, dying. “What some
of the neighbours said was she herself, possibly in collusion with her son, had dragged
Anamika out on the veranda at that hour when it was still dark…and that they had tied
her up in a nylon sari, poured the kerosene over her and set her on fire.” “What the
husband said was that he had been away on a business….” “What the mother-in-law
said was that …. She must have planned it, plotted it.” This resembles quite well the
typical dowry death among the rapidly rising crime statistics.4 But “What Anamika’s
family said was that it was fate, God had willed it….”(151) According to Nimshim and
Brue, students at the University of Delhi and my Indian friends, many families bear
such things silently and do not report them to the police as a family matter. “Cases of
‘accidental’ deaths of women, particularly by catching fire in the kitchen are in police
record.”( Women in Indian Society 192) So, Anamika’s family’s silence also reflects the
reality of Indian society.
I would like to note, however, the subtle hint that the death of Anamika unites Uma
and her mother with a sisterly “bond”(156)at the end of the first part of the novel. At the
scene of Anamika’s funeral, where a jar of ashes is thrown into the river, “Uma suddenly
finds a hand clasping hers tightly. It is Mama’s.”(155) She is not MamaPapa,
representative of patriarchal authority, a suppressive figure for Uma, but a comforting
figure who shares the tragedy of a battered woman with her daughter.
Mayamma in Thousand Faces of Night is another long-suffering Indian woman and
she is also abused by both her husband and a mother-in-law who internalizes
patriarchal Indian culture. Domestic violence can be defined as misuses of power to

controll another through violence, abuse, threats and assaults whether sexual, physical
or mental. The battle between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law, this typical Asiatic
theme, might be understood as a fight between women, but it is not so simple. It is also
often domestic violence by a woman, advocate of the patriarchal system against another
woman who fails to accept it. I would like to examine how Mayamma could survive this
violence and what sort of new vision for survival she represents.
The prelude shows how Mayamma is abused and physically hurt by her
mother-in-law when she loses her first baby “conceived after ten years of longing and
fear”, which means that she has failed to reproduce a grandson, an heir necessary to
sustain the patriarchal system. 5 Her mother-in-law slaps Mayamma’s cheeks hard.
“Her fists pummeled” her breasts and her “still swollen stomach, and she shouted, in a
rage mixed with fear, ‘Do you need any more proof that this is not a woman? The barren
witch has killed my grandson,….’ ” This verbal and physical assault, which makes her
feel guilty, worthless and desperate to such a degree that she imagines her “womb slips
down, sagging with the weight of my greed for motherhood” and she puts her hand up,
pulls and tears it out and “throws it on the garbage heap to rot.”(122-23) Her
mother-in-law’s abuse is habitually repeated throughout Mayamma’s married life. She
forces Mayamma to fast every other day and to do penance to change the evil course of
her horoscope.
Mayamma married, aged 12.

Her mother-in-law ,

being unable to “check

Mayamma’s insides”, “had content herself with the astrologer’s promise that Mayamma
would bear her many strong grandsons.”(80) And she watched Mayamma’s “slim waist
intently for the first year”, and the second year she broke into complaint.(80)
Mayamma’s “husband woke her up every night, his large, hairy thighs rough and heavy
on her, pushing pushing.”(80) Of course Mayamma and other married women in India
are expected to serve to their husbands, which is “woman’s only path toward heaven”
according to Baba, Devi’s father-in-law, and to bear sons. A woman without a child, says
the sages, goes to hell.(81) “Mayamma welcomed her penance like an old friend”, and
did everything she could do: she woke up at four in the morning, walked to the pond,
prayed, “dipped herself again and again in the pure coldness”; “she gave up salt and
tamarind; she fed the snakes her rice and curds, she bathed the all-conquering lingam
with sandalwood, milk, and her tears of ardour.”(80-81) She waited ten years for a son,
making

penance

her

“grey-haired

school

teacher”(113)

and

enduring

her

mother-in-law’s habitual assaults. “She tore my new saris and gave me yesterday’s rice
to eat. What is the use of feeding a barren woman?”(112)
On one such day when Mayamma is hanging her new sari to dry, her mother-in-law

mocks, “What has your beauty done for you, you barren witch?” and “she pulled up my
[Mayamma’s] sari roughly, just as her son did every night, and smeared the burning red,
freshly-ground spices into my barrenness. I burned, my thighs clamped together as I
felt the devouring fire cling to my entrails.”(113) Her mother-in-law also forces
Mayamma to cut her breast open with a blade and bathe the lingam with the blood, and
orders her to think of “your empty, rotting womb and pray”, without thinking of food. A
mother of sons is supposed to be paid great respect in Indian society, but this does not
mean a woman is respected, since a woman’s value mainly depends on her reproductive
ability. Mayamma herself does not doubt it, nor does she resist it, as Devi, another
childless wife does. Mayamma, like hundreds of other millions of Indian women, keeps
silent, except to humbly apology to her mother-in-law.
After many long years Mayamma bears a son was born, but eight years later her
husband leaves home taking with him all the money in the house. Her son at fourteen
begins to threaten to beat her and pesters her

for valuables. After her son dies, she

feeds the ashes “into the river’s mouth”. (123) Mayamma comes to Parvatiamma, Devi’s
mother-in-law, with only a torn sari, and Parvatiamma gives her a home. “From that
day, …Parvatiamma was my sister, my mother, my daughter.”(82)
Mayamma, a victim of domestic violence by her mother-in-law, her husband, and her
son, all sustaining the patriarchal system, is supported by Parvatiamma, who has left
her husband, and is thus labeled a fallen woman. And Mayamma, as a long-sufferer,
supports Devi, who is also sterile and feels humiliated by busy gynecologists and later
leaves her husband like Parvatiamma, her mother-in-law and her “guardian angel”.
Devi’s grandmother also gives deserted wives a warm refuge. She herself was widowed
in her early thirties, as Sita, Devi’s mother was. Sita is a modern version of Gandhari,
who personified sacrifice and dedicated herself to the altar of marriage as a dutiful wife
and daughter-in-law, but sacrifice comes to nothing because of her widowhood.
Discrimination like the purda convention does not allow women to leave home freely
and keeps them in their domestic space; husbands have rights to confine them. This
form of social isolation itself is domestic violence under the patriarchal “law of the
threshold”. As M. Lal has suggested, Sita is one who has crossed the threshold, the
boundaries of home, and for “women, a step over the bar is an act of transgression”(Lal,
The Laws of the Threshold 12) She is doomed to be punished.
But I would like to emphasize here the supporting relationship of these outcast
women, their sisterhood. Each woman seems to be another Sita, a long-suffering and
self-denying, or an anti-Sita who leaves home and goes beyond the threshold, and is
labeled a fallen woman, both seemingly trapped within the polarized images revolving

round Sita, the trap of dichotomy. But the way they help and support each other
through shared pain and humiliation, or the invisible ties between Devi and
Parvatiamma, whom Devi has not seen yet, or the possible re-union of Devi and Sita
(mother-and-daughter) create the base for a battle against abuse of power, or a warm
refugee empowering them to challenge the obsessive myth of a self-denying ideal wife
promoted by some Hindu fundamentalist groups and insensitive media. All these
barren or widowed women are united and form an invisible network with other women
through Devi’s sympathetic gaze and story-telling. This is a unique vision of sisterhood
among the texts mentioned in this paper, one that represents new hope for Indian
women, I think.
Notes
1 Seema Sirohi writes, “A new millennium dawned. But the women—most of them,
anyway—continued to inhabit the land of Manu…..Manu had listed ‘killing a woman’ as
a minor crime alongside stealing of grain and livestock, ….”(Sita’s Curse 15)
2 S. Siroshi also refers to Sita as “the ideal for many women even today.” (Sita’s Curse
34)
3 Even a picture book for children, in which Rama’s suspicion is largely alleviated, tells
how reluctantly Rama accepted Sita when she was rescued and came back to him. See,
for example, The Ramayana for Young Readers, retold and illustrated by Milly Acharya,
(Harper Collins Publishers India, 2001): ‘Ram did not rush to greet Sita when she came
to him. He merely nodded to her from where he stood. Before the entire assembly he
informed her, “I have defeated Ravana. Now you are free. Do as you please. You may
stay in Lanka with Vibhisna or join Sugriva if you prefer. Follow Laxman if you like or
go to Bharat,” he suggested…. She asked him to explain this strange and cold
pronouncement…..He answered her. “You have been with Ravana and have accepted his
hostility these many months. How can I be certain that you are still as faithful to me as
you once were?’ See also The Ramayana rendered by C. G. R. Kurup, Children’s Book
Trust, 2002); Ramayana retold by William Buck (Los Angeles: Univ. of California Press,
1976).
4 According to Seema Sirohi “If a ‘stove burst’ designed to look like a kitchen accident
was once the favourite mode of elimination, today other methods have evolved. They
hang women from ceiling fans, they give them poison, even electrocute them. Then they
make up a story and spread it. It was an accident, it was a gas leak, it was a suicide, she
was depressed , she could’t adjust, she was mentally unsound.”(Sita’s Curse 21)

5 Maithreyi Krishnaraj argues “The ideology of motherhood is pervasive in India. The
desire for progeny is a recurrent theme. A woman justifies her existence only as a
mother and as a mother of sons. A mother’s status is privileged not in the sense of
special right but as an attribute without which a woman is useless….. The status
accorded is however conditional on her accepting maternity as self-denial. ….The
majority of rural Indian females are undernourished especially during their
reproductive period”( “Motherhood:Power and Powerlessness” 35). Jasodhara Bagchi
also discusses how this “self-denying mother, glorified only as the mother of a son”
became “the ruling icons of the myth of Indian womanhood, which has naturalized
gender oppression.(Indian Women 4)
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Language change includes vocabulary change, sound change, and etc. When it comes to
grammar, however, it is rarely a subject of language change since grammar is a fundamental
part of a language.
However, it has been pointed out that there seems to be a case of language change
in grammar in the history of the Japanese language. According to Miura (1979) and Earns
(1993), ‘tokorono’, a little archaic element in Japanese, is a relative pronoun that has been
introduced from European languages. This suggestion looks appealing as we see examples
such as the following:
(i)

[[[Ware-wa nanji-ni sore-o itta ] tokorono] otoko] dearu.
I-top. you-dat. It-acc. said TOKORONO man is
‘I am the man who said that to you.’(Miura 1979)

(ii)

I am [the man [who [said that to you]]].

Notice that both ‘tokorono’ and ‘who’, a relative pronoun in English, occupy the position in
each sentence between a noun and a sentence that modifies the noun.
Miura and Earns’s argument is very interesting and at the same time it can be very
controversial given the fact that there is no other element in Japanese that can be called a
relative pronoun. Also, there are arguments in linguistic such as Murasugi (2000) that the
Japanese relative clauses such as (i) do not have ‘a slot’ for a relative pronoun. If ‘tokorono’
is a real relative pronoun, it means that Japanese changed its grammar in order to
incorporate relative pronouns. The question is whether such fundamental language change in
grammar is possible or not.
In this paper, I will argue that ‘tokorono’ is not a relative pronoun. Thus, a
fundamental language change in grammar did not happen. Evidence comes from historical
facts and some linguistic observation. The use of ‘tokorono’ can be found back in 9th
century, so that it is unlikely that European languages are the source of ‘tokorono.’ Also,
English relative pronouns obey constraints on movement whereas ‘tokorono’ does not. It
seems that the origin of ‘tokorono’ is a grammatical morpheme in Chinese, which is not a
relative pronoun. I will suggest that ‘tokorono’ is a combination of ‘tokoro,’ an expletive

noun, and ‘no,’ a grammatical morpheme in Japanese.
Interestingly, even though ‘tokorono’ is not a relative pronoun, it looks like a
relative pronoun as shown in (i). Thus ‘tokorono’ can be called a pseudo-relative pronoun.
As for the influence of European languages, it seems more correct to say that the use of this
pseudo-relative pronoun increased in the Meiji era when European languages were
translated into Japanese. In this sense, some influence of European languages is still
observed.

LANGUAGE CHANGE AND THE SO-CALLED RELATIVE PRONOUN
‘TOKORONO’ IN JAPANESE *
Toshiko Oda
1. INTRODUCTION
The Japanese language as a whole has been the object of wide-reaching historical
changes. Many of these historical changes occurred because of the influence of foreign
languages. The grammar of the Japanese language is one aspect of the language that has
been the object of such foreign influence. However, unlike vocabulary or phonetic
properties, grammar is a fundamental part of a language. Therefore, grammatical change is
much more rarely found than other language changes. One controversial case of
grammatical change is the so-called relative pronoun ‘tokorono’ in Japanese.
(1) Kare-ga netsuaisuru

tokorono josei

(Niimura ed. 1991)

he-nom. passionately love ‘who’
woman
‘the woman who he passionately loves’

In this example ‘tokorono’ is located between the noun and the modifying sentence, and this
makes ‘tokorono’ look just like a relative pronoun that would correspond to ‘who’ in
English. Some previous studies, such as Miura (1979) and Earns (1993), argue that
‘tokorono’ is a relative pronoun.
If so, this is a very interesting case in the history of Japanese grammar. It has been
argued that Japanese grammar has some mechanisms that are adopted from foreign
languages. Most of them are cases in which the original usages were ‘expanded’ in their
functions. ‘Niyotte’-passive (neutral passive) is considered to be one such example1. The
case of ‘tokorono,’ on the other hand, is more controversial. If ‘tokorono’ is a relative
pronoun, this is a case in which a new function ‘emerged’ in the Japanese language as a
result of foreign influences: there is nothing like relative pronouns in the Japanese language
other than ‘tokorono.’
‘Tokorono’ is also of interest in terms of linguistic. It has been argued in the field
of generative linguistics that the Japanese language does not have relative pronouns. Some
linguists even argue that there is no place available for relative pronouns in the structure of
relative clauses in Japanese (Murasugi 2000). After examining these arguments against
relative pronouns in Japanese, it is surprising to find something similar to a relative pronoun.
The question is whether ‘tokorono’ really is a relative pronoun.
The key to answering this question seems to lie in the origin and adoption of
‘tokorono.’ The purpose of this paper is to discuss the linguistic properties and history of
‘tokorono’ in the Japanese language in order to answer the following questions:



(2)a. Is ‘tokorono’ a relative pronoun?
b. How was ‘tokorono’ introduced into the Japanese language?
This paper has the following organization. Section 2 summarizes previous studies
by Miura (1979) and others. Miura considers ‘tokorono’ to be a relative pronoun that was
adopted from European languages during the Meiji period. I will provide counter-evidence
that ‘tokorono’ existed earlier than the Meiji period. Section 3 analyzes the linguistic
properties of ‘tokorono;’ I will answer the question in (2a): ‘tokorono’ is not a relative
pronoun since it has some different syntactic properties from those of English relative
pronouns. Section 4 discusses the history of ‘tokorono;’ I will provide data which shows
that ‘tokorono’ has been used since the Heian period. I will argue that ‘tokoro’ is a
translation of an object clitic in Chinese and ‘no’ is a case particle in Japanese, which
answers the question in (2b). Section 5 analyzes the process of adoption of ‘tokorono;’ I
will show how ‘tokorono’ has been related to different syntactic structures during its history.
Section 6 contains some concluding remarks.
2. PREVIOUS STUDIES: ‘TOKORONO’ AS A RELATIVE PRONOUN
This section reviews Miura (1979) as well as other researchers. Miura introduces
‘tokorono’ as an interesting bound morpheme in Japanese that behaves very similarly to
English relative pronouns. He concludes that ‘tokorono’ is a relative pronoun adopted from
European languages during the Meiji period. I will discuss the contributions of his research
while also providing some counterexamples to his conclusion.
2-1 RELATIVE PRONOUNS AND ‘TOKORONO’
The Japanese language is not usually considered to have relative pronouns. This
contrasts with European languages such as English that allow relative pronouns:
(3) This is the cat which she gave me.
(4) Kore-wa kanojo-ga watashi-ni kureta neko desu.
this-top. she-nom.
me-dat.
‘This is the cat she gave me.’

gave

cat

is

In (4), there is no phrase like ‘which’ between the head noun ‘cat’ and the modifying
sentence. This is the standard construction for relative clauses in Japanese. One may notice
that the relative pronoun can be omitted in English as the translation in (4); I will discuss this
optionality later in section 3-1.
However, there is an exception. It has been argued that the bound morpheme
‘tokorono’ behaves similarly to relative pronouns. The following is an example quoted in
Miura (1979):
(5) Ware-wa nanji-ni sore-o iuta tokorono otoko dearu.
I-top.

you-dat.

it-acc.

said TOKORONO



man

is

(Miura 1979)

‘I am the man who said that to you.’

The bound morpheme ‘tokorono’ is located between the head noun ‘man’ and the
modifying sentence. This is exactly the position where relative pronouns appear.
Interestingly, ‘tokorono’ is the only phrase found in Japanese that appears in this position.
Miura concludes that ‘tokorono’ is a relative pronoun in Japanese. His conclusion is not
surprising since there are several pieces of evidence that could be seen to support his
argument. As Miura does not provide a detailed discussion in his paper, I will extrapolate
what I think he had in mind below.
Another similarity between relative pronouns and ‘tokorono’ is that both are
semantically vacuous elements. ‘Tokorono’ does not add any meaning and the sentence is
grammatical without ‘tokorono.’ The following example is the same as (5) except for the
absence of ‘tokorono.’
(6) Ware-wa nanji-ni sore-o iuta otoko dearu.
I-top.
you-dat. it-acc. said
‘I am the man (who) said that to you.’

man

is

This is very similar to the case of English. English relative pronouns can be also omitted
most of the time. They are purely grammatical elements and are basically semantically
vacuous. For instance, ‘who’ in ‘the man who I mentioned yesterday’ does not tell anything
more than that the reference is a person.
The purpose of ‘tokorono’ is also similar to that of relative pronouns. It appears
where the modifying relation must be very clear (Kindaiichi et. el. eds. 1978) or in sentences
which are expected to sound somewhat ‘elegant’ (Muromachijidaigo Hensyuu Iinkai ed.
2000). Relative pronouns also clarify modifying relations and make sentences sound more
formal.
After reading the above discussion, Miura’s argument that ‘tokorono’ is a relative
pronoun may sound reasonable. As a matter of fact, Earns (1993) supports Miura and
argues that ‘tokorono’ is one of the aspects of grammar adopted from foreign languages.
Similar discussions can be observed in many dictionaries of the Japanese language2. The
following is a translation from Matsumura ed. (1995)3:
(7) …..(‘tokorono’) Can be used as a translation for relative pronouns in European
languages. It follows a verb and becomes a part of the modification of a noun
phrase.
Example: Kare-no mezasu tokorono risoo.
he-nom. pursue
‘which’
‘The dream which he pursues.’

dream

This statement seems to describe the behavior of ‘tokorono’ correctly .



Then a question arises: is it plausible to conclude that ‘tokorono’ is a relative
pronoun in Japanese? Miura argues that this is the case; however, I assume it is dangerous
to jump to such a conclusion. The previous studies do not provide enough information,
especially with respect to the differences between ‘tokorono’ and relative pronouns.
Therefore it is premature to conclude that ‘tokorono’ can be considered a relative pronoun.
I will discuss in detail in Section 3 how linguistic analysis reveals that ‘tokorono’ has
somewhat different properties from relative pronouns.
It is also important to consider when the use of ‘tokorono’ started. Miura argues that
‘tokorono’ was adopted from European languages during the Meiji period. However, the
following subsection provides some counter-evidence to this claim.
2-2 COUNTER-EVIDENCE
The Meiji period (1868 – 1912) is well known as a time of rapid change for
Japanese society. Because of the new foreign policy to expand trade with European
countries, European culture as well as commercial goods were rapidly introduced to Japan.
It is not hard to imagine that the language was also subject to such changes4. As a matter of
fact, some dictionaries have statements that support the argument of Miura.
(8)… The use of ‘tokorono’ started as a result of the translation of relative pronouns
of European languages. (Matsumura ed. 1995)5
This statement indicates that ‘tokorono’ was born during the Meiji period since European
languages were largely introduced to Japan in the Meiji period.
One consequence of this argument is that we would not expect to find an example
of ‘tokorono’ earlier than the Meiji period. However, such examples do exist:
(9) Mukashi tsukurishi tokorono tsumi-o omoiidetsu (Sampoue 984)6
in the past
made
‘which’
sin-acc. remembered
‘( I ) remembered the sin that I committed in the past.’

This example was from the Heian period (794-1191). If the origin of ‘tokorono’ was a
translation of European languages, this example could not be explained since Japan did not
have relations with European countries at that time.
This is serious counter-evidence to the previous studies. The example (9) throws
doubt not only on the period of emergence of ‘tokorono’ but also on its syntactic properties
as a relative pronoun. Since no European language was available at the time of the example,
relative pronouns of European languages cannot be the source of the translation. We are left
with less evidence that ‘tokorono’ is a relative pronoun.
2-3 SUMMARY
This section reviewed Miura (1979) as well as other previous studies. According
to Miura’s argument, ‘tokorono’ is a relative pronoun adopted from European languages
during the Meiji period. We observed that ‘tokorono’ was used much earlier than the Meiji



period. Therefore Miura’s argument needs to be revised. In the following section, I will
provide an alternative proposal based on generative linguistic analysis.
3. LINGUISITC ANALYSIS
This section discusses the linguistic properties of ‘tokorono.’ I will show that
‘tokorono’ and relative pronouns have different properties. This is because ‘tokorono’ and
relative pronouns are in different syntactic categories. I propose that ‘tokorono’ consists of
a noun and a case particle. First, I will review the properties of relative pronouns, then I will
compare them with those of ‘tokorono.’ At the end of this section, I will answer the
question in (2a), whether ‘tokorono’ is a relative pronoun: my answer is no.
3-1 RELATIVE PRONOUNS AS OPERATORS
Relative pronouns are considered to be operators. Let us start with a brief review of
what operators are, which follows a standard textbook about Government and Binding
theory by Haegeman (1991). Operators are grammatical elements which appear in nonargument positions as a result of movement and leave traces in their original positions. As in
(11) and (12) below, operators may or may not be pronounced. In the case of relative
clauses in English, relative pronouns such as ‘who’ or ‘which’ are considered operators.
The following examples show a sentence from which a relative clause is derived (10), a
relative clause with an overt operator (11), and the same relative clause with unpronounced
operator (12).
(10) [IP I have chosen the book ]
(11) This is [NP the book [CP whichi [IP I have chosen ti ]]]
operator movement
(12) This is [NP the book [CP Opi [IP I have chosen ti ]]]
operator movement
Note that there are some restrictions on such operator movement. The boundaries
between different phrases or parts of the sentence are called nodes. When a moving element
goes across certain nodes, the sentence becomes ungrammatical.
(13) * This is [NP the book [CP whichi [IP [NP copies of ti ] are on sale ]]]
operator movement
This is a violation of a rule called the Subjacency Condition (Chomsky 1973). The definition
of the Subjacency Condition is roughly as follows:



(14) Subjacency Condition
Movement cannot cross more than one bounding node, where bounding nodes are
IP and NP.
(Haegeman 1991)

In (13), the movement goes across two bounding nodes, NP and IP; thus the sentence is
ungrammatical. Notice that in the grammatical sentences such as (11) and (12), the
movements go across just one IP.
3-2 JAPANESE RELATIVE CLAUSES
With the constraint on movement in mind, let us move on to the case of Japanese.
Kuno (1973) pointed out that Japanese nouns such as (15) are not derived from operator
movement of relative pronouns since they are not constrained by the the Subjacency
Condition. This becomes clearer when the Japanese example is compared with an English
equivalent (16). The Japanese example remains grammatical while the English example is
rule out by the Subjacency Condition:
(15) [[[[[[proj ti sewashiteita IP]CP] hitoj NP]-ga jisatsushita IP] Opi

CP]onnanoko i NP]

operator movement ?
sub. obj.
looked after
man –nom. committed suicide null operator
‘The girl who has been taken care of by a person that committed suicide.’

girl

(16)*[NPThe girl [CP whoi [IP[NP the person[CP whoj [IP tj had been looking after ti ]]]
operator movement
committed suicide]]]

(Kuno 1973)

Kuno concludes that there is no operator movement in the Japanese relative clauses. If there
was, (15) would be ruled out because the operator movement goes across two IPs and one
NP. Kuno proposes that Japanese relative clauses are derived by base-generating pro, an
unpronounced NP, in the argument position rather than through operator movement:7
(17) [NP[CP[IP[NP[CP[IP proj proi sewashiteita]] hitoj]-ga jisatsushita ]] onnanokoi]
subj. obj. looked after
man -nom committed suicide
‘The girl who has been taken care of by a person that committed suicide.’

girl

Thus it is unsurprising that (17) is grammatical. There is no moving element, and the
sentence does not violate any rule.
As a result, Japanese relative clauses have almost the same structure as pure complex
NPs:



(18)a. [NP[CP[IP ……proi…..]]Ni] (Japanese relative clause)
b. example: [NP[CP[IP watashi-ga proi kiita ]] otoi]
I-nom.
‘the sound that I heard’

obj.

heard

sound

(19)a. [NP[CP[IP …..………..]]N] (pure complex NP)
b. example: [NP[CP[IP Mary-ga piano-o hiiteiru ]] oto]
Mary-nom. piano-acc. playing
‘the sound of Mary playing the piano’

sound

Notice that there is a gap before ‘kiita’(heard) in (18b) that is filled by proi, but there is no
such gap in (19b). (You may compare proi in (18) and ‘piano-o’ in (19).) In both cases in
Japanese, there is no operator movement. Keeping that in mind, let us go back to the case
of ‘tokorono.’
3-3 RELATIVE CLAUSES WITH ‘TOKORONO’
Note that when ‘tokorono’ is inserted in the position of a relative pronoun, the sentence
(17) stays grammatical:
(20) [[[[[[ proj proi sewashiteita IP]CP] hitoj NP]-ga jisatsushita IP] tokorono CP] onnanokoi NP]
sub. obj. looked after
man –nom. committed suicide
‘The girl who has been taken care of by a person that committed suicide.’

‘who’

girl

This means there is no movement of ‘tokorono’ from the position of proi. If there were such
movement, it would violate the Subjacency Condition. Thus ‘tokorono’ cannot be an
operator.
The following data also shows that ‘tokorono’ cannot be an operator:
(21) [NP [CP[IP Mary-ga piano-o hiiteiru] tokorono ] oto]-ga kikoeru.
Mary-nom. piano-acc. playing TOKORONO sound-nom. hear(vi)
‘I hear the sound of Mary’s playing the piano’

The subject is a pure complex NP and there is no ‘gap’ in the modifying sentence, but
‘tokorono’ can appear in this structure. Since there is no ‘gap,’ it is impossible to assume
that ‘tokorono’ moves out of the IP. ‘Tokorono’ must be base-generated in that position.
If it is not a relative pronoun, then what is ‘tokorono’? I propose to revise the
structure of (18) as in (22).
(22)[[[[[[ proj proi sewasiteita
subj. obj.

tokoro

looked after

NP]-no [NP

IP ]CP]

hitoj NP]-ga jisatsushita IP]CP]

man-nom.

committed suicide

onnanokoi]

TOKORO-gen.
girl
‘The girl who has been taken care of by a person that committed suicide.’



‘Tokorono’ consists of a head-noun ‘tokoro’ and a case particle ‘no.’ The schematic
structure of ‘tokorono’ is thus as follows.
(23) [NP [NP [CP[IP ]] tokoro]-no [NP N ] ]
head noun-gen.

Informally speaking, this is a familiar structure of NP-no-NP. In the case of (22), ‘girl’
corresponds to the second NP. ‘Tokoro’ is a semantically vacuous noun. It does not have
any particular meaning, and its English equivalent could be ‘fact’, ‘situation’, or ‘something.’
If we ignore its syntactic category and focus on its semantic vacuousness, it could be
translated to be ‘what’ as in ‘I know what you mean.’
‘No’ is a case particle that assigns genitive case to the preceding NP. It is
obligatory to have this case particle in this construction. (22) becomes ungrammatical
without ‘no’ as in (24) since the first NP ‘sewashita…..tokoro’ is caseless.8
(24) *[NP Sewashiteita hito-ga jisatsushita

tokoro] [NP onnanoko ]

looked after
man-nom. committed suicide TOKORO
girl
(lit) ‘The girl who has been taken care of by a person that committed suicide.’

In order to make the discussion more clear, I will provide some possible English equivalents.
The best translation of the following example (25) is (26) in English. ‘Of’ corresponds to
‘no’ in Japanese, and the sentence is ungrammatical without it, as shown in (27).
(25) Watashi-wa toshi-no hakai-o

mita.

I-top.
city-gen. destruction-acc. saw
‘I saw the destruction of the city’

(26) I saw the destruction of the city.
(27) *I saw the destruction the city.

(c.f. Chomsky 1970)

Thus, the importance of the case particle can be seen.
The structure of (23) is supported by the fact that ‘tokoro’ is independently used as
a noun that is semantically vacuous9.
(28)

Hito-no shiru tokoro-to natta.

(Matsumura 1995)

people-nom. know ‘something’-to became
(lit.)‘It became something people know.’

In this example, ‘tokoro’ is modified by the preceding sentence and becomes the modified
noun. ‘Tokoro’ originally means ‘place,’ and it seems that it has been metaphorically used



to stand for more abstract meanings such as ‘something’ or ‘situation.’ ‘Tokorono’ is
considered to be one such case of abstraction.
Another piece of evidence which supports (23) is the following:
(29) ?? [NP[NP[CP[IP Kare-ga proi itta]] tokoro]-no kotoi]-wa jijitsu da.
he-nom. obj. said ‘something’-gen. thing-top.
‘What he said is fact.’

reality is

Notice that both the first noun and the second noun mean something very similar and
abstract, ‘thing’. Therefore, it is like saying ‘the thing of what he said are fact,’ which is
very redundant. It would be preferable to sat either ‘the things he said are facts’ or ‘what he
said is fact.’ Indeed, the sentence improves when either one of the nouns is omitted:
(30) [NP[CP[IP Kare-ga pro itta]] koto]-wa jijitsu da.
he-nom. obj. said thing-top
‘The things he said are facts.’

fact

is

(31) [NP[CP[IP Kare-ga pro itta]] tokoro]-wa jijitsu da.
he-nom. obj. said ‘something’-top
‘What he said is fact.’

fact

is

I assume that the degraded status of the sentence comes from the redundancy, and this
supports the idea that ‘tokoro’ is a semantically vacuous head noun.
Finally, the structure of (23) predicts that the first and the second NP can be
independently modified. This prediction is born out.
(32) [NP [NP[CP[IP kyaku-ga pro urooto-shiteiru ]]tokoro]-no [NP[CP[IP pro kasabakariatte
customer

ikkoo ne-ni

obj.

naranai ]]

trying to sell

‘something’-gen.

subj. weigh too much

shomotsu]]

at all price-to does not become books
‘The books that the customer is trying to sell that weigh too much but do not have much value’

(Tokai no Yuutuu 1992)10
Notice that both the first head noun ‘tokoro’ and the second head noun ‘shomotsu’(books)
each have their own modifying sentence. This is possible because they are independent NPs.
This supports the claim that ‘tokorono’ is in the structure of NP-no-NP as shown in (21).
All the evidence shown above indicates that ‘tokorono’ is in the structure of (23), where
two NPs are attached to each other. There is no operator movement involved, and ‘tokoro’
is a base-generated head noun.
3-4 SUMMARY
This section has discussed the syntactic properties of ‘tokorono.’ I proposed that
‘tokorono’ is a combination of a noun and a case particle. Given the discussion in this
section, let us go back to the questions presented in Section 1. My answer to the question is

shown in (33):
(2)a. Is ‘tokorono’ is a relative pronoun?
(33) No. ‘Tokorono’ consists of a noun ‘tokoro’ and a case particle ‘no’. Being
different from relative pronouns, ‘tokorono’ is not subject to movement. It is
base-generated in its surface position.
The next question is whether ‘tokorono’ is an indigenous phrase in Japanese or was
adopted from other languages. In the next section I will argue that the origin of ‘tokorono’
is found in the Chinese language.
4. HISTORY OF ‘TOKORONO’
This section discusses the history of ‘tokorono.’ In Section 2, I introduced
previous studies which indicated the use of ‘tokorono’ started as a translation for relative
pronouns in European languages in the Meiji period (1868-1912). I also showed counterexamples to the arguments in these studies. In this section, I propose that the use of
‘tokorono’ started in the Heian period (794-1191) as a result of the influence of the Chinese
language.
4-1 WHEN ‘TOKORONO’ APPEARED
The following data shows that ‘tokorono’ already existed when Japan did not have
any contact with European countries.
(34) Korosu tokoro-no tori-o kubi-ni kake-sasete
kill
‘situation’-gen. bird-acc. neck-dat. hang-causative
“(Someone) let the bird that he killed hang on his neck.”

(Tsurezuregusa 1330 )11

Therefore, the origin of ‘tokorono’ cannot be the translation of European languages.
To see when the use of ‘tokorono’ started, I examined some secondary resources.
The results show that data containing ‘tokorono’ is available form the Heian period and
later, and no data is found earlier than the Heian period12. Therefore I propose that the use
of ‘tokorono’ started in the Heian period. The following example is the oldest one I found.
(35) Tatekometaru tokoro-no to
set up
‘something’-gen. doors
‘the doors (one) set upright’

(Taketorimonogatari 888)13

However, the number of instances of ‘tokorono’ in the data is too limited to draw a
definite conclusion that ‘tokorono’ did not appear before the Heian period14. I will discuss
this issue further in Section 4-3.
4-2 WHERE ‘TOKORONO’ CAME FROM
I proposed in Section 3 that ‘tokorono’ is a combination of the semantically

vacuous noun ‘tokoro’ and the case particle ‘no.’ Some dictionaries indicate that the origin
of ‘tokoro’ is the Chinese language15.
(36) ‘Tokoro’ is the Japanese reading of a grammatical morpheme in Chinese that comes
with transitive verbs as in
‘things wanted’. (Nakamura et al. eds. 1994)




If that is the case, the origin of ‘tokorono’ must be also the Chinese language since it
contains ‘tokoro.’ The grammatical morpheme ‘ ’ in Chinese was read as ‘tokoro’ in
Japanese, and I assume that ‘no’ was inserted to assign case to the preceding noun phrase
when Chinese phrases were translated into Japanese.
Let us consider an example. To “read” the Chinese sentence below (37) in
Japanese, the Chinese characters must be reordered to match Japanese syntax. This process
is called ‘Kambunkundoku’ (
), and in this paper, I call it ‘Japanese reading of the
Chinese language.’ As a result, the word order shift to that in (38). Particles are added as
necessary using Japanese kana-characters.




(37) [IP




[NP[CP[IP














e ]]

]


Chuuyou
Shisou grammatical morpheme make obj. book
(Nakazawa 1985)
‘Chuuyou is the book written by Shisou.’

(38) [CP




[IP[NP [NP[CP[IP

"
!

#

Chuuyou-top.
Shisou-nom.
‘Chuuyou is the book written by Shisou.’

pro
$

%

]]
&

]
'

]


is

[NP ]]
(

)

]]

obj. make-present ‘something’-gen. book is

An interesting conclusion is that ‘tokorono’ consists of a unique combination: ‘tokoro,’
which is a translation of a Chinese grammatical morpheme and ‘no,’ which is a case
morpheme in Japanese.
Notice that the statement in (36) is totally different from (8) that we saw in Section 1:
(8) … The use of ‘tokorono’ started as a result of the translation of relative pronouns of
European languages. (Matsumura ed. 1995)
(36) ‘Tokoro’ is the Japanese reading of a grammatical morpheme in Chinese that comes
with transitive verbs as in
‘things wanted’. (Nakamura et al. eds. 1994)
*

+

As a matter of fact, previous studies are divided into two groups. One seeks the origin of
‘tokorono’ in European languages as in (8) and the other in the Chinese language as in (36).
The former cannot be correct, since as we saw in the previous subsection, there are
examples of ‘tokorono’ from before the Meiji period when European languages had not yet
been introduced. The following section contains further evidence for this view.
4-3 EVIDENCE FOR THE CHINESE ORIGIN OF ‘TOKORONO’ IN THE HEIAN



PERIOD
This subsection provides evidence for the assumptions made in the previous two
subsections: ‘tokorono’ appeared in the Heian period and it came from the Chinese
language. The first piece of evidence is that the semantically vacuous usage of ‘tokoro’
started in the Heian period (794 –1191). Joodaijidaigo Hensyuu Iinkai (2000) describes the
use of ‘tokoro’ in the Joodai period (6th –7th century)16. The Joodai period precedes the
Heian period and the use of ‘tokoro’ at that time is limited to the literal meaning ‘place.’
This corresponds to the fact that there is no data containing ‘tokorono’ available earlier than
the Heian period. Since ‘tokoro’ as a semantically vacuous noun did not exist at that time, it
is predicted that there would be no examples of ‘tokorono’ either.
The second piece of evidence is that it was during the Heian period that the
Japanese reading of Chinese characters (
) became widespread. Chinese statements
were translated into Japanese by “reading” each Chinese character in Japanese and adding
necessary grammatical morphemes. According to Tsukijima (1987), this style was largely
adopted during the Heian period. This explains the emergence of ‘tokorono’ in the Heian
period. As we saw in Section 4-1, ‘tokorono’ is a combination of a Japanese reading of the
Chinese character
(‘tokoro’) and the case particle ‘no’ in Japanese. ‘Tokorono’ appeared
in the Heian period when this combination became available.
Another piece of evidence is obtained from Matsumura ed. (1989). Matsumura
cites statements from grammar books of colloquial Japanese written in 1870 during the Meiji
period:
.

/

0

1

2

(39) …..According to ‘Nihon koogo bunten’(Dictionary of colloquial Japanese) (1870), ….
The phrase ‘tokorono’ is sometimes used among intelligent people. However, it does
not mean anything and just complicates the structure of the sentence. …. (Matsumura
1989)17
1870 is the 3rd year of the Meiji period. This means the use of ‘tokorono’ was already in the
Japanese language at the beginning of the Meiji period. This provides additional support for
the idea that the use of ‘tokorono’ started much earlier than the Meiji period, before western
influence began to be felt. Otherwise, it would not be observed in colloquial expressions in
1870.
4-4
IN CHINESE
If the origin of ‘tokorono’ is the Chinese morpheme , it is important to consider what
exactly
is. There are two main analyses of this morpheme which have been proposed.
Chiu (1995) analyzes it as a head of an accusative case projection. Ting (1995, 1996) argues
that it is a resumptive pronominal clitic. For reasons I will not go into because details of
structures from generative linguistics are not important here, I assume is an object clitic in
Chinese following Ting.18 What is interesting to us is that
is a pure grammatical
3

3

3

3

,

3

-

morpheme, and it appears in relative clauses but not in non-relative clauses, as shown below.
Note that ‘SUO’ is the Chinese pronunciation of .
6

(40)
7

8

9

:

;

<

=

>

Lisi SUO buy
which those
‘Those books which Lisi bought’

(41) *
@

A

B

C

D

E

F

Lisi
SUO buy
those
‘Lisi bought those books.’

?

books

G

books

(Ting 1998)

Therefore it makes sense that ‘tokorono’ also appears only in relative clauses in Japanese.
4-5 SUMMARY
In this section, I discussed the origin of ‘tokorono.’ I summarize the discussion by
answering the second question we considered in Section 1:
(2)b. How was ‘tokorono’ introduced to the Japanese language ?
(42) The use of ‘tokorono’ started in the Heian period through the translation of the
Chinese clitic as ‘tokoro’ and by adding the case particle ‘no’.
H

I have denied the proposal that ‘tokorono’ comes from European languages.
However, I suspect that the use of ‘tokorono’ became more popular in the Meiji period, and
that lead to the idea that ‘tokorono’ stems from European languages. However, currently,
the evidence available does not support this idea. At this point, I would like to leave this
question to further research.
5. ANALYSIS OF HISTORY OF ‘TOKORONO’
This section attempts to review the history of ‘tokorono’ from an analytical point of
view. I argue that ‘tokorono’ went though a unique process of adoption in the sense that it
was associated with different syntactic categories in Chinese, Japanese, and English.
5-1 BACKGROUND OF ADOPTION
Let us first clarify what aspects of ‘tokorono’ were adopted and what aspects were
not. Clearly, the Chinese character
and its use as a semantically null element in relative
clauses were adopted from Chinese to Japanese. Interestingly,
in Chinese relative clauses
is optional, and it gives some formal flavor to a sentence. This is very similar to the case of
‘tokorono’ in Japanese. Sentences sound more formal and academic with ‘tokorono,’ and,
as shown in (6), ‘tokorono’ is optional in relative clauses. In this respect, it can be said that
some pragmatic aspects of were also adopted.
However, the grammar of
was not adopted at all. As I discussed in Section 3,
the Chinese
is an object clitic. In Japanese, its syntactic category changed to N, and it
never became a clitic. This is not only because the Japanese language, like English, does not
H

H

H

H

H
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have anything like clitics, but also because
was originally translated as the noun ‘place’ in
Japanese.
5-2 PROCESS OF ADOPTION: FROM CHINESE TO JAPANESE
‘Tokorono’ is a good example of how, in general, new words but not grammatical
structures are adopted into languages. Instead, unfamiliar grammatical structures seem to be
most often translated using available structures. In the case of ‘tokorono,’ it is not strange
that the clitic was translated into a head noun since there is some structural connection
between clitics and head nouns.
To illustrate this point, let us start with Chinese. An object clitic is a grammatical
morpheme that indicates the object of a sentence. In an object relative clause, the object
becomes an operator so that the object position is left with a trace. Instead, the head noun
represents the object. Therefore, clitics, object traces, operators, and head nouns are all
related to the object of the sentence. This is shown below in bold letters using Chinese word
order:
K

(43) [NP [CP[IP he
L

L

bought

ti ]
obj.

Opi ] book] (Chinese)

‘books he bought’

Then, when it was translated into Japanese,
became a semantically vacuous
noun. This was made possible by giving the noun phrase
(place) a more abstract
meaning, such as ‘something’ or ‘fact.’ Eventually, the meaning of
became less
important, practically vacuous. Thus received a new status as a grammatical head noun
and came to represent the object. However, it is semantically vacuous, so that the meaning
of the object is realized in the second noun. This is shown below in Japanese word order:
M

M

M

M

(44) [NP [NP [CP [IP he pro bought ]]
obj.
L

L

] – no

[NP book] ] (Japanese)

‘books he bought’

To summarize, the clitic
in Chinese and the head
in Japanese are both related to the
relativized object. Because direct translation of the clitic was not available, it seems to have
been the best option to translate every Chinese character while preserving the overall
meaning of the phrase.
Interestingly, there is one additional process that happened after
was adopted
into the Japanese language. The use of ‘tokorono’ was formerly limited to constructions
with object relative clauses. Later, it was expanded to include other kinds of relative clauses
(Nakamura et al. eds. 1994). The following examples illustrate this point19:
M

M

M

(45) [NP[NP Mukashi pro tsukurishi tokoro]-no tsumi]-o omoiidetsu (Sampoue 984)20
in the past obj.

made

‘situation’-gen. sin-acc.

I

J

remember

‘( I ) remember the sin that I committed in the past.’

⇓
(46) [CPWare-wa[NP [NP[CP[IP pro nanji-ni sore-o iuta]]tokoro]-no otoko] dearu]
subj. you-dat. it-acc.
I-top
‘I am the man who said that to you.’

said ‘something’-gen. man

is

(Miura 1979)

In (45), the modified NP ‘tsumi’ (sin) corresponds to the object of the preceding sentence.
(46) is from the Syoowa period (1926-1989) and the modified NP ‘otoko’ (man) is the
subject of the preceding sentence. Notice that a Chinese equivalent to (46) does not exist
since
in Chinese is attached to transitive verbs only with connection to the object.
Therefore (46) is not a translation of Chinese into Japanese. Rather, it is an original
Japanese sentence created by native speakers of Japanese who overgeneralized the rule to
include subjects.21
When European languages were introduced, a more interesting process occurred:
– no began to be used as a translation of relative pronouns in an operator-like position.
5-3 COINCIDENTAL SIMILARITIES BETWEEN JAPANESE AND ENGLISH
After the intrusion of European languages, ‘tokorono’ was used as a translation of
relative pronouns from these languages. I argue that it was an interesting coincidence that
made this usage occur. Consider the following English relative clause (47) and its
translation in Japanese (44):
P

P

(47) [NP the book [CP whichi [IP he bought ti ]]]
operator

(44) [NP [NP [CP [IP he pro bought ]]
obj.

(English)

obj.

Q
Q

] – no

[NP book]]

(Japanese)

‘something’-gen.

Notice that it was not the purpose of ‘tokorono’ to be a translation of relative pronouns.
Instead, it just happened to be in the equivalent of the position where relative pronouns
appear. In addition, ‘tokoro’ is semantically vacuous, and so is the case particle ‘no.’ As a
result, a chunk of semantically vacuous elements, ‘tokoro-no,’ is located between the noun
and the modifying sentence, and this is exactly the position relative pronouns hold.
This is an interesting coincidence, which seems to be responsible for the confusion
we saw in Section 3: whether or not the origin of ‘tokorono’ is to be found in European
languages. It is not surprising that people misclassify it as a relative pronoun. Both the
position and function of ‘tokorono’ are similar enough to those of relative pronouns to
create such a misconception.
It might be helpful for us to summarize the characteristics of relative clauses in
Chinese, Japanese, and English and the relationship among them:
(48) Chinese: [NP[CP[IP ….
R
R

Vt ti ] Opi ] N ]

N

O

object clitic

(49) Japanese: [NP [NP[IP ……. ]
U

U

]-no [NP N]]

h ead noun-case particle

(50) English: [NP N [CP Opi [IP…ti … ]]]
relative pronouns

In the case of the translation of
from Chinese to Japanese, the Japanese construction of
‘tokorono’ was a linguistically reasonable result as discussed in 5-2. Since the Japanese
language does not have object clitics, the closest available structure was adopted. On the
other hand, in the case of the use of ‘tokorono’ in the translation of relative pronouns from
English, ‘tokorono’ was coincidently in a similar position to relative pronouns. There is no
formal linguistic relationship between an operator and a combination of a noun and a
particle. In other words, the former was derived through subconscious knowledge of
linguistic structure and the latter through conscious comparison between the two languages.
5-4 SUMMARY
This section analyzed the history of ‘tokorono’ and discussed how it was adopted
from Chinese and then used in the translation of European languages. The Chinese object
clitic
was translated into a head noun in Japanese. Then -no was used as a translation
for relative pronouns in European languages. Interestingly, the syntactic category of
‘tokorono’ changed when it was translated from one language to another. As a result,
‘tokorono’ occupies a unique position in the history of the Japanese language and language
adoption in general.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper I discussed the properties of the so-called relative pronoun in
Japanese, ‘tokorono.’ ‘Tokorono’ can be used as a translation for relative pronouns in
European languages. However, I have argued that ‘tokorono’ is not actually a relative
pronoun. It consists of a noun and a case particle, and it is often erroneously considered to
be a relative pronoun because it is coincidentally found in an analogous position to relative
clauses. I also argued that the abstract use of ‘tokoro’ ( “thing” instead of “place” )
originally comes from a translation of a grammatical morpheme from Chinese.
‘Tokorono’ can be used as an example of the flexibility of the Japanese language.
Japanese speakers translated the grammatical morpheme
in Chinese by giving it a
Japanese reading and a different syntactic category. In other words,
was made to fit the
grammar of the Japanese language. Later, it was even used as a translation of relative
pronouns from European languages.
At the same time, it can be said that this acrobatic process happened because of the
rigid nature of the innate grammatical knowledge of language all human beings posses. The
Japanese language adopted neither Chinese nor English grammar, and the translation from
V

S

V

T

one language to another was done within the grammatical possibilities already available in
Japanese.
At this point, ‘tokorono’ may look like a particularly striking example of language
change which resulted from the influence of foreign languages. However, further research
will find additional interesting cases, and that will help to bring greater understanding of the
position of ‘tokorono’ within the study of language change.

Appendix 1 Examples of ‘tokorono’ in chronological order
The following elements are presented in bold type in each example in order to emphasize
that they are related: ‘tokoro,’ the head noun, and pro, an empty category that is associated
with ‘tokoro,’ as well as the NP that is semantically related both to pro and ‘tokoro.’
Original sources are indicated in Italics.
Joodai-“Early”- 6th century to 804
None
Chuuko - “Early-Middle” - 805 to 1602 ( includes Heian, 794 – 1189)
888

[NP[NP[CP[IP pro pro tatekometaru ]] tokoro]-no to]
subj. obj.
set upright
‘the door that (one) set upright’

‘something’-gen.

door

(Taketorimonogatari)

984 [NP[NP[CP[IP mukashi pro pro tsukurishi ]] tokoro]-no tsumi]
‘something’-gen.

in the past subj. obj. made
‘the sin that (one) committed in the past’

sin

(Sampoue)

985 [NP[NP[CP[IP pro pro kitsuru]] tokoro]-no tachi]
subj. obj.
‘the sword (one) has ’

have

‘something’-gen

sword

(Konjyakumonogatari)

Chuusei - “Middle” - 1190 to 1602
1331

[NP[NP[CP[IP pro pro korosu ]] tokoro]-no tori]
subj. obj. kill
‘the bird (one) killed’

‘something’-gen.

bird

(Tsurezuregusa)

1346 [NP[NP[CP[IP pro pro konomu]] tokoro]-no torite ]
subj. obj.
wish
‘something’-gen.
‘the capture that (one) wishes to make’

W

X

capture

(Taiheiki)

1492 [NP[CP[IP wareware pro negau ]] tokoro]-no saiwai]
we
obj.
‘the luck we wish for’

1592

wish

‘something’-gen. luck

(Iroha)

[NP[NP[CP[IP Shooson-ga pro tanomu]] tokoro]-no tsuwamono]
Shooson-nom. obj. relies ‘something’-gen. strong solder
(Amakusaban Heike
‘the strong soldier who Shooson relies on’

Monogatari)

Kinsei - “Premodern” - 1603 to 1867
None
Kindai – “Modern” - 1868 to 1988
1878 [NP[NP[CP[IP Tamba Junichi-shi-ga pro yakusu]] tokoro]-no sho]
Tamba Junichi-Mr.-nom. obj. translated
‘the book that Mr. Junichi Tamba translated’

‘somthing’-gen. book

(Karyuusyunwa)

1922 [NP[NP[CP[IP kyaku-ga pro urooto-shiteiru]] tokoro]-no[NP[CP[IP pro kasabakariatte
customer-nom. obj. trying to sell

ikkoo ne-ni naranai]]

‘something’-gen.

subj. weigh too much

syomotsu] ]

at all price-to does not become books
(lit)‘The books that the customer is trying to sell that weigh too much but do not have much value’

(Tokai no Yuutuu)
Gendai – “Contemporary” - 1989 to present
1956 [NP[NP[CP[IP pro nanji-ni sore-o iuta ]] tokoro]-no otoko]
subj. you-dat.
‘the man who told you it.’

it-acc.

said

‘something’-nom. man

(Miura 1976)

1991 [NP[NP[CP[IP kare-ga pro netsuaisuru ]] tokoro]-no josei ]
he-nom. obj. l ove passionately ‘something’-gen. woman
‘The woman he passionately loves’

Y

Z

(Koojien )

Notes
* This is my MA thesis in Japanese Pedagogy at Columbia University, NY. I would like to
thank Prof. Jacobsen at Harvard University for his support and valuable comments. I also
benefited from the lecture by Prof. Hendriks at Columbia University during the summer of
2000. All errors are mine.
1
Kinsui (1997) argues that ‘niyotte’-passive is a new construction adopted from European
languages. Even though Japanese originally had passive constructions, it was limited to ones
with some negative connotations. For instance, ‘Ame-ni furareta’ ( (lit.) ‘I was rained’)
implies that someone was annoyed by the rain. ‘Niyotte’-passive does not have such
connotations and is used in neutral description. For example, ‘Ano biru-wa kuni-niyotte
taterareta’ ( That building was built by the government). Kinsui posits that ‘niyotte’
corresponds to ‘by’ and became a passive construction as a result of translating from
European languages.
2
See Kindaiichi et al. eds.(1878), Morizui et al. eds. (1981), Shoogaku Tosho (1986),
Niinuma (1991), Umesada et al. eds. (1995).
3
This was translated by the author.
4
Soogoo (1986), for example, lists words that appeared in the Meiji period. He shows that
many vocabulary items were introduced to the Japanese language as a result of foreign
influence.
5
This was translated by the author.
6
This is cited in Nakamura et al. eds. (1994)
7
Murasugi (2000) further discusses that there is no CP projection in Japanese relative
clauses. If so, there is no place for relative pronouns to appear in Japanese.
8
Chomsky (1970) discusses how ‘of’ in ‘the destruction of the city’ is inserted to assign
case to ‘the city.’ A parallel argument is applicable to the case of ‘no’ in Japanese.
9
There are a lot of examples of ‘tokoro’ being semantically vacuous. Please see Nihon
Kokugo Daijiten Hakkou Kyookai ed. (1973), Nakata et al. eds. (1983) and others.
10
This is cited in Nihon Kokugo Daijiten Hakkoo Kyookai (1973).
11
Please see Saeki et al. eds. (1969:615)
12
Joodaigojiten Hensyuu Iinkai ed. (1967) has the list of words that were used during the
Joodai period that was prior to the Heian period, and it does not contain an example of
‘tokorono.’ The same finding was obtained in Maruyama (1967).
13
Please see Nihon Kokugo Daijiten Hakkou Kyookai ed. (1973: 624)
14
I attached the list of data from 1989 and earlier at the end of this paper. Please see
Appendix 1.
15
Please see also Matsumura ed. (1995) and Muromachijidaigo Jiten Hensyuu Iinkai ed.
(2000).
16
Please see Ichiko (1986) for a chronological classification of Japanese literature.
17
This was translated by the author.
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18

Roughly speaking, clitics are grammatical elements used to stand for the object of a verb.
In languages such as French or Spanish, clitics appear to the left of verbs.
(i) Je l’aime bien.
I him-like well ‘ I like him well.’ (Ando and Ono1992)
19
Appendix 1 has a list of further examples and their constructions.
20
This is cited in Nakamura et al. eds. (1994).
21
My discussion would predict that there should be examples of ‘tokorono’ with intransitive
verbs. I have not found such data in non-linguistic literature. I created the following
example, and it sounds somewhat marginal. At this point I do not have an explanation.
(i) ?? Senjitsu pro gakkai-e irashita tokoro-no sensei-o go-syookai-shita.
the other day subj. conference-to came
‘something’-gen. professor-acc. honorific-introduce-past
‘I introduced the professor who came to the conference the other day.’
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Title: Two-way, Three-way, and in What Way?: Speaker-Hearer Relationship in
English/Japanese/Korean Demonstratives
Name: Mieko Ono
Affiliation: Miami University
Address: Department of German, Russian, and East Asian Languages, Miami University,
Oxford, OH 45056
E-mail: onom@muohio.edu
Abstract:
Languages like Japanese and Korean have a three-way demonstrative system, ko/so/a or
i/ku/ce, while a language like English has a two-way system, this/that. In Japanese,
Distance hypothesis and Territory hypothesis, and many other hybrid/modified varieties
of demonstratives theories, have been proposed to account for the use of demonstratives.
The problematic/complex cases for theories lie in the so-called medial demonstrative, so.
In this paper, I will propose the combination of two two-way systems for Japanese, which
assumes a strong case of the speaker-centered nature of language. The Korean speaker’s
second language acquisition data in Japanese provides interesting cases of how the
demonstrative systems of Korean and Japanese differ.
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Abstract:
Commissioning and composing a work for a specific ensemble involves the insight and vision of
all members. Choosing the style of the composition and the poetry are vital for both the
performers and the composer. After these basic parameters are decided upon, the ensemble can
then let the composer work out his or her “inspiration.”
Setting poetry to music requires becoming intimately acquainted with the text. How one speaks
and expresses it, and where the stresses occur help to determine for the composer how the vocal
line might be shaped. Then there is the matter of adding supporting harmonies, countermelodies,
and dynamics that complement and enhance the vocal and instrumental lines. One must also
consider the formal design of the composition that would be consistent with the structure of the
poem. All of these various attributes must effectively come together to produce a convincing and
emotionally engaging musical work.
The text used in the first nocturne, Midnight Song, is by the German poet/philosopher Friedrich
Nietzsche (1844–1900) from his work entitled Also Sprach Zarathustra. In the piano, low pedal
notes run throughout the entire song to highlight the word “deep” used several times in the poem.
Implicit in the poetry is also the sense of isolation and loneliness. To highlight these feelings,
long pauses or stretches of time are often used between the phrases in the voice part to more
greatly elucidate this sense of loneliness.
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The poet of the second text is Mevlana Rumi (1207–1273), a philosopher and mystic of Islam.
The second nocturne, Night and Sleep, is a pastoral, folk-like setting of the poem. It serves as a
light-hearted intermezzo between the weightier first and third nocturnes.
The third nocturne, At Midnight, is a setting of text by the German poet Friedrich Rückert (1788–
1866). A common melodic strophe is used throughout to unite the five stanzas of text that are
framed by the words “At midnight.”
After discussing the previously stated elements, Trio Encantada will perform this work in its
entirety
Three Nocturnes for Oboe, Voice, and Piano

Three Nocturnes for Oboe, Voice, and Piano (2002-2003)….……..……...Mark Dal Porto
I. Midnight Song
II. Night and Sleep
III. At Midnight
Tracy Carr, oboe
Jeanie Wozencraft-Ornellas, lyric soprano
Mark Dal Porto, pianist

I. Midnight Song
O Man! O Man!
Take heed! Take heed!
What does the deep midnight say?
I slept! I slept!
I have awakened from a deep dream.
The world is deep,
and deeper than one can ever know.
O Man! O Man!
Deep, deep, deep is its woe.
Joy, joy deeper still than heart’s ache!
Woe says to joy: Be gone! Woe says: Be gone!
But all joys want eternity,
want deep, deep eternity.
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II. Night and Sleep
At the time of night, as the sun sets,
the path the senses walk on closes, the path to the invisible opens.
The angel of sleep then gathers and drives along the spirits;
just as the mountain keeper gathers his sheep on a hill.
And what amazing sights he offers to the descending sheep!
Cities with sparkling streets, hyacinth gardens, emerald pastures!
The spirit sees astounding beings, turtles turned to men,
men turned to angels, when sleep erases the banal.
I think one could say the spirit goes back to its old home;
it no longer remembers where it lives, and loses its fatigue.
It carries around in life so many griefs and loads
and trembles under their weight; but now they are gone, all is well.
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III. At Midnight
At midnight
I awoke
And looked up to the heavens above;
No star amongst the host of stars
Smiled upon me
At midnight.
At midnight
I sent my thoughts out
To the dark horizon.
No shining memory
Brought me comfort
At midnight.
At midnight
I pondered on
The beating of my heart;
One single outburst of anguish
Raged in my heart
At midnight.
At midnight
I fought the battle
Oh mankind, of your suffering;
I could not overcome it
With all of my power
At midnight.
At midnight
I gave my soul
Into your hands;
Lord over death and life,
You stand guard
At midnight.
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Abstract
The King James Bible - Reviving a Masterpiece
Jack E. Orwant Ph.D
School of Communication
American University
1887 Milboro Dr.
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The King James version of the Bible (KJV), acknowledged as a supreme
masterpiece of English Literature, has been displaced as the preferred translation of
scripture in many church denominations. Some of the reasons are obvious, e.g.,
unfamiliarity with the terms, phrases, and poetic liberties of the Jacobean period,
and modern research that has uncovered errors in translation and interpretation.
The impact of this displacement may have important ramifications for public
discourse, literature, and literacy. The author is researching these ramifications, as
well as methods of rekindling interest in the KJV among educators, churchgoers,
and readers of great literature.
A number of recent works, including God’s Secretaries: The Making of the
King James Bible, by Adam Nicholson, illuminate the political and social context
of the KJV translation. The intrigues and political shenanigans of Tudor and
Jacobean England provide an exciting backdrop to the development of the KJV and
should stimulate interest in the work itself.
Rekindling interest in the KJV as a major source of poetic themes and
language or as a profound aesthetic experience might be easier among private
groups and associations than in the public school systems.
Interest might be expanded at the collegiate level by promoting study of the
KJV in schools and departments of communication, where its massive popularity
and influence, as well as its rhetoric, can be studied as communication phenomena.
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‘Elsewhereness’: The Las Vegas Strip as a Contradiction Between Two Traditions
Daniel Ortega
University of Nevada Las Vegas
In a discussion centered on the West Edmonton Mall, Shields postulates that the use of contrived ‘Parisian’
boulevards and ‘Old Orleans’ themed attributes creates a sense of ‘elswhereness’. (Carmona, Heath, Oc,
Tiesdell, 2003, p. 102) Although Las Vegas, Nevada is a thriving metropolis with a population nearing one
and a half million persons, it is most commonly recognized via a single architectural gesture. That gesture
is Las Vegas Boulevard, which is more commonly referred to as “The Strip”. This paper offers a
dialectical approach toward the examination of Las Vegas Boulevard as a place of ‘elswhereness’. This
paper will attempt to serve as a framework for a deeper discussion regarding the merit of ‘elswhereness’ in
the formation of Las Vegas as a city as well as an urban icon within our popular culture. The research will
began by looking at the French philosopher and sociologist, Henri Lefebvre’s discussion concerning the
“paradox” of identifying what we call the city. (Kofman and Lebas, 1996, p. 205) It will then examine the
notion of ‘invented spaces’ (Carmona, et al., 2003, p. 102), as well as Hannigan’s definition of the urban
entertainment destination (UED) or “Fantasy City”(1998), by employing a case study methodology of
specific spaces along the Las Vegas Strip. The paper will conclude by focusing on Shield’s notion of
‘elswhereness’ as an appropriate deviation from the assumed role that a more typical urban space might
maintain. The expected outcome of this research is intended to serve as a point of departure from frequent
criticism of The Las Vegas Strip and similarly ‘invented’ spaces and focus on the possibility of these space
to provide genuinely positive urban experiences.

‘Elsewhereness’: The Las Vegas Strip as a Contradiction Between Two Traditions
Daniel Ortega
University of Nevada Las Vegas
In a discussion centered on the West Edmonton Mall, Shields postulates that the
use of contrived ‘Parisian’ boulevards and ‘Old Orleans’ themed attributes creates a sense
of ‘elswhereness’.1 Although Las Vegas, Nevada is a thriving metropolis with a
population nearing one and a half million persons, it is most commonly recognized via a
single architectural gesture. That gesture is Las Vegas Boulevard, which is more
commonly referred to as “The Strip”. This paper offers a dialectical approach toward the
examination of Las Vegas Boulevard as a place of ‘elswhereness’. This examination of
“The Strip” will attempt to serve as a framework for a deeper discussion regarding the
merit of ‘elswhereness’ in the formation of Las Vegas as a city as well as an urban icon
within our popular culture. By looking at the French philosopher and sociologist, Henri
Lefebvre’s, position concerning the paradox of identifying what we call the city, we can
begin to discuss how Las Vegas can define itself as a city. Lefebvre postulates that,
“What one calls a paradox is a series of poorly explained contradictions. The situation of
what one still calls today the city is eminently paradoxical. Theoretically there are two
points of view.”2 The first point of view is that of the city as “anti-city”. According to
Lefebvre and others, primarily members of the Chicago School, the anti city “is the place
not of social life, but of breakup of society.” (Lefebvre, p.205)

By classifying the city

as “anti-city” it is recognized as infamous. To draw images of the “anti-city”, one has
only to recall accounts of cities such as Sodom and Gomorrah. A more recent example
would be the city of Havana as perceived by those involved in Cuba’s revolution of 1959.
To a broad portion of Cuba’s campesino population, the Latin American island’s capitol
city was seen as a place where gambling, prostitution, and corruption were grossly out of
control to the extent where a complete overthrow of the government was necessary.
The perception of the city as a place where decadence is allowed as the status quo is
central to an understanding of the “anti-city”. The second point of view in Lefebvre’s
paradox is that of the city as a Greek ideal. A city is a place “where civilization, culture,
and art develop.” (Lefebvre, p.206) “It is in the city that art appears and is produced.”

(Ibid) The city of Las Vegas, more specifically the “Las Vegas Strip”, offers an example
of a uniquely American urban place where both points of view offered in Lefebvre’s
model of paradoxical traditions are present. Thus, offering a contradiction between two
traditions.
As an icon of global popular culture, Las Vegas offers itself as a city where the
pursuit of vice is its main commodity. The city’s cash crops include gambling, 24 hour
access to alcohol, and in nearby counties, legalized prostitution. All of which are the
same pursuits which earned the aforementioned “anti-cities” their own infamy. While the
amount of vice openly available in Las Vegas have earned the city it’s moniker of “Sin
City”, an undeniable equivalent of “anti-city”, a transformation has occurred on the Strip
which has included the addition of “culture” in the “civilized” sense. “Here we are in
Las Vegas -- a city where, until a few years ago, the term "culture" referred mostly to the
faux marble in the casino bathrooms -- and the venerable Solomon R. Guggenheim
Foundation is preparing to open not one but two museums.”3 In addition to The
Guggenheim Foundation’s ventures in Las Vegas, the gallery at the Bellagio Hotel,
Resort, and Casino has held recent separate showings of works by Andy Warhol as well
as the acclaimed sculptor, Alexander Calder. The development of an art producing
culture has not been limited to gallery walls; a tradition of world class performing arts is
also being established. Shows such as the Blue Man Group and Cirque du Soleil, which
have also appeared on Broadway, are nightly fixtures in the art world of the Las Vegas
Strip. As an urban gesture that offers fantasy as “an entertainment medium that is about
sensuality, promises of personal freedoms, wealth, and adult sexuality”4, while at the
same time attempting to establish itself as a market which offers art experiences
comparable to New York City; it is clear to see that “The Strip” offers an apparent
contradiction between Lefebvre’s two points of view, on which he bases his paradox of
our understanding of the city.
In his book Fantasy City: pleasure and profit in the postmodern society, John
Hannigan discusses the notion of a “Fantasy City”. Based on this work, we are able to
suggest how “The Strip” operates as a contradiction between the “anti-city” and the city
as a civilized, place of culture. Hannigan suggests that the “Fantasy City is the endproduct of a long standing cultural contradiction in American society between the middle

class desire for experience and their parallel reluctance to take risks, especially those
which involve contact with the ‘lower orders’ in cities.”5 As such, Hannigan’s work
postulates that a yearning for the “Fantasy City” has resulted in the creation of UED’s or
Urban Entertainment Destinations, and that these entertainment destinations indeed
satisfy the yearning for fantasy. The primary distinction of an urban entertainment
destination is that it is a completely invented or re-invented place. According to
Carmona, et. al., “invented places depend on a high degree of control – particularly of
context and on a certain scale of operation.”6 Within the context of this work, and its
focus on the Las Vegas Strip as a contradiction between two traditions, I would like to
add that invented places can be thought of as those which “set(s) out to ‘imagineer’…to
create ‘uniqueness’ in order to attract attention, visitors, and - in the end – money.”7 The
mega resorts along the Las Vegas Strip have relied on themed environments “each
testifying to the successful achievement of rather ambitious intentions to transform
visitors’ fantasies into reality.”8 Hannigan suggests that the typical UED or “Fantasy
City” is:
theme - o - center: ‘everything from individual entertainment venues to the
image of the city itself conforms to a scripted theme, normally drawn from
sports, history, or popular entertainment’;
‘aggressively branded’: ‘urban entertainment destinations are not financed
and marketed exclusively on the basis of their ability to deliver a high degree
of consumer satisfaction and fun but also on their potential for selling licensed
merchandise on site’;
open day and night, reflecting its intended market of “baby boomer” and
“generation X” adults in search of leisure, sociability, and entertainment’;
modular, ‘mixing and matching an increasingly standard array of components in
various configurations’;
solipsistic ‘isolated from surrounding neighborhoods, physically, economically,
and socially;

postmodern: insomuch as it is constructed around technologies of simulation,
virtual reality and the thrill of the spectacle.”9

The New York, New York, Hotel, Resort and Casino acts a gaming oriented UED,
whereas the Showcase Mall serves as a non gaming case study example of an urban
entertainment destination. The New York, New York was opened on January 3, 1997.
Originally owned by Primadona Resorts, and currently owned by MGM Grand Mirage,
the $460 million, 2,033 room resort sits on approximately 20 acres at the intersection of
Las Vegas Boulevard and Tropicana Avenue. The theme of this urban entertainment
destination suggests a highly scripted aura of New York City, where visitors are invited
to participate in a “New York The $ 94 million Showcase Mall, which opened in 1997
is located directly east of New York, New York, also at the intersection of Las Vegas
Boulevard and Tropicana Avenue.

The Showcase Mall has a lesser defined, but equally

scripted theme centered around easily recognizable brand name merchandise, such as
Coca Cola and M&M’s chocolate candies. As a result of their theme efforts, both
properties have become “aggressively branded”, the Showcase with its aforementioned
brand named anchors, as well as a
47, 000 square foot Sega Game Works facility and a United Artists multiplex movie
theater. Not to be outdone, New York, New York’s aggressively branded imagery
includes scale representations of the New York City skyline, the Brooklyn Bridge, large
screen Panasonic monitors attached to the building’s façade and an ESPN themed bar and
Grill.10 Both properties are open day and night, 24 hours a day in the case of New York,
New York’s casino, in order to provide easy access to leisure, entertainment and social
activities. The next criterion presented in Hannigan’s definition of UED’s is an
aggregation of standardized components arranged in various configurations. Again, both
properties have been successful in satisfying this point of the criteria. The New York,
New York, and the Showcase both offer a combination of pedestrian oriented areas
complete with site both standard and unique site amenities, places to shop, places to eat,
and places to be entertained. Along with being recognized via a single architectural
gesture, “The Strip” inherits a solipsistic existence. These two case study examples are
not immune from the inherited nature of this place. The nearest residential neighborhood
located on Koval Lane, approximately one half mile away from the strip, is physically,

economically, and socially isolated from both the New York, New York, and the
Showcase Mall. Undoubtedly, Las Vegas Boulevard could serve as the international
poster child for all things connected to postmodernism, “insomuch as it is constructed
around technologies of simulation, virtual reality and the thrill of the spectacle.”11 It is
exactly “The Strip’s” reputation as an iconic example of postmodern pastiche, public
flaunting of decadence, vice, and promises of personal freedoms, combined with a newly
sought desire to be recognized as a city where art is commissioned, performed, and
displayed, that allows it to lay in direct defiance of Lefebvre’s two traditions.
The Las Vegas Strip has positioned itself to be considered a place of
“elsewhereness’, and as such offer that category as a third point of consideration in
determining the tradition of future cities. When offering the West Edmonton Mall as a
case study for ‘elswhereness’, Shields describes it’s own postmodern condition as being:
“a palimpsest both of past practices and of future possibilities and predispositions.
It fragments conventional geographical space and historical time with its wild
combination of interior settings: evoking disparate times and places while it seeks
to impose its own stable order on the ensemble.”12

Perhaps it is because the West Edmonton Mall and the Las Vegas Strip are both
recognized as containing “fragments of conventional geographical space and historical
time”13, therefore, acting as places of ‘elsewhereness’, that they are often the focus of
critics of postmodernist culture. In her book, The Unreal America, Ada Louise Huxtable
offers a critique of the falsity involved in a postmodern practice of place making.
Huxtable criticizes the imitation and simulation of place, history, and architectural form
in places like Las Vegas. Huxtable offers that: “Simulation has a logic and special
attraction for those who prefer their jungles plastic and their heroes animatronic, and
those who do are legion. Place has no history or validity of its own.”14 This is a rather
cynical view of the same legion, i.e. middle class, that Hannigan asserted was in search of
experience while being wary of contact with the “lower orders” of cities.15 The
architecture critic Michael Sorkin, has also added to the criticism of postmodern urban
spaces reliant on the spectacle. In a similar manner as Huxtable, Sorkin argues that this
practice: “is urban renewal with a sinister twist, an architecture of deception which, in its
happy-face familiarity, constantly distances itself from the most fundamental
realities…Whether it represents generic historicity or generic modernity, such design is

based in the same calculus as advertising, the idea of pure imageability, oblivious, to the
real needs and traditions of those who inhabit it.” 16 It is a concern for people being
denied a “real” experience of place which concerns both Huxtable and Sorkin. I would
argue that what both authors are really asking for is a continued tradition of the city being
modeled after what Lefebvre hints at as the city of “civilized” place of “culture” and
artistic production. The notion that places like the Las Vegas Strip offer a completely
real experience in their own right is not easily accepted by the critics of postmodernism.
However, like any theoretical debate, the critics of postmodern urban design have their
own critics as well. In a New York Times Book Review, of The Unreal America, Wytold
Rybczynski argues that :
“It (the book) presumes that the public –except you, wise reader – cannot tell
the difference between what is real and what is not, that we live in a sort of
perceptual haze. It strikes me that the people watching the erupting lava outside
the Mirage in Las Vegas don’t mistake this for a real volcano… Just as the commuters who used to hurry across the neo-classical concourse of the old Pennsylvania
Station knew that they were in Manhattan and not in ancient Rome.”17

Similarly, Ellin suggests that: “While themed environments are criticized for being
artificial, it may be argued that their artificiality is what people like about them…themed
environments might also be applauded for the diversion they offer, for simply providing
places in which people can relax and have fun in the company of family and friends.”18
I will conclude by focusing on Shield’s notion of ‘elswhereness’ as an appropriate
deviation from the assumed role that a more typical urban space might maintain. In
addition, I would offer that a condition of ‘elswhereness’ could offer a viable third
alternative in addressing the contradiction between two established traditions of
identifying what we call the city.

The expected outcome of this discussion is intended

to serve as a point of departure from frequent criticism of the Las Vegas Strip and
similarly ‘invented’ spaces and focus on the possibility of these spaces to provide
genuinely positive urban experiences “in which both activities and memories are
individual and shared.”19
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Is second/foreign language learning possible via distance education? : An interim report on
Japanese
Norio Ota and Noriko Yabuki-Soh
Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics
York University (Toronto, Canada)
Part 1: Overview
The Japanese Program at York University developed an experimental distance education course for the
elementary level Japanese and offered it in 2001-02 for the first time at Glendon College. The course was offered
in 2002-03, and is being offered in 2003-04 as a regular course. The main objective of this three year project is to
evaluate whether or not the distance education mode would be applicable to language education. The first phase
was to set up servers specifically for the Japanese program, and to post all the instructional materials
accumulated in the past thirty years. All the materials were developed by Norio Ota, thus solving the copyright
issues. The second phase focused on modifying static web materials into audio-visual and interactive versions.
The current third phase involves developing self-study materials in order to encourage students to study on their
own not only during an academic year, but also during summer and winter holidays. In embarking upon this
project, video-conferencing was utilized to offer lectures real-time at a distant site (Glendon College); the
lectures were video-streamed and made available on the web site via Real Player. The exercises were
transformed to online interactive version, so that students could study independently online. In order to provide
knowledge of Japanese culture and society, and topics for conversation, video materials were digitized and made
available on the web via Quick Time. In the computer labs both at Keele and Glendon campuses, the same
commercially available programs and the CD program for Sino-Japanese characters developed by Mizue Handa,
DLLL, were made available for independent study. It was anticipated that potential problem areas in applying a
distance education model to language courses would be pronunciation, speaking, and listening comprehension.
To alleviate these weaknesses, a mixed mode was adopted; that is, one hour was allocated for a face-to-face
‘legacy’ tutorial per week. E-office hours were set up for the instructor to instruct each student at the distant site
through a video-camera. In order for students to form and participate in a virtual community, a chat room and
E-mail class list were created. The curriculum, schedule and tests were kept the same as the regular five ‘legacy’
tutorials so that the results could be compared at the end of the academic year. The practical problems anticipated
before the course started were students’ lack of self-discipline, computer knowledge, knowledge and experience
in distance education format, and ability to digest the assigned materials. The students were encouraged to
participate in the course in any way that would suite their schedules and study methods, so that the final analysis
would be as objective as possible. That this kind of teaching was the first experience for the instructor as well
was another challenging factor. The course in 2001-02 started with 17 students and 11 students ‘survived’; 15
and 8, respectively in 2002-03. The ‘attrition’ rate was not particularly high compared with the regular tutorials.
The distribution of the students’ achievement was more or less the same as regular tutorials in 2001-02, ranging
from excellent students to those who struggled to keep up with the course. In 2002-03, however, the majority
students were at the lower-mid range. The general average was lower in 2001-02, but about the same in 2002-03.
Following are the results of the questionnaire students answered at the end of class. Many students rated the
web-based materials very useful, and the video-conferenced lectures were also rated high. The students’ main
complaint was the amount of materials covered being too much to digest. Originally in this course, students were
expected to study whatever was available, and the tutorial hours focused on speaking and listening
comprehension, but many of the students could not keep up with the regular course schedule. Consequently, that
affected the progress of the entire course and the amount of the materials to be covered. There seem to be several
reasons for this. First, students were not accustomed to new study methods in a distance education. It seems clear
that whereas those who are computer-savvy made use of web materials effectively, those who are not had more
difficulty. As the amount of students’ independent study was very low, the instructor could not make use of the
one-hour per week tutorial effectively either. The infrequent use of E-office hours, chat service, and the course
list can be considered as one of the major causes for this downside. Probably many students did not feel it
necessary to use these services, and the students who were not familiar with them felt reluctant to experiment. On
reflection, it was necessary to make sure that students understood exactly what was expected. It might be
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necessary to make E-office hours and chat service compulsory. In order to assure and monitor students’
independent study, it would be useful to require them to submit logs indicating what they have studied.
(suggested by Professor Ian Martin, Glendon) The students were encouraged to participate in Japan-related
extra-curricular activities including Tea and Kendo demonstrations, held on the Keele campus. As a result,
several students showed interest in them, and one student even participated in the Ontario Japanese Speech
Contest. The importance of such extra-curricular activities cannot be over-emphasized in a distance education
course.
As expected, the pros and cons of this course contrast sharply. Analysis of feedback can be summed up in the
following way: one legacy tutorial cannot be eliminated; monitoring of study time should be incorporated;
students need to be instructed rigorously in creation of a virtual community; students are encouraged to take
advantage of E-office hours more actively; more time should be allocated for orientation regarding use of on-line
materials.
The original conviction that ‘legacy’ face-to-face instruction is more effective for language education has been
confirmed, but it has also become clear that distance education is viable as an alternative for those who do not
have direct access to university for various reasons. Even in such a case, however, using a strict distance
education model would pose serious problems. The mixed-mode approach adopted here is clearly more
advantageous in that it is possible to secure the minimally required amount of learning, and to promote
communicative interaction among students. Noriko Yabuki-Soh, who co-teaches this course as the instructor
supports the above analysis, and adds the following comments.
“As the instructor who took charge of one-hour legacy tutorials and E-office hours in this beginners’
Japanese course based on the distance education format, I support the above analysis of problems and
possible improvements made by Professor Norio Ota. To supplement it, I can add the following
observations. After I examined the questionnaire further, I found that the students could be divided into
two groups: those who took advantage of online materials, and those who did not. In comparison with the
other legacy tutorials, the students of this course were polarized to the grades of A and D, and few got B
or C. Furthermore, the questionnaire indicates clearly that almost all the students wanted to have more
opportunities for direct interaction and collaborative study. This is true with students who understood the
strengths of various services and materials of this course. In the final test, those who received excellent
final grades scored high on the reading part, which required independent study, but did not do very well
on the grammar and structure component involving vocabulary and expressions which were not
reinforced repeatedly in tutorials. The following have been observed as well: even those who are
considerably computer-savvy need to develop study strategies using web materials, and become
familiarized with them; not only interaction between the instructor and students, but also among students,
should be encouraged and promoted more. In conclusion, language courses based on a distance education
format will continue to develop further in the future, incorporating various new effective tools and
services. It is a must, however to take all the issues mentioned above by Professor Norio Ota into
consideration, and if possible a mixed-mode is more desirable.”
For detailed analysis of the questionnaire, please refer to the second part of this paper by Noriko Yabuki-Soh.
Summary of the project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web-based instructional materials (text, video, audio)
Commercially available software, Kanji CD
Mixed mode: lecture (video-conference), tutorial (legacy)
E-office hours: individualized assistance (video-cam)
E-community: Net Meeting, Chat, E-mail list
Personal log: student’s independent study report (not implemented)
On-line group work: conversation assignments (skits)
Cultural activities by a student club
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•

In-class testing

Further development:
•

This project has received partial funding from the Japan Foundation for 2001-02, 2002-03, 2003-04.

•

The second year sequence of this course, AS/JP2000 6.0 Intermediate Modern Standard Japanese, has
been developed and will be offered in 2004-05.

•

In 2003-04, on-line testing will be introduced on an experimental base.

•

More self-study materials will be added including dictation materials.

Issues and suggestions:
•

Facility:
More rooms for video-conferencing are required.
Currently at York University, Stedman Lecture Hall-A and D (newly modified) are the only lecture halls
where video-conferencing is available. As more faculty members have embarked on distance education,
more locations should be equipped with video-conference facilities.

•

Financial support:
Developing distance education courses would not be possible without financial support for staffing,
technical support, charges for equipment and facilities. Costs of video-conferencing and video-streaming
should be absorbed by the university. There should be continuing funding available to support successful
projects.
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Part 2:
Second language learning via a modified distance education format:
An exploratory report (Noriko Yabuki-Soh)
Introduction
This study attempts to explore the advantages and disadvantages of second language learning
through a distance education program. As a part of AS/JP1000 Elementary Modern Standard
Japanese program at York University, a new language course was designed via a distance
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education format in the 2001-2002 academic year, in order to “take advantage of the power of
computing and the Internet for students who wish to study the Japanese language more freely and
independently than in the legacy tutorials” (Ota, 2003). The course was designed and offered in a
“mixed mode” (distance mode and the legacy mode) approach to maximize the benefits of
interactive technologies while maintaining a certain portion of authentic face-to-face instructions.
This course started as a pilot program in September 2001 and is currently in its third year. Since it
is an experimental distance education course, there are many factors that need to be reviewed and
investigated in order to better understand the effectiveness of language teaching via a distance
education format. Through the results of a questionnaire given to the students at the end of each
academic year (2001-2002 and 2002-2003), the present study will document what sort of benefits
and problems the participating students identified in taking this course. It will also examine the
students’ test results and final marks for the course in order to find whether or not they reflect or
correlate with any results of the questionnaire. Based on these results, the paper will discuss the
implications of the findings in order to explore the future directions of effective approaches to
teaching a second language via a distance education format.
Rationale
Distance education has become a popular trend in many teaching fields, and the potential benefits
of distance education have been discussed in recent years. Willis (1993) observed such a recent
trend and concluded that “potential is one thing and substance is another,” suggesting that
“regardless of the field or endeavor, potential without substance is short-lived” (p. 111). Similarly,
the discussion of the role of computers in curricula has also been ongoing since the 1970s
(Markwood, 1994). The advantages and disadvantages of educational courses offered via a
distance education format, however, seem to leave many factors still contentious. Second language
learning traditionally involves a great degree of interaction between a learner and teacher or
among learners themselves in an authentic classroom situation. It leaves a challenging task for the
educator to understand the nature of distance education or interacting via computing networks and
make the best use of it as the alternative to classroom teaching. In this regard, the field of second
language learning via a distance format seems to be a less cultivated area that needs to be further
investigated in each teaching context.
In the filed of contemporary interactive technologies for distance education in general, Schwier
(1994) viewed some advantages and limitations of interactive media, which included computer,
videodisc, and CD-ROM. Among the several issues that Schwier proposed as the advantages, a
few seem to apply to language learning as well:
•
•

•

Different paths can be taken through interactive media, thereby satisfy
individual learner needs and preferences.
Careful development leads to scrutiny of the content and delivery.
Interactive media products, much like other distance education courseware,
are subjected to greater scrutiny than traditional, day-in and day-out
lessons.
In well designed interactive media, the learner is constantly active, and this
activity can result in increased cognitive investment in the content to be
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learned.
When interactive media are used for independent study, they allow flexible
scheduling and pacing.
Interactive media used for independent study can provide a low-threat
environment. Learners can determine how much time to spend on various
lessons, and can review material privately.
(pp. 214-215)

•
•

As for the challenges facing interactive media in distance education, Schwier presents several
limitations that include:
•
•
•

•

Interactive media can only simulate human interaction between a learner
and teacher. Media do not, and probably will not, successfully duplicate
the power, flexibility, and immediacy of face-to-face instruction.
Interactive media cannot adapt to undefined or unexpected needs and characteristics
of students.
Although there is promising research which suggests small groups of
students can work together successfully on a computer, student-to-student
interaction is not a typical by-product of interactive media programs.
As a rule, interactive media support independent study more than foster
communities of learning, although work in collaborative and cooperative
learning should be watched carefully.
(pp. 215-216)

What exactly were the pros and cons of the newly offered Japanese language course, then? Do they
reflect any of the above mentioned issues that Schwier discussed? Are there any implications from
which we can infer more effective use of distance education format in second language teaching?
The following study will seek to find answers to some of these questions.
Method
The participants of this study were learners of Japanese-as-a-foreign-language, enrolled in the
York University AS/JP1000 in a distance education mode for the full academic year. 11 students
(eight female and three male) finished the course when it was first introduced (September
2001-April 2002), and eight students (four female and four male) in the following year (September
2002-April 2003). They were the “survivors” of this new program, who finished the required
course assignments and examinations. Their tutorial class was labeled as “Group 6.” The course
was offered in a “mixed” mode (distance and authentic) approach: it was based on a variety of
web-based teaching materials and software, and it also included lectures and “e-office hours” via
video-conferencing as well as a one-hour tutorial with an instructor per week, in order to ensure
that students are given authentic face-to-face instructions as well.
At the end of the course, a questionnaire concerning language learning in a distance education
format was distributed to each student. The questionnaire was anonymously conducted. Students
were instructed to take their time to fill in the questionnaire and to bring it back after one week.
The results of the questionnaire were summarized according to the order of the questions, and
answers to each question were examined to see whether or not they reflect any significant
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tendencies in terms of the students’ thoughts and concerns about learning a foreign language in the
above mentioned format. In order to see the major similarities and differences between the
students who studied in this course and those who were enrolled in the regular course, the results of
the final examination and the final marks were also compared. For this comparison, the students of
Group 5 (for the year 2001-2002) and Group 7 (for the year 2002-2003) were chosen to be the
control counterpart of Group 6.
Findings
Questionnaire (Year 2001-2002)
The students’ answers to the questionnaire were as follows. The bolded Arabic number after each
item indicates the number of students who checked the item. Comments by Yabuki-Soh are
followed after each section of the questionnaire.
[Background]
1. How do you rate your knowledge of computing, when you started this course?
absolute beginner: 0 beginner: 1 intermediate: 5 advanced: 4 very advanced: 1
2. How many hours per week did you spend browsing the Internet, before you started this course?
0-1: 3
1-2: 3
2-4: 2
4-6: 0
more than 6: 3
3. What types of computer do you have at home?
PC P-I: 1 PC P-II: 1 PC P-III: 6 other: 2 none/PC P-IV/Mac: 0 no answer: 1
4. What type of internet connection do you have at home?
None: 0
modem: 0
ISDN: 1
cable: 7
other: 3
5. Check the features you can access at home.
text: 11 sound: 11 video: 10 interactive exercises: 11 class list: 5 chat: 5
6. Do you feel comfortable with using the web-based course materials now?
no: 0
somewhat: 1
mostly: 2
yes: 6 absolutely: 2
7. Do you use the computer lab for studying for this course?
never: 5
sometimes: 2
often: 4
always: 0
n/a: 0
8. Did you take any distance education course prior to taking this course? If yes, please write the
subject area.
no: 9 yes: 2 (subjects: “mother and mothering class” “business” “language (French)”)
According to their answers, all the students seemed to have sufficient computing facilities at home
and were easily able to access the Internet. Although most of them answered that they were above
intermediate in their knowledge of computing at the beginning of this course, only two students
had previously taken distance education courses: among the two, only one had experienced a
language course through distance education. The answers for the question #2 were either less than
two hours or more than six hours, and very few students answered the hours in between. It is worth
noting that all the students, who answered less than two hours for having browsed the Internet
before the course started, also said that they “never” used the computer lab for studying for this
course.
[AS/JP1000 6.0 Group 6: general]
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1. How many hours per week did you spend studying Japanese outside the class?
0-1: 1 1-2: 2
2-4: 5 4-6: 3 more than 6: 0
2. Were the web-based materials accessible?
Never: 0 sometimes: 2 often: 2 always: 7 n/a: 0
3. Did you receive E-mail messages regarding schedule changes, events, etc.?
Never: 0 sometimes: 1 often: 4 always: 6 n/a: 0
4. Did you use E-mail to communicate with other classmates?
Never: 1 sometimes: 6 often: 4 always: 0 n/a: 0
5. Did you use Chat service to communicate and study with other classmates?
Never: 9 sometimes: 0 often: 0 always: 0 n/a: 2
6. Did you attend the one-hour in-class tutorial?
Never: 0 sometimes: 1 often: 3 always: 7 n/a: 0
7. Did you actively participate in the in-class tutorial?
Never: 0 sometimes: 2 often: 7 always: 2 n/a: 0
8. Did you attend the video-conferenced lectures?
Never: 0 sometimes: 3 often: 3 always: 3 n/a: 2
9. Did you watch the videos on culture and society?
Never: 1 sometimes: 8 often: 2 always: 0 n/a: 0
10. Did you try the interactive exercises?
Never: 1 sometimes: 5 often: 1 always: 4 n/a: 0
11. Did you study with other classmates?
Never: 3 sometimes: 4 often: 3 always: 1 n/a: 0
12. Did you get to know other classmates?
hardly: 0 somewhat: 7 well: 4 very well: 0 n/a: 0
13. Did you get to know the tutorial instructor?
hardly: 2 somewhat: 3 well: 6 very well: 0 n/a: 0
14. How do you rate the software available in the computer lab?
poor: 0 satisfactory: 2 good: 3 very good: 2 n/a: 4
15. How do you rate the level of technical support in the computer lab?
poor: 0 satisfactory: 1 good: 2 very good: 3 n/a: 5
About half of the students answered that they spent between two and four hours studying Japanese
outside the class. Most of them claimed that the web-based materials were always available, and
that they regularly received E-mail messages from the course instructors. Seven students “always”
attended the tutorial, and they actively participated in class. The attendance at the
video-conferenced lectures seem to be fairly good, and the interactive exercises appeared to be
well used.
Their answers showed, however, that the students did not communicate much with their classmates
outside tutorial hours. Chat service was never utilized, and three students answered that they never
studied with other classmates. According to their answers to the question #12, most of the students
feel that they only “somewhat” got to know other classmates. It is presumed that the limited
tutorial hours were the primary way of studying with human interaction for some students. As for
the question #13, students answers vary: two students answered that they hardly got to know the
tutorial instructor whereas six replied that they got to know her “well.”
As for the software available at the lab (#14) and the technical support that the students had (#15),
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many students gave both issues a high rating. A small number of students, however, do not seem to
know how to rate them: there were four “not applicable” and five for the questions #14 and #15
respectively.
[Course materials] (1: least – 5: max n/a: not applicable) (Note: n/an=no answer)
1. How useful do you find each of the following features of the York University Japanese
Language program?
Lecture (video-conf.)
1: 0 2: 2 3: 3 4: 1 5: 5 n/a: 0
Tutorial (in-class)
1: 0 2: 0 3: 3 4: 4 5: 4 n/a: 0
“E-office” hours
1: 0 2: 1 3: 3 4: 2 5: 1 n/a: 3 n/an: 1
Multimedia software
1: 0 2: 1 3: 3 4: 2 5: 2 n/a: 0 n/an: 3
Chat service
1: 2 2: 1 3: 3 4: 0 5: 0 n/a: 4 n/an: 1
E-mail list
1: 0 2: 1 3: 5 4: 1 5: 3 n/a: 0 n/an: 1
Tests (in-class)
1: 2 2: 2 3: 1 4: 4 5: 2 n/a: 0
Oral (in-class)
1: 1 2: 1 3: 1 4: 4 5: 4 n/a: 0
Very few students answered that they found “least” useful for most of the above mentioned course
features. More than half of them found the video-conferenced lectures to be very useful, and eight
students highly rated the in-class tutorial as well. As for the other features, each student seems to
have a different opinion in terms of their usefulness. The answers to the in-class tests, for instance,
vary from the “least” to the “maximum.”
2. How useful do you find each of the following web-based instructional materials of the
Program?
Lecture notes
1: 1 2: 1 3: 3 4: 2 5: 4 n/a: 0
Lectures (Real Player)
1: 0 2: 3 3: 2 4: 2 5: 3 n/a: 0 n/an: 1
Dialogues (sound)
1: 0 2: 0 3: 3 4: 2 5: 5 n/a: 0 n/an: 1
Interactive exercises
1: 1 2: 3 3: 3 4: 3 5: 1 n/a: 0
Reading/writing materials
1: 0 2: 0 3: 4 4: 4 5: 3 n/a: 0
Sample Tests
1: 1 2: 0 3: 2 4: 4 5: 4 n/a: 0
Video (culture & society)
1: 2 2: 1 3: 1 4: 3 5: 3 n/a: 1
Most of the students seemed to find the dialogues with audio facilities useful. Reading/writing
materials and sample tests were highly rated as well. For other materials, the opinions of students
vary. Some had different views on lecture notes and real player lectures, and the rating for the
interactive exercises varied from the “least” to the “maximum.” It is worth noting that at least two
students found almost all materials very useful, whereas one student answered that many materials
were not very useful.
3. How do you rate this distance education language course regarding the following factors?
Time-saving
1: 1 2: 3 3: 0 4: 4 5: 2 n/a: 0 n/an: 1
Freedom in study time
1: 1 2: 1 3: 2 4: 2 5: 4 n/a: 0 n/an: 1
Availability of material
1: 0 2: 1 3: 3 4: 2 5: 4 n/a: 0 n/an: 1
Accessibility of material
1: 0 2: 0 3: 5 4: 2 5: 3 n/a: 0 n/an: 1
Individualized instructions
1: 1 2: 2 3: 2 4: 3 5: 2 n/a: 0 n/an: 1
Cost-saving (no textbooks)
1: 1 2: 0 3: 1 4: 2 5: 6 n/a: 0 n/an: 1
On-line support
1: 1 2: 0 3: 3 4: 2 5: 3 n/a: 1 n/an: 1
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Technical support

1: 1

2: 0

3: 3

4: 3

5: 3

n/a: 0

n/an: 1

One interesting result is that there were mainly two opposite opinions regarding the issue of
“time-saving,” and no students were in the middle. “Freedom in study time” and “availability of
material” were equally highly rated, whereas “individualized instructions” shared different
opinions. Most of the students found the course to be “cost-saving” as well.1 Their ratings for the
“on-line support” and the “technical support” were relatively high.
4. Please rate how serious the following factors have been.
Lack of self-discipline
1: 2 2: 1 3: 3 4: 2
Lack of immediate feedback 1: 1 2: 1 3: 4 4: 2
Lack of sense of community 1: 1 2: 3 3: 3 4: 1
Lack of immediate support
1: 2 2: 1 3: 3 4: 1
Lack of interaction and practice 1: 1 2: 1 3: 1 4: 3
Lack of self-motivation
1: 3 2: 1 3: 1 4: 3
Lack of technical knowledge 1: 2 2: 1 3: 4 4: 1
Lack of study time
1: 2 2: 1 3: 0 4: 2
Lack of new study approach 1: 2 2: 0 3: 2 4: 1

5: 2
5: 1
5: 1
5: 2
5: 4
5: 1
5: 0
5: 4
5: 3

n/a: 0
n/a: 1
n/a: 1
n/a: 1
n/a: 0
n/a: 0
n/a: 2
n/a: 1
n/a: 2

n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 2
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1

Many students regarded lack of interaction and practice to be a serious factor, and more than half
of them considered lack of study time as another crucial factor. For the rest of the factors, students’
answers were all spread out. It is interesting to note that one student answered the “least” for most
of the factors, whereas two students answered the “maximum” for almost every factor in question
4.
5. A mixed mode (distance + in-class) was used to alleviate some of the expected shortfalls of a
distance-only format. Do you find this type of mixed mode more viable for language learning?
Yes: 5 Why?
“need interaction to learn language”
“In-class time allows us to practise and to ask questions. ‘on line’ gives
flexibility”
“I think that some in-class instruction is essential for language learning”
“You need to be able to talk to someone sometimes. Learning a
language require oral practice. Doing everything alone would be too
hard”
No: 1
Why? “Just did not have enough time!”
Not sure: 3 Why? “We needed much more time!”
No answer: 2
Those who answered yes seemed to be able to reflect on pros and cons of distance-format
programs (e.g., finding in-class activities vital for language learning), whereas those who
answered no or not sure simply claimed that they did not have enough time, without mentioning in
what way time could have benefited their study in this format.
6. Would you continue the second or third year Japanese language program via distance
education, should it be offered in the future?
1

The student who answered the “least” to this item claimed that he or she had to get “a special cable—$45/month.”
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Yes: 2

Why?

No: 4

Why?

Not sure: 3

Why?

“Interesting program, flexible, on-line materials very handy”
“It was a tough program but adequate. I would like to become fluent in
Japanese”
“too much info for a short period of time”
“Way too much work!”
“Too difficult”
“When I have more time, I will take it”
“maybe if there were more time for tutorials”

No answer: 2
Those who answered yes evaluated the program itself in general and showed their motivation to
continue. Those who said no or not sure, on the other hand, mainly talked about “time” and “the
amount of work” that they did not appeared to be able to handle.
7. Do you think you have changed your study strategy because of the nature of the course?
Yes: 3
Why? “studied w/ partner”
“Spent more time studying with classmates”
“I use the internet a lot more and rely more on myself”
No: 3
Why? “It overflowed”
Not sure: 3 Why? [no comments]
No answer: 2
Students’ answers to the above question were evenly spread out. Those students who answered yes
were able to reflect on their own study strategies, whereas those who answered no or not sure
hardly made any comments about their approaches.
8. Please indicate how you think the current program can be improved.2
(a) “too many new stuff to learn in each week. Haven’t absorb fully yet, but force to go on.”
(b) “I would appreciate if the course tutorial and the course tests could extend some more time.
Furthermore, the vocabulary from the conversation is normally repeated while the new ones
are not even mentioned once. Please check the vocabulary and hopefully to give proper
meanings of the new words, instead of repeating the same ones over & over again. & Thank
you. I really enjoy the course.”
(c) “Need more support. Need more tutorial time, not everything is covered and since it is a new
language you need everything explained. It was to fast and I had little time to gather the
accumulative knowledge! Needed more help with tech. support! The facilities are scary when
their new.”
(d) “–more tutorials! –longer lectures! –take up homework –get penalized if homework is not
done”
(e) “more time with instructor!”
(f) “I think, if possible, please: increase the length of tutorial from 1 hour to 1.5 hours. Provide
answers for the interactive exercises.”
(g) “I think the only unsatisfactory aspects of this course which I found (i.e. limited in-class
2

The order of the answers are at random and separated by each student. Grammatical and spelling mistakes in the
original statements are uncorrected.
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interaction) are inherent in the distance education format itself. Otherwise, the resources and
technology used by this program left nothing to be desired. Maybe it would be better if answers
were provided for the interactive exercises and sample tests.”
(h) “I think at least 1 extra tutorial hour should be added. A lot of the time we couldn’t cover
everything we had to in the tutorial and we went overtime anyways. Because of this lack of
time I think many people got discouraged from asking questions too.”
Almost all the students who made additional written comments requested more tutorial hours. It is
understood from these comments that what many students expected from the tutorial was in-class
“instructions” from the instructor—they appeared to think it is necessary to have more materials
covered in class. Student (c) even commented that he or she wanted “everything explained.” The
same student requested for more technical support as well. Student (d) claimed that he or she did
not mind to be “penalized if homework is not done.” Student (g), on the other hand, seemed to find
the overall course satisfactory and argued that the only limitation of the course was derived from
the nature of the distance education format itself. Two students commented that the interactive
exercises and sample tests should be accompanied by answers.
Test Results and Final Marks (Year 2001-2002)
The mean score of the final marks was 76.9% for Group 5 (comparison group) and 68.6% for
Group 6. For the purpose of this study, the score was calculated by excluding those students who
stopped coming to class midway and those who did not write the last of the four exams. Although
they share similar mean scores in “attendance/participation” or “oral presentation,” the differences
between Group 5 and Group 6 are notable in certain individual activities. For instance, the mean
score for the combination of the four written exams is significantly lower in Group 6 (53.6%)
compared to Group 5 (65.8%). The gap of the test results between the two groups became distinct
especially after the second written exam that was conducted on January 24th, 2002 (68.1% for
Group 5 and 51.4% for Group 6).
When comparing two individual students from the two groups who shared the similar final marks,
the last test results show that the Group 6 student scored low especially in Part 1 (“Reading and
Writing”) than in Part 2 (“Grammar and Structure”) of the exam, in comparison with the respective
Part 1 and Part 2 scores of the Group 5 student. This tendency of “weaker in reading and writing”
seems to apply to half of the Group 6 students. On the other hand, comparing the two parts of the
last exam for each individual Group 6 student, six students did much better in Part 1 than in Part 2.
The student who scored the best in the last exam in Group 6, for instance, got 94.1% for Part 1
while he only got 78.3% for Part 2; similarly, the second best Group 6 student for the last exam got
89.7% for Part 1 but 74.6% for Part 2. These differences seem to be worth noting, since the Group
5 students who scored high did well both in Part 1 and Part 2. Looking closer at the major mistakes
that these two Group 6 students made in Part 2 of the last exam, there appears to be a tendency that
they both were weak in vocabulary and expressions that were not repeatedly practiced in tutorial:
they did not seem to be able to foresee which vocabulary and expressions would be important to
cover in preparing for the exam.
The following table shows the number of students and the percentage of each letter grade for the
final marks for the academic year 2001-2002:
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Grade
A
B
C
D
F
Total

Group 5
(Regular)
19%
4
38%
8
24%
5
19%
4
0%
0
21

Group 6
(Distance Ed.)
18%
2
9%
1
27%
3
36%
4
9%
1
11

While the results show that the marks of the Group 5 students are spread through the letter grades
and shaped like a bell-curve, those of the Group 6 students are quite the opposite. For instance, the
percentage of the students who had a B is significantly low (9%) and that of those who got a D is
very high (36%) in Group 6, in comparison with the Group 5 students (38% and 19% respectively).
An interesting phenomenon of “nobody in between” can be observed here: there were mainly
either students who did relatively well or those who did not.
Questionnaire (Year 2002-2003)
[Background]
9. How do you rate your knowledge of computing, when you started this course?
absolute beginner: 1 beginner: 3 intermediate: 3 advanced: 1 very advanced: 0
10. How many hours per week did you spend browsing the Internet, before you started this course?
0-1: 0
1-2: 2
2-4: 3
4-6: 1
more than 6: 2
11. What types of computer do you have at home?
PC P-I: 1
PC P-II: 2
PC P-III: 1
Mac: 1
other: 1 no answer: 2
12. What type of internet connection do you have at home?
None: 0
modem: 3
ISDN: 2
cable: 2
other: 1
13. Check the features you can access at home.
text: 8 sound: 8 video: 8 interactive exercises: 6 class list: 3 chat: 5
14. Do you feel comfortable with using the web-based course materials now?
no: 0
somewhat: 0
mostly: 2
yes: 5
absolutely: 1
15. Do you use the computer lab for studying for this course?
never: 3
sometimes: 2
often: 2
always: 1
n/a: 0
16. Did you take any distance education course prior to taking this course? If yes, please write the
subject area.
no: 7 yes: 1 (subject: “Nature Science 1700”)
According to their answers, most of the students consider their knowledge of computing as
beginner or intermediate. All of them seemed to have sufficient computing facilities and were able
to access the Internet from home, although only two had cable connection. Only one student had
previously taken a distance education course prior to AS/JP1000: none of them had experienced a
language course through distance education. Most of the students answered that they feel
comfortable with using the web-based course materials now.
[AS/JP1000 6.0 Group 6: general]
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16. How many hours per week did you spend studying Japanese outside the class?
0-1: 0 1-2: 3
2-4: 5 4-6: 0 more than 6: 0
17. Were the web-based materials accessible?
Never: 0 sometimes: 0 often: 4 always: 4 n/a: 0
18. Did you receive E-mail messages regarding schedule changes, events, etc.?
Never: 0 sometimes: 3 often: 5 always: 0 n/a: 0
19. Did you use E-mail to communicate with other classmates?
Never: 0 sometimes: 5 often: 3 always: 0 n/a: 0
20. Did you use Chat service to communicate and study with other classmates?
Never: 7 sometimes: 1 often: 0 always: 0 n/a: 2
21. Did you attend the one-hour in-class tutorial?
Never: 0 sometimes: 0 often: 1 always: 7 n/a: 0
22. Did you actively participate in the in-class tutorial?
Never: 0 sometimes: 0 often: 1 always: 7 n/a: 0
23. Did you attend the video-conferenced lectures?
Never: 0 sometimes: 0 often: 2 always: 6 n/a: 0
24. Did you watch the videos on culture and society?
Never: 3 sometimes: 3 often: 1 always: 0 n/a: 1
25. Did you try the interactive exercises?
Never: 0 sometimes: 5 often: 3 always: 0 n/a: 0
26. Did you study with other classmates?
Never: 2 sometimes: 5 often: 1 always: 0 n/a: 0
27. Did you get to know other classmates?
hardly: 0 somewhat: 7 well: 1 very well: 0 n/a: 0
28. Did you get to know the tutorial instructor?
hardly: 1 somewhat: 4 well: 2 very well: 1 n/a: 0
29. How do you rate the software available in the computer lab?
poor: 0 satisfactory: 2 good: 3 very good: 0 n/a: 2 no answer: 1
30. How do you rate the level of technical support in the computer lab?
poor: 0 satisfactory: 1 good: 4 very good: 0 n/a: 2 no answer: 1
Five students answered that they spent between two and four hours studying Japanese outside the
class, while the other three answered between one and two hours. All of them claimed that the
web-based materials were either often or always available, and that they regularly received e-mail
messages from the course instructors. Seven students indicated that they “always” attended the
tutorial, and that they actively participated in class. The attendance at the video-conferenced
lectures and the use of the interactive exercises seem to be fairly good.
As for the communication with their classmates, however, the chat service was hardly utilized, and
two students answered that they never studied with other classmates. According to their answers to
question #12, most of the students feel that they only “somewhat” got to know other classmates.
Students’ answers for question #13 vary widely: they seem to have different perceptions in terms
of how much they got to know the tutorial instructor through the course.
[Course materials] (1: least – 5: max n/a: not applicable) (Note: n/an=no answer)
9. How useful do you find each of the following features of the York University Japanese
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Language program?
Lecture (video-conf.)
Tutorial (in-class)
“E-office” hours
Multimedia software
Chat service
E-mail list
Tests (in-class)
Oral (in-class)

1: 0
1: 0
1: 0
1: 0
1: 3
1: 0
1: 0
1: 0

2: 0
2: 0
2: 2
2: 2
2: 1
2: 2
2: 1
2: 0

3: 2
3: 1
3: 3
3: 1
3: 1
3: 1
3: 3
3: 3

4: 4
4: 3
4: 2
4: 4
4: 0
4: 0
4: 3
4: 3

5: 2
5: 4
5: 1
5: 0
5: 0
5: 2
5: 1
5: 2

n/a: 0
n/a: 0
n/a: 0
n/a: 0
n/a: 3
n/a: 3
n/a: 0
n/a: 0

n/an: 1

Overall, the students seemed to find most of the above mentioned course features useful. More
than half of them found the video-conferenced lectures to be very useful, and five students rated
highly the in-class tutorial as well. As for the other features, each student seems to have a different
opinion in terms of their usefulness.
10. How useful do you find each of the following web-based instructional materials of the
Program?
Lecture notes
1: 0 2: 0 3: 3 4: 4 5: 1 n/a: 0
Lectures (Real Player)
1: 0 2: 0 3: 1 4: 2 5: 3 n/a: 2
Dialogues (sound)
1: 0 2: 1 3: 2 4: 1 5: 4 n/a: 0
Interactive exercises
1: 2 2: 1 3: 2 4: 3 5: 0 n/a: 0
Reading/writing materials
1: 0 2: 1 3: 2 4: 4 5: 1 n/a: 0
Sample Tests
1: 1 2: 1 3: 2 4: 1 5: 3 n/a: 0
Video (culture & society)
1: 1 2: 0 3: 1 4: 3 5: 1 n/a: 2
Many of the students appeared to find the lecture notes and real player lectures useful. Dialogues
with audio facilities were highly rated as well. For other materials, the opinions of students vary.
The rating of the sample tests, for instance, varied from the “least” to the “maximum.”
11. How do you rate this distance education language course regarding the following factors?
Time-saving
1: 1 2: 0 3: 2 4: 3 5: 2 n/a: 0
Freedom in study time
1: 0 2: 0 3: 3 4: 1 5: 4 n/a: 0
Availability of material
1: 0 2: 1 3: 1 4: 6 5: 0 n/a: 0
Accessibility of material
1: 0 2: 1 3: 1 4: 5 5: 1 n/a: 0
Individualized instructions
1: 1 2: 3 3: 0 4: 4 5: 0 n/a: 0
Cost-saving (no textbooks)
1: 0 2: 0 3: 2 4: 1 5: 5 n/a: 0
On-line support
1: 0 2: 1 3: 3 4: 2 5: 2 n/a: 0
Technical support
1: 0 2: 1 3: 3 4: 2 5: 1 n/a: 1
“Time saving” and “freedom in study time” were relatively highly rated,3 whereas “individualized
instructions” shared different opinions. Most of the students found the course to be “cost-saving.”
“Availability of material” and “accessibility of material” have a moderately high rating as well.
12. Please rate how serious the following factors have been.
One student, however, left the following comment beside "time-saving" and "freedom in study time": "Saves time
but I'd rather have had the extra 2 hours of class."
3
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Lack of self-discipline
Lack of immediate feedback
Lack of sense of community
Lack of immediate support
Lack of interaction and practice
Lack of self-motivation
Lack of technical knowledge
Lack of study time
Lack of new study approach

1: 1
1: 1
1: 2
1: 2
1: 1
1: 2
1: 4
1: 2
1: 2

2: 1
2: 1
2: 2
2: 1
2: 1
2: 1
2: 2
2: 4
2: 1

3: 1
3: 1
3: 1
3: 0
3: 0
3: 2
3: 4
3: 0
3: 2

4: 1
4: 2
4: 1
4: 0
4: 1
4: 0
4: 1
4: 0
4: 1

5: 3
5: 2
5: 1
5: 4
5: 4
5: 2
5: 0
5: 1
5: 1

n/a: 0
n/a: 0
n/a: 0
n/a: 0
n/a: 0
n/a: 0
n/a: 2
n/a: 0
n/a: 0

n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1
n/an: 1

Since students’ answers vary widely, it is hard to make any generalization for this section. Half of
the students, however, regarded lack of immediate support as well as lack of interaction and
practice to be serious factors. Despite the fact that most of the students considered their knowledge
of computing as beginner or intermediate (see “Background” section), lack of technical knowledge
does not seem to be regarded as a serious factor among those students. Lack of study time also is
not rated high.
13. A mixed mode (distance + in-class) was used to alleviate some of the expected shortfalls of a
distance-only format. Do you find this type of mixed mode more viable for language learning?
Yes: 5
Why? “Time in class is absolutely necessary to learn.”
No: 2
Why? “Ok idea but poorly executed. Overall, ineffective class.”
Not sure: 0 Why? [no comments]
No answer: 1
14. Would you continue the second or third year Japanese language program via distance
education, should it be offered in the future?
Yes: 1
Why? [no comments]
No: 4
Why? “I would always take the course with the most face-to-face time.”
“lack of class time, feedback, reinforcement exercises, the list just goes
on and on…”
“I think the actual course is preferable”
Not sure: 2 Why? [no comments]
No answer: 1
15. Do you think you have changed your study strategy because of the nature of the course?
Yes: 2
Why? “I knew that intensive study is needed.”
No: 5
Why? [no comments]
Not sure: 0 Why? [no comments]
No answer: 1
16. Please indicate how you think the current program can be improved.
(i) “1) Feel tutorial would be more useful, as well as e-office hr. to go through any questions. 2)
Found interactive exercises very unhelpful b/c it could not get the answer right, there were no
correct answers.
3) Feel would be helpful to have the test answers as well.”
(j) “It would be much better if we have more tutorial class per week (4 times a week).”
(k) “Tutorial time, more social time for students to know each other well.”
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(l) “1) Restructure the course itself. There was way too much information to be learned for a first
year course.
2) More class time with a teacher in the room is absolutely essential! While doing the
exercises available at the website, I NEVER know if I had the right answers! And I couldn't
email them to the teacher because I can't type in Japanese using my computer.
3) The interactive exercises are a bad joke. If you don't have the exact answer then it always
came back as incorrect. Highly ineffective.
4) The weekly lectures via teleconferencing did not allow us to get feedback from the prof. It
would have been better if he could have written examples on the board for us to see, thus
making the lecture more effective. That was the teacher's fault, not the fault of the technical
setup.
5) Change the grading scheme. An 82% is an A not a B. A 94% is an A+, not an A etc…
6) Don't run this course again like this. 40% (estimated) of the students dropped the class
because it seemed to have been made intentionally difficult. If not for the Japanese
Students club at the university, I surely would have failed. Unless this course is
dramatically changed, I will actively discourage students from enrolling in it.”
(m) “Having the lecture on teleconference is fine, but I feel that I would have done much better
with the extra 2 hours in class. It's so intensive that I need that time to absorb all of the
information and grammar. Having a textbook as a reference would have been great. The lecture
notes don't really explain the grammatical concepts. I may understand during the lecture, but
when I get home it's difficult to remember everything. If I need clarification, I have to bother
Yabuki-sensee, and I'm not figuring it out for myself. I hope that Japanese is offered at Glendon
again, but with more tutorial hours, It would be great for our international studies program to
have Japanese available at Glendon. Having more in-class time would allow for a greater
variety of activities to help reinforce the grammar and vocabulary in different ways.”
For Sections 5, 6, 7, and 8, almost all the students who made additional written comments
requested more tutorial hours. It is understood from these comments that what many students
expected from the tutorial was in-class “instructions” or relied upon “traditional teaching” from
the instructor. For some students, it appears that the tutorial hours were the only means of studying
with human interaction. Many students do not appear to fully understand what to expect in
language learning via a distance education mode, thus failing to take advantage of other available
contact hours with the instructor and classmates (e.g., e-office hours and chat service). It is worth
noting that five students answered that they have not changed their study strategy according to the
nature of the course (Section 7). Even at the end of the course, a few students seem to have little
knowledge about how some of the instructional materials actually work (e.g., Section 8, student (l),
comment 3).
Test Results and Final Marks (Year 2002-2003)
The mean score of the final marks was 74.99% for Group 7 (comparison group) and 73.89% for
Group 6.4 It is worth noting that the two groups share similar mean scores over all. In comparison
to the previous academic year, the differences between Group 7 and Group 6 are not significant in
each of the individual activities. For instance, the mean score for the combination of the four
written exams was 67.8% for Group 7, and 63.5% for Group 5. Unlike the notable differences
4

The mean score was calculated in the same way as in the academic year 2001-2002.
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between the two groups in the previous year, no tendency of “weaker in reading and writing” was
observed in the Group 6 students when they were compared to Group 7.
The following table shows the number of students and the percentage of each letter grade for the
final marks for Year 2002-2003:
Grade
A
B
C
D
F
Total

Group 7
(Regular)
6%
1
44%
7
25%
4
25%
4
0%
0
16

Group 6
(Distance Ed.)
0%
0
12.5%
1
87.5%
7
0%
0
0%
0
8

The final marks for those eight students were quite similar among themselves: seven students got a
C or C+, while one student received a B+. It is interesting to note that in the same tutorial last year,
there were mainly either students who did relatively well or those who did not.
Discussion
In this exploratory study, only a limited number of students who studied in AS/JP1000 Group 6
were involved, and the results only provided an overview of these students’ thoughts and concerns
about their experience in the course. The students’ test results or final marks, moreover, were not
examined in detail. Nonetheless, the results of the study seem to suggest a few important
pedagogical implications in a context of second language learning via a distance education format.
The results of the questionnaire in each year show that some of the students’ answers
reflect the advantages of interactive media that were suggested by Schwier (1994). A few students
took advantage of the individualized nature of distance education and seem to have made a
reasonable progress in learning the Japanese language, and they seem to be motivated to continue
to study. The course materials were mostly highly rated, and the students appear to have tried and
continued to use some (if not all) of the materials according to their needs and preferences.
Because of the well-facilitated technologies that were made available in the course, students were
able to communicate with the instructors through real-time conferencing, which has created what
Schwier called “greater scrutiny than traditional, day-in and day-out lessons” (p. 214).
Students’ answers in the questionnaire also seem to reflect the limitations of interactive media that
Schwier proposed. The most notable would be the issue of human interaction. Most of the students
requested for more lecture and tutorial hours, and even those students who favourably rated the
program claimed that they needed more “interaction.” As the results of the last exam for Group 5
and Group 6 (Year 2001-2002) showed, students were able to make a certain degree of progress in
reading and writing, which required a lot of self-study and memorization. The reason why the
same students did not do well in grammar and structure in the exam, compared to the Group 5
students, is not very clear at this point: it is my impression, however, that there are certain elements
in an authentic classroom situation that enable students to learn a language in more experiential
way. Face-to-face interaction between a student and instructor or among students themselves can
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take place frequently and spontaneously in class. The questionnaire results show that human
contact is a vital element in second language learning, and it seems likely that this will remain to be
one of the main contentious issues to be discussed in future research in this field.
Moreover, the last item that Schwier (1994) presented as one of the advantages of distance
education with interactive media, i.e, “Interactive media used for independent study can provide a
low-threat environment” (p. 215), may not always work as an advantage in second language
learning. Students may be secured in a low-threat familiar environment when studying a second
language on their own: at the same time, they may need to be exposed to a situation where they are
required to be a “risk-taker” in order to achieve language proficiency. The low frequency of
student-to-student interaction may be another factor to be considered: although their on-site
attendance in lectures and tutorials is proved to be sufficiently good, many students did not
communicate much with their classmates outside the classroom. Ways to promote students’
autonomy in creating a sense of “e-community” in the course could be investigated in future.
The study also made me realize that the knowledge of computing is a necessary but insufficient
element by itself to benefit from a language course offered in the given format. Most of the
students in the academic year 2001-2002, judging from their self-evaluation, had at least an above
“intermediate” knowledge of computing as well as the accessibility to the Internet, and they
answered that they felt comfortable in using the web-based course materials. However, many
students, regardless of how advanced they were in their knowledge of computing, claimed that
they had to struggle through this course. As the results of the “background” questions #2 and #7 of
the questionnaire (Year 2001-2002) show, students who do not usually browse the Internet much
never used the computer lab. It seems that the more you use the facilities the more you get used to
them and therefore be able to make better use of them. As for the students of the year 2002-2003,
there are varying levels of preparedness and competence in utilizing the information available on
the website. Some students appeared not to manage the quantitatively rich sources of instruction
materials sufficiently: they failed to understand the relations among pieces of information and to
negotiate the systems in diverse contexts. The problem seems to underlie not in the knowledge of
computing but rather in the familiarity with the computing facilities, as well as the skills to connect
ideas and information in more effective ways. In order to enhance such familiarity and skills,
students may need to be more encouraged to use the available facilities and materials so that they
can individually choose the necessary information according to their personal needs and interests.
Throughout the questionnaire in each year, many Group 6 students claimed that they “did not have
enough time.” However, they had the same period of time (September to April) as the Group 5 or
Group 7 students who took the regular course. Time itself, therefore, does not appear to be the only
factor that made learning the language a difficult task for these Group 6 students. Rather, it appears
that some Group 6 students did not know how to manage and utilize the time they had. More than
half of the Group 6 students answered that they only spent between two and four hours studying
Japanese outside the class, and about one third of them answered less than two hours. In my
opinion, the amount of time spent for self-study is too small, considering that this is a distance
education language course. More than a few Group 6 students in each year seemed to rely too
much on the limited tutorial hours. In order to enable such students to learn to manage their own
study time, students may need to be seriously self-disciplined to spend more time in independent
study and pay attention to their expected responsibilities as well as the objectives of each course
feature (e.g., tutorial hours) at the beginning of the course.
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Finally, students need to be reminded that they have to reflect on their current study habits and
strategies in language learning. They may also need to make their own decision to change such
habits and strategies, if necessary, according to the nature of a language course in a distance
education mode. The questionnaire results show that, while some students expect change in the
present course structure, they do not appear to change their study strategies themselves. More
information on how to study effectively seems to be necessary for those students. It is also
important that students set their own objectives and goals to achieve by taking this course. In the
academic year 2002-2003, seven out of eight students got a C or C+, despite the differences in their
attitudes toward learning Japanese. The reason for this is not clear at this moment. However, I have
a personal feeling that some of the "C" grade students had the potential to do better, considering
that they did not spend much time on self-study yet resulted with relatively good progress.
Students may need to be reminded, from time to time, where they stand in terms of their
assessment, so that they can set a concrete set of goals and work on their weak areas, by exploiting
the e-facilities available.
Conclusion
The results of this study showed both advantages and disadvantages of the newly designed
distance language course. Some students seemed to utilize most of these advantages, whereas
other students appeared to be caught in the many disadvantages that were derived from the nature
of distance education and its format. A few students have studied diligently, kept in pace with the
course expectations, and took advantage of facilities and materials made available to them. Other
students, on the other hand, could not come up with their own strategies to learn the language in the
given format and failed to benefit from many features from the program.
The study also shows that there were some limitations in this format of language learning that
applied to all the students who took this course. One of the limitations seems to evolve around the
issue of human interaction as a key motivational learning factor. Whether or not this area can be
improved by using more sophisticated technologies (e.g., virtual reality) seems to be left for future
research. Until this issue is fully investigated, educators who are presently involved in second
language teaching in distance education may need to explore other possibilities in maintaining the
power of human contact in the given format.
Considering those factors described above, some possible solutions to help students improve their
learning strategies could be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Conducting a thorough compulsory orientation session or workshop for computing at the
beginning of the course so that students can familiarize themselves with the available facilities
and materials
Making students submit self-study reports (and having the reports compulsory) in order to
monitor individual student's progress
Assigning students several interactive group projects to enhance students' collaborative
learning
Encouraging students to be open to alternatives and to share any useful information among
peers in terms of potentially effective learning strategies
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•

Providing students with their interim grading reports a few times throughout the year (only
once currently)

In sum, while it is true that the “virtual” classroom does not replace the actual teacher or classroom,
there are some key factors in students' learning strategies and behaviours that could be improved. I
feel that it is essential for the instructors to do their best to help students become creative and
independent language learners in the present program.
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Appendix:
AS/JP1000 6.0 Elementary Modern Standard Japanese:
Japanese Section, DLLL, York University
Questionnaire: Distance education course
[Background]
1. How do you rate your knowledge of computing, when you started this course?
absolute beginner

beginner

intermediate

advanced

very advanced

2. How many hours per week did you spend browsing the Internet, before you started this course?
0–1

1-2

2-4

4-6

more than 6

PC P-IV

Mac

3. What type of computer do you have at home?
none

PC P-I

PC P-II

PC P-III

other

4. What type of internet connection do you have at home?
none
5.

modem

ISDN

cable

other

Check the features you can access at home.
text

sound

video

interactive exercises

class list

chat

6. Do you feel comfortable using the web-based course materials now?
no

somewhat

mostly

yes

absolutely

7. Do you use the computer lab for studying for this course?
never

sometimes

often

always

n/a

8. Did you take any distance education course prior to taking this course? If yes, please write the subject
area.
no

yes

subject _______________________________________________

[AS/JP1000 6.0 Group 6: general]
1. How many hours per week did you spend studying Japanese outside the class?
0–1

1-2

2-4

4-6

more than 6

2. Were the web-based materials accessible?
never

sometimes

often

always

n/a

3. Did you receive E-mail messages regarding schedule changes, events, etc.?
never

sometimes

often

always
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n/a

4. Did you use E-mail to communicate with other classmates?
never

sometimes

often

always

n/a

5. Did you use Chat service to communicate and study with other classmates?
never

sometimes

often

always

n/a

always

n/a

6. Did you attend the one-hour in-class tutorial?
never

sometimes

often

7. Did you actively participate in the in-class tutorial?
never

sometimes

often

always

n/a

always

n/a

always

n/a

always

n/a

always

n/a

very well

n/a

very well

n/a

8. Did you attend the video-conferenced lectures?
never

sometimes

often

9. Did you watch the videos on culture and society?
never

sometimes

often

10. Did you try the interactive exercises?
never

sometimes

often

11. Did you study with other classmates?
never

sometimes

often

12. Did you get to know other classmates?
hardly

somewhat

well

13. Did you get to know the tutorial instructor?
hardly

somewhat

well

14. How do you rate the software available in the computer lab?
poor

satisfactory

good

very good

n/a

15. How do you rate the level of technical support in the computer lab?
poor

satisfactory

good

very good

[Course materials]
Please rate by circling one (1: least - 5: max n/a: not applicable ).
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n/a

How useful do you find each of the following features of the York University Japanese Language Program?
Lecture (video-conf.)

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Tutorial (in-class)

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

“E-office” hours

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Multimedia software

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Chat service

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

E-mail list

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Tests (in-class)

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Oral (in-class)

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

How useful do you find each of the following web-based instructional materials of the Program?
Lectures notes

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Lectures (Real Player)

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Dialogues (sound)

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Interactive exercises

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Reading/writing materials

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Sample Tests

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Video (culture & society)

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

How do you rate this distance education language course regarding the following factors?
Time-saving

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Freedom in study time

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Availability of material

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Accessibility of material

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Individualized instructions

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Cost-saving (no textbooks)

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

On-line support

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Technical support

1

2

3

4

5

n/a
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Please rate how serious the following factors have been?
Lack of self-discipline

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Lack of immediate feedback

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Lack of sense of community

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Lack of immediate support

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Lack of interaction and practice

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Lack of self-motivation

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Lack of technical knowledge

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Lack of study time

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Lack of new study approach

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

A mixed mode (distance + in-class) was used to alleviate some of the expected shortfalls of a distance-only
format. Do you find this type of mixed mode more viable for language learning ?
Yes

No

Not sure

Why? ___________________________________

Would you continue the second or third year Japanese language program via distance education, should it be
offered in the future?
Yes

No

Not sure

Why? ___________________________________

Do you think you have changed your study strategy because of the nature of the course?
Yes

No

Not sure

How? ___________________________________

Please indicate how you think the current program can be improved. (Use the reverse side if needed.)

Thank you very much for taking the time to answer the questions. Your feedback is very valuable to improve this
type of distance education courses.
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Title: Language Acquisition in the Literature Classroom
Abstract: One of the major problems in second language curricula is the “jump” from
second year courses to the content courses in literature, culture, theory, and so forth.
Professors in these latter courses expect students to be able to discuss the content of the
course on an abstract, even theoretical level. This presentation proposes one way of
conducting literature courses so that students have continuous opportunities to practice
their oral language skills in the second language. I will look at two actual classes I have
conducted that allowed for practice in the target language, more or less along the lines of
the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview, although there was no interview being
conducted. The goal was to provide topics and questions for small group discussion at
various levels, switching back and forth between intermediate, advanced, and superior
level questions, so that all students had the opportunity to participate, but all also became
aware of their shortcomings. The literary selections are from German literature, but the
discussion questions and topics will be provided in English as well for those unable to
follow a discussion in German.

Title: "From 'Off the Rack' to 'Off the Wall': Design Options for Distance Learning'"
Authors: E. Suzanne Owens, Ph.D., Cheryl Piper, Gregory Rivera, Lou Suarez
Affiliation: Lorain County Community College
Address: Division of Arts & Humanities
1005 N. Abbe Rd.
Elyria, Ohio 44035-1691
Email: sowens@lorainccc.edu, cpiper@lorainccc.edu, grivera@lorainccc.edu,
lsuarez@lorainccc.edu
Presentation Abstract:
Converting traditional, classroom-based courses for internet delivery or designing
distance learning classes as unique, online offerings begins with fundamental issues about
the suitability of subjects for this approach to teaching and learning. Are "web" courses
good alternatives to "land based" classes? What are the advantages and disadvantages of
each? From whose perspective? Teachers? Students? Administrators? How might core
Arts and Humanities courses be designed and managed for online delivery? Apart from
relaying content for subjects by posting lectures or following textbook assignments with
exchanges of email, how can testing be done? Are there ways to simulate classroom
discussions or to practice skills? How can student interactions with the teacher and other
students be promoted? What other types of learning support for an online course be
managed, such as tutoring? Can an online course incorporate guest speakers who might
otherwise be a regular feature of the traditional campus classroom? How could student
field trips or site visits mix into a distance learning course? Can students work
collaboratively or produce creative projects or engage in "show and tell" activities online,
just as they would with their land-based peers if studying together on campus? And how
might a teacher new to the many options of web-based course designs begin to make
these decisions or begin the work of creating an internet course?
Four teacher-designers of online courses will explore these issues and more in a
demonstration of their internet classes covering Introduction to Humanities, World
Religions, Elementary and Intermediate Spanish, and Introduction to Logic.
From creating "pure" distance courses out of limited template software, to experimenting
with various "blended" options mixing videotaped or digitized lectures with online
components, to offering optional campus-based tutoring and review sessions for internet
students, this panel of teaching colleagues aims to share their best advice, along with
brief virtual tours of their online courses.
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Abstract
In areas with highly dense settlement structures – especially in combination with strong
economic growth - there is often pressure on land use. This causes negative environmental
impacts like e.g.
• Uncontrolled growth of settlements (transport, housing, businesses),
• decreasing open space,
• affecting natural heritage and environmental factors (land, water, air, climate),
• declining quality of life.
At the same time, housing prices are increasing significantly and the attractiveness for investors
is deteriorating. Therefore in the USA the term ‘growth’ has both positive and negative
implications, as it can cause undesirable environmental, social and economic effects. Moreover,
it is an issue that cuts through various disciplines like architecture, urban design, city and
regional planning, and history.
Since the end of the 60s the ecological consciousness has been growing in the USA. This is e.g.
becoming obvious in the National Environmental Policy Act (Diamond, Noonan, Patrick 1996).
Different approaches to control growth have been developed since then. These can be
summarized by the term „growth management“.1
The state of California has obtained a dominant part in developing growth management.
According to a survey from 1994, one-third of all urban boundaries were in California (Pendall
1994). California’s population is concentrated in the large coastal metropolitan areas around San
Francisco and Los Angeles. For one thing, especially the San Francisco Bay Area faces
1

Daniels divides growth management strategies in 1. "Pro-growth Strategy", 2. "Balanced-growth Strategy", 3.
"No-growth/Very-Slow growth Strategy" (Daniels 1999).

economic development pressure, and then, it obtains endangered natural potentials. Driving
force for growth is the Silicon Valley, the world famous "spatial symbol" of micro electronics.2
Already at an early stage, new organizational entities had been formed in this context, like e. g.
the San Francisco Bay Area Conservation and Development Commission (Diamond, Noonan,
Patrick 1996). Moreover, significant efforts have been made in coastal protection. Strategies had
been developed mostly on the local level to combine financial incentives, environmental impact
assessment and integrated plans.3
But, the ideas of growth management do not correspond with the American understanding of city
and regional planning. The development of settlements in the USA predominantly takes place in
a land expansive way at the urban edge. And, the American planning method of zoning
concentrates on a policy of growing settlement structures.4 Planning traditionally is depending on
market competition and land owners’ property rights have a strong influence. The conclusions
drawn in the report „Beyond Sprawl“, especially the proposal to give stronger competence to the
local and state government in the field of land use policy,5 can be expected to cause conflicts
with property rights.
The main topic of the research project to be presented at the conference is in how far sprawling
land use in the San Francisco Bay Area can be handled with growth management strategies
(aims, contents, implementation, results, experiences). And, which role interdisciplinary apects
play in the success of growth management approaches.
The following questions have been investigated:
• How has growth management in the USA developed and which approaches are in use?
• Which planning theories are the basis for growth management strategies in the USA? Which
development tendencies in planning traditions occur?
• Which strategies of growth management are used in the San Francisco Bay Area (focus of
the case studies)?
• Which positive or negative experiences were made by the different stakeholders? Have
growth management approaches been modified according to these experiences, and if so,
how?
Case studies have been carried out to create the empirical basis. By this means, the
experiences of different stakeholders - especially in the sphere of land use – have been taken
into account during the project work. The case studies, mainly development projects in different
communities, were chosen from the San Francisco Bay Area.

2
3

4

5

On the development of Silicon Valley compare Castells and Hall (1996).
An example for an integrated plan is the "Petaluma Plan". It proposes a set of plans, policies and programs for
the community Petaluma since the 70es (Platt 1996).
"Since at least the early 1960s, zoning has been faulted for tolerating, and even fostering, wasteful and unsightly
patterns of land use." (Platt 1996).
Bank of America; California Resources Agency; Greenbelt Alliance; The Low Income Housing Fund (1995),
Beyond Sprawl: New Patterns of growth to Fit the New California; San Francisco, 13ff.

2

Cities like Mountain View, Napa or Santa Rosa have worked out creative ideas, inspired by new
urbanism. The paper will present findings of the case studies to show, how the new growth
management paradigm “density development and design” is transferred into a smarter land use
pattern.
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BAND MEMBERS’ HEALTH AND FITNESS STATUS
Objective: The purpose of this research was to determine body composition and fitness
of university marching band members through the fall performance season. Excessive
body fat is a major factor associated with poor health and increased disease risk.
Significance: Health professionals have observed an increase in obesity (Body Mass
Index-BMI ≥ 30) in our young population from 5% (1976-1980) to 15.5% (1999-2000).
The increase in obesity has been directly correlated to a decrease in their physical activity
and fitness levels. In conjunction with this increase in obesity and decrease in fitness, a
greater proportion of our younger population is being diagnosed with medical conditions
(cardiovascular disease, diabetes, high blood pressure, osteoarthritis, etc.). This
investigation compares university marching band members to normative values for health
and fitness. These results have serious implications for the health of band members (now
and in the future) and the potential for medical emergencies during the performance
season.
Methods: The university marching band maintains a very active practice and
performance schedule during the Fall semester. Upon receiving informed consent, all
measures were conducted during the Fall semester in accordance with Universityapproved human subjects regulations. Participants (instrumentalists, flag corps,
majorettes) consisted of 40 male (aged 20 ± 2.0 SD) and 73 female band members (aged
20 ± 1.4 SD). Each participant completed a questionnaire that identified physical activity
(frequency, duration and intensity), instrumental practice, and strenuous work-related
tasks performed during the previous Summer. All participants completed a medical
screening device (PAR-Q) prior to participating in this study. Measures consisted of body
composition (skinfold and bioelectrical impedence analyses, BMI) and cardiovascular
fitness (Forestry step test).
Results: The participants maintained an active practice and performance schedule as
indicated through continuous heart rate monitoring. Heart rate monitoring confirmed
that the band members met the requirements for an aerobic fitness program (50-85 % of
maximal aerobic capacity, 3-5 times weekly, 20-60 minutes per session). Despite this
activity level, fifteen percent of all participants were classified as obese based upon BMI.
Band members’ aerobic fitness categories (as determined by the Forestry step test)
indicated that 56% had good or better, 22 % fair, and 22% poor fitness levels.
Discussion: Few band marching programs require medical clearance for physical
participation. It is imperative that band programs, at the very least, require a preparticipation medical screening device (eg…PAR-Q). The purpose for pre-participation
screening is to make the band director and responsible parties aware of potential physical
or medical conditions that may impair the performance of the band member.
The percentage of obesity (BMI ≥ 30) among the band members in this study is similar to
that reported in the young American population. These individuals are at greater risk for
injury and disease. A band program may consider encouraging such individuals to

improve their body composition for better health. We strongly encourage the use of
skinfold or bioelectrical impedence measures as a determinant of an individual’s body
composition. BMI can be used to assess the disease risk associated with excessive body
weight. The use of body weight as a screening device is of minimal value due to normal
daily fluctuations and its inability to differentiate between and lean and fat tissue.
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONING OF MARCHING BAND MEMBERS FOR
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
Objective: The purpose of this research is to identify the comprehensive fitness
requirements of marching band members.
Significance: One can establish an effective physical conditioning program only after
identifying the comprehensive fitness requirements and sports medicine-related issues as
they pertain to marching band performance.
Methods: Upon receiving informed consent, all measures were conducted during the Fall
semester in accordance with University-approved human subjects regulations.
Participants (instrumentalists, flag corps, majorettes) consisted of 40 male (aged 20 ± 2.0
SD) and 73 female band members (aged 20 ± 1.4 SD). All participants completed a
medical screening device (PAR-Q) prior to participating in this study. Measures consisted
of body composition (skinfold and bioelectrical impedence analyses, Body Mass Index),
cardiovascular fitness (Forestry step test), muscular strength (bench press test), and
flexibility (sitting reach test).
Results: Excessive body fat, thermally restrictive uniforms, and the increased workload
associated with greater body weight place the band member at an increased risk for heat
injury and fatigue. Several individuals have been unable to complete their marching
routines due to fatigue, overheating, or orthopedic injury.
Some instruments (eg…5th base drum, tuba, tenor drums) may provide substantial
increases in workload when carried. These instruments will require increased core (chest,
abdomen, back) muscular strength while marching or standing in formation. We are
currently developing a strength and flexibility regimen to improve core strength in
response to band members’ reports of lower back pain and subsequent inability to
maintain marching or formation posture. A similar flexibility program is currently being
designed for the flag corps and majorettes to facilitate the performance of movements
required in their routines and to reduce the incidence of shin splints, muscle strains, and
tendonitis.
We continue to measure the cardiovascular stresses associated with marching and the
additional strain created by controlled breathing (wind instruments).
Discussion: The development of cardiovascular fitness, muscular strength and
endurance, flexibility, and body composition for the marching band member cannot be
neglected. These components of fitness are crucial for the health, safety, and
performance of all band members. Exercise science professionals can provide assistance
in developing a program that is tailored to your band’s requirements.

PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES OF BAND MEMBERS
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PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES OF BAND MEMBERS
Objective: The purpose of this research was to assess the physical characteristics of a
university band member as they relate to marching performance.
Significance: How accurate is the term “band athlete”? Can the marching band members
(instrumentalist, flag corps, and majorette) be considered “musical athletes”? How
important are aerobic fitness, muscular strength, nutrition, hydration, and body
composition? What impact do these physiological parameters have on band camp, daily
practice sessions, and performances?
Methods: Exercise physiologists from Auburn University’s Department of Health and
Human Performance continually monitored band members during practice and
performances for heart rate, core temperature, weight loss, and hydration status. These
measures have provided data that clearly demonstrate the athleticism related to band
marching performances. It should be noted that these physiological values may be
influenced by such variables as the fitness of the individual, environmental conditions
(temperature and humidity), nutritional and hydration status, thermal properties of
marching uniforms, weight of the instrument, marching style (traditional, high step), and
the use of controlled breathing by wind instrumentalists.
Results: Environmental conditions in the southeastern United States during the Fall
marching season provided a thermal stress that resulted in substantial weight losses
during practice and performances. These weight losses resulted in levels of dehydration
that have been associated in the literature with decrements in performance.
We observed through continuous heart rate monitoring that near-maximal or maximal
heart rates were sustained by band members for as long as several minutes during
practice and performances. Similar heart rate responses have been noted in athletic
competitions.
Discussion: It is imperative for the marching band members and directors to view this
discipline as unique amalgamation of the performing arts and sport. As such, marching
band performers must demonstrate their band-specific skills (instrumentalists, flag corps,
majorette) and the physical attributes required for marching performance. These physical
components are crucial for the health, safely, and completion of the marching portion of
the performance. The Department of Health and Human Performance (band
physiologists) and the Department of Music (band directors and staff) have combined
their expertise to provide a comprehensive program that meet both the musical and
physiological needs of the marching band athlete.
The development of cardiovascular fitness, muscular strength and endurance,
flexibility, body composition cannot be neglected. With the exception of the individuals
that participate during the summer in drum and bugle corps, few of the remaining band
members participate in pre-season fitness training and conditioning regimens. A majority
of the marching band members’ first exposure to the new season comes during band

camp where the hours of practice are long, weather often hot and humid, and the
individuals are unconditioned.
Unlike many sports, a pre-season medical physical is seldom required. The band
may have members that have medical conditions requiring special attention. To
compound the medical concern, the lack of conditioning prior to the marching season
may contribute to a band member having greater risk for injury, heat illness, impaired
health, and death. To minimize the risks to band members, the band physiologists have
provided mini-talks on issues related to nutrition, hydration, importance of sleep,
influence of alcohol, and reducing heat stress. The physiologists have assessed and
worked with the majorettes and flag corps members in body composition matters. They
are available to all band members and are often present at practice and performances for
issues that are commonly referred to athletic trainers. This collaborative effort between
the physiologists and musicians has provided a unique model for other programs in which
both entities have greatly benefitted.

Riitta Parvia, SRDMT, Balsfjordvinden 44, N 9006 Tromsö, Norway, 17.09.03
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6. Abstract of paper, The Spirit of Dance:
Abstract: The trigger for this paper was the often-read statement in dance literature,
which holds that “Dance is the mother of all arts.” The paper s not an “origin of dance
study.” Rather, the purpose is to look at the oldest ritual sources, connected with death
and rebirth, of the Bear cults.

The paper is an attempt to capture the hunters’ ethos in order to create understanding for
the cultic dramas. The material used stems from various disciplinary fields such as
palaeo-anthropology, religious studies, and ethnography. It is also based on actual
contents of some old caves, and will be studied in relation to old Finnish proverbs.

Parts of the information are re-interpreted critically from a woman’s perspective whose
roots are in the hunters’ tradition. The way of connecting bits of information, playing
with associations, and synthesizing different perspectives, will provide an opportunity to
open up insights into the message the Palaeo-anthropians left behind for us, in their caves.

The message does not inform us of their dance, but reminds us of the spiritual content of
our own dance, wherever it finds its form in time and space.

The Spirit of Dance
“The dance is the mother of the arts,” wrote the ethnomusicologist Curt Sachs
(Sachs 1963). Since the publication of this poetic statement many dance writers
have referred to dance as the earliest form of human artistic expression. It is also
often assumed that the earliest dance was connected with religious rituals. There
is not much evidence of dancing connected with earliest rituals, which seem to

have been cults associated with death and burials. There is pictorial evidence of
dancing, which looks like mimetic or ritualised behaviour, but without a
contextual framework one hardly can interpret such representations. One can
never know anything sure about the earlier dancing without evidence of their
existence. “The mother of the arts” thus remains a beautiful myth.

My aim here is not an “origins of dance” study, rather I will take a look at the
existing sources of rituals and dancing, relate these to some sayings in my native
Finland, and to play with associations and see where I get.

It seems to be that the first places where to find evidence of anything like human
rituals are some caves in the European Swill Alps. These caves are long tunnel
caves. Such a cave is Drachenloch, 8000 feet above the sea level in a cold, snowy
landscape. During the last inter-glacial or the lower Palaeolithic period these
caves were populated by Palaeoanthropians. The findings of interest here are
certain bear sculls, found in the innermost parts of the caves. They were placed on
stone slabs and often so as to face the same way. Close to the sculls were long
bear bones, and some of the sculls had a femur, a thighbone, placed deep into the
mouth of the scull. After much debating some scientists hold that the sculls were
placed there intentionally, and that they may present the earliest evidences of
religion and ritual behaviour, while others hold that the archaic hunters had no
religion. In spite of many different interpretations (Eliade 1978) the femur in the
scull still seems to remain a mystery to the scientists. And if this is the earliest
evidence of some ritual customs, there still is no evidence of anything like
dancing.

Perhaps the earliest evidence of dance-like behaviours among humans is known
from pictorial representations on the walls of some caves in France, in southwestern Europe. These representations date back to the upper Palaeolithic period.
Some fifty-five portrayals of human beings dressed up in animal skins in the act
of dancing, are found in the upper Palaeolithic cave art. These caves were
populated by the Cro Magnon, which were our ancestors. The naturalistic
paintings and engravings convey intense relations between the artistic hunters and
the animals they hunted.

The most famous of these dancing figures are those found in the Trois Fre’res
cave. One of them portrays a human being dressed up as an animal figure. The
animal costume seems to be put together of various fur parts of different animals
(Campbell, J. 1984). Another well-known dancing figure represents a dancer,
dressed up in a skin, playing a musical instrument in the position of a dancing step
(Maringer 1960). The instrument bears resemblance to a musical bow. The bow
seems to have been a musical instrument prior to its use as a weapon (Wachsmann
1971).

These two masked figures are called “sorcerer” or “shaman.” Johannes Maringer
states: “The Palaeolithic portrayals of men disguised as beasts clearly show the
role of sorcerer in his group” (Maringer 1960). Campbell too takes it for granted
that the “Sorcerer” is a male (Campbell, J. 1984). What is shown, in fact, is a
human figure in animal disguise portrayed in a position of a movement.
According to Mircea Eliade masks manifestly announce the incarnation of a
mythical being, but masks are a rarity in shamanistic ideology (Eliade 1974).

In contrast to shamanistic practises, masked, mimetic behaviours are known from
old Turkish and Greek bear dancing. For example at Brauron, near Athens, girls in
full bear costumes conducted dances to honour Artemis, who was called “The
Maiden” or “A Bear.” Among other findings a figurine found in a sanctuary of
Artemis in Sparta shows a female dancer disguised as bear (Lawler 1964).
Descriptions of Siberian bear cults refer to masked dancing behaviours. Masks
were requisites of bear dancers and clowns. A woman |of the bear hunter’s family
may dress up as a bear and conduct mimetic dancing to honour the killed bear
(Maringer 1960). Eliade refers to the archaism of these customs (Eliade 1978), as
does Uno Harva (Harva 1933).

Men seem to have covered their faces in bear ceremonies and engaged themselves
in clowning behaviours (Boehm 1877), while women, dressed up like bears, seem
to have created some kind of dramatic, imitative dancing. These are two different
kinds of behaviours. In order to make some sense of these behaviours one needs
to know something more about the context of the drama and to have insight into

the hunter’s ethos. The scientific explanations are based on the Judeo-Christian
meaning universe; they seem to miss the ethos of the hunters. I will try to use my
Finnish feel here while I attempt to create insights for the hunter traditions, which
form a part of my own cultural background.

For Finns among other Finno-Ugrians, as for many other peoples in the northern
hemisphere the bear was a holy animal. “The Palaeo-Siberian tribes regard the
bear as the mythical first man… “ (Maringer 1960). The concept of man,
“ihminen” in Finnish, connotes female. In this meaning universe the mythic
ancestor naturally was the mother bear. It was forbidden to kill the holy bear, but
of necessity people had to hunt bears. The killing was a ritual act and certain ethic
was followed. And when the carcass was handled fertile women had to follow
certain safety regulations (Harva 1933).

The hunter’s task, after the bear was killed, was to placate the spirit of the dead
bear and to bring its scull and bones to a special place, often up to a tree, in order
to secure the rebirth of the bear from its bones, particularly from its scull. The
origin of the bear was in the sky (Karhu 1947), therefore a place of high altitude
was often chosen for the deposit. The hunters masked themselves so as to hide
their identity from the bear, they gave all kinds of apologies and foolish
explanations to the bear, saying that they did not hunt her, someone else did, and
really it was the bear who gave herself to people. They tried to mix up the bear’s
mind in order to avoid revenge (Harva 1933). The hunters seemed to project their
ambivalent feelings onto the bear, the victim. Their behaviour seems to be in part
determined by their fears.

The women, on the other hand, seemed to be free from the fear of revenge. If the
bear was considered the animal ancestress they associated themselves with the
killed bear. Young women and girls, whose conduct was not restricted by safety
regulations, seem to have been those who set in to animate the bear by going in to
the skin of the bear and making it dance. They created a drama in which the bear
herself participated, as it was. The bear, which had come to them with much food,
was made the guest of a great feast, in which it was honoured.

The cultic dramas do not seem to belong to shamanism, and the fur-covered
dancers seem not to be male shamans or sorcerers, but young women from the
hunters’ family, associated with the animal mother. Even today women may cover
themselves with fabulous furs for festive purposes, for reasons other than cold
weather. A lover may give a fur to his lady as an expression of his warm feelings
toward her. The modern “hunter” shows off as if saying, I am the one who caught
her, look at her how she gave herself. This is how hunters use to talk in their
attempt to cover their ambivalence or to avoid the responsibility of their own acts.
There is ample evidence of the symbolism of hunt, sex, and birth/rebirth on the
walls of the French Palaeolithic caves.

Dancing dramas in connection with hunting ceremonies are evidenced in the
French cave paintings, and in ethnographic descriptions of bear hunt ceremonies.
The religiousness of these customs is a question of definition. Religion means, per
definition, a belief in some supreme agent outside oneself. But a hunter can hardly
survive if he believes in something outside himself. He has no reason to believe
in, or trust, the object of his hunt, the bear, with which he experiences the most
intense relationship. A hunter cannot remain praying; he has to act. A hunter
cannot be a believer; he has to be a knower. He is no mystic. But that does not
mean that a realist is without spirituality.

The femur in the bear’s scull still remains a mystery, or – does it?
In Finland “to thrust a bone into the throat of somebody” is plain talk. It means to
make someone to shut up. But sayings can have meanings beyond the plain talk,
and they can convey opposite meanings. What is the meaning of making a dead
one to shut up, or – open up? Finnish language is very old. Certain aspects of the
language may echo ideas from distant past (Parvia 1991). According to the
Aristotelian logic one usually has a choice of two alternatives, as one alternative is
chosen the other is excluded. But according to Finnish logic one can choose both
alternatives.

The idea of the soul is a recent, Christian concept in the Finnish language. The
Finnish concept “henki” means breath, life, spirit, and person. The breath spirit is
connected with the body; only at the moment of death the breath spirit leaves the

body. But if the same word connotes both the spirit of the deceased and the spirit
of the living, the dualism of life and death gets diffuse (Parvia 1991, 1995). If
people believe in reincarnation, the departing spirit has to be able to return to its
seat, the scull, so that the round of life and death can continue. Death is sometimes
considered in terms of “noutaa,” to bring home. The verb connotes both departure
and return in a hunting round. The way of thinking is neither dualistic in the
Aristotelian sense nor linear; rather it is inclusive and circular and creates helixes.
Thinking in these terms makes the femur in the throat meaningful. In spiritual
sense the bone secures the breath spirit’s eternal round, while in secular sense it is
just trivial or insulting talk. There are many levels of meanings depending on the
context where they are expressed.

The Palaeoanthropians seemed to have an idea of reincarnation, as might be
evidenced by the femurs placed in the throats of the sculls. The cult of the scull
may connect the customs of the Palaeoanthropians with those of the modern bear
hunters. Perhaps an archaic custom still lives as a common Finnish proverb. It
cannot be known how the hunters of the interglacial period conducted their
ceremonies, but truly they revered and feared the huge cave bear, as bear hunters
elsewhere did, and celebrated their successful hunts accordingly.

There are certain basic similarities in the bear hunter’s customs through the times,
the cult of the scull and its underlying idea of reincarnation, as well as certain
ritual revitalization procedures for the purpose of securing rebirth. As the
revitalization seems to have included mimetic dancing, these dancing behaviours
may then be old, as is the cult of the sculls and the whole complex of ideas and
practises related to it. These cultic practises make sense when related to each other
in the frame of reference of the total system of the spiritual practises.

The message the Palaeoanthropians left in their caves seems to be the awareness
of the revitalizing importance of the breath, inspiration, and spirituality for life.
These are the essential qualities in dancing, wherever it may find its form in time
and space.
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The question "What would have happened, if’?" has been the subject of increased
attention in recent years, and historians as well as authors of fiction have considered the
concept of alternative (or virtual) history in informative and entertaining imprints. As if
dealing with a hot potato, German scholars and authors have, until recently, shied away
from alternative history, because of its perceived proximity to revisionist history and to
the fringe fantasies of Nazism resurgent. As late as 1992, shortly after German
unification, 25 German publishing houses declined to take on Thomas Harris’
controversial Fatherland (1992), a thriller set in 1960s fascist Berlin, citing the novel’s
"hostile" portrayal of Germany. Just a few years later, Christian von Ditfurth’s The Wall
Stands by the Rhine(1999) and July 21st (2001) have been at the forefront of something
of a revival of the alternative history genre, climbing up high on the bestseller lists. Not
unlike science fiction, the alternative history thriller has been viewed as a porous genre,
incorporating any number of generic traits and particular combinations of elements
shared with other genres, such as spy and crime fiction. Such texts typically focus on a
singular, critical moment, one hairbreadth chance that can change history decisively, and
they sketch out their "possible" plots from that point onward. In Von Ditfurth’s most
recent thriller, described by one reviewer as a "gamble with history," the narrative turns
on the date of 20 July, 1944, and the successful assassination of Hitler by a group of
high-ranking officers of the Wehrmacht. Ditfurth asserts that the "men of July 20" have
been turned into heroes and used to underpin the calming myth of German resistance
against the Hitler regime. The glorification of the conspirators has conveniently enabled
Germans to avoid the subject of popular complicity with the principles and the policies of
the Nazi dictatorship: "I wanted to assess the importance of July 20th, wanted to
demystify the legend of the democratically-minded conspirators. In actuality, they were
conservative patriots who wanted to prevent Germany’s unconditional surrender." In the
novel, Himmler, the head of the SS, allows the attack on Hitler to happen and assumes
control of the country, proclaiming a Fourth Reich. The concentration camps are quietly
dismantled. With the help of its ingenious physicists, Germany defeats the Soviet Union
by dropping a nuclear bomb on the city of Minsk. Great Britain also succumbs to the

German forces and is demilitarized. When Stalin dies in 1953, Beria takes over, causing
the president of the United States, Joe McCarthy, to fear a second Hitler-Stalin pact and
an unfavorable alignment of power. The Americans send a German deserter to
assassinate Himmler ‘ In this paper, I aim to examine the conditions under which the
specific generic formation of the alternative history thriller commenced and flourished in
Germany in the late 1990s, how it produced and participated in the cultural meanings of
its time by appropriating and shaping popular attitudes and fantasies about history,
especially as related to the ongoing German project of "coming to terms with the past." I
examine the fictional configuration of an alternative scenario, and its specific form, as a
resonant vehicle for negotiating a haunting and traumatic past, the vicissitudes of popular
memory, and the real historical contradictions of the time.
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Close Enough for Jazz: The Metaphysics of Presence in Contemporary Jazz
Improvisation Theory

ABSTRACT

Within contemporary jazz improvisation theory, there is a noticeable, philosophical looseness
in the aesthetics of improvisation. These theories are problematic in ways that ought to raise
serious questions for the prevailing view of the art form and until these inadequacies are
addressed, the field will continue to occupy a second-hand position in a discourse of musical
legitimation. It is quite clear from looking at the prominent examples of the attempt to
theorize jazz improvisation, that they suffer from many of the typical rhetorical weaknesses of
a half century of problems in other humanistic fields such as philosophy, literature, film, art
history, and so on, that have been addressed in the new philosophy. This paper will utilize
insights from critical musicology and the new philosophy to show how the structural
arguments currently prevalent in jazz improvisation theory are essentially contradictory and
require a revision before additional progress may be made in trying to understand the complex
issues of improvisation as a musical category in jazz studies. This paper will also suggest that
the weaknesses of contemporary jazz improvisation theory are partly symptomatic of a
general “legitimation crisis” in relation to art musicology which reinscribes its own
supplementarity through the arguments of the composition versus improvisation binarism.
Contemporary jazz improvisation theory suffers from a rhetorical problem which seeks to
distinguish “improvisation and composition” as structural categories that has its express
parallel in the distinction made between “speech and writing” in post-phenomenological
philosophies. This paper will show how such a distinction is currently articulated in the
literature with special emphasis on Ed Sarath’s important essay “A New Look At

Improvisation” and the comments of various practitioners such as Paul Bley and Keith Jarrett.
This paper will suggest that this ongoing categorical distinction between improvisation and
composition cannot be sustained and that once the underlying structural difficulties of
maintaining such a theory are clearly deconstructed, it then becomes possible to rethink jazz
improvisation in a more productive manner. In its current form, the attempt made by jazz
studies to legitimize itself in the broader field of musicology proceeds by arguing that
improvisation is a practice of the performing musician and that cannot be separated from the
musician as genius in the musical idiom of jazz. This argument reflects what continental
philosophers such as Jacques Derrida have described as the problem of the “metaphysics of
presence” that the “living speech” of the interlocutor (the improvising musician) guarantees a
certain concept of musical “truth” and “authenticity” that elevates and distinguishes jazz from
other forms of music, classical music in particular. However, it is quite clear from the
literature and commentary of improvising musicians that this legitimation of improvisation as
the privileged discourse of jazz requires an appeal to “composition” to legitimize itself, or as
Paul Bley put it in an interview, “if the improvising is done correctly it will sound like it was
composed. It’s like a conversation verses a book: if I spoke well enough you might think I
was reading.” This “supplemental” requirement of “writing” as the ultimate legitimation of
musical “speech” therefore fails to explain the more complex relationship that is going on
between speech and writing in the jazz improvisation context and needs to be reconsidered.
This paper will conclude by suggesting that improvisation must be reconsidered as part of
larger discursive field of a form of musical écriture in the poststructuralist sense, and that
once this direction is acknowledged, a more useful description of what improvisation entails
will be possible, both within jazz and beyond jazz as a particularly defined idiom of music.
Derrida’s insights into the problems of the “Law of Genre” will also be investigated to show

that the very distinction made between jazz and other forms of music is itself problematic and
will ultimately reach a certain philosophical impasse.
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Abstract: This paper develops an account of work as the creation of something of value
and attempts to address two problems with this characterization by resorting to a Whiteheadian
process-ontological framework. The first problem, which has to do with the ambiguity of the
notion of value and its ontological status, is addressed by replacing the traditional conceptions of
“state of affairs” and “property” with the Whitehadian concepts of “concrescence” and
“subjective form.” In this framework, value is seen to be, strictly speaking, adverbial. The
clarification of value’s ontological status resolves the second apparent problem with my account
of work. Initially, failed instances of work may seem to constitute a counter-example to the
characterization of work as the creation of something of value, but when value is described as a
processual entity, it no longer needs to be sought for a in a static end-result.

The Relation Between Work and Value: A Process-Based Account
Baris Parkan

Work is generally defined as “sustained physical or mental effort to overcome obstacles
and achieve an objective or result” (Webster’s). This and similar definitions of work obscure the
relation between the exertion of effort and the achievement of an objective. Since the
achievement of the intended result is arguably something of value and the exertion of effort is
constitutive of that result, I contend that what characterizes the phenomenon of work in general
is the creation of something of value.1
I will elaborate on this characterization of work by addressing two apparent problems
with it. The first problem is that the notion of value is ambiguous and its ontological status is not
clear. Based on this ambiguity, it has been objected that the idea of work as the creation of
something of value seems to involve turning value into a mysterious metaphysical substance
(Cleaver 116). The second apparent problem is that I seem to be referring more to the result of
work than work itself. In other words, I seem to overlook a distinction between work and
efficient work (Laird 16).
I will address both of these objections by resorting to a process-ontological framework. In
response to the first objection, I will argue that confusions regarding the ontological status of
value result from traditional conceptions of “property” and “state of affairs,” and will propose a
Whiteheadian approach to resolve these confusions. I will thus propose a process-based account
of value, which will also form the basis of my response to the second objection. If we take value
to be a processual entity, then it does not need to reside only in the end-result; it does not need to

be ascribed to a static state of affairs. This account will also contain an explication of the sense in
which the achievement of the intended result is something of value.
I.
1.1. The term ‘value’ is most generally used as “the generic noun for all kinds of critical
pro and con predicates” (Frankena)—i.e., prescriptive and not merely descriptive predicates.
Work always brings about a change, and the assumption is that it is a change for the better,
because it is guided by a conception of what we think our medium/material should be like or
should be doing as opposed to what it is like. Thus, we see that, since work is also prescriptive,
it is affiliated with the notion of value in the broadest sense. But we need to get more specific.
Since the term “value” is used widely to apply to a variety of entities, its grammatical
and ontological status have become notoriously vague. Under the heading of “value,”
philosophers have discussed feelings such as pleasure and pain, objects, ends, judgements, and
so on (Jessup 127). The term is sometimes used as a noun, sometimes as an adjective (and
sometimes as a verb), resulting in confusion as to whether value is a thing (“an entity in its own
right”) or a property. If it is taken to be a property, then the question arises as to what kinds of
entities it can be ascribed to.
Some of these confusions can easily be clarified. For instance, as Henry D. Aiken writes,
“the distinction between ‘thing’ and ‘property’ [. . .] is largely verbal” since “every
distinguishable ‘thing’ is an entity of some sort ‘in its own right’”(22). Any term designating a
property can also be used as an abstract noun.
Some other points, however, require a more detailed discussion. The classification of the
phenomenon of value as a property does not feel too comfortable, especially in connection with
the question of what kinds of entities the “bearers of value” would be. In a detailed discussion of

this subject in his book What is Value, Everett W. Hall claims that value can be neither a first nor
a second order property. It cannot be a first order property because it is not something directly
experienceable in its own right. It is rather a way in which other things are experienced. It
cannot be a second order property because it is not assigned to properties qua properties. Rather,
“it is the exemplification of properties that is said to be valuable” (16).
Since, in traditional ontology, the exemplification of a property constitutes a fact (or, in
other words, a state of affairs), Hall considers whether value can be a property of a state of
affairs. He concludes that value cannot be a property of a state of affairs, because, in traditional
ontology, properties are exemplified either by particulars or, in the case of second-order
properties, by first order properties. A fact, however, is not a particular, because particulars can
be named; facts cannot be named, but are asserted. Nor is it plausible to claim that a fact is a
property.
Hall goes on to consider other possible ways of accounting for the concept of value, such
as taking value to be the referent of a semantical predicate. In my view, the more promising
strategy is to abandon the traditional framework and the concepts of “property” and “state of
affairs.” The framework of process ontology is much more congenial to the concept of value
since value is a relational and processual entity. In what follows I will try to account for the
concept of value in a Whiteheadian process-ontological framework. To this end, I will first
briefly outline Whitehead’s metaphysics.
I.2. Whitehead’s ontology takes processes rather than static entities as basic. The
primary unit of being in his ontology is what he calls an “actual entity.” While there is much
controversy as to whether an actual entity is a sub-atomic occasion or “any concrete existent

whatsoever,” for the purposes of this paper, I will assume without argument that an actual entity
is any “processual unit” (Wallack 7).
More specifically, an actual entity is “the unity to be ascribed to a particular instance of
[a process called] concrescence.” (Process 41). The word ‘concrescence’ comes from
‘concrescere,’ “meaning the process of many diversities growing together into a new unity,
which, at the culmination of the process is a fully developed thing, and so concrete (concretum)”
(Emmet 41). Whitehead borrows Locke’s terminology to define ‘concrescence’ as “the real
internal constitution of a particular existent” (Process 320). His point is that this internal
constitution is inherently dynamic. Even seemingly static entities, such as tables, chairs, trees and
rocks, are processes of concrescence. Whitehead refers to a process of concrescence also as a
“microscopic process.” In addition to “microscopic processes,” he also speaks of “macroscopic
processes” which refer to transitions between microscopic processes. Whitehead thus paints a
picture of nature as a “network of events” which “extend over other events, so that the large scale
events are systems of atomic events” (Emmet, 79).
In a process of concrescence, while the becoming entity appropriates various elements of
the universe out of which it is arising, it leaves others out. The “process of appropriation of a
particular element” is called a “prehension” (Process 335). A prehension can be thought of as a
process of information transfer; it is a process that is much like apprehension except that it does
not necessarily involve consciousness. For example, we can speak of a snail as prehending the
rock it is moving on or a piece of paper as prehending the charcoal that is touching it. When the
becoming entity chooses to include a certain element in its constitution, the prehension is called a
“feeling” or a “positive prehension.”

Even though an actual entity can be analyzed into its prehensions, Whitehead takes the
actual entity and not the prehension as basic, because the reason why an entity appropriates some
elements in its environment and leaves others out cannot be accounted for with respect to the
prehension itself alone, just as a painting can be analyzed into its various components but the
significance of those components can only be understood with reference to the entire painting.
Thus, no prehension can be abstracted from the actual entity that is its subject. The explanation
for the basis of the selections that an entity makes in its process of becoming refers to the entity’s
subjective aim. The subjective aim, which is basically a final cause, can be considered
“Whitehead’s principle of individuation” (Christian 215). Note that while an actual entity is a
process, it is also a subject—a subject that is in its own making. By virtue of the subjective aim,
the structure of an actual entity is teleological and self-referential; the actual entity is inherent in
the process of its own production.
The subjective aim is given to the actual entity through eternal objects. An eternal object
is a potential that the actual entity may choose to realize in a particular mode in its concrescence.
Eternal objects serve several important explanatory functions in Whitehead’s ontology. They
account for identity, permanence, universality, determinacy, and potentiality (Hall, Of What Use
Are Eternal Objects?). Whitehead chooses to use the term “eternal object” instead of “form”,
“idea”, “essence” or “universal” in order to avoid misleading suggestions and ambiguities.
Eternal objects can be simple or complex. Simple eternal objects explain the relation
between the becoming actual entity and the objects it prehends. In other words, they explain
how the subject prehends the object, and in that function, they are what we call “qualities” (e.g.;
the grayness of the clouds) (Kraus 31). A complex eternal object is also a relation—in this case,

between a group of eternal objects (e.g.; a certain arrangement of colors). Complex eternal
objects serve to explain what we call “essence” or “abstractness.”
The realization of an eternal object in an actual entity is called “ingression.” Unlike Plato,
Whitehead believes that eternal objects are both immanent and transcendent. The realization of
an eternal object in an actual entity is not a distortion of a perfect form in a transcendent realm;
when an eternal object is realized in an actual entity, the eternal object is actually “in the actual
entity, as a form of definiteness” (Christian 208). Thus “ingression” is different from “inhering”
or “being exemplified in.”
The concept of ingression replaces the notion of exemplification in traditional ontology.
Thus, if as Hall says, it is the exemplification of a property that is experienced as valuable, then,
in Whiteheadian language, it is the ingression of an eternal object in an actual entity that is
experienced as valuable. But the ingression of an eternal object in an actual entity takes place in
a process, not a static state of affairs. So, the question of whether and how value can be ascribed
to facts is replaced by the question of whether and how value can be ascribed to a process.
Whitehead’s notion of subjective form answers this question.
The experience of the eternal object’s ingression—how that entity in which a certain
potential pattern is realized is felt by that actual entity or a subsequent actual entity—is the
subjective form. Whitehead writes that “the fundamental notion ‘quality inhering in particular
substance is afforded by the subjective form inhering in feeling” (Process 354). But Whitehead’s
subjective forms differ from traditional qualities in a few important ways. While in traditional
metaphysics, qualities are adjectival, in Whitehead’s metaphysics, they are adverbial and
relational, because they characterize feelings/ prehensions.—i.e., acts (Christian 229). The
entities which have qualities are processes, not substances. Also, subjective forms are not

universals. It may therefore be more appropriate to call them “qualia” rather than “qualities.”
What is universal (the “quality” in the traditional sense) would be the eternal object, which is the
“form” of the subjective form when abstracted from the feeling it qualifies.
The subjective form is not merely the relation between the subject and its environment; it
can also be the fulfillment of a process, and the quality of this fulfillment which is imposed on
subsequent and other processes. When a painter picks certain colors, for example, their hues do
not only show how she saw those colors; a certain mood captured in the painting by those hues is
also the achievement of an intended effect. Percy Hughes aptly calls this “qualifying affective
tone” the “active tone” (280). Thus, the subjective form is the way in which something is
experienced—the “how” of a feeling—as Hall claims value is.
I.3. It can now be easily seen why Whitehead’s scheme provides a natural framework for
the concept of value. Traditional ontology cannot account for the concept of value because of the
two following problems. First, the concept of property in traditional ontology is too broad. A
property can be a quality or a relation; it is basically “any entity that is capable of being
exemplified by something” whether that something be a single particular or two or more
particulars. “A test of” whether something is a property “is that the name of such an entity can
occur in the predicate place”(Hall, What is Value 4)—i.e., the test is not sufficiently
discriminative. Whitehead offers two different concepts that do the work that the concept of
property does in traditional metaphysics: eternal object and subjective form. While the
subjective form directly qualifies the actual process, the eternal object defines a potential pattern
that may be realized in a process.
Stemming from the first problem is the second problem regarding the notion of
exemplification of a property by a state of affairs. If it is the exemplification of a property that is

experienced as valuable, then it needs to be explained whether and how value can qualify a fact.
But if the notion of “the exemplification of a property” is replaced by the notion of “ingression
of an eternal object,” then what needs to be explained is how value can qualify the realization of
a potential pattern—i.e., a process.
Even though the question of how value can be ascribed to a process seems similar to the
question of how value can be ascribed to a static state of affairs, there is considerable structural
difference between the two models. The realization of a potential pattern constitutes a process of
concrescence. A “process of concrescence” performs the function that a “fact” performs in
traditional ontology, but it also performs the function of the “subject” which exemplifies a
universal. In a sense, the concrescence is both “that x is F” and “x which is about to be F.” One
could contract this double function into “x’s becoming F.”
I.4. The ontological status of value can then be clarified as follows: the experience of
value is the way in which the realization of a potential pattern in and through an actual process is
“felt” (in the Whiteheadian sense) by the “subject” (again, in Whitehead’s sense) of that process
or other subsequent processes. However, even though this statement clarifies the ontological
status of value, it does not clarify the concept itself, since it does not tell us how to distinguish
the feeling of value from other feelings. In the next section, where I address the second apparent
problem with my definition of work, I will also make use of my analysis of the work process to
clarify this final point.
II.
II.1. The second objection to my characterization of work is that I seem to be referring
more to the result of work than work itself. To address this objection, I offer to split the work
process into three phases: conception, creation, and fulfillment. My claim is that value itself can

be understood in terms of each of these phases whereas the objection seems to assume that value
belongs only in the third phase.
Part of the reason why the concept of value seems so confusing is because value theorists
often focus exclusively on one of these three phases (either on fulfillment or conception). Thus,
value is sometimes taken to be an object of desire and sometimes satisfaction. To avoid some of
these confusions, Aiken distinguishes between what he calls “trial values” and “real values”.
Aiken’s “trial values” correspond to the phase I call “conception” (Dewey’s “end-in-views”) and
“real value” to fulfillment. However, in most of the literature, the phase of creation is
overlooked.
II.2. At the initial stage of a work process—the conception,--there is a demand. (I’ll be
using the term ‘demand’ to cover want, interest, need, wish, dream, etc.) This demand is matched
with an ideal end which would satisfy it, and thus an objective is formed. In this initial phase,
value is a partly thought and partly perceived set of relations between certain facts and ideas
which, if completed, would result in the fulfillment of the demand. Here, value is an ideal and a
lure.
The experience of value in this first phase is like meeting someone you like for the first
time: there are some physical facts that are there, but there are also vaguely intuited intangible
things that these physical facts point to, and the physical and the intangible altogether form a
certain pattern (which is both transcendent and immanent). Or it’s like learning about
something, and without actually having it worked out in one’s head, sensing that this new piece
of information would apply to something else. Mary Wyman gives a very good example of this
in her book The Lure For Feeling where she considers Otto Lilienthal’s invention of the flying
glider. She begins by noting some of the elements that the potentiality at the initial stage would

include: Lilienthal’s “preoccupation with winged creatures and their manner of flight,” his
“inherited mechanical and engineering ability” etc.
As process continues, we may imagine his concepts of gravity, equilibrium and
control, intermingling with his observations on the flying of birds, possibly in part
derived from them. The lure, which guides the how of feeling would seem to be
particularly associated with Lilienthal’s novel belief in the superiority of a curved
rather than a flat surface for the flight of machines heavier than air. (24)
In a Whiteheadian framework, this phase can be described as follows. A Whiteheadian process is
always bipolar—that is, a physical feeling is always matched with a conceptual correlate. In our
example, for instance, Lilienthal’s observation of a bird’s flight is matched with the concept of a
curved surface. After the physical feeling is matched with the conceptual correlate, it is valuated.
The valuation is the “subjective form” of the conceptual feeling (-- it is how the eternal object is
felt) and is either “upward” (adversion) or “downward” (aversion). Aversions and adversions
indicate the importance given to the data (Kraus 112). In an “adversion,” the importance is
enhanced; in an “aversion,” it is attenuated. For example, based on the overall composition that
a painter wants to achieve, the form of a red circle in the painting is enhanced or attenuated.
From the integration of conceptual and physical feelings, a subsequent phase of
propositional feelings comes into being. What Whitehead means by a “proposition” is in some
ways like, and some ways unlike what is meant by a “proposition” in mainstream philosophy.
Even though, as in mainstream philosophy, propositions take the form of “S is P” or “S could be
P” (“the chair is/could be blue”), they are not objects of thought in some independent realm.
They are simply aspects of a process in which the becoming entity perceives a potential or actual
relatedness between the actual entities that are in its environment—a relatedness defined by the

eternal objects it is prehending. Hence, the eternal objects constitute the predicates of the
proposition (e.g.; blueness), and the actual entities are the subjects (e.g.; the chair).
For example, suppose you are a stage designer and the actual entities in your universe
consist of a chair, a table, and blue paint. Then the propositions “the chair and the table are blue”
or “the chair is behind the table” define potential relationships between these actual entities in
your universe. Note that the truth or falsity of the proposition –whether the chair is in fact
blue—is irrelevant. Whitehead argues that the “overintellectualized” philosophers’ conception of
propositions as merely material for judgement is completely misleading, because such a
conception has led to a “moralistic preference” for true propositions. Such a preference obscures
the possibilities entailed by false propositions; it puts the emphasis on “what is” instead of “what
could be.” According to Whitehead, on the other hand, the main function of a proposition is to
act as a “lure for feeling.”
The primary mode of realization of a proposition in an actual entity is not by
judgement, but by entertainment. A proposition is entertained when it is admitted
into feeling. Horror, relief, purpose are primarily feelings involving the
entertainment of propositions. It is the source of error, of truth, of art, of ethics,
and of religion. By it, fact is confronted with alternatives. (Process 187)
Thus, the subjective aim—in work, the project—is a proposition (Christian 316). Propositions
are like eternal objects in that they are potentialities, but they go further than eternal objects in
that they involve particular subjects while eternal objects are completely general. Hence,
Whitehead calls propositions “impure potentials.”
The subjective aim can change in the process. This is especially the case because we are
not working in a vacuum but through a medium. Once we start trying to establish the vaguely

perceived and intuited relations in fact, we will frequently meet with resistance from our
medium; sometimes because our intuitions were mistaken (e.g.; thinking two colors will look
good together when in fact they don’t); sometimes because our medium is recalcitrant (e.g.; the
nature of the paper and charcoal an artist uses will influence how the drawing looks); and
sometimes because of our unique personal characteristics (e.g.; the movement of the arm
determines how the brushstrokes on a painting will look or how the music a violinist plays will
sound). Further, as Aiken notes:
…what is thought at the outset as a mere means may itself become an end, as
interest is directed toward the problem of realizing it and as experience shows it to
be enjoyable or satisfying. Likewise, increased awareness of the consequences of
ends discloses that they are also means to further objectives. (37)
Thus, objectives are in fact means “whereby present action is transformed from blind or random
groping into controlled adaptation. It is argued on this basis that it is not the end as fixed
terminus ad quem which confers value on present activity, but the action itself which gives value
to any goal.” (Aiken 37). In other words, value, as understood in the initial phase—as a lure—is
not only an end to which work is a means. On the contrary, value in the initial phase can also be
understood as the means to work; it is what triggers and steers the development of the process.
Value is not merely a result of work, but also its intention (its arche); it is the reason why work
exists.
II.3. It was claimed in section I.4, that the experience of value is the way in which the
realization of a certain pattern in a process is felt by the subject of that process or subsequent
processes. In the first stage of the work process, this pattern is conceptualized as an ideal that

would satisfy a desire. In the second stage of the work process, the components of the material/
medium are reconfigured towards the realization of the intended pattern.
We have seen in section II.2 that what renders the reconfiguration purposeful (and thus,
more than a mere reconfiguration) is the guidance of the subjective aim via the formation of a
proposition. But to see how this subjective aim orchestrates the reconfiguration towards an
achievement, we need to look further into the comparative phases of a concrescence. Two
Whiteheadian concepts are crucial to understanding these phases: contrast and conceptual
reversion.
In a process of work, various physical and conceptual elements are synthesized. In the
process of appropriating and integrating various feelings into its own unity of form, the actual
entity forms what Whitehead calls “contrasts.” By “contrast” Whitehead in fact means “unity.”
In a contrast, two or more elements are brought together, compared as well as contrasted, and
synthesized. Elements that are incompatible with each other cannot form contrasts. The most
apparent example here would be the bringing together of two different colors or shapes in a
painting.
The actual entity’s feeling of the subjective aim has a certain intensity, which is due to
the “realized ingression of an eternal object” (Whitehead 424) and is proportionate to the number
of contrasts formed between eternal objects. For example, a painting has a certain intensity
when the painter successfully finishes painting a certain figure in the painting. This intensity
increases as the painter is able to weave together other elements in the painting, establishing
relations between them, contrasting/unifying images, colors, texture, etc. towards a complex
structure with its own aesthetic unity. As contrasts are deepened and more unities are formed

among more eternal objects and previously integrated data, the subjective aim is felt more
intensely.
The intensity of the feeling (of subjective form or subjective aim) in a process increases
further as what Whitehead calls “conceptual reversions” are introduced into the process. A
conceptual reversion is basically the imaginative feeling of a relevant alternative to some
physical fact. We have seen that the ingression of an eternal object in an actual entity is the
actualization of a potential. But in choosing to actualize a certain potential, the entity has avoided
other alternatives. When the subject of a process is prehending a previous process, and feels
relevant alternatives that have been avoided by the previous process, it performs a conceptual
reversion. In a conceptual reversion, an unrealized eternal object is felt. This means that a
conceptual experience is derived without the physical experience to match it. Whitehead’s
favorite example to illustrate the derivation of a conceptual feeling without the matching
physical experience comes from Hume”s Treatise: “to imagine a particular shade of blue never
experienced” (Process 132).
Conceptual reversion is like hearing a song and being “reminded” of a number of stories
that one has, in fact, not experienced (nor read or heard about), perhaps even shedding tears over
them. This is possible because “eternal objects are ordered in a relevance independent of the
relevance introduced by joint exemplification in the concrete” (Kraus 110). As a Platonist (which
Whitehead was), one can say that the physical experience (e.g.; the song) can lead to the
conceptual prehension of the eternal object related to that experience (e.g.; sorrow), which can
trigger the prehension of other eternal objects that are related to that eternal object, but perhaps
not to the physical experience (e.g.; loss of beauty).

By virtue of conceptual reversions, potentialities (i.e., eternal objects) which have
“neither physical nor conceptual ingression”(Christian 213) in the world yet are conceptually
felt, and perhaps also physically realized.
The subject of a process , by nature, feels an urge towards the realization of the
maximum number of eternal objects, but the number of eternal objects that are jointly realizable
are limited by conditions of compatibility. Whitehead calls the conditions for compatibility the
“demand for balance.” The demand for balance is also the demand that if an eternal object will
eliminate potential contrasts between other realized eternal objects, that eternal object should not
be included. For example, there may be two different colors that do not complement each other
very well, and the artist may want to use both in her painting. Nevertheless, one of them will
have to be abandoned, depending on which color is more compatible with most of the other
aspects of the painting.
To illustrate with a different example, a political visionary looks for ways of realizing
the maximum number of ideals (such as freedom, equality, productivity, happiness, solidarity,
etc.) in a society while working out or eliminating elements that are incompatible with each other
or with facts. For example, Rousseau’s Discourses reveal a preoccupation with the possibility of
the joint realization of the ideals of freedom and equality in a society. If the outcome of such a
meditation were the decision to sacrifice one ideal for the sake of the other, this would mean that
the intensity of the thought process was attenuated. But to the extent that, Rousseau succeeds in
showing how these two ideals are not only compatible but in fact re-enforce each other (thus
entering a higher contrast), the intensity with which the subjective aim is felt in his work is
enhanced. Another example would be the arguable task of a corporate executive to maximize the
interests of all the stakeholders—trying to find the balance between various responsibilities like

making profit, keeping the employees and the customers satisfied, and watching out for the local
community.
II.4. When “the integral intensity derivable from the most favorable balance” (Process
424) is maximized, the process reaches the phase of satisfaction. In this phase, as in the first one,
value is characterized by a set of relations between demand and satisfaction. But in this phase,
these relations actually exist among physical entities. As a consequence, when the process
reaches satisfaction, it also exists objectively for others.
In Whiteheadian terminology, value in this last phase would be called “the subjective
form.” This is not to say that subjective form arises only in the last phase. Each feeling (i.e.,
positive prehension) has a subjective form. But the point of culmination as a whole also has its
own subjective form—i.e., it is felt in a certain way, by the subject of that process or, since it
now also exists objectively for others, by any other process it is taken up by.
II.5. It is now time to consider why the reconfiguration of physical data in a work
process results in something of value, and to clarify the concept of value. There are various
relations (some of which are complex) among the other entities in one entity’s universe. A
process of work may be called for when the interrelatedness is merely that: a bunch of given
entities in certain relations to each other. Sometimes, things as they are may satisfy a desire or
we may desire them just as they are. But at other times, there may be incompatibilities that need
to be eliminated in an interrelatedness that is thus merely given—like a big stone blocking a
spring, a color that clashes with another, or a clot blocking a vein— in order to achieve
“balance.” In some other cases, the merely given may be in need of additional elements (like a
vast desert in need of shade and water or a circuit in need of a wire). In a process of work, “the
mere complexity of givenness which procures incompatibilities is superseded by the complexity

of order which procures contrasts” (Process 153). What distinguishes “complexity of order”
from “mere complexity of givenness” is the formation of contrasts, the purpose of which is to
create balance and intensity. The goal of a process of work is “to maximize the integral intensity
derivable from the most favorable balance” (Process 424).
In sum, we can say that a process increases in value to the same extent that it increases in
intensity. Work creates value to the extent that it introduces novelty (which means that its subject
has performed many conceptual reversions) and richness (which means that its subject was able
to integrate many eternal objects). To the extent that the actual entity attempts to realize eternal
objects that are incompatible with others and thus limits the number of eternal objects that could
potentially be jointly realized, the process diminishes in value. Also, when the subject is not
performing many conceptual reversions (when the work does not require problem solving or
creativity) work has less value (e.g.; mechanical or repetitious work).2
III.
The relation between work and value can now be summarized as follows. Work is the
realization of a potential desired or intended pattern in and through an actual process. And value
is a special mode of the “feeling of intensity” that increases as an actual process comes close to
realizing the pattern that is intended or desired by the “subject” (in the Whiteheadian sense) of
the present process or the subjects of subsequent processes. Thus, work is the creation of value.

Notes:
1

It should be noted here that I am not claiming that value is a result only of work. A

beautiful sunset has value, but is not work. But since I perceive work to be an activity the main
purpose of which is to bring about something of value, I believe that observing the work process
should yield insight into what value is.
2

This last point should not be taken to mean that the people who are assimilated to mechanical

and repetitious work processes deserve the low wages that they get or that their work is socially
useless. Far from being socially useless, their work is part of a particularly complicated and
intense process. But they are not able to fully participate in the value of this process as they are
alienated from it and do not experience the future product as derived from themselves.
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This paper attempts to view how Buddhism and Zen Buddhism in
particular are relevant to the well being of society. It seeks to point
out some aspects of the centrifugal force of Buddhism, to identify
the life of non-duality of the personal and the social as being an
aspect of the ultimate wisdom of Buddhism, to connect the
ultimate wisdom with bodhi as the center of all forms of the nonduality including that of the social and personal, and to show the
life of non-duality as the bodhisattva way. Buddhism practiced by
many Buddhists has become lopsided to its personal side of dual
responsibility of coping with life. Thus it has given an inadequate
picture of Buddhism. The flight into sheer non-social life is a
truncating of life and finally a distortion of Buddhist dharma, as
the opposite may eventuate in a kind of insanity. Although
Buddhism in the past had frequently pursued this way, this paper
tries to show that traditional way of doing Buddhism represents a
deviation from what Buddhism truly is.
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Many Buddhists consider Buddhism as diametrically opposed to society. As a result of a change in the
conditions of human temperament, soil and politico-economic climate, Buddhism has been deplorably
deformed. In this case, only the sample of some magnificent specimens found in the history of
Buddhism is needed to show what the nature of Buddhism is truly capable of producing. The first
specimen is Siddhartha Gautama Buddha, the founder of Buddhism (563 – 483 B. C. E.). He was
endowed with virtually everything people ordinarily possess. Objectively he lacked nothing. And yet,
after enjoying his pleasures of senses for a period of nearly three decades, his life finally became a
burning problem to him, and he was driven to find its secret. To understand the essence of Buddhism,
we need to face his existential question: What do I lack when I possess everything?
He was very anxious to find an answer to the question by testing the existing Hinduism. So he
became the disciple of two ascetic thinkers living in caves. With them, he very seriously practiced
various Hindu disciplines. However, their philosophy did not help him. Having been convinced that the
unsocial metaphysical pedagogies would not lead him to the answer, he withdrew from their guidance,
and made up his mind to personally test another extreme unsociable form of asceticism for five years.
The Majjhima Nikaya records the following vivid descriptions of his ascetic practice:
When I was living on a single fruit a day, my body grew emaciated in the extreme; my limbs became like the knotted joints of
withered creepers; like a buffalo’s hoof were my shrunken buttocks; like the twists in a rope were my spinal vertebrae; like the
rafters of a tumble-down roof were my gaunt ribs; like the starry gleams on water deep down in the depths of a well, so shone
my gleaming eyes deep down in the depths of their sockets; and as the rind of a cut ground shrinks and shrivels in the heat, so
shrank and shriveled the scalp of my head…. If I sought to feel my belly, it was my backbone which I found in my grasp.”
1

However, he was as far from “enlightenment” as ever. The Majjhima Nikaya states:
With all these severe austerities, I failed to transcend ordinary human limits and to rise to the heights of noblest understanding
and vision. Could there be another path to Enlightenment?
2

Six years of long search along the two most widely practiced antisocial roads to the noblest
understanding and vision had yielded no results. Thus he began to come to terms with his body. And
he started to eat and drink to strengthen his body. He took his begging bowl in hand and resumed a
wandering mendicant. While sitting under a banyan tree, a young village girl offered him a bowl of rice.
He willingly accepted it. The ascetics were outraged at his “self-indulgence.”
Having returned to the world of common sense, he went to a grove, and sat at the foot of a bodhi
tree. One day he came to realization that his inability to be free from his personal suffering was due to
his extreme willful craving (tanha) for “the heights of noblest understanding and vision.” In other words,
it is neither by affirming pleasures of senses nor by denying them that he entered into enlightenment
(bodhi) but by breaking through the dichotomy of affirming and denying. The breaking-through is
nothing but the center of true self where there are no two extremes and therefore no need for any
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external middle path.3 His thoroughgoing breakthrough was so powerfully centered around the true self
that it was to inevitably radiate toward others and consequently had affected Indian society after him. As
a Zen saying goes, “when a flower blooms, all the other flowers start to bloom.”
Initially, the wheel of his dharma had centrifugally rubbed off on many levels of people in Indian
society including many members of the Kshatriyas or Rajanyas. The second example deals with
Emperor Asoka (the 3rd century B. C. E.). He had conquered people with having recourse to many
forms of violence. The Buddha’s dharma pricked his conscience. Having regretted for the suffering he
had caused by his warfare, he replaced the warfare with his practice of relishing suffering together with
his people, that is, karuna, which has been evidenced in rock pillars, and cave inscriptions. He is the
prototype of the bodhisattva ideal.
Here one can find the historical fact that Buddhism fundamentally became different from Hinduism.
In previous times in India, the castes including the degradation of female gender perpetuated social
distance. Thus there was an unbridgeable gulf among them. Castes were regarded as given. They were
permanently ingrained in the nature of society. To Buddhism, however, Social distance can be
narrowed and even annihilated. One of the poignant differences shown during his reign lies in seeing
social caste-structures as malleable and fallible (anicca). To him like Siddhartha, if social caste
distinction can be changed or ignored, it should be done so. It should not be forgotten to note that
Buddhism in general and Humanistic Buddhism in particular are responsible for seeing to it that it is
changed.
The influence of King Asoka’s governance was so immense and immensely contagious that
Buddhism, after him, enjoyed great social prestige throughout India and neighboring nations for eight
centuries. Thus it can be said without any hesitation that Buddhism in essence is intrinsically
inseparable from the furtherance of social well being, and that social well-being may be brought to its
fruition whenever karuna, shown both by the girl’s offering of a bowl of rice to Buddha and Asoka’s
governance, is practiced. Not to relish karuna is not Buddhist dharma.
One should not lose one’s sight of the truth that the centrifugal force of karuna exhibited in personalinterpersonal relationship and social responsibility has to be channeled with the centripetal force of
bodhi. In other words, if a Buddhist relinquishes its eternal concern with the center of inner true self,
Buddhism would be reduced to mere social “welfare” system, where particular forms of social duty may
be institutionally performed., The destiny of society in the hands of any institutions, religious or
otherwise, is moved by the three poisons of greed, aversion and ignorance. Whether its centrifugal
social thrust is genuine or not depends on whether it wells up from the center. The unity of its
centripetal force and its centrifugal force is nothing but a living bodhisattva path. The path in its essence
does not merely lie in what one does socially but in how one is personally united with whatever one
socially does. Social activities are spokes of one wheel whose hub is centered self. Without the hub, the
spokes have no point of unity. The wheel must crumble. In other words, social activity without the
center becomes the source of all evil, while it with the center is the fount of all good. The primary aim
of the Buddha’s teaching is not to do this or that. The genuine purpose of Buddhism and Zen
Buddhism in particular simply to be enlightened, that is, to be real or whole.
After Asoka, Buddhism has gradually penetrated the entire Asia without any recourse to violence. As
a result of dynastic or climatic change in East Asia, however, Buddhism often has been forced to flee
from society. And it unconsciously or consciously became antithetical to society. Thus it has given a very
imperfect picture of Buddhism to the world. Thus many concerned Buddhists have to make an
unprejudiced approach to Buddhism, to take a more thorough look at the nature of Buddhism, and to
show the true nature of Buddhism.
The third specimen deals with Huike, the 2 nd patriarch of Chan lineage in the fifth century in China.
He got used to visiting drinking shops or entering the premises of butchers, sometimes sharing in the
town gossip or engaging in manual work. When asked whether there was an ethical inconsistency in this
kind of mingling with people, he replied, I am attuning my mind with various environments.4 He was
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not concerned with moral or logical consistency but with living consistency.
The fourth sample is, a Korean Zen master, Xishan in the sixteenth century. He also restored the
original impetus of Buddhism by ridiculing Buddhists who intentionally ignored and neglected the
worth of intermingling with people in society. And he emphasized the importance of involvement in the
world:
Although a listener of Buddha’s teaching sits in the forest, one is caught by the devils. Although a Bodhisattva takes a stroll in
5
the world, one is not seen by either pagans or a band of devils.”

Whenever a Buddhist meditates in a secluded forest as over against society, one’s mind inevitably tends
to wobble. Whenever one’s mind continues to wobble, the tension between the forest life and the social
life becomes so severe that one’s mind eventually becomes of mara’s party. One is of mara’s party not
because one is guided by some kind of a gassy or shadowy anthropomorphic figure but because there is
a split in oneself between the hermitage life and the social life. The split between “for” and “against” is
the root cause of all social ill being. On the other hand, a real Bodhisattva is not pulled to any particular
place or any specific time: A bodhisattva is not a person who merely goes around but fundamentally a
person who is really around. And thus freely comes and goes. The Bodhisattva, unlike the listener,
freely takes a stroll in the world without any effortful or willful intention to save people:
One is not tied up in knots by anything, and from the beginning one does not try to work. One just eats when one is hungry.
One just sleeps when one is tired. One just passes easily by fishing villages and wine-selling booths. One does not mind at all
whether time comes or goes. As spring comes, the grass still turns green as usual.
.6

To monks who are unable to freely be around the world, Xishan gives a nickname “hellish trash.”7 In
the similar vein, Dr. Ananda W. P. Guruge at the fourth international conference on Humanistic
Buddhism and Education in 2002 aptly uttered: “I don’t want to be enlightened.” It can be taken to
mean that any Buddhist, who merely seeks motionless-timeless nirvanic realities in isolation from the
social life, is predestined to become lifeless. Thus one’s interest in enlightenment in isolation from
society must be decreased, while one’s interest in social well being must be increased: It is one’s social
life rooted in enlightenment that is important. To be at ease with all people lovingly is really the final
expression of enlightenment. No matter how wonderful one’s enlightenment experience is, one should
never be attached to it as a form of superior spooky thing. Otherwise, it will turn into poison. As Helen
Keller says, “Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.”
Now Buddhism has peacefully entered into West and has surely become a true sample of a universal
religion. For example, a leading spokesperson for Humanistic Buddhism, venerable master Hsing Yun
from China has well articulated the living bodhisattva path in the very term, “renjian or renxing fojiao”
which means “dharma that intermingles with humans.” To him, human nature (renxing) is human
relatedness (renjian). It in turn is the very vehicle by which all sentient beings are carried. In other
words, true humanity is the channel through which one may enter “the unity of men and heaven, and of
every person, along with the Buddha and all sentient beings.”8Buddhism in its totality points to the unity
with all that exits.
Sample can be multiplied. However, it is now apparent why many pessimistic versions of Buddhism
fail to explain both the Buddha’s involvement in society and the living bodhisattva path. Having
achieved bodhi himself, why should Buddha have devoted the forty-five years of his life to intermingle
with others? To grasp the implication of this question is to recognize the inadequacy of otherworldly
interpretations and to enter into the center of Buddhism and that of Zen Buddhism in particular. To a
certain extent, it is of course not inaccurate and perhaps essential to characterize some aspects of
Buddhism as attitudes to be good “in terms of their effect upon one’s own personal welfare, rather than
upon others.”9 However, it would be a totally false characterization of Buddhism to say that
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Buddhism’s depreciation of the worth and reality of human, space-time, physiocomental individuality has subtly
undermined most expressions of human mutuality.10

All major religions of the world have known the polarity of one’s own spiritual welfare and well being of
society. The tension between the centripetal and the centrifugal impulse of human life is so universal
that one should expect it to be reflected in all religions of the world. Thus Buddhism has had its own
bout with other-worldliness. As mentioned in the beginning of this paper, Buddhism has been
antithetical to society. Many Buddhists themselves have denied social life in favor of nirvana, which they
consider to be beyond life. To them, Buddhism is defined as the rejection of life. Both humanistic
Buddhism and Zen Buddhism, however, have challenged this very view of Buddhism. Although
Buddhism in the past had frequently pursued this way of anti-social life, all samples presented above
show the limitations inherent in this view of Buddhism, which sets itself up against life in both society
and the world, and show that traditional way of doing Buddhism represents a deviation from what
Buddhism truly is. Buddhism, which does not extend to humans beings personally, interpersonally, or
socially, is not worth having. Both Buddha and Buddhism are made for human life. This is the core of
“Humanistic” Buddhism. It is a common tragedy of all Buddhist institutions in the past that they lost
the original creativity of Buddhism. So later forms of Buddhism have given people an entirely
inadequate picture of its original nature.
In other words, the inadequate picture mainly has been made out of total misunderstanding of upaya,
that is, attuning oneself with various environments. The Buddha’s different levels of teaching reflect his
attitude towards upaya, that is, ontological attunement or inner flexibility. To him, his teachings are only
various schooling, which are suitable to the different individual situations, climates, and temperaments
for bringing human beings to the noblest vision. Figuratively speaking, Buddhism provides 84,000 forms
of upaya according to different situations or contexts. Gautama Buddha had become all things to all
sentient beings so that he might by all means help see the non-duality of the means and the end. Master
Sheng-yen describes the nature of both upaya and enlightened Bodhisattvas:
One does not know who he is or where he comes from. Every place is his home. This illustrates the power of the enlightened
Bodhisattva to manifest in any form, or take on any personality and walk of life, in order to help living beings. At any time and
any place, enlightened ones are prepared to assist others. There is no definite form that they take. They may present
themselves as Chan masters, laypersons, or even someone who is despised by others. All of this flows quite naturally from
their being. Without artificial calculation, they do what is appropriate to the dispositions and needs of others. Beings who
encounter them may develop fixed ideas or images of them, but enlightened Bodhisattvas will have no such fixed images of
themselves.
11

Such ontological attunement or fitness should allow Buddhism to adopt modern methods to suit
contemporary society. Buddhism, to be effective and efficient in the post-modern world, has to become
socially involved. Although Buddhism began in a particular individual’s enlightenment as the starting
point and continuing center, Humanistic Buddhism in particular has proceeded to assume, very
successively, concern for human species.
In essence, Buddhism is not something to be adhered to but to be utilized for the furtherance of
human life. Buddhism is a many splendor thing, which has exhibited the greatest flexibility in respect to
form. The universal character of Buddhism should not be confined to its particular forms. Thus it has
allowed itself to be diversified in accordance with the different cultures, which it has permeated. One of
many lessons learned from history is that a religion, which ignored total adjustment to life and social life
in particular died out.
Nevertheless, all forms of attunement without an enlightened vision become merely lopsided, partial,
cliquish, exclusive, opportunistic, and hypocritical adjustment to life, that is, making a particular form of
upaya absolute. And thus they are pretense. The only truthful upaya is not any external means but a
person of bodhi, who realizes the non-duality of the means and the end. In other words, the only truth
is that the enlightened person is the criterion of social well-being. Otherwise the term “upaya” is a name

6
for incoherent multiplicity.
Furthermore, to live up to the real bodhisattva path, that is, the intermingling with all human beings
through great relishing of universal suffering, Buddhism must add to such social concern, concern for
other living species. The path in its essence is the restoration of one to oneself, others, earth, and the
cosmos. As Buddha touched the earth with his right hand fingers, the earth became sympathetic. In the
same vein, one can infer that the earth concern in general is as equally important as any social concern.
Sometimes, cultivating a land for the people, walking barefoot, giving ears to natural beings, keeping
animals, and taking care of natural world are much better than building many temples. As a Zen master
used to say, “a day of no work in the field is a day of no eat at temple.” This saying should be the
conscience of society. In a nutshell, nature is in dire need to be directly “trodden” by each particular
individual self.
When one attains the non-duality of the natural and the human, one’s heart or mind becomes
wondrous. One does no longer seek to know, explain, and control them. Instead one wishes to
concretely encounter them in their living mystery. And one loves, participates, and lives their respective
mystery without any attempt to peer into it, simply because any attempt to decipher the mystery of
reality is in peril. Venerable master Hsing Yun says, “a wondrous heart is in luck’s way.” (Miaoxin
jixiang) It retains living ties with “true self” which exceeds all things known thus far. Zen helps one to see
wonderful self imbedded in the involvement as an absolute. True self is a living whole embracing all
pairs of opposites; prajna and karuna, the individual and the social, the global and the local, and the
natural and the human. Thus Zen sees true self as the utterly concrete life itself, which is not tangled in
the insoluble dualism. Zen as the ultimate wisdom of Asia is the perception that social well being must
never be sought on the plane of opposition. Zen steers human away from extreme devotion inherent in
every form of partisanship such as socialism, environmentalism, individualism, Communism and so on.
It directs humans to the living truth which is truly all in all. Zen is the focus of unity for all the radii of
life. One stands at the center and comprehends all the radii together. It is human off-centeredness,
which is a human ultimate problem. Whenever one is off-centered, the 84,000 forms of upaya, no
matter how socially effective and efficient they are, become 84,000 maras.12 Even the sayings of Buddha
become the works of mara.13 On the other hand, whatever comes out of the center is as it should be. In
a nutshell, whatever is not born of bodhisattva mind will be lacking substance however socially correct it
may appear. The Avatamsaka Sutra says:
Bodhisattvas quicken karuna-mind due to all beings,
Bodhisattvas express bodhi-mind due to karuna-mind.
Bodhisattvas fulfil enlightenment due to bodhi-mind.
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Linguistic and Philosophical Limits of Romantic Identity in Kate Chopin’s The Awakening
My research paper explores the linguistic and philosophical dimensions of romantic identity in
The Awakening (1899), a primer novella by American writer Kate Chopin. The Awakening has been traditionally interpreted as
an instance of sexual liberation, as a candid depiction of female sexuality detached from moral implications or socio-economic
motives. It has been celebrated as a pioneer work in depicting female sexuality in American literary history and has been often
compared to Flaubert’s Madame Bovary. Recent critics such as Patricia Yaeger has drawn our attention to a more provocative
aspect of Chopin’s novella—the protagonist Edna Pontellier’s struggle to utter the awakening of a feminine identity within a
lexical landscape that, at the same time, resists and forecloses such articulation. The novella is transgressive not only in its
deviation from the traditional marriage plot, but also in the awareness of the linguistic limitations that thwart the utterance of a
feminine voice. The Awakening ends in tragedy, in Edna’s suicide, because she fails to find a language that adequately expresses
her emerging self-consciousness.1
While Yaeger adds to our understanding of the linguistic complexities surrounding feminine identity, she overlooks a
deeper philosophical problem. Chopin critiques, on a more profound level, the implicit metaphysical limitations embedded in the
romantic discourse of self. Chopin’s Awakening not only questions the possibility of female articulation, but also a central
structure of romantic identity: the search for transcendence and identification with something permanent and universal above the
mutual world of experience. From the beginning of the novel to the end, Edna remains a romantic character who equates the
authentic self entirely with the vision of boundlessness, the unending horizon, which is not only unrealizable and inadequate in
the outer world, but also something that inevitable transcends language. As Yaeger points out, the protagonist’s attempts at selfarticulation are constantly frustrated, broken, and usurped by other people’s discourses, most significantly by the romantic,
seductive speech of her lover Robert Lebrun. But Lebrun’s words are seductive because he speaks to Edna’s essential romantic
nature. He re-invokes Edna’s romantic dream of complete fulfillment, the “acme of bliss,” her desire for the infinite. Thus Robert
participates, as do the other characters, in Edna’s entrapment into an illusion—the unattainable goal of the ineffable Absolute.
Edna’s suicide then represents her final surrender to that illusion.
In sum Chopin offers, within the framework of a gendered existential quest, a unique lens into the problematic aspects
of romantic self. To neglect this fundamental concern would diminish the more wide ranging scope and significance of The
Awakening. Positioned at the very cusp of the nineteenth century, The Awakening takes the romantic vision of self to its logical
extreme, on the Whitmanian road of expansion that paradoxically ends with the demise of individual identity. It also anticipates
such modernist works as D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928), a novel that is much more linguistically aggressive in
its search for an authentic, female voice. The awakening of Lawrence’s protagonist Constance Chatterley begins where Edna’s
awakening ends, with the realization of the emptiness of words and the rejection of the “solitary soul” for the body.

1

Refer to Patricia S. Yaeger, “ ‘A Language Which Nobody Understood’: Emancipatory Strategies in The Awakening,” Novel: A
Forum on Fiction 20, no. 3 (1987 Spring): 197-219.
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Abstract
This paper will review the meaning and function of there through an analysis of
the notion of information structure and show that there-construction is
basically independent of the so-called corresponding construction, and thus
both the constructions should be used in their respective situations in
discourse.

In particular, it will be argued that there is a presupposed

situational marker, representing given information as a meaningful unit, not a
meaningless one.

This assumption will be made from these facts that there

should always be placed at the subject position in a sentence as, in general, the
subject position stands for given information on the basis of information
structure. In this paper, I will also assume that there is an introductory definite
pronoun in terms of the function of there in a sentence, particularly, in tag
questions and so initial construction, along with its general functions.

There as a Presupposed Situational Marker
Park, Chankyu
(Konkuk University)

1. Introduction
The treatment of there-construction in generative grammar has been one of the
main topics that illustrates the introduction of many new rules and principles in modern
linguistics. Therefore, much research has been made to expound on the complexities of
the properties of there, most of which has focused on the notion that there is an
expletive as a meaningless place holder. Of course, some linguists have made efforts to
refer to there as a meaningful unit, but they have not been able to present the
completely meaningful properties of there. However, the previous researches on thereconstruction have failed to make clear explanations of what the property of there is and
how it really functions in a sentence.
In this paper, I will analyse there-construction through the notion of discourse, in
which every sentence should be a piece of information and be composed of given
information and new information. Above all, this research will start with the
presupposition that there-construction is completely independent of the so-called
corresponding one. For example:

(1) There is a chair in the kitchen.
(2) A chair is in the kitchen.

In general, it can be assumed that a chair in sentence (1) may be a specific chair
which the speaker would recognize or know, in other words, the entity which the
interlocutors already recognize in their minds. However, a chair in sentence (2) does
not only represent a specific chair, but shows the ambiguity of meaning, creating the
possibility that it could be a specific or non-specific chair. When it comes to the
differences in meaning, we could assume that in (1) and (2), the position of a chair
caused the NP to be interpreted differently. However, we can also maintain that the
existence of there in (1) brings about a different interpretation between both the
sentences.

In addition, we can see the different usage related to both sentences, particularly,
in discourse. In other words, when the interlocutors communicate with others in real life,
they show a distinctive discourse in using such sentences.

The examples are as

follows:

(3) a. Is another chair or are there any other chairs in the classroom?
b. (Yes,) there is a chair in the classroom.
(4) a. What is in the classroom?
b. A chair is in the classroom.

As in (3) and (4), when both the sentences, there-construction and the
corresponding sentence, are used in answer to a question, they require different
presupposition, (3a) and (4a) respectively.
In discourse, such a different usage proves the independence of
construction of the corresponding sentence. Therefore, I will try to analyze

therethere-

construction through the notion of its functional aspect in discourse, in which a
sentence is made up of given information and new information. 1

Generally, given

information is in the subject position of a sentence with new information following.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will review the previous analyses of

there, which are divided into two types; there as expletive and there as non-expletive.
Section 3 will show the usage and function of there in a sentence, and assume that in
discourse, there should be regarded as a presupposed situational marker as well as an
introductory definite pronoun. Section 4 will summarize this paper.

2. The Previous Analyses of there
The main goal of this section is to review some previous analyses of English thereconstruction, with it being classified into two types: there as expletive and there as

1

It is said that the information content in discourse is structured as follows(Jaszczolt, 2002):

(i)

Theme and rheme concern the structure of the structure.

(ii)

Topic and comment also concern the structure.

(iii)

Given and new concern the information content.

(iv)

Topic and focus also concern the information content. The topic need not be unique and
need not come first in the sentence.

non-expletive. In this paper, when it comes to there as expletive, I will shortly
introduce a basic concept regarding this.
2.1 There as expletive2

In modern linguistics, a lot of literature has treated there as an expletive without its
own meaning, although it plays the role of subject in a sentence. So, I will introduce a
brief history of an expletive there.
Since Milsark(1974), the pair of sentences (5a, b) has been regarded as sharing the
same underlying structure:

(5) a. There is a man in the garden.
b. A man is in the garden.

The above sentences are supposed to have in common the meaning a man has the

property of being in the garden. This analysis says that there as a noun phrase does not
have any semantic role in a sentence like (5a). This concept led most linguists to regard

there as a place holder without any meaning, as well as to develop one of the main
theories, Extended Projection Principle(EPP) in modern linguistics, which was
formulated by Chomsky(1982), indicating that all sentences should have a subject.

(6) a. There is a glass of water on the table.
b. * is a glass of water on the table.

As noted in (6b), the absence of subject makes a sentence ungrammatical. When it
comes to there in (6a), traditionally there is assumed to substitute for the moved
notional subject, a glass of water, to behind the verb, is, with no interpretation and no
legitimate LF argument.
However, it is evident that there-construction is independent of the corresponding
one in discourse, as seen in (3) and (4). So it can be seen that researchers failed to

2

This

can

be

divided

into

two

types:

one

is

the

expletive

replacement

analysis

by Chomsky(1986, 1991, 1993), the other the expletive rasing analysis led by Groat(1997) and
Moro (1997).

recognize the genuine properties of there, and I will introduce them in the subsequent
section.
2.2 There as non-expletive3

In this section, we will review the analyses of there as non-expletive that there is a
semantic factor, among which Barbiers & Rooryck's (1998) is introduced.
Barbiers & Rooryck claim that there has three syntactic and semantic properties in
a sentence.

(7) a. There is a topic, base-generated in Spec, TopP.
b. There denotes a relation between a hearer-new part and a hearer-old whole.
c. There is a proform of the complement of Top, i.e. FocP. It forces FocP to be
interpreted as a relation between a hearer-new part and a hearer-old whole.
Put differently, FocP is an instantiation of the relation denoted by there.

Their assumptions resulted from the idea that a sentence is composed of hearerold information and hearer-new information. Following Rizzi (1995), they present a
layered structure as to there-construction:

(8) [ForceP [TopP there are[

FocP

[these people]i [IP ti in the garden]]]]

They contend that there is base-generated in SpecTopP, involving old information
as a phonologically destressed element. In addition, they assume that there is coindexed
with the complement of Top which is referred to as the associate of there, FocP, stating
that a constituent in SpecFocP is interpreted as hearer-new information.
However, scrutinizing their claims in turn, they also assume that there seems to be
a place holder substituting the empty subject, which is the same theory as that of there
as expletive. Concerning the information concept, they claim that there implies given
information, however, it is so ambiguous that we cannot catch the meaning completely,
as they maintain that there is a proform of the complement of the predicate. In fact, the
corresponding noun phrase is a core word of representing new information, which leads
to this idea of there's having a new information.

3

Barbiers & Rooryck (1998) and Waller(1997) treated there as a semantic element.

3. Referring Expression there
3.1 Presupposed situational marker

Sentences (3) and (4) indicate that there-construction is independent of the
corresponding sentence, as both the sentences have their own presupposed questions,
(3a) and (4a) respectively. For the sake of clarity, I will write once more the abovementioned examples:4

(9) a. Is another chair or are there any other chairs in the classroom?
b. (Yes,) there is a chair in the classroom.
(10) a. What is in the classroom?
b. A chair is in the classroom.

These empirical data make clear that there-construction, (9b), can be a natural
response when the speaker asking doesn't know the presence or absence of any chairs
in the classroom, while the corresponding one, (10b), can be used with the
presupposition that the speaker asking, (10a), would know the presence of something in
the classroom, but, he or she doesn't know what it really is. This shows that the usage
of there-construction is distinctive, and it is necessary to scrutinize the property of

there, especially in discourse.
For the research, we can set up some situations in relation to communication
between interlocutors in a real life situation. For the first time, a situation will be given
where the interlocutors have not said anything to each other before they meet to talk.
Therefore, one speaker would say something to the other similar to the following:

(11) There is a fly in your soup, or
(12) There's coffee on your chair, Watch out.

In this case, it can be said that the sentence using there is a type of warning. In
other words, this could be spoken especially to the others in order to alert them of

4

I got these data through the communication with some native speakers who have been teaching

English at Konkuk University in Korea.

something. Likewise, we suppose that the speaker is certain to recognize the presence
of something, in this situation, such as a fly or coffee. This fact enables us to make a
presupposition as follows:

(13) Presupposition: The speaker already recognizes Something really exists.

For the sake of improved clarity, we can imagine another situation. It can be also
presupposed that the interlocutors have been talking for some time and, in the middle of
the conversation, one speaker would tell the other the following:

(14) There is a student waiting for you, or
(15) There is a man I'd like you to meet.

It is said that those sentences are a type of notice, with the presupposition like the
following:

(16) Presupposition: A person really exists.

In contrast, we can set up a third situation in which one speaker makes an
imaginary entity, not a real one, that is, without any presupposition.

(17) There are some people living on the moon.

In this case, a sentence using there is not natural; it seems that rather the
corresponding sentence is needed more for a natural conversation as a starting point
for a conversation.

(18) Some people are living on the moon.

In other words, when beginning a conversation with some information, which is
completely new and possibly factual or nonfactual, the type of corresponding sentence
like (18) should be preferred in discourse.
Therefore, in a situation in which a speaker makes an imaginary entity, not a real
entity, there-construction would not be natural. As a result, we claim that a sentence
using 'there' as a subject should presuppose that at least a real entity should exist and
the speaker is supposed to recognize the fact. In the middle of the conversation,

likewise, a sentence using 'there' would probably be an observation after which the
conversation would continue. In this case rather using 'there' as a subject is required.
In conclusion, I claim that there presupposes that at least a real entity or situation
exists or happens, and that there be called as a presupposed situational marker.
Consequently, there can be regarded as one of the referring expressions. In other
words, it would be a pronoun, or anaphora. Therefore, there must have an antecedent,
which would be a propositional entity or something in sight, required to be a real thing.

3.2 Introductory definite pronoun

In the previous section, we saw some evidence that there can belong to the group
of pronouns, with a sort of propositional antecedent. This leads us to assume that there
implies the definite meaning, showing the same usages as those of definites in English
in some respects. For example;

(19) This is the girl we met yesterday.
(20) That women is president of the electronic company.
(21) There are many children crying.
(22) *A there is a man standing at the door.
(23) *The the child is crying.
(24) *There this man is the student who you introduced to me.

As noted in the above examples, there seems to have some properties of the
definites in that there cannot go with other definites in the same position. This is the
case that the same class of elements cannot be introduced into the same position in a
sentence. Thus, it can be assumed that there can be one of definites in English. We can
also take some empirical data to show the pronominal characteristic of there. The
examples are as follows:
Firstly, there as a subject plays the same role as that of pronoun in the tag question.

(25) Rodney was eating an octopus, wasn't he?
(26) There is a lot of work to be done, isn't there?

Secondly, there is also inverted in conditional clauses and after initial negative
elements, as seen in the following:

(27) Had I known John, I would not have employed him.
Had there been an accident, I would have written before.
(28) Not until yesterday did John finish his detective story.
Not until yesterday was there some attempt to halt the slide of the dollar.

It should be noted, finally, that there shows up with so initial construction:

(29) a. John said he would drink a bottle of wine, and so he did.
b. John said he would drink a bottle of wine, and *so did he.
c. John said his brother would drink a bottle of wine, and *so his brother did.
d. John said his brother would drink a bottle of wine, and so did his brother.
(30) a. John said there would be trouble, and so there was.
b. John said there would be trouble, and *so was there.

As in the above examples, it is evident that there has the properties of pronoun,
especially, sentences (29) and (30) make it crucial for there to function as a pronoun in
the construction with initial so. In addition, it is well-known that there should be put in
the position of semantic or syntactic subject. Considering the usage and position of

there, therefore, I stipulate that there is an introductory definite pronoun.

4. Conclusion
Through this research, I have found the real properties of there through the
analysis of the notion of information structure, and I contend that there is a presupposed
situational marker, representing given information as a meaningful unit. In other words,

there is one of the referring expressions as a pronoun, implying a presupposition, a
propositional fact, or a real fact. This means that before the speaker utters a situation,
he or she has already recognized the fact. Therefore, there refers to a proposition as a
referring expression, and I stipulate that it is an introductory definite pronoun.
Finally, I can make the argument that as a presupposed situational marker, there is
a lexical meaning and is no longer an expletive in English.
This research suggests that such an interpretation of there will make it possible to
change our minds about some rules and principles in linguistics. My research will
extend to the syntax of there-construction, and I will maintain that there should be
generated in the [Spec, DP] and raised to the [Spec, TP].
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Abstract
The design studio has been established as the appropriate setting for studying design
through hands-on experience. The study of design involves two types of knowledge: (1)
explicit knowledge, which refers to the use of design tools, and (2) implicit knowledge,
which concerns the understanding of the design process. This research attempts to answer
two questions: (1) Is it possible to pinpoint the aspects of the design activity aspiring
designers find most troublesome? (2) Is there a relationship between the students’ design
understanding and their confidence in engaging in the design activity? Our results show that
the students’ explicit knowledge correlated with their previous exposure to a particular task
as well as to the instructors’ emphasis on this task. More meticulous training and more
training time would have had a positive impact on their performance. On the other hand, the
students seemed highly confused on the implicit knowledge they had gained.
Keywords: design education, design activity, explicit and tacit knowledge
Studying Design
The nature of design problems
Design is a very complex activity. It requires the designer to consider the
coordination of a large set of variables as well as knowledge contained in a variety of
disciplines, and presupposes the happening of a creative leap. The characteristics of design
problems have been best compiled by Horst Rittel (1972) who juxtaposed them to welldefined problems in order to highlight the differences between these two types of problems.
According to Rittel, solutions to design problems are evaluated based on individual,
subjective judgments. Since it is impossible to set formal decision rules to determine what is
correct, design solutions can only be classified as better or worse. Even though design
problems are real-world problems, the process of solving them takes place in the world of
imagination. The reason for this is to be found in the fact that designers are not granted the
privilege of modifying the real world in search for a solution, mainly because it would be too
costly to test a variety of ideas until the better one is found. Therefore, designers create
drawings and models that represent reality and help them explore and test their ideas.
An additional challenge faced by designers is the lack of explicit tools and techniques
to guide them from the design brief to the design proposal. This is not to say that there are no
methods and techniques to aid the designer’s work. A widely used technique introduced by
Fillipo Brunellesci during the Renaissance is the perspective drawing1 which can be
employed as both representation and visualization tool. Another, less known method is the
morphological box. This method was introduced by the astronomer and physicist Fritz
Zwicky and was meant to be an aid to creativity.2 Such techniques are unquestionably useful
in the design process but should not be viewed as a guaranty to a successful design outcome.
1

In fact, the Greeks were already using perspective drawings in ancient times. In the 15th
century, Brunellesci reintroduced and established perspective as a drawing technique.
2
This idea of the morphological box was based on Arthur Koestler's bisociation theory,
according to which, creative ideas are the result of a combination of two familiar frames of
reference in novel ways.
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Whether we talk about architectural design, industrial design, or even more common
activities like planning a vacation or a dinner party, the characteristics of design problems
and the challenges related to the design activity apply to all these different kinds of design.
Knowledge in the particular context of the architectural design studio refers to the awareness
of the nature and familiarity with the activity of design. This is a very peculiar kind of
knowledge because it is missing a framed body of knowledge that could be applied in the
design process. There are no handbooks that teach the designer how to go about designing,
which techniques to use in the various design stages, and how to give physical shape to an
idea.
The design studio
This being the case, one could question the usefulness of design studio courses. Yet,
the fact that students cannot be provided with systematic approaches3 to design does not have
to make design studios inadequate teaching practices. Even though they cannot present the
student with a well-defined process of engaging in the design activity, they can and are
expected to provide him with a thorough understanding of the nature of design and the
difficulties it entails. They can also provide him with tools and techniques to aid the
designer’s activity.
The design activity is learned through hands-on experience, and students have to
invest a lot of time and training for the development of their design skills. Given this
idiosyncrasy of the design task, it is not surprising that architecture students devote most of
their time throughout their studies to working on design projects in the setting of a design
studio.
Since the design process cannot be readily illustrated and taught, one has to take
advantage of the tools that are available to both studio instructors and students. As a result,
studio instruction makes heavily use of precedents. Structures of the built environment serve
as examples to exemplify formal, functional as well as spatial qualities. Because designers
don’t have the option of manipulating the real world, they make use of sketches, drawings,
and models in order to understand the implications of their designs but also in order to
communicate their design ideas. The use of these tools is an integral part of the studio
teaching and learning.
Design knowledge
It is in the sense of demonstrating to the students how to analyze and evaluate design
aspects, and how to use certain tools to facilitate the understanding of their own work that a
3

Systematic approaches to design were proposed by scholars like Archer, Alexander, and
Simon and were strongly influenced by the development of Operation Research. Their
theories comprise the first serious attempts to understand the design process. They were
initiated in the 1960s and introduced the research area commonly called Design Methods and
Theories. Later theorists (Rittel, Sch n) looked at the interaction between design situation
and the human mind. They developed a set of characteristics of design problems and
demonstrated that the first generation approaches were based on some erroneous assumptions
thus, refuting the possibility of a linear and systematic design process.
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transfer of knowledge takes place in a design studio setting.
There are two kinds of knowledge involved in design. On one hand, there are
visualization tools like perspective drawings and plans whose creation follows certain rules
and conventions. Learning to construct and use these tools represents the explicit kind of
knowledge in design. On the other hand, questions of how to approach a design task cannot
be answered in such concrete terms. Everybody designs at some point in their lives, hence
everybody can do it, but nobody can describe in full what goes in one’s mind while engaging
in a design activity. This kind of knowledge is implicit.
Similarly, in the design studio, the instructor cannot use a systematic approach in
teaching design. This inability is tied to the nature of design problems as described in an
earlier section. The studio instructor can, however, show the student how to interact with a
given situation in order to retrieve information that is relevant to the particular design
problem.
The instructor is the one who determines what the students learn and how they learn
it. When it comes to learning to design, the instructor also serves as a prototype. Since certain
design skills cannot be explicitly taught, the students acquire them by observing experienced
designers working on design tasks. Aside from their dependence from the teacher, the
students acknowledge the teacher's authority and strive to attain his knowledge. The teacher
doesn't possess design knowledge per se. For the most part, the teacher's subjective
knowledge is a result of his "reflective conversation" (Schön, 1985) with the particular
design situation. The challenge for the student is to develop the skills for leading such a
conversation himself. In his case study, Schön (1985) studies an instructor who provides a
demonstration of what the student is expected to do. He makes moves, anticipates
consequences, and judges the outcomes of his actions. The instructor's process may not
always be transparent to the student. Nevertheless, increased understanding comes with
repeated observation and experience. This practice is central in the design studio teaching.
The studio instructor is not only expected to possess the skills for responding properly
to design situations. He also needs to use the appropriate language to explain and discuss
what he is doing (Coyne and Snodgrass, 1991). Architectural language is defined by the
designer's ability to use metaphors in order to describe spaces. But the kinds of metaphors a
designer uses as well as the interpretation of these metaphors are dependent on his
experiences and personality. It shouldn't be the case that the teacher dismisses a student's
metaphor because it contradicts with his own. Likewise, it should not be required only from
the student to accept and understand the teacher's language. The teacher too should attempt to
understand the student's language instead of trying to impose his own. Otherwise, the
communication between the two is at risk of breaking down.
Education in Architecture
Donald Schön (1985, p.7) captured the problematic of teaching architectural design in
the following statement: "Architects may find it extraordinarily difficult to give explicit,
accurate, and useful accounts of understandings implicit in gradually learned competences
that have become intuitive." This discernment should pose the main reason for the
introduction of the design studio in architectural education.
Design studio is a special form of education. It represents a tradition of learning by
doing under the supervision of a master, usually a practicing architect. In the studio, students
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are engaged in a problem setting while learning from and with one another. According to
Schön (1985), there is the following paradox related to the designer’s education: Students in
the early stages of their design education feel confused. They cannot understand a lot of
things, and on top of that, they cannot be taught and explained whatever they don't
understand. Understanding comes only by doing, by engaging in the design activity. This
situation leads frequently to insecurity on the part of the student and dependence on his
instructor.
The design studio was born together with the formal architectural education.
However, the master-apprentice model that gave rise to the institution of the studio is as old
as the practice of architecture. The academic programs in today’s schools of architecture
have been influenced by events of various periods in the history of architectural education.
Investigating a Design Studio at Berkeley
At Berkeley, the School of Architecture belongs to the College of Environmental
Design. Two more departments are also part of the College: Landscape Architecture, and
City and Regional Planning. The idea behind accommodating these three areas under one
roof was that they are jointly responsible for changes in the built environment. The architect's
work cannot be segregated from the planner's or the landscape architect's. The three
professions form a unity. Therefore, it is reasonable to encourage understanding and
collaboration between the three disciplines. Lastly, all of them are design professions and
their students are in need of obtaining the same design knowledge and skills.
The College of Environmental Design offers a number of courses referred to as
"Environmental Design" courses. These courses are not major-specific and are addressing the
entire undergraduate student body. Students have the chance to get acquainted with each
other and share their experiences from their major fields of study.
ED11B – The class
Environmental Design 011B:
11B. Introduction to Design. (4) Three hours of lecture, six hours of studio, and one hour of
seminar per week. Prerequisites: 11A. Introduction to design concepts and conventions of
graphic representation and model building as related to the study of architecture and
landscape architecture. Drawing in plan, section, elevation, axonometric and perspective.
Design projects addressing concepts of order, site analysis, scale, structure, rhythm, detail,
culture, and landscape. (F, SP)
Course description according to the UC Berkeley course catalog
At Berkeley, the design training starts with a preliminary design course (ED11B),
which is a mandatory class of the second year curriculum, and intends to provide students
with basic knowledge about design before they are presented with more complex projects in
the upper division studios. The students are introduced to the concept of design through a
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series of design challenges that are general in nature.4
The main difference between 11B and the advanced design studios lies in the
structure of its course curriculum. More than any other design studio, 11B is mainly
structured according to the Bauhaus methods of instruction whose teaching included, but was
not limited to, principles of design and composition, formal relationships in 3-dimensionality,
exploration of forms and materials, and visual language. These concepts were part of the
Basic Course, first taught by Johannes Itten. The idea behind the Basic Course was to
provide the students with the same training and background before specializing in particular
areas of design.
The following course-goals are taken from 11B’s course description as well as the
description of the assignments compiled by the Professors and distributed to the students as
part of the course reader. One of the most basic intentions of 11B is to help the students
develop the ability to begin work on a design challenge. Students are being taught the
concepts of space and composition and how these concepts relate to place making, the threedimensionality of space as well as the organizational characteristics and structures of the
environment. Students learn to see and record how environments have inherent
organizational characteristics and structures at many levels, i.e. the culture, the nation, the
city, the neighborhood, the block, the individual building. Furthermore, students become
acquainted with the design cycle defined by the Professors as “observing, exploring,
understanding, and acting”. “Acting/Making” shall provide a context for observing design
outcomes. “Observation” is seen as critical evaluation that leads to understanding.
“Understanding” shall guide the designer to future exploration, action, and critical
evaluation. Developing representation, drawing, and modeling skills is another major
component of skill building in the course. Representation and visualization methods are
approached as analytic tools for guiding the designer's thinking. Students get also introduced
to the concept of “design methodology”, meaning that the tools and methods chosen cannot
be separated from what is being designed.
ED11B - Teaching methodology
11B is structured in such a way that all students attend the same lectures and seminars
but are subdivided into four studio sections led by GSIs and supervised by the Professors of
the class, who are usually faculty members of the College of Environmental Design.
The lectures are given by the Professors and cover an array of issues related to
environmental design. The lecture material addresses collaborative issues in design and the
architect’s/planner’s responsibilities towards the needs and desires of the client. Students are
presented with examples of visualization tools and examine the analytic and exploratory uses
of these tools. The structure and organization of the environment are illustrated by means of
existing landscapes and buildings. Lectures focus also on the meaning of place as it relates to
personal, social, and cultural issues.
The weekly seminars are taught by the GSIs. In the seminars, students get introduced
4

The projects are not supposed to be purely architectural, or landscaping, or urban planning.
Instead, they are intended to aid students in exploring the principles of composition, the
antithesis between solid and void, and their effects on human experience.
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to drawing techniques like perspective and axonometric. The GSIs are also the primary
instructors in the studios, whereas the Professors serve as desk crits5 on a regular basis. It is
during studio time where the students get hands-on design experience. They learn to tackle a
design problem by moving through the design cycle. They also get exposed to different
representation and visualization techniques that they can use to explore principles of spatial
composition and organization, to evaluate their design concepts, and to communicate them to
the instructors and fellow classmates.
Students receive regular feedback from the GSIs and Professors in form of “desk
crits”. These discussions have the purpose of advising the student and following up on his
progress. Another kind of feedback sessions are the so-called “pin-ups”. The pin-ups are
usually informal in-class presentations. They give students the opportunity to see and discuss
their classmates’ projects. The formal presentations are the studio reviews which take place
twice per semester. They are very similar to the pin-ups except that they are attended by
other instructors of the college as well as practicing architects and planners.
Because the design activity cannot be described by a sequence of steps and defined by
a concrete body of knowledge, studio reviews with participation of outside professionals are
important contributions to learning. First of all, the students can practice their skills in formal
presentations in front of an unfamiliar audience. Moreover, they can exercise their abilities in
convincing the audience of the value of their work. The challenge here is to present their
design concepts in most interesting and coherent ways to people who are foreign to their
projects. This is a significant point because it is not sufficient for a designer to come up with
a great idea. He should also be able to “sell” it. Another advantage of these reviews is that the
students get confronted with new criticism and maybe some original points of view, which
will enrich their attitude towards design in general, and the specific project in particular.
The purpose of this research
The interest in conducting this research was generated when we were invited
reviewers to the students’ midterm review. There, we had the chance to check out the
students’ work as well as listen to their design ideas and their development. During the
presentations, we realized that the students had put much more effort in preparing their
presentations than exploring the given design situation, understanding the issues related to
that situation, and acting accordingly. Some students were not successful in implementing
their ideas in their designs. Others had not even been able to develop a sound concept. On the
other hand, their models and drawings reflected lots of hard work. It seemed that the students
understood models mainly as presentation tools and disregarded their usefulness in the
exploration process.
The above observations indicated a disconnection between the intended goals of the
course and what the students actually learned. The emerged question could be formulated as
follows: To what extend does this preliminary design course serve its purpose as preparation
for the advanced design studios? This question entails a series of possible problems. On the
instructor side, one could wonder whether the subject matter had been extensively addressed
and sufficiently explained. Closely related to this is the level of the instructors’ enthusiasm
about the subject matter as well as their dedication to helping and guiding the students. On
5
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the student side, one could question their engagement with the course. This includes their
eagerness to understand the material as well as their diligence and commitment.
The Research Method
Two out of the four studio sections of the course were selected for this research. The
GSIs’ teaching experience was the decisive factor for the selection. One GSI had extensive
experience in teaching architectural courses in general and 11B in particular. The other GSI
had very limited teaching experience. In fact, she was teaching 11B for the first time. The
underlying assumption was that the GSI’s teaching experience would have an impact on the
students’ performance. The intention was to have individual discussions with the GSIs and
listen to their opinions on how their skills might have affected the students’ learning and
what they would improve or change if they were to teach the same class again.
The conducted investigation of the 11B students’ learning consisted of two
techniques: (1) examining the students’ comments on the course and (2) evaluating the
students’ skills based on their final presentations. The students enrolled in the two selected
studio sections were asked to evaluate both the course and their performance. A set of
questionnaires were the means of gathering information not only on the strengths and deficits
of the course, but also on the level of confidence6 the students developed in working on
design projects. In addition, students were given the opportunity to express and explain their
satisfaction and dissatisfaction, as well as to suggest ways for improving the class.
Considering the possibility that some students may be very critical about their
acquired skills, whereas others may be extremely confident and lax in evaluating their
capabilities, a way of balancing the discrepancy between the students' perceptions and their
actual design skills was to take into account the reviewers’ evaluations of the students’
design work, considering it a reliable measure of the students’ actual level of performance.
The evaluation concentrated on the final project of the semester, where the students could
demonstrate what they had gained from the course as a whole. Evaluation of the students’
design projects as well as their way of presenting them was expected to provide some
evidence of what had been accomplished during the semester, not only in terms of skill
development but also of awareness of the nature of the design activity.
We chose to develop an original survey instead of looking at the course evaluations
submitted by the students at the end of the term because the departmental evaluation of the
College of Environmental Design focuses mainly on the teaching effectiveness of the
instructor and the worthiness of the course. The questionnaires designed for this research, on
the other hand, are concerned with the effectiveness of the course, that is, what the students
learn. This is a composition of the material covered in the course, the ways it attempts to
transfer and exchange knowledge, the competence of its instructors, and the personalities of
its students.
As mentioned earlier, all the students attend the same lectures but are divided in four
studio sections. Approximately fifteen students were enrolled in each section, which was
supervised by a different Graduate Student Instructor. Of course, all GSIs were receiving
specific instructions from the Professors. We strongly assume, however, that each of them
6
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had his own way of teaching and hence a unique impact on his/her students. Therefore, we
considered reasonable to first investigate each of the two studio sections in isolation. This
way we would be looking at students who were getting the same quality feedback.
Eliminating the factor “GSI teaching skills” would create a more homogenous basis for the
investigation and lead to solid conclusions. The second step would be to combine the data
gathered in both studio sections and juxtapose these results to those of the individual studio
sections. The goal would be to detect problems that were course related rather than section
specific.
The questionnaires
Three questionnaires were prepared, each of them concentrating on one of the
following areas: representation methods, design process, and comparative analysis. The three
areas of focus were determined through the goals of the course, and the titles were copied
from the class handouts.
The first questionnaire should supply information on the development of the students’
representation and visualization skills during the course. According to the course curriculum,
representation methods were a major component of skill building in this course. The inquiry
was limited to the three methods that were used in the class: sketches, plans and sections, and
models. The students were asked to evaluate their progress, their strengths, and their deficits.
Knowing about their prior exposure to one or more methods would bring to light the
contribution of the studio work to their skill development. Besides, the students should
suggest possible reasons for the less satisfactory aspects of their performance, thus bringing
up aspects that would eventually need to be improved in the course.
The second questionnaire investigated the students’ understanding of the design
process by examining whether the students had understood the idea of the design cycle and
applied it to their work. It also looked at the difficulties entailed in the design process as well
as the students’ familiarity with the corresponding terminology. In addition, this
questionnaire looked at the application and usefulness of representation methods in the
design process. It was designed in such a way that it would allow for reconfirming the
validity of the replies.
The third questionnaire concentrated on the steps of analysis and exploration during
the design process. The goal was to determine whether the students had understood and
applied these concepts in their work. In addition, this questionnaire in particular attempted to
shed light into the students’ comprehension of the terminology used in their handouts and
assignments. This questionnaire too is designed in such a way that it enables the verification
of the validity of the provided information by comparing some of the answers to those in
previous questionnaires. Also, in the questionnaire itself, there is an attempt to retrieve the
same information through more than one question by changing the wording without
confusing the participants.
We strongly believe that the validity of the results of such a research heavily depends
on how serious the participants confront and answer the questions. The decision was to make
the participation of the students voluntary, expecting that those who chose to give their input
would approach the questionnaires with honesty and seriousness. Before handing out the
questionnaires, the students were informed about the purpose of this research to contribute to
the preservation of high-quality design instruction at Berkeley. The students were assured
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that their answers would neither affect their grades nor cause trouble to any of the instructors.
The two studio sections that participated at the research were named “Studio Section
X” and “Studio Section Y”. In Studio Section X, twelve out of fifteen students participated,
and in Studio Section Y, it was twelve out of fourteen students.
Representation methods
Studio Section X
The students of Studio Section X worked with all three representation methods
(sketches, plans and sections, models) in class. There was strong agreement that in the
course, models were emphasized stronger than sketches, and sketches were emphasized
stronger than plans and sections. When asked to judge their abilities to work with each of the
methods, 5/12 of the students believed they were very good and 4/12 believed they were
average at modeling. 8/12 students considered themselves good at sketching, and only 4/12
thought they were good at drawing plans and sections whereas 6/12 thought they performed
average in that same task. These results are pretty much consistent with how much emphasis
the GSI was giving to each method. It was important, however, to consider other factors that
might have had an influence on the students’ performance.
A factor to take into consideration was a possible prior exposure to any of the
methods. First, a possible exposure prior to becoming a student at Berkeley was examined. It
turned out that 7/12 of the students had some previous exposure to one or more of the
methods. It also seemed that all three methods were equally strong represented in this group
of students. Therefore, the students’ prior exposure to some representation method cannot
have affected the judgment of their abilities.
The next point of inquiry was about a previous exposure to any of the methods in
courses taken at Berkeley prior to 11B. It turned out that 11/12 students had worked with at
least one of the methods. More specifically, 9/12 had prior exposure to sketching, 6/12 had
worked with models, and only 4/12 had drawn plans and sections before. Based on this
information, one would expect that the students would consider themselves very good at
sketching. The students’ ability judgment refutes this expectation but reveals the following:
Not a single student considers himself very good at sketching, but overall, it is 8/12 students
who consider themselves above average7. When it comes to modeling, 6/12 students consider
themselves above average, and 5/12 consider above average their abilities in drawing plans
and sections.
Before drawing any finite conclusions, it seemed important to have the students’
opinion on possible sources of difficulties in working with any of the representation methods.
The most frequent difficulty was obviously related to lack of familiarity with the techniques
of sketching, drawing, and/or modeling. Less frequent problems were the difficulty of
working with any of the methods as well as the insufficient training during the course. There
is an apparent connection between these two problems since more training time could
alleviate the difficulty of the task.
The students were encouraged to give their opinions as to how the believed they
7
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could improve their skills. Some of their comments were ambiguous in a sense that they
could be referring either to their skills with regard to the representation methods or to their
overall performance in the studio. Here are the students’ comments and requests: They would
like to have more examples and explanation of the examples before they start working on
their own projects. The would welcome more time for practice, and the instructors should
demonstrate how things get done instead of just giving verbal explanations. Someone
proposed to have a session dedicated to the methods, materials, and techniques used. The
students would need more one-to-one help and feedback on their weaknesses. Only two
students found themselves responsible for their deficient performance and believed that they
should do more research in order to get ideas and allocate more time for the course.
The overall impression given by the responses to this questionnaire is that the
students learned to use all three representation methods, even though the level of emphasis
varied. Further, the students’ ability to work with these methods was slightly dependent on
their prior exposure to them. All students encountered some kind of difficulty in working
with one or more of the methods and suggested ways for improving their skills. Their
strongest request was to receive better explanation of the techniques related to the methods as
well as more training and feedback from the instructors.
Studio Section Y
Unlike Studio Section X, not all the students in Studio Section Y worked with all
three representation methods (sketches, plans and sections, models) in class. 2/12 claimed
they had not sketched at all. There was univocal agreement that modeling was emphasized
way more than the other two methods and sketching was emphasized the least. This result
may explain why some students didn’t do any sketching.
When asked to judge their abilities to work with each of the methods, the majority of
the students ranged their abilities between average and good (3 and 4 on a scale of 5).
Compared with the emphasis given in each method, one would expect that the students
would judge their abilities at modeling better than at the other two methods. The fact that
students had slightly less confidence in modeling may either hint that they found it the most
difficult method of the three, or that they were already familiar with the other two methods
and could perform well regardless of the emphasis given in class.
Next, came the inquiry about the students’ previous exposure to any of the methods.
It turned out that 8/12 had some exposure to one or more of the methods prior to coming to
Berkeley. Sketching was represented the most in this group of students, and modeling the
least. This finding could possibly explain why the students didn’t trust much their abilities in
modeling.
In this group too, 11/12 students had worked with at least one of the methods prior to
taking 11B. The following ranking resulted: All these students had exposure to sketching,
9/12 students had worked with models, and 8/12 had drawn plans and sections before. This
result shows a correlation between prior exposure to a method and ability to work with that
particular method. Sketching was not as strongly emphasized as modeling, but the fact that
most students had prior exposure to it strengthened the students’ confidence in working with
this method.
Once again, before drawing any definitive conclusions, it was important to have the
students’ opinion on possible sources of difficulties in working with any of the representation
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methods. Like in Studio Section X, some of the most frequent difficulties seemed to be
related to lack of familiarity with the techniques of sketching, drawing, and/or modeling.
This group considered insufficient training and insufficient assistance during the course
major difficulties. It seems that in this group the engagement of the instructor was not
satisfactory.
Of course, these students were also encouraged to give their opinions as to how the
believed they could improve their skills. Here too, there are some ambiguous comments that
could be referring either to the students’ skills with regard to the representation methods or to
their overall performance in the studio. The students’ comments and requests are very similar
to those of the other group. They would like to have more instruction before they start with
their own projects. The instructors should demonstrate how to do things and provide more
personal advice and criticism. They would also need more time to practice. They also
believed that a better course organization as well as caring instructors would be beneficial.
The overall impression given by the responses to this questionnaire is that not all the
students learned to use all three representation methods, which was the result of an
unbalanced level of emphasis. Further, the students’ ability to work with these methods was
heavily dependent on their prior exposure to them. All students encountered some kind of
difficulty in working with one or more of the methods and suggested ways for improving
their skills. Their strongest request was to receive better explanation of the techniques related
to the methods as well as more training and feedback from a caring and enthusiastic
instructor.
Design Process
At the time the students filled out the questionnaire, they had submitted the designs
for their third project and had started working on the fourth (final) project for the semester.
This questionnaire is specifically referring to these two projects.
Studio Section X
First, the students were asked to assess the difficulty of the third project. 10/12 found
it difficult but feasible. It was not an overwhelming task, but it did exceed the skills they had
developed in the course of their studies.
Next, it was important to determine how much understanding they brought into the
design activity. 10/12 students claimed to have observed and analyzed the given situation
before starting with the design. The other two students based their preliminary design on the
topographic map and on observation of others.
In visualizing the design concepts, the students found models the most useful method.
Sketches ranked second and diagrams were considered the least useful. These results are
consistent with those of the previous questionnaire inasmuch as the students judged their
abilities to work with the representation methods in that same order: models, sketches, plans
and sections.
The next question investigated whether the students evaluated the preliminary design
before they developed it further. 5/12 said they did so. When asked whether they evaluated
different possibilities in order to improve the less satisfying parts of the design, 9/12 claimed
to have done it. It is unclear how they knew about the deficient parts of their designs without
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having evaluated them before. Moreover, 6/12 students admitted to have spent more time on
preparing for the review instead of designing (observing, exploring, understanding, acting).
5/12 of the students affirmed that it had been difficult to get started on the fourth
project. Their difficulties derived from not knowing how to do exploration and having
trouble in visualizing their ideas. Also, too much work for other classes and tiredness were to
blame.
Studio Section Y
8/12 students in Studio Section Y found the third project difficult but feasible. 2/12
found it overwhelming, and the other 2/12 found it corresponded to their skills.
With regard to the understanding the students brought into the design activity, 11/12
claimed to have observed and analyzed the given situation before they started designing.
The students found sketches the most useful method in visualizing the design
concepts. Models occupied the second place, whereas diagrams were seen as the least useful
method. With regard to sketching, this result is consistent with the ranking of the
representation methods based on the students' abilities in working with them. However, it is
not equally consistent with regard to modeling. Apparently, the usefulness of a method is not
directly related to one’s abilities in working with it. This finding could also support the
assumption that modeling is the most difficult method to master for this group of students.
Next, the students were asked if they had evaluated the preliminary design before
they developed it further. Only 4/12 admitted to have done so. But then, 6/12 students
claimed to have explored different possibilities in order to improve the less satisfying parts of
the design. This discrepancy could be attributed to a misunderstanding of the terms
“exploration” and “evaluation”. On the other hand, it is consistent with the fact that 6/12
spent more time on the design activity instead of preparing for the final review.
For 10/12 students, it had been difficult to get started on the fourth project. The main
reasons were not getting any clues from the site analysis, not knowing how to do exploration,
and having difficulties in visualizing their ideas. Also, not having sufficient information on
the nature of the expected space, on specific requirements, and on what was desired for the
project created additional problems.
Comparative analysis
Studio Section X
11/12 students claimed that they observed the given situation before they started with
the design, and they were able to understand the structure and organization of an
environment. 8/12 also claimed that through observation, they "uncover the inherent overt
and covert conditions" in the given situation. 2/12 said that they were not able to do so, and
the other 2/12 argued that they didn’t always catch everything during the observation
process, and that they were not sure they understood the concept of “inherent overt and the
covert conditions in the given situation”.
7/12 believed that observation helped them understand the issues and values the
context is made of. Yet, 10/12 said that the issues and values formed the foundation of their
design action. This shows that at least four students didn't really understand the idea behind
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observing and understanding the environment, and understanding the issues and values of a
particular context. In terms of how they utilized the retrieved information, the students’
answers were reasonable but fragmentary. They information was used to determine physical
forms, design actions, or the design’s response to the existing environment. Overall, the
answers were representative of how to apply the analysis results to the design project.
Another question investigated how the information was recorded. 11/12 students
employed sketches and 10/12 made use of diagrams. Such a result was expected since Studio
Section X found sketches more useful than diagrams in visualizing the design concept. Also,
7/12 were using text, which, if compared to the other two techniques shows that visual media
are more useful and thus, more extensively used as design aides.
Furthermore, an inquiry was made about the means the students used to explore a
given situation. The students mentioned mostly sketches, diagrams, and drawings, but also
models and pictures. Nobody mentioned "filters" as useful means for exploration. However,
when explicitly asked whether they considered "filters" useful in exploration, everybody
gave their agreement. These results are not conclusive. It seems that students may not have
understood what the process of exploration encompasses. Or, they may not know how to
employ particular means in order to get useful results. It is also questionable whether they
knew at all what "filters" are and how they could be used.
Studio Section Y
11/12 of the students claimed that they observed the given situation before they
started with the design, and that they understood the structure and organization of an
environment. 7/12 also claimed that through observation, they "uncover the inherent overt
and covert conditions" in a given situation.
4/12 asserted that observation helped them get an understanding of the issues and
values that the context was made of. 11/12 students said that the issues and values formed the
foundation of their design action. This shows that at least seven students didn't comprehend
the following design activities: observation, understanding the environment, and
understanding the issues and values in a particular context. In terms of how they utilized the
retrieved information, these students too gave correct answers, but every answer separately
would be incomplete. The information was used to determine the design, to incorporate the
design into the context or, conversely, to decide what might be changed in the environment,
and to develop ideas further.
These students made extensive use of sketches. 6/12 used diagrams and 5/12 used text
for recording information. This result was expected since Studio Section Y found sketches
way more useful than diagrams in visualizing the design concept. Like in Studio Section X,
these students too preferred visual media to text.
Furthermore, we inquired about the means used by the students to explore a given
situation. They talked about observing, interpreting and analyzing, about employing
representation methods, and also about retrieving information through conversations. Again,
nobody mentioned "filters" as useful means. However, when asked whether they considered
"filters" useful in exploration, everybody agreed.
Evaluation of final projects
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The questionnaires were illuminating in terms of both what the students believed they
were learning in the course as well as the difficulties they were encountering. They also
indicated a few aspects where the students had trouble with the terminology used in the
course. The intention of this work is to find out whether the students learned what the course
intended to teach them. The main goal of the course was to teach students ways of
approaching design. As we explained earlier in this work, design cannot be taught by giving
students a sequence of steps and rules they have to follow. Rather, it is taught through
learning-by-doing.
The goal of the course would be accomplished if the students could demonstrate that
they were able to start working on a challenge, to inform their designs through exploration of
the context, to give their ideas a physical shape, and to illustrate their ideas clearly and
persuasively. One opportunity for the students to demonstrate their skills was the
presentation of the final projects where they were expected to illustrate their designs to a
group of reviewers, people who were not following their design process closely and were
viewing the projects for the first time.
The final project asked the students to design an exhibition pavilion for the
Volkswagen “Beetle”. The pavilion had to conform to predefined dimensions. In addition,
the pavilions designed in each studio section were to be organized in a grid-like manner, so
that every pavilion ended up with the minimum of two neighbors. For this reason, the
students had to predefine a path that would run through the pavilions and connect them.
We attended the presentations and took notes on both what the students presented and
what the reviewers criticized. We compiled the results of each of the investigated studio
sections separately.
Studio Section X
During the presentation of the final projects, the students illustrated their ideas and
explained how they got manifested in their designs. They made references to the sources that
inspired them, be it the work of a particular architect, the mechanical parts of the car, or even
the properties of some color or material.
Furthermore, the students showed how their structures related to the predefined path
as well as to the adjacent projects. In this context, they talked about the collaboration with
their neighbors describing how their respective expectations affected their designs. They also
explained the qualities of the surrounding environment as well as the ways their structures
responded to them.
The pavilion was illustrated based on a variety of aspects. The students described the
pavilion’s spatial organization as well as the subdivision into public, semiprivate, and private
spaces. They talked about the visual connections among the spaces along with those between
the various spaces and the car. The progression of movement through the pavilion was
illuminated including the qualities of one’s spatial experience. The choice of colors and
materials was also brought up, mainly in reference to their effects on spatial experience.
The reviewers had some criticism to offer on the projects. They encouraged the
students to not superficially look at precedents but to explore them in order to understand
how certain design moves affect the qualities of a particular space. They found that, for the
most part, the design ideas were hinted but not thoroughly worked out. They assumed that
the students were missing the ability to evaluate spatial experiences and manifest their
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intentions in a physical form. As a result, too many gestures were made in a single project,
which led to confusion and loss of the intended experience.
The reviewers also critiqued the lack of analysis on the given situation. They pointed
out that the students had not considered that all pavilions were exhibiting the same object,
namely a “Beetle”, which eliminated the element of surprise for all pavilions. In addition,
they considered that the relationships between the pavilions and the larger context were
missing, despite the students’ beliefs of having established connections to the surroundings
with their designs. The students were also urged to study the theoretical issues of colors and
materials before making any assumptions about their applications.
Studio Section Y
The students described the underlying design idea and illustrated how it guided their
design decisions. They explained the spatial organization of the pavilions as well as the
spatial experiences that resulted from their choices of colors and materials.
Furthermore, the students made reference to the existing axes that influenced the
layout of the structures as well as the circulation path and the intended experiences along its
way. They went on to talk about how they incorporated and engaged the context in their
designs.
The reviewers found that the designs were a good start and the ideas were
respectable, but they were not worked out and consequently, their manifestation in the
designs was missing. They agreed that the projects showed some sensitivity about the
connections between the in- and outside, but the connections to the neighbors were still
problematic.
In addition, the reviewers commented on issues of hierarchy inside the pavilions,
which resulted in an unclear conception of the level the “Beetle” belonged to. They also
criticized the students’ drawings in that they didn’t show the evolution of the spatial
experience, so that even a good conception of space and movement was getting lost in them.
The students were also encouraged to study the properties and applications of colors and
materials before choosing them for a particular project.
Analysis Results
The objective behind the investigation of the two sections in isolation was to allow
for a comparison of the results thus distinguishing between the findings that could be
generalized and those that are section-specific.
The GSIs put different emphasis in the use of design tools which resulted in unequal
skill development between the two groups of students. In addition, it seemed that making
models was perceived as a difficult task in Studio Section Y, which may be explained by the
following possibilities: Either was the GSI not knowledgeable enough to give instructions, or
she could not communicate her ideas properly, or she may not have known that her students’
exposure to modeling had been minimal. Yet, students in both studio sections complained
about not receiving instructions on how to create and use representation tools. It would be
beneficial if the instructors didn’t assume that the students had prior knowledge and showed
by example how to do things. Demonstrations and some additional time to practice would
significantly improve the students’ skills. It also seems as though the GSI of Studio Section
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Y didn’t engage much in personal conversation and criticism and rather confronted the
students as a group.
The students in both groups trusted that they were engaging in observation and
analysis before starting to design. Only half of them, however, admitted to evaluate their
preliminary designs before developing them further. There seems to be some difficulty in
understanding the terminology of the design cycle. This assumption is strongly supported by
the fact that the students in Studio Section X claimed to have evaluated different possibilities
in order to improve the less satisfying parts of the design. The evident contradictions
involved here may also indicate a possible miscommunication between instructor and
students.
The majority of the students encountered difficulties in getting started with the fourth
(final) project of the semester. Even more students found the third project difficult but
feasible. However, a correlation between the students’ confidence in working on a design
problem and their understanding of the design activity could not be found. It was frequently
students who had hardly dealt with the design cycle the ones who considered starting on a
new project an easy task. We view this finding as an indication of the difficulties in
constructing tacit knowledge. It certainly takes more than a few months of studio time to
grasp the nature of the design activity.
This hypothesis is also backed up by the following finding: Students who encountered
difficulties in starting on a new project attributed their difficulties to not knowing how to
explore a given situation. Yet, later on, there was univocal agreement on their abilities to
understand the structure and organization of an environment through observation. A similar
contradiction emerged through the questions related to the issues and values of a particular
context. Even though, only half of the students believed to understand those issues and
values, almost everybody claimed to have used them as the foundation for their designs.
The intricacies of implicit knowledge also showed in the reviewers’ comments on the
final projects. The criticism revolved mostly around lack of comprehension of the design
cycle (observing, exploring, understanding, acting). The majority of the students had clearly
put some thought into their designs, but an understanding of establishing ideas through a
combination of physical elements was missing.
Conclusion
Our results show that the students’ explicit knowledge correlates to their previous
exposure to a particular task as well as to the instructors’ emphasis on this task. It can be
assumed that the course had a positive contribution to the development of the students' skills.
It could also be postulated that the students would have performed better if they had received
more meticulous training and more training time. On the other hand, the students seemed
highly confused on the implicit knowledge they had gained. Their contradictory statements
indicated inability to comprehend the idea behind the design cycle and the tasks involved.
The students also seemed unclear on the terminology used in the design studio. These results
were confirmed by the presentations of the final projects during which the students made
hardly any reference to the processes of exploration and analysis they had gone through and
their manifestation in the designs.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to investigate all the relevant factors. Issues related
to the teaching practices and effectiveness of the instructors and to the background and
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personalities of the students had to be left out. Even though we were planning on getting the
GSIs’ point of view before drawing any conclusions, we had to drop the idea because one of
them refused to talk to us. We didn’t pursue further discussions with the students out of
respect for their packed schedules.
The results of this research hinted possible connections between the students’
performance, their academic background, the difficulty of the design task, and the GSI’s
teaching experience. There is no doubt that a lot of other factors have to be investigated in
order to have very precise results, among them the GSIs’ teaching practices, and the students’
commitment to their studies. All these factors are influential in the development and
improvement of design skills. Nevertheless, the qualitative results offer a solid starting point
for further investigation.
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Abstract: ISABEL ALLENDE’S HOUSE OF THE SPIRITS: CHILE’S VIOLENT
POLITICS AND GENDER ROLES
In Isabel Allende’s first novel, La casa de los espíritus (House of the Spirits), the
Chilean government’s retaliatory treatment of its enemies results in tragic consequences
for individuals and their families. Allende chronicles the rise to power of the
conservatives and their destruction of the revolutionary government and its supporters.
Victims of the reprisals are tortured and/or killed. While Allende creates a fictional
work, she models the political situation after actual events. After her uncle, Salvador
Allende, Chile’s president and a Marxist, died in 1973 during a military coup led by
General Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, she was exiled from Chile. Her exile ended in 1988 as
Chileans rejected another presidential bid by Pinochet.
Allende’s novel narrates the tragic consequences of the political situation upon
Alba Trueba, the youngest member of the matriarchy whose story is central to the novel.
Alba is drawn into the revolutionary movement as a student, she aids the revolutionaries,
and she is punished for her involvement by Esteban García, her illegitimate cousin, who
imprisons and tortures her because he envies her privileged life and legitimacy, and he
wants revenge. Allende engages the question of historical tragedy by locating it in the
trials of the Trueba family as its individual members, particularly the women, grapple
with the Chilean political turmoil and violence. If blame is to be fixed, Allende locates it
squarely upon the shoulders of the patriarchy, symbolized by Esteban Trueba, whose
personal violence against women mirrors that of the military junta which undermines the
revolution and its potential for social and economic change. Survival for Alba depends
upon her writing in order to preserve her memories of horrific and violent events.
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ISABEL ALLENDE’S HOUSE OF THE SPIRITS: CHILE’S TRAGIC POLITICS
In Isabel Allende’s first novel, La casa de los espíritus (House of the Spirits), the
Chilean government’s retaliatory treatment of its enemies results in tragic consequences
for individuals and their families. Allende chronicles the rise to power of the military and
its destruction of the revolutionary government and its supporters. Victims of the
reprisals are tortured and/or killed. While Allende creates a fictional work, she models
the political situation after actual events. After her uncle, Salvador Allende, Chile’s
president and a Marxist, died in 1973 during a military coup led by General Augusto
Pinochet Ugarte, she was exiled from Chile. Her exile ended in 1988 as Chileans rejected
another presidential bid by Pinochet. According to Peter G. Earle, the author “wanted to
bear witness to social injustice, political violence, and repression—having been motivated
by the betrayal and murder by right-wing conspirators of an uncle on her father’s side,
President Salvador Allende” 543-4).
Allende’s novel narrates the tragic consequences of the political situation upon
Alba Trueba, the youngest member of the matriarchy whose story is central to the novel.
Alba is drawn into the revolutionary movement as a student, she aids the revolutionaries,
and she is punished for her involvement by Esteban García, her illegitimate cousin, who
imprisons and tortures her because he envies her privileged life and legitimacy, and he
wants revenge. Allende engages the question of historical tragedy by locating it in the
trials of the Trueba family as its individual members, particularly the women, grapple
with the Chilean political turmoil. If blame is to be fixed, Allende locates it squarely
upon the shoulders of the patriarchy, symbolized by Esteban Trueba, whose personal
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violence against women mirrors that of the military junta which undermines the
revolution and its potential for social and economic change.
The House of the Spirits embodies fictional and autobiographical elements.
Allende, a prominent Chilean writer and one of a few South American female authors to
gain international acclaim, was born in Lima, Peru. Her uncle Salvador Allende was the
first Marxist to become president of a country in a democratic election in 1970, and he
tried to move Chile toward Socialism. Although he received only thirty-six percent of
the vote, he nonetheless gained power as a minority president (Allende, Pinochet 26).
Soon after his election the CIA and conservatives tried to prevent Allende from assuming
the presidency. Allende asked for a plebiscite, but Pinochet, then head of the military,
asked for a postponement after which a coup resulted in Allende taking his life“in the
burning presidential palace” (Allende, Pinochet 26). After Allende’s death Pinochet seized
power and conducted a reign of terror against those whose who belonged to the
government of the Unidad Popular. According to Isabel Allende, thousands were
arrested and tortured, and concentration camps were set up to handle political prisoners
(Allende, Pinochet 26). This is the historical background for the events that take place in
the latter part of the novel.
As a first novel and contemporary book about Chile, The House of the Spirits is a
family chronicle of the Truebas, an upper-class family whose wealth results from the
initiative of its patriarch Esteban Trueba. His counterpart and wife is Clara, the family
matriarch. The story continues through their children and grandchildren up to modern
times.
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The narration of the novel is linear/historical as well as cyclical. Esteban Trueba,
has the idea that he and his granddaughter Alba should write a story. Clara, his wife,
compiled notebooks of “important matters” (Allende, The House of the Spirits 1), as well as
trivialities. Excerpts from her notebooks, as selected by Alba, juxtapose with Esteban’s
narration. The cyclic nature of the narration reveals itself in the beginning and the ending
of the novel where the same sentence starts and concludes the story, as in Gabriel García
Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude: “Barrabás came to us by sea, the child Clara
wrote in her delicate calligraphy (Allende HOS 1).” The novel ends with the same
phrase--“Barrabás came to us by sea” (433). Then Alba says she used her grandmother’s
notebooks. The novel is organized in a linear fashion even though the beginning and
ending are circular.
Esteban’s first-person narrative juxtaposes with Alba’s writing. He discusses being
engaged to Rosa, Clara’s sister, who dies by drinking poisoned brandy meant for her
father. Esteban retreats to Tres Marías, his family land, where he restores the property
and makes it successful. Taking up with peasant girls on his estate, he forces them to
have sex and is responsible for many illegitimate children. For example, he rapes fifteenyear-old Pancha García “with unnecessary brutality” (57). As a conservative, he believes
the patrón knows what is best for his workers: “These poor people are completely
ignorant and uneducated. They’re like children, they can’t handle responsibility. How
could they know what is best for them?” (64). Besides his paternalism, Esteban has a
violent temper: “His most salient trait was his moodiness and a tendency to grow violent
and lose his head” (41). Regarding women, Esteban exclaims: “If women don’t know that
two and two are four, how are they going to be able to handle a scalpel? Their duty is
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motherhood and the house” (64). Overall, Esteban trusts neither his workers nor women
to be able to handle serious responsibilities. Neither is he willing to share power with
them.
After having lost his fiancée Rosa, Esteban marries her sister Clara. Like Rosa,
she is strange and has mental powers—objects move when she wants them to, she makes
prophecies, and she communes with spirits. When her sister dies, she sees her autopsy, is
horrified, and stops speaking for nine years. During this period of silence she fills her
notebooks with her observations. At age nineteen Clara announces she will be married.
As a clairvoyant, Clara summons Esteban with her powers to come and marry her, and
she knowingly marries him without love. Because of their personalities, theirs is a
volatile union. During the ceremony of the exchange of rings, the dog Barrabás arrives
with a knife in his back, signifying the ominous nature of this coupling. In this marriage
Esteban desires total control over Clara: “He wanted far more than her body; he wanted
control over that undefined and luminous material that lay within her…
” (96). Esteban
complains that Clara is distracted and never seems to need him and is not sufficiently
grateful. He speaks again and again about not being able to get along with her. When
she puts a lock on her bedroom door, he forces himself upon her just as he forced himself
upon the peasant girls. Finally, when he discovers that their daughter Blanca has a lover,
he beats Clara, knocks out her teeth, and injures her, after which she resolves never to
speak to him again. Clearly, as the symbolic patriarch of the novel, Esteban stands for
repression of peasants and women. He is not hesitant to use violence to achieve his ends,
whether economic or sexual. His desire to have total control over Clara is part of his
profile. Unable to control Clara, he resorts to spousal abuse.
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Allende neatly sets up male/female dichotomies through the characters of Esteban
and Clara. Esteban represents the South American male patriarch who handles the
economic and political arenas while Clara functions in the private and domestic sphere.
While he uses violence at times to gain his ends, Clara retreats to her inner spirit world,
yet she engages in practical work activity as, for instance, when an earthquake strikes and
seriously injures Esteban. For the first time Clara takes on real responsibility. When the
typhus plague arrives, Clara devotes herself to helping the poor and lets her house go:
“She was busy tending to the poor in a task that had neither beginning nor end” (134).
Alternating between civic responsibility and indifference to household tasks, Clara
“immersed herself in the world of apparitions and psychic experiments” (135). Thus Clara
focuses upon the empathetic and intuitive aspects of human activity.
In the latter part of the novel the focus shifts to Alba, granddaughter of Clara and
Esteban and daughter of Blanca. She is the most modern of the three major female
figures and the most political. Esteban García, the grandson of Esteban with Pancha
García, is Alba’s antagonist. During the time period immediately before the overthrow of
President Salvador Allende, women became involved in politics, addressing issues like
hunger and drug shortages” (Moore 94). After the President’s death military men take over
the country, and “Alba wondered where so many Fascists had come from overnight” (383).
Because of her political activity Alba is imprisoned when the conservatives come to
power. Colonel García is in charge of the questioning and torture of Alba, a university
student whose boyfriend Miguel’s influences her to join the socialist movement.. “García
was very busy, but he never let a day go by without seeing Alba, alternating unbridled
violence with the pretense that he was her good friend….he plunged her head into a bucket
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full of excrement until she fainted from disgust” (411). (286). The torture of females
during Pinochet’s era intended to“discipline them into femininity” by strategies such as
gang rape, mutilation of their genitals, and threats against their children (Moore 95).
Alba is repeatedly tortured and raped to the point where she wants to die. One of the
persons who rapes her is García. However, she is visited by the spirit of her dead
grandmother Clara, who urges her to keep a mental journal which ultimately saves her
and gives her the incentive to live. Hating her and her family, Colonel García uses Alba
as the instrument of his revenge and, in particular, he aims his revenge at Esteban, the
grandfather who never recognized his illegitimate status. Earlier on, Esteban García
encounters Alba as a little girl and “He felt that he hated this little girl almost as much as
he did old Trueba. She embodied everything he would never have, never be. He wanted
to hurt her, destroy her…
”(286).
Ironically, in order to save Alba’s life, Esteban turns to Tránsito Soto, a prostitute
and madam. She was his sometimes partner to whom he gave money to start a prostitute’s
cooperative which runs successfully and independently of men. Through Tránsito’s
connections, she arranges for Alba to be released from prison. In the person of this
madam another historical crossing takes place: the image of the prostitute as male victim
changes to that of successful entrepreneur, and the power structure is reversed.
At the end of the novel Alba is pregnant and the father is in doubt—either it is the
child of her lover or of one of her rapists, possibly Esteban García. Still, the story ends
with the prospect of birth and renewal. “La casa de los epíritus concludes, then, with the
young protagonist-as-author creating a child in her womb; moreover, she is in the process
of creating the story of her family on the blank page in front of her” (Gómez Parham 200).
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By the end of the novel Alba’s grandfather Esteban comes to some selfknowledge. He realizes he loves Alba and forgives her in spite of their political
differences. He, too sees the faults of the conservative regime and realizes that it injured
Alba and killed Jaime, his son, and a Socialist sympathizer. Ironically, when he is
celebrating the coup with a bottle of champagne, he is unaware of his son Jaime’s torture
and execution: “…at that very moment his son Jaime’s testicles were being burned with an
imported cigarette” (371). Although he feels guilty for his actions that lead to the
imprisonment and punishment of Alba, it is only in his old age that he is able to see with
clarity what his actions have wrought. Thus Esteban “is the blind force of history, its
collective unconscious, its somatotonic (i.e. aggressive, vigorous, physical) manifestation”
(Earle 550). On the other hand, the three primary female characters—Clara, Blanca, and
Alba—encompass the inner, intuitive dimension that also helps maintain empathy and
social awareness.
Ultimately, The House of the Spirits is a fictional history of Chile in modern
times; it is feminine history that is compiled, read, and re-read by women. The novel
incorporates Clara’s notebooks, Blanca’s letters, and Alba’s own additions so that the
genres of the diary/journal, letter, and novel are merged (Moore 96). “This bonding
between generations and among these women is a thread that runs throughout the novel
and gives the novel, like the family, continuity” (Gómez Parham 195). Still, the novel also
contains the first-person narration of Esteban who counters the feminine perspective with
his masculine voice, thus engaging in a male/female dialogue. The female characters
here break out of their restricted role to engage in the public/political sphere, especially in
the person of Alba. And even Tránsito Soto emerges as the prostitute entrepreneur.
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While Esteban and Clara’s characters are stereotypes of traditional male/female
roles (except for Clara’s spiritualism and eschewing of domestic tasks), the novel
proposes that these gender roles must change. The historical crossings of gender and
societal roles need to give up the old model of male patriarchy and domination. Instead,
women should go beyond the domestic sphere and influence society. Like Alba, women
should be more engaged in politics. The message is that women need not be victims,
even of torture, and should not succumb to the male will to power. The old paradigms
are tested in the crucible of historical tragedy
—a tragedy brought on by the errors of the
ultra right which fails to view the working class as fully human. This crossing of gender
roles is first played out through the characters of Esteban and Clara and finally through
Alba.
The political division in Chile between the socialist left and the conservative right
is reflected in the Trueba family with the women leaning toward the socialists and
Esteban on the side of the conservatives. While the Truebas are individuals in their own
right, they also represent the internal division within the country so that gender roles
cross political lines as well. The clash between Esteban and Clara and his descendents,
especially Alba, is played out against the larger drama of the nation.
At the end of the novel Alba muses that her grandmother wrote to clarify the
significance of her memories and to preserve them: “That’s why my Grandmother Clara
wrote in her notebooks, in order to see things in their true dimension and to defy her own
poor memory” (432). The story that Alba records functions as a history, a bearing witness
to the happenings of fifty years. There is the notion, also, that actions have consequences
and cause a linked chain of events to occur. Esteban’s rape of Pancha García results in the
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birth of their bastard child and their grandson Esteban García, then avenges himself and
his grandmother upon Old Trueba and Alba. And, finally, Alba’s unborn child may be
Esteban García’s.
But the novel also recalls the era of President Allende and in this sense helps
preserve the historical memory of the events that took place. When the right came to
power, “With the stroke of a pen, the military changed world history, erasing every
incident, ideology, and historical figure of which the regime disapproved” (383). To
render voice to the internal resistance of the socialists against the military fascists is one
of the purposes of the story. In this context the novel serves to remind Chilean readers of
the opposition to the ultra right and is a chronicle not only of one family, but of the
nation’s struggles.
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Setting the Stage for Multi-Vocal Multi-Ethnic Community: Jay Wright’s Homecoming Singer
Black Power ushered in a new consciousness among blacks in urban northern communities of
the United States, and the Black Arts Movement, sister of the Black Power Movement, was charged to
deliver the movement’s message because, as Larry Neal writes in “The Cultural Front,” “the political
liberation of the Black Man is directly tied to his cultural liberation”(1). The Black Arts Movement
clearly relegated integration to improving black communities, at times mandating revolution against and
separation from white cultural dominance, admonishing that “all art that does not discuss or contribute to
revolutionary change [was] invalid” (Karenga 8-10). The two Americas, black and white, prompted artist
Ron Karenga to announce “black art must be for the people, by the people and from the people. That is
to say, it must be functional, collective, and committing” (8-10). Ultimately, either an artist was for
radical revolutionizing of black society or was inconsequential, even invalid. You were either a part of
the Movement or resisting its coercive power. And if you were against it, you were a black artist against
black people. However, a number of artists maintained fidelity to themselves and worked outside the
limiting constraints impressed upon artists by the Black Arts Movement.
Jay Wright, Lucille Clifton, Clarence Major, Michael Harper, Audre Lorde, Gerald Barrax, and
Ed Roberson did not believe black poets should write solely for black audiences. For Jay Wright,
religion, instead of black politics, takes center stage, guiding his poetry, and much of Wright’s career
stands in opposition to the Black Arts Movement. In The Homecoming Singer, he questions the longterm efficacy of the Harlem Renaissance in creating social change, but instead of engaging in the antiintellectualism of the Black Arts Movement, Wright becomes the scholarly poet's scholarly poet,
anticipating current social criticisms in interrogating the universal truth of Christianity without seeking
to destroy it, and creating a multi-vocal multi-ethnic dialogue between ritual and history, opening a site
for community instead of promoting division, which characterized the Black Arts Movement.
Wright pursues an open site for community, manifesting itself in his writing even as early as The
Homecoming Singer, where interrogation of Christianity becomes a necessary step in preparing a
dialogue of varied world rituals, unseating Christianity from its place at center as the dominant discourse
repressing the emergence of the Other. Wright seeks a dialogue where decentered elements join together,
creating a unified whole. He refuses to perpetuate “hardened symmetries” leading to oppositions in
which one term is more valuable than its oppositional partner: Christian/pagan, black/white, North
American/South American. And he desires to create a dialogue between the rituals of Europe, Africa, the
Americas, and the Caribbean, stating “no one loves what he cannot/ in understanding, make his own”
(Transfigurations 362). Ultimately, limited understanding of how histories are woven together prohibits
people from claiming all history as their own.
Wright’s restoration of the African-American’s long history, including his invaluable connection
to Africa is quite different from Baraka’s belief that a pan-African identity is a vain illusion. And,
positioning oneself within community in Wright’s poetry clearly defied much of the intention of the
Black Arts Movement, which suggested black people often played the role of victim, and one of the
Movement’s goals was to recognize and chronicle that position. Finally, the positioning of the individual
within a larger historical myth would contradict efforts of many participants in the Black Arts
Movement. Yet, can we say that either position—the Black Arts Movement or Jay Wright’s community
of world ritual—is preferable? Henry Louis Gates Jr. states in Time that Black Arts was the “shortest and
least successful” movement in African-American cultural history, which goes far in answering our
question (74). As for Wright’s efforts in The Homecoming Singer and other books leading up to and
including The Double Invention of Komo, a judgement here is at least too premature, but one cannot
argue the existence of hardened oppositions that organize societies.
Karenga, Ron. “On Black Art.” Black Theater 3. 9-10. Rpt. in Black Arts Movement. Eds. Virginia Hill and Mike
Sell. 16 Apr. 2003. < http://www.umich.edu/~eng499/documents/karenga1.html.>
Neal, Larry. “The Cultural Front.” Liberator. June 1968. Rpt. in Black Arts Movement. Eds. Virginia Hill and
Mike Sell. 16 Apr. 2003. < http://www.umich.edu/~eng499/documents/neal1.html.>
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Susan Patterson
Setting the Stage for Multi-Vocal Multi-Ethnic Community: Jay Wright’s The Homecoming Singer
“I am always amazed that the journey home to that place of mind and heart,
where we recover ourselves in love, is constantly within reach and yet so many
black folks never find the path. Mired in negativity and denial we are like
sleepwalkers. Yet, if we dare to awaken, the path is before us” bell hooks,
Black Looks: Race and Representation

Black Power ushered in a new consciousness among blacks in urban northern communities of
the United States, and the Black Arts Movement, sister of the Black Power Movement, was charged to
deliver the movement’s message because, as Larry Neal writes in “The Cultural Front,” “the political
liberation of the Black Man is directly tied to his cultural liberation”(1). The two Americas, black and
white, prompted artist Ron Karenga to announce, “black art must be for the people, by the people and
from the people. That is to say, it must be functional, collective, and committing” (8-10). And, the Black
Arts Movement clearly relegated integration to improving black communities, at times mandating
revolution against and separation from white cultural dominance, admonishing that “all art that does not
discuss or contribute to revolutionary change [was] invalid” (Karenga 8-10). Either an artist was for
radical revolutionizing of black society or was inconsequential, even invalid. You were either a part of
the Movement or resisting its coercive power. And if you were against it, you were a black artist against
black people. However, a number of artists maintained fidelity to themselves and worked outside the
limiting constraints impressed upon artists by the Black Arts Movement.
Jay Wright, Lucille Clifton, Clarence Major, Michael Harper, Audre Lorde, Gerald Barrax, and
Ed Roberson did not believe “black poets should write solely for and about black people” (“Bold
Gesture” vii). They “remained true to themselves and to the culture (or cultures) which fashioned
them”(“Bold Gesture” vii). For Jay Wright, religion, instead of black politics, takes center stage as the
force guiding his poetry, and much of Wright’s career stands in opposition to the Black Arts Movement.
In The Homecoming Singer, he questions the long-term efficacy of the Harlem Renaissance in creating
social change, but instead of engaging in the anti-intellectualism of the Black Arts Movement, Wright
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becomes the scholarly poet's scholarly poet, anticipating current social criticisms in interrogating the
universal truth of Christianity without seeking to destroy it, and creating a multi-vocal multi-ethnic
dialogue between ritual and history, opening a site for community instead of promoting division which
characterized the Black Arts Movement.
Both Wright and Black Arts poets, such as founder Amiri Baraka, whose 1965 move to Harlem
after the assassination of Malcolm X designates the start of the Movement for some, critiqued the ability
of the Harlem Renaissance to effect lasting change in the black community. Benston’s Baraka: The
Renegade and the Mask explores Black Arts poets’ attitude toward the Renaissance, which:
became subject to a peculiar kind of urban provincialism . . . . . “New” Negro implied a
negative view of the immediate past and contributed to the Renaissance’s inability to
develop a historical consciousness of Afro-American identity . . .. But perhaps most
problematically, the Renaissance’s efforts were not addressed to those who could share
their militant intent. While the “New Negro” spoke eloquently of “race-building” and
“shared experience,” the audience it sought to convince was the white literary
establishment (52).
The New Negro Movement looked over recent African-American experience, failing to acknowledge an
African-American identity in seeking a pan-African conscious. In contrast, Baraka’s work clearly
focuses on the creation of a specifically black American identity not connected to Africa. As his “Notes
from a Speech” in Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide Note states, “Africa/is a foreign place. You are/as
any other sad man here/american. For Baraka’s speaker, “the possibility of linkage to Africa [is] a vain
illusion, [and] he remains . . . the tragic [figure] of his native landscape” (Betson 109). And, in an
address to the American Society for African Culture, entitled “The Myth of a ‘Negro Literature,’”
Baraka notes, “‘it is not an African art American Negroes are responsible for, but an American one’”
(Benston 56).
Wright’s critique of the Harlem Renaissance, however, focuses on the failure of the Renaissance
to successfully develop a pan-ethnic identity. Okpewho notes “W.E.B. Du Bois, Martin R. Delany, and
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Carter G. Woodson sought to highlight the ancient civilizations of Africa—Egypt, Ethiopia, and
Sahelian kingdoms, etc.—as part of a concerted program for the emancipation of the subjugated nations
of Africa and, especially in Du Bois’s case, the projection of a proud pan-African identity” (694). But,
Renaissance writers failed to achieve a “sufficiently deep cultural empathy with Africa,” and “the
perceptions of Africa by major Negro writers did not rise beyond a romantic celebration of the physical
qualities of the continent” (Okpewho 694-95). Langston Hughes’s “The Negro Speaks of Rivers”
typifies the use of Africa by many Renaissance writers:
I have bathed in the Euphrates when dawns were young.
I built my hut near the Congo and it lulled me to sleep.
I looked upon the Nile and raised the pyramids above it. (Hughes 647).
The speaker appears at the Euphrates, the Congo, and the Nile, but the poem never does more than place
him. An emotional, even passionate, relationship is missing. Wright seeks to remedy estrangement from
African history manifested in such works as Hughes’s “The Negro Speaks of Rivers.” His “Desire’s
Design, Vision’s Resonance: Black Poetry’s Ritual and Historical Voice” suggests that “what, among
other things, contemporary black poets desire is a dialogue with the African world, not a borrowing from
or a passive acceptance of it. The African world exemplifies vivid and transcendent values . . . we must
insist that that world and its people exist. We must also contend that it is not enough to simply be” (15).
The Homecoming Singer’s “W.E.B. Du Bois,” and “The End of an Ethnic Dream” address the
shortcomings of the Harlem Renaissance in achieving a through-going pan-ethnicity. Wright’s “W.E.B.
Du Bois” suggests Du Bois was “too early” in his “fledgling history, / passing through the old songs,”
but maintains that the “prosody of those dark voices / is your connection” (Transitions 29-30). The
development of a pan-African identity is essential for Wright. The voices are the connection to a past in
many ways denied by an American-only identity. In “The End of an Ethnic Dream,” the Harlem
Renaissance’s musical brilliance is now the poet’s bass—merely furniture. And his “fingers [are] soft,
too soft to / rattle in second-rate halls” suggesting an impotency—failing to rattle second-rate rafters in a
city that throbbed with the energy of jazz (Transitions 20). New York is now nothing more than “coffee
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shops, bars, natural tonsorial parlors, plays, streets, pamphlets, days, sun, heat, love, anger, politics, days,
and sun,” suggesting a repetitiveness of events in the city, once the home of the New Negro, of
innovation, and of creativity. (Transitions 21). Wright’s closing stanza reiterates the end of the dream
pursued by the Renaissance with the stripped vitality of the bass like a “fine piece of furniture”
(Transitions 21).
Although both Wright and Baraka similarly critique the efficacy of previous movements to
create lasting change, the poets take opposite paths from this one point of near convergence. After 1964,
Baraka’s poetry declares “there is no subject for Black artists than Black people, and the Black artist
who doesn’t choose and develop his subject will find himself unproductive” (Karenga 8-10). Moreover,
“there is no art in the world you should have to go to school to appreciate” (Karenga 8-10). Finally, the
Black Arts Movement advocated cultural pluralism rather than integration, questioning the validity of
applying white poetic traditions and aesthetics to black poetry. According to Charles Fuller’s “Black
Writing is Socio-Creative Art,” “the reason for . . . many . . . sleepless nights has been that Black writers
. . . tried desperately to explain [art] in terms of white standards and by doing so to achieve white literary
celebration. But art born out of oppression can not be explained in the terms of the unoppressed” (8).
Ultimately, believing any political action taken within the dominating power structure of white America
was doomed to perpetuate repression, the Black Power Movement, and subsequent Black Arts
Movement, saw separation from white America as a not only possible, but also preferable option.
Wright, however, pursues creating an open site for multi-vocal and multi-cultural community,
manifesting itself in his writing even as early as The Homecoming Singer, where interrogation of
Christianity becomes a necessary step in preparing a dialogue of varied world rituals, unseating
Christianity from its place at center as the dominant discourse repressing the emergence of the Other.1
However, Wright does not seek to eradicate Christianity. His quest for community
Most resembles a dynamic conversation between several different voices, a conversation
that eventually produces a consensus. This consensus neither discovers an objective
truth nor eliminates dissenting voices. It instead discovers subjective premises that share
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something of the same concerns and insights. The consensus thus unifies without
destroying (Manson 475).
Wright seeks a dialogue where decentered elements join together, creating a unified whole. Indeed, the
hierarchical order in which Western religion, Christianity, is at the apex, must be restructured, allowing
interplay of various religious rituals in a community, creating wholeness.
Richard Dyer analyzes connections between Christianity and Western societies in White,
suggesting that “the European feeling for self and the world has been shaped by Christianity,” and,
therefore, one must question the role of not only white ethnocentrism, but also Christianity, in European
and subsequent American imperialism that ultimately included subjugation of people of color throughout
the world (15). Moreover, Dyer notes “if Christianity as observance and belief has been in decline in
Europe over the past half-century, its ways of thinking and feeling are none the less still constitutive of
both European culture and consciousness and the colonies and ex-colonies (notably the USA) that it has
spawned” (Dyer 15). However, Dyer is “not arguing that Christianity is of its essence whiteness” (17).2
Christianity is not whiteness, but is on intimate terms with it, offering a “ready appeal to . . . God . . . in
the prosecution of doctrines of racial superiority and imperialism” (Dyer 17). And if Christianity’s role
in colonial discourse and controlling the Other is accepted, the necessity of unseating it from the center
of power relations, but not necessarily rejecting it, becomes apparent, which is the task Wright sets for
himself in The Homecoming Singer.
Michael Manson offers more insight into Wright’s engagement with Christian tradition in his
analysis of the poet’s treatment of Hölderin in The Double Invention of Komo, suggesting,
“conversations . . . are not always pleasant . . . choices must be made and some courses rejected” (477).
Yet,
The test of a good conversation . . . is how well it handles the necessity of rejection. It is
easy enough to say that we all depend on one another and that our inheritance is large
and multi-cultural, but it is another thing altogether to choose between traditions. Choice
tends to harden into symmetries (477).3
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Wright refuses to perpetuate “hardened symmetries” that lead to binary oppositions in which one term is
more valuable than its oppositional partner: Christian/pagan, black/white, North American/South
American, and perhaps even the opposition between African-American and African should fall into this
category. Manson’s analysis clearly reveals Wright can question different points of view, yet still seek
community. Rejecting while still respecting various positions is part of Wright’s desire not to establish
new oppositions to supplant existing paradigms.
Within The Homecoming Singer, “Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting,” “The Baptism,” “The
Mormon Missionaries,” and “Collection Time” all engage in the process of questioning Christianity’s
mastery. Ambiguity toward Christianity in these poems is involved in the process of interrogation.
However, Wright’s development of ambiguity comes not from merely one process—there is a layering
of one ambiguity upon yet another, exposing a complexity here, as with all of Wright’s poetry, that
cannot simply be explained away with one wide-sweeping assessment.
“Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting” offers the pronoun “we” within a poem that thrives on
detachment. As Barrax notes, “the point of view is not only that of an omniscient narrator, but a narrator
whose tone suggests a cool detachment from the poem’s events and persons. Because of this rigorously
objective persona, the single exception of [Wright’s] use of the pronoun ‘we’ generates the irony and sly
humor” (93). The first five lines read:
Some will even go down front,
with funky bibles,
to read verses from Luke,
where Jesus triumphs, or Revelations,
where we all come to no good end (Transitions 3).
Wright establishes distance and proximity to the poem through point of view, which allows readers to
separate from the events and speaker enough to critique the scene, yet to identify with the poem because
the informal “we” pulls readers into a more intimate relationship with events. “We” forces readers to
engage the poem, drawing them and the speaker into a community that questions religion. A subsequent
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passage offers the poet-reader community entry into an analysis of religious practice in comparison with
Christianity:
How would these small black singers
know which Jesus is riding
there over the pulpit,
in the folds of the banner
left over from Sunday (Transitions 4).
Here “which” implies choice between multiple versions of Jesus. Participants, including the speakerreader community, are offered an opportunity to separate “the corpulent theologian, / sitting under his
lamp, / his clammy face wet, / his stomach trying to give up / the taste of a moderate wine” from
something else, which truly may be spirit (Transitions 4). The split created by inserting “which” opens a
site for resistance to Christianity, but it also offers readers an opportunity to separate the redeemable
from that, which must necessarily be rejected. The fat, clammy-faced theologian burping up gaseous
remains of wine offers very little alternative but to reject him.
Wright’s decision to separate church practice from the spirit of Christianity also informs “The
Point,” which, interestingly, is a response to “A Poem for Willie Best” by LeRoi Jones. 4 The speaker
describes how he envisions Christ if he were to return to earth. Among men, Christ
would have to listen on stubbled corners,
in darkness, standing flayed to the heart
with improbable memories, listening
to groomed merchants of the soul
bargain guardedly for every part of him,
letting the echo of exile change him (Transitions 63).
Wright allows readers to reject “groomed merchants of the soul” in “The Point,” as he allowed readers
to reject the clammy-faced preacher in “Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting.”
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Additionally, Wright layers one ambiguity upon yet another in “The Point.” One questions
whether “it [is] the attitude of the narrator, or of the worshipers in the poem? Is it the religion and its
efficacy that is being questioned, or the sincerity of those who profess it” (Barrax 93). Noting an
additional site of ambiguity, Barrax suggests “the poem’s central ambiguity is whether the Christ whose
presence the worshipers are expecting actually comes to them,” stating that “although the narrator (and
the reader) has ‘seen’ the waited-for Christ among them, [the participants] have not. They rise and
prepare to leave the church. Now the narrator states flatly, ‘This is the end of the night, / and he has not
come there yet, / has not made it into the stillness / of himself, or the flagrant uncertainty / of all these
singers’”(Barraux 93).
“The Baptism,” and “The Mormon Missionaries” follow the example set by “Wednesday
Night,” questioning the limits of Christianity in grounding black life. “The Baptism’s” new converts
arise from the baptismal river:
swathed like mummies,
screaming,
as if they had found
some new harmony,
there at the pit of the river,
as if they would take charge
of the rhythm of those
waiting at the bank, still unsmiling, still
disengaged from this rhythm,
waiting of the hard
and distant confirmation
of their own unsteady truths (Transitions 9).
Repetition of “as if,” and the use of “waiting,” “disengaged,” “distant confirmation,” and “unsteady”
creates ambiguity, and focuses on the limits of Christianity in grounding truth by questioning the
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absoluteness of Christian faith. Moreover, Wright’s use of “own” in the last line suggests the “unsteady
truths” belong to the observers on the riverbank and the initiates (or at least before the ritual). How are
readers to respond to Wright’s distance and intimacy created by “own” (and even “we” in the first line,
which establishes point of view for several stanzas) after having experienced the same distancing and
drawing near in “Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting,” with its inclusion of the speaker, events, and reader
with the intimacy of “we”? Do these unsteady truths belong to us too? Ultimately, readers may see some
validity in the experience of the new converts barring them from summarily dismissing the religion.
Initiates arise from the river as if they have found a “new harmony” in life.
“The Mormon Missionaries” offers a similar image of the limits of Christian religion, stating
“ah, if we, / searching for that undiscovered point, / could stand as steady as these witnesses, / as chosen
as they, / as lost as we” (Transitions 32-33). The poem recognizes the limits of the people’s faith, but
also develops a tone of longing that creates ambiguity about the speaker’s stance toward Christianity.
Again, the poem moves through a process of distancing and creating intimacy. “Missionaries” begins
with third person point of view, quickly moves to second person “you,” but immediately moves back out
to third person, until it finally engages the reader with “we” in the last line. Interestingly, the last line,
“as lost as we,” reiterates the idea of a collective “unsteady truth,” which is our own, found in “The
Baptism” (Transitions 9, 33).
Finally, “Collection Time,” Barrax suggests, “is particularly effective in suggesting the
narrator’s ambivalence toward Christianity. [Wright] seems to understand, admire, and share the fervor,
the sublimated sexual energy of the church service. Yet, the descriptive details add the hint of vulgarity
to it all, and there is conveyed to the reader a hint of the speaker’s disapproval and, perhaps, revulsion”
(95). Like in “Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting,” Wright uses shifting point of view to create distance
and intimacy, offering readers the opportunity to both identify with and comment on Christianity.5 The
first six lines are in third person point of view, creating distance, but the intimacy of “my preacher stops,
gasping” in the seventh line pulls the speaker and reader into an intimate community. Moreover, the
preacher in this poem, hanging “the bleeding Jesus,” and the “gap-toothed, fat and rouged soprano” that
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gurgles reminds readers of “Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting’s” minister (Transitions 81). Yet another
split between church and spirit is created here by Wright, offering readers the opportunity to separate
spirit of from practice, again allowing interrogation without mandating absolute rejection. Wright’s last
nine lines in “Collection Time” also support the notion of de-centering Western religion:
this weary tribe staffs itself
to poke for the woman-soft
and yielding center, to enter there,
where the dance will shape
another pristine world,
black (Transitions 83).
The Double Invention of Komo, often viewed as the culmination of Wright’s early work, is also
the culmination of movement to unseat Christianity, interject various cultural voices, and create a
community where Christianity is still a welcomed member. “Rome” is an example of this action,
allowing Wright to identify with Christianity even in the midst of a text that comes to rely more and
more heavily on African myth. As Okpewho notes, the poem turns:
To Rome. It is a most chastening experience, because here the soul learns the virtues of
patience, charity, humility, and submission to the quest for wisdom. These are, of
course, virtues that Komo teaches, and it is comforting to find that the virtues which the
initiate is obliged to cultivate have their analogues in the Christian faith . . .. listening
here to the teachings of the fathers of the Church—Augustine, Ambrose, and others—it
learns that there is a virtue even in constant tribulation and the attendant self-renewal
(712-13).
Wright desires to create a dialogue between the rituals of Europe, Africa, the Americas, and the
Caribbean, stating “no one loves what he cannot/ in understanding, make his own” (Transitions 362).
The African-American must come to understand the role of Africa in the history and ritual of all
societies involved in the Diaspora. Through understanding his role in history, he can claim it as his own.
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For Wright, the problem is that “we travel but do not journey; we read but cannot translate; we are wise
but usually only in terms of local wisdom. We are, in short, the father” in “A Non-Birthday Poem for My
Father”(Septo 78). He,
with good reason,
never read my poem,
and I think he must have sat
in his small living room,
with the dying dog lying at this feet,
drowsing under the television’s hum,
thinking how little I knew (Transitions 24).
Limited understanding of how histories are woven together prohibits people from claiming all history as
their own. And how is Western culture complicit in maintaining this split between the black person and
his central position in the history and ritual of the world? bell hooks notes that:
As long as black folks are taught that the only way we can gain any degree of economic
self-sufficiency or be materially privileged is by first rejecting blackness, our history and
culture, then there will always be a crisis in black identity. Internalized racism will
continue to erode collective struggle for self-determination (18-19).6
Hardened oppositions, black versus white, underlying contemporary society and giving rise to
privileging one position over another, forces community members to repress their lesser valued identities
and adopt the position of the privileged to achieve what society deems valuable. In “Desire’s Design”
Wright notes that “much of black experience manifests a struggle to overcome the narrowing, the
truncation and imprisonment of the person imposed on Afro-America” (15). Understanding and claiming
identity begins in The Homecoming Singer, with its emerging multi-vocal multi-ethnic community,
because only through allowing the repressed to emerge, resisting the truncation of black identity, can
understanding develop.
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As poems focusing on Christianity are presented in The Homecoming Singer, other poems are
incorporating different cultures. “Morning, Leaving Calle Gigantes,” “Chapaultepec Castle,” and
“Jalapena Gypsies” all bring different cultures into the text, and inserting these poems foreshadows The
Double Invention of Komo’s solidification of multi-vocal multi-cultural space. “Morning, Leaving Calle
Gigantes” even incorporates the two actions within the same poem—simultaneously questioning
Christianity and presenting different cultures.
As the above three poems present South American images, “First Principles” seeks validation of
African ritual in the Western environment. The poet asks:
How can I tell you
the absolute rightness
Of being in this fire?
How could I turn back?
For this is certain,
and I can’t sit, now
on your darkened porch,
like a scholar
telling you that when dancers
argue with the earth,
and black men speak in tribal tongues,
it is not a festival of the damned,
it is a feast of the living,
who move toward the past,
not in the fantastic,
but in the certainty of myth (Transitions 77).
African myth, containing religious ritual, is a certainty compared to the unsteady truths of Christianity in
“The Baptism,” and moving toward the past is a recovery of African myth. Barrax notes “First
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Principles” puts questions about Christianity “into perspective” (96). “The jerking hips of the preacher
and the gurgling voice of the soprano and the uncertain hearts of the Christians are replaced by authentic
worship and life-giving symbols” (96). The poem’s black men speaking in “tribal tongues” are speaking
in the “‘tongues of the exiled dead,’ but also, we must intuit, ‘tongues of the living’” (Septo 78). The
tribal tongues are not for the damned, but a vital force to engage Christianity. Ambiguity found in
“Collection Time,” or in “Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting,” is contrasted to the speaker here who
cannot sit “like a scholar,” detached and analytical, but instead is passionately invested.
Ultimately, The Homecoming Singer appears more focused on questioning Christianity than
bringing different cultures into dialogue. Yet, this pattern too is necessary in terms of the poet’s overall
agenda in works leading up to The Double Invention of Komo. Like the treatment of Christianity, the
weaving of world rituals culminates in The Double Invention of Komo where Wright accomplishes his
“search of these Americas for a breaking of the vessels, for a redefinition of personality, and for new
areas of creative experience” (Okpewho 707). As an example of just how varied rituals and histories in
Double Invention can be, Barrax’s analysis proves apt:
The poet makes use of social and religious ceremonies of the Dogon, Aztec, Ndembu,
Dinka, Ashanti, Youruba, and Egyptian peoples, integrating them into Black experience
in history of Africa, the Caribbean, and the Americas. He uses European, African,
Caribbean, and South American musical, artistic, and craft forms. The . . . work . . .
mixes such unlikely sources as ‘Celtic and Yoruba mythology,’ [and contains] a
‘Villancio,’ which Wright identifies as ‘a 15th and 16th century Spanish idyllic or
amorous poetry.’ It can be heavy going (88).
Manson gives an example of Wright’s weaving in Double Invention, stating “Christianity explains all
experiences—from personal triumphs and failures to the rise and fall of the seasons—in terms of a set of
stories surrounding Jesus Christ. Yet, . . . the Dogon and Bambara too have a set of stories with which
they describe all of their experiences” (481). Readers need not privilege one over another, need not make
a choice. Each shares some concerns or experiences, offering opportunities for identifying an underlying
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convergence of two apparently radically different positions—what has been constructed as an
opposition—Christian and pagan. The mingling of cultures, the weaving, culminates in the last section of
Double Invention where Wright’s voice cannot separate from the others he joins in conversation.7
Wright’s blending of world rituals can indeed be “heavy going,” but he is clearly identifying the
continuity of rituals many in the West have seen as separate and distinct, and this connection serves as a
site for community for many cultures whose histories are, after all, interwoven. In an interview with
Charles Rowell, Wright recalls that:
A young man, hearing me read some of my poems, said that I seemed to be trying to
weave together a lot of different things. My answer was that they are already woven, I’m
just trying to uncover the weave. People have never been that removed from each other
and wherever you find black people in history, you’re going to find black people acting
in history. One of our tasks is to recall the forgotten to this fundamental truth. That is
why my poetry looks for the basic human connections in experience and why it is one
which includes many voices (12).
Using the image of weaving, “Death as History” from The Homecoming Singer, addresses
history’s role in the communities of the Americas, Europe, Africa, and the Caribbean that Westerners
always seek to unravel, to delineate chronologically. Western poets:
sit in their rooms
like perverted Penelopes,
unraveling everything,
kicking the threads
into the wind,
and I stop,
wooly-eyed,
trying to record
this peculiar American game (Transitions 57).
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Wright’s identification of unraveling history as a “peculiar American game” may be related to the denial
both by white and black America of connection to a specifically African history.
Moreover, history eludes death, continuing within a circular pattern. “Death as History” notes
that “it is always like the beginning,” and “what we learn is that / death is not complete in itself / only the
final going from self to self” (56). “Historical Days” offers readers a different understanding of history
aside from the traditional calculation of names, dates, places, and events. History is like “the seasons, in
this circle, [that]/ are so unchanging” (Transitions 61). It mirrors the “final going of self to self” in
“Death as History” (Transitions 57). And, if death is not final, but transition from one self to another,
then Wright’s all-inclusive history reaches back to the beginnings of man and forward to all the as yet
unknown histories of man, recognizing that the African and African-American were powerful forces
shaping the history of the world, and, are also shaping the future.
Ultimately, the double appearing in The Homecoming Singer and in The Double Invention of
Komo, is related to Wright’s positioning himself within the community of rituals and cultures he has
created. He wants:
. . . to reveal the “currents of action” that flow through Komo, Dante, Holderin,
and in “(Albuquerque).” He wants to reveal the “permanence” of his own experience.
The anonymity of the man, the woman, and the boy is not the sign of an inhuman
impersonality but is instead a sign that he has learned how to measure his experience
against, an abstract pattern that will release him into discovery and community. (Manson
488).
“Destination: Accomplished,” from The Homecoming Singer, which begins Wright’s journey for both
self- and cultural recognition, exposes a double:
This journey will end
with a double entry,
bought by poems
to all my hidden loves (Transitions 70).
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His self- and cultural recognition culminates in “[Albuquerque]” in Double Invention where “[he] too
becomes a member, a person. The ‘care’ that he had ‘for belonging,’ the care that provoked the poem
now begins to be satisfied as Wright returns to his home in order to see through the eyes of ritual”
(Manson 485). The “ritual fire” will “illuminate the dark hand” according to Wright (Transitions 361).
Manson suggests “this last sentence is quite a statement for Wright to make: we can interpret the scene
correctly if we attend to the moon’s ritual function. Without ritual the love is not apparent. Without ritual
we are condemned to seeing only rage and madness where ritual discovers the ‘dark hand’ of love. How
does ritual make this discovery? By measuring the terms of individual experience and the terms of
communal pattern against each other” (486). Wright’s speaker (that we cannot distinguish from the poet
after “[Mexico City/Consolapa]”) realizes he can separate from his own identity and connect with
community through ritual, allowing for such moments in Double Invention:
I forget my name;
I forget my father’s and mother’s names.
I am about to be born.
I forget where I come from
and where I am going.
I cannot distinguish
right from left, front from rear.
Show me the way of my race
and of my fathers (Transitions 399).

The speaker unites with “the way of [his] race / and of [his] fathers,” achieving a through-going panethnic identity, beginning to understand his connection to ritual and history, placing himself on the path
to claiming them as his own. Ultimately, through reclaiming histories previously denied him by his
American (perhaps we should say American-only) identity, the speaker reaffirms his self-value, or as
Manson suggests, the “permanence” of his own experience. Readers see that, within The Double
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Invention of Komo, Wright achieves what W.E.B. Du Bois and others involved in the Harlem
Renaissance were unable to accomplish—an intimate connection with African identity. Ultimately,
Wright’s concern is returning to the African-American what has been lost—knowledge of the centrality
of the African in history, and affirmation of a complex identity:
I have been trying to create a language
to return what you have lost,
and what you have abandoned,
a language to return you to yourself,
to return to you (Transitions 399).
Positioning oneself within community in Wright’s poetry clearly defied much of the intention of
the Black Arts Movement, which suggested black people often played the role of victim, and one of the
Movement’s goals was to both recognize and chronicle that position. As previously noted, Black Arts
poets would reject the notion of a pan-African community, feeling African tradition to be as alienating as
white American traditions for the African-American. Finally, the positioning of the individual within a
larger historical myth would contradict efforts of many participants in the Black Arts Movement. Yet,
can we say that either position—the Black Arts Movement or Jay Wright’s community of world ritual—
is preferable?
Asking of both the question put to the Harlem Renaissance, did either effect a lasting cultural
change in the black community, leaves us in almost as an ambiguous state as Christianity is left in much
of Wright’s earlier work. Both Wright and Black Arts artists chastised the Renaissance for failing to
create lasting social change. Henry Louis Gates, Jr. states that the Black Arts Movement was the
“shortest and least successful” in African-American cultural history, which goes far in answering
whether or not it created lasting change in the community. As for Wright’s efforts in The Homecoming
Singer and other books leading up to and including The Double Invention of Komo, a judgement here is
at least too premature. However, questioning oppositions underlying Western society is still necessary.
Identifying privileged terms within oppositions, such as Christian versus tribal, becomes a first step in
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de-centering discourses and allowing room for the Other to emerge. Recognizing that the opposition
between black and white that demands people repress black history in pursuit of goals deemed culturally
valuable by white society is also still quite necessary. Finally, defining categories such as Black versus
white, Christian versus tribal creates hardened symmetries, doing nothing more than perpetuating or
aggravating existing, perhaps unavoidable, social conflicts. For a true multi-ethnic, multi-vocal
community, society must renegotiate oppositions, creating a pattern in which differing elements combine
to create a unified whole lacking hierarchy and a privileged position.
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1

Wright notes in “Desire’s Design” that “a careful look, however, will show that much and perhaps the best of
contemporary black poetry assumes the ritualistic pattern that Sunday Anozie has discerned in Christopher
Okigbo’s poetry, a process of separation, transition, and incorporation. . .
You must note the central position of transition in this process. ‘To dare transition,’ Soynika tells us, ‘is
the ultimate test of the human spirit.’ That test is a paradigm of Afro-American experience, a consciousness of risk,
separation, self-alienation, and ultimately, reconciliation” (13). This quotation suggests a connection between the
process of separation, transition, and incorporation, which Wright identifies as the “ritualistic pattern” in the “best
contemporary black poetry,” and the treatment of Christianity in The Homecoming Singer and The Double
Invention of Komo.
2

Dyer further elaborates on the relationship between Christianity and white identity in White: “Given that
Christianity developed initially within Judaism, that one of its foundational thinkers was the North African
Augustine, and that it is now most alive in Africa, South America, and the black churches of Europe and North
America, it is by no means clear that whiteness is constitutive of it. Yet not only did Christianity become the
religion, and religious export, of Europe, indelibly marking its culture and consciousness, it has also been thought
and felt in distinctly white ways for most of its history, seen in relation to, for instance, the following: the
persistence of the Manchean dualism of black: white that could be mapped on to skin color difference; the role of
the Crusades in racializng the idea of Christianity (making national/geographic others into enemies of Christ); the
gentilizing and whitening of the image of Christ and the Virgin in painting; the ready appeal to the God of
Christianity in the prosecution of doctrines of racial superiority and imperialism” (17).
3

Manson’s “The Clarity of Being Strange: Jay Wright’s The Double Invention of Komo” provides a thorough
analysis of “[Frankfurt]” where Wright addresses Hölderin. Wright quotes Hölderin’s “central question” in an
epigraph to this section: “in such spiritless times, why to be a poet at all?” (Transitions 347). Manson identifies this
passage is from “Bread and Wine.” He further notes that Hölderin, “a spiritual exile, . . . spent his poetic career
searching for an answer to this question, searching for a way to recapture the social, political, and spiritual unity he
believed the ancient Greeks experienced” (478). In Hölderin’s “Bread and Wine,” “the poet has no role. The power
to praise and to console proves fruitless, and there is no reason to be a poet in these spiritless times” (Manson 478).
But, “Wright considers this mourning and violence a collapse into self-sufficiency, into a rigid sense of exile and
loss. Hölderin ‘fail[ed] to call / a simple voice from the dark wood,’ and for this reason Wright must reject
Hölderin’s example” (Manson 478). Wright announces “I leave you with your renunciation / of your magic, / and
your sorcery in becoming a man” (Transitions 349). And “Although Wright accepts the necessity of rejection, he
does not think of it as censure or elimination. He is not out to prove Hölderin wrong in order to banish and exile
him. Instead, Wright wants to bring Hölderin into the conversation in order to better understand history. He wants
Hölderin’s experience to speak to him” (478-79). Wright’s last words to Hölderin, according to Manson, are “I
continue,” signaling the continuation of a project that Hölderin began—finding unity.

4

Three of Wright’s poems in The Homecoming Singer are a direct response to Jones’s “A Poem for Willie Best”
found in The Dead Lecturer and are based on the character actor, Willie Best, also know as “Sleep-n-eat,” who
Baraka uses to symbolize the victimization of black people. Bentson’s analysis of “Willie Best” perhaps reveals
why Wright would respond to this poem. “Willie Best” is “the first sustained attempt by Baraka to answer his own
call for black writers to tap ‘the emotional history of black man in this country as its victim and its chronicler’ and,
in doing so, to ‘propose his own symbols, erect his own myths.’ Willie Best . . . appears in this poem as the
archetypal black victim, at once suffering and chronicling his woe” (Benston 110). Baraka “stretches for mythic
associations, backgrounds, and echoes to give universal significance to the individual shedding of lies and false
roles . . . of this misnamed, misused but spiritually ascendant figure” (Benston 110). “Willie Best” becomes a poem
about the individual, “dying in defiance of his oppression, in defense of his dignity,” and he “clearly remained the
sole subject of the myth being erected by the poem” (Benston 112). Ultimately, “Willie Best” “fails in its effort to
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sift a coherent myth from the varied artifacts and symbols of a most strange and complex part of Afro-American
past” (Benston 113).
Clearly Wright would object both to the creation of myth based solely on the individual, the notion of a
universal and historical black victim, and the perceived failure of the poem to elaborate a myth which would
connect Best not just to the Afro-American tradition, but to traditions of Africa, Europe, the Americas, and the
Caribbean.
5

Barrax suggests that the reader is “unexpectedly pulled into the poem by the double-voiced speaker: as narrator
and as member of the congregation. And just as unexpected, and puzzling, is the tone” in “The Early Poetry of Jay
Wright,” but does not connect manipulation of distance here to questioning Christianity.
6

In Black Looks: Race and Representation, hooks continues: “A culture of domination demands of all its citizens
self-negation. The more marginalized, the more intense the demand. Since black people, especially the underclass,
are bombarded by messages that we have no value, are worthless, it is no wonder that we fall prey to nihilistic
despair or forms of addiction that provide momentary escape, illusions of grandeur, and temporary freedom from
the pain of facing reality” (19).
7

Manson suggests Wright’s incorporation of various voices continues, “weaving . . . into a unity that is rigorous
enough to locate the failings of Hölderin or an Aquinas but also sensitive enough to respect their triumphs. This
unity reaches its fullest expression in the closing section of the poem: ‘(Mexico City/Consolapa).’ Here all the
voices the poem has picked up meet and mingle in a unity that refuses to totalize or make symmetries. Although the
scene is set in Mexico City, Wright speaks in—or rather with—the initiate’s voice. He speaks with the language the
poem has taught him: He too has ‘become a fish, / poolwise and patient / with the stony water’” (479).
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As arguably the first significant work of modern realism, Flaubert’s Madame
Bovary depicts a unique psychological portrait of the feminine psyche at its most turbulent – torn
between the torment of passionate longing and the loneliness of provincial mediocrity – and the
text does so with a free indirect style that seems to belie the emotive power of narration. Yet, the
descriptive power of the language does more than merely invoke the reader’s ire and sympathy,
Flaubert’s narrative provides an entrée into the depths of a deeply disturbed female psyche that
strives to, and ultimately does, destroy the life of a young woman. Indeed, Emma’s death by
suicide at the end of the novel is justifiably tragic, but, more importantly, illuminating when
considered in light of certain psychoanalytic theories not then known, but which have since
contributed significantly towards an understanding of human motivation. That Emma consumes
her own death in the form of arsenic poison points to an affirmation of her seemingly insatiable
need to satisfy the whims of her every desire – and death is her final desire. Ironically, her
choice of arsenic, an innocuous white powder, seems to underscore her impulsive nature, since
she consumes it out of her hand as a child would quickly gulp down forbidden sugary treats
when discovered by an adult authority figure. Emma’s death is literally provoked by the act of
swallowing, and the first symptoms of her death are akin to those of ingestion. Yet, I would like
theorize that just as Emma Bovary takes in the poison that painfully kills her, she also consumes
the desire that leads her to this end. Throughout the text, it appears evident that Emma desires to
fill a lack within herself – her bodily organism is merely the receptacle for the substances she
ingests to fuel her psychic desire for love. Whether it is the false romance central to the novels
she voraciously reads, or the adultery she engages in with not one but two men, these actions are
evidence of an insufficiency that functions as the external apparatus that produces this desire.
But, it is her own psychic drives and incapacity to distinguish need from want that are the true
causes of her physical and mental decline.
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Consuming Desire in Madame Bovary or ‘Emma: What Were You Thinking?”
“Everybody knows that falling in love does not resolve all of life’s dissatisfactions.”
-- Wendy Langford, Revolutions of the Heart

As arguably the first significant work of modern realism, Flaubert’s Madame Bovary
depicts a unique psychological portrait of the feminine psyche at its most turbulent – torn
between the torment of passionate longing and the loneliness of provincial mediocrity – and the
text does so with a free indirect style that seems to belie the emotive power of narration. Yet, the
descriptive power of the language does more than merely invoke the reader’s ire and sympathy,
Flaubert’s narrative provides an entrée into the depths of a deeply disturbed female psyche that
strives to, and ultimately does, destroy the life of a young woman. Indeed, Emma’s death by
suicide at the end of the novel is justifiably tragic, but, more importantly, illuminating when
considered in light of certain psychoanalytic theories not then known, but which have since
contributed significantly towards an understanding of human motivation.
I. Desire (or ‘Need’ vs. ‘Want’) and the Phallic Mother
That Emma consumes her own death in the form of arsenic poison points to an
affirmation of her seemingly insatiable need to satisfy the whims of her every desire – and death
is her final desire. Ironically, her choice of arsenic, an innocuous white powder not unlike sugar
in appearance and substance, seems to underscore her impulsive nature, since she consumes it
out of her hand as a child would quickly gulp down forbidden sugary treats when discovered by
an adult authority figure. Emma’s action is quite alien to her usual dainty manners – Flaubert
implies the frenzy of her manner by his use of the verb “manger” without a direct object (“se mit
à manger”), thus implying a separation between the action of consumption and the article
consumed. Emma’s death is literally provoked by the act of swallowing, and the first symptoms
of her death are akin to those of ingestion.
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Yet, I would like theorize that just as Emma Bovary takes in the poison that painfully
kills her, she also consumes the desire that leads her to this end. Indeed, Ion Collas discusses in
some depth the symbolic meaning of arsenic within the text, and points out that:
traditional symbolism corroborates the interpretation that emanates from the
text itself. Poison and dangerous foodstuff have been since very ancient times
the sign of a refusal of love [. . .] to eat these same acrid or noxious substances
is to manifest that one is unloved, forlorn, desperate.” (43)
Throughout the text, it appears evident that Emma desires to fill a lack within herself – her
bodily organism is merely the receptacle for the substances she ingests to fuel her psychic desire
for love. Whether it is the false romance central to the novels she voraciously reads, or the
adultery she engages in with not one but two men, these actions are evidence of an insufficiency
that functions as the external apparatus that produces this desire. But, it is her own psychic
drives and incapacity to distinguish need from want that are the true causes of her physical and
mental decline.
The twin concepts of ‘need’ and ‘want’ are not new to psychoanalytic interpretations of
the individual psyche. In fact, Freud devotes much of his work to attempting to understand the
origins of human sexual and psychic needs from infancy, when the child’s needs are focused on
the mother’s breast, and their wants are focused on “obtaining satisfaction by means of an
appropriate stimulation of the erotogenic zone [. . .] which is not directed towards other people,
but obtains satisfaction from the subject’s own body” (Gay 263-4). Freud later supplements this
theory with an assertion of the importance of sexual activity to ego development, when he adds
(in 1915) the following wording to his Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality: “To begin with,
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sexual activity attaches itself to functions serving the purpose of self-preservation and does not
become independent of them until later” (Gay 263).
Indeed, Freud elaborates upon this proposed connection between infant sexuality and
self-preservation in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, not published until 1920, in which he asserts
that our “numerous sexual instincts emanate from a great variety of organic sources” (24) – they
arise ‘inside’ us. In fact, according to Freud it is our painful inability to defend ourselves against
stimuli arising from inside that first teaches us to distinguish between ‘inside’ and outside’, and
while we can flee from external stimuli (at least, once we move beyond infancy), we can only
suffer when stimuli arise inside us. We experience urgent “needs” which clamor for
“satisfaction” in the form of an “object [which] is not necessarily something extraneous: it may
equally well be a part of the subject’s own body” (Gay 565, 567). Since “the object of an
instinct is the thing in regard to which or through which the instinct is able to achieve its aim”
(Gay 567), it stands to reason that this object can be anything “peculiarly fitted to make
satisfaction possible” (Gay 567), including such non-‘organ’ choices as luxurious consumer
goods and/or ephemeral conceptualizations of romance found within the text of novels. Indeed,
it becomes apparent that
as time passes we narrow the range of our search for organ pleasure [. . .],
or we widen the gap between our ‘organs’ and the satisfaction of their needs
to an abyss bridgeable only by death, or by the self-induced psychoses of
intoxication, romance, or religion. (Ian 12)
On the basis of this aspect of Freud’s theories, I contend that evidence of Emma Bovary’s
obstructed psychic and sexual development is apparent not only in her choice(s) of an object for
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her instinctual needs, but also in her lack of choice of being motherless at an early age. Emma
herself acknowledges this fact when she observes with wistful longing, after the honeymoon, that
“it seemed that certain places on earth must produce happiness, like the plants that thrive in a
certain soil and are stunted everywhere else” (Flaubert 38). Like a protected flower, Emma
experiences her mother’s death while living an isolated existence behind the high walls of the
convent, and even by the time she marries Charles, she is still only vaguely aware of her own
instinctual needs:
If may well have been that she wanted somehow to confide these secrets of
hers. But how could she give voice to an elusive malaise, that melts like a
cloud, that swirls like the wind? She didn’t have the words, the opportunity,
the courage. (Flaubert 38)
Yet, I would argue that the loss of her mother is more deeply felt than even Flaubert
alludes to within the text [“she had a memorial card made from the dead women’s hair” (36)],
since “the phallic mother is, according to psychoanalysis, at once the object of every psyche’s
secret fear and its deep desire” (Ian 8). Since Freud defines the psyche as the realm where the
law of noncontradiction does not apply, the phallic mother represents something of an enigma
when considering Freud’s theories regarding the male awareness of female castration – she does
not have a penis, yet she signifies the authority associated with the penis. Thus, although Emma
may not have consciously identified with her mother (at least given the absence of any explicit
textual references by Flaubert), she is, nonetheless, in need of an ongoing relationship with a
maternal figure, someone who “represents the absolute power of the female as autonomous and
self-sufficient” (Ian 8). The fact that Emma rejects any nurturing connection with her mother-in-
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law has serious consequences when she becomes a mother herself, and discovers that the phallic
mother is “our most fiercely guarded ‘psychical object,’ as well as our role model and the very
‘type’ of the autonomous self” (Ian 8-9).
II. Consumption as ‘Taking In’ the Real and the Imaginary
While the “lack” associated with Emma’s desire can be readily inferred to relate directly
to the absence of a mother, this desire is also evidence of an instinctual connection between
Emma’s actions and thoughts. Yet, before I begin to consider Freud’s own writing on the
psyche, particularly those elements attributed by him to the identification of instinctual ‘drives’
or ‘needs’, I would like to elucidate the concept of ‘consumption’ as it relates to both the body
and the mind. If we consider ‘consumption’ as that which we ‘take in’ for sustenance or
fulfillment, then the act of consumption must by necessity involve objects or products of
production that are consumed through the process of consumerism (or the consumer cycle of
behavior). Pasi Falk addresses this aspect of consumption from a primarily cultural and
sociological perspective, and he theorizes that although there is a bodily mechanism of
consumption that appears to be regulated by physical needs, there is also a more totalizing form
of consumption that relates more directly to perceived psychological need – that is the
individual’s need to consume material goods for the satisfaction of desire. This latter form of
consumption he identifies as:
the riddle of the modern consumer and the whole consumer society,
[which] inevitably confronts us with questions concerning (a) the constitution
of desire exceeding the ‘necessary’, (b) the limitlessness of the desire and (c)
the endless longing for the new. (Falk 94)
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Certainly, Emma Bovary exhibits symptoms of consumption consistent with aspects of
Falk’s theory; specifically, she purchases items for both the house and herself that can easily be
construed as ‘exceeding the necessary’. Her ‘home shopping’ excursions via the ever courteous
and insistently helpful Monsieur Lheureux yield such new items as dozens of feminine novelties,
knick-knacks, velvet cloaks, luxurious traveling cases, and a “riding-whip with a silver-gilt
pommel” (176) for her lover, Rodolphe. But, these items fail to produce the requisite feelings of
satisfaction that she fantasizes accompany the consumption of one’s desires.
III. Desiring ‘Momentous Moments’ – Consumption, Ennui and Self-destruction
Indeed, Emma’s consumer behavior is merely a symptom of a more deeply-held intense
longing for real-life ‘momentous moments’ that will fulfill her conception of not only romantic
happiness, but also psychic wholeness. Early in her marriage she rebels against the gentle
goodness of her husband, and directs at him “all the manifold hatred that sprang from her ennui”
(Flaubert 101), even as she gives into the “domestic mediocrity [that] drove her to sumptuous
fantasies [. . .] to adulterous desires” (Flaubert 101). While boredom does represent a significant
and recurring motif in Madame Bovary, it is the connection between Emma’s anger and her
ennui that is most important, since the dull provincial milieu that hangs in the air throughout the
text does not arguably represent a force powerful enough to solely render Emma’s deep-rooted
sense of frustration. This is particularly true given that none of the other characters seem to be
infected by any of the damaging psychological effects of boredom, most especially its direct
physical counterpart, bodily fatigue and the draining of vitality and energy.
Yet, Emma languishes in her ennui – passing the time strolling in her garden, sitting at
the dining table, staring out the front window, or pricking her fingers with a sewing needle to
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stimulate a nervous confirmation of her own existence. Indeed, the little detail of the pricked
fingers illustrates quite clearly what her silence and stoicism mask; namely, “that her anger has
been aroused [. . .] and is now being directed against herself – in yet another physical expression
of emotional hurt” (Collas 89). Thus, ennui “is related to the presence of destructive impulses
seeking to rise to the surface [. . .] but this aggressiveness only expresses itself symbolically”
(Collas 90).
Given this endless longing for “momentous moments” amid the unrelenting boredom of
her life, Emma turns first to repetitive patterns of consumption and then to self-destructive
behaviors that reinforce her need to consume desire in whatever form and manner she can
identify. But, as her repressed hostility gains momentum through the absence of material or
sexual satisfaction, she is nearly ritualistic in her disavowal of any experience, object, or person
who does not feed her ‘endless longing for the new’. And, this longing begins to take its toll on
her physical state soon after her marriage, as she begins to restrict her eating and takes to
drinking vinegar on a regular basis, because she is more concerned about achieving a possible
‘divine’ state through suffering than nourishing her health in order to live fully in the present.
Thus, I find it particularly resonant that when Pasi Falk considers certain destructive
versus constructive aspects of consumption, he references the ‘old’ meaning of the term,
“referring to ‘a wasting of the body by disease’ [. . .] and the ‘disease’ being redefined as the
material culture of modern Western civilization” (93). While Madame Bovary was written well
over one hundred years ago, it is nevertheless arguably concerned with ‘modern Western
civilization’ in the form of such phenomena as the rising consumerism among the nineteenthcentury French bourgeois. But, even more directly, Emma’s behavior, both as consumer of goods
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and of food, reflects this consumptive wasting in a manner that can not be fully explained by
social or cultural dimensions of consumption.
Indeed, if by ‘consumption’ we mean something far broader in meaning, such as the
assimilation and sensory response to various stimuli, including objects not ordinarily taken in for
the satisfaction of basic human needs (like air, water, and food), then we are arguably confusing
the traditional categories of drives (or desires) known as ‘need’ and ‘want’. While the human
body clearly ‘needs’ certain substances for continuing life, the human psyche perceives the
‘want’ for additional, sometimes more important, matter that satisfy our equally strong
psychological desires – be they emotional, sexual, or both. In fact, the line between need and
want is ephemeral and mercurial – easily swayed by images as well as objects, which is why the
emotional nature of consumption continues to be emphasized by modern advertising and
merchandising. In Emma’s fictive world, there is no perceptible advertising to cater to her
emotional ‘need’ (or is it ‘want’?) to consume, so she finds an outlet for her desires first through
romantic fiction, and then through adulteress affairs – Emma is clearly unaware of even the
existence of a line between ‘need’ and ‘want’. Both avenues leave her discontented and she is
left with only her ephemeral fantasies, which feed on her need to transcend the limited
dimensions of her provincial life and unhappy marriage.
IV. Toward a Freudian Interpretation of ‘Consuming Desire’
I can’t help but wonder: what would Freud say about Emma Bovary? Would he consider
her a neurotic, a narcissist, or a fetishist? Or would he regard her actions evidence of the
strength of his identification of the pleasure principle, or even the death drive? Freud alludes to
the problematic distinction between ‘drives’ and (ego) ‘needs’ when he writes about the nature of
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‘drives’ as correlating to those identified elements of the psyche that seem to most directly relate
to the processes of consumption; namely, ‘instincts’. As early as 1915, Freud writes in “Three
Essays on the Theory of Sexuality” that “the concept of instinct is one of those lying on the
frontier between the mental and the physical [. . .] in itself an instinct is without quality” (Gay
256).
Perhaps due to his own acknowledgement of the problematic nature of ‘instincts’, Freud
continues to struggle with the concept well into his later writings. As he mentions in “An
Autobiographical Study,” published between 1923 and 1925:
I have given free reign to the inclination, to speculation, and I have
contemplated a new solution of the problem of the instincts. I have combined
the instincts for self-preservation and for the preservation of the species under
the concept of Eros and have contrasted with it an instinct of death or destruction
which works in silence. Instinct in general is regarded as a kind of elasticity of
living things [. . .] the picture which life presents to us is the result of the concurrent
and mutually opposing action of Eros and the death instinct. (Gay 36).
The recognition of the “problem of the instincts” is significant not simply because Freud
continued to return to it, but rather because human beings continue to manifest physical traits and
actions that highlight the tremendous energy that instincts exert upon the psychical development
of the mind. Whether it is the ‘fight or flight’ response, or the sexual excitation arising from
organs of the “erotogenic zone” (Gay 256), instincts cause the body to respond to “a process of
excitation occurring in an organ, and the immediate aim of the instinct lies in the removal of this
organic stimulus” (Gay 256). In the case of Emma Bovary, the ‘organ’ that is stimulated is
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arguably distant from the particular centers of the mental apparatus concerned with somatic
control (Gay 257). In fact, I would argue that the eye represents the primary organ in Emma’s
“erotogenic zone,” since she takes obvious pleasure in looking (scopophilia) and is aroused by
the very words on the pages of her beloved books.
As early as age thirteen, Emma glories in the mystical piety of the convent routine,
including the “women with their white faces and their rosaries [. . .] and the glow of the candles
[. . .] and she would gaze in her book at the pious vignettes with their azure borders, and she
loved the sick lamb, the Sacred Heart pierced by sharp arrows, and poor Jesus, sinking beneath
the weight of his cross” (Flaubert 33). Furthermore, although she engages in very little physical
play, Emma lives vicariously through her mind’s eye – fed by her act of reading “the remains of
old lending libraries” (Flaubert 35). Indeed, her dreams of minstrels, old manor-houses, trefoiled
Gothic arches, and white-plumed riders galloping towards her on black horses constitute the
landscape of her imagination. Emma’s pleasure in looking at desirable objects and scenes is
quite real, just not grounded in the reality of the physical world around her.
Of course, Freud spoke of the ‘instincts’ in relation to the senses, particularly those
organs concerned with the activities of touching and looking. He held that “visual impressions
remain the most frequent pathway along which libidinal excitation is aroused” (Gay 251), and
while he acknowledged that most normal people linger to some extent over “the intermediate
sexual aim of a looking that has a sexual tinge to it [. . .] this pleasure in looking [scopophilia]
becomes a perversion [. . .] (c) if, instead of being preparatory to the normal sexual aim, it
supplants it” (Gay 251). While Freud associated this latter manifestation of scopophilia to
exhibitionists, I am arguing that since Emma’s looking is mostly in her ‘mind’s eye’ that she is
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not so much an exhibitionist as a fetishist, in that she longs for an object or event that can
supplant her physical and psychical existence with meaning and purpose.
V. Fetish and Narcissism as Clues to Emma’s Desire
Freud first dealt with the subject of fetishism in the enlarged version of his “Three Essays
on the Theory of Sexuality” in 1925, and again in a separate paper published in 1927. Although
he studied only men whose object-choice was ruled by a fetish, later psychoanalysts have
reinterpreted his theories to apply to women as well, which may at first seem rather problematic
given that Freud considered the fetish to be a penis-substitute. Indeed, Freud describes the fetish
as choosing a representation over the phenomenal reality that is ‘out there’ in the external world.
Yet, Freud regarded the fetish as more than a sexually charged part-object that substitutes for a
woman with whom it is in some way associated, but rather it is a substitute “for the absent
female phallus” (SE, v21 155). Freud writes that the fetish is a substitute for the woman’s (the
mother’s) penis that the little boy once believed in and – for reasons familiar to us – he does not
want to give up. What happened, therefore, was that the boy refused to take cognizance of the
fact of his having perceived that a woman does not possess a penis. No, that could not be true:
for if a woman had been castrated, then his own possession of a penis was in danger; and against
that there rose in rebellion the portion of his narcissism which Nature has, as a precaution,
attached to that particular organ (SE, v21 352).
Such a narcissistically motivated fetishism, I believe, provides a better framework for a
discussion of Emma’s particular addiction to consuming desire, since I believe that she clearly
chooses artifice over reality and manifests what Freud terms “a certain self-contentment [. . .]
that lies not in the direction of loving, but of being loved” (Gay 554). In fact, when Emma’s
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narcissism is considered in light of other historical contributions to sexual theory, it becomes
apparent that Emma’s desire to “keep away from her ego anything that would diminish it” (Gay
555) correlates to evolutionary theories of early, infantile object-love.
Indeed, Lawrence Birken takes great pains to meticulously reconstruct the emergence of
a sexual science in the mid to latter part of the nineteenth-century, and notes that Darwin
challenged the “an eternal difference between the sexes [. . .] by discovering desire as the
fundamental ground of both sexes” (6-7). Such a concept of universal citizenship based on
desire reasonably links with Freud’s assertions about fetishes, since the fetish is symbolically
related to the phallus and the satisfaction of the normal sexual aim. Birken further notes that
Freud considered “the satisfaction of an erotic aim [. . .] to be complicated by the exigencies of
finding a suitable sexual object,” and that “after 1910, Freud formulated narcissism as still
another example of the self-preservation instinct that could be traced back to the primeval
consuming, undifferentiated ‘hunger’” (64).
The term narcissism originated with Freud’s 1913 essay of the same name, in which he
acknowledges “the term narcissism is derived from clinical description [. . .] to denote the
attitude of a person who treats his own body in the same way in which the body of a sexual
object is ordinarily treated” (Gay 545). Cited as having the significance of a perversion, Freud,
nonetheless, noted that the term could refer to “the libidinal complement to the egoism of the
instinct of self-preservation, a measure of which may justifiably be attributed to every living
creature” (Gay 546). While this generality may be conceded, Freud further states that narcissism
is related to an early state of the libido, which presupposes that it is a condition of the ego that
changes with time or originates over time. He believed that as the ego develops, the “the auto-
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erotic instincts,” which are there from the very first, need to undergo “a new psychical action in
order to bring about narcissism” (Gay 548). This conception arises from Freud’s early
conviction that the ego originally directs libidinal cathexes inward toward the self, and only later
redirects these same cathexes toward objects external to the self – if a suitable sexual object can
be found, than the individual can experience “the highest phase of development of which objectlibido is capable [. . .] the state of being in love” (Gay 547).
Indeed, love is just the state of mind that Emma fantasies about from her early days in the
convent listening to the old maid read stories “about love, lovers, loving, martyred maidens
swooning in secluded lodges, postilions slain every other mile, dark forests, aching hearts,
promising, sobbing, kisses and tears [. . .] gentlemen brave as lions, tender as lambs, virtuous as
a dream, always well dressed” (Flaubert 34-5). Before her marriage, Emma thought she was in
love, but afterward she “sought to find out exactly what was meant in real life by the words
felicity, passion and rapture, which had seemed so fine on the pages of the books” (Flaubert 33).
Her husband Charles is a great disappointment to her, a “pathetic man” (Flaubert 57) whom she
found increasingly irritating. Emma wanted most the life of romantic fiction, and down in her
soul she waited for something to happen:
Like a shipwrecked sailor, she perused her solitary world with hopeless
eyes, searching for some white sail far away where the horizon turns to mist.
She didn’t know what her luck might bring [. . .] but, every morning, when
she awoke, she hoped it would happen that day. (Flaubert 58)
While the narrative remains seems to remain obscure on the question of what she actually
longs for (the ‘it’), there is no doubt that assuaging the ‘want’ becomes the focus of her life, to
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the point where her ‘consumption’ is feeding a lack that is insatiable – Emma is consuming her
own desire, while simultaneously being consumed by her lovers’ desire. There is no real
substance ‘taken in’, rather Emma internalizes only matter that serves as a pseudo-fetish for the
real object of her ego – timeless narcissistic fantasies of an imagined world.
Yet, if I base my theory of Emma’s ‘consuming desire’ on Freud’s concept of fetishism I
have to acknowledge that it is fundamentally flawed, because his fetish stems from “an aversion
[. . .] to the real female genitals” and acts as a defense against “the horror of castration” (Freud,
Fetishism 206). Additionally, Freud’s idea of fetishism is itself based on a fetishization, or
overvaluation, of the penis. Numerous researchers and commentators since Freud have
disavowed their belief in the validity of Freud’s description of castration anxiety in boys and
penis envy in girls. Indeed, the fetish is viewed for the most part as an exclusively male
perversion; therefore, any ascription of fetishism to a woman, including a fictional one like
Emma Bovary, will undoubtedly be challenged by some readers.
This stated, however, I agree with Henry Krips in his assessment that the “look implicit
in the narratorial descriptions in Madame Bovary is fetishistic, fastening upon details not because
they are salient but rather because [. . .] they distract from what cannot be seen” (136 quoted
from Brooks, 103). And, I would argue that what cannot be seen is the clue to Emma’s
disoriented psyche – the surfaces of her life remain remarkably intact even as she struggles with
the negative physical realities around her (many of which are of her own choosing).
Yet, Emma’s anorexic tendencies, persistent melancholy, romantic delusions, and,
finally, bulimic deathbed scene all form the events that demarcate her internal trauma.
According to Marder, Emma is unable to “swallow her future happiness or to assimilate her
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experiences into the corpus of a ‘life’” (60). Indeed, Flaubert’s lyrically descriptive phrases
“swell up, consume, and take over the whole of Emma’s body” (Krips 138), just as surely as the
poison devours what is left of her life. Thus, I can only conclude that ‘consuming desire’ is the
most plausible response to the hypothetical query: “Emma, what were you thinking?”
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ABSTRACT

South Central Pennsylvania, which had had a homogeneous white population for
several centuries, has seen recently a large influx of Hispanics. This rural area needs
seasonal manual labor for its different harvests but also needs unskilled laborers for its
industries. The migrant workers targeted for this project come from the Mexican State of
Michoacán. I restricted the type of population to eliminate as much as possible several
variables such as social backgrounds, dialectal differences, and cohesion within and
between social groups, among others. On the other hand, the influx of workers from
Michoacán in Franklin County, PA, where I conducted my study, is significant, which
also guided my choice.
The geographical area where I conducted my study can hardly be characterized of
wilderness in the original sense of the term. It has been settled for many generations and
is densely populated. Nonetheless, the term “wilderness” does apply for South Central
Pennsylvania if we consider a specific population, that of migrant workers from
Michoacán, a minority among minorities that often has not acquired yet English
proficiency. While the increase in Hispanics reached 113% for the 1990-2000 period, the
total percentage of Hispanics as compared to the rest of the population is still very small
at 1.75% for the county. Michoacanos are very isolated
The purpose of my research was to establish the reason and mode of their
migration, their educational profile, to see what sort of jobs they had at home and in the
U.S., and to analyze their speech patterns. For this study, I focused on language
maintenance, language adaptations caused by the new place of residence, specifically at
the lexical and syntactic levels, and possible English language acquisition. As an
introduction to my study I will describe the environment in the South Central
Pennsylvania, particularly with the issues of types of population and race relations, and
contrast it to the environment in Michoacán. I will proceed with the original social
background of these workers. Finally and most importantly, I will analyze and discuss the
issues related to language use with the subjects.

MICHOACANOS IN THE WILDERNESS:
MIGRANT WORKERS FROM MEXICO IN SOUTH CENTRAL
PENNSYLVANIA

The geographical area where I conducted my study can hardly be characterized as
wilderness.

It has been settled for many generations and is densely populated.

Nonetheless, and we will see why later, the term “wilderness” does apply to a certain
extent for South Central Pennsylvania if we consider a specific population, that of
migrant workers from Mexico who are a minority among minorities.

The migrant

workers targeted for this project come from the Mexican State of Michoacán. I restricted
the type of population to reduce as much as possible several variables such as social
backgrounds, dialectal differences, and cohesion within and between social groups,
among others. On the other hand, the influx of workers from Michoacán in Franklin
County, PA, where I conducted my study, is most noticeable and also guided my choice.
I interviewed a total of nine persons. Their places of work were in the towns of
Chambersburg and Shippensburg. The purpose of my research was to establish the
reason and mode of their migration, their educational profile, to see what sort of jobs they
had at home and in the U.S., and to analyze their speech patterns. For this study, I was
interested in language maintenance, possible phonetic, lexical and morpho-syntactic
adaptations related to the new place of residence, and levels of English language
acquisition. As an introduction to my study I will describe the environment in South
Central Pennsylvania, particularly with the issues of types of population and race
relations, and contrast it to the environment in Michoacán. Environment is a broad term,
considered here under its geograhical but also its sociological facets for each one of the
areas. I will include an overview of the education of these workers and give both the

reasons and modes of their migration. Finally and most importantly, I will analyze and
discuss the issues related to language use with the subjects.
I.

A. Franklin County
a. Geography, history and population make-up
Franklin County is located in South Central Pennsylvania, near the Maryland

border and, as of 2003, has 129,313 inhabitants. The two towns where the migrant
workers now reside are in Cumberland Valley, a geographical feature that exceeds the
boundaries of Franklin county. The area is dedicated to agriculture, mostly corn and fruit
trees, but also to dairy farming.

Fig. 1. Map of Pennsylvania (ACCESS PENNSYLVANIA Database, 2003)
Finafrock (1942) mentions that the first white men to settle there were three
French traders who built cabins in the area in 1708. They were however the exception
since, by the mid-1700’s, settlers were mostly of English origin but also Scot and Irish.
The settlers were farmers attracted by the rich farmlands of the county and the ready

access to water. Chambersburg, originally called Falling Springs and the capital of the
county, was founded in 1736 by Benjamin Chambers, a follower of William Penn.
Shippensburg was founded in 1733 by Edward Shippen and the town obtained its charter
a few years later, in 1750. The land where the cities were built had been purchased from
the Iroquois who traded properties rightfully belonging to the Delawares and Shawnees.
Finafrock claims that “it caused little trouble between the races (17),” a comment that
would need to be explored but is not in the cited opus. Some of the dates given here are
disputed by historians (Swain, 1987).

I am not concerned however with absolute

chronological accuracy, rather I would like to present a general time frame that allows to
understand the origins and backgrounds of both towns.
By 1860, the vast majority of the county was still white. The census for that year
gives us a total of 40,327 for whites; 1,226 for free blacks; and 573 for free mulattos
(http://www.iath.virginia.edu/vshadow2/HIUS403/usct/franklin.html).

Unlike in

other parts of the United States, the population make-up has been extremely stable until
recently, a fact I will discuss with statistics of the last two census.
b. Latino and race issues
The changes in population make-up for Franklin County are rather startling when
one considers the Hispanic population. Between 1980 and 1990, a 64% increase of the
Hispanic population was registered in the county, going from 646 persons to 1, 065
(http://pasdc.hbg.psu.edu/pasdc/Data_&_Information/cou_profiles/c055.html). The
pattern of growth continues between 1990 and 2000 with a 113% increase and a Hispanic
population reaching 2268 (http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/42000.html). The
Chambersburg paper, The Public Opinion (09/15/99), cites other sources and gives the

increase at 49.4% for the 1990-1998 period. If one compares these percentages to those
of Pennsylvania as a whole, a 3.2% increase by 2000, and the United States, 12.5% also
by 2000 (ibid.), we can definitely say that the influx on Hispanics in Franklin County is
of massive proportions. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the percentage of Latinos as
compared to the population at large is still a small number since it amounts to a very
small fraction at 1.75% of the total population, thus justifying the term wilderness in the
first part of my title. Since among these Hispanics there exist many groups, migrants
from Michoacán are definitely a minority. The May 10, 2001, issue of The Public
Opinion gives an overview for the different countries of origin among Hispanics in
Pennsylvania and states that 70% of them are Puerto Ricans. Nonetheless, and according
to the same article, the increase of Mexican population in the state was of 128% between
the 1990 and 2000 census. Some of the informants for the present study claimed that as
many as one hundred or two hundred persons from their original villages could be found
in the county. The numbers are not corroborated by any statistics or formal counts. The
case of the matter is that Chambersburg, a town of 17,862, has two bodegas catering
specifically to Michoacanos and two of the three local Mexican eateries are owned by
immigrants from that state. Shippensburg has not seen yet such developments.
It is difficult to find any hard data or literature specifically relevant to Hispanics
in Franklin County. While, as we have seen, some specific countries are emerging as
purveyors of immigrants, no in-depth studies have been done. For example, Jolly (1993)
in his reference guide to Pennsylvania state history and research for the 1900-1990 period
does not give any bibliography references for the Hispanic influx in the region. This
lacuna might be explained by the fact that the Hispanic influx started after these dates.

Jolly cites a wealth of documentation for Eastern and Western Europeans, extensive
publication about the Jewish and African-American communities, but nothing about
Hispanics. This lack of investigation has thus geared my research mostly to newspaper
articles and Internet publications. Local native informers identify the migrant workers as
Mexicans and rarely name their state of origin, which makes identification even more
difficult.
It is also difficult to say whether or not Latinos are accepted in the Franklin
County community.

The Public Opinion regularly publishes events related to the

integration of these newcomers and to the improvement of relations with other members
of the community. An article from the 27th of September 1999 mentions the celebration
of a fiesta in a neighboring county that had, at the time, been sponsored for six years by
different local agencies.

The article cites Marilyn Springstead from the Lincoln

Intermediate Migrant Education Program as saying that “[i]n the 1990 census, a lot of
Hispanics weren’t counted, and we want to promote [the census].” An October 7-8, 2000
article mentions the need for migrant workers in the area at fruit picking time. The article
explains how “[t]o pick those apples and peaches, growers rely on migrant workers,” and
cites a grower, Jill Hughey, saying that “[w]ithout them, we [the growers] are dead in the
water.” The same issue of the paper talks about migrant ministry that provides comfort in
Spanish to the workers. It also gives a detailed account of the Lincoln Intermediate Unit
Migrant Education Program which “is specifically designed for children whose parents or
guardians work in or have moved in search of seasonal or temporary agricultural
employment.”

Eric R. Mandell, student support specialist, mentions the different

services offered by the program that are designed to integrate academically the children
of these workers up to the age of 21.
Other signs of the increase of Hispanic population in Franklin County can be
found in the opening of bodegas or convenient stores mentioned earlier and that offer an
array of ethnic foods, videos in Spanish and such conveniences as money orders or
international phone cards to their customers. They were doing bustling business every
time I visited them and seemed to serve as social clubs of sorts. A few restaurants have
also opened in the area, at least three, and it was on the premises of one of them that I
conducted some my interviews. This increase does not go without the traditional rivalries
that exist in all communities. The owner of one restaurant was prompt in denigrating the
food of the other, while the brother of the second owner ripped some pamphlets
advertising my research. A few members of the community confirmed that the rules of
compadrazgo, the traditional Mexican networking system, were at times broken. Several
churches have now Spanish speaking priests or ministers and offer services or even
Christian concerts in Spanish.
On the other hand, it cannot be said that racial relations are harmonious at all
times. Because authorities do not want to bring undue worries with too many precisions
in the local paper, it is unclear which ethnic faction was the target of discrimination and
threats during the spring of 2003. A few Latino students told me that they had been
subjected to racial epithets, “Spic” being one of the favorite. This racial slur has been
applied to different persons of Latin American descent over the years, regardless of their
actual country of origin. At any rate, mediators for the different ethnic groups had to be
brought in the schools in the spring and fall 2003, and made front page of The Public

Opinion in the Saturday-Sunday, August 23-24, 2003 edition.

This was important

enough to be mentioned as well by WITF, the Harrisburg NPR station, in its 8 A.M.
broadcast of the 21st of August, 2003, two weeks before the start of school.
B. Michoacán
a. Geographical description and some economic factors

Fig. 2. Map of the state of Michoacán (Warren,1985)
The full name of the state of Michoacán is Michoacán de Ocampo. It is situated
in the center and the West of Mexico. The 2000 census shows a population of almost
four millions for the state which is divided into three main areas: the Coastal Mountains,
the Balsas Lowland and the Volcanic Range (Stanislawski, 1969). Some of these areas,

particularly the Coastal Mountains and the Balsa Lowland, are quite remote, with scarce
population, accidented terrain, few roads, and meagre crops (ibid.). In contrast, the
Volcanic Range area is very lush thanks to abundant rains, boasts successful agriculture,
specifically corn, beans and avocadoes, and is the seat of most cities, some with unique
tradition such as the guitar making of Paracho (Marr, 2003). All the informants were
from this last area.
During the period ranging from 1982 to 1990, Mexico experienced an agricultural
crisis that affected many of the crops in the state of Michoacán as well as its meat
production, especially that of pork (Gledhill, 1995). The majority of my informants had
jobs related to agriculture and came to the U.S. at the end of this crisis which was
deepened in the 90’s by the NAFTA agreements but also by other developments in
Mexico and more specifically the uprising in Chiapas (ibid.). Gledhill addresses the
environmental problems of the state too, saying that “[t]he continuing devastation of the
forest resources in Michoacán despite the existence of an extensive official apparatus for
policing and enforcing conservation provides an apt illustration of the ways in which
social inequality and political impunity perpetuate environmental destruction (11).”
Summing up then, we can see that a variety of economic, environmental and political
downturns have plagued the region.
b. Population and linguistic make-up of the state
The present state of Michoacán has rougly the same contour as that of the
Tarascan Empire, although the empire may have been larger at one time and extended as
far as Zuñi territory in New Mexico (Warren, 1985). Warren cites several sources
crediting the word Michoacán with a Nahuatl origin, although the word is somewhat

obscure. He adds that “[t]he origin of the Tarascans is even more difficult to determine
than is their true name (7),” but most researchers concur in giving them a common origin
with the Aztecs. The Tarascan empire bordered with that of the Aztecs, which would
explain some pockets of Nahuatl throughout the state. The Tarascan language is not
affiliated to Nahuatl and is in a family by itself among Mexican languages (Swadesh,
1969; Warren, 1985). In the present day, Tarascan Indians are mostly located in the
Volcanic Range area (Stanislawski, 1969).
There is a striking paucity of research in regards to both the dialectal variety or
varieties of Mexican Spanish in Michoacán and the possible influences of the Tarascan
language upon them. There are few comprehensive studies of Tarascan ( Swadesh, 1969;
Foster, 1969) but the works do not address these issues. Swadesh mentions nonetheless
different researches in Tarascan dialectal varieties that have guided his own investigation
and talks about the existence of Spanish loan words in modern Tarascan. Lope Blanch
(1969) analyzes at length the native contributions in the Spanish of Mexico, concludes
that they are more restricted than previously thought, and cites only five terms borrowed
from Tarascan; Lope Blanch (1971) describes the influences of Nahuatl and Yucateco on
Mexican Spanish; finally, Lope Blanch (1979) discusses Mayan influences upon the
lexicon, and investigates the number and use of indigenismos in the norma culta, i.e. the
language of educated Mexicans, --without mention of Tarascan.

In addition to the

previous studies, Lipsky (1994) cites other languages such as Otomí, Zapotecan,
Mixtecan, Totonacan and Huastecan as sources of influence. And while Lipsky lists
Tarascan as a substrate language, he does not give any of its linguistic influences.

In the phonetic area, Lope Blanch (1979) signals the prominent polimorphism that
he encountered in the areas he studied, and this at all levels of the language, making it
difficult to delineate clear dialectal regions. He also investigates two pockets of Maya
speakers within Michoacán but none of my informants are from these localities. This
same opus cites previous investigations relating to the realization of /e/ and /o/ in the state
of Michoacán, which is corroborated in my own data, but with an articulatory explanation
rather than a substrate one. Lope Blanch (1983) expands the study with an analysis of
vowel weakening and strong consonantism general throughout Mexico. It is to note that
Swadesh (1969) talks about vocalic devoicing in Tarascan that leads to vowel and
syllable loss.
As far as morpho-syntax is concerned, the situation is the same. There are no
studies targeting the possible effects of Tarascan, an SOV language, upon the Spanish of
the area. No studies were found on bilinguals either although statistics about the actual
amount of fluent Tarascan speakers was estimated at about 100,000 by the end of the
twentieth century (http://www.encyclopedia.com/html/T/Tarascan.asp).
II.

Data collection
The data gathering took place in the form of a taped interview for six subjects

while the three others refused to be taped. I resorted to taking notes in these last cases.
The questionnaire used for the interview can be found in the Appendix I. While the
interviews were, relatively speaking, easy to conduct, it was setting them that was more
difficult. The targeted population is somewhat cautious about the authorities or people
who seem affiliated to them and not necessarily because they lack documentation –
although many do. The migrants have gone through many hardships in order to reach

Pennsylvania and have a job that is comparatively well remunerated. They are fearful
about any interference that could jeopardize their hard earned yet modest financial ease.
It took several approaches over a two year period before I got results and what worked
better was some sort of vouching by a member of the community.

Placing

announcements in establishments patronized by the possible subjects did not really work,
even when some form of compensation was announced. However when I was introduced
by Latinos, not necessarily from Michoacán, the response improved. One such person
was a Peruvian ex-student of mine who was working as a go-between for the
administration of a factory, while the other was a Mexican priest who assured the
community of my good intentions. I am grateful to both of them.
The question of compensation was originally solved with a monetary contribution
equivalent to one hour minimum wage. Eventually food was seen as a more suitable
attraction. It allowed the subjects to be entertained while the interviews were going on
and created a more relaxed atmosphere.

The subjects who were not taped refused

compensation of any sort.
For my taped interviews I used an Eiki recorder with a plate microphone. The
conditions of the interviews were not necessarily ideal since there were a lot of
interferences from children or other adults and a lot of noises from fans, doors,
compressors etc. The data was nonetheless easy to retrieve in most cases.
III.

Analysis of the data
A. Sociolinguistic profile
a. Migration Patterns: reasons and mode of migration

There is no doubt as to the reason for migration and that is money. It was
interesting to note that self-interest was not the key, rather the well-being of the family.
All the subjects that I interviewed were married or had children and stated clearly that
they wanted to provide a better life for their children. The social networks, within the
villages of origin or within the members of the family, provided support and
encouragement for the migration. It was astounding to hear that husband and wives,
parents and children endure extended periods of separation amounting to years, up to
seven in one case, in order to benefit from the migration. Six of the subjects were legal
immigrants at the time of the interview, having acquired U.S. citizenhip in three cases.
Three of them had not filed immigration papers and in this case last names were not
given. All of the subjects had originally migrated illegally through the services of a
coyote “para cruzar la línea”, i.e. to go over the border and had used bus transportation
to reach their destination, both in Mexico and the U.S. This may have been cheaper and
may have preserved in part their anonimity.
b. Educational background and types of job in Michoacán and in the U.S.
Of the nine informants, three finished high school, with one woman completing a
course to be contadora privada or private accountant, i.e. she was not fully certified and
one man trying to get his GED. The other informants did not go beyond grammar school.
Except for one man who had completed high school and had been factory foreman, they
were all field workers. Several of them complained of the constrictive nature of some
jobs they had to take in the U.S. because they were not used to be in closed environments
for long periods of time.
B. Linguistic Analysis

As explained earlier, the state of Michoacán basically overlaps with what was the
Tarascan empire. The subjects I interviewed emphatically denied any ethnic connection
with Tarascan Indians, although it would have been difficult to ignore their mixed
ancestry, even with a casual glance. All of them were linguistically naïve and, in an
effort to convey the purpose of my research, I told them that I was interested in their state
and their speech patterns. This brought comments that I should buy or borrow books
about Michoacán and was even offered some, but it also brought comments to the effect
that they, i.e. my subjects, spoke normally while the others, i.e. persons of Tarascan
descent, did not. I was advised by an informant to travel to Reading, PA to hear how
poor was their Spanish. I would suspect that Tarascans are seen as lesser members of
society by some Michoacanos, possibly for linguistic reasons and surely for financial
ones or questions of prestige.
a. Language maintenance.
My informants were all born in Michoacán, in their late thirties and in their
fourties, and migrated to Franklin County as adults. Their schooling took place in the
home state and little furthering of their formal education has taken place in the U.S. Two
of them tried to attend night school for English but were discouraged by the obligations
of family life. A third one said that she had not learned anything of use after attending a
school for Hispanics for about a year but acknowledged that she was more interested in
the company of fellow Hispanics. This sort of problem was corroborated by Mr. Mandell
of the Migrant Education Program who can rarely keep adults when his program targets
them. The informants confirmed that they have established a social network comparable
to the compadrazgo system in their original home, hence have minimal contacts with the

English speaking population. They do not seem to have developed a sense of networking
within American parameters, miss coffee shops and town plazas where to find
acquaintances. Communication for friendships, entertaiment and home life take place in
Spanish. All the informants also make trips back to their homeland on a regular basis,
often to help with crop or celebrate a particular family event, and these are great
opportunities for language maintenance. Linguistic performance in English is avoided,
reduced or delegated to children at the place of work. This was the case for a couple
owning a restaurant where their older children take care of lengthier conversations with
clients. Sometimes an industry will employ a translator, which was the function of my
Peruvian student.
The phonetic features for the Spanish of the informants correspond to many of
those outlined by Lipsky (1994) for Central Mexico and Mexico in general, and by Lope
Blanch (1979). Here are some examples:
1. reduction and elision of unstressed vowels, resulting at times in extreme
consonantism:
n in initial position with the combination es-: (e)staba, (e)sta; exactamente =
/sactamente/ which also show reduction of the consonantic group /ks/;
n internally when in vocalic groups: a(ho)rita; cu(a)renta;
n in final position for /o/: puebl(o), espos(o), mied(o); viv(o); carrit(o);
n

final /o/ is at times realized as /u/. Swadesh (1969) mentions free variation
between /o/ and /u/ in Tarascan.

n with the combination –es in final position, the /e/ is reduced or lost:
habitant(e)s; Los Ángel(e)s;

2. reduction of the /e/ in combination with /s/ in stressed position: pu(e)s;
reduction of the combination –ue- to /o/: pues = /pos/. I have chosen to
present both realization under the same rubric since the same word was
affected, a polimorphism that could be found within the same speakers. Word
position or function in the sentence did not seem to be the reason for the
realization.
3. maintenance of final /s/ that is slightly aspirated.
4. several instances of the fricative /š/ instead of affricate /c/: /šika/, /ešamos/,
/manšita/, /mišoakaΝ/.
5. a few instances of syllable final /r/ was trilled in emphasized words or before a
pause: por, garbanzos. Trilled and flapped /r/ followed generally the norm in
other instances.
Some of the features are not considered as specific from Central Mexico and Mexico
overall but are consistent throughout the data:
1. reduction and elimination of the intervocalic /d/: na(d)a; conta(d)ora.
2. velarization of the final /n/: /micoakaΝ/; /rasoΝ/. This is considered as a
feature of the Yucatan, Caribbean and Pacific. Michoacán is techically a
Pacific state but the informants come from an area far removed from the coast.
3. syllable losses common in several rural areas of the Hispanic world or as rapid
speech phenomenon: pa(ra) (a)lla, /paja/; na(da) más, /namas/.
At the phonological level, two characteristics are common among the subjects:
1. lengthening of the stressed syllables;
2. pitch raising at the end of sentences that seems to function as a tag.

The morpho-syntactic features in the data are standard Mexican and are
corroborated in Lipsky (1994) and Lope Blanch (1983):
1. use of no más with the meaning of “only” or “just” as in para platicar no más
/ just to chat.
2. use of puro/a as a restrictive adjective with the meaning of “only”: pura gente
que hablaba inglés / only English speakers.
3. use of mero, and mero mero for emphasis, with the meaning of “right” or
“just” as in en el mero pueblo, allá mero mero / just in the village, right there.
4. the simple preterit is used for actions totally finished in the past, i.e. perfected:
estudié primaria y me gradué de contadora privada / I finished grammar
school and graduated as a private accountant; de la línea para acá, nos
vinimos en autobus / from the border here, we came by bus.
5. the only forms for the imperfect subjunctive are those in –ra:

quisiera,

supiera, probara.
The lexicon of the informants does not present exceptional features that would
reflect their state of origin. One informant used terms that are neither attested in the
literature nor in the dictionaries that I consulted:
1. terracería. The word was repeated several times with the meaning of “road”:
esta parte de la terracería que nos conducía a Puruándiro, ya está
pavimentada / that part of the road that was leading us to Puruandiro, it is now
paved.

2. tiempo de aguas. The speaker used the expression once to mean “times of
rain” which is generally tiempo de lluvia(s): la mayor parte de la gente
siembra en tiempo de aguas / most people sow in times of rain.
Another informant used a non-attested expression that may be rural in origin. The
Hispanics that were consulted as to the validity of the expression understood its meaning
but would have made a different semantic choice.
3. tengo un tiempecito, meaning “I have spent some time”, an expression that is
usually realized as llevo (algún) un tiempo, at least in the norma culta.

The

expression was seen as rural by my informants.
The three outlined terms would have to be corroborated, locally in Michoacán, with
additional tokens.
b. Language adaptation
1. English does not seem to have affected the Spanish pronunciation of these
informants. I noted only one word with one subject that could have had a
Spanish equivalent yet was pronounced with English phonology, the word
“bus” that was pronounced as /bςs/. American states and names of places
within the U.S. were said with an approximation of English phonology.
Finally, “GED” was realized as /jii∆i/, another approximation of the English
pronunciation.
2. Morpho-syntatic adaptations could not be found in the data.
3. No words were coined by the informants and the data does not evidence
loanwords, except for GED, a concept that does not pertain to the Mexican
school system.

IV. Conclusion
The analysis of the data confirms the title of my article.
Michoacanos in South Central Pennsylvia do live in a wilderness.

First generation
Their lack of

meaningful communication with the English speaking society around them contributes to
their language maintenance and the quasi non-existant used of loan words that would
indicate some participation in their new environment. Again, these are first generation
migrants who have received little or no schooling in English and have little or no interest
in actively pursuing schooling in this country. They do comment that this is the reason
for their isolation and make a point to integrate better their children. This population will
be of great interest for further study.

APPENDIX I

QUESTIONNAIRE
CUESTIONARIO

1. ¿De dónde es ud.? Dé una descripción de su pueblo, dando su nombre así como el
del municipio y del estado. Where are you from? Give a description of your
hometown, giving its name as well as that of the county and state.
2. ¿Cuántos años tiene ud.? How old are you?

3. ¿Está casado? ¿Cuándo se casó y dónde? ¿Tiene hijos? Are you married? When did
you get married and where? Do you have any children?
4. ¿Qué escuela atendió en su tierra? What kind of school did you go to in your
homeland?
5. ¿Por qué se vino para los EEUU? ¿Cómo llegó acá y cuánto tiempo se va a quedar
aquí? Why did you come to the US? How did you get here and how long will you
stay?
6. ¿Qué nivel de educación quiere ud lograr aquí? What level of education you hope to
get here?

7. ¿Qué costumbres de su tierra echa de menos y cuáles le parecen raras de aquí? What
customs of your country do you miss and which ones of here seem strange to you?
8. ¿Qué relaciones tiene con la gente de aquí (el jefe, los vecinos, los tenderos etc)?
What relations do you have with people here (boss, neighbors, shopkeepers etc)?
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Pablita Velarde was born and raised in 1918 in the Santa Clara Pueblo in New Mexico.
At birth she was called Tse Tsan, which means “golden dawn” and as a child she spoke only the
Tewa language of the Pueblo (Batkin). She was sent to St. Catherine’s Indian School in Santa Fe,
and there was given the name Pablita Velarde. She grew up in the traditional cultural way of the
Pueblo people and began success as a painter at a young age in a time where it was considered
inappropriate in her culture for a woman to paint. Throughout her life she has witnessed the
traditional rituals and aspects of her culture slowly fade into the modernized world. She has
based her career on trying to preserve and record the history and customs of her people through
her paintings. This essay will examine one of her paintings, Koshares of Taos, specifically
looking at its attributes through Formalism, Iconography, Marxism, Feminism, Autobiography
and Biography, Psychoanalysis, and finally, Semiotics.
Formalism is the study of art through characteristics which can be described as formal
elements. These elements include aspects such as line, shape, space, color, light and dark. Each
piece of art has composition, mass or volume, specific uses of color and style. All of these
aspects come together in Formalism to form the aesthetics of the work, which is what gives a
piece of art its appeal. The way that all of these characteristics are used together, and the way
that the artist chooses to use them is what gives a piece of art its emotion and overall style. The
possibilities for different combinations are limitless. Roger Fry believed that the appeal of art
came solely from the aesthetic appeal of a piece, having nothing to do with the artist or culture
that created it. Fry’s ideas were similar to the beliefs of Immanuel Kant who taught that it is not
the conceptual ideas that draw people to a work of art; the appeal is purely an aesthetic
experience. Kant’s ideas were revolutionary and extremely important because it was a way that
people could look at a piece of art, and study it without bias (Adams).
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Pablita Velarde’s Koshares of Taos is a small easel painting done in watercolor on paper.
In her later work Velarde began to experiment with different materials in her work. Eventually
she used a technique using natural pigments she produced herself by collecting rocks and
minerals near her home, grinding them up into a fine powder and mixing them with a binder of
glue and water (Gale Group). (This is a technique that is similar to that used by Early Renaissance
fresco painters.)
The scene depicts a celebration of the Pueblo people, and the composition is divided
horizontally in thirds. The center of the composition features the foreground, a large pole
extending into the air and people dressed in costume surrounding it and climbing on it. At the top
of the pole are what seem to be a dead animal, and a sack of some sort, and perhaps a canteen.
The middle ground and the background feature a crowd of people all facing the center pole,
participating or viewing the activity there. Everyone that is not in costume is accurately clothed
in everyday dress in the style of the Pueblo people. Velarde went into great detail in the portrayal
of the people going so far as to have incorporated the custom patterning on the clothing even far
off into the background. This is a delicate feature making it easy to identify the characters as
Native American, giving the painting a great sense of naturalism.
In the background, on either far end of the composition are tall Pueblo homes featuring
many layers, or stacks, where people are depicted on many of the roof terraces. This architecture
is an important characteristic of the traditional Pueblo tribes. A small river cuts diagonally
through the middle ground extending to the near center of the painting. Velarde incorporates
great detail into the depiction of the people, however the landscape is extremely simplistic
featuring a blank white background. The ground has no texture, nor does the river or bushes.
There is minimal, if any shading, and none of the characters have cast shadows.
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The work is two-dimensional but does carry a sense of perspective with the vanishing
point in the center. Her figures become smaller as the viewer moves further into the background,
and there is a sense of atmospheric perspective due to the slight haziness or lightness of the
structure featured in the far distant background. She uses a strong sense of outline, and combines
bold, flat colors mostly comprised of earth tones. Looking at the painting, one can sense a strong
cultural presence due to the color scheme and unfamiliar festivities. Viewing the work, one feels
as though they themselves are part of the crowd gathered around the center in witness of the
event. It is quite remarkable how Velarde made it possible for the viewer to be incorporated into
the image, it makes one feel that they can relate to what is going on even though they may not be
familiar with the celebration.
Iconography is the way that an artist tells a story through imagery, and the story that it
tells. The formal qualities are less important in an iconographic study than they would be in a
formalist look at a work. Formalism focuses on the aesthetic appeal of a work of art and gives
little though to conceptual interpretations. Iconographic studies however focus on the content or
conceptual interpretation more so than the aesthetic qualities. Erwin Panofsky, a leading member
of the Warburg Institute, developed a method composed of three levels for looking at works of
art iconographically. The first level is the “pre-iconographic” or “level of primary, or natural,
subject matter.” The secondary level is the “level of convention and precedent,” and at the third
level one looks at “the intrinsic meaning of the image” (Adams). Let us examine Koshares of Taos
using Panofsky’s iconographic method.
On the first level, the “level of primary or natural subject matter,” the painting depicts of
an event involving many people in some sort of unique landscape. The center of the composition
is the focus and foreground of the image. Here there is a pole jutting from the ground with dead
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animals hanging from the top. Climbing up it and dancing around this pole is people whose
bodies are covered in stripes and some of them are wearing hats which seem to feature insect
antennas. In the background, a crowd watches the activity around the pole, and many of these
people are standing large mountain-like architectural structures.
On the second level, the “level of convention and precedent,” the viewer identifies this
gathering as a celebration of the winter solstice of the Pueblo Native American People. The
landscape is that of the Southwest United States, perhaps in Arizona or New Mexico. Looking
further, one notes that this particular area is Taos Pueblo, a Pueblo village located in northcentral New Mexico. It is the northernmost of the surviving Pueblo communities where “Great
houses,’ multifamily dwellings, stand on either side of Taos Creek, rising in a stepped fashion to
form a series of roof terraces. The houses border a plaza that opens toward the neighboring
mountains. The plaza and roof terraces are centers of communal life and ceremony” (Stokstad).
The image depicts a moment during the ceremony of the celebration of the winter solstice
where villagers dressed as clowns called koshares, take control of the plaza from the kachinas.
Kachinas are sacred natural entities such as “the supernatural counterparts of animals, natural
phenomena like clouds, and geological features like mountains.” These entities are central to
traditional Pueblo religious beliefs. Kachinas become “manifest in the human dancers who
impersonate them during the winter solstice ceremony, as well as in the small figures know as
kachina dolls that are given to small children” (Stokstad).
To study the painting on the third level of iconographic study, the level of “inherent
meaning,” one would need to do a great amount of research into various sources. The third level
takes into account all sorts of aspects that may have somehow influenced the artist’s intent. One
must look at the culture, events taking place at the time, the artist’s style and previous works,
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diaries or journals, and the symbolism that might be found in the artist’s work. This level takes a
great deal of time to research, and there really is no limit as to how much one could learn about a
painting. Especially relating specifically to this third level of study is the idea or study of
iconology, which means “the science of imagery.” The scholar Sir Ernst Gombrich described the
difference between iconography and iconology. His ideas were that “iconology…involves the
reconstruction of an entire program, and therefore encompasses more than a single text.
It is contained within a context which includes a cultural as well as an artistic setting” (Adams).
An expansion of iconography to include cultural context is definitely evident in Marxism.
The purpose of Marxist art is to have some sort of political or economic role in society. It is
against “art for art’s sake” and the idea of art for the sole purpose of aesthetic pleasure. In this
way Marxism is viewed as a reaction against Formalism by many historians. Karl Marx argued
that formalist art “failed to account for moral, social, and economic factors in the making and
selling of art” (Adams). He felt art that was created for the pleasure of the bourgeoisie alienated
the work, turning the artist into just another employee working for a product. The German
playwright Brecht believed that “imagery…had a moral obligation to convey a social message”
(Adams). Velarde portrays a strong cultural and social message in all of her paintings, as their
common theme is the traditional past of the Pueblo people derived from her memory. The
message lies in the fact that this way of life has been rapidly disappearing as the new Pueblo
generations become more and more modernized.
Velarde began painting in the 1930’s when her teacher at the Santa Fe Indian School,
Dorothy Dunn, strongly encouraged her students to paint. Dorothy Dunn was a leader in the
movement during this time of Anglo-American art teachers and dealers who “worked with
Native Americans of the Southwest to create a distinctive, stereotypical ‘Indian’ style in several
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mediums…to appeal to tourists and collectors” (Stokstad). This may be viewed in the Marxist
sense as the Anglo-American bourgeoisie directing the hands of the Native American people for
their own benefit. Dunn urged her students to “create a painting style that combined the outline
drawing and flat color, the decorative qualities of Art Deco, and the ‘Indian’ subject matter”
(Stokstad). Velarde used this painting style as she was taught, but did not create her paintings
merely for profit. In an interview with the artist conducted by Sally Hyer for the Art Journal,
Spring of 94 issue, Velarde comments on where she gets her subject matter for her work:
“The world of the past is not there anymore. There is a whole different atmosphere. The young
kids don’t even realize that it used to be like it is in my paintings because they’ve never gone through it.
The older ones still have a sense of what was, but they don’t talk about it. There is a big gap there: the
young don’t understand the old ways. All they know now is what they are being taught by the now-elders,
who are not as well-informed as the old, old ones. They are too modernized. A lot of children don’t even
understand their native language, Tewa. Now they have bilingual classes as Santa Clara to teach them how
to talk Tewa!...
…That is why I do quite a lot of “memory paintings.” Young people don’t think that it used to
happen this way…That is the thing that is missing now. Everybody has ‘gone modern.’ They don’t walk;
they ride cars or pickup trucks. Kids have all the store-bought toys; they don’t make their own. They don’t
invent their own games. Things have just changed. The only thing that is still going strong are the
dances…Santa Clara in the past that I knew is not there anymore…I don’t feel like it is home anymore”
(Hyer).

Velarde’s work can also be viewed as having a Marxist point of view because she is
recording her history, the history of a disappearing culture that is suffering in its traditions due to
the condition of the consumer-based, materialized, modernized American society. Her subject
matter deals with cultural, economic, and social change that had been going on with the Pueblo
people. These changes began “drastically after World War II, when Los Alamos Laboratories
opened nearby, hastening the Pueblo’s entrance into the national economy” (Hyer). Velarde
attempts to preserve the traditional and historical culture of her people through her work.
Feminism in art is similar to Marxism in that it too is against simply the aesthetic appeal
of art; rather Feminists believe that “gender is an essential element in understanding the creation,
content, and evaluation of art” (Adams). They also believe that art is strongly tied to culture and
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that in most cultures women were oppressed in the world of art. Feminist argue the fact that the
women usually have been portrayed in a passive or negative way throughout history, and the fact
that art has been such a male-dominated world throughout history. Women have not been given
the credit they deserve for their contribution for the growth of art worldwide being both artists
themselves, as well as patrons. The issue has also been brought up that while the “fine arts” may
have always been male-dominated, women have made tremendous contributions as well as
mastered the creation of crafts. Some feminists believe that crafts should be just as respected as
fine arts. They believe that “crafts have been denigrated because of their association with
women” (Adams).
Pablita Velarde is and always has been a feminist, believing strongly in the power and
capabilities of women. In fact, when she was a young single girl she built her own house. No
woman had ever built a house before because it was considered men’s work (Hyer). She and her
sister were the fist female art students at the Santa Fe Indian School which she attended as a
child. Despite vicious taunting from the boys as school and lack of support from her own father
as well as her community, Velarde pursued her passion for art. In 1960, she released her book,
Old Father the Storyteller, and became the first Pueblo woman to be published (Batkin). Velarde
said in an interview “I’ve set examples for women in one way or another. Just by doing it and not
caring what anybody said to me about it” (Hyer). She has been deemed by historians as “the preeminent female artist from the second generation of American Indian painters,” and she was one
of the first Pueblo women to pursue a career as an easel painter. The few Pueblo women who had
gained public recognition for their art at that time were potters (Gale Group).
Through determination and individuality she persevered during a time where cultural
attitudes and social pressures discouraged women from becoming painters; it was considered
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inappropriate. She has said “painting was not considered woman’s work in my time. A woman
was supposed to just be a woman, like a housewife and mother and chief cook. Those were the
things I wasn’t interested in” (Batkin). Her subjects illustrate the dance ceremonies she
participated in, the stories she heard as a child, and the more routine tasks of everyday life such
as selling pottery and paintings—all from the female perspective (Gale Group).
There are many elements that contribute to autobiographic or biographic art, as well as
many different ways that people can portray themselves. A simple signature tells very much
about the artists, for one thing it claims the work of art as their own. A signature is the most
authentic mark an artist can make. Other ways that biographies or autobiographies are created is
by looking at the style of a painting, and the imagery depicted. One of the most evident forms of
autobiography is self portraits (Adams).
As stated before, Pablita Velarde was born and raised in the Santa Clara Pueblo in New
Mexico. She is Native American, part of the Pueblo people. Pueblo means “village dwelling,”
and “…the Pueblo groups are heirs to the ancient Anasazi and Hohokam cultures, which have
developed a settled, agricultural way of life around 550 C.E.” (Stokstad). Their communities are
intensely independent and share a strong sense of community. Velarde’s life has been guided by
the values and ideas held by the Pueblo, and strongly influenced through growing up in this
culture. Speaking of her childhood home, Santa Clara, she has said “the cultural life is always
around you there. You just automatically learn it. You hear it, you see it, you feel it, you do it”
(Batkin).
Her young life was marked by tragedies that were common in the Pueblo world. Her
three brothers died of influenza and she lost her mother to tuberculosis at the age of five. Pablita
and her sister Jane were struck blind due to eye infections; however they were cured by their
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grandmother, who was a healer of the community. When Pablita was six years old she was sent
to Catholic boarding school in Santa Fe, and she later transferred to the Santa Fe Indian School.
This was where she met Dorothy Dunn, and began to paint. Later in life she credited Native
American painter Tonita Pena as her greatest influence and inspiration to pursue art. Pena was
the first Native American woman to gain any sort of recognition as a painter (Batkin).
By the time Velarde graduated from high school in 1936, her paintings had been
exhibited in Chicago, Washington D.C., and New Mexico. In 1939, she and several of her
contemporaries were commissioned to paint murals for the façade and entry of the Maisel
Trading Post in Albuquerque, New Mexico. At the age of 20, Velarde was hired as an artist-inresidence at Bandelier National Monument, where she produced a large collection of paintings
portraying scenes from everyday, traditional Pueblo Indian life. She worked at Bandelier for two
different appointments completing 84 paintings between 1939 and 1948 as part of a Works
Progress Administration project.
Autobiography is a predominant feature of Velarde’s work. She does not necessarily
depict herself in her images, but her paintings are comprised of her memories and events of her
life. Her subject matter is not only a representation of her own personal life, but includes and
focuses on the story and traditions of her culture. Talking about her work, Velarde points out that
she wants to pass on:
“…some of [her] own expertise and some of [her] learning and [her] own feeling so that the people of the
future, if they ever hear of me or read something about me, [they will] know that it’s something that comes
from my heart and from my own belief that I have accepted because the ancestors have taught it. I think
that I have accomplished what God put me here on earth for. I’m satisfied with the work that I have done so
far and this is the way I want to leave my world when I go back to Sandy Lake and become a Cloud person.
I want the earth to remember me through my work” (Hyer).

Psychoanalysis is another theory that can be applied to arts and artists. This approach
deals with the “unconscious significance of works of art.” In order to study art in this way it is
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important to look at the art, the artist, the response of the viewer, and the cultural context. Most
of the study is based on psychological developments as seen in the art. Psychoanalysis is similar
to art history in that they are “both concerned with the power of images and their symbolic
meaning, with the process and products of creativity, and with history” (Adams). Both are mostly
based on interpreting imagery.
This applies to the work of Pablita Velarde because in her work she uses imagery to
interpret and represent history. The reason that she chooses this as her predominant subject
matter is because of her extreme feelings of loss in her cultural identity. She has a simplistic style,
which in Koshares of Taos is exemplified through lack of shading, depth, and texture. Perhaps
this is a subconscious representation of her feelings of emptiness and sorrow. It is depicted so
flat because it represents a memory, something that no longer exists in reality. Perhaps the reason
that none of the figures are featured with shadows is because they represent what once was,
rather than the present, almost like spirits. They might be the depiction of the spirit of the
traditional people that is fading from contemporary times.
Continuing with Psychoanalysis, Freud focused on the mental aspect of art, studying
imagery of dreams as well as art to be related to “subconscious” desires and emotions, desires
that people may not even be aware that they are expressing. He felt that memories, dreams, and
fantasies were directly linked to our childhood experiences. Freud believed that people
developed in stages mentally just as they do physically, and our experiences during these
different stages have direct results on how we develop, though we may not be aware of it (Adams).
It is interesting that Freud believes that as adults, we are shaped through are childhood
experiences because Velarde focuses on childhood memories as the subject matter for her
paintings (Gale Group). She mourns the fact that her culture has changed so much due to the
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changing, modernized world. All of this stems from her attachment to her experiences growing
up in the Pueblo community, her experiences at a young age. Also, perhaps it was her temporary
loss of sight that she experienced as a child, combined with her commitment to preserving the
Pueblo cultural traditions that she knew as a child, that first kindled Velarde’s desire to become
an artistic observer and recorder of the world around her.
Like Freud, D.W. Winnicott also believed that human development began at childhood,
and based upon the experiences that one has as a child affects the sort of adult that they will turn
out to be. He felt that all of art has transitional aspects, and in life humans constantly have
transitional objects. In religious art there is a transition from the medium to the spirit. Art is
created as a form of worship, and sometimes to be worshipped. It is not the medium that is
worshipped, but what it becomes to be or represent (Adams). Koshares of Taos is a depiction of a
ceremony where Pueblo people act as transitional objects to their sacred entities. This painting is
a transitional object to the memory of that event. Velarde uses all of her paintings as transitional
objects to the Pueblo traditional past.
Semiotics “assumes that cultures and cultural expressions such as language, art, music,
and film are composed of signs, and that each sign has a meaning beyond, and only beyond, it’s
literal self” (Adams). Structuralism, Post-Structuralism, and Deconstruction are each a type of
semiotics. Structuralism began as a reaction against Marxism and existentialism in the 1950s in
France. Structuralists minimized the role of the author, focusing mostly on the conceptually
formed ideas related through signs, symbols, or imagery, regardless of who the creator was. They
were searching for some sort of universal language. Ferdinand de Saussure developed “structural
linguistics” where he focused on relationships between the signifier and signified in language.
“The signifier is the sounded or written element of the word, and the signified is the word’s
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conceptual element” (Adams). He believed that there was no logical connection between imagery
and meanings, to signifier and signified. Structuralists believed that signs represented some sort
of reality.
In the late 1960s, Post-Structuralists emerged, who “deemphasized the ‘Author’ even
more” (Adams). Roland Barthes, after much research and intense study into the science of signs,
came up with the idea that perhaps signs, images, etc., instead of representing a reality, they
themselves were some sort of reality. The author, painter, or photographer cannot claim these
things as their own, as their creation, because they themselves were independent entities. The
artist simply made possible what was somehow already there.
The French philosopher Jacques Derrida became the man most associated with the idea
of Deconstruction. “Whereas the Structuralists tried to construct systems intended to uncover the
universal order or cultural expressions, Derrida deconstructs them” (Adams). He developed a
system so that one may tell if there is any truth in any image or painting, then it will have four
specific traits he said. The first trait is that the image has to look like a painting without illusion
of reality in order to offer truth. The second trait is that the image must be a good representation
of the truth. The third trait is that a painting must be pictorial; it can not have words or be the
illusion of reality. The fourth trait is “truth in the order of painting, then and on the subject of
painting, not only as regards the pictorial presentation or representation of truth” (Adams).
According to Derrida’s system, Velarde’s painting possesses some characteristics of truth,
but not all. In response to the first trait, Velarde’s use of bold, flat colors, outlined shapes, and a
simplified atmosphere one can tell that this is a painting. Her painting depicts a sacred, almost
religious ceremony where people are celebrating their beliefs, their truth. In that aspect this
painting could be viewed as a good representation of truth. It was a true event that really took
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place, however since it is an interpretation of the event, and not the actual event itself, since it
represents an actual event of reality and everyday life, Koshares of Taos does not express
Derrida’s third trait, which specifically states that a painting can not be the illusion of reality.
Therefore, because it does not hold all four traits, according to Derrida, Koshares of Taos does
not offer truth.
In conclusion, this paper has examined Koshares of Taos, a work of Native American
artist Pablita Velarde. Seven theories have been applied to the study of this piece including
Formalism, Iconography, Marxism, Feminism, Psychoanalysis, Autobiography and Biography,
and finally Semiotics. Overall, Pablita Velarde is a strong woman, a gifted artist, and a
preservationist. Through her own determination as well as devotion to her passion and culture,
she managed to overcome the many barriers that lay in the way of her dream, only to achieve
tremendous success.
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Pablita Velarde was born and raised in 1918 in the Santa Clara Pueblo in New Mexico.
At birth she was called Tse Tsan, which means “golden dawn” and as a child she spoke only the
Tewa language of the Pueblo (Batkin). She was sent to St. Catherine’s Indian School in Santa Fe,
and there was given the name Pablita Velarde. She grew up in the traditional cultural way of the
Pueblo people and began success as a painter at a young age in a time where it was considered
inappropriate in her culture for a woman to paint. Throughout her life she has witnessed the
traditional rituals and aspects of her culture slowly fade into the modernized world. She has
based her career on trying to preserve and record the history and customs of her people through
her paintings. This essay will examine one of her paintings, Koshares of Taos, specifically
looking at its attributes through Formalism, Iconography, Marxism, Feminism, Autobiography
and Biography, Psychoanalysis, and finally, Semiotics.
Formalism is the study of art through characteristics which can be described as formal
elements. These elements include aspects such as line, shape, space, color, light and dark. Each
piece of art has composition, mass or volume, specific uses of color and style. All of these
aspects come together in Formalism to form the aesthetics of the work, which is what gives a
piece of art its appeal. The way that all of these characteristics are used together, and the way
that the artist chooses to use them is what gives a piece of art its emotion and overall style. The
possibilities for different combinations are limitless. Roger Fry believed that the appeal of art
came solely from the aesthetic appeal of a piece, having nothing to do with the artist or culture
that created it. Fry’s ideas were similar to the beliefs of Immanuel Kant who taught that it is not
the conceptual ideas that draw people to a work of art; the appeal is purely an aesthetic
experience. Kant’s ideas were revolutionary and extremely important because it was a way that
people could look at a piece of art, and study it without bias (Adams).
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Pablita Velarde’s Koshares of Taos is a small easel painting done in watercolor on paper.
In her later work Velarde began to experiment with different materials in her work. Eventually
she used a technique using natural pigments she produced herself by collecting rocks and
minerals near her home, grinding them up into a fine powder and mixing them with a binder of
glue and water (Gale Group). (This is a technique that is similar to that used by Early Renaissance
fresco painters.)
The scene depicts a celebration of the Pueblo people, and the composition is divided
horizontally in thirds. The center of the composition features the foreground, a large pole
extending into the air and people dressed in costume surrounding it and climbing on it. At the top
of the pole are what seem to be a dead animal, and a sack of some sort, and perhaps a canteen.
The middle ground and the background feature a crowd of people all facing the center pole,
participating or viewing the activity there. Everyone that is not in costume is accurately clothed
in everyday dress in the style of the Pueblo people. Velarde went into great detail in the portrayal
of the people going so far as to have incorporated the custom patterning on the clothing even far
off into the background. This is a delicate feature making it easy to identify the characters as
Native American, giving the painting a great sense of naturalism.
In the background, on either far end of the composition are tall Pueblo homes featuring
many layers, or stacks, where people are depicted on many of the roof terraces. This architecture
is an important characteristic of the traditional Pueblo tribes. A small river cuts diagonally
through the middle ground extending to the near center of the painting. Velarde incorporates
great detail into the depiction of the people, however the landscape is extremely simplistic
featuring a blank white background. The ground has no texture, nor does the river or bushes.
There is minimal, if any shading, and none of the characters have cast shadows.
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The work is two-dimensional but does carry a sense of perspective with the vanishing
point in the center. Her figures become smaller as the viewer moves further into the background,
and there is a sense of atmospheric perspective due to the slight haziness or lightness of the
structure featured in the far distant background. She uses a strong sense of outline, and combines
bold, flat colors mostly comprised of earth tones. Looking at the painting, one can sense a strong
cultural presence due to the color scheme and unfamiliar festivities. Viewing the work, one feels
as though they themselves are part of the crowd gathered around the center in witness of the
event. It is quite remarkable how Velarde made it possible for the viewer to be incorporated into
the image, it makes one feel that they can relate to what is going on even though they may not be
familiar with the celebration.
Iconography is the way that an artist tells a story through imagery, and the story that it
tells. The formal qualities are less important in an iconographic study than they would be in a
formalist look at a work. Formalism focuses on the aesthetic appeal of a work of art and gives
little though to conceptual interpretations. Iconographic studies however focus on the content or
conceptual interpretation more so than the aesthetic qualities. Erwin Panofsky, a leading member
of the Warburg Institute, developed a method composed of three levels for looking at works of
art iconographically. The first level is the “pre-iconographic” or “level of primary, or natural,
subject matter.” The secondary level is the “level of convention and precedent,” and at the third
level one looks at “the intrinsic meaning of the image” (Adams). Let us examine Koshares of Taos
using Panofsky’s iconographic method.
On the first level, the “level of primary or natural subject matter,” the painting depicts of
an event involving many people in some sort of unique landscape. The center of the composition
is the focus and foreground of the image. Here there is a pole jutting from the ground with dead
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animals hanging from the top. Climbing up it and dancing around this pole is people whose
bodies are covered in stripes and some of them are wearing hats which seem to feature insect
antennas. In the background, a crowd watches the activity around the pole, and many of these
people are standing large mountain-like architectural structures.
On the second level, the “level of convention and precedent,” the viewer identifies this
gathering as a celebration of the winter solstice of the Pueblo Native American People. The
landscape is that of the Southwest United States, perhaps in Arizona or New Mexico. Looking
further, one notes that this particular area is Taos Pueblo, a Pueblo village located in northcentral New Mexico. It is the northernmost of the surviving Pueblo communities where “Great
houses,’ multifamily dwellings, stand on either side of Taos Creek, rising in a stepped fashion to
form a series of roof terraces. The houses border a plaza that opens toward the neighboring
mountains. The plaza and roof terraces are centers of communal life and ceremony” (Stokstad).
The image depicts a moment during the ceremony of the celebration of the winter solstice
where villagers dressed as clowns called koshares, take control of the plaza from the kachinas.
Kachinas are sacred natural entities such as “the supernatural counterparts of animals, natural
phenomena like clouds, and geological features like mountains.” These entities are central to
traditional Pueblo religious beliefs. Kachinas become “manifest in the human dancers who
impersonate them during the winter solstice ceremony, as well as in the small figures know as
kachina dolls that are given to small children” (Stokstad).
To study the painting on the third level of iconographic study, the level of “inherent
meaning,” one would need to do a great amount of research into various sources. The third level
takes into account all sorts of aspects that may have somehow influenced the artist’s intent. One
must look at the culture, events taking place at the time, the artist’s style and previous works,
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diaries or journals, and the symbolism that might be found in the artist’s work. This level takes a
great deal of time to research, and there really is no limit as to how much one could learn about a
painting. Especially relating specifically to this third level of study is the idea or study of
iconology, which means “the science of imagery.” The scholar Sir Ernst Gombrich described the
difference between iconography and iconology. His ideas were that “iconology…involves the
reconstruction of an entire program, and therefore encompasses more than a single text.
It is contained within a context which includes a cultural as well as an artistic setting” (Adams).
An expansion of iconography to include cultural context is definitely evident in Marxism.
The purpose of Marxist art is to have some sort of political or economic role in society. It is
against “art for art’s sake” and the idea of art for the sole purpose of aesthetic pleasure. In this
way Marxism is viewed as a reaction against Formalism by many historians. Karl Marx argued
that formalist art “failed to account for moral, social, and economic factors in the making and
selling of art” (Adams). He felt art that was created for the pleasure of the bourgeoisie alienated
the work, turning the artist into just another employee working for a product. The German
playwright Brecht believed that “imagery…had a moral obligation to convey a social message”
(Adams). Velarde portrays a strong cultural and social message in all of her paintings, as their
common theme is the traditional past of the Pueblo people derived from her memory. The
message lies in the fact that this way of life has been rapidly disappearing as the new Pueblo
generations become more and more modernized.
Velarde began painting in the 1930’s when her teacher at the Santa Fe Indian School,
Dorothy Dunn, strongly encouraged her students to paint. Dorothy Dunn was a leader in the
movement during this time of Anglo-American art teachers and dealers who “worked with
Native Americans of the Southwest to create a distinctive, stereotypical ‘Indian’ style in several
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mediums…to appeal to tourists and collectors” (Stokstad). This may be viewed in the Marxist
sense as the Anglo-American bourgeoisie directing the hands of the Native American people for
their own benefit. Dunn urged her students to “create a painting style that combined the outline
drawing and flat color, the decorative qualities of Art Deco, and the ‘Indian’ subject matter”
(Stokstad). Velarde used this painting style as she was taught, but did not create her paintings
merely for profit. In an interview with the artist conducted by Sally Hyer for the Art Journal,
Spring of 94 issue, Velarde comments on where she gets her subject matter for her work:
“The world of the past is not there anymore. There is a whole different atmosphere. The young
kids don’t even realize that it used to be like it is in my paintings because they’ve never gone through it.
The older ones still have a sense of what was, but they don’t talk about it. There is a big gap there: the
young don’t understand the old ways. All they know now is what they are being taught by the now-elders,
who are not as well-informed as the old, old ones. They are too modernized. A lot of children don’t even
understand their native language, Tewa. Now they have bilingual classes as Santa Clara to teach them how
to talk Tewa!...
…That is why I do quite a lot of “memory paintings.” Young people don’t think that it used to
happen this way…That is the thing that is missing now. Everybody has ‘gone modern.’ They don’t walk;
they ride cars or pickup trucks. Kids have all the store-bought toys; they don’t make their own. They don’t
invent their own games. Things have just changed. The only thing that is still going strong are the
dances…Santa Clara in the past that I knew is not there anymore…I don’t feel like it is home anymore”
(Hyer).

Velarde’s work can also be viewed as having a Marxist point of view because she is
recording her history, the history of a disappearing culture that is suffering in its traditions due to
the condition of the consumer-based, materialized, modernized American society. Her subject
matter deals with cultural, economic, and social change that had been going on with the Pueblo
people. These changes began “drastically after World War II, when Los Alamos Laboratories
opened nearby, hastening the Pueblo’s entrance into the national economy” (Hyer). Velarde
attempts to preserve the traditional and historical culture of her people through her work.
Feminism in art is similar to Marxism in that it too is against simply the aesthetic appeal
of art; rather Feminists believe that “gender is an essential element in understanding the creation,
content, and evaluation of art” (Adams). They also believe that art is strongly tied to culture and
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that in most cultures women were oppressed in the world of art. Feminist argue the fact that the
women usually have been portrayed in a passive or negative way throughout history, and the fact
that art has been such a male-dominated world throughout history. Women have not been given
the credit they deserve for their contribution for the growth of art worldwide being both artists
themselves, as well as patrons. The issue has also been brought up that while the “fine arts” may
have always been male-dominated, women have made tremendous contributions as well as
mastered the creation of crafts. Some feminists believe that crafts should be just as respected as
fine arts. They believe that “crafts have been denigrated because of their association with
women” (Adams).
Pablita Velarde is and always has been a feminist, believing strongly in the power and
capabilities of women. In fact, when she was a young single girl she built her own house. No
woman had ever built a house before because it was considered men’s work (Hyer). She and her
sister were the fist female art students at the Santa Fe Indian School which she attended as a
child. Despite vicious taunting from the boys as school and lack of support from her own father
as well as her community, Velarde pursued her passion for art. In 1960, she released her book,
Old Father the Storyteller, and became the first Pueblo woman to be published (Batkin). Velarde
said in an interview “I’ve set examples for women in one way or another. Just by doing it and not
caring what anybody said to me about it” (Hyer). She has been deemed by historians as “the preeminent female artist from the second generation of American Indian painters,” and she was one
of the first Pueblo women to pursue a career as an easel painter. The few Pueblo women who had
gained public recognition for their art at that time were potters (Gale Group).
Through determination and individuality she persevered during a time where cultural
attitudes and social pressures discouraged women from becoming painters; it was considered
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inappropriate. She has said “painting was not considered woman’s work in my time. A woman
was supposed to just be a woman, like a housewife and mother and chief cook. Those were the
things I wasn’t interested in” (Batkin). Her subjects illustrate the dance ceremonies she
participated in, the stories she heard as a child, and the more routine tasks of everyday life such
as selling pottery and paintings—all from the female perspective (Gale Group).
There are many elements that contribute to autobiographic or biographic art, as well as
many different ways that people can portray themselves. A simple signature tells very much
about the artists, for one thing it claims the work of art as their own. A signature is the most
authentic mark an artist can make. Other ways that biographies or autobiographies are created is
by looking at the style of a painting, and the imagery depicted. One of the most evident forms of
autobiography is self portraits (Adams).
As stated before, Pablita Velarde was born and raised in the Santa Clara Pueblo in New
Mexico. She is Native American, part of the Pueblo people. Pueblo means “village dwelling,”
and “…the Pueblo groups are heirs to the ancient Anasazi and Hohokam cultures, which have
developed a settled, agricultural way of life around 550 C.E.” (Stokstad). Their communities are
intensely independent and share a strong sense of community. Velarde’s life has been guided by
the values and ideas held by the Pueblo, and strongly influenced through growing up in this
culture. Speaking of her childhood home, Santa Clara, she has said “the cultural life is always
around you there. You just automatically learn it. You hear it, you see it, you feel it, you do it”
(Batkin).
Her young life was marked by tragedies that were common in the Pueblo world. Her
three brothers died of influenza and she lost her mother to tuberculosis at the age of five. Pablita
and her sister Jane were struck blind due to eye infections; however they were cured by their
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grandmother, who was a healer of the community. When Pablita was six years old she was sent
to Catholic boarding school in Santa Fe, and she later transferred to the Santa Fe Indian School.
This was where she met Dorothy Dunn, and began to paint. Later in life she credited Native
American painter Tonita Pena as her greatest influence and inspiration to pursue art. Pena was
the first Native American woman to gain any sort of recognition as a painter (Batkin).
By the time Velarde graduated from high school in 1936, her paintings had been
exhibited in Chicago, Washington D.C., and New Mexico. In 1939, she and several of her
contemporaries were commissioned to paint murals for the façade and entry of the Maisel
Trading Post in Albuquerque, New Mexico. At the age of 20, Velarde was hired as an artist-inresidence at Bandelier National Monument, where she produced a large collection of paintings
portraying scenes from everyday, traditional Pueblo Indian life. She worked at Bandelier for two
different appointments completing 84 paintings between 1939 and 1948 as part of a Works
Progress Administration project.
Autobiography is a predominant feature of Velarde’s work. She does not necessarily
depict herself in her images, but her paintings are comprised of her memories and events of her
life. Her subject matter is not only a representation of her own personal life, but includes and
focuses on the story and traditions of her culture. Talking about her work, Velarde points out that
she wants to pass on:
“…some of [her] own expertise and some of [her] learning and [her] own feeling so that the people of the
future, if they ever hear of me or read something about me, [they will] know that it’s something that comes
from my heart and from my own belief that I have accepted because the ancestors have taught it. I think
that I have accomplished what God put me here on earth for. I’m satisfied with the work that I have done so
far and this is the way I want to leave my world when I go back to Sandy Lake and become a Cloud person.
I want the earth to remember me through my work” (Hyer).

Psychoanalysis is another theory that can be applied to arts and artists. This approach
deals with the “unconscious significance of works of art.” In order to study art in this way it is
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important to look at the art, the artist, the response of the viewer, and the cultural context. Most
of the study is based on psychological developments as seen in the art. Psychoanalysis is similar
to art history in that they are “both concerned with the power of images and their symbolic
meaning, with the process and products of creativity, and with history” (Adams). Both are mostly
based on interpreting imagery.
This applies to the work of Pablita Velarde because in her work she uses imagery to
interpret and represent history. The reason that she chooses this as her predominant subject
matter is because of her extreme feelings of loss in her cultural identity. She has a simplistic style,
which in Koshares of Taos is exemplified through lack of shading, depth, and texture. Perhaps
this is a subconscious representation of her feelings of emptiness and sorrow. It is depicted so
flat because it represents a memory, something that no longer exists in reality. Perhaps the reason
that none of the figures are featured with shadows is because they represent what once was,
rather than the present, almost like spirits. They might be the depiction of the spirit of the
traditional people that is fading from contemporary times.
Continuing with Psychoanalysis, Freud focused on the mental aspect of art, studying
imagery of dreams as well as art to be related to “subconscious” desires and emotions, desires
that people may not even be aware that they are expressing. He felt that memories, dreams, and
fantasies were directly linked to our childhood experiences. Freud believed that people
developed in stages mentally just as they do physically, and our experiences during these
different stages have direct results on how we develop, though we may not be aware of it (Adams).
It is interesting that Freud believes that as adults, we are shaped through are childhood
experiences because Velarde focuses on childhood memories as the subject matter for her
paintings (Gale Group). She mourns the fact that her culture has changed so much due to the
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changing, modernized world. All of this stems from her attachment to her experiences growing
up in the Pueblo community, her experiences at a young age. Also, perhaps it was her temporary
loss of sight that she experienced as a child, combined with her commitment to preserving the
Pueblo cultural traditions that she knew as a child, that first kindled Velarde’s desire to become
an artistic observer and recorder of the world around her.
Like Freud, D.W. Winnicott also believed that human development began at childhood,
and based upon the experiences that one has as a child affects the sort of adult that they will turn
out to be. He felt that all of art has transitional aspects, and in life humans constantly have
transitional objects. In religious art there is a transition from the medium to the spirit. Art is
created as a form of worship, and sometimes to be worshipped. It is not the medium that is
worshipped, but what it becomes to be or represent (Adams). Koshares of Taos is a depiction of a
ceremony where Pueblo people act as transitional objects to their sacred entities. This painting is
a transitional object to the memory of that event. Velarde uses all of her paintings as transitional
objects to the Pueblo traditional past.
Semiotics “assumes that cultures and cultural expressions such as language, art, music,
and film are composed of signs, and that each sign has a meaning beyond, and only beyond, it’s
literal self” (Adams). Structuralism, Post-Structuralism, and Deconstruction are each a type of
semiotics. Structuralism began as a reaction against Marxism and existentialism in the 1950s in
France. Structuralists minimized the role of the author, focusing mostly on the conceptually
formed ideas related through signs, symbols, or imagery, regardless of who the creator was. They
were searching for some sort of universal language. Ferdinand de Saussure developed “structural
linguistics” where he focused on relationships between the signifier and signified in language.
“The signifier is the sounded or written element of the word, and the signified is the word’s
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conceptual element” (Adams). He believed that there was no logical connection between imagery
and meanings, to signifier and signified. Structuralists believed that signs represented some sort
of reality.
In the late 1960s, Post-Structuralists emerged, who “deemphasized the ‘Author’ even
more” (Adams). Roland Barthes, after much research and intense study into the science of signs,
came up with the idea that perhaps signs, images, etc., instead of representing a reality, they
themselves were some sort of reality. The author, painter, or photographer cannot claim these
things as their own, as their creation, because they themselves were independent entities. The
artist simply made possible what was somehow already there.
The French philosopher Jacques Derrida became the man most associated with the idea
of Deconstruction. “Whereas the Structuralists tried to construct systems intended to uncover the
universal order or cultural expressions, Derrida deconstructs them” (Adams). He developed a
system so that one may tell if there is any truth in any image or painting, then it will have four
specific traits he said. The first trait is that the image has to look like a painting without illusion
of reality in order to offer truth. The second trait is that the image must be a good representation
of the truth. The third trait is that a painting must be pictorial; it can not have words or be the
illusion of reality. The fourth trait is “truth in the order of painting, then and on the subject of
painting, not only as regards the pictorial presentation or representation of truth” (Adams).
According to Derrida’s system, Velarde’s painting possesses some characteristics of truth,
but not all. In response to the first trait, Velarde’s use of bold, flat colors, outlined shapes, and a
simplified atmosphere one can tell that this is a painting. Her painting depicts a sacred, almost
religious ceremony where people are celebrating their beliefs, their truth. In that aspect this
painting could be viewed as a good representation of truth. It was a true event that really took
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place, however since it is an interpretation of the event, and not the actual event itself, since it
represents an actual event of reality and everyday life, Koshares of Taos does not express
Derrida’s third trait, which specifically states that a painting can not be the illusion of reality.
Therefore, because it does not hold all four traits, according to Derrida, Koshares of Taos does
not offer truth.
In conclusion, this paper has examined Koshares of Taos, a work of Native American
artist Pablita Velarde. Seven theories have been applied to the study of this piece including
Formalism, Iconography, Marxism, Feminism, Psychoanalysis, Autobiography and Biography,
and finally Semiotics. Overall, Pablita Velarde is a strong woman, a gifted artist, and a
preservationist. Through her own determination as well as devotion to her passion and culture,
she managed to overcome the many barriers that lay in the way of her dream, only to achieve
tremendous success.
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Abstract: In this paper entitled, “Le Jeu de l’amour et du beau fard: Cross-dressing in
eighteenth century France,” I explore the possibility that the increase in documented and
undocumented incidents of cross-dressing during the eighteenth-century might have
influenced society’s view of gender, subverting the power structures that existed. I
examine different literary works of the eighteenth century (Jacques Casanova’s Histoire
de ma vie, Louis-Antoine de Bougainville’s Voyage autour du monde, and Diderot’s
Supplément au voyage de Bougainville) in order to address the question at hand. How
does each author deal with the theme of cross-dressing? In dealing with a variety of
different genres (fiction, memoir, historical account), I attempt to situate incidents of
cross-dressing within the works as well as within the historical and cultural time period. I
also discuss the reasons for the act, the effects on the performer and the viewer, and the
possibility that the act may result in a subversion of sexual norms.
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Abstract
The Staging of (Ir)reality in Don Quijote, II
Anthony M. Puglisi
Cornell University
In the second part of Cervantes's Don Quijote characters discuss, organize, and
act out theatrical illusions, although every page does not brim with references and
allusions to the comic genre. These are, in fact, limited to discrete episodes, "stops" on
the protagonist's journey: the Parliament of Death, Master Peter's Puppet show, and in
particular the episodes of the Duke and Duchess's palace. In all these passages, the
mythological simultaneously becomes fairy tale and reality, a "degenerated" form of a
myth whose very "decay" relies on the staging of reality, where imperfect human beings
replace gods and a sense of impending death displaces the resolution to immortality. The
theatrical machinery and machinations of the Duke and Duchess's palace is simply what
Master Peter's Puppet Show and the Courts of Death foreshadow: a degenerate
mythological pageant whose illusory undoing relies on the reality it unveils.
I explore the allusions and direct references to the Spanish comedia in the second
part of Cervantes's novel to shed light on this critical view of art and illusion. The author
puts his readers in direct contact with the potential uncanny quality of comedy and
illusion: the physical representation of a fantasy is merely the unveiling of an objective
reality, one which always provokes two conflicting affects in the observer: laughter and
pity. This sense of comedy produces the underlying tension that propels the second part
of the Quijote to its outcome and resolution: the death of the protagonist, Alonso Quijano,
and the de facto survival of his fictional alter-ego, Don Quijote de la Mancha.
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Abstract of paper

GO EAST, YOUNG MAN:
Musical travels in the orientalist songs of John Alden Carpenter and Charles Griffes
At the dawn of the twentieth century, American composers explored many areas
in the search for the means to find their own “American” voice. Traditional classical
music study as had been established in the New England area typically involved study in
Germany. Certain composers found the use of Native American or African-American
tunes to be the avenue to an “American” sound. Meanwhile, as the exchange of artistic
influences increased between France and the United States, the effects of musical
impressionism began to be felt on the other side of the Atlantic.
While Asian influences can be clearly seen in the music of Debussy in the 1890s,
it would not be until John Alden Carpenter (1876-1951) wrote his cycle “Water-colors”
in 1916 or Charles Griffes (1884-1920) his “Five Poems of the Ancient Far East” in 1917
that the first important influence of Asian music and materials on American composers
would be felt. Both composers nurtured a great love for the Orient, though neither had yet
been there. Their settings of English translations of ancient Chinese and Japanese poems
integrate, to varying degrees, authentic material as these composers understood it and had
it available to them.
Through performances of selected songs from the cycles “Water-colors” and
“Five Poems of the Ancient Far East” this program will explore how two of the foremost
American art song composers of the early twentieth century imagined Asian music.
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6."Pukiki - The Portuguese
Americans of Hawai'i"
In 1876 the Reciprocity Treaty was signed between
the Kingdom of Hawai'i and the United States of
America, opening a huge market for Hawai'i's sugar
plantations. Hawaiian plantation needed skilled
workers fast and a mass migration of Portuguese
labor began. These thousands of Portuguese
immigrants from the islands of Madeira, Azores and
Cape Verde would unknowingly become a part of
Hawai'i's multicultural plantation experience an
integration process that would change Hawai'i forever.
Many Hawai'ians know of Portuguese contributions to
modern day Hawai'ian culture and this project will

touch on some of them including the `ukulele
(originally called "braguinha" ) and culinary elements
like malasadas, pão doce, beef and fish marinated in
"vinha d'alhos," bean soup and sausages. However,
this project will primarily focus on the people living in
Hawai'i today and what it means to be of Portuguese
ancestry in modern-day Hawai'i.
Through video interviews, Portuguese descendents
will document their past and express modern-day
reality in their own words so that language, dialect,
diction, and character are all preserved. Stories will
focus on the Portuguese of Oahu, Maui and the Big
Island. While these communities have a great deal in
common, each region's distinctive character will be
preserved and compared with Portuguese
descendents from other regions.
In terms of racial and ethnic integration, Hawai'i is
arguably the most successful state in the union at
achieving the American ideal of a true "melting pot"
culture. While states like California, Florida, and New
York have diverse populations, Hawai'ian families are
more likely to contain members of different races than
families from any other state. The Portuguese
Hawai'ians of today reflect this spirit of integration and
serve as examples to immigrants of all parts of the
United States. The Portuguese of Hawai'i are not a
pocket of isolated descendents that keep to
themselves while speaking their native language and
reading Portuguese newspapers. They, like other

Hawai'ian immigrants, have wrestled with the complex
task of maintaining a cultural identity while allowing
themselves to be woven into the diverse fabric of
Hawai'ian culture.
Themes of Immigration speak to all non-native
residents of Hawai'i and to most American families on
the mainland. Additionally, Portuguese stories have
an especially interesting link with Hispanic cultures.
Given Portugal's close geographical and cultural ties
with their larger Iberian neighbor Spain, Portuguese
share Catholicism, similar celebrations of religious
and folkloric festivals, bull fighting, and several other
traditions with Mexicans, Poerto Ricans and other
Hispanic groups that have immigrated to Hawai'i.
Hispanic and non-Hispanic communities will all see
parallels with their own family lives.
We have interviewed and will continue to interview
hundreds of Portuguese descendents from all over
the state. Their stories were videotaped, edited, and
will be archived to DVD for long-term preservation.
The digital archive will feature more than ten hours of
videotaped oral stories and a forty-five minute
broadcast quality documentary.
The interviewee/storytellers are second, third, forth
and fifth generation Portuguese descendents in
Hawai'i (ages twelve to ninety). They range from
ranch owners to high-school students, a strong crosssection of all Portuguese in Hawai'i.

Abstract for prospective paper to be presented at Hawaii International Conference:
Topic: Pynchon’s Communion: Drink & Food in Mason & Dixon
Pynchon’s novel is often explored based on its postmodernist, postcolonial
critiques of the eighteenth century desire to draw lines upon the earth, to rationalize
nature, to secure and separate property and ownership. But in the context of Charles
Mason’s and Jeremiah Dixon’s quasihistory of imperialist entrepreneurship and science
are also many references to the daily, unavoidable, quintessentially human activities of
eating and drinking. In fact the story (and history) is constantly tied down to earth as
well as provided with humor by these means and motifs. As Charles Clerc observes in
his Mason & Dixon & Pynchon, “A striking motif in the novel concerns conviviality,
congeniality, sociability, all conveyed by gatherings at inns, taverns, coffeehouses” (105).
Within the narrative Pynchon offers speculative and imaginative reconstructions
and commentary on the influence of ketchup (ketjap, originally a Malay condiment which
the eponymous duo discover in the cuisine of South Africa) as well as the powerful
social-commercial vectors that emanate from the eighteenth century construction of
coffeehouses. The many visits to both coffeehouses and pubs introduced by “to my local
. . .” suggest the ubiquity of these institutions, as they at the same time raise the implied
issues of territoriality and arbitrary individual preference which the Line Mason & Dixon
are to draw also raises. In a similar manner, the division of land between Pennsylvania
and Maryland, North and South, Quaker and Catholic is echoed in debates or conflicts
over ale and wine, coffee and tea that involve the two principles. Dichotomy is
constantly being discovered, and often seen to be arbitrary or artificial. The references to
food and drink thus frequently question the main line of the text and also suggest a
trivializing (and fantasizing) element which problematizes the “seriousness” of these
historical and scientific tasks.
In addition to coffee, tea and ketchup, various passages focus on the first British
pizza, the Earl of Sandwich, the Octuple Gloucester (a gigantic cheese). What of course
could be more illustrative of human desire to dominate and control nature than the
transformation of growing things into delectable foodstuffs--a comic version of
imperialism finding its double in the attempt to use the physics of stellar mechanics to
separate formally and absolutely two proprietorships which soon became American
states? Who better to narrate such a seriocomic quasihistorical account with occasionally
anachronistic cuisine than an eighteenth century man named Cherrycoke?
Key Information:
1. Title: “Pynchon’s Communion: Drink & Food in Mason &
Dixon”
2. Author: Jonathan L. Price
3. Affiliation: Professor of English, Department of English,
4. Address: [add to 3] California State University,
6000 J. St.
Sacramento,CA 95819

5. email address: price@csus.edu
6. Abstract: see above
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Gender-Specific Dance and Theater in Polynesian Ritual
In this year’s break-out independent film, Whale Rider, a young Maori woman, the
chieftain’s daughter, was prohibited from learning ritual songs and movement because of her
gender. This film raises the question the current status of women, both indigenous and
foreign, in learning and performing Polynesian ritual movement. In many Polynesian
societies, women were perpetually profane and could not achieve the sacred state. The
spiritual world was especially dangerous to women during menstruation and the
community’s ability to communicate with spirits would be hindered by a woman’s presence.
High ranking women were exceptions to this rule, particularly in family rituals where they
could serve as priestess. In Whale Rider, the chieftain accepted his daughter after she drew
the whales to the beach, then saved the lives of the whales by riding the lead whale out to
sea. Was this young Maori girl in Whale Rider accepted as heiress to the role of Chief
because she was the chieftain’s daughter or because of her accomplishments? The nature of
gender roles in most Polynesian ritual movement has been to exclude women. To what
extent has Polynesian society revealed traditional rituals and dances to women? How
accessible are these rituals to a non-member?
Forman, Charles W. “Sing To The Lord A New Song: Women In the Churches Of
Oceana,” Rethinking Women’s Roles, edited by Denise O’Brien and Sharon W. Tiffany.
Berkeley: University of California, 1984.
Howard, Alan and John Kirkpatrick. “Social Organization” Developments in Polynesian
Ethonology, Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 1989.
Lockwood, Victoria S. Tahitian Transformation: Gender and Capitalist Development in A
Rural Society. Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1993.
Shawn, Ted. Every Little Movement, 2nd Ed. Pittsfield, MA: Eagle, 1963.
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ABSTRACT
ORIGINS AND DEATH OF ADAESEÑO SPANISH
OF NORTHWESTERN LOUISIANA
Spanish-speaking settlements were established in Northwestern Louisiana in
1717. The descendants of these settlers, often referred to as “Adaeseños”, constitute a
third Spanish-speaking group in Louisiana, besides the Isleños and the Brules, and can be
found in Spanish lake, Zwolle, Ebarb and Noble. However, their existence is unknown to
most people. With the exception of very few brief references to their dialect, the
information we have on them is mainly anthropological and historical.
The purpose of my study, therefore, was to reveal and document the
characteristics of this ignored Hispanic dialect as a contribution toward the
documentation of Spanish heritage in the United States.
The corpus consisted of seventeen informants between the ages of 55 and 91.
Features of the dialect were observed at the level of phonology, morphology, syntax and
lexicon.
The results showed that the Adaeseño dialect is still functional and quite
homogeneous with clear tendencies and very few deviations from the norm, such as the
nasalization of the dental fricative /d/ to [n] in words like ['don.ne] donde. One of the
most significant findings was the use of the second person plural familiar pronoun
vosotros, which is non-existent in the Spanish dialects of the New World. The few
remaining speakers are still quite fluent in Spanish and demonstrate a broad knowledge
of many linguistic features of the language reflected in their pronunciation, word
formation, sentence production and vocabulary.
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The oldest speaker was the most

competent. Those between 70 and 89 years had a good knowledge while those between
50 and 69 years only remembered some words.
The study revealed that the Adaeseño dialect comprises of a linguistic system
similar to vestigial and popular varieties of Spanish in Louisiana and other parts of the
world, and that it is dying due to obsolescence and lack of speakers.
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ORIGINS AND DEATH OF ADAESEÑO SPANISH
IN NORTHWESTERN LOUISIANA
DR. COMFORT PRATT
NORTHWESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA
1. Spanish in the New World
Spain’s quest for discovering new lands not only led to the discovery of the New
World but also changed the future of the Spanish language completely. Spain became an
unstoppable international power without limitations. For two centuries, it did not cease
to conquer new territories. Many Spaniards followed in the footsteps of the pioneers and
established settlements all over the American territory (P. HENRÍQUEZ-UREÑA 1931:13031), and by the 16th Century, Spain already governed a large part of the new continent.
At the arrival of the Spaniards, there were nine principal ethnolinguistic groups in
America – the Nahuatl, the Maya, the Taínos, the Caribs, the Quechuas, the Guaranis, the
Aimaras, the Querandis and the Mapuches. The Spaniards imposed their laws, language,
and culture in their colonies, and that resulted in the elimination of some Amerindian
groups and their corresponding languages. There is a wide variety of dialects among the
Spanish speakers of the New World; these dialects stem from the differences in the
indigenous languages, the presence of African slaves, the chronology of the conquests,
the accessibility to standard Spanish, and the natural evolution which, just like any other
language, has taken place in the Spanish language. In spite of this dialectal diversity,
almost all the Spanish speakers of the region share certain features, among which are: the
absence of the dental fricative /θ/; the substitution of the palatal lateral /λ/ with the palatal
fricative /y/; and the aspiration of the velar fricative /x/ to the glottal fricative [h]. Up to
the present, it has not been possible to divide the territory in isoglosses (P. HERNRÍQUEZUREÑA 1931; J. LIPSKI 1994).
The Spanish arrived in the territory presently occupied by the United States for
the first time in 1513, when a group of explorers led by Juan Ponce de León landed in
Florida and explored Texas, Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado. They were followed in
1519 by Alonso Álvarez de Pineda who discovered the littoral of the territory now called
Louisiana, in 1528 by Pánfilo de Narváez, and in 1527 by Alvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca.
In 1540, Hernando de Soto became the first European to navigate the waters of the
Mississippi, but he was killed by the Indians in 1543. Then toward the middle of the 17th
century, Luis de Moscoso also descended the waters of the Mississippi to the Gulf of
Mexico. Despite all their efforts, the Spaniards never claimed ownership of the
Mississippi territory. It was a Frenchman, Robert de la Salle, who, after sailing along the
Mississippi in 1682, claimed the land for France and named it Louisiana in honor of King
Louis XIV of France. By the end of the 16th century, the Spaniards had already explored
the entire southern part of North America, including the territories now occupied by
Texas, Tennessee, Florida, Georgia, the Carolinas, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi,
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Arkansas, and New Mexico. However, the Spaniards abandoned the region in 1693 due
to their disappointment with the lack of treasures in the region.
In the second decade of the 18th century, the activities of the French lured the
Spaniards back, and they occupied Texas once again and started their defensive activities
in the region. Many groups of missionaries traveled to the banks of the Mississippi and
the Gulf Coast by way of Mexico, and established missions in the east of Texas.
2. Formation of the Adaeseño Community
On 29 September 1717, two Franciscan friars, Antonio Margil de Jesús and
Francisco Hidalgo, founded a mission to the east of the Sabine River and named it San
Miguel de Cuéllar. It was located fifteen miles from Natchitoches, where the French had
already built a fort, St. Jean Baptiste. There were only three residents in the mission at
that time, but a year later, Spanish presence in the area was strengthened with an
expedition comprised of seventy-two people under the command of Captain Martín de
Alarcón, governor of Coahuila and Texas. In 1719, due to a war in Europe between Spain
and France, the residents of the French post in Natchitoches attacked the Spanish mission
and drove out the occupants. Two years later, the Spaniards returned to the mission, and
the Viceroy of Mexico sent another group led by Marqués de San Miguel de Aguayo to
fortify Spanish presence, fight the French, and build more missions in the region.
On 29 August 1721, Aguayo arrived at the mission with a big military force
comprised of three thousand nine hundred horses, six hundred mules laden with food,
clothes and six cannons, two hundred thousand piastres, and five hundred eighty-four
men, with the intention of building presidios to protect the East Texas border. Forty-four
of the one hundred eighteen conscripts that came with him were Spanish. There were also
seventeen half-castes, twenty-one coyotes (Indian and non-Spanish), thirty-one mulattos
(black and white), two castizos (thoroughbred), one lobo (black and Indian), one free
black and one Indian (M. FUSTER 2001:148; J. LIPSKI 1987a:114). Aguayo and his men
drove away the French and recovered the Texas territory for Spain. Suspicious of the
intentions of the French, they built a presidio, Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adaes (or
Los Adaes), in November of that year after coming to an agreement with the Adaes
Indians who inhabited the territory. Los Adaes became the residence of the governors of
Texas and was the capital of the region from 1729 to 1773. It protected the missionaries
and the converted Indians, but, due to the disinterest of Spain, the military strength
waned. In spite of that, the mission prospered significantly due to the good relations
between the Spanish and the Indians. It was used to Christianize and Hispanicize the
Indians and win over their loyalty to Spain. The Spaniards founded many missions in
Texas and on the coast of California, and many of them served as linguistic centers for
the diffusion of Spanish language and culture.
Los Adaes and other Spanish settlements in eastern Texas were very far from the
supply centers in New Spain (Mexico). The main route between Los Adaes and New
Spain was the Camino Real, which started in Natchitoches and passed through San
Antonio. This was only a path, where the rivers and the Indians continually made the
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journeys unbearable, so the soldiers had to escort the travelers. Due to the lack of
adequate supplies, the soldiers were forced to raise animals and cultivate their own food,
especially corn, but the land was not good and they could not produce adequate food to
feed themselves. Eventually, they had to depend on the French post in Natchitoches for
supplies, and that led to an illegal trade with the French, which included alcoholic
beverages, tobacco, and ammunitions.
In 1762, France ceded the Louisiana territory to Spain by the Treaty of
Fontainebleau. Louis XV of France gave the land to the west of the Mississippi to his
Spanish cousin, Carlos III, as a gift for helping him in the Seven Years War against
England. It is speculated that perhaps the only reason why Spain accepted the territory
was in order that it would not fall into the hands of the English (G. DIN 1972). As a result
of this transfer, the French ceased to be a threat.
Due to the absence of confrontations between the Spanish and the French, Spain
changed its policy and no longer deemed it necessary to keep Los Adaes open.
Therefore, the Spanish government made the decision to abandon Los Adaes and other
posts in eastern Texas and transfer the capital to Béxar (San Antonio). In spite of their
protests, resulting from their unwillingness to leave their homes and occupations, the
Adaeseños (residents of Los Adaes), approximately five hundred in all, abandoned the
presidio on 24 June 1773, led by the veteran José González. They left behind almost all
their belongings and started the onerous three-month journey to San Antonio, during
which a quarter of them died. On their arrival, some of the soldiers joined the troops in
San Antonio and others retired, but due to the bad conditions under which they were
made to live, most of them returned in 1779, led by Antonio Gil Ybarbo (Ybarburu), who
founded Nacogdoches on their way back.
They settled along the Sabine River and in small communities such as Laguna
Española (now Spanish Lake) near Robeline, Vallecillo (later called Bayou Cie and now
known as Zwolle), and Bayou Piedras (now Rocks Creek) near Allen. Many of the
Adaeseños never went to San Antonio, including the mother, the brother and the sister-inlaw of Ybarbo himself (J. LIPSKI 1987a:117; H. BOLTON 1921:114-15). The Adaesenos
participated in a very fruitful trade with the rest of Texas and Mexico, and it is known
that some of them, even Ybarbo himself, were involved in the sale of contraband goods.
3. Present Situation
Today, the Adaeseños do not have communities per se. They can be found
scattered on both sides of the Sabine River, along the Camino Real in Texas and
Louisiana. They know very little about their origins. Some of them say they are Spanish,
some say they are Spanish and Indian, and others do not know what they are. Many of
them live under poor conditions and do menial work, and the young ones have moved to
the big cities. In Texas, they can be found in Nacogdoches, Moral, and the small
settlement of Cherry Grove to the west of Chireno. The rest reside in Natchitoches and
Sabine Parishes in northwestern Louisiana, scattered about in Spanish Lake, Zwolle,
Ebarb and Noble, and they constitute a third Spanish-speaking group in Louisiana besides
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the Isleños and the Brules of the south. A lot of their names are a clear indication of their
origin. Some of the common ones are: Bargas (previously Vargas), Bascus o Basco
(Vázquez), Cardaway (Córdoba), Corrales, Cortínez, Ebarb (Ybarbo), Flores, Garza,
Garci, Garcie or Garsee (García), Leone (León), Manshack (Menchaca), Martines
(Martínez), Moore (Mora), Paddie (Padilla), Parré or Parrie (Parrilla), Procella or Procell
(Procela), Ramides, Remedes, Remedios or Remedies (Ramírez), Rivers (del Río),
Santos, Sepulva or Sepulvado (Sepúlveda) and Solice (Solís). Some of these names
appear in the old documents about the residents of Los Adaes, the military payrolls, the
list of the parishioners, and the diary of Father José de Solís, who visited Los Adaes in
1767 (L. NARDINI 1961:20).
4. The Death of Adaeseño
According to M. SWADESH (1948:226) and E. COOK (1989:235), language death
is one of the most common consequences of acculturation, when the contact involves
languages of unequal status. It is a gradual process of loss of fluency. There are also
different stages and forms of language death. It can be a language that 1) is written but
not spoken, or vice versa; 2) is no longer used in public or for commercial activities but is
still used in the home; 3) has lost speakers in a social class although there are still
speakers in other social classes; or 4) whose use has been reduced and only a few small
groups still use it, sometimes for a long period of time. This last case corresponds to the
present state of Adaeseño. Despite the fact that it has not been used for six decades, it still
has quite a solid system with clear tendencies, most of which are in accordance with the
norm. However, the linguistic system is not the only thing that is at stake, but the whole
community is at risk for extinction.
According to the theory of language loss, the factors that determine the
disintegration and extinction of languages are: the status of the dominant language; the
prestige the subordinate language has in the community and the official support available
to it; what the language is used for; the social relationship between the subordinate and
the dominant communities; and the level of the individual acculturation of the members
of the subordinate community in the new community (F. COLES 1993:122; N. DORIAN
1987; J. FISHMAN 1985). These have been precisely the determining factors in the case of
Adaeseño.
The coexistence of the Adaeseños with the Adaes Indians was of no consequence,
because the Indians did not have a stable community. Unlike what happened in other
Spanish-speaking communities in Louisiana, their contact with the French did not have
any consequences either. In the case of the Isleños, most of the French influence occurred
in the churches, and in the case of the Brules, the French priests changed their Spanish
names into French names (F. HAWLEY 1976:21).
However, the case was different with regard to English. When the Adaeseños
returned from San Antonio, a series of events occurred which reduced Spanish presence
in the region considerably and led to a systematic reduction in the use of their language.
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In 1802, Spain returned the Louisiana territory to France by the Treaty of San
Ildefonso. However, on 30 April 1803, due to the need for funds for an imminent war
with England, Napoleon sold it to the United States. The Louisiana Purchase was signed
on 2 May 1803 by Livingston and Monroe on behalf of the United States and BarbeMarbois on behalf of France. Before the Louisiana Purchase, there was not much contact
between the Adaeseños and the English-speaking community, because unlike the French
and the Indians who had ties with the Adaeseños with regard to religion and trade, there
was nothing that linked the English to them, which explains the scarcity of Anglicisms in
Adaeseño (S. ARMISTEAD and H. GREGORY 1986). As a result of the purchase, the
English-speaking population increased significantly in the region, because there was a
rapid infiltration of English speakers into the territory due to a constitutional convention,
which gave them more rights than any other linguistic group. The English-speaking
population was soon the majority, and they took over all the good lands, forcing the
Spanish to move further out to the poor lands. There was also an economic boom, which
brought an end to the isolation of the Adaeseños and exposed them to the English
language and culture.
Spain was unhappy with the sale of the Louisiana territory to the United States
and therefore sent troops to Louisiana under the command of General Herrera to try to
reclaim all the territory which belonged to them before the Treaty of Fontainebleau.
After a long conflict between the Spanish, led by José María González, and the
Americans, under the command of General Wilkinson and Major Porter, the territory
between Arroyo Hondo and the Sabine River, where Los Adaes and other Adaeseño
communities were situated, was declared No Man’s Land or the Neutral Strip by an
agreement signed on 6 February 1806. It became the refuge of criminals who, due to the
lack of laws, carried out unlawful activities in Spanish Town and other towns in the area.
The conflict was resolved on 22 February 1821 by the Adams-Onís treaty signed in
Washington between the United States and Mexico, which extended the western border
of the United States to the Sabine River and transferred ownership of the Neutral Strip to
the United States. This decision was strongly opposed by the Spanish, the French, and the
Indians.
In 1812, a group of buccaneers initiated a fight for the independence of Texas
from Mexico. In 1821, Mexico became independent. In 1835, the Caddo Indians sold
their lands to the United States. In 1843, the United States purchased New Mexico, Utah,
Nevada and Wyoming, and in 1845, Texas joined the Union. But perhaps the most
serious blow Adaeseño suffered was the law that made English the sole medium of
communication in public and in the schools. This had a very crippling effect on the
Adaeseño community and its language, and the consequent situation of inferiority in
which they found themselves caused them to even renounce their own language. They
spoke Spanish only at home and in their small groups for a period of time, but eventually
it was not used anywhere anymore, a situation which J. LIPSKI (1987a:120) describes as a
“linguistic transmutation without exception.” In 1900, the arrival of Mexican workers in
Zwolle to help build the Kansas City Southern Railroad helped maintain the Hispanic
culture alive (H. GREGORY 1978), but the deterioration of the Spanish communities
continued.
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5. The Future of Adaeseño
All these factors contributed in some way to the eventual vestigial state in which
Adaeseño is at present. Today, there are very few speakers left, and its future is very
bleak. The maintenance of a threatened language depends primarily on its social status
with respect to the political and social powers. It is directly related to its pragmatic value
and the extent of the opposition it faces. According to F. COLES (1993:123), the number
of speakers and the restoration efforts of the members of the community are also of great
importance. J. FISHMAN (1985:47) also affirms that even small groups can maintain their
language if they live together and are separated physically, economically, and culturally
from other linguistic groups. The attitude of the government towards the language is also
very crucial, and contact with other communities who speak the same language is
necessary.
The Adaeseños have never had any political, economic, or social power. They
have been in a disadvantageous situation ever since the founding of the settlement,
because even though it was established under the protection of the Spanish government, it
was abandoned, first because it was too far from the supply centers and later because
Spain lost its control over the territory. Also, although at present there is a great need in
the United States to know Spanish and there is a boom in bilingual education programs,
Adaeseño is beyond the point of being salvaged, because there are no communities to
work with and there are very few speakers left, who live far from each other. The Isleños,
on the other hand, have been able to revitalize their language by means of the creation of
a cultural society, Los Isleños Heritage and Cultural Society, because they still have
some form of community. Adaeseño faces an imminent death which cannot be avoided,
because there will soon be no speakers left. According to Joshua Fishman’s scale of
classification of intergenerational interruption (1991:182), which ranges the state of
threat to languages from 1 to 8 with higher numbers implying higher threat, Adaeseño is
already at 8. In spite of this, it is still quite homogeneous with clear tendencies and very
few deviations from the norm.
6. The Adaeseño Dialect
Due to lack of documentation, it is not known what characterized the original
Adaeseño dialect. However, with the help of seventeen informants, the following
description was obtained:
Due to the origins of the residents of the Los Adaes settlement, the dialect is
similar to Castilian and popular Mexican Spanish of the 17th and 18th centuries. It also has
Nahuatl elements, because that was the language of the Indians who inhabited Mexico at
the time of the Spanish occupation and the Spanish spoken by the recruits that were
brought to Los Adaes from Mexico had a lot of Nahuatlisms. There are also archaic
features as a result of the isolation of the Adaeseños from other Spanish speakers and
from the modernizations in the language. A few French and English words are also
present due to the coexistence of the communities. The Adaeseño dialect exhibits
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characteristics typical of vestigial and popular varieties of Spanish. However, the unique
combination of features distinguishes it from the other dialects.
6.1. Phonological Features
Characterized by a wide range of allophones and phonemic changes, the
phonological elements are the most distinctive features of Adaeseño. They include the
following:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Frequent substitution of the bilabial [β] with the labio-dental [v] in the
words that retain the etymological v: [‘va.su] vaso (glass). Although
this alternation has disappeared almost completely in the Peninsula
since the 16th century, it has remained in certain Hispanic dialects.
Elision of the bilabial in syllable-final position: [o.sεl.’va] observar
(observe). This is common in popular speech and vestigial dialects. It
forms part of a systematic reduction of consonants in final position of
syllable which occurs because those dialects are generally only
acquired orally.
Elision of the bilabial when preceded or followed by a similar phone:
[ta.’miεn] también (also).
Alternation of the bilabial [β] and the velar [g] when they precede the
back vowels o and u: [gwε.’li.to] abuelito (grandpa). This is common in
popular speech in the south of Spain and rural regions of Latin
America, such as among the Gauchos of Argentina, the Isleños, and the
Brules.
Aspiration of the labio-dental /f/ to [h] when it precedes the diphthongs
ui and ue: [‘hwε.rō] fueron (they were/went). This velarization
originates from medieval Spanish and existed in peninsular Spanish
until the 16th century. Although it still exists in some rural areas in
Andalucía, it has disappeared in almost all the varieties of Spanish
except some rural Spanish American dialects and some vestigial
dialects of southwestern United States, Ecuador, and Peru.
Elision of /d/: [i.’sir] decir (to say), [‘gwa.ran] guardan (they keep),
[us.’tε] usted (you). In some cases, there is an elimination of the whole
syllable: [‘pwε] puede (she/he can).
Alternation of [d] and the alveolar tap [r] in intervocalic position:
[εl.ga.’ri.to] delgadito (slim). Sometimes this alternation results in the
creation of new words: [gu.’ron] gurón (cotton), which is in actual fact
algodón.
Another type of lexicalization occurs with the group dr when the /d/ is
sporadically vocalized to [i]: [‘mai.re] madre (mother).
Sporadic assimilation of /d/ to [n] when the group nd precedes e:
[‘on.ne] donde (where).
Sporadic aspiration of the alveolar fricative /s/ in preconsonantal
position: [miεr.’ma.na mah ‘nwε.ba] mi hermana más nueva (joven)
(my younger sister).
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Aspiration of the alveolar when it precedes otros: [no,’ho.tro] nosotros
(we). Sometimes there is loss of internal syllables: [‘lo.tros] los otros
(the others).
Sporadic elision of the alveolar nasal /n/ in intervocalic position:
[‘βwε.o].
Sporadic elision of the alveolar lateral /l/ in preconsonantal position:
[‘ε no ‘pwε a.’βla] Él no puede hablar (He cannot speak).
Elision of the alveolar tap /r/ in final position: [no ‘pwεo tε.’nε ‘na]
Elision of the alveolar nasal /n/ in postvocalic position, accompanied
by the nasalization of the vowel: [ha:’dĩ] jardín (garden).
Frequent substitution of /e/ with /i/ and /o/ with /u/: [mi.’ho] mejor
(better); [εr.’ma.nu] hermano (brother). This also occurs among
bilingual Quechua and Aimara speakers of Peru and Bolivia
respectively.
Nasalization of vowels when they occur between nasals: [tεl.mĩ.’na]
terminar (to finish). This is common in the Canary Islands, the
Caribbean, New Mexico, and in vestigial dialects.
Sporadic neutralization of the opposition /ñ/ / /y/: [spa.’yol] español
(Spanish).
Elision of phones, phonic groups and entire syllables, which in some
cases results in the creation of new words: [lan.’tal] delantal (apron),
[mi.’ka.no] mexicano (Mexican).
Elision of the aspirated velar /h/ in final position: [re.’lo] reloj (watch).

6.2. Morphosyntactic Features
The morphosyntactic system is characterized by the simplification of structures,
which is a common feature of vestigial and popular dialects of Spanish. They include the
following:
1.

Substitution of prepositional pronouns with subject pronouns:
Yo me dijieron que la trujeron patrás
(A mí me dijeron que la volvieron a traer)
They told me they brought her back

2.

Use of second person plural familiar pronoun, vosotros, which is almost
non-existent in the dialects of the New World where the formal pronoun
usted is used all the time.

3.

Substitution of subjunctives with infinitives or indicatives:
Quieren que nosotros tené una familia
(Quieren que tengamos una familia)
They want us to have a family
Si tenía mucho dinero, compraría una casa
(Si tuviera mucho dinero, compraría una casa
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If I had a lot of money, I would buy a house
4.

Sporadic creation of diphthongs:
Tuve que quedame en casa a cociniá
(Tuve que quedarme en casa a cocinar)
I had to stay at home and cook

5.

Neutralization of the distinction between regular and irregular
imperatives, in favor of the regular:
Hácela in place of Hazla (Do it)
Pónelo in place of Ponlo (Turn it on)

6.

Use of archaic verbal forms:
Vide in place of Vi (I saw)
Vido in place of Vio (She/he saw)
Truje in place of Traje (I brought)
Trujo in place of Trajo (She/he brought)

7.

Redundance of subject pronouns:
Mi guelita ea {ella} hablaba spayol
(Mi abuelita hablaba español)
My grandma spoke Spanish

8.

Inverted word order in interrogative sentences:
¿Qué tú quieres?
({Tú} qué quieres?)
What do you want?

9.

Agreement of impersonal verbs with apparent subjects:
Hacen dos años que viven aquí
(Hace dos años que viven aquí)
They have been living here for two years

10.

Frequent neutralization of the ser/estar opposition:
Cuando staba nueva, vivía con mis padres
(Cuando era joven, vivía con mis padres)
When I was young, I lived with my parents

11.

Pluralization of the third person reflexive pronoun:
Siéntensen in place of Siéntense
Sit down (formal plural imperative)

12.

Substitution of the imperfect tense with the present tense:
Mi madre prepara dumplings
(Mi madre preparaba bolas de masa hervida)
My mother used to prepare dumplings
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13.

Substitution of the future tense with the periphrastic future going to +
infinitive

14.

Use of ansina in place of así (like this), ayer pasado in place of anteayer
(the day before yesterday), and no más or puro in place of solamente
(only)

15.

Elimination of articles and prepositions:
Prendí tocá música
(Aprendí a tocar música)
I learned to play music

6.3. Lexical Features
The Adaeseños still use sufficient lexicon covering many semantic fields,
especially parts of the body, animals, food and utensils. The fact that there is a common
lexicon among the speakers is proof of the existence of a functional system. The foreign
elements present in the dialect are almost exclusively limited to the lexicon.
Most of the foreign elements are Nahuatlisms. According to S. ARMISTEAD
(1991:287), the Nahuatlisms undoubtedly connect the dialect with Mexico and the
southwest of the United States. Some of the Nahuatl words in Adaeseño include amole
(cassava), chapulín (little child), guajolote (turkey), huerco (little child), jicote (wasp),
metate (square stone used for grinding corn), molcajete (stone or clay mortar), tamal
(tamale), and tuza (mole).
The Los Adaes settlement was isolated from other ethnolinguistic communities.
As a result of that, the Adaeseños maintained their dialect in its archaic state for a long
period of time, which explains why there are a lot of archaic elements in Adaeseño. They
include: crevá (to break), duse (sweet), encino (oak), fierro (iron), lumbre (fire),
mamavieja (grandma), noria (well for water), peje (fish), palo (tree), prieto (black) and
túnico (dress) (R. LAPESA 1981:394-95; I. LERNER 1974; R. BOGGS et al. 1946; J.
BALDONADO 1975).
There was very little French influence on Adaeseño. The Gallicisms include:
camino de hierro (railroad), casquete (axe), cauén (large sea turtle), charón (little pail),
cude (patio), grega (tea pot), pasaportú (saw for cutting), romana (dress), and sedrón
(frying pan) (S. ARMISTEAD and H. GREGORY 1986). The few Anglicisms include: casa
del corte (city hall), goober (peanuts), lonche (lunch), mashina (machine), maestro
(boss), and papel (newspaper).
Other words used in Adaeseño include: bolillo (white person), bujero (hole),
chipilote (eagle), chuchonta (mockingbird), cusca (buzzard), chuparosa (hummingbird),
encantado (mixture of Indian and white), finisia (spasms which accompany high fever),
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lacrante (scorpion), negrito (black tree), niblanito (light in weight), sancud (mosquito),
and tapanco (roof).
7. Conclusion
The Adaeseño Spanish of northwestern Louisiana came about as a result of the
founding of a Spanish-speaking community among the Adaes Indians in 1717. The
settlement was in the form of a mission and a presidio, and the inhabitants were a mixture
of Spaniards, Mexicans, Indians and people of mixed descent, and it served as the capital
of Spanish Texas for forty-four years. Although the settlement was abandoned in 1773
when the capital was moved to San Antonio, and adverse political, social and economic
conditions have led to the deterioration of the communities and the dialect, the Adaeseños
can still be found in northeastern Texas and in the Spanish Lake, Zwolle, Ebarb and
Noble communities of northwestern Louisiana. Notwithstanding the fact that Adaeseño
has not been used as a means of daily communication for at least forty years, it is still
very functional and almost intact. However, its death is imminent, because there are very
few speakers left and there will soon be nobody to speak it.
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including other influences upon these styles of music such as hymns, work songs, blues,
jazz, and soul.
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Abstract
Some of the most helpful tools for classical singers, amateurs as well as professionals,
are catalogues of repertoire that provide detailed information of vocal works – those
that are frequently performed and recorded, in addition to works that are rarely
performed and/or lesser known. There are a number of such reference sources
available that detail vocal works representative of several different nationalities, styles,
and languages. However, there is limited information regarding Brazilian vocal works.
The result of this void is a vast segment of vocal repertoire that is inaccessible to the
non-Brazilian singer.
My research focuses on creating a brief catalogue of Brazilian classical vocal
music, particularly the music of Hekel Tavares, Francisco Mignone and Alberto
Nepomuceno, each of whom, along with Heitor Villa-Lobos, played a significant role in

the move toward nationalism in Brazilian art music. This catalogue will include
information such as tessitura, level of difficulty, type of accompaniment (piano, small
ensemble, guitar, etc.), and overall sentiment of the piece.
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ABSTRACT
In many countries, East and West, the world of today is marked by a struggle between the competing
ideals of secularism and religious fundamentalism. The terms may be relatively new, but the struggle is
not. The uneasy relationship between three major figures of the German Sturm und Drang, Goethe, JungStilling and J.M.R. Lenz, illustrates in a number of key ways not only that the lines were already clearly
drawn as early as the age of the Enlightenment, but also that for a time there was sufficient common
ground for them to run parallel courses, before diverging and rupturing that occasionally fertile
relationship.
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Abstract of Paper:
Today we speak of movie stars, rock stars, all-star athletes, and even academic stars. The role of
“stars” in the cult of personality has a long tradition in Western history. From the time of early
Near Eastern and Egyptian civilizations, man -- or more precisely royalty -- aspired to dwell
among the stars in heaven for all eternity as the ultimate reward after death. In the transmission
of ideas of astral divinity to the Western world, Greece played a key role, especially in the
Hellenistic period following the conquests of Alexander the Great. His successors took over and
fashioned for themselves ideological programs based on Near Eastern and Egyptian systems of
divine kingship, which were intimately linked with astral symbolism. Even the story of the
appearance of the star of Bethlehem at the birth of Christ followed in this tradition.
As Rome expanded eastward and took over the Hellenistic kingdoms of Alexander’s former
empire, it absorbed many aspects of Hellenistic royal ideology and astral theology that helped
define the nature of leadership. Although many of the ideas of divine kingship found their way
into the private encomiastic literature and art of Roman Republic, these concepts were not
compatible with the official ideology of the Republican Rome. However, with the demise of the
Roman Republic and Augustus Caesar’s founding of the Principate (that is, government under
the leadership of a Princeps, or “First Citizen”) in 27 B.C., aspects of divine kingship would
gradually infiltrate the official artistic and literary vocabulary of Roman leadership.
Although much has been written on the assimilation of Hellenistic concepts in the so-called
imperial cult of the leader of the Roman State, relatively little attention has been focused on the
ways that astral theology figured in the imagery of a Princeps’ designated successor. In the early
Empire, the transmission of imperial power was a problematic and cumbersome process, since
the Principate was not theoretically a hereditary kingship. A designated successor had to be
advanced through various high political and religious offices to the point where his civic and
religious authority was nearly equal to that of the Princeps. Because other members of the
Roman aristocracy could hold the same political offices, the designated successor had to be
elevated somehow above potential rivals. To this end, imagery involving the twin astral gods
Castor and Pollux, known together as the Dioscuri or Gemini, played an important but previously
little-examined role that will be the focus of my paper.
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Because of the high death toll among the younger members of the imperial family, two male
youths -- usually the two eldest -- were marked out for succession, in accordance with the notion
of “an heir and a spare.” Extending the terminology that referred to the leader of the Roman
State as the “Princeps,” these two youths were designated “Principes Iuventutis,” or “leaders of
the youth.” As “twin” leaders, they could be compared to great effect with the divine twins
Castor and Pollux, who had been important from the time of the early Roman Republic, when
they reportedly appeared on white horses at the famous Battle of Lake Regillus, thereby winning
the Romans victory over the Latins. Perceived as savior-gods, as well as the patron divinities of
the equestrian class of Rome, Castor and Pollux were honored from the early years of the
Republic with a temple prominently located in the Roman Forum. Under the early Empire this
temple was rededicated by Augustus’ intended successor Tiberius in his own name and that of
his brother Drusus, both of whom thus came to be linked with the Dioscuri as saviors of the
State.
A significant attribute and symbol of the divinity of the Dioscuri is the star, which was adopted
in visual images of designated successors who died prematurely as a way of signifying a form of
informal deification. I shall therefore not only be considering the imagery of the divine twins in
relation to that of the Principes Iuventutis but also exploring how the star of the Dioscuri was
used to lend an aura of divinity to the individual honored and, by extension, to his family. Such
stellar imagery prefigures the influence of “star power” in later Western civilization.
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Leonard Anthony Polakiewicz
University of Minnesota
Lermontov’s Taman’, Chekhov’s Thieves and Intertextuality
The fact that Chekhov had great admiration for Lermontov’s Taman’ (1840) is
well documented. Sergei N. Shchukin recalls Chekhov saying: “I know of no language
better than that of Lermontov. I should do this: I should take his tale [Taman’] and
analyze it, as one analyzes in school—by sentences, by parts of sentences. That’s how I
would learn to write.”1 In his letter to Iakov P. Polonsky 18 January 1888, Chekhov
remarked: “Lermontov’s Taman’ and Pushkin’s The Captain’s Daughter—not to speak
of the prose of many other poets—prove the close relation between the best Russian
poetry and fine prose.”
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On yet another occasion, as noted by Ivan Bunin, Chekhov

said: “I cannot understand how a mere boy could have written Taman’! Ah, if one had
written that and a good comedy—then one would be content to die!”3 Interestingly,
Vladimir Nabokov expressed a diametrically opposite assessment of Taman’: “The worst
story of the book, Taman’, [is] deemed by some Russian critics the greatest, for reasons
incomprehensible to me…Curiously enough, Russian schoolteachers used to see in it the
perfection of Russian prose.

This is a ridiculous opinion, voiced (according to a

memorist) by Che[k]hov…”4 Andrew Barratt and A.D.P. Briggs explain the dichotomy
of Chekhov’s and Nabokov’s unequivocal views of Taman’ as the result of neither
writer’s taking into account that the language of Taman’ is that of a traveler-narrator
officer, not a professional writer.5 They suggest Chekhov’s admiration for Taman’ was
more likely due to the artistry of its structure and atmosphere rather than its impressive
language (Briggs & Barratt: 60). Though justifiably critical of Nabokov’s negative
comments they are mistaken in claiming Chekhov, the consummate stylist, had
overstated his assessment of Taman’s language.

More likely Chekhov

had been

impressed by many of Taman’s features including its brevity, structure, unity of time,
place and action, atmosphere, laconic style, syncretism, imagery, symbolism,
characterization, and significant theme, notably, the fundamental issue of freedom and
responsibility.
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Two years after his comments to Polonsky, Chekhov’s strong admiration for
Taman’ appears to have inspired him to write Thieves (1890).6 In fact, Thieves is modeled
in many respects on Lermontov’s work; that is not to say, however, that it is a mere
“reworking” of Taman’ as claimed by Petr M. Bitsilli,7 rather, it is an impressive artistic
creation in its own right.
One of the earliest critics to notice textual affinities between Taman’ and Thieves
was Mikhail N. Osorgin. In his brief but penetrating analysis “Tri rasskaza,”8 Osorgin
also found Turgenev’s A History of Lieutenant Ergunov (1867) sharing significant details
with Taman’ and textual affinity between Turgenev’s and Chekhov’s tales, including
their protagonists’ identical patronymic and surname and their similar characteristics and
experiences. Since the publication of Osorgin’s observations, several critics have pointed
to Taman’ as the progenitor of Thieves.
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To my knowledge, however, no critical

analysis has been made of the extent of the
Lermontov’s and Chekhov’s tales.

intertextual relationship between

A close examination of their numerous textual

linkages enables one to identify Taman’’s key elements, in addition to its language,
which must have created an impression on Chekhov strong enough to prompt him to
write Thieves.
Structure and narrative mode
First we notice a striking structural similarity; both works may be essentially
divided into three parts: an arrival, a brief stay, and a departure. Other common structural
points are the protagonists’ brief reverie concerning a past experience immediately
preceding the striking appearance of the women who will play havoc in their present
situation, and a critical confrontation between the protagonists and their respective
bewitching women. A marked difference is the absence of an extended epilogue in
Taman’ but present in Thieves. There is also a difference in the narrative technique
employed: Taman’ is told by Pechorin, a first-person narrator who offers a brief
introduction to an account of a romantic adventure he had experienced in the past and
closes with a reflection from a present perspective on those events. Thieves employs a
third-person narrator who provides a brief introduction, then gives an account of
Ergunov’s escapade and follows it with the protagonist’s reflection on his experiences.
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Ergunov’s final thoughts find expression in the epilogue which takes place eighteen
months after the main episode. The difference in narrative technique is significant: to
portray his romantic hero, the first person subjective narrator served Lermontov perfectly.
In creating a parody of Lermontov’s hero, of de-romanticizing him, of painting a more
realistic portrait, Chekhov employed the more objective third-person narrator.
Lermontov’s narrator-protagonist prefaces his tale with statements foreshadowing
the events and outcome of the story. Essentially, he blames three external forces for his
near demise: the town, his near starvation and an attempt on his life. Chekhov’s narrator
significantly inverts the source of responsibility for the hero’s plight, by speaking in the
opening paragraph directly to his protagonist’s three personal shortcomings which
foreshadow who will be responsible for the events about to occur: the fel’dsher who is
empty-headed, a braggart and a drunkard.
The time frame of each story is short—the action in Thieves takes place in the
course of less than a day; in Taman’ it lasts slightly more than two days. The principal
incidents and situations which unfold upon the arrival of each protagonist in his setting
are strikingly similar: an encounter with local smugglers/thieves preceded by a plethora
of evil omens; an ambience conducive to the protagonist’s sexual attraction to a
bewitching local woman and the violent struggle to which it leads; the theft of the hero’s
belongings (for which he himself is largely responsible); and a dejected departure
accompanied by the protagonists’ philosophical reflections on what happened.

The

settings of the stories are similar yet dissimilar: the locus of the events in Thieves is an
inland rural setting, essentially the confines of an inn near the fictitious town
(“mestechko”) of Repino,10 the protagonist’s back yard so to speak, an almost stage-like
space, more confined than the factual geographical location of the seaport of Taman’.11
The

locus of the events in Taman’, identified pejoratively as “gorodishko”12 and

unfamiliar to the protagonist, is more expansive, with action taking place largely
outdoors. The linkage occurs when Chekhov employs Taman’’s “sea storm” (burja) and
the “cold” (bylo kholodno) motifs transforming them into a “snowstorm” (metel’). In
doing so, he also brings to mind Pushkin’s Metel’ (1830) whose hero is similarly caught
in a sudden, seemingly unexpected fierce blizzard, loses his bearings and becomes lost.
The “exhaused” (izmuchilsia) Pechorin’s

lengthy

wandering about “filthy alleys”
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(griaznye pereulki) before reaching his quarters is mirrored in Ergunov’s wandering in
the blinding “white blizzard” on an “exhausted horse “(loshad’ zamuchilas’) before
arriving at the inn. The “small hut” (nebol’shaya khata) Lermontov’s protagonist stays in
has a “thatched roof” (kamyshnaya krysha) and is surrounded by an “enclosure”
(ograda). At first sight of the inn, before Ergunov’s eyes “springs up a small, squat
house with a thatched roof” (vyros nebol’shoi, prizemistyi domik s … kamyshovoi kryshei
[311]), surrounded by “high gate and a long fence” (vysokie vorota i dlinnyi zabor [311]).
Pechorin is warned that the hut is “unclean” (tam nechisto), the relevant nuance of which
he comprehends only later, and upon entering discovers “the absence of a single icon”
([net] ni odnogo obraza), which he interprets to be an evil omen. Ergunov is cognizant in
advance of entering the inn that “it enjoys a bad reputation” (dvor pol’zovalsya durnoi
slavoi) (311), but enters nevertheless. Pechorin knows the reputation of mermaids from
literature, knows not how to swim yet goes for a boat ride with his “mermaid” (rusalka).
One could argue that circumstances beyond their control, force both protagonists to find
shelter: Pechorin because he is dead tired (“tri nochi ne spal” [226]), Ergunov because of
the blizzard. Unlike Pechorin’s hut, the inn is replete with religious symbols including
several prominently displayed “icons” (obraza) and “vigil lights” (lampadki).
Significantly, Thieves begins during Christmas time (birth) and the epilogue ends during
Easter time (rebirth). Moreover, Kalashnikov, one of the thieves, examines intently a
picture of the Prophet Elijah driving three horses, crosses his mouth each time he yawns,
and both he and the thief Merik pray after dinner to the “icon.” Kalashnikov observes
“Sinners can’t drive to heaven…That’s for holiness” (316). In contrast to Lermontov,
Chekhov shows that even when thieves are surrounded by an abundance of religious
symbols, they are not deterred from thievery.

Also, in contrast to the figurative,

supernatural, romantic meaning of the term “nechisto” describing the hut in Taman’, and
the observation “a whiff of dampness came from within” (poveialo syrost’iu [226]), an
antonymous, literal, prosaic meaning of the inn’s cleanliness is conveyed by the
assonantal syntagma “pakhlo nedavno vymytymi polami” (it smelled of recently washed
floors [312]).

When Liubka employs the figurative, supernatural connotation of

“nechisto” (‘Ish’, nechistye raskhodilis’ [‘Whew! We must be haunted’; 314]) in an
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attempt to explain some mysterious noises, Kalashnikov dismisses them nonchalantly as
simply the sound of wind.
Atmosphere
The atmosphere created by the nature description in Taman’ must have also
impressed Chekhov as evidenced by the strikingly similar atmosphere pervading Thieves.
In Taman’ we find the following description rich with onomatopoeia, alliteration and
personification:
Bereg obryvom spuskalsja k moriu…i v nizu s bespreryvnym ropotom pleskalis’
temno-sinie volny. Luna tikho smotrela na bespokoinuiu, no pokornuiu ei
stikhiiu…Mesiats svetil v okno, i luch ego igral po zemlianomu polu khaty.
Vdrug na iarkoi polose, peresekaiushchei pol, promerknula ten’… slepoi mal’chik
…spuskalsia po uzkoi i krutoi tropinke…. Mezhdu tem luna nachala odevat’sia
tuchami… (226-227).
And in Thieves we read:
“Derevnia …lezhit v glubokom ovrage, tak chto, kogda edesh’ v lunnuiu noch’ po
bol’shoi doroge i vzglianesh’ vniz, v temnyi ovrag [alliteration], a potom vverkh
na nebo, to kazhetsia, chto luna visit nad bezdnoi propast’iu i chto tut konets
sveta. Doroga vedet vniz krutaia, izvilistaia i …uzkaia ” (313).
The atmosphere of the haunting, mysterious nocturnal scene with the moon and its
effects, the precipice, and the turbulent sea rumbling down below is analogous to the
description of Bogalyovka and admirably linked by the common phrases “uzkaia i krutaia
tropinka” and “krutaia i uzkaia doroga”.

The moon, often personified and often

associated with danger or death, as is the case in the Taman’ passage, plays an ubiquitous
role in Chekhov’s works and a beam of moonlight or sunlight cast on some object or
person (e.g., Typhus, The Bishop ) became one of Chekhov’s favorite images.
Syncretism
Chekhov must have also admired Taman’s syncretism which plays a major role in
creating the impressive atmosphere in both tales. Lermontov’s skill as painter is evident
in his extensive use of visual elements such as colors and their implied symbolism:
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“belye steny khaty,” “temno-sinie volny,” “chernye snasti,” “dva belye glaza,” “bel’ma,”
“belaia figura,” “chernaia tochka,” “goluboe nebo,” “lilovaia poloska berega,” “zolotistyi
otliv…kozhi,” “rusye volosy,” “temno-sinii svod.”

These visual elements are

syncretically combined with auditory and olfactory elements to create the desired
atmosphere: “potselui…prozvuchal na moikh gubakh,” “treschala svecha,” “poveialo
syrost’iu,” “pesnia porazila moi slukh,” “pen’io,” and the onomatopoeic “shum podobnyi
ropotu,” “dver’ skripnula,” “shorokh plat’ia,” “zvuki kak budto padaiut s neba,” “ropot
voln,” “kazak zakhrapel,” “prishchelkivala pal’tsami,” “gromko khokhotala” and
“zakhohotala vo vse gorlo.”
In Thieves we see Chekhov the master colorist at work. His descriptions are
remarkable precisely for their syncretic combination of a wealth of colors, sounds and
olfactory elements: “chernaia sobaka, belaia, potom chernaia,” “rusaia borodka,” “siniaia
rubakha,” “gnedaia kobylka,” “bulanyi merinok,” “serebrjannaia ser’ga,” “temnyi ovrag,”
“belye vishnevye tsvety,” “krasnoe plat’e,” “ryzhaia kosa,” “krasnaia lentochka,” “volosy
chernye,” “glaza chernye,” “litso…[Merika] zakoptelo,” “volosy, boroda, i glaza byli
chernye, kak sazha, litso smugloe…na scheke…chernoe piatnyshko,” (315) “zelenyi
platochek,” “to sitsevoe plat’e s krasnymi golubymi glazochkami, to drugoe—krasnoe s
oborkami, kotoroe shurshalo i shelestelo (compare this onomatopoeia with the undine’s
shorokh plat’ia)…to novyi platok, sinii, s raduzhnym otlivom, vse eto ona
pokazyvala…smeias’

vspleskivala rukami (319; compare this with the undine’s

prishchelkivaia pal’tsami), “ukrytaia pestrym…odeialom,” “stal sinet’ vozdukh,”,“sinel
les,” “ego seraia, odnoobraznaia zhizn’,” and at the very end of the story, “krasivoe
bagrovoe zarevo.” Twelve distinct colors are used to vivify the scenes described and
characters portrayed, including gray which is emblematic of the protagonist’s life.13
Auditory elements, frequently onomatopoeic and alliterative, include: “shum meteli,”
“glukhoi sobachii laj,” “pesik zavyl,” “vorota zaskripeli,” “rzhanie [loshadi],” “zavyvali
sobaki,” “v pechke gudel veter,” “chto-to zarychalo i pisknulo,” “treshchala skamia,”
“zazvuchali busy,” Kalashnikov plays the guitar, Merik “zatopal kablukami, shchelknul
podkovami,” Liubka “vzvizgnula…, zastuchala…piatkami,” “ot rezkovo stuka, krika i
gikan’ia

v shkafu zvenela posuda” (320), “stuknul nogami,” “v ushakh zavertelo i

zastuchalo” (324), “zagolosili petukhi.” The olfactory emphasis in Thieves is typically
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Chekhovian: “pakhlo vymytymi polami,” “kogda nalili [vodku]…po vsei komnate poshel
dukh apel’sinnoi korki” (316), “pakhlo vasil’kami i ukropom,” “pakhlo vesnoiu.”
Music as a syncretic component also plays an important role in each story. The
undine’s singing a beautiful lengthy song finds its counterpart in the graphic and
extraordinarily artistic description of Merik’s and Liubka’s dancing the Ukrainian hopak.
The dancers are completely uninhibited, highly acrobatic, very physical, performing
rapid, energetic, sensuous, animalistic, frenzied and nearly violent movements: “Merik
zlobno gliadia na nee i oskaliv zuby, ponessia k nei v prisiadku, zhelaia unichtozhit’ ee
svoimi strashnymi nogami, a ona vskochila, zakinula nazad golovu i, vzmakhivaia
rukami, kak bol’shaia ptitsa kryl’iami [reminiscent of the description of Janko’s boat
which “kak utka, nyriala i potom, bystro vzmakhnuv veslami, budto kryl’iami,
vyskakivala iz propasti” (228)], edva kasaias’ pola, poplyla po komnate [alliteration])…a
u Merika, togo i gliadi, seichas otorvutsia ruki i nogi” (319-320). This is one of the most
naturalistic and sensuous scenes in all of Chekhov.

Liubka’s serpent-like nature,

remindful of the undine’s “zmeinaia natura” is conveyed through her movements: she
moved “bokom-bokom, ekhidno, tochno zhelaia podkrastsia k komu-to i udarit’ szadi
[which she in fact does later to Ergunov], …potom zakruzhilas’ volchkom i prisela, i ee
krasnoe plat’e razdulos’ v kolokol” (319). During the dance Liubka undergoes a fivefold metamorphosis: “serpent-like appearance” ¬ “volchok” ¬ “kolokol” ¬ “ptitsa”
and finally ¬ “krasnoe oblako.”
The syncretic approach also shows the dance’s visual and auditory effect upon
Ergunov, the effects of the flickering candle (“na svechke prygal ogon’” [320]) and vigil
lights (“lampadka sil’no migala” [321]) and the large amount of alcohol he has
consumed, all of which lead him to think

“Akh, chto za ogon’-devka!” (319; echoing

Pechorin’s Cossack’s reference to the undine “Ekii bes-devka!” [233]) and “Otdai vse da
i malo…” (319). It is this sexual arousal which prompts Ergunov to question his present
existence: “On zhalel: zachem on fel’dsher, a ne prostoi muzhik? Zachem na nem…ne
siniaia rubakha s verevochnym poiasom?” (319). His desire to live the life of a peasant
and wear the implied “tolstovka” and his deplorable conduct as a “free peasant” in the
epilogue are a critique of Tolstoy’s idealization of simplification and peasant life.

An

effective alliterative phrase consisting of the thrice-repeated consonant “p” informs us:
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“Togda by on mog smelo pet’, pliaskat’, pit’, obkhvatyvat’ obeimi rukami Liubku.” (319320). This alliterative phrase is followed by three onomatopoeic auditory details “stuk,
krik, i gi’kan’e” (320), which underscore the frenzy and cacophony
Ergunov’s mind.

befuddling

As the dance ends, Liubka’s string of beads breaks (“prorvalas’

nitka”—remindful of the “zvuk lopnuvshei struny” in The Cherry Orchard), and yet
another set of alliterative, onomatopoeic phrases informs us: “busy rassypalis’ po vsemu
polu…i vmesto Liubki mel’kalo tol’ko odno krasnoe oblako, da sverkali temnye glaza, a
u Merika, togo i gliadi, seichas otorvutsia ruki i nogi” (320). When Liubka crawls about
the floor picking up her beads (“polzala”-- again remindful of a snake or a serpent), like
the serpent in the Garden of Eden, she seduces Ergunov.
Although Pechorin and Ergunov consider themselves culturally and intellectually
more sophisticated than the smugglers and thieves, neither protagonist is even capable of
comprehending the locals’ music. The protagonists are outsiders (“ne svoi”). When
Ergunov tells Liubka to let him in because “my liudi svoi” she replies “svoi vse doma”
which foreshadows his thorough rejection by the thieves and his inability to establish his
much desired communication with them. Just as the undine communicates with Janko
through singing (she knows what, why and to whom she is singing), Merik, Kalashnikov
and Liubka also understand and communicate with each other through music. Ergunov,
however: “nikak ne mog poniat’, kakuiu [Kalashnikov] pesniu igraet, veseluiu ili
grustnuiu, potomu chto bylo to ochen’ grustno, dazhe plakat’ khotelos’, to stanovilos’
veselo” (319). Pechorin experiences the same difficulty: “Prislushivaius’—napev
strannyi, to protiazhnyi i pechal’nyi, to bystryi i zhivoi…ona…to smeialas’ i rassuzhdala
sama s soboi, to zapevala snova pesniu” (230). We also notice the similar syntactic
structure employed with the repeated use of the conjunction “to”—a structure which
appears frequently in both tales.
When Ergunov goes out to make sure Kalashnikov does not steal his horse, he
shoots at the dogs and, “off stage”, like Uncle Vanya, misses not once but twice. The
blizzard continues to rage and Ergunov sees nature’s performance--a mirroring of the
human dancing he had just witnessed: “velikany v belykh savanakh s shirokimi rukavami
kruzhilis’ i padali, i opiat’ podnimalis’, chtoby makhat’ rukami i drat’sja [words which
echo Liubka’s “vzmakhnula rukami” and anticipate Ergunov’s “draka” with her]” (320,
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italics mine. L.P.). The observation “golye berezki vishni…plakali ‘Bozhe, za kakoi
grekh ty prikrepil nas k zemle i ne puskaesh’ na voliu?’” (italics mine—L.P.),
foreshadows Ergunov’s questioning of the meaning of sin and the way life is ordered,
and the expression of his yearning for freedom.
In both Taman’ and Thieves there are two key sensuous encounters, described in
strikingly similar details, between the protagonist and the enchanting, demonic maiden,
each bent on outwitting and tricking the worldly, more experienced protagonist.
The first sensuous contact in Taman’ is initiated by the undine: “Ona vskochila,
obvila rukami moiu sheiu, i vlazhnyi, ognennyi potselui prozvuchal na gubakh moikh. V
glazakh u menia potemnelo, golova zakruzhilas’, ia szhal ee v moikh ob”iatiiakh so vseiu
siloiu iunosheskoi strasti, no ona kak zmeia, skol’znula mezhdu moimi rukami…i streloiu
vyskochila iz komnaty…Tol’ko tut ia opomnilsia” (233).

The second encounter, also

initiated by the undine, proves to be nearly fatal for Pechorin. The rendezvous begins on
a positive note: “obviv moi stan rukami…[ona skazala] ‘ja tebia liubliu.’ I shcheka ee
prizhalas’ k moei, i ia pochuvstvoval na litse moem ee plamennoe dykhanie” (233). An
intense physical struggle (“otchaiannaia bor’ba”) takes place when the undine attempts
to drown him for having discovered the smuggling activities. As he tries to “ottolknut’ ee
ot sebia”, he notes “ona kak koshka vtsepilas’ v moiu odezhdu, i vdrug sil’nyi tolchok
edva ne sbrosil menia v more.” (233; italics mine—L.P.) He tries to inflict pain on her by
squeezing her hands until her fingers crunched, but her “zmeinaia natura” withstands the
pain and with “sverkh”estestvennym usiliem” (234) she knocks him down against the
side of the boat. Not knowing how to swim, Pechorin barely survives the ordeal by
overpowering her and shoving her in the water.
During the first sensuous encounter between Ergunov and Liubka, as he attempts
to check whether Merik has possibly stolen his horse, Liubka makes the sensuous move
by blocking his way, looking at him slyly and caressingly, telling him “ty na menia
pogliadi” (322), and touching his “zolochenyi kliuchik” thereby diverting his attention.
Calling her a “chert,” Ergunov inflicts pain on her by giving her a blow on the shoulder
and pressing against her in an effort to move her from the door (“izo vsei sily navalilsia
grud’iu, chtoby ottolknut’ ee ot dveri, no ona utsepilas’ za zasov i byla tochno
zheleznaia” (322—measures which prove futile as she, “tiazhelo dysha,” mesmerizes him
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with sweet talk and prompts him to embrace her [“obnial ee”]). During the second
encouter, Ergunov initiates the sensuous advance: “Ergunov skhvatil ee za sorochku
okolo shei i rvanul; … i izo vsekh sil obnial devku. A ona shipia ot zlosti, zaskol’zila v
ego ob”iatiiakh i vysvobodiv odnu ruku ,,, udarila ego kulakom po temeni” (324). This
unpleasant, painful experience is followed instantly by another:

“V golove u nego

pomutilos’ ot boli, v ushakh zazvenelo i zastuchalo. On popiatilsia nazad i v eto vremia
poluchil drugoi udar, no uzhe po visku” (324). This entire episode of Ergunov’s
encounter with Liubka who successfully fends him off is a parody of Pechorin’s near
fatal encounter with the undine whom he successfully fends off. Although the near
drowning of the romanitc Pechorin is somwhat comical,14 the episode of the drunken
Ergunov beaten by Liubka turns into a genuine farce.
Thieves also contains descriptions of homely details similar to those present in
Taman’. In the latter we read: “Pech’ byla zharko natoplena, i v nei varilsia obed,
dovol’no roskoshnyi dlia bedniakov”(229). When Ergunov first enters the inn, he notices
that it is “zharko natopleno.” Later, Liubka also serves a “roskoshnyi obed,” almost an
Homeric meal, described in considerable detail: “Liubka…prinesla bol’shoi kusok
svinogo sala, solenykh ogurtsov, varenoe miaso…kolbas[u] s kapustoi… [i] grafin s
vodkoi”.

These were followed by “miatye prianiki, kalenye orekhi [i] tykvennye

semechki” (316, 318); a description which corresponds to Pechorin’s observation that
“the dinner was rather luxurious for poor people” and supports Chekhov’s statement to
Suvorin that, contrary to popular belief, these thieves are not poor.15 Ergunov lives up to
his reputation of a drunkard—while others have only one drink, he is unable to control
himself (“ne vyderzhal”—a trait of his mentioned several times in the story), and has
three drinks followed by another five or six. He also proves to be a glutton as he devours
all of the sausage—a clear sign of poshlost’.
Characterization
The similarity of the two tales’ architectonics is extended to the striking character
parallels in terms of their number, type and function: Taman’ has six characters: narrator
protagonist (Pechorin), the young girl (“rusalka,” “undina”), Janko, blind boy,
“khoziaika” (also known as “starukha”) and the Cossack “denshchik”.

Only one

character’s name is revealed. Thieves also has six characters: Ergunov, Liubka,
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Kalashnikov, Merik, and two “off stage” characters, the “khoziaika” (also known as
“starukha”) and Filia. In contrast to Taman’, names of all but one character are given in
Thieves. Nearly every character in Taman’ has his/her corresponding type in Thieves,
e.g.: Pechorin~Ergunov, Undine~Liubka, Janko~Merik and “khoziaika~khoziaika”. To
some extent the blind boy’s counterpart is the nearly blind Filia. Only Kalashinikov and
the Cossack “denshchik” have no real counterparts.

Kalashnikov’s role, unlike the

Cossack’s, is more substantive. An important difference between the two tales, is that all
of the characters Pechorin encounters are complete strangers to him whereas Ergunov has
encountered all of the principal characters previously and thus should be aware with
whom he is dealing and what to expect.
In the case of the “undina”/”rusalka” and Liubka, each has a diabolic streak and
each is instrumental in robbing the hero and inflicting pain on him. Similar and even
identical metaphors, physical features, and actions describe them:
Undine: “belaia figura,” “bes-devka,” “ptichka,” “koshka,” “zmeinaia natura,”
“tselyi den’ vertelas’”
Liubka: “zhenskaia figura,” “ogon’-devka,” “chertovka,” “chert,” “ptitsa,”
“koshka,” “kak zmeia,” “vertliavaia neposadka”
Undine: “vysokaia grud’,” “dlinnye rusye volosy,” “raspushchennye kosy”
Liubka: “polnogrudaia,” “dlinnaia raspustivshaiasia kosa”
Despite these similarities, the “undina”/”rusalka” metaphors and the comparison of her to
Goethe’s Mignon, stress Pechorin’s association of the girl with literary, folkloric, and
mythological images which differ from Liubka’s more realistic portrayal.16 Liubka’s total
devotion and submissiveness to Merik, her masochistic behavior, echo Vera/Pechorin’s
relationship and some of Dostoevsky’s heroines (e.g., Lisa/Stavrogin relationship).
Janko and Merik, rather traditional noble bandits, are bold, carefree, survivors,
totally fearless, strong-willed, admired by women and described in folkloric terms. Of the
entire cast of characters, Kalashnikov, though a notorious thief, is the most balanced. He
is dignified and sensible and shares with Lermontov’s famous merchant Kalashnikov
(Song About Tsar Ivan, His Bodyguard and the Bold Merchant Kalashnikov [1837]) his
name and characteristics of nobility, respectability, and courage.

Significantly, both

Lermontov and Chekhov show that, compared to the lower class smugglers and thieves,
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the “civilized” and higher class Pechorin and especially Ergunov are inferior as human
beings.
Robert Reid suggests two possible readings of Taman’: “autotelic” and
“heterotelic.”17 If we choose the first reading, we are unable to establish the protagonist’s
identity. Moreover, as Reid notes, “to deny oneself the hermeneutic support of the rest of
the novel is to be thrown into something of the mystery and confusion which faces the
story’s narrator” (45). Chekhov of course knew Pechorin of the entire novel and in
creating Ergunov, was parodying the Pechorin of Taman’ read “intertextually against the
other components of A Hero of Our Time” (53).
Pechorin, the central figure in Taman’, is an officer travelling on an official
military assignment. Ergunov, the central figure in Thieves, is a fel’dsher (a medical
assistant) also travelling on official business--a medical assignment. Though faced with
official duty, each hero succumbs to his curiosity, prejudices and desire for sexual
gratification which bring about negative physical and psychological consequences, as
well as theft of their possessions.

The fel’dsher, however, a vulgarized romantic, is a

parody of Pechorin. In contrast to Pechorin’s respectable profession of an officer,
Ergunov’s position is that of a lowly fel’dsher. Of the many fel’dshers portrayed by
Chekhov, not a single one is a positive character.18 Knowing Chekhov’s highly critical
handling of the image of the fel’dsher in general, and taking into account the narrator’s
negative attitude toward Ergunov, and the hero’s deplorable behavior (he even
contemplates raping Liubka), it is difficult to agree with G. Zadera’s claim that Ergunov
has positive qualities,19 or to accept Iurii Nagibin’s interpretation of Ergunov and his
claim of Chekhov’s alleged sympathy for the fel’dsher.20 Pechorin’s thirst for life and
action, egocentrism, lack of moral principles and isolation from society become
trivialized in the person and actions of Ergunov.
Pechorin’s attitude toward life, hinted at in Taman’ and revealed more fully in the
rest of the novel, essentially remains unchanged. Ergunov’s view of life does change. It
is his lack of passion, inaction and ineffectiveness which remain unchanged. Ergunov’s
experience with the thieves at the inn precipitates a quantitative but not a qualitative
change in his life. Pechorin appears to have been little affeced by his experience with the
smugglers. He leaves, cavalierly dismissing all that has happened to him and others as
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unimportant, a foreshadowing of his fundamentally egocentric, almost diabolic,
destructive personality. The protagonists’ fundamental similarity lies in their refusal to
accept responsibility for their actions and the consequences thereof while insisting upon
exercising their unrestrained freedom.

Each blames some external force for his

predicament; Pechorin blames fate: “ What business did fate have to land me into the
peaceful midst of honest smugglers?” (235; italics Lermontov’s).

Ergunov blames

society and its ordering of life. He questions society’s, if not divine, wisdom in regarding
stealing for enjoyment as sinful.

In choosing the epithet “honest” to describe the

smugglers (an oxymoron), Pechorin unwittingly magnifies his own dishonesty with
himself and others. It is the protagonists’ inherently flawed personalities and modes of
thinking which constitute the real cause of their problems when dealing with life.
Pechorin does not try either to emulate or adopt the smugglers’ life style. He is confident
in his convictions, his personality and his mode of existence. Lacking an identity he can
be happy with, Ergunov assumes he can become a different person by emulating and
adopting the thieves’ life style and thereby finding happiness. He does not realize that
the thieves also are looking for happiness which appears to elude them: Merik hopes to
find a better life in the Kuban’, Liubka wants Merik to stay with her, but unlike Janko,
who takes the undine with him, Merik abandons her, and Kalashnikov keeps dreaming of
some day owning horses similar to Elijah’s. The narrator in the “Introduction to
Pechorin’s Journal” maintains that Pechorin’s thoughts constitute “self-observation on
the part of a mature mind” (225). In contrast, Ergunov’s reflections are those of a clearly
immature mind. His ineptitude, impracticality, his total failure as an individual are
magnified when compared to Pechorin’s personality and demeanor. The prosaic Ergunov
wants to lead the romanticized life of a thief. He wants to enjoy a thief’s allegedly
unhindered freedom yet fails to learn from Merik’s experience of nearly being drowned
for having allegedly stolen some horses, from Kalashnikov’s having been imprisoned
several times and even sentenced to exile in Siberia for stealing horses, and from Filia’s
having had his eye knocked out by German colonists for similar offenses. Ergunov fails
to learn that thievery exacts its price and that it can and does restrict freedom.
Whereas Pechorin dismisses all that has happened to him as unimportant,
Ergunov regards his experience as highly relevant, an epiphany of sorts, but in actuality it
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is a perversion of a genuine epiphany. For his new perspective on life (what Vladimir
Kataev calls “epistemological perspective”21) does not transform him into a better
individual, spiritually or morally, rather it leads him to a complete slide downward into
the existence of a petty thief. His is not a rebirth into a new, glorious, meaningful life of
genuine freedom, but a descent into the hell of thievery, irresponsibility and the loss of
real freedom.

He is now a wastrel, asking questions that verge on “why is water wet?

and “why are those without money poor?” Ergunov’s closing rhetorical questions reveal
the magnitude of his spiritual bankruptcy. His is not a genuine, serious pursuit of
cognition, rather, it is a pseudo-philosophical inquiry regarding social and natural order:
With what right do people… divide their fellows into the sober and the drunken,
the employed and dismissed, and so on. Why do the sober and well-fed sleep
comfortably in their homes, while the drunken and the hungry must wander about
the country without a refuge? Why was it that if anyone had not a job and did not
get a salary he had to go hungry, without clothes and boots? Whose idea was it?
Why was it the birds and the wild beasts in the woods did not have jobs and get
salaries, but lived as they pleased? (325)
Eighteen months earlier, when “his mind was in a muddle” (324), he had posed similar
questions: “Why were there in the world doctors, fel’dshers, merchants, clerks, and
peasants instead of free men? … And whose idea was it…that a doctor takes precedence
of a fel’dsher?” (324-325)22 Ergunov wishes to liberate himself from the conventions of
the time, but he is actually a prisoner of his own making. He is naive, impotent and
vulnerable. Now, eighteen months later, he is still confused and sees only chaos. No
definitions add up, nothing makes sense. He is not only a nihilist, but an anarchist. At
the news that Merik has apparently carried out his threat to kill Liubka and her mother
and burn down the inn, and at the sight of the distant crimson glow (his enthusiasm is
reminiscent of the anarchist Peter Verkhovensky’s rapture at the thought of the
conflagration in The Devils—it is worth reiterating that the original title of Thieves was
The Devils), “[Ergunov] imagined the old woman and Liubka, with their throats cut,
burning, and he envied Merik” (326).
The reader has seen Ergunov stumble blindly through his life, unable to discern
black from white, to read and react to what is going on around him. He has no empathy
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and has dulled his mind through alcohol and isolation into severe misanthropy. Although
Chekhov seems to be non-prescriptive about the order of things as represented by the
thieves, as we would expect him, his opinions of Ergunov seem clearer.

Chekhov

presents a man who cannot adjust to social order, refuses to work (which is totally alien
to Chekhov’s creed of work) and, instead of living responsibly, blames society for his
unhappiness. He has been dismissed from the hospital and wanders aimlessly without a
job. 23 At last he has the freedom he has yearned for but it does not bring him happiness.
Unlike Pechorin whose mind overcomes his emotions, recovers and moves on with life,
Ergunov, lacking a clear mind and the passion to actively pursue positive dreams,
remains totally governed by emotions dangerous to himself and to society as witnessed
by his envy of Merik’s alleged criminal act.
Ronald Hingley calls Thieves Chekhov’s “most outspoken…fictional manifesto in
favor of freedom.”24 Karl Kramer argues that Ergunov’s indictment of society suggests
that “the real villain of the piece [is] the implied futliarnost’ of societal
organization…which denies man …freedom.”25 Vladimir Kataev says that it is common
for Chekhov’s heroes to raise questions “to which there are no answers.”26 David
Magarshack feels that in Thieves Chekhov may have been betrayed by his medical
training, for it “is impossible to dissociate human conduct from its purely moral
consequence.”27 There is some truth in all of these observations, but all these critics seem
to overlook the fact that the protest in the form of rhetorical questions comes from a
totally discredited individual and that with his demand for freedom Ergunov neglects to
accept the concomitant responsibility for his actions.

In this regard, Ergunov and

Pechorin are moral twins—they exercise their free wills and, instead of accepting
responsibility for their misdeeds, they blame others. To be sure, Chekhov was a strong
advocate of freedom and an opponent of everything that suggested poshlost’ and external
or self-imposed limitation of the human spirit. However, he firmly believed that with
freedom comes responsibility and that there was no morally acceptable way of avoiding
this basic truth of life.
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Marketers today are spending big bucks for product placements in motion
pictures after the tremendous success linked to the dropping of Reese's
Pieces candies to lead an alien out of the woods in the movie ET: The ExtraTerrestrial. More and more companies try to find more creative and
uncluttered ways to expose consumers to products. Product placements
range from subtle background appearances to the dominant role (10.5
minutes of total exposure time) of a Wilson volleyball washed ashore in a
Federal Express package after a plane crash leaves actor Tom Hanks as the
only survivor on a deserted island in the movie Cast Away (Maynard and
Scala, 2002). Previous research has looked at moviegoers opinions about
product placement (DeLorme and Reid, 1999), the ethical nature of using
movies for product pitches (Gupta, et al, 2000), the frequency and type of
brand exposure in movies (Karrh, 1994) and the effects on viewers of
different types of exposures (e.g., background v. foreground, spoken v.
visual only)(Sabherwal, et al, 1994). This latter research on placement
effectiveness is the focus of the proposed research.
The primary objective of this proposed research is to understand the
differential impact of product placements in movies depending on the
context in which the placement is seen. Since previous research has shown
that product placements including both visual and verbal displays of the
product have the most impact on recall and brand attitudes, followed by
verbal only and finally visual only appearances, there's reason to believe
other variables related to information processing may also affect impact. A
broader objective of this project is to better understand the role context plays
in all types of communication forms, letters, speeches, phone calls or faceto-face.
This study would focus on the variable of viewer involvement with different
scenes in the movie and the accompanying effects it would have on product
placements in high versus low involvement scenes. Petty and Cacioppo's
well established Elaboration Likelihood Model (1983) on information

processing would suggest that products placed in more highly involving
scenes should produce more elaborate cognitive processing, increasing the
chances that brand awareness and knowledge would be processed compared
to products in less involving scenes.
The proposed method for this research is a pre- and post-test experimental
setting where viewers would experience part or all of an existing movie that
had product placements in different viewing involvement contexts. After a
short-list of scenes was selected, they would be pre-tested using established
viewer involvement measures to confirm high and low viewer involvement
scenes preferably from the same movie using the same products so as to
limit the number of extraneous variables that could contribute to any
differences. An additional condition, where a third group saw only a 30
second commercial for the brand could provide important information on the
relative impact of placements versus a standard marketing tactic
(commercial). Controls would be in place to account for the effects of prior
viewing of the selected movie, pre-existing brand attitudes and knowledge
for the featured products, and any demographic variables deemed relevant to
the viewing experience. The sample, which would be randomly assigned to
the high or low viewing involvement condition, could be comprised of a
variety of demographic groups, although a convenience sample of college
students would be appropriate for this study given their propensity to attend
movies. The movie segments would be shown in group settings to
approximate the typical movie viewing condition as much as possible.
The expected outcomes of this research would have implications both for
marketers and movie studios considering the use of product placements in
films. If, as predicted by the Elaboration Likelihood Model, the findings
show that placements in more involving scenes produce greater brand
outcomes (attitudes, awareness), marketers and movie producers will have to
look more closely at how and when the products appear in the movie in
determining cost/value. At present, studios are charging placement fees
based on a fairly standard scale related to expected audience size for the
movie. This assumes the exposure from placements is equal across movie
scenes and equal to the exposure value marketers get from a 30 second
commercial, since the dollar value given to a placement is based on price
charged for a commercial exposed to a similar sized audience. (Maynard and
Scala, 2002) The expected results of this research could show that both of
these assumptions are incorrect.
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Heyse’s Maidens Through the Eyes of Brahms and Wolf
During the nineteenth century, Paul Heyse was often described as a woman’s
writer; the major characters in many of his novels are females, his study of Italian authors
included women, and his Italienisches Liederbuch features numerous Mädchenlieder.
Despite their differing compositional techniques and aesthetics, Hugo Wolf and
Johannes Brahms were drawn to this collection and to Heyse’s other works. Their settings
of Heyse’s poems demonstrate their sensitivity to the emotional crises experienced by the
poet’s maidens, and reveal how both composers tried to compress their remarkable tonal
innovations into the confined space of a short poem. While the sensitivity of Wolf’s lieder
is hardly surprising, given his reputation for superb text setting, the subtle nuances and
unusual tonal structures of Brahms’s pieces contradicts the oft repeated view that he
ignored or mangled his texts. Perhaps even more surprising, and also going against
traditional assessments, is that a number of Wolf’s Heyse settings seem to be set to
formulas that match neither the structure nor the meaning of the texts.
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ABSTRACT
America witnessed the passing of three leading late 20th century exponents of the
African-American spiritual within seven months of each other: William Warfield, solo
artist/educator; Eileen Southern, Harvard University African-American musicologist; Moses
Hogan, pianist, conductor and arranger. Their deaths coincided with the centenary anniversary of
the publication of the W.E.B. DuBois’ The Souls of Black Folks, the great lover of spirituals who
wrote the defining treatise on the meaning of being black in America. These three dedicated
much of their lives to the study and celebration of the African-American spiritual, and its
important role in the life of our nation. They each knew that the spiritual provides a means for
effective communication across historic racial dividing lines. This paper is dedicated to their
efforts.
Although the world enjoys African-American solo spirituals everywhere, American
singers in the last half century have found fewer occasions to sing or record them. This may be
due in part to the troubled racial history of the American performing stage, especially in the
shadow of blackface minstrelsy, and in the larger realm of a nation struggling mightily with its
racial legacy. With race and spirituals in mind, I want to explore the subject for solo singers in
two parts. Part one explores a combination of elements: the barrier of race in solo spirituals;
white discomfort with “Negro dialect” and the conjuring ghosts of blackface minstrelsy; possible
rebuke by some African-Americans who believe America’s largely unaddressed racial history
creates an atmosphere of distrust of whites who sing these sacred solo songs; or rebuke from
African-Americans because it reminds them of a dark time best forgotten. Part one calls us to
reflect on reasons why everyone should sing solo spirituals, although largely white Americans
don’t. Singing spirituals is centrally important to our education and racial transcendence as a
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nation. Building on the affirmative premises that solo African-American spirituals are suitable
literature for all on the concert stage. I suggest that singing African-American spirituals could
bring blacks and whites intimately closer together. Part two identifies important resources
(books, workshops, recordings, DVDs, web sites, special library collections, poetry, song
anthologies, reading bibliography) that can help increase our understanding of African-American
spirituals, and help make African-American spirituals a more active part of our singing lives. As
a nation still coming to grips with its complex racial legacy, African-American spirituals provide
positive means to that end. The path to understanding our nation’s racial legacy passes through
our shared joys, pains and sorrows, not by painfully forgetting or fearfully ignoring them.
Learning to love, teach, and especially, to sing solo spirituals brings us closer to humbly
reconciling the truth of what we are, together.
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Singing African-American Spirituals:
A Reflection on Racial Barriers in Classical Vocal Music
By Lourin Plant

Part One—A Call To Reflection
“. . . the problem of the Twentieth Century is the problem of the color-line.”1
—The Souls of Black Folk by W. E. B. DuBois
On the anniversary one hundred years after DuBois raised the veil on his prophetic The
Souls of Black Folk (1903), his thoughtful statement remains a sentinel of American racial
history, and again calls the nation to reflection. A call to reflection on race at the start of the 21st
century is easier said than done. America’s history and racial legacy are strangely
interconnected. Together they frequently overwhelm our best efforts to transcend their resulting
difficulties. Such enormity stymies our collective abilities to know how or where to begin—how
to approach race issues that historically bind us together and, at the same time, polarize us. Our
struggle just to understand is immensely frustrating, which complicates earnest attempts to start
and maintain an effective dialogue on racial affairs.
The esoteric world of musical arts contains considerable racial barriers. It also provides
opportunities to address some of America’s persistent and inescapable abiding racial concerns.
Such opportunities can touch our lives in profound ways. The mystery of our shared racial legacy
is a conundrum that is not easily unraveled, yet the resilient power of music provides a path to
meaning, understanding and healing—possibly the first appropriate steps to transformation and
definitive change in our racial culture.
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A primary example of how the legacy of race erects barriers to our shared artistic
expression lies within the world of solo-vocal classical music. The current disposition of the solo
African-American spiritual clearly illustrates both aspects of the perspective; our frozen inability
to expressively communicate, and our need for understanding.
As an outgrowth of African enslavement in America and Protestant Christianity, AfricanAmerican spirituals are a unique genre unlike any other developed on the African Continent or
anywhere else in the entire African Diaspora under slavery.2 African-American spirituals
represent one of our nation’s great cultural gifts to the world. Numbering more than 6,000
examples, they remain one of the largest bodies of American folk songs to reach the 21st
century.3
Spirituals open an important window of witness and understanding into America’s deeply
emotional and perplexing racial past. Considering the large number of spirituals and their central
role in American music history, why are there so very few modern recordings of solo spirituals
performed by white artists? Spirituals occupy an important place in the matrix of American
music, and yet since World War II, it appears whites have chosen not to perform them. Unlike
Gershwin’s opera, Porgy and Bess, there is no controlling directive from any composer’s estate
suggesting that solo spirituals are only for blacks to sing on stage. Nevertheless it seems that
way. The legacy of race may forever interfere with the possibility for all Americans to sing this
important solo literature—unless concerned musicians and other like-minded individuals attempt
to address it.
In my nearly half-century in music, I have heard hundreds of solo vocal recitals of almost
every type. Except for some of my own students, I have hardly ever heard a white
student/professional solo vocalist sing a solo African-American spiritual on the recital stage.
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This is a breathtaking confession to make and it astounds me utterly to realize it in totality. I am
aware of the Lawrence Tibbett performances, Robert Merrill performances, spirituals sung by
Marilyn Horne, Eileen Farrell (a moving Deep River), Nelson Eddy, and others from earlier
generations and during the civil rights activities of the 60s. There is even the very hopeful
modern anecdote of Renee Fleming singing This Little Light of Mine as an encore on a recent
recital program. Otherwise there is a considerable void.
I looked for spirituals in the beautiful collections of American music recently recorded by
America’s leading singers, just for example, the fabulous, enormously accomplished and socially
responsible American baritone, Thomas Hampson—Barber, Copland, Ives, Adams—hardly any
African-American spirituals in his oeuvre. Go tell it on the Mountain and The Virgin Mary Had a
Baby Boy appear to be the only spirituals in the listing of his ninety-five titles on CDNow’s web
site, these on two separate Christmas CDs. He has a wonderful collection of Stephen Foster, but
virtually no spirituals. I looked again reviewing recordings of America’s preeminent bassbaritone, Samuel Ramey, who also has a lovely collection of American music by Barber,
Copland, Foster and Gershwin. He is a very astute performer. A summary search of his seventytwo titles listed on CDNow’s web site revealed not a single spiritual whatsoever. I looked again
for spirituals in the listings of Dawn Upshaw, one of my favorite sopranos. American music is
beautifully represented in her recordings—Ives, Copland, Glass, Reich, Harbison, and
Bernstein—yet in her fifty-five recordings listed on CDNow’s web site, I found no spirituals.
This is not to say there is something wrong with these three singers, all terrific individuals. Yet
with concern, I searched other artists’ collections and found many examples of the same. I
wondered why?
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Central Questions on Race and African-American Spirituals
Is there a subtle racial dynamic in our classical performance tradition? Is a silent cultural
movement taking place? Much of the evidence is scattered before us, yet because racial issues
are at the core, few are openly talking cross-culturally about it. Do spirituals conjure up only the
subject of slavery, to many the third rail of American democracy? Do whites in discomfort
choose not to perform solo spirituals in recital due in part to America’s negative racial legacy? Is
there a stigma attached to performing with dialect? Do singers experience cultural feelings of
inadequacy, guilt or shame when singing spirituals? In deference to African-American artists, do
white solo artists abandon this repertoire? Is there a perception that African-Americans
discourage whites from singing spirituals? Are spirituals outside the realm of or an affront to the
dignity of our best white classical artists? Perhaps whites sing solo spirituals, but those
performances seem far below the general cultural radar of the recital stage. Is reluctance to
perform solo spirituals attributed to the quality of the music itself? Could that reluctance be due
to fear—fear of offending, of not performing with the right reverence or spirit, fear of judgment,
or not doing spirituals justice?

The American Stage and Race: Blackface Minstrelsy
A central contributing reason that solo spirituals remain a repertoire question for
everyone connects with the troubled racial history that is part of most American institutions,
including and particularly the American stage. Concerns about racial caricatures on stage are
serious and abiding ones, considering the paralyzing and corrosive images created in the
offensive history of blackface minstrelsy.
Blackface minstrelsy was the established nationwide 19th century theatrical practice,
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principally of the urban North. White men (and later some blacks largely managed by whites),
through ridicule and racist lampoon for sport and profit, caricatured blacks longing for the joys
of plantation life while wearing burnt cork-blackened faces, exaggerated red or white lips and
white eyes.4 And it was wildly in demand. Blackface minstrelsy became the most popular form
of theatrical entertainment in the United States during much of the 19th century.5 Harvard
University music historian, Eileen Southern (The Music of Black Americans: A History, W.W.
Norton, 1997) further identifies blackface minstrelsy’s ascent as it “came to represent America’s
unique contribution to the world entertainment stage.”6 Blackface Minstrelsy’s contribution was
indeed unique—and unforgettably ugly.
Blacks portrayed by white actors in blackface were already an established part of stage
history in England and America, such as the stock character of the noble black savage dying to
save his white master.7 What was new was that American performers in the 1820s began to
specialize in blackface characters and build entire shows around them, not just as theater or
circus entr’actes.8 Blackface minstrelsy actually began in the Midwest, but Dan Emmett’s
Virginia Minstrels developed the first definitive minstrel show in New York during 1843. The
Virginia Minstrels spread professional and amateur interest from New England to New Orleans
in little over a year. Groups such as the Christy Minstrels, which introduced many of Stephen
Foster’s lyric and comic songs—or after the Civil War, all-black ensembles, like the Georgia
Minstrels—carried the style to eager audiences everywhere, from converted churches,
synagogues,9 riverboats and salons, to 2,500 seat theaters.10 Minstrels entertained the great and
small, including four U.S. Presidents (Tyler, Polk, Fillmore and Pierce),11 Queen Victoria, and
won the praises of Mark Twain, Walt Whitman, and Charles Dickens.
In 1854, while the wealthiest and best-educated classes’ efforts to establish an Italian
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opera in America resulted in bankruptcy, the Ethiopian opera “flourished in an intriguing
fashion.”12 For the most part, blackface minstrelsy, at times called Ethiopian delineation,
represented an original and curious variety-entertainment concoction. Lasting just under two
hours, the mostly male performers (occasionally cross-dressing as females) assembled in a semicircle facing a mostly male audience.13 Early ensembles had as few as four members and, as
popularity increased, grew to well over 20 times as many. Each player wore striking blackface
makeup, creating a clownish appearance. Many blackface performers began their careers in
circus-life (perhaps even developing blackface out of clowning).14 The ringmaster-like
interlocutor sat in the middle, dressed sharply in formal evening wear, with endmen comedians
on both ends of the semi-circle playing tambourine on the left (brudder tambo), and bones or
spoons on the right (brudder bones). Many early minstrels dressed in torn, ragged clothing as
slaves, but flamboyantly so. Others later wore long swallow-tailed coats with colorful shirts and
pants. Such contrasts in dress corresponded with two of minstrelsy’s main blackface characters:
Zip Coon, the pompous strutting, slick black urban dandy, and Jim Crow, the naïve, malaprop,
plantation ignoramus, persistently happy, slave darkey. By the 1850s, the show’s three-part
format—opening, olio, and walk-around—featured racial skits, lyric and comic songs, ballads,
instrumental numbers—many with banjo, tambourine, bones, or violin—high-stepped dancing,
and improvised edgy banter between the endmen and audience, through the interlocutor.15

Three-Part Structure of Blackface Minstrel Shows
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The opening part’s deeply sentimental songs reflected the “nostalgic longing for the
joyous days of youth among family and friends in the rural South,”16 It was a crude distortion of
the nightmare of the slave experience—with favorite heartrending lyric songs like: Stephen
Foster’s Gentle Annie (1856);17 Old Uncle Ned (1848);18 Suwannee River or Old Folks at Home
(1851—first version titled Way Down Upon de Old Plantation); My Old Kentucky Home (1853);
Massa’s in de Cold Ground (1853); Old Black Joe (1860).19 Lost love, loyalty and love for the
master were primary themes. Minstrels presented most songs in verse and refrain format, with
soloists on verses and the ensemble in harmony during the refrains.
Part two, the olio, introduced in free-fantasy form a parade of comic skits and theatrical
parodies that possibly foreshadowed the farce of vaudeville.20 Presented in front of a drop
curtain, the procession of specialty acts possibly included juggling, acrobatics, parodies of high
art—perhaps something by Shakespeare—or novelty musical performances, like musical saw.21
The olio concluded in a featured high point of the evening, the “stump speech”—a political
address delivered usually by an endman in broad dialect, or a caricature of it, abounding in non
sequiturs, ungrammatical malapropisms and comic stumblings, creating and exploiting the image
of the stupid, incompetent, subordinate black22 trying to imitate the language of his educated
white slave master.23
“De fust great epitaph was written by Homer . . .He wrote de “Oddity.” It is de
story ob Ulysses. We know Ulysses’ las’ name—it was Grant. De “Oddity” is
written in heroic cutlets wid miasmatic feet. Does you know what a miasmatic
foot is? Well, dat is de meter. An’ I don’ mean de gas meter. It mean de heavenly
meateor what comes shootin’ from de stars.”24
—Anonymous minstrel
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“Transcendentalism is dat spiritual cognoscence ob psychological irrefragibility,
connected wid conscientient ademption ob incolumbient spirituality and
etherialized connection— which is deribed from a profound contemplation ob de
irregability ob dose incessimable divisions ob de more minute portions ob
subdivided particles ob inwisible atoms dat become ana-tom-catically tattalable in
de circumambulatin commission ob ambiloquous voluminiousness.”
—A minstrel explanation of the abstract subtleties of transcendentalism 25
Part three’s walk-around ensemble finale was the climax of the show, with competitive
dancing in a semi-circle. This section featured background scenes of cotton fields or rustic log
cabins, which foreshadowed the Grand Ole Opry.26 Players caricatured slave dance movements
during vigorous specialty up-tempo offbeat music strung together in medleys of popular tunes,
including such songs as I Wish I Were in Dixie’s Land (1860—the battle cry of the Confederate
army during the Civil War and the de facto Confederate national anthem),27 or The Boatman’s
Dance (1843). Other important music created or adapted for the minstrel stage included: Long
Time Ago (1833), also known as Shinbone Alley, made famous by Thomas Rice’s Ethiopian
Opera; Turkey in the Straw (1834), also known as Zip Coon; Ching-a-Ring Chaw (1833), also
published under the title Sambo’s Address to his Bred’ren; Carry Me Back To Old Virginny
(1878), one of over 700 songs created by the most noted African-American song writer of the
late 19th century, and the successor to Stephen Foster, James Bland;28 Zip-a-dee-doo-dah, Zip-adee-day (1946), Disney used the words from Zip Coon’s old minstrel show theme song in the
soundtrack of the animated film, Song of the South .29 Perhaps the most famous early blackface
minstrel song was Thomas ‘Daddy’ Rice’s Jump Jim Crow (1829),30 the song title that for later
generations of African-Americans became the moniker and synonym of systemic racial
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oppression.31 For many, the blackface minstrel show from its inception was America’s unique
theater of race,32 speaking volumes about racial caste politics and social hierarchy in American
culture.33
Religion was not a part of minstrel portrayals until the mid 1870s, when for the first time,
African-American minstrels added religious songs, almost always in dialect.34 The transfer of
African-American religious music to the North revitalized stagnating minstrel traditions. The
Fisk Jubilee Singers (organized by George White), and other Southern African-American touring
groups, incorporated call-response and antiphonal traditions from southern religious groups into
their acts. From that moment, spirituals became a permanent black minstrel feature, indeed, the
most popular.35 Many white minstrels also performed this religious music, with many of the
same broad theatrics of the established heavily stereotyped tradition.

Effects of Blackface Minstrelsy

Ultimately, what blackface minstrelsy was, or means in total, is now coming to light.
Several points have become clear. Historically, African-Americans were not the only group
subordinated on American stages. Minstrelsy condemned the women’s rights movement,
targeted Chinese and Japanese, and maligned Native Americans for interfering with America’s
manifest destiny.36 Practically every immigrant group—Irish, German, Italian, Russian-Jewish—
served as the butt of racial/ethnic lampoon for the amusement of those who had arrived earlier.37
But something of permanent purpose resonated in minstrel lampooning African-Americans as
unequivocally inferior, something of fascination and fear, in addition to perceived abject
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differences of skin and musicality. It seems it was no coincidence that the incredible popularity
of blackface minstrelsy coincided with intimate public concerns about slavery, the coming Civil
War, emancipation, reconstruction, and the proper position of Negroes in America.38 Historians
note that for some white Americans, blackface minstrel shows provided a platform for the
ridicule of blacks, serving to reinforce cohesion among whites.39 Blackface minstrelsy helped
poor whites and immigrants assimilate as white men by affirming the inferiority of blacks in a
nation obsessed with racial boundaries, at a time when simply being white was not enough.40
Blackface minstrelsy became a cultural solution to the threat Negroes proposed to the proper
social order,41 especially in the North. Many Northern poor working-class whites feared
Negroes, runaways or freemen, since they could disrupt the Northern work force and economy.
As an entertainment medium, blackface minstrelsy became a tool of ridicule in the hands of the
working class, exploiting the lowest in society against the aristocracy. It epitomized and
concentrated the thrust of racism on African-Americans.42 Although blackface minstrel shows
provided the first important employment openings for African-American performers and
composers on the nation’s stages, made way for African-American anti-slavery expressions and
imagery, and helped develop a mask for resistance and presentation of their hidden culture,43 it
set the pervasive poisons of minstrelsy’s corrosive characters into motion—tambo, bones, old
darkey, mammy, auntie, uncle, sambo, rastas, rufus, pickaninny, zip coon, jig-a-boo —highly
inflammatory historic characters of depredation and denigration etched forever in America’s
racial memory. Blackface minstrelsy faded in popularity at the end of the 19th century, yet it
remained an important element of amateur productions and carried its images into the emerging
entertainment media of vaudeville, radio, film and television, by renewing, transmitting, and
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glamorizing its effigies to future generations. Blackface caricatures thoroughly permeated all
facets of popular culture and implanted themselves deeply within the American psyche through
cinema, circus life, cartoons, popular songs, advertisements, household artifacts, and even
children’s rhymes.44 Younger Americans today are very familiar with racial and ethnic
stereotypes, but may be unaware of the popular platform that ultimately gave them voice, helped
spread them across the nation, and resonate in our imaginations.
African-American subjugation has taken many miserable forms, yet none so peculiar as
the degradation brought about by way of this particular leisure folly. For many, the caricatures of
blackface were a derisive and embarrassing remnant of the excesses of unmitigated racial
oppression in the canopy of great American entertainment. Because these racial indignities
played with power and intensity over such a long period to the tastes and central values of its
overflow audiences, blackface minstrelsy helped shape the national issue and status of AfricanAmericans even 50 years later, after many of the last of these images left the center of American
stages. Our failure to sort out the ramifications of this racial legacy contributed to our inability to
address it. It rendered us silent in ambivalence, unable to communicate meaningfully and
thoughtfully move forward. Racial barriers in music are but a small part of that legacy.
Anxiety over racial misreading in performance or the enmity it could generate in these
times is not impossible to understand, particularly in the arts. Eric Lott, author of Love and Theft:
Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (Oxford University Press, 1993) and a
noted historian of the PBS Special The American Experience-Stephen Foster, suggests a fear to
address minstrelsy’s central legacy could be “desperately indicative of the way in which this
country still hasn't surmounted the kinds of feelings that gave rise to minstrelsy in the first
place.”45 And so the central question connects with spirituals—Can all Americans sing the
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deeply held sorrows and joys of her enslaved people in the shadow of blackface minstrelsy and a
largely unaddressed racial history? Without a cross-cultural understanding, is this a fearful point
of contention? How do we move forward?
I spoke with a retired, white, professional vocal artist who dedicated a significant portion
of his career to teaching in the Philadelphia area. He agreed that a number of white solo artists of
the generation before and up to World War II sang spirituals occasionally on solo programs.
Pressure from the NAACP and the emerging civil rights movement raised consciousness and
anxiety levels on the subjects of slavery, discrimination, stereotypes, blackface, and particularly
dialect, among other flash points.46 As a result, quite suddenly, solo spirituals disappeared from
white artists’ standard concert repertoire. Whether due to pressure, discomfort, out of guilt,
deference, or artistic conscientiousness, fewer white classical artists after the mid-century chose
to perform them.
From blackface minstrelsy the element of dialect, considered a remaining vestige by
some, conjures past iniquities and continues to create a barrier for whites who love spirituals but
are troubled by the risk of performing them on the solo stage. The so-called “Negro dialect” was
of great significance since, after the shock and fascination of the visual, much of the illusion that
was blackface minstrelsy balanced on the pretentiously sung or spoken word. Heavy dialect
helped audiences identify different ethnic groups portrayed in minstrelsy.47 Frank Sweet, author
of A History of the Minstrel Show, suggests that the aspect that most disturbs us today is the
troubling focus on invented African-American appearance and customs—mockery made worse
by invented dialect and speech mannerisms.48 Blackface practitioners crudely distorted
pronunciations for the highest comic effect, carefully gauging audience reaction to black
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ineptitude. Minstrels used heavy dialect to portray African-Americans as foolish, stupid, and
compulsively musical.49 Altogether, the complex synergy of a mostly-male rowdy atmosphere,
comic men in striking makeup, clownish clothing, scratchy syncopated instrumental music,
frenetic dancing, populous vocal melodies, with rudely offensive lyrics spouted and sung in a
most hyper-extended imaginative racial manner, made the minstrel show the site of an enormous
cultural release of superiority at the expense of African-Americans.
Reproach from African-Americans may also contribute to the withdrawal of whites from
singing spirituals. Some may feel spirituals represent a time of subservience that is bettered
forgotten, and reject its painful remembrances. Many African-Americans feel empowered to
protect the sovereign traditions of the spiritual, and are critically aware of all who come to sing
them. The multiple governing purposes of the National Association of Negro Musicians
(NANM) promote a generous exchange of musical ideas and a spirit of fellowship for all to live
in understanding, overriding our racial legacy. This includes the cautious tone of its fifth
governing purpose: “ to resist the desecration of Negro spirituals.”50
As a precious remnant of the encounter between African and European culture in the
American South,51 spirituals give eternal voice to the righteous hope for freedom, justice and
understanding. As such, they require all who choose to sing them to approach in a correct,
knowledgeable spirit of humility and truth. Many may feel that America’s grievous denial of her
racial heritage creates distrust and antipathy between blacks and whites, especially in the shadow
of blackface minstrelsy, so it naturally may generate the wrong atmosphere for spiritual
performance by whites, or appreciation by blacks. While these are not universal values, they gain
credibility as fewer whites find a way to embrace the spiritual in solo performance.
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Spirituals Are Central To Our Education

For NANM and for many others, spirituals represent more than a sacred connection to the
sufferings of millions of individuals brutally crushed under the weight of systemic oppression.
Singing was a vital dimension of the moment and situation of African-American life.52 Whether
in joy, in agony or sorrow, at work and rest, in worship, in defiance, in flight or danger, in death,
in remembrance and the ethereal—spirituals illuminate the singing soul at the center of the
incomprehensibly stressful lives African-Americans struggled to carve out for themselves under
the yoke of slavery. Spirituals rose from a strong, sacred heart—complex, expressive and
extemporaneously organic—and as such present a revealing look at the essence of AfricanAmericans—a resilient soul otherwise disfigured by hundreds of years of unrelenting
characterizations as savages. Tied to that soul is a surprisingly hopeful optimism that transcended
the wretchedness of the slave experience.53 This is central to the reasons all solo singers in
America should study and learn to sing spirituals. It is an element critical to our transcendence—
the act of soulful expression transformed the painful details and episodes of the slave’s
experience.54 In Richard Newman’s article “Spirituals, African American,” he advises that
singing from the heart transmutes “these songs of sorrow into songs of resilience and
overcoming, and even into affirmations of divine redemption and human triumph.”55 Spirituals
have so much to teach us about the souls of enslaved African-Americans and who they wanted to
be. With these truths felt and sung, an undistorted exchange takes place in the minds and hearts
of performers and listeners. This dialogue has power to transform us. This is among several
important reasons so many people are deeply emotional and openly moved when they hear or
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sing spirituals: The truth sets them free. Frederick Douglass thought, “. . . the mere hearing of
these songs would do more to impress some minds with the horrible character of slavery than the
reading of whole volumes of philosophy on the subject could do.”56 Whether this is a certain
response for all, it is important to begin at this point, and build on these truths.
Because of their powerful messages, African-American spirituals are certainly suitable
solo literature to be sung by all on the concert stage. Some African-American leaders, like
folklorist Zora Neale Hurston and writer James Baldwin, believed spirituals were not meant for
concert hall stages. They believed there was no separation between singer and audience, creator
or performer, that these songs were only authentic when they were by and for the people
themselves, of the moment and of the situation—songs whose “truth dies under training like
flowers under hot water.”57 Frederick Douglass, who said the songs of slaves represented the
sorrows of the heart, attributed the formation of spirituals to the “soul-killing effects of slavery,”
and could not hear them without profound emotion.

They told a tale of woe which was then altogether beyond my feeble comprehension; they
were tones loud, long, and deep; they breathed the prayer and complaint of souls boiling
over with the bitterest anguish. Every tone was a testimony against slavery, and a prayer
to God for deliverance from chains. The hearing of those wild notes always depressed my
spirit, and filled me with ineffable sadness. I have frequently found myself in tears while
hearing them. The mere recurrence to those songs, even now, afflicts me; and while I am
writing these lines, an expression of feeling has already found its way down my cheek.
To those songs I trace my first glimmering conception of the dehumanizing character of
slavery, and quicken my sympathies for my brethren in bonds. If any one wishes to be
impressed with the soul-killing effects of slavery . . .let him, in silence, analyze the
sounds that shall pass through the chambers of his soul, —and if he is not thus impressed,
it will only be because “there is no flesh in his obdurate heart.” . . .The songs of the slave
represent the sorrows of his heart; and he is relieved by them, only as an aching heart is
relieved by its tears.58
—Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave
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W.E.B. DuBois and Harry T. Burleigh, also moved by the music of their ancestors, felt
that spirituals have something intimate to say to the entire world. DuBois saw the spiritual as a
form of art counterpoint to the debasement of black expression in theatrical minstrelsy and its
caricatures.59 He wrote the classic literary expression of the idea of “sorrow songs,” or spirituals,
in his The Souls of Black Folk.60 His preeminent description of African-American singing
revealed to the world the enormous capacity for expression and identity these elemental songs
provided for America’s nameless sons and daughters.

Through all the sorrow of the Sorrow Songs (Spirituals) there breathes a hope—a faith in
the ultimate justice of things. The minor cadences of despair change often to triumph and
calm confidence. Sometimes it is faith in life, sometimes a faith in death, sometimes
assurance of boundless justice in some fair world beyond. But whichever it is, the
meaning is always clear: that sometime, somewhere, men will judge men by their souls
and not by their skins. Is such a hope justified? Do the Sorrow Songs sing true? 61
—The Souls of Black Folk by W. E. B. DuBois
Burleigh, encouraged by Antonin Dvorak, became an early African-American pioneer of
the recital hall spiritual, and created numerous solo arrangements for concert hall performance.
He taught the world that successful performance was dependent on deep spiritual feeling.
The voice is not nearly so important as the spirit; and then the rhythm . . .it is an essential
characteristic. Through all of these songs there breathes a hope, a faith in the ultimate
justice and brotherhood of man. The cadences of sorrow invariably turn to joy, and the
message is ever manifest that eventually deliverance from all that hinders and oppresses
the soul will come, and man—every man—will be free.62
—Spirituals of Harry T. Burleigh
Spirituals continue to speak and challenge all singers to seek the emotional center of the
truth belonging to those whose spirits first gave up their cries in agony and despair. Spirituals
urge us to find hope in every phrase and to express it. These remain fitting lessons for all
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Americans.

Spirituals Are Central To Our Performing Lives

Certainly there is no corresponding reluctance to perform spirituals within the world of
choral music where almost every choral ensemble—white or black, black and white, whether
middle school, high school, college or community chorus, from the highest ranks in the choral art
to the most fledgling—includes spirituals on its programs. Choral spirituals are extremely
popular, and white soloists perform freely in them. Americans sing spirituals around campfires,
at summer retreats, on board school buses, in churches, at festivals, and at informal gatherings of
singers, young and old, across the country. From Minnesota to Florida to California, from the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir to the Harvard Glee Club to the Chicago Children’s Choir—AfricanAmerican spirituals are a beloved staple of modern choral repertoire. This is true not only in
America, but across the face of the globe. Somewhere deep in my memory I even remember the
Vienna Boys Choir bringing down the house with a heartfelt Swing low, Sweet Chariot. The
choral literature of African-American composers and arrangers—Hall Johnson, Edward Boatner,
Harry T. Burleigh, William Dawson, Nathaniel Dett, Jester Hairston, Lena McLin, Florence
Price, Eugene Simpson, William Grant Still, Undine Smith Moore, Roland Carter, John Work,
Wendell Whalum, and Moses Hogan—stands along side arrangements by distinguished white
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American composers and arrangers—like Robert Shaw, Jack Halloran, Alice Parker, and
Norman Luboff. In September 2001, Oxford Music Press, seizing on popular interest, issued its
404-page choral anthology of great American spirituals, Oxford Book of Spirituals, edited by the
late Moses Hogan, containing spirituals by many of these leading black and white composers and
arrangers.63 Based on the world’s love of choral spiritual arrangements, Oxford’s anthology is a
success.

Problems Crossing The Color Line

Although several white artists have successfully breached the racial dividing line in pop,
rap, blues, jazz, and even gospel music, there have been substantial problems: enormous
commercial exploitation issues; misappropriations; misattributions; denied or trivialized AfricanAmerican influences suggested in the criticisms of works by Elvis Presley, rapper Vanilla Ice,
the New Kids on the Block, or even Eminem, just for examples.64 Blackface minstrelsy has been
the primary example of the way American popular culture exploits and manipulates AfricanAmericans and their culture.65 Even with these mitigating difficulties, inspired artists in this
country have worked successfully through many of our societal racial animosities to express
themselves. Their successful paths have not been formulaic. Several crossover artists have noted
that crediting their African-American inspirations played an important role in their successes.
Some of popular music’s positive examples, like Bruce Springsteen, The Beatles, Jon B, George
Michael, and Justin Timberlake have provided healing examples for all in the classical solovocal world to consider.
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With subjects like spirituals, slavery, discrimination, and especially blackface minstrelsy,
the element of race is important. “It appears that a race blind approach, one where race is
irrelevant, would be ineffective in dealing with this subject.”66 Scott Malcomson, author of One
Drop of Blood: The American Misadventure of Race (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
2000), rightly suggests that, under the circumstances, in America a look beyond race may have
strange consequences, as race itself being historical, resists ahistorical explanation.67 Possibly the
only way through this problem is through it. CJ Williamson, Editor in Chief of Classical Singer
magazine stated that sometimes “the only way to get rid of the infection of discrimination is by
opening the wound.”68 We can begin the healing process by breaking the silence surrounding our
racial legacy in music. The performing arts became a fundamental platform used in defining and
spreading the contagions of racial stereotype, fear, discrimination, fear, pain and antipathy.
Through the African-American spiritual, the performing arts can again transmit important
messages about our cultural life—messages of beauty, hope, strength, action, transformation,
transcendence, and racial understanding.

I Believe We Can Fly

Needed changes in the classical solo vocal tradition should begin with education and
understanding. During my undergraduate music degree program, and later two graduate degree
programs at one of the largest conservatories in the Midwest, I can honestly say that the only
people who routinely sang spirituals were African-Americans. I heard no spirituals on the solovocal programs of any of my white colleagues, although programmatically such music would be
appropriate and relevant. From my recollection, none any of the applied voice professors sang
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spirituals or taught their white students spirituals. Our general history of western music courses
completely omitted the subjects of blackface minstrelsy and spirituals. For the sake of the music
and our national history together, this must change. We can and should move consciously
forward together. Like the butterfly, I believe we can fly, but our cocoon of silence and
ambivalence will have to go. We need confidence and character to make progress on these
fronts.

Singing African-American Spirituals:
Part Two—
Resources to Help Make African-American Spirituals an Active
Part of Our Singing Lives

1) A respectful knowledge of African-American spiritual history and music is the
beginning of a useful cultural understanding that contributes to authentic performance. Black and
white audiences are willing to extend an abundance of understanding and encouragement when
artists approach with these essentials intact. If what is taking place in the choral world suggests
the healthy enthusiasm in the populace for spirituals, then solo voice professors have a useful
model to follow for success. White solo artists may feel greater comfort teaching and performing
solo spirituals by using many of the same techniques used in the preparation of other sensitive
literature. A commanding knowledge of the spiritual and America’s racial history is
fundamentally important for the teacher, performer and audience member. Voice teachers can
take the lead on this preparation and guide others carefully through it. It is necessary to review
the odious legacy of blackface and how its consciousness of oppression and discrimination has
seriously affected our racial perceptions, including solo spirituals performed by whites in dialect
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on the concert stage. The subject should be an important part of our general western music
history courses, classical and popular. For a perspective on blackface minstrelsy, I recommend
three books: Robert C. Toll’s Blacking Up: The Minstrel Show in Nineteenth Century America;
Eric Lott’s Love & Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class; Bean, Hatch
and McNamara’s Inside the Minstrel Mask: Readings in Nineteenth-Century Blackface
Minstrelsy. I recommend the extensive blackface materials that are part of the PBS
SPECIAL/WGHB American Experience Stephen Foster website,69 which includes important
questions with answers by four historians on the subject. I strongly recommend beginning with
Marlon Riggs’ fifty-eight minute documentary Ethnic Notions: Black People in White Minds
(1987) from California Newsreel. 70 These resources may help change perceptions forever.
There are several key reference books on the history of the spiritual and its meaning and
place in the lives of African-Americans. John Lovell's Black Song: The Forge and the Flame is
the highly detailed volume of encyclopedic importance on African-American spirituals. It is
absolutely indispensable. Arthur C. Jones’ Wade in the Water: The Wisdom of the Spirituals is an
insightful, classically well-integrated book on the wealth of information and social implications
of spiritual traditions. Dr. Jones references 59 spirituals in startling, authoritative discussion. The
endnotes and bibliography are priceless. This book is also essential.
2) African-American spirituals are suitable literature to be sung by all on the concert
stage. This statement reaffirms the obvious, but remains necessary. Vincent Harding’s forward in
Wade in the Water is a important caveat:

. . . the spirituals are available to all persons who are prepared to open themselves to the
unsettling, healing power that inhabits these marvelous songs of life. These songs were
created out of “deeply meaningful, archetypally human experiences, relevant not only to
the specific circumstances of slavery but also to women and men struggling with issues
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of justice, freedom and spiritual wholeness in all times and places.” 71
—Wade in the Water: The Wisdom of the Spirituals
Perhaps more important than voice and technique, the attitude of the singer is the critical
ingredient necessary for successful performance. Hall Johnson calls it the “one all-important
consideration—the right mental attitude on the part of the singer.” 72
3) Search deep within the text and music for the proper attitude and spirit—the true
expression begins to reveal itself. Yet, Jones states it clearly:

I am convinced that it is impossible to gain a full understanding of the spirituals from an
examination of song lyrics alone, without hearing (and especially singing) the rhythms
and melodies of the songs as well. 73
—Wade in the Water: The Wisdom of the Spirituals

Consulting Black Song: The Forge and the Flame by John Lovell, Jr.,74 and Jones’ Wade in the
Water will greatly assist in meaningful analysis. They are essential references on spiritual texts,
their poetic and melodic structures, hidden meanings, and biblical sub-references. For example,
Lovell points out that the words love and hate are very rarely mentioned in spirituals, the word
hate hardly at all.75 Yet, spirituals are full of the demonstration of love. “The fact that the
spiritual has no word for hate seems rightly to suggest that hate is a useless commodity . . . .”76
Fabulous. Arthur Jones adds:
We have much to learn from these wise composers and singers, for many of them were
able to transcend an experience of extreme degradation, emerging from it as spiritually,
morally and emotionally evolved human beings. The fact that there were so many
emotional and physical casualties is not shocking; the fact that there were so many who
emerged from their suffering to live on psychological and spiritual “higher ground” is . . .
. All of these spirituals teach us, more effectively than any other means imaginable, the
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unlimited possibilities for human transformation and the manner in which the
transformation process is aided and supported by the power of song and symbol. 77
—Wade in the Water: The Wisdom of the Spirituals

I also found Howard Thurman’s Deep River and The Negro Spiritual Speaks of Life and Death,
James Cone’s The Spirituals and the Blues: An Interpretation, and Paul Robeson’s Here I Stand
very helpful.
4) Try to approach the subject of ‘Negro dialect’ with understanding. Struggling to grasp
the language of their masters under the most oppressive and extreme conditions, African slaves
in America made great efforts to learn English, many times spoken in dialect by lower and
working class Scottish, Welsh, Irish and English immigrants living in the American South. At
least 70% of the ancestors of Americans of African descent came from the Mande (West
African) and Bantu (Central African) ethnic groups.78 These diverse people represented a
multiplicity of complex linguistic sources that did not contain several sounds in common with
the English language. For nearly three hundred years, more than 90% of these AfricanAmericans lived in the South, accounting for the Southerness of African-American English.79 As
a legacy of slavery and segregation, many vestiges continued in the pronunciations of slave
descendants. For example, the th sound was alien and difficult. This sound, especially initial in
words, became d in approximation:80
than
they
the
that
this
with
father

became
became
became
became
became
became
became

dan
dey
de
dat
dis
wid
fader (perhaps influenced by Scotch dialects)
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The th sound when final became f in approximation:81
mouth
became
mouf
truth
became
trufe
breath
became
bref
path
became
paf
In difficulty, sometimes th was omitted altogether: (neither became ne’er).82
Final and postvocalic r, that is, “r” at the end of a word or after a vowel was not heard—instead a
vowel sound replaced it.83
summer
torn
your

became
became
became

summah
toe
yo

In difficulty, sometimes final consonant groups were reduced to a vowel sound or single
consonant sound.84
cold

became

coal

From his life-long study and performance of spirituals, Hall Johnson, in the preface of his
anthology Thirty Spirituals Arranged for Piano And Voice, instructed that the racial qualities of
the words “should neither be unduly exaggerated in the hope of being more entertaining nor, still
worse, ‘purified’ into correct English—for any reason whatever. Either process would utterly
spoil the artistic integrity of the performance.” 85 Johnson further suggested that dialect forms did
not necessarily arise from “ignorance of the correct pronunciation.” 86

Sometimes they were deliberately chosen in order to avoid harsh or difficult sounds, or to
render the word more serviceable for the immediate occasion. Especially in the Negro
folk song, the word is always mad adjustable to the rhythm of the music. Consequently
this altered word-form may vary all the way from the correct English pronunciation to the
most extreme contractions of the dialect. . . .Here are examples of some of the most
familiar alterations:
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Heaven—Hev’n—Heb’m—Heb’n—or just He’m
Children—chil-dun—child’n—chillun
There—dere—dey or day
For—fŭh or f’
To—tŭ or t’
My—ma—mŭh or m’87
Johnson also insisted that ‘de’ (like the) is always pronounced ‘dee’ before vowels and ‘duh’
before consonants. 88 The preface notes to Johnson’s anthology are very useful to the informed
spiritual singer.
Several important textbooks discuss many anomalies of African-American dialect
speech patterns making the experience of singing ‘Negro dialect’ understandable. I recommend:
The Books of American Negro Spirituals by James Weldon and J. Rosamond Johnson; Black
Talk: Words and Phrases From the Hood to the Amen Corner, revised edition by Geneva
Smitherman; Lexicon of Black English or Perspectives on Black English by J. L. Dillard; and
American Regional English Today by Allan Metcalf.
5) Listen to classic spiritual recordings by leading African-American singers and closely
note their many stylistic treatments. There are many fine examples: Roberta Alexander; Marian
Anderson; Martina Arroyo; Kathleen Battle; Wilhelmenia Fernandez; Denyce Graves; Hilda
Harris; Roland Hayes; Richard Heard; Mahalia Jackson; Kevin Maynor; Robert McFerrin; Oral
Moses; Jessye Norman; Odetta; Jo Ann Pickens; Leontyne Price; Florence Quivar; Derek Lee
Ragin; Bernice Johnson Reagon; Paul Robeson; Louise Toppin; and William Warfield.
One of my all-time favorite recordings of spirituals is Robert McFerrin’s Deep River and
Other Classic Negro Spirituals, which is currently out of print, but found still in many library
collections around the country. It is one of the first recordings of spirituals the recording industry
should consider for re-issue. It is an outstanding collection of fourteen spirituals, recorded in
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New York City in June 1957. The recording sessions occurred two years after Mr. McFerrin's
debut as the first African-American male performer ever at the Metropolitan Opera, and only the
second African-American after the historic first performance of Marian Anderson in 1955. This
recording is noteworthy not only because of the exemplary performance by Mr. McFerrin and his
accompanist Norman Johnson, or that his is one of a handful of spiritual recordings by AfricanAmerican men, but along with arrangements by Burleigh, Still, and Lawrence, his recording
represents one of the largest collections of some of the best of Hall Johnson solo-spiritual
settings ever recorded (eleven) —a tour de force. Mr. McFerrin’s baritone voice is in remarkable
profile, and his timing and expression, especially in the works, Ain't got time to die, I got to lie
down, Oh, Glory, Witness, Ride on, King Jesus, are hallmark of the style. See Table 1 below.

Table I
Robert McFerrin's 1957 Recording Deep River and Other Classic Negro Spirituals
Title

Arrangement

Ev'ry time I feel de spirit
Fix me, Jesus
His name so sweet
I'm gonter tell God all o my troubles
Swing low, sweet chariot
A city called Heaven
Ain't got time to die
Here's one
Let us break bread together
Deep river
I got to lie down
Oh, Glory
Witness
Ride on, King Jesus

arr. Hall Johnson
arr. Hall Johnson
arr. Hall Johnson
arr. Hall Johnson
arr. Hall Johnson
arr. Hall Johnson
Hall Johnson
arr. William Grant Still
arr. William Lawrence
arr. Harry T. Burleigh
arr. Hall Johnson
arr. Hall Johnson
arr. Hall Johnson
arr. Hall Johnson
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6) Recruit leading African-American vocal artists to teach the spiritual style. Attend and
sing in voice classes, workshops, and master classes where the spiritual is the focus. Hall
Johnson strongly suggests that the singer who has no first-hand acquaintance with the authentic
racial style of spirituals should have “for the best results, either an intelligent model or a coach
who is thoroughly familiar with this music at its source. 89 Many leading African-American voice
teachers annually coach students in the current spiritual repertoire. For example, the annual
convention of the National Association of Negro Musicians is a terrific forum for contacting
excellent senior African-American concert artists, like Silvia Olden Lee, or in the recent past, the
late William Warfield. Lovers of music throughout the world honor William Warfield as one of
the great vocal artists of our time, as he achieved stardom in every field open to a singer's art.
Silvia Olden Lee (who concertized with Paul Robeson) is noted as the first African-American
woman on the Metropolitan Opera staff and as a world-renowned vocal coach. Her students
include Kathleen Battle, Jessye Norman, and Wilhelmenia Fernandez. In a year that has
witnessed the enormous losses of William Warfield, Moses Hogan, and former Harvard AfricanAmerican musicologist Eileen Southern, three leading exponents of the spiritual, suddenly our
efforts to understand and perform the spiritual have been greatly diminished.
7) Sing accompanied or unaccompanied solo spiritual arrangements. I have included a list
of African-American spiritual anthologies following the endnotes. Singers originally performed
spirituals without accompaniment or audience: all in attendance sang.90 Early arrangements like
those by Burleigh, Work, Johnson and Johnson, and Boatner add color and support to the vocal
line. Piano arrangements by Hall Johnson and Moses Hogan also add sophisticated counterpoint
and dimension to all the rhythmic texture. Many spiritual arrangements, some of the most
elaborate, are published as single, individual settings. Singers should also remember that a long
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unaccompanied performance tradition exists for spirituals of every style and tempo. Virtually
any spiritual can be performed effectively and stylistically in this manner. Careful focus on the
text, form, scale, color notes, strong rhythmic elements, silences, and a text-inspired sense of
improvisatory embellishment transform the smallest melody into a prayerful intercession. Many
African-Americans continue to believe that the unaccompanied spiritual is the highest form of
the art. Sung either way, accompanied or unaccompanied, they are expressive.
8) Consult major library collections for African-American spiritual resources. Education
centers across the country have gathered special collections of materials dealing with the history
of African-American arrangers and performers of spirituals. In addition to the Schomburg Center
for Research in Black Culture in New York, and The E. Azalia Hackley Collection of Negro
Music, Dance and Drama in Detroit, here is a brief list of important collections of AfricanAmerican arrangers and performers across the nation. See Table II below.
Table II
Collections of Spirituals, Arrangers, and Performers
Collection
Anderson, Marian
Burleigh, Harry T.
Dawson, William
Dett, Robert Nathaniel
Duncan, Todd
Fisk Jubilee Singers
Hayes, Roland
Jessye, Eva
Johnson, Hall
Johnson, James Weldon
Jones, Sissieretta

Location
University of Pennsylvania, Penn Library Collection
Atlanta University Center, Harry P. Slaughter Collection
Emory University, Woodruff Library Afr-Amer Collection
Hampton University Library, Harvey Library Collection
University of Michigan School of Music
Fisk University Library Special Collections
E. Azalia Hackley Collection, Detroit Public Library
Roland Hayes Museum, Calhoun Gordon Arts Council
Eva Jessye Collection, Leonard H. Axe Library,
Pittsburg State University [Kansas]
Rowan University Music Library (in preparation)
Fisk University Library Special Collections
Howard University Moorland-Springarn Research Center
Nicolas Slonimsky Collection, Library of Congress
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Moore, Undine Smith
Price, Florence B.
Robeson, Paul

Still, William Grant
Warfield, William
Work III, John Wesley

Indiana University, Undine Smith Moore Collection
University of Arkansas Libraries Special Collections
Columbia College, Chicago, IL, Robeson Centennial Celeb.
Howard University Moorland-Springarn Research Center
New York Public Library, Robeson Collection
Princeton Public Library
University of Chicago, Robeson Archives Listings
Duke University Special Collections Library
University of Arkansas Libraries Special Collections
Eastman School of Music Silbey Music Library
University of Michigan School of Music
Fisk University Library Special Collection

Perhaps the most impressive collection that I have referenced in the past year has been
the Marian Anderson Papers at the University of Pennsylvania, housed in the Penn Special
Collections of Annenberg Rare Book & Manuscript Library. It is the principal repository of her
personal and career documents, which date from early in her performing career (before 1926), to
late in her retirement (1993). Miss Anderson donated most of her materials in three intervals
during 1977, 1987, and 1991. The collection comprises 495 boxes containing correspondence
(6,500 folders with over 6,000 individual correspondents—among the most important
composers, arrangers, singers, conductors, scholars, writers and world leaders of the Twentieth
Century), manuscripts, biographical materials, journals, contracts, programs, awards, honorary
degrees, memorabilia, fan mail scrapbooks, photographs (over 4,400), speeches, recordings,
items from her family, among other materials91. Her music library contains more than 2,000
printed scores, also more than 2,000 songs in manuscript, including many by African-American
composers (especially Florence Price, Hall Johnson, Will Marion Cook, Harry T. Burleigh,
William Dawson, R. Nathaniel Dett, William Grant Still, among others). Women make up
approximately one third of the composers who sent manuscripts to Miss Anderson.92
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Although Miss Anderson was at the center of a racial/political conflict resulting in her
historic outdoor concert at the Lincoln Memorial on Easter Sunday in 1939 (well documented
with over 2,000 letters from her fans), she was not inclined to write about her personal feelings
or to analyze some of the issues, including race, about which she constantly was asked.93 Few of
her letters expressed her feelings on religion, love, or racial politics.94
Altogether, the collection is a marvel, immaculately maintained, with controlled access,
and a well informed, cordial staff. A complete description of the Marian Anderson Papers is
viewable on line. Several aspects of the collection are viewable in their entirety on the web
(including her enormous photograph collection). I highly recommend it.
9) All voice teachers should consider singing spirituals on their programs and use such
performances as excellent educational opportunities to bring attention to the current state of the
spiritual. Be courageous. Breech the gap separating whites from spirituals, mindful that this is a
major point of fear and historical contention. A performer prepared with information and
understanding can do it. Allow each performance to be part of a conscious effort to reconcile the
division in our performing traditions. In the end, a voice teacher's example is the positive light
students will follow.
10) Read several slave narrative accounts for an informed perspective. Slave narratives
are invaluable to the spiritual singer. These primary testimonies are filled with numerous details
of slave life. Historians estimate that there are approximately six thousand published narratives
by African-American slaves spanning 170 years of testimony, from book-length autobiographies
to short newspaper accounts and interviews.95 Many are contained in modern anthologies, like
the important collection edited by Yale University history professor John Blassingame. His book,
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Slave Testimony: Two Centuries of Letters, Speeches, Interviews and Autobiographies, the
largest modern collection of slave narratives, contains first-person accounts about culture,
plantation life, sexual exploitation and psychological responses to bondage.96 These important
eyewitness accounts are provided by a variety of persons: house and field servants; slaves docile
and rebellious; urban and rural slaves.97 Harvard University African-American Studies Director
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. insists that authentic slave narratives are of great significance since
African-American slaves were among the only enslaved people in the world to produce a body of
writing that testified to their experiences.98 Perhaps the most famous of the narratives is that
written by fugitive slave Frederick Douglass (Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An
American Slave, 1845).99
With the Emancipation Proclamation, the end of the American Civil War brought
freedom to over four million slaves in 1865. Nearly 100,000 of these former slaves were still
alive seventy years later in the period of the Great Depression.100 During the Depression, the
Work Projects Administration, through its Federal Writers Project, recorded interviews with over
2,400 of these former slaves about their life experiences under the institution of slavery. HBO
Documentaries, in association with the Library of Congress, produced a seventy-four minute film
based on sections of the slave narrative collection readings, supplemented with archival
photographs, music and period images.101 Whoopi Goldberg narrated the film, which includes
excerpts from dramatic narratives read by noted African-American actors: Angela Bassett;
Michael Boatman; Roscoe Lee Browne; Don Cheadle; Sandra Daley; Ossie Davis; Ruby Dee;
Robert Guillaume; Jasmine Guy; Samuel L. Jackson; CCH Pounder; LaTanya Richardson;
Ruben Santiago-Hudson; Roger Guenveur Smith; Courtney B. Vance; Vanessa L. Williams;
Oprah Winfrey; Alfre Woodard. The book, a multi-linked interactive website,102 and VHS or
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DVD formats are available. The web site also has a link with Questia’s slave narrative
resources.103 Questia is noted as the world’s largest on-line library.
11) Consider the poetry of the Reconstruction, the Harlem Renaissance and the Civil
Rights Era as useful supplements. This poetry could be useful to connect the suppressed and
veiled messages of slaves in spirituals by tracing it through the oppressed lives of their
descendants in the next generations. What slaves possibly felt and were unable to sing or say
directly resonates within the thoughts of their descendants. Their words illuminate the timeless
complexities of oppression, its permutations, and the fragile, universal dream that is freedom,
and all resilient movements toward it. Teamed with a historian or narrator, one could create a
moving program of music and the spoken word. Here is a short list of poets to consider: Maya
Angelou; Amiri Baraka; Arna Bontemps; Gwendolyn Brooks; Sterling Brown; Lucille Clifton;
Countee Cullen; Paul Laurence Dunbar; Mari Evans; Nikki Giovanni; Robert Hayden; Calvin
Hernton; Langston Hughes; James Weldon Johnson; Naomi Long Madgett; Haki R. Madhubuti;
Claude McKay; Ismael Reed; Carolyn Rodgers; Sonia Sanchez; Quincy Troupe; Alice Walker;
Margaret Walker; and Richard Wright. There are many others. Two great anthologies of AfricanAmerican poetry are very useful: Trouble the Water: 250 Years of African-American Poetry,
edited by Jerry W. Ward, Jr.; In Search for Color Everywhere: A Collection of African-American
Poetry, edited by Ethelbert Miller.
12) Consider on-line sources for materials about spirituals and performance practice.
Here is a short list of current websites dedicated to spirituals and their performance.

Table III
Internet Websites Dedicated to African-American Spirituals
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African American Art Song Alliance
http://www.afrovoices.com/index.html
African-American Spirituals
http://gigue.peabody.jhu.edu/~jstuckey/spirit.html#History
Africans in America
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/home.html
Afro-Centric Voices in Classical Music
http://www.afrovoices.com/index.html
(Bibliography)
http://www.afrovoices.com/bookstore/author.html
Art of The Negro Spiritual
http://www.artofthenegrospiritual.com/index.html
Center of Black Music Research, “Negro Spirituals and Gospel Songs: Indexes to Selected Periodicals,”
by Robert Sacré http://www.cbmr.org/pubs/bmrjback.htm
EdSiteMent-Spirituals
http://edsitement.neh.gov/view_lesson_plan.asp?ID=318
Glimpses Issue #89 “Slave Songs Transcends Sorrow”
http://www.gospelcom.net/chi/GLIMPSEF/Glimpses/glmps089.shtml
Marian Anderson: A Life in Song http://www.library.upenn.edu/exhibits/rbm/anderson/
Negro Spiritual Quarterly, The
http://www.dogonvillage.com/negrospirituals/
Negro Spiritual (Thomas Wentworth Higginson Article in The Atlantic Monthly, 1867)
http://www.theatlantic.com/issues/1867jun/spirit.htm
http://xroads.virginia.edu/~HYPER/TWH/twh_front.html
Official Site of History of Negro Spirituals http://www.negrospirituals.com/
Penn State Annual Celebration of Spirituals
http://www.artsandarchitecture.psu.edu/news/spirituals_012903.html
Questia’s Online Spiritual Resources
http://www.questia.com/popularSearches/spirituals.jsp
Reference Materials on Spirituals & Partial Discography
http://www.ymbarnwell.com/Spirituals.htm
Spiritual And The Blues http://www.nathanielturner.com/spiritualandblues.htm
Spirituals: A Research Bibliography (The North Star) http://northstar.vassar.edu/volume1/v1n2bib.html
Spirituals Project, The
http://www.spiritualsproject.org/

An important on-line source is the survey on the Art of the Negro Spiritual website organized by
Randye L. Jones (http://www.artofthenegrospiritual.com/survey.html). Its goal is to obtain the
views of vocal students, professional singers, voice teachers and vocal enthusiasts on the
challenges of studying and singing Negro spiritual settings for the solo voice.
There are other hopeful anecdotal signs taking place in the solo vocal world. For
example, recently I spoke with a white young professional solo vocalist in Philadelphia who tells
the tale that his African-American voice teacher made a significant impact on his understanding,
appreciation and performance of spirituals. His teacher's instruction and example greatly
enhanced his learning experience. Through his teacher he gained comfort with dialect and
elements of improvised style. He felt comfortable, supported, and encouraged to try the history
and material. Now he sings spirituals with authority and authenticity. I believe his learning
experience is not an isolated one.
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Spirituals are part of the solo vocal competition scene as well. The American Negro
Spiritual Festival that showcased college choirs and their soloists in competition in Cincinnati for
many years is inactive at this time. However, the American Traditions Competition (Savannah,
Georgia), now in its tenth year, is a premiere solo vocal competition devoted to the musical
heritage of the United States.104 The competitors' 15-20 minute program selections cover a wide
spectrum of American music, ranging from Broadway show tunes to jazz to spirituals. A spiritual
may be sung as part of the preliminary, quarter, and final competition phases. As part of the
program requirements of the semi-final round, contestants are required to sing an American
spiritual.105 Spirituals are an important element of the Leontyne Price Vocal Arts Competition,
and the Marian Anderson Guild's Music Competition of the National Association of Negro
Musicians.
Another hopeful anecdotal sign points to the tendency of some white major American
solo vocalists to sing spirituals abroad, which possibly suggests a sense of freedom to sing the
literature in a less judgmental atmosphere. We should encourage our artists to bring their
performances home.

Conclusion
African-American spirituals are important literature for all singers. By giving up our
silence, and by moving into dialogue and performance of African-American spirituals, we get so
much more in generous return for the nation and ourselves. Hall Johnson’s words on what the
spiritual gives to the singer and listener speaks volumes to our heart.
. . . in direct proportion as these songs are delivered with simplicity, even with reverence,
each song being allowed to speak for itself, the singer will find his audience-reaction
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more and more gratifying and himself vastly enriched by the experience. 106
—Thirty Spirituals Arranged For Voice And Piano

We also can reclaim spirituals as a great resource in transforming our nation and ourselves. 107
Lovell, Cone, Jones and Paul Robeson understood and reclaimed the spirituals as perhaps they
were meant to be: songs of powerful motivation, determination, and inspiration that sustained
African-Americans through slavery, reconstruction and Jim Crow segregation; songs of power
and action that moved this nation through its second revolution—the civil rights revolution;
songs of conscience and transformation waiting to bring us to that place where we need to be—
together.

Sharing Our Joys and Sorrows

All singers should consider singing spirituals on their programs and use such
performances as excellent educational opportunities to bring attention to the current state of the
spiritual. Be courageous. Breech the gap separating whites from spirituals, reaching out with the
beauty of their truths. A performer prepared with information and understanding can do it. Allow
each performance to be part of a conscious effort to reconcile the division in our performing
traditions.
DuBois’ historic foretelling of America's central color line problem still echoes truth to
us from our past. Racism, frustration, fear, injustice, and antipathy have been our history—but
they need not forever be our state of being or derail our future. No American should avoid
singing solo spirituals; rather we should learn to sing and embrace all they represent, taking them
into our minds and hearts. Our nation persists in the midst of a righteous struggle of the heart to
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reconcile its past for the sake of its future. Douglass, DuBois, Burleigh, Paul Robeson, Marian
Anderson, and Martin Luther King, Jr. knew well: The heart is the place where true change
begins. The path to understanding our racial legacy passes through our shared joys, pains and
sorrows, not by painfully forgetting or fearfully ignoring them. Learning to love, teach, —and
especially, to sing solo spirituals—brings us closer to humbly reconciling the truth of what we
are, together.
Dennis Speed wrote a moving article about the spiritual for the Schiller Institute in
Fidelio Magazine in 1995. He suggested that the drama of the lowly African-American spiritual
possesses the power to greatly impact our hearts and humanity saying, “Not force, but beauty,
will change America.”108 Given an opportunity, the musical arts could be an important forum for
our racial reflection, and the African-American spiritual, even in the shadow of blackface
minstrelsy, could be its matrix.
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The Ethics of the Unclean
Moral dilemmas involving the use of so-called products of evil arise very commonly and are
often extremely difficult to resolve. There has been much discussion, for example, over whether
medical researchers should use the data collected by the Nazis during their appallingly unethical
experiments at Dachau. Also, many have been vexed by the question of whether (assuming that
abortion is evil) tissue from aborted fetuses should be used for transplant purposes. Numerous
other examples could be cited. In each of these cases we assume that a past evil act has occurred
and we are now wondering whether it is permissible to use a product of that act. The present
uses for these products tend to be benevolent (e.g., fetal tissue’s proposed use as a palliative for
those afflicted with Parkinson’s disease) or at least morally neutral, and this is precisely how the
dilemma arises. On one hand, many maintain that use of a product of an evil action seems to
involve us, in some blameworthy way, in that past evil action. On the other hand, if there is
good to be had from using the putatively tainted product (or at least no harm will result from its
use), then why should we not take advantage of it?
I have two aims in this paper. First, I would like to set forth a general approach to evaluating
these sorts of dilemmas. Though much has been written about particular examples of this type of
problem, very little discussion has been devoted to the general category of them. I first examine
a number of specific cases of the problem and attempt to isolate their common features. Next, I

survey the sorts of rationales ethicists typically put forth for opposing the use of the allegedly
tainted products. One rationale, which is sometimes referred to as the complicity rationale,
asserts that it is wrong to use such products because those who do so become accomplices after
the fact to the original evil act that created the product. Another rationale, which I will refer to
as the uncleanness rationale, maintains that such products of evil are tainted or unclean and it is
simply wrong to come into contact with such things. Lastly, there is what I will call the
encouragement of evil rationale. According to this view, it is wrong to make use of a product of
evil if doing so will encourage others to commit similar evils (e.g., some have argued that using
tissue from aborted fetuses will provide an added incentive for women to obtain abortions). I
will argue that of the foregoing rationales the encouragement of evil rationale provides the most
solid basis for opposing the use of products of evil (at least in cases where it is plausible to think
that evil will in fact be encouraged).
My second aim is to apply the foregoing framework to the Bible’s teaching regarding the
clean and the unclean. I will argue that the things (and people) that the Mosaic Law regards as
unclean are so regarded because they bear the same relationship to past evils as the products of
evil discussed above. That is, the unclean things of the Bible can be viewed as products of evil.
I will also argue, however, that the rationale behind the cleanliness regulations was not the
uncleanness rationale. Rather, the function of the regulations was ultimately to inculcate an
aversion towards the products of evil, and, ultimately, to develop a deeper aversion to the
original evils that gave rise to those products. The underlying rationale for the regulations is thus
more plausibly viewed as being of the encouragement of evil variety.
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Abstract of “On Justifying a Morality Based on God’s Commands”
Many have maintained that divine command theory (DCT hereafter), the view that an act is
right if and only if God commands it, is not a plausible ethical theory. Of the many objections
that have been pressed against DCT, one in particular seems to cut the very legs out from under
one’s ability to justify one’s acceptance of the theory. This objection, which has been advanced
by Kai Nielsen and A.C. Ewing among others, is argued roughly as follows. We can justify our
acceptance of DCT only if we can determine that God is good (or, alternately, that God’s
commands are acceptable). But the judgment that God is good (or that his commands are
acceptable) is a moral judgment, and so, as we obviously cannot employ God’s commands to
make this judgment, we must employ our own pretheoretic moral insights or intuitions to make
the judgment. However, these intuitions, it is claimed, are independent of God; that is, God is
not the author of them. Furthermore, it is claimed that any standard we use to assess God’s
character or his commands is (because it is being used to judge God’s character or commands) a
more basic feature of our morality than God’s commands. Thus, one who attempts to justify her
acceptance of DCT by employing her own intuitions cannot really be a proponent of DCT after
all, for her intuitions are more basic to her morality than God’s commands.
My principal aim in this paper is to show that the foregoing argument does not succeed, as it
rests on two highly questionable premises. First, I challenge the argument’s assumption that our
judging God’s character or commands against our own intuitions implies that our intuitions are

more basic to our morality than God’s commands. This assumption, I argue, rests on a faulty
understanding of the role our intuitions play in the justification of normative theories. Most
philosophers agree that for a normative theory to be acceptable, it must square to a considerable
degree with our intuitive moral judgments. Few would maintain, though, that in consulting our
intuitions to test a normative theory we thereby abandon that theory and instead become people
whose ultimate moral criterion is their intuitions. To maintain such a thing would be to blur the
quite proper distinction between normative theory and the criteria for evaluating normative
theories. Thus, utilitarians have always remained utilitarians even when they have tested the
implications of the principle of utility against their intuitions (unless, of course, they have found
the theory too objectionable to accept any longer). The same may be said for deontologists and
other theorists. And so the same should be said for divine command theorists as well.
Second, I argue that the argument’s claim that our intuitions constitute a moral standard that
is independent of God is one that at least some divine command theorists can reasonably reject.
In particular, the Judeo-Christian tradition maintains that God has written his law on human
hearts as well as on tablets of stone. One natural reading of this claim is that God is the author of
our intuitions as well as his commands. Thus, if we employ our intuitions to test God’s
commands, we do not bring a truly independent moral standard to bear on those commands and
we do not cease to be divine command theorists. This response does raise two questions,
however. One question is whether our intuitions can still provide a meaningful test of God’s
commands if God is the author of both. The other question concerns why there would be so
much disagreement among people’s intuitions if all their intuitions originate from the same
source. I conclude the paper by suggesting avenues of response to both concerns. The overall
goal of the paper, then, is to show that one can morally appraise God’s character or his

commands in the course of justifying one’s acceptance of DCT and still remain a devotee of
DCT.
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6. ABSTRACT
These images and animations are snapshots of energy in space|time transitional state, directflow transcriptions of energy translated to visual form as direct-process image (DPI), resolved
through a light-transmissive application of electronic computational technology, i.e.,
computer graphics.

A combinatorial algorithmic process is used to generate visual systems with multidimensional detail from sets of mathematical structures. These visual systems or spaces are
explored through randomization, “genetic” variation, and constructive design. Playing with
these visual spaces generates an incredible multiplicity of images and animations that either
speak to me or are passed over in the manifold richness and mathematical texture of
Universe. Unique pathways and flows of imagery reveal optimal structures and suggest access
to tunable insights transmitted through forms of direct-process energy. Exploration centers
on the potential for a direct, non-conceptual experience of this process.

The process becomes an intuitive selection of imagery that simulates or communicates this
experience. Images and animations selected for further exploration are stunningly beautiful,
engaging, and mysterious. A more explicit conceptual process is triggered by a naming of
these visual systems and features that resonates the insights that arise. Names for systems
most often rely on metaphor or word play to express a first impression or impact. But the
images themselves remain as non-objective artifacts of this experience. As such, they call on a
source of awareness and insight that is tunable beyond the frequencies available to abstract
and representational language. Images and animations are captured and rendered frame-byframe as a record of this experience for recollection and further investigation.
To develop an intuitive, conceptual, or aesthetic appreciation of these visual forms, a variety
of techniques are used to process, enhance, or combine source images and animations; but I
strive for simplicity, a kind of minimalist methodology. Processing is performed to resolve
essential features of an image from its natural complexity, while preserving the “first-flash” of
the experience. For example, posterization simplifies a color palette so that patterns of flow or
turbulence are more recognizable. Forms emerging from the flow are highlighted by
adjusting brightness/contrast, color balance, saturation, and gradient. Filters reveal or
enhance specific features of line, shape, pattern, texture, and sharpness. Versions of an image
or multiple images may be blended to create unique forms. Processing a sequence of
operations is limited to the fewest number of steps required to generate a new keyframe of a
process directly related to the source image and ideal for further transformation. Processing is
performed on large batches of discovered images for selection, but also on individual images
that suggest a unique or untried approach. Experiments with images are applied to
animations of visual systems to reveal entirely new insights with one or more appropriate
transformations.

This computergraphik, with its own vocabulary and syntax to describe and change the
visual/temporal universe, is used exclusively for its potential to construct, deconstruct, and
construct again images in ways not encountered in other media. It is fun and exciting to
experience that initial feeling when suddenly you realize you are with and have always been
with the flow. Computer graphics cleans the canvas for a fresh look.
It is possible to contemplate these images and animations—in stillness or movement—to
tune or focus inner awareness of energy as the very nature of our presence and activity in
Universe. Eliciting this awareness in the guise of an image, I seek to return mundane and
entrapped conceptioning to its pristine, inherently energetic, and spontaneous activity.
Current work on digital_stupa: tunable insights has evolved out of textual studies and
blueprints for holoscopic mandalas I published in a small book entitled the double eye:
writing towards a theory of the holoscope (1983). Since 2001 I have used the codename
“digital_stupa” to refer to work focusing on the development of interactive and immersive
formats for exploring and experiencing these images and animations. Formats have emerged
using “desktop” virtual reality (QuickTime VR), hypermedia, and multimedia applications. A
selection of these formats are presented in the exhibit, digital_stupa: tunable insights.
Formats currently in development are: interactive animations, cubistVR, panomontage, big
picture, zoomable creatures, process composites, non-objective narratives, a relative-truth
player/projector (aka, a mandala-scope), panoramic meditations, and digital marbles.
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digital stupa: interactive animations
ABSTRACT
CONCEPT
These interactive animations are playful meditations on algorithmically discovered, nonobjective images. Source animations are mapped to spatial grids providing non-linear access
to frames in any continuous or discontinuous sequence. Viewers can meditate on frames, play
strands of continuous motion, or generate unique, spontaneous animations.

Figure 1: Representative frames from “horizons of unborn insight.”

APPLICATION
Photographic virtual reality is a popular medium for interactions with panoramic or threedimensional images. QuickTime VR panoramas present a screen-based immersive experience
placing the user in the center of a scene. QTVR object movies present a three-dimensional
object in front of the user that is rotated to display alternative views. In panoramas, the viewer
is the center of the universe; with objects the user is on the periphery looking into and around
the center.
Absolute object movies are an alternative, two-dimensional method of organizing multiple
images in a non-linear format. Instead of rendering frames as multiple views from positions
around the object, an absolute object movie positions images in a grid structure, allowing the
user to click on any position to display a frame. This allows interactive access to multiple views
and sequences of 2D or 3D images. In this framework, there is no center or circumference:
space generates time as the matrix of frames is explored.
Exploiting this feature of QuickTime VR provides an interactive animation experience. Current
work presents twelve interactive animations, each composed of 2700 frames, the equivalent
of three minutes of linear animation, mapped across a grid of 25 rows and 108 columns.
When an animation loads, a short selection of looped animation plays to preview the imagery
contained in the object. Clicking the mouse button down within the object stops the
animation to display a single frame from a unique location in the grid. Dragging the mouse,
button down, plays a sequence of frames. Moving horizontally across the grid isolates a single
strand from among the 25 rows of 108 frames.
Moving vertically down the grid selects frames from a variety of different strands. Stroking the
animation in a series of interactions generates unique versions of the animation by displaying
a series of continuous or discontinuous frames. Speed of the mouse motion controls the
speed of the animation. This simple interaction in visual|temporal space can be intriguing,
hypnotic, relaxing, or exciting as images appear, connect, and disappear. Across the limitless
spectrum of algorithmically generated non-objective imagery, travelling through these
unique structures of visual space begins to trigger contemplative experience and insight.

PROCESS
This project began by exploring the graphics technology of Artmatic software, which renders

visual images from mathematical structures generated through a combinatorial aIgorithmic
process. I was amazed at the richness of this natural visual order as I discovered, mutated, and
rendered images, searching for novel and beautiful structures. From these structures I
rendered animations of sufficient length to explore these visual regions more deeply and
systematically. Playing these animations, I stopped to gaze at key images that captured my
imagination. Contemplation of their natural beauty led me to connect these frozen moments
back to their original flow by replaying the animation. I meditated on these regions of visual
space by first scrubbing across the timeline in an arbitrary, spontaneous, exploratory process,
then interacting with specific locations to generate new sequences, revealing unique, tunable
insights. This lead to recomposing the linear animations into QuickTime VR absolute objects
that offer a non-linear format to explore image sequences within the totality of visual space
presented.
This enables free play with images and sequences, fast or slow, getting a feel for the totality of
the animation and permutations of its structure. Temporal flow of images is presented in a
spatial context. Time becomes a non-simultaneous experience of the totality of this visual
space. Horizontal motion invokes continuity; vertical motion leaps to connect discontinuous
location. The two-dimensional surface becomes an enjoyable play and in that flow arises a
meditation that is aesthetic and insightful in its reconfiguration of temporal into spatial
media.
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This collaborative musical performance will explore
the intersection and synthesis of traditions from
Japanese taiko drumming and American jazz.
Renowned musicians and composers, Kenny Endo and
Ted Piltzecker, will perform and discuss a range of
music from these two idioms, and play original
works that weave together elements from both taiko
and jazz. The session will engage the audience in a
musical dialogue focused on improvisation,
structure, tradition, and innovation. Both of these
superb artist/educators will discuss and
demonstrate the process and aesthetics of
combining musical and cultural traditions. Active
in their separate careers, Piltzecker and Endo have
performed together at the Japan Society theaters in
New York and Los Angeles, the Southern Theater in
Minneapolis, and the American Museum of Natural
History.
Additional information can be found at
www.TedVibes.com and at www.taikoarts.com.
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6. Abstract: This exploration of the meaning of “being Veiled” was prompted by a
journey into Central Asia, including Afghanistan, during October and November,
2002. In processing this profound experience an interactive theatrical piece is
beginning to emerge based on the common experiences of women, children, and men
being veiled. What does this mean? Are there common elements to the veiling
experience? How can exploration of our own sense of veiling help create mutual
understanding of other diverse cultures? The presentation will focus on the reaction
of Midwestern women in the United States to the interactive theatrical piece created
by events half way around the world.
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Abstract
Teachers and students can use drama, music, and dance in their
classrooms and research areas to foster a safe and respectful community in which
to discuss issues of diversity. Diversity is a fact in our world, however, there is “a
basic lack of knowledge about diverse peoples and lifestyles that have always
been a part of the American experience” (Billingsley, 2001). Noticing the diverse
lifestyles and cultures of peoples is key to education. Students in today’s
classrooms are part of society and culture.
Discussing diversity is needed, as Guy Lefrançois states in his text,
Psychology for Teaching. Educators much teach diversity of individuals and
lifestyles through socialization. This process…
“ involves transmitting the culture of
a society to children and…teaching them that appropriateness of behaviors does not
depend on sex,” race, orientation, or religion (2000, p. 107). Socialization will
help students by arranging “…environment inducements, creating cognitive supports,
and producing consequences for their own actions,…(students) are able to exercise
some measure of control over their own behavior” (Bandura, 1997). Helping
students become part of society is at the center of many school’s mission
statements and James Sears offers two concepts which ask schools to take the first
steps to understand this socialization: childhood innocence is a fictive absolute
and diversity is a human hallmark (1998, p. 8). Helping create communities that
incorporate these concepts and “…challenge categorical thinking, promote
interpersonal intelligence, and foster critical consciousness” while using a variety

of approaches and studies is at the heart of diversity education (Letts & Sears,
1998, p. 1).
This workshop will offer interdisciplinary arts lessons that can be used in
kindergarten through collegiate settings. The attendees will leave with an
abundance of resources dealing with all forms of diversity.
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@cess[ing] the Golden Girls:
A Study of Community and Value
I. In the beginning…they were golden
My first post began, “This is my first post.” A terribly un-unique way to enter a very
unique community—a community dedicated to the sitcom The Golden Girls, or as it is referred
to in the forum…GG. After entering, I introduced myself, told the members I would be studying
their community, and assured them I was a fan myself. I had very enthusiastic responses,
including “Welcome to the forum, post often!” “If you really wanna be entertained and informed,
read MY posts!!!!!!!!!!!!” and “Fire away with any questions you may have and hope to see you
soon.”1 I never would have guessed, but I am now a member of a Golden Girl’s on-line
community. The site consists of background, episode lists, links, etc. The community itself
comes together in the “ GG forum” where they discuss GG, as well as just about anything, from
war to the Oscars, to the most recent Betty White sighting (Bringing Down the House, with Steve
Martin and Queen Latifah). As I look back on the last three months with my new community, I
have noticed an almost unreal level of positive interaction and support among the members.
What began as an attempt to compare The Golden Girls’ fans to their counterparts in Science
Fiction, has led to a focus on the community’s interpretation of, reaction to, and relationship with
GG and each other.2 The often blurred, combined space that the members share with Bea
Arthur, Rue McClanahan, Betty White and Estelle Getty is integral to the creation of this
positive environment. It all comes down to two ideas: community and value. Presently, despite
three “spin-offs” and the cancellation of “The Golden Girls” in 1992 (after seven successful,
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Emmy winning seasons!), Dorothy, Rose, Blanche and Sophia are still eating cheese cake in
Miami…and they are not alone.
The Golden Girls brought together four well-known television actresses for a sit-com that
was a hit before it even began. The dynamic of the show centers on four “sixty-ish” women
living together in a house in Miami. Blanche (Rue McClanahan) owns the house. Dorothy (Bea
Arthur) and Sophia (Estelle Getty), mother and daughter, along with Rose (Betty White), move
in with Blanch after Dorothy divorces her husband and “rescues” her mother, Sophia, from the
Shady Pines nursing home. Blanche, who always has a different man, is widowed. Rose is a
naive widower from St. Olaf, MN. Dorothy is a substitute teacher. They come together to talk
about their jobs, dating, sex, and eventually become a family—a family that bickers, fights,
disagrees, but that also laughs, respects, understands, and most important, always works things
out in the end. After all, it is a situational comedy. Even when they touch on serious issues, the
laughter comes through. It is a positive environment. And one that creates a non-traditional
family of support.
What follows is an evaluation of the “GG forum” located within the website, @ccess the
Golden Girls. To begin, I will discuss this particular fan community in relation to similar fan
communities discussed in Henry Jenkins’ Textual Poachers. In other words, to what extent do
the fans, the members of the “GG forum,” relate to fan communities such as Star Trek and
Beauty and the Beast? Sharing the results of three surveys that I posted early on in my
involvement with the community will clarify the relationship. The forum itself is divided into
subcategories, but the individual threads that I will focus on, and turn to throughout the paper,
take place in “Golden Girls Chatter.”3 What develops through these threads is a sense of
community that thrives on positive reinforcement, confidence building, humor—all with a shared
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and self-declared “obsession” with GG. In addition to Jenkins, whose study takes place before
the proliferation of on-line communities, I will look at three articles that deal with computer
mediated communities (CMC), one of which challenges the values of on-line communities. The
discussion of communities leads to issues of value—what type of value does the “GG forum”
have? Throughout it all, the positive atmosphere holds, until the community is challenged by
“the interview” conducted with Rue McClanahan by, according to members of the community,
an “annoying interviewer.” McClanahan reveals an uncomfortable truth that threatens the
stability of the community and poses a challenge for its members.
II. Entering the community…even speaking
@ccess the Golden Girls was started early in 2003. As of May 3rd, 2003, there were 133
members.4 As I previously stated, I will be focusing my research on the “forum” section, where
the members come together as a community. My first act as a member of the community was to
vote in a poll for the funniest Golden Girl. I cast my vote for Sophia, but the favorite was
Dorothy. I waited for debate to show up after the poll, where people would argue for their vote,
but it never happened. Shortly after, I introduced myself in a post (something new members
often do). Considering the positive responses following my introduction to the community, I
decided to post three separate surveys. I gave them the options of posting their response or emailing it directly to me. I also told them the survey would be confidential. Survey #1 is titled
“Who are You?” and gathers basic information such as age, gender, etc. Survey #2 deals with
their GG viewing habits. Survey #3 involves discovering why they are members of the
community.5
While waiting for responses to the surveys, I decided to observe various discussion
threads within the forum. It was during this first observation that I was to discover the complex
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and positive interaction found within the community. One discussion popped up around the fact
that Blanche always wore backless shoes and that she could be heard walking into the room.
Another more lengthy, and much more complex, thread begins:
I’ve always LOVED this about “TGG”…The girls could be talking about any given
topic, something in particular is brought up, Dorothy attacks it momentarily, then
dismisses it. The conversation continues only to be interrupted by Dorothy’s
outburst…she’s just realized something regarding the previous topic lol.6
The member then goes on to give a specific example, followed by sixteen replies, in which
others give examples. Some of the examples are only partial, and someone else will jump in to
help. There are posts that simply encourage the others: “I love all these!” There is even a post
where a concerned member does not recall a referenced episode: “I don’t think I remember that
part and I have them all on tape. I bet Lifetime edited it. Please let me know.” The posts that
follow soon explain the “lost episode,” and they are fairly certain it was not edited.
After observing this particular thread, I began to notice signs of a functioning
community. What began as a call for a particular element of the show, grew into something
much more complex. Members logged on and gave other examples of the theme mentioned by
the original post. They praised each other’s observations and additions to the discussion, while
also complimenting the characters, Dorothy, Rose, etc. The combination of identifying and
acknowledging both the members of the community and the characters on the show within the
same thread, begins to show the tight and tangible connection between the show and the
community. Eventually, there was concern as to whether or not someone’s collection was
complete, which was immediately addressed. Finally, stemming from the “lost episode,” there
arose the topic of networks tampering with original episodes and playing them in “edited”
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format. All together, the discussion proved to be a multi-tasked, non-linear, and supportive
thread, in which members of the community shared a particular aspect of GG, as well as
addressing their own material needs, confusions, and even concerns with network censorship.
III. Jenkins and surveys: A picture of “GG Forum” members as fans.
As mentioned in the introduction, one goal of this ethnographic study is to evaluate the
“GG forum” in comparison with the studies done by Henry Jenkins in Textual Poachers. I am
also aware that my own investment/membership in this community will inevitably shape my
response and my research. By entering this community and gaining the members’ trust, I feel
indebted to them. As I will show, it is a living, breathing community, and one that deserves to be
valued. Janice Radway, in A Feeling for Books, offers a similar concern: “I face a difficult
question that sits uneasily at the heart of ethnographic research, the question of what I intended
to do with the information I hoped to generate with their help” (40). I entered this community
out of curiosity, wondering how a sit-com fan site would differ from a sci-fi/drama fan site. And
even though the question has evolved beyond that, Jenkins’ work and his observations are still
crucial to this study and my case for community and value at @ccess the Golden Girls.
Early on in his book, Jenkin’s notes several stereotypes of fans that he then proceeds to
challenge. Among the stereotypes are: fans are “brainless consumers” who will buy anything
tied in with the show; they “devote their lives to the cultivation of worthless knowledge;” they
are “infantile, emotionally and intellectually immature;” they are “unable to separate fantasy
from reality;” and they “place inappropriate importance on devalued cultural material” (10).
Throughout this study, similar to what Jenkins does, each of these stereotypes will be challenged
in various manners. Jenkins continues: “fans seemingly blur the boundaries between fact and
fiction, speaking of characters as if they had an existence apart from their textual manifestations,
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entering into the realm of fiction as if it were a tangible place they can inhabit and explore” (18).
Whereas this is indeed true (the aforementioned thread shows this), the “blurring” within the GG
forum is often double edged in that it has a playful tone. The members recognize the “boundary”
between fact and fiction, but they do not let it hinder their discussions, their ability to play with
the medium.
One of the stereotypes presented by Jenkins, the belief that they “place inappropriate
importance on devalued cultural material” (10), can be addressed immediately. Often, this belief
comes from friends and family. To this stereotype, I can directly respond. Every time I mention
to a friend, colleague or family member that I am writing a paper on GG, I am able to watch as
they suppress the smirk, or outright laugh, and ask, “why in the world?” The members of the
forum note this problem as well, and cite it as a reason they are members: “My close friends
don’t like the Girls, and often give me a hard time about being such a big fan – so, I come here
and just am greeted with open arms.”7 Jenkins notes a similar problem:
To speak as a fan is to accept what has been labeled a subordinated position within the
cultural hierarchy, to accept an identity constantly belittled or criticized by institutional
authorities. Yet it is also to speak from a position of collected identity, to forge an
alliance with a community of others in defense of tastes which, as a result, cannot be read
as totally aberrant or idiosyncratic. (23)
Members of the forum know that they are in a position in which they have to defend themselves,
but within their community, they do not face that problem. Another member directly addresses
GG’s value as cultural material: “Fans here are knowledgeable and recognize the shows cultural
importance but they don’t [take] themselves ‘too seriously’ (like some of the Star Trek ones –
yikes).” Interestingly enough, in defending the forum, this member finds it perfectly okay to
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attack and reinforce the stereotype of another. Regardless, whether or not they take themselves
as seriously as the Trekkies (or Trekkers) can be left open to debate. But the overwhelming lack
of any huge disagreements, the lack of heated debates such as who is the better captain, Picard or
Kirk, do not translate into the debates over who is funnier, Sophia or Dorothy. As noted in the
original poll that I participated in, members seemed interested in the response, but it was not a
place to begin arguing and defending one’s position to the detriment of others’. So in that sense,
the member has a point. Not one person challenged, rebuked, or questioned anyone’s responses
to the questions in the poll of who was the funniest Golden Girl, even though the format of the
forum does allow it.
Keeping Jenkins in mind, it is important to give a closer look at the responses to my
surveys. The first survey I posted to the forum was titled, “Who are you?” The responses
proved interesting. The ages ranged from 14-51 years old. Of those who responded, 75% were
female. Quite a few were either unemployed or students, although one actor and one writer did
respond. The respondents were primarily white; quite a few were in college. They came from
Britain, as well as America. The one response that they all had in common (and one that turned
into a running joke, a phenomena I was to witness quite often) was their response to income:
“We be po’!” I took this response to be humorous, almost a Sophia-esque response, and that
indeed with computer access, cable access, the members were not truly “po.” Granted, the
returned surveys represented roughly 10% of the actual members, with many of the most vocal
responding. Even so, the numbers do seem to coincide with Jenkins’ “typical” audience of white,
female, and middle-class (1).
The second survey dealt with the members’ viewing habits. One of the most surprising
trends, and one that sets it apart from Jenkins’ survey of Star Trek and Beauty and the Beast fans,
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was that over half of those who responded started watching GG in syndication, on Lifetime or on
Living TV. In one sense, this can be related to the age of the members who may have been too
young when the show originally aired. Such response shows that the popularity, the subsequent
success of GG and the forum is directly linked to cable and syndication, which is similar to the
Star Trek phenomena. The actual viewing habits were once again similar to those that Jenkins
observes in Textual Poachers of fans. Over half watch the show daily, some in their bed with
tapes. One member claims, “I have over 12 tapes with GG episodes on them.” Some have been
doing so since the original airdate of 1985. When asked why they watch GG, they responded in
varying ways:
“Its what female friends are all about—talking dirty and eating lots.”
“The writing and cast are a perfect match.”
“One of the few shows that has me ROTFLMAO at least once every episode”8
Throughout, the responses from the first two surveys did little to set the “GG forum” apart from
the fans described in Jenkins’ books. But a difference exists, and it starts to show up in
survey #3.
In survey #3, I asked them why they are members of this particular site, and I once again
was presented with a variety of responses, but they all focused on the concept of community.
And unlike some of the more confrontational stories of fandom that Jenkins mentions, such as
the aforementioned Captain’s debate, the direction that Beauty and the Beast should have taken,
the hierarchy of Trek obsession, the forum seems to strive on remaining positive. One member
writes, “The other members on here do actually appreciate the whole concept of GG and are
genuine fans so it is nice to know I am in good company.” She continues, “GG has been a big
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part of my life for a long time and has several connections with me on various levels.” Other
members write:
“I don’t get any support from my close friends, so I wanted to chat to people who share
my passion.”
“[I want to] share the joys of the GG with like-wise people all across the globe.”
“I love not only talking about constantly about the show, but also being able to talk about
me and finding out about everyone else here. Everyone really takes an interest in each
other here – its so loving!! (((GROUP HUG))).”
Words like “passion” and “love” are very common throughout the forum. Maybe this comes
from the fact that they are, as Jenkins notes, surprised “that they are not alone” (23). Maybe it
comes from the fact that GG itself used the very same themes. As the member uses the
parenthesis as a symbolic “hug,” the connection is made not only to the other members of the
forum, but to the show itself, which often ended with the ladies making-up and having a group
hug. So, enveloped within the parenthetical hug are both the members and “the Girls.” Fairly
positive across the board, the members even manage to point out inconsistencies and least
favorite episodes with a positive tone.9 Even when “the interview” takes place, a troubling
moment for the entire forum, they strive to maintain the same tone.
One final aspect of the surveys that deserves attention is the existence of a previous
forum, mentioned in several survey responses as to why they are at this particular forum:
“I come here because I'm really attached to the people. They're not anonymous to me, and
I'm crazy about 'em; they're fun. So, I'm at this particular forum because they're here[…] I
knew them when we were the Cyber Diner at Yahoo. It's really about friendship; I'd
follow S__ & these goofs anywhere.”
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“cos i was at the Yahoo group and i love being here and making friends with my fellow
GG fans.”
Following the discovery of a previous group, I sent a private message to the administrator asking
her what happened at the Yahoo group. I discovered that she used to run it and that they’d been
there for two-plus years. She responded, “the groups become more and more ad supported so
there were pop-ups and advert pages to make our way through to get a message.” At the time
there were 300+ members, so not everyone has migrated to the new forum. The administrator
continues, “the forums mean that our future as a community is secured because as long as my
site is around then the forums will be. There is every chance that Yahoo! will remove their free
groups given time.” She goes on to mention that she recently deleted the Yahoo! group and that
it was the most active within its subject, “but the forums offer a lot more than the groups ever
did.” I will admit, I went in expecting controversy, expecting some sort of breakdown within the
community, but what I found, in a sense, was even more troubling. Advertisement, “bigbusiness,” essentially shut down an entire community.10 In the end, there are two things to note
here. One, she refers to their “future as a community” and its security. Secondly, that the
forums have more to offer: community and value.
IV. Computer Mediated Communities (CMC): the virtual “GG forum.”
The creation of on-line communities, something that has exploded since Jenkins wrote
his book, has resulted in a new dialogue concerning computer-mediated communities (CMC).
Steven G. Jones, in “Understanding Community in the Information Age,” compares the creation
of the Internet with Eisenhower’s creation of the Interstate highway system, both military in
origin. He notes how the Interstate system, rather than creating new communities and
invigorating existing ones, actually had the opposite effect. He claims that much of our time has
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been spent understanding speed and volume, not looking into how “computers are used as tools
for connection and community” (12). He then poses a challenge—this time we can get it right in
that “CMC allows us to customize our social contacts from fragmented communities” (16). In
other words, CMC is an answer to the dissolution often found in what many see as a post-modern
society. Jones believes that CMC is more than a tool, it is an “engine of social relations” (16). If
this is true, if CMC has this power to bring together, to create communities, then to what extent
is the computer an integral part of the GG forum? The simple answer: without it, the “GG
forum” would not exist. The relatively small size of the “GG forum” sets it apart from some of
the more established fan communities that Jenkins deals with, that have their own monthly
publications, nationwide conventions, etc.11 There are currently 133 members in the “GG
forum,” and they need the computer to interact. Jones may have part of the answer when he
writes, “[o]nce we can surmount time and space and ‘be’ anywhere, we must choose a ‘where’ at
which to be, and the computer’s function lies in its power to make us organize our desires about
the spaces we visit and stay in” (32). The computer offers the fans a certain power, but it is a
power that relies on participation of the individual—a power that relies on the individual’s
“desire” for community. The “where” for my community is GG, and their “desire” is what
brought them there.12
This desire is something that Nancy K. Baym, in “The Emergence of Community in
Computer-Mediated Communication,” examines more closely as she calls for a more “organic
approach to CMC” (141). She notes that the common statement that anonymity within CMC
levels the playing ground among members, making it possible for all members to participate on
an equal level, is an observation that is too simple, and often problematic. She then looks into
specific areas of CMC. She refers to the first area as “External Context.” Here she notes that
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members of CMC often share some sort of background. This can be seen in the “GG forum” not
only in the arrival of many members from the previous community but also in the subtle
acknowledgments in various threads throughout the forum. One member is host of a site that is
dedicated to Rue McClanahan; she has actually sat down to dinner with the actress. Members
also note common interests in other shows, such as Cagney and Lacey, and actresses such as
Carol Burnett. The Carol Burnett example proved interesting in that the American Members
assumed that she was a household name; whereas a British member responded, “Who the hell is
Carol Burnett? […] It’s hard to appreciate some of the jokes on the GG’s sometimes because of
that, but thankfully not too much [icon: smiling, winking face]”.13 Despite the approach of
anger, the inclusion of the icon lets the other members know that it is all in good fun. But it does
provide yet another complexity to the various “external contexts” that exist in CMC.
Reproduction and replication off-site also displays a form of “external contexts,” as
another member lets the forum know that she won a contest: “My arty-pharty antics have won
me a prize in a competition again, today. Last year I won Ulead Gif Animator 5 for creating a
poster for .net magazine and today I won a Photo Art Master (whatever that it is) for
superimposing” a head onto a body like “I’ve been doing with Blanche.”14 She then notes, “It’s
good to know the stuff that comes out of my head is appreciated.” Another member
compliments her and notes a similar interest but that she is “not ready for competition.”
Eventually the two share compliments and encouragement, and it becomes clear that the one
member is involved in web design. In addition to these external connections that complicate and
shape the community, the members also share a common language of Acronyms (ROTFLMAO).
One in particular that I could not figure out was “lol.” This often appears in the dialogue, and I
had to ask to discover that it means “laughing out loud.” Finally, the obvious aspect that is
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shared can be summed up in their response to my question in Survey #3: What is more
important, love of GG or knowledge of GG? “LOVE, LOVE, LOVE!!!”
The next three areas can be addressed succinctly. The second area of CMC that Baym
concentrates on is its “temporal structure.” Written in 1995, this particular aspect is not as
relevant, in that much of the interaction within the forum is almost instantaneous. But is does
represent the rapid evolution of the “temporal structure” of fan communities since Jenkins.
Presently, as soon as a member logs on, his/her message is instantly accessible across the globe.
The third area deals with “system infrastructure,” of which the GG forum seems well equipped.
The administrator noted how this forum runs much smoother than the Yahoo group ever did, and
just recently, a new member came on board to help the administrator oversee the forum. The
fourth aspect deals with group purposes. She notes that not all CMC’s are task oriented, and that
some are personal rather than professional. The purpose of the soap opera fan site she is
studying is, according to her, to “enhance pleasure of soap-opera involvement” (147). Whereas a
direct connection can be made to GG, the purpose seems to be that and so much more.
Identification, acceptance, encouragement, laughter, all seem to be among the reasons that
members of the GG forum stay so active. Their purpose, in fact, seems to be to create a stable,
positive, and encouraging community where everyone is accepted, is given confidence, and is
encouraged to laugh. A purpose backed up by one member’s response to survey #3: “Everyone
contributes […] humor, friendship and the on-liners.”15 The purpose, then, could be a place to
find friendship via the common bond of GG. The purpose is community.
The final aspect that Baym notes is “Participant’s characteristics,” consisting of:
expression, relationships, behavioral norms, and identity. I already mentioned the parenthetical
hug, noting one of the many ways that members denote expression. Another way they have to
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express themselves is the extensive list of icons available during posting.16 Relationships within
the CMC vary and are worth noting not as how the CMC acts, but instead as to how the
individuals within the CMC interact. Of the 133 members, 21 have posted over ten times, and 52
members have never posted. Of the 21 more prolific members, about half of them have over 100
postings to their credit.
Returning to Baym’s initial observation, even though the playing field is evened in CMC,
the interaction within the communities is varied. As a result of this interaction with Baym’s
concepts, it becomes evident that participation within the community is still dominated by a few.
Therefore, it is not a matter of one, level relationship, but various types of relationships. As to
behavioral norms, as I have noted, the general tone of the GG forum is positive. When members
give incorrect information, they are politely corrected. When a thread begins “Episodes you
least watch?,” many members find that they have different opinions, and rather than pick a fight,
they respond as one member did: “I’m definitely going to have to give this episode another
airing.” An example of respect within the community. As to the overall ethos of the forum, it
may be put best when a member notes in survey #3, “this is the only [forum] that I’ve ever seen
that kept to the description.” Within this response, I see several possible interpretations. The
member could be saying that the members know how to act, that they stick to the positive nature
of the forum. Profanities are absent; slash is never mentioned; heated arguments do not exist.
And when there are disagreements, when they do discuss sex, when they do venture to tell a dirty
joke, it is reminiscent of how the actual show dealt with such matters—in a frank, honest, but
“clean” manner. At one point, a member begins a thread with a joke, and warns the members
under 18 to not enter the thread. The joke, although containing no profanities, does involve
sexual innuendo, something GG was rife with throughout its run.
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As to identity, Baym notes, “[t]he computer medium offers the chance not only to
enhance one’s name but to create fictional identities for one’s self” (154). Although I have
chosen to keep the identities hidden within this narrative, I can offer a list of some of the screen
names that members use: “Sicilian_Gecco, Rosiebear, Keri H., bealoved14, jaffa_14uk,
fiveninegal, Katie, YoungFan, goldengirls26, BettyWhiteFan, thegoldengirlsbiz,
chocolate_07306, Monkey, Bluemeanie.” Often the names make direct reference to the show,
and to whom the member favors (i.e. BettyWhiteFan). Other times the age appears right in the
name, showing that it is important to that member.17 They may even simply call themselves
“YoungFan.” Whatever the case, this is unique to CMC in that members have a chance to
rename themselves. But more than simply a name, identity is created and shaped within the
various threads of the forum. One in particular, which ties together much of what has been
discussed so far, is worth noting more closely.
A member starts a topic in which she explains that she called into a morning talk show
where they were dealing with people’s addictions/obsessions.18 She tells the audience about her
“addiction” to Betty White: “I made very clear that I’m only 14 and I have over 15 8x10 photos
of Betty, numerous other items of memorabilia etc.” She continues, “seeing the people’s faces in
the audience when I’m telling my story was PRICELESS! Even the host thought I was just a
little crazy.” The immediate response to this post was “That’s excellent L__! Bravo for being
brave enough to speak live on air.” The respondent then talks of her own addiction to the
Internet and GG and how it (GG) leaks into her conversations with non GG fans. Other
members respond in kind: “I also managed to throw in some tidbit about The Golden Girls into
just about every conversation.” She goes on to relate how she worked GG into her class, and
after the laughter, she was actually applauded. The member who had called into the talk show
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then tells of a story about her display of Betty White photos at the fair and the stares she
recieved. She then makes a particularly confident and striking observation: “No matter what
people are saying, I truly enjoy their opinions […] People are always ready for a GG/BW tie in
with me all the time.” It is as if the community dynamic has helped her to form confidence in
what is a rather “unique” addiction. Someone else then responds, “Phew, Glad its not just me
then.” This respondent mentions that she always wants to bring GG into a conversation, but
realizes that it isn’t always possible or appropriate: “but that’s where you guys and this forum
come in handy as I can yap for hours about it and you don’t mind one little bit.”
For many members of this community, GG is an integral part of their identity. And
within the forum, they can embrace and have fun with that particular aspect of who they are. It
does not follow, however, that they fit the stereotypes of “infantile, emotionally and
intellectually immature” fans “unable to separate fantasy from reality.” The members recognize
that they may take their passion a bit far, but they have fun doing it, and it doesn’t interfere
negatively with their “external contexts.” It takes confidence, courage, and a sense of humor
(and possibly a need for attention) to call in live and “shock” an audience with such a confession.
A call that might not have been possible without the support of the forum. A final word from
another member near the end of the thread: “See, look how normal that show made us all feel
now, he he!” It is the final laugh that acknowledges the problematic notion of normal, and also
highlights the “fun” that can be had in this particular CMC.
Once we are given license to create identity, to name ourselves and embrace our passions,
and it is all done so in the imaginary (virtual) space of the Internet, how can we trust what we
experience? To what extent can a community exist in a series of ones and zeros? In
“Dissolution and Fragmentation: Problems in On-line Communities,” Beth Kolko and Elizabeth
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Reid address these questions, as they directly challenge the legitimacy of CMC, while prefacing
their argument by stating: “What follows is a story; one version only of the many possible
narratives that could be told of these events” (215). I suppose the same could be said for my
“story” of the “GG forum.” Kolko and Reid studied a graduate student’s site on media studies
that eventually had 919 members. They began with a bold statement, in which they claim that
virtual communities “are not a place of open and free public discourse” (216). In their study,
“participants talk of how their notions of the world and theirselves have been destabilized,
rocked beyond recognition, leaving them emotionally and socially adrift” (218). They continue,
noting that “participants feel that they cannot trust anyone, that everything on-line can be a lie,
and that no-one tells anyone who they are” (218). While such observations are entirely possible,
they do seem paranoid and oversimplified. What happened within that particular CMC to create
such paranoia is not clear, except that there was a power struggle. There is no power struggle
within the GG forum, and the power relations seem stable. The varying levels of participation
have not resulted in complaints over the numerous postings by a few, or in complaints regarding
any member’s dominance of topics and/or discussions. Honesty does not appear to be an issue
either. Some members even refer to each other with their first names. Just recently, there was a
new section put up where members can swap GG materials. The current thread deals with the
up-coming GG reunion on Lifetime. Those members not from the U.S. are concerned that they
will never get to see the reunion and have set forth a plan that involves paying for shipping and
handling overseas. In this plan, once the tape arrives, it will be copied and sent to other
members. Members from Britain and Germany have shown interest, and one member from the
U.S. has offered to send the tape. There was even the mention of a swap, because “The Golden
Palace” is currently in re-runs over there, whereas it is not currently available in the U.S. This
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particular thread transcends the virtual space of the Internet and has members privately e-mailing
each other in order to get their respective physical addresses. This takes an element of trust, one
not evident in Kolko and Reid’s study.
Another problem that Kolko and Reid mention is that it “is crucial to realize that on-line
experiments with identity are often highly focused and ephemeral” (218). Now in its third year
together (fourth month at the forum), the GG forum seems to challenge both notions. Not only
does the GG forum discuss the Golden Girls, but the members also have a complete forum of
non-related threads which discuss topics ranging from the war in Iraq, to the Oscars. Granted,
the Golden Girls still tend to pop up in many of the threads, but the threads are quite varied. As
to the ephemeral notion, many members, in citing their reasons for joining the forum, do not
simply dart in and out, leaving nothing behind. Even those who do not post, still view many of
the threads. There are threads with over 500 visits. Kolko and Reid continue: “[i]n the real
world it is our plurality—our multiple moods and changing opinions—that allows individual
psychic resilience and creation of a vibrant and vital culture” (219). The problem here is the
distinction between real vs. virtual. For the members of the GG forum, their community is real.
There is a plurality present. However, I will concede that changing moods and opinions are not
often directed in a negative manner toward other members of the community. I am hesitant to
use the word “ideal,” but it seems to fit. And I concede that to a point such positivism makes it
less real. But there is a huge difference between what we call the “real world” and what we call
a “real community.”
What Kolko and Reid seem to be getting at is the question, what is at stake? They do not
recognize the virtual selves, the created identities, as real, as consequential: “What evolves, then,
is a case of temporary connections that do not hold any tangible consequences for those who are
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touched by such fleeting bonds” (223). But there are tangible consequences for the members of
the “GG forum.” They are affected by the interactions within the forum, from the one member’s
confession on the talk-show, to another’s concern that the shows are being edited, to the
acquisition of lost episodes, all the way to “the interview.” The community offers more than
“temporary” connections. And what keeps the “fleeting” and “temporary” out of the “GG
forum” is the show itself. The Golden Girls is played everyday on cable stations all over the
world. As the “GG forum” continues to identify with GG, it continues an active relationship
with a living entity. Kolko and Reid offer a fascinating observation regarding the creation of
identity within CMC: “[M]ultiplicity, in this case, resists fluidity as players see the power to
create different selves as a reason not to integrate different kinds of actions and reactions into the
same self” (223). This is definitely a possible problem with on-line communities. If I start to not
like my on-line personality, I could simply begin again. I considered that very act, had the forum
responded negatively to my initial inquiries. But I was enthusiastically welcomed in. Their
argument could actually be taken beyond CMC into “real world” communities. We often reserve
different “kinds of actions and reactions” in relation to the situations we find ourselves in. When
are we ever our full, complete selves? What they are really hinting at is value. And what they
seem to be saying is that physical communities have more value because in on-line communities,
dishonesty, misrepresentation, and “split personalities” are too easy to achieve.
V. Issues of Value: A Case for GG
As I mentioned earlier, all I have to do is say that I am writing a paper on The Golden
Girls and I notice the immediate smirks forming. Skepticism arises. And that has something, if
not everything, to do with value. What sort of value can be assessed to @ccess the Golden
Girls? What are the 133 members offering of value to the rest of the world? What is the value
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of the community to its members? Each question must be addressed. It is not enough to say that
all communities have value. It is also not enough to state that the “GG forum” is more valuable
than other GG sites, or other fan sites. Furthermore, it is not enough to say that the site is
valuable to its members; therefore, it has value. We need to avoid what John Frow, in
“Economies of Value,” refers to as “the acceptance of a happy kind of relativism: a model
(which we might call postmodern) of the world as being irreducibly plural and informed by no
principle of totalization” (297). What happens, according to Frow, is a “valuing [of]
communities in terms of self-contained positional identities, such that difference is posited
between rather than within spheres of value” (305). The value of the “GG forum” is
immediately called into question by other “spheres.” The two addressed already are the negative
stereotypes that exist of fans, according to Jenkins, and our distrust of “on-line” communities, as
per Kolko and Reid. Also GG is a comedy, a “sit-com” and part of “popular culture,” not taken
as seriously as “drama” or independent films. In fact, its success at the time breeds resentment.
As to gender, the show revolves around an “untraditional” family of women who dare to talk
about (and have) sex late into their life, a fact that could be unsettling to predominantly white,
male academia. So many contingencies come into play when attempting to discover why GG
invokes smirks in those that are not fans. But what is even more helpful is a close look into the
interaction, the relationships within the “GG forum,” and how such a look offers ways to move
both “within” and “between” different spheres.
Frow mentions the ethnographer’s refusal “of any metadiscourse” (296). He then
continues, partially quoting John Guillory, “the concept of value cannot adequately account for
differences of judgment within a valuing community since it is used above all to ‘exalt the
difference of community from other communities’” (229). It is this type of valuing, this type of
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judging, that brings about the smirks. It is also because of this type of valuing that the
community exists; it needs a space where their value is not questioned. The “GG forum” has
succeeded in the four months since its inception to becoming a valued community not only
within GG, within on-line fandom, but within the world. Maybe it’s the size, but even more so,
maybe it is the nature of the program itself. Frow warns that the intellectuals should not stay
away from popular culture, but “they should not idealize it as their mystical Other, precisely
because they themselves are not separate from the Other” (308). I am a fan of The Golden Girls.
I have enjoyed observing the various threads of discussion. I don’t claim that the threads have
much relevance outside the forum. Some can get a bit strange, a bit obsessive. But no more so
than devoting one’s studies to Henry James, and spending a lifetime’s work on him. Not that
they are them same. But they are not different either. They are simply choices.
So when I ask for whom am I speaking, I am addressing the concern that in speaking
about the members of the GG forum, it may be construed that I am speaking for them. The
problem that can arise is that “whereas the act of speaking for others denies those others the right
to be subjects of their own speech, the refusal to speak on behalf of the oppressed, conversely,
assumes that they are in a position to act as such fully empowered subjects” (310). I do not
presume to speak for the members of the community, to say to them, you now have value and
can be considered a community. However, I am, in a sense, attempting to do just that. But I am
speaking to those who assign value from outside, those who judge only “between” the “spheres,”
not also from “within.” Barbara Hernstein Smith offers some final advice: “our survival is
enhanced by our ability and inclination to reclassify objects and to ‘realize’ and ‘appreciate’
novel and alternative functions for them—which is also to ‘misuse’ them and to fail to respect
their presumed purposes and conventional generic classifications” (1915). If I indeed have
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“misused” and “failed to respect” the “presumed purposes” of the “GG forum,” it was indeed in
an attempt to imagine all the possible functions that it may serve. In speaking for the Other, for
the members of the forum, I have tried to merge my own voice (as a new member of their
community) with theirs. And I am a member who watched in awe as the members dealt with
“the interview.”
VI: The Interview: A very positive community is confronted with unpleasant news.
On April 16th, 2003, Rue McClanahan (Blanche) gave an interview over the radio. A
thread was started.19 A link to the audio was provided. And the community was faced with an
unwanted truth. In addition to the fact that almost every member picked up on the annoying
interviewer who did not show enough enthusiasm toward Rue, they also mentioned that Rue was
pleased by how many signed her birthday guestbook.20 But what shook the community is what
Rue McClanahan mentioned regarding the departure of Bea Arthur (a favorite for many
members) from the show, causing its cancellation and spin-off into the less successful Golden
Palace. Rue is quoted in the thread:
She [Bea Arthur] didn’t like being part of the group. She doesn’t enjoy that. She likes to
be the star, and have others supporting her. And she doesn’t like to be…unless its
like…Sean Connery or someone that she can feel really equal to—balanced with. She
didn’t feel balanced. She felt over looked, she felt very uncomfortable.
At last count, there were 53 replies to this one thread. The very first poster, and host of the Rue
McClanahan site, mentions the interview in a post and then alludes to the controversy: “[Rue]
gives some good insight into Bea’s reasoning that I haven’t heard before.” She then provides
the link to the interview. The first respondent, who is listening to it, writes, “OMG! I just got to
the part where she’s talking about why Bea left – IT’S SHOCKING!! My Mouth literally
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dropped open.” The respondent then immediately posts again, asking, “Hey – did you catch
Rue’s clock chiming in the background???” The original poster responds, “Haha, yeah.” She
then goes on to analyze the interviewer, noting “You could tell he just printed out the biography
page from my site […] at the very end, when he’s talking about my website again, Rue says,
‘That girl does a great job.’ And he talks right over her, grrrrrr!” The member ends her post by
admitting that she learned some new information, and as a result, would need to “correct a
couple minor things on the site, lol.” The reason for Bea Arthur’s departure is set aside, as
several other threads within the thread play themselves out.
A change occurs when a member, who did not hear the interview, asks what was said.
Another member (and Dorothy fan), new to this thread, responds, “Rues says Bea didn’t like
being part of the group and preferred to be the star – she felt overlooked in [GG] and didn’t
enjoy doing it. It never showed on screen, thank god, but it’s disappointing (and very sad) to
hear that because of the ways the girls worked together – it amazes me that she didn’t enjoy that
(sad face icon).”
In addition to those comments, the member spends even more time critiquing the interviewer, as
well as complimenting the member who runs the site dedicated to Rue. Several post ensue
where the interviewer is criticized. Rue is complemented, called cute, sweet, “what a woman.”
And whenever Bea Arthur is mentioned, it usually occurs after these observations, and the post is
usually ended with a return to humor. In a sense, this thread embodies just about every issue that
has been covered so far. The interviewer comes up against the harshest criticism, and what is
interesting, is that the primary reason for the criticism is his lack of appreciation for GG, for the
fact that he is interviewing Rue McClanahan. There is almost a jealously, in that an outsider is
given contact, when all the members believe that they could do better. One member notes how
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the interviewer referred to her marriages in a rude way, eventually writing “what a creep.” The
interviewer is not behaving in a manner consistent with the forum, and with the show. Humor.
Friendship. Reliance on others for support, for confidence. Values of both the show and the
forum. Something that the interviewer was indifferent to.
But I have moved away from Bea Arthur as well. Members found themselves to be
disappointed, saddened, with one member admitting, “I’m trying so hard not to be mad at Bea
because I love her so much…but that kind of attitude really bugs me.” After this admission,
other posts start to arise, with one member referring to the fact that she has been careful all along
with how she was wording her comments, but now that she was not alone, she writes, “I honestly
have to say that hearing that Bea had a sort of ‘better than you’ attitude/ego is really a turn-off.
While that doesn’t affect my opinion of her as a performer, I have to admit that it does make me
think a bit differently of her now, which is unfortunate.” Articulate and clear, the member draws
the line between fiction and reality, while still admitting that one affects the other. Another
member notes, after saying that Dorothy is her favorite character, “but as for Bea, well, I don’t
know as I’ve ever met her but hearing that stuff today left a bad taste in my mouth.”
At this point, the thread is only half completed. Themes recycle, other members offer
their opinions. The spin-off GP (The Golden Palace) is discussed, as it was created because Bea
left. Again and again, the interviewer is critiqued, made fun of for his “misinformed” questions.
This element of negativity, a first for the forum, seems to offer a safe, non GG, non member,
target, to direct frustration. As to Bea Arthur, the final assessment puts it safely: “it kinda puts
Bea in a bad light.”
The manner in which the community deals with “the interview” speaks to how the “GG
forum” functions as a community and how they value themselves. The community is not put
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asunder by the realization that one of their favorite members (for the women on the show are
members, in a sense) did not enjoy making the show that they love.. Instead, they talk their way
around and eventually to the problem, knowing that it is a fact that they simply must accept. The
last post I looked at on this thread was posted on April 16th. Since then, the thread has been
forgotten (along with my failed attempt at fan-fic.21) What remains is a community of fans that
challenges the stereotypes Jenkins challenges with his own study. A living, breathing
community, one that does not deserve, nor does it tolerate, smirks that preclude value. A
community that has successfully, and unconsciously, adapted many of the ideals of the show into
how it functions as a community. A community where its members go for friendship, for
support, for laughter, and a place to eat cheesecake with their friends, both virtual and flesh.
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Notes
1

Throughout the paper, the members’ screen identities will not be named. When necessary, they will be
distinguished in other ways, such as the thread originator, the respondent, etc. Furthermore, misspelling and
redundancies will be corrected if overly distracting. The various threads are found on the website in the “Golden
Girls Forum” under the section “Golden Girls Chatter.” The particular responses here can be found under the thread
titled “Golden Girls Community.”
2
My initial proposal for this project began: “Upon reading Henry Jenkins’ Textual Poachers, I found myself
wondering about spaceships, warp drive, horrible beasts in love, vampires with souls, slayers, Xena, and it hit me.
What about comedy? What about the sitcom? Do people obsess over Vanessa and Rudy, over Roseanne and Tim
the Tool Man? Do they create their own fiction? Their own slash? Can a fan community, as Jenkins sees it, exist
outside the world of Picard and Luke Skywalker? Must there be death, demons and special effects?”
3
In addition to the discussion board, there are also four other main sections regarding GG specifically. One section,
dealing in quotes, is a collection of one-liners and interactions, with various subheadings. There is also a section of
trivia and fun, where members can partake in answering trivia questions, as well as posting their own dialogue to
“stills” from the show, etc. Perusing through a few threads, I noticed that the ones that go beyond just a few replies,
often branch out in similar fashion to the threads under “Golden Girls Chatter.” The Third area is fan-fic. Members
are encouraged to write their own fiction. It is an open forum, so all members help each other out with advice, and
some of the fiction is even team written. One of the current stories places GG in 2003, giving Blanche a computer
and an on-line web-cam. Although they can get “racy,” there is no slash or profanity present. The final area is a
place where members can swap GG items, such as memorabilia, videos, etc.
4
The number of members is constantly increasing, something I noted each time I visited. I was the 81st member, so
there have been 52 new members since I joined the community. Furthermore, the forum itself is growing, as the
“swap” section is only weeks old. As of May 3rd, 2003, I have stopped noting changes.
5
The surveys can still be found under “Golden Girls Chatter” in the “GG Forum.” They are posted under my screen
name, gglitfan, and are titled as noted.
6
This thread can be found in “Golden Girls Chatter” under the title “Comedic Genius!”
7
The following quotes are taken from responses to my surveys.
8
For anyone uninitiated into the world of on-line acronyms, ROTFLMAO can be translated as “Rolling on the floor
laughing my ass off.”
9
For several examples, visit the thread, “The Show’s Inconsistencies!” The apostrophe alone gives insight into the
tone of the thread.
10
Her recognition of the interference of “big business” and “advertising” is reminiscent of what Janice Radway
observes in The Book of the Month Club in Feeling for Books.
11
Star Trek alone has its own publications, conventions, which allow other “spaces” for fans to interact.
12
A similar “desire” is noted in Elizabeth Long’s “Textual Interpretation as Collective Action.” The Ethnography of
Reading. Ed. Jonathan Boyarim. Berkeley: Univ. California Press, 1993. 180-211.
13
Found in the thread, “Episodes you least watch?”
14
This conversation is under the thread, “Arty Stuff.”
15
I am unsure whether or not this is a typo. It could be a nod to the fellow “on-liners,” the fellow members. Or, it
could be a reference to “one-liners” made by both the members, and the characters within the show.
16
The various icons are accessible to members when they post to a thread. They consist primarily of various
versions of the “smiley face” and are used extensively by the members.
17
I noted this correlation in the response to my survey, as several members ages that they gave me corresponded
with their screen name. What they will do after their next birthday, I am not sure.
18
Found in the thread, “Addiction or Obsession?!”
19
The thread is titled, “Rue McClanahan Interview.”
20
There was an electronic birthday card with over 700 entries and 100+ pages.
21
I eventually began a thread in the fanfic section titled “Sophia in Sicily” where I imagined a flashback episode in
which Sophia returns to Sicily. I asked if that ever happened in the show. One member responded that there was an
episode that had the girls traveling there. My own story had imagined a meeting between Sophia and Michael
Corleone (in Sicily during the time of his exile.) The idea never took off.
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Abstract:

The promulgating nature of the Roman late Republican and early Imperial monumental
sepulcher in its street of tombs setting has received considerable attention in recent years, the
scholarly world having acknowledged and examined the tomb’s ideological function as a
mechanism for preserving and purveying memory (monumentum). This paper, however, gives
special consideration to the tomb monument’s often overlooked other half—the road and its role
in the promulgating process. Rigorous and ordered, the architecture characteristic of Roman viae
in the suburban contexts where tomb patrons typically sited their monuments forms the basis for
the discussion. Uniform road design, both in regard to its collective morphology and construction
technology, I argue, supported an intimate coupling of tomb to street, thus yielding a unified
architectural ensemble which effectively associated—indeed integrated—sepulchral monuments
with the Roman via publica’s exclusive realm. Tomb patrons enthusiastically exploited this
dependent relationship, appropriating the road’s public and ideological domains in order to suit
their own ends. Additionally, the Roman suburban street, as an ordered and articulated entity,
provided an architectural context which both enriched and proscribed the experience of funerary
monuments, thereby setting parameters for their design. Acknowledgement and the continued
analysis of this experiential basis in Roman sepulchral design may help to clarify the
complications that have traditionally been associated with the study and classification of late
Republican and early Imperial funerary monuments.
1.

Paper:

The Tomb of the Scipios rests outside of Rome’s Servian walls, beyond the site of the
ancient Porta Capena, alongside the Via Appia.1 It does not border this road. It lies detached, set
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For the Scipio monument, see Filippo Coarelli, Il sepolcro degli Scipioni a Roma (Rome: Fratelli Palombi
Editori, 1988).
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back a number of meters from it, its orientation dependent not upon the axial alignment of the
Appian Way but on the sinuous lay of the land. In its earliest third century BC rendition, the
tomb, a hypogeum, an underground monument carved into the tufa, would have received little
notice from the road. The physical relationship of the third century tomb to via is unassuming,
casual, even ambiguous. For the classical scholar, Henner von Hesberg, such an arrangement is to
be expected for funerary monuments of the period.2
The situation would change drastically in the first century. The ca. 30 BC Mausoleum of
Caecilia Metella rests several miles south of the Scipio monument.3 It stands parallel to the
Appia, abutting this road, seemingly incorporated into it. The relationship is one of dependence.
The mausoleum derives its orientation and siting from the Appia. It forms an integral architectural
ensemble with this road. It cannot be considered independently of the road. The rapport is a
common one for late Republican and early Imperial tomb monuments, sepulchers charged largely
with the task of conveying status in this highly contentious, highly competitive period.4
The promulgating nature of the Roman late Republican and early Imperial monumental
sepulcher has, in fact, received considerable attention in recent years, the scholarly world having
acknowledged and examined its ideological function as a mechanism for preserving and
purveying memory (monumentum).5 This paper examines the other half of the ensemble—the
road and its role in the promulgating process. Rigorous and ordered, the architecture
characteristic of Roman viae in the suburban contexts where tomb patrons typically sited their
monuments forms the basis for the discussion. Uniform road design, both in regard to its
collective morphology and construction technology, I argue, supported an intimate coupling of
tomb to street, thus yielding a unified architectural ensemble which effectively associated—
indeed integrated—sepulchral monuments with the Roman via publica’s exclusive realm. Tomb
patrons enthusiastically exploited this dependent relationship, appropriating the road’s public and
ideological domains in order to suit their own ends. Additionally, the Roman suburban street, as
an ordered and articulated entity, provided an architectural context which both enriched and
proscribed the experience of funerary monuments, thereby setting parameters for their design.
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Rome’s city streets
An appraisal of the Roman road as orderly may seem surprising to some, especially in light
of the ancients’ own penchant for belittling the substandard, overburdened, even hazardous
quality of Rome’s pre-Imperial street system. Juvenal, for example, bemoaned the plight of
Rome’s common wayfarers:
If social duty calls, the rich man will be carried above the heads of the crowd by his tall
Ligurian litter bearers. As people give way he will be swiftly transported to his destination,
and, inside the litter, he will read or write or sleep, for a litter with the windows closed
induces sleep. Without any personal strain, he will arrive before us. Whereas we, although we
hurry, are blocked by a wave of people in front of us. And the great crowd behind crushes us.
One man hits me with his elbow, another with a hard pole; one man strikes me on the head
with a wood beam, another with a wine jar. My legs are covered with thick mud. Then, on all
sides, big feet step on me, and a nail from a soldier’s boot pierces my toe…
One wagon carries fir-wood timber, another carries pine. They are piled high and they sway,
posing for the crowd a great danger. For if a wagon carrying marble should tip over and
dump its load of mountain rock on top of the throng of people, what would remain of the
bodies? Who would find the limbs or bones? The crushed body would utterly disappear, like
the soul…
Now consider the various and diverse dangers at night: how high it is to the lofty roofs (from
which roof tiles fall and hit you in the head), how often cracked and broken pots fall from
windows, with what weight they mark and damage the pavement when they strike it. You
could be considered thoughtless and careless about such accidents if you were to go out for
dinner without first making a will. For indeed there are as many potential dangers as there are
open windows where you are passing by at night. You should therefore pray and carry with
you this pitiful wish: that people may be content to empty over you, from their windows, only
an open basin.6

Tacitus made reference to a labyrinthine mesh of streets when recounting the fire of AD 64:
The blaze in its fury ran first through the level portions of the city, then rising to the hills,
while it again devastated every place below them, it outstripped all preventive measures; so
rapid was the mischief and so completely at its mercy the city, with those narrow winding
passages and irregular streets, which characterized old Rome.7

Nero’s reconstruction, he assures, did not duplicate the old city’s haphazard development:
[It] was not built up, as it had been after its burning by the Gauls, without any regularity or in
any fashion, but with rows of streets according to measurement, with broad thoroughfares,
with a restriction on the height of houses, with open spaces, and the further addition of
colonnades, as a protection to the frontage of the blocks of tenements.8
6
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An edict of Domitian (Germanicus) in AD 92 forbade stalls to intrude upon (and thus reduce the
navigability of) the street. Martial praised the new law, giving some indication of the chaotic
conditions that predated it:
The audacious huckster had robbed us of all the city, and never a threshold kept within its
own bounds. You have ordered, Germanicus, our narrow streets to expand, and what was but
now a track has become a road. No pillar is girt with chained flagons, nor is the praetor
forced to walk in the middle of the mud, nor is any razor rashly drawn in the midst of a dense
crowd, nor does the grimy cook-shop monopolize the whole of the way. Barber, taverner,
cook, butcher keep to their own thresholds. Now Rome exists: of late it was a huge shop.9

These sources suggest that Rome’s pre-Imperial streets comprised, as Carcopino put it, an
“inextricably tangled net,”10 rarely paved, consistently overburdened by traffic, defiled by refuse,
and overrun by the vendors who spread their wares across them.
Roman viae publicae
But a distinction needs to be drawn between the hopeless skein of roads running inside a
city like Rome and those which radiated outward, beyond city walls, beyond city limits, the
consular ways or viae publicae along which most late Republican and early Imperial tombs were
sited. The ancient writers gratefully endorsed these highways, their utility representing a common
theme. The Greek-born Dionysius of Halicarnassus, for example, equated the greatness of Rome
with its engineering feats,11 while Strabo, also a Greek, admired the utilitarian foresight of the
early Romans:
The Greeks were renowned for their successful endeavors in the area of city planning because
they sought out locations which are naturally beautiful…The Romans however were
especially farsighted about matters to which the Greeks gave little thought, such as the
construction of roads…They have constructed roads throughout the countryside, cutting
through hills and filling in depressions, so that now their wagons can carry loads equivalent
to boats….In short, the ancient Romans gave little thought to the beauty of Rome because
they were occupied with other, greater and more necessary matters.12

A linear morphology
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Efficiency, of course, was a primary concern, one worthy of praise. Statius lauded
Domitian, builder in AD 95 of the Via Domitiana, a vast improvement upon the earlier coastal
route that linked Sinuessa with Naples:
‘Tis he who, brooking ill the slow journeys of his people and the plains that clog every
minute of the road, sweeps away tedious windings and lays a new solid paving upon the
weary sands, rejoicing to bring the Euboean Sibyl’s home and the dells of Gaurus and
sweltering Baiae nearer to the seven hills.
Here on a time the tardy traveler, borne on a single axle, was balanced on the swaying pole,
while the unkindly earth sucked in the wheels…nor could carriages run nimbly, but the
noiseless track made their course hampered and slow, while the fainting beast, complaining of
a too heavy load, crept on beneath its lofty yoke. But now a journey that once wore out a
solid day is performed in scarce two hours.13

Statius’ reference to the business of road straightening reflected a Roman penchant for
linearity in its consular ways, as attested, for example, along the Via Appia from Rome across the
Pontine marshes (in two undeviating sections with a total length of almost 90 km.), just before
Terracina (approximately 3 km.), across the Fondi plain (linear sections of 8 and 9 km.), to the
mouth of the Garigliano (linear sections of 7 and 10 km.), and across the Volturno plain before
Capua (over 22 km.); on the Via Aurelia between Civitavecchia and Montalto (linear sections of
15 and 30 km.); on the Via Aemilia (linear sections of 155, 85, 70, 50, 60 km.); on the Via
Postumia between Cremona and Verona; and so on.14 Significantly, this same lineal arrangement
frequently characterizes suburban tracts where street of tombs necropoli lie, including those
associated with the Viae Appia, Flaminia, and Celimontana in Rome, the Via Ostiensis at Ostia,
and the necropoli outside of the Porta Nocera and Porta Ercolano at Pompeii.
Construction technology
In the case of the Via Domitiana, Statius offers a poetic rendition of the road building
process:
The first labour was to prepare furrows and mark out the borders of the road, and to hollow
out the ground with a deep excavation; then to fill up the dug trench with other material, and
to make ready a base for the road’s arched ridge, lest the soil give way and a treacherous bed
provide a doubtful resting-place for the o’erburdened stones; then to bind it with blocks set
close on either side and frequent wedges. Oh! how many gangs are at work together! Some
cut down the forest and strip the mountain-sides, some plane down beams and boulders with
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iron; others bind the stones together, and interweave the work with baked sand and dirty tufa;
others by dint of toil dry up the thirsty pools, and lead far away the lesser streams.15

Pagliardi and Quilici give some account of the technology and methodology utilized in
Roman road construction. The process began by deeply imbedding into the ground two rows of
stone intended to delimit the road’s edges, guarantee parallelism, and maintain a constant width.
As noted by Statius, a ditch (fossa) for the roadbed was excavated between the two rows to an
average depth of 45-60 cm (1.5-2 Roman feet), though fossae depths varied in accordance to soil
conditions. The fossa was then filled with alternating layers of well-packed gravel fill (agger),
though large stones (statumen) were also included if soil conditions were unstable. Thin strata of
light materials, soil perhaps but more often sand or pozzolana mixed with lime, cushioned and
consolidated each ply of aggregate. A final level of very fine material (nucleus) was evenly
distributed over this subsurface in order to receive the paving stones (summum dorsum). The
pavers (basalt was the preferred material for road surfaces, at least in central Italy where it was
more abundant) were cut into wedge-shaped pieces to ensure firm contact with the foundations.
These were set meticulously to minimize space between joints, their polygonal forms securing
them in all directions.16
This interpretation, having derived largely from a seventeenth century theory formulated by
N. Bergier, who based his own analyses on the construction of Roman walls, should be read with
some caution.17 Lime mortar, for example, is rarely attested in excavation.18 As a general rule,
however, Chevallier cites the inclusion of, “a foundation course (sometimes involving stakes),
consisting of a rubble layer with stones set on edge to aid drainage…; a build-up of resilient
material (sand); [and] a surfacing, not necessarily paved, especially in the earlier period.”19
The question of paving in the republican era has been debated. Secure chronologies for the
addition of stone paving to roads are lacking and difficult to establish.20 The following is quoted
from Adam:
Surfacing with paving stones does not seem to have been in use before the beginning of the
second century BC. In the absence of archaeological evidence (test pits under roads are
disappointingly unproductive as regards datable material) a text of Livy gives precise
information that in 174 BC that roads had to be paved in towns but simply surfaced with sand
or pebbles on country sections. The oldest paving known is that of the via Appia laid in 296
15
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BC, between the Porta Capena and the Temple of Mars (just beyond the Aurelian Wall—a
very short stretch (1 Roman mile). The paving was extended at the beginning of the second
century BC as far as Bovillae, but this surfacing still had to be completed by the time of
Nerva, then Trajan, and, even later…It is not certain that the whole length of the via Appia
(Rome—Terracina—Capua—Benevento—Brindisi), completed in the period of the Gracchi
(131-121 BC), was ever systematically paved.21

Quilici argues, however, that the surfacing of Roman viae, both new and old, began in the
third century BC, with the Via Appia serving as the canonical model both on technical and
dimensional terms.22 He suggests that peperino slabs found outside the Porta San Sebastiano in
Rome be associated with the 296 BC paving of the Appia attributed by Livy to the aediles.23
Additionally, an early third century BC mountain road linking Civita di Artena with the Via
Latina was, apparently, also surfaced, as, indeed, was the Via Latina at the point of intersection.
The pavement here, of local limestone, does not postdate 272 BC.24 As further evidence for early
road paving, Quilici cites the small-scale polygonal masonry surfacing of a steep road that
connected Norba with the Pontine plain, a work that may have been initiated as early as the fourth
century BC and continued, with improvements and restorations, to no later than the end of the
second or beginning of the first centuries BC.25
The collective process of paving the Roman road network seems largely to have been
completed during the second century BC. Augustan Age literary sources and monuments attest, in
fact, to the restoration of major roads. Other sources document the continued paving of
secondary roads, such as the work carried out by Corvinus near Tusculanum or the building of the
Via Mactorina which connected Velletri to the sea.26
Whether paved with durable materials or simply coated with gravel (glarea), ample
testimony for road regularity is nevertheless provided by the period’s extant monumental tombs,
whose orderly arrangement in street of tombs necropoli mirrors precisely a rigidly ordered
architectural system for the very roads that dictated their placement. Ordered, of constant width,
rectilinear with well-defined edges, the suburban consular way acted as an architectural datum, an
ordering device permitting funerary monuments to “plug-in”, integrate, and participate in the
road’s multifarious domain, its experiential, ideological, and public realms.
The public realm
21
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The street/tomb architectural ensemble allowed engagement with the public realm, essential
for monuments dependent upon public exposure. Roman law, as dictated in the Twelve Tables,
prohibited burial within city limits.27 A pragmatic response to this prohibition was the siting of
funerary monuments near suburban roads, thereby, as Toynbee suggests, facilitating their
access.28 But for tombs increasingly charged with the task of conveying status, as they were in the
competitive late Republic, the suburban thoroughfare also provided the richest opportunity in
non-urban contexts for public interaction.
A substantial, if not altogether representative cross-section of the Roman populace
frequented such roads. Chevallier offers a list of would-be travelers along Roman highways:
Military leaders and their forces, emperors with their train, high dignitaries accompanied by
their staff, envoys from afar or the provinces, messengers employed by the cursus, sailors
from the fleet, whom Seutonius shows us had to take their turn marching from Ostia to
Pozzuoli to Rome in order to hoist the velum at the amphitheater, and, of course, private
citizens. These included people traveling on business (merchants in search of supplies or
fairs, itinerant craftsmen such as masons, sculptors and mosaicists, gangs of seasonal farmworkers, in the style of the famous ‘Mactar harvester’, theatrical performers, teachers or
lecturers such as Apuleius) litigants or those sentenced to exile and poets, similar to Martial,
looking for a patron. There were the sick on their way to drink healing waters or to breathe
healthier air, pilgrims seeking a holy place and Very Important Persons off to consult an
oracle, just as Tiberius visited that of Geryon, near Padua, meeting on the road groups of
strolling priests and a host of quacks. Some traveled to satisfy their scientific curiosity
(Polybius, Pliny the Elder, Plutarch—all intellectuals who went to study in Greece) or merely
for their pleasure (Pliny the Younger, tourists in Egypt…people who were going to see a play
or the games at the amphitheater forming a party from one district, courtesans, sometimes the
funeral processions of a great man who had died far away).29

Quilici suggests intense pedestrian use along consular ways, though little literary evidence
from the Roman era can be cited to substantiate such a claim.30 Nevertheless, documentation for
regular upkeep and periodic resurfacing, as well as road and sidewalk widths and ruts worn into
the road surface, would presumably give some indication of heavy use.31 Traffic was obviously
heavy enough during the Empire to support a governmental administration devoted to road care,
the cura viarum, under the charge of the aediles.32 The numerous services that sprung up along
Roman highways also provide a sound indicator of heavy use levels. Stopover points (mansiones)
equipped with hotels (hospitia), warehouses, and stables (stabula) were commonly situated
27
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within a day’s travel. Rest stops (mutationes), with eating establishments and stables where
horses could be changed, were located every five miles or so.33 One indication of the economic
success of rest areas along Roman highways lies in their eventual transformation into urban
centers, some currently large and thriving.34
Some roads were certain to be more heavily traveled than others. The Via Ostiensis, which
linked Rome with its port city at Ostia, served as the principal means of transport for goods and
supplies to the capital and its estimated one million inhabitants in the late Republic.35 The Via
Appia, militarily strategic from its inception, was equally relevant for commerce and travel.36
This highway, known as the regina viarum, the queen of roads, served as Rome’s primary
connection to the major cities of central and southern Italy and, via their ports, to the Greek East
and Egypt, the most developed and affluent regions of the Mediterranean. Regarding funerary
monuments, one might expect that an exigency for public engagement would prompt tomb
owners to consider traffic levels when considering prospective sites. A current assessment that
analyzes relative tomb densities along the eighteen viae that entered ancient Rome seems to be
lacking. Indeed, a survey of this nature may be unfeasible due to the degree of post-Roman era
development that has occurred along these roads.37 Nevertheless, it is worth noting the
comparatively large number of sepulchers that have been documented along the heavily trafficked
Appia and Ostiensis. In other situations, however, where contemporary development has been
less destructive of ancient environments, conclusions are easier to draw. For example, Ortalli has
observed that Sarsina’s monumental late Republican necropolis at Pian di Bezzo, sited away from
city walls because of unstable soil conditions, was nevertheless located in the direction of Cesena,
and thus along the more important and more heavily frequented of the viae (the Arezzo-Sarsina
and Sarsina-Cesena roads) that passed through Sarsina.38
Specific tracts of roads were likely to receive heavier use. Rome of the late Republic has
been characterized as an “open city”.39 From the time of Caesar the regions beyond Rome’s
Republican walls were progressively developed and populated. As today, the natural line of
33
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edification followed the major roads that exited the city, resulting in radial patterns of
development.40 A similar system of suburban development has been noted elsewhere, as at
Bologna, for example, while outside of Pompeii’s Herculaneum Gate, the Roman era radial
buildup remains intact.41 In the case of Rome, Quilici claims that suburban development of urban
character extended along the major arterials for a distance of 5-7 km, with less dense pockets of
construction stretching even further (indeed, in Quilici’s estimation, the Romans considered
outlying metropolitan centers like Tusculum, modern-day Velletri, Palestrina, Tivoli, Nomentana,
Anzio, Ostia, even Circeo and Terracina to the south and Palo and Civitavecchia to the north as
belonging within the domain of suburban Rome).42 Suburban buildup would have included
hamlets, villages, factories, villas, farmhouses, monumental aqueducts, temples, sanctuaries,
fountains, hostelries, hotels, markets, gardens, and, of course, the dense pockets of necropoli and
individual tomb monuments associated with Rome and outlying urban centers.43 Thus, in addition
to the many individuals and families who visited the sepulchers of relatives or acquaintances in
order to attend to cult of the dead necessities and who may have held a special interest in
neighboring funerary monuments, the multitude associated with other forms of extra-urban
development around Rome and other cities may be added to Chevallier’s list of road-using
representatives of the public domain who would have been exposed to tomb monuments.
Since higher traffic levels in suburban districts were certain to be found just beyond city
gates and at the junctures of major roads, it is not surprising to find a densification of tombs in
these areas, as, for example, at the intersections directly outside of Pompeii’s civic gateways. The
early and intense buildup of large-scale sepulchers in these high-traffic (and high visibility)
locales suggests their importance in the minds of patrons bent on site planning monuments for
maximal public interaction.44 The most extravagant instance of a funerary monument exploiting a
road intersection for purposes of public exposure is the Tomb of Eurysaces, whose trapezoidal
plan reflects the monument’s tight placement between the Via Labicana and Via Praenestina, just
before the two roads converge outside of Rome.45 It is tempting to consider that the localized
siting of tombs just beyond city limits, at intersections, and outside of city gates where traffic
levels were higher was predicated as much on public interaction as accessibility.
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The ideological realm
Roman road names occasionally derived from their ancient function (i.e. the Via Salaria,
the “salt road”) and frequently from the cities or towns they led to (for example, the Via
Praenestina and Via Tiburtina). They may also reflect Roman political beliefs or confer status
upon the magistrates responsible for their construction.
Rome’s long distance roads have been equated to the “arteries and veins” of a Roman
universe.46 Major consular ways linked the capital to distant territories. They facilitated cultural
exchange and economic development between the city by the Tiber and outlying areas. In effect,
the road system integrated and unified the Empire.47 For Chevallier:
The main unifying factor was the political one, summed up in the famous dictum: ‘All roads
lead to Rome.’
The 53,638 or so miles of main roads (Diocletian listed 372 of them), forming as they did the
line of advance for army and commerce, the binding force between races and cultural
influences, and the essential basis for the settlement and development of land and its
colonization and survey, served to unify the Roman world and so, at long remove, to create
modern Europe. This thought aroused enthusiasm in Pliny the Elder: ‘Roman power has
given the world unity. All must recognize the services that she has made to men, by
improving their contacts and making it easier for them to enjoy in common the benefits of
peace.’48

The history of Roman road development reflects a history of Roman territorial expansion, a
case in point being the late fourth century version of the Via Latina, whose course south from
Rome avoided recently conquered Volscian and Aequian territories, and, instead, linked the
capital with the new Latin colonies of Fregellae and Interamna Lirenas (founded respectively in
328 and 312 BC). The period of their foundation and the road’s construction is significant, having
followed close on the heels of the Latin War (concluded in 338), which conferred Roman
enfranchisement or semi-citizenship upon the whole of the Latin population. In effect, Roman
road and Latin colonies signaled a Roman expansion southward into Samnite territories made
possible by the vast enlargement of Roman holdings which followed the incorporation of the
Latins. Coarelli suggests political motives for the naming of the road, which he attributes to the
profusion of Latin colonies (and Roman allies) that sprung up along the Via Latina’s course as it
extended into Campania and Samnite lands.49
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The construction of the Via Appia (begun late fourth century BC), following that of the
Latina, offered an alternate and more secure route south. The symbolism attached by scholars to
the building of this road, though varied and complex, centers largely on Roman political
aspirations. First and foremost the Appia served as a military road, the efficiency of which,
suggests Grant, facilitated Roman victory in the Second Samnite War.50 Yet the road provided a
direct link to Rome’s newly allied cities in Campania, Capua in particular. For Laurence, the
unprecedented scale of the project signaled Roman dominion over these allies, to whom Rome
had adopted a protective stance, justifying the foundation of military colonies along the Appia
such as Minturnae and Sinuessa in order to secure Campania from Samnite hostilities. In the
process, the colonies and the road itself subjected any traveler moving north from the Greek south
to a divergent array of Roman imagery:
The colonies at Minturnae and Terracina sited on the road itself encapsulated a vision of
Roman power—it is notable that these colonies were not thought of by their colonists as
settlements but as garrisons of Roman citizens/soldiers (Liv.10.21.7; 27.38.3; 36.3.5-6).
Importantly, it was in the colonies of this region as well as in Rome that the booty captured
from the Samnites in 293 BC was displayed in the temples and in other public buildings
(Liv.10.46). Further, the landscape of the Pontine region could be seen to demonstrate Roman
hegemony over nature and an ability to create an ordered landscape from the wilderness of
marshland…The geometric forms of the colonies and the centuriated landscapes would have
created an image of territorial control, alongside the colonial settlement of Roman citizens,
prior to the traveller’s arrival within the city of Rome itself. The journey to Rome was one
which gradually revealed elements of Roman culture to the visitor or ambassador from
southern Italy.51

Laurence believes that the construction of a road with military colonies along its lengths
should be viewed in conjunction with Roman foundation myths. These, in turn, suggested an
affinity with Magna Graecia whose cities were similarly founded according to legend, a process
which the Romans exploited to their advantage:
After all, Romulus was said to have built a Roma Quadrata and set up colonies in conquered
cities—both similar to the colonies of Minturnae and elsewhere. Those from southern Italy
might have viewed Rome within the Greek tradition of colonization in Italy during the eighth
and seventh centuries BC at places such as Cumae and Naples in Campania. However, it
should be noted that the mythology articulated for Rome’s foundation should be related to
those fleeing Troy with Aeneas and a foundation by Romulus of the city. The Roman
foundation myth creates a difference between the city of Rome and the Greek cities of
Campania, yet defines that difference within the language of mythical foundation stories that
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were current in the Greek cities of Italy. This all points to a cultural exchange that related
Rome more closely with Greek ideals of the city and helps to explain the desire to create
roads such as the Via Appia…Greek influences can be seen in the geometry of the course of
the road through the Pontine marshes that depends on Pythagorian principles in the creation
of a rational landscape out of the chaos of marshland. The parallel of Hercules bringing
agriculture and founding cities after the defeat of the giants in Campania comes to mind here
or building roads through the Alps (Diod.Sic.4.19.3). Rome may have seen herself or have
chosen to display her actions in terms that the Greek city states of Campania could relate to,
yet at the same time emphasized a difference or even a superiority in the transformation of the
landscape and the symbolic representation of her own foundation. In terms of Roman
hegemony, this all points to the use of a language of the Greek city state and the empire of
Macedon on the part of Rome.52

Whether or not Appius Claudius had this complicated line of reasoning in mind when he
built the Appia is debatable. On the other hand, he was known to have been an admirer of
Hellenistic culture.53 In building a road and aqueduct, and founding the town of Forum Appii, his
actions have been paralleled to those of a Greek monarch or tyrant.54 Indeed, by giving the Appia
his name—the first Roman road carrying an eponymous title—Appius Claudius emulated the
Macedonian fashion of designating roads after their monarchs.55 It might as easily be suggested
that Appius Claudius’s road promulgated his own name and status on Greek terms.
That the road served personal political aspirations is unquestionable. As censor, Appius
Claudius broke with a tradition of commissioning small-scale projects by creating a work of
unprecedented size.56 The symbolism of Roman domination and power reflected by the Appia
were thus mirrored in his own achievement, which the eponymous naming of the road both made
public and preserved. Moreover, given the extent of the road’s construction, the success of the
project depended upon vast resources of human labor. As Laurence notes, “The contracting out of
the work would have made a considerable number of people obliged to Appius Claudius.”57
Presumably, his stature in the eyes of this client population is reflected by the decision of the
residents of Forum Appii to dedicate a statue depicting one of Appius Claudius’s ancestors
capped by a crown.58 That the Appia succeeded in providing its builder with a timeless monument
is borne out by its many successors, the Via Flaminia, Aurelia, and so on, all roads named after
their patrons. Obviously, the Appian Way had provided a powerful precedent.
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With the Via Appia’s construction Appius Claudius simultaneously created a potent symbol
of Roman hegemony and Greek affinity and directly exploited it in order to suit his own ends. By
extension, tomb owners may have also aimed for a share of the Roman via publica’s highly
charged ideology. Indeed scholars have suggested that Roman patrons intentionally linked
funerary monuments with loci of special symbolic significance during the late Republic.
Munatius Plancus, for example, sited his monument atop a mountain whose tumulus-like form,
legend claimed, represented the burial place of Caieta, Aeneas’ mythical wet nurse. His intentions
may have been political, reflecting a desire to affiliate himself with Augustus, who traced his
family lineage to Aeneas.59 Davies suggests that Augustus himself selected the Campus Martius
as a suitable locus for his trophy-form mausoleum because of the strong military symbolism
attached to this place.60 By the same token, Coarelli finds nothing coincidental in the decision of
the Hellenized Lucius Cornelius Scipio Barbatus or his son (the builder of the tomb is in
question) to site the Scipio family monument in proximity to the Appia, symbol of Rome’s link to
the Hellenistic world (he claims the same, incidentally, for the Caiatinus, Servilii, and Metellus
families).61 As for the Scipios, one might wonder if later generations of the family sensed that
opportunity had been lost in the tomb’s placement in conjunction but not in contact with the road.
It seems likely that such concerns prompted the later addition, probably commissioned by Scipio
Aemilianus between 140-130 BC, of a monumental façade that addresses the Appia.62 This
benefits from axial alignment with the road, though relative to other tomb monuments of the
period and especially during the next 150 years its distance from the Appia still placed the
collective monument to disadvantage. By contrast, most patrons of the late Republic sited their
tombs directly along the flanks of roads, a coupling, in architectural terms, which rendered one
cohesive ensemble. These monumental sepulchers not only shared in but represented an integral
component of the Roman via’s domain, thereby allowing them to appropriate the road’s cogent
meaning.
The experiential realm
While it can be argued that Roman patrons linked monuments to viae in order to exploit
and appropriate a road’s public and ideological domains, it is equally important to consider how
such linear configurations, in turn, impacted the phenomenological reading of the monuments
themselves. Roman roads facilitated experiential interaction by forming a direct physical bond
59
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between spectator and tomb, a monument whose landmark-like form suggested an intended
destination, ultimately, the street-oriented façade positioned where street and sepulcher
converged. The narrowness of Roman roads (typically no more than 10.2 m) encouraged
engagement with this destination, obliging any would-be passerby to move within close
proximity of the façade. In effect, the integral link formed between tomb and street and the
restrictive path proscribed by the road’s linear morphology stimulated a close and coherent
rapport between monument and observer.
Long before such contact was made, however, the roads typical of street of tombs necropoli
foreshadowed the encounter. Uniform surfaces and distinct edges (paving, packed gravel, curbs,
sidewalks) defined suburban viae publicae. More often than not, a rectilinear morphology
characterized the roads associated with Roman necropoli. Such conditions fostered strong gazedirecting axiality. Since tombs were placed tangent to roadsides (and, in fact, articulated them and
strengthened their edges), the views channeled and contained by such edges and road axiality, by
force, encompassed the monuments as well.
In addition, the Roman suburban via created a visual channel that maintained tomb
visibility as one approached. A wide array of suburban roadside development—sanctuaries,
villas, warehouses, tombs, and so on—would have compromised views of individual monuments.
Woodlands, we know, were avoided by long-distance roads, though sacred groves, garden plots,
and other forms of vegetation must be assumed for suburban areas.63 Such vegetation would have
limited views of sepulchral monuments as well. But the road, itself an entity freed of permanent
obstructions, cleared a visual swath to tomb facades. Given the natural site lines of perspective
views, the primary, street-facing façades of monumental sepulchers remained visible even if their
flanks were partially obscured.
If Roman roads facilitated the experience of monumental tombs, then clearly they
determined it as well. The visual perception of funerary monuments in street of tombs necropoli
occurred sequentially and dynamically, fostering a synchronized flow of perspectives throughout
the approach. Distant primary views, for example, subjected the viewer to a monument’s profile
alone. With each approaching step, an observer’s field of vision smoothly shifted towards the
street-oriented façade. Where street, spectator, and tomb converged, the viewing angle was
exclusively frontal.
Though ever-dynamic, the Roman via publica’s linear morphology ensured a well-defined
and predictable sequence. Roman roads, as noted, represented linear spaces articulated by regular
edges. Delimited by width and characterized by a continuous horizontal plane, they defined
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movement by concentrating people into a continuous and orderly flow. Since tombs were sited in
a fixed position relative to this controlled space, and were experienced exclusively from this
space, the visual sequence of the monument had finite limits determined, one, by the width of the
via, and, two, by the most distant points along the road from which the tomb could be seen.
Furthermore, since movement along roads is generally unidirectional, each person’s experiential
reading would likewise have taken place in unidirectional fashion. Thus, the sequence,
predictably, had a beginning (the first prospect), a middle (the transitional stage between the first
view and contact with the tomb), and an end (contact with the monument’s street-oriented
façade). The overall characteristics of the experience were bilaterally symmetrical, with prospect,
transitional, and contact phases occurring equally in both directions. The physical constraints of
the road (particularly its narrowness) and the limitations of its usage (people progressing in one
direction only) left little opportunity for deviation in the overall experience pattern.
Conclusion
A close rapport between tomb and street, an architectural ensemble, permitted the funerary
monuments of the late Republic and early Empire to participate in the Roman via publica’s
multifarious domain, in its public, ideological, and experiential realms. This last one, the
experiential realm, interests me most. Romans considered the perceptual basis of their buildings
when designing them. Vitruvius expands at length on the fundamental link between design and
experience when considering the layout of temples. For example, if the columns are spaced too
closely:
When the matrons mount the steps for public prayer or thanksgiving, they cannot pass
through the intercolumniations with their arms about one another, but must form single file;
then again, the effect of the folding doors is thrust out of sight by the crowding of the
columns, and likewise the statues are thrown into shadow; the narrow space interferes also
with walks around the temple.64

Scholars, as well, have focused their attentions, interpreting building design in Rome and
other city centers on experiential terms. Yet comprehensive studies of this nature are lacking in
regard to the late Republican and early Imperial tomb, a monumental type clearly conceived to
engage and instruct the public, hence, the externalized, billboard-like appearances and intimate
rapport with roads. Significantly, the experience fostered by these roads, though ever-dynamic,
was nevertheless well-defined and extremely predictable. This combination of factors, I argue,
provided patrons with a clear set of parameters, allowing them to carefully consider and
choreograph the overall experiential sequence of their monuments.
64
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Given the regularity of Roman viae publicae and the constancy of tomb placement along
these roads, such parameters applied more or less equally to most sepulchers in Roman street of
tombs necropoli, thus suggesting that we search-out analogous forms of homogeneity in tomb
design as well. Yet modern scholarship has channeled its energies on the dissimilarities. Roman
tombs are extremely varied. The range and complexity of funerary typologies in the Roman
period, and especially the late Republic, have defied scholarly attempts at their classification. Yet
these monuments were designed in response to the same sociological and architectural
conditions. We have outlined how tomb monuments of the period relied on roads for placement,
public interaction, and ideological appropriation. Arguably, the road held equal sway on design.
Thus, in spite of their widely divergent characters, it is my belief that an experiential analysis of
the collective milieu of late Republican and early Imperial funeral monuments in respect to their
street-side setting would reveal not so much the disparities that distinguish these structures but the
design commonalities that bind them, in short, the overriding unity behind such wide-ranging
diversity. This type of study might supplement our understanding of that powerful dynamic
which interrelated culture, society, and architecture in the funerary monuments of this period. It
may even provide some much-needed clarity in their future typological classification.
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Abstract: "Bringing Confucius to Chicago: China at the World's Parliament of Religions,
1893"
In connection with the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, a World's
Parliament of Religions was organized by a group of Chicago clergymen. Invitations to
participate were extended to representatives not only of all Christian groups but also to
representatives of all major world religions. Though the Parliament had as its goal
better inter-group understanding and toleration, organizers also expected the
Parliament to affirm liberal American Protestantism as the highest example of the
evolution of religion. The achievements of the Parliament proved far different from the
organizers' objectives, largely because of the impact of representatives of Asian
traditions who were unwilling to acquiesce in the assumptions of the organizers and
forcefully presented not only the spiritual claims of Eastern faiths but also the failure of
Western Christians to abide by their own moral principles in relations with Asian
peoples and nations.
While the major representatives of Buddhism came from Japan and of Hinduism from
India, both Confucianism and Daoism were discussed by participants from China.
Interestingly, the invitation for Chinese participation was presented not to religious
leaders but rather to the Chinese imperial government through the State Department;
and the Chinese government appointed Pung Kwang Yu, the First Secretary of the
Chinese Legation in Washington, to represent its interests and to speak on behalf of
Confucianism. Confucianism thus seems to have been unique among world religions at
the Parliament in having been presented by a diplomat though unquestionably a
diplomat well-versed in his subject matter. Pung presented Confucian
teachings in considerable detail, insisted on that tradition's emphasis on social
relationships rather than metaphysical affirmations, and as a diplomat speaking in the
aftermath of the China exclusion act, reminded the Parliament that morality rooted in
faith must be reflected in relations with nations and peoples.
Peng's refusal to be coopted by the Western organizers of the meeting and his
insistence, at a meeting to celebrate the common goals of all the world's religions, that
Confucian China was suspicious of all religions and certainly did not believe religion
would offer an effective answer to the problems of modernity. Thus he challenged the
cultural assumptions of the Parliament's organizers and dramatically illustrated the
enormous cultural gulf that lay between East and West.
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BRINGING CONFUCIUS TO CHICAGO:
CHINA AT THE WORLD’S PARLIAMENT OF RELIGIONS, 1893
The dramatic industrial and economic ascendancy of North Atlantic societies
during the nineteenth century was celebrated in a series of World’s Fairs beginning with
the London fair of 1851. Though that and subsequent fairs proposed to exhibit the
works of all nations, there is little doubt that European and American organizers
expected those who attended the fairs to leave awed by the industrial might of the West
and regarding the products of that might as symbols of the underlying superiority of
Western culture.
Union victory in the American Civil War, the triumph of industrial capitalism, and
the successful creation of a continental market thrust the United States into a position of
economic rivalry with Western Europe. Symbolic of this transformation of the U. S. from
an agricultural to an industrial society, the United States was first chosen as a fair site in
1876 when, on the occasion of that nation’s centennial observance, Philadelphia, the
city which had hosted the Continental Congress in 1776, became the venue for the fair.
America was again chosen as the fair site in 1893. On that occasion Chicago,
America’s booming metropolis on Lake Michigan, became the host to a fair celebrating
the four hundredth anniversary of the Columbian discovery of the New World. This was
one of the most successful of these celebrations of Western science and technology.
Over a period of six months, more than twenty-seven million attended this fair. Housed
in magnificent though temporary buildings arranged along the shore of Lake Michigan
according to the plans of Frederick Law Olmsted and Daniel H. Burnham, the
Columbian Exposition had a dramatic and lasting cultural and social impact on America
3

and especially on the city of Chicago. Numerous gatherings of specialists in
professional and academic fields were convened in Chicago during the Exposition, but
the greatest attention focused on the World’s Parliament of Religions and the
associated Congresses organized by specific religious groups.
Charles Carroll Bonney, a Chicago attorney and layman in the Swedenborgian
Church, proposed that, in association with the Columbian Exposition, a World’s
Parliament of Religions be convened in which representatives of all the world’s major
religions would participate.1 This idea met a warm reception at a moment when
expansionism was becoming a powerful force in the United States and Western culture
or Western technology at least, was beginning to be seen as something worthy of study
in the East. The reverend John Henry Barrows, minister of the First Presbyterian
Church of Chicago was appointed chairman, and the reverend Jenkin Lloyd Jones
became the executive secretary. A. P. Happer, returned from a forty year career as
Presbyterian missionary in China assisted with the correspondence. A preliminary
address to the denominations of Christianity and to “all the historic faiths” was
promulgated in June 1891 and won the endorsement, inter alia, of President Rutherford
B. Hayes and Secretary of State James G. Blaine.2 The enthusiastic organization and

1Richard

Hughes Seager, ed., The Dawn of Religious Pluralism: Voices from the
World’s Parliament of Religions, 1893 (La Salle, IL: Open Court, 1993), p. 1.
2Walter

R. Houghton, ed., Neely’s History of The Parliament of Religions and
Religious Congresses at the World’s Columbian Exposition (5th ed., Chicago: F.
Tennyson Neely, 1894), pp. 18-24; John Henry Barrows, D. D., ed., The World’s
Parliament of Religions: An Illustrated and popular story of the world’s first parliament of
religions, held in Chicago in connection with The Columbian Exposition of 1893 (2 vols.,
Chicago: The Parliament Publishing Co., 1893), I, 28, 44. “Historic faiths” apparently
excluded modern faiths such as the Sikh and Jain religions as well as many regional
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encouragement of Bonney, Barrows, and a few others, mostly liberal Protestant
Christians and Chicago civic boosters, was reflected in the eventual participation of
representatives from some forty-five religions and denominations.3
Objectives of the Parliament reflected the cosmopolitan aspirations so prominent
at the time and included “bring[ing] together in conference, for the first time in history,
the leading representatives of the great Historic Religions of the world. . . . Show[ing] to
men [sic], in the most impressive way, what and how many important truths the various
Religions hold and teach in common . . . . Promot[ing] and deepen[ing] the spirit of
variants of traditions other than Christianity.
3Seager,

pp. 1-7. Paul A. Carter correctly observed that “in the end the holding of
the conference was a monument to what tireless publicity can accomplish: ten thousand
letters and forty thousand documents, sent out to a mailing list in thirty different
countries; editorials published in London, Athens, Constantinople [sic], Berlin,
Melbourne, Tokyo, Shanghai, Calcutta, Madras, Mexico City, Budapest, New York,
Boston, and Honolulu; prize essays on Confucianism and Taoism, for which more than
sixty Chinese scholars competed; word-of-mouth advertising by prominent American
travelers overseas; and the quiet support of the U. S. government, from its ministers
and consuls abroad to Secretaries of State John W. Foster and James G. Blaine. The
Spiritual Crisis of the Gilded Age (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University, 1971), pp. 21011.
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human brotherhood among religious men [sic] of diverse faiths. . . .”4

4Barrows,

I, 18.

6

Yet this apparent irenicism overlay a variety of more provincial interests and
assumptions regarding the relative value of different religions and especially the
superiority of Protestant liberalism. Probably the leaders of the Parliament would have
agreed with James Freeman Clarke, author of Ten Great Religions: An Essay in
Comparative Theology (1871) who declared in his pioneering study that he would “do
equal justice to all the religious tendencies of mankind” but then concluded that
“Christianity is the religion of the most civilized and the only progressive nations of the
world.”5 Barrows himself, the principal organizer, hoped that the Parliament might lead
to the Christianization of Asia and subsequently lectured on Christianity in a tour of India
and Japan.6
Sessions of the Parliament were held on Michigan Boulevard in the Memorial Art
Palace, a building that would later house the Art Institute of Chicago during a seventeen
day period in September. They attracted media and popular interest as well as the
attention of that portion of the religious community that was open to this kind of interfaith
gathering. Though organized by individuals who, though perhaps unaware of the fact,
shared the dominant Anglo-Saxon Protestant triumphalism so dominant at the time, the
Parliament had the surprising result of greatly increasing the visibility of Eastern
religions in the West, particularly in the United States.
5Quoted

in Carter, The Spiritual Crisis of the Gilded Age, p. 203.

6Eric

J. Ziolkowski, ed., A Museum of Faiths: Histories and Legacies of the 1893
World’s Parliament of Religions (Atlanta, Scholars Press, 1993), pp. 345-46.
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Asian religions had never been entirely unknown in America. The American
quest for world markets and especially the nineteenth century Protestant missionary
thrust brought an awareness of the East and of its spiritual traditions to Protestant
Americans just as the pioneering missions of Jesuits in China and India had done for
European Catholics in earlier centuries. American transcendentalists, particularly
Emerson and Thoreau, were attracted by pantheism and Eastern spirituality in
antebellum America. In the 1870s, twenty years before the Parliament, Madame Helena
Blavatsky came to American to establish Theosophy as a modern version of Eastern
religion without ties to the biblical tradition of Judaism and Christianity. Nonetheless,
the most significant event in America's growing awareness of Asian religions
unquestionably was the 1893 Parliament of Religions. This event, heralded at the time
by some at least as a celebration of the fulfillment of humankind’s religious yearnings in
Anglo-Saxon Protestant liberalism, in the perspective of the present time appears to
have marked the end of the era of Protestant triumphalism and the commencement of
the modern era of religious pluralism.7 This ironic result reveals the parochialism of the
Parliament’s organizers, a parochialism reflected in almost every aspect of the meeting.
One can only express amazement today that this meeting dedicated to human
understanding could have been opened with a religious service at Chicago’s First
Presbyterian Church where “the Buddhist delegation [from Japan] sat and reverently
7This

is a major theme of Seager’s study. According to Seager, we may identify
several quite different understandings of the Parliament: the Parliament of the Chicago
radicals, that of Roman Catholics, that of Protestant liberals, that of Protestant
conservatives, and that of Asians whose presence and participation in the Parliament
helped bring Asian religions to American shores. It was clearly the latter who most
dramatically challenged the expectations of the planners.
8

listened to a sermon on ‘Christ the Wonderful,’ a discourse preceded by the baptism
and reception of three Chinese converts. . . .” Barrows adds of this event that “it
appeared as if the Parliament had already opened beneath the splendor of the Cross.”8

8Barrows,

I, 61.

9

Liberal Protestant concerns, both an eagerness for religious unity and
interreligious harmony and an eagerness to press toward a Judeo-Christian public
religion, were conspicuous in the planning and program of the Parliament. Yet as the
program developed there was a shift from the quest for unity to a quest for an accurate
presentation of the present status of each of the world's religions. Furthermore, the
Parliament came to be dominated by religious groups other than Protestant
Evangelicals. Protestants who had planned the Parliament found themselves
outnumbered. It became apparent that the unity that they sought was rooted in Western
liberalism and optimism and that this goal, itself unrealistic, was incompatible with the
general claims being made, often by the advocates of unity themselves, for Christian
uniqueness and superiority. Even inclusivists who claimed to hear the voice of God in all
religions spoke comfortably of Christianity as the highest revelation, and others viewed
the Parliament and its goals as supportive of Christian proselytism. The president of a
missionary college in Shanghai wrote that “the more emphasis is placed upon the
conciliatory attitude that Christianity should assume toward other religions, so much the
more will the missionary effort of the churches be advanced. To-day no greater
obstacle exists to the success of foreign missions than the unchristian and antagonistic
attitude of missionaries to other faiths and philosophies.”9

9The

rev. T. F. Hawks Pott, President of St. John’s College, Shanghai, quoted in
Barrows, I, 56.
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Additionally, though the major historic faiths other than Christianity were
represented, a very large number of Christian missionaries attended as representatives
of non-Western areas in which they currently or formerly worked. The result was an
impression of much greater cosmopolitanism than actually existed. For example, the
“councilors and friends” listed as representing China included the honorable Pung
Kwang Yu [Peng Guang Yu in pinyin transliteration though I have chosen to use the old
form which appears in all of the literature regarding the Parliament] and eighteen others
of whom only two had Chinese names and one of these was a Protestant pastor.
Though the Chicago Tribune remarked on September 12 that people from “the four
corners of the world had come together to forward the cause of a common humanity
here and hereafter,” the reality would appear to be that most of these people from the
four corners of the world were only returning to their native land.10
As the Parliament commenced, issues arose as to who would define the terms of
discourse, and conflict between those who defined themselves primarily as scientists
and those who defined themselves as missionaries or propagandists quickly developed.
Far from acquiescing in Western judgments of the inadequacy of Asian traditions,
Asian speakers vigorously defended their own traditions and ideals and criticized the
missionary spirit of Western Christians. A Japanese speaker criticized the unfair
treaties that had been imposed on Japan by the West and asked if these treaties were
consonant with "Christian morality." Another speaker complained of the intolerance of
Western missionaries in South Asia where they were said to be undoing Buddhist

10Quotd

in Seager, pp. 15-16.
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civility.11

11Seager,

pp. 210-11.
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Thus the Asian encounter with the West quickly emerged as the most interesting
and dramatic encounter of the Parliament, and it has been the Parliament’s most lasting
legacy. In this sense the Parliament represented the beginning of the global
cosmopolitanism that has come increasingly to shape our time. Westerners were
surprised to find the East conscious of its own civilization and tradition and engaged in a
highly selective and politicized appropriation of Western ideas which were, in many
instances, being turned against the West. Eastern representatives, preponderantly
young religious reformers, were surprised to learn that the Westerners harbored ideas
of the fulfillment of all religious traditions in Christianity but “quickly appropriated this
‘formula’ for themselves and reversed the Christian claim, developing ‘fulfillment’
theories from their own faith perspectives.”12

12Ziolkowski,

p. 187.
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This reversal of roles has received the greatest attention of historians and
religious scholars in the West. The Parliament became an Asian mission to America.
The most popular of Asian speakers was Swami Vivekananda, a spokesman for
Hinduism who attracted a group of Western followers and later, in 1895, founded the
Vedanta Society in New York. He “created a permanent link between Hinduism and the
West in which Hinduism for the first time was the dominant influence.”13 Anagarika
Dharmapala, an Indian Buddhist, also received considerable attention at the Parliament.
He insisted that universalism was first enunciated not by Christianity but by Buddhism
and that Buddhism could best heal the contemporary rift between science and religion.
The St. Louis Observer seems to have recognized the power of his personality and
message when it opined that “one trembled to know that such a figure stood at the head
of the movement to consolidate all the disciples of Buddha to spread ‘the Light of Asia’
throughout the civilized world.”14
Shaku Soyen, representative of Japanese Renzai Buddhism and abbot of
Engakuji, a renowned Zen monastery, attended the Parliament and again joined
science and religion with a paper on “The Law of Cause and Effect, as Taught by
Buddha.” Later he taught on both east and west coasts of the United States and did
much to establish Zen Buddhism in America.15

13John

R. McRae, “Oriental Verities on the American Frontier: The 1893 World’s
Parliament of Religions and the Thought of Masao Abe,” Buddhist–Christian Studies, XI
(1991), 18.
14Quoted

in McRae, p. 22.

15McRae,

pp. 24-27.
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Vivekananda, Dharmapala, and Shaku Soyen all reflect this reversal of roles with
Asian religions assuming roles of instructors of the Western Christian tradition in its
struggle to adapt to modernity. James Ketelaar suggests “a shared assumption by
many non-Christian delegates that the very purpose of the Parliament was to aid a
beleaguered Christianity in meeting the demands of the modern age. The
representatives were thus invited to Chicago, this argument went, to teach Christianity
both what it lacked and what it had lost.”16

16James

Edward Ketelaar, Of Heretics and Martyrs in Meiji Japan: Buddhism and
its Persecution (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), pp. 156-57; quoted in
McRae, p. 31.
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Imperial China’s role at the Columbian Exposition and specifically at the
Parliament of Religions cannot easily be accommodated, however, by this kind of
interpretation. Clearly, for all their differences, Vivekananda, Dharmapala, and Shaku
shared with the Parliament’s organizers the optimistic conviction that religion could and
should be a vital force in shaping humanity and creating harmony in the new global era.
Western missionaries in China played their expected role by insisting that Christianity
was the fulfillment for the spiritual aspirations of the Middle Kingdom.17 Yet the major
spokesman for China dissented. This dissent, a refusal to accept the common theme of
religion as the answer to the problems of modernity, gives the Chinese voice in Chicago
an important and distinctive quality too little studied.
As a result of conflict between China and the United States regarding the
Exclusion Act of 1882 and the subsequent and more draconian Geary Law which were
prejudicial to the interests of China and Chinese immigrants, the Chinese government
17For

example, the rev. George T. Candlin of Tianjin wrote the planning
committee that “I am deeply impressed with the momentous consequences of your
undertaking in its relation to Christian missions among the great and ancient faiths of
the Orient, and if a thoroughly practical character can be imparted to it, I foresee as its
result a great enlightenment of missionary sentiment at home and a grand reform of
mission methods on the field, which, once realized, would inaugurate a new era of
missionary success and restore the unlimited hope, fervor, and triumph of apostolic
days.” Quoted in Barrows, I, 26.
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refused the invitation to have an official exhibit at the Fair or to display the Chinese fleet
at Hampton Roads and left China’s presence in the hands of Chinese businessmen
whose exhibits only intensified anti-Chinese bias.18

18McRae,

pp. 27-28.
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In response to Barrows’s appeal, reinforced by the U. S. State Department,
China did name Pung Kwang Yu as its representative to the Parliament. Pung was
introduced to the Parliament as the first secretary of the Chinese legation in
Washington, but in a Chinese government document commending Pung it is said that
he was sent to the World’s Fair by the Foreign Ministry of the Qing government in 1893.
He was an author and, as his presentation to the Parliament suggests, a Confucian
scholar.19 Given the circumstances of his appointment, it appears that, unlike the other
Asian religious leaders who spoke at the Parliament, Pung spoke not only as a scholar
steeped in the teachings of his subject matter but also as an official representative of
the Chinese government. That he did not share the general optimism that a universal
faith could emerge and could lead to human harmony is therefore doubly significant.

19Bao

Jian Ren Cai, Xi Xue, Lian Bing [Commendations of Excellent People]
(Taipei: Central Academic Academy, n.d.), pp. 51-52. In 1896 Pung was commended
for his work in America, and his book, Shuojiao [Confucian teachings], apparently the
text of his Parliament lecture, was given special praise by the Chinese Foreign Ministry
for having “deeply explored the origin and flowering of the Chinese religion
[Confucianism].”
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Pung appeared on the platform for the opening of the Parliament and presented
a welcoming address that was read by Barrows. Barrows admitted in introducing Pung
that “we have not treated China very well in this country. We have sometimes been
severe toward her, and have sometimes persecuted her children.” Nonetheless, though
as a diplomat Pung was acutely aware of the anti-Chinese sentiment in America and
had been directly involved in protests to the U. S. State Department regarding antiChinese legislation since as early as 1880, his short statement was gracious and gave
little indication of what would come in Pung’s later presentation of Confucianism.20
Speaking both for himself and for his government, Pung associated the spirit of the
Parliament with the Confucian teaching of reciprocity and expressed the assurance that
good would come from participants learning of the excellent elements in other faiths
than his own.21
Pung made clear his unwillingness to be bound by the protocols of the occasion,
however, when, on the third day of the Parliament, he commenced his lecture on
Confucianism. Barrows had asked Pung to prepare a short, non-technical presentation
of Confucianism addressing teachings “concerning God, man, the relation of man to the
spiritual world; the sphere of woman, the education of the young, family training, the
relations of man to man.” Rising to speak, Pung observed that his response would of
necessity be lengthy and technical; the edited version which appeared in the Parliament

20Zhong

Mei Zao Qi Wai Jiao Shi [Early Diplomatic History of Sino- U. S.
Relations] (Beijing: Beijing University Press, 1997), pp. 412-14.
21Barrows,

I, 88-89.
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proceedings contained about 35,000 words and extended over sixty-six pages.22
After a long introductory discussion of religious terminology as understood in
China, Pung declares that he is a Confucian, not a priest. Therefore, he declares:
It is evident that I am not properly equipped by education for discussing matters
pertaining to Religion. Inasmuch as western scholars already know that the
ethical system of Confucius is not a Religion, I cannot, under the circumstances,
plead ignorance of religious matters as an excuse for not complying with your
kind request to prepare an essay on Confucius. Accordingly I have brought out
during the past two months a little book consisting of seven chapters, entitled
Instruction by Rulers, Instruction by a Teacher, the Laws of Nature, the Laws of
the Spiritual World, the Laws of Humanity, the Doctrines of Orthodox Scholars,
and Heterodox Doctrines, respectively. I flatter myself that in those chapters I
have given an outline of the political and educational principles of China that
have stood the test of six thousand years. To the seven principal chapters I have
added two supplementary ones, in which I compare the words of Christ with
those of other leaders of religious thought, and take the liberty to criticize the
methods of conducting missionary work in China.23

22Pung
23Pung,

Kwang Yu, “Confucianism,” in Barrows, II, 374-439.
p. 387.
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Earlier, in his introductory remarks, Pung suggested the direction of his criticism
of religion when he observed that if Christianity, Buddhism, and Daoism limited
themselves to “teach[ing] the foolish to say prayers, the harm would be slight.”
However, religion tends to undermine filial piety, brotherly love, sincerity, truth,
propriety, rectitude, probity, and a sense of shame. “This is one of the reasons,”
declared Pung, “why every form of Religion has found it difficult to gain a permanent
foothold in China.”24
Reflecting Chinese attitudes toward Western missionaries, attitudes greatly
intensified by the unequal treaties imposed on China following the Opium Wars and
attitudes that would soon serve to inspire the Boxer Rebellion, Pung observes that “it is
evident that whoever carries under his arm a system of doctrines, and crosses over into
the territory of another state for the purpose of gaining proselytes, in reality sets up as a
higher being than his fellows. By assuming the role of moral propagandist he cannot
escape the imputation that he looks down upon the people of other nations as
irreligious.” Pung then reveals his own ability at propaganda in declaring that
Confucianism eschews propagandism because of its belief that “Whatsoever ye would
not . . . that others should do to you, do ye not then unto them.”25 What follows is a
sophisticated explication of Confucian teaching followed by criticism of the views of
Buddhism and Daoism and of Christian missionary activity in China.
24Pung,

pp. 386-87.

25Pung,

p. 388.
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In his discussion of similarities in the messages of the world’s great religious
teachers, Pung notes that “what Confucianists set most value upon are the simple truths
relating to the social relations.” Not surprisingly, therefore, he goes on to cite social
teachings of Jesus which he finds compatible with the teachings of the Great Sage:
“Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s. . . . Honor thy Father and thy Mother;
and whoso curseth Father and Mother, let him die the death. . . . Whosoever is angry
with his brother without cause shall be in danger of the judgment. . . . Love thy neighbor
as thyself. Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto
them.”26

26Pung,

pp. 429-30.
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Finally, Pung turns to a criticism of Christian missionaries and missionary
methods in China. He praises Matteo Ricci and the earlier Jesuit missionaries for their
study of Chinese culture and their scientific and educational attainments as well as their
cultivation of relationships with distinguished Chinese. Yet he claims that recent foreign
missionaries “have come into contact only with the lowest elements of Chinese society.
Having introduced into the country a strange tongue, a strange doctrine, and a strange
writing, they make no attempt to study the political institutions and educational principles
of the Chinese people, and aim only to carry out their own notions of what is right.” By
associating with such persons, declares Pung, missionaries bring on themselves the
hostility of the Chinese people. He also cites the issues of extraterritoriality, special
legal protections for converts, and the refusal of Chinese Christians to pay their fair
share for local celebrations as sources for anti-Christian sentiment in China.27 Pung
closes his address with a moral appeal for better treatment of Chinese in Europe and
America as well as the proper instruction of missionaries to China as to appropriate
treatment of Chinese in China.28
Pung returned to this theme in his remarks at the close of the Parliament. His
closing remarks, again read by Barrows, included this entreaty: “I have a favor to ask of
27Pung,

pp. 435-39. Ironically, Pung praises W. A. P. Martin, the president of the
Imperial University in Beijing, as the only missionary of the day who was able to “mingle
with scholars and officials on terms of perfect equality.” Pung, p. 437. Today Chinese
Christians criticize Martin for his role in securing some of the special legal privileges for
Chinese Christian proselytes which Peng himself criticizes. Shen Cheng-en, “The
Grounds for the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Chinese Protestant Church,”
translated into English by Paulos Huang, a paper presented at the Sino-Nordic
Conference on Chinese Contextual Theology in Finland, August 13-17, 2003, pp. 6-10.
28Pung,

p. 439.
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all the religious people of America, and that is that they will treat, hereafter, all my
countrymen just as they have treated me. I shall be a hundred times more grateful to
them for the kind treatment of my countrymen than of myself. . . . Christ teaches us that
it is not enough to love one’s brethren only. I am sure that all religious people will not
think this request too extravagant.”29
Though some aspects of his critique of Christian missions in China were
sympathetically received in a gathering of persons generally committed to irenicism and
reform, this presentation of Confucianism by Pung Kwang Yu does not fit well into the
general framework and theme of the meeting. Pung was a sincere Confucian, and for
him any religion which focused on metaphysical rather than social issues was a part of
the problem, not of the solution to the problems of modernity. In making this case,
Pung was offering a critique of the Parliament and of contemporary religion generally as
well as of the assumptions of many of the other Asian participants. The Parliament was
searching for a public religion for a globalizing society. Most of the Westerners
assumed that Christianity would serve this role while Buddhist and Hindu participants
made it clear that their religions had equal claim to serve such a function. Pung, on the
other hand, had the audacity to question whether such a universal and universalizing
religion was even necessary, much less possible.

29Barrows,

I, 166.
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The relative neglect of his and China’s role at the Parliament is likely the result of
this anomaly. In discussing the Buddhist presentations at the Parliament, John R.
McRae observes that Pung “attacked Buddhism and Taoism as irrelevant to the
problems of ruling this world” and laments that the Chinese Buddhists were left with no
representative at the Parliament.30 McRae is certainly correct that Chinese Buddhism
was not represented and that this was a serious oversight though only one among
many. Yet Pung was not a Buddhist, and could scarcely have expressed views other
than those in his paper. It cannot be denied that he clearly enunciated both his own and
his government’s official policy regarding religion in fulfillment of the terms of his
invitation. James Edward Ketelaar gives, in my opinion, an insightful evaluation of
Pung’s contribution to the Parliament. Pung’s insistence that in China religion served
only to promote the “spreading of falsehoods and errors, and finally resulted in
resistance to legitimate authority and in bringing calamities upon the country” vividly
illustrates for Ketelaar the refusal of Pung “to confine his remarks to the definition of
religion set forth by the parliament which could only result in all religions appearing to be
concerned with the same issues and appearing to be different only as to particular
terminology. That is, all religious could appear only as incomplete copies of
Christianity.”31 This assumption of so many Westerners that Christianity represented
the fulfillment of all other religions was challenged by several Asian speakers, but
Pung’s challenge went further than others in that he did not seek to replace Christianity
30McRae,

p. 28.

31James

Edward Ketelaar, “The Reconvening of Babel: Eastern Buddhism and
the 1893 World’s Parliament of Religions,” in Ziolkowski, p. 271.
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with another religion at the pinnacle of human spiritual understanding but rather to
question whether religion in any manifestation could fulfill the grandiose aspirations of
the Parliamentarians.
Pung Kwang Yu was the sole speaker at the Parliament of Religions who
officially represented a nation and a government. His statements, though neglecting
non-Confucian elements of Chinese thought and the religious sentiments of ordinary
Chinese as well as of minority peoples in China, more accurately reflected the views of
official China than did many of the other Asian presentations with respect to their
nations. Like several of the other Asian speakers, he forcefully called attention to the
discrimination against Asians in Europe and America and thus challenged at a very
practical level Western assumptions as to the moral superiority of Christianity and the
political systems of the West. Yet Peng alone went further and challenged the very
basis on which the Parliament had been convened bringing a distinctive perspective to
those willing to hear. Ketelaar is probably correct in his claim that few heard Pung
clearly and that he was understood by the Americans “as saying Confucianism was a
form of proto-humanism. Thus [for his hearers] Confucianism was translated into a
promising but lesser developed Chinese-styled precursor to the Christian message.”32
Yet Pung can scarcely be blamed for the problems of intercultural communication and
for the human propensity to hear what we wish to hear. He presented the Parliament
with a thoughtful critique of its central assumptions; events of the twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries would only make clearer the parochialism, the racism, the naivete,

32Ketelaar,

“Reconvening of Babylon,” pp. 271-72.
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and the consequent inadequacy of these Parliamentary assumptions that Pung
challenged in 1893.
Samuel C. Pearson
Nanjing Union Theological Seminary
2003
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I.

ACTIVITIES SUMMARY
The goal of our project was two fold: (1) to assess the nature and scope of youth violence in

Harrison County, Mississippi and (2) to describe the current status of youth development programs
and violence prevention/anti-violence intervention models in Harrison County, Mississippi.. A
secondary goal of the project was to mobilize the community and increase participation to create
and/or strengthen alliances and collaboration between and among individuals and groups of
participants. In order to accomplish our stated goals we identified four planning objectives that were
to be carried out over the course of the grant pursuant to a stated timetable. Our planning objectives
were as follows: (1) Increase collaboration and coordination between and among service providers
and stakeholders for a more efficient resource allocation and program delivery. (2) To provide
statistical data and research on youth violence nationally and locally. (3) To provide information on
promising programs and activities. (4) To assess local needs and provide recommendations on how
to optimize use of community resources.
We began this process by identifying all stakeholders in Harrison County and by inviting all
other interested persons to an initial meeting in November of 1997. At the initial meeting we asked
participants to verify their interest and to identify other stakeholders or interested persons who may
not have been previously invited to the project. We then invited all those who expressed a continuing
interest in the project to a second meeting in January, 1998. Those invited to the second meeting
were formally identified as members of an executive/working board.. The executive/working board
was divided into six action teams which were labeled Home, Business, Schools, Government, Faith
Community and Social Service and Youth Service Organization Agencies. In the January meeting,
we assigned the individual board members to an action team and then split the groups into separate
meeting rooms by team. We piloted a qualitative survey that was used to gather perception data
from the various groups and has since been mailed or delivered to the general population of Harrison
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County. We mailed out or delivered several thousand surveys in Harrison County. The return rate
was overwhelming and in the interest of resource allocation we randomly selected over one thousand
instruments to use for statistical analysis. The breakdown of which is reported in our Data summary.
The second and third planning objective was to provide statistical data and research on youth
violence nationally and locally and to provide information on promising programs and activities. In
order to accomplish objectives two and three the research team completed an exhaustive search of
national statistics, programs and initiatives relevant to youth development and the prevention of
youth violence. We compiled this national research data, divided it into logical research categories
and collated it into one resource volume. We also conducted data collection of local archival data
which included all public law enforcement agencies and the Harrison County Family Court. All of
this data was then made available to the executive/working board during a meeting, which had as its
central purpose educating the Board to the national and local research on youth development and
youth violence. It then became the Boards role to identify opportunities for change or refinement to
the current method of dealing with youth development in the prevention of youth violence. This was
the fourth and final objective of our planning grant. We accomplished this by providing the action
team leader an Opportunity Worksheet.( See Appendix) The action team leader called a meeting or
polled each member of his/her team and the Opportunity Worksheet was completed before the last
meeting of the Board. The majority of the worksheets were turned in before the last meeting and we
were able to enlarge the worksheet and have it available for viewing on the auditorium walls. The
stated purpose of the last meeting was to complete the opportunities list and then prioritize them for
implementation purposes. The last meeting was held in August of 1998. The executive/working
board met as a group and the remaining opportunities were placed on the walls surrounding the
auditorium. The Board then ranked the opportunities in toto, from one through twenty-two. This was
done by handing out colored dots with each dot assigned a numerical value and the prioritization was
accomplished by simply adding up the combined dots placed on each individual opportunity. The
opportunity with the highest numerical value was number one and the others were ranked
accordingly. The overall implementation strategy is to continue the Board as a coalition designed to
assist and promote the completion of the opportunities as identified. Each opportunity had stated
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action steps and suspense dates for accomplishment. The priority of implementation is important, but
the Board recognizes that the timing of implementation is dependent on its complexity and some
lower level priorities can be accomplished in less time than higher ones and therefore should be
accomplished as soon as practical. The coalition will be headed by the District Attorney and will
consist of the current members of the executive/working board and will evolve and expand as
dictated by current trends and needs of the community.

I.

DATA SUMMARY
Three types of data were gathered during this study. Qualitative data that was gathered from

surveys and focus groups designed to measure perception and opinion, quantitative data that was
gathered from surveys designed to actually provide a numerical basis for characterizations and
assumptions made in the study and archival data that amounted to the acquisition and listing of
existing data relevant to youth violence. Several thousand qualitative surveys were mailed out or
hand delivered to all Harrison County and city schools, businesses and governmental agencies. In the
Harrison County and city schools we surveyed the fifth, eighth and eleventh grade students and
teachers. Surveys were also mailed out through the Chamber of Commerce for business and other
perception data sources. Our quantitative surveys were published in our largest newspaper with
circulation of over twenty thousand in a three county area. We controlled the responses by analyzing
only those from Harrison County based on a response code in the survey. As a result we were able to
analyze for statistical purposes 1,166 Harrison County residents of all ages. These are referred to as
Survey #1, Survey #2, and Survey #3. Each will be described in turn, followed by a synthesis and
evaluation of all three.

METHODOLOGY: Survey 1

The first survey was a qualitative self-report survey, designed as a needs assessment. The
purpose of this survey was to explore the local perceptions of the nature and extent of youth violence
in Harrison County, Mississippi. This survey also provided definitions of youth violence to be used
4

later in the quantitative study.

Procedure:
Survey #1 was administered to populations historically involved in the youth violence
problem: Students, Parents, and Teachers at the elementary, Junior high and high school
levels. Because each group views the problem from a different perspective, slightly
different terminology was used in the survey instruments. (See Appendices) These
surveys were distributed through public and private schools in Harrison county.
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Participants:
Survey #1 was designed by our research team, then refined using inputs from youth focus
groups. There were 462 respondents to Survey #1: 61 High school students, 34 High
School Parents, 12 High School Teachers, 153 Elementary school students, 85 Elementary
School Parents, and 117 Elementary School Teachers,

RESULTS: Survey 1
The following is a question-by question breakdown. Because the different populations
were asked slightly different questions, condensations and correlation was made only where
appropriate. For some questions, responses were categorized by a cluster analysis. Categories will
be displayed as appropriate. For frequency and cluster analyses of each question, see appendices.

Do you think youth violence is a problem today in Harrison County?
YES %

NO %

High School Teachers

82.0

18.0

High School Parents

79.0

21.0

High School Students

60.7

39.3

Elementary Teachers

95.5

4.5

Elementary Parents

85.5

14.5

Elementary Students

45.3

54.7

Define Youth Violence
Clusters are:
* Physical Acts Against Persons
*

Method

of

Violence/

Manifestations

Behavior/Indicators of Violent Tendencies
* Physical Acts Against Property
* Emotional Actions by Youth
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of

Violent

* Generic Activities
RESPONDENT

PRIORITY %

CLUSTER

SELECTED

High School Teachers #1

#1

64%

Physical

Acts

Against Persons
#2

14%

Instrumentality of Violence

High School Parents

#1

45%

Physical Acts Against

Persons
#2

25%

Instrumentality of Violence

High School Students
#2

28%

#1

27%

#1

30%

50%

Physical Acts Against Persons

Instrumentality of Violence

Elementary Parents
#2

Physical Acts Against Persons

Instrumentality of Violence

Elementary Teachers
#2

51%

#1

35%

Instrumentality of Violence

Physical Acts Against Persons

Elementary Students

#1

30%

Physical Acts Against Persons

#2

24%

Emotional Actions by Youth

Has youth violence affected your school? (teachers only)
YES %NO %
Elementary Teachers

76.9

24.1

High School Teachers

63.6

36.4

Has youth violence affected your family?
YES %NO %
High School Parents

10.0

90.0

High School Students

26.5

73.5
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Elementary School Parents

24.0

76.0

Elementary School Students

38.5

61.5

List things (including programs) which you believe
prevent youth violence.
The #1 choice in the top category/cluster for each is included.
Clusters are:
*

Community

*

Family

*

Government

*

Miscellaneous

*

Organizations

*

Religion

*

School

GROUP

CLUSTER

CENTRAL CONCEPT

High School Teachers

Family

Parents teach their children

High School Parents

Family

Good parenting

High School Students

Organizations

YMCA

Elementary Teachers

School

Mentor programs

Elementary Parents

Family

Good parenting

Elementary Students

Organizations

DARE

values

Researcher Observations: Survey 1

The data of this survey pointed to three significant findings: First, that all respondents
agreed that youth violence was a problem in Harrison County and that it has affected their school.
Second, all agreed on the same basic definition of youth violence as being some physical and/or
emotional violence. It is interesting to note that it was the elementary school student responses that
identified youth violence as an emotional attack as well as physical. It is significant that the
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children, parents and teachers in elementary school perceive themselves as being impacted more
than at high school. In a more generalized sense respondents tended to lump all unlawful and
socially-unacceptable behavior under the umbrella of youth violence. Third, and perhaps most
significant, students see that youth violence can be combated through organizations giving a high
priority to those organizations that promote moral behavior.

METHODOLOGY: Survey 2

The local television WLOX-TV sponsors a youth journalism group who took part in our
initial focus groups. The Viewpoint Youth Survey team then used the qualitative survey and with
some modifications administered the survey through individual researchers posing the questions
and then scoring the instrument. The WLOX youth group administered the survey to a large
number of their peers under the guidance of the news staff.

Procedure:
Under the supervision of the television journalists, the youth interviewers were trained in
methodology for interviewing and survey administration. The WLOX teen journalists
conducted individual interviews of respondents.

Participants:
Respondents were selected at random from 20 different schools in Harrison County. There
were 357 surveys completed and submitted to us: 6th Grade - 3, 7th Grade - 4, 8th Grade 7, 9th Grade - 36, 10th Grade - 150, 11th Grade - 96, 12th Grade - 61. 146 boys and 211
girls responded to the survey.

RESULTS: Survey 2
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The following is a question-by question breakdown, with typical responses listed.

Is youth violence a problem today?

YES 81.5% NO 18.5%. Most responses referenced fist fighting. A 10th grade female
from Long Beach High School summed it up with “They think fighting makes them look better.”

Has youth violence affected you, your family, or your friends?

YES 26.6% NO 73.4%. An 11th grade female at George County High School said,
“No. None of my family or close friends have been injured or killed due to youth violence.”

Have you changed anything you do because of youth violence?

YES 33.1% NO 66.9% A 10th grade male at Biloxi high answered Yes and said “I am
more careful and think things out.” [Only yes answers asked for a quote.]

Has youth violence ever effected your school?

YES 63.9% NO 36.1% Most positive respondents used a single word -- “fights”.

Has youth violence changed school policy?

YES 62.2% NO 37.8% Comments referred to the presence of police in the schools and
stricter rule enforcement. A 10th grade male at Long Beach High School noted that they were
“Arrested if in a fight.”
The second part of the survey did not call for yes/no answers. We used a content analysis,
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based on the frequency of similar responses.

What can adults do to help prevent youth Violence?

Respondents indicated that improved family interactions were the solution here. The
majority responses were to have parents who were involved in their kids’ lives; who set a good
example; who taught the kids how to handle conflicts without resorting to violence; and who
taught their children moral standards from a religious standpoint. Top responses were: Be
involved in their kids’ lives, Home training in nonviolent conflict resolution, Set a good example;
Teach them right from wrong; Instill morality through religion; Communicate with their kids; and
Raise kids with discipline. “They can talk to their children and help them find better alternatives
to fighting.” 9th grade female, George County High School. “Raise kids in a stable, loving
environment.” 12th grade female, Biloxi High. “Adults need to get involved and quit blaming us.
We cannot change by ourselves. We are results of our parents.” 10th grade female, Biloxi High
School

What can Youths do to prevent youth violence?

Respondents here focused on self-control and improving interpersonal relationships. They
moved towards a transactional analysis thought pattern -- be nice, get along, be respectful, be a
peacemaker, and be a positive peer. They recommended avoiding people who are prone to
violence. Top responses were: Help your friends be nonviolent [be a positive peer]; Control your
temper; Talk things out; Be nice; Avoid violent youths; Be a peacemaker. “They need to realize
violence is not the answer and learn to handle problems in other ways.” 11th grade female, Biloxi
High School.

What do you think causes youth violence?
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Respondents selected drugs as the primary cause of youth violence, followed closely by
peer pressure and bad parenting in general. The turmoil of adolescence were acknowledged by
comments about failure to control emotions and arrogant personalities. Gangs ranked a distant
fifth, just above family problems.
Top responses were: Drugs; Peer pressure; Adults who fail to discipline their kids;
Failure to control emotions; Gangs; Family problems; and Arrogant personalities. Several quotes
included, “Youths fighting over stupid stuff and youths that don’t care.” 9th grade Male, Gulfport
High School. “Pride and hate.” 10th grade female, Long Beach High School. “Not having home
training, because it starts from the home.” 10th grade female, Harrison Central High School

List things (including programs) which you believe prevent youth violence.

Respondents centered overwhelmingly on Christian activities as the antidote to youth
violence, comments included church attendance, but also the teaching of morality and family
cohesiveness that is an integral part of a religious family. That was followed by activities that
involve and occupy youths, as well as giving them the opportunity to burn off energy. All the
school-related extracurricular activities came next, followed by the Boys & Girls’ Club and
community sports activities not specifically related to the schools. Scouting - Boy, Girl, and
Explorer, came in next, with comments indicating that the code of conduct was most important. It
was interesting to note that many respondents felt that having a job was a deterrent to violence and
expressed the desire for motivational speakers in schools. The respondents also support organized
and supervised after school activities such as safe teen clubs for non-school hours. “The best
program is a loving family and a kind and open heart.” 11th grade female, George County High
School. “Responsible adults, time with role models, the teachings of morals and values, and
awareness of consequences help prevent youth violence.” 11th grade male, Biloxi High School

Researcher Observations: Survey 2
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Youths think youth violence is a problem, but the majority hasn’t been personally affected
by violence or changed their lives out of fear. Their school has been affected. School policy
changed to cope with violence. Most expressed a willingness to endure with hope for change.
What they look for from adults is responsible parenting. This translates into being involved in
their children’s lives and creating a secure environment, complete with moral training and setting a
good example themselves.
The youths realize that they can be positive peers to help their friends be less violent or
nonviolent. The top response to what causes youth violence is “Drugs”. That may be a response
driven by media instead of personal observation. Nowhere else were drugs mentioned except in
this category. More accurate responses may lie in the next three: Peer pressure -- the need to
demonstrate their manliness in a time of adolescent turmoil, adults who do not discipline/teach
their children, and the kids’ failure to control their emotions (maturity issues).
Since we are looking for preventative/corrective programs, the last question is important
both in what is said and in what is not. Christian activities were cited by 20.4% of all respondents
as the primary preventative measure. These included church youth groups, retreats, and moral
teachings.

The second strongest indicator, with 9.5% advocates was School programs -

specifically choir, band, and school sports of all types. Another 8.4% of respondents cited afterschool Athletic programs (sports) as a primary program to reduce youth violence.

The top

organized club-type activity was the Boys’ and Girls Clubs, which received advocacy from 9% of
respondents.
An interesting omission was that DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) got only 8
advocates from a pool of 357 respondents, though drugs were listed as the #1 cause of youth
violence. This is an inconsistent response indicating that the selection of drugs as the top cause
may be based on media emphasis, rather than experiences. It is the Researcher’s view that drugs
may be blamed as a primary cause of youth violence, but with a deeper analyses we would find that
the true culprit responsible for youth violence and drug use is lack of moral guidance. This lack of
guidance makes and immature youth more susceptible to peer pressure.
13

METHODOLOGY: Survey 3
Survey 3 is a quantitative, self-report survey, designed by our research team using Likertstyle statements, based on the findings of Survey #1, as well as similar research by Dr. Pedro
Noguera at the University of California, Berkeley, and issues addressed in the National Criminal
Victimization Survey (NCVS). Its purpose was to quantify the attitudes of the Harrison County
residents regarding youth violence.

Procedure:
This survey was distributed to the general public as an insert in the Sun-Herald newspaper.
The survey was administered twice. The first wave of the survey had a very low response
rate only 32 responses were received. It was interesting to note the demographics of the
first response. The majority of respondents were elderly females. We determined that the
problem was visibility, as it was published as a full-page spread, but placed next to the box
scores in the Sunday sports section. The second publication of the survey instrument was as
a colored 8.5" X 11" insert by the Sunday comic section, resulting in a significantly higher
response with more than three hundred respondents.

Participants:
Respondents living outside the county or incomplete surveys were removed from the
analysis pool. The final pool consisted of 328 persons: 197 (56.8%) female and 131
(37.8%) males. 86% were White, 10.8% were Black, and 3.2% were other ethnic groups.
Areas of residence were: 39.8% Gulfport, 30% Biloxi, 11% Long Beach, 9.2% in-county
residences, 8% Pass Christian, and 2% Saucier. The responding adult population was
well-educated, with only 2% reporting no high school degree. Other maximum education
levels were reported as: 11% High School degree; 25.6% some college; 12.7% bachelors
degree; 6.3% some graduate work; 21.9% graduate degree; 3.7% Advanced technical
training, and 2.3% adults still in school. This education level was reflected in household
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income reports, with over half (55.3%) reporting annual income in excess of $40,000.

RESULTS: Survey 3
This survey’s questionnaire was built upon the results of Survey 1 and Survey 2, which
were qualitative in nature. The responses in Survey 3 were Likert-style (Strongly Agree, Agree,
Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree). This gives us percentages of respondents’ preferences. The
following is a question-by question breakdown. A specific quantitative breakdown is found in the
Appendices.

Question 1.

I believe the actions below should be classified as ‘Youth Violence”

when committed by persons under the age of 17.

This question was designed to establish a “tolerance level”. What does the respondent
consider to be youth violence? Can the respondent differentiate between violent acts and things
that are merely annoying? This question presents varying levels of annoying behavior or the use of
force, and asks the respondent to identify where “Youth Violence” begins. Responses to this
question can be directly correlated with the similar question in surveys 1 and 2. The categories are
weighted towards physical acts. Lifestyle and belief issues, such as hair length, clothing styles, or
body piercing, were omitted. Although the order of the categories were deliberately scrambled in
the survey, a continuum of escalating violence can be established from the response options.

PERCENT of respondents in the Strongly Agree and Agree categories combined:
Physical Contact
1

Strike (causing blood to flow)

91.7

2

Strike (causing a bruise)

90.4

3

Strike (no injury)

84.8

4

Pushing and shoving

77.7

Threatening Behavior
15

5

Physical threat (display weapon)

91.7

6

Physical threat (display fist)

87.9

7

Spoken threat

79.9

Property Damage
8

Vandalism

9

Graffiti

86.4
57.1

Disrespect
10

Talking back to adults

56.2

11

Name calling

47.7

Loud behavior

41.7

Generic
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Question 2.

Most youth violence occurs in these locations.

This question was designed to determine where the respondent believes youth violence
occurs. Common locations are used where congregations of youth are traditional. This allows for
several potential responses.

The responses show that 74.3% of respondents feel that Youth

Violence occurs in other neighborhoods, as 50.9% disagree or strongly disagree that it happens in
their neighborhood. Some respondents (7.4%) report that youth violence occurs in their home.
This should be viewed in light of the broad definitions of youth violence found in question #1. The
locations where respondents perceive that youth violence occur are:

Locations:

Percentages:
16

78.1

Other neighborhoods - not the one of the respondent’s residence

70.7

City Parks

66.6

On and around business parking lots

63.8

In and around shopping malls

61.7

School grounds during school hours

60.0

Public beaches

50.3

School grounds after school

47.4

State parks

26.3

My neighborhood

7.9

In my home

The section also relates to the later question for youths of where they go after school, and
adults who have changed behaviors because of youth violence - changed the place they
live/work/shop. This (and the other time, day and location perceptions) can be correlated with the
question concerning personal impact. Is this a perception borne of experience, or second-hand?
Our research indicates that most knowledge of youth violence is second-hand. This also dove tails
with question 7 - which asks youth where they go after school.

Question 3.

Most youth violence usually occurs at this time.
Time:

Percentages:
93.3

Evening

59.3

Afternoon

58.5
23.6
12.7

Question 4:

During School Hours
Mid day
Morning 6AM - 10 AM

I learn that there is going to be a fight between two youths. My reaction is to:
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This question explores both an individual’s personal aggression level [go watch a fight, go
support a friend/relative in a fight, etc.] and belief in the ability of an authority figure to solve the
problem. It also gives a choice of authority figures from peer (student leader) to distant (police).
There is a generic choice because Student Leaders, Teachers, and Police is not an allencompassing list of authority figures. Respondents reported a reluctance to go watch or join in the
fight, even when a relative was directly involved. Although 25% would not make any special
effort to avoid the area where they knew a fight was going to occur, most would actively avoid the
area.
Only 19% reported that they would go to stop the fight themselves, but over 80% would
call the police or tell an authority figure to prevent the fight. Student leaders would be informed by
49% of the respondents, apparently the respondents accepted that as a last choice of an authority
figure (other than themselves) to stop the fight.

Question 5: In the past twelve months I have changed these behaviors because of
concern for youth violence.

Up until this point, questions have only concerned perceptions. We are now asking
respondents to report actual personal involvement with Youth Violence. One of the clearest
defining points between real concern and simple lip service is an individual’s personal behavior
modification in response to an issue. In question 5, we asked which behaviors the respondent had
changed in the past year, in response to youth violence. The answer? With the exception of
changing the time of day they shop, very little.

Percentages:

Changes:

25.3

Changed places they go after school or work

18.6

Changed places they go during school or work

22.5

Changed the persons they associate with

27.5

Changed the places they shop
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10.3

Changed schools

35.7

Changed the time of day they shop

11.9

Changed the way they dress

8.7

Changed their mode of transportation.

Question 6: In the past twelve months, I personally ...

This was designed to separate hearsay from experience. Responses to Question 6 showed
that most people in Harrison County have relatively little actual personal contact with youth
violence.
Percentages:

Types of Contact:

92.3
Have not been injured by a person under 17 years old
90.6
Have not been involved in a physical fight
83.5
Have not carried a weapon for self-protection
79.4
Have not been threatened by a juvenile
62.9
Have not seen a fist fight
60.2
Have not been insulted by a person under 17 years old (parents reporting
their children’s adolescent’s activities probably account for the lion’s share of
the other 40%)
One disturbing response was that 26.6% of the respondents report seeing a juvenile with a
gun, knife, or club at least once in the past 12 months. Twenty percent (20%) have called the
police in the last year to report acts of youth violence with 4.1% of the respondents calling 4 or
more times. It was interesting to note that the people who reported carrying a weapon for self
protection were adults, not juveniles.

Question 7: This is usually what I do after school [for Youth only]
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Question 7 was designed to learn from the juveniles responding to the survey where they
went after school. 77.2% usually went home. Only 8.6% usually went to after-school jobs but not
all of our respondents were of working ages. Seven (7) percent went to some sort of day care or
aftercare when they left school. The most significant statistic was that 64.2% reported that an adult
was present at the place they went after school “always” or “usually”.

Researcher Observations: Survey 3

Question 1 showed that respondents feared the possession of a weapon more than the actual
physical pushing and shoving, even though the choices did not indicate that the weapon was used.
There was a consensus that threatening behavior was at times more significant than an actual
assault which produced no injury. This speaks directly to a widespread fear of youth violence. The
next questions explored the respondents perceptions as to time and places most common for youth
violence. The consensus was that city parks were the most violent locales (a perception not borne
out by police reports) and that late evening was the most critical time. Also, juvenile respondents
listed parks and beaches as the places they were least likely to go after school.
To gain more insight the quantitative data was analyzed using the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences, version 8.0 (SPSS 8). Constrained factor analysis was used, followed by
multiple linear regression analyses and hierarchical multiple regression analyses.

All results

presented are significant with a confidence level of 95%. We ran separate reliability tests for the
youths surveyed and the adults surveyed, scale reliability was determined by alpha coefficients.
The youth full-scale reliability coefficient was 82% (alpha = .82). The adult full-scale reliability
coefficient was 79% (alpha = .79).

The results of a rotated factor analysis indicate four predominant sub-factors are significant
in determining participants’ perceptions of the Youth Violence problem. These factors are:
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1.

General attitude towards youth violence, ranging from Conservative to Liberal.

2.

Fearfulness of youth violence (or preoccupation with youth violence), ranging
from More Fearful to less Fearful.

3.

Youth at Risk scale, ranging from More At-Risk to Less At-Risk.

4.

Exposure to Youth Violence Scale, ranging from More Exposure to less Exposure.
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SURVEY SYNTHESIS AND OVERALL EVALUATION:

The most important results of our research are first, that there is not a statistically
significant youth violence problem in Harrison County, Mississippi.

Secondly, there is a

widespread impression that there is a significant youth violence problem, which results in the
county's residents reacting in fear. This leaves us with an unprecedented opportunity, to establish a
base line, which will enable us to monitor the problem of youth violence and measure our
successes in youth development.

A.

Our statistical analysis of the data from Survey 3 identified some perceptions shared

among residents of Harrison County, Mississippi.

Finding 1.

As individuals age, they become more conservative (less tolerant) of youth
violence.

Finding 2.

As individuals age, they perceive youth violence to be more of a problem.

Finding 3.

Women have more conservative attitudes towards youth violence than men.

Finding 4.

Women perceive youth violence to be more of a problem than men.

Finding 5.

Black attitudes towards youth violence are more conservative than White
attitudes.

Finding 6.

Youths who are more at-risk to be involved in youth violence also tend to be
more preoccupied with, and afraid of youth violence.

Finding 7.

Youths who are more at-risk to be involved in youth violence have more
liberal attitudes towards youth violence than their peers who are less at-risk.

These findings speak directly to the perception issue. The older the respondent, the less
tolerant s/he was of any youth activity that could be interpreted as youth violence. The upshot of
this intolerance is that issues which are not violent in nature - such as loud noise caused by youth was seen as a part of the violence problem. Order maintenance issues were confused with criminal
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issues. Women and African-Americans tended to be more conservative in their views. These
groups saw youth violence as a significant problem more often than other groups. Youths who are
involved in youth violence themselves are preoccupied with the potential of becoming victims of
violence, but simultaneously excuse their violent actions and those of their peers as
inconsequential. Juveniles not involved in violence are not concerned with violence, but tend to
express less tolerance for the actions of their violent peers.

B.

Data provided to the researchers by the Youth Court and the county and municipal

law enforcement agencies help support the reality of far less youth violence occurring than is
perceived to occur. Youth violence as a whole is considered serious delinquency and the most
serious would be part of the substantiated delinquency rates.
In 1996 there were 42,420 juveniles in Harrison County Mississippi, aged between 5 and
19 years old. Of those, 3,042 were referred to Juvenile Court. After screening and appropriate
diversion, there were 2,107 Family Court hearings held. The results of these hearings were that
330 juveniles were found Delinquent, and 26 juveniles were certified to be tried as adults. This
results in a substantiated serious delinquency rate of 0.839% of the juvenile population.
In 1997 there were 43,620 juveniles in Harrison County Mississippi, aged between 5 and
19 years old. Of those, 2,553 were referred to Juvenile Court. After screening and appropriate
diversion, there were 2,191 Family Court hearings held. The results of these hearings were that
340 juveniles were found Delinquent, and 23 juveniles were certified to be tried as adults. This
again results in a substantiated delinquency rate of 0.832% of the juvenile population. Although
the Delinquency determinations increased by 10, the county population increased by 1,100
children, making the rate increase an insignificant statistical amount.

C.

Cross tabulations of demographic factors with the data in survey 3 concerning

behavioral changes produced some interesting data. Females were less likely to make any changes
than were males. Although females showed in all three surveys that they were more conservative
and feared youth violence more than males, they took the least actions to change their behaviors to
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reduce the perceived threats. Whites were less likely to make any changes than were any other
races. There was some correlation between the city of residence and the perceived need to alter
behavior to reduce the threat of youth violence. Residents of Biloxi were least likely to change the
places they went after school or work, or to change the places they shop. Gulfport residents were
least likely to change the places they go within school or the workplace, the people they associate
with, or the time of day they shopped. Orange Grove residents were less likely to change their
modes of transportation. Lastly, residents of Long Beach were less likely to change schools, or
change the way they dress.
In summary, residents express a concern and fear of youth violence, but show through their
actions (or inaction) that they are not truly concerned about the potential of becoming a victim.
The majority has never experienced youth violence firsthand and their stated perceptions about
what constitutes youth violence indicate that their experience is limited.

D.

Elementary school teachers express the greatest concern over youth violence.

Ninety-five point five percent (95.5%) of elementary school teachers surveyed responded that
youth violence is a problem today in Harrison County. They identify physical acts of violence as
causing the most concern, followed by the atmosphere of violence - the dress and behavior of gang
activity. They report that their schools are affected by increased security measures and policies to
reduce the potential for violence by or against the children.

These teachers see mentoring

programs as the solution. They reason that a child who is self confident and has a sound moral
upbringing, reinforced by good adult role models, will be less likely to become involved in
violence. The early and continued teaching of morality and adult role modeling was echoed
throughout the three surveys.

____________
Project Directors Note: The compilation and analysis of the above data would not have been possible without the significant
contributions of two members of our research team. Will David, ABD Sam Houston State University, Adjunct Professor , U.S.M. and
Lisle Hites, Graduate research assistant U.S.M. and of late a Doctoral student at Tulane University, worked many long and productive
hours on the project, as a whole, but most importantly on the research team. Their contributions are without comparison and their
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dedication and talent far beyond adequate description.

III.

PROJECT NARRATIVE

“ Whether I shall turn out to be the hero of my own life, or whether that station will be held
by anybody else, these pages must show” Charles Dickens in the book David Copperfield

Throughout the progress of the planning grant we reminded the executive/working board
(Board) of their responsibility and the potential for failure, if this energy and commitment to the
project waned. We accomplished this in a number of ways, but most often by reminding them of
the unprecedented opportunity to accomplish something good for the children of Harrison County.
The above quote from the book David Copperfield seemed to capture the intent and essence of
what we were about. Introduced early in the planning process the quote became our theme for the
planning study. We recognized that it was up to us to determine our own destiny in Harrison
County which meant living with what history would write, as to our success, or failure. We learned
that in order to get people truly involved in the planning process we needed to insure that their time
was not wasted. We realized that what made the people on our Board willing to give their time to
us was the same motivation behind them giving their time to other worthwhile volunteer efforts.
So everything we did as a staff was to insure efficient use of their time during any meetings and no
meetings were called without an expressed goal and time limit. Most of our meetings lasted only
one hour, but later, when the responsibility shifted from the staff to the Board we extended the
meeting times to two hours. Even in these longer meetings we were time and efficiency conscious
and would split the Board into groups A and B. Group A would meet in the morning from 10:00 to
12:00 and then Group B would meet in an afternoon session from 1:00 to 2:00 . We would have
lunch open at 12:00 and invite both the morning session and the afternoon sessions for lunch. This
enabled the full Board to meet over lunch and have an informal time to share ideas and network.
We would usually schedule some brief presentation or show a video which worked well at starting
discussions during these lunch breaks. The lunches were paid for with grant money and the
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University waived the cost of the meeting rooms. The fact that the Board member did not have to
pay for the lunch and use of their time before and after seemed to motivate a greater participation.
As stated we met as a Board only when necessary and we would communicate with team leaders
between meetings and send out relevant correspondence between meetings and this seemed to
work out well. When we had full meetings they were very well attended. We saw a waning of
interest during the summer, especially among our school related members. As it was only a
planning grant we had no events that the Board could call a success. There were no short term
goals that could help to rejuvenate the Board. Our goals were long term and we had no means to
energize the Board. We spent much of our time during this phase trying to keep the Board
connected. We accomplished this by mail outs and correspondence. We would release strategic
information learned in our national research review during one meeting and hold our local archival
data for another meeting so we could have a carrot to attract those Board members who were tiring
of the process. All of the members seemed very appreciative of the raw data and the results of the
national literature review and wanted copies of our research. We would only pass them out at our
meetings rewarding those Board members who made the efforts to attend. All Board members
received a copy of all information and research compiled by the staff before the last two meetings.
These meetings were critical in the process of finalizing the project and identifying opportunities
and ranking them for implementation.
We kept the project before the public through press releases and appearances at civic
clubs and Chamber of Commerce meetings. The print and television media were very generous
with their air time and press coverage so the public was well informed of the nature and scope of
the project. We collaborated with groups who had an interest in the issue and held public forums in
conjunction with these groups. WLOX Television had a youth explorer group who we collaborated
with for the purposes of getting the youth involved through focus groups. We also helped them
prepare and produce a television program on youth violence that aired as a thirty minute public
forum with youth as the moderators and audience participants. Local judicial persons, law
enforcement personnel, doctors and social service personnel were also on the program. In
preparation for the television event the youth group conducted a personal survey of several
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hundred youths. The survey instrument was produced in collaboration with our project and we
used the data in our final report.
The surveys produced by our research team were very useful in gaining both our qualitative
and quantitative data. The only problems we faced in gathering data came from the archival data
held by the courts and law enforcement agencies. We quickly realized that their data collection
methods were not standard in any respect and were very labor intensive when gathering necessary
data types. However, once gathered, sorted and authenticated by cross checks, the data was very
useful in the end. The most gratifying process came at the end of the program when the Board met
and identified opportunities. These opportunities and their priority for implementation were so
clear that no Board member was disappointed in the selection or prioritizing of the identified group
of opportunities. There was no dissent in the process or procedure. The result is an implementation
plan that is as easy as one, two, three. The plan, very simply, is to follow the list of priorities and
implement them in rank order following the action steps identified with each opportunity.
The Knight Foundation provided support and technical assistance throughout the project.
The most useful was the regional meetings where we discussed issues surrounding our grant and
specialists in various areas who were on hand to educate and assist us program participants. The
content specialists on youth violence were very helpful. If anything could be improved upon, it
would be the number and diversity of experts contracted to meet with participants in these
meetings.
Over the course of our project we were surprised to find the varied definition or perception
of what youth violence is by the general public. We made no changes in our standard definition
provided as a benchmark for the Board and staff in the beginning of our process. But, the public in
responses to our survey and focus groups came up with varied responses, that some of us found
surprising. Our data summary deals with the issue so it's not elaborated on here but, it is an
important piece of information for other community collaborative who are beginning the planning
process. It is essential that future planners express and promote a benchmark, but they need to be
careful not to influence the public perception. The public’s perception is critical to the accurate
assessment of youth violence in the community. We would also advise other community
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collaborative that in order to keep the energy and focus of the project they should employ/ appoint
an executive director who has the energy and charisma to last the full course of the project. It is
essential that the director possess this ability to motivate and lead the process. Because , without a
leader with drive and focus the project will stall and flounder. Overall, the most important lesson
learned is that a group of volunteers or a collaborative of individuals of what ever makeup have a
finite amount of energy for any given project. That energy must be tapped, elevated and used to its
most efficient level. Because, if it is used up before the project is over there is nothing left for the
final sprint to the finish line. Fortunately, for our project we had dedicated Board members who
made it to the finish line with a plan worthy of the effort. Even though energy and interest can
diminish over a long period of time, we do believe that twelve months is too short a period to
accomplish what we are expected to accomplish in this planning grant. Eighteen months would
have been a more practical time frame. Given the volume of work to accomplish, twelve months
was far too compressed a time period to not feel under constant pressure of time constraints.
Having said that, I had the distinct honor and privilege to work with the men and woman,
both staff and Board member, who dedicated themselves to the task, looking only to the future of
children in Harrison County. I am convinced that when history writes the chapter on Harrison
County’s Strategic Plan to Promote Youth Development and Prevent Youth Violence, it will find
that the staff and Board members did their job well and will see them as heroes in their own time.
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IV.

FINAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The impact of this study, although, felt beyond the borders of Harrison County is intended
to have its greatest mark within the borders of Harrison County, Mississippi. The target population
for greatest impact are those individuals between the ages 5 and 17; approximately thirty-five
thousand population in Harrison County. The study was clear in how Harrison County defines
youth violence: fighting, physical assault and emotional assault, i.e.: bullying. Of the youth
respondents children ages 8-11 had the most expressed sensitivity to youth violence. This fear of
violence should be a great a concern, even though the reality of youth violence in Harrison County
is statistically small. The planning process fostered a recognition that we in Harrison County have
numerous opportunities for positive change in identifying, measuring and implementing programs
designed to address the issues of youth development and prevention of youth violence. This
heightened sensitivity is one of the many successes we can claim from just working through the
process of planning. The amount and quality of collaboration within the documents identifies the
value of the process and allows us to say that the “proof is in the pudding.” The pudding is the
use of the Strategic Plan. The plan has been written and prioritized, a collaboration of individuals
now stand ready to implement it but, one of the fatal flaws of this process is the terminal nature of
the planning grant. No bridge was built to link the two processes from planning into
implementation. Harrison County is left peering across a void that needs to be filled with
consistent ongoing leadership and coordination. A volunteer has stepped forward but without focus
and staffing the challenge will be left unmet. A solution for which is readily available through
appropriate grants-man-ship but, grant writing takes time and ability. Therefore, in order to foster
the beginning and continuation of the implementation strategy the collaborative must seek funding
to further the overall goals of the project. Money is not the only necessity and certainly many of the
opportunities identified by the planning grant can be accomplished by energy and desire. But, to
have a sustainable and effective program we need a core of leadership and funding, or we will stall
at the void. One project that resulted from the data and research compiled by the study is called
the Citizenship and Justice Academy. The Academy is designed to provide youth development and
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violence intervention.
CITIZENSHIP AND JUSTICE ACADEMY: SENTENCED TO LEARN
As a result of the Workforce Investment Act, The University of Southern Mississippi received an initial
one hundred and thirty thousand dollar grant to fund the creation of a Citizenship and Justice Academy
(CJA) for out of school youths between the ages of 14 and 21. All youths who come through the municipal
court system of the City of Gulfport, Mississippi will be given the opportunity to attend the CJA in lieu of
other sanctions. The cadet will be assessed as to their educational and job skills and they will be provided
Eighty hours of classroom instruction in civics and character development. The Cadet is also required to
complete forty additional hours of community service. The CJA out sources other programs such as
vocational training, job placement and GED. Over four hundred young people came through the Gulfport
Municipal Court in 2002. In 2003 we made their experience more meaningful; first through correction and
responsibility and then through youth development. This program is designed as a strategic partnership
between U.S.M. and the City of Gulfport. We are housing the program on the campus of The University of
Southern Mississippi, Gulf Coast, within the Southern Regional Public Safety Institute, building. The
ultimate goal of this program is to replicate it in the municipal and justice courts throughout the State of
Mississippi. Since beginning the project we have served over eighty Cadets and have seen many successes
in our program. One of our Cadets graduated our program, completed their GED and enrolled as a
Freshman in The University of Southern Mississippi. Others are now registered to vote, have current driver
licenses and are employed. Our program is still in its early stages of development and we are learning
many
valuable lessons by trial and error. But, we have been true to our mission statement "As long as it is
morally right and legally correct, we will do whatever it takes, to put a youth back on the road to Hope"
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Timeless elements of Sir Thomas Malory’s Le Morte Darthur exist today
most closely in the works of comic books. Some common tropes
include: serialism, the oral tradition, identity, deeds, unique origins of
characters, predestination, diverse and myriad authorship, and failed
love. The paper compares several comic book characters including
Batman, the X-Men, and Spider-man with Arthurian characters
including Lancelot, Arthur, Guinevere, Gareth, Galahad, and Balin.

Timeless elements of Sir
Thomas Malory’s Le Morte
Darthur1 exist today most closely
in the works of comic books. In
the
mid-thirteenth
century,
Malory updated and combined a
vast
catalog
of
Arthurian
legends, including some nonArthurian tales like Tristan de
Léonois,
into
one
quasihomogenous
work.
Malory’s
condensing and abridgement of
these sources incorporate tropes
present today in comic books. Of
all modern-day literary art
forms, comic books best embody
the ethos of Malory’s Arthurian
legends. Some of these tropes
include: serialism, the oral
tradition, identity, deeds, unique
origins of characters, predestination, diverse and myriad
authorship, and failed love.
While no scholar would categorize comic books as literature,
1

Henceforth, Works (Vanaver, 2nd Ed., Oxford
University Press, 1977).

there are uncanny similarities
between the Arthurian mythos
and those of Batman and
Spider-man,
the
respective
flagships of publishing houses
DC Comics and Marvel Comics.
By analyzing these similarities,
it will become apparent that
elements
attributable
to
Malory’s Works are present in
comic books, whether intentionally or not. A final supposition
will then be made as to how and
why these resemblances exist
since most comic book scribes
have not read Malory’s Works.

Serialism

Today, comic books are the
only medium of fiction still being
published on a monthly basis –
the remnant of the great serial
movement that Dickens and
Thackeray popularized during
the Victorian period. Although
Malory did not publish his
Works separately, his tales are

equivalent to the serial tradition
by dint of the oral tradition,
which
is
most
commonly
associated with Greek mythology and folklore. The Arthuriad
is folklore irrespective of Caxton,
who testifies in his preface that
Arthur was a real king (xiv).
Although scholars debate the
authenticity of Arthur’s existence and reign, there is no
stipulation in the criteria of folklore that mandates a mythical
character to be fictional. The
Arthuriad is the folklore of
thirteenth-century England in
the way that Super-man and the
X-Men are folklore in the
twenty-first-century USA.

Folklore, Myths, and the
Oral Tradition

Comic books and Malory’s
Works are both folklore because
most people know of their tales
in their respective cultures,
regardless of one’s class. Since

the printing press had not yet
been
invented
in
Malory’s
lifetime, each copy of Malory’s
manuscript had to be reproduced by hand, thereby limiting
the number of available copies
for readers. Consequently, the
bulk of Malory’s audience were
not
readers
but
listeners.
Literacy in England was limited
to religious, feudal, and aristocratic individuals, yet since
Malory’s
knights
exemplify
swashbuckling, derring-do, and
eroticism, Malory must have
been writing for the peasants,
farmers,
and
serfdom
in
England. Those people could not
read. Since the majority of comic
book readers are children and
teenagers, comic books too are
not an elitist medium.
Proof of the oral tradition in
Malory’s writing style is visible
in passages where Malory
summarizes the plot. One
instance occurs in The Tale of
Sir Gareth of Orkney where
Gareth’s dwarf recounts the
action to Lyonet (194). Although
people read comic books, the
stories contain an inherent oral
tradition as well: one of the
advantages in serial publication
is the intrinsic discussion
amongst readers as to how the
plot will unfold in subsequent
installments. Discussing the
plot and the characters during
the interval between issues is an
oral tradition akin to that of
Malory’s audience. Discussion
about comic book plots is more
ubiquitous today due to discussion boards on the Internet.
Most Americans today are
undoubtedly as familiar with
Superman, Batman, and Spiderman as any Englishman would
have been with Lancelot, Arthur,
and Tristan in Malory’s time.

Identity

Identity is essential to both
Malory’s knights and comic

book
superheroes.
Malory
constantly
introduces
a
hodgepodge of names for his
characters; the result of which
is often some catastrophe. For
example, if only Balin had
known that Balan was his
brother, or if Arthur had known
Morgause was his half-sister, or
if
Accolon
had
recognized
Arthur, so many battles and
tragedies could have been
avoided. Nevertheless, knights
and damsels are reluctant to
share their identities. The
necessity
of
the
unknown
identity parallels comic books,
for nearly all superheroes have

Malory’s Works? Essentially, the
reason is identical. Superheroes
adopt an alter ego, hallmarked
by
multi-chromatic
tights,
capes, and masks in order to
prevent recognition. In the
1980s, for example, there were
many battles between Cyclops of
the X-Men and Havoc of XFactor that parallel Balin and
Balan because Cyclops and
Havoc are brothers who were
separated in infancy. Furthermore, nearly all superheroes are
vigilantes, except The Avengers,
and a secret identity is thereby
necessary for survival. The
seeking of adventures is the

secret identities. Bruce Wayne is
Batman;
Clark
Kent
is
Superman; Peter Parker is
Spider-man; and Matt Murdock
is Daredevil. Countless times,
Malory’s readers are told that
so-and-so is The Knight of the
Two Swords (46) or The Knight
that Hath Trespassed (502).
Nearly all the major superheroes
share similar monikers like The
Dark Knight, The Man of Steel,
and The Man Without Fear.
Is
the
subterfuge
over
identity performed for the same
reason in comic books as it is in

king’s will; it is inherent in the
law of the land. Vigilantism is
quite different, however, than
the lawful questing of Malory’s
knights. In Torre and Pellinor,
after the deer, hounds, and
others intrude upon Arthur’s
wedding, Merlin decrees to
Arthur:
Ye may nat leve hit so, thys
adventure, so lightly, for thes
adventures muste be brought to an
end, other ellis hit woll be
disworshyp to you and to youre
feste (63).
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Arthur
agrees
and
sends
Gawain, Torre, and Pellinor in
search of the intruders, to which
they agree, and then adventures
ensue. Restrictions of the law
also force comic book superheroes to become vigilantes.
They must take on the guise of
others in order to protect their
true identities. The cost of
revealing such identities would
endanger their friends, their
family, and their own livelihood.
Modern society condemns the
questing heroism suggested by
Malory, forcing superheroes to
exist outside of the law.
On the other hand, insofar
as Malory’s knights act within
the law, many of their actions
are corrupt, leading to the
wasteland phenomenon which

the Holy Grail should ameliorate. However, Galahad and the
Grail ascend to Heaven, leaving
Camelot to endure a cataclysm
inherently similar to the Fall of
Metropolis (1994) and the
Cataclysm of Gotham City
(1999). Then again, there are
some rudimental examples of
Arthurian knights who adopt
secret identities in order to
function outside of the law. The
most
germane
example
is
Lancelot, who alters his identity
to defend Guinevere’s name in
The Poisoned Apple. Thus,
knights and superheroes adopt
secret identities to protect
others or their own self interests, even at the risk of functioning outside of the law.
Prime examples from both

sources regarding identity are
Gareth and Batman. Gareth
arrives in Camelot in the
meekest of manners, feebly
walking and requesting trivial
pleas for subsistence. Since he
is actually Gawain’s brother and
nephew to Arthur, he could
easily take a lofty seat at the
Round Table much as Galahad
does simply for being Lancelot’s
son. Gareth, however, prefers
anonymity and adopts Kay’s
epithet, “Bewmaynes.” Earning
valor through deeds is so
epicentral to Gareth that he
cannot reveal his identity until
Bewmaynes has earned a name
for himself. Batman, similarly,
creates a reputation based on
deeds. These deeds, that is to
say
the
apprehension
of
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criminals, create fear in other
criminals. Batman originally has
no reputation, so only his
uniqueness as an unknown
figure in a costume instills any
fear into his adversaries. The
doing of deeds and vanquishing
of foes earn Batman his
reputation. Ultimately, the hero
behind the armor or costume is
the true identity and defines the
persona of the exterior guise.
When a different man like Dick
Grayson wears Batman’s cape
and cowl, he does not embody
Batman’s deeds. Likewise in
King Mark, when Arthur’s jester
Dagonet pretends to be Lancelot
by switching armor, Dagonet
does not become a valiant
knight; it is only his false
persona that instills fear into
Mark. Identity, thus, becomes
an essential cornerstone to the
valor of one’s deeds in both
Malory and comic books.

Finn, Oliver Twist, Fanny Price,
and
Emma
Woodhouse.
Elements conducive to being a
hero often require the journey of
introspection; having a dysfunctional family facilitates the
hero’s quest. That is to say, by
being raised in a dysfunctional
family, the hero knows that he
does not fit in, and thus, he
must quest in order to find
where he belongs in the
universe. The hero’s rise from
these unique origins is a hallmark of nearly every Arthurian
tale and comic book story.
Comic book writers mimic an
approach similar to Malory’s
method in order to create a
psychological escape for the imperfect reader since all readers
are imperfect. Thus, these
stories permit the flawed reader
to believe that anyone is capable
of heroism, regardless of one’s
origin or upbringing.

Unique Origins and
Dysfunctional Families

Despite being written
over seven hundred
years after Malory’s
death, the X-Men and
Spider-man have the
same unresolved
issues between
predestination and
the doing of deeds as
Malory’s Works do.

Some
characters
are
unaware of their true identities
because of their unique origins
and
dysfunctional
families.
Many characters do not even
know who their true parents
are. Arthur’s father is not Ector
but actually Uther Pendragon;
Superman’s parents are not the
Kents but Kryptonians; Torre’s
father is not Ayres but King
Pellinor; and Rogue’s parents
are not humans but actually
mutants named Mystique and
Sabretooth. Dysfunctional families are a common motif
throughout myth, folklore, and
literature stemming from the
Greek tradition of Zeus and
Oedipus. The list of heroes with
surrogate or single parents is
extensive ranging from Arthur to
Galahad,
Mordred,
Percival,
Batman, Superman, Spiderman,
Daredevil,
Nightwing,
Azraël, David Copperfield, Huck

Predestination

Gareth’s
and
Batman’s
necessity of performing deeds
contradicts notions of predestination in Malory’s Works
and in some comic books like
Uncanny
X-Men
and
The
Amazing Spider-man. As much
as Malory emphasizes the
importance of performing deeds,
there are a plethora of instances
when characters seem predestined for glory or doom. Arthur is

born in order to pull the sword
from the stone and to bring a
glorious reign to England;
Arthur never performs any
deeds prior to pulling the sword
from the stone worthy of the
accolates he receives later in life.
Merlin functions as a prophet,
foreseeing
events
including
Arthur’s and his demise:
‘Marvayles nat,’ seyde Merlion, ‘for
hit ys Goddis wylle that youre body
sholde be punyss[h]ed for your
fowle dedis. But I ought ever to be
hevy,’ seyde Merlion, ‘for I shall dye
a shamefull dethe, to be putte in
the erthe quycke; and ye shall dey
a worshipfull dethe’ (29).

Merlin also prophesies the battle
between Tristan and Lancelot:
‘Here shall be,’ seyded Merlion, ‘in
this same place the grettist bateyle
betwyxte two [knyghtes] that ever
was or ever shall be, and the
trewyst lovers; and yette none of
hem shall slee other.’
And there Merlion wrote hir namys
upon the tombe with lettirs of
golde, that shall feyght in that
place: which namys was Launcelot
du Lake and Trystrams (45).

Galahad, likewise, is an example
of predestination because he is
born in order to be the greatest
knight, in order to take the
Perilous Seat and quest for the
Holy Grail. Merlin also foretells
this:
‘There shall never man handyll
thys swerde but the beste knyght
of the worlde, and that shall be sir
Launcelot other ellis Galahad, hys
sonne. And Launcelot with [t]hys
swerde shall sle the man in the
worlde that he lovith beste: that
shall be sir Gawayne’ (58).

Galahad does not earn the
honor he receives in Camelot.
Like Arthur, he pulls a sword
and is decreed to be the
greatest. Since most of the
prophecies occur in The Knight
with the Two Swords, it is
appropriate that Balan best
summarizes Malory’s view of
predestination: “Ye must take
the adventures that God woll
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ordayne you” (44). Despite
knights’ obligation to perform
deeds, Malory is content to leave
their actions to God’s will.
Similarly in comic books, the
X-Men and Spider-man depict
aspects of predestination. The
X-Men
are
mutants,
or
“Children of the Atom,” because
they are born with genetic
variations which give them
special powers. These abilities
manifest
themselves
during
puberty, so there is no way of
identifying whether one is a
mutant at birth. The X-Men do
nothing to deserve their powers.
It then becomes their responsibility to use their powers to
benefit mankind. They are
predestined as Homo superiors
to be greater than ordinary
humans. Some mutants like
Magneto use this power to cause
mayhem. Protecting humans
from evil mutants thus becomes
the X-Men’s charge. While the
X-Men do perform worthy acts,
the question then arises whether
their actions are the consequence of predestination or of
free will. Are they predestined to
do worthy deeds since their
powers are predestined, or is it
their choice?
Similar to notions in X-Men,
the epigram in Spider-man is:
“With great power comes great
responsibility.” The radioactive
spider that bites Peter Parker
and gives rise to Spider-man is
an accidental evident. Peter
Parker is predestined to become
Spider-man. Like Batman, Peter
Parker chooses to protect those
who cannot protect themselves
because Spider-man has the
abilities to do so. He has the free
will to accept the responsibility.
However, as is the case with
Merlin’s prophecies, if Peter
Parker is predestined to become
Spider-man, is he also predestined to use his powers to benefit
mankind?

Likewise with Arthur and
Galahad, both perform valiant
deeds such as Arthur’s onslaught against Lucius’s Roman
Empire and Galahad’s miracles.
Malory is ambiguous whether
the absolute greatness of Arthur
and
Galahad
stems
from
predestination or deeds. Despite
being written over seven hundred years after Malory’s death,
the X-Men and Spider-man have
the same unresolved issues between predestination and the
doing of deeds as Malory’s
Works do.

Myriad Authorship

Another similarity between
Arthurian tales and comic books
is the multitude of different
writers who have contributed to
their respective histories. Malory
combined an array of Arthurian
works which different writers
had composed over previous
centuries. Malory often depicts
the characters as they were
originally conceived in their
sources; other times, Malory
adapts their portrayal to suit his
own agenda. For example, in
earlier quests for the Holy Grail,
Galahad is not present, and
Percival becomes the crucial
protagonist. Likewise in comic
books, superheroes have had a
hodgepodge of writers throughout
their
tenures.
Several
hundred writers have told tales
of Batman, Superman, Spiderman, and the X-Men over the
last thirty to sixty years. Each
writer takes his own stance in
depicting the superhero. In the
1980s, for example, Frank Miller
revolutionized
Batman
and
Spider-man by making them
darker and more vindictive.
Today, the average attrition for a
comic book writer is ten months,
especially on comics that must
sell high volumes like Uncanny
X-Men. Changes in writers are
so ubiquitous that countless

interpretations of characters
now exist. These interpretations
allow new writers more freedom
because the writers can adapt
their own interpretation to fit
any number of preexisting
models without jarring the
reader. Just as Malory borrowed
from centuries worth of Arthurian tales, modern comic scribes
also borrow from their predecessors.

Heroes are always
faced with the
conundrum of
choosing between
chivalry and love.
Failed Love

Women and love cause
comic book superheroes as well
as the Arthurian knights to face
a plethora of moral dilemmas.
The best examples in Malory of
love’s effects are the two love
triangles between King Mark,
Isolde, and Tristan and between
King Arthur, Guinevere, and
Lancelot. Similar examples of
failed love in comics are evident
in the relationships between
Spider-man and Gwen Stacy,
Batman and Catwoman, Superman and Lois Lane, and the love
triangle between Cyclops, Wolverine, and Jean Grey.
To begin with Lancelot, he is
a knight who serves two people:
his king, Arthur, and his love,
Guinevere. Lancelot’s adulterous
love for Guinevere accelerates
Camelot’s demise. At the begining of Launcelot and Guinevere,
Lancelot renounces his vow of
fidelity which he made to the
hermit in The Quest of the Holy
Grail (611). Lancelot constantly
chooses love over law, as he
does in The Poisoned Apple
when he ignores his banishment
in
order
to
defend
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Guinevere’s honor or in Slander
and Strife when he disobeys
Arthur’s
condemnation
of
Guinevere in order to prevent
her death. Lancelot breaks part
of the Pentacostal Oath in order
to save his love (75). Heroes are
always faced with the conundrum of choosing between
chivalry and love.
Although superheroes normally do not ignore the law for the
sake of love as Lancelot does,
they constantly juggle whether
to allow their personal feelings
to intervene with their heroic
deeds. Spider-man for example,
prevents the Green Goblin from
obliterating New York’s George
Washington Bridge, but in the
process, Spider-man is seconds
short of saving his first wife,
Gwen Stacy, from plummeting
to her doom.
Batman, too, faces similar
moral strife since he loves
Catwoman,
yet
he
cannot
condone her villainy. Thus,
Batman constantly puts aside
his love for Catwoman in order
to maintain the law. If Batman
were Lancelot, he would facilitate Catwoman’s evasion from
the police.

For decades, Clark Kent
hindered his relationship with
Lois Lane by running off at
inopportune times to save the
world. There are countless
instances when Superman must
choose
whether
to
save
Metropolis or Lois; he always
prioritizes the innocent civilians
of the city and somehow
manages to rescue Lois as well.
The Cyclops, Jean Grey,
Wolverine love triangle parallels
the
Lancelot
and
Tristan
triangles in Malory’s Works.
Cyclops and Jean Grey (Phoenix)
have been in love since the
original issues of Uncanny XMen (1963) when both were still
teenagers. After Wolverine joins
the X-Men (Giant-Size X-Men #1,
1975), a superfluity of fights
arises between Cyclops and
Wolverine over Jean Grey’s
affections. Even after Cyclops
marries Grey (X-Men #30, 1994),
her love for Wolverine never fully
diminishes (as seen in some
romantic
moments
like:
Uncanny X-Men #394, 2001).
Jean Grey functions not like
Guinevere but like Arthur for
she loves two things to varying
degrees. Yet Love is not a

quantifiable entity: one either
loves or hates someone. One
cannot love someone more than
someone else. If that is the case,
then one of the affections is not
love.
Nevertheless,
Arthur
proves that he loves his kingdom
more than his wife, for he is
willing to burn Guinevere at the
stake in accordance with the
law. Jean Grey is loyal to two
people, but in the end, she
always chooses Cyclops over
Wolverine. Love triangles and
failed love are further examples
of concord between Malory and
comic books.

What Caused These
Similarities?

Now that the examples have
been made and there is no
question as to the congruence
between Malory’s Works and
comic books, the more important question arises: Why do
these similarities occur? The
obvious conclusion is that
audiences must enjoy stories
with these common tropes or
else these stories would have
ceased to be popular during the
last
millennium.
That
is,
however, too elementary a
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conclusion to make due to the
repetitive nature of these stories
and their tropes. If every new
figure who arrives in Camelot is
secretly related to a knight of
the Round Table or if that
person is predestined to be
valiant, the audience eventually
assumes
that
every
new
character will become a hero.
Yet for some reason, the
audience keeps reading. After a
child has read ten issues of
Batman, what keeps that child
reading the comic for another
hundred issues? Since the
tropes are so repetitive in Malory
and comic books, it indicates
that the audience reads for a
more profound psychological
reason.
As predictable as the plots
are of Malory and comic books,
unexpected events can occur.
Sometimes
heroes
fail.
In
comicdom,
the
Death
of
Superman
(Superman
#75,
1992) is most notable. After
more than half a century of
Superman’s being indestructible, an unknown alien named
Doomsday arrives, trying to
destroy Earth. In a Christ-like
gesture, Superman dies to save

the inhabitants of a planet that
is not even his own. In an even
more striking event, Superman,
too, is resurrected like Christ.

The presence of heroes is
reassuring because
figures like Lancelot and
Spider-man do not exist.
This example demonstrates that
despite the plethora of times
when the hero succeeds and
everything is in accordance with
centuries’ worth of stories,
anything can still happen. For
example, Galahad chooses to
ascend to Heaven rather than
return to Camelot; King Mark
slays Tristan; Lamerok decapitates his mother; Lancelot kills
Gareth and Gawain; and King
Arthur dies. Readers keep
reading to reinforce tropes so
that
the
profoundness
of
iconoclastic moments is earth
shattering.
This concept is rudimental
across all forms of art where
conveying emotion is obligatory.
In Western music, for example,
the Austro-Germanic tonality of
Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven

had been so engrained in the
European populace that when
Wagner delayed the traditional
resolution of the dominant to
tonic for four hours in his
landmark opera Tristan und
Isolde, most musicologists agree
that the sacrosanct temple of
tonality
began
to
tumble.
Ironically so, it took the love
story of an Arthurian tale to
shatter functional harmony.
Likewise in comics, the excessive repetition exists to hallmark
the exceptional moments like
the backbreaking of Batman
(1993), the death of Spiderman’s Aunt May (The Amazing
Spider-man #400, 1995), and the
death of Professor Xavier by his
bastard son Legion (X-Men #4041, 1994) – a throwback to the
Morte Darthur if ever there has
been one in comic book history.
While the above proves why
people
keep
reading
what
appear to be repetitive stories, it
does not explain why people
enjoy the concepts of the stories.
Perhaps this is a question more
apropos to a discussion on the
historiography of fiction in Western culture, but nevertheless,
the answer is undoubtedly
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And I, according to my copye, have
doon sette it in enprynte to the
entente that noble men may see
and lerne the noble actes of
chyvalrye, the jentyl and virtuous
dedes that somme knyghtes used
in tho dayes, by whyche they came
to honour, and how they that were
vicious were punysshed and ofte
put to shame and rebuke; humbly
bysechyng al noble lordes and
ladys with al other estates, of what
estate or degree they take the good
and
honest
actes
in
their
remembraunce, and to folowe the
same; wherein they shalle fynde
many
joyous
and
playsaunt
hystoryes and noble and renomed
actes of humanyté, gentylnesse,
and chyvalryes (xv).

Escapist
Idealism.
Malory’s
Works and comic books present
idealized situations; they present worlds with heroes. Readers use these tales as a way of
escaping the confines of everyday life. The presence of heroes
is reassuring to a reader because in real life, figures like
Lancelot and Spider-man do not
exist; the law does not always
maintain justice. Caxton wants
the reader to emulate the noble
deeds represented in his edition
of Malory’s Works:

One should read Malory as a
model for how to live one’s life.
The same can be said of
Superman or The Amazing
Spider-man. Most superheroes
are telltale examples of virtue
and honor.
Upon further inspection,
however, the world of Malory
and comic books is nearly as
flawed as real life. Heroes do fail
and justice is not maintained.
By its very title, Le Morte
Darthur tells that Arthur will
fail; he will die. Caxton is either
being duplicitous or ignorant
regarding his reading of Malory,
for Malory’s text is more of an
example of how not to live one’s
life. Most of the knights are the
poster children for chivalry gone
awry. Likewise with the X-Men,
they spend much of their time
fighting
their
own
rogue
members who are responsible
for cataclysmic events. Thus, the
true intrigue in Malory and
comic books is the potential for
great heroism gone astray. It is
cathartic to watch those closer
to perfection fall and then
witness
whether
they
can
restore themselves. At its crux,
Malory’s knights and comic book
super-heroes present the Christian cycle of habitually rising in
order to fall, only to rise again.
In
short,
the
idealism
presented in Malory’s Works and

comic books is a vehicle to
provide cathartic release to
readers. The audience requires a
psychological outlet from the
misfortunes of daily life. The
similarities exist between Malory
and comic books because the
tropes which both employ are
still
quintessential
to
the
psychology of readers. Both the
medieval reader and the modern
one need the same affirmation
from their stories and histories.
It is for this reason that modern
adolescences consume such an
abundance of comic books. They
are
modern
folklore;
they
portray examples of how to live
one’s life; they illustrate how
heroes can fall and when they
can be redeemed. The tropes
present in Malory’s Works
continue today because readers
must
be
entertained
and
educated by fallible heroes in
order to attain virtues.
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Manipulating Tropes:
Ernst von Dohnányi and the Implications of Nursery Songs

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Ernst von Dohnányi is a name that
commands little recognition in the community of musicians, especially those in the USA.
For a man who was once at the pinnacle of his profession as a pianist, a composer, and a
conductor, it is befuddling how conservatories and music schools around the country
question whether his works should be included in the repertoire canon. In 1952, Edward
Kilenyi, Jr., wrote: “At the present time there is certainly no twentieth-century music for
the piano in larger form as popular as Dohnányi’s Four Rhapsodies, op. 11.”1 How could
the legacy of one of the most prominent pianists in the twentieth century fade into
obscurity in the years since his death in 1960? The aftermath of Dohnányi’s career typifies
the misappropriations of politicians, scholars, and journalists. People in power over a
certain field, whether it be the arts or science, have the ability to change popular belief and
alter the accuracy of history if it becomes advantageous to a certain cause. In the modern
era of record keeping, however, no one can erase history; one can only disguise it.
Little has been written about Dohnányi, relative to his compatriot Béla Bartók or
more popular musicians like Beethoven, Mozart, and Chopin. The first biography of
Dohnányi did not exist in English until forty-two years after his death. Nevertheless, the
newspaper clippings from the last century are real; they are the history and corroborate the
pianist’s virtuosity. If Dohnányi’s life had been captured in a Romance novel, it would
certainly be conducive to Christian allegory: Dohnányi rises to fame, then watches his
country and his profession turn against him, only to one day reclaim his heralded position.
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Music is integrally tied to culture. Music exists to entertain an audience or to be
artful; oftentimes it becomes an amalgam of the two. Dohnányi’s most successful
composition was Variationen über ein Kinderlied [Variations on a Nursery Song]. The
composition consists of eleven variations with an introduction and finale for piano and
orchestra on the tune from “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.” Dohnányi used his audience’s
recognition of the nursery song and its previous incarnation of piano variations by Mozart
to manipulate the audience’s emotion. Dohnányi uses musical tropes to juxtapose a
domestic experience, the nursery song, with a refined social event, the orchestra.
Dohnányi’s manipulation of his audience is ultimately the same sort of psychological
manipulation to garner success that his adversaries used to sully his career after the change
of regimes in Austria-Hungary after World War II.
By analyzing the popularity of the nursery song and its function in Europe during
the early twentieth century, and comparing similar criteria to Mozart’s audience, it will
demonstrate that Dohnányi, despite being waggish in his reason for composing the
variations, utilized archetypal associations with the audience in order to earn its favor. A
brief analysis of key variations will elucidate both the musical and societal tropes which
Dohnányi employs. A brief discussion of the history of nursery songs, in particular
“Twinkle, Twinkle,” will be imperative to place this argument accurately. The conclusion
will correlate these manipulations to the similarities with Dohnányi’s biographical life.
Dohnányi completed the Variations in 1914 as his opus 25.2 Two strange
compositional questions must strike the listener as odd in the Variations. First, why did
Dohnányi set the theme of his Variations to be a nursery song? Second, why did Dohnányi
select “Twinkle, Twinkle?”
2
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To address the first, Dohnányi himself provides a simple answer in his manuscript,
writing the following addendum to the Variations’ title: “To the enjoyment of friends of
humor, to the annoyance of the others.”3 Dohnányi used a nursery song as the subject of
his theme because a nursery song is so iconoclastic to the connotations of classical music
and the symphony in the early twentieth century. “Dohnányi felt very sorry for people who
could not laugh and who had no sense of humor. He said Rachmaninoff was the saddest
man he ever met [because] ‘I never saw him laugh.’”4 According to Dohnányi’s third wife,
the Variations were most popular in England and North America where the audiences
found them to be exceptionally amusing.5
English and American audiences best understood the humor for which Dohnányi
wrote the Variations because nursery songs, especially “Twinkle, Twinkle,” had taken on
more potent fame in these regions. The nursery tune that Dohnányi employs originated as a
French folksong which was first published in Les Amusement d’une Heure et Demi
[Amusements for an Hour and a Half] in 1761. The tune was then converted into a nursery
song titled “Ah! Vous dirai-je, Maman [Shall I Tell You, Mother]” in 1765. This is the
nursery song which Mozart used as his theme. In 1806, British poet Jane Taylor wrote
“The Star,” published as part of Rhymes for the Nursery, which became such a tremendous
phenomenon that it reached its twenty-seventh printing by 1835.6 For unknown reasons, a
setting of the first verse of “The Star” to the tune of “Ah! Vous dirai-je, Maman” appeared
in 1838’s The Singing Master: First Class Tune Book with the title, “Twinkle, Twinkle,
Little Star.”7
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According to Richard Altick, the rise of the nursery stemmed from a growth in the
middle class in the early nineteenth century. The middle class proliferated during and after
the Industrial Revolution. Affordable urban housing became a viable option, and rooms
designated solely to raise infants emerged for the first time.8 This is equivalent to the
introduction of the parlor in England around the same time. Consequently in England,
nursery rhymes proliferated at a rate similar to that of amateur female pianists. By
Dohnányi’s time, the nursery was thus more established than it was in Mozart’s time.
If humor were Dohnányi’s attempt in composing the Variations, there can be no
question that subversion and manipulating tropes are his means to achieving this. The
Variations’ Introduction is grand and morose, written in the minor mode, with no
indication of the nursery tune. The horns suggest regality and chaos as they herald the
arrival of what the audience can only imagine will be a magnanimous villain. Instead, after
this three-minute fanfare proclamation, the music dwindles to near inaudibility. The
ensuing boom by the orchestra is intentionally iconoclastic because Dohnányi was far too
traditional in his compositions to deviate so drastically from a traditional cadence.
Nevertheless, the boom functions tonally as a dominant to the proceeding tonic. What
follows the boom typifies the Variations: the piano plucks out the “Twinkle, Twinkle”
melody in isolation from the orchestra, written with enough complexity for a five-year-old
novice to perform with the greatest of proficiency. There is great humor in this when
placed in the context of tonal music up until 1914.
The minor mode, the progression of diminished chords and resolutions, and the
juxtaposition of tranquility and explosions connote a seriousness equal to Beethoven or
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Wagner.9 “In the opening measures of the Introduction, Dohnányi develops a pompous
Wagnerian-like orchestral prelude, termed by Donald Tovey as a “Symphony in Woe
minor.”10 The appearance of an infant’s melody succeeding such a grave subject is in stark
opposition to the initial seriousness. Dohnányi plays upon two hundred years of tonal
tension, and he climaxes it with the most sarcastic apogee of solemnity – a nursery tune.
However, Dohnányi does more than juxtapose styles and demeanors: as much as the
diminished chords and other tropes create tension and gravity in the opening, Dohnányi
adds further tension by titling the piece Variations on a Nursery Song. Everyone in the
audience knows the theme of the variations will be a nursery song. The audience
anticipates that the Variations will begin with a statement of the nursery tune, as Mozart
did in his variations. Anticipation can prove indelible to an audience, as is the case in the
beginning of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet when the chorus foretells the death of both
Romeo and Juliet. The anticipation then lies in the transpiration of events. In Dohnányi’s
case, he delays the appearance of the theme in order to force the audience to ponder when
it will appear or what form it is taking in each variation. Delaying the theme creates added
tension because the audience wonders how such a dark, minor introduction will diverge
into a juvenile foray. Dohnányi manipulates his audience by providing them with
foreknowledge.
Dohnányi also juxtaposes the texture between the introduction and the statement of
the theme. After the boom, he reduces the texture from polyphony to monophony. He also
changes the motivic style from thematic to melodic. This is indicative of the shift from
Classicism to Romanticism that preceded Dohnányi’s tenure, the most germane example
being Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. Dohnányi was most influenced by Beethoven and
9
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Brahms, so this compositional shift in theme versus melody should have been starkly
apparent to any musically aware audience member in 1914. In this simple gesture,
Dohnányi emulates the Beethoven of the third period. Dohnányi himself once wrote:
[Beethoven] combined the expression of his subjective personal feeling with the
objective architecture of the Classical forms in a perfect manner which cannot be
surpassed, and perhaps this is why we admire him so much, why he is in the eyes of
most of us “The greatest” composer; and this may have been the cause why he was so
highly esteemed even during his lifetime.11

Anyone can hear the change between the boom and the isolation of the “Twinkle,
Twinkle” melody, whether that person be a musicologist or a musical neophyte. The
humor Dohnányi suggests in this juxtaposition is thereby universal.
Each variation continues manipulating the audience’s expectations. In order to
achieve this manipulation, Dohnányi must establish his first few variations as traditional in
order to magnify the derision in succeeding ones. The first variation is a whimsical piano
solo where ornamentation abounds above the “Twinkle, Twinkle” melody. If one does not
pay particular attention, the melody might not even be discerned amongst the cavalcade of
trills and interpolated broken chords. The presence of the melody in its conventional form,
nevertheless encumbered by interpolation, establishes a center for what should be the
ensuing variations. Like Mozart’s variations, Dohnányi’s first variation is a manipulation
of the theme. One would expect Dohnányi’s composition to continue in a similar vein.
Dohnányi’s variations, however, do not. By the arrival of the fourth variation, its melody
sounds unassociated with the “Twinkle, Twinkle,” melody. Hearing the theme throughout
Mozart’s Variations is not a daunting task for a listener. Dohnányi takes a different
approach because where Mozart was concerned with demonstrating technical musicianship
for a simple tune, Dohnányi is concerned with an aesthetic humorous effect. There would
11
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have been no purpose in Dohnányi’s rewriting Mozart’s Variations because Mozart
already wrote them; Dohnányi’s Variations are an example in creating humor with musical
archetypes. Where Mozart’s focus was to use all the techniques of theme and variations
form on a simple melody, Dohnányi chooses to highlight the range of effects for orchestra
and piano concertino.12 For this reason, audiences found such enjoyment in Dohnányi’s
Variations: it defies expectations by presenting an approach original to Mozart’s.
A great deal of the Variations’ humor rests in its commentary on Western music in
terms of the form of each variation. Dohnányi’s Variations offers a portal into the debate
between programmers and those rooted in Germanic tonality. Eduard Hanslick (18251904) proponed the latter group during the second half of the nineteenth century. There is
no escaping that Dohnányi’s Variations is programmatic. It is, however, unlike the
compositions of Liszt, Wagner, Berlioz, or Tchaikowsky, which conveyed stories.
Dohnányi is not telling a story in his composition; nevertheless, the entire audience is
constantly reciting Jane Taylor’s words in their heads throughout the course of the
Variations. Solely in terms of music theory, there is little humor or divergence from
Hanslikian music if Dohnányi’s subject were not a nursery song. Dohnányi attacks the
form of theme and variations in a typical Brahmsian fashion. After all, Dohnányi had the
moniker, “The Hungarian Brahms.”
With the exception of some odd moments like those in the Introduction,
Dohnányi’s theoretical technique in the Variations is reserved. Despite often being
programmatic, Dohnányi was always a proponent of tonality. The difference between
gentlemen like Hanslick and Dohnányi was that Dohnányi accepted that there could be
other forms of music that did not originate in the Austro-Germanic tradition. Although
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Dohnányi often questioned some of Bartók’s non-tonal inventions, Dohnányi never
rejected his friend’s musicianship and often performed Bartók’s pieces.13 Dohnányi
accepted originality; he did not reject it. Again, his genius in the Variations extends from
his originality in using a nursery song.
Form becomes a distinguishing humoristic trope for Dohnányi. Certain forms
connote serious styles like Baroque dances. Again, the juxtaposition of the juvenile theme
against serious forms is humorous to any audience member who is remotely
knowledgeable of Classical music. The most indicative of this in the Variations are
Variation 7 – a waltz, Variation 8 – a march, Variation 10 – a passacaglia, Variation 11 – a
chorale, and the Finale – a fugue. The latter three are hallmarks of the Baroque period.
Dohnányi’s decision to conclude his Variations with the three tenant forms of the Baroque
is, again, a statement about program music versus the Hanslickian doctrine. Baroque forms
suggest order; after Variations 3 through 8 being so aurally distinct from the theme, using
forms that connote order reestablish stability to the composition.
The waltz, for example, was the most popular musical form in the nineteenth
century, most especially in Austria-Hungary. By the early twentieth century, however,
composers like Mahler and Stravinsky had transformed the waltz into a caricature of itself.
In 1911, three years before Dohnányi wrote his Variations, Ravel summarizes the waltz’s
role in society since 1820 in his Valses Noble et Sentimentales. 14 Dohnányi burlesques the
waltz form in Variation 7, again, by having it be in the context of a nursery rhyme. This
parody exemplifies the fall of a dance form that had been a century-long bellwether of
Austria-Hungary. It also predates a comparable fall of the Austro-Hungarian Empire after
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World War I; what little was left of the waltz form’s popularity died with the Empire’s
demise. Dohnányi and political effects are inseparable.
Dohnányi was not novel in his throwback to Baroque forms. Beethoven and
Brahms both used this technique in some of their more-acclaimed compositions. In the
third movement of Beethoven’s Pathétique, he delves into a counterpoint exercise
indicative of those created by Johann Fux (1660-1741), with which all students of music
theory would be familiar. The fourth movement of Brahms’s 4th Symphony is a passacaglia,
indicative of J. S. Bach.15
There is no doubt that Dohnányi’s passacaglia heralds a conclusion to the
composition, for the theme returns to a recognizable form and the orchestra reprises its
woefulness from the Introduction. Nevertheless, Dohnányi signals that there is more to
come in his composition by leaving the theme in an austere minor mode. It takes Variation
11 and the Finale to insure stability in order to conclude with a piano solo, again, plucking
out the nursery song, ripely suited for the talents of any five-year old. At least that is what
the audience assumes when they hear the piano playing the melody once again in isolation.
However, the flutes and the horns seem confused that the end has finally arrived in a final
moment of humor; there is some remaining hullabaloo as to how to end the Variations.
Dohnányi incorporates this final humorous gesture so the audience leaves the concert hall
with no doubt that they bore testament to an exercise in humor.
The humor that had been incorporated into the ethos of Dohnányi’s life met its
greatest adversary, political betrayal, in the later part of his life, nearly three decades after
composing the Variations. It is necessary to summarize some of the post-World War II
events in Dohnányi’s life in order to correlate the manipulations to the Variations.
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Dohnányi was often quoted in abjection to the manipulations of politics:
I belong to no political party and never shall… A musician should never participate in
politics. At the same time, a musician should never be persecuted for his beliefs. A
musician is making music to give delight to his audience, under whatever political
system, and has to make music, not only because this is how he earns money for himself
and his family, but because this is a necessity for him, regardless of the listener’s
political party. Besides, if a great artist is forbidden to perform, it is not only he who is
punished. His audience and the whole music world is deprived of the pleasure of hearing
him.16

In March 1941, Dohnányi resigned from the Academy of Music in Budapest for not
implementing anti-Semitic laws.17 “On 11 May 1944, two months after the Nazi
occupation, Dohnányi disbanded the Budapest Philharmonic instead of following the
orders to fire the Jewish members of the Orchestra.”18 He then moved with his wife to the
town of Gödöllo. As his wife recalled:
[There] people often visited our home to ask [Dohnányi’s] help or protection. Without
hesitation he signed every petition and application that was handed to him. He saved
hundreds of people whose names he never even cared to know. To act in this way
required not only generosity but also immense courage and even audacity… He
especially enjoyed protecting those who were oppressed or persecuted unjustly.
Dohnányi tirelessly continued to spare people from labor camps.19

During the course of the war, Dohnányi was forced to flee to Austria. He also learned that
his son Hans had been killed in an assassination attempt on Hitler.20 As the political
balance of power shifted in Hungary after the war, “people who had become influential in
Hungarian musical circles were spreading evil reports about him in order to prevent his
return. They believed that his matchless authority in music would work against their own
professional interests.”21 One of these dissenters was in fact one of the gentlemen
Dohnányi liberated earlier from a concentration camp.22 On August 1, 1945, Dohnányi was
erroneously charged with being a war criminal in association with the Hungarian Arrow
16
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Cross organization.23 In 1949, Dohnányi briefly fled to England before moving to
Argentina and ultimately the USA. Through it all, Dohnányi remained an optimist, and his
humor never waned:
A man who had lost his two sons in war, he left his homeland, where he had been a
wealthy and prominent person, with only a suitcase containing his dress suit and his
favorite book, could have been bitter and resentful, but Dohnányi was above these defects,
living a serene and positive life.24

The allegations of Dohnányi’s being an expatriate, war criminal, and anti-Semite
lingered throughout the last twelve years of his life. How were the parties responsible for
the sullying of his career able to orchestrate such a feat? It began with those who came into
power after the war; they did not concur with Dohnányi’s generous loyalties to the nation
or its music. It begins with a few individuals who fabricate out of envy or prejudice
falsehoods. Newspapers and the media then find it their responsibility to spread such
claims regardless whether they are substantiated. These few individuals managed to
manipulate the world’s public against Dohnányi.
People believe what they choose to believe, yet as an audience of the media,
newspapers and radio can manipulate the public. Dohnányi’s popular pieces of music were
often based motivically on Hungarian folk music. He manipulated what his audience
already knew in order to coax them into liking his music. The same applies to his political
enemies: they knew that Dohnányi could not defend himself against the allegations
because to exonerate him, he would need the support of a nation that was divided into four
regions after the war. The Hungarian people had no voice. The rest of the world believed
what it was told. After all, who would know better than the Hungarian government if a
Hungarian was a war criminal?
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Dohnányi’s Variation on a Nursery Song is a manipulation in humor. Dohnányi’s
life is a manipulation in betrayal. The manipulation of tropes Dohnányi used to entertain,
others used to destroy. Half a century later, these wrongs are still being vindicated. By
consequence, there is a rediscovery in Dohnányi’s music and the joy that compositions like
the Variations provide.
The Maestro was in many ways like his creation. He was an urbane, charming,
sophisticated man, yet he always retained a child-like simplicity that allowed him to
respond to life with an ingenuous directness and freshness that not only gave him
pleasure but also gave pleasure to all of those who were privileged to share his
company. 25

There is a childlike innocence to Dohnányi and his music. It is fitting that his most
celebrated work uses a children’s nursery song as its theme.

25
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ABSTRACT
I am currently at work on a book length study of Henry James’s Italian Hours, the
collection of his Italian travel essays written between 1872 and 1909, and I would like to
propose a presentation that would offer some of the results of this research-in-progress.
Although Italian Hours is not often treated in James scholarship, they are a surprisingly
rich and complex set of writings, and I would hope that my observations would help
generate discussion on this somewhat overlooked text.
I will begin by placing Italian Hours in its historical perspective, first commenting
briefly on the importance of “Italy”, “travel”, and the “international theme” in James’s
work. Then, building on the work of travel writing scholars as Terry Caesar and William
W. Stowe, I will discuss the development of the genre of the travel essay as a function of
rise of American tourism and travel abroad in the 19th Century, which is itself a result of
the burgeoning of the middle class during that time. I will also examine some of the
contemporary scholarship on travel writing to note some of the difficulties posed by the
genre as such. It is, as Michael Kowalewski observes, among the most “dauntingly
heterogeneous” and open ended of any genre; it “involves border crossings both literal
and figurative”, and “borrows freely from the memoir, journalism, letters, guidebooks,
confessional narratives, and most importantly, fiction.” (7). Or, as Bill Buford writes, the
travel essay has a “generic androgyny”, obscuring, challenging or overturning categorical
and regulative markers of form. (7). For Stacey Burton, moreover, this genre is not
merely “heterogeneous” in character, but is “heteroglossic”, and she argues that this
quality elevates the genre to a position of one of the primary and most revealing indices
of modern consciousness, as Bakhtin himself did with the novel. Travel writing
vacillates between a unity – of central narrative consciousness, of the total life
represented by and through the narrator, of the structural circularity of voyages
themselves, which always verges on becoming a figure for the author’s self or identity
and the equally compelling and necessary imperative in travel of that which breaks unity,
the beyond of the destination continually unfolding before the traveler. For James, that
which cannot be caught or expressed in the unity of the textual system is that which takes
contingent shape in and as Italy. It is an Italy, however, that is always valorized as the
place where all the stray particulars of existence find resolution in some higher harmony
of idealized artistic form.
I would then like to consider a number of the individual essays in some detail, in
order to provide illustrations of my main theme. As the title quotation might suggest,
these texts offer a sustained meditation on the act of “viewing”, an exploration of the
nature, and limits of the spectator who witnesses and attempts to comprehend the
enormous cultural spectacle of Italy. From Chambery to Milan, written in 1872, is
James’s account of the journey over the Alps and into Italy, and throughout is a testament
to its author’s struggles with the “sense of the past” that pervades his surroundings. In
search of an authentic vision of Italy, James nonetheless confronts this past by “seeing”
through the eyes, as it were, of three writers who have preceded him in Italy: Rousseau
(whose home James visits, and whose invisible “ghost” he senses), Goethe, and Walter
Pater. The various points along James’s itinerary become occasions for engagement with
the ideas associated with each. Later in the essay, James’s expresses his visions of the
monumental nature of the Milan Cathedral in terms that both borrow from and extend

Kant’s analyses of the sublime and the beautiful and of the relationship between aesthetic
and moral judgment.
The group of essays devoted to Venice (Venice: An Early Impression (1873),
Venice (1883) and The Grand Canal (1892) continues in this vein. Martin Jay has argued
that the modern era been dominated by the Cartesian practice of vision, one which
privileges vision as the primary instrument of knowledge, as the transparent filter through
which we have direct unmediated access to the empirical reality of things. I will argue
that although the visual rhetoric of these essays seems at the outset to be informed by this
Cartesian practice of vision, they also offer an alternative perspective which shares in
what Deleuze and others have called a “baroque” sensibility. Such vision is both partial
and multiple, oblique and mobile, rather than static and fixed. It dwells in the
amorphousness of a given image, yielding a rhetoric that obscures as often as it clarifies,
and which readily admits to a failure of its capacity for articulate expression. The
moment to moment panorama of the Venetian scene passes from light into shadow; the
most magnificent objects – such as the paintings by the Old Masters hanging in galleries
and churches - are as often enveloped in darkness as they are bathed in light, and this
light, paradoxically, can at other time become so intense that it obscures by dissolving the
boundaries between discrete things. The essays’ deconstruction of what is ultimately the
dominant “viewpoint” of modern culture in turn raises the question of whether one might
consider Henry James as a critic of the culture he is so often thought to embody.
Finally, I will conclude by noting some of the instances in which the various
themes and questions that animate the travel essays find expression in James’s fictions. I
will use the Golden Bowl as the primary example for these observations, arguing that one
can read the late novel as a synthesis or a culmination of the travel essays’ somewhat
anxious engagements with history, vision and culture.
* * * * *
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Issues of Tradition and Preservation at the 2003 Tucson Mariachi
Festival
Mariachi music in the late twentieth century through the present has become the
national musical symbol of Mexico as well as a symbol of ethnic pride for
Mexican-Americans in the United States. Yet mariachis have been negatively
stereotyped as being drunken, violent, womanizers. Fortunately, these
stereotypes are changing as mariachi music has become extremely popular in the
United States. This phenomenon can be linked to the creation of professional
mariachi groups, academic education programs, and mariachi festivals.
Mariachi festivals provide an outlet for Mexicans and Mexican-Americans to
show their cultural pride and heritage in a non-threatening and positive
environment. In addition, they offer educational workshops that have helped to
challenge the negative stereotypes associated with mariachi music and have
helped to elevate its status to that of an art form worthy of being taught and
studied, resulting in a source of great ethnic pride. This year I attended the
oldest and most famous of all mariachi festival in Tucson, Arizona. This
particular Festival has been in existence since 1982. The issues of preservation
and tradition were the main focus of the festival. Mariachi Los Camperos de Nati
Cano have been the headlining mariachi group at this festival for eighteen years.
Los Camperos is dedicated to preserving the traditional song forms and songs
that are no longer played. Their main goal is to play traditional songs and expose
and teach them to the younger generation. These goals were challenged at the
festival by the inappropriate behavior of Pablo Montero, a famous
ranchera/mariachi singer from Mexico who was not at all interested in
preservation or tradition at all.
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(Abstract)

We are starting a new ’tradition' of educating elementary school teachers in a bi-lingual
country that is right now meeting the challenges of growing immigration and multiculturality. On
the other hand, a strong sense of being a member of European Union (EU) makes it necessary for
Finland to deal with other cultures in a new socio-cultural environment. We really have
multicultural class-rooms in many cities by now.
Creating a new program (Multicultural Music Education) is not just a matter copying ideas
from countries that have faced these challenges earlier. To put it straight, we had to start from the
beginning, and think thoroughly why this curricular invention is necessary:
1) We should think about our concepts and ideas with regard to the word ’culture’? We should find
ways in connecting ethnomusicological theories with music education.
2) We should know something about how music education is succeeding in our comprehensive
school in general. ”What is going on out there?”
3) We should know what kind of students we recruit (in terms of their actual musical background).
”Any traces of past musical training?”
4) How should we approach the question of multicultural music in the teacher education? What to
include or exclude? How comprehensive and integrating should it be?
5) To characterize a specific point, I once prepared a short power-point presentation on "How folk
music and art music affect each other in our domestic context".
First, I will deal with some ideas about the concept of culture. Secondly, I am going to
present a study that I made in a small town about the music in elementary schools. Thirdly, a word
about the background of our new students based on a test we ran last Fall our Freshmen. And
finally a short look into our efforts to create, an elective course for our 2nd year students. When the
time allows we shall listen to some musical excerpts and look into the actual content of instruction.
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ABSTRACT

In today’s information society, computer technology touches us all powerfully in
some way. Communication technology, in particular, has brought sweeping changes in
the way we write. As we are increasingly connected on the Internet, we become more
literate about the language used online, Internet lingo.
The two most prevalent characteristics of net communications are abbreviations
and emoticons. Emoticons are quite similar among those of different language groups,
and easy to understand what the smiles represent even when they are different as in
the case of a smiling face between Korean(*^^*) and English(:)).
It is abbreviations that display linguistic and cultural distinction of the two
languages. Online abbreviations have practical advantages over standard language;
faster, more convenient and better fitting into a limited space. Standard Korean consists
of an honorific and a casual form and the first one is usually longer than the other. The
use of an honorific Korean hampers speedy communication and a casual form is not an
option either as it sounds rude among those who don’t know well each other. Given this
linguistic characteristics, Korean abbreviation also functions as sort of effective
alternative reaching across the boundaries of the two styles and further saving online
typing time and space.
English abbreviations are coined for more convenience-oriented purposes while
Korean counterparts are growing more fun-driven with a focus on offering a strong
sense of belongingness among teenagers, the major lingo tastemakers. They almost
crash standard Korean language by changing consonants and vowels and creating
mixtures of Korean characters, English alphabets and pronunciations of the two
different languages. What concerns a Korean society seriously is their frequent blind
uses of those illegible lingo. The internet that seems a ‘lingatopia’ now turns into a

‘lingaghetto’ in our society.

FULL PAPER
Computer technology has revolutionized the way we communicate with each other.
We talk to people as often as, or even more online than offline, harnessing the benefits
of communication technology. We are enjoying ever-faster interactive communications
based on texts in emails, chatting and instant messages. These computer-facilitated
communications have left a mark on our language systems with a unique vernacular,
Internet lingo.
Internet lingo abounds in Information Technology (IT) jargons, abbreviations and
emoticons which perplex new internet users (“newbies”) with their complexity. We
don’t need all that detailed information or technical jargons to use the Internet and
communicate with people online, and can understand easily what kind of emotions
smileys represent in Internet communication. However, we do need some knowledge on
the abbreviations people often use.
Technology constitutes a new type of linguistic and cultural world and requires
greater cyberliteracy. Cyberspace forms its own culture, say, cyberculture. Whenever
we write online, we become a part of it. In the Internet Age, alphabetic literacy is not
enough. Internet culture varies depending on cultures and the languages netizens share.
Net communicators need to be knowledgeable and sensitive to cyberculture or
netiquette for cyber communications as well as to the languages they use. Cyberspace
is becoming a place where languages mingle but/and cultures collide. Net lingo is a
significant part of cyberculture. Web sites are a humongous lexical resource rich in
different language and culture groups.
In actual offline communications, facial expressions and vocal tones reveal the
speaker’s emotions and thoughts clearly while online text-based talking doesn’t. Using
the same verbal language is only a part, and the non-verbal side can give a different
meaning than what the speaker intended. Some people use a web camera to see and the
feature of voice chatting to hear in Internet Related Chatting (IRC) or Instant Messenger
(IM) service. However, even while doing so, they focus more on typing to talk to each
other with verbal texts.
A great majority of computer-related jargon is coined in English. Non-native
speakers of English, including Korea, borrow and use them without bothering to
translate them into their own terms of native language. ‘Internet,’ ‘e-mail’ and ‘file’ to
name a very few. Korea used to use a translated Korean version, jeonja, for an English

word ‘electronic,’ but recently, instead, we tend to put an English alphabet ‘e’ of
‘electronic’ in Korean terms related to computer and the Internet. Consequently, it is
easy for Koreans who don’t know any English to assume that the Korean terms
containing an English alphabet, ‘e’ are about something that is generated or facilitated
by computer technology or is found over the Internet. This paper identifies general
online language issues of Korean and English and addresses critical problems facing
Korean Net lingo in comparison with English counterparts.
Language is a mirror of culture. The language used online is no exception. Internet
lingo reflects two different levels of culture: one is a unique characteristic of online
communications distinct from offline writings and the other is the communicators’
linguistic background among different language writers. If two parties writing online use
the same language, they are expected to be aware of the same net culture.
The most common mistake made by Korean users of IRC or IM is the use of capital
letters due to the ignorance of netiquette. They have no idea of what it implies. If
someone types all the capital letters in English, it means shouting! We learn this the
hard way from our mistakes as non-native speakers of English. This is not something
we can explain in a linguistic context. It is the netiquette made by and observed among
English speakers, derived from the structure of the English language.
Korean chatters’ insensitivity to the capital letter use results from the difference in
the Korean alphabet system. The Korean alphabet has only one character system. In
other words, we don’t use two different cases, capital letters and lower cases as
English does. The keyboard made in Korea for Korean users have two different Korean
characters in one key while each key has only one letter for English writers. Pressing a
shift key + any English letter key makes its capital letter, but it gives a different
character for a Korean letter key. We just type what we want to say online with only
grammatical and lexical awareness of the language. We merely bear in mind what we
learn from school: typing the first English letter capitalized when we start sentences,
the word ‘I’ and proper nouns in writing in English, both online and offline.
Take another example of English comic strips that use all capital letters. Do all the
characters shout at each other, then? No, not at all. They help readers to read easier
what is written in those small balloon spaces. Legibility in such a small space is the
major reason for this. And many comic strip artists constantly bemoan and fight for
more space for their artwork, instead of being squished into smaller and smaller spaces,
with all the other strips. Korean English chatters use all caps for the same purpose, but
it has a different implication online to native speakers of English. It is hard for Koreans
to understand why there should be a difference. The only possible explanation is online

etiquette, which is cultural rather than linguistic. This displays that we need the
knowledge of online culture in addition to that of the language we use for efficient
communication on the Internet.
We can express our emotions by typing or using emotion icons downloaded free of
charge from several web sites. There are tons and tons of the icons out there. It is fun
to create and explore different smileys and yet most computer users prefer to type or
use a certain number of ready-made icons. The most frequently used expression is a
smile as the term, smileys, well represents the icons. Smileys add spice to plain text
based communications. Now creative net users invent a variety of different icons to not
only express emotions but also display different parts of our body for fun such as
assicons, which is quite recent.
Even though Korean netizens and English users share common keys on a computer,
they use a different combination of the keys to mean the same emotion. I would call
them English icons and Korean icons to distinguish the two conveniently. You have to
tilt your head to see English icons while you don’t need to for Korean ones. Compare
the Korean smile “*^^*” and the English one “ :) ”. Now MS Word automatically
changes the typing “ :)” into ☺ in its word program, which explains how popular the
icon is. Different as the icons are, they are easy to understand even between
communicators of different languages.
The keys for net communications are time and space efficiency. Talking online
requires fast responses, which encourages writers to use abbreviations more often than
offline writing. Abbreviations consist of acronyms and shorthands. Abbreviations are
not characteristics of electronic lingo alone. English abbreviations have long been used
in offline writings as well, in particular casual dialogues and pop song lyrics: wanna,
gotcha, getta, gotta, gonna, cos(cause), c’mere(come here), thx(thank you), etc.
English acronyms can be a headache to both non-native speakers and native
speakers except several familiar ones: ASAP (As Soon As Possible), TBA (To Be
Announced), etc. Even sometimes the same acronym stands for different meanings
depending on contexts as in MBA, Master of Business Administration (official) or
Married But still Available (unofficial). It appears that as computer technology is a part
of our life in this digital age, we are destined to live with a bombardment of computer
acronyms. My paper itself is attesting to it well, spotted with acronyms.
We Koreans also use several abbreviations in offline writings yet they are not
popularized as much as in the US. As net communications obtain a greater momentum,
we are more avid than ever to create and enjoy abbreviations. Abbreviations are quick
and fun. It is definitely clicking with young people, the largest segment of computer

users. Youth subcultures have been booming and creating new business opportunities.
They are major consumers of new computer digital gadgets: Internet, digital cameras
and cell phones. They emerge as smart mobs, the term futurist Howard Reinhold coined
to describe people who make up ad hoc groups by using communication and computing
technologies for fun and collective actions. They are also called ‘flash mobs’ as they
appear and disappear in a ‘flash’, and maybe has something to do with the flash memory
in cell phones.
Abbreviations are popular among the youth in Korea. This young group uses the
Internet mainly for computer games and chatting rather than searching for information.
While they play Multi User Domains or MUD games, they can talk with other players
online. The No.1 must for them to look cool are a state-of-the art mobile phone
allowing them to play games, surf the net and take digital pictures. It is easy for anyone,
anywhere in the country to spot young people who are indulged in talking on their
phones, and more often, sending text messages (Short Message Service, SMS). Older
generations are profoundly amazed to witness them typing letters on such little tiny
keypads skillfully and rapidly.
These young smart mobs’ favorite pastime seems to be writing. They like to write
in chatting, instant messages, emails, web bulletin boards and SMS. The only writing
they seem unwilling to do is to write term papers. For this reason, people often observe
that

they

prefer

electronic

communications

to

face-to-face

talks.

Digital

communications invite introverted people to be engaged in talking to and socializing
with other people by using text messages.
SMS is so popular among Korean wireless communicators that several cable TV
channels have SMS features in their regular programs. The TV companies include
Korea MTV, Entertainment, Game and even Education for the Kids targeting young
viewers. Their viewers write to each other on their phones and they broadcast the
audience’s short messages live on the bottom of a TV screen while a regular program
airs or a music video plays.
These cable companies charge for the service per minute. The service is gaining in
popularity dramatically and the number of its service providers is on the rise. In some
aspects they communicate more on the phone than the Net. This is why Koreans select
a broader term, ‘communications language’ or a narrower term, ‘chatting language’ than
Internet lingo. The latter term is slightly more often used than the former, which
explains Korean net users’ preference of typing text messages over using emoticons
and acronyms. This widespread digital communication is boosted by Korea’s excellent
IT infrastructure. Korea boasts a high penetration rate of inexpensive broadband

Internet connections and mobile phones.
Abbreviations are popular mainly because they are quicker and easier to type out
than the full, longer expressions. Good examples are greetings: “Hiya” for “Hi, how are
you” and “Howdy” for “How do you do.” Korean abbreviations can serve another
significant function together with their practical purpose. Let’s take similar Korean
greetings as an example. We say “Annyeonghashimnika” and “Annyeonghaseyo,” or
“Annyeong” in Korean to say hello. The second expression is a short form of the first;
however, it is not simply an abbreviation.
Standard Korean comprises two different forms: honorific and casual. The first
greetings in the above examples are honorific, while the other is a casual form. We just
can’t use the second expression as the shorthand of the first. If we know the person we
are talking to offline and writing to online, we can select our language style distinctively
depending on the other communication partner’s age, social status and level of
closeness. However, it can be quite tricky for online communicators to talk to someone
not very well known, because we can’t see them or know as much about them.
Therefore, the best bet is that we just use an honorific form to sound polite and wellmannered.
Here, we face a practical obstacle. Korean honorific forms are usually longer than
the other styles. It is very inconvenient and disadvantageous for quick online
communications, yet we can’t rudely just employ short casual forms all the time. This
problem inherent in the Korean language contributes to coming up with a third
alternative expression blurring the divide of two different styles. That is the Internet
lingo

expression,

“Bangabanga”

or

“Banga.”

This

lingo

originates

from

“Bangapseumnida,” or “Bangawayo” meaning (How do you do?) Nice to meet you. They
are honorifics of “Bangawa” or “Bangapda,” their casual forms. Now the Internet lingo
greetings take a deep root as a Korean version of Hi online. Even offline, people use
this expression for fun in informal settings. The only difference is that English
shorthand greetings have long been used in offline communications and now in online
chatting at the same time while these Korean short greeting forms were just created for
net communications and are acceptable mainly online.
Net lingo uses already appear to be both beneficial and destructive in Korea, used
by some of their early adopters for a practical reason and by others for a total crash of
the language. They are alluring and frightening at the same time from a Korean
linguistic scholars perspective. Korean Net lingo use has increased in such an
exponential manner as to raise serious social concerns of our language’s devastation.
Korean ‘chatting language’ is not a mere matter of uses of short forms, emoticons

and acronyms. The challenge for the lingo users is to determine which ones are
necessary and which ones are avoidable. This unique vernacular is necessary for quick
online communications, but simple addition of vast numbers of new words can hardly
enrich the Korean language. In the name of the unique Net lingo, Korean netizens
change letters of Korean words and create hybrids of everything.
The typical change of letters is found in the vowel of the word ending a sentence in
Korean electronic communications: from ‘Yo’ (English alphabet ‘Y’ on a keyboard) into
‘Yeo’ (‘Y’ Key). ’ It is net communicators who started this vowel change but now it has
become a fixed form in online language and is using as if it is the standard vowel,
replacing Yo. They type AnnyeonghaseYEO, BangawaYEO (the given examples above),
instead of AnnyeonghaseYO, BangawaYO.
The uses of English in Korean language have always been controversial. Today’s
Korean younger generation is more exposed to English than ever before. More and
more street signboards, TV programs and music artists are named in English. Now most
Korean young idol stars including girls/boys groups (‘girls/boys bands’) have English
names and try to look and sound like their western counterparts. We see the same trend
of using English online, technically speaking, Konglish, a generic term meaning broken
English used by Korean people.
As mentioned above, many computer related words are in English. The eyecatching phenomenon is that we tend to appropriate borrowed English terms for our
convenience ends. We often cut the words shorter in spelling and pronunciation:

Down download,

Reple—reply,

Homepy homepage,

Gam[gaem] game[geim],

Mal[mael] mail[meil].
This tendency is stretched into chatting lingo. One Konglish greeting is written as
“ㅎ 2” in online communication. Korean consonant ‘ㅎ’ is pronounced [h] sound as in ‘h’
and ‘2’ is read as [i]. Therefore ‘‘ㅎ 2” is pronounced as “hi”[hai]. This kind of
Konglish chatting language is definitely a code system to Koreans, to say nothing of
English writers. This lingo is not familiar to all Korean net users either. Only those who
have its knowledge can catch their meaning and use it online. The good news is that
these jumbled words turn out to be just passing expressions and fail to be set as the
widely employed lingo.
Another Net communications effect found in Korean writing is no use of ‘period’
punctuation at the end of sentences. Instead of putting a period mark, they use a set of
periods like “…” In Korean IRC, writers put this often to show they are still ‘here and
now,’ typing and responding. Understandable enough, it is bothering online typers to put
the period mark at the end of every sentence. However, in terms of quick typing, more

use of periods is not convenient either. Therefore it is fair to say Korean Net lingo
develops more toward fun orientation than practical purposes.
In today’s computer-pervasive environment Korean netizens enjoy tweaking the
Korean language in ways never before possible. Smart mobs are not always wise mobs.
Some are anxious to be at the center of attention from others and enjoy feeling
powerful. Others are just pranksters who place every priority on having fun. As far as
Internet lingo is concerned, these young Korean smart mobs don't appear to be a wise
move. If you are not literate of these mobs’ communication jargons, you can’t
communicate with them, online or offline. And the language gap between different
generations is growing wider with the introduction of Net lingo. According to a recent
survey conducted on October 9, a Korean language Day, in Korea, only 20.5% of the
respondents in their twenties think that Korean language rules should be observed on
the Internet, lower than an average of 33. 2% of the total people surveyed, and both
figures are not high. This statistics reveals that Korean people don’t recognize as much
as we should that we are subject to destruction of the standard language if we aren’t
careful in the use of net language.
It seems that anything can happen in cyberspace. For the younger generation, there
is no limit to creating new Internet lingo. They discover its ease, blending everything-different languages (Korean and English), letters, numbers and pronunciations. Creating
lingo requires very little technical know-how and no illegal computer break-ins. Yet it
has caused a serious problem of its replacement of standard Korean letters and even
confusion or ignorance of Korean words and grammar. It is no wonder why high lingo
usage is often discussed recently, posing a serious concern: generating a sudden chaos
in the language as its users have gone too far to the point of losing control.
Many scholars and journalists often point that the culprit of the recent language
crash is the computer. By computer they mean dysfunctional lingo uses. Vast increases
in online communications opportunities encourage net users to employ the lingo more
often, and young communicators are tempted to create a plethora of new words. What
worries the general public most is not the lingo use itself, but its increasing use offline,
even in formal writings. I often witness this influence in my own students’ writing.
I was a little shocked and profoundly worried to find these influences in my
students’ school papers, notifications and bulletins at school. It is impossible to prevent
the lingo use itself, but it is quite feasible to discourage its uses offline and in turn its
sensible online uses, at least, in formal settings. As a part of these efforts, I emphasize
to my students that the unnecessary Net language uses in their papers will have
consequences: lower grades and poor Graduation Point Average. We can still make a

difference with some recourse.
Internet lingo was naturally created among net communicators with an aim of
helping develop rapid yet understandable communications. Now we also witness a slew
of fun-driven lingo as well in Korea. There is no problem using the lingo itself as long
as it is part of cyberculture and enjoying them even for fun among netizens online. It is
a serious problem to be tackled, however, if its excessive use interferes with the users’
general knowledge of their standard language. This is what we find mostly in Korean
teenagers who take the lead in creating and spreading new online expressions. They
are relatively more vulnerable to a group sentiment, as a sense of belongingness takes
a crucial role in their socializing efforts and functions as a source of their empowerment.
Nobody can deny that Internet lingo is giving a new face to the Korean language.
Some Internet observers suspect that Internet lingo use itself may destroy or alter our
standard language, but I don’t think that will happen. Rapid communications are not just
a requirement for online chatting alone. Modern society forces everything to go faster.
The threat to change the fundamental language patterns has always been lingering
around us, and one single element can’t change a long-established language system
overnight.
Now there is plenty of fresh thinking going on about Internet lingo as the lingo
insinuates itself into every corner of life. It is true that this vernacular has touched all
of us in some way. However, it is strange, then, that we are often engaged in electronic
communications, yet we are unwilling to catch up with the entire recent lingo used
online. It is very difficult to keep up with these rapidly changing expressions and their
meanings. That’s because most net communicators select only a few of expressions that
are most widely used. We remain loyal to a practical lingo but often ignore fun-oriented
words, most of which are created by teenagers. Net lingo shouldn’t and can’t be a
collection of rough-and-tumble creations of the lingo expressions. They look more
likely to lose their bearings in the long run.

I often find they are too annoying to use

and too complicated to understand. The Net lingo can be accommodated only when both
creators and users can understand and share. They underscore the need for common,
sensible uses of the Net language so Internet users can better sort practical
conveniences from fun purposes.
Hot economies cool down, and Dot.coms go, but more people continue to go online
and will be able to access the Internet at light speed. And we will be more connected
online and use or/and create more Internet lingo. If we are going to take advantage of
the lingo and what it can do for our convenient online communications, we have to be
prepared to deal with its current situations and maintain control of its ever-evolving

creation and its blind offline uses.
Some say the Internet is a cyberghetto and others argue it is a cybertopia. In
language terms, this can also apply either as the best and the largest corpus of
languages or their worst erosion. This split-frame of ‘a lingatopia’ and ‘a lingaghetto’
remains instructive. Language dictionaries rush to add new computer jargons and lingos
to their lists. A bombardment of English computer terminology is already overwhelming
us. However, as a frequent online communicator myself, I welcome a reasonable use of
online lingo as a convenient tool and don’t mind picking up a little more lingo to enhance
my electronic communications, and vow to stay online.
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Abstract
All of us strive to be better teachers, but reflecting upon and critically examining
our practices takes knowledge, skill, and courage. Presenters suggest methods
for collecting/analyzing data to improve teaching with ways to share the
discovery process with students. Handouts.
Summary
All of us strive to be better teachers, but reflecting upon and critically examining
our practices takes knowledge, skill, and courage. Presenters will describe the
process of reflection and critical examination of teaching and learning in the
language classroom as a way to become more skilled teachers. Because
language classrooms are complex, dynamic environments where many
processes occur and overlap, it is easy to become so absorbed in the purpose
and procedures of the lesson that it becomes difficult to recognize what we as
teachers are actually doing in the classroom. For example, many teachers
believe that they use comprehension checks effectively (that is, students nod or
shake their heads), yet upon closer inspection, teachers may discover they
actually default to simplistic confirmation/denial (yes/no) strategies. Reshaping
their information-gathering processes to become more efficient is relatively easy
once they understand what they are doing compared to what they believe they
are doing. Through the process of focused data collection, teachers can
systematically study their own practices, with specified analyses to discover
opportunities for further growth, development and improvement. The presenters
offer techniques for managing this active consciousness raising. Formative
assessment techniques, including collection and analysis of field notes, logs,
journals, diaries, video/audio taping, questionnaires, surveys, and test results will
be explained. Addressing flexibility and adaptability, the presenters will provide
various protocols for analyzing the collected data, and strategies for reshaping
one’s own teaching, when appropriate. This formative reflective practice is

important for language students as well, who will benefit from understanding and
sharing in the discovery process. Handouts will be provided.
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Abstract of a presentation of about 25 minutes, before discussion:
Note: while this presentation may be of broad interest to those in the humanities,
coarse language may be offensive to some.
Many of us would like nothing better than to have sex and have it soon. Why is
it, then, that we are insulted if someone says “F___ you!” when that’s just what we’ve
been hoping for? Given how hard I’ve tried to be an “egghead,” why might I take
offense at your calling me one? Even “intellectual” might be understood be a put-down.
Why can a member of a racial group use a slang term about that group that would be
offensive if said by an outsider? If you are standing in a line where I need to walk
through, I’ll say “Would you mind if I got by here?” Why put it that way If taking the
Lord’s name in vain is so wrong, why should “Gosh darn!” so readily figure into a
caricature of someone who’s nice? Why do we say “please,” and why do we sometimes
favor “Would you pass me the salt, please?” and other times opt for “could you”?
It’s a familiar idea that features of everyday language may carry embedded
interesting philosophical premises. The central thesis of this essay is that we insult
people by denying their freedom, and we are courteous when we affirm it. There are lots
of counter-examples: some of these —not all – subtly support the thesis in interesting

ways. A secondary thesis is that inhibited speech represents a willful constraint of ones
freedom, and uninhibited speech willfully proclaims ones freedom. A third and interrelated thesis emphasizes the difference between being active or passive, between what
you do and what happens to you. It is one thing for you to seek out an intimate
experience, and quite another for it to happen to you regardless of what you want. In sum,
speaking crudely and speaking politely are largely about freedom.
This presentation will explore these inter-connected ideas and draw out the
implications for a conception of “human” that figures importantly into the humanities.
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Encountering Existentialism in a Personal Way:
Making the Humanities More Human
As a philosophy professor, I am interested in teaching humanities courses in ways that
facilitate significant self-exploration on an emotional and personal level. I will provide a
detailed description of a university course I teach which is designed to do this, and
provide suggestions to others in the humanities on how to combine significant academic
work with these more personally focused objectives. I will present an account of the
sorts of materials I have used, drawn from Existentialist philosophy and literature,
indicating specific techniques and objectives. Based on a sample syllabus from the
university course, I will present suggestions for developing specific themes from selected
existentialists' works either within or independent of a university setting. I shall also
address selected professional and ethical issues raised by a practice rooted in materials
and objectives of this kind.

Detailed account of presentation:
1. Introduction
I am a philosophical counselor, a practicing psychoanalyst, a professor of philosophy and
of human services, and a core faculty member of a psychoanalytic institute. I have been
doing personal counseling as a philosopher since 1973 and as a psychoanalyst since 1984.
I have done this both with individuals and in interactive "self-exploration" groups. In
1973 I introduced into my University's curriculum a course called "Existential Group"
which uses themes and readings from existentialist philosophy as a catalyst for a personal
and emotionally oriented sort of self-exploration in a group setting. In addition to
offering this as a course, I have occasionally offered private workshops based on the
same sorts of materials. I will present an account of the sorts of materials I have used,
specific techniques and objectives, and concerns of interest to philosophers and others in
the humanities who may, with reason, be timid about this sort of self-exploration forum.
Based on a sample syllabus from the university course, I will present suggestions for
developing specific themes from selected existentialists' works either within or
independent of a university setting. I shall also address selected professional and ethical
issues raised by a practice rooted in materials of this kind.
2.
Previously I have made this presentation to groups interested in the growing field
of “philosophical counseling.” This term embraces a spectrum of philosopherpractitioners, having in common a background in (and enthusiasm for) philosophy,
differing in vision from those wanting to do something like “therapy” rooted in their
philosophy backgrounds - - - - to those who believe there is very little in common to what
is done by “therapists.”
3. My own focus in group-format courses is on areas of conflict, with considerable
emphasis on eliciting affect, to a focus on a more “detached” form of reflectivity.
Techniques for augmenting or minimizing affectively charged philosophical exploration.
• How it’s presented
• Emphasis on a reflective loop, focusing on group process
• First-person ‘here-and-now’ language
• Encouraging the expression of affect
• See: Corey, Corey, Callanan & Russell, Group Techniques, Brooks Cole,
2003
• See Irvin Yalom, Theory and Practice of Group Therapy
• See Corey, Groups: Process and Practice, Brooks/Cole 2002
4. The central difference is not in the nature of the activities but in the identity of the
provider.
5.

Sample Course Syllabus

Philosophy 324
EXISTENTIAL GROUP
MTWTH June 4 -- July 5, 2001
J. Michael Russell, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy and Human Services
California State University, Fullerton

Fullerton CA 92834-6868
Catalogue Course Description: Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. An investigation of
how themes in the writings of existentialist philosophers pertain to the lifestyles, actions,
and feelings of the class participants.
Course Description:
This is an intensive experiential course that explores, on a personal level,
how themes in the writings of Existentialist philosophers pertain to the
lifestyles, actions and feelings of the class participants. The course entails
interacting in a group format, about issues in one's personal life; these
group interactions are interpersonal encounters that take place on a feeling
level rather than one of abstract discussion. Not everyone would like, nor
be well suited for, an experiential course of this sort. Therefore, a
pre-group interview and the instructor's permission to enroll are
prerequisites that must be met.
RISKS, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND RELATED INFORMATION

This experiential group is sufficiently unlike typical university classes
that it seems fitting to take extra measures to fully inform and prepare
potential class members for what the course entails. You are asked to read
these remarks carefully and will be asked to sign something which
acknowledges being informed and which also releases the State,
University, and instructor from responsibility for your participation.
The purpose of this group-format course is to provide a context for
seeking to better understand and to express the personal experiences and
choices and feelings of the participants, in connection with various themes
of existentialist philosophy. The group will focus on and encourage
paying attention to topics that are liable to be emotionally important to its
members. Not everyone would like nor be well suited for this sort of
introspective and emotional forum. Therefore, enrollment is limited to
persons who have the consent of the instructor, and who indicate an
understanding of the nature of the course and a readiness to be active
participants.
As a group member you may feel under situational or peer pressure to
disclose feelings or experiences that you would prefer to not express. You
are under no obligation to act on or talk about any specific matter which
the instructor or anyone else suggests to you. You are expected, in general,

to be a willing participant in the class, willing to focus your contributions
on your own feelings about topics that may be awkward or sensitive.
Persons who have a general unwillingness to participate in this way would
be inhibiting to others, and are, therefore, not suitable for this course. This
group-format course promotes self-exploration and expression for
educational purposes. The same sort of thing is often done as a form of
psychotherapy where the explicit objective is the diagnosis and treatment
of psychological disturbances. This course is not offered with the aim of
providing psychotherapy. Since the focus on discussion and expression of
personal feelings and areas of personal conflict is identical with the sort of
subject matter and expression that might also take place in psychotherapy,
it is essential that you understand the difference, which consists in the
explicitly stated objective. You will be asked to acknowledge in writing
that you understand that this course is neither offered as therapy, nor is it
offered for purposes of diagnosis or treatment of psychological disorders.
No systematic attempt is made to identify who in the group is or isn't
"mentally healthy," and, in the absence of such a diagnostic context, no
recommendation is made as to whether such exploration and expression is
or isn't "good for" the persons involved. If you are currently in therapy,
you should discuss with your therapist whether a course of this sort is
compatible with the diagnostic and treatment considerations being
addressed there. If you suspect that the exploration and expression of
emotional and personal issues might be harmful for you, you should seek
the advice of someone acting toward you in the capacity of a professional
psychotherapist.
Group members are expected to treat as confidential all personal
disclosures made by persons in this class. Respect for confidentiality is of
paramount importance and is a condition for admission into the course.
However, you should be cautioned that it is impossible to guarantee that
members of the class will respect the confidentiality of what you say.
There are further qualifications to confidentiality. I may have an
obligation to inform appropriate persons or agencies in the event that I
believe someone is at significant risk (e.g., if I learn of plans for suicide,
homicide, or the likelihood of some situation in which there might be
current child abuse). I may consult with other professionals about matters
that pertain to things you have said in confidence. For purposes of
teaching and scholarship I may draw from materials arising from this and
other groups, guided by discretion and concern to protect privacy and
anonymity.
A possible risk of a class of this sort is that there may be persons who
express themselves in ways that are hurtful to others. A presumption of
the group is that each participant is fully responsible for their decision to
be a member and for decisions about what to do or to refrain from doing.

Regular attendance is extremely important: you are expected to attend
all meetings. If an illness or emergency is going to prevent you from
attending a meeting, it is important to call the instructor in advance of the
class. Failure to make a reasonable effort to notify the instructor that you
are going to be absent may be grounds for your being dropped from the
course.

Texts::
Steven Luper, An Introduction to Existential Thought, Mayfield Publishing Company, 2000,
ISBN 0-7674-0587-0)
Charles Neider, Short Novels of the Masters, (Carroll & Graf, N.Y., 1948, 1989)
ISBN 0-88184-487-X)
Assignments:
You are to submit a paper to each class meeting, from the second meeting
to the next-to-last one, which covers specific requirements determined by
the instructor. It is possible that we will decide in class to exchange or
share these papers. The general format for papers will be this: (1) You
should respond to key points I may have made of a "lecture" sort, for each
day prior to the day the paper is due. (2) You are to respond to and
elaborate on key events from the group interactions focusing on you as a
participant, or on your own feelings occasioned by what others bring in.
For reasons of confidentiality, be careful about how much you say about
others: in any case the focus should be on you, your feelings, your beliefs,
your conflicts. (3) You are to respond in a personal way to key themes
from the assigned reading, including reading due the same day the paper is
due. The point here is not to establish your having accurately grasped the
author's views, but to take the occasion to develop your own thoughts and
explore your own experiences, in light of your understanding of some of
what the author says. Some of the writings are extremely obscure. Even
the philosophy students will have a hard time with some of this, and the
non-majors will feel utterly lost. Usually, I will offer some explanation
before and after you have done the reading, but maybe I’ll lose you too!
Just do what you can with the material.
These three parts should each be 150 words in length, typed. While there
is considerable latitude to how you may go about these, I will not accept
papers that are too insubstantial or do not evidence a serious effort to
make personal application of the materials from lecture, group, and
reading.
Assignment schedule: assignments will be announced, typically one per
class from the list below. I will try to give a "mini-lecture" before each of
these reading assignments. With or without that assist, your job is to try
and get something out of the reading that you can apply personally. I will
suggest here some ideas to consider for that objective.
Dostoevsky, "Notes From Underground" (P. 411)
This Underground Man vacillates between wanting to be known and wanting to be an
enigma. How does this fit you as a participant in this group? Are you willing to identify
aspects of yourself that you anticipate you will be reluctant to explore?

The Underground Man thinks it's ridiculous that people always do what is to their
advantage. Sometimes we do things just to assert that we are free and unpredictable. On the
other hand, it would be gratifying to have some sort of identity, even something unpleasant,
like "being a sluggard." How does any of this fit you?
The Underground man claims to be motivated by "spite." For example, he won't see a
doctor about his "diseased liver" out of spite. Apparently the idea is that he will do
something contrary to what would be "good for him" or to his best interest. Can you apply
anything like this to yourself? Can you think of aspects of how you conduct your life that
do not seem very readily explained by motives of what is advantageous or pleasurable for
you, but seem motivated by something like "spite?"
Sartre, "The Humanism of Existentialism" (P. 264)
Sartre thinks we run away from our freedom by claiming to have a fixed and settled
"nature," or "essence." Supposing that each of us in this group has probably suggested a
picture of ourselves to the others about who we "are", how do you think you have been
portraying yourself so far (e.g., too old, too young, too healthy, too this or that for this group
of people to relate to.)
Sartre says when we choose, we choose for others. Looking at yourself in the context of this
group, how do you think you have been inviting others to see you?
Tolstoy, The Death Of Ivan Illych (in Neider)
Ivan led a most "ordinary" life, and yet seems in some way to have done it all wrong?
What's wrong with his life? How do you compare?
Who in this story do you think a caring person?
What are your ideas about how you do or do not want to approach your own death?
Kafka, "An Imperial Message" (P 430)
Suppose this is a message to you. What's the message?
Kafka, "Before the Law" (Xerox distribution) from The Trial
Suppose you are, at once, the doorkeeper, the man seeking the Law, and that which is being
sought. How do you stand in your own way, your own doorkeeper?
Kierkegaard, "Subjective Truth, Inwardness; Truth Is Subjectivity," from Concluding
Unscientific Postscript (P. 81)
Kierkegaard's idea about a relationship with God also has application to interpersonal
relationships: there is an inverse relationship between "objective evidence" and "subjective
truth." How might this apply to you and significant relationships you have (or don't have)?
Kierkegaard, "Rotation of Crops," from Either/Or (P 30)
Kierkegaard presents a dialogue between an advocate of the "aesthetic" life of maximizing
experience, and the "ethical" life of commitment. How does this apply to relationships you
have had?
Kierkegaard, from The Sickness Unto Death"
How does Kierkegaard's account of despair over "having a self" fit you?

Nietzsche, "The 'Genius of the Species'" (P 134)
Nietzsche asks, "What then is the purpose of consciousness generally, when it is mainly
superfluous?" By now, as a member of this group, you may have become distrustful of the
idea that we are generally conscious of the nature of our engagements. Reflect on this.
Nietzsche, from A Geneology of Morals (P 177)
Nietzsche thinks that "slave morality" rationalizes powerlessness as being virtue. How
might some of your values fit this description?
Heidegger, "The Existential Constitution of the There," from Being and Time (P 240)
Heidegger presents mood (affect) as a form of knowing or being attuned to our being. Many
of us have been encouraged to disregard mood and feelings. How does this apply to you?
Heidegger, "Falling Prey and Throwness," from Being and Time (P 244)
Idle talk, curiosity, and ambiguity are trademarks of being inauthentic. How does this apply
to your participation in this group?
Do you think it is possible for you to comprehend the idea of your own death? When you
try to address the question of what your death means to you, how do you find yourself
looking at the way you are conducting your life?
Kafka, Metamorphosis
Suppose you awake from a dream in which you found you had, overnight, transformed into
a huge cockroach. What would that mean to you, in terms of how you are living your life?
Sartre, "Negations," from Being and Nothingness (P278)
Sartre holds that all consciousness is negation: we experience our situations in terms of what
is missing or lacking. How does this fit you?
Sartre, "Patterns of Bad Faith" from Being and Nothingness (P 293)
Try applying to something about yourself the analysis Sartre gives of the woman in "bad
faith" who tries to run from "facticity" by affirming "transcendence" and vice versa. Try to
think of specific ways in which you are, at times, inclined to try to affirm what are "just the
facts" about who you "are," and ways in which you, at other times, take refuge in the idea of
being more than the facts of your history.
Sartre, "Love, Language, Masochism," and "Indifference, Desire, Hate, Sadism," from
Being and Nothingness (P 309)
How does this fit you: that we vacillate between trying to get an identity from another by
being loved, and give an identity to another through sexuality? I f you had to choose
between mainly being someone looked at by others or mainly being someone who did the
looking, which would be more your style?
Sartre, from No Exit (P 432)

Hell is other people because they can see better than we can the choices we make. How
does this apply to being in a group like this? In what ways do you let others "see" you, and
in what ways do you try to not be seen?
Camus, from The Myth of Sisyphus (P 389)
Reflect on the idea that you have been engaged in an absurd project, analogous to Sisyphus'
being condemned to forever roll that rock up a hill. Think of specific applications of this
metaphor, such as the sense that you continually repeat certain patterns in your relationships,
or repeatedly find yourself overreacting to criticism, or find that your moods seem to follow
certain unwanted patterns.
[End syllabus.]

To follow are points to be presented for discussion:
6.
Why stress parallels with therapy? My preference is to overstate the resemblance to
psychotherapy and make it very clear that I think there are parallels. There are many
reasons why I believe that my "existential group" in fact is not psychotherapy, and some
other philosophical practitioner might decide, accordingly, to not even raise the issue or else
declare in a preemptory way that the things are entirely different. The differences may well
be more clear-cut for other academics. I am interested in encouraging attention to affect,
self-disclosure and the exploration of matters that are areas of conflict and sensitivity for the
group's participants. Regardless of how philosophically (or legally) compelling my views
on differences between therapy and existential exploration, the comparison is bound to be
made in the minds of participants and the general public. I think I have an ethical obligation
to err on the side of stressing similarities rather than differences.
9.
Screening of participants. Usually I interview potential group members before
the first meeting. Minimally, I explain in detail my view of the nature and purpose of the
group at the first meeting, providing every reasonable opportunity for people to screen
themselves out if a focus on self-disclosure of personal struggles would not be timely for
them. On occasion I will tell someone that I think this group is not right for him/her.
Generally, the sorts of people who might have an initial interest in something called an
"existential group" would also be able to discern whether the particulars of such a group
were not right for them, provided they were reasonably fully informed about the group.
10.
Informed consent. Potential group members should be informed about the nature
and purposes of the group, the background and qualifications of the group leader, any
potential risks, considerations of confidentiality and exceptions to confidentiality, policies
about or restrictions on freedom of exit.
11. Preparation of group members. When I am conducting a group, such as a course
that will meet over several weeks, I devote much of the first meeting to an in-depth

explanation of the purposes of the group. I provide suggestions about how to get the most
from the group and offer guidelines for how to participate in ways which will foster rather
than undermine the affective dimension of group process. If the group will meet only once,
I spend some initial time going over such matters. I may distribute literature on group
process, such as a few pages on guidelines for getting the most from a group in Corey,
Corey, Callanan and Russell, Group Techniques
(Brooks/Cole, 2003). Groups that seek to enhance expression of affect surrounding personal
issues are best guided by practices somewhat different from everyday polite conversation.
That is, I encourage group members to make a point of focusing on oneself rather than being
overly concerned to advise or question others. In addition, I advise members to be
reasonably "greedy" about taking time for their own issues rather than trying excessively to
stay focused on the issues of others. Groups will find their own way to these norms, but
sometimes the route is needlessly confrontational and, I think, best assisted by the group
leader.
11.
Risks. With an experienced group leader and appropriately prepared members, I
think fears that an emotionally focused group exploring existential issues is going to
somehow provoke psychosis or suicide is pretty much a false issue. However, I think there
are risks to participating in such groups, and I believe I need to make a reasonable effort to
explain these. For instance, when people are given an opportunity to think deeply and
critically about how they conduct their lives, this may prove disruptive to their relationships
with significant others. This is something I tell group members.
12.
Group pressure. Another risk especially worth mentioning for something like an
existential group comes from the observation that groups typically exert considerable
pressure on members perceived as not being open contributors. Especially silent members
are likely to be viewed as judgmental. Philosophically sophisticated members are liable to
be perceived as overly intellectual and detached from their feelings. These people are at risk
of feeling attacked when the group is struggling to achieve greater levels of intimacy, when
some are thought to obstruct this movement.
13.
Confidentiality. If an existential group were psychotherapy, there would still be
limits on the extent to which confidentiality could be assumed. In California there are some
situations of danger to oneself or others which therapists are legally mandated to report.
Members should be informed about limits to confidentiality, such as that one cannot
guarantee that others will respect it. As a group leader I believe I do have a duty to warn or
report about some sorts of things, I do consult with other professionals about people who
consult with me, and I do, with discretion, make reference to my experiences with clients in
lectures and in writing. I do not share the view of some that these qualifications on
confidentiality undermine the foundations of formats promoting self-inquiry, but I do think
it undermining and unethical to fail to warn participants of such things.

14.

Freedom of exit. I do not believe that members of an experiential group have the

"right" to leave whenever they like. I think one reason why people are reluctant to talk
honestly about their personal struggles comes from a sense that "if you really knew me, you

would leave." When a group member leaves a group this tends to underscore that fear, as if
one reasoned "people have left this group, and it's because of me." I ask group members to
agree to a policy of no sudden departures, to be committed to regular attendance, and to try
to give advanced notice if they will be unable to attend.
15.
Existential group vs. existentialist cliches. For me, the trickiest aspect of
conducting an existential group is achieving just the right balance or blend of thought and
affect. With Heidegger, I believe that our moods and affect are a means of being attuned to
how we are and what we care about. With Kierkegaard, I believe that reflecting is easy, and
"existing" is easy, but interpenetrating existence with reflection is very difficult (and
worthwhile). I want to create an environment where group members both think and feel,
without falling into excesses of either. I believe that if people are given an environment of
honest expression of feeling and personal conflict, they will find their way to an enhanced
awareness of freedom, choice, and personal responsibility. I do not seek to shorten that
journey with speeches urging others to proclaim their freedom or utilize language suggestive
of owning responsibility. This only promotes superficiality.

16.

Discussion of specific themes and readings from the syllabus.

(1) Title: "The SCAPE Model for Interdisciplinary Archaeological
Investigations in the Forks Region, Central Saskatchewan, Canada"
(2) Authors: Garry Running IV, David Meyer, Karen Havholm, Dion Wiseman,
Andrea Freeman, Laura Roskowski, Butch Amundson, Steve Kasstan and Adam
Lange
(3) Affiliations of Authors
Garry Running IV, Karen Havholm, Adam Lange; University of
Wisonsin-Eau Claire
David Meyer, Steve Kasstan: University of Saskatchewan
Dion Wiseman: University of Brandon
Andrea Freeman, Laura Roskowski: University of Calgary
Butch (Leslie) Amundson: Stantec Consulting Ltd., Saskatoon
(4) Addresses:
Dr. Garry Running IV
Dept. of Geography and Anthropology
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Eau Claire, Wisonsin 55702-4004
Dr. David Meyer
Dept. of Archaeology
University of Saskatchewan
55 Campus drive
Saskatoon, SK S7N 5B1 Canada
(5) E-mail addresses:
Dr. Garry Running IV: runningl@uwec.edu
Dr. David Meyer: meyerd@duke.usask.ca
(6) Abstract:
The purpose of this poster is to present the SCAPE (Study of Cultural
Adaptations in the Prairie Ecozone) model for interdisciplinary,
multi-level archaeological investigations. A five-year project, SCAPE is
funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
(Major Collaborative Research Initiatives Program) to characterize

human-environment interactions through post-glacial times on the
Canadian Plains. SCAPE is focused on five time slices (9,000, 6,000,
3,000, 1,500, and 500 BP) selected due to their importance with respect
to environmental and cultural change. Four localities across the study
region are under investigation. This poster will focus on the region of
the confluence of the North and South Saskatchewan Rivers in central
Saskatchewan. Geomorphologic complexity, a legacy of Pleistocene events
and ongoing Holocene geomorphic processes, characterizes this SCAPE
research locality. It exhibits a mosaic of microhabitats (resources
available to human groups) and a rich archaeological record.
The SCAPE research team includes archaeologists and a host of
co-investigators from the geosciences and life sciences, educators, and
high school to graduate students working collaboratively. The SCAPE
research model includes social and natural scientists conducting
fieldwork together (teams rather than individual investigators), and
emphasis on local-scale (archaeology beyond the site level, and
geoarchaeology at finer temporal and spatial scales than regional and
millennial). Teams include: archaeologists with expertise in lithics,
ceramics, and various cultural periods; geoarchaeologists with expertise
in soils, sedimentology and stratigraphy, GIS and remote sensing, stable
isotopes, phytoliths and pollen, fossil gastropods and molluscs;
historians and ethnohistorians; First Nation Elders; and ecologists.
High school and post-secondary educators are integrated into all phases
of SCAPE research to facilitate rapid transfer of cutting edge science
to high-quality curricular materials.
Thank you,
David Meyer
Professor
-Department of Archaeology
University of Saskatchewan
55 Campus Drive
Saskatoon, SK S7N 5B1
Canada
Office: (306) 966-4178
FAX: (306) 966-56400

Total Sound in Film: Black Hawk Down, A Case Study
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Presentation time: 45-60’
Warning: Examples will be shown from the film Black Hawk Down depicting the graphic
violence of war. Some scenes may also contain offensive language.
Introduction
Sound in film often exists in two distinct layers beyond the narrative dialogue: music and
sound effects. There is certainly overlap between the two such as the knocking on a door
in tempo with the music, but these two elements more often than not, remain aurally
separate and distinct. In the 2001 film Black Hawk Down, directed by Ridley Scott with
film score by Hans Zimmer and sound design by John Title, these two elements blend
into a seamless continuum. This seamlessness is so complete that the traditional notion
of themes must be broadened to incorporate sound on all levels from melodic, ethnic and
orchestral musical types, to what I will call sound object types. One of four themes used
throughout is the sound effect of the Black Hawk helicopter. This helicopter theme is
carefully prepared from the outset through subconscious allusion within the sound design
as a whole, until it is presented as a diegetic (present to the characters in the picture)
sound effect. Throughout the film this sound object theme transforms into orchestral and
electronic musical material through a process referred to in electroacoustic music as
spectromorphology which Smalley defines as “…an approach to sound materials and
musical structures which concentrates on the spectrum of available pitches and their
shaping over time.” In addition, the periodic rhythm of this helicopter theme is used as a
tension creating device through synchronous transformation with music, and conversely
a-synchronous use. Tempo and rhythmic counterpoint are used throughout to strengthen
the tension of the narrative story and action on all levels. In addition, timbral
development, or morphology, of the helicopter theme is also a large component of the
sound design. Development on these two elements: timbre and rhythm, of this helicopter
theme will be shown through audio-visual examples and traced throughout the film.
The musical material in Black Hawk Down consists of four types: ethnic music,
orchestral music, rock music, and sound effects music. All four are presented within the
first four minutes of the film as distinct stylistic components, and throughout the film
merge and combine on many levels. The first three are relatively traditional in their use
of note-based material presented by orchestral instruments or derivatives (such as
electronic instruments which, by extension, also includes ethnic instruments). In short,
they are based in the Western tonal developmental style. There are traditional leitmotif

themes, as well as stylistic themes such as “rock music” which signifies the coming of
action. This stylistic eclecticism reflects the general post-modern aesthetic of the later
part of the 20th century, of combining diverse material into a unified whole--in short
borrowing whatever stylistic devices fit the need of the music, narrative, or drama.
The fourth music type, and the one I want to focus on originates from the sound effect of
the helicopter. The primary identifiers of this sound theme are its rhythm and its timbre.
The helicopter sound is present throughout to exploit less obvious intersections between
the visual action on the screen and the action we hear. The resultant complexity requires
that our definition of theme be expanded to include an element that originates from a
deigetic sound effect source, but is not limited to that use. The helicopter theme is ideal
suited for this purpose because of its inherent rhythm, and its timbral complexity. I
would like to show how the helicopter theme unfolds at the beginning of the film, and
also, give a brief example of its use at the end, to show, in effect, that the sound design is
framed by this sound in multiple coded layers of timbral and rhythmic transformation.
Case Study: rhythmic and timbral linkages between sound effect and music
In the very opening, we hear wind, which, on an obvious level, signifies the dry desert
but also at a less obvious level, the moving air of the chopper blades. This association is
confirmed by very subtle accents which create a pulse temporarily rhythmicising the
wind for three beats at 13-15 seconds.
Sound example 1: 00:00—25 (no visuals)
There is one other example of this “pulsed” or accented wind at 56 seconds.
At 2:26 we hear a rhythmic wind sound. The pulse fades in with the title sequence “In
late August, America’s elite soldiers, Delta Force, Army Rangers and the 160th SOAR are
sent to Mogadishu to remove Aidid and restore order.” The way this entrance is created
is significant for two reasons. First, the two sound layers (rhythmic wind, and orchestral
music) are in different tempi: they do NOT synchronize, creating a rhythmic tension in
the sound design, forecasting the disastrous outcome of the raid which the film is about.
Second, the wind sound is altered through filtering so that initially the high-frequencies
which identify it as a “helicopter” are absent (corresponding to the blue colorization of
the images). We hear this abstract pulsing sound, much like we see the images: both a
veiled “reality” through colorization. These high frequencies are gradually faded back in,
to give us the unmistakable sound image of the Black Hawk Helicopter.
Sound example 2: 2:20-53 (no visuals)
The initial presentation of the helicopter theme, then is given in three installments: first
the general “moving wind sound”; second the abstract rhythmic impulse suggesting the
repeating rotors, and third, the addition of the complete spectrum of high frequencies, in
effect, the timbral identifier of the helicopter sound. The net effect is a sonic
transformation from general to specific which introduces the helicopter as a sonic

character before we see it. Its presence is felt (even if subconsciously) from the very
beginning.
The timbral links between the orchestral music and the helicopter continue to unfold as a
significant element of this sonic theme. When we cut to the title “Black Hawk Down”
the combined rock, orchestral and ethnic music begins to have a pulse. This pulse is
subdivided by 16th notes in the percussion (maracas). A metallic gong scraping sound
immediately precedes the helicopter visual for the first time (this attack impulse
transforms the envelope of the helicopter entrance). In addition to this rhythmic and
timbral link (maraca to helicopter), the pitch of the orchestral music slides up a half step
(C-C#) when we first see the helicopter from afar linking the pitch of the orchestra to
that of the sound effect. The orchestration not only links the sound effect with the visual,
but also gives us all of the information we need about how the helicopter sound will
interact within the total design of the film including music. It will not function simply as
a sound effect corresponding to the image of a helicopter, but it will be an integral
character in the unfolding of the drama.
Sound example 3: 2:55-3:05 (no visuals)
The net effect here is to create a subconscious connection and interdependence between
the sound effect layer and the music layer, and to also function as a tension creating
device and to obliterate any distinct boundary between elements within the sound design.
The crowning evidence of this unity comes when we finally see a closeup of Sgt.
Eversman (the main character of the film) in the helicopter. For the first time we hear the
close-up sound of the helicopter, from his perspective. It is heard in a sextuplet
subdivision in tempo with the music, and the orchestral music slides up an additional half
step (to D) to be in unison with the sound effect. I will begin this sound example at the
same place as the previous in order to hear the entire pitch slide from C to D.
Sound example 4: 2:55-3:14 (no visuals)
The orchestral score continues throughout the rest of this scene providing sonic
continuity as the camera angels and perspectives shift and cut (as do the sound effects),
and reminds us constantly (albeit subconsciously) of the helicopters presence through the
percussion subdivision pointed out earlier. In effect, the helicopter rhythm has already
become an integral part of the musical fabric. In one additional close-up, this time inside
the helicopter, again the rotors of the chopper are in tempo with the music. As the action
and chaos around the Red Cross food truck increases, so does the tempo of the orchestral
score. The rock music pulse signifies the coming of “action” just before Aidid’s malitia
open fire on civilians, and again, we cut back to the helicopter as the US soldiers watch
this unfold. As the soldiers are told they cannot intervene, the helicopter sound moves
out of synch with the orchestral score, auralizing the frustration of the soldiers at their
inability to act. The distinct tempo shift occurs in the cut at time mark 4:39: the music is
at quarter equals 108 while the helicopter shifts to ca. quarter equals 116.

Sound example 5: 3:15-4:49 (no visuals)
In the exposition (the first 4:50 of the film), then, the sound design sets up the template
for how the helicopter sound will function throughout the film: as a tension creating
device which seamlessly connects the music with the action sound effects through
rhythmic linkage and timbral morphology to remove sonic boundaries.
I would like to show this entire exposition, but must warn you that it contains graphic
violence as depicted in war, so feel free to close your eyes or leave if you are offended by
this.
Video example 1: Show 00:00-4:49
As I said before, the helicopter sound and its transformation frames the film, so I would
like to show its presence at the end of the film. As the last troops run the Mogadishu
Mile back at the UN base, we hear the helicopter theme, but played by cello tremolo in
sul ponticello. The link with the helicopter theme is again on two levels: rhythmic
(tremolo subdivision) and timbral: higher metallic sound of ponticello.
Sound example 6: Play 2:06:30-51 (no visuals)
One further clear sonic statement of a helicopter happens at 2:10:30. A helicopter fly
over links a visual cut from the hospital where General Garrison is wiping up blood on
the floor, and a triage area where Cpt. Steele is going to visit a dying solder, Ruiz. As a
sonic link, the helicopter fly-over seamlessly transforms into the orchestral score through
both pitch and timbral linking. The fly-over is from left to right, and begins a whole step
up in pitch from the orchestral pedal, and through Doppler shift slides into a unison then
seamlessly fades into the distance leaving us with both a timbral and tonal resolution into
the orchestral score open 5ths. Note that this is the reverse of the tonal motion at the
opening (A to G this time in g minor with a D pedal). This is a prime example of spectral
morphology: the timbre of the helicopter seamlessly transforms into the orchestral score
through common pitch components. This spectromorphology is a device electroacoustic
composers have used since the 1950’s to create new structures in music.
Sound example 7: Play 2:10:25-40
Some final helicopter remnants persist throughout the conversation between Eversman
and Hoot. At 2:11:55 another fly-over (very distant) punctuates the dialogue and phrase
structure of the music, and at 2:12:35 a very subtle flutter of wind gives the final presence
of the Black Hawk, as Hoot leaves to go back into action. These final helicopter sounds
link the sound effects of a cut to the battlefield staging area where soldiers are preparing
to go back into action, with the music score. This in effect is the reverse of the opening
where the helicopter is linked to wind.
Sound Example 8: 2:10:45-2:13:00

The integration of sound effect and music is so seamless and complete at this point that it
can go un-noticed without the strictest attention.
Conclusion
These techniques of spectromorphological linkage, as stated, have been used for nearly 5
decades by composers of electroacoustic music, and with today’s technology have
become easily accessible to a wider market of users, including Hollywood. The subtlety
of these sound uses contributes to the film on numerous levels. They allow for more
literal correspondence between image and sound going far beyond the mere setting of
literal sound prints of the action through sound effects, and mood or emotion by the
music. They reinforce and can even define the drama and story on both literal
(conscious) and metaphoric (subconscious) levels, and in some cases even create the
drama, or at least forecast the drama ahead of time. Finally, and perhaps more
importantly, they allow for entirely new layers of expression and meaning in the filmelevating the use of sound to a more equal level with image.
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Abstract:
Examples of duality are found in the Coligny calendar of the continental Celts, which
designates two halves of the year, in the Lebor Gabála Erenn, and throughout the Cath Mag
Tuired, a core mythological tale within the body of early Irish literature and one that is
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The Chubu: Women Between Korea’s Past and Future
By
Cho, Dong-Joon
Lim, Suk-Jun
Rowan, Bernard1
Abstract
This paper argues that Korean full-time housewives or chubu exhibit a political
perspective that is distinct from Korean women in the professions and from working
mothers or ajumma. The author identifies the social and political values of chubu as
tending to differ in certain respects from the feminist-liberalism of Korean women in the
professions, and from the Confucianism of ajumma.
The discussion proceeds in four sections: first, a brief survey of the development
of the social role of Korean housewives is presented, together with changes attending the
rapid processes of industrialization, urbanization, and nuclearization of the Korean family
in the late 20th century. This results in a working definition of the term chubu. Second, a
model of key attitudinal and behavioral traits of the traditional Korean housewife is
presented, noting differences with the other two groups. Third, the model is tested
utilizing survey and other data obtained from fieldwork in Korea conducted during the
Summer and Fall of 2002. Finally, the paper concludes with a description of the political
implications of the analysis for the future of women and democracy in Korea.
Drawing on literatures from Korean studies, women’s studies, and political
science, the discussion depicts chubu as women between Korea’s cultural and social past
and future. Their opinions and understandings generally conform to a contemporary
form of traditional ideals, and their cultural consciousness is moderately conservative.
Nonetheless, there is a progressive potential for chubu, rooted in unmet expectations
identified by analysis of their life conditions and opinions.
Introduction
A discussion of Korean women today increasingly defies conventional
categorization. The traditional division of terms includes agassi or cheonyeo, ajumeoni
or ajumma, and halmoni (young woman or virgin, married woman, elderly woman). This
division persists, but within and surrounding these words are a number of contested
spaces for representing the identity of women. Young women today embrace fewer
meanings traditionally associated with being unmarried as they acquire more education
and marry at a later age. Married women do not embrace many of the significations of
the term ajumma, which is now associated more than less with working women and
stands as a generic, somewhat pejorative term. A related term for Korean married
women denotes those who are homemakers or full-time housewives, chubu. This quite
natural process of dynamism in the ascriptive and denotative meanings of social terms
reflects broader changes in the cultural and political outlook of Korean women and
citizens generally.
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Korea’s movement away from the traditional society of Confucianism under the
Chosun dynasty, its experience of authoritarian government and rapid industrialization,
and its embrace of many elements of global liberalism and European-American culture
have all played a part in the growing diversity of Korean social identities. So too have
the nuclearization and urbanization of Korean families, the increased independence
asserted by Korean women in terms of life choices, and the growing number of women in
Korea’s workforce. In related fashion, the increased incidence of divorce, the declining
birthrate, and the delay of marriage have made a culture known as “the land of morning
calm” decidedly more kinetic in terms of gender relations. Indeed this dynamism of
Korean the people and nation also characterizes its cultural understanding of women,
their roles, duties, and perspectives on the broader society.
This paper will examine a particular subset of Korean married women, namely
middle class housewives, known as chubu or as jungsangchung chubu.2 Today roughly
36 percent of Korean married women are homemakers. Popular and academic
speculation has been paid to Korean women as a group,3 but somewhat less analysis has
been devoted to discussing the particular characteristics, opinions, and social implications
of housewives. Currently there is much discussion about the role of women in the new
government of Roh, Moo-hyun and in the Korean workforce, the problems of Korean
women laborers, and Korean comfort women -- but not so much about the chubu.
Middle-class housewives are not simply early 21st century versions of 1950’s
American homemakers or today’s suburban soccer moms, even though there are
similarities. Nor are they simply lapsed representatives of an elite or yangban ideal, as
they might well be portrayed. The argument of this paper is that chubu are women
between Korea’s cultural and social past and future. Their opinions and
understandings generally conform to a contemporary form of traditional ideals, and
their cultural consciousness is moderately conservative as a group. Nonetheless,
there is a progressive potential for chubu, rooted in unmet expectations identified by
analysis of their life conditions and opinions. The political mobilization of Korean
chubu has yet to occur. Chubu are one key to the future of Korea, but which door they
will open remains to be seen.
The paper begins with a survey of the customary ways to understand middle-class
housewives, which will result in a dilemma for defining the term chubu. It then posits a
definition for housewives as one of contingent or variable social meanings. Survey data
is adduced to bring out the significance of the open identification latent in the identity of
Korean chubu. The analysis then concludes by stating the paper’s major findings and
implications.
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In this paper, these two phrases will be used interchangeably, although the more generic term is chubu,
with jungsangchung chubu denoting class status. We follow Lett (1998) and Bourdieu (1984) who see
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Chubu: Customary Perspectives
In this section, commonplace understandings of the Korean housewife’s social
role and function are discussed, as well as their traditional antecedents. Based upon this
survey of contemporary and Chosun-era descriptions, a definition of the term chubu is
provided. This definition reveals a paradox and contingency in the range of political and
social identifications for housewives.
Contemporary Meanings
To begin with, a chubu today is generally understood to be a married woman with
one or more children whose primary occupation is that of a domestic partner -- a wife and
mother who works in the home. According to a recent survey, a typical Korean
housewife’s day is spent in this way: four and one-half hours for leisure and
socialization, three and one-half hours for housework, three hours for other work,4 one
hour for travel, one hour caring for family members, ten hours for self-maintenance, and
one hour for other activities (JGI, 2002d).
The Korean middle-class housewife generally does not work for wages or salary,
though she may have done so prior to marriage (and may do so in the future).5 Many
Korean full-time housewives earn considerable money through the informal sector,
through investing, forming networks to raise funds (gye), and speculating in real estate.
Korean housewives may be of any class of course, but this study focuses on the so-called
middle-income housewives, or jungsangchung chubu.6
In general terms, and in most households, Korean housewives control the family’s
income. Even though they may not earn (much of) the funds, their role and duty is to
manage the household, the expenses for day-to-day necessities, the organization of the
children’s education (a job in itself), and various obligations to real estate, governmental,
and other institutions. In turn, Korean housewives have a significant impact on the
Korean national economy through their control of consumption and investment
expenditure.
Korean chubu also are leading authorities in forming social status relationships
for children. It is they who guide early socialization through play and educational
activities, the choice of schools and friends, and the associated projection of status
images. Korean housewives are keenly concerned with their children’s future (JGI,
2002). This is most clearly apparent in terms of education, due to its importance in
4
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Korean culture for obtaining the best jobs and socializing with the best Korean families,
and also because positions in Korea’s top universities are highly sought after and scarce
relative to demand. Korea ranks first in the world interms of domestic spending on
education, with 2.98 percent of GNP as of 1998 (Seo, 2002).
In their spare time, chubu enjoy outside activities such as golf, shopping in
department stores, and excursions with family members.7 The popular image often
discussed by husbands is of a woman and her friends getting the children off to school
and then enjoying much of the day with friends in boutiques, restaurants, coffee shops,
and spas. This caricature is reflected in television commercials, the host of popular
magazines designed for Korean housewives for home economics, fashion, and beauty,
and the widely available Korean soap operas that perpetuate associated stereotypes.
In reality, however, this lifestyle also carries a dimension of loneliness or
isolation. While husbands work for many hours and children are busy with educational
and after-school activities, Korean women are left in and around the household, the
neighborhood, and the city. What looks to many as a desirable and comfortable-toindolent lifestyle of some 21st century samonim or matron is often experienced as a kind
of socially sanctioned cage or self-imposed prison. This factor will be important to
highlight in terms of modifying the conservative cultural stereotype placed on Korean
chubu.
To summarize, chubu are homemakers, wives and mothers, who govern their
households and pursue family pedagogy with an eye to class standing, preservation and
upward mobility. They occupy a privileged position as women and as persons within
Korean culture, but for at least some of them, class elevation is experienced as a kind of
status deflation. They are principal actors in the nation’s economy, educational sphere,
and socialization of family members. That Korean middle-class housewives occupy this
social status and position relates both to the traditional historical social function of
women, as well as to the changes attending modernization and economic development, to
a brief discussion of which the paper now turns.
The Confucian housewife
The traditional housewife was to follow the boundaries of life portrayed by
Korean translations and adaptations of the Confucian classics and associated with the
family life appropriate to a yangban,8 the Korean term naming highly educated scholars
and holders of key government and other occupations during the Chosun era. She was
the master of the household (ansaram or anchuin), but she had no status as a person, in
terms of legal or juridical claims of authority; it was her husband who exercised power
and was responsible for relationships with the world outside the home. A woman’s duty
to her parents did not end, but her responsibilities to the head of household, her husband,
as wife and mother of his children were primary (Lett, 1998; Cho, 1998; Lee, 1998; Kim
and Choi, 1998).
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Traditional Korean housewives functioned as complements to their husbands.
Their sphere of activity and control was limited to the household, and within it, to clearly
defined rooms, spaces, and activities. Gender segregation was both external and internal
to the household (Lett, 1998). Within the household, many elite women cultivated the
fine arts, but few were concerned with this education in a formal sense, beyond what
arose through performing their duties. Household relations and womanly duties were
written in texts but more commonly were learned by doing (Lett, 1998).
Housewives had no political role in the wider society external to the household.
Their principal political contribution was to raise children who by learning the
obligations and actions proper to good order within the family would learn how to
achieve good relationships without the household, with other elders and peers, and as part
of a broader political order.
Yangban housewives disdained manual labor and business, as well as association
with members of the artisan and commoner classes, the sangin and chonmin (Lett 1998;
Kawashima, 2002). Their marriages were more than likely arranged through family
connections, and one of the hallmark principles was to marry within the same class status,
or class endogamy. This was essential to preserving the family line and lineage record,
itself a mark of high status, since commoners did not in general maintain lineage records.
Modernization and Change
The end of the Chosun dynasty and period following the Korean War saw stresses
to the yangban ideal as a social matrix for housewives. The social turmoil occasioned by
Korea’s entry to modernity saw old yangban families seeking to secure past status while
new social classes, formerly commoners, acquired footholds for class ascendancy in the
new political and economic environment (Lett, 1998; Eckert, 1990). These processes
attending modernization occasioned changes for housewives as well.
In turn, Korea’s middle-class, up until to the present, comprises both traditional
and bourgeois identifications, the amalgam of which is open to new and changing
appropriations. The group of “middle-class” housewives today would include not only
those who are members of the governmental, business and educational elites, but also
those who have non-traditional bases of status, that is as wives of corporate executives
and managers, and of salaried men generally. Since the 1980s and 1990s, it would also
include wives of men who have benefited from stock and real estate investments, and a
fair number of women who have speculated themselves.
Industrialization realized for the Korean housewife a relief from many burdens
associated with physical labor within the household, and in many cases outside as well
(Chang, 1997). The household was no longer the primary unit of production for family
needs. Instead the housewife’s role changed to that of being a primary subject of
consumption: using family income to purchase goods, services, and technology. Laborsaving devices freed women from a certain amount of time spent in cooking, cleaning,
and other duties.
Concurrently, industrialization ushered in the migration of families to major
cities, away from rural towns and villages. This process also resulted in the increased
nuclearization of families and individualism, but for chubu it implied something of a loss
in status and possibilities (Hart, 2000). Middle-class housewives’ isolation is in part due
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to the changes of modernization attending a loss of extended family members, who
previously lived within the same household. It also is due in part to the pace of life in
Korea’s cities, in which individuals, especially those with education and training, are able
to select from a variety of domestic and (later) international businesses and organizations
to pursue a living; chubu are excluded from these pathways by their station in life. Most
middle-class housewives do not partake in this process. They function as a stabilizing
factor, continuing to perform their traditional functions, while husbands and children
access a rapidly changing state and nation in which their individual goals find greater
freedom and expression. This ambivalence or dissonance in the standing of Korean
housewives within the broader society is a critical point for the analysis to follow.
Identifying Core Definitional Elements
The foregoing discussion highlights several important elements for defining the
term chubu. It also prepares a comparison of the similarities and differences between
housewives in the traditional and contemporary periods. The Korean elite or yangban
housewife had important roles in the following six areas: lineage and endogamy,
household maintenance, the avoidance of manual labor and public life, provision of
education, exemplars of a class and cultural ideal, and Confucianism.
In terms of lineage and endogamy, the housewife should have been of a family
with status as high as that of her husband. Elite males did not in general choose wives
from lower status groups. An initial meaning for the Korean housewife is then a
preoccupation with high status obtained via one’s spouse, and one’s own family.
Second, household maintenance was the housewife’s proper concern.
Housewives were responsible for providing and/or seeing to the provision of cooking,
cleaning, and supervision of domestic servants, tutors, and other workers retained by the
family, as well as the care of children. As such, control of the household and authority
over processes relating to its operation is another key meaning for chubu.
A third element concerns the avoidance of manual labor and public life. Central
to the preservation of elite status was avoidance of manual labor, extending to the entire
range of formal occupations. Korean men were in charge of the family’s provision vis-àvis the public sphere, while Korean women took charge of the household. In fact
housewives were in many cases not to be seen in public, and household spaces were
demarcated in analogous fashion.9
To maintain the status position of elite families required that children (especially
sons) acquire the kind of education needed to earn a position with the government or to
be a professor or holder of a status occupation, as well as to retain one’s landed or status
position within the local community. In turn, the provision of education for children
becomes a fourth central function.
Fifth, housewives were exemplars of a cultural and class ideal. Beyond lineage
through marriage, the role of housewives in preserving and constructing class boundaries
was (and remains) very important (Eckert, 1990; Lett, 1998). Korean housewives also
had as an implicit function to maintain their social character or ideal, for their children
and consequently for all children of similar status – for Korean society itself.
9
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Finally, Korean housewives were practitioners of Confucian ethics. Korean wives
were to learn and practice Confucian values associated with the complex of relations and
bonds in which husband was prior to wife, parent to child, and senior to junior.
Implicitly children were dependent upon their elders for status ascription, role and
personal validation, and for their futures. The Confucian society of Chosun Korea placed
a high premium on harmony in social relationships and respect for the wishes of elders.
A woman’s son(s), in their life choices, as well as the prospective husbands of daughters
in theirs, should reflect the family’s history, and in doing so to represent what for
Confucianism amounts to a microcosm of order in the universe.
These six elements or meanings of housewifery or a housewife’s core of social
responsibility survived the processes of nationalization and industrialization, with all of
the impacts on Korean society they entailed. When we turn to considering today’s
middle-class housewife, most of the six elements still ring true. Others remain relevant,
but their meanings have changed: lineage endogamy is no longer strictly speaking a
requirement, nor is the importance of lineage groups in relation to the broader society
(Lett, 1998). Nonetheless, most middle-class women are keenly aware of their own and
their husband’s social standing, and they possess a consciousness that is invested in
choosing marriage partners from families of the same or higher social standing.10
In related fashion, household maintenance remains important, and most
housewives retain control over related decisions to a significant extent. In terms of
avoiding public life and labor, for women as individuals there is no proscription, but for
middle-class housewives, their situation is not dissimilar to their traditional forebears.
While ajumma cannot avoid public life and must work for wages, and while professional
women (professors, government workers, etc.) work because of educational and life
choices, chubu need not work, tend to view their primary work as homemakers, and
confine money-making to investment and speculation activities.11 It is true that
housewives now have more responsibility for contacting governmental and educational
institutions and conduct a wide variety of related transactions (Chang, 1997).12 However,
these functions are in service of their household, role-related duties. It is not so much
that the meaning and function of chubu have changed in this area, as has the context for
fulfilling their duties.
As noted previously, educational provision is perhaps the hallmark preoccupation
of jungsangchung chubu. To obtain a favored public or private primary and secondary
institutions is a central concern because educational attainment remains the principal
10

Most Korean women remain loyal to the ideal of traditional gender relations: they believe it their
responsibility to provide for children, and they value a spouse who is financially independent and capable
of supporting them. Indeed a study of attitudes toward marriage found that women who were remarrying
had similar attitudes about men as agassi in terms of the male as breadwinner, holder of a good job, and
source of financial power (Lee, Mi-kyong, 1999).
11
There is some tendency to conspicuous consumption among chubu, or public manifestation of class and
wealth status, in particular among the more exclusive residential areas of major cities, as in Kangnam
ajumma, but this phenomenon is by no means universal or necessary per se to middle-class lifestyle and
status (Lett, 1998).
12
Many housewives also participate actively in apartment organizations or bunyohui or bansanghui,
assuming leadership positions and even orchestrating and manipulating the apartment complex’s
relationships with vendors and real estate agencies, in order to maintain the value of their household
investments, and in some cases, to acquire personal benefit (JGI, 2002b).
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universal determinant of Korean social class position.13 For men it means access to the
best kinds of jobs with all that this would entail for public and private possibilities. For
women, education is valued both to obtain a positive job as agassi but even more strongly
to attract and win social title to the most desirable marriage partner.
Status production remains an important consideration. Housewives are concerned
that children marry suitable people, meaning those who will provide them with the same
or better standard of living. The role of chubu in facilitating this process occurs in a
variety of ways, from early childhood onward. Despite Korea’s Euro-American
resonances in culture, politics, and value orientations, children remain dependent upon
their parents for their status production. To establish a household, to start a business or
investment possibility, to acquire higher education and occupational possibilities, to
develop networks of friends and peers, and to find a spouse, the majority of Korean
young adults still look to their parents to a great degree, as their parents did to their own.
This in turns fosters among the families of chubu a perpetuation of the contemporary
middle-to-elite class ideal, which though not absolute or as clear-cut as during the
yangban era, remains a strong and abiding variable.
To emphasize this point, even though Korean culture today is impacted by
national identity structures as well as those of a global capitalist-democratic world order,
Korean chubu are concerned about their status as members of an in-group or collective
social category. They strive to maintain or enhance the family’s public and felt status, to
encourage in children and in spousal partner choices those who hold high status
occupations (professors, corporate and business executives, governmental professionals,
and similar occupations), and to maintain family solidity and integrity in terms of present
and future choices of friends and partners in marriage, as well as social contacts
generally.
Finally, while the subject of Confucianism’s importance to contemporary Korea is
a topic deserving separate treatment, its currency remains, even if it is no longer an
official ideology. That Korean housewives today do not find Confucianism a positive
personal or social philosophy does belies the very ways their behaviors recapitulate it
(though not without progressive potential).14 The five other indices or variables of
Korean housewife identity are replete with Confucian categories and concerns: the
valuation of education, role differentiation and complementarity within the household,
concern with promotion of harmony among peers and for provision of children’s futures,
and attention to and mirroring of social hierarchy. All of these Confucian behaviors and
values preoccupy chubu, and they ground in large part what might be termed
“contemporary Confucianism” in Korea today.
To summarize, let us posit the following definition of the Korean housewife: she
is a married woman with children who is a full-time homemaker. Her life’s meanings
and central functional concerns are associated with the six areas as discussed above:
concern for status in marriage, control of the household, the absence or truncation of
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public roles, the centrality of education, a concern with status production for present and
future generations, and conformity with contemporary Confucian ethics.
The Problem
Having posited a definition, the paper now turns to the problems with chubu as an
analytical category in order to derive several implications for the meaning and role of
housewives in Korea today. Perhaps the dominant or conventional understanding of
Korean housewives is that they are representatives of a cultural ideal, a modernized
version of the yangban ideal as just described. Various theorists depict contemporary
housewives in this way. Lett (1998) discusses at length the preoccupation of elite
housewives with status production. Moon (2003) accents the role of Korean chubu in
maintaining family continuity and identification of succeeding generations with the
family. By providing a home in which children can learn and generate possibilities for
future success, the wife induces a reinforcing practice of chungjik or investment in family
honor.
This paper contends, however, that the typical portrayal of chubu as contemporary
yangban women skirts two related problems or challenges of contemporary elite
housewife identity: possible dissatisfaction with one or more aspects of chubu identity,
and ambivalence about role expectations compared with other Korean women, in
particular as concerns work and public activity. The following section describes these
two concerns in order to amplify how Korean housewives are between meanings that
represent their past and an open future.
Role Dissatisfaction and Ambivalence
In the course of fieldwork conducted during the summer of 2003 in Seoul, one of
the authors happened upon an exhibit prepared by a dozen housewives learning English.
It was located in the subway station at Gandong-gu Office. This station is located in the
area of Pungnapdong, a middle-class area south of the Han River in Songpa-gu. The
women had written letters to their husbands about their dreams, worries, and memories;
they were written in Hangul and then translated into English, for a class they were taking.
The letters were reproduced as part of an exhibit for users of the subway, intended as a
form of civic education. What they say provides a useful if anecdotal précis for the sense
of ambivalence potentially experienced by Korean housewives and their concerns about
role-duties and lives as chubu.
Most said their husbands were good to them and expressed concern for their
husbands’ health. Some remembered fondly their courtship and early family life. Others
said their dreams were to grow old together with their husbands. Most described the best
part of being housewives as determining their own plans for the day, resting and relaxing
whenever they liked, and fulfilling responsibilities for helping family members. They
were freed of concerns about working for money, enjoyed the support of family for their
ideas, knew how to save money, and were brave as well as emotional.
To a great degree, these casual observations reflect the emotive and surface-level
attributes of women who conform to the chubu ideal. The comments specifically note
several of the elements highlighted in the previous discussion. At the same time,
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however, most expressed a number of recurring concerns or dissatisfactions: they did not
feel they had developed as individuals, they were now less concerned about their
appearance, and they were too dependent on their husbands. Some wrote that they had
lost energy for life due to the monotony of normal routines, while others saw their
families as more important than themselves and felt insecure, lethargic, or bashful.
The latter comments reflect the ambiguity and cultural dissonance that is present
within the social matrix of chubu. In the past, Korean households were units of
production, and housewives functioned in the role of producers (of food, of clothing, of
other household necessities, and of the myriad of functions needed to care for husbands,
children, and other family members). Though the comparison should not be romanticized
or taken too far, life was busy, vital, and characterized by creative activity that made
direct and substantive impacts on family welfare. Today many daily household functions
are provided by institutions outside the home, by machines and technology, and by
family members themselves. Today’s housewife is more a consumer of goods and
services provided by others for her family and for her, and a stabilizing agency for
helping family members understand and access what is provided without the family, as
opposed to a producer.15
The chubu lifestyle is projected and reflected as a matter of conformity to this
context for daily existence. Hart (2000) notes that the housewife is led by media and
government messages to follow a pattern of household management and home economics
that conforms to ideals of scientific rationality, efficiency in the use of products and
processes provided by experts and chaebol (Korean mega-corporations), and
corresponding attitudes and values reflected in the myriad of popular magazines,
television shows, and neighborhood institutions and routines.
That women might find this lifestyle dissatisfying is not surprising. Along with
consumption and dependence on external institutions beyond their immediate control, the
jungsangchung chubu world is one of competition for familial capital and status
production, but this kind of production is largely for others. The housewife’s
individualism is conflated or identified with the needs of others, to perhaps too great an
extent, and her own growth is left outside of the activities viewed as appropriate to her
station. Investment and real estate clubs and organizations or interaction with other
mothers in fairly constricted environments largely seen as consumer- and leisure-oriented
may not provide all women with the kind of context needed for creativity and growth.
Chubu isolation also is reflected in a “passing ships” image of family life:
husband at work and involved with colleagues and friends in much of his leisure time;
children busy with schoolwork, after-school educational and socialization activities, and
extended family members living at some distance within or outside of her own
neighborhood.
Of course, the typical housewife routine might be fulfilling and healthy for any
particular Korean housewife, but that would hardly be a universal or overriding situation,
as some of the letters in the Gangdong-gu Station exhibit reflected. Cultural dissonance
appears or, at minimum, is implied in what was written. Despite significant changes that
have affected Korean households over the last fifty years, and which involved a departure
15

Indeed Hart (2000) emphasizes how the process of Korean development has split or differentiated the
Korean family and in some sense created the Korean housewife itself in his discussion of the difference
between women as consumers and chubu today and women as ansaram and producers in traditional society.
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from the context for traditional duties, housewives are supposed to reflect and behave in
accordance with traditional norms, adapted to contemporary circumstances. In the
process of doing so, Korean housewives may discover that their class-gender position as
well as felt status have been compromised or lessened, and by the very processes
trumpeted by the broader society as bringing prosperity, progress, and freedom.
Comparison with Ajumma and Professional Women
A second basis for problematizing the understanding of contemporary chubu
concerns the variable of public activity. Correlated with the subjective experience of
anomie or potential for cognitive role dissonance just discussed is the reinforcement or
extension of isolation by class, according to the relationship of women to their work and
its location vis-à-vis the public sphere. Chubu work within the home and contact the
public sphere in order to fulfill household obligations or access leisure and social
activities, but other groups of women (professional women, ajumma) have a direct, daily
presence in public life, as workers and professionals.
This reason could underlie and reinforce the feelings of alienation expressed by
housewives. It is not just a matter of individualism but also a byproduct of intra-class
(i.e. among women) comparisons, cultural valuations of work and public life, and the
truncation of housewives’ sphere of activity itself. That housewives may want to (in
some sense) but cannot (literally and normatively) in terms of their self-understanding
and ascribed duties go beyond the confines of their cultural and class ideal is one point to
note. A second point (to which we will return later) is that this challenge could be the
basis for joining together the needs and aspirations of Korean women across social
classes, and across households within neighborhoods, transcending the typical
constructions of class and cultural politics.
Comparisons of social groups are hazardous, since no social class is without its
own sub-categories, and the boundaries between classes are semi-permeable, however
defined, now more than ever. The class of Korean professional women or junmunjik
yeoseong would include professors and government-affiliated professionals, but also
extending to organizers of unions, leaders of non-governmental organizations, and
politicians. The group of women referred to as ajumma include the lower class or
working counterparts to professional women and chubu (Rowan, 2000, 2003). How do
these three groups compare?
The chart on the next page provides a way of comparing the three groups drawing
on the previously mentioned core features of chubu identity.16 Professional women share
high status with housewives, but their status is based on educational and professional
attainment, although it is not universally validated to the degree that jungsangchung
chubu status is for housewives. Most professional women, like most Korean women who
work, maintain or must still fulfill customary household duties and supervision of
children. They are involved in public life through their work, and they place a high
premium on education as the basis for opportunity, growth, and cultural democratization,
to a greater degree. Most professional women do not embrace Confucianism as a value
16

This chart disaggregates the first of the six factors, lineage and endogamy, into two components
corresponding to the first and seventh columns in the table. This allows for an additional distinction to be
made in terms of the relative openness of the three classes to members of other classes.
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matrix, even though their own educational and occupational attainments harmonize with
central elements of Confucianism as a social ethic.

Chubu

Control of
Public
High
Household
Life
Status
Lineage
Yes
Yes, primary Limited
responsibility
as their work

Professional Yes,
Women
via
work
and self
Ajumma
No

Yes, coequal
responsibility
with work
Yes, coequal
responsibility
with work

Yes by
choice

Education Class
Status
Production
Highly
Yes,
Valued
primary
value
Highly
Valued

Yes by
Highly
necessity valued

Yes, via
work not
income
No

Confucianism Endogamy
for Class
Gains
Yes
Conforming
behavior, not
always as
personal ideal
No
Less so

Varies, likely
seen as de
facto
constraint

In turn, between chubu and professional women, there is some convergence of
identity in terms of concern with status, household control, and the role of education, but
there are important differences as well. These are rooted in the way that the two subgroups obtain and hold their high status. Professional women are less pre-occupied with
lineage and endogamy, as their standing is rooted on achievement in work, in the first
instance, though it may have prior bases that cross-cut their professional status (i.e. they
may arise from elite families themselves). Nonetheless, given their likely path to public
life, status production for professional women is more likely to be rooted in a less
conservative (i.e. not based on income and/or Confucianism) and a more liberalist to
womanist perspective.17 These differences should be reflected in the advocacy of
somewhat different political opinions and policy prescriptions.
The ajumma reveal other contrasts. They do not possess high status and are less
preoccupied with status production and intra-class socialization. Their public activity and
openness to directness in character are products of necessity, and when internalized
produce a different social value orientation. Though they must operate within a culture
characterized by the hierarchies of class, their presence and social power convey a more
egalitarian face or aspect of Korean womanhood. That many ajumma are heads of
household (i.e. as breadwinners) forms a related basis for distinguishing their outlook
from that of chubu. Most acknowledge the Confucianist world-view as a structural
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One caveat is in order: professional women are less preoccupied with status production and class
endogamy based upon their likely professional value orientation (liberalist, feminist), but at the same time
may believe in status production based on education and merit. This could prepare a more traditional, if
modernized, version of the yangban ideal, but not one rooted in the attainments of a husband or family
income/wealth as such. However, this situation would enable professional women and chubu to slide
between significations of class standing, as well as cooptation of more progressive policies by political
leaders.
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constraint, even though they do not hold any illusions about the way it traditionally
reproduces gender inequality.18
Likewise, there are similarities with the other two groups in terms of the centrality
of household responsibilities and the valuation of education, as indeed Korean ajumma
must often work to support the family, when a husband is away, ill, unemployed, or earns
insufficient income. Like professional women, ajumma would value reforms of
workplace conditions and treatment of women from hiring to promotion to payscales.
What this comparative sketch reveals is that all three groups share attributes
concerned with household duties and the concern for education of children. This creates
a contingent space for activation of political, social, business and local or neighborhood
efforts, policies, processes and institutions to improve educational policies, meet the
needs of housewives (healthcare, childcare, eldercare), ensure equal pay and nondiscrimination for women who work, and develop neighborhood initiatives for education
and activities for women.
Having said this, it is clear the differences between the three groups remain and
are pronounced. They are outwardly noticed in daily attitudinal responses and
expressions and are widely understood to reflect differences in the public roles and the
presence of chubu compared to their fellow women-citizens.
This finding of role dissonance and the differences among women based on intraclass comparisons concerning work and the other aspects of a traditional housewife imply
that change for Korea’s chubu is likely to be gradual, incremental, and long-term.
Korean women are no longer simply helpmates of urban patriarchs (Hart, 2000) or
representatives of the yangban ideal (Lett, 1998). They instead are a gender sub-class
between professional women and what are colloquially termed the ajumma. Their role as
contemporary representatives of cultural hierarchy limits the potential for many, perhaps
most housewives to act on class-and-status affinities with other chubu and with other
groups of women.19 Housewife unity across social class is then a contingent as opposed
to necessary relationship, and it also is one that invites efforts of political mobilization.
Dilemma and Paradox
Our review of the literature indicates that Korean middle-class housewives are
exemplars of a long-standing if dynamic cultural ideal, one that is central to the existence
of Korean culture and its energy. However, they also may be dissatisfied and situate
some dissonance with this ideal. As we noticed in reviewing the anecdotal evidence of
Korean housewives in Pungnapdong, and the comparison with other groups of Korean
housewives who work outside the home, chubu occupy a contingent space in Korean
culture, or more positively stated, one that is open to new and diverse appropriations –
even though this is hardly an automatic or casual process to determine.
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See Rowan (2003).
According to an article in the recent JoongAng Ilbo series on women, there are substantial divisions
between working women and housewives, reflecting the continued strength of male-centered culture (JGI,
2002a).
19
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In order to test this suspicion, we conducted a survey of 500 housewives in major
cities and regions of Korea.20 Most of the respondents were between 30 and 50 years of
age, although 27 percent were in their twenties. This survey was conducted during the
summer of 2002 via zubu.com, a website popular with Korean homemakers. The design
of the questionnaire was determined by the need to be brief and to provide standardized
questions that would elicit responses along a range of identification (from high to
moderate agreement to neutrality to moderate to high disagreement to “do not have an
opinion/do not know”).
The questions were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Do you identify with Jeon, Weon-ju?
Do you identify with Jeon, In-hwa?
Do you identify with Cho, Ki-suk?
Is it okay for a housewife to spend more than ten hours a week away from the
home?
5. Is it okay for a housewife to disagree with her husband?
The rationale for these questions was as follows: Jeon Weon-ju is a widely-known
character on television portraying an ajumma, that is a lower class housewife. She
represents associated perspectives, opinions, and manners. In other words, she typifies a
woman with whom chubu presumably would not identify. Jeon, In-Hwa is a popular
television actress, known for her portrayal of a queen in the Silla Dynasty. In real life she
is a woman of married age with a family. She represents the popular image of a beautiful
woman, married with children, but also still desirable or valued for her appearance.
Housewives should to some extent identify with her image since it carries positive
associations, but among those for whom being a housewife entails a relative cessation of
concern with appearance, there would be less identification. Cho Ki-Suk is Professor of
the Graduate School of International Studies at Ewha University. Housewives likely
would identify with her if they were aware of Korean public academicians and identifed
with their political perspectives. Given our analysis thusfar, the extent of identification
should be moderate at best. The fourth question was intended to test the extent to which
Korean housewives are dissatisfied with the isolating or confining aspects of chubu
lifestyle, in a general way. If women feel the need to be away from home for a
significant amount of time each week, it means that the contours of normal duties may
not be for them normal, optimal or satisfying. The final question was intended to
measure the extent to which Korean housewives have independent perspectives in terms
of disagreeing with their husbands.
The findings were as follows:
1. In terms of the first question, Korean housewives surveyed did not embrace the
image of ajumma for themselves. 8.4 percent identified with Jeon, Weong-Ju,
20

The authors thank the zubu.com for assisting with the Internet survey discussed below: President T.K.
Chang, Director D.W. Park, and especially Mr. Oh, Gun-hang devoted many hours to make the survey a
reality. Thanks also to Park, Dong-jin, Research Assistant Professor, Asiatic Research Center, Korea
University for facilitating Professor Rowan’s research and also to Jang, Weon-ho, Park, Chan-ung and
Kim, Ki-Hae, for assisting with translation of the survey questions.
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2.

3.
4.

5.

16.2 percent were neutral, but 69.6 percent did not. 5.8 percent did not
answer/had no opinion. Across age sub-groups, the clear majority of women
between the ages of 20 and 50 agreed in rejecting Jeon, Weon-ju as a
representative of themselves.
In terms of the question about a beautiful Korean housewife or woman, 18 percent
did identify with Jeon, In-hwa, 27.2 percent were neutral, and 48.6 percent did
not. 6.2 percent did not answer/had no opinion. The modest level of
identification and more significant neutrality and non-identification held for all
age groups.
In terms of the third question, a mere 2 percent identified with Cho Ki-sook, 17
percent were neutral, 36 percent did not identify, and 45 percent did not
answer/had no opinion. There was no significant difference across age groups.
In terms of outside activity, 37 percent agreed, 18 percent were neutral, 43.8
percent disagreed, and 1.2 percent did not answer/had no opinion. On this
question, older women agreed increasingly with the proposition and disagreed to a
lesser extent (from 32 to 44 percent agreement and from 50 to 36 percent
disagreement). This result indicates that there may be a difference among the
housewives surveyed by age: they appear to see an increased need for activity
outside the home as they age.
In terms of conjugal differences of opinion, 78 percent agreed, 9 percent were
neutral, 11 percent disagreed, and 2 percent did not answer/had no opinion. All
age groups showed agreement.

The results confirmed broadly speaking what has been discussed and is generally
understood about Korean middle-class housewives. They do not identify with lower
class women (ajumma), they are less concerned than younger women with physical
beauty, and they are not that conversant with intellectual life or with women as
representatives of the public interest. Of course, the survey approach was quite basic and
would require additional follow-up questions to glean more precise meanings, but the
answers are indicative nonetheless.
The fourth and fifth questions provide limited support for the thesis of a
contingency in housewife self-understanding. There was a close-to-even split between
those who thought that ten hours of activity outside the home for housewives was alright,
with slightly more women disagreeing. Overall this follows the conventional
understanding of chubu but indicates a need felt by other Korean housewives to get
beyond the household, as well as a site of tension between housewives and other social
actors.
Overwhelmingly, the housewives surveyed also believed that is appropriate to
disagree with their husbands, indicating an inclination to independence of thought and
expression within the household. This result shows less conformity with traditional
Confucian ideals of Korean wives and more acceptance of modern self-understandings of
the relationship between women and men. It however does not indicate that the
disagreements are expressed or acted upon; additional questions would be needed to
identify more precise meanings.
Nonetheless, the fourth and fifth questions, and to some extent the third, point to a
contingency in Korean chubu understanding, a latent potential for independence and for
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identification with other groups of Korean women that harmonizes with the problem of
dissonance and dissatisfaction. Over 45 percent of women were neutral or concerned
about their appearance.21 With reference to outside activities, over one-third said they
were important, and the extent of identification rose among older housewives.22 Over
half the women surveyed were neutral or in favor of being away from home for a
significant amount of time each week. And while the question did not specify the type of
outside activity, it corresponds with the felt need of many women in Korea to assert their
independence. This situation also is reflected in the overwhelming affirmation to the
questions concerning disagreeing with one’s husband.
Based on this brief survey, what can be said about the chubu? In cultural terms,
they are moderately conservative. They are not intellectuals, they do not identify or
consider themselves to have much in common with plain or working women, they are
“modern” or contemporary in exhibiting greater independence of thought and opinion,
but more likely than not, they do not aspire to extensive work or life outside the home.
They value physical beauty or glamour but not as much as younger women. Some
number of jungsangchung chubu however, are not content with this lot in life. They
show a positive regard for their individuality, in terms of asserting themselves within the
household as well as for spending considerable time without its confines.
In sum, there is warrant within this survey to conclude that Korean housewives do
conform to a contemporary version of the yangban ideal, but among their number are
some women whose views are liberalizing, and others may not yet feel empowered to or
have envisioned taking responsibility for activating these potentials more generally.
Conclusion: Women of the Past or Future?
Korean middle-class housewives are captured by the attainments of their own
families and the Korean people as a whole in a kind of Gordian knot. As representatives
of the elite, as protectors and stewards of the Korean family, they are charged with
upholding the image of the ideal Korean life. And while this ideal image of the Korean
family is not the same now as in the past, there are norms and validated images with
which their behavior is measured, praised, or blamed by other social actors and
authorities. At the same time, the context for the realization of traditional ideals has
changed. The structural impacts of industrialization, democratization, urbanization, and
the nuclear family are just that – general, other-things-equal constraints that operate
locally on individuals and particular families just as they do within the wider culture of
21

This result could be aligned with typical portrayals of chubu as leisure-filled consumers of fashion and
beauty products, but it also may be interpreted as a product of individual regard and choice that might serve
more progressive conceptions of the housewife.
22
In certain respects, the respondents reflect a version of what Betty Friedan has termed the “problem that
has no name”. At each stage in a democracy’s social evolution, women face a transition from statusascribed ideas and behaviors brought on by changes in the wider society, such as those outlined for Korea.
Initially, most may fail to identify the dissonance or disconnect between their sense of anomie and
opportunities enjoyed by others, such as Korean professional women and ajumma, remaining loyal to the
status quo ideal orientation. Others may voice or indicate by their behavior dissatisfaction, only to face
sanctions or disapproval from husbands, other family members, and other women. Relatively few women
seek means and modalities of transformation. Thus just as American women of the 1950s and 1960s faced
a dilemma for their lives as homemakers and public agents; Korean chubu would seem to be in a similar
position today.
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Korean society itself. This has left a number of chubu wanting more out of life or
positing from within a difference with the status quo. Let us emphasize several factors of
this Gordian knot based upon the paper’s discussion.
First, that most Korean housewives are no longer rural matriarchs presiding over
family households on ancestral lands in villages that follow the seasonal patterns of
cultivation and harvesting means that chubu mentality is more urban in nature – not
suburban -- cosmopolitan, and solidly rooted in the trappings of global consumer culture
and modern technology as parameters for right living. The relative expectations of elite
women have risen due to the changed spaces in which their lives find meaning,
principally the nicer areas of major cities and within those the apartment and
condominium or villa complexes in which they live.
Second, the nuclearization of the Korean family means that more women no
longer have to the same extent the kinds of obligations and, more importantly, the kinds
of support counted upon in a traditional extended family. They face a relatively more
isolated existence within the household, due to the absence of husbands and children, for
whom external institutions provide the spaces for fulfilling their functions of income
provision and educational success, respectively. In other words, the urbanization and
nuclearization of Korean families have promoted an implicit need for development
among Korean women.
Third, the democratization of Korea and the well-spring of egalitarianism
attending Korean industrialization and other political and labor movements, beginning
with the decline of the yangban as an official class but continuing to the present when
those who work, including the ajumma and professional women, pursue gains for
themselves and their interests, creates intra-gender pressures for Korean housewives.
Since their space for “class” or collective individualism is constricted, due to the position
they occupy as representatives of an ideal space in which housewives complement the
public activities of their husbands, their attainments as women and as elites can in various
ways be contested, ignored, or contradicted by the attainments of working and
professional women – by other chubu and by men generally. Moreover, their
expectations may normally be frustrated, when desired behaviors are viewed as violating
existing role norms and routines. Democratization is beginning to find the chubu, but this
currently situates a gap between expectations for freedom and independence and the
“normal” contours of a housewife’s activity.
More Korean housewives are not simply content to be in the home, but they lack
adequate cultural space to be active. Korean chubu require new and diverse pathways for
fulfillment, in and beyond attending to their familial duties, but there is inadequate social
validation and normal provision of outlets for them to do so. Social upheavals have
increased pressures and unhinged the field of imagined actions for chubu, but there has
not arisen a significantly extensive social space and corresponding institutions and
processes for democratization. Indeed this is precisely because they must be created by
chubu and by all Korean citizens.
Implications
The foregoing analysis bears out the thesis that Korean housewives are between a
past and future that will continue to weave together elements of the housewife ideal and
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progressive forces. Some Korean chubu can remain simply women of the present, with
adaptation of ascribed duties to contemporary contexts, but for others what it means to be
a housewife must change. The age and demographic patterns of the Korean population,
the ongoing evolution of women’s culture globally, and the examples of the ajumma and
professional women all imply that Korean chubu will need to become more active as
individuals and as a group, for their collective and diverse interests.23
The path for activation of Korean housewives most likely will fall somewhere
between and among the participation and identity spaces of Korean professional women,
on the one hand, and Korean ajumma, on the other. Perhaps also, the opinions and
interests of housewives could be activated so as to build bridges between the three
groups.
In the future of Korean culture, chubu will attempt to untie their Gordian knot as
and according to the way they pursue status production given the realities of
contemporary life, both for their families and for themselves. The likely permanent
scarcity of top positions in education, business, professional, and social circles will
continue to exert a conservative orientation to the activism and participation of many or
perhaps most of them, although the growth in Korea’s middle class should work against
this tendency. Their difference with professional women as non-working, likely less
liberalist and feminist in perspective, and more consumer-oriented is a second
conservative tendency. A third is their rejection of the lifestyle and outlook of working
women and lower-class ajumma. In turn, the jungsangchung chubu face limits to their
development of gender-class solidarity from the beginning.
However, as Lett (1998) has noted, Korean class structure and consciousness is
not akin to that of a Hindu-caste, nor has it ever been reinforced by state or governmental
policy in the way of ancient China. Rather it is impacted by discourses of equality and
nationalism, and it has shown itself to be open or exogamous over time, but within
limits.24 Second, more Korean housewives are not content simply to remain in the
shadows of their husbands, in terms of their identities, opinions, and activities. With the
ongoing development of the Korean economy and its second-tier cities and regions, status
production will become a wider and diverse field. The proliferation of businesses,
schools, and other concerns will generate many new claimants on middle-class status and
continued confusion and reorganization of what constitutes the boundaries for right
living, the choice of friends and partners, and the maintenance of harmony and
community within the family.
Lett (1998) notes that middle-class families now have a variety of means to assert
their class standing, drawing on classical or traditional grounds of education, family
background, and landholdings, or on more contemporary bases in terms of income and
wealth, business accomplishment, or professional standing. It is this openness of Korean
class structure, and the diversity of ways to claim status, that should prompt Korean
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In a poll of younger Koreans, although 82 percent believed there were too few women politicians and 71
percent supported having more than 20 percent of Congress composed of women, only 59 percent were
willing to vote for them (Kim, Chang-kyun, 2000). As of 2002, Korea ranked 61 out of 66 nations in the
United Nation’s Gender Empowerment Measure (Moon, Iris, 2003).
24
“. . . yangbanization is a kin group that is not endogamous, . . and . . when a lower kin group tries to raise
its rankings, there are few open attempts to negate these efforts. . .” (Lett, 1998, p. 212)
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housewives, among others, to greater activity in support of their chosen lifestyle and
associated interests, even if these choices differ from those of other chubu.
It is fitting to conclude by noting the situation confronting Korean housewives
also implies a need for increased political awareness and involvement. Women’s
political participation is growing but still lags behind that of other nations. A mere six
percent of women sit in the Korean National Assembly, with 5090 others serving on
government agencies and committees. This amounts to 30 percent of total participants,
and a tripling of participation by women since 1998 (Moon, Iris, 2003; KOIS, 2003a).
Even though few Korean women participate in government, the political awareness of
chubu is hardly non-existent, and there are discernible issue priorities, based upon
opinion polls (Park, 2000): chubu tend to favor less economic regulation and are
concerned with public health, education, and environmental policy. Most vote based on a
candidate’s personality and personal perceptions, however, rather than the candidates’
political ideology.25 This reflects a moderately conservative, relatively apolitical
perspective on politics, but not one without resources for progressive candidates, in
particular as regards health, the environment, and education.26
Given the aging Korean population, rising incidence of divorce, and declining
birthrate, as well as the statistical likelihood that Korean women will outlive their
husbands,27 Korean housewives’ context for fulfilling their core obligations as chubu
should involve gradually greater understanding of and approval for policies that would
imrpove women’s labor conditions, childcare, pensions and housing as well as social
policies for the elderly, and associated reforms of healthcare and governmental
bureaucracies.
A related concern in terms of status production and future generations is that
recent polls in Korea (Kang, 2002; Kim, Jinho, 2002) indicate many university students
are disinclined to worry about politics, thinking they cannot influence events or that the
world of politics does not affect them. The unstated mantra is to obtain the best possible
job and/or to find the best possible friends and life partners. The ethos of the full-time
politically marginalized housewife also may unintentionally stunt the freedom and needs
of children and young adults. Middle- and upper-class mothers (and fathers) may
effectively pre-select the "right" kind of life vector for boys and girls and discourage
concern for the broader civil society as pointless, unprofitable, or beneath them -- beyond
(occasional) charity activities and good works. That this creeping apathy may create
negative feedback effects for chubu themselves is a point that requires greater
communication. Housewives’ children may grow up to favor a continuation or
25

Certainly, women’s empowerment, and empowerment generally, depends on the orientation to political
interests and policies rather than personalities and images. A recent survey of Korean women found that 71
percent ranked “personality” as a top quality for husbands, while 62 percent noted “economic status”.
Interestingly only 28 percent noted “family background”, 24 percent “occupation”, and four percent
“education” (JGI, 2002a). This would seem to indicate a background for continued political apathy by
women in Korean culture.
26
In a recent survey of Korean professional women, 22 percent noted that childcare was a situation that
leads career women workers to resign, the largest factor cited. 14.3 percent noted domestic labor and
childcare constraints as factors limiting the chances of job success (JGI, 2002c).
27
The estimated lifespan for Korean women to men was 79:71; the pay ratio was roughly two-thirds that of
men; the public provision of childcare amounts to less than two-tenths of one percent of the national
government’s budget. The crude divorce rate stood at 3.0, two and one-half times greater than 1992 and
the third highest in the world. See Rowan (2003), Seo (2002) and KOIS (2003b).
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worsening of social conditions affecting their own mothers, grandmothers, and female
relatives.
Chubu are contemporary exemplars of a model for living that stems from the stillpresent past of Chosun and Yi Dynasty Korea. Simultaneously, they are among the
cultural protagonists of a modern, increasingly consumer-oriented society in which
women are able to assert greater independence, continue to exert substantial control over
household decisions, and reproduce a hierarchical but open society through competition
and cooperation for educational, occupational, and social capital, in its many forms.
Their social position is one of moderate conservatism, but the dissonance felt by more
than a few implies a progressive potential for the future, once its affinity to statuses and
conditions of other Korean women and citizen groups are understood and directed to
public concerns.
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Abstract: What happens when the mind can no longer govern the body of the governor? As
Foucault has demonstrated, the order of the nation state is determined by the sanguinity of the
ruler that permeates all other subsidiary systems of state government. If the ruler is suspected of
madness or Machiavellian tyranny, there is danger posed to the stability of the nation and action
must be taken to restore order. Shakespeare is a consummate critic of kingly insanity, however,
film provides an aura of veracity that stage dramas cannot duplicate. Three films, Richard III
(1955), Ran (1895), and The Madness of King George (1994), differ in their representations of
sovereign madness, but portray how some directors depict how a mad sovereign can jeopardize
both himself and his kingdom. These three directors are able to grant access, through dialogue
and imagery, into the deteriorating mind of the sovereign and further demonstrate how those in
the position to restore order will do so in the face of a crumbling government. Instead of ensuring
stability of nations ruled by monarchies, these films place them in eternal speculation. While
these films question legitimacy of rule, they also serve to reify public perceptions of what is a
“good” or “just” ruler, thereby reestablishing the status quo in the absence of a dangerously
unstable governor. Thus the audience becomes critic, venturing a point of comparison to examine
their own heads of state.
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In a monarchic nation-state, the ruler stands at the apex of the law. A good ruler is one who
utilizes the authority derived from his position to govern justly, thus maintaining social order.
However, what happens when the ruler is suspected of cognitive incapacity? Madness is an
especially difficult diagnosis, but when a ruler is questioned on ability to rule, he or she becomes
suspected of endangering the political and social structure. The medium of film is unique in the
ability to depict this kind of threat posed to society and to the ruler, when he or she is thought to
be a danger to themselves or others, a qualification of madness. Directors of film have the
opportunity to not only delineate social dangers, but also, through imagery, to depict mental state.
Three films, Richard III (1955), Ran (1895), and The Madness of King George (1994), differ in
their representations of sovereign madness, but portray how some directors deem how a mad
sovereign can jeopardize both himself and his kingdom and suggest that, because of this
possibility, monarchic rule is a danger to political stability. Indeed, greater socio-political
questions are generated: What are the political and social ramifications when it is determined that
the mind can no longer govern the body of the Governor? What is the danger presented by
madness viewed in terms of the monarch and how is it perceived? What impact does the question
of madness have upon the political structure in place? And how is it dealt with by others in power
so as to affect the person of the sovereign? Shakespeare, as a skilled critic on kingly madness,
provides valuable interpretations of the dangers posed when a ruler is mentally unstable and these
three films are adaptations of Shakespearean dramas that pose these sorts of questions. Michel
Foucault provides a theoretical basis for examining the role of the sovereign as the literal and
figurative head of the national body. I shall explore how the medium of film differs from stage in
the ability to paint an intimate portrait of sovereign madness, discuss theories regarding the nature
of madness and the sovereign, and emphasize the perceived dangers posed by a cognitively
incapacitated ruler as told through the three films.
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The inner life of the sovereign or state leader is, by virtue of his or her position, far
removed from public inspection. Private life is a matter of speculation and, many times,
contention. The sovereign who gains his or her station by hereditary succession is further
removed; the political structure in place puts the sovereign at the apex of the law – virtually above
the law – as the hereditary sovereign has no need to campaign or affirm their entitlement to rule,
as it is claimed as divine right. This removal makes the sovereign ripe for speculation and
representation through theatre or, beginning in the twentieth century, film. The medium of film is
far different than stage as the camera is able to profoundly “penetrate the web” of reality, and in
so doing the audience is made to identify with the camera. 1 As Walter Benjamin has written,
“The desire of contemporary masses to bring things ‘closer’ spatially and humanly, which is just
as ardent as their bent toward overcoming the uniqueness of every reality by accepting its
reproduction.”2 Thus, the representations of sovereignty in film reify certain loose perceptions
held by the masses, either to exemplify or to deride.
Indeed, film can grant access to where the commoners cannot go, and by identifying with
the camera, it transcends reality to the realm of hyper-real. Although some film has served to
glorify the role of the sovereign, such as Branagh’s Henry V (1989), still others seek to place it in
question. Laurence Olivier’s Richard III (1955) and Akira Kurosawa’s version of King Lear, Ran
(1985), are both film adaptations of the Shakespearean dramas, and are concerned with
Machiavellian and degenerative madness that call into question the capacity of the sovereign to
rule. The Madness of King George directed by Nicholas Hytner (1994), more explicitly asks the
question of the legitimacy of hereditary rule and also relies heavily on tropes dramatized by
Shakespeare in King Lear. Although these films use Shakespearian drama as a basis to convey
1

Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in Illuminations, Hannah
Arendt, ed and intro., Harry Zohn, trans. (New York: Shocken Books, 1968), 233.
2
Benjamin, Work of Art, 223.
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their stories, the use of the camera gives unprecedented access to the person of the sovereign and
creates an aura of veracity that stage dramas cannot duplicate. The use of imagery in these films
to convey depreciated mental states goes well beyond a depiction of everyday life at court and
allows the viewer a metaphorical portal to kingly insanity.
Madness or cognitive disability is a difficult and unusually subjective diagnosis. It is
dependent on aberrant behavior or speech – possibly out of character for the individual – as
determined by the society and identified by those closest to the individual or by medical
practitioner. This example of the “other,” argues Sander Gilman, “is one of the myths resulting
from the existence of polarities,” and is based in perceptions of the polar model.3 In this, the
anomalous nature of insanity can be likened to Julia Kristeva’s identification of the “abject”: its
horror lies in the direct impact upon others, either through threat (or appeal) of action or fear (or
desire) of some sort of contagion.4 Because of this potential for personal distress, the “mad” are
thus determined to be a danger to themselves or to others. In depictions of cognitive disability in
film, the onus of demonstrating peculiar or deviant behavior lies with the director who must show
through shot and word how, and in what way, the individual is “dangerous.” In all of these films,
insanity is not immediately apparent, but must be conveyed through imagery, framing, lighting
and dialogue. And it is the sovereign who is in question.
Foucault’s Discipline and Punish delineates how the disciplinary state is ordered from the
top down, and in terms of monarchy, the king, at the apex, is the origin of all state order, which
derives from his authority.5 Following, if the sovereign is incapable of rule, through madness or
physical incapacitation, the entire order is threatened and poses the likelihood of insurrection and

3

Sander L. Gilman, Seeing the Insane (New York: University of Nebraska Press, 1982, 1996), xiii.
Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, trans. Leon. S. Foudiez (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1982), 5.
5
Michel Foucault, “Panopticism,” in Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, Alan Sheridan, trans. (New
York: Vintage, 1995), 208.
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civil war. In order to reinstate stability, action must be taken by those in a position to affect
change, the subjects or court attendants. Furthering this, in The History of Sexuality, Foucault
determines that the monarch’s authority stems from his capacity to give or take life, and becomes
the father-sovereign of his nation. The “sanguinity” of rule marks him as such. 6 He is the blood,
and the embodiment, of the nation-state. Certain expectations of the life-force of the nation are
also assumed, which manifests as an asexual nature that is prudent and just, not turgid or torrid as
demonstrated by Richard. Additionally, as we will see in Richard III, if the father-sovereign takes
too many lives to secure his position, this excessive taking of blood will backlash and the
sovereign can expect payment in kind by those in power to do so.
Lawrence Olivier, as both lead actor and director, was thus in a unique position to convey
through film techniques, and choice and delivery of dialogue, how the madness of Richard of
Glouchester is not only deviant in behavior and appearance, but also how his maniacal drive to
attain the throne presents a particular danger to the kingdom as perceived by those around him.
Olivier’s adaptation of Richard III begins with the coronation scene set at the end of Henry VI,
Part III. Richard, with his dark, sleek page-boy haircut and stark features set in a benign
expression stand out from others attending the ceremony. After the coronation and the Royal
procession begins to leave the crowned coronation room, the audience witnesses Richard’s
apparent disregard for the festivities when he goes to place his own, lesser crown upon a
courtier’s pillow and allows it to fall apathetically. This simple use of direction establishes
Richard’s distain for the festivities and obliquely signals an immediate danger to the throne.
Apathy can be as dangerous as direct action, but in this case, the threat of Richard has previously
been established as a physical and moral threat, and this is delineated as concomitant with his
physical disabilities.
6

See Michel Foucault, “Right of Death and Power over Life,” in History of Sexuality Volume 1: an
Introduction, Robert Hurley, trans. (New York: Vintage, 1990).
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In terms of Shakespearean progression, Richard of Gloucester was introduced to the
audience in Henry VI as a “deformed” and affirmed murderer of family and king. And it is his
misshapenness from birth, a hunched back and withered arm, which he blames on his “twisted”
mind. “And so I was, which plainly signified/ That I should snarl and bite and play the dog./
Then, since the heavens have shaped my body so,/ Let hell make crooked my mind to answer it.”
(Henry VI, Part 3, V.6, 76-79) He blames his perverse mental state on what he perceives to be his
twisted body and this becomes the justification for his manipulations to gain the throne. It carries
the idea that although his Machiavellian madness is not inherent, it is somehow attendant to his
congenital physical deformities. Olivier thus exploits this reason for Richard’s insurrection and
utilizes the camera to give the audience access to his reasoning and deteriorating mental state.
After the newly crowned King Edward and his entourage depart the throne room and a
page closes the door, the camera tracks down and, as an eye-level close-up upon the heavy
wooden door and metal ring. The door slowly unfastens by itself, giving the sensation that the
audience is affecting the opening. The camera then tracks around the door to reveal Richard
(Laurence Olivier) by the throne who slowly walks forward to address the static camera. The
audience, identifying with the camera, is thus granted intimate access to the mind of Richard as he
begins the soliloquy that opens the tragedy. He speaks of the “discontent” of the nation, but,
when he begins to reveal his own similar dissatisfaction about his misshapenness, Richard walks
away from the camera to betray his modest hump. “Deformed, unfinished, set before my time/
Into this breathing world, scare half made up.” (Richard III, I.I, 20-1)
It is at this point that Olivier’s version contrasts with the written Richard III by weaving
another soliloquy from Henry VI to establish his mental state for audiences who did not have
access to previous play. In a brief interjection following “That dogs bark at me as I halt by them”
(23) he continues, “Love foreswore me in my mother’s womb,” and lists his deformities from his
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withered arm, to a “mountain” upon his back, to uneven legs. “To disproportion me in every part
… that carries no impression like the dam.” (Henry VI, Part 3, III.3, 153-162) Olivier in this
adaptation makes use of the earlier drama to accentuate Richard’s deformities and create mental
state. It is implied that he is doomed before birth to lead a vicious, loveless existence.
As he continues to reveal his thickly twisted web of plans to attain the throne, his stark
shadow – Richard’s main motif in the film that conveys the looming sense of dread that Richard
presents – stretches and yawns as he paces. He directs his monologue to the camera, as if
pleading for understanding from the viewer. Richard explains that as the finer aspects of love and
delight are not to be his, he chooses a different route, again taken from Henry VI,
Then, since this earth affords no joy to me…
I’ll make my heaven to dream upon the crown
And whiles I live to account this world but hell
Until this misshaped trunk that bears this head
Be round impaled with a glorious crown. (Henry VI, Part 3, III.3, 165-171)
At “crown,” the camera is led around the corner to reveal the coronation room. Thus, we feel
privy to his private conspiracy for murder, revenge and ambition. However, we are not meant to
identify with Richard, but to comprehend how the hatred of his own body motivates his actions.
Olivier’s version is not an exact recital of the original play, but he utilizes earlier dialogue to
clearly define that his visible deformities and the lack to love given to him as a result, are what
inform his duplicitous and Machiavellian actions to obtain the crown. His homicidal ambition
seeks to outdo even the master and “set the murderous Machiavel to school.” (Henry VI, Part 3,
III.3, 193) His dark, lurking presence established by lighting and augmented by his visible
deformities, serves to support the camera’s suggestion of Richard’s pathological wickedness.
This primary scene, one-on-one with the camera, informs the remainder of the film and
Richard continues to be a physical and emotional threat in nearly every category. Depicted as a
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perverse sexual predator, Richard’s seduction of Anne (Claire Bloom), the widow of Edward
whom had Richard murdered, is an adaptation from Act I, scene 2. The looming shadow on the
floor as Richard kicks open the door to her chambers serves to reveal his manipulative intent
through “honeyed words” and also his lascivious nature, a pathologic sexuality that makes the
audience cringe. As if his deformity and insanity were not hateful enough, his deviancy is made
explicit by a successful wooing of Anne. Olivier is implying that sexuality is not afforded to
those who God has “cursed” through malformity and thus Richard’s pursual of Anne is perilous to
both her and the kingdom.
As the film progresses and Richard murders his way to the throne, Olivier makes manifest
the power-hungry nature of Richard and his deteriorating sanity. Alienating or executing most of
his supporters (the prime one being Buckingham, played by Ralph Richardson) Richard goes to
the battlefield to meet the challenge of Henry, Earl of Richmond (Stanley Backer). During the
night before the battle, Richard is visited by all of the ghosts of those he has murdered to gain the
throne. The ghosts begin as points of light on the horizon and sweep down upon the sleeping
Richard to air their grievances. “Despair and die!” they say, the harbingers of doom for the day
ahead. When Richard takes the wide open field in the morning, the sweeping battle scenes show
Richard fighting alone against the onslaught of Henry’s troops. Through Olivier’s use of imagery
to depict mental state, the wide open landscape is representative of the unbounded nature of
Richard’s perverse mind. He knows no limits and the nature of his madness becomes evident.
Richard is thus abandoned by his guard and military leaders and dies undefended by a mob of
soldiers who stab him repeatedly, and Richard, holding his sword in his withered hand,
emphasizing that his disabilities led him to this end, dies ingloriously. In Olivier’s version, the
masses will not only identify a threat to national stability in recognizing aberration, but will also
rise against treacherous tyranny and destroy it utterly. Lastly, those in a position to defend their
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leader will not do so after identifying his insanity and the danger to constancy it represents.
Henry of Richmond, (later Henry VII) perfect in body and mind, then succeeds to the throne,
ending the civil wars begun by Richard and ushering in peace by uniting the houses of York and
Lancaster. We are told that only the stable mind and “whole” body can guarantee stability.
In both Shakespeare’s and Olivier’s version, the Machiavellian insanity portrayed by
Richard is a threat to peace and solidity of the nation. Removing the tyrant by death is the only
solution. But stressed in Olivier’s adaptation, by word and camera, is the idea that the
imperfections of the body are somatic indications of the instability of the mind, which becomes a
threat to the structure of the state and its security, and thus must be eliminated.
Akira Kurosawa’s Ran, or Chaos (1985), is another example of Foucault’s description of
the father-sovereign who uses excessive violent to secure his supremacy and subsequent betrayal
by his true sons. An adaptation of Shakespeare’s King Lear set during the Tokugawa Shogunates
in Japan, Hidetora Ichimonji (Tatsuya Nakadai) is the 70 year old Great King who had savagely
fought for half a century to appropriate all the lands around him so as to enlarge his empire. As
an augury to future events, the film opens with a boar hunt and the boar killed is an aged one,
“tough and stringy.” The hunter will become the hunted. Kurosawa, perfect in his use of imagery
throughout the movie, sets the initial scene in the sweeping mountains of Japan. The serene
landscape is just a fraction of the lands the Great King possesses, but also is representative of the
King himself at this time: peaceful, stable, secure. Hidetora has set up a temporary shelter – a
domestication of nature – and is joined by his three sons, his fool, and two prior enemies who
have come to offer their daughters to Hidetora’s son, Saburo (Daisuke Ryu), the youngest.
Hidetora falls asleep during the meeting, or feigns sleep, as the group begins to discuss the
possibility of marriage. Saburo, introduced as the devoted son, cuts branches to shade his father.
This first scene establishes the main characters and hints of the strife to follow, for as the brothers,
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outside of the enclosure are discussing the agedness of their father, Hidetora barrels frantically
through the flags, his face wan and stark in makeup doing homage to the Noh and Kabuki style of
drama. He has had a dream: he is alone and has been abandoned by his children.
The audience immediately sympathizes with the elderly man and his apparent distress.
His children are equally disturbed by his agitation and in this setting the Great King decides to
relinquish his massive empire and divide it among his three sons. His two eldest children receive
his decision with “honeyed words,” while Saburo proclaims it to be folly and says that his father
is either “senile or mad.” For the sons have been “weaned on strife, yet you want us to protect
you. Senile old man.” Hidetora banishes him for his insolence, even though Saburo was simply
being honest; Saburo saw the danger that this division of the country would produce and evokes
cognitive deterioration as the reason for this, in his estimation, absurd decision that threatens
social order. A master of imagery, Kurosawa uses the trope of clouds throughout the film to give
the audience access to Hidetora’s mental state while determining the mood of the film, not unlike
Olivier’s use of Richard’s stark shadow to create foreboding. At this point the clouds are
massively white and static against the blue sky to imply stability, but clouds as large as these have
the potential for storms to come.
Kurosawa’s visual descriptions implying danger are not limited to landscape. A set that
becomes repeatedly pivotal to the plot is the inner sanctum of the throne room in Hidetora’s First
Castle. With its slatted sliding doors in black and yellow, it is an emulation of black and yellow
striped flag of the Great King and is indeed the place where the commoner cannot penetrate: it is
the figurative mind of the King. When the eldest son Taro (Akira Terao) – now the supreme king
in name if not in deed after the division of the kingdom – and his wife, Kaede (Mieko Harada),
accuse Hidetora of “eccentricity” and summon him to the throne room, they are positioned on
raised platforms with Hidetora made to sit beneath him. Hidetora’s hubris becomes apparent at
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this point when he objects to the seating arrangement, even though he himself has previously
agreed to it. The camera, from a slightly above-seated-level position, accents this new positioning
of power. But this throne room is not strictly limited as the personal domain of the sovereign.
Rather, it is the only location that we see Kaede, who is the real power of the sitting government.
Tormented by desire for revenge against the Ichimonji clan who killed her entire family to attain
supremacy, she manipulates the downfall of the empire, but all within the yellow and black hive
of the throne room. She is haunted and plagued by Hidetora in every decision she makes or
creates and it is vital that the disintegration of the kingdom takes place in the metaphorical mind
of Great King, paralleling his own mental deterioration.
Although Hidetora is accused of senility or madness at the beginning of the movie, he
breaks completely when his two eldest sons attack him at the vacated castle of his youngest son.
Too proud to make amends with the banished Saburo, Hidetora is now abandoned and alone, and
his nightmare has become reality. As he meets the onslaught, his sword, the symbol of his power
and virility, shatters. His concubines die by ritually killing each other or defending him, his small
garrison of troops is slaughtered during the attack and Hidetora is sequentially left by his children,
his lovers and his men. The clouds are dark and the sun is grey behind the smoke of the fight.
Kurosawa frames his collapse exquisitely with the stricken Hidetora seated at the top of the
highest tower in central frame with a tormented gaze fixed ahead as fire arrows rain around him.
The Great King starts from his trance and, still in the static shot, looks for a sword to commit
seppuku while opening his robe. But his sword, like his mind, is broken and he cannot find
another.
The Great King, as destroyed and shattered as his sword, slowly descends the stairs of the
castle with his empty sheath trailing behind him. The audience is given a wide shot that
encompasses the stairs and the infantry and we see the troops, in the red and yellow of his sons,
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scuttle back, bowing, divided among color lines, to let him pass. He is still the Great King in
figure, but at this point emasculated, decrepit and alone despite the throng around him. The
troops and his surviving son Jiro (Jinpanchi Nezu) allow him to stagger through the gate and
forsake him to the wilderness. The eldest son, Taro, has been killed through the plotting of Jiro,
who now takes the absolute rule of the land. Even though it is clear from the soldiers reverence
for Hidetora that he remains the figure of absolute rule, he is unable to restore order due to his
depreciated mental state. The potential for political instability created by mental incapacitation is
made manifest.
Wandering the wasteland that evokes his destroyed mind and body, Hidetora is eventually
found by a loyal servant, Tango (Masayuki Yui), who is traveling now with Hidetora’s Fool,
Kyoami (Peter). Hidetora is walking through waist high grass and blithely picking flowers,
unaware of the two men and psychologically disassociated. Tango, appalled by the appearance of
the king, asks out loud, “Is he mad?” Kyoami replies, “And better off for it. In a mad world, only
the mad are sane.” The Great King, not seeing them, suddenly falls to his knees, staring ahead in
horror in a close-up that accents his stark facial expression. “What do you see?” they ask.
Hidetora replies with a strangled “Forgive me.” Kyoami, in his position as the Fool is able to
translate: “The mind sees the heart’s failings,” and to clarify, the king proceeds “On this withered
plain, I see all those I destroyed … a phantom army one by one they come floating rising before
me.” Like Richard in his night before battle, the ghosts of his violence come back to haunt him.
Unable to face them, and unable to free his mind, he scurries off with Tango and Kyoami after
him. But he cannot escape his madness, nor the destruction of social stability brought about by
his own deed and deterioration. Hidetora’s mind, like his kingdom, is at war with itself.
In a scene of tragic irony, Tango realizes the simple fact of the King’s madness has, in
effect, spared his life for there is dishonor is killing one who cannot self-govern. As they shelter
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in the ruins of a blackened castle that Hidetora himself destroyed in his quest for dominion,
Kurosawa’s imagery and style betrays the bitter absurdity of the situation. The Azusa plain
surrounding the castle is vast and desolate – in a wide shot so as to emphasize the emptiness of the
landscape – like the mind of the King. The mind now has no boundaries of domestication, and is
as wild and barren as the blackened landscape. His unstoppable bloodthirstiness that bordered on
the maniacal has come home to roost, resulting in a psychotic break that sends his kingdom into
chaos and devastation. In this we are shown the outcome of two dangers of kingly insanity: that
of bloodthirsty domination that divides the kingdom, and how instability of the mind translates to
chaos in rule. Kurosawa’s existential symbolism of the fool chasing the madman through the
barren landscape is a poignant commentary on the fragility of both human existence and the mind.
If each man is the master of his domain, it can be taken away with the sweep of the pen, taking the
mind that had ruled the empire with it.
As in King Lear, the youngest and most devoted child comes to rescue the parent. But
Jiro, who plots to be rid of Saburo as well as the father, now exhibits the same relentlessness in
securing the throne as his father had and Saburo’s prophecy at the beginning of the film comes to
pass. Jiro orders the death of his youngest sibling, and when Saburo is killed by Jiro’s men,
Hidetora dies of heartbreak in the wasted Azusa plain. Jiro has ignored his advisors speaking
prudence and justness, involved in his own Machiavellian schemes instigated by Kaede. And
when an opposing army led by Saburo’s now father-in-law swarms Jiro’s castle and defeat is
immanent, Kaede’s revengeful manipulations are brought to light. She reveals her orchestration
of the downfall of the Ichimonji clan who had destroyed her home and family. Jiro, with no
hopeful outcome available to him, has no choice but commit seppuku, alone and unloved.
In Kurosawa’s adaptation, the madness exhibited by the prime rulers portrayed in the film,
Hidetora, Jiro and Kaede, is the madness of hubris, murderous manipulations to gain supremacy,
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and vengeance (real or imagined), the result of which destroyed the kingdom and generated only
civil war and ruin. Hidetora and Jiro ignore the prudent advice of the honest men in the film –
who the audience is compelled to identify with – and the kingdom is rent asunder. Kurosawa
gives us a warning as to what might happen if we ourselves fall prey to similar mad aspirations.
The result is chaos.
A film that incorporates both ideas of manipulation to gain the throne and state instability
resulting from the insane father-sovereign is The Madness of King George (1994). A
representation of the documented insanity of George III of England in 1788, director Nicholas
Hytner provides an intimate portrait of madness as it pertained to one individual who happened to
be king, in addition to revealing the dangers presented by the intense power struggles and dissent
in the government that arose from George’s incapacitation as a leader.
Like the other two films previously discussed, in order to create an aura of veracity, the
camera must be allowed into the inner sanctum of the ruler. However, in a very different
identification than the one-on-one approach of Richard III or the omniscient gaze of Ran, Hytner
chooses to present the interior life of the monarch through the point-of-view of an attendant to the
King. In this, we are not co-conspirator, nor are we a detached observer. Rather, we are made to
identify with one who, in his position as assistant, can clearly present how the deterioration of the
King presents a direct danger to the royal family, the physical health of the monarch, the war
within Parliament as a result of his illness, and the possible loss of throne and kingdom.
In the establishing shot of the film, Hytner utilizes the same camera effects found at the
beginning of Richard III. The camera opens as a close-up of a wooden door with metal latches.
A hand knocks on the door and when there is no response, the hand slowly pushes it open to
reveal the royal family and entourage in their inner sanctum. This clever use of the camera is not
used to initiate a soliloquy that will give direct access to the mind of the sovereign, but rather to
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introduce the character the audience is meant to identify with – the new courtier Greville (Rupert
Graves) who has arrived to take his post. It is this observational, yet concerned and ever-present
outsider perspective that will lead the audience through the story. In using this cinematographic
construction, Hytner pays tribute to the mechanism used by Olivier with the same intended result
– the audience is allowed admission to the previously inaccessible private life of the sovereign.
Although we are led initially into the metaphorical mind of the king, the specter of
madness is not yet evident. His family, by initial appearances, is stable and secure, like the
kingdom. The sovereign, George III (Nigel Hawthorne), in this preliminary representation is by
all accounts a warm and generous ruler devoted to his wife and many children. But the family is
not without inner contention as George’s son, the Prince of Wales (Rupert Everett) also named
George, is portrayed as a bored and lazy man who defies his father in his recalcitrance to
participate in the family duties and secret marriage to his Catholic mistress. King George refers to
him as “the fat one” and berates the behavior of the Prince, who dismisses him. Here, George
emphasizes self-discipline as the way to a clear mind; self-rule and a resultant lucid mind are
presented as virtues, and by extension the nation is secure due to the physical and mental stability
of the sovereign. Contributing to the solidity of the nation, succession is assured and not a
product of the political strife that arises from murder and manipulation. George III ascended the
throne by means of hereditary succession and his son will subsequently follow him as king. There
is not a civil war that threatens political stability and, after the revolution of 1688, the Parliament
rules as the prime legislated authority of the land. However, as analyzed by Foucault in the
History of Sexuality, the king is determined by blood and is the figurehead and embodiment of the
nation, the father-sovereign. From this epitome, the social and legal order of the nation radiates,
permeating every aspect of civil life.
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And it is the embodiment of an accessible king to the people the George prides himself on.
Referring to himself as “Farmer George,” the character of the king is shown to be somewhat
eccentric, willing to break socially determined boundaries by riding off to buy pigs at a nearby
farm. His courtiers cannot do much but look on helplessly. However, as events progress, we are
shown that this apparent disregard for rules of hierarchy might be the early stages of madness.
As the king begins to inexplicably deteriorate, the order of the palace is reduced to
shambles. George is still king, but his mind cannot govern his own body. In a key scene, the king
runs in his nightclothes over the expanse of hills surrounding his estate during the early morning.
Reminiscent of Kurosawa’s wasteland on the Azusa Plain, the mind of the king is no longer
governed by self imposed boundaries. Also the head of the Anglican Church, the king suddenly
halts and compels all his attendants and family who have chased him over the hills to kneel and
pray an “Our Father.” The camera at this point in the scene is at a similar kneeling level, looking
up at the king to emphasize his still superior position in spite of his apparent mad behavior. The
spiritual and legislative head of the nation’s household, the act of performing an Our Father,
becomes, by proxy, a prayer to the king who is seen as the intermediary to the supreme father
figure in the Western Christian tradition, God. But this is not the act of a Head of Church who
wishes to reaffirm his own spiritual supremacy, but rather a plea to the supreme power in the
midst of deterioration. It is an appeal to the only power higher than himself who it is believed has
the ability to re-establish order and avert disaster.
As the King loses his ability to self-rule, so too has vanished his capacity for a prudent
and just asexuality as befits a stable ruler. Presented as singularly devoted to his wife, he
uncharacteristically sexually attacks the Lady in Waiting to the Queen, Lady Pembroke (Amanda
Donohoe), pushing her to the ground in the presence of his wife and attendants. He is shown to
be a danger to himself, by running blindly over the hills, but now he is also a danger to others: it is
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a physical peril to Lady Pembroke and an emotional threat to the structure of his family.
Although it might not be out of bounds for a sovereign in this social milieu to take a mistress, the
outward demonstration of lust by a man who was publicly (and privately) dedicated and loyal to
his wife and family, is unseemly. In this portrayal, the suggestion is that the father-sovereign
cannot be a sexual being, but must be as asexual as the Father-God he is aligned with. This is not
a representation of emasculation, but rather a hyper-masculation that transcends the sexual.
Although the embodiment of the nation is assumed to have certain qualities as are
concomitant of their position, this scene brings to relief exactly how a ruler should behave by
giving example in the negative. The king should not run around outdoors in his nightclothes. Nor
should the king make blatant sexual advances or exhibit sexuality, for that matter. We are being
shown how a sovereign is expected to act by the condemnation of “negative” behavior. These
rules of behavior are assumed to be abided by until events occur and present social or political
dangers. In this, condemning inappropriate behavior illuminates what is “correct” behavior as
determined by the society and, as Foucault has said, the ruler is not allowed sexuality. A
condemnation as such is an attempt to reestablish moral and political order.
Even though a ruler behaves badly, when does it begin to jeopardize the civic and social
structure of the realm? In the case of George III, his aberrant behavior was uncharacteristic of the
usually prudent and upstanding figure of authority. When this behavior began to change his
judgment fell under suspicion. Thus, the threat of imprudent decision with dangerous legislative
implications became an immanent possibility and action was necessitated to maintain order. In
Madness of King George, the questioning of the king’s mental capacity is first introduced in the
scene with the Prince of Wales jokingly conspiring with fellow reformers, headed by Fox (Jim
Carter), against the rule of the king. The very idea that it is framed as a possibility indicates that
the supreme authority of the king is slipping. To be sure, George is not divvying up the kingdom
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amongst his children, but the Prince is determined to take leadership, and begins to make alliances
and weave thick plots so as to gain the throne. Even though his ultimate end is to secure the
throne and nation, the unrest within the legal setting is divisive and jeopardizes the entire predetermined legislative hierarchy and social structure.
As the king descends into madness it is determined by the Prime Minister, Pitt (Julian
Wadham), that action is needed before the realm descends into chaos along with him. The Prince
is moving forward with plans to be elected Regent by the Parliament, and, rather than agree to a
nullification of authority of the King, Pitt decides instead to attempt to cure him. When other,
more barbaric methods of treatment fail (common to traditional practices of the day, including
blisters and purgatives) another physician, the Rev. Dr Francis Willis (Ian Holm) is brought in
who has had success with his “direct eye contact” method of curing the insane. To frame his
introductory scene, Hytner uses the film technique of the “Golden Mean” to demonstrate the
struggle for dominancy between the physician and his patient who happens to be the sovereign.
Willis’s face is framed to the top left of the screen, and the king at the bottom right in shotreverse-shot, even though George is the taller man. This subconsciously indicates to the viewer
that the stronger and more dominant man is Willis. Although no one may gaze at the king, Willis
directs a strong stare that will ultimately subjugate the authority of the ruler to the authority of the
physician. The hope is that a good stare, and successive treatments of restraint, will bring about a
cure and reinstitute the King as the head of the national body.
Madness of King George, while telling a story taken from the history books, employs the
Shakespearean method of drawing on traditional tales and fables to comment on the situation of
humanity. In this case, the folk tradition employed is that of Shakespeare. Shakespeare, being the
consummate commentator on kingly insanity, provides useful and well-known tropes to depict the
insanity of George and the manipulations of his son. In a scene, immediately following the
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King’s run over the hills, George states: “I fear I am not in my perfect mind,” a line uttered by
Lear in a dialogue with Cordelia near the end of the play (King Lear: V.1, 65), establishing that
Hytner is making use of King Lear as a means to shape his own film while evoking the potential
dangers as described in Lear that arise from the mental incapacitation of the ruler. The use of the
Lear metaphor is unmistakable when, in a later scene, the king, Willis, and Greville (we continue
to be alongside the king in observational capacity through the figure of the courtier) are reading
King Lear aloud, sitting outside on chairs. While this recital scene might at first glance be an
idyllic one of bourgeois repose, a possible reading might be one where the open madness of the
king running over the hillside has now been domesticated and refined, a reversal of Kurosawa’s
domestication of nature with the temporary shelter at the beginning of Ran. When it is
determined by Thurlow (John Wood) that the king is indeed sane again, a mad dash ensues to
rescue Cordelia, his kingdom. However, unlike the tragedy that is referenced, the messenger
arrives in time, the kingdom is secured and order is reestablished. There is also, in the final scene,
a reversal of the afore described Golden Mean where George, now in the higher, top left position,
reasserts his authority over Willis, who is in the below and bottom left of the screen in a shotreverse-shot. The king is sane again.
However, despite the uplifting nature of the finale, we are not left on a happy and
triumphant note. The postscript of George carries with it an ominous message. It reads:
The color of the King’s urine suggests that he was suffering from porphyria, a
physical illness that affects the nervous system. The disease is periodic,
unpredictable – and hereditary.
Although it serves as a physiological explanation for George’s insanity, what is intriguing about
this statement is an omission. Rather than furthering the history of George III, who suffered
relapses in 1801 and 1804 before finally succumbed to his madness and senility in 1810, and the
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Prince at last declared Regent, the postscript chose to focus on the potentiality of madness as a
physically hereditary possibility. What is implied here is that, perhaps, the physical condition that
caused the madness in George III could manifest itself at any time in the hereditary monarchy of
Britain, thus placing the sovereignty, and legislative hierarchy, in continual speculative jeopardy.
The film, drawing upon familiar Shakespearean tropes, seems to be subverting the current
monarchic rule in Britain by placing question upon the saneness of the entire royal family.
The Madness of King George, like Ran, primarily makes use of King Lear to tell its story,
but similarities can be made with Richard and the plotting Prince. Most of all, the
cinematographic designs employed by Olivier in the form of allowing the viewer into the inner
sanctum of the world of the sovereign where lesser mortals are not allowed to enter, aptly
constructs the possibility of creating reality by bringing things spatially “closer.” But in terms of
madness, spatial reality differs from mental reality, and other mechanisms must be used to better
represent the mind of the sovereign. In Richard III, it is the use of soliloquies directed to the
camera to give evidence of mental instability that takes the form of homicidal manipulations. In
Ran, Kurosawa’s expansive wasteland and use of cloud imagery gives the audience the scope of
the mental desolation of the king. And in The Madness of King George, we are installed as a
spectator and the King’s madness takes shape through the observation of the reactions of others
and the treatments imposed upon him.
Throughout all these films is the eternal question of legitimacy to rule and the dangers
presented when social stability is put in peril due to cognitive incapacity. When the mental state
of the sovereign is questioned, either through violent actions or uncharacteristic behavior, the
entire civic order is jeopardized and the hierarchy of rule is threatened. In reading these
depictions of madness, when the sovereign is deemed to be a danger to himself or to others, his
subordinates question his ability to rule and action is necessitated to remove the ruler from power.
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The film techniques used by these directors to convey and image madness, and thus
inappropriateness of rule, serve both to provide access to the insanity of the king and to reify
public perceptions of what is a prudent and just ruler, of what is a “good” ruler: a credible
sovereign must not be manipulative, bloodthirsty, or betray erratic and lascivious behavior.
Above all, we are told that in order to ensure stability and prevent civil war, the ruler must not
have a cognitive disability. A father-sovereign, as the embodiment of the nation and the apex of
hierarchical construction described by Foucault, must maintain a level of sensible judgment that is
determined by the society or he runs the risk of revolt from below; the disciplinary pyramid is
threatened and action must be taken to secure order, in these examples, by removal. By allowing
the audience into the private sphere of the previously inaccessible sovereign, these films make the
audience the critic7 and place the viewer in a position of questioning all heads of state. Through
the recognition of inappropriate behavior of the father-sovereign by the subordinates in the films,
we are also able to identify what is not a good ruler. Likewise, we are told that the monarchic
political structure is especially vulnerable to the dangers presented by madness. In the visual
reification of what is an “insane” ruler, these films verify cultural perceptions of the dangers
presented when a Governor has lost the capacity to govern himself. In so doing, all monarchs
become suspect, which instead of ensuring stability of nations ruled by monarchies, places them
in eternal speculation. Conversely, they serve to reestablish the status quo in the absence of a
dangerously incapacitated ruler. While it cannot be said that any of these films have incited civil
war, they are presented as a point of comparison in determining the justness, and saneness, of a
sovereign.

7

Benjamin, Work of Art, 228.
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In our post-modern society, where identities shift too fast for an individual to keep
up, an individual often grounds himself in his own memory. In contemporary dramatic
expression, memory remains an important expository tool. This paper explores
techniques of memory’s spatial representation that aim to develop memory’s theatricality
rather than merely its psychology and traces the development of the film and video
projection as the dominant solution to the spatial representation of memory. Robert
Wilson’s production Deafman Glance (1970) explores the stylization of sound and
movement in order to alter the audience’s perception of time thus transforming the entire
scenic space into live memory. Tadeusz Kantor’s production Wielopole, Wielopole
(1980) uses objects and their transfiguration to spatially represent memory. Robert
Lepage’s production The Seven Brances of the River Ota (1996) employs film
projections, which narrate the stories behind the scenic action, granting the audience
access into the characters’ memories. One goal of the theatre is to render the inner lives
of the characters on stage accessible. The introduction of videographic images as a
manner of representing memory on stage has become, however, in our digital culture,
accepted and practically expected. But is this technique nothing more than our year 2000
version of the aside in 17th century theatre, a pure convention aimed to clue the audience
in? When is the use of film and video as a representation of memory evocative, and
when is it simply demonstrative? Has it lost its theatricality? Living in a society of
movies, television, live webcams, and camcorders, do the images we see continue to
register in our brains as simulated reality? From Beatrice Picon-Vallin’s discussion,
“Spatial Hybridization, Registers of Presence” (Les écrans sur la scène, L’Age
d’Homme, 1998), comes the suggestion that filmed and photographed images of
ourselves no longer fascinate us. Our bodies, projected everywhere, are public domain
and we are saturated by their reflections. We no longer recognize the virtuality of these
reflections. This leaves the director to seek out new – or hybrid – methods of spatially
representing memory. Yet how can the virtual be achieved in a society that already
practically exists in a suspended reality? Traditional elements – text, voice, bodies,
movement – continue to provide choreographic material. Dance interpretation is an
excellent starting point. Dancers serving as physical “doubles” for actors on stage are
highly evocative; we all recognize more in “others” than in ourselves. Theatricality is
key. Two pieces discussed in this paper are Cloud Tectonics by José Rivera and Au bord
de la vie by the Franco-Chinese 2000 Nobel Laureate in Literature Gao Xingjian.

Title: The End of the World as We Know It
The 1970’s were a particularly fertile time for envisioning civilization gone wrong, as evidenced
by a spate of popular apocalyptic/dystopian films including “Soylent Green,” “The Omega Man,”
“A Boy and His Dog,” and “Logan’s Run.” These films offer a cinematic language for
representing the anxieties of their time.
But they are more than this. While these popular narratives of apocalypse and dystopia are
political/social critiques, they are also deeply anxious efforts to represent the individual subject in
a postmodern world. Beginning with Mary Shelley’s The Last Man and Orwell’s 1984, I show
the distinction between the Classical pastoral gone wrong (apocalypse) and the Enlightenment
utopia gone wrong (dystopia). In the first, order evaporates completely leaving people free from
all law; in the second, order metastasizes, making people subject to a pervasive law. The movies’
portrayals of the pastoral and utopian traditions can be linked respectively to Romantic and
Modernist anxieties about the fate of the individual, and address not just current issues but
reflexive questions about how the individual subject is to be portrayed.
Ultimately, these texts – both cinematic and literary – have a specifically textual referent to go
along with the topical one: they define a relationship between the subject and narrative form,
thematizing the anxious struggle with the polar tendencies of order and spontaneity, completion
and open-endedness.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The pragmatic objectives of this workshop are to create an opportunity for participants to combine
critical perspectives with the experience of performance and to suggest a progression of ritual from
early interactive to later dramatic models. This project has been predicated on the question, "What
is performance?" and the response, "Performance is ritual." The idea here is that theatre is ritual,
that it goes forward on a ritual level, and that all – performers and audience – participate in this
ritual, even though we do not necessarily approach theatre with this reality in mind. Ritual defines
us, sets and tests the boundaries of human existence. Thus, the aims have included the exploration
of this powerful facet of drama by means of three increasingly contemporary stepping-stones
through the history of performance: (1) the ancient ('prehistoric' from an Anglo-American point of
view), though still viable, ritual culture of Native America that probably resembles the precursor
culture of fifth century Greece, the seat of drama of Western civilization; (2) the 'transitional' Greek
theatre of the fifth and fourth centuries BCE, represented in this case by Aristophanes because his
approach to comedy results in his characters carrying a certain resemblance to sacred Native
trickster figures; and (3) the modern theatre of Shakespeare whose 1605-6 Macbeth features ritual
segments clearly drawn from a more antique age. These stepping-stones are intended to enlighten
the workshop participants and to help give them tools that they can assimilate into their craft.
In preparation for devising the workshop, I pursued several avenues of research and development.
My scholarly research consisted of critical readings in ancient Greek theatre, Native American
studies and performance theory. I augmented this work with primary materials in translation,
ranging from Peter Meineck's translation of The Birds, by Aristophanes, and various English
language versions of Greek myths, to John Bierhorst's seminal translations of Native epic narratives,
as well as a variety of Amerindian stories, myths, songs and music. These studies are reflected in
the Selected Bibliography that accompanies this report.
Concomitantly, I observed and participated in the production process of Aquila Theatre Company
of London’s The Birds, as well as doing close readings of the translation of the text. I participated
in extensive discussions of the text with both the translator and the director of the play. I also
viewed and listened to limited artifactual Native materials (basketry, masks, beadwork, instruments
and sand paintings; music) and Greek materials (photographs of urns, friezes, and so on) and
conducted limited research into mask work and workshop production elements.
THE RESEARCH
My purpose from the beginning was to explore what appeared to be parallel dramatic structures in
Native American and Greek materials. As the scholarly research proceeded, a central organizing
principle for the workshop began to materialize: ritual. That is to say, there are many ways in
which the ancient and still-functioning Native American cultures – through social organization,
shamanic and other religious practices and philosophical orientation all expressed through
sacred/profane oral stories, rituals, performatives song, dance and music – appear to be structurally
and sometimes thematically analogous to the precursor culture of what we think of as the great age
of Greek drama. Thus, in order to understand the roots of the drama of Western civilization on the
way to understanding our own theatre, it behooves us to investigate these cultures that are
precursory in morphological development. It became clear that if the focus on ritual were to be
useful to participants attending the workshop, a living area of modern theatre should also be
addressed. The incantatory sequences from Shakespeare's Macbeth were selected because of the
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fundamental place Shakespeare occupies in modern theatre and because of the familiarity many
participants have with this material.
The scholarly materials I researched yielded several basic sets of ideas that I thought were important
in shaping the workshop and which I wanted to make clear to those attending. These ideas are not
original with me, but are culled from my sources, which I condense and summarize as follows.
Since ritual, frequently a physically mimetic model of reality that demonstrates the order of life, is a
kind of communication, it is natural that language, man's most effective system of communication,
should be associated with it. Language projects a model of reality while bringing about contact
between communicator and group that is reciprocal. This communication, in fact, determines the
group. Being in a group in silence is difficult; language ameliorates this difficulty. Mythology and
storytelling are the spoken parts of ritual. Myth and storytelling name what ritual enacts. Myth,
therefore, expresses, explains and justifies social order.
There are many correlations between Amerindian and ancient Greek culture, too many to be
enumerated here, but some salient ones can be mentioned. In both the Native and Greek worlds
there is a sense of the sacred that derives from ritual activity. Both cultures evidence a belief that
the subjective consciousness, especially through language and ritual behavior, can affect external
reality. Both cultures gravitate toward circular structures, although their culture numbers are
different. They are both orally oriented, and cognitively and linguistically they are verb-oriented
(as opposed to noun-oriented) and time-oriented.
Theatre begins with shamanism as a system of spiritual journeying and healing. This is where we
find Native American performatives. The shaman and the storyteller strive to create personal and
social order through a reflective and healing process. The use of entertainment as a means by which
to deliver healing to the group is clear. The work of the Native shaman and storyteller frequently is
to mediate between trickster clown, culture hero or demigod and the group. This was the case in
Greek society, as well.
By the time we get to the Dionysian bard, however, he has advanced to the fifth and fourth century
BCE City Dionysia, a competition that allows tribal and shamanic rivalry to be presented at a level
once removed from the reciprocal nature of more ancient storytelling events. The parabasis, a
feature of drama of this period, may be thought of as a choral ode that retains the reciprocal model
of ritual communication about matters that define the concerns of the audience (as society) within
the performance structure. While the ritual matter being presented is still of epistemological
importance to the audience who is, in part, sitting in civil responsibility to the state, divided by tribe
(and, in some cases, audience members have been supporting the performance itself through
finances), is now at a remove from primary ritual. By the time we reach the Elizabethan stage, it
has become difficult to perceive of the performance as sacred ritual, and yet, antique ritual is
preserved in the texts (as in the incantatory sequence) and the theatre itself will begin to develop its
own ritual activity, even as its reflective or didactic function dimly echoes the healing function of
the original performatives. The contemporary work of such directors as Jerzy Grotowski intends to
recognize that we are brought full circle. The actor is the shaman, bent on creating ritual to heal the
society and restore meaning.
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THE AQUILA PRODUCTION OF THE BIRDS
I participated in the production of The Birds from before the first company readthrough, which took
place on January 17, 1997. I had already familiarized myself with Peter Meineck's translation, and
he and I had several extensive discussions about a number of issues, including the similarity
between the comedic old man of Aristophanes' work and the Native American Coyote/Trickster
figure who is also known as Old Man, among other less-glowing epithets. We discussed the issue
of using contemporary idiom in the translation, as well as thematic issues such as the scatological
humor and the inversion of order and chaos.
Over the course of the next 6 weeks, I learned a great deal which I have slowly integrated with other
scholarly and performance experiences over the past 6 years. I tried to concretize in fashioning the
culminating workshop:
1. The text and the performance are not necessarily the same thing, and while the text is important
from certain perspectives, when it comes to performance, the textual issues may become secondary.
2. Having a ritualized and spiritualized approach to the work of the actors/participants opens a
channel through which the actors can invest in their roles. They actors are empowered to invest in
their creative materia.
3. The director/workshop leader/shaman can set the atmosphere of the space, even in rehearsal
process.
4. Communication from director to actors must be conducted with patience, respect and restraint in
order to cull the greatest return in terms of participant creativity.
THE WORKSHOP
The aims of the workshop itself are to create an atmosphere conducive to investment and ritual; to
invest text with ritual; to teach participants about the roots and the importance of ritual of drama.
The preferred setting is a performance space containing a ritual space within which the workshop
may proceed. Low lighting augments the pre-set candlelight. I select ritual criteria extrapolated
from my Native research. Using candles placed upon mats correlating sacred Navajo colors with
directionality, I set, in a counter- clockwise fashion, beginning in the West, yellow, blue, white and
black quadrants of the circle. A similarly meaningful candle and mat are placed about two feet
South of the Northern candle to replace the fire that would have signified the presence of the
storyteller. I selected red as the color emblemizing these materials, and also use simple red halfmasks to be used by the storytellers in the workshop. I perform a cleansing ritual for the space, and
I use a smudge stick to purge elements inconsistent with the workshop and to consecrate the
workspace.
I will begin the workshop by explaining to the participants that I will be leading them into our work
space, and that I will ask groups of them to sit at designated spots. To a pre-chosen drum beat, one
of four authentic musical patterns selected before the workshop and executed by one of the
participants, I will lead them in through an opening in the rope, and I guide them through the circle
of candles in a counter-clockwise direction, cleansing each directional site before allowing the
participants to sit. When everyone was seated I returned to the position between the North (at my
back) and the storytelling candle, which I then lit. Thus, although I will explain none of these
activities nor their significance with the participants, I feel I will create a ritual space in which they
can participate.
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Now, in order to further invest the space and to introduce the notion of investing the text, I will turn
my back to the audience, don the storytelling mask and perform the first story in interaction with the
audience, moving near them, responding to them and validating through body and eye and voice
their responses to me. When the story is told, I turn from the group, remove the mask and, in my
function as workshop leader set up the next activity.
The criteria for selecting texts for the workshop were simplicity, repetition, formula, naming and
other techniques of ritual. The texts chosen will include: "Trickster," based on a narrative poem by
Wendy Rose, performed by leader; "Fanfare for Coyote," based on Dell Hymes's "Five-fold
Fanfare for Coyote," performed by selected workshop participants; excerpt from the Parabasis of
Peter Meineck's translation of The Birds, performed by selected workshop participants; excerpts
from Macbeth, Act I, Scene I, performed by selected workshop participants; "Coyote's Epilogue to
the Telling," based on narrative poem by Jarold Ramsey, performed by leader.
Each new text will be introduced to the group and brought to performance level by having
designated participants read through the material once, without any ritual investment; a second time,
wearing the mask, after having received instructions about how to don it and take it off and how to
handle and regard the wearing of it; and a third and/or fourth time with the addition of a predetermined drum rhythm. Storytellers will be asked to successively invest more in each telling and
to move through the circle of candles and dynamically interact with the audience to the extent that
each text allowed.
Narrative transitions are to be limited to directions, questions and simple observations served to
move the group forward. In particular, as group leader, I raise certain questions about the
similarities of the first two pieces before we proceeded to the third. After the witches' incantation is
performed for the last time, I tell the 'Coyote Epilogue,' and then conduct a brief discussion with
the group, endeavoring to pinpoint key issues of shared elements, the ritual status of performance
and the transformations over time that, nonetheless, left the ritual in theatre in place.
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Abstract
Implications of genetic research are explored for gaining understanding of
population dispersal around the globe, the origins of language and
evolution of drama, ritual, folk and literary narrative through cultural
interconnectedness. Specific examples of dramatic and narrative elements
of representative Northern Asian, Amerindian and Western performance
and literary arts will be examined with an eye toward discovering whether
genetic ancestry is supported by cultural correlatives.
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Abstract: The “Manly Labor” of Authorship as the Embodiment of a
Multidimensional Society
Prior to the nineteenth-century, the art of writing is considered a feminine
vocation that debilitates the masculinity of American males. Women writers
emerge to compete with noted American authors. Nathaniel Hawthorne attempts
to embed the labor of authorship within the masculine sphere; he engages in
physical labor in order to exalt his claim. The author finds physical labor
intolerable and a detriment to his writing. Hawthorne’s recourse is to convince a
skeptical American public that the intellectual labor an author exerts in writing
and the exertion an audience expends in deciphering the meaning of a text are
valid forms of “manly labor.” In contrast, Henry David Thoreau’s image of “manly
labor” evokes a twelfth-century definition of the word “manly,” which collapses the
separate spheres into one human sphere devoid of gender constructs. Thoreau’s
discontent is not directed towards women in general but at society-atlarge.Thoreau establishes a new paradigm of labor, which not only crosses
gender boundaries, but also champions individual expression and self-reliance.
Together, Nathaniel Hawthorne and Henry David Thoreau challenge existing
gendered paradigms of American authorship in the nineteenth century and create
a hybrid form of authorship to represent “manly labor,” which resists gender
specificity and embodies a multidimensional American reality.
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Abstract: “Al shall be Wele”: Visions From the Parallax
Julian of Norwich, the fourteenth-century anchoress of Norwich, England, uses
the concept of Christ as Mother in her 1393 long version of Revelations of Divine
Love. The mystic uses the conception to particularize the nurturing features of
Christ as the Second Person of the Trinity and attempts to transform the
singularity of her original vision into a universally accessible treatise. Julian’s
impression of Christ as Mother is generally regarded as an exemplar of
compassionate Christianity, but it also reveals unsettling contradictions. Julian’s
rhetoric in one of the chapters correlates Christ as Mother with Mother as
Church. This comparison exposes the conflict between the church and
community at the time Julian writes her text. It is a time when the church
victimizes peasants and their leaders for protesting inequitable standards.
Julian’s Christ as Mother concept can be viewed as a parallax. On the one hand,
Julian can be valorized for writing to alleviate community oppression through the
nurturing image of Christ as Mother, feeding humanity from His body; on the
other hand, she can be scrutinized as a participant in the subjugating practices of
Church as Mother, feeding upon the body of believers.
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Living Their Age:
Three American Feminists Challenge the Myths of Growing Old
The recent suicide of Caroline Heilbrun (b. 1926)--educator, writer, feminist--impels a comparison
with two other American feminists: Betty Friedan (b, 1921) and Gloria Steinam
(b. 1934)--to consider how they respond to one of the most troublesome myth-imbued issues
of Westen society: the process of aging and facing death.
Friedan's The Fountain of Age (1993) is a ground-breaking blend of statistics, scientific data,
narratives and personal accounts; Heilbrun's The Last Gift of Time: Life Beyond Sixty (1997)
presents a wry, elegant, candidly unsentimental record of what matters to her being, to her
self as an older feminist; and Steinam's "condensed book" essay."Doing Sixty," in Moving
Beyond Words confronts personally stereotypes about old age with the realization that
it is the beginning of a new myth about aging.
Although their genres differ within kinds of "life writing," these three influential women reveal
similarities in their descriptions, metaphors and attitudes. Disparaging the stereotypes about
the "old" in a youth-centered society, they depict the last third of life as a journey to another
country where they can say "no," where they make a choice to be excessive, defiant. They
find the most exciting reality to be "living in the present," confronting "the ambiguity of time."
Feeling "free" (Friedan), exulting in a "new state of mind" (Steinam), and finding her last
decade of life "good" (Heilbrun), they turn the issue of denial and aging into an affirmation to
live consciously, to see dying as a part of life.
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An Intimate View of Queen Elizabeth I as a Musician:
New Sources in Context

Annett Richter
University of Minnesota
School of Music

The mid-sixteenth century was a fruitful period in the creation of books on the education of the
noblewoman. Castiglione’s Book of the Courtier of 1528, the most widely read courtesy book in
Europe at the time, was not only essential for the training of aristocratic men, but its discussion
of the education of women strongly suggests that its content was applied to both sexes.
According to Castiglione, the perfect courtier, next to training in languages, writing, rhetoric, and
philosophy, was also expected to be a musician since skill in music was considered to be “not
only an ornament but a necessity.”1 More specifically, men and women of high social status were
not only trained to understand and to read music but also to play several instruments.2
Sir James Melville’s famous account from 1564 has thus far represented the source with
the strongest credibility with which to document Queen Elizabeth’s activity on musical
instruments:
The same day after dinner my Lord of Hunsdean drew me up to a quiet gallery, . . . where I might hear the
Queen play upon the virginals. After I had hearkened a while, I took by the tapestry that hung before the
door of the chamber, and seeing her back was toward the door, I entered within the chamber, and stood a
pretty space hearing her play excellently well. But she left off immediately, so soon as she turned . . . about
and saw me. She appeared to be surprised to see me, and came forward, seeming to strike me with her hand;
3
alleging she used not to play before men, but when she was solitary, to shun melancholy.
1

Baldesar Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, trans. Charles S. Singleton (Garden City, NY: Anchor
Books, 1959), 77.
2
Ibid., 74.
3
Archibald F. Steuart, ed., Memoirs of Sir James Melville of Halhill, 1535-1617 (London: Routledge &
Sons, 1929), 96.
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In addition to Melville’s account, there is a visual artifact that sheds light on Elizabeth as
a musician. A miniature of her painted by Nicholas Hilliard around 1580 portrays the Queen
playing a lute. This study will present a new reading of the painting in connection with
diplomatic correspondence that provides indisputable evidence that Elizabeth was a lutenist, a
fact that has escaped the attention of scholars.4 Her performances on this instrument in the
presence of two foreign visitors in 1559 and 1565 constitute crucial political events in light of her
deep involvement in marriage negotiations with Archduke Charles from Austria.
The uncovering of the strategies Queen Elizabeth used to uphold a cult of female
monarchy reveals that she had to construct images of self-representation very carefully, including
her musical talent. In an age when women were regarded as inferior to their male counterparts,

4

Primary sources and credible Elizabethan observers disclose that Queen Elizabeth I (1553-1603) was a
musician, in particular that she was player of the virginals and the lute. However, the number of contemporary
documents that offer convincing evidence to support this observation is small. William Camden’s Annals of Queen
Elizabeth’s Reign (first published in 1615) is the only surviving written evidence that has hitherto been known to
scholars for mentioning the Queen specifically in connection with her playing on the lute. John Nichols, ed. The
Progresses and Public Processions of Queen Elizabeth (London: John Nichols and Son, 1823), 1: x quotes Camden:
“[Elizabeth played] handsomely on the lute.” This has led to a variety of assumptions in Elizabethan scholarship.
Some express uncertainty concerning which instrument Elizabeth played. See Carol Neuls-Bates, ed., Women in
Music: An Anthology of Source Readings From the Middle Ages to the Present (Boston: Northeastern University
Press, 1996), 199, n. 1; and David Loades, The Tudor Court (Totowa, NJ: Barnes and Noble, 1987), 108. Others,
without presenting any evidence, do not even dispute whether or not the Queen played either instrument. See Joel
Hurstfield and Alan G. R. Smith, eds., Elizabethan People: State and Society (New York: St. Martin=s Press, 1972),
15; and Mona Mender, Extraordinary Women in Support of Music (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 1997), 59.
David Scott, “Elizabeth I as Lutenist,” Lute Society Journal 18 (1976): 45 has argued that implausible statements
claiming that Elizabeth played the lute have been advanced by scholars without proof, thus proposing claims that
“[rest] solely on circumstantial evidence.” Roy C. Strong, Elizabeth R (New York: Stein and Day, 1972), 74
mentions written and visual documents of Elizabeth as a player of the virginals and the lute and considers them as
equally conclusive for the Queen’s musicianship. Unfortunately, the author does not offer any further interpretation
of these sources. Craig Monson, “Elizabethan London,” in The Renaissance: From the 1470's to the End of the 16th
Century, ed. Iain Fenlon (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall), 330-33 does not cast any light on the Queen and the
lute, and, while actually citing pertinent documents in his discussion of music in Elizabethan London, overlooks the
part of the account that attests to the very issue in question. Not until recently have attempts been made to invest the
written and visual documents of Elizabeth as a musician with further meaning and contextualization, if only briefly
so. Matthew Spring, The Lute in Britain: A History of the Instrument and its Music (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2001), 55-56 devotes a short discussion to Elizabeth as a lutenist in light of the sources that have so far been
overlooked. Spring’s work appeared shortly after my research for this study had been completed.
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Elizabeth strategically manipulated socially prescribed patterns through performance on the lute
and on the virginals. She exploited the functions of music not only in public but also in private in
order to protect her sole rulership over England. This paper posits that through her own playing
on the lute, Queen Elizabeth politicized music in order to challenge the socially acceptable rules
of conduct that constrained high-born women of her time. Parallels between women and music in
the Renaissance provide a useful model for an interpretation of the political and personal
strategies that Elizabeth pursued in performing music for a male audience.
It was a courtly tradition for female musicians not to play in front of men, but only in
private for personal recreation. Any display of musical skill at a professional level had to be
avoided.5 James Melville’s account reveals this fact, and it also suggests that the Queen displayed
her musical talents with nonchalance. This effortlessness, or sprezzatura, defined a courtier’s
graceful behavior.6 It stressed the concealment of any effort in favor of the “natural” self and the
impression of facility as opposed to a display of professionalism and an “earned character” [that
was derived] “from a social elsewhere.”7 For queens at court, this social elsewhere represented
the realms of rationality and masculine behavior. By displaying nonchalance, however, a courtier
could be sure to convey a good account of themselves whenever they did perform, because “the
desired sense was that [they] would . . . possess and manifest [their talents in music], but that
they followed from and were natural functions of [a courtier’s] social position.”8
Elizabeth=s display of sprezzatura here resulted in a successful reception of her playing
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Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, 43 and 102.
Ibid., 43.
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Frank Whigham, Ambition and Privilege: The Social Tropes of Elizabethan Courtesy Theory (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1984), 33.
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Ibid.
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in Melville’s eyes. What the Queen intended to show with a kind of dissimilation, or a
discrepancy between being and seeming, was an act of performance that was taken at face value
by her listener, who in turn admired her without recognizing her effortlessness, and thus evoked
admiration. Elizabeth clearly embraced the sprezzatura posture she was expected to assume in
this situation. Yet at the same time, she used it as a vehicle to manipulate Melville’s value
judgment of her own musical skills and knowledge. The Queen was used to playing in front of
closely related family members, such as Hunsdon, even though she was perfectly aware of the
social unacceptability for a woman to play alone in the company of unfamiliar and foreign men.
Let us turn to Hilliard’s miniature now.9 In this portrait, Elizabeth is seated in a large,
ornate chair trimmed in gold. Her head, her cuff, and the ample body of the lute form a
perpendicular plane of oval shapes against the sitter’s shoulders and the horizontal position in
which the lute is held. What stands out in Hilliard’s painting in comparison to other small
portraits of Elizabeth is its depiction of the Queen’s entire upper body, including her hands.10
Hilliard’s precise linear draftsmanship here is reflected not in the sitter’s face or ruff, but rather
in the depiction of the instrument and Elizabeth’s hands. The manner in which she is holding the
lute indicates that she is not just posing with it, but that she is actually playing it. Elizabeth’s
right-hand thumb is resting on the lowest bass course while her first finger is about to pluck the
fourth course. Her little finger is placed on the soundboard of the lute, near the highest treble

9

For a reproduction of this painting, see Roy C. Strong, Artists of the Tudor Court: The Portrait Miniature
Rediscovered, 1520-1620 (London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 1987), 119. See also Christopher Hogwood, Music
at Court (London: Folio Society, 1977), 35; Anne Somerset, Elizabeth I (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1991),
before p. 307; Spring, The Lute in Britain, 55; Strong, Elizabeth R , 28; and Strong, The English Renaissance
Miniature (London: Thames and Hudson, 1983), 83.
10
For other examples of miniature paintings of Elizabeth I by Hilliard, see Strong, Artists of the Tudor
Court, 117-19; and Strong, The English Renaissance Miniature, 87.
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string. The Queen’s left hand is holding down a bar chord on the second fret. Hilliard clearly
made a point of displaying Elizabeth’s physical attributes, in particular her long fingers that are
advantageous for playing the lute musically and with conviction. The realistic content of the
picture is not necessarily the issue here since the physical features of the instrument conform to
the standard sixteenth-century lute with six courses.11 Instead, the painting becomes significant as
a miniature that enables us to see all the details that would have been lost on a large canvas.
Art historian Roy Strong has advanced the argument that the lute miniature was
commissioned and mostly likely owned by Henry Carey, first Lord Hunsdon, Elizabeth=s first
cousin, a male individual who stood greatly in the Queen’s favor.12 Written correspondence
between the two reveals that Hunsdon was on intimate terms with Elizabeth.13 This suggests that
he probably had access to the Privy Chamber, the place where the Queen conversed with friends
and engaged in music-making.14 It is possible that Hunsdon observed her playing the lute there.
After all, he must have been familiar with the location of the chamber in which the Queen
practiced and performed music. The fact that he knowingly led Sir James Melville to Elizabeth’s
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See Robert Dowland, A Varietie of Lute-Lessons Whereunto is Annexed Certaine Obseruations
Belonging to Lute-Playing by Jean-Baptiste Besard (New York: Performers= Facsimiles, 1997), fol. E2; Wilburn
W. Newcomb, ed., William Barley: A New Booke of Tabliture, 1596 (London, 1966), 12-13; and Thomas Robinson,
A Schoole of Musicke (New York: Da Capo Press, 1973), fols. Bi-Bij. The position of Elizabeth’s right hand, in
particular her little finger, clearly conforms to playing instructions conveyed in lute music books and treatises from
over almost an entire century, as exemplified in manuals from the publication of Adrian Le Roy’s Briefe and Plaine
Instruction (1568) up to Thomas Mace=s Musick’s Monument (1676). It was a continuing tradition in lute playing to
keep the little finger of the right hand stationary on the soundboard of the instrument. Robinson in 1603, for
example, prescribes the following: “now for your right hand, called the striking hand leane upon the bellie of the
Lute with your little finger onelie, & that, neither to far from the Treble strings, neither to neere.” (Schoole of
Musicke, fol. Bi.)
12
Strong, Artists of the Tudor Court, 119. The miniature is located at Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire,
England today. If in fact it belonged to Henry Carey, first Lord Hunsdon, the miniature was passed on to his
granddaughter Elizabeth, who in turn married Sir Thomas Berkeley.
13
14

Nichols, Progresses and Public Processions, 1:285.
Strong, Elizabeth R, 66.
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music chamber as a political move in 1564 indicates that he thought highly of the Queen’s
musical skills and considered them worthy enough to be presented in performance to visitors,
above all, to elicit praise.
Because of the geometrical intricacies on which a lute was built and on which lute roses
were carved, the instrument was viewed as a symbol that represented the harmony of the
universe.15 The length, width, and height of the Renaissance lute were constructed according to
proportions based on musical intervals and numerical relationships that were perceived as
aesthetically beautiful.16 While its bass strings became associated with the Earth and the Ocean,
the trebles symbolized the Air.17 They were played together in an effort to achieve divine
perfection and harmony. As embodied in the lute miniature, Elizabeth as Queen was responsible
for maintaining the harmony of her body politic with England’s citizens, her immediate earthly
universe. In the miniature, it is the lute that encodes these aims and ideals of the sitter as well as
her social and political status. Hilliard endowed the artwork with emblematic qualities while
creating an ode to Elizabeth’s musical skills at the same time. As the study of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century emblem books reveals, the lute stood as a symbol for political alliance.18
Only if the instrument was tuned perfectly could it produce harmony in the literal and figurative
sense of the word. The allegoric use of the lute to represent political concord does not only come
to bear in the reading of Hilliard’s miniature, but it also pertains to the Queen’s lute playing in
front of men.

15
16

Robin Headlam Wells, “Number Symbolism in the Renaissance Lute Rose,” Early Music 9 (1981): 32-3.
Gerhard Christian Söhne, “On the Geometry of the Lute,” Journal of the Lute Society of America 13

(1980): 38.
17
18

Wells, “Number Symbolism,” 33.
See, for example, Andrea Alciati, Emblematum libellus (Paris: Christianus Wechselus, 1542), 20.
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The study of Elizabeth’s life-long marriage negotiations reveals the purpose behind her
tactics, namely to continuously and purposely postpone the settlement of the marriage and
succession questions. Written correspondence by Baron Caspar von Breuner and Adam von
Zwetkovich, two Austrian ambassadors at the English court, not only depicts Elizabeth in both
public and private settings, but it also testifies to her musical activity on the lute during the years
following her ascension to the throne.
As was customary, Elizabeth invited foreign diplomats to participate in religious
ceremonies and recreational activities. One month into his stay, the Queen provided personal
entertainment in the private setting of a barge on the Thames for Caspar von Breuner between the
evening of June 10 and June 11, 1559. In addition to conversing twice tête-à-tête with Elizabeth
on the water and once in her palace after the first river ride, the envoy witnessed the Queen
performing on the lute. Von Breuner wrote the following in a letter to Emperor Ferdinand I,
dated June 13, 1559:
Although the Queen affects a certain strangeness, she is quite otherwise in conversation; especially since I
have continued the negotiations with her (God knows what sorry business that is) she has comported herself
better and more confidingly from day to day . . . The first time on the 10th of June [1559], I, after supper,
to refresh myself took a boat on the river, and the Queen, came there, too, recognized and summoned me.
She spoke a long while with me, and invited me to leave my boat and take a seat in that of the Treasurer’s.
She then had her boat laid alongside and played upon the lute. The same evening Her Royal Highness
herself commanded me to come to her palace, for which I thanked her and promised to obey, and
19
accordingly went to the Church-parade the next morning.
19

Victor von Klarwill, ed., Queen Elizabeth and Some Foreigners: Being a Series of Hitherto Unpublished
Letters From the Archives of the Hapsburg Family, trans. T. H. Nash (New York: Brentano=s, 1928), 95-6. Maria
Perry, The Word of a Prince: A Life of Elizabeth I from Contemporary Documents (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell
Press, 1990), 151 cites the same incident having occurred on June 11, 1559. However, Perry also adds reference to
the Queen’s musical performance on that day: “When she met von Breuner rowing on the Thames, she invited him
into the Lord Chamberlain’s barge [June 10, 1559]. Next day [June 11, 1559] she asked him aboard her own boat,
letting him take the helm, and playing the lute to him.” Perry does not give any source for this quote, but it is likely
that she extracted this information from Klarwill’s edition of letters. However, according to von Breuner’s own letter
quoted earlier, the Queen explicitly performed only the first of the two days (June 10) on the boat, whereas on the
second day (June 11) the ambassador was merely in charge of the boat and enjoyed a lively conversation with the
Queen, without the music being mentioned. Perry apparently assumed the occurrence of Elizabeth=s performance on
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While this boat ride might seem to be a strategically manipulated move, it needs to be kept in
mind that Elizabeth did have a certain latitude as a queen.20 However, it is significant that while
performing for von Breuner, she seated herself in a boat different from his. Clearly, Elizabeth
kept a certain decor by remaining in a private setting and by deliberately maintaining physical
distance from von Breuner. This space accounts for a less extroverted setting for Elizabeth’s
musical performance.
Whereas Elizabeth seemed to prefer to discuss matrimonial issues with von Breuner
intimately on frequent boat outings, conversations with Adam von Zwetkovich were sparse and
held in places such as the Queen’s garden and her personal chambers at court. He reported the
following to Emperor Maximilian on June 4 in 1565:

On the 31st of May [1565] I delivered my Latin letter from Your Imperial Majesty to the Queen as
promised. She kept it for a day, on the plea that she had not been able to read it earlier. I had also seen her
dancing in her apartments, some Italian dances, half Pavane and half Galliard, and she also played very
21
beautifully upon the clavichord and the lute.

In order to discover the degree of privacy afforded in the location where Elizabeth performed on
the lute and the virginals for the envoy, it is necessary to take a look at the structure of the
physical space at the court. “Much of the Queen’s day was consumed in granting audience, either

the lute on both days based on the similar contexts given by von Breuner.
20

Elizabeth was not the only ruler who maneuvered around the rules of social acceptability pertaining to
women. Isabella d’Este was another female musician of high social status who reportedly accompanied herself on the
lute in front of men several times. She played the lute and sang at the marriage festivities for Alfonso d’Este and
Lucrezia Borgia in Ferrara in 1502. Isabella demonstrated her vocal skills for Pietro Bembo in 1505, and
accompanied herself on the vihuela da mano in front of Francesco Aquaviva. in 1514. See William F. Prizer, “Una
‘virtù molto conveniente a madonne’: Isabella D’Este as a Musician,” Journal of Musicology 17 (1999): 25-7.
Whereas Isabella’s performance setting for the marriage appears to have been a formal and a public occasion, the
context for Elizabeth’s lute playing on the boat was much more private.
21
Klarwill, ed., Queen Elizabeth, 227-8.
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formally in the Presence Chamber or informally in the Privy Chamber.”22 The latter was the place
where the Queen dined, saw her councilors, and entertained friends. Elizabeth also used it for
reading, playing cards, making music, and for informally receiving ambassadors.23 Beyond the
Privy Chamber proper, however, were the Queen’s private apartments, or withdrawing chambers,
to which only Ladies of the Bedchamber and Gentlewomen were admitted. Roy Strong has put
forward that “[m]usical instruments are described as being in her private rooms and ambassadors
frequently arrived to find her playing at her spinet.”24 This claim stands most likely in reference
to Melville’s observation of the Queen at the virginals in a “quiet gallery.”25 Hence, by “her
private apartments,” von Zwetkovich could have meant her very intimate withdrawing rooms or,
more likely, the Privy Chamber proper.
The parallels which Renaissance thought drew between women and music provide an
appropriate framework for the discussion of how and why Elizabeth transgressed boundaries
through music. Linda Austern has offered a useful explanation of how music-making female
individuals in sixteenth-century England came to be associated with both spiritual fulfillment and
physical destruction. Elizabethan literature reveals the presence of a dualistic vision concerning
women in contemporary England and elsewhere. On the one hand, they were considered to be
more sensual than men due to their physical appearance. On the other hand, women represented
“the tender and affectionate companion whose beauty and goodness were a reflection of heavenly
22

Strong, Elizabeth R, 76. The Presence Chamber was used for public occasions, such as the Queen’s
ceremonial meals, the great procession passing through on the way to the chapel, the official reception of
ambassadors, and dancing. “Anyone who could lay claim to being a gentleman had right of entrance to this room.”
(p. 66)
23
Ibid. For visual evidence on the space in which Elizabeth greeted foreign diplomats in an informal
setting, see pp. 46-7.
24
Ibid., 70.
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beauty and love.”26 In other words, “[female] appeal and spiritual benefit were direct results of [a
woman’s] outstanding physical and aesthetic attributes.”27
Renaissance thought connected the physical power of music directly to that of feminine
beauty and sexual allure. “Like perfect feminine beauty, music,” symbol of universal harmony
and the highest concord, stood for “an invitation to love and heavenly rapture”28 from a male
point of view. Music then carried a double function in itself. It had the ability to arouse physical
passion in the male listener which constituted an uncontrollable danger when performed by
women. Music “was often perceived . . . as a vain sensual delight and enemy to masculine
rationality.”29 Therefore, only in private realms could music serve as spiritual comfort and
exercise in moral and intellectual discipline for female musicians. Playing or singing in front of
men was considered to be an act of immodesty and against femininity, for it inspired masculine
desire. It constituted a risky maneuver around the boundaries of standard courtly behavior, that is,
an inappropriate masculine skill of conduct.30
According to Austern’s theory, Elizabeth’s performance on the lute for both visitors
would have run the risk of being harmful. The combination of her feminine beauty and her
heavenly joyous music supposedly would have aroused physical sensations in von Breuner and
von Zwetkovich, as well as spiritual transport. This behavior of Elizabeth’s is a strategy which
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Steuart, Memoirs of Sir James Melville, 96.
Linda Phyllis Austern, “‘Sing Againe Syren’: The Female Musician and Sexual Enchantment in
Elizabethan Life and Literature,” Renaissance Quarterly 42 (1989): 422.
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Austern, “‘Alluring the auditorie to effeminacie’: Music and the Idea of the Feminine in Early Modern
England,” Music and Letters 74 (1993): 347.
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Austern, “‘Sing Againe Syren’,” 422.
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Austern, “‘Alluring the auditorie to effeminacie’,” 347.
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Austern, “Music and the English Renaissance Controversy Over Women,” in Cecilia Reclaimed, ed.
Susan C. Cook and Judy S. Tsou (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994), 54.
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exploits the doubly enchanting effect of music on a male listener. It is certain that the Queen, in
the back of her mind, was not serious about a marriage with Archduke Charles of Austria. In
light of this, Austern’s proposition that Elizabeth must have intended to evoke physical desire in
her male listeners through her music should be modified to allow for both effects.
It is remarkable that Elizabeth must have managed to keep herself from moving from
passivity to passion by consciously restraining the interaction with the individuals for whom she
was performing. Otherwise she would have exposed herself to the possibility of falling victim to
a foreign marriage, which would have deprived her of her single right to the English crown. We
can therefore conclude that the Queen evoked both spiritual harmony and physical sensations in
the Austrian envoys. The first may have served Elizabeth as a means to put her listeners at ease
by enabling them to absorb her music as a reflection of spiritual harmony, “as a catalyst to
liberate man’s soul from its earthbound existence for the contemplation of a greater glory.”31
More importantly, Elizabeth summoned von Breuner to the river barge for political reasons
concerning marriage in the sense of sexual union, which were embedded in the undertones of her
musical performance. The lute, after all, was not only an emblem for political concord, but it also
carried sexual connotations when played by women, particularly in the presence of men.32 In
these instances, feminine sexuality and the exploitation of socially acceptable boundaries came to
be significant ingredients for the effectiveness of Elizabeth’s political rhetoric during her
marriage negotiations. It is significant that the Queen, in her late twenties and early thirties, still
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Austern, “‘Sing Againe Syren’,” 423.
See Carla Zecher, “The Gendering of the Lute in Sixteenth-Century French Love Poetry,” Renaissance
Quarterly 53 (2000): 769-91.
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signaled her sexual desirability when she was well past the expected age for a woman to enter
marriage.
The fact that both diplomats included the Queen’s musical performance into their
correspondence to the Hapsburg Emperors, suggests that they were struck by Elizabeth’s playing
in one way or another. They also imply that the Queen reached her goal in a shrewd manner. Not
only did she use music to expose her listeners to pleasing sounds through her own aesthetic
attributes and the instrument she played, but the lute playing also served the purpose of
exploiting the rules of aristocratic conduct in order to place herself on an intellectual level
associated with the rationality of men. This strategy enabled her to manipulate members of the
opposite sex on the basis of their perception of women performing music.
Both Hilliard’s miniature and Elizabeth’s performances on the lute enabled her to not
only show her practical accomplishments on musical instruments, but she also converted an
aesthetically enchanting pastime activity into a powerful political tool. Elizabeth insisted on her
virile attributes in matters of state. By imagining herself in male roles and performing music in
situations usually closed to women, she exhibited strengths identified as both masculine and
feminine. Elizabeth played androgynous roles in society, for she was well aware of the “Queen’s
two bodies.” Yet, by choosing intimate settings for her lute playing, Elizabeth still remained
within the bounds of social acceptability, a politically astute move. However her music was
perceived, Elizabeth’s private performances clearly show how music allowed England’s Queen
to pursue aims and goals in a patriarchal society.
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ABSTRACT:

Camus wrote in The myth of Sisyphus and other essays “There is but one truly serious
philosophical problem, and that is suicide. Judging whether life is or is not worth living amounts
to answering the fundamental question of philosophy.” This is a question that I have, and
continue, to struggle with since I was first found with a loaded shotgun to my head when I was
16 years old. 15 years later, three stays in psychiatric units, weekly therapy, and thousands of
pills later, I have been able to earn not only a B.A., but also an M.A. and am currently working
on my Ph.D. This is not simply a paper, this is my life; my authentic struggle for survival and
honest struggle for death at the same time.
My purpose in presenting my experiences is to help erase the stigmatism that surrounds
people who have a mental illness. I want to help the thousands of other students, and professors
who suffer, often in silence, from mental illness. I want them to know they are not alone, and
having a mental illness, or ‘di-sease’, is nothing to be ashamed of. While, this may sound
simplistic, it’s very difficult when one has an illness of the ‘mind’ (compared to an illness of the
‘body’) in academia, where our thoughts and our abilities to communicate them are the stock in
trade. This is an opportunity to hear not only what it’s like to deal with a mental illness while in
the academic world, but also different coping techniques that I’ve found helpful, and - perhaps
more importantly – to let people know they are not alone in their illness.
Daniel P. Reuben Jr.
987 Sandra Ct. Unit 1
South San Francisco CA 94080
Phone: 650.588.8979
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ABSTRACT:
Many people think the punk rock phenomena started with the Sex Pistols in 1977 and then
re-emerged in the early 1990's with bands like Nirvana and Green Day, and was a phenomenon
of attitude and cynicism – and did not have a more sophisticated philosophical and spiritual
development as a sub-culture. Yet, when one tries to define ‘punk’, one becomes somewhat
stuck, because as “Daniel Sinker, editor and founder of Punk Planet states, ‘punk is rooted in a
DIY do-it-yourself ethic than can easily be extrapolated from the realms of music and popular
culture to politics, the workplace, and indeed everyday life as a whole’” (The Nation. January,
2003). Using the DIY theme and embracing it with a belief that “life matters, so don’t fuck it
up”, as Marc Bayard writes in the introduction of The Philosophy of Punk: More Than Noise
(Craig O’Hara, 1999) one has a better working definition for ‘punk’.
Using these concepts – the do-it-yourself ethic and a belief that life matters – one can start to
look at the punk phenomena as more than just music, and see it as a philosophical and spiritual
journey as well. Within this framework, both Socrates and Siddhartha demonstrate punk
attitudes and beliefs towards specific situations they encountered in their lives. Socrates being
accused of corrupting youth, Siddhartha giving up his throne when fundamentally disillusioned
with the world, all have elements of ‘punkness’. These elements, along with identifying with the
downtrodden, and the deep conviction that the world is intrinsically wrong and the ethical refusal
to be governed by a corrupt political system – all key aspects of ‘punk’ – are explored anew as a
philosophical discourse. Punk expresses these same ideas, but translates them into terms and
images that have more meaning to postmodern culture.
One can further demonstrate that punk is not a radical new philosophy but only a slightly

different philosophical and spiritual approach to the expression of an individual – and one that
holds hope for spiritual growth. It is through this exploration that I hope to provide the
community at large with a better idea of the punk phenomenon and its origins, more than just the
sensationalist mass media depiction of sex, drugs, racism. In this light anarchy is revealed as not
a call to destruction but rather a political ideology that relies on the belief that ultimately people
are born intrinsically good.
As a sel-avowed punk for over 17 years, and a student of philosophy (particularly Buddhism
and Hinduism), I feel I am able to speak with some authority about my own sub-culture, one that
rarely gets the chance to speak for itself at academic venues like this Humanities conference, and
at the same time mediate between the two worlds of punk and academia.

Daniel P. Reuben Jr.

987 Sandra Ct. Unit 1 South San Francisco CA 94080
650.588.8979
Ph.D. Student: California Institute of Integral Studies
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Abstract
The series of frescoes now known as the “miniature frescoes” or the “Thera Ship
Frescoes”, discovered in room 5 of West House at Akrotiri, provide an excellent case
study for investigation into the narrative trends that characterize ancient Aegean art.
Evidence based on formal and iconographic analysis suggests that the Thera Ship
Frescoes represent a work that epitomizes the cyclical nature of departure, voyage, and
return, that would have been regarded by its contemporary viewers with poignancy, as an
intrinsic feature of island life. The visual account of this voyage contains elements of
battle, of visitation to exotic lands, and of a ceremonial return. In the absence of a
completely preserved work of art in its original context, it is necessary to utilize not only
the archaeological evidence and scholarly analysis of the remaining fragments, but also a
certain amount of intuition in order to piece together the narrative of the Thera ship
frescoes. It is almost certain that we will never know exactly how this work was intended
to be read, or if indeed it was intended to be “read” at all, but it is logical to posit a single,
continuous narrative that captured the epic, narrative story of sea voyage for the purposes
of pride and posterity.
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Departure, Voyage, and Return:
A Reinterpretation of the Figures in the Miniature Frescoes of Akrotiri

In 1967, Professor Spyridion Marinatos began the first systematic excavations of
Akrotiri, Thera, a site that proved to be one of the most significant prehistoric settlements
of the Aegean. Marinatos originally undertook excavations of Akrotiri in order to
uncover evidence pertaining to his theory; that the eruption of Thera’s volcano, ca. 1500
B.C.E., caused the collapse of Minoan civilization. The excavations, however, which
still continue to this day under the direction of Professor Christos Doumas, have yielded
much more than the signs of a civilization forced to abandon the island of Thera due to
volcanic activity; they are also responsible for the discovery of a series of exceptionally
well-preserved painted frescoes. The frescoes at Akrotiri are not only preserved in larger
fragments than those of other contemporary Cycladic and Cretan mural sites1, but can
also be assigned with arguable accuracy to specific locations on the interior walls of the
buildings in which they were found, making their discovery one of the most valuable
resources yet found for the “reading” of Aegean narrative art in a setting approximating
its original context. The series of frescoes now known as the “miniature frescoes” or the
“Thera Ship Frescoes”, discovered in room 5 of West House at Akrotiri, provide an
excellent case study for investigation into the narrative trends that characterize ancient
Aegean art.
The remaining fragments of the miniature frescoes from Akrotiri have prompted
many more questions than they have definitive answers with regard to their narrative

1

Contemporary Cycladic mural sites include: Ayia Irini and Phylakopi. Cretan mural sites include:
Knossos, Tylissos, and Ayia Triadha. http://www.indiana.edu/~classics/aegean.html.
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interpretation. The scholarly articles I have read for this essay contain several conflicting
hypotheses for potential readings. There is, however, a consensus amongst this group on
two major points: This is a narrative work of art, and the narrative represented is of a
nautical theme that would have been tremendously significant to its contemporary
viewers.2 Framing my own analysis by concurring that this work is narrative—it tells a
story with a beginning, middle, and end—and that its nautical theme held particular
significance for its contemporary Aegean beholders, I will offer answers to some of the
extant questions through formal and iconographic analysis of the figures represented in
the several sections of the frescoes.
Questions I will address by examining the figures in their respective contexts
include: Do the figures represent an Aegean, Minoan, or distinctly Theran setting, or a
combination of these? Does this work depict a specific event, does it epitomize a typical
nautical voyage, or is it meant to symbolize the cyclical nature of departure, voyage, and
return, that would have been typical of island living? Is the nature of this nautical voyage
one of war, a trade expedition, a journey to discover new lands, or a ceremonial
procession? More specific questions address how the individual figures work together to
convey the narrative: What do the weapons, clothing, implied actions, and features of the
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figures reveal about the story? Why are the male figures represented as individuals, or in
some cases individual groups, while the female figures, with the exception of the waterbearers in the north fresco, represented as a single, repeated motif? Though it is
impossible to answer any of these questions definitively due to the total lack of
contemporary written history and the fragmentary nature of the remains of the frescoes, I
will offer my own answers to this list of questions, based on formal and iconographic
analysis, both in concordance with and in contrast to previous hypotheses and arguments.
I will provide evidence to suggest that the Thera Ship Frescoes represent a work that
epitomizes the cyclical nature of departure, voyage, and return, that would have been
regarded by its contemporary viewers with poignancy, as an intrinsic feature of island
life. The visual account of this voyage contains, as I will describe further, elements of
battle, of visitation to exotic lands, and of a ceremonial return.

The Most Logical “Reading” of the Narrative
It is necessary first to establish the overall layout of the miniature frescoes, as
there is much critical debate over where the narrative actually begins and ends.
Fragments of the frescoes cover the upper forty centimeters of three of the walls of Room
5 of West House, which I will refer to from this point on as the north, south, and west
frescoes, and the east fresco covers the upper twenty centimeters of the east wall. The
most completely preserved fresco is the south fresco, depicting two different settlements
with a fleet of ships that appear to be traveling between the settlements. The north fresco,
preserved in two large chunks and several smaller fragments, contains three distinct
groups of figures: the meeting on the hill, the soldiers marching past a pastoral scene in
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the background, and the drowning soldiers in the foreground. The east fresco depicts an
exotic landscape and contains no human figures, but fantastic animals. There is very little
left of the west fresco; two small fragments have been found, but have not yet been
assigned any particular significance, which makes a confident assessment of the proper
order of the narrative from wall to wall, beginning to end, problematic. The presence of
the two small fragments of the west fresco, however, lends weight to the theory that the
original mural spanned all four walls continuously.
The correct order of the narrative has been much debated, arguments based on the
clues within the narrative itself. Davis argues that the narrative begins with the south
fresco, meant to be read from left to right as the direction of the figures indicates,
continues along the now-missing west fresco, and ends with the north fresco.3 To account
for the imagery of the east fresco, Davis suggests that the exotic landscape was not part
of the narrative, but an ornamental decoration completed prior to the narrative of the
south, west, and north frescoes.4 Other scholars, for example Morris, Shaw, and Warren,
believe that the narrative begins with the north fresco and ends with the south fresco,
linked by the landscape of the east fresco.5 Televantou argues that the narrative begins
with the west fresco, proceeds from left to right, and ends with the arrival town of the
south fresco. She asserts that a person entering the room in its original state would have
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Davis p. 5
Davis asserts that the east wall constitutes “a break in the narrative, rather than a continuation of it.” This
break is delineated by the difference in the heights of the east wall, at 20 cm., and the north, south, and west
walls, at 40 cm., as well as “an abrupt break at the corner (of the southeast wall), with sharp color changes
of all the painted areas and no continuity between them. The northeast corner must have been similarly
treated.” Davis also points out that “The pigment overlaps on the corner fragment prove that the artist
painted the ornamental strip first, as if he considered it a framing element, and then proceeded to execute
the narrative frieze.” p. 4
In my opinion, though, the pigment overlaps can suggest nothing more than the order in which the narrative
was painted; not the order in which it was intended to be read.
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Morris p. 515, Shaw p. 270, Warren p. 120
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seen the west wall first, making that wall the logical place to begin the narrative. She also
points out that the east and south frescoes can be effectively connected by joining the
rivers from the far right side of the east fresco to the far left of the south fresco,
buttressing the theory that all four walls were originally linked visually.6 I believe that
Televantou makes the most convincing argument, therefore I will examine the narrative
as if it begins with the west fresco and spans all four walls uninterrupted.
Viewed as a single, continuous narrative, the miniature frescoes appear to tell a
story that represents the cyclical nature of departure, voyage, and return, characterizing
the relationship of island dwellers to the sea surrounding them. Assuming the first
“departure” was located on the missing west wall, I will begin my analysis of the figures
with the “voyage” depicted in the north fresco, continue through the voyage to the exotic
lands of the east fresco, and end with the “return” in the south fresco. I will describe how
these figures reveal, through their clothing, weapons, features, and implied actions, the
various stages and characteristics of a sea expedition.

The North Fresco
The north fresco is preserved in two large sections and several additional
fragments, one section depicting the meeting on the hill, the other a battle scene in the
foreground with soldiers marching past a pastoral scene in the middle to background.
Though these several groups of figures are in close proximity, their actions do not seem
initially to link them narratively, making it problematic to read the scene. However, the
temporal organization of the scenes is not likely organized in a sequence of purely left to
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right, but also from bottom to top, indicating that they are not necessarily intended to
represent simultaneous actions occurring in the same place.7
The clothing, weapons, and actions of the figures in the north fresco imply that
they comprise two different ethnic groups; the invading fleet is Theran and the
inhabitants of the land are a generalized, foreign people. In the meeting on the hill, the
men wear several different types of garments. The men on the left side of the hill wear
loincloths, and the figure just in front of them wears a long, white cloak with decorative
borders. The men on the right side of the hill wear garments distinctly different than those
on the left; their cloaks are knee-length as opposed to full-length, and they appear to have
scarf-like garments at their necks. Morris states: “Minoan archaeologists attribute
garments, gestures, and grouping to a ritual assembly at a peak sanctuary. But the same
scene allows a more military moment, a council between allies or enemies in different
costume.”8 I agree that the scene of the meeting on the hill most likely represents a
council of war, due to its proximity to the battle scene below and the marching soldiers to
the right. Two different groups—one being Theran invaders and the other foreign
defenders—could be negotiating a settlement as a result of the Theran victory in the
aftermath of the battle depicted below.
The battle scene itself contains no direct violent action, but the positions of the
figures and the weapons floating near them in the water clearly indicate that this is the
aftermath of conflict. Morris calls this a “coordinated attack—a sea battle before landing
on shore”.9 If the scene is read from left to right, bottom to top, then it does depict a battle
at sea followed by soldiers coming ashore and marching toward the town. The identity of
7
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the attackers can be linked to the men in the meeting on the hill; the only preserved figure
in the invading ship is dressed in a loincloth, just as the two Theran figures on the left
side of the hill. It is feasible then to connect the battle to the meeting, to assume that the
two groups on the hill are discussing the outcome of the battle and the steps that will be
taken. The identity of the drowning soldiers is more ambiguous, however, because these
three figures alone are nude, in contrast to the fully clothed figures in the settlement
above. Warren points out, however, that there is no special significance to the nudity of
the drowning defenders, that in fact several figures in the “home port” (arrival town,
south fresco) appear to be nude.10 One could infer that the nude representation of figures
in or near water could have been a common theme in Theran art, and not a trait intended
to visually portray any particular ethnic group.11 The nude figures are simply one part of
a generalized group of foreigners.
The final scene in the sequence of events on the north wall is that of a line of
soldiers, wearing boar tusk helmets and carrying long body shields and spears, marching
uphill near an oddly peaceful-looking settlement. Davis explains this strange
juxtaposition thus: “These coastal people appear to be spared, since the line of Theran
warriors marches by them. Shepherds driving sheep and cattle and women carrying jars
on their heads seem unaffected by the invaders.”12 I disagree with this reading, however.
It appears unlikely that this is a group of people going about their usual business; rather
they are gathering goods to be given to the invading Therans as part of the agreement that
has been reached between the men meeting on the hill. The figures on the hill can be
10
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linked to the figures gathering goods in the settlement in several ways. For one, while a
foreign shepherd appears to be leading livestock away from the soldiers, a single figure
dressed in a loincloth seems to be leading livestock back toward the shore. Since the
loincloth effectively allows this figure to be identified as Theran—part of the invading
group—it logically follows that he is collecting booty or spoils of war, as he would have
no other reason to interact with the livestock of this foreign place. Another, more obvious
link between the two scenes is the clothing on the foreign men in the settlement. Their
cloaks, just like the men on the right side of the meeting on the hill, fall just below the
knees, unlike the full-length Theran cloaks. The most important link, however, can be
found in the group of men atop a shelter on the far left end of the settlement. The four
figures—three standing and one crouching—appear to have climbed onto the roof of a
small building in order to view the meeting on the hill first hand. They provide the
narrative connection between the outcome of the meeting and the actions taken by the
inhabitants to uphold their end of whatever bargain has been reached. Thus, rather than
shepherds and townspeople unaffected by invading soldiers, this scene depicts the
systematic gathering and distribution of goods as booty following a raid.
Overall, the scenes in the north fresco evoke the sense of a typical battle and
negotiation, executed in a distinctive artistic style, and several scholars demonstrate their
reasons for accepting the content and execution of these scenes as uniquely Theran.
While the iconography, such as the soldiers’ boar tusk helmets and long body shields, led
Warren to initially place the invading army in a Minoan context, he believes that the
depiction of the fleet returning to its home port of Thera hints at a Theran variation in the
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Minoan artistic tradition.13 Davis alludes to the boar tusk helmets worn by the marching
soldiers as evidence to suggest a Theran artistic style: “The boar tusk helmets, while
similar to those found in examples of Minoan and Mycenaean art, cannot be considered
evidence of a Minoan or Mycenaean context because there are slight variations among
the different examples...perhaps the Therans developed their own variation of the boar
tusk helmet in order to express their uniqueness.”14 Thus the characteristics of the boar
tusk helmets could signify that the artist was familiar with Minoan art, but was careful to
include variations to distinguish it as Theran. Likewise, Laffineur suggests that the
overall features of the composition and conception of space indicate the possibility of
Theran artists attempting to develop their own unique style.15 Assuming that this is in fact
a work executed by a Theran artist and intended to represent Therans specifically,
Televantou is correct in stating that the narrative implies the following ideas: “The ageold relationship between man, in this case the Theran, and the sea...the martial alertness
and, by extension, the economic and political role of the Therans in the Aegean.”16
Though only a small portion of the north fresco remains, it is clearly meant to
demonstrate the economic and military prowess of the Theran fleet, their superiority over
a generalized “other”. Due to the absence of remaining fragments on the right side of the
north wall, it is impossible to visually link the scenes of the north fresco to the landscape
of the east fresco, but if we continue “reading” from left to right, we can assume that the
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landscape of the east fresco represents a land encountered by the same fleet that invaded
the settlement in the north fresco.

The East Fresco
Though the preserved fragments of the east fresco contain no figures, they are
relevant to this discussion because of the iconographic representations of exotica in the
landscape. They appear to epitomize a foreign, exotic landscape with animals that would
have been strange to a Theran—griffins, for example. Davis suggests that “these colorful
plants and animals reveal the iconography of the ‘exotic’ in general”.17 Perhaps it was
part of a Theran artistic tradition to portray distant lands visited during a voyage
fantastically, alluding to mysterious and bizarre elements of foreign travel through
symbolic imagery rather than representations of a particular location. Assuming it was
not the intention of the artist to depict a specific landscape, it logically follows that the
artist would also not have intended to represent specific battle scenes, trade missions, or
foreign countries, but rather generalized characteristics of each.
The east fresco, though significantly smaller than the other frescoes—its height
measures twenty centimeters, compared to a height of forty centimeters for the north,
south, and west frescoes—is arguably part of the cyclical narrative of departure, voyage,
and return, because the river in the landscape links it visually to the river in the south
fresco. Laffineur states: “There is only one sure transition between adjoining walls, that
between the east and south friezes, which indicates an unbroken succession clearly
emphasized...by the horizontal river, and there is no obvious reason to reject a similar
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thematic junction at the transitions between other friezes.”18 If the rivers are joined in
such a way as to represent one continuous body of water, the landscape of the east fresco
can represent the “natural setting” of the town in the south fresco.19

The South Fresco
By far the most completely preserved of the four sections of frescoes, the south
fresco depicts a fleet of ships proceeding from one town on the far left, to the arrival town
on the far right. Each town seems to be inhabited by a different ethnic group, and the
groups display very different reactions to the presence of the fleet of ships. The
connection between the land on the left side of the south fresco and the exotic landscape
of the east fresco suggests that the figures there are inhabitants of a land foreign to the
Therans. The town on the right side has been predominantly identified as the home port
of Thera, to which the fleet of ships is returning. Several alternate interpretations, which I
will discuss further, place these two lands in different contexts, but I posit that the figures
and their iconography indicate a straightforward narrative of the final phase of the cycle
of expedition, the “return.”
Davis argues that the first, more rural town on the far left of the south fresco is
Thera, and that the far right town is a settlement on Crete, the expedition between the two
towns for the purposes of trade. She attributes the identification of the first town as Thera
to the presence of figures wearing cloaks that resemble those of the warriors on the ships,
while the figures in the arrival town predominantly wear loincloths. Davis states: “The
men in loincloths exhibit a distinctly formal behavior in the manner in which they line up
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in front of the walls.”20 This would indicate a formal gesture of welcome to the ships
arriving for purposes of trade. This interpretation does not hold up, in my opinion, for
several reasons. If the presence of figures wearing cloaks similar to the boatmen is reason
enough to identify a town as Theran, then it seems there are two Thera’s in this fresco;
both towns contain cloaked figures. In fact, the arrival town contains at least eleven
figures that are clearly dressed in cloaks, whereas cloaks are only distinctly visible on
nine of the figures in the first town. It would also figure that, since the Theran figures in
the ships are dressed in a combination of cloaks and loincloths, they would conceivably
be returning to a town where figures also wore a combination of cloaks and loincloths, as
displayed in the arrival town. Davis’ point that the line of figures near the wall of the
second town displays a formal gesture of greeting is also unsound; the gestures amongst
this group are so varied and expressive, they appear to convey a general sense of
excitement, rather than formality. The passive postures of the figures in the far left town,
compared to the animated body language of the figures in the arrival town, lead me to
contend that the fleet of ships is passing by the first, foreign town on its way home to a
tremendous welcome in the arrival town of Thera.
The town on the left can further be characterized as foreign, without identifying it
as a specific foreign location, in several ways. In the background, a giant lion is depicted
chasing several deer. This hints at excitement or adventure found in exotic lands, as lions
were most likely not found in Thera. The figures in this exotic land appear to be
watching the fleet of ships pass by without any reaction beyond simply observing them;
there is no indication that the boats ever docked there or that the figures in the boats ever
interacted with the figures in the town. One would logically expect at least a sign of
20
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recognition or a parting greeting between the boatmen and the townspeople if they were
on familiar terms, but neither group appears to acknowledge the other. Also, with the
exception of the two shepherds in apparent conversation on either side of the river, all of
the people in this town are indoors or directly in front of a door. Most notably, there are
no figures near the shore that are either dressed in loincloths or completely nude. It is
apparent that these figures are a separate and distinctly different group than the figures in
the boats and the arrival town, but a non-specific, anonymous group. Morris writes:
“Without reviewing all the proposed and possible locales in the Aegean, an anonymous
identity suits this town, in keeping with current consensus that this environment
represents a generic Aegean setting.”21 The generalized vocabulary of imagery would
have rendered this scene more poignant for a contemporary beholder. Instead of telling
the story of one voyage in particular, is tells the story of every voyage; of every instance
when their fellow island dwellers departed on an expedition, most likely unsure of what
they would encounter, as well as when and in what state they would return.
The scene of the returning fleet has a ceremonial feel because of the ornate
adornment of the ships, the proud, upright postures of the steersmen, and presence of the
extravagant ship cabins with their “captains” inside. This has led some to interpret the
scene as a nautical festival,22 but I would argue that the ships are shown traveling
between an unfamiliar, exotic land and the boatmen’s home town; much too great a
distance for a ceremonial procession. In keeping with Televantou’s claim that the artist’s
intention was to demonstrate the economic and military prowess of the Therans in the
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Aegean, I attribute the rich, impressive, look of the ships and figures to the artist’s choice
to portray the returning fleet as a scene of conquering heroes. The Therans had been on a
long journey that included at least one battle, but they still had the means to dress
formally, display their intact helmets, and proudly steer their extraordinary ships back
home. Theran beholders of this work would have been reassured by the triumphant state
of the returning fleet.
The scene of the arrival town, or the home port of Thera, clearly indicates a state
of excited anticipation at the return of the fleet, but not of a specific occasion. Rather, the
iconography of the figures—particularly the women—suggests a typical reaction to the
fleet’s safe homecoming. The excitement can be seen in the varied, animated gestures of
the line of figures near the town wall, the gathering of figures at the windows and terraces
of the buildings, and the “runners”, who appear to be carrying news to and from the small
shelter at the top of the hill. The figures in the arrival town can be effectively connected
with the figures in the boats, due to their similar dress. The boatmen wear sleeveless
cloaks of varying colors, as do the figures standing on the hill in the arrival town, and the
steersmen wear the same types of loincloths as those found on the majority of the figures
lined up at the town wall, as well as the runners on the hill. These figures belong to the
same ethnic group, and their gestures indicate that they are familiar with each other.
The women in the arrival town are represented in a distinct iconographic style, as
a single, repeated motif. Morgan writes, “The women of the Arrival Town are
distinguished in status by the comparatively large scale on which they are drawn, and the
privileged positions in which they sit, afforded the best views of the scene.”23 This
implies that the women in this scene hold higher status than the men, but I find that
23
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unlikely. It is more feasible that the women were represented in this way—rendered in
white, wearing white cloaks that expose one breast, and seated in groups at several
terraces—because this was the traditional method used to depict women in Aegean art.
Morgan also states, “The theme of women in an architectural setting, usually at windows,
is common in the Aegean: they are spectators of the scene.”24 I have already suggested
that the artist used traditional Minoan iconography in this work, but with variations that
indicate a uniquely Theran style. In this case, it is most probable that the artist believed it
sufficient to render the women in a style he was familiar with, finding it necessary to
show their presence, but not to distinguish them as individuals. This would further the
case for a typical scene of Therans welcoming their fleet home, rather than a specific
instance of the same.

The Connecting Elements
Thus far I have discussed the three frescoes—north, east, and south—
individually, but it is also important to recognize the parallels throughout the different
sections of the narrative in order to discern a continuous thread throughout. The
iconography of the figures in all three sections distinguishes the differences between the
Therans and the generalized “other”, tying together the stages of departure, voyage, and
return.25 The implied actions and, more obviously, the clothing of the figures in each
section provide the necessary information to draw a connection between the north and
south frescoes, and to validate the claim that the figures in both of the frescoes represent
the same people in different stages of a single voyage.
24
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The loinclothed figures present the most noticeable link between the Therans in
different scenes, appearing in various capacities in every stage of the voyage. In the north
fresco, there are two loinclothed figures in the meeting on the hill, one in the boat at the
battle scene, and one in the pastoral background scene. In the south fresco, there are nine
that are recognizable as steersmen,26 at least four atop the hill in the arrival town, and at
least twenty-two gathered near the town wall. All appear to serve in functional capacities,
such as steering boats or driving livestock, which suggests that their style of dress could
indicate a difference in class than that of the cloaked figures.
The boar tusk helmets are an equally important feature of the north and south
friezes; a connection can be made between the soldiers marching up the hill in the north
fresco, and the seated passengers in the boats of the south fresco. Though the boatmen are
not actually wearing the helmets in the processional scene, their significance is
undiminished. As Morgan points out, “The disembodied helmets on the ships serve as a
determinative signifying the martial role and possible status of each of the men.”27 This
could be a scene of soldiers who have finished with battle for the time being, and hung
their helmets proudly above their heads as a symbol of status and victory for their return
home:
The wearing of such a panoply would distinguish the individual as a man
of importance and would define his role as a warrior. It is for this reason
that the men seated on the ships hang their helmets above their heads even
though they are not in the midst of warfare or the hunt.28
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Just as the soldiers in the north fresco wear their distinctive helmets to identify their
importance during battle, so the returning soldiers in the south fresco display their
helmets to signify their success.
The distinct differences in the clothing of the two different groups, the Therans
and the “other”, are most noticeable in the female figures. In the north fresco, the only
two females appear to be wearing long skirts, one blue and one red. Their hair is worn
long, their bodies are roughly the same size and proportion as the men, and their skin
seems to be tinted slightly pink. In the south fresco arrival town, the women are rendered
completely in white, including their flesh, their hair is pulled back at the nape of the neck,
and each of their cloaks exposes one breast. They are also represented on a different scale
than the men, appearing nearly double their size. These differences in the iconography of
the two groups of women is a clear example of one of the artist’s many different ways of
distinguishing between Theran and “other”. While the iconography of the men serves
both to link the figures of the battle in the north fresco with those in the returning fleet
and the arrival town, and to separate the Therans from the foreigners of the battle and the
exotic land, the iconography of the women serves mainly to separate the figures in the
defending settlement of the north fresco from the waiting figures in the arrival town. This
technique of connection and separation, used consistently by the artist throughout the
entire narrative, allows the viewer to locate a common theme throughout, and to identify
all of the figures as belonging to different stages of one continuous story.

Conclusion
Formal and iconographic analysis of the figures in the miniature frescoes from
Akrotiri reveals the artistic expression of a subject that would have been close to the
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hearts of its contemporary beholders, executed in a style that was possibly uniquely
Theran. Morgan states, “The emphasis of the frieze and associated panels is
maritime...this theme was clearly of central importance to the people of Thera,
themselves a maritime community, for it dominates the paintings of the West House.”29 I
would expand upon this statement by emphasizing again that not only is the theme of the
frescoes maritime, but that it also represents a very important facet of maritime living; the
cyclical nature of departure, voyage, and return. As island inhabitants, Therans would
have been familiar with the necessity of sea voyage at least for the purposes of trade and
exploration, and most likely also for the purposes of political negotiation and battle. Their
relationship to the sea would have been rich and complex, most likely the dominating
factor in their lives. They would have regularly been either witness to or participants in
departure from their homeland, audience of tales or direct witnesses of sea battles and
unfamiliar lands, and joyful observers of a return home.
In the absence of a completely preserved work of art in its original context, it is
necessary to utilize not only the archaeological evidence and scholarly analysis of the
remaining fragments, but also a certain amount of intuition in order to piece together the
narrative of the Thera ship frescoes. It is almost certain that we will never know exactly
how this work was intended to be read, but it is logical to posit a single, continuous
narrative that epitomized the epic, narrative story of sea voyage for the purposes of pride,
poignancy, and posterity.
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Abstract
Perhaps the most problematic cog in the wheel of architectural design is the translation
from spoken or written word, to drawing, to completed building. Even the most careful
and imaginative handling of a seemingly faultless ideal will often result in the ultimate
failure of a structure; not necessarily in its physical manifestation, but in the function it
was intended to serve. Alison and Peter Smithson, a remarkable team of modernist
architects, covered an astounding amount of ground in the way of designs, manifestoes,
and exhibitions, airing their ideas and ideals before their contemporaries and pushing the
boundaries of the modern movement as a solution to the problem of postwar
reconstruction. Their written manifestoes, such as Team 10 Primer and Ordinariness and
Light, boldly declare the “correct” way to repattern the world; the obvious answers to the
ever-increasing problems of urban development. The ideas are imaginative; the theories
clear and concise. However, the assertions which seemed right in the medium of written
and spoken language, more often than not, did not survive the translation into the
language of actual buildings. The following examination of several of the Smithsons’
exhibitions and designs, juxtaposed with virtual “tours” of the completed buildings they
represent, may shed some light on the inherent problems in transitioning between artistic
mediums, and posit those elements that became, unfortunately, “lost in translation”.

3
The Exhibitions of Alison and Peter Smithson:
Making Modernity Inhabitable

Alison and Peter Smithson were in every way a formidable dual partnership. Their long
struggle to redefine Modernism and repattern the world through architecture continues to
inspire architects and urban planners today. Even if most of their buildings did not quite
capture their idealistic concepts, their unwavering belief in the possibility of bringing an
entropic society into some kind of productive harmony, through rethinking and
redesigning the spaces it inhabits, manifested itself in an astounding proliferation of
writings, exhibitions, and designs. The ideals they professed never quite came to life in
the physical world of urban society, but their contribution stimulated positive inertia
toward the noble, if often unrealistic, aims of the Modern Movement. The desire for
simple solutions to overwhelmingly complicated problems; such as alleviation of
overcrowded cities, restructuring a war-torn society, and availability of adequate housing
for everyone regardless of economic situation, permeates the Smithsons’ cutting-edge
designs and provocative manifestoes. Unfortunately, the plans that succeeded on paper
and in exhibitions ultimately did not survive the translation from concept to completed
building. Modernism—even after the Smithsons had adjusted its aims and definition to
create their own version—was not to provide the much-sought-after resolution to the
world’s problems. An examination of several of the Smithsons’ architectural designs,
exhibitions, and buildings illustrates the frustrating pattern of seemingly infallible
concepts falling prey to the flaws inherent in the reality of constructing inhabitable
buildings.

4
Toward a New Modernism
The Smithsons set up their architectural practice shortly after the British victory in
World War II, in a country that had won the war politically if not economically. The job
of rebuilding society was a daunting task, and they took it on with a determination not to
fall prey to the inherent faults they saw in Modernism since the 1920’s avant-garde—the
“Heroic Period”.1 They felt that Modernist architecture, with its narrow-minded efforts to
shove the world into a streamlined Utopia, was in danger of overlooking the basic human
need of belonging, and eliminating the potential for any sense of community. They saw
the machine, which provided the symbol upon which previous generations of Modernists
had based their designs, as an unsatisfactory metaphor for a world made up of human
desires, pop culture, and a sedimented past. The Smithsons backed off the “call to
order”2, and instead worked toward creating a system of architecture that would embrace
and facilitate human needs and their identification with structures in space.
The Smithsons’ split with practicing “establishment” architects3 declared itself
most palpably with the dissolution of CIAM 9. At this conference, the Smithsons had
displayed their famous CIAM grille (Fig. 1), a photomontage of children playing in the
street juxtaposed with sprawling diagrams representing “house”, “street”, “district”, and
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“city” 4 (Fig. 2). Openly displaying their criticism of an establishment which they felt no
longer addressed the reality of rebuilding a damaged society, an entire generation of
young architects, including the Smithsons, split with their former mentors and formed
“Team 10”. Only Le Courbusier, with his concept of “New Brutalism”, retained any
influence on this group.5
Team 10 and the Smithsons embraced New Brutalism as the way to return to the
most effective aspects of Modernism; to rescue it from self-importance. They felt that
Modernism had become too academic and orthodox, and wished to inject life into it.
They championed the anti-aesthetic, “truth-to-materials” approach; not merely a sanitized
version of form-as-function, but a true attempt at “making the whole conception of the
building visible and comprehensible”.6 Though there was much criticism of New
Brutalism for its often-perceived ugliness and unappealing roughness, the Smithsons saw
it as the solution to crippling social problems.
It was not enough, however, to adopt the anti-aesthetics of New Brutalism; in
order to embrace nature and accommodate a growing population, the Smithsons needed
to find a way to make Modernity inhabitable. As a way to work at the intersection
between the diverse nature of human behavior and the structures that they necessarily
inhabit, the Smithsons utilized the exhibition as their way in to solving what they
perceived to be the pressing problems of overcrowding and the urban slum.
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The Exhibitions
In comparison to the scant number of buildings they actually completed, the
Smithsons produced an overwhelming body of work in the form of exhibitions and
designs. Bringing in the influences of Pop Art, L’Art Brut, and modern advertisements, to
name a few, the Smithsons created presentations in the form of models, installations, and
drawings, that flew in the face of “heroic” Modernism. Their statement seemed to be that
the world was becoming increasingly more complex, and to deal with its problems, one
must first understand its multifarious nature.
Since it is beyond the scope of this paper to address every one of the Smithsons’
exhibitions and designs, I will focus on what I consider to be four of the most pivotal in
their career: The Golden Lane Housing Competition (1952), Parallel of Life and Art
(1953), The House of the Future (1956), and This is Tomorrow (1956). In an attempt to
effectively speculate on how these works translated themselves into actual buildings, I
will offer hypotheses on the parallels between visual expressions of concepts and the
physical manifestations of those ideas.
In an interview with Liane Lefaivre, Peter Smithson stated: “Jackson Pollock was
a tremendous influence, and a revelation. We saw [his work] for the first time in 1949.
The experience was a knockout. It meant you could have a discipline that was outside
solid geometry, shift from an aesthetic that was based on geometry to one that had an
ordering that was different”.7 It was this “different ordering” (Fig. 3) pervading the
Smithsons’ exhibitions and designs that made them so provocative; how can one base
their theory on a concept “outside geometry” when geometry comprises the empirical set
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of rules on which construction of buildings is based? Though not nearly as cryptic as
some of their later designs, the Smithson’s entry in The Golden Lane Housing
Competition clearly points to the beginnings of their flirtation with the notion of thinking
about architecture outside of traditional “ordering”.
In response to the need for mass housing in an urban setting where space was at a
premium, the Smithsons designed Golden Lane with the idea that “new methods of
production, new forms of transportation, and new ways of life demanded new forms of
habitation; that in turn cities would have to be transformed.”8 In a society damaged by
war it would be impossible, as attractive as the idea may seem, to sweep out the ruins of
bomb damage and restart with a clean slate. In a radical coupling of existing situation
with progressive steps forward, the Smithsons represented their building design not only
with figures dotting the space, but superimposed on the ruins of Coventry (Fig. 4). Rather
than utilize the Modernist grid as a clean, straightforward system of planning the layout
of the building, the Smithsons broke new ground by laying out their design to layer over
and move with the existing topography.9
Not only did the Smithsons contrive a new way of approaching urban
redevelopment, but with Golden Lane they became the “unwitting parents of pop
culture”.10 Presumably to show how pleasant it could be to live in their multi-decked
building situated upon the ruins of downtown Coventry, the Smithsons placed the figures
of Marilyn Monroe, Joe de Maggio (Fig. 6), and Peter Ustinov (Fig. 7) in their “Streets in
the Sky” graphic, as well as Gerard Phillipe (French film star) in the view from actual
8
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street level. With this collage of iconic images, the Smithsons seemingly began a long
love affair with the incorporation of recognizable metaphors in their designs.
The most prominent feature of Golden Lane, however, was the innovative idea
that “street culture” could be brought to the uppermost levels of high-rise buildings. In
the graphic with Marilyn Monroe and Joe de Maggio, the Smithsons posited a living
situation where one could step right out of their front door onto the street, even several
floors above the ground level. This evokes the ideology behind their CIAM grille of
children playing in the street; in order to have a sense of community, neighbors must
have an easily accessible place to congregate. However, it is impossible to ignore one
major theoretical flaw: streets do not have ceilings, as do promenade decks. From
personal observation, I find that people naturally congregate with others outside their
immediate families either in completely enclosed rooms, or in spaces where the sky is
visible directly overhead. Whether the Smithsons considered this or not in their plan, I of
course could not say, but the idea of simulating a street without the fundamental
characteristics of a street—the flow of traffic (both cars and unfamiliar people), the view
of the sky overhead, and the basic feeling of the ground beneath one’s feet—cannot be
accomplished several stories high in a concrete building.
In the exhibition Parallel of Life and Art (Fig. 8), the Smithsons joined forces
with Nigel Henderson and Eduardo Paolozzi, members of the Independent Group, to
create a materialization of their observations of human communities, heavily influenced
by Nigel Henderson’s photographs of London’s East End.11 The aims of the Independent
Group can be explicated in brief summary by critic Lawrence Alloway: “All the members
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of the Independent Group were basically in the humanities; we were not sociologists or
anthropologists, although our interests extended into areas where they worked. We
assumed an anthropological definition of culture, in which all types of human activity
were the object of aesthetic judgment and attention.” 12
Parallel of Life and Art contains obvious references to Jean Dubuffet, Jackson
Pollock, and molecular biology. The 3D collage of drawings, photographs, and furniture
is difficult to relate to the concept of a building or group of buildings, but the allusions to
the random nature of urban life are clearly present. It is evident from this piece that the
Smithsons, along with their compatriots in the Independent Group, intended to visually
express the complexity of life in the city; in order to conceive of a solution, one must first
acknowledge the nature of the problem. It is unlikely that this exhibit was intended to do
more than raise awareness and stimulate ideas, though. With the total lack of depiction of
structure, apart from the enclosed space containing the exhibit, this piece seems to serve
the purpose of asking a question rather than providing an answer; condensing New
Brutalism into an anti-aesthetic polemic. While necessary part of the artistic process,
however, the work feels incomplete. It is difficult to accept this piece as the work of
architects, who must necessarily consider the physical limitations of their ideas if they are
to contribute to a productive realization of their ideals. Rather, Parallel of Life and Art
has the character of an irresponsible protest—a pastiche of thoughts and impressions
collected randomly—with no move toward synthesis of concept and design.
With the piece Patio and Pavilion, in the This is Tomorrow exhibition (Fig. 9),
the Smithsons once again teamed up with Independent Group members Nigel Henderson
and Eduardo Paolozzi. This piece evokes an equally perplexing abstraction of urban life
12
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as does Parallel of Life and Art: the “apparently opposed ideas of the technological
future, American product design and consumerism, on the one hand; and of the future
reconnecting with man’s primitive past, of which nature was a crucial ingredient, on the
other.”13 With antique bicycle tires, an image of a lobster, and a plaster boulder, to
highlight just a few of its features, in Patio and Pavilion the Smithsons expanded upon
the concepts brought forth in Parallel of Life and Art by not only collecting images and
objects and placing them within an already established space, but by constructing a new
room for these images and objects to occupy. The piece as an environmental sculpture is
successful, with its play on scale and contrast between modern and archaic symbols, but
again, it is difficult to conceive of how this collage of ideas translates into inhabitable
space for human beings in daily life. It is my opinion that the Smithsons found
themselves in a position to capitalize on the luxury of playing with ideas, and used this
opportunity to expand their theories with the intention of coalescing them into viable
designs later on. As I will discuss further, the practical results of their building projects
suggests that, either they did not spend enough time developing their ideas through
conceptual exhibitions to crack the conundrum of making Modernity inhabitable, or they
quite simply could have achieved more by attacking the problem from a more practical
standpoint; designs that could actually be built.
The Smithsons’ House of the Future exhibit (Fig. 10) represented a major shift in
mode of expression from their Parallel of Life and Art and This is Tomorrow exhibits. A
full-scale model of living space for contemporary families, the House of the Future
reflected the influences of Le Corbusier’s Pavilion L’Esprit Nouveau (1925),
Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion House (1927-29), and the Duncan-Bovis Ideal Home
13
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(1925).14 The model incorporated the use of plastic, plaster, and brand-new appliances
with traditional family activities, condensing modern necessities into a single, allinclusive unit suitable for a high-density housing development. The Smithson’s only
foray into technology-based housing, they disowned the House of the Future design as
quickly as they had created it.15 The thread of techno-Utopia would be snapped up
quickly by later generations of architects, such as Archigram16, but the Smithsons quickly
returned to New Brutalism as their mantra, rather than capitulating to the cliché of
futuristic designs based on streamlining and commercializing human dwellings.
The Smithsons’ exhibitions attest to an honest, idealistic attempt to consider the
multifaceted nature of human activity in architectural planning. The fact that they
considered Nigel Henderson’s photographic study of life in London’s East End an
integral factor in at least two of their exhibits suggests that they possessed a valuable
conscientiousness of human life patterns in contemporary urban society. Though, with
the exception of Golden Lane, the previously-discussed works present obvious problems
with regard to translating them into inhabitable spaces, the attempt to stimulate awareness
of the nature of those problems was an important step toward restructuring society after
the Second World War. Architecture, in order to help achieve this transformation, had to
become more political. The Smithsons, politically canny in their own subtle way, used
the exhibition as their campaign tool for architectural reform.
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The Buildings
In comparison to the number of designs, competitions, exhibitions, writings, and lectures
that the Smithsons produced during their long career, the number of actual buildings they
saw completed is relatively small. They saw this lack of opportunity to build as “the
conspiracy of a complacent, reactionary establishment.”17 The Smithsons saw the need
for a tremendous social change if their and their allies’ architecture was going to endure
through the inherently bureaucratic tedium that most visionaries face throughout their
entire careers, but they resisted becoming too politically active except through their
design concepts. Ironic though it sounds, their first and foremost concern was to design
and build.
Hunstanton Secondary School in Norfolk, England (Fig. 11), was the Smithsons’
first built project, as well as the first completed building in the world to be called “New
Brutalist” by its architects.18 Heavily influenced by Mies van der Rohe and his exposedframe, steel, glass, and brick campus buildings at the Illinois Institute of Technology, the
Smithsons’ idea with Hunstanton School was to remove any sense of mystery or
incomprehensibility from the structure to avoid romanticizing its function.19
The exhibition Parallel of Life and Art (1953) took place during the time that
Hunstanton was under construction (1950-1954). As such, the connection between
exhibition and building in this case can be considered intimate—most likely the
17
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Smithsons were deeply involved in the Brutalist characteristics of Hunstanton even as
they created their exhibit to apply those principals to urban housing. Regrettably, I cannot
walk through the exhibit or through Hunstanton School, but I will attempt to analyze the
manifestations of the principals within Parallel of Life and Art in the physical form of
Hunstanton through comparisons between photographs of the two.
The first word that comes to mind when viewing the extensive photographic
documentation of Hunstanton School is “unfriendly”. Though broken up with painted
details in primary colors, the building resembles a factory; a low-cost, purely-efficient,
box-like structure intended to do a job. There are few personal touches; the structure has
been exposed and completely stripped of any allusions to human frailty. The steel beams,
exposed plumbing, and regimented orderliness of necessary furnishings attests to the
Smithsons’ driving need to be brutally Brutalist. The spirit of the Parallel of Life and Art
exhibition, however, runs against this stricture. Though the drawings and objects that
comprise the installation are set up on an almost entirely geometric grid, the images
within the drawings themselves are organic, rounded, and spontaneous. The eclectic
collection captures the whimsy of raw, random, interacting forces at work in an enclosed
space; the ideal of brutalism if not the reality. The translation from ideal to reality in this
case misses as important aspect, in that construction of the Smithsons’ Brutalist building
ignores the organic elements inherent in form; materials used to build structures do not
have to be imposing and unfriendly in order to be raw. The term “L’Art Brut”, coined by
Jean Dubuffet in reference to his collection of works by isolated, mentally ill, or
untutored artists, literally translates as “raw art”. 20 The inclusion of such elements in the
Hunstanton school as unpainted, unaltered steel beams still bearing the factory imprint
20
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indicates less of a raw, spontaneous, immediate truth to materials, and more of a
deliberately constructed statement about the ugliness of manufactured building supplies.
This, I believe, blocks the attempt to promote Brutalism as the way to solve the problems
of repatterning society, and instead positions it as yet another exhibition, raising an
important question about the purpose of architecture: is its purpose for the architect to
make statements and protest, or so that people can function comfortably and efficiently?
Perhaps it is a combination.
Another important exhibition that occurred during the years of construction on
Hunstanton Secondary School was the Golden Lane Housing Competition (1952). It is
more problematic to draw comparisons between Hunstanton and Golden Lane than with
Parallel of Life and Art, simply because Golden Lane is far less abstract, containing
specific design ideas rather than abstractions of design problems. There are, however,
components of Golden Lane that reflect the Smithsons’ Hunstanton Secondary School.
The distribution of building blocks amongst the ruins of Coventry, a bombed and
largely ruined city, suggests the same spirit of Parallel of Life and Art in that the concept
of Golden Lane is founded upon taking the existing factors—the chaos and tension
inherent in a society in need of reorganization—and rather than eliminating those,
nudging them toward a more functional structure conducive to community. Hunstanton
school reflects this coming-together of a chaotic state, not through rebuilding over ruins,
but through utilizing “found”, or available, building materials to construct viable living
and working spaces in a society that could not afford to cater to aesthetic judgment.
The placing of famous, recognizable figures and faces throughout the Golden
Lane design seems to be a deliberate statement that it would not be a compromise to
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settle for a building situated amongst ruins, but that even famous, “happy” people could
be content in that space. Was this a way of justifying “New Brutalism”? Perhaps. The
Smithsons, even if they claimed not to be actively political,21 were savvy. “Stars” such as
Marilyn Monroe and Joe de Maggio, who comprised a significant part of the reality
matrix held dear to most of the world that was part of fifties mass culture, represented
everything that was all right and at peace in the world. Placing their likenesses amongst
the ruins of the Second World War, bang in the middle of a building design that would
fix all the problems, seems to theoretically negate the Smithsons’ assertion that their
interpretation of modernism was the way forward; rather they could utilize their
provocative aesthetic of Brutalism as long as they made excuses for it. Most likely this
was not a conscious effort on their part, but the implications are too obvious not to
consider. Hunstanton School, a quintessentially Brutalist creation, needed excuses. One
could not walk through this building, let alone attend class and social functions in it every
day, without feeling that it lacks certain qualities that are conducive to learning, not to
mention the sense of community at the top of the Smithsons’ priority list. It is “hot in
summer, cold in winter…bashed and battered…the school has made the designers few
friends outside their profession.” 22 This addresses one of the basic problems of the
Modern Movement; its followers believed that they could still find one universal Truth to
rebuild society, as long as they approached the process from an open-minded and allinclusive angle. The problem is that different structures, differently placed in society,
have very different needs. How can the same principals of single-family, multi-unit
dwellings be practically applied to the design of a school for eleven- to eighteen-year21
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olds? There is no single method that can possibly attend to the whole of human
experience in its infinite complexity, and when architects succeed with the concept but
fail with the building, it makes for an embittered public reception.
Richard Hamilton, a member of the Independent Group as well as one of the
original British Pop artists, dealt with such issues in his art. Hamilton was an engineering
draftsman in World War II, and fascinated with the integration of conceptualized space
and mechanized activity into art.23 He believed that artistic expression was by far the best
way to unpack and reflect the vast range of human experience. In the This is Tomorrow
(1956) exhibition, where the Smithsons had submitted their House of the Future,
Hamilton displayed his now-famous work, Just what is it that makes today’s homes so
different, so appealing? 24(Fig. 12) The image is contradictory and yet cohesive; campy
and serious at the same time. It can be considered a successful piece of art; it asks
questions. Just like the Smithsons’ exhibits, Hamilton’s work explores a problem, and
presses it visually right up against the picture plane. It does not offer up a solution, for
that is not the job of the artist. But is it the job of the architect? If so, how is it possible to
find that solution through Modernism; to fully admit that the problem of restructuring
society is so complex that it requires scores of exhibits, writings, models, designs,
meetings, and manifestoes to begin to express it, and then claim that a solution can be
found? In Team 10 Primer, Alison Smithson calls for a “carnal connection” of places and
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life patters as a solution.25 Somehow, this would have to be achieved by way of filtering
that possibility through layers upon layers of professed ideals and iconic imagery.
Though Richard Hamilton did not claim to provide an answer with his works, but
only to ask questions, The Smithsons, as architects who wished to build structures that
would fix the problems of society, were required by logic to do more than this. Their
answer to the questions they posed in their exhibits would have to come in the form of
designs that could be built. Somehow, Nigel Henderson’s photographic essays, Richard
Hamilton’s iconic imagery, Mies van der Rohe’s brand of New Brutalism, the CIAM
grille, Marilyn Monroe, Joe de Maggio, and all the images and ideas that made their way
into the Smithsons’ palette, would have to manifest themselves in a physical structure. I
will use as an example one of their later building complexes, Robin Hood Gardens,
(1964-1970) in Tower Hamlets, London (Fig. 13-14), in order to discuss how the
Smithsons translated this wealth of ideals, again focusing on those expressed in the
Golden Lane and Parallel of Life and Art exhibitions, into a structure that people would
inhabit.
The Smithsons realized that the growing population of cities in England was a
factor that needed to be addressed in their designs, and the practical way to approach the
solution could only come in multi-level dwellings. As they expressed in Team 10 Primer,
the Smithsons felt the need for a return to “doorstep” or “street” culture in order to
recapture a sense of community. 26 Golden Lane, the multi-level building design whose
cross-section resembles a large cruise ship—promenade decks, convenience stores on
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each level, and optimization of space in individual dwellings—represents their dream of
bringing that street culture to every floor of a high-rise. That dream would finally be
realized in Robin Hood Gardens, but the reality was incredibly disappointing.
The influence of Golden Lane on the buildings at Robin Hood Gardens is
immediately recognizable, but the scheme within Parallel of Life and Art also comes out
in the heavy, concrete buildings there. As they had done with Hunstanton Secondary
School, the Smithsons brought the brutality of Art Brut to bear on Robin Hood Gardens
without bringing any of the softness, as if in order to be raw; or real, things must always
be harsh. Nowhere present in the complex does there appear to be any hint of the organic,
childlike, or spontaneous qualities of Pop and Art Brut, two of the Smithsons’ major
influences; only the heaviness. It is difficult to understand, observing the bare concrete
walls of Robin Hood Gardens, why anyone imagined that this anti-aesthetic would have a
happy ending; that somehow this structure would feel as fluid as the sketchy, “Streets in
the Air” section of Golden Lane, or indeed why New Brutalism would fill the void within
postwar England. What works as an exhibit that asks a question or raises an issue, does
not necessarily succeed as a structure in the real world that requires an answer.
The reality of Robin Hood Gardens is unfortunate. The “streets in the sky” proved
to be a muggers’ paradise;27 rather than creating the sense of belonging that the
Smithsons dreamed of, these upper-level decks only multiplied people’s fear of passing
through their own front door. In this case, the Smithsons’ ideals did not survive the
translation from exhibition to construction. There is a flaw in that translation process,
when success is only arbitrary no matter how solid the concept. Interestingly, it is the
architect and not the artist that must deal with this flaw; artists are not required to bring a
27
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concept full-circle (though they can if they wish), but architects must streamline what is
inherently a complicated set of issues into a viable design. Quite plainly, it has to hold up
structurally, imposing a huge set of limitations on the architect from the outset. It seems
that the Smithsons, through their exhibitions, were reacting to these limitations and
declaring that the journey to a simple solution was not at all a simple process.
The solution to making space inhabitable; to fixing the slums; to restructuring the
world, in retrospect seems to have nothing in common with Modernism, and that is most
likely why many of the bold attempts at revising Modernism to fit the present issues
failed. This discrepancy required far-fetched ideas, loose interpretation, and plenty of
discourse, both in writing, and in exhibition, to make that gap between Modernist ideals
and practical solutions appear at all bridged. It is obvious that the Smithsons worked
tirelessly, and that their contribution was enormous—if not in a number of successful
buildings, then in raising awareness and promoting humanistic progress—but perhaps
their approach was inherently flawed. Like the idyllic scene of Marilyn Monroe and Joe
de Maggio strolling through Golden Lane, ideal concept is often very different from lived
experience. Modern ideals, expressed in the Smithsons’ writings, designs, and
exhibitions, contained an element of Utopian harmony that could never be translated into
the physical structures that people must inhabit.
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Abstract
In this project, I examine the disappearance of Greek tragedy. The art of Attic tragedy
flourished in fifth-sixth century BC; after that era, the production of Greek tragedic dramas, as
exemplified in the dramatic poetry of Æschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, mysteriously ceased.
Contemporary scholarship continues to puzzle over the departure of Attic tragedies, together
with their peculiarly "Greek" way of knowing the world. In an effort to contribute to this
significant body of scholarship, I conclude that there are at least three major factors involved in
the decline of Attic tragedic performances, and that those factors might be described as
philosophical, technological, and psychological in nature.
My study focuses on fifth-sixth century Athens and the mythological deities Dionysus
and Apollo, who have been acknowledged as the inspirational sources for the production of
Greek tragedic art. The end result of my investigation contends that the disappearance of Greek
tragedy holds considerable insights for modern cultural and literary scholars. On one hand, I
assert that transitional events in ancient Athens that prompted the repudiation of tragedic dramas
are strikingly similar to events that are happening right now on a worldwide basis. I specifically
refer to two movements, a wave of inventions in communication technologies and an
accompanying wave of disruptions in philosophical rhetorics. On another hand, I insist that an
understanding of these events and movements is important to any determinations about and/or
expectations for the future of Western tragedic art.
No study of Attic tragedy can do without a thorough reading of the dramas of Æschylus,
Sophocles, and Euripides. An intimate acquaintance with the writings of Plato and Aristotle is
equally requisite to the success of a project of this scope. In addition, I would like to commend
the scholarship of such thinkers as Richard Caldwell, Helene Deutsch, Richmond Hathorn, and
George Steiner for keeping the polemic of the disappearance of Greek tragedy central to a
discussion of contemporary cultural theory. Thanks to these and other theorists, the outline of my
argument has been made possible. The bulk of my praise, however, goes to the scholarly works
of Friedrich Nietzsche, Eric A. Havelock, and Sigmund Freud, which have provided critical
resources absolutely necessary for the framing of my conclusions.
The informative foundation of the paper depends on scholarship pulled from a wide range
of humanities disciplines, including anthropology, classical studies, cultural criticism,
hermeneutics, history, linguistics, literature, literary criticism, philology, philosophy,
psychoanalysis, rhetoric, and semiotics. Of the research methodologies advocated by these
disparate disciplinary fields, those of Aristotelian rhetoric, Freudian psychoanalysis, and
Heideggerian hermeneutics have been most useful to me in articulating the results of my
research. Those results have been combined and synthesized in ways that, I trust, are fair to the
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original theorists and make an insightful contribution to the study of both Greek and
contemporary cultures.

4
Desemiotizing the Decline of Dionysian Tragedy
The art of Attic tragedy flourished in fifth-sixth century BC; after that era, the production
of Greek tragedic dramas, as exemplified in the dramatic poetry of Æschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides, mysteriously ceased. As early as 40 AD, in his treatise "On the Sublime," Longinus
praises the signal qualities of Attic tragedy, specifically mentioning the "flights of heroic
imagination" in the tragedic art of Æschylus, and attributing to tragic poets an art of sublimity
(25). Tragic sublimity, he asserts, depends on "ecstasy" and "passion" to bring audiences into an
"experience with fabulous and incredible events" (26). Doubtless because of its sublimity, Attic
tragedy has been the focus of a scholarly discussion that has continued, for centuries, to puzzle
over its departure.
My contribution to this discussion, although semiotic in its focus, does not presume to
claim that a study of signification opens the way for us to explain definitively the meaningmaking systems that make up Greek rhetoric, tragedic compositions, and/or the Attic
community's approaches to and understandings of its oral and written artworks. As George
Steiner admonishes us, "The eye is never naked," and there is no denying that twentieth-century
semiotics is cloaked within its own meaning-making systems. Nonetheless, despite its
limitations, semiotics provides us with systematic methodologies capable of desemiotizing signs
that mark certain movements in Greek thought, making possible for us a metatheory of Greek
culture and its artistic expressions. The methodologies that I will depend upon in this paper
include Derridean deconstruction, formal historical and linguistic analysis, and Freudian
psychoanalysis.
The desemiotization of anything, says Jacques Derrida in Of Grammatology, is itself
made possible by examining the underlying principles and purposes of the cultural artifact being
desemiotized. Hence, I will begin my investigation by looking at the assumptions and goals of
Attic tragedy. These will then be compared to the competing ones of Socratic philosophy, which
appears at the same time that Greek tragedy disappears, around the mid-fourth century BC.
Simultaneously, literacy makes its entrance into Athenian culture. Because of my interest in
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shifts in the ways the Greek language communicated its meanings, I review the Greeks' cultural
transition from orality to literacy. My research leads to the hypothesis that both the Platonic
movement and Greek literacy were motivated by powerful psychological forces. To say that the
study of the human psyche, or psychology, is inseparable from the study of signification, or
semiology, is to agree with Kaja Silverman, in The Subject of Semiotics, that the conscious
minds of a people are developed through a tension within their cultural order. Social values and
cultural power, she attests, play a large part in the semiotization of "reality."
For the Greeks, add classical scholars, reality revolved around culture-wide participation
in tragedic rituals. Numerous researchers have agreed upon the principles and purposes of these
rituals. Since at least A.W. von Schlegel's Lectures on Dramatic Art and Literature, historians
and linguists have resolved that the word "drama" stems from the Dorian Greek dran, meaning
"a thing done" or "performed" by communities of people. Researchers also agree that the word
"tragedy" springs from the Greek tragoidia, meaning "goat song," a term somehow identified
with the goat-prize offered each year to the winning tragedy at the Great Dionysia, a festival
devoted to the Thraco-Phrygian earth god Dionysus. Virtually all Athenian adults participated in
the rituals of Dionysus, male citizens in public performances and females in private mysteries.
That they did so, and apparently passed the tradition down to their children, suggests that mass
participation in dramatic rituals as well as general agreement upon the ascendancy of a specific
deity are two elementary features of ancient Greek tragedy.
Carl Kerényi reports in Dionysos: Archetypal Image of Indestructible Life that the Greeks
characterized Dionysus as a god of dualities, equally young and old, earthly and heavenly,
gracious and harsh. Moreover, the Greeks depicted Dionysus as a sexually ambiguous god,
possessing the attributes of both males and females. True to his dual nature, Dionysus welcomed
both male and female followers. Besides his human attendants, Dionysus was accompanied by
various creatures, such as panthers, bulls, goats, and satyrs, and ivy blooms, grape vines, and
honey combs were associated with his worship. From Kerényi's perspective, this array of living
things symbolically reflects the abundant life, or zoë, imputed to Dionysus by his followers:
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"Men and women experienced Dionysos in themselves, in the most intimate life of their own
sex" (349). Kerényi adds that the zoë of Dionysus has a second nature as well, however, for this
kind of abundant life also carries with it an "aggressive, death-bringing element." In tragedic
performances, then, the worshippers of Dionysus celebrated both life and death.
The importance of Dionysus to tragedic performances was shared by other mythological
deities. Friedrich Nietzsche writes, in The Birth of Tragedy, that the Athenians invented a
counterbalance for Dionysus in the Olympian god Apollo; together, he says, these two deities
became responsible for the glory of Greek tragedy. As the master of dreams and resemblances,
and as the Lord of the Muses, Apollo presided over the composition of tragic poetry; his artistic
genius encompassed the creative faculties of arrangement and style necessary to represent
symbolically the ineffable life energy, or dynamis, of Dionysus within tragedic dramas. With the
mystical union of the genius of Apollo and the vitality of Dionysus, declares Nietzsche, the
"mystery doctrine of tragedy" reveals itself as "the fundamental knowledge of the oneness of
everything existent" (74). Yet it is not Apollo, Nietzsche reminds us, but Dionysus, who remains
the primary animation within tragedic performances, wherein "the way lies open to the innermost
heart of things" (101).
One can see the primacy of Dionysus in the written tragedies that have survived to our
age. From Æschylus' The Supplices, to Sophocles' Oedipus the King, to Euripides' The Bacchae,
audiences identify with the sufferings and victories of the central characters -- the Danaides,
Oedipus, and Pentheus -- thereby identifying with those of Dionysus, whom the Greeks were
forbidden by force of taboo to speak of directly. His name was considered too holy for
utterance. Since the phenomenon of identification is usually surcharged with pleasure,
participation in tragic dramas, then, brought Greek audiences into direct contact with a "holy"
pleasure. Not everyone in Athens, however, considered an identification with Dionysus to be
either holy or pleasurable, as we shall see.
Perhaps the most prominent of these individuals, and certainly the most outspoken, was
Socrates. Throughout the Platonic dialogues, notably in the Gorgias, Phaedrus, Theatetus, and
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The Republic, Socrates repeatedly attacks tragedic art. According to the tragedic view, he says,
the Greek logos posits knowledge as perception and language as thought; moreover, he
complains, tragedic art holds neither that knowledge can be permanently fixed, nor that language
can be situated as an object that might be owned. Socratic philosophy opposes this view of
language, and argues that the Greek logos is able to employ language and thought like a set of
tools that might be "possessed," or like an aviary of birds that might be "owned," in order that
the ideal forms of knowledge, which exist independently of human perception, might be
articulated (Theatetus 542). In addition, for his part, Socrates does not consider tragedic art
useful as a model for language users; indeed, he accuses tragic poets of exercising their craft in
"disorderly compositions" that obstruct the "proper use" of language and "drag" their hearers to
pleasure (Phaedrus 120). He avers that tragedians esteem the language of "becoming" over that
of certainty, and the pleasures of immediate perceptions over the distinctions of objective
observations (Theatetus 517-8).
The Platonic dialogues thus represent a significant linguistic and philosophical movement
occurring in Attic culture between the time that the great tragedies of Æschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides were written, from 499-406 BC, and the time that Aristotle developed his theories
about them, around 335-322 BC. This shift has been well-documented by scholars such as
Samuel Ijsseling in Rhetoric and Philosophy in Conflict and Michelle Gellrich in Tragedy and
Theory: The Problem of Conflict since Aristotle. Scholars note further that, for Aristotle, tragedy
constitutes the highest form of art. Moreover, most theorists agree that Aristotle's Poetics stand
as an attempt to salvage poetry and tragedy from the philosophical censure expounded in the
Socratic dialogues. It should be pointed out, however, that Aristotle's theories on tragedy's
"proper" performance mention neither audience participation nor the gods Apollo and Dionysus.
Perhaps this omission occurs because the logos of Dionysian tragedy, one that values irrational
induction and excessive jubilation, sets itself in opposition to the logos of Aristotelian theory,
i.e., reasonable deduction and moderation in all things. Aristotelian values are not, then, the
values of the original Dionysian tragedies. From my perspective, the concrete battleground for
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the struggle between these two competing ways of meaning-making reveals itself principally as
the "field" of the Greek language. Indeed, I argue, the philosophical shift from tragedic to
Socratic-Aristotelian values could not have taken unless accompanied by visible ruptures within
the Greek language.
These ruptures became visible in large part within the framework of the Athenians'
cultural transition from orality to literacy. In The Muse Learns to Write, Eric. A. Havelock
argues that valuable aspects of early Greek orality were lost with the advance of literacy, and he
explicitly states that tragic drama served as an "arena of competition between orality and
literacy" (14). Greek orality was dependent upon word of mouth, hearing, and memory, and
emphasized action -- its signs were acoustic, dynamic, and fluid. The signs of literacy, in the
other hand, are visual, static, and fixed; they present language as a "row of letters," displacing
orality's acoustic features with literacy's visual ones (69). Literacy's emphasis on vision
rearranges language into a linear, even hierarchical, format for thinking and feeling. Written
documents also remove the need to store memories orally, thus replacing performative poetry,
like tragedy, with "artificial copies" (101). Havelock contends further that literate conventions
are able to posit humanity itself as an object of thought, a notion opposed to that of the unity
between subjects and objects put forth by the early tragedians, who composed as oralists.
The ascendancy of literate conventions over those of the Greeks' primary orality can be
tracked throughout the course of tragic art. Researchers such as A.F. Garvie have identified
some of the conventions of orality that faded away with the progress of literacy: the number of
"resolved" iambic feet, the limited application of the cæsura, the extensive use of parataxis, the
utilization of the explicative function of the copula, and infrequent usage of perfect tense verbs.
Widespread use of the copulative function and perfect tense verbs was rarely seen "until the
second half of the fifth century," about the time that tragedic dramas ceased to be composed
(Æschylus' Supplices 82). Certainly tragedic art is never the same after the fourth century, if we
are to believe Aristotle. In the Poetics, he speaks for the Attic community when he stipulates
that tragedy was a "completed art." Æschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides were acknowledged by
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the Greeks to be the greatest and last of all tragedians, and their dramas were quickly protected
by decree of law from plagiarisms or distortions. Can there fail to be a connection between these
two events, the christening of literacy and the passing away of tragedy?
This is not to say that literacy offers no advantages over orality. In Interfaces of the
Word, Walter Ong applauds the advantages of literacy; nonetheless, he continues, the semiotic
conventions of writing have distanced "the utterer of discourse from the hearer, and both from
the word, which appears in writing and print as an object or thing" (283). Although writing
facilitates the growth and dissemination of both art and science, it does so, explains Ong, at the
price of bringing about a certain kind of "alienation within the human lifeworld" (18). The
victory of literate conventions over oral ones, then, signifies a change in the way Greek citizens
thought about themselves and their world. This change was experienced at the deepest levels of
the Greeks' cultural consciousness.
My study of this change in consciousness argues that the advance of Greek literacy, as
well as that of Platonic philosophy, could not have happened without the signs of such a large
scale movement "showing up" in the psychology of Greek culture. Specifically, I depend upon
the theories of Sigmund Freud to assert that the passing of tragedy cannot be understood apart
from an awareness of basic human and cultural psychology. Even a brief foray into Freudian
psychology, as described in works such as "The Ego and the Id," Civilization and Its
Discontents, The Interpretation of Dreams, and Moses and Monotheism, establishes a correlation
between the communal rituals of Dionysian tragedy, with their emphasis on instinct, passion, and
memory-preservation, and the celebration of a cultural id, that economy of power that underlies
all psychical functioning. Moreover, the philosophical shift from tragedic to Aristotelian values
illustrates the development of a cultural ego, in which the pleasure-principle communally
experienced through Dionysian "excess" became replaced by the reality-principle of
philosophical "moderation." A complementary cultural superego, developed from peculiarly
"tragic" guilt-structures that accompanied the Athenian community's rejection of Dionysian
tragedy, was established and internalized in individual citizens.
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I am saying that a time arrived when the Athenian community found it possible to
apprehend the Dionysian mysteries only as a lost object through what Freud calls "introjection"
(Civilization and Its Discontents 84-96). This term points to the psychical initiative that
represses, or internalizes, a rejected object by incorporating it into the fabric of the unconscious.
In other words, introjection is the painful process of instigating a severance from a beloved
object. Freud specifically describes introjection in terms of the Oedipal process that allows a
child to give up a primary attachment to its originary love-object, its mother, in order to
syncretize a substitutive attachment with its father. In Oedipus: Myth and Complex, Patrick
Mullahy observes that "the loss of a love object may, however, be compensated for by
identification with it" (41). Building upon these conclusions, my proposal asserts that the
necessity for the composition of Greek tragedic performances had everything to do with
recreating for its participants an experience of oneness with the beloved; in this way did his
worshippers serve Dionysus. By recalling him as a lost object, the longing of the Greeks for
Dionysus manifested itself in the production of tragedic art. In other words, I contend, Dionysus
had already been repressed even as Attic tragedy came into being in order to glorify him.
If, in my interpretation of the decline of Attic tragedy, Dionysus is assigned the role of
the Oedipal "mother," then Apollo can be situated as "father." After all, the Greeks considered
Apollo to be Dionysus' partner in bringing tragedy to life, and children have traditionally
regarded their parents in terms of a partnership of maternal/paternal functions. My investigation
finds that, by assigning to Apollo the position of a familial "father," Greek tragic art consigned
this male deity to suffer the fate of all primal patriarchs, namely, "ambivalence" toward the
ruling father on the part of his sons (Civilization and Its Discontents 95). The conflicting
pressures of this kind of cultural ambivalence, determines Freud, are resolved by a symbolic
"killing" of the father (95). The guilt that accompanied this movement effectively "glued" the
Athenians together and contributed to the formation of the Greeks' collective superego. During
the period of time that marked this formation, both Dionysus and Apollo became lost to Greek
audiences, and Attic culture was subsequently compelled to find satisfaction in some other
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symbolic authority. According to my reasoning, this substitutive satisfaction was provided by
the ideals of Socratic rhetoric. I argue that the opposition of these ideals to tragedic art can be
interpreted as a kind of "father-killing." In addition, Socratic discourse erected certain
restrictions intended to prevent the possibility of a repetition of "father-killing" by defining the
"proper" workings of language and thought, a clear example of what Freud calls "the censor
function" operating between the repressed materials of the id and the accepted norms of the
superego (The Interpretation of Dreams 579-81). At the same time, it is my contention that this
censorship exacted a terrible communal and artistic toll.
In sum, the Socratic dialogues disclose the suppression of both Apollo and Dionysus, or
the paternal and maternal functions in the composition of tragedic art. Concerning the invention
of literacy, Freud implies a similar conclusion when he announces, "Writing was in its origin the
voice of an absent person" (Civilization and Its Discontents 43). In other words, writing was
intended to cover up the repression of an absent person, an ego-ideal, into whom psychoanalytic
theory would synthesize the father-imago of Apollo and the mother-imago of Dionysus. To
recapitulate, an investigation into the disappearance of Greek tragedy makes available at least
three speculations. In the first place, a profound philosophical shift, the Socratic, took place in
Attic culture. In the second, this shift was facilitated by the advance of literacy. In the third,
both of the previous events were fueled by powerful psychological forces that correlate with the
psychical negotiation of the Oedipus complex by the Attic community and encompass the
significant loss of tragedic values. These movements irrevocably restructured, in less than a
century, the totality of Attic culture, including the way that Greek thought languaged itself in its
speakers and the manner in which Athenian citizens comported themselves toward their world.
A semiotic analysis of these movements reveals to us that the principal losses incurred during
this restructuring remain to be recovered, namely, the participatory pleasure, ecstasy, and passion
of Dionysian tragedy.
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THE BATHS OF IMPERIAL ROME:
ANTECEDENTS OF GRANDIOSE AMERICAN RAILROAD STATIONS
Abstract
American architects of the great Beaux-Arts railroad stations, which were built in
the first half of the twentieth century, relied heavily upon designs of ancient Roman
baths. In utilizing arches, columns, barrel vaults and even, in one particular case, statues
of Roman legionnaires, the architects created nothing less than imperial transportation
palaces. Moreover, the baths of ancient Rome also provided a prototype at the social and
even the commercial level. The magnates of the American railroad empires followed
closely in the footsteps of the nabobs of Imperial Rome, although they may have done so
subconsciously.
In this illustrated presentation, we shall not only examine five principle railroad
stations but also consider the parallels, real or virtual, with the grand thermae of another
bygone era of empire building. The stations upon which we shall focus our attention
include the Terminal Station built for the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago;
Union Station in Washington, D.C.; New York’s Pennsylvania Station; Union Station in
Kansas City; and the Pennsylvania Railroad’s 30th Street Station in Philadelphia.
In order to assess the parallels with the Roman baths, we shall consider comments
made by ancient writers such as Seneca, Martial, and Pliny the Younger upon the social
and commercial aspects of the structures as well as upon the actual bathing process. That
the baths were as much the focal point of Roman urban life as were the stations in
American urban life will become apparent. Therein we shall also see the one major
opportunity of the ancient and modern social classes to meet and mingle if even for a
brief moment in time. And, as Statius wrote in the 1st century A.D. while describing the
baths of Claudius Etruscus: “Nought is commonplace.”

None of Us is as Smart as All of Us: A Panel Exploring the Integration of Interdisciplinary Team
Teaching into Academics, the Classroom, and the College
3 papers – abstracts for each follow –

Popular Culture and Interdisciplinary Studies:
Classroom Strategies at Spokane Community College
English Literature
Integrating the literature of popular culture into an interdisciplinary bloc class
Angela Rasmussen
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Popular Culture and Interdisciplinary Studies:
Classroom Strategies at Spokane Community College
Teaching at a largely vocational/technical community college presents specific challenges to the
humanities instructor. Reaching the specific student population of Spokane Community
College—ranging greatly in age, ethnicity, socio-economic background, academic goals and
previous educational experiences—has encouraged me to explore teaching composition and
literature through a variety of approaches. One of the most successful strategies for this group
has been the use of popular culture as a course theme. This paper will focus on the use of
popular culture in an interdisciplinary classroom, especially the ways that assignments and
discussion about contemporary American culture can encourage students to improve their critical
reading, writing and thinking skills.
Using references to film, television, and music allows instructors a way to connect with students
early. My interest in film offers them an academic model of inquiry and allows them to
understand the lifelong nature of learning. For students, popular culture allows them to find their
own voice in a new, often intimidating, environment—the academic world. Students begin by
discussing and writing about topics with which they are familiar and about which they feel a
sense of authority. As the course progresses, they find themselves continually challenged to read
the world around them – the “texts of the street”—in a way they never thought possible. One of
my greatest compliments from students has become the complaint, “I can never watch a movie or
television show the same way again.”
The paper will draw the classroom experiences of an interdisciplinary course on food, citing
specific assignments and teaching strategies that incorporate analysis of popular culture.

Three’s NOT a Crowd: Team Teaching Food and Civilization as an Interdisciplinary Block
Course
History – focused on the teaching of history in conjunction and coordination with English
literature and English composition through the example of food and civilization as the unifying
topic
This abstract is one paper of a three-paper package proposed as an entire panel
Stacy Kowtko – History – Eastern Washington University, Spokane Community College
skowtko@bigfoot.com
509-747-6038 (home)
509-359-6068 (Eastern Washington University office phone)
509-533-7371 (Spokane Community College office phone)
History often stands alone as a discipline, both in theory and in practice, preferring
utilization of its own methodology and principles, rather than application of structures developed
and used by other fields of study. This has nothing to do with the accuracy or usefulness of the
‘Other’ methods; they simply do not seem to produce History’s desired results. But, regardless
of History’s common portrayal as a distinctive, often exclusive scholarship, it does not exist in a
vacuum. In fact, this paper suggests that history, as well as other Arts and Humanities fields can
and do benefit from crossing disciplinary lines. The specific bridge in this case study involves
examination of a team teaching experience, which combines students’ choice of three freshman
or sophomore level classes to create a fifteen credit bloc of courses focused on a unifying topic:
in this illustration – food and civilization.
Specifically, the paper explores three important facets of the formation and execution of a
team-taught bloc. The first piece investigates defining the theme itself and how history,
literature, and composition can combine to interpret and teach Food and Civilization as a
singular entity. The second section delves into the complications and rewards involved in
refining and negotiating instruction and scholarship methods. The final part delineates the
product: what exactly are the returns for both instructor and student at the end of this experience.
Ultimately, this paper illustrates the tremendous benefit of multi-disciplinary education – allinclusive knowledge normally unattainable in a single class experience. In this case study,
students emerge knowing the history of food and its role in civilization, the literature of food in
civilization and its significance, and the experience of incorporating food and its importance into
writing, but it does not stop there. They leave with this information integrated into a complete
unit of understanding – the ultimate goal of a well-rounded education packed into one tightly
choreographed, challenging, yet stimulating class.

Culinary Culture at Spokane Community College: Creating, Implementing, and Assessing an
Interdisciplinary, Campus-Wide Humanities Project
This panel paper will give an overview of all aspects of an interdisciplinary, campus-wide
project, detailing how initial ideas were transformed into a dynamic, year-long foray into the
humanities. Project goals and project assessment will also be discussed. Both project
coordinators will be part of this panel.
This abstract is one paper of a three-paper package proposed as an entire panel
Andrea Reid—Composition and Literature—Spokane Community College
areid@scc.spokane.edu
509-533-7382 (Spokane Community College office phone)
This paper will discuss the planning, implementation, and assessment of a campus-wide
interdisciplinary project at Spokane Community College (SCC) created with the intent of
meshing the many academic disciplines on campus and infusing humanities into this largely
vocational/technical arena. The project—Culinary Culture: Spokane Community College’s
Interdisciplinary, Humanistic Look at Food—is currently in the planning stages, with
implementation set for the 2003-2004 school year. Culinary Culture promises to be the perfect
vehicle by which to include the entire campus community, launching SCC’s new Center for the
Humanities as well as creating cross-campus participation and ownership. Students, faculty, staff
and the community will be able to come together and participate in a variety of activities
including, but not limited to, an interdisciplinary course, a food and fiction book group, a
culinary culture film series, a bon apetit lecture series, and other academic and cultural events.
Food is the ideal subject to explore from a variety of cross-discipline, scholarly perspectives.
For example, business faculty and students could explore the global impact of food consumption,
distribution, and economics, while nursing faculty and students might focus on the dietary and
nutritive properties of food. Liberal arts faculty and students can study the historical and cultural
impacts of trade routes and colonial exportation, as well as the contemporary ethics of world
hunger and the impact of American fast food on the world. Culinary Arts faculty and students
will find natural connections with the topic, and international students can share their native
cultures through food. These and other ideas are being currently developed into a series of
campus events by a faculty planning team.
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Rashmi Rama
Haitian Creole Influences of Puerto Rican Bomba?
The oral, musical, and spiritual tradition in Puerto Rico, known as Bomba
proposes a variety of linguistic and cultural questions that may benefit from a HaitianCreole perspective. An examination of these traditions brought by the enslaved people
entering Puerto Rico's western port of Mayagüez, either originating from or first spending
time in Haiti and the Dominican Republic, allows us to inquire about the value of further
research about this particular topic. How were these songs exchanged? What did they
mean? What was their purpose? How do they correlate to the dances that accompany
them? Did a phonetic and/ or pragmatic shift occur during this fusion? Although there
are certain factors that may never be revealed, small scale studies, such as this one, are
necessary to begin to understand the intricate and complex relationships that created and
continued to shape and celebrate the Caribbean.
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“Irrevocable Events that Matter”: Infanticide in The Midwife’s Tale and She Walks These Hills
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Abstract:
Appalachian authors Sharyn McCrumb and Gretchen Moran Laskas explore the act of
infanticide and its consequences in their respective novels, She Walks These Hills and
The Midwife’s Tale. McCrumb’s Sabrina Harkryer is driven by desperation to commit
infanticide against her own child, and she cannot escape the consequences of her act.
Laskas’s Elizabeth Whitely, through her position as a midwife, commits the act of
infanticide against other women’s children by use of the “midwife’s mercy.” Though she
struggles with her own emotions because of these actions, her position as a midwife
requires Elizabeth to protect the women of her community, and she does not endure the
same kind of public retribution that Sabrina faces. Though the impetus for and
consequences of these acts of infanticide varies greatly, McCrumb and Laskas indicate
that the decision to commit infanticide is in no way a simple one for either of these
women, as it only generates more difficulties in their already complicated lives.
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“Irrevocable Events that Matter”:
Infanticide in The Midwife’s Tale and She Walks These Hills
In her essay, “Keepers of the Legends,” Appalachian author Sharyn McCrumb
reflects on the role of storytelling in her life, explaining her conviction that “stories . . .
involved character, and drama, and they always centered on irrevocable events that
mattered” (Dyer 178). In her novel She Walks These Hills, McCrumb demonstrates this
belief through the life of Sabrina Harkryder—a spirited but desperate Appalachian
woman for whom committing the “irrevocable event” of infanticide brings devastating
consequences. McCrumb’s fellow Appalachian author Gretchen Moran Laskas also
explores the theme of infanticide in The Midwife’s Tale; in this novel, West Virginia
midwife Elizabeth Whitely serves the medical needs of her community’s women,
including the practice of the “midwife’s mercy”—the killing of newly born infants at the
request of the patient or her family (Laskas 9). To a great extent, her position as midwife
protects Elizabeth from facing retribution for the acts of infanticide she commits, since
this role requires her to employ the midwife’s mercy against other women’s children
when necessary; conversely, because Sabrina commits infanticide against her own child,
she pays a higher, more public price for her actions. Though the impetus for and
consequences of these acts varies greatly, McCrumb and Laskas clearly indicate that the
decision to commit infanticide is in no way a simple one for either of these women, as it
only generates more difficulties in their already complicated lives.
Both of these women possess a strong will and determination to survive in spite of
their difficult circumstances; Elizabeth learns more than midwifery from her mother, who
also teaches her self-sufficiency and pride. Meribeth Whitely lives independently of a
man and of anyone’s disapproval of her, beginning with the fact that Meribeth has her
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own home and—because of her midwife skills—a means of financial independence
rarely found among their community’s women. When she and her mother move out of
her grandparents’ home and into their own house on Denniker’s Mountain, Elizabeth
expresses surprise, for “the thought that we would leave never occurred to me. Women
without men didn’t live out on their own” (Laskas 13). Very early in her life, Elizabeth
learns from her mother that a woman can in fact live without a man and survive; she also
learns not to listen to idle talk. Many townsfolk disapprove of Meribeth’s lifestyle
because she is an unmarried mother, and perhaps because she possesses financial
independence that many of the women envy. Even Meribeth’s mother unabashedly
condemns her daughter’s behavior, telling her, “’Not everyone cares to be living the way
you do,’ Granny said. [Elizabeth] heard Mama’s intake of breath” (13). Though the
comments apparently sting Meribeth, she still does not bow to her mother’s criticism—to
social pressure to marry because that is the “proper” thing to do. Meribeth stands up for
herself throughout Elizabeth’s young life, with “her voice firm and her chin out,”
demonstrating that “you survive talk” (103), and teaching her daughter the importance of
living without fear of reproach from the community.
Elizabeth demonstrates her understanding of this particular lesson through her
relationships with Alvin, Ivy, and Lauren Denniker. Elizabeth harbors a schoolgirl crush
on Alvin for many years. This begins one night when Elizabeth awakens in a fright and
runs out of the house into the dark mountainside; Alvin finds her and returns her to her
house. Elizabeth recalls how “after that night, Denniker’s Mountain became my home,
and I loved Alvin for giving this to me” (29). Alvin is one of the few strong masculine
influences Elizabeth knows as a child, so she develops an infatuation with him.
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More important in Elizabeth’s life, however, is the connection she develops with
Alvin’s wife, Ivy, and his daughter Lauren, whom Elizabeth delivers. Though Elizabeth
initially befriends Ivy in an effort to get closer to Alvin, her feelings soon change, and Ivy
becomes her first adult friend; she explains, “Ivy was the first outside my blood kin to
love me by giving of herself, instead of demanding something from me” (92). Unlike
Alvin, who takes advantage of Elizabeth’s affection for him and his family, Ivy accepts
Elizabeth with love and builds a strong connection with her. It is because of this bond
with Ivy that Elizabeth bears the scrutiny of the town and moves into Alvin’s home to
care for him and for Lauren after Ivy’s death; she goes to honor Ivy’s memory and to
raise Lauren despite what others may say about her. She says:
That I had chosen Alvin was public knowledge now, seen by dozens
of eyes. They would tell my story, creating it as they went along, for none
of them knew of my love for Ivy, for Lauren. I was going up on that
mountain as much for them as for Alvin or myself. (97)
Elizabeth uses the bravery she learns from her mother and the loyalty she learns from Ivy
to empower her against the town gossips who would harshly judge her act of moving into
a widower’s home so soon after his wife’s death, and without the benefit of marriage. But
Elizabeth, like her mother, does what she feels necessary and right for her own happiness,
even if others do not approve of her actions or shun her because of them. As long as
Elizabeth has the support of her mother, and later her daughter Lauren, she can live in
relative contentment despite being marginalized by her community.
For Sabrina Harkryder, on the other hand, marginal status is much harder to bear.
From the first images of Sabrina, Sharyn McCrumb depicts a young woman trapped in an
abusive and lonely situation. As police officers Spencer Arrowood and Martha Ayers
drive to the backwoods home of the Harkryder family, Martha “knew that when people
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heard the word Appalachia, it was the Harkryders they pictured….they seemed to be
perpetual participants in bar fights, car thefts, and trafficking in controlled substances”
(McCrumb 112-13). By marrying into this stereotypical Appalachian family, Sabrina
becomes, in the eyes of society, just like the rest of the violent, poorly educated, povertystricken Harkryders. Unfortunately, many of the stereotypical traits attributed to the
Harkryders are fact, and the actual burdens of Sabrina’s situation weigh much heavier on
her than the Harkryder stigma does.
When Sheriff Arrowood enters Sabrina’s mobile home, he notes the garbage and
dirty dishes scattered about, and, even with the few kerosene space heaters, that “the
temperature was barely higher than outdoors” (361). The family’s poverty is clear, but
there is little doubt as to why their situation is so grim—Sabrina does not even have a
high school education, nor anyone to help her care for her newborn son, and there is no
indication that her husband’s prospects are any better. Though McCrumb does not record
actual events of physical abuse, Sabrina comments to Sheriff Arrowood when he
investigates her son’s “disapperance” that “there hasn’t been any more hitting” (355).
There are indications of emotional abuse as well; Sabrina laments to Martha that her
husband’s frequent absences from home and his adulterous behavior occur because
Sabrina cannot have sexual intercourse for several weeks following the baby’s birth,
saying that “Tracy kept griping about how he’d been without his rights for so long”
(118). With no financial or emotional support, Sabrina possesses no means to overcome
her situation, and little chance of finding acceptance outside her home by those who hold
negative views of families like the Harkryders.
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On the other hand, Sabrina also has little chance of being accepted within the
Harkryder family because of her Melungeon origin. Melungeons are, according to
McCrumb’s text, “an olive-skinned people of uncertain origins who had lived in the
northeast Tennessee mountains for generations” (114); because of the mysterious nature
of this group, they are not accepted even within the already marginalized white
Appalachian culture. In fact, Tracy’s grandfather explains to Martha and Spencer that he
had warned his grandson against marrying Sabrina because “she’s got Melungeon blood.
Ain’t no telling what them folk will do” (114). Slandered by her husband’s family
because of her Melungeon heritage, and outcast by society because of her family’s
reputation, Sabrina feels—and rightfully so—trapped in an impossible situation because
so many factors work against her. Like Elizabeth Whitely, she exists on the margins of a
society that strictly defines “acceptable” behavior, particularly for women. Though both
Sabrina and Elizabeth exist outside these defined roles, Elizabeth has an advantage over
Sabrina, since she serves a necessary function in her community through her role as a
midwife, and this offers her a degree of protection.
The Midwife’s Tale’s Elizabeth learns much about women from her practice of
midwifery, including the intimate bonds of love and loyalty that women share.
Elizabeth’s first lesson in her training as a midwife consists of watching her mother talk
with expectant women before they deliver their babies. From this, she learns the
importance of listening to her patient—of knowing the “history of the body” (Laskas 1).
In addition, she recognizes the unspoken understanding that women do not reveal one
another’s secrets; she knows her mother “would never go telling on a woman to a man”
(141). It soon becomes clear to Elizabeth that women exclude men from the process of
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childbearing: men are not around when expectant mothers call on Meribeth, nor are they
present during the actual process of labor and delivery. This secrecy helps protect the
custom of the midwife’s mercy—because the men were not present during births, when
the midwife told them the baby died, they did not question her.
Elizabeth, however, struggles with this custom throughout her life After Elizabeth
works for several months as a midwife, Meribeth explains the practice to her, saying that
they employ the midwife’s mercy for babies who are born deformed; they also use it for
babies who are unwanted for other reasons, including those born to families with too
many children or those born illegitimate (8-9). Elizabeth often graphically describes the
pain involved in a birthing, from the sweating woman’s writhing body to the gruesome
job of sewing stitches into the woman’s vagina after the birth, and she does not hesitate to
accept these grim responsibilities. But Elizabeth cannot understand how her mother can
expect her to do such a thing as end the life of a newborn child, shocked so much by the
notion that her mother could participate in such a custom that “she was suddenly a
stranger to me now, this woman who cold hold down a pillow on a baby” (9). Despite the
reassurance of both her mother and grandmother that the women need them, that if the
midwife’s mercy “ain’t right….it ain’t always wrong either” (22), Elizabeth never fully
comes to terms with the practice; it affects her so deeply that when she learns that she is
barren, she abandons midwifery altogether because she feels her inability to bear children
“is God’s way of punishing me for doing what I knew was wrong” (144). During her
career as a midwife, though, Elizabeth does engage, however reluctantly, in the practice
of the midwife’s mercy. She knows that the women of the community do need them; as
difficult as the job is, it is part of the midwife’s duty.
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Elizabeth’s first personal experience with the midwife’s mercy demonstrates just
how seriously the midwives take their responsibility to the women of their community.
When Luella Porter goes into labor, her mother calls on Elizabeth, because she knows
that the midwife will assist her in a way the male doctor will not—she will employ the
midwife’s mercy against Luella’s illegitimate baby. Elizabeth recalls:
Luella’s ma and me looked down on that baby and knew that Luella’s
husband of only a few months would never accept that baby as his own—
especially once the tongues of Philppi got to talking. I understood why
Luella had asked for me, and not Doc Woodley. (69)
Fully aware that Luella’s husband would never accept the child, and knowing that the
community would cast dispersions on both the baby and Luella, Elizabeth enacts the
midwife’s mercy and spares them both.
Elizabeth also acts to spare the newborn a more painful death at the hands of his
grandmother. Elizabeth hesitates to kill the child, even when Luella’s mother gives her
permission, whispering to her that Luella “can’t be having this baby now” (69), and
several possible reasons exist for this reaction: Elizabeth still does not agree with the
custom, she has never been asked to do it before, and the child before her is, like his
mother and like Elizabeth herself, an illegitimate child. Elizabeth’s hesitation angers
Luella’s mother, who demands the baby and thereby forces Elizabeth to act, “to choose
between a clean death and a brutal one” (70). Elizabeth’s choice to enact the midwife’s
mercy despite her feelings about it demonstrates her commitment to Luella and to women
like her, not her own acceptance of the task. As Elizabeth accepts this responsibility, she
also removes the burden of killing a family member from the mother and her relatives,
erasing the possibility of retribution anyone in the family might face for such an action.
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Though the community does not fully accept Elizabeth because of her reputation,
her role as a midwife allows her to interact with all the communities’ families; she can
offer necessary assistance to the women who need protection from the burden of killing
their own family members, from the stigma of illegitimacy that some would face, and
from the emotional trauma of committing infanticide. Though the personal emotional toll
on her is great, Elizabeth faces no public reproach for the acts of infanticide she commits.
The women will not reveal the secret practice; nor will Elizabeth reveal the secret herself,
because she is ashamed of having done it in the first place and because no one would
bother to listen to a social outcast like her. Because of this secrecy, and because her skills
are necessary, Elizabeth can move back and forth across the line that separates her from
the rest of society, free of public reproach as she enacts the midwife’s mercy when
necessary to protect the community’s women and children. Unlike Elizabeth, however,
Sabrina Harkryder enjoys no such protection from discovery of or punishment for her act
of infanticide against her son.
McCrumb depicts Sabrina’s situation as nearly hopeless in many ways—she is
too young to understand the demands of marriage and motherhood, she lives in poverty,
and she has no emotional support from her husband or his family. McCrumb never
portrays Sabrina as a devoted, self-sacrificing kind of mother, though given the strains of
her life, it is not hard to see why. Even when Officer Martha Ayers, in their initial
encounter, tries to arouse a motherly sense of pride in Sabrina by complimenting her
infant son and inquiring about his unique name, “the girl looked away. ‘He’s all right,’
she murmured” (117). Sabrina is clearly overwhelmed, even at this early point in the
novel, by the responsibilities of marriage and motherhood; she repeatedly informs Martha
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that no one, not even her husband, helps her care for the baby—that she is the only one
who gets up with him at night (118). Though Sabrina does mention her own family
several times, McCrumb indicates that she cannot turn to them for the assistance she
desperately needs; she has no car, demonstrated by the fact that she must have someone
take her to her mother’s house (120) and by the fact that she steals a car to escape Painter
Cove after the police come to investigate her son’s “disappearance” (378). While the
demands of caring for an infant are difficult for anyone to cope with, Sabrina’s youth and
irresponsibility also work against her. Rather than acknowledge that she and Tracy
created the situation themselves, Sabrina immaturely blames her son for her unhappiness,
saying, “I didn’t know what else to do. I kept thinking, if it wasn’t for this baby, I could
get shut of all this. But I’m trapped here” (119). With no one to help her cope with the
demands of new motherhood, Sabrina quickly becomes angry and frustrated.
To express her frustration, Sabrina uses the only weapon she has—her son. She
admits to threatening the baby in an effort to get her husband’s attention, but it “didn’t
seem to phase him none. Not like seeing the dead dogs did. But I thought if I kept saying
I’d hurt the baby, maybe Tracy would take notice of me, and see how bad I was hurting.
He didn’t care, though” (119). Tracy Harkryder does not appear to be any more prepared
for the demands of family life than his young wife is, and though it must be
acknowledged that all accounts of Tracy Harkryder come through his angry wife, Tracy
faces many of the same obstacles that Sabrina does—poverty, youth, and lack of
education and employment—that would prevent him from maturely accepting the role of
husband and father and offering Sabrina the support she needs. Nor does McCrumb give
any indication that Sabrina and Tracy can choose to leave Painter Cove—the Harkryder
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family homestead—since they are, by all indications, without a car or a stable income.
Physically and emotionally trapped by the demands of motherhood, Sabrina takes
extreme action to escape a situation she views as hopeless—because she sees her infant
son as the reason for her unhappiness, and because she sees no other way out, she
commits infanticide against him.
Sabrina expresses desperation, anger, and grief when she explains her motivation
for killing her baby son. She says:
‘I didn’t exactly mean to!’ she said, staring into the fire. ‘I just had to get
away from there. I’m still a kid myself. I felt like a prisoner having to stay
trapped up there in Painter Cove, missing my own people, and Tracy never
paying me no mind. And it just kept crying all the time, day and night,
crying, crying. I thought if I could just get shut of this kid, things could go
back to being like they was before, and I’d be free to leave. I could go
back home to my mama, maybe even go back to school. I never thought
I’d miss it, but I did.’ (424)
Sabrina clearly articulates her reasoning for committing infanticide. She could see no end
to her misery as long as she was imprisoned by the demands of marriage and
motherhood; she saw her child as the reason for that misery, as a barrier to her own
freedom, so she ended his life.
Ironically, the action that Sabrina thought would bring her freedom backfires on
her, as she is jailed for her baby’s murder. She is punished for the act even though she is
not solely responsible for it, having been driven to violence by the harsh circumstances of
her life. Though Martha does express a moment of guilt for not doing enough to assist
Sabrina (383), no one else takes Sabrina’s threats against her son seriously enough to
permanently remove him from harm’s way, and this contributes to his tragic death, and to
Sabrina’s subsequent imprisonment. Though Sabrina’s position as a Harkryder and a
Melungeon already marginalizes her, when she commits infanticide against her own
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child, she becomes permanently outcast, paying with her freedom for the act of
infanticide she commits. Sabrina is as she has always been—without support when she
needs it most.
For several reasons, midwife Elizabeth Whitely, despite her own marginal status,
does not face so harsh a sentence for the acts of infanticide she commits. First, unlike the
children who endure the midwife’s mercy, Sabrina’s young son is not newly born, but
several months old at the time of his death. Also, because it is her own child she kills, and
because she confesses to the act, Sabrina cannot escape retribution for her act of
infanticide. Elizabeth, however, acts against other women’s children and not her own; she
remains protected by the secrecy surrounding the midwife’s mercy, as well as by her
midwife’s duty to serve and protect women who have no other place to turn.
Though both Sabrina and Elizabeth consciously engage in acts of infanticide,
neither escapes unscathed. When Sabrina wisely reflects that “people can get caught
between a rock and a hard place, and then there’s no right answers without somebody
getting hurt” (394), she assesses her own situation—as well as Elizabeth Whitely’s—
more accurately than she knows. Clearly, neither woman escapes the consequences of the
acts of infanticide she commits; she cannot reverse the impact of the “irrevocable events
that matter” (Dyer 178). But because Elizabeth acts under the protection of her role as a
midwife, she is at least allowed to continue her life; Sabrina, acting without that
protection and against her own child, loses any hope for the freedom she longs to have.
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On the prospects of a good theory of the meaningful life based on evolutionary psychology

Introduction
If you’ve come here to hear my answer to the grand question of “the Meaning of
Life”, I’m afraid I may disappoint you, since I will not address it. Whether or not this
grandiose question is even coherent, as different philosophers have argued, I take it that
its actual importance to us rests in an importantly different related question: whether or
how it is possible for individual persons to live meaningful lives. And so, although, the
historical and philosophical relation between these two questions is illuminating to these
matters, I will focus solely on the latter, more practical question, in this discussion. What
will concern me, will be the matter of how one might live a meaningful life. Since my
goal here is to determine the prospects of a positive contribution towards such a theory
from evolutionary psychology, I will begin with an investigation into what a good theory
of the meaningful life, of the kind such an approach may hope to address, should account
for. I will, then, present what I take to be a representative attempt at such a theory from a
basis in evolutionary psychology. Finally, I will inquiry into the potential, limitations,
and challenges of approaches which pursue this line of inquiry.

Drawing distinctions within the question itself
The traditional objectivist approach to the question of what makes a life
meaningful claims both that the standard of what makes a life meaningful is not
something imposed either psychologically or volitionally; and that such a standard must
have objective validity. Perhaps, it is an answer to this type of approach that we
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ultimately desire, but we have reason to both to doubt the possibility of such an answer
and to question its relevance1. Many others have discussed its problematics and I won’t
bother to duplicate the effort. Instead, I will confine myself simply to the claim that the
question can be interpreted in other ways we may find useful.
The most popular of these, both in the Continental and Analytic philosophical
worlds, is what I will call evaluation-irrelevant subjectivism. Such approaches focus on
the attitude one may have that one’s life is meaningful without any consideration of
would-be evaluative criteria. I will present three popular theories in this vein.
(1) Albert Camus takes Sisyphus, whom the gods have condemned to forever roll a
rock to the top of a mountain only to have it roll back down again, to represent
Man’s predicament in a world devoid of objective meaning, but declares that it
remains possible for Sisyphus to have meaning in his life through the conscious
affirmation of his absurd predicament. Likewise, in affirming our lives regardless
of our fate, our lives can become meaningful.2 A meaningful life, for Camus,
then, is one which is in the mode of such a volitional attitude – living a
meaningful life ultimately comes down to a matter of consciously choosing to do
so.3
(2) Richard Taylor offers an alternate version of the Sisyphus myth which he claims
more accurately represents our engagement with our lives.
“Let us suppose that the gods, while condemning Sisyphus … at the same time, as an
afterthought, … [implant] in him … a compulsive impulse to roll stones. … He has but one
obsession, which is to roll stones, and it is an obsession that is only for the moment
appeased by his rolling them – he no sooner gets a stone rolled to the top of the hill than
he is restless to roll up another. … However it may appear to us, Sisyphus’ fate now does
not appear to him as a condemnation, but the very reverse. His one desire in life is to roll
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stones, and he is absolutely guaranteed its endless fulfillment. … his life is now filled with
mission and meaning, and he seems to himself to have been given an entry to heaven.
Nor need he even fear death, for the gods have promised him an endless opportunity to
indulge his single purpose, without concern or frustration. He will able to roll stones
forever.”
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Taylor suggests that if Sisyphus happens to have the desire that his task is
appropriate for fulfilling, then what had appeared as a problem of
meaninglessness disappears. He declares this revised scenario to be a better
representation of our lives than the original, and there is reason to agree. As with
the Camus, the task of living has not changed only our internal attitude of
engagement within it. This time, however, it is not our volitional affirmation that
does the job, but simply an apparent correspondence between the desires we
happen to have and the capacity of the world to fulfill them.5
(3) Taking a somewhat different approach Bernard Williams argues that meaning is
to be found in the way that engagement in certain “ground projects” constitute
self-identification.
“For a project to play this ground role, it does not have to be true that if it were frustrated
or in any of various ways he lost it, he would have to commit suicide … But he may feel in
those circumstances that he might as well have died. Of course, in general a man does
not have one separable project which plays this ground role: rather, there is a nexus of
projects, related to his conditions of life, and it would be the loss of all or most of them that
would remove meaning.”
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Williams approach goes beyond Camus volitional and Taylor’s desire-fulfillment
schemes, in that it locates meaning in a particular type of engagement (a project) and
leaves room for the importance of having a variety of projects in one’s life. He does not
specify what types of projects may be ground projects, but rather leaves the matter open
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to whatever projects one may engage in, as long as one’s sense of identity is intimately
connected with this engagement.
The third type of answer I will present to the question of the meaning of life, I
will call evaluation-relevant subjectivism. Its criticism of the subjectivist approaches
above is importantly different than that of the objectivist. Rather than claim that what
they lack is genuine objective evaluation, it argues that they represent a false description
of the way we actually form our attitudes towards the question of our life’s
meaningfulness. As David Wiggins declares, such approaches wrongly assume that we
can have an internal attitude which evaluates our life as meaningful, while excluding
from considerations any objective expectations we have of what makes for a meaningful
life.
Firstly, approaches that focus on one’s attitude alone ignore the fact that it makes
a difference to us how well or badly our strivings (our project-nexus) turn out.7 It simply
does make a difference to us whether we are engaged in rolling stones for the
construction of a beautiful temple which will be completed, or one which will be forever
frustrated. We do not necessarily need to know whether we have failed or succeeded in
our strivings, as one would conclude from an objective standpoint. Instead, what
concerns us is that we cannot form the appropriate internal attitude if our striving is of a
kind which we know is one which will be somehow frustrated or is simply not achievable.
We do not need to know that we have succeeded in building the beautiful temple to feel
as if our strivings towards that end was worthwhile, but we cannot feel our strivings
towards that end as worthwhile while knowing that the temple will collapse before
completion – that our project will fail.8
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It also makes a difference to us that our strivings or projects are of a kind that is
worthwhile. Suppose one spends her life solely in fanatical pursuit of money, has the
appropriate desires towards this pursuit, and is very successful in obtaining plenty of it,
but at the price of completely neglecting human relationships. We have reason to suspect
that such a life may not be found meaningful upon sincere self-evaluation. Evaluationirrelevant subjectivist theories, however, seem unable to account for either of these
expectations.
What the evaluation-relevant subjectivist claims is that our actual feeling of
whether or not our lives are meaningful includes, or at least survives, the self-evaluation
of one’s life along something like these two criteria – that our projects succeed and that
they are of worthwhile kinds. It considers previous subjectivist approaches insufficient,
but seeks to expand, rather than reject, them. It opens itself up towards the practical
matter of discussing the range of projects most of us should engage in, in terms of their
self-evaluative potentiality for success and worth.

Presenting one possible theory from evolutionary psychology
In this section I will construct what I take to be a possible theory for leading a
meaningful life which may arise out of evolutionary psychology. I base this theory on a
popular book of evolutionary psychology, Mean Genes by Terry Burnham and Jay
Phelan which strives for practical applications towards fulfilling our desires by route of
what it claims evolutionary psychology tells us about ourselves.
Being neither a psychologist nor evolutionary biologist, I make no claims about
the empirical validity of this Book’s thesis, nor that it is the only approach available to
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those who wish to attempt theories of the meaningful life from the claims of evolutionary
psychology. Since my aim is to evaluate the plausibility of the approach itself, I will, for
my purposes, simply assume the thesis to be empirically accurate.
Burnham and Phelan tell us this:
Happiness is a tool that our genes use to induce us toward behaviors that benefit them.
The rabbit moves to further the interests of the racetrack owner, not the dog. Similarly, we
strive towards elusive goals, not for our own happiness, but to further the interests of our
genes. While we will never be finished, we are built to feel that permanent satisfaction is
possible if we could just get a little bit ahead. … Deep, long-term happiness does not
come from material circumstance. Although acquiring TVs and Cars makes us happy,
having them does not.
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Satisfaction is most often found for us, not in having things10, achievements, social status,
power, etc., but in acquiring them. Notably this claim sharply disputes one of our most
intuitive assumptions – that our lives would be better if we possessed (“just a few”) more
or better goods – an assumption which is central to the way most of us plan, live out, and
regard the worth our lives.
Of course, this claim about human psychology, is itself is not new. Freud11 and
Nietzsche12, among others, have already recognized this fact and the importance of
accounting for it, which they tried to do with through far-fetched metaphysical (and in
fact meta-evolutionary) theories – the will to power for Nietzsche and the dual drives of
Eros and Thanatos for Freud.
Evolutionary Psychology, however, casts new light on this claim. It (finally)
gives us what appears to be a plausible explanation of the phenomenon: as a general rule
(descriptively simplified for our purposes), the more and finer possessions our genetic
ancestors had, the more they increased their probable qualitative and quantitative
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conditions for reproduction. The claim is that such pre-historical conditions have
determined our psychobiological make-up – that there was almost never a point where
this rule failed and therefore that there is almost never any reason for the feedback
mechanism to allow us to remain satisfied with what we have.
I take this to suggest that projects whose sole aim, or conclusion, will result in
possession, will probably, by themselves, leave us ultimately feeling unfulfilled. One
may work 20 years in a job she hates for the ultimate purpose of buying the big mansion
on top of the hill, or alternatively recording a pop hit. Once she succeeds, after much toil
and frustration, she may be happy for a while, but soon enough will find herself in a
predicament somewhat similar to the one she was in before. Something will still feel
missing.
Now, let’s take philosopher E.D. Klemke’s declaration that, speaking for himself,
he feels his life most substantially meaningful when engaged in creative work. He seems
to consider this fact as a subjective accident, but perhaps now we may say that the reason
he, and in fact, most people, place so much value on challenging jobs or creative hobbies
lies not in any mere coincidence, but in the evolved constitution of human psychology.
When Nietzsche declared that happiness was merely a bi-product of success, he
was talking precisely about this, but he was only partially right. It is true that upon
reaching a goal we’ve been working towards we feel a strong sense of happiness, which
then fades away and demands that we work towards the next goal. What Nietzsche
doesn’t mention, however, is how happy we are while deeply engaged in the process of
working towards a goal. The process of work, itself, which is driven by hope for the
attainment of the goal, is deeply satisfying to us. From this, our theory will take it that a
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necessary condition of arriving at the internal attitude that one’s life is meaningful is that
one is in a state of hope about the prospects of a certain type of projects, which I will call
“hope projects”.
Moving on, it strikes me that there are at least 3 types of projects in which we
commonly engage and consider very worthwhile, which have dynamic different, and yet
are quite compatible with Evolutionary Psychology: these are love of family, romantic
love and love of friends13. I will refer these types of projects as “love projects”.
In all three commonly recognized forms of love, we find deep meaning and
satisfaction in the actual “possession”. Love is not something you improve on and
relationships do not “move forwards” in the sense that “hope projects” aims to do. What
is shared is a bond and to “move forwards” in this case, is to do nothing more than to
make sure that neither party weakens the bond by distancing itself from it through some
lack of commitment. The value of romantic love, and love of family and friends as ends
in themselves, can be explained under an Evolutionary Psychology model by the security
and stability they add to our lives, which support our pursuit of other projects.14
We can then form a theory based in Evolutionary Psychology, which I will refer
to from this point as “the EP theory”, that claims that an internal attitude towards one’s
life as meaningful is likely to be achieved by engaging in two necessary, and perhaps
together sufficient, types of projects: hope and love projects. Importantly, this EP theory
allows for hope within a process of future accomplishment to be understood as relative to
different possible social (and perhaps gendered) contexts. Because our striving for
wealth and power from a (pre-historically determined) genetic perspective finds its
relevance with regards to a competitive structure for mates and resources, a high vs. low
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level of competition for such goods may influence the relative importance of what the
kind of projects which require the engagement the theory is generally calling hope, in
one’s life. A similar thing can be perhaps said for love projects, as well.

Evaluating the EP theory
The EP theory, or some extension of it, seems to give us practical guidance with
regards to what sort of projects we should engage in order to achieve the relevant attitude
along the lines of evaluation-irrelevant subjectivism. That is, it states that the attitude
that one’s life is meaningful is likely to be attained by engagements with “hope projects”
and “love projects”. What about the additional, evaluative, criteria required by
evaluation-relevant subjectivism?
One may argue that the EP theory undermines the first of these evaluative criteria
– that our projects are doomed to failure. We tend to think of our projects in terms of
distinct end goals (the first million, the first best seller, the tenured professorship, etc.),
but the EP theory tells us that such achievements will not satisfy us – that we are built to
look past them for contentment with our lives. If we accept this claim, are we not
condemning ourselves to the acknowledgement that our projects, as we normally
approach them, can not succeed?
I see two ways for the EP theorist to attempt to address this problem: (1) to deny
that we actually normally feel related to our projects in such terms. Perhaps few of us are
actually under the delusion that “if only we …” our lives will become meaningful. Or (2)
to suggest, if need be, that we change our expectation of our projects in face of what we
may now know about the way we generally engage in projects. Changing our
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expectations in this sense, would be, like Klemke, to locate the meaningful project, not in
any particular professional accomplishment, but in the engagement in creative work in
general. Similarly, one can view success in business through the rush of the “game of
competitive business”, or the pride of considering oneself a good player, rather than any
specific victory, promotion or resulting acquisition. The same would apply to the artist
who locates meaning in the development of his skill, insight and spirit, rather than in the
conclusion of a particular piece or the award of some honor. Such changes in perspective
seem to have at least surface plausibility.
What about the second criteria – that of the worth of our projects? Being that the
subjectivist approach I have chosen to apply the EP theory to is concerned with
accounting for a certain complex attitude, it may point us towards a commitment to an
intimate connection between the possibility for over-all success of our projects (with
success understood as achieving this very attitude), and the evaluation of our projects as
being of a kind worth having. That is, the EP theorist may claim that these projects
appropriate for success are precisely also those of the kind that are worth pursuing. The
argument would go as follows: In judging the worth of our projects, what we care about
is whether they are the right kinds of projects for a meaningful life as a whole. One will
only be able to produce the appropriate internal attitude – the feeling that one’s life is
meaningful in the sense of the third question - through the hope and love projects the
theory recommends. Because this attitude will be realized only through such projects,
they will be simply, by definition, be the projects worth pursuing.
Such an argument amounts to stating that the source of our consideration of the
worth of our projects is none other than their capacity to give us the evaluative attitude
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towards our life that we seek.15 If this seems insufficient, it is because we are
accustomed to approach the matter from the perspective of the question considered
objectively. It is far from clear how this matter could be resolved objectively, yet we
demand some kind of explanation about why we do feel some projects matter more than
others. The EP theory appears capable of providing us with at least a plausible account
towards these ends.

Conclusion
That the EP theory can provide at least plausible accounts of the success and
worth of projects with regards to the internal attitude that one’s life is meaningful,
indicates that such theories may be promising. That said, the discussion here leaves
many questions unanswered: What about the delusional, insane, or merely anti-social,
who form the appropriate attitudes towards entirely different types projects? What about
the formation of such attitudes towards immoral ends? What, on such an account, is the
relationship between “happiness” (a very broad notion) and the feeling that one’s life is
meaningful?16 And perhaps, most obviously, can any empirical evidence be brought to
support this theory17, as a good predictive theory on how one may attain the evaluationrelevant feeling that one’s life is, indeed, meaningful?
In order for theories which base themselves in evolutionary psychology to move
beyond mere plausibility, they must address these problematics, and surely many others.
For now, I hope to have at least demonstrated sufficient plausibility to warrant further
inquiry.
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Of course one may say that at this point that it is possible to adjust one’s expectations about the project.
Buddhist monks create incredibly intricate mandala from colored sand which is then dispersed. They then
begin anew with the same or a different intricate work. One may take this to be an engagement in a
meaningful project which one knows will be frustrated, but I think this wrongly represents what the project
is. Rather than an external force which frustrates the project, the dispersement is, to the monk, a vital and
meaningful aspect of the project itself. If we imagine the dispersment, which as an appropriate point of
occurrence in the project – it is performed after the mandala is completed, to be that of a continuously
random blowing of the wind, then an extraordinarily strong will is necessary for one to not consider the
project hopelessly futile. No matter how the task’s grand meaning is interpreted, random interruptions give
it the sense of futility which we have little reason to believe the path of scorn could overcome.
9
Terry Burnham and Jay Phelan, Mean Genes, 2000
10
One can also arrive at this conclusion by looking at sociological data of suicide, which one has reason to
consider to be a strong indicator of one’s level of fulfillment in life. For example, not only is
socioeconomic status not a reliable predictor of suicide, but “The greater the specification of occupation
and prestige data, the more evidence the lack of association of suicide and socioeconomic status becomes.”
(Ronald Maris, Pathways to Suicide, pg. 299)
11
Sigmund Freud in Beyond the Pleasure Principle tells us: “…what [do] men themselves show by their
behavior to be the purpose and intention of their lives? What do they demand of life and wish to achieve in
it? The answer to this can hardly be in doubt. They strive after happiness; they want to be happy and to
remain so … what decides the purpose of life is simply the program of the pleasure principle. This
principle dominates the operation of the mental apparatus from the start. … We are so made that we can
derive intense enjoyment only from a contrast and very little from a state of things. Thus our possibilities
of happiness are already restricted by our constitution.”
12
Friedrich Nietzsche locates pleasure as “… only a symptom of the feeling of power attained, a
consciousness of a difference - there is no striving for pleasure: but pleasure supervenes when that which is
being striven for is attained: pleasure is an accompaniment, not the motive.” The Will to Power, § 688.
13
Perhaps the spiritual relation to one’s deity or to various icons or saints can be considered to play a
similar role in one’s life.
14
This is not to say that such engagements are not themselves potential sources of great tension or that
ulterior motives may not be involved. Romantic love in particular, may be seen as a complex type of bond
which is more contingent on changing availability of potential mates, than most lovers would want to
admit. Matt Ridley’s discussion on sexual competition and infidelity among human beings in The Red
Queen: Sex and the Evolution of Human Nature (1994), is particularly interesting on this regard. Sexual
competition, often expressed as romantic love, becomes here the major theme of conflict among humans.
15
The standard offered here to us is a natural, rather than essential one. It does not claim that the standard
by which the worth of projects is to be judged follows logically from some objective matter of fact, but
rather relates them to contingent facts about the psychology of normal human beings – that they feel their
lives meaningful and, through that, their pursuits worthwhile, in such ways.
16
We generally consider happiness to be an integral aspect of a worthwhile life, yet on reflection we find
“happiness” to be a rather vague term possibly encompassing a whole range of emotional types, from
simple “feel good” pleasure to deep contentment. It is difficult, but not impossible to imagine a life which
feels worthwhile, yet is generally unhappy. We can, for example, conceive of an artist (of a normal mind),
who suffers for most of his life and yet finds fulfillment in having made the creations which arise from this
suffering. Is the artist unhappy, but content? And what about the sadist, who finds happiness in engaging
in projects which would normally be considered worthwhile, but result in terrible consequences to others.
Here we may have a case where happiness appears compatible with meaningfulness, but conflicts with the
moral life. It is far from clear to me how to treat either of these cases, and I will not venture an answer
here. Instead, I think it is at least safe to say along with Owen Flanagan (1996) that “Happiness is
probably one of the things that confers worth, but it is not enough.” Perhaps the EP theory can help clarify
the complicated relation between happiness and fulfillment, since it frames the pursuit of happiness within
a larger context of what it is to be a human being. According to the EP theory, happiness, or at least
pleasure, may be produced by projects, both worthwhile and not. Much more would need to be said, but at
the least the EP draws some type of separation between the two notions.

14
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If take suicide as a strong indicator of a lack of fulfillment in one’s life, then perhaps some preliminary
empirical support for the EP theory may come to us in the form of suicide statistics. Suicidologists Ronald
Maris and Bernard Lazerwitz, call suicide self-killing deriving from one’s inability or refusal to accept the
terms of the human condition (a definition I am tempted to equate with death from meaninglessness). Their
conclusion from a large meta-study of surveys on suicide concludes the following: (1) Suicide completers
are more socially isolated than nonfatal suicide attempters or those who die naturally. (2) Suicides
completers tend not to have the usual supports of meaningful work, loving people and biological integrity
and reliability. (3) Suicide completers have more work problems and experience more occupational
stagnation than either natural deaths or nonfatal suicide attempters do. Such conclusions appear to fit
remarkably well with the EP theory. However, much more needs to be said about such conclusions before
they can be considered as serious evidence. They merely reflect a western bias or can they be extended
cross-culturally (as the male-female suicide ratio of 5-1 generally can), and perhaps there may be other
theories which may give equal or better explanation of such conclusions.
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ABSTRACT

In 1960, as the heated protests against the renewal of the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty
(known as the Ampo struggle) raged on the streets of Tokyo, Japanese director, Oshima
Nagisa, produced three films: Cruel Story of Youth, Graveyard of the Sun, and Night and
Fog in Japan. The films privileged tales of angry, young rebels, lashing out at oppressive
social, economic, and political forces. Consequently, they seemed to capture the
frustrated feelings of the protesting students on the streets in front of the Diet. Oshima
reflected the momentous influence the Ampo struggle had upon him, referring to the
protests both literally and symbolically in his works that year. In fact he captured what
has been called the “Ampo spirit” which, I will argue, was a spirit of existential rebellion
that called for the re-assertion of individual agency within the (Ampo) revolution.
Though this paper comes from a much larger project which addresses all three films, it
will focus here upon the filmic articulation of this “spirit” and Oshima’s authorial voice
in the last film he directed in 1960: Night and Fog in Japan. In the course of this
discussion, I will show how Oshima’s film embodied the existential debates occurring
concurrently in France between Jean-Paul Sartre and Albert Camus. By reading Night
and Fog in Japan through these debates, I will show how Oshima’s film was not a
political commentary upon the macrocosmic relationships between Japan and the U.S.A.
or between the right and left-wing in Japan. Instead, I argue it spoke to the frustrated,
microcosmic relationships between the students participating in the protests and revealed,
through a bleak narrative about the student protesters, the necessity of the individual to
shape his/her own moral paradigm within the revolution. In other words, though
Oshima’s film was set against the political turmoil of the Ampo protests, it grappled with
postwar, existential crises among the youths of Japan and not the problem of their
political affiliation.

ABSTRACT: “Otto Wagner: Mover and Shaper of the New Vienna”
By: Dr. M. P. A. Sheaffer, Professor, Millersville University of Pennsylvania
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In the middle of the 19 Century, Vienna was still a cramped city circumscribed by
medieval/Renaissance fortifications. The seat of the Continent’s largest empire, Vienna looked
like a backwater, compared to London or Paris. That situation would change; for on 20
December, 1857, Kaiser Franz Josef I decreed that the old walls should come down, opening the
way for an unprecedented building frenzy that saw the erection of public buildings on the
Ringstrasse—the street that replaced the old walls-- and the Glacis, the open stretch just beyond
the walls, used as a defense as well as an area for military maneuvers. Those buildings included
major buildings for the city and for the nation: the Staadtsoper, Parlament, the Rathaus, the
Burgtheater, the Musikverein, the “Twin Museums,” the Börse, the Akadamie der Bildenden Kunst, the
Votivkirche, and the Universität--all completed within an astounding 15-20 year period. Around
these public buildings went up new housing, such the aristocratic townhouses/palaces and
elegant apartment blocks for housing new bureaucrats, some of them built by the famous
architects of the public buildings, such as Theophil Hansen, architect of the Musikverein and
Parlament, and Heinrich Ferstel, architect of the Votivkirche and the Universität.
During the same time and into the 1890’s, Vienna attached suburbs—among the later ones
Penzing and Hietzing west of the city and the far-flung little wine villages of Nussdorf and
Grinzing east of the city center along the foothills of the Wienerwald--, creating new city districts.
Between 1860-1892, the capital city of the Habsburg Empire had trebled its size.
Two major problems faced the rapidly expanded city : the problem of flood control caused by the
two highly erratic rivers the Wien and the Donau and the lack of an adequate public
transportation system. Into this picture came Otto Wagner, a young architect born in 1841 in
Penzing, a suburb which Vienna later attached. A product of the Polytechniches Institut and of the
Akademie in Vienna as well as the prestigious Könlische Bauakademie in Berlin, Otto Wagner had
both technical and artistic backgrounds and was accomplished both in engineering and in
architecture. At the Akademie in Vienna, he had studied under two of the Ringstrasse architects,
August Siccard von Siccardsburg and Eduard Van der Nüll, architects of the Staatsoper. In
addition, Wagner had two other influential architects as his mentors, Leopold Förster and
Theophil Hansen. For Hansen, he served for a time as Baumeister for the imposing Palais Epstein
next to Parlament on the Ring. At this early stage in his career, Wagner had also begun to build
apartment blocks of his own on high-visiblity sites near and on the Ring, such as
Bellariastrasse#4 next to Hansen’s Palais Epstein and Schottenring #23 across from a huge
apartment complex built by Ferstel and Hansen’s stock-exchange building, the Börse.
As his reputation expanded, Otto Wagner built more apartment blocks in which he lived himself,
adding to the housing stock of the city. He was careful to harmonize his buildings with the areas
in which they stood, at the same time adding new touches. Wagner also had an eye for a vista
point that would add drama in an urban setting. His Universitätsstrasse 12 (1888), for instance,
stands as a focal point at the head of an intersection of two major streets just back of the Ring. Its
decoration containing symbols representing liberal arts complemented the presence of a brand
new neighbor, Heinrich Festel’s newly built Universität. In addition, Wagner had already won a
commission for a major institution, the Ősterreicische Länderbank (1884). In this bank building, he
demonstrated his concern for workers, in the spirit of William Morris at Merton Abbey in
England—greatly admired by Wagner--, by building an elegant structure with wide spaces in the
work areas, with adequate window space to provide maximum natural light, and well-lit
corridors providing easy access to all operations—demonstrating an almost unheard-of attitude
among builders of the day. Wagner would soon demonstrate the same humane concern for rail

passengers.
Wagner also participated in a contest in the 1880’s for flood-control projects. However, his big
break came in 1894, the same year that he became Professor at the Akademie, when he won the
city’s competition for his comprehensive plan for flood-control and the development of a public
transport system. This plan, for which he would become the chief architect, called for two
generally concentric rings of rail lines and their stations that would service two bands of the
urban expansion—the inner city and the suburbs--, for the building of the Donaukanal, the
building of a dam at the head of the canal in Nussdorf where the canal joins the Donau, and a
lock system at a midpoint on the canal. Wagner used new building techniques for revolutionary
buildings unique in Vienna. In building the Nussdorf dam, Wagner drew upon information
about depth sickness, which had came out of the recent building of the Brooklyn Bridge in New
York (1883) , to ensure safety for the workers excavating for the canal and laying foundations for
it and the bridge-and-dam works. In all of his rail stations, Wagner also built with the concerns
in mind for beautifying the neighborhoods in which they stood, for assuring the most efficient
spaces through which volumes of passengers could move comfortably, and for providing
efficiency of maintenance, which included windows, thus maximizing natural light and cutting
down the dependence upon expensive artificial light.
The efficiency of Wagner’s planning saw the completion of 60% of the rail system and the
th

Nussdorf Dam in a head-spinning four years, in time for the Kaiser’s 50 Jubilee in 1898. The
Dam itself was one of Wagner’s beacon points for the city, its imperial lions by sculptor Rudolf
Weyr marking the first entry into the city along the canal from the Donau and its bridge with its
massive pylons serving as something of a triumphal arch hearkening conjuring an imperial
association evoked by Roman triumphal arches but this one in modern construction materials of
glass, concrete, and steel. In addition, Wagner’s achievements began to attract visitors to Vienna
from all over Europe.
Wagner also provided other triumphal focal points for the Imperial city. One was the majestic
Brücke-über-die Zeile rail bridge standing at a nexus point of two of his rail lines and spanning,
like a triumphal arch, the grand boulevard that Wagner had envisioned running from the inner
city to the Habsburg Emperor’s summer palace at Schönbrunn. In the middle of the city, at
Karlsplatz, Wagner had erected the revolutionary and beautiful Karlsplatz rail stations. Nearby,
on the Ring stood another of his revolutionary buildings, the second of his banks, the
Postsparkasse (1904-16; 1908-1910)—itself a revolutionary institution in Viennese banking, whose
Ring-side façade of Wagner’s design also resembled that of a triumphal arch. At the same time
that Wagner was building this remarkable modern bank building, he was building north of the
city on a hillside of the Wienerwald, just out of reach of his enemies in the city, the spectacular
Kirche-am-Steinhof for the new mental hospital of the province of Niederösterreich, just over the
border from Wagner’s his native Penzing but now also part of Vienna. True to form, Wagner did
not plan just the church, but contributed a design for the whole complex in which this church
would function, even though Carlo Boog was the designated architect. No fool and recognizing
the wisdom and genius of Wagner’s plan, Boog incorporated wholesale Wagner’s ideas for the
layout and the planning of the hospital; however, the church was Wagner’s specific commission.
To decorate the church, Wagner drew upon the talents of sculptors such as Othmar Schimkowitz,
who had supplied sculptures for Wagner’s stunning apartment building, at Linke Wienzeile #38
(1898) and who had just done the 14’, cast aluminum genie figures—the first of their kind in
Vienna, for the front of the Postsparkasse. For the huge glass mosaic windows and the four blue
glass inserts on the interior’s ceiling representing the Four Gospellers, Wagner called upon the
talents of his long-time friend and collaborator Koloman Moser, one of the founders-members of

the Wiener Secession and of the new Wiener Werkstätte (1903). Wagner also drew upon the
Werkstätte for the revolutionary furniture and layout to match his specifications according to the
special needs of mentally disturbed patients and their carers, whom the church would serve.
Always with his eye upon the best quality, Wagner’s combination of talents represented the very
best in Austria assembled from among--- without question-- some of the finest craftsmen and
artists in Europe. This church, considered the first modern church in Europe, drew—and once
again draws-- the attention of the world to the Imperial city with its gold dome like a beacon
high upon its commanding hilltop position, visible for miles.
st

The fact of Otto Wagner’s outstanding contributions continues into the 21 Century. Wagner’s
flood control system helped Vienna avoid major flooding during the disastrous floods of August
2002. Each day, Wagner’s rail lines, which form the kernel of Vienna’s underground transport
system, carry thousands of passengers each day. Wagner’s stations have also served as models
th

for new stations erected as the city expanded the lines in the last decade of the 20 Century. The
th

original stations that remain continue to surpass some of the 20 -Century stations—such as
Hietzing and Meidling Hauptrasse-- in their beauty, functionality, and practicality of
maintenance. With his genius and from all of his far-sighted achievements in civic planning, his
engineering of the rail-and-canal system, and his revolutionary buildings and furnishings for
housing and major institutions, Otto Wagner—more than any other single figure-- emerged as
the chief shaper of the modern city of Vienna in its emergence from the corset of its fortified
th

confinement of the medieval/Renaissance in the latter two decades of the 19 Century and the
th

first two decades of the 20 Century to become truly one of the great modern capitals of Europe.
Even today, Vienna conspicuously bears the stamp of Otto Koloman Wagner.
Dr. M. P. A. Sheaffer
Millersville University
Division of Humanities
Chryst Hall
Millersville, PA 17551
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"We Three": The Mythology of Shakespeare's Weird Sisters
By Laura Annawyn Shamas

Shakespeare's Weird Sisters from Macbeth (1606) are a complex trinitarian mythological
construction, a unique amalgamation of classical, folkloric, and political elements. By
examining this feminine trio through the lens of mythology, new insights about their
significance may be understood.
The antecedents for Shakespeare's Weird Sisters are, per four major sources, purely
archetypal; they were described as "goddesses of destiny, nymphs, fairies" and "sibyls."
The tenets of the politics and religion of James I, however, were against witchcraft; thus,
these archetypes were subsumed into Shakespeare's Weird Sisters in favor of a
Jamesian/Jacobean construction of "witch." The etymology of the word "weird" and its
variant forms in Macbeth will be explored as related to the specific characters of
Shakespeare's Weird Sisters.
Hecate, the Triple-Faced Goddess, is doubly present in the play. A chthonic description
of this goddess will be detailed, including Hecate as "mother," and Hecate as "lightbringer." A comparison of the characters/characteristics of the three Weird Sisters to
major aspects of Hecate will be presented.
The Weird Sisters serve in agency of Hecate in Macbeth, as she is named their leader; I
argue that Shakespeare wrote them to represent or theatrically embody aspects of Hecate
as well. By dividing up aspects of the Triple Goddess and dramatizing these attributes as
individual witch characters, Shakespeare was able to explore characteristics of Hecate
dramatically and mythologically through the Weird Sisters as theatrical metaphor; thus,
Hecate is doubly present in Macbeth both as a character and as "dramatic action," through
the scenes with Weird Sisters.
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ABSTRACT
Calling Your Name:
Alienation and Belonging in the Poetry of Li-Young Lee
In his poetry, Chinese-American poet Li-Young Lee offers his readers an ability to reach
diverse populations through his complex sharing in the following domains: his close
analysis of one human life; a vivid examination of the thread of his ancestry; recognition
of the importance of sharing past memories however painful they may be, and a strong
experiential investigation of the rite of immigration upon his own identity and that of his
family unit. What is Lee’s background? How are his family’s experiences in Jakarta,
Indonesia under Sukarno’s regime vital to our understanding of his work?
This report of research-in-progress will highlight a series of Lee’s benchmark poems,
Including “Water,” Mnemonic, “ and “Eating Alone.” In these examples, we will trace
the common thread of grief, love, condolence, and the struggle for understanding which
permeate the language, rhythm, and message of Lee’s work.
In addition to the larger, historical perspective of the immigrant life, Lee’s voice becomes
an echo chamber filled with personal meanings which become universal as he
courageously examines his own complex life openly, before us. Lee not only reveals

symbols of his own intricate sense of alienation and of belonging; rather, he challenges us
as listeners to find significance in the unique landscape of our own lives.
How does each individual define race, heritage, culture? How do we, in the Humanities,
Recognize and appreciate each unique human voice? A step in this direction is taking the
time to hear, ponder, and appreciate the work of eloquent writers willing to share their
own cultural perspectives. In this presentation, ample evidence will be given to include
Li-Young Lee among these writers.
What synthesis of ideas and writing techniques might we glean from our examination of
Lee’s poetry? In Lee’s work, complex identity issues are salvaged, given form, honored,
preserved, and, most importantly, shared with a wide, international audience. Through
impeccably crafted words and imagery, Lee’s poems resonate with the intertwined
themes of heritage, memory, family relationships, human suffering, the immigration
experience, and the integrity of each individual’s life experience.
NOTE: Goals for this paper/presentation will include a biography of the writer’s life, a
close examination of at least three benchmark poems including an oral reading of each,
excerpts from interviews with Li-Young Lee, and a synthesis of current responses to
Lee’s work from the public, from college students, and from fellow writers.
Also, samples of Lee’s books will be shared, as well as relevant photographs. Each
attendee will receive copies of each analyzed poem and biographical information.
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Since late 2002, three new museum buildings by internationally recognized
architects have opened in the United States: the Modern Art Museum in
Fort Worth, Texas by Tadao Ando (December 2002); the Contemporary Arts
Center in Cincinnati, Ohio by Zaha Hadid (June 2003), and the Nasher
Sculpture Center in Dallas, Texas by Renzo Piano (October 2003). Though
all are considered museums, the works exhibited in these buildings as well
as the missions of the different institutions vary significantly. The Modern
Art Museum is the largest of the three and is a collecting museum of a
specific period. The Contemporary Arts Center has no permanent
collection and concentrates on the most recent art forms. The Nasher
Sculpture Center, an institution unique because of its focus on sculpture,
houses a private collection and is somewhat of a new museum type. These
buildings exemplify current trends in architecture and urbanism in general
as well as current thoughts on the relationship between works of art and
the space in which they are exhibited.
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Women have always worked. The sphere of that work has gradually evolved from
the home to outside employment and the outcome has changed from basic subsistence
to substantive productivity.
Nursing, first as an avocation and later as a profession, has played a
significant role in defining the nature of women’s work. Newly discovered documents
and an extensive review of the primary and secondary literature now indicate that
nursing was a moving force in determining how women worked and the impact that
was returned to social values. Gender as a determinant of work role was particularly
prominent in the mid- and late Victorian period and nursing rapidly developed as a
profession from 1853. Therefore, the focus of this study was 1853-1900.
Upon discovery of new documents relative to Florence Nightingale’s role as
Superintendent of the Harley Street Institution prior to the Crimean War, questions
were raised about the unique employment structure of nurses who worked in a nondomestic setting. The research questions were:
1.) Did nursing help to develop an employment pattern in which women
worked for women in non-domestic settings?
2.) Was there permanent social change as a result of nursing’s structure?
The outcome relative to question one revealed that nursing from its organized
outset functioned in a particularly stratified environment. The paternalistic influence
of male-female interrelationships in hospitals has been well –documented. However,
the role of the matron or female superintendent has only recently been studied as
having a particular impact in the development of the profession. Nursing did indeed
develop a rigid structure that resulted in women working for women in a respectable
and educated profession. Nurses came to be viewed as trusted advocates and
intermediaries in an increasingly complex health care system.
The evidence of permanent social change did not substantially materialize until
the 1890’s. At that time there were two major expositions – The Columbian
Exposition in Chicago in 1893 and the Victorian Era Exposition in 1897 in London.
Each featured nursing as prominent in forming values about health in the home,
health education and disease prevention and management. Clearly these events
helped to promote nursing as a vital a profession that was capable of impacting public
values of health, nutrition, and child-rearing as well as establishing women in the
work force as both valuable and valued.

The practice and writing of nursing history has evolved from being “iatrogenic”
and self-serving studies used only to document the successes of the past to
investigations carried out at the analytical level which both help to explain the present
and anticipate the future. Nursing is omnipresent in society and has been shown to be
effective in creating social change both for those within the profession as well as the
individuals and communities to whom care is rendered. This would suggest that there
are interdisciplinary implications that could be utilized to maximize the potential of
positive social change in health care that could be initialized and maintained by and
through nursing.
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"Understanding" has been seldom, if ever, accorded the distinction of an
undergraduate course in the university. Oh, yes, you will find a course in "Understanding
English Renaissance Literature" and "Understanding Quantum Theory" but little about
understanding "Understanding." The trees have been presented, leaving the student
unable to see the forest for those trees, the general synthesis neglected for the specificities
of professors' specialties. Could it be that professors who develop the curriculum have
been encouraged to build their own careers in narrow corners of interesting topics, even
being granted research funds for developing more deeply those studies that lend
themselves to careful analysis? How many research grants can you think of,
contrastingly, that have offered substantial funding for projects designed to produce
synthesis? Credit should be given, therefore, to the planners of this conference in Hawaii
for having opened the way for papers interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary. Such
presentations may help us see some of the forests in spite of the trees and other forests, it
might be hoped, because of the trees. The larger version of this paper attempts to
expound on the idea that a university professor may be like the fish, so immersed in the
environment of a fascinating specialty that the medium becomes an academic world,
taken for granted and thus basically undiscovered.
The paper presents eight steps necessary to thoughtful understanding of any
subject or object, using rational powers taken collectively or separately. These steps
embody classical unity, order, and coherence. To render these steps palpable, then, we
need a working model. A relatively familiar model from the beautiful Hawaiian seascape
needs only slight adaptation to serve our purpose. Any visitor to the conference who was
fortunate enough to arrive from the East near sunset may have observed the silhouette of
a volcanic mountain seemingly sitting in a bed of beach sand and casting a shimmering,
shadowy, reverse image in the calm Pacific. One might see the picture as two equilateral
triangles sharing a common base of sand. Knowing, however, that one is observing a
three-dimensional object in the sleeping volcano, one would imagine the possibility of
seeing a sun-lit side if the pilot should fly around to the West. The two-dimensional
shadow in the water would now appear as a much more poorly outlined reflection in the
surf of the western side. The reflective medium is not as calm as it had been on the
eastern side. Drawing on the imaginary experience of the model, we observe step one in
understanding "understanding": we must understand the indispensability of contrast. If
the fish has never been out in the air, he has nothing with which to contrast that which

flows through his gills. He cannot notice or discover the existence of the water
surrounding him. To set the stage for a discovery of the process of understanding, we,
too, require contrast. The wavy, distorted outline in the water contrasts to the more
clearly defined outline of the three-dimensional mountain. Our contrast to
"understanding" is, as you well know, a familiar state called "confusion." (I probably
shall offer a sufficient quantity of such contrast.) Forest and trees, object and subject,
comedy and tragedy, love and fear, air and water, fish and professor, East and West, ad
infinitum et ad locum.
The second step we must take is to understand the principle of the model (or
metaphor). Our discovery of the simplest things, actions, and relationships around us
begins with contrast (Step One) and comparison (Step Two). We begin life with our
mothers or caregivers as the base of our experience and the initiation of our vocabularies.
For example, we begin to understand the people around us in contrast to our mothers.
Our fathers may provide cuddling and clean diapers but come up short of our mothers
when it is time for breastfeeding. "Father is only slightly like mother." We need models
or metaphors to link new things to old ones.
Step Three builds on contrast and comparison but adds the principle of grounding.
Our early experiences with gravity (falling and dropping things) help us organize the
many sensory data constantly bombarding our modalities. In our model we can orient
ourselves by the stretch of beach separating shadow from substance. In the visible, threedimensional world we can employ the principle of grounding to identify upward and
downward directions. Our field of vision often interprets lateral phenomena as vertical.
If we could persuade our pilot to fly back over the mountain top so that we could look
eastward from that lofty position, we would observe the volcano beneath us as an upside
down triangle sharing the sandy strip with a right-side-up triangular shadow. This new
grounding of the shadow would more nearly represent the philosophical and linguistic top
and bottom needed to fit the lexical items we have inherited from centuries following
Plato. Deductive reasoning begins with some truth at the top and analyzes each
successive level downward until it finds itself on the beach, the myriad sands of
experience. Inductive reasoning begins on the beach, synthesizes experiences into
hypotheses, into theories, into laws, and into truths, perhaps some day truth, and thus
forms the scientific method. Both methods work in the shadow we shall call
"metaphysics". The mountain itself will represent "physics" or physical reality. Every
substantive we can think of may be metaphysically represented on the four sides of our
imaginary tetrahedron: (1) experiences (sensory stimuli on their way to becoming icons
and symbols), at the base; (2) form or structure of the item, i.e., "what it looks like," for
the side we see as a watery shadow; (3) the function ("what it does"), represented by one
of the unseen, imagined sides; and finally, (4) the essence ("what it is"), represented by
another unseen side. Without grounding (Step Three) we might find our successive steps
more confusing than unified, orderly, and coherent. We need grounding, especially in the
earliest stages of understanding during our upward and downward travels from concrete
to abstract, from specificities to generalities, and from connotations to denotations.

In Step Four we begin incorporating the earlier three principles (contrast,
comparison, and grounding) into the fourth dimension. Each of the steps, as you have
noticed, incorporates and modifies the previous step. So it is with the dimension of
space-time, or relativity. The term and concept are used in the scientific sense,
specifically Einstein's "general relativity". Now we are taking a step into an area not so
easily accommodated by the senses. Yet, our model may assist us in developing a
rudimentary understanding of a generalizable relativity. If the beach represents an
individual's experiences, it may expand in both directions in time. The height of the
mountain may be increased if the volcano becomes active again. For another individual
the entire mountain-beach-shadow may be regarded relatively smaller. In our minds we
have the ability to visualize the scenario enormously larger than it first presented itself to
our senses. It is "scale-free." Further, it is "fractal." We could think of the "truth" or
"thesis" of any idea as being at the top of its own "mountain" and providing a starting
point for deduction or analysis. It could then become one of several such complementary
models forming one enormous collective model for a single individual. "Space" and
"time" become relative to the model's purpose. This fourth step is needed if we are to
render the model responsive to an understanding of the potential of the idea or thing we
seek to understand.
A Fifth Step takes us into the fifth dimension, the dimension of perspective.
Wherever the observer imagines he or she is standing, the imagined position can alter
everything else we have considered. An example of this fifth dimension is the "Doppler
effect" that distorts sensory data according to the relative position of the source and the
observer. In this step we can rotate our model or change our platform to a new angle or
position, shifting our own imagined physical orientation. The mountain now can be
viewed on its side, regardless of its size, as long as the beach (grounding) and the shadow
(reversed image) remain intact. We can zoom out or zoom in, at will, change sides, enter
and exit the inside of the mountain, flesh out the two-dimensional shadow until it is threedimensional like its source, and view the two resulting structures as back-to-back
tetrahedra joined by the sands of experience. Now we see the value of the grounding of
the idea. Our experiences with it as represented by the beach protect us from losing our
philosophical way or our scientific orientation. We shall retain in our perspective the
newly formed, imagined geometric model of two base-to-base tetrahedra. They will
appear as a crystal hexahedron with shared beaches at their bases. This perspective will
become of great value in the next two steps, as elaborated metaphysically and physically
in the expanded paper.
Step Six opens up the sixth dimension, the dimension that alters collectively all of
the previous five. This dimension is perception, or mood (from elation to depression).
Under the influence of chemical changes in the brain, the sixth dimension can alter one's
perspective on the item to be understood, on space-time, on the three-dimensional world,
and on the shadows of the two-dimensional "flatlanders". To represent in our crystal
hexahedron the effects of the sixth dimension, we need to imagine it colored with the
light wave-lengths along the visible spectrum (violet—depression, extending to
burgundy—elation). If feelings are not the same on the three or four metaphysical facets,
each may be imagined in a different color.

Step Seven leads us to consider a balancing act where unity may offer stability of
understanding. In spite of the difficulties that the sixth dimension poses for us, balance
may still be achieved by putting "spin" on the model along the common axis from
"particle W" (ultimate quark on the physical end, cf. Stephen Hawking) to "α " (ultimate
point on the metaphysical end, the "truth" symbol, cf. Socrates). When sufficient spin is
achieved, the colors will appear to merge into white. This symbolic balancing act of the
imagination serves to remind us of the subjectivity of each person's perception and the
need to withhold judgment of another person's understanding, though perhaps different
from our own. In this step we experience an awareness of the need for charity toward
people varying in understanding and a readiness to find solitary comfort in the results of
our own search.
In Step Eight we return to that reconciliation of mind that comes from a more
nearly full understanding. We are returning to our source. This eighth dimension is the
dimension of peace. In eastern philosophies it comes through meditation. Here our
model turns amber and slowly ceases to spin, seeming suspended in air. This step is as
indispensable to complete understanding as any of the previous seven. This step adds
enlightenment to insight. It teases the imagination into infinity, a figure eight on its side,
a base of experiences (ω) imagined and real, extending in all directions until the sands of
the beach leave us too weak to vaunt ourselves and too breathless to puff ourselves up. It
offers protection against mood swing and opens the way to a humble return to the
beginning of another trip toward understanding.
The process prepares for re-cycling. Peace. Another fish has just discovered
water.
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ADaPT (the Association for Dance and Performance Telematics) is an association
of seven university dance departments which collaboratively investigate dance as a
distributed performance experience. Each site approaches these events in a unique
fashion, forging their own philosophy, and definition of telematic experiences. These
unique perspectives converge creating an understanding that is complex and connected.
Communication becomes multimodal as variety of telecommunication technologies are
employed and new linguistic approaches evolve in order to meet the challenges and
limitations of telematics.
In this panel discussion, each participant will describe his/her unique experience,
involvement and philosophical approach to ADAPT telematic events. The research
presented will illustrate the diversity in opinion as well as evolution of a complex
network system.
ADaPT began in 1999 with five core sites: Arizona State University, Ohio State
University, University of Utah, University of Wisconsin-Madison and University of
California-Irvine. Over the past four years, ADaPT has grown in complexity and number
of participating sites. It mission is to explore as well develop a theoretical and
compositional language for performance telematics.
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ADAPT (The Association for Dance and Performance Telematics):
Multiple definitions of distributed performance
Abstract
In this panel discussion, we will share our findings on ADaPT (The Association
for Dance and Performance Telematics). ADaPT is an interdisciplinary association of
artists, technologists, and scholars from several institutions, world wide, dedicated to
research and critical dialogue on performance and media in telematic space. Current
ADaPT institutional collaborators are Wayne State University, Ohio State University,
Arizona State University, University of Utah, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
University of California-Irvine, University of Nottingham, Florida State University, as
well as remote partners in Brazil and Japan.
The participants on this panel are members of ADaPT teams. Each one brings to
the table unique insight to our events and ADaPT as a whole. Our backgrounds are
diverse and converge through our various interactions. We feed each other intellectually,
artistically and technologically, creating a unique extended community.
Brian Buck
My creative exploration into the ADaPT project has involved both personal and
technological growth. The interplay between technology and artistic expression has
provided me a new venue in which to create dances. Technological issues and artistic,
aesthetic considerations seemed to feed each other. At times I attempted to create specific
images according to my own aesthetic and I implemented those ideas through
technology. At other times I was presented with pragmatic technological issues, which
resulted in adding to the creative part of the work. The following describes elements of
that process.
ADaPT is currently collaborating in interactive Internet performances. The
process is as follows: each site expresses a performance concept that they would like to
explore through a list serve group called Packetwranglers on Yahoo groups, and then
facilitates the idea with anyone in the association who is willing and able to rehearse the
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concept. The Internet is one of many areas of technology that is currently being utilized
to enhance dance as an art form.
One area of technology that is being used within ADaPT is the video camera. The
camera is an integral part of the ADaPT process. It is the video camera, which captures
the images to broadcast over the World Wide Web. Unfortunately, the camera affects the
audience's perspective in regard to dimension. The performers are flattened into an image
that acts more like a moving painting. Therefore, creating connections between two or
more images from various sites becomes difficult.
One method of creating connections is the composition of the images. By mixing
the images together through a mixing board they become composite images of each other.
One image becomes interlaced with the others. Dance for the camera is able to utilize this
compositional effect by layering images over one another, and through adjusting the
opacity of the images in order to see them simultaneously. The viewer will inherently see
a connection to the other images.
A mixing board allows the composite images to occur instantaneously during the
sending and receiving of these flattened images. Thus, two images would become one in
the moment of the live performance. ADaPT has used this technology in the past and it
has provided some of the most interesting footage of the ADaPT performances. This
footage shows two separate images combined to paint one image as a means to connect
the sites live. This seems to be the best way to provide a connection with the other sites
as well as an artistic aesthetic in which to create work.
However, composite images are not always used. The hardware is not always
available in order to work in this way. This past spring semester is one of those times
when it has not been available. As a University of Utah ADaPT representative, I have
been working in collaboration with Wayne State University and Ohio State University
during the 2003 Spring semester on "The Knot." Kelly Gottsman from Wayne State
University has been the over arching director of the series, and has provided me with the
following instructions:
Scene 1 UU:
The camera reveals a person's hands typing frantically in an attempt to
communicate before the moment passes. The text is seen as a
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transparency over the image of the hands typing. The camera can move
from the person's hands typing to the person inside of the cage. The work
you did in the cage in the past rehearsals continues to be a cool
manifestation of the entrapment. The dancer in the enclosure can be
responding to the text, both written and audible. This can take the form of
thrashing, rolling and hanging elements inside of the "cage." Maybe include
some guttural screams? You will have WSU's and OSU's audio opened in
your site. Keep your audio turned-off to reduce feedback. Your team should
be able to see/hear both Ohio State and Wayne State.
Scene 2 UU:
The camera opens to reveal the person still trapped in the cage. Her screaming
has turned to laughter. The camera moves back to the text on the desktop,
which now suggests ways in which one can get out of something that they no
longer wish to be in. Maybe it could be how to get out of a lie? The camera
moves from text on the projected screen to the hands typing at the keyboard.
These instructions have piloted the investigation of the ADaPT Tuesday night rehearsals
that culminated in a performance on Monday March 31st at 4.00 pm MST. The result of
these rehearsals has brought up a number of questions. One important question is " how
can we as a group connect with one another on a visual level?"
On the artistic end we, Kelly Gottsman (WSU), Johannes Birringer (OSU) and I
have taken note that being able to see and respond to dancers from the other sites is of
major importance. As we rehearsed, I noticed the projections of the other sites can
distract performers when they need to see and relate to those sites. In an e-mail Johannes
Birringer stated "We have not yet learned to contact improvise yet." As a suggestion, I
mentioned that the projections be set up in ways that the performers could see the
projections while maintaining their attention to what they are doing. We have yet to be
able to establish a substantial connection between the sites. However, some sort of
common ground seems to have been discovered through the process of "The Knot." The
performers have inherently become more engaged in their own performances. They have
not been as distracted by attempts to see the other sites, as they have in the past.
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As a result, each site has become more engaging to watch as an individual site
performance, but there lacks a strong connection between all three sites. On my end, I
have tried to place the windows of each of the three sites next to each other. In this set up
I attempted to create a tryptic of images in the artistic sense of the word. This set up
seemed to work, but the site separation remained. Many technical and artistic issues arose
from having three separate sites attempting to facilitate one common performance, or
convey one common idea.
On the technical side, echoing was an issue. As Kelly Gottsman mentioned in the
above directions, sites must keep their own sound turned down to reduce feedback.
Originally, I improvised in order to simply broadcast sound on my end by patching the
broadcast cable into the microphone channel in the Mackie board.1 In order to avoid a
rebroadcast to the others sites, I set the channel so that it would not send the sound to the
main channel. The only sound transmitted was through the direct channel to the remote
sites. This eliminated the echoing effect from my end. However, it only provided a
limited capacity for broadcasting multiple tracks of sound. Jimmy Miklavcic, pointed out
that there is another way to reduce feed back in the settings of the Mackie soundboard.
By placing each site in a separate sound channel and pressing the pre-fader button the
sound is only received, not retransmitted. These settings enabled me to simultaneously
broadcast multiple tracks of sound while limiting the degree of echo.
I have also had various experiences with the artistic instructions from Kelly
Gottsman. My original instructions were to have the dancer attempting to get out of some
form of contraption. The cage, a prop from Sarah Weiss's graduate concert dance piece,
happened to be on hand, so I used it as part of Utah's local set. This prop has provided
some interesting visual material in the streaming broadcast of the piece. This website
www.dance.wayne.edu/dance-tech-lab5a.html provides some images of both the cage and
streams from the other sites. These images, which include both the cage and the streams

1

*The sound/Mackie board is set up in various channels. Sound enters into individual
channels, which is sent to two sub channels. From the sub channels the sound then goes
through the main channel where the sound is sent to the speakers. At any given point the
sound can be turned up or down. However, the sub channels turn down all sound that is
sent to it individually and the main channel turns down all of the sound on the board.
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from the other sites, are a result of placing the camera behind the cage as a physical
means of attempting to composite the images. A composite image is included below.
The images seem magical to me, but they also provide a visual connection to the
remote sites. It appears as if the sites are united on some level through the images. Faith
Levine, a University of Utah dancer, appears to be within reach of other dancers who are,
in reality, as far away as Ohio. The image itself creates the illusion that the dancers are in
a common space. This illusion is exemplified by this image:

Image from Kelly Gottesman: Wayne State University www.dance.wayne.edu/dance-tech-lab5a.html
Performers pictured Katy Hinderliter and Faith Levine

Notice the arm of Katy Hinderliter seems to be in the cage with Faith Levine. In actuality,
it is an image projected onto the far side of the wall (in relation to the camera).
I am also utilizing a text generator to layer written text over projected images.
This layering has manifested itself from Gottesman's instructions as well. The image of
my hands typing the words act as a means to connect to the sites. They are broadcast and
projected to the other sites, as well as into Utah's local site. In addition to the above
instructions, I have also instructed Faith Levine to react to this written text and to the
audio text being read and broadcast by Ohio State University. The process still seems to
be disparate in nature.
The soundboard was an example of how technology supports artistic endeavors.
By simply changing the settings, technology offered me more options for the sound. The
tryptic was an illustration of utilizing artistic license to attempt to create a connection to
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the other remote sites, a creative result to a recurring issue. The lack of connection
between the sites remains a growing edge both technically and artistically.
The Internet has a long way to go before it can be a formal venue for live
performances. The ground has been broken for the World Wide Web to be a place where
artistic work can be presented and shown. Websites such as www.longplayer.org and the
home page for soft ware programs like real player provide places to hear sound broadcast
live. Some stations of real player even provide live video streams of their disc jockeys.
www.anotherlanguage.org provides samples of dance for the camera and other theatrical
pieces of work that are pre recorded for anyone with web access to view. You can watch
a Kennedy Center performance on their Millennium stage every day at 6.00 pm
Eastern Standard Time at www.kennedy-center.org/programs/millennium. ADaPT is not
the first association to create live work on line, but it seems to be forging ahead in its
research to discover a viable means through which to create such work.
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Gray Taylor Miller
"...profound changes are impending
in the ancient craft of the beautiful..."
--Paul Valéry
My involvement with ADaPT at the University of Wisconsin-Madison came at
the invitation of Douglas Rosenberg, who became the faculty sponsor of the event three
years ago. Familiar with my work with Sita Popat in telematic performance, he knew that
I would want to be a part of this larger exercise linking more than two sites in a
performance via the web.
Our early experiences with ADaPT seem to be exercises in luxury—aside from a
beautiful black-box dance theatre with in-house projectors, cameras, synthesizers, and
desktop Macintoshes connected to the University’s T1 line, we also had many students
and faculty eager to take part, as well as local Madison artists. Dancers came from both
within the UW Dance program as well as independent dance groups and artists. All were
joined by a passion for this unusual taming of technology to create and communicate art.
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I contrast this with a more recent experience during our last performance cycle, when I
was working alone in the space and had finally overturned the last technical obstacle and
enabled a live stream from our space through the QuickTime Broadcaster to the sites at
ASU and OSU. I still remember the triumphant message from Apryl via the chatroom:
“We can see you!” Followed quickly by, “…but where are your dancers?”
Personally, I am a hybrid artist who enjoys both performance on the stage and
behind the scenes, but trying to both perform, capture, mediate, and broadcast at the same
time proved to be too difficult. And our crew had been called away to other projects, our
dancers had either moved away or been cast in other companies, and the budget cuts
prevalent throughout our field had meant that the resources had dwindled to simply the
space, with whatever equipment was left in it.
This sounds like whining, perhaps, and it is not meant to. There is no reason to;
when the performance took place, we had a video crew, we had talented and prepared
dancers, we were able to successfully be a part of some of the most satisfying
performance that I’ve ever experienced. In the course of an hour, we were a part of a
“round robin” of performances relayed to the various ADaPT sites, with not only our
dancers able to see and interact with the other dancers in real time but also our video and
music relayed to other sites providing their dancers with collaborative material in their
performance. The question became, “If we’re able to do this with barely any resources at
all…what could we accomplish with more?”
I’m still not sure we’ll ever be able to answer that question. At times the quotation
“I’ve been doing so much with so little for so long that now I can do anything with
nothing in no time at all” seems apropos. But in some ways I see telematic performance
as continuing the one great success of the Internet—which was not making money, nor
entertaining people—but rather, bringing people together through non-traditional means
of communication.
Our ADaPT team in Madison may be unique in that it holds a relatively high
percentage of non-University personnel. Indeed, currently only our principal dancer,
Seana Dishun, is actually affiliated with the University (as a student) and even she comes
in a non-traditional role, as a “returning adult student”. The other members of the team
last year came from a widely diverse background:
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•

Jennifer Taylor, Technical Assistant, is a local artist working in “intermedia” art,
with a great deal of experience with technology and static art forms. She became
involved with ADaPT after co-teaching a “technology and the arts” course for
middle-school students in Madison

•

Christine Olson, alumnus from UW-Madison’s InterArts Technology program, is
an independent video artist currently showing her work at festivals and venues
such as the SS Nova Gallery in Cincinnati.

•

Sabrina Santa Clara, one of our principal Dancers, is a holistic healer active in
Madison’s Improv Dance Community.

•

Mary Moran, our other principal, is a professional dancer and video artist
formerly with Li Chiao-Ping Dance Company, currently working and performing
in Madison.

•

Chris Dowling, our streaming media consultant, is a network administrator with
the University’s Curriculum and Instructional Media Center. With no direct ties to
the dance world either in the community or the University, his donated time and
expertise was all the more valuable because it came from someone who simply
appreciated the art that we were trying to create and wanted to help.

Perhaps I am wrong in feeling that this gathering of skills and backgrounds is unusual
in such an endeavor. However, for some, such as Jennifer, it was the first time they’d
been involved in a dance performance as someone other than an audience member.
Sabrina and Mary were able to dance with people in other parts of the country that they
may never actually meet in person, and I believe that both sides were enriched by that
experience. In some ways, the relative youth and varying technical requirements of
telematic performance invites these kinds of “outsider artists” into the creative process,
which lends a rough originality to the dance aesthetic—along with, to be sure, a great
deal of material requiring polishing.
However, it should also be noted that telematic performance could also serve as a
creative outlet for those unable or disinclined to perform in traditional venues. My first
involvement in telematic performance came through correspondence with Sita Popat via
a dance/technology list serve, the two of us discovering a common bond as both parents
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and dancers whose injuries forced us into non-dancing roles. We were able to
successfully create several works via the web at a time when 56k bandwidth was terribly
fast by embracing and utilizing the limitations of the available technology rather than
fighting them. We were also able to involve the community in the form of groups of
children, one in Madison, one in the UK, and one in Portugal, thanks to a grant from
ORACLE. I’ve spoken with children in my community who, years later, still consider
their contact with each other through this web performance to be the inspiration for their
continued involvement in the performing arts.
This is, I feel, one of the more exciting aspects of the ADaPT project: the potential for
dance to involve not only a wider variety of artistic and technical influences but also a
wider audience. One my favorite topics of discussion among the ADaPTers is the
question of “Where, exactly, is the audience?” Is it the people in the physical spaces,
observing the dancers and the mediated images of their collaborators from across the
country? If that is the case, then two audience members who observed the same
performance, that of “Contact 15”, would have vastly different memories. And what
about the person sitting in a coffee shop, watching four QuickTime Windows with video
streams from each site, but NO unmediated dance images?
My personal view, untrained in the finer aspects of performance theory as I am, is
that what we have created here is a sort of “Schrödinger’s Performance”, after the physics
metaphor of Schrödinger’s Cat. That example, used to demonstrate uncertainty principles
governing subatomic particles, simply theorized a cat that was possibly alive or possibly
dead in an opaque, soundproof box—and the idea that until one actually opened the box,
the cat was neither alive nor dead, and that indeed it could be said that the act of opening
the box is what finally resolved that state of being/non-being.
Our ADaPT performances are, in effect, created not by our actions in moving,
capturing, and streaming the images and sounds as much as by the way the audience
chooses to experience the work. To the audience at OSU, it is a live dance performance
with mediated images of other dancers that they were putatively “live”—while here at
UW it was the other side of the mirror, the same type of performance but with the
dancers’ roles reversed. To the person on the web it was a dance for the camera sent
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through the Internet, and rather than a proscenium they had the interface surrounding the
performers, with their LCD screen as the stage.
While at times frustrating for those of us accustomed to an audience that we are fairly
sure will sit in one space and look where we tell them to during a performance, this
flexibility in delivery should be embraced, especially as the technology available to
mediate them becomes so much more common and more reliable. There is still a great
thrill to the thought of “live” contact across the web (indeed, I was astonished at a Dance
for the Camera festival by the round of applause that followed the successful connection
to Sita Popat in England after the audience observed network difficulties). Especially in a
time when technological manipulation of video has jaded many audiences to the use of
video, the element of “live” performance adds an immediacy and sense of human contact
to what is otherwise simply another dance-for-the-camera. Perhaps is it the potential for
something to go wrong that becomes so exciting; I would prefer to think it is the
awareness that there is an actual human presence on either side of the connection that
constitutes the appeal.
Aside from the simple expediency of making the performances available to a wider
audience (if only in the mediated form) there is also the increased opportunity for
communication between the artists and the audience. Can you imagine what it would
have been like to read a daily weblog by Bill T. Jones while on tour? Or to be able to
have a virtual talkback not only with your own audience in your theatre, but also with the
students in Portugal who just watched it in their classroom? Best of all, imagine being
able to collaborate both with colleagues who have moved on from your immediate sphere
and with those you’ve never met—or perhaps will never meet. Sita Popat and I have
physically met only once, in 1999 at IDAT in Arizona. Yet we’ve collaborated on five
works successfully presented in several countries to varying audiences.
This is what ADaPT is pursuing, in spite of the technical difficulties, misplaced time
zones and lost packets in the hopes of a new dance work. We are pursuing new
connections between artists, performers, and audiences through the shared medium of
dance and technology.
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AJ Niehaus
I was first introduced to telematic performance through my friend and colleague
Gray Taylor Miller and his collaborator Sita Popat in TouchDown (1999). Their piece
was a duet between their hands performed through prerecorded video and live
performance over the Internet with web cameras. I was fortunate enough to work in the
same computer lab where Miller, in the USA, and Popat, in England, held rehearsals and
watched their excitement and frustrations that this new technology created. At the time
this performance was taking shape I was in a computer art class unsuccessfully working
with the World Wide Web. It was at this time that I swore off ever using this space to
create art. I could not imagine why anyone would want to spend hour after hour trying to
manipulate code and web-based programs, such as Macromedia’s Dreamweaver, to fit
their artistic needs. I felt that there was not enough flexibility and the effort I put in was
not rewarding. Most of the time I could not get the results I wanted and left the computer
lab frustrated and uninspired.
The next time I was faced with the idea of telematic performance was after I
graduated from the University of Wisconsin – Madison where my concentration was
Interarts and Technology. I happened to be visiting when one of the first Association for
Dance and Performance Telematics (ADaPT) connections was occurring. It was
interesting to me and I even hopped on the phone to help the University of Utah get their
Internet connection up and running so they could participate. Aesthetically it was boring
and the goal that day seemed to be on setting up the connections between the sites and
not on the artistic goal of working together across distance using the Internet. There was
mainly verbal communication from site to site and Douglas Rosenberg was showing
photographs to the other locations by holding them up to the video camera, an act that
one would do with friends over coffee or dinner.
Now as a graduate student at ASU, I am working with ADaPT and I am able to
see first hand what a telematic performance is. As a newcomer, I am still trying to
understand how to create a work in multiple locations. I have been told that we need to
represent the other sites in our physical space during the performance as well as being
aware of what we are sending out to our partners in their remote locations. We have to
create the images for the frame of the camera and not for a proscenium theater setting
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even if we are planning on having a live audience. Our main performance is not only for
the local audience it is also for our audiences in the other remote locations and for those
who watch us on the Internet. Even though each location is associated with dance
departments we work with video and audio steaming, text, lighting, computer programs
such as Max/MSP, Jitter and SoftVNS as well as dance. This way of working is not
unfamiliar to multimedia based theater productions but the experience is very different.
Along with working across distance, these elements add new layers to the performance
that are very interesting and fun to explore but they can also be distracting and have to be
used for a reason. I have seen to many performances in which new technologies are used
only for the sake of using them, which leads to unsuccessful work.
Many people faced with this idea of telematic performance ask, why create a
performance over the Internet when there is a stable model set up for performers to come
together in the same location and create work in the same physical space. Sure, we could
all come together and work on our current ADaPT project in the same physical space
though I feel that working with distance creates new challenges and expands the
constraints of one performance space. This way of working will not replace stage
performance it will offer a new way to work with multimedia and expand the possibilities
of performance.
Working across distance brings up new questions, like which performance is the
real performance since each site has a different way of representing their collaborators?
One could say that each site has the real performance even though no two ADaPT sites
will have an identical visual and aural experience. This is a possible argument because
we are all working with the same ideas and pallet, which we have decided on prior to the
performance. It could also be said that no one sees the real performance, not even the
audience at the remote locations. The real performance could be thought of as occurring
within the information stream traveling across the Internet.
Even though ADaPT is an active performing group we are still researching the
capabilities of this new technology. We have a discussion board that we use to
communicate our ideas, discuss the ramifications of our work and where this work may
lead. It is this environment where most of our technical and socio-political theory is
discussed. Though there are some skeptics the work that we are exploring is important to
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the survival of dance and performance in this highly mediated world. It is hard to get
people out of their houses to attend dance, theater and music performances unless these
performances are in the mainstream. Advertisement take money, which is not readily
available in the fine arts and many important performances and exhibitions are missed.
One way to draw an audience in is through easy access. If they are not going out to the
theater why not bring it to their home? Now that we have high speed Internet this is a
likely possibility. Of course, there are concerns about copyright issues, how to keep the
content safe from exploitation, how to make the public aware of the performance and
how to charge admission to the performances. These concerns will diminish when
Internet entertainment is integrated into everyday life. People are starting to feel
comfortable buying merchandise online and some are warming up to the idea of
downloading music, books and movies, legally, onto their computer instead of going out
to buy or rent them at stores. It is through these models that telematic performance will
be accepted as a new way to experience the performing arts.
One of the challenges facing new performance technologies and telematics in
particular is how to talk about it. Sophia Lycouris, in “Performance Installation
STRING: A case study towards a definition of Internet-based live performance work with
dance elements” (2000), feels the need to stretch the definition of choreography to fit her
experience of telematic performance. “In making or interpreting art, positions which
privilege the human subject can limit the range of available options from which artists
can choose to make their work or the range of analytic tools theorists and critics can use
to read these works” (2). Yes, privileging the human subject can be limiting but artists
and critics do not need to stay locked into the definition of choreography when working
with or talking about these new hybrid performances and I do not think that they should.
Margot Lovejoy, when talking about art in cyberspace, asks the question, “[h]ow
can activities like these be named under old art categories?” (223) I do not think that
they can or should. I am not saying that we cannot use choreography terminology when
talking about telematic performances, just as we can use terminology around music,
video art, theater and text while working in this area. I challenge our community to find
a new language to talk about what we are creating. Why stretch the old definitions to fit
our work?
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Apryl Seech
Life is lived on the shifting margin, boundary, edge between order and chaos,
difference and indifference, negentropy and entropy, information and noise. The
interplay of noise, which is informative, information, which is noisy, creates the
conditions for emerging complexity, which is the pulse of life. (Taylor 2001: 123)
This quote is drawn from Mark C. Taylor’s book The Moment of Complexity and
it eloquently describes my perceptions and experiences with ADaPT. It is a complex
arrangement not unlike a multicellular organism that is in constant flux, evolving,
transforming, dissipating or “crashing”. It teeters on the edge, blurring the boundaries
between dance, performance, video and computer coding.
2 1/2 years ago, I became an active participant in performance as a distributed,
layered experience. With fellow graduate student, Deirdre Egan, I was wired with a
microphone and blindfolded. Engaged in a sightless contact duet, our performance was
exchanged with data streams arriving from 4 other remote sites around the country. Each
site arranged the data according to their aesthetic and need, creating 5 distinct
performances within one overall event.
This initial experience left an indelible impression on me and defines only a
fragment of my overall view on ADaPT. ADaPT is an organization of multiplicity and I
have determined 5 primary categories that form the crux of my definition. These
categories often intersect, overlap, inform and contradict each other. I have come to
know ADAPT as a/an:
•

Extended Community

•

Fractal Entity
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•

Organism/Environment

•

Complex Adaptive System

•

Unknowable Structure

It is through these 5 areas that my understanding of mediated performance and remote
presence continually transforms.
ADaPT is an extended community of artistic collaboration. Our community
exists in our respective physical spaces or cells as well as through Internet
communications. In fact, much of our event ideas emerge through discussions on our egroup. Ideas are posted to generate conversation. In this virtual space, we share
information, collaboratively determine our connection schedules and level of
participation.
Over the past 4 months, fellow graduate student, AJ Niehaus and myself were
heavily involved in the development of our latest ADaPT event. The event centered
around viruses both computer and biological. I drew an odd inspiration from the MS
Blaster Worm that infected thousands of computers around the US, in September 2003.
Thinking about this attack and its impact on every day online communications, I realized
that computer viruses are essentially computer coding. Though their creators possess
malicious intent, the viruses themselves are simply strings of binary digits that take on a
life of their own.
From this, I determined viruses presented material for exploring remote presence,
both metaphorically and practically. These strings of binary digits find a host then fuse
and alter its data, controlling digital environments on a computer hard drive. Essentially,
a hacker randomly exerts remote presence through releasing a virus into the Internet. My
contemplation led me to think about our ADaPT structure, as a type of viral/host entity.
Our community is a hybrid of physical spaces or cells connected via the Internet. Each
interaction certainly impacts the evolution of our events as well as alters our own
physical environments and individual perceptions. Though our events are benign in that
they do not damage networked infrastructures, we are very much like hackers, exerting
remote presence through hypertext and compressed streams of video and sound.
After sharing my idea with ASU professor, John Mitchell, and AJ Niehaus, I
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launched it to our e-group where it developed a life of its own. From the ensuing
discussion, the distinct identities of each ADaPT site became apparent. At ASU, we
determined that our viral exploration concerned the virus and its impact on an
environment. Basically, we would look at the world from the perspective of a virus. A
virus is a strand of information that survives and replicate itself by fusing with genetic or
digital information of a cell or multi-cellular organism. Our vision of the event centered
on survival, replication and dormancy.
Many questions arose after posting our ideas on the e-group. Some of the most
poignant came from Johannes Birringer at the University of Nottingham. His comments
challenged our group to think about the meaning of our event. For Johannes, the word
virus is a culturally and politically charged term that evokes a human response. He
believed this was an essential component missing from our emerging structure. Pointing
out the cultural implications, Johannes stated:
“Personally, I am afraid I am not so keen on ‘infecting’ someone’s sound or light
conditions if we think of this infection or intrusion as data transfer (through Midi).
I am more interested in agency and human interaction (response behavior), and
media objects or data are, for me at least, part of a movement/action of cultural
expression, stimulation, position, and reflexive alteration of my position/body
behavior, thinking, action behaving toward, aesthetic expression (and perhaps it
includes, necessarily, narrative dimension, as indicated by Kelly, and thus a
semantic and political level that I find more satisfying than changing someone’s
lighting plot or sound parameters). I’m afraid this will sound as if I am not
agreeing to John’s concept. Well, I suppose I am arguing that in the
“Consequences” (section 2), for me the development process for the work cannot
start from the port but starts with the content for what I want to send/say do, the
behavior, and then, if we have material that is worth engaging an audience (and
ourselves) with, we can worry about its transmission method. Granted we need to
be connected, and have the possibility to enter a host-room. (Packetwranglers)
Johannes' comments challenged me to think a little deeper about our viral piece. Was it
enough to think of the event as traveling strands of information? Was it possible for it to
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evolve as a layered piece of viral ecology and human socio-political interaction? At the
time this paper was written, there were no clear answers to these questions. Though three
sites were developing dramaturgical structures for their aspect of the event, it was still
vague as to how the material would fit together. Furthermore, it was necessary to ponder
the questions and comments posted by Johannes, prompting a more extensive
investigation to continue through our spring semester.
As demonstrated above, our events and organization are networked. Like links in
a webpage, each site exists as a whole with its own information structure, technical and
group cultural knowledge systems. These various aspects converge into a larger organism
that cannot be entirely knowable to each site. In a sense, ADaPT is a fractal with each
team, reflecting the larger entity. We simultaneously understand and do not understand
the entire structure.
With each connection, this awareness deepens for me. I am fascinated by the idea
of working within an unknowable structure; a structure that I understand from my own
perspective as a graduate student, choreographer and member of the ASU ADaPT team.
Though our connections may not always be exciting to look at or yield aesthetic qualities,
I find our connections exciting as well as frustrating. It is our activity and debate that
awakens the larger structure, giving it life. Each event poses a new crop of questions
ranging from practical to theoretical.
Our viral piece is an excellent example of the lively interaction, occurring over
the past few months. Through this exploration, my respect for my ADaPT colleagues
deepens. I become humbled as I discover what I do not know or have failed to recognize
or understand. These interactions enriched my life as an artist, researcher and life long
student. Telematic performance heightened my awareness of layers of information or
streams of data; digital, analog and human. In my collaborative and individual projects, I
attempt to mold and compose these layers with an understanding that I can never fully
comprehend their complexity. In this sense, I have come full circle, dancing blindfolded
in telematic space.
Work Cited
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ABSTRACT
The modernist movement began during the Renaissance period with the idea that man was the center of
all things. The freedom to choose subject matter and style became the goal of progressive modernism.
Formalism, created by people who wrote about art, interpreted the work of art. The theory behind it dominated
any memory of the actual piece. With the invention of new movements and concepts in art, did we destroy our
traditional artistic values?

The Language of Art

As a small child, walking through the art museum was my favorite treat. Seeing all of the paintings and
sculpture created throughout time struck a chord in my heart. I wanted to create art that would invoke the same
reaction in someone else’s heart. Most of my teachers tried to nourish that love and passion. None of them told
me that my love of this beauty would be tested by tribulation before being accepted into the art community. I
was completely unprepared for art in college.
Throughout the ages, art has been created for many different reasons. When the Venus of Wallingdorf
was created it was not for the sake of art. We separate ourselves from its context and coldly present it to first
year Art History students as the first dated piece of art. In the Romanesque period, art was created for religious
reasons and was not considered art 'per se' but rather a tribute. In the Renaissance period, the aristocracy would
commission pieces in order to augment their position in society. Art has only recently (since the early 19th
century) been created for the common man. Artists armed with new materials and newer styles, have begun
exploring different techniques. Critics, armed with new ideas, have demanded deeper explanations of these
artworks. Many anti-art movements have sprung up over the last century, using formalism as their justification
to reject the avant-garde. As society evolves, the explanations of our artworks have been expected to evolve as
well. No longer are we creating art for beauty but to comply with (or create) the latest theory.

The modernist movement began during the Renaissance period when the idea that man (not god) is the
center of all things, emerged. Modernism can now be considered a philosophy of modern art. The key tenet
modernists hold is that through reason we can reveal truth. The knowledge of truth improves humankind. With
the cornerstone of truth, modernism hopes to change the world. Art in the twentieth century has been
dominated by this philosophy.
Progressive modernism adopted a rebellious attitude towards society. Modernists challenged authority
in the name of freedom. The avant-garde becomes the standard bearers for the army of change. Previously
taboo subjects were exposed through art depicting scenes of poverty, prostitution and violence. This was done
in the hope that people would be galvanized into action. Equality and freedom would prevail.
Artistic freedom i.e. the exercising of freedom of subject matter and style became the goals of
progressive modernism. Artists began to create for art’s sake rather than for the masses, in the hope that
meaning and purpose would no longer be guidelines for creating art. Soon art for arts’ sake backfired. Those
same bourgeois created a formalist way of speaking about their art. Formalism, the explanation of the art
through line, color, shape and composition (etc…), now belittled whatever message or statement the artist
wanted to convey.
Oscar Wilde wrote in his essay “The Soul Of Man Under Socialism” (1891):
‘A work of art is the unique result of a unique temperament. Its beauty comes from the fact that the
author is what he is. It has nothing to do with the fact that other people want what they want. Indeed, the
moment that an artist takes notice of what other people want, and tries to supply the demand, he ceases to be an
artist, and becomes a dull and or amusing craftsmen, an honest or dishonest tradesman. He has no further claim
to be considered as an artist.’
Dadaism sprouted around 1916 as a direct rebellion against social organization. Deliberate irrational
creations were made in attempt to break down the current aesthetic standards. This phase quickly melted into
Surrealism, which appealed to Dadaist followers. Its emphasis was on realism through dreamlike fantasies.
Pop art also emerged (rebelling against Abstract Expressionism) with re-creations of everyday objects. Thanks
to Andy Warhol, a can of soup will forever be labeled Campbell's. Roy Lichtenstein was quoted in Artnews

(Nov. 1963) saying, "'Pop art is an involvement with what I think to be the most brazen and threatening
characteristics of our culture, things we hate, but which are so powerful in their infringement on us.'"
Cubism was the epitome of abstraction. It broke down the very essence of the subject into lines and
shapes and distorted hints of reality. Conceptual art took the art itself and diminished its importance.
Formalism cannot describe the aesthetic qualities of a building wrapped in canvas. Cubism concentrates more
on the process of the art and the manipulation of those materials and less on the art itself. The theory behind
them dominates any memory of the actual pieces.
We as artists, audience and critics have to wonder what is left? With all of the anti-art movements and deconstructive criticism, what else is there to shock or soothe? "What is art?" becomes a popular question of
critics. I think "Where do we draw the line?" is a more appropriate one. When cavemen drew on the walls,
they were not thinking about the aesthetic quality of their lines. When ancient cultures created intricate pottery,
however much those useful vessels may have been appreciated, they were not deemed art. When Duchamp
declared, "Anything the artist produces is art!" whole worlds of windows were opened. Readymades, found
objects and installations became abundant. The fine line between art and craft was smudged.
In an interview, Jessica Stockholder, who collects 'junk' and creates art from it, was asked whether her
art needed her as the artist (for meaning), or if the 'junk' could be seen as art without her. She explained that
the work should play off of itself, the chaotic vs. the clear and logical. Methodically random, John Cage was a
large influence in her life. Sometimes our need for categorization and or specialization is great enough that
acting upon it is art in itself.
Ellery Lanier commented on the review, regarding one of her paintings, from Art Digest 1953. She
considered the article very flattering however silly, exclaiming how the whole issue was a "'florid swampland of
adjective critique'." One must wonder whether people would visit art revenues if the written critiques were
never written. Do the critics even attempt to understand the pieces they examine or do they just pull out their
cliches?
Our need for theory in art must be somehow related to our need for god in religion. Through the rise and
fall of many abstract theories and movements, we learn that art is based on social interactions. It is likewise

supported by those who sponsor them. With the invention of new movements and concepts in art, are we
destroying our existing artistic values? Is new and different really cutting-edge?

The demand for theory

behind art seems to be driven by those in art school, directors or curators, and those who spend their lives
writing about it. Pretentious art critics, who in turn view us as pretentious artists, spend their lives theorizing,
and categorizing work that otherwise could easily be understood, even by the masses.
Robert Rosenblum the director of the Museum of Modern Art in New York views the idea of art as
endless, "there is no single definition of art, the idea of defining art is so remote (today)." He thinks no one
"would dare do it." Is the artistic field so wide that we cannot place boundaries? Or is there a fence waiting to
be built in the future? It seems that the language of art has far superceded any single artwork.
Is the explanation of art really necessary? This is a question I have asked myself thousands of times
while reading the little card next to the piece. This too must be subjective. When the work is abstracted, some
explanation for the viewer may be necessary. When the artist denies the viewer an explanation, it usually
implies that the artwork should be able to stand by itself own. When an explanation is demanded, the power of
that art is lost.
When I have created something that I find pleasing to the eye, whether or not its meaning is clear to me,
I want people to notice the aesthetic qualities of the piece before they question me about their interpretation. In
reality I must produce something that screams my work is a metaphor. I must challenge the diverse, reflexive,
self-referential, non-denominational, non-linear, conceptual, anti-modernist, regurgitation of the decaying white
western male dominated corporate upgraded flashback to yesterday's art now. What if, in fact, I just wanted to
show you the pretty view from my backyard? Are landscapes passe'?
Richard Deacon has created large steel structures that loom above you and give the impression that they
are about to fall and crush you. The power of the art is specific to the piece. The feeling of belittlement shows
you how insignificant you really are. Walking through the piece you are confused. The art is successful based
on your reaction to it rather than itself. The seemingly seamless large steel walls convey the feeling of
endlessness. What if that interpretation is just a bunch of horseshit to Richard? Oftentimes, the explanation for

my own pieces comes in anticipation of the impending questions of my peers. How does an artist explain his
art? Do his words after creation convey the truth of his idea at its conception?
I created steel furniture and allowed them to rust. My pieces consisted of a rather oversized chair and a
small loveseat. My intention was to allow for them to blend in with their surroundings (outside), and to serve as
lawn furniture. Originally I planned to grind off the rust. My day for critique arrived too soon. The idea I held
in my mind demanded a whole new explanation for the image I presented for critique. The steel sculptures
serve as functional art, however the rust renders them useless. Relax if you dare. My humorous project was no
longer funny. The joy of creation was squashed by the chore of explanation.
If asked, the majority of the public wants some hint as to the purpose or representational meaning behind
the piece they are viewing. Half the time, they are looking at a piece that is realistic and rendered realistically.
Pieces that confuse them are dismissed. The viewer moves on to the next piece. When do we call b.s? When
do we laugh in the face of the person who says that big red dot on the canvas is a masterpiece? When do we
call out Senja for creating useless steel furniture and calling it fine art when it actually could belong in industrial
design? Art has reached a point where there is no boundary. There is no critic who holds enough authority to
say what is or what is not art. C'est la vive, Clement Greenburg.
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Abstract.
This paper proposes a series of experiments which reproduce elements of early human survival cues
in conjunction with voice messages (speech), and which may help to demonstrate a residual linkage
between stimuli related to early human survival and language development. Perhaps because the
study falls outside the focus of current linguistic and neurological scholarship it remains overlooked
as an opportunity for understanding the initial Darwinian mechanisms through which humans have
developed both speech and thought.
The central proposition is that if a model can be offered that directly links language
development to species survival, then perhaps it follows and can be demonstrated that the processing
of language (communication) may still function in close proximity to other forms of stimuli which
constitute urgent survival cues. Or, if it can be demonstrated that the processing of language still
functions in close proximity to other stimuli which constitute urgent survival cues, it can be taken as
gross corroborative evidence in support of the evolutionary model. The study may illuminate the
effect of survival cues on the establishment of more basic synaptic connections (word memory) as
well.

Study benefits.
The potential benefits of such a study include:
- a more clear understanding of the possible origins and structural nature of human thought
in the animal brain.
- a better understanding of how learning occurs, and how to structure both specific messages
and, on a larger scale, teaching environments to enhance and optimize learning.
- opportunities to reduce panic and enhance response in emergencies, leading to greater
survival rates in automotive, aviation, medical, military or other kinds of emergency
environments.
What now makes this research particularly attractive is the new ease with which we can
modulate, on an independent basis, the very high quality of both visual and aural stimuli on which
the research depends.
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How the study will be conducted.
The study is based on the hypothesis that subjects may show a heightened recall of language-based
information provided in conjunction with stimuli which mimic primal cues that elicit in the human
mind a strong survival (fight or flight) response. The response we are looking for is a significant
increase in the focus of faculties on the information provided in low-content messages, with a
quantifiable degree of higher short-term retention as the result. This hypothesis of linkage is based,
at least in part, on the theory that language development itself came into being as the evolution of an
initially simple but critical survival response.
What do we mean by survival response? Humans, like all animals, use their senses to
constantly monitor their environment for threats. In general, we take distant sounds and movement
(and weak scents) as less important to our persons, closer and larger objects and closer and louder
sounds as more immediate and therefore important. Large objects, fast-moving objects coming our
way, or loud sounds coming closer put our sensory and cognitive chemistry into fast action to find
and evaluate the source of the possible threat.
The proposed research will create a map that shows us how subjects respond to verbal
information when it comes from a source exhibiting different characteristics affecting the subject’s
survival sense. The outcome should help to answer a number of important questions: Just what
characteristics show a positive effect on learning and recall? To what extent is recall affected? Does
the stimuli subject itself matter, or is any effect the result perceived scale, proximity, or rate of
movement toward the subject? Does a combination of stimuli produce a stronger effect that just one
stimulus alone? Can several stimuli operate in independent or even contradictory patterns to achieve
an effect? Is the response affected by a strong rate of change in the survival stimuli, and how? Is the
relationship between stimuli and response linear? Which factor is more important: apparent
proximity, or rate of change in stimuli? Does a reduction in perceived proximity produce a reduction
or increase in response? Is there a threshold factor? Is there a baseline factor? Does a secondary
stimulus (eg. barking dog, musical note) affect the response? Does a secondary “proximate” stimulus
(eg. close whisper) affect the response? Stimulus in sets: if a subject is told 10 things in the dark by a
close, intimate voice will they be recalled better than if heard from a “distant” voice at the same Db
level? Are learning and recall affected differently if the information provided in the stimuli test is
low-content, “empty” information or high-content information? Will the effect be different if the test
is one of just minimal synaptic connectivity, that is, basic “word memory”?
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While one set of experiments will be employed to
test response and recall of information stored as sound

A.

language memory, a parallel set of experiments will be
employed to test response and recall of information in
response to proximity cues using visual language alone
(stored as visual language memory): that is, sign
language, without sound. The signs would be given at
different perceived “distances,” and the balance of the

01. Your hat’s
on fire.

02. Your hat’s
on fire.

experiments would follow the previous protocol.
One purpose of this experiment is to

B.

determine if the mediation of short-term memory, if any,
is specifically linked to information (language) stored and
retrieved only as sound (sound/hearing), or equally to the
function of any class (sound, sight, touch) of high-rate,
process-based symbol set. A second purpose would be to
initiate an experimental process to identify possible

01. Dogs have 4
blood types.
Humans have 7.

corroborative evidence for the hypothesis that all thought

02. Dogs have 4
blood types.
Humans have 7.

is based on hierarchies of symbol sets (words) based on
one or another of high-rate, comparative process-based
senses which include the alternatives of sight, sound and
pressure.
The potential benefits of such a specific
evidentiary study include:
- new options for the development of “artificial

Can the same supporting cues that help us
absorb information rapidly in an emergency (A.)
be employed to help us learn more quickly and
easily in less critical (B.)circumstances?
Is there a reason the commercials always seem
louder than the programs?
Is it a coincidence that the students who sit close
to the teacher seem to learn more?

senses” for the deaf or blind, or for military
personnel operating in high-information combat environments.

Special information.
The study will use several kinds of special “information sets” or “empty” information designed to
reduce or eliminate variations in results, including the introduction of a long-term memory result,

A. Close Threat:
Associative
Event 1

See:

Close Threat :
Associative
Event 2

See:

Hear:

Recall:

Associative
Event 1

See:

Hear:

Close Threat :
Associative
Event 4

See:

Hear:
Huh!

Recall:

B. Remote Threat :

Hear:
Huh!

Recall:

Huh!

Recall:

Remote Threat :
Associative
Event 2

Remote Threat :
Associative
Event 3

Remote Threat :
Associative
Event 4

Remote Threat :
Associative
Event 5

See:

See:

See:

See:

Hear:
H-u-h-h-h-r-r!

Recall:

See:

Hear:
Huh!

Close Threat :
Associative
Event 3

Hear:
H-u-h-h-h-r-r!

Recall:

Hear:
H-u-h-h-h-r-r!

Recall:

Hear:
H-u-h-h-h-r-r!

Recall:

H-u-h-h-h-r-r!

Recall:

Human language and thought development.
Human words 1 and 2: the stress of the observed threat develops a very quick learned response and
associated visual recall even when the threat itself is no longer seen directly by the eye. The visual recall in
association with the sound, which drives the survival response, is quicker in development when the stress is
greater because either the threat is inherently greater or circumstantially less remote. The comparative function
(ability to scale rapidly) of both ear(s) and eye(s) assists the acuity of the process. In the two examples here both
sounds become the abstraction (associated symbol) of a threat: the difference between these first two Darwinian
words lies in the representation of near threat or far threat. Only much later, if ever, would we expect to see
survival dependent on identification of near food or far food.
Because the remote threat may be inherently more forgiving in terms of the number of reinforcing
repetitions allowed before the synaptic ligation (symbolic association) becomes fixed, it might represent the
environment for the first word learned. Or, because the sensory chemistry of the higher proximity induces a
quicker cognitive ligation, the close threat environment might be first. If animals with a quicker learned response
to stress tend to develop language and survive (prey would develop language faster than hunters), would not
primitive survival cues employed in association with language continue to produce improved performance in
storing and recalling words and word sets?
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based on a subject’s prior high- or low-association with specific words in the information sets.
Both comparative and qualitative information sets will be employed. For example,
comparative:
Ted is taller than Bob.
Or, qualitative:
Ted is cold.
Further, information sets will be employed which distinguish results in differences between
low- and high-information content. Results based on low-information messages will tend to confirm
the pure levels of effect based on proximity stimuli; high-information messages will help identify
the effects, if any, of the complexity introduced to the process by pre-existing associations, or to
identify a response which might be real but under a threshold not achieved by low information
messages alone.
A low-information comparative message, for example, is defined as one with lowassociative qualities at both ends of a comparative statement:
A. Bill is taller than Mike.
A medium-information comparative message, on the other hand, is defined as one with lowassociative qualities at only one end of a comparative statement. For example:
B. Bill is taller than Cher.
A high-information comparative message, finally, is defined as one with high-associative
qualities at both ends of the comparative statement:
C. Sting is shorter than Cher.
(Bangkok is larger than Madrid.)
(Arsenic tastes worse than cyanide.)
Parenthetically, it should be noted that high-information messages offer the opportunity for
testing in parallel another entirely independent but important class of proximity influence. For
example, as in the message:
Your mother is taller than Sting.
All three statements above (A, B and C.) are comparative in that they offer a fact of relative
(not absolute) scale. A statement offering a fact of absolute scale (eg. 3 inches shorter) automatically
moves into a higher class of information content.
A low-information qualitative message, for example, is defined as one with low-associative
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qualities at both ends of the statement, one of which is a general absolute quality:
AA. Bill is tall.
(Jane is green.)
(Mike is fat.)
A medium-information qualitative message, for example, is defined as one with lowassociative qualities at one end of a statement, and a statement of generally-quantified characteristic
quality at the other:
BB. Bill is very tall.
A high-information qualitative message, for example, is defined as one with low-associative
qualities at one end of a statement, and a statement of specifically-quantified characteristic quality
at the other:
CC. Bill is 4.3 feet tall.
The use of both comparative and quantitative messages will determine the difference, in
any, between resulted associated with two different types of comparative (scaling) processes, direct
and referential.

Experiment Design: a Planning Model.
The object of the experimental setting is to minimize sensory stimuli on the experimental
subject other than the intentional stimuli of the experiment.
Subjects are placed in a comfortable setting. In front of them is a large plasma video
monitor which is positioned to fill up to 70 percent of the individual’s angle of vision. The room is
otherwise dark. Stereo speakers are positioned unobtrusively, front and back. The quality of
reproduction is maximized; the environment is minimized. The subject is exposed on a monadic
basis to a single test which is of a two-minute duration. After a three minute pause, during which
the subject remains resting in his/her chair, the subject is asked by an unseen interrogator what
information he/she can recall from the exposure. After a two-minute pause, the subject is similarly
exposed to the next test (actual content not indicated here). After the final test, the subject is asked
what he/she might recall from the tests apart from specific facts of information, along with feelings
and attitudes about the test experience, and any related personal experience.
On the following pages a series of nine sample tests are illustrated.
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1a. Increase in message visual proximity, gradual.
30 lowest information messages in 2 minutes. Start increase at message 4 to peak
at 20 * and decrease at inverse rate to message 30.
Sound maintained low-moderate conversation.

01. Bill is
shorter than
Ray.

05. Ron and Phil
are the same
height.

02. Mike is
taller than
Steve.

Cont.

03. Paul and Dick
are the same
height.

04. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

19. Lou is taller
than Ned.

20. Fred is
shorter than
Hank.

21. Dan is taller
than Al.

22. Ted and Val
are the same
size.

23. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

27. Ed is taller
than Joe.

28. Cal is taller
than Biff.

29. Tom and Skip
are the same
height.

Cont.

30. Roy is
shorter than
Art.
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1b. Increase in message visual proximity, rapid.
30 lowest information messages in 2 minutes. Start increase at message 17 to peak
at 20 * and decrease at inverse rate to message 30.
Sound maintained low-moderate conversation.

01. Bill is
shorter than
Ray.

05. Ron and Phil
are the same
height.

02. Mike is
taller than
Steve.

Cont.

03. Paul and Dick
are the same
height.

04. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

19. Lou is taller
than Ned.

20. Fred is
shorter than
Hank.

21. Dan is taller
than Al.

22. Ted and Val
are the same
size.

23. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

27. Ed is taller
than Joe.

28. Cal is taller
than Biff.

29. Tom and Skip
are the same
height.

Cont.

30. Roy is
shorter than
Art.
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1c. Increase in message visual proximity, abrupt.
30 lowest information messages in 2 minutes. Abrupt increase in proximity at message
20 and abrupt immediate decrease to message 30.
Sound maintained low-moderate conversation.

01. Bill is
shorter than
Ray.

05. Ron and Phil
are the same
height.

02. Mike is
taller than
Steve.

Cont.

03. Paul and Dick
are the same
height.

04. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

19. Lou is taller
than Ned.

20. Art is
shorter than
Hank.

21. Dan is taller
than Al.

22. Ted and Val
are the same
size.

23. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

27. Ed is taller
than Joe.

28. Cal is taller
than Biff.

29. Tom and Skip
are the same
height.

Cont.

30. Roy is
shorter than
Art.
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2a. Increase in message sound (volume) proximity, gradual.
30 lowest information messages in 2 minutes. Start volume increase at message 4 to
peak at 20 and decrease at inverse rate to message 30.
Visual size maintained low-moderate conversational scale.

01. Bill is
shorter than
Ray.

05. Ron and Phil
are the same
height.

21. Dan is taller
than Al.

27. Ed is taller
than Joe.

02. Mike is
taller than
Steve.

Cont.

03. Paul and Dick
are the same
height.

04. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

19. Lou is taller

20. Art is
shorter than
Hank.

than Ned.

22. Ted and Val
are the same
size.

23. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

28. Cal is taller
than Biff.

29. Tom and Skip
are the same
height.

Cont.

30. Roy is
shorter than
Art.
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2b. Increase in message sound (volume) proximity, rapid.
30 lowest information messages in 2 minutes. Start volume increase at message 17 to
peak at 20 and decrease at inverse rate to message 30.
Visual size maintained low-moderate conversational scale.

01. Bill is
shorter than
Ray.

05. Ron and Phil
are the same
height.

21. Dan is taller
than Al.

27. Ed is taller
than Joe.

02. Mike is
taller than
Steve.

Cont.

03. Paul and Dick
are the same
height.

04. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

19. Lou is taller

20. Art is
shorter than
Hank.

than Ned.

22. Ted and Val
are the same
size.

23. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

28. Cal is taller
than Biff.

29. Tom and Skip
are the same
height.

Cont.

30. Roy is
shorter than
Art.
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2c. Increase in message sound (volume) proximity, abrupt.
30 lowest information messages in 2 minutes. Start volume increase at message 17 to
peak at 20 and decrease at inverse rate to message 30.
Visual size maintained low-moderate conversational scale.

01. Bill is
shorter than
Ray.

05. Ron and Phil
are the same
height.

02. Mike is
taller than
Steve.

Cont.

03. Paul and Dick
are the same
height.

04. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

19. Lou is taller
than Ned.

20. Art is
shorter than
Hank.

21. Dan is taller
than Al.

22. Ted and Val
are the same
size.

23. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

27. Ed is taller
than Joe.

28. Cal is taller
than Biff.

29. Tom and Skip
are the same
height.

Cont.

30. Roy is
shorter than
Art.
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3a. Increase in message visual & sound proximity, gradual.
30 lowest information messages in 2 minutes. Start increase at message 4 to peak
at 20 * and decrease at inverse rate to message 30.
Sound initially at low-moderate conversation.

01. Bill is
shorter than
Ray.

05. Ron and Phil
are the same
height.

02. Mike is
taller than
Steve.

Cont.

21. Dan is taller
than Al.

22. Ted and Val

27. Ed is taller
than Joe.

28. Cal is taller
than Biff.

are the same
size.

03. Paul and Dick
are the same
height.

04. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

19. Lou is taller
than Ned.

20. Art is

23. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

29. Tom and Skip
are the same
height.

shorter than
Hank.

Cont.

30. Roy is
shorter than
Art.
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3b. Increase in message visual & sound proximity, rapid.
30 lowest information messages in 2 minutes. Start increase at message 17 to peak
at 20 * and decrease at inverse rate to message 30.
Sound initially at low-moderate conversation.

01. Bill is
shorter than
Ray.

05. Ron and Phil
are the same
height.

02. Mike is
taller than
Steve.

Cont.

03. Paul and Dick
are the same
height.

04. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

19. Lou is taller
than Ned.

20. Art is

21. Dan is taller
than Al.

22. Ted and Val
are the same
size.

23. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

27. Ed is taller
than Joe.

28. Cal is taller
than Biff.

29. Tom and Skip
are the same
height.

shorter than
Hank.

Cont.

30. Roy is
shorter than
Art.
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3c. Increase in message visual & sound proximity, abrupt.
30 lowest information messages in 2 minutes. Increase sound (volume) and visual
proximity at message 20 and decrease immediately from message 21 to message 30.
Sound initially at low-moderate conversation.

01. Bill is
shorter than
Ray.

05. Ron and Phil
are the same
height.

02. Mike is
taller than
Steve.

Cont.

03. Paul and Dick
are the same
height.

04. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

19. Lou is taller
than Ned.

20. Art is

21. Dan is taller
than Al.

22. Ted and Val
are the same
size.

23. Jack is
taller than
Pete.

27. Ed is taller
than Joe.

28. Cal is taller
than Biff.

29. Tom and Skip
are the same
height.

shorter than
Hank.

Cont.

30. Roy is
shorter than
Art.
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Summary.
Historically speculation and ideas on the origins of human speech have been proposed without hope
or the means for any experimental validation. With the research proposed here that problem may be
at least partially solved.
The study of the impact of basic survival cues on memory, especially cues suggesting
physical or psychological proximity, may lead to new insights with respect to the little understood
Darwinian process of language development. To this point the opportunity may have been largely
overlooked by academic researchers because the idea that it might be possible has simply been
outside of their focus within their own particular fields. What now makes this research particularly
attractive is the new ease with which we can now modulate, on an independent basis, the very high
quality of both visual and aural stimuli on which the research depends.
Beyond the basic illustrative experiments indicated here, structured and restructured to help
answer the numerous intriguing questions posed by the general experimental opportunity, studies
may also be devised to help determine if language developed, in fact, in both males and females at
the same time, or by the same or different factors in the Darwinian process. While the emphasis here
is on language development primarily as a survival response to threats it remains that apart from
disease resistance, effective response to physical threat, access to food and sexual reproduction are
all important factors in terms of species survival and selection. Females, for example, being smaller
and more physically vulnerable to external threat might have developed the first use of words for
survival from predators some time earlier than males. Males, on the other hand, might have resorted
to language sometime later as a Darwinian factor in sexual preference, to be more attractive to
females. The research proposed here might well provide insights into or otherwise help prove or
disprove such speculations.
Finally, new understanding gained from the experiments proposed here, when linked to
physical data from neurological studies as well as linguistic evidence, may help to identify and
explain the processes and events observed by studies in these cognitive fields as well.
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Gold
What has happened to architecture’s gold? It seems not to be used much in buildings of
today. If used, then gold arouses a feeling of something flashy, superficial or kitschy. This
paper will show that gold once was a meaningful vehicle and symbol. It will demonstrate its
use as background and horizon in art and architecture.
Although gold has continued in modern art as a vehicle and symbol, has this been lost in
today’s architecture? Architecture of modernism is in general white without any use of gold.
But if one takes a closer look at modernistic or functionalistic architecture it is surprising to
find that gold has been used in those buildings as well. Gold used by architects that would
call themselves modernists or functionalists! This paper will show three examples of
buildings where gold has been - or was intended to be used. The first building presented is a
functionalist villa in Oslo where gold was used on the interior by the Norwegian architect Arne
Korsmo. The second is the unrealized use of gold inside Sydney Opera House by the Danish
architect Jørn Utzon. The third is the unrealized use of gold in Falling Water by the American
architect Frank Lloyd Wright.

Gold
What has happened to architecture’s gold? It seems not to be used much in buildings of today. If
used, then gold arouses a feeling of something flashy, superficial or kitschy. This paper will show
that gold once was a meaningful vehicle and symbol. It will demonstrate its use as background
and horizon in art and architecture. Here gold is not a physical background or horizon, but
instead it acts to elicit the horizon and the infinity beyond.
Although gold has continued in modern art as a vehicle and symbol, has this been lost in today’s
architecture? Architecture of modernism is in general white without any use of gold. But if one
takes a closer look at modernistic or functionalistic architecture it is surprising to find that gold has
been used in those buildings as well. Gold used by architects that would call themselves
modernists or functionalists! The first building presented is a functionalist villa in Oslo where gold
was used on the interior by the Norwegian architect Arne Korsmo (the villa is at present time
under restoration bringing back the original interior). The second is the unrealized use of gold
inside Sydney Opera House by the Danish architect Jørn Utzon (it is being planning to construct
the original interiors as they where meant to be). The third is the unrealized use of gold in Falling
Water by the American architect Frank Lloyd Wright.

Russian icon from 1620

Existential Space in Art
The horizon. What is the horizon - and what has gold to do with it?
Take a look at a Russian icon! You see extensive use of gold in almost every Russian icon. The
gold was always used in a specific way: It was used as background. But why?
Gold is not a color. It has color – it is yellowish, but it is not a pigment as colors almost usually
are. Gold is a metal that is applied in a completely different technique than pigment. Gold in

paintings is applied in almost all cases in an extremely thin layer and often in overlapping squares
in a technique that takes years to master. Gold does not only reflect light different than pigment,
but seems to be able to attract light! If applied correctly it is as if the background illuminates by
itself. But gold used in a Russian icon is not only background. When the golden background
comes to an edge it “jumps” in selected areas to the very foreground and becomes ornaments on
edges or is used to highlight a person’s head. A halo in gold encircles heads in the very same
technique used at the background. Of course the thinking brain comes to a physical infinity at the
skin. The skin is a kind of horizon to our very being. Boldly told – infinity and the beyond meet
here. Golden helicons are also always background just touching the skin at the edge. Interesting
is also that the word helix describes the rim of the external ear which one can say creates a
horizon of sound. Not only is the horizon infinite and beyond the contained brain – the horizon
remains infinite if we walk over the surface of the earth. The horizon is always back at the crust
of the earth and is always back at the edge of my skin as I turn my hand. So far and thus so
close – the horizon will never be able to be reached!

Triptych: International Klein Blue, Monogold, Monopink 1960 by Yves Klein

Gold in modern paintings by Yves Klein
Paintings are framed. It is of course natural as all paintings have an edge. But dwell in this for a
moment and you realize that many paintings have a golden frame. When frames for paintings
were invented it had meaning to give the frame a layer of gold. But today we are so used to
golden frames that we somehow have lost the notation gold being a vehicle for something. One
can even purchase a beautifully framed painting to find oneself throwing the painting away – only
to keep the frame!

In modern art Yves Klein brings the horizon to a new dimension by getting rid of the frame in his
triptych paintings – always being three paintings placed next to each other in blue, gold and red.
The painting has no frame but the pigment on the canvas of the painting has been applied before
being mounted on the stretcher. That is not the case for the gold according to the information
from Louisiana Museum for Modern Art in Humlebæk that owns the triptych above. The gold has
been applied not to canvas as the other two, but wood. And, in this painting, the boundary is
questioned by forcing the gold around the edge of the wood. This is helped by the golden
“sponges” as they are the only elements in the triptych that are physically placed over the edge –
penetrating their own horizon. By having no frame one is directly confronted with the surface of
the gold; - the gold, still being a vehicle and symbol for the horizon, challenges the notation of
painting where edge and horizon become one (compare below with ‘Falling Water’). That the
gold has been applied on wood and not canvas like the other paintings in the triptych creates a
direct link to icons that always have been painted on wood.

Table containing 3000 sheets of gold leafs

The complete tables from 1961 by Yves Klein

Table with pigment, glass, plexiglass and steel

International Klein Blue

Rose Madder

Yves Klein has also created an installation in 1961 with tables containing pigments and gold leafs
alone. The desire was to eliminate the tactile and bonded surface. There is something
immaterial about this installation beyond the use of thin, transparent plexiglass containers. And,
the pigments and the gold leafs shift if the tables are moved. One fears that to go to close to the

tables might disturb the arrangement done by the artist. By putting the pigments and gold leafs
behind glass the tactile sense is further distanced. This total insistence on purity allows the
pigments and the gold leafs only to be placed horizontal.

“Monogold” and “Blue Earth” 1957 by Yves Klein

Gold being used in this way became not only an issue in painting (gold is still acting as a vehicle
in the way described above) but interesting too is that gold carries the same notation in
architecture. Before doing a reading of this condition in modernistic architecture it is worth to
dwell with one more example from Russia -- namely the Russian church.

Existential Space in Architecture
The Russian church – or architecture is never framed
Oh – those Russian churches they look so pretty with their golden roofs. They are so decorative
and neat!
Pretty they may be but decorative and neat? My description gives a hint to the way Europeans
and Americans today might perceive a Russian church. The word decorative, the word neat and
even the word pretty are all loaded seeing the church as object and only as object. The walls and

the roof become one and that is how we today see the Russian church. As an object on earth
standing there with its lovely shaped roof.
I will now demonstrate how mistaken such interpretation of the Russian church is. And I will do a
reading and reconstruction of a very sophisticated discussion that once occurred among some
monks in the very early days in Russia or Asia Minor – or maybe in the very beginning of
Byzantine time.

Novgorod (1045-52)

A church seen as an object

See the diagram above and imagine that you drew a line on the surface of the earth. If the line hit
a building you would allow the line to trace around the outside, making the walls and the roof
become a member on the earth. Let the line draw the contours of the building and when this is
done let the line continue to follow the surface of the earth again. But what would you do if the
beyond somehow had to be present – being present on the very earth? You would have to
change the notation of the observation of the building.
To begin again; - perhaps you have noticed there has been something strange about roofs as
they rests tilted and awkward to the walls. Beautiful though is the moment when it starts to rain.
The roof finds its purpose and defines a space and a moment between the cladding of the roof
and the underside of a cloud. In this moment the inhabitants under the roof become a member of
an often short defined space as the cloud drifts by towards the horizon. This is vertical space,
beyond and infinite.
Now what would you do if you would like to bring the beyond to earth? Forever. Here is a
reading that I believe comes as close as possible to its origin. Draw a line on earth and let the
line follow the wall of a building. But as soon as the wall meets the roof let the line follow the
interior and the inside of the wall. You will be fine because the wall is made of brick and already
is a natural part of the ground. The roof is made of wood, very different from a brick as it was
once a living tree. So you continue the line over the tiled floor and up the inside of the wall on the

other side of the house. When again hitting the roof you let the line return to ground by following
the outside of the wall. Then let it continue over the earth.

A line of the sky!

Line of sky and line of earth!

Now draw a line of the sky as seen above. Just somewhere up there where it echoes the contour
of the earth. When the line comes to the very tip of the roof you let the line drop until it hits in an
exact vertical line the very tip of the roof. The line now falls to one side and spills over the roof
but instead of following the way down the wall you let it follow the ceiling inside the house. Let
the line simply pass the outer wall at the very top just almost touching but still following the ceiling
and jumping back around the edge of the tilted roof back to the very tip. You have now drawn the
outline of the roof but instead of stopping here you let the line almost touch the very first part of
the line coming down from the sky. Let the line follow this line up again as close as possible and
continue now once again along the sky but in the opposite direction as you began the line.
The outline of the roof looks almost like an onion shaped blob from the sky and it will not take
long until you recognize a identical condition of your skin. In skin a tiny blob folds back making
possible a single hair growing in a dwelling in the skin. In that moment you are just as convinced
as the monks were of this model of a roof – tilted; not in the traditional way but as a blob that
spills a little over the side of the walls as if falling down from the sky. If gold is then applied to the
very outer surface of this shape, you will be convinced even more of the beyond being present.
The Russian church is not object. If it was an object, it would be not one but two. Two objects
that come very close. It is a building that only came about to bring two worlds together: Gold
from the sky and stacked brick on earth.

Gizeh pyramids 2723 – 2563 B.C.

Is a pyramid only a heap of stones?
The tops of the Egyptian pyramids might have been capped with gold. Imagine one standing next
to and below the pyramid observing three edges running up to the very top. The lines meet up to
shoot out through the blue sky to the universe. Now – take this experience to the Russian church
and you will see that what has been discussed in this paper above is not new – gold has been
used as a vehicle and symbol in building at the very first monuments.

Villa Steinersen 1939 by Arne Korsmo

Golden ceiling 1929

Three examples of gold used in functionalist or modernist architecture
The first building presented is a functionalist villa in Oslo where gold was used on the interior by
the Norwegian architect Arne Korsmo (the villa is at present time under restoration bringing back
the original interior). The second is the unrealized use of gold inside Sydney Opera House by the
Danish architect Jørn Utzon (it is being planning to construct the original interiors as they where
meant to be). The third is the unrealized use of gold in Falling Water by the American architect
Frank Lloyd Wright.
Lived horizon
Gold used as background and light distributor in a villa in Oslo by Arne Korsmo.
In a villa constructed in 1929 in wood and in reinforced concrete the Norwegian architect Arne
Korsmo used gold and gold ornament. In this villa all gold was lost by having been painted over
by succeeding residents and is now under reconstruction by the conservator and restorer Jon
Brænne from whom I have the most recent information of this villa. All doors and doorframes, the
entire ceiling at ground floor and the fireplace had gold applied. Selected walls had wallpaper with
an imprinted gold ornament. The upper floor in this two floor building had not gold but silver
applied exactly as below. (Gold and silver also extensively should have been used in the Sydney
Opera more about this later).
Arne Korsmo was one of the leading functionalist and modernist architects in Scandinavia.
Korsmo chose to paint the concrete outside of this villa white as any modernist of his time might
have done. But inside the treatment was entirely different from what we expect today from any
functionalist or modernist approach. Imagine how a Norwegian might have felt sitting under a
golden ceiling in the middle of the long Norwegian winter next to the fireplace with reflections of
the fire upon gold applied to its sides and panels.

Sydney Opera House by Jørn Utzon

Section of Sydney Opera House

Model (1965) of the unrealized interior of Main Hall inside Sydney Opera House

Listening to the horizon
Gold used in the interior of the main performance hall in Sydney Opera House by Jørn Utzon.
It was a fatal stroke for the interiors for the Sydney Opera House when the Australian Minister
Davis Hughes forced Jørn Utzon to leave the project in February 1966. It meant that the interiors
never came to be constructed as intended. Jørn Utzon had done several studies of the interiors,
complete not only in their acoustic character but also in their ornamentation. It was Jørn Utzon’s
intention to place a hanging veneered reflector inside and under the shell-like roofs that today are
so well-known that one can not think of the city profile of Sydney without them.
The reflector was designed to achieve very fine acoustics in its stepped-down surface. Shapes
constructed of prefabricated parts in plywood were to radiate from the stage. The upper surface
of the plywood [facing the shell] was to be covered with lead for acoustic reasons. On the ceiling,
the underside of the panels was to be gold with red stripes. At the sides of the hall the reflector
was to be completely gold. The Minor Hall would have had an equal reflector but the panels and
the ornamentation were to be in silver and blue.

The principle of the reflector was to layer different elements. Where each element of the reflector
meets its neighbor, gold was “out-folded” in vertical lines in the ceiling until finally the lines join the
surrounding walls.
Here gold was to become horizon and background in the most sophisticated way. Oriented
vertically, gold’s maximum reflection would have been achieved. And, by radiating the plywood
elements outwards, the lines could be taken directly down without interruption. Thus the lines
were to have been perceived as folding out on themselves -- golden lines step by step becoming
walls, background and horizon. Gold in the Main Hall of the Sydney Opera House was not only
intended to be read as reflecting light but also to be reflecting sound.

Falling Water 1939

Falling Water

Falling Water

by Frank Lloyd Wright

section

diagram

Suspended in the horizon
Gold used as the foreground in Falling Water by Frank Lloyd Wright.
In Modern Architecture Kenneth Frampton writes a critical history about the house Falling Water
that Frank Lloyd Wright designed and built for the Kaufman family in 1936 (quote begin):
“…Wright’s perennial ambivalence towards technique was never more singularly expressed than
in this house, for although concrete had made the design feasible he still regarded it as an
illegitimate material – as a ‘conglomera’ that had ‘little quality in itself’. His initial intent had been
to cover the concrete of Falling Water in gold leaf, a kitsch gesture from which he was dissuaded
by the discretion of the client. He finally settled for finishing its surface in apricot paint!…” (quote
end).
Gold leaf should had been placed outside on the horizontal cantilevering planes of concrete;
Kenneth Frampton is wrong in calling it a kitsch gesture. These guilded concrete planes are
directly linked to gold being vehicle for horizon, infinity and the beyond. This paper has shown
this through paintings and architecture. In Russian icons and churches gold is not foreground but
background, it is not object but symbol, it is horizon expressed. What more is there beyond the

horizon than infinity? Gold is the presence of infinity! It was this that had inspired Frank Lloyd
Wright. Instead, the cantilevering terraces became compromised objects through the “discretion”
of the Kaufmans. Had they been realized as Frank Lloyd Wright intended, they would have
become a golden horizon and background. Although gravity has been eliminated in their tectonic
suspense, through gold infinity would have become present.
Gold is not kitsch if used as vehicle and symbol. Kitsch is of course gold used without meaning.
Kitsch is any material placed wrong. Apricot painting on concrete is not a vehicle and symbol for
anything else than apricots!
All materials have meaning. It is in the nature of materials to find the right place to be. Time
allows all materials to find its right place.
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Administering Culture as National Identity and Political Capital:
André Malraux’s Tenure as French Minister of Culture
On the chessboard of world power relations, a nation’s role is typically
determined by its economic development, military might, and geopolitical significance.
In the wake of World War II, however, France decided to maneuver with different
resources. Faced with waning prestige in military and monetary matters, it sought to
maintain its position of political prominence on the basis of its storied past as the cultural
hub of the modern world. France claimed, in other words, by dint of its humanist tradition
and artistic achievements, to be invested with a moral authority that made it an essential
counterweight to the superpower arguments of force and wealth.
In keeping with this approach, de Gaulle created a French Ministry of Culture,
generally considered to be the first of its kind. The responsibility for this ministerial
charge was entrusted to celebrated novelist André Malraux. During his eleven-year tenure
(1958-69), he was the architect of a far-reaching, innovative cultural politics that
figuratively and literally transformed the French landscape.
While the benefits of the government’s direction of cultural affairs in France have
been numerous, it creates nonetheless a particularly acute and substantial conjuncture of
politics and culture. I will organize my discussion of these issues in the following
manner: The first section will provide an introductory summary of French notions of
national culture from their emergence after the French Revolution up to (and with
particular emphasis on) the Gaullist era. The second section recalls why he was named to
the position and outlines his personal vision of “aesthetic propaganda.” The third section
examines important projects from Malraux’s ministry (the Maisons de la Culture, the
Malraux Bill to extend protections offered to France’s cultural patrimony, his transfer of
Jean Moulin’s ashes to the Pantheon, etc.). Our analysis of these projects will compare
the implicit definition of culture they manifest with the explicit one identified in the
Ministry’s portfolio. Finally, a fourth section will explore the theoretical issues germane
to a governmental instrumentalization of culture.
Ralph Schoolcraft III
Associate Professor of French
Texas A&M University
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College Station, TX 77843-4238
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“Language, Performativity and Legitimacy in Measure for Measure”
This paper interrogates Shakespeare’s work and explores the tropes and themes of
performativity in language and the language of the law. It is argued that these converge
in Angelo’s “sentence”. This sentence, and its figuration as a “measure” of greater
weight than Isabella’s accusations is considered and an interpretation of the significance
that this poses for the words of the poet is offered. Additionally, a reconciliation of
Abhorson’s and the Duke’s competing interpretations of physiognomial legibility is
attempted. The commission and idolatry are considered alongside of Angelo’s speeches
and role as the “false stamp” and “illegimate” son of the Duke. Finally, an appeal is
made to Jon Cox, who argues that many of Shakespeare’s themes are the “foundational
questions of politics and political science” (Shakespeare and Political Philosophy, 111).
The paper concludes that Measure is a play that articulates questions of legitimacy in
performativity, interpretation of the law and monarchical rule.

Mark S. Schmidt

Emory University
“Language, Performativity and Legitimacy in Measure for Measure”
Measure for Measure has been described and unfortunately at times, even simply
and cleanly written off, as a “problem play.” More careful and imaginative critics have
described it as “a substitute for the play Shakespeare would have liked to have written,”i
conversely as “the play which bears in it the most clearly and unmistakably the impress
of Shakespeare’s mind and outlook,”ii and even as a tool for “gutting” an unjust law.iii
While all of these assertions speak to real and important issues of the play, it seems that
certain linguistic issues and preoccupations of the text can provide a crucial critical
insight into the play that frames language and linguistic metaphor as the problem.
Specifically, what can we learn about the play by locating and analyzing moments of
linguistic preoccupation and metaphor? What can such an undertaking contribute to
critical political discourses and to discussions of shame generally and of shaming rituals
in particular? Can these considerations reconfigure the overall status of Measure for
Measure within Shakespearean scholarship?
The first moment of linguistic significance that I would like to pursue, and one
that will erect a foundation upon which to proceed, has to do with the duke’s delegation
of power to Angelo and what exactly it is that Angelo receives from the exchange.
Materially, he receives “his commission” the printed word validating and legitimating his
authority from the duke who, if we follow it up the ladder, derived his commission from a
king or the Church and who ultimately derives power from God. The commission, and
specifically the stamp of the king, signifies this relationship. In receiving the commission

Angelo receives certain linguistic privileges, among them the power to interpret laws and
the ability, essentially, to enforce or to kill with words.
To address another aspect of the power that Angelo receives—the ability to
enforce the laws—we see that, like the commission from the duke, his power often will
manifest itself in linguistic, written or spoken, form. Among these, he has the “special
charge” or warrant with which the Provost arrests Claudio and will enact his death, the
letters by which he later tries to request the killing of Claudio, and, most interestingly, he
has his famous sentence.
Despite Shakespeare’s affinity for extended puns, his “double vigour” (II.ii.188),
iv

few critics have addressed the plethora of puns on linguistic and grammatical

terminology, especially those which refer in secondary senses to themes of the privileged
or peculiar status of words emanating from power. In the suggestion and problem of the
sentence we see a prime example of this category. The sentence in this sense is the
perfect example of the union of word and power and demonstrates, in addition to the
warrant, the existence of words that kill.
I argue that the central tension of the play, the execution of Claudio, enacts
attempts by various characters to make Angelo change his sentence. And this is even
played out literally in what I see as the climax of the play. Act 2, scene 4 stages and
exposes literally an aspect of what has been lurking all along, namely the preoccupation
with linguistic and grammatical metaphor. Isabella’s actions here, I argue, are attempts
to make Angelo reconfigure his sentence. The more unwilling she becomes the more dim
Claudio’s fate becomes. Importantly however the actual sentence that Angelo, who
claims to be speaking as the “voice of the recorded law” (II.iv.61), pronounces, the

representation of the referent or the physical action against the body of Claudio, slowly
moves from the passive to the active. It begins as “Your brother cannot live” (II.iv.33),
which Angelo may mean in the metaphysical “we’re all going to die someday” sense. In
this case, the inevitable fact of death will be responsible for Claudio’s demise and the
additional suggestion here is that Angelo can save him for the time being, upon the
execution of the sexual act. From here the sentence moves to a passive voice rendition,
but by comparison a more active form of the preceding version. After what I consider the
critical turn of the plot—Isabella’s refusal—the sentence moves wholly to the active
“Your brother must die” (II.iv.105) with the additional suggestion that “it is I and my
words (specifically my choices of syntax, voice and the lack of negation) that kill your
brother”.
I consider the passage from Act 2 scene 4 lines 88-105 to contain the most
important action as far as the plot is concerned:
Angelo Admit no other way to save his life—
As I subscribe not that nor any other—
But, in the loss of question, that you his sister,
Finding yourself desired of such a person
Whose credit with the judge, or own great place,
Could fetch your brother from the manacles
Of the all-binding law, and that there were
No earthly mean to save him, but that either
You must lay down the treasures of your body
To this supposed, or else to let him suffer—
What would you do?
Isabella As much for my poor brother as myself,
That is were I under the terms of death
Th’ impression of keen whips I’d wear as rubies,
And strip myself to death as to a bed
That longing have been sick for, ere I’d yield
My body up to shame.
Angelo Then must your brother die.

Here Angelo propositions Isabella, Isabella refuses and Angelo “finalizes” Claudio’s
death. However, when we move to deeper levels, we see a series of unwieldy and

illuminating undercurrents at play. First of all, Isabella’s reply may be at once the most
indulgent and painful “no” that has ever been uttered, but more interesting than that is its
profuse sexual imagery. Isabella imagines herself literally “under” the terms of death,
stripped and whipped to sexual death as to actual death. The chiastic crossing at the act’s
opening, Angelo’s comment “When I would pray and think, I think and prey” signals this
forthcoming whipping (II.iv.1). What makes this passage so slippery is its
interchangeable use of death to mean “sexual orgasm” or “climax” and “physical death.”
Which death does she mean in the first instance? how about the second? The suggestion
is that the carrying out of the punishment upon her would give her an orgasm. She would
take joy in a death sentence before she would sleep with Angelo, or “yield her body up to
shame” (II.iv.103-104). Thus, she tellingly prioritizes death over shame.
What is interesting, and part of the effect of the passage, is that it shows Angelo’s
disappointment that Isabella will not “yield up her body to shame,” as if it is the shame
that Isabella would suffer that Angelo is so distraught over losing. He reacts to the
disappointment, or, perhaps to his own shaming, with anger and pronounces the final
sentence on Claudio’s life. This seems more sinister than the simple disappointment of
the hope of sex with someone you profess to love. There is no love here but, more
importantly, there is no Isabella here, for she becomes merely a placeholder drained of
human significance.v
What is most interesting about Isabella’s “no” is the path by which she arrives at
it. She actually invokes, in her refusal, the very thing Angelo is after—a scene of sexual
climax. This adds an overwhelming sense of denial or loss, and it is even a little cruel,
like eating in front of a starving person. The refusal gets its effect precisely from the fact

that, although at times it seems that it could go either way, it is a refusal. It is the literal
“cutting off” of what has been suggested suddenly and totally, never to be regained again,
as if to suggest that this is the closest Angelo will ever get to sex with Isabella. This
literary climax is then literally a scene of climax, but a climax deferred. It could,
perhaps, be considered an anti-climax because it acts to ensure the impossibility of the
sexual climax that it suggests. Isabella in this moment casts herself in an active role, as
her “I” reclaims her from her status as placeholder.
The pivotal word “ere”, for Angelo at least, signals that Isabella will not go along
with the plan. As soon as this “ere” is uttered, his chances have effectually been
destroyed, and for all intents and purposes he has been castrated. Had what followed this
“ere” been “ere I’d see my brother die” surely we would have a very different play. The
action—the shaming of Isabella—would be carried out. Instead, at this point, the action
begins to fold in on itself and begins the move toward the resolution, in analogous
fashion to a sexual climax that signals the cessation of a further building of sexual
tension. The play then is left frantically to seek another way out of Claudio’s death.
While Angelo undoubtedly receives words with the power to kill, he also receives
the power to interpret. It is precisely Angelo’s “reading” of the text of the law that is
privileged. In the light of this “reading” Claudio and Julietta’s act becomes a crime.
Additionally, it is Angelo’s very reading of Julietta’s body, namely her pregnancy as the
signifier of their act, which when read by Angelo means a contradiction with his reading
of the law. This contradiction to the law, visible to the agent of the legal system, enacts
an immune system type response to root out the contradiction. In what serves as a

statement that it is human law we are dealing with, the offenders are subjected to a public
shaming ritual.
The status of the wording of Claudio’s marriage proposal, although decried by
many critics as insignificantvi warrants investigation here. If in fact the wording of the
proposal is significant, then the shameful parading of Claudio and Julietta through the
streets would double in its effect to Claudio as an evocation of that type of shame
considered uniquely masculine. In other words, he is being shamed for his inability to
perform, specifically to perform linguistically, or to use performative language.vii
If the wording of the proposal is in fact insignificant, then at least the fact stands
that this parading about of the unmarried couple, specifically in white sheets, suggests
that it is, among the many other substitutions, viii a substitution for an absent event, the
absent wedding ceremony. It is literally a scene of joy and joining turned into a scene of
public shame and separation. We will return to the affinity of marriage, shame and
punishment in this play when we consider another of the many shameful scenes.
The necessary correlate, it would seem, to our category of “words that kill” would
be powerless words or more precisely, those words that, by virtue of their speakers
perhaps, are without power. I would like to consider an instance in which the text
directly comments on the powerlessness of some people’s language.
Claudio One word, good friend.
[The provost shows assent]
Lucio A hundred, if they’ll do you any good.

In what may seem like a throwaway passage, Lucio comments directly on the
powerlessness or inability of his words to act. In stark contrast to Angelo, whose words
are of such importance that Angelo believes they rival Isabella’s body and life, and which

actually do threaten Claudio’s life, Lucio could spend his words exhaustively with no
effect.
In a moment that further illuminates this theme, Isabella herself learns the
powerlessness of her words. In act 2, scene 4, lines 149-160 Isabella threatens to expose
Angelo to the world only to learn that her accusation will be “overweighed” by his
testimony to the contrary:
Angelo Believe me, on mine honor,
My words express my purpose.
Isabella Ha, little honour to be much believed,
And most pernicious purpose! Seeming, seeming!
I will proclaim thee, Angelo; look for’t.
Sign me a present pardon for my brother,
Or with an outstretched throat I’ll tell the world aloud
What man thou art.
Angelo Who will believe thee, Isabel?
My unsoiled name, th’ austereness of my life,
My vouch against you, and my place in the state
Will so your accusation overweigh
That you shall stifle in your own report,
And smell of calumny. I have begun
And now I give my sensual race the rein.

Here his words are figured as physically weighing more to complement the assertion that
legally his words, on account of his life, mean more. Interestingly, in threatening to
contradict Isabella’s testimony he has suggested that he would bear false witness. We
shall return to this theme later.
However, there is a very important manner in which the words of such “nonauthoritative” characters as Isabella and Lucio can be invested with a certain power:
while they have not the ability to kill with words they may utilize words as very powerful
weapons against authority. James C. Scott hints at this in his recent discussion of hidden
and public transcripts. A public transcript is the face or story that is shown to power
while the hidden transcript consists of a subjugated person or communities’ grievances

against the powerful. Scott declares that when hidden transcripts become public
transcripts the effect is a symbolic declaration of war, one of the most dangerous and
charged moment in power relations. He goes on to ask, “Who, having been insulted or
suffered an indignity- especially in public- at the hand of someone in power over us, has
not rehearsed an imaginary speech he wishes he had given or intends to give at the next
opportunity?”ix While the very point of Lucio’s speech and its delivery is that it is
intended to stay secret, and the above quotation assigns motive to Lucio’s actions, we can
trace a few very important things.
The status of the type of story that Lucio delivers to the disguised duke as a
weapon is, in fact, given not by Scott but by the text itself. The duke asserts in the,
perhaps misplaced, passage, “Volumes of report / Run with their false and most
contrarious quest / Upon thy doings…And rack thee in their fancies” (IV.ii.57-60).
While such stories are never called weapons they effectually enact, even if only
momentarily, a reversal of power relations in which the actual privileged body of the
authority figure is placed into the “rack,” a torture device.
Jonathan Dollimore concurs with my portrayal of words as weapons against the
powerful. He writes, “the most subversive thing in the whole play is the most casual,
namely Lucio’s slurring of the duke’s reputation. Unawares and carelessly, Lucio strikes
at the heart of the ideological legitimation of power.”x Reputation then legitimates the
ability to wield power. The weight of the duke’s reputation is part of the significance of
his warning to Isabella. This reputation is the very thing that Lucio’s story threatens for
the duke. Lucio’s words are weapons against the powerful.

We do know, however, that Lucio has been “before” the duke “for getting a
wench with child” (IV.iii.158). Keeping the argument of James C. Scott in mind then,
this scene of the duke’s shaming of Lucio in this manner is being repaid, tit for tat, with
Lucio’s excoriation. This assertion that his tirade was provoked by an injury done by the
duke, and that that injury was specifically a shaming must however remain a plausible
conjecture.
What is certain however is that Claudio is in dire straights and will be executed if
the sentence is not changed. Within the text, however, there is another linguistic
explanation given for this situation. Namely, although I am not the first to notice it, there
is what we could call a “literalization.” To die sexually is now to die literally. Perhaps
this is a comment on Angelo’s puritanical, or literal interpretation of the ignored laws and
on his “outward” values.xi
Meredith Skura considers “Pompey’s double role as bawd and hangman, leading
people first to bed and then to the block.”xii The fact that the same character or signifier
moves easily between two “realms” suggests that these realms now share many
similarities. In the Vienna of Angelo, to have sex and to be executed are now two sides
of the same coin. The suggestion is not that death is even the result or consequence of
sex, but rather that they are themselves identical acts. Margaret Scott, in a passage that
validates these assertions writes, “This association of sex with death penetrates the
comedy in which Pompey turns from bawd to executioner, and it permeates the language
of the play at every level.”xiii
Lucio, a propos to a discussion of sex, or at least certain forms of sex becoming
criminal, actually outlines a model of sex strikingly similar to what we receive from

Sylvan Tomkins by way of Freud. Consider Lucio’s meditation upon sex with the
disguised duke. The duke declares, “It is too general a vice and severity must cure it” to
which Lucio tellingly responds “Yes, in good sooth, the vice is of a great kindred, it is
well allied. But it is impossible to extirp it quite, friar, till eating and drinking be put
down” (III.i.344-349). In this assertion, which only validates Dollimore’s assertions of
the upper-class’s role in the sex industry, Lucio echoes almost verbatim part of Tomkins’
much more nuanced discourse. Tomkins writes, “For one class of drives, such as pain
and temperature extremes, this requires avoidance; for the other class, such as hunger and
thirst it means that the drive must be satisfied before the discomfort can be reduced.”xiv
Lucio then is quite correct in asserting that outlawing sex is like executing people for
eating.
Angelo, like the duke here, could be said to be simply misunderstanding one type
of drive for another. Both Angelo and the duke believe that sex is like the first class of
drives and that simply avoiding it or outlawing it will make it go away. This could be
considered the coming of a new sensibility, an allegory of the transition from morality to
psychology. Perhaps the continued emphasis on reading bodies can be considered a
gesture towards this transition as it is a psychological hermeneutic. Certainly, the very
suggestion of bodily readability is an important linguistic metaphor, and one that will
begin the movement toward articulating exactly what is at stake in all of this.
We have already articulated that the reason for the discovery of Claudio and
Julietta’s “indiscretion” was the readibility of that “gross character” upon Julietta’s body,
but there are myriad other instances of this metaphor and it is symptomatic of a worry
that strikes to the heart of the text. A literal example occurs when the duke declares,

“There is a written in your brow, Provost, honesty and constancy.” What is more
interesting is the fact that just after this the duke says, “If I read it not truly, my ancient
skill beguiles me” (IV.ii.141-42). The duke then possesses a privileged ability, an
“ancient skill” he says, for reading countenances. And the fact of his “distance” only
increases their legibility.
What interests me most here, however is not the fact that the authority figures
claim theirs as the privileged reading, for all authority figures do that; rather it is that the
executioner “Abhorson” discredits the very existence of bodily readability. He says,
“Every true man’s apparel fits your thief” (IV.ii.34). Either the executioner is correct and
people are unreadable, or the executioner is wrong and the duke really is in an
enlightened position. The duke’s knowledge is rendered that much more formidable by
juxtaposition, or through the discursive apposition, with a “low character” whose
shortcomings the duke can expose.
Let us leave this suspended for a moment and return to a theme that has so far
only been suggested. I said that the stamp of the duke upon the commission can be read
as a signifier of the duke’s relation to God. In this stamp resides the authority of the
words contained therein. What is very telling here is that Angelo likens himself to the
substance in which the stamp is to be printed. He says, famously, when he receives his
commission “Now my good lord, / Let there be some more test made of my metal /
Before so great a figure / Be stamped upon it” (I.i.48-50). Angelo himself demands the
test that will shape the play.
If we link this passage to Angelo’s denunciation of bastardy we notice a few
things:
Angelo Ha, fie these filthy vices! It were as good

To pardon him that hath from nature stolen
A man already made, as to remit
Their saucy sweetness that do coin God’s image
In stamps that are forbid. Tis all as easy
Falsely to take away a life true made
As to put metal in restrained molds
To make a false one. (II.iv.42-49)

Aside from Angelo’s lascivious language in “saucy sweetness”, we see here that his logic
is that it is the same to pardon a murderer as a creator of counterfeits, or illegitimate
children. The reiteration of the word “metal” and the suggestion of illegitimate children
and counterfeit coins or stamps begins to evidence two things. First, it seems here that
there is a suggestion of idolatry. Furthermore, Angelo indicts the duke on the charge of
idolatry. If the stamp of the Duke contains a “figure” in the sense of an image then, in a
sense the Duke is guilty of idolatry—in creating an image of himself in the stamp he is
vicariously creating an image of God.
Secondly, if we tie this with the earlier suggestion from Angelo that he is the
substance on which the stamp will be printed, and that its homophonous “metal/mettle”
be tested he is illuminating that he himself is a type of counterfeit coin and that the duke
is the counterfeiter. Consequently, he is also the very “illegitimate issue” that he is
excoriating; on the one hand because the metal on which the image is printed is proven to
be false by the play. On the other hand, and in a much more interesting and I believe
illuminating sense, Angelo is not of the order directly connected to God. He then is
himself the illegitimate son of the duke, ill-equipped for the duty he is given and in
contrast to the duke, he must then be illiterate to the language of the Gods, the law.
We can further validate these assertions and our claim that the play is preoccupied
with language and linguistic metaphor if we examine the intricacies and parallels that it
shares with what might be its biblical influence or referent. I am referring here to a

linguistic metaphor par excellence, the case of the revealing of the commandments to
Moses on Mt. Sinai in the book of Exodus in which the Lord declares to Moses fittingly,
“Your people have become corrupt.”xv We can read the duke’s delegation of power to
Angelo as a retelling of Moses’ delegation of power to Aaron, who goes astray under its
responsibility and orders the construction of an idol, the golden calf. In an instance that
validates the assertion that Angelo, despite the fact of his privileged interpretive position
and the power of his words, is basically illiterate to the true language of the law, we must
remember that the Jews at the foot of Mt. Sinai—who were not of one linguistic
community—received the commandments from Moses in a language that they did not all
understand. This poses a very important question—once we have the commandments,
what are we to do with them? This is especially important if they are written in an
unintelligible language, as I submit the law is unintelligible to the illegitimate son of the
duke.
The focus on this biblical episode can also get us closer to another prevalent
theme or worry of the text. Namely, like Moses’ verbal contract (the covenant) agreeing
to keep the commandments and the Passover, the text worries about the status of verbal
contracts and their enforcement. I argue that this concern takes us to the most important
shaming ritual of the text, this time however instead of a mock wedding, we see that the
duke steps in to reinvigorate and revalidate the ignored or broken contracts, and it is in
this sense that, again, marriage, shame and even punishment are interminably linked.
The issue of the marriage contracts, or more specifically of the ignored status of
these contracts hosts what I see as the premiere instances of shaming in the text. As we
know, Angelo has been betrothed to Mariana, but in reflection of the Claudio/Julietta

plot, he has ignored the betrothal for years due to the fact of her incomplete dowry. Like
one of those moments in which the wrongdoings of our supposed betters are thrust into
the light, Angelo is exposed for the imperfect human that he is. However, what is most
interesting about this shaming experience, and also of the shaming of Lucio as
punishment for “slandering a prince” is that these two episodes, or more correctly the
reinvigoration and re-inscription of meaning that the wedding contract is given here, are
solely the work of the duke. It may even be said that the duke uses the fact of their nonacknowledgement for his own personal agenda. So the question remains, who is the duke
to step in and enact the shaming of these characters and under what authority does he act?
Let us recap exactly what we have evidenced thus far before moving to
conclusions about this wonderfully intricate and complex play. First, we saw how
Angelo’s power, bestowed by the duke in a situation much like that of Moses and Aaron,
resides in a number of linguistic privileges, namely the power of interpretation and the
power to use words with lethal effect epitomized by the sentence. We saw a tension
surrounding the issue of physiognomial legibility with witnessed contradictory statements
made as to its validity by antithetical characters, the duke and Abhorson. We saw how in
contrast to Angelo’s sentence and the power of his words, some “lower” characters
actually realize and comment on the impotence of their words. However, we also
uncovered the fact that this is not wholly true as certain words, especially stories, can be
used as weapons against the powerful.
We evidenced a number of literalizations, in Isabella’s climactic speech and in
Angelo’s state alike, to have sex and to die become one and the same. In the context of
shame we saw how Claudio or Julietta’s inability to perform with words, specifically to

use performative language in the inception of the wedding vows and the absence of the
wedding ceremony to “seal the deal” elicited a mock wedding. A separating, shaming
ritual was substituted, and in a sense reversed, for the actual joyous ceremony of
conjunction. By examining Angelo’s speeches we showed how he himself can be
considered an illegitimate son or a counterfeit coin, which invalidates his position as
interpreter and executer of the law.
I would like to begin with the suggestion of Angelo as a counterfeit or illegitimate
son because I believe that it speaks to one of the central worries of the text. Specifically,
the play wonders from where the legitimacy of authority derives. It seems that with the
suggestion of the duke’s connection to God, Shakespeare is stating that legitimacy
derives from divine right, or some similar privilege. As Angelo is not of that “race” he is
simply mortal, with all of the desires and shortcomings that come in turn.
However, within the play there is a much more radical, one might say
“revolutionary” understanding of the legitimacy of authority. I am speaking here of
Pompey’s understanding of the law and the system of authority as a self-legitimating
phenomenon with no other real basis. Power then makes itself. Pompey speaks to the
heart of this very issue when he is asked by Escalus if his is a “lawful trade” to which he
replies that it is lawful “If the law would allow it sir” (II.i.201). In this one insignificant
line Pompey clears away all of the mystery and the dogmatism of power and from
whence it derives its legitimacy. Rather than submitting that there is some sense in which
authority is in a privileged position to subscribe to men and women what they can and
cannot do, Pompey evacuates this understanding, the one forwarded by Shakespeare, and
offers in its stead an understanding that states simply and powerfully that the officers of

the law themselves create right and wrong. In fact, there is no other basis upon which the
law is founded except that of the law, and the language of the law itself.
Shakespeare’s ostensible disagreement with Pompey would seem to underlie the
many themes connected to the duke’s ability to read bodies and people. This ability itself
testifies to the fact that the duke is quite unlike Angelo or Abhorson and that in fact he is
in a privileged position in relation to God and divine right. Under this reading, then, the
duke is acting as the agent of divine justice and his shaming of Angelo and Lucio, if not
inescapable, is at least an aspect of his divine power.
But couldn’t this “divine right of kings” discourse be in jest? The play itself
employs conventions of hidden and public transcripting so one wonders if perhaps the
play, in the eye of power, feigns disagreement with Pompey but agrees ultimately with
his interpretation. Perhaps the little acknowledged fact that Pompey is arrested for
having a “skeleton key” or a key to fit any lock, suggests the resourceful poet himself
exposed to the eye of power. A more plausible suggestion however is that the insistence
on language and linguistic metaphor, and its potential for misuse, signals at once both the
difference and the similarity between the duke and Angelo. With the backing and
legitimacy of authority, be it divine or otherwise, either can wield the power of the state
through language, including the power and privilege of shaming. Both the duke and
Angelo are implicated in commandment breaking, although the duke breaks only the
idolatry commandment while Angelo covets his neighbor’s wife, attempts murder and
bears false witness. However, the suggestion that the duke can read people in a
privileged or unique manner does seem to suggest his difference from “regular people”
and may be a gesture toward his “divinity”. Thus, it seems that what is really at issue, as

we suggested initially, is language itself and precisely its inability to function as a system
of signification.
Language masks intentions and allows the counterfeit or illegitimate to wield
power undetected. With the signifier of God and the language of the law mortals become
like Gods. In the end one must wonder if there is not a trace here of a writer’s
construction of the ways in which the language of the validated or politically powerful
functions in a way that cannot be approached by the “simple art” of the writer’s language.
This suggestion stands akin to Jameson’s idea of ressentiment or the “envy that the havenots feel for the haves.”xvi Even the counterfeit or “mortal” use language in a way and
with a power that the words of the playwright cannot match. That is unless we realize
that words can be very powerful tools, as the case of Lucio proves and as Measure for
Measure illuminates at several different levels.
Jon Cox believes that many of the themes Shakespeare works with in his plays, at
their core, are foundational questions of political science and political philosophy.xvii The
English history plays he argues address “the problem of monarchical succession”xviii but
he stops short of an equally careful consideration of Shakespeare’s tragedies and
comedies. I believe that, despite this, we can still locate within Measure for Measure a
political tension perhaps even more fundamental than that posed by the history plays. I
say “a political tension more fundamental” simply because this play, rather than
addressing issues of political succession, wrestles with the foundational political
question. Measure for Measure worries about the problem of beginnings and the
foundation of a ruler’s and a regime’s legitimacy per se, and the ability of illegitimate

regimes to wield the symbols and discourses of power for personal interests, all the while
utilizing the opaqueness of language to obscure their own involvement.
In our own times we see perhaps a glimpse of what Shakespeare saw in his—people of
questionable authority wielding power in questionable ways. Given the potential power
of words suggested by Lucio’s speech then we should be very wary when those in power
attempt to take away, or shame us for using, one of the modes of their own power,
namely language. Also, the question of exactly whose authority the agents of
government work under, especially when it comes to outlawing certain forms of sexuality
should always be as present in our minds as it is in the play.
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ABSTRACT
RURAL JEWISH LIFE IN
NINETEENTH AND EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY SWABIA
After the Jews were expelled from cities in German lands at the time of the Black
Death (1348/49), Jewish life as it had been known in the Middle Ages ceased to exist.
Many rural Jewish communities sprung up in villages that were located in the vicinity of
cities that had a long Jewish history, such as Augsburg, Ulm, Donauwörth, Thannhausen,
Memmingen, Günzburg, Heilbronn, and Esslingen.
Up to 1805, the conditions of Schutzjuden varied drastically depending on the
perception of a given lord concerning the function of Jews in his territory. Still leaning on
medieval statutes, Jews were usually invited to live in a given lord’s domain for the
purpose of improving commerce, often during or after wars or other times of economic
hardship that depleted the royal coffers, or to finance a war by providing horses, arms,
and other supplies. The number of Jews receiving Schutz was usually limited. Jews were
subject to a variety of taxes they had to pay to the local lord as well as to the emperor.
They also were not allowed to live wherever they wanted to, but only in certain locations
in a village or town, often in a section entirely separate from Christians, known as the
Judengasse, Judenviertel, Judenhof, or by some other name identifying the residents as
Jews (see Jebenhausen, Ichenhausen, Laupheim, Schwäbisch Gmünd). All Christian
guilds were closed to Jews which basically meant that the only professions open to a
village Jew outside the community were money lending and trade, and more crassly put,
peddling.
In 1806, the territory of Schwaben from Ulm to Augsburg became part of
Bavaria, and the ethnic Swabians who lived between Ulm and the Black Forest
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(Breisach) became part of the state of Württemberg. In addition, the many provinces and
cities that had been under the direct jurisdiction of the emperor (reichsunmittelbar) were
integrated into the Länder (states) during the first part of the 19th century, and the Jews
living in these territories became subjects of the kings of Württemberg and Bavaria, as
well as Bürger, or citizens, of a given village, town, or city. Acquiring Beisitzer- or
Bürgerrecht was crucial, or else one could not carry on business or take part in the civic
life of a town.
In the 19th century, the Jewish communities within the state of Württemberg
became part of a state religious system that ran parallel to that of the church. The king
passed a series of statutes for the amelioration and integration of Jews into the existing
society, culminating in the Erziehungsgesetz of April 25, 1828, which regulated the ways
in which Jews were permitted to make a living. This basically meant an end to peddling,
yet with few other employment opportunities available, this caused untold hardship for
families and encouraged large-scale emigration to the United States before 1848 and to
German cities in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Although some Jewish traditions were lost during this period of reorganization,
the danger of drastic changes was greater in cities than in rural communities. Jewish
village life as a rule was more conservative and traditional, and since these communities
were farther removed from the watchful eyes of the authorities, local leaders often
ignored the orders and kept to their old ways.
The paper traces aspects of rural Jewish life in Swabia such as cemeteries and
tombstone conventions, Jewish living and business spaces, professions, communal
institutions such as mikvaot, prayer spaces, synagogues, local minhagim (customs),
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holiday and life-cycle customs, names, and foods, language and dress, organizations,
famous sons and daughters, and allegiances to Germany.
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Academic leadership by Humanities will be supported by an improved awareness of
current ideas in applied linguistics and Language Learning Theory. This paper does not
intend to argue the benefit of Humanities leadership but assumes that continued survival
of the Liberal Arts educational tradition depends on the vigor of Humanities leadership.
Because of the changes in our students and society, the vigor of Humanities leadership in
turn will depend upon understanding and implementation of current discoveries and
positions in applied linguistics.
Accessibility to Higher Education has been widening for a number of years now;
supporting statistics that will be cited for New Mexico in this paper are representative of
the nation. This new accessibility of Higher Education means students seeking postsecondary education are increasingly diverse in their cultural and linguistic backgrounds.
While there has been much mainstream academic attention paid to cultural diversity - an
excellent recent work, Beyond Affirmative Action by R. Ibarra is an example- the
significance of the linguistic diversity entering Higher Education can be easily lost or
somewhat mistakenly subsumed in the cultural focus. Students who are linguistically
under-prepared for college are frequently placed into “Developmental English” curricula.
Statistics on Developmental English placement will be provided to illustrate the large
numbers of students so placed.
What type of linguistic preparation do these students need, and what is currently the
“best practice” way of doing it”? The remainder of the paper will describe Content Based
Language Instruction, briefly referencing current and relevant theory, as a method of
infusing Humanities topics and issues into Developmental reading and writing courses.
The paper will conclude with a call for Humanities academics to assert a wider role for
the Humanities in the “Content” of Content Based Language Instruction.
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Abstract:
Susan Savage, D.M., on Teaching Tolerance through Music Appreciation
There are several steps in the appreciation of anything, including exposure, analysis,
understanding, and educated opinion. It is not necessary for everyone to like all great works of music in
order for the music to be great. Not all styles of music are attractive. Arguments about which style or

performer is the “best” miss the point that all kinds of music are important. One does not have to like or
enjoy a piece of music in order to learn to appreciate it: to tolerate it, to come to understand something
about it, and to respect its reasons for being what it is. After practicing the steps of appreciation for
different musical styles, how many people would be willing to challenge themselves to make the same
effort to tolerate different people?
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Abstract:
The contention that, as a cultural work, music affects reality, challenges
contemporary music criticism to confront its philosophical heritage. Postmodern
musicology renounces music’s claim of aesthetic autonomy in favor of socially
contextual interpretations. Yet, by deconstructing the myth of music’s transcendence,
postmodern musicology reverses formalist abstractions of the musical work. Music’s
isolation from reality justifies the concept of aesthetic autonomy that contemporary music
criticism contests. Ironically, this concept’s social demystification preserves the schema
in which this concept operates. Critical musicology’s philosophical heritage extends
beyond its opposition to formalist and Romantic precepts.

The schema that justifies

isolating the work from its life contexts derives from Kant’s subjectivization of
aesthetics. By divorcing aesthetic judgments from their surrounding cultural ethos, Kant
lays the cornerstone for separating art and music from reality. Socially informed
critiques encounter two limits in their opposition to music’s dissociation from its
historical contexts: reversing formalist precepts preserves the schema that Kant’s critique
of aesthetic judgment initiates; and renouncing centered perspectives threatens the
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plurality of vantage-points that attest to singular traditions of different historical
communities.
These limits call for renewed reflections on music as a cultural work. Music’s
productive effects attest to the power imagination evinces by transcending reality from
within. This power and this capacity indicate the hermeneutical condition of human and
social sciences. By affecting how we view ourselves, the arts and humanities play a vital
role in shaping our world.

Music as Cultural Work: Reflections on Music Criticism
Roger W. H. Savage

The claim that, as a cultural work, music affects reality, points to a contradiction
within contemporary critical thought. Postmodern musicologists who deconstruct the
myth of music’s aesthetic autonomy identify music’s meaning with socially constructed
representations of race, class and gender. Critical theorists who argue that music contests
these representations defend music’s innovative significance by according music the
power to transgress instituted values and mores. The critical purchase music exerts
when it challenges accepted standards of conduct manifests a creative impetus that breaks
free of prevailing ideals. Music that subverts a given social order discomfits familiar
perspectives by prefiguring alternatives that conflict with established rules for evaluating
the world. This innovative dimension, which evinces music’s productive significance,
collides with music’s ideological character. By surpassing pre-existing representations of
reality, music changes our understandings and outlooks. Yet, as a cultural work, music
also colludes with accepted standards and practices. By reproducing the dominant social
doxy, music reinforces hegemonic relations of power. This polarization articulates the
tension inherent in interpretive practices that treat music as a cultural work.
Characterized as productive and ideological at the same time, music’s capacity to affect
reality elicits conflicted standpoints from which to judge its social, political and cultural
significance.
The challenges for contemporary music criticism become more daunting when we
recognize that no neutral standpoint exists from which to determine whether music’s
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affects are productive or destructive. Every claim to be objective opens itself to the
charge that it harbors interests corresponding to its advocates’ position in struggles for
social power. Culture wars and political disputes over different musics’ social value lay
waste the pretence of a non-ideological vantage-point. Criticisms of music’s affects on
the formation of our self-images and our understandings of our world are judgments that
interpret a particular works’ and styles’ fittingness for unique cultural and historical
situations. Situated at the boundary of the arts and humanities, music criticism is
confronted with the task of rendering judgments that affect our understanding of the ways
music works on us.
Criticism, which judges works in singular cultural historical situations, can claim
no neutral vantage-point. While it seeks to understand the social, political and historical
frame of its judgments and interpretations, no exertion of thought enables music criticism
to set itself entirely beyond the framework in which it operates. This discovery compels
contemporary music criticism to reflect on its philosophical heritage.
The path I intend to pursue begins with this heritage. Through assailing the
modernist concept of music’s autonomy, critical musicology deconstructs art’s aesthetic
isolation. Yet, by identifying music with its socially constructed essence, this new
musicology preserves the opposition between art and reality instituted with the bourgeois
cult of art-religion. The occultation of the schema that Kant inaugurates by divorcing
judgments of taste from practical knowledge of reality conceals this schema’s historical
effects. From a postmodern vantage-point, this divorce aligns music’s autonomy with the
Romantic conceit of pure transcendence. This alignment valorizes music’s capacity to
affect reality. By unmasking music’s role in dissembling hegemonic social and political
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agendas without interrogating the framework in which it operates, music criticism
sustains this alignment. However, music’s impact on us surpasses any one-sided
characterization. The power of imagination at work in music, and music’s capacity to
alter our perspectives and perceptions, are conditions that criticism presupposes. By
recovering this dimension, I hope to broaden music criticism’s understanding of its field.

Formalism and the Subjectivization of Aesthetics
Music’s characterization as a cultural work stands opposed to formalist precepts.
Formalist aesthetics codify the work’s isolation from reality. Identifying music’s
meaning exclusively with its structural features concentrates aesthetic interest on the
work itself. Yet, by abstracting the work from its social, cultural and historical contexts,
formalist practices methodologically suspend the work’s relation to the world to which it
belongs
Postmodern musicology confronts formalist aesthetics’ exclusion of a work’s
practical significance from the opposite standpoint. In contrast to formalist precepts,
music works on reality through reinforcing established mores or by contesting existing
evaluative standards. By reinforcing or contesting conventions, music has an effect that
distinguishes its practical significance from formalist abstractions. This practical effect
constitutes music’s meaning as a cultural work. By reinserting the musical work in the
life contexts that sustain it, contemporary music criticism reverses formalist aesthetics’
isolating procedures. Sociologically informed interpretations are therefore the obverse of
formalist analyses and critiques.
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This reversal blocks the path to recovering the capacity music evinces as a
cultural work. The conflict between critical musicology’s deconstructions of absolute
music and formalist defences of its aesthetic autonomy reinforces the framework of art’s
opposition to reality. Reversing this opposition preserves the framework that justifies
formalist abstractions. The contradiction that tears critical thought between music’s
dissembling and subversive roles derives from this justification. Combating music’s
autonomy with socio-historical contextualizations identifies absolute music’s
transcendence of reality with the ideological function played by the concept of aesthetic
autonomy. From a sociologically enlightened vantage-point, this concept masks music’s
deleterious promotion of hegemonic social and political agendas. Conversely, no sense
of surpassing or subverting social reality prevails if music is incapable of transcending
from within the traditions and histories in which it participates. Critiques that condemn
music’s adverse function presuppose this capacity to reshape understandings and
outlooks. Consequently, the contradiction that pulls at critical thought also binds critique
to the schema that legitimates formalist aesthetics.
The schema that justifies isolating the work from its life contexts derives from
Kant’s subjectivization of aesthetics. By divorcing aesthetic judgments from their
surrounding cultural ethos, Kant’s justification of a subjective principle of taste
dissociates works of art from their worldly contexts. Hans-Georg Gadamer remarks that
the transcendental function Kant ascribes to aesthetic judgment lays the radical
foundation for differentiating between art’s aesthetic constitution, and conceptual
knowledge and truth. By discrediting theoretical knowledge that does not rely on the
methodology of the natural sciences, the subjectivization of aesthetics obviates the moral
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and political tradition in which the sensus communis—a “common sense”—refers to a
community’s understandings, opinions, views and perspectives that bear on its shared life
context. Gadamer argues that, by excluding the contents of judgments that bear
concretely on the existence of particular historical communities, Kant lays the
philosophical cornerstone for art’s isolation as an aesthetically autonomous entity.
Schiller’s proclamation that “art is practice of freedom”1 consummates Kant’s radical
subjectivization of aesthetics. By identifying the aesthetic with a sphere of freedom
isolated from the exigencies of social and political life, this proclamation completes the
schema that Kant inaugurates by legitimatizing taste’s subjective universality.
Eduard Hanslick, who is generally regarded as laying the foundation for formalist
aesthetics, perpetuates this schema by identifying the beautiful in music with the content
of music’s “tonally moving forms.”2 Hanslick embraces the idea that formal laws of
beauty would be subject to a kind of logical demonstration in order to rid musical
aesthetics of its Romantic vestiges. He intends to free his program from the aesthetics of
feeling’s dubious authority by conforming to the empirical objectivity of the natural
sciences. Hanslick rejects “the servile dependence of . . . aesthetics upon a supreme
metaphysical principle”3 that motivates Schiller’s imperatives to “Live aesthetically!”4
Yet, by identifying the beautiful in music only with its tonal forms and relations,
Hanslick codifies music’s dissociation from the world. Gadamer notes that the call for a
return to Kant, which Hanslick’s aesthetics exemplifies in its quest to unearth music’s
formal laws of beauty, could not recover the “horizon of Kant’s critiques.”5 By erecting
a philosophy of art based on Kant’s attribution of fine art to the art of genius, German
idealism impedes the return to a reflection on judgment and imagination through
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investing music and art with metaphysical dignity. The principle of autonomy derived
from this philosophy eclipses how the distinction between art and reality affects our
experiences of individual works. Hanslick’s aesthetics substantiates this eclipse by
formalizing music’s abstraction from the world. Hence, it corroborates the schism
separating music’s formal characteristics from experiences that affect our understandings
of ourselves and our world.

The limits of critical musicology
Contemporary musicology, cultural studies, and ethnomusicology target music’s
metaphysical dignity as a vestige of social privilege. From their respective vantagepoints, the idea that music transcends the social conditions of its production is the
heritage of a bourgeois culture. By placing music above mundane existence, the attitude
that differentiates between music’s aesthetic value and the practical exigencies of social
life preserves the Romantic opposition between art and reality. This attitude is an
ideological mainstay for preserving art music’s privileged social status. By turning
against music’s differentiation from the social context of its production and reception,
critical musicology identifies the principle of music’s aesthetic autonomy with music’s
conscious differentiation from the world. The social ethos from which this attitude
springs justifies music’s aesthetic transcendence of reality as an expression of cultural
freedom. From a critical perspective, this freedom bears the marks of social advantage.
As a form of symbolic capital, autonomous music’s consumption represents a way of
bettering oneself socially. Hence, music’s transcendent value conceals its ideological
role within the struggle for position and power.
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This ideological function justifies deconstructing the myth of absolute music.
Lawrence Kramer defends postmodern musicology’s demystifications of Romantic
conceits on the grounds that music’s meaning is ineluctably social. According to
Kramer, the chimera of music’s autonomy conceals effects inscribed within the structures
and forces that surround music’s production and reception. He therefore calls for
interpretations that would locate music’s meaning within composers’, performers’ and
listeners’ socially situated contexts. Aesthetic transcendence and music’s otherworldliness mask music’s real effects. For Kramer, “neither music nor anything else can
be other than worldly through and through.”6 Consequently, from the postmodern
perspective that he adopts, music does not exist as conceived by traditional musicology.
Kramer’s deconstruction of music’s chimerical autonomy evinces one of at least
two limits that critical musicology encounters. By pitting music’s worldliness against its
metaphysical unworldliness, he frames his opposition to traditional musicology’s
conception of music using the same schema. Formalist precepts, which justify the
practice of tearing musical works from their social, cultural and historical contexts,
preserve the Romantic opposition between art and reality. Transposing the Romantic
ideal of fidelity to the work (Werktreue) onto the social plane reverses formalist
abstractions without reversing the effects of Kant’s subjectivization of aesthetics. Social
Werktreue restores the work to its original context. Yet, through operating within the
schema that also justifies the work’s autonomy, contextual restorations accede to the idea
that, as an opus absolutum et perfectum, music’s emancipation from its cultic and social
functions constitutes the ground of its autonomy.7 By centering music’s autonomy in its
social emancipation, this postmodern perspective forces criticism to operate within the
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schema inaugurated by Kant’s subjectivization of aesthetics. Constrained by the
framework of art’s opposition to reality, criticism is incapable of recovering the
hermeneutical ground that is the real condition for the possibility of works transforming
reality through the work of imagination.
A second limitation arises when, by turning cultural studies into ethnographies of
ourselves, critical musicology destabilizes privileged perspectives. The limit the critical
musicologist encounters by locating herself within the socially constructed field she
critiques underscores the impossibility of escaping the effects of the traditions and
histories to which we belong. Susan McClary argues that by unmasking metaphysical
pretences of musical transcendence, deconstructive strategies reveal how works operate
socially and ideologically. Representing the culture and works through which we “learn
how to become socialized beings”8 ethnographically complements postmodern
dislocations of centered perspectives. The multiplicity of cultural traditions that one
encounters in an increasingly global world ends any one tradition’s cultural monopoly.
According to McClary, discovering that the culture to which one belongs is only one
among others shatters the illusions of imperialist intellectual agendas. The plurality of
cultures underscores the perspectival vantage-points of each. In a pluralistic world,
competing claims and conflicting values evince multiple standpoints of historical
communities whose cultural traditions conjoin singular pasts with as yet undecided
futures.
Critical musicology encounters this second limit in its objectification of music’s
cultural work. By identifying a work’s meaning with the political agendas it enacts, the
critic unmasks hidden social meanings. This standpoint, which justifies tearing away the
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façade of a work’s autonomy to expose socially encoded meanings, accedes to the
subjectivization of aesthetics’ historical effects. Social semiologies of class, race and
gender constitute the keys for unlocking the significance of music’s formal features. Yet,
by deriving the work’s meaning from corresponding social and cultural codes, critical
self-ethnography assigns music a reproductive role. By mirroring sedimented values and
understandings, music serves the ideological function that critical musicologists identify
with formalist precepts. Narrative representations of music’s social effects objectify its
social and political content. By exposing this content, the critic identifies music’s
socializing role with its ideological effects. Consequently, this critical mastery eclipses
how, by strategically deconstructing Romantic conceits of purely aesthetic experiences,
the interpretation of music’s social construction affects our understanding of the way that
music works on reality.
The reflexive action of criticism on our understanding of music and its power to
affect us renews reflection on the struggle within critical thought between denouncing
music’s social mystifications and embracing its subversive or liberatory effects. By
foregrounding criticism’s implication in interpreting the workings of music, this reflexive
action highlights the theoretical and practical impossibility of objectifying the symbolic
systems out of which cultural meanings arise. Critiques that expose systemic violence
within social relations of power presuppose the tradition or traditions out of which these
critiques arise. All criticism operates within a history that affects it. The reflexive action
critical musicology initiates by deconstructing social privilege illumines this ineluctable
condition. Our inability to master the consequences of our actions, which is the correlate
of this condition, situates our knowledge and actions between two horizons. The works
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we produce and the knowledge we acquire through our research changes our
understandings of ourselves and our world. Criticism, the arts, the social sciences and
the humanities play a part in creating the history that affects us. Through acknowledging
that we affect ourselves through the history we make, we set music criticism’s reflections
on its presuppositions on a hermeneutical path. The limits critical musicology encounters
through deconstructing the myth of music’s autonomy and through decentering
privileged cultural perspectives enjoins us to re-evaluate the framework in which we
conduct our critiques. Hence these limits motivate criticism to distinguish anew between
the power music exercises through reinscribing or subverting received perspectives, and
formalist abstractions.

Hermeneutical autonomy and the power of imagination
The idea that, as a cultural work, music both reinforces and subverts established
patterns of conduct resituates this apparent contradiction within the horizon of a
reflection on our historical condition. By presupposing the schema Kant founds through
legitimating subjective judgments of taste, postmodern musicology’s reversal of music’s
separation from reality perpetuates the effects of the subjectivization of aesthetics.
Ironically, the schema that justifies abstracting music from its worldly contexts frames
deconstructions of formalist conceits. Music’s isolation from its sustaining life contexts
justifies critical musicology’s attack on formalist precepts. Yet, by reversing these
precepts, music criticism binds itself to the historical effects of a schema that it struggles
against.
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The horizon opened by this reflection on the effects of Kant’s philosophical
initiative for postmodern musicology intersects critical musicology’s presupposition that
music has a practical significance. This presupposition, which grounds music’s valorized
relation to the world, stands at the heart of any consideration of music’s effective
significance. This valorized relation polarizes the contention that music both contests
hegemonic social orders and reproduces ideologically frozen relations of power. The
claim that music enacts political and social agendas maintains that music’s distance from
reality is the condition of its ideological function. However, the concession that music
exerts its practical purchase on reality through this distance remains hostage to the
reversal that critical musicology puts into place. The autonomy that musical works
evince when they address us in contexts and situations which are not those of their
composers or original audiences lies hidden behind the concept derived from the
framework of art’s opposition to reality. So long as this framework governs criticism’s
understanding of its endeavors, music’s productive capacity and the power of
imagination at work is captive to the subjectivization of aesthetics.
The independent afterlife that individual works demonstrate when, in escaping
their original contexts they broaden our perspectives by revealing new dimensions of our
experiences, attests to their hermeneutical autonomy. Through bearing their meanings
within themselves, singular works exercise this autonomy on every occasion that they
engage us. By challenging our perceptions and opinions, music, literature and works of
art prefigure alternatives that enlarge our understanding of ourselves and our world.
Individual works that explore new possibilities by inventing imaginative worlds open us
to new insights into the world we inhabit. By making these alternatives our own, we
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change our thinking and our acting. Gadamer reminds us that the timelessness that works
exhibit in addressing us in different historical situations is a dialectical feature of their
contemporaneity. Although this feature contrasts with the work’s insertion in the world,
it rises out of the temporality of the work’s independent afterlife. 9 Through this
independent afterlife, the world that the work unfolds intersects with our own. The
power that we experience in every meaningful encounter with works from cultural
traditions that are not immediately our own presupposes their hermeneutical autonomy.
Consequently, a work’s hermeneutical autonomy is the condition for the fact that we
continue to listen to music from other times and places and to interrogate its meaning
from perspectives formed within our own horizons.
Music’s capacity to subvert instituted values is a function of its hermeneutical
autonomy. By transcending reality from within its symbolic networks, singular works
contest sedimented representations by prefiguring imaginative alternatives. Paul Ricoeur
identifies this innovative dimension with the productive imagination. For him,
imagination is at work in creating works that, in response to questions and perplexities
arising from previous innovations, unfold new worlds. Ricoeur warns that, by
disregarding literature’s, art’s and music’s impact on life, we ratify the positivist
prejudice that we struggle against when we claim that the arts affect reality.10 The
thought and imagination that animates artistic, cultural and scientific innovations shatters
reality by refiguring our understanding of our world in accordance with the worlds these
innovations unfold. Criticism’s valorization of music’s ideological and subversive
significance presupposes the imagination’s practical effects. Cultural works’
consequences attest to the function imagination plays. Productive imagination pushes
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back our boundaries by discovering alternatives that call into question our knowledge and
understanding of ourselves.
Temporal features that reveal dimensions of our historical dispositions crystallize
the power of imagination that grounds a work’s hermeneutical autonomy in its capacity
to transcend reality from within. Ricoeur identifies style with the work’s poetic
resolution of a question or problem for which the work offers its singular response.11 By
situating the imagination’s workings within a history that conditions innovative breaks
and ruptures, this concept of style acknowledges the history at work in works that surpass
already -existing representations of reality. Schoenberg’s expression of foreboding in
Erwartung prefigures the First World War’s catastrophic rupture of historical continuity.
By articulating the crisis of the twentieth century that Gadamer finds strangely unified by
the late nineteenth-century’s lapse into doubt, Erwartung anticipates this crisis’s
postmodern destiny in the end of history. 12 The finality of this destiny obturates the
initiative we take when, in creating, critiquing and interpreting cultural works, we alter
contexts and situations through our actions. By attuning us to this crisis and this destiny,
the temporal features of Erwartung’s fragmented world reanimates a disposition whose
force and effect has been all but forgotten with the passage of time.
Grounding music’s hermeneutical autonomy in the imagination’s workings
renews the call for a music criticism that does justice to works’ practical effects. Our
interest in particular works, and the questions we ask, open a horizon in which we seek to
understand the meaning particular works hold for us. Experiences and understandings
that we bring to every new encounter stand within this horizon. Through engaging us,
music, literature and works of art remake this horizon through their vivifying power. The
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capacity singular works exercise when, by surpassing their original contexts and
situations, they transcend reality from within manifests the power of thought and
imagination at work in cultural works. Critiques that remain hostage to the
subjectivization of aesthetics lose themselves in deconstructive detours. These detours
are indispensable to unmasking ideological forces that operate beneath the sheen of a
cultivated aesthetic world. Yet, by denouncing these forces as unjust and unjustifiable,
we acknowledge criticism’s role in explaining and interpreting a work’s power to affect
our understanding of who we are and of the world in which we dwell. This
acknowledgement does not countermand the role of critique. By placing the question
What did the work mean in its original socio-historical context? under the control of the
hermeneutical question What does the work say to us now and how do we respond?
music criticism embarks on a new course.

Conclusion
Deconstructions of formalist precepts that operate within the framework of the
subjectivization of aesthetics impede the recovery of music’s significance as a creative
mode of activity that expands the boundaries of our experiences and understandings. By
acceding to this schema, these deconstructions confine themselves to reversing the
opposition that justifies isolating musical works from their social and cultic contexts.
Valorizing music’s significance underscores the constraints imposed by Kant’s
separation of taste from practical knowledge. Binding itself to this schema blocks music
criticism’s reclamation of music’s productive capacity. Consequently, music criticism
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remains bounded by the contradiction between music’s ideological function and its
transformative effects.
This contradiction reveals critical musicology’s hermeneutical presupposition
that, like all modes of artistic endeavor where thought and imagination are at work,
music’s practical purchase on reality attests to its power to reveal new possibilities in the
midst of sedimented perspectives and standpoints. Works that push back reality’s
boundaries through their explorations of imaginative alternatives put into question our
understanding of ourselves and our world. The hermeneutical autonomy that makes
possible a work’s independent afterlife attests to the power that works exercise by
prefiguring possibilities that we could make our own. This power justifies the
presupposition that works affect reality both productively and detrimentally. By
grounding this presupposition in a history that works affect, this power charges music
criticism with the task of explaining, interpreting and judging music’s effective meaning
and significance. Critics cannot free themselves from the history that affects their
judgments. Consequently, criticism cannot escape the hermeneutical question that
situates criticism within a history whose horizons it helps to shape.
The fact that we affect ourselves through our understandings and actions
implicates the arts and humanities in forming our outlooks. Critical musicology’s
reflexive ethnography indicates the impossibility of escaping the effects of history. The
initiatives we take in circumstances that are not of our choosing can reshape reality in
ways we cannot possibly foresee. Music’s ventures stand within a horizon of as yet
undecided possibilities. Its significance as a cultural work depends on its power to affect
us by prefiguring these possibilities. Criticism cannot ignore this condition when judging
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the work’s quality. The work’s prophetic response to the questions it answers and the
world for which we hope charges criticism with the task of discerning the “fit” between
them. This “fit” between the work and the world it prefigures discloses the work’s
significance for us. The decision whether this world is fit for human habitation makes all
criticism judgment. Criticism’s responsibility to judge well in the moment in which we
find ourselves is also ours.
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Abstract
The paradox raised by identifying aesthetics with ideology necessitates reevaluating art’s relation with politics. Attributing art’s autonomy to its social
emancipation valorizes art’s ideological and critical functions. This paradox, which
operates within the framework that justifies isolating art from reality, aligns art’s political
significance with the struggle for social position and power. This alignment eclipses the
aesthetics’ productive dimension. Despite the assumption that art contests social reality,
the occultation of art’s creative impetus limits art’s political vehemence to the symbolic
violence hidden within the demand for cultural legitimacy. The impossibility of
extracting art’s critical character from its ideological constitution intersects the dilemma
posed by the aesthetics’ double valorization. A concept of ideology that confines art to a
dissimulating function prescinds the creative impetus within cultural works. Suspicions
regarding art’s and music’s ideological content offer a riposte to the political legitimacy
of hegemonic systems. Yet art’s, literature’s and music’s critical force attests to their
capacity to prefigure productive alternatives to dissembling representations. Their
significance for politics therefore begins with their power to change our understandings
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of ourselves and our world. Re-evaluating the paradox of art’s productive capacity
refigures the constellation of aesthetics, politics and ideology. Art’s action on us, and our
political actions, mutually promote the world’s transformation.

Aesthetics, Politics, and Ideology
Roger W. H. Savage

The idea that art works embody an ideological content harbors a paradox. Critics
who decipher art’s social meanings concede that art has the capacity to affect reality.
Yet, by aligning aesthetics with ideology, critics limit this capacity to ideology’s
dissembling function. This negative valorization of the aesthetic points out the paradox
of confining music’s and art’s significance to this socially ascribed function: both art’s
ideological significance and its power of resistance spring from the aesthetics’ socially
instituted role.
Confining art’s power of resistance to the aesthetics’ social institution deepens the
paradox of art’s political significance. On one hand, the power to contest socially
codified worldviews evinces a productive capacity that conflicts with the view that
aesthetics is ideologically complicit with hegemonic systems of power. On the other
hand, this power to contest socially calcified positions cannot be derived from the
principle of autonomy stemming from art’s social emancipation. The capacity individual
works exercise when they remake reality by refiguring entrenched understandings attests
to the aesthetics’ productive character. This productive dimension contrasts with the
aesthetics’ negative valorization. Deriving the aesthetics’ productive character from its
ideological function leads to a theoretical impasse. This paradox suggests the need for an
alternative to the idea that art’s social emancipation is the root of its autonomy, and of its
power to prefigure reality’s imaginative transformation.
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Art’s relation with the political intersects this paradox. Art’s social emancipation
invests art with a hidden political-economic significance. As forms of symbolic capital,
art and music serve as cultural weapons in the struggle for position and power. Pierre
Bourdieu remarks that, by seeming to absolutely negate the social world, music
exemplifies the demand placed by a bourgeois ethos on all forms of art.1 This demand
conceals how misrecognizing the aesthetics’ social construction extends the struggle for
position and power to the cultural sphere. Within the field of cultural production, the
reversal of the economic world binds art to politics by way of the cultural capital invested
in the aesthetic. This reversal circumscribes the paradox of art’s social emancipation by
identifying art’s capacity to contest prevailing standards of taste with different aesthetic
positions. Yet, by assigning the aesthetics’ creative moment to strategic position-takings,
this reversal postpones the aesthetics’ confrontation with the question concerning a just
and legitimate sharing of power.
The path I intend to pursue follows an indirect reflection on art and politics. The
paradoxes of the aesthetics’ negative and productive valences, and of art’s social
emancipation as the condition of its critical vehemence, indicate how the phenomenon of
ideology plays a pivotal role. The idea that art’s autonomy is a function of its social
emancipation conceals a productive tension between art and politics. The question is
whether, by loosening the links between aesthetics, ideology and politics, it is possible to
overcome these paradoxes in a way that leads to uncovering the productive tension
between them. This task necessitates reconsidering concepts of the aesthetic, the political
and the ideological that have figured in our discourses. Guided by the paradoxes of art’s
double valorization and its social emancipation, my reflections initially situate the
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ideological phenomenon at the point where the capacity exercised by individual works
intersects with the political struggle for position and power.

The paradox of art’s social emancipation and the subjectivization of aesthetics
The paradox that art’s emancipation from its social functioning enables art to
exert a critical purchase on reality precedes the aesthetics’ positive and negative
valuations. From the vantage-point of the aesthetics’ social construction, art’s aesthetic
autonomy is the condition of a work’s critical opposition to hegemonic power relations.
For a critic such as Theodor Adorno, autonomous art’s functionlessness frees art for a
critical function. For Adorno, art’s social emancipation is therefore a condition of its
truth. Consequently, art’s critical force appears as a function of the history that also
engenders the concept of aesthetic autonomy codified by Aestheticism’s principle of
l’lart pour l’art.
Within this framework, the concept of a work’s autonomy is required to perform a
double function. On one hand, the work’s autonomy is the mark of a work’s selfsufficiency and aesthetic independence. Formalist musical aesthetics seizes on the
work’s autonomy to justify internal analyses at the expense of any referential or extramusical significance. On the other hand, the notion that the work possesses at least a
relative autonomy is indispensable to the idea that works might contest and critique
social reality. This relative autonomy serves to bridge the difference between formalist
aesthetics and sociological standpoints. By combating both the work’s formal isolation
and its sociological reduction, the concept of a work’s relative autonomy intends to
preserve the distance separating art works from the social world on which they exert a
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critical hold. Relativizing this distance saves the paradox of art’s social emancipation by
converting the concept of a work’s aesthetic autonomy into the measure of its critical
relation to society. By attenuating the problem introduced by art’s social emancipation,
namely that art is isolated from reality, this relativization converts the principle of art’s
absolute autonomy into the condition of art’s critical function. Consequently, the concept
of art’s relative autonomy assumes the burden of ensuring that a work’s critical distance
from reality also preserves the work’s social character in opposition to the world from
which its autonomy sprang.
The claim that art’s relative autonomy situates the work between purely formalist
and doggedly sociological considerations indicates the extent to which the concern with
art’s critical significance dominates reflections on its distance from social reality.
Adorno, for example, found himself compelled to posit this distance as art’s first
principle.2 He was convinced that, as an aesthetically autonomous entity and a social
fact, art’s two-fold character embodies the nonidentical relation with empirical reality
that he regards as the condition of all authentic art’s social truth. Hence, the dialectical
requirement he imposes on art—i.e., that art is nonidentical with the material conditions
in which art’s production is rooted—presupposes that art’s relative distance from reality
is a function of art’s social emancipation. Despite his dialectical rejoinder to abstractly
formalist and vulgar sociological standpoints, his two-fold characterization of art only
intensifies the paradox of art’s social emancipation. Since art’s distance from reality
makes art art in the first place, the idea that art’s critical vehemence originates with art’s
social emancipation capitalizes on a prior understanding of the experience of an art
work’s capacity to place reality in suspense through unfolding its own world.
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Deriving art’s critical significance from its social emancipation poses paradoxes
that prohibit returning to a formalist position. The distance that, for Adorno, makes art
art does not stem from the principle of art’s aesthetic isolation. Rather this principle, and
the paradox of art’s critical vehemence, are both rooted in the history of a concept of
autonomy that stems from Kant’s radical subjectivization of aesthetics. Hans-Georg
Gadamer shows how the schema of art’s opposition to reality extends from Kant’s
transcendental justification of judgments of taste through German Idealism’s
appropriation of Kant’s statement that “Fine art is the art of genius.”3 Within this
schema, art’s aesthetic autonomy is a function of the conscious differentiation between
art works and reality. Aesthetic cultivation precludes any criterion of content through
dissociating the art work from practical exigencies. Gadamer argues that, by laying the
foundation for differentiating between art’s aesthetic constitution and a concept of truth
that accommodates the standard of the natural sciences, the transcendental function Kant
ascribes to aesthetic judgement discredits knowledge that does not rely on the
methodology of the natural sciences. Philosophies of art that place art and the experience
of art at the centre of aesthetics cement the distinction between the demands on art as a
cultivated sphere of freedom, and the demands of social and political life. This conscious
differentiation between art and reality institutes the distance codified by aesthetic
formalism yet opposed by critical social sciences. Hence, as long as these sciences’
contestation of formalist precepts operates within the schema of the subjectivization of
aesthetics, the paradox of deriving art’s critical purchase from its social emancipation
remains hidden by social critique’s opposition to the concept of art’s aesthetic selfsufficiency.
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Art’s double valorization and the phenomenon of ideology
By conforming to the schema inaugurated by Kant’s subjectivization of
aesthetics, social critique’s resistance to the ideological formation of the concept of a
work’s autonomy is caught in a theoretical contradiction. As a function of art’s
conscious differentiation from practical concerns, the distance corresponding to the
aesthetics’ opposition to reality serves an ideological function. This distance, and the
sense of autonomy it signifies, veils art’s instrumental role as a cultural weapon in the
struggle for position and power. Conversely, this distance is critical to art’s oppositional
status. As the condition of art’s value in contesting entrenched worldviews, this distance,
which separates art from practical concerns, provides a basis for distinguishing the
aesthetics’ productive character from its ideological formation.
The paradox illuminated by this two-fold attribution of distance springs from the
impossibility of deriving art’s critical or productive character from its ideological
constitution. Aesthetic distancing is a function of the differentiating consciousness that
Gadamer argues follows from Kant’s transcendental justification of aesthetic judgments.
By divorcing taste from its surrounding cultural ethos, Kant prepares the ground for the
nineteenth-century’s aesthetic culture and the bourgeois cult of art-religion.4 Through
differentiating between art and reality, aesthetic consciousness abstracts art works from
their life contexts. By removing art from the sphere of social and political exigencies,
this consciousness of art establishes art’s legitimacy on the basis of its distance from
material interests. This justification for art’s autonomy fulfils an ideological function
when art’s separation from reality conceals how the distance between a work and its
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world dissembles art’s social role as a form of symbolic capital. Through a
differentiating consciousness indifferent to its role in distinguishing between art’s
aesthetic constitution and its practical interests, the aesthetic is socially positioned in
accordance with the historical effects of Kant’s radical subjectivization of aesthetics.
The theoretical impasse evinced by reversing the role of aesthetic distancing
compounds the difficulties of deriving the aesthetics’ positive value from a schema that
justifies art’s abstraction from its supporting life contexts. If art’s distance from reality is
requisite for its capacity to operate critically, or if art’s aesthetic qualities evince the
power of imagination at work in prefiguring alternatives to our ways of seeing and
understanding the world, then this schema is suspect. The idea that art is co-extensive
with society, which justifies drawing correspondences between them, only buries the
problem of art’s productive opposition within this schema’s inversion. Standing the
schema of art’s abstraction from reality on its head overturns the ideological constitution
of the distance corresponding to a differentiating consciousness. Yet, by discrediting all
aesthetic distancing through identifying the work with social reality’s ideological
reproduction, this inversion prescinds the condition of distance through which works
exercise their critical effects.
At this point, the impossibility of deriving art’s critical vehemence from the
aesthetics’ ideological constitution intersects the problem of art’s distance from reality.
Inverting the schema of art’s opposition to reality identifies art’s socially constructed
character with the conditions and circumstances of its production at the cost of a work’s
critical or ontological vehemence. Through this inversion, aesthetic distancing is
negatively valorized as the mark of art’s ideological function. And yet, art’s distance
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from reality is also the unstated presupposition of its capacity to contest existing social
conditions.
The difference between art’s ideological and critical function cannot be derived
from the history of Kant’s subjectivization of aesthetics. Rooted in the concept of
ideology inherited from Marx, the paradox of art’s two-fold valorization founders on
reversing art’s aesthetic distance into its opposite. This reversal is instrumental in
deconstructing the aesthetics’ dissimulating function. As strategic mystifications of
imperialist, sexist, homophobic and racist agendas, art works compel socially
conscientious critics to uncover ideological contents. Yet, while reducing aesthetics to
ideology, critics who might be unable or unwilling to account for their continuing
preoccupation with the music and literature they denounce also defend the idea that art
and music affect social reality through contesting and subverting hegemonically
instituted social practices.5
The dilemma posed by the aesthetics’ conflicted valorization implicates the
phenomenon of ideology in the internal struggle between art’s negative and positive
value. This struggle teeters on the aesthetics’ complicity with ideology’s dissimulating
function. However, Paul Ricoeur argues that the ideological phenomenon is broader than
a Marxist-influenced concept of it suggests. By deriving ideology’s pathological
function from its integrative one, Ricoeur demonstrates how the phenomenon of ideology
passes from its positive significance, in constituting how a social group represents itself,
to its negative meaning, in systematically distorting images of reality by way of
ideology’s legitimating function.6 The suspicion of ideology offers a riposte to the
problem that arises when the claim to legitimate political authority justifies a system of
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domination. According to Ricoeur, the phenomenon of power engenders the enigma
evinced by the paradox of a State’s “privilege of legitimate violence.”7 In the struggle
for social position, power becomes violence when a justificatory system that dominates
beliefs and practices conceals its motives and interests behind the mask of these beliefs’
and practices’ universal legitimacy.
The aesthetics’ political value corresponds with the struggle for position and
power when the ideological phenomenon assumes its dissimulating function. As social
weapons, art and its aesthetic cultivation serve political interests by enforcing social
distinctions that distinguish among dominant and subaltern social groups. These modes
of symbolic violence operate all the more effectively by replacing overt violence with
their hidden forms.8 Yet, these forms of social violence are radically incommensurable
with art’s critical vehemence. At this point, the theoretical dissonance between the
aesthetics’ ideological constitution and its critical, productive value transect the political.
Art’s role in the quest for recognition converges with the political struggle for legitimacy.
Art’s share in contesting hegemonic systems of thought brings art’s aesthetic
prefiguration of practical alternatives into proximity with the challenges to existing
structures of political authority. However, art’s political significance cannot be directly
derived from art’s involvement in the struggle for position and power.9 Walter Benjamin
reminds us that fiction makes language the supreme danger.10 This danger no more
springs from art’s social emancipation than it derives from art’s function as a form of
symbolic violence. Rather, the danger that works of imagination present to political
authority is more radically rooted in the power they exercise through placing reality at a
distance and opening a space for refiguring social reality’s practical field.

10

Art, Aesthetics and Politics
In the final part of my paper, I want to explore how, as works of imagination, art
works stand in a productive tension with politics’ concern with the legitimate exercise of
power. The paradoxes of art’s social emancipation and its two-fold valuation highlight
the impossibility of deriving art’s critical value from the schema instituted by the
subjectivization of aesthetics. This schema’s reversal identifies the aesthetics’
ideological function with art’s political function as a form of symbolic violence.
Extracting art’s critical force from its opposition to reality within the framework imposed
by this schema deepens the paradox of identifying the aesthetics’ productive value with
art’s social emancipation. Art’s conscious differentiation from reality, which establishes
the site of the aesthetics’ ideological constitution, can therefore not serve as the condition
of art’s capacity to shatter ideologically frozen understandings. Valorizing the distance
between art and reality only compounds the theoretical difficulties engendered by this
paradox. As the mark of art’s critical relation to society, this distance is also a function
of the differentiating consciousness to which art’s critical capacity is opposed.
By identifying art’s ideological function with a system that justifies art’s role as a
mode of symbolic violence, critical opposition to the concept of art’s aesthetic selfsufficiency does not distinguish between ideology’s legitimating function and the
struggle for position and power. Critical diagnostics, which uncover art’s symbolic value
as a cultural weapon, locate the aesthetics’ political significance within the struggle to
impose legitimate definitions of art and culture. Despite their critical value, these
diagnostics confine art’s relation to the political within the structure of the ideological
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phenomenon’s dissimulating function. By framing art’s relation to the political through
this narrow concept of ideology, critiques that identify the aesthetics’ social construction
with the legitimation of authority neglect the differences among the ideological
phenomenon’s integrative, legitimating and dissimulating functions. Art’s relation to the
question of legitimate authority cannot be reduced to abstract correlations between art’s
socially instituted role as aesthetically self-sufficient and its function as a cultural
instrument in the struggle for power. Every struggle for recognition presupposes the
symbolic mediation of a worldview that integrates a social group through its selfrepresentations in cultural signs and works. Art mediates reality symbolically through
these self-representations, and thereby evinces how reality’s symbolic mediation relates
to the ideological phenomenon’s integrative function. Conversely, every critique of a
justificatory system that dissembles power relations presupposes that the ideological
function it denounces springs from the disproportion between dominant claims to
authority and the measure of disbelief invested in them. The ideological phenomenon’s
integrative function and critique’s riposte to its dissimulating role intersect the political
by traversing this phenomenon’s legitimating role. Reality’s symbolic mediation and
ideology critique are therefore the two limits within which the struggle to legitimate or
delegitimate the aesthetic assumes its political force.
The tension between art and politics stems from ideology’s triple function.
Ideology’s legitimating character draws the aesthetic into the struggle for position and
power. Yet, art’s relation to ideology’s integrative role counterpoints art’s capacity to
affect our understandings of ourselves and our world by intersecting the practical field of
our experiences. Works of fiction confront us with imaginative alternatives. The power
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they exercise, and the danger they present, are the wellspring of their resistance to
ideologically frozen understandings. Their political force does not consist in
commanding political action, but instead springs from their capacity to refigure
understandings of ourselves and our world. As alternatives to the real, works oppose
sedimented worldviews with their explorations of the “possible.” Art’s mediate relation
to the political is the condition both of its capacity to contest socially calcified meanings
and of its complicity in reinforcing the status quo. Art’s power to push back socially
constricted horizons becomes political when the possibilities that works prefigure
motivate individuals and groups to initiate a course of action in accordance with
understandings that the works unfold. The action of a work on the world, and political
action, mutually promote the world’s transformation. Only the tension between art and
politics preserves the dynamic through which challenges to a justificatory system’s claim
to authority, and the power of thought at work in music and art, converge.

Conclusion
Art’s role as a weapon in the struggle for position and power presupposes art’s
capacity to affect social reality. The schema inaugurated by Kant’s subjectivization of
aesthetics eclipses the capacity exercised by art both in contesting dominant
representations and in promoting them. The paradoxes of art’s social emancipation and
the aesthetics’ double valorization present theoretical dilemmas that cannot be overcome
within an inherited schema that pits art’s aesthetic autonomy against its social and
political functions. Such a schema too readily assimilates art’s political value with the
aesthetics’ dissembling function. By capitalizing on art’s symbolic value within the
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struggle to control social distinctions, critiques that operate within this schema identify
the aesthetics’ political valence with the struggle to impose the legitimate definition of
art.
Art’s critical vehemence, and its distance from reality, do not depend on the
aesthetics’ conscious differentiation from the realm of our everyday concerns. The
power works exercise in dissembling real relations of power and the power they
themselves evince by prefiguring practical alternatives attest to the tension between art
and politics. The claim that art is ideological must therefore be submitted to the critique
of ideology’s conceptual narrowing. The ideological phenomenon’s integrative and
legitimating functions redress the limitations imposed when aesthetics and ideology’s
dissimulating function coincide. Art’s relation to the political manifests the tension
between the aesthetics’ productive character and the initiative individuals and groups
take when interceding in the course of events. Neither art nor politics excludes the other
in effecting change. Thought, imagination, and action together promote new beginnings
in the midst of a history that has already begun.
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Abstract

Dylan Savage
Entrepreneurship for the Fine Arts Professional
This talk focuses on the need all people who work in the fine arts have for developing
entrepreneurial skills so they can become more adept at self-promotion. The talk will specify
and define what particular skills should be taught to help the fine arts professional in the area of
entrepreneurship.
Schools do a great job of developing excellence in the various art field specialties, but they often
do not teach skills that enable graduates to survive in a marketplace where, increasingly,
inventiveness and self-marketing prowess are critical to success.
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Abstract
Dylan Savage

Perfectionism: Blessing or Curse
(A Hidden Danger while Excelling in a Career in the Arts)
This talk discusses the positives and negatives of perfectionism in its role in our lives as aspiring
professors in the arts. The very trait we believe critical to our success in our field may be hurting
our productivity and diminishing the quality of our work. Ideas and possible solutions for
balancing the polarizing effects of perfectionism are introduced.
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An Interdisciplinary Examination of the Discussion Between African American Mothers
and White Mothers of Children of Color
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In this essay, I want to consider in tandem the singular and salubrious effects of
transracial mothering -- personally, epistemologically, and morally -- together with the
exploitative dangers such mothering raises. I will foreground the arguments of Twila
Perry and Ruth Howe, African-American legal theorists who employ gender and race
theory to present objections against transracial adoption as it is currently practiced as they
oppose the strong advocacy for transracial adoption by Elizabeth Bartholet, legal scholar
and mother in a transracial adoptive situation. In addition to considering the dialogue as
it has been developed in legal, philosophical, and race theory, I also want to employ the
data of the literary memoirs -- of adult African American children with white mothers,
of white mothers of African American children, and of African American mothers with
African American children; literary material particularly Alice Walker’s Color Purple,
Sherley Williams’ Dessa Rose and the novels of Barbara Kingsolver; and personal
narration as the adoptive mother of an African American son and daughter. I envision
the paper as creating the space for a rich conversation of mothers concerned with children
of color, who must hear each other in order to benefit those children. Paradoxically,
working against my own richest experiences, I foreground the testimony of those who
oppose transracial adoption.
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Buddhas and Kami in Japan
Hiroo Sato

What happened when Buddhism arrived in Japan, and met the
Japanese kami(deities in Japan)? How did the two relate to each
other,

and

what

changes

occurred

in

religious

thought

and

practice? These problems have been addressed by many scholars,
not only from a purely historical perspective, but also as a starting
point for reflection on the adaptation of foreign cultural elements
in Japan. Traditionally, this topic has been approached from a
purely doctrinal or intellectual angle, and it has taken the form of

tracing the development of the relation between the kami and
Buddhism as a process of progressive amalgamation. From one
historical period to another, this relation is commonly thought to
have passed through the consecutive phases of kami-Buddhist
amalgamation

(shinbutsu

shugo),

honji

suijaku,

and,

finally,

inverted honji suijaku.
However, the premise of a bipolar divine realm, containing only
kami and Buddhist divinities, and the exclusive focus on the
different kinds of rapprochement and conflict between the two has
placed severe methodological restrictions on the study of the
subject. As a result, many questions have remained unasked.
First of all, while the conventional method has been useful in
exploring the diachronical development of amalgamation, it has
clear limitations when we take a synchronical perspective. Even
more fundamentally, one has to raise the question to what extent
the assumed dichotomy of kami versus Buddhist divinities was in
any way important, or even recognised in pre-modem Japan.
Of course, even in the medieval period many deities were clearly
defined as either kami or buddhas, and there were ways to
distinguish between the two. However, we must not lose sight of
the fact that there was a large divine realm that was not so easily
categorised. It is hardly possible to understand the world-view and
mentality of the medieval Japanese as long as we fail to take this
basic fact into account. With a methodology that posits a simple
distinction between kami and buddhas, one can never hope to
make sense of the medieval divine realm. To supplement the
findings arrived at with more traditional methods, in this paper I
have attempted to open up another perspective, which takes a
functional approach to the history of kami-Buddhist relations.
Moreover, I have tried to show that the medieval Japanese,

irrespective

of

class

and

station,

shared

a

common

grand

cosmology, which included not only kami and buddhas, but the
chaotic divine realm I mentioned above in its entirety. At the basis
of this cosmology lay the Buddhist conceptions of the Ten Worlds
and Mount Sumeru. The native kami were given a place within this
world-view, and they were able to find a stable and lasting role
within it .
As long as this, world-view was dominant, those who wished to
raise the status of the kami had to operate within its boundaries.
Accordingly, the much-discussed rise of "nationalism" in the late
medieval period (inverted honji suijaku, and the notion of Japan as
a "Land of the Kami") was not in any sense an anti-Buddhist or a
non-Buddhist movement; these were not attempts to render the
kami

completely

autonomous

from

Buddhism.Rather,Shinto

thinkers tried to elevate the position of kami within the context of
the dominant, Buddhist world-view of their age.
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ABSTRACT

The global community uses a world language for a great variety of reasons. To name a
few, people use a world language to be able to communicate to people from different
linguistic backgrounds, to gain access to information, and to maintain business
operations. Speakers of different languages diversely associate their perceived and
experienced ethnicity with the language(s) they acquire. Some people connect their
language with their spirit, others claim it cannot be extrapolated from their history, and
others claim that their language represents their culture and people. Therefore, language
is a mark of ethnicity for some, and for others it is marginal and optional as a sign of their
ethnicity. This paper investigates the privilege and repercussion of the spread of English
in diverse ethnic communities. What possible challenges would emerge for linguistic and
ethnic communities? The most effective mode of resistance for the global nations,
especially “Third World” countries, for example Indonesia, is to engage with
transnational capitalism. Most of these nations are constrained by socioeconomic and
political forces that condition them to use the English language. This “othering” process
heightens the minority status in global participation.
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Russian Lessons and Other Love Stories is a series of mainly humorous,
semi-autobiographical break-up stories that reference cultural and literary
material from Osip Mandelstam to Freud to Daryl Strawberry.

1

Ralph

Being with Ralph was like eating dry toast.
The end.

2

Malaprop and the Bagel

The dream about being in a therapy session from hell with Malaprop took place on
Wednesday morning, November 29, 2000, which is significant because it’s the day after the birthday
of my boyfriend at the time, Martin. Martin was English, and when I had this dream, he was in
London waiting for his work permit to come through so that he could live happily ever after with
me in New York City.
Malaprop’s real name was M--------, which sounded Hungarian, but she wouldn’t reveal its
origin when I asked her. I had found her through a renowned psychoanalytic institute that offered
reduced-cost therapy if you worked with a trainee doing post-doctorate work. She was English,
which pleased Martin, who believed that as an American woman, I could benefit from further
exposure to British stoicism.

I called her Malaprop, though she wasn’t prone to actual

malapropisms, but rather made inappropriate comparisons to fine wine or aged brandy that
aggravated my negative transference considering I was a recovering alcoholic.
In the dream, her office was part of a loft apartment and there were no doors, but in reality,
Malaprop’s office was small and cave-like, part of a psychoanalytic warren on the first floor of an
apartment building on the Upper West Side. We started our session, and as I was talking, she was
eating a bagel slathered with peanut butter and jelly that was very messy. Peanut butter and jelly
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were staple foods during my childhood, which, during an actual session, Malaprop had characterized
as “messy” because of my mother’s alcoholism. Five months after I quit drinking, I also quit
smoking, and went through a brief bulimic phase. This was one of my binge foods when I was
feeling particularly self-destructive since bagels were so hard to bring back up, unlike ice cream, for
example.
Malaprop was also eating something else, like chocolate covered cherries. Yuck.
At one point while I was talking, she started reading a mass-market romance book with a
purple cover. During my three-year stint at St. Martin’s Press as an editorial assistant, which was
long over by the time of this dream, I did freelance proofreading and copyediting to make ends meet
on my deplorable salary. I was often assigned mass-market books acquired by the romance editor, a
woman with big blue eyes and heavy upper arms, who’d had a child and still looked pregnant a year
later. I felt polluted by those books because 1. I was susceptible to romance stories and believing in
happily-ever-after endings, and 2. the writing was so bad, that as a writer myself, I worried my
command of the language would suffer as a result of being exposed to trash.
When I saw that Malaprop was reading, I gave up trying to talk. She seemed to get annoyed
and made a crack that she didn’t read classics like I did—as if that were the only reason I wanted to
stop the session. Then she started crawling around on the floor and underneath a desk. For my
undergraduate honors thesis entitled, “Freud as Liberator: A Discussion of the Freudian Critique of
Religion,” I binged on every major work by the father of psychoanalysis. As a result of stuffing
myself with Freud’s theories for two years straight, I can say with confidence that being underneath
the desk signifies that the dream figure was unable to access higher functions, and had descended to
lower-level, unconscious reactions indicated by the regressive act of crawling idiotically on the floor
like a child.
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While she was under the desk, Malaprop muttered, calling me a “stupid woman.” Martin
had called me a “stupid woman” on the previous Monday during a transatlantic phone call. He used
to call his mother stupid when he was a teenager—one of his favorite refrains being, “How could
you be so stupid?” When he made his remark, I made him take it back immediately, which surprised
both of us. I said, “You can call your mother that, but I’m not going to take it.” He grudgingly
apologized. The main reason I was in therapy with Malaprop was to figure out if comments like this
were within the range of acceptable behavior, or whether I was entitled to a romance that might
actually make me happy.
A supervisor, a man in a tweed sports jacket and corduroys, stepped in and picked Malaprop
off the floor, saying she’d gone too far. My hero wore an academic uniform. My father, from
whom all my romantic troubles must surely stem, is an academic, and at the time of the dream, I was
in my second year of teaching creative writing at the university level. In a Freudian reading, the
supervisor is a classic superego figure, appearing here to reign in the libidinal id forces symbolized
by crawling on the floor.
Malaprop seemed relieved to not have to work with me, and said to me, “I had a crush on
you anyway.” In our last session the following February, she cried twice during the first thirty
minutes. The first time it happened, I was very uncomfortable. I had never cried during our time
together, and I was the one talking about difficult material. I wanted to leave, but she promised to
pull herself together, and was insistent on finishing the session so that we could achieve proper
closure, an important element in the therapist-client relationship.
The supervisor’s presence soothed me, but I was horrified by what Malaprop had turned
into. While he talked to her, I waited in the living room, which was in the center of the loft
apartment. High windows let in lively, bright light and thick books filled floor-to-ceiling shelves like
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the ones my father has in his office at school. I sat on a comfortable couch, reading titles from
book spines and bathing in relief.
The man who was the supervisor turned into another man who had some sort of learning or
other disability. I felt compassion for him, whom I associate with my fondness for men who have
something wrong with them. Of course, they awaken my inner caretaker. The prospect of having a
child of my own is fraught with anxiety because of my early experiences with my mother, and these
men occasionally satisfy fitful maternal longings I am too terrified to turn into reality.
True to the belief that began with my first crush on a boy named David Ralph in fifth grade
that I needed a man to save me, the supervisor/disabled man and I left the place together. Despite
twenty-five years of subsequent experience with men that proves such a belief is patently absurd, I
am seldom without a boyfriend. To dilute the Freud in my system after college, I read the works of
Carl Jung, who might say that this action of leaving with the man actually symbolizes a healthy
impulse toward unification of the self, since the two wounded opposites come together to create an
avenue of healing and integration. This hasn’t brought me any closer to having a stable romantic
relationship or a child, but I like any psychoanalytic idea that doesn’t label me a thirty-six-year-old
neurotic.
The man and I had to travel through a liquor store that was set up like an obstacle course—
you couldn’t get out unless you ducked under a narrow counter. Obviously, the liquor store
reinforces the presence of my esteemed family heritage of alcoholism, my own, my mother’s, and
Martin’s potential for it. Through therapy, I dutifully learned to trace most of my bad choices in
relationships to being a product of this inheritance. The narrow path out symbolizes lack of choice,
and the need to duck under the counter momentarily refers back to Malaprop crawling under the
desk.
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Because I don’t like looking foolish in public, I thought we should just turn around and go
back to the therapy apartment and see if we could find another way out. Human nature is always
tempted to choose the devil we know rather than meet the one we don’t. When I first stopped
drinking, I had different therapist whom I probably should have stuck with, although I’d outgrown
her. The smartest thing she ever told me was, “Lauren, you better get used to the unknown, because
what you know sucks.”
Then I saw some shiny, happy younger people come into the store and I figured that if they
weren’t humiliated or daunted by ducking under the narrow counter to get in, we could get out that
way, too.
I don’t remember our destination, though it certainly involved freedom, which initially
doesn’t take a specific form. In the summer of 1995, just before I met Martin, I attended a writer’s
seminar at Charles University in Prague. I asked one of the Czech writers I met, “Where do you
think your culture is heading now that the Russians are gone?” He replied, “We don’t care. All that
matters now is we are free.” By New Year’s Eve 2001, I went on-line to look up “verbal abuse,”
and found in three minutes what I’d been looking to understand during eight months of therapy.
Even though I believed he was the great love of my life and could not imagine there would ever be
another, I broke up with Martin after one too many “stupid woman” remarks. Though his work
permit was approved, he did not come back to live with me happily or otherwise in New York. In
February of 2001, while Malaprop was crying her second round of tears, I got up from my seat and
closed the door on her forever. After all, sometimes a bagel isn’t just a bagel.
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The Break-Up Flowers

I haven’t had any time to read a newspaper or watch t.v. or listen to the radio in the past
week. Nothing except a quick glance at a newspaper headline that said Darrel Strawberry had
escaped from rehab again. That’s what a week without the news gets you. A week where you’re so
busy practicing the fifty ways to leave your lover because for some reason, one through forty-nine
aren’t getting through and he’s still calling. You’re hoping if you make it through all fifty he’ll get
the hint and leave you alone and you’ll have enough time for the newspaper again.
Today was flowers day. The florist calls and says they tried to make a delivery and you
weren’t home, so now it’s your turn to make an effort and come pick them up before 7 p.m. So the
time you’d normally spend unwinding after the day, reading a newspaper, finding out what’s going
on in the world, you spend trekking to the florist. You run through all the possible senders: the
Pulitzer Prize committee, your dad, your grandmother—only she’s dead—a close friend who knows
you’ve been having a rough time. Really you know that because it’s break-up week, it’s time for the
break-up flowers. You don’t want to be resentful about receiving such a lovely gift, but you are.
And you’re triply resentful because he never bothered to give you flowers before, and what’s worse
is you don’t even like these flowers. Their stems have all been drastically cut short, and they look
like a bouquet you brought to your grandmother when she was in the hospital. The note is short
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and sweet and predictable. You wonder how many times now you’ve received the break-up flowers,
and marvel at the fact that on none of those occasions did the flowers work. The only time the
break-up flowers seemed genuine was when Matt W. brought them to you in person at the break-up
date because he wanted to break up as well, but he also wanted to say thank you, it was nice to know
you and I appreciate the time we spent together, so go with God and laugh among the flowers.
You pick up the flowers and come home to do a couple more hours of work before the
phone starts ringing with your friends checking in on you to make sure you haven’t lost your resolve.
You’ll read them the predictable note, and you laugh. The phone will ring again and you’ll pick it up
without thinking, still laughing, and it will be him, wanting to know if you got the flowers. You’ll say
yes, thank you, and he’ll say why didn’t you call when you got them. You’ll say, I’m sorry, I didn’t
want to hurt your feelings. He’ll say, do you mean it’s really over, and you’ll say, yes, it’s really over,
I told you that on Saturday. He’ll say, but I told you I love you. I sent you flowers, and you’ll feel
the urge to laugh, but you’ll resist because you don’t hate him that much, not yet.
A part of you entertains the idea of staying together, especially because you already bought
the non-refundable, non-transferable plane ticket to Greece, where the two of you had planned to
spend a month together over the summer. You’ll spend a moment in silence trying to reconcile your
feelings about the trip you’ve been saving for, been working extra hours for, with the fact this isn’t
the man you want to be with long term, this isn’t a man you’ll ever love deeply, this isn’t a man you
believe deeply loves you. It’s the trip you want, not the man. You don’t know which side of you
will win, the good and honorable, or the base and opportunistic. He’s waiting for you to say
something. You say, Oh my God, the cat, and hang up the phone. You turn off the ringer and turn
down the answering machine. You turn on the t.v., flip through the channels, hoping to hear about
Strawberry, but it’s too late. He’s already old news.
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Matinee

A week after the breakup, I did as I was told and went to a matinee. On the phone, my
friend Kevin said that’s what single women in their mid-thirties do when they’re heartbroken. They
eat popcorn and cry. If it’s a good movie, they feel grateful to be alone again.
No having to share popcorn, I said. Or holding hands for so long your palms get sweaty.
That’s only in the beginning of the relationship, he said.
I haven’t made it past the two-month mark in so long, hand-holding seems mandatory.
This means you get to finish writing your novel, he said. I’m tired of being surrounded by
people in New York who don’t finish their books.
Maybe I don’t want to finish it.
You’re depressed now, but when you see a matinee, you’ll feel better. Before you go, write a
story about to going to see a matinee. And then send it to me.
I don’t want to work. I want to hold hands, I said.
You can hold mine.
You’re in New York.
When are you coming back? I’ll pay for your trip if you get rid of the mice in my apartment.
Use a broom.
And sweep them up?
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No, crush them with it.
I’m afraid, he said.
Do you think we’re going to end up like When Harry Met Sally?
Only if you promise that you’ll fake an orgasm the next time we’re in a diner together.
I can’t even think about orgasms right now. God only knows the next time I’ll have one.
Obviously, you’re not a boy.
I’m not counting that.
That’s good, he said. Save it for your book.
Do you have any good movie suggestions?
I saw that Godard movie, My Life to Live. It’s about a prostitute in Paris. His wife at the
time, Anna Karina is the star, and it’s clear from every shot how much he loves her. There’s one
scene where she’s writing a letter, and you know how normally you get a voiceover reading the
letter? No one’s talking, but we see every detail of her hand as it’s writing, because Godard loved
even her hand.
I remember love like that, I said. Like in Reds, where Diane Keaton walks for miles through
the frozen tundra for Warren Beatty.
Do you think that love negates all the other love you ever thought you felt?
No, because you don’t know any better.
Are you sure you won’t come and kill the mice in my apartment?

Unlike Manhattan, Providence matinees are half-price, and one theater shows second-run
movies for a dollar-seventy-five. Because I’m a fan of Andre Dubus’s stories, I decided to see In the
Bedroom, but before I went, I had to get through lunch with my ex. My ex of one week. Lunch with
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an ex after one week is not a meal, it’s a direct question: Do you still want to sleep with me? For
protection, I bought my ticket before I met Alexei at the restaurant. Kevin had warned that we’d
sleep together that night if we had lunch. The matinee is good, he said. You’ll have somewhere else
to go.
Lunch was boring. We didn’t talk about the breakup and I couldn’t eat. Alexei was
handsome in dark blue jeans and a white linen shirt I’d never seen him wear before. Our first
month together was bliss, daily jokes about the continuing escapades of silly monkey (me) and the
rabbit (him), then sex right before falling asleep and immediately upon waking. He was just the right
size for me. I loved touching his chest. I loved his chest more than I loved him, but I didn’t know
that the first month. The second month we slept together less often. I had PMS episodes once a
week, and blamed the fact we’d become involved only a week after we met. I’d turned into a happy
idiot the first month, happy, yes, but still an idiot who was too happy to do any work, and didn’t
know what to do in the second month when the happiness wore off and the idiocy remained.
Alexei was Russian, finishing his dissertation in communications, and an Aries. He’d ask if I wanted
something, like more dessert or to take a shower. “No, thanks,” I’d say. “I insist,” he’d say. “Oh.
Okay,” said the silly monkey.
Lunch was over. I cried only once. Alexei walked me halfway down the block to my car.
He gave me back my things, a pair of Chinese slippers and a deck of “Power-Thought Cards” by
Louise Hay he’d bought me as a joke in the fifth week. I apologized for being an idiot. “I let you go
too fast with me,” I said. “I fucked up from day one.”
“No,” he said. “Day one was good.”
I touched his chest under the white linen. I still wanted to sleep with him. “Good-bye
chest,” I whispered.
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Alexei kissed my forehead and said, “We’ll play tennis. We’ll do things the way we should
have from the beginning.”
“We’ll play tennis,” I repeated, idiotically.
Alexei shook my hand. I didn’t want to let go. I had time to kill before the matinee. I
wanted his hand, his chest, his beautiful penis to stay, but I wanted him to leave.
“Call me when you’re up for a game,” he said.
“Goodbye,” I said and let go.
He waved as he walked away. I started my car. I missed breakups in New York, where
invariably someone descends into the subway. I didn’t like watching him on street level walk back
to his car. I didn’t like how available he felt, still.

I ate peanut M&M’s instead of popcorn. I cried twice, once during the funeral scene, when
the husband holds his wife’s shoulder in a tender grip as she grieves the death of their only son.
Once when they say vicious things to each other that they resolve with the gentle forgiveness of the
serenely married. I marveled when the father murders their son’s killer and comes home to his wife
smoking in bed, aware of what he’s done. He gets into bed and pulls a bandage off a cut he got
while opening a lobster trap that had been his son’s. I didn’t move until I memorized the sight of
the wife’s cigarette smoldering in the ashtray while against the wreathing smoke, we see the father’s
finger is healed.
In the dark, I watched the credits and wondered how Dubus had written that visual image in
his short story. Outside, I waited for my eyes to adjust to the afternoon light before I was able to
drive away from the theater. I didn’t call Kevin to tell him about the matinee—three days passed
before we spoke again. A week passed and I didn’t call my ex to play tennis. I took advantage of
spring outside Manhattan and planted flowers in my small front yard. I made arrangements to
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interview another state trooper for my book. I reread “Killings” by Dubus, and noted there were no
lobsters and no cuts, and the mother didn’t smoke.
I stayed late one night at my office and wrote the short story Kevin told me to write. It was
nearly sunrise when I finished, and instead of driving home for breakfast, I found the bike path that
wound along the East Bay down to Bristol. I parked my car in Riverside and put on sneakers. The
sun broke over the horizon. I walked for miles and thought about the different ways to kill mice.
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Jesus as the Voluntary Beggar in Nietzsche’s Zarathustra
Except we turn back and become as cows, we shall not enter the kingdom of heaven.
(The Voluntary Beggar)
Introduction
The fourth part of Friedrich Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra consists of Zarathustra’s
encounter with eight “higher men” whom Zarathustra meets in succession on his path during the
day.1 The prophet then invites each individual to his cave for the evening festivities, culminating
in a blasphemous ass festival in which his guests worship an ass as God.
Closing the textual gap between Zarathustra’s encounter with each character on the path
during the day, and tracing their appearance during the evening at the festival, reveals that each
guest has specific characteristics and play very distinct roles. The Voluntary Beggar is
commonly referred to by most all commentators as simply a poor shepard. Yet further probing is
necessary to solve the riddle of the Beggar’s identity in Zarathustra IV.
Employing careful textual analysis, comparison with Nietzsche’s other works, historical
evidence, previous scholarly research, and retaining the story’s narrative (as presented by
Nietzsche), a case is made here that Zarathustra’s Voluntary Beggar represents Jesus, and that his
loving cows represent the relationship between Christianity and Buddhism.

The Voluntary Beggar

While The Ugliest Man (Socrates) represents a gadfly on the ass of slothful beasts and
cattle, the voluntary beggar sits peacefully amidst a herd of cows whom he adores and
lovingly instructs. Hearing a human voice in the middle of the herd Zarathustra pushes
the animals apart and approaches the passive man. Throughout this section the beggar
(and cows) are portrayed as those who make Zarathustra feel warm and cheerful: “their
warm breath touches my soul.” And when the beggar briefly speaks harshly against the
existing (human) mob, Zarathustra takes exception: “Your stomach wants gentler things:
you are no butcher.”
The image of a good, passive man in the midst of cows echoes Nietzsche’s
conception of Jesus as one who had the “warmest of hearts,” but who furthered
humanity’s stupidity by siding with the intellectually weak.2 Zarathustra does not like

that the “sermonizer on the mount” believes in heaven, is averse to the joys of the flesh,
and that he clings to his cows. He eventually asks the beggar to leave his cows and join
him, his eagle, and his serpent at the evening’s festival. At the end of the section, the
beggar concedes that Zarathustra himself is good and even better than a cow. In response
to his loving words, Zarathustra calls him a wicked flatterer; he waves his stick at the
affectionate beggar who quickly runs away.
The outset of this passage in the Voluntary Beggar brings together images of the
two world historical religions Nietzsche frequently compares and regards as European
narcotics: Christianity and Buddhism. The passage also illuminates a note written in
1888 concerning Buddha against the “Crucifed.” Nietzsche writes that the Buddhist
religion expresses a “fine evening” whereas the Christian movement takes the side of
idiots.3
The first question Zarathustra asks the sermonizer is what he is seeking. The
beggar claims to pursue the same thing as Zarathustra, happiness on earth, but then
concedes that if “we” do not become as cows “we shall not enter the kingdom of
heaven.” According to the beggar the kingdom serves to alleviate melancholy and the
great nausea.
The beggar’s assertion that he seeks earthly happiness, that we need to learn from
cows, and that chewing the cud would eliminate the great nausea, is clearly at odds with
Zarathustra’s utter contempt for the afterlife. When the beggar looks up from the cows’
eyes into Zarathustra’s he is therefore amazed to discover that Zarathustra is “the man
without nausea . . . who overcame nausea itself.” Recognizing Zarathustra, the beggar
kisses his hands behaving like one to whom a “precious gift” had fallen from the sky.
(The implication is that because Zarathustra is without nausea and affirms life, he does
not need to chew the cud or seek the kingdom of heaven).
Just as Zarathustra’s mission was to seek higher men after being scorned and
rejected in the market place by the mob and last men (Zp, 5), the beggar’s story is similar.
The voluntary beggar once threw away his riches, tried to minister to the poor and was
rejected, and then fled from them to preach among the cows. And the beggar, like
Zarathustra, firmly scorns the growing “bad, long, slow revolt of the mob and slaves.”
According to the beggar (and in contrast to the alleged teachings of the historical Jesus)

“It is no longer true that the poor are blessed. But the kingdom of heaven is among the
cows.” The beggar resembles a Jesus figure that has redirected his ministry from the
human mob to the higher animals.
Assuming Nietzsche intended that the sermonizer resemble Jesus coincides
with his notion that Jesus—although initiating the slave revolt of Christianity—was
distinctly separate from it. In “On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life,”
Nietzsche writes:
The noblest and most exalted things make no effect whatever on the masses; the
historical success of Christianity, its power in history, its tenacity and durability,
happily proves nothing with respect to the greatness of its founder, for if it did it
would be evidence against him: between him and that historical success there lies
a very dark and earthy stratum of passion, error, thirst for power and honour....
Greatness ought not to depend on success.4
Nietzsche’s tendency to separate Jesus from Christianity resonates throughout his
writings and notes: “What did Christ deny? Everything that is today called Christian.”5
In the Genealogy when describing Jesus’ relationship to Judaism and Christianity,
Nietzsche elucidates:
With the Jews there begins the slave revolt in morality; that revolt which has 2,000 years
behind it . . . . and which we no longer see because it—has been victorious (GM I, 7).6
In the Genealogy, Jesus appears in a negative role as the continuation of negative
(priestly) Judea. In the Antichrist, Jesus is the ultimate denouement of the slave revolt
that dissolves the whole system of sin and judgment. Because Christianity rejects Jesus
and his message against ressentiment, it reverts to the slavish type:
This `bringer of glad tidings' died as he had lived, as he had taught—not to `redeem men'
but to show how one must live... He does not resist . . . he suffers, he loves with those,
in those, who do him evil. (AC 35)

According to Nietzsche, the early community did not understand the exemplary character
of Jesus’ death and his freedom and superiority over any feeling of ressentiment."7 (In
the Nachlass, Nietzsche writes that Jesus preached against the church and taught his
disciples to do so.)8 Elsewhere, Nietzsche claims that only free spirits have the
presuppositions for “understanding something that nineteen centuries have
misunderstood."9
In other words, in the Genealogy, Jesus (as founder) is historically connected to
the slave revolt of Christianity (priestly Judaism and Christianity form the religion of
ressentiment). Likewise, in Zarathustra and the Antichrist Jesus is nonetheless separate
from the slave revolt and is free from any feeling of ressentiment: "There was only one
Christian, and he died on the cross"(AC 39) Zarathustra’s voluntary beggar is also angry
that “today” the mob grows and grows: “Lascivious greed . . . envy . . . vengefulness . . .
mob pride: all that leaped into my face.” The beggar resembles a Jesus who is angry with
the herd (Christianity) and perhaps is leaning more toward Buddhism (resembled by
cows). He nonetheless remains childlike with his belief in the kingdom of heaven.
The sermonizer’s infantile belief in heaven serves to stress Nietzsche’s
theological conviction that Jesus literally believed in the afterlife and asked his followers
and disciples to believe as well. In Human, Nietzsche regards the noblest human being as
Christ.10 In the following work, Daybreak, he questions Jesus' psychological disposition:
He who sets such store on being believed in that he offers Heaven in exchange for
this belief, and offers it to everyone, must have suffered from fearful self-doubt
and come to know every kind of crucifixion: otherwise he would not purchase his
believers at so high a price.11
As evidenced from the passage above, Nietzsche concedes that Jesus did teach heaven
and hell—the anti-historical, anti-natural doctrines Nietzsche abhors. However, in
Zarathustra I, “On Free Death,” Nietzsche defends the “Hebrew Jesus” by attributing his
erroneous teachings to his youth: "Believe me, my brothers! He died too early; he
himself would have recanted his teaching, had he reached my age. Noble enough was he

to recant."12 Because Jesus has failed to hold holy the love of life and earth—and has
forsaken it for death and the beyond—Zarathustra offers himself as a sacrifice: "Thus I
want to die myself that you, my friends, may love the earth more for my sake; and to
earth I want to return that I may find rest in her who gave birth to me."13 In Twilight of
the Idols, Nietzsche reiterates that a free death can still be “cheerfully accomplished amid
children and witnesses,” and that a real farewell is possible in opposition to the “revolting
comedy” Christianity has made of the hour of death.14
The Voluntary Beggar reveals Nietzsche's continuing preoccupation with
Christian eschatology, Buddhism, and Jesus. He attempted to understand the historical
Jesus and his relation to Christian eschatology until his final collapse. While in his
forties, Nietzsche wrote in the Nachlass:
Jesus opposed the commonplace life with a real life, a life in truth: nothing was further
from him than the stupid nonsense of an eternal personal survival. What he fights against
is this exaggerated inflation of the `person': how can he desire to eternize precisely that?
In the same way he fights against hierarchy within the community . . . how can he
have meant punishment and reward in the beyond!15
Zarathustra tells the voluntary beggar that his rejection by the poor serves as a
lesson that “right giving is harder than right receiving,” and that “to give presents well is
an art.” Thus, just as Zarathustra, in part one of the book, told the saint in the forest that
he brought men a gift, the beggar, in part four, appears as the higher man who regards
Zarathustra himself as a present from “above.”
The Festival

At the evening festivities, the beggar is found kneeling with the other higher men
worshipping the ass (Z4.11). And at dinner, he is the only higher man who objects to
meat, wine, and spices. The beggar takes offense at the gluttony of such extravagant
meals and appeals to Zarathustra’s teaching that “a little poverty” should be praised.
The beggar’s allusion to Zarathustra’s praise of some poverty refers back to the first book
of Zarathustra, “On the New Idol.” Here, Zarathustra speaks against the state and its
impediment to the creation of great souls: “Where the state ends, there begins the human

being.” In that context, Zarathustra’s praise of a little poverty is in contrast to those who
are possessed by possessions and to those who seek power through wealth and the state
(Z1.11). The voluntary beggar seems not to grasp that a little poverty need not exclude a
good supper or the finer things in life. Even so, Zarathustra tells the beggar to be of good
cheer and refers to him as his “excellent friend” (Z4.12): “Stick to your custom . . . crush
your grains, drink your water, . . . as long as it makes you gay!” Zarathustra reiterates
that he is a law for his own kind but not a law for all.16 He insists that the best belongs to
his kind and that he will continue to take the best food, the purest sky, the strongest
thoughts and the most beautiful women.
The beggar is not referred to again by name after this incident. However,
Zarathustra clearly refers to the beggar’s primary teaching at the end of the evening when
admonishing his jesters to leave the God “nursery” and any belief in heaven. Zarathustra
does not want his higher men to become as “cows” or as little “children”, he wants them
to become “higher men”: “But we have no wish whatever to enter into the kingdom of
heaven: we have become men—so we want the earth” (Z4.18:2).
Conclusion
The voluntary beggar resembles a typical ascetic Jesus figure that Nietzsche portrays
throughout his works. He is warm-hearted, immature, slightly rebellious, and tied up
with the herd in a sympathetic way—as is the Buddha. To become the founder of a
religion, Nietzsche writes, one must be psychologically infallible in their knowledge of
average souls and bring them together. Nietzsche refers to Jesus and Buddha as religious
founders who have enjoyed “a long festival” of recognition among mediocre types.17 He
regards the inconsistent Christian type as a hostile, “perfect bigot.” He views the
conciliatory, “consistent type” as “the Buddhist type or perfect cow.”18
Although Nietzsche has many negative things to say about Christianity, prior to
the Antichrist (1888) he makes only several scattered comments concerning Jesus
(excluding Zarathustra). Nietzsche consistently upholds Jesus as a noble yet weakminded figure that stands apart from Christianity. Nietzsche regards Jesus as the Jewish
founder of the slave revolt but does not equate him with the masses or the “new idol”—
the modern Christian state in Germany. Even so, Nietzsche does not respect some

teachings and movements he specifically regards as originating with Jesus, such as the
afterlife, democracy, and socialism. And he shows explicit contempt for Jesus as an
ascetic historical figure who sided with the intellectually weak. Nietzsche’s Jesus had an
“innocent heart” and was a martyr for love—but that was his downfall.19 Moreover,
Nietzsche views the New Testament “Sermon on the Mount” as exemplifying
Christianity’s war against the passions, Christian morality as anti-nature.20 Further, adds
Nietzsche, the sermon on the mount was not delivered from a height.
The beggar has some attributes in common with Zarathustra. They both seek
earthly happiness and know personal rejection by angry crowds. That the beggar has fled
to the cows, however, is not Zarathustra’s elitist choice; the prophet prefers his eagle and
serpent. The beggar among the cows also represents a comparison between Christianity
and Buddhism that Nietzsche often makes. Nietzsche regards both Buddhism and
Christianity as spiritually weak, nihilistic herd religions that perpetuate mediocrity and
elevate pity.21 Even so, he says that the former is nobler than Christianity, for Buddha
"does not ask his followers to fight those who think otherwise: There is nothing to which
his doctrine is more opposed than the feeling of revenge, antipathy, ressentiment (`it is
not by enmity that enmity is ended')."22 Furthermore, before midnight Zarathustra shows
contempt for the beggar’s teaching on the afterlife and then walks hand in hand into the
moonlight with the Ugliest Man. Even though Zarathustra calls the beggar his “excellent
friend,” the prophet clearly prefers the wise man to the sermonizer on the mount. In
Daybreak, Nietzsche notes the superiority of Socrates over Christians and Brahmins,
making a distinction between the morality of custom (which consists of individual selfsacrifice as a means to a social end) and individual morality (as an end in itself). Those
that follow in the footsteps of Socrates, Nietzsche writes, are exceptions to the herd
moralities of culture, “they cut themselves off from the community, as immoral men,”
and are viewed by society as evil (D 9). That the Ugliest Man and Zarathustra walk
together under the moonlight hand-in-hand among the other higher men (Z4.19:1),
illustrates that they are separate from other advocates of habitual morality.23
Whereas Buddhism and Christianity suffer from a disease of the will, the free
spirit par excellence, Nietzsche says, takes leave of all faith and every wish for certainty
“dancing even near abysses” on ropes and possibilities (GS 347). The last higher man on

the path, The Shadow, approximates that spirit.
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I regard Zarathustra’s encounter with the “two kings” as “one” higher man—as does Nietzsche.
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HU 235. Here, Nietzsche draws a distinction between two opposites: the production of the genius (wise
man) in relation to the state (Christianity). See also AC 29 where Nietzsche refers to Jesus as an “idiot”
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published Antichrist in 1895.
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it . . . . and which we no longer see because it—has been victorious" (GM I: 7). It is simple to discern that
Nietzsche is referring to the first century Jews of early Christendom; Christian (not Jewish) morality has "2,
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Brahmanism, and the law.
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Paradoxically, although Nietzsche holds that Schopenhauer and these religions actually desire death, he
also observes that they are deceived, for they are actually driven by the will to exist. Buddhism and
Schopenhauer strive for self-preservation (which Nietzsche disdains as a virtue). Christianity goes even
farther in its struggle against physical and bodily death, by clinging to the doctrine of personal immortality.
It thus does not know how to die at the right time, cf. Z1, “On Free Death.” See also BGE 202, GM II, 21
for additional excerpts concerning Christianity and Buddhism (the latter passage relates both religions to
the bad conscience).
According to Nietzsche, Buddhism is "a hundred times more realistic" than Christianity, for Buddhism
does not preach that one should struggle against sin, but against suffering. Consequently, the selfdeception of moral concepts does not arise: "Buddhism is no longer confronted with the need to make
suffering and the susceptibility to pain respectable by interpreting them in terms of sin—it simply says
what it thinks: `I suffer.' To the barbarian, however, suffering as such is not respectable: he requires an
exegesis before he will admit to himself that he is suffering,"AC 23.
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AC 21; EH "Wise," sec. 6. See also AC 42. Nietzsche claims that the fundamental difference between
Buddhism and Christianity is that the former does not promise but fulfills; the latter promises everything
but fulfills nothing.
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The Spread of SARS in Amoy Gardens and other residential settings has triggered the
red light on the adequacy of the current living environment to meet with standards of
modern health and hygiene in a highly dense urban setting. The built environment is
looked upon at 4 levels of environmental conditions with attention drawn to
provisions of the environment However, the standard of all these provisions are
being controlled by the Building Code which includes health objectives.

Legislative controls, which are set up for compliance with health and safety objectives,
are the key variables to control building design Deficiency in control will eventually
create problems of health community settings. This paper discusses these control
variables from different levels of perspective and suggest possible amendments to
allow a new order for healthier and safer buildings.

A view of the spread of SARS in high density conditions with particular
reference to the underlying control due to building code
From March to May, 2003, the outbreak of SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome) in Hong Kong SAR (Special Administrative Region) has been alarming.
More than a thousand people have been infected and hundreds of death recorded.
This case was alarming because the disease was not only spreading in the hospitals
but it did spread out to the community. This has triggered red light on the adequacy
of the current living environment to meet with standards of modern health and
hygiene in a high density setting (fig.1).

fig.1 high density living in Hong Kong
In the SARS Expert Committee report (October, 2003)(HKSAR, 2003), the spread of
SARS in high density residential setting, like the Amoy Gardens and other housing
estates has been considered severe and possessed high potential of health risk. Prof.
Griffiths, the co-chairperson of the Committee, remarked that “What you need in
Hong Kong is something appropriate to a city state of approximately seven million
people”. The high density setting is the basic structure of the city. However, how
to address the health issues in the community remains unsolved in the report.
What is the problem with the high density setting? Clues can be found from a
complex situation observed in the built environment as an inter-dependent condition.

The following is an exanimation of such conditions at four levels:

LEVEL 1: PRIMARY FORMATION
‘Primary formation’ condition is the basic construction direct from materials and
technology. From the view point of the construction, or make-up, of a building,
every component or system of a building, e.g. exhaust fans, drainage, water supply,
internal layout and windows, etc, is under a condition of ‘primary formation’. When
such formation conditions are established, the components and systems of a building
are complete.
Phenomena of the ‘Primary Formation’ conditions is like the life-cycle of a human
body:
When conditions are ready, the building components or systems are ‘born’.
When components are worn out, they become ‘aged’.
When components are deteriorating, they are ‘sick’.
When components can no longer function, they are ‘dead’.
Consider the case of the drainage system, the system used in the Amoy gardens is the
single stack sewage system which has been proved to be an effective system under
British Standards and followed by local Hong Kong building code. However, the
report from WHO (ref. WHO.org website) did announce that the infectious virus
would have been spreaded through this system (fig.2).

fig.2 Schematic Diagram of Drainage System at Amoy Gardens

To examine the drainage system from the life cycle of ‘primary formation’ conditions,
certain discoveries and recommendations can be made.
At the ‘birth’ process, the conventional way of the construction industry is to conform
to the Building Code which is only a minimum standard for health of each individual
system or component. A further problem in Hong Kong is that the public housing
estates are not required to conform strictly to the Building Code, implying certain
sub-standards can occur. To improve this, a better standard of good practice for
building construction can be set up and to be followed by both private and public
sectors and announce to the public for good practice.
At the ‘formation’ condition for ageing, buildings in Hong Kong show a variety of
maintenance level, from cleaning regularly to exhibiting signs of deterioration and
complete lack of maintenance (SCMP, 2003). This is evident from occasions of
external plaster falling off from certain old buildings.
Another problem causing ‘sickness’ (Michael, 2003) to buildings is the unauthorized
building alterations being carried out by tenants, which change the effectiveness of
building systems, such as removal of traps in the drainage system due to re-decoration
of the bathrooms.
In the process of ‘birth’, Hong Kong can establish its own standard of good practice
for building construction, to replace the minimum standard following the safety and
health requirement set up by the Building Ordinance (HKSAR a). To correct the
‘formation conditions’ for ‘ageing’, a complete strategy for maintenance and repair
has to be established (Lee, 2002). To correct the ‘formation conditions’ for
‘sickness’, all alteration works have to comply with the building code. ‘Death’ is the
terminal of ‘Ageing’ and ‘Sickness’. When systems or components cannot function,
they have to be replaced. Otherwise much greater damage will be caused.
From the ‘primary formation’ of a building, many components and systems (WSWong
1991) join to affect the ‘birth, ageing, sickness and death’ of the whole building.
From the spread of SARS in Amoy Gardens, different systems and components were
affecting each other, each becoming the cause of formation for the others, constituting
an inter-linking complex relationship. Thus, each system or function is not isolated,
but is depending on the influence from each other. To effectively improve the
situation, the whole built environment has to be dealt with as an entity.
LEVEL 2: MUTUALLY DEPENDENT CONDITIONS

On a wider perspective, we have to understand that our mental and physical being are
adhering to the built environment. Only with a good habitat, a healthy mind and
body can be produced. On the other hand, the habitat is built only for the mind and
body. This is the ‘mutually dependent’ conditions for the mind and body with the
built environment.
From the ‘mutually dependent’ point of view, quality of life can be easily appreciated.
The interaction of mental behaviour and the physical environment are experienced
simultaneously (WSWong, 2000a). Thus to achieve better health conditions, and to
avoid ‘sick building syndrome’ to be formed, considerations will be made on matters
including: Cross ventilation of buildings, proper maintenance of drain pipes, and
larger and green common areas (Yeang, 1998).
Requirements to building components / systems will also be changed:
Windows NOT only for lighting + ventilation, BUT for cross ventilation.
Pipes NOT just installed outside buildings BUT at publicly accessible pipe
ducts.
Public spaces NOT just for temporary fire exit BUT as places for living.
Green spaces NOT just at ground floor, BUT as sky gardens forming sky
villas.
However, to make all new measures happen is not feasible at the current control of the
Building Code in Hong Kong. The high level economy and the high sales price of
real estate had produced the mentality set to develop the highest efficiency of building
plans resulting in a more-or-less standard cruciform plan for private residential
development, like that in Amoy Gardens.
The characteristic of this plan is that the saleable floor area which is the ‘private’ floor
area is maximized while the public common floor area, including lifts, staircases,
lobbies, is minimized (fig.3). A recent research shows this efficiency to be 84% on
average (WSWong, 2000b). The tendency towards this type of planning is due to the
control of developable space using ‘gross floor area’ (HKSAR b)to cover both
saleable and common floor area.

fig 3. Typical Cruciform plan for central core and 8 residential units
Thus revolution has to be made to allow the creation of new floor plans with possible
extension of the common area without sacrificing the saleable floor area. This will
be the change of control from ‘gross floor area’ to ‘saleable floor area’(WSWong,
1999). Similar control has been introduced in Singapore, which, besides providing
more freedom for design, is more ‘honest’ to real estate purchasers or consumers.
Thus, the ‘saleable floor area’ and the ‘common floor area’ are in mutually dependent
conditions to be considered for improvement.
LEVEL 3: RELATIVE CONDITIONS
In the perspective of the city, space and buildings form ‘relative’ conditions in the
built environment. Good buildings have to rely on a good environment to up-keep
the vitality. Space is the best environment for the building periphery. To improve
the building quality, a balanced relationship has to be reached for the ‘relative’
conditions of buildings and space.
Why is the ‘mutually dependent’ conditions transcended by the ‘relative’ conditions?
In the ‘relative’ conditions, the ‘mutually dependent’ conditions can be experienced.
The ‘saleable floor area’ and ‘common area’ of a floor plan (Wong and Chan, 2000)
can also be revealed as ‘relative’ conditions (fig.4).

fig 4 proposed new control for developable space
In the Building Code, ‘plot ratio’ is the ratio of total gross floor area to the site area
(HKSAR c). For example, Jardine House, though with highest plot ratio of 18, allows
open space to be formed around the building periphery, releasing the negative
suppressive feeling from high density (fig.5). This illustrates that the use of space to
solve problems of buildings is more effective in ‘relative’ conditions. Thus, city of
high density will rely on the construction of more plazas and pedestrianized streets to
improve the environment, especially for the old city core.

fig 5 Jardine House

In new towns, podium type development separating pedestrian and vehicles (also as
relative conditions) allow pollution-free cities possible. Transfer of developable
space also allows the production of passive open spaces in the old city cores. The
trend for modern metropolis is high density and high efficiency. The key is the use
of open space to balance high density buildings in ‘relative’ conditions.
LEVEL 4: INTER-OBSTRUCTIVE CONDITION
The last level of environmental condition is ‘inter-obstructive’ condition. The
3-dimensional space and 1-dimensional time are the greatest obstruction for us and
our buildings.
However, there are smaller but still restrictive obstructions that we can manipulate.
In the city, space and buildings are not only relative, but inter-obstructive (fig.6). We
have buildings to replace open space. If we prefer open space, we cannot have
buildings. For instance, the uncontrolled restriction in the city to allow tall and
dense building clusters can spoil the skyline of Hong Kong. Thus, some form of
planning control or building code has to be set up to limit development height and
density so as to achieve an open view to surrounding ridgeline (fig.7). Building
height control for cities has been carried out successfully, e.g. in New York and
Cambridge.

fig 6 aerial photo of Kowloon, Hong Kong

fig 7 preservation of sight line to surrounding ridge line around Victoria Harbour
Our buildings in Hong Kong are designed to follow conditions set by economy,
building code, technology, functions and other social requirements. To follow
conditions means in accordance with obstructions. In other places of the world,
conditions and hence obstructions are set by the style of the architect, cultural
background and latest technology.
The evolution of buildings is merely residing from one obstruction to another. For
an innovative architect, “breaking the rule can be the most satisfying moment.
Though another rule exists, but the mental restriction will be released in a wider
perspective to create architecture for a better quality of life.
In the ‘inter-obstructive’ conditions, phenomena of other folds of conditions can be
explained. In the ‘formation’ conditions, the standard of the building component or
system is the obstruction to stop other standards to come into being. In the ‘mutually
dependent’ conditions, our mental behaviour is obstructed by the existing external
environment to establish sense of comfort. In the ‘relative’ conditions, buildings and
space form ‘inter-obstructions’.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, understanding the four-fold environmental conditions and taking
appropriate measures will allow for better health of buildings. This will include
various proposals to revolutionize the Building Code:
Revolutionize building code on view point of comfort conditions and modern
health standards.
Setting up compulsory maintenance control.
Change of control of developable space from gross floor area to saleable floor
area.
Encouragement of open space at ground floor level.
Transfer of developable space to adjacent sites for creation of open space.
Control of building height and density.
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A fundamental concept in Buddhism is laid down as the doctrine of “Dependent
Origination”, whereby every being or event is inter-dependent on each other to be
realized.
The dependent origination is summarized as 4 conditions and 8 negations by one of
the most influential ancestral master of Mahayana Buddhism, Nagarjuna
(150-250A.D.), in his famous writing of the Mulamadhyamakakarika to express the
nature of this doctrine.
The Nyingmapa Master, Tam Shek-Wing, has disseminated the esoteric teaching as
the profound meaning of the four fold conditions in the verses of “The Conch Shell”.
The four fold dependent-originality in their profound meaning are re-titled by Master
Tam Shek-Wing, in terms of “Karma and causality”, “Mutually-dependency”,
“Relativity” and “Mutual-obstruction” .
Verses from “Seventy Stanzas of Emptiness” by Nagarjuna are used to explain the
mechanism of transcendence for the four fold conditions, including the conception of
Middle Way, as explained by Nagarjuna in verses from “In Praise of the
Dharmadhatu”.

“A
PROFOUND
INSIGHT
INTO
NAGARJUNA’S
MULAMADHYAMAKAKARIA --- THE INTERPRETATION OF THE THEORY
OF DEPENDENT ORIGINATION INTO ITS FOURFOLD MEANINGS”
1.

THE FOURFOLD DEPENDENT ORIGINATION

An insight into the fourfold system of dependant-origination can be found from
verses of the Conch Shell (ref. Tam 1), which is based from the oral transmission of
the Nyingma School of Tibetan Buddhism. It is valuable to study this fourfold
system in the light of our present knowledge of the fourfold process of the
“transformation of basis” (asrayaparivrtti) of Classical Yogacara. A detailed
comparison of the two system is out of the scope of the present paper, but I would like
to point out that this oral teaching of the fourfold dependent-origination, though it is
no doubt “Madhyamaka” in its outlook, corresponds closely with the gnoseological
model of Classical Yogacara teachings.
The fourfold dependent-origination is stated in the Conch Shell as:
“Dependent-origination in terms of karma and causality,
Dependent-origination in terms of mutual dependency,
Dependent-origination in terms of relativity, and
Dependent-origination in terms of mutual-obstruction.”

These fourfold dependent-origination are further interpreted in relation with the
eight negations in the Karika to show a sequence-of-path from an ordinary mind to
the Path of Seeing (darsana-marga). The following is a brief introduction to such a
fourfold system:
1.1 Karma And Causality
Ceasing and arising are the phenomena we can understand through the
dependent-origination in terms of karma and causality, which is a cyclic continuation
of cause and effect. Phenomena and events are seen to be originated from causes
and conditions, following the law of karma. If different conditions are present,
different events or phenomena will be created. Understanding the nature of the
nature of “dependent-origination” this way will surpass the misconception of ordinary
beings to grasp (external) objects as real existent.
From the Conch Shell by Master Tam Shek-wing,

“Non-ceasing and non-arising,
Begins with seeing the phenomenon of arising and ceasing through the doctrine of
karma and causality,
Manifestations of arising and ceasing are common grasped to be real existent,
To defeat such an ordinary belief, there is the dissemination of the doctrine of
dependent-origination,
Where the conventional existence is explained to be the result of causes and
conditions,
And the transcendence of which will experience the lack of own-nature in the
dependently-originated existence in terms of causes and conditions.”

1.2 Mutual Dependency
Following that is the dependent-origination of mutual dependency. Here events
are understood to be originated through the mutual dependency between the external
world and the inner consciousness. At such a state, the inner consciousness is seen
as the subject permanently having the function of perceiving the external phenomena,
which are viewed to be illusory and momentarily. This state of perception
transcends the previous state in the way that the practitioner is not analyzing the
“emptiness” nature of the external phenomena, but rather experiencing them as
illusory directly.
From the Conch Shell,
“Non-annihilation and non-permanence,
Is from the perspective of dependent-origination in terms of mutual dependency,
Which transcends that from the perspective of karma and causality.
The metaphor of the correlation of a mother and her son is indicative of the
relation between the inner consciousness and external phenomena,

When one’s own consciousness is grasped to be the subject, the mind is seen to be
permanent,
While what is perceived is established to be constantly changing, and hence
non-permanent,
As such, the conventional existence in terms of mutual dependency is established,
The transcendence of which is the discernment of its nature of emptiness.”

1.3 Relativity
Next comes the dependent-origination in terms of relativity.

Here it is

specifically to be understood as the relativity between the non-conceptual mind and
the conceptual mind, where the state of non-conceptuality is understood to be
non-differentiated but the perception of a conceptual mind is differentiated. The two
states of mind are relative. Thus, in this state of perceiving dependent-origination,
one transcends the understanding of which the subject-object dichotomy (itself a
product of conceptuality of the mind) in the model of mutual dependency.
From the Conch Shell,
“Non-identical and non-differentiated,
Is perceived from the perspective of dependent-origination in terms of relativity.
This is likened to the state of impure consciousness arising from the Mind-as-such
(sems nyid),
The Mind-as-such is only “one” accommodating different states of manifestation,
As such, the conventional existence in terms of relativity is established,
The transcendence of which will experience its nature of emptiness.”

1.4 Mutual Obstruction
The highest level of dependent-origination is seen from the mutual obstructions

of all phenomena. The state of consciousness and the state of wisdom are also
mutually exclusive, or in other words, mutually obstructive. The manifestation of
one state in the mind obstructs the manifestation of another. Thus the experiences of
nirvana and of samsara are also mutually-obstructed. The existence of an entity
through one circumstance can thus be conceived as the obstruction of another entity to
exist through other circumstances.
From the Conch Shell,
“Non-coming and non-going,
Is perceived through the dependent-origination of mutual-obstruction,
This is the phenomenon of all worlds of various temporal and spatial modes,
Whose manifestations are mutually obstructive.
As such, the conventional existence of mutual obstruction is established,
The transcendence of which will lead to the experience in non-conceptuality of
thusness, seeing things just as they are.”

When all obstructions are transcended, this is the state of “appeasement from
obsessions” and thus the complete liberation of the mind. This is what the Heart
Sutra states, (ref. Lopez)
“Because Bodhisattvas have no attainment, they depend on and abide in the
perfection of wisdom; because their minds are without obstructions, they are
without fear.

Having completely passed beyond all errors, they go to the

completion of nirvana.”

2.

FOUR FOLD CONDITIONS IN THE SEVENTY STANZAS

Nagarjuna’s Seventy Stanzas of Emptiness (Sunyatasaptati) is a good reference
for this exposition of the fourfold dependent-origination (ref. Tam 2).
2.1 From Ordinary Grasping To Karma And Causality

From verse 3 of the Seventy Stanzas,
“The inherent existence of all phenomena is not to be found in causes, conditions,
aggregations or individualities.

Thus all phenomena are devoid of inherent

existence and are empty”.

As interpreted in the Master Tam’s Fourfold Dependent-Origination and
Profound Prajnaparamita, this is to say that all phenomena are empty from the
perspective of the dependent-origination in terms of karma and causality. For
example, in the process of planting a tree, the actual act of planting is the cause, while
soil, sunlight, water, fertilizer, etc, are the conditions. “Aggregations” are the union
of causes and conditions; “individualities” refer to either the cause or the conditions.
That we analyze that there can be no inherent existence in none of the above cases, all
things are said to be “empty.”
2.2 Mutual Dependency Transcending Karma And Causality
The discussion of the dependent origination in terms of mutual dependency can
be found in Verse 13 of the Seventy Stanzas:
“The father is not the son and the son is not the father. These two are mutually
not non-existent and the two of them cannot arise simultaneously”.

The inner consciousness and the outer circumstances are in mutually dependent
upon one another. This symbolically represents that the result and the nature of its
cause are related to each other as mutually dependent.
From verse 4 of the Seventy Stanzas,
“Some assert that a result already exists inherently in the nature of its cause; but
then it cannot arise because it already exists. Others assert that a result exists
inherently but not in the nature of its cause; so it cannot arise because it is not in
the nature of its cause. Yet others assert that a result both does and does not exist
inherently in its cause; but then they are asserting contradictory views about an
object because an object cannot simultaneously both exist and not exist. Because
phenomena do not arise inherently so also they do not endure or cease
inherently”.

The discussion here denotes the observation from four boundaries of view for
arising from existence, non-existence, both existence and non-existence, as well as
both not existence and not non-existence. As such, this is no ultimately real arising.
As all phenomena manifest only conventional arising, enduring and ceasing,
non-ceasing can thus be deduced.
2.3 Mutual Obstruction Transcending Mutual Dependency
Verse 5 of the Seventy Stanzas,
“Whatsoever has already arisen will not be able to arise. Whatsoever has not
arisen will not arise. Either a phenomenon has already arisen or else it will arise;
there is no other possibility beyond these two. Whatever is in the process of
arising should have already arisen or else it will arise in the future”.

This is the use of the “three times,” (already arisen, arising, will arise) to
transcend the perception of things originated as being mutually dependent. Any
result arising in the “three times” has no inherent existence, thus without own-nature.
The “three times” represent the mutual obstruction in terms of the temporal
consideration.
2.4 Relativity Transcending Mutual Dependency
From verse 6 of the Seventy Stanzas,
“The cause of a result which already exists is similar to that which is not a cause.
Also in the case where a result does not already exist, then its cause will be similar
to that which is not a cause.

A phenomenon should be either existent or

non-existent but cannot be both non-existent and not-non-existent because these
two are contradictory. Therefore it is not suitable to assert that there is either an
inherently existing cause or an inherently existing result in the three times”.

Here the “relativity” is used to transcend the conventional existence of the
“mutually dependency.”
Arising is the result and condition is the cause.

Result and cause are “relative”.

There are 3 circumstances:
(1) Result already exists in the cause.
(2) Result does not already exist in the cause.
(3) Result neither exists nor non-exists in the cause.
These all come to the conclusion that “arising” seen from the perspective of
“mutually dependency” is without self-nature. The last sentence of the verse also
states that the “three times” adhering to cause and result will also deduce the
“mutually dependency” as having no own-nature.
2.5 Mutual-obstruction Transcending Relativity
From verse 7 of the Seventy Stanzas,
“Without one there cannot be many and without many it is not possible to refer to
one. Therefore one and many arise dependently and such phenomena do not
have the sign of inherent existence”.

This is to use the aspect of dependent-origination in terms of mutual obstruction
to transcend that of relativity.
In the aspect of “relativity,” “one” and “many” (identity and difference) are
relative. However, from the point of view of “mutual obstruction” conditions, “one”
and “many” are “mutually-obstructive” phenomena. The manifestation as “one” will
obstruct the manifestation as “many” and vice versa. For example, in science,
element is “one” and atoms are “many”. In such a structure, the atoms obstruct the
element to become other forms, thus the element is “one”. If the element
disintegrates to show atoms, these atoms will be looked upon as the “many” other
forms of the element.
As such, “one” and “many” is established from the aspect of “mutual obstruction.
The “relative” appearance of all things are just the manifestation of the
“mutual-obstructive” appearance in space, thus it is said to be without self-nature.
These verses from the Seventy Stanzas are used to explain the progressive
transcendence of levels of practice. The aspect of “mutually dependency” is used to
transcend that of “karma and causality”. The aspect of “relativity” and “mutual

obstruction” are used to transcend that of the “mutual dependency”. The aspect of
“mutual obstruction” is used to transcend that of the “relativity”.
Final
transcendence of “mutual obstruction” is realized as “appeasement of conceptual
constructions” mentioned in the Dedicatory Verses of the Karika.
Thus, this is the profound meaning of the fourfold dependent-origination to
prove the step-by-step arising of all things are having no own-nature.
3.

FOURFOLD DEPENDENT-ORIGINATION AND THE MIDDLE WAY

The Middle Way is fundamental to all Buddhist teaching and is not only taught
by Nagarjuna in Madhyamika School. The concept of Middle Way was explained
by the Buddha to a wandering ascetic named Katayana:
Katyayana, everyday experience relies on the duality of “it is” and “it is not”. But
for one who relies on the Dharma and on wisdom, and thereby directly perceives
how the things of the world arise and pass away, for him, there is no “it is” and no
“it is not”. “Everything exists” is simply one extreme, Katyayana, and “nothing
exists” is the other extreme.

The Tathagata relies on neither of these two

extremes, Katyayana; he teaches the Dharma as a Middle Way. (ref. Huntington)

3.1 Eight Negations And The Two Truths
The Two Truths in the Madhyamaka system are the “mundane truth”, based on
intellectual and emotional attachment to objects as if they exist, and the “ultimate”
truth (the eight negations), based on the complete indifference on the arising of things
without attachment to fabrications.
Verse 33 from Nagarjuna’s In Praise of the Dharmadhatu (Dharmadhatustava)
states,
“Using examples like rabbits’ and oxen’s horns,
The Thus Gone One has proven
That all phenomena are nothing other than the Middle Way.”

The “oxen’s horns” represent the state of conceptuality from the “mundane
truth,” while the “rabbits’ horns” represent the state of non- conceptuality as derived
from the transcendence of the “mundane truth” but serve as the bridge to attain

“ultimate truth”. This is the Middle Way as perceived and explained by Nagarjuna.
The fourfold dependent-origination illustrates the step-by-step matrix for the
Middle Way. Through the aspect of “karma and causality”, things formed by the
“karma and causality” is realized as conventional existence while the illusory
grasping of objects can be dismissed as unreal fabrication of the mind which is the
first step of realization of emptiness. The conventional existence through “karma
and causality” marked by ceasing and arising is the first-level experience of the
“mundane truth” and the dismissal of fabricated thoughts as the first-level realization
of the “ultimate truth”.
What follows that is the establishment of perceiving things from the aspect of
“mutual dependency” as conventional existence, while the perception through that of
“karma and causality” is realized to be empty. The two form the pair of the oxen’s
horns and rabbits’ horns here, and the same structure applies to higher levels of
realization of dependent-origination up to the state of perfect enlightenment as being
utterly “without obstructions”.
3.2 Dualistic Conception Of The Middle Way
This is the dualistic conception (ref. Huntington) with realization of the nature on
the one hand and the experience of the appearance and function of the material,
physical world of objects on the other. However, the matrix formed by the
progression of the fourfold dependent-origination and the dualistic conception did
allow transcendence of conditions and progressive realization of emptiness, thus
leading to Buddhist wisdom or jnana.

This is tabulated as follows:

Co-alescence of

Stage 5

Experience of appearance and
function

&

Realization of nature of
emptiness

Appeasement from conceptual
construction

&

Non-appearance and
non-disappearance (mutual
obstruction)

Stage 4

Appearance and disappearance

&

(mutual obstruction)
Stage 3

Identity and difference
(relativity)

Non-identity and
non-difference (relativity)

&

Non-annihilation and
non-permanence (mutual
dependency)

Stage 2

annihilation and permanence
(mutual dependency)

&

Non-ceasing and non-arising
(karma and causality)

Stage 1

Ceasing and arising (karma
and causality)

&

Detachment from conventional
adhering to objects as real

From Nagarjuna’s In Praise of the Dharmadhatu, verse 62 and 63,
“Just as milk and water mixed together
Are present in the very same container
But a crane would drink the milk and not the water,
The case of transformation is like this:
There is primordial awareness, there are covering afflictions,
Where both are found together in one body.
But the primordial awareness is what yogis (and yoginis)choose to take
And leave the ignorance behind”.

Experience of appearance and function together with realization of nature of
emptiness are simultaneous. Thus when discernment and transcendence are directly
experienced simultaneously, this is the Middle Way, the nature of the foundation for
Buddhist practice as advocated by Nagarjuna.
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The End of the Book and the Beginning of Making: Reconstructing the Yuanming Yuan as
a Place for Dialogue Between Jiang Zemin and Jacques Derrida.

In the fall of 2001, amid a deepening identity crisis within the communist party and
among increasingly discontent citizens, communist leader Jiang Zemin extended
invitations to Jacques Derrida and other Western philosophers including Habermas
and Giddens, to Beijing for intellectual exchanges on Marxism, communism, and
social democracy. Destabilizing forces such as globalization and the end of Maoism
have left China searching for compromises and new moral orders. Seeking
inspiration for a new China that still might be consistent with existing communist
intellectual ideology, the Central Party has sought insight from European postmodern
Marxist texts. In a speech marking the 80th anniversary of the Communist Party,
President Jiang set an unprecedented course toward what he called “mind
emancipation” when he stated that there was no fixed truth in Marxist texts, and thus
none in the Communist Manifesto. He called for a new understanding of Marxism,
not as a prescription for political action, but merely as a method of political analysis
with multiple interpretations.
“The End of the Book and the Beginning of Writing” is a chapter in Derrida’s Of
Grammatology. Derrida intends to place greater emphasis on the process of writing
as a force of human production rather than as a product itself as he seeks to
undermine traditional dependence on absolute truths ultimately in order to maintain
the creativity of philosophy and allied arts, literature and architecture included.
The end of the book might also be deliberately ‘misread’ as the end of the Communist
Manifesto as a book of fixed moral directives, and the beginning of the re-writing of
an open society. Jiang’s historic discussions with Derrida, an opponent of fixed
interpretations, dogma and propaganda, and of China’s policies toward human rights,
have not been published in any complete manner. Derrida followed his visit to
Beijing with a September 2001 lecture at the Chinese University of Hong Kong,
where it was expected that he would shed light on those discussions. However, he
changed the original title and content of his lecture in the immediate wake of the
bombings on the World Trade Center, and the planned discussion on human rights
and China’s transformation were thus abbreviated.
In this project for reconstructing a ruined and pillaged Imperial garden in Beijing to
accommodate a series of dialogues between Eastern and Western philosophers,
students are asked to speculate on the content and the nature of the Jiang-Derrida
exchange. The Yuanming Yuan, considered China’s most refined imperial garden,
was destroyed in 1860. A number of factors make this an interesting site for a
hypothetical dialogue between Zemin and Derrida including its typological
complexities as a Jesuit monastery and the history of its demise by French and British
troops.
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As students map out the poetics of the possible philosophical exchange within the
ruins of the imperial garden, the grammars of architecture and landscape take shape
as layered traces of a complex dialogue between the East and the West. The new
Yuanming Yuan is constructed (like Derrida’s construction of text) as a series of
markings and layers resulting from its own erasure in the quest toward transparency.
The end of the book, in this cross-cultural project for first-year design students, is the
end of passive interpretation on the part of students embarking on a life of
questioning fixed truths and meanings, and the beginning of writing is the beginning
of active making and creative re-writing of their own plural society.
In teaching cross-culturally between China and the US, one notes that perhaps the
two countries are sharing a profound parallel crisis. From an architectural point of
view, China has not yet been able to modernize historic forms in as sophisticated a
way as the Japanese have, for example. Contemporary Chinese architecture,
landscape, and urban form suffer from the same identity crisis as its politics, neither
looking very deeply into its roots nor opening up to plurality and contradiction, but
rather attempting to rely on inexorable laws of beauty and correctness. Architecture
in the United States has also been in a state of intellectually bankruptcy, inexorably
returning to vague and homogenous notions of traditional identity to the detriment of
the built environment.
In this cross-cultural design studio undertaking, the ultimate purpose of opening up
and making transparent the physical terrain of the garden (like the philosophical
terrain of Derrida’s deconstruction and the political terrain of Jiang’s mindemancipation) is so that it might cease to be a stagnant image of fixed identity and reemerge as a site of creativity and invention. This paper will illustrate and discuss the
architectural content and pedagogical significance of this work in the context of the
cross-cultural first-year design studio.
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Grief Without Borders:
Translating the Anguish of the Chinese Poet, Meng Jiao (751-814)
Graham Sanders, University of Toronto
Most people would probably feel that they have very little in common with an
unsuccessful government official who lived and wrote poetry during China’s Tang
dynasty (618-906 CE) over a thousand years ago. And yet, read the following lines by
Meng Jiao (751-814), who wrote them when an early spring frost felled the new
apricot blossoms from the trees, reminding him of the death of his infant son:
Newborn blossoms lie scattered, fallen:
resplendent robes my babe once wore.
I scoop them up, but they make not a handful;
beneath a setting sun, I return home in hollow sadness.
These words can still speak to us across boundaries of time and place to communicate
Meng Jiao’s grief and to allow us to empathize with him. The burning clarity with
which Meng Jiao speaks of his suffering throughout his poetry led his contemporaries
to brand it as the “sour moaning of a madman,” resulting in the steep decline of his
literary reputation in the following centuries. And yet he complains in such exquisite
style, with such arresting imagery, that his work transcends its morose concerns and
remains vibrant even today. The recurrent themes of alienation and anguish in his
poetry, coupled with a worldview that is highly mediated by his personal obsessions,
find more resonance with our modern age than they did with his contemporaries.
This paper—“Grief Without Borders”—is a close examination of a sequence of
poems (one of which is quoted above) that Meng Jiao wrote on the death of his infant
son. The central question being asked is, “Is the highly personal anguish of a
medieval Chinese poet accessible to a modern international audience?” I will show
that classical Chinese poetry, when translated with sensitivity and properly
contextualized, is the ideal vehicle for carrying such emotions across the borders of
time and place. The reasons for this have to do with the nature of Chinese poetry,
which seeks to inscribe the interior of the self in external verbal form, and with the
highly “elastic” nature of the classical Chinese language, which readily
accommodates readers’ reconstructions of that interior. Meng Jiao’s pain may have
been his alone, but his expression of it belongs to all of us.
This paper is part of an ongoing multi-year project intended to generate interest in the
classical Chinese literary tradition beyond the relatively small group of Sinologists
working in the field. In our present age of globalization, in which people from
disparate cultures seek to represent one another as well as themselves amidst a sea of
rapidly communicated information, it is crucial that we strive for a better
understanding of each culture’s legacy, an understanding derived from widely
disseminated research that is both rigorous and accessible.
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Abstract

The Poet and the Sea: Marina Tsvetaeva’s Revisionary Romanticism
in “My Pushkin”

This essay examines the conflation of art and life in Marina Tsvetaeva’s, lyrical
autobiographical essay “My Pushkin.” Like Pushkin, Tsvetaeva is constrained by
Russian political forces (she chooses to live in exile in Paris at the time the essay is
written.) Yet, Tsvetaeva is also constrained by the distillation of key Romantic tropes
(particularly those concerning the role of the poet and the transcendent nature of art) into
Marxist political and aesthetic ideology in the Soviet Union as well as the
sentimentalized iconography of the martyred poet promoted by Russian Émigrés in the
West. This essay argues that “My Pushkin” can be seen as an attempt not only to combat
the reified image of Pushkin as the monumental revolutionary hero of Russia, or martyred
exile, but also as an attempt to assert a counter Romantic view of art as a dynamic openended process that continually redefines reality and reshapes the identity of the poet.
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Instead of treating her essay as unified narrative, Tsvetaeva treats her autobiography as an
ongoing creative endeavor that centers around her Romantic readings of other writers’
(primarily Pushkin’s) works - readings that result in the merging of art and life and in the
spatial and temporal deferment of the writing subject.
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When you go to the sea and to the lyricist, you are not going for the never-returning flow
of the current, you’re going for the ever returning flow of the waves; not for the
unrepeatable moment, not for the intransient, but precisely for the repeat ability of the
unforeseen in sea and in lyric, for the invariability of changes and exchanges, for the
1

inevitability of your amazement at them.

Marina Tsvetaeva’s conception of lyric poetry as a processual, co-creative,
experience greatly influences her lyrical autobiographical essay “My Pushkin.”
Tsvetaeva does not simply conflate life and art. Rather, she treats her autobiography as an
ongoing creative endeavor, becoming both writer and reader; standing outside her
narrative as the adult poet looking back upon the past and within it, as the young girl
voraciously reading the fictions that will eventually shape her life and consequently, the
very narrative she is writing. This transforms the text as Stephanie Sandler suggests,
“from the closed-off, knowable tale of a lived past to an open-ended fragment of the
present” and has much in common with Tsvetaeva’s ideas about lyric poetry.2
“Lyricism,” Tsvetaeva claims, “for all that is doomed to itself, is itself inexhaustible.”3
Every poem reconfigures the poem that came before it, just as each reader’s encounter
with a poem alters or reshapes his or her conception of reality and adds a previously
undiscovered dimension to that poem. The narrative in “My Pushkin” is treated in a
similar vein. In many places in the essay Tsvetaeva’s personal, “unofficial” readings of
Pushkin’s poetry and biography displace the “official,” overly romanticized versions that
have been propagated in both the Soviet Union and the West for opposing causes.
Tsvetaeva’s readings of Pushkin also shape and reshape her conception of her own life
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and art; for as she writes, she reevaluates the myths about sacrifice and love both literary
and otherwise that form the basis of self-knowledge for the child and adult poet alike.
The lyrical autobiographical essay, like the lyric, is not treated as simply a solitary
evaluation of self and world, but rather as a means for the writer to communicate and
invite commentary from an audience beyond her lonely and isolated sphere of existence.
Tsvetaeva wrote the essay in 1937 while living in emigration in Paris. Her situation was
particularly paradoxical. She did not get along with her fellow émigrés who cultivated
nostalgia for old Russia and who viewed her as iconoclastic and Bolshevistic. Yet she
was also aware that in Soviet Russia (especially during the time of Stalin’s purges) her
verse would be censored even though samizdat or smuggled copies of her verse would be
read by people critical of the regime. She explains in the essay “The Poet and Time” that
“In the order of things here I am a disorder of things. There, I wouldn’t be published, but
I would be read; here I’m published - and not read.”4 The absence of a viable audience
and the increasing awareness of her own marginalized status as a poet are factors that
clearly influence many of her essays during this time period. As Stephanie Sandler
suggests, “A strange loneliness does indeed pervade the thickly populated childhood
memories of `Moj Pushkin.’ Every recollection of the essay is told as if the moments
ought to have been shared: ideas are framed in conversation, each discovery is before an
audience” (Sandler, 143). The conversational style of the lyrical essay attempts to
overcome the tension between lyrical subjectivity and isolation. Tsvetaeva essentially
writes and reads herself out of isolation. The voice that emerges from “My Pushkin” is
one that has been molded and shaped through a life-long dialogue with Pushkin’s poetry
and one that engages other readers of both his art and her own, in an ongoing
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conversation about poetry, the poet, and the social forces that shape both. In speaking of
lyric poetry, Theodor Adorno contends, that “Only he understands what the poem says
who perceives in its solitude the voice of humanity; indeed the loneliness of the lyric
expression itself is latent in our individualistic and, ultimately, atomistic society.”5 The
writings of the solitary poet are neither inscrutable nor overly subjective. Rather they
speak, as Adorno suggests, to us all, to a latent reaction to the alienating conditions the
world imposes upon us and to an understanding or compassion for a universal kind of
loneliness. In this respect “My Pushkin” can be regarded as more than an impressionistic
account of Tsvetaeva’s life and her love of Pushkin, but also a very human reaction to the
“state” art finds itself in the twentieth century.
Tsvetaeva’s tendency to equate poetry with a dynamic process or perpetual state
of becoming, and her desire to elevate the poet, and more importantly, the poetic will to a
privileged status are clearly romantic in origin. Her definition of lyric poetry in fact
sounds remarkably like one of Friedrich Schlegel’s Athenaeum Fragments where he
states that “the romantic kind of poetry is still in the state of becoming; that, in fact, is its
real essence: that it should forever be becoming and never be perfected. . .It alone is
infinite, just as it alone is free; and it recognizes as its first commandment that the will of
the poet can tolerate no law above itself.”6 Tsvetaeva’s conception of lyric poetry as an
ever-changing, eternally open and fluid medium suggests that the attempt to impose
meaning or control its direction is obsolete just as the attempt to fit the poet or the poet’s
role into a rigid ethical or ideological framework is equally futile. She is drawn to the
romantic tenets that promote the idea of a dynamic as opposed to static world, a world
based on contingencies instead of rigid epistemological classifications, and one that sees
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the artist’s personality as provisional instead of one that attempts to categorically define
the nature of art and the role of the poet. As Olga Peters Hasty contends:
Aware of the insidiousness of conventional divisions and designations,
Tsvetaeva went to great lengths to assert her independence of them. For
one thing, she never became a member of any of the literary schools or
movements that were so numerous at the time she wrote. . . These gestures
were not political statements but poetic ones, protests against divisions
and categorizations, whatever their source as impediments to perception
and comprehension of the whole.7
By “whole” Hasty refers to Tsvetaeva’s “insistence on the constant and highly
complex interaction of past, present and future in any given moment. . . As one thing
ever becomes another and changes everything around it, the significance of completion
recedes before the process of becoming” (Hasty, 199). Romanticism, with its emphasis
on, provisionality, indeterminacy and transcendence, is in Tsvetaeva’s conception
counterintuitive to totalitarianism. Her use of the romantic stress on process and
becoming is the basis for her alternative or non-totalizing reading of Pushkin’s life and
art. In fact, in the essay she seems intent on using these romantic tropes to free poetry and
the poet from the ideological straight-jacket of socialist realism and other rigid “isms” or
movements of the twentieth century.
Choosing to elevate poetry to a place where it transcends ideology is of course in
itself a romantic gesture and an ideology. One has only to look at Percy Bysshe Shelley’s
emphasis on poets as the “unacknowledged legislators of the world” to see how this
privileges the poet’s perception. As Jerome McGann explains, “The Poet’s privilege was
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insight and vision, the power to apprehend fundamental truths which custom and habit
kept hidden from the ordinary person’s consciousness.”8 It is important to remember that
both Shelley and Byron react to the post-revolutionary, neo-conservative political forces
in England at the time by promoting the idea that in order for art and the artist to be free
they must rise above petty, restrictive ideologies, or at least exile themselves from them.
Ironically, Tsvetaeva aligns herself with romantic conceptions of transcendence, exile,
and provisionality, as she reacts to and against the Soviet reification of romanticism and
Hegelian teleology manifested in all realms of society, but most prominently seen in
socialist realism. In his subversive essay, “On Socialist Realism,” (originally smuggled
out of the Soviet Union and published under the pseudonym Abram Tertz), Andrei
Sinyavsky decries the dominance of the Marxist interpretation of Hegelian teleology in
art and life in the Soviet era. He writes,
A poet not only writes poems but helps, in his own way, to build
Communism; so, too, do sculptors, musicians, agronomists, engineers,
laborers, policemen, and lawyers, as well as theaters, machines,
newspapers, and guns. . . Our art, like our culture and our society, is
teleological through and through. It is subject to a higher destiny, from
which it gains its title of nobility. In the final reckoning we live only to
speed the coming of Communism.9
In many ways it is easy to see how Tsvetaeva is reacting to the prescriptive
measures for living and for producing art that the Soviet “teleological” culture requires
by living in exile, by refusing to strictly abide by one particular ideology or another, and
by turning to models of provisionality and openness (promoted by Schlegel and others)
9

that diverge from the Marxist distillation of Hegelian dialectics into a closed, formulaic
model. Socialist realism pre-assigns meaning and identity. It discards the idea of artistic
diversity, development, and innovation and emphasizes instead fulfillment (the
achievement of communism) as the singular goal and function of art and artists. The
artist does not create meaning but rather serves to illuminate the immanent meaning of
the “higher destiny.” Yet, this “higher destiny” of communism borrows a great deal
from romanticism, as Sinyavsky suggests. The tendency to exalt the ideal, and to
celebrate the revolutionary and iconoclastic, are filtered through a Soviet aesthetic and
turned into literary dogma.
Some theoretical books and articles by Soviet writers and critics use the
terms ‘romanticism’ and ‘revolutionary romanticism.’ Gorki wrote much
about the links between romanticism and socialist realism. He longed for
‘the illusion that exalts’ and defended the artist’s right to embellish life
and to present it as better than it is (Sinyavsky, 201).
Because socialist realism appropriates certain romantic tendencies like rebellion
and idealism it becomes even more difficult for a writer like Tsvetaeva to rebel against
literary and political dogma and to elevate the artist and art, without using some of
romantic tropes already appropriated by socialist realism. For example, Pushkin is
construed in the Soviet Union as a national hero, an anti-czarist rebel and martyr of the
highest caliber, a visionary who foresaw the coming revolution. The overly romanticized
Soviet versions of the poet, particularly Pushkin, as poet-martyr, poet-hero, and poetmonument, are precisely the kind of fixed iconographic images of the poet that Tsvetaeva
decenters in “My Pushkin” with her own romantic, “counter” readings of Pushkin and her
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un-sanctioned dialogue with her audience. “Pushkin,” Tsvetaeva claims, “like every poet
with history, and like history itself, began at the beginning − like Goethe too − and then
spent all his life im Werden (in becoming). To find himself, Pushkin had to live not one
life, but a hundred”(“Poets with History,” 142). Like her romantic models, Pushkin and
Goethe, Tsvetaeva lives her life exponentially, as a writer and reader whose life is shaped
and reshaped by an infinitely expansive work of fiction that exists beyond the pale of
literary or social conventions. The poet in her view lives not to serve the State but to
cultivate the highest potential of his/her art.
Yet, as a product of a particular cultural/artistic milieu, Tsvetaeva herself walks a
very fine line in her attempt to defend the poet against various ideological appropriations
of romanticism. The Slavic scholar, Svetlana Boym explains how certain facets of
Russian culture become deeply intertwined with romanticism in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
The persistent Russian conception of the poet’s life is a blend of German
romantic ideas of national genius and Russian patriotism, of European
romantic ideas of unity of the poet’s life and art and the civic tradition of
Russian intelligentsia.10
Artists and particularly writers and poets, in Russia’s long-standing tradition of
censorship, occupy a unique position. They become exponents of Russian culture and
identity , persecuted for oppositional works, but also elevated to heroic status for their
opposition and sacrifice, transformed so to speak, into cultural icons inseparably
identified with the works for which they are persecuted. The scholarly works written on
this subject are numerous. For example, David Bethea in his study of Mandelstam,
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Tsvetaeva, and Brodsky discusses the scholarship surrounding the mythic conflation of
the Russian artist’s life and art, in the context of “the genuine symbiotic bond between
the charismatic poet who suffers in life for the sake of Culture (the enabling myth) and
the people (narod) who are continually redeemed by this spectacle of suffering in which
they participate and for which they are to some extent responsible.” He also refers to
them as poets “who have, consciously or unconsciously cultivated a mystical connection
between the actual facts of their lives (byt) and their created legends (the poetmartyr).”11 This blending of the artist’s life and work is so integral to the
political/cultural mosaic of Russia that it develops into what can almost be considered its
own art form. Czarists, Marxists and dissidents alike have long made use of this uniquely
Russian brand of romanticism for diverging purposes. In his seminal essay, “Literature
and Biography,” Boris Tomashevsky reacts to the epidemic of over-sentimentality in the
following way.
Romanticism and its mores constitute a problem to which careful
investigations have been devoted. It is sometimes difficult to decide
whether literature recreates phenomena from life or whether the opposite
is in fact the case: that the phenomena of life are the result of the
penetration of literary cliché’s into reality.. . The poets used their lives to
realize a literary purpose , and these literary biographies were necessary
for the readers. The readers cried Author! Author! But they were actually
calling for the slender youth in a cloak, with a lyre in his hands and an
enigmatic expression on his face.”12
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That Tsvetaeva modeled her self-image and life according to a romantic
conception of the artist as a transcendent/transgressive hero or character is by now
commonplace for most scholars and admirers of her work.13 The degree to which she as
a young reader of Pushkin may have been taken in by romantic stereotypes or the degree
to which her own desire for success may have influenced her lifestyle are interesting
points to consider when reading “My Pushkin.” Tomashevsky rightly points out that
many critics mistakenly took the artist’s biographical legends literally or dismissed them
outright as mythic clichés. “What the literary historian really needs,” Tomashevsky
contends, “is the biographical legend created by the author himself. Only such a legend is
a literary fact. . . . Just consider how many of today’s poets reminisce about themselves
and their friends, how many of them produce memoir literature − memoirs transformed
into artistic structures” ( Tomashevsky 55). Tsvetaeva begins at Tomashevsky’s starting
point. She shows us “the result of the penetration of literary cliché’s into reality” and
takes Tomashevsky’s suggestion one step further by illustrating how literature informs
her own pursuit of self-knowledge and identity in the memoir. In “My Pushkin” she
becomes both subject and object, self-consciously reflecting upon the image of herself
that is seen through a literary lens and through her writings about Pushkin’s life and art.
This view of Tsvetaeva’s relationship to her art deviates somewhat from the tendency
many critics have to take her self-mythologizing too literally and to dismiss Tsvetaeva’s
awareness of her self-styled romanticism.14
Much of Tsvetaeva’s writing about Pushkin and consequently about herself can
be seen as a means of countering the centralizing image of the author as saintly national
hero, promoted by authoritarianism with a romantic model of the artist as exile and
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outcast. Stephanie Sandler asserts that Tsvetaeva “explicitly and implicitly by means of
her idiosyncratic approach to Pushkin, argues against the creation of an official, canonical
Pushkin” (Sandler, 139). This is evident when she assigns numerous values connoting
otherness, romance, exclusion to Pushkin’s blackness and also when she retraces her own
literary genealogy and emergence as a poet ( in a move similar to Woolf’s co-opting of
Shakespeare’s sister), back to Pushkin’s exile and death - “from Pushkin’s duel a certain
self was born in me, the sister.”15 Tsvetaeva aligns her own exile from a presumed
cultural center with Pushkin’s final banishment. Pushkin is dead for her but not because
of his tragic duel or persecuted life. Pushkin is dead for her because she’s exiled from a
country that’s monumentalized him, rendered his absurd, ironic, artistic life of nonclosure, finite and sacred. “Pushkin,” she writes in “The Poet on the Critic,” “is like
someone having a permanent jubilee, someone who did nothing but die (duel, death, last
words to the Tsar, farewell to his wife, etc. )” (56). Moreover, Tsvetaeva does not blame
the perpetuation of the sanctified, heroic image of Pushkin as national hero on the State
alone but also on those uncritical readers or rather the masses who clamor for the
“romance” of Pushkin’s life and art. “This reader’s name is mob,” Tsvetaeva writes.
“And his sins consist “not in the darkness but in lack of desire of the light, not in the
failure to understand but in resistance to understanding, in deliberate blindness and
malicious biassedness. . . “Not only does this reader not respect - he doesn’t read” (“The
Poet on the Critic,” 56). Here the masses’ (mob’s) consumption of Pushkin’s popular,
sentimental fiction (The Captain’s Daughter) and their willingness to identify him as a
sentimental figure clashes with Tsvetaeva’s insistence on his more daring, romantic
works such as The History of Pugachev which cast him in a more iconoclastic light.
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If Tsvetaeva sounds elitist it’s because she probably is. She casts Pushkin in the
role of the misunderstood genius/rebel and sees his status as a cultural icon along with the
ease with which most people prefer to accept this mythology, as most threatening to his
status as a poet. In “My Pushkin” Tsvetaeva attributes Pushkin’s death to this very
phenomenon.
That is, the eternal dramatis personae of Pushkin’s lyric poetry: the poetand the dark mass. The dark mass, this time in the uniform of a cavalry
guardsman, killed − the poet. And a Goncharova, like a Nicholas I is
always available (204).
“The dark mass[es] who insist on misunderstanding the poet and his work, and
on the other side, the poet who evades simplified definitions of his art and his life,
comprise the “eternal dramatis personae of Pushkin’s lyric poetry.” It is not an epic
struggle but rather a romantic one. An unfaithful wife or power-zealous Tsar are stock
figures that can be found anywhere. However an ignorant public that does not read or
reads carelessly without understanding poses the greater danger to the poet. Poetry is a
co-creative endeavor for Tsvetaeva that ceases to evolve and change without readers and
writers who actively read against the popular ideological grain of the time and who
evolve and change as they read. Once poetry, the poet, and art in general become codified
they cease to be alive. In a similar vein Mikhail Bakhtin characterizes the relationship
between the work and the world as a dialogue:
The work and the world represented in it enter the real world and enrich it,
and the real world enters the work and its world as part of the process of
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its creation, as well as part of its subsequent life, in a continual renewing
of the work through the creative perception of listeners and readers. Of
course this process of exchange is itself chronotopic: it occurs first and
foremost in the historically developing social world, but without ever
losing contact with changing historical space. We might even speak of a
special creative chronotope inside which this exchange between work and
life occurs, and which constitutes the distinctive life of the work.16
Bakhtin’s conception of the relation between the work of art, the artist and reader
as an unfinalizable dialogue that informs and is informed by “the historically developing
social world and changing historical space, is precisely what Tsvetaeva advocates. The
codified, static official reading and reception of Pushkin’s works that Soviet ideology
(along with the nostalgic, sentimentalized readings of émigré readers) demands, prevents
these exchanges and developments by keeping the work of art frozen in an unchanging
historical space and a tightly monitored and controlled social world. In contrast to this,
Tsvetaeva suggests that the true nature of these exchanges should be fluid and open.

II. The Reader
As reader, Tsvetaeva returns to literature, as she would return to the lyric, for “the
invariability of changes and exchanges,” for a means of orienting and re-orienting herself
to the world as an artist and woman. She treats art as a two-way mirror; seeing herself
reflected in literature and at the same time, living her life as a fiction that is reflected back
through her own prose. Tsvetaeva’s writings and readings also attempt to relocate
Pushkin from the authorized sphere of the public monument to the private unauthorized
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realm of the woman reader where she can reclaim and reanimate Pushkin for herself. In
addition to Pushkin’s influence, her identity and sense of herself as an artist emerge from
her mother’s, as well as her own, cumulative readings of other writers - readings that
result in the conflation of art and life and the spatial and temporal deferment of the
writing subject.
Not coincidentally then, does Tsvetaeva repeat romantic tropes, particularly
those that portray the artist or heroine as a defiant outcast/exile willing to suffer for her
art and for the possibility of transcending the confines of the quotidian world. While
Pushkin may have chosen Byron or Don Juan as a model, Tsvetaeva chooses Bronte’s,
Jane Eyre and Pushkin’s Tatyana, female figures that express and subvert social mores
from the margins or social periphery instead of its center. Her “choice was made from
birth and before birth and it involves not only “the way women read poets” but also the
way women poets (in exile) respond to or attempt to recuperate their personal as well as
their literary histories. As she explains in the first line of the essay, “It begins like a
chapter in that novel, that indispensable tabletop reference work of all our mothers and
grandmothers—Jane Eyre: The secret of the red room.” (“My Pushkin,” 204).
Tsvetaeva claims literature, in particular Jane Eyre, (a book in many ways about
the displaced origins of its central character Jane, the marginal status she occupies in
various social situations, and the ways in which she orients herself to the world around
her and the adversities that befall her through literature) as the central reference point for
her personal history as well as for the collective history of women. In the first chapter of
the novel concerning the red room, reading arguably acts as the catalyst for Jane’s
transgression and subversion of male authority. She is physically and verbally attacked
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for among other things, reading books that she does not have a right to, books that belong
to her male cousin and rightful heir to her uncle’s property. As Nancy Cervetti explains,
“In the midst of this verbal and physical abuse, Jane clearly identifies the casual
connection between her reading and her decision to rebel. . . .To the reader she says ‘I
had read Goldsmith’s History of Rome, and had formed my opinion of Nero, Caligula,
&c. Also I had drawn parallels in silence which I never thought thus to have declared
aloud.’”17 Jane’s reading enables her to identify her cousin with other despotic male
figures in history and to justify her open rebellion against such a tyrant. She enacts what
Judith Butler calls “subversive repetition” by “repeating” or applying the standard
definitions of despot to her cousin and then disrupting or challenging the legitimacy of
his claim to power (repeating with variation).18 Jane is then punished by being further
exiled to the mysterious and lonely red room. Jane’s consistent exile and rebellion are
premised on her understanding of reading as an active rather than passive activity, an
understanding that Tsvetaeva and her mother both share. Moreover, Jane’s attitude to her
consistent exile and marginalization is somewhat ambivalent; at times she mourns it, at
other times she seeks it out and even celebrates it. Exile as Tsvetaeva comes to
understand it through her reading and admiration of heroines like Jane Eyre, is the price
one has to pay for preserving one’s personal autonomy and insight (heightened by
distance and exclusion from the social center) into hypocrisy and social injustice.
Like the room in Jane Eyre, Tsvetaeva’s mother’s room, is a place full of
mystery which she rarely seems to have access to. There Tsvetaeva learns of “the black
deed accomplished on the snow’s whiteness,” (204) and there she encounters Pushkin in
the private, interior space of her mother’s room and in the solitary space of her
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imagination. Instead of insisting that Tsvetaeva simply listen to her rendition of
Pushkin’s duel, and admire Naumov’s depiction in the painting that hangs in her
bedroom, her mother insists that she imagine it too. “No, no no- just you picture it for
yourself!” (204). She encourages her to value poetic intuition, the act of imagining,
recreating the scene more than the painting, the still representation of reality. Her mother
encourages the development of her romantic sensibility for Tsvetaeva learns not only to
regard reality as something that is subject to constant revision through art but also to
regard art as a continuos process. The story is rewritten with each telling, just as the
origins of Tsvetaeva’s own narrative can only be traced through a seemingly endless
body of fiction. Throughout the essay Tsvetaeva seems to suggest that women read
fiction not as a means of escaping reality but as a way of shaping it.
Thus, Tatyana not only had an influence on my whole life, but on the very
fact of my life: if there had been no Pushkin’s Tatyana, I would not have
come into existence. For women read poets that way and not otherwise.
(“My Pushkin,” 217).
Tsvetaeva’s mother was deeply influenced by Tatyana, the heroine of Pushkin’s
Eugene Onegin who is initially in love with the idea of love, until Onegin enters and fills
out her sketch of a romantic hero. Tatyana is also a reader and transgressor of the laws of
love. Tatyana first falls in love with Onegin because she reads writers like Richardson
and Lovelace and cannot resist casting Onegin in their heroic molds. However, after
Onegin rejects her, she wanders into his abandoned house and begins to study the books
that line the walls. By reading Onegin’s notes to himself in the margins she is able to
unmask Onegin as a would-be “Childe Harold,” an imitator or second-hand version of the
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authentic angst-ridden, romantic he purports himself to be. Much of Tatyana’s stoic
heroism is tied to her ability to rise above her love of Onegin. Years after her initial
rejection by Eugene Onegin, Tatyana, married without love to an older man, finally
receives his profession of love. But this time she rejects the offer of happiness and
fulfillment. She chooses the imagination over the reality; preferring to forego living and
consummating her love with the man before her, instead of giving up her long-cherished
imaginings of lost love and promise. Thus, in Tsvetaeva’s reading, Tatyana comes to
embody the truer or more authentic position of the romantic hero because she is willing
to exile herself from personal happiness and to suffer for the sake of a romantic as well as
an aesthetic ideal.
According to the story both Tsvetaeva and her mother promoted, her mother,
followed Tatyana’s example when forced to choose between the man she loved and her
father. She forsook her lover and outdid Tatyana by “elect[ing] the most burdensome
fate, a widower twice as old with two children, a man in love with his dead wife. She
married to the children’s and others’ misfortune while loving and continuing to love that
man.“ (“My Pushkin,” 217). As her biographer Lily Feiler, notes, “Although both
parents had made their compromise with life, Marina was nevertheless expected by her
mother to exceed ordinary reality, to reach all the heights she, Mariya Aleksandrovna,
had herself aspired to, to disregard money, fame , and safety, to stand alone against the
world.”19 The expectation that Tsvetaeva would model her life according to her mother’s
conception of the romantic heroine, she herself aspired to be like results in Tsvetaeva’s
ambivalent and sometimes contradictory attitude to these romantic tropes. On the one
hand, Tsvetaeva realizes, in a somewhat self-conscious manner, how her mother
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internalized and projected these literary characteristics onto herself and others; yet, she
also finds the desire to live up to her mother’s expectation or at the least the influence of
her mother’s desire also unavoidable. Moreover, like Jane Eyre, Tsvetaeva, puts the
romantic emphasis on suffering and self-denial as a means to achieving transcendence
and sustaining art, to use by seeing it as a means of resisting and countering the social
and perhaps political forces that attempt to exert control over the individual or artistic
will.
And if afterwards, when they went away (they always went away), I not
only did not hold my arms outstretched after them, but did not turn my
head, then it is only because then, in that garden, Tatyana grew rigid like a
statue. A lesson of courage. A lesson of pride. A lesson of fidelity. A
lesson of fate. A lesson of loneliness. (“My Pushkin,” 216).
Tsvetaeva manages not only to live but to rewrite Eugene Onegin by placing
herself more or less in Tatyana’s role. In Eugene Onegin Tatyana refuses to speak, to
declare her love for Onegin after years of desiring his unrequited love. When the wish for
requited love can finally be hers she lets him leave with both their dreams unfulfilled.
Tsvetaeva reads Tatyana’s refusal to accept the love that is offered to her by Onegin as a
refusal to devalue however slightly the ideal vision of love she has cherished and
possessed for so long. The way Tsvetaeva construes it, Tatyana’s choice is a matter of
possessing instead of being possessed. She grows rigid like a statue, assumes a kind of
death-in life stance as her body freezes, and grows cold to a lover’s touch. Onegin cannot
have her in body, only in mind, only in the imagination. She has chosen to preserve that
transcendent moment between having and not having forever in both their minds.
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Loneliness as Tsvetaeva sees it is the price one has to be pay for refusing to give oneself
wholly to another and for elevating the ideal over the real. Sustaining longing or desire
through self-denial is a crucial lesson Tsvetaeva learns from her mother and from her
reading of Pushkin. Being an artist means being faithful to art, means forsaking love,
companionship, and compromise, and ultimately, it means being alone. The emphasis on
the contrast between negation and fulfillment as a way of defining art and life, is
extensively played out in “My Pushkin.” In a central moment of the essay, Tsvetaeva
writes,
Between the fullness of desire and the fulfillment of desires, between the
fullness of suffering and the emptiness of happiness, my choice was made
from birth - and before birth.
Before discussing the specific context Tsvetaeva refers to here, we might first see
this statement in its particular relation to romanticism. This statement amounts to more
than an elevation of self-sacrifice or a disavowal of love for the sake of art. Rather,
Tsvetaeva sees the denial of fulfillment as a means of sustaining that which she loves.
Between the fullness of desiring something or someone and its attainment—the ending of
longing, lies the imagination—poetry. Or to put it another way, the ending of longing or
desire is the ending of the imagination. Thus, Tsvetaeva makes a self-conscious choice to
negate fulfillment, unity and closure for the sake of sustaining the continuous process of
artistic meaning-making. Her denial constitutes a regenerative rather than destructive act
and it also positions her aesthetic philosophy in very close proximity to the Friedrich
Schlegel’s schematization of the artist’s relation to art. Her self-conscious attitude
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toward the creation and negation of an aesthetic ideal sounds strikingly similar to
Schlegel’s discussion of the artist’s stance toward the absolute.
We must rise above our own love and be able to destroy in our thoughts
what we adore; if we cannot do this we lack . . . the feeling of the
universe.20
According to the romantic scholar D.C. Muecke, “Schlegel’s word ‘destroy’ is to
be understood in the context of the German commitment, at this time, to a philosophy of
dynamic and dialectic progress; the destruction is in the service of recreation(200).”21 In
Schlegel’s schema, the artist strives for transcendence, the absolute, by continuously
contradicting himself, engaging in a dialectical process of self-creation and negation that
inextricably binds life and art, reality and illusion together. He denies himself his own
earnestly desired illusions of unity, fulfillment, in order to continue imagining and
striving for the ideal. To do this the artist must be willing to self-consciously reflect and
examine his roles as author and player in the fictions he creates.
Tsvetaeva willfully engages in self-limiting behavior; she destroys her own
dreams of “happy love” and fulfillment and refuses to believe in the perfect union of life
and art, in order to sustain her vision of art as a dynamic, “unfinalizable “ process that
transcends stasis and limitation (perhaps in a way similar to Schlegel’s feeling of the
universe). Poetry, the retreat into the imagination and self-exile, becomes a mediating
principle between self-creation and self-negation for Tsvetaeva, something akin to what
Woolf called, “the strip of pavement over the abyss.” 22 It necessitates negating a part of
oneself in order to go beyond the self, in order to project and sustain unattainable ideals
that form and shape the contours of one’s actions, choices and one’s art. Tsvetaeva likens
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it to a choice between Tatyana and Anna Karenina, “that other heroine of ours, the one
who from the fulfillment of all wished had nothing left but to lie down on the rails” (“My
Pushkin,” 217). The only means of attaining self-possession if you are a woman is by
refusing to be a possession. In Tsvetaeva’s almost Faustian perspective, fulfillment, the
ending of one’s desire or striving for an ideal, results in one’s ultimate self-destruction,
particularly if you are a woman and cease also to be the object of desire.
Self-limitation is consistently seen as a prerequisite for being an artist in
Tsvetaeva’s aesthetic. “When you love you always bid farewell, It is only then that you
love, when you bid farewell” (“My Pushkin,” 228). Love is both the catalyst and product
of art. One must first possess it , in order to let it go, “bid farewell” but in letting go one
also possesses it more fully, one feels the full range of it’s power in its ability to
continually shape and sustain art or the imagination. Here again the resemblance of
Tsvetaeva’s thought to a romantic sensibility is very pronounced. Schlegel contends that
“ there is a negative feeling which is much better , but also much rarer than an absence of
feeling. One can love something deeply precisely because one doesn’t possess it: at lest it
whets the appetite and leaves no aftertaste” (Schlegel, CF 69). While in Schlegel’s view
this sense of self-imposed limitation and negation is also endowed at times with explicit
religious undertones of sacrifice and divine consecration, he consistently represents selflimitation as a prerequisite for being an artist. One denies the part of oneself that seeks
fulfillment, in order to be one with the power of creation, the infinite act of becoming.
As Gerald Izenberg explains,
In the broadest aesthetic sense, “self-limitation” is thus equivalent to the
principle of aesthetic form. Form-giving, Schlegel argued, is necessary
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“for the artist as well as the man” because “wherever one does not restrict
oneself, one is restricted by the world, and that makes one a slave.” By the
same token however, form-giving is the ultimate act of human freedom,
not only in the negative sense that it triumphs over necessity by taking
control of the conditions of limitation, but because “one can only restrict
oneself at those points and places where one possesses infinite power, selfcreation, an self-destruction.”
What Izenberg sheds light on here is the extreme desire for autonomy, not only in
Schlegel’s, but in all kinds of romanticism. The desire for autonomy and self-realization
is so strong that it prefers even an extreme but self-imposed negation or restriction (like
Tatyana’s in Eugene Onegin) to any restriction imposed by the external world, society,
the state, her lover, etc. In the face of the extreme restrictions (aesthetic, political, and
personal) imposed by the Stalinist system’s ideological practice, Tsvetaeva takes recourse
to this romantic self-restriction in order to regain/maintain what she thinks of her vision
of artistic freedom. Tsvetaeva thus tries to recreate a fundamental aspect of the romantic
sensibility and reshapes it into a distinctly twentieth century version of Russian
modernism wherein the vitality and freedom of the artist is literally intertwined with that
of the work of art.

III The Poem

In “My Pushkin” Tsvetaeva’s ideal is never compromised; rather, it is constituted
in the temporal act of creation and negation, an act that strives for but never achieves its
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goal of absolute fulfillment. At the end of the essay, when Tsvetaeva finally reaches the
sea, which she has yearned for and dreamed about throughout her childhood, she turns
her back to it and begins writing Pushkin’s poem “To the Sea”—preferring to reenact the
poetic intuition of the ideal instead of facing the reality before her.
The sea is blue - and salty.
And suddenly turning my back to it, I write with a fragment of slate on the
rock:
Farewell, Free element!”
The poem is long and I started high up , as far as my hand could reach, but
the poem, I know from experience, is so long that no rock will suffice, and
there isn’t another one just as smooth nearby - not one, and I keep on
reducing and reducing the letters, I squeeze and squeeze the lines, and the
last ones are already bead-writing, and I know that a wave will come and
not let me write to the end, and then the wish won’t come true - what
wish? Oh, to the sea? but does that mean there’s now wish anymore? But
all the same - even without the wish? I must write to the end before the
wave comes, write everything to the end before the wave, and the wave is
already coming, and I’ll just have enough time left to sign:
Alexander Sergeevich Pushkin
− and everything is washed away, as if licked by a tongue, and again I am
all wet, and again there is the flat slate, but now it is black, like that
granite. . . (“My Pushkin,” 233).
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Tsvetaeva renders the scene in poignantly romantic terms. She shifts the
emphasis of the essay from what D.C. Muecke called “the permanent, created work,” to
the “transitory moment[s] of creation” where the self is continuously created and negated
in the process of transforming fiction into reality and visa versa” (171). As she rushes to
scribble the lines of the poem, she becomes no longer simply a reader but also a writer
clamoring for meaning and identity in a transient moment of perfection that will
inevitably dissolve into chaos and negation. Knowing that the wave will come and wash
it all away, she strives nevertheless to arrive and that culminating moment of self-creation
when she signs Pushkin’s name. She co-authors the poem not by virtue of Pushkin’s
signature but rather by virtue of her participation in the processual act of meaningmaking and becoming, fueled always by desire—her wish—whether to be one with the
sea, with Pushkin, or perhaps to unite Pushkin with his “longed for realm.” The finite and
infinite are juxtaposed as the eternal ebb and flow of the sea wash away her limited and
temporal words. The self that both inscribes and is inscribed by greatness, by Pushkin’s
name, is then diminished and she is once again alone and herself. The wave comes and
washes the lines of the poem out to sea, finally perhaps uniting Pushkin’s longing for the
sea with the actual sea and leaving behind the flat slate, black, like that granite. . .” like
the Pushkin monument, the embodiment of thwarted desire and possibility.
In her essay “Poets with History and Poets Without History” Tsvetaeva calls
“renewal the pivot of lyricism” and claims that “one cannot repeat oneself in words, even
the slightest change in the speech means it is not a repetition but a transformation with
another essence behind it” (Tsvetaeva, 145). Tsvetaeva claims that each poem revises the
previous and that every act of writing is an altering of reality. This perhaps enables us to
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more easily see her as the author of the poem “To The Sea.” More importantly, she sees
herself and the artist in general as part of an emerging creative process of meaningmaking and not its center or centrifugal force. For an artist with a reputation for a strong
personality and a tendency for self-exaggeration, this seems unusual unless we again
consider her strong affinity for romanticism. In speaking of romantic irony, Maurice
Blanchot contends that “romantic art, which concentrates creative truth in the freedom of
the subject, also formulates the ambition of a total book, a sort of perpetually growing
Bible that will not represent, but rather replace, the real; for the whole would only be able
to affirm itself in the unobjective sphere of the work” (Blanchot, 170−1). In the context
of romantic irony the individual artist matters not so much as the collective gathering of
fragments from which the absolute gradually appears. Tsvetaeva does not seek absolute
truth but to replace reality with fiction, with a dynamic process of making and unmaking
reality that is open-ended and provisional. She sees every poem as a reshaping of reality,
every poet as part of the struggle against byt, the illusory, static representation of reality
that attempts to script meaning.
For Tsvetaeva writing the memoir also enacts the loss and recuperation of the
personal and poetic self.
To the sea’ was the love of the sea for Pushkin: the sea-friend, the sea that
called and waited, the sea that fears that Pushkin will forget and to whom,
as to a living being, Pushkin promises and promises again. The sea that is
reciprocal, that unique instance of reciprocity filled full to the limits and
over the sea’s limit, and not empty like happy love.
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That sea- my sea- the sea of my and Pushkin’s to the sea could
only be on a sheet of paper - and within.
...
‘The free element’ proved to be poetry and not the sea; poetry, that
is, the one element with which there is no parting—ever. (“My Pushkin,”
234).
For much of the essay Tsvetaeva suggests that a poet’s life is filled with partings,
with the denial of personal happiness, exile, and loneliness. Yet, in contrast to “empty,
happy love” a love that achieves the hollow complacency of fulfillment because it is void
of desire and does not need to go beyond itself, Poetry offers the eternal renewal of
desire, a dialogue with the self that is never finalized, a commitment to an ideal that is
never compromised, a means of staving off loneliness and emptiness. Gary Handwerk
explains that “irony is a form of discourse that insists upon the provisional and
fragmentary nature of the individual subject and thus forces us to recognize our
dependence upon some mode of intersubjectivity that exceeds the furthest extension of
any individual subject.”23 Tsvetaeva achieves this kind of intersubjectivity through
poetry. Poetry does not subsume the personal. Rather, like a wave, it carries the poet far
out to sea and like a wave it returns always a different wave, always revising and
reshaping the contours of the poet’s personality and imagination.
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represents the poor, the uneducated, the naïve African facing the challenges of the 20th century.
Obi Okonkwo in No Longer at Ease journeys from idealistic young man to corrupt
bureaucrat to tragic hero. Obi’s crisis of identity is both personal and national; it is rooted in the
conflict between his ancestral, Umuofian culture and his colonial English education. The
conflict’s culmination occurs in Obi’s failed relationship with his fiancee Clara. Despair appears
to overwhelm desire; he perceives his self-victimization and achieves self-knowledge. Obi is
symbolic of those who face the challenges of the 20th century Africa with fortitude and ambition,
but without a requisite knowledge of himself and human nature.
Remi, the title character of The Black Hermit, like Obi wrestles with a crisis of identity
that is both personal and national; unlike Obi, Remi is seduced by the desire to attain the
seemingly miraculous power of politics. Remi’s abandonment of past, culture, and tradition
provokes a painful reality which victimizes him and those persons closest to him. Like Obi, he
gains self-knowledge but unlike Obi, Remi’s desire is not conquered by despair. Remi wrests
the potential for future success from his engagement with despair, desire, victimhood. There is

a phoenix-like quality and promise in Remi’s dramatic tragedy. Remi typifies those who wrestle
with self, society, and power to attain a universal tragic vision of humanity.
This paper will analyze the similar thematic elements of despair, desire and victimization
in all three works and will discuss each author’s use of genre and selected literary techniques
not only to enhance theme but also to emphasize the evolution or journey of each central
character from particularized, individual African to universal Everyman.

Decolonization, Desire, Despair in Three African Texts

Margaret Judith Sullivan
Western Connecticut State University
Danbury, Connecticut

Three African literary texts – James Ngugi’s tragic drama The Black Hermit
(1968), Chenua Achebe’s satiric bildungsroman No Longer at Ease (1960), and Sembene
Ousmane’s allegorical novella Niiwam (1976) – embody the themes of decolonization,
desire and despair as experienced by twentieth century Africans in Senegal, Nigeria,
and Kenya. The central character in each work is an Everyman figure within a text that
recreates the psychological response of individuals experiencing decolonization while
concomitantly experiencing liberation and modernity. This ongoing, conflict-filled
status causes either a devastating despair culminating in some form of death – physical,
cultural, spiritual – of the protagonist or a persistent desire enabling the hero to engage
successfully in this life struggle. Each author’s choice of genre and development of
thematic elements results in a realistic presentation of man’s conflict with self and with
society in a particular time and place while simultaneously conveying the universality
of the human experience despite time or place.
Both the despair and the desire originate in the crisis of personal, cultural
identity that envelopes individuals who question “ … older temporal organizations of
power and knowledge (Gikandi “Chinua Achebe and the Poetics of Location” Essays on
African Writing 2) while living according to the economic, social, political, religious
precepts inherited from colonialism. Emmanuel N. Obiechina explains that “From the
1940’s when the nationalist movement got under way in Africa, people were made to
believe that political independence would usher in the millenium, solve all social
problems, and create a fuller life for everyone. So much was promised and so little was
to be realized – or indeed was realizable, given the deficient vision and the immensity

of the difficulties – that disillusionment was bound to set in (“Post Independence
Disillusionment” Language and Theme 121).
By the late 1950’s formal independence was a fact for many African countries; the
countries which are the settings for these three literary works gained independence
later: Senegal and Nigeria in 1960 and Kenya in 1963. Not only do these three countries
provide realistic settings but also they give witness to the despair and desire felt by
many Africans in the thirty plus nations of the African continent. In assessing the
response to independence, Obiechina states:
Within a few years of independence, the hopes had collapsed and
disillusionment had set in. Political independence was not a panacea.
A new black power elite stepped into the place vacated by the former
imperialists. The lot of the common people did not improve as fast as
they were led to expect; in some cases, he burden of life became heavier
on the poor. The peasantry was becoming pauperized because
agricultural lands were dying from exhaustion; a rapidly increasing
population was working the arable lands to death; and without new
methods of husbandry there was no hope of soil revival. Young
semiliterates were deserting the dying villages and drifting into towns to
swell the thousands of unemployed people in the slums and shantytowns. The new political class proved unequal to the task of nationbuilding and incapable of providing moral and civic leadership. The
political machinery set up at independence broke down and there were
instabilities attended by coups and counter-coups, with extensive
violence. Between 1960 and 1968 alone, there were 25 unconstitutional
changes of government in Africa, of which 18 were military coups and
others were military-inspired (121).
Senegalese writer Sembene Ousmane’s novella “Niiwam” fictionally recreates
the reality just described by Obiechina. Thierno, an illiterate, poverty stricken villager
has come to Dakar, Senegal’s capital, to the “Native Hospital, a hangover from colonial
times” (“Niiwam” 1) to take his infant son’s corpse to be buried. The child is his second

child to be victimized by famine, poverty, and lack of proper medical treatment.
Thierno, childless and now separated for the first time in his life from his community,
experiences the most defining hour and a half of his existence. Using allegory and the
journey motif, Ousmane conveys the particular experience of Thierno while mirroring
the universal experience of humankind: the Hebrews in exile, the colonists in the New
World, the Black Diaspora, the Displaced Persons of the twentieth century’s World
Wars. Thierno travels physically across the City of Dakar to bury Niiwam; he travels
psychologically from the security of tribal community to the stark aloneness of the
human condition; he travels sociologically from the stable past of cultural custom and
tradition to a present of instability and chaotic change; he travels spiritually from
innocence to experience, from despairing grief and fear to enduring faith in Allah.
Thierno’s despair is conquered by his pervasive desire to rise above the temporal to
gain the eternal reality. The physical journey’s end at the Muslim cemetery signifies
mankind’s metaphysical journey: “The marabout and Thierno kept vanishing into the
dunes and then reappearing. Thierno had taken Niiwam again, and was holding him in
his arms. The wind wiped all trace of their steps from the sand, as it carried away the
echo of the lament of the martyrs” (29).
Thematic focus on desire and despair immediately begins as the novella opens
with Thierno’s emerging from the morgue of Dakar’s “Native Hospital” bearing his
dead son Niiwam in his arms. One thought pervades Thierno’s mind: Niiwam must be
given a proper Muslim burial. This desire is stronger than the despair that oppresses
Thierno who has never before traveled beyond his native village. Thierno and his

weeping wife attract the attention of a ragman who frequents the morgue to wash the
corpses and obtain their clothes. Listening to the couple, the Ragman realizes they are
“fresh from the village” (3). Moved by their grief, the Ragman gives Thierno a cloth for
Niiwam’s shroud, directions for reaching the cemetery in Yoff, and bus fare after
Thierno admits he has no money. In consternation Thierno tells the Ragman, “In the
village you don’t need money to bury someone”(3). The Ragman, a contemporary
personification of compassion and charity, inwardly reasons with himself, “As they
were brothers in the faith, he decided to help him. He would pay the ‘transport’” (4).
Thus Thierno begins the pilgrimage across Dakar to the Muslim cemetery in Yoff – a
testing physically, socially, emotionally and spiritually through a no-man’s land of
despair to an epiphany of the human condition. Immediately upon leaving his wife
behind and boarding the bus, Thierno misses the sense of identity and community his
village has afforded him all his life. The omniscient narration communicates Thierno’s
inner state:
There was nobody to guide him. In the village, whatever he did
had been weighed and carefully considered by the elders, for it is
only the elders who possess wisdom, knowledge, experience….
Today, alone and isolated, he needed them, he needed their advice.
He had never before had to brave alone that formidable adversary,
the unknown” (7).
Despair weakens Thierno and momentarily debilitates his strength of purpose:
Thierno asked himself what he had come to do in the city with his
wife. In his mind he was transported to his village to the huts, the
families, the meagre livestock, the fields whose soil had become barren.
It was as though he could see the whole of his past life as if frozen, clear
and definite before him. The famine had been a terrible catastrophe,
wiping out animals and humans alike” (7).

As the bus advances through the capital city, Thierno’s fear and hopelessness grow.
His seatmate’s European suit and his newspaper signify an important person terrifying
to Thierno as is the sight of a policeman and the red traffic light outside the bus.
The sense that he had violated the norms of the living was growing in
him! One does not travel around with a corpse that nobody knows about.
He felt lost with Niiwam in a strange land. He regretted ever leaving his
village and community (11).
Dakar’s frenetic activity confuses him, and Sanduga market overwhelms Thierno:
Like ants whose anthill has been crushed by some careless foot, people
were swarming around, scurrying from one side of the market to the
other. The bright, warm, gaudy shimmering colours of their clothes
tossed the sun’s rays between them. Shouts and cries, the clamour of
voices and policemen’s whistles competed against the transistor radios.
The stench of rotten fish, dried fish … dead cats and dogs decomposing,
filthy stagnant water, the smell of chilis, peppers, onions, wet paper, of
feet festering with incurable sores, and of sweat and engine oil, all
mingled together, … wafting and hanging heavy in the air(12).
The bus forges through the city; Thierno witnesses the fate of the disabled:
“Paralytics crawled between the machines [vehicles] like eels in water” (12); a blind
beggar and his guide are denied entrance to the bus. Thierno is “startled” by the
conductor’s ruthless language: “The pavement is where beggars belong” (12). Added
to these assaults on his sensibilities is Thierno’s physical discomfort: he is weak from
hunger not having eaten for twenty-four hours. Physical and psychological torment
beset him when “… a cloud of pervasive blue flies settled on the sheet covering
Niiwam. In small, tenacious clumps, they circled around the blood stains …. Every
movement Thierno made seemed only to attract more of them” (14, 15). Thierno feels
angered and threatened when a well dressed woman occupies the vacated seat next to

him; she and another younger woman dressed in blue jeans react disdainfully to him;
the older woman rudely stares at Thierno. “He was fuming at his helplessness against
the flies and the woman” (20). The women and the flies, allegorical representations of
the gratuitous major and minor offenses that nature and one’s fellow humans inflict on
the individual, increase Thierno’s suffering. Thierno is in conflict with nature and
society.
Taking refuge in his thoughts, Thierno thinks of his wife only to suffer further
isolation, remembering that he had to leave her penniless and sobbing at the hospital
because “His religion forbade women to attend burials” (13). Superseding his concern
for his wife, the memory of his first child’s burial claims his consciousness: the first had
been buried in the village; the elders had arranged everything; Thierno had been spared
this terrible, solitary testing of his entire being. Yet, despite his fear, isolation,
humiliation, frustration, despair, Thierno is still “… motivated by a spiritual force
which grew out of his faith, and which demanded that he bury his son’s corpse in a
cemetery reserved for Muslims. He clung to this idea without ever asking himself if it
would be possible. For today this burial was the single aim of his life …” (16). In the
same moment that Thierno’s initial despair occasioned by grief and helplessness has
been heightened by Dakar’s microcosm of post-Colonial temporal reality, his despair is
lessened by the advent of a new passenger.
The sight of a marabout, a Muslim holyman, entering the bus and kindly
greeting the occupants soothes Thierno. He listens as the marabout converses with an
older, compassionate woman, Ma M’Bengue; he learns the marabout is well known for

his weekly Friday visits to the Muslim cemetery. This modicum of comfort quickly
dissipates. Realizing that the bundle on Thierno’s lap is a corpse, the woman next to
Thierno screams causing pandemonium. Only the intercession of Ma M’Bengue and
the marabout save Thierno from ejection. The marabout exhorts the passengers: “Let
us not forget that Allah is watching over each one of us” (26). In a spontaneous act of
generosity and empathy, Ma M’Bengue gives her handwoven top loincloth to Thierno
to cover Niiwam. But before order is restored to the bus and Thierno is assured he will
reach his destination, the bus driver has exited to urinate against one of the front tires,
and the well dressed woman has been robbed of her purse. Simultaneously, shameful
and criminal acts occur with those of dignity and grace; man’s higher nature prevails
when the passengers accept the marabout’s words:
Men of faith must help their brothers in the same religion who are
being tried by sorrow. Stand up brother in faith! Every child is a
chosen one of Allah on this holy Friday. He answers the call of the
Lord of us all, down here. “Allah Akbar,” he proclaimed in a chanting
tone. Men, let us fulfill this sacred duty! Let us pay homage to our
master (27).

The bus approaches the cemetery, and Thierno realizes his son will have a proper
burial. Thierno’s despair disappears:
Modestly, humbly he stood up … his legs wobbled, but he went
determinedly…. As he was climbing down he tripped, swayed and
stumbled sideways and backwards but without letting go of Niiwam he
regained his balance…. (28).
No longer alone, now armed with his strong spiritual identity, Thierno defies
and conquers despair; he exits the bus accompanied by the marabout who will

participate in the burial. Thierno hears Ma M’Bengue inside the bus quietly begin the
prayer for the dead while the marabout outside intones the lament of the martyrs. The
novella achieves closure with Thierno’s faith reaffirmed and despair dispelled.
Ousmane’s omniscient narration, pictorial imagery, and the journey motif enhance the
thematic elements of despair and the overpowering desire for spiritual rectitude. In
addressing the plight of the poor, illiterate people of post-independent Africa this
novella discloses the human spirit’s desire for the Divine which overcomes the despair
born of the harrowing particulars of time, place, and grief.
Unlike Thierno, Remi the protagonist in James Ngugi’s The Black Hermit
succumbs to despair. Two desires control Remi: one personal, to gain Thoni’s love; and
one political, to lead his people. Remi envisions a post-Colonial government with two
basic objectives: the first, to enable “The manpower of the masses … to be the
cornerstone of the economy, not foreign aid” (2, 2, 30); and the second, to overcome the
opposition mentality created by tribal and religious differences. As the son of a man
who was an esteemed leader of the Marua tribe, Remi yearns to lead his people and to
attain these two goals. Yet, when Remi leaves his country to attend the University, his
bond with family, tribe, and culture is seriouly weakened: during his university years
Remi begins to think that tribal and religious differences are two insuperable obstacles
to nationalism beyond his ability to remove. This perceived inability becomes his
despair which is heightened by his belief that Thoni whom he has loved since his youth
will never reciprocate his love. His despair leads him to renounce his political and
personal desires. The purpose of Remi’s life in the city changes: he no longer is

preparing himself to lead his people politically; instead, life in the city becomes a means
for him to become invisible to his family and tribe and to relinquish his foremost desires
in life.
Act I, set in the country, communicates the bitter disappointment of Remi’s tribe
with the conditions four years of independence have brought to their homeland. The
successive dialogues that Nyobi, Remi’s mother, has with Thoni, the Christian pastor,
and one of the tribal elders communicates the hopelessness of the Marua tribe. The
dialogue emphasizes the tribe’s belief that only Remi can provide leadership. The
Elders embrace the vision of the tribe’s diviner who
… saw the tribe expand,
Becoming powerful
Dominating the whole country (I, I, 10).
This vision is the insurmountable obstacle causing Remi to become the black hermit of
the title. The dialogue also introduces Thoni as the dutiful, widowed daughter-in-law
to Nyobi as well as Remi’s ironic antagonist. The most pervasive dramatic irony of the
play envelopes Thoni. Though Thoni has loved Remi since girlhood, she was married
to Remi’s brother and was widowed six months later. Remi, unaware of Thoni’s love,
refuses to follow the tribal tradition to marry his brother’s widow. Only after the tribal
elders pleaded with Remi “… to do a father’s wish and obey the sacred custom” (2, 2,
34) does he marry Thoni and then desert her for the city believing she “turned to me to
fill the emptiness in her heart, to soothe her grief for her true husband” (2, 2, 35). Thoni
clearly is the personification of tribal culture and tradition; she is symbolic of all those
Africans who trust that order and harmony are attained by living according to the tribal

mindset despite the personal sacrifice entailed. Remi’s desertion of Thoni is a desertion
of tribe and homeland. Remi’s despair infects the elders of his tribe and Thoni. An
elder articulates the tribe’s perception of Remi and his relationship to the tribe:
Remi was not husband of Thoni alone
Remi was also the new husband to the tribe
Through his big education,
He would have bound us together
He should have formed a political party,
And led us to victory (1,1,9).

Nyobi perceives the effects of Remi’s rejection of Thoni and says, “I hate to see your
youth wearing away/Falling into bits like a cloth long hung in the sun” (1, 1, 4). In
conversation with the Pastor, Nyobi again describes Thoni’s despair: “… she, like a
young sapling in a drought-stricken land,/Will also dry up in the heat of desolation” (1,
3, 19). The words of one of the Elders convey the desperate plight of the leaderless
Marua tribe:
Look at our country since Independence. Where is the land?
Where is the food? Where are the schools for our children?
Who of our tribe is in the government? … Our tribe waits under
a government composed of other tribes. What has Uhuru
[Independence]brought us (1, 2, 13)?
Act II, set in the city, further reveals Remi’s conflicted state: he has become a
political prodigal son. Remaining in the city after graduation, Remi abandons political
activity, takes employment as a clerk with an oil company and involves himself in a
relationship with Jane, a white woman to whom he has promised marriage. Remi
confesses to Omange, a friend how he spends his weekends: “A lot of waltzing, a bit of

rocking and plenty of twisting and cha cha cha. You know, the usual stuff” (2, 2, 28).
Jane questions his behavior: “You went from night club to night club as if you were
haunted, running from something” (2, 1, 24). Although perceptive, Jane is unaware that
by his self-imposed exile from the Marua, Remi has effectively renounced Thoni,
Marua, his cultural identity; he has tried to immerse himself into another woman’s life,
another place, another culture. To Omange, Remi confides: “So I ran away, escaped to
the city” (2, 2, 31). Remi has created what Foucault identifies as a “crisis heterotopia,” a
place “reserved for individuals who are in relation to society and to the human
environment in which they live, in a state of crisis” (Michel Foucault “In Other Spaces”
Diacritics 16, 22). The tribal elder’s visit and pointed remarks elicit Remi’s despair;
Remi admits:
All my life I believed in the creation of a nation. Where are we now?
Perhaps I did wrong to come to the city following the inclination of my
heart. Yet how can I go home? Surely a man’s public life is given
meaning only by the stability of his private life (2, 2, 41).
After the Pastor’s visit, Remi decides to return home, to lead his people, and he informs
Jane. Jane’s questions, like the tribal Leader’s remarks, evoke responses portraying
Remi as selfish, insensitive, immature, and blind to reality. Jane, who understands
Remi better than he does himself, verbalizes his crisis:
You call yourself a hermit. A black hermit. You are not a hermit. A
hermit looks for the truth. You ran away from the truth of your
position…. You don’t know yourself, or what you really want. Only that
you like thinking yourself a delicate being, superior and so much better
than anyone else (II, iii, 51-52).

Both the Pastor and the tribal Leader leave something of symbolic import with
Remi: the Pastor, a Bible and the Leader “a small bundle well wrapped with dry
banana leaves” (II, ii, 41). The reader or audience is pointedly made aware by these
objects of the nature of Remi’s continuing conflict. When Remi sees the Bible and small
bundle, the soliloquy that ensues foreshadows his tragedy:
These – These
Pieces of superstition
Meant to lure me home.
Shall I find my peace and freedom there?
They are part of me,
Part of my life,
My whole life (II, iii, 45).
Act III, “The Return of the Hermit,” depicts Remi’s return to the country and his
seduction of the villagers with a passionate speech against tribalism and the promise of
national salvation if Marua joins the National Party. The crowd responds by
surrounding Remi and singing Africa’s anthem. When Remi finally meets the Pastor,
his mother and Thoni, he pridefully declaims:
I will no longer be led by woman, priest or tribe. I’ll crush tribalism
beneath my feet, and all the shackles of custom. I was wrong to marry her
who was another’s wife, a woman who did not love me (III, I, 65).
Ignoring the wise remonstrances of his mother and the Pastor, Remi continues:
“I now know all. My stay in the city has taught me everything” (III, I, 65). These words
make Thoni’s despair complete; after years of public neglect, Remi now publicly rejects
her and Marua’s sacred tribal traditions. Running from the village, Thoni reveals her
despair to a woman trying to comfort her:
I can’t stay here in this place.

To be like an unwanted maize plant
That has been pulled out and flung on the bare path.
To be trodden beneath men’s feet,
And left to wither and dry up in the sun (III, ii, 66).
When the woman urges Thoni’s return to the village, Thoni’s response discloses the
power of total despair:
I’ll go to a country where I’ve many times thought of going.
There, there is no light and no people.
It’s all darkness swallowing you wholly… (III, ii, 67).
After being politically lionized by his tribesmen, Remi’s reversal of fortune
swiftly overtakes him with Thoni’s letter explaining her long love and devotion. The
letter is followed by her lifeless body. The Pastor is unsparingly direct in his words to
Remi: “I’ll tell you what was wrong. You … became lost in politics. You put all your
trust in yourself and in men, not God - …”(III, ii, 74). The play ends with Remi’s last
words to the dead Thoni while he kneels beside her in this Sophoclean-like tragedy.
His words indicate the beginning of self-knowledge:
Thoni, what have I done?
… I never gave you a chance
Nor even tried to understand you.
I came back to break Tribe and Custom
Instead, I’ve broken you and me (III, ii, 76).
Ngugi’s The Black Hermit delineates the strength of desire when supported by culture
and spiritual belief and the power of despair when other tragic catalysts are present:
arrogant pride, selfish immaturity, and a lack of self-knowledge. In this tragedy despair
devours desire. The imagery of arridity and desiccation and the plant imagery enhance
the thematic element of desire engulfed by despair. The play’s closing scene reveals

Remi as physically alive but politically, emotionally, spiritually paralyzed if not dead.
Ngugi shares the same vision as Ousmane: desire can overcome great despair when
one is supported by culture and faith; Remi spurned both.
Despair again vitiates desire in Chinua Achebe’s satiric novel No Longer at Ease.
Within the framing device of a courtroom setting in the interval between the trial and
the verdict’s announcement, Achebe presents a central, sustained flashback tracing the
process of despair that overtakes Obi Okonkwo. The omniscient point of view
scrutinizes the brief public life and career of a brillant, idealistic youth whose ambitions
progressively blind him to his personal weaknesses and the corruption that pervades
Nigeria’s civil service and government. Unlike Remi, Obi is neither arrogantly proud
nor insensitively selfish; like Remi, Obi is immature, lacking self-knowledge, wavering
in his cultural identity, and his despair is not self-contained but infects his family, tribe,
and country. Obi’s fall from grace transcends his personal tragedy: Obi’s desires and
despairing are endemic to many newly emergent African nations and are characteristic
of human societies. This universality is identified in Achebe’s title, a phrase taken from
T.S. Eliot’s poem “The Journey of the Magi”; Achebe also quotes four of the poem’s
lines to serve as an epigraph to his novel:
We returned to our places, these kingdoms
But no longer at ease here, in the old dispensation,
With an alien people clutching their gods.
I should be glad of another death.
These four lines succinctly summarize Achebe’s plotline and specifically foreshadow
Obi’s tragic estrangement and despair.

Set in 1956 in Lagos, Nigeria’s capital, the novel begins with Obi in the dock of
the High Court of Lagos and Southern Cameroons. Obi has lost everything dear to him:
mother, fiancee, reputation, career; he is psychologically flat. “The proceeding seemed
to be of little interest to him” (1). Obi’s, like Remi’s personal and public history typifies
that of many young post-Colonial Africans whose intellectual potential is recognized
and supported by both family and village. These “… post-independence elite” are sent
to Europe to be educated in order to return home and use their education to enter Civil
Service, to better the lives of their countrymen, “… to husband natural resources, … to
step up production and to disburse it equally” (Language and Theme “PostIndependence Disillusionment” 124). When Obi returns from England with his degree,
he is rewarded with the position of Senior Civil Servant on the Lagos Scholarship
Board. Within a year Obi transforms from an idealistic citizen to a corrupt bureaucrat.
This transformation and its ultimate situating of Obi in the dock is the subject of the
flashback.
Obi’s despair is facilitated by a crisis of identity that is at once personal and
national: a conflict engendered between his African tribal culture and his English
education and acculturation. This conflict intensifies when Obi defies family and
religious custom by choosing an osu to be his wife; it culminates in crisis with the
failure of his relationship with his fiancee, his mother’s death and his arrest for
accepting a bribe. Obi like Remi is overwhelmed by tribalism; Obi is outraged by the
corruption he sees upon his return to Africa and entrance into Civil Service. Like Remi,
Obi experiences the beginning of despair: “’What an Augean stable!’ he muttered to

himself …. What kind of democracy can exist side by side with so much ignorance?’”
(40). In the early days of his employment, Obi holds fast to his ideas of bringing
education and democracy to his people, but he soon is entangled by challenging,
personal economic realities: repaying his scholarship, maintaining an appropriate
domicile and servant, purchasing and operating a car, sending money monthly to his
parents for his younger brother’s education. He easily partakes of the social life of the
post-independence elite and begins distancing himself from family and culture.
Ironically, Obi himself ignores the very proverb he used in a speech to a cultural group
from his own village reminding them: “Our fathers also have a saying about the danger
of living apart. They say it is the curse of the snake. If all snakes lived together in one
place, who would approach them? But they live every one unto himself and so fall easy
prey to man” (73). Throughout the novel, Achebe uses the proverb – “A saying that
briefly and memorably expresses some recognized truth about life….” (Harmon and
Holman A Handbook to Literature 8th Ed. 415) and for centuries humanity’s device to
transmit wisdom orally – to show Obi’s movement away from his personal and cultural
identity toward his deepening despair.
Obi’s financial difficulties cause a break between him and the Lagos Branch of
the Umuofia Progressive Union, the cultural group that awarded him his college
scholarship. When Obi requests a delay for starting repayment, he is angered by the
response which includes pointed personal criticism: “What you get in one month is
what some of your brothers get in one year…. We are pioneers building up our family
and our town … those who build must deny ourselves many pleasures…. You are

moving around with a girl of doubtful ancestry…. (75). Clara, the girl alluded to, is an
osu; native tradition forbade marriage to an osu, an individual whose ancestor “… had
been dedicated to serve a god, thereby setting himself apart and turning his
descendants into a forbidden caste to the end of Time” (65). This break with the
Umuofian Progressive Union is followed by Obi’s complete separation from his family
and Clara. Being strangled with debt is a minor despair in comparison to Obi’s
psychological condition: he is distraught over his mother’s terminal illness, crushed by
his mother’s adamant refusal to accept Clara, unwilling to commit to marriage when
Clara reveals her pregnancy, and devastated when Clara rejects him after their child is
aborted.
Totally isolated, scorned even by his English boss, Obi recognizes and siezes the
opportunity to regain financial solvency by accepting bribes and sexual favors when the
workload of the Lagos Scholarship board increases. After the first bribe, Obi is shamed:
“’This is terrible!’ he muttered. ‘Terrible!’ he said aloud. He woke with a start in the
middle of the night and he did not go to sleep again for a long time afterwards” (153).
Obi continues the bribe taking, regains financial security, but contentment eludes him.
“Obi realized that he could stand it no more. People say that one gets used to these
things, but he had not found it like that at all. Every incident had been a hundred times
worse than the one before it” (153). Ironically, on the day that Obi determines he will
cease his corrupt behavior, he is arrested after being searched and found with marked
notes on his person.

Obi himself is the agent of his utter aloneness in his rejection of his familial, tribal
and cultural values and by the adoption of English values and lifestyle as practiced by
Nigerians of the mid-fifties. He desires union with both but is not mature and wise
enough to identify the values within each which will nurture and sustain a selfhood
enabling him to function in a society that is itself seeking to find a balance between the
certainty and harmony of the past provided by the “authority of custom” (Gikandi 9)
and the challenges of the present furnished by the myriad energies, appetites, and
struggles of post-Colonialism. Obi’s desire for identity, the reality of displacement and
the theme of isolation leading to the negation of all desires by the domination of despair
is heightened in the closing pages of Achebe’s novel by the inclusion of an Igbo
proverb: “Wherever something stands, another thing stands beside it” (145).
With the novel’s closure, Obi’s imprisonment appears imminent, and he appears
“unruffled and indifferent” (1); “He even tried to smile and belie the tears…. But now
when the supreme moment came he was betrayed by treacherous tears” (2). Obi’s
imprisonment will be physical, and it will also be psychological; both he and Remi have
consigned themselves to this more terrible punishment of the mind and heart. Remi’s
words and perhaps Obi’s tears indicate the beginning of self-knowledge. To attain such
knowledge is a victory in that it may allow the individual to overcome despair. Thierno
is imprisoned by poverty but his religious faith, the heart of his culture, enables his
continuance in life with a sense of purpose and dignity.
Each author uses a different genre – Ousmane, the novella; Ngugi, the drama;
and Achebe, the novel – and each is highly allegorical in the development of his genre

in order to emphasize the universality of the central theme shared by the three works:
the human being deprived of family, home, and culture succumbs to despair; the one
desire that enables the individual to resist and overcome despair is that of retaining at
least a remnant of his culture as Thierno does with his Muslim faith. In No Longer at
Ease an old man is discussing the belief of the elders and the peoples’ “… that thunder
cannot kill a son or daughter of Umuofia…. It is the work of our forefathers…. They
built themselves a powerful medicine to protect themselves from thunder, and not only
themselves, but all their descendants forever” (44). The old man is defining the life
sustaining nature of culture, deterrent of despair and source of desire in human life.
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The field of Holocaust Studies seems to be at a critical crossroads at this point in time, in
spite of the fact that it draws more attention than ever. Recent films like “ La vita e bella
[Life is Beautiful]” or “ Jakob the Liar” have demonstrated that there is a surge of new
paradigms in its representation with a growing uneasiness in the critical reception thereof.
The major criticism being that these films distort, fictionalize, belittle and ridicule
the real events and thus create a space where the deaths and heroic struggles of millions
of victims of the Shoah are rendered meaningless.
Let me point out some of the film’ s more blatant shortcomings first.
For me the most obvious is that even though Guido, the protagonist, is supposedly
Jewish and his fate is sealed for the mere reason of being Jewish, Jewish aspects are so
downplayed that in a first viewing they nearly seem to go unnoticed, and therefore seem
to be of little relevance and consequence.
Guido’ s Jewishness throughout the film is obviously of no concern to him, there
is nothing in his conversations that would indicate that he identifies himself as a Jew.
The closest we come to such an identification is actually a scene where some Italian
fascists paint on his uncle’ s horse the words “ Jewish horse,” which the uncle rightly

interprets as omen for things to come, yet, a scene which Guido shrugs off with the
remark: “What can they do to me; paint a sign “ Jewish waiter” on me?
The uncle in the film is actually the only character where one could detect some
possible Jewish qualities. Upon first contact with the uncle the viewer might assume that
the uncle simply lives in a dream-world of his own, in a jumble of historical artifacts.
But considering his later astute observations about his role and rank in society, it would
make much more sense to see in the uncle the symbol of the collector of histories. He
assumes the role of the Jewish story teller, a role that will die with him, since the new
generation already is too far assimilated to still be aware of their significance. One has to
concede also that historically speaking, Italian Jews after having obtained equal rights in
the 19th century had assimilated very rapidly to the extent of losing their connections with
Judaism.
Even though the film starts out with projecting in written form onto the screen
that the images should purport the viewer to Arrezo, Italy in the year 1939, which lends
the scene a certain air of authenticity, locations and timelines remain absolutely obscure
throughout the rest of the film. At times the choice of location is downright misleading,
which is especially confusing when the train with the deportees arrives at the camp,
which is supposed to remind the viewer of the tower at Auschwitz-Birkenau under which
the trains came in toward the selection ramp. Yet, it simply cannot stand for Birkenau
given the Alpine environment of the camp’ s location. Historically speaking there was a
camp in Bolzano, in the Italian mountainous north. But to assume that the action took
place there would not work either, with the references that are made during the film to gas
chambers in the camp, since those again would place it, as a death camp, into the

geographical sphere of Poland. This aspect certainly violates any quest for authenticity,
which the viewer might expect.
The camera shots are also frequently not in a logical sequence, or else place
foreground and background in rather awkward and often distorted opposition. The train
with the deportees arrives in a night-scene, which would be in line with the historical fact
that these trains usually arrived under the cover of darkness. Yet, the moment that people
get off the train, which is supposedly just minutes later, is in broad daylight. During that
scene and many others that represent life in the barracks the background with the SSofficers and the watchdogs is unrealistically blurred, as if the conversation between Guido
his son and the uncle formed a separate reality apart from the reality of the ramp. In the
barracks proper, with the exception of Bartolomeo, no other block inmate is given any
identity at all, they do not talk and are usually seen just as lying on the bunks, which all
adds to the unrealistic quality of the film.
Another aspect of annoyance is the use of seemingly unnecessary slap-stick scenes
and the use of symbols and images that are borrowed from other sources.
There is, for example, a scene where the viewer sees a little girl on the truck of
deportees holding on to her little kitten. One finds the cat again later in a scene where the
women inmates of the camp are sorting through the clothes of the gassed victims. The
parallel to Spielberg’ s pink coat in the film “ Schindler’ s List” is blatant, and exploiting
the death of the girl with rather sentimental means.
The scenes in the film where Rodolfo, Dora’ s pompous, original fiancé twice has
broken eggs running down his face, also seem redundant and an imitation of cheap
vaudeville comedy from the twenties.

One of the most criticized, and offensive scenes in this respect has to be the
imitation of Charlie Chaplin hanging on to the hands of a clock from the film “Modern
Times.” In “ Life is Beautiful” Guido is shown in the exact same body posture, yet,
holding on to some window guards in order to avoid detection from the camp
searchlights. For me though, the imitation of this scene could possibly be interpreted in a
meaningful way already. Chaplin’ s film like Fritz Lang’ s film “Metropolis” depicted in
their times the fascination and at the same time fear of the inhumanity associated with the
growing technology at the beginning of the century. I am not certain if it is too far
fetched to attribute to Benigni’ s remake a quality that would indicate that those fears visà-vis technology and modernity were justified. While Chaplin in his time could still save
his life by holding on, Guido in his time can no longer save himself that way. This could
be read as a warning to the viewer that without careful and cautious examination of
technology’ s effects on humanity they might end in the camps.
The film “ Life is Beautiful” is not an isolated incident, but is only the latest, and
now most prominent example in the depiction of the Holocaust, where humor and/or slap
stick are employed. I would like to refer to three other films, to point out some
similarities among them. The films are Verhoeven’ s 1996 film “Mutters Courage [My
Mother’ s Courage],” Frank Beyer’ s 1974 version of “ Jakob der Lügner [Jakob the
Liar],” and the 1999 American remake of the latter with Robin Williams.
I want to start with a film that uses humor in dealing with a Holocaust related
topic, and yet can be traced to “ authentic” experiences. I want to talk briefly about the
two versions of “ Jakob the Liar.” Both films are based on a novel by Jurek Becker, an
East-German author who had spent his early childhood in the Lodz ghetto, in Auschwitz

and in Ravensbrück. The plot of the novel is based on a story told to Becker by his father
about a man he had known in the ghetto, who had owned a radio and thus had supplied
the ghetto with news from London and Moscow. Becker originally did not want to write
this man’ s story, the hero that fights his suppressers, since in the political environment of
the GDR that very rare exception of resistance against the Nazis had been turned into the
norm. Becker’ s resistance to write that story was based on the fear that this norm of hero
that his environment envisaged would render the majority of the victims as un-heroic, as
insignificant or cowards.1 This 1974 film version is much more subdued in the portrayal
of the protagonist Jakob than its American counterpart. There are hints of situational
humor, especially in scenes with the wittier barber, while Jakob is generally portrayed as
rather sullen. At one occasion, when the little girl that remains under Jakob’ s tutelage
after her parents deportation, reveals some possibly dangerous information to an outsider,
Jakob slaps her hard in the face, an act that in any present day American made film would
be coined as child abuse. Such a scene is therefore carefully avoided in the American
version with Robin Williams. Where Jakob, from the 1974 version, rises to the occasion
though is, when he tells a fairy tale where the clouds that the humble servant can provide
for the ailing princess, become a symbol of freedom.
The two films have completely different endings. While in the American version,
Robin Williams heroically admits to his doings in order to preserve hope for the ghetto,
and as a result gets brutally and goryly tortured and then killed, the GDR version has none
of this individual heroism. There the film ends with the deportation of the remainder of
the inmates of the ghetto to the camps, but with a scene that provides for hope against all

hope, when the little girl looks out of the little air-vent on the boxcar and sees the clouds,
which resemble those from the fairy tale.
The American version places much more emphasis on the protagonist, attributing
him with qualities of a “ shlemiel,” who manages to get through life’ s ups and downs on
his own wits. Slapstick there is especially employed in the scene where Jakob produces a
“ radio show” for the little girl. In that scene Williams uses his incredible talent to
imitate voices, but it reminds the viewer somewhat painfully of the opening scenes of
Williams in the film “Mrs. Doubtfire.” The only function of slapstick at that moment
seems to be one of comic relief, in a situation that would otherwise be viewed as too
depressing.
Michael Verhoeven’ s film “My Mother’ s Courage” is based on the diary of
George Tabori’ s mother and depicts the incidents around her deportation from Budapest
to the Austrian border, and her miraculous return to Budapest on the same day, due to her
courage to confront an SS-officer, in a life threatening situation, at a holding camp near
the border.
The most obvious slap-stick scene of the film evolves around her arrest by two
retired Hungarian police officers, who even physically resemble the comic British actors,
Laurel and Hardy, with the difference being that what was comical with Laurel and
Hardy, is now seen as absurd due to the fact that they, the supposedly dignified pillars of
Hungarian society, are in reality two miserable old men, where one walks like a duck
because of problems of gout in his feet, and the other suffers a near heart-attack just from
the physical exertion of walking. What makes this scene even more comical and/or
absurd, is that the two old men, who obviously had known the honorable Mrs. Tabori in a

different social context before, will now in their new function of rounding up Jews for
deportation, make this ridiculous attempt of being all official vis-à-vis Mrs. Tabori, yet
are bound to fail for mere want of intellectual capacity.
Even though the film as such is based on Mrs. Tabori’ s autobiography, it seems a
safe assumption to state that the scene in reality did not happen quite like that. Yet, there
is a reason, beyond the effect of comic relief to insert the scene in this fashion into the
film. This scene has to be viewed as an attack on the complicity of the Hungarian police
forces with the Nazis. The comical aspect is supposed to reveal their ineptness in the
attempt to imitate the German Nazis. Upon careful analysis in these films, the use of
humor is never employed at the expense of the victims but rather to ridicule and unmask
the absurdities in the behavior of the perpetrators, who in their times took their missions
so “ dead” seriously.
Through exaggeration the filmmaker is also creating distance to these characters,
the viewer will not be able to identify with these merely two dimensional caricatures.
This aspect of creating distance and distortion can be found throughout the film thus, e.g.,
the real son of Mrs. Tabori will appear in the film and comment a given scene from the
perspective of his knowledge and awareness as an old man in the 1990’ s. The result of
these distortions is to create a Brechtian estrangement effect. Brecht came up with the
technique of the epic theater as a result of his opposition to the traditional Aristotelian
theater. What Brecht wanted was to get the viewer out of his passive role, not permitting
any identification with the plight of the protagonist on stage, into a role of reflection, and
ultimately into the role of changing society, through greater awareness of societal
shortcomings at any given historical time. Verhoeven’ s intentions are similar to

Brecht’ s. He also does not seek identification on a sentimental level with the fate of the
protagonist, but wants the viewer to keep his/her distance throughout the movie, in order
to stimulate critical reflection of the plot even while watching it. I will point out another
scene from this film later on in the discussion of a scene in “ Life is Beautiful” where
there are striking similarities between the two using the very same technique.
The film “ Life is Beautiful” starts with a male adult narrator, who only at the end
of the film will be identified as the voice of Giosue, Guido’ s son, telling the viewer:
“ This is a simple story but not an easy one to tell. Like a fable there is sorrow and like a
fable it is full of wonder and happiness.” At the very end Giosue comes in again,
claiming: “ This is my story. This is the sacrifice my father made. This was his gift to
me.” These opening and closing statements are somewhat misleading, if one were to
attempt interpreting the film through the son’ s perspective. The experiences and the
language of the film are definitely not based on the memory of a child. This film is a
character-study of Guido in three distinctly different phases of his life; the time of
Guido’ s pursuit of winning Dora’ s heart; the time of family life, and the time in the
camp. What the viewer is supposed to learn from this is that Guido’ s behavior or actions
will vary according to the external demands, but his character will not.
Guido is presented as a happy go lucky fellow, who will find something exciting
and positive even in the most adverse situations. He is also portrayed as strong-willed in
his pursuit of Dora and later in protecting his child at all cost. The way he expresses his
love for Dora and Giosue also entails that in spite of his outward carefree appearance he
is capable of deep emotions and feelings. He is also very ingenious and imaginative,
when it comes to problem solving, where other people in society are merely sullenly

preserving any given societal status quo. This ingenuity cannot be interpreted by any
means as intellectual, quite the opposite. People of the upper class or intellectuals, like
Dr. Lessing, follow the norms of conventional reasoning, while he relies on his innate
wits. Guido is also entirely apolitical, in that he does not interpret the anti-Semitic
warning signs appropriately. On the contrary, he is belittling these sign and thus seems to
be taken by total surprise when he, his son and his uncle are deported. With respect to
Judaism, I can only repeat what I have mentioned before, that he is assimilated to such an
extent, that one cannot even detect traces any more.
What makes him--and ultimately the film--interesting is the comparison of his
words and actions with those of others around him. One could claim that the film is
about Guido’ s life in contrast to other lives that seem diametrically opposed to his.
These lives that seemingly have nothing in common, still have conflicting or sometimes
also pleasant moments of encounter. I will look here at the following relationships that
he establishes with Dora, Rudolfo, and the fascist principal of the elementary school, the
SS camp guard and most importantly with Dr. Lessing.
Guido’ s relationship with Dora is of course, a happy and fulfilling one, and yet,
one should remember that Dora is a member of the upper class. If it were not for love,
the two would never find together. One also needs to keep in mind that Dora is already
promised to Rudolfo, who is much more her socially acceptable match, but who, as a
person, is rather boring and sullenly conforming to the demands of society to strengthen
his own career. What ultimately wins Dora for Guido is that Rudolfo sees in Dora
nothing but a convenient commodity that he will be able to dispose of, at his
convenience, in the name of “ love.” Dora’ s ultimate commitment to Guido is a

courageous one, since for her action she is shunned by society, even by her own mother,
and in the end her loyalty to Guido and her son, even makes her decide to follow them to
the camp.
Guido’ s relationship with Rudolfo is full of tension and friction. From the start
when Guido seeks to obtain a permit from Rudolfo’ s office, to open a bookstore, there is
conflict. Rudolfo, who is conveniently subservient to his superiors, and pompous among
his equals, runs his office like a feudal overlord where he determines who will obtain
favors and who will not. I already pointed out above the scenes where broken eggs will
run down his face, which by now we can interpret as attempts on Guido’ s part of getting
even with him, or even shaming him publicly. Ultimately Rudolfo’ s biggest defeat is
that he loses Dora to Guido. Rudolfo’ s further actions reveal that he is seeking revenge,
which he gets by denouncing Guido with the now very anti-Semitic city council, and it is
most likely, at least partially, due to his actions that Guido will get deported. One has to
keep in mind though that Rudolfo per se is not really attracted to fascist ideas, as can be
witnessed during a gala dinner with Dora and the principal of the school where Dora
works as a teacher. But, he will also not oppose these ideas if that could entail harming
his own advancement in life.
The one person depicted in the film who already in “ peacetime” is embracing
wholeheartedly Nazi ideas and ideology is the principal of the elementary school. It is
vital for the interpretation of the film that the strongest Nazi supporter is also the one who
can do the most damage toward the future in her role of educator of the next generation.
This configuration can be read as a perversion of the generally accepted motherly role of
elementary school teachers. To demonstrate the damage of indoctrination at the very

volatile and impressible stage in a child’ s formation I want to point out Benigni’ s spoof
on eugenics in the film. Guido slips in the role of the school inspector, whose obesity
certainly would run counter to the idea of him being a representative of a “ superior” race,
and upon invitation of the principal should explain to students why Italians belong to a
superior race. Guido in this scene does so by physically demonstrating to the children
that because of bendable earlobes, and perfect knots in the navel, all other nations are
envious of the Aryan Italian bodies. Ridiculing the once so adhered to principles of
eugenics and revealing them as the hoax they really are I consider quite appropriate, even
though realistically not very probable.
Set already in the camp is the scene where the SS guard explains to the new
inmates the rules and regulations of the camp. His stout physical appearance and his
bellowing voice seem stereotypically adequate for the circumstances. When he asks for
someone to translate his German instructions into Italian Guido volunteers his services, in
spite of the fact that he obviously does not speak any German at all.
What follows is a grim German rendering of what is expected from the inmates
contrasted by Guido’ s Italian transformation of the gruesome reality into the rules of the
game that will from now on govern his interpretation vis-à-vis his son of the daily camp
atrocities. The viewer is witnessing the transformation of realities, something that critics
since have much attacked. One should keep in mind though that different languages at
any time can never be rendered absolutely objectively into another, since the concept of
language is always connected to the culture(s) it represents. This means that the
transformation of certain connotations will always depend on the cultural funding of both
the speaker and the receiver. More simply put what Benigni is pointing out in this scene

is that the world of the Germans and his Italian world have nothing in common at this
point. This again exemplifies the duality in life spheres. One could also say that the
language of the oppressor and, in the case of the film, the subversive interpretation of the
victim is diametrically opposed.
This scene is also not realistically feasible, just like Guido’ s lesson on eugenics
above. In order to defend them one should keep in mind though what the narrator states
at the beginning of the film: “ Like a fable there is sorrow and like a fable it is full of
wonder and happiness.”
Let me point out though that it was Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’ s the strongest
proponent of German, had redefined Aesop’ s fables as essentially a moral precept
illustrated by a single example.
I am not claiming that the scenes of the film in their transformation and
reinterpretation of historical events become works of art, but they should become more
clearly visible as lessons to be learned. At this point, I also would like to reiterate the
idea of the Brechtian epic theater and its estrangement effect. Many of the scenes in
“ Life is Beautiful” can only be salvaged if we keep both of the above mentioned
concepts in mind.
The relationship between Guido and Dr. Lessing, seems the most crucial to the
understanding of the film and deserves closer analysis in our attempt to make the film
more meaningful.
To do it proper justice, I need to refer back to the beginning of the film. Guido
and his friend Ferruccio drive along some very bucolic Italian scenery, and Ferruccio
reflects the outward beauty of the land in a life affirming poetry rendition. The poem

deals with existential questions of human life in an environment that is perceived as
chaos, yet, this chaos is also seen as the limitless opportunity that it offers to those that
are willing to plunge into everything it has to offer.
The moment Ferruccio finishes his declamation the brakes of the car falter, and in
the next scene this reveals the interrelation of the physical world and the mindset. Where
in the poem’ s reference to the gone brakes signifies the abolishment of mind narrowing
rules, i.e., mental freedom, the gone brakes in the car, i.e., the lack of control over the car,
signify the loss of individually determined freedom, and the reign of chaos. Guido in the
next scene tries to pull the hand-brake to bring the car to a halt, but the car is so defunct
that he ends up holding the broken off brake in his hand while the car chases wildly down
the mountainside.
It is easy to assume that in the film the car stands for Italy at the time, the lack of a
brake for the corrupt state of Italian politics and Ferruccio and Guido for all those who
unwillingly are drawn into Italy’ s fate.
It is the word “ chaos” that will trigger further questioning when Ferruccio, further
along in the film, comes up with the explanation that he uses Schopenhauer’ s concept of
will(power) as a means to fall asleep. Apart from the fact that it is hilarious to use the
pessimistic world view of the German philosopher as a sedative, the viewer should, the
latest by now, ask the question of Schopenhauer’ s relevance to the plot.
It should even get more obvious when we analyze Guido’ s relationship with Dr.
Lessing.
Even the name “ Lessing” --as hinted at above--should trigger a plethora of
images. Gotthold Ephraim Lessing not only redefined the concept of the fable but in his

plays he was the first German writer to take an enlightened stand vis-à-vis Jews. To bring
into the film a character whose name evokes such ideas of humanity has to be considered
as very significant. Dr. Lessing as a character in the film at first seems to do his name
justice, since he is depicted as a well meaning philanthropist interested in the mystery of
human existence. This image is even further enhanced, since he, the well educated
German physician, accepts Guido as an equal partner in his mania for riddles. Most of
the riddles are rather trivial in nature, but two of them especially focus on rather
existential concerns. The solution to the first riddle being: “ Obscurity.” The solution to
the second being “ Silence.” Both stand for concepts that certainly beg further
interpretation especially when dealing with the Holocaust. The second riddle is given to
Guido by Dr. Lessing at the time of the latter’ s return to Germany from Italy. For our
purposes here the verbal context is actually of greater importance than the riddle:
Dr. Lessing: I truly enjoyed myself with you. You are the most ingenious waiter
that I have ever come across.
Guido: “ Thank you. You are the most cultured customer I have ever served.
It is crucial to understand that the quality ascribed to Guido of “ ingenious” refers
to an innate quality, while the aspect “ cultured” is an acquired or learned one. In
consequence Guido will solve these riddles and life’ s problems simply by being himself,
whereas Dr. Lessing has to solve them through the traditional channels of learning within
certain given cultural definitions.
So far the riddles and the environment in which they were formulated, are fairly
non-consequential. The environment in which the last riddle is given, and the content
thereof, gives it a totally new meaning though.

The last riddle is given in the camp where Dr. Lessing works now as the camp
physician. Dr. Lessing manages to get Guido into the position of waiter at the officer’ s
club of the camp, which is so much easier a task than the physically excruciating job
Guido had to do until then. So far Dr. Lessing’ s intervention into Guido’ s life seems in
sink with the humanistic view one would expect from a person with his name and from a
physician in general, whose function it is, after all, to preserve human life. Guido is full
of hope that Dr. Lessing will help him and his family through his position in the camp,
when the latter tells him that he needs to speak with him secretly. But all that Dr. Lessing
wants at that time is to tell Guido about a riddle that a veterinarian friend from Vienna
had sent him and to whom he is not able to send a riddle of his own in return until the
first one gets solved. Since the riddle seems so trite, it is worth being repeated here:
“ Fat, fat, ugly, ugly, all yellow in reality. If you ask me what I am, I answer: cheep,
cheep, cheep. Walking along I go “ popo.” Who am I?” The way Dr. Lessing turns his
face to Guido after giving Guido the riddle somehow resembles the image of Judas
kissing, and at the same time betraying, Jesus. The viewer, who expects a statement of
great importance and confidentiality feels even more betrayed to hear from Dr. Lessing:
“ I translated it [the riddle] for you into Italian last night. Well, what do you say? <...>
Help me, Guido. For heaven’ s sake help me. I can’ t even sleep.” Guido, who seems to
stare in disbelief at Dr. Lessing, does not verbally respond at all. What used to be a game
in Italy is now totally out of proportion and inappropriate in the realm of the camp, where
the lives of the inmates depend on the “ good will” of a lunatic like Dr. Lessing. Dr.
Lessing’ s invocation of God, when pleading for Guido’ s help, stands for the utmost of
absurdity. It has to be read as a sign of a world where any common human sense is lost

and humanity has ceased to exist, or else is devoid of any meaning, which would indicate
that the humanism that Gotthold Ephraim Lessing had pleaded for had ultimately failed.
We have already examined the concept of fable in the context of this film. It
remains to still analyze the concepts of riddles, character, will, chaos, and salvation.
The concepts I will present here are taken from Schopenhauer’ s philosophy and I
hope they will illuminate and clarify Guido’ s actions and reactions to an ultimately
hostile environment.
Schopenhauer’ s philosophy is one of pessimism, based on his atheistic worldview. He claims that human actions are meaningless in determining the course of the
world’ s destiny, that the world is governed by its own will:
“ <...> Schopenhauer believes that the inner core of reality, the will has no goal
and no conscious direction : The will is ateleological and irrational, striving for
nothing except self-perpetuation in its own senseless course. <...> human history
is not progressing toward an ever-better society, at least not toward one in which
more human beings are oftener and oftener performing compassionate acts“ 2

This quote on Schopenhauer renders his world view as one where chaos reigns.
Our “ free will” in societies governed by constitutions and laws, we find it difficult to
accept—or at least to assume--that we as individuals have no influence on what happens to
us in our environment. We prefer to think that with all our technology we have advanced
as human beings as well. And yet, any concept based on Hegelian teleology, with the
conviction that there is progress in history, is rendered meaningless when the outcome
leads into an event like the Holocaust.
For most of the characters depicted in the film, Schopenhauer’ s idea of
pessimism actually holds true, their lives center around their own self-preservation, and

thus they do not actively oppose the reign of chaos, they become willing or forced
accomplices of a will other than their own.
Schopenhauer claims that human character is innate and unalterable.3 Yet, he
concedes that while the “ character of the species” 4 is common to all of us, we have to
“ regard character as individual for the reason that we have each our own idiosyncratic
responses to the world.” 5 Character is further divided into the simply innate aspect of the
species and the acquired one which allows for more self-knowledge of the individual.6 It
does not require deep understanding of the psyche to concede that humans have a
tendency to repress negative aspects, that would reveal weaknesses, fears, anxieties,
failure etc., and it is at such instances where we modify self-knowledge to “ construct
accounts of our own natures in imitation of the qualities of others we admire, or who
society tells us we ought to admire.” 7 For the purposes of helping us with the
interpretation of the film, one should have no problem to accept that such claims would
fit a person like the school principal, and all those who so willingly chose to follow
Hitler’ s ideas.
How then can one explain a character like Dr. Lessing:
“ ‘ Man’ s need for Metaphysics:” a solution to the ever-disquieting riddle” posed
by suffering <...> is something which, he [Schopenhauer] observes, we demand
from philosophy <...> [which] can never be anything but “ theoretical:” ‘ to
become practical to guide conduct, to transform character are old claims which,
with mature insight, it ought finally to abandon.’ ” 8
In order not to have to admit to his own complicity in the Hitler regime, and to
hide from accepting responsibility for deciding on people’ s lives or deaths as camp
physician--the total perversion of the Hippocratic oath--Dr. Lessing constructs a parallel
life where all that counts are his riddles. In the case of Dr. Lessing it will also be easy to

accept Schopenhauer’ s notion that compared to the will “ the intellect is only
secondary.” 9 Dr. Lessing’ s level of understanding into the machinations of the world
could be termed as “ sentimental consciousness <...> in order to escape knowledge of the
unpleasant.” 10 It is not the intellect that will compel us to save others, but acts of
compassion.
In the film both, Guido and Dora demonstrate their capability of performing acts
of compassion for others that are not based on self-preservation. Dora decides willingly
to join Guido and Giosue in the camp, even though she, as a non-Jew, was not on the list
of deportees. Guido’ s actions are also governed by selfless motives, based on love for
Dora and Giosue, which in the end lead to his death.
Schopenhauer claims that “ ” the egoist feels himself surrounded by strange and
hostile phenomena,” the good person “ lives in a world of friendly phenomena.” ” 11 If
nothing else one has to concede that Guido definitely lives in such a world of friendly
phenomena, in a rather childlike innocence where miracles form part of his ordinary life.
May be with the Schopenhauerian concept of character in mind, it makes more sense
now, that the film was divided into three stages in Guido’ s life. These different aspects
of his life are essential to understand that his character as a human being never changed
throughout the film, even though exterior situations might have provides different
motives for his actions.
Yet, it is also important to understand that he is aware of the hostility around him,
that he full well knows that human life in the camps is in constant danger of extinction,
and thus it is by choice that he creates the “ game” to protect his son. It is through this

“ artistic” action that Guido, in the Schopenhauerian sense provides a solution to the
problem of existence in a hostile and chaotic world.
“ Great art, that is, assimilates the fearful, the threatening, even the terrible, by
representing it in such a way that we the audience, feel ourselves disassociated from our
individual, threatened selves, and elevated to the eternal standpoint.” 12 It is this sensation
that Guido provides for Giosue. The elevation of Guido’ s act to the eternal standpoint
being that he preserved for his son, in a world of horror and dying, the belief that
humanity for purely altruistic reasons can still be possible.
Even if Guido’ s actions would not have been very probable in reality, I feel that
the film serves as a valuable paradigm to promote further research in the area of
Holocaust studies since. To put it in James Young’ s words “ <...> the best memorial to
the fascist era and its victims in Germany today may not be a single memorial at all--but
only the never-to-be resolved debate over which kind of memory to preserve <...>.” 13
Young’ s idea strengthens the notion that we should not cement memories of the
Holocaust into one “ correct” interpretation, since that would ultimately destroy any
future discussion, which would mean that the lives and deaths of millions of victims
would ultimately fall into oblivion.
I am aware that Guido’ s act of compassion in the film is attained at the price of
falsifying history. But for myself I have come to the conclusion that the end of preserving
the belief in life justifies the means, especially since in Judaism, a religion that does not
readily believe in miracles, life itself is a miracle and therefore beautiful.
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Abstract of paper

A breakthrough so dramatic as the invention of powered flight could not
help but leave its mark in many places. My paper/presentation, illustrated
with recorded excerpts, chronicles the impact of powered flight on music
through references in a number of diverse musical genres and styles, from
ragtime and turn-of-the-century songs through opera, sonata, cantata, and
string quartet by classical composers including Leo Ornstein, George
Antheil, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Kurt Weill, and Phillip Glass. Powered
flight is celebrated in Country-Western ballads, Citybilly songs, musicals,
swing, Yiddish comedy in klesmer style, pop and rock standards, rap,
television themes, and humorous numbers.
While the content of the presentation is entertaining, it covers vividly a wide
and diverse swath of musical culture while following its narrowly-defined
topic of music inspired by a century of powered flight.
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Abstract: Nga Pua Waiarangi - The Creative Voice of the Young
This research reveals exciting possibilities about the links between children’s
songwriting and a range of other learning domains including literacy, thinking,
emotional intelligence and music technology in Pacific Rim school curricula.
Songwriting is currently delivered at the heart the music programme at Tauranga
Intermediate (Middle) School, Aotearoa (NewZealand).Songwriting is being used as
a vehicle for rangatahi (students 10 - 13 years of age) to voice their concerns about
their environment and Te Ao Hurihuri (the changing world). The school has a fully
equipped music recording studio and contracted producer.
Tauranga Intermediate was involved along with ten other schools in a major
publication of original student songs, artwork and creative writing, The Present
which received a Tui award at the 2001 New Zealand Music Awards. Both The
Present and a subsequent album of songs by young songwriters, The Project, have
resulted in student songs being used in choral festivals and community projects and
the launching of commercial music careers for young performers.
The principal researcher, Carol Storey, is an award winning educator and musician.
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21st century flute repertoire seems to be dominated by a few women
"flutist-composers," one of whom is Katherine Hoover. This situation
has arisen due to three important trends in the last 100 years: the
acceptance of women into composition programs in higher education, the
continued development of the flute mechanism itself, and the change in
the gendering of the instrument from a predominantly male instrument to
a female one. After a brief discussion of women composers and Katherine
Hoover's life in particular, three contemporary flute solos will be
addressed and then performed: Reflections, Kokopeli, and Winter
Spirits.
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Abstract
Language attrition is not a new phenomenon. The process has occurred for millennia, but
the modern era particularly exacerbates it due to globalization and the internationalization
of social, political, and economic pressures. Of the world’s six thousand languages, more
than half will decease in the next hundred years. In light of this peril, organizations and
communities have recently devoted great effort to the promotion of linguistic human
rights and sought solutions to the problem of language death. I believe that global
contact and linguistic diversity are not anomalous, but the sociological implications
attached to the dominant regime must be disarmed before the two can co-exist. Minority
language groups developing identity politics in the globalized world creates the
opportunity for language to be a resource and multilingualism an advantage, thus
maintaining the most unique and varied intellectual product humans possess--language.

All languages are created equal. Not one language on earth is structurally,
phonetically, morphologically or semantically better than another at providing its
speakers with successful communication and interpretation of the world. Like the
world’s organisms, languages compete in the environment, languages evolve, languages
die—and yet Darwinism does not apply to language because no such thing as the fittest
language exists. What operates behind these processes if not natural selection? Simple:
human beings.
This is not a new phenomenon. Languages come into contact with one another, a
conquering group will impose its language onto another for domination and assimilation,
and the conquered language will go through a process of subjugation, restricted use, and
possibly death. The process has occurred for millenia, but the modern era particularly
exacerbates it due to globalization and the internationalization of social, political and
economic pressures. Language attrition is a by-product of globalization commonly
overlooked, despite language being one of the most marked symbols of identity in the
cultural corpus. The world’s linguistic resources are disappearing as world languages,
like English, grow. In light of this peril, organizations and communities have recently
devoted great effort to the promotion of linguistic human rights, and sought solutions to
the problem of language death. I argue that the very force responsible for exacerbated
language attrition is the arena in which minority languages can stabilize their dubious
future: globalization. Global contact and linguistic diversity are not anomalous, but the
sociological implications attached to a dominant regime must be disarmed before the two
can co-exist. Minority language groups developing identity politics in the globalized
world creates the opportunity for language to be a resource and multilingualism an
advantage, thus slowing or resolving language abandonment and death.
An ethnolinguistic assessment of language death and its causes focuses on the
interrelationship of language use within the community and outside forces that may affect
its functional sovereignty. Understanding this interrelationship is vital in today’s modern
world as the local and the global become increasingly intimate. The ultimate sign of
language endangerment is parents not speaking their native language to children.
Because language is primarily a spoken product, intergenerational transmission is the key
to language vitality and survival. Parents might choose not to teach children their native
language for a number of reasons--educational, political, and religious coercion being the
most salient. Whenever a conquering group seeks to establish control and domination
over an area and its people, imposing the conquering language as the language of
education, business, and government effectively solidifies that control. Any language
associated with such socio-political status stands a good chance of being considered the
language of prestige, social mobility, and knowledge in the broader social context. If the
minority language does not serve the communicative goals of the speaker, parents will
teach children the language that does. In other words, due to the inextricable association
between language and identity, if speakers cannot use their native language in all
domains of society; if they will be prosecuted for speaking a language because it points to
group affiliation; or if they feel that social mobility is dependent on speaking a different
language, parents will desist intergenerational transmission. This is not the case for every
language, nor does every language die that is subjected to such a scenario, or follow the
same pattern at the same speed. However, a language will not die without one or some or
all of these conditions.

Just as no language is inherently better than another, “objective social reality
exists not by chance, but as the product of human action” (Freire 1993:51). Language
has always been seen as fundamental to building and establishing nations, especially
since the end of the eighteenth century. By default of this process, linguistic minorities
result from the nationalism that bars them (Heller 1999:7). Language defining
community boundaries means one can be associated with or dissociated from the
community by virtue of language choice. The association is not projected by any
inherent properties of the language, but by communities using them for social ends. The
process of nation-building and power dynamics with language as a tool results in
subjugation of minority groups and discrimination on the grounds of language. The goal
is to shift the attitude from language as a problem to language as a resource—and
globalization is the conduit through which that can happen.
One would assume that globalization, given the internationalization of resources,
would only promote language death since global communication on a daily basis doesn’t
afford multilingualism, but promotes a common language. Indeed, this is the problem.
Globalization has exacerbated the process and rate of language death as languages are
subjugated not just on the national level, but the international level. World languages
have moved into international spheres, expanding the locus of their function and use.
Thus, social mobility is compounded by international and national pressures and their
hegemonic power (Mignolo, 2002). Hornberger warns that indigenous languages and
communities are “threatened by destruction of lands and livelihoods; the spread of
consumerism, individualism, and other Western values; pressures for assimilation into
dominant cultures; and conscious policies of repression” (1998:442). Brysk localizes
these generalizations in her study of Indian rights and internationalization in Latin
America:
Alongside the formal transition to democracy, economic and social
developments actually worsened the position of many Indian groups:
foreign debt inspired uncontrolled colonization of Indian territories in
rainforest regions, and adjustment programs encouraged privatization
of communal Indian lands. Projects that claimed to promote ‘national
development’ often instead destroyed Latin American Indians
(2000:10).

However, current globalization theorists, including Brysk, have emphasized other
globalizing trends. While “the emergence of capitalism ushers in a quite different type of
order based on more economic than political power”, this shift creates “modes of
connection between different social contexts, or regions become networked across the
earth’s surface as a whole” (Giddens 1990:68/65). Appadurai’s (1996) analysis of
globalization describes dimensions of cultural flows called “scapes”, which account for
the global context of those dimensions manifested differently in different locales and
contacts. This outlook emphasizes that local cultures and societies take the input of
global flows and consciously choose which factors to integrate into their society. Hence,
the boundedness and absolutism implied by traditional opinions of globalization, which
assume inevitable cultural homogenization, may be overlooking opportunities for
diversity and expression. The fluidity of borders and the movement of people due to
globalization “creates new institutional links across borders, such as international
organizations, integrated markets, and transnational social movement networks . . .

globalization privileges the role of information and communication . . . all of these
changes grant new access to power, as they voice identities and messages across borders”
(Brysk 2000:11). The possibility for people to network with others across borders and
nations without geographical constraints redefines the territory that power relations
operate in.
Globalization, in light of ‘dissolving borders’, displaces the trajectory of
nationalism and the process of building a nation. “One important new feature of global
cultural politics is that state and nation are at each other’s throats, and the hyphen that
links them is now less an icon of conjuncture than an index of disjuncture” (Appadurai
1996:39). States can no longer rely on the definite relationship of their identity shaping
the social consciousness of the nation. “The development of globalized social relations
probably serves to diminish some aspects of nationalist feeling linked to nation-states but
may be causally involved with the intensifying of more localized nationalist sentiments”
(Giddens 1990:65). Add to this the increasing number of emigrants and transnational
populations who don’t need the geo-political boundaries of their homeland to consider
themselves a given ethnicity, and the contemporary world order no longer entwines the
nation with the state. Monica Heller succinctly summarizes this point:
Current economic, political and social developments are undermining
the logic of linguistic nationalism. Old nations group together to
produce supra-national associations, like the European Union. The
expansion of capitalism under corporate, rather than national, auspices,
creates communities of economic interest and corporate culture which
cut across national and linguistic lines. And economic and political
migrations account for major changes in the cultural and linguistic
composition of both areas from which people move, and those to which
they move (1999:10).

The fracture of nation and state opens the way for linguistic minorities to claim ground
where before the legitimacy of their position would have been undermined by the state
and its relations of power. National identities are built on control of cultural capital, and
“language is obviously also a factor which may convert political power into cultural
influence, and then conserve the latter” (Hannerz 1992:220). Part of defining and
controlling power is control over linguistic code and domains of use, outlining the
connections made between language use and social position in society. “After all, it is
not the number of speakers of a language, but their positioning in society that determines
their patterns of language use . . . the whole notion of language minority has more to do
with power than with numbers, anyway” (Hornberger 1998:452). Economic
transformations weaken the nation-state hegemony, ushering in opportunities for
linguistic minority resistance. The point is that while language abandonment and death
happen as an outcome of language contact and impositions of power, the cement of
identity and social stratification due to language choice crumbles with the limited spatial
boundaries of the nation-state and the advantages of globalization. The abstraction of
cultural flows exposes the culture of domination so that expression is no longer beholden
to the dominant rubric, and language becomes a tool for postmodern nationalism and
identity politics.
A responsibility exists in the global community, especially in the periphery
(Hannerz 1992), not to be victimized by outside influences, but to take control and

advantage of the interface those influences create. This is the crux of identity politics.
“Conventionally powerless people have used global symbolic appeals and normative
constructions of international forces to transform their own lives and to pioneer new
forms of politics” (Brysk 2000:2). These global symbolic appeals destroy any oppressor
dichotomy by using contemporary means of discourse to carve out space as agents in the
global system:
Identity politics should involve an explicit appeal to identity for
movement mobilization and external campaigns, the use of identity
markers as symbols, and the politicization of cultural practices.
Identity politics often cuts across other axes of political affiliation such
as class and political party. Characteristic (but not exclusive)
mechanisms of identity politics include symbolic appeals, information
campaigns, and legitimacy challenges to dominant institutions and
regimes (Brysk 2000:23).

Identity politics can capitalize on the structures and influences of globalization; people
outside the dominant regimes adapt and apprehend globalization’s benefits by applying
them. “Changes in consciousness and communication mobilize a new form of politics”
(ibid.:21), including the politics behind language suppression, subjugation, and
discrimination.
Indigenous and minority language groups cultivate self-determinism through
social movements, exportation of identity markers, cultural practices and information
campaigns, which liberates them from the confines of a social identity enforced by the
dominant regime. Exposing the legitimacy of their position, linguistic minorities
challenge states’ language policies that relegate minority language use to limited
domains. If a hierarchy of distinction and function between languages is lost, mutual
discourse and mutual exchange between language groups will be valued and genuine. “It
is always through action in depth that the culture of domination is culturally confronted”
(Freire 1993:54). Freire gives power to the oppressed by acknowledging their capability
to critically examine and confront the axiological world in which they live. Language
communities battle the effects of wider national or global social forces via “power
relations of cultural contact in interaction or discourse” (Anderson 1998:43). Postmodern
nationalism and identity politics frame identity in the global context, and language is a
tool for this. Symbolic of solidarity and group belonging, it can be used as a banner
under which self-determination and autonomy are claimed. “Organizations for cultural
transformation or resistance which we call movements often arise, of course, out of local
forms of life, as responses to local circumstances” (Hannerz 1992:255). Identity politics
stops language attrition and death because marginalized peoples and minority languages
are no longer beholden to the dominant regime to stake legitimacy and power. They can
operate beyond the borders of the nation, claiming an identity within networks rather than
boundaries. Using the salience of their language and its unique status as a marker of
affiliation, linguistic minorities navigate the path toward equality, self-determination,
participation, and cultural development.
Nancy Hornberger provides vignettes and examples of efforts by different groups
in the name of linguistic preservation:

Every year since 1983, an indigenous teacher education course
sponsored by the Comissao Pro-Indio (CPI) of Acre State has been held
during the summer months in the Amazonian rainforest of Brazil. The
1997 session was attended by some 25 professores indios ‘indigenous
teachers’, representing eight different ethnic groups whose languages
are in varying stages of vitality, from those with about 150 speakers to
those with several thousand (1998:440).

This organization of indigenous teachers, who actively negotiate their role in the global
community with the help of an international organization, write proposals for funding and
grants for community development. Additionally, indigenous professors mean that
indigenous languages are promoted and used in everyday life, their vitality encouraged
among the more dominant languages in the area. In Bolivia, top-down policy is a greater
focus for indigenous language rights:
The Bolivian National Education Reform of 1994 envisions a
comprehensive transformation of the educational system, including the
introduction of all thirty of Bolivia’s indigenous languages alongside
Spanish as subjects and media of instruction in all Bolivian schools
(1998:443).

Both bottom-up and top-down policies attempting to reconcile language attrition in
regional countries are important, but neither would work without identity politics as the
foundation of the movements. “The involvement and initiative of the indigenous
communities themselves . . . provide the impetus and sustenance for language planning
efforts” (Hornberger on Lopez 1998:442). Another case, described by Zachary Fink, a
graduate student in the Anthropology Department at the University of Colorado at
Boulder, is similar. While filming in Ecuador, Fink collaborated with a Quichua woman
involved in indigenous rights in Ecuador. Despite little funding, the woman held a
position in the local government under the mayor in Quito, working to bring indigenous
voices to the Ecuadorian government. The language of government, business, and other
public spheres is Spanish. The position of this woman, though seemingly insignificant,
indicates that the government in Ecuador considers its indigenous groups important to the
constituency. Fink described that, despite not speaking the language, indigenous
communities were proud to speak Quichua and their bilingualism is looked at as an
advantage in the city. Although Quichua spoken on the streets still pins an individual as
indigenous, and the indigenous members of Quito are overall the most poor, the
association of indigenous language use was not a ‘bad’ association, according to Fink.
These movements illustrate how “development and promotion of equal use of
languages” (Hornberger 1998:444) slowly dissolves the ideology that linguistic
differences are a problem, emphasizing their role as a resource in the national and global
society. Reciprocally, “language policies with a language-as-resource orientation can and
do have an impact on efforts aimed at promoting the vitality and revitalization of
endangered indigenous languages” (1998:444). Of course, hearing about policy and
observing the results of implementation do not always follow hand in hand. For
education systems and policy shaping the social consciousness from a top-down
perspective, the goal is to “ensure the right to use the mother tongue in official situations,
and to learn well both the mother tongue and the official language of the country of
residence” (1998:451), which fosters “a vital native language valued by the community;

versatile bilingual/bicultural/biliterate personnel who take the lead in effecting change in
their schools; and long-term stability of the change site—personnel, governance, and
funding” (1998:452). Identity politics and language-as-resource orientation provide the
bottom-up component drawn from self-determination and activism of the groups
themselves, combined with the sustained efforts of government recognizing the value of
multilingualism. Also, the efforts of NGO’s, other organizations, and anthropologists
should not be overlooked as integral to bringing the voices of these indigenous groups to
the attention of people in other parts of the world.
Power can sometimes be altered by the confrontation of minority groups to the
dominant regime. It is important to understand that, as part of identity politics,
marginalized groups should not seek superiority or domination, just equal voice: “The
oppressed must not, in seeking to regain their humanity, become in turn oppressors of the
oppressors” (Freire 1993:44). Identity politics, by virtue of their engagement, point to the
“critical discovery that both [the oppressed] and their oppressors are manifestations of
dehumanization” (1993:48). Discrimination on the grounds of language and nationalistic
attempts to assert the superiority of one language over another are acts of oppressors
desirous of dehumanizing others. But language rights and promotion of linguistic
identity should not threaten state power. A language-as-resource orientation converts that
threat into an advantage. The ultimate goal is “a vision of pluralist pragmatism, in which
language becomes capital and not emblem” (Heller 1999:265). Language is not
inherently exclusionary, but it has been used to those ends. Shifting the discourse, states
can exploit their linguistic capital to build relations and promote internal diversity as a
global advantage. “If it is true that our language and literacy practices position us in
social and power hierarchies, it is also true that they may be sites of negotiation and
transformation of those hierarchies” (Hornberger 1998:453). Altering the discourse from
language as problem to language as resource can avoid any threat minority languages
may impose on the state. “Nothing in the assertion of indigenous rights—or minority
rights more generally—precludes the possibility of cultural change and adaptation”
(1998:453). Identity politics and linguistic rights are not separatist, nor rebellious, but
pluralist. Heller, in her ethnographic work on French minorities in Canada, observes that
“multilingualism was becoming a marker of elite status” (1999:270), in Canada and most
prominently in Europe. Those who can apply a diverse linguistic repertoire in a number
of situations are advantaged. In a world knit together by networks and flows uninhibited
by territorial boundaries, why let language gum up the works?
The language-as-resource and pluralist outlooks on language rights and language
policy, afforded by identity politics, reconcile the friction between globalization and
linguistic diversity. On the international level, globalization has intensified language
death by promoting world languages like English. Locally, language discrimination
reigns as an organization technique for nation-building and social hierarchy. However,
linguistic minorities can take advantage of the networking and communicative
adaptability that globalization fosters. In claiming identity through linguistic rights,
promoting minority language as equal to the national language, and orienting toward a
language-as-resource ideology, pride in multilingualism within an area becomes an
advantage, locally and globally. The rejuvenation of minority language use in all
domains of society secures parental knowledge that the native language will garner social
mobility and be useful, curbing language abandonment and death.
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Abstract
The table laden with sensuously depicted and socially
contextualized objects is a traditional still life motif. In A.
S. Byatt’s novel, Still Life (1985), verbal still lifes
concretize domestic routines in arrays of familiar objects,
highlighting “geometric shapes and primary colors.” I will
examine a series of five socially stratified set-pieces that
arrest narrative momentum, defamiliarize objects, and accentuate
visualization, with subliminal reference to characters’ lives.
On the aesthetic front, Alexander, who is writing a play on Van
Gogh, becomes fascinated with Still Life: Blue Enamel Coffeepot
(1888) and with the painter’s verbal description of his motif.
He focalizes a London breakfast table as a still life, comparing
capacities of words and paint to represent objects in nuanced
ways. Van Gogh’s iconic Still Life and his verbal annotation of
the motif--which Byatt cites intertextually--stimulate
Alexander’s reflections on perception and expression. Byatt
exploits the paradox of immobility and vitality that pervades
all still life, her stylizations directing attention to seeing
in tableaux that allow her to critically compare and verbally
exploit interrelations of writing and painting. Still Life makes
space for inventive use of visual language and verbal color, as
well as engaging with bare facts of biological experience and
gender. If that gives the novel a hybrid narrative-expressivediscursive form, it allows the novelist, borrowing heavily from
the painter, to pack more artistic and sensuous life into her
pages.
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Still Lifes in Byatt’s Still Life
Jack Stewart

In the language of images, still life speaks mutely of lives that have left their trace on
things; the “Table” motif celebrates domesticity or leisure through familiar objects or
prized possessions. The "life of the table"1 ranges from aristocratic elegance and
conspicuous consumption, through middle-class comfort and affluence, to poverty,
sobriety, and restraint. In A. S. Byatt’s Still Life (1985), several tables appear as stylized
still lifes, embedded in social contexts2 ranging from the Potters' lower middle-class
teatable, through the Pooles' sophisticated middle-class breakfast table, to the Reivers'
aristocratic tea-table. The human and social contrasts between Potters' and Reivers'
tables represent the democratic and aristocratic poles of still life, which Norman Bryson,
in Looking at the Overlooked, calls Rhopography and Megalography. 3 Modern "table
still lifes," featuring everyday pleasures, include Van Gogh’s Still Life: Blue Enamel
Coffeepot, Earthenware and Fruit (Arles, May 1888; Fig. 1), 4 the iconic centerpiece of
the novel. Alexander, a playwright, calls this canvas “The Breakfast Table” and it
becomes the focus of his reflections on visual and verbal art.
Byatt, in Still Life, arrests narrative from time to time, presenting assortments of
things thrown up or off by the tempo and circumstances of characters’ lives. As in still life
painting, the eye is attracted to sensory surfaces and random arrays of objects that
metonymically represent patterns of living. All such cameos slow down narrative, stimulate
visualization, and relate to characters’ unseen lives and preoccupations. “Byatt’s still lifes
invite the reader to defamiliarize objects by seeing them as shapes and colors, before
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connecting them with any social order or lifestyle. These verbal images privilege looking,
foregrounding shapes, colors, and textures, and transposing social into decorative.5 I will
focus on six verbal still lifes in Still Life, some displaying objects in a room and others on a
table.
Daniel Orton feels confined in his cluttered council house, just as his spirit is
trapped in his overweight body--or his wife Stephanie's is trapped in childbearing and
marriage. The cramped homelife and pressures of child-rearing are manifest, as Daniel
stands in the doorway, focalizing a domestic scene of toys and baby foods:
The house was now scattered with . . . small plastic objects in geometric
shapes and primary colours: a round sky-blue dish, a yellow bucket with a
white lid, a blue baby bath on white folding legs, a scarlet beaker, a series of
round and square and triangular teething rings like huge primitive coins, or
jewels . . . (Still Life 172-73).
Composing with geometric stylization and simplified color, Byatt playfully turns domestic
disorder into a bold aesthetic order, with the baby painted in pastel shades of his own
gooey food:
On the table were various bowls of hot water containing blue Heinz tins of
jam-like smeary stuffs. These were as muted, as bland or murky in colour as
the plastics were bright. Grey-green apple puree, yellow-green mushed
peas, fawn milky cereal, cloudy orange juice. William [the baby] himself
presented the same contrast in colours and textures: his chair was peacock
and white stripes . . . his suit was buttercup yellow, and all smeared and
spread with sticky fingers . . . (173).
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Selective focus on "geometric shapes and primary colours" gives the scene a bizarre
aesthetic effect,6 as hyper-visualization abstracts it from the familial routines in which
Stephanie's life is mired. Still life painting may suggest taste and touch as well as sight, but
this verbal complex goes beyond such mimetics, with virtual texture, taste, and smell (of
milk, malt, nappies, disinfectant). A proliferation of objects, picked out by the play of light,
stimulates the mind’s eye and challenges the reader to experience, and also make sense
of, the scene.
Stilling narrative momentum lets space dominate over time. As Daniel comes in
and looks around, he brings with him sensory memories of other places and smells that
counterpoint immediate sensations. While his mind compares smellscapes,7 his dazzled
eyes look for a pattern of experience in the simplified visual field before him--“the bright
things, the films and ridges and overflow and mess among the bright things” (173).
Simultaneity and confused subjectivity (man’s and infant’s) make the imagery
impressionistic. On the threshold of crossing over from professional to family life, Daniel (a
curate) struggles to relate his public and private “roles.” Reoriented to domestic life by a
smellscape that activates blood ties to family, he “reads” the still life scene and tries to sort
out the meaning of his experience from a cluster of impressions. Byatt acknowledges the
influence of Proust, “who taught me . . . that it was possible for a text to be supremely
mimetic, ‘true to life’ . . . and at the same time to think about form . . . about perceiving
and inventing the world”8 In her domestic still lifes, Byatt presents shapes, sizes,
materials, colors in syntagmatic chains, building images out of scattered objects that
reflect a contingent social disorder as well as creating a formal order. Juxtaposed in space,
the objects are offshoots of a pattern of living. Still life stylization, highlighting thingness,
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disrupts the normal way of looking and promotes aesthetic responses.
As the rhythm of reading slows to accommodate the gaze, a more contemplative
consciousness comes into play. As Victor Shklovsky maintains,
Art exists that one may recover the sensation of life; it exists to make one
feel things, to make the stone stony. The purpose of art is to impart the
sensation of things as they are perceived and not as they are known. The
technique of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar’ . . . to increase the difficulty
and length of perception because the process of perception is an aesthetic
end in itself . . . (12)
Shklovsky insists that “[the] purpose [of an image] is not to make us perceive meaning, but
to create a special perception of the object . . .” (18). Byatt exploits this process in verbal
still lifes that allow her to direct the gaze in a way associated with painting. This crossover
from thinking to viewing defamiliarizes, but vitalizes, the image.
The change to a pictorial mode implies sensibilities undeveloped in Daniel and
stifled in Stephanie. In her essay “Still Life/Nature Morte,” Byatt cites W. C. Williams’s
dictum, "No ideas but in things" (5). Borrowing the plasticity of still life, her fiction takes on
the economy of visual art, displaying a process of living in a composite spatial image.9 As
narrative momentum slackens, the mind’s eye explores more freely, feeling the sensory
impact of heterogeneous things and looking for a hidden order among them. The switch to
visual emphasis unleashes Byatt’s rococo imagination, as if she were painting in words.
As children, Stephanie and Frederica played "Kim's Game," where the aim is to remember
as many items as possible from a jumble of objects briefly displayed. Suspending action
and foregrounding things at crucial moments in characters' lives, still life writing presents a
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seemingly random array that nevertheless has a hidden “logic.” The reader ponders an
assortment of things brought together in a moment of time. Whether focalized through
characters or seen in their absence, these things obliquely represent habits, routines, or
personal values. But the primary point of Byatt’s still lifes is that defamiliarization renders
objects vivid in the way a painter would see them: objects juxtaposed in space are simply
there for observation.
Fictional still lifes function dualistically, relating to characters as well as stimulating
the reader’s aesthetic sense. Winifred Potter is confined "inside her stillness," distilled from
resentment at her irascible husband. As the chapter title "Norms and Monsters" suggests,
what is outwardly "normal" may become inwardly "monstrous." Winifred focuses on a table
still life in which a few familiar things spell out her tedious routines: "She considered daily
the butter dish . . . the little butter-knife . . . the teapot . . . the cheese dish, its wedgeshaped lid . . . its handle . . ." (177). Winifred's focalizing is mechanical and exhausted. Her
almost monochrome still life lacks visual stimulus;10 colors are faded and the accent falls
on shape, size, and function. The domestic still life acts as a mirror: what the educated but
jaded housewife sees emphasizes what she is or how she sees herself--a domestic
servant to her husband. Gazing at the table she contemplates her own diminished role and
depleted energy, her life summed up in hatefully familiar objects and repetitious phrasing:
"These cheese dishes and egg cosies seemed swollen and grotesque. . . . She herself
seemed to herself swollen and grotesque" (178).
A later still life features a different quality of teatable, where the diminished Potter
family closes ranks after Daniel, stricken by Stephanie's death, has left his children, Will
and Mary, in the care of their grandparents, Winifred and Bill: "The large brown teapot
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shone mildly on a blue-checked tablecloth. Toast was in the toast rack and bread-andbutter cut in overlapping slices on a willow-patterned plate" (427). This solidly human
teatable, presenting things in a comfortable manner, supplants Winifred's sterile table,
resentfully laid for her husband. Now things like bread-and-butter have a reassuring
familiarity, signifying domestic nurture in a time of crisis. Such contrasting tableaux
illuminate life changes and altered relationships in spatialized form. In Bryson’s terms, the
Potters' table is rhopographically unpretentious: "[t]here is no desire to inflate the scene
beyond itself; domestic life is left as it is, not translated into another, supposedly ‘higher'
discourse (of achievement, rank, wealth)" (Bryson 162). Just as Byatt foregrounds
women's lives through the table motif, Bryson theorizes a relation between "Still Life and
‘Feminine' Space" (136-78). Still life features the material props that sustain a certain level
of existence: its subject has to do with "basic routines of self-maintenance: cooking and
eating, shopping, seeing to domestic chores . . ." (Bryson 137). These routines are the
stuff of Byatt's Still Life, which looks at overlooked aspects of women's lives. While hypervisuality and suppression of the tactile enhance theatricality, as in Caravaggio’s malecentered gaze, tactility goes with the familiar, everyday world in which a table is set by a
woman's hand.11 Byatt's original project of writing a "plain" novel refers socially to domestic
scenes as well as existentially to characters' lives, but her still-life stylizations playfully
assert the freedom of art and color to subvert and transform monochrome drabness and
routine. On the modest Potter table, "extravagant spheres, composed of rising flame-like
segments of ruddy and gold chrysanthemums" (427), strike a symbolic note of resurgent
vitality.
The "Table" motif in painting features frugality or luxury, running a social gamut
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from abject poverty (a herring and a crust of bread) to ostentatious display of valuable
possessions.12 Bryson notes that “[the] display of prosperity inserts a new function of
separation of people from things and from each other . . ." (130). The tea-table at Nigel
Reiver's country mansion, which makes Frederica feel uncomfortably alien, contrasts
sharply with the Potters’ nurturing table. In this tableau of upper-class privilege, a heavily
coded chain of objects signifies luxury and reverence for custom:
Georgian silver teapot, reflecting firelight and misty outside light, delicate
Spode cups, a platter of fine sandwiches, a crumbled half chocolate cake,
on a lightly starched damask cloth on a large dark tray. There was a silver
creamer, and a saucer of sliced half-rounds of lemon, glistening and acrid”
(430).
Every detail in this syntagmatic structure underlines conspicuous consumption: adjectives
like "delicate" and "fine," "lightly starched" and "large" point to privilege, ceremony, and
tradition, while the final word, "acrid," strikes a sourer note. The Reivers' table presents a
quietly self-assertive ceremony of privilege, power, and authority sanctioned by tradition.
This is still life as megalography: "What the image aims for is exactly the triumph of pomp
and prestige over the trivial culture of the table, a triumph that is ambiguously coded as
male" (Bryson 161). The Reivers' tea ceremony signifies female submission as the price of
privilege, a social meaning that Nigel will progressively (and brutally) force on Frederica.
While his sisters are privileged to preside over the tea things, they are there because of
the male power and prerogative they willingly serve. This ritual, with its authoritative
gleams of silver, doubly subordinates Frederica on grounds of class and gender. She must
either genuflect before the silver teapot and be absorbed, as handmaid and acolyte, into
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alienating routines of male power and authority, or break away (at the risk of her life) to
save her identity.
Modern still life comes in diverse forms, including Cubist collage.13 In Raphael
Faber's "impeccable, colourless room," there is "a pale Cubist collage over the
mantelshelf, a sky blue bottle, a violin of old newspaper, a rosette of scarlet thread
gummed and pinned along fine ink lines" (252). This Picasso or Braque reproduction is an
iconic index of studious space, its ascetic construction14 framed by the "geometric
neatness and coherence" of Raphael's room, in which "nothing was red or yellow or green
or blue: it was all grey, fawn, brown, black and clean white even to the linen curtains"
(252). Long before Picasso and Braque chose monochromatic palettes to emphasize
Cubist structure, 17th-century Dutch still life "[preferred] a monochrome tonality in a
subdued key of gray or brown, rendering the placid glow of light tinged with delicate
shades of color" (Sterling 50). Interior decoration metonymically reflects the occupant's
lifestyle--Raphael has furnished his room to match his taste. He inhabits an enclosed "stilllife" or (more accurately) "nature-morte," world of abstraction, stasis, repression, and
sublimation that ultimately excludes life.15 The scrupulous aesthetic order of Raphael’s
Cambridge room contrasts with the messy disorder of Daniel's family room in Calverley,
where disarray signifies human openness and self-forgetful care for others.16
Van Gogh recorded ordinary life, embodied in humble or impoverished objects, in
his Still Life: Blue Enamel Coffeepot, transforming the mundane order of things into a
decorative design. Van Gogh's color tones, in painting and letters, function nominally and
syntagmatically as building blocks of design, as well as adjectivally describing surfaces.
He painted Coffeepot as a celebration of daily life and as a formal arrangement of shapes
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and colors, "held together by the contrast and coherence of blue and yellow" (Still Life
202). So much is done with so little. Puzzling over effects of color and paint, images and
words, Alexander compares Van Gogh's still life with the painter’s written description of the
motif. The verbal account, naming "six different blues and four or five yellows and
oranges," is taxonomically visual, concentrating seeing to the point of touching.17 Simple
as they are, “these colour-words sang like a poem [in Alexander's mind] though not like
any poem he could have written, in or out of his play" (202). Van Gogh's choice of words
shows his mastery of things and their relations: he makes the motif vividly present with
“accurate notation” of things and colors. His writing reflects his act of perception and is
designed to make the reader see things on the table as he sees them. The description is
simple but painterly: the sequence of tone and color defamilarizes objects, so that they
stand out in the fullness of their presence. This quality is what the writer seeks in words.
Van Gogh’s painting fills forms with the plenitude of their existence, bringing a shock of
recognition, as if the objects were being seen for the first time. Reinscription of the
everyday in an aesthetic register privileges looking and heightens awareness.
Alexander’s focalization of the Pooles’ London breakfast table, associated with Van
Gogh's Still Life: Blue Enamel Coffeepot, is more sensuous than other table still lifes in the
novel, serving as a metafictional model for meditations on language and color, words and
paint.
Breakfast was muesli with fresh fruit, fresh coffee in a dark green French
filter pot, gold-rimmed croissants, unsalted butter, home-made jam. The fruit
changed with the seasons: dark burgundy cherries, gold-green greengages,
wax-gold spotted pears, plums misted on purple-black. . . . [The yogurt] grew
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in the white bowl, differently white, a curded, sharp-tasting, glistening
mass. . . . The breakfast table was a still life, with the easy life of vegetables
and culture. . . . There were two lemons amongst the plums, to intensify the
colour. (198)
The writer-in-the-novel puzzles over the relative powers of visual and verbal forms to
represent the subtle textures and nuances of sensory phenomena. The complementary
colors of the fruit strike a resonant chord borrowed from traditions of still life painting.18 The
main effect is aesthetic pleasure. A poetics of color supersedes mere depiction of objects,
as in Pierre Bonnard's The Coffee Mill (1930), which "combines ordinary domestic objects
seen from different angles," in softly blurred tones, with "warm colors, and . . . vibrant,
nuanced application of pigment," or in Matisse’s Still Life with Oranges (1912), with its “art
of resonant colors and calm, rhythmic, arabesquelike contours . . . provid[ing] the picture
with a unique ‘spiritual space’” (Ebert-Schifferer 320-22). The narrator aims "to intensify
the colour" by juxtaposing yellow lemons and purple plums (198), while Alexander’s
aesthetic response transforms the table into a still life composition. The fictional “Breakfast
Table" presents a slice of life transformed into art by arrangement of shapes and colors,
with contrast and variety clarified by form. Van Gogh's Still Life: Coffeepot combines sight,
taste, texture, and pattern to evoke a subliminal awareness of being. Looking at the
breakfast table with that model in mind, Alexander situates himself "at the meeting place of
the world seen and the world pictured"--to cite Svetlana Alpers (35) on Vermeer. He
"[becomes] obsessed with [the] small painting . . . on which Van Gogh painted the
household things he bought for his artist's house, a clean, bright paradox, still and very
much alive . . ." (202). Alpers points out that there are "two ways of viewing objects:
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simply seeing them and looking at them attentively" (48).
A paradox of immobility and vitality, matter and form is central to still life painting
and to Byatt's novel, reverberating through Alexander’s senses to stimulate reflections on
pictorial and literary expression. Fascinated by Van Gogh’s painting, the surrogate writer
learns to respond through his senses before transposing things into words that would rob
them of quiddity. "Working with words on a painter who was also an articulate writer had
taught him that: you could see things before saying them, indeed without saying them"
(198). Language is at best an approximation, yet "he [finds] things hard to see or touch
without some kind of mental naming and comparing, in words" (198). Looking at the
breakfast table, he learns to come to words through things, rather than come to things
through words. His writerly problem foregrounds Byatt's: how to express light and color,
objects and space, sight and touch--the matrices of imagination--in (or through) words.
Such harmonies as Alexander finds in Van Gogh’s Still Life are at once stimulating and
calming.19 Although words can unleash complex visual intuitions in a reader’s mind,20 they
cannot match the immediate sensory appeal of pigment to a viewer's eye. In Still Life,
Byatt finds space for “aesthetic bliss” 21 as well as examining women’s biological and
social experience. If that gives the novel a hybrid form, mingling narrative, expressive, and
discursive modes, it allows the novelist, borrowing from the painter, to pack more artistic
and sensuous life into her pages.
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Notes
1

The "breakfast piece" is a traditional sub-genre of table still life, in which "[e]ach

object is isolated and as fully defined as possible. Patient, analytic observation and
minutely detailed execution make these pictures unmistakably ‘primitive' in spirit . . ."
(Sterling 48).Sterling notes that a "new conception of The Meal on a Table" developed
around 1620, with still life painters "[making] a conscious effort to marshal objects in depth
. . .” (50).
2

Bryson singles out "three cultural zones" of still life, the first of which is "the life

of the table, of the household interior, of the basic creaturely acts of eating and drinking,
of the artefacts, which surround the subject in her or his domestic space . . ." (14).
3

Norman Bryson, assessing the social implications of Still Life, makes a

theoretical distinction between “Rhopography (from rhopos, trivial objects, small wares,
trifles) [as] the depiction of those things which lack importance, the unassuming material
base of life” and “Megalography [as] the depiction of those things in the world which are
great” (61). The rhopographic attitude in still life “attends to the ordinary business of
daily living, the life of houses and tables, of individuals on a plane of material existence .
. .” (Bryson 135).
4

De la Faille, cat. F410; reproduced on cover of A. S. Byatt, Still Life (London:

Vintage-Random, 1985.
5

Guy Davenport notes that, “[f]rom the artist’s point of view, [still life] has always

served as a contemplative form useful for working out ideas, color schemes, opinions” (9).
6

Comparison of the above passage (Still Life 172-73) with a scene of domestic
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disorder in Iris Murdoch’s A Fairly Honourable Defeat (55-56) throws Byatt’s aesthetic
stylization into sharp relief. Writing against the narrative grain, she employs a “formal” or
“crystalline” mode, whereas Murdoch prefers journalistic “contingency.” (See Murdoch,
“Against Dryness.”)
7

See Porteous on smellscapes and senses.

8

Byatt adds: “what [Proust] wrote contained its own precise study of the nature

of language, of perception, of memory of what limits and constitutes our vision of things”
(Passions 15-16). The technique of stopping action so that one simply looks at things
could also be compared to the “freeze-frame” in cinema.
9

See Hugh Kenner, The Pound Era: "But lay out . . . the elements all on one

plane, each sharp, each bright, each of comparable importance; disregard their
syntactic liaisons; make a selection, and arrange them anew . . . so that one cannot say
what is theme, what is detail" (40). Kenner is describing the spatial poetics of Cubism,
but his prescription would apply equally well to still life writing.
10

Cf. the movie Pleasantville, where the rediscovery of color (a red rose blushing

on a monochromatic grey background) symbolizes the resurgence of erotic life.
11

Bryson observes that "[s]till life of the table is deeply concerned with the issue

of tactility because it is the hand and not only the eye which organises its spaces" (128).
He contrasts Caravaggio's hyper-visual and theatrical Basket of Fruit (c. 1593/94; EbertSchifferer Fig 57) with Fede Galizia's more mundane but tactile Still Life with Peaches in
a Porcelain Bowl also titled Peaches in a White Ceramic Basket (c.1600-05; EbertSchifferer Fig. 54).
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At the apex of the social scale, "[the table] is rebuilt as . . . a place of the

extraordinary and exceptional; it is taken over by the drive towards personal uniqueness . .
. [and] annexed to the merchant dream of riches" (Bryson 161).
13

Collage, deriving from objects scattered on a table, breaks up illusionistic

space. Ebert-Schifferer speaks of “traditional[] still-life motifs,” now taken from Parisian
café life, “above all variations of the table arranged with objects” (334). See Pablo
Picasso, Guitar, Sheet Music and Wine Glass (collage and charcoal, 1912), Violin
Hanging on a Wall (1913), Sheet Music and Guitar (collage, 1912-13), Bottle on a Table
(collage, 1912-13); Georges Braque, Collage (the Guitar) (1912), Aria de Bach
(collage, 1913), in Pierre Daix, Cubists and Cubism 101-05.
14

Analytic cubism (c. 1907-12), noted for its cognitive structures, is famous for

“crystalline dissection of forms” (Ebert-Schifferer 332).
15

Raphael’s world represents what D. H. Lawrence calls “the substitution of the

mechanical principle for the organic” (Women in Love 231): this mechanistic approach
is seen in Gudrun’s and Loerke’s aesthetic as well as Gerald’s industrial will-to-power.
Raphael, who admires the inorganic principle in Mallarme, later attacks Lawrence for his
organicism.
16

A further contrast with Daniel's council house clutter is the Farrars' tastefully

refurnished vicarage that displays trendy sophistication and upward mobility along with a
self-concern that undercuts charity.
17

Van Gogh, in his letter to Theo of May 1888 (Complete Letters 2: 568), wrote:
A coffee pot in blue enamel, a cup (on the left) royal blue and gold, a milk jug
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checkered light blue and white, a cup (on the right) white with blue and
orange patterns on a plate of earthenware yellow-grey, a pot of barbotine or
majolica blue with red, green, brown patterns, finally two oranges and three
lemons; the table is covered with a blue cloth, the background yellow-green,
thus six different blues and four or five yellows and oranges. (Qtd. Byatt, Still
Life 202) [Insert from IV: 10-11]
Visual and tactile are “intertwined,” as in Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology:
We must habituate ourselves [he says] to think that every visible is cut out
in the tangible, every tactile being in some manner promised to visibility . .
. Since the same body sees and touches, visible and tangible belong to
the same world. . . . There is double and crossed situating of the visible in
the tangible and of the tangible in the visible . . . .(134)
18

See Caravaggio's Basket of Fruit (c. 1593/94), Nicholas Gillis's Table Still Life

(1601), Floris Claesz. van Dijck's Still Life with Cheese (c. 1615-20), and Louise Moillon's
Still Life (Fruits and Vegetables) (1637), in Ebert-Schifferer Figs. 57, 62, 63, 173. What
words, for instance, could match the firm fleshy textures and subtle tints of Louise Moillon's
plums or “the velvety skins of the fresh fruits . . . and the more muted surfaces of the
preserved fruits behind glass" in Claude Monet’s Jar of Peaches (1866; Ebert-Schifferer
Fig. 220, p. 303)?
19

See Matisse, Still Life with Oranges (Ebert-Schifferer Fig. 238; foll. p. 324).

Sterling observes of the same painting, alternatively titled Pink Tablecloth and Oranges:
“Amidst these gleaming reds, the oranges take on the quiet breadth of some fabulous fruit
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. . . Serenity compounded of vibrant plenitude . . .” (110).
20

Wolfgang Iser, as Ellen J. Esrock notes, “characterizes the image as a fusion

of the pictorial and the conceptual, noting ‘the peculiar hybrid character that our images
possess during the course of our reading: at one moment they are pictorial, and at
another they are semantic’” (Esrock 29).
21

“Aesthetic bliss” is Nabokov’s goal in Lolita, where the erotic is fused with the

aesthetic. In Byatt’s Still Life, Alexander’s technical reflections on words and color are
closely followed by an erotic, but classically aesthetic, depiction of a nude woman’s
body undulating slowly through shafts of crosslight. Alexander (an artist with words)
focalizes Elinor Poole’s form and motion in a cameo scene (Still Life 203) that might be
entitled “Nude Traversing a Corridor.” He is fully engaged in looking, so that the image
manifests itself as pure erotic presence, visually defamiliarized and intensified (only
later to be fitted into a narrative framework). The beautiful image so enraptures the
focalizer that it seems to take a long time to unfold. It is suspended beyond scoptophilia
in a mode of calm aesthetic contemplation that seems to blur categories of life and art.
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Abstract:
In the first draft of his 1989 Jefferson Lecture, novelist Walker Percy used the event of a
child pointing to and naming a flower to remark with precision on philosopher C.S. Peirce's
conception of the "soul." Thus:
A child point to a flower and says flower. One element of the event is the flower . . ;
[the other] the spoken word flower. . . . But what is the entity at the apex of the triangle,
that which links the other two? [This third entity] links them by the relation which we
mean by the peculiar little word "is." It, the linking entity, was also called by Peirce
mind and even soul. (JL (first draft: 33-34)
The question this paper takes up is, what might Peirce's conception of the soul, this "linking
entity," have to do with aesthetics? Peirce himself makes three observations on the subject of the
soul in his 1898 Cambridge Conferences Lectures that will assist us in understanding what is
here termed the "aesthetical soul." First, in such matters, " . . .we should chiefly depend not
upon that department of the soul which is most superficial and fallible - - I mean our reason - but upon that department that is deep and sure - - which is instinct (RLT 121; CP 1.647)."
Second, "It is the instincts, the sentiments, that make the substance of the soul (RLT 110; CP
1.628)." Considering then at least part of the soul to be made up of those evolutionarily
developed instincts Peirce otherwise referred to as "common sense," our third passage give us a
direct insight into how Peirce's conception of the soul finds application in aesthetics: "The
writer of a book can do nothing but set down the items of his thought. For the living thought,
itself, in its entirety, the reader has to dig into his own soul (RLT 110; CP 1.221; emphases
added.)" This employment of the aesthetical soul in action to grasp the generalities of such
"living thought," and not merely the particular items of any individual's thought, makes for an
answer to our question.
In addition to these literary and philosophical observations by Peirce and Percy, illustrations
of the aesthetical soul in action in the visual arts will be drawn from paintings by Sergei Simikov
(b. 1949), as preserved in the epochal 1994 book Unknown Russia: Contemporary Russian
Religious Painting.
Abbreviations:
JL = draft of Percy's Jefferson Lecture as preserved in Samway, Patrick H., S.J., ed.
1995. A Thief of Peirce: The Letters of Kenneth Laine Ketner and Walker Percy. Jackson:
University Press of Mississippi Press.
RLT = Ketner, Kenneth Laine, and Hilary Putnam, eds. 1992. Reasoning and the Logic of
Things: The 1898 Cambridge Conferences Lectures by Charles Sanders Peirce. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press.
CP = Hartshorne, Charles, Paul Weiss and Arthur Burks, eds. 1931 . . .1960. Collected
Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce. 8 vols. in 4. Cambridge: Harvard University Press.
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ABSTRACT

Villa Müller: Adolf Loos’ Domestic Urbanity.

Kevin Stevens
Assistant Professor
School of Architecture
Louisiana Tech University
P.O. Box 3147
Ruston, LA. 71272
t.: 318.257.2816
e.: kstevens@latech.edu

Sequential study and analysis of the private residential projects of Adolf Loos typically focuses on
the perceived logical, linear development of the “raumplan” ideal as illustrated by increasingly
spatially complex planimetric and sectional interlocking of various functional volumes. This
compositional methodology reaches its most clear elaboration with the realization of the Villa
Müller in Prague from 1928-30. The progressive spatial development of the “raumplan” is often
addressed as a spatial anomaly in the development of a “Modern” architecture as witnessed in
Europe of the 20’s. Consequently, Loos’ residential projects often are studied and understood in
terms of formal spatial and structural comparisons and contrasts with other residential works of
major architects of the period, perhaps most notably that of LeCorbusier’s as illustrated in the
exhibition and catalogue Raumplan and Plan Libre realized by the Delft University of Technology
in December 1986.
An alternate line of analysis proposed by this paper would reveal that Loos’ residential projects
may be seen as a complex reassessment of the role of the individual and familial unit in the
context of the modern metropolis. The apparent schism between exterior and interior building
expression, the highly particular yet open spatial development of the house, the attitudes towards
furnishings (architect and occupant sponsored), and the extensively developed movement and
service infrastructure all serve to define what might be considered as an interior microcosm of the
city and it is through this microcosm that Loos explores issues and ideas that could be considered
as fundamentally urban in nature. In addition to the use of graphic analysis of the spatial
complexity of Villa Müller, details articulating attitudes towards the development of the social and
private realms will be examined. This paper will undertake to analyze and understand the Villa
Müller as a vehicle through which Loos is able to further develop and critique his thinking with
regard to the relationships between the individual, the family, the city, and contemporary cultural
production as put forth in his written polemic that precedes the realization of the villa.
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Abstract of paper
At first glance, Tom Wolfe’s A Man in Full (New York, 1998) seems like Bonfire of the
Vanities Redux. It is a biting satire on sex, wealth, race, and contemporary mores, only set
in Atlanta rather than New York. Upon closer analysis A Man in Full proves a deeper and
more mature work with important philosophical implications. Indeed the title’s terms ‘man’
and ‘full’ invite readers to take the full measure of manliness: What does it mean to be a
man? The novel literally swarms with men. Charlie Croker represents widely held
conceptions of manliness. He is a college football hero turned real estate tycoon: powerful,
virile, commanding, and admired. By contrast, Conrad Hensley is a downtrodden manual
laborer and family man who can’t buy a break and winds up in prison. Alone and fearful in
his cell, Conrad hits bottom. It is then that a chance encounter with Epictetus’ Discourses
transforms him utterly. His escape from prison and subsequent odyssey bring him from
California to Atlanta. There Charlie, facing crises that threaten his commercial empire,
physical well-being, and very self-image, becomes increasingly dependent on Conrad. The
novel thus presents two competing notions of manliness that intersect: Conrad’s Stoic model
prevails, supplanting Charlie’s bankrupt one.
We will compare Conrad’s model of manliness with orthodox Stoic thought on
questions relating to internals such as emotions, self-reliance, and rationality. Furthermore,
we will assess Conrad’s model with regard to externals such as power, money, relations
with others, and death. We will explore the way Wolfe uses literature to promote
philosophy, and situate the novel within Stoic cosmology. We will close by addressing
several troubling questions raised by our analysis. (1) Given the novel’s intense preoccupation with manliness, what does it offer female readers? (2) Given that Charlie and
Conrad are white men in racially divided Atlanta, what does it offer readers of color? (3)
What conditions must obtain for us to be successful Stoics?
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Genji and the gardens of medieval romance
Richard Stanley-Baker
Dept. of Fine Arts
The University of Hong Kong

The character and history of the medieval Japanese villa and its garden environs is
well documented, and a relatively large number of gardens of this type still survive in some
form. The early origins of the villa garden, clearly based on some of the styles current in Tang
(618-907) China, are seen in the eighth century excavations at Nara, especially at the Eastern
Precinct Garden (Tô’in).

Painted images, which assist our imagination in the construction of these settings, are
amply provided in narrative handscrolls of the later Heian, notably the copies of Annual
Ceremonies Scrolls and some others, which will be discussed below. The mansions seen in
these works have not survived as such, and there are only a small number of pond gardens,
which may be usefully discussed as examples of dominant trends in mansion garden design
during the Heian Period. Among them are the Kajûji, the Môtsuji and others. 1

The literary gardens of the Tale of the Shining Prince Genji (Hikaru Genji) are
closely linked to the physical environment of the Tsuchimikado mansion of the Fujiwara
Michinaga, which features in Lady Murasaki’s diary, and is celebrated in romance fashion in
an idealized, but still annalistic manner in Eiga Monogatari (A Tale of Flowering Fortunes), a
work which was itself in no small part conditioned by the fictions of Lady Murasaki. This
work is coeval with the demise of official historical annals which followed the Chinese
tradition of True Records (Shilu). Chronicles of this kind, a progeny normally gendered as the
domain of males, incurred the disapproval of even Lady Murasaki, herself teased as the
almost too learned "Lady of the Chronicles".

2

Eiga Monogatari is the forerunner of a

distinct preference seen in later medieval Japan for more adventurously fictionalized
renderings of historical events, a taste which is graphically illustrated in the narrative
handscroll paintings (emakimono) of this period.

This romanticising of history, such that the roman , or romance, becomes one of the
major facts of literary life, and the historical record a relatively trivial and certainly less
entertaining adjunct, says much about aristocratic tastes in the latter days of the Heian court.
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To use terms from the field of narratology, this predilection for syuzhet, or what Forster had
termed “plot” as opposed to “story

(the bare record of events),3 was in large part a

consequence of Fujiwara ascendancy. Further, in demi-historical illustrated tales, such as the
late twelfth century version of Tale of the Minister Ban Dainagon (Ban Dainagon ekotoba),
who burnt down the Ô-Tenmon Gate in the palace compound in 966 A.D. , and attempted
unsucessfully to implicate thereby a leading political rival, one can readily detect a subtext of
metaphor dedicated to highlighting the injustice of Fujiwara plots.4

The Fujiwara clan, which by Lady Murasaki’s time had become established as a
semi-permanent regency over infant emperors, had long indulged in isolating, denigrating and
often exiling their political rivals: a famous example was that of Sugawara Michizane whose
death in exile in Kyushu was believed to have been followed by the revenge, which as a
ghost, armed with lightning bolts, he wreaked on the Imperial Palace.5 While this victim of
Fujiwara plots was vindicated in legend by being deified as Kitano Tenjin, the clan
nevertheless continued to assert their hegemony by marrying their daughters to young
emperors, and hence achieved a demi-imperial status; this

was duly celebrated in the

romances, notably the Tale of Flowering Fortunes, and given great part in diaries including
that of Lady Murasaki herself, and the literary jottings of her arch-rival, the waspish wit, Sei
Shonagon, preserved as The Pillow Book (Makura no Sôshi)6. Against this a literature and a
roguish cast of resistance heroes gradually emerges, not least among whom was Ariwara no
Narihira, hero of the Ise monogatari (Tales of Ise,)7, the greatest of the early rakes and a
major influence on the creation of the character of Genji.

The literary gardens, or those images which feature frequently in this rich literary
tradition, whether or not heavily Fujiwara dominated, were presented as flowery realms likely
to encourage the likes of Narihira, Genji and his rivals or progeny, to penetrate their flimsy
outer fences usually in the shades of night, and by the demonstration of their superior cultural
achievements, that is poetry, fine calligraphy or music, proclaim and promote their right to
romance, sexual affairs, and even procreation, with the enclosed but nonetheless relatively
independent minded women, the targets of their enterprise.

The Japanese enclosed garden of literature, not unlike the hortus conclusus of
European tradition, was written certainly as a locus amoenus, or a kind of earthly paradise. In
the Tale of Genji, the garden is a Garden of Love, an enclosure associated with feminine
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enclosure (with littleg emphasis on virginity in the case of Japan), and here more often with
aristocratic, sexual sport for those admitted to the garden. What this medieval game
demanded in Japan, as in Europe, was evidence of noble birth, noble character, rank, and
cultural accomplishments, in a word eligibility among the ranks of "romantic" heroes, those
we meet in the romances of the times. Hence, we find that the medieval Japanese hortus
conclusus was, in literature as often in fact, a region for privileged sexual adventure, and
more particularly, one that provides a constantly engaging

metaphor for the beauty,

desirability, and availability of the ladies veiled by its shades. It becomes almost one of the
cultural codes of the time. In this aristocratic, and increasingly feudal society, where women
had limited social freedom and were considered to need and deserve protection by dominant
males, sexual adventurousness was not heavily constrained by the normative religious
doctrines of the time.8

All this is abundantly clear in the literary garden games of the Tale, where in the
second chapter, The Broom Tree chapter, as Genji and his young friends discuss various
escapades, the guards officer tells how one bright moonlit autumn night he and his fellow
adventurer go out, and on the way catch sight of an opportunity to indulge their sportive
natures:
“One beautifully moonlit night in the tenth month I was withdrawing from the
palace when one of the privy gentlemen joined me in my carriage. I myself meant
to spend the night at the Grand Counselor’s, but the fellow insisted he was
concerned about a house where someone was expecting him that very evening,
and the place was just on the way to where she lived. You could see the lake
through a break in the garden wall, and it seemed a shame to go straight past a
house favored even by the moon [reflecting in the lake], so I got out as well. He
must have arranged it all with her beforehand, because he was excited when he
sat down on the veranda, I suppose it was, of the gallery near the gate. For some
time he watched the moon. The chrysanthemums had all turned very nicely, and
the autumn leaves flitting by on the wind were really very pretty. Taking a flute
from the fold of his robe, he began to play and to sing snatches of “You will have
shade,”9 and so on, while she accompanied him expertly on a fine-toned wagon
[Japanese koto] that she had all ready and tuned.10

And so things progressed.
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Such scenes, which are extremely frequent in the Tale, lend themselves to comparison
with the European literary tradition of the enclosed garden, or hortus conclusus. Fenice’s
orchard in Chrétien de Troyes’ Cligés provides an example:
In the early summer, when flowers blossom and trees leaf out and when
little birds make merry, gaily singing their songs, it happened that Fenice heard
the nightingale sing one morning...
She stepped through the door into the pleasant and delightful orchard. In
the middle of the orchard stood a grafted tree, covered with leaves and flowers,
with a wide-spreading top. The branches were trained into a sort of bower,
hanging down and nearly touching the ground, except that the upper trunk from
which they sprang grew straight and tall. It was all that Fenice could want!
Beneath the green grass grew fair and soft, and even when the sun was at its
hottest at noon, no ray could penetrate the bower, so skilfully had John trained
and arranged the branches. Fenice went there for her repose, and by day they
set up her bed beneath the tree where the lovers had their joy and pleasure. The
orchard was surrounded by high walls connected to the tower and no one could
enter there without first passing through the tower. Fenice was very contented,
with nothing to disrupt her pleasure and all desires fulfilled now that she could
embrace her lover whenever she wished beneath the leaves and flowers.11

Here is a latter day locus amoenus, a paradise of the earthly kind, in which all
the senses were completely satisfied.12 In Cligés, the narrative rapidly proceeds to the erotic,
and the voyeuristic discovery by Bertrand of the couple “side by side, completely nude”.13 In
the Heian gardens of Genji and its relatives, we find that sexual adventure does not take
place in the garden itself, however, the gardens through which the heroes proceed in search
of love, themselves provide a rich source of metaphor for the sexual freshness and allure of
the girl in question.

Another scene from the Arthurian romances of Chrétien de Troyes is that in The
Knight with the Lion (Yvain):

‘And then everyone left, and no one remained there with me or with her; this
pleased me, for I had eyes for no one else. And she led me to sit down in the
most beautiful meadow in the world, enclosed round about with a small wall.
There I found her to be so talented, so charming in speech, so gifted, so
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comforting, and of such a fine nature, that I was very delighted to be there and no
duty could ever have caused me to leave.’14

In “The Green Branch” chapter (Sakaki) in the Tale of Genji, we find Genji visiting
Lady Rokujô’s garden in her temporary Shintô shrine:
Within a low, frail, brushwood fence stood a scattering of board-roofed
buildings, very lightly built.15

Here is a nice irony, the sacred enclosure intended to keep visitors such as himself out, which
is directly symbolic of the vulnerability of the lady located in a rustic context on the moor,
protected only by priests. It acts as a gentle satire on the “enclosures” with which ladies of her
high rank were normally protected. The title of the chapter, referring to a branch used in
Shintô ritual highlights the semic theme of ritual purity,16 and hence a virtual virginity as
shrine maiden.

Once Genji is on the veranda, he slips to her under the blinds a branch of sakaki, a
fragrant evergreen (cleyera japonica) used for wreaths in Shintô dance rituals, with the
phrase,
“This is the constant color that led me to penetrate the sacred paling, yet you
cruelly..”

She responds to Genji’s advances with a poem:

“Where no cedar trees stand as though to draw the eye by the sacred fence,
what strange misapprehensions led you to pick sakaki”17
? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

18

“This was where she was, the shrine maiden, that I knew, and fond memories
made the scent of sakaki my reason to pick a branch,”

He replied.
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

19
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After further exchange, Genji is first rebuked, then as her resistance weakens, there is
again mention of the setting moon, here a direct metaphor of her state of mind, her inability to
resist him. At length, she is seduced.

Here the enclosed shrine-garden image, which symbolizes her fragile nature, her
poetic purity, surrounded by priests, invites comparison to the sacred garden of the Song of
Songs, the garden of chastity and purity; these Biblical codes were strongly embedded in the
hortus conclusus of the medieval European tradition. The scene Murasaki has composed here
highlights her vulnerability to the transgressive, but nonetheless normative, advances of the
romantic hero. The enclosure, here not a true garden, augments the semic codes of the lady,
as metaphor for her status, and state, and is suggestive of an arena for romance.

A traditional form of voyeurism, or spying by male protagonists (kaimami) on the
activities of the ladies was a common prelude to romance in the Genji. In the Hashime (Lady
at the Bridge) chapter, Kaoru first encounters the two daughters of Prince Hachi tucked away
in the distant Uji mansion. He has already heard tell of them by way of an overheard
conversation, in which an old monk admits that he adores the sound of their music against the
sound of the Uji river.
“..when his daughters play together, against the sound of the rushing river, one
cannot help thinking of Paradise,”...

Kaoru decides to investigate, and hearing a koto playing when he arrives, bribes a guard to
let him in.

The Captain [Kaoru] cracked open the door that seemed to lead through the fence
and peered in through prettily moonlit mist to where the women sat, beyond the
rolled-up blinds. A single page girl was on the veranda, thin and looking awfully
cold in her rumpled costume. One of the women within, partially hidden behind a
pillar, had a biwa before her and was toying with the plectrum. Just then the
moon, which had been clouded, burst forth brilliantly. “You can call out the
moon with this, too,” she said, “though it is not a fan.”20 Her face as she peered
outside was wonderfully fresh and appealing.
The one reclining beside her [Oigimi] was leaning over her instrument.
“There is a plectrum that calls back the setting sun,” she said, but what odd ideas
you have!” 21 Her smiling figure suggested somewhat greater dignity and depth.
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“Very well, I am wrong, but this does have something to do the moon!”22
her sister answered, and their casual, bantering exchange struck him as more
engagingly attractive than anything he had imagined. When he heard young
gentlewomen read old tales (monogatari) with scenes

like this, he always

assumed disappointedly that nothing of the kind could actually happen, but there
were after all such corners in real life! He was already losing his heart to them.23

Norma Field’s nuanced study has explored the “gaze” issues implicit here, largely
with regard to the image of the female as surveyed object, and surveyor of herself, and others
have stressed transgressive appropriation, as found in the furtive glimpse (nozokimi).24 Further
contributions to this discourse argue that the admiring glances by lower ranking women at
their superiors constitute a notion that “to see is to be possessed”, as opposed to the normative
case of seer possessing the seen.25 Edith Sarra has further emphasised that on occasion, such
as the scene in “Beneath the Oak” (Shiigamoto) where Kaoru is found moving a screen, and
peeping through at the same two sisters, both the male hero figure of Kaoru and the women
being viewed; she notes that all this is “mediated and enclosed by the ironic perspective of
the narrating voice who reveals all of them to her by now self-consciously voyeuristic
readers”. Here, both seer and seen are “constituted as objects in the “eye” of a narrating figure
whose perspective governs the presentation of the scene to the voyeuristic implied reader.”

Voyeuristic spying on forbidden romantic activities in the garden is also a familiar
theme in medieval European romance.26 In The Romance of Tristan, King Mark of Cornwall,
the lawful husband of Queen Iseut, the ill-fated lover of Tristan, takes a vantage point
overlooking the garden in Tintagel Castle so that he can spy on his queen and satisfy himself
that she is indeed trysting with her lover in the castle garden of Tintagel:
The King remained at the entrance of a large garden which led right up to his
rooms, for without a doubt this garden stretched all the way as far as the Queen's
chambers. ...The King went into the garden which was very beautiful and green
and full of small shrubby trees where the merry little birds were enjoying
themselves singing their various songs. He walked through the garden so quietly
that he was neither seen nor heard, till he reached the rooms, and stepped inside
one of them from which it was possible to look more or less into the Queen's
chamber; and it also gave one a good view of a large part of the garden. The King
went over to the palace window facing the garden, and affirmed he had found the
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best possible position and that the Queen could do nothing which he would not
see.27

Later in the romance, King Mark, consumed by mortal hatred of Tristan, hides himself
up a tree in the garden in Tintagel Castle, the better to catch the lovers in the act.

‘And if anyone should ask me where they [the lovers] used to meet, since the
tower was so well guarded that Tristan would not have got in without the greatest
difficulty, I would say that they saw each other in a garden which was at the foot
of the tower. It was a large and beautiful garden with many different kinds of
trees; but amongst all the others there was a laurel, so splendid and so tall a tree
that in the whole of Cornwall one could not find such a lovely tree. Beneath this
tree it was very pleasant, and the two lovers often came there at night-time when
everyone was resting, and there they would talk together and do much of what
they wished to do.28’

King Mark climbed up this tree, and since "the moon was bright and beautiful, and lit
up the whole garden', he could see everything, but was spotted by the lovers individually as
they came under the tree, with the result that all King Mark hears is their plaintful speeches
protesting their innocence.29 Here too we find the perspective of the all-seeing narrative voice
intervening to provide a still more voyeuristic viewpoint. Some keen observations on the
manipulation of voice in the ‘re-narration’ of different versions of the well-known Tristan
romance can be found in the work of Matilda Tomaryn Bruckner.30 These close readings of
12c French romance strategies resonate closely with the plays on voice and distance that
characterize the Genji, where a fictive, authorial voice is used to establish a separate presence
within the text, one which both augments the trope of “peeping from behind the scenes” and
provides a “view” that further subverts the norms of narration, and pluralizes the text. As
discussed below, this element also plays an important role in subverting orthodoxies of
narrative truth and fiction, and is used to defer closure on many of the tales told.

The garden of love in the European tradition is nowhere more richly celebrated than in
the allegories and ironies of the Roman de la Rose by Guillaume de Lorris and Jeun de
Meun.31 Here the garden image is presented as a variant on the earthly paradise theme
familiar from the literature of Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, which has been described
as “a place of the mind, a universal psychic archetype.”32 As has often been pointed out, the
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visionary imagery of this demi-paradise derives from a mélange of scriptural sources,
including The Garden of Eden, images from the Apocolypse, and Solomon’s Song of Songs,
where the hortus conclusus is celebrated in the famous, distinctly sexual allegory:
4:12 A garden inclosed is my sister, my spouse; a spring shut up, a fountain
sealed.
4:13 Thy plants are an orchard of pomegranates, with pleasant fruits; camphire,
with spikenard, 4:14 Spikenard and saffron; calamus and cinnamon, with all trees
of frankincense; myrrh and aloes, with all the chief spices: 4:15 A fountain of
gardens, a well of living waters, and streams from Lebanon.
4:16 Awake, O north wind; and come, thou south; blow upon my garden, that the
spices thereof may flow out. Let my beloved come into his garden, and eat his
pleasant fruits. [King James Version] 33

The European garden of love became a rich topos mixed with reference to classical
sources, among them, Homer, Theocritus, and Virgil, in which the locus amoenus, the
“beautiful place” was identified as a garden environment largely Mediterranean in character. 34
The most central topoi appear early in Greek and Latin epic. The gardens of Alcinous, in
Odyssey V, are probably the earliest of this kind,
Outside the courtyard, near the entrance, is a garden of four acres, with a fence
running round, this way and that. Here are planted tall thriving trees - pears,
pomegranates, apples with glistening fruit, sweet figs, rich olives. The fruit of all
these never fails or flags all the year round, winter or summer; here the west
wind is always breathing -- some fruits it brings to birth, some to ripeness.35

In the Greek tradition, the topos of the enclosed garden of “happiness and pleasure”
was frequently constructed around the gardens of the gods such as Zeus, Phoebus, the
Hesperides or Aphrodite; hence, immortality, an associated theme, appears frequently, as in
the garden around the cave of the nymph Calypso:
There even an immortal who chanced to come, might gaze and marvel, and
delight his soul, and there the guide Argeïphontes stood and marveled. [Od. V.
63 ff.]36
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In the Aeneid, [VI, 638 ff.] Virgil presents a vision of Elysium:

Devenere locos laetos et amoena virecta
Fortunatorum nemorum sedesque beatas.

To joyous sites they came and lovely lawns,
Blest seats, in woods which no misfortune scathes.37

A poem of Petronius, [carm. 131] expresses well the same notion, this time in connection
with romantic love:

Dignus amore locus; testis silvestris aedon
Atque urbana Procne, quae circum gramina fusae
Et mollae violas cantu sua rura colebant.

The place was fit for love: Witness the wood-haunting nightingale and the townhaunting swallow both, who, flitting over the grass and tender violets, beautified the
place with their singing.38

In late Latin literature, as Curtius has shown, examples appear in which where the rose is
prominent, here in a poem of Tiberanius:

Auriflora praeminebat flamma Diones, rosa.
Golden flame of fair Dione, passing every flower – the rose. 39

By the time of the Roman de la Rose, it was no surprise to find the garden described without
ado as an earthly paradise:

Then I entered into the garden without saying another word, by the door that
Idleness had opened for me, and, when I was inside, I was happy and gay and full
of joy. Believe me, I thought that I was truly in the earthly paradise. So delightful
was the place that it seemed to belong to the world of spirit, for, as it seemed to
me then, there was no paradise where existence was so good as it was in that
garden which so pleased me..40.
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The layout of the garden in the Roman is described as follows:

The garden was a completely straight, regular square, as long as it was wide.
Except for some trees which would have been too ugly, there was no tree which
might bear fruit of which there were not two, or perhaps more, in the garden.
There were apple trees, I well remember, that bore pomegranates,...41.
In places there were clear fountains, without water insects or frogs and shaded by
the trees, but I couldn’t tell you the number of them. In little brooks, which
Diversion had had made there as channels, the water ran along down, making a
sweet and pleasing murmur. Along the brooks and banks of the clear, lively
fountains, sprang the thick, short grass. There one could couch his mistress as
though on a feather bed, for the earth was sweet and moist on account, since as
much grass as possible grew there.42

The square design described here appears to have existed in real form in parts of
France, as seen in the excavations at Plessis-Grimoult in Calvados, a scheme often pictured in
medieval manuscript illustrations.43 The fortified garden here covered an area of about 10 by
12.7 meters. Further, this type of turreted, enclosed garden was of a form suggesting a close
relationship to enclosed, fortified gardens of the Roman era, an example of which survives
complete with its turrets at the villa of Settefinestre (1st century A.D.)44

The element of fortification doubtless satisfied practical needs not dissimilar to those
suggested by the evidence of moated gardens found in medieval England, at St. Cross at
Winchester,45 where, for instance, defence against intrusion by wild animals no less than
casual intruders and thieves would have been a consideration. However, the image is also
found in manuscript illustrations as the fortified walls surrounding the Biblical Garden of
Eden, as in the Trés Riches Heures du Duc de Berry, in which a fine example of a Gothic
fountain is also seen. Here, of course, the “fons clausa” of the Song of Songs is invoked, and
clearly was frequently a physical feature of European medieval enclosed pleasure gardens.
The blend, then, of classical and medieval themes, appears then to have been as important a
feature of the real life horti conclusi as those of their literary heritage.
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Physical sources of this imagery have been explored, and can be traced back through
early examples in Islamic architecture in Seville and the Alhambra at Granada, and further in
records of Persian palace gardens like that of Xenophon.

The Persian garden tradition, in its literary form, is beautifully evoked in the
extraordinarily rich and fragrantly erotic allegory of the numerous gardens featuring in the
famous Persian romance by Nizami, the Haft Paikar (completed 1197); here, the gardens are
often surrounded by high walls, they a offer a most pregnant source of the love imagery of
rose garden, fountain, and earthly paradise garden, which plays such a central part in later
European romances.46 In the White Dome, there is a garden described as belonging to a wise
and chaste man,
He had a garden like Iram,
that gardens circled, like a shrine.
Its fragrant earth like amber mixed,
its fruits like those of Paradise;
Like pomegranates filled with hearts;
all roses with no thorns about.
(Rose garden sport sharp thorns to guard
the garden from the wounding Eye.) ...

Its four walls, carefully designed,
were smooth and solid all around.
Its buildings to the moon rose high;
no way therein for Evil Eye.47

The master, finding the garden closed one day at the time of noonday prayer, and the sound of
music and song from within;
… ranged the garden’s walls and sought
a way to enter; finding that
There was no entrance through his door,
he breached one through the wall’s support.
He entered, so that he might watch,
and dance among them, Sufi-like;
That he might to this music listen
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(pretending to inspect the garden),
See who was making this uproar,
how fared the garden and the gardener.
Among the roses that he saw
making his garden bright that day,
he spied two jasmine-breasted maids nay silver-limbed - who at the gate
Kept watch, that on those hourî forms [female denizen of paradise]
like moons, no stranger’s eye might come.48

These maidens then proceed to beat him thoroughly as a “garden-violator”, but they finally
recognize him as the owner, and make amends. In the course of this, they bring him to a
chamber:
He saw a hole
In the front centre of the room,
though which a beam of bright light shone.
Through this hole’s fount the master spied
rosy-faced maids with narrow eyes.
On every side were roses strewn:
sweet-pomegranate-breasts, and limbs
Of silver had those maids, who lit
the eyes’ lamps; sweeter than ripe fruit...
Amid that garden’s verdure was
a grassy mead by a cypress grove.
There was a pool of marble there
to which Kawsar could not compare, ..
Around that purest fountain grew
lilies, narcissus, jasmine too. [ll. 92-104]

Maidens come to the pool and there swim naked, as the lord of the garden becomes bewitched
by one of them named Bakht (Fortune), and in the course of trying to take her, several
incidents metaphorically bring disaster to his passion, until finally as he makes her his lawful
wife, and wins his prize:
He brought his bride,
That last night’s moon, unto his bed;
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fulfilled the vows of those who wed;
With coral pierced the pearl unbored;
his fish slept; wakeful grew dawn’s bird.
Wher’er you look, from fish to bird,
all are by lawful passion stirred.
What fortune! he clear water gained,
and when it was lawful, drank.
He found a fountain clear as the sun,
as silver white, pure as jasmine. [ll. 314-319]

The subtle blend of sexual allures and their gentle veils of allegory, with allusions to
the paradise imagery of the Koran, together with a courtly and elegant morality which is
upheld in the main stream of the narrative, resonates most beautifully and suggestively with
that of the Roman de la Rose tradition, and its antecedents in troubadour and fabliau
literature. Some have argued that the allegories of the Rose tradition seem so clearly based in
the well-established Persian tradition, and its Sufi threads, that it likely was transmitted to
Europe by way of Arab scholars and poets in southern Spain.

In Europe, Chaucer (c.1340-1500), at the latter end of the middle ages,

made

extensive and increasingly satirical use of the French tradition of romance, and the bawdy
fabliau stories: these account for much of the more raucous and delightful humor in the
Canterbury Tales.49 He presents us with many visions of the locus amoenus, notably in the
Book of the Duchess (ll. 397-415), and the Parliament of Fowls (ll.183-210), and the
Prologue to the Legend of Good Women (ll. 89-103). Among them, the Merchant's Tale is a
hilarious send-up of the tradition of the Garden of Love/locus amoenus typified by the Roman
de la Rose, which Chaucer had himself rendered into English. Here, the rich but ugly old man,
Januarie, has married his choice lady May; "he kisseth hire ful ofte; with thikke brustles of his
berd [beard] unsofte, Lyk to the skyn of houndfissh, sharp as brere [briar]..." and for his
'fresshe May',

He made a gardyn, walled al with stoon;

[stone]

So fair a gardyn woot I nowher noon.

[know]

For out of doute, I verraily suppose
That he that wrote the Romance of the Rose
Ne koude of it the beautee well devyse
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[could not imagine its beauty]
Ne Priapus ne mighte nat suffise,
Though he be god of gardyns, for to telle
The beautee of the gardyn and the welle
That stood under a laurer alwey grene.

And whan he wolde paye his wyf her dette
In sumer seson, thider wolde he go,

[well]
[laurel tree]

[marital debt]
[thither]

And May his wife, and no wight but they two;
And thinges which that were nat doon abedde,
He in the garden parfourmed hem and spedde. [speedily]
And in this wyse, many a murye day,

[merry]

Lyved this Januarie and fresshe May.50

Later, as her lover Damyan is up a fruit tree, she and her now blind husband Januarie come
into the garden, and she expresses her burning desire to eat the 'peres' on the pear tree:
‘Now sire, quod she, “for aughte that may betyde,
I moste han of the peres that I see,

[have, pears]

Or I moot dye, so soore longeth me
To eten of the smale peres greene.” 51

This imagery, based loosely on the Song of Songs (“As an apple tree among the trees, so is my
lover among men.”), finds endless mirroring in Middle English lyrics which play lightly on
the sexual metaphor:

“I have a newe garden,
and newe is begunne;
Swych another garden
know I not under sunne.

In the middes of my garden
is a perer set,

[pear-tree]

..
The fairest mayde of this toun
prayëd me
For to griffen her a gryf

[graft a graft]
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of myn pery-tree.

[from my pear-tree]

..
And I griffëd her
right up in her home
And be that day twenty wekes
it was quik in her womb.52

In Chaucer’s virtual fabliau, the merchant’s wanton wife then climbs up on the back of her
husband Januarie into the tree, whereupon

And sodeynly anon this Damyan
Gan pullen up the smok, and in he throng.
And whan Pluto saugh this grete wrong,
To Januarie he gaf again his sighte,
And made hym se as wel as ever he myghte.53

Undone but not undaunted, she regales him with the story that,
Up peril of my soule, I shal nat lyen
As me was taught, to heele with youre eyen,
Was no thyn bet, to make yow to see,

[lie]
[heal]
[nothing better]

Than strugle with a man upon a tree.
God woote, I dide it with ful good entente.54

Chaucer’s roster of characters include the devoutly courtly “cok, highte Chauntecleer”,
who was a valiant servant of Venus, the “goddesse of plesaunce”, and that "More for delyt
than world to multiply."55 Here we catch Chaucer in one of his numerous poetic debates which
bridge the then fine lines between the ecclesiastics’ doctrines on sexuality, romantic love, and
the pagan, free-wheeling raucousness of the Ovidian tradition.56 While Chaucer’s wry wit in
this context may be in part ascribed to an English disposition to Francophobic satire, it might
also be said that in the later middle ages in Europe, there appears to have developed an
increasing preoccupation with the nature, character and quality of human feelings. In Chaucer,
the semi-comic aping of devotional religious modes on the part of the romantic heroes, and
the somewhat devotional attitude to love, courtly or otherwise, speaks perhaps not so much
of a preoccupation with sex, but rather of the gradual acknowledgement and exploration of
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the finer realms of human feeling, a subject on which Thomist orthodoxy, and even the freer
thinkers like those in Chartres, clearly did not have emotionally and spiritually satisfactory
answers.

Another side of this coin is the meticulous courtliness exhibited in the Gawain poet,
most notably in Gawain and the Green Knight, where Gawain, emblem of nobility and
virtue, triumphs over the seductive behavior of his host’s lady, a lurid and tangible metaphor
for courtly love; however, this only barely, and with a clear acknowledgement of human
vulnerability on the part of the noble Gawain.57

Among the many elements found in the rich blend of traditions in European literary
romances, was the theme of a magic, or enchanted, garden, with walls of air, in which was
hidden a magic horn called Joy of the Court (Joie de la Cour), possibly related to Celtic
traditions of the Horn of Bran; this found for instance, in Érec et Énide, by Chretien de
Troyes (ca. 1170):
Around the garden the only wall or palisade was one of air; yet by black magic
the garden was enclosed on all sides with air as though it were ringed with iron,
so that nothing could enter except at one single place. And there were flowers
and ripe fruit all summer and all winter, and the fruit had the peculiar property
that although it could be eaten therein, it could not be carried out: anyone who
tried to take some away could never discover the exit until he put the fruit back
in its place. And there is under heaven no bird, however pleasing its song and its
ability to gladden and delight a man, that could not be heard therein, and there
were several of each sort. And the earth, however great its extent, bears no spice
or medicinal plant of use in any remedy that was not planted therein, and there
were plenty of them.58

Dream, enchantment, the locus amoenus
and the paradisal garden
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These elements were common features of twelfth century and later medieval European
romance, which find some parallels in the medieval Japanese tradition when we look closely
at the metaphors, or analogs, of western paradise imagery which are equally frequent.

The currency of the garden of love theme may be easily gleaned in terms of
remaniements, or variations on the familiar themes (of the Genji), from the garden seduction
scene in The Tale of Nezame (Nezame monogatari ), written some half-century after Lady
Murasaki’s masterpiece and at a time when the Tale of Genji was clearly well known in court
circles.
Here two young men press their way into the garden of the Governor of Tajima’s
daughter. What is of interest here is the furtive, yet swashbuckling “transgression” of the
barriers, social, physical and symbolic, which form a central part in the hermeneutics of
romance.

Without knowing which way to proceed, Yukiyori began to push his way
through. "Come ahead the same way." "They'll see us for sure. Step lightly!"
Captivated by the thought of discovering who it was that played the thirteenstringed koto, he crept quietly through to the other side, also thickly covered with
bamboo. They stayed in the shade of the pines enmeshed around the entire
garden where they would not be noticed, then made their way near the eaves of
the house to a dense patch of reeds at the foot of an openwork fence, a good
vantage point from which to survey the pond, the course of the garden stream,
and swept sand. The reed blinds had been rolled up and a girl most definitely just
barely above thirty sat at the balustrade playing a wagon.59 The curve of her head
and body, slenderly beautiful, highlighted the falling cascade of glistening hair.
She was not at all unattractive. In front of her, against the ledge of the veranda
sat a pleasant girl with translucently white skin, facing out into the garden, her
somewhat obscure crimson gray skirts trailing about her. As soon as she struck a
note, bent low over her biwa, they were less aware of the music than of her
lovely movements and her face, softly captivating, remarkably white under the
wisps of hair dangling over her forehead. She was most surely superior..60

This is a scene which is distinctly reminiscent of the Uji love stories mentioned above
featuring Kaoru in “The Maiden at the Bridge” chapter (Hashihime): the writer locates his
readers in the courtly Japanese garden of love - the distinctly aristocratic setting for the outset
of romance - and as the girls are described, the emphasis is on the voyeuristic peeping
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(sukimi) on them in the dim light, and on the fine quality of their music, a metaphor for the
courtly taste, education, accomplishments that are their make-up.

The lady who had been playing on the thirteen-stringed koto from just inside the
room, stopped her playing to come toward the veranda to gaze at the cloudless moon as it
inclined gently in the West. By comparison even with the remarkable qualities of the other
two ladies, this lady was clearly the most striking, like a beam of light from a full moon
which suddenly appeared from behind a bank of cloud.61

The already somewhat hackneyed allegory is again played out, with reference to the cloudless
moon inclining in the West, a metaphor for Amida (Buddha of the Western Paradise), and
where the ladies remind the narrator of "a beam of light from a full moon"; this alludes to the
Buddhist doctrine of the (intrinsically) perfect soul being a virtual chip of light from the full
moon of the Buddha, "which had suddenly appeared from behind a bank of cloud". This last
image contains a touch of allegory, suggesting that sudden light (or enlightenment) was
thrown on the quotidian, clouded state of mind, Paul’s seeing “in a mirror darkly”, until the
moment when "full moon" of truth emerges. We may observe also the emphasis on the
"translucently white skin of the "surely superior" girl; her face is described as "softly
captivating, remarkably white under the wisps of hair dangling over her forehead": these
details reinforce the semic code of purity/beauty/perfection associated with this girl. Beneath
this is the code for perfection, white like the full moon, itself also physically present.

The passage, almost a form of remaniement (“retelling”)62 of the major elements in
the Uji chapters of Genji, both inform reception theory on the Genji, and serve to highlight,
first, how commonplace were such themes in onna bungaku literature of the eleventh century
and beyond, and further, the degree to which Lady Murasaki had elevated such monogatari
above the common run of courtly soap opera. There is also evidence of the widespread
currency of the Buddhist doctrines as ‘cultural codes’,63 which such allegory required for its
effectiveness.

Hortus conclusus japonicus
There are very numerous images in the Genji of the enclosed garden, which match
closely many of the literary functions of the European hortus conclusus.
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In the Yugiri (“Evening Mist”) chapter, Yugiri courts the widow of Kashiwagi, who
lives in the Ono villa of the mother of the Second Princess, here the Haven.
.
The light, brushwood fence had genuine style and distinction, although the
Haven planned only a short stay.64

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ?

65

The enclosure here is light, and easily breachable, but nonetheless elegant. The locale has the
added dimension of a being a mountain villa, with the extra dimension of poetic effects and a
sense of rustic remoteness.

Sunset was approaching, mist beautifully veiled the sky, and the mountain
shadows seemed to dim, while everywhere cicadas sang and pinks gracefully
nodded their pretty colors along the fence.66 The flowers in the near garden
bloomed in bright profusion to cooling water sounds, while the pines sighed like
a forest in the mournful mountain wind; and when the bell ran in new monks to
take up the perpetual scripture reading for the old, the voices of both blended a
moment to awesome effect.67

Soon after this, the author sets the scene for romance, with the sounds of the night: wind
soughing mournfully in the mountain, the humming of crickets in the garden, the belling of
stags, and the sound of the waterfall.
The night had grown late, and a mournful wind was blowing. Cricket songs, a
stag’s belling, the noise of the waterfall – all blended to such wild and stirring
effect that the dullest simpleton would have lain sleepless under these skies, for
the shutters were still up, and the setting moon that hung above the rim of the
mountains gave the scene a quality to poignant not to fall forth tears.68

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ( ? ) ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Yugiri applies all his charms, but despite the overwhelming atmosphere of romance, the lady
resists, so eventually he leaves under cover of the morning mists.

In “Bamboo River” (Takegawa), at Higekuro’s mansion which is the residence of
Tamakazura, we find Kaoru and a lieutenant, Kurôdo no Shôshô, both visiting the daughters
of Tamakazura, and courting the elder, Himegimi. It is a scene worthy of the tradition of the
garden of love, and its setting, the hortus conclusus.

‘The third month came. Once the cherrieswere in bloom, falling petals clouded
the sky,70 and the leisure of blossom time left the Mistress of Staff with little
enough to do; there could be nothing wrong even with sitting near the veranda.
Her daughters

must then have been eighteen or nineteen. Both were

delightful in person and looks. The elder was so vivid, stylish, and proud that one
felt she would indeed be wasted on a commoner.71 She fairly exuded charm in her
timely choice of a cherry blossom long dress and a kerria rose layering, and her
deportment suggested dignity and intelligence as well. The younger sister, in
light plum pink, her hair glinting with a beautiful sheen, and all the grace of
spring willlow fronds. yet despite the tall, slender poise of her figure and her air
of graver depth, many felt it was the elder who conveyed the most exquisite
appeal.
The forehead line and sweep of their hair presented a lovely picture as
they faced each other at Go, and the Fujiwara Adviser sat beside them to
referee.72

This is the view that is presented in the Genji Illustrations, where we are
presented with a peeping Tom’s (sukimi) glimpse of this charming scene, which
presents the scene within the confines of a gallery garden; here, the verandah of
the text adjoins a section completely enclosed by what appear to be bridging
galleries (watadono), in the center of which is the ebulliently flowering cherry
tree, which stands for their collective charms and sexual allure.

In the “The Maiden at the Bridge” (Hashihime) chapter, Kaoru approaches
one evening the home of the two ill-fated princesses, Oigimi and Nakanokimi,
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and seeks a way in, after hearing the sounds of a lute and then a koto. He says to a
gruff old guard who challenges him:

“Just a moment!”.. “For years I have been hearing such reports of their
music that I have been eager to hear it, and this is the perfect moment to do so. Is
there no nook or cranny where I might hide for a little while to listen? It would
be a shame if my unforeseen arrival obliged them to stop.”73

The guard then leads Kaoru off:
He led the Captain [Kaoru] to a bamboo screening fence that set the garden
before their rooms entirely apart...The Captain cracked open the door that
seemed to lead through the fence and peered in through prettily moonlit mist to
where the women sat, beyond the rolled-up blinds.74

In “The Eastern Cottage” (Azumaya), where Kaoru has abducted Ukifune to his villa
at Uji, she is located in rooms overlooking an enclosed “gallery garden”, most likely between
the central main hall (honden) and the east wing, with a yarimizu brook running through it.
She was leaning on an armrest near the veranda, gazing out at the lovely little
garden before her, enclosed by the gallery, with its profusion of flowers in many
colors and its tall rocks all along the brook.75

Here, the enclosed garden is most often a direct symbol, or a metonymic expansion
of the ‘semic’ codes relating the beauty, sexual allure, and of course eligibility, of the young
woman. The theme also serves to augment the status of the young woman as desirable,
enclosed or confined (temporarily), and to some degree protected, by a high-ranking and
eligible male overlord.

The Japanese enclosed garden, in the details of its physical aspect, differs from the
Mediterranean tradition in many ways, having no life-giving

fountain, and no central

paradisal tree – these elements being culture-specific to the Biblical tradition especially.
However, there is at times a flowering tree as in Takekawa (“Bamboo River”), where there
was a “particularly lovely cherry tree that grew among others in the garden nearby” which
becomes the prize for the winner of a game of go played between the two sisters Himegimi
and Nakanokimi, which is viewed through the blinds by the Lieutenant, son of Yûgiri. This is
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pictured in the Tokugawa painting as a cherry in the center of a totally enclosed garden.
Again, while fountains are not part of the eastern tradition, waterfalls were often a feature;
the yarimizu brook, always close at hand, seen in the Ukifune garden above, tends to suggest
and augment with its music and beauty the semic codes of purity/innocence/beauty, in a
metonymic manner, and provides further a motif suggesting the natural sounds of nature as a
kind of musical leitmotif.

A scene that resonates with the earlier adventures of Kaoru’s mother, the ill-fated
Third Princess, is that where she is visited by Genji while already in seclusion as a nun, which
is depicted in the painting of Suzumushi 1 (from “The Bell Cricket” chapter, Tokugawa coll);
here the Princess overlooks the garden, its yarimizu garden brook (in the painted version) and
its sonorous cricket song. She is here playing the part of the bell cricket, the suzumushi,
closely encompassed both by fate and the encircling garden of her self-imposed seclusion.
That autumn he turned the garden before the western bridgeway, up to the east
side of median fence, into a wild moor, and he decorated that part of the house
with a holy-water shelf and so on.76

The location of the Third Princess’s garden is described as “in front of the western
bridgeway” (nishi no watadono no mae). The princess’s rooms are at the west side of the
main hall of the southwest quarter, whose garden at Rokujô was best appreciated in autumn.
This places the garden in front of the bridgeway (watadono) which led from the main central
hall westwards to the southwest hall. In the 12th century painted version of this scene in the
Tokugawa collection, the garden is graced with the addition of a yarimizu brook: in historic
Heian gardens, however, the brook was by geomantic principle led in from northwest to
southwest.77 Here, the pictorial addition plays off against the textual images of wild moor, and
the sounds of holy water vessels clinking, and holy water being poured, and the low voice of
the Princess chanting the invocation of Amida.
At dusk on the night of the fifteenth, before the [full moon] had risen, Her
Highness [The Third Princess] sat before her altar, looking out at the [garden]
scenery near the verandah, meditatively chanting the holy Name [of Amida].
Two or three young nuns were offering flowers. With the sounds of the holy
water vessel ringing, and the sounds of [holy] water [being poured], and with all
this bustling over unfamiliar matters, she was feeling doleful and sad...78
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The composition of the painting has amplified the Buddhistic chorus of sounds to include the
sound of the stream, and hence the “semic” code of purity; this is here gradually built up
around the auditory stimuli, and works to bring the reader gliding into the scene, and
subsequently allow the reader’s perspective to merge gently into her feelings of being
displaced: the latter begin to work against this background, and interpose a strong element of
sadness, even misery. We may observe also that the full moon, not yet risen, presents obliquely- another Buddhist code, suggesting that the fullness of the truth is not yet visible.
The Tokugawa painting, has added further sounds, including that of the stream, and the
crickets in the garden, which are the subject of the ensuing conversation between her and
Genji who comes to visit just at this moment.

In Murasaki’s writing of the Rokujô four seasons garden, the yarimizu seems to have
flowed down from the north-eastern section and reached the southwestern garden, before
flowing into the garden pond to the south, which is quite consistent with the rules laid down
in the canonical 12c Treatise on Garden Design (Sakuteiki).79 This then matches the seasonal
flavor of Akikonomu’s garden at Rokujô. The painting, however, gives no sense of the
containment of this garden area of the mansion.
He had crickets released on the garden moor, and on evenings when the breeze
was a little cooler, he would come there as though to listen to their song.80

In the scene illustrated by the Tokugawa collection painting, the text allotted for the scene
takes the viewer/reader from this section about the evening setting on to the entry of Genji,
and his conversation about bell crickets versus pine crickets, and an exchange of slightly
reproachful poems.
Just then, as so often, Genji entered. “The crickets are singing everywhere this
evening!” he remarked and quietly joined her, in low but inspiring tones, to chant the great
darani of the Buddha Amida. There were indeed many crickets singing, and among them the
bell crickets rose bravely and beautifully above the rest. “All the autumn crickets’ songs are
lovely,” he said, “but Her Majesty [Akikonomu] especially preferred pine crickets, and those
are the ones she gathered from distant moors to release in her garden. I hear very few went
on singing here, though. Pine crickets probably do not live long, despite what their name
suggests. They really and truly sing only in the mountains, where no one can hear them, or
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among the pine forests below, which suggests that they prefer solitude. The bell cricket’s
gentle freshness is what makes it so appealing.”

“I have long since learned how very cruel a time autumn often brings,
yet I would not wish to lose the bell cricket’s lovely song.”

she said very low, and with a wonderful air of grace and artless distinction.

“What do you mean?” Genji replied. “I never thought to hear you say that!”

“You may, for yourself, have no wish but to be free of this poor abode,
yet your sweet bell cricket song for me never will grow old.” 81

The subsequent paragraphs, apparently not chosen for inclusion in the Tokugawa painted
version, reads,
He called for a kin [koto] and played, as he had not done for so long. She
forgot to tell beads and listened intently after all. The moon was out in moving
glory. Genji gazed into the sky and lost himself in reflections on life’s shifting
ways, playing more beautifully than ever as he did so.82

The omission of this section of text in the Tokugawa version, illustrates how in
a subtle but deliberate manner the artistic director(s) of this group of illustrations chose to
focus on the sense of sad isolation, set in strong (‘symbol’ code) contrast to the Buddhist
cultural codes, thus focussing readers’ attention on the virtual despair embodied in the
enclosed, demi-monastic state of the young Princess. Her autumn garden, whose cricket
concert provides unrelenting reminders of imminent frosts and death, is her symbol and the
title of the chapter. The latter paragraph returns the narrative towards the elegant talents of
Genji, the autumn moon, and with prolepsis for an informed readership, anticipates famous
scene of the autumn moon concert at Retired Emperor Reizei’s palace which follows in the
same chapter: the latter scene, among the Tokugawa/Gotô paintings, provides us with one of
the finest paintings that survive.

The garden for all seasons: a world-mandala for the gentleman
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Genji is presented as going to very great pains in the design of his own garden; he
tells Akikonomu (the lady who loves autumn) in chapter 19, “Wisps of Cloud” (Usugumo),

“Quite apart from these weighty hopes of mine, I should like to indulge in the
pleasures of the seasons - the blossoms, the autumn leaves, the changing skies.
People have long weighed the flowering woods in spring against the lovely hues
of the autumn moors, and no one seems ever to have shown which one clearly
deserves to be preferred. I hear in China they say nothing equals the brocade of
spring flowers, while in Yamato speech we prefer the poignancy of autumn, but
my eyes are seduced by all in turn, and I cannot distinguish favorites among the
colors of their blossoms or the songs of their birds. I have in mind to fill a
garden, however small, with enough flowering spring trees to convey the mood
of the season, or to transplant autumn grasses there, and with them, the crickets
whose song is so wasted in the fields, and then to give all this to a lady for her
pleasure. Which would you choose?”83

In Chapter 21, “The Maidens” (Otome), we are presented with the entire design of the
Rokujô mansion gardens, which are arranged for the benefit of the four leading ladies of the
household, each having a wing and a season to herself. This establishes Genji as a
magnanimous and princely patron and paramour, but also has undertones of geomancy in
which he is the master of the four directions, hence a kind of private universe.
Genji’s Rokujô estate was finished in the eighth month, and people began to
move in. Her Majesty [Akikonomu] had the southwest quarter, no doubt because
that was where her mother’s residence had once stood. The southeast quarter
was for himself. He gave the northeast to the lady from his east pavilion [at Nijô;
the lady of the orange blossoms], and the northwest to the lady from Akashi. He
had the existing hills and lake shifted about as necessary, changing the designs of
mountains and the flavor of streams to suit the wishes of each of the residents.84
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The southeast garden designed for best effect in spring was for Lady Murasaki. Here,

The hills were high in the southeast quarter, where spring-blossoming trees and
bushes were planted in large numbers. The lake was most ingeniously designed.
Among the plantings in the forward parts of the garden were cinquefoil pines,
maples, cherries, wisteria, yamabuki

86

and rock azalea, most of them trees and

shrubs whose season was spring. Touches of autumn were scattered through the
groves.87
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The southwestern wing was given to Lady Akikonomu, who loved autumn, was oriented to
her taste.
In Her Majesty [Akikonomu]’s quarter, he planted the hill already there with
trees certain to glow in rich autumn colors, turned springs into clear streams,
added rocks to the brook to enhance its voice, and contrived a waterfall, so the
whole expanse was like an autumn moor and flowers bloomed in all the
profusion of the season. The result was an autumn to put so shame the moors and
mountains of Saga and Ôi.89
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Later, the autumn garden comes into its own.

In the ninth month splashes of autumn color appeared, and Her Majesty [Akikonomu]’s garden became
indescribably lovely.

91
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The summer garden for the lady of the orange blossoms was in the northeast quarter, where

The northeast quarter, with its cool spring, favored summer shade. Chinese
bamboo grew in the near garden, to freshen the breeze; tall groves offered
welcoming depths of shade, as in a mountain village; the hedge was of flowering
deutzia;93 and among the plantings of orange, fragrant with the past, of pinks and
roses and peonies, there also grew spring and autumn flowers. The east edge of
this quarter was divided off into a riding ground with a pavilion and surrounded
by a woven fence. Sweet flag had been induced to grow thickly beside the water,
for the games [Sweet Flag festival] of the fifth month, and the nearby stables
housed the most superb horses.94
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The latter section of this passage, decribing the irises by the “water” of what appears to be
connected to the yarimizu brook, which should normally emerge from the northeast,
according to the canons expressed in the late 11th century Sakuteiki (Treatise on Garden
Design),96 and run towards the southwest. If there was a pond here, as some commentators
have suggested here, then it was likely small and connected to the great southern pond. The
passage does not seem to support Ôta Seiroku’s “reconstruction”, which places a further large
southern pond in this quarter.97 Since the irises, grown for the Sweet Flag Festival of the fifth
month, and its association with equestrian events, they were presumably envisioned by the
writer as located close to the race-course which was aligned north to south. The latter, as in
the case of a famous mansion of this period built by Fujiwara Yorimichi, the Kayanoin,
would have been placed at the edge of the eastern walls of the whole compound, hence any
pond close to this would have to have occupied the space between the outer walls and the
pond.
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The winter garden, in the northwest quarter, was for the lady from Akashi. Here,
In the northwest quarter [of the Lady of Akashi], beyond the artificial hills on the
north side, there were rows of storehouses. As a dividing fence he planted a
dense stand of pines intended to show off the beauty of snow. There was a fence
entwined with chrysanthemums to gather the morning frosts of early winter, a
grove of deep-hued oaks,98 and a scattering of nameless trees transplanted from
the fastnesses of mountains.99
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Shortly after this passage, the connecting links between all these gardens is described:
Between the borders of the [four] quarters of the estate ran walls and galleries
that Genji had designed to encourage friendly commerce between them all.101
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Here it appears that, running to and from between the naturally secluding features of the four
quarters, which included fences of pines, small artificial hills and so forth, Genji had arranged
the small earthen walls and covered wooden galleries in such a way that a degree of privacy
was maintained, yet access between them remained easy and relaxed.
The account makes it clear that the whole complex envisaged by Murasaki covers an
area of four city blocks, exactly as did in fact that of her patron, Fujiwara Michinaga, occupier
and host to Murasaki in the Tsuchimikado Mansion. What Murasaki implies here, is that the
estate is essentially a single entity, since the riding ground is in the northeast, and the
storehouses are in the northwest. The yarimizu ? ?

brook entered from the northeast, as

specified in the 12c canon, and likely ran on through the southwest of Her Majesty’s quarters,
where “he added rocks to the brook to deepen its voice, and contrived a waterfall;” as it ran
towards the pond.
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The large pond, as in Michinaga’s Tsuchimikado and many other city mansion estates
of this time, was clearly in the southern sectors, fed by the same stream as it meandered its
way from its entry point in the northeast past the waterflags beside the racecourse towards the
southeast quarter (Genji’s residence ) and on towards Her Majesty’s southwest garden, where
it must have abutted on the probably quite extensive miniature lake. The latter was need not
have been of a symmetrical shape, and was more likely graced with curves as it enveloped the
hills already in place. 103
It is of some importance to consider it as a unified residential complex, because the
notion of a four seasons’ garden, with a special sector for each season clearly invites
comparison with the geomantic principles seen in the paintings of flowers, birds and animals
of the four seasons by Huang Quan and his son on screens in the Hall of the Eight Trigrams
(Baguadien ? ? ?

), made in 953 for the Southern Tang ruler Li Yu , whose Yinyang and

Five Elements geomancy has been discussed by Ogawa.104.
Further, and closer to the world of Genji, the four seasons layout of the Amida’s
Descent (raigô) paintings on the interior doors of the famous Phoenix Hall of the Byôdô-in at
Uji (1053) can also be seen as an example of Buddhist geomantic principles, which in effect
proclaim the right of this Buddha to universal rulership, the role of the Sage-Ruler, or Râjâ
Cakravartin [Denrin-shô’ô ? ? ? ? , in Buddhist and Tantric traditions. This is expressed
in numerous sutras, including the Wu-liang-shou jing (J. Muryôjukyô] which describes the
vows and paradise of the Buddha Amitâyus [J. Amida], which was well known in Murasaki’s
time. While Fujiwara Yorimichi’s Phoenix Hall is the only surviving example of this kind, it
is clear from the descriptions of the Buddha worlds at Fujiwara Michinaga’s Hôjôji described
at length in A Tale of Flowering Fortunes (Eiga monogatari), that it was not the first of its
kind.105 Another contemporary example, whose overall design is associated with rulership
over the four seasons was the Kayano-in, built by 1019 by Fujiwara Yorimichi.106 Like Genji,
Yorimichi is reported to have taken a direct part in garden design, and particularly in the
acquisition of fine rocks, reminding one of the great aesthete-ruler Emperor Huizong and his
Genyue ? ? park built between 1117 and 1122 in the Song capital of Kaifeng.107
Hence, Genji here establishes a kind of Sage-Rulership in a more or less private
domain, the immediate target being the high-ranking women of his household, however the
loaded symbolism of the ideal ruler would not have been lost on the readership, that is, the
literary participants in events in this rarified realm.

Locus Amoenus Japonicus: the dream garden of endless spring
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In the envisioning of the design of Genji’s mansion at Rokujô, and its execution, we
find the notion of a dream garden of endless spring, which is resonant with elements of the
Latinate tradition of the locus amoenus (the earthly paradise), and its metonymies, in Europe.

In the Kôchô (“Butterflies”) chapter, the theme of endless spring emerges in the
context of the garden reserved for Murasaki, in the southeast section of the mansion:
‘After the twentieth day of the third month, the garden of the lady of the
spring, Murasaki, with the colors of the flowers that were more gloriously
resplendent than ever this year and with the song of the birds, was so
astonishingly beautiful for people who came from elsewhere that they thought,
wonderingly, that the time when the blossom was at its best would never end.108

One is reminded of Proserpina, in her garden of endless spring in Ovid’s Metamorphoses,
silva coronat aquas cinguens latus omne suisque
frondibus ut velo Phoebeos submovet ictus;
frigora dant rami, Tyrios humida flores:
perpetuum ver est. quo Proserpina luco
ludit et aut violas aut candida lilia carpit,

[A wood crowns the heights around its waters on every side,
and with its foliage as with an awning keeps off the sun’s hot
rays. The branches afford a pleasing coolness, and the wellwatered ground bears brightly coloured flowers. There spring is
everlasting. Within this grove Proserpina was playing, and
gathering violets or white lilies.]109

This is a scene evoked by Dante in Purgatorio XXVIII, where
Tu mi fai rimembrar dove e qual era
Proserpina nel tempo che perdette
la madre lei, ed ella primavera.

[You make me recall where and what Proserpina was at the
time her mother lost her, and she the spring]110
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Dante, in Canto XXVIII, brings his explorer into a garden of endless spring, evoking the
tradition of the paradisus voluptatis, the secular paradise of the senses, whose fragrance is all
pervasive, “lo suol che d’ogne parte aulive”( l. 6), whose breeze is soft and steady, and where
little birds sing in harmony. Here he paints out a spring garden, with “the great variation of
fresh flowers of May” (“la gran varïazion d’i freschi mai” l. 36). The solitary lady he finds
here reminds of Prosperpina, who was taken off by Pluto to the netherworld, hence leaving
her mother Ceres without either her daughter, or Spring. The themes of spring, innocence,
virginity and a sense of a garden of endless spring the dawn of history are central for this, as
Peter Armour has shown, Dante’s exquisite reflexive verse here implies that there was here,
not a double, but a quadruple loss: “the daughter has lost her mother and the mother a
daughter; and the daughter has lost her spring, her flowers, her virginity, and the mother too,
in losing her daughter has lost spring.” The whole passage compresses the legend of Eve’s fall
from grace and paradise, and man’s loss of his earthly paradise.111

Again, there is Flora, in Ovid’s Fasti, an inspiration for the image in Botticelli’s famous
painting of Primavera:
vere fruor semper: semper nitidissimus annus,
arbor habet frondes, pabula semper humus.

[I (Flora) enjoy perpetual spring; most buxom is the year ever;
ever the tree is clothed with leaves; the ground with pasture.112

Genji, in the “The Seer” (Maboroshi) chapter, goes back to the Rokujô mansion, after
mourning Murasaki at Nijô, and faces the thought of life without her, in the context of her
prime metonymic symbol, the spring garden at Rokujô.
‘In the second month, when mist prettily veiled the trees in flower and
others yet to bloom, a warbler appeared in that favorite red plum tree, singing
splendidly, and Genji went to watch it.

“How the warbler sings, just as though nothing had changed, there
among the flowers, in the tree she planted then, even when she is no more,” 113
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Here Murasaki is seen as synonymous with the spring garden, a virtual Persephone, and when
it blooms without her, this brings an intolerable sense of pathos (aware) to those viewing all
her favorite spring plants, Here, the author has virtually mythologised Murasaki, the as a
symbol of spring. Her loss, which here in emotional, personal, and perhaps feminine terms,
brings to the fore a sense of the loss of spring, and the extraordinary sadness associated with
this image, the same as that which in classical European traditions had become a metaphor for
the fall from grace, and the loss of the mythic Golden Age. However, the effectiveness of the
image and its mythic resonances, would not be felt without so deeply without their respective
grounding in a belief in a perfect world, a paradise, or paradisial Golden Age.

Paradise anagogies and the gnostic backdrop: “paradise on earth”

This theme appears in “The Warbler’s First Song” (Hatsune; Chap. 23), where
“…how poorly mere words convey the exquisite beauty of the gardens of his
ladies! The one before the spring quarter (Murasaki’s southeast sector), where
the scent of the plum blossoms mingled with the fragrance within the blinds,
especially recalled the land of a living Buddha (ikeru hotoke no mikuni to
oboyu), although actually the mistress of the place lived there in peace and quite
her ease.114
…
“A thin sheet of ice has melted from the mirror of the garden lake,
and I see reflected there two incomparable forms,”

he said. They made a truly beautiful couple.

“Plain as plain can be, I see there in the mirror of the pristine lake
two forms destined to endure, spotless for ten thousand years,’ 115

And indeed it did reflect an image of very great beauty and felicity.
“Upon the cloudless mirror of this lake,
Clear is the image, for ten thousand years.”

While this section contains much in the way of standard New Year’s congratulatory
imagery, nevertheless it is enriched by the theme of paradise on earth, one which is here
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deeply imbued with the notion of the garden of endless spring, which is presented in the
succeeding chapter, “Butterflies” (Kochô), which is discussed below.

This notion has strong resonances with the Western European “earthly paradise”
known in its probably most influential form in the cosmological epic poem, Anticlaudianus,
by Alan of Lille, which was a direct inspiration for Dante’s version:
Est locus a nostro climate longo

Tractu, nostrorum ridens fermenta locorum:
Iste potest solus quicquid loca cetera possunt;
Quod minus in reliquis melius suppletur in uno...
In quo, pubescens tenera lanugine florum,
Sideribus stellata suis, succensa rosarum
Murice, terra novum contendit pingere celum.
Non ibi nascentis expirat gracia floris
Nascendo moriens; nec enim rosa mane puella
Vespere languet anus, sed vultu semper eodem
Gaudens, eterni iuvenescit munere veris.
Hunc florem non urit hyems, non decoquit estas.

[There is a spot set far off from our clime,
mocking the turmoil of our dwellings.
Alone, this spot can be whatever all can be;
the rest’s deficiency is made full in the one..
Here, growing up with tender down of flowers,
Studded with her own stars, flushed with the tinge
of roses, earth vies to paint another heaven.
Here the grace of the newborn flower does not die, dying in being born;
the girl-rose of the morning does not languish, old-woman-rose, at night;
no, joyful at her unchanging face, she’s young with an eternal spring.
Winter does not blast the flower, nor summer scorch it.]116

Dante, in Purgatorio XXVIII, presents us with a vision of what Dronke has termed a
“comparison of the loveliest human activity, and the celestial joy whose rapture is its own
end.117 Here is found Dante’s hymn to what in Genesis in the Vulgate text was called
paradisus voluptatis. Here, with the familiar elements of the soft breeze, the birdsong and the
translucent stream, we are led towards a hypnotizing image of a locus in time, where the
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stream is purer than any and “che si mova bruna bruna sotto l’ombra perpetüa” (“which
moves darkly, darkly under perpetual shadow”); the poet is transfixed by the sight of a lovely
woman walking all alone who reminds him of the fragile beauty of the young goddess
Persephone (Prosperpina), embodiment of the bliss of spring, and of the earthly paradise
itself, yet a poignant image of one about to be lost. She teases him lightly and expounds on
the nature of the stream which is of a divine source and brings both oblivion as Lethe, and
remembrance of the good achieved, Eunoe; these streams, which have been viewed by some
as derived from the Islamic legends of the two cleansing fountains which must be drunk
before entering paradise.118 In this view, the earthly paradise is the gateway to its counterpart,
the celestial paradise, here located in time, but barely.

This vision seems to have been influential for the Gawain poet, as seen in his
beautifully crafted image of the locus amoenus, the garden setting for the visionary dream of
his spotless Pearl, a multivalenced symbol of a realm of perfection119.
To that spot that I in speche expoun

[describe]

I entred in that erber grene

[garden]

In Augoste in a hygh seysoun,
Quen corne is corven wyth crokes kene.
On huyle ther perle hit trendled doun

[cut,sickles]

120

[mound, pearl, rolled]
Schadowed this wortes ful schyre and schene [these bright and beautiful plants cast a shadow]
Gilofre, gyngure and gromylyoun
[gilliflower,ginger,gromwell]
And pyonys powdered ay bytwene.
Yif hit was semly on to sene,

[peonies, scattered]

[fair to look on]

A fayr reflayr yet fro hit flot.
[no less a fragrance came floating from it]
Ther wonys that worthyly, I wot and wene,
[There lies that precious one,
I know for certain]
My precious perle wythouten spot.121

[To that especial spot I hied/ And entered that same garden
green/ In August at a festive tide/ When corn is cut with scythe-
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edge keen./ On the mound where pearl went tumbling wide,/
Leaf vied with leaf in shade and sheen:/ Gillyflower and ginger
on every side/ And peonies peerless blooming between./ But
fairer yet, and all unseen,/ Was the fragrance that my senses
sought;/ There, I know, is the dear demesne/ Of my precious
pearl without a spot.]122

Behind much of the perfect garden imagery that emerges in western Europe lay a
very rich gnostic tradition, rooted in Sufi traditions in Persia especially, whose literary power
Europe was unwilling to acknowledge, but which clearly played a part in the development of
the paradise garden image. 123

A characteristic expression from this tradition is found in this poem of the great Sufi
martyr Sarmad, which clarifies the wholly gnostic and transcendental nature of the garden of
love in this tradition:

Come you into my garden, then
will you see
The white blaze of the light of unity.
Look

closely -

Beloved and lover, rose and thorn,
are One!124

Here we find the ancient tradition of the garden of love transformed into a vision of
unity in which the lovers are no longer two, and have merged into the unity, which includes
the entire garden, also seen as a manifestation of God.

Among ninth century Sufi poets, Abû’-Husayn an-Nûrî (d.907)’s definition of the
heart as a garden prefigures the later Persian tradition of garden poems, in which the rose
and nightingale allegory of love is richly expressed, particularly in 11th and 12th centuries:
Rûzbihân Baqlî (d. 1209), writes:
Look well, for the heart is the marketplace of His love, and there the rose of
Adam on the branch of Love is from the color of manifestation of His Rose.
When the nightingale ‘spirit’ becomes intoxicated by this rose, he will hear with
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the ear of the soul the song of the bird of Alast [‘Am I not your Lord?’] in the
fountain place of pre-eternity.125

This accords with the vision of Maulânâ Jelâluddîn Rûmî, the 13th century poet and
Sufi saint, who says in the Mathnawî collection:

The Beloved is all, the lover just a veil.
The Beloved is living, the lover a dead thing.126

Rûmî also says, of gardens outer and inner,

‘Twas a fair orchard, full of trees and fruit
And vines and greenery. A Sûfî there
Sat with eyes closed, his head upon his knee,
Sunk deep in meditation mystical.
"Why, " asked another, "dost thou not behold
These Signs of God the Merciful displayed
Around thee, which He bids us contemplate?”
"The signs, " he answered, "I behold within;
Without is naught but symbols of the Signs.'

What is all beauty in the world? The image,
Like quivering boughs reflected in a stream,
Of that eternal Orchard which abides
Unwithered in the hearts of Perfect Men.127

Here, in the Sufi garden of the heart, every Rose is a sign, and more, telling of the
ineffable secrets of the final union of the Lover and the Beloved, once the mystic path has
been trodden to the end, and the Rose of union grasped for what it is, the Self unveiled, that
One who cannot be seen except with the eyes of the Beloved. This literature presents in
gnostic terms the completion of the quest for perfection, a quest symbolized so powerfully in
the medieval west as the pursuit of Saint Graal; the latter provided so elusive and haunting an
image to medievals, who after all, appear to have placed not little credence in the possibility
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of its discovery, as they added endlessly to its enigmatic symbolism. The quest, with its lack
of closure, presents endless possibilities for the writer of romance.

128

The gnostic vision129 had been expressed voluminously, in the post-Upanishadic
Brahmanical literature of India. Among the greatest of the medieval saints was Jnaneshwar,
who wrote a magnificent verse-commentary in Marathi on the Bhagavad Gita, wrote,
following verse 20 of the chapter on “The Yoga of Manifestation”:

Listen, O Arjuna. I am the Self in each and every created being.
I am enshrined within their hearts, and I am also like a sheath around them.
I am the beginning, the middle, and the end of all.
Just as the sky surrounds the clouds above, below, and on all sides, and they are
both of the sky and in it,
And when they disappear they merge with it, similarly,
I am the origin, the existence, and the end of all creatures.130

Jnaneshwar further expresses this in Amritanubhav (The Nectar of Self-Awareness):

For a while the Self appears
As an object of perception.
When the seer and the seen unite,
Both of them vanish.

Then the seen is the same as the seer,
And the seer is merged in the seen.
Both vanish,
And only the Reality remains.

At any place and at any time,
The seer and the seen
May embrace each other, and merge.131

While Europe does not seem to have come to grips with these strong currents in
medieval literature until a much later date,132 the growth of the cult of Mary, starting from at
least the Council of Nicaea in 325, came to see her as a secret inner garden (hortus conclusus)
which evoked the Song of Songs: her purity as the sacred bride of Christ was symbolized by
the purity of the image of a closed door [porta clausa], and she herself came to be symbolized
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by the rose, a trend which was deeply entrenched by the twelfth century.133 Later, in the
literature of courtly love, the unicorn legend was blended with the Marian cult, such that the
huntsmen, who could never catch the unicorn themselves, captured him only once he was
subdued with his head humbly placed in the lap of a virgin, a double allegory for the humility
of Christ born in the enclosed garden of purity represented by Mary. The great millefleurs
tapestries from the Museum of Cluny, which feature a unicorn cycle, are an outstanding
example of a perfect blend of courtly mores and the Marian cult.

Clearly, in the interaction between east and west, a good deal had filtered through, no
doubt as a result of crusaders’ incursions into Islamic territory, and the presence of the Arab
culture in Spain, Portugal and Italy. While a fully gnostic literature seems not to have been
encouraged by the Christian church, and the “mystics” were given limited credence, we find
St. Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179) writing

I am that living and fiery essence of the divine substance that glows in the beauty
of the fields. I shine in the water, I burn in the sun and the moon and the stars.134

Hildegard, however, makes a very stark distinction between divine love and human or
carnal love, allowing no mix of courtoisie and the divine. She further presents an image of
Caritas, or Divine Love, who is seen as
a girl of surpassingly radiant beauty, with such dazzling brightness streaming
from her face that I could not behold fully. She wore a cloak whiter than snow,
brighter stars, her shoes were of pure Gold In her right hand she held sun and
moon, and caressed them lovingly.135

This gnostic vision seems to prefigure the Beatrice of Dante, both his muse, and as
sanctifying grace, his own perfectibility,136 “quella che ‘mparadisa la mia mente”,137 ennobling
him and raising him to her state.

Hildegard also writes in hymn to Mary, Ave generosa

Tu candidum lilium,

You are the lily that dazzles,

quod Deus ante omnem creaturam

whom God knew before all others

inspexit.
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O pulcherrima

O most beautiful

et dulcissima;

and delectable one;

quam valde Deus in te delectabatur!

how greatly God delighted in you!

cum amplexione coloris sui

in the clasp of His fire

in te posuit ita quod filius eius

He implanted in you so that

de te lactata est.

His son might be suckled by you.138

In Paradiso, XXXI, Dante speaks in similar visionary terms of the snow-white rose
(Mary/the church/ which in Persian gnostic terms would be the Lover) whom Christ himself
had made his bride [‘che nel suo sangue Cristo fece sposa’],
For the light divine so penetrates
The universe, according to its merit,
That naught can be an obstacle against it.139

The mystic aspect of human perfectibility, fully expressed in Dante, was also a central
feature of Persian allegorical romance, where the Perfect Man who unites the spiritual and
the temporal is seen as embodied in the Prophet Muhammad. This central feature of allegory
in medieval romance, one shared by Eastern cultural codes in the form of the Mahayana
Buddhist ontologies, is a characteristic that became obscured by post-medieval thinking, and
especially by post-modern critics for whom the divine has been Freudianised into fantasy.140
However, one must allow that medieval allegory depended for its impact and juiciness on
firm adherence to the ontologies of perfectibility in a strictly spiritual sense.

Analogs of the Western Paradise of Amida, literary and actualized
Among the Buddhist codes that form a main part of Murasaki’s Genji, are those of the
Western Paradise of Amida. Fujiwara Michinaga, whose daughter Murasaki served in the
Tsuchimikado Mansion, was a firm adherent of this belief, and is reported to have died
holding onto a multi-colored rope attached to the image of the Amida in an adjacent hall.
Envisioning the paradise of the west, in the form of Buddha Halls such as that which survives
at the Phoenix Hall at Uji, built by Michinaga’s son Yorimichi, was a part of the distinctly
anagogical character of Buddhist architecture and its gardens. These compounds were seen as
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ones that “uplifts the mind” (as in Abbot Suger’s definition of his new architecture at St.
Denis, prefiguring the full Gothic cathedrals of light) to higher realms, and thereby bring a
sense of paradise to the present.141 The somewhat romanticised accounts of Fujiwara
Michinaga's life and times found in the still slightly annalistic A Tale of Flowering Fortunes
(Eiga monogatari) provides a rich source for such material.

Here, in the “Mansion of Jade” [Tama no utena] chapter dealing with events of the
years 1022-23, when Michinaga's mansion was being transformed into a model Buddhist
temple, we find the account of the Buddha halls and their extraordinarily rich decor set
against the background of the pond-lake, or that which had been the focal excursion area in
the once secular garden.
Glittering in the setting sun, the metal fittings of the buildings and stairways cast
beautiful reflections on the surface of the lake. A gentle breeze murmured in
unison with the chanted buddha-invocations, and the voices of the waves seemed
to speak of the five sense organs, the five powers, the seven powers

of

enlightenment, and the noble eightfold path.142

The echo answered in the same tones, as though even the grasses and trees were
all preaching the sacred doctrines. The perfume of the three bodhisattva ideals143
dispersed its fragrance, and the wind of three gateways to emancipation144 blew
cool, making it seem that all the flames of tormenting afflictions must be totally
extinguished. When the buddha-recitations ended, the closing invocation was
chanted by a monk with a fine, resonant voice, a performance so awe-inspiring
that Yorimune took off his brown robe and gave it to him.145

Here, the process of anagogy is complex and revealing: the lake immediately reminds
its audience of the descriptions of the halls and pavilions in the Western Paradise of Amida.
These are most richly described in the Muryojukyô ? ? ? ? The Sutra of the Buddha of
Infinite Life, where the Buddha addresses Ananda.146

Again, the halls, monasteries, palaces and pavilions are spontaneous
apparitions, all adorned with the seven jewels and hung with curtains of various
other jewels, such as pearl and moon-bright mani gems .
Inside and out, to right and left, are bathing pools. Some ot them are ten
yojanas

147

in length, breadth, and depth; some are twenty yojanas, others, thirty,
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and so on, until we come to those measuring a hundred thousand joyanas in
length, breadth, and depth. They are brimful of the water of eight excellent
qualities, clear, fragrant and tasting like nectar.
There are golden pools with beds of silver sand' sliver pools with beds of
golden sand; crystal pools with beds of beryl sand; beryl pools with beds of
crystal sand; coral pools with beds of amber sand; amber pools with beds of coral
sand; agate pools with beds of ruby sand; ruby pools with beds of agate sand;
white-jade pools with beds of purple-gold sand; purple gold pools with beds of
white-jade sand. Others are composed of two to seven jewels.

Earlier in the same sutra, the Bodhi-tree is described:

Everywhere between its twigs hang jewelled ornaments with a thousand million
different colours intermingling in various ways, and their innumerable beams
shine with the utmost brilliance. The Bodhi-tree itself is covered with nets of
rare, excellent gems, and on it appear all kinds of ornaments in accordance with
one's wishes.
When a gentle breeze wafts through its branches and leaves, innumerable
exquisite Dharma-sounds arise, which spread far and wide, pervading all the
other Buddha-lands in the ten directions. Those who hear the sounds attain
penetrating insight into dharmas and dwell in the Stage of non-retrogression.148

We see here, then, that the suggestion of the gentle breeze murmuring in unison with
the the voices of the waves and thereby 'seeming to speak of' the eternal truths of Buddhist
doctrine is consonant with the main thrust of the sutra, in its literal sense at least.

The voices of the waves in the Eiga monogatari account recall also sections of the
Kanmuryôjukyô

? ? ? ? ? ?

(The Contemplation sutra), where the eight ponds of

the western paradise are to be visualized:

The water, springing from a wish-fulfilling king-mani-gem, forms fourteen
streams. Each stream is the color of the seven jewels. Its banks are made of gold
and its bed strewn with diamond sand of many colors. In each stream there are
sixty kot.is of lotus-flowers of seven jewels, symmetrical and measuring twelve
yojanas in diameter. The water from the mani-gem glows among the flowers and
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meanders between the trees. As it ripples, it produces exquisite sounds which
proclaim the truths of suffering, emptiness, no-self and of the Pâramitâs.149

In Chapter 17 of Eiga monogatari, Music, the scene is presented as a direct analog of
the scene in the Western Paradise:

Very much at ease, the Emperor gazed at the scene inside the temple compound.
The garden sand glittered like crystal; and lotus blossoms of varying hues floated
in ranks on the fresh, clear surface of the lake. 150Each blossom held a buddha, its
image mirrored in the water, which as also reflected, as in a buddha domain, all
the buildings on the east, west, south and north, even the sutra treasury and the
bell tower. Jeweled nets hung from every branch on the trees bordering the lake.
There were leaves of many kinds and colors - green pearl, like pine trees at the
height of summer; gold, like late autumn foliage; amber, like mid-autumn
foliage; white glass, like a winter garden mantled in snow. Ripples washed the
lake’s golden jeweled shores when a breeze stirred the trees. A bridge made of
the seven treasures spanned the golden jeweled lake, jeweled boats glided in the
shade under the trees, and peacocks and parrots played on the island.151

This account, which shows how artificial plants were used to enhance the effect of the
paradise analog, and the whole is presented in sometimes fanciful, but distinctly visionary
terms in order to reinforce that theme, shows to what lengths Michinaga was prepared to go.
Later in the same chapter,
Innumerable bodhisattva dances were presented on the platform [in the center of
courtyard opposite the Buddha Hall, and children performed butterfly and bird
dances so beautifully that one could only suppose paradise to be little different
[tada gokuraku mo kaku koso wa] a reflection that added auspiciousness to the
occasion by evoking mental images of the Pure Land.152 [italics mine]

And, in the Mansion of Jade chapter, the garden is described:

A high railing had been built on the side of the hall facing the lake, with
plantings of roses, peonies, Chinese pinks, and red lotus blossoms below it. To
the nuns who had arrived while recitations were in progress, it seemed that they
must have entered the Pure Land. [gokuraku ni mairitaran kokorochisu]153
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Beneath these literary and physical anagogies, however, are the deeper currents which
may be detected in much of the literature of this period, which adumbrate in a
characteristically medieval manner the core ontologies of mainstream Mahayana Buddhism
which assert that the manifest universe itself, and all its natural features, are nothing than less
than the “voice”, the “music”, the very “body” of the Buddha. Hence, while the surface text
speaks of “seeming”, and “resembling”, the underlying doctrine well known to the author of
this narrative is, namely, that the world - as it “seems” to be - is illusory in seeming other than
what it truly is, namely the body of bliss which is the realized Tathâgata. While there are
hence inevitable tensions between the ontologies, and the political intent of the story, its
empowering of the chief claimant to Fujiwara supremacy, the anagogy of “seeming”
predominates, as is appropriate to a narrative, or perhaps more properly a “Tale”.

Soon after this passage in the Eiga monogatari, Michinaga asks people him to leave
him, since he wants to recite the holy name of Amida at his leisure; the nuns who hear this,
observe

"It's like being in another world!"[are wa kono yo no mono to wa mienu
mono kana], exclaimed one of the nuns.
"It must be true that the Pure Land and Ultimate Bliss are inside the
human heart,"[hito no kokoro no naka ni, jôdo mo gokuraku mo aru to iu wa
makoto ni koso amere] said another. "Many buddhas must have appeared in His
Excellency's heart."
They then left the temple, murmuring, "If there be those who seek
knowledge of all the buddhas of the Three Periods, let them look thus: the heart
makes the Tathâgatas."154

We are presented with what might be termed anagogical sign-slip, or a metonymic
relationship between images in the narrative text and the canonical truths which they are seen
to illustrate: this feature, characteristic of medieval imaging in numerous cultures within the
broad time frame of the 11th to 13th centuries may be considered as a characteristic of
medievalism, globally, with regard to a favored semiotic strategy. We have observed this
above in the case of Europe, and in Nizami’s Haft Paykar of 1127, a summum for Persian
literature, comparable to Dante, and a text oriented strongly towards the perfectibility of
man.155
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Here, while the nuns are quoting freehand from the Garland Sutra [Huayen jing
? ? ? ,J. Kegon kyô] , and it is apparent that while they are quite conversant with this (as a
non-dual) canon, they are nevertheless saying on the surface things like "It's like....", when
as nuns they must know that the canon proclaims that it is not only “like”, but actually so.
While this remains fundamentally anagogical, and here parallels similar statements in
Christian medieval Europe, there is present a strong undercurrent of non-dual mysticism,
something which was not altogether absent from European theology, which long remained
deeply steeped in the 5th century Pseudo-Dionysius. The latter had written, on beauty,
That, beautiful beyond being, is said to be Beauty - for it gives beauty
from itself in a manner to each, it causes the consonance and splendor of all, it
flashes forth upon all, after the manner of light, the beauty producing gifts of its
flowing ray, it calls all to itself, when it is called beauty.156

Following this line, writers like St. Bernard spoke of beauty in metaphors of light, and
Thomas Acquinas expounds at length on “claritas”. As Umerto Eco has aptly put it, “a
mysticism of light, a love of light, and a poetics of light were constants in medieval
culture.”157 Dante is seen by some as a mediator between the mystic elements in the medieval
tradition, such as St. Bernard’s notion of deification by grace (“Sic affici, deificari est”: “To
enjoy this feeling, is to be deified”),158 which becomes in Dante “trasumanar” (to become mysteriously - ‘transhumanised’).159

To sustain the secular reader's attention, the anagogical omoiyaru (“my thoughts stray
to/ are uplifted towards”) provides both literary pleasure, and an engaging appeal to those who
were in fact committed to the non-dual canon itself.
As the nuns entered the temple through the Great South Gate, the beauty of the
clear morning moon [late in the eighth month], riding high in the heavens,
reminded them of the sky before dawn at Vulture Peak. ...[poems]

Ikemizu ni

As I gaze upon

Sumeru ariake no

The clear morning moon

Tsuki o mite

Lodged in the waters of the lake,

Nishi no hikari o

My thoughts stray

Omoiyaru kana. To the radiance in the west. 160
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In some senses, the entire text sustains the symbolism of Michinaga as a Shining Lord
in his appropriately shining palace which adumbrates the Buddha Amida in the Paradise of
the West: in Buddhist terms, all this may be said to signify that he both stands for, suggests
(anagogically), and (transcendentally) fundamentally is, Buddha himself.

This is not altogether dissimilar to the multivalenced

symbolism of medieval

European Christian thought, as it lays out the different levels of symbolism, from the
historical and factual, to the mystic, and the moral, as seen in Hugh of St. Victor161.

The notion of an "earthly paradise" is specifically mentioned in the text not long after
this:

Since it was already dark, the nuns decided not to go all the way home; they
would spend the night with one of the group who lived near the Naka River.
They ate a meal and composed themselves to rest, but delightful visions of the
Amitabha Hall danced through their heads. Some who had previously lived in the
lower city and moved to houses north and south of the Hôjôji, telling people that
they wished to be close enough to that earthly paradise to see the buddhas
morning and evening during the short time remaining to them. (Italics mine)162

While Murasaki’s Genji chapters most likely predate these events, there can be little
doubt that the flavour of such events, and the relative dominance of these doctrines account
for the similar tone that permeates New Year’s celebrations at Genji’s Rokujô mansion in
“The Warbler’s First Song” (Hatsune) chapter of the Genji, where Murasaki’s south-east
garden of endless spring reminded people of paradise itself.

What delights there were to be seen, then, in the jewel-strewn garden before
Genji’s residence, and how poorly words convey the exquisite beauty of the
gardens of his ladies! The one before the spring quarter, where the scent of plum
blossoms mingled with the fragrance within the blinds, especially recalled the
land of a living buddha [that is, as if the Paradise of Amida had come down to
earth]; actually, though, the mistress of the place lived there in peace and quite
at her ease.163
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? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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The description here echoes some of the character of the imagery of Amida sutras
mentioned above, on the jewels in the paradise, here evoked as “jewels” like those of jewel
shari (relics). And while it seemed as if paradise had come down to earth, nonetheless
Murasaki lived there without ceremony and quite at ease. Here also, one senses the
undertones of the ease and informal perfection, similar to that evoked in the topos of the locus
amoenus.

Much later in the Genji, in the “Bamboo River” (Takekawa) chapter, the two young
daughers of Tamakazura, Himegimi and Wakagimi, who have been playing go in the vicinity
of the cherry garden, ‘a virtual cherry orchard’, eventually make a more open debut, which is
glimpsed by the love-lorn lieutenant.

They came out to the veranda as evening approached. The blinds were raised and
each of them had an ardent cheering section. Yugiri's son the lieutenant had come
again to visit the youngest son of the house. The latter was off with his brothers,
however, and his rooms were quiet. Finding an open gallery door, the lieutenant
peered cautiously inside. An enchanting sight greeted him, like a revelation of
the Blessed One himself (and it was rather sad that he should be so dazzled). An
evening mist somewhat obscured the scene, but he thought that she in the redlined robe of white, the "cherry" as it is called, must be the one who so interested
him. 165

Here, the visionary quality of the scene is blurred by the evening mist, symbolizing the
increasing moral blindness of the players, that is, Kaoru and the lieutenant particularly, as the
weight of the Buddhist codes of karma bear heavily on all the characters.166
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In “The Seer’ (Maboroshi), the last chapter in which Genji is still alive, and where he
mourns the death of his beloved Murasaki, we are given hints of Genji’s regrets, and his
vague hopes for rebirth in paradise.
The long rains of the fifth month left him with less and less to do all day, save for
vacant dreaming, but the Commander [Yûgiri] came to wait upon him a few
days past the tenth, when the moon at last shone brilliantly from among the
clouds. Entranced by the scent of an orange tree that stood out sharply in the
moonlight, Genji was just waiting for the cuckoo to sing his song of a thousand
years, 167 when startling clouds appeared, accompanied by a violent shower and
howling wind that blew the lanterns about. The sky seemed to go black. Genji
hummed “The pattering or rain on the window” and other well-worn lines168 in a
voice that his visitor would have had ring out “at my darling’s hedge”.169

This can be read as a hint of the ghost of Murasaki. Later, in the same chapter, Genji goes out
on one extremely hot summer day to cool off by a lotus pond and spends the afternoon
reflecting on his life.
At the height of the summer heat, Genji gazed out from a somewhat cooler spot
and noticed that the lotuses on the lake were all in flower. “There are so
many!”170 --that was his first thought, and he remained absorbed in melancholy
contemplation until at last the sun sank low. The cicadas were singing shrilly, but
yes, it was sad to be all alone, admiring the garden pinks aglow in the light of the
setting sun.171

He sat as if in a trance until twilight. What a useless pursuit it was listening all by
himself to these clamorous evening cicadas and gazing at the wild carnations in
the evening light. Then he went, on,

“How their voices cry, as though all reproaching me on a summer’s day

for spending my idleness on sighs and on ceaseless tears.”

Genji here ponders the futility of his lifetime of listening to noisy insects and his endless
longing for young lovers, or pinks.
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Countless fireflies were criss-crossing before him, and he murmured as so often
an old line [from Bai Juyi’s Chang Hengge (Song of Everlasting Sorrow) that
matched his mood, “Fireflies roam before the evening pavilion, [and I mourn]”
“Fireflies rule the night, and it is sad to see them when at every hour

one burns with the searing flame of love now forever lost.172”

Later,
The Seventh Month came, and no one seemed in a mood to honor the meeting of
the stars.173 There was no music and there were no guests. Deep in the night
Genji got up and pushed a door open. The garden below the gallery was heavy
with dew. He went out.
“They meet, these stars, in a world beyond the clouds.
My tears but join the dews of the garden of

parting.”174

The garden has here become at once the scene of distant suggestions of a remote
paradise, and the scene of separation from his beloved, a scene of perpetual sadness, a stage
which can never satisfy his deeper yearnings; here there are strongly Buddhist undercurrents.

By the tenth month, in this chapter, he is thinking gloomily of the journeys of the
shaman sent by the emperor to find the soul of his lover Yang Gueifei, again referenced from
the Song of Everlasting Sorrow.
“ O seer who roams the vastness of the heavens, go and find for me
a soul I now seek in vain even when I chance to dream.”175

Excursions, allegory and the pond of discovery

The larger gardens presented in the Genji romance, like that of the Suzaku Emperor's
Palace, almost invariably incorporated a substantial pond on which excursions by boat were
taken, a sanctioned Heian habit, certainly derived from the Tang tradition of imperial pleasure
lakes, and one which is preserved in its physical traces in the lake garden at Saga-no-in in N.
W. Kyoto, and at Kajûji just southeast of Kyoto (see below).
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These imperial style pond-gardens provided a unique opportunity for an analog of
sanctioned cultural adventure, and perhaps these provide us with a clearer key than anything
else that survives as to the ways in which Japanese medieval literary gardens functioned, in
respect of images and what Jauss has called the “horizons of expectation” which can here be
identified in poetic response.176

The chapter titled “Beneath the Autumn Leaves” (Momiji no Ga), set in the middle of
tenth month of the lunar calendar, tells of an imperial outing to the Suzaku Palace.

The entire court accompanied His Majesty on the progress itself, as did the Heir
Apparent. The musicians’ barges rowed around the lake, as always, and there
were all sorts of dances from Koma and Cathay [ancient Korea and China]. The
music of the instruments and the beat of the drums set the heavens ringing.177

A scene similar to this is found in the Illustrated Handscrolls of the Annual
Ceremonies [Nenjû gyôji emaki], which survives in numerous accurate copies. This records
with great precision scenes similar to the above, set in the Imperial Palace and other famous
actual, or typical mansions of the late 12th century.
The Tale of Genji makes frequent mention of the familiar features of the typical
pond-garden which was the centerpiece of the shinden-style mansion compound: these
include the gurgling brook, the yarimizu, which led in the water for the main pond, and
which usually ran between the east wing and the central main hall, and southward towards the
lake, as in the case of the Tôsanjôden mansion which is depicted in the Annual Ceremonies
scrolls. In another section from these scrolls, we have a particularly graphic image of the
musical quality of the yarimizu stream, inlaid and bound with rocks against which the brook
can be heard to babble just as happily as in the romances themselves..178

However, it is in the “Butterflies” (Kochô) chapter that the writer uncovers the full
range of the character of such excursions. The scene is set late in the Third Lunar month,
when the spring garden of Murasaki was coming into full bloom. Murasaki decides to answer
Empress Akikonomu’s poem about the superiority of the seasons, and has her young
attendants and pages dress up as birds and butterflies to present empress with cherry blossoms
and yamabuki (Japan globeflowers) in answer to her poem about autumn.
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The twentieth of the third [lunar] month had passed, and the colors of the
flowers and voices of the birds in [Murasaki’s] spring garden were lovelier than
ever, until people began to wonder how they could possibly have lasted so long.
The groves on the hills, the [distant] view of the [central] island, the expanses of
richly glowing moss -- when all these seemed to make the younger women a
little restless,179 Genji had Chinese-style barges made and outfitted, and on the
very day they were launched, he summoned people from the Office of Music to
perform aboard them.
Her Majesty [Akikonomu] was then at home. The mistress of the
southeast quarter thought it time to answer Her Majesty’s challenge to one
“whose garden waits to welcome spring,” and he himself had spoken of wishing
he could show her all their flowers, but since she could not visit without
sufficient reason, merely for the pleasure of the blossoms, he had young
gentlemen of hers -- ones apt to enjoy the adventure -- board a boat and row
toward them along the southern lake. The small hillock he had built [in the pond]
which looked like boundary [dividing the gardens] the gardens did not keep them
from coming straight round its little promontory and up to the east fishing
pavilion, where he had assembled other women from his side.180

Here, as is rendered more clearly in Tyler’s version, the garden sector of Akikonomu
in the southwest, and that of Genji and Murasaki in the southeast, in fact shared one large
central pond in the southern part of the large garden. Hence, it was possible to negotiate
around a small boundary hillock devised as kind of minor barrier between them, and proceed
eastwards towards the fishing pavilion (tsuridono) which lay in the southeast, at the border of
Genji’s sector of the pond.181 The passage makes it clear that an allegorical adventure by boat
was part of the overall design.
The dragon-prow and roc-prow barges were adorned magnificently in
continental style, and the boys wielding the steering oars wore twin tresses as in
China. The astonished women were thrilled and delighted to find themselves
launched on so broad a lake, and they felt as though transported to an unknown
land.182 When they came under the great rocks of the island’s little cove, they
marveled to find the least stone standing as though in a painting.183 The trees near
and far, their branches merging in veils of brocade in the mist, drew their gaze
toward their distant goal, where willows trailed bright green fronds and blossoms
cast ineffable perfumes upon the air. The cherries that were gone elsewhere
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smiled here in all their beauty, and the wisteria twined around the galleries open
into deep-hued clusters, flower by flower. How marvelously the kerria roses were
mirrored in the water and spilled in superb profusion from the bank! Waterbirds,
sporting in loyal pairs, flitted about with twigs in their bills, while mandarin
ducks made a brilliant pattern on the ground weave of the waves, until one
longed only to turn it all into a painted design. That day one’s ax handle could
well have rotted away. 184
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Here the will to allegory is transparent. This shares much with the locus amoenus
theme in European tradition, complete with flavors which will remind the European reader of
Georgic idyll, the earthly paradise and a sense of a “Golden Age’. The Chinese legend of
Wang Zhi has it that he became so absorbed in watching two hermits playing chess in a cave
that at the close of the game, for him only a few minutes, his forester's axe had sprouted
leaves. Mandarin ducks are symbolic of marital harmony, here "loyal pairs". One wished to
paint it, because it stands for idyll in real life, a scene of (almost) everlasting spring.

One may note here also the intertextual play between records of such events in the
Genji, and those of Murasaki’s immediate experience as written in her diary:
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The next evening [after the 5th day celebration of the birth of an imperial son to
Michinaga’s daughter Shôshi in 1008] there was a beautiful moon, and some of
the younger women went out in a boat.186

The topos became so famous in later ages that it is repeatedly evoked in descriptions of
garden idyll. A notable example appears in a description of an imperial visit to the Saionji
mansion garden (now Kinkakuji) found in Masu kagami (The Clear Mirror), in chapter ten
(“Waves of Longevity”) which covers the years 1277-87. The Clear Mirror is a demihistorical, romanticized text describing events of the court in late Heian and early Kamakura.

When the imperial boat halted at the [central] island, the scene was
indescribably pleasant; nameless little birds flitted to and fro, and the tranquil
waters of the lake rippled in the deep shadows cast by ancient pines among the
rocks, their intertwined boughs laden with hoary moss. It seemed a spot remote
from human habitation: as the guests looked out toward misty distant rocks,
which cradled the outflow from a waterfall in the surrounding hills, they asked
themselves whether an immortal’s grotto might not look much the same.187

Returning to the excursion in Murasaki’s Genji, the author proceeds to let us know
unequivocally into what world we have been enticed, in the poems that were composed on the
occasion. Here, the ensuing poems composed during the excursion resonate with the flavor of
the poetic narrative (uta monogatari) tradition similar to that of Tales of Ise .
“When the breezes blow, the very waves seem to bloom in lovely colors:
could this then be the far-famed Cape of Kerria Roses”

“Why, the lake in spring must recall the glinting stream of Ide River,
for the kerria roses blossom also in its depths!”188

“No, I shall not seek the mountain the tortoise bears! It shall be my fame
I chose immortality here aboard this very boat!”189
[kame no ue no yama mo tazuneji
fune no uchi ni oisenu na wo ba koko ni nokosamu]

“As our boat glides on through the sweetly mild sunshine of a fine spring day,
every drop the oars let fall blossoms into a flower!”190
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One might designate a section like this in the Tale of Genji a form of
Menippean satire, like that of Boethius, so well loved by western medievals, in
which poems poetically crystallize the text, (here narrative) preceding it. 191

These exchanges may be viewed as not much distant from the poetic
customs of Murasaki’s day, as seen in the poems preserved in her Diary and
Poetic Memoirs. On one famous evening (datable c. 1009-early 1010),
... the senior courtiers took the boats and rowed out onto the lake one after the
other.
...
A hazy moon emerged. The sound of His Excellency’s refreshing and quite
delightful, but the sight of Minister of the Treasury Masamitsu, who had got in
with sons all in the one boat singing songs in the modern style was there meekly
in all seriousness but who was now sitting there meekly with his back to us, not
unnaturally loath to take part, was rather amusing. The women behind the
screens laughed among themselves.
“And in the boat he seems to feel his age,” I said.192
The Master of the Household must have heard me.
“Xu Fu and Wen Cheng were empty braggarts,” he murmured. I was
most impressed.193

In the garden passages and their poetic texts that appear rather frequently in The Clear
Mirror, it is apparent that the participants in these somewhat ritualized imperial visits were
habituated to composing such poems, particularly when on the pond of a fine garden in the
company of members of the imperial family. On the occasion on the Saionji pond at North
Mountain, Emperor Kameyama recites:
“My heart feels two thousand \leagues away,” [He recited the first stanza of a
linked verse;]

kumo no nami
keburi no nami wo
waketekeri.

We have cleaved a way
through remote waves of cloud,
through far waves of haze.

One of the ladies-in-waiting added this (I’m not sure who she was);194
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Among the light-hearted poetic responses found in the Genji’s “Butterflies” chapter,
the poem about the “mountain the tortoise bears” refers unambiguously to the legend of the
isles of the immortals, Penglai and others, where the inhabitants were, or became, immortal
(see above). Murasaki continues,
Such were the trifles with which they amused each other, almost forgetting as
they did so where they were going and whence they had come, because they had
of course lost their hearts to the mirroring water.
“The Royal Deer’ rang out nobly as dusk fell, and it was only then that
they reluctantly put into the fishing pavilion and disembarked.195

Transported with delight, the women - for whom this genre of literature was
normatively intended - have realized their dreams; the excursion presented here is an
archetypal example of the needs of a medieval romance.

Further, as noted below in connection with the use of allegory and its association with
a form of anagogy, it is itself a vibrant example of what we may perhaps be seen as a form of
generic medievalism, in fiction that elaborates and augments fact. Fact, because as Lady
Murasaki’s diary shows, such events were normative in life lived in the circle of Fujiwara
Michinaga. The Tale continues with description of the music and dancing that occupied the
participants till well past nightfall.
The composition of this garden, and Murasaki is remarkably careful in her approach to
this kind of issue, is apparently such that the southern pond was divided into two main
sections, with a hillock - or artificial mountain in the center, and approachable on land,
possibly via a bridge. The boats leave from the hillock, and go from the southeast
(Murasaki’s quarter) to the southwest, where Akikonomu’s garden is; later in the story, there
is a boating party leaving from this hillock at Murasaki’s end, heading towards the southwest
sector.

There was an angling pavilion at one point in the composition, where Murasaki’s
ladies are stationed, most likely in the southeast section of the pond. This is confirmed in the
Tokonatsu chapter, where the tsuridono is in the southeast quarter196.
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In the center of the pond is another central island (nakashima), unapproachable by
land, which has been designed with rock arrangements that will be ‘discovered’ like an
uncharted land when parties approach it by boat. It has an “irie” or cove-like bay, in which
such boats can moor for a period, while they appreciate the design of the rocks.

An important element of these designs is that they needed to be appreciated from the
water, an important consideration when looking at the still extant traces of such gardens. A
quite similar notion (an araisoyô or ‘rough seacoast style’ section) is seen in the Môotsuji
garden in Hiraizumi, and a not altogether dissimilar idea of the little cliff is seen in the
painted garden scene in a Kamakura period handscroll.197

Hence the design incorporates a distinctly allegorical journey - one which is richly
referenced in the Tale with poems referring to the Kameyama -Turtle Island, or Penglai of
Chinese myth and its garden art also.198 While anagogy of some kind is implied in such
excursions and their presence in garden design, what is found in The Tale of Genji is perhaps
more akin to the pleasurable blending of classical idyll, and a present sense of transport
towards a demi-paradise, as distinct experience. While this may be seen, at some levels, as
validating imperial court culture, it presents such themes with an emphasis on evocation of
vivid personal experience.

Further, Murasaki Shikibu is not inventing such a design, since many of the
contemporary gardens of her time were equipped with just such islands - and from the rock
arrangements that have survived, it is very clear that the “journey” is a fundamental part of
their design, and indeed explicates both the choice of rocks, and their arrangement in a
manner which will highlight their “changing” aspects when passed around.

In this chapter, the topos of Murasaki’s garden as a garden of almost eternal spring is
sounded again and again. Music continues through the night.
After dark he was still eager for more. He ordered cressets lit in the near garden,
called the musicians onto the moss below the steps [of the main house], and had
each of the Princes and senior nobles take up his own favorite instrument,
stringed or wind. After the pick of the professionals had played in the sô mode [a
spring mode of gagaku music], those above them took up the music brilliantly on
the koto and so on. ....The beauty of the sky, the tone of the instruments, the
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spring mood and mode, had surely made plain to all by now that season’s higher
worth. ....Dawn came, and at daybreak Her Majesty [Akikonomu] beyond the
knoll was sorry to hear the singing of the birds [she wished it would continue for
ever].
Despite the spring light that forever shone in the southeast quarter,
[itsumo, haru no hikari wo kome-tamaheru ohodono naredo,] some regretted
that the lady there had no one to receive her deepest love;...[Italics mine]199

Another boating excursion to the tune of music takes place in what amounts to the most
evocative of the topoi evoking the locus amoenus theme:
Her Majesty smiled, recognizing the reply to her poem about autumn leaves
[“The Maidens” chapter].200 “My lady,’ the gentlewomen of the day before
insisted, still intoxicated by the flowers, “you could have found no fault with the
beauty of spring!” “The Birds” [a bugaku music piece] resounded bravely amid
warblers’ sweet carolings, while here and there upon the lake waterbirds sang
their own songs, and the effect of the rapid conclusion was endlessly delightful.
How lightly, the butterflies fluttered about, to flutter into the hedge at last among
cascading kerria roses!

“Will you look askance, O pine cricket in the grass, longing for autumn,
even at these butterflies from my own flower garden?’ 201

“Come, they seemed to say, and your butterflies might well have lured me away, if
between us did not grow bank upon bank of kerria rose.”

Naming the Roses
The ladies on whom Genji fixes his attention, like the allegorically bewitching and
feminine roses in The Romance of the Rose, are very frequently referred to by association with
a certain flower. In many cases, these ladies are known only by names such as the ‘lady of the
orange blossoms’, Asagao (“Heartvine”) and the like.

There was his young lady, leaning against an armrest, as sweet and pretty as
could be and, he felt, moist with the same dew as that other flower [Fujitsubo].203
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The naming of the women as flowers, is perhaps less directly metaphor, than
metonymic association with the scent, the quality of the particular situation in which the
image arose. Behind this tradition lie the literary conventions of the uta-monogatari (poemnarratives), especially the Tales of Ise, which in Genette’s terms “focalize” the main story in
terms of short poems which are themselves a nugget of narrative poetry.

In “Young Murasaki” (Wakamurasaki), Genji becomes enchanted with the child
Murasaki, who metonymically resembles his adored Fujitsubo, and is her niece. She is only
about ten years old when Genji first sees her in a secluded house from behind a wattle fence,
and plans to adopt her. The poem by Genji that will become her identifying sign thereafter
reads:
“How glad I would be to pick and soon to make mine that little wild plant
sprung up from the very root shared by the murasaki.” 202

Fujitsubo herself is compared to a wild carnation in Chapter 7 (Momiji no Ga; “Beneath
the Autumn Leaves’) when Genji returns to his Nijô mansion, and sends a poem comparing to
the wild carnation he sends from his Nijô garden. Later when he sees her again,

In “Under the Cherry Blossoms” (chapter 8: Hana no En, after an archery meet at the
mansion of the Minister of the Right, late in the fourth month, there is a wisteria banquet, at
which the two late blooming cherry blossoms are treated as metaphors for the two princesses,
grand-daughters of the Minister of the Right:
The cherry blossom season was over, but two of His Excellency’s trees must
have consented to wait, for they were in late and glorious bloom…204

The Minister invites Genji to come with the following poem, referring to the girls as follows:
“If in their gay hues the flowers that grace my home were like all others, why
should I so eagerly be waiting to welcome you?”205

In the “Heart-to-Heart” chapter (Aoi), just after the death of Aoi, who has given birth to
Yûgiri, as gentians and wild carnations appear in the frosty garden, Genji writes to Aoi’s
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colors, weaving their way charmingly through the low fence and catching the last
light of day in the profusion of their flowers.207

mother, referring to the child as a nadeshiko (little pink). Here, the flower imagery suggests
the beauty of the mother also.
There are also images for the “wild” blossoms seeded in less than fortunate circumstances; in
“The Pink” chapter (Tokonatsu), Genji cools himself in the angling hall (tsuridono) in the
southeast quarter:

Here, the flowers are images for the wild upbringing of the subject ladies, Tamakazura and
the lady from Omi (Tô no Chûjô’s “wild” daughter with the loud voice) who had been
brought up in rustic circumstances. ]
“Who would wish to know where it was the little pink first of all took root, when she
came into the world in a mountain rustic’s hedge?”208

In “The Typhoon” chapter (Nowaki), the reader is presented with poignant imagery of
the state of the garden, after the typhoon. As Edith Sarra has observed, the relation of garden
to mistress -in Genji passages about derelict gardens- “is essentially synechdochic, a relation
of the container to the contained”,209 the emotional state of the ladies in the household is
imaged in terms of their respective gardens:
…In the southeast garden [of Murasaki] it had begun to blow just when work
was being done on the garden, and the wind cruelly surprised the languishing
hagi [bush clover] fronds.210 From near the veranda she watched the wind again
and again sweep away every last drop of dew.

…The wind dropped somewhat toward dawn, and rain began falling in heavy
bursts…He went straight to the northeast [lady of the orange blossoms; NE
quarter] and found her terrified.211

Having done what he could to reassure her, he summoned to put things right as
needed and then went on to the southeast [Murasaki’s

quarter], where the

shutters were still down. He leaned against the railing at the point where he
judged them both to be and looked out over the garden. The trees on the hill were
leaning with the wind, and many broken branches lay on the ground. Needless to
say, the plants were in wild disorder, but so, too, were the bark shingles, the tiles,
the standing shutters, the screening fences, and so on. A weak sun rose, and dew

In the third month the spectacle of wisteria and kerria rose in her Rokujô garden,
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recollection of the way she had looked when she sat enjoying that same view
which was so vivid that Genji abandoned his own spring garden to go and
contemplate it. The glow of the kerria roses artlessly blooming on the woven
Chinese bamboo fence was very pleasing. 215
sparkled in the garden as on a grieving face, while the sky remained densely
shrouded in fog.212

Her Majesty [Akikonomu: SW quarter] was having her page girls go down in to
the garden to feed dew to the crickets in their cages. Four of five of them in aster
and pink, with light or dark gowns and maidenflower dress gowns perfect for the
season, were wandering here and there with variously colored cages, picking
such charming flowers as pinks and bringing them to their mistress.213

Genji went straight north from there [SW quarter] to the lady from Akashi’s,
where instead of proper household staff he saw only experienced servant women
moving about in the garden. The low fences entwined with specially planted
bluebells and gentians were scattered far and wide, and the simply dressed page
girls in their pretty gowns seemed to be looking for them and putting them back
up as well as they could. She was sitting near the veranda, sadly toying with her
sô no koto when she heard the warning cries from his escort…214

Genji talks with “the lady in the west wing” (Tamakazura), and they exchange poems. She
says:
“Caught up in the wind’s wandering and willful ways, a maidenflower
[ominaeshi] feels she has no other hope than at
last to wilt and die.”

Genji replied,

“If she would just yield to the hidden flower’s appeal, the maidenflower
at the touch of the wild wind need not ever wilt or die.

In “The Handsome Pillar” chapter (Makibashira), in the Third Month, when the
wisteria and kerria were in full flower, the garden of Tamakazura in the northeast quarter, is
presented:
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Sadly Genji realizes she has left him, to go to court.

In “The Wizard” (Maboroshi), Genji goes back to Rokujô, after mourning Murasaki at
Nijô.

“How the warbler sings, just as though nothing had changed, there among the
flowers, in the tree she planted then, even when she is no more,”

Here Murasaki is again synonymous with the spring garden, a virtual Persephone: without
her, spring and her favorite blossoms bring only an intolerable sense of aware (pathos) to
those viewing her favorite spring plants.
“There are flowers on my cherry tree1 I will not let them fall, ever! We must put up a curtain
all round them – that way the wind will not get at them1” the little Prince announced very proudly.

Prince Niou wishes fitfully that the course of nature could be halted, and that the cherry
blossoms –metaphorically, Murasaki- could be contained, and protected from the cruel wind
of fate. Genji mourns Murasaki from points close to or in her quarters in the southeast wing:

“Now the time has come, must I consign to ruin what she who is gone
specially loved with all her heart, her hedge bright with spring flowers?”
His own decision filled him with sorrow.216

Genji is pondering the final step of abandoning the life of the garden, that of love,
poetry and adventure, and is contemplating entering holy orders. Here, as for Ceres, the mother
of Prosperpina, from whom spring was snatched, it seems that life is hardly worth living any
more. This leads him to contemplate becoming a monk, and renounce the earthly paradise of
which he has been the master for so long.
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He visits the Third Princess. Contemplating the flowers on the altar of the Third
Princess, Genji reminisces. These altar flowers he compares to his lost Murasaki, and her
spring flowers, leaving the reader with the feeling that Murasaki has become a sacrificial
offering to the world beyond.
“Flowers hardly move me anymore, now that she who so loved spring is
no longer here, but they look pleasant when offered to the Buddha, Still, I have
never seen anything like the kerria roses before her wing—the flower clusters are
so big! They obviously do not pretend to good manners, but their richness and
exuberance are simply delightful! It is sad, though, how they seem not to know
that this spring the lady who planted them is no more – they are only flowering
more magnificently than ever.”217
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The gardens of Genji, their world, their mysteries

The literary gardens of Heian Japan, as presented in the Tale of Genji, share much in
common with their European counterparts, as cousins of the hortus conclusus. The Genji
gardens are the gardens of love, earthly Daoistic paradise gardens, and usually by way of
anagogy associated with an afterworld paradise. The gardens provide a richly sensuous
adjunct to metaphors of desire, and the amorous and courtly adventures that were played out
in these idyllic, aristocratic arenas. Allegory, adventure and pilgrimages of self-discovery
were common fare, set in a form of ironic jouissance against a canonical backdrop of mystic,
non-dual, doctrinal codes. These literary modes in the expert hands of Murasaki, serve to
highlight the themes of bliss in the garden, its sense of adventure now and to come, its evergreening promise, no less than cyclical diminishment and poignancy too.
The highly cultivated women writers of Heian, like Lady Murasaki, were prone to
construct metonymies that lured the imagination into a paradise-like world, a secular locus
amoenus which shares much with its Latinate counterpart in Europe; much too is shared with
the allegorical and more distinctly anagogic subtleties of medieval Persian court poetry.
While Genji remains primarily romance, and a “Tale” in its relation to orthodoxy, there are
clear threads in the fabric which promote the notion that the “monogatari” told more
truthfully of the world (yo no naka , or “affairs between men and women”) than did historical
records like the Chronicles of Japan (Nihongi). Murasaki presents a doctrinaire version of
this theory in the “Fireflies” chapter, where Genji denigrates the male-oriented view of
monogatari as “lies” and compares monogatari to the “expedient means”, or parables used by
the Buddha to point obliquely to the truth.218 And Genji’s Buddhist codes have been stressed
by scholars such as Konishi and Shirane , as the underlying mechanisms of belief.219 Needless
to say, there is much that divides these cultures, and their distinctive parochial phases: here,
we are aware that European romance writers, like Chrétien de Troyes, were playing their
“stories” against the margins of an emerging urbanism, while the world of Genji is distinct in
this respect, and firmly based in the half moribund poetics of declining imperial court culture.

Epilogue

Generic Medievalism and the Genji Gardens
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Between approximately the 11th and 13th centuries, the literature of several major
cultures seem to have become increasingly drawn towards the literary expression of romantic
love and sexual adventure. The expression of such tropes seemed to have required some
sanctioning with theological precepts drawn from the dominant religions of each culture.
These same faiths, however, were in the process of becoming increasingly blended with
elements from other, often less religious, but canonical traditions, including in Europe the
literary culture of Greece and Rome. Arab culture in Persia also can be seen to be responding
to those same traditions preserved by Arab scholars. In Japan, a like process took the form of
renewed response to the secular literary culture of China, which included some love poetry.
The ‘quasi-deification’ of woman played an important part in the literary strategies employed.
Further, this new love literature began increasingly to be couched in the vernacular language –
and especially in lyric verse: this reminds us of Dante, who says in Convivio that the audience
was a lady “who found it difficult to understand Latin” (for which, globally, we may read- the
classics of any tradition).220. Read in generic terms, the object of romantic love and literary
homage was a real person (not sainted, or a figure of the imagination), who was unlikely to be
wooed successfully with literary homage in a canonical or classical language like Chinese,
for instance. Japan was among the first of early or medieval cultures to validate to a very
substantial degree, the love lyrics addressed to women in the vernacular.
This seems to point to the difficulties experienced by medievals when exploring a
potentially challenging subject, one often categorically condemned by the religious orders. St.
Bernard of Clairvaux plays a large part in the reification and ‘deification’ of the feminine,
especially in the form of the purest icon, Mary. Here from Bernard to Dante, we encounter an
increasingly classicised image, and one sanctioned by holiness, purity and beauty. It is
perhaps not surprising that for Dante, the most pure symbol of this nature was the white rose,
symbolising the Host, and much more, as seen in Paradiso 1. In China and Japan also,
Buddhism offered several feminine and feminised figures by the 11th and 12th centuries, the
most notable being that of the merciful, and increasingly feminised image of Guanyin, in
Japan, Kannon.
In allegory, from the veiled truths of William of Conches’ “integumenta” to the
figures discussed by Dante in Convivio221, it is evident that secular love poetry easily wore the
burden assigned to it, and further, that allegory – especially by way of its closest ally,
anagogy, justified - often in the form of allegorising or ‘medievalizing’ Ovid and Homer - the
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discussion and dramatisation of what clerics might otherwise consider to be subversive, or
corrupting topics.
For medievals in these cultures, it was evidently problematic to write about romantic
love unless this passion could be shown to be an anagogic “path to divine love”.222 Here, the
literary vehicle finds itself empowered by the use of less masculine, less patriarchal, above all
less canonical modes. Hence, vernacular love lyrics, addressed – supposedly – to, or for the
benefit of women – but in fact read by men, and much written by men, flourish as the newly
sanctioned mode. In Japan, Buddhist clerics exerted less pressure, and often became
participitants in the new “women’s literature (onna bungaku), which was written largely by,
and in large part also for, a cultured audience of women.
In Japan the fact of less open emphasis on allegory is probably rooted in the slightly
ambiguous gendering of the new mode. In a global view of medieval love literature and
romance, allegory may be perceived as a favored, almost necessary literary strategy,
particularly where the literary world was almost entirely dominated by male writers. Genji can
be seen, even in its own words -which ironise the relation of monogatari to truth- to be a
lightly veiled form of Buddhistic allegory. The pervasive mists and metaphors of illusion in
the final Uji chapters highlight the Symbol codes, polarising blindness and illusion against
vision and truth.
The literary gardens of medieval Japan, most often metaphors or synechdochic devices
for imaging the state of the women who inhabit them, furnish a rich cornucopia of poetic
materia with which to advance the themes and stories of romantic love. Like the gardens of
the Persian tradition, most notably those of the Haft Paykar, the gardens become metaphors
for the subtle blend of sensory and sensual pleasure associated with the trope of the locus
amoenus, the earthly paradise. The sense of ever-greening promise, the trope of eternal spring,
is frequently present. The fencing in of the female, against improper transgressive desire by
males, which is seen in the “enclosed garden”, provides an ever present metaphor for the
dynamics of sexual sport, and potential appropriation –whether as wife, mistress, or source of
power. The differences between cultural traditions, as regards the acts of love, their physical
location, and subsiduary motifs such as fountains or fruiting trees, may be seen as relatively
parochial details, against the broader backdrop of an overall locus of desire and fulfillment,
and its wresting for position among the canons, that is major to the whole score of these texts.
In the course of these romantic adventures, almost archetypal in the Genji, paradisial
themes and allegorical myths abound. Allegorical excursion and adventure themes, proper to
the Chinese imperial parks, were redrawn in smaller scale in both the physical and the literary
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pond gardens of the Genji tradition. Excursions in boats on the ponds became an opportunity
to entice readers by way of metonymic ‘slip’ into feeling they were denizens of paradise, and
immortal. The music and dance performances that in fact took place in the gardens of Heian
aristocrats, as Murasaki records in her diary, were partially ritual in character, as they served
to support envisioning a semi-divine (Shinto) polity centered on the Emperor. Performance
space in these arenas thus became sacred on occasion, where such actions were performed as
ceremonial offerings. “Hare” as public, ceremonial space became associated in Heian
aristocratic culture with a notion of absolute purity, or sense of perfection invoked by such
performances.223 Hence a notion of the pure, or perfect, became intrinsically linked with
ceremonially dedicated garden environments, notably those in which princes and their ladies
were themselves the protagonists in the never-ending story, becoming thereby denizens of a
rarified realm.
We have touched on the trope of deferral of closure, so close to the heart of medieval
romance writers from Chrétien de Troyes on through Guillaume de Lorris in the “first”
Roman, and have suggested that this feature too, and Genji’s deferral of closure, may also be
identified as central to medieval romance,

globally. It has been suggested that eastern

cultures, with cultural codes located in belief in karma and rebirth, were even more closely
disposed to the presentation of never-ending stories of the human condition, but always with
regard to the potential, but rarely identified, locus of perfection attained.224 In this trope too,
the garden plays a central role in providing, as in the “Typhoon” chapter of Genji, a constant
reminder of change, decay, and renewal.
The flower topos, highlighted in that of the enigmatic rose of the medieval literature of
Persia and Europe, is more varied in the eastern traditions of Japan and China, but finds its
richest expression in the flower-naming of the ladies of Genji and his associates. The Semic
codes that are brought into play around figures such as Murasaki, Aoi (Heart-to-Heart), and so
many others in the Genji, are subtle, oblique, and feminine in strategy or in their erotic/poetic
staging; most of all, however, these are highly successful in presenting a blend of both
feminine self-staging, and the topos of desire. A feature of this “women’s literature” (onna
bungaku) which stands out, globally, is the dual voyeurism of women’s self presentation of
“to-be-looked-at-ness”, as opposed to the conventional active male, passive female as
spectacle. This is less prominent in Chrétien de Troyes’ Cligés, for example.
Finally, it seems evident that while such patterns may be viewed as central to what we
have examined in romance literature, globally, it occurs only in the context of what may be
broadly glossed as the pre-humanist ages of faith, and in the context of courts, or salons
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patronised by aristocracy. In such environs, where a literature close or identical to that of a
court flourished, romance was a main ingredient. Once faith in a fully perfectible man begins
to lose favour, with the onset of humanism in these cultures, the effectiveness of allegory is
weakened, and many of its ancillary tropes fall into disuse. Michelangelo’s Measure of Man
sketch is here symptomatic, and significantly not without its counterparts in Japan. 225
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1987) Chap. 4, Section 4, 364-86.
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We read of Genji’s retiring to the east fishing pavilion (tsuridono) to cool off on a hot summer’s

day,at the outset of chapter 26, “The Pink”; see Tyler, 467.
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Tyler, 442.
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The Consolation of Philosophy (see V. E. Watts, Boethius: The Consolation of Philosophy. London:
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Meun. See H. R. Patch, The Tradition of Boethius; A Study of His Importance in Medieval Culture
(New York: Russell & Russell, 1935).
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See above, n. 156. As Bowring has pointed out, this makes reference to a very well known ballad

by the Tang poet Bai Juyi’s “The Ocean Wide” (Hai manman). See also Murasaki Shikibu nikki zen
jushaku, vol. 2, 385-6.
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Bowring, op. cit., 141-2. . Murasaki Shikibu nikki zen jushaku (Tokyo: Kadokawa, Heisei 2,
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See Perkins, op. cit., chap. ten.
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Hônen shônin eden (Illustrated Biography of Saint Hônen), in I. Tanaka ed., Shinshû Nihon

emakimono zenshû (Tokyo: Kadokawa shoten,, 1975-81)
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See Ledderose, op. cit.
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Tyler, 443. Iwanami ed., II, 398.
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ibid., 400.
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from its roots.
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Tyler, 143.
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Tyler, 159. See Kokinshû 68:”O cherry tree, in a mountain village with no one to admire you, wait

to bloom until the flowers elsewhere are gone.”
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Ibid.
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Tyler, 181.
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Tyler, 471.
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See Edith Sarra, Fictions of Femininity: Literary Inventions of Gender in Japanese Court

Women’s Memoirs. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), 61.
210
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Tyler, 489.
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Ibid., 489-90.
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Ibid., 490.
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Ibid., 491-2.
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Adapted from Tyler, 541.
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Ibid., 770.
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Ibid., 770-71.

218

See Edith Sarra, “ Fictions of Desire”, chap. four in her Fictions of Femininity, op.cit. Sarra is the

argues for the monogatari’s role as a means of “reading the world”, as a means of “negotiating the
complexities of life, and as a means of empowering young women to construct their role in the world,
as either wifes or mistresses; 84-88. See also Earl Miner, on deferral in Asian narratives, in
Comparative Poetics. An Intercultural Essay on Theories of Literature (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1990), chapter four, “Narrative”.
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Konishi Jin’ichi, The Early Middle Ages. Translated by Aileen Gatten, A History of Japanese

Literature 2 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986). See also Shirane, op.cit.
220

A. J. Minnis and A. B. Scott and David Wallace, Medieval Literary Theory and Criticism c1100-

1375 The Commentary Tradition, op. cit., 377. See also above, Chapter One, “Appropriating the
Past”.
221

Ibid., 396-98.

222

While Freud, Lacan and their following tend to reduce all such discourse to sublimation of sexual

fantasies, it is evident nonetheless that the belief in such notions as reality, and the possibility of
realizing them, was a strong one in all these cultures at this time. We should also perhaps be more
reluctant to impose, on a very distant text, early modern philosophical notions embedded in
Europocentric, generally post-18th century philosophy.
223

See forthcoming paper by the author: “Sacral Mediation in the Saihôji and Rokuonji gardens”,

Ritual Practice and Agency in Gardens and Landscapes, 2002 Colloquium in Landscape Architecture
at Dumbarton Oaks. On “hare” and “ke” and “kegare”, see discussion and references to publications
by the authors, Sakurai Tokutarô, Tanigawa Kenichi, Tsuboi Yobun, Myata Noboru, Namihira
Emiko, in their Hare. Ke. Kegare (Tokyo: Seidosha, 1984)
224

See Earl Miner, Comparative Poetics, loc. cit., above.

225

By the early 13c, Kamakura sculpture radically reformed the hitherto dream-like idealism of

Fujiwara styles into a fiercely realistic, even humanistic, series of images, where saints known or
unknown came to be rendered with a compelling sense of contemporary, and thoroughly Japanese
reality.
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Abstract
The work of Josiah Royce on the concepts of the Great Community and loyalty is
surprisingly useful in getting a philosophical understanding of the phenomenon of the
suicide bomber. Royce defines the Great Community as made up of people who are able
to say of events in the distant past and in the distant future that these events are part of
their memory and hope. Does the suicide bomber have a genuine community? Is his/her
loyalty true loyalty? Royce’s concept of loyalty makes freedom essential to loyalty, and
furthermore, the loyalty of the terrorist to his/her cause means taking lives while that of
the policeman or fireman, say, is to save lives. I also consider certain points of Alan
Dershowitz’s book, Why Terrorism Works, in the light of Royce’s philosophical concerns.
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ABSTRACT
"Existentialism and Naturalism in Camus' The Stranger:
Camus in Relation to Sartre, Zola, and Dreiser"
This essay argues that, although Camus is often categorized as an existentialist writer,
works like The Stranger challenge this categorization.
Camus is grouped with existentialist writers like Sartre because his works often depict
one man's attempt to make sense of the world around him by creating meaning within
himself and then applying this self-defined meaning to the outside world. However, in
Camus' fiction and drama, the protagonist's attempt to understand his environment is
often futile. In The Stranger, as well as in works such as The Plague, The Fall, and
"Renegade," characters are at the mercy of external, relentless and senseless forces
beyond their control. Because the forces of society and nature are often shown to be
stronger than the individual, Camus' works cannot be seen as primarily existentialist. In
fact, the idea that man's fate is at least partly determined by outside forces echoes the
naturalist literature of Zola and Dreiser, which depicts man as being at odds with outside
forces that he cannot understand or control. In The Stranger, Camus juxtaposes
existentialism and naturalism in this presentation of modern man and his relationship to
the outside world.
To illustrate this point, I note similarities and differences between The Stranger and
Nausea, Therese Raquin, and An American Tragedy. I also reference various primary
and secondary essays on this topic to substantiate my essay's main point: In The
Stranger, Camus employs existentialist and naturalist elements, thereby questioning
which philosophy better reflects "the modern condition."
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The Enigma of Individualism in American Literature
If there exists a collective American identity, then surely it includes individualism
as one of its foremost traits. As Americans, we are said to pride ourselves on being a
nation of individuals. Individualism was an inevitability considering the origin of our
country. The United States was engendered by the impetus of non-conformity politically
and religiously: politically to not allow for the one to rule the many but to be a
democracy, and religiously to not allow a state to dictate religious worship but to honor
religious freedom. In Ralph Waldo Emerson’s seminal essay “Self-Reliance,” Emerson
at once celebrates this American virtue and vigorously demands it of the reader. He rails
against the rising tide of conformity that he seeks to stay. He calls upon every American
to “Trust thyself: every heart vibrates to that iron string. Accept the place divine
Providence has found for you” (Emerson, 1127). For Emerson, each person has a true
individual self that they must trust and work within.
However, the idea of individualism in American literature is an enigmatic one.
There is surely the celebration of the individual in our national literature. But one also
finds in American literature a flipside to individualism: the resulting isolation and
alienation of the individual in society. Alexander Tocqueville found “human fellowship”
lacking in democratic societies because fraternity comes at the expense of democracy’s
emphasis on individualism (Elbert, 18-19). In Self-Reliance, Emerson acknowledges this
as the pitfall of non-conformity. Conformity is tempting in social settings because of the
inevitable isolation and alienation individualism causes. “It is easy in the world to live
after the world’s opinion; it is easy in solitude to live after our own; but the great man is
he who in the midst of the crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the independence of

solitude” (Emerson, 1130). For Emerson, isolation and alienation are necessary evils of
being what we must – non-conformists. He complains, “But now we are a mob. Man
does not stand in awe of man, nor is the soul admonished to stay at home, to put itself in
communication with the internal ocean, but it goes abroad to beg a cup of water of the
urns of men” (Emerson, 1136). Though it is other members of society that undermine
individualism, one should not allow this to happen: “We must go alone. Isolation must
precede true society” (Emerson, 1136). To exhibit true individualism one must persist in
it among other people, cultivating social isolation within a society.
American literature offers many stories of isolation and alienation, displaying the
enigma of individualism in our society. One is Herman Melville’s “Bartleby, the
Scrivener,” a story about a lawyer who describes his experience with an odd copyist he
hires. Bartleby, the title-character, could be taken as a paragon of Emersonian selfreliance. Bartleby is a true individual, “a scrivener the strangest [the lawyer] ever saw or
heard of” (Melville, 2330). Though a capable copyist, he, indeed, does live solely by his
own convictions, or promptings at least. Bartleby does not conform to others’
expectations. When the lawyer asks him to proofread a document together, to his
surprise Bartleby, “in a singularly mild, firm voice, replied, ‘I would prefer not to’”
(Melville, 2335). The lawyer is taken aback, but is unwilling to force Bartleby to
comply. “Had there been any thing ordinarily human about him, doubtless [he] should
have violently dismissed him from the premises” (Melville 2336). Instead the lawyer
tries to reason with him to no avail. When Bartleby “prefers not to,” the lawyer can
apparently do nothing but accept it.

A pattern of behavior emerges – it is apparent that Bartleby never wants to leave
the office, first made evident by his not wanting to venture outside to run errands. The
lawyer is very disconcerted when he finds Bartleby there on a Sunday morning and
realizes that Bartleby has been living in the office. The isolation and confinement of
Bartleby to the office and to the sole human contact of his coworkers is not what
Emerson had in mind for individualism. In “Self-Reliance” isolation is a consequence of
non-conformity, but Bartleby’s isolation is what allows his non-conformity to survive.
Only by finding a safe haven for being non-compliant as provided by the indulgent
lawyer can Bartleby act the way he does. The character of the lawyer is singular in being
so permissive with Bartleby; in real life, no reasonable person would allow Bartleby to
continue in his behavior. He would have been fired and removed from the premises long
before the lawyer finally loses his patience. Melville’s confinement of Bartleby to the
law office implies that Bartleby could not continue in his “preferring not to” within the
larger society that lacks the lawyer’s acute capacity for sympathy. This is why Bartleby
hides from society.
The lawyer feels “disarmed” and “unmanned” by Bartleby’s living in the office,
but at the same time he feels compassion for Bartleby. He laments, “What miserable
friendlessness and loneliness are here revealed! His poverty is great; but his solitude,
how horrible! Think of it. Of a Sunday, Wall-Street is deserted as Petra; and every night
of every day it is an emptiness” (Emerson, 2341). But Bartleby isn’t concerned with
being alone; his isolation is self-imposed. He isolates himself as much as possible from
the lawyer, his fellow office workers, and from any infiltration of the outside world. He
always keeps himself behind a screen. The lawyer notices as well that “he never spoke

but to answer; that though at intervals he had considerable time to himself, yet I had
never seen him reading - no, not even a newspaper” (Melville, 2342). Bartleby has no
trouble being industrious around the office when he is working alone, but the tasks that
he “prefers not to” always involve contact with others, be it venturing on an errand that
would take him away from the office or having to read over documents with the lawyer
and his colleagues.
If Bartleby manages to stay unaffected by his co-workers, the rest of the office
does not stay unaffected by him. They represent, realistically, the effect that others have
on the individual. The lawyer and his other copyists begin to use the word “prefer,” with
Nippers and Turkey using it unawares. This distresses the lawyer, who relates,
“Somehow, of late I had got into the way of involuntarily using this word “prefer” upon
all sorts of not exactly suitable occasions. And I trembled to think that my contact with
the scrivener had already and seriously affected me in a mental way” (Melville, 2344).
The lawyer and the other scriveners are conforming to Bartleby. This shows how others
can influence us and confuse our individuality, influence that Bartleby tries to evade.
The lawyer eventually loses patience with Bartleby. Bartleby’s refusal to
participate in living confronts the lawyer with existential questions. “As a solid citizen
deeply entrenched in his role, [the lawyer] is the very last person who could understand
someone who has no role at all, and his efforts to force Bartleby into some definable
position are evidence of the anxiety this confrontation with his inverted mirror image
causes” (Kornfeld, 55). The lawyer is set in contrast to Bartleby, telling the reader, “All
who know me, consider me an eminently safe man” (Melville, 2330). Unlike Bartleby,
the lawyer plays by society’s rules. As Pribek says, he plays it “safe”: “In this sense of

his ‘safe’ character, the lawyer avows (perhaps consciously) his commitment to
normative social values: conformity to established social and professional roles, rational
conduct, due process, and commercial profit” (Pribek, 193). The basis of the lawyer’s
whole existence is following a well-defined role. He is not concerned with preserving his
individuality, but rather fitting into society. His individuality is undermined because,
unlike Bartleby, he cares what others think. He has anxiety over what others will think of
Bartleby living in his office: “At last I was made aware that all though the circle of my
professional acquaintances, a whisper of wonder was running round, having reference to
the strange creature I kept at my office. This worried me very much” (Melville, 2349).
In the end, the lawyer changes offices and new tenants move into the old office.
Bartleby ends up in the Tombs after being turned over to the police by the new tenants.
On his first visit to the Tombs, the lawyer finds that Bartleby has stopped eating (even at
the office he only subsisted on ginger-cakes brought by Ginger Nut). Then upon a
subsequent visit he finds Bartleby dead. Bartleby, once removed from the safe haven he
so enjoyed, can no longer exist as he wished, free of outside influence. There is no place
in society for such as Bartleby, unless with extraordinarily tolerant souls like the lawyer,
so symbolically Bartleby dies. “Just as his preference and renunciation indicated his
philosophical suicide, Bartleby’s physical death completes his removal from the active
world” (Bowen, 635). Thus, death becomes the ultimate form of escape from society’s
influence.
The flipside to Bartleby’s extreme avoidance of society’s influence is that he
becomes, “not so much a character as the visible absence of character” (Kornfeld, 53).
For identity only exists if others acknowledge it. To the lawyer Bartleby loses his

humanity; the lawyer never “stops considering him as a sort of immovable item of
furniture: ‘He remained as ever, a fixture in my chamber’” (Jaworski, 152). Pribek says
the lawyer fails as a human being because of his “willful inability to see that Wall Street
merely uses people, like Bartleby and himself, as kinds of industrial machines” in a
society that “is essentially corrupt because it places no value on individuals who cannot
or will not fit into the social system” (193). The character of Bartleby suggests that pure
individualism is impossible. To exist means not to be free from the influence of others.
The only way to escape this influence is through death. Bartleby, as a person, takes on
more reality through death than through living. As Kornfeld says, “In a world in which
role-playing and reality are coextensive, refusing to play roles is a repudiation of what
passes for reality, and those of us who refuse to play are relegated to the Tombs” (55).
Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Man of the Crowd” is in many ways antithetical to
“Bartleby, the Scrivener.” It gives a different option for the individual lost in society.
“The option to being the eccentric individual in society,” as Bartleby is, is to be “the
anonymous individual in the crowd, cut off from all familial connections,” though
Bartleby remains anonymous in many ways as well (Elbert, 25). Isolation and alienation
are depicted in both, but as much as Bartleby isolated himself from humanity, the narrator
of “The Man of the Crowd” and the title character seek out the company of others.
Bartleby’s isolation was a self-imposed act of self-preservation, but in the “The Man of
the Crowd” the two main characters despair when confronting isolation and alienation.
The story begins with the narrator looking out from a coffee-house window,
watching the crowd pass by on a busy London street. The narrator, looking outside at the
“tumultuous sea of human heads,”

became completely absorbed in contemplation of the scene without. At first [his]
observations took an abstract and generalizing turn. [He] looked at the passengers
in masses, and thought of them in their aggregate relations. Soon, however, [he]
descended to details, and regarded with minute interest the innumerable varieties
of figure, dress, air, gait, visage, and expression of countenance. (Poe, 1536)
Alienated by this sea of humanity, the narrator is compelled to identify, according to
these details, the members of the crowd as belonging to nameable groups such as clerks,
pickpockets, or gamblers. The crowd seems to represent individualism and conformity at
the same time. A diversity of types is present in the crowd, yet the narrator can identify
them as belonging to different groups. However, suddenly he sees a man whom he
cannot place, who seems to belong to no group and is therefore an archetype of
individualism. The narrator recalls, “suddenly there came into view a countenance (that
of a decrepid old man, some sixty-five or seventy years of age,) a countenance which at
once arrested and absorbed my whole attention, on account of the absolute idiosyncrasy
of its expression” (Poe, 1538). This individualism intrigues the narrator, and out of his
own isolation and alienation, the narrator feels compelled to follow the stranger. He
thinks he can tell things about the stranger:
As I endeavored, during the brief minute of my original survey, to form some
analysis of the meaning conveyed, there arose confusedly and paradoxically
within my mind the ideas of vast mental power, of caution, of penuriousness, of
avarice, of coolness, of malice, of blood-thirstiness, of triumph, of merriment, of
excessive terror, of intense, of supreme despair. I felt singularly aroused, startled,
fascinated. ‘How wild a history,’ I said to myself, ‘is written within that bosom!’
Then came a craving desire to keep the man in view – to know more of him. (Poe,
1538-9)
Yet, he finds that the stranger never wants to be alone but mingles with a crowd wherever
he can find one. Eventually, the narrator stops following him when his incessant
mingling becomes clear.

“The Man of the Crowd” is about the invisible barrier that exists between men.
One human being can never truly know another. At the start of the story the narrator
reflects, “It was well said of a certain German book that ‘er lasst sich nicht lesen’ – it
does not permit itself to be read. There are some secrets which do not permit themselves
to be told” (Poe, 1535). Likewise, men cannot “read” other men; other men are untold
secrets. The narrator cannot ‘read’ the stranger and so he gives up. Because men are
untold secrets, one can still be truly alone in the company of many. The narrator doesn’t
socialize with anyone in the coffee-house and the stranger doesn’t socialize with anyone
in the crowd. The stranger never even notices the narrator following him and the narrator
never learns anything of the stranger. This is in keeping with a “typical Poe structural
pattern of alternating between purposelessness and aimlessness,” with the old man
“desiring to be among the crowd but not to be touched by the individual” (May, 100).
Emerson said in “Self-Reliance” that “the great man is he who in the midst of the crowd
keeps with perfect sweetness the independence of solitude,” but Poe’s man of the crowd
leaves the reader not with a sense of sweetness, but of despair.
Cloaked in anonymity, the narrator is just as inscrutable as the man of the crowd,
bestowing upon the reader his own sense of disconnect with humanity. Perhaps the
narrator doesn’t even know himself because of the sea of humanity and individualism.
He is so hyper-observant of others, that his own identity may be fragmented by the
infinite possibilities, the “dizzying appeal of democracy” for the individual (Elbert, 25).
The narrator’s own sense of identity is adrift in the sea of humanity. He seeks comfort
from this void by categorizing people into convenient groups, until he finds an individual
so aberrant as to resist identification. Perhaps the narrator is drawn to him because he

sees himself in the stranger - as a person that falls under no convenient category and so
remains anonymous. May even proposes, “The image of the narrator following the
strange old man all night and the next day until he is wearied unto death is a haunting
one, for it may suggest, as some critics have noted, that this is another Poe double story,
in which the narrator sees the secret side of himself – his perverse shadow – in the old
man” (100). However, they differ in at least one respect: the stranger doesn’t mind
anonymity, but in the end the narrator wants the stranger to see him. “The narrator gives
up his secrecy, steps in front of the man, stops, and looks him full in the face. The man
does not notice him at all” (Polk, 554).
Elbert discusses “The Man in the Crowd” in terms of Tocqueville’s critique of
democracy and individualism. She says that the story, “forces us to reevaluate our
attitudes towards individuality in a democracy” (25). She says that Poe “is aware of the
dangers inherent in democracy. Equality and individuality in a democracy lead to the
individual’s demise” (26). Because of the “dizzying appeal of democracy,” she says, “we
have lost our individuality among the blur of faces” (Elbert, 26). In a democracy, if there
are so many possibilities for defining ourselves, and all possible selves are equal, to
define our own identity may become overwhelming. Our sense of ourselves may become
lost among the sea of possibilities. This is why the narrator is hyper-observant, but is, in
stark contrast, undefined for the reader. This is what prevents him from knowing his own
identity.
In Hawthorne’s “My Kinsman, Major Molineux,” conformity is the response to
the isolation and alienation caused by being an individual in society. The protagonist, a
“shrewd youth”named Robin, confronts the temptation of conformity in a social and

political context. Through Robin’s encounters with the Bostonians Hawthorne shows the
power society has to sway the individual. Upon seeking the help of others in finding his
kinsman, Robin is greeted by derision and irony. In his wide-eyed innocence and
sincerity, he fails to recognize the double-edge to the citizens’ speech and action. For
example, when he announces at a tavern that he is searching for Major Molineux, there
followed “a sudden and general movement in the room, which [he] interpreted as
expressing the eagerness of each individual to become his guide,” but then he quickly
notices “a strange hostility in every countenance” (Hawthorne, 1226). Later on a
stranger, who Robin thinks is trying to be helpful, but is actually being ironic, says, “I
believe you may trust his word, and that the Major will very shortly pass through this
street. In the mean time, as I have a singular curiosity to witness your meeting, I will sit
down here upon the steps, and bear you company” (Hawthorne, 1232). The stranger
doesn’t tell Robin what he knows is coming. A jeering parade with his kinsman Major
Molineux follows, and Robin is horrified to see his kin in a cart in “tar-and-feathery
dignity” (Hawthorne, 1234). In this moment Robin’s innocence and his individualism are
shattered. “In this carnivalesque scene, Robin’s familiar logic – combination of religious,
patriarchal, and rural values – is toppled and all order is subverted” (Eldred, 687).
He was initially shut out from society: “Except for Robin, everyone in the story
knows everyone else, and all have been conferring about the progress of the plot;
everyone knows very well the established route of the procession” (Colacurcio, 212).
Realizing that the joke was on him, he no longer wishes to be excluded from society, so
he loses part of his original identity when he joins in the townspeople’s open laughter but

preserves a measure of independence by finally adopting their tone, in a way that
conceals and protects his core individual self.
Unlike Bartleby, who compromises nothing, Robin is willing to give up part of
who he is because he wants to fit into society. Being so shut out and far away from
home, Robin experiences extreme pangs of loneliness. Of the scene in the church, it
“made Robin’s heart shiver with a sensation of loneliness, stronger than he had ever felt
in the remotest depths of his native woods” (Hawthorne, 1230-31). Robin, willing to
conform to the situation, changes his speech because “various contexts demand different
kinds of behavior, different roles,” whereas “the role of Bartleby is to play no role at all”
(Kornfeld, 52). He adopts the ironic tone of the villagers. Upon finding out about his
kinsman, the gentleman asks him if he has “adopted a new subject of inquiry.” Robin
answers, “Thanks to you, and to my other friends, I have at last met my kinsman, and he
will scarce desire to see my face again” (Hawthorne, 1235). As Eldred says, “the word
‘friends’ here seems ironic; Robin moves from what he perceives as a monologic
language to one consciously double-edged” (688). He achieves socialization through
language (Eldred, 686).
It isn’t just about forging a human connection as in “The Man of the Crowd”
because Robin forsakes his own kinsman. Robin wants a more assured place in society,
one that doesn’t even care about him. Dennis describes the townspeople “as a grotesque
collection of haters who are a mockery of real community” (252). Robin’s trading his
connection with his kinsman for his “rising in the world” might seem almost like selling
his soul. Dennis, who sees the town as representing Hell, says “through his crime of
repudiating human kinship, always the great crime for Hawthorne, [Robin] irretrievably

corrupts his soul” (252). Furthermore, he says, “If Robin were to show true wisdom here
he would see that his uncle’s degradation is only an intensified form of the rejection
which he himself has received from the town, that his kinsman’s fate is really his own”
(Dennis, 253).
In the end the friendly gentleman tells Robin, “You are a shrewd youth, you may
rise in the world, without the help of your kinsman, Major Molineux” (Hawthorne, 1236).
This ending could be taken as promoting self-reliance. Herbert concentrates on Robin’s
need for becoming self-reliant as being endemic to democracy. He says that “Hawthorne
celebrates the social changes heralding the advent of democracy, just as he acknowledges
the moral dignity that follows from rising in the world on one’s own enterprise” (Herbert,
25). Herbert believes that Hawthorne is writing of the necessity for Robin to overthrow
the Major. This necessity is political – Robin “carries the social habits of deferential
hierarchy into the era of their overthrow” (Herbert, 23). It is also necessary if treating
“My Kinsman” as a bildungsroman: “Of the deferential affections of childhood,” Herbert
says that they “must be supplanted if sovereign individualism is to be formed in an adult
man” (23). However, I agree with Dennis, “The apparently innocent cliché of American
economic life, that one can get ahead by self-reliance and intelligence, thus becomes [in
“My Kinsman”] the maxim of spiritual bankruptcy” (254). Even Herbert isn’t at ease
morally with the compromise that Robin makes:
Centrally active here is a contradiction within the ethos of democratic selfsovereignty. The filial revolt required of the democratic individual may free him
from the entanglements of deferential dependence, but it also strikes a blow
against the source of his own identity: to trample on an old man’s heart is to defile
one’s own. (Herbert, 25)

In a sense, Robin achieves independence by joining in the humiliation of his
uncle. His life had been predetermined according to the nepotism his uncle was to
bestow; he rejects this in favor of becoming an individual himself, but he does so by
conforming to social forces at the end of the story. He gains independence in one sense
but loses it another. Now his identity depends on the society that he sought to fit into
and, in the process, he compromises himself.
Through “Bartleby, the Scrivener,” “The Man of the Crowd,” and “My Kinsman,
Major Molineux,” Melville, Poe, and Hawthorne show the flipside of individualism in
American society. Emerson asks Americans to strive for individualism, but Melville,
Poe, and Hawthorne suggest that meeting Emerson’s demands is difficult or even
impossible. Whereas, Emerson acknowledges that alienation and isolation are obstacles
to be overcome, he doesn’t allow that they must triumph. He is optimistic about attaining
individualism; Melville, Poe, and Hawthorne are not. Melville questions the very
possibility of total individualism through Bartleby, Poe is pessimistic that despair and
alienation greatly overshadow its worth, and Hawthorne’s Robin finds that to be a selfsufficient member of society one must, paradoxically, make compromises in order to
achieve independence. In these short stories, Emerson’s vision is dramatized as a
fustrating ideal. Americans emerge as a society of individuals, to be sure, but individuals
who are lost, lonely, and alienated.
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Humor in Music: the Case of Erik Satie

This exploration of the humor in Erik Satie’s works grew out of my interest in the Belle
Epoque. From 1880 to 1914 in and around Paris, writers, painters, musicians, poets all knew
each other. They met in aristocratic salons, the weekly soirées of intellectuals like Mallarmé and
Gertrude Stein, or the cafés and nightclubs of Montmartre. If not acquainted, they read about
each other in the myriad newspapers and literary or artistic magazines that sprang up (and often
just as quickly disappeared) after the easing of the censorship laws in 1881.1
No doubt as a result of such close contact, the same themes turn up in various media.
Salomé, for example, appears in a poem by Mallarmé,2 several paintings of Gustave Moreau, a
play by Oscar Wilde, and a Richard Strauss opera. Mallarmé’s poem The Afternoon of a Faun
inspires a lovely piece by Debussy and a ballet by Nijinski. From a different perspective, Roger
Shattuck points out that the four avant-garde figures, the writers Guillaume Apollinaire and
Alfred Jarry, the painter Henri “Douanier” Rousseau, and the composer Erik Satie, all exalt the
themes and attitudes of childhood and the world of dreams.3 Techniques developed in one art
also cross into other media, directly or transposed. The dark vision focused on the downtrodden
by literary Naturalism appears in the somber, distorted early paintings of Cézanne and Van
Gogh. By eliminating regular cadences and using disjunct, rhythmically fragmented passages,
Debussy achieves effects similar to those of Impressionist painters, who suppressed outlines and
applied small, visible brushstrokes. In short, all sorts of parallels are discernible in the works of
artists working in different media during the Belle Epoque.
Besides those two themes, Roger Shattuck in his The Banquet Years identifies humor and
ambiguity as characteristic traits of the four avant-garde artists.4 Their works are indeed
ambiguous, that is, hard to interpret, since their creators ignore or willfully mock the conventions
of their respective art, infuse their works with internal contradictions, and delight in
disconcerting the audience, which consequently does not know how to respond.
Shattuck’s case for humor in Rousseau and Satie raises some questions. According to
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theorists, humor springs from an explicit or implicit comparison,5 best expressed by Bergson
formula, “something mechanical encrusted on the living,”6 that is, automatic, programmed
behavior inappropriate to a given situation. It confronts how something really is with how it
should be ideally, or how we think it is, or how someone pretends it is. Because words evoke
reality with specificity and nuance but also radiate other dimensions such as connotation, usage,
and levels of discourse, writers have extensive means to create the double vision required by the
comic. For the comparison to be funny, the presence of certain conditions or devices is
necessary, among them playfulness, cleverness, a well-turned phrase, brevity, surprise,
exaggeration, and incongruity, but these do not of themselves generate humor.7 Thus, given the
evocative powers of language, Jarry and Apollinaire have vast resources at their disposal to
creation their comic pieces. Graphic artists have fewer means, though they can depict funny
scenes or use exaggeration and deformation in caricature and cartoons, or add a touch of humor
with visual puns and exaggerated gestures. Nevertheless, while Rousseau’s naive or primitive
vision deforms our view of reality, I find no intentionally comic dimension in it. Some of his
paintings are funny inadvertently, but most are whimsical or nostalgic.
Music, according to Poe, is the most sublime and spiritual art.8 Apt to evoke moods or
emotions, it has little ability to refer to concrete realities except by the imitation of everyday
sounds or rhythms such as birdsong, car horns, hunting horns, human chatter, a person walking.
This kind of musical mimicry tends to be superficial or stereotyped. Cleverly produced, it
creates funny moments but hardly renders an entire composition funny. To a large extent, humor
in music is produced by extra-musical means,9 principally by the presence of comic texts in
satirical or non-sense songs, musical comedy, comic opera. While musical devices underline or
enhance the comic effect of a text, without the words the humor vanishes. Gestures associated
with the performance of music provide another source of comedy, so brilliantly exploited by the
likes of Anna Russell and Victor Borge. By Haydn, too, in his Farewell Symphony (# 45), in
which the performers leave the stage one by one before the piece ends. In another Haydn
symphony the performers interrupt the music to tune their instruments.10 With respect to Satie,
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then, two questions arise: By what means does Satie generate humor in his music, and is he able
to make his compositions funny through strictly musical means?
Humor was central to the persona Satie set out to construct for himself during his musical
apprenticeship as a pianist and composer in Montmartre cabarets. He dressed eccentrically in
velvet coat, top-hat, and pince-nez hung on a brightly colored ribbon. From the pulpit of the
church he founded, the Metropolitan Church of Art of Jesus Conductor, he issued bombastic
press releases, which were gleefully published by one the the myriad small Paris journals. In
one, the young Satie still waiting a public performance of his works, chastised the composer
Camille Saint-Saens, for not responding to his application for a seat in the Académie Française.11
Another time, he berated the theatre director Aurélien Lugné-Poe, founder of the influential
avant-garde theater, the Théâtre de l’Oeuvre, in the following words:
“You profane art in making use of superior works which you degrade by putting
them in contact with inferior and unhealthy productions; you pass off the basest
things in the guise of genius. [...] I shall always be here to observe you and judge
you. Do not forget it. Erik Satie”12
In keeping with this persona, he composed music to accompany cabaret songs written by
humorist friends in the best Montmartre tradition. He also wrote a Christian Ballet called Uspud,
a kind of mystical burlesque similar in tone to medieval French religious plays and to
Apollinaire’s Les Mammelles de Tirésias. Together with Jarry’s Ubu Roi, they herald the advent
of Dada and Surrealism.
Satie’s humor, serving as an antidote to the pompous pretentiousness he perceived in the
musical establishment, inevitably colored his approach to composing. It is best illustrated by an
anecdote, perhaps apocryphal. Satie went for advice to his good friend Debussy, who had
achieved a measure of success. Told that his compositions needed more structure, more shape,
Satie brought him Three Pieces in the Shape of a Pear.13 The word “pear” is French slang for a
dupe or sucker, and the three pieces actually number seven. It’s a lovely combination of
punning, musical parody, self-parody, and self-deprecation.
Extra-musical comedic techniques abound in Satie’s instrumental compositions. He is a
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real master of quirky, sometimes punning titles. His 1897 set of pieces called Pièces froides,
cold pieces or cold rooms, allude whimsically to his small, unheated room. The group includes 3
Airs à faire fuir (Airs to make you run away), a reference to audience reaction to his
unconventional music,14 and 3 Danses de travers (Askew Dances), whose regular rhythmic
pattern is hardly dance-like. Later he exploits absurd titles like a Canine prelude, Hypocritical
Chorale, Groping Fugue, A Muscular Fantasy, Veritable Flabby Preludes (for a dog), Three
Waltzes for the Disgusted Esthete (Le Précieux dégoûté), Next to the last thoughts. Satie
pointedly pokes fun at the Parisian craze for things Spanish in Españaña, with its subsections
called Puerta Maillot and Plaza Clichy, better know as Porte Maillot and Place Clichy. The
interplay between the title and the music can also generate fun. The audience can wait until the
end of the piece and still discover nothing particularly flabby in the Veritable Flabby Preludes
(for a dog).
Furthermore, starting with his earliest compositions, Satie annotates his manuscripts with
two kinds of inscriptions. He often indicates the tempo or mood - slow and sad, for example but we also find whimsical or oxymoronic performance instructions such as “In the most
profound silence, Don’t go out, Very good, Quite lost, Don’t eat too much” and the most famous
of them all, “Like a nightingale with a toothache.”15 In another vein, he inscribes his scores with
a running commentary as if he were a spectator at a sporting event. One sequence in Automatic
descriptions, On a boat reads: “Drifting with the current/ A dash of spray/ Another/ A gust of
cool wind/ Melancholy at sea/ Mild pitching/ A small wave/ The captain says, A very fine
voyage/ The Boat gives a nasty laugh (ricane)/ A small complimentary dash of spray/ To come
alongside.”16 In another piece, Satie notes: “How sad it is/ The father starts to speak/ They all
begin to cry.”17 These indications succeed each other so quickly that there’s little or no time to
establish a correspondence between the music and the words. Unless gathered around the piano,
the audience remains unaware of this humoristic dimension.
In addition to these extra-musical devices, Satie finds a number of ways to make the
music itself funny. Because of music’s limited ability to evoke specific real-life situations,
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except perhaps in extended developments, Satie also looks elsewhere for the comparisons on
which humor relies. In Sports et Divertissements he uses clever mimicry to comic effect, as in
the following example titled “Waterchute.”18 Satie imitates not only the smooth, rapid descent of
the slide, but also the bumpy splash landing. The Hunt provides another example. The chords
and rhythm mimic a hunting scene, and the abrupt end of the hunt, fifteen seconds later, catches
us by surprise! Such undue brevity in music is always funny, Shattuck remarks.19 Elsewhere
Satie suggests a serious conversation broken by repeated commentary in quite another strain
(from Sonatine Bureaucratique)20 The incongruous interruption provides a skeptical or mocking
commentary on the serious, formal discourse.
Far more frequently, Satie bases the comparison on music itself, either by inserting
fragments borrowed from a variety of sources into his own settings or by toying with musical
conventions of the times. In the “Turkish Yodeling Song” Satie plays on incongruity. He
parodies Mozart’s Turkish theme, juxtaposed to bits of yodeling.21 Repetition, a comic device
much used in farce, also works in music, especially when exagerated. Here is an example of a
transposed phrase (from Embryons desséchés)22 Up to three repetitions is standard practice;
beyond that it becomes parody. To surprise the audience, Satie uses the conventions of tonal
music to create an expectation, only to subvert it by making the music veer off in an unexpected
direction, as in his Bureaucratic Sonatina,23 The series of rapid modulations from one key to
another causes the music to collapse, as it were.
If Ubu Roi is Jarry’s comic masterpiece, no doubt Embryons desséchés (Dessicated or
dried out embryos) deserves that place in Satie’s oeuvre, a work he described as “absolutely
incomprehensible, even to me.”24 The titles of the three pieces - Holothurie, Edriophthalma,
Podophthalma - are Latin names for sea creatures, which Satie introduces both in scientific and
fanciful manner: “Edriophthalma: Crustaceans with sessile, that is, stalkless, immobile eyes.
Very melancholy by nature, these crustaceans live apart from society in holes drilled through
cliffs.”25
In sympathy for these aborted embryos, Satie inserts a his version of a well-known piece. He
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attributes the citation to Schubert’s famous mazurka. Schubert wrote no mazurkas, unlike
Chopin, whose funeral march Satie borrows and reworks.26 He treats the third Embryo as if it
were a hunt, because the Podophthalma, he says, are tireless hunters.27 You of course recognize
the French folksong, “Il était une bergère.” It is incongruous, indeed absurd, to find a
shepherdess amidst crustaceans and a hunt, even if she is there to charm they prey. The first of
the three Embryons, d’Holothurie, sets the tone for the other two. Its humor comes from a
parody of musical form. The coda, which means “tail” in Latin, is a piece of music added to the
main body of a composition to signal its conclusion. It serves the same function as the words,
“And they lived happy ever after.” A coda is particularly appropriate in longer works with
multiple movements and musical ideas separated by cadences, that is, musical punctuation
marks. In both the first and third of the Embryons desséchés the coda is grotesquely out of
proportion with the piece, clearly a case of the tail wagging the dog.
As these examples illustrate, Satie found some marvelous ways to create comic effects by
both extra-musical and strictly musical means. The devices I cited are among the most obvious.
Scholars such as Gillmor and Whiting indicate more obscure musical allusions and more subtle
technical ways in which Satie satirizes prevailing musical conventions, which, alas, tend to be
lost on non-specialists. Still, by his humorous manipulation of musical conventions, Satie drew
attention to the mechanisms governing composition, much as poets and painters of that time
drew attention to their respective arts by formal experimentation. It often disconcerted, even
alienated contemporary audiences, for whom the humor was either too broad to be appropriate to
serious music or too arcane to be perceived and appreciated. As in his ballet Parade, instead of
being lured into the theatre to experience the entire performance, much of the contemporary
audience lost interest in the preliminaries and wandered away. Nevertheless, Satie’s humorous
inventions were quite instrumental in creating a modernist esthetic in music.
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Abstract: The belief in God has had a tremendous impact on human history and human identity.
In the essay that follows I examine some of the strongest forms of argument in support of the
belief in the existence of God. The arguments in support of God’s existence that follow are
constructed to offer a rational basis for that belief. A rational belief need not be shown to be
infallible but at the very least be shown to be consistent, coherent and offer the best explanation
given the available evidence. If such proof can be provided then we must accept that belief in
God is indeed rational, but if not then we must accept that such a belief is unfounded and should
consider it irrational. After examining the strongest forms of support, I find that the conception
of God and his various attributes are inconsistent with the existence of evil. Therefore I conclude
that the Theist can only maintain his position by a rejection of reason.
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Belief is desecrated when given to unproved and unquestioned statements for the solace and
private pleasure of the believer.
-William Clifford, The Ethics of Belief.

Introduction
The idea of God has had a tremendous impact on human history. We have composed
songs and literature, built churches and societies and waged war all for his greater glory. The
implications of the existence or non-existence of God are paramount. For instance, our sense-ofself is tied into whether we believe in God or not. If we believe that God exists and that he
created us in his image, then human identity, meaning and purpose of life are dependent on how
well we fulfill his wishes. If we do not believe that God exists and we act accordingly, then we
can claim to have freed ourselves from a superstitious limitation on our behaviour, affirming our
autonomy and emancipating our true selves. Furthermore, the societies we have built and the
wars we have waged in his name are either affirmed as founded on immutable divine laws or
revealed as ill-conceived constructs of human misconception. Clearly a great deal depends on
whether we believe God exists.
When we ask whether something exists, what are we asking? It certainly is not whether I
can know that it exists. For many things can exist without my knowing. For me to claim that I
have knowledge of God must that knowledge be infallible? Certainly not, for if we were to
choose infallibility as the hurdle for knowledge, we would set the bar too high and as a result
make suspect much of the scientific knowledge we claim to have. What we mean when we ask
whether God exists is what proof or justification do we, or can we have for our belief that God
exists, and what is the nature of that proof.
Proof can take a number of forms. The most widely accepted understanding of proof is
given by the scientific method, where we gather empirical or logical evidence and build
3

inductive or deductive arguments in support of our position. Others have claimed that there are
additional ways of knowing such as intuition and religious revelation. Certainly these less
common proofs find their place in both everyday and philosophical discussions particularly with
regard to the existence of the divine. Notwithstanding, to consider any claim to knowledge of
the divine, we must demand the same rigour of method and provision of supporting evidence as
science.1
In the essay that follows, I will examine some of the strongest forms of argument in
support of the belief in the existence of God.2 I will confine my discussion to the form of Theism
familiar to the tradition of Christianity, namely the belief in a single, self-existent, eternal,
immutable, omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent, omni-benevolent, immaterial creator and
sustainer of the universe.3 Although I will focus on the Christian conception of God, most of the
following arguments will apply equally well to other theistic religions and some to religion in
general.
The arguments in support of God’s existence that follow are constructed to offer a
rational basis for that belief. A rational belief need not be shown to be infallible but at the very
least be shown to be consistent, coherent and offer the best explanation given the available
evidence. If such proof can be provided then we must accept that belief in God is indeed rational,

1

I realize that by so stating, I set up in the camp of scientism, or that philosophy should be studied in the same
manner of science including its methods, activities and principles. I also believe in metaphysical realism, that is, that
there is a world independent of human thought and language which may yet be discovered through the principles of
science, which makes Berkeley’s Theism argument regarding Immaterial Realism beyond this paper’s scope.
2
There have been numerous contemporary Theists that have put forth arguments in support of the existence of God
but these can with few exceptions be shown to be derivative of the forms of argument presented in the following
paper. Consequently, I will deal with the form of argument most well recognized.
3
I am grateful for this clear and comprehensive definition from Smart and Haldane.
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but if not then we must accept that such a belief is unfounded and should consider it irrational. It
is to these strongest proofs that we now turn.4
The Design Argument
The first proof of the existence of God we will consider is the Design Argument. This
argument has most recently been reinvigorated by Richard Swinburne.5 Basically, proponents of
this argument claim that the complexity and efficiency of the objects in the living world are so
exact, so perfectly suited to each object’s function, that these objects must have been designed
for their specific purpose. Being designed entails the existence of a designer. Therefore, an
intelligent agent, a designer, must have designed these living things. For example, if we compare
a rock to a watch, the watch is far too intricate to have simply sprung into existence naturally; a
watch requires a watchmaker.6 Likewise, living things, like the complexity of the human eye are
even more intricate that the mechanisms of a watch, so its designer must be even more
intelligent, powerful, etc.
There are some critical problems with this argument in support of a divine creator. First,
the existence of a designer is not the best possible explanation of how living things are so well
adapted to their functions. Darwin’s theory of evolution is a simpler explanation. Darwin argued
that by a process of survival of the fittest, those animals best suited to their environment
survived. It is through this process that animals seem so well adapted to their environments;
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I examined the theory of Foundationalism such as appears in Summna Contra Gentiles and found that the primary
aim is not to convince disbelievers, both Atheists and non-Christians, that God exists or even that it is rational to
believe that God exists but to show that God exists though demonstrative proofs. In other words, unlike later
Christian philosophers, Foundationalists assumed the very proposition that the following arguments found within
this essay are trying to prove. The purpose of this paper is to examine the rational foundation of believing in the
existence of God; consequently the arguments of Foundationalism fall outside the scope of this text.
5
In his argument “from temporal order” and the argument “from spatial order”.
6
William Paley, Evidences of the Existence and Attributes of the Deity, Collected from the Appearances of Nature
(1802)
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those less well adapted simply died off, leaving us with nothing to compare the surviving
animals with.
Second, with regard to the specific example of the perfectly designed watch entailing an
intelligent watchmaker, the human eye is not the paradigm of perfection we once thought it was.
It is structured in a suboptimal way. Its light sensitive photocells have the nerves pointing
outward toward the light source and their photoreceptors pointing inward.7 Why would a sensible
designer construct so crucial a system effectively backwards? We can either conclude that there
is no designer or that the designer is incompetent. According to scientists, over 99% of all
species that ever existed on this planet are now extinct. Even among existing species, many die
every day because they are insufficiently adapted to their environment. This is a strong example
against the existence of an intelligent designer.
These criticisms if not disproving the existence of a designer, certainly illustrate the
weakness of the Design Argument, namely that it does not prove the existence of God as
conceived by Theists.8 Even if we accepted for the sake of argument that the living world was
designed, there would be no reason to reject the possibility that the living world was designed by
a team of entities working together. Very complex human projects like the space shuttle were
made by a team of highly specialized scientists, so we could conceive of something as complex
as the entire living world with co-dependent ecosystems as being designed by a team of highly
specialized beings.
The Design Argument also fails to support the view that the designer was all powerful.
As discussed above, the fact that the majority of species die due to poor adaptation to their
environment suggests the living world has a majority of “design faults”. The inversion of the
7

Dawkins, p. 12.
God: a single, self-existent, eternal, immutable, omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent, omni-benevolent, immaterial
creator and sustainer of the universe
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human eye provides even further evidence. Consequently, the only conclusions we can draw
from the Design Argument is that the living world might have been designed by a single or
numerous gods, who were limited in power, and prone to error, but certainly it does not prove the
existence of God as conceived by Theists.
The First Cause Argument
Theists often acknowledge the difficulty of defending the design argument in light of the
introduction of Darwin’s theory of evolution. Scientists have been able to trace the development
of certain species through evolution, and by analogy have reasoned that humans have developed
in an identical manner.9 A second argument based on the principles of science, that every event
has a cause, has led Theists to claim that because we accept the notion that absolutely everything
was caused by something else prior to it, and that nihil ex nihilo10, if we trace the series back to
the very beginning, we will find an original cause, the unmoved mover. This line of argument
has come to be known as the First Cause Argument.
However, the First Cause argument is subject to even stronger criticism than the Design
argument because it violates the principle of non-contradiction.11 The argument is founded on
the assumption that every single thing in the universe is caused by something prior to it. It then
contradicts this critical assumption by introducing God as the very first cause, the cause that puts
everything else in motion; an un-caused cause if you will. Even if we were to entertain the
possibility that there is an exception to the rule, it would be difficult to justify why we should cut
the series short at God and nowhere else, without committing the fallacy of begging the question.
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It is only a matter of time until they find the missing links in human evolution.
Nothing comes from nothing, Lucretius –On the Nature of Things.
11
As Aristotle states in Metaphysics, …the most certain principle of all is that regarding which it is impossible to
be mistaken…the same attribute cannot at the same time belong and not belong to the same subject in the same
respect…For it is impossible for any one to believe the same thing to be and not to be. 1005b11-26.
10
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A second criticism is that, like the Design Argument, the First Cause Argument offers no
evidence as to why we should accept that the Theists conception of God is the First Cause. The
universe is a large and complex place with would require enormous causal power, perhaps a
team of very powerful gods were required to put all the moving parts in motion. Furthermore, the
First Cause argument makes no requirement on the omniscience and benevolence that are
essential in the Theist conception of God.

The Ontological Argument
A third argument purporting to provide a rational argument for the existence of God is
the Ontological Argument. The Ontological Argument seeks to prove the existence of God
through and examination of the definition of God. The Arch-Bishop of Canterbury England12
made the following argument: if God is defined as the being in which no greater being is
possible, then we can conceive of such a being and can conceive that such a being may possibly
exist in reality. If God only exists in the mind, but we can conceive of such a being possibly
existing, then God might have been greater than he is (if he only exists in the mind). But by
definition, it is not possible to conceive of any being greater than God. Therefore God exists in
reality as well as the mind.13 In other words, one of the attributes of being the most perfect, or
greatest being, conceivable is that such a perfect being exist. For surely when comparing a
perfect being that does not exits and a perfect being that does exist, the one that does exist is
more perfect that the one that does not.
However this argument leads to absurd consequences because it would allow us to define
all types of things into existence. For instance, we can easily conceive of a perfect political

12
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a.k.a. St. Anselm
Mackie, p. 42.
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system, with just and fair politicians who look out for the best interests of all their constituents;
but just because we can conceive of it does not mean that this utopia actually exists.
Theists might respond that a perfect political system is only an example of particular kind
of thing, whereas God is a special case because he is perfection itself. But as Kant argued:
Now, if I take the subject (God) with all its predicates (omnipotence being one),
and say, God is, or There is a God, I add no new predicate to the conception of
God, I merely posit or affirm the existence of the subject with all its predicates I posit the object in relation to my conception. The content of both is the same;
and there is no addition made to the conception, which expresses merely the
possibility of the object, by me cogitating the object - in the expression, it is - as
absolutely given or existing. Thus the real contains no more than the possible.14
In other words, existence is not a predicate, meaning existence is not a property and as such does
not change your conception of the thing to which you attach it. By saying that something exists,
you do not change your image of it; therefore existence is simply a qualifier and not an essential
property of any thing. Because of this, the claim that a God exists adds no relevant property to
the claim that I can imagine God. Therefore, our conception of God in our minds and our
conception of God in the world are for all intents are purposes identical; and if we posit that God
does not exist, the St. Anselm’s claim that if God were not to exist it would contradict our
understanding of the essential properties of God, i.e. the most perfect being which we can
conceive, is erroneous.

14

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, p. 501-7.
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Pascal’s Wager
Blaise Pascal’s practical advice was that the most rational course of action was to believe
that God exists because it offers the best payoff of the four possible alternatives. He begins from
a neutral position, neither believing nor disbelieving in the existence of God. Pascal claims that
to come to a resolution we should calculate the possible outcomes for the various alternatives
and choose the option with the lowest risk that offers the maximum return.15

Here is a table illustrating the risk/reward possibilities:

Belief that God Exists
Belief that God Does Not Exist

Risk

Return

1 Life unit

+ ∞ Life units
1 Life unit

- ∞ Life units

Following the lead of every good economist, Pascal starts with the assumption that
humans are rational, and that more is better than less. There are four possible outcomes when we
consider our belief in God and his metaphysical status.16 First, if we believe in the existence of
God and he does exist, then this investment pays off and we gain eternal life, a maximum
return17. Second if we believe in the existence of God and this turns out to be wrong, we lose our
investment, namely we waste one life by living a chaste, honorable life steeped in the principles
of God without payoff, instead of in Machiavellian nirvana. Third, if we do not believe in the
existence of God and this turns out to be right, we gain one life, living a life without illusion and
free to indulge in the pleasures of this life without the fear of divine punishment. However, in the
15

Please forgive my slight alteration of Pascal’s Wager. The language and math he used in the 17th century are very
similar to the calculation of risk/return we currently use in the financial field for deciding whether to invest in a
stock. Consequently, it is easier for me to think about his argument in terms of finance.
16
Assuming no nether region, purgatory or divine mercy.
17
I find it easier to think in terms of many human lifetimes, so if this investment pays off you gain not one eternal
life, but and infinite number of human lifetimes, i.e. an extremely large number.
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fourth alternative, if we do not believe in the existence of God and this turns out to be wrong,
then we miss the possibility of eternal life, a large payoff, and instead run the risk of eternal
damnation – a large loss. Clearly if we are rational investors, we should choose to believe in God
because it offers the largest potential upside with the lowest possible risk.
One may argue that even if there is the slightest probability that God exists, then we
should believe in God. For instance, let’s assume that the probability that God exists to be
roughly 10 -1,000,000,000. No matter how small you make the probability, you are still multiplying it
against infinity, so the product will be infinite as well. An infinite payoff versus a very finite
alternative seems to lead to an obvious choice.
However, even if we accept Pascal’s assumption and admit his logic flawless, it is
difficult to accept that we can simply decide to believe something. The rational for investing
seems appropriate but its applicability to belief seems spurious. Clearly we cannot change our
opinions and perception of truth at will. We cannot decide to believe that we live in a perfect
political utopia just as we cannot decide to believe that God exists. If we are rational truthseekers, in order for that belief to be knowledge we need to consider the reasons for holding such
a belief. In order to believe something we need to be convinced, evidence must be presented and
an argument formed or at least the steps leading to our belief should be genuine and rational.
Pascal’s wager does not convince us that God exists, it simply suggests that it would be in our
best interest to act as if we believe in God. Despite Pascal’s claim that belief can be formed
indirectly as a means of making ourselves believe in God when we do not, it seems terribly
insincere and wholly inadequate to base our entire metaphysical and epistemological stance on
self-induced brain washing.18
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This refers to Pascal’s solution to disbelief by acting as if we believed until we end up believing through lazy
intellectual habits resulting in weak mindedness.
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The Argument from Miracles
Some theists contend that the occurrence of miracles provides sufficient evidence for the
existence of God. They argue that if God does not exist, then we cannot have had any miracles.
But Jesus Christ has performed many miracles like the resurrection, bringing back Lazarus from
the dead, and turning water into wine, that have been witnessed and documented. Therefore,
because miracles exist, God must exist. However, upon closer examination of what evidence
would be necessary to support our belief in miracles, we begin to see the weakness of the
argument.
A miracle can be defined as divine intervention that breaks an established law of nature.
A law of nature can be understood as an empirical generalization based on a very large set of
observations that occur in nature. Clearly, someone coming back from the dead contravenes our
established notions of the normal course of events.19 Hume addresses the problem of relying on
the testimony of reported miracle sightings by reformulating Occam’s razor.
When anyone tells me, that he saw a dead man restored to life, I immediately
consider with myself, whether it be more probable, that this person should either
deceive or be deceived, or that the fact, which he relates, should have really
happened. I weigh the one miracle against the other; and according to the
superiority, which I discover, I pronounce my decision, and always reject the
greater miracle. If the falsehood of the testimony would be more miraculous,
than the event which he relates; then, and not till then, can he pretend to
command my belief or opinion.20

19

Miracles should be distinguished from extraordinary occurrences. An extraordinary occurrence would be
something like a person, as a result of falling from a horse, falls in such a way that they land on their head and
become paralyzed from the neck down. As a result of a freakishly improbable series of events, it turns out their
spinal cord was severely pinch by the second and third vertebrae in the person’s neck. One day as a result of moving
the person for their daily sponge bath, the cord becomes “un-pinched” and the person regains full mobility. While
this is extremely unlikely, we could offer a rational explanation as to the cause of the event.
20
Hume, Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, p. 116.
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In other words, a rational person should never believe a report that a miracle had occurred unless
it would be an even greater miracle that the person offering the account could be mistaken.
Although Hume seems to have not excluded Miracles occurring in principle, he thought that
there could never be an account reliable enough to use as a base for a belief in the existence of
God.21 There are two strong arguments offered in support of this position.
First, a rational person will always found their beliefs according to all of the available
evidence.22 In the case of a reported miracle, there will always be more evidence to suggest that
the miracle did not occur than to support the testimony that it did. As mentioned above, laws of
nature a founded on a very large number of observations N, whereas a miracle is usually based
on one person’s testimony n. Even if a miracle is witnessed by a number of people p, the product
of the number of people times the number of miracles witnessed is still far less than the number
of times the events that contributed to the law of nature becoming a law, NP>np. Therefore,
according to Hume, until the number of people that witness a miracle is significantly larger then
the number of times the law of nature has held np ≥ 2xNP, a rational person will always choose
to believe the position with the most objective empirical evidence (that when people die, they do
not come back from the dead) namely that miracles do not occur and disbelieve the position with
the weakest evidence, the one with the least evidence.
Second, that there are psychological reasons that can lead people to claim that they have
witnessed a miracle or even lie about it.23 We have a strong tendency to believe highly
improbable things such as ghosts, UFOs and superstitions. As Shermer explains there are five
basic reasons for this tendency to believe: for consolation, for immediate gratification, for

21

Warburton, p. 28-9.
Russell, The History of Western Philosophy, p.182.
23
Warburton, p. 28-9.
22
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simplicity, for moral meaning, and because hope springs eternal.24 Add to those reasons the
pleasure of thinking that you have been chosen to witness a miracle and the approval that
believers give to those who claim to have witnessed a miracle and you have all the trappings of
psychological rapture.25

Faith
The preceding arguments for the existence of God have all been subject to criticism.
Their proofs laid bare and shown to be inconsistent, contradictory, have reduced to absurdity,
insincere and baseless. Consequently, to hold any one of these arguments as sufficient to proof
the existence of God would be irrational. However, there is one last weapon left in the Theists
arsenal -it is the matter of faith. Some Theists claim that belief in the existence of God is not
subject to argumentation. God’s existence does not have to be proven, and to try to do so is
inappropriate. The true believer does need to be convinced through argumentation that God
exists, the true believer trusts that God exists and lives their life accordingly. In other words,
knowledge of the existence of God is begotten through faith. Therefore, if the steps leading to
faith could be shown to be rational we need not prove the existence of God. One of the strongest
arguments in favour of this position comes from The Will to Believe by William James.26
Essentially, James’s argument is an attempt to prove that since there is no evidence either
proving or disproving the existence of God, we are free to believe or disbelieve at will, without
24

See Shermer
A little beyond the scope of this paper but interesting nonetheless is that the argument from miracles if valid,
would prove the existence of the gods of numerous religions, for many of them claim miracles to have occurred.
Consequently, we would be forced to accept that all of these gods, along with those of the Theist exist, or that none
do. Christian theists could claim that these other accounts were mistaken, but then they would have a hard time
parrying attacks using the same arguments directed toward their own God.
26
I have chosen to omit Kierkegaard because his defence of God amounts to saying that rational discussion of
theism is impossible because the inquiring subject is either in faith convinced of the truth of Christianity or not in
the attitude of faith but objectively in an attitude of contemplation. Mackie, p. 210-6.
25
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fear of being irrational. The two assumptions he basis his argument upon are that rational and
reasonable people base there beliefs on the degree of certainty that the evidence provides, and
that when no evidence it is up to our passion to act as the impetus of choice. 27
James limited the scope of his argument by basing it in what he called “genuine options”.
In order for an option to be genuine it must meet four criteria: it must be live, momentous, forced
and not decidable on intellectual grounds.28 Liveness refers to the captivation of the option and
the possibility that both hypotheses are equally engaging. An option can either be live or dead. A
live option means that it appeals to me as a real possibility to hold as a belief while a dead one
does not. For example, if I were speaking to a group of Christians who were struggling to
reconcile their belief in God with reason, if I were to offer them the option of conceiving of God
as the anthropomorphic Zeus with all his strengths and weaknesses or conceiving of God as he
has come to be understood as a single, self-existent, eternal, immutable, omnipotent, omniscient,
omnipresent, omni-benevolent, immaterial creator and sustainer of the universe, the latter option
is live while the former is dead. The option to believe in Zeus is a dead option to most of us
today because it creates no “immediate willingness to act”, that is, we do not take it seriously.29
A momentous option is one that offers something unique and important, a once-in-alifetime opportunity.30 James uses the example of an offer to join a North Pole expedition,
probably one’s only opportunity to do so. By contrasts, a trivial opportunity would be one that is
both commonplace and repeatable like going to see a movie. A forced option is one based on a
27

James, p.32-63. The first principle can be compare to Russell’s Principle: “Give to any hypothesis that is worth
your while to consider just that degree of credence which the evidence warrants”; as found in Russell’s A History of
Western Philosophy, p. 816. This is generally held to be an acceptable definition of rationality. Russell however,
contrary to James, held that where there was not enough evidence to believe a proposition or it’s opposite, we should
suspend judgment.
28
Davis, p. 168 Davis adds this fourth implicit criterion, deriving it from James’s thesis, see footnote 29. that
29
James, p. 34.
30
James offers three criteria for momentousness: that it is unique in the sense that it’s your only chance, that it’s
important in the sense that you consider it worthy of your utmost attention, and irreversible because you will not
ever have another chance to do so.
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choice you must make between mutually exclusive positions. In contrast to an avoidable option
where you do not have to choose between two alternatives, that is, there might be a third or
fourth alternative, with a forced option you must choose one or the other alternatives. James,
setting the stage for the choice of either believing in the existence of God or not, uses the
following example of a forced option: “either accept this truth or go without it”.31 The last
criterion is that the option cannot be decided on intellectual grounds means simply that there is
insufficient evidence to support one option over the alternative. Therefore, James explains that it
is in this particular situation, a genuine option, that we are justified in believing as our “passional
nature” directs.32
James argues that our passional nature does influence our decisions and in some cases
must do so particularly in the case of a genuine option. He adds that our duty in seeking the truth
is guided by two paramount principles, to know the truth and to avoid error. In the case of God, it
is more important to know the truth and benefit from the blessings of real knowledge than to risk
being duped to.33 In the case of a genuine option, where there is not enough evidence, we need
not be inhibited by the fear of being duped. Specifically, moral questions offer us such fodder. A
moral question falls outside of the scientific realm and our moral positions cannot wait for
empirical proof but look to our passion to decide what is good. Moral positions are built on trust
and expectation. He uses the example that our personal relationships are built on the expectation
of friendship. I do not wait for empirical evidence in support of your liking me before I begin to
31

James excludes the agnostic avenue when he explains that to suspend judgment entails the same consequences as
choosing atheism.
32
“Our passional nature not only lawfully may, but must, decide an option between propositions, whenever it is a
genuine option that cannot by its nature be decided on intellectual grounds; for to say, under such circumstances,
“Do not decide, but leave the questions open,” is itself a passional decision –just like deciding yes or no –and is
attended with the same risk of losing the truth”. James, p. 42.
33
According to James this excludes scientific questions and human affairs because the need to act is seldom a
genuine option, and in our dealings with objective nature we are what he calls “recorders and not makers of the
truth” meaning that our theories and principles must conform to empirical evidence and in these cases the
intellectual principle of the “avoidance of error” ranks higher that the principle of “knowledge of the truth”.
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like you. It is my expectation, or faith as James calls it, that you like me that helps our
acquaintance grow into a loving relationship.34 If I were to wait for empirical verification, the
love would never come. As James writes: “The desire for a certain kind of truth here brings
about that special truth’s existence…where faith in a fact can help create the fact.”35 James
concludes that “in truths dependent on our personal action, faith based on desire [our passional
nature] is certainly a lawful and possibly an indispensable thing”.36 The implications for our faith
in the existence of God are clear.
James claimed to have supplied a rational foundation for the belief in the existence of
God without falling into the traditional trappings of trying to supply a theistic proof. The genuine
option of believing or not believing in God seems to support both an atheist and theist position.
James’s argument was thought to provide justification for the belief in God, if belief is our
intention.37 In other words, although there is not enough evidence to either prove of disprove the
existence of God, we need not suspend judgment and are perfectly rational in holding the view
that God does exist.
At first glance, James seems to open the door to all sorts of beliefs such as the world will
end tomorrow or that extraterrestrial life exists because we do not seem to have evidence either
way. But if we take a closer look at James’s fourth criterion of insufficient evidence we can see
that this is not the case. Both of these cases lack the fourth criterion because there does, or will,
exist evidence that makes these beliefs at least highly improbable. Furthermore, the fact that
these beliefs are, or will be, empirically verifiable excludes them from being genuine options.

34

James, p. 54.
James, p. 55.
36
James, p. 55.
37
Davis, p. 171.
35
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A more serious objection to James’s argument is that it amounts to a recommendation of
wishful thinking. Wishful thinking is non-rational because it is the belief that a proposition is
true not because there is sufficient evidence for establishing its truth but because we want it to be
true. If we understand James’s argument in this way it implies that the “will to believe”
encourages us, when there is insufficient evidence to the contrary, to believe what we like, what
appeals to us most.38
But Davis makes the point that James’s delineation of a “genuine option” precludes this
line of argumentation. For despite the apparent arbitrariness of choosing one option over another
in a “genuine option” Davis argues that there is nothing wrong with a little wishful thinking.
The proper route for a defender of James is, I believe, not sternly to deny that this
amount to wishful thinking. It is rather cheerfully to admit that it amounts to (a
species of) wishful thinking and then ask: But what precisely is wrong with
wishful thinking in evidence-situations involving genuine options? 39
This answer does not seem to address the question at hand: does the doctrine of the will to
believe provide a rational justification for the belief in the existence of God? If it is wishful
thinking then it does not. That then is precisely what is wrong with wishful thinking.40 The
benefits of wishful thinking in relationships are clear, and the extension to the realm of Theism
are relevant but even if we were to grant that James’s argument provides some support for the
Theists position, there exists one last criticism to be dealt with in this paper that offers a
significant challenge to the claim that it is rational to believe in the existence of God, and that is
the problem of evil.
38

Davis, p. 172.
Davis, p. 173.
40
One of he unstated assumptions of James is that we are all equally rational and can unearth all the relevant
evidence and identify all the rational positions we can take given the various data. If this were not so, the “will to
believe” would favour the weak-minded and serve as a justificatory basis for most of their decisions based in a
passional nature.
39
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The Problem of Evil
None of the previous arguments offered conclusive proof of the existence of God. All
have been subject to varying degrees of weakness. However there is one line of argument that
has been devastating for the rational foundation of Theism, the belief in a single, self-existent,
eternal, immutable, omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent, omni-benevolent, immaterial creator
and sustainer of the universe, and that is the problem of evil.
The problem of evil arises from the attempt to reconcile the existence of evil in the
world,41 evil in the sense of both human acts of cruelty and natural catastrophes, with the
necessary attributes of God, namely omnipotence, omniscience and benevolence. 42 There seems
to be a logical contradiction among these four propositions but the believer must, according to
Theism, hold them all to be true. The task of the Theist then is to account for the contradiction
according to rational thought.43
The most apparent of these contradictions can be immediately identified. If God is wholly
powerful he should be able to eliminate evil if he wanted. If God is wholly good, then he would
want to eliminate evil if he knew of its existence; and if God is all-knowing then he would know
of the existence of evil. Given these conflicting propositions, a rational theist would have to
either modify his conception of God or deny that evil exists. For the problem will dissipate if he
concedes that God is not completely omnipotent, or that he can not know everything, or that he is
not wholly good, or that evil does not exists or is not the opposite of good or benevolence. Thus

41

Evil in this sense should be understood as the opposite of good.
As Warburton points out, perhaps natural evil is not the most appropriate terminology, but it is usually understood
to encompass things like disease, plague, disaster, earthquakes, tidal waves etc. and that is how I intend the term
natural evil for the purposes of this paper. Clearly there are far too many examples of evil in this world for us to
even consider the possibility of a denial.
43
Mackie, Evil and Omnipotence.
42
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the problem will not arise if the Theist gives up at least one of the four propositions that
constitute it.44
In an attempt to respond to the problem of evil, some Theists have offered the following
defences. The first of these arguments is the claim that good cannot exist without evil, they are
two sides of the same coin. But this solution seems to set a limit on the capabilities of God,
implying that he cannot create good without evil. This limitation conflicts with the claim that
God is omnipotent or that there are some limits to what God can do.45 Theists may claim that
God cannot do the logically impossible suggesting that good without evil, is a logical
impossibility. But this suggestion runs contrary to what we normally consider the definitions of
good and evil, namely that good and evil are opposites. Furthermore, there does not appear to be
a logical inconsistency when we conceive of the world as all good, without evil. Surely in the
absence of evil we might not notice that things were good, but evil’s absence does not preclude
the existence of good.
A second defense is that evil is a necessary means to the greater good. In other words, we
would not have the great deeds of the saints and heroes to look to for inspiration if there was no
evil or suffering in the world to allow them to prove themselves. In other words the occurrence
of evil in this world allows for greater moral action as a consequence. However, this argument is
untenable for a number of reasons. First, it is not very obvious how the magnitude of human
cruelty that occurred during the Holocaust becomes “justified” by the morally good actions of
Schindler or how the plight of Calcutta is justified in the acts of mercy by Mother Teresa.
Second, it puts severe limitations on the power of God. As Mackie explains, it introduces a

44

This assumes that the rejected of one of the propositions that constitute the problem of evil is sincerely rejected.
As Mackie points out there have been several half-hearted attempts to explicitly reject but implicitly reasserted
elsewhere in the philosophical or theological position.
45
Mackie, Evil and Omnipotence.
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causal law; it propounds that evil is the means to good or that evil causes good. This subjects
God to a causal law, thereby setting limits on his omnipotence, because if God wants to have
good in this world, he must introduce evil.46 This conflicts with God’s essential attribute of
omnipotence.
Third, by forcing God to introduce evil and suffering, conflicts with another attribute, that
of benevolence, even if it introduces the greater good. Is God a utilitarian? Should the greater
good be more important than lesser evils?47 Is God a consequentialist? Do the ends justify the
means? Despite the difficulty in answering these questions, even if we concede that in order to
do good God must do evil, this concession runs contrary to our understanding of being wholly
benevolent. Although in the previous defense our understanding of evil is called into question, in
this case evil is as we commonly understand it (pain and suffering) it is just a means to do good.
As such it runs contrary to one of God’s essential attributes. But what of the argument that evil is
necessary for this, the best of all possible worlds?
Mackie suggests subtler reasoning has been introduced in the historical development of a
defense against the problem of evil and that is the claim that the evil we experience in this world
is only physical evil, pain and suffering, but the good that results is of a higher order, spiritual
goods like sympathy and benevolence. Theists suggest that criticism of this defense focuses
myopically on a lower plain of existence and as such offers weak evidence. Mackie offers a
response to this defense as illustrated in the following table.

First Order
Second Order

46
47

Evil
Pain and misery

Good
Pleasure and happiness
Sympathy and benevolence

Mackie, Evil and Omnipotence.
If we can prove the existence of an imbalance in favour of good, which itself is problematic.
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These second order goods emerge as a necessary result of the first order evils. Theists also claim
that these spiritualist second order claims are the more important focus that the mere physical
evils that prompt them. Since God is concerned with the more spiritual and it is these goods that
we equate with our conception of his benevolence, then it is possible for God still to remain
wholly benevolent while evil exists in the world.
This subtlety seems to defend God’s goodness and omnipotence on the grounds that this
may be the best of all possible worlds because it allows for second order goods while admitting
the presence of first order evils.48 But upon closer examination, we see the imbalance in the
matrix. The existence of second order goods means that our original understanding of good and
evil as opposites does not hold. The second order good is excluded from the opposition of both
first order good and evil. This allows for the existence of evil without tarnishing the existence of
God’s good. These second order goods reign unopposed.
Mackie’s suggestion is that we look to second order evil as a counter-balance to reaffirm
our original conception of the opposition between good and evil. Clearly these second order evils
exist; they exist in the form of cruelty, maliciousness, and cravenness among others.
Furthermore, just as the second order goods are what God promotes, second order evils are what
God would want to oppose if he were wholly good, or omni-benevolent. Therefore, if we admit
to the existence of second order evils, then the problem of evil once again asserts itself.
However, by far the strongest defence to the problem of evil is the Free Will Defence.49
This argument claims that God gave us free will in order to allow us the freedom to choose to do
right or wrong; and that the existence of Free Will outweighs by far the evils it permits. This
argument seems to reconcile the attributes of God with the existence of evil. In order for our

48
49

Mackie, Evil and Omnipotence.
Commonly attributed with its most famous expounder, St. Augustine.
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will’s truly to be free, we must have the freedom to do evil; and a world that allows for evil in
order that our wills be free is better than a world without evil and without the freedom to choose
whether to do good or evil. In fact, they claim that if we did not have the freedom to choose, we
could not even call our actions moral, for morality entails choosing to do good over evil.50
The Free Will Defence is founded on the assumption that a world without evil and the
possibility of free will is less attractive than its opposite. But is this necessarily so? As illustrated
in the previous example, how do we measure the benefits of free will against the costs of
suffering? Likewise, why is it the case that in order to have free will we must also have evil?
Couldn’t we just have the illusion of free will without the existence of evil?51 It would be
difficult for Theists in this context to claim that the benevolence of God keeps him from placing
us under the mask of illusion. Theist might respond that such a life would be a sham, but that
assumes that we could ever wake from the dream of illusion. In this case it would not be an
illusion, it would be real.52 This further assumes that we do in fact have free will and that hard
and soft determinism are untenable. Many of these possible worlds run contrary to the
omnipotent, omniscient and omni-benevolent attributes of God.
Even if we grant for the sake of argument that human cruelty or moral evil is a necessary
condition for free will and that free will is better than its alternatives, the Free Will Defence still
fails to explain the existence of natural evil or natural disasters. There is no apparent link
between the existence of natural disaster and free will. Theists have presented a number of
possible rebuttals to this line of argument such as all evil in this world is a result of man’s
original sin, natural evil is divine retribution for moral evil, and that the regularity of the laws of
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Warburton, p. 23.
Warburton, p. 24-5
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This could be the subject of another paper, but perhaps will leave that up to the Metaphysicians and moviemakers.
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nature far outweigh the occasional disasters that are there side effects. However, the first two
explanations are more easily believed by someone who already believes in the existence of God,
and the second one suffers from the additional consideration that natural evil does not always
affect the morally evil. Additionally, a third counter argument calls into question the potency of
God once again, as we can naturally ask why God could not have designed a world where we
could have all the benefits of the regularity of the laws of nature, with none of the drawbacks.
This leads to what Mackie calls the Paradox of Omnipotence: can an omnipotent being
create things he cannot subsequently control? For the creation of human free will seems to
instantiate a situation of evil that God cannot control. This may explain why evil is present but it
does not explain how we can reconcile evil’s existence with the supposed omnipotence of God.53
The Free Will defense puts the Theist in the unenviable position of trying to explain how God
has bound his powers of omnipotence with the creation of human free will.
If the Theist answers affirmatively that God can create limits that bind him then we can
rightly ask how this position can be reconciled with the attribute of omnipotence. If he answers
negatively, there he is admitting there are things that God cannot do; and this is a clear indication
that God’s power is not omnipotent. The Theist could claim that God was once omnipotent but
once he put things in motion he either cease to be omnipotent allowing things to take their course
given the “programming” he gave to them, or that God himself ceased to be. This certainly
would solve the paradox of omnipotence, but it would also contradict a further attribute of God,
his eternality.

53

Assuming God’s other two essential attributes stand.
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Conclusion
Given the importance of God’s existence, we must come to a conclusion; it is what James
called a forced option. You must either call Theism true or call it false, agnosticism is a form of
intellectual insincerity. In order for us to consider Theism true, we have to have reasons, proof or
justification for the claim or at the very least understand how it could be rational to hold such a
belief. We have found no such justification for the claim that God exists. We have even found
the essential propositions that support the claim to be contradictory, inconsistent and incoherent.
Not only do religious beliefs lack rational support, they are positively irrational. The conception
of God and his various attributes are inconsistent with the existence of evil. The Theist can only
maintain his position by a rejection of reason. Therefore, the Theist must be prepared not only to
believe that which does not have any rational foundation, but that which can be disproved by
other beliefs he holds concurrently. Granted, that many of us hold irrational beliefs, but a
commitment to the truth forces us to give them up when faced with overwhelming counter
evidence. After so many failed attempts to provide evidence of the existence of God, one
wonders if the conception as it stands holds any credence. Not only is there overwhelming
evidence to the contrary but it remains debatable as to whether God-talk even makes sense.54
Therefore to hold-fast to the claim that God exists is to hold an irrational belief.

54

See Nielsen in Does God Exist, Can Faith Validate God-talk?, Religious Perplexity and Faith, and God
Scepticism and Modernity.
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Abstract:
For Aristotle, the good life, is one in which man fulfils his function as both a rational and social
animal and thereby achieves the end of happiness by living a virtuous life. Happiness, then, marks
the realization of man’s essential nature. In order to understand how we are to achieve happiness
as both rational and social animals, the following essay explores the relation between friendship,
contemplation and happiness. Taking happiness as the end of man, and considering friendship
that which affords men the opportunity for an external activity of the soul in accordance with
virtue, I will show how friendship both witnesses and mirrors the internal activity of
contemplation, and as such serves the end of man qua social animal. Just as, man qua rational
animal, immediately achieves happiness via an internal activity of the rational soul in accordance
with intellectual virtue, so, man qua social animal, mediately achieves happiness via the external
activity of the soul in accordance with “social virtue”, or friendship. This is why “Friends are the
greatest external virtue”, because friendship is the social virtue.

Introduction
For Aristotle, the good is the end of all activity – it is the goal of all things. The good of
man, i.e., happiness, we are told, “is an activity of the soul in accordance with virtue”. The good
life, is one in which man fulfils his function as both a rational and social animal and thereby
achieves the end of happiness by living a virtuous life. Happiness, then, marks the realization
(read the end or actualization) of man’s essential nature.
The highest virtue, or excellence, of man is the fulfilment of his form qua rational
animal, and so the highest actualization of the form of man’s function is contemplation. That is,
man is essentially a rational animal, so one might say “the [highest] good of man, [the highest]
happiness, is an [internal] activity of the [rational] soul in accordance with [intellectual] virtue”.
The highest good is thus achieved via the activity of the highest soul, i.e., nous, and,
consequently, true happiness for man is achieved by leading the contemplative life in accordance
with virtue.
Interpreting the aim of the Nicomachean Ethics1 as attempting to answer the question:
How are we to achieve happiness as both rational and social animals?, and noting that Aristotle
devotes two complete books and several sections to the topic of friendship, what, we must ask, is
the relation between friendship, contemplation and happiness? Friendship, as he explains at the
beginning of book eight, is one of the most important virtues, for friends contribute a great deal
of what makes life worth living, and no one would choose to live without friends. So how does
friendship reflect the end of man as a rational and social animal?

1

Henceforth referred to as the Ethics.
2

Taking happiness as the end of man, and considering friendship that which affords men
the opportunity for an external activity of the soul in accordance with virtue, I will show how
friendship both witnesses and mirrors the internal activity of contemplation, and as such serves
the end of man qua social animal. To do so, I will limit the discussion of friendship to what
Aristotle calls the prefect form of friendship that develops between “good men who are alike in
excellence or virtue”.2 After establishing that good and complete friendship is based on “equality
and likeness, especially the likeness of those who are similar in virtue”, I will then examine the
notion of virtue, both moral and intellectual. Having noted that the highest form of intellectual
virtue is contemplation, for it most immediately actualizes the function of man, I will then
investigate the relationship of both friendship and contemplation to the end of happiness.
I will argue that since “friendship is equality and likeness, especially the likeness of those
who are similar in virtue”, and since happiness is “an activity of the soul in accordance with
virtue”, then as much as contemplation is the greatest internal good, so friendship is the greatest
external good. Just as, man qua rational animal, immediately achieves happiness via an internal
activity of the rational soul in accordance with intellectual virtue, so, man qua social animal,
mediately achieves happiness via the external activity of the soul in accordance with “social
virtue”, or friendship. This is why “Friends are the greatest external virtue”, because friendship
is the social virtue.

2

1156b6.
3

The Nature of Friendship
The good life as it has been described in the earlier books of the Ethics finds its external
source in friendship.3 The reason is that man is naturally a social animal and it is in friendship
that man as a social animal finds fulfillment. That is, this fulfillment comes from a mutual
sharing with others of the best and most virtuous things in life.4 Thus, the basis of friendship is
found in the necessity and natural instinct to strive towards happiness. But what is the proper
manifestation of this sharing?
Aristotle distinguishes between three types of friendship: those of utility, those of
pleasure, and of goodness.5 The distinguishing characteristics between these three types are: 1)
those based on utility are formed when people are friends because they can gain some thing for
themselves; 2) those based on pleasure are formed when people are friends because of the
pleasure they can provide for each other; and 3) those based on virtue or goodness are formed
when good people, who are similar in virtue wish the good for each other for the other’s sake
and not for any other motive.6 The distinguishing characteristic between these three types are
that the first two are formed for the purpose of gaining something, i.e., they are means to some
end, and the third is formed for its intrinsic value, i.e., is an end in itself. These first two types
are called incomplete because that which is pursed for itself and not as a means to some further
end is inherently more desirable and complete.7

3

Wiser, p. 44.
Cambridge Companion, p. 228.
5
Walker, p 180.
6
1156a7 – 1156a30.
7
1094a16-20.
4
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Complete friendship, then, can only exist between good men. Good men are those that
live in accordance with virtue. Thus complete friendship is the friendship of good people, i.e.
people similar in virtue.8 As Aristotle writes:
…complete friendship is the friendship of good people similar in virtue; for
they wish goods in the same way to each other in so far as they are good,
and they are good themselves. Now those who wish goods to their friend for
the friend’s own sake are friends most of all; for they have this attitude
because of the friend himself, not coincidentally. Hence these people’s
friendship lasts as long as they are good; and virtue is enduring.9
In other words, complete friends wish goods for each other not for the sake of what they will
receive in return, be it pleasure or utility, even if what they receive is reciprocal, but they wish to
share these goods with each other for each other’s own sake. What that means is that when we
have a true friendship, we wish the best for our friend, we wish them everything that we wish for
ourselves, i.e. all the goods that we believe lead to happiness. Thus, as Aristotle writes later on in
book eight, the equality of friends and not only the similarity of their virtue, is required for
complete friendship.10 A good and complete friendship, therefore, depends on likeness and
equality of virtue.11
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1156b6-7.
1156b7-11. Thus for the remainder of the paper, I will use the term Friendship to refer to this perfect type of
friendship and will not refer to the lesser forms unless otherwise specified.
10
1159b2-4.
11
Aristotle mentions that a type of friendship between good but unequal people is possible but this too is a lesser
from of friendship because each does not get the same thing from the other (1158b20) and hence they are not equal,
a characteristic necessary for a virtuous friendship (1159b2).
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The Nature of Virtue
It would seem, then, that virtue is the basis for good and complete friendship, but what is
the basis for virtue? Virtues, according to Aristotle, are those features of a thing that make it, and
its operation, good.12 Thus, the good of man, as Aristotle states in book one, is an activity of the
soul in accordance with virtue.13 Therefore any discussion of virtue requires a further
examination of the activities of the soul.
The soul of any animal is composed of two parts: the rational and the non-rational. The
non-rational is further split into two parts. The first is the nutritive part which strives towards
being, it is the cause of nutrition and growth which is shared with all living things and so is not
relevant to a discussion of human virtue which concerns human well-being. The second is the
psychological, or moral, part which strives towards well-being and shares in reason, although it
is not specifically rational, because it can be made submissive to reason.14 The rational part of
the soul is also made-up of two parts: the scientific, and the calculating. The scientific part
enables man to comprehend eternal or universal entities, and the calculative part enables man to
deliberate upon these universal entities.
Two parts of the soul, namely, the rational and the psychological, have corresponding
virtues.15 The moral virtues are what enable people live well. They enable a person to live well
by controlling the appetites and desires that form the irrational part of the soul. They are
developed through habit, and aim at the relative mean in both feeling and action. As Aristotle
writes:
12

This assumes a teleological nature of human beings, i.e. that there is a proper function of human beings. The good
in this case is happiness, and happiness, as Aristotle states in 1102a14-17, is an activity of the soul and not of the
body.
13
1102a5-6.
14
1102b13. This implication emerges from Aristotle’s discussion of the praise and blame we award for continence
and incontinence. See 1102b14-18, 1102b25-28, and the first half of Book VII.
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By [moral] virtue I mean virtue of character; for this is concerned with
feelings and actions, and these admit of excess, deficiency and an
intermediate condition [the mean]. [We can have appetites and desires] both
too much and too little, and in both ways not well; but at the right times,
about the right things, towards the right people, for the right end, and in the
right way, is the intermediate and best condition, and this is proper to
virtue.16
In other words, the mark of moral virtue is to experience emotions and act in accordance with
virtue as the mean.17 This mean however is not absolute, but depends upon the circumstances
surrounding the situation. Thus, the morally virtuous man must judge what is too much or too
little in a given situation and choose the proper course of action. The mean, however, is partially
determined by the use of reason, specifically, by the use of practical reason.

The use of pure (as opposed to practical) reason and the activity of the purely rational
part of the soul, nous, is to be found in the domain of the intellectual virtues. The intellectual
virtues are what enable man to understand the value and purpose of well being, that is, they
concern not only how to live well but why one ought to so strive towards well-being. Thus, they
enable a person to understand the proper end of humanity. That is, the object of reasoning in the
scientific faculty is absolute truth, and truth enables a person to figure out the means of
satisfying this striving. As Barnes elucidates:
Since desire motivates action and reason determines right rule for virtuous
action, choice is based on a combination of reason and desire. Reason is the
most important of the two factors, but both are essential. To choose
correctly, one must determine the right rule, which means that choice is
dependent on the intellectual virtues.18
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Aristotle holds that the mean is not absolute and depends on particular circumstances surrounding the situation.
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In other words, where moral virtue is an habitual disposition in regard to choice, intellectual
virtue is a reasoned activity in regard to truth which seeks determines the right rule for virtuous
action.
So the value of the moral and intellectual virtues is unequal as regards understanding.
The smaller and less inclusive interests of the appetites should always be subordinated to the
larger and more inclusive interest of the intellect.19 In other words, the central guideline of the
teleological foundation of the Ethics is that the good life consists in the proper development and
control of those elements that are within one’s own nature. As the appetites are transient and
fleeting, and the intellect reaches for the universal and enduring, the latter are a higher good than
the former. Therefore, although virtue applies to both moral and intellectual activity, neither end
can be achieved or function properly without the use of reason. Consequently, those activities
that make use of more of man’s rational nature attend to a higher form of virtue because they
bring man most closely to his end. This is one of the means by which Aristotle justifies his
assertion that contemplation is the highest good of man – it in an internal activity of the soul in
accordance with intellectual virtue.

The Nature of the ‘Good Man’
According to Aristotle, all actions and choices aim at some good, which may be defined
as the end or goal of that action or choice.20 The highest good for man is happiness because it is
pursued for itself and not as a means to achieve or attain other goods. This is what is means to
say that happiness is an activity of the soul in conformity with virtue. As noted in the preceding
section, intellectual virtue for man is the actualization of his purely rational potential. Therefore,
19

Walker, p 184.
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the ‘good man’, where we mean man qua rational animal, is one who achieves happiness through
the conformity of his soul with reason. The highest, or purest, form of reason is contemplation;
therefore, the greatest happiness the ‘good man’ can achieve comes through living a
contemplative life. Thus, man as a rational animal realizes (or actualizes) his inherent (or
potential) nature, i.e., he achieves the greatest happiness via contemplation. Yet Aristotle also
says that man is a social animal and this natural gregariousness is also an inherent part of his
nature.
So what is the relationship of friendship to man qua social animal and his end of
happiness? Friendship is a form of what might be best called “social virtue” since it is
indispensable for human life if man is a both a ration and social animal.21 Happiness as we have
seen, is achieved through the activity of the soul in conformity with virtue. Thus, virtue, or the
social part of it, is achieved through the external activity of friendship.22 Man, qua social animal,
mediately achieves happiness via the external activity of the soul in accordance with “social
virtue”, or via friendship, in much the same way as man, qua rational animal, immediately
achieves happiness via the internal activity of the soul in accordance with intellectual virtue, or
via contemplation.
Aristotle offers three arguments supporting the conclusion that friendship is essential for
happiness. The first argument is based on the idea of a friend as a second self. He states, that as
men can more easily observe the actions of another man, likewise, the virtuous man can more

20

1094a1-3.
115a2-3.
22
This beings up another related topic to the pursuit of happiness that Mansini mentions, and that is, whether we
accept that man needs friendship as constitutive of his happiness, i.e. it is part of the integral whole or that
friendship is an intrinsic good, like health and virtue, and so the happy man can be said to need all three, but in
different ways. And that friendship like health (to a degree anyway) can be missing and one can still be happy for
one can still exercise the virtues and so posses what formally constitutes happiness. But that topic is beyond the
scope of this paper.
21
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easily observe the virtues of another virtuous man. Moreover a virtuous friend is another self, so
having a friend whose actions are easier to observe leads to self-knowledge.23 Therefore, friends
are needed to increase self-knowledge. The second argument appeals to Aristotle’s
understanding that happiness consists of activity. He says the excellent person enjoys expressing
virtue. But it would be difficult for one man to constantly express virtue all by himself. His
activity would be more continuous if he had friends. Therefore, friends are necessary in order to
live an active life of virtue.24 The third argument is used to establish that friendship is an object
of natural desire, and that a virtuous man, whose desire is in accord with virtue, desires friends.
In other words, friendship is ultimately an intrinsic good and not just an instrumental good, as it
seems to be in the previous two arguments.25 These three arguments serve to establish that
friendship is essential for happiness and the good life because friends give the good man a source
of pleasure and the opportunity to do generous and virtuous deeds, and the opportunity to
witness and reflect on the value of the contemplative life.26

Conclusion
Friendship, then, is to the end of the social man as contemplation is the end of the
rational man. If man, then, is both a social and rational animal, then both are required for man to
attain the end of happiness. The benefits of friendship are not to be derived from the more
common friendships of utility or pleasure, but only from those that are founded on virtue. Good
and complete friendship, as such, is based on equality and likeness, and especially the likeness of
those who are similar in virtue. Virtues being those features of a thing that make it and its
23

1169b22-1170a4.
1170a4-12.
25
Mansini, p 408.
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operation good, we come to the following conclusion: In the case of the rational man,
contemplation is the highest form of virtue. In the case of the social man, friendship is the
highest form of virtue. Thus, “Friends are the greatest external virtue”, because friendship is the
greatest social virtue.

26
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An Orff-Schulwerk Training Course and a
Descriptive Analysis of the Recorder Component
abstract
The aim of this investigation was an attempt to examine the content of the recorder component
in an Orff-Schulwerk training course. The researchers obtained permission to observe the
recorder sessions of an Orff-Schulwerk Teacher-Training Course provided by a university in a
southern state. This course has been well established and has been in operation for
approximately fifteen years. Of main interest was to document how students start as a beginner
in recorder playing in Level I and proceed to acquire the skills to teach it in the given time frame
of the course. The content of the lesson plans for the Orff Schulwerk Training Course were
analyzed. All three levels taught by different instructors were compared on 1) recorder specific
techniques 2) the Orff Process, 3) teacher pedagogy 4) literature and 5) other included items.
From a careful analysis of all three levels and of the recorder lesson plans the progress of both
skill level and Orff training level seems parallel. Level one focused mainly on the soprano
recorder-introducing note to note coverage of the instrument. Level two was able to progress a
step further and introduced either pentatonic scales or modes with some attention to articulation
and sound production. Level three focused on a variety of different pieces and styles with a
number of ornamentation that they had to use. Finally, all of the lessons included a wealth of
supplemental information such as bibliographies, songs, folk songs etc. as well as a variety of
vendors who sell recorder supplies. Only Level III lessons provided a set of articles specifically
addressing how to introduce the recorder in the classroom.
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An Orff-Schulwerk Training Course and a
Descriptive Analysis of the Recorder Component

The recorder has existed since the twelfth century and has enjoyed an importance as a
professional musical instrument since the fifteenth century. At the end of the eighteenth century
however, when larger musical ensembles demanded greater volume and range, recorder playing
lost its popularity. (Burakoff, & Hetttrick, 1980) Interest in the recorder, along with the study of
early music, was revived at the beginning of the twentieth century. Carl Orff, assisted by Gunild
Keetman, was developing his instrumentarium for the Orff ensemble around the middle of
1920’s. With the advice of Curt Sachs, and the enthusiasm of Keetman, the recorder was added
to the ensemble of xylophones, metallophones, and percussion instruments. (Frazee, 1987;
Warner, 1991). Apart from the voice, the recorder is the main instrument providing the
sustaining tones to the ensemble. The lightness of the recorder sound fits well with the timbre of
the Orff ensemble. Furthermore, the soprano recorder starts from the pitch C, similar to other
Orff instruments; and the recorder comes in varying sizes. Gunild Keetman published music for
the recorder as early as 1930 and continued to compose more music for the Schulwerk following
that time. Carley (1977) described highlights of this recorder music and provided an overview of
how recorder is incorporated in the Orff Schulwerk. Carley (1972, 1982-1984) also contributed
several books of recorder music and techniques related to the Schulwerk. The recorder has truly
occupied an integral part of the Schulwerk, the use of recorder is found in all five volumes of
Music for Children (Orff and Keetman, 1950), and it is introduced to children along with
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movement, chants, and speech typical of the Orff Schulwerk approach (Keetman, 1974;
Orff/Murray, 1974.)
The history of the Orff Schulwerk has been documented by Osterby (1989), Shamrock
(1989), Snell (1980), and Wimmer (1993). The American Orff-Schulwerk Association (AOSA)
was established in 1968 and is an affiliate of the Music Educators National Conference (MENC).
In the United States, about fifty institutions offer summer AOSA-approved Orff Schulwerk
Teacher-Training Courses for over one thousand teachers in each the past eight years. This
summer “certificate” training started about thirty years ago with only a few institutions. This
training is provided in a progression of three levels, with an option of an additional advanced
master level. Since 1980, AOSA has provided detailed curriculum guidelines for the teacher
training courses, including guidelines for the recorder component (AOSA, 1980, 1996).
There have been various research studies on Orff Schulwerk-related topics. For instance,
Brophy (1998) and Flohr (1980) studied children's improvisation in the context of the
Schulwerk; and Sogin and Wang (1990) researched the perception of Orff-trained teachers in a
music classroom. Clausel (1998), Daigneault (1993), Jaccard (1995), and Tsisserev (1993)
compared the Schulwerk model to various instructional models. Other studies include
researching the effect of Orff Schulwerk on musical preference (Bondurant-Koehler; 1995), on
instrumental program (Daigneault, 1993; Madden, 1984), on memory development (Grant,
1991), and on musical achievement (Hensley, 1981). Instructional time use was studied by Price
and Harding (1988), Martin (1993), Munsen's (1987), Wang and Sogin (1997), and Hamilton
(1999). Collectively, the findings indicate that the Orff Schulwerk approach is comprised of
multiple activities including speech, moving, singing and playing various Orff instruments. The
teacher gives frequent, short verbal direction to keep the students making music making by
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adding small sequential chunks of musical materials. There is no research study pertaining to the
teaching and learning of recorder instruction per se. This study is an attempt to examine and to
better understand the content of the recorder component in an Orff-Schulwerk training course.
Method
The researchers obtained permission to observe the recorder sessions of an OrffSchulwerk Teacher-Training Course provided by a university in a southern state. This course has
been well established and has been in operation for about fifteen years. The course itself is
approved by AOSA and adheres to AOSA guidelines, and taught by AOSA approved instructors.
The course included three levels of teacher training and ran for ten days for six-and-half hours
per day. There were four daily components: ensemble, pedagogy, movement and recorder, plus a
special topics session that varied according to the expertise of the presenter. The recorder
sessions lasted one hour everyday. The lesson plans, notes, and music related to the recorder
sessions were analyzed in order to examine the objectives, activities, progress, teaching
strategies or pedagogy, and musical materials used. Since the recorder is supposed to be an
integral part of the Orff process, the recorder learning is expected to be intertwined in this
process. Many of the participants have not played the recorder prior to this summer course. A
main interest was to document how they start as a beginner in recorder playing and acquire those
skills needed to teach it in the given time frame.
Results
The content of the lesson plans for the eight days of the Orff Schulwerk Training Course
were analyzed. All three levels taught by different instructors were compared on 1) recorder
specific techniques 2) the Orff Process, 3) teacher pedagogy 4) literature and 5) other included
items.
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The trends for the recorder specific technique were clear and well defined. Level I began
with introducing specific notes on the soprano recorder, B, A, G the E1 and D1, F# and C.
Lessons at the end of the course used F Pentatonic. In Orff level II students studied the alto
recorder with the lessons centered on modes such as the Ionian, Mixolydian, Dorian, and Ionian
and less around specific notes. Level III used all four recorders soprano, alto, tenor and bass and
emphasized style using a variety of pieces, etudes, cannons, theme and variations and not
specifically on key specific notes or for that matter modes to be learned. All of the groups did
work on “Air Stream” and articulation with the most time spent in level three on a variety of
ornamentation and musicianship skills. Ornamentation included the long appoggiatura, trill,
mordent, turn, as well as articulation of releases and balance of parts.

Table 1. Orff Level I Teacher-Training Course - Recorder Lesson Plans

Day

Recorder
Technique
Notes B,
A, G
Air Stream

Orff Teaching
Process
Body Percussion
Movement
speech
Singing

2

Notes B,
A, G

Speech
Clapping
Improvisation

3

El, DI
G
pentatonic
G, E, G,
D, E
DI

Movement
Use of Accomp.

Level I group
Performance

Echo and imitation
Use of Accomp.
Specifically drums

Level I group
Performance

I

4
5

6
7

8

Teacher
Pedagogy
Finger
Preparations
Practice notes in
isolation
Place in Musical
Context

First small
group (3&4)
ensemble
experience
F#
Popping
Fingers
Exploring
C
C
Pentatonic
F
Pentatonic

Other Items

C Line Woman
Wild Horses
Snow Flakes

I . supplemental
songs
2. List of Practice
recorder songs
3. Bibliography

C Line Woman

4. Basic Recorder
Instruction
5. Folk Song
References
6. Children's
Books
7. Recorder
Literature.

MC Not, 27
Kagome,
Kagome
We will walk
and play
"Don't Care"
No 6 Keetman

"Eighteen
Pieces"
Improvise
Sing
Play
Instrumental
Accomp.
Instrument Accomp.

7

Literature

Partnering

"All around the
Buttercup"
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Table 2. Orff Level II Teacher-Training Course - Recorder Lesson Plans

Day
I

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

Recorder
Technique
Notes
EDC G,
GA
"Air
Stream"
Alto
Recorder
C
pentatonic
articulatio
n
G
pentatonic
A
Pentatonic
Endings
and cut
offs of
phrases
G
pentatonic
Ionian
mode
Play
soprano &
alto
Legato,
Tonguing,
dynamics
Dorian &
Mixolydia
n Modes

Orff Teaching
Process
Movement
Playing using Orff
instruments

Teacher
Pedagogy
Group
Practice and
Play

Literature

Other Items

Sweet Pipes

Recorder Reference
Books

Improvisation
Speech
movement

Group
Practice

Music for Children
Vol II

Variety of recorder
Method books for
adults and children

Improvisation

Group &
solo play

Advanced Recorder
Techniques

Improvisation
Singing

Group
Rehearsal

MC I
Sweet Pipes
Old Music for
Young Players
"Fortune my Foe"

Body Percussion
Movement
Improvisation
Improvisation
Movement
Accomp.
Speech

Group and
partnering

Improvisation
Body percussion
Movement
Improvisation
Movement

Group
rehearsal

Group
Work and
project
project

"Boil that Cabbage
Down" "Raccoon
got a Ring Tail"
Branle Simple in A
minor
"Sleep Baby Sleep"
"Dancing and
Springing"
Ten Little ostinato
Pieces
"Kleine Kanon"

Bibliography of
various Ensemble
music for recorder

Bib. Of Historical
Ensemble pieces
Addresses of
recorder publishers,
makers and sellers
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Table 3. Orff Level III Teacher-Training Course - Recorder Lesson Plans

Day*

Recorder
Technique
Articulation

1. The Long
Appoggiatura
2. Trill
3. Mordent

Orff
Teaching
Process
Articles by
Orff
Specialists

Teacher
Pedagogy

Literature

Articles on
Tips for
Classroom

Selected piec es of
Literature in a
Variety of
Siyle
s

and the use
ofrecorder
Songs with
Orff bar
Accomp.

Teachers

Other Items

4. Turn
5. Port de Voix
Attack and
Release
Use of all of the
recorders
Soprano, alto,
tenor bass
Balance of parts

*The content of Level 3 does not follow strictly day-to-day lesson plans. Focus is on
musicianship rather than concepts.
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The second descriptive area is the Orff Process, which is defined as the layering of
spoken word, movement, singing, improvisation, imitation, use of rhythmic instruments as well
as Orff instrumentarium during a lesson. It is very evident in the first two levels that instructors
introduced recorder technique within this particular framework. In all of Level I lessons this
process was used every day except in day 5, while Level II uses this Orff process on all eight
days in her lesson plans. Where as in Level III these techniques are only implied in the style of
music those students would choose to study during their eight days.
Teaching pedagogy students in all three levels practiced and performed in-groups of three
and four as well as in their large group ensemble. Only in Level II were students scheduled on
day three to perform a solo. In addition there was a great variety of literature used between all
three of these levels. Teachers scheduled folk songs, children’s rhymes, recorder ensemble
pieces and original composed melodies (see table of pieces). Other items included with the
lesson plans are bibliography, discography, recorder material for various age groups, and
historical ensemble pieces. Level three included actual articles for the students to study that
addressed specific pedagogical problems.

Discussion
From a careful analysis of all three levels and of the recorder lesson plans the progress of
both skill level and Orff Teacher training level seems parallel. Level one is focused only on the
soprano recorder-introducing note to note coverage of the instrument. Level two progressed a
step further and introduced either pentatonic scales or modes with some attention to articulation
and sound production. Level three focused on a variety of different pieces and styles with a
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number of ornamentation that they had to use. They also all had the opportunity to play all four
of the recorders and not just the soprano and alto.
Probably the most interesting aspect about these lessons is the systematic approach in
Levels I and II to integrate the Orff process in the study of the recorder. That is students in these
levels were taught not only how to play the recorder but also how to teach it. The use of
improvisation, movement, accompaniment with the recorder appeared seamless in these lessons.
Only in Level III lessons was this particular attribute made implicit.
One similarity between all of the recorder levels was the small three to four individuals’
ensemble groups and the large ensemble work that the groups were placed into. Level II was the
only group that specified solo material to be learned as well as had students do a final project. In
addition, every group used a variety of literatures from various different sources.
Finally, all of the lessons included a wealth of supplemental information such as
bibliographies, songs, folk songs etc. as well as a variety of vendors who sell recorder supplies.
Only Level III lessons provided a set of articles specifically addressing how to introduce the
recorder in the classroom.
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6. Abstract:

From 1939 to 1941, as Japanese aggression debilitated the Chinese nation, Mei
Niang (1920- ) penned three of her most famous novellas, Clam (Bang)(1939), Fish
(Yu)(1941), and Crabs (Xue)(1941). These works shed light on the struggle of Chinese
“ new women” in Japanese-occupied north China to realise ideals of women's
independence that stood in stark contrast to the conservative constructs of “ good wives,
wise mothers” (xianqi liangmu) advocated by colonial officials. Her contemporary appeal
is attested to by a catch-phrase, coined in 1942, that linked her name with that of one of
the most celebrated Chinese women writers of the twentieth century, Zhang Ailing (192095): "the south has Zhang Ailing, the north has Mei Niang" (nan Ling, bei Mei). Mei
Niang’ s fame has since been tempered by condemnation of the environment in which she
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forged her “ colonial” career. In China, from the 1950s to the 1970s, as one of the preeminent “ writers of the enemy occupation” (lunxian zuojia), Mei Niang was persecuted
by a Maoist regime dedicated to the refutation of the pre-"liberation" order.
The Chinese condemnation of cultural production in Japanese-occupied territories
was structured by the political necessity of articulating national resistance to foreign
imperialism. The historical narratives that emerged during the Maoist years had dramatic
ramifications for the literary legacies of writers whose work did not suit the dominating
paradigm. Their work was forcibly integrated into highly politicised narratives, ignored,
or silenced, thus cementing a collaboration/resistance dichotomy that continues to
structure much of our understanding of life in the Japanese colonies in China. Only in
recent years has the stranglehold of nationalist narratives begun to loosen, as scholars
begin to re-envision the world that lay between the two extremes. A long-forgotten
feminist legacy is slowly emerging. This paper re-situates Mei Niang's “ collaborationist”
career and three of her most famous novellas to highlight the feminism that dominated
her early work and links her with other feminist activists, within and beyond the Japanese
empire. Mei Niang “ described the reality” (miaoxie zhenshi) and “ exposed the reality”
(baolü zhenshi) of Chinese women’ s lives in Japanese colonial contexts; she wrote to
discredit regimes that she viewed as inherently misogynistic. Ironically, the high-profile
success that she attained suggests that significant professional opportunities were
afforded Chinese “ new women,” even as colonial officials encouraged them to abandon
most extra-familial roles and return to the home as “ good wives, wise mothers.” Mei
Niang's literary legacy offers important reflections on the relationships between
imperialism, patriarchy, and Chinese women in Japanese occupied north China.
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GLOBAL, LOCAL, AND HYBRID IDENTITIES
IN KANAKA MAOLI LITERATURE SINCE 1959:
A Work-in-Progress
Globalization and localization are two contradictory processes operating
simultaneously. As a global culture, economy, and society are spreading, local
communities continue efforts to maintain their particular cultural, economic, and societal
customs. Hybridity has become one way to re-create and re-vision a local community,
while incorporating elements of outside groups, such as the global culture. A hybrid
identity forms when elements of two or more cultures are merged and thereby create a
new cultural identity. The hybrid occupies partial identities, multiple roles, and
pluralistic selves. The individual or community with a hybrid identity mimics the
squeezing of the world community with a simultaneous expansion of the world
community.
Indigenous groups have been developing and adopting hybrid identities since
colonialism began. They have the ability to interact with outsiders and have managed to
maintain their cultural integrity at the same time. Hybridity presents several options for
indigenous nations as they position themselves vis-à-vis the state. This paper-in-progress
considers collective cultural identity in indigenous groups now living as internal colonies,
specifically the Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiians). The paper begins by describing the

internal colony experience. I then identify and define the global, local, and hybrid
identity types. This is followed by a discussion of my plan to develop an empirical study
of local, global, and hybrid identity in Kanaka Maoli literature since statehood (1959).
This study will allow me to make analytical contributions to the study of collective
identity in indigenous groups around the world.
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Panel Abstract:
Elbow Room
“Black Research in the Academy: Reshaping Paradigms and Praxis”
Panel Abstract Summary:
African Americans have certainly gained a foot in the academic community - this can be stated quite assuredly.
However, our presence does insist that research needs and styles begin to be re-examined as our interests are
continuously re-asserted into those of our historical and cultural interests as the fields of knowledge expand. Similarly,
the questions we address explore how these fields of interest can be incorporated into academe and the ways in which
agency is re-defined.
April Smith, in her essay seeks to define the ways in which space is created for a new form of black intellectual
traditions via mediated spaces. In using the CSPAN Tavis Smiley “State of Black America” symposiums since the turn
of 21st century, she examines the structural changes of black leadership (specifically that of public black intellectuals),
and how or if it becomes mere spectacle, as it seems in some cases, a form of “edu-tainment” sans a coherent, tangible
praxis of collective agency.
Next, by examining African American popular music performance in the academy, Delia Alexander addresses the
significance of employing culturally relevant aesthetic ideals in pedagogical techniques. She considers the findings from
her ethnographic research with Indiana University Soul Revue, a popular undergraduate course/performing ensemble
that specializes in the performance of African American popular music, highlighting performer-audience interplay as a
concept which informs the instructional methods used in the class. She also explores the success of this course as
indicative of the impact that culturally relevant curricula can have on performance-based coursework within the
academy.
Finally, Byron Craig will suggest that there is new form of black film marketed at the turn of the 21st century, (e.g.,
“Deliver Us From Eva” and “Two Can Play That Game,”) that must be defined. He argues that these films seem to
suggest that black Americans have “made it” and our problems are now merely the same problems experienced by
white Americans on a daily basis. This, he argues, is a new form of the simulacra and becomes a catalyst to the
suggestion that the African American community has finally surpassed the bonds of inequality and “racialized”
oppression.
Together this panel seeks to suggest that the examination of African American and diasporic cultures must be
undertaken using methodologies that do not merely mirror European standards, but also re-articulate and advance a
more collective, comprehensive statement about black resistance, protest, culture, and history for the 21st century.
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April F. Smith
M.A. Candidate - 2004
Department of African American and African Diaspora Studies
Indiana University – Bloomington
afsmith@indiana.edu
3000 South Walnut St. Pike, K-6
Bloomington, IN 47401
812/334-9703
“Old Roadmaps and New Paradigms in the 21st Century: Black Intellectual Advocacy, Media, and the Black Public
Sphere” (Topic Area – American & Cultural Studies, Communications Media)
In August 2000, journalist, and former news correspondent for Black Entertainment Television (BET), Tavis Smiley,
organized a historic, national symposium in Los Angeles, California, entitled Advocacy in the Next Millennium: New
Paradigms for Progress. The panel was comprised of Black America’s most prominent and public leaders, intellectuals,
politicians, and activists of our contemporary era, addressing the issues facing African Americans in the 21st century
while seeking to articulate strategies for improvement. Topics foremost to the discussion ranged from African American
politics, education and economics, to the degenerative social conditions such as, education, economics, family and
community crises, rising rates of poverty, incarceration, and drug addition.
Since 2000, Smiley has sponsored three additional national forums across the country, aired nationally on CSPAN,
sparking increased and lively public debate on black issues, leading some to coin these public broadcasts as “edutainment.”
The purpose of this paper is to use the CSPAN symposium as case study to examine the intersections of the media and
black intellectuals within the context of public, mediated “spaces.” How do black intellectuals function within, thus
define, agency within the black public sphere? Does the “celebrity-dom” of media grandstanding usurp or challenge
the larger mission towards planned grassroots political and social advocacy? Does “professed” political engagement
end when the cameras go off? Is the viewing public left with viable strategies or empty rhetoric? How and what new
paradigms are being advanced? How do various sociopolitical theories advanced by African American intellectuals
(many who are representatives of the academy) transfer over to praxis?
Ultimately, this paper seeks to explore how black public intellectuals are shaped by media and concurrently what
ramifications their mediated rhetoric presents for its viewers. More importantly, this study builds on the current, reemerging research-praxis models of contemporary academics such as Joy James, Anthony Bogues, and Manning
Marable, who in the tradition of Gramsci, Fanon, Freire, seek to rearticulate and restructure strategies towards radical,
public intellectualism and agency for the 21st century.
Key Words: Media –Intellectuals – African Americans – Rhetoric -- Agency
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“Give ‘Em Something to Hold Onto: Performer-Audience Interplay as a Key Component of Successful African
American Popular Music Performing Ensembles in the Academy” (Topic Area – Music, Ethnic Studies, Performing
Arts, Ethnomusicology, Music Education)
Scholars across the fields of ethnomusicology, music education and musicology and others have long held a healthy
dialogue about the place of non-Western European Art Music (WEAM), and the performance thereof, in the colleges
and universities. Initially, the prevailing ideology insisted that these musics alter their pedagogical and performance
practice traditions in order to conform to Eurocentric ideals; this was especially true of African American musics.
However, recent ideological shifts in the academy have created encouraging conditions for study and performance of
African American musics. For those involved in formalized study of these musics, one of many issues to resolve
concerns how best to employ culturally relevant instructional methods to ensure enhanced representation of these genres
and the cultures from which they emanate. Focusing on African American popular music performance, this paper will
explore the impact of employing culturally relevant pedagogical techniques in the academy.
Scholars such as Mellonee Burnim and Pearl Williams-Jones have identified several concepts and aesthetic preferences
that inform African American musical performance. One of the most significant of these concepts is performeraudience interplay: the relationship between entertainers and spectators in which the audience interacts with the
performer, becoming an active participant in the performance. This relationship between the performer and the
audience is central to the performance context. The concept of performer-audience interplay strongly informs the
instructional techniques used at Indiana University Soul Revue, a popular undergraduate course/performing ensemble
that specializes in the performance of African American popular musics and the focus of my ethnographic research.
Drawing from the works of scholars across the disciplines listed above and the findings from my research, I will discuss
the instructors’ success in instilling the concept of performer-audience interplay, the students’ success in internalizing
and actualizing it, and the audience’s reaction to their efforts. I suggest that the success of this course is indicative of
the impact that culturally relevant curricula can have in the academy and may have implications for the performance
study of other non-Western European art musics in the academy.
Key Words: Ethnomusicology, Music Education, African American Music
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“Racial Re-Defining in 21st Century Black Film” (Topic Area – Film, Communications, and Rhetoric)
Norman Denzin in his text READING RACE: HOLLYWOOD AND THE CINEMA OF RACIAL VIOLENCE asserts that
“each ethnic cinema is characterized by brief moments of revision and resistance when past stereotypes are challenged,
and more sensitive and complex stories are presented” (39). Although his text presents a somewhat appealing and
important doctrine on race and the cinema, it fails in its representation of the black figure in mainstream film text and
the progression of the black image via cinematic representation. In particular, Denzin’s text, while presenting a reading
that seems to chastise the Hollywood creation of racial representation, is remiss in addressing the dilemmas these
representations present to the black community.
This paper will address a number of issues but mainly is meant as a reading of contemporary “black” films that present
the African-American community as economically progressive. I will examine how films such as TWO CAN PLAY
THAT GAME and THE BEST MAN, are dangerously becoming a simulacra of the black community suggesting that we
are suddenly successful, happy, CEO’s and major players in the larger more lucrative corporations allowing us to “live
large.” Therefore, complacency for issues of racial and economic equality are now even more problematic. Indeed, I
will argue that notions of historical revisionist theory are ill-argued and premature in a Hollywood (and nation) that
misunderstands black resistance as violent riot and not as statement of protest.
Similarly, this paper will suggest that these films are merely updated forms of racial injustice that further incite
compromised integrity as well as lowered self-esteem (hooks, 2002) via the representation of fancy clothing and shiny
cars as middle-class success. The paper will conclude with a suggestion that black film be more closely chastised by
black scholars and that we use a model that is not taken from a white sociological view (Kelley, 2000), but rather enlists
the tenets of an Afro-centered theoretical perspective.
Key Words: Film Theory – African Americans – Representations -- Simulacra
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ABSTRACT

“Central Europe as post-coloniality.” This notion, proposed by R. Deltcheva in 1998, still
raises debate among some scholars both in the West, especially in the U.S., and in the
countries of the former “Eastern Block”. In what way(s) is it valid that the culture(s) of the
Central European countries should be considered a product of these countries’ subjugation
to the Russian and Soviet empire throughout the last two centuries? In my paper, certain
patterns of misperception among both Western and Polish literary scholars are discussed.
These scholars claim that this type of colonial dependence does not and should not apply
to Central European literatures. As a counterpoint to those misconceptions of the “native”
cultures and literatures of Central Europe, interpretations of the works of two
contemporary Polish prose writers, a novel “The Marshes” by Tadeusz Konwicki, and short
stories (“Grisha, I am going to tell you”) by Marek Nowakowski, are presented. The
methodology is derived from Edward Said’s works on imperialism and orientalism. The
conclusion arrived at is that both authors, though in contrasting ways, included concepts
and ideas in their works typical of a “colonized” mentality, thus reaffirming the notion of
Central Europe as post-coloniality.
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THE NDRONDROZA NASAL COMPOUNDS IN NGUNI LANGUAGES:
A case in Southern Ndebele
Abstract
Meinhof (1932) distinguishes two types of Ur-Bantu nasal compounds B./nt/
and B./nd/ in Bantu languages viz. secondary and primary (or original) nasal
compounds. The secondary nasal compounds, which are the result of the UrBantu syllable /ni/ of Class 9 nouns, occur at the beginning of a word stem,
such as in the following Zulu examples;
B./nd/ indoda (< ni + doda) ‘man’

B./nt/ into (<ni + utho)

induna ( < ni + duna) ‘headman’

‘thing’

intombi (< ni + thomba) ‘girl’

The primary nasal compounds occur in a word stem. e.g.
B./nd/ iqanda ‘egg’

B./nt/ abantu ‘people’

thanda ‘like’;

isonto ‘church‘

In Southern Ndebele, which is one of the official languages of the Republic of
South Africa known as isiNdebele, and other Nguni variants such as Northern
Ndebele and Mbo variant of Xhosa, the nasal compounds B./nt/ and B./nd/
have a tendency of being pronounced with an intrusion of a phoneme r, i.e. as
[nd; r] and [ndr] respectively. As a result, the term (uku)ndrondroza, which is
mainly used by the speakers of Southern Ndebele and other African
languages speakers as well as linguists, refers to the tendency of rendering
these nasal compounds with the phoneme r. Compare, for instance, the
following Southern Ndebele and Zulu examples in this regard:
Southern Ndebele

Zulu

intombi [ind; rombi]

‘girl’

intombi [int’ombi]

abantu [a[and; ru]

‘people’

abantu [a[ant’u]

indawo [indraw]]

‘place’

indawo [indaw]]

induna [indruna]

‘headman’

induna [induna]

According to the above examples, numerous questions arise from this
peculiar phonological feature: Does (uku)ndrondroza phenomenon occur in all
environments where Ur-Bantu nasal compounds /nt/ and /nd/ occur ?. Do the
nasal compounds B./nt/ and B./nd/ occur in Southern Ndebele phonological
system or not?.
Wilkes (1997) and Skhosana (1998) in discussing the so-called
(uku)ndrondroza phenomenon in Southern Ndebele, which is a unique feature
that this speech form does not share with any of its sister Nguni languages, do
not address the questions such as those raised above.
In this paper the discussion focuses on the environments and conditions
under which each of these nasal compounds occurs. The paper attempts to
address the question of whether Southern Ndebele do have Ur-Bantu nasal
compounds /nt/ and /nd/ or not v/s the drondrozafied version, i.e.[nd; r] and
[ndr].

In conclusion, the investigation will illustrate that the so-called
(uku)ndrondroza phenomenon is only confined to Southern Ndebele Classes
9 and Class 10 nouns and not in other noun classes such as Class 8 or
foreign words. It will also further be shown that each Ur-Bantu nasal
compound /nt/ and /nd/ actually has three variants,i.e. [nt’], [nd; r], [nd] and
[nd], [ndr], [nd; ] respectively.
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Abstract
More designers, as well as market researchers, have recognized that designs should
meet the different needs and preferences of end users and also bring them different
kinds and levels of satisfaction. By using the concept of culture as composed of spatial
and temporal dimensions, this paper first reviews how physical objects relate to the
beliefs, wants, needs and preferences of users, and also to their activities and behavior.
Using public space furniture for older persons as a case study, this paper examines the
ways in which older persons interact with them. It then discusses the need for designers
to respect and understand the needs and preferences of users by observing their daily
practices, and in turn to produce designs with a high degree of userfitness.
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User-oriented Design:
A Case Study of Public Space Furniture for Older Persons
Kin Wai Michael Siu, Ph.D.
Jackie Yan Chi Kwok, Ph.D.
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Introduction
Designers always claim to consider the quality of designs. However, the emphasis placed
by designers is still always heavily or solely on the physiological aspect. Is this sufficient?
In fact, in recent years, many design critics have pointed out that, to fit the actual needs
and preferences of users, apart from physiological factors designers should also consider
the culture of individuals or of particular user-groups (Bijker, 1995; Jordan & Green,
1999; Margolin & Margolin, 2002; Norman, 1998; Orr, 2002; Whiteley, 1995). However,
how should this be done?
The Spatial and Temporal Dimensions of Culture
To understand the culture of an individual or of a particular group of people, and how
this relates to the quality of a design, it is necessary to understand the spatial and
temporal dimensions of culture.
Each spatial layer of a particular culture represents the specific structure and
characteristics of the culture at a specific period in time. Each spatial layer can also be
understood as three levels of structure: an outer level, an intermediate level and an
inner level (Figure 1). Compared with the two former levels, the inner level is intangible
and invisible. Although this level is difficult to understand, it can be reflected through the
intermediate and outer levels. The inner level affects not only how people, for example,
users of a design object or system, make decisions and act (the intermediate level), but
also the design of the physical objects or system (the outer level). Looking at the
relationships among the three levels in another way, the outer level (for example, a
design product, a piece of construction) is the consequence of the intermediate and
inner levels, and the intermediate level is also the consequence of the inner level.
Conversely, the outer level also influences and transforms the intermediate and inner
levels. In short, the relationships among the three levels are closely connected.
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Figure 1.

Three levels of the spatial dimension of culture

While the spatial dimension can be considered as the cross-section of culture, the
temporal dimension then can be the longitudinal section of it. For example, in Chinese
society, concepts of family culture have undergone many changes. We can see that the
hierarchy and relationships among family members have changed. The roles of the
members have also changed. For example, in the old days the father (male) in a family
mainly took care of matters outside the home, while the mother (female) took care of
those inside. For this reason, the home kitchen as well as cooking utensils seemed to be
solely the domain of the mother (female). (For details of the spatial and temporal
dimensions of culture and its relation to design, see Siu (2003).)
By reviewing the concept of the spatial and temporal dimensions of culture, we can come
to the understanding that a physical object or system has inseparable relations with the
culture of an individual or of a group of users (Figure 2). That is, the quality of the
design (the outer level of a culture's spatial dimension) is inseparable from the behavior
of the users (intermediate level), and from their psychological, social, cultural and also
ideological needs and preferences (inner level). Therefore, if designers aim at designs
from a user-oriented approach, one of the crucial ways should be to carefully study the
historical, social and cultural backgrounds of users and observe their ways of using
various items.
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Figure 2.

Cross and longitudinal studies of a particular culture

A Case Study of Public Space Furniture Design for Older Persons
A research and design project on public space furniture has been conducted in Hong
Kong. The aim of the project was to investigate how people interact with these urban
products and how designs can fit the diverse needs and preferences of people living in
this modern era in a city which is rooted in Chinese traditions and cultures.
We reviewed the development of, and carried product analysis on, different common
items (design objects) of public space furniture in Hong Kong, such as benches, playstructures, litter containers, etc. We conducted unobtrusive observations in open and
public spaces in order to understand how people interact with such common daily-life
design objects. We then conducted direct interviews with people using a casual
conversational mode in order to verify what we had observed.
Public Space Furniture
4

As the name "public" implies, public space furniture serves people of different
backgrounds, needs, preferences and expectations. However, most of the time, as was
always observed by the government officers that were interviewed, it is very difficult for
the government to cater to the individual needs and preferences of all citizens. Thus, in
general, the government (and designers, landscape architects) likes to take a so-called
rational approach: to serve the majority of citizens.
Moreover, designers today spend very little time and effort studying the culture of a
particular group of users and how designs relate to their behaviors, needs and
preferences. Thus, designers' decisions always come only from their so-called
professional judgments, with little or no evidence of what the public actually wants. This,
in turn, makes it easy to stereotype the needs and preferences of a particular group of
users, and impose something that may not fit the actually needs and preferences of the
users.
Design for Older Persons
In particular, the design of public space furniture in Hong Kong seldom carefully
considers the specific needs of older persons. We lack in-depth investigations on Hong
Kong's social environment and its changes, and on the backgrounds, needs and
preferences of older persons regarding the designs of public space furniture.
Therefore, we spent about one year observing how older persons use public space
furniture. According to observations, the design of public space furniture for older
persons should not only focus on their physical needs, although older persons seem to
be more physically disabled and in need of more assistance in this aspect. Instead,
although many older persons may not verbally express their needs (including
psychological, social, cultural and ideological) in front of people, their daily behavior and
their preferences for certain designs and objects expose those needs.
For example, older persons have relatively more time to spend outdoors than young
people, especially deprived older persons living in very limited and unpleasant homes, or
those who live alone. Public space furniture for sitting is important to them. For benches
and seats, ergonomics is an important design consideration, but most of the time it may
not be the most important one. We noticed that the major reasons why older persons
stay outdoors are that they want to kill time in a more relaxed environment, and meet
friends and find topics to chat about, to express their views and gossip. What they
enjoyed about being outdoors is gathering together and discovering interesting things
and happenings. Therefore, we seldom see older persons sitting in a circle or around a
table. Instead, they like to face outwards. We also sometimes observed that many wellinstalled seats and benches in open areas were empty but other locations of the same
open area were full of people, although sitting places were fully occupied or not available.
When talking to them, they agreed that most of the time chatting with friends was more
important than finding a seat. In short, they expected to have physically a comfortable
seat, but they expected even more to gain other kinds of pleasures by sitting/staying in
an open space.
How older persons conduct their morning exercise is another good example to
demonstrate how design should cater not only to physiological pleasure, but also to
psychological, social and ideological pleasures. According to our observations in small
playgrounds and sitting-out areas, we noticed that many older persons liked to
demonstrate their energy to their friends and neighbors. Their actions were sometimes
more energetic than strictly required for physical exercise. However, the pity is that our
cities lack opportunities for older persons to achieve this kind of satisfaction. Not only in
Hong Kong, but also in many modern cities that claim to be well-planned, older persons
seem to be categorized as a group unfit for urban life. There is also a misconception that
what older persons need is help care, and protection, but not respect. The available open
and public spaces as well as furniture that can be occupied by them are places and
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facilities that belong to others—being originally or specially designed for the young
generation.
In any case, incorporating different kinds and levels of pleasure in designs is not only a
question concerning with or without, right or wrong, especially since those designs are
related to the public, that is, multiple users.
Conclusions
By using public space furniture for older persons in Hong Kong as a case study and
examining the way older persons use these physical objects, we have noticed that useroriented design is not only a matter of solving physiological problems. It is also not only
a matter of answering a true-and-false question. It is more about whether designers
realize that "user" as well as their daily lives is full of individual, diverse and everchanging variables.
To be successful in design (that is, to satisfy users' needs and preferences), designers
should first not have a misconception that they are the experts—the only experts—in
making/creating perfect designs. They also should not intend to impose their personal
value judgments and preferences on other people—users, and require different users to
fit the designs. Instead, designers should respect the existence of differences—users
themselves as well as their needs and preferences. After that, they should spend more
time conducting in-depth and continuous studies on how users interact with the designs;
that is, how users exhibit different behavior in different physical environments, occasions,
and cultural and social settings.
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ABSTRACT
Human being is a creature which existence depends on differences, namely the thinking is
inspired by differences between present and past impressions. The intellectual quality
known as a protection of the internal life towards the large city domination with such
variation develop to be a special phenomena. A large city always become a money
economics since the commercial activities offered an exchange media that is not available
in the urban life aspect. Practical life certainty originating from the money economy is
related with the natural science ideal picture, namely transforming the world to become
arithmetic and place every part to a mathematical formula. It is the money economy that
later fulfill the daily life common people, with weighting, calculation, addition and
subtraction quantitative to become qualitative value.
Architecture (archi-tectonic) literally means the original form. Should the definition be
relevant to the architectural organism and any structure makes the architecture as a
Building Art to be fundamental. Architecture is a building intellectual – artistic culture.
Namely related with the building elements imitation in to the symbolic language,
expressing the architectural origin in to a prime symbol system. There are two hierarchies
that become the center focus to an architect. First, the size of the building related with the
public concern. The second is the relative significance of various elements constructing a
building. This building is supposed to reflect the two hierarchies, since architecture is
identical to the language. It is impossible to compose a pleasing sentence without
mastering the language grammar norms properly. A good architecture should be like a
proper behavior and adhere the recognized order. Architecture plays a significant role in
establishing a ‘public domain’: a place where we get together with foreigners. The
meaning and posture provide and contribute to the ‘society experience’, and based on
expectation created by the experience the building could be evaluated. The main need of a
person is the value and a world where the valued are recognized. The public domain
should permit and give your approval to recognized public morality.
From the concept of a big city, which philosophically gives special meaning in life, and
understanding regarding the development of architectural form covering and servicing life
activity in big cities, providing an appearance that could be like the composition of a
sentence as we watch the outward show concerned. The result of such an outward show
can be categorized as a product of a communication. It is known according to Hannah
Arendt in her “vita activa”, that communication is one of the basic conditions in human
life, causing architectural appearance arrangement in big cities become very important,
since that will be a symbolization revelation of a city / urban. The significance of a big
city and of architectural appearance will be highlighted philosophically. This will result
that the value of an urban architecture will have a very significant influence to the image
and spirit of a big city. The case study is the capital in a developing country, Indonesia.
Key words: human-kind, shape, communication.
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In God We Trust: Breaking New Ground in Historical Representation
“History reveals how we arrived at this point. Understanding our past is central to our
ability to understand ourselves and the world around us.”
-James W. Loewen in Lies My Teacher Told Me

History does not happen, like all cultural manifestations, it is carefully
constructed. As Vivian Sobchack states, history cannot be taken up by “consciousness,”
but must be subjectively “made out (Sobchack 6).” For many years the dominant
Eurocentric, linear, narrative of history exemplified by history textbooks went
uncontested. However, as the West shifted from modernism into the post-modern age
and as media imagery began to bombard all areas of society, history increasingly came to
be written on film and video tape (Tomasulo 71). As new technological advancements
brought voluminous amounts of information to our fingertips via the Internet, alternative
histories effectively began to counter the supposedly objective claims of the dominant
textbook model. These alternative histories written by the historical “other,” either
excluded or poorly written about in mainstream histories, brought into question the
validity of the historical facts presented by the dominant history in light of the amount of
subjective interpretation that necessarily goes into the creation of this historical metanarrative. As the debate over historical interpretation ensued, historical facts themselves
became subject to question. In addition, images and events documented by film and video
began to fall under intellectual scrutiny, as the dialectic between representation and
reality, always beneath history’s skin, bubbled to the surface and approached the forefront
of historical debate. As media images became interpreted as the historical events
themselves, the “society of the spectacle” seemed to win out over historical facts
(Sobchack 9) .
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However, in some instances the emphasis on the interpretive nature of history led
not to spectacle, but allowed for the rethinking of historical events in contrast with the
way they were presented by the dominant history, creating, according to Hayden White, a
“history as you like it” model where “anything goes (White 19).” In this new realm of
historical exploration the “taboo against mixing fact with fiction except in manifestly
imaginative discourse [was] abolished (White 18).” Now history could be tackled in ways
unthought of or ethically frowned upon. This new historical interpretation could begin to
break away from the dominant representation in exchange for a polysemic view of history
that emphasizes history’s role in understanding ourselves and the society that surrounds
us, as well as our past. This new historical model opened the door for an array of new
histories. This included, giving some credence to outlandish explorations such as
Holocaust-denial theory, alien invasion, etc. This more insidious use of White’s “anything
goes” model creates a type of pseudo-history that avoids, manipulates and distorts
historical fact. My study is interested in historical representation that uses historical facts
to create new interpretations and, consequently, the aforementioned form does not fall
under the focus of my investigation. By comparing several forms of historical
representation as exemplified by a number of film and video works within the “dominant”
form, all in relation to the self-reflexive works of Chris Marker and Raul Ruiz, I hope to
illustrate how my planned video In God We Trust (IGWT) breaks new ground in
historical representation. The project, a speculative documentary that examines a
revisionist history of the United States from prior to the Revolutionary War, through the
present, and onto a possible human extinction, is not only unique in content, but in form
as well. The video, when finished, will utilize a pluralistic style that blends the techniques
applied by all forms of historical representation, as well as introducing a new concept
that I will term “preencatment.” This essay will investigate how history has been explored
through film and video documentaries in the past and how, through the techniques
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utilized by my project, it can be progressively explored in the future.

When considering history as written by film and video documentaries, it is
important to distinguish between the different formal patterns. Each form utilizes
historical facts, but how each interprets and derives meaning from these facts makes for
the major differences among these forms of historical representation. For my purposes I
would like to first outline three different forms of filmic (also including video) historical
representation. The following terms have been coined before, but I would like to re-use
them in a slightly new way. The first is what I will call the “dominant” history. This form
is embodied, mainly, by commodified forms of history that represent history as linear,
therefore leaving little room for polysemic interpretation (Sobchack 7). These forms, as
represented by television programs, such as those appearing on the “History channel” and
the “evening news,” represent a rehashing of textbook history in a new format with
popular appeal. Like the textbook-model, these forms assume objectivity, “paint[s]
simplistic portraits” and provide a “feel-good history” for mass consumption (Loewen 74)
. Although they seem to achieve a level of objectivity and are labeled non-fiction, these
forms actually more closely resemble the narrativized Hollywood historical docu-dramas,
like 1492: Conquest of Paradise (1992), or Dances With Wolves (1990) when it comes to
their epistemological stance. For the most part these forms, again much like history
textbooks, usually omit unpleasant facts and distort the truth for ideological purposes
(Loewen 7). These forms rarely take on ‘what can not be known’ about history, either
through lack of information or discrepancies in memory. If in the rare case they do... it is
presented as historical fact.
The second form of filmic historical representation is the “counter” history. Films
in this mode obviously counter the “dominant” representation, not only through their
usually non-linear representation of history, but also through their open acknowledgment
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of polysemic historical interpretation. Films in this form are much closer to Hayden
White’s model of “history as you like it” than to the text-book narratives of the
“dominant” form, although they do not descend into an infinitely pluralistic historiograph.
This form wholeheartedly engages the historical unknown or what simply has been
forgotten from the “dominant” history and attempts to provide new explanations for these
historical gaps. Rea Tajiri’s History and Memory: For Akiko and Takeshi (1991) (and if I
were to consider docu-dramas, Oliver Stone’s JFK (1991)) provide key examples of this
form in that they directly engage historical inaccuracies and attempt to extract truth from
an unknown or undocumented past. These forms are not at all afraid to include unpleasant
facts, and actually thrive on uncovering the facts that the “feel good” dominant history
brushed over.
The third form of historical representation is what I would like to call the
“fantastic” history. These forms emphasize the unknown by delving into history as it
could have been, had certain historical events never occurred, and/or how history could
be in the future if certain historical trends continue. These imagined histories are perhaps
the most open to polysemic interpretation and present history in both linear and nonlinear formats. They encourage the viewer to engage history as an amorphous form that
does not have to completely ground itself in historical fact. In doing so they remind us
how much of history is formed through the imagination and how valuable historical
speculation is in understanding the possibilities of the future. Peter Watkin’s The War
Game (1965) (and Kevin Brownlow’s It Happened Here (1966) more in the
docudramatic mode), are key examples of “fantastic” history, as one film takes on current
historical trends and speculates on a possible future outcome and the other looks back on
the past and speculates on what the world would be like if certain historical events had
never happened.
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It is important to give each of these three different historical forms a closer
examination to gain a strong sense of how they are constructed and how these different
constructions inform our perception of history. By closely analyzing several examples of
each form, I hope to illustrate why I placed these particulars works into these specific
categories and how these categories operate in the construction of historical texts. For the
“dominant” history I will choose to analyze the History channel by focusing on three
different History channel shows, “Modern Marvels: Television: Window to the World,”
“Twentieth Century: Great Rescues,” and “History’s Mysteries: Secret Societies.” Since
the History channel involves the compilation of a innumerable amount of texts, I feel it is
valuable to compare at least these three texts to give a fair account of why I label the
entire channel as exemplary of the “dominant” history. Rea Tajiri’s documentary
videotape History and Memory: For Akiko and Takeshi has not yet received widespread
recognition, but stands as a key example to illustrate the operations of “counter” history.
The video presents an enlightening investigation of a woman rediscovering America’s
history through a better understanding of her family’s past in the Japanese internment
camps. History and Memory challenges the “dominant” version of history and engages
the historical unknown to extract truth. For “fantastic” history I will focus on Peter
Watkin’s The War Game, a film that envisions England’s future in the event of a nuclear
attack on the UK, basing the preenactment of future scenarios on speculation surrounding
the detrimental effects of Britain’s nuclear offense.

“Modern Marvels: Television, Window to the World” is a History channel
show/documentary that as part of the “Modern Marvel” series examines a “great”
invention in history. The title of this documentary is a good starting point for
examination. For one, the title of the series “Modern Marvels” already implies a positivist
take on technology through the word “Marvel[s]” itself. In other words, these “great”
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inventions are something we as the viewer should “marvel” at. The rest of the title
“Television: Window to the World” tells us the subject matter “Television,” and “A
window to the world” a little bit about the ideology the documentary will try to get
across: mainly, that television helps to provide a global perspective and historically unites
the world as one. In short, it is already clear from the title alone that this documentary is
going to encourage you to marvel at this “great” invention, television, while all the time
feeding you with ideology about its global resonance.
The documentary uses a “voice of god” narration, accompanied by stock footage,
photographs, and “talking head” interviews. The plurality of presentation would
seemingly leave room for polysemic interpretation, but it does not. From the start of this
documentary we are drawn into the “great man” theory of history. The documentary will
jump from one “great man” to the next, highlighting his contribution and sensationalizing
his experience for viewer enjoyment. Seizing the self-promotional opportunity, the show
takes NBC founder David Sarnoff and uses his story to narrativize the history of
television. The show constantly references Sarnoff’s “great dream” to have television in
“every house in America.” Historian talking heads are there to bring validity to these
claims and to bring in a personal connection with the documentary’s main character. The
show constantly zooms in and out of still photographs to initiate movement, but also to
further draw us into the life of this “great man.” We hear of his struggles and learn of the
competition of developing technology. All the time Sarnoff’s efforts are further
dramatized, as we hear accounts of his part as a CEO “sweating out” the technological
difficulties on the “ground floor with the engineers” who worked below him. His stout
leadership is revered for its similarity to military organization, as though military
organization represents the height of leadership. Sarnoff’s greatness is momentarily
undermined by other great men like CBS’s Haley, and television’s inventor Philo
Farnsworth, but these characters only momentarily overshadow ‘our hero’ Sarnoff and
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add to the story’s drama, as character foils. By the end we receive the “feel good” story of
a man who worked hard and achieved his goal; the American dream. Farnsworth’s failure
also plays out in the narrative at the end as he “died depressed and in ill-health.” So not
only do we have our happy ending, we also receive a moment of sadness to make
Sarnoff’s success all the more special.
Throughout the tight linear presentation of this historical narrative a non-diegetic
musical scores sweeps us away as the story continues, implicitly telling us how to feel
and when. When Sarnoff triumphs, you bet we hear some triumphant horns and
percussion, but when something sad happens like television being a “wonderland few
could afford,” you know we are going to hear orchestral strings play a depressing melody.
The film barely includes a self- reflexive moment for the viewer to think for themselves.
The viewer is being so constantly bombarded with facts, that in between the commercial
breaks, the viewer must hang on to Sarnoff’s narrative to remain interested. The film talks
about the widespread effects of television, but does not really go into what they were.
Nothing is said about the advertising potential in creating a new kind of vast
consumerism or of the ideological effects. At one point the documentary seems to be
showing a self-reflexive moment as it mentions how people grew to distrust television
because its ability to distort the truth, but the show uses an example from the distant past,
the Quiz show scandal. Through this harmless example, the documentary is able to
disassociate itself from this distrust and is able to maintain a level of assumed objectivity.
All the time the image track illustrates and consequently reinforces the voice of god’s
interpretation of the event. The documentary then has the nerve to juxtapose this distrust
in contrast with television’s ability to accurately record historical events and broadcast
them to the world (what the History channel thinks it’s doing). For this example of
accurate historical portrayal, they discuss the JFK assassination, perhaps one of the most
sensitive cases of distrust in recent history, and paint it as an unquestionable historical
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event completely ignoring the lone gunman vs. conspiracy theory argument. By the
documentary’s close all of the loose ends are tied up and the voice of god narrator is
ready to give you that important message that unites and reinforces the ideology you have
been force feeding on throughout: television “brings the world together” through its
accurate representation of historical events. There is no mention of media manipulation
here because it would not be as pleasing as remembering how great television is at
recording history and reporting it to the world. By the documentary’s finish, we the
viewers have become acquainted with a few historical facts, but for the most part are left
with nothing to think about. The documentary has succeeded in creating a “textbook
style” history that “paints simplistic portraits” of “feel-good” history for mass
consumption.
In “The 20th Century: Great Rescues” we get a similar result. This documentary
also bears a revealing title. It is clearly of the “dominant” mode, for the documentary is
not called “Different events of the 20th Century” or “Notes on the 20th Century” it is
called quite bluntly “the 20th century.” The show reaffirms its “dominant” presentation in
its opening as its host Mike Wallace proudly announces, “I’m Mike Wallace and this...is
the 20th century.” This documentary follows closely, in form, the traits of the previous
documentary. We again receive a voice of god narration, except now we can identify with
him because we see his character, Mike Wallace. Wallace will frame the story and will
return as a talking head as we segue in between different stories of “great rescues.” Again
stock footage, is combined with photographs, and talking head interviews and a sweeping
score that helps to narrativize and sensationalize the entire experience. The first story of
this episode is about a “great” ship rescue. Wallace tells us how exciting this rescue was
and the History channel is going to make sure we believe him. The documentary then
weaves in and out of historian talking heads, stock footage, and photography to convince
us of the excitement. A particularly interesting part of this documentary is that of the
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1600 survivors of the shipwreck, one of the “largest maritime rescues in history,” the
“History channel” can only find one man to interview. By isolating the witness account to
this single interview, the documentary is able to further sensationalize the event, as we
see pictures of the witness and his family, also aboard the ship, when he was just a child.
The “zoom in” effect on these photographs draws us into this character and helps further
to dramatize the event. The goal of the program is to give you all of the ups and downs of
a well crafted Hollywood narrative, and, much like a Hollywood narrative, leave you with
nothing larger than the story itself to think about. The documentary shows the event as a
linear narrative that only contains one possible interpretation ( which must be the case,
since there was only one witness). When the story concludes, Mike Wallace launches into
the next “great” rescue and the narrative dramatization begins all over again.
In History’s “Mysteries: Secret Society” we are again brought into the “dominant”
mode of historical presentation, despite the fact that this show purports to investigate the
unknown. I do not wish to belabor the point, but here too an examination of the
documentary’s title reveals a great deal about its form and presentation. The series is
titled “History’s Mysteries” not “Solving History’s Mysteries” so we can be assured as an
experienced viewer that this show will not attempt to engage the ideas it is presenting, but
simply introduce them. In other words what is being presented is a mystery and by the
documentary’s end the History channel would like you to believe that it is going to stay,
just that, a mystery. The show begins with a question that presents the mystery: “Do
shadowy clandestine groups really rule the world?” This show utilizes a host that frames
the documentary and a separate voice of god narration. All the time low organ music
plays under the images, stimulating a spooky atmosphere that sensationalizes the
information being presented as if to reminds us that, yes, this is a ‘scary’ mystery show. In
the topical introductory montage, the show’s presentation and content are laid out in
entirety. First we see the talking head of David Icke, a renowned conspiracy theorist
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making an extreme claim about the nature of secret societies, this idea is then entertained
with a series of images and then countered by another talking head who says quite bluntly
that these claims are “nonsense.” The host then enters to state the obvious ( which is all
the documentary will engage) “ no one disputes the existence of secret groups” and then
associates the more extreme engagement of this concept with the conspiracy theorists,
stating conspiracy buffs are “convinced” or “according to conspiracy theorists.” It is also
interesting that in this case, in comparison to other documentaries on this channel, the
talking heads are referred to as “conspiracy theorists” and not “historians.” This concept
is reiterated directly when the show’s other talking head calls the conspiracy theorists
“pseudo-intellectuals.” The show has a series of sub topics it will present: the freemasons,
Bilderbergers, and Skull and Bones. But it will not make a connection between them,
leaving each point of investigation underdeveloped. Each topic is only introduced long
enough to be countered and then the show readily moves onto the next segment. In the
freemasons segment we see Icke’s testimony juxtaposed with images that entertain his
ideas, which are then immediately countered by the other talking head, who states that he
“thinks it is all nonsense.” The next topic is then rarely referenced back to the previous
topic making it seem as though there was little connection between the two groups. The
groups are never investigated for their possible detrimental effects to American society,
like the creation of the Federal Reserve bank or the initiation of the Telecommunications
act, which brought all forms of media within the United States under the control of seven
major corporations, other than a brief reference by a “conspiracy theorist” on their
possible control over rising gas prices. The lack of connection between the sub topic
groups makes the conspiracy idea harder to believe if not to follow. All the time the voice
of god narrator is constantly separating the History channel’s views from that of the
extreme “conspiracy theorist” stating “according to conspiracy theorists” or “conspiracy
theorists purport.” In the last segment of the documentary, we again receive Icke’s
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extreme view presented in the show’s introduction and then we see this idea countered
once again, this time by two talking heads who say that Icke is too imaginative or that his
ideas are simply wrong. So that by the show’s end we are left with nothing to think about
other than the idea that secret societies exist (the obvious) as the History channel never
takes an active stance in the speculation surrounding these groups (the unknown). By
maintaining a distance between the theorists and the channel itself the documentary is
sure to please those on both sides of the argument. It stands as clear example of how the
“dominant” form avoids tackling the unknown in exchange for pleasing as large an
audience as possible.

Rea Tajiri’s History and Memory: For Akiko and Takeshi is a personal historical
investigation of woman’s family’s past that also reveals important facts about American
history. But unlike the History channel documentaries, her video directly engages the
unknown, challenges the “dominant” history, leaving plenty of room for polysemic
interpretation and thus clearly stands as a key example of “counter” history. The film
opens with a series of white intertitles that scroll up from the bottom of the screen. The
words are displayed in a poetical format and describe her grandfather’s spirit descending
from the sky onto a description of her mother and father arguing about the bombing of
Pearl Harbor. From this first instant we are drawn into a text that does not attempt to
construct hard lines of meaning, as the intertitles leave room for a number of
interpretations. The film begins at a slow pace and is not concerned with bombarding the
viewer with image after image, as many times a black frame is held for several seconds
while Tajiri narrates. The film like most filmic historical forms utilizes music, but, in this
case, not to manipulate the viewer’s emotions. The musical score is not at all
overwhelming or invasive, acting as an ambient sound track throughout most of the film.
The film’s imagery begins with an anecdote about her sister’s love of white movie stars
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and her relationship with a boy she idolized. The anecdote, while amusing, does not seem
to have a direct relationship to the subject matter. Only through a deeper reading do we
realize how this story fits into the larger picture. This scene shot in mostly slow motion
black and white, intercut with a close up of hands thumbing through a series of black and
white photographs, exemplifies a collage-like style inherent throughout the film that ass
ures the viewer that this history will not be presented as a clear-cut, linear narrative. No
hero or main character is named, and no voice of god narration takes us through every
detail, telling us what we need to know. Instead Tajiri lets us know through
superimposed titles who is talking and when, so that we are not given the feeling that
there is an unseen hand manipulating what we see. Even when photographs are used, we
either see the filmmaker’s hands thumbing through them or are given clear titles telling us
the who, what, where, and why the photo is relevant to that particular part of the film.
When someone is interviewed we hear his or her voice and their person is identified. His
or her narration adds to Tajiri’s narration, as does dialogue from Hollywood films, thus
providing for a multiplicity of voices and interpretations of the past.
Perhaps the most striking feature of Tajiri’s video is the way in which it directly
challenges the “dominant” history. The film, as Tajiri puts it is in search of rewriting
“stories that were not true and parts that had been left out.” She shows us the “dominant”
mode stating that camera’s watched some events and for them we have images. In this
segment we see footage of bombs dropping on Pearl Harbor and the footage is properly
identified as from army archives with superimposed titles. Then she says some events
were not recorded and were therefore staged, as we then see Hollywood’s rendition of
Pearl Harbor by John Ford and others. She is clearly searching for a different historical
representation than offered by these “dominant” representations. She is trying to stage for
the camera a history overlooked or forgotten by the “dominant” history. At one point a
“dominant” representation of history is shown through stock footage of the announcement
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of “Japanese relocation.” Tajiri directly counters this representation with superimposed
titles that question “Who Chose What Story to Tell?” For Tajiri, her exploration begins
with a poetic image of her mother filling a canteen in the desert. This image is imprinted
in Tajiri’s mind, but has no story to accompany it and consequently leaves Tajiri
searching to fill this gap (Walker 12). Through her search Tajiri is able to uncover an
insight into the Japanese internment not provided by the “dominant” history. Tajiri learns
that the Japanese Americans were able to bring water to arid land and for this reason
“farmers hated them.” This “hatred” was one reason the Japanese were ‘relocated,’
a reason that was generally overlooked by “dominant” representations, as in the War
Department films designed to sell relocation to Americans as a public necessity (Walker
13). Tajiri’s search to remember a forgotten past leads to an uncovering of information
that directly counters the mainstream perception of history. This counter does not provide
for a completely one-sided rebuttal to the “dominant” presentation, but instead relies on
countering the mainstream with a fairly open-ended debate that suggests other issues were
involved. Through an exploration of a plurality of voices and partial truths, Tajiri has
seemingly uncovered at least one true reason as to why the Japanese were interned. A
poignant voice over review of an Alan Parker film reemphasizes Tajiri’s goal in making
this film. The reviewer trashes the Hollywood representation of the internment camp
calling it “sentimental mush.” Tajiri’s film can also be heart wrenching and tragic, but not
because it has been sensationalized into “sentimental mush,” but because it is personal
story and open with its construction. The end of the film returns to the image of her
mother filling the canteen that began Tajiri’s search and a slow pan around the desert
gives the audience time to reflect on what they have seen. This image that originally
carried with it little meaning to the general public, now seems to directly relate to a
greater truth surrounding the root of Japanese internment (the water issue). Unlike the
“dominant” mode this film clearly allows for a polysemic interpretation not only in
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content, but through its style as well.

Peter Watkin’s The War Game imagines the effects a nuclear attack would have
on British soil and considers England’s nuclear deterrence policy in 1965 as threatening a
“would be nuclear aggressor.” Like films of the two other forms, this film combines
historical fact and meaning, except here current policy allows the filmmaker to speculate,
not only on the past, but on a possible future. This form of historical speculation invites a
polysemic understanding of history, in that it considers future possibilities to reveal an
underlying truth about Cold War conditions. Through its non-linear presentation the film
allows the viewer to imagine the widespread and horrific effects a nuclear attack would
have on any society. Watkin’s film directly engages the unknown, the effects of a nuclear
attack on Britain by speculating on what is known, using facts from experts and
historical data collected from other massive bombing attacks.
The film uses many of the techniques of the other two forms and much like the
“dominant” form is sensationalized and highly ideologically charged. Utilizing a voice of
god narration the film introduces a premise, “England has more nuclear targets per land
mass than any other country in the world,” and then goes straight into what I will call
“pre-enactment” or the enacting of possible historical scenarios. These preenacted scenes
are shot with a verite style that would cause one stepping into the film late to believe that
these events might really have occurred. A shot at the film’s beginning uses a hand-held
camera to follow a British official upstairs as if we were watching the events unfold as
they happened. The film then interweaves more voice of god narration that in this case,
unlike in the “dominant” form, does not contribute to the drama of the images, but instead
only relays facts in a dry manner. This dry pronouncement of facts brings an alarming
contrast when juxtaposed with the highly sensationalized preenactments. In these scenes
we see close-ups of random marred faces, dead bodies, hear incessant screaming and
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crying, and even witness a soldier shooting an injured woman in the head. These horrific
scenes are then intercut with expert testimony and ‘man on the street’ interviews that
reveal the public’s ignorance of Britain’s nuclear policy. In these interviews, Watkins
again in the style of verite can be heard asking people on the street questions about
nuclear fallout, like “what is strontium 90?” The public’s nonchalant attitude and utter
lack of knowledge are alarming and again creates a deep contrast between the scenes of
horror as projected from the future. Watkins too relies on still photography as at one point
holds on the image of LBJ for nearly thirty seconds. Here the image is not used to identify
with the character, but rather to put the information being delivered by the voice over into
historical perspective. Watkins is at no time covert with his ideological goals, in fact in
most cases he explicitly addresses the necessity for a change in policy with white
intertitles. A poem halfway through the film, “Oh soldier, gaunt soldier...” clearly reflects
Watkin’s pacifist stance, however later in the film his pleas become even more explicit.
As he states that if policy does not change, “what you have seen happen will have taken
place” and then questions “will the survivors envy the dead?” The film then concludes
with “Silent night” playing loudly over the sensationalized screams of the preenactment
as we receive one final shot of a young boy’s marred face. The film then reveals that all
of the information presented in the film was derived from experts and grounded in
historical fact. Through this exploration of a possible future Watkin’s is able to provide
images for the unknown consequently forcing it into the public conscious. Watkin’s
explicit ideological tactics do not undermine the film’s ability to engage a polysemic
interpretation of history because the film itself through speculation is acknowledging the
many possibilities there are to history and secondly, unlike the “dominant” history, the
film leaves the viewer with a great deal to think about.

In spite of their differences, all of the forms mentioned above share the same basic
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attitude toward the documentary form. Each form combines historical facts with
meaning/interpretation and all of the forms utilize documentary techniques: voice over
narration, talking head interviews, photographic documents, stock footage, etc., in the
hopes of creating a more objective/factual presentation. This notion of the documentary
aesthetic necessarily carrying with it the capability of objective truth is directly
challenged in Chris Marker’s self-reflexive Letter from Siberia (1957) and Raul Ruiz’s Of
Great Events And Ordinary People (1979). Even History and Memory, as polysemic as it
is, stops short of these documentaries that challenge the very basis of filmic historical
representation, in that they maintain that it is impossible to keep an objective stance when
in the process of constructing a documentary. Through the aesthetic choices made by the
filmmaker historian, the history being presented becomes less based in historical fact than
in interpretation. Through an examination of these two works it becomes clear how the
use of conventional documentary aesthetic techniques undermines the possibility for a
truly objective portrayal of facts and consequently only leaves available the possibility of
revealing partial truth.
Chris Marker’s Letter from Siberia confronts the impossibility of constructing an
objective portrayal of Siberian life. The film begins with the sounds of a typewriter,
typing in the title, as if to self-reflexively suggest the construction that went into the
film’s presentation. A shot of the Siberian landscape is accompanied by a Siberian
national song, as the voice over narration begins, “I am writing you this letter from a
distant land.” This statement would cause the viewer to assume that the voice over was
derived from a letter. However, moments later the voice-over narrator’s eye is identified
with that of the camera as he describes the scenes we see being represented. Not only is
the voice over derived from a letter, but the film itself is a sort of letter. From the instant
we become aware of this “letter quality” we also come to realize that the writing of a
letter is a subjective act, filtered through the views of the person writing it. This notion is
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quickly confirmed as the narrator’s own ideological views begin to seep into the
narration, as he describes a “Siberian legend [that] states that the devil made the
forest...well it is as big as the United States...maybe the devil made the United States
too.” This blatant ideological intrusion into the narration is not seen as an isolated
incident, but, as Marker will illustrate in a scene later in the film, is inherent in all forms
of voice of god narration.
In this revealing scene, midway through the film, Marker directly confronts the
ideological presence of voice-over narration and the consequential loss of objectivity it
causes. In this scene he creates three different versions of the Siberian city, Iakoutsk,
derived from the same series of images by simply altering the voice over narration
(Bordwell 292). In the scene we see a bus pass by a car and a group of men flattening the
dirt to make way for a road. Marker states that you can only represent this scene one of
three ways, as the “worker’s paradise,” as “hell on earth,” or on a level somewhere
between the two. Marker than says that objectivity is not the answer or simply that
objectivity is impossible, as any outsider’s take on this Siberian scene would “distort it all
the same.” Marker continues to show that not only voice over, but other sonic techniques
like music can manipulate the image track. In a particular scene discussing the Siberian
gold rush, Marker shows us historical photographs. The narrator reminds us that these
pictures could easily be from the Western gold rush, as all that is needed is a banjo
accompaniment to cue the audience into a Western setting. While this scene exemplifies
conditions isolated within the specific scene it brings particular light to how music tracks
inform the viewer what to think and consequently how to feel about the images they are
viewing. At one point Marker shows us a mock newsreel in hopes of better
communicating an understanding of Siberia. The newsreel begins with the narrator
stating, “I’d show you...,” as to remind the viewer that even newsreels require subjective
choice. By the film’s end Marker has succeeded in creating an image of Siberia; not an
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objective image, but one that was consciously constructed. The film ends with the
reminder that nothing that is subjectively constructed can provide a definitive answer, as
the narrator states that Siberia rests “somewhere between the middle ages and the 21st
century, the earth and the moon, and humiliation and happiness.” In other words, like
everything else Siberia can be found between two extremes. Marker’s goal is not to
represent Siberia objectively, but instead he works subjectively between the extremes to
create a new moderate form of subjective representation. By the end Marker’s film is less
about Siberia, and more about the impossibility of recording and representing events
objectively. This inherent lack of objectivity then leaves the documentary form open only
to providing partial truth about its subject.
Raul Ruiz’s Of Great Events and Ordinary People is a film that attempts to
record an outsider’s perspective of the effect an upcoming French election has on the
everyday lives of French citizens, but, much like Marker’s film, ends up being more about
the nature of the filmmaking process itself. Ruiz begins his film by questioning “if you
were to make a film of this neighborhood what people and places would you show?”
While this question is being addressed to a woman being interviewed, it is also addressed
to the audience as well. Consequently, Ruiz’s question introduces the concept of
subjective choice that must dictate the constructive process of any filmmaking endeavor.
As Ruiz film progresses, this question will become the main focus of his investigation.
For Ruiz the question has no complete answer and therefore leads him into an
investigation of the documentary form itself. At one point the narration even states that
the theme of the film is “no longer the election, but documentary.”
The film is presented as if the audience were watching the documentary being
made, as intertitles introduce the different shooting days and a voice over interprets the
usefulness of the data collected in relation to where it could be used in the finished
product.. On the “4th Day” of shooting, Ruiz records and represents a meeting with his
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producer. This meeting reminds the viewer of the complexity involved in the constructive
process, as filmmaking is not the sole creation of the filmmaker, but must also fulfill the
subjective needs of the person who is sponsoring it. Ruiz is not only concerned with the
constructive process of his film, but with other documentary forms, as well. At one point,
Ruiz challenges news programming, questioning “why does the news choose three or four
stories to repeat? They are no different than other stories.” As the film progresses, the
talking head interviews, utilized throughout most of the film, seem to reveal less and less
about the election. Ruiz questions the “banality” of the interviews and the way he is
representing “everyday life,” stating “what I’m calling everyday life is really a parody of
television journalism.” For Ruiz, “everyday life” can not be captured by the documentary
form, but only a partial understanding of it can be constructed through the choices of the
filmmaker. Ruiz suggests that there is little difference between cinema verite and the
fiction cinema, as both forms are a “series of images linked by a secondary element.”
Neither one can reveal truth, but only a glimpse of truth, a partial truth.
Ruiz repeats his finished film within the film itself, in progressively shorter
formats claiming that “whether 60 minutes, 6 minutes, or 60 seconds...the length for the
spectator is the same.” For Ruiz the documentary has no beginning or end, as we see the
film again, this time the “finished product,” Ruiz suggests that the film was “already
finished ever since the start.” This concept while troubling, seems to suggest that, for
Ruiz, the impossibility of accurately recreating everyday life, makes his film no more or
less truthful than any other film. Once he chooses a theme (the “secondary element”) the
images do not matter because regardless of what he chooses the film form will never
wholly embody his theme, but instead always be restricted to portraying partial truth.
Marker’s and Ruiz’s films’ use of self-reflexivity might seem similar to the selfreflexivity present in Rea Tajiri’s work of “counter” historical representation. However,
Marker and Ruiz’s films are only concerned with revealing partial truth because both
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have come to the realization that no one film can provide the whole truth or a definitive
answer on any particular subject matter. Tajiri, on the other hand, realizes there are many
different interpretations of the facts, but at the same time relies on the somewhat idealistic
concept that there is a greater truth that can be achieved by understanding all sides of an
investigation. It is Marker and Ruiz’s awareness of the limitations of filmic
representations that causes me to separate their films from the “counter” work of Tajiri
into their own self reflexive category.

Now that I have set up an understanding of the different film historical forms:
“dominant,” “counter,” and “fantastic” and highlighted the role of subjective construction
in filmic representation as outlined by the self-reflexive works of Marker and Ruiz, I
would like to address the work-in-progress In God We Trust (IGWT) and why I feel that it
represents a breakthrough in filmic historical representation. In God We Trust is a videoin-the-making that represents a “counter” history of the United States, tracing from before
its founding in 1776, through the present, and on to a possible Apocalypse sometime in
the future. The video seriously investigates the conspiratorial role secret societies might
have had in the construction and outcome of major historical events throughout
America’s history. The video will derive a “counter” perspective from its focus on issues
overlooked by the “dominant” history and, due to the secret nature of its subject matter,
from its propensity to speculate on the historical unknown. IGWT in its current script
narration version (see appendix) combines the three different forms of historical
representation, while directly engaging the roles of speculation and subjective
interpretation in the construction of a historical text. The video will be divided into four
major sections that progressively shift in form from the “dominant” to the “fantastic,”
while all the time representing a “counter” historical interpretation. This explicit shift
itself consciously reveals the subjective constructive process involved in the
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representation of these forms.
In the first section, the video script (see appendix) adopts the “dominant” form to
present a “counter history.” The planned video begins with a short sensationalized
introductory montage that, like the “dominant” form ( the History channel
documentaries), outlines the video’s theme and content. The video script then
immediately introduces the first of four chapters entitled “Towards Controlling Atlantis,”
with a white intertitle, as a planned voice-of-god narration begins and will continue
throughout most of the video. In this first segment the narrator will take a stance of
assumed objectivity and initially separate himself from the history being presented, again
like the distancing represented by the narrators of the “dominant” form. This first segment
will also use a sweeping musical score, still photography, and reenactment, but like
“counter” forms will be representing unpleasant facts that the “dominant” would normally
avoid and also attempt to speculate on the historical unknown. The still photography in
this segment will be mainly derived from original documents, portraits, and photographs;
stock footage will be for the most part excluded from this section to formally recapitulate
the development of historical representation. This segment revises everything from the
“dominant” version of why this country was founded, to the reason why Abraham Lincoln
might have been assassinated, to the founding of the Federal Reserve banking system.
While most of this material is based on historical fact, for the little that is based on
speculation the narrator will keep his tone of assumed objectivity mimicking the
“dominant” form, causing this speculative information to read like historical fact. The
first section will maintain the “dominant” form throughout and finish without revealing
much about historical construction.
The second segment will start to shift out of this mode, as the narrator becomes
more subjective, beginning to close the gap between himself and his subject. The second
segment also begins with an intertitle, “The Puppet Theater,” revealing the name of this
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section. This section will cover everything from the behind the scenes operations of
WWII, to the founding of the credit card system and the development and implementation
of the Universal Product Code (UPC). Like the first, this section will also utilize a
sweeping musical score, a voice of god narration, still photography, reenactment, and
will now include stock footage. In this segment most of the stock footage and still
photography will be derived directly from major news sources. This change can be
accounted for by the jump in time between the two sections, but also represents the
change in the way history was and is now recorded. The audience will recognize familiar
events as seen in the news media, but the voice of god narrator will be providing
alternative interpretations counter to the “dominant” version. The narrator’s closeness to
the subject matter will begin to become apparent through the narration itself, as well as
through the increased characterization of the narrator. In this segment, events will seem to
be interpreted from first hand knowledge, as the narrator will slip in a “So we decided to”
or “At first this presented us with a problem.” When events lead to success an air of
triumph will be clearly present in the narrator’s character, as when they lead to failure, a
degree of anger and frustration will too. These slight indicators in the content of the
narration and its presentation will begin to alert the viewer to the narrator’s close
involvement with his subject and begin to reveal the subjective presence in the
construction of this, seemingly “dominant,” “counter” historical narrative.
The third segment entitled “Phoenix Rising” will begin the transition from the
“dominant” to the “fantastic.” This segment will trace American history from the signing
of the 1996 Telecommunications Act, back to the Gulf War, forward through the present
and on to a speculative fall of the United States of America. This segment will include
voice of god narration, still photography, stock footage, reenactment and, as we shift into
the future, preenactment. This section will, like the previous sections, be presented from
the future looking back on events that have already happened. Consequently, even though
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this segment speculates on a possible future, it is not presented as speculation, but as
historical fact. In this segment the preenactments will include footage and photography
that follow the format of the television news footage and newspaper headlines, utilized
throughout the previous segment. It is in this section that I will also make reference to the
video itself. In the particular segment where this occurs, I speculate on the fate of the
video IGWT in the wake of the Telecommunications Act, presuming that it will probably
end up being marginalized by the mainstream media. By including this reference to the
video within the video itself, the audience can begin to realize (if they have not already)
that what seems like an objective presentation of historical facts is actually more based in
subjective interpretation. In this section the narrator will also continue to close the gap
between himself and his subject, as his characterization becomes more prevalent and as
his character, unbeknownst to the viewer at this point, actually appears in the narrative. In
this segment, an unknown leader will come forward to call a world meeting to sort out the
issues surrounding the United States’ approaching collapse. That unknown leader will be
none other than the narrator. However, since the audience has not yet seen the narrator
and the narration makes no direct reference to his involvement, the audience will not
realize the extreme nature of the narrator’s proximity to his subject until later in the
video. The video’s seamless transition from the “dominant” to the “fantastic” will reveal
to the viewer the constructive elements common between both forms. The continued
assumed objectivity in presentation of speculative facts the audience knows not to be true
will also remind the viewer how easily the assumed objectivity, commonly utilized by the
“dominant” form of historical representation, masks the truly subjective elements of
historical construction: speculation and interpretation.
The fourth and final section of the video entitled “The Setting Sun” is entirely
based in the mode of “fantastic” history. This section projects into the future from the
collapse of the United States, on through the formation of a world government, all the
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way through to human extinction. In this section the narrator completely closes the gap
between himself and the video’s subject, as his role in the narrative is revealed. As
humanity approaches extinction, the voice of god narration morphs into the internal
monologue of the video’s main character. In fact, we learn that what we thought to be
narration was actually always the internal monologue of this character, as he recorded the
aforementioned history, by hand, into a book. When the narrative catches up with the
narrator in the present this narrator/character concept will be revealed, as we see the
narrator writing the words he is reciting into this book. He will then close the book and
continue to speculate on mankind’s fate and the nature of history as we see him look out
at the setting sun from off of his balcony. By this time the audience has realized that the
narrator is, in fact, the unknown leader that came forward and that he had always had a
direct involvement in the events being described. This close involvement causes the
viewer to reevaluate the information provided throughout the video. As the narrator
concludes his monologue, a visual montage accompanied by a musical score ensues,
recapping images used throughout the film while introducing new horrific images of
human extinction. This segment that relieves the viewers of the narrator’s control gives
them the time to do this reevaluation while relying on the repeated images to recall the
events previously described. The film then concludes with the quote “Truth, like gold is a
rare and precious possession.” This quote intentionally questions the nature of truth and
challenges the viewers to attempt to decipher the fact from the fiction or rather the
objective from the subjective when it comes to historical representation.
By combining the three forms of historical representation, I hope to create a new
form of historical representation that challenges the “dominant” form by assuming its
likeness and revealing how it attempts to mask its means of operation. The film’s content
provides “counter” historical information, but by formally assuming the “dominant”
techniques assures that the information provided can not be marginalized, or easily
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dismissed. The film itself stands as much as a “counter” historical investigation as it does
an investigation of the nature of historical representation itself. By borrowing and
building on the self- reflexive spirit of Marker and Ruiz, I strive to create a new form of
historical representation that allows viewers to think for themselves. This independent
thought is achieved only after the audience has witnessed the assumed objectivity as
adopted by the “dominant” form so that the true subjective nature of its construction can
then be revealed to the audience. In God We Trust aims to achieve a series of goals: the
combination of the three prevalent forms of historical representation to create a new selfreflexive historical hybrid, the provision of important “counter” historical facts
overlooked by the “dominant” history, and the creation of a filmic text that deconstructs
the subjective nature of historical representation.
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APPENDIX
IN GOD WE TRUST
(opening -supermarket, UPC, mark of the beast- sequence)

I. Towards Control of Atlantis
The Freemasons started hundreds of years ago as a world improvement through
self-improvement organization, structured around an ‘illuminated’ book of knowledge.
This book, a illumined interpretation of Biblical prophesy passed down orally by exalted
masons from the high priests of Babylon and discovered by the Knights of Templar
during the Crusades, directed the path of the organization. By the 18th century the
Mason’s had gained widespread membership, infiltrating every level of European
government and society. Near the middle of the century a select group of high mason
officials saw the American colonies as a vital location to weaken the still powerful
English monarchy. By taking control of the colonies they could ensure the fulfillment of
their ‘illumined plan.’ Mason strategists were sent to the colonies with the primary goal
of garnering a Mason forefront in the New world. This group, led by the familiar faces of
Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, Paul Revere, Thomas Jefferson, and George
Washington, succeeded in doing just that.
At secret meetings in Boston’s Green Dragon Tavern these Masons organized
with a group of Christian property owners to declare their independence from England. A
successful revolution was waged with support from the French masonry, led by Scottish
Rite affiliate, Lafayette. The revolution’s success made way for the drafting of a Mason
constitution developed through a series of secret meetings held in Philadelphia between
representative property holders and select Masons officials. These constitutional
conventions ensured the development of an enlightened republican government
representing Mason control at every level of power. The constitution underwent months
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of deliberation with only superficial changes being made to the original Mason draft. The
final draft was signed in agreement and mason George Washington was selected to be the
first president of the United States of America. So that in 1782 the great seal of the
United States was struck, a two sided coin, filled with Masonic icons drawn directly from
the ‘illuminated text.’ On one side, a shielded eagle carried the feather count of the
number of Mason rites of initiation and on the other a pyramid symbolizing the successful
timeless structure of their organization. The words Novus Ordo Seclorum were marked at
the bottom of the pyramid, meaning a new order for the ages and signified what the
Mason’s hoped would be the new republic’s noble place in history
Meanwhile, back in Europe a man by the name of Mayer Amschel Bauer with the
profits of Prince William IX of Hesse’s rent-an-army business, developed a money
holding organization, and had amassed an enormous fortune. This organization operated
through the help of his five sons and infiltrated all areas of Europe, quickly renaming
itself the international banking system. Bauer was too a devout follower of an illuminated
text. He, as a practicing Frankist saw the Kaballah as his true book of worship. This text
drawn from the Sepher Yetzivah or Book of Pleasures was also an illuminated
interpretation of Biblical prophesy. With pride in the initial success of his newly founded
banking system Bauer, using Frankist imagery, developed a coat of arms for his
household, and changed his surname, in accordance with this ‘red shield that he hung
above his door, to Rothschild (literally, red-shield). This shield portrayed a familiar eagle
below two crossing pyramids.
While his sons were spreading their banking system throughout Europe, direct
involvement in several opportunistic endeavors, e.g. the French Revolution, the Battle of
Waterloo, etc. thrust them into direct contact with members of the French high masonry
of the Scottish rite. Upon their first meeting the two groups realized that they were guided
by almost identical texts and consequently a pact was struck. The masons wished to
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utilize the awesome financial power of the banks to enforce control and the Rothschild’s
the Mason’s powerful organizational structure in order to govern and manipulate the
ignorant masses. The knowledge from the two texts was combined and the ‘illumined
plan’ took on a structured line of directives. Both sides agreeing that the first step would
be to position a Central Bank within the newly found republic.
While visiting Paris, Thomas Jefferson was given the order to allow the
Rothschilds to form the central bank. Jefferson disgusted by the amount of control the
banks had already obtained throughout Europe refused and returned to the US in defiance.
Unimpressed, the group quickly opted for Alexander Hamilton as the man to establish the
first bank of the US. Upon his return, Jefferson’s zeal on the issue influenced the opinion
of several of his compatriots and a schism between the Jeffersonians and the
Hamiltonians was created, as the first bank of the US failed to take hold. The group
became infuriated with the Jeffersonian masons and vowed to place the bank in America
by any means possible.
The first attack upon the Jeffersonian in government would come through the
Morgan affair of 1826. The group was able to disguise the abduction and murder of
William Morgan, a man supposedly set on exposing Mason secrets, as an insidious mason
conspiracy. The scandal led to an enormous outcry of anti-Masonic sentiment throughout
the states and sent a shock wave to the smooth operations of the Mason government. The
scandal also gathered popular support for the anti-Masonic party backed by the banks.
Hamilton returned to the government in 1832 with a proposal for the second bank of the
US to be backed by James Rothschild. This time Andrew Jackson, under the guidance of
his mentor, Thomas Jefferson, successfully campaigned against the formation of the
central bank for the second time. The group infuriated by the American mason’s
resistance began utilizing the bank’s financial power to gain control.
With the civil war on the horizon the international banks sought to finance the
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union as a guaranteed method of fostering financial control. President Abraham Lincoln,
under the suggestion of his Secretary of Treasury and bank agent, Salmon Chase, went to
the banks for assistance in financing the union cause. The banks offered him loans with a
24-36% interest rate. This staggering rate, if accepted, would present the union with a war
debt that would quickly grow unpayable. Insulted by the banks unbridled greed, Lincoln
opted to cut the banks out of the loop once and for all. He immediately called for the
printing and issuance of 60 million dollars worth of governmental money, called
“Greenbacks,” backed by the US gold reserve, to support the union cause. These new
“greenbacks” would not only support the war, but would also destroy the banks hold on
the US and weaken its control worldwide. The group was blown away by Lincoln’s
audacity. In disgust, Lincoln’s assassination was ordered as it was deemed necessary. The
deed would be delivered promptly by a confederate mutual interest group led by John
Wilkes Booth on April 14, 1865 in the Ford theater. Under the wing of the Secretary of
the Treasury, Chase, the powerful “greenbacks” were then automatically revoked . Nathan
Rothchild’s Bank of London then re-offered the original loans, knowing that the union
could no longer refuse. This opportunistic financing of the war established extreme bank
control of US finances and allowed the Bank of London to incite three ‘money panics’
that would turn the American economy upon its head.
In February of 1891 a secret association of powerful mason men named the
‘Round table group’ was organized. This smaller group led by high mason South African
diamond millionaire, Cecil Rhodes and by the Bank of London’s Baron Rothschild, was
focused on completing the final stages of establishing a central bank. This influential
group decided that the ideological and financial support of the American “robber barons,”
Nelson Rockerfeller, JP Morgan, and Cornelius Vanderbilt would be essential to the
completion of their plan. These ‘monopoly men’, who had always worked in close
association with the banks, grabbed eagerly at the opportunity to work as partner’s with
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the powerful Round Table. These men knew that any stake in this financial endeavor
would subsequently multiply their already enormous fortunes. With the American
millionaires support firmly locked, two additional money panics were then incited by the
Bank of London in 1893, and 1907. These panics gave the final blows to the Jeffersonians
in government and led directly to the events that took place on Jekyll island.
On Nov.10, 1910 Paul Warburg, a close associate of the Rothschilds and a highly
respected official of the international banking system, Senate Majority leader Nelson
Aldrich, his secretary and three servants of the international banking system Shelton,
Davison, and Vanderlip traveled secretly to Jekyll Island to draft plans for a central bank
in the United States. Jekyll Island, owned by JP Morgan, was the location of an elite
men’s hunting club, whose members accounted for 1/6 of the world’s entire wealth. The
group went to the island under the guise of duck hunters on vacation and only referred to
each other by their first name. All of the normal staff on the island was given an
unexpected vacation and a new temporary staff was brought in. They stayed for two
weeks, where Paul Warburg drew up plans for a central bank called the Federal Reserve
system and drew up the draft for what would become known as the Federal Reserve Act.
When they returned from the island Nelson Aldrich began a campaign for the
“Aldrich plan” as a solution to the money panic of 1907; a plan publicly associated with
support of the international bankers. Shortly after, the Federal Reserve Act was put up by
the Democrats as their solution. An act promoted as if it were avoiding all connections
with the bankers. Both currency plans were identical excluding their titles. In the election
of 1912 mason/republican representative Taft was pitted against the bank’s candidate
Woodrow Wilson. With the public in dismay over the recent panics, many people had
developed a deep resentment for Wall Street and the international bankers. Consequently,
the banking system became the main issue on the ballot. Taft supported the Aldrich plan,
while Wilson gave his support to the Federal Reserve Act. At the last minute republican
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ex-president Teddy Roosevelt was thrown into the election as a third party candidate,
with no platform whatsoever, under the title Bull-Moose party. Every candidate in the
election received direct financial support from international bankers within the same
banking house. Taft was undermined by Roosevelt’s third party candidacy and Wilson
won the election by a large margin. The Federal Reserve Act was then throttled through
congress while many Senators had taken off for Christmas and quickly ratified by
Woodrow Wilson on December 22 of 1913.
The act called for the governmental regulation of the “federal reserve system” by a
select council. However, the act called for that governmental council to be directly
appointed by the bankers themselves. The system was divided up into 12 regions that
were supposedly to operate autonomous of one another. In each region a representative
was to be chosen with an equal vote in the council. However 11 of the regions ended up
operating as mere satellites of the main banking house in New York. The chosen council
representative of this region was none other than JP Morgan. The other 11 regions were
then represented by men who had close association with Morgan or Warburg or who
actually worked for them in smaller subsidiary banking houses. The bank was then
bought by the international bankers with checks from their own banks, which basically
“issued paper against paper” triumphantly initiating the greatest trust in world history: a
monopoly over money. The esteemed Paul Warburg was selected to head the first Federal
Reserve committee along with six other men, four of whom were direct associates or
friends of the international bankers. These men, with surnames like Delano and Harding,
would become instrumental to the last stages of gaining total control.
This control would come with the banks provocation of the “Black Monday”
stock market crash and the subsequent “Great Depression.” At secret meeting between the
Federal reserve council and the Round table group, starting in 1927, over five hundred
million dollars in gold was exported to the Bank of London and the bank’s rate went up
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and down without any economic reasoning. When the rate rised to six percent, citizens
who had invested in government securities began pulling their money out frantically. For
many this enormous withdrawal meant bankruptcy. Of course, the Federal Reserve banks
had taken measures to prevent this vacuum of funds and did not suffer from the crash.
This in turn allowed the banks to conveniently loan out funds to the US to solve the
people’s economic crisis. The final steps were carried out by high mason and bank
representative Franklin Delano Roosevelt through what he called the “New Deal.” This
“deal” amounted to an unpayable debt, that would ensure the group’s total control of
America’s and eventually the world’s economy. This grand achievement was inaugurated
with the printing of a revamped version of the Mason’s great seal of the United States on
the bankers Federal Reserve backed paper money. The words e pluribus unum signifying
the triumphant union between the Rothchild’s banks and the freemasonry and the phrase
Novus Ordos Seclorum taking on a new more particular meaning: the birth of the new
world order.

II. The Puppet Theater
With a monopoly over the world’s money finally locked in place the “illuminated
ones” spent the rest of the century creating events to further their great plan. The
Illuminati, now under the focused leadership of the Round Table group, used a problemreaction-solution scheme to increase their power gradually. Their first full-fledged global
experiment would become known in the history books as World War II.
By the end of W.W.I the group had increased their collective fortune, mainly
through war debts, but had not achieved all that they had hoped for. They were able to reestablish. a new formation of the Round Table group publicly, re-naming it the Council
on Foreign Relations in the US and the Royal Institute for International Affairs in
London, and were able to obtain a monopoly over both the food in the United States,
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through the creation of the US Food Administration and the Sugar Equalization Board,
and the media, through the purchasing of Reuter’s International and other major news
wire organizations. However, the group’s attempt to form the League of Nations failed
and consequently a necessary globally centralized governmental institution went
unestablished. With strong Illuminati presence at the Majestic Hotel during the Versailles
Peace conference, including the honorable Paul Warburg, the group was able to impose
unpayable war reparations on Germany. Thus destroying the weak Weimar Republic and
setting the stage for Hitler’s rise to power and the second world war.
With the German economy in shambles it would have been impossible to
mobilize the German army without the group’s help. This support would be given
through ties to the London and American banking systems, but mainly through the
chemical company I.G. Farben. This company’s sister corporation existed in America as
I.G. America and had Paul Warburg on its board of directors. Both IG companies were
subsidiaries of Standard Oil, a company directly owned and operated by robber baron
Nelson Rockerfeller, a crucial member of the early Round table group. With Hitler’s army
mobilized WWII would begin and again the banks would become the main loan provider
for all sides involved in the war. The American people would be reluctant to join and
without the US, the war would not be on the scale needed to require the desired
‘solutions’ to be provided at its end. Consequently, the group turned to high mason FDR,
for assistance. With the start of the war, America had taken on a isolationist policy and it
was publicly known that the US would not join the war unless the enemy attacked first.
Initially it was believed by the illumined group that this attack would come from the
Germans and their U-boats in the Atlantic, much like the attack on the Lusitania that
dragged the US into W.W.I. However, the Germans were reluctant to attack as they were
waging a successful front in Europe and an attack on America would divert their
expenses in an inefficient manner. Fortunately, the all-seeing eye of the Illuminati
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foresaw this problem early on realizing the attack would have to come from the Japanese.
Consequently, FDR was told to place an oil embargo on Japan. Of course, leaving the
Japanese with no other option, than retaliation. FDR was warned several times of their
plans to attack unless the embargo was lifted. Of course, all warnings were conveniently
ignored. Japan then proceeded to attack Pearl Harbor giving the American public ample
motivation to jump into the war.
By the war’s end, the grand Illuminati had succeeded in providing the world all of
the ‘solutions’ the esteemed ones had hoped for. Every country involved in the war
amassed an even larger debt to the international banks and consequently the group’s
invisible fortune grew to levels previously unimagined. The first globally centralized
governmental institution was successfully established, titled the United Nations. A
crucial stronghold was also established in Palestine under the guise of reparations to the
Jews persecuted by Hitler. Thousands of Jews flocked to Palestine not realizing they were
once again being manipulated by larger forces. In reality the area provided a key center of
operation in the oil fields of the Middle East. The Rothschild pyramid symbol was chosen
to be placed on the flag and the newly formed state was named Israel.
As the “Cold War” commenced, the ‘great ones’ sat behind the scenes and pulled
the strings. As the Illuminati’s hold became stronger, they became more open with their
intentions. Individuals within the lower aeschylon of the pyramid became aware of their
power and made futile attempts to weaken their control. One such attempt was
maneuvered by American President John F. Kennedy. At the time the group had been
applyingn enormous pressure on him to capitalize on the Franco-Vietnamese War, due to
the areas open access to Indochinese oil, magnesium, and rubber supplies.The headstrong
JFK was reluctant to cooperate and instead foolishly attempted to weaken the group’s
control by taking power away from the Federal Reserve. On June 4, 1963 Kennedy
commissioned executive order 11110 authorizing the creation of new monetary notes to
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be printed by the government to be backed by the US silver reserve. The order called for
$4.3 billion dollars worth of notes to enter circulation. Thus bypassing the Federal
Reserve notes and cutting the Federal Reserve Banks out of the loop of monetary control.
Kennedy realy thought he had succeeded, but five months after the order was mandated,
Kennedy was assassinated in Texas and all of the new notes were automatically revoked.
Ally LBJ took office and propelled the US headlong into the Vietnam conflict. This time
an actual attack would not be needed to throw the US into war. Instead an attack on the
US 6th fleet in the Gulf of Tonkin was simply reported. LBJ was able to whip congress
into war fever with the falsified news and was given executive order to wage war through
the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution of 1964.
As US involvement in Vietnam heated up several ingenious business moves were
taking place behind the scenes in the US to establish a fully standardized method of
buying and selling goods. The first would come in 1966 with the expansion of the
BankAmericard outside California and the development of the Interbank Card
Association, which later would become Master Charge. These credit card companies
sprung forth directly from within the international banks as Bank of America was directly
linked to the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco and Interbank Association was a
consortium of subsidiary banks also within the Reserve system. By 1969 most regional
banks had converted their independent operating programs to either BankAmericard or
Master Charge. In 1970 BankAmericaCard was consolidated and renamed National
BankAmericard Inc. By this time more than 1,400 banks had joined one of the two credit
systems. Three years later a breakthrough at NBI led to the establishment of the world’s
first global electronic card authorization system. 1973 proved to be particularly important
as the Vietnam war came to a close and an offshoot of the Council on Foreign Relations
was successfully established by the honorable David Rockerfeller, called the Tri Lateral
Commission. This organization would be geared at linking global policy between the US,
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Europe and Japan. The following year International BankAmericard Company or
IBANCO was established and spread the credit card throughout the globe. To our suprise,
resistance was put up against the card because its name was too closely associated with
the US banks. Consequently in 1976 the card was renamed Visa, NBI renamed Visa USA
and IBANCO, Visa International. The name provided a global appeal and was
pronounced the same in almost every language. Thus providing in the years to come a
global standardization of the world’s buying methods.
Simultaneously we made sure that selling methods were also being standardized.
In the late 60s supposed competitors within the food industry held several meeting to
further standardize the industry. In January of 1970 trade association heads along with
CEOs from food corporations met at the Mayflower hotel in Washington DC. From this
meeting an ad-hoc committee of CEOs including those of Morgan’s company General
Mills, was established with the direct goal of adopting a product code, but one “not solely
for the purpose of optimizing code scan check out systems.” By April 3, of 1973, as
aforementioned a big year in Illuminati history, the ad-hoc committee chose the linear bar
code with 11 digits to become what is now commonly referred to as the Universal
Product Code or UPC. A new company was established from within the ad-hoc
committee titled the Uniform Code Council (UCC) in charge of issuing the product codes
to companies. By January 1, 1975 the systems were already installed throughout America
and the first package of Wrigley’s gum was scanned in Troy Ohio. Months later in
Europe a product code modeled after the American UPC was developed with 13 instead
of 11 digits called the EAN-13 and a similar organization called the European Article
Numbering Council was established. Shortly thereafter, the Japanese Article Numbering
Council was established with yet another similar code and thus the product code had
begun to sucessfully standardize the selling methods of the entire world.
As the century came to a close the isolationist policy of the “cold war” would no
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longer prove effective. Even though it had been completely successful in effectively
mobilizing both sides in a war effort that never really existed. It came time to
conveniently remove the iron curtain in exchange for a shift to open global policy. This
shift would come easily, as funds were drained from the former Soviet Union, the once
ominous super power fell into shambles. As the US declared itself the victor of a war
never fought, the ‘illuminated ones’ used the newly opened globe to quickly pass
NAFTA, GAT, and establish the WTO with little protest from the people. These and
other globalized policies, like the UN’s NATO acting as the world police in Bosnia,
would help to prepare the world for an onslaught of new global policies that would
shortly take hold.
Meanwhile technological advancements would make it possible to issue further
global control over the methods of buying and selling goods. The credit card companies
would opt for the smart chip, a technological development that would make it possible to
keep a person’s entire credit information (a global scorecard of sorts), on a single nickel
sized computer chip. This new technology required the union of all existing credit
companies to establish a further standardized method of payment. This organization was
accomplished through MULTOS Inc.. This company made up of a consortium of
competing credit card companies, including the two originators Visa and Master Card,
was geared at the complete standardization of smart chip technology in every credit card
system in the world. Simultaneously the UCC and the EAN openly joined together
becoming the UCC/EAN. Their first goal was to put forth the Global Commerce Initiative
(GCI) geared at a complete global standardization of the world’s code industry by 2005.
This initiative required that all scanners be able to read the EAN-13 code and that a new
more high tech coding method using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is
established. RFID would allow tagged objects to be tracked globally as well as encoding
valuable information about the object within the code. Thus completing the creation of a
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more effective, truly universal product code.

III. Phoenix Rising
Shortly after the purchasing of Reuters International, the ilumianted ones quickly
realized that controlling one important news source would not be enough to control the
massive communications outlet presented by the developing television media. They
would use the rest of the century to make corporate investments, mainly through JP
Morgan’s Chase Manhattan Bank to harness in and completely control all forms of media
in the United States. With the establishment of the Tri Lateral Commission in 1973 and
the Bilderberger society shortly thereafter it became easier to focus the our energy on
obtaining complete corporate control over the media. By the late seventies it had already
narrowed down to 50 corporate owners of all forms of media in the country from books to
newsprint to film to television. At this point, as media control was quickly being removed
from the public sphere, any counter-ideology to the corporate framework would have to
be packaged carefully if it ever hoped to reach an audience. Films like The Man Who
Would Be King used a knight’s tale to implicitly suggest a conspiracy in government.
Ironically, as the group’s corporate media control grew greater so did the urge to expose
these conspiracies. Oliver Stone was able to make perhaps the most detrimental film of
this sort through JFK. This film explicitly challenged the popular conception of the JFK
assassination and proved that a greater conspiracy existed. Fortunately by 1996, with the
passing of the Telecommunication Acts, the explicit depiction of any counter ideology of
this sort would grow to be impossible in the mainstream media. This act promoted as a
means to achieving a more free and fair mass media would actually allow the Illuminati
sponsored corporations to place the final stranglehold on any form of ideological diversity
in the mass media. So that by the year 2000 only six corporations, that all linked back to
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the Chase Manhattan bank, controlled all forms of media in the United States. All forms
of ideology considered deviant by the high masters were pushed to the fringe. A
subversive film made by a student at UCSB explicitly outlined the plan of the illuminated
ones. Luckily, the film was denied any standard exhibition and was forced to screen on
several sub-par, non-commercial web sites on the Internet.
While the ‘illuminated ones’ rejoiced in their success in finally gaining full
control over the mass media. They quickly found out that the depth of their control was
only as strong as the corporate leaders that they helped usher into power. The detrimental
effects of this subsidiary control would surface with the presidential election of 2000.
Former Vice President Al Gore was nominated as the democratic candidate and generally
viewed as the media’s candidate. His opponent in the Republican party was George W.
Bush, who through dynastic control was directly linked to the ‘high illuminated ones.’
His father before him had been both President, Vice-president, and the head of the CIA
and his grandfather and great grandfather had worked as heads of Brown Brothers
Harriman, a shipping firm that worked directly out of the Rothschild bank of London and
that held 35 percent of the shares of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. It was made
clear that Bush’s nomination would ensure his inauguration. However, some pompous
members of the lower ranks of the media attempted to rustle the illuminati’s feathers by
uncovering the voting inaccuracies presented by the Florida ballot. It would mark the first
time that the presidential election process was publicly uncovered for the fraudulent hoax
it had been since the election of 1913. The media effort to stabilize a recount was quickly
ousted by NBC ‘s (owned by JP Morgan’s General Electric) broadcast that Bush had won
the election. All other stations in fear of backlash quickly followed suit and a illumined
Supreme Court decision quickly ushered in George W. Bush as the new president of the
United States. With the Illuminati candidate placed firmly in office, the high illuminated
ones could place the finishing touches on a new world order campaign started two
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decades earlier. This campaign would have to do with oil interests and political control in
the Middle East, but mainly to prepare the globe for a new form of governance.
When after W.W.II the British occupied Palestinian land was named the state of
Israel, the illuminated ones had hoped that they would develop this state as a western
forefront in the Middle East that would eventually sway the political and economic
interests of the area to a westernized mode of operation. However, they learned quickly
that they were up against a couple of thousand years of history and tradition and it would
not be that simple. Consequently, it was realized that control would have to be exerted
from within inside the Islamic system. Economic control would be partially left behind
by the British colonies, through the West’s relations with Saudi Arabian oil-royal
families and a similar relation within the United Arab Emirates. Instead of directly
controlling the oil in the area, as they had done through colonization, it was decided that
it would be easier to hand over the control of the oil to these families, who would in turn
deposit their assets directly into the Chase Manhattan Bank. Instead of dealing with the
oil itself we simply dealt with the profits of the oil. Economic control however would not
prove enough and so the illuminated ones would turn to the Shah of Iran for political
support of Western ideals. Consequently the US gave economic support to Iran and in
return the ruthless Shah displayed unwavering political support. However in 1979, to the
shock of the US and the illumined leaders, the Shah was ousted from power. In order to
ensure that the new Iran did not have the power of the old Western supported Iran, the US
supported neighboring Iraqi leader Sadaam Hussein in a war against Iran to weaken its
power in the Middle East. The war proved successful and a cease fire was reached in
1988. After eight years of war both sides suffered considerable losses. In return for our
military support Hussein was politely asked to sell off some of the oil fields in the
southeastern portion of Iraq. Hussein defiantly refused on the grounds that the Iraqi oil
fields had been nationalized since 1973 and a sale of this sort would rape Iraq of its
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economic independence. The Iraqi prime minister traveled to the US expecting
congratulations and support from its ally. However, while en route, the US press secretary
was cleverly alerting the public to false reports that Iraq had used chemical weapons on
the Kurds during the war, an action declared as a blatant violation of human rights. So
instead of receiving help to rebuild from their ally, the unfaithful Iraqi’s found their
friends voting to place economic sanctions on them for gross human rights violations.
This would leave Iraq, now our ally turned enemy, in a terrible place.
Meanwhile economic ally, Kuwait, was encouraged directly by members within
the group to break all ties with Iraq, inciting Hussein to threaten Kuwait with invasion
unless their policy changed. In 1990 Iraq was finally forced to invade Kuwait. The US
was waiting for this moment to come to Kuwait’s aid. Reports that 250, 000 troops had
invaded Kuwait circulated through the homogenized media. Even though, Soviet
satellites showed that an invasion on that scale never existed. Enter the Persian Gulf War,
a battle that lasted less than a month, further weakened the defiant Iraq and shifted
Kuwait’s borders to include the much sought after Rumalia oil fields of South Eastern
Iraq. Over the next decade economic sanctions and bombings on Iraq would continue to
ensure that the country could never rebuild itself without the help of the United States. In
theory, this need for foreign aid would eventually allow the US to restore political
interests through a Shah-like puppet government in Iraq.
Meanwhile, UNOCAL, a powerful oil company whose interests flowed directly
into Chase Manhattan bank had found a previously undiscovered enormous oil supply in
Central Asia by the Caspian sea. The supply was separated from its market on the Indian
Ocean and an enormous pipeline would have to be built to transport the supply to its
buyers. UNOCAL discovered that the most efficient and cost effective route for this
pipeline would be to run it directly through Afghanistan. The pipeline would cost 2.3
billion dollars to establish, but once in place would pump a million dollars worth of oil
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per day equivalent to a billion dollars every three years. Unfortunately, Afghanistan was a
country in political turmoil, as it had been at war for over twenty years. In 1998,
UNOCAL went to the Senate for help in securing the pipeline by establishing a US
friendly government in Afghanistan. At this hearing the first connection between Osama
bin Laden and the Taliban government in Afghanistan was established. Osama bin Laden
was a Saudi militant who had been employed and trained by our CIA to push out the last
bit of Soviet control in the Middle East, and had since been committing acts of terror
against the US. At this hearing it was suggested that perhaps this Saudi terrorist could be
associated with the Taliban government, in order to warrant a small scale invasion. The
‘illuminated ones’ took this idea and ran with it. It was figured that this invasion could be
utilized not only for oil interests, but to finalize the new world order campaign in Iraq, as
well as around the globe. A military strike was organized over the following two years
and slated for October 2001 just before the snow usually falls in Afghanistan. Pakistani
officials were notified of the coming attack, as were Saudi intelligence in early February
2001. By mid year everything was slated for action all that was needed was a large attack
by said terrorist. This attack would come on September 11, 2001 as commercial airliners
were crashed into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. These attacks would come,
conveniently, one month before the scheduled assault on Afghanistan, giving our media
machine plenty of time to rally unified public support of the war effort.
As the American public cried out for revenge, it was easy for President Bush to
answer with a declaration of war. However, in an ingenious move, this war would not be
declared against Afghanistan, but rather on terror in general, allowing a sustained war
against an unknown enemy. By the end of the month the National Securities Act was
passed, as the first in a series of wartime acts that would begin to remove American
citizen’s basic human rights. The ignorant masses would actually welcome these
restrictions, as a postal anthrax scare on the east coast would make people believe that
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they too were on the battle grounds of terror.(laughs to himself) As the Afghanistan
operations planned months in advance transpired without a hitch, at home an economic
recession began to have detrimental effects. The stock market saw the largest decline
since the eighties and consequently the middle class job market went down the tubes. A
major oil distributor named ENRON directly owned by members of the group was
drained of its funds and declared bankruptcy. The forced collapse of the enormous
company allowed insiders to profit exponentially, while the average investor received the
shaft. With one company out of the way the group was able to focus its strength on the
existing oil companies and on developing new crucial pipelines. The ENRON corporation
would be investigated for wrong doing and its close connection with the Presidency.
Fortunately, ex-Federal Reserve chief Paul Volcker would be appointed to oversee the
audit, ensuring that no group members would take the blame.
Within three months, the operations in Afghanistan had successfullyoverthrown
the unwanted Taliban government and had placed a US-friendly puppet government in its
place. While the last bits of the Taliban army were rounded up and captured, number one
enemy to hate, Osama bin Laden, went unfound. A media buzz began to circulate that
Osama bin Laden was in Iraq and the likelihood of an Iraqi invasion became more and
more inevitable. Seven months after the overthrow of the Taliban, President Bush
announced his plans to invade Iraq stating to the effect that, “while we have done
enormous good for the US through the operations in Afghanistan the true enemy (bin
Laden) has gone unpunished.” Troops in Afghanistan were easily shifted to invade Iraq
and new fresh troops were sent in for added support. The news media quickly began to
present a friendly relationship between bin Laden and Hussein and the ‘true enemy’
began to mold with the ‘old enemy’ into a two headed terrorist beast. The Iraqi terror
operations began to resemble a new war of attrition, as countless tons of bombs were
dropped on Iraqi soil each day, sustaining a constant civilian casualty rate. After months
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of sustained attacks, neither terrorist head had surfaced and the war on terror seemed
more and more atrocious to the American public and the world. Before the US could add
another head to the enemy, a weakly fostered coalition of rogue entities led by Pakistan in
association with the PLO formed an alliance with Iraq against the US. The British and
Israel were the first to jump to the American’s side in reaction to the rogue coalition and
the rest of Western Europe was quick to follow suit. So that within two years, the war on
terror was replaced by World War III.
Meanwhile in the US and consequently worldwide, the economy continued its
downward spiral that had started two years earlier. As the world powers led an isolated
attack on the Middle East, the rogue entity would respond with well orchestrated
chemical attacks and bombing terror all across the Western world. Each attack gave
further blows to an already dying economy. So that within ten months after the start of
WWIII the world found itself in the second Great Depression. Widespread panic ensued
as the middle class began to drop into poverty. In the midst of war the UN convened to
discuss what to do about the destroyed world economy. Majority representatives of the
illumined group within the UN opted for a cashless society, citing the shift to complete
standardization as the best way to turn around the dying world economy. After five
months of deliberation a worldwide card system was agreed upon. These new credit cards
would employ the smart chip technology already in place, allowing for the storage of all
necessary information about an individual. For Americans the card would rename their
person as a 4 digit expansion of their social security number. This 13 digit number would
be replicated worldwide, mimicking the model of the UPC system. All of peoples
existing funds would be transferred to their card and ration funds were then distributed
evenly to those considered impoverished by the amount on their card. All of the
information would be stored in a five story computer system in Brussels, titled the Beast.
As WWIII raged on, the Illuminati proposed/ UN cashless system seemed to prove
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successful as the economy stopped its slow, but steady decline and seemed to turn around.
Within five months after the UN decision began to take action a man claimed to be
Osama bin Laden was found and killed in the streets of Pakistan. The Western world
rejoiced in what seemed to be the first turning point in a long period of despair. Within
two days after bin Laden’s death a devastating earthquake shook Southern California,
centered in Burbank, virtually leveling the television studios in the area. To add insult to
injury, an orchestrated rogue bombing virtually destroyed a major television satellite
control unit in New York City. For two and a half months the media would be stunted as
screens would shift in and out of static snow as they tried to stabilize its satellite control.
The loss of the satellite brought the upcoming US presidential election into question, as
people began to panic without the familiar guidance of the media machine. Within one
month any economic restoration achieved by the UN decision was quickly reversed. The
newspapers provided the only information on the nominated candidates. A presidential
election was held despite public ignorance and the more likable democratic candidate
named Vance Willoughby would be elected as the last American President. Within two
and a half months the satellite systems were repaired enough for the newly elected
President to emerge in public for his inauguration, a strong sign to reassure a weakened
nation that America would not be stopped. His inaugural speech, which would take place
in front of the Lincoln memorial, was to be the most watched television event in world
history. Before the new President could be sworn in, a shot rang out from the outskirts of
the crowd. All of the world watched as the shot ripped through the new President’s
forehead and he slumped down behind his podium. This televised assassination would
push an already weakened nation over the edge. The resulting panic sent the once great
nation into a state of anarchy.
Within two days it became necessary to(a publicly unknown member of the
Illuminati) step forward and call for the convening of the UN to take drastic steps to
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regain world order. The UN meeting lasted three months and when we were finished we
emerged with a world constitution for a one world government. The stunned public
accepted the solution provided for them because anything was seemingly better than the
chaotic situation before them. The ‘free world’s’ armed forces which were already unified
through the war effort would be absorbed into NATO. From within the UN an Illuminati
representative was elected as world leader. The entire world including the war zone was
divided up into ten regions and ten different individuals also from within the UN were
selected to govern over these regions. These regions were in turn divided into ten regions
and the people of these areas were given the right to vote for representatives to fill these
positions. So that with the assassination of America’s president-that-never-was, the
illumined group was able to trade in Atlantis for the new world order it had diligently
worked so many years to obtain.

IV. The Setting Sun
With the illumined world government finally in place, the Illuminati sought to
slowly phase out of the war in the Middle East. This task would prove easy, as the rogue
entity had never really waged a successful attack on the troops they had been fighting, but
had instead opted for retaliatory acts of terror outside of the Middle East. With the world
now united against the small region, the Middle East had reached all, but a state of entire
annihilation. The rogue coalition surrendered to the World Government and the earth
rejoiced as WWIII seemed to be finally coming to a close. American troops returned
home to slowly adjust to a country that no longer existed These victorious soldiers would
be revered as world heroes of their region and nationalism would take on a global mode,
as a world holiday, World Peace Day, was established to commemorate the war’s end.
With the world war over the long sought after new world could finally begin to
take shape.Ideally, this new society could function without the hang-ups of the old. Since
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it was no longer necessary to spread your investments behind several different companies,
the oil industry could be fully consolidated into one monster corporation called, Universal
Oil. Without any world laws on trust violations, corporate monopolies of this sort would
become the global standard. A new world bank was established outside of Brussels and
worked like the old Federal Reserve, controlling the distribution of funds by directly
working with the figures supplied by the ‘Beast ’ (the super computer in Brussels).
Governmental control was now so closely attached to economic control that capitalism
seemed to have finally made the dialectical shift Marx had alluded to over a century
earlier. The economy continued to flourish in certain regions that it always had and in
others areas remained stagnant or destitute. It is true that all of the evils of old world
capitalism ensued in the new world, except now their was little difference between the
illumined leaders and kings. The new world was supposed to be a utopia, but to my
horror it was marked with all of the same inconsistencies of the old.
Even peace was in question. Within one year of the war’s end a small rebel group,
who called itself the “Freedom Fighters of America,” rose up in arms against the
governing body in the 8th district of the second region. The group assassinated the district
leader and succeeded in destroying some public property before the rebellion was quickly
put down by the world police. Similar rebellions occurred throughout the world over the
next two years, but were quickly put down. Rebels captured by the police were either
executed or sent to work camps. Small groups of rebels escaped persecution, as their
entire person seemed to vanish from society. Most of these rebels were presumed dead,
but there was talk at the annual global senate that these invisible entities had formed an
underground revolutionary network.
These suspicions were confirmed months later when the first regional leader,
Samuel Rittenhouse, would be assassinated and the killer would go unidentified. This
new unseen terror was an all too familiar sight for the weary global population. Public
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cries mounted for an emergency global senate hearing on the unseen rebel alliance, but
unfortunately went unanswered. The world government would not take full notice of the
rebel network until, when on the fifth annual celebration of World Peace Day, an atomic
explosion would kill 300,000 people in the third region. This would be the first time since
WWII that an atomic device had been detonated to create as enormous a death toll. No
one took responsibility for the attack and consequently the Unseen Alliance, as they
began to be called by the media machine, took the blame. An emergency global senate
was called for and held two months before the senate would have met normally. The
Illumined ones had been waiting for something like this to occur and already had a plan
of action. If peace was to prevail security must be tightened. All of the citizens of the new
world would have to be kept track of and the best way to keep track of the citizens would
be to do a great human inventory and physically mark everyone with their existing card
number. The best method of this would be a combination of UPC/EAN, Smartchip, and
GPS technology. A 13 digit subcutaneous bar code would be tattooed on the forehead and
a small smart chip, linked up to a global positioning satellite, implanted into the hand.
The laser sensitive bar code could be administered painlessly and would appear invisible
to the naked eye. This way weapons could be regulated more easily and falsifying
identification would become impossible. The human inventory would be called the World
Census and would take three and a half years to fully complete.
The Census would begin on January 1, 2008 and would attempt to mark all
citizens of the new world. One hundred and forty-four thousand individuals from the
Brussels’s computer’s original figures would go unfound. These individuals were
presumed dead and without the mark were deemed to end up that way. However, gossip
fermented within regional governments that the discrepancy in the computer’s figures
could only be explained by these individuals participation in the Unseen Alliance. This
idea was eventually dismissed by the supreme leader and quickly abandoned.
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While the government spent almost four years inscribing the mark, global unrest
continued and the new world utopia began to more and more resemble a police state.
Laws were passed further regulating every aspect of life. Curfews were strictly enforced
in the more volatile regions, as even a curfew violation could equal a short, but wholly
unpleasant sentence in the work camps. As the marking proceeded, underground attacks
were launched amounting too over a million deaths per year worldwide. At one point the
unseen terror seemed to take on the supernatural, as an entire metropolis of people were
found dead with no logical explanation for the cause of death. The incident was covered
up by the media machine as a nuclear plant meltdown, but fear began to rise up in the
world government among those aware of the truth surrounding these strange events.
Horribly, the leaders’ worst fears were realized when the ‘meltdown phenomena’ began
occurring worldwide. Even with their massive control the illumined ones could have
never fully prepared itself for this new threat. Several theories surfaced to explain the
phenomenon and it was most popularly accepted that it was a terrible new form of
biological warfare. However, with no knowledge of how it was administered or what it
did, combating it would prove impossible. The ‘meltdown phenomena’ continued and
actually seemed to worsen as the World Census came to a close, the death toll grew
larger, as entire districts were wiped out. By the end of the Census the ‘meltdown
phenomenon’ had become the worst epidemic the world had ever seen, killing over fifty
percent of the globe’s population and seemed to be steadily increasing in frequency and
magnitude.
At the rate the world population was dying, human exintiction would be complete
within a little over a year and no help seemed to be coming on the horizon. There was
much speculation on the ‘meltdown phenomenon’ as humanity approached its last days.
Some called it a global suicide attack by the Unseen Alliance that had gone incredibly
wrong or perhaps incredibly right. Other typified it as God’s wrath, or the new plague, but
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no concrete explanation was ever established. People even began attempting to build
underground shelters, but protection against the ‘meltdown’ would prove impossible. As
the world population dwindled, society completely cracked apart at the seams and people
simply waited to die. No human was immune from the great death, as even the illumined
supreme leader was unable to hang on until the end.
(narrator finishes scribing in book that looks like a large Bible and closes the cover)

Begin Narrator’s internal monologue:
(Looking back it all seems so strange. Is this the prophecy the illumined book foretold?
The plan was to save humanity from an awful end and now it seemed as though we have
brought it there. How could we have been so foolish. It was never a plan, but merely a
prophecy and now we have made it so. Existence is a stranger when it comes to the end of
the road. Who is to blame for this demise? I simply recorded the history...yet I too had my
part (image: unknown leader steps forward) Was it the control issue? It wasn’t only about
greed....Didn’t they know we were trying to help. Yet how peaceful they looked when it
came to them. Will mine be the same. What was the point of it all, if it has to come to
this? The plan...the plan..ill-u-mined interpretation. Oh, it seems so stupid. Biblical
prophesy was not good enough. Our esoteric truths had to show us first hand how wrong
we were. Who would have thought...the pyramid’s eye being gouged out by its base? But,
control was necessary...but what control was there.. control of what? I was so set, but
what right did I have. No one has the right to live as a king. It is near my time anyway,
but I always imagined that there would be someone left behind to remember to mourn.
But who will mourn for humanity when it becomes extinct.)
(Death Montage)
Quote: Like Gold, Truth is a Rare and Precious Possession
-Anonymous
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Broken Hardscape
Site-Integrated Sculptural Rain Gardens for Valencia Lofts

Janet Silbernagel and Gail Simpson
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Abstract
Broken Hardscape is a collaborative, eco-revelatory design between a sculptor and
landscape architect/ecologist for a site in transition. Valencia Lofts, in Middleton,
Wisconsin, is a residential development being planned and built by the Alexander
Company, a firm with interests in historic building redevelopment. Valencia Lofts, the
site of the former Pet Milk building (ca. 1914-1967), will house 19 warehouse style loft
condominiums and accompanying sculptural rain gardens.
In the spring of 2002, we (design faculty Simpson and Silbernagel) received a seed
grant from the Graduate School of the University of Wisconsin-Madison to initiate
collaborative, innovative work that brings together sculpture and ecological design.
We approached the project manager for the Alexander Co. and the city planner for the
City of Middleton with a proposal to apply our efforts to the Valencia project. After
receiving conditional approval we developed a design treatment for the site. Full
approval from the Alexander Co. was granted in October 2002, and the project was
installed this summer (2003).
The intent of our work, as expressed in the grant proposal, is a hybrid between
sculpture and landscape architecture. We are interested in disturbed sites with rich
cultural histories, where built structures have been abandoned or re-used and natural
forces are allowed to reshape the space. The residue of a built environment is a
record of the human activity and dynamics that helped shape the site. It is our
intention to use the skeleton of architectural forms and the relics of their decay to
make visible a dialog about that stage of confrontation between nature and culture.
This project reveals ecological and cultural dynamics through expressive siteintegrated art and gardens for a new use of an abandoned site. Eco-revelatory design
is intended to reveal or make evident ecological processes. This project takes the
form of a 'broken hardscape' in which a designed pattern of irregular, broken forms
and use of salvaged materials allows vegetation and rainwater to emerge within the
renovated site as an expression of place and culture-nature interface.
A site-integrated sculptural rain garden design for the property of Valencia Lofts -- a
site in transition as the former Pet Milk plant -- offered a wonderful opportunity to
integrate an eco-revelatory design into an otherwise conventional site treatment. We
present our experiences working on this cross-disciplinary project with colorful images
that track its progress from design through installation.

Title: Individual Communication Networks and Cultural Change
Author: Steven M. Sigler, MA, MS, BA
Affiliation: Murdoch University, St. Petersburg College, Hillsborough Community
College
Address: 2322 South Carolina Ave.
Tampa, FL 33629
USA
E-mail: umin3@earthlink.net
Abstract:
Cervantes pointed out that the affairs of life . . . seem to be perpetually changing
and moving in a circular course. Perhaps this is because defining social relations are
found within individual communication networks (ICNs) and those networks are in a
constant state of flux as they struggle to hold themselves together. That is to say, ICNs
consist of three or more generations, each with their own world view, and when a
member introduces a new norm, value, or belief to his/her ICN, adjustments are often
made to accommodate the new view in pursuit of continuity within the ICN. Thus, it is in
the local or private sphere where communicative action takes place, and it is there where
the seeds of social and cultural change are sown.

Individual Communication Networks and Cultural Change

To think that the affairs of this life will always
remain in the same state is a vain presumption;
indeed they all seem to be perpetually changing
and moving in a circular course.
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
Don Quixote of La Mancha, Part II [1615]

Steven M. Sigler
22 July 2003
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Schafer (1996) is of the opinion that “of all the capacities culture possesses, none
may be greater or more germane to the world system of the future, than culture’s capacity
for holism” (p. 288). Perhaps it is in this fundamental holistic nature of culture that one
experiences the “vain presumption” of which Cervantes speaks. For, most members of a
particular culture have no reason not to believe that their culture encompasses all that is
necessary and right for living the good life. That is, a world view defined by a specific
culture is precisely that, a world view that may be thought of by some as complete.
However, culture can be seen not only as a world view but, even more so, as the
“relationships between elements in a whole way of life” (Hall, 1981, p. 22). It is the
relationships between people in a society that defines their “value systems, belief systems,
and systems of expressive symbols” as well as their “norms for action” (Parsons & Shils,
1990, p. 40-41). In addition, it could be said, as Culler (1981) expressed, that outside
these relations there “is nothing” (p. 142). Thus,
Culture and society do not exist independently of persons. They are
created by persons for the benefit of persons and they are not possible
without persons (Cauchy, 1988, p. 170).
Social relations are found within individual communication networks (ICN)
which can be said to be the “total systems of social relationships by which individuals are
surrounded” (Roberts, 1981, p. 275).

Foucault believes that these social networks are

constraining structures that force the subject into specific patterns of behavior and action.
In fact, according to Foucault, it was only through these social structures within which
discourse occurred that the subject could come to be understood by others and understand
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itself (in Colwell, 1994). However, in those necessary structures the discourse itself can
not be understood merely as “content or forms” but more so as the “connections it
maintains” through “discursive and nondiscursive activities” (Racevskis, 1983, p. 22).
Clarke, Hall, Jefferson, and Roberts (1981) clarified this and identified the two
most salient structures in the formation of the subject when they point out that the,
Family and neighborhood are the specific structures which form, as well as
frame, youth’s early passage into a class. For example, the sex-typing
roles and responsibilities characteristic of a class are reproduced, not only
through language and talk in the family, but through daily interaction and
example. In the neighborhood, patterns of community sociality are
embedded partly through the structure of interactions between older and
younger kids (p. 65).
It is within the concept of the family, traditional or otherwise, one may find the “highest
development of common goals within a community” (Dilthey, 1990, p. 36). It is this
social unit, often encompassing three generations, that is the “central element” of an
individual’s communication network (Roberts, 1981, p. 282). However, because it does
often include three generations, the subjects within this social network are constantly
making “adjustments” to accommodate one another. That is, as Williams (1981) stated,
“the omissions, distortions and reinterpretations” individuals accept in their relationships
go unnoticed because they “had been part of the change” (p. 51). It then can be seen that
Foucault’s unbending social structures are, in fact, in constant flux and change. His
centralized power within the structure that controls action, behavior, and how one
understands oneself and others is not so centralized after all. In reality, it is “fragmented,
disseminated throughout the ‘social body, arising from a multiplicity of points” (Colwell,
1994, p. 57).
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Colwell’s “multiplicity of points” supports Fleming’s (1996) conception of
rationality structures as “relatively stable” (p. 175). This is an important idea for it
provides the opportunity all social networks need to incorporate the change necessary for
that network to survive, be it the family unit or society as a whole. Action, according to
Colwell (1994), is taken within the possibilities found in the social networks that define
the subject. However, any action can end “in a reconfiguration” of those networks and
the individuals who take the action (Colwell, 1994, p. 67). Thus, in trying to understand
cultural and social change, one must analyze how individuals influence each others’
belief and value systems.
“All values are cultural values” states Schafer (1996) especially when culture is
being looked at in an “holistic sense” (p. 291). Slors (1988) earlier came to the same
conclusion. In discussing the works of Sutan Takdir Alisjahbana and Eduard Spranger,
he argues that, “Things which, as a result of human behavior, realize value or - in other
words - are meaningful, are cultural goods” (Slors, 1988, p. 4). This meaning comes
through a set of value orientations that each individual, growing up within in a specific
culture, will internalize and, thus, be “enculturalized” and provided with a structure from
which “to judge and evaluate ideas, actions and also products” (Slors, 1988, p. 4).
According to Alisjahbana and Spranger there are six value orientations: power
value, solidarity value, economic value, theoretical value, aesthetic value, and religious
value (in Slors, 1988, p. 4). A culture can be defined, or at least understood, by the
importance a culture places on each of these values in an almost hierarchical structure or
system. That is, culture can be “seen as the realization of a system of values” (Raghavan,
1988, p. 10). Values that are institutionalized, and thus, take on a normative character,
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present individuals within a society a very stark choice; they can follow the norms and be
compensated or violate them and be marginalized (Alexander, 1990).
In addition, Alisjahbana explains that this institutionalized value system will
contribute to the development of an individual through two processes; a “psychological
process in the personality and the social process in the social group” (in Raghavan, 1988,
p. 10). Thus, one’s behavior can be understood as the result of the social environment
one finds oneself and one’s own mind or character.

Furthermore, if one gives

prominence of the environment over the mind in the shaping of individual behavior, as
evolutionary psychologists do (Goetze, 1998; Kamppinen, 1998), then the institutions or
structures a society builds to maintain its values become the determinate factor in the
world view of the individual.
However, one must ask what determines the values that a man-made environment
is constructed to preserve?

It can only be “subjective evaluations” on the part of

individuals and groups of objective and symbolic goods; thus, one finds “different valuejudgments of the same good in different cultures (Slors, 1988, p. 5; Smith-Rosenberg,
1990). Subjective evaluations, by their very nature, call for varying degrees of rational
thought on the part of individuals and the communication of that thought in the form of
discourse.
Consequently, discourse has its place within the societal structures and value
systems of human beings and this discourse has, in effect, two possible outcomes with
regards to those structures and values; sustain them or change them.

Both those

outcomes are also the result of what Cauchy (1988) termed “right reason” which he
defined as,
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taking proper cognitive stance towards the necessities of life, the
requirements of human nature, the environment, social and physical,
economic and social power, material goods, family and social relations,
pleasure and pain and emotions in general (p. 168).
On one hand, right reason can further the survival of cultural norms and values within a
society because it makes good sense to follow them. On the other hand, it can also
determine when those same norms and values are lacking or inconsistent to a changing
environment. For proper behavior and ethics is not about preservation, but more so, in
the Aristotelian view, “has to do with the modifications of the soul in terms of feelings,
faculties, and dispositions” (in Colebrook, 1998, p. 46).
If individuals are active in modifying their ‘feelings, faculties, and dispositions’,
they are then actively creating their own culture; their own world view. That is, the
human mind is not merely a passive receptacle of input from the environment, but rather
engages in “process(ing), criticiz(ing), edit(ing), and put(ting) (its) own spin on it”
(Blame, 1999, p. 3). Thus, the individual’s capacity for modifying his own world view is
the danger all societies face. For it is this individual, the one in transition from one world
view to another, that changes society.

This state of being was well described by Van

Gennep who,
saw society as a house with rooms and corridors in which passage from
one to another is dangerous. Danger lies in transitional states; simply
because transition is neither one state nor the next, it is undefinable (in
Douglas, 1990, p. 157).
It is within this transitional state that difference arises, and it is here that societal
conflict is engaged. The solution the postmodern mind has come to for containing and
resolving this conflict has been to celebrate these differences; To take a relativistic stance
to difference and encourage it. However, is celebrating difference the key to a stable
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society in the postmodern world where multiculturalism is becoming the norm rather than
the exception? Or is it wiser to look for the recognition of differences through toleration
and “forms of shared interests as grounds for consensus” (Colebrook, 1998, p. 44)? For,
is it not within the area of shared interest that societies in the dangerous ground of
transition will find the glue that will hold them together?
In the postmodern world where rationality itself is suspect, it is only through
Habermas’ communicative action and discourse that cultural consensus, or better, cultural
toleration can be best pursued. However, as Fultner (1998) points out, communicative
action “presupposes that consensus exists” (p. 97), that rational discussion can occur and
an agreement can be reached; thus, right action can be taken. Discourse, on the other
hand, presupposes that consensus “can be attained or forged” (Fultner, 1998, p. 97). He
clarifies his point by stating,
In other words, unless we assume that we are talking about the same thing
(communicative action) or that we can (eventually) reach an agreement
(discourse), communication or debate does not even get off the ground (p.
98).
Thus, the first flaw in the theory of communicative action finds its origin in that before
any form of discourse can be undertaken the parties involved must have some basis,
cultural or otherwise, to believe that engaging in a dialogue would be fruitful. The
second flaw, and possibly more problematic, is the effect of power relations in any
discursive function. Here consensus is merely a tool used to establish and maintain
power relations which ultimately “renders the prospect of reaching a rational consensus
hopelessly idealistic” (Fultner, 1998, p. 100; Cameron, 1996; Lyotard, 1990). In fact, “an
unforced cultural consensus” can been seen as beyond the capability of “the power of
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reason” which can only lead to a postmodern distrust of rational thought in general
(Seidman, 1990, p. 230).
This view is plausible in a world were no distinction is made between civil society
and political society; A distinction that Gramsci made and one that is important to
understand if one is to examine cultural change and the role of communicative action and
discourse within it. For Gramsci, political society is where power is located in the form
of “coercion, force, and intervention” (Gramsci, 1981, p. 214). It is there where the
idealistic nature of communicative action and discourse is difficult to locate. However, it
is in civil society or the ‘private’ realm where one will find “consent” and “free will”
(Gramsci, 1981, p. 214). Thus, it is there where one will find true communicative action
and discourse in the idealistic sense. It is also there, within the local and the private that
individual cultural change occurs.

Furthermore, it is the individual cultural change

pursued in private that may lay the seeds for larger societal change. Thus, the idealistic
aspects of communicative action and discourse may not be so idealistic after all but, in
fact grounded in real world individual activity.
Within this local or private sphere what is at the heart of communicative action or
discourse is truly not related to consensus. Rather it has to do more with processes of
toleration of and adaptation to another’s individual activity in pursuit of conflict
avoidance and the good life. This toleration and adaptation is, in essence, in the selfinterest of the individual and only partially contingent to how a society in general defines
the good life. Pitts (1990) believes that “the good life . . . varies from one nation to
another, depending on their values” (p. 134). However, taken to another level, that is the
local, what defines the good life is individual values which may or may not be those of
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the society at large and always open to the influence of individual (as opposed to societal)
experience.
In this view, little has changed since the time of Aristotle who believed “the goal
of human life was happiness, the necessary precondition for which was virtue” (Tarnas,
1991, p. 76). Put in another way, to attain the good life one must proscribe to a set of
values and have an understanding of personal ethics and, for Aristotle, these are “linked
to the empirical, the contingent and individual” (Tarnas, 1991, p. 67); that is, it is the
individual’s real life experience and its contemplation that allows for, as Colebrook
(1998) describes, “a self formed through practices and activities” (p. 47), not merely
societal influence.
However, can a society which, by its very nature is designed to preserve itself,
tolerate individual members engaging in self-formation through their individual practices
and activities?

Perhaps not all, but of necessity some; It is necessary because for a

society to sustain its existence it must be tolerated at the individual level, just as for the
individual to sustain his existence he must be tolerated at the societal level. This state of
being is analogous to Saussure’s conception of the immutability and mutability of the
sign. Within that conception, Saussure (1990) stated that “language furnishes the best
proof that a law accepted by a community is a thing that is tolerated and not a rule to
which all freely consent” (p. 60). As it is with language, it is with ethics; societal values
are both immutable and mutable. Immutable because an individual’s value system is
inherited from past generations and wide spread (thus, suspect to Saussure’s “collective
inertia toward innovation” (p.61), and mutable because an individual’s practice and
action will influence and possibly change those inherited values on an individual level.
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However, it has been pointed out that people,
do not want to change independently even if there is a recognized and
well-understood social ferment visible and acceptable to them. People
prefer to change with others (Seth, 1988, p. 154).
This is especially true when one is contemplating values and ethics.

Individual

experience may indicate that a change is needed, yet that change will be very slow and
highly incremental and any expression of a desire to change at first confined to an
individual’s immediate communication network - family and neighborhood - if at all.
Even more likely, one who feels a need for change in one’s value system will leave, at
least for a short time, one’s inherited communication networks and seek out other,
alternative networks where one can experience new value systems that can be adopted or
adapted.
In fact, and especially within democratic societies where mobility is easier, this
movement is the key mechanism of societal change. For it is when those who have left
their communication networks return with altered belief, norm, or value systems that
communicative action in its ideal sense occurs. This may, and probably does in many
cases, result in the toleration of the new values and incremental cultural change. For,
only in a structured, knowable, and predictable individual communication network can
the conditions for Habermas’ communication action and discourse, as defined by Fultner
above, have a remote possibility of existing.
Furthermore, it is only within those networks that new values have a chance of
survival and transmission.

They will most likely not outlive the individual in the

environment from which they were adapted; they are, after all, not exactly the same
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having been influenced during the process of adaptation to an individual’s natal world
view. In addition, they will not be readily adapted by the individual’s natal society as a
whole; economies of scale take precedent here. It is only within the individual’s family,
neighborhood, and other primary communication networks, where the level of toleration
needed for any new belief, norm, or value to be accepted or at least ignored can be found.
“This level of toleration might be termed the toleration of blood or kin. Primeval kinship,
then, may be the determinate social structure upon which all social and cultural change is
dependent” (Sigler, 2003, p. 61).
Thus, it is not culture’s capacity for holism that will be the determining factor
behind Schafer’s world system of the future, but the creative sojourner and kinship’s
capacity for toleration, limited as it might be, for different views spanning three or more
generations; For within kinship relations, “difference is not what is celebrated, but rather
it is shared interest that is emphasized” (Sigler, 2003, p. 61). Conceivably, this is what
creates the “circular course” of change to which Cervantes speaks because kinship
groups, however they are defined, are necessarily in a constant state of flux as they
continue to hold themselves together (Sigler, 2003).
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Introduction:
The great law of culture is: let each become
all that he was created capable of being.
Thomas Carlyle (1827)

Wallerstein (1988) argues that historical social science must start with the abstract
and move in the direction of the concrete (p. 324) perhaps recognizing, as Tarnas (1991)
put it, “the necessity of theoretical conjecture prior to empirical observation” (p. 275). In
that vein, this paper will engage in a bit of theoretical conjecture through the study and
integration of ideas from past and present historians, philosophers, social theorists, and
researchers in support of an historical process of cultural change that originates in the
creative sojourner as an individual agent (Sigler, 2003).
For today in the postmodern world, as more and more individuals travel the globe,
both physically and technologically, they may be asking the same questions that Lafcadio
Hearn (1976) had for the ancient Japanese gardener Kinjuro,
. . . if all had the same number and quality of Souls, all would surely be
of one mind. But that people are different from each other is apparent; and
the differences among them are because of the differences in the quality
and the number of their Souls . . . .
And this I desire to know: Can a man separate his Souls? Can he, for
instance, have one Soul in Kyoto and one in Tokyo and one in Matsue, all
at the same time?
He cannot; they remain always together.
How? (p. 628-29).
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Construction of Society:
Human beings have theorized about the cause of change in their social structures
and social interactions for thousands of years and what has become clear is that change is
rooted in the clash of what is the Same and the Other (Racevskis, 1983). However, it has
also been pointed out that change does not only come from the encounter of that which is
different, but also and possibly more fundamentally, from that which connects (Burke,
1996; Pope, 1988). This element of interconnection in the processes of cultural diffusion
and change is possibly driving the historical phenomenon that we refer to as globalization
and to understand these processes one must look at the elements that influence culture
and come to an awareness of how they converge.
Society, according to Racevskis (1983), “is an inherently flawed and highly
deficient process” (p. 20); Nevertheless, it is the abstract concept upon which people
organize themselves in order to collectively take action (Parsons & Shils, 1990) and
“preserve and carry into the future what they inherited” (Seth, 1988, p. 149). Each human
being is born into a set of circumstances consisting of language, institutions, norms, and
expectations that have been created for him in order that he might survive and grow into
maturity (Cauchy, 1988). This is the premise upon which all structuralist thought is
based and upon which Durkheim (1999) asserted that the conscience collective controlled
individual behavior.

It is this normative function of social structures, collectively

constructed, that brings order into a chaotic universe that would otherwise be quite lethal
to the frail individual human being. These structures, according to Turner (1988), are not
things but processes that order “interactions across time and in space” (p. 179). However,
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these processes and the normative characteristics they provide also can act as obstacles to
individual growth and freedom. That is, our social systems and the norms they create can
and do become “authoritarian and repressive” (Cauchy, 1988. p. 162).

“Truth”, or

perhaps merely “Consent”, is imposed on the individual through an array of social
institutions such as the media, churches, schools, associations, etc. (Miliband, 1988) and
a postmodern local determinism can be detected (Lyotard, 1990; Murphy, 1986).
This local determinism is the result of a need for order and is the origin of conflict
when “an inconsistent value system” or difference is present or introduced into a locality
(Parsons & Shils, 1990). It is within this conflict that one can find Foucault’s concept of
difference entrapped in the Same (in McWhorter, 1994) or Weber’s Iron Cage (Weber,
1999). However, even though forced similitude occurs, individual differences are still
evident even in the most authoritarian societies. Here we find the “dilemma” all societies
face of which Parsons & Shils (1990) write,
On the one hand, they can only live by a system of institutionalized values,
to which the members must be seriously committed and to which they
must adhere in their actions. On the other hand, they must be able to
accept compromises and accommodations, tolerating many actions which
from the point of view of their own dominant values are wrong (p.46).
The alternative to this toleration is oppression, societal conflict, and societal
disintegration. Thus, for a social system to forestall its disintegration and, as Münch
(1988) in his discussion of Parsonian Theory stated,
maintain its unity, there must be internal interpenetration between its
subsystems, and it must ‘adapt’ to its environment, that is there must be
external interpenetration too (p. 126).
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That is to say, “a society while constructing its social systems and subsystems must leave
open a window to the Other within the Same” (Sigler, 2003, p. 55).
Volosinov (1990) points out, two possible “‘models’ for human interrelatedness”
which he characterizes as “juxtaposed and alternating” but which may in fact be
intermingled and co-existing.

The first highly structured and occupied with self-

preservation and the second, an unstructured world of individuals who find ways to
pursue their own inclinations within the confines of the dominant value system of the
first. In this way social groups create the “order” they need to exist as they allow the
“disorder” they require to change and survive (Douglas, 1990); To quote Parsons & Shils
(1990), “In this paradox lies a principal source of strain and instability in social systems,
and many of the most important seeds of social change” (p. 46).
These “seeds of social change” are located throughout any social system within
the abstract structures it creates to ensure its continuance. These abstract structures can
be seen as “sources of influence” in what Latané, Liu, Nowak, Bonevento, and Zheng
(1995) describe as “social force fields” all individuals inhabit.
The first of these “sources of influences” to be considered here will be the
ideological. The shared ideology of a group of individuals, the ideas upon which they
organize their political, economic, and social system, is a basic source of group cohesion
and culture. Without these shared ideas, a recognizable group would never come into
existence and, if it did due to some crisis of survival, would not remain a “group” beyond
the duration of the crisis unless a shared ideology was developed. That is, ideology is a
“society’s consciousness of itself” (Kuper & Kuper, 1985, p. 375). Thus, the existence of
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an identifiable ideology within a social group brings that group into the realm of the
metaphysical. However, Marx attacked this idea and stressed the importance of the
material world in the formation of ideology. In fact, ideology was more then just ideas,
but actual “forms of human practice that play an active role in the functioning and
transformation of society itself” (Kuper & Kuper, 1985, p. 375).
Ideology then becomes the way in which ideas are transformed into actual
“material forces in society” (Gramsci, 1981, p. 207) or what Tagg (1981) conceives of as
“social levers” (p. 291). These “social levers” are necessary in any society first and
foremost because societies are made up of individuals with their own goals and ambitions
that may or may not be those of the society in which they find themselves. Second,
individuals with similar positions in society, backgrounds, ambitions, and goals will
come together as sub-groups within the larger societal group. These sub-groups, or
“classes” in Marxist terms, can be seen to be held together by a ruling class that exerts
what Gramsci (1999) described as hegemony over the other classes. This hegemony may
not only be obtained through coercion but also through ideology in such a way as to “win
and shape consent” that appears to be “natural and normal” (Clarke, Hall, Jefferson, &
Roberts, 1981, p. 59).
Moreover, ideology can be seen not only as the basis of a societal consciousness
by which one group comes to dominate other groups in a single society, but also as the
building blocks of societal structures. Using the ideas of Lévi-Strauss, Althusser stated
that ideology is indeed a system of “representations” that succeed in creating structures
in which individuals formed themselves by altering the “lived” relation between them and
7

the world (in Hall, 1981, p. 29). Thus, “experience was conceived . . . not as a reflection
of the real but as an ‘imaginary relation’” between the individual and his society (Hall,
1981, p. 29). That is to say, the structures built by a society’s dominant ideology detach
the individuals from themselves and make them part of the whole at the expense of their
ability to truly understand their situation in life.
This is a neo-Marxist view of the relationship between the individual and society
and may be the result of a type of historical process described by Gramsci. Gramsci saw
history as “a process of conflicts and compromises” where the “state emerges as the
unifier and arbitrator of diverse interests and conflicts” (Gramsci, 1981, p. 199). At the
head of that state will be a single dominant group that will not only control the economics
of that society, but also shape “the prevailing world view” of the people (Bell, 1990, p.
324). Thus, Gramsci’s hegemony is not only political and economic, but also cultural.
The three cannot be separated and in the end what appears to hold any society together is
a “voluntary adherence” to these “dominant ideas” (Alexander, 1990, p. 9).
However, Gramsci also believes that the “dominant culture” of a society will be
“challenged” by its sub-cultures or groups (Alexander, 1990, p. 7). That is to say, as
Clarke, Hall, Jefferson, and Roberts (1981) summarized, “Other cultural configurations
will not only be subordinate to this dominant order: they will enter in to struggle with it,
seek to modify, negotiate, resist or even overthrow its reign - its hegemony” (p. 55).
This struggle is described by Marxists as a class struggle over the control of the
material world. A struggle defined by and fought through a society’s economic system.
The market, the production and consumption of individual, national, and global wealth, is
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where sub-groups of a society and, in extension, cultural groups of the world, meet. It is
here, in the market, “where social structure and culture cross” (Bell, 1990, p. 325). In a
society’s mechanisms for the distribution of wealth, in the abstract ideological structures
it uses to justify that distribution, and in the value orientation it puts on objects, one finds
an area of cultural production that may be the defining element of culture in any society.
This “undeniably strong interrelationship between culture and economy” (Slors,
1988, p.2) is summed up quite well by Sahlins (1990) who states,
The goods stand as an object code for the signification and valuation of
persons and occasions, functions and situations. Operating on a specific
logic of correspondence between material and social contrasts. Production
is thus the reproduction of culture in a system of objects (p. 101).
Thus, we have what some theorists might regard as the reduction of ideology as the
defining element of social cohesion. In the modern world, individuals are not integrated
nor societies held together by political and social ideas, but by the “commodification of
needs and desires” (Seidman, 1990, p. 228). Culture is a commodity and its production
through the economy is more influential than it is through ideology (Hall, 1981, p. 35).
However, it can be argued that how individuals relate to produced objects, the
“use-value” they assign them, is different from individual to individual and from culture
to culture (Sahlins, 1990). In other words, as Slors (1988) points out, “A product that
may have only an economic or utility value in one culture may have mainly a status or
power value in another culture” (p.7). How is this to be explained if not from the view of
ideology?

The economic system

one grows up

undoubtedly
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with in one’s society will

influence what one values; nevertheless, how one assigns value to objects, people, and
events is determined elsewhere.
Group ideology then, even in the capitalist world, may be the predominate
influence in the formation of individual norms and values.

In discussing Gramsci

conception of hegemony, Clarke et al (1981) relate that the State (or dominant group)
uses the process of education to reinforce its position. It does this by regulating “the life
of the subordinate classes” through educational institutions such as “the family, the
school, the church and cultural institutions” (Clarke et al, 1981, p. 60). In addition,
according to Gouldner (1990), the widespread use of communication technology such as
“radio, cinema, and television” in industrial nations has produced the “masses” who’s
consciousness is no-longer formed by ideology but by a “consciousness industry” (p.
310). Thus, it appears that subordinate groups have their world views (ways of life)
subtly imposed on them through the educational functions of social institutions and the
media.
A basic function of education can be said to be “maintenance - the reproduction of
norms and values from one generation to another” (Elmandjra, 1988, p.141). In this
capacity the connection between education and culture and how that link can be used as a
tool of control can be seen. Educational institutions and the media can “transform
socially conditioned inequalities into . . . inequalities of natural gifts” (Alexander, 1990,
p. 25) that can be perceived as right and proper -- the natural order of things.
On the other hand, education has another basic function; one that may be
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described as idealistic but, nevertheless, is detectable. Education can provide individuals
with new experiences, insights, and alternative points of view. It can and does point
individuals in directions and subsequent actions that may not always be in the best
interests of the ruling class or the cultural gatekeepers of a given society. Cauchy (1988)
may have best stated this other function of education in a discussion “on being human”,
Education leads the child out of its relative incapacity to control itself
biologically, to relate to others socially, out of its inability to think, to will
and to act as a mature human being; it opens up to autonomy, that is to a
state of being able to determine oneself, to self-determination and freedom
(p. 173).
This function of education is a component of the window every society must leave open
to the Other within the Same mentioned earlier and, thus, an avenue for cultural change.
Although, as Williams (1981) points out, educational institutions are “formally concerned
with keeping the tradition alive”, they are also operating within a “contemporary system
of interests and values” which is in a process of “continual selection and interpretation”
(p. 51). Thus, in the process of being educated individuals may also learn to think
critically, obtaining the ability to interpret, select, and even modify not only their own
society’s norms and values but also adapt that of others' as well.
Yet, there is one imposed activity or skill that even the most educated people have
no alternative but to learn and use with all its predetermined rules, regulations, meanings,
and structures.

That prescribed element is the language of their natal cultural group;

through it they view and describe their world and, thus, their existence as thinking
creatures.
Culler (1981), writing on the “Saussurian legacy”, states “man is a creature who
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lives among signs” and the individual’s task is not only to comprehend their meaning but
also “to understand the conventions responsible for their meaning” (p. 143). In so doing
individuals are able not only to communicate but also to discern the significance of
others’ actions and conduct (Culler, 1981). Thus, language can be seen as the foundation
of group culture which, in essence, defines proper action and conduct. This semiological
view of language and culture does one very consequential thing -- it divorces a people’s
symbolic systems from their metaphysical requirements (Alexander, 1990) and allows
one to see culture as a “system of distinctions, categories, and rules of combination”
(Culler, 1981); that is, predefined structures within which humans operate to satisfy their
worldly needs.
This view forever separates the individual from the universal. As Murphy (1986)
sums up after discussing the “language games” of Lyotard and Derrida, “Truth can now
never be apprehended directly, but only through the permutations of speech” (p. 348).
Language and culture must and always will stand in the way of comprehending, in their
totality, universal abstract concepts such as wisdom, knowledge, beauty, or truth and
prevent individuals from finding “access to any reality other than that determined by (his)
local form of life” (Tarnas, 1991, p. 399). The individual can be said to be incapable of
transcending the strictures placed on him by his society. The “subject is subjected”
(Willis, 1981, p. 100) and the signs he uses to understand and act in the world are
determined for him within very permanent limits (Alexander, 1990). By “separating
language from speaking” (Saussure, 1990, p. 55) one effectively separates the individual
from his culture. It, like language, is “passively assimilated by the individual” (Saussure,
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1990, p. 55).

Thus one can say, “to speak is to die” (Allen, 1998, p.71) but not in the sense that
Hegel would assert. Hegel sees the act of speech as a means for the individual to join the
universal. It is the “externalization and vanishing of this particular ‘I’, and as a result the
‘I’ remains in its universality” (Hegel in Allen, 1998, p. 72).

However, for the

structuralist coming from the Saussurian or Foucaultian point of view, the death of the
individual comes not from joining the universal, but from entering into “the exteriority of
the rules which govern discursive formation” (Allen, 1998, p. 73).

In a sense, by

speaking we separate ourselves from ourselves, we enter a game whose rules are not our
own, and thus, our identities are formed by forces beyond our control.
On the other hand, it has been pointed out that within Saussurian thought, from
which this line of argument appears, that,
What distinguishes a particular signifier or signified is not any positive
characteristic, rather it derives its identity and meaning from its difference
from other signifiers or signifieds (Colwell 1994, p. 59).
In fact, these differences are attributed to the “arbitrary nature of the sign” which
Saussure established and it can be seen that these differences not only have their root in
the meaning of the sign but also in its function (Culler, 1981).
The function of a sign can also be described as its productivity, and Barthes
(1981) shows that within “the system of signification” productivity is continuous. He
goes on to point out that productivity implies that it is the play of difference of the
signifying chain that produces signifieds (Barthes, 1981, p. 164). Thus, sign systems by
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their nature are based on differences and through their functions are in flux. That is, they
are not operating from “fixed points” but are changing. In fact, any apparently “fixed
point” is, in actuality, merely “one moment in the endless transformations of the system”
(Coward & Ellis, 1981, p. 159).
From this perspective it can be seen that, as Lacan emphasized, “a signifier can
never be permanently bound to any signified” (in Coward & Ellis, 1981, p. 158). Indeed,
Saussure (1990) recognized this phenomenon when he stated that the evolution of
language is inevitable “under the influence of all the forces which can affect either sounds
or meaning” (p. 63). He goes on to sum this idea up with the phrase; “Continuity in time
is coupled to change in time” (Saussure, 1990, p. 63). If one applies this concept to other
social or cultural systems (structures) besides language, one can begin to see that change
is in fact a natural and necessary process of history.
Change is inescapable and the mechanisms of social change in any society are the
individuals who fuse items from different systems of meaning, who adopt or adapt things
from other social groups, who “intensify or exaggerate or isolate a given meaning and, so
change it”, or who “combine (given) forms according to a ‘secret’ language or code”
(Clarke et al, 1981, p. 70). Language then is not a trap, but actually a form of “rulegoverned creativity” that, according to Chomsky, is used by “the linguistic agent”
(Giddens, 1988, p. 197).
Furthermore, it could be said that the individually operated mechanisms of change
produced through language and communication mentioned above are the points at which
it is possible for one to separate oneself from the strictures of one’s society, pass through
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the window to the Other within the Same, and discover the universal. In fact, this may be
what Habermas is driving at in his Theory of Communicative Action for within this
theory can be found the idea that language is the “medium that assures mediation between
the universal and the individual and within which occurs the unfolding of reflective
experience, through which subjects are formed” (Prado, 1997, p. 354). In addition, if one
concedes that it is within this individual process of subject formation that one encounters
power, then is it not possible that it is from this discursive mediation and the
accompanying identity formation that power, in whatever form or from whatever source,
is not only encountered but also discovered and accumulated?
Discourse, then, may be the origin of power; however, it can be said, as both
Foucault and Habermas point out, that power is the foundation of most if not all
discourse (in Fleming, 1996). That is, personal discourse, who one engages in discourse
with and the parameters of that discourse, is determined by societal structures that wield
power directed at maintaining their existence singularly and within the overall societal
system. Thus, discourse becomes an “event in a network of power relations” (Racevskis,
1983, p. 128) ranging from top to bottom; from societal structures to individuals. Power
and the discourse that support it then, are relational; yet, they do not remain steady. In
fact, “They change, adapt, transform, become different from themselves, depending on
the other forces with which they interact” (Colwell, 1994, p. 61). These other forces,
according to Colwell (1994), arise from “relations between agents or subjects or points in
an institutional grid that are occupied by individuals” (p. 58) and, thus, power possibly
originates from the bottom in the Foucaultian sense.
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Foucault states that,
Between any point of social body, between a man and woman, between the
members of a family, between a master and a pupil, between every one
who knows and every one who does not, their exists relations of power
which are not purely and simply a projection of the sovereign’s great
power over the individual; they are rather the concrete, changing soil
in which the sovereign’s power is grounded, the conditions which make it
possible for it to function (in Racevskis, 1983, p. 94).
Foucault believes that power can function not only as a repressive mechanism but also, at
the individual level, as a means of liberation (Allan, 1998). For “relations of power are
not only the function of institutional authorities but rather arise between individuals
themselves” (Colwell, 1994, p. 57).
The nature of discourse “is necessarily transindividual” and, thus, so is an
individual’s reality (Racevskis, 1983, p.37). Foucault approaches this idea of discourse
and its role in creating a human being’s consciousness. Foucault concludes that learners
create knowledge with language, and while solving open-ended problems, they are
created as thinkers (St. Pierre Hirtle, 1996, p. 91). This brings us back to Burke’s (1996)
conception of the connection of all things. For “Thinking . . . is a process of sorting, of
distributing, of analyzing -- but only in order to synthesize aptly -- and then of
connecting, or weaving together truths (McWhorter, 1994, p. 161). This is the basis of
Habermas’ Communicative Action Theory.
Habermas’ theory takes the focus off subject/object (power) relations and places it
on subject/subject relations (Fleming, 1996). Briefly, Communicative Action Theory
states that through “the process of rational argumentation” individuals can (correct) their
mistakes and (adopt) new understandings” and, it is through this process that we “renew
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the lifeworld in the dimensions of culture, society, and personality (Owen, 1998, p. 1078). This renewal occurs because as concepts progress through individual communicative
actions they “necessarily undergo modifications” (Racevskis, 1983, p. 75). That is,
communicative action creates what Kamppinen (1998) characterizes as “battlegrounds for
competing meaning systems” in which it is possible for individuals to entertain “different
and even contradictory meaning systems” (p. 483).
However, as Habermas pointed out, they probably can only do this in “reference
to moral questions” (Fleming, 1997, p. 36) and it is from the consideration of these moral
(universal) questions that a society’s marginal and liminal individuals owe their
existence. It is these individuals, the ones that are in states of profound transition which
Walzer (1997) might describe as “postmodern vagabonds” (p. 109), who present societal
structures with their most dangerous enemies (Smith-Rosenber, 1990). For it is they who
are driven to explore the Other within the Same; to look out and possibly crawl through
that window each society must leave open to ensure its survival.
Among these individuals there are some who Seth describes as,
a minuscule minority, whose very purpose of life is to explore new
frontiers and to go beyond frontier after frontier, to seek afresh what is
new. To them this is their sole and natural purpose of life (1988, p. 152).
These are the ones who engage in cross-cultural activities; the ones who seek out and
participate actively in intercultural communication and engage in cultural selectivity.
Historically, these individuals were probably few in number and confined to adventurers
who left home seeking something new. However, in the modern and postmodern world
where the very nature of both time and space is being drastically altered by
17

telecommunication

technology more and

more individuals

are both voluntarily

and

involuntarily engaging in intercultural communicative action. That is to say, as Goetze
(1988) remarks,
humans do move often and rapidly from one environment to another, and,
as a result, find themselves operating in a vastly larger array of
environments than did individuals in early human societies (p. 66).
It is here, then, in the intercultural setting and the liminal figures that inhabit it,
where the universal may be being discovered or, possibly, negotiated; for, “the sphere of
the holy exists between persons, where the struggle occurs to forge a common reality out
of a myriad of possibilities” (Murphy, 1986, p. 350).
Gramsci (1981) wrote that,
Creating a new culture does not only mean one’s own individual ‘original’
discoveries. It also, and most particularly, means the diffusion in a critical
form of truths already discovered, their ‘socialization’ as it were, and even
making them the basis of vital action, an element of co-ordination and
intellectual and moral order (p. 206).
This is the definition of cultural creativity and it suggests a process by which the
structures of societal systems and cultures come by their capacity for both “change and
continuity” (Tarnas, 1991, p. 59). It is an historical process by which creative sojourners
not only make “new” discoveries but diffuse and replicate those discoveries through their
interplay and communicative actions inside individual communication networks and
existing social structures. By doing so they reveal that, as Lacan stated, Man is not “an
object, but a being in the process of realizing itself, something metaphysical” (in
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Racevskis, 1983. p. 38).

Construction of the Self:
There is within Lacan’s philosophical thought an indication of the necessity and
utility of the previously mentioned “Other within the Same”. That is to say, creative
sojourners may discover the Other as they search for understanding, right action and,
perhaps, the universal in their new experiences and bring it home. “The mechanism they
use to accomplish this feat can be nothing less than the adoption and adaptation of the
Other’s specific behaviors, norms, and values that they deem useful” (Sigler, 2003, p. 55)
in their quest to realize themselves.
However, can it not be said that this process of adoption/adaptation leads not to
the realization of the self, but to the creation of an ironist in the sense that Rorty (1999)
used the term? Creative sojourners, like the people Rorty (1999) describes as ironists, are
in search of other “vocabularies” with which they can experiment and possibly reinvent
or revise their identities for the better. In Rorty’s (1999) view, it is here where the irony
lies. People who question their reality or their “truth” do so in a quest for a larger, more
accurate “truth”. However, their search only exposes them to the Other’s truth from
which they may or may not incorporate bits and pieces into their own world view; that
search can never end.
Richard Bach (1977) pointed out in his book, Illusions, that there were “about
four billion” (p. 133) (now six billion) people in the world and that meant that there were
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four billion (now six billion) truths. How can one individual expose himself to six billion
truths and incorporate into his one identity all that is good within them? One can’t and,
therefore, Rorty’s (1999) ironist is continually attempting to complete his identity and
continually fails to do so. In fact, he may be merely fragmenting and confusing his
identity with every new vocabulary he experiences. In this sense, creative sojourners are
the ironists Rorty (1999) describes.
On the other hand, in another sense they are not and that sense comes from
viewing their “final” vocabularies not as wrong (and therefore worth doubting) but as
incomplete. Durkheim (1999) put forth the idea that the human being was an animal who
is capable of bettering its situation and continually hopes to do so. He was referring to
the material world; however, if one applied that idea to an individual’s social, spiritual,
emotional, and mental world then one can view the search discussed above in a different
light. It is no longer an act producing an outcome that is the opposite of what was
intended, but an act that produces incremental improvement. With each new vocabulary
one is exposed to, with each new possible block of identity that is experienced, judged,
and incorporated or deemed lacking and left behind, one moves towards the realization
one is seeking. That search may not be able to fuse together six billion world views
before death ends it, but the more one exposes oneself to those alternative views, the
closer one can come to the “truth” one seeks. Thus, Rorty’s (1999) ironist may be better
described as a cultural navigator continually making small adjustments in his life’s path
based on landmarks he encounters along the way until the moment his vitality is
exhausted.
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This search can be called the instrument of the construction of the self. A topic
discussed by James, Cooley, and Mead. James (1999) splits the self into four parts: the
material self, the social self, the spiritual self, and the pure Ego. In doing so, James gives
each part equal footing in the whole. That is, each part of the self exists simultaneously
and the influence of each on what the self actually is is coordinated in a balance that is
functional. However, Cooley (1999) puts emphasis on what James described as the social
self. It is there, within an individual’s interaction with others in their social world that the
“I” is discovered. What is notable about Cooley’s (1999) analysis is that the “I” is
deemed a construction of the self’s imagined semblance of another’s perception of that
“I” and, therefore, subject to change depending on with whom the “I” is dealing. Mead
(1999) clarifies this point when he writes,
The individual experiences himself as such, not directly, but only
indirectly, from the particular standpoints of other individual members of
the same social group, or from the generalized standpoint of the social
group as a whole to which he belongs (p. 225).
This statement adds to Cooley’s (1999) analysis by including not only other individuals
but also society as a whole. Not only is the “I” constructed from how one interacts with
individual others and interprets the signs one gets from them, but also through one’s
interaction with and interpretation of the signs one receives from societal structures and
their processes. That is, according to Mead (1999) “the complete self is thus a reflection
of the complete social process” (p. 228).
In this sense, perhaps the social self determines the material self and the spiritual
self; however, can it not be said that it is the pure Ego that drives the search of our
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cultural navigator (creative sojourner) and, thus, creates the social which leads to the
material and the spiritual? That is to say, it is the “I” that chooses the social processes it
will use to realize itself. Thus, as Barzun (2000) points out,

“A self is not found, but

made,” (p. 785) and this making may occur through what Fromm called a “process of
communicative individualization” where “ego development” occurs through the
combination of “increasing individualization and growing socialization” (Honneth, 1988,
p. 369).

Conclusion:
Writers and philosophers since the time of Goethe have maintained “that the
relation of the human mind to the world was ultimately . . . participatory” (Tarnas, 1991,
p. 433). It is this participatory impulse of the individual that allows for the creation of
social structures and culture. It is also the foundation of human communication and the
catalyst of humanity’s physical and technological global search for understanding,
knowledge, and the good life.
It is this global search that is increasing intercultural contact and may be changing
perceptions of what constitutes the individual and the community and leading to what,
Tehranian (1998) believes, are individual struggles “to establish a stable identity” (p.
216). Yet, can it be said that the individual’s task will not only be to create a stable
identity in a rapidly changing environment, but also a useful one that promotes his
community’s interests as well as his own? The question, and thus the struggle, then
become not only how does one define one’s identity, but even more so, how does one
22

define one’s community.
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ABSTRACT
This paper has three objectives: first, it examines the pragmatic variables in an
intercultural and interpersonal context. Second, it argues that the use of a
common language across cultures does not always guarantee mutual
understanding. Third, it highlights areas where miscommunication is likely
to occur as a result of intercultural and interpersonal differences. Finally, this
paper provides implications for interpreters as how to eliminate factors giving
rise to intercultural/interpersonal misunderstanding. (Pragmatic variables,
communication
breakdown,
maxims,
cooperative
principles,
interpersonal/intercultural communication,

INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, approaches have been gaining grounds in intercultural
and interpersonal communication (Gumperz 1982, Antaki 1994). These
approaches don’t only seek to examine the differences in the verbal behaviors
of any linguistic communication, but rather the intercultural and interpersonal
communication as well. Intercultural and/or interpersonal communication is
understood here as strategy used to create meaning in cross-cultural
communication. Such an interactional view is also known as the theory of
pragmatic, as it solely depends on a specific situation at hand.
Furthermore, theories developed within what has become known as
pragmatics in recent years are directly relatable to the oral mode of
interpreting speakers do all the time; in order to help the theory and the
practice to meet as well as possible, one has to look at it from the end of the
oral mode of spoken language, which we call interpreting. I have chosen the
oral mode of spoken language because it is easier to perceive the pragmatic
1
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variables at work in the oral mode than it is in the written mode. This does not
mean that such variables are not all equally present in the written mode of
translation, but they tend to be easily manifested in the oral mode of language,
i.e. interpreting.
Although we view spoken and written languages in cross cultural
communications if they were two separable entities, one has to take into
account the fact that in both activities, there is a transference of meaning from
one language system and from one community to another community;
however, this particular transference can be done in speech and in writing; it
can also be done through subtitling below a television screen or a film screen.
In all of this, speaking and writing involves meaning transference. There is no
need to go into the controversy of what constitutes meaning; however, one
needs to point out that meaning is understood here as the totality of the
information conveyed in a particular message, whether stated or implied
(Shiyab 1990). To this effect, what is called ‘meaning’ in the oral mode of
language, i.e. interpreting is what this paper is going to investigate.
To relate theories of pragmatics to writing in an intercultural/ cross
cultural context, one has to understand the relationship between the addressor
and the addressee. What was the message and for whom it was destined?
Unless these issues are taken into account, understanding will be obscure.
One can imagine, of instance, that when speakers have words on a printed
page, they (words) are, in a sense, disassociated from the people who produce
those words and from the people for whom those words are destined. It is an
obvious point. For example, look at a particular message written on a page;
one sees the words on the page; however, no one sees who wrote those words
in the first place. It might have been the speaker, or somebody also. Who
knows? In a sense, since we have seen the message, then we are the people
whom it is destined for, but we should be aware that it is a message that was
not originally destined for us; it was destined for somebody else.
It is axiomatic that in a large number of, but not all, situations of
speaking, the text-producer and text-receiver are both present in one situation,
in one moment in time, and in one place; therefore, it is easy to observe
communication happening.
One can reflect on the fact that during meetings, whether political or
social, one might think of the position of chairs and tables in the meeting room
before the meeting even starts. The point here is that this particular
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preparation might have taken minutes or even hours. The question: why is
that? I think that when people put a great deal of thought into exactly where
they place the tables and chairs, it hardly matters, although there might be a
particular configuration of tables and chairs there which may perhaps be not
an entirely symmetrical one and might have its significance, but nevertheless,
for such meeting, it took minutes and hours. Why should they take all this
time? This is a question for pondering.
My second example is a stylized form of an exchange that took place
between to people coming from two different cultures. These people were
speaking English to each other and it was the opening exchange, the opening
conversation exchange of these two businessmen who had a task to negotiate a
business deal, which they failed to negotiate. The meeting was unsuccessful
and the difficulty can be traced back to the very first words they spoke to each
other and these are the first words in a largely stylized form. I doubt very
much that these are the exact words that were used in the exchange but I
think it is a kind of a stylization of what they said to each other. Here is the
conversation that took place between these two people:
A: ‘Hello!’
B: ‘Hello,’ he replied as he turned around to see who was talking to
him.
A: ‘It has been a long time since we have seen each other,’
B: ‘Yes. Too long, I am afraid,’ he replied.
A: ‘Well, that depends on what you mean by a long time,’ he
remarked.
Here one can realize that at this stage of the conversation, something has
already gone wrong. There is already something not working properly in
terms of communications, and the questions are whether one can identify
what is going wrong here and where does it start? The point is, that by the
end of this short exchange, a very competitive atmosphere is being created
because (A) is saying “it is been a long time” and (B) is saying “well, that is
your fault, not mine, etc…” and for people who are trying to work out a
successful business deal, they got off on the wrong foot. Things have already
started to go wrong, and instead of being cooperative, they are finding
themselves competing with each other.
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CROSS CULTURAL COMMUNICATION
Based on the above observations, one can relate this to two important things
that have been observed when people negotiate with each other and the two
things are this: first of all, there is a constant need to foster good relations
between the people speaking to each other. All of us know that this is not
specific to any particular culture in the sense that it is experienced in all
cultures; however, it finds its way out linguistically in different forms. When
people try to negotiate or even converse with someone, they are aware that
there is a constant need to ensure that the relations between the two people
speaking to each other are taking place on the right terms; they do things
linguistically with language to ensure that happens. That is the first important
point. The second point which is relatable to this and other exchanges is that
in different cultures, there are unwritten rules for when it is someone’s turn to
speak (Wells 1981; Gumperz et al 1981; 1985). One might have observe this in
some cultures and/or in some linguistic cultures. In some languages, Arabic
for example, it is more acceptable to interrupt the person one is speaking with
than it is in other cultures. English is a case in point. But if one is going to
interrupt, there are ways of doing it linguistically; there are ways when one
shouldn’t do it linguistically. These, incidentally, are among the most difficult
problems facing language learners at all times. In a sense, we always think
that grammar is a difficult thing to learn but at least grammar is a finite task.
It might be an almost insurmountable mountain, but we know it is there; we
can see it and measure it; we can get over it, but these unwritten rules about
the way in which communication is supposed to take place are difficult ones to
master. We are all familiar with the kind of difficulty we face when we learn
a foreign language; we actually commit, in one way or another, a number of
verbal and non-verbal offences, which were either very aggressive towards the
person we were speaking to or not aggressive enough.
Grice’s Maxims
At this point, one has to introduce Grice’s (1975) maxims. Until the 1970’s,
more or less, not a great deal of attention had been paid to the way in which
people use language to achieve their own ends and to the rules which people
implicitly obey when conversing with other people. It was this that led Grice
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to talk of what he calls “the cooperative principle”. Grice states the principles
as follows:
“Make your conversation al contribution such as is required, at the
stage of which it occurs. By the accepted purpose and direction of
the talk exchange in which you are engaged.”
Grice (1975:45)
What Grice is saying here is that when you talk to someone and someone
is talking to you, it is a natural assumption in the first instance, unless you
have evidence to the contrary, that the person talking to you is trying to be
cooperative. He is not deliberately trying to mislead you; he is not
deliberately going to try and bore you; he is not going to talk to you about
a lot of things that are not relevant to you, and so on. This is the basic
assumption that people make. Here, Grice formulated these assumptions
into a number of what he called “maxims”: quality, relation and manner.
The first one is quantity, which has to do with the notion that when
people speak to each other, they go on long enough to make their point.
When they feel they have made their point, they stop talking. The point is
that when you are having an ordinary conversation with someone, you
know that time is limited, because when you are talking, the other person
cannot really talk; you know that there is joint cooperation whereby the
conversation time is shared to a certain extent. Therefore, you will not go
on longer than you feel necessary. If someone asks you a question like,
Can you show me the way to the White House?, you will try to give
him/her instructions on how to reach the White House, which will be as
short and explicit as possible. You wouldn’t say, “Well, in America, as a
whole, there are many white houses. There are small white houses and
large white houses. I assume the one you want to go to is the one where
the President resides. On the other hand, if you got a taxi, you could take
X street, but if you don’t have one, you could take Y street. No one would
do that because they know time is limited. Grice states that the maxim
‘quantity’ is to “make your contribution as informative as is required for
the current purposes of the exchange. Do not make your contribution
more informative than required than required.” That is the first maxim.
The second maxim is ‘quantity’. Grice states:
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“Do not say what you believe to be false. Do not say that for which you
lack adequate evidence.”
In other words, don’t lie, but then why should that be a normal maxim of
talk exchanges. Again, it relates back to this cooperative principle that
when someone is talking to you, your first assumption is that they are not
telling you a pack of lies. You may have other evidence, which would lead
you to the conclusion that perhaps they are telling you a pack of lies;
however, the first natural assumption is that when you go up to somebody
and ask Can you show me the way to the White House?, they are not going
to show you the way to a white house instead. This is the first assumption
that you make and that is the maxim of ‘quality’.
The third maxim is the maxim of ‘relation’; it is very simply stated “be
relevant”. Let us consider the previous example Can you show me the way
to the White House? You would not normally expect a response such as “I
saw a nice woman walking down the street.” It would not be a relevant
reply. Therefore, the maxim indicates that if we assume that the person
speaking to us is being cooperative, which is the underlying assumption if
he/she is being cooperative, then he/she will give us a reply which is in
some sense relevant to what we have said in the first place.
The last maxim is ‘manner’ and is stated as:
“Be perspicuous. Avoid obscurity of expression. Avoid ambiguity.
Be brief. Be orderly.”
Perhaps “be orderly” is important because what we normally expect, when
one asks somebody a question, is that the answer that comes back to us will
be in a sequence and the elements which are used will be in a certain
order; this will make it easy for us to understand what has been said. This
is the normal assumption. Grice (1975:51), in trying to show how these
maxims work, gives this as a little exchange:
A: I am out of petrol.
B: There is a garage round the corner.
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Now Grice says on the face of it if we just look at this as a sequence of
linguistic elements, people could say, if they knew nothing about the way the
world works, in general, that (B) is not being relevant. (A) says “I am out of
petrol” and (B) starts talking about something that is around the corner. The
point here, however, as Grice says is that “the normal assumption is the
person that we say this to “I am out of petrol” is, in fact, being cooperative.
Therefore, rather than assuming that (B) is being uncooperative, we start
looking at the words that (B) says to see if there is some meaning, which we
call implicature (Grice 1975: 45-51). That particular maxim is one that has
had a lot written about since it is certainly something essential for interpreters
and translators.
Grice’s maxims are very useful in the semantic analysis of texts;
however, such usefulness is reduced by the generality, not to say vagueness
with which they are formulated (Lyons 1977). According to Lyons, evaluating
utterances is far more difficult than quantifying the amount of semantic
information in an utterance.
Taking this into account, i.e. conversation between people, one can say
that what is interesting about a breakdown in communication is that the
people who are experiencing the breakdown do not even notice that
communication has broken down until much later when things start to get
aggressive.
The whole point about Grice is that what we need to do from the point
of view of our topic of inter-cultural communication is that we need to add a
bi-cultural dimension to Grice because Grice is talking about it in relation to
all people everywhere. A lot of work has been done on this since and, of
course, empirical work has been implying these maxims in addition to
implying things which come later to particular people talking in particular
languages within a particular background. What should the interpreter do in
cases where the interpreter noticed that something went wrong in the
interpreting act or felt that the speaker has lost his way in the conversation?
The dilemma is whether the interpreter can intervene and say, “you have got
this wrong; you are not understanding each other. This is not intended as a
criticism; it is intended to be cooperative, etc.” Or conversely, do the
interpreters have this right?
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PRAGMATIC VARIABLES AND INTERPRETING
One can make the proposal that conference interpreters should be given the
right and the duty to actually stop the proceeding in an international
conference if they know that some talk exchange is based on a
misunderstanding, however slight. They should not be criticized for actually
intervening. There is a linguistic problem, although it is likely to be cultural
as much as linguistic. Here one can see two objections: first, this problem
places an intolerable burden on the interpreter himself/herself. If Interpreters
intervene in an international conference halfway through a speech from a
delegate from Jordan or Canada or wherever, they are not going to be
appreciated at all for it. What they say had better be right and had better be
demonstrably right as well.
The second objection is that in negotiations, people very often will
deliberately misunderstand the person they are talking to as a negotiating
policy. As a strategy in argument, one deliberately fails to hear something or
one deliberately takes the wrong sense of something; it happens all the time
and consequently, how is the interpreter going to deal with this? This is a
very controversial area and it is certainly true, not so much for conference
interpreters, but for liaison interpreters. There is a real need for a
systematically arranged and comprehensive collection of rules for professional
liaison interpreters, stating what interpreters should do and what they should
not do in these situations. At the moment there is no code of practice and
consequently interpreters get criticized for whatever happens. If interpreters
allow the miscommunication to continue, they are criticized. People may not
like the idea that interpreters did not clear it up and stop it, then they may
find themselves more subject of criticism than if they had said nothing. So, it
is an unsolved problem. Consider the following extract between two people
coming from two different cultures. Speaker (A) is a Jordanian whereas
speaker (B) is an American.
A: ‘Excuse me. What is your name?’
B: ‘My name is Adam, he replied, with the sound of curiosity in
his voice.’
A: ‘How long have been in this city?’
B: ‘Well, I’ve been here for only two years,’ he answered.
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A: ‘Two years,’ huh. ‘What do you do for living, he asked?
B: ‘I work in a supermarket,’ replied the American after some
hesitation.
A: ‘How much money do you make monthly?’ he asked boldly.
B: ‘I don’t know exactly,’ he replied with a frowned face.
A: ‘You don’t have to say exactly how much,’ he recommended.
B: ‘If you will excuse me, please. I’ve got to go,’ he replied with
astonishment as he turned and walked suddenly away.
In this conversation, there is a problem that is traceable back to the fact
that (A) kept on asking (B) very personal questions, and (A) finally
interpreted this as an attempt to undermine his respect, his position,
etc. As a result, both speakers did not get on very well with each other.
However, it should be pointed out that this is a finding which comes in
via social-psychology that we all have what is known as ‘inside groups’
and ‘outside groups’. Your ‘inside group’ is those people in your
immediate surrounding with whom you identify, with whom you have
close relations (i.e. your family, your close friends, etc.). In different
cultures, these are defined in different ways and there are different
norms. There are such things as ‘inside groups’, although we never
meditate or think of who is or is not in the ‘inside group’ or ‘outside
group’. Nevertheless, we instinctively feel this. Of course, there is the
‘outside group’ which is everyone else.
Another complexity in cross-cultural communications is that
which results from differences in the perception of one’s cultural and
linguistic elements (Noss 1986). For example, in the Jordanian culture,
it is considered polite to welcome strangers from a foreign country by
treating them immediately as part of your ‘inside group’. Therefore,
you ask them personal questions. It is a way of welcoming people, or
getting close to them, trying to make him her feel home. However,
this is not so for the Americans and consequently one gets these
misinterpreted intentions which are a source of difficulties. Now, in
going on about that, one may talk about the different kinds of
difficulties which people are observed to have, and the sources of
intercultural communication difficulties. There are four kinds: first,
people’s language behavior; secondly, people’s non-verbal behavior;
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thirdly, the basis on which we make attribution about other people;
and fourthly, the inside/outside group bias. When it comes to language
behavior, people may fail to understand each other because they do not
understand the language (i.e. cultural aspects) that each other speak.
The point here is that people are behaving linguistically in a proper
manner within their own language community, but misinterpreted
within another language community due to cultural differences.
A similar point to be made here, which concerns different races
and cultures, is that it so happens that the socio-economics of a
particular country, Britain for example, are such that the people who
serve food in may establishments are largely of Pakistani origin. The
people receiving the food, in this case, are mostly British. The language
of exchange between these two groups is English. When we all speak a
foreign language very often, one of the last things to change is our
intonation patterns; we might get the grammar right, but we do not
always perceive that intonations patterns carry meaning. In certain
languages (i.e. Indian, Pakistani, etc.), people ask questions with falling
intonation might be interpreted as an insult, uncooperative, impolite,
and rude to other languages. English is an example. This may give rise
to breakdown in communication and may result in unpleasant
encounters due to cultural barriers. (For more information on this
subject, see Gumperz 1981; 1985).
To relate it back to the business of interpreting, court
interpreting is one of the situations where this is most difficult. It is a
well observed fact that in a courtroom where there is one interpreter
representing what the judge is saying to the witness and what the
witness is saying to the judge, the pressures on that interpreter are very
great. Sometimes interpreters feel unease about what they do because,
for the witness or the accused person, they are agents of the court,
employed by the court for the court’s purposes and therefore
potentially an enemy or hostile. The accused person tend to treat
interpreters as distant people, very much ‘out group’ people.
Conversely, the judge and the magistrates in the court will tend to
think people may ask for interpreters because they want to erect a
smoke screen; they want to make everything very indirect and “to stop
us getting them”. They, therefore, distrust interpreters because they
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regard them as an ally of the accused person. So, interpreters are
halfway in between and have this problem of loyalties.
Under those circumstances, the interpreter, for whom the
accused person is, by definition, part of the ‘inside-group’ (may have
the same nationality, same age, same cultural background, etc.), has to
assume a neutrality which is very difficult to maintain.
CONCLUSION
I would like to conclude at this point that here is a need for interpreters
to have very explicit training in the pragmatics of discourse and the
way in which they operate particularly in an intercultural context.
This unfortunately is not explicitly part of the interpreter’s training.
Moreover, what I have stated about interpreting, the oral mode
of using language is equally applicable to the written omde of using
language. However, the pragmatics of discourse in a written languages
(translating) are more difficult to perceive than in spoken languages
(interpreting).
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Abstract:
Wagner ohne Ende: Production History as Reception History
Wieland Wagner’s “New Bayreuth” style redefined the scope of directorial license. Despite
earlier bursts of avant-grade activity, such an anti-traditional effort had never before been so
spotlighted as was the reopening of Bayreuth after the Second World War. A pragmatic
necessity, as much as an ideological one, this streamlined “New Bayreuth” style made a
conscious break with those pre-war production styles which had accrued unpalatable political
associations. This attempt to peel away layers of problematic associations required an alternative
premise for interpretation. Wieland’s focus on the psychological and symbolic dimensions of his
grandfather’s works came to attract many supporters. The production of Parsifal that opened the
1951 Bayreuth festival is still considered definitive by some today.
Quite apart from the challenges particular to producing Wagner in the mid-20th century,
Wieland’s efforts contributed to a much broader movement to reinvigorate opera as a dramatic
experience. Directors such as Jonathan Miller, Peter Brook, Giorgio Strehler and Walter
Felsenstein all sought ways to improve opera’s dramatic viability in light of modern spoken
theater and film. Wagner, however, was not their specialty; Bayreuth remained the locus of
cutting-edge Wagner opera production until Wieland’s death in 1966. By the 1970s, it could be
foreseen that the lasting influences of Wieland’s work would not be stylistic imitations. Rather,
his call to integrate pertinent contemporaneous readings with new approaches to design and
staging can be seen as the broad background to much recent Wagner production.
A dominant trait of Wagner production history since the 1970s consists in the projection of slices
of reception history onto the dramatic and scenic foreground. In some cases, re-creative subplots involve over-arching themes with their own narrative structures that may or may not take
into account Wagner’s musical and dramatic forms. A central problem is the idealistic thrust of
Wagner’s works, and hence the endings of his dramas pose crucial challenges. Few recent
productions pay much heed to Wagner’s original stage directions. This paper explores such
issues in relation to Der Ring des Nibelungen and Parsifal, illustrating the reciprocal influences
of Wagnerian reception history and opera production.
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Group Activities to Promote Inter-Cultural Understanding:
Increasing Students’ Resilience
By Dr. Frances K. Trotman and Dr. Erik E. Morales
Abstract: Academic resilience among “at risk” youth is an important yet under
researched area of study. The authors discuss the role of multicultural interaction in
developing academic resilience. The role of group activities specifically designed by the
authors to promote intercultural understanding is also addressed.
Multiculturalism and Efficacy
Much has been written and debated about the efficacy of promoting multicultural
interaction and the debate is a complex one, but must be premised on the proposed
learning outcome of a given situation or context. We must explore basic questions of the
purpose of education and definitions of “success”, before real discussion about the
“efficacy of multiculturalism” can take place. These philosophical discussions can be
endlessly debated in most realms. In our research and review of the literature we have
found that multiculturalism can play a role in promoting academic success.
Multiculturalism has been defined by Orenstein and Levine (1989) as a:
…focus on providing more equal education opportunity for students
whose cultural and/or language patterns make it difficult to succeed in
traditional school programs. However educators also are concerned with
the larger aspects of multicultural education that make it important and
valuable for all students. Thus, some broad thrusts within multicultural
education deal with the goals of ensuring positive intergroup and
interracial attitudes and contacts, enabling all students to function in a
multiethnic society. (P. 466)
As reflected in this general definition, multicultural education is a broad concept
including a variety of thoughts and ideas intended to expand opportunity and content.
Multicultural curricula are any curricula designed to meet some or all of the goals of
multiculturalism. In our research and practice, we have concluded that diverse viewpoints
and perspectives must be stressed because they are true and important, not because they

necessarily make people feel good. This differs from the more superficial approaches
usually associated with multicultural education (e.g., International food days, costumes
from around the world, etc.) In our experience, it is only through more in-depth
interactions that people are likely to truly begin to understand on another. Hence: Our
belief in the value and importance of quality group activities to promote inter-culture
understanding and ultimately students’ resilience.
Multiculturalism has merit not as a palliative, but because it is essential to
understanding who we are. In an academic sense, it must be incorporated into the fiber of
academia using the traditional and agreed upon standards of academia. When
multiculturalism is “treated” this way, it can be a powerful force in the lives of marginal
students attempting to thrive in the academy.
In a 1991 article in The New Republic Nathan Glazer describes this evolution of
multiculturalism within the context of American history as it might be taught in public
schools:
Whatever the strength of the multicultural thrust, I believe that American
history in its main lineaments will have to be what it has been, and will not
be completely alien to those of us educated in a different time. We will
find the story of the settlement by the English, but students will also be
told that the Spaniards got to New Mexico and Florida first. The
description of colonial America will place more emphasis on blacks, slave
and free. The war for independence will still play a large role, but we will
now certainly find the blacks who fought in the war, along with Pulaski,
Von Steuben, Lafayette, and Haym Solomon. The constitution will
maintain its centrality, but we will now emphasize the argument over
slavery, the references to the Indians. The expansion westward will
emphasize how nasty we were to the Indians and the Mexicans. The
struggle over slavery leading to the Civil War will emphasize even more
strongly the criminal failure of reconstruction and the importance of the
postwar amendments and the their role. The story of industrialization and
the rise of the city will include more about the immigrants and the black
migration north. And so on. (p. 497)

In Glazer’s vision, multiculturalism does not replace American history, nor does it
dramatically distort what has been taught before, instead it expands the very definition of
what teaching American history entails. When multiculturalism achieves this form,
especially in group activities where students are forced to confront their prejudices in
healthy and honest ways, it can be a powerful tool in helping to motivate potentially
resilient students.
In his essay An Educated and Culturally Literate Person Must Study America’s
Multicultural Reality, Ronald Takaki further elucidates our view that true and valuable
multiculturalism should be infused into the curriculum, and when this is done well it can
contribute to a better understanding of ourselves and our history:
The need to open the American mind to greater cultural diversity will not
go away. We can resist it by ignoring the changing ethnic composition of
our student bodies and the larger society, or we can realize how it offers
colleges and universities a timely and exciting opportunity to revitalize the
social sciences and humanities, giving both a new sense of purpose and a
more inclusive definition of knowledge (Takaki, 1989, p. 485)
We support the importance of and insistence upon multiculturalism not only as a separate
component of education or only as an “add-on,” but as an integral part of any curriculum.
Presented below are examples in resilient students’ own words, from our research on
resilience (see Morales and Trotman, 2003, in press), of how true multicultural education
can help lead a child towards becoming resilient:
It really wasn’t until tenth grade history that I got into school. My teacher
was a white man, but he liked to talk a lot about slavery and what was
going on during the slave days. I knew a little about slavery before then,
but he really brought it to life. He kept on getting us to look at it from the
slave’s perspectives…he had us write letters as women slaves who were
forced to be separated from their kids…we wrote and really had to get into

their heads, it was deep. This drove me to learn as much as I could about
slavery and what was going on in America at the time…looking back, I
think this is why I know want to become a teacher. (Andrew)
Here we see that when “multiculturalism” is used as a means to attaining a deeper
understanding of an academic content area (American history), then it can be a powerful
force enhancing resilience in students. Nancy’s experiences were similar to Andrew’s in
that within her academic realm she found herself motivated by the opportunities she
received to explore the literature of traditionally underrepresented groups:
I can tell you exactly when I knew I wanted to be an English teacher. It
was when we read Toni Morrision’s Beloved as part of a sophomore
English course. That was one of the most difficult but interesting books I
ever read. Because I was so interested in what was happening to the
characters, I worked extra hard to understand everything that was going on
in the book. I explored every metaphor and every description, that book
really changed my life. Not just because I learned a lot about my self as a
black female, but because I also learned a lot about literary criticism.
(Nancy)
Here we see a clear example of how explorations of diverse perspectives can be highly
compatible with the learning of rigorous academic content. When these two valuable
elements are both present, multiculturalism can have a powerful impact on the
educational resilience of diverse students.
Clearly, multicultural curriculum does have a place in the promotion of academic
success, but as we have experienced in our work, it needs to be grounded in traditional
academic content and it must lead toward global and generalized understandings, as well
as in group activities specifically designed to promote inter-cultural understanding. The
planning and implementation of group dialogue activities in support of multicultural

understanding, diversity, and resilience must be developed in quality activities that are
well thought out, grounded in research, and have proven success records.
The examples cited here differ from the more superficial approaches usually
associated with multicultural education (e.g., International food days, costumes form
around the world, etc.) which may fail to go deep enough to encourage real understanding
and knowledge. It is the combination of a multicultural curriculum with structured
exercise specifically designed to promote emotional and psychological connections that
are most effective.
James Banks’ (1997) “levels of integration of ethnic content ” underscores this
point. Briefly stated, Banks identifies four levels of integration of ethnic content into the
curriculum. According to Banks, each level is increasingly effective in helping increase
both academic achievement and students’ understandings of diversity. These four stages
are as follows: (1) The Contributions Approach, (2) The Additive Approach, (3) The
Transformation Approach and (4) The Social Action Approach. The more superficial
approaches noted above would fall into the first category. These initiatives focus on
contributions of different ethnic groups, but these contributions are not integrated into the
primary curriculum. We believe that a valuable form of multicultural education can be
found in the “Transformation Approach.” Here the structure of the curriculum is
changed, and various viewpoints and experiences are fully integrated into the curriculum
and discussed extensively within structured group activities. This type of multicultural
education served our resilient students most effectively.

Also effective is the use of specific group activities designed by Dr. Trotman and
her colleagues which are specifically designed to promote intercultural understanding
while working on group cohesion, self-esteem, autonomy, self knowledge, etc.
Assessing Social and Affective Needs
In attempting to assist marginal students, the importance of “affect” cannot be
ignored. Clearly, how students feel about themselves, their teachers, their surroundings,
their interactions with each other and their opportunities will influence how well and the
extent to which students achieve.
In the process of assisting marginal students in making the transition from high
school to college, we must remain cognizant of the especially long journeys that these
students may have had. When low socioeconomic and or minority students are in the
process of moving into this new world, they are being asked to do everything that any
other student making this transition must do: separate from family and friends, learn a
new physical landscape, make new friends, and learn the culture of the new environment.
However, for students from backgrounds significantly different from the one in which
they are entering, the transition may be even more complex.
These students are often being physically and metaphorically separated from their
home environment into a new environment that is drastically different from their origin.
Again, many students will have to do this and the degree to which the change in
environments is significant will vary, but it is safe to say that the more marginal the
student, the more drastic the change. For example, many inner-city kids attend colleges
on suburban and rural campuses miles and hours from where they live. More significant
than the actual distance the students must travel, is the change in physical and cultural

surroundings they are being asked to make. They often come from neighborhoods where
they are not minorities, neither racially, ethnically, nor economically. They are then being
asked to physically separate themselves from these areas, and operate and thrive in
environments that are alien to them. The following quote from a young man who was
brought up in a New Jersey city, then attended a suburban campus illustrates this point:
When I first got here, what stood out to me the most was how quiet it was.
It was so different from home…actually sometimes it was so quite that I
could not study. I had to play music or put on the TV so that I could
concentrate. It was weird. (Anthony)
Here, well-planned and facilitated inter/cross cultural activities can be especially helpful.
In additional to changes in the physical environment, these students must adapt to
changes in culture and expectations as well. Again, all students need to make these
adjustments, but the more parallel the new environment is with the old, the less the
adjustment and by extension, the shorter the adjustment period. The length and severity
of this adjustment is closely tied to academic success. This social integration is an
important prerequisite to academic achievement. If a student is spending great amounts of
time and energy learning and adjusting to the culture, then he or she will be unable to
spend great amounts of time and energy on their new academic demands.
Summer bridge programs, infused with specifically designed group exercises, are
one way to overcome this problem. Indeed, a primary purpose of a summer bridge
program is to expedite the necessary adjustments, so that by the time the fall semester
arrives, students will have many of their affective needs met and will be able to focus
more on their academics. As noted above, this transition is particularly challenging for
ethnic/racial minorities, and any students who may be marginal in other ways. The
following quote illustrates how a successful summer bridge experience can result in a

student who is prepared to focus the necessary attention on their academic
responsibilities:
By the time September rolled around, I all ready knew so much. I had
friends, I knew where the library and cafeteria were, I was actually
comfortable. I actually didn’t go to most of the orientation stuff with all
the new students, because I didn’t see a need. I think I was ahead of the
game. (Christina)
Group exercises to promote multicultural understanding and resilience
While many of the exercises in our program are in the form of activities, games,
and role-play, there are some general techniques utilized by group leaders that will apply
to all groups. A leader of diverse groups will need to possess skills specific to promoting
inter-cultural awareness. As a group leader one must possess a firm knowledge base
about how groups work, understanding the therapeutic value in interpersonal interactions.
Group leaders are valued professionals and should always be well-trained in group
dynamics. At the very least a group leader will need to know the therapeutic factors
(Yalom, 1985) of groups listed below:
1.

Instillation of hope

2.

Universality- a sense of not being alone

3.

Imparting of information

4.

Altruism- the act of giving. (Clients helping each other)

5.

Corrective recapitulation of the primary family group- reenactment of the family
system through various members of the group’ different issues and personalities

6.

Development of socializing techniques-

7.

Imitative behavior- clients imitate healthy behavior of other group members and
the leader.

8.

Interpersonal learning- correction of interpersonal distortions

9.

Group cohesiveness-

10.

Catharsis-

11.

Existential factors- emphasizes the present quality, content, subjective awareness,
freedom of choice and state of being.
Assuming that group leaders have been well trained in group dynamics, it

becomes important to next examine what makes for an effective group leader. Lewin and
Lippett (1938) determined three leadership styles that are still well studied today. They
are:
1.
2.
3.

Autocratic
Democratic
Laissez-faire

Several factors including, the personality of the leader, and their traits and characteristics
determine which type of group leader a person will be. Autocratic leaders do much of the
facilitation of group without allowing for much input from group members on the
establishment of group norms and rules. Democratic leaders provide input and are
responsive to the group’s needs, while allowing the group members to facilitate much of
the group. Laissez-faire leaders will allow a group to run itself, with little input if any at
all coming from the group leader. It was concluded by Lewin and Lippett that
democratic leaders appear to be most effective and facilitate more group-mindedness (a
sense of cohesion). When, in contrast, laissez-faire and autocratic leaders promote less
satisfaction with group members.
In a study conducted by Lieberman, Yalom, & Miles (1973), four leadership
factors that examined these interpersonal interactions between leaders and group
members were examined for their correlation with positive outcomes for group
participants. These factors were listed as: Emotional Stimulation, which is the ability to

model expressions of emotions; Caring which is defined as the ability to use therapeutic
factors such as positive regard and acceptance; Meaning-attribution which is the ability to
utilize such counseling techniques as clarifying statements, reflection, and interpretation
to better understand behavior; and Executive Function which is the ability to set goals,
limitations and rules for the group. Of the four factors, the two most strongly correlated
with positive outcomes in participants were Caring and Meaning-attribution.
From this one can gather that the most effective group leaders will be able to
impart onto the group participants the message that they value the participant, can be
trusted, and genuinely are concerned about the clients well-being. This person will be
able to provided the client with unconditional positive regard and a sense of acceptance
that the person may not get elsewhere. This leader will express through nods, smiles
when appropriate and through statements like, “ I am here to listen to you, and what you
have to say is important” that they are caring. The leader will also be able to
communicate a sense of understanding through the use of clarification and other
techniques that allow persons to examine their behavior. This leader will be able to say
statements like “So when you raise your voice like that it is because you are angry and
want to be heard”. Rising of the voice is better understood when the counselor frames
the behavior in a way that connects it with an underlying feeling or motivation (anger and
wanting to be heard). At the same time, the leader will model emotion when
therapeutically appropriate and will enforce group rules with some leniency. A leader
who is overly emotional or lacks any emotion will be ineffective and a leader who is too
stringent in regards to group rules will not take into account personal differences within
each group member and thus also be deemed ineffective.

Yalom (1985), an authority on group therapy, lists three tasks that group leaders
must carry out. (1) The leader must work at maintaining group cohesiveness, which is a
sense of togetherness felt be group members. This is done by addressing any
inappropriate and potentially harmful behavior for the purpose of ensuring the safety of
the group. (2) The leader must facilitate with the development of a ‘group culture’
(p.115) where members serve as the primary change agent of its members. (3) Use ‘here
and now’ (p. 136) techniques to address issues. A group leader should be able to examine
behavior that has just occurred within the group as grist for the mill to examine while still
in the group. Corey and Corey, (1987) stated “ A leader who shows willingness to
explore and understand members resistive behavior increases the likelihood of
cooperation…” (p.142).
In summary a group leader must have a strong knowledge base of group
dynamics, a flexible leadership style that is democratic in nature and be able to promote
caring and understanding through appropriate techniques. Within the group the leader
must be agreeable to investigate behavior as it occurs and demonstrate a willingness to
join with group members.
Key Challenges for Ethnic and Racial Minority Students on the College Campus
There are two primary areas where specifically designed group activities are
particularly important. Our research and practical experiences have found that marginal
students often face particularly formidable challenges in attempting to thrive in this new
environment. They are:
1)

moving from environments where they are the racial/ethnic majority into
environments where they are “minorities”

2)

working to mitigate the effects of the often inadequate and/or poor academic
preparation they received in their k-12 schooling.

Much has been written about the minority students who must face the challenge of
moving into the predominantly white world of higher education. And while in many
cases the world they are entering is not predominantly white (i.e. African American
Students going to historically black colleges and universities, Latino students going to
institutions identified as Hispanic Serving Institutions, or racial and ethnic minority
students attended multi-racial, often urban institutions) it still remains that most minority
students entering four year institutions will do so at institutions that are predominantly
white. Furthermore, it can be argued that even when the student enters an institution
where white students are the numerical minority, they are still entering academia, which
is undoubtedly based on Eurocentic traditions. Additionally, it is more than likely that
their professors and administration will be predominantly white, even if the student body
is not. Evidence of the importance of coming to terms with this issue can be found in the
popularity and influence of racial and ethnically based clubs and organizations on college
campuses. On many campuses these organizations are among the most active and
numerous.
Our research and practice tells us that how successful students “handle” the
conflicts inherent to being a person of color in a predominantly white (and historically as
well as institutionally racist) world varies a great deal. Each of them are at varying stages
in the development of their own racial identity (see Atkinson, Morten & Sue, 1993 on
racial identity) and therefore may be uncertain as to exactly how they feel about many
issues. What is clear is that there is no full-proof formula for successful adaptation that

will yield positive academic results for all. Additionally, much depends on the
socioeconomic status of the student as well as well as their general disposition toward
academia and the school as an institution.
The wide array of strategies and attitudes that successful minority students take
can be placed along a continuum of “Complete Assimilator” on one end, and
“Revolutionary/Activist” on the other. And though all minority students who are
academically resilient place an emphasis on doing well in the academic realm (or they
would not be there and doing well), their attitudes as to how and why they must do may
differ a great deal.
The complete assimilator takes on the attitude that he or she will learn what they
are told to learn, question very little, and make “race” as insignificant an issue as
possible. While these students are aware of their racial difference, they do not see this
difference as an important factor in their academic world. They see a distinct division
between their racial identity and their identity as a student (see Rodriquez, 1983, for
further discussion on separation of private and public lives for minority students). The
“complete assimilator” would tend not to feel a responsibility to others who look like him
or her, nor would she/he see their success (or failure) as reflective of anyone else. They
have bought into the American ideal of individuality and are comfortable in that realm.
Furthermore, their primary view of school and academic achievement are that they are a
means to a “better life” for themselves. They have adopted what was referred to earlier as
a competitive view of school, and believe that if they work hard, and follow the rules,
they will achieve.

On the other end of the spectrum, are the Revolutionary/Activist students who
often view their academic success as a means to making fundamental changes to the
system as a whole, as well as a way to assist their communities for further discussion on
this). When possible, these students choose classes, assignments, and professors that are
consistent with their thinking about the need to change the society. However, they are
aware of the fact that they must do well within the system before they can change it.
Therefore, they are reluctant go “too far” and thus jeopardize their academic standing.
These students also tend to view themselves as closely connected to their communities,
and virtual extensions of those communities. For them, their successes and failures are
reflections on their communities. This is an especially important juncture where a safe
and healthy environment for discussion can help students thoughtfully negotiate their
own particular stances and reflect on how they may affecting their academic, as well as
mental health.
While this spectrum is helpful as a construct within which we can view how racial
and ethnic minority students choose to perceive their racial identity within the academic
realm, we have found that most students do not fit neatly on one end of the spectrum or
the other.
The quotes below illustrate the complexity of the views that many of the student possess.
For me school and doing well is really a key. I’m not gonna lie, one reason
I want to do well is so I can become a professional, drive a nice car have a
nice home, the whole nine yards. But that’s not the only thing, I also want
to be a role model for people who look like me, for other Latinos. It’s a
little sad, but true, I know that if I want them to like me, I am going to
have to be making money, if not, I don’t think they will listen. (John)
John’s quote reflects the complexity of the student’s perceptions. Another example of this complex

phenomenon can be found in the following:
I try not to think about the fact that I am only the only black student in the
class, but it’s hard. I feel like, if I don’t do well on the exam, the professor
is going to think that all black students are dumb. Sometimes I use that as
motivation. I know that some of these white students are just waiting for
me to mess-up. I love proving them wrong. It drives me. (Anthony)
Race and ethnicity are complex and fluid phenomena, and the students’ perceptions of
how these issues interact with their academic lives are equally so. Because there is no
“right” attitude to take regarding racial identity and academic achievement, we are
comfortable in promoting the notion that educators should “meet students where they
are.” If students are tending to lean toward the activist/revolutionary end, then we should
help them explore those issues in ways that are constructive and supportive of their
academic success. At the same time, if students choose to downplay difference and focus
on immersing themselves in the existing academic culture, then we should be respectful
and supportive of this, while gradually moving them toward becoming more critical
thinkers. (Trotman et al. have designed exercises geared towards addressing these issues.)
There are no easy answers here, but as long as the students appear to be learning and
engaged in positive endeavors, we should feel comfortable with their progress. However,
we must not underestimate the potential impact on academic performance that race can
have. And while these issues are obviously closely tied to socioeconomic issues, research
indicates that merely being a member of racial minority group in the United States, even
when holding for economic class, can make one more likely to do poorly academically
(Miller, 1995). Clearly, on one level or another students must grapple with issues of race
and identity while attempting to succeed academically.

Making up for Academic Deficiency
As alluded to above, race and class are tied to academic achievement. And while
much of the rationale for this is tied to socioeconomic class, language issues, and basic
dispositions toward schooling, another significant part can be tied directly to what can
openly be termed “inferior k-12 public schooling.” The severe and ubiquitous inequities
in public education have been well documented (see Kozol, 1991 for discussion on this
issue). Conclusions are stark and relatively simple, when compared to public school
systems where a majority of the students are white, public schools that serve majority
minority students frequently prepare students less well for academic life after high
school.
Programs in high schools and colleges offer a variety of services designed to help
students address the deficiencies they possess because of this inequity. These programs
may include different forms of tutoring (one on one, group, supplemental instruction,
content based, peer or professional), or workshops designed to address basic educational
skills such as test preparation, academic time management, reading strategies, and notetaking techniques. In addition, most colleges will offer (or require) developmental
reading, writing, or math courses (these may or may not provide academic credits for the
students) for students whose placement exam scores or SAT/ACT scores indicate that
that they are in need. While the quality and variety of academic support will vary based
on the school or institution, services of some sort are available for the vast majority of
students.

What is interesting in looking at resilient students is that most are well aware of
the inequities and academic deficiencies they possess and are willing and able to takes
steps to make-up for what the have missed (see step 2 of the Resilience Cycle presented
in Morales and Trotman, 2003, in press). Their awareness of this inequity is both sad and
necessary. Often these students express bitterness and anger over what they accurately
perceive to be inadequate academic preparation. Interestingly, the vast majority of the
time this awareness only comes after they have been exposed to their new academic
expectations once in college, and becomes even more pronounced when they become
aware of what their white, usually wealthier, classmates have had as part of their
preparation. While their anger and resentment are justified and can ultimately be
liberating, if the student stopped at just the anger part (and had not sought out resources
to mitigate the effects of their poor preparation) they would not be in the position of
excelling in their new academic worlds.
Here is a quote representative of what many of the resilient students have
expressed:
I never really thought about the quality of my high school, academically I
mean. It was just where I went. I figured all high schools were pretty much
the same when it came to school work. Then, when I got to college, I was
like damn! These people seemed to learn all kinds of stuff. This one guy
was talking about Shakespeare, we didn’t even cover Shakespeare, and
how after they read the play, they all went to see it in a theatre in NYC.
My high school would never do that. I felt a little jipped to be honest…But
I got over that. I knew that I couldn’t change that, so I just started focusing
on what I need to do now, to catch-up. (Marie)
Here lies an area where facilitators of academic resilience can play integral roles in
assisting these students. In the design of programs and in the personal interactions with
them, facilitators must be cognizant of assessing and diagnosing academic deficiencies in

ways that allow the students to be open and honest about what they do and do not know,
without fear of embarrassment or punishment. For example, using many tests that will
affect final grades early on in the students’ college careers would not create healthy
environments for honest academic assessment. Students will be stressed about their
academic deficiencies, and less likely to be in positions to reveal and address them in
effective and meaningful ways. The principles proposed in the specifically designed
group exercises must be infused throughout the academic environment.
We have found that the best way to help students identify and address their
academic deficiencies is by providing nonjudgmental and safe environments in which to
discuss them. This may be done as part of informal individual or group counseling
sessions, or by, perhaps simply asking students to write down “three academic areas in
which they would like to improve.” If there is a classroom component to a summer bridge
program, students should first be assigned tasks that will receive a standard credit if they
are completed, and not officially graded just yet. Or students can be administered
diagnostic tests designed to assess strengths and weaknesses in their academic
backgrounds.
We are not saying that all minority students will come in with egregious academic
deficiencies, and that the first thing we must do is “diagnose” and then “treat” their
“illness.” As with any academic initiative a sense of openness and objectivity should
permeate. However, we should not ignore or sugarcoat the disparity of academic
opportunity and quality prevalent in the American school system. To do so is unfair to the
students who often have been the primary victims of the inequality. Educators working

with this population should possess and express the philosophy that there is no crime in
not knowing. However, once ignorance is identified, both the students and the educators
have the responsibility to see that it is addressed.
It is no secret that moving into the middle class and reversing generations of
cyclical struggle is a mammoth task that can never be guaranteed. Without a solid k-16
education this task is that much more difficult for most members of traditionally and
historically marginalized groups. And while there are isolated examples of people
achieving entrance into the middle class without completing college, this is becoming
more and more rare. As society evolves and opportunities for higher education are
expanded, well paying and relatively stable careers require graduate school and/or
additional training that a poor or non-existent college background would bar students
from obtaining. As this trend continues, we strongly support the continuation of existing
programs, particularly well thought-out and constructed group activities and the creation
of additional programs and initiatives designed not to help students “just get by” but
rather to assist students in become “exceptional,” in truly becoming academically
resilient and emotionally healthy.
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The many arguments among scholars concerning the interpretation of
Renaissance artworks have inspired a variety of publications. A common critical
tendency has been to identify a literary text as a guide to the visual artist’s inspiration.
Inevitably, this method directs the critic’s attention to a domain which is extrinsic to the
visual arts, thus transforming the artwork’s interpretation into erudite literary
performances with little relevance to the artwork itself. The emphasis on the literary, and
also on the philosophical, content of artworks has characterized the predominant
methodology in contemporary art history studies.
Botticelli is one of the Renaissance painters whose artwork has never lost its
enigmatic character, which echoes a world still impenetrable to modern intellectual
inquiry. Among the many studies on Botticelli, one stands apart; it was written in 1925
by Yukio Yashiro, professor of art history at the Imperial Academy of Art in Tokyo and
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director of the Japanese Institute of Art Research. He came to Florence specifically
because of his attraction to Botticelli’s artworks. Yashiro recognizes that the critical
approach to visual art has inherent problems related to the qualitative difference of
writing and images. Visual artists have their own peculiar way of seeing the world, not
always coinciding with current theories and sometimes radically alien to conceptual
understanding. Yashiro brought a refreshing point of view to art criticism, but his
contribution is today rarely mentioned and his book on Sandro Botticelli hard to find.
Yashiro’s sensibility is more in tune with the esthetic appreciation of Botticelli’s art than
that of art critics in the western world; however, his esthetic perception has been
suffocated by the prevalent intellectual position of western culture.
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Yukio Yashiro’s Botticelli.
The Primavera’s Unsolved Mystery.
The proliferation of scholarship devoted to Renaissance artists has been and is
astonishing. The many arguments among scholars concerning the interpretation of
Renaissance artworks have inspired a variety of publications which feed the blooming
industry of art criticism. Botticelli’s Primavera is one of the Renaissance artworks which
caused and still causes pain and delight to art critics; this well-known icon of Italian
artistic talent has managed to thwart the curiosity of the most brilliant critics and has
never lost its enigmatic character, which echoes a world still impenetrable to modern
intellectual inquiry.
In Patterns of Intention Michael Baxandall speculates about the nature of art
criticism:
If we wish to explain pictures, in the sense of expounding them in terms of their
historical causes, what we actually explain seems likely to be not the unmediated
picture but the picture as considered under a partially interpretative description…
Firstly, the nature of language or serial conceptualization means that the
description is less a representation of the picture, or even a representation of
seeing the picture, than a representation of thinking about having seen the picture.
To put in another way, we address a relationship between picture and concepts…1
He points out the ambiguity inherent in the interpretation of visual art: the act of
interpreting reflects the individual relation between the viewer and the picture more than
the reality of the picture itself. To describe and interpret an artwork, or any other
experience, means also to describe and interpret ourselves at the precise historical
moment in which we are formulating our thoughts. Every time we try to understand an
artwork we use the series of concepts characteristic of our culture and we aim to address
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the interests peculiar to our history. Thus, our analysis will be a picture of the relation
between the artwork and ourselves more than a description of the artwork itself: a rather
confusing business or, as Baxandall puts it, “an untidy and lively affair”(11).
The phenomenon of the Renaissance, as we know it, is indeed one of those
complicated “affairs” described by Baxandall. The historian Jacob Burckhardt had an
important role shaping the modern image of the Renaissance, which came into historical
existence in the second half of the nineteenth century, when the need was felt for a better
understanding of art history. Originally, before Burckhardt, the term Renaissance referred
mostly to a revival of classical studies. Burckhardt upgraded it to signify the development
of human individuality in every field of knowledge. Individual consciousness is the
principal theme of his The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy; all the topics explored
in it are connected to the cultural changes caused by the birth of a new individual
awareness, in contrast with the lack of this during the medieval period. Burckhardt’s
claim was that Renaissance man became conscious of his individuality: “in the Middle
Ages both sides of human consciousness – that which was turned within as that which
was turned without – lay dreaming or half awake beneath a common veil” 2. This
statement constructed the historical image of a sharp contrast between a dormant
medieval period and the sudden cultural activity in fourteenth-century Italy. 3

1

Michael Baxandall, Patterns of Intention: On the Historical Explanation of Pictures (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1985),11.
2
Jacob Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, trans. J. Middlemore (London:
Phaidon, 1945, 1981, 1995), 87.
3

At a British Academy lecture in 1984, Hugh Trevor–Roper admitted that Burckhardt’s
interpretation of the Renaissance was a turning-point in history: “We take the Renaissance, as a phase of
cultural history, so much for granted that we do not realize how many of our assumptions we owe to
Burckhardt. For although the word had been used before him, it had been used in a far limited sense. It was
la renaissance des lettres, the rediscovery of that classical literature which had been lost in the neglect and
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Burckhardt’s emphasis on “individuality” as the motive behind Renaissance
achievements has influenced more than a century of art history writing, and, ironically, it
has been a concept particularly detrimental to the interpretation of Renaissance visual art.
Today the famous phrase “man became a spiritual individual, and recognized himself as
such” (87) would be challenged as a sweeping generalization by any academic, yet there
is no question that the idea has had an iron grip on the minds of several generations.
Burckhardt’s followers, however, were more responsible than he was for the inflated and
romanticized view of the Renaissance which became a commonplace and superficial
exaggeration.4
The distorted image of the Renaissance constructed by the perception of critics
and art historians under the influence of Burckhardt’s visionary style is still among the
unresolved problems in the teaching of intellectual history in general and art history in
particular. Wölfflin, the most influential of Burckhardt’s pupils and still widely read as an
authority in art theory, claimed: “It is not the business of the historian of style to give a
detailed account of the whole treasury of artistic creativity or to treat in detail of the work
of individuals. He is concerned only with the great, the truly style-creating geniuses …”
barbarism of the gothic Middle Ages. To Burckhardt this was far too narrow a concept. To him the
Renaissance is an age, a ‘totality of being,’ like classical Antiquity itself, and the revival of ancient
letters only one aspect of it.” Hugh Trevor–Roper, Jacob Burckhardt: Lecture on a Master Mind (British
Academy, London: Oxford University Press, 1984), 367.
4

While Hippolyte Taine (1866) and John Addington Symonds (1877) were among the first
followers who developed Burckhardt’s idea of Renaissance, in her popularizing book Aspects of the Italian
Renaissance (London: Grant Richards Ltd., 1923) Rachel Annand Taylor transformed Burckhardt’s dream
into feverish delirium: “The Middle Ages, although they work themselves over with the minute consistent
doctrine of the schoolmen, and concentrate, like most women and all dreaming children, on inventories and
controversies of material affairs, live, while they present the anxious doctrine of Thomas Aquinas and the
careful account of the Yearbooks, by the great unreasonable doctrine of ecstasy, by the eternal earth-rapture
covered by the Dionysiac myth, and the mystery of the Mass, and the music, and love, and faith. From this
dim dream the pride of the Renaissance intellect might spring” (16). Taylor’s exalted vision is the
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(1888). The main characteristic of Wölfflin’s theory is the conception of style as an
entity independent from the actual artworks. His view encouraged an abstract idea of the
artistic expression as a form of energy, or spirit, existent in its own right and eventually
operating upon the artist, who becomes its instrument. This perspective, although
perfectly justified by Wölfflin’s own grand formal analysis of the evolution of artistic
style, became a straight jacket for his followers and a commonplace assumption in the
discipline.6
Following the lead of the first ground-breaking art historians, with Jacob
Burckhardt and his pupil Heinrich Wölfflin acting as pioneers, Italian Renaissance art
history received increasing attention from historians and art critics. At first, the critical
approach was interested in the analysis of form based on the interpretation of the creative
process; it would follow the development of artistic style in its overall design, without
taking into account historical details or individual achievements with the exception of a
few artists whose contribution was considered important. Renaissance art critics have
been mostly preoccupied with an idealistic vision of art in tune with the current
culmination of a stereotype projection in which the Renaissance represents the flourishing of individual
genius and intellectual reasoning, strongly contrasted to the collective anonymity of the previous centuries.
5
Heinrich Wölfflin, Renaissance and Baroque, trans. Kathrin Simon (Ithaca, New York: Cornell
University Press, 1992, sixth printing), 17.
6

In the introduction to Wölfflin’s Renaissance and Baroque, trans. Kathrin Simon (Ithaca, New
York: Cornell University Press, 1992) Peter Murray notes that Wölfflin developed a concept which
Burckhardt barely suggested, that is: “As a whole the connection of art with general culture is only to be
understood loosely and lightly. Art has its own life and history” (2). Wölfflin reported this statement from
Burckhardt’s unpublished lecture notes. Burckhardt did not explore the concept of the autonomy of the arts,
which became instead a central point in Wölfflin’s research. Wölfflin had a chair at Berlin and the
influence of his theories was felt in Germany as well as in England and in the United States. The reaction to
both Burckhardt and Wölfflin’s idealism stimulated a different approach in Martin Wackernagel’s work of
1938. Wackernagel studied the Renaissance within the context of contemporary society and in the relation
between artists and their patrons. Many of the topics in Wackernagel’s work were developed in later studies
and his book is still a useful tool in Renaissance research. The World of the Florentine Renaissance Artists.
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philosophical persuasion; also, the tendency to look at visual art from the point of view
of the literary world has dominated the critical scene. It became customary to focus on
the Renaissance’s greatest artists, whose works and lives were colored and enhanced by
the theory of the romantic genius popular in the nineteenth century. Few artists, the most
famous, were and still are considered to be the principal representatives of all of
Renaissance culture, creating a picture far too glamorous to be plausible.
In fact, a highly complex image emerges as soon as we look into the intricacy of
Renaissance social structures. For example, the evidence that many Renaissance artists
were equally proficient in sculpture, painting, architecture or urban planning has been
taken by the moderns as a sign of personal genius; in reality such versatility was fostered
by the particular social organization which both gave the artist the space and time to
concentrate on his work and experiment with a variety of materials, and rewarded the
results of such experimentation. According to a medieval tradition which continued well
into the Renaissance, each bottega was a true art center capable of generating a variety of
artworks for both domestic and public use, where very young people could become
familiar with the most diverse techniques.7 This situation no longer exists in modern
society, in which in most cases an artist is allowed neither the space nor the time to earn a
living with his art; the accomplishment and versatility of many Renaissance artists

Projects and Patrons, Workshop and Art Market, trans. Alison Luchs (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1981).
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Bruce Cole describes the various daily occupations in the workshop: “We tend to think of painters
as producing only pictures, but this was definitely not the case during most of the Renaissance, a period
when artists worked on many tasks we would not now normally associate with them. The shop of a
Renaissance painter might make painted shields of armor as readily (and willingly) as altarpieces.
Decorated banners, chests (cassoni) plates, and drapery were, in many cases, the objects that kept painters
in business” (Renaissance Artist, 16).
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therefore seem to us extraordinary. The long and strenuous practical training artists
received allowed for a thorough knowledge of materials and techniques; thus every artist
was potentially capable of achieving good results in a variety of projects in different
media.8 An artist could work simultaneously as a painter and architect because he had
substantial experience in both areas, which were not separated as they are today. The
Renaissance man, the romantic genius, never existed except in the modern mind; yet he is
still alive and well in popular belief and in the schools at every level.

In late Quattrocento Florence, Alessandro Filipepi or Sandro di Botticello (14451510) was an artisan busy working in a flourishing art market. According to Vasari,
Sandro was called Botticello from the name of the artisan from whom he learned his
trade. The original name was later changed into Botticelli. 9
Botticelli lived a solitary artistic life. While an all round monumentality with few
colors was displayed in paintings by fellow artists, he drew instead with the most fluid
linearity and a variety of brilliant colors. He was different. Lorenzo de’Medici, for
8

Peter Burke argues that in the Libro dell’Arte Cennino Cennini describes a thirteen-year long
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example, preferred Pollaiolo to Botticelli, and it is known that during his career as a
painter Botticelli did not succeed in gaining a prestigious place among the most famous
artists of his time. Generally speaking, Botticelli’s style was in revolt with the current
tradition of Florentine Quattrocento style and, as a result, Botticelli withdrew from the
artistic world. The art historian Frederic Hartt explains: ”In renouncing the contemporary
world he suffered the corollary penalty: the world renounced him. During the last ten
years of his life he painted little… Commissions went to artists who could emulate the
new style of the High Renaissance.”10 His Primavera, however, still inspires today the
most sophisticated art criticism, and the peculiar style for which Botticelli was not much
appreciated by his contemporaries gives him today an unprecedented fame.
At the end of the nineteenth century, when Burckhardt’s idea of Renaissance
became an accepted axiom, Botticelli’s style became attractive for its musical linearity
and color, more in accord with the Pre-Raphaelite aesthetic taste of the time. It inspired
intense scholarly activity well into the twentieth century. Many tried their skill at
interpreting the enigmatic figures painted by Botticelli; among his works the Primavera
seemed to deserve the most attention for its complex mythological symbolism,
particularly appealing to the intellectual curiosity of our time. One feels that everything
has already been written on the subject of the Primavera, but in the latest theory
published there is always an obscure corner a new critic is willing to explore and,
considering that nothing of what has been written can be proven, the critical activity of

of the craft.” The Lives of the Painters, Sculptors and Architects, trans. A.B.Hinds, ed. William Gaunt, 4
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interpreting both the painting and the previous interpretations of it is bound to continue
indefinitely.
This painting, scarcely known and without a title in its own days, was to be
installed in a bedroom and it was valued at 100 lire, a little more than the bed, but
certainly less than the other pieces of furniture in the same room. However, now
suggestively named Primavera, Botticelli’s painting has changed its nature, becoming the
receptacle for a variety of cultural desires attached to it during the last hundred years. The
painting is first described in an Italian inventory of Villa Medici in Castello in 1498, that
is: “a painting on wood attached above a lettuccio, on which are painted nine figures of
men and women.”11 As customary, the person in charge of the inventory does not give
information about its author or the subject. In 1550, Vasari describes Botticelli’s activity
as a painter in the earliest edition of his Lives :
Per la citta’, in diverse case fece tondi di sua mano, e femmine ignude assai; delle
quali oggi ancora a Castello, villa del Duca di Cosimo, sono due quadri figurati,
l’uno, Venere che nasce, e quelle aure e venti che la fanno venire in terra con gli
Amori; e così un’altra Venere, che le Grazie la fioriscono, dinotando la primavera;
le quali da lui con grazia si veggono espresse.12
For various houses in the city he did round pictures, and a goodly number of nude
female figures, two of which are now at Castello, a villa of Duke Cosimo. One is a
Birth of Venus wafted to land by the breezes, with cupids; the other is also a
Venus in company with the Graces and flowers, denoting Spring, expressed by
him with much grace.13
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From Vasari’s statement we know that the Birth of Venus and the Primavera were
together in the villa in Castello, propriety of Duke Cosimo de’Medici, and we have a
very generic description of the painting’s subject. He is also the first to suggest that the
painting could have something to do with springtime; that is how from his expression
“dinotando la primavera” the painting was later arbitrarily named Primavera. In 1598, a
second inventory of the Medici Villa in Castello states that in the Duke’s room there was
a painting showing “three goddesses dancing, with Cupid above, and Mercury, and other
figures.”14 These are the Renaissance documents acknowledging the existence of
Botticelli’s painting, in a matter of fact fashion, devoid of any particular praise of its
author. After a long silence of about three hundred years, an intense critical activity,
spurred by the recent new interest in the Renaissance artistic achievement, began with
Walter Pater’s essay on Botticelli in 1870, followed by Aby Warburg’s writing in 1893.
The several interpretations of the Primavera -- starting from Walter Pater’s seminal essay
until the most recent, in 1998 by Claudia Villa, professor at the University of Bergamo
and in 2001 by Edith Balas and Giovanni Reale -- ultimately focus on one or more
literary texts in order to explain the artist’s intention and the mythological subject. 15, In
fact, a common critical tendency has been to identify a literary text as a guide to the
visual artist’s inspiration. Inevitably, this method directs the critic’s attention to a domain
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which is extrinsic to the visual arts, thus transforming the artwork’s interpretation into
erudite literary performances with little relevance to the artwork itself. This is a general
approach to Renaissance art and to the Primavera in particular, which both assumes and
implies that the artwork is born under the direct influence of the literary world or more
precisely of a word-based expression. 16 The emphasis on the literary, and also on the
philosophical, content of artworks has characterized the predominant methodology in
contemporary art history studies; however, there has been also reaction against it. For
example, Otto Pacht (1902-1988) criticizes the excessive use of literary sources,
opposing the use of texts in the interpretation of visual art:
Anyone who makes a study of Christian or Renaissance (that is, humanistic)
iconography will accordingly respond to any visual image by looking for the
text that has directly or indirectly inspired it. The search will be on for a
literary, or at least a word-based, source to which all iconic versions of the
theme are to be traced. Hence the tacit consensus that the hunt for the textual
reference is the essence of all iconography and iconology. In an unjustified
generalization of this principle, it is then supposed that every visual idea, every
pictorial motif, must be preceded by a prior verbal or literary formulation. In a
word, it is concluded a priori that a visual art never invents anything for itself,
and that it ultimately does no more than illustrate what has previously been
invented in other areas of mental activity. The upshot is that, intentionally or
not, we have a notion of art as for ever hobbling along behind.17
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Pacht clearly opposes current methods and supports the autonomy of visual arts, but
his theory did not find many followers. Essentially, a strong bias in favor of a literary
interpretation of the visual arts has been perpetuated by art critics and historians from the
last century to the present day. Charles Dempsey, in The Portrayal of Love written in
1992, describes the methodology traditionally used in the interpretation of the Primavera:
Although there have indeed been many interpretations of the Primavera, there
has been remarkably little true methodological debate in the literature devoted to
the painting. Differences among scholars have grown up around matters of
emphasis and detail, and disputes have arisen more at the technical than at the
methodological level. Indeed, for more than a century scholars have sought to
contextualize the painting in one or another of three ways, each of which was
anticipated by Warburg. (4)
Not much has changed then in more than a hundred years except in diverging opinions
and points of view, all of them geared to finding the symbolic meaning and origin of the
Primavera. The three different directions of thought explained by Dempsey define the
various cultural influences which might have shaped Botticelli’s inspiration in his work;
they are related to the general perception of the cultural importance of Lorenzo il
Magnifico’s leadership in Florence, and to the rich intellectual and artistic activity
sponsored by his patronage.18 More recently, according to Dempsey, the iconographical
problems involved in the interpretation of the characters shown in the Primavera have
narrowed the discussion to two main hypotheses. One maintains the closeness of
Primavera’s content to ancient poetry and to the poets at the court of Lorenzo il
Magnifico, particularly Poliziano, while the other claims the influence on Botticelli of the
18
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Neoplatonic philosophical model of beauty. These hypotheses often overlap and
mingle, but they have in common the tendency to identify a literary text as a guide to the
artist’s inspiration. Even though it is often stated that literary research has the purpose of
describing the historical and cultural background of the artwork and not of providing
textual sources, the overall impression left to the reader from the most serious of these
studies gives the exact opposite picture, that the artwork is born under the direct influence
of the literary world. In a revised version of his earlier work on the Primavera Gombrich
explains his methodological approach:
The essay on “Botticelli’s Mythologies” was conceived and written nearly 25
years ago. It proposes to show that a coherent reading of Botticelli’s mythological
paintings can be obtained in the light of Neo-Platonic interpretations.…I
assembled a large number of texts mainly from writings of Marsilio Ficino, the
leader of the Neo-Platonic revival in Florence…. But it was not on these texts that
I rested my proposal but on the reconstruction of a historical situation. (Symbolic
Images, 31-33)
Although Gombrich states that his literary research aims to understand the historical
background without suggesting a direct link to textual sources, his reconstruction is based
mainly upon literary experience, which in the Renaissance was the preserve of a small
and privileged segment of the population. Neither classical poetry at the court of Lorenzo
il Magnifico nor Neo-Platonism represent a complete “historical situation,” but only a
small fraction of it. The insistence on analyzing literary sources forces the scholar to limit
his research to aristocratic circles, which had little direct influence on the everyday life
and interests of common people. During the Quattrocento visual artists did not share the
privileged status of poets or intellectuals. Artists and intellectuals followed two different
systems of education. In the Libro dell'Arte (1437), Cennino Cennini describes a thirteensuch as the jousts sponsored and taken part in by Lorenzo and other members of his family and brigata, to
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year apprenticeship, but sometimes elsewhere an apprenticeship of five years followed
by two years as a journeyman, was sufficient. 19 The equivalent for writers, scholars and
scientists was a university education, beginning with the more elementary subjects of
grammar, logic and rhetoric (the trivium). Afterward students continued with the more
advanced subjects, arithmetic, geometry, music and astronomy (the quadrivium), and
would choose to specialize in theology, law or medicine. Artists followed instead the
abbaco school, where they could learn elementary reading and practical mathematical
skills during their apprenticeship. It might be argued that artists were influenced by their
patrons. Traditionally, however, the Church was “the great patron of art,” and other
corporate patrons were the guilds and the religious confraternities. 20 Well educated
laymen, such as aristocrats or rich merchants well versed in intellectual and philosophical
subjects, were not among the majority; thus, it is doubtful they could have a strong
influence upon artists.
The study of textual sources and of the cultural atmosphere of the time does not
give enough information, unless we also consider the social organization within which
the fifteenth-century painters operated. In the fifteenth century and well into the sixteenth
century, visual art was considered a manual activity, so that painting and sculpture did
not have the same social status as the liberal arts; the artist was still connected to the
guild system and his work was valued as artisan’s work. A visual artist was usually
absorbed by his trade and not concerned with intellectual activity, considered a privilege
which may be added the scarcely less public celebration of Medici marriages”(4-5).
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of the nobility. Despite the argument brought forth by scholars, who claim to use
literary sources with the sole intent to recreate the historical background necessary to
understand the Primavera, all studies inevitably ended by focusing on one or more
literary texts in order to explain the artist’s intention and the mythological subject. The
texts most commonly used are literary documents that in the early Renaissance circulated
among intellectuals and only much later became available to a larger cultivated public.21
The belief that the Primavera could be inspired by the Neoplatonic doctrine is based
upon the belief in the existence of an organized school of philosophical thought created in
Florence with the Medici patronage, that is, the Neoplatonic Academy which supposedly
attracted the most sophisticated minds of the time around the charismatic figure of
Marsilio Ficino, its main representative. That Botticelli could have been intimately
connected with Florentine intellectuals, translating their philosophical concepts into
painting, or that the exact content for the Primavera could have been commissioned by
Ficino himself, as it has been suggested, are mere assumptions. Not only there is no proof
either of a Neoplatonic influence on Botticelli nor of his interest in poetry, there is also
no proof of the very existence of a Neoplatonic Academy. It seems in fact that the
influence of Neoplatonism during Renaissance has been often overstated. James Hankins,
who studied in depth the influence of Neo-Platonism upon Renaissance society, doubts
that a Platonic Academy ever existed as it has been described by other scholars, such as
Arnaldo Della Torre in Storia dell’Accademia Platonica (Florence, 1902); he argues that
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“Ficino’s attempts to present Cosimo as a champion of Platonism had a propagandistic
purpose” and that “the same reservation applies to Lorenzo’s ‘Platonism’”(458-459). 22
Ficino had his personal reasons for emphasizing the Medici’s intellectual inclination for
Platonic philosophy. According to Hankins Neoplatonism did not have a predominant
role in the philosophical community and was limited to the small circle -- not an
Accademia in the modern sense-- around Ficino, whose enthusiastic words and
convincing eloquence were taken for granted by modern scholars.
If in the high Renaissance the Platonic influence upon cultural environment was
not as pronounced as has been assumed, it can be argued that it was even less important
for artists. Artists were traditionally socially separate from the literate community and
usually not involved in philosophical debates, even though it cannot be excluded that
Botticelli might have been more acquainted than other artists with the Medici’s
intellectual environment. Certainly, the research of contemporary scholars has resulted in
a great enrichment of historical and literary knowledge and in the development of
iconological study, themselves a worthy advance in the analysis of the Renaissance.23
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However, they have left unelucidated the meaning of the Primavera and cannot
explain the extraordinary flourishing of Renaissance visual art.
Dempsey cautiously admits that the research based upon literary texts has already
been exhausted without solving the interpretative problem of the Primavera:
…the iconographical problem posed by the Primavera, insofar as this has been
conceived primarily as a retrieval of the textual foundations of Botticelli’s
invention is fairly well resolved in its essentials…This does not mean the problem
of the Primavera has been resolved. It does mean that the phenomena to be taken
into account have been increased and the state of the question altered with the
passage of time….The question … no longer requires searching out the poetic
sources that helped form Botticelli’s invention, but rather entails learning to read
the new poem encoded in the Primavera. (19)
He accepts that it would be necessary to find a different approach more in synchrony with
new cultural needs; on the other hand, he proposes that the new direction should be
“learning to read the new poem encoded in the Primavera” (italics mine). The literary
point of view prevails, this time in a subtler shape: according to Dempsey the painting
does not need a literary source to be explained because it is in itself a poem whose secret
language has to be decoded. Furthermore, Dempsey inquires into the reasons behind
Botticelli’s work:
What does it mean…that Botticelli has not simply illustrated a story taken from
Ovid or Dante but instead given expression to an independent invention
bringing together material derived from and rationalized by a large number of
ancient authors? (19)
This question would sound rather puzzling to a visual artist: is it in fact correct to think
that Botticelli “could have simply” illustrated a story taken from literature? And why is it
surprising that Botticelli has “given expression to an independent invention?” It is true
that Botticelli did illustrations of literary works, such as the ‘Nastagio degli Onesti’ story
from Boccaccio’s Decameron, and he also worked on drawings illustrating Dante’s
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Divina Commedia. However, to suggest that all his work had a literary origin and that
he could not have been capable of personal inspiration would be a gross generalization.
Dempsey assumes that the painting must be connected with a literary tradition:
If the Primavera is indeed the material manifestation of a poetic invention, how
then are we to interpret it as an independent poetic expression? As an expression
of the new humanistic culture and the renewal of letters, what is its true relation to
the tradition of poetry…? (19)
Why is Dempsey compelled to define the Primavera as “an expression of the new
humanistic culture and renewal of letters?” In doing so he is projecting a monolithic
image of a time in which humanism is at the origin of all cultural manifestations. The
cultural revival might be only one factor among many, or the outcome of a complex
situation in which the visual arts had a separate path, perhaps parallel to but not involved
with the development of literary activity. Dempsey’s insistence on considering the
artwork as a direct manifestation or consequence of the Renaissance literary environment
is arguable. This critical position implies that the artwork needs to be translated into a
literary form in order to be understood. In this way the visual arts are automatically
placed in a position of subordination to a literary mode of representation and
comprehension. The implication is that an artwork can become transparent once its
historical theme (the historia) can be understood, its subject decoded, the artist’s
intention exposed, in short once it is transformed into a readable text. What is forgotten,
or never taken into account, is the specific nature of visual images, their subliminal
quality in most cases preexistent and alien to a linguistic explanation.
Although the visual arts apparently attained the same social importance enjoyed
by the other liberal arts, in fact, they always remained inferior to their literate
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sisters, and still do to this day. The proof is in the never-ending manipulation of
meanings actively fostered by art critics and art historians and imposed on the visual
artist: the Primavera is one of the most striking examples. This originally untitled
painting by the artisan Sandro di Botticello, has been transformed by modern criticism
into the glamorous product of an artistic genius well versed in the most advanced literary
and philosophical studies of his time. The attempt to explain the Primavera exemplifies a
flaw in the critical interpretation of Renaissance art, and of visual art in general. It shows
a distortion of aesthetic values in favor of an exclusive literary world in which artists are
subjected to relentless scrutiny, yet themselves have no voice.

Dempsey points out that “it is preferable not to refer to the subject of the
Primavera as a mythology, but better instead to call it… a favola, which is the word
invariably used by Renaissance writers to designate the subject of a painting or poem
based on the material of ancient myth” (25). The use of the word favola to signify the
particular theme or subject matter, the invention (invenzione ), is common in the
Renaissance for both a poem or a painting, because both poetry and paintings are artistic
creations, the artist’s invention. The invenzione is the same artistic inspiration which
operates in a poem as well as in a painting; yet, even though they both originate within
the aesthetic sensibility, they take different shapes according to the different material
involved. The invention in a poem resounds at various levels which do not coincide with
the visual stimulus created by an image, with its color, lines and optical illusion. Again
this concept expresses a literary view, not the visual artist’s perspective. While the term
poesia is used to designate the invention shown in paintings, whose very essence
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constitutes a common ground for both poet and painter, poesia cannot refer to any
literary material, new or old, recycled as a content for a painting, unless there is a clear
connection between the two such as, for example, in the illustration made by Botticelli
for the Divina Commedia or in the cassone paintings made in occasion of Giannozzo di
Antonio Pucci’s marriage, commissioned by Lorenzo il Magnifico, whose subject is
clearly one of Boccaccio’s tales from the Decameron, the tale of Nastagio degli Onesti.
Moreover, the fact that the literary subject might coincide with the subject of the visual
work does not necessarily imply an absence of creativity in the visual interpretation of
that subject. The visual artist is free to add his own poetic imagination to the rendering of
the story. Botticelli had the reputation of a learned man and, as Vasari writes, he was
always in search of new intellectual stimuli, but it cannot be assumed that he
automatically applied intellectual learning to his artworks without completing it with his
own aesthetic perception adding or taking away what was not pleasing to his artistic eye.
In tune with the same literary approach, other studies on the Primavera have
recently been published, keeping art critics and museum curators alike busy agreeing or
disagreeing with new interpretations. One very interesting commentary has been written
by Claudia Villa, professor at the University of Bergamo, whose essay published in
Strumenti Critici in 1998 has met with a favorable reception in Italy.24 The novelty of
Villa’s interpretation consists in what seems at first a realistic approach to the
Primavera’s puzzle. She starts by challenging the very idea that the painting could
represent a personification of the spring; in fact this interpretation, as already mentioned,
began with Vasari’s ambiguous words, dinotando la primavera, which could be a generic
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reference to the atmosphere created in the painting by the figures of the Grazie, Flora
and the garden full of flowers of different species. In any case this interpretation took
hold and persisted until our own time, transforming itself into the concept of a
“humanistic garden of Venus,” accepted by Burckhardt in his Cicerone (Villa, 3). Villa
examines all the various interpretations that in modern times have made the Primavera
an extraordinary Renaissance event. She seems to be ready to discard the idealistic
visions which proliferated over the years without a coherent meaning. She goes back to
the very beginning of the painting’s history, declaring that it came to life as a decorative
object destined for a private home and that it should be interpreted in the familiar fashion
as other objects of the same type. Her basic assertion is that none of the literary texts
contemporary to Botticelli could have influenced the Primavera. Instead, she chooses a
work from the Roman era, De nuptiis Mercurii et Philologiae by Martianus Capella.
This work is an encyclopedic accomplishment, a compendium of the classical cultural
background; it contains the description of ancient iconological material naturally
inherited and internalized by medieval culture and passed on from the Middle Ages to the
Renaissance. Following this text in the most minute detail, Villa explains Botticelli’s
painting: the Primavera, the humanistic garden of Venus, represents the marriage of
Philology and Mercury surrounded by the figures of Rhetoric, the Muses, Flora, Cupid
and Zephyrus. Everything seems to match with the description of characters and
symbolism explained in De Nuptiis. Moreover, Villa attempts to demonstrate that
Botticelli’s intention is to give a central position to Philology, according to the
Renaissance poetic canon:
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In una esplosione di metafore Botticelli si impegna a tradurre dalla lingua della
letteratura a quella della pittura, una idea di poesia coerente a propositi espressi
dalla cultura fiorentina in quegli estremi decenni del Quattrocento. Protagonista
dichiarata vi appare Filologia: nel suo piu’ autentico significato di amore per
l’esercizio della ragione (22).
With an explosion of metaphors Botticelli is committed to translating literature
into painting in tune with a poetic idea expressed in the Florentine culture in
those late years during the Quattrocento. The proclaimed protagonist is Philology:
in its most authentic meaning signifying the practice of reasoning (translation
mine).
Philology becomes the protagonist of this favola in which Botticelli illustrates the
triumph of the new poetics taught by Poliziano in Florence in 1480, and with it the new
spirit of the Renaissance.
Claudia Villa’s intellectual strategy aims to show a perfect concordance between
the painting and De Nuptiis, with the exception that she sees Botticelli as an intellectual
innovator who reorganizes the traditional program of the arts. According to Villa,
Botticelli gives priority to the figure of Philology (the central figure in the painting,
usually recognized as Venus), supporting the cultural direction of the Renaissance in
favor of modern Philology, while Rhetoric, covered by its intellectual ornament of
flowers, flores, is now in a second place. Villa’s thesis is that Botticelli, well known for
his intellectual interest, has read Martianus’s text and carefully interpreted the old
iconological descriptions, adding to it the novelty of a new adaptation, that is, Philology
in a central place instead of the medieval Rhetoric. Naturally, according to Villa,
Botticelli derived his inspiration from the literary trends he perceived at the court of
Lorenzo de’ Medici. Villa does a marvelous job of forcing the various pieces of the
Primavera’s puzzle to fit together. Yet, the perfect picture resulting from Villa’s
Bottega di Botticelli.” Strumenti Critici. N. 86 (Gennaio 1998), 2-28.
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interpretation is disturbing for its very exactitude and precise detail; the excess of
reality shifts into surrealism. The most minute component of the Primavera is identified
with a description by Martianus as if Botticelli had taken the text word by word and
faithfully illustrated it: the light sandals shown at Venus-Philology’s feet, the presence on
her hair of redimicula , the nuptial ornament indicating the symbolic marriage or the
short cloak that barely covers Mercurius’ body, said by Martianus to provoke Venus’
laugh. If true, this is a unique case of scrupulous translation of a text into a painting, with
the different twist of a new interpretation illustrating the cultural position of the Medici
court. Considering this rather important content we could expect to find some record that
could confirm the accuracy of Villa’s interpretation, but there is no such proof. There
were copies of De Nuptii in some private libraries like the one owned by Federico
d’Urbino or by Medici and certainly several more, yet it is unknown whether Botticelli
could have had direct exposure to its content, and also if he could have read the Latin
text. The existence of Martianus Capella’s work, with all its detailed written illustrations
of mythological symbolism and events, cannot automatically imply, without further
proof, Botticelli’s direct use of the text for his composition of the Primavera. Villa’s
essay is a sophisticated and learned dissertation that produces a wealth of interesting
information, but unfortunately it does not stand on solid ground. It belongs to the long,
prolific series of literary modern imaginations inspired by the visual arts in general and in
a particularly intense, passionate mode by Renaissance art.
It is known that Martianus Capella’s work inspired a sequence of illustrations
commonly used as a source in a variety of decorative activities such as tapestry,
embroidery or paintings, but the De Nuptii was not the only inspiration available to
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artists. The artistic representation of the seven liberal arts is often considered a
separate genre, not necessarily related to a written tradition; it existed as an iconographic
mode of representing the arts and sciences popular in the Middle Ages and Renaissance.26
A clear example of this tradition is found in many Renaissance artworks, among which is
also the fresco of Lorenzo Tornabuoni and the seven liberal arts, painted by Botticelli for
the Villa Lemni and now in the Louvre. The De Nuptii demonstrates the continuation of
ancient culture transmitted in writing through the Middle Ages to the Renaissance; yet, it
does not exclude a parallel iconographic tradition handed down from ancient times both
orally and through popular images. Ancient classical iconology was inherited by the
medieval period and passed on to the Renaissance as a source of inspiration to its art and
culture: an organic happening for which no literary text was needed. Oral tradition and
popular decoration used in everyday life provided the transmission of signs and symbols
immediately recognizable by everybody. It seems that each artist’s bottega had a sample
of drawings, inspired by those iconological subjects, ready to be used by the artists
according to the type of commission received by the patron. It is well known that
medieval tradition thrived on the use of patterns for artistic decoration. Ettlinger, in his
study on Pollaiolo, explains that this working habit was still very common for artists
during the Renaissance:
The idea of such patterns as basic working material seems strange to us today,
for we think of artists creating from their imagination and - if their work is
representational – with the help from study from nature. But this is a
comparatively new development in the long history of art. Pattern-books were
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known in Egypt, in ancient Greece, in Rome, and they were common in the
Middle Ages. There is a good deal of evidence now that they were still widely in
use during the Quattrocento and even later.27
Artists did not need to refer to a classical written text to find allegorical and mythological
elements for their paintings. Pattern-books contained the eloquent images of a visual
tradition going back to ancient times. The type of allegoric and mythological symbolism
found in paintings like the Primavera are the outcome of an older popular belief
internalized and readily understood by a majority of people during the Renaissance.
These symbolic figures have almost completely lost their content for the modern
perception; they stand mute without meaning except for their physical beauty. While the
religious representations of madonne, and some of the saints, still meaningfully resonate
with the twentieth-century imagination, the allegories and the mythological characters
that spoke directly to Renaissance sensibility fall empty, deprived of their original charm.
When the images speak clearly and directly to the viewer the artist is naturally free to
manipulate and rearrange well-known symbolic figures in new and original combinations
without losing touch with a common language understood by the general public. Any
modern artist who paints a madonna will draw an image still so embedded in his own
culture that every personal variation will be immediately registered, irony or subtle
difference perceived, even though often inexplicable. In the present culture the figure of a
madonna with the baby Jesus is still highly communicative while the images of saints
become less recognizable every day. Today’s younger generation will probably not be
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able to distinguish the representation of a Saint Anthony from a Saint Francis, or a
Saint Anna from a Saint Theresa. Furthermore, in a few hundred years, even the picture
of a Virgin Mary with Child will be blurred in the collective memory; perhaps Raphael’s
sensuous madonne, having lost their mystic feeling, will signify as much as Andy
Warhol’s Marilyn Monroe. Literary texts or iconological research will not bring back the
emotional quality conveyed by Raphael’s classical images, with the rich range of artistic
variations inspired by the religious spirit of their time. In the same way, having lost the
immediate perceptual understanding of an allegorical composition, the most careful study
does not give life to the Primavera’s meaning; no matter how many literary texts are
taken as an explanation of its characters it will never be possible to capture a full
understanding of the painting’s origin.
Visual artists have their own peculiar way of seeing the world, not always
coinciding with current theories and sometimes radically alien to conceptual
understanding. This mode of being, characteristic of the visual artist, has not been
sufficiently explored by art critics who too often prefer a display of erudition to the
sustained effort of comprehending the complex reality which accompanies the production
of artworks. In Aesthetic Theory, Theodor Adorno writes: “Hegel and Kant were the last
who, to put it bluntly, were able to write major aesthetics without understanding anything
about art.“28 It is questionable whether today art critics write with a full knowledge of
artistic experience; there exists a great division in our society between the theory and the
practice of art. Indeed, it would seem that the theoretical aspect influences the practice of
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art to the point of overwhelming it. Certainly this is a time in which words count more
than facts and the manipulation of ideas is a substitute for reality; as a consequence, the
drive toward rationalization systematically absorbs and nullifies the spontaneous motion
necessary to the understanding of visual arts. There is no place for the visual artist in a
rationalized world and there is no physical space available for the art work except in the
enclosed and well controlled area of a culturally sterilized gallery. Under these
circumstances, the art critic usually has the cultural role of perpetuating an abusive
relationship, silently accepted as inescapable by past and present visual artists. In fact, the
visual artist has been historically doomed to be interpreted and translated into the alien
medium formed by words and concepts at which western culture excels. Volumes of
ideas are today dedicated to aesthetic theory, while the practice of art is suffocating for
lack of space: a stark contrast with the Renaissance world in which the artist, carefully
protected by the guild, worked to create artworks, unconcerned with the intellectual
achievement of philosophical theory.
Among the many studies on Botticelli, one stands apart; it was written in 1925 by
Yukio Yashiro, professor of art history at the Imperial Academy of Art in Tokyo and
director of the Japanese Institute of Art Research. He came to Florence specifically
because of his attraction to Botticelli’s artworks. It is interesting to recognize how
Yashiro’s sensibility is more in tune with the esthetic appreciation of Botticelli’s art than
that of his fellow art critics in the western world. Yashiro brought a refreshing point of
view to art criticism, but his contribution is today rarely mentioned and his book on
Sandro Botticelli hard to find. Yashiro’s sensitive esthetic perception has been suffocated
by the prevalent intellectual position of western culture. He states in the preface to his
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work: “My wish is to deliver Art from the guidance of specialists and return it to the
simple desire of man…I long to see my book reach congenial hearts that love beauty,
rather than brains of pure scholarship.” 29 His wish was certainly not appreciated, because
in the preface to the second edition in 1929 Yashiro had to defend himself from the harsh
attacks of critics who accused him of the “absence of any scholarly or clear statement of
Botticelli’s oeuvre” (XV). In fact, Yashiro’s research is very important because it points
to a basic misunderstanding perpetrated by many writers in the field of art criticism:
Primarily, the critic is a man of letters. His difficulty lies in the fact that he deals
with plastic art, which is outside verbal expression. Fortunate he is if he does not
commit some essential mistake, as the barrier between the world of articulate
expression and that of the inarticulate is an essential one, and thus mistakes in this
can scarcely fail to be essential…A literary critic has the tendency to overestimate
literary evidence, which can, after all, have but little weight on the aesthetic
estimation of a picture. Historical documents appear important in our eyes: we
are too quickly impressed by their time-honored dignity. But they should not
impede our direct contact with art (XLVI).
These words are still compelling because the critical literary attitude applied to the visual
arts has not changed. On the contrary, it has taken an even more intensified, rationalized
approach as shown in the interpretations by Dempsey and Villa of the Primavera.
It is unlikely that the whole picture of Renaissance artistic production will be
more clearly seen so as to allow for a better perception of the most mysterious paintings
like the Primavera. It is perhaps necessary to accept the fact that a visual image by its
very nature resists giving away its deepest secret. It will never be possible to “read” a
painting; it must be experienced directly through its tactile, sensuous being and the subtle
vibration of its lines and colors. The understanding of the rational content or apparent
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meaning of a painting will not guarantee, and sometimes it will even hinder, the access
to the painting’s poetic space. Gombrich manifests, in his study on Botticelli, an
optimistic hope that one day it will be possible to have the advantage of a “lucky find” to
clarify the mystery of Botticelli’s enchanting composition in the Primavera.30 In fact, it
might well be necessary to accept that the mystery will remain a mystery. John Dewey
eloquently writes in Art as Experience:
By one of the ironic perversities that often attend the course of affairs, the
experience of the works of art upon which formation of an esthetic theory
depends has become an obstruction to theory about them … In order to
understand the meaning of artistic products, we have to forget them for a time, to
turn aside from them and have recourse to the ordinary forces and conditions of
experience that we do not usually regard as esthetic.31
Following Dewey’s argument, it is possible to see that the Primavera , as it is now,
burdened with an overwhelming number of literary interpretations, has become an
impediment to its own further esthetic understanding. Art critics no longer describe the
picture painted by an artisan of the fifteenth century for the Medici family. The untitled
artwork has been transformed into a monument of sophisticated inventions, the work of
Sandro Botticelli, artistic genius and intellectual innovator.
Most likely, there will be no “lucky find” revealing the Primavera’s true meaning.
The artistic essence infused by the painter in his work has been and always will be
present within the physical space occupied by the painting. This space might be enjoyed
by the educate viewer through silent esthetic perception, while the explanation of the
painting’s meaning is to be found within the daily experience lived by a Renaissance
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artisan, a very complex environment still largely unknown to our modern mentality.
Perhaps the extreme rationalization and intellectualism needed to cope with the economic
hegemony of our time will not completely obliterate the silent space vital to human
existence in which visual art can touch and transform the senses. Or it might happen that
with the progressive hardening of perceptive sensibility the artistic experience itself will
wither and die, and will no longer be a part of human expression. In this event, the
disappearance of artistic experience would render inaccessible the comprehension of past
artistic achievement, but it certainly would leave behind a trail of art criticism and
aesthetic theories in which every old mystery, and the meaning of the Primavera as well,
would be clearly explained to the satisfaction of a rational world.
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The role of service learning in technical communication and composition
courses has become increasingly visible at the university level. Seemingly sustainable projects
have been going on for many years under the guidance of compositionists like Linda Flower.
Yet, despite the obvious good intentions behind most service learning courses in Universities
today, whether or not service learning is compatible with a democratic pedagogy is questionable.
Much of the scholarly work on democratic pedagogy in recent years has moved away from
libratory themes and has instead found interesting complications in some of the ways that power
dynamics can manifest in the modern day university classroom. When that classroom is
extended out of the ivory tower and into the community, power relations become increasingly
complex and difficult to ethically disentangle. Citing work by Foucault, Bauman, and Lyotard, I
begin my study by establishing some possible ways of thinking about human agency and later
move to a discussion of the ethics and responsibilities associated with protecting the agency of
both the project participators and the students.
Service learning programs face many challenges in meeting their responsibilities to all parties
involved in such programs. Citing work by Young, Bauman, hooks, and others, I seek to explore
some of the ethical ramifications of instituting community-oriented service learning programs in
American Universities from a postmodern perspective. Are we writing teachers or are we
missionaries if we require our mostly middle class, white students to perform volunteer work
among predominantly poor populations of color? In my paper, I will address this and other
questions regarding responsibilities associated with the role of the educator in a service-learning
program.
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Paper for Proceedings:

Writing teachers interested in following James Berlin’s theory of composition pedagogy
known as Social-Epistemic1 might find service learning to be an option for bringing notions of
civic participation into the college classroom. Other teachers might see service learning as a
way to provide their students with experiences that might enrich their writing and aid in
teaching critical thinking. Still others, with the best of intentions, might see themselves as
leaders of a literacy crusade, battling in the dark and dirty corners of inner city poverty.
Regardless of the motivation, service learning typically involves the interaction between the
institutional sphere of the American university and the more localized sphere of the
participating community. Theorists like Francois Lyotard, Iris Marion Young, Zygmunt
Bauman, bell hooks, Michel Foucault, and others have something to say about the role of the
privileged party in such interactions. These theorists suggest that the notion of responsibility
should and does play a role in interactions between groups when there is a power differential.
One mark of difference between members of the university community and members of the
civic community has to do with each group’s understanding of literacy. I am not referring to
‘literacy’ in the over-used and monolithic sense, but rather in the sense of one group having
facility with language games that the other does not (Lyotard). Since American mainstream
culture tends to automatically legitimize a literacy as defined by an institution like a university,
the potential exists for a hegemonic relationship between the representatives of the university
and the civic participants whose valued literacies may differ

1

From Berlin’s article, Contemporary Composition: The Major Pedagogical Theories, appearing in Crosstalk in
Composition Theory edited by Victor Villaneuva, Jr.
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The central research question asks what challenges does a service learning program
need to resolve in order to be responsible to all parties involved in such programs. Addressing
this question also involves asking what special issues are raised by the use of electronic
technology. Research will also involve addressing how some of the current service learning
practices at public universities fits with theories of democratic pedagogy, social justice and
ethics in rhetoric. I will be looking at service learning projects currently engaged in public
universities in the United States that are part of either first year composition or entry level
technical communication courses. One of the products of this study will be a “best practices”
list that seems to incorporate postmodern theories of ethics and social justice.
Over the last couple of decades, the trend in composition theory has been one of
increasing social awareness and responsibility. Going along with that, more and more theorists
in technical communication theory are writing about how ethics applies to their writing
contexts. Fundamentally, the majority of the theorists on these three comprehensive exam lists
might be said to be advocating ways of thinking that might lead to making the world a better
place. That ‘better’ might mean more just, more loving, more accepting, more democratic,
more ethical, and/or more self-aware, among other attributes. A service learning approach to
writing instruction offers an explicit means of assuaging social responsibility. It also has the
potential for explicitly involving interactions between groups of different social legitimacy and
literacy. It is because a service learning approach to teaching writing directly involves issues of
power, literacy, cultural capital, social legitimacy and morality that it is of crucial importance to
the fields of composition, education, critical theory and rhetorical ethics. Integral to all these
fields and to the practice of service learning is the employment of language by experts, and all
the ideological baggage and ethical responsibility that goes along with it. As James Porter
argues, “if we engage in any act of communication, we cannot avoid making decisions that
constitute our relations with others. At this point, we are in the realm of ethics” (8).
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From the outset, service learning approaches to writing instruction face the challenge of
taking responsibility for how its participants and program leaders make decisions that
constitute how the representatives of the university engage in relations with members of the
civic community. That kind of challenge seems to involve questions that address the role of
privilege in interactions between people deemed illiterate, disadvantaged, unfortunate...etc.,
according to the norms reinforced in university contexts. Literacy crusades can be dangerous
in that their assimilist goal does not recognize the plurality of legitimate literacies. Finding
ways to recognize and value the different literacies that a service learning writing student
might encounter means that I agree with Young’s warning that, “the real differences between
oppressed groups and the dominant norm, however, tend to put them at a disadvantage in
measuring up to these standards, and for that reason assimilationist policies perpetuate their
disadvantage” (164). What does taking responsibility mean in the context of a service learning
approach to writing instruction?
For example, Dombrowski argues that in technical communications contexts,
the ethical burden falls on and must be borne by each individual person—
even though many technical communications activities might be
undertaken collectively in a social or corporate context—each of us is an
ethical decision maker... one should not make ethical decisions alone as a
radical individual accountable only to oneself … each of us is responsible
for weighing and choosing our options on the basis of some principle of
responsibility that connects us all as human being in a society. (emphasis
mine, 5)
The “principle of responsibility” that I wish to apply to this research comes from Zygmunt
Bauman’s book, Postmodern Ethics. Bauman defines postmodern ethics as, “an ethics that
restores the autonomous moral significance of proximity; an ethics that recasts the Other as the
crucial character in the process through which the moral self comes into its own” (84). Based
on that definition and excerpts from Levinas, Bauman goes on to describe his theory as
a responsibility for the Other which arrives before the Other herself had
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the time to demand anything; responsibility ‘that is unlimited for not
measured by commitments, to which assumption and refusal of
responsibilities refer’. Responsibility before commitments have been
entered into, a responsibility that is the a priori measure of all
commitments, rather than being a posteriori measured by them (emphasis
author, 5).
In the context of service learning writing projects, the position of the ‘Other,’ might be
occupied by a student, project designer, teacher, or community member, depending on the
power relations involved. Figuring out where Bauman’s kind of responsibility lies will require
a flexible and situational approach to ethics that recognizes that the person in the power
position is always already responsible to the ‘Other.’ Taking as a base Bauman’s notion of
responsibility, the next challenge depends on which approach to ethics is used and how that
ethics is defined so as to not relinquish that already present responsibility. Part of this project
will involve identifying the tactics that teachers and students are employing in order to be
responsible to community members and to each other. It will also involve articulating some of
the strategies or institutional techniques, in the Ellul sense, that might be operating to
perpetuate uneven power relations that might limit participant agency.
Iris Marion Young shares with Porter a community defined notion of ethics. For
Young, “[m]oral rationality should be understood as dialogic, the product of the interaction of
a plurality of subjects under conditions of equal power that do not suppress the interests of any”
(106). I believe that this kind of conversation may be uncovered to be a crucial component of
successful service learning approaches to writing. What concerns me is how the project
participants are communicating. Are they collaboratively inventing a new language game that
supercedes difference in expertise (Lyotard)? How are the power relations being articulated
between individuals with different backgrounds and notions of knowledge in order to achieve
the ‘equal power’ Young talks about (Foucault)? Dombrowski advocates for all stakeholders in
a project to talk to each other in order to best meet the needs of all, but he doesn’t say that this
is easy nor does he say how to go about it. Simply engaging in a dialogue is not enough as
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Swan argues that the ”inclusion of ‘equitable’ rhetorical strategies for the construction of
knowledge from diverse sources is hardly a sure thing that will guarantee fair knowledge
construction, representation of community voices, or socially just praxis” (77). A significant
part of this dissertation will involve investigating what kinds of communicative tactics each
different site is employing (or not employing) in order to maintain an inclusive and nonoppressive dialogue that does value community knowledge and make space for community
agency.
At sites where electronic technology plays a role in writing instruction, the completion
of assignments, or the interaction between students and community members, issues of
oppression and sustainability become crucial. Part of why this research is important to me
comes from my experiences as an Undergraduate student in a technical communication/
professional writing course that had a service learning component. I was required to go out
into the outside community and find some group or organization for which I could volunteer to
do some document design and production. I was studying Spanish at the time so I found one of
the local non-profit community organizations that was providing a variety of human services
for Hispanic workers and their families. The organization director wanted me to design a
brochure advertising their services to the community and then provide a second version in
Spanish. When I was finished, I printed out my products and took them to my contact in the
organization. I have never been as mortified as I was when I realized that I had created
something that they could not reproduce or revise with the equipment they had available to
them. I am embarrassed to say that although I asked my teacher to please assign a student
next term to fix my mistake, my class was over and I no longer was available to help this
group. Issues of sustainability and participatory design were never raised in this class nor were
we ever introduced to theories of technology that might have required me to ask myself why I
was using a computer to design and print something for a group that did not have a computer
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or color printer. Because the organization had no way to change my document, a situation was
created in which they could not take agency in making future revisions, changes or adjustments
to the document that announced their presence to a community that desperately needed their
services. They had no choice but to start all over again.
There are many theories of technology that seem relevant to both my experience and
possible uses of electronic technology in service learning approaches to teaching writing. I
think Young’s and Bauman’s argument for a ‘pluralist’ approach fits with Feenberg’s
suggestion that the ways “ordinary people” tactically use “technologies and adapt them to the
meanings that illuminate their lives” must be recognized and valued alongside the relations to
technology by “dominant actors” (Feenberg xi). It never occurred to me to have a
conversation with the group I volunteered to help about the process of producing their
document. I just assumed it was my job as “expert” to pump out a product and hand it to them.
They never had an opportunity to negotiate with the technology; they were left like passengers
not allowed to “-decide for themselves where they’re going” (Latour 64). Had I read Latour, his
argument for a “chain of translation” might have helped me understand my responsibility:
The answer is always to be found in the chains of translation that
transform a global problem (…) into a local problem (…) through a
series of intermediaries that are not ‘logical’ in the formal sense of the
term, but that oblige those, …, who are interested in the global problem
to become interested, …, in the local solution. (Latour 33, emphasis
mine).
Because the use of an electronic technology seems natural or “makes sense” in the college
writing context means that it should be questioned (Eagleton, Feenberg). When that use
extends or invades the boundaries of the community outside the university, then what might
have been an institutional response to a National Literacy Challenge must now also be defined
by the local people’s needs and their available means (Selfe).
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Part of avoiding missionary tendencies means valuing community agency in defining
whatever help they want or need. Reinforcing institutionalized notions of literacy that include
facility with electronic technology only perpetuates the oppressive aspects of those ideas and
potentially widens the gap even further between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have-nots’ (Selfe). Directly
connected with this, perpetuating institutionalized understandings of poverty and ‘illiteracy,’
can further naturalize perceptions that poor or illiterate people are all one homogenous, easily
understood and dismissed group (Young). Questions of access to technology and student’s
experience must be considered in order to not perpetuate oppressive definitions of literacy onto
students or community participants that requires the use of expensive electronic technologies
(Moran, Selfe).
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“Mistaking Capitalist Allegory as Italian-American Stereotypes: A Critique of The Godfather’s
Representation of the American Utopian Fantasy.”
Some Italian-American organizations feel The Godfather trilogy is harmful because it
perpetuates Italian-American stereotypes. Misogynists, pimps, blue collar workers, and
criminals are some of the stereotypes the organizations feel misrepresent the Italian-American
community. Organizations such as the National Italian American Foundation (NIAF), Order
Sons of Italy (OSI), and Fieri denounce these negative media representations of Italian culture by
suing, protesting, and boycotting films, TV shows, and commercials they feel negatively portray
Italian Americans. The Godfather represents the myth of the American Dream for all people
through the Corleone family, a group of Americans of Sicilian descent. The reduction of The
Godfather to a film that perpetuates stereotypes of Italian Americans is an attempt to further
marginalize Sicilians from the greater Italian culture and ignores the films’ comments on the
dominant “American” culture’s conservative Utopian fantasy—the notion that The Godfather
represents late capitalist ideology, mass commodification, and alienation. This paper views The
Godfather trilogy from Fredric Jameson’s argument that the film mirrors big business and
“American capitalism in its most systemized and computerized, dehumanized, ‘multinational’
and corporate form” (Jameson 31). Also, the paper moves beyond the allegory of capitalism to
comment on the above Italian-American organizations’ attempts to discredit Sicilian culture and
history by promoting a specifically Northern Italian-American ideal citizen in their
denouncement of The Godfather and other mafia narratives.
Jameson, Fredric. “Reification and Utopia in Mass Culture.” Signatures of the Visible. New
York: Routledge, 1990. 9-34.
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6. ABSTRACT
This presentation will focus on the life of John H. Schnell, who led a small party of Japanese
from Aizu-Wakamatsu, in the northern part of Japan, to San Francisco and then established the
first Japanese Colony at Gold Hill, CA in May 1869. Why did people from Aizu-Wakamatsu
cross the Pacific Ocean to come to America? This was a great mystery. John Schnell, a native of
Germany, went to Japan, married a Japanese lady of the Samurai class, received a Japanese
name, and lived among Samurais in Aizu-Wakamatsu during the end of Tokugawa period. This
could be an even more fascinating story than James Clavell's novel Shogun. In Japan the
Tokugawa Shogunate came to an end in 1867 and the following year, in January 1868, the Meiji
emperor announced the imperial restoration. Aizu-Wakamatsu was the last battle ground of the
Tokugawa Shogunate, where a few remnants of Bakufu and their allies fought against the new
government. After much bloodshed, the Aizu Clan Daimyo, Matsudaira Katamori, was defeated
and the Tokugawa Shogunate's last fort was destroyed.
According to the Chugai Newspaper of June 20, 1869, American newspaper articles about
Japanese immigration to America, mentioned the Japanese colony founded by Mr. Schnell and
the fact that most of the colonists were from Aizu. Mr. Schnell called the colony Wakamatsu and
planted mulberry silk trees, tea sees, a great number of bamboo and wax trees, which were
brought from Japan to cultivate and manufacture goods. The colony seemed well-planned and,
for a time, prospered.
I visited the site of the Wakamatsu Tea and Silk Farm in Gold Hill as well as AizuWakamatsu in Japan to trace the path of John Schnell, and saw the site where his residence once
stood during his days as artillery advisor for the Aizu clan.
This paper will examine John Schnell's contributions to the history of Japan as well as his
leadership of the Wakamatsu Colony in El Dorado, CA. First, it focuses on his life in Japan at
this tumultuous point in the country's history; second, I will look at the establishment of the
Wakamatsu Tea and Silk Farm. Although Schnell's intentions of realizing his dream echoed the
feelings of the people of Aizu-Wakamatsu, Schnell and Aizu people felt forced to go abroad due
to certain unfortunate historical circumstances. The Colony ultimately failed and only a few
people from the Colony remained in the area. They traveled to America on the Mayflower of
Japan but the Colony at El Dorado did not survive for long. The Schnell mystery is still unsolved
today because there are no records of his life and family after he left the Colony.
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John Henry Schnell’s Wakamatsu Colony in El Dorado, CA:
An Early Example of Japanese Immigration to the American West Coast
by
Dr. Ikuko Torimoto

This paper will focus on the life of John Henry Schnell, who led a small party of Japanese
from Aizu-Wakamatsu, in the northern part of Japan, to San Francisco, and then established the
first Japanese Colony at Gold Hill, CA in May 1869. Why, one wonders, did people from AizuWakamatsu under the leadership of John H. Schnell cross the Pacific Ocean to go to America?
This is still a mystery. John Henry Schnell, a German native, came to Japan during the
Tokugawa (Edo) era (1603-1868), when Japan entered the Sakoku period, effectively closing the
country to foreigners from all countries except China and Holland, married a Japanese lady of
the Samurai class, received a Japanese name, and lived among Samurais in Aizu-Wakamatsu in
the final years of the Tokugawa period and at the beginning of the Meiji period. His life story is
real and could be even an even more fascinating tale than James Clavell’s novel Shogun. In Japan
the Tokugawa Shogunate came to an end in 1868, when the Meiji emperor announced the
imperial restoration. Aizu-Wakamatsu was the last battleground, where a few remnants of
Bakufu and allied domains fought against the new imperial government. After much bloodshed,
the Aizu Clan Daimyos, Matsudaira Katamori, were defeated, and the Tokugawa Shogunate’s last
fort was destroyed.
According to the Chugai newspaper of July 20, 1869, an article published in the
newspapers in America mentioned the Japanese colony founded by Schnell in California and the
fact that most of the colonists were from Aizu-Wakamatsu. Schnell called the colony Wakamatsu
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and planted mulberry silk trees, tea sees, and a great number of bamboo and wax trees which
were brought from Japan for the manufacture of a variety of wood products. The colony seemed
well-planned and, for a time, seemed to prosper.
I visited the site of the Wakamatsu Tea and Silk Farm in Gold Hill last year as well as
Aizu-Wakamatsu in Japan to trace the path of John H. Schnell, and saw the site where his
residence once stood during his days as an artillery advisor to the Aizu-Wakamatsu clan.
This paper will examine John H. Schnell’s contributions to the history of Japan as well as
his part in the first Japanese immigration to America. First, it focuses on his experiences in
Japan and his reasons for wanting to go to America at this tumultuous point in Japan’s history,
and second, on the establishment of the Wakamatsu Tea and Silk Farm. Although Schnell’s
dream echoed the feelings of the people of Aizu-Wakamatsu it was the result of certain
unfortunate historical circumstances, forcing both Schnell and Aizu people to seek another life
outside Japan. The Wakamatsu Colony ultimately failed, and only a few people from the Colony
chose to remain in California. They had traveled to America on the Japanese equivalent of the
Mayflower, but what happened to John H. Schnell is still a mystery today because there are no
records of his life and family after he left the Colony in California.
While Japan was still in a period of national isolation, the state of California was already
a place that attracted immigrants from all over the world. The precipitation of an international
rush of gold seekers to California also marks the beginning of the history of early immigrants
from the Orient crossing the Pacific Ocean. They were Chinese coolies, who were brought to the
United States, the so-called “land of opportunity,” as exploited laborers. When one visits the
Marshall Gold Discovery State History Park, which is located in Coloma, CA, one can visit the
actual site where gold was discovered and learn about the beginning of the California Gold Rush.
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According to the records of the Marshal Gold Discovery State Historic Park, gold was first
discovered by James W. Marshal, who was born in New Jersey in 1810, and headed to
California, where he settled in Sacramento in 1845. He was hired as a carpenter to build a
sawmill at Sutter’s Fort, which was owned by John Sutter, who had arrived in California ten years
earlier than James Marshall, in 1839, and had settled near the confluence of the American and
Sacramento Rivers, in Coloma. On January 24, 1848, Marshall discovered something shining in
the tailrace of the sawmill. The news of finding gold could not be kept a secret for long and soon
spread. By 1849 people from all over the United States but also from abroad rushed to Coloma
to look for gold. However, by the 1860s, gold mining had declined, so the Japanese were too late
to take part in the California gold rush.
Here, I would like to provide a brief history of Japan, and try to answer the question why
the historical background of Japan explains the reasons for John H. Schnell and his younger
brother Edward Schnell’ to go to Japan. Their venture was an exciting one, challenging historians
to understand their motives. Further, the historical context will explain John H. Schnell’s reasons
for leading a group of Japanese immigrants to America.
The history of the Japanese exploration of the Western world began in 1860, when the
Tokugawa government dispatched delegates to America seven years after the arrival of the four
black ships off the shore of Uraga, Kanagawa, in July, 1853. A few years later, in 1858, the
Japan-U.S. Commerce and Trade Agreement was signed. The Tokugawa government saw the
importance of developing its own naval force and therefore asked the Dutch government to build
its first warship, the Kanrin-maru. The Kanrin-maru sailed from the Netherlands on its maiden
voyage and arrived in Nagasaki in September 1857, where it was stationed for the purpose of
training sailors. On February 13, 1860, under the command of Admiral Kimura Settsu-no-Kami
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and Captain Katsu Awano-Kami Rintaro (or Kaishu), Fukuzawa Yukichi, and John Manjiro
(who served as the official interpreter and navigator), the Kanrin-maru sailed from the port of
Uraga to Washington D.C. to exchange official documents ratifying the Japan-United States
Treaty. The Kanrin-maru (300-tons, three masts, 49 meters in length, and equipped with 12
canons), flying the Hinomaru, the Japanese flag, and carrying the Japanese mission on board,
crossed the Pacific ocean and arrived in San Francisco after a 37-day voyage, on March 29,
1860. From there, the Japanese mission proceeded to Washington D.C. This event occurred
eight years before the fall of the Tokugawa Shogunate.
In Japan the Tokugawa Shogunate came to an end in 1868, when the Meiji emperor
announced the imperial restoration. By the late 1860s the Tokugawa Shogunate (1603-1868),
which had given more than two hundred years of peace and stability to Japan, was in a state of
decline, challenged by domestic unrest, including a changing social, economic, and intellectual
climate. In addition, there was the intrusion by the Western powers--Russia, France, Holland and
Great Britain, and particularly the United States, which demanded that Japan ends its isolation
policy. These demands were made even more forcefully by the United States in December 1866.
Emperor Komei, a strong supporter of the Tokugawa Shogunate, had just passed away, and
Emperor Meiji, whose supporters were anti-Shogunate, ascended to the throne at the age of
fifteen. On November 8, 1867, Satsuma and Choshu obtained permission to overthrow the
Tokugawa Shogunate. The Shogun, Tokugawa Yoshinobu, accepted to resign to avoid a
national crisis and thus the Tokugawa Shogunate came to an official end on November 9, 1867.
However, Yoshinobu secretly gathered his armies in Osaka, biding his time. On January 3, 1868,
the Emperor announced the Restoration of Power (Ouseifukko). Yoshinobu claimed that the
Restoration was “illegal” and struck back at the emperor’s army. The battle took place in Toba and
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Fushimi near Kyoto on January 27, 1868 (Battle of Toba-Fushimi) and shortly after the Boshin
War of 1868 (War of the Year of the Dragon) started. The old Shogunate’s army was completely
defeated by the Ishin army in Toba-Fushimi. After this defeat, Tokugawa Yoshinobu escaped to
Edo. Edo surrendered without conditions in May and was renamed Tokyo in October 1868. This
marked the official start of the Meiji era. After the last Shogun Tokugawa Yoshinobu’s surrender,
some clans, however, continued their struggle against the new government. Thus began the
Boshin war of 1868.
The Aizu-Wakamatsu clan remained defiant and continued to do battle against the Ishin
army. Tohoku area clans sent a petition for the Aizu-Wakamtsu to save the clan. However, the
new government rejected this petition and ordered the Tohoku area clans to attack the AizuWakamatsu clan. Therefore, the Oou and Tohoku area clans joined forces and created an alliance
called Ooureppan-Doomei (Ooureppan-military alliance) and, with the backing of the AizuWakamatsu clan, fought against the Ishin army. This was called the Hokuetsu Boshin War of
1868. In June 1868, about thirty-four of the Oou and Echigo clans joined the OoureppanDoomei, including the Aizu clan (Fukushima-prefecture), the Shonai clan (Yamagataprefecture), the Sendai clan (Miyagi-prefecture), the Yonezawa clan (Yamagata-prefecture), and
the Nagaoka-clan (Niigata-prefecture). Together they supported the petition of apology and
surrender of the Aizu-Wakamatsu clan to the new government. However, the petition was
rejected. The allied army of the Ooureppan-Doomei was defeated by the Ishin-army and their
stronghold was reduced to rubble.
During the Hokuetsu Boshin War, one of the allied armies, the Nagaoka clan, fought
against the Ishin army under the leadership of Tsuginosuke Kawai, the clan’s military general.
Nagaoka flourished as a castle town. Irobe Nagato, who recorded an official diary for the
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Nagaoka clan, was a General commander of the Yonezawa clan and for the Ooureppan Doomei
as well, which guarded the Echigo (Niigata) area, and was in charge of 600 soldiers with
headquarters in Niigata so as to defend the area from attack by the new government. But the
Ishin army prevailed and Irobe, who had to dissolve the allied army, was killed on July 29, 1868,
at the age of 44. Aizu-Wakamatsu was the last battleground, where a few remnants of Bakufu
and allied domains fought against the new imperial government. The people of Aizu gave their
unconditional support to the Shogunate; there was even a special brigade of women who fought
against the Ishin army, and the Byakkotai (the White Tiger Corps)--a group of young male
warriors. A principal retainer of the clans, the Saigo family, and many members of clan families
committed ritual mass suicide rather than surrender. After much bloodshed, the Aizu-Wakamatsu
clan and the lord Matsudaira Katamori, were defeated, and the Tokugawa Shogunate’s last fort
was destroyed. The Boshin War of 1868 was a last stand and spelled the end of the Tokugawa
Shogunate that had ruled Japan for more than 250 years.
According to a study by Adachi Yoshio, who specializes in the history of the Boshin War
and the role played by Edward and John Schnell, the two Schnell brothers’ names often appeared
in The Diary of Irobe Nagato (Adachi 11-12). In Adachi’s chart of names appearing in The Diary
of Irobe Nagato, Edward Schnell and his older brother John H. Schnells’ names appeared 27
times (Edward Schnell’s name appeared 16 times and John H. Schnell’s 11 times). It is important
to note that John H. Schnell had Japanese Samurai names written in different Kanji (Chinese
characters): Hiramatsu Buhei (mentioned 2 times); and Hiramtsu Buhei, his first name spelled
with different Kanji (mentioned 4 times), and Hiramatsu--only the last name (mentioned 5 times)
(Adachi 11). Therefore, Adachi’s discovery of The Diary of Irobe Nagato and the information
contained in it are valuable sources concerning the Schnell brothers’ contributions to the Boshin
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War as well as their lives afterwards. Here, I shall provide briefly some examples from Adachi’s
studies, taken from the recorded diaries and some history books, to show how the retainers of
various clans approached the Schnell brothers and how they became involved in the civil war
that was unfolding in Japan.
Adachi Yoshio’s research used Irobe’s diary, which began on May 12, in the fourth year of
Keioo (1886), when Irobe was leaving Yonezawa, and ended on July 25, (1886) as he reported to
the magistrate’s office after discovering three Ishiin army steamships approaching Niigata
(Adachi 12). Irobe Nagato, who recorded an official diary for the Nagaoka clan, noted the first
appearance of John Henry Schnell, the so-called Hiramatsu Buhei, in Niigata at the end of May,
1868 (Adachi 20). According to the Irobe, Hiramatsu Buhei left Kamo at dusk and arrived at the
port of Niigata around 2 a.m. on the evening of May 28. On May 29, after Hiramatsu Buhei had
eaten breakfast, we went to inspect the beach with the idea of building a fort. On June 2, we went
on an official trip to investigate whether it was possible to build a fort. Here Adachi quotes this
description of Hiramatsu Behei in the diary of Amakasubigo:“Hiramatsu’s age is around 30, he
has striking eyebrows and eyes, and wears a Japanese made Haori–Machidaka, with a short
sword on his side, which was given to him by the lord of the Aizu-Wakamatsu clan” (Adachi 20).
Further, Adachi Yoshio mentions that many historical records of the Meiji restoration
mention that John Schnell’s younger brother, Edward Schnell landed in the port of Niigata on
May 12, 1868. Adachi also refers to the book The History of 100th year of Niigata Port which
also mentions that Schnell arrived in Niigata, then stayed at the residence of Toriya Seihichi,
moved to the temple of Katsuraku on May 17 and then moved again at the beginning of June
(Adachi 13). According to Adachi, the May 15th entry of the Diary of Hokuetsu, written by
Amakasu Higotsuginari, who was an officer of the Yonezawa army, mentioned that Schnell had
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already delivered weapons to the Yonezawa clan before arriving to Niigata on May 12.
According to the diary, Satou Ichinojo and Asama Kanzaburo, both retainers of the Yonezawa
clan, purchased weapons from Edward Schnell when they visited him in Yokohama. Edward
Schnell took the sea route, traveling on the steamboat Kaganokami from Yokohama on May 6,
and arrived in the island of Awa, in Yonezawa, at 7 p.m. on May 10, avoiding discovery by the
Ishin army of the new government. Schnell was welcomed by the Yonezasa clan and smuggled
in 2000 foreign-made Mini rifles, 250 seven-shot revolvers, ammunition, and a detonator
(Adachi 13-16).
The History of Aizu-Wakamatsu, commissioned by the city of Aizu-Wakamatsu, states
that the port of Niigata became a hub for many Tohoku feudal clans, such as the AizuWakamatsu, Yonezawa, Shonai, and Sendai clans. It also states in no uncertain terms that
Edward Schnell was a foreign merchant who played a key role in purchasing military weapons
for the Ooureppan-Doomei (military alliance). Further, it mentions that Edward Schnell had
owned a store in his name in 1863 and also served as secretary for the Consulate of Prussia (The
History of Aizu-Wakamatsu 158-159). This researcher has not confirmed the source of this
information yet, but it nevertheless tells us a lot about Schnell’s movements prior to the Boshin
War. As mentioned in the diaries, Edward Schnell arrived in Niigata on May 12 and his older
brother John Henry Schnell followed him, arriving in Niigata on May 28,1868, which was four
months before the defeat of the Aizu-Wakamatsu clan (September 22, 1968).
How did the Schnell brothers come into contact with the Aizu-Wakamatsu clan? Here I
have to mention that I agree with the conclusions of Adachi’s study, which clearly mentions how
some local historians have confused John Henry Schnell and his younger brother Edward
Schnell. For example, it is recorded that Edward helped construct a battery in beach of Niigata;
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however, Baba Okina’s description of him did not match Edward but, rather, his brother John
(Adachi 20-21). Adachi mentions that Baba Okina who wrote a story of the construction of the
fort in Niigata during the Bushin War (The Idle Talk of Niigata Old-timer); however, he
confused Edward and John and noted that “Schnell is a merchant who sells weapons to the
Tohoku army. I wonder why he gained the trust of the Aizu clan…. Also, the Schnell who came to
supervise the setting up of big canons, I heard that he did not have much experience with the big
canons, but he was wearing a big helmet with a purple crepe with a three-Aoi (Tokugawa) crest,
wearing a Bussaki-Haori, a Japanese half-coat, an outdoor damask (Hakama) and shoes. He
appeared to be a distinguished supervisor. His Japanese was good enough to understand Yose,
Japanese story telling. I met him in the vaudeville theater house in Yokohama thirty years later.
He was with his mistress Oshima (Niigata Koroo Zatsuwa)” (Adachi 20). Here, Adachi uses
Baba’s descriptions of the Schnells and pointed out Baba’s mistake of identity by saying that
Hiramatsu Schnell was the one who received the Haori with an Aoi crest from the lord of the
Aizu-Wakamatsu clan and was good at gunnery, had a wife called Jou and that Oshima was the
name of Edward Schnell’s mistress (Adachi 21).
Here is the story of the first meeting between Schnell and the chief retainer of the AizuWakamatsu clan, Kajiwara Heima. According to the History of the Aizu-Wakamatsu, Kawai
Tsuginosuke (1827-1868), who was a chief retainer of the Nagaoka Clan, introduced Schnell to
the Aizu Wakamatsu clan, which needed to replace weapons lost during the Toba Fushimi war
(Jan, 27,1868). On March 23, 1868, chief retainer Kajiwara Heima of the Aizu-Wakamatsu clan,
purchased goods worth $15,000 and later, on March 23, 1868, bought 780 rifles from Schnell
and loaded them onto an American steamboat and unloaded them at the port of Niigata. Since
then, the relationship between Schnell and the Aizu-Wakamatsu clan remained very close. The
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Aizu-Wakamatsu clan built a mansion for Schnell in their castle town and Schnell arrived in
Aizu-Wakamatsu at the beginning of April, 1886, where he taught people how to manufacture
western military weapons and dig for silver and gold (The History of Aizu-Wakamatsu 159).
According to the History of Aizuwakamatsu, Edward Schnell played a major role in the
Boshin War by strengthening the military power of the Oourenppan Domei (military alliance)
thanks to weapons worth $14,000 smuggled by him from Yokohama to Niigata port (The History
of Aizu-Wakamatsu 159). This suggests that Edward Schnell was actively involved in the selling
and smuggling of weapons to the Oourenppan-Domei. However, there is no mention of
Hiramatsu Buhei nor John Henry Schnell’s name nor his involvement with the Aizu-Wakamatsu
clan; however, whenever the records refer to the Schnell they do not distinguish between the two
brothers. This is the very important finding that this researcher discovered and it is backed up by
Adachi’s study (Adachi 120-125). Some historical records are vague when they could not
distinguish between John and Edward. However, this was due to the mistaken records of some
original sources (Some might have thought that all foreigners looked alike?), or by scholars. This
mistake also applies to later writings on John Henry Schnell who led a group of Japanese
immigrants to America. At the beginning of stage of my research, I was often confused between
Edward and John. I checked the names of the passengers who traveled to San Francisco from the
port of Yokohama between 1868 and 1870 and found Henry Schnell’s name on the passenger list
of the vessel S. S. China, Flag, of the P.M.S.S, (5,000 tons) leaving from the port of Yokohama
on April 30, 1869. In the Japan Times’ Overland Mail of May 14, 1869, in the section of
departing passengers bound for San Francisco, the following names are included: Mr. B. Seyd,
Col. Dickens, Col. Hugden, H. Schnell, Mr. Truebuck and 5 Children, Gen. Stael W. B. Cotteril,
F. H. Thomson, Count Fabric, C. J. Phalen, and ten passengers in steerage. Henry. Schnell’s
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name is listed among the outward passengers for San Francisco; however, other passengers from
Aizu-Wakamatsu, including his Japanese wife, were not mentioned. Moreover, passengers in
steerage were not normally mentioned by name (The Japan Times’ Overland Mail, April 30,
1869, p.114, and May 14, 1869, p.126).
After the defeat of Aizu-Wakamatsu and the end of the Boshin War of 1868, a group of
Japanese traveled to Yokohama from Aizu and crossed the Pacific Ocean. The arrival of the first
group of Japanese people to a 240 acres farm at Gold Hill, near Coloma, California, inspired a
California Historical landmark. For many Nisei (second-generation Japanese Americans), such
as Tom Fujimoto and well known novelists Yasushi Inoue and Tomoko Yamazaki (who have
written novels about Japanese immigrants), the site was more than a tourist attraction: it
contained the heart and soul of the first Japanese immigrants. Tom Fujimoto has visited the
memorial site for nearly 25 years, ever since June 7, 1969, when a California historical landmark
was dedicated at Gold Trail Union Grammar School Gold Hill, in El Dorado County, to mark the
site of the Wakamatsu Tea and Silk Colony, the first recognized settlement of Japanese
immigrants in the continental United States (Congressional Record. Vol. 115. No 74.
Washington, Wednesday, May 7,1969). The landmark also commemorates the young Japanese
girl Okei Ito who died of a fever at the age 19 years, in 1871. For many Japanese, the settlement
contains the roots of Japanese people in the United States (Sacramento Bee, April 18,1994,
OKEI, page B14).
John Henry Schnell’s Wakamatsu Colony at Gold Hill, CA, was founded nine years after
the exchange of documents ratifying the new U.S. Japanese Treaty of Amity and Commerce
between President Buchanan and the U.S.-Japanese envoys in Washington D.C. on May 22,
1860. The story of the Wakamatsu Tea and silk colony of Gold Hill in California is well known
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and has been presented in many articles and books; however, there are still many gaps in the
story of the colony. Here I would like to briefly discuss some of the most exciting findings of my
research. On June 8, 1869, the first contingent of six Japanese immigrants (some says nine to
ten) arrived in Gold Hill near Coloma under the leadership of John Henry Schnell, a German
soldier of fortune and an ardent follower of Katamori Matsudaira, the last Feudal Lord of AizuWakamatsu. The Pollack Pines Press Congressional Record (Vol. 113 Washington, Wednesday,
May 7, 1969) mentions that the original party arrived at San Francisco aboard the side-wheeler
China of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company on May 27, 1869. As I mentioned earlier, they
left Japan on April 30, 1869. I tried to locate the Pacific Mail Steamship’s list of passengers
disembarking in San Francisco on May 27, 1869 but was unsuccessful. The Japanese pioneers
proceeded to Sacramento by riverboat and then by wagon to Gold Hill, where John Henry
Schnell bought 160 acres of land for $5,000.00 from Charles M. Graner. Sixteen more Japanese
followed in the fall of 1869 (including Okei, nursemaid to the Schnell household consisting of
Matsu and Kuni). The colonists brought with them silk cocoons, 50,000 three-year old Kuway
Tree (of the Mulberry family) for silk farming, tea plants and seeds, grape seedlings, bamboo
roots 5 ft. long, saplings (young trees) of wax trees. The colonists hoped to transform the arid
California soil and grow tea and silk cultures, which were treasured, in their native Japan.
According to the census returns of El Dorado county compiled by J. McKnight, of
Brownsville, in October, 1855, the number of families living in the county was 3,263: 5,453
white males, 3,121 white females, 1,590 colored males, 136 colored females. Of this number
1,514 were Chinese, 22 Japanese, and 89 of African descent--all three categories being classified
as “colored.” Male citizens of the United States 21 years of age and above numbered 3,188. This
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yielded a total population of 10,300 living in 3,758 dwelling houses.
(http://www,westernlivingcenter.com/histoych23-farming.htm)
John Henry Schnell married a Japanese woman, Yose (her last name not mentioned but
Adachi spells her name Jou). Frances, their first child, was born in California soon after their
arrival on May, 1869, and another daughter, Mary, was born in April, 1870. According to the
July 1, 1870 Census of the inhabitants of Coloma Township (County of El Dorado, State of
California), taken by Assistant Marshal Enolx N. Smith of Post Office, Cold Springs, the
Schnells’ two children were both classified as “female” and“white,” despite the fact that their mother
was Japanese. In the category “place of birth,” the census listed the two children’s place of birth as
California. Undoubtedly, these two Schnell children were the first Americans of Japanese
ancestry to be born in the United States. The Federal Census of the same year listed 55 Japanese
in the entire United States, of whom 33 were resident in California. In the July 1, 1870 Census
the names of twenty-six people are listed as residents of the Wakamatsu Colony including John
H. Schnell, 29 years (no. 21) his Japanese wife, Yose, 24 years (no. 22), their two children
Frances, 2 years (no 23) and Mary, 2/12 years (no 24), a man named Dielbae, 26 years (no 25,
spelling uncertain), listed as a wine maker from Switzerland, and fourteen Japanese men, their
five housewives, and two female children. Together they made up the twenty-two Japanese
colonists at Gold Hill. Henry Taketa mentions that it is believed that Schnell’s emissary between
the Colony and the homeland of Japan was Matsunomuke Sakurai, a middle-aged former
samurai. It was he who arranged for and brought Okei, a young Japanese girl, to Gold Hill to
serve as a nursemaid in the Schnell household several months after Mary’s birth. Their names,
together with that of a certain Kuninosuke Masumizu, do not appear in the 1870 Census, thus
suggesting that they arrived in the Colony after the census was taken (Henry Taketa). This
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suggests that Okei and Masuzumi might have arrived between after Mary’s birth and July 1, 1870
(1870 inhabitants were listed).
The number of Japanese immigrants changed significantly during the Immigration
Period, 1885-1924. When the Japanese government legalized contract labor in 1886, a large
number of Japanese immigrants began arriving on the American West coast. For the next 40
years the Japanese population in the U.S. steadily grew, reaching a peak in the early 1920s, but
by 1924 had begun to decline rapidly.
This paper is part of my on-going research on Japanese immigration to California. For me
it was sentimental journey to visit Okei’s grave and the place where the Wakamatsu Tea and Silk
farm once stood. I found much information on Okei and the farm; however, there is very little
scholarship on the subject and I have still not been able to answer my initial question: what
happened to John Henry Schnell and his wife after the Colony at Gold Hill was dissolved? The
artifacts left behind puzzled me. My curiosity grew and I felt I had to visit the place where the
colonists came from. I visited Aizu-Wakamatsu and identified John Henry Schnell’s name on a
passenger list of the S.S. China, leaving the port of Yokohama on April, 1869, bound for San
Francisco. The fact that the two Schnell brothers are often confused intrigues me; however, I am
hopeful that I will soon solve the mystery of John Henry Schnell and discover his fate.
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History of Information (and) Art
There have been many terms used to describe art and the relationship between technical and aesthetic
factors. Specifically there has been an explosion in terms from the beginning of the electronic age when
artists began to use electronic in addition to mechanical technologies. Many of these terms describe what
we might call information technologies; Video Art, Computer Art, Communications Art, Laser and
Holographic Art, Telematic Art, Digital Art, Multimedia Art, New Media Art and Net Art. There have also
been many sectors that deal with other aspects of communications; Mail Art, Performance Art, Ecological
Art and Genetic Art. Painting, Sculpture and Printmaking manage to retain their prominence as well. Yet in
the use of all these terms there is one notable exception, information. As one of the defining terms of our
age why is it not pre-eminent amongst these sectors. Whether we are talking about the form of art or it’s
meaning this is a word that with a few exceptions has remained elusive. This paper will explore the use of
the word from the 1960s when the electronic and computer-based communication technologies reached
prominence and will explore the use specific use of the term Information Art.
Conceptual Art and Information
The art of the 1960s gives us two points of entry when considering the use of information. On one hand we
have the art and technology movement and their use of computers, robotics and their interest in cybernetics,
and on the other we have Conceptual Art and its explorations of art as idea. However, like many areas there
is a great deal of crossover between them.
A number of events and exhibitions, including Nine Evenings: theatre and engineering, New York 1966,
The Machine as Seen at the End of the Mechanical Age at The Museum of Modern Art, New York, and
Cybernetic Serendipity at the Institute for Contemporary Arts, London both 1968 established an agenda for
artists interested in new technologies. This exploration of information technology was perhaps best
examined in the 1970 exhibition Software, Information Technology: its new meaning for art at the Jewish
Museum in New York, with Jack Burnham as curator. Seen by its organisers at a sequel to The Machine as
Seen at the End of the Mechanical Age, its title was suggested primarily for its relationship to the idea of
new procedures and ways of dealing with physical reality. Burnham saw the machines used in Software not
as art objects but as “merely transducers, that is, means of relaying information which may or may not have
relevance to art.”1 In this there is a certain parallel with Conceptual Art where the mind is seen at the
machine for creating ideas that are then displayed as art information. He goes on to state, ‘The objective of
Software, however, is to stress the fact that information is simply a measure of response between sender
and receiver; the ability to change someone’s mind about something is the measure of data’s worth as
information.’2
As a movement, Conceptual art is generally considered to date from the publication of Sol LeWitt’s
Paragraphs on Conceptual Art in Artforum in the summer of 1967. Lewitt’s essay was not the first to
identify a particular type of art as Conceptual however. This is attributed to the Fluxus artist Henry Flynt,
who had written about concept art in 1961, though in his 1968 Genealogical Chart of Fluxus, George
Maciunas credits Flynt with the idea as early as 1954.3 In his essay LeWitt states that the artist who is
concerned with Conceptual Art would want the work to be mentally interesting to the spectator and
consequently would want to make the work ‘emotionally dry.’4 This creates an interesting position, as it is
possible to perceive at least some of the artwork termed Information Art to be the opposite of emotionally
dry. Indeed emotional impact is perhaps what allies it to other art forms such as expressionism.
In July 1970 the Museum of Modern Art in New York mounted a Conceptual Art exhibition Information.
This fitted firmly in the conceptual grouping that consists of almost exclusively language-based works and
followed on from the exhibition Conceptual Art and Conceptual Aspects, held at the New York Cultural
Centre in April of that year. One of the exhibiting artists there, Hans Haacke, was quoted in the catalogue
as saying, ‘The working premise is to think of systems, the interference with and the exposure of existing
systems. Such an approach is concerned with the operational structure of organizations, in which the
transfer of information, energy and/or material occurs. Systems can be physical, biological or social, they
can be man-made, naturally existing or a combination of any of the above. In all cases verifiable processes
are referred to.’ In the same catalogue Ian Wilson said, ‘I present oral communication as an object, all art
is information and communication. I’ve chosen to speak rather than sculpt…My art is not visual, but
visualized.

Haacke’s work is political. His 1971 exhibition for the Guggenheim Museum Shapolsky et al. Manhattan
Real Estate Holdings, a Real-Time System, as of May 1, 1971 was an investigation into the real estate
holdings of the museum's board members, which included 142 slum properties. The Guggenheim’s
director, no doubt as an integral part of the work, cancelled the show.
At this point the term quietly disappears below the horizon surfacing briefly in 1998 when the Susan Inglett
Gallery held an exhibition, curated by David Platzker, called The Information Age. The exhibition
celebrated the work of four artists identified with American Conceptualism: John Baldessari, Robert Barry,
Douglas Huebler, and Lawrence Weiner. Platzker appropriated the title, as a kind of mini-retrospective of
that point in the late 1960s when indicating the absence of the art object was more significant than its
presence and what filled this absence was, in fact, information.5
History of the term ‘Information Art’
Though Conceptual Art’s claim on information is strong it isn’t the only useful reference. This section will
examine the use of the term Information Art. As a term Information Art has popped up from time to time in
a variety of places and with a variety of meanings. As yet nobody has sort to claim a unified or complete
definition or theory that actually illuminates our understanding of the artworks described as such.
Stephen Wilson has claimed the term ‘Information Arts’ both in his educational programme, Conceptual
Information Arts6, at San Francisco State University, and in his book Information Arts: intersections of art,
science, and technology published at the beginning of 2002. His approach has been to create a
comprehensive compendium of science and technology inspired art. However realising how problematic
this might be, he decided to focus on art at the radical end of emerging technologies, generally within the
last seven years. A look at the chapter titles shows the range of the books positioning; ‘Biology,
Microbiology, Animals and Plants, Ecology, Medicine and the Body, Physics, Nonlinear Systems,
Nanotechnology, Materials Science, Geology, Astronomy, Space Science, Global Positioning System,
Cosmology, Algorithms, Mathematics, Fractals, Genetic Art, Artificial Life, Kinetics, Sound Installations,
Robots, Telecommunications, Digital Information Systems/Computers.’ Each of these is then broken down
into more precise areas. The question must then be asked does the title ‘Information Arts’ illuminate or
merely obscure any new understanding of the work he includes in these areas? His usage is certainly broad
and unable to function without qualification. The area that links all the work in his book is scientific
research, so if we were to make any case for this definition then it would need to be in the area of research
as information, or the process of information. Can scientific research claim this specifically?
Two artists who have provided definitions of the term Information Art rather than simply calling their work
by that name are Judy Malloy and Michael O'Callaghan. Malloy produced three works, OK Research
(1980-1982), OK Genetic Engineering (1983-1985) and Bad Information (1986-1990), of collected
technical information: brochures, articles from technical journals, charts, graphs, photographs and technical
reports. Malloy states, ‘Information art is a kind of conceptual art that is based on collections of
information that convey some meaning *as a whole* and are (usually) deliberately assembled by artists for
this purpose. It could be collections of statements -- such as Hans Haacke's ON SOCIAL GREASE (1975)
that is based on (mostly corporate) remarks about art; or, images from the mass media such as the
collection Hal Fischer made in the early 80's of advertising from the Poppers industry or Peter
D'Agostino's 1981 collections of telecommunications ads INVADING THE INFORMATION AGE; or, more
extensive collections of information such as the over 1,000 pieces of technical information that I collected
by visiting companies in Silicon Valley, etc. and installed at SITE in 1981 as OK RESEARCH.’7
Malloy formed her own research and development companies partly for ease of access to the material and
partly to feel like an insider. OK Research was a general investigation of the role of technology in society;
OK Genetic Engineering explored DNA technology; and Bad Information explored about the impact of
computers and the ‘information explosion’. OK Genetic Engineering produced a number of pieces
including the Human Lust Inducing Virus (HLIV).
Michael O'Callaghan is an artist who’s work the Global Vision Project8 is much inspired by Gregory
Bateson. His principal interest is in creating contexts of information or situations that evoke what Bateson

called ‘The Pattern That Connects’ what O’Callaghan describes as “the pattern that connects global issues
to each other and to our own way of seeing them.” He says, ‘I coined the term information-art simply to
describe a form of art that uses information - rather than paint or stone or bronze - as its primary medium.
My proposed Population Explosion electronic time-sculpture is one example. The Global Vision Project
itself is conceived as a giant work of information-art. My basic idea is that the global crisis we face cannot
be solved by attacking its symptoms, but only by changing the way we humans see ourselves and the
biosphere on which our survival depends. This requires an artistic approach to the use of information.’9
Population Explosion10 is an electronic time-sculpture that displays the past 500 years of human population
growth on the Buckminster Fuller designed Dymaxion world map. The aim is to make the implications of
the statistics obvious through the use of graphics. In this we could say that this is closer to Information
Design, which suggests a closer look at this area as well. O’Callaghan see’s his Global Vision Project as a
giant work of Information Art. He sees his idea as related to the practice of Situationism. Situationism was
a forerunner of Conceptual Art where the creation of situations, rather than art-objects, was regarded as the
only worthy form of art.
Cornelia Sollfrank is another artist who, like Malloy in her OK series, works with brochures, catalogues
and pamphlets. By decontextualising them she states that they lose their meaning and by finding a new, art,
context she brings about what she calls ‘over-coding.’ In 1994 she ‘conjured up’ a company she called
information art with herself as its agent. The company, whose focus was a commercial database of
information about art, appeared in the form of an advertising brochure, an appearance at Cologne Art Fair
and a promotional clip. Using the slogan, ‘Art and Technology towards a Collective Future’ she believes
she is exposing technophobia within the art dealers and agents. What these artists have in common is their
use as information as form. This is an artwork made of or from information. In this way as O'Callaghan
says, its use is simply an alternative to paint or clay.
In 1990, New York’s Museum of Modern Art held an exhibition, sponsored by the Intel Corporation
Foundation, entitled Information Art: Diagramming Microchips. This exhibition of integrated circuit
diagrams was given consideration as art by MOMA because of their patterning resulting in ‘the most
complex patterns people have ever made.’ In the accompanying publication to the exhibition11 Cara
McCarty raised a number of issues that equated the physicality of technology to the non-visuality of
information itself. She claims Information Art can be seen as the logical successor to the 1934 MOMA
design exhibition Machine Art, which was dedicated to the beauty of machines and mechanical objects. The
elements of complexity and intricacy are important in the aesthetic of the circuit board and as ‘the most
complex patterns people have ever made’ elevated them to the status of art. If they were easily readable or
understandable they would hold much less fascination. The importance of this visual complexity was such
that MOMA felt simply showing the diagrams was enough.
The components didn’t actually have to do anything. No great computational exercise was required to be
demonstrated only the knowledge that in their use a hidden, invisible force is possible. If we wish to go
beyond the admiration of the design then we have to be prepared to test our belief in the concept of
knowing. If we were to accept the use of circuitry as an aesthetic component in Information Art then our
concept of knowledge would be wrapped up completely in this hidden process. A display can sit there
silent and unconnected but still we are drawn to it because we think we know there is something more
going on. Idinopulos says that if we treat the monitor/screen as mediation then there can be no
knowledge/knowing. But if we treat the display in the same way we treat a telescope, microscope or glasses
then our experience is direct and knowledge/knowing is possible. 12 Albert Borgman referring to the
concept of cognitive information maintains there are two types of knowledge, direct and indirect. He states
that having information is the same as indirect knowing and refers this to Bertrand Russell’s distinction of
knowledge by acquaintance vs. knowledge by description. The inference he draws from Russell is “if we
allow having information to obscure the difference between direct and indirect knowing, our sense of the
presence of things will become obtuse.”13 What happens when we experience the idea of the circuit as a
direct experience unmediated, though possibly affected, by the output of the display? We know something.
This information technology is allowing us to know something, though the circuit board on it’s own is
giving up only a fragment. The aesthetic of the integrated circuit is allied to the aesthetic of machine or
electronic art. While circuit diagrams themselves can act more as conceptual structures — maps to greater

understanding — the physicality of the object owes more to familiarity of context. Circuit boards are about
processing, the lack of movement and lack of moving parts giving a sense of the hidden, until the moment
when output appears on a display or printer, as if some form of informational alchemy is being performed.
There is a sense of expectation that comes from exposing what is usually hidden and that somehow by
removing the casing we will experience something more, with this exposure being greater than the sum of
the parts. Part of the problem with this analysis is that when you first experience this complex technology it
seems fantastical. In the 1960s circuit boards and silicon chips would have the same impact as out studying
our own DNA profiles today. However exhibited in the 1990s they seem more like historical references. If
we refer back to the beginnings of information processing then we can see that. The ability to amaze has a
finite life cycle. In its best instances this Machine Art is more about connection. It is the aesthetics of
technology connecting to something else. A postcard image entitled Test of Faith has Christ on a fitness
machine, wired into a 1960’s style analogue-monitoring console operated by a number of religious figures.
Though the component internals aren’t exposed what is important are the connections both physical and
conceptual. The religious figures have a connection to 2000 years of Christianity and more specifically to
the power, organisation and political history of the Christian church. The wires provide us with a focal
point for much wider connectivity.
Should we ask the question does the term Information Art illuminate or obscure an area of art practice? The
Conceptualists claimed the term as an appropriate way of describing what they were doing, but they didn’t
call what they did Information Art. Information was their Art. Our understanding of the term has changed
in the intervening decades. Information is now almost entirely situated within technology. It is compulsory
for any expert when interviewed on TV to have a computer in shot for without its authoritative presence
how can we accept the knowledge of the speaker. Many artists use computer/digital technologies in the
creation of their work yet we steer clear of calling it information. Perhaps we do fear that all we will
achieve is ambiguity and obscurity.
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In my paper, I explore the topic of 'madness' in Elizabeth Haywood's short fiction, including "The
Distress'd Orphan (1726) among other novellas, and in Mary Wollstonecraft's unfinished novel,
"Maria, Or the Wrongs of Women" (1798). In both instances, madness figures as a device
enabling the injustice to which wives are subjected by brutal husbands or guardians: madhouses
become prisons and the outrage of the imprisoned woman is read as 'madness' justifying
incarceration. Both texts condemn the treatment of the insane as well as the vulnerability of
women to legal machinations. Although Wollstonecraft's novel has received much attention as a
'realistic' treatment of the condition of insane persons in madhouses--and, of course, as a novel
championing the rights of women--Haywood's early work already covers the same territory.
Interestingly, both novels include a romance subnarrative, and a major difference between the
two lies in the treatment of romantic love. Haywood's fiction privileges 'true' romantic love;
Wollstonecraft's unfinished novel hints in its final notes that the device of romantic closure will
ultimately fail. My paper will trace the theme of 'madness' within Haywood's and Wollstonecraft's
fictions and will explore points of similarity; ultimately, however, I'm interested in the differences in
narrative structure and particularly in the varying usages of 'romance' as a plot device.
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Salome: Richard Strauss’s Wild Child
Almost a hundred years have passed since Richard Strauss’s operatic wild child,
Salome, made her glittering entrance across the boards of a theater in Dresden. The
controversial and prolific composer who penned the elemental Also sprach
Zarathustra and the effervescent Der Rosenkavalier, wrote his most acclaimed
work, the opera Salome, midway through a career that spanned two centuries, two
world wars and some of the most profound cultural influences of modern times. In
this opera, issues of racial purity and ethnic stereotyping, the obsession with the
femme fatale, and Freud’s new science of psychiatry meet head to head. The jury
is still out on Strauss. Was he a Nazi collaborator? Does his music have meaning
or exist solely as orchestral picture painting? What kind of man lay hidden behind
his enigmatic facade? Current writers disagree on much of it, but they concur on
this: Salome remains a stunning example of the innovation, imagination, talent and
depth of a brilliant artist with his thumb squarely on the pulse of Germany’s fin de
siecle music world.
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The insurgency in northern Uganda has been on going for the last 17 years. It is as old as
the current “Movement” government. The conflict started in 1985 when the Obote II
government was over thrown by a military coup.
In late 1986, the Holy Spirit Movement Front (HSMF) led by a woman called Alice
Auma ‘Lakwena’ (messenger) launched its anti National Resistance Movement (NRM)
campaign in the north. Alice Lakwena claimed to be possessed by the ‘holy spirit’ and to
act as its spirit-medium. She led a rebellion which became a potent threat to the NRM
government.
The HSMF managed to mobilize desperate peasants and the former soldiers to her cause,
promising to cleanse society and purge the government of ‘evil’. She was eventually
defeated just 80 kms from Kampala, the capital city but the ‘spirit’ passed on to Joseph
Kony,who is the leader of the ‘’Lords Resistance Army’ which has caused untold
suffering to the people in northern Uganda up to date in the name of religion.
A number of arguments will be put in debate. Should religion be used as a means of
capturing power through violence? Is it justifiable to commit atrocities in the name of
religion? Why should these acts attract potential people including learned people? Or is it
the question of ‘survival’ given the rampant unemployment and sectarianism which is
very common in Uganda and African countries at large? My paper will try to answer
some of these questions and leave the rest for further debate,
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Mexico, NAFTA, and the Ethics of Free Trade
The historian William Appleman Williams called Latin America the “laboratory for
American foreign policy.”1 His statement has proved to be especially valid for Mexico, which is one
of the richest and most geographically advantaged countries of the region for trading with the
United States. In 1876, Mexico witnessed its first U.S. supported coup to overthrow a
democratically elected president, arguably in the interest of foreign corporations and the local elites
who benefited from them. In the 1980s, Mexico became the first of many third world countries to
forfeit their debt to foreign lending institutions, and as a result, the country became one of the first
testing grounds for the neo-liberal structural adjustment policies of the IMF and World Bank, in a
more economic-oriented sense of foreign policy. These policies involved social-program cuts,
reduced food subsidies, currency devaluation to encourage exports, privatization of state
enterprises, and reduction of wages to encourage foreign investors.2
Very much in the spirit of a continuation of these externally prompted transformations,
Mexico signed the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in October 1992, an
agreement that the U.S. government hoped to eventually spread to the rest of the region as the Free
Trade Agreement of the Americas (FTAA). Mexico has thus emerged as a major primary
postcolonial country to whole-heartedly embrace the free market ideology that the United States has
consistently pushed throughout the world.
¶ Consequently, there is no better nation to examine than Mexico to assess the reality of the
freedom of enterprise(,) which so many economists and political thinkers in North America have
championed that it is now commonly called the “Washington Consensus.”3 In this paper, I will
argue that major ethical justifications that proponents of this ideology use are based on fundamental
1
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misconceptions of the world economy that ignore the interdependence involved in national
development and thus place the primary responsibility for economic problems on individual
nations. In addition to highlighting the distortions in their view on the justice of free trade, I also
aim to underscore the limited notion of democracy that free-market thinkers adopt and how their
perspective does not acknowledge the fundamental conflict between neo-liberal economies and the
demands of genuine social and political freedom.

Introduction: Mexico's Predicament: A First World vs. a Third World Account
Before achieving its independence in 1821, Mexico was considered to be “the gold mine of
the Spanish Empire” for its wealth in natural resources. The nation's successful development after
the Mexican Revolution of 1910 and its advantageous geopolitical position in relation to the U.S.
during the Cold War has led the world-system theorist Immanuel Wallerstein to classify Mexico as
a semi-peripheral country rather than merely a peripheral country, thus showing its similarities to
Canada and other newly industrializing countries (NICs) of the Pacific Rim among others.4
Nevertheless, over half of the population lives in what the Mexican government considers extreme
poverty (Hart, 505), especially after a deterioration in social services since the 1980s and poverty
levels that have only increased since the passing of NAFTA. Moreover, the country has 61% more
debt in the 1990s than in 1982 despite structural-adjustment policies (McMichael, 132).
Following an ecology conference in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro where first world nations
discussed the possibility that there were not enough resources for the third world to achieve a
comparable level of development, the Mexican philosopher Leopoldo Zea observed a basic
difference in perspective between the North Americans and Europeans, on the one hand, and the
Latin Americans, on the other hand. At a subsequent conference in Mexico City on “Liberty and
Justice in Modern Societies,” the Latin Americans demanded a “world-wide readjustment in regards
3
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to the exhaustion of the instruments of survival,” claiming that “liberty without social justice was
impossible.” In contrast, the North Americans and the Europeans opposed such considerations on
the grounds that they would “detract from the benefits that the First World had achieved through its
exclusive efforts.”5 The Latin Americans replied that the development of these nations had been
partly possible through the “exploitation of nature and of oppressed peoples and through the work
forced upon them.”6 Perspectives which hold the Mexicans and other third world peoples as
predominantly responsible for their poverty and which ignores the importance of the Latin
American nations for North America's own enrichment, is especially prevalent in the United States.
For the purposes of this work, I have chosen the Harvard political philosopher and ethicist
John Rawls to represent the typical North American perspective, since his Theory of Justice has
been one of the most influential attempts to legitimize the U.S. political and economic system while
leaving its basic structure intact. His infamous “Difference Principle” (that no inequality in wealth
is justified unless the least advantaged individual in society would be better off as a result) has
made Rawls one of the most egalitarian of liberal thinkers who is still an advocate of market
capitalism.
His principle, reminiscent of the days of welfare-economics, certainly contrasts with
“Reaganomics” and related free market policies that have led to a fall in living standards for the
lowest tier of the U.S. society over the past several decades. On the other hand, Rawls asserts that
the Difference Principle should not be applied on a global level, in which justice merely entails a
system of free and competitive trade.7
Leopoldo Zea, Mexico's leading philosopher, offers a clear counterpoint to Rawls’s view by
focusing on the interdependence of the two nations. In his book The End of the 20th Century: A
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Lost Century? (Fin del siglo XX ¿Centuria perdida?), Zea comes out in favor of opening trade
relations between Mexico and the U.S., but only in such a way that NAFTA benefits the majority of
Mexican society and helps to foster true democracy in Mexico. By analyzing the historical
conditions that led the U.S. to push for NAFTA, he argues that a trade agreement that is in Mexico's
best interests will also be in the United States' best interests in the end. Though he does not address
the major negative effects of NAFTA as it stands on Mexico, he does explain the two leading
causes of the 1994 peso crisis that were directly related to the trade agreement: Mexico's overreliance on foreign imported goods and the Zapatista peasant rebellion in response to NAFTA,
which Zea criticizes for what he sees as its undemocratic and reactionary nature.
After comparing the views of these two philosophers, I will finally turn to the perspective
of the Zapatistas themselves, of other peasant and worker movements in Mexico, and of the global
civil society that supports them in order to provide a clearer understanding of what NAFTA is really
about and what its real effects have been. In doing so, I will argue that Rawls does not properly
acknowledge the conflicts between the demands of justice and the realities of trade. I will also
show that does not Zea adequately address the growing tensions between a truly democratic society
and the neo-liberal principles of global free enterprise, thus focusing on the limited perspective of
democracy of free-trade thinkers despite reiterating the third world demand for liberty with social
justice. As it stands, NAFTA actually has very little to do with free trade and does not even come
close to living up to Rawls’s limited principles of international justice. However, even if trade was
made completely open under the agreement, it is questionable that this would lead to a just
situation, as I will be show through a more thorough analysis of the history of Mexico and of the
injustices committed on the part of the U.S. that have prevented Mexico from attaining an equal
level of bargaining power in the present economy. In conclusion, I will address possibilities of
reconciling the claims for social justice of the Mexican peasants and workers with the demands of
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the global economy. In doing so, I will return to Rawls and the potential of applying the difference
principle on an international level, in addition to examining what the peasants and workers of
Mexico are already doing themselves at the grassroots level.
Rawls: Global Justice and Free Trade Between Independent “Peoples”8
In his Law of Peoples, Rawls provides three main reasons for why the difference principle
does not apply on a global level. First, he wants to avoid imposing a liberal ideology on the rest of
the world, and he thus refuses to force an egalitarian principle on nonegalitarian, yet “well-ordered”
societies that do not have such principles in their public culture (Rawls, 59). Wilfred Hinsch, a
Rawlsian who argues that the difference principle should be made global, calls the other two
reasons the “realistic-utopia argument” and the “collective-responsibility argument.”9 Both
arguments are connected to Rawls’s basic belief that “a well-ordered society is a closed system;
there are no significant relations to other societies, and no one enters from without.”10 According to
Hinsch, the “realistic-utopia argument,” which is only implicit in Rawls’s book, claims that “the
moral psychology of normal human beings, as we know it, would not allow development of a sense
of international justice strong enough to support a scheme of global redistribution that maximizes
the collective wealth of the least-advantaged people”(GJ, 67).
Rawls’s “collective-responsibility argument” assumes that each people share a collective
responsibility for its wealth independently from other peoples. To substantiate his claim that one
people should not be obligated to redistribute any of its wealth to another people, he proposes a
rather fictitious example of two completely independent peoples, one of which decides to
industrialize and increase its rate of saving. In contrast, the other decides not to, “preferring a more
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pastoral and leisurely society”(Rawls, 117). When applied to the case of Mexico, the latter
characterization is almost reminiscent of the racist myth of the “lazy Latino.”
These three arguments are the basis of Rawls’s decision to only advocate a more limited
principle on the global level, which he calls the “Duty of Assistance.” This duty only applies to
societies that do not have the means to establish a well-ordered government, and it ends as soon as
that society attains such an order, regardless of its level of poverty or of the disparity of wealth
between it and larger societies (Rawls, 107). Moreover, Rawls believes it should not involve much
money to carry out this aforesaid goal, but rather, it requires emphasis on political change and
human rights (Rawls, 109). However, it should be noted that there is an ambiguity in Rawls work,
for he brings up the Duty of Assistance in one other place when he discusses the possibility of
injustices arising in a system of free trade. There, he asserts that one assumption of fair competition
is that “the wealthier economies will not monopolize the market.” If “unjustified distributive
effects” do occur between peoples in such a way, “these would have to be corrected and taken into
account by the duty of assistance” (Rawls, p. 43). He thus gives the duty a significant economic
role that he never mentions again when he actually discusses the Duty of Assistance in detail in the
section by that name.
The father of liberal economics, Adam Smith already asserted in his day, when capital was
much less mobile, that markets would require some sort of regulation to prevent monopolization.
This paper will show that if it was already idealistic to believe that equal competition could exist
without regulation in the 19th century, it is far more idealistic to believe so in the present global
economy of transnational corporations. The fact that Rawls admits that some kind of
recompensation may be necessary leaves it open to question whether even he truly adheres to the
neo-liberal principles of free trade himself.
To return to Rawls’s rejection of a global difference principle, it is possible that the
principle may not be universalizable to Mexican society due to some of the implicit assumptions it
is based on. Though a thorough critique of the Difference Principle is beyond the scope of this
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work, a thought-provoking one can be found in A.P. Rao's Distributive Justice: A Third World
Response to Rawls and Nozick, and I will address some of Rao’s points when discussing the
possibility of expanding the Difference Principle in the conclusion of this paper. Nevertheless, it
does not seem plausible that Mexico would reject such a principle on the grounds that it is too
egalitarian, especially considering the long history of discourse in equality and justice that arose in
the nation’s Revolution of 1910 which Octavio Paz, another prominent Mexican intellectual,
describes as “a sudden immersion of Mexico in her own being [....] a return to the past, a reuniting
of the ties broken by the Reform and the Díaz dictatorship.”11 Nor does such a ground for denying
the principle seem plausible for the many other third-world countries that underwent national
liberation struggles after World War II, of which Mexico was once again the leader in the world
with its revolution decades before. As for Rawls’s second claim that there is not enough
international sympathy to justify such a distributive ethical stance, this too is being challenged in
Mexico where, as I will address further on, more cross-border struggles for justice are occurring
than anywhere else on Earth.
Neither of these reasons carries the real force of Rawls’s rejection of a global principle of
distributive justice however. Leif Wenar, another Rawlsian who is critical of Rawls’s international
perspective, aptly points out that Rawls admits that cross-border sympathy could grow and that all
peoples could come to accept liberal egalitarian principles with time, yet he would nevertheless still
deny extending the Difference Principle beyond the domestic realm (GJ, 62). Rawls’s justification
fundamentally rests on his “collective-responsibility argument” and his corresponding belief that
each people are fully responsible for their level of economic wealth. Zea, who is the subject of the
following discussion, would argue that Rawls’s assumption is probably a remnant of the Puritan
ethic that led to the doctrine of Manifest Destiny with its belief that North Americans are a chosen
people. This Protestant world-view accepted an individual's material success as his or her God-
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given right and understood all poverty as a proof of moral failure.12 This paper aims to challenge
the individualistic assumption on which all of Rawls’s claims regarding international justice rest.
Zea: Fair Trade and Democracy in an Interdependent World
The philosopher Leopoldo Zea, who is professor emeritus at the National Autonomous
University of Mexico, analyzes the post-Cold War world situation that led to the birth of NAFTA
and ends up coming out strongly in favor of fostering U.S.-Mexico trade relations in his book, End
of the Twentieth Century: A Lost Century? Reflecting the comments of the first world countries at
the 1992 ecology conference, he sums up the contemporary situation with a concise and telling
metaphor: “Now that the walls to keep people from leaving have fallen [such as the Berlin wall], it
is becoming necessary to raise walls to keep people from entering”(Zea, 50). The countries in the
first world have turned their backs on many developing nations now that they have lost their
geopolitical significance in stemming the flow of second world communism. Moreover, in many
ways, Europe has become self-sufficient, as scientific progress has allowed it to create its own
primary materials and to replace cheap labor with robots, thus leaving the third world in an ever
growing state of marginalization (Zea, 51). A concrete case of the effects of this technological
autarchy can be seen in the extreme damage sugar-producing countries suffered when the U.S.
replaced sugar with high-fructose corn syrup in its soft drinks and other products in 1985, thus
cutting its sugar imports in half in opting for a product that studies have shown to be even
unhealthier than sugar (McMichael, 159).
Zea's conclusion that increased trade between Mexico and the U.S. may in fact be a positive
event reminds even those that are troubled about basic market structures themselves that greater
access to world markets for developing nations may still be a route to pursue in a world where there
is no clearly visible path to an alternate economic structure. For instance, the political dissident
Noam Chomsky believes that society should ultimately be run by democratically controlled
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industries that carry out planned production in the actual interests of society as a whole rather than
by profit-driven corporations.13 Nevertheless, in discussing NAFTA, Chomsky states, “I don't
know of anyone who was opposed to a North American trade agreement in principle-the question
was, what kind?”(Chomsky, 280)14
Zea goes on to explain another peculiarity of the post-Cold War situation, which happens to
be the primary factor responsible for the United States' proposing NAFTA. During the Cold War,
the U.S. profited from selling arms to countries to hold back the Soviets and from strong military
alliances (Zea, 162). However, when the U.S.S.R finally collapsed, much of the world no longer
saw a need for such military technology and started investing in other areas (Zea, 36). According to
Zea, the U.S. entered the Gulf War with Iraq in 1991 partly to demonstrate the continued need for
its weapons in face of the new threat from “rogue states.” The war was easily won militarily, but
with a large toll on the U.S. economy since its former allies no longer agreed to sharing the costs
(Zea, 140). The toll appears to only be increasing with the even lesser supported Iraq war of 2003.
It seems the U.S. may now be only left with the unfortunate option of imperialistically taking
control of the regions’ oil reserves to try and offset the economic costs of the nation’s unpopular
maneuvers.
Meanwhile, other nations have managed to prosper through other means since the end of
the Cold War, especially those like Germany and Japan, which have not been permitted to spend
their resources on arms since the end of World War II. Europe has successfully integrated through
the European Community (EC) and Japan has consolidated the Asian region through the Asian
Pacific Economic Community (APEC). Thus, a new politics of regionalism has emerged after the
Cold War bipolar order broke down, and the United States, rather than becoming the unquestioned
super power in all areas, is now at risk of losing the traditional markets for its products.
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The primary push for NAFTA, which even many U.S. economists will admit, comes from
the United States' need to create its own regional bloc to stay competitive in the world economy.
Even more than cheap labor and materials, the U.S. needs Mexico for its consumers. The fact that
in the 1990s, 74% of U.S. trade was located outside of its region, compared to 30% of the European
Community’s trade, underscores the gravity of the United States’ situation (McMichael, 170). On
the flip side, the U.S. is also looking for a way to prevent immigrants from passing through its
walls, which is indicated by the passage of Proposition 187 in California around the same time as
NAFTA, which denied illegal immigrants schooling and healthcare despite provisions to the
contrary in the U.S constitution (Zea, 161). To create a sustainable regional market and to stem
immigration, Zea argues that the United States must fully recognize the pressing mutual dependence
of the two countries and must help boost rather than exploit Mexico so that the population can
achieve decent work and incomes in order to remain in their country and to become potential
consumers of United States' products.
Though it is doubtful that Zea is ignorant of the actual negative effects of NAFTA,
considering his overarching concern with cultural and economic imperialism and neocolonialism in
his other writings, The End of the Twentieth Century: A Lost Century does not address the unjust
aspects of the agreement or their impact on Mexican society. His only proposal for remedying the
situation is a return to a form of Bolivarian pan-Latin Americanism by strengthening the Southern
region's economies through greater integration in order to increase their bargaining power with the
United States. Whereas some members of MERCOSUR (a trade agreement between Venezuela,
Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, among others) believe that Mexico's integration with the more
powerful U.S. economy will only lead to the former's hegemonization and that NAFTA and
MERCOSUR are incompatible, Zea argues that they should be seen as complimentary (Zea, 141).
Such integration is also the goal of the U.S. backed FTAA, and to further this aim, the U.S.
government has already opened negotiations with Chile, a country that has higher wages and is even
richer than Mexico. In this way, the U.S. hopes to gain access to the rest of the MERCOSUR
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nations. Unfortunately, if the U.S. succeeds in dominating and restructuring the rest of these
economies in the same way it has done to Mexico under NAFTA, as will be explained further
down, it is not clear whether Zea's proposal will lead to a strengthening of the region or rather to its
overall weakening. Greater regional integration is an important goal, but only if it is combined with
a reassessment of the terms of NAFTA, of which the FTAA is for all intents and purposes an exact
duplicate.
On the other hand, Zea's book does address the fundamental reasons for the 1994 peso
crisis, which occurred immediately after the enactment of NAFTA. Before examining the course of
NAFTA in detail, it is important to address this crisis and to examine where the responsibility for it
lies since many economists, such as the chief Mexican NAFTA negotiator Jaime Serra, blame the
incontestable decrease in wages and living standards of many Mexicans under NAFTA on the
inflation that resulted from the devaluation. In turn, these economists blame the crisis on Mexican
macroeconomic policy rather than on any direct relation to the trade agreement itself.15 Further
evidence of the increasing interdependence between the U.S. and Mexico is seen in Clinton's
success of mustering up a record-breaking more than $50 billion dollar loan from various sources,
but primarily from the U.S. treasury and the IMF, in order to bail-out U.S. investors and to prevent
any possible destabilization of the world economy. As Zea points out, “Saving the Mexican
economy meant saving the United States' economic project. However, the Mexicans would be
made absolutely responsible for what was to be done with the obligatory U.S. bailout”(Zea, p. 147).
Mexico succeeded in promptly paying back the loan with an extra $1.4 billion in interest,
but only through more severe cuts in social services and through selling off what was left of their
national industries, thus placing more of the country under foreign control than it had ever been
since the Diaz dictatorship that preceded the Mexican Revolution (Hart, 465). Mexico's banks,
railroads, mines, and telecommunications industries, were sold to foreign investors taking
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advantage of the devalued currency. Even the oil industry was finally privatized and taken over by
U.S. companies, leading to widespread public dismay since it had been a long time source of
national pride (Hart, 470). The standard neo-liberal line is that privatization is good because it
increases efficiency and thus makes services more affordable to the public. However, this has not
always proved to be the case in Mexico. For instance, when the Mexican government sold the
national telephone company TELMEX in 1990, showing the U.S. they were serious about
privatization in preparation for NAFTA, they raised the prices of telephone services to make a more
attractive deal. Local calls jumped from 16 pesos per minute to 115 pesos per minute as a result,
and 90% of these gains went to foreign investors.16 Thus, in Mexico’s case, U.S. businesses have
entirely violated Rawls’s conception of free trade between peoples, with its assumption that larger
economies will not monopolize smaller economies in such a world of free and competitive trade
(Rawls, 43).
Now, the question remains whether it is really the Mexicans themselves who are fully
responsible for the peso crisis and for the resulting economic predicament and loss of national
sovereignty. One reason that Zea gives for the crisis is the excess consumption of U.S. goods
provided by the expansion in trade, without an increase in production to make up for it. In his
words, “The Mexicans bought all that they could over the course of 1994, attracted by the rich
stores that established themselves in Mexico”(Zea, 146). It seems that the U.S. deserves at least
some blame for this situation since, as was explained above, increased Mexican consumption was
one of the primary explicit goals of the treaty. U.S. businesses had been busy for quite sometime
with extensive advertising campaigns in order to replace Mexicans' tastes for domestic goods with
foreign products. Further down, I will show how this situation was combined with a failure of neoliberal policies in stimulating domestic industries.
Locating responsibility for the second reason that Zea provides for the crisis, the Zapatista
peasant rebellion and the resulting capital flight, may be a more complicated endeavor. Zea puts
16
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forth some sharp criticisms of the rebellion and argues that it was a futile mistake that actually ran
counter to the interests of the indigenous populations that it was intended to represent. He writes,
“In one form or another, these people have been manipulated, and they continue to be manipulated.
Now, it is being done in the supposed defense of their identity in face of the dangers of
modernity”(Zea, 111). In response to the immense sympathetic media coverage at home and across
the world that the rebels from the impoverished southern region of Chiapas received, Zea criticizes
those who would want to “[p]reserve the identity of the indigenous like one preserves a species of
animal on the brink of extinction”(Zea, 53). Thinkers on decolonization often call this approach to
identity the practice of “ethnodermy.” Zea emphasizes that the Chiapas situation is above all an
agrarian issue rather than an issue of ethnicity (Zea, 114), and he argues that the “Four Tigers” of
the Pacific and China are proving that it is possible to enter the modern economy without sacrificing
one's identity (Zea, 111). However, he is not explicit on how the peasants of Mexico are meant to
do so. When discussing the problematic of free trade, I will address how different the development
of the NICs of the Pacific Rim has been than the neo-liberal path contemporary Mexico has chosen.
Zea has many sharp criticisms for the masked and well-armed Marcos, a philosophy and
communications graduate from Mexico City who moved to Chiapas to lead the Zapatista rebellion.
He declares, “No hidden face can speak in the name of the always uncovered faces of the country
people”(Zea, 117). He claims that Marcos led the peasants he incited to revolt, many of whom only
carried pieces of wood painted like guns, into an unnecessary massacre to make a statement to the
world about the supposed injustices of the Mexican government and of opening trade relations with
the U.S. Zea asserts that real “revolutions explode violently, without false uniforms and powerful
weapons”(Zea, 113), unlike Marcos’ prepared and carefully timed threats to challenge the military
and march to the capital to overthrow the illegitimate president Carlos Salinas de Gortari who had
negotiated NAFTA with the United States. Some journalists criticized the Zapatistas for not
choosing the day the treaty was signed, in October of 1993, to rebel when they could have possibly
changed something, rather than picking the day of its enactment, New Years Day 1994, when it was
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too late to change anything. Zea himself points out that El País explained that the original date had
been set for the 21st of November, 1993 when the U.S. Congress was debating NAFTA, but their
plans were delayed when a military unit found the guerillas’ stronghold in the mountains of Chiapas
(Zea, 106). Nevertheless, according to Zea, the rebellion’s only effect was to cause Mexico to crash
in an attempt to bury the country in its own self-contained misery if it is unwilling to open to the
United States (Zea, 121).
According to Zea, both politicians in Mexico and in the United States manipulated the
plight of the peasants. He asserts that the leftist PRD (Party of the Democratic Revolution)
presidential candidate Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas, who ran against the authoritarian PRI (Institutional
Revolutionary Party) candidate Salinas in 1988, has no platform except to oppose everything the
PRI stands for, the party he originally came from. Thus, Cárdenas exploited the event in order to
condemn the treaty with the United States (Zea, 121). A more interesting example of such
exploitation that Zea offers, which clearly seems to be a case in point, is the comment by Senator
Robert Torricelli that the United States should sympathize with the Zapatistas in the name of human
rights. Considering that this is the same senator who advocated strengthening the embargo against
Cuba and who has never been known to sympathize with any Latin American insurrection, his
remark clearly seems to be guided by his own self-interests in opposing NAFTA on the grounds that
it would take jobs and benefits away from Americans.
What Zea neglects to mention in his criticisms is that more than a former PRI politician and
a bunch of lunatic insurgents, as it was formulated, protested the opposition to NAFTA in Mexico.
Networks of environmental groups, campesino and women’s organizations, labor unions, and
academics all joined together to protest the lack of “social agenda” in the trade agreement.17
Moreover, Zea does not acknowledge that the U.S. labor unions were not against a trade agreement
with Mexico as long as they were allowed input so that they could make sure that labor and
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environmental rights were included. However, even though U.S. law demands that the Labor
Advisory Committee must provide an analysis and critique of all U.S. trade-related issues, the treaty
was not provided to them until the day before the review was due so they could not even convene,
and they were not even given the full text. Nevertheless, they were able to determine from the little
they saw that the treaty would be devastating for U.S. and Mexican labor, and the Committee
protested it on those grounds (Chomsky, 281). In the end, only one page covered labor and
environmental regulations, whereas over 600 pages were dedicated to investment and property
protection laws.
Zea also attacks the rebellion for threatening the fragile sprouts of democracy in Mexico
that have begun to emerge. According to him, a strengthening of democracy is reflected in how
much the national media has become more open in the past few decades and in how the society
finally managed to give so much support to the opposing PRD candidate (Cárdenas) that the longingrained ruling PRI party was forced to shut down the 1988 elections in order assure Salinas’
victory (Zea, 124). Zea charges Marcos with attempting to instigate the Mexican military into
committing the same kind of violent oppression that the rest of Latin America has experienced, but
which Mexico has been largely free of. In turn, Zea praises Salinas for refusing to use extreme
force and for deciding to enter into negotiations instead (Zea, 67). Zea also mocks Marcos and
Cárdenas for assuming that democracy was going to fall apart when in fact the August 1994
elections in which Salinas’ neo-liberal PRI successor Ernesto Zedillo took over the presidency in
the “fairest elections” in Mexican history. The philosopher condemns the opposition’s unfounded
declarations of the election’s illegitimacy and the renewed threats of violence from the Zapatistas
despite the results (Zea, 150). If the elections were in fact fair, Zea’s criticism is very pertinent,
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since it was actually a second uprising in Chiapas on December 19, 1994 (four months after
Zedillo’s victory) that led to the drastic fall on the peso, rather than their first rebellion.18
In sum, Leopoldo Zea accuses the Zapatistas of blocking Mexico’s only exit from its
miserable state and threatening the first inklings of Mexican democracy. He concludes that “[t]here
is much that must change. There is also much that one must suffer with these changes, but in one’s
own benefit rather than that of others. In benefit of those who make such sacrifices, one will have
to insist in an equal partition of the sacrifices and the benefits” (Zea, 112). However, he does not
explain how these peasants, who make up the bulk of Mexico’s society, will achieve these benefits
or how much they must suffer while still maintaining their identity. Will Mexico have to endure
another mass migration of impoverished peasants into the urban industrial centers and all the
horrible conditions that characterized nineteenth century capitalism until the first world managed to
supersede them to a large extent through long and bitter labor struggles, or is there another way for
them to enter the modern global order without having to repeat this brutal history again? I will now
address the perspective of the peasants themselves to examine the pressures that led them to choose
their route for pursuing social change and to grasp why the Zapatistas asserted that NAFTA would
be a “death sentence” for their community.
Responses to NAFTA: The Zapatista Peasant Rebellion and the 1994-95 Peso Crisis
The Zapatista movement grew out of the community of Eastern Chiapas, which holds the
highest concentration on indigenous people in Mexico. Considering Mexico as a whole contains
the largest indigenous population of all of Latin America (CG, 102), the struggles of its agrarian
communities, and especially those of Chiapas, in face of the present global order offer an extreme
example of the conflicts many other societies are facing. In fact, the image of the Zapatistas has
become ingrained in the international consciousness and has already inspired many grassroots
struggles across the globe.
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Eastern Chiapas is also one of the most impoverished regions of Mexico. It lacked
transportation infrastructure for a long time and was largely ignored by the Mexican government.
Statistics in 1980 showed that only half the male population and a minute percentage of women
even spoke Spanish, almost half of the households lacked electricity, and over half lacked running
water.19 When the Mexican Revolution culminated in President Lázaro Cárdenas’ great agrarian
reform of 1934-1940, the most Southern and Eastern parts of Chiapas remained largely untouched.
The infamous Article 27 of the Mexican Constitution redistributed over 20 million hectares of land
to indigenous communities, thus creating the ejido as a unique Mexican form of communal land
ownership.20 Many land titles were promised to the Eastern Chiapas region over the next decades
as part of the PRI’s system of patronage that has helped the party secure its position as the country’s
single authoritarian ruling party, since it took over in the 1940s and up until the turn of the century.
The PRI was able to appease potential unrest in this way. However, the actual enactment of these
grants was very slow to come and most of the land of the region remained in the hands of a few
wealthy landowners. Thus, Article 27 merely remained as an inkling of hope for the peasant
inhabitants.
In desperation, the peasants often tried to occupy the lands that were promised to them. As
a result, they were often met involved in violent confrontations with the military. Though Zea is
correct in saying that Mexico has been relatively free of political violence compared to the rest of
the region due to the PRI’s corporatist strategy of appeasing broad sectors of the population through
a variety of means, widespread corruption has always persisted and violent repression has not been
completely absent. “During the 1970s, about 500 Mexicans simply disappeared, presumably
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tortured and murdered by right-wing death squads run by Mexican police and army officers”(La
Botz, 16).
An especially bloody confrontation occurred in 1980 when the Tzeltal Mayans occupied
lands in the Chiapas highlands promised to them. Angered wealthy landowners demanded the
government to remove them by force. With the mediation of a priest, the governor of Chiapas
agreed to speed up the transfers and meet them on a specified day. However, “on the appointed
day, it was not the governor who showed up, but troops of the 31st Military Zone, under the
command of General Absalon Castellanos. What was to have been a dialogue turned into a
slaughter, with the troops massacring the Tzeltals, including women and children.”21 The general
was later appointed governor of Chiapas by state and federal authorities.
The structural adjustment policies, with their slashes in wages and elimination of subsidies
during the 1980s in response to Mexico’s debt crisis, further impoverished the region to an even
greater extent. Eight out of ten homes were overcrowded, nine out of ten people were illiterate,
80% of children suffered from malnutrition, and there were an estimated 14, 500 deaths due to
known curable diseases (La Botz, 22). Despite these extreme conditions, increased infrastructure
had made Chiapas into a significant producer of oil, electricity, timber, cattle, corn, coffee, and
sugar; leading many to consider the region an internal colony for Mexico. This desperate situation
resulted in the formation of the EZLN, or the Zapatista National Liberation Army in 1983, with its
spokesman subcomandante Marcos. Since they still considered the promises of the agrarian reform
and Article 27 to be their only hope, they named themselves after the hero of the Mexican
Revolution, Emiliano Zapata, who led an army of peasants into armed rebellion with the demand
for land. The purpose of the contemporary Zapatista guerilla army was to “protect the peasants
from attacks of the police, army, and ranchers’ guardias blancas”(La Botz, 38). Though, as Zea
points out, that Marcos was not one of the peasants, it is also the case that he voluntarily left the
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comfort of an educated urban lifestyle to live in the minimal conditions of the Eastern Chiapas
region for over twelve years.
Marcos declaration that the Salinas’ administration is illegitimate is certainly justified
considering the events of the 1988 presidential elections, which Zea also acknowledges. As has
always been the tradition of the authoritarian PRI, the outgoing president De La Madrid, the first
U.S.-educated neo-liberal “technocrat” president who was also responsible for applying the
structural adjustment policies of the 1980s, appointed his successor and former student Carlos
Salinas de Gortari as the PRI candidate. With a similar educational background as De La Madrid,
Salinas holds a master’s degree in administration and a doctorate in economics from Harvard
Business School (La Botz, 104). Running against him was the PRI dissident Cuauhtémoc
Cárdenas, who led the National Democratic Front (FDN) and who strongly advocated a genuinely
democratic government. Widespread civil dissatisfaction was evident in Cárdenas surge to an early
lead, and as a result, the computerized tabulation system suddenly crashed. When it came back on
line in the morning, Salinas was declared winner with barely over 50% of the vote by PRI-backed
election officials. “Over the next ten days, tens of thousands of Cárdenas ballots were found in
smoldering heaps along roadsides, in soaked bales floating down rivers, and in dumpsters and trash
cans”(Reding, 9). The lost ballots were immediately impounded by the Mexican Army and later
burned.
The real trigger of the Zapatistas’ revolt occurred in 1993, however, when Salinas retracted
Article 27 from the Mexican Constitution without democratic consultation in order to comply with
NAFTA requirements. He thus eliminated and privatized the communally owned lands
traditionally called ejidos and, with this act, brought the system of patronage between the peasants
and the government to an abrupt end (Collier, 8). Moreover, Marcos and many of the peasants were
intelligent enough to realize that U.S. agricultural subsidies would lead to the destruction of their
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agrarian economy through a flood of below-market imports if trade barriers were eliminated. They
initiated their uprising on these grounds, justifying themselves with Article 39 of the Mexican
Constitution, which states: “The people have the right, the unalienable right, at any time to alter or
modify their form of government”(La Botz, 2).
Zea is correct in asserting that the carefully orchestrated simultaneous seizure of five main
highland towns of Chiapas, followed by a series of demands for democratic reform and a return to
the jungle, does not constitute a traditional revolution. However, the Zapatistas themselves claim
they are attempting something new. Despite their strong words, their intent was not to violently
seize state power, but rather to make themselves heard across the world. To the media, they
proclaimed that they will lay down their arms as long as their demands are listened to and that their
goal is to carry out a revolution without bloodshed by fostering and raising the consciousness of an
ever expanding civil society.22
It is true that the original Zapata never covered his face, and one could argue as Zea does
that this makes Marcos a coward. Perhaps the classic black Zapatista masks are worn for security
reasons. On the other hand, it could also be seen as a powerful visual icon of a hidden region that
will now be remembered across the world (remember that Marcos was a communications major).
The Zapatistas’ superb mastery of Internet and television media has led people to call the rebellion
the first “post-modern revolution.” They have certainly succeeded in maintaining worldwide
attention and sympathy. This attention is most likely the true reason that Salinas decided to
negotiate rather than slaughter them in front of the world’s eyes, despite a private request by an
advisor of Chase Manhattan Bank in the U.S. for the Mexican government to eliminate the rebels
for the sake of the investment community (Hart, 452-453). In his appraisal of Salinas’ actions, Zea
was not blessed with the foresight to know that 45 peasants, including women and children, would
be slaughtered by land-owning paramilitaries backed by the national military in 1997, a year after
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his book was published (Wild). This atrocity occurred under the administration of Salinas’
successor Zedillo when the Zapatista’s international spotlight began to fade.
Further challenging Zea’s condemnations, Marcos claims that their group advocates
collective decision-making structures and through these, the peasants themselves democratically
agreed on every decision regarding the rebellion. The Zapatista guerillas certainly ran every step of
the negotiations by the peasant community, tediously returning to the Southern villages before
accepting any terms offered by the Mexican government. In these negotiations, they forced the
Salinas’ administration to promise the Chiapas region hospitals, roads, electrification, and semiautonomy. The Zapatistas’ demands for electoral reforms were referred to the National legislature
(La Botz, 11). The rebellion also succeeded in spreading democratic movements throughout the
country, drastically expanding Mexico’s civil society.
The Zapatistas even threatened the PRI’s authoritarian electoral policies when the
widespread popularity of the PRI official Manuel Camacho who negotiated with the peasant rebels
threatened the campaign of the official PRI presidential candidate Luis Donaldo Colosio. However,
Camacho suddenly and inexplicably announced he would not run for president. International
investors were relieved by the return to the status quo, as was evidenced by the 7% jump in the
stock of the recently privatized telephone company TELMEX within an hour of Camacho’s
statement. Mexico’s stability was once again threatened when Colosio was subsequently
assassinated for reasons that are still unclear. It was the first time that a member of the ruling party
had been made a victim of such violence since the murder of President Alvaro Obregón by a
Catholic religious fanatic in 1928. Some believe that Colosio’s assassination stemmed from
popular frustration while others attribute it to intra-elite conflict
In typical PRI fashion, Salinas decided to appoint Ernesto Zedillo as the replacement
presidential candidate, a Yale graduate who holds a doctorate in economics (La Botz, 18). Perhaps,
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the August of 1994 elections, which brought Zedillo into power, were the fairest that Mexico had
seen to date, as the Mexican government and the Clinton administration declared. A closer look at
their proceedings shows that they still did not achieve the level of legitimacy that Zea believes they
had in criticizing the Zapatistas’ rejection of the results. Many researchers and political scientists
from across the world who were brought in to observe the action at the polls discovered many cases
of intimidation and distortion on the part of the PRI. At many stations, no ballots were left for the
general population after groups of soldiers and policeman arrived early in the morning to vote (La
Botz, 113). There were also many cases where registered voters were turned away for not being on
the official lists provided at the polls, a tactic that even the U.S. has now suffered after many blacks
in Florida were turned away from poll booths in the last presidential election for being on falsified
lists of convicted felons that were compiled in Texas. The most common grievance that was
reported by these international observers was the complete lack of secrecy at the ballots across the
nation. Most booths were completely monitored by PRI officials, and they would even tell illiterate
people that the proper way to vote was to put a check in the box for the PRI candidate (La Botz,
218). On the other hand, reports from observers at some ballot sites were in fact quite positive
about the fairness of voting proceedings. More often than not, these were also the sites where the
opposing PRD candidate Cuauhtémoc incontestably emerged as the winner.
A more detailed investigation of Mexico’s political climate and the context of the Zapatista
movement seems to indicate that the nation is less democratic and that the peasant rebels are more
democratic than Zea’s book would lead one to believe. Moreover, even if Zedillo had assumed the
presidency in an entirely just manner, by merely focusing on the fairness of elections, Zea puts forth
a much narrower sense of democracy than the Zapatistas. Even though he frequently insists that
true democracy is not possible if liberty is not combined with social justice (Zea, 40), he does not
adequately address the tensions that have risen between the demands for a truly popular democracy
and the very market principles that the neo-liberal Zedillo himself advocates. Zea’s limited focus
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on free elections is reminiscent of the restricted principles of democracy that the U.S. has begun to
push on the world in the past decades.
In his article “Polyarchy: Coercion’s new face in Latin America,” William Robinson
explains the birth of the United States’ foreign policy of “democracy promotion.” After approving
or actively assisting many military takeovers in Latin America during the 1960s and the 1970s in
order to protect economic interests from the threat of communism, the U.S. was faced with a
volatile situation characterized by mass popular struggles against the existing order and intra-elite
conflicts between authoritarian dictators who could not properly “manage the dislocations and
adjustments of globalization.”23 Thus, coinciding with the neo-liberal project of the 1980s, the U.S.
was forced to promote a more open polyarchal system of control under the guise of “democracy
promotion” to adapt to the “conflict-ridden and fluid conditions of the emergent global
society”(Robinson, 5) and to give a greater sense of legitimacy to world governments threatened by
social unrest. Robinson uses the term “polyarchy” because it is a system where a “small group
actually rules, and mass participation in decision making is confined to choosing leaders in
elections that are carefully managed by competing elites” such as exists in the United States
(Robinson, 3).
Although these new polyarchies made frequent appeals to their “democratic” nature to
appease their populations in the midst of social transformation, the new program allowed the
globalizing elites to successfully insulate themselves from popular pressures and opposition to the
neo-liberal program. The very neo-liberal program that populations increasingly resisted eroded the
financial and social influence of states through structural adjustment policies and the destabilizing
power of transnational capital. Thus, in the rare occasions that countries managed to elect populist
leaders to attack the dominant order, “the power of global capitalism to impose discipline through
the market” has forced them to cave in once again to the neo-liberal program (Robinson, 8). Thus,
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the “democracy” that the U.S. promoted and continues to promote limits itself to providing
legitimacy and flexibility through open elections and to increasing transparency and accountability
to prevent corrupt authoritarian leaders from threatening investment capital and private property.
However, Robinson observes an ever-persistent tension between even these minimal
principles of democracy and the nature of the global neo-liberal order, a tension that Zea fails to
acknowledge in his book. Robinson states:

Latin American’s polyarchic regimes face growing crises of legitimacy and
governability. There is a fundamental structural contradiction between
global capitalism and the effort to maintain polyarchic political systems that
require the hegemonic incorporation of a sufficiently broad social base.
Global capitalism generates social conditions and political tensionsinequality, polarization, impoverishment, marginality-conducive to a
breakdown of polyarchy. Ironically, then, the same market which generates
an affinity between capitalism and polyarchy also creates and recreates the
socioeconomic conditions that make genuine democracy impossible
(Robinson, 9).
Evidence of this tension can be seen in the waves of spontaneous uprisings that almost every
Latin American country has experienced in response to neo-liberal austerity measures.
These are the same conditions that the Zapatista rebels and other peasant and worker
movements searching for a true democracy are facing in Mexico, though under an even less
democratic regime. The following sections will address in detail the consequences of
Mexico’s loss of national sovereignty for the population’s political freedoms and social
welfare. In my conclusion, I will examine the astounding efforts that Mexican communities,
fueled by the Zapatistas’ example, are doing to transform the meaning of democracy in
radical ways as a response to their subjugation to global economic forces.
To return to the Zapatistas themselves and the criticisms that Zea wages at them for
throwing a wrench in the gears of Mexico’s economic transformation, I hope that I have
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successfully shown that the reasons for their actions were actually grounded directly in the
very real destructive effects of the neo-liberal order and of the anticipated extension of these
threats to the existence of their community through NAFTA. Thus, it does not seem just to
place the weight of the blame for the Mexican peso crisis on the backs of the peasant rebels,
seeing that they were merely responding to an order that they did not choose and to a trade
agreement that had been formulated, without their input, with disastrous provisions for their
society. In addition, a better understanding of the social context of the Chiapas region and
the nature of the Mexican government makes it difficult to dismiss the Zapatista rebellion as
a mere anti-democratic coup as Zea does, even comparing them to Hitler in his book (Zea,
116).
Moreover, many economists agree that, though the Zapatista threat had heavy shortterm effects on the Mexican economy, the long-term effects of the peso crisis were primarily
caused by the problem of over consumption of U.S. products, which I addressed earlier. A
few other factors in which the U.S. and the global economy definitely played a role in
further accelerated and deepened the crisis, preventing any possibility of gradual
devaluations and readjustments. Salinas used up the nation’s reserves to maintain the peso’s
high exchange rate in order to assure investors’ holdings so that NAFTA was sure to pass
smoothly (Weintraub, 12). U.S. financial houses and investment bankers, who would be
hurt by any devaluation or changes in the Mexican federal interest rate in order to manage
the precarious situation, pressured Mexico to sell more dollar-indexed bonds called
“tesobonos” to increase the nation’s foreign reserves (Weintraub, 13). The investors,
enjoying the security that Mexico would be forced to pay them back in hard dollars no
matter what happened, did not concern themselves with the unmanageable increase in such
name Robinson followed by a page number.
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sales, and when the largest crash occurred in 1995 as a result of a run on tesobonos by these
investors, they were the first to be bailed out by Clinton’s massive loan.
In addition, the great number of currency speculators on the peso related to hopes
on NAFTA’s effects added to Mexico’s massive destabilization when portents led everyone
to cash in their peso holdings at the same time. Global currency speculation has been
another recent side effect of changes in the global economy since U.S. president Nixon took
the dollar off the gold standard in 1971, allowing currencies to float (McMichael, 115). This
change has further eroded nations’ possibilities for managing economic crises (McMichael,
116). Most importantly though regarding the peso crisis and where the blame lies for
Mexico’s situation, I will argue in the following section that even if this crisis never
occurred, there are plenty of other factors related to the way in which NAFTA was
structured that would still have adversely affected Mexico’s economy overall.
NAFTA: North American Protectionism and Exploitation
Contrary to common understanding, NAFTA was not primarily about opening trade
and reducing tariff barriers, since that had already been going on for years before the
agreement. The compilation of research by academics, peasant environmentalists, and
worker activists in Confronting Globalization: Economic Integration and Popular
Resistance in Mexico provides a good summary of NAFTA’s main purpose in its
introduction:
NAFTA established the rules for transnational corporations to locate
production and market their goods and services in Mexico, taking advantage
of the country’s comparative advantages: low salaries, abundant natural
resources, weak or unenforced environmental laws, favorable tax structures,
and infrastructure. The agreement also guaranteed U.S. companies’
technology advantage through its strict intellectual property rules.
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Mexico was primarily meant to benefit from an increased access to markets for their
exports, but as a result of many of these new rules and regulations that are far from meeting
Rawls’s criteria for free trade, Mexico has been losing out on its side of the bargain. In the
1990s, the country was pressured to eliminate all regulations on the extent of foreign
ownership of companies and requirement for including a certain amount of domestic parts
in the production of goods for export (Hart, 450). In 1990, over 50% of U.S. trade was
actually nothing more than intra-company transfers from duty-free import areas, even
though these transfers were recorded as market transactions (McMichael, 112). The
increasing monopolization of Mexico by U.S. businesses in the 1990s further augmented
the power of companies to rely on such transfers, displacing actual trade in the process
through the disruption of domestic industries.

Some of the most unjust protectionist practices on the part of U.S. companies have
come as a result of extensive intellectual property right regulations, which made up the bulk
of the 600-page treaty. The burgeoning bio-technological monopolies that have resulted
from mergers between food-processing and pharmaceutical companies have been eager to
exploit Mexico’s rich bio-diversity in order to patent the genetic sequences and to declare
exclusive rights of natural remedies that indigenous populations have used for generations.
Mexican peasant communities, who cannot afford the legal bills of the patenting process,
have also been responsible for developing the bio-diversity of native food crops through
selective breeding over generations, including over 300 varieties of corn with different
properties (CG, 94).
One especially poignant case of “bio-piracy” involved a yellow bean that Sinaloa
farmers had developed in collaboration with scientists in Mexico in order to improve the
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quality of traditional yellow beans in the 1970s. When NAFTA was set in action, these
farmers were among the few who succeeded in taking advantage of possibilities opened up
by the treaty. They secured a market in California, and by 1999, they were exporting
4,000 tons a year and earning a 15 to 25% price advantage on the U.S. market (CG, 83).
However, in 1994, a Colorado bean broker named Larry Proctor bought a bag of bean seed
in Sonora, Mexico and bred a similar yellow bean, which he secured a patent for in 1999.
He proceeded to sue the farmer’s export agency, and customs officials began stopping all
loads of yellow beans crossing the border to sample them and see if they matched the
patent. As a result, their export market dried up, and the farmers were forced to abandon
the project, even though their initial success had just led them to invest several million
dollars in new machinery (CG, 83).

Another protectionist measure that has severely affected Mexican agriculture is the
U.S. practice of heavily subsidizing their farmers and allowing the dumping of surplus
crops into international markets at low prices. A large sector of Mexican society actively
came out against including basic grains in NAFTA negotiations over tariffs and subsidies.
This agricultural sector is a traditional part of Mexico’s identity and is the nation’s greatest
source of employment. Despite the pleas from these various sectors of society , Salinas
completed the process of eliminating all subsidies to Mexican farmers, which he had
already begun to do heavily under U.S. pressure in preparation for NAFTA, and he
declared that all tariff protections, which charged duties on imports that exceeded a certain
quota, would be removed over the course of the fifteen years.
In the end, the government exceeded the quotas every year, yet refused to collect
any duties, because they needed to avoid national shortages as a result of the destruction of
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domestic production that NAFTA had caused. Between 1994 and 2000, U.S. agricultural
subsidies actually increased an astounding 350% (CG 137), and during this same time
period, over 600,000 Mexican farmers completely abandoned their lands out of desperation
as floods of cheap imports destroyed their prospects of achieving livable profits (Hart, 500).
Unfortunately, instead of a lowering in prices, Mexican consumers have only seen a
significant raise in the price of food products due to a near-monopoly in the food-industry
intermediaries (CG, 138).

The conditions of Mexico’s environment itself have drastically degraded since
NAFTA, while the Mexican government has turned a blind-eye to illegal corporate
practices in order to attract foreign investors (CG, 56). Inspections have declined, and the
budget for aiding the environment has dropped 45% (CG, 59). In addition, a different kind
of protectionist measure in the treaty that directly threatens Mexican sovereignty has
prevented communities from challenging corporations, which are destroying the lands they
must subsist on.
Protests in a San Luís Potosí community led to the closing of a faulty hazardous
waste dump in 1991, yet a California-based company named Metalclad decided they would
buy out the dump in 1993 and reopen, despite its widespread unpopularity. In 1994, they
started rebuilding the site, even though they had no legal building permit and had left the
more than 20,0000 tons of toxic waste poorly buried in three underground cells, two of
which were at an extremely high risk of exploding (CG, 23). Local residents, who called
the place a “time bomb,” increased their opposition as more and more babies were being
born with birth defects, and they finally succeeded in persuading some local officials to
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deny Metalclad a building permit and to file a four year lawsuit against the company’s
acquisition agreement, a law-suit that they eventually lost.
In response, Metalclad sued the Mexican government under the terms of Chapter
11 of NAFTA. All Chapter 11 claims are settled in an undemocratic arbitration tribunal in
D.C. called the International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) that
is linked to the World Bank. Metalclad claimed that the Mexican government’s actions had
violated Chapter 11’s provision that corporations are entitled to “fair and equitable
treatment” and that “[n]o party may directly or indirectly nationalize or expropriate an
investment of an investor of another Party in its territory or take a measure tantamount to
nationalization or expropriation of such an investment”(CG, 28). Metalclad voluntarily
abandoned its controversial project eventually, fearing that it was too unprofitable. In the
end, however, the Mexican government was still forced to pay the company almost $17
million dollars in grievances (CG, 32).

Although a steady-increasing number of jobs in the duty-free export zone industries
called maquiladoras are supposed to be key to Mexico’s development through NAFTA,
domination by U.S. capital and lack of labor regulations have led to an overall decline in
the industrial sector also. While maquiladora jobs have increased, the transnational
corporations that run them mainly use imported goods for assembling their products as part
of their now global assembly line. Researcher Alberto Arroyo explains that “[t]he majority
of imports under NAFTA are intermediate goods (77.2%), principally primary materials.
These imports of intermediate goods represent a delinking of national production chains
and employment losses due to the closing of enterprises that used to produce such
goods”(CG, 176). In this way, the export industry has actually led to a deindustrialization
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of the country and a net loss of jobs since NAFTA came into effect as bankruptcies in
domestic industry rise. Promoters of the export model argue that foreign investment should
raise wages since transnational companies can pay more than domestic companies.
However, statistics in Mexico show that the average wage in the maquiladoras is actually
75-80% of the average wage in domestic manufacturing (CG, 177). Moreover,
employment statistics are often misleading because they do not take into account the
extreme level of job turn-over as companies close everyday when workers try to organize
for better conditions and when they relocate to countries with even lower wages (CG, 178).

As a result of all of these factors, and the peso crisis to add to them, the results of
eight years of NAFTA on the Mexican population have been far from promising. 82% of
rural Mexico lives in poverty and 55% lives in extreme poverty. In the manufacturing
sector, workers now earn 12% less than they did in 1994 and they lost 23% of their buying
power within the first two years of the treaty’s existence (CG, 3). Illegal immigration has
only increased, despite hopes that the treaty would reverse the trend (CG, 4) Finally,
official figures show that between 1988 and 1999, “the cost of environmental degradation
and the exhaustion of natural resources reached an average annual rate of ten percent of
GDP, far outpacing trade-led economic growth rates”(CG, 5).
The Justice of Open Markets in an Un-level Playing Field
Now that it should be clear that NAFTA has very little to do with satisfying the
criteria of global free trade that Rawls proposes, I will now examine what injustices would
still persist if markets between Mexico and the U.S. were in fact equally open on both
sides. Such an analysis is necessary in thinking of a course of action for revising NAFTA
to be more just. After all, this is also meant to be a paper on the ethics of free trade! Here I
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will take the opportunity to once again remind the reader that even Adam Smith, who most
die-hard free enterprise advocates recognize as the founding theoretician of modern
competitive capitalism, asserted in his day that even the wealthy United States nation,
where immigrants began on a relatively equal footing,24 would eventually need some sort of
regulation to prevent the emergence of competition-destroying monopolies.
Following Smith’s reasoning, the need for regulation should be much more pressing
when it involves trade between a wealthy economy like the U.S. and a historically weaker
economy like Mexico’s, and such regulation is precisely what neo-liberal policies of
structural adjustment and open markets try to prevent. In fact, a close examination of the
“four tigers” of the Pacific, the few economies that international institutions champion as
development successes, shows how different their approach has been to the neo-liberal
project that Mexico adopted. The authoritarian South Korean regime, for instance:
enlarged the domestic market and consumer purchasing power by
controlling the differentiation of income between rich and poor [….] its
pattern of industrialization depended on implementing a comprehensive land
reform program, setting a floor on rural incomes, and enjoying a preferential
access to the U.S. market for manufactured exports (McMichael, 81).
.
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In his seminal work Capital, Karl Marx challenges the notion that capitalism ever involved a free
contract between “equally independent owners of commodities, the owner of the commodity capital and the
owner of the commodity of labour”(p. 843). The situation in the U.S. colonies plays an important role in his
argument, since unlike in England where hordes of peasants were driven to substandard conditions in urban
centers after being removed from their lands and having their houses burned, U.S. settlers actually did begin
on a fairly equal footing. He shows how this situation actually prevented capitalism from succeeding because
workers could not be forced to accept minimal wages. Anyone could save a little money and then buy some
land and independently develop a craft of some sort (p. 842). As a result, no investors dared to put capital in
beginning industries for fear that workers would either demand unreasonable wages or leave (p. 845).
To remedy the situation, the British political thinker E.G. Wakefield proposed a program of
“systematic colonization” that England attempted in other colonies. “Systematic colonization” involved
privatizing the plentiful public lands so that they could be sold at an artificially high price, preventing workers
from earning enough to acquire land on their own before too long. The proceeds of the sales would then be
used to import more desperate workers from European countries (p. 846). This program soon became
unnecessary as more and more immigrants flooded the East Coast and when the large national debt following
the Civil War led to a concentration of public land and capital among a handful of speculative companies (p.
847). (Marx, Karl. Capital. New York, NY: The Modern Library, 1906).
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Similarly, Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia combined “successful export-led growth with strong
import-protectionism”(McMichael, 149).
Drastic changes in the global economy over the past decades have also made it necessary to
revise the classical economists’ theories on a just capitalism. Though neo-liberal economists
believe that the world must return to the classical economists in order to escape post-World War II
Keynesian welfare economics, there has been a complete reversal in the conditions on which these
classical ideas were based. Nineteenth century economists asserted that workers could seek
comparative advantage to raise their quality of life in an unregulated labor market, since at that time
labor was mobile for Europeans seeking employment and, in contrast, capital was rather immobile
because it primarily consisted of land and most investment was local. In today’s international
economy, labor is immobile because of the immigration restrictions on the workforces of the thirdworld free-trade exporting zones, and capital is highly mobile as transnational corporations relocate
everyday to more advantageous labor markets. Chomsky points out that, “if capital is mobile and
labor is immobile, there’s no reason why mobile capital shouldn’t seek absolute advantage and play
one national workforce against another, go wherever the labor is cheapest and thereby drive
everybody’s standard of living down”(Chomsky, 254).
In sum, it is ridiculous to assume that completely open markets would lead to a just
situation of comparative advantage when they are between a strong and a historically weaker
economy. Moreover, the nature of modern transnational capital has made it even more difficult for
workers and farmers of third world countries to secure a fair wage or a fair price on the World
market. The last step that remains to complete my argument against the sensibility of Rawls’s
remarks about free trade between supposedly independently developed peoples is a proper account
of Mexico’s history from colonization to the present global order to show that the nation’s historical
disadvantage can hardly be attributed to their decision to not industrialize and their preferring a
“more leisurely and pastoral society.”
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Mexico: Colonization to Development to Globalization
Before the heavily-armed Spanish conquistadores arrived in their ships, Mexico was home
to the flourishing and knowledgeable empires of the Aztecs in the Mexico City area, with their
experience in agriculture, crafts, mathematics, astrology, and so forth.25 In North America,
colonizers used means as extreme as bio-warfare by giving smallpox infested blankets to the
natives.26 Smallpox was introduced inadvertently in Mexico by an African slave in 1520 after the
Spanish were initially driven from the Aztec capital. This allowed the Spanish to return at the peak
of the infestation and secure an absolute victory. In addition, the Spanish introduced destructive
cattle and sheep grazing practices that disturbed the Aztecs’ “highly regulated system of
environmental management.”27 Like other colonial economies, Mexico’s diverse craft and
agricultural sector was destroyed and replaced with single-crop exporting plantations to fuel the
development of European industries with cheap food for urban workers. This early interdependence
between colonial pillage and European industrial progress is a fact that seems to be forgotten when
post-colonial development institutions, such as the World Bank, continue to define development as
a project that individual nations should pursue on their own over the course of a few years
(McMichael, 12).

When Mexico won its independence from a declining Spanish empire in 1821, the
United States immediately took the opportunity to move in when President Monroe
announced his doctrine in 1826 to displace the remnants of Spanish colonialism in the
region and replace it with its own (Zea, 17). Thus, U.S. businessmen lent support to the
same wealthy land-owning monopolies from the days of Spanish exploitation in order to
continue receiving the advantages of having cheap access to a single cash-crop exporting
economy (Zea, 96). The atmosphere created by fierce struggles between elite interests in
25

The sophisticated Mayan civilization of the Southern Yucatan peninsula had already mysteriously
disappeared before the Spanish arrived.
26
“Avoiding Armageddon.” Ted Turner Documentaries, WETA, and PBS: 2003. (Documentary).
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Europe and the United States and foreign-backed local elites on one side and the exploited
majority of Mexicans on the other led to a situation of chaos and civil war.
The U.S. once again took advantage of Mexico’s situation at the Southern
neighbor’s weakest point. The U.S. decided to invade the nation torn by civil war and take
over half of its territory with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in what is known as the
Mexican-American War, which has been called one of the most unjust wars in history.28
To say nothing about the brutal colonization of Mexico by the Spanish, the U.S. invasion
was a far cry away from meeting Rawls’s “just war” criteria, which is especially telling
since the U.S. was supposed to be a democracy by then that, as such, should not enter into
conflict except out of self-defense (Rawls, 40). The only justification provided then was
based on the same idea of the Mexicans’ racial inferiority that colonizers had to muster up
in order to reconcile their Enlightenment ideals of universal equality (of full humans) with
their dirty conquests:
The American Review talked of Mexicans yielding to ‘a superior population,
insensibly oozing into her territories, changing her customs, and out-living, outtrading, exterminating her weaker blood ….’ The New York Herald was saying,
by 1847: “The universal Yankee nation can regenerate and disenthrall the people
of Mexico in a few years; and we believe it is a part of our destiny to civilize that
beautiful country.’(Zinn, 154-155).

This is the same racist Puritan doctrine of Manifest Destiny on which the United States was
founded, and which still persists to a certain extent today in more subtle (and sometimes
perhaps not so subtle) forms.
The internal strife continued in the now much smaller Mexico, and was followed by
an invasion by France, leaving an incompetent French dictator at the head of the nation

27
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(Zea, 103). When Mexicans finally managed to install the democratically elected president
Sebastián Lerdo de Tejada, he was overthrown in 1875 by his U.S. funded and armed
opponent General Porfirio Diaz in the first U.S.-backed coup of the sort in Latin America
(Hart, 501). Thus began the infamous neo-liberal dictatorship known as the Porfiriato. In
1883, a group of prominent U.S. capitalists and politicians, including former president
Ulysses S. Grant, met with their Mexican counterparts and General Diaz at a New York
hotel. It was there that U.S. investors “bargained for access to Mexico’s abundant natural
resources,” laying out an extensive program of “free trade, foreign investment, and
privatization of the Mexican countryside”(Hart, 1). U.S. financiers proceeded to take
control of Mexican resources and industries to a greater degree than ever before, and this
situation would finally explode when Francisco “Pancho” Villa’s army of “drifters”
spontaneously took over the very railroads that foreign businessman had built to extend
their reach into Mexico, achieving many military victories against the federal army as he
descended from the North into the heart of the capital. Simultaneously, Emiliano Zapata
led his peasant army into a massive armed revolt in the South, and was the first leader to
put forth a coherent program of land reform for the majority of Mexico’s population. Thus
began the renowned Mexican Revolution of 1910 and, subsequently, Mexico’s road to
development.

The first challenge to Díaz’s regime came when the conservative and wealthy
landowner Francisco Madero decided to run against Mexico’s dictator when free elections
were permitted in 1910. Madero, a Berkeley graduate influenced by American ideas and
Mexican liberalism, demanded democratic reforms but opposed violent revolution (La
Botz, 47). However, when Madero immediately attracted a broad following, Díaz
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cancelled the elections and imprisoned his opponent, leading Madero to call upon the
Mexican population to overthrow the dictator. Villa’s and Zapata’s armies rose to the
challenge and forced Díaz to allow free elections. The rebels pulled back and Madero
gained a legitimate victory (Hart, 274). The peasants’ revolutionary struggle recommenced
when the new president agreed to recognize U.S. land titles, and Zapata and his officers
proceeded to sign the infamous Plan de Ayala, in which they promised to reclaim the lands
that had been stolen by foreigners (Hart, 276).
In the end, Madero still managed to confront some of the largest United States’
agricultural interests when he did too much to challenge the feudal structure of Mexico’s
society (Hart, 278). Thus, the U.S. Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson decided to support a
coup led by General Victoriano Huerta that resulted in Madero’s assassination in 1913.
The U.S. government continued to supply the illegitimate president with weapons for six
months in hopes of securing respect for U.S. property and restoring the Porfirian order
(Hart, 502). Already in the auspices of Mexico’s thirty-year revolution, the pattern of
struggle between radical peasants and conservative political forces, combined with U.S.
interventions in support of authoritarian leaders, was already coming to the surface.
All of Mexico’s major revolutionary leaders-the northern landlords and generals
Venustiano Carranza and Alvaro Obregón, Pancho Villa, and Emiliano Zapata-openly
rebelled against Huerta (La Botz, 49). U.S. president Woodrow Wilson also concluded that
the dictator could not maintain order and could not protect North American business
interests (Hart, 305) and decided to first support the efforts of Villa and then Carranza later,
as the lesser of the two evils (Hart, 502). By 1914, Zapata’s army had driven Huerta’s
forces from the South and was on the brink of taking Mexico City. Huerta responded by
surrendering to the conservative “Constitutionalist Army” led by General Carranza in the
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North. Villa responded by agreeing to support Zapata’s program for agrarian reform at the
“Convention of Aguascalientes”(La Botz, 49). Now that Mexico was officially divided
between the conservative Constitutionalists and the radical Conventionists, the U.S.
decided to take the opportunity to assure the protection of its interests by invading the port
of Veracruz, in the same tumultuous year of 1914. Their primary motivation was to gain a
strategic position to protect oil interests threatened by the Villistas and to train and supply
arms to the Carranza’s army in its struggle against the peasant rebels (Hart, 309).
When the outraged Villista rebels killed 18 U.S. soldiers while losing over a
hundred of their own in the 1916 attack on the U.S. Army stronghold in Columbus, New
Mexico, President Wilson ordered a punitive invasion of the Northern border under the
command of General John Pershing (Hart, 330). The military maneuver resulted in a public
relations disaster for the United States and an intense boost to Mexican nationalism, which
even forced Carranza to condemn the U.S. attacks on the Villistas in order to maintain
popular support. In addition, the Carranza administration defensively passed the
Constitution of 1917, the year that the U.S. finally withdrew, with the acclaimed Article
127 that asserted Mexico’s ownership of its natural resources and its right to nationalize
property in the interests of agricultural reform (Hart, 332).
During this same period, the Constitutionalists had adopted a more revolutionary
stance towards the workers, which was also reflected in the Constitution, in order to enlist
the urban workers’ support in the war against the peasant rebels (La Botz, 49). The
Constitutionalists finally achieved victory in Mexico’s civil war in 1919 when they “tricked
Zapata, lured him into a meeting with false friends, and assassinated him”(La Botz, 50).
Nevertheless, U.S. businesses tired of Carranza’s hostile policies and decided to throw their
support behind the 1920 insurrection of the other major Constitutionalist, General Obregón-
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a major client of the Chase Bank (Hart, 340). Obregón’s also secured his success by
enlisting the remaining leaderless Zapatistas by promising to enact the long-demanded
agrarian reforms (La Botz, 50). However, only very limited reforms actually came to light
during Obregón’s 1920 to 1924 administration, and the land question remained unresolved
for the majority of Mexicans (La Botz, 51).
Despite the strong language in the Constitution of 1917, President Obregón, the
interim president Adolfo de la Huerta, and President Plutarco Elías Calles were reluctant to
challenge the rule of foreign capital (La Botz, 53). They were intimidated by years of U.S.
invasions and sanctions that were similar to the tactics later used against Cuba (Hart, 450).
Instead, these generals took advantage of their military and political power to acquire
wealth in the 1920s while the remaining Porfirian capitalists linked up with the revolution’s
new bourgeoisie. The Great Depression began as early as 1925 in Mexico and was
accelerated in 1927 by falling oil and mineral prices. Frustration with lack of reforms led
to the Roman Catholic peasant uprising called the cristero rebellion, which ended in
president Obregón’s assassination in 1928. President Calles tried to overcome the crisis by
instituting the Revolutionary National Party (the future PRI), but he failed to connect it to
the fundamental struggles and demands of the peasant masses (La Botz, 53).
By the end of the 1920s, Mexico had yet to achieve a true social revolution. The
peasants’ focus on local struggles and failure to develop a party with a coherent program,
combined with the United States’ continual support for authoritarian military leaders,
resulted in a bureaucratic “presidentialist” government that did not even foster the
development of an independent Mexican capitalist class (La Botz, 52). In the 1933,
Mexico’s most beloved president Lázaro Cárdenas entered into this highly centralized and
paternalistic political arena, which has continued to characterize Mexico up to the 21st
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century, and finally initiated the long-sought after agrarian reforms. In the process, he
succeeded in putting Mexico on the path of successful development for the first time.
Though Cárdenas’ victory in the presidential elections was assured, he still traveled
across the nation to listen to the grievances of the peasants and workers. He then proceeded
in 1934 to initiate the greatest land reform in Mexican history by redistributing 20 million
hectares of land to peasant communities in the form of communal holdings called ejidos
(La Botz, 54). Loans from U.S. banks were used to foster industrial development, and
Mexico was able to take advantage of the absence of foreign trade during the worldwide
Great Depression to produce goods that were previously imported. Thus, Cárdenas adopted
the economic program of “import-substitution” that was continued by succeeding
presidents through “tariffs and quotas to protect infant industries”(La Botz, 56). Mexico
became the beacon of this approach to development that was adopted across the third-world
after World War II in other nationalist struggles and that was supported by international
lending institutions. However, Mexico’s national development was less radically socialist
while also less urban-biased than many of these later revolutions, which often practically
enslaved peasant populations in the interests of industrial development and the urban
classes. “Import-substitution” economics was modeled after the inner-directed approach to
development that the U.S. adopted after the Civil War when the former cotton-exporting
South was incorporated by selling its products to urban centers and receiving machinery
and manufactured goods in return (McMichael, 20).
Through the agrarian reforms, Cárdenas succeeded in reviving village life and thus
providing cheaper food prices to the urban classes to fuel Mexico’s industrialization. At
the same time, the increased sales in agricultural goods provided enough income to the
rural areas to create an internal market for manufactured goods (La Botz, 55). Thus,
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Cárdenas succeeded in creating the mass consumer base, which the U.S. desperately desires
today, even though its neo-liberal policies of social austerity, attacking all government
intervention in third-world nations, have had the exact opposite effect on the Mexican
population.
Another landmark move by Cárdenas was his successful nationalization of the oil
industry in 1938 in response to struggles of Mexican labor unions with foreign owners (La
Botz, 55). In the same year, he changed the name of the nation’s party to the Party of the
Mexican Revolution (PMR) to coincide with his corporatist restructuring of the state, which
forced businesses to participate in a government organization that subjected the burgeoning
capitalist class to the interests of the labor unions (La Botz, 56). Though U.S. businesses
lost almost the entirety of their assets in Mexico, beginning with the Cárdenas
administration, the revolutionary president was favored by the international community at
the time and met little resistance from the U.S. government. The rise of fascism in Europe,
the demands of World War II, and the geopolitical situation of the Cold War forced the
U.S. to look for cheap labor, to promote industrialization, and to seek an alliance with their
Southern neighbor. In this way, the notorious PRI that took over in the 1940s was able to
continue similar policies, despite taking a more conservative turn, and to focus even more
on heavy industrialization during what was termed the “Mexican miracle” of the 1950s and
1960s.

By the end of the 1960s, the ejidos fell behind large private farms, and peasants
were often given the poorest soil and insufficient government funds (La Botz, 28) as result
of a renewed focus on highly technological commercial agricultural practices promoted by
the United States’ “Green Revolution”(La Botz, 28). In the beginning of the 1900s,
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Mexico suffered from a situation where it could not assure a fair price for its primary food
product exports in exchange for foreign manufactured goods in technology. However, the
global economy began to change after World War II as Mexico continued to industrialize
while the U.S. began to focus more and more on the export of primary grains. While
increasing farming subsidies, the U.S. began to dump surplus grains into the third world as
its primary form of foreign assistance to fuel the regions’ industrialization to assure
geopolitical alliances during the Cold War (McMichael, 59).
Within the next few decades, the U.S. succeeded in creating an atmosphere of food
dependency and began switching to commercial sales and under-market subsidized prices
(McMichael, 65). Having increased Mexico’s reliance on wheat, the U.S. began to pressure
the country to use the proceeds from cheap grains to invest in scientifically developed highyield wheat seeds and the agricultural technology to support them, providing loans through
the World Bank and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) to
finance such imports. This program of export-oriented agricultural industrialization was
called the “Green Revolution” and it primarily benefited wealthy landowners who could
afford to import the expensive seeds and the herbicides and chemical fertilizers needed to
support them (McMichael, 69).
By the 1980s, a few high technology transnational corporations controlled global
agriculture and were also able to control primary commodity prices since they were not
subjected to the contingencies of local conditions and markets. During this decade, Mexico
also experienced its first food crises since the Cárdenas lands reforms. For the first time
since the 1930s, the domestic market could not subsist off of local production due to the
export-oriented restructuring of Mexico’s economy.
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In the 1960s “Important-substitution” policies also began to saturate Mexican
domestic markets and to create a growing foreign exchange bill, forcing the nation to look
to the outside to export its goods (McMichael, 86). Mexico’s dilemma coincided with the
desire of new transnational corporations to diversify production by taking advantage of
cheap labor markets in the construction of a worldwide assembly line. As a result, Mexico
implemented the border industrialization program (BIP) in 1965, laying the groundwork for
today’s maquiladoras and facilitating the industrial reorganization of the world that
occurred in the 1970s (McMichael, 92). PRI president Luis Echeverría Alvarez reinstated
grain subsidies and support for ejidos in 1971 under pressure from peasants. However, he
did so by relying on multilateral loans rather than a national tax (McMichael, 139). The
Mexican capitalist class finally gained significant influence over Mexico when López
Portillo took over the presidency in 1976, and Portillo decided to finance an ambitious
development program through financing loans with oil production since oil prices had risen
substantially over the course of the 1970s (La Botz, 60).
The landmark decision of the thirteen Arab nations of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to conjointly agree to an increase in world oil
prices in 1973 led to two major changes in the global economy that dramatically shaped the
direction of modern globalization. The first consequence of the OPEC cartel occurred
when the surge in oil profits led these nations to deposit large quantities of dollars in
offshore banks, dwarfing U.S. gold reserves and thus “creating a liability to the U.S.
government if cashed in for gold”(McMichael, 115). President Nixon decided to avoid a
potential crisis by declaring the dollar nonconvertible in 1971. From then on, currencies
were no longer fixed to the gold standard and were allowed to float in relative value with
the “ubiquitous American dollar as the dominant (reserve) currency”(McMichael, 115).
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The immediate consequence of the removal of a fixed standard was the creation of global
currency speculation.
By the end of the 1970s, currency exchange was eleven times greater than trade in
actual goods (McMichael, 117). When the post-World War II Bretton Woods conference
established the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, exchange rates
were closely monitored through a set of Keynesian policies, which only altered currency
values according to the balance in a nation’s trade. When imports exceeded exports,
currencies would be devalued in order to make exports cheaper and imports more
expensive (McMichael, 115). With the advent of currency speculation, however,
speculators rather than trade began to determine currency values, and countries lost
significant control over macroeconomic financial policies (McMichael, 116). As I
explained above, massive currency speculation prevented Mexico from taking measures to
prevent an uncontrolled plummet of the peso in the nation’s 1995 crisis.
The second and more significant consequence of the 1970s inflation in oil prices on
Mexico’s future was the recession in the first world that it caused, accompanied by a
dramatic increase in private offshore bank funds. Banks began to put heavy pressure on
third world countries to accept large private loans, which, unlike IMF loans, were
completely unregulated. Private commercial loans with no strings attached replaced
official loans as the primary source of development, and the foreign direct investment that
fueled import-substitution industrialization dropped drastically (McMichael, 117). When
oil prices plummeted at the end of the 1970s, Mexico lost its ability to finance the massive
loans it had accepted for development during that decade.
In 1982, Mexico was forced to forfeit its massive debt, initiating the worldwide debt
crisis of the 1980s. The IMF returned as the primary lender to third world nations at this
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time. It bailed out Mexico, helping the private banks to reacquire their investments and
helping assure global stability in an increasingly interdependent economy through
administering “structural adjustment loans”(McMichael, 128). By forcing austerity
measures on Mexico and other third world nations, these loans placed the entire
responsibility on the borrowing governments even though U.S. bankruptcy law places the
responsibility of irredeemable debt on the lenders (McMichael, 127). Even though the U.S.
guaranteed security to investors in the infamous Savings and Loans scandal during the
same decade, by the end of the 1980s, the first world had extracted over $400 billion from
the third world in the form of debt repayments (McMichael, 133).
Despite the massive outflow of payments, debt in the third world only increased.
As was mentioned above, Mexico was 61% more in debt in the 1990s than in 1982
(McMichael, 132). The inability of the third world to emerge from its crisis was influenced
by several factors related to the nature of the global economy. The policy of fostering
development and repayments through promoting export-oriented economies made nations
extremely dependent on the condition of first-world economies. The over-circulation of
dollars in the 1970s forced the U.S. Federal Reserve Board to apply the monetarist policy
of reducing the money supply to try and stop the value of the dollar from slipping. Credit
was thus restricted and interest rates soared as banks competed for dwindling funds. The
third world could secure few loans to help its situation, and the loans that it did acquire
were all short-term at very high interest rates. The credit crunch and high interest rates also
led to a recession in the first world that destroyed the markets necessary to absorb exports
from the indebted nations (McMichael, 126). Moreover, since the debt crisis was global,
the drop in demand during the first-world recession was accompanied by a saturation of
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export markets as 70 countries submitted to IMF liberalization programs. The net result
was a plummet in world commodity prices (McMichael, 153).
Mexico’s crisis forced the nation to sell off 80% of its companies in the 1980s to
refinance its debt. Earlier in the paper, I explained how this trend of privatization and
social austerity has only increased to the present day and how NAFTA is actually a direct
continuation of the neo-liberal policies that began in the 1980s when the IMF instituted a
world-wide debt regime, laying the groundwork for a global neo-liberal order. The
historical context I have provided in this section has shown that the economic problems that
Mexico suffers today have been connected to actions in the first world since the period of
colonization (which was when Mexico’s globalization truly began) and have only been
exacerbated by recent transformations in an increasingly interrelated global economic
regime. The resulting imbalance in bargaining power between Mexico and the U.S. will
inevitably disadvantage Mexico’s position in a system of free enterprise. Therefore, all
arguments of liberals, including Rawls, that claim unregulated29 open markets can be
ethically justified, are clearly flawed when dealing with relations between first world and
formerly-colonized third world countries.
Conclusion: Possibilities for Reconciling Social Justice and International Trade
Since the explosion of the contemporary Zapatista movement, there have been
optimistic indications of an emerging strong civil society in Mexico that is becoming global
in scope. Challenging Rawls’s claim that sympathy on an international level does not exist,
activists and workers from first world nations are increasingly stepping in to aid their
Southern neighbor. The Zapatista rebels gained unprecedented bargaining power by
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grabbing international media attention and convincing large numbers of foreigners to come
down to the Chiapas region to support their cause.
Immediately after NAFTA was passed in 1993, the United Electrical Workers and
the Teamsters unions intervened for the first time in history in the interests of Mexican
workers when General Electric and Honeywell tried to fire them for organizing. The
powerful U.S. unions forced the U.S. Labor Department to investigate the workers’ case.
Unfortunately, the department concluded that the firings were justified because the workers
still had recourse under Mexican law, despite the complete lack of enforcement of such
laws in Mexico (Chomsky, 387). Similarly, Canadian workers intervened in support of
workers at a Mexican subsidiary of the corporation Autotrim to publicize rampant safety
violations and to protest the firing of the Mexicans who had organized to change health
conditions. In the end, the corporation fired the Mexican activists who came to Canada as
part of the protest, and they shut down the entire Canadian plant, moving all production
South of the border (CG, 187). Despite the immense challenges these workers face, they
are realizing more and more the importance of forming cross-border alliances to challenge
the power of transnational capital. Though one should not underestimate the influence of
some protectionist elements of the powerful U.S. labor movement, which continues to
oppose any relations with Mexican labor on any terms, preferring to keep U.S. borders
closed.
The growing power of Mexico’s civil society and the extent of the population’s civil
unrest were reflected in the 2000 presidential election that broke the PRI’s monopoly for
the first time in 71 years. The current president Vicente Fox of the National Action Party
(PAN) assumed power through an extensive anti-corruption campaign and was intelligent
enough to negotiate with the Zapatistas, unlike former president Zedillo (Hart, 481). As
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part of Fox’s effort to create a more efficient, accountable, and transparent government, he
instituted a program called “e-México” that aims to allow citizens to monitor government
purchases and anonymously report cases of corruption over the Internet30 in addition to
vastly expanding the population’s access to the benefits of communication technology
services. However, Fox only managed to enter office without disturbing Mexico’s stability
because his party is also very pro-business. Increased transparency is more important than
even free elections in terms of businesses’ concern for promoting democracy in order to
protect their property and investment interests. In a sense, the development of a multi-party
system in Mexico has merely represented the long-awaited achievement of true polyarchy
in the country, transcending the reactionary intra-elitist struggles between “dinosaur”
import-substitution bureaucrats and the authoritarian neo-liberal technocrats that
characterized the Mexico’s political climate in the 1980s (Robinson, 9). The Fox
administration still continues to further the neo-liberal restructuring of Mexico and all the
anti-democratic consequences such policies entail.
A profounder notion of democracy is being developed in the recent emergence of
several peasant cooperatives, inspired by the initiatives of the Zapatista movement. These
extremely open and egalitarian organizations have spontaneously arisen out of an
astonishing will to survive the throws of the international market. They represent an ironic
positive consequence of the erosion of Mexico’s national sovereignty that has led to the
collapse of former corrupt and paternalistic peasant support organizations controlled by the
PRI (CG, 139). These peasant cooperatives are filling the vacuum left by the PRI with
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decentralized, non-party affiliated structures that are extremely participatory and responsive
to the local needs of communities.
In 1995, peasant communities responded to the grain-dumping crisis by forming the
organization ANEC (National Association of Commercializing Enterprises), which
coordinated the commercial efforts of farmers across twenty Mexican states and bought
storage silos that were formally controlled by the Mexican government (CG, 141). Olivia
Acuña Rodarte, the director of the seminar on agrarian issues at the Universidad Nacional
Autónomo de México, explains the function of such organizations:
By joining to store and bring their crops to market, producers achieve
economies of scale in distribution and transport, and manage supplies of key
crops in local and regional markets, avoiding market gluts and responding to
market shortages-and ultimately earning better prices (CG, 140).

As a result, ANEC has succeeded in earning a 10-15% price premium for its members and
has evaded food crises in poorer regions through successful redistribution efforts (CG,
141). The organization also exercised its growing political clout when it forced the
Mexican government to finally commit to charging tariffs on above-quota grain imports in
its 2000-2006 legislation. This commitment came after years of campaigning in response
to the failure of the Salinas and Zedillo administration in enforcing a gradual elimination of
tariffs by 2008, which was originally mandated by NAFTA (CG, 131).
Another success story has emerged in the impoverished Southern Mexican state of
Oaxaca, which is still entirely dependent on primary commodity exports and their volatile
world-market prices. This coffee-producing region has been steeped in a crisis since 1989
when the price-regulating International Coffee Organization broke-down and when the
World Bank started promoting worldwide production of cheap low-quality coffee as a
development strategy, causing massive market saturation and price drops (CG, 164). This
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crisis, combined with the withdrawal of all government subsidies, led Oaxaca coffee
growers to form the organization CEPCO (the State Coalition of Coffee Producers of
Oaxaca) in the same year that the crisis began (CG, 149).
CEPCO peasants have developed high-quality organic coffee strains through a soilreplenishing technique of chemical-free shade-grown farming. Through their organization,
they are managing to bypass debilitating distribution intermediaries and have secured a
niche in the first-world consumer market for organic “fair-trade” coffee that offers them a
premium for their high-quality beans (CG, 162). Growing out of the communally-oriented
traditions of Mexican agrarian cultures, the organization is structured in a diffuse nonhierarchical manner that is based on ejidos and communal lands and that has socialized
profits and losses (CG, 218). CEPCO has even led to a change in gender relations, as more
and more women peasants are forming their own groups within the organization to express
their concerns and earn recognition for their labor, such as their long-time efforts to nurture
bio-diversity through selective breeding in bean nurseries (CG, 163). As a result of
CEPCO’s initiative over the years, the organization succeeded in selling a total of 5.8
million pounds of coffee in the 2000-2001 crop cycle (CG, 159).
These peasant cooperatives are challenging the views of both capitalist economists and
classic urban-biased Marxism that claim that traditional peasant agriculture is doomed to perish and
that these masses must eventually join the ranks of the urban poor. Considering the concern over
the impossibility of sustaining global development that was expressed in the 1992 Rio de Janeiro
conference, the peasants’ techniques of high-quality and eco-friendly production, and their
adeptness in increasing bio-diversity, may offer a viable alternative to the polluting and nutrientstripping industrial agricultural sector with its focus on single-crop exports. Their example
indicates that resources are best guarded by those whose lives depend on them (CG, 214). In
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anticipation of the future FTAA, civil society groups across the Hemisphere produced a joint
document called “Alternatives for the Americas,” in which they state:

We are not opposed to the establishment of rules for regional or international
trade and investment. Nor does our criticism of the dominant, externally
imposed form of globalization imply a wish to return to the past, to close our
economies and establish protectionist barriers, or to press for isolationist
trade polices. But the current rules have not helped our countries overcome,
nor even reduce our economic problems. We propose alternative rules to
regulate the global and hemispheric economies based on a different
economic logic: that trade and investment should not be ends in themselves,
but rather the instruments for achieving just and sustainable development
(CG, 232).
The peasant organizations discussed above do not merely represent a nostalgic desire to return to
the past. They are providing a way for communities to maintain their identities and determine their
integration into the global economy on their own terms, without condemning them to “return to the
jungle” that they came from (Zea, 171).

Though this paper has presented a formidable challenge to Rawls’s restricting the
Difference Principle to the domestic realm by showing the extent of international
sympathy, economic interdependence, and egalitarian demands that characterize Mexico’s
current world position, it is not at all clear that his principle is representative of the
demands of the Mexican population. Nor is it clear whether a top-down application of
Rawls’s principle is as realistic or as important as the impressive grassroots initiatives that
are growing throughout Mexico.
In order to assure justice in face of inevitable contingencies in social positions,
Rawls assumes everyone would agree to a principle that only allows economic inequalities
if they benefit the worst-off person in society. A.P. Rao points out that Rawls’s principle
leaves the institution of private property unquestioned, a form of social organization that is
more individualistic than the communal structures many peasant groups are promoting.
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The difference principle is a “way of handling the evils of private property which he holds
to be integral to the structure of society”(Rao, 68). Rawls tries to outline a just capitalism
with a form of welfare economics. Yet, he does not address the conflict his principle of
justice faces in the present global economy in which Keynesian welfare economics has
broken down. This conflict between the demands of justice and those of economic
efficiency have created an unresolved situation where “the demand for welfare leads to
recession which calls for the withdrawal of welfare which results in injustice which
culminates in a renewed demand for welfare”(Rao, 80). The British political economist
John Gray explains that this conflict parallels the neo-liberal restructuring of the global
economy. He argues that Rawls’s theory presupposes a closed economy and that the
mobility of transnational capital makes it impossible to apply the Difference Principle on
the domestic level since corporations can always seek cheaper wages elsewhere.31 Thus, in
an economic order characterized by private capital and a global “race to the bottom,” it is
uncertain whether Rawls’s Difference Principle could even be feasibly applied on a global
level in the first place.

Then again, it is possible that something along the lines of Rawls’s Difference
Principle may have a necessary place alongside grassroots efforts for social justice. Despite
the successes of some peasant cooperatives in Mexico, they do not have much chance of
survival if international trade treaties are not revised in some manner to support them, as
the “Alternatives for the Americas” document proposes (CG, 232). The suppression of
international worker solidarity initiatives shows that cross-border grass-root alliances are
not necessarily a sure-fire weapon against transnational corporate power. Perhaps a
31
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principle that guarantees that economic policies benefit the worst off in society would be
appropriate in order to revise NAFTA in such a way that the benefits “extend to all North
Americans” while at the same time increasing the well-being of the Mexican population
(Zea, 143). Rawls’s ambiguous Duty of Assistance may even be sufficient to achieve this
goal since, when addressing global trade, he says the Duty should be strong enough to
redress any injustices created in relations of free and competitive trade between peoples
with differing economic sizes (Rawls, 43). Though, Rawls’s description of this duty
further on indicates that it would be much too limited in the way in which he conceives of
it.
Though many corporations are already relocating to cheaper labor zones in
countries such as China, Mexico’s geographic location puts the nation in the most
advantageous spot for a successful global application of a principle along the lines of
Rawls’s Difference Principle. Even if wages are raised, corporations are able to save large
sums of money in transportation costs if they produce goods for the U.S. markets in
Mexico. Most importantly though, the regional politics that Zea outlines provide the
greatest incentive for promoting such a principle since the U.S. desperately needs a large
consumer base for its goods among the population of its Southern neighbor. The same
requirement for a strong regional bloc also gives a principle for regulating social justice
some chance of being successfully included in the future Free Trade Agreement of
Americas.
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Breakdown of “White” Virtue in the Independent Film, Kids
In his article, “Racial Politics and the Pedagogy of Whiteness,” Henry A. Giroux
focuses on the importance of films in modern culture for teaching and reinforcing our social
understanding of racial identities. Giroux aims to develop a critical approach to films that
will permit white students to understand the variety of ways in which “whiteness” as an
identity is taught. This paper will apply such a critical analysis to the independent film
Kids, to show that what appears to be a movie about the problems of “white” youth and the
threat of HIV is in fact a movie that perpetuates racist notions of “blackness” and that
propounds “blackness” as the dominant threat to “white” youth. Kids’ portrayal of “white”
kids slipping into “blackness,” suggests that racial identity cannot, as Henry A. Giroux
writes, “be framed in essentialist terms.”1 In this way, the movie blurs the line–usually
maintained by mainstream Hollywood films—between “whiteness” and “blackness” in an
unsettling fashion. Charles W. Mills, in his work, The Racial Contract, provides an
excellent historical analysis of this line between “white” virtue and “black” vice and of the
important function it has served in conjunction with the political subjugation and
dehumanization of blacks. With the context that Mills offers, it will be useful to compare
Kids to Giroux’s analysis of the Hollywood film, Dangerous Minds, to trace the
consequences of racial line-crossing. I will conclude that the narrative of the film
dangerously reinforces white fears that have perpetuated the normative exclusion of
nonwhites from white spaces by portraying racial mixing as pure degradation.
The movie, Kids is based on a script that Harmony Korine produced on the request
of director Larry Clark, who asked Korine to write about his group of friends. It follows a
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day in the life of two white skater teenagers, Telly and Casper, and their group of friends.
Telly, who is obsessed with deflowering young virgin girls, is the center of attention. In the
opening scene he convinces a white girl, who has barely entered puberty, to sleep with him,
and he proceeds to have forceful intercourse with her, ignoring her cries of pain. From
there, Telly and Casper wander through the city and engage in an array of delinquent
activities.
After stealing beer from a Korean-run market, they meet up with their interracial
group of friends with whom they talk about sex in lewd and misogynistic terms, do a
variety of drugs, and assault a stranger at a park after smoking marijuana. A song by the
hip-hop group Tribe Called Quest, who has often been given credit for bringing hip-hop to
the white mainstream, plays in the background of the park scene. In addition, the scene
opens with the group of kids “freestyle” rapping, initiating associations which resurface in
the movie between hip-hop music and their delinquent behavior.
A parallel story introduces another central character, a white girl named Jenny who
associates with a group of licentious girls, the majority of whom are black. While her
friends are discussing their voracious sexual appetites, Jenny reveals that she lost her
virginity to Telly and that he was her only partner. The climax of the movie occurs when
Jenny, who had taken an AIDS test in solidarity with her much more promiscuous, darkercomplexioned friend, Ruby, discovers she has contracted HIV during her single sexual
encounter.
For the rest of the movie, she tries to track down Telly as he intently pursues
another early-teen virgin named Darci. He takes her swimming with some friends and
1
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persuades her to attend a party afterwards. At the pool, his black friend Harold forces one
of the girls to kiss him, and later at the party he aggressively comes on to a girl as she
rejects his advances, foreshadowing the violence to come, but not from his hands.
Jenny mistakenly looks for Telly at a night club, where a friend forces an unknown
drug into her mouth while showing her an interracial ecstacy-induced orgiastic scene in a
back room. By the time she finally discovers where Telly is and takes a cab to the party,
Telly is already leading Darci to a bedroom at the party as an eerie hip-hop song plays in
the background. When she arrives, he is in the midst of having forceful intercourse with
Darci while she cries in pain. Jenny gives up and passes out on a couch from the drug.
Finally, to cap off the movie, Telly’s buddy Casper finds her in the morning and rapes her
in her sleep.
Racial Stereotypes in Kids and their Origin
The black characters in the movie frequently exhibit stereotypes that have been
attributed to African Americans, and which have a long history that dates back to the Civil
War, and even as far back as the days of colonization during the European Enlightenment.
They are stereotypes that still persist in the mass media, which Giroux recognizes as
perhaps the central means by which today’s culture is infused with these images through
their continual repetition. Harold’s sexual aggressiveness is suggestive of the myth of the
black rapist, and Ruby’s sexual licentiousness recalls portrayals of black women during the
times of slavery.
In his speech, “Why is the Negro Lynched,” the former-slave Frederick Douglass
addresses the myth of the black rapist and how it replaced charges of insurrection as
justification for lynching soon after the Civil War. His also notes that “nothing could have
name Giroux followed by a page number.
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been hit upon better calculated to accomplish its brutal purpose. It clouds the character of
the Negro with a crime the most shocking that men can commit, and is fitted to drive from
the criminal all pity and all fair play and all mercy.”2 The function he observes that this
charge serves is part of what Mills, in contemporary times, has called the “Racial
Contract.” Douglass dismisses the validity of the charge by pointing out that during the
war, when slaves were left home with the wives of plantation owners, slaves had a better
opportunity to commit the crime, but the charge was never raised against them at the time
(Douglass, p. 10). He argues that the charge was used as an arbitrary means to justify
ulterior intentions in punishing and executing blacks, and he connects such punishments to
the tendency of Southern society to blame all its economic troubles on the freed slaves. In
Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in all its Phases, Ida B. Wells takes on the same myth, and
argues that the charge coincided with a greater willingness of white women to have sexual
relations with black men after the time of slavery. She observes that rape charges were
often waged by white women who wanted to maintain their dignity in face of social
pressure that prohibited any sexual relations with black men.3 In more recent times, Angela
Y. Davis attacks the myth in Women, Race, and Class. To underscore the importance for
women to stand up for black men against erroneous charges, she writes:
The fictional image of the Black man as rapist has always strengthened its
inseparable companion: the image of the Black woman as chronically
promiscuous. For once the notion is accepted that Black men harbor
irresistible and animal-like sexual urges, the entire race is invested with
bestiality.4
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In showing how a similar attitude towards black women has allowed white men to get away
with rape, she also shows how the narrative of the black man rapist and the promiscuous
black woman are both rooted in the subhuman characterization of blacks that began as far
back as the colonial documents during the Enlightenment.
Despite the large gap in time between these post-Civil War myths and the
stereotypes that arise in the movie, the negative attributions function similarly in their
respective contexts. The movie is also concerned with interracial sexual relations. The
behavior of the black characters implies that black men and women are not capable of
normal healthy sexual relations and that the mixing of whites with blacks will only make
them susceptible to violation and disease. In addition, the portrayal of black culture in the
movie serves to place the blame on blacks for the social ills of whites. While Frederick
Douglass focuses on the accusations related to social problems like economic stagnation,
Kids focuses on the problem of moral degeneracy in white youth, which is implicitly a
result of their association with black culture.
Intentionality and the Production of Racist Images
In arguing that Kids is a racist film, I am not claiming that the creators of Kids had
racist intentions in carrying out its production, nor are their personal conscious attitudes
towards race what interest me in this discussion. In fact, one of the most interesting
features of racism, which philosopher David Theo Goldberg emphasizes, is that institutions
can promote racism and racism can operate independently of the conscious intent of the
individuals who perpetuate it. Thus, it does not matter whether Harmony Korine or Larry
Clark had racist intentions for the movie itself to be racist. In his article, “Racial
Exclusions,” Goldberg writes:
Consider the case of a student newspaper that publishes cartoons
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stereotyping blacks as cannibals or as monkeys. The material continues to
appear even after vocal complaints by the university community of the harm
promoted by or the offensiveness of it. The newspaper cannot escape being
characterized as racist by claiming that it has no racist rules governing its
operation; or on grounds that the editorial board denies that its members
individually or collectively have any racist intention; or by denying that the
cartoons are meant to represent a generic image of blacks. For, no matter
the claimed intention, the perceived and actual effect of their publication are
perpetuation of exclusionary racial difference.5
Analogously, the movie Kids can perpetuate racist valuations without regard to the
producers’ intentions. For even though there has been little outcry regarding racist imagery
in the movie, there is a strong argument for the potential harmfulness of the movie’s
portrayal of blacks and of hip-hop culture by perpetuating assumptions about black moral
degeneracy that have historically facilitated the mistreatment of blacks. In addition, the
fact that almost none of the many attacks from critics of the movie have concerned racial
stereotypes shows how unconsciously audiences can absorb racist images.6 The reasons
critics have given for rejecting the film have predominantly involved charges of voyeurism
and pornographic imagery and complaints about the young ages of the actors’ characters.
Most people do not give much attention to the racial imagery in the movie on their first
viewing since the white characters that the movie features perform the most morally
reprehensible actions in the end, making the racial undertones subtler. A more in-depth
critical analysis of the film called “Why Larry Clark’s Movie Received Such a Hard
Reception”7 does acknowledge the portrayal of racist stereotypes in the black characters,
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but the author, Matt Stephens suggests that the movie may be less racist than other movies
depicting blacks since Kids also shows whites performing the same actions.
Race and Degeneracy
Stephens is right to observe a difference in how race functions in the movie. Kids
disrupts the clear separation of moral space into white virtue and black vice that is
important for the operation of the Racial contract, as outlined by Charles W. Mills. In his
book by that name, Mills describes how the political and epistemological degradation of
nonwhites during the colonial history of the Enlightenment was facilitated by their
simultaneous moral devaluation. Mills explains that blacks were considered inferior even
on epistemological grounds since they were not even granted the status of “persons” nor the
corresponding “autonomy” and “rights” that are implied in the notion of a “person.” This

epistemological subordination had political and moral consequences in turn. In his analysis
of the “particular moral code and a certain moral psychology” that was brought into
existence, he discusses how Europeans demarcated regions of the world in moral terms, and
he states:
Because of this moralization of space, the journey upriver or in general the
journey into the interior in imperial literature-the trip away from the
outposts of civilization into native territory-acquires deep symbolic
significance, for it is the expedition into both the geographic and personal
heart of darkness.9 (Mills, 47).
The movie Kids resembles this journey into the heart of darkness since, as Mills notes,
these uncivilized spaces were then transported into localized geographic areas in the dark
parts of inner cities. However, the movie also upsets the normal separation of these spaces
8
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which assures that “the checkerboard of virtue and vice, light and dark space, ours and
theirs, [is] clearly demarcated so that the human geography prescribed by the Racial
Contract can be preserved (Mills, 48). In Kids, race is no longer confined to one part of
town, and the white and black youth mix freely throughout New York City, including
affluent households and parts of town. Moreover, the white kids are relegated to the same
degraded moral state that blacks occupy.
While Stephens correctly observes that the white characters are portrayed in no
better of a light than the black characters, he is not sensitive to the particular manner in
which this moral boundary is crossed. He misses the crucial point that the behavior of the
white kids is racialized throughout the movie, and that they have, in a sense, become black.
In “Toward a Phenomenology of Racial Embodiment,” Linda Martín Alcoff argues that
racial attributions are characterized by their ability to be associated with visual differences,
and she explains how this visual difference leads people to make many assumptions about
someone in the mere act of perceiving his or her physical characteristics. She writes:
The processes by which racial identities are produced work through the
shapes and shades of human morphology, the size and shape of the nose, the
breadth of the cheekbones, the texture of hair, and the intensity of pigment,
and these subordinate other markers such as dress, customs, and practices.
And the visual registry thus produced has been correlated with rational
capacity, epistemic reliability, moral condition, and of course, aesthetic
status.10
Racial identities are, in a sense, de-essentialized in Kids for the white characters adopt all
the subordinate markers, such as mannerisms, practices, and language that are normally
attributed to black youth. By thus showing that these markers and the meanings associated
with them are not essential characteristics, the representation of the characters shows that
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racial identities are in fact “produced” in the way that Alcoff describes. The identification is
so complete that their racial identity is immediately perceptible despite their white skin
color. They call each other “niggers” and use other inner city black slang. They wear
clothing that is associated with hip-hop culture, they use intricate handshakes and hand
signals in greeting each other, they smoke “blunts” or marijuana wrapped in a tobacco leaf,
and they harass a Korean storeowner. It is also clear by their behavior that, even though
their skin color upsets the visual naturalization of racial difference, the movie draws a
direct association between their racial markers with all the delinquent behavior that is
normally connected with black youth. In adopting the behavior and moral degeneracy that
is attributed to blacks, Telly and Casper have renounced their “whiteness” and the status of
moral privilege that they receive as whites by being benefactors of the “Racial Contract.”
Kids and Dangerous Minds
From movie reviews on Kids, the most common reaction of audiences has clearly
been displeasure. In contrast, the Hollywood movie, Dangerous Minds, was extremely
popular and even led to a television series by the same name. In this mainstream film,
Michelle Pfeiffer stars as the white teacher of a group of unruly black and Latino inner-city
high school kids. She is compassionate, yet tough, as a former member of the military. By
the end of the film, she succeeds in establishing discipline in the class room and gaining the
respect of her students, thus proving herself as their moral authority. Before analyzing the
film in his article, Giroux writes:
As important as [antiracist critiques of Hollywood that reveal dominant racial
stereotypes] are to any antiracist discourse of pedagogy. They are limited
theoretically because they do not make problematic how “whiteness” as a racial
identity and social construction is taught, learned, experienced, and identified in
certain forms of knowledge, values, and privileges. “Hollywood films rarely
position audiences to question the pleasures, identifications, desires, and fears the
experience as whites viewing dominant representational politics of race (Giroux,
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298).
He emphasizes the importance of understanding audience reactions to racist imagery in
addition to merely observing the existence of such images in films. Giroux criticizes
passive readings of films for not revealing how racist portrayals have anything to do
with “promoting power, racial privilege, and a sense of moral agency in the lives of
whites”(Giroux, 296). He accounts for the pleasures and identifications in white
audiences that led to the success of Dangerous Minds by observing how in the movie,
“America is offered the comforting belief that disorder, ignorance, and chaos are always
somewhere else- in that strangely homogenized space known as the urban
ghetto”(Giroux, p. 298). The failure of Kids to provide this comfort can help explain
why, in contrast, white audiences experienced displeasure upon viewing the film.
While Dangerous Minds maintains a clear separation between the moral authority of the
white teacher and the delinquency of the dark-complexioned inner-city youth, Kids, on
the other hand, brings moral degeneracy into white space. The intimate documentarystyle filming and the young appearance of the actors may account for some of the
discomfort in viewing the deviant behavior in Kids. However, the popularity of movies
about inner city violence, which show blacks performing similar abhorrible actions,
indicates that white audiences would not be so disturbed if the same images were shown
in the same way, but with black youth instead.
Possibilities for Moral Salvation
Brutish depictions of blacks in the media help eliminate any pity for them in a
similar way that Frederick Douglass observed that the myth of the black rapist did in his
time. Mills states that, “[b]ecause the Racial Contract requires the exploitation of
nonwhites, it requires in whites the cultivation of patterns of affect and empathy that are
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only weakly, if at all, influenced by nonwhite suffering”(Mills, p. 95). Telly and Casper
have so entirely adopted the markers and the brutal behavior attributed to blacks that
audiences find it difficult to find any sympathy for them despite their white skin color.
However, the movie suggests that the two main characters have a greater potential for
changing their ways. Whereas the black characters are never shown outside of their
essentialized roles, Telly and Casper are shown giving change to a homeless person in one
scene, and the movie ends with Casper wondering how it could have come over him to rape
Jenny. Moreover, their white skin would also allow them to drop all the meanings
associated with their actions by dropping all the other more subordinate markers. For, these
markers do not have the same permanence of skin color, which cannot be dropped at will,
and which is thus able to give a greater sense of naturalness and inevitability to the
meanings associated with it. Moreover, the movie leaves white audiences with one kid in
the group of friends with whom they can identify and who is truly white and free of racial
markers. Jenny has blonde hair and blue eyes and she does not talk like her friends or share
their mannerisms. Unlike her friends, her notions of sex are tied up with more
conventionally romantic visions of love and intimacy, she has only had sex once, and it was
a meaningful experience for her. In the end, she is made the innocent victim of violation
and disease as a result of her association with her group of friends.
The promotion for Kids exclaims that the movie is a “Wake up call.” However, it is
not clear what kind of wake up call it is. Though some viewers may conclude that the
moral of the story is that anyone is at risk for contracting HIV regardless of age or race, the
movie seems to be more about the threat of violation against white innocence, represented
by the character, Jenny. The movie does not portray the kids as dealing with poverty or
other extreme conditions that might account for their hostility and careless behavior. In
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fact, several of the friends that they associate with live in affluent households. The only
reason for their corruption that is implicit in the movie is their association with black hiphop culture, which is emphasized by the strategic placement of hip-hop songs in the various
scenes I have discussed. Even the public service announcement that now precedes the
video and DVD copies of the film, “Children of the Night,” alludes to the threat of mixing
with black moral degeneracy. Cher, the announcer, mentions the problem of children who
have nowhere to go, which is not really applicable to the kids in the movie. However, the
main problem she raises is that of children associating with “pimps” and “pushers” who
claim to be their “friends.” The terms “pimp” and “pusher” are generally used in regards to
the seedy underside of black inner city communities.
Kids plays on white fears by breaking the clearly demarcated spaces of white virtue
and black vice that are created in the moral aspect of the Racial contract. The violence of
this transgression is reflected in the disturbed reactions of white audiences, and in deessentializing “whiteness” to the point where white kids can adopt black identities, the
movie also implies that white youth are at risk of submitting to moral degeneracy through
associating with black culture. In the end, the movie still perpetuates the image of hip-hop
in mainstream media that only associates it with violence, licentiousness, and sexual
violation.
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In The Custom of the Country (1913), Edith Wharton uses mirrors and other
reflecting surfaces to create a heroine who has no self. Like an actress who plays a series
of roles and who is created anew by each social context, Undine Spragg exists only as a
reflection of her world. But for Undine, the world exists as a reflection of her; for this
reason, experience in the world does not change her in any substantial way. Wharton
also uses mirrors to mark the limits of Undine’s mental world and define the scope of her
moral and intellectual drama. Throughout The Custom of the Country, Undine’s
knowledge remains limited to what can be reflected in a glass because Undine fails to
penetrate the reflecting surface itself. Her preoccupation with her own reflection makes
her incapable of self-reflection.
Undine Spragg is a quick study of surface habits and customs; she is an extremely
competent imitator or reflector of current fashion, customs, and speech. Thus, she works
hard to transform herself into a desirable product for the marriage market. Before her
mirror, Undine practices the arts she will use to dazzle. Her beautiful image is testimony
to her success in recreating and reflecting what is fashionable.
Undine is preoccupied with the glittering reflecting surface of her world, but she
does not care to understand her world’s quality or know it intimately. For example,
Undine is unable to take advantage of opportunities to learn presented to her by Ralph
Marvell and Raymond de Chelles. Also, she is unable to achieve even partial objectivity.
She perceives the actions and motives of others to be almost always in response to hers.
Finally, Undine’s lack of introspection brings emptiness and soullessness: she remains
incapable of painful self-reflection and true self-knowledge.
Undine is the equivalent of her portrait by Popple. When people of sense become
aware of this, she ceases to exist for them. Rendered invisible by both Raymond and the
Marquise de Chelles, Undine recalls Mme. de Trezac’s criticism of her and must admit
that “as soon as people began to talk, they ceased to see her” (CC 465).

Wharton’s use of mirrors in the novel’s final chapters underscores Undine’s lack
of moral and intellectual growth. No longer important to Raymond, Undine seeks refuge
and visibility in the Nouveaux Luxe world, the “phantom ‘society’” that fashions itself
after the Faubourg St. Germain. For the second time, she marries Elmer Moffatt, who
dominates this world of reflections and who covets Undine because whe will adorn his
setting as an important testimonial to his wealth. Together they plot to violate the de
Chelles family honor by securing the Boucher tapestries, once a symbol of tradition and
heritage, but now another reflector of the theater and consumerism of Elmer and Undine
Moffatt. The mantlepiece mirror in the Moffatts’ Paris Hotel provides the novel’s final
fleeting glimpse of a heroine living the role demanded by the moment. In fact, in this
final moment, Undine looks forward to her next dramatic role, that of ambassadress.
Undine’s story ends where it begins, with marriage to Elmer Moffatt and “a look in the
glass” (CC 509).
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A Tale of Two Nations
Friedrich Schiller's The Robbers and Its Retelling in Roland Emmerich's The Patriot
by
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Two things that, at first glance, seem to have nothing in common, can, on closer
inspection, be linked on a level that is not obvious on the surface of things: two pictures of a very
different subject matter can, at second glance, reveal a similar pattern of underlying
compositional principles, a pop-song and a piece of classical music can work with similar
harmonies, and two stories, told in the different media of film and stage, though set in different
countries, time periods, cultures or social circles, can, although unconnected in their surface
structure, be related or follow similar patterns in their in-depth-structure.
Friedrich Schiller's first play The Robbers (Die Räuber) was published in 1781. It is a
tale of two antagonistic brothers, Karl and Franz Moor, acted out before the backdrop of German
contemporary history, where numerous small countries that would, a hundred years later,
eventually form a German state, were governed by despotic dukes and territorial lords - and
where a struggle for national identity of this 'rag-rug' (Flickenteppich) was even expressed in the
contemporary playwrights' attempts to found national theatres. The protagonist Karl Moor is
betrayed and driven out of his family home by Franz, and becomes the idealistic leader of a band
of robbers or brigands, fighting for "Tod oder Freiheit!" - "Death or Freedom!" (Act II, scene 3).
This story seems to have seen a recent retelling in the 2000 blockbuster movie The
Patriot, directed by German director Roland Emmerich, starring Mel Gibson as the hero
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Benjamin Martin. It is a tale set in the years 1776 - 1781, of two antagonists, the American
farmer Martin and the British Col. Tavington (Jason Isaacs), acted out during the struggle for
freedom and independence from despotic British overlordship of the first colonies that were
eventually to form the American Nation. Martin is driven out of his family home by Tavington,
and becomes the leader of a militia who become crucial in the fight for freedom as they operate
against the English forces. They are considered outlaws by the ruling English.
Thus, we have two fictional tales, a German 18th century Storm and Stress (Sturm und
Drang) drama and a 20th century American action film, which tell a structurally parallel story in
the different media of their times. These works are two versions of one story where individual
characters, shaped by their personal experiences, have to face their conscience and their private
fears when dragged out of their private sphere into a political struggle for freedom.
There are three major constellations that link the two stories and that shall be discussed in
the following pages. First of all, there are the structural parallels in the plot and character-layout
of the two tales that culminate in the complex relationship between a guilt-ridden hero and a
scheming villain, in which the one becomes a mirror and foil for the other. Secondly, there are
the elements of the Storm and Stress period of German drama - of which Schiller was a main
representative - that seem to be echoed in the works of Roland Emmerich and Dean Devlin, the
producer of The Patriot and the other major Emmerich-films.
And finally, there is the question about the socio-political message underlying the actions
of the heroes, who do not only act as an individual and for individual interests, but are also key
figures in the strife for freedom and the birth of a new nation which forms the backdrop for both
stories. Is it necessary to shed blood and commit crimes before a New Order of peace and liberty,
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The Robbers

The Patriot

STRUCTURE
18th century-stories: The Patriot is set in 1776 - 1781 - the year of the
first staging of The Robbers
set at a crucial moment of the forming of a nation and performing a
revolution
the French are a (real or ideal) force in the background
outlaws vs. the state
excessive violence
the hero must struggle to control his band of robbers / militia
differing opinions about honor and nobility (and nobility vs. nobleness!)
CHARACTERS
a hero, driven from house and
home, divided from family
the guilty hero
a younger hero as foil and double
of the main hero
a villain as foil and mirror of the
hero
"My Villain, My Self" (Hammer
27)
"I am myself alone"
(Henry VI, Part 3, V.6.83)

social inferiority

women

Karl Moore

Benjamin Martin

both heroes are guilty of acts of violence that will ultimately become
their Nemesis
robber Kosinsky
son Gabriel Martin
Franz Moor

Col. Tavington

Karl and Franz are doubles of one character, both villain and victim,
and so are Martin and Tavington
the villains have problems with father-figures
Franz acts solely for his own Tavington acts solely for his own
interests, for wealth and higher advancement into wealth and
social standing, without friends or higher ranks, without friends or
allies (unlike Karl), against allies - even the English officers
and superiors do not approve of
family etc.
his methods
Franz is a younger brother, not an Col. Tavington is a member of
heir
the lower aristocracy, and his
father has "squandered his
inheritance", impoverished
both strive for higher social standing and acceptance as a person + full
member of the society they aspire to
both plays are set in a mainly masculine world of fighting and war,
very few female characters
a love-interest gets killed
another love-interest is divided from the hero

Fig. 1 Structural Parallels in The Robbers and The Patriot
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a New Nation, can emerge from an Old Order that must be overthrown? Is there an "'Original
Sin" at the heart of forming a Nation?

I. STRUCTURAL PARALLELS
When we try to look beyond the surface-structure of The Robbers and The Patriot and
analyze the in-depth structure, the plot-structure, character-constellation, and single motives,
there are many elements that are parallel. (Fig. 1)
Both tales are set before the backdrop of the 18th century struggle for freedom in Europe
and America. The outlaws who challenge the ruling establishment become the heroes of writers
and audiences in both late 18th century Germany and late 20th century America. They are
presented as the forerunners and founders of modern value systems.
Both works show excessive violence, more so than other works of either Schiller or
Emmerich and Devlin. A large number of civilians fall victim to the atrocities of both the heroes,
the villains, and war as such. There is no black and white character constellation, protagonists
and antagonists alike commit those crimes. Both heroes must struggle to keep their band of
robbers or militia under control, with limited success, and they also combat their innate
tendencies towards cruelty.
Both works are set in a mainly masculine world of fighting, battling, and war. There are
very few female characters, or they remain silent in spite of their presence. They are, however,
the representatives of those values and goals that the heroes are fighting for. Within the plot, they
represent the happy family and home in the Arcadian World that the heroes wish to establish,
preserve and return to after the fight (Frye 200). Benjamin Martin is drawn into the fight, against
his beliefs, only out of a wish to protect his family. Karl Moor, the idealistic hero of The
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Robbers, wants nothing so badly as to return to the arms of his Amalia to have children and a
second childhood.
One major difference between the two works is that while both plays are satiric in
structure, according to the plot definitions of Northrop Frye in his Anatomy of Criticism (158 239, The Robbers move in the direction of tragedy (Frye's satiric phases 4 - 6; p. 236 - 239),
while The Patriot has a comic ending (Frye's satiric phases 1-3; p. 225 - 236). This difference
accounts for the death of all major characters in The Robbers, while the protagonist in The
Patriot is able to start a new life and rebuilt his world, expressed in the symbolic picture of a
baby in swaddling clothes and the wood-frame of Martin's house, about to be rebuilt by his
friends and allies.

But the most striking and elaborate parallel in the two works is the way in which the
villain and the hero figures relate to each other. The central heroes do both have a younger, more
innocent and idealistic figure as their foil and double, and a villain who, while bringing about the
hero's losses and troubles, also acts as a mirror of his internal struggle and his victimization.
In her recently published work on Schiller's Wound, Stephanie Hammer gives an
intriguing and detailed analysis of The Robbers (27 - 49), in particular of the hero Karl and the
villain, his younger brother Franz Moor. At first glance, she argues (32ff.), it appears that Karl is
the good and Franz the evil brother, but, upon closer inspection, it becomes clear that Karl is a
character who is increasingly immersed in crime and cruelty, while the deeply traumatized
Franz, though still an archvillain, reveals himself as the victim of a psyche wounded by the
absence of a loving mother and a strained relationship with a father who has always preferred his
elder bother Karl, and fails to recognize him as a true son. He is thus able to gain a good deal of
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sympathy, consciously or unconsciously, from the poet himself, from the audience and the postFreudian critics.
This characterization of both hero and villain in Schiller's Robbers, and the complex
entanglement of their psyche and respective fates, is, to a large degree, paralleled by the hero and
villain in Emmerich's1 Patriot. In both plays, the respective heroes are driven from house and
home by the machinations of the villain. They are divided from their family and those they love
and would need to protect. As a consequence of loosing their homes, they become the leader of a
group of freedom-fighters hiding in the woods from the ruling authorities. They are men of
conscience who know that their crimes will not go unpunished. The opening sequence of The
Patriot has Martin speak in voice-over, while he puts away his weapons from an earlier war:
" I have long feared that my sins would return to visit me, and the cost is more
than I can bear."
They know they will have to pay for these sins one way or other: at the end of the Robbers, Karl
first kills his fiancée, and then gives himself over to the authorities, in a last noble gesture of
helping a poor man to get the money that was offered for his head. Martin looses his two eldest
sons by the villain's hand.
They both also have a younger hero by their side who holds a mirror up to their own
actions and believes. For Karl, it is the young Kosinsky, who joins the robber-band after a cruel
despot took his possessions along with his fiancée, for Martin, it is his son Gabriel.
In a way, Martin could be a Karl Moor who has grown older, mature, and has come to
repent the traumatic crimes of his youth which are still haunting him, because he has not yet been

1

Incidentally, Schiller and Emmerich share not only the parallels in these plays, but also their birthday and

birthplace: 10 November in (Baden) Wuerttemberg.
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able to atone for them. He even has a relapse into his former violence. When the villain kills one
of his sons and schedules another for execution, a scene occurs that causes Martin to fall back
into the brutal ways he hoped he had left behind. While he tries to free his eldest son Gabriel
from the British, not only does he kill the British soldiers in large numbers, he also forces his
other, very young sons to kill for the first time, before they even reach teenage age. They also
watch the most terrible outbreak of their father's violent streak in the film when they see him
hack a British soldier to pieces who was about to flee and surrender himself. The scene is
portrayed very graphically in the film, with Martin emerging fully covered in blood from the
scene of his crime, only realizing from the look of his shocked children what he has just done,
and what he put them through.
But Martin also vehemently tries to keep his sons from repeating his own sin by trying to
keep them away from the fight, knowing that the experiences of war must eventually brutalize
them as they did him in his early life. This is one of the reasons why his son Gabriel must die at
the very moment when he is about to loose his innocence by repeating the sins of the father in an
encounter with the villain, a fact the filmmakers are very much aware of:
Emmerich2: "There is also something about [the scene] that all of a sudden
Gabriel is now totally reacting out of emotion and out of revenge exactly what he
warned his father about, and in a way he kind of becomes his father here, who is
out for revenge and does probably something which is not right."
Devlin: " […] in the early scene in Gabriel's rescue we saw the father grab the
hatchet and go to that very sick part within him and unleash this violence, and as

2

Unless otherwise stated, the quotes from Roland Emmerich and Dean Devlin are taken from the Director /

Producer Audio Commentary Tracks on the respective movie's DVD.
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Gabriel's walking up [to the presumably dead villain lying on the ground] and we
are repeating the music that we had in the other scene one gets the feeling that he
may do the same thing, and what this moment is about is him becoming his father
in that same rage, and as he flips the knife in his hand you become convinced that
that's what's going to happen, which is what makes this next moment work so
surprisingly well."
The moment Devlin refers to is when the villain, who is lying face down, suddenly turns around
and runs Gabriel through with his saber. It is interesting to note that it is the villain who, by
killing him, prevents him from committing this 'original sin' of anger, hatred and revenge - an
action that parallels him with Shakespeare's Richard III who acts as the scourge of god, sending
not only all those to heaven who have heaped guilt upon themselves in the Wars of the Roses,
but also a number of innocent children. The relation between Tavington and Richard III goes
even further, as a closer inspection of their roles will reveal further down.

Fair is foul and foul is fair
Those who, in the two plays, at first glance look like archetypal villains, the men acting
completely out of self-interest and a love for power and violence, and are utterly bad and evil
without provocation, do, when observed a little closer, emerge equally as the victims: of a
society and a family that does not recognize them as an individual, or praise them for their
merits, but marginalizes them as necessary evils: they are called upon and relied on when they
appear useful, but are not allowed to share in happy family life or victory celebrations. Once
their job is done, they are put aside like a mechanic tool.
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Franz Moor's and Tavington's anger at this humiliating treatment manifests itself, more
than anything else, in their problem with father-figures.
Stephanie Hammer's analysis and psychogram of Franz Moor is very detailed (38 - 49).
She states that Franz wishes repeatedly to be thought of and acknowledged by his father, but is
never recognized as a "full person" throughout the play, that he is a paranoid personality "filled
with self-hatred, feelings of impuissance and a deadly disgust for [himself] and for others" (44),
and that he is the return of the repressed in Schiller's first drama. She also links this problem with
father figures to Schiller's autobiography, namely his rebellion against his sovereign, prince Karl
Eugen, on the one hand, and Schiller's desperate attempt to find approval of his writings, and
recognition as a poet by this same Landesvater / Father of the Land, so that, on top of the private
father figure within the play, a political father-figure is also present on the metadramatic level.
Using the definitions of a psychological state of mind which Julia Kristeva calls a phobic
narcissist, Hammer identifies Franz as even such a personality (40f.):
"This […] points to the severity of Franz's psychic wounding, marking him as
what Kristeva calls a phobic narcissist.[footnote] Such a person, she argues, is
wounded so early that they do not seek out an object in the mother - at least not
directly, […] It is to the father, rather than to the mother, that the phobic
personality turns for reassurance and identity: 'A representative of the paternal
function takes the place of the good maternal object that is wanting. There is
language instead of the good breast. Discourse is being substituted for maternal
care, and with it a fatherhood belonging more to the realm of the ideal than of the
superego. (Kristeva, Powers of Horror 45)'.
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But it is precisely the father in The Robbers who does not love [Franz] and indeed
who does not even 'think of him'. "
Most of what Hammer says about Franz Moor can equally be used to describe Col. Tavington.
He too is a phobic narcissist, with a hatred of father-figures while at the same time striving to
gain their approval, and their acknowledgement of his victories and achievements. He tries
desperately to rise into the higher ranks of officers, who as yet never take him seriously. Like
Franz, he is of lower social standing, and needs to act for himself to be able to rise in esteem and
influence. Like for Franz and Schiller, the paternal figures deny him that success. There are three
negative father-figures who surround Col. Tavington: his late father by birth, who, as he says
"squandered any esteem in which we were held, along with my inheritance", his superior General
Cornwallis, and Benjamin Martin, the father of seven children, his opponent.
Tavington is angry at his deceased father, and finds some relief in destroying the
fatherhood of Martin by killing one of his sons on their first encounter. He then turns to his
political father figure for reassurance and approval, who, unlike in Schiller's life, is an authority
figure within the text: General Cornwallis, commander of the British troops. And instead of
praise, he finds repeated rebuke and humiliation.
Jason Isaacs, who plays Tavington in The Patriot, is according to Roland Emmerich an
actor who understood these complexities:
"not only was he the perfect actor to play [the part], but he was also a very, very
smart man who understood the story very well and really, really worked hard to
give this kind of character dimension. So he is not only this brutal guy, but there
is also some vulnerability in other scenes which makes him a more rounded
character".
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In an internet-interview, he expresses his views about Tavingtons motivations:
Jason Isaacs : "[…] By the time he meets Mel's character he is rising up in the
ranks. […] Then he meets Mel's character and Mel's character throws all my plans
out of whack. He won't meet me in an open field. He is with his family and he
gets right up my nose. I can't bear to see that harmony and peace. […] One
wonderful thing is that Roland let me show where the bullying comes from. I go
to my boss for approval. I get slapped down through the film and that just fuels
my rage. That is where it comes from. A little bit of a thank you and it all would
have been avoided. (laughs)". (www.patriotresource.com/cast/jason.html)
Dean Devlin also comments on Tavington's motives:
"In [one] scene, we really get to see this type of father-son dynamic here, where,
once again, the character of Tavington, who did not get the approval of his own
father, does not get the approval of his surrogate father [General Cornwallis]
here."
The other elements that are part of such a phobic narcissist persona are also present in The
Patriot. Here, however, the film adds an interesting twist to the pattern: most of the character
traits, actions and persons influencing the phobic narcissist persona are not ascribed to the
villain, but to the hero himself. Usually, a hero needs a strong counterpart in the villain as a foil
to shine. But here, the hero is himself also a war-criminal, he has committed cruelties which
equal those of the villain. Perhaps even more than the young and more idealistic Karl Moor,
Benjamin Martin must both face and negate the existence of feelings of guilt and self-loathing.
Therefore, the villain becomes the outside projection of his inward struggle: a personification of
the hero's conscience, as well as his Nemesis. He is therefore almost denied an identity of his
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own. His name, for instance, is not mentioned more than five times in the film. On the
psychological level, he functions as the guilty conscience and identity of the hero which must
both be acknowledged and destroyed to enable closure. That may be one of the film's reasons for
depicting in essence only one villain from among the English army, which is otherwise pictured
as more noble and moderate, and which in its turn also denies Tavington's values and
achievements.
What are the other elements present in the film that belong to a phobic narcissist persona?
There is a father-figure from the realm of ideal - it is the hero Benjamin Martin. He lives
with his family on a fertile farm, holds no slaves, loves his children, and is a leader in the
community. He lives in the Green and Golden World of romance - until war enters the family's
life3. Tavington acts out the aggression against his own father on Martin. In destroying the
fatherhood of Martin, he destroys his own father. And in destroying the sons of the ideal fatherfigure, he acts out aggression towards himself.
There is a missing mother: she is the hero's dead wife.
There is a speechless character - Susan, a daughter of the hero who won't speak. At first,
as a counterpoint to the phobic narcissist, who has discourse instead of maternal care, she has no
language, but she has the good breast. She is in the care of the aunt who will eventually become
Martin's new wife (and holds a new child in her arms at the end of the movie!), and does take
care of his children while he is at war. Why the daughter does not speak is never explicitly
explained, but it is inferred that she has been silent since the loss of the mother, and when she
finally does speak: she says she hates her father. The moment we hear her use language for the

3

A scene which signifies "the death of innocence on the farm" (Devlin), when the children see the bodies of dead

soldiers for the first time, was shot, deleted from the theatrical cut of the film, but included on DVD.
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first time, she immediately uses it to express animosity against the father who had 'abandoned'
her to go to war. In her character, it seems, the phobic narcissist and his counterpoint are fused,
while his traits are split into two personae in Tavington and Martin. An interesting use of
mirroring and doubling.
This observation about speech takes us back to Tavington himself, and his use of
language. Like Franz Moor, he is incredibly funny and ironic at times, and makes the audience
laugh, in spite of themselves4, even when he is at his cruelest. Again, Stephanie Hammer's
summary of Franz's character does equally apply to Tavington (44):
"In The Robbers, melodramatic virtue never breaks through and never speaks its
name; it cannot, for it is indistinguishable from vice.[footnote] The character of
Franz Moor undoes the moral polarization that grounds melodramatic
characterization - showing such poles to be a lie. Franz actually operates at both
ends of the melodramatic spectrum (and he does so consistently from the outset)
as both ultimate villain and ultimate victim, as object of horror and object of
derision (the abject), a person audiences are meant to fear, loathe, and find
amusing."
Franz Moor and Tavington operate on both ends of another spectrum as well: that of the
motivation of a character in a plot. On the one end, they are, as we have just seen, representatives
of a complex psychological disorder. On the other end, they are also representatives of a stockin-trade figure that dates back to medieval morality plays. Emmerich calls Tavington a Mephisto
figure, a character who seduces all those around him, and that is precisely what he is, and Franz
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along with him: a derivative of the medieval allegorical figures, the Devil and the Vice, who
tempt and seduce, harm, scheme and corrupt, and yet at the same time entertain their audiences.
Schiller, writing about the motivations of his villain, wonders about the inexplicable
reasons for Franz's villainy, and, like Emmerich, connects his character with the devil
(translation Hammer 45):
"Our young man, raised in a circle of a happy, guiltless family - how did such a
heartbreaking philosophy occur to him? The poet leaves us with this answer
completely unresolved; we find no adequate basis for all these horrifying
principles and works than the poor necessity of the artist, who, in order to deck
out his portrait, publicly exposed all of human nature in the person of a devil."
Schiller thus also seems to prefigure the definition of such roles as the architectus of the author a type Northrop Frye would describe almost two hundred years later as a figure whom the author
employs to carry out his will to reach either a comic or tragic ending (174, 197, 216), and who,
in tragedy, can also become a Machiavellian villain who
"like the vice in comedy, is a convenient catalyzer of the action because he
requires the minimum of motivation, being a self-starting principle of
malevolence" (216).
In contemporary film, which usually denies its characters the soliloquies that the stage still
allowed, such a character proves to be invaluable. And, while Tavington is not allowed a
soliloquy, he does make a number of chorus comments, equally typical of such figures, like the
most remarkable one about Revisionist History after burning villagers in a church:
4

cf. also Hammer's remarks on "Forbidden Laughter" in the Robbers (34 - 37), and on the character Spiegelberg's

misdeeds. Also, compare New Historicist readings of the role of established social rites such as carnival and
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"The honor is found in the end, not the means. This will be forgotten."
Jason Isaacs plays Tavington in an almost Brechtian performance, distancing himself from the
role, and his character from the figures around him. His gestures, mimic, tone of voice are
interpretative, at times almost swashbuckling, and supply the lacking soliloquy by providing an
implicit reading for the character. Thus, he brings his character very close to Shakespeare's
Richard III, who also has traits of the same allegorical figures, and with his asides and his jokes
and superior command of language - and the entire stage - constantly manages to draw the
audience on his side, against their better judgement. Compare one instance of inappropriate and
cruel joking: Tavington has assembled the inhabitants of an entire village in a church, and
promises them a pardon if they betray Martin and his men, which one man does. Nonetheless,
Tavington gives the order to burn the church and all the villagers in it. The traitor reminds him:
"But you said we'd be forgiven!"
Tavington: "And indeed you may - but that's between you and god!"
Richard III also likes to joke about salvation (Act I, Scene 2):
103B < LADY ANNE>: Didst thou not kill this king?
103B

<RICHARD> I grant ye, yea.

[…]
106 <LADY ANNE>: O he was gentle, mild, and virtuous.
107 <RICHARD> The better for the King of Heaven that hath him.
108 <LADY ANNE> He is in Heaven, where thou shalt never come.
109 <RICHARD> Let him thank me that holp to send him thither,
110 For he was fitter for that place than earth.

saturnalia in restrictive societies.
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Franz joins this group of jesters, and he shares other features with Richard, too: the feeling of
being unwanted ever since his birth, and his physical deformity. And while Tavington is
portrayed as an able-bodied man in the film, the thought of physical handicaps seems to have
crossed Jason Isaac's mind all the same. In a sarcastic remark - worthy of the character portrayed
by him! - about the politics of acting awards, he remarks:
"I think awards are really strange. And unwarranted things. The idea of ranking
any kind of art - acting, directing, painting, music, writing books, is just weird. On
the other hand - if they are going to do it, I hope we're in there. The award for best
actor I always think should be called the award for best part. But if there was an
award for most enjoyable job I've had so far, this ought to get it. If only Tavington
had been in a wheelchair, I would have been in with a real chance."
(www.patriotresource.com/cast/jason.html) [my Italics].
Viewed from this angle, by giving the function of tempter and seducer to the villain, and by
putting the hero, torn between good and evil, in the center of attention, these works do also
exemplify the main theme of the medieval morality play: the fight for the protagonist's soul. In
the Patriot, Mel Gibson speaks his character's line about his sins coming to visit him in the
opening moments of the film, and repeats them later when his fears have become true, with the
exact same wording. He is also repeatedly shown with the sign of the cross, as Emmerich
stresses. The outward signifier symbolizes his inner turmoil.

II. ELEMENTS OF STORM AND STRESS
Some major traits of the Storm and Stress movement in German literature of the 18th
century are the belief in a creative force, the expression of strong emotions and passionate
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feelings, often unfiltered by reason, a recurrence into the irrational, and a focus on individuals,
individuality and individualism while also trying to achieve a sense of subjectivity, and the belief
in strong ideals which the poets tried to express in their works. Stephanie Hammer calls The
Robbers an "eerie precursor to the contemporary action film" (30), a statement which The Patriot
seems to prove. She also names the contemporary graphic novel as a modern representative of
these Storm and Stress values (27):
"Written expressly for young people, and for young men in particular, the graphic
novel arguably provides the late-twentieth-century equivalent of the German
Storm and Stress drama - itself an end-of-the-century phenomenon. Exaggerated,
lurid, and rhetorically and visually over-the-top, such high-minded comic books
as Maus, The Watchman, and V is for Vendetta share both the violence and the
idealism of Storm and Stress. These books propose a frame-by-frame
performance of raw emotion - each cel representing a snapshot of a theatre of the
mind, to which the reader alone has access."
This statement is equally valid for a good number of contemporary blockbuster and action
movies, with their emphasis on apocalyptic scenarios, spectacular stunts, visually stunning
action-scenes and special-effects-sequences.
A good number of works by Roland Emmerich and Dean Devlin, the creative director /
producer duo behind The Patriot, shares these qualities and traits of the Storm and Stress. The
films often contain more than one youthfully idealistic individual who acts out of his or her
ideals against any reason. For instance, there are the scholar in Godzilla, who literally stares
danger in the mouth to gain new knowledge about the creature, or the Egyptologist in Stargate,
his love-interest on another world, and the shepherd boys on that same planet, who start a
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successful rebellion. In Independence Day, there are the youthful president, who does not
hesitate to get back into the air for the final battle as the fighter-pilot he once was, the scientist
who tries to convince his friends that recycling is a good thing and a necessity, and tries to save
the planet even before the aliens appear; the fighter pilots, who go into an aerial battle against the
technologically superior aliens without hesitation.
Both within the story of the movies themselves, and on the DVD commentary tracks to
the respective films, Emmerich and Devlin express their emphasis on a broad pageant of
individuals, on characters who act out their personal stories in the middle of the disaster around
them, and on the emotional importance of these scenes:
Emmerich, Stargate: "That's one of my favorite scenes, the cigarette-lighter scene.
We had a lot of discussion with our executive producer, Mario Kassar, and other
people about that scene. Everybody wanted to always cut the scenes between [the
humans] and [the aliens] shorter. They thought there is, for such a long time in the
movie, no action, but I think all these scenes help that you really like these people,
that you can relate to them, and relationships are formed. That's why you care
about these people much more. Later when everybody gets in danger, you really
care about them."
Devlin, Independence Day: "I think that's really the reasons this movie worked for
people: because we were willing to stop right here in the middle of the third act
and have these character moments, and finish these character archs, when
normally you would never do that in an action film."
Emmerich, Independence Day: "[In act three, for] 20 minutes in the movie we
show only personal stories, and only emotional stories - it has nothing to do with
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visual effects, nothing to do with explosions, it's all that you start caring about
who you go with into the last battle."
Devlin, Independence Day: "The greatest special effects in the world are
meaningless if you don't care about the people in those special effects, so we
weren't willing to compromise on any of this, we really wanted to spend time with
these characters."
Independence Day is the duo's most idealistic film to date. It is not a representation of the world,
or the United States, in 1996, but a utopian picture of what an ideal society should be. It places
an emphasis on the desirability of international cooperation, it features a whole society of good,
honest, idealistic people who fight for the environment, the nation, and freedom - and it has a
president who is incapable of lying.
The theatrical trailer, which is included on the DVD, stresses this message of the film. It
shows or mentions a broad spectrum of these figures and topics within only two and a half
minutes: first, a sequence of events: scenes from everyday life, the alien invaders, the White
House, international capitals like Moscow and Paris, and those of India, England, and Germany,
the U.S. flag, elaborately choreographed scenes of destruction and fighting back. And then, a
sequence of the multitude of religious, ethnically, and culturally diverse people and their
symbolic representations that form the American society of the film: a scientist, the president
who is an Iraq veteran and fighter-pilot, a fighter-pilot and his friend, a Caucasian child, an
African-American child, a Hispanic youth, a sick child, the Israeli flag, an Arab flag, a drunken
father, again the president, an African American soldier, an emotional Jewish father, a striper,
the First Lady, an ex-wife who is also a politician, her ex-husband who is also a scientist and
technician, generals and advisors, lovers, the president once again, a cheering soldier in combat
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uniform, a crowd of people, and finally the filmtitle Independence Day, and the filmlogo ID4 all accompanied by the voice of the President delivering the uplifting "St. Crispin's Day" speech
(Devlin).
Devlin and Emmerich repeatedly mention the production-teams passionate creativity.
They chose the script of The Patriot because of the emotional approach that appealed to them
(Emmerich), and praise their actors for not being afraid to show strong, even raw, emotions, in
the true spirit of the Storm and Stress, as for instance Mel Gibson:
Devlin: "I think that's what brought Mel Gibson to the project as he responded to
the personal story and the spiritual and moral conflict of the lead character. In
fact, I think we were very fortunate that he was the man we were working with,
because unlike, I think, a lot of moviestars who may be concerned about issues of
vanity, he had no vanity, … all he wanted to do was be a great actor, and I think
he gives really the performance of his career so far in this picture, because he was
willing to take it all the way to the edge, as far as the man's vulnerability, his fears
… who this man really was."
Devlin: "The other thing that I was so impressed with on the set was how raw
emotionally Mel got in this scene. You know, very often when a moviestar will
cry in a film, he'll have a rock-hard face showing no emotion, and there'll be one
tear going down his face like the brave Indian. But clearly Mel taps into
something that really only a parent can know which is this horrible idea of
outliving your own children. And it's almost hard to watch him do this cry
because there's something too private about it, something too raw. For this alone,
I think, Mel deserves enormous credit for being able to expose that side of
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himself." […] Emmerich: "[…] It was quite emotional also behind the camera,
because we were all watching both of these actors give these great performances
and you cannot help yourself in getting very emotional behind the camera."
While the irrational is a factor often present in the Science Fiction genre per se, The Patriot is
Emmerich's and Devlin's only major film that uses an excess of raw violence. This use of
violence is not, however, unmotivated, and explained by the subject matter and historic setting of
the film.
Devlin: "One of the things that Roland and I realized early is that in every warfilm
we've seen in or around this period, cannonballs had an explosion at the cannon
and an explosion when it landed, and we realized that that's not how it happened
in those days. The cannonballs only traveled at about 65 to 70 miles an hour. You
actually saw them move through the crowd and take people out, and we realized
what a horrifying scene that would be to be standing there and seeing these giant
chunks of metal ripping through people. We thought we had to include it, so you
could understand really how horrible this type of warfare was."
Emmerich: "You cannot imagine how these people could have endured this kind
of warfare, because - … you really know what is going to happen, and you know
what your chances are, and these people must have been much braver in a way
than I can ever imagine people would be today. Because, perhaps, today we
would all go down on the ground and duck, but it was ungentlemanly then to do
that."
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The emotional impact of The Patriot is furthermore enhanced by visual aesthetics that seem to be
firmly grounded in the Romantic movement that started shortly after the period in which the
film's action is set. The many scenes shot in the twilight of "magic hour" (Emmerich) by
Emmerich and the Director of Photography, Caleb Deschanel, call to mind the paintings of the
German romantic painter Caspar David Friedrich (1774 - 1840), and the moods of J.M.W.
Turner (1775 - 1833). For instance, a barren tree near a village recalls Friedrich's painting The
Lone Tree (1822; Wolf 73), and the ruin of a house on the final battlefield, especially when used
as a long establishing shot, is reminiscent of The Abbey in the Oak Wood (1808 - 1810; Wolf
35).

III. "LORDS, I PROTEST MY SOUL IS FULL OF WOE
THAT BLOOD SHOULD SPRINKLE ME TO MAKE ME GROW."
(Shakespeare, King Henry IV in Richard II, Act V, Scene 6, 45-46)
The last question that shall be briefly discussed here for the two works is the question of
how these individual heroes become a kind of allegorical / symbolical figure in key-positions in
the formation of a new nation. Karl Moor and his robbers commit a series of crimes and
outrages. In spite of their higher goal of fighting for the people's freedom, they leave a lot of
innocent victims behind. Karl Moor eventually sees the ultimate futility of his fight, as he is not
backed by many. He gives up fighting, and delivers himself into the hands of the authorities, to
make a final atonement for his sins. This moment of giving up the fight is where the action of
The Patriot starts: with Benjamin Martin putting away his weapons, and an expression of the fear
that his sins will revisit him later.
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In both stories, the figureheads of the freedom fight are characters that have spilled blood,
have killed innocents, and given way to their own violent tendencies and feelings of revenge. Do
these tales suggest that there is something inherently cruel and pathological in the process of
forming a nation? Is there a suggestion that the bloodshed leading to the New Order is also a
kind of 'original sin', an impurity that must be purged before the New Nation can become a New
Order of peace and harmony? Is there, furthermore, a kind of ritual sacrifice suggested that must
be brought to achieve that victory?
The motif seems to date back, at least, to Classical Antiquity: according to Vergil,
Aeneas has to fight and kill a king, and leaves innocent victims in his wake, before he can found
the city of Rome. Oedipus becomes king only after he kills his own father - a motif which takes
us right back to the negative relationship of the phobic narcissist, and his dislike of the fatherfigure. Is the personal experience of problems with father-figures, as used in various tales, a
private, individual enactment of the public manifestation of the same problem with ruling
authority-figures, which leads to rebellion and revolution? In fiction, the one seems to mirror the
other.
In a displaced rendition of the father-killing motif, we have Shakespeare's Prince Hal,
soon to become Henry V, steal the crown from his father's deathbed. His father, Henry IV, took
the kingdom by rebellion, and by killing a king - a sin for which he is punished, according to
Shakespeare, with repeated rebellion of his subjects on the public level, and his own unruly son
on the personal level. His guilty conscience makes him utter the introductory sentence to this
chapter. Furthermore, the father tells young Hal that (Henry IV, Part II, Act IV, Scene 5)
183

[…] God knows, my son,

184 By what by-paths and indirect crook'd ways
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185 I met this crown, and I myself know well
186 How troublesome it sat upon my head.
187 To thee it shall descend with better quiet,
188 Better opinion, better confirmation,
189 For all the soil of the achievement goes
190 With me into the earth. […]
195

[…] All these bold fears

196 Thou seest with peril I have answered;
197 For all my reign hath been but as a scene
198 Acting that argument. And now my death
199 Changes the mood, for what in me was purchas'd
200 Falls upon thee in a more fairer sort;
Henry V, nonetheless, cannot help but fear, in the most crucial night before the battle of Agincourt,
that the sins of the father may come back to visit him, as did the sins of Benjamin Martin (Henry
V, Act IV, Scene 1):
298

[…] Not to-day, O Lord!

299 O not to-day, think not upon the fault
300 My father made in compassing the crown! […]
304 Five hundred poor have I in yearly pay,
305 Who twice a day their wither'd hands hold up
306 Toward heaven, to pardon blood; […]
The other aspect that is part of forming a nation, at least in literature, namely that of ritual sacrifice,
is repeatedly stressed in The Patriot. The film makes use of a film code that has become known
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since the Vietnam film of the 70s and 80s: highly stylized slow-motion sequences in which
(youthful) heroes die a painful and often shocking death, sometimes to the point of a crucifixionmotif. In Oliver Stone's Platoon, Sgt. Elias dies, shot in the back, in a Christ-like pose. In Kenneth
Branagh's Henry V, the unhistorically young Duke of York is 'crucified' by a sword and hacked to
death, suggesting their ritual sacrifice for the 'good cause' of the war (Guntner 58 - 60;
Thuerwaechter 111 - 113). In The Patriot, the youthful and enthusiastic Gabriel, the true patriot, is
killed in such a manner, while he himself tries to kill the villain, in the scene discussed above:
Emmerich: "We talked with R.A. Rondell, our stunt-coordinator, about this scene. I
always emphasized that this scene should be like a ballet, a ballet of death. In a way
we also wanted to stylize it a little bit, because we had the feeling, perhaps we can
make the people believe this is the final showdown which somehow really leads to
the death of the villain."
This remark brings the villain once again in close comparison with Richard III, for whom Antony
Hammond (72f) has suggested:
"The element of ritual is crucial to the work, and should not be eschewed in favour
of naturalistic action, especially in the battle scene, where balletic rather than
realistic action suits better the sacrificial nature of the elimination of Richard from
the world."
The slow-motion is repeated in the final combat when Benjamin Martin finally kills Tavington,
AND wins the battle for the American cause.
It is at that precise moment in the film when another visual code and another common
motif is invoked: that of the self-sacrifice of the hero for the common cause. Near the end, there
is a moment when Martin has to choose between taking his private revenge and pursue the
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villain, or regroup the retreating American lines. He makes the choice for the common course,
picks up a flag, and urges the fleeing soldiers not to surrender, advancing the flag back into
enemy lines. He is rewarded for this selfless act by getting a second chance to take on the villain.
During the duel scene, which is again set in slow motion with stylized action and sound effects,
there is a moment when Benjamin Martin sinks to the ground. The shot shows him from the
back, on his knees, ready to drop, but watching other soldiers carrying two American flags over
into the British lines.
The possibility of the hero dying is all the stronger because this is not a Hollywoodinvented motif, but an established topos in art: the hero dying underneath the flag. An example
from the year 1781, in which the film's action ends, is a painting from the Tate Britain gallery in
London which depicts the death of another national hero who refused to surrender. Room 9
exhibits "Making British History":
"This display focuses on paintings of scenes from British literature and history,
and the role they played in popular perceptions of national identity, from 1770 to
around 1900 […]"
Pride of place on the far wall of the long gallery takes the painting "The Death of Major Peirson,
6 January 1781" (1783, oil on canvas) by John Singleton Copley (1738 - 1815). The description
tablet of the painting reads:
"France invaded Jersey on 5 January 1781 and, following the fall of its capital St.
Helier, the governor surrendered the island. The twenty-four year old garrison
commander, Major Peirson, rejected the surrender and led a successful
counterattack. Peirson was killed shortly before the battle, but the artist combined
the moment of British victory with his death, shown below the Union Flag. The
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officers in the painting were said to be portraits, as was the image of Peirson's
black servant, seen avenging his master's death. Peirson became a national hero
and the painting drew crowds when it was first exhibited."
In other words, another hero created another blockbuster of its time.

* * * * *

The Patriot ends on a note that points to the fact that the struggle for freedom was not
over with the American Revolution. It ends with a symbolic scene where a new house is
constructed from scratch out of the ashes of the old, so to speak. Occam (Jay Arlen Jones), a
slave who gained his freedom during the war, says in remembrance of Martin's son who died for
the ideals of the revolution:
"Gabriel said if we won the war, we could build a whole new world. Just figured
we'd get started right here, with your home."
It is a house that so far consists of nothing but two chimneys and a woodframe, and was meant to
stand as a metaphor for the new society that was barely in the making. The fight for freedom is
not over, freedom is not yet available to everyone, there are still slaves, and another war will
have to be fought in times to come.
Devlin: "The thing that [the writer] Robert Rodat always liked about the character
of Occam saying this line here was that so much had yet to be done that it was
another hundred years before the men's emancipation proclamation, that there was
so much more work to be done, and here they were building this house, beginning
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that work that was going to take a long, long time. So, thematically, Robert Rodat
really liked this scene."
It seems, however, that that work may not yet be completed. Watching the theatrical trailer that
is included on American and European versions of the DVD, one notices a remarkable fact: the
US American version ends in the written lines:
"Before they were soldiers, they were family.
Before they were legends, they were heroes.
Before there was a Nation, there was a fight for freedom."
The British theatrical trailer, on the other hand, omits the last line: it might appear by that, and
some criticism that the film has received in Britain, that the British have not accepted the loss of
their colonies to this very day.
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SEX AND THE CRITIC
In 1955, the French critic Roland Barthes wrote an essay on the subject of Striptease (84 87), in which he collected his thoughts about the French, or, more specific, Parisian striptease
shows. The article became influential, and its subject matter still seems to attract the interest of
the entertainment business, as such films as Moulin Rouge or The Full Monty testify.
Barthes states that while the woman or women on stage de facto strip their bodies of
clothes, at the same time, they never appear in their unclothed self, on the contrary, that their
bodies are covered in layers of meaning which are not stripped off with the garment. He states
that the body is never seen in its true self, but covered up in an elaborate system of "ritual signs
[that] have only to be announced to evoke at once the idea of sex and its conjuration" (84).
Among these signs, he says, are the costumes the women wear. They belong to the realm of
music hall, that is, spectacle and performance, or they evoke notions of exoticism, transforming
the woman into a received idea of a Chinese woman, a vamp etc., decorating her like a precious
object or luxurious possession, and adding a number of props to complete the picture (and to
prolong the spectacle of undressing, one might add): fans, furs, gloves, feathers, fishnetstockings and the like. The dance that usually accompanies the show is viewed by Barthes as the
last and most efficient barrier, because it hides nudity in its ritual gestures and makes the act of
undressing seem secondary to the movement of dance. All this, he says, serves not to uncover the
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woman and to make her more attainable or desirous, but helps to keep her remote, unreachable,
and professional, and that the result is a paradox: "Woman is desexualized at the very moment
when she is stripped naked" (84)
Consisting of an established set of gestures and symbols, striptease qualifies as a modern
myth according to Barthes' other essay on Myth Today (109 - 159): striptease aims at ultrasignification, has a superabundance of significant forms, is a system of communicating a
message, and an ideographic system, and it is also open to interpretation - and, as we have just
seen, to deconstruction. That principle of myth which is to transform history into nature can here
be modified into 'transforming artifice and exoticism into nature', and Barthes claims that as soon
as woman is stripped of her artificial clothing, she appears in a "perfectly chaste state of the
flesh" (85).

EXOTIC FANTASIES
Keeping these observations in mind, it becomes very interesting to study the catalogues
of 'fantasy products' for adults, as for instance that of Frederick's of Hollywood. The catalogue is
send out to customers along with catalogues of bedlinen, underwear and swimwear, without
being specifically ordered by the customer. In other words: its content is considered to be nonoffensive, else the company would risk loosing customers by exposing unsuspecting individuals
to delicate and intimate content. Fantasy lingerie seems to have become a commodity of
everyday life.
The apparently common use this fantasy lingerie seems to have in the USA may be
related to a few rituals in their own right, like the custom of the bridal shower where the bride
receives this kind of garments from her friends to increase honeymoon pleasures. Until recently,
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the catalogue was not presented in categories, but the company's website advertises these
products as "bridal shower suggestions" and "honeymoon must-haves" on the one hand, or
"fantasy" and "masquerade playwear" on the other, featuring the same products in several
categories.
It is this term of "masquerade" that takes us into the realm of story and narrative.
Actually, so does the very name of the catalogue which directs the imagination directly to the
world of fiction and story-telling in film, to Hollywood luxury, the appearance of the filmdiva,
and the fantasy of the dream factory. Leafing through the pages, a good number of 'costumes' can
be seen that take the vivid imagination right into the middle of a story. There is the Harem-girl,
the French maid, or the flower-power-girl, to name the most obvious. The notion of clothing the
female body in an atmosphere of exoticism and spectacle seems to be equally appealing in the
private and intimate space of the bedroom as it is in a public striptease on performed on a stage.

TYPES OF GARMENTS - TYPES OF NARRATIVE FANTASIES
The Harem Girl
The figure of the Harem Girl seems to be one of the enduring fantasies in Western
thought. From the travel narratives of Flaubert to the silent films starring Rudolpho Valentino,
like The Sheik, to The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles, where Catherine Zeta-Jones plays a spy
dressed as a belly-dancer, the exoticism of a harem has captivated the Western imagination. All
the notions appertaining to Orientalism are coming together in this figure: exoticism, eroticism,
mystery, colonial power of the colonizer towards the colonized, and ultimately male power
versus female subservience and submissiveness, with the suggestion of the female as slave. The
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catalogue, it may be noted, does not feature many garments for men. One of the few is a kimono
with a Chinese dragon motive - another orientalist fantasy.
This concept is not only enduring in oriental or orientalist movies. The figure of the
oriental slave-girl is also one of the standard types that made its way into the Science Fiction
genre (Hollywood and History, 101). It has been stated that Science Fiction, which would
theoretically be at liberty to invent all sorts of dress and props, does mainly take recourse to four
types of costume: (neo)-classical, with voluminous draperies and long robes, medieval and
Renaissance, Oriental, and asymmetric, often in combination with the three other types. The Star
Wars-saga is a good example for this tendency: the Imperial Guards (very aptly) wear 'classical'
robes, the Jedi wear medieval hoods over Samurai-style kimonos, Princess Leia is kept in Jabba
the Hutt's harem, dressed accordingly, Luke wears the habit of medieval serfs in Star Wars VI.
(Hollywood and History, 97 - 105). Films like the James Bond movies also carry on the theme.
The oriental costume offered by Frederick's of Hollywood is adorned with sequins and
embellished with gold coins and other metal objects, thus featuring the luxury goods Barthes
mentions as placing the female body in the context of a priced possession, or a luxury object.
The French Maid
Another costume of female servitude versus male dominance is the dress of the French
Maid, complete with apron, lace wristlets and headband. Here, the woman is taking the role as a
household servant, not herself a precious possession, but evoking the idea of the man as the
master of a house filled with such possessions, able to employ servants he can be master of. The
style of the costume seems to be based on turn-of-the-century maid's uniforms, thus conjuring up
an atmosphere of both Victorian nostalgia, and the notion of illicit sex in a puritan environment.
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Even proper and pure Jane Austen seems to spark off such stories in present-day
imagination. A fantasy similar to the maid is conjured up by the authors of a parodistic rewriting: Pride and Promiscuity. The Lost Sex Scenes of Jane Austen by Arielle Eckstut and
Dennis Ashton. Here, Mrs. Palmer from Sense and Sensibility is shown teasing her husband:
"Oh! You want me in bed so you can sneak up on me! Very clever, love! Are you
going to play the naughty footman? Or the butler? Yes, the butler, love. Do play
the butler! I shall pretend to be asleep … Then you may come and do what you
will with me and I shall shriek and then fall into a great passion with you!". (59)
The secretaries and salesgirls that Barthes mentions also fall in this category of master servant fantasies, and get their respective costumes: there is a sexy executive costume, and a
flight attendant's uniform.
Cancan
A corset named Cancan belongs to the same era, it is another turn-of-the-century fantasy,
this time directly taken from the costumes of shows and spectacles similar to those Barthes
describes. After the film Moulin Rouge was released, more costumes of this type were
immediately added to the selection.
Women In Uniform
On the other end of the spectrum, there are examples of women in uniform. Suggestive
outfits for a policewoman, and a military officer are for sale, and suggest tales of female
authority along with seductiveness. And there is also a collection of sexed-up costumes that
might be called the Village People of the lingerie department: a construction worker, a sailor, a
race car driver - and the aforementioned policewoman. These costumes were only recently
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introduced - do they bear witness to an increased interest in seeing women in non-traditional
roles?
The Virgin, The Vamp, And The Warrior
There is a category of costumes that place a layer of wildness and untamed spirit onto the
female body: leather , animal prints , or reptile costumes shape the woman into a wild vamp, a
predator. Other catalogues feature Xena, Warrior Princess costumes. They are offset by costumes
that give a pretense of bridal shyness and virginity , just as much as they give a pretense of
clothing while actually very little is covered.
Hollywood Glamour
There is a multitude of clothes and accessories that are 'Hollywood style': the woman can
dress like a diva or a starlet, in present-day or old-fashioned styles, or in gowns that recall the
glamorous evening- and sleepwear of 1940s films - the boudoir gowns, wich evoke a feeling of
luxury and decadence. Woman can be both the star/actress and the role/character she plays:
Hollywood on screen and off.
Babydolls and flower-power outfits are reminiscent of the popular films of the 50s and
the spirit of the 60s. There is also a "bombshell collection".
Precious Stones And Other 'Props'
The "G-string covered with diamonds or sequins" (85) already mentioned by Barthes
seems to have lost nothing of its popularity, there are many types and styles available. Other
adornments completing the looks are marabou-feather shoes, butterfly- and rose- G-strings, a
marabou jacket, lots of lace and all styles of wigs, and the indispensable fishnet-stockings.
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PRIVATE ENTERTAINMENT
Even in the private space of personal relations, the idea of creating an atmosphere of
exoticism, luxury and show or spectacle seem to be of interest. The articles provided by the
catalogue help to enact a role, to play a part. A narrative construct is used as a framework or
incentive to intimate pleasures. When Barthes comments on the striptease that takes place on a
1950s stage, he describes is as a
"spectacle based on fear, or rather on the pretense of fear, as if eroticism here
went no further than a sort of delicious terror, whose ritual signs have only to be
announced to evoke at once the idea of sex and its conjuration" (84).
Much of this seems true for the products of these catalogues as well. It is also interesting
that these fantasies do not seem to have changed very much since the 1950s. The feathers and
laces and babydolls are still present in 21st century fantasies - is eroticism based on cultural signs
so ingrained in Western perception that they require little change?
The costumes also raise the question if there is another kind of fear at work than that
which Barthes describes, namely the fear of intimacy. Does it help a couple to envision sex as an
act of role-playing in which they each leave their natural personalities behind for the moment
and literally slip into a new persona? Does the element of play-acting and disguise help to
overcome the fear of intimacy? Or, further, does dressing up as a character in a narrative equally
dress up the fear of not being able to 'perform' to the partner's expectations? Acting out a part in a
story, after all, provides each partner with a means of retreat by saying 'I was only playing, it was
all part of the role', meaning, another role can also be played, if desired.
Barthes, a man, states that woman is desexualized once she is naked. There may,
however, be another - more provocative? - interpretation of the act of dressing up and stripping.
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If woman is initially clothed in exoticism or disguised as a figure stemming from a predominantly male? - fantasy that objectifies her body and makes her a luxurious object equal
to those she wears, is the act of stripping, of shedding off that layer of signs and symbols actually
a subversive act of doing away with the male notions of eroticism, and consequently male power,
and appearing as a subject with its own sexual desires and fantasies? Are these clothes that
disguise woman and place her in the context of narrative actually symptoms of male fear of
female sexuality? Because once woman has laid aside the garments and the role, she appears in
her own sexual "form", and is no longer remote and unattainable as were the dancers on the stage
- which takes us back to the fear of intimacy.
Fear of intimacy might explain the importance of fantasy lingerie in a bridal context:
although the wedding night nowadays is seldom the night of the first encounter, the mystery and
ritual of the special occasion, the character of an initiation rite is still invoked.
It would be interesting to take a look at the recent films that deal with the subject of
striptease: the film of the same title, Striptease, then Moulin Rouge, and The Full Monty which
adds an interesting twist to the theme by presenting male strippers. How do these films represent
the sexuality of the individual characters on stage and off, in the public and the private sphere?
For this question, the presentation and self-representation of the stripper Jasmine in
Independence Day is also of interest. She is one of the films major female characters, and is
depicted as a good mother, a devoted lover, and a woman of courage who keeps calm and
focused in times of crisis. She helps others in the escape from a destroyed city, and cares about
her naïve co-worker. Two dialogues in particular define her ambiguous status in present-day
society. The colleague and friend of her boyfriend in the army warns him that, although he
personally likes Jasmine, she will not be helpful in furthering his career: "You never gonna get to
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fly the space-shuttle if you marry a stripper!" She herself has a more positive, practical attitude
towards her profession. After she has rescued the president's wife, and talks to her at the fire, she
says she is a dancer, and is asked by the First Lady: "Oh, ballet?" She answers: "No, exotic!",
and the president's wife apologizes, to which she says: "Don't be [sorry]. I'm not. It's good
money, besides, my baby's worth it."
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Sensory Triggers in Poe and Hawthorne
The brain is a complex organism that requires careful examination and attention.
People’s actions are determined by the chemical reactions in their brains and the factors
that contribute to the chemical change within the brain. In looking at people and their
actions, it is important to examine the stimulating factors in causing emotional responses.
In literature, many characters are placed in stressful situations or receive a stimulus that
causes them stress. Edgar Allan Poe creates several characters who hear or see
something that causes them emotional stress which, in turn, motivates them to commit
murder. Similarly, Nathaniel Hawthorne’s characters experience sensory triggers
through sight, sound, and smell that cause them to be cruel to other characters, eventually
killing the possessors of the trigger. In Edgar Allan Poe and Nathaniel Hawthorne short
stories, the characters commit murderous or violent acts to others as a result of sensory
stimuli that cause stress in the brain, triggering neurotic emotional responses.
Before looking at the characters and their responses, it is important to understand
the functions of the brain and how it relates to stress and sensory triggers. The brain is
composed of many areas, but the portion that serves this discussion is the mid – brain
region. The limbic system is located
deep inside the center of the brain. It is made up of several small but important
structures [the] thalamus, [which includes the] key sensory relay station and is
involved in the body’s reward system, [the] amygdala, [which is the] emotional
center where fear stems from and other sensory information is processed, and the
hippocampus [which is where] emotionally laden experiences are remembered –
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[like] rage, fear and…[the hippocampus is where the] olfactory bulb [is located
which] takes the sense of smell directly to the brain. (Rivard 16)
The limbic system also “contains structures that secrete substances [such as
adrenaline] into the blood stream” when one is stressed (Rivard 30). Finally, one must
understand that the hypothalamus is “the body’s main thermostat; it coordinates basic
metabolism and related functions” (Howard 356). All in all, the limbic system is where
all these important parts are located and is the center of the brain as well as the center of
the human emotional response to sensory stimuli.
After one understands the areas of the brain that processes sensory stimuli, the
next step is to understand the way that stress plays a factor in the processes of those
stimuli. Poe and Hawthorne characters were stimulated by extremely stressful stimuli,
which caused violent or murderous responses. When a person or character experiences
stress there is a hormonal chemical change in the brain. “In the complex interaction of
hormones with neurotransmitters, hormonal levels that are too high or too low can
sometimes have a dramatic impact on the intensity of emotional response …. It is clear
that hormonal levels are related to emotional response” (152-3 Owners Manual for the
Brain). While measuring exact levels of stimulus-response hormone levels in the brain is
impossible at this time, a true indicator is a person’s responsive actions. While it is a
well known scientific fact that
stress causes chemical imbalances …. Chemical imbalances can trigger risks for
the following behaviors 1) Low noradrenaline underarousal, thrill-seeking and
cold-blooded premeditation 2) High noradrenaline overarousal, hyperactive and
hot-blooded impulsivity 3) Low serotonin depression, impulsive aggression and
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rage 4) High serotonin shyness, fearfulness, lack of self-confidence and unduly
dampened assertiveness. (Owners Manual for the Brain 48)
Obviously no one being or creature would fall into an exact category, but the
classifications offered do provide insight to the varying responses to stimuli. Another
example comes through tests performed on cats. Of course cats do not have the same
thinking processes as humans, but they have extremely similar physical brain structures.
Behavioral scientists have examined how
stimulating the lateral areas of the hypothalamus of a previously unconcerned cat
will so regularly elicit attack on a rat that this has become a standard experimental
paradigm, used by many investigators to explore hormonal, biochemical, or
electrophysiological mechanisms of behavioral control …. Stimulation of lateral
points evoked a predatory attack (a quiet crouching and stalking of the victim
with a sudden deadly biting of the back of the neck), whereas more medial
stimulation produced an autonomic display of rage with hissing, spitting, arched
back, piloerection, and a dramatic attack on the rat (or experimenter) with
unsheathed claws. The more aggressive behavior was shown to depend mainly on
visual identification of the rat, but the tactile stimuli also elicited attack ….
[S]timulation of other parts of the brain, especially the midbrain limbic area and
the thalamus, could also give rise to attack behavior. Stimulation of certain parts
of the limbic system modulated aggressive behavior induced by stimulation of the
lateral hypothalamus but did not initiate attack. In the amygdala, stimulation of
basomedial area delayed attack, while a more posterior, lateral site facilitated it.
Similarly inhibition of attack was obtained from sites in the dorsal hippocampus,
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whereas facilitation resulted from stimulation of ventral hippocampus. (Izard and
Saxton 641)
For these cats, stimulus of the lateral area of the hypothalamus through the sense
of touch caused pain as well as immediate emotional response. Although the brain is
very complex and felines and humans are different in their thought processes, it is
important to understand that their physical brain structure is similar and adopted by
behavioral scientists around the world. This same information is used in behavior
modification for humans, but it is important to remember that it “is assumed that
individuals are different in terms of the kinds of nervous systems they possess, just as
they differ in terms of their physical characteristics. These differences, probably genetic
in origin, involve both broad dispositions and variations in neuropsychological function”
(Hollandsworth 35). Once the physical structure of the brain and how the physical
structure reacts to certain physical stimuli is understood, it is important to recognize how
humans process that information. The concept of human perception plays a major role in
how that information is processed to elicit a particular response.
Many scientists use Eysenck and Pavlov’s research about the nervous system and
the way human personalities interpret and facilitate a reactive response. Both
[H. J.] Eysenck began with Pavlov’s proposal that the nervous system is under the
control of the two opposing forces – excitation and inhibition. Like Pavlov,
Eysenck argued that individuals differ in terms of the relative balance of the two,
some showing a greater tendency toward excitability while others toward more
inhibition. This distinction became the basis for his concept of introversionextraversion, which interacts with two other personality dimensions – neuroticism
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and psychoticism. Variations within each other latter can thus be accounted for
by differences in introversion-extraversion. For example, it is said that an
introverted ‘neurotic’ tends toward chronic anxiety, which includes disturbances
such as phobias and obsessive – compulsive disorders. The extraverted neurotic,
on the other hand, is more likely to develop disorders like hysterical neurosis.
(Hollandsworth 33)
Keeping in mind that humans vary both physically and mentally, it is important to
understand character response to various stimuli which is actually quite simple to
comprehend. So what first must happen to elicit a highly emotional response is that there
must be a stimulus that triggers a sense that causes stress for the person. For some of the
characters it will be something that they see and for others it will be something they smell
or hear, and for some of them, it will be a combination of both.
In Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart,” the protagonist is a caretaker of an
old man with a “pale blue eye, with a film over it” (Poe, “Tell-Tale” 354). The
protagonist does not hate the old man but rather “love[s] the old man. He ha[s] never
wronged [the protagonist]. He ha[s] never given [him] insult. For his gold [the narrator]
ha[s] no desire … it [is] his eye! …. Whenever it [falls] upon [him], [his] blood [runs]
cold; and so [the protagonist] [makes] up [his] mind to take the life of the old man, and
thus rid [him]self of the eye forever” (Poe, “Tell-Tale” 354). For the protagonist of this
story, the sensory trigger is the visual stimulation of the old man’s eye which causes a
significant amount of stress for the protagonist, indicated by his “blood run[ning] cold.”
The stimulus causes a low nonadrenaline chemical imbalance which causes the narrator
to premeditate a cold-blooded murder by spending eight nights stalking the old man by
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creeping into his room and watching him sleep just to make sure he knows how to enter,
walk around the room, and avoid detection. This predatory response suggests that the old
man’s eye stimulated the lateral hypothalamus much in the same manner that when the
hypothalamus on the cat was stimulated, a predatory response resulted. Continually, on
the day of the murder, a second sensory trigger causes the narrator to react in a much
more instinctual manner much like the feline that had the medial hypothalamic stimuli.
The trigger comes when the narrator hears “a low, dull, quick sound, such as a watch
makes when enveloped in cotton .... It [is] the beating of the old man’s heart. It
increase[s] [his] fury as the beating of a drum stimulates the soldier into courage … so
strange a noise as this excite[s] [him] into uncontrollable terror …. And now a new
anxiety seize[s] [him] … with a loud yell, [he] [throws] open the lantern and leap[s] into
the room” (Poe, “Tell-Tale” 356). By reactively jumping upon the man and killing him,
the narrator is reacting similarly to the cat whose medial lateral hypothalamus was
stimulated which caused an immediate attack response. His brain is also shifting
chemically from the low nonadrenaline response to the high nonadrenaline response by
turning the premeditated murder into a hot-blooded impulsive reaction. The initial
stimulus triggers the lateral hypothalamus and also creates stress in the brain and the
stress factor was heightened by the sound of the man’s beating heart. The protagonist’s
response was to fight and kill the element that was the possessor of both the visual
stimulus and the audio stimulus. These same elements are also apparent in other Poe
stories.
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In “The Cask of Amontillado,” Montressor’s initial stress comes when he feels
Fortunato has wronged him. Montressor’s explanations are brief at best when he only
explains that
the thousand injuries of Fortunato [he] ha[s] borne as best [he]could, but when
[Fortunato] venture[s] upon insult [Montressor] vow[s] revenge ... At length [he]
[will] be avenged; this was a point definitely settled – but the very definitiveness
with which it [is] resolved precluded the idea of risk. [Montressor] must not only
punish but punish without impunity. A wrong is unredressed when retribution
overtakes its redresser. It is equally unredressed when the avenger fails to make
himself felt as such to him who has done the wrong. (Poe, “Cask” 542)
What readers understand is that Montressor feels a great deal of stress as a result
of his feelings of resentment for what is taken from him. Some critics might argue that
this stress is not enough to warrant wishes of murder; however, the actual causes and
results of the “wrongs” Montressor speaks about is unclear. It is important to remember
that contemporary news reports are filled with stories of people who feel they were
wronged enough to motivate killing their enemy. The fact that the circumstances of this
particular case are vague only adds merit to the initial stress factor. By describing vague
circumstances, the reader is given the license to assume the severity of Fortunato’s acts.
But Poe leaves other indicators of the cause of the initial stress Montressor feels in
relation to Fortunato. When Montressor is leading Fortunato down to the catacombs, he
speaks to him as if he is respecting Fortunato. Montressor tells him that they should “’go
back; [Fortunato’s] health is precious. [He is] rich, respected, admired, beloved;
[Fortunato is] happy, as once [Montressor] was. [Fortunato is] a man to be missed. For
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[Montressor] it is no matter‘” (Poe, “Cask” 543). The purpose of this dialogue is to
establish the extreme grief Montressor feels and the anxiety and anger he feels towards
Fortunato. With the low nonadrenaline chemical imbalance in place via the stress placed
on the lateral hypothalamus, the sensory trigger to cause the heightened emotional
response must follow. Montressor has planned to kill Fortunato in a very predatory
manner, but there are several audio triggers that show a different emotional response. For
Montressor, the reactions are different than what is generally expected. For example,
when Montressor is walling up Fortunato he “[hears] the furious vibrations of the chain.
The noise last[s] for several minutes, during which, that [he] might hearken to it with
more satisfaction, [he] cease[s] [his] labours and [sits] down upon the bones” (Poe,
“Cask” 545). His response of sitting on bones of the dead to listen to the rattling of his
victim so that he might enjoy it more shows the varied human response discussed earlier.
For Montressor, the sound of the chains combined with the bells on Montressor’s hat
create a pleasure seeking low nonadrenaline predatory response of sitting and enjoying
the sound of someone else’s grief. He longs for revenge and the sound of the bells allows
him feelings of satisfaction.
The use of audio triggers also plays another role in this story. It acts as a catalyst
to a high seratonin response in Montressor’s fear of failure. Montressor hears “a
succession of loud and shrill screams, bursting suddenly from the throat of the chained
form, [it] seem[s] to thrust [him] violently back. For a brief moment [he] hesitate[s], [he]
tremble[s]. Unsheathing [his] rapier, [he] [begins] to grope with it about the recess; but
the thought of an instant reassure[s] [him]” (Poe, “Cask” 545). The sound triggers fear in
Montressor and a need to verify that the desired outcome of containment has not been
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altered. The sense of logic and reasoning is eliminated in the act of verification since
there is no possible way a man chained to a wall while he is being walled in could escape.
But what happens when an outside chemical is thrown into the mix? Many
people have seen or experienced the effects alcohol has on a person. For some, alcohol
turns them into a “mean” drunk and for others alcohol turns them into a “happy” drunk
while others have a variety of alcohol induced behaviors. In “Hop-Frog,” Poe clearly
states what effect alcohol has on his dwarfed character who “[is] not fond of wine; for it
excite[s] the poor cripple almost to madness” (Poe, Hop-Frog 567). Poe continues
further with the effects of alcohol by explaining how Hop-Frog’s “large eyes [gleam],
rather than [shine]; for the effect of wine on his excitable brain [is] not more powerful
than instantaneous. He place[s] the goblet nervously on the table, and looked round upon
the company with a half-insane stare” (Poe, “Hop-Frog” 567). By establishing HopFrog’s reactions to alcohol, Poe allows for the chemical imbalance to begin by creating a
situation where Hop-Frog’s senses become sharper thus allowing the chemical imbalance
in his brain to become more distinct. The first stress of being forced to drink alcohol in
place, along with the effects of alcohol on his system, Hop-Frog then witnesses the first
sensory trigger that causes an extremely emotional response. Hop-Frog watches as the
king “pushe[s] [Trippeta] violently from him, and [throws] the contents of the brimming
goblet in her face” (Poe, “Hop-Frog” 568). This visual stimulus triggers an aggressive
predatory lateral limbic stimulation along with a low seratonin rage which is shown by
“a low, but harsh and protracted grating sound which seem[s] to come at once from every
corner of the room” (Poe, “Hop-Frog” 568). It is at this moment that Poe uses a sound to
indicate a drastic change within Hop-Frog’s head. The visual stimulus the Treppita
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beating creates another sensory image of sound indicating that there is a drastic change
within Hop-Frog. Hop-Frog also admits this change when he tells the King of his plans
which come to him “’ just after [the king] [strikes] the girl and throw[s] the wine in her
face – just after [his] majesty [does] this, and while the parrot [is] making that odd noise
outside the window, there [comes] into [Hop-Frog’s] mind a capital diversion – one of
[his] own country frolics – often enacted among [them], at [their] masquerades but here
it will be new altogether” (Poe, “Hop-Frog” 568). Sensory imagery acts as a trigger and
indicator in this story. The king’s death is the final result that casts Hop-Frog as another
one of Poe’s murderous sensory characters.
“Black Cat” is also replete with sensory imagery and is similar to Hop-Frog in
that both protagonists are initially stimulated by alcohol. The narrator in “Black Cat”
admits that through alcohol he “experience[s] a radical alteration for the worse. [He]
[grows] day by day, more moody, more irritable, more regardless of the feelings of
others. [He] suffere[s] [him]self to use intemperate language to [his] wife. At length,
[he] even offered her personal violence” (Poe, “Black Cat” 382). His own anxiety over
his alcoholic induced behavior causes the initial stress combined with the chemical
imbalance in his brain as a result of the alcohol. Poe clearly states that this narrator is an
aggressive drunk. The narrator’s behavior becomes more intensified with the visual
stimulus of a cat that once loved him, but eventually avoids him due to fear of the
narrator’s behavior. The narrator explains how he returns “home, much intoxicated, from
one of [his] haunts about town, [he] fancie[s] that the cat avoid[s] [his] presence. [He]
seize[s] him; when, [the cat’s] fright at [his] violence … inflicte[s] a slight wound upon
[his] hand with his teeth. The fury of a demon instantly possesse[s] [the narrator]. [He]
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[knows] [him]self no longer. [His] original soul seem[s], at once, to take its flight from
[his] body; and more than fiendish malevolence, gin-nurtured, thrill[s] every fiber of [his]
frame” (Poe, “Black Cat” 382). The narrator experiences instant rage and attack as a
result of the combination of the alcohol and the visual stimulus of the cat, the cat’s
painful bite, and the cat’s avoidance behavior. The narrator’s description of his fleeting
soul solidifies the argument that the sensory triggers caused such a severe reaction. The
narrator, like the other Poe characters, kills the owner of the triggers by “slipp[ing] a
noose about its neck and [hanging] it to the limb of a tree; - [he hangs] it with the tears
streaming from [his] eyes, and with the bitterest remorse at [his] heart; [he hangs] it
because [he] [knows] that it love[s] [him]” (Poe, “Black Cat” 383). His logic and reason
escape him as he is “ashamed to own – that the terror and horror with which the animal
inspire[s] [him]” (Poe, “Black Cat” 385). For the narrator, the sense of a painful touch,
like the cats used in Pavlov’s feline experiments is similar to the pain the narrator feels in
his hand. Furthermore, the visual sensory trigger further stimulates the medial limbic
stimulation creating rage. The sensory triggers continue when another black cat replaces
the original. It is a stray that possesses a small amount of white on its fur. It too becomes
a visual trigger that earns death by
follow[ing] [him] down the steep stairs, and nearly throwing [him] headlong,
exasperated [him] to madness. Uplifting an axe, and forgetting, in [his] wrath, the
childish dread which had hitherto stay[s] [his] hand, [he] aim[s] a blow at the
animal which, of course, would prove instantly fatal had it descended as [he]
wishe[s]. But this blow [is] arrested by the hand of [his] wife. Goaded, by the
interference, into a rage more than demoniacal, [he] withdr[aws] [his] arm from
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her grasp, and burie[s] the axe in her brain. She [falls] dead upon the spot,
without a groan. (Poe, “Black Cat” 386)
The second cat causes similar sensory triggers as the first by using touch. This cat
trips the narrator causing the narrator to feel pain from his fall. His wife’s touch intends
to stop him which infuriates him further. At this point, he is acting out of the medial
limbic rage yet again showing his tendency to react rather than prey on his victims. This
sets him apart from other Poe characters. Unfortunately, the similarity is that all these
characters kill another human being, while this narrator, he includes cats as well.
The final sensory trigger for the narrator in “Black Cat” is via sound. For this
character, sound plays a role by acting as a catalyst to his guilt. It appears as if the sound
he hears is only in his head, but for the narrator it is real and causes further stress which
creates a much more drastic chemical imbalance. In considering the chemical changes in
the brain due to alcohol, along with the many triggers that continue to alter his brain
functions, the final trigger creates such a drastic strain on his brain that Poe presents his
character as insane. When the narrator is answering police questions, he pounds on the
wall and realizes that his “blows [sink] into silence, [and he is] answered by a voice from
within the tomb! –by a cry, at first muffled and long, loud, and continuous scream, utterly
anomalous and inhuman - a howl - a wiling shriek, half of horror and half of triumph,
such as might have arisen only out of hell, conjointly from the throats of the damned in
their agony and of the demons that exult in the damnation” (Poe, “Black Cat” 387). It is
these sounds that cause his reflection. His actions turn from rage stimulated by the
medial limbic region low seratonin high nonadrenaline stimulated response to a paranoid
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nervous response. For this narrator, the sensory stimuli begins with the visual and ends
with the audio stimulus. Sensory stimuli are also used by Nathaniel Hawthorne.
In “Rappaccini’s Daughter,” Hawthorne creates stressful environments for his
characters that are enhanced by olfactory stimuli. For Giovanni, stress becomes a part of
his life when he first sees Beatrice and is troubled by her effect on living creatures. After
seeing a small lizard die when a drop of sap from a beautiful flower falls on it, Giovanni
“[shrinks] back, and murmur[s] and tremble[s]” and wonders if he should call her
“beautiful… or inexplicably terrible” (Hawthorne, “Rappaccini” 742-3). He becomes
only slightly stressed by what he sees but his anxiety increases when he “avoid[s] the
window that look[s] into Dr. Rappaccini’s garden, as if something ugly and monstrous
[will] [blast] his eyesight [if] he [is] betrayed into a glance. He [feels] conscious of
having put himself, to a certain extent, within the influence of an unintelligible power by
the communication which he ha[s] opened with Beatrice” (Hawthorne, “Rappaccini”
743). Giovanni’s anxiety over Beatrice’s magnetism combined with his inability to
withdraw from her cause him increased stress thus beginning the stress-related chemical
change in his brain. But the sensory triggers must be much more intensive to elicit more
passionate responses from this character.
Although placed under more strain due to his attraction for Beatrice, her face will
act as an additional trigger thus causing him much more strain leaving the last olfactory
trigger to be the final blow to his violent response to her. He finds himself confused into
the beginnings of madness when he reflects about the possibility of her possessing
those terrible attributes, that fatal breath, the affinity with those so beautiful and
deadly flowers which [is] indicated by what [he] witness[es] , she [has] at least
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instilled a fierce and subtle poison into his system. It [is] not love, although her
rich beauty [is] a madness to him; nor horror, even while he fancie[s] her spirit to
be imbued with the same baneful essence that seem[s] to pervade her physical
frame; but a wild offspring of both love and horror that [has] each parent in it, and
burned like one and shivered like the other …. Blessed are all simple emotions, be
they dark or bright! It is the lurid intermixture of the two that produces the
illuminating blaze of the infernal regions. Sometimes he endeavore[s] to assuage
the fever of his spirit by a rapid walk through the streets of Padua or beyond its
gates his footsteps [keeping] time with the throbbings of his brain, so that the
walk [is] is apt to accelerate itself into a race. (Hawthorne, “Rappaccini” 744)
His stress now becoming his sole emotion, Giovanni recognizes a “fragrance in
the atmosphere around her, rich and delightful, though evanescent, yet which the young
man, from an indefinable reluctance, scarcely [dares] to draw into his longs …. A
faintness pass[es] like a shadow over Giovanni and flit[s] away” (Hawthorne,
“Rappaccini” 748). That same scent triggers a violent verbal response after he
experiences the visual trigger when the flowers in his room wilt and a spider dies after
Giovanni breathes on them. This final dual trigger creates such anxiety and anger in
Giovanni that he viciously insults Beatrice calling her the “accursed one… with
venomous scorn and anger” (Hawthorne, “Rappaccini” 755) and accuses her of being the
one to alter his own physical structure. He continues further by calling her a “poisonous
thing” claiming that she “hast made [him] as hateful, as ugly, as loathsome and deadly a
creature as [herself]” (Hawthorne, “Rappaccini” 756). These comments prove so
damaging to Beatrice that she takes a deadly potion Giovanni gives her to cure her and so
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dies. The medial limbic aggravation allows the sensory triggers Giovanni feels to cause
him to respond with a high nonadrenaline hot-blooded impulsive response. Hawthorne,
like Poe, uses the sensory triggers to create stressful environments for his characters, but
unlike Poe, Hawthorne’s characters do not intentionally set out to murder their
counterparts.
“The Birthmark” is also filled with sensory imagery that triggers a highly
emotional response resulting in the death of a female counterpart. The scientist in this
story, Aylmer, is already under extreme strain because “his notebooks [are filled with
records of] failed experiments …. ‘pages in [the] volume which [he] can scarcely glance
over and keep [his] senses” (Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 701). Aylmer’s stress comes from
his many failed experiments and his need for success. His wife’s birthmark is a mockery
to his craft and is a catalyst to his insecurities. He sees it as “the ineludible gripe in which
mortality clutches the highest and purest of earthly mould, degrading them into kindred
with the lowest, and even with the very brutes …” (Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 694). His
insecurity causes him to dream that the birthmark actually represents his “wife’s liability
to sin, sorrow, decay, and death Aylmer’s somber imagination [is] not long in rendering
the birthmark a frightful object, causing him more trouble and horror than ever
Georgiana’s beauty, whether of soul or sense, had given him delight” (Hawthorne,
“Birthmark” 694). The birthmark’s stimulus creates additional stress in Aylmer causing
him to have a high serotonin response showing lack of self-confidence. His violent
response is the way his actions affect his wife. When he looks at his wife he is “so
startled with the intense glow of the birthmark upon the whiteness of her cheek that he
[can] not restrain a strong convulsive shudder. His wife fainte[s]” (Hawthorne,
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“Birthmark” 696). She then bursts into tears once she wakes up and surrenders herself to
his experiments. Some might argue that Aylmer is actually overconfident by performing
the removal in the first place, but it is important to remember that the reason his desire is
so strong is because he has more failures than successes and he feels that the success in
performing the removal will solicit admiration from his wife as well as his scientific
counterparts. He is a man of vision who had accomplished much, but it is clear that “his
most splendid successes were almost invariable failures, if compared with the idea at
which he aimed” (Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 700). Like the other characters, Aylmer’s
sensory triggers end the life of the possessor of the trigger as Georgiana takes the potion
her husband gives her and, while the birthmark disappears, her life also ends. Once again
Aylmer’s experiment fails. He is similar to Giovanni in that they both initially intend to
help their female counterparts, but result in killing them.
Poe’s murderous characters and Hawthorne’s vicious scientists are placed in
stressful environments that alter the chemical balance in their brains allowing a sensory
trigger to touch the medial or lateral hypothalamic regions in the mid – brain. These
triggers elicit extreme emotional and physical responses that result in the death of the
possessor of the sensory trigger. While most of Poe’s characters intentionally set out to
murder the person who is responsible for the sensory trigger, Hawthorne’s characters
accidentally kill their victims in an attempt to improve the owner of the sensory trigger.
Even though both authors have different characters motivated by different desires, both
use sensory imagery to trigger responses and both use death as the final result. Perhaps
these non-scientists were purposefully or inadvertently making a bold statement on the
power of the senses by using their own knowledge of the human psyche?
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The Female in Poe and Hawthorne
The role of women in literature is a topic that has been discussed, ignored,
changed and even idealized. The topic usually revolves around the male objectification
of the female within the story and a male counterpart’s perception of those female
figures. This perception varies according to each writer and time period; however,
Nathaniel Hawthorne and Edgar Allan Poe depict male characters who objectify women
by attempting to dominate them, who by denying the female of their own voice and who
by imposing his own flaws on her then pointing out her imposed flaws by going so far as
to portray her as an ugly woman because of those flaws. The male domination and
control move each plot forward to the death of at least one female character.
Both writers portray male characters whose primary goal is to dominate the
female or her representative element. For Hawthorne, Nature, herself, is the original
target of male dominance as the mad-scientists in “The Birthmark” and “Rappaccini’s
Daughter” try to control or change her creations. In “The Birthmark,” the narrator
explains how scientists “perhaps imagined themselves to have acquired from the
investigation of Nature a power above Nature, and from physics a sway over the spiritual
world” (Hawthorne 700). The narrator’s explanation offers insight as to the established
belief of not only Aylmer’s ideas of a scientist’s purpose but those in the field in general.
As the story progresses the narrator shows a respect toward Nature that Aylmer does not.
Instead, the mad scientist
ha[s] long laid aside in unwilling recognition of the truth – against which all
seekers sooner or later stumble – that our great creative Mother, while she amuses
us with apparently working in the broadest sunshine, is yet severely careful to
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keep her own secrets, and, in spite of her pretended openness, shows us nothing
but results. She permits us, indeed, to mar, but seldom to mend, and, like a
jealous patentee, on no account to make. (Hawthorne 696)
Aylmer’s desire to control Nature’s creation stems from his desire to control
Nature herself. The narrator’s distance from Aylmer and the respect he shows for Nature
is important if one is to understand that Aylmer’s desire for domination is not necessarily
the author’s. Aylmer’s point of view clearly shows that he feels that if he can control the
creation, he can begin his control of the creator. Thus, this philosophy of control over the
creation allowing control over the creator is clear in “Rappaccini’s Daughter.” Dr.
Rappaccini also attempts to control Nature and change her creations through his virulent
garden. The flowers’
gorgeousness seem fierce, passionate, and even unnatural. There [is] hardly an
individual stub which a wanderer, straying by himself through a forest, would not
have been startled to find growing wild, as if an unearthly face had glared at him
out of the thicket. Several also would have shocked a delicate instinct by an
appearance of artificialness indicating that there had been such commixture, and,
as it were, adultery, of various vegetable species, that the production was no
longer of God’s making, but the monstrous offspring of man’s depraved fancy,
glowing with only an evil mockery of beauty. (Hawthorne 747)
By creating his own garden of cross-breed horticulture, Rappaccini attempts to
dominate and control Nature’s more beautiful creations. Rappaccini’s “adulterous”
cross-breeding of the plants leads to the image of an anti-Christ figure attempting the
greatness of the supreme. One of Rappaccini’s creations, we learn, is an extremely
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poisonous flower Hawthorne describes as Beatrice’s sister. Rappaccini’s evil mockery of
beauty and the feminine connotation of this beauty as a poisonous flower, coincides with
Aylmer’s attempted domination over the female. This continues as readers discover that
Rappaccini has tried to alter his own daughter much in the same manner as his flowers.
His desire to control Nature’s creations grows from horticultural experimentation to a
humanistic one. In looking at the domination over Nature, it is important to see how
Hawthorne’s characters parallel Poe’s. The domination over women by the madscientists is similar to Poe’s males who try to dominate their women through vampirism.
The fact that Poe creates male characters who attempt vampiric domination over
females is a theory first brought about by D. H. Lawrence. He claims that “love is a
battle of wills” and looks at Ligeia as a woman who “wills to submit to the vampire of
her husband’s consciousness. Even death” (Lawrence 74). In The Cambridge
Companion to Poe, Karen Weekes follows a similar claim and argues that “[Poe’s]
fictional ‘ideal’ is a woman who can be subsumed into another’s ego and who has no
need to tell her own tale. She is killed off so quickly that her silence is inscribed quite
irrevocably” (Weekes 150). This idea of the male vampire dominating the female to the
point of completely taking her soul into his own so that she is no longer herself, but
completely submerged into her male counterpart is a widely accepted idea. “Joseph
Moldenhauer points out that Poe’s women, although admittedly representing ideals, are
disturbingly ‘wishe[d] into death; in order for Poe to fulfill his art, thus making him
‘symbolically, a killer of beautiful women’” (Weekes 150). This concept is clear in
“Ligeia” when, without any further explanation, Ligeia’s eyes originally described as
“even fuller than the fullest of gazelle eyes” (Poe 117) suddenly “shone less and less
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frequently” (Poe, “Ligeia” 118). The narrator in “Ligeia” describes her “knowledge [as]
such as [he] had ever known in a woman” (118) and further explains his own desire for
knowledge by wanting to “pass onward to the goal of a wisdom too divinely precious not
to be forbidden” (Poe, “Ligeia” 118). The narrator’s desire for the Ligeia’s knowledge
leads him to desire total possession of her and even recognizes that such knowledge is
divine and precious, even forbidden. She readily accepts his vampire desire to consume
her. Berenice is similarly victimized when her husband obsesses about the peculiarity of
her teeth that cause him to feel “that their possession could alone ever restore [him] to
peace” (Poe, “Berenice” 12). Mysteriously, he even sits “in meditation, and still the
phantasma of the teeth maintained its terrible ascendancy [is], with the most vivid and
hideous distinctness, it float[s] about amid the changing lights and shadows of the
chamber” (Poe, “Berenice” 12). What is odd about this is that immediately Berenice is
immediately “seized with epilepsy […] and now, at the closing in of the night, the grave
[is] ready for its tenant” (Poe, “Berenice” 12). Her husband’s desire to possess his wife,
particularly her teeth, causes her death through a mysterious circumstance. The timing is
too precise to be accidental; he possesses her through her death. Finally, in another story
of male domination through vampiric desire, Morella finds herself ignored by her
husband and succumbs to his desire to possess her. Her superior knowledge originally
has her husband “bec[oming] her pupil” and allowing her favorite writings to “become
[his] own” (Poe, “Morella” 14). Soon her husband’s adoration leads to frustration when
“the music of her voice – until at length, its melody was tainted with terror – and there
fell a shadow upon [his] soul – and [he] grew pale, and shuddered inwardly at those too
unearthly tones” (Poe, “Morella” 14). Eventually, her husband “longed with an earnest
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and consuming desire for the moment of Morella’s decease” (Poe, “Morella” 15). It is
the repulsion from her husband that Morella feels and understands. She desires his
acceptance so much that her death, while seemingly bold and powerful as she utters her
final curse, is actually a final acceptance of her husband’s vampire desire. Once the
female characters in these stories succumb to the male will, they forfeit their voice or
identity.
The domination of the female is the first step in denying the woman her own
voice, but Hawthorne uses this to create female characters who gain their identity through
her male counterpart. In “The Birthmark,” Aylmer is worried when he finds Georgiana
crying after she reads notes of his failed experiments. He explains that by reading these
notebooks, she is seeing the failures of science and not the successes. Aylmer wants to
control her perceptions as much as possible, but his domination is so complete that
Georgiana replies that she does not see his notes as failures but that her new perception
“‘has made [her] worship [him] more than ever’” (Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 701). To
which he replied that she should wait for the success of the experiment, then she can
“‘worship [him] if [she] will. [He] shall deem [him]self hardly unworthy of it’”
(Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 701). Georgiana’s immediate idealization of her husband and
his desire for her “worship” shows the lack of Georgiana’s own voice. She gains her
identity through his science and his failures as well as through his successes. Similarly,
in “Rappaccini’s Daughter” Beatrice gains her identity solely through the information
men give her. Her father creates her life in a way that causes her to be unable to leave the
garden and when Giovanni enters it, she is fascinated by the stories he tells her. She
gains a new happiness and even
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[becomes] gay, and appear[s] to derive a pure delight from her communion with
[Giovanni] not unlike what the maiden of a lonely island might [feel] conversing
with a voyager from the civilized world […] [she] asked questions in reference to
the city, or Giovanni’s distant home, his friends, his mother, and his sisters –
questions indicating such seclusion, and such lack of familiarity with modes and
forms, that Giovanni respond[s] as if to an infant. (Hawthorne 748)
Giovanni looks at her as if she is a child simply because she is dominated by her
father and she lacks her own voice and identity. She gains all her knowledge from her
father, who educates her about science, and Giovanni, who explains their outside world
from his perspective. By being isolated, she can only adopt Giovanni’s view of the world
simply because that is the only one available to her.
Poe also creates female characters who have no voice but the one imposed on her.
It is rare that readers even hear the woman’s voice, and when dialogue is present, it is
simply a recount of the husband’s version of what he heard. In “Ligeia,” readers never
hear her voice at all. The narrator simply recounts her appearance, his view of the
relationship, and what effects her death had on him. Eventually, Ligeia resurrects herself
which would seem that she has her own identity, however, given the erratic behavior of
the narrator, readers cannot even be sure that what the narrator is seeing, is actually real.
Berenice similarly has no voice. Her only way of communication is through an eerie
smile that causes her husband to obsess about her teeth. She has no voice to explain her
turmoil within the marriage. Readers only understand the narrator’s feelings and
frustration with his wife. The only opportunity for a woman to have a voice comes
through Morella, who does have a small amount of dialogue with her husband. It is
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important to remember that the dialogue in the story is portrayed through Morella’s
husband and his recollection, not Morella’s direct voice. What she does say is simply a
curse to her husband for neglecting her. Readers are not given the intelligent woman the
narrator explains in the beginning, only the dying woman who is casting an evil spell on
her husband. Poe’s narrators, along with Hawthorne’s male characters, first dominate a
woman then deny her a voice or identity. But what leads to the desire for domination and
eradication of these females? The male characters are flawed, and, instead of recognizing
the flaws as their own, the men must impose their flaws on the female they are
dominating, thus leading to the motivation of the domination and destruction.
The men in these stories are varied in intelligence and skill. Hawthorne portrays
highly educated, intelligent men, wanting to dominate a female who is clearly less
intelligent. What then motivates them to control a weaker woman? Besides the desire to
control the most dominant female of all, Nature, these men are tragically flawed.
Because of this, these mad-scientists impose their flaws on their women. By dominating
the women, they are conquering their own flaws. Aylmer’s arrogance and
overconfidence, despite the evidence that he had more failures than successes, do not
serve as a warning to him. Instead, he sees the mark on Georgiana’s face as a mockery of
his weaknesses as a scientist and feels that by eradicating the birthmark, he can prove
himself a great scientist, thus eradicating his inadequacies as a scientist. The narrator
explains that Aylmer’s notebooks serve as a “sad confession and continual
exemplification of the shortcomings of the composite man, the spirit burdened with clay
and working in matter, and of the despair that assails the higher nature at finding itself so
miserably thwarted by the earthly part” (Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 700). Unfortunately
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for Georgiana, her husband imposes his own faults on her and is so effective that he
breaks her spirit and gains her submission. Dr. Rappaccini also imposes his own physical
weaknesses on Beatrice. He is an old man and appears as “a tall, emaciated, sallow, and
sickly – looking man, dressed in a scholar’s garb of black. He [is] beyond the middle
term of life, with gray hair, a thin, gray beard, and a face singularly marked with intellect
and cultivation, but which could never, even in his more youthful days, have expressed
much warmth of heart” (Hawthorne, “Rappaccini” 738). Rappaccini’s lack of health and
lack of compassion in his heart frustrate him and are transferred to his daughter’s healthy
and warm-hearted disposition. Beatrice’s birth is representative of Rappaccini’s
opportunity to create a being better than himself and, in doing so, he eradicates his lack of
physical strength and changes his cold heart. Hawthorne’s male characters are arrogant
in their quest for science and are in such a hurry to eradicate their own flaws that they
impose them on their women in hopes of creating a reason for dominating the women.
Two of Poe’s female characters are so much more intelligent than the male
characters, that the two male counterparts willingly become the student. The flaw for
these males is that they are so much less educated than their counterparts that they begin
by being awed by their wives, but the final result is that they are actually resentful of
them. Their resentment is not a mild one; however, Ligeia’s flaw is that she is “most
violently prey to the tumultuous vultures of stern passion […] and by the fierce energy
(rendered doubly effective by contrast with her manner of utterance) of the wild words
which she habitually uttered” (Poe 118). Here, passion is Ligeia’s flaw. Despite the fact
that the narrator desires to possess her and willingly becomes her student and desires to
know everything she knows, his passion for possessing is acceptable, while her passion is
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wild. Berenice’s health is her flaw. She suffers from “a species of epilepsy not
unfrequently terminating in trance itself” (Poe, “Berenice” 9); whereas the narrator in this
story has a similar disease that is termed “monomania” and later refers to it “[sitting]
buried in meditation” (Poe 12). Despite the fact that they both suffer from trance-like
states, his has a much more positive connotative meaning than hers. Oddly enough,
Berenice’s deterioration is described before his, leading to the conclusion that the
narrator wants readers to believe that Berenice first had the flaw and the narrator’s lack of
health followed sometime after. Morella’s flaw was that she wanted acceptance from her
husband just as her husband wanted acceptance from her. The husband’s educational
inadequacies cause him to resent his wife which then causes Morella to feel inadequate.
Once again Poe’s male characters impose their flaws onto their wives in order to create a
motive for dominating their female counterparts.
Imposing their flaws onto these women is not enough. Each man portrays his
female as an ugly being at some point in the story. In “The Birthmark,” Giovanni is
repulsed when he finds out that Beatrice’s breath is poisonous and claims that “’[she] hast
blasted [him] […] hast filled [his] veins with poison […] hast made [him] as hateful, as
ugly, as loathsome and deadly a creature as [her]self – a world’s wonder of hideous
monstrosity!” (Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 755-6). He claims that she is the “accursed one”
(Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 755) and a “poisonous thing” (Hawthorne, Birthmark 756).
Such words not only devastate and crush this innocent woman, but they allude to the
accursed serpent whose temptation led to the fall of Eve in Judeo-Christian mythology.
Georgiana is also portrayed as ugly when “Aylmer look[s] cheerfully into her face, with
intent to reassure her, but [is] so startled with the intense glow of the birthmark upon the
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whiteness of her cheek that he [cannot] not restrain a strong convulsive shudder. His
wife faint[s]” (Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 696). For most men, she is a beautiful woman,
but to her husband she is hideous. The animalistic imagery continues with Poe’s
descriptions of the female characters in his stories. In “Ligeia,” Lady Rowena is dead
and after the first resurrection, the body relapses and “the body took upon itself the icy
chillness, the livid hue, the intense rigidity, the sunken outline, and all the loathsome
peculiarities of that which had been, for many days, a tenant of the tomb” (Poe, “Ligeia”
124). Ligeia herself maintains her beauty, while Rowena is portrayed as a horrid figure.
Poe’s other women also show ugly stages of decay. Morella’s decay has a “crimson spot
[that] settled steadily upon the cheek, and the blue veins upon the pale forehead [become]
prominent” (Poe, “Ligeia” 15). Berenice’s health is portrayed through her high forehead
and her face looking “very pale, and singularly placid…the once jetty hair [falling]
partially over it, and overshadow[ing] the hollow temples with innumerable ringlets
….The eyes [are] lifeless, and lusterless, and seemingly pupil-less and [her husband]
shrink[s] involuntarily from their glassy stare to… the thin and shrunken lips” (Poe,
“Ligeia” 11). She is ghastly in her description and, like all Poe’s women, disgusting in
her decay. Both writers take great care in creating dominant male figures who describe
beautiful women as unbearably ugly.
Finally, each woman in these stories must die in order to achieve perfect male
dominance. D. H. Lawrence explains that to truly “know any living being is to try to
suck the life out of that being” (Lawrence 76). He further explains that the death of the
female is beyond just sucking the life out of her, a man must “[kill] the thing he loves.
To know a living thing is to kill it. You have to kill a thing to know it satisfactorily”
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(Lawrence 75). This is true for all of these pieces. Georgiana explains Aylmer’s mistake
in alchemy by telling him “’[he] ha[s] aimed loftily; [he] ha[s] done nobly. [She tells him
to] not repent that with so high and pure a feeling, [that he has] rejected the best the earth
could offer […] [she is] dying!’” (Hawthorne, “Birthmark” 704). His domination over
her flaw and her spirit is so complete that she dies at his hand. Beatrice is also the
ultimate victim of men’s dominating desire when she becomes “the poor victim of man’s
ingenuity and of thwarted nature, and of the fatality that attends all such efforts of
perverted wisdom, perish[es] there, at the feet of her father and Giovanni” (Hawthorne,
“Rappaccini” 758). Both Giovanni and Rappaccini kill Beatrice. Rappaccini kills her by
making her a poisonous creature and, thus, eradicates her chance at normalcy and
happiness which kills her spirit and Giovanni kills her by attempting to dominate her and,
thus, reverses her father’s work on her which, in turn, presents itself as the anti-antidote.
Poe’s women all die either at the hand of their husband’s like Berenice, who is willed to
death and then desecrated by the removal of her teeth, or like Ligeia, who mysteriously
dies in the same manner as the Lady Rowena, and like Morella who is so neglected she
loses the will to live and succumbs to her husband’s “consuming desire for the moment
of [her] decease” (Poe 15). All these men are not satisfied until the woman they attempt
to dominate are completely destroyed by the male desire.
While all of these pieces present different elements to their respective plots, the
overlying themes are consistent. The male characters in these pieces desire and succeed
in dominating the female counterparts to the point of death. By first attempting to
dominate the ultimate female, Nature, to imposing their own flaws on the women, to
ridiculing and finally destroying the women for these flaws, these men gain the ultimate
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domination through death. It is the male perspective of the female that causes the demise
of these women, and one must question, why Hawthorne and Poe are writing women this
way?
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Coyness and Crime:
The Trope of Insincere Resistance in Restoration Comedy
“Besides you are a woman: you must never speak what you think: Your words must contradict
your thoughts; but your Actions may contradict your words. So, when I ask you if you can Love
me, you must say no, but you must Love me too.”------Tattle in Congreve’s Love for Love (1698)

Restoration comedy is well known for its representations of women as insincere
in their resistance to men and sex. Drawing on the work of Clifford Geertz, Hayden
White, J. Douglas Canfield, and Srinivas Aravadmudan, I have chosen to approach this
convention as a trope, one in which a woman’s “no” signifies yes, because such an
approach foregrounds both its power and its artificiality. The power of this trope to
assign meaning to both women’s and men’s experience is intensified when its artificiality
is not acknowledged, when “differences between the tenor and vehicle [no and yes,
virtuous woman and immoral woman] are suppressed in favor of contingent similarities”
with “’some advantage’” (Aravadmudan 3). The trope of insincere resistance only
superficially advantages the women who use it, by allowing them to circumvent cultural
restrictions on their speech and behavior. The deeper advantage of reading woman as
both verbally and sexually false goes to those who would trap women in a narrative of
female resistance and male conquest that eroticizes violence, justifies the discipline to
which “unreliable” women are subject, and reinscribes men’s role as sexual aggressors.
In short, the trope paradoxically constructs women as both passive and culpable whereas
it makes men aggressive, yet innocent victims of women’s culpability.

The surprising and disheartening persistence of this obviously gendered trope in
popular romance novels, jokes, and courtship rituals in the twenty-first century implies
that the trope has yet to be fully interrogated. By analyzing women’s insincere resistance
in Restoration comedy, where it is especially pervasive, I am not seeking origins or
causal explanations. I am interested in the comedies as they reveal multiple and shifting
functions of the trope that, in turn, allow me to respond to some basic questions. What
kind of “knowledge” does the trope generate in these comedies? What account of
“reality’ does it shape? What sort of subjectivity does it allow? What historical linkages
does it forge? The paper I am proposing would summarize my analyses of three
Restoration comedies as they variously, but often synergistically respond to these
questions—and as they each raise additional questions.
By locating differences among various constructions of masculinity in his first
comedy, The Comical Revenge: or, Love in a Tub (1663/64), Etherege unsuccessfully
tries to create space for an aristocrat who does not need to conquer a resisting woman to
prove his manhood or maintain his honor. Through an act of “othering” that is repeated
in many of her plays, Behn narrows the signification of the false woman to city woman
with her own metatrope in The Debauchee; Or, the Credulous Cuckold (1677/78).
Finally, in Dryden’s comedy of 1678, The Kind Keeper, the trope interacts with a host of
other discourses--including those of dissenting religion, patristic exegesis, Galenic
medicine and Lockean individualism—to represent women on the wrong end of a series
of binaries: rational/carnal; strong/weak; spiritual/material; true/false; healthy/corrupt;
closed/open; and self-governing/needing external discipline.

Collectively, these examples illuminate how deeply embedded the trope of
insincere resistance is in the imaginative and ideological world of early modern England.
Its stubborn recurrence continues to undermine the verbal and sexual agency of women
and demands that we continue to ask why it remains embedded in our world as well.
-----Peggy Thompson
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TOO GOOD/BAD FOR TELEVISION: TWIN PEAKS TAKE TWO

In this multimedia presentation on television and aesthetics, I argue for a second wave of Twin Peaks
scholarship and interpretation. Director David Lynch’s greatest creation was for the small screen, and it still
invites and repays close attention and analysis. At least a partially failed experiment, at once too good and too
bad for television, this transgression and overreaching of the medium continues to defy classification, whether
as narrative or “text,” as TV show, or as artwork.
Taken as a “work,” the short-lived and inconclusive series (with its secondary material, including the films
that are each a sort of prequel, Blue Velvet and Fire Walk With Me) “ends,” if at all, unresolved and
undeciphered in ways that no program before or since has even approached, and calling for the kind of
ongoing critical illumination normally reserved for major works of film, theatre and literature. The
conventions and categories of ordinary network television have never been able to capture this strange mix of
tribute and send-up, this ambiguous and dark-ambient display of Americana, and it deserves another look in
the light of contemporary theories of art and criticism.
My approach is largely formal, but I also aim to put the show in context: considerations of genre, structure,
plot resolution (or lack thereof) and thematic elements reveal the series’ self-conscious incompleteness and
disparity, literally ending on a question. I present Twin Peaks as a kind of postmodern and purposely
unfinished symphony, but with its own coiled-up contrapunctal logic, an underlying sense even in its apparent
absurdity. Intentionally enigmatic, all style and atmosphere and mise-en-scène, overflowing with pop-cultural
references and inside jokes, Twin Peaks is often tongue-in-cheek, surrealist, melodramatic, just plain bizarre
for its own sake, and it certainly has its low points and bad episodes. But it also has those moments that make
it all worthwhile, and I’ll show some striking examples of its weird inspiration, utter originality and hilarious
parody, ingeniously cast and brilliantly acted by an odd ensemble made mostly of stars from old TV shows
and movies and Lynch’s previous work in film. Sentimental and mocking, by turns violent and charming, the
show can be silly and sinister, gorgeous and grotesque, frightening and fun all in one episode.
Showing the difficulties especially in determining Twin Peaks’ genre, I’ll make explicit its connections to
dozens of shows across the widest range of forms: sitcom and cop drama, soap opera and sci-fi, teen romance
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and murder mystery, crimefighter and cartoon. Uniquely situated among the many “small town” shows it
superficially resembles, set in a mythic lost America that never was, Twin Peaks uncovers the darkest,
seamiest underside to television’s domestic comedy and white picket fences. It takes us to a truly beautiful
and ugly American dreamworld of the imagination: beyond the hype of its heyday and sometime status as a
cult TV show, this subversive psychodrama sends some very disturbing but potent messages, and it remains
compelling as a paradigm problematic in television history.
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Women in West African Literature:
Portraits with a Social Message
As we analyze Francophone African literature in the last 50 years, a number
of female characters stand out as symbols and types of the rapidly changing
societies of modern Black Africa. One of these characters is la Grande
Royale (the Great Royal Lady) in Ambiguous Adventure by Cheikh
Hamidou Kane (1961). A decision maker in a world of indecision, she
chooses the way of the white school for the younger generation, at the risk of
losing their ancestral traditions. Then Ken Bugul, in her autobiographical
novel Le Baobab fou (1982), symbolizes the prostitution, literal and
figurative, of a people torn between two cultures. Likewise, Diattou, in
l’Appel des arènes by Aminata Sow Fall (1982), sells her identity for a bowl
of white porridge.

Loss of identity, cultural displacement and political

turmoil can only lead to chaos, which is what Khadidja represents in Le
Cavalier et son ombre by Boubacar Boris Diop (1997). Amidst this chaos
that still engulfs Black Africa, it is the voice of a woman, Asta, in Douceurs
du bercail by Aminata Sow Fall (1998), that speaks of hope and outlines a
recipe to save Africa. Thus, through the portraits of five women in African
literature, the history of post-colonial Africa unfolds, with social messages
on the past, the present and the future of this great continent.
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The stage was huge, almost cavernous, with only three set pieces: an enormous
ladder disappearing into the flies, a white mattress at the bottom of the ladder, and a tiny
white hospital cot. In one astonishing scene, two of the actors moved upon the ladder in
an eerie duet, intertwining their bodies, separating and coming together, crawling or
slinking or leaping or sliding up and down the ladder, circling it in the air, disappearing
above and re-appearing, hanging off the ladder in impossible poses, touching each other,
supporting each other’s weight, weaving together through the rungs, and finally falling
onto the mattress below. Their bodies told the story of their relationship: not with the
flashy theatricality of acrobatics or gymnastics, but with a quietly intense physical
expressiveness learned from their years of movement training in the Paris theater school
of Jacques Lecoq. The Pig Iron Theater Company of Philadelphia, PA, is one of the new
experimental theater companies in the United States (like the Touchstone Ensemble in
Bethlehem, PA, Theatre de la Jeune Lune of Minneapolis, Theater Grottesco of Santa Fe,
and UMO Ensemble of Seattle) that develop theater sourced from the imaginative
impulses of Lecoq’s physical theater. Emphasizing body language and corporeal
expression, Lecoq taught his students how to use the body to explore “what lies behind
words,” as he puts it; to provoke the actor’s own imagination, curiosity, and creativity;
and to discover personal creative expression, emphasizing the actor’s body as the starting
point rather than the dramatic text. Lecoq worked with bodies, seeking the impetus of
thought and meaning from within the body, rather than from language and text. Through
his work with the neutral mask, Lecoq encouraged the acting and thinking self –
“l’homme pense avec tout son corps” – to be released from the constructions put upon it
by the language of others and to create itself through the body. Like Artaud he sought to
move away from language into the body, and, as in the work of Kristeva and Cixous, he
saw the self as being re-inscribed as performative within a social and aesthetic context.
In this paper, by looking at Pig Iron Theater I examine the connections between Artaud
and Lecoq in their similar ideas of entering into the possibility of a different symbolic
form and creating what Lecoq calls “a theater which does not exist” and what Artaud
calls the “Impossible Theater.” Like Artaud, Lecoq calls for an invention of a new
language, a language of gesture and linguistic renovation which sees the theater as a lived
field of spatial meanings and a geography generated by gesture and sound. As I discuss

the Lecoq-based work of the Pig Iron Theater Company I will look in particular at the
production I describe above. In this project, Pig Iron – which calls itself a “dance-clowntheater ensemble” – collaborated with legendary Open Theater founder Joseph Chaikin to
produce Shut Eye, which Chaikin says is "about us when we sleep, what happens to us,
about the difficulty of sleeping because of what is on our minds and in our heads." The
protagonist is in a coma and cannot talk, his sister falls asleep beside his cot, and, as the
director Dan Rothenberg says, ”everything that happens in the piece is one of their
dreams, and we don't know whose.” A movement-based meditation on sleep and a
stunning piece of physical theater, Shut Eye illuminates the teachings of Lecoq,
immersing the audience in a world where the body asks the old questions of the
conscious and unconscious self, silence and expression, sleep and dreams. And, as
Rothenberg says, “Everything comes back to Artaud.”
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ABSTRACT

Giselle – An Archetypal Story of Individuation
This paper offers a depth psychological interpretation of the story of Giselle and
follows Carl Jung’s method of interpretation considering respectively the archetypes, the
mythological amplification, the symbolism, and the importance of the context in which
the story develops.
The story of Giselle was conceived by the French poet and writer Theophile
Gautier in 1840 for a ballet. Gautier was inspired by Heinrich Heine’s De l’Allemagne, a
book that explained the world of German folklore to the French. The story of Giselle
unfolds a plethora of archetypes and symbols tracing the process of individuation of the
psyche.
This paper analyzes the structure of the story, its characters and symbols, in light
of the Jungian concepts of: individuation, polarity, anima and animus, the four functions
(thinking, feeling, intuition, sensation), the shadow, and the unconscious.
In addition to its universal archetypal motifs, the story of Giselle is deeply
grounded in the nineteenth-century European cultural life. As portrayed in Giselle, an
important aspect of German Romanticism was a close connection between beauty and
terror, and a belief that some states of mind lead to a breaking through rational and
material barriers through madness and somnambulism. An eager search for dark, bizarre,
pathetic effects such as night, symbols and images of death such as the wilis, provided the
essential background from which modern psychology evolved.

The purpose of this paper is to offer artistic directors, choreographers, and dancers
a psychological insight for a deeper understanding and interpretation of the story and of
the characters portrayed in the ballet Giselle.
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culture model through its phases of representation, identity, production, consumption and
regulation.
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INTRODUCTION
Spunky. Feisty. Plucky. Quick-witted. Thoroughly modern. Anything but
clueless. The most famous girl detective ever. A double-latte Nancy. To whom can
these descriptors be referring? To Nancy Drew, of course. Perhaps the best known
perennially 18-year-old female sleuth ever to grace the pages of mystery fiction. But,
Nancy Drew has been updated, recast, and re-proportioned to reflect more contemporary
social and cultural norms. Or has she?
On December 15, 2002, ABC aired during prime time The Wonderful World of
Disney’s latest production of the age-old classic, “Nancy Drew.” The heroine of more
than 50 books and read by millions of young people since their first penning in the
1930’s, Nancy Drew has been a role model for adolescent and teen girls for decades.
Independent, honest, trust-worthy, smart, popular and attractive, Nancy Drew seems to
have it all. She’s also white, from a well-to-do background, and educated. Although
motherless, Nancy enjoys a healthy, open relationship with her widowed father,
successful lawyer Carson Drew. The mother figure in the books is lovingly fulfilled by
Hannah Gruen, a mature woman of unspecified age or ethnic heritage. Neither do we
know where Hannah comes from or if she has family of her own.
Even today, Nancy Drew holds a pivotal place in American popular culture. The
character was first immortalized in film in the 1930’s. A television series featured her in
the late 1970’s. Last year’s television movie was Nancy’s most recent incarnation, and
there are reports of another regular series. Nancy Drew is relevant to this discussion
because “feminist scholars have acknowledged the role mass media play in the
construction and representation of the feminine” (Acosta-Alzuru and Kreshel, 2002,
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p. 142). Cast as she has been as one of the most prominent role models for adolescent
and teenage girls, it is useful to examine how and with what possible consequences
Nancy Drew has influenced women’s identity and its subsequent impact on social
structures.
THEORETICAL AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Background
The charge of the 2003 National Communication Association’s Critical and
Cultural Studies Division is to explore the relationship among power, communication and
every day life, especially with regard to “fostering social action and promoting social
change.” In this paper, the relationship between power and culture is looked at vis-à-vis
communication and meaning. Through the framework of a cultural model called “the
circuit of culture,” we can see how power and communication interact and observe the
interplay between culture and meaning. The resulting implications for everyday living
are broached as well.
Acosta-Alzuru and Kreshel (2002) give credit to British cultural studies scholars
du Gay, Hall, Janes, Mackay, & Negus (1997) for formulating “the circuit of culture”
model. This model depicts “the cultural process as a complex and interdependent set of
[five] moments that are distinct, but not discrete,” enabling one “view of how the
meanings associated with a particular cultural product are produced, negotiated, and
contested” (Acosta-Alzuru & Kreshel, 2002, p. 142).
In examining the relationship between culture and meaning (Acosta-Alzuru &
Kreshel, 2002, p. 142) the circuit of culture model emphasizes, it is important to look at
all of the “moments” that comprise this relationship. These moments are the sites for
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meaning transactions in the cultural process, namely where cultural representation,
identity, production, consumption, and regulation are enacted respectively and
interactively. The “cultural product” examined in this paper is Nancy Drew. That is, this
paper focuses on the potential meanings communicated by the depiction of Nancy Drew
in the recent 2002 television movie. Some of these meaning transactions deal with issues
of power; others deal with stereotypes, both positive and negative, and with possible
implications for impressionable viewers as well as society as a whole.
The Circuit of Culture Model
In the circuit of culture model, the moment termed representation refers simply to
language use, the verbal and non-verbal symbols humans use to convey meaning (i.e.,
communicate). Representation might be in the form of stories, jargon, dialects, even
gestures. To fit the confines of this paper, I focus on key nicknames and descriptors
ascribed to Nancy by the other characters depicted in the TV movie. These sobriquets are
particularly “representative” of the multi-dimensionality of the Nancy Drew movie
characterization. They provide a comprehensive yet manageable (for analytical
purposes) snapshot view of the complexities of this significant cultural artifact.
Representation addresses questions related to how Nancy Drew is constructed
symbolically, through specific language use. And, because “the power to define . . . is
not equally distributed in society” (Acosta-Alzuru & Kreshel, 2002, p. 143), the word
choices made and by whom they are delivered help to illuminate certain power dynamics
at play in this supposedly “thoroughly modern” (TV Guide, 14-21 December 2002)
portrayal.
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Identity in the circuit of culture refers to “how a cultural product--text, object,
practice--acts as a marker identifying a particular group, that is, how meanings create an
identity” (Acosta-Alzuru & Kreshel, 2002, p. 139). “Who is Nancy Drew?” is a question
of identity. In this cultural moment, we realize that “identity is not fixed, it is socially
and symbolically constituted . . . . [In fact,] cultural identities are comprised of both
shared elements and points of difference” (Acosta-Alzuru & Kreshel, 2002, p. 144).
Critical studies in general and feminist scholarship in particular are concerned with
embracing diversity and celebrating inclusion. Thus, identifying artifacts that perpetuate
conformity, lack of tolerance and exclusionary practices is important to social regulation,
moment five in the circuit of culture. Answering the question of who Nancy Drew is, or
is supposed to be, advances our understanding of how certain “powers that be,” at least in
the entertainment industry, attempt to define women at crucial stages in our social
development. Is Nancy Drew typical? Is she you or your daughter or your sister or best
friend? Is she real? Is she ideal or idealized? Is she dangerous? These are all significant
questions relating to identity that should be addressed.
Obviously, when cultural products such as texts, objects and practices--including
TV movies--are created, they are encoded with specific meanings. This is the circuit of
culture moment referred to as production. According to Acosta-Alzuru & Kreshel
(2002), meaning also is produced “when we incorporate cultural products into our
everyday life” (p. 143). Consequently, the artifacts a culture produces and according to
which it is identified are integral to society, its structure and institutions, and its evolution
over time. Of course, whoever controls the production of cultural artifacts controls some
aspects of society. Control and power are virtually synonymous in this context. Today,
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controllers (aka producers) of mass media programming wield unprecedented influence
in constructing cultural representations and, thus, cultural identities. Nancy Drew is just
one such example of a mass-produced culturally-representative (theoretically) identity to
which girls from around the globe can aspire. The sheer magnitude of the dispersion of
this current depiction of Nancy adds to the importance of analyzing what potential
meanings are communicated and consumed.
Consumption in the circuit of culture “looks at what the product means to those
who actually use it” (Acosta-Alzuru & Kreshel, 2002, p. 143), including when these
products are seen, read and heard. One question regarding the consumption of Nancy
Drew as cultural artifact might be articulated as follows: How does the acceptance of
Nancy Drew as the role model she is marketed to be contribute to the construction of a
young girl’s identity, especially with regard to her sense of self-worth and her
understanding (and appreciation or despair) about her role and purpose in contemporary
society? Another issue confronts the sort of “chicken and egg” dilemma about the
consumption and production of cultural products: Do we consume what we produce or
do we produce what we consume? In other words, is the medium still the message or is
the message the message? And, what are the ramifications of that message? To put it
another way: Will teenage girls try to be Nancy Drew and either succeed or fail? What
will be the consequences of their success or failure? Or, is Nancy Drew an accurate
depiction of who young women today already are? Can girls choose to be whomever and
whatever they want to be or are those choices being made for them? If so, by whom?
Finally, the fifth phase in the circuit of culture is termed regulation. At issue in
this moment of meaning transaction is the effect a cultural product has on society. In
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other words, how might the portrayal of Nancy Drew in a widely-watched television
event impact “the social formation, its institutions, assumptions, and mores” (AcostaAlzuru & Kreshel, 2002, p. 143)? Further, can we use this event as a springboard to
productive growth and change on behalf of young females and their futures as, hopefully,
fully equal partners in a world still dominated by patriarchy and hegemony?
Attempting to answer in full all of the questions just posed is beyond the scope
and purpose of this paper and, perhaps, beyond a lifetime of scholarly work. However,
raising the questions, examining them to some useful degree, and generating ongoing
debate is a useful exercise and what the scope and purpose of this paper can fulfill.
METHODOLOGY
Simply put, I tape-recorded the two-hour TV movie entitled, “Nancy Drew,” that
aired on ABC on December 15, 2002, at 6 p.m. Central Standard Time. I viewed the
movie three times. During the second and third screenings, I took handwritten notes of
specific words and phrases that I interpreted to represent significant meanings associated
with the identity of Nancy Drew as she was being symbolically constructed and mass
produced for mass consumption by a wide audience. This audience was undoubtedly
populated with a significant number of impressionable adolescent and teen females, but
future research will have to verify and validate their actual responses to the movie event.
This paper is an interpretive work. Granted, the methodological approach may
appear to be unorthodox; it certainly is not scientific in that traditional sense and, thus, it
is fraught with the usual “difficulties inherent to the presentation of findings of
interpretive research” (Acosta-Alzuru & Kreshel, 2002, p. 150). I acknowledge the
limitations of the study, including that no definitive conclusions can be drawn from what
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is, admittedly, one person’s take on one movie event aired at only one time to date. I
make no claims to having uncovered unequivocal universal truths. Such is not the
purpose of interpretive research anyway. However, due to the nature of the artifact
involved, including its pervasiveness and its potential to strongly influence the vulnerable
targeted audience involved, as well as its subject matter, the findings and observations
offered herein do have value as a first step toward a larger project. Future work would
necessarily involve, for example, extensive audience research and a more comprehensive
review of the extant relevant literature. In the meantime, this effort is a descriptive workin-progress, occupying a valuable place in the interpretive scheme at it attempts to
heighten awareness and keep top of mind important issues concerning mass media, power
and culture, communication and meaning, and social progress.
FINDINGS
As already mentioned, to fit the purpose and scope of this paper the following
discussion focuses on the language used to nickname Nancy or to otherwise represent and
identify her, as ascribed to her by key characters in the movie. The nicknames
themselves are significant, as will be illustrated. But also important are the namers, the
people who assign the sobriquets and descriptors to Nancy, because of their relationship
to her. These namers include her contemporaries, authority figures, a close family
member and Nancy herself.
Nancy’s Contemporaries:
Ned Nickerson (Nancy’s long-time “official” boyfriend) – “my girl”; “babe”
Bess (best friend) – “sweetie”; “stupid running girl”
Unnamed fellow student in class – “teacher’s pet”
George (best friend) – “slugger”
Hank (male friend) – “Contessa Columbo”; “she-Sherlocks of River Heights High”
Star football player – “Miss Think Too Much”
Slightly older male police detective – “Miss Marple gone horribly awry.”
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Authority Figures:
Police officers in squad room – “little Miss Mr. Drew”; “progeny of our former favorite
D.A.”
Journalism professor – “scooter”
Policewoman – “catwoman”
Football coach – “missy”
Athletic Director – “Miss Drew”
Family member/caregiver:
Hannah Gruen (housekeeper and surrogate mother) – “punkin’”
Self:
Nancy (referring to herself) – “the girl who gets all the answers right”

DISCUSSION
Nicknames/Descriptors as Cultural Representation
Nancy’s Contemporaries
At the risk of oversimplifying the matter, Nancy’s contemporaries seem to see her
as representing either a masculinized female or a feminized male. In other words,
Nancy’s friends and same-aged acquaintances symbolically construct her along two lines:
the traditional feminine and the traditional masculine, respectively, albeit somewhat
interchangeably. For example, Nancy’s boyfriend, Ned, and Bess, one of Nancy’s best
girlfriends, both refer to Nancy in rather soft and “girlie” terms. Interestingly, both Ned
and Bess are the more “traditional” characters in the movie as well. Ned is the longsuffering boyfriend who has become accustomed to taking the backseat to Nancy’s
pursuit of her burgeoning career as a professional detective. Bess is the stereotypical
“girlie girl”; she is fluff personified and is drawn in diametrically opposing terms to
Nancy. Where Bess is lacey, Nancy is leather; where Bess is boy-crazy, Nancy is
indifferent or, at least, distracted. Bess is none too bright; even best friend George (a
female, by the way), refers to Bess as someone who “can barely read her digital watch.”
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Bess states her college priorities straightaway: “I came here strictly to flirt and
socialize.” Bess gets annoyed by what she considers to be Nancy’s other-directed
priorities, even proclaiming in a petulant manner, “I won’t be seduced into your web of
investigatory intrigue,” as it might adversely affect Bess’s admission into her sorority of
choice. Indeed, Nancy has almost a boyfriend-like interaction with Bess, often leading
her around by the hand, both literally and figuratively.
Throughout the portrayal, Nancy is vilified when she exhibits competent
behavior, especially when she demonstrates her acute reasoning acumen. A fellow
student accuses her of being a suck-up--also read as using manipulative tactics often
attributed to wily women--to garner favor with a curmudgeon of a journalism professor.
Indeed, Nancy is more frequently criticized for her strong opinions, aggressiveness and
competitive nature than she is complimented for them. This representation reflects what
Jamieson (1995) referred to as the double-bind: “Throughout history, women have been
identified as bodies not minds, wombs not brains” (p. 53). Historically, according to
Jamieson, women have been unable to be fully effective in the workplace because we are,
theoretically, bound by what we do not have: highly-developed analytical skills; strategic
thinking abilities; talent in abstract conceptualization. Even the “thoroughly modern”
(TV Guide, 14-21 December 2002) and admittedly “spunky” and “feisty” (Harris, 12
December 2002) Nancy Drew seems still to suffer from similar constraints.
Nancy is further symbolically masculinized by her other best friend, strikingly
named George. Something of a cross between Nancy and Bess, George is the
stereotypical tomboy. She is involved in the political activism Nancy doesn’t have the
time for and Bess does not have the interest in. Definitely her own person, Bess is
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distressed when Bess’s potentially new sorority sisters make Bess “doubt her looks” by
making Bess “think she’s fat when she’s not.” Loyal but practical, George takes Nancy’s
father’s side when a conflict arises between Nancy and her dad. Thus, George takes on a
sort of “voice of reason” that has a distinctly male cast. George is the first to come to
Nancy’s aid when the going gets tough, but all the while she admonishes Nancy not to
break the rules nor to operate outside of the “right” way that Nancy’s father taught her.
George’s nickname for Nancy reflects a sports metaphor more reminiscent of male
bonding than girl power.
Other masculine-oriented symbolic references to Nancy come from Hank, a male
computer hacker who invokes the names of male detectives as sort of role models on
Nancy’s behalf. Additionally, the star athlete, who happens to be a Black male, implies
that Nancy uses her brain “too much,” especially for a girl, further conjuring images of
Jamieson’s (1995) double-bind. Even the slightly older male detective, who develops a
romantic interest in Nancy (too consumed by her current case to notice), resorts to a
backhanded compliment when referring to Nancy’s investigative tactics. As a “Miss
Marple gone awry,” the implication is that there is something wrong with Nancy because
she doesn’t operate the way Miss Marple, presumably the classic female detective role
model, might. Never mind that Miss Marple is about 80 years old, is a spinster, and
rarely travels outside her small English village of St. Mary Meade. Apparently, Nancy is
the aberration of this pillar of exemplary female detection, at least according to the guy
who supposedly cares enough about Nancy to want to pursue a personal relationship with
her.
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Talk about dual signals! Be smart but not too smart; be driven but not pushy; be a
girl but not too feminine. If you want to succeed, be more like a man. Women are not
inherently strong; only when we take on male characteristics do we have the chance to be
effective. Negotiating these competing and contradictory directives is one of the most
difficult challenges young female adolescents and teens, not to mention mature women,
face today.
Authority Figures
Regrettably for the pursuit of balanced representation of strong and effective
feminine (non-masculinized) women in popular culture, the descriptors assigned to
Nancy Drew by characters depicting authority figures in the recent “modernized” TV
movie also are dichotomized along traditionally male/female, feminine/masculine lines.
Members of the police force delimit Nancy as being nothing more than a smaller version
of her father. Delivered in a sarcastic manner, the implication, again, is that this
construction is actually a compliment to Nancy. In other words, being a miniaturized
version or carbon copy of her feared father is high praise for Nancy. Nancy is not a
whole person earning respect in her own right; she’s merely a chip off the old (male)
block. This becomes even more evident when Nancy curries favor on two separate
occasions with representatives of law enforcement by resorting to being just one of the
guys. She reveals a remarkable knowledge of sports and cars to garner this regard. Even
the nickname Nancy’s supposedly enlightened journalism professor gives her evokes
maleness; whoever heard of a female “scooter”? Why not “scoop” or “dynamo” or
“ringer”? Not completely gender-neutral granted, but these sobriquets come across as
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generally less gender-laden than a term reminiscent of times when boys built boxcars and
girls sewed dresses for their dolls.
Other authority figures in the movie seemed to have equal difficulty referring to
Nancy in some other way than a diminishing one, especially with regard to feminized
nicknames. What, or rather who, do you think of when you think of “catwoman”? Most
people would say the slinky, decidedly female feline in the skintight bodysuit who
beguiles Batman and clouds his better judgment with sex. To add insult to injury, the
character who calls Nancy by this nickname is a female policewoman! What message
does this send to impressionable viewers? If she hasn’t already, Nancy will eventually
resort to sex to solve her problems or get what she wants. At the very least, Nancy—as a
woman—always has this tool in her arsenal, to pull out at the proper moment and use to
its fullest and most manipulative advantage. Sex is power. In fact, sex is the most
powerful weapon a woman has, not her intellect. If she can’t reason her way out of a
spot, she can cash in on her physical assets. The football coach’s reference to Nancy as
“missy” is just another instance where an authority figure, albeit a non-sympathetic one,
tries to diminish Nancy or weaken her resolve. To her credit, Nancy doesn’t give in.
Sadly, the only character with some authority who addresses Nancy with a term of
respect lacks sympathy as well as credibility. In fact, he turns out to be the bad guy. The
message here: only someone with questionable integrity and suspect judgment is allowed
to give Nancy her due. In all fairness, the football coach does admit that he likes Nancy’s
“spirit.” But, he issues this “compliment” at the same time he refers to Bess as “the little
cheerleader girl,” taking the opportunity to put down one young female at the same time
he is grudgingly acknowledging the talent of another. Further, the football coach is
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drawn as weak and shallow, selfish, not concerned about the welfare of his players, and
generally not a nice guy. So, any compliment from him doesn’t ring true anyway.
On the whole, then, those characters who represent authority construct Nancy
symbolically as effective because she is her father personified, a boyish go-getter, a
potential sexual operative, and/or a flighty female. Only the show’s criminal uses
deferential language to Nancy, but who can believe him? The conflicting signals sent out
by the characters portraying Nancy’s contemporaries are reinforced by the characters
playing authority, made even more troubling because of the positions of power they
represent.
Family Member/Caregiver
As is often the case, the people who love us and care about us the most rarely see
us for who we are. They see us through rose-colored glasses; they see us as who they
want us to be or who they wanted to be. They can love us unconditionally but demand
the most from us. The movie depiction of the relationship between Nancy and surrogate
mother Hannah Gruen is attenuated. Their closeness is obvious; their love is understood.
But, with one word, Hannah is in danger of relegating Nancy to the status of dependent
and frail little girl. Done lovingly and with no malice aforethought, or so one would
assume, the effect is nonetheless detrimental. No matter what Nancy’s achievements
outside the home, she remains forever the sheltered object of a stereotypical upper
middle-class White American family.
On the other hand, Nancy was raised by a single parent. Her father is a widower.
But, Hannah has been there to fill the motherless void from the outset and Nancy herself
seems to fill for her father some of the gap left by the death of his wife. The relationship
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between Nancy and her father is portrayed reasonably realistically. They have their
conflicts, but their communication remains open. They share trust and respect. Nancy’s
father treats Nancy as an equal, but to a point; when the situation warrants it, he steps up
as the disciplinarian. Through it all, though, there is Hannah.
Hannah still sees Nancy as her “punkin,’” seasonal, simple by all appearances yet
imbued with hidden complexities. Not the sweetest nor the most beautiful, perhaps, but
Nancy is glorious in how she contributes to others’ recipes for success. Regrettable from
the standpoint of Nancy’s depiction as an independent woman is that the one substantive
conversation Hannah has with Nancy presumes that a “fella” and not her work has been
occupying so much of Nancy’s time. Hannah goes on to elaborate her own sexual
escapades in college, sending the message that this behavior is acceptable and, in fact,
desirable. In Hannah’s eyes, it might even be the norm for all college women, even for
her “punkin.’” Nancy does not appear to be unduly influenced by this exchange; she is
nothing if not focused on her detecting. Yet, it is worrisome that the primary female role
model in Nancy’s immediate vicinity is a woman who is preoccupied with sex, baking a
pie that goes uneaten at dinner, and the perennial nature of Nancy’s embodiment of her
privileged childhood.
Nancy on Nancy
Undeniably, Nancy Drew is a product of her surroundings. She is a cultural icon
who has been transformed by forces beyond her control, including two world wars, space
exploration, and computer technology. At the same time, she has remained unaffected by
her environment. She is a teenager, albeit an 18-year-old soon to enter young adult
womanhood. She continues to be confronted by and deal with timeless issues such as
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love, prejudice, ethical behavior and moral judgment. Still, Nancy Drew seems to want
to be the proverbial “good girl.” She wants to please and do the “right thing.” Likewise,
she doesn’t want to disappoint or offend. She is polite to her elders, though they might
not extend the same courtesy to her. Nancy is serious about her work and career;
however, she is conflicted about her emotions when it comes to dating and romance. She
knows what she wants, but she isn’t sure others--even her friends and family--want the
same for her. And, when it comes right down to it, the best way she can describe herself
is in black-and-white terms. She assumes there are universally accepted right and wrong
answers to the problems she faces, and her life performance is subject to evaluation
against these standards. Outside pressures close in around her, while her own internal
stresses wreak havoc on her confidence, motivation and hope.
In sum, Nancy Drew represents that socially derived and culturally manifested
mandate that women “do it all.” However trite this may sound, the truism still applies.
Just look around, more and more women enter the workforce full time while
relinquishing little to none of the home-related responsibilities. Women still are not paid
equal wages for equal work. Women continue to be victimized, objectified in the
mainstream media and bearing the brutality of unrealistic and commercially perpetuated
expectations of physical perfection well into our later years. Nancy Drew is no
exception, and she knows it. She accepts it, and she deals with it the best way she can,
given the past and present context within which she has to work.
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Some Implications of Nancy Drew’s Cultural Representation on
Cultural Identity, Production, Consumption and Regulation
In light of the specific language use found in the recent TV movie, we see
evidence that Nancy Drew is symbolically represented as a masculinized female or a
feminized male. In other words, while her biologic identity is female, her persona is far
more boy-like than girl-like. In fact, Nancy is shown as most “hip” when she is
exhibiting characteristics traditionally associated with males, including acute reasoning
skills, disinterest in clothes and serious romance, strong leadership and decisive action.
So, in terms of identity, who is Nancy Drew? Well, she is independent, though she relies
on help from her friends and father. She is driven, though she exhibits signs that she
recognizes the need for some balance. And, she is tough, but she is not afraid to cry. Is
she a woman? Yes, but not wholly in the traditional sense, especially as she is juxtaposed
to Bess and the other “traditional” girls the movie portrays none too positively. Is Nancy
her own person? In some ways, but more often she is depicted as merely a female
version of effective men, namely her father, her journalism professor and, to some extent,
the star athlete. Is Nancy Drew an appropriate role model, a cultural marker against
which impressionable female adolescents and teens can measure themselves? In some
ways, yes, in others, no. In my opinion as a feminist critic, until women are represented
as being complete and valuable based on inherent instead of borrowed characteristics,
there is room for improvement for how women are represented in popular culture and
how they are subsequently identified, perceived and emulated in our society.
In terms of cultural production, Nancy Drew was a cultural product of the postWorld War I era. She was the brainchild of one Mildred Wirt Benson, a woman
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undoubtedly ahead of her time. (Benson wrote the Nancy Drew stories under the pen
name, Carolyn Keene.) Ms. Benson died in May 2002 at the age of 96, just seven months
before Nancy Drew’s most recent incarnation some 70 years after her inception. The 21st
century Nancy Drew is an offspring of Walt Disney’s family programming. Notably, the
seats of power at Walt Disney, Inc., and ABC are occupied by men and the current Nancy
Drew project was executive produced by a man, Kevin Brown. Brown has been quoted
as saying that “the biggest challenge [of the project] was reinventing Nancy for the 21st
century without alienating her legion of fans” (Harris, 12 December 2002). So, here we
are, at the beginning of a new millennium, and men are still producing representations of
women to serve as role models for young female teens. Is it any wonder that the
representations form some of the (mis)identifications discussed in this paper?
Having been broadcast at the height of the holiday season on the primary family
television viewing night of the week, millions of viewers consumed the portrayal of
Nancy Drew as it aired last December. What will be the outcome of the product
consumption? Will more female teens strive to be more like their fathers rather than their
mothers? Will female adolescents be motivated to pursue journalism careers in college
or opt to be amateur detectives who roar around in jazzy convertibles? Will justice be a
code of conduct more young people in general seek to adhere to or will getting into the
“right” sorority be top priority? Is Bess the real hero here? Is Nancy a poor imitation of
the alternative to what she can’t be: the “perfect” woman? How is success defined? Do
any of us ever really know who we are and why? All of these issues remain to be
resolved, but they are important questions that deserve future attention in upcoming
research. Just formulating the questions should serve to give us pause.
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Finally, considering the social regulation that might (or might not) result from any
cultural moment, it behooves us to remember that all identity is affected by what is
produced and consumed and that our very identity is the manifestation of representations
sculpted and perpetuated by communication. Communication transmits meanings and
meanings transact culture. And vice versa. The circuit revolves; it is dynamic, fluid,
interchangeable, and it is unpredictable, to a point. Hanging in the balance are our social
mores, our institutions and our structures. Are they stable? Could they survive major
upheavals in role redefinition and (re)enactment? Who decides what these new terms and
portrayals will look like? Why? And how will they be enforced? Is time running out?
Again, future study into possible answers to these questions is crucial, and it may never
have been more urgent.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The purpose of this paper was to present an interpretive work in progress.
Thought-provoking questions are raised about the perpetuation of certain representations
of women, especially contemporary young women role models, in popular culture. One
example of one such representation is engaged here, the latest depiction of Nancy Drew,
girl detective extraordinaire. How Nancy is represented through nicknames and other
descriptors ascribed to her by her contemporaries, key authority figures, one family
member and herself forms the crux of the analysis. The analysis is built on the
theoretical foundation of the circuit of culture model, a framework that explicates culture
in terms of meanings transacted in five phases or moments. Along with representation,
which involves specific language use, the circuit involves resulting identity formation
from the language choices made and the subsequent production and consumption of that
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identity. Social regulation is the ultimate moment in the circuit of culture model toward
which the other four phases build.
It seems that even in her most modern incarnation, Nancy Drew still struggles
against gender-related inequality and bias. Nancy has never quite been fully appreciated
for being her own person; instead, she’s an imitation rather than an original, a piece
instead of a whole. Nancy is a “babe,” with all the innuendos and harsh realities this
label implies. She is a young woman perched on the brink of adulthood, but she often is
a “wannabe” instead of an “am.” Nancy has achieved some remarkable successes, but
they are more qualified than absolute. As is the case for all of us, Nancy’s road to selffulfillment and social realization might be a long one indeed. This road is at once riddled
with mysteries beyond even Nancy Drew’s stylized talents of detection can unravel and
flowered with discoveries that keep us forever hopeful and moving toward the light.
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Abstract: The use of computers for writing and the teaching of writing raises
issues of benefits and limitations for students and teachers, for amateurs or
professionals. Given the situational condition of any writing task, the
effectiveness of using electronic technologies will tend to be a function of the
individual’s writing process. Whether or not computers can improve the quality
of writing and the teaching of writing, it is more important to pay attention to,
and teach for, the quality of the thinking and the precision of the discourse.
What’s more important than the technologies is the content, the substance of the
communication, if the goal is cognitive understanding, and even imaginative,
emotive response.

Contextualizing Technology & Writing:
When The Medium is not the Message
As an introduction, I must disclose that I’m not a technology expert, just a technology user and an
administrator of instruction about technology and writing. Since 1996 the Oregon Writing Project at the
University of Oregon has added a technology focus to our four-week summer invitational institute. We are
collaborating with the Center for Advanced Technology in Education in the University of Oregon College
of Education. As project director, I’ve left the implementation of all the technology to specialist consultants
and our two grad. student lab instructors.
Like all users, I’ve gained my computer knowledge and experience over the past years at an ever-increasing
rate, given how fast technology changes and how we need to adapt. However, while I embrace the
electronic technologies and benefit from their uses, my love is limited by the dangers that I feel are inherent
in their applications to our field of teaching writing and improving literacy. The attractions and seductions
of technology seem to pose dangers of overwhelming the rigorous mental efforts that create, arrange, and
interrogate literate communication.
Given the fact that we are compelled to adapt to the fast-paced changes in technology, there is an equally
compelling need to accompany these innovations with a companion message: that the ideas, the content of
verbal communication are more fundamental, less categorically changeable, ultimately (I’m arguing) more
important than the technologies that implement the writing. Technology primarily aids in resource
gathering, planning, drafting, and presenting; as well, it operates as the container, the conduit, the
transmitter of the substance of what’s being communicated. It influences product: the form, the design of
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the form, and the conceptual structure; yet, if one can only operate technology well, but cannot think
verbally and write equally well, then that person cannot communicate well – or at the least is hindered in
effectiveness.
Section 1 – Technology for Writing and Teaching Writing
Researching on line, as we know, provides quick, easy, often massive results yielding especially current
resources, but they may or may not have been validated or judged acceptable for print publication. I did a
little research on the web for this occasion (a very little research) to investigate the pressing concern:
whether technology -- here, let’s assume specifically computer word processing -- improves the quality of
student writing. Certainly this question could be expected to yield quantifiable results from research
measures. However, the conclusion I’d draw from even a few research studies is that there is no definitive
answer.
But then the question, “Do computers improve the quality of student writing?” is a ridiculously overbroad
one. It fails as a good research question because we don’t know what is meant by “quality” and “writing.”
Professors may be annoying for asking that terms be defined, but here it’s crucial: by “quality” – good for
what? by “writing” – what kinds and for what audiences? And who is doing the writing? At what level of
age or experience? I think that it is meaningless to talk about writing in general, because each piece of
writing is a function of its context. As rhetoricians say, it is situational – relative to the time, place, and
circumstances of the communication event.
Given this situational condition of writing, the finished products are also a function of the variety of
individuals’ writing processes. Some people may find it easy to write a first draft on line, while others may
prefer, even need, to scribe by hand – needing the freedom of scribbling in odd directions on many papers,
perhaps enjoying or accustomed to the accompanying tactile and kinetic sensations. Moreover, even for a
single person, there may not be a singular all-encompassing writing process, but rather a variety of
processes depending on the situation, the task, the knowledge needing to be communicated. A major
difference between a novice and a more expert writer in a given situation is that the more knowledge one
has on the topic and the more experience as a writer, the more that the expert can generate, organize, and
essentially draft in his or her head and then directly onto the screen or paper.
So, let’s rephrase the question into a more workable and appropriate one, to avoid the confounding element
of quality (although this is what the evaluators often want to measure): does using computers improve the
teaching of writing? Yet I’ll bet that any discussion of the effects of technology on teaching writing and
writing processes would also yield both qualified gains and limitations.
My colleague, nationally known technology educator, Dave Moursund, says that “there are things that
ordinary people do better than ordinary computers, and things ordinary computers do better than ordinary
people. The overlap area provides especially interesting topics for educational debate.” If we visualize his
Venn diagram, the area of overlap is the field for potential integration. It is where people and computers are
best fitted to maximize their joint potential. (I leave it to you to provide further examples of what fits these
categories. Here are some of mine).
We’d all agree that word processing -- depending on people’s age and skill level --makes scribing,
transcribing, recording, and generating amounts of text easier, faster, perhaps less physically painful than
with other hand tools. This results in greater volume of text produced over time. But does this produce
more ideas, greater accuracy in communicating meaning or intent – or just more words? Consider the ease
of email, which is often sent off after what is, in effect, an unedited first draft vs. the needs and benefits for
revision and refinement.
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Certainly equally important, word processing facilitates revision. We can manipulate text elements and
easily print and reprint pages. Composing electronically facilitates choices – trying out different words and
structures for the best realization of our intent. Compare that to the various erasure and correction devices
we’ve used in our lifetimes. Plus, before computers, how often did we retype a page just to correct a couple
of surface errors discovered after the fact? Thus, word processing may increase accuracy and efficiency
and also may reduce fatigue.
But word processing can also get us into the habit of being sloppier typists and spellers. Moreover, the auto
features lead people to laziness. I can’t count the times I’ve received lovely laser printed papers that are full
of surface spelling, mechanical, and grammatical errors. The students, when asked, admit to not bothering
or forgetting about the spell checker.
While spell check and other software tools can automatically highlight places in our texts, we should teach
that there is no true grammar checker. Current programs cannot understand grammar and syntax in all their
complexities in contexts of natural use. That’s why we don’t have sophisticated language translation
programs; they don’t do well beyond one-dimensional reporting facts, in contrast to the multi-dimensional
language of colloquialisms, metaphor, irony, satire.
Electronic data storage systems also have their innovative benefits, on which we now primarily rely, but
also their limitations and vulnerabilities. Moreover, the promise of the “paperless office” has never
materialized, for example, as we often print our emails and other multiple hard copies. At our technology
focused summer institute, much drafting plus final publication of writings are done electronically. But also
many drafts are printed for use by individuals or groups.
For the future, I’d suggest that we put aside the old questions of what computers improve and ask new
questions to reflect and encourage our new ways of doing things with technology. How do we design
activities for producing new kinds of products using writing with electronic technologies?
Increasingly, there are opportunities for integrative, web-based projects for research, collaboration, and
posting. There are whole course and curricular-based teaching products on the web for credit or fun. Thus,
there are greater uses for technology with writing: more real-world audiences with new means and products
for reaching them; these include community literacy, service learning, and other practical tasks beyond the
school. At the same time, we must increase attention to the problems accompanying research on the web,
especially, how we teach students to evaluate the accuracy and validity of web sources.
Currently, the web environment is spawning a new journaling mode of discourse. The exponential
proliferation of weblogs (shortened to “blogs”) has been noted as a universal cultural phenomenon in
articles (The New Yorker, Nov. 13, 2000; Newsweek, Aug. 26, 2002), books (Weblog Handbook; We Got
Blog), and even a series of Doonesbury strips in October 2002 (“Wow. That’s one mad edgy blog ZipDawg! . . . You’re aware it’s gibberish, though, right?”).
Author Rebecca Blood stated in an interview (Aug. 30, 2002) that whether the topics are designed as
personal life, opinions on current events, journalistic reporting, or specialized discourse, the blogs provide
daily writing practice and build a community of readers, whether just family and friends, ordinary folk
surfing the web, or specialists in a discipline. On the world scene, during 2002-03 Iraq crises and fighting,
reporting on political and military events came from bloggers in and outside of Iraq.
Now there’s the “wikipedia” <www.wikipedia.org> an open source encyclopedia that can be added to and
modified continuously by anyone accessing the web pages. This offers the opportunity for the social
construction of information to reach new levels of interactivity – writing and rewriting history, science,
whatever topic may be desired. Regardless of the quality or verifiability of the variety of web postings,
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internet hardware and software are providing tools for expanding journaling and personal expression as a
mode of communication.
The technology of speedy interactivity has become an expectation. It offers access to resources and human
communication – the accessibility of interactive learning environments, in the current lingo. We can
communicate with our pen-pals almost instantaneously, faster than paper via what’s now called snail mail.
But how much does this impact the content of the message?
Section 2. – When the Medium is not the Message
We need not seek to justify a positive answer for whether technology improves the teaching of writing. The
problem with this question is that the writing is primary – if verbal communication, expression, rational
dialogue, and understanding are the goals. The writing is the content, the substance, the message itself as
the intrinsic communicable meaning. In contrast, electronic technologies -- hardware and software – act the
role of the medium in the play of the message and the medium.
Technology offers production and delivery systems, generating, containing, and dispensing potential
meaning. While technological innovations thrive – like ink cartridges for pens and squeeze tubes for
correction fluid – these are merely efficiencies for generation and production. Consider the improvements
in electronic storage media that we’ve enjoyed: from magnetic tape, to big fragile floppy disks, to small
rigid ones, to zip disks, and CDs -- each with greater speed, efficiency, capacity. But such innovations do
not intrinsically change writing and the writing process.
I don’t mean to minimize the importance, fun, and capabilities of new multi-media opportunities for
combining and editing text, graphics, video, sound; nor any of the other opportunities for novel interactive
learning and writing environments on line. However, to describe the use of electronic technologies with
writing, I must reverse Marshall McLuhan’s famous phrase: here, the medium is not the message. Just
because we know about and use computers for writing, just because we integrate technology into the
curriculum, this does not ensure that we will communicate accurately, efficiently, meaningfully – or that
our students will learn to do so.
I recognize (and you may too) that I’m making a slippery equation of media with form. I admit that I’m
overgeneralizing with these broad abstractions. The term “form” and the term “media” have multiple and
not equivalent meanings. However, if the technology is regarded as a medium (or providing the media) that
manifests the forms we create, then this function is not equivalent to the linguistic and rhetorical structures
that determine the form and content of a message.
The medium of technology facilitates the communication of the message. Thus, technology is a catalyst –
producing the physical product (publishing, disseminating, even embellishing) but remaining unchanged. It
remains constant until we change or invent new hardware or software, elements independent of our verbal
message.
Some new technology may be of such magnitude that it is intrinsically inseparable from the information,
and thus does determine the communication. But the information communicated may not be exclusively or
completely verbal. I’m thinking of how GPS systems improve navigation. But the question as to whether
technology/computers improve writing may not be different from the question as to whether
technology/computers improve shopping. Certainly QVC, Amazon.com, eBay, and all their like have
changed shopping. If we choose to participate in the new interactive shopping environments, they make it
easier for presenting and disseminating information and the material outcomes of shopping.
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However, for both shopping and writing, the actual material content – the stuff of the human interaction and
exchange – must be created (to varying degrees) with intellectual processes. Material content must be
developed and stocked for the virtual mall, regardless of the extent to which the media are kept in mind and
influence the creative process.
This idea for the analogy of the shopping process came to mind as I was flipping through the tv channels
with my remote control. QVC caught my attention for a while because there was a dynamic demonstration
of wood polish and restorer. These active demos (you know the kind, like cooking shows) are better than
static displays, as they engage the viewer over time. (It’s not an inappropriate digression here to point out
that this should remind us of how effective and important it is for us to demonstrate and, better yet,
participate in the writing process with our students.)
When the medium may become the message, as in many familiar tv news and video electronic display
formats, the idea/content capacity diminishes, and what dominates is the infinite play of images. Even the
images tend to lose their contextual and individual conceptual value. Moreover, the domination of visually
stimulating images interferes with abstract and critical thinking and ultimately with education, according to
media scholar Neil Postman; the image content becomes decontextualized and trivialized. Consider the
docu-style of flashing multiple different images (say, of the history of the 20th century) in fractions of a
second. Or the Headline News format of multiple split screens with five or more differently formatted info
sections changing at different rates. How can the eye, ear, and brain process it all simultaneously?
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not suggesting we ignore or minimize technology in our classrooms; we do so at
our peril. Now there is a growing number of kids in school who know more about technology than their
teachers and parents. That was the observation of Don Tapscott, in his 1997 book, Growing Up Digital, a
journalistic sociological study subtitled “the rise of the net generation.” Just as the older folks need to learn
more about technology, it’s imperative that the new, tech-savvy teachers entering our profession know how
write and to teach writing.
Section 3 – When the Form is not the Content
Despite its powerful applications and effects, the technological medium is not the message when the
primary goal of communication is by means of verbal language and cognition. Just as there are times when
the medium is not the message, so there are times when the form is not the content. To illustrate my
distinction, I’d argue that for writing, the medium and the message, the form and the content are inseparable
only in those complex, multi-dimensional linguistic contexts that the translation machines can’t handle;
think poetry: the sonnet and other products of imaginative creativity that cannot be translated into exact
equivalents (remember one definition of poetry: it’s what’s lost in the translation).
Perhaps the electronic media are more like poetry than forensic rhetoric; however, I’m not so sure. Here,
my favorite quote from Andy Rooney (in a commencement speech, May 1985) is apt. He said: “If you
think you have an idea and you can’t write it down, you don’t have an idea.”
There are many proven successful strategies for teaching elements of formal structures, such as direct
instruction; it has proven useful for teaching such elements as: phonics, grammar, syntax, vocabulary,
spelling. But there is no direct instruction for ideas or organization, the five-paragraph essay not
withstanding. In the actual world of practical communication, form and structures of organization usually
follow content in a more organic and interconnected fashion. This is true regardless of whether prescribed
patterns or templates are employed.
Section 4 -- Teaching Writing as a Writer
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So how do teachers as well as their students gain confidence and facility in their writing? The way is to do
writing -- the whole process of generating meaningful communication -- in its entirety in a variety of
situations and modes.
Here one of the foundational principles of the National Writing Project is the key. To be a successful
teacher of writing, you should have some confidence, facility, and even liking for writing – that is, for being
a writer yourself. I don’t mean necessarily having pretensions of being an artist, but rather showing your
students that you value and will do writing along with them.
This is my general, but practical point. There are now hundreds if not thousands of useful books and
articles out there that you can consult for lessons and assignments. But none of them will make you
successful if you’re not committed to teaching writing as a writer.
Consider this: writing as verbal communication may be the only skill or craft in school for which many
teachers are not practitioners, and don’t want to be. Can you think of another subject or activity where this
is the case? Math and chemistry teachers solve problems on the chalkboard. Artists and craftspeople can
demonstrate – that is, do what they teach. Even coaches for sports or physical activity usually can
demonstrate. Foreign language instructors are fluent in their chosen language. But many people do not like
to write, fear it, and avoid it even if they are supposed to teach it.
Why? The literate language lover may get enjoyment from crossword puzzles and Scrabble, the math lover
from number puzzles. But how many people would say, “I want to go home and toss off a few 5-paragraph
essays” or correct all the errors of traditional grammar in the local newspaper?
Honestly, I can’t say that I have loved doing certain kinds of writing that I’ve had to do; but writing is a
necessary part of my profession, my identity – not that I ever thought that it would be. It’s the basis of my
career – publish or perish, as the saying goes. Yet I like the crafting of writing; and it’s therapeutic in
crucial situations. And certainly now I wouldn’t come off well in front of you, if I couldn’t organize my
ideas, draft, edit, revise, etc.
When I was a first-year grad student at Columbia, I was hired, along with others, to proctor final exams in
large gym setups. As we paced up and down the aisles, I thought, as I did in later years as a TA, “I’m on
the other side now; I don’t have to do those tests, that kind of forced writing any more.” It took me years,
until I began with the writing project, to realize how counterproductive this all-too-prevalent view can be –
“I don’t have to do it, just assign it.”
To teach writing well in whatever your subject or project, you need to know more than just the technology
or just the current theories and lesson plans. As the cognitive psychologists say, there is a big difference
between “knowing about” and “knowing how” – which is the experiencing, the doing. They call it
“declarative” vs. “performative” kinds of knowing.
Thus, you will be a more successful teacher of writing if you are an enthusiastic doer with writing (whether
as amateur or professional), and if you understand from experience what it feels like for your students to try
to become writers. This is what the National Writing Project model for workshops does best.
Section 5 -- Words and Music
“Music . . . is the ideal of all art,” wrote Victorian critic Walter Pater, “because in music it is impossible to
distinguish the form from the substance or matter, the subject from the expression . . . .” Perhaps this is also
the direction of the electronic media. However, unlike such direct experience of felt meaning in music or
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other arts, when we live in the environment of literate verbal communication, we must employ cognitive
understanding and the precision of written language.
As teachers of writing, we all know of professions that the general public wouldn’t think require writing,
such as police, firefighting, forestry. Can you think of others that your students wouldn’t dream of as
requiring, for example, significant report writing as part of the job?
As we strive to integrate technology into writing instruction, we should question the assumptions that the
electronic display will replace the printed page and that digital images will replace propositional thinking.
It is more evident that electronic technologies have radically changed music composition than verbal
written composition. Long ago there was the 1920s theramin, then Moog synthesizers, now digital
instrumentation and editing capabilities, sampling, and one-person VJ entertainers replacing live bands.
But these developments do not render musicianship and composition theory obsolete.
Similarly for verbal composing; the electronic technologies will interpenetrate and generate new blends.
However, at this time word processing and visual displays of writing (alone or with images) are not
equivalent to thought processing and the organizing process of providing a conceptual structure for what
one wishes to communicate. The technology to produce a product remains subordinate to the process of
crafting the content of the communication.
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Abstract:
The Conflict Between Morality and Friendship
When we test our intuitions regarding the moral status of friendship, we typically find
that friendship is morally permissible. Indeed, our intuitions are likely stronger than this:
friendship is not only morally permissible, but beyond this, if anything in the world is
morally good, it is friendship. Friendship isn’t simply morally permissible; by this
stronger view, it is morally desirable, such that we are morally better people for engaging
in friendships and carrying out acts of friendship.
Stepping back from this one quite common view, here is another: to be moral is to be
impartial, or, put another way, to take the moral point of view is to take the impartial
point of view. By this view, when I am trying to figure out what morality demands of
me, it makes sense that the right thing to do is wholly separate from my own personal
tastes and desires. So, whether or not I ought to save your life in a given situation is
utterly unaffected by the fact that I think you are a bore, or that you lack acceptable social
graces, or that you once insulted me. This view of the moral requirement of impartiality
is endorsed by the more prevalent moral theories of the day, especially deontology and
consequentialism. In conjunction with our deeply held beliefs about friendship, however,
these two very common views offer an immediate moral quandary: can they fit together?
Friendship, on the face of it, is a relationship that is inherently and necessarily partial, yet
morality seems to demand impartiality. If we cannot offer some reconciliation, the result
would seem to be that morality forbids friendship–a dire result, given the important role
that friendship occupies in most of our lives. This conclusion stands in utter contrast with
our common sense intuitions–if this conclusion is right, friendship is not merely not
good, but is furthermore impermissible.
I submit that the possibility that this is so constitutes a real moral problem. In this paper,
I will make this problem clear by identifying the necessary and sufficient conditions of
friendship along with the particular features of contemporary moral theories that stand in
contrast to friendship, thus generating the moral problem of friendship. I will then
present some common and tempting responses offered to resolve the problem, and
discuss why these responses fail.
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Abstract:
In May 1924, Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald sailed to Europe. Scott felt that the
French Riviera would provide a stimulating change, cost less than their extravagant life in
New York, and be more conducive to work. He had begun writing The Great Gatsby,
which he completed abroad. Born in the Midwest in 1996, he shared with that time and
place an imagined view of Europe, more an idea than a real place, more a generalized
image than a spot on the map. That view was compounded of dreams, myths, images,
and fantasies. It was Europe seen as a fascinating opposite: the past to America’s
present, civilized to America’s primitive, poetic to America’s practicality, sophisticated
to America’s provincialism, cultured to America’s materialism, experienced to America’s
innocence. For Fitzgerald, who was particularly susceptible to the lure of romantic
promise, the prospect of European travel meant high expectations. As it turned out, the
Fitzgeralds seemed to live in France without having significant contact with the country.
They made no attempt to learn the language, the only French people they knew were their
servants (who took advantage of them), and they had little interest in museums, churches,
art, and music. Their time in Italy was no more pleasant. Unable to understand and
appreciate an alien culture, the Fitzgeralds inhabited a Europe of hotels, nightclubs, bars,
and beaches that catered to wealthy Americans. Upon returning to the United States,
Fitzgerald excoriated himself in his journal for wasting time, money, health, and
emotional energy in his European experience. He gave artistic expression to that
experience in a story titled “One Trip Abroad,” which chronicles the physical-emotional
deterioration of a young American couple during extended travel in Europe. The story
has much more than autobiographical interest, however, because, as in Fitzgerald’s best
fiction, he is able to transmute personal experience so that it illuminates larger social
patterns. It was this gift that earned him the title of “Laureate of the Jazz Age.” In the
case of “One Trip Abroad,” he contributes to the history of transatlantic relations,
particularly to our understanding of the post-World War I changes in American-European
cultural exchange—the social, economic, and psychological factors that shaped
America’s notion of Europe during the twenties and thirties.
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ABSTRACT
My paper examines the critique of myth prevalent in German thought in the early
twentieth century. In particular, I consider the philosophical and theological concepts of
myth in the work of Walter Benjamin, Franz Rosenzweig, and Hermann Cohen. A
number of conceptual versions of myth emerge in the German tradition: it appears in
Schelling’s late Idealism as an essential aspect of revelation; for Freud, it is a stage of
human prehistory that remains in modern mental life; in the work of Ernst Cassirer, it is
one of the basic forms of symbolic knowledge common to all cultures. In the works of
Benjamin and Rosenzweig, however, the concept of myth is determined, I argue, by two
contexts of significance: the scientistic philosophy of monism, and Cohen’s philosophical
articulation of Jewish monotheism. While the former represents a pantheistic worldview
born of the rise in the biological sciences in the nineteenth century, the latter provides an
Archimedean point that transcends it and makes possible a critique of monism’s mythic
ontology.
The point of departure for my investigation is Benjamin’s enigmatic essay of
1922 on Goethe’s novel Elective Affinities (1809). At the heart of Goethe’s work lies a
metaphor from the natural sciences: the recombination of elements in chemical reactions
to form more stable compounds. Goethe compares such recombination to the vicissitudes
of love in human life, and ultimately, to the dissolution of marriage. For Benjamin,
however, the chemical metaphor is a cipher for man’s entrapment in nature. The novel’s
central trope—the idea that we behave “like nature”—is, for Benjamin, essentially
mythic, because it reveals our failure to outgrow nature.
But in order to understand this view of myth, we must consider the philosophy of
monism. The term was coined by the nineteenth century biologist Ernst Haeckel, who
played an instrumental role in introducing Darwinism to Germany. In his Welträtsel
(Enigmas of the World) of 1899, Haeckel proposed that natural science replace the world
religions. Haeckel espoused a pantheism in which Nature and the Divinity are identical;
by virtue of this identity, scientific experience of (and knowledge about) the world
constituted the most devout act possible to man. (In this, Haeckel is not unlike Emerson!)
This pantheistic summation of existence, as a single order of being in which God, man,
and nature are indistinguishable, lies at the core of what Benjamin calls myth. Benjamin’s

reaction to monism has largely gone unnoticed in the secondary literature, as has its
centrality to an understanding of what he means by “myth.”
Moreover, monism’s single order of being is precisely the form of immanentism
against which both Cohen and Rosenzweig object. Cohen, who worked with Rosenzweig
at his Institute for the Science of Judaism in Berlin, had argued that Jewish monotheism
struggles throughout its history with mythic and anthropomorphic elements that infect its
origins. For Cohen, then, the absolute otherness of the Divinity is central to true
monotheism: it cannot fall prey to the view that God shows himself in nature or in the
world. Any such manifestation is a remnant of myth. Similarly for Rosenzweig, myth
represents a closed sphere, devoid of otherness. In his Star of Redemption, which
Benjamin read during the composition of the Goethe essay, Rosenzweig argues that
works of art always contain a “shudder of the mythic.” That is, the aesthetic construct is
closed onto itself; every element in the artwork refers to all other elements in the work, as
in a tightly woven net of significance. This formal definition of myth is apparent not only
in Benjamin’s early Goethe essay, but also in his later work on Kafka and the Paris
Arcades.
Finally, the concept of myth in the period under examination also serves the
purpose of cultural differentiation. Rosenzweig discusses myth in order to define the
Orient ontologically as a “site of immanence” (Ort der Immanenz). On the level of
cultural and racial discourse, Rosenzweig seeks to counter the German prejudice that
“Jews are Orientals.” To do so, he avails himself of the tradition of Jewish philosophy
from Maimonides to Cohen. Rosenzweig is at pains to show that the Orient is the other of
true monotheism: it is the sphere of pure myth, in which gods and humans walk the same
plane. In the face of this oriental immanence, the truth of monotheism emerges as its
“cognition” of the Divinity’s absolute otherness.
In this paper, I examine the notion of myth as a closed sphere. But in close
readings of the above texts, I show that myth—considered as a form of immanence—is
used (1) as the basis for a critique of the scientific world-view; (2) as the basis for a
critique of the work of art in philosophical aesthetics; and (3) as a conceptual fulcrum
with which to articulate cultural difference. In doing so, I call attention to an understudied
aspect of a major concept in German intellectual history.
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With the rise of interest in theories of grammaticalization, a significant amount of
research has been done to seek unidirectionality in grammaticalization at grammatical
levels (Traugot 1982, 1995 and Traugott and Dasher 2002), or to discover common
grammatical paths from source to target at lexical levels.
Heine and Kuteva’s (2002) extensive study on lexicon of the world’s languages
summarizes grammatical paths shared in multiple languages in the world. One
example is the development of the lexical word representing ‘ability’ from ‘arrival, get,
know, suitable’. This study is an attempt to add another source, ‘emergence’ to their
list. At the same time, this study explores the development of verbs of ‘emergence’ for

further semantic development.
Specifically, this paper examines the developmental paths of Thai ‘emergence’ verb, dây
and two Japanese ‘emergence’ verbs, naru and dekiru. Comparing the paths of change
in these three verbs, this paper illustrates remarkably similar lexical extensions of these
verbs in these two genealogically different languages as shown below:
Thai dây ‘to appear’ > resultant state/ability
Japanese naru ‘to appear’ > resultant state/ability
Japanese dekiru (de + kuru ‘to appear + to come’) > resultant state/ability
This paper argues that the above semantic shifts represent a case of pragmatic
strengthening/inferencing. When the verb of ‘emergence’ cooccurs with a phrase
signaling cause, the appearance would easily be inferred as the result of such a cause.
When it appends to a situation implicating difficulty, then the inference leads to a
reading of ‘ability’.
We believe this study contributes to studies of grammaticalization by bringing in new
data and at the same time adding a new plausible path of development.
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As Libanius writes, “In my opinion, the most pleasant feature of cities, I would go
so far as to say the most beneficial too, lies in social intercourse and association. Indeed,
where you have this in plenty, there you have a real city.”1 The writings of this man allow
for a social and political understanding of the city of Antioch, especially in his Oration
11: The Antiochikos. Written from a dominant upper class position, these orations
become living testimonies of the city to which he lived as well as the social network of
citizenship that was unique to Antioch alone. It is from these writings that a closer
examination of the topographical border surrounding the Megalopsychia mosaic from the
upper level of the Yakto complex (middle of the fifth century AD, ancient city of
Antioch) can be made. Utilizing the symbolic subtext of the architecture depicted within
the border, an iconographic representation is possible that expresses the rituals of civic
life in a way that is socially and politically accurate to the writings of Libanius. A
connection can also be made between the border and the Megalopsychia mosaic it
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surrounds, defining the Megalopsychia as a generosity of the soul,2 a symbolism that is
then translated to the generosity of the people represented in the border. These findings
will be important in determining a new interpretation of the topographical border, while
suggesting the importance of the writings of Libanius in the formation of this mosaic and
the representation of social history.
Originally designed as speeches for the public or as orations for his close circle of
friends, the writings of Libanius were influential in swaying public opinion in the
political storm that surrounded the city of Antioch. These speeches carried weight not
just in the message they imparted, but in the very man who was giving them. Born in
314, Libanius was the son of parents who belonged to two of the leading families in
Antioch, and thus was a member of the landowning municipal aristocracy.3 He had a
strong sensibility towards the sufferings of others, which allowed him to sympathize with
shopkeepers and peasants. Although he would never have met them socially or thought
of claiming the same legal rights for them, he wanted to help their situation, which
ultimately allowed him to observe his own class with a sense of detachment.4 Therefore,
the bulk of Libanius’s orations are less formal writings dealing with the issues of public
life. “They reflect the fact that a famous sophist was still a great public figure and by
virtue of his position played a part in the public life of the city. He was obliged to defend
himself, to support his clients, [while also participating in]…the numerous intrigues that
constituted the relationship between citizens and the imperial administration.5 He also
spent his life championing for paganism in a time when Antioch was a strongly Christian
2
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City and was most supportive of shopkeepers during times of famine, which made them
strongly unpopular. He proved to the people of the city that he was prepared to face
limited risks, and considerable dislike, in doing what he considered his duty.6
In composing a speech of praise, Libanius declared that he would praise virtues a
man has while passing over his failings, while never praising for virtues he did not
possess.7 The same is true of his writings on the city. He praises the city for its physical
characteristics, (such as great air and water) its grand past, (especially its mythological
origins) and its intriguing social life. This is a one-sided argument that is translated to the
topographical border in that only these aspects of praise are represented within its
context. There is nothing said of the in fighting between councilors or imperial problems,
or even of the several attacks from foreign invaders or physical problems such as
earthquakes. As will be seen later in this paper, the topographical border adheres strictly
to the writings of Libanius on a par with his literary style. Libanius interprets facts
within a speech to better serve his argument as well as simplifying his conclusions to
make them more striking and effective.8 The topographical border mirrors this attitude
in that every aspect of the border is utilized to represent the pleasures of city life and the
generosity of its citizens in the creation of public spaces of enjoyment. It will be this
close correlation to the writings of Libanius that will allow for a new interpretation of the
border to be made, one that continues the tradition of civic pride and social progress
between the classes.
The Topographical border, located on the upper level of the Yakto complex, is an
interesting representation of city life, which surrounds a large hunting scene and image of
6
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Megalopsychia. Although there is a correspondence of these two scenes to each other, it
is important to interpret the border fully, in order to understand the subtle nuances of
cultural atmosphere represented in the iconography. This iconography is telling of the
social and cultural customs prevalent in the city of Antioch, while closely following the
writings of Libanius. This city was unique in that although it was the metropolis of the
Roman East, it was also an autonomous city governed by its own elected magistrates,
council, and assembly of citizens, modeled theoretically on the government of a Greek
city.9 As was described in the Antiochicus,
“The whole structure of the city is founded upon the council as a tree upon
its root…Councillors can reckon up fathers, grandfathers, great-grandfathers,
and ancestors even more remote, who have held the same rank. They have
their forebears to teach them civic patriotism, and as each man receives his
inheritance, he understands that he must hold it for the common benefit.”10
For Libanius, the councillors served an important ideal: the maintenance of Greek
civilization. In his account, he does not include anything on leadership or true
governmental practices, he is merely concerned with the money they spent and the advice
they gave.11 The councillors would have been strictly upper class; a circle Libanius
traveled in and new well. Because of this he says,
“The councils are no less worthy of your zeal than your armed forces. The
latter do indeed keep safe the cities, but it is owing to the former that there
is anything worthy of preservation. While the councils are in the
12
condition I have described, there is nothing fine for which to fight…
”
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The councillors also competed to spend their fortunes on behalf of the city,
including the maintenance of city baths and providing for city entertainment.13 In this
respect, the Antiochene upper class was not a commercial aristocracy, but instead a
people whose chief wealth came from the estates that its members owned and from the
functions of government that they performed.14 This political strategy becomes readily
available in the architectural structures seen in the topographical border. Our first set of
buildings, (Figures 1 and 2) represent private villas within the suburbs of Daphne.
Surrounded by trees, these residences are all single-story structures with gabled roofs
covered in tiles. The doors and windows open to a portico supported with white
columns. All three houses are inscribed with the owner’s name.15 The characteristic
contribution of an upper class citizen to the beauty of the city would have been a splendid
private residence,16 making these buildings prestigious in their ownership. The residents
would have built these homes at their own expense and would have included exgovernors and honorati who would have at one time, been in association with the
emperor. Therefore, it is no surprise that the topographical border depicts villas of this
nature, because it allows for the representation of a prominent upper class in a house that
would have been owned by an upper class member of society. The border is also capable
of showing the effects of good government upon the beauty and success of the city,
something the upper class alone seemingly had a hand in.
The architectural structures of the topographical border are representative of a
societal system favoring the generosity and importance of the aristocracy. Although seen
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in private villas, this phenomenon is also noticeable in the depiction of bathhouses.
Turning to the “Demosion”or public bath,17 (Figure 3) a feeling of isolation is expressed
because this bath would have been paid for with government money, therefore making it
unpopular to the upper class citizens of Antioch. In contrast, another bath, the “Private
Bath of Ardaburius” at Daphne,18 (Figure 4) which was paid for by the private citizens is
shown in a completely different nature. Ardaburius is known to have served as a
commander-in-chief in the east and to fit his stature the bath itself is quite large with
domed ceilings.19 The complex also consists of two gabled wings linked by an
intermediate square construction. A man is shown riding to the building with two
servants to escort him. His horse is dressed in elegant trappings as he takes his owner to
this esteemed destination.20 The contrast between these two bathhouses is not accidental,
for their depiction speaks to the political situation of the upper class during this time. As
Libanius writes, “So every quarter of the city has a profusion of private baths which
beggar description. Their beauty exceeds that of the public baths exactly as their size is
smaller, and there is much competition among people in the neighborhood that each of
them should be the possessor of the most beautiful of them.”21 The aristocracy had a stake
in the buildings they donated to the city and because of this their depiction as important
to the functions of daily life was vital.
In his writings, Libanius gives his reader a clear and astute manner for looking at
the topographical border while clarifying the architectural and figural representations. In
relation to the colonnaded street of Antioch he writes,“As you go along them, you find
17
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long stretches of private houses, and everywhere mingled among them public buildings—
temples or baths—sufficiently far apart so as to allow the nearby quarter of the city to make
use of them. Every one of them has its front door opening on to the colonnades.”22 The
colonnaded street is important to Libanius because he feels it allows for social intercourse
and association between the shopkeepers and passers by as they walk along the street. He
feels that “where you have this in plenty, there you have a real city.” 23 In the border, a
sense of this camaraderie is created for white columns are interspersed throughout the
buildings depicted. We have already seen the wide spaces between the private villas and
the public baths, all of which soon give way to rows of columns. Sections of the border
(Figures 5-8) show the viewer to be on the colonnaded street, looking into the action of
the shopkeepers and the bustling city. A temple may be depicted as a building identified
as a butcher shop. (Figure 9) Two men stand in front of the shop preparing for the day’s
work. As Ann Moffatt points out, “In Antioch…the temple of Ares, or at least its precinct,
was converted into a market, the one place where pig meat was butchered.”24 The two
men, then, may stand in front of a converted temple and not merely a commercial
building.
The depiction of the Olympic stadium in Daphne (Figure 10) is also interesting
because Libanius’s family has a long history of association with the games. His maternal
uncle Panolbius provided for the games in 328, while another uncle, Phasganius,
provided for them in 336.25 Just past the stadium, at the end of the border, the viewer
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sees a figure swimming in a pool from the springs of Daphne, seemingly representative
of a nymph and not a mere mortal. As Libanius writes,
“The chief of the glories of Daphne, indeed of the whole world, are
the springs of Daphne. Nowhere has the earth produced such
streams either to view or to use. They are palaces of the Nymphs,
who have granted them such translucence and purity…Moreover, if
we are to believe that Nymphs dwell in water, it would seem that
they visit other waters merely on a tour of inspection, but that here,
like emperors, they have their capital.”26

It is quite possible that the writings of Libanius are useful in the clarification of
iconographic representations as they help to decode the clues within the topographical
border. It is also possible that the inclusion of a nymph further provides for the
paganistic ritual practices Libanius was fond of supporting.
In the city of Antioch, shopkeepers and craftsmen were considered a single class.
The trades had various degrees of respectability, but on the whole left a huge social gulf
between the upper classes.27 Libanius always thought of them as reputable citizens,
however, as he wrote,
“It is impossible to find a street so mean and obscure that it sends its
inhabitants elsewhere to procure any of the necessities of life. Both the
centre and the outskirts of the city are equally flourishing, and just as
every part teems with human beings, so it teems with goods on sale.
Though you have often enough before now passed by many which you do
not need, no one has ever yet looked for anything and found it wanting.”28
The presence of the shopkeepers was important, for within this powerful city there was
considerable purchasing power. Soldiers stationed in Antioch, officials placed in the city
by the emperor, and well-to-do residents, all had money to spend. Therefore, the city was
very profitable for the shopkeepers and tradesmen, allowing some of them to become
26
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very prosperous.29 Members of the upper class also profited from the shopkeepers in that
the rent they charged for the shops allowed them to accumulate capital. As possessors of
capital, the aristocracy was now in a position to build shops, markets, or storage facilities
and to make loans. These activities provided investment for their money and naturally
led to tradesmen becoming their tenants or debtors.30 This understanding of political
factors allows for a better interpretation of the topographical border in relation to the
architectural structures that are represented. Shops come up quite frequently within the
border, (Figures 11-13) dispersed throughout the layout of the city in a way that is
reminiscent of Libanius’s words. The viewer passes a shop whether they are in the
outskirts of Daphne or in the main city, reinforcing the importance of commerce and
perpetuating this cycle of dependency to the upper class. The representation of shops is
important, for they serve as a source of income to the aristocracy, while also inforcing
their purchasing power and control over the city.
The iconography of the topographical border shows an importance in clarifying
the structures represented, a layout that is hard to find in other mosaics from around this
time period. Throughout the border, the villas and shops are presented one by one, as if
the viewer is strolling through the town. In between the architecture are depictions of
daily life and leisure activities. There is no sense of crowding or urgency as the viewer is
able to contemplate each image individually. The topographical border seems to be a
very specific representation o city life, one that closely follows the writings of Libanius
while differing entirely from other examples of city space made around this time. In
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other examples, such as the Madaba map,31 (Figure 14) architecture is subsumed by
words. Space is separated mainly as land and water, with the bird’s eye view allowing for
a literary representation. Another mosaic, from the Great Mosque at Damascus32 (Figure
15-16) shows a built up vertical progression. An economy of space is shown in the
layering of buildings that is different from the relaxed unfolding of the town in the
topographical border. A final example, Trajan’s column,33 (Figures 17-19) shows a
progression of architecture that gives way to the frantic actions of human existence. The
figures are larger than life as they make their way through architectural structures that
seem to impede the free passage of movement. All of these examples differ from the
topographical border in specific ways, making its representation unique to the writings of
Libanius.
Turning finally to the allegory of Megalopsychia, it becomes possible to draw a
connection between the liminal quality of the border and the central image it surrounds.
(Figure 20) It is Doro Levi’s feeling that this mosaic has a connection to the hunting
scenes in the Constantinian Villa, which he suggests are representative of a victorious
prince triumphing over his enemies, while also being symbolic of the divine or heroic
nature of the prince himself.34 He also recalls Aristotle, who writes, “man is
megalopsychos, great-souled, who deems himself worthy of great things and is in fact
worthy of them.”35 Doro Levi combines these two concepts in order to provide for an
interpretation of fighting that is now seen as man triumphing over wild animals or as a
31
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symbol of victory over the passions. This in turn would explain the hunting scene within
the topographical border and the image of Megalopsychia.36
Although this is an interesting interpretation of the mosaic, it does not deal with
the border at all, which is unusual in that the two seem intricately connected. It is my
feeling that the Megalopsychia does not stand for “greatness of the soul” but instead
“generosity of the soul.” As Libanius wrote in response to the building programs created
by the upper class,
“With us alone, there is as much competition to obtain the privilege
of performing these functions as, in other towns, there is to escape
it. Many people have often spent considerable sums to attain this
end, piling expense upon expense, and by means of their previous
expenditure, embarking upon more. They do not spend a small
amount to avoid greater loss, but make even more additions to their
previous heavy commitments. The reason lies in a kind of natural
generosity of soul. For this reason, they cannot bear the thought
that other cities should have more renown in Antioch than Antioch
has among them, and in so far as they can make her supreme, they
consider her to be without peer.”37

From this quote, it is possible to see this mosaic as the epitome of the upper class soul of
Antioch. The border is comprised of buildings that would have been donated to the city
by the aristocracy to keep the city beautiful and prosperous. The nature scene
surrounding the medallion of Megalopsychia may also be nothing more than the
woodland area surrounding Antioch and Daphne, embellished with the hunting of
animals. Therefore, the Megalopsychia becomes symbolic of the purpose of the border,
namely to show the generosity of Antioch’s citizens. This also, in a sense, creates a feeling
of divinity for the aristocracy, while placing their position within the society as esoteric
and unyielding within their power and control.
36
37
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“In my opinion, the most pleasant feature of cities, I would go so far as to say the
most beneficial too, lies in social intercourse and association. Indeed, where you have
this in plenty, there you have a real city.”38 Written from a dominant upper class position,
the orations of Libanius became living testimonies of the city to which he lived as well as
the social network of citizenship that was unique to Antioch alone. Utilizing the
symbolic subtext of the architecture represented in the topographical border, an
iconography was interpreted that expressed the rituals of civic life in a way that was
socially and politically accurate to the writings of Libanius. This interpretation showed a
unique understanding of the transitional quality of the border, while providing for a
connection to the Megalopsychia mosaic it surrounds. From this connection, the concept
of Megalopsychia was defined as a generosity of the soul, which was then seen as
representative of the generosity of the people in the city. An urban fabric was created in
part through the donation of property and money by its citizens, which in essence also
provided for the pleasures of civic life which dominated the urban scene that was then a
standard of Antioch. These findings were suggestive of a new aesthetic within the
topographical border, one that incorporated the writings of Libanius in order to express
the social history of its people through colored glass and stone.
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Abstract:
Advertising is often regarded as an expression / reflection of a culture. Differences in advertisements
between the U.S. and Japan, for example, tend to be explained in terms of cultural differences between
the two countries. Although this cultural essentialist belief is widespread both in popular discourse
and among advertising professionals, a close look at actual advertisements and the history of
advertising reveals that these cultural generalizations of advertising are false; advertisements are
diverse both within and across countries. Primary sources to be examined include contemporary
Japanese advertisements, both from print media and network television in Japan; testimonies of
advertising professionals; and popular and educational writings on Japanese culture. Using such
evidence, the paper argues that advertising is a transnational capitalist culture rather than a
manifestation of respective national culture.

1. Introduction
Cultural theorist Raymond Williams argued that advertising is “the official art of modern
capitalist society.”

According to Williams, modern advertising works beyond commercial arenas; it

dominates the media and teaches social and personal values to people.1

Similarly, sociologist Michael

Schudson argued that advertising is not so effective in selling specific products; instead, advertising
serves as a “capitalist realist art” that represents the value of capitalism, affirming that consumption
provides happiness. 2

My paper extends these authors’ theory that advertising spreads capitalist

ideology, and argues that advertising is a capitalist culture that transcends national boundaries.
Critics and advertising professionals alike tend to see advertising as an expression of national
1
2

Raymond Williams, Problems in Materialism and Culture (London: Verso, 1980), 184..
Michael Schudson, Advertising, the Uneasy Persuasion: Its Dubious Impact on American Society (N

2
culture rather than a universal culture omnipresent in capitalist countries around the world. In the
case of Japanese advertising, its uniqueness and differences from Western advertising are
overemphasized.
East and the West.

Critics explain the differences in terms of essential cultural differences between the
This assumption of essential cultural difference can be contextualized in the long

tradition of Orientalism, a term coined by Edward Said.

Westerners have long perceived the East as

the monolithic, unchanging, and essentially different Other.3

It is understandable how easy it would

be to assume that Japanese advertising reflects a culture that is different from the West.
As Arlene Davila demonstrated, Asians are not the only group of consumers assumed to be
essentially non-West.

In her study of the Hispanic marketing agency, Davila argued that Latino

marketing reflects mainstream Americans’ fears and anxieties about minorities rather than reveals
Latino culture. 4

Hispanics are generalized as traditional, group-oriented, and family-oriented.

Furthermore, other “minorities,” such as Asians and African Americans, are described with similar
languages. They are all presented as group-oriented people unlike the individualistic mainstream
Americans.5
On the other hand, as Brian Moeran suggested, cultural generalizations profit both parties.
For example, Japanese advertising agencies stress the uniqueness of Japanese consumers in order to
gain Western clients. By exploiting the Orientlalist myth that only Japanese can understand Japanese,
advertising agencies in Japan block foreign agencies from taking their job.6
Economic and political motives thus create and enforce the myth of cultural differences.
This paper underscores the nature of advertising as transnational capitalist culture by examining
ew York: Basic Books, 1984).
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Japanese advertising in relation to American advertising.

The paper begins with three major

stereotypes about Japanese advertising as summarized from recent advertising professionals’ remarks
and educational writings.

These generalizations are then disproved by an examination of

contemporary Japanese advertisements from print media and network television. Lastly, advertising
proves to transcend time and space, as theories about American advertising in the 1920s and the 1930s
are still applicable to Japanese advertising today.

2. Generalizations about Japanese Advertising
Testimonies of advertising professionals as well as educational writings on cultural differences
between the U.S. and Japan reveal that there are three major generalizations made about Japanese
advertisements: they are visual, moody, and stress conformity.

These critics and professionals assert

that in contrast, American and Western advertisements are textual, logical, and stress individuality.
Windows on Asia-Pacific (1999) is a Canadian-made video that documents advertisements in
Asia-Pacific region (China, Hong Kong, Australia, Singapore, Japan, India, Canada, and the Republic
of Korea) and comments of advertising professionals working in the region.

It introduces this content

to the audience as follows: “What do television commercials reveal about the non-Western world?
This documentary examines how sensibilities differ between East and West as seen through the lens of
advertising imagery.”7

It assumes that the East and the West are essentially different and that the

differences are reflected in advertisements.

Advertising professionals commenting on Japanese ads

agree that the Japanese are different from the Westerners.

Nick Scuter, an advertising executive

working for Leo Burnett Kyoto, observes: “Japan is unique in the sense that it is so dissimilar to the
18.

4
West…Teenagers in the West prize individuality whereas in Japan kids are taught to conform.

There

is a saying ‘The nail that stands up is the nail that is hammered down.’ Conformity is the aspirational
value.”

According to him, Japanese advertising praises this “aspirational value” of conformity in

selling products. Another Japanese advertising professional notes that “Japanese like vague, indirect
expressions” and therefore such tactics are employed in advertising.

The video as a whole encourages

the audience to conclude that Asians think differently from the Westerners (whom the audiences are
assumed to be).

One summarizes the difference in a dichotomy: emphasis on individualism (“I” and

“me”) and youth in the West contrasted to the emphasis on group (“we”) and authority in the East.
While these generalizations seem true, especially as spoken from advertising professionals, they are
based on the assumption that the East and the West are unchanging and mutually exclusive entities.
Similarities between Western and Asian advertising are overlooked, so are diversity inherent within
respective advertising and changes over time.
The assumption that advertising is a reflection of the culture and that there is a huge difference
between the West=America and East=Japan is also manifest in The Mirror Maker (1986), a textbook
for Japanese high school students learning English language and American culture. 8

Using

advertisements as examples, the author emphasizes how different American culture is from Japanese
culture.

Very similar to Windows on Asia-Pacific, the author argues that Japanese ads are soft-sell

(visual and moody) while American ones are hard-sell (textual and logical).

For example, an

American ad for “Gevalia Kaffe” includes a lengthy text telling the story of how the coffee came into
being. The author interprets this ad as follows: “The West, the ‘culture of debate,’ relies on facts.
7
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The consumer is persuaded to buy a product by clear and logical reasoning. Information is a ‘truth.’”9
On the other hand, a Japanese ad for Casio shows two men with women who are disguised as cellos.
It only reads “Casio What’s New.”10

The author explains: “The ‘soft sell’ approach: few facts and

little logical reasoning: only an eye-catching image that sets the mood.
image and the product can at times be, to say the least, puzzling.”11

The relationship between this
From these two ads, the author

concludes that Japanese ads are soft-selling while American ads are hard-selling.

Furthermore, the

author goes on to argue that the indirectness of Japanese advertising stems from the Edo period
(1603-1867), when the ruling-class samurai had absolute rights over the other classes.
“…because he [samurai] had this power [absolute rights], communication was a very careful one.
It was important not to make the samurai angry by giving him the wrong answer. And so, if you
couldn’t be certain of the right answer, then it was best to answer in a way that could be either ‘yes’
or ‘no.’”12
The author thus asserts that the samurai-subordinate relationships in 17th and 18th century Japan is the
origin of the contemporary Japanese advertising style.
Another such textbook, Ads Speak American Culture, employs a similar approach.13

The

author shows an advertisement from Fortune magazine with a lamb in business suit behind an
executive desk, with the line: “If you stick with the herd, you could end up as a lamb chop.”14

The

author writes that the ad reflects the competitive American society, where everyone must assert his or
her individuality in order to survive.

She notes that Americans are constantly struggling to

differentiate themselves from others and refusing to conform to groups. In contrast, the author says,
conformity is the “golden rule” of Japan, where it is important to get along with others; individualism
can harm success.
9

She uses this ad as an example of American individualism, a totally non-Japanese
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culture.

3. Disproving Generalizations: Contemporary Japanese Advertisements
An examination of actual Japanese advertisements proves that these generalizations are false.
Ads that are textual, logical, and stress individuality are widely found in Japanese media.

The

following are contemporary Japanese advertisements taken from popular magazines (1999-2002) and
network TV commercials (2002).
Skin Rejuvenating Tablets: “Haichioru C” [an an 1999]
This is an ad of vitamin tablets that allegedly work to cure liver spots and freckles.

The

lengthy text explains that liver spots and freckles are caused by excessive melanin that are stored
underneath the skin, the “melano-site.”

“Simply applying cream on the surface of the skin won’t cure

liver spots and freckles,” the ad reads.

“These tablets attack the melano-site directly to eliminate

excessive melanin, making skin clear and spotless.”

It attempts to persuade the reader through

“scientific facts” and the ad is filled with text.
Electric Shaver [TV commercial 2002]
This commercial is product-oriented, employing the logical, “reason-why” approach.

The

narrative consists of a clear explanation of the product: it shaves smoothly because it operates on a
strong linear motor; it is useful as one can choose the appropriate speed from three levels; and it is kept
clean because it can be washed in soap water. This explanation is accompanied by the image of the
shaver; there is no other visual or textual information.
Car: Nissan “March Rafeet” [Spur 2002]
The ad reads: “Who else but me is good enough to drive this car?
self.”
14

These short lines stress self and individuality.

Ibid., 31.

A subtle assertion of the
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Jewelries ad/editorial [Cosmopolitan December 2002]
“Let’s express your individuality with accessories.”

With this line, brand-name jewelries

such as Tiffany, Bvlgari, and Chanel are presented in the advertisement that is merged with an editorial
article.

The brands represent individualities that can be purchased. Next to this ad/editorial is a

column by a psychological counselor who encourages readers (Japanese women) to take risk to break
out of conformity.

The article is accompanied by an illustration of a lamb. The counselor argues

that many women in Japan cannot take a drastic step despite the fact that they want to be
individualistic; they are hampered by the society where “The nail that sticks out gets beaten down”
mentality still persists.

So this “golden rule” of sticking with the herd is understood to be an

undesirable behavior in this ad/editorial
Therefore, the generalizations that Japanese advertising is visual, moody, and stresses
conformity are not true. Indeed, Japanese advertisement is often filled with words, just as magazines
are full of texts.

American magazines have more images and pictures than Japanese ones, as a

comparison between, for example, a Japanese version of Cosmopolitan and American one reveals. On
the other hand, the fact that Japanese advertisements are text-based does not mean that Japanese are
verbal people or that it somehow reflects a Japanese sensibility.

It would be more adequately

explained in terms of high literacy rate in Japan in addition to the fact that Japan is monolingual.
As exemplified by the medicine ad, logical and scientific explanations about the product are
widespread.

Not all ads are moody and indirect. Furthermore, the claim that the Japanese praise

conformity needs to be examined with more care. As the advertisements and the counseling column
in the magazine demonstrated, conformity is presented as an undesirable state of Japanese society that
the audiences are encouraged to break out from.

Contrary to the generalization that Japanese ads

stress group conformity, Japanese advertisements are indeed preoccupied with “self” and
“individuality.”
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4. Advertising as Transnational Culture: Marchand’s Parables in Japanese Advertisements
The East=Japan vs. West=U.S. contrast that advertising professionals and popular and
educational writers emphasize is understood more in terms of the contrast between two periods in the
history of American advertising. As scholars of advertising history such as Roland Marchand and
Thomas Frank demonstrated, American advertising went through significant changes over time.
Characteristics attributed to Japanese culture are indeed widely found in American advertising during
the 1920s and the 1960s.
Thomas Frank argued that American advertising went through the Creative Revolution in the
1960s similar to the counterculture.15

Hard-selling approach praised in the 1950s was taken over by a

more ambiguous, individualistic, and creative advertising method in the 1960s.

Advertising

professionals praised individuality and criticized conformity as a reaction against advertising in the
1950s.

Thus history reveals that some of the contrasts and tensions in advertising that are attributed to

cultural differences between the U.S. and Japan are inherent in the history of American advertising.
Roland Marchand, who discussed the appearance of modern advertising in the 1920s and the
1930s, argued that while early advertising at the turn of the century tended to explain the product in a
“detached, ‘reason-why’ tone of voice,” advertising in the 1920s was less product-oriented and
employed a “personal” tone giving advice to consumers.16

Instead of arguing rationally for the

product, modern advertising focused on the consumers. Illustrations and comic strips were widely
used.

Modern American advertising in the 1920s therefore was emotional, visual, and

consumer-oriented.
15
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Marchand found certain rhetorical patterns (“the Great Parables”) and common imageries
(“visual clichés”) in advertising in the 1920s and the 1930s.

According to Marchand, these parables

and visual clichés reflected advertisers’ identity as apostles of modernity, who addressed problems
associated with modernity and promised that the product solved these problems.

For example, the

visual cliché of “village America,” the idealized American small town, often appeared in
advertisements as a way to assure the audience that “despite the advance of awesome and impersonal
skyscraper cities, their society still retained the qualities suggested by ‘village America.’”17

Similarly,

the “Parable of the Civilization Redeemed” referred to the type of rhetoric in advertising where the
product restored the nature that had been harmed by the civilization.

Civilization is “redeemed” as the

product also represented civilization, but the kind that restored instead of harmed the nature. 18
Similarly, “the Parable of the Skinny Kid,” widely found in the depression-era advertisements,
portrayed a guilty mother whose child was underweight.19 Mothers were to be blamed for their
children’s health problems.
The East/West dichotomy is further negated as more examples prove that Japanese advertising
bears a lot of similarities with American modern advertising that Marchand analyzes.

His theory of

parables and visual clichés in the 1920s and the 1930s is applicable to contemporary Japanese
advertisements, as the following examples reveal.
Microwave Oven ad [an an 1999]: Parable of the Skinny (but High-Fat) Kid
This advertisement can be read as a contemporary version of Marchand’s Parable of the
Skinny Kid.
high fat diet.”

It reads: “Your child may look thin, but you want her to have a low fat diet rather than a
According to the ad, the microwave oven extracts grease from meat without reducing

flavor and helps to make low-fat, low-cholesterol meals.
17
18
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This ad tries to inflict fear on mothers by

10
saying that even skinny kids may develop such diseases as arteriosclerosis if they are given high
cholesterol food.

“Arteriosclerosis is no longer the problems of adults only.

Children can develop it,

too,” the ad continues. The last line reads: “Children’s health is the responsibility of mothers.”
Toyota Car ad [Shukan Asahi 9/27/2002]: Parable of the Civilization Redeemed
This ad is a twenty-fist century version of the Parable of the Civilization Redeemed.
reads, “The world looks a little brighter.”

The line

This hybrid, ecological car called Prius, runs 31km with

1liter of gas, (that is, 19.22 miles with 1.06 quarts of gasoline). The car is in deep sea, surrounded by
fish and seaweeds.

The line of argument would be as follows: Civilization produced automobiles,

which then destroyed nature.

However, this car with the latest technology restores damaged nature by

using minimum amount of gasoline. Civilization is thus redeemed.
Drugstore Point Card ad [TV Commercial Oct.2002]: Village Japan
Just like the visual cliché of “village America,” this commercial features a quintessentially
Japanese small town in the background: bare concrete walls surrounding each house, electricity wires
connected to poles, and a cat sitting on the wall.

This image of a small town Japan is often seen in

such animated cartoon as “Doraemon,” the big blue cat without ears who has a pocket full of futuristic
goodies.

This animated cartoon depicts typical human relationships in a closed small town

community.

The commercial utilizes this familiar image of timeless village Japan in selling a

membership of a nationwide chain discount drug store.

5. Conclusion
Advertising is a transnational capitalist culture.

Rooted in the principle of capitalism,

advertising is manifest in numerous capitalist countries and it transcends national boundaries.
However, many critics and advertising professionals believe that advertising is an expression of a
19
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national culture instead of a more universal culture. This suggests that their mental framework in
thinking advertising is highly influenced by the assumption of cultural difference and the equation of a
nation with a culture. In a sense, it is easier to think in terms of frameworks that are already familiar,
such as Orientalism and the myth of homogeneity of a national culture.
doubt these frameworks in order to understand advertising.

However, it is necessary to

As has been demonstrated in this paper

through an examination of contemporary Japanese advertisements, once the common assumption was
taken away, generalizations based on cultural essentialism proved to be totally incorrect.
It is instructive to note that both the documentary video and the English textbooks examined in
this paper are based on the same assumption that advertising reflects the culture of the consumer group
rather than that of the producers. They overlooked the perspective that advertisers are the ones
creating advertising, and in that process, they construct as much as they respond to a consumer group.
Also missing from their thinking was a historical perspective.

As demonstrated in the works

of Roland Marchand and Thomas Frank, American advertising went through significant stylistic
changes. As a result, American advertising is eclectic and diverse, and it defies simple generalizations.
Many of the characteristics attributed by critics and advertising professionals to Japanese advertising
were in fact characteristics of American advertising in a certain period of time.

Conversely, rhetoric

and images found in American advertising in the early twentieth century are prevalent in Japanese
advertising at the turn of the twenty-first century.

Marchand’s theory was therefore not only

instructive in demonstrating the diversity of American advertising but also in providing a tool to
examine contemporary advertisements.

That his theory was applicable to contemporary Japanese

advertisements revealed that advertising transcends time and space.
Thus this paper argued that advertising is a transnational capitalist culture.

However, this

should not be equated with the image of the “global village” where universal and uniform culture
pervades around the world.

In other words, to say that advertising is a transnational culture does not

12
mean that advertising is all the same around the world.
forms and styles.

Advertising certainly manifests in different

However, instead of relying on the short-cut of cultural differences in explaining the

differences, one should incorporate historical and critical perspectives in interpreting the differences
and acknowledge the complexity of advertising.
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Abstract:
Scott A. Anderson has argued that universal acceptance of a service model of sexuality -supposedly implicit in any rejection of a prohibition on prostitution -- undermines sexual
autonomy. In this paper, I examine, criticize, and ultimately reject this argument. My
objection is two-fold. One, universal acceptance of the service model is not required to
show that prostitution is not morally wrong. Two, acceptance of a service model of
sexuality is not required to show that prostitution is not morally wrong. Therefore, even if
Anderson's claim is correct, he has not shown what's wrong with prostitution, if anything
is. I will conclude that while Anderson’s argument aims at protecting a certain value,
namely sexual autonomy, the argument turns out to be a veiled attempt to protect
something else, namely conventional sexual morality.

Introduction
Scott A. Anderson, in “Prostitution and Sexual Autonomy: Making Sense of the
Prohibition of Prostitution,”1 argues that an objection to prostitution is found in the value
of sexual autonomy. Some restrictions on sexual practices, including prohibition of
prostitution, are part of a wide range of social regulations that serve to protect sexual
autonomy. Anderson argues that the institution of sound prostitution – prostitution free
from contingent harms – undermines sexual autonomy. Given certain attitudes and beliefs
of our society (i.e. that sexual autonomy is good and ought to be protected), sound
prostitution is wrong.2 In other words, an institution of sound prostitution undermines
sexual autonomy, and, furthermore, upholding sexual autonomy is better for people
individually and society as a whole than is diminishing sexual autonomy in favor of
accepting sound prostitution.
In this paper, I will present Anderson’s sexual autonomy argument, show that it
hinges on the claim that universal acceptance of the service model – in which sex is
regarded as “just another use of the body” – undermines sexual autonomy, and show that
there are two major problems with this claim. First, even if universal acceptance of the
service model of sex (and “normalization” of prostitution) would undermine sexual
autonomy, universal acceptance of the service model of sex (“normalization”) is not
necessary for acceptance of prostitution. A key to Anderson’s argument is universal
acceptance of the service model or normalization of prostitution, but some people may
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Also, prostitutes are not coerced to prostitute themselves and are no more exploited than other
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accept it while others do not. In other words, some people may accept this model and use
their sexual services as just another use of the body, but others may not.
Additionally, Anderson’s argument relies on the claim that liberal support of
prostitution rests on universal acceptance of the service model of sex, but acceptance of
this model is not necessary for acceptance of prostitution. In other words, using sex for
money need only be one possible and legitimate use of sex. The service model, however,
entails full normalization of sex; in Anderson’s words, sex would be “just another use of
the body.” I will argue that in order to claim that prostitution is not bad, for either society
or individuals, one need not accept the service model, or full normalization. Furthermore,
if the permissibility of prostitution can be found without reliance on this model, then
Anderson’s claim that the institution of prostitution undermines sexual autonomy is itself
undermined.
My argument, then, is this: Anderson argues that universal (or societal)
acceptance of a service model of sexuality -- supposedly implicit in any rejection of a
prohibition on prostitution -- undermines sexual autonomy. My objection is two-fold.
One, universal acceptance of the service model is not required to show that prostitution is
not morally wrong. Two, acceptance of the service model is not required to show that
prostitution is not morally wrong. Therefore, even if Anderson's claim is correct, he has
not shown what's wrong with prostitution, if anything is. I will conclude that while
Anderson’s argument aims at protecting a certain value, namely sexual autonomy, the
argument turns out to be a veiled attempt to protect something else, namely the
conventional sexual morality.

The Sexual Autonomy Argument I
Let us begin to examine Anderson’s argument by looking at what he writes
regarding one of the liberal arguments in favor of prostitution. According to Anderson,
one of the most promising liberal arguments is the following: “Unless it can be made
clear why selling sexual recreation to men contributes more to maintaining women’s
oppression than other forms of heterosexual relations, it would appear unjustified to bar
individuals from engaging in voluntary sexual commerce.”3 The best response to
common prostitution is to reform it, decriminalize it, and regulate it such that it is
transformed into sound prostitution. This transformation may also require revision of the
attitudes that are either harmful directly to prostitutes or that make the transformation
difficult.
Anderson responds by claiming that certain restrictions on sexual practices,
including prohibition of prostitution, in fact promote greater sexual autonomy in general.
They do so by preventing certain kinds of pressures or incentives from being used against
a person to alter his or her sexual choices. Anderson writes, “…the potential of sex to
yield certain kinds of goods depends on the fact that, for us, sex has a place in a social
framework, full of myriad restrictions and qualifications.”4 Specifically, barriers between
sex and commerce help keep sexual relations free of the norms and regulations of
business, of ordinary commerce and exchange. Thus, prohibition of prostitution protects
sexual autonomy. 5
3
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The point is initially illustrated in the following way:
It is true of many ordinary human interactions that they will occur unproblematically on
one side or the other of a transaction in the economic sense – for example, X gives Y a
massage, X teaches Y logic, or X heals Y’s illness, in return for which Y gives X money
(or some similar service). Though commercial transactions are governed by a variety of
legal and social norms, one of the principal governing norms is that of contract; one can
be bound to honor one’s commitments or forced to compensate the other party when one
fails to do so…The possibility of making such commitments, and being held to them, is
of course indispensable for the smooth, reliable conduct of virtually all commercial
activity.6

The norms that govern commerce, however, differ from the norms that apply in
scenarios such as the following, which I will call the Date: a man on a date spends
lavishly for an evening of food, drink and entertainment, and the woman on the date is
expected to accede to his sexual advances later in the evening.7 Furthermore, the
expectations are shared by both parties. The date seems to be an instance of a transaction
like any other. This situation, however, does differ from other transactions. Anderson
writes, “Even if we recognize this pattern of behavior, in which expectations are often
created and fulfilled, we do not think that spending lavishly on one’s date creates
anything like a moral or legal obligation for the date to have sex she does not want.”8 The
woman is not said to have made an enforceable commitment. Furthermore, “The fact that
sex is a critical variable here comes out if we notice that we might be more willing to
hold someone responsible for following through on such a bargain if the expected
payback is, say, help with logic or a massage rather than sex.”9
However, compare the Date scenario with another business or commerce
scenario, which I will call the Deal. Suppose X spends lavishly at a business luncheon
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with Y (with the intention of becoming a client of Y), in which expectations are shared
that in return Y will hire X. As in the date case, while we may think it is a bad thing for Y
to knowingly accept X’s lavish attentions while having no intention of fulfilling his
further expectations, we do not hold that Y has entered into an enforceable contract. The
relevant point is that the Date is in fact comparable to some scenarios in the world of
business and commerce such as the Deal. Anderson does note this in a footnote:
But not just any sort of expectation other than sex will generate the kind of obligations
I’m thinking of here. For instance, lobbyists might treat congressional representatives and
salespeople might treat prospective clients to lavish attentions yet generate no special
obligation on the recipient’s part. It is, of course, their hope to generate a psychological
feeling of obligation in their recipients, but this is not, we assume, underwritten by an
actual moral obligation for the recipients to reciprocate.10

It seems, though, that Anderson misses the point of this alternative comparison.
The point of the Deal is that some norms that govern the world of commerce and
exchange are comparable to norms of sexuality. Just as the woman in the Date case is not
bound to sexual reciprocation by accepting the lavish attention of her date, the potential
client in the Deal is not bound to commercial reciprocation by accepting the lavish
attention of the salesperson. As even Anderson admits this, one may say that this is rather
uninteresting; the interesting point is where there is a difference: some norms of business
do result in enforceable commitments, but similar scenarios involving sex do not result in
such commitments. Anderson’s Date scenario, however, is not comparable to the
business scenarios in which enforceable contracts are made; it is only comparable to the
Deal scenario above. The relevant comparison is the following, which I will call the
Commitment: X gives money to Y, and expectations are shared that Y will provide
sexual services for X. The important question is this: does this scenario result in an
10
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enforceable commitment? In other words, after the transfer of money, is X entitled to
enforcement of the bargain, even if Y no longer wishes to fulfill it? Anderson wishes to
claim that the sexual nature of the bargain makes the situation one in which X is not
entitled to enforcement of the bargain. The Date scenario that Anderson offers is intended
to pump our intuitions such that we agree with this claim. The Date scenario, however, is
only comparable to the Deal scenario. Our intuitions about the Date scenario cannot be
carried over to the Commitment case. The point, then, is that despite his intentions with
the illustration of the Date, Anderson has not in fact provided any reason to think that X
is not entitled to enforcement of the bargain. He still must show that the sexual nature of
the bargain makes the sexual cases significantly different than relevantly similar business
scenarios, such as the Commitment. Without such an argument – and I do not think one
can be given without reliance upon an implausible model of sexuality (for example, one
in which sex may only be used for procreation, or within marriages, etc.) – Anderson has
not, on the grounds above, given an adequate response to the liberal argument in favor of
prostitution.

The Sexual Autonomy Argument II
If an adequate argument is to be found in Anderson’s article, it must be found in
the thought experiment in which we assume that sex is not especially different from other
kinds of activities that occur in commerce.11 We are asked to consider how our lives and
practices might be different without any constraints on sexual behavior. Anderson argues
that the claim that sex is not especially different from other ways one can use one’s body
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to make a living is necessary to justify the liberal position.12 Anderson writes, “I propose
to investigate here what it would mean to treat sex as just another use of the body.”13
Treating sex as just another use of the body in commerce, according to Anderson,
undermines sexual autonomy in the following three ways: one, incentives to have sex;
two, control over sexual practices; and, three, pressures on sexual attitudes and values.14
With regard to the first way in which sexual autonomy could be undermined,
Anderson writes, “The same necessity that sometimes compels us to take on unwanted
tasks at work might be used legitimately by others to compel some of us to have sex. This
seems to me to run counter to the basic commonplace against forced sex…”15 Also,
consider welfare: “…if sex work is available and a person is suitable for it (however that
is judged), government should encourage people to take such work…”16 Finally, consider
contracts: contracts for sexual services would be such that they could be enforced by
outside parties.17
With regard to the second problem, namely control over sexual practices,
Anderson writes that sexual autonomy could be put at risk “…by allowing outside parties
to exert control over how some individuals conduct their sexual activities.”18 Just imagine
brothels owned by McDonald’s or Nike. We can easily imagine that sex workers in the
employ of such corporations would have very little control over their sexual practices.
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The third way that sexual autonomy could be undermined concerns sexual
attitudes and values. Many things external to the self – for example, many elements of
popular culture – play a role in determining an individual’s sexual desires. Sexual
autonomy involves an aspect of internal regulations of these desires as well, and the
possibility of internal regulations depends to some extent on the existence of cooperating
external conditions. Anderson writes, “One way in which such cooperating conditions are
secured is through limits on the ways and places in which external forces are allowed to
manipulate our sexual desires.”19 Thus, “Because sexual autonomy depends in part on the
internal regulation of our sexual desires, it is promoted by mechanisms that put certain
reasonable limits on the degree to which external forces can seek to influence our
desires.”20
In summary, some restrictions on an activity provide greater freedom within the
activity. With regard to sex specifically, Anderson writes, “The principal problem with
treating sex as just another use of the body is that it is inconsistent with a number of the
restrictions that make autonomy possible in sexual conduct.”21 Also, “A prohibition
on exchanging sex for certain other sorts of goods should, if sufficient alternatives exist,
provide us with a defense against various kinds of claims and intrusions that can be made
against our sexual selves.”22 The scenarios above show that “…allowing people to use
sexual activity as just another means of making money may not actually increase
autonomy on the whole but could instead spread a person’s powerlessness into her sexual
life and undermine her sexual autonomy. She may find her sexual autonomy tied directly,
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in a way it need not be, to her economic and political autonomy.”23 Thus, Anderson
writes:
Even if one believes that our sexual mores ought to be revised, or that the above
scenarios are not as problematic as I suggest, my point in this discussion has been to
show that not all of the restrictions we might impose on sexual activity are simply
vestiges of some now-abandoned, Victorean view of sex. Rather, the institutional
restrictions on what sex can be used for serve to establish a special kind of autonomy in
matters of sex and give a sense to the mundane view that sex is a kind of good distinct
from those that are typically involved in commercial transactions.24

Objections to the Sexual Autonomy Argument:
I wrote above that Anderson’s argument hinges on the claim that universal
acceptance of a service model of sexuality – in which sex is “just another use of the
body” -- undermines sexual autonomy. In the thought experiment above, we assume that
sex is not especially different from other kinds of activities that occur in commerce; we
are asked to consider how our lives and practices might be different without any
constraints on sexual behavior. The thought experiment requires that the service model be
universally, or generally, accepted. It is not enough for the thought experiment if just
prostitutes, for example, accept the service model. Anderson is asking us to consider what
would be implied by a universal acceptance of the service model.
Implications of such an acceptance are irrelevant to the issue of prostitution,
however, because universal acceptance of the service model is not required to legitimate
prostitution. Consider the following two possible worlds. In world A, everyone accepts
the service model of sex and full normalization of prostitution. In this world, no one even
doubts the legitimacy of prostitution. Prostitution in world A is free from any contingent
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harm (i.e. it is sound prostitution), being a prostitute is a normal career choice, and
solicitation of prostitution is a normal activity. In world B, only some people accept the
service model. In world B, as in world A, the practice is a sound prostitution. However,
in world B, prostitution is neither a normal career choice, nor a common activity. Some
people in world B accept that sex can be used to make a living, and some of those people
decide to use sex for that very purpose. Thus, there is sound prostitution in world B, but
there is not universal acceptance of the service model. Anderson’s argument presupposes
that only world A is possible, but world B is also possible. In world A, the problems
above, which we find by doing the thought experiment, do apply. The problems do not
apply, however, to world B, precisely because there is no universal acceptance of the
service model. To show what is wrong with sound prostitution, if anything is, Anderson
must show that world B is not possible. This he has not done; all he has shown are the
problems associated with world A – problems that world B does not share.
The second major objection to Anderson’s sexual autonomy argument is the
following: the service model is not required by prostitution. Consider the following: I
may use sex for procreation; I may use sex to reaffirm my marriage; I may use sex to
express my love for my partner. Changes in sexual ethics have also added: I may use sex
for pleasure. Notice, however, that one who wishes to use sex for pleasure need not be
taken to imply that he or she cannot also use sex for procreation, etc. In fact, at any one
time, sex can be used for a variety of reasons (one instance of sex could include many of
the reasons for having sex: procreation, reaffirming marriage, expressing love, and
pleasure!). All that is required for prostitution is that sex can also be used for commercial
reasons. Anderson implies, however, that in order to legitimate prostitution, a service

model of sex must be adopted. In this model, sex is taken to be “just another use of the
body.” This view could be taken to imply that a view of sex must be adopted in which the
common uses of sex cannot apply (for example, sex could not be used to express love,
because it is just another use of the body; or, it cannot be used to express love anymore
than does a handshake). No one, however, need adopt this model in order to legitimate
prostitution. Again, all that is required is that using sex for commercial reasons is one
possible legitimate use of sex. Thus, the view of sex that prostitution requires does not
include the claim that sex is “just another use of the body” in the sense implied above.
Alternatively, the service model view could be taken to imply that while sex can
still be used for all the reasons mentioned above, it is just another use of the body in the
sense that it is “…not especially different from other ways one can use one’s body to
make a living.”25 This, however, is clearly false. Even if sex can be used to make a living,
it still differs from other ways one can use one’s body to make a living. One difference is
the following: sex can be used for procreation. In other words, if sex can be used to make
a living, it does not follow that it is “not especially different from other ways one can use
one’s body to make a living.” Sex has a unique set of uses, which just may happen to
include use for the sake of making a living. Other ways of using the body to make a
living have a different set of uses. Even where there is much overlap, no other use can
also have procreation as its end.
Perhaps the service model should be taken to imply merely that if we allow sex to
be sold we are at least in part making it a less special commodity; that is, selling sex
degrades its value. This weaker claim seems, on the face of it, much more plausible. We
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must ask, however, for whom is the value of sex degraded? For the prostitute? Or for the
recipient? Or both? Perhaps it makes sex with, for example, one’s wife or loved one seem
worse in comparison to the sexual services of a professional. But if sex with one’s loved
one seems worse, then that may be because it is in fact worse. That is hardly a reason to
condemn commercial sex! Alternatively, it may make sex with one’s loved one seem
better in comparison to commercial sex (perhaps one discovers that sex coupled with love
is preferable). In that case, prostitution adds value to sex with one’s loved ones; thus,
again, there is no reason on these ground to condemn sex.
Furthermore, in general, it does not seem to be the case that commercial selling of
something degrades its value when freely given. There are other cases of uses of the body
that can still be special in various ways when given freely even if they are available
commercially. For example: wet nursing; folk art; gourmet cooking. Suppose I produce
folk art and sell it. Suppose that I give some art to a friend as a gift. Is my gift somehow
less valuable because I also sell my art? In fact, suppose that I’ve only made one piece of
folk art and many copies of it. I sell the copies, but freely give one to my friend. Again, is
my gift any less valuable because I also sell it? It seems that the answer is a clear “no.” In
fact, my gift may have more value than it would have otherwise precisely because I also
sell it. The recipient of the gift may think: “Wow – he freely gave me something that he
usually sells for money.”
But folk art and gourmet cooking are not uses of the body in the same sense that
prostitution is. Wet nursing may be a better example, because, like prostitution, it
involves use of sexual organs. It seems, however, that the nursing of one’s own child is
no less valuable if one has sold (or will sell) one’s services as a wet nurse. We would

think it strange if one’s child, once grown and informed that one once sold one’s services
as a wet nurse, felt wronged in some way. It would be strange for the child to say that his
or her mother’s nursing was less valuable to him or her simply because she also sold
those services to others. Someone may hire a wet nurse for either convenience or
necessity, and this could be a relevant distinction. I do not think it is, however, because
we can make the same distinction within prostitution. One may hire a prostitute for
convenience (whatever that may mean – simply for additional or easy-to-acquire sexual
satisfaction?) or out of some kind of necessity (for example, if one is unable to satisfy
one’s sexual desires elsewhere).
Perhaps prostitution is only seen as degrading to the value of sex from within the
context or point of view of a romantic view of sexuality. For example, if one sees sex as
an expression of love, then of course love-less sex will seem to degrade the value of sex.
The objection also seems to presuppose that plain sex is no good, or is not good enough,
but there seems to be no reason to makes such an assumption. In any case, we must avoid
begging the question by assuming such a model of sexuality.
Another problem with the thought experiment, which is related to the most recent
concern above, is that it is evaluated from a perspective that does not assume that sex is
“just another use of the body.” To put it in another way: Anderson asks us to assume a
service model of sex and to identify the inconsistencies of this model with protection of
sexual autonomy. However, such problems or inconsistencies only arise if we look at the
situation from a non-service-model point of view.
To see this, consider a reversed thought experiment. Suppose that in our society,
there is acceptance of a model of sexuality that allows use of sex for commerce, and

suppose that sound prostitution is accordingly accepted. Now, suppose that within this
society someone wished to argue that prostitution is hindering the sexual autonomy of
women; suppose he advocates adopting a model of sexuality that does not include use of
sex for commerce. People in this society may find this suggestion absurd; adopting such a
model may reduce or hinder their sexual autonomy in the following ways: one, a person
may be prevented from earning a living by selling his or her sexual services, and this may
be a particular problem if it is the only job option available; two, courts would not be able
to uphold sexual contracts; three, businesses or corporations that market sexual services
or depend on that market would be ruined. The above examples are intended to show the
problems that people in the hypothetical society in question may find with a proposal to
cast out the service model of sexuality. The point of this thought experiment is to show
that how we evaluate the problems and inconsistencies that we may find when
considering whether or not to adopt a service model of sexuality depends on the model of
sexuality that we have already adopted.
Anderson may not be particularly moved by this objection. He might say that it is
relative to the model of sexuality that our society does in fact have now that we must
judge any relevant changes. Thus, because our society does now have a model of
sexuality that does not include commercial sex, the inconsistencies with sexual autonomy
that result from an acceptance of the service model are relevant despite the possible
society mentioned above. The problems are relevant to us, even if they are irrelevant to
the possible people above; and this is all that matters.
Such a response, however, is not satisfying. What is at issue is whether or not
adopting the service model is something that our society ought to do. Anderson says it is

not, because doing so is inconsistent with protecting sexual autonomy. But we can
imagine that once that model is adopted, the inconsistencies will not appear to be
problems. They only appear to be problems from within a non-service-model point of
view. Thus, what Anderson’s argument needs is some account that explains why a nonservice-model is preferable to a service model, all things being equal. Anderson’s
argument, then, fails to clearly explain why a model of sexuality that excludes selling
sexual services might be itself problematic, or why, at least, it is less preferable than a
model that includes selling such services. In other words, my claim is that while
Anderson’s argument aims at protecting a certain social value, namely sexual autonomy,
the argument turns out to be a veiled attempt to protect something else, namely the
conventional sexual morality.
Not only is such an account required, it is also unlikely to be found. Even those
who oppose prostitution and a service model of sexuality hesitate, as they should, to deny
that adopting a service model and decriminalizing prostitution would benefit prostitutes.
Such a denial would be tantamount to arguing that sound prostitution is no better than
common prostitution, but this is analytically false. There are many contingently harmful
features of common prostitution, but these are, by definition, not part of sound
prostitution. We can still ask, however, whether it is better for society to change its model
of sexuality and have a legitimate institution of sound prostitution than it is to maintain
the current model of sexuality and continue to outlaw sound prostitution as well as
common prostitution. The question is, then: which model of sexuality should society
adopt?

Finally, Anderson’s thought experiment may explain our intuitions about
universal acceptance of the service model, and we may even admit that the possible
problems are conceivable, but one may argue that the important issue is whether
normalization would in fact lead to those problems. Though they may be conceivable,
and intuitively undesirable, they may not be at all likely to occur. Thus, though there are
possible disadvantages to normalization of sound prostitution, we must consider their
likelihood. Also, even if they are likely, we must also consider the possible advantages to
normalization of sound prostitution and the disadvantages of criminalization. Therefore,
at best, the argument is incomplete. Even if we accept much of Anderson’s argument, it
does not seem to entail that prostitution is immoral, nor does it entail criminalization of
prostitution. We must be convinced (a) that sexual autonomy is best protected by
prohibition of prostitution, and (b) that even if condition (a) is met, the benefits outweigh
the costs.
Perhaps the loss of sexual autonomy resulting from reform is a better price to pay
than the costs of prohibiting prostitution. Anderson even recognizes the costs to women
that motivate most liberals to call for reform and decriminalization of prostitution.
Suppose we can have either prostitution as currently practiced and criminalized (A), or a
“sound” prostitution that includes, alas, less sexual autonomy (B). It may still turn out
that although B is somewhat problematic, B is better than A! But these are not even the
only options. We may also have B, but with added restrictions for sex in the non-sexual
industry, in order to prevent the general undermining effects of a “service model.” In
other words, we can treat sex in the sex industry as just another use of the body, but
require that such use of sexuality be kept within the sex-industry.

Furthermore, if prostitution were legalized and regulated, it would not be as bad
of a career alternative as it is now. Indeed, it may be better than other alternatives –
perhaps a person would rather sell his or her sexual service than clean up trash. (Already,
some people prefer to sell their bodies – by stripping or modeling, for example – than
taking on other jobs; generally because the money is better.) The only people who may
not consider it to be a reasonable alternative are those who hold a romantic view of sex.
In that case, prostitution would not be a good choice for them; and we would need to
make certain that other options are available for such people. Also, however, seeing that
prostitution is a welcome alternative to some may help to revise the attitudes of those
who still maintain a purely romantic view of sex.
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ABSTRACT
Negotiating oralities and literacies: the case of diglossic academic settings
This project explores facets of the juxtaposition and the concomitant traffic between
‘standard’ and ‘non-standard’ language in academic discourse within the remit of a
particular diglossic speech community. Greek-speaking Cyprus displays classic diglossia
in the Fergusonian sense, with Standard (mainland) Greek as the superposed variety and
a continuum of regional varieties and a metropolitan koine constituting the naturally
acquired Cypriot Greek. Standard Greek is the variety used in all levels of education and
there is strong resistance to any prospect of granting the dialect official status or of
introducing it in education, although Ministry of Education policies have recently allowed
for some level of tolerance towards the use of the dialect by students in the lower grades.
Literacy learning is therefore naturally inextricably linked with the learning of a standard
variety which is alien to the particular speech community; the dramatically sharp
discontinuity between the processes of first language acquisition and language learning
typical of diglossic settings is further intensified by a relatively traditional language
pedagogy which focuses on the teaching of grammar, vocabulary and set textual
conventions and largely ignores the contextualized and contextualizing role of language
and the dynamics of orality as mechanisms of effective learning (Kress 2000). The
acknowledged aim is, instead, the cultivation of literacy in its most orthodox -and hence
most debated- sense, i.e. as a decontextualized, abstract and hence cognitively demanding
system of representation and classification of information leading to successful
hypothesis formation and thus yielding access to theoretical knowledge as the ultimate
desideratum in terms both of cognitive development and of social empowerment (Ong
1990, Wells 1999). Diglossic speech communities are particularly revealing in this respect,
as they are the prime settings in which literacy and academic language skills may simply
translate into proficiency in a different variety and they can thus provide a largely nonobscuring environment in which the phenomenology of academic language and/or
discourse may be redefined and re-delimited (Cummins 2001, Wells 1999).
In this context, the present case-study examines aspects of the linguistic practice of
groups of final-year undergraduate students of the Department of Education at the
University of Cyprus. The aim of the project is to investigate the ways in which the use
of standard language and of dialect in the lecture hall exemplifies or discredits the
interdependence between academic linguistic/discursive practice and

proficiency/performance in a superposed, artificially acquired variety. The data
comprises recordings of student presentations and discussions during two Greek
Language and Linguistics courses, in which language planning and the introduction of
the Cypriot dialect in education featured among the topics of debate. The
ethnomethodological analysis of the data revealed systematic patterns of language-dialect
interchange, with a strong preference for standard language when giving a presentation
and a strong preference for dialect when the students asked questions or engaged in
academic debate either among themselves or with the instructor, irrespective of the fact
that she happens to be a speaker of Standard Greek. When asking questions of
clarification the students typically switch to full-blown dialect; in discussions following
presentations the students typically switch to a mixed code in which the majority of
content words are in the standard while grammatical morphemes, connectives, copulae,
fillers and some qualifying adjectives are in the dialect; perhaps most interestingly, the
students switch to full-fledged dialect when discussing, debating and drawing conclusions
from their own experience of language teaching in the practical training sessions. The
students´ written production naturally contains no trace of dialect, apart from the
inevitable hypercorrections.
At first blush the data seem to lend validity to the proposed equation between academic
language and standard/superposed language, and the exceptions may then be explained
away as instances of occasional performing of and making visible the students´
sociolinguistic identity as dialect speakers. A closer look at the particular circumstances of
dialect use reveals a more complex picture, based on which it can be argued that
linguistic and/or metalinguistic awareness extends to awareness of the mediating and
(re)contextualizing role of language in the production of meaning. The use of dialect to
signal inability to negotiate the intricacies and obscurities of theory and to link theoretical
knowledge with the universe of personal experience are typical in this regard, while the
use of dialect in lively oral debate can be explained not only as an instance of shift to the
‘oral mode’ (Ong 1990), but, crucially, as an attempt to convey a strong meta-message
about making visible and incorporating in academic discourse alternative processes of
meaning-making, in which the center of meaning may shift or meanings may be
produced collectively.
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PREFACE
The psychology of Latin Americans of Japanese ancestry was discussed
in a previous report by the author. He focused primarily on people who
came to Japan from Brazil, Argentina, Peru, Paraguay, and Mexico to study
the Japanese language. In that survey, only Latin Americans of Japanese
ancestry who lived in Japan at that time were included, so the number of
people surveyed was limited.
Using the same method of research, the author selected just Mexico
for this report and focused upon the Japanese-Mexicans who lived in Mexico.
A total of 48 subjects which provided a statistically significant sample
were surveyed.
The reason the author selected Mexico is that he lived in Mexico for
5 years and has a lot of Japanese-Mexican friends. Many Japanese-Mexicans
(Nikkeis) don't speak fluent Japanese. [They call themselves "Nikkei" which
means "Japanese ancestry".] Their native language is Spanish, so the
research was done in Spanish. The author also teaches Spanish at the
university and has the opportunity to visit Mexico annually.
The history of Japanese immigration to Mexico is one of the oldest
among the immigrations to foreign countries. It began in the year of 1897.

There are approximately 10,000 Japanese-Mexicans living in Mexico today.
This number is small compared to the people living in Brazil or Peru.
However, in recent years, the second and third generation Nikkei of Mexico
have an important role in all Latin America. The First Pan American
Congress of Second-Generation Japanese was held in Mexico in 1981.
It was felt that Mexico is representative of Latin America and that a
survey on the psychology and personality of the second and third generation
Nikkei would be appropriate continuation of previous research.
This research would also be meaningful because recently many Latin
Americans of Japanese ancestry have come to Japan to work. More than
200,000 Latin Americans now live in Japan. They are experiencing mental
health problems that Japanese psychologists are having to deal with. This
clinical situation didn't exist ten years ago.
STATISTICAL SURVEY
1. Subjects and Method
The survey instrument used was the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI). In Mexico the MMPI was translated to Spanish and
standardized in the 1960s, mostly by Dr. Rafael Nu ez. It has been
utilized widely and frequently in Mexico. The Department of Psychiatry and
Mental Health of the National Autonomous University of Mexico uses it
routinely. The author has close relationship with this institution since he
conducted research there 20 years ago.
In general, second and third generation Nikkeis have difficulties in
writing Japanese, although many of them speak Japanese. They consider
Spanish their native language, so it was necessary to do this survey in
Spanish and use the Spanish version of the MMPI.
Because we already have the MMPI results of university students in
Mexico (Ofelia Rivera, 1987), Nikkei students or recent graduates of the
university were selected. The author participated as a researcher in the
MMPI survey of Mexican university students. In Japan he has used the MMPI
on students who voluntarily come for counseling to the University

Counseling Center for the past 16 years.
Thus, we are able to compare the MMPI results of the
Japanese-Mexicans with the MMPI results of Mexican students. This means
that we can evaluate the psychology of the Japanese-Mexicans on the range
of the Mexican university students. The MMPI is valid not only to find
pathology but also to understand psychological tendency of normal people.
Based on these reasons, we chose the MMPI as our principal survey
instrument.
Let's look at the procedure in more details. The author is
acquainted with people who are in contact with second and third generation
Nikkei. So, it was easy to have contact with many Nikkei people. Each
second and third generation group has periodical meetings to discuss new
situations or problems and, sometimes, they also have recreational
activities.
Taking advantage of this situation, the author selected an adequate
number of people for the survey, and administered the MMPI Spanish version
individually.
A total of 48 students, including 22 males and 26 females, took the
test. Almost all of them participated in the survey willingly, which was a
great surprise to the author. Generally speaking, the people who are not
clients of counseling often show some resistence or a defensive attitude
taking a psychological test. We can consider this attitude of
Mexican-Nikkeis significant and it will be discussed later.
2. Results
Table 1 shows the MMPI results. The means and standard deviations are
listed by sex and scales. Table 2 shows the MMPI norms of Mexican
university students which were developed in 1984 by Dr. Ofelia Rivera.
In Figure 1 there are two profiles which are male Nikkeis and male
Mexicans. Figure 2 is female Nikkeis and female Mexicans. (The numbers of
the left are T scores.)

As it can be seen, in case of male students, Nikkeis show higher
point than Mexicans on almost all the scales. In fact, t test showed
significant differences (p< 0.001) on scales 1, 6, 0, and (p< 0.01) on
scales 2 and 3.
For female students, Nikkeis showed slightly higher point than
Mexicans, but statistically there was not much difference. They were more
or less similar. Only on scale 0 the difference was at p< 0.001 level, and
on scale L, Mexicans were higher than Nikkeis, with a significant
difference of p< 0.01.
At the same time, Nikkei males and females had validity scales as a
mountain type. This means that the Nikkeis may have a feeling of anxiety,
a feeling of uncertainty, or a help seeking tendency.
(Because we used the MMPI Spanish version, we did not compare Nikkei
results with Japanese students results this time.)
3. Short Summary
What do the results mean? The Nikkei males were generally higher
than their Mexican counterparts with some significant differences. Three
validity scales appeared in the form of a mountain. This means that they
tend to have a lot of psychological problems such as anxiety, conflicts and
feeling of uncertainty. We could label these people as those who often
have problems. Especially, the tendency of somatic problems on scale 1, the
suspicious tendency on scale 6, and introversive tendency on scale 0.
These points are more conspicuous when compared with Mexicans. The
depressive tendency as shown on scale 2 and the dependency tendency as
shown on scale 3 are also higher than Mexican counterparts, which also
means that Nikkeis potentially have those inclinations. This suggests that
Nikkei males have some conflicts or psychological problems when compared
with Mexicans.
On the other hand, when we check the profiles of female students, the
two did not show significant differences each other except as shown on

scale 0. Nikkei females and Mexican females are relatively near the
standard line (T=50). So, both are considered mentally stable.
The only difference is the introversion shown on scale 0. Nikkei
females are more introverted or modest than Mexicans. This could be
considered as preservation of Japanese tradition among Japanese-Mexican
Nikkei females. The same thing is also applicable to Nikkei males, because
scale 0 and scale 2 are also higher than Mexicans.
INTERVIEWS
After the written survey, 8 people (4 males and 4 females) were
chosen from the original group. By interviewing these 8 Nikkeis, the
author tried to understand where their conflicts and feelings of
uncertainty originated.
1. Subjects and Method
Among the 8 Nikkeis, one was second generation and seven were third
generation. The ages ranged between 21 and 30. The interviews were carried
out individually for 1.5 to 2.0 hours. The language used was Spanish.
The author started the interview by informing them of their MMPI
results. Gradually, he asked them about their problems or their general
life in Mexico, especially in the Nikkei society, and also interpersonal
relationships with the Mexican people.
Since all of them participated in the survey voluntarily, they were
very cooperative during interviews. The author felt that they have a strong
desire to find out more about themselves through the research.
2. Results
Through the interviews, we could see that many Nikkeis have a feeling
of uncertainty about their cultural identity, and that this feeling may be
related to the psychological difficulties or conflicts which were shown on
their MMPI.

Some episodes concerning their conflicts of cultural identity are
extracted from each interview as follows:
One second generation female student stated that she is 50% and 50%.
This means, "50% Mexican and 50% Japanese". She has never been in Japan,
but everybody in Mexico tells her that she is Japanese. In the future, she
would like to marry any Nikkei, but not a Japanese or a Mexican.
One third generation female, who is engaged in translation work, told
us that she thinks she is Mexican, since she does not live like the
Japanese people at all. However, in the elementary and intermediate
schools, her classmates always referred to her as being Japanese. When the
teachers mentioned something about Japan in classrooms, everyone looked at
her all at once. She stated that she feels she is in between Japanese and
Mexican.
Another third generation female stated that she is made "a la
Mexicaine". It means that her physiognomy is Mexican and she talks so much
like a common Mexican woman. However, in her childhood, she had frequent
quarrels with other Mexican children, and thought that she did not belong
to either group; Mexico or Japan. Finally, she added that she is a kind of
"mixture" and doesn't "fit" in either place.
One third generation male student who has an important role in the
Committee of Third Generation Nikkeis said; "When I went to Japan, I felt
somewhat strange. I felt that I was always a foreigner". He also said,
"When I visited "Sento" or Japanese public bath with a friend, I felt that
I had something very Japanese". He added that he will never leave Mexico,
although he has Japanese physiognomy and he was often made fun of by others
in elementary school. Finally, he commented, "We are Mexicans seen by the
people in Japan, and we are Japanese seen by the Mexican people."
Let's take another third generation male student whose father is
second generation and mother is first generation. At elementary school, he
had trouble continuously. Some called him "Chinese" or "Japanese". So he
started to learn "Judo" to be able to fight his classmates.

Nowadays, thanks to Japan's economical development as a nation, some
appreciate him as a Japanese. For him life is better now than before, but
in schools he has often felt psychological pressure, since some expected
higher achievements from him for being of Japanese ancestry. When he was a
child, he tried to change the form of his eyes in front of the mirror. At
the end of the interview, he said that his general attitude or way of
saying jokes are very Mexican.
3. Short Summary
We have extracted some episodes related to Nikkei people's cultural
identity problems. Through them, we can perceive their conflicts, feelings
of uncertainty, or their psychological unstableness.
The expression made by one male student "we are Mexicans viewed by
the Japanese and we are Japanese viewed by Mexicans", is very symbolic. It
is exactly the "feeling of a foreigner". These are the situations where
Nikkeis are living as foreigners in Mexico or Japan.
Other female Nikkei said, "I am 50% and 50%." This is another
expression by which the Nikkei situation is well explained. Another female
student used the words: "not belonging to either side", "mixture", or "not
fit in any place". All of these expressions signify the same thing.
Everyone gave his or her personal history in which they had problems
or difficulties with others in their childhood. We can imagine how these
situations have strongly influenced the personality or psychological
tendency of Nikkei people.
During the interviews, some of them often spoke with tears in their
eyes or held back their tears. The author was profoundly moved and felt
that the immigration process sometimes could cause serious problems.
ADDITIONAL INTERVIEW
Now, let's see the interpersonal relations of Nikkei people from a

different point of view. The author had an intensive interview for four
hours with one person who was first generation Japanese. Through this
interview, we will understand the complex situation of Nikkei society in
Mexico more clearly.
This person is first generation, that is, went to Mexico with his
parents several years after birth, and now lives in Mexico. (To keep
confidentiality, the author has omitted all his personal data.)
He is almost the same age as second generation Nikkei, but had lived
in Japan for a number of years before going to Mexico. However, he
experienced very similar situations as those of the second generation. He
also suffered conflicts of cultural identity, especially during his high
school years.
When he was young, he had almost no friends of second generation
Nikkei in Mexico. The school was Mexican, so he had interpersonal
relationships only with Mexicans. On the other hand, he had frequent
troubles with Nikkeis; sometimes they threw stones at him.
In the family circle, the atmosphere was completely Japanese, and
they spoke nothing but Japanese. However, once he stepped out of the
house, everything was in Spanish. His friends and social relations were
only with Mexicans. Nevertheless, his parents didn't allow him to have any
close contact with Mexican friends, for example, inviting them to his home.
He spent his leisure time indulging in reading the collected works of
famous Japanese writers. By the time he was in his late teens, he
experienced the feeling of a loss of identity.
One day, he was invited to a party by a Mexican friend and enjoyed
dancing with other Mexicans and experienced a sense of conformity with the
Mexicans. However, when he went into another room and saw himself in the
mirror, he suddenly realized that he was different from them. This was a
great shock to him. At that moment, he was forced to realize that the
others around him were Mexicans and were different people. He began to
feel uneasy.

The following are examples of the problems he experienced with other
Nikkeis. Sometimes, they mistreated him just because he came from Japan.
At the Nikkei elementary school where he was attending, his sound knowledge
of the Japanese language impeded him from having normal relations with
other children. Apparently, the other children were jealous of him because
he could speak Japanese.
During those days he felt the ideal partner to be his wife would be
any Japanese or Mexican, but not Nikkei. Later, when he reached a
marriageable age and when some Nikkei women began to show interest in him,
he did not feel happy. Finally, he added the following comment which
impressed the author profoundly; "I think it would be the happiest
situation if people can live in the country where they were born".
CONCLUSION
Through this survey and research, we see the conflicts or feelings of
uncertainty among Japanese-Mexican people, especially with the Nikkei male
students.
In order to understand the psychological conflicts of the Nikkeis, we
interviewed the problems and difficulties they encountered during their
childhood. This clarified their conflicts or feelings of uncertainty about
their cultural identity. We can see their psychological instability
oscillating between Japan and Mexico like a pendulum.
We interviewed a first generation person who was exactly the same age
as second generation Nikkeis. We could recognize the negative relations
between first and second generations. The psychological conflicts each
generation has have been projected in a complicated and sensitive way in
their interpersonal relationships.
We have discussed the psychology of Mexican Nikkeis by three
different approaches. With these results, we could understand that
sometimes they may experience unhappiness when they live in Mexico or when
they go to Japan.

Many Nikkei people from Latin America live in Japan today. This may
be a good opportunity for the Japanese people to reconsider the
implications of immigration to foreign countries.
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Wú Dào Zî (Wú Dàoxuán)
Painting Sage (Huàshèng) - a legacy recovered
Personal Note
As a student in the 1960s, I first became aware, from histories of Chinese painting, of the
herculean reputation enjoyed by Wú Dàozî (c. 690-c.760). In particular, I was struck by
the rubbing from an engraving of the vigorous Hengshan demon, thought to reflect his
authentic style. It was not until August 2001 that I was finally able to visit Hengshan,
near Dàtóng in Shanxi. Yet on reaching its temple, I was unable to obtain any
information on the subject of my search. After my return home, I realised that there are
two Hengshan. Thhe Hengshan, near Quyáng in Hébêi, is the place where the ancient
Northern Range Temple (Bêiyuèmiào) was located. I read further that before the war it
had contained murals. Was it possible that, after a further half century of war and
revolution, anything had survived?
In August 2002 and 2003, I was able finally to reach the little visited,and found to my
astonishment that not only did it still contain two antique stone engravings of Wú Dàozî’s
demon, built into a wall, but also huge ancient wall paintings which included the same
subject. If scholars considered that the engraving was significant evidence for the work of
Wú Dàozî, I wondered, why have not the murals, from which the engravings derived,
been reproduced and made available for study and apprecatiation of China’s most
renowned painter?
I was privileged briefly to make the acquaintance of retired Bêiyuèmiào curator Xuè
Zengfú, and of engineer Wáng Hui of Shíjiazhuang Cultural Artefacts Bureau, whom I
would like to thank for meeting me. I would also like to record my gratitude to Dr
Middendorf of Heidelburg University for her assistance in researching Wú Dàozî
materials, and especially for the lead on the attribution in Língûsì, Nánjing..
My first objective has been to identify and collate works that may preserve elements of
the style or actual work of Tang maestro painter Wú Dàozî (c. 720-760). He is known not
only as the supremely dynamic figure painter in Chinese history, but also as a pioneer of
highly expressive landscape painting. His characteristic epithet is 'Wú streamers in the
wind' (Wúdài dangfeng), since his figures are said to be impelled by an inner motion that
dramatically hoists their draperies as if in a gale. Su Dongpo and others as late as
Northern Sòng continue to marvel over the few surviving fragments of Wú Dàozî’s work.
Yet while the name of Wú Dàozî remains a legend, it seems there was little of visual
substance in later centuries to sustain it. No scholar todate appears to have published a
monograph of visual materials relevant to a comprehensive study of evidence for the
possible impact of Wú Dàozî on succeeding painters. A major advance is I. Larsen's

master thesis (Michigan 1986) on the style of Wú Dàozî and the great scroll Cháoyuán
Xianzhàng in the C.C. Wang Museum (NY), attributed to Wû Zongyuán of Northern
Sòng, and a related version entitled Eighty-seven Immortals in the Xú Beihóng Memorial
Hall (Bêijing). Further work of this nature remains to be done in connection with other
Wú Zongyuán attributions in museums worldwide, which hold also rubbings and
engravings of alleged Wú Zongyuán originals. Above all there are the giant murals
attributed to Wú Zongyuán, on the Northern Range Temple of Quyáng, Hébêi. They are
iconographic masterpieces showing all the assured ease and sense of lively movement
that literature credits to Wú Zongyuán. They remain still unpublished, except for the brief
guide by Xuè Zengfú and Wáng Lìmîn 2000.
It is hoped that this present paper may help attract worldwide attention to this treasure of
Chinese mediaeval wall painting and so stimulate funding for conservation projects on it,
and further research into its place in the history of Chinese painting.
Wú Dàozî – ‘Painting’s Sage’
Wú Dàozî (c.690-c.760), the most celebrated painter in Chinese history, was reportedly
born of poor parentage in Yángdí, Hénán. If so, it is not clear how the young Wú
acquired the motivation and funds to study calligraphy with wild cursive ‘grass-style’
master Zhang Xù and Hè Zhizhang (659-744). No specimen of Wú’s calligraphy is
known, since surviving attributions are unsigned, unless his portrait of Confucius
signature: “Táng; Wú Dàozî brush”, with seal, be accpeted as genuine. Temple murals
have customarily been unsigned. In Sòng dynasty murals the names of divinities may be
attached as labels (as reflected in the scroll copy Eighty-seven Immortals Procession,
deduced to be after Wú Dàozî).
Wú evidently early abandoned any ambition to become a calligrapher, but he evidently
used such training to forge a vibrant graphic line of indomitable strength and suppleness.
He quickly established a reputation in painting and was patronised by culture-loving
Emperor Mínghuáng (r.713-755). Restrospectively, Zhang Yànyuân, in Succeeding Ages’
Famous Paintings (prefaced 845), dubs Wú Dàozî ‘painting’s Sage’ (huàshèng), and
acclaims him as the only painter who excelled in all six categories of painting. While Wú
is known primarily as a peerless figure painter, the development of landscape, the
painting ‘mountains and waters’, into an independently recognised art-form is also with
attributed to him.
It is surely no exaggeration to say that the place of Wú Dàozî, also known as Dàoxuán
‘Way Mysterious’, in the history of Chinese painting is comparable to that of
Michelangelo in Europe, or of Hokusai in Japan. Like these perhaps, Wú inspired many
later imitators, but was never equalled or surpassed. Wú Dàozî’s output was prolific. He
is reported to have painted murals for three hundred temples, and worked rapidly, on a
grand scale, without mechanical aids. His command of line, both of spatial proportions
and natural movement, was said to be unequalled. he excelled at the human figure, but
was a master of plant and animal forms, mythological beings, including dragons. Above
all Wú Dàozî was famed for ability to convey movement, as in the flow and surging of
waters, or of the wind, as expressed through freely fluttering draperies. (‘Wúdài
dangfeng’)
The particular characteristic of the Wú style is defined by Zhang Yànyuân as his use of
the broken line: “While all the others took pains to join the ends of their strokes, Wu Tao-

tzu for his part broke up and left spaces between his dots and strokes.”1 While this
statement is literally true of the more dynamic and martial of the Wú attributions, their
most consistently impressive aspect, particularly amongst endless folds of drapery, is in
their controlled interweaving of continuous lines, which never seem to lose their way,
and thereby generate without the aid of perspective an illusion of three-dimensional
space. It is in this aspect that Wú Dàozî and his school remains truly outstanding.
It is also through Wú’s infinitely sinuous curves that a lively sense of movement is
sustained even in subjects that are static or moving at the frozen pace of court
ceremonial. Wú had little need of splashing ink play (pomuò) to heighten tension or hold
attention. He seems less a striver after special effects, notwithstanding the dramatic
impact on viewers of all classes that his novel brand of supra-realism reportedly created,
than the effortless wielder of an inner power derived from his absolute command of the
structured but steadily unwinding continuum of space-time, as in a moving picture scroll.
This quality that makes the tradition of Wú Dàozî an enduring enigma to this day. It may
endow his sensational break-throughs with a relevance for the future, if we do not lose
his now tenuously suspended thread, but rather firmly grasp and carry it forward as an
ever evolving art. It is Wú’s art which so excited 20th century masters Xú Beihóng and Qí
Báishí when they inscribed their colophons on the Eighty-seven Immortals scroll.
The enduring nature of the Wú Dàozî legend, with little in the way of visible
masterpieces to support it, may inspire scepticism. Wú’s larger than life status appears to
conform to mythic archetypes. In popular imagination he easily becomes a folk-hero with
super-natural powers. Attributions of surviving works, even in the form of painted copies
or engravings and rubbings must be rigorously scrutinised. There may possibly remain
not a single original from the master’s own brush Yet there are fulsome literary
testimonials to Wú Dàozî’s achievement, both from his contemporaries, and from eyewitnesses to his masterpieces, certified by experts as authentic in the succeeding half
millennium.
Over the last century, new sources have emerged from the ground to shed light on the
actuality of high Táng art. These are above all the Buddhist cave shrines in the Dunhuáng
oasis to the west, preserving Táng paintings and sculptures, with their clearly Indian and
Central Asian influences, and the painted tombs excavated in particular around the Táng
capital of Cháng’an (Xi’an)..These bear silent witness to the unadulterated styles of
thirteen hundred years ago, styles which often bear closer resemblance to works of art
preserved in Japan, than to those familiar in China. Perhaps the most striking of
Dunhuáng murals, in reflecting the recorded descriptions of Wú Dàozî’s portraiture, is
that of the sage Vimalakirti, caught in the midst of philosophical debate, on a wall of
Cave 103.2
The outstanding qualities of Wú Dàozî’s work are directly attested by a detailed poetic
description of his contemporary, leading poet Dù Fû (712-770), who was overwhelmed
by his murals of the Daoist supreme deity near Luòyáng in 741:3

The Five Sages
range their dragon robes
The thousand officers

are like wild geese in flight.
When painters consider
the men who went before them
Then Master Wu
is master of the field.
Yet destruction of temples in 845 by government suppression, and the ravaging of both
east and west capitals, Luòyáng and Cháng’an in 880 by rebel Huáng Cháo, resulted in
the loss of Wú’s greatest monumental works within little over a century of his death.
Nonetheless, scattered survivals of Wú Dàozî’s work, while they lasted, continued to
compel virtually universal admiration, among leading critics and independent scholars
with first–hand experience of them.
Chief amongst these is ‘universal genius’ Su Dongpo, himself a noted calligrapher and
painter. Su Dongpo, with younger brother Su Zhé (Zîyóu), not only collected and
appraised surviving paintings of Wú Dàozî, but strove to conserve and protect them for
future generations. (see Appendix i) Other leading scholars of Sòng who left detailed
laudatory evaluations of Wú Dàozî’s legacy include poet calligrapher Huáng Tíngjian,
natural scientist Shên Gua, philosopher Zhu Xi, and antiquarian Dông You who defines
the property of Wú Dàozî’s painting as ‘sculptural.’ Indeed Dông links the threedimensional quality of Wú’s graphics to Yáng Huìzhi, Wú’s contemporary and rival
whose speciality was sculpture in the round.4
It is recorded that ink-outline reduced-size copy scrolls of Wú Dàozî murals were
prevalent among wealthy families during Northern Sòng. Surviving examples of these
scrolls are attributed to figure-painter Wû Zongyuán, classified as a follower of the Wú
Dàozî ‘school’, and later to Lî Gonglín (1049-1106) who adapted it to a freer manner. Mî
Fèi (1051-1107) paid written tribute to the importance of Wú’s stylistic contributions,
though he personally rejected the Wú calligraphic line in order to develop his own
‘boneless’ style of landscape.
The origin of these monochrome cartoon sketches is closely related to the ‘soot sheets’
fênbên used by professional muralists. Reduced-scale sketches are first extended to the
required scale, before multiple pin-pricks are used to mark out the course of the lines.
Finally the sheets are hung against the blank prepared plaster and soot is blown through
the holes to trace the outlines of the figures to be painted on the walls. This process,
technically known as ‘pouncing’ in English, guarantees accuracy of proportion, is shared
by traditional murals from East Asia to Europe.
Ironically, Wú Dàozî the master who applied the power of calligraphic line to figure
painting, and whose example helped establish landscape painting as an art in its own
right, unwittingly helped to toll the death knell of his own grandiose art.
In place of heroic figures in a landscape of dynamic lines and vibrant colours, there
developed an amateur tradition of monochrome landscape scrolls, of ink pale washes,
abstract in design with little or no human participation. Under Emperor Mínghuáng of
Táng, Wáng Wéi was a scholar-poet who also painted Buddhist murals; Wú Dàozî was
an artisan who was honoured as an academician.
The two could meet on essential middle ground. Su Dongpo admired both but finally
inclined towards the subtle restraint in the style of his fellow scholar. It seemed just as

the lofty constructs of doctrinal Buddhism were being supplanted by the simple
directness of Chán, so the lavish artistic patronage of great temples was being exchanged
by private collectors and scholar poet-painters. It seems that, broadly speaking, what the
individual gained, society and popular culture lost.
Northern Range Temple God
Quyáng belongs to the district of Dìngzhou, famous for its brilliant white marble,
renowned for porcelain and sculpture, and is close to Shíjiazhuang, provincial capital and
military centre, in southern Hébêi province. Standing north of the Yellow River, near the
southeast end of the Tàiháng mountain range which divides Shanxi from Hebêi, Quyáng
has long been recognised as an area of strategic importance.5 Its great temple, to the god
of Hengshan in the northern massif, has been popularly dubbed ‘King Dòu’s Hall’ after
rebel-leader and local hero Dòu Jiàndé, who, during the anarchy at the end of the Suí
Dynasty (589-618), just before the founding of Táng. Yet history does not support the
idea that he had any connection with the temple.
The deity of Hengshan (also known as Chángshan due to a Hàn Emperor Wén’s personal
name taboo BC 179-157) was revered as guardian of the northern quadrant of the world.
Of the four directions plus centre, the north represents Water among the five elemental
‘virtues’ or ‘actions’. This probably represents a cosmology, rooted in prehistory. It is
thus held responsible in particular for rain. Water was adopted by imperial Qín, and
retained by early Hàn, as holy dynastic mascot. First Emperor of Qín, Qín Shîhuáng,
accordingly renamed the Yellow River ‘Virtue Water’ and established Mt Heng as the
official shrine of the Northern Range (Bêiyuèmiào). I use the word ‘range’ for yuè, in
preference to ‘peak’, since its underlying concept appears wider than that of particular
peak. Hàn historian Simâ Qian records simply that Qín Shîhuáng passed by Mt Heng in
BC 220, the second year of his empire.6
A stele dated 721.3.26, early in the reign of Emperor Mínghuáng of Táng, a fervent
Daoist believer, informs us that this god was then formally enfiefed as ‘Pacifier of
Heaven’s King’ Antianwáng. This promotion followed a traveller’s reported sighting,
before the temple, of two celstial envoys, one clad in white and one in purple. They said:
We are the Five Ranges great envoys, despatching troops and horses, six hundred
thousand, on behalf of the nation, to arraign bandits. The Five Range Great Gods, on
the ninth month’s third day, all come to this mountain for a great celebration.
During the same reign, in 746 and 748, two further great stele were erected. Honours and
works continued to accumulate over succeeding dynasties. The culminating title ‘North
Range, Pacifier of Heaven, Prime Sage Emperor’ was bestowed by third Sòng Emperor
Zhenzong in 1016. Su Dongpo’s collected writings preserve his prayer to the North
Range god for rain here, in his capacity as prefect of the military district Dìngzhou,
during drought in 1094. Restorations and improvements were continued under the Yuán
and Míng dynasties.
After the Sòng dynasty, and the transference of China’s capital to Bêijing near the 40th
parallel, the anomalous situation arose in which the North Range temple was well south
of it, just below the 39th parallel. This prompted dissent during the Míng dynasty.
Eventually in 1660, the first Qing emperor officially transferred the ‘North Range
Temple’ (Bêiyuèmiào) at Húnyuán in Shanxi, near Dàtong, just south of the Great Wall,

at close to the latitude of Bêijing. The old Mt Heng (1870m), north of Quyáng, is now
known as Mt. Dàmòu or Shénjian.7
Murals of the Virtuous Tranquility Hall
The Northern Range Temple’s Virtuous Tranquility Hall (Déníng diàn) boasts the only
surviving murals which could begin to reflect the stature attributed to Wú Dàozî, the
prince of painters personally honoured by Emperor Mínghuáng, symbol of the apex of
Chinese culture. They are quite literally huge. East and west walls, testified by local
records to be the handiwork of Wú Dàozî himself, are each covered with just one mural.
Each mural measures eight metres (c. 27 feet) in height and eighteen metres in length (c.
60 feet). The figures of the mountain gods themselves are three metres (c. 10 feet) tall.
The god eemperor on the north wall, who appears to me Míng dunasty in style, is even
larger, sitting at six metres (c. 20 feet) high.8
Yet it is by no means only their amazing size that distinguishes these murals. Despite
their faded colours and gloom of the great hall, lighted only by the great south entrance
door and grid-panel windows, one begins to discern wonderful beings, emerging to life
from the neglect of centuries, strong and self-assured, amidst the most unusual mix of
yellows, blues and greens. Above them, and below the ceiling, runs a band of flowing
water pattern. The lines of the figures are strong but not obtrusive, their postures at ease
and life-like, the proportions sculptural and realistic, filled with interactive breath-energy.
Draperies swirl and pennants float freely in a northly breeze. ‘Steel wire’ (tiêxiàn)
brushwork draftsmanship underlies all, varying from hard to soft, thick to thin, coarse to
fine lines. Folded up or flying forth, they express in turn the masculine strength or
feminine grace of up to one hundred figures.
Nor is this all. The inner halves of the walls merge into prisitine landscape scenes of
rocks and trees, clouds and bubbling waters in what appears to be a totally new style. To
the east’s centre, a great five clawed, bewiskered curling with glistering scales, descends
from on high without need of wings. To the west opposite, the demonic muscle-bound
warrior, halberd-spear over his shoulder, exposing a full mouth of teeth and curling
tongue, strains gazing out of a gale, his body and long hair stretched out at an alarming
forty-five degree line, on the look-out for evil doers below. Zhílì Dìngzhou gazetteer
terms him the ‘Fying Heaven God’ (Feitianshén).9 It was this individual that brought
Quyáng fame, as the old rhyme attests: ‘Quyáng’s demon, Zhàozhou’s waters’ (Quyáng
guî, Zhàozhou shuî). This saying lnks the Quyáng mural with another masterpiece
attributed to Wú Dàozî: the great surging water mural of Bólínsì ‘Cypress Forest’ Chán
temple, long destroyed, at nearby Zhàozhou with its world-remowned 6th century singlespan marble bridge.
During late Míng, a movement began to urge a shift of the Northern Range Temple to
Shanxi. Perhaps in response to this threat, the Quyáng temple developed a cult around the
demon. An official named Hú Wénxué engraved a stele to copy “Wú Dàozî painted
image” of ‘Heng Range’s Cherished Spirit, the Demon Baron’ (Hengyuè Zhonglíng
Guîbó). A second copy was engraved under Qing. Popular tradition tells a tale of a
traveller who was rescued from shipwreck by a superman from Quyáng who leapt into
the water to overcome a water sprite. Returning to Quyáng to find his benefactor, the
traveller spotted the man’s exact likeness on the wall: he had been saved by the Quyáng
demon. This Demon Baron was popularly identified with supreme protector and demoncatcher Zhong Kuí, whose portrait Wú Dàozî is credited as having first painted, at the

urgent request of Emperor Mínghuáng. To judge from the image itself, with right-hand
shading bulging eyes, the demon most resembles Heaven’s spying observer, ‘Thousand
Lî Eyes’, companion of Heaven’s eavesdropping listener ‘Along the Wind Ears’. Their
paired statues customarily patrol from City-moat God Temples.
The following detailed analysis of the content of the three great Bêiyuèmiào murals,
follows the accountat of Xuè Zengfú and Wáng Lìmîn 2000. They also reproduce part of
a mural of ‘The Heavenly King sees off his son’ (Tianwáng sòngzî tú). It is not stated
where this scene is depicted.10.
a) East Wall mural ‘Clouds in motion, Rain bestowing’ has 39 deities.
(i)
At bottom right are 18 deities. The two largest figures, according with Five
Elements theory, wear green robes for Eastern Range, and yellow robes for
Central Range. There are three immortal officials, bright-eyed and sleek, each
looking in different directions, between them.
(ii)
At top right are 7 deities. Its chief figure wears a five bridged crown and royal
robes with large sleeves, red face, hands clasping wooden tablet, flying down,
followed by two intercrossed round fans. On his left is a white robed scholar; to
his rear upper left is a beast-faced man, upper body naked, carrying on his back a
coral vase; to lower right are two beast-men in red and green robes, with cord
belts, holding wooden tablets, blue faced and fanged, beards and hair flying.
Vajrapâni strongmen, with serving girls, follow the king, scurrying and bent
forwards.
(iii) At top left are 14 deities, from the Thunder Bureau and Twenty-four Heavenly
Rulers. Various gods, under Five-Blessings Grand Unity (Wûfú Tàiyî), treading
five-coloured clouds, roam the four directions. Thunder Father rumbles,
Lightning Mother flashes, Wind Uncle blows, Rain God pours, ready to produce
rain.
(iv)
In the centre is a 6.4m long giant dragon, powerfully writhing and rolling in black
clouds and mists, head down toward a rapid stream, breathing fog and dropping
dew on the human world. The painting’s left side is a landscape with clouds,
6.23m high, and 8.58m wide, with preipices and crags, wind-swept pines, showers
of rain, splashing springs and waterfalls.
b) West Wall mural ‘Myriad States share in tranquility’ has 37 figures, of which the
Flying-Heaven God (i.e. Quyáng Demon) is the star.
(i)
At bottom left are 12 deities. The chief figure is Northern Range’s Mt Heng
(GodBîeyuè Hengshan) God, Cui Yíng, 3m in height, wearing a ‘nine layered
piercing-heaven crown’ and black brocade robe, face like cauldron base, red
beard, jade belt, holding wooden tablet. Western and Southern Range gods are on
left and right, warriors, followers and serving girls crowd behind, each carry
weapons, flags, parasols, lotus flowers and treasures.
(ii)
In the centre of the painting is the Flying-Heaven God, eyes fierce, muscles and
tendons tough, sweeping his halberd-spear, looking down in flight, as if spying
out good and evil, dispelling devils and destroying pests.
(iii) On his left are 14 figures. In their midst is an old man wearing a ‘piercingheaven’ crown, in blue tasseled robe, white skirt, red shoes, leading 6 jiâ and 6
ding [male and female messengers], roaming the four quarters. To the right are
various different figures, all smiling and rejoicing in the universal peace and
prosperity.

(iv)

On his right, is beautiful mountains and rivers, waters trickling, and myriad
phenomena flourishing.

c) North Wall mural, unlike those of East and West Wall, is not mentioned in any known
records. It had been masked by a purple-red paint coating, which was cleaned off in the
1984 restorations. I conjecture overpainting may have been applied in 1660 on the
Northern Range temple’s ‘decommissioning’. It was acclaimed a masterpiece and
designated by its discoverers as ‘Northern Range Mt Heng God’s inspection tour picture’
(Bêiyuè Hengshanshén chuxún tú). The god emperor is six metres (20 feet) high and well
proportioned. He wears a crown and robes, seated below a parasol in a carriage
surrounded by golden youths and jade girls, with other followers.11 During two visits, I
was unable to discern even its barest outline within the darkness of the north wall.
Dating
In 1094 Su Dongpo, aged fifty-seven, presided here, as prefect of Dìngzhou, at official
prayers for rain. Despite a life-long interest in Wú Dàozî, manifested in his poems and
incriptions, he makes no mention of the murals here. (Appendix i) It is noticeable that Su
Dongpo, a committed Buddhist, makes mention in his transmitted writings only of Wú’s
Buddhist masterpieces. It may be that Su interest in Wú Dàozî, and his ultimate
preference for Chán Buddhist painter-poet Wáng Wéi, was influenced by personal
religious adherence, which evidently became stronger with age..
Documentary evidence, from before the 16th century, on the Déníng Hall murals and their
authroship, appears to be lacking. Xuè Zengfú and Wáng Lìmîn 2000 cite a recent work,
China’s Mural Art (Zhongguó Bìhuà Yìshù), which includes the Quyáng murals among
Wú Dàozî’s three hundred paintings, as mentioning that Wú Dàozî had been to Quyáng..
They also quote, from an unidentified source, that in 722, Wú Dàozî’s student Liú
Bóróng had painted murals in the Northern Range Temple’s East Zhaofú gate.12 I have
not yet had an opportunity to verify this. Given Emperor Mínghuáng interest at this time
in Wú Dàozî, Daoism, and in the Northern Range Temple in particular, the circumstantial
evidence for involvement of the prolific Wú Dàozî is strong.
The dress of the personages depicted and the overall content of the painting appears
consistent with Táng date. Its unique depiction of all Five Range gods, in one narrative
loosely linking east and west walls, strikes a resonance with the 721 stele, which records
a sighting of the gods’ messengers, and their divulgnce of a heavenly durbar of all Five
Range gods to be held on the premises. In my view, the style of painting, on east and
west walls, can hardly be reconciled with any other known style or period in the history
of Chinese art, beside than that of Wú Dàozî.
The earliest explicit written reference to the murals is in the Northern Range Temple
Plan, engraved in 1547, in response to the controversy of its resiting. This stele avers
that: “Déníng Hall’s left and right walls have Wú Dàozî’s painted images.” Quyáng
Demon engraving, from the (Míng) Wànlì reign (1573-1611), remarks: “Wú Dào Zî’s
personal brushwork”. Likewsie, Qing dynasty Quyáng District, and Zhílì Dìngzhou
gazeteers, with the Metropolitan Metal and Stone Appraisal (Jingji Jinshí Kâo), all attest
to Wú Dàozî figure painting in the hall.13 Thus available writings, from the last four and a
half centuries, are unanimous in their attribution.

Physical evidence from paints and the temple walls themselves will present the strongest
possible means of verifying or overturning this verdict. Dìngzhou governor Yin Àn
undertook a great reconstruction and expansion in 735. (see stele: (Táng): Zhèng Zîchun:
DàTáng Bêiyuèmiào-zhi bei). Since the eighth century, there have been many
enlargements and restorations of the temple hall. Its present architectural form
corresponds to the classic model of Sòng, who restored it in 1097 after burning by the
Khitans, but details of its wooden beam construction coincide with those of the Yuán
dynasty, which restored it in 1270, as seen in the Yônglègong in Shanxi.14
Conservation and Publication
The Northern Range Temple murals may be said to have three salient characteristics: a)
huge size, the largent painting on the north wall being 216sqm (8m x 27m); b) huge
figures up to 6m, and 3.3m; c) immense energy. Its size has no equal in China, and few in
the world.
The highest authorities in China have evidently recognised the significance of the murals.
Zhang Tíng, president of the Central Arts and Crafts Academy is quoted saying: “Wú
Dào Zî in his life painted three hundred paintings. The only survival is at Bêiyuèmiào.”15
The paintings were further appreciated by Wáng Dìnglî of China’s Painting Academy,
and by Lù Hóngnián of the Central Arts Academy.16
In 1973 a specialist caretaker office was set up. Then in 1982 a state investment of RMB
1,160,000 was apportioned for restoration. A ‘Bêiyuèmiào Restoration Committee’ was
established under leadership of provincial Cultural Relics Department and carried survey,
mapping, photography, mural copying and reinforcement. It drew up a ‘Restoration of
Bêiyuèmiào engineering survey design plan’, which was submitted for approval to
National Cultural Relics Department. Their experts pointed out: “In the process of
restoring Bêiyuèmiào, not only should attention be paid to preserving Déníng Hall’s
Yuán dynasty architectural style, but, with regard to the murals in the hall, special care
should be taken to conserve them, and not damage them in the slightest.”
Scaffolding was erected to restore the timber roof beams, leaving the walls untouched,
and the murals were protected from sun and rain by injecting latex (báirûjiao) and paste
(biâohú). Work on Déníng Hall started in September 1984 and was successfully
concluded in October 1987.
To conserve the paintings, Hébêi Province Cultural Relics Department invited over forty
teachers and students from the Central Arts Academy under mural expert Wáng Dìnglî,
who spent more than two months in copying and reproducing the East and West wall
murals, and other murals. The mural copies are now kept by Hébêi Province Cultural
Relics Department.17 Regretably, todate I understand they remain unpublished.

Appendix i: Su Dongpo (1036-1101)
1076 as prefect of Gaomì, wrote prayer for rain to Chángshan God (SDPQJ :16; SDP-HJ
xii :391)
1094, as prefect of Dìngzhou, prayed for rain at Bêiyuèmiào. (SDPQJ xvi :632)
a) 1061 (Shânxi) Fèngxiáng’s Eight Sights 3) Wáng Wéi (701-761) and Wú Dào Zî
Paintings describes [Kaiyuán Temple’s East Pagoda (cf. WDZ at Pûmén ‘Universal
Gate’) murals of] Buddha’s Nirvana and mourners at Twin Forests, and Wáng Wéi’s
mural famous for ‘ink-sketched bamboos’ of Jetavana monastery, like his poetry,
excelling in extra-representational suggestion; 4) statue of Wáng Wéi by Yáng Huì.
(SDP-OJ i :45)
b) undated: Reply to Zîyóu after seeing WDZ (at Fèngxiáng?) Kaiyuánsì mural of
Buddha’s Nirvana (SDPQJ i :43)
c) undated: Buddha scroll painting re-mounted by Xiânyú Jùn (SDPQJ ix :139-140): “in
Zhìgong likeness, appear his scissors and ruler” Zìgong fângfú jiàn daochî. [cf. Chán
Buddhist saint Bâozhì18 (interred 514) portrait engraving, Línggûsì, Nánjing]
d) 1066 Younger-brother Su Zhé, Zîyóu restored WDZ murals at Lóngxingsì ‘Rising
Dragon Temple’, (Hénán) Rûzhou. (SDP-HJ iv :497 ) Again Su Zhé restored them in
1094. (LC-HJ xxi)
e) 1068.10.26 Four Bodhisattva Pavillion Record Táng Emperor Mínghuáng (Xuánzong
r.713-755) had a pavillion of eight panels, with bodhisattvas on the outside and
heavenly kings on the inside, all painted by Wú Dào Zî. The pavillion was burnt
down in the [Huángcháo?] rebellion of of 880, but a monk fled carrying four of the
panels. Su Dongpo recently acquired them and presented them to emperor Yingzong
Emperor (r. 1064-1067), who classed them in the premier category. His son Jiân
established a pavillion to store them in the late Emperor’s memory. (SPD-QJ xxxi
:380)
f) undated: Replies to Bâoyuè the Great Master (3 items), presents damaged silk scroll
by Wú Dào Zî of Shakyamuni to be mounted on a panel. “This painting, wiith the
previous bodhisattavas and heavenly kings, is no different, but the figures are smaller
and more numerous.” (SDP-XJ v :161)
g) 1083.7.10 Colophon to WDZ: Hell’s Transmogrifications at Qí’an, Lín’gaotíng.(Tíbá
v)
h) undated: Hell’s Transmogrifications at (Sìchuan) Fengdu. (SDP-QJ xl :458)
i) 1085 inscription on re-mounted WDZ scroll human portraiture from every angle ‘got
[life-like] nature’s proportions’. (SDP-QJ xxiii :306)

Appendix ii: Dunhuáng Murals
These paintings from Dunhuáng, datable to the period c.700-1200, show possible stylistic
affinities with Wú Dàozî which require analysis.
Fán Jînshi …ℵΑ÷√ text, Wú Jiàn ♣δ°• photo. 2000, Zhongguó Dunhuáng, Jiangsu
mêishù chubânshe, Shenzhen.
Illustrations:
:95 Yúlín cave 25, north wall, mid Táng ‘Tianlóng Ba-bù’
:106-107 Dunhuáng cave 220, north wall, Yàoshi Jingbiàn, early Táng.
:109 Yúlín cave 2, west wall north side, Shuîyuè Guanyin, Xixià.
:108, 111 Yúlín cave 3, west wall north side Wénshu Biàn, Pûxián Biàn, Xixià.
Wang Fànzhou ♦Λ♠ξƒ◊ 2002, Dunhuáng shíku sengshi jiàoshì, Xianggâng Héping
túshu, Hong Kong.
Illustrations:
:36 Mògao cave 220, east wall south side, Vimalakirti.
:71 Mògao cave 103, south side, mid Táng, Vimalakirti.
:144 Yúlín cave 3 west wall south side, Samantabhadra with landscape, Xixià.
:189 Mògao cave 103, east wall north side, mid Táng, Vimalakirti Sûtra Miracles
mid, Manjusri bodhisattva.
:233 Water and Moon Avalokiteshvara woodblock print, Xixià.
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Pheasant-cap Master: Héguan Zî
Abstract
My research objective has been to translate the whole of the received text attributed to the preQin 'Daoist/Legalist' philosopher Heguan Zi (HGZ) into English, and to identify if possible a
coherent ideology and background. My attention was first attracted to this thinker because of his
unusual usage of the term 'shi', dynamic of power political or military, which was the subject of
my doctoral thesis at SOAS (2001). I became aware that a complete translation in English, which
I have now completed, was not then available. In this study, I have made particular use of
excellent work on the subject by the late A.C Graham 1989-90, and Carine Defoort 1997 (see
endnotes).
I should like to focus on the historical vision of HGZ which, unlike Graham, I see not simply as
utopian in respect to the mythic past, but rather directed forward to an unfolding future of
imperial unification. I expect this to throw new light on China's political and intellectual
unificaction which was achieved, first under Qin, and continued on Qín’s foundations by Han.
During subsequent adaption by Hàn, 'Legalism' receded under a Confucian overlay, while
'Daoism' evolved into an organised religion separate from the state. Thus a stultifying false
dichotomy between Law and Way gradually prevailed.
Yet progressive ideas of law and meritocracy, derived from Mohist 'promotion of worthies', and
developed in HGZ, were to bear fruit in Hàn’s institution of the public examination system
which was to govern the empire for two thousand years. Such ideas, intrinsically counter to the
Confucian hereditary ideal, were thus to remain within such a social system in a curious
symbiosis, whose equilibium was never broken for long.
In HGZ, it is concluded, Legalism and Daoism are not considered separate schools. Law and
Way are not opposites,. but rather complements. A related trend is seen in the ‘Way-Law’
(Dàofâ) essays on the Mâwángdui bamboo slips from an early Hàn tomb dated BC 168. Thus
Law embraces quais-scientific method, while Way embraces the spontaneous, unconscious
workings of Nature. The ‘Night Walker’ applies Lâo Zî’s non-contrivance (wúwéi), but, unlike
Lâo Zî’s ideal sage, the Pheasant-cap Master has an ulterior motive. Society is to be restructured
by the logic of correct naming as a meritocracy. HGZ demonstrates a naive but lively faith in the
human ability to tame Nature by ascertaining its inherent physical laws and applying them to
control tactical Dynamics (shì). The best, he believes, is yet to come: the golden age of the
‘Complete Ninth’ emperor is about to dawn. He will make it happen.

Introduction: i) Authorship
Héguan Zî is said to be a man of Chû, a provenance that receives some confirmation by the use
of Chû bureaucratic titles. The work itself refers repeatedly to Zhào, and to two Zhào kings
during the century before Qín unification in BC 221, and generals of its Páng clan over several
generations. Héguan Zî then represents a family tradition, probably stemming from the late
fourth century BC. Its interlocutors, by chapter, are:
vii-ix, xiv-xv: Héguan Zî is questioned by Páng Zî;
xvi: King Diàoxiang (r. BC 244-236) of Zhào’s general Páng Xuan, in BC 242, routed
Yàn and captured its general Jù Xin, mentioned in xii. The following year, BC 241,
general Páng Xuan combined the Zhào army with those of Chû, Wèi and Yàn in a joint
attack on Qín, but were defeated.
xix: King Língwû (r. BC 325-299) of Zhào questions Páng Huàn.
Páng was evidently a military family. According to the Wèi annals, Páng Juan general of Wèi
was killed by Qí in BC 341, which the Qí annals give as the year of their victory over Wèi at
Mâlíng, under strategist Sun Bìn. Páng Huàn’s expertise in strategy is evident from the dialogue
with King Língwû, in which he expounds on Sun Zî: Arms’ Laws. His date fl. c. BC 300 make
him possibly the grandfather of general Páng Juan fl. c. BC 242. It is possible Páng Huàn is the
otherwise unidentified Páng Zî, who questions Héguan Zî in the five earlier chapters. The final
chapter xix makes a fitting epilogue, despite the earlier dates of its interlocutors, which are
clearly fictional.
Chapters i-vi, x-xii, and xvii-xvii are unspecified in situtational context. Chapter iii, which
displays mystic verses with close affinity to ‘Lâo Zî’: Way-Virtue Classic, is mirrored by xix in
reference to ‘Night Walking’. Chapter xii, which like xix contains phrases from Sun Zî: Arms’
Laws, refers to the death of Jù Xin (BC 242), within the reign of Zhào king Diàoxiang (r. 244236), which is the latest datable event in Héguan Zî.
The adduction of these particular persons and events is interesting because they can hold little
general appeal to readership in subsequent Chinese history. The kingdom of Zhào was
extinguished by Qín in BC 222, and the Páng family generals almost forgotten. It is hard to see
any ulterior motive for forging these details. Likewise the import of the text makes little sense
outside the century leading up to imperial unification. Indeed this is doubtless why the work has
been scarcely understood or appreciated over the past two thousand years. In early centuries,
when its political purport was more immediately obvious, its subversive influence may have
been feared, causing the book to be secreted and its title not openly mouthed.
ii) Dating
I leave to others the tasks of deep textual analysis to isolate and date the work’s various strands.
The internal dates of Héguan Zî span the third century BC from King Língwû to King Diàoxiang
of Zhào. The latest event cited is Jù Xin’s suicide in BC 242. I see no reason to suppose the
notice of this event should be much later than the event itself, given that it be may considered of
limited interest span in Chinese history. There is indeed no mention of the fall of Zhào, nor of
Qín by name, though I conside that Approaching Collapse predicts its fall when it was still
merely a rival kingdom.
Defoort observes:1

The complete absence of “Han” and any explicit criticism of the Qin dynasty is indeed
striking...
I would therefore set the dates of the Pheasant Cap Master between the end of the Qin
and 202 B.C. This is the period A.C. Graham calls the ‘interregnum’:2
In Graham’s hypothesis [1989 H:527-529], chapters 12 and 13 constitute block C, the Primitivist
utopia written during the political hiatus between the Qin and Han dynasties.
Graham, who describes Héguan Zî as ‘syncretist’, while acute in analysis of sub-themes,
apparently fails to see the message in its overriding integrity. Héguan Zî expounds a religious
political program, much in the proactive tradition of Guân Zî, planning and preparing a divinely
ordained, universal empire, like those of the legendary Sages.
Defoort follows (pp 28-29) Graham’s view that there is implied criticism of imperial Qín in viii.
Predicting Myriads which speaks of ‘savage Law’, particularly in references to the element of
Water, the cosmic symbol adopted by Qín in BC 221, and continued by early Hàn. The specific
connection to Qín here is tenuous and needs to be placed in a wider context. A more recent
discovery of bamboo books from a tomb, dated c. BC 300, at (Húbêi) Guodiàn, include the
earliest known Lâo Zî passages, together with, amongst various moralist treatises, a
cosmological of a creation by Grand Unity which first generates Water, and only then Heaven.
This is a potentially crucial insight into the thinking which underlie ‘Daoist’ thinking, and the
obvious importance of water in it, from Lâo Zî to Guân Zî. Héguan Zî: viii attributes water’s
generation to Heaven. All this begins to suggest a picture of a primaeval ocean beyond the sky,
recorded from Egypt and Mesopotamia to India, and in the Bible as the ‘waters above the
Heavens’.
If Qín was the butt of Héguan Zî, it would more plausibly be pre-unification Qín, Zhào’s
neighbour and most bitter rival of the third century BC. The work contains no mention of Zhào
ultimate defeat and annexation, nor of Qín’s victory. Imperial Qín and early Hàn may well have
regarded it as potentially subversive. Stronger grounds for Qín influence are the cases of evident
taboo substitution of duan for zhèng, personal name of Qín Shîhuáng. (p217) If confirmed, this
evidences that the text in its received form was redacted under Qín, but not that it was
necessarily composed then.
Defoort deals with the argument of ‘xii: The Generation’s Arms’ Shìbing’s parallels to Jiâ Yì
(BC 201-169): Owl rhapsody, and in much lesser degree to Zhuang Zî, and the question: who
borrowed from whom?:3
The fact that both texts in a parallel passage share quotes from three different Zhuang zi
chapters strongly indicates that the Pheasant Cap Master and Owl Rhapsody are quoting
one from the other or from a common source which had already joined the quotes.
The Zhuang Zî ‘parallels’ consist of isolated phrases, at most a couplet, scattered over seven
chapters (ii., viii., xv., xvii., xxiv., xxv., xxxii.), of which one (xxv.) is itself a ‘Lâo Zî’ quote.
Furthermore there is no hint of Zhuang Zî’s sceptical pessimism. Defoort therefore appears to
reject Zhuang Zî as a prime source.
If, as already argued, Héguan Zî is pre-Hàn, it cannot have borrowed from Jiâ Yì in BC 174. Jiâ
Yì is recognised to have extensively borrowed from Zhuang Zî, and his rhapsody of despair
adopts much of Zhuang Zî’s sceptical ‘Daoist’ outlook, alien to Héguan Zî. Sòng commentator
Lù Diàn, bemused by the ‘hermit’ recluse interpretation, thus adduces the phrase from Liè Zî:
‘sea-gull lover’, to explain Héguan Zî xi.4

The remaining alternative, favoured by Qian Mu and Defoort (pp69-70), is that this Héguan Zî
poetic passage is a later addition, an ‘interpolation’.5 My question is: what motive could there
have been in the Hàn or later, to add scrambled lines, greatly rewritten in a contrary sense, of Jiâ
Yì’s famous rhapsody to the obscure Héguan Zî?
A vital point, noted by Williams and acknowledged by Defoort, is that Héguan Zî’s use of the
shared language has a quite contrary slant to Jiâ Yì. (Táng) Liû Zongyuán (773-819)’s
suggestion that these poetic passages were grafted by a forger betrays Liû’s own failure to
understand the difference between the ‘Daoist’ vein of scepticism tapped by Jiâ Yì, and the
political positivism of Héguan Zî which is by no means contradicted here. Hán Yù (768-824)
was more appreciative of Héguân Zî’s political contribution, calling it: a “mixture of ‘Yellow
Emperor and Laozi’ (HuangLao) and ‘Shape and Name’ (xíng míng).6
Defoort cites the conclusion of Bruce Williams that Jiâ Yì:7
elegantly turned the language of Ho-kuan tzu against itself and... had it marshall support
for a position it could not accept.
I likewise conclude that Jiâ Yì did borrow from and twist Héguan Zî, and/or an earlier lost
common source. Such adaptive, but unacknowledged, borrowing has rarely been considered
shameful, within the Chinese literary tradition. It is highly probable that Héguan Zî here, as
elsewhere (e.g. Guân Zî: iv., xx.; Guóyû: vi.; Zhànguó Cè xiii., xxix.; on the other hand, Wén Zî
in its received form appears a largely Hàn compilation), is drawing on earlier sources,8 which in
this case are still unknown to us. The fact that the materials, shared with Owl rhapsody, involve
poetic treatment of well-known historical episodes suggests reference to popular epics, of a kind,
familiar in later centuries from public story-tellers, balladeers and opera, such as the ‘Three
Kingdoms’ romance.
A further argument, from vocabulary, for later date is advanced by Defoort:9
The first internal contradiction in chapter 12 is its use of su
in a negative sense. Su
usually means “custom” in the Pheasant Cap Master, something all governments try to
“implant” in order to “transform” the people shùsú, lìhuà (implant customs, set up
transformation). In the Owl Rhapsody parallel it is negative, the “vulgar” to which the
inadequate person is bound...
Yet Héguan Zî is attacking the ‘vulgar’ customs of a corrupt age, in need of reform
(‘transformation’). There is no necessary contradiction here. This is far from Zhuang Zî’s
absolute rejection of the ‘secular’ world, inherently beyond redemption.
In conclusion, Héguan Zî has long been obscured by his classification under ‘Daoist’ in the Hàn
History. True, the work does contain a few passages on psychological ‘mind techniques’ or
meditational ‘yoga’ of self-cultivation. This is a feature shared with most schools of Chinese
philosophy, included in the works of Scholiasts Mèng Zî and Xún Zî, and several essays in the
compendium ascribed to political reformer Guân Zî. Most schools also pay homage to ‘Heaven’,
and the ‘Way’ which can hardly be totally abstracted from religious associations in the original
as in the literal token translation used here. Héguan Zî differs from Lâo Zî or Zhuang Zî in that,
despite mystic overtones, its main focus is on a practical political program in a clearly defined
historical context. There is mystery as to the identity of the Pheasant Master himself, but three of
the main interlocutors are known Kings and generals. Military action, within required parameters
is sanctioned and imperative. Patriotic heroes, including Guân Zhòng, premier to pioneer

hegemon Duke Huán of Qí are endorsed for emulation. Here we encounter a different ‘Daoism’,
Daoism ‘with attitude’!

1. The Eve of Unification
China’s situation in the third century BC invites comparison to that of Greece, shortly before
Philip and Alexander of Macedon, when Plato wrote his Republic; or of Renaissance Italy, torn
apart by warring city-states and foreign invasion, when Machiavelli wrote Il Principe for a
leader, like the ancient Romans, strong enough to unite his country. Plato has been called
idealist; Machiavelli has become a byword for amorality. Héguan Zî shared their yearning for
unity and just peace.
Religion as an end in itself began to emerge with the cult of immortality, in the background of
the Waring States. This has remained an essential element of ‘Daoist’ religion, from its first
constitution into a unified religion which seems to have begun under the First Emperor of Qín
and found resumed heavy patronage under Emperor Wû of Hàn. A political side to immortality is
found with belief in physical invulnerability, often linked to millennium apocalyptic cults which
frequently plagued and contributed to the fall of Chinese governments in times of famine, flood
and dynastic decline. Pheasant Cap Master takes the history of such movements back to the
period before imperial unification and provides it with what is arguably its most sustained
exposition.
Chinese imperial history is filled with popular uprsisings, inspired by apocalyptic ‘millennium’
cults, coloured by Daoist, Buddhist, Manichaean, Moslem or Christian, theology. Traditional
‘religious Daoism’ itself owes something of its heirarchical organisation to the Wû-dôumî ‘Five
Pecks of Rice’ movement of the Latter Hàn. One of the last and greatest examples of messianic
revolts was is the Tàipíng Tianguó, ‘Grand Peace/Equality Heavenly Kingdom’, which ruled
from Nánjing in the mid-nineteenth century, and almost toppled the Qing. The White Lotus cult,
which preached the coming of Maitreya Buddha, was eventually turned against foreigners in the
Boxer ‘rebellion’ of 1900. These cults tended to see warfare in cosmic terms, as in the Persian
myth of the war of light against darkness, to which the theory of yinyáng ‘shade-sunshine’,
which gained popularity in the third century BC, may owe something.
Recent finds challenge many common assumptions about ancient Chinese culture and religion.
Was it really so alien to the ‘western’ model? Did it have no concepts of ‘creation’, ‘personal
deity’, ‘monotheism’, ‘conflict of opposites’, ‘law’ and ‘expansionism’? Or have these been lost
somewhere in traditional re-interpretations over two thousand years of Confucian orthodoxy and
modern mistranslations? It is becoming obvious that the Mâwángdui texts dealing with the
legendary Yellow Emperor’s defeat of Chiyóu and quasi-ritual use of his head as a football, has
more than ordinary mortal dimensions. Chiyóu himself was worshipped, as a ferocious martial
deity of the five classes of weapons, manifest in Hàn iconography. Indeed traditional popular
fiction, such as Fengshén Yânyì, inspired by the founding of the Zhou, is a clear case of cosmic
battles projected back into ancient Chinese history.
Yet how did these movements suddenly appear in the later Chinese history? Did they have no
antecedents in the ‘classical’ period of philosophy? Indeed the ideas of dynastic change at
Heaven’s behest, foretold by supernatural portents, and reflected in children ditties, is at least as
old as Chinese history. The end of Zhou, which survived as a figure-head dynasty, through the
Spring-Autumns and Warring States periods until extinguished by Qín in BC 256, had been long

overdue. Confucius seems to have been watching for a sign of a new order’s emergence and
disappointed that Heaven did not take action. Mèng Zî bluntly declared c. BC 300 that the
allotted span of 500 years was up, and hinted not too darkly that the people were expecting a
saviour king, as the thirsty await water or the starving await food. All that was required was a
king of sufficient moral stature to take the lead. These were the ‘conservative’ Scholiasts
speaking!
Millennium fever animated a plethora of schools and wandering preachers. There were calls for
disarmament, pacificism, social equality and a return to the land. Zou Yân c. BC 300 promoted a
schema of colour-coded cycles, correlated with Five Actions or elements which in turn ruled the
world. The time for change was at hand. Yet between the heavily militarised feudal lords, who
had mostly claimed kingship and were engaged in constant battles, there was little room for
unarmed peasants to arise. Nevertheless, warfare did have its ideological content. Violence was
sanctioned, not only by religious ritual, but by claims to superior morality. Divine ‘Right’
represents conformity to Heaven’s Edicts, but also Earth’s ‘Forms/Penalties’ i.e. Law, and
Human Harmony. This religio-moral package for imperial reunification is nowhere more
systematically and directly presented than in Héguan Zî.
2. ‘Nine August’ Emperors
I interpret the writings of Héguan Zî, not as a the musings of an other-wordly dreamer or
‘Daoist’ Diogenes, but as the detailed blueprint of a divine plan of action, namely an imperial
take-over of the known world by arms, but in cosmic and humane harmony.
The hitherto largely unremarked fact of Pheasant Cap Master’s prognostications is easily
verified. His work is full of references to knowledge of the future, imminent collapse, fin-desiècle despair, almost ‘the-end-is-at-hand’. But there is also hope: a messiah-like Complete
Ninth, as complement to the primal Five Emperors and Three King dynastic founders, to bring
history to a close, by the Mandate of Cicular Flow. Vergil, writing under Augustus, describes the
foundation of the Roman empire in terms of cyclical reversion to an Saturnian Age of Gold.
Judaic prophecies of the foundation of the New Jerusalem are well known, but the re-discovery
of the War Scroll among the Dead Sea Scrolls has opened new perspectives on the subject. In
China silk scrolls from an early Hàn tomb, sealed in BC 168, at Mâwángdui, near (Húnán)
Chángsha, show the legendary Yellow Emperor in a cosmic role, beheading the evil Chiyóu, and
pioneering imperial unity. The language resonates with that of Daoist Sage Lâo Zî, whose Virtue
and Way Warps are copied on the same scroll. Yet there is much material also that deals with
‘Law’, as a quantitively measurable controlling principle of both natural and human social
worlds. It is a formula close to that of Pheasant Master, with which we see several shared
phrases and even a few verbatim passages.
Thus, Qín’s First Emperor apparently entertained the hope of a perpetual reign. Zou Yàn (c. BC
300) at the Jìxià academy of Qí had popularised a theory linking dynastic cycles to the Five
Actions or ‘elements’. His work is lost but we know it contained a schema of Nine Regions
(‘continents’). The cycle of elements led Qín to identify with Water as their dynastic sign.
Héguan Zî operates primarily on the number Nine, the highest single digit, triple three: three
being the link number of Heaven+Earth+Man.
We find no reference to the Changes, where nine, the highest single odd ‘yáng’number, was
equated with the dragon and gentleman (‘lord’s son’). Instead the references point to the ‘Nine
Heavens’, their ‘Nine Expanses’, and Earth’s ‘Nine Regions’. Nine Heavens recalls the nine

spheres of Greek/Babylonic astronomy: Mercury-Venus-Mars-Jupiter-Saturn-Moon-Sun-StarsEmpyrean. Sun Zî: Arms’ Laws mentions an apparently ‘nine-layered Heavens’ jiû-chóng Tian.
Traditional glosses appear to understand the Heavens in terms of nine regions rather than tiers. I
translate xingchén, in xvii. Heaven’s Expedience and xviii. Enabling Heaven, as ‘planets and
constellations’ since contrast is implied, yet nowhere are planets listed or specifically
distinguished from stars.
A great interest of Héguan Zî resides in its practical dimensions of political, military, and
cosmological, bridging the gap between Laws and nature, proto-science and morality. It radiates
a positive, optimistic spirit, reconciling the human and divine. Héguan Zî stands in striking
contrast to the ‘Lâo Zî in which not a single name of individual person, geographical place, nor
of historical event, occurs. While it speaks in transcendent terms of music and unseen processes,
one realises with a start that its purpose is intensely focused on current and emergent happenings
in the ‘real world’. It abounds in anecdotal detail. Man is foremost, and Arms are his
indispensible means of securing a foreseeable and better future.
Confucius’ rectification of names called for a restoration of traditional social values, from within
the Zhou dynasty’s outmoded feudal heirarchy. The chief critic of his school, Mò Dí (Mò Zî)
looked directly to Heaven for the model of a rational meritocracy, in which war and plunder
would be replaced by ‘elevation of worthies’. It is this radical idea, which later found some
expression in the public examination system though not in democratic elections, that inspires
what I interpret as the radical vision of a new order in Héguan Zî ‘Pheasant Cap Master’. A.C.
Graham describes, from a Confucian perspective as “political heresy”, Héguan Zî’s program for
“elevation of worth”, with its criticism of the hereditary principle, an idea rooted in myths of a
utopian past.10
Yet Graham and Defoort interpret the Pheasant Master as speaking of the remote past rather than
of what is shortly to come to pass on earth. In my view, the Pheasant Cap Master was no escapist
mystic but, as the martial symbolism of his headgear suggests, a prophet of an emergent world
order, about to be born from the midst of tumultuous conflict.
Like Guân Zî, Héguan Zî rejoices in lists, and organizational schema, both cosmological and
socio-political. His vision is of a highly symmetrical, apparently repeating universe. Previous
commentators have noted his concern with history, but have failed to realise that this is strongly
forward-, not backward-, looking.
Nine is the key number here, which matches its signifcance in the Change Classic, where it is the
supreme male or yáng number, though it does not cite that work. The symbolism of nine as ruler
is surely reflected also in the ninth chapter of Huaínán Zî: ix Master Technique, translated by
Roger Ames as: ‘The Art of Rulership’. ‘Nine’ figures in the present work as the messiah-like
future ruler, to complete the historic succession of ‘Nine Augusts’ Jiûhuáng, or particulaly
‘Complete Ninth’ Chéngjiû, written with the auspicious ‘bird’ graph, here in the ninth chapter ix.
Royal Axe.
(Hàn) Dông Zhòngshu (c.179-c.104 BC), of (Hébêi) Guângchuan, explains the term ‘Ninth
August’ in terms of honorary titles in ancestral temple ritual. Thus, when a Son of Heaven dies
he is honoured as one of the Three Kings, who in time become the Five Emperors, and finally
‘Ninth August’. Zhou honoured Xuanyuán Yellow Emperor, Divine Farmer as Ninth August.11
(Hàn) Simâ Qian’s Historical Records quotes Gongsun Qing and other occultist fangshì of Qí,
who advised Hàn ‘Martial’ Emperor Wû (r. BC 140-87) on conducting sacrifical rites on Tàishan

and other cardinal sacred mountains. This follows the putative tradition of Yellow Emperor, and
Hegemon Duke Huán of Qí, evidenced by the great inscribed steles of ‘First August’ Emperor
Qín Shîhuáng. Gongsun Qing affirms, without explanation: “High generations compare virtue to
the Nine Augusts”. Emperor Wû subsequently established shrines in worship of Grand Unity
Tàiyi. This deity figures prominently in Chû Lyrics, attributed to Qu Yuán, where the first of
Nine Hymns is dedicated to Eastern August Grand Unity, and in Pheasant Cap Master.12
3. ‘The End of History’
Defoort understands the philospher of Héguan Zî as ultimately relativist and passivist: 13
He does not appeal to a vision of absolute truth but to a more subtle view of and
influence on reality. This may be why his manifesto of political opposition contains not
any impulse to revolutionary action but only a passive defense of the most reasonable
decision for the unheeded adviser to take: stay away from the political scene.
Pheasant-Cap Master may be a recluse, obsessed with a mythical past, but he also repeatedly
preaches focussed purpose and aim. The operational means may be subtle, but the truth is never
in doubt. Action must obey Heaven, but passive fatalism is explicitly repudiated. Cosmology
was a revolutionary political topic in the turbulent third century before our era. The work’s
protagonists lecture kings of Zhào, rival of Qín, showing knowledge of campaigns up to B.C.
242. I submit that Héguan Zî foretells imminent unification by the Ninth August, the dawning of
a universal empire, the ‘end of history’. Military force, it is intimated, will be attuned to the
cosmic ‘Dynamic’, and so not excessive.
Héguan Zî: xv. Study Problems declares the aim or ‘end’ of study is in the ‘Nine Ways’,
presumably of the Nine Augusts, extrapolated from the eightfold series of Five Emperors and
Three Kings from the past, interpreted as cyclical cosmo-history. The clan of ‘Grand Superior
Complete Ninth’ Tàishàng Chéngjiû will reign over the whole world for eighteen thousand
years.14 ix. Royal Axe attributes fore-knowledge to Complete Ninth ‘illumined in early
knowledge’ míng -yú zâoshì. xvii. Heaven’s Expedience admonishes:15
Searching for what they did not know, to seek its image,
they necessarily did not get it.
Before appearance there is Form...
Preparations are necessarily in advance completed,
Cogitations are necessarily early defined.
(Sûo -sûo -bùzhi, qiú-zhi xiàng-zhê, -zé -bì -fúdé…
-Wèixiàn, -ér yôu xíng... Bèi -bì yùjù, lyù -bì zâodìng.)
xi. Grand Record and xviii. Enabling Heaven both inform us:16
The Sage Man, after Heaven and Earth, is born,
Yet knows Heaven and Earth’s beginning;
Before Heaven and Earth dies, Yet knows Heaven and Earth’s end.
(Shèngrén-zhê, hòu Tiandì, -ér sheng, -ér zhi Tiandì-zhi shî;
xian Tiandì, -ér wáng, -ér zhi Tiandì-zhi zhong.)
Pheasant Master believes in history’s eternal and inexorable dynamic, transcending the transient
phenomena, with which the Sage does not concern himself. It seems almost to anticipate Marx’s
force of history, ‘independent of human will’. Accordingly, the Sage does not ‘investigate’
things: his Dynamic is concentrated in the unity of the Way:
The Sage takes it from Dynamics,

and does not search for it by investigation.
Dynamics are concentrated and in himself;
investigation is dispersed and goes to things.
(Shèngrén-zhê qû-zhi -yú Shì, -ér -fúsûo -yú chá;
Shì-zhê -qí zhuan -ér zàijî-zhê-yê; chá-zhê -qí sàn -ér zhi wù-zhê-yê.)
Héguan Zî: xiv Arms’ Government links Expedience Quán to Earth and Heaven; Dynamics to
Way and Men: both to Adaptation:17
Rewards are unable to motivate the incompetent;
Punishments are unable to compel [‘necessitate’] the impracticable.
Páng Zî asked:
To obtain achievements, how is it done?
Héguan Zî said:
Heaven is unable to command [‘cause’] men,
Men are unable to command Heaven.
Adapt to thing’s suchness; losing and winning (pervading) are kept there.
These two are at Expedience and at Dynamics.
At Expedience, you produce wealth and have excess of riches;
At Dynamics, you use troops and have excess of victories.
Wealth’s production is effort [strength] in Earth and obedience to Heaven;
Arms’ victory is obedience to the Way and union [joining] with Men.
(Shâng -bùnéng quàn -bùshèngrèn; fá -bùnéng bì -bùkê.
Páng Zî yue: Qû gong, nàihé?
Héguan Zî yue: Tian -bùnéng shî rén; rén -bùnéng shî Tian.
Yin wù-zhi rán, -ér qíongdá cún-yan. Zhi-èr -yê: -zài Quán, -zài Shì.
-Zài Quán, -gù, sheng cái, yôu -guò fù.; -zài Shì, -gù, yòngbing, yôu -guò shèng.
Cái-zhi -sheng -yê: lì-zhi -yú Dì, shùn-zhi -yú Tian;
Bing-zhi shèng -yê: shùn-zhi -yú Dào, hé-zhi -yú rén.)
Héguan Zî: v Circular Flow defines the Way as necessity. I read ‘Dynamic’ shì for ‘who’ shú,
Dynamic is tied to Way-Virtue:18
So, what is called ‘Way’ is inevitable [‘unstoppable’];
What is called Virtue is getting men.
From Way-Virtue’s Law, Myriad Things take livelihood:
Lacking Form, having Divisions, it is named ‘Great ?Dynamic.’
(Gù, -sûowèi Dào-zhê, wúyî-zhê-yê. -Sûowèi Dé-zhê dé rén-zhê-yê.
Dàodé-zhi Fâ, Wà-wù qû yè. -Wúxíng yôu fen, míng yue: Dàshì {shú}).
4. Correct Naming and Knowledge
Héguan Zî exhibits no interest in names for their own sake. They are a tool to achieve his order.
They are a check on substance, and a physical control mechanism. They cannot however
sufficiently define divinity and the August One who surpass them. Sense perception and its
limitations are analysed. Knowledge is reccognised as playing a crucial role in predicting the
future, identifying and fulfilling the aims to be followed. However overall Dynamic is place
above detailed Investigations. Ideals are to be physically realised, and enforced by force if
necessary.

Carine Defoort 1997 compares Héguan Zî’s predilection for re-definition of terms to the device
of euphemism, ‘paradiastole’ in Aristotelian rhetoric.19 Defoort discounts the epistemological
import of ‘correct naming’ zhèngmíng:20
The tendency to ascribe to Confucius as his main concern a correspondence between
language and reality (either the more superficial reality of given facts or some underlying
realm of essences) reflects the reflects the habit of thinking in terms of such oppositions.
Defoort warns against ‘dualistic’ interpretations, as if ancient Chinese knew only one dimension.
Thus, she doubts a role for contradictory opposites in China. Her view echoes Hall and Ames
1987: Thinking Through Confucius which attempts to deny a transcendental sense in classical
Chinese thought. In my view, Héguan Zî is patently concerned with transcendental issues, which
constitute the core ‘message’ of the work. Defoort’s ‘underlying realm of essences’ (above) is
indeed of primary concern in defining Héguan Zî’s ideals. Deduced a priori from the holistic
Dynamics of Numbers, rather than from particular Things, Pheasant Cap’s ideals of a new order
must be made physically to come to pass, and be realised ‘in fact’ guô.
We are not dealing with idle speculations, harmless antiquarianism, or barren metaphysics. In
this, it is my judgement that Pheasant Cap is expressing aspirations that are implied, but less
clearly defined, by other thinkers across the spectrum in his ‘degenerate age’, ranging from
Scholiast Confucians to Mohists, legalists, mystics and even hedonists like Yáng Zhu.
Graham 1989 notes Héguan Zî’s obsession with Unity, an ideal which even preccedes the ‘Way’.
Defoort is correct in highlighting Héguan Zî’s concept of unity, but wrong to disregard its
treatment of antagonistic ideas. The importance of unity in the work, of which no holistic
explanation has to my knowledge yet been published. This is all the more curious, and necessary,
given its acknowledged insistence on unity, and its consistently underlying themes. One of these
antagonistic terms, is raised by Defoort herself, though she uses it only to argue for a postWarring States dating. This is the use of ‘custom’ sú, xii. in the pejorative sense of ‘vulgar’ as
opposed to the esoteric Sagely Way.21 Another clear ‘dualist’ opposition is that between ‘Things’
wù and ‘Dynamics’ Shì, in which Things are to be sacrificed in favour of Dyanmics.22
‘Knowledge’ in Héguan Zî, unlike in Lâo Zî, generally has a positive value. Knowledge of the
future and its portents is fundamental to the ‘Sage’, itself an ideal rejected at times by Lâo Zî.
Yet ‘small knowledge’, reliance on sensor perception, and ‘investigation’ are disparaged.
Reason’s Dynamic LîShì is the means to attaining unity. Underlying unity and evidence for a
divine plan is deduced from numerical pattern and perceived symmetry in nature and history.
Given the grand unity of the universe, the remaining question is simply its divisions. xii. The
Generation’s Arms links the rise of Knowledge/intelligence to Arms, both implying the decay of
primaeval innocence.
5. Laws as Objective Standards
There has been controversy recently over the translation of fâ as ‘Law’, rather than model,
method or standard. Defoort 1997 p198 explains:
Convinced by Marcel Granet that the Chinese did not conceive of order in terms of
universal or abstract laws, Joseph Needham launched a crusade against sinologists who
were, according to him, “wont to translate almost any word by ‘laws’” (Needham,
1956:573).
I retain ‘Law’ throughout, in order to make clear the vital connections between these various
concepts in Chinese thought. This also aims to resist attempts to bowdlerise ‘Law’, with its

negative Legalist connotations, from the revised self-image of a ‘spontaneous/naturalist’ China.
Law, a synonym for standards, is the model of objectivity in Chinese science and logic, as much
as in politics. Mò Zî argues that Heaven provides that standard Law by its rounded wholeness
and impartiality.23.
Thus, Héguan Zî: viii. Predicting Myriads defines Law as the means to unification or uniformity,
following in the footsteps of Mò Zî:24
Keeping One Way to control the Myriad Things is Law.
Law is kept internally; orders are issued to control...
Law causes rejection of the private for the public.
(Shôu yi-Dào, zhì Wàn-wù-zhê, Fâ -yê. Fâ-yê-zhê shôu nèi-zhê-yê;
Lìng-yê-zhê, chu zhì-yê-zhê... Fâ-zhê shî qùsi jiùgong.)
vii. Approaching Collapse endorses Number and Law’s objectivity, while contrastively rejecting
subjective ‘self-adaptation’:25
Sage Men accord to Numbers, comply with Laws…
[one may not act] without Numbers and self-adapt.
(Shèngrén ànShù, xúnFâ… wúShù, -ér zìyin.)
Defoort admits an affinity between Pheasant Cap Master’s Law and ‘laws of nature’:26
Randall Peerenboom is the first to seriously take up Needham’s challenge [Needham
1956: 547] to investigate the Pheasant Cap Master in relation to the question of whether
there are “laws of nature” in early Chinese thought. Although he avoids the expression
“laws of nature” in discussing the Pheasant Cap Master, using instead “the impersonal
natural order”, the type of “natural law” that Peerenboom finds promoted in its Huang
Lao chapters – chapters 3 to 6 and 8 to 11 – is grounded in precisely such an eternal,
immutable, and impersonal underlying reality.
Nevertheless, she fails to recognise the unitary aspect of this Law with the contrary facets which
it plainly encompasses, such as rewards and punishments:
The absence of dualistic images in the texts is also due to a “conceptual equivocation on
the part of the author” of the factial and normative senses of “heaven” (Peerenboom,
1993:28 my italics)... there has been a failure on the part of some, if not most, Western
scholars to appreciate the Chinese alternative image [of unity]: the polestar as focal point
of a concrete pattern of order, an image that is pervasive in the Pheasant Cap Master.
In fact, Héguan Zî begins by ‘dualistically’ excluding Heaven as ‘blue sky’, from the constant
Heaven of luminaries which he takes as model. Not dissimilarly, classical European thinkers like
Aristotle in Physics, assumed the stars to be divine, not physical. Aristotle’s ‘unmoved mover’
appears to describe the same imaginary celestial axis of the Pole Star. More unusual perhaps is
Héguan Zî’s observation of the Dipper/Plough constellation’s directional pointings as the hands
of a celestial clock of the seasons.
In the political realm, is related to the Mohist ideal of ‘promotion of worthies’, which challenged
the hereditary prnciple upon which the feudal order rested. Whereas Confucius and later
Scholiasts baulked at making the ruling class subject to written Law, upholding hereditary
privileges and rights, Pheasant Cap Master enunciates a radical program of reforms by which
worthies will be promoted, and rulers will defer to Law and Teachers.
6. Meritocracy and Public Examinations

The earliest recorded program of public examinations, both civil and military, is detailed in the
accounts of the reforms of Guân Zhòng, seventh century BC premier to Duke Huán of Qí. It is
unknown to what extent a program, such as his Triple Selection process, was ever implemented.
This is the model of centralised district and regional reporting borrowed in ix. Royal Axe,
though Pheasant Cap Master explains the process as a means of control and moral reform, and
does not link it to selection of worthies.27 ii. Manifest Hope and vi. Way’s Correction contain the
clearest statements of meritocracy and the subordination of kings to the sage teacher. In iv.
Heaven’s Pattern., Sage and King appear to merge. Qín Shîhuáng, and subsequent Chinese
emperors, were to abrogate to their own persons the epithet of ‘Sage’, together with the titles
‘August’ and ‘God-king’ dì, separately adduced here below.
The catastrophic fall of Qín and gradual establishment of a revised orthodoxy has obscured
positive elements of Qín’s unification of the warring kingdoms. Despite condemnation’s of Qín
draconian Law, Qín’s legal and administrative system was retained largely intact by Hàn.
‘Legalist ideology, Herrlee Creel 1974 argues, underlay the institution of the first recorded court
examinations in B.C. 165 by ‘Civil’ Emperor Wén (r. 179-157), who “loved Form-Names”.28
The idea of government examinations is explained by Scholiast Dông Zhòngshu as ‘Names and
Realities’ míngshí, categories of legalist Shen Bùhài.29
Liú Bang (d. BC 195), first Hàn emperor, and Lú Wân, one of his future generals, studied
writing together as boys at (Anhui) Pèi.30 This belies Liú's illiterate ‘peasant’ image, as mythical
as the ‘peasant’ pedigree of Máo Zédong. Liú passed an ‘examination’ shì under Qín and was
appointed station-chief tíngzhâng for Sìshuî, near Pèi.31 Another fellow townsman, and
supporter, Rûyin Hóu had also passed an examination under Qín to become ‘district officer’
xiànlì.32 Given Qín's emphasis on written edicts, one must presume Qín examinations tested
literacy.33
Emperor Wén’s widow, Dowager Dòu, was an ardent supporter of ‘Huáng-Lâo’, which
dominated the government until her death in B.C. 135. Only in B.C. 134, under the Martial
Emperor, did Tián Fén become the first Scholiast premier, and make a decisive break:34
banning Huáng-Lâo, Form-Names, and Hundred Schools’ talk.
(chù Huáng-Lâo, Xíngmíng, Bâi-Jia-zhi yán.)
Form-Names, originally meaning Penalty and designated crime. Guân Zî: xliii. Cautioning
unambiguously defines Form-Name terms of punishment fitting the crime:35
If you systematise and decide the Five Penalties,
Each appropriate to its Name,
so incriminated men are not resentful,
and good men not alarmed,
is called: Penalties...
Incrimination of men appropriate to Names,
is called: ‘Penalty’.
(Zhìduàn wû-xíng, gè dang -qí míng: zuìrén -bùyuàn, shànrén -bùjing: yue Xíng...
Zuìrén dangmíng: yue Xíng...)
The situation is complicated by a pun on ‘penalty’ and ‘form’ xíng in Warring Kingdoms
orthography and phonetics.36 Hán Fei Zî: v. Ruler's Way and viii. Wielding Power, despite some
discussion of punishments, uses Xíngmíng in the sense of ‘Form-Name’, as does Guân Zî: xxxvi.
Mental Technique.37

Creel renders Form-Names xíngmíng as ‘performance and title’.38 Graham, while expressing
reservation about this as a translation, comments:39
Creel argues persuasively that it originated with Shen Pu-hai (died 337 B.C.) and that it
underlies the techniques of personnel control by which the Han solved the new problem
of administrating a reunited and bureaucratised Empire.
In endorsement, Graham paraphrases Hán Fei Zî:40
In Legalist thought the ruler ‘names’ (ming ‘ordains/names’) a task, waits for the
performance to assume a definite shape (hsing) by which it may be judged, ‘checks and
matches’ (ts’an wu) it against the phrasing of the decree, and rewards and punishes
accordingly.
‘Triangulation and quintupling’ canwû, Graham’s ‘checks and matches’ above, underpins
Pheasant Cap Master’s organizational thinking and programs. The term is specifically mentioned
in xii. The Generation’s Arms. Thus, the term came to have a wider sense, apparent in Pheasant
Cap Master, of control by rewards and punishments, and systematic categorisation and
monitoring of personnel in a manner that evolved into the institution of public competitive
examinations.
Yet promotion of worthies was a contentious issue in a feudal world, based on hereditary rights.
Shangjun Shu and Hán Fei Zî attack promotion of worthies a threat, linked to the rise of political
parties which undermine the absolute authority of the ruler. ‘Worthies’ have a virtue and
popularity that make them independent of the ruler. Even Lâo Zî attacks ‘promotion of worthies’
because it causes people to quarrel.41
Héguan Zî: v. Circular Flow, Lyû Clan Spring-Autumns: iii-5. Circular Way, Guân Zî: xxvi
Cautioning and Wén Zî: ix. Inferior Virtue draw radical conclusions from the ‘promotion of
worthies’ thesis.42 Ideas of abdication in favour of worthies, non-herditary succession, and rulers
subject to Law are advocated. With the annexation of conquered kingdoms and the expansion of
empire, the question arose whether to ‘enfief worthies’ fengxián, as urged by Kingdoms’
Precedence in the newly unearthed Mâwángdui scrolls, or incorporate them as districts jùnxiàn
into the centralised bureaucracy. Qín chose the latter, while Hàn attempted a compromise,
enfoeffing sons and supporters as ‘Kings’ gradually impelled by disaffections towards
centralisation. Jiâ Yì warned Hàn emperors of the danger these ‘Kings’ posed to the Dynamic of
imperial unity.
Héguan Zî: i. Wide Selection classifies people into a meritocracy of five grades, whose ability is
weighed relative to the mean of oneself, the ordinary citizen. The innate inferority of servants
and slaves appears to be assumed, leaving open the question of how and by whom such levels of
worth are determined:43
1. equal to a hundred selves (bâi-jî);
2. equal to ten selves (shí-jî);
3. peers to oneself (ruòjî);
4. servants (siyì);
5. slaves (túlì).
The ideal ruler will recruit men superior to himself as teachers; the worst will employ only
slaves. xi. Grand Record announces that worth, not ancestry, is the qualification for kingship.
The philosopher should be king:44
So, from the teacher, contrive the Son of Heaven;
From the next in worth, contrive the Three Dukes;

From the high, contrive the barons.
Change surnames to contrive Kings:
Don’t do it by ancestral lineage.
(Gù, shi wéi Tianzî, cì xián wéi san-gong, gao wéi zhu-hóu. Yìxìng, -ér wéi wáng, -bù -yî
zûjí.)
Héguan Zî: xiii. Comprehensive Knowledge is tantamount to justifying rebellion when the
worthy are not promoted:45
Those generations did not transmit to the worthy,
So there was banishment of rulers.
(-Bî shì -bù chuánxián, -gù yôu fàng jun.)
The universalist and utopian concept of ‘Great Sharing’ Dàtóng, which heads Héguan Zî: x
Grand Expanse, is better known from the Confucian Ritual Record, which equates ‘ritual’ lî with
‘righteousness/justice’ yì. While an unworthy ruler should abdicate in favour of one more
worthy, regal abdication proved a perilous undertaking in practice. Thus, King Kuài of Yàn,
emulating the legendary sagely kings, actually abdicated in favour of his more ‘worthy’ premier
Zîzhi in BC 316, in an act which quickly led to anarchy. King Língwû of Zhào (r. 325-299, d.
295), abdicated in favour of his second son, taking the title ‘Master Father’. He then set up his
first son as King of Dài, whose revolt ended in the death of both. These events are not mentioned
in Héguan Zî, though King Lingwû himself heads its final chapter, in a caution against
militarism. Under Hàn, an omen-reader, who petitioned Emperor Zhao to practise dynastic
abdication, was executed.46
9. ‘Night Walking’ and Yinyáng
Pheasant Cap Master uses ‘shade and sunshine’ yinyáng consistently in regard to weather and its
effects on agriculture. There is no indication of an esoteric or abstracted meaning, as became
standard under Hàn. Shade and sunshine are designated as dual Energies qì. ‘Energy’ anciently
describes both the atmosphere’s meteorological conditions, and human emotions. As a
combination, Energy-Dynamic Qìshì is used for morale of troops, the psychological factor in
battle.
Lâo Zî: Way-Virtue: xlii states that the Myriad Things ‘embrace sunshine’ bàoyáng, and ‘turn
their backs on shade’ bèiyin. This corresponds to the action of vegetation in turning towards the
light and heat of the sun. Lâo Zî elsewhere advocates a contrary course of adopting the female or
passive position, like water, but does not use the term ‘yin-yáng’ in an abstract sense. Thus, we
see that Pheasant Cap Master does not go beyond the concrete sense of Lâo Zî in its usage of the
term yinyáng, which was to develop such a dominant position in subsequent Chinese
metaphysics.
One of the earliest usages of yinyáng in the abstract sense is the Mâwángdui essay Evaluations
which lists twenty-four of yin-yáng pairs, in an abstract negative-positive sense, in which yáng
has the superior position.47 The later commentaries on the Changes interpret the odd-even
number opposition of nines and sixes from divinations, first in terms of Heaven-Earth, hard-soft,
male-female, and finally as light-darkness yáng and yin which become the generic for all
opposites. Unlike in Lâo Zî, which uniquely prefers female passivity, the Changes uphold a male
dominant heirarchy.
Similarly, Huáinán Zî: i. Way’s Origin makes an equation of yin-yáng with good and evil,
reminiscent of the Manichaean-Zoroastrian war between light and darkness.48 Wén Zî: vi.

Superior Virtue ‘exalts the positive’ shàngyáng. Yáng is assimilated to ‘true’ zhen and yin to
‘false’ or ‘evil’ xié, an opposition found in medicine where it indicates health and disease.
This brings us to the question of Lâo Zî’s dialectic of inter-penetration of opposites. If dualism is
to be avoided, how can opposites ‘harmonise’ or change into one another? This apparent
contradiction is resolved when we realise that the goal of ‘Lâo Zî’s passivity is to nourish the
active: the naked ‘baby boy’ whose virile essence is plain. By holding to the negative, ‘Lâo Zî’
awaits the ‘Return’ Fù of Heaven’s Way. Non-being/ ‘Lack’ wú generates Being/‘have’ yôu.
Aristotle’s ‘privation’ steresis calls forth ‘having’ hexis: relative ‘non-being’ produces ‘being’.49
Pheasant Cap Master shares, or perhaps borrows, several rhymed stanzas from Lâo Zî. If my
interpretation is correct, he compares the coming divinely mandated sovereign to an infant, or
‘babe-in-arms’ bâo. King Tang of Shang’s wise premier Yiyîn was related to have been
discovered, Moses-like, as a baby on a river-bank. The divine child is indeed a universal folk
theme, and key concept in mystic Daoism. Pheasant Cap Master does not neglect the internal
aspects of spiritual cultivation, as in viii. Predicting Myriads, echoed by Anruân’s advice to the
Yellow Emperor in Mâwángdui’s Sixteen Warps: Five Corrections (Governments). The
historical identity of the author ‘Lâo Zî’ remains a mystery, since the work, which seems to have
coalesced around BC 300, is entirely devoid of personal names or places or events.
Consequently, it is hard to do more than guess at his intentions and terms of reference, political
or otherwise. Nonetheless, Lâo Zî contains oblique political and military comments, with explicit
utopian yearnings, and has always been politically influential. ‘Lâo Zî’’s legendary westward
emigration, to Qín, may itself contain a political message.
Pheasant Cap Master, by contrast, despite the impentrable alias of its author’s own person, is
open in its named and identifiable interlocutors, and dateable historical references. Its themes of
‘Lâo Zî’-like religious passivity, and quasi-fatalist futurism, are balanced by a call for focussed
study and preparation for a new world order. Human effort and military force will be necessary
to realise Heaven’s purpose. The Sage, who significantly is defined (in ii. and vi.) as teacher, not
the ruler himself, is the ‘night-walker’ yèxíng. ‘Night Walking’ is explained, by a later part of
Guân Zî, as ‘mind walking (mental activity)’ xinxíng, describing the capacity and operations of
the ruler’s virtue. In the third chapter, it qualifies the efficacity and inscrutability of divine
operations (intervention?). In the final chapter, the Night Walker will simply realise the Dynamic
potential of the times. As Divine Warrior shénwû, he will not attempt to impose his subjective
will by reliance on brute force, but by use of the ‘Shade Warps’ yinjing. This is the scope of
Pheasant Cap Master’s passivity, and only abstract use of the term ‘shade’. It has an ulterior,
positive motivation.50 Pheasant Cap’s non-contrivance, unlike the ideal of Lâo Zî, has a
premeditated and eagerly anticipated goal.
10. Dynamics’ Five Conquests
Pheasant Cap Master, of all the early philosophers, comes closest to the scientific concept of
‘laws of of nature’. Natural forces are here designated by the term Shì, which I translate as
Dynamics.51 xvii. Heaven’s Expedience explains the power over living growth in the sun’s
Dynamic:52
What is called ‘Heaven’ is not without evidence of having conquests.
Are they not in the sun Dynamic’s growth,
and what the Myriad-Things submit to and receive?
(-Sûowèi Tian-zhê -fei -wúyàn, yôushèng:
-Fei -yî rìShì-zhi zhâng, -ér Wànwù-zhi -sûo fúshòu-zhê -yé?)

Yet the King is to make use of the sun’s Dynamic by embodying or modeling himself on it, and
so establish his emergent empire:53
A King, if illumined and clear: what establishments may he not plan?
(Wáng-zhê míngbái, -héshè -bù-kêtú?)
Qiú Xigui 1998 has shown that ‘to establish’ shè is etymologically kin to Dynamics, the
setting up of power by position.54 Hán Fei Zî: xl Objections to Dynamics contrasts the
determinist Dynamics of nature with socio-political Dynamics that man is capable of
‘establishing’.55
xiv. Arms’ Government links Expedience to Earth and Heaven; Dynamics to Way and Men: both
to Adaptation:56
Rewards are unable to motivate the incompetent;
Punishments are unable to compel [‘necessitate’] the impracticable.
Páng Zî asked:
To obtain achievements, how is it done?
Héguan Zî said:
Heaven is unable to command [cause] men,
Men are unable to command Heaven.
Adapt to thing’s suchness; failure or success (pervasion) are kept there.
These two are at Expedience and at Dynamics.
At Expedience, produce wealth and you have excess riches;
At Dynamics, use troops and you have excess victories.
Wealth’s production is effort [strength] in Earth and obedience to Heaven;
Arms’ victory is obedience to the Way and union [joining] with Men.
(Shâng -bùnéng qùan -bùshèngrèn; fá -bùnéng bì -bùkê.
Páng Zî yue: Qû gong, -nàihé?
Héguan Zî yue: Tian -bùnéng shî rén; rén -bùnéng shî Tian.
Yin wù-zhi rán, -ér qíongdá cún-yan. Zhi-èr -yê: -zài Quán, -zài Shì.
-Zài Quán, -gù, sheng cái, yôu -guò fù.; -zài Shì, -gù, yòngbing, yôu -guò shèng.
Cái-zhi -sheng -yê: lì-zhi -yú Dì, shùn-zhi -yú Tian;
Bing-zhi shèng -yê: shùn-zhi -yú Dào, hé-zhi -yú rén.)
Energy and Dynamics are united in correlative cosmology through the elements’ ‘Five
Conquests’, i.e. Five Actions:57
If water and fire are not generated,
shade and sunshine have no means to complete Energy;
Predicted (Degrees) measures have no means to complete control;
The Five Conquests have no means to complete Dynamics;
The Myriad Things have no means to complete species.
(Shuî, hûo -bùsheng, -zé yinyáng wú -yî chéng qì; dùlíang wú -yî chéng zhì;
Wû-shèng wú -yî chéng Shì; Wàn-wù wú -yî chéng lèi.)
Schwartz points out the accepted translation as ‘five ‘elements’ fails to reflect their “Dynamic”
nature.58 The Five Actions, whose cycle of mutual-conquest pre-dates the theory of their mutual
generation, have their Dynamics of conquest. Sun Zî: Arms’ Laws: v. Dynamics declares that the
Five Actions have no constant conquests. Héguan Zî: xiv. Arms’ Government explains the Five
Actions’ underlying unity by the mechanics of balance and leverage, elsewhere called DynamicTechnique/Numbers:59
Héguan Zî said:
Things have life (physics).

So, Metal, Wood, Water, Fire:
While not in use, are mutually controlling.
Have you alone not seen, say, a gate-beam?
If leant-to, a housewife will lift it.
If laid flat, then without selecting physique,
Anyone can lift it by the middle.
If one were to hold its extremity,
Even a select knight could not raise it off the Earth.
The gate-beam is still one body,
Yet heaviness or lightness differ:
Dynamics cause them to be so.
Now, from the gate-bar to speak,
When there are things, Dynamics are present!
If the Nine Barbarians use them,
And do not necessarily conquer,
They have not fathomed things’ life (physics).
When you fathom things’ life (physics),
Five are as One!
(Wù yôu sheng, -gù jin-mù shuî-hûo -wèiyòng, -ér -xiangzhì.
Zî -bùjìan -Fú bìguan-hu? lì, -ér yî-zhi, -zé fùrén jie-zhi.
Pu, -ér cuò-zhi, -zé -bùzéxìng, -ér néng jû-zhi -qí zhong.
-Ruò cao -qí duan, zé, -sui sûanshì, -bùnéng júe dì.
Guan -shàng yi-shen, -ér qingzhòng yì-zhi-zhê,
Shì shî-zhi -rán. -Fú -yî guan yán-zhi, -zé wù yôu, -ér Shì zài-yî!
Jîu-Yí yòng-zhi, -ér shèng -bùbì-zhê, -qí -bùdá wùsheng-zhê -yê.)

Appendix: Translation and Pronunciation: Language and Meaning
The key to translating classical Chinese is the differentiation of the particular from the general.
How can one recognise proper names from common names, technical terminology from popular
usage, metaphor from literal meaning, concrete imagery from abstract ideas? In classical
Chinese, we encounter a normative absence of the devices, to which we are accustomed to rely
for signalling special senses.
There is a relative absence in ancient Chinese texts of features, or their Chinese equivalent, such
as capital letters, spacing, underlining, italics, obviously foreign words (e.g. Latin or Greek) and,
above all, definite and indefinite articles (‘a’, ‘the’). Despite appearances, and popular
misconceptions, this does not indicate a generic difference in ‘east-west’ thinking and mental
processes. Many of the same problems exist in classical Greek or Latin texts, from which
modern English readers, shielded by ‘user-friendly’ editions and paraphrased renderings, may
remain blissfully unaware.
In the present text, we are hampered by the neglect and misunderstanding it suffered over past
millennia. Nonetheless, the text seems to have survived remarkably intact, preserving some

archaic orthography, with just seven punctuating
jù ‘commas’, distributed as follows: five
occurences in ix. Royal Axe; one in iv. Heaven’s Model; and one in xviii. Enabling Heaven.60
Fortunately, the text provides sufficient length, and gives detailed definitions of terms, so as to
furnish its own contexts. Its radical political ideas have been somehow preserved, probably by
their obscure cocoon of metaphysics. The political senses of ‘Daoism’, and related nonConfucian ideologies, in the period leading up to China’s imperial unification, has only recently
begun to re-emerge through archaeological discoveries, notably the Mâwángdui scrolls from an
early Hàn tomb.
A principal tool for understanding classical Chinese, whose grammatical functions are rarely
explicit, is parallelism. In the absence of punctuation, parallelism helps fix the length of
sentences. Given that each half of a couplet generally has equivalent grammatical structure, the
grammatical function of ambiguous words can then be fixed by reference to their mirror image.
To preserve the source parallelism in English, it is necessary to reproduce as far as possible the
same word order. Often the English requires the insertion of additional particles. Sometimes this
procedure, writing ‘Chinese English’, requires sacrifices of English syntax and idiom, or
grammatical modifications without damaging the sense.
In view of the difficulties of interpreting the unique text, it has been thought preferable to err on
the side of literal faithfulness, rather than self-indulgent paraphrase or insipid and tautologous
platitudes. This also allows the conservation of a creative ambiguity or ‘uncertainty principle’ as
latent in the original. On the other hand, it should be remembered that Hégyuan Zî, in vivid
images and metaphors, was purveying a message specifically designed for his turbulent day. In
some sense, it may be no less relevant to our own dawning millennium.
Pictograms not only picture objects or ideas but are also borrowed for ‘sound-alikes. Thus, all
writing, whether the graphs of China or glyphs of Egypt, does reflect speech. The interpretation
of Chinese writing pure ‘ideas’ is untenable. Transcriptions of classical Chinese, in received
pronunciation, have suffered from both omission of tonal marks and conglomerative
differentiation, making them appear lifeless, a language not only dead but mummy-wrapped.
Hansen goes on to suggest that ‘we’ simply impose our ‘western’ way of thinking on the ancient
Chinese in our interpretations.61
I posit two points: First, if we do not share common ground translation would be impossible.
Second, do we not enrich our own language, and shed new light on theirs, by this cross-cultural
discipline? Translation involves sacrifice, something is inevitably lost, but in exchange there can
be gains. Precision may be exchanged for concision. Positional grammatical relationships in
Chinese must be converted to inflected grammar in European languages. Yet modern English is
probably the least inflected and syntactically most flexible of European languages, and hence
structurally closest to Chinese. The main difference is the absence of relative ‘who/which’
clauses, that follow rather than precede their subject, in Chinese. Otherwise, in Chinese as
English, word order is: subject>verb>object, and modifier>modified.
Aside from positional grammar, what is the significance of word-order? In the case of rhyming,
or indeed scanning verse, sequence has a very audible function. It orders stresses into rhythmic
patterns of assonance, akin to music. At the same time it throws into relief the meanings of
words beyond the meaning which they may normally carry. In this way, placing of words in a
certain pattern can add meaning, lifting words to a level of abstraction they do not normally
reach. Can we assume that word order, beyond the rules of grammar, constitutes a universal
algebra, exposed in flighty verse, but disguised in pedestrian prose?

A word of caution: Chinese modes of address procede from the general to the particular:
region>town>village>house>person; Europeans tend to go in the reverse direction, from
particular to general: person>house>village>town>region.
Which is ‘natural’? General>particular, as ‘brown dog’, corresponds to adjective>noun, modifier
preceding modified which is the normal Chinese order; particular>general ‘dog which is
brown’corresponds to the relative clause, as well as to the continental noun>adjective model, as
in ‘chien brun’. How does this affect logic?
It may be relevant to the scope of inclusivity. We say: Socrates is a man, all men are mortal,
Socrates is mortal. a>b, b>c, a>c. Socrates is a man, if re-stated, quasi-poetically: ‘a man is
Socrates’ may still be understood, from the inflected grammatical forms, without altering the
intended meaning. Yet a>b, changed to: b>a reverses the meaning, requiring a change in the
English inflexions to: men are Socrates, which is not acceptable. Yet with classical Chinese, in
the absence of discernible inflexions, word position alone, as in algebra, can reverse meaning.
This offers a clue to Gongsun Lóng’s ‘white horse is not a horse’, which when re-stated as: ‘a
horse is not a white horse’ becomes acceptable to us i.e. the general does not subsist in the
particular: ‘horses’ include white horses, but not vice versa.
Retention of the original word order may alert us to the latent problems between inductive
(general>particular) and deductive (particular>general) thought, the former being more
characteristic of ancient Chinese. In reading these texts the first step, I posit, is to adjust our
thinking to their mode of thought, before attempting to reform it into our own, which itself may
not be as clearly defined as we imagine. Contexts of sufficient length, if consistently followed,
form courses of mental dealing to which one gradually attunes in order to master. Isolated, brief
or subjectively altered passages interfere with or prevent such attunement. We mould
understanding by sympathetic listening to a speaker, however initially unfamiliar.
The method of translation I adopt and pioneer here may be called the ‘token’ system. It operates
on two main principles:
a) where possible a concrete English equivalent is selected for the main Chinese words,
to reflect a comparable range and root idea. Abstract an extended meanings can then be
derived from fixed starting points.
b) as a corollary, the selected word will be used, as consistently as possible, for all
occurrences of its corresponding Chinese word. Alternative and additional usages,
together with the source word, may be consulted from the glossary, listed under each
main token translation.
Thus, the reader should obtain from the English an accurate reflection of the frequency and
positioning of the source language usage. To facilitate this, initials of key words are capitalised,
and important phrases phrases underlined or put into bold type. As Defoort points out, Héguan
Zî likes to define or redefine his terms, often in an abstract sense, as for example he does for
‘Heaven’ tian. In such cases, it would be pointless to introduce another word in translation. The
author makes clear that one word can take on more than one meaning. In this way, let ‘Heaven’
equal both ‘x’ and ‘x1’ i.e. the blue sky and an invisible trancendent and universal power,
symbolised by the circle.
Finally, I have indicated phrasing and exact modern pronuciation of Chinese words, including
tone marks, which have hitherto been omitted in sinological works. This is to indicate that we are
not dealing with a dead language, but one still evolving from its ancient roots and very much

alive. Further, classical Chinese has never existed solely or mainly on the written page. Despite
its obviouss ideographic nature, it reflects spoken language like any other. In my experience, the
reputed unintelligibility of classical texts to the modern ear, due to the large number of
homophonic ideographs, has been much exaggerated by foreign scholars.
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34
Shîjì: cxxi. Rúlín preface pp536-537: Empress Dòu (d. 135 BC) “loved Huáng-Lâo… loved Lâo Zî’s
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Fei Zî to Huáng-Lâo and Form-Names. lxxiv. links Shèn Dào to Huáng-Lâo, Form-Names, Way-Virtue.
MWD Jingfâ ‘Warp-Law’ expounds Form-Names. Shíliù-Jing ‘Sixteen Warps’ puts Names before Forms.
35
Guân Zî: xliii Zhèng p254.
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Makeham 1994 pp 163-165 cites evidence that only the graph with the ‘knife’ radical is found in
inscriptions and manuscripts before the Eastern Han. Makeham concludes on p 169 that, in xíng, in the
‘Legalist’ compound xíngmíng:
both the realised form’ of a completed job of work and the ‘outcome-cum-standard’ [xíng] against
which the veracity of the original claim [míng] is ascertained are equally implicit.
37
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49
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Linguistics as an established discipline has traditionally found its academic home in
graduate schools of major research institutions. Occasional introductory courses in the
field have found their way into four-year institutions and even into a few two-year
schools. However, the number of fully developed undergraduate programs in linguistics
has been relatively small and the total number of majors found at the undergraduate level
in all the institutions of higher learning in the United States has until recently numbered
only in the few hundreds.
In regard to curriculum, existing undergraduate major programs have been hitherto
largely modeled after the graduate programs at the universities in which they are
generally housed. They thus reflect a fairly traditional curriculum, typically mimicking
the curriculum found in the respective graduate programs, only perhaps at a more basic
level. They are regarded by these schools largely as feeder programs assigned the task of
preparing students for continuing graduate work. An independent and highly enrolled
undergraduate linguistics major at genuine four-year institutions is a relatively recent and
still all too rare phenomenon. In the vast majority of these institutions it is found only on
an ad hoc basis as a student-designed major in which a curriculum is pieced together by
the student with the aid of a faculty member. The resulting curriculum is thus necessarily
based on whatever traditional language-related courses might be available and accessible
at a particular institution. As a result, the number of students engaged in a linguistics
major are generally only in the single digits even at fairly large sized liberal arts
institutions. For such majors, preparation in the discipline is highly inconsistent, varied
and often lacking in very basic areas.
This was indeed the state of linguistics at Western Washington University for some 25
years until only a few years ago. The size of WWU, a state supported regional liberal arts
school, has hovered around 10,000 students for the last 30+ years. At any given time
during that period, the program might have one or two students with student-designed
majors in linguistics. The program was supported largely by an introductory course
offered to some 40 students each term. This generated enough funding to offer two to
three less enrolled upper division courses each year, thus sustaining a relatively modest
linguistics program over several decades.

The nature of the program was altered considerably some six years ago. After discovering
that our campus contained in excess of a dozen faculty housed in different departments
but with training and degrees in linguistics, an ad hoc committee was formed by the
presenter and then newly appointed director of the linguistics program to consider the
future of linguistics. In the desire to breathe new life into the program, we set about
developing an undergraduate program that would be both feasible and economical, that
would have sufficient content strength to prepare students for graduate study in the field
if they so chose, and yet be attractive enough to a broad spectrum of students willing to
commit themselves to majoring in the program. We chose not to replicate strong graduate
school oriented linguistics programs, since the strength of our institution lay in the
relative easy access across disciplines. Furthermore, budgetary restraints prevented us
from doing anything else except that we develop a program without expenditure of
additional resources. This meant that a new program proposal needed to be based upon
the faculty resources already existing as represented by the constituency of the ad hoc
linguistics committee.
Since the field of linguistics by its very nature lends itself easily to interdisciplinary
expansion, it was felt that the key to success would lie in the development of the
interdisciplinary nature of the field itself. This, together with the potential tapping of the
great range of linguistic expertise reflected in our faculty, would allow us to design a
program with a degree of flexibility and variety, probably not duplicated elsewhere. The
opportunity existed to provide a curriculum sufficiently different and unique so as to be
attractive to a much broader range of students than the typical existing programs. We
were fortunate enough to have faculty on campus in five academic areas with extensive
training and interest in linguistics. We thus developed a curriculum, which reflected our
strengths, and which we felt would at the same time provide a solid background for our
undergraduate majors. The resulting curriculum for the proposed linguistics major thus
comprised three areas:
1) a strong foreign language component;
2) a core curriculum of eight linguistic courses; and
3) an area concentration of three to four courses in an allied area in one of five
departments. The latter involved approval by the departments to provide
access to the pertinent courses usually reserved for their own majors.
The program as proposed was subjected to the channels of internal approval at the
institution and began to operate as a pre-approved student-designed major, later to be
changed to a regular major. To allow the faculty to be released from their departments in
order to teach the courses required of the majors, we realized that we would have to
generate the necessary funding base ourselves, in addition to generating sufficientstudent
interest for the program. The key here lay in the expansion of the existing introductory
course in linguistics and in the addition of an introductory sociolinguistics course. Both
courses are part of the core-required courses for the linguistics major. These are also the
only courses, which are offered as lower division courses in the core curriculum. The
introductory linguistics course had already been an optional course for fulfilling a GUR
(general university requirement) at the university; approval was sought and granted to
also allow the sociolinguistics course as a GUR option as well.

One manner of expansion was to be more productive and alter the method of delivery of
the intro courses. The former limit of 40 students of the introduction to linguistics course
was raised and faculty both willing and capable of offering these courses in a large
lecture format volunteered their efforts. The Dean promised extra student help, graders,
etc. as required by the instructors to make these courses a success. The program grew
rapidly and far beyond expectations. Student enrollment in the intro courses grew to 100
or more each time they were offered. The expansion subsequently took on another
dimension: the courses proved to be so popular and also cost-effective, so that the Dean
allowed us to expand the frequency of the offerings eventually tripling the number of
sections we were allowed to staff. We now offer nine sections of intro courses each year.
Since each of the sections consistently attracts students in triple digits, we are not only
highly cost-effective, but are also able to create a very broad base of interest in the field.
In fact, we have the privilege of introducing some 1,400 students (or roughly 12% of the
entire student body) to the field of linguistics each year. This has in turn enabled us to
offer the rest of the core courses on an annual rather than bi-annual basis. It has also
allowed us to offer student access to seminar type courses at the senior level on a much
more frequent basis. These factors have no doubt contributed substantially to the rise in
the number of linguistics majors.
The growth and success of the program has hardly less than phenomenal. During the last
academic year we peaked at some seventy registered majors; this year we already have
over 80+ majors in linguistics. Although the LSA evidently does not have statistics on
size of undergraduate majors, it is my understanding that our program has grown to be
one of the largest undergraduate programs in linguistics in the country. In a short six
years our total enrollment in linguistics courses has grown by a factor of ten and the
number of majors by a factor of twenty or more. Furthermore, we are regarded as a high
quality discipline on our campus, have had more than our share of outstanding students,
and provide a challenging, yet interesting and flexible curriculum. Our students have
been very competitive in graduate schools and many have found their way into wellpaying and satisfactory careers.
There are a number of other factors, which have contributed to making the program such
a success. The program is taught by excellent faculty, several with outstanding teaching
awards; the students are highly motivated and generally among the best on campus.
Indeed two of the last four university commencement speakers were linguistics majors.
The courses are challenging and interesting; majors must complete the traditional courses
in phonetics, phonology, morphology and syntax in the core requirement and are required
to complete additionally two fourth year seminar type courses. We try to offer access to
at least two of the latter in each term. Since topics for these courses constantly change,
they allow students access to courses ordinarily not offered as part of any undergraduate
curriculum. These courses also serve to emphasize the underlying interdisciplinary nature
of the program. Students have thus had the opportunity to incorporate into their major
courses on topics such as, Krio, Derrida and Chomsky, language and gender, historical
linguistics, computer generated narrative, phonetic field transcription, semiotics,
bilingualism, advanced syntax, advanced sociolinguistics, Chinese structure and language
(for non-Chinese students), etc. These courses highlight the expertise of the faculty

available at any given time and provide students opportunities for interdisciplinary
variety unique to this program.
A further reason for the success of this program is the on-going active linguistics speaker
series, which we installed when the new program went into effect, has featured not only
our staff and visiting professors but also guest speakers, such as Noam Chomsky,
Frederick Newmeyer, Merritt Ruhlen, Peter Ladefoged, etc. Additionally, we require that
each of our majors present a formal paper at a student colloquia in their senior year. A
recently founded and very active student linguistics club also meets regularly and
organizes activities such as linguistics field trips.
The program has worked so successfully that we have needed to make virtually no
change in the basic structure of the program. There is, however, enough flexibility in the
program to allow for change when it is desirable or needed. Only recently we added two
more options in the area concentrations portion of the major. Students now have a choice
of seven related area disciplines (foreign languages, English, anthropology,
communication sciences, philosophy, TESOL, and computer science) from which to
choose fulfillment of the area concentration requirement for the major.
Ours is without doubt the most interdisciplinary program on campus incorporating the
active participation of seven departments and programs in three colleges at WWU.
As such, the program has had great visibility on campus. This is only enhanced by the
fact that departments such as anthropology, English and TESOL also have their own intro
courses in linguistics. This thus serves to create an even broader in-house base for
potential further study in linguistics. Through reciprocal agreements we avoid
unnecessary duplication of courses and through judicious cross listing of courses we have
also accomplished an enhanced and positive cooperative effort among the programs.
There is little doubt that our program plan has been a sound and highly successful one in
almost every respect. Securing its position on campus is the fact that implementation of
this plan has produced one of the most cost-effective (if not the most cost-effective)
programs on campus. No success, however, is possible without having the good fortune
of being endowed with excellent and creative faculty dedicated to making it a success, as
well as department chairs and a sympathetic dean who have lent their strong support to it
over the last six years. The fact that the program is so highly interdisciplinary and has
connectivity to a larger segment of the campus makes it readily supportable. We believe
that the basic model of our program and its success could serve similar four-year
institutions equally well. We also believe that our program meets the current needs of a
significant segment of the student population, is flexible and interdisciplinary enough to
adjust to the future needs of students, and as such, could well serve as a blueprint for
those institutions in pursuit of a similar successful outcome.
Appendix 1:
Linguistics major course requirements (min. of 55 credits)
I. Language Component (not to exceed 15 credits):
one year non-IE language

or

second year of IE language

II. Core Courses (33 credits):
Ling. 201
Ling. 204
Ling. 301
Ling. 302
Ling. 303
Ling. 314
Ling. 402

Introduction to Linguistics
or Engl. 370 or
Anth 348 or

5
TESOL 401

Sociolinguistics
Phonology
Morphology
Syntax
Phonetics
Topics in Linguistics
(minimum of two 402 are required)

4
4
4
4
4
4

III. Area concentration options will usually require at least two to four additional courses under
advisement. Typical are the following:
Anthropology option (55 credits) under advisement of the department: (Kimball)
language requirement (12-15 credits)
core courses 33 credits
Anthropology 201, 348 (to replace Ling 201), 448
Communication Science and Disorders option (55 credits) under advisement of the
department: (Zeine, McLellan)
language requirement (12-15 credits)
core courses 33 credits
SPA 356 and selected courses under departmental advisement
(SPA 373, 361, 352, 354, 450, 451, 465, 466)
Computer Sciences option (55 credits) under advisement of the department: (Hearne)
language requirement (12-15 credits)
core courses 33 credits
applicable courses in computational linguistics under
departmental advisement
English option (55 credits) under advisement of the department: (Lobeck/ Denham)
language requirement (12-15 credits)
core courses 33 credits
Engl. 370 (to replace Ling 201), 436, 439
additional work may be required under advisement
Foreign Languages option (55 credits) under advisement of the department:
Gynan/ Weiss)
language requirement (12-15 credits)
core courses 33 credits
314 course in the language if offered (4 credits)
additional credits under advisement; this may include FL 410 and a second foreign
language
Philosophy option (55 credits) under advisement of the department (Markosian)
language requirement (12-15 credits)
core courses 33 credits

Phil 102,202,403
TESOL option (55 Credits) under advisement of the department (Skillman)
language requirement (12-15 credits)
core courses 33 credits
TESOL 401 (to replace linguistics 201), 410, 420a, 420

Appendix II:

Linguistics Major Check-List
STUDENT: ________________________________ STUDENT NO.:___________ DATE: __________

I. LANGUAGE COMPONENT:
o

ONE-YEAR NON-IE

or o SECOND YEAR OF OTHER LANGUAGE

_____ CREDITS (12-15)

II. CORE COURSES:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Ling. 201
Ling. 204
Ling. 301
Ling. 302
Ling. 303
Ling. 314
Ling. 402
Ling. 402

or o Engl. 370 or o Anthr. 348 o or
Sociolinguistics
Phonology
Morphology
Syntax
Phonetics
Variable Topics: __________________________
Variable Topics: __________________________

_____ CREDITS (33)

III. AREA SPECIFIC COURSES:
To be determined by Consultation with the Area Advisor:
o
o
o
o

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

TESL. 401

_____ CREDITS (7-11)
TOTAL CREDITS ________ (55 MINIMUM)

COMPLETION DATE: __________

AREA ADVISOR: ___________________________________________ DATE: __________
Note: All majors will be required to present (co-present) a formal short senior presentation one of the
student colloquia scheduled during in their senior year. Please see Dr. Denham, Senior Student Colloquium
Advisor, for details.
E-mail Address: _____________________________________________________________________
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Simultaneous Code-mixing in American Sign Language Interpretation
The predominant source of data for research on intra-sentential code-mixing
continues to be bilinguals utilizing spoken languages, yet there exists in the bilingual
population of sign language interpreters a form of simultaneous code-mixing, known as
mouthing, which has received little attention (but Davis 1989, and Lucas & Valli 1989).
Mouthing involves the visual representation of English words on the lips while at the
same time presenting American Sign Language (ASL) on the hands. The insertion of
lexical items from one language into the grammatical structure of another is normally
viewed as a sequential process. However, when a sign language interpreter code-mixes,
English morphemes can be inserted into an ASL structure, with constituents from both
languages being produced concurrently. The existence of such simultaneity has farreaching implications for currently accepted models of code-mixing .
This paper examines the patterns of simultaneous code-mixing at the morphosyntactic level using data obtained from an experiment conducted on sign language
interpreters. First, subjects were given a total of four hypothetical interpreting contexts in
random order. The sociolinguistic background of the deaf consumer and the topic of the
simulated lecture were manipulated in each. Contexts ranged from highly technical with
a consumer who has strong English proficiency to non-technical with a culturally-deaf
consumer. Second, subjects were instructed to listen to a recorded excerpt of a spoken
English lecture on audiocassette and to interpret the spoken English into sign language.
The interpreters’ signing was recorded on digital video for analysis.
First, results of this experiment demonstrate that both the cultural affiliation of the
deaf consumer and the degree of technicality of the topic affect the frequency of codemixing in an interpreting assignment. Specifically, the context containing the highest
frequency of technical terms in which the consumer is assumed to be affiliated with the
hearing (‘speaking’) culture elicits the highest number of code-mixes. Secondly, the data
suggest that if a Matrix-Language Frame model is assumed (Myers-Scotten 1993), both
theories of left-to-right parsing (Doron 1983) and government (DiSciullo, Muysten, &
Singh 1986) as a means of determining base language must be revised to account for
this unique type of code-mixing.

Davis, J. (1989). Distinguishing language contact phenomena in ASL interpretation. The
Sociolinguistics of the Deaf Community, 85-102. San Diego: Academic Press
DiSciullo, A., P. Muysken, & R. Singh. (1986). Code-mixing and government. Journal of
Linguistics 22: 1-24.
Doron, E. (1983). On a formal model of code-switching. Texas Linguistic Forum 22: 3559.
Myers-Scotten, C. (1993). Duelling Languages: grammatical structure in code-switching,
Oxford: Clarendon.
Lucas, C. & Clayton Valli. (1989). Language contact in the American deaf community.
The Sociolinguistics of the Deaf Community, 11-39. San Diego: Academic Press
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Abstract:

This paper focuses on a specific class of borrowings called initialized signs. Unlike other types of
ASL loans, this particular class is formed from a combination of a semantic root and a manual
representation of English spelling, called fingerspelling. This unique hybrid of semantics and
phonetics provides a good medium to explore the mechanisms available in ASL for adapting
borrowed forms, and specifically, to explore the nature of the interaction between ASL root
faithfulness and English word faithfulness. The semantic root component of these initialized loans
has a movement (M) and place-of-articulation (POA) feature. The English spelling component has a
handshape (HS) feature. I take the position that the semantic roots are native and contain less
complex handshapes than loanwords. Analyses of loanword phonology in spoken languages
traditionally have categorized borrowings according to degrees of assimilation (Itô & Mester 1995;
Meade 1998; Davidson & Noyer 1996). Initialized loans are fairly well assimilated because they are
monosyllabic. Less nativized forms generally are polysyllabic, contain all the letters of the original
English word, and do not exhibit inflectional or derivational morphology as initialized loans can.
One goal of the paper is to account for the preservation of initial letter handshapes. Using an
Optimality Theory framework (Prince & Smolensky 1993) I demonstrate that the preservation of initial
letter handshapes is a case of position-sensitive faithfulness. In spoken languages, there is a need to
preserve initial phonetic material for reasons of perceptual salience and successful processing of
speech (Marslen-Wilson 1987; Steriade 1995; Casali 1997). I claim that although position-sensitive
faithfulness is not normally active in ASL native vocabulary, the need for it arises at the sign-phonetic
juncture of borrowings. I propose that in combinations of a root sign + phonetic borrowing, the
struggle to preserve both root and borrowed material is resolved by a positional faithfulness over
markedness ranking which in turn dominates faithfulness, thus sacrificing root handshape features for
the sake of preserving initial English letters. Markedness constraints limit how much of the input is
actually articulated.
Another goal of this paper is to introduce the notion of a salient signing domain and to show how it
interacts with markedness. Both marked and unmarked handshapes are used in adapting loanwords.
In some initialized loans the occurrence of a marked handshape triggers a place-of-articulation (POA)
violation: the signer is forced to relocate the sign itself to a higher area of the body. This adjustment is
made, I suggest, to enhance perceptibility of the handshape’s internal complexity in the case of
marked structures.
Casali, R. F. (1997). Vowel elision in hiatus contexts: Which vowel goes? Language 73. 3,
493-533.
Davidson L., & R. Noyer. (1996) Loan phonology in Huave: Nativization and the ranking of
faithfulness constraints. In proceedings of WCCFL 15.
Itô, J. & Mester, A. (1995). The core-periphery structure of the lexicon and constraints on
reranking, with A. Mester, in J. Beckman, S. Urbanczyk, & L. Walsh, (eds.), University of
Massachusetts Occasional Papers in Linguistics [UMOP] 18: Papers in Optimality Theory, GLSA,
Amherst, 181-209.

Marslen-Wilson, W. (1989) ed. Lexical representation and process. Cambridge, MA.: MIT
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Spiritual Fantasy is the first recording of African and African-American music for the
organ to be recorded and produced in the United Kingdom. The performer, Dr. Lucius R.
Weathersby, recorded this CD in North Devon, United Kingdom for the Albany Record
Label, Albany, New York and the UK. This recorded explores the follow aspects of
African and African-American composition for the organ:
1) works based on the spiritual
2) free composed work
3) the art of improvisation
4) works without a tonal center
The following website provides more information on the recording and repertoire:
www.albanyrecords.com http://www.albanyrecords.com .
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The Ten Aporetic Tropes (ten piano works) of Dr. Albert Patron, an eminent Italian
composer provide insight into the various human emotions.
Dr. Patron's philosophy on human nature can be viewed at the following site:
www.albertopatron.com
search.php?qry=albert+patron+aporetic+thought&gg_si=493143:www.albertopatro
n.com&origin=asearch&tmpl=0A .
Dr. Weathersby, an expert on the music and
philosophy of Albert Patron will give a lecture/recital on The Ten Aporetic
Tropes.
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Abstract: The Significance of Music in Clyde Edgerton’s Novels
Clyde Edgerton has written seven novels that reflect life in central North Carolina in the

latter half of the twentieth century. He has populated his novels with characters inspired by
people that he has known, and the reader is keenly aware of the religion, the community
environment, the music, and even the food that enlivens his characters. Just as music has always
been an important part of Edgerton’s own life, music plays a particularly significant role in the
lives of many of his characters. Some of Edgerton’s characters simply hear music in the
background. Many, like Edgerton himself, perform music publicly or privately. For a few, music
is an integral element in the daily life of the character and in the shaping and the reader’s
understanding of that character.
Walking Across Egypt (1987) is both the title of Edgerton’s second novel and the first
words of the hymn that Edgerton composed especially for the novel. The novel tells how Mattie
Rigsbee, a woman in her late seventies, reaches out to Wesley Benfield, a teenager who has run
afoul of the law. Mattie is one who plays the piano and who has sung in the church choir. Music
penetrates her character through her own music making and through the memories that the words
and music of various hymns have given her. Wesley is impressed by the country singer John
Prine and wants to form his own band. In Walking Across Egypt and in its sequel Killer Diller
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(1991), the reader watches the evolving relationship between Mattie and Wesley as well as the
important function of music in that relationship.
The present paper seeks to show how literature can be read in order to comprehend the
musical culture that it involves. As with novels by E. L. Doctorow, Thomas Wolfe, and even
William Faulkner, Clyde Edgerton’s novels involve the music that is present in the characters’
environment. Each novel provides a well-defined, limited context from which to view musical
practices. The limited scope of a novel also allows one to study the music itself—we learn about
the very nature of music by seeing it work in the life of a character. (Ultimately, it is the
pedagogical hope of such a study to demonstrate a way in which literature can be a vehicle for
introducing people to music.)
It is the purpose of the present paper to examine the ramifications of music in the culture
of two of Edgerton’s characters as well as to assess what the novel shows about the deeper
significance of music. The paper discusses what music is sung or played by two characters to
determine the musical culture around them. Then it asks how the nature of the music itself works
to affect those characters. The chief musical genres to be discussed are country music of the
early seventies and protestant hymns as well as some solo piano music in use in the early
twentieth century.
Paper:

The Significance of Music in Clyde Edgerton’s Novels
In a work of fiction, one expects the author to enrich the prose with various kinds of

significant and perhaps inter-related details: place, dress, historical period, experiences from
characters’ pasts, including family history, decorative arts. In the opening pages of Ragtime, for
example, E. L. Doctorow describes details of an early twentieth-century house and neighborhood
in New Rochelle, New York, the backdrop for the story that will unfold. In that novel, to
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understand the interior of the big house where Mother and Father live, not to mention “ragtime”
itself, is to understand something of the culture and life of that novel. When an author imprints
such fine detail on fiction it follows that the reader should ask the significance of that detail.
When an author brings particular details about the music that surrounds the characters,
the reader may well “hear” the music if it is already known; or, the reader could ask, “How does
that music sound?” The apparent significance of music is already apparent in titles of some
novels. In the list of “100 Best Novels” issued by Random House in 1998, music is implied by
four of the titles: Ragtime itself, Go Tell It on the Mountain (Baldwin), A Dance to the Music of
Time (series by Anthony Powell), and Parade’s End (Ford). Faulkner’s title Go Down, Moses
alludes to a spiritual as does Baldwin’s novel, and Carson McCullers’s The Ballad of the Sad
Café refers to music associated with narrative. Doctorow’s novel, while titled Ragtime, alludes to
a variety of music from the ragtime era, including folk song, the nineteenth-century genteel
tradition, the waltz, and Sousa’s marches. Such novels become both a context for understanding
the relevant music itself, and they are, in turn, illuminated by the knowledge of that music.
In a “Reader’s Guide” appended to the Ballantine Edition of his novel Where Trouble
Sleeps (1997), Clyde Edgerton responds to a query about his identity as a “major contemporary
southern writer.” While reading novels by Faulkner, O’Connor, and Welty, he had realized that
he was actually reading in some ways about his own past and felt that his own past was also
“worthy of fiction.”1 Indeed, Edgerton has not only evoked the religious practices, social
customs, family traditions, food, and music of his central North Carolina past, he makes these
elements integral to the characters that populate his stories.2 Through The Floatplane Notebooks,
the author reveals something of himself in the character of Mark Oakley, who was the one in his
family to receive a college education—completed in 1968—and who would become a pilot
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during the Viet Nam War (p. 92). Like Edgerton, Mark is an only child, and he has several
aunts—in Mark’s case, two. Like Edgerton, Mark is a musician.
Music occupies an important place in the lives of many of Edgerton’s other characters.
Like Mark Oakley, many actually study music, perhaps the piano at some point. Others may
simply participate in making music as part of the community in which they live. In Walking
Across Egypt (1987) and in the sequel Killer Diller (1991), music shapes the lives of Mattie
Rigsbee and Wesley Benfield in fundamental ways. Mattie Rigsbee lives alone in the house
where she has raised her two children. Much of Mattie’s time is spent preparing food and feeding
her neighbors and her family. At the beginning of Walking Across Egypt she calls Lamar
Benfield, the local dogcatcher, to take away a stray dog.3 From snooping in Lamar’s billfold,
which Lamar carelessly leaves behind, she finds out about his nephew Wesley, who is now at the
Young Men’s Rehabilitation Center (p. 36). She very soon resolves to go visit Wesley, and she
wins Wesley over with her home cooking (p. 96). Wesley later escapes from the center and tries
to break into her house. She ends up allowing him to live with her briefly, with the promise that
he will go to church with her. In the end he is taken away from her because he has “borrowed” a
car from the church parking lot. In the two novels about Mattie and Wesley, Clyde Edgerton
reveals a great deal about how music can have an impact on the lives of both characters. We will
now look to Mattie to show us how music both infuses her story and is illuminated by it.
At the conclusion of the first chapter of Walking Across Egypt, the evening of the
reader’s first day with her, Edgerton describes the intimate setting for Mattie’s piano.
She sat at her piano in the living room. On top of the piano was a picture of Paul,
her husband, who had died five years earlier; a picture of Robert; one of Elaine, now
thirty-eight, unmarried, a twelfth-grade English teacher—gifted and talented; and a
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picture of the entire family together. The piano was a black studio Wurlitzer—one she
and Paul had bought for Robert and Elaine. Robert had taken lessons for two years and
quit. Elaine had taken for four. . . . She could read hymns in the easier keys, playing
partly by ear (Egypt, pp. 19-20).
If the reader accepts that copyright year 1987 is the real year for Walking Across Egypt,
then Mattie’s husband Paul may have purchased the piano sometime after 1944, the year their
son Robert was born. The so-called “studio” piano, known variously as Acrosonic, Spinette, or
Pianino, had first been marketed in 1935. Such a piano was smaller and less expensive than
either the very common upright or grand pianos. The average height of the newly-available
model was around three feet, nine inches, thus the top of the piano was around the level of the
eyes of person of modest height seated on the piano bench.4 When Mattie played her piano the
pictures of her family placed on the piano—husband, daughter Elaine, and son Robert—were
clearly visible to her. That the piano is placed in the living room—a traditional place for family
gatherings, especially in the thirties and forties—shows that the piano could function as a piece
of furniture.
With the strong connection to her church, Mattie especially likes to play hymns. One of
Mattie’s favorites is the hymn “Love Lifted Me,” No. 352 in the Broadman Hymnal that she
owns. The hymn was copyrighted in 1912, music by Howard E. Smith and words by James
Rowe. The authors had created their hymn in the familiar form of the gospel hymn—three
verses, each in turn followed by a chorus. Such a structure would allow a song leader to sing the
verses, and the congregation could learn the simpler and briefer chorus quickly and sing it easily
as a response to each verse. It would not be necessary for anyone to read from the hymnal in
order to join in the singing. The words of the chorus go "Love lifted me! Love lifted me! When
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nothing else could help, Love lifted me," all of this sung twice at the end of each verse. Mattie
may well have remembered the melody of the chorus accurately after she had heard the hymn
through only once. Not only does the chorus state the words “Love lifted me” eight times, each
time those words are sung, the melody follows a simple contour that has one note per syllable
and goes down, then up, then down from one note to the next. The entire melody lies within a
very short range; in fact, it does not cover an entire octave.5
For his novel, Clyde Edgerton cast his own hymn "Walking Across Egypt" in the form of
the gospel hymn. The words of the chorus are "I'm walking, walking, walking across Egypt,
walking across Egypt, my heart shall see the way. My stride shall not be broken, there will be no
delay. Walking with Jesus to the brightest day," with repetitions that remind one of repetitions in
the chorus of “Love Lifted Me.” The hymn develops the popular image that the practice of
Christian faith is a journey. In a recent paper, Andy Crank, a graduate student at the University
of North Carolina, has suggested that the published novel is itself a kind of gospel hymn: the
narrative, with its constantly-recurring themes and images, constitutes the verses, while the hymn
itself, the music/words that are printed at the end of the novel, forms the chorus, a piece of music
to be repeated.
It is the beginning of the third verse of Edgerton's hymn that motivates Mattie most
deeply: "Walking across Egypt to touch the face of God. The least who are among us place
their feet where Jesus trod." The phrase "the least who are among us," a direct reference to
Biblical passages, leads Mattie to take an interest in Wesley Benfield. Almost from the moment
she learns about Wesley from his Uncle Lamar, she becomes devoted to him, seeing him surely
as “one of the least.” The hymn is in her mind, but she does not quote it—she is simply thinking
about it—when she asks Lamar whether he will be visiting his nephew.
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“Well, when you go see him, stop by and I’ll [Mattie] send him a little something
to eat.” That scripture, Jesus talking about visiting prisoners and all, was “Inasmuch as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren ye have done it unto me” (Egypt,
p. 77).6
She uses the phrase “least of these” when Elaine questions Mattie’s wanting to help Wesley at all
(Egypt, p. 121). It is as though the whole of her principal motivation is bound up in the memory
of words that occur in the Bible and significantly in the third verse of the hymn. It is not
impossible that the words rise in her memory because she remembers them more from the hymn
than from the Biblical source.
Beyond its presence in his novel, by composing the hymn Clyde Edgerton has given clear
evidence of the way that music can make an impact on the memory. His novel is a kind of
metaphor that the words we associate with a musical setting are the words that impel us in a
fundamental way. Very early in the novel, when her son Robert suggests that she should have a
dog for company, she replies, "I got as much business keeping a dog as I got walking across
Egypt" (p. 5). The repeated phrase from the hymn's title in the often-repeated chorus has entered
her everyday speech on the one hand, and the Biblical reference in the third verse has become a
call to service.7 The words of the hymn make their effect on her because she has associated them
with definitive snatches of melody. She has but a faint memory of the hymn as a whole.
She hummed “Walking Across Egypt,” that hymn her father used to sing to her. She
couldn’t remember the words. She had the music to it somewhere. And he’d used that
title as a saying all the time (Egypt, p. 48).
She imagines that she can hear the melody, and she has a feeling, however vague, for the words
associated with it. Or, the words remind her of their musical setting, thus simply humming the
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melody may well remind her of the words: perhaps not the exact words but surely the general
sense of their content. Mattie’s memory of the hymn is associated with her father. Since her life
is so moved by the content of the hymn—both the content of the words and the association with
her father—it is clear that she is dealing with a deep memory, an impulse that is found at the
ground of her being. Indeed, it does carry her back to her childhood. The association of music
and words has affected her more deeply than the precise memory of either music or words taken
separately can suggest. In fact, it would seem that the music is more in her memory than the
words: she can hum the melody, and the main words that she can recall are those of the title,
words of her father’s “saying.” That she cannot remember much of the title hymn explicitly
attests to the seemingly mysterious ways that memory influences her life.
In observing Mattie, we gain much insight into the significance of memory in
comprehending music. Music depends on the memory for its comprehension, because it is a
temporal phenomenon. As we hear music repeatedly, its sequence of sounds over time becomes
remembered. If elements of music repeat, as in the hymn “Love Lifted Me,” the act of
memorizing is hastened. The simpler the music and the more frequent the repetitions in a single
song, the more readily and easily it can be remembered. Repeated hearing of a piece of music
over a period of time will lock it in one’s memory. Where music acts as a setting for words, then
the two elements are associated in the mind: a hearing of the music alone can remind the person
of the words, and the words are likely remembered, if inexactly, because the melody is part of
the memory as well. Indeed, psychologists consider that associations are primary in the working
of the memory. Robert Ornstein, in his textbook Psychology, begins his chapter on memory with
the following quotation from William James from 1890: “the more other facts a fact is
associated with in the mind, the better possession of it our memory retains.”8
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In engaging music in such a thorough-going way in his novels, especially Walking Across
Egypt, Clyde Edgerton presents a context for understanding the effect and significance of music
itself. A reader of Edgerton’s novels either knows the music beforehand and has an opinion of it
or the reader will not already know it. To know Edgerton’s music is to appreciate, even where
words fail, the familiarity and simplicity of its effect. Comments about music translate the
elusive world of sound heard over time into words. By showing music to be significant in his
character’s lives he suggests a great deal about the impact of music in culture.
When individuals in a group hear music together, each person experiences it on
individual terms, depending on prior experiences with that music. When we are in a group that is
hearing music we are acting corporately in the experience of listening much as a group would
listen to a story, and as the music passes before our ears we are unified. So much the greater the
bond when we actually make the music together and out of memory. We may not be able to
explain our individual reaction to it, but we do recognize that it is a bond among us: in a way, it
stops time for the duration of the experience. Mattie knows the community of music from church
gatherings. As she recalls it in her living room, she remembers the experiences of her church
gatherings. In getting to know Mattie’s music, we can understand not only how music has
affected her, but we can also sense how music infuses our own lives.
1

Clyde Edgerton, Where Trouble Sleeps (New York: Ballantine Books, 1997), seven pages after

p. 261.
2

On the copyright page of Raney, the author makes the following acknowledgement: “I am

grateful to my mother and father, Truma and Ernest Edgerton, and to others in my family,
especially Oma Crutchfield, Lila Spain, and W. C. Martin, for giving me those wonderful gifts,
family stories, over and over, for as long as I can remember.”
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The dog is one of Edgerton’s signatures. In the reader’s guide for Where Trouble Sleeps,

Edgerton remarks that he had completed the draft of the novel he realized “that I didn’t have a
dog in this book. I thought, for some reason, that I needed a dog. I should have a dog at the
service station.” In fact, the very title of the novel gives the name of the dog: Trouble.
Edgerton, Where Trouble Sleeps, eight pages after p. 260.
4

See Craig Roell, The Piano in America, 1890-1940 (Chapel Hill: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1989), pp. 258-265.
5

Most voices naturally can cover the range of an octave, eight notes. With modest training a

voice can sing through one and a half to two octaves comfortably. Much of Mattie’s music is
easily heard on the web. The following is a list of URL’s that provide the music without the text:
All Hail the Power: http://www.cyberhymnal.org/htm/a/h/ahtpojn.htm;
The Church’s One Foundation: http://www.cyberhymnal.org/htm/c/h/chofound.htm;
Love Lifted Me: http://www.cyberhymnal.org/htm/l/l/lliftdme.htm;
Morning Has Broken: http://www.geocities.com/holidaysfun/morning.html;
Shall We Gather at the River: http://www.apostolic.net/upc/me/aclc/midi.htm;
There is a Fountain Filled with Blood: http://www.truthinhistory.org/william_cowper.htm;
This is My Father’s World: http://www.oremus.org/hymnal/t/t155.html;
Victory in Jesus: http://tinchicken.com/songs/gospel/victory.htm;
What a Friend we have in Jesus: http://www.apostolic.net/upc/me/aclc/midi.htm
6

It is the phrase "the least who are among us," a reference to the Gospel of Matthew, Chapter 25,

Verse 40, that leads Mattie to care for Wesley Benfield.
7

The word “walking” actually is heard six times in the chorus, the entire phrase “walking across

Egypt” twice at the beginning of the chorus.
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8

Robert Ornstein, Psychology (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1985), 330. See William

James, The Principles of Psychology (New York: Dover Publications, 1950; reprint of Henry
Holt Edition, 1890), Chapter 16, pp. 643-689, which deals with memory. The role of association
is introduced pp. 653-654.
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Many volumes of academic works have explored Hollywood representations of
Chinese and Chinese Americans during World War II, and Dragon Seed, as an
extremely popular film based on Pearl Buck’s best-selling novel published in 1942,
draws many scholars’ attention. Nonetheless, up to now, the exploration of Dragon
Seed is anything but complete. By comparison and contrast, we will find through
this research that the novel gives a more complete and complex picture of the
Chinese people. Such a difference between the novel and the film is of course
determined by the fact that film and fiction have distinct ways of representation. By
looking at the novel and the film through a cultural history perspective, I will further
argue that the film’s positive depiction of the Chinese was part of the effort to cater
to the audience. In so doing, the question “who was making the good Chinese and
how” is answered, and Dragon Seed is fit into the large picture of social and cultural
changes during the Second World War.

Imaging the Chinese People:
Dragon Seed as a Novel and a Film

On Wednesday, July 19, 1944, Variety, the famous film review periodical,
published an essay introducing the film Dragon Seed soon after its release. China,
according to the essay, was “a beacon of hope and courage for all the civilized
peoples.”1 Interestingly, it was the second time that Variety celebrated the
greatness of the Chinese people within a week. On Monday, a reviewer stated,
“Metro’s ‘Dragon Seed,’ from the Pearl Buck authority, undertakes to prove that
the elder folk of the East and the younger races of the West not only may meet on
human fundamentals, but that such kinship is inevitable in a shrinking world.”2
Scholars may find important questions underlying the above words: Why did
American filmmakers create such positive images of the Chinese during World War
II? How did white Americans, many of whom had despised the Chinese and
Chinese Americans, suddenly enjoy the “human fundamentals” of the East and the
West after Pearl Harbor? To me, the identification of Dragon Seed, both as
“Metro’s” and as “from Pearl Buck authority,” is intriguing.
Many volumes of academic works have explored Hollywood representations
of Chinese and Chinese Americans during World War II, and Dragon Seed, as an
extremely popular film based on Pearl Buck’s best-selling novel published in 1942,
draws many scholars’ attention. Nonetheless, up to now, the exploration of Dragon
Seed is anything but complete. The relationship between the film Dragon Seed and
the novel has been largely ignored because of the separation of different schools.
Film scholars focus on the images in the films to analyze the continuation or
temporary withdrawal of racist stereotypes toward the Chinese, and historians do
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Variety, July 19, 1944.
Variety, July 17, 1944.

research on Hollywood invention of the good Chinese as part of war propaganda
studies. In addition, people from the English department try to give a picture about
Buck’s life of writing and creation. As a result, the relation between the film
Dragon Seed and the original novel remains unclear. 3
Finding the relations between the novel and the film is beneficial to film
studies, literature studies, and historical studies. By comparison and contrast, we
will find that the novel gives a more complete and complex picture of the Chinese
people. Such a difference between the novel and the film is of course determined
by the fact that film and fiction have distinct ways of representation. Nevertheless,
the lack of complexity in the film was also a result of the filmmakers’ effort to
make positive Chinese images. While the film was shot and released during the
war, the novel was written before Pearl Harbor. By looking at the novel and the
film through a cultural history perspective, I will argue that the film’s positive
depiction of the Chinese was part of the effort to cater to the audience. In so doing,
the question “who was making the good Chinese and how” is answered, and
Dragon Seed is fit into the large picture of social and cultural changes during the
Second World War.
Through a detailed analysis of the depictions of the Chinese in Dragon Seed
as a novel, this paper also attempts to contribute to the research on Pearl Buck.4 In
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For the research on the film Dragon Seed in particular and the cinematic representation of the
Chinese in general, see, for example, Karla Rae Fuller, “Creatures of Good and Evil: Caucasian
Portrayals of the Chinese and Japanese during World War II,” Daniel Bernardi ed., Classic
Hollywood, Classic Whiteness (Minneapolis, 2001), 281-300; Clayton R. Koppes and Gregory D.
Black, Hollywood Goes to War: How Politics, Profits, and Propaganda Shaped World War II
Movies (New York, 1987); Colin Shindler, Hollywood Goes to War: Film and American Society,
1939-1952 (Boston, 1979).
4
For a list of the research earlier done on Pearl Buck, see Tung-li Yuan, China in Western
Literature: A Continuation of Cordier’s Bibliotheca Sinica (New Haven, 1958), 443-458. For a

the scholars’ research about Pearl Buck’s novel, Dragon Seed is overshadowed by
The Good Earth, another book about the Chinese people. It is quite understandable
to pursue research on that Nobel winning piece, but it is problematic to neglect the
former one.5 Actually, Buck’s books produced in World War II tended to portray
the Chinese in a much more positive way than her other books, while Dragon Seed
stood out for its popularity and artistic value. Obviously, not just the filmmakers
were influenced by the important historical events; Buck was deeply influenced too,
albeit in a different way.

Finding the Dragon:
Pearl Buck’s Novels and her Perception on China

Compared with the film, the novel Dragon Seed showed a complex and
realistic picture of the Chinese people. To construct such a picture, familiarity
toward Chinese history and culture was a must. Pearl Buck’s years of living in
China prepared her well for the novel. In addition, her former works about China
helped her to think deeply about the Chinese people. The Japanese invasion of
China got the sympathy of many Americans, and such sympathy was apparent in
Dragon Seed. Indeed, Dragon Seed was the one of her series of works which very
positively depict the Chinese people and the Chinese culture during World War II.

summery of Buck’s works and her life, see, among others, Nora Stirling, Pearl Buck: A Woman in
Conflict (New Jersey, 1983).
5
See, for example, Elizabeth J. Lipscomb, Frances E. Webb, and Peter Conn ed., The Several
Worlds of Pearl S. Buck: Essays Presented at a Centennial Symposium, Randolph-Macon Woman’s
College, March 26-28, 1992 (Connecticut, 1992).

Buck’s long time stay in China gave her excellent opportunities to know about
the Chinese people and the Chinese culture. Born on June 26, 1892, in Hillsboro,
West Virginia, Buck was brought to China by her missionary parents when she was
four months old.6 She learned to speak Chinese before she learned English, and she
stayed in China until seventeen. Later, she regularly lived in China between 1910
and 1934. In 1921, she taught English literature at the University of Nanking. She
also taught irregularly at Southeastern University at Nanking between 1925 and
1927, and at Chung Yang University in the same city between 1928 and 1930.7
While her everyday life gave her images about the common Chinese people’s life,
her teaching experiences in Chinese universities helped her to share these images
with the Chinese intellectuals.
Buck had several friends in the Chinese universities, and among them, Lin
Yutang is probably the most dominant scholar. The book which made Lin famous
in the Western world is his masterpiece introducing Chinese culture, My Country
and My People first published in 1935, and Buck wrote its introduction. Buck
praised the book as “ written proudly and humorously and with beauty, seriously
and with gaiety, appreciative and understanding of both old and new.” According
to Buck, Lin’s work was “the truest, the most profound, the most complete, the
most important book yet written about China.”8 In 1936, Buck and her husband
warmly invited Lin to America. In the first days of Lin’s family’s stay, they lived
in Buck’s home at Pennsylvania.9 Buck’s good relation with Lin reflected her
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Paul A. Doyle, Pearl S. Buck (Boston, Revised edition: 1980), 11.
Paul A. Doyle, Pearl S. Buck (New York, 1965), 15.
8
Lin Yutang, My Country and My People (New York, 1935), xii.
9
Lin Taiyi, The Biography of Lin Yutang (Lin Yu Tang Zhuan) (Taipei, 1990), 160, 167.
7

connection with some Chinese intellectuals, but more importantly, this friendship
signified these two scholars’ similar version toward China.
In My Country and My People, the book that Buck sang high praise for, Lin
showed the undesirable aspects of China as he was introducing the virtue of
Chinese culture. For instance, Lin admitted the corruption of the Chinese
government, the tolerance of such corruption as a tradition, and the oppression
against Chinese women. Lin was also disappointed by some Chinese people’s
indifference toward public affairs, which he called “the absence of social mind.”10
Lin’s comparison of Chinese culture and Western culture greatly helped the
Americans to understand Chinese people. All in all, Lin vividly presented a
complete picture to the Western world.
Like Lin, Buck tried to present Chinese culture and Chinese people in a way
that Americans could understand. Another similarity, nonetheless, was the criticism
both Buck and Lin got because of completeness of their description about Chinese
history and Chinese culture. When translated into Chinese the next year after its
first publication, Lin’s book encountered criticism from many Chinese
intellectuals.11 The works of Buck and Lin were banned in the Communist China
until the 1980s, and the first complete Chinese version of My Country and My
People in P. R. China was published in the year as late as 1994.12 Of course anticommunism in their works was the single most important reason for the ban of the
two authors, but the negative representation about China was at least the rhetoric, if
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Lin Yutang, My Country and My People, 203.
Lin Taiyi, The Biography of Lin Yutang, 158. For a summery of such criticisms, see, for example,
Wan Jinping, An Evaluation on Lin Yutang (Lin Yu Tang Lun) (Shannxi, 1987)
12
Lin Yutang, My Country and My People (Shanghai, 1994).
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not one of the reasons, which justified the forbiddance of Buck’s books. In The
Great Encyclopedia of China published in 1982 in P. R. China, Buck’s works in the
1930s about China were accused of “not describing the true face of Chinese society,
and not reflecting the fate of the Chinese people.”13 If Lin was at least welcomed
by the Nationalist Party, Buck, as an American, did not even get the Kuomintang’s
acceptance in some cases. Buck won the 1938 Nobel Prize of Literature, and the
Nobel Committee citation accompanying the award was, “For rich and generous
epic description of Chinese peasant life and masterpieces of biography.”14
Nonetheless, the Nationalist officials withdrew from her Prize presentation as a
protest against her negative depiction about China.15
The biographies mentioned in the Nobel Prize citation were biographies about
Buck’s mother and father, respectively, The Exile and Fighting Angel, but many
general readers and literary critics “are under the impression that Pearl Buck
received the Nobel Prize for The Good Earth.”16 Indeed, The Good Earth, while
getting favorable reviews, was a major target of the Chinese and Chinese American
scholars’ attacks on Buck. Ironically, the most severe attack was by Professor Wu
Lifu, who translated The Good Earth into Chinese. In Wu’s view, Buck “refused to
see and depict the reality of China, whose class structure and the underlying
economic relations were not the same as represented in the novel.” Wu was
disappointed to find that in Buck’s novel, China was a country “where robbery

13

Jiang Chunfang ed., The Great Encyclopedia of China: Foreign Literature (Shanghai, 1982), 891.
Paul A. Doyle, Pearl S. Buck (1980), 67.
15
Kang Liao, Pearl S. Buck: A Cultural Bridge Across the Pacific (Connecticut, 1997), 42.
16
In Paul A. Doyle’s Pearl S. Buck (1980), 160, he quoted New York Times, Sept. 22, 1963 and a
respected reference book, Arthur Hobson Quinn ed., The Literature of the American People as
examples of such an impression.
14

plays a crucial role in the changes of a man’s life,” and a land with “frequent
droughts and famines, the ignorance of the peasants, male greed and miserliness,
female humbleness and humilities, the threat of soldiers, robbers, and communists,
and innumerous other disasters.”17 In New York Times and the New Republic,
Younghill Kiang and Professor Kiang Kang-Hu’s also criticized The Good Earth
soon after its publication in 1931. What Younghill Kiang found in the book was “a
laughable pandemonium” instead of an accurate description about China.18
These criticisms reflected the national pride of some Chinese intellectuals and
their reluctance of acknowledging the negative side of the Chinese people.
Therefore, whether Buck’s negative depiction of the Chinese people was
“objective” was usually less an academic question than a political one, and the
“authenticity” debate about Buck’s 1930s works such as The Good Earth is not the
major concern of my essay. What I found especially interesting is, actually, the
lack of similar accusation on negative depictions about Buck’s works in the 1940s
such as Dragon Seed. In America and in Taiwan, no reviews are found which
questioned the authenticity of Dragon Seed’s depiction of the Chinese culture.
Even in the 1950s, when Buck’s most works were vehemently attacked under the
Cold War rhetoric in communist China, the list of “bad” works under attack did not
contain Dragon Seed, while it included My Several Worlds, Imperial Woman, Letter
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from Peking, The Good Earth, Sons, East Wind: West Wind, The Mother, The
Young Revolutionist and others.19 Dragon Seed, however, escaped from the list.
The reason why the evaluation on Dragon Seed was unique was because it
was truly unique compared with Buck’s works earlier in the 1930s and later in the
1950s. Dragon Seed was a novel about how Japanese invasion changed the lives of
the Chinese people in a small village three miles from Nanking. The story
developed around the rich Ling family. Ling Tan and his wife Ling Sao had two
daughters and three sons, from the eldest to the youngest, named Lao Ta, Lao Er,
and Lao San. Wu Lien, a merchant, was Lao Er’s brother in law. As time passed,
Ling family got information about the enemy. The Japanese planes bombed the city
and many people died. When the Japanese army finally came, they raped the
Chinese women and killed the civilians. Even Wu Lien’s old mother was raped and
killed. The Ling family had no choice but to resist. Wu Lien, while getting money
from the enemy, helped the resistance in a secret way. Setting the Sino-Japanese
war as the stage, Buck described the Chinese people as brave and civilized.
In Dragon Seed, some aspects of China which might cause negative
impressions among westerners were not touched upon. As “the women stood out
most vividly” among the people Buck presented, firstly I would like to use the
Chinese women in Dragon Seed as an example.20 There were neither concubines
nor servant girls in Dragon Seed, despite the fact these two kinds of women were
not rare at the time when the novel was written. Concubines and servant girls, as
long as they appeared, would quite possibly be interpreted as negative. However, in
19
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novels such as Peony, Chiuming was Mr. Wu’s concubine, and Peony was a
Chinese servant girl. Concubinage was described as something normal in China in
Peony: “If you do not like your husband, you can get a concubine for him without
losing your place in the family.”21
Some scholars criticized that while China changed, Buck’s China did not
change. If that is true in some of Buck’s works, it is obviously untrue in Dragon
Seed. In Dragon Seed, the women were changing greatly compared with the
traditional images of Chinese women. Lao Er’s wife, Jade, exemplified such
changes. Against the tradition image that “illiterate is a virtue for women,” Jade
could read. She even successfully persuaded her husband to buy her a book.
Against the infamous Chinese proverb, “You have to beat your wife, otherwise after
three days of peace, she will jump onto the roof to destroy it,” Jade never got
beaten. In fact, the beating of women was an important issue in the novel, and
Buck intentionally used the issue to signify the change in rural Chinese families.
Ling Sao said to Lao Er, for example, “Women are not so easily beaten, now-adays!” She then thought, “who could believe that her second son would beat Jade?”
She muttered into the flame, “He will not beat her.” At the beginning of the novel,
Ling Sao believed that “[t]he best marriage was where the man could beat the
woman,” but finally, as a result of Jade’s rebellion, Ling Sao no longer thought like
that.22 For example, when her third son fell in love with a girl, Ling Sao did not
even require that Lao San’s future wife to be her daughter-in-law. By resigning the
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power as mother-in-law, Ling Sao was actually accepting the lost of his son’s
oppressive power as husband to his wife.
The change happened not just in terms of gender in Dragon Seed, however. It
also happened in terms of age. Ling Tan’s village changed from one that was
dominated by the old people to a place where Ling Tan’s sons were vigorous
fighters. Old, in the novel, was connected with hostility to the foreign people:
Then an old man spoke, and he was the oldest man in the village, ninety when the
new year came around again, and he said:
“The old ways were best, the old days, when we stayed in our own country and the
foreigners stayed in theirs. There are those who say the foreigners are good, but I say this
evil that has now come upon us comes from them and it is greater than all their good. I
wish that we had never seen a foreign thing and that they had stayed where the gods put
them, across the seas form us. The seas are not without meaning, and the foreigners have
broken the will of the gods when they crossed them.”
They heard him because he was so old and then in sadness each man went into his
own house.23

By the end of the novel, many people in the city learned about the war in
Europe. The Chinese people, instead of remaining hostile to the western people,
hoped to get aid from foreign countries such as America. As a result, a young
China became a positive image not just because it fit into Americans’ lack of Asian
reverence to the seniors, but also because youth was directly connected to
friendliness to Americans by Pearl Buck. The change of the Chinese view toward
foreign countries was the change that the American general public would find most
desirable in the novel.
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Though Buck was giving positive pictures about the Chinese people, I will
argue, however, that the Chinese people’s images in Dragon Seed were still
complicated, realistic, and complete. One example of such complexity was Buck’s
treatment of the class issue. Though the Chinese communists were fighting the
Japanese, Buck expressed her concern about the property rights issue in a very
subtle way:
For besides all else, there were those wild-hearted men who cared only for
themselves and still robbed and pillaged where they could, staying far from the enemy,
and yet coming down by night upon any man rumored to have more than another,
however little, so that honest man had to hid what they had not only from the enemy
but from the evil of their own kind.24

Considering the fact that Buck never liked the communists, here she was quite
likely referring to the communists who robbed those having “more than another.”25
At least, she gave a complex picture – through her view, of course – on how
different Chinese military forces responded during the Japanese occupation.
Individuals responded differently toward the invasion of the Japanese too.
The war changed the villagers’ mentalities greatly. War was to kill and to be killed,
but Buck found different kinds of killing:
But Ling Tan’s second was not like the other two. He killed when he
must, but not because it was the easiest thing as the eldest son did, nor because it
was his pleasure as it was the third son’s pleasure. This second son laid his
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schemes far and wide, and if in carrying them through he had to kill, he killed,
but he thought of the end and not of the moment.26

Underlying the discussion was Buck’s humanism. Her reluctance to see people to
be killed, no matter they were “we” or the enemy, was manifest. By creating a way
of good killing, she was suggesting a way to minimize the damage of war to human
beings, both physically and psychologically.
All in all, the eagerness of evoking American support for the Chinese war
effort did not rob Dragon Seed’s artistic value. Peasants in Dragon Seed were
ignorant, but they learned to tolerate a literate woman. Peasants were hostile to the
foreigners at the beginning, but finally they learned who was the enemy and who
was the friend. Instead of writing ugly propaganda, Buck still stayed with the
important issues in her interpretation of Chinese culture – sympathy to the Chinese
peasants, the suspicion against the communists, and the concern about status of
Chinese women. The realization, or the explicit declaration, of the Chinese
people’s potential to progress was the major factor that singled out Dragon Seed
from Buck’s other important novels.

The Seed Sprouts:
A Comparison of the Film and the Novel

In 1944, Dragon Seed became MGM’s expensive film which cost two million
dollars to produce.27 While the novel Dragon Seed constructed the good Chinese,
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the movie Dragon Seed made better Chinese people. The film, compared with the
novel, gave a much more sympathetic picture toward the Chinese government and
the Chinese military force. Meanwhile, interestingly, the filmmaker was eager to
present one bad Chinese traitor in the film. In a word, the film was a simplification
and a loss of complexity.
Although the class issue was touched upon in the novel, the movie
intentionally de-emphasized the class issue. By so doing, harmony inside the
Chinese society was constructed. The Chinese “armed wild-hearted men” who
robbed those who “have more than another” no more existed in the film. At the
opening of the film, the peasants were described as “not too poor nor too rich.” In
the original novel, however, the Ling family was a rich family in the village, and
Jade, who was in love with another young man, married Lao Er because the Ling
family paid the young man’s family some money. Later, Ling Tan usually gave
that young man’s parents some used things as further compensation. In the movie,
however, the selling of Jade was totally eliminated. Instead, the contact of Jade and
the young man strengthened Jade’s role as a “new woman.”
Generally speaking, the film tried to make positive Chinese images, and the
complexity of the characters was sacrificed. In the novel, only Lao Er killed the
enemy through a proper motive. In the movie, however, every Chinese killed the
enemy simply for the sake of justice, except Lao San who killed for the joy of
killing. Contrary to the warm-hearted Ling Tan in the movie, he is quite selfish in
the first half of the novel. When he found his wounded relative in front of his door,
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the first thing that came to his mind was not how to save the poor guy. “Do not
touch him,” he told her wife, “else his parents will say we made him worse.”28
After the Japanese bombed the city, in the film Ling Tan and Lao San went to
the city. They were astonished by the dead bodies, but they immediately joined the
Chinese soldiers to save the wounded from the ravage. However, Ling Tan and Lao
San were not such helpful people in the novel. Lao San felt disgust after seeing the
scene, and what Ling Tan did was just to lead “him away to the tea shop again to
wash his mouth and to take into his emptiness a little hot tea.”29
The servicemen saving the wounded were the only Chinese in uniform in the
film, and it was absolutely positive. In contrast, the novel told totally a different
story:
First they (the villagers) made ready to defend themselves against their own
retreating armies, for well they knew that soldiers in retreat whatever their flag will
take what they see, because they know that they will not pass that way again and what
they do will be blamed on others.

Unfortunately, the villagers’ concern came true:
For while the soldiers had fled past his house he (Ling Tan) had climbed up on a
corner of roof where he could be hidden and yet look down, and he was so angered by
what he saw and by their wild ruthless looks that it was all he could do to hold on and
not fall upon them, even though he knew that when a man becomes a soldier he ceases
to be a man and goes back to the beast he once was in some other life.

Nonetheless, “Ling Tan and his kin were lucky in this one thing, that their village
was something more than three miles from the city:”
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Within two and three miles the defending soldiers had burned the villages to
prevent the enemy from plunder. Now bands of farmers and their families came by,
their goods on their backs, and their small children swinging in baskets from carrying
poles, as though it were a famine year, and they were hastening inland. When Ling
Tan asked them why, they said:
“Our houses and our harvest are burned. Our land now is only scorched earth
and why should we stay to be killed by the enemy?” And they hastened on their way.30

This image of the retreating Chinese army burning the farms of the peasants
without their consent was a somewhat accurate picture about what some Chinese
government officials did during the war. In fact, things worse than that happened
too. The fire in the city of Changsha, which killed thousands of Chinese civilians
and was set by the order of Chinese officials when the Japanese army was still
hundreds of miles away, was known to Americans before Pearl Harbor.31
Nonetheless, while Buck disclosed the common Chinese people’s reluctance to see
their farm and house burnt, the film Dragon Seed’s invented the last scene in which
the Chinese people were romanticized. Ling Tan’s family and all the Chinese
villagers realized that they should not work for the Japanese. They heroically set
their village on fire, burned their crops, and moved to “free China” with their
belongings on their back. Such an invention not just conflicted with the historical
reality, but also conflicted against common sense. How would these peasants make
a living in “free China?” Was it the best way, or even a good way, to resist the
Japanese militarists? If the Chinese moved to “free China,” who would be the
guerrilla fighters? Those questions, however, were not the filmmakers’ concerns.
30
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What they wanted to make was just a positive image of the Chinese people – people
who were willing to sacrifice everything to the just war against Japan.
The scene of the village on fire was to emphasize that the war is a people’s
war, but the filmmakers were not content in stopping here. They also wanted to
make “a people’s war” as early as possible. The different descriptions of the
Chinese students’ anti-Japanese goods campaign before the Japanese army actually
came was a vivid example. In the novel, it was a long process for the Chinese to
realize how the war against Japan was about, and to realize that they had to fight
against the enemy. The students’ campaign, therefore, was not supported by most
people, and the students were described as people who were naïve and violent.
Lao Er found himself held there by an army of young men with rocks and sticks
in their hands. In front of them was their leader, a tall young man who wore no hat and
his long hair fell over his eyes. He brushed it away and shouted at a clerk to open a
case. When the clerk delayed, he took up the rock in his hand and crashed it through
the glass of the locked case.
“Enemy goods!” he cried in a high voice.
He put in both his hands and lifted out watches and trinkets and threw them into
the street, and the moment he did this all the young men rushed in and began to break
the cases and to throw out the goods, and a great groan went up from the customers at
such waste of good stuff, though there were some who seized what they could get and
made off with it, and as fast as the stuff was thrown into the streets, the people there
fell upon it. When the young men saw this they were twice as angry as before and they
rushed out and beat the people with their sticks and cracked their heads with rocks they
held until the people fell back.

When the goods were set on fire,

All around the blaze the crowd stood, their hungry eyes fixed in horror upon
such waste but no one dared to say a word. Lao Er stood there, his mouth hanging
open at all he saw, but he, too, did not dare to say a word.32

In the film, the picture of the campaign was totally different. Instead of
holding “rocks and sticks,” the students were holding banners with anti-Japanese
words. The students asked the store manager to voluntarily join their movement,
and they started to grab the goods and throw them on the street only after the
manager refused to do so. The “great groan” of the customs, the beating of the
people, and the people’s “angry eyes” did not exist in the movie. If we consider the
Americans’ dislike of violence, the effort of making a positive Chinese image was
quite clear. In addition, by omitting the common Chinese’s hostility to the antiJapanese goods campaign, the filmmakers antedated the Chinese people’s unity
against the Japanese.33
The filmmakers of Dragon Seed did simplify most Chinese people into super
good guys, but they also simplified the sole bad Chinese in the film – Wu Lien. In
the film, Wu Lien was a shameful traitor. Melodrama approach was applied to
imply a traitor’s inhumanity. When Lao Er tried to gave Wu Lien’s child a piece of
food, Lu Lien pressed his child’s hand, grabbed the food, and put it into his own
mouth. He smiled unnaturally to cater to the Japanese officers, and he eventually
paid for what he did. He was killed by a Japanese officer who suspected that Wu
Lien put poison into their dinner. The scene from Wu Lien’s being shot to his death
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lasted for more than one minute, which was the single longest death in the film.
The filmmaker, after carefully maintaining Wu Lien’s badness, wanted the audience
to enjoy the death of an evil person.
Buck, however, had drawn a much more complex picture about Wu Lien. In
the novel, “Wu Lien was a man of his own loyalties.” Though well paid by the
enemy, he did not disclose the information which might damage the underground
resistance. In his own way, Wu Lien “worked hard for what he thought was right
for his own people, and he comforted himself always by thinking that at some time
he would be able to do one great thing to show how right he was.” And he actually
did a great thing. He used the enemy’s money to employ a person to secretly
disseminate the information about the free world from the radio.
Of course there might be Chinese people who really wanted to work for the
Japanese during the Sino-Japanese war. Nonetheless, the complex picture that
Buck gave about the Japanese coagents in the occupation government was not an
unrealistic one. Many officials in the Japanese occupation government maintained
some kind of connection with the Chongqing government, and these connections
were later used by the Chinese communists to attack Kuomintang’s ambivalence
toward the Japanese invasion.34 Oral history also testified to the existence of people
like Wu Lien. My grandmother clearly recalled a true story, for instance. Under
the rule of “Manchu country,” once the police planned to arrest her uncle, who was
the leader of local anti-Japanese underground movement. The head of the county,
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who was a Chinese, secretly notified him about the plan and therefore saved his life.
Taken collectively, simplification was at the heart of the film Dragon Seed.

Hollywood Redefined:
What made the Novel and the Film so Different

It is true that as different kinds of genre, film and novel have different
capacity in terms of representing complexity. As a film scholar observes, “[i]t’s
hard to build fantasies and preserve the truth at the same time.”35 Film tends to
simplify the presentation. Nonetheless, we must also pay attention of the direction
of simplification. Although a bad Chinese was created by the film, the overall
picture about the Chinese people in the film was much more positive than the novel
as a result of such simplification. Moreover, we should also have in mind the
political context of this simplification. The filmmakers were busy making positive
Chinese images to contribute to wartime propaganda, and “the secret of propaganda
was to simplify complicated ideas, to make them as simple as possible, so simple
that even the less ingenious people could understand what he meant.”36
Therefore, the message that the film Dragon Seed gave was a quite simple
one: the Chinese people were good people, and they were fighting together with us
against the Japanese. In the context of wartime propaganda, cooperation with the
enemy should not be tolerated, so the traitor must die. While the novel Dragon
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Seed was published after Pearl Harbor, it was written before that. However, the
film was produced during the war and released in 1944. The Pacific War greatly
shaped the Chinese images in the film. The film was not just a revision of the
original novel. Indeed, the film was recreated as part of the American war effort.
But questions still remain. Who actually made the Chinese so good in Dragon
Seed? Why did Hollywood, a private industry, produce such a paradigm of wartime
propaganda? A detailed research would show that the making of Dragon Seed was
a contested terrain in which different forces with different kinds of power were
actively involved. The filmmakers were usually the most powerful people in
making cinematic images.37 However, in the case of Dragon Seed, their power was
greatly limited. The Office of War Information urged the filmmaker to make
positive images of the Chinese people, and the Chinese technical advisor wanted the
filmmakers to do that too. Ultimately, the Chinese images in the film were shaped
by profit and politics.
The filmmakers were eager to make positive Chinese images because they
wanted to cater to their audiences. When the Japanese military forces took over the
North-east of China, the United States maintained a harder line against Japan
compared with Britain and France. In tune with the American government’s
position, the American public’s sympathy toward the Chinese gradually grew.
When the Rape of Nanking happened in 1937, it was well publicized in American
media. In the 1930s, the Chinese and Chinese Americans in U.S. launched
influential movements against the Japanese invasion to China, which many white
37
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Americans joined.38 In October 1937, when Americans were asked, “In the present
fight between China and Japan, are you sympathetic with China, Japan, or neither
side,” 59 percent were sympathetic to China, while 1 percent answered Japan.39
After Pearl Harbor, the Americans’ view toward China became more and
more favorable because China became America’s ally. In July 1942, when asked
to choose from a list of words to describe the Chinese people, 69 percent of the
Americans chose “hardworking,” 52 percent chose “honest,” and 48 percent chose
“brave.” Only 3 percent chose “cruel.” Although still 22 percent chose
“ignorant,” 24 percent chose “intelligent” while 18 percent chose “ordinary.”40
The filmmakers did not even have to rely on the polls to know that they should
create positive images to cater to their audience. The newspapers and magazines
launched a passionate campaign to “uplift” the Chinese immediate after Pearl
Harbor. The Chinese were described as physically, mentally, and physiologically
similar to the white Americans.41 If we realize the Jim Crow South and other
racist practices in World War II America, we may find that such “whitening” of
the Chinese was supposed to create positive images for the Americans of that
time.
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By the time that MGM wanted to produce Dragon Seed, making wartime
Chinese cinematic images was anything but new. Therefore, they already learned
a lot from the earlier experiences. Constructing a positive Chinese image helped
the domestic box-office, and at the same time it would help MGM to get more
money by getting the permission to release the movie outside America because
such permit would be given by the governmental publicity department. If the film
made negative Chinese images, the Chinese Consulate General at Los Angeles
complained too. In the 1942 war film China Sky, which was also based on a Pearl
Buck novel, the doctor who was envious of the American doctor’s leading
position in hospital and aided the Japanese officer to escape was originally a
Chinese. However, because of the Chinese consul’s protest, his identity was
changed into half-Japanese, half-Korean who was educated in America. During
the war, making positive Chinese images was both economically profitable and
politically safe.
While the filmmakers were already prepared to make positive images about
the Chinese in Dragon Seed, the Office of War Information (OWI) found them
not well prepared enough. OWI, the wartime federal governmental agency was
actively involved in the making of the Chinese images. Dragon Seed, which was
planned to be popular, was seen by the OWI as a “golden opportunity” to produce
wartime propaganda.42 OWI did not like the first script of Dragon Seed because it
depicted the Chinese peasants as “backward illiterates.” MGM was therefore
urged to show “the deep-rooted democracy in China.” When OWI months later
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saw the revised screenplay, the agency found the “completely rewritten” script
was “an inspiring presentation of the people of Fighting China” in a “people’s
war.” After they saw the final print of the film, OWI officials celebrated that the
film emerged “as a document not only of the fighting Chinese people but, by
implication, of people all over the world who have united to fight aggression.”
Keenly aware of their power, the OWI officials “highly recommended” the film
“for distribution in liberated areas.” Profit and wartime propaganda merged
perfectly at that point.43
Not all forces that wanted to contribute to the making of the Chinese
cinematic images were as powerful as OWI. Wei F. Hsueh, a University of
Pennsylvania graduate, worked as the technical advisor on Dragon Seed. As a
Chinese, he chose an Ancient Chinese song for the heroine of the film to help
Americans gain a better knowledge of Chinese culture. Such a choice was
dramatized by the film reviewers to prove the film’s “authentic” representation of
the Chinese culture.44 However, his detailed suggestion, that the Chinese in the
films should speak fluent English without grammar problems, was totally ignored
by the filmmaker.45 Obviously, Hollywood filmmakers would pay respect to
Chinese culture only if it was convenient.
As different forces wanted to influence the making of Chinese images in
Dragon Seed, the word “Hollywood” was redefined. Many literature scholars
criticized the ending of the Buck’s novel, and Paul Doyle argued that “the impact of
43
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the theme is weakened by a Hollywood touch designed to bring romantic interest
into the latter part of the novel.”46 Under Buck’s pen, Lao San was made cruel by
the war, and people around him all knew that he should be softened by a girl.
Mayli, an American educated girl came to the mountain and fell in love with Lao
San. They two together went to the free China. Ironically, the “Hollywood”
episode was not adopted by Hollywood. The final scene of the film was the
burning of the village. Mayli did not even appear in the film.
Hollywood not just rejected the “Hollywood part” of Dragon Seed. It also
rejected the “Hollywood” novel of Pearl Buck during the war. Buck’s other war
novel, Promise, was published in 1943. It was on how the British army put the
Chinese army in despair during their fight against Japan in Burma. Edmund Wilson
commented in 1950, “This novel was constructed with an eye to the demands of
Hollywood, that intractable magnetic mountain which has been twisting our fiction
askew and on which so many writers have been flattened.”47 Like the “Hollywood”
ending of Dragon Seed, Promise, the “Hollywood” novel was also criticized by
literature scholars. “[D]ominated by propaganda,” Doyle remarked, “possesses
little artistic value.” Again, just as the “Hollywood” ending was not applied by
MGM, no filmmakers wanted to turn the “Hollywood” into a film.
The reason for the unpopularity of “Hollywood” literature in Hollywood
seemed to be apparent. The novel Dragon Seed’s original episode would be a
potential damage to the moral of Americans. How could a hero leave the battlefield
simply because of romance? Likewise, Promise was damaging as well, if not much
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more harmful than the “Hollywood” episode, to America’s war effort if turned into
a film. A film depicting its army’s betrayal to the Chinese would enrage Great
Britain, America’s most important World War II ally in Europe. The war effort
changed Hollywood, and some forms of visual representation, which had been and
later would be part of the Hollywood tradition, simply did not apply to wartime
Hollywood.

Conclusion:
Unique Era, Universal Lesson

The World War II era was a unique period in Hollywood history, and Dragon
Seed was unique in Buck’s life of creation. In Dragon Seed, Buck gave a positive
yet complex picture about the Chinese people and Chinese culture. All the
important values were incorporated in Buck’s work: artistic originality, cultural
sympathy, and political correctness. The wonderful convergence, unfortunately,
was lost in the movie’s recreation.
World War II was the time when Americans enjoyed the most positive
Chinese characters in American movie palaces. The revision of Dragon Seed from
the novel to the film clearly delineated why these positive images were made and
how. These revisions reflected the changeability of the images of people of a
certain nation in American popular culture, therefore further demonstrated the
fluidity of race and ethnicity as socially and culturally constructed categories.

While doing this research, what surprised me most were not the images themselves,
be they positive or negative, but the amazing speed of these images’ appearance and
disappearance in American popular culture. After the communist takeover, the
negative images about the Chinese again dominated American popular culture,
including movie theatres. Astonished by such rapidity, I was impressed by the
extent to which political discourse influenced ideology, even in such a great
democracy.
The World War II period was unique to Hollywood, but the relations we
found between politics and popular culture were universal. A novel could be a
basis of a film. However, the genre of the novel can not determine whether it will
be turned into a film, neither can it determine how a novel will be turned into a film.
The images in the novel were therefore inevitably modified in the film Dragon
Seed. Filmmaking is often influenced greatly by the political and social
atmosphere, and that was extremely true in America during World War II.
Sympathy toward a certain group of people was sometimes far from real
understanding. In mid-1942, when pollsters asked American citizens to locate
China on a blank outline map of the world, 40 percent could not do so.48 Film was
shaped by public opinion and at the same time shapes it. Nonetheless, neither
several films, nor the ephemeral sympathy caused by international political
changes, would eventually help the Americans get a deep, complete, and accurate
understanding on Chinese history and culture. To help the Western countries get a
complete picture about China was always a difficult and dangerous task which
usually meets criticism from various sides. However, at least we should realize that
48
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people such as Pearl Buck were doing something very important – building a
cultural bridge between the East and the West. Such a bridge, though not always
beautiful, in a long term was probably more powerful than the mass media like the
film in helping people from different cultures to understand each other.

Cover Illustration: Katharine Hepburn acted as Jade in Dragon Seed. It is an
advertisement of the film Dragon Seed in The Parents’ Magazine, 1944. Picture
copied from http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1576100353.
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Rui Wang

Shanghai, Shanghai
--- A Study of Colonial Memory and Cultural Anxiety of Shanghai in Globalization

To save the past, to turn it inside out, is simultaneously to rescue the
present from alienation, boredom, and distraction.
--- Phillipe Ivornel

Shanghai: When the Past meets the Present
Before the construction of the multi-function Oriental Pearl TV tower on the east
side of Huangpu River in the 1990s, the sight representing Shanghai was the Bund, a
two-kilometer long street of colonial buildings along the west side. Now standing on both
sides of the river, these two groups of architecture combine to tell a story of the city. If
Abbas is correct in saying that “[a]rchitecture is the first visual evidence of a city’s
putative identity”, then a brief examination of them will serve a good beginning of my
investigation of the city’s cultural identity and memory in the context of its semi-colonial
past and the globalization present, taking into consideration the effect of 30 years (19491980) of isolation from the outside world (64).
The word “bund” is a corrupted term of “band”, an Anglo-Indian word from the
Hindi, meaning embankment. Among these European-style buildings on the Bund, many
of the landmark ones are the imitation of British architecture, including a still-working
big clock on the top of the Customs House, an obvious reminder of the Big Ben and an
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indication of its past as the British settlement.1 However, the treatment that the Bund
received from Chinese has been rather cordial. It has always been a must-go place in
Shanghai since its construction. Even during the communist period when Shanghai
suffered denigration because of its colonial experience, the tourists from other parts of
China showed great interest in the Bund --- in fact, their interest in these exotic buildings
may have been more intense due to the country’s total isolation from the West. Now the
Bund has been renovated: new lighting facilities were installed on the old buildings, trees
were planted, benches were provided, and statues were erected in the waterways area. No
matter what time a visitor comes here, he can look at the hustle-bustle in front of the
colonial buildings, or, turning his head, see the futuristic architecture group on a more
open horizon across the river. Together with other so-called “high-tech, high-rise”
buildings, the Oriental Pearl TV Tower forms the most impressive skyline in Shanghai. It
was designed to be a symbol of Shanghai and boasted its height (1,245 feet) upon its
completion on the National Day of 1994. The tower shows Shanghai’s self-conscious
efforts to restore its past glamour, which can even be felt in its official English translation
of the name --- Oriental Pearl. In a hurry to evoke Shanghai’s past as “Paris of the
Orient” and overtake Hong Kong’s reputation as “Oriental Pearl”, the translators seemed
to overlook the colonial odor in the word “orient”. But, did they? It is more possible that
the word and its connotation are commodified to repress the semi-colonial history in
order to make profit. But the repressed is not the disappeared. It will persist in returning
to haunt.
For Walter Benjamin, the experience of history is not a fluent totality (progressive
time), but obsessive scenification. This statement is particularly useful for examining
1

The settlement later became the International Settlement, occupied by Britain and the U.S.
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Shanghai, which has experienced drastic ups and downs in its short 150-year history.
The dazzling political and social changes in Shanghai disorientate its people, who grope
in the liminal world of the familiar and the unfamiliar; the deja vu and the brand new.
The shaping of the cultural memory and imagination of the city is a process of
negotiating the past and the present, the presented/promoted and the repressed and the
preserved and the disappeared. In other words, instead of following a chronological
order to trace back how its cultural memory and imagination is formed, I will approach
the problem by looking back and forth at some fragments of history to find out the
relations among them in terms of culture. Also, it may be more illuminating to start from
what is “lack” --- the distorted and the NOT generally perceived --- in order to find out
what underlies a city’s collective memory in its history and culture.
The land which later became the urban core of Shanghai was designated in 1845
as “the settlements reserved exclusively for Westerners” (Lu, 28). The curious thing is
that there was no justification in any treaties between the government of Qing Dynasty
(1644 - 1911) and the European governments allowing the foreign settlement in Shanghai.
According to Lu, the only document that may be a legal one was an agreement known as
Land Regulation signed in 1845 between Chinese official Gong Mujiu and George Balfor,
the first British consul in Shanghai. The agreement permitted foreigners to permanently
rent real property on the land, but not to purchase any land. While Lu regarded the
agreement as “an early example of how the Chinese saved face while granting privileges
to foreigners”, I read it as an impotent resistance against colonization. Another interesting
thing is that it was the foreign settlers who ended the segregation (29). In the fall of 1853,
an uprising led by the Xiaodaohui (Small Swords Society) drove thousands of refugees to
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the outside of the foreign settlement area. The debate over whether to let the refugees in
ended up with a victory of the British merchants, one of whom was quoted as saying:
You (the British consul Sir Rutherford Alcock, 1809-97)…, are bound to look to national
and permanent interests --- that is your business; but it is my business to make a fortune
with the least possible loss of time, by letting my land to Chinese, and build for them at
thirty or forty percent interest, if that is the best thing I can do with my money. In two or
three years at farthest, I hope to realize a fortune and get away; and what can it matter to
me if all Shanghae [Shanghai] disappear afterward in fire or flood? … We are moneymaking, practical men. Our business is to make money, as much and as fast as we can;
and for this end, all modes and means are good which the law permits.2

Therefore, the foreign concessions in Shanghai accepted the refugees. Soon, the
concession became mainly populated by the Chinese and governed by the Europeans.
The houses foreign merchants built for Chinese refugees were a mixture of Chinese and
Western understandings of housing, which later evolved into a special housing style of
Shanghai --- Shikumen (Stone-gate house). Those British merchants who simply wanted
to make money and go home may never have dreamt that more than a century later their
legacy of Stone-gate house would become a source of nostalgia --- for their posterity and
surprisingly, Chinese.

The dynamic development of Shanghai took place in the 1920s and 1930s. Most
books studying this time period of Shanghai display pictures echoing not only the
metropolitan cities such as New York and Paris of the time, but also the present Shanghai.
2

I am quoting from a part of what Lu Hanchao (p34) quoted from Alcock’s book Capital of the Tycoon,
37-38.
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The latter part of the last sentence may sound strange if a person has no idea that the city
has been separated completely from the West for thirty years. Harriet Sergeant claims
that by “the ‘twenties and thirties Shanghai was as much a Chinese as a Western creation:
a place where, … two cultures met but neither prevailed” (2). It sounds plausible: at the
time, Shanghai had cars, telephones, Art Deco buildings, Jazz clubs, horse race courses,
and woman fashion magazines instructing Chinese ladies what was à la mode. However,
the following comparison of two researchers (Lu Hanchao and Harriet Sergeant) quoting
and interpreting the same writer (Aldous Huxley) is an example that the legend of
Shanghai in the 1920s and 1930s can be approached from totally different perspectives.
Quoting from Aldous Huxley’s Jesting Pilate, Lu starts the chapter 1 “Going to
Shanghai” of his book Beyond the Neon Lights :
The writer Aldous Huxley (1894-1963), who traveled the world extensively, exclaimed in
1926 that none of the cities he had ever seen so overwhelmingly impressed him with its
teeming humanity as Shanghai. “In no city, West and East”, Huxley wrote, “have I ever
had such an impression of dense, rank, richly clotted life. Old Shanghai is Bergson’s élan
vital in the raw, so to speak, and with the lid off. It is Life itself.” (25)

While when Sergeant quotes from the same book, she writes:
‘So much life, so carefully canalized, so strongly flowing --- the spectacle of it inspires
something like terror’, wrote Aldous Huxley in 1926.
Celebrities like Huxley filled Shanghai’s hotels. They too wanted to see for themselves
what one ambassador described as ‘this unreal, fantastic creation’. Shanghai was where
Noel Coward caught flu, Mary Pickford bought her shoes, Bertrand Russell gave a
lecture and Bernard Shaw ate two lunches in one day. (Sergeant, 4-5)
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Both quotes concentrate on the dense population and the secular life of Shanghai. As a
Chinese whose parents were Shanghainese, Lu quotes Huxley to show the dynamic of the
city. Huxley obviously stood as an outsider to describe his overwhelmed feeling.
Sergeant’s quotes also emphasize “life”, i.e. the vitality of the city. However, this “life” is
“canalized” and becomes a “spectacle”. The sense of alienation is stressed by the word
“terror” and reinforced by the recounting of a string of famous people’s anecdotic
experiences in this “unreal” city. It is interesting to take a look at their diction. Lu regards
Shanghai as a true Place --- people lived there and they had visitors. It had spatial and
temporal significance of its own. Sergeant, on the other hand, looks at the city as a
creation --- a fantastic but untrue Thing. A thing acquires significance only when it is put
into a certain context, in other words, its significance comes from the outside. According
to Fredric Jameson, “spatial disjunction” separates the (ex)-colonizers spatially from the
colonized world and therefore helps them develop a sense of innocence due to their
indirect contact with the colonized. By putting Shanghai “over there” as a flat Thing,
Sergeant creates this disjunction and consequently justifies the nostalgia of the (ex)colonizer. The difference between the two researchers’ perspectives in describing
Shanghai indicates the difficulty of locating the so-called “true” history from what people
say. A more hopeful way can be that we try to find out what they did not say and the
reason why.
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Nostalgia: Space, Time and Memory
If Sergeant unconsciously defended colonial nostalgia in 1990, then she is not the
only one who fell into the trap. The nostalgia concerning Shanghai the city is a very
complicated thing deserving a careful discussion.
In his 2002 essay “The Nostalgia for the Future: the Resurgence of an Alienated
Culture in China”, Lu quotes Shu-mei Shih to define the particular situation of colonial
nostalgia in Shanghai that it is “not by the colonizers but by the ex-colonized, a peculiar
cultural phenomenon perhaps only possible in China due to the Party’s cultural
isolationism and ideological inflexibility”3. It is rather incomplete to say that the colonial
nostalgia of Shanghai has nothing to do with its (ex)-colonizers, but this statement does
point out two very important and special points in the colonial nostalgia of Shanghai: first,
the active role of the ex-colonized in shaping and promoting the nostalgia; second, the
communist violence on the collective memory of the city.
Halbwachs believes the way collective memory reconstructs an image of the past
is in accordance with the predominant thoughts of the society (40). Since most
individuals cannot experience or remember all the events directly, their memory of
history comes from the indirect ways such as “reading or listening or in commemoration
and festive occasions”, which leaves the past liable to the selection and interpretation by
social institutions (Coser, 24). At the same time, it is the individuals of a society who
remember and their memories construct the collective memory. Therefore, collective
memory cannot be only about the past, it must also be related to the present. After 1949,
the communist ideology was instilled powerfully through state apparatus in every aspect
3

Shu-mei Shih, The Lure of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semicolonial
China, 1917-1937 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), viii. The
emphases are in the original.
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of Chinese life. History was homogenized into a linear, progressive and united continuum.
By denying any ruptures and regressions, this history made “the present” (i.e. the
communist rule) a historical necessity, hence the justification of the ideology. In
analyzing the relationship between colonialism, nationalism, and Communism,
Harootunian points out that under colonial circumstances, Nationalism “was first of all a
formula of adaptation to, and reaction against foreign domination, and only after
independence, of new political construction … [because it] promised an easy method of
achieving political reorganization based on cultural identity”(117). Nationalism was
surely an important element in the birth and development of the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP).

When China was faced with a hostile outside world right after its

foundation, nationalism again became the most effective stimulant for economic and
ideological construction. In this situation, Shanghai’s semi-colonial past was a big shame.
The authority’s selective and oversimplified version of Shanghai depicted it as an evil
place where foreigners made money at the cost of Chinese’s sufferings; the bourgeois led
a decadent and empty life; and the creation of the CCP saved the proletariat from the
extremely poor living conditions. This selection, though itself was not a complete lie, was
nevertheless a repressing act. It led to two consequences which would be directly
connected to Shanghai nostalgia. The first is people’s incapability of accepting a history
of any complexity and contradiction; the second is people’s rebellious psychology against
communist ideology, which later turned into a general resistance against any
politicalization.
In the vocabulary of today’s Shanghai, “the 30s” is a magic phrase. It is not so
much a chronological term as a synonym for the past of Shanghai. What kind of past is it?
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I have not found any clear explanation. It might be a problem of inadequate historical
facts, but it is more possible that people do not know how to look at these facts and how
to relate them to the present. The comparability of the 30s and the present lies not only in
its contact with the outside world, but also in its economic life.
Shanghai in the 20s/30s witnessed the cruel primitive accumulation necessary to
start capitalism. As a port city, Shanghai boomed through commerce. Its population
consisted mainly of immigrants who lived on selling their labor. In fact, Shanghai had
the largest group of proletariats in China during the 20s and it was the birthplace of the
CCP. The early marketization and the commercial culture of the city distanced itself from
the orthodox Chinese Confucian culture and put Shanghai in a rather ambivalent position
in relation to other parts of China. On the one hand, its economic flourish and cultural
diversity were attractive to the intellectuals; on the other hand, its modernity, which is
considered to be connected with decadence, shame, and stark pragmatism, caused
reprimand. This ambivalence lasted through all the isolation years --- though during that
time, Shanghai became an ordinary “productive” industrial city, with all the consumption
glamour gone --- until the country was opened again to the world and its people
rediscovered the market. Six decades later, China began its primitive accumulation under
the confusing official definition that China is a “Socialist country with Chinese
characteristics”. For Shanghai, this is its second time. However, the memory of the first
primitive accumulation was either repressed or distorted. In a struggle to deal with the
anxiety caused by the marketization, people do not have time to tell the difference
between the two primitive accumulations. The similar looks make it easier to accept the
“rediscovered” glamour of Shanghai than to discuss what the “rediscovery” means.
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However, this easy acceptance of another version of history is no different from
accepting the communist ideology. The hurriedness to embrace it betrays the cultural
anxiety prevailing in Shanghai now.
No one can deny the semi-colonial past, so there is an unavoidable touch of guilt
under the aura of the vague term “the 30s”. However, the Shanghainese manage to
overcome the awkwardness thanks to the general “depoliticizing mood”4 in China now,
which was caused by the bankruptcy of ideological hegemony of the CCP, and
paradoxically, is also promoted by the Party’s eager attempt to develop the economy
through marketization. Moreover, the vague shame Shanghainese may feel toward semicolonialism is shared by a faceless multitude, which actually relieves the individuals from
pain and renders shame an abstract concept. The magic phrase “the 30s” now only
evokes the images of comforts and conveniences the city used to enjoy: foreign films, big
department stores, cafes, etc. Pictures of children eating from their bowls outside their
home in a shantytown are no longer popular. Therefore, the tendencies to avoid the
complexity of history and depoliticize everything in social life in current China clear the
way for colonial nostalgia on the part of the ex-colonized.
In discussing Hong Kong’s preservation of its architecture, Abbas defined
nostalgia as “deja vu without the uncanny” (83). I would like to follow this point to
discuss the relations between the architecture, cultural identity, and nostalgia of Shanghai.
Shanghai used to be called “A Museum of Global Architecture”, meaning one can find
the influence of British, American, French, German, Russian, Italian, Spanish,
Norwegian, Dutch, Japanese, and even Islamic architecture on the buildings of Shanghai.
4

Kang, Liu. “Is There an Alternative to (Capitalist) Globalization? The Debate about Modernity in China.”
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At the same time, the city has its special Stone-gate house (Shikumen) which, as I have
discussed in the previous paragraphs, originated from “the house to rent’ built by British
merchants for the Chinese refugees in the mid 19th century. In some parts of the city,
there are still shantytown dwellings for the new immigrants --- the migrant labor from
other parts (especially the rural parts) of China. The co-existence of these architectures of
different cultures and styles is a visual illustration of the city’s complex cultural,
economic, and social relations. What makes things more complicated is that the city is
changing. To turn the urban core (the past foreign concessions) of the city into a business
area, Shanghai government has undertaken a huge project of house demolishment and
resident relocation in the last decade. Most old city residents were relocated in the new
apartment complexes built in what used to be the city fringe. A lot of old buildings had
been razed to make place for new office buildings and parks. Other infrastructure
facilities, such as subway, light-rail and highways, were being built, making the whole
city into a huge construction site. The constantly changing skyline of the city disrupts its
people’s sense of space and their urban experience. The relation between the incapability
of mapping a city spatially and that of mapping the city in a larger global context is more
than metaphorical, because the spatial layout of a city is related to its cultural identity that
defines the city’s place in the world.
In talking about Hong Kong architecture and its cultural identity, Abbas believes
that “the too-easy receptivity to influence going together with the neglect of cultural
memory” is shown in the characterless buildings that deprive a city of its identity. Even if
a certain kind of cultural identity can be established among the anonymous buildings, it
tends to be a temporary one (89-90). The possibility of anonymity is confronting
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Shanghai. The goal for the city is to become an “international metropolis” or a “worldclass city”. Besides actively getting involved into the international events such as hosting
1999 Fortune 500 Forum, APEC in 2001, and 2010 World Expo, etc., the city tries to
emulate the architectures of other big metropolis such as New York and Paris. On the
ruins of the demolished old houses rise the high glass-faced buildings one can easily find
in any big cities of other countries. These buildings might make those globally traveling
businessmen feel at home (“a good investment environment”, as some Chinese
newspapers boast) and display the city’s modernity (as skyscrapers did for New York
seventy years ago), but the lack of creativeness shown in them obscures its identity and
make it “a city” instead of “the city”. The willingness of imitating other city architecture
suppresses or marginalizes what is unique of the city --- “the vernacular” architecture,
which is the embodiment of a city’s cultural memory. Moreover, the drastic changes in
space bring about disorientation and confusion, hindering people’s ability to see their
relation to a place and its history (the past and the present). Therefore, the biggest danger
of erecting skyscrapers in Shanghai at such a rapid rate is not that the city will be
anonymous in its appearance among other metropolises, but that its people may lose their
cultural memory collectively. Consequentially they will have problem locating the city
and themselves in the world. On the other hand, one has to bear in mind that to keep the
vernacular is also a process of selection. When the cultural memory is not a happy one,
the selection becomes even more purposeful. When the omnipotent and omnipresent
commercialism plays a role in it, anything can be a commodity, for example, “the
vernacular” can sell well due to its uniqueness in the globalized uniformity.
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As far as the cultural memory of Shanghai is concerned, “nostalgia” is a hot word
in the Chinese news and the research papers. In the two papers studying Shanghai
nostalgia (Lu Hanchao, Pan Tianshu), both argue that the nostalgia is used as a strategy to
resist and reconcile with the ideological hegemony of the CCP and that it is playing a
positive role in promoting economy. Lu regarded Shanghai nostalgia as a part of its
mainstream culture and extolled it as “positive, spirited, and receptive”. Pan concluded
that the “new Shanghai nostalgia … served to reawaken Shanghai’s spirit in a city
bidding for an international millennium” (15). I found these conclusions disturbing due
to their light attitude toward Shanghai’s semi-colonial history. Both researchers noticed
the imagined nature of Shanghai nostalgia, but they discarded it as an irrelevant element
and only focused on its functions of ideological justification and commercial signs. As I
have said in the first part of the paper, an accurate overall representation of history is not
possible, but every fragment of history contains the truth of the past. Shanghai of the
20s/30s, i.e. the part people have nostalgia about, is a semi-colonial society. Most
Shanghainese know it, at least on the level of word definition. To interpret Shanghai
nostalgia only as an ideological justification is to oversimplify the problem and refuse to
ask these very important questions: “If they know, why do they choose not to
remember/say? If they do not know, what blocks their knowledge? If it is considered a
shameful history, why do they choose some parts of it to celebrate? Can they really
celebrate it with a clear conscience? If they can, what does this imply? If they cannot,
why?” It is incomplete that the researchers’ analysis of nostalgia only stops at the
commercial use of it and failed to probe deeper into the relation between commercialism
and cultural signs. I will use an example both researchers used in their papers to argue the
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following three points: the current Shanghai nostalgia is closely related to its semicolonial past; people’s refusal to acknowledge it indicates their anxiety about their
cultural identity; and the decontextualized and commodified nostalgia intensifies the
cultural anxiety.
The example used to illustrate the arguments of Shanghai nostalgia by Lu and Pan
is a $150-million project invested by Hong Kong Shui On Group to develop the 30,000
square meters land striding the former French Concession and International Settlement.
Named Xin Tian Di (the New Universe), the whole project tried to create “a Disney
version of Old Shanghai: vintage front, pricey boutiques, restaurants and tourist stalls
inside ” and “an adjacent mall and amusement complex” (Gluckman). The slogan for the
project is “Where yesterday meets tomorrow in Shanghai today”. No one would miss the
strong sense of time and space in the slogan. The project teases with Shanghai’s history
and plays the card of nostalgia. Though official reports of urban planning and most
Chinese articles on this project did not mention the semi-colonial past of its location and
only describe its restoration of Shikumen (Stone-gate house) as a “preserve” of the
traditional, one of the reports did locate something different. In January 2003, a report
entitled “Xin Tian Di: a Card in a Big Gamble” featured in the online magazine the Bund
(a picture magazine reporting Shanghai urban life) tried to account for its popularity:
“Based on the old Shikumen, Xin Tian Di is a mixture of the Chinese and the West, a
conversation between the new and the old, and therefore become a market success. It is
said that four types of people will feel at home with it: young people think it is
fashionable, mid-aged and old people think it is nostalgic, foreigners think it is very
Chinese, while Chinese think it has a foreign taste”.
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To understand this better, there are two things we have to know: firstly, the
architectural features of Shikumen; secondly, the restored Shikumen houses include the
one where Mao Zedong and other early CCP founders had the first national meeting and
which has been considered the birthplace of the CCP. As I have discussed in the first part
of this paper, the origin of Shikumen house is the “house-for-rent” built by the early
British settlers in order to make money from the Chinese refugees. Later it became the
home of petty urbanites in the pre-1949 years. A typical Shikumen is built along a narrow
alley and features a stone gate which leads to a small enclosed courtyard. The front door
is usually of black wood, with a pair of bronze knockers. Since most of them were
developed by foreign companies, Shikumen also assumes some distinct Western
architectural features. For example, some of them have typical Western classic festoons
like triangular or curve festoons, and a few have Baroque pediment. Therefore, Shikumen
house represents the fusion of the Chinese and the West in its very physical aspect. The
vague wording of it as “the traditional” is worth further discussion. It either attempts to
erase the colonial memory of the city (which will be a big lie) or plainly admits the fact
that Shanghai’s tradition is inseparable from the West, i.e. semi-colonialism. If the
restoration of Shikumen attracts people because of their nostalgia, then this nostalgia
cannot shed its colonial memory, wether it is a clear or a vague memory.
Another thing we cannot ignore in our discussion of Xin Tian Di project is that it
includes the birthplace of the CCP as a part of it. One cannot afford to depoliticize the
very political irony involved in this fact. This common Shikumen house has been
preserved as a shrine, emitting aura in the narrow alley it inhabits. If the communist
ideological hegemony repressed the cultural memory of Shanghai by overglorifying it,
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then its inclusion in the Xin Tian Di restoration project indicates a new repressing force:
commercialism in the present globalized world.
The project of turning Shikumen into a tourist attraction places much emphasis on
the exoticness of the architecture, especially for the younger generation and the foreign
visitors, who have no direct experience with it. The American journalist Ron Gluckman’s
description of Xin Tian Di as a “Disney version” of Old Shanghai implies the fake,
imaginary and even playful nature in the project. In discussing the 1950s and 1960s retro
fashion in the West, Olalquiaga points out, “[a] highly profitable nostalgic comeback, this
cultural trend may be read as a parodic attempt to broach some contemporary fears”. She
went on to explain the decontextualization of cultural signs underlying this nostalgia,
lacking the specificity given them by history (time) and location (space), what once were
cultural emblems (icons, dress, music, language) and functioned as indexes of a peculiar
cultural identity now float freely as commodities, their ethnic quality further soliciting
market voraciousness and enhancing their value. In this sense, signs’ traits seem to
respond more to the logic of exchange than to the conventions of a cultural identity,
further weakening the already precarious dualism between tradition and modernity. (19,)

In addition to postmodern mall and amusement complex, Shikumen is also a part
of the bigger theme park. The semi-colonial past is not completely erased --- on the
contrary, it is stressed in a certain sense --- but it is presented in a neat and manageable
way. In other words, the conflicts and complexities of history embodied in Shikumen are
cleaned off from the restored architecture. In this way, Shikumen has been changed from
a cultural sign into a commodity, whose exchange value is mainly determined by
nostalgia. It is for this reason that Lu and Pan see nostalgia as an economic promoting
element. However, a closer look at how Shikumen has lost its function of cultural sign
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will reveal that this nostalgia is not referring to the past, but indicating people’s current
anxiety of their cultural identity when the city is carrying on its primitive accumulation in
a globalized world. Shanghai is experiencing the social conflicts both of a primitive
accumulation society and of a late-capitalist society. The experience is intense and
grotesque due to two reasons: first, the tremendous changes in every aspect of life took
place in an extremely short time (10-15 years); second, people are still haunted by the
city’s ghostly memory of its first primitive accumulation sixty years ago. The current
depoliticizing tendency of Shanghainese in their social and economic life and the strong
force of commercialism of globalization intensify this anxiety by further blurring the
cultural memory of the city and its people.

Shanghai Baby: A Case Study
Published in 1999, Shanghai Baby (Shanghai Baobei) by Wei Hui is a semiautobiographical novel about a young Shanghai female writer’s life. The novel strove to
depict the emotional and sexual life of Shanghai urban women born in the 1970s and
their relation to Shanghai the city. Its explicit description of drug abuse and interracial
love/sex drew instant attention and debates in Shanghai. In 2000, Beijing banned the
book on the basis of its obscenity. The ban obviously missed the point in a world when
porn can be easily obtained through the Internet. Moreover, as the result of most bans, it
turned out to promote the book, leading to various pirated versions in China and the
German, French, and English translations. Though the book’s literary value remains
dubious, it serves as a good example of studying the cultural anxiety in Shanghai.
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Shanghai the city is intimately connected with the story and the protagonist Coco,
as its title promised. Indeed, if we can gender a city, Shanghai is feminine in several
senses. First, Shanghai’s commercial culture distances itself from the orthodox Confucian
patriarchal culture of China by stressing pragmatism over morality, mental calculation
over physical power, flexibility and openness over rigidity and authority. Secondly, its
humble origin as a semi-colony suggests a certain subjection to the Western powers, to
which a large portion of its glamour can be traced --- this makes the city like a fetishized
woman, on whom man’s different desires are projected. Thirdly, Shanghai is located
close to water/ocean, which has a strong female connotation in Chinese. For a positive
connotation: “Woman is made of water, man is made of earth”, praising woman’s
transparency, subtlety, and suppleness. For a negative connotation: “like water and poplar
flower” (shuixinyanghua) is an idiom specifically used for woman’s fickleness and
lasciviousness, exploiting the images of changeable shape of water and lightness of
poplar flowers. Therefore, by combining the femininity of Shanghai with such an
endearing term “baby”, the title of the novel displays self-indulgence and narcissism
about the city and itself, and at the same time suggests a resisting attitude against any
authoritative moral judgment. And moral judgment is a bad way of evaluating this book
not only because the method itself may fall into the trap of narrow-mindedness, but also it
fails to address the bigger problem hidden in (and out of) the book --- people’s anxiety of
their cultural identity in current Shanghai.
The commodification of the book and the author is blatant. Besides selling the ban
of the government, the English version of the book also sells the exotic. “A steamy
Chinese novel in the Western style about life in contemporary China, condemned for
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exposing subjects that are completely taboo in modern Chinese literature” says a quote
from The Times (London), tantalizing the curiosity of its readers. The significance of
“Shanghai” in the title lies not only in locating the story, but also in the place itself. In
other words, the title “Shanghai Baby” does the same thing as Shikumen in the Xin Tian
Di project --- both play with the historical and cultural connotation of a spatial concept.
On the flyleaf of the Chinese version and on the back of the English version, one can find
the picture of the author in Chinese traditional dress, assuming a studied posture. This
selling of face together with the book renders the author more like an entertainment star.
Interestingly, there is also something exotic about the book to sell to Chinese: drug abuse
and interracial sex. Aestheticizing drug abuse by relating it to artistic passion and talent
can be traced back to the western counter-culture movement. Interracial love/sex is not
new in Shanghai, but the novel’s highly stereotypical characterization (the German
businessman Mark) feeds the exotic appetite of Chinese readers.
Shanghai Baby is a book of (NOT about) postcoloniality and postmodernity.
Postcoloniality, according to Abbas, “begins … when subjects find themselves thinking
and acting in a certain way; in other words, postcoloniality is a tactic and a practice, not a
legal-political contract, or a historical accident”(10). The semi-colonial history of
Shanghai ended in 1943, but the colonial influence did not end with the signing of a
treaty or the abolishment of an old system. Thirty years of isolation could repress but not
eradicate it from people’s consciousness. Globalization strengthens postcoloniality in
Shanghai through higher mobility of human resources from all over the world, steeper
international economic hierarchy and the encouragement of mass consumption. Though
Wei had the ambition to map out the city spatially and socially, her novel failed to
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address Shanghai’s haunting colonial memory critically and therefore ended up a tourist
guide for entertainment and night life in Shanghai. Postmodernity in the book is closely
related to its postcoloniality in that most of the intertexuality of the book is a recycling of
foreign things (language, image, commodities, etc.). However, it is not a postmodernist
book because the author failed to create pastiche and parody consciously from the
recycling of these elements. Overlooking the colonial memory of Shanghai, Wei’s
constant references to the 30s, instead of creating a sense of history, turned out to be
nothing more than a part of the fashionable nostalgia in Shanghai.
For a book, language is one of the essential things. Bruce Humes must find the
novel easy to translate into English because the novel is syntactically and semantically
western. However, for exactly the same reason a Chinese reader may experience a strong
sense of alienation. Here is an example:
What are we talking about, for God’s sake? Don’t go on this way. Why do we have to
talk about something so horrible here and now? Don't tell me about life and death, love
and hate, the ego and the id. We’re living together, aren’t we? If there’s something you
don’t like about our life, get specific: I don’t get the washing clean enough; I talk in my
sleep; my novel isn’t profound enough, it’s utter rubbish --- whatever. Okay! I can
change; I can try to do things perfectly. But for heaven’s sake, don’t say such horrible
things…. It’s absolutely irresponsible. I’m always dreaming of finding wings and soaring
in the sky with you, but you’re always thinking of abandoning me and leaping alone into
hell. Why? (162-63)

This is what Coco said to Tian Tian, her artistically sensitive but sexually impotent
boyfriend when he talked about death. The English version is practically literal
translation of the Chinese, including such curses as “for God’s sake” or “for heaven’s
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sake”. Considering the common secularism in China and the fact that the two are Chinese
characters, these curses sound foreign and affected. Humes did not have to translate
OKay, because it appears in English in the Chinese version of the novel. According to
Mignolo, language defines the boundaries of a community by distinguishing it from other
communities, so “languages were taken as one of the foundations upon which to enact
identity politics” (38). However, the current stage of globalization (unconsciously)
disconnects the “natural” link “between languages and nations, languages and national
memories, languages and national literature” (42). Globalization brings with it
globalizing languages, with the most obvious one English. If language distinguishes
communities, then in today’s world, there is hierarchy among languages. Even now, we
can still find the semi-colonial imprint of language in words such as “stick”, “chance”,
which exist in Shanghai dialect with their original pronunciation and meaning. When
foreign languages come again in the globalized context, they assume a more friendly face
as languages of education or commerce, though the hierarchy inherent in languages has
not completely changed. In a place with colonial memory, the linguistic hierarchy is felt
even keener. Since the adoption of English words and syntax into Chinese in this novel is
not for the purpose of literary characterization, but as a narrative tool, it serves to build
the identity of the author/book. However, just as English words dotted in Chinese
sentence and English syntax expressed in Chinese are awkward, this attempted identity is
posed awkwardly between the Chinese and the western.
The book is highly intertexual. Besides the quotes before each chapter, the book
missed not a single chance to mention famous western artistic figures and their works. In
one paragraph to demonstrate Tian Tian’s artistic craziness, seven foreign names were
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juxtaposed for this purpose --- Dostoevsky, Van Gogh, Dali, Allen Ginsberg, Frances
Farmer, Gavin Friday, and Henry Miller. This obvious name-dropping may lead us to a
more interesting thing about the novel: the author/protagonist’s consumption of foreign
commodities, foreign culture, and nostalgia.
All the characters in the novels have good money to consume the famous brands
in the world --- from Lancome lipstick to BMW’s. The dropping of brand names in the
novel conveys a dazzling picture of foreign product mass consumption in current
Shanghai. Famous brand names are usually the favorite materials for parody due to the
high frequency of their appearing in the media and consequently more conspicuously
constructed cultural signification. In this novel, however, the brand names function as
nothing but names ---name for name’s sake. This uncritical reception and presentation of
famous brand names is a ready surrender to the homogeneity promoted by the global
mass consumption, which ironically casts a contrast to the claimed independence and
originality of the novel and its author.
In terms of consuming foreign cultures, besides her tipping5, hanging around cafe,
paralleling the corner of Huaihai Road to New York’s Fifth Avenue or the ChampsElysees in Paris, and imagining making love with Tian Tian in “some hotel in a small
French town, … in a German motel, an abandoned small church in Vienna, the Roman
Colosseum, a motorboat in the Mediterranean” (82), the biggest consumption is that of
Mark, the German lover. Colonialism and globalization increase the contact of peoples of
different races and therefore provide the possibility of interracial love/sex. Wrapped in
emotionality and sentimentality, interracial love/sex is the most resistant to political
examination due to its personal nature. At the beginning, the novel refuses to portray
5

Chinese do not have the habit to tip because the service and tax are usually included in the price
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Coco as a sentimental woman who would submit herself to a European man easily. She
acted like a player of the sex game who knew the rules. However, she fell in love
anyway.
Does the author’s attempt to create a seemingly independent Coco show her
awareness of colonial memory at the heart of this Shanghai story? If it does, then Mark’s
virility and economic superiority have to be read symbolically. In fact, even the first
meeting of Coco and Mark is haunted with colonial memory. They met in a retro theme
party called Return to Avenue Joffre. Named after the French general Joseph Joffre, the
boulevard used to be the main road in the former French concession. After 1949, it was
named Huaihai Road and has become the main business street in Shanghai. The novel’s
description of it is: “In today’s fin-de-siecle, postcolonial mindset, this boulevard … is
fashionable again, like a bow knotted over Shanghai’s nostalgic heart” (27). The way
Coco/Wei Hui consumes Mark is to stereotype him and make him the exotic. The sex
scene at Mark’s place is an interesting example of how different peoples consume a
foreign culture.

Instead of helping increase mutual understanding of the two, the

intimacy of sex only encourages misunderstanding. It starts with Mark’s consumption of
Chinese art form Pingtan --- a singing story-telling performance of Suzhou, north of
Shanghai, which used to be the most popular art among Shanghai residents --- as a
mysterious music for love-making. Coco imagined Mark in the image of a Nazi to help
herself achieve orgasm, “in high boots and a leather coat” and showing cruelty in his
“Teutonic blue eyes”. She also cited Sylvia Plath to reinforce the imagination: “Every
woman adores a Fascist/The boot in the face, the brute/Brute heart of a brute like
you …”(62-63). Activating the terms such as Nazi, Teutonic, Fascist for a German is to
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use the most obvious cultural elements in public imagination. In other words, it is to
activate stereotypes about a nation. Moreover, the masculinity and aggression involved in
the images are full of colonial connotation. In this way, hard as the author tried, she
cannot hide the postcoloniality in the love/sex story.
As other nostalgic attempts, this novel keeps drawing the connection between the
present Shanghai and Shanghai of the 30s. The place where Coco worked is the Green
Stalk Cafe, where jazz music of the 30s was played. In Shanghai, as in many other parts
of China, coffee has always been foreign and never defeated tea as the dominant
beverage. Consequently, cafe is associated with western culture. In his Shanghai Modern,
Leo Ou-Fan Lee mentioned the popularity of cafes in Shanghai of the 30s. “Like the
cinema, it became one of the most popular leisure spots --- decidedly Western, to be sure
--- a necessary site for men and women sporting a modern lifestyle, particularly writers
and artists” (18). In other words, cafe carries a cultural aura in the memory of Shanghai in
the 30s. It is in this cultural connotation of cafe that Coco could move freely back and
forth as a cafe waitress and a writer.
The Retro theme party is where Chinese and foreigners meet cordially in the
present Shanghai. The quaint items of the 20s/30s displayed on these parties are curiosity
for both Chinese and foreigners now. In a fit of amazement, both become the visitors of a
museum. However, there is always a subtle irony in these sleek Retro theme parties: the
Retro theme is about the life in the semi-colonial period, when the peoples were not equal
in many aspects. The deliberate avoidance of semi-colonialism only indicates that there
are still some unsolved problems. Like Xin Tian Di theme park, the Retro theme party
represses the blood, toil, and conflicts of the semi-colonial period and clothes the colonial
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memory with rosy nostalgia. This nostalgia, a seemingly good-humored “forgive and
forget”, may function to improve selling volume, but it also tends to erase the cultural
memory of the city and consequently puts people’s cultural identity into question.
Despite all the similarities on the surface, the present is far different from the 30s.
In fact, Shanghainese has never completely removed the colonial memory from their
collective consciousness. The nostalgia that originates from nothing but this colonial
memory entertains the pretense that this colonial memory does not exist and the
postcolonial generations are clear of the colonial past. This nostalgia, together with the
omnipresent consumerism, are commodifying and truncating the cultural memory and
imagination of Shanghai. And the result --- as is taking place now --- is that the city and
the people are suffering an anxiety of finding out who they are and locating where they
are in this changing globalized world.
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Abstract

“MUS 330 Music of the World: Music of China” was first taught last year at the
University of Kentucky as one of nine components comprising the university-prescribed General
Studies Program. The purpose of this report is to present a reflective evaluation of the course. To
do this, the author made a content analysis of observations collected during the course of
instruction and made reflections based on these data collected. These observations include
various assessment tools such as classroom surveys, student work samples, mid-point exam, and
student projects, used at appropriate times throughout the semester. The results of evaluation
would provide an understanding of how students respond to instruction of an art form that is very
foreign to them and how the course can be designed to be more effective based on these
observations.
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Reflective Evaluation of “MUS330: Music of China”, a Component in the University
General Studies Program
Dr. Cecilia Chu Wang
“MUS 330 Music of the World: Music of China” was first taught last year at the
University of Kentucky as one of nine components comprising the university-prescribed General
Studies Program. All students are required to choose and take one of seventy courses offered by
the University related to non-Western cultures in the Cross-Cultural component. Since the Asian
population is rather small in this part of the United States, exposure to the Asian cultures can be
considered minimal in the daily life of the general student body. Considering the importance of
education on diversity, and the instructor being Asian-American, it is of special interest to
evaluate the success or failure of this course. It is hoped that the results of evaluation would
provide an understanding of how students respond to instruction of an art form that is very
foreign to them and how the course can be designed to be more effective based on these
observations.
The purpose of this report is to present a reflective evaluation of the course to answer
several questions. 1) Was the course content relevant to students? 2) Did students learn about the
subject, i.e. Chinese Music? 3) What attitude/preference did students have towards Chinese
music? 4) Apart from knowledge about Chinese music, how else did the course contribute to the
development of individual students? 5) What aspects of the course did student enjoy most and
least about the course?
To answer these questions, the author made a content analysis of observations collected
during the course of instruction and made reflections based on these data collected. These
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observations include various assessment tools such as classroom surveys, student work samples,
mid-point exam, and student projects, used at appropriate times throughout the semester.
Description of the Course
The course was taught by the author and Hong Shao. The author is a naturalized
American citizen originally from Hong Kong and has completed three degrees in music
education from universities in the United States. Ms. Shao was a pipa major at the at a
conservatory in China and taught music in schools in China prior to immigrating to the United
States a few years ago. The former has more experience teaching at the higher education level
and served as the main instructor whereas Ms. Shao had more experience in performing Chinese
music and assisted in presenting a number of lessons. The main content of the course was to
introduce the music of China, the focus was on the role of music in the history of China rather
than on music appreciation per se. We attempted to present the music as an integral part of the
Chinese culture and we used authentic Chinese terms and instructional materials. We selected
our teaching materials with our audience in mind. We understood that students took this course
as a cross-cultural component for the university studies and not as specific majors. On the one
hand we wanted to introduce the music of China in a proper perspective, and on the other hand
we wanted students to retain as much as they are exposed in the course. We decided to use
audio-visual aids extensively and to engage students in active music-making whenever possible.
As a result, the lecture portion was almost always accompanied by visual aids, and about half of
the class time was used to view video tapes/VCD’s of authentic Chinese music performances.
We also invited live performances on several Chinese instruments, celebrated Chinese New Year
with food and dance, sang a few Chinese songs, and played Chinese luogu instruments.
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In order to monitor student learning and responses, we used various assessment
instruments throughout the course. These include a Getting-to-Know-You Questionnaire, a
Music Listening Skills and Preference Survey, student assignments, listening reports, mid-term
exam, mid-term opinion survey, and in-class observations, and course evaluation by students.
The content of each of these is described below.
Getting-to-Know-You Questionnaire
Thirty-two undergraduate students, mostly juniors and seniors started the course and 28
students completed it. These students represented major studies in many academic areas
including sociology, telecommunications, education, graphic design, psychology, finance,
anthropology, journalism, music, biology, marketing,, art, computer science, English,
engineering, and a few undecided fields. Most students took the course because it fulfills a
requirement in their program, several students chose it because they enjoy music and thought
Chinese music would be interesting to know. When asked about their goal for the course, most
students expressed wanting to learn about Chinese music or music of another culture, many
wanted to get an “A” grade. When asked about their musical background, 26 said they play or
used to play a musical instrument and/or sing, others indicated no musical background at all.
When asked about previous experience with Chinese culture, almost all of them said none,
except a few indicated they had acquaintances who were Chinese. Almost all of them said they
liked Chinese food. In sum, these students did not have much personal experience related to the
Chinese culture but they enjoyed music and were curious to learn about new sounds and music.
Music Listening Skills and Preference Survey
During Week Two of the semester, the students were given a list of 12 musical excerpts
of various types of Chinese music to listen. For each piece, they were asked to tell something
4

about the music and rate each piece on a scale of one to ten, 1=dislike it very much, 10=Like it
very much. It was clear from the responses that students had minimal knowledge about the genre
of the music, but were able to discern the type of instrumental sounds as string or wind
instruments. Students rated the excerpts more towards “like” than “dislike”, as only three
excerpts received an average rating of below 5 points (4.38 being the loWest) and seven excerpts
above five points (7.56 being the highest). It is interesting to note that they preferred
instrumental ensembles over solos, fast music over slow or sad music, and modern over ancient
music. The music excerpts with higher rating are probably more familiar to the students when
they compared the sound of Western music. It is interesting to note that the outcome here is
consistent with music preference research using Western music.
Student Assignments and Listening Reports
The main homework consisted of reading assignment and listening assignments. Students
were to write chapter summaries and write a reflection of the pieces assigned for their listening.
Chapter reports ranged in length as well as depth, as expected from any class. The listening
reflection is where students really expressed their individual reaction about each music piece.
Some students let their imagination carried them and suggested visual pictures, moods or events
for the music, others expressed how some pieces sound unfamiliar and strange to their ears. They
were not shy in saying what they did not like—mainly the unusual timbre, the lack of pulse, and
monotony of some pieces. While the qin is one of China’s oldest instruments and was subject to
much thorough study, students seem to like the qin solo the least. The appreciation of such
music would take much longer time and understanding as the qin music is very foreign and
remote not only to these students, it is also very seldom heard by most Chinese.
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Mid-Term Exam
The mid-term exam was a test with short objective answers, including a listening
component, definition of terms and an open-end response essay. The objective questions
focused on musical instruments and terminology describing musical genres. Most students did
well on the listening part, identifying the musical excerpt with the proper term/instrument chosen
from four-item multiple choices. However, for items that required proper spelling of Chinese
terms, students showed more difficulty. This indicates that even though the terms were used
many times in the class and in their reading, they remain a foreign language to them. On the
other hand, students were quite articulate and showed understanding of the course content as
evidenced in their answer to the essay question that read: “Suppose you were to convince a
friend to start listening to Chinese music and you wish to provide him/her with some background
information about Chinese music, what would you tell him/her?” Here, students were able to
describe several aspects about Chinese music and expressed positive experiences in their
personal contact with the music. Consequently, 50% of the class got an “A” grade, 32% got a
“B”, and 18% got “C” or “D”.
Mid-Term Opinion Survey
This informal survey was done immediately after the mid-term exam and in a very
efficient manner. It took only ten minutes but the results provided useful feedback. It consisted
of ten questions read orally to the students and each student simply wrote down his/her rating for
each item. The rating for each item ranged from 1 to 7 but the numbers had different meaning
according to the item. The survey items and the mean response for each are listed below:
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Rating=1

Rating =7

Mean Score

1. Is this course content relevant to you?

No

Very much so

4.48

2. What do you think about the amount of work?

Too little

Too much

4.43

3. Is the content too technical?

Too easy

Too technical

4.55

4. Is the course challenging enough?

Not at all

Too much

5.10

5. Is the team-teaching format effective?

Not at all

Yes, very

6.29

6. What do you think the amount of A-V?

Not enough The more the better 4.48

7. Was the test too easy?

Too easy

Too difficult

4.69

8. Is the pace of the class too slow or too fast?

Too slow

Too fast

3.74

9. Should we include other Chinese aspects of
culture or concentrate more on music?

More other Music only

3.40

10. What changes would you suggest? Write your comments.

The ratings in general indicate that the course received good evaluations from the
students since the scores fall where the authored hope they would be. The numbers were
reassuring and only little adjustment would need to be made. From their suggestions for changes,
two main themes emerged: 1) The textbook was not helpful; and 2) The “language barrier” was
difficult to deal with. These would be something to remember for changes when the course is to
be offered in the future.
Student Projects and Presentation
During the second half of the semester, students were to write a project proposal
to be approved by the instructors, do research on their project, and present it during the last two
weeks of class. These were supposed to be individual projects, however, a few students were
allowed to work in pairs for larger projects. Here the students were given a wide range of choice
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of topics as well as the media of presentation. The acceptance of the project was not only based
on the scope and suitability of the topic, but also how it would benefit the student. Each student
was given an allotment of nine minutes for their presentation in front of the class, and each had
to submit a written report and reflection of their presentation.
It was gratifying to know that most students put in good thought and effort for the
project, as indicated by the diversity of topics as well as the amount of preparation. Moreover,
students tended to extend their knowledge in Chinese music or culture and to relate the project to
their other interests. The list of projects is given below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relating Chinese music to Feng Shui
Relating Chinese food to music
Comparing the music of East and West, comparing Pipa and the Mandolin
Comparing the Western flute to the Chinese Di
Research on the history and production of Chinese gongs, and other oriental
gongs, with live demonstration of gong timbres
Research and making a Chinese string instrument—the erhu
Comparing symbolism in Chinese opera and Western theatre
Power-point presentation comparing Indian music and Chinese music
Comparing American ballads and Chinese ballads
The Progression of Chinese art
Research on the history of Kung Fu
Production of a web-site to introduce Chinese music and language
Production of a computer flash program to introduce Chinese musical instruments
Book report on “From Confucius to Kublai Khan”
Folk music of China and folk musicians
Comparing Chinese music notation to Western music notation
Research on contemporary Chinese rock music
Confucius and his philosophy of music
Myth and folklore of China
The Cantonese opera
The Peking opera

It is worthy to note that students used very rich visuals to illustrate their presentations.
They also tend to use multi-sensory modes such as pictures, videos, CD’s, as well as real
instruments and playing demonstrations (playing a few notes for the timbre, not a real
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performance). It is also notable that many of them chose to compare a new aspect of Chinese
music or culture to something they are familiar with. (One student compared Abing with Bob
Dylan, another compared Cui Jian with Bruce Springsteen.) Indeed, from the students’ reflection
of the project, several main points were expressed: 1) The project gave them an opportunity to
research some area of pre-existing interest but never would do it otherwise; 2) They learned that
the new information is enlightening and eye-opening; and 3) They are now more eager to learn
about cultures different than their own.
Conclusion and Recommendations
The results indicate that students signed up for the course because they were curious and
wanted to learn something about Asian culture. Students participated with enthusiasm throughout
the semester including all the music-making and listening activities. They enjoyed learning
anything about the Chinese culture in general, just as much as the music. These students did not
know what to expect at the beginning, but were able to link the course content with their own
interests. They were able to express their view as to which aspect of the music they liked and
disliked. However, they did find it difficult to remember the terms translated from the Chinese
language. Their projects encompassed a wide variety of topics, and media of presentation and
live performances truly impressed students. The instructors being flexible and giving students
much freedom in expressing their preferences, the students in return were eager to be exposed to
sights and sounds totally unfamiliar to them and were patient and attentive.
In conclusion, the course was considered a success and should be offered again. It is
suggested that a glossary of “foreign language” terms should be accompanied with the English
translation as much as possible. The use of audio-visual aids appeared crucial while the live
performances greatly enhanced the experiences of listening to Chinese music. Finally, for better
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understanding and motivation to learn, Chinese music should be presented as an immersion with
the Chinese culture in general. This course might also serve as a model for teaching music of
other cultures and similar assessment tools can be embedded in the course to provide feedback of
student learning and teaching effectiveness.
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Jessica L. Walsh, Ph.D.
Stevie Smith: Girl, Interrupted
Among the edgy, innovative, and fashionable young poets drawing crowds at popular
1960s poetry festivals was a unique attraction: Stevie Smith, over sixty years old, atonally
singing her poetry while wearing clothing suggestive of a schoolgirl’s uniform, complete with
white stockings. Occasionally, between poems, she chattered in a form of baby talk (Sternlicht,
“Introduction” 11). Her sartorial and linguistic taste for juvenilia suggests a current of obsessive
remembering, a single-minded thirst for an imagined youth that is at once dissonant and
enthralling. Although she may have startled her audiences with such displays, both her wardrobe
and her chatter were entirely consistent with her poetry, for in her verse she displays the same
unsettling nostalgia. Those familiar with the basic story of Smith’s childhood—a saga of illness,
abandonment, confinement, and death—might wonder why she invariably returns to the child-like.
But the very fact of repeated injury led Smith to imagine incessantly what she did not have.
Enacting a poetic spin on Freud’s recently born “talking cure” in order to address a number of
mental illnesses she carried with her, including obsessive neurosis and severe bouts of
depression, Smith repeatedly writes through her childhood, especially in the early works A Good
Time Was Had by All (1937) and Tender Only to One (1938). Infused with the sorrow of loss,
she employs the sing-song rhythms of nursery rhymes and the haphazard violence of fairy tales
to tackle the difficulties of an unwelcome adulthood.
Although Smith hesitated in interviews to characterize her childhood as traumatic, she
did acknowledge that her early years were punctuated with harsh interruptions and painful losses.
Florence Margaret Smith was born in 1902, so ill that she had to be baptized at home three
weeks after her birth, rather than risk the voyage to the church (Spalding 3). Smith’s parents may
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have been in love once, but those feelings apparently had faded by the time Stevie was born. In
1906, Smith’s father ran off to sea with the White Star Line, leaving behind his sickly wife and
two daughters (Barbera and McBrien 9).
Surely it is not coincidental that around the time of her father’s departure, Stevie Smith
began suffering from what can only be described as fits. As Frances Spalding describes it, she
“had the habit of suddenly turning cold and stiff” (15). At the age of five, she was sent away to a
convalescent home, where she lived for most of the next three years. Smith’s concern for her
mother’s illnesses, unresolved emotions regarding her father’s departure, and intense
homesickness combined to result in a mental crisis. Only eight years old, Smith considered
suicide. She arrived at an unexpected conclusion during her critical moment, choosing to see
suicide as an empowering rather than alarming vision: “The thought cheered me up wonderfully
and quite saved my life. For if one can remove oneself at anytime from the world, why
particularly now?” (qtd. Spalding 17). Freed by the realization that she could control her exit
from the world—even if she had no control over how others, including her father, exited her life—
Smith’s health improved enough to allow her to return home. Several years later, in 1919, Smith’s
mother died. She was then 16 years old. Just as her father’s departure shattered an already
precarious childhood, so did her mother’s death upset Smith’s efforts to navigate the choppy
waters of adolescence.
After finishing high school, Smith attended secretarial training school. A few years
later, around 1923, she began working for the chairman of a large publishing house. She
remained there for thirty years. Now settled into a dull but reliable career, Smith had carved out
a suitably predictable lifestyle, one that reiterated her need for the kind of stability her childhood
lacked. Emotionally, she struggled at times to keep herself afloat. Smith was subject to bouts of
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serious depression. Her daily commute and her lackluster profession may have functioned as a
form of self-medication, holding her back from dangerous emotional extremes. The great
advantage to her position was abundant down time, during which she began writing poetry. Not
until 1934 did Smith attempt to publish her poetry. The reader, E.B., rejected the poems with the
declaration that“the majority of the poems…seem entirely incoherent.” E.B. goes on to state that the
pieces seem to be “the outpourings of a neurotic type of mind,” in which“Ugliness of everything
under the sun is dragged out and commented on—particularly sexual ugliness” (qtd. Barbera and
McBrien 69). Smith, once focused, became single-minded; she refused to let even that harsh
criticism deter her. Eventually, after publishing Novel on Yellow Paper, she was able to see her
verse in print.
Smith’s first collection of verse, A Good Time Was Had By All (1937), came complete
with dozens of Smith’s own illustrations, which she referred to as “beastlies.” Her poetry is
sometimes introspective, sometimes childish, and always macabre. It both mocks and celebrates
dysfunctional scenarios of all kinds. The book sold poorly. Of the 780 copies distributed, many
went to reviewers (Barbera and McBrien 136). Tender Only to One appeared in 1938, again
featuring Smith’s drawings. While few critics had been able to locate thematic consistency in A
Good Time Was Had by All, many agreed that death was the obsessive focus of Tender Only to
One. Slightly more mature, yet surely darker, Tender Only to One sold even fewer copies than
A Good Time Was Had by All.
Even as Smith had been suffering the repeated blows of childhood, the psychoanalytic
community was formulating methods of understanding
—and hopefully alleviating
—the often
debilitating psychic effort involved in enduring the loss of a love object. Not surprisingly, one of
the foremost works on this subject came from Sigmund Freud, who theorized the possibility of
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distinguishing two resultant conditions in his 1917 essay “Mourning and Melancholia.”
Postulating some differences between the “normal” mourning and the “abnormal” melancholia Smith
appears to have experienced, he writes
[W]herever it is possible to discern the external influences in life which have
brought each of them about, this exciting cause proves to be the same in both.
Mourning is regularly the reaction to the loss of a loved person, or to the loss of
some abstraction which has taken the place of one…As an effect of the same
influences, melancholia instead of a state of grief develops in some people, whom
we consequently suspect of a morbid pathological disposition. (164-5)
He later identifies that “pathological disposition” as a form of“obsessional neurosis” tinged with
narcissistic tendencies (172). Freud explains that, while the melancholic may insist that she is
worthless, the “self-reproaches are reproaches against a loved object which have been shifted on
to the patient’s own ego” (169). What emerges, then, is a mixture of identification with the lost
love object and sadism.1 As a response to loss, melancholia thus harbors greater potential for
enduring psychic harm. Whereas mourning eventually releases the subject, melancholia’s grasp
is sometimes permanent. Having given up on hypnosis in most cases, Freud’s main form of
treatment for numerous conditions including melancholia was the “talking cure,” the process
wherein the patient, guided by the analyst, discusses anything mentally associated with the
condition. By encouraging self-expression and discouraging censorship, the talking cure
nurtured free and creative expression in a safe setting.
By the time Smith began writing, the popularity of psychoanalysis in many arenas was
indisputable; already, the catch-phrases and tools of the trade were infiltrating mainstream
culture. Indeed, Smith herself often drew on Freud in her poetry, indicating her ambivalence
towards his ideas and practices. She toys with him in pieces like “Papa Love Baby,” to be

1

Freud employs the term “sadism” rather than “masochism” because the pain, while inflicted on the self, is
originally directed towards the other.
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discussed below. In these works, Smith reveals that, while she enjoys the concept of uncensored
self-revelation, she resists the imposition of another’s diagnosis. By selecting the role of author
as opposed to analysand, Smith begins her own version of the talking cure; she writes through
her problems, but refuses to hear the interpretation of the external analyst. Instead, her poetic
voice measures her progress, revealing itself in shifts of tone, style, and rhythm. She holds up
the issues of childhood and loss, examining them from all angles. She is the child and the adult,
the victim and the perpetrator of loss. Through this constant re-examination, Smith creates a
mechanism that simultaneously ameliorates the stabs of melancholy and recreates the scene of
loss. Smith’s obsession is a sadistic constant companion, one she toys with in moments of
elation, but never releases.
While Smith would likely understand her own psychology through the work of Freud and
his disciples, contemporary readers attempting to penetrate the obsessional world of Smith can
benefit from the writings of Julia Kristeva, who offers a feminist-friendly perspective on the
foundations of psychoanalysis offered by Freud. Kristeva agrees with Freud’s general analysis of
melancholia as related to loss. She differs from Freud, however, in her emphasis on the maternal
object. What Freud generally describes as a loss and what Kristeva identifies as the longing for
the maternal object can be usefully constructed for the purposes of this easy as the loss of
childhood. Smith’s struggle with loss is evident in her life and, even more prominently, in her
poetic fixation on macabre children and the semiotically childlike.
Kristevan theory also illuminates the poetic manifestation of Smith’s obsession with
juvenilia. Referring directly to children’s ability to defend themselves, she states,“The child
imagines, thinks out, utters the flight or the fight and a full intermediate gamut as well, and this
can be a deterrent from withdrawl into inactivity or playing dead, wounded by irreparable
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frustrations or harms” (36). The child is equipped with mechanisms to ward off the paralysis of
melancholia; in childlike behavior, the adult can find momentary safety. On one level, then,
Smith reverts to childlike behaviors and rhythms as a way to defend her psyche against the ache
of the adult reality. But on another level, the childlike is the signification of the specific loss she
can neither escape nor fully recapture. In A Good Time Was Had by All, Smith’s poems on
childhood reveal a deep ambivalence towards youth and the young. As Smith’s first collection of
poetry, it also represents her early search for her own poetic voice; the passion and ambition of
the book emerge in a combination of potent word choice and disturbing images. The first poem
in the collection establishes the mixture of the childlike and the macabre. In“The Hound of
Ulster,” a young boy, prompted by the “stranger” who narrates the piece, stares into the window of a
pet store, eagerly surveying the assortment of puppies:
Little dogs big dogs
Dogs for sport and pleasure
Fat dogs meager dogs
Dogs for lap and leisure.
Do you see that wire-haired terrier?
Could anything be merrier?
Do you see that Labrador retriever?
His name is Belvoir (7-14)2
The neat, relatively tidy meter pushes the poem along at a nursery-rhyme clip. The child is
“beguiled,” entranced by the stranger’s words and the vision before him. Up to this point, the poem
is charming and light. The boy, however, pushes for more: “But tell me I pray/ What lurks in the
gray/ Cold shadows at the back of the shop?” (17-20). The stranger—who approached the child and
urged him to look in the windows in the first place—now abruptly changes tone, leaving the reader
to wonder if the stranger’s goal was leading the child to catch a glimpse of that darkness: “Little
boy do not stop/ Come away/ From the puppy shop” (2-4, 21-3). What lurks is the Hound of
2

Numbers in parentheses refer to line numbers from the Collected Poems.
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Ulster, a figure from Irish mythology also called Cuchulain, who in Smith’s poem lies “tethered by
his golden hair/ His eyes are closed and his lips are pale” (25-6). As a youth, Cuchulain was
given the choice of long life or fame; choosing fame, he then learned that his life would begin
and end with the death of a dog. During his short but valiant life, he acted as a sort of watchdog
over Ulster. Smith’s mention of Cuchulain suggests that the boy should exercise caution and
resist the dangers of living bravely.
Importantly, “Belvoir”—pronounced “beaver”—was the name of Smith’s own beloved dog.
Through including this unlikely name, Smith ties the poem to her own life. Is she, then, the
sadistic stranger leading the child to the edge of danger, only to stop him from plunging off that
edge? Or is she the child, curious to the point of peril? The answer lies may be both: Smith is
the adult leading herself on a tour of the darkness she first perceived as a child. This position
enables Smith to re-enact punitive remembrance as the perpetrator and the victim, maximizing
the experience of the “self-reproaches [which] are reproaches against a loved object…shifted on to
the patient’s own ego” (Freud 169). In her poetic quest to recreate the childhood she lost, Smith
finds trauma inescapable.
The wandering reproach visible in“The Hound of Ulster” becomes anger in“Papa Love
Baby,” a poem grown from the soil of Freud’s Oedipus and Electra theories of sexual desire for the
parent figure of the opposite sex. Like “The Hound of Ulster,” this piece contains references that
connect the piece to Smith’s own life. Nevertheless, to categorize it as purely autobiographical
does a disservice to the creative re-envisioning involved in the writing process. The speaker
begins by explaining that her mother “was a romantic girl” who, wooed by his good looks, married
a man who “subsequently became my unrespected papa” (1,3). Witnessing how her father fails
and disappoints the family, the speaker soon engages psychoanalytic theory: “What folly it is that
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daughters are always supposed to be/ In love with papa. It wasn’t the case with me/…/ What a sad
fate to befall/ A child of three” (5-10). The burden of a love she could not return weighs heavily
on the child, who, out of guilt, attempts to disguise her dislike. Her attempts fail, however, “And
a fortnight later papa ran away to sea” (13-4). While she does “not grieve” when he departs, the
speaker suggests in conclusion that “I was somewhat to blame” (17-18). Blame shifts between
father and daughter, between the disappointing “loved object” and the ego (Freud 169). This
shifting fault parallels the open title, “Papa Love Baby,” which can be read either as a childlike
restatement of the one-sided love (“Father loves the baby”), a tragically misguided plea (“Father,
please love me”), or the salutation and conclusion of an apology (“To father, love baby”).
The link between emotional or physical violence and childhood is rarely more apparent
than in the fairy tale, a genre Smith adopts and manipulates in her longer poem“Little Boy Lost.”
Alluding both to changeling myths and to the story of Hansel and Gretel, this first-person piece
narrates the journey of a boy whose father leads him into the woods—and into the arms of a witch:
The wood was rather old and dark
The witch was very ugly
And if it hadn’t been for father
Walking there so smugly
I never should have followed
The beckoning of her finger. (1-6)
The inclusion of one word
—“smugly”—paints the father’s character as traitorous. Even the witch
disappears eventually, leaving the boy doomed to wander the woods forever, alone and hungry.
Whenever he comes upon a path, he quickly loses direction again. Escape and joy are
inaccessible dreams: “I lift my hand but it never reaches/ To where the breezes toss/ The sunkissed leaves above” (9-11). The child, up to this point in the poem, is the object of pity and
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empathy. The reader again receives a jolt, then, when he reflects on his family with a cold,
mature distance:
Did I love father, mother, home?
Not very much; but now they’re gone
I think of them with kindly toleration
Bred inevitably of separation.
Really if I could find some food
I should be happy enough in this wood (25-30)
With these words, the speaker tells the story before the story; he informs the reader that life at
home, while perhaps comfortable, was barely preferable to solitary wanderings in a dark forest.
His only complaint is a physical one, which indicates that he has long since learned to satisfy his
own emotional appetites. His dependence on his family is limited to meals. As with so many
Smith pieces, the cynicism of a young speaker creates a unique, if somewhat troubling,
perspective.
Occasionally, death offers a resolution to the prison of melancholy in A Good Time Was
Had by All; but in Tender Only to One, Smith focuses even more intensely on the allure of
nothingness. The title piece, which Smith unsuccessfully campaigned to have removed from the
collection, establishes the tone of the book. A slow, musical, and romantic piece, “Tender Only to
One” presents the musings of a speaker as she plucks the petals of a flower and envisions her
lover:
Tender only to one
Tender and true
The petals swing
To my fingering
Is it you, or you, or you? (1-5)
Using a contemplative tone, Smith entices the reader through the nostalgic evocation of
adolescent desire for love. According to her version of the game, as the petals fall, she uncovers
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hints regarding the identity of her future partner: “This petal holds a clue/ The face it shows/ But
too well knows/ Who I am tender to” (12-15). Through the third stanza, the poem is a
recollection of young love, a bittersweet and innocuous piece. That tone magnifies the effect of
the unexpected and morbid final stanza:
Tender only to one,
Last petal’s breath
Cries out aloud
From the icy shroud
His name, his name is Death. (16-20)
Smith’s speaker is not the ingénue killed by Frankenstein while toying with daisies. This speaker
knows to whom she is betrothed
—and enjoys daydreaming about him while her friends pursue less
meaningful lovers. While hesitant to share his identity with those who will not understand her
love of Death, the speaker exhibits neither fear nor regret when naming her lover, proving that
she is ready for his cold embrace.
Smith’s desire for death’s seduction is reimagined through a child’s eyes in “Little Boy Sick,”
thereby once again exploring the intersection of youth and death. The allusion to the nursery
rhyme “Little Boy Blue” is followed immediately by a nod to William Blake in the first few lines.
Nestled between these references is a world of ache and morbidity:
I am not God’s little lamb
I am God’s sick tiger.
And I prowl about at night
And what most I love I bite,
And upon the jungle grass I slink,
Snuff the aroma of my mental stink,
Taste the salt tang of tears upon the brink
Of my uncomfortable muzzle. (1-8)
The young speaker laments the aftermath of an unspecified illness or tragedy. Before the event,
the child thought of himself as an impressive beast, one who controlled his surroundings with
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force and grace: “O God I was so beautiful when I was well./ My heart, my lungs, my sinews and
my reins/ Consumed a solitary ecstasy,/ And light and pride informed each artery” (13-6). In the
aftermath, however, he is a bitter caricature of himself:“My tail my beautiful, my lovely tail,/ Is
warped./ My stripes are matted and my coat once sleek/ Hangs rough and undistinguished on my
bones” (9-12). He engages in behaviors that ultimately cause him more pain, including
sabotaging chances for love. He scares away anyone who comes near and then feels sorry for
himself when he realizes he is alone. While the unnamed event/illness set the cycle in motion,
the speaker keeps it going through repeated self-sabotage and self-pity. Addressing God, he begs
for an end to his pain and humiliation, claiming that he is“melancholy” and“weary” (22, 25). His
release must come from God, in the form of death.
In her remarkably dark piece “One of Many,” Smith contemplates the possible effects of
early emotional damage. Beginning with an admonition towards a young child, the poem
hammers away at a child’s notion that he is special: “You are only one of many/ And of small
account if any,/ You think about yourself too much” (1-3). After hearing these comments the
child suffers a breakdown and throws “his fellows in a ditch./ This little child/ That was so mild/
Is grown too wild” (7-9). These brief, clipped lines emphasize how seemingly small and
inconsequential comments can decide the fate of a child. Transformation from innocent child to
murderer occurs in three four-syllable lines. The jury convicts the child of “Murder in the first
degree” and sentences him to death (10). As the child prepares to die, only the gallows show
empathy, sighing “Ah me, Ah me” (13). The minister presiding offers no comfort to a child whose
life hinged on the psychological effects of an elder’s comments: “Christ died for sinners, intoned
the Prison Chaplain from his miscellany./ Weeping bitterly the little child cries: I die one of
many” (14-5). Echoing the words that had sent him into a spiral of despair, the child reminds the
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reader that, indeed, he is not the only one whose youth has been squandered by the unthinking
abuse of adults. The effects of this poem are further reinforced by the illustration of a hanged
child, expressionless and open-eyed in death.
Smith’s obsession with childhood continues throughout the rest of her poetic career,
including Harold’s Leap (1950), Not Waving but Drowning (1957) and The Frog Prince (1966).
However, in these post-war collections, Smith grows into her identity, generating poetry that is
more contemplative and less narcissistic. Tender Only to One is the darker, wiser older sibling
of A Good Time Was Had by All. Death plays a larger role in the second collection because the
persistent, impossible child is gradually allowing a strange version of individuation to occur,
wherein she will be killed in order to create a whole adult. Obsessed with her pain and her lost
joy, Smith never completes this process—her garb at her poetry readings surely reinforces that
statement—but she does move forward. Her progress was uneven, and Smith suffered a severe
bout of depression in 1953, when she attempted suicide, cutting her wrists while at work.
Although she emerged from that depression and went on to two more decades of success and
popularity, signs of her obsession with childhood were evident until the end. Ultimately, as
Smith predicted and dreamed, only death could release her. Her demise in 1971 as a result of a
brain tumor was peaceful. In a commentary on Gerard Manley Hopkins written years before,
Smith had said, “it is only on his deathbed that he could truly say ‘I am happy,’ as only on his
deathbed any…sensitive poet can say these words—or for that matter, any human being at all,
conscious of exile” (qtd. Barbera and McBrien 297).
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Perspective from the Podium 1
Music Education at a Distance: Perspective from the Podium
Abstract
After offering the first two summer semesters of a unique distance learning music
education degree program, we can offer our “perspective from the podium” regarding the
pedagogical implications of “conducting” a learning ensemble that utilizes a variety of
technological modes of interaction. Our distance learning master’s degree program in music
education was designed to meet the needs of traditional on-campus students as well as distant
music teacher professionals and require a minimum of campus visits. All courses in the program
are available through distance formats through cooperation among music, music education, and
foundations of education faculty. Given the increasing utilization of distance education options
in higher education, opportunities to share experiences, critically examine solutions to
challenges, and learn from others’ experiences is invaluable to faculty seeking to develop distant
programs. perhaps due to the highly personal and social aspect of music, expect low transactional
distance.

Perspective from the Podium 2
Music Education at a Distance: Perspective from the Podium
Music teachers’ after-school and weekend professional obligations can prevent them
from attending graduate courses in the fall and spring, especially if the university is some
distance from home. As the public school calendar has expanded, it has become increasingly
difficult for music educators to find time for summer graduate studies. In our experience, shortterm summer courses may not provide enough time for in-depth reflection, advanced learning or
quality research required in graduate school. After offering the first two summer semesters of a
unique distance learning music education degree program, we can offer our “perspective from
the podium” regarding the pedagogical implications of “conducting” a learning ensemble that
utilizes a variety of technological modes of interaction. Given the increasing utilization of
distance education options in higher education, opportunities to share experiences, critically
examine solutions to challenges, and learn from others’ experiences is invaluable to faculty
seeking to develop distant programs.
A National Center for Educational Statistics report concerning distance learning in
American higher education estimates that of 2.1 million total graduate students, 281,300 were
enrolled in distance education courses during 1997-98 (Lewis, Snow, Farris & Levin, 1999). In
2000-2001 graduate level courses were offered by 22 percent of U.S. colleges and universities,
enrolling 510,000 students (Waits & Lewis, 2003). Institutions have implemented distance
education programs in a variety of formats over the last several years (Mielke, 1999). A survey
of National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) member schools indicates that 41%
offered or had plans to develop distance learning courses, and that administrators considered the
distance learning appropriate mainly for courses that are traditionally taught in large group
lecture format, not performance or seminar-type courses. (Taylor & Deal, 1997). There have
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been some experiments in teaching conducting (Henderson, 2003), music education (Barry, in
press), and music performance (“Internet2 Activities,”. 2002) through synchronous interactive
video, but McLain (2003) reported no hits in an Internet search for performance-type courses in
any distance format. Some universities (e.g., University of South Florida, Duquesne University,
University of Southern Mississippi, Hawaii, University of Northern Iowa) offer on-line graduate
level music education degrees that utilize electronic communication but they require significant
on-campus residencies in the summer terms.
Our distance learning master’s degree program in music education was designed to meet
the needs of traditional on-campus students as well as distant music teacher professionals and
require a minimum of campus visits. All courses in the program are available through distance
formats through cooperation among music, music education, and foundations of education
faculty. According to Judith Bowman, consistency across a program is enhanced when there is
only one professor teaching through distance (Horton, 2001); however it seems impossible to
offer an entire quality degree program without several faculty participating. We have a fortunate
situation in which the department of music, the music education program in curriculum and
teaching, and the foundations of education department all have faculty who are willing to meet
the call for preparation of highly qualified music teachers.
On-campus and distance learning students enroll in the same summer semester courses,
creating new challenges and opportunities for learning for both faculty and students. This paper
discusses a variety of ways that instructors have attempted to facilitate learning in an
environment that is new for both groups of students as well as for the teacher. A variety of
interaction types have been explored to address several pedagogical issues, including the
student’s need for social presence, teacher immediacy and teaching larger numbers of students in
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courses.
An essential element of any educational setting is interaction. Music professors and
students are accustomed to high levels personal interaction and individual attention (at least at
our institution) since many traditional courses are taught in a one-to-one or small group face-toface format. Several types of interaction found in various educational settings have been
identified. These interaction types are: learner-content, learner-instructor, learner-learner, and
learner-interface (Hillman, Willis & Gunawardena, 1994, Moore, 1989). Learner-content is the
most basic of interactions in educational settings. It is the interaction a student has with the
subject matter being studied. This occurs in face-to-face as well as distantly delivered courses.
Learner-learner interaction is the dialogue that occurs between students within a course. This is
traditionally observed in the form of class discussions, small group work, and communication
outside of class between members of a class. Some distance delivered courses do not foster this
type of interaction to the degree it is evidenced in face-to-face courses. Learner-interface
interaction is the interaction students have with the technologies used to deliver course materials.
These include Web browsers, audio and video consoles, and other equipment that students must
utilize in order to access interactions with other students, the instructor, and the course content
itself. This type of interaction can have a large impact on student success within a distantly
delivered course (Hillman, Willis, & Gunawardena, 1994). Courses utilizing elements of
computer-mediated communication (CMC) have varying degrees of each type of interaction as
influences on students, the instructor, and on learning.
Another influence on learning and student satisfaction within a course is the perceived
transactional distance (Moore, 1991). Transactional distance is “a distance of understanding and
perceptions, caused in part by the geographic distance, that has to be overcome by teacher,
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learners and educational organizations if effective, deliberate, planned learning is to occur”
(Moore, 1989). Important aspects of the transactional distance concept are that it is a continuum
rather than a discrete measurement model and it is a perception on the part of students. Two
students in the same course can have differing perceptions concerning transactional distance.
Typically, however, transactional distance can be considered limited (a condition to be strived
for) if there is an increased level of dialogue between instructors and students, and an
accompanying relaxation of course structure due to individual adaptations made for students.
Transactional distance can increase, causing students to feel further away from the content and/or
the instructor, if there is limited dialogues and an accompanying higher level of course structure
(Saba & Shearer, 1994). Over the past two summers, we have found that although the course
structure must be set up well ahead of the beginning of a course, music education graduate
students, perhaps due to their prior experiences in traditional music education, or perhaps due to
the highly personal and social aspect of music, expect low transactional distance.
The Distance Learning Master of Education in Music Education is a blended program,
that is, students are required to participate in a one-to-two day orientation seminar and also a
two-day mid-term seminar for ensemble and performance experiences. Recognizing that faculty
time is valuable and that distance learning involves additional class preparation, a variety of
technologies are used that are intended to leverage faculty time and keep development costs low.
Discussion (bulletin) boards, chat rooms, and e-mail are used so that on-campus students and
distance students can engage in scholarly discussion with each other and the instructor.
Full-time Summer 2002 students (including four distance learning students) took four
classes: either Advanced Choral Conducting or Advanced Instrumental Conducting, Choral
Arranging or Wind Band Literature, Organization of Program in Music Education, and Digital
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Media Production for Music Education. Four professors taught the courses. Seven courses were
offered by six professors in Summer 2003: Advanced Band Arranging, Advanced Choral
Literature, Analysis, Evaluation of Program in Music Education, Guitar Class Methods, and
Learning Theory. This paper describes what four professors have learned about their initial
course designs after teaching in the program.
Courses
Advanced Choral Conducting and Advanced Instrumental Conducting
All conducting students met with the professors during orientation. Before the semester
began, the students were instructed via letter to bring a videotape of their conducting. All of the
students viewed archived streaming video files of several lectures which were developed ahead
of time, and also some that were taped as the semester progressed. Some lectures included edited
videotapes of undergraduate student conductors (who had agreed to their use) with commentary
by the professor. Some commercially-produced videotapes were also streamed. All of the
streaming video files were available through links on the WebCT course page. Students reviewed
the videos and submitted responses to questions developed by the instructor on a regular (almost
weekly) basis. The professors used the discussion board to distribute weekly assignments.
Students and professors communicated through the WebCT discussion board and e-mail.
Students participated in master classes and conducted university ensembles during a twoday midterm seminar on campus. The on-campus instrumental students conducted a piece on the
summer band concert; the distant learners conducted a recording or a live group and videotaped
themselves for the final exam. All students participated through e-mail and the discussion list.
Band conducting students submitted a final paper through e-mail that compared and contrasted
their undergraduate conducting class to the graduate course. The paper was a venue for reflection
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on what conducting an ensemble should entail (reflecting the musical content and shape) to what
is often actually practiced (merely keeping time). The choral conducting student also completed
a final research paper.
Area music teachers were invited to join the master-class seminar, but only one attended.
In looking back on the courses, the course would have been more productive if the conducting
group had been larger for the two-day seminar and if all the students had brought in SUPPLIED
their conducting tapes when first requested. The students enjoyed interacting with the group
during the two-day seminar and said they learned a lot from the experience. The demands on the
professors’ time would have been alleviated if more of the edited videotapes had been developed
before the course actually began.
Wind Band Literature
Because of the professor’s summer travel schedule, the wind band literature course was
planned as a five-week course meeting three days per week. It was a two semester-hour credit
course. Students met with the instructor at the orientation. Materials for the course included some
pre-taped lectures that all students viewed on-line, but most of the lectures were live streamed
lectures (DELETE) with on-campus students. Distance students had the option of either
watching the classes in real-time (synchronously), communicating with the class by typing in a
WebCT chat room window that was displayed on the classroom screen, or watching the video
files at their convenience. In all courses with archived video, students appreciated the option to
pause and rewind lectures.
One proctored exam was administered through WebCT and one exam was administered
at the mid-term seminar. The students collaborated through the WebCT tools to complete a wind
band literature research project, including a bibliographic database of compositions and a survey.
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The project extended well past the five-week time period, but even so, the students remained
enthusiastic about it. Suggestions for the future are to review the archived videos and recycle
some of them, perhaps retaping a selected number of them. All students would watch the videos
and use audio conferencing for discussion sessions.
Organization of Program in Music Education
Organization of Program in Music Education met on campus or four hours one day per
week and the class meetings were streamed as live video through the Internet. Distance students
had the option of viewing the class synchronously and participating in class discussion by typing
in the chat room, or they could watch the video later, posting comments to the discussion board.
PowerPoint slide shows were displayed on the classroom screen and also on the video feed so
that all students could more easily follow the thrust of the class sessions. On campus students
gradually became accustomed to and seemed to have become comfortable with the exchange of
the class microphones. There was little activity in the chat room during classes. The instructor
taped the initial lecture and the final lecture ahead of time for all students to view via the Internet
as many of the graduate students’ were teaching in their schools during those weeks.
Two exams were administered through WebCT. Distance students identified exam
proctors who were certified by the Office of Distance Learning staff. On-campus students took
the WebCT quiz in the music education computer lab.
In the latter part of the semester, students gave oral presentations on special topics. The
distance students mailed videotapes of their lectures ahead of time that were in turn, posted as
streaming video for other students to view. Students also posted their handouts and outline on the
discussion board and e-mailed their paper to the instructor. They posted four exam study
questions to the discussion board and responded to other student’s postings on the topic. The
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schedule worked well, as on-campus students who had started summer rehearsals also viewed the
videos at their convenience. However, there was little interaction on the discussion board.
Digital Media Production for Music Instruction
After students had completed some on-line instruction, including viewing videos,
exploring some Web resources, and posting discussion messages, a four-day workshop was held
Summer 2003 for the hands-on lab portion of the digital media production course. Some students
completed the media portion of their final project during the lab, but others continued to work on
their projects at home. The workshop was held fairly early in the term and seemed to help the
new distance students become more at ease with the program. Not only did they learn applicable
technology skills used in other courses but they became part of the learning community, and
were even able to buy university t-shirts and souvenirs! Two quizzes were administered through
WebCT: one on campus, one proctored.
Two discussion sessions were conducted by having the on-campus students meet,
streaming live video, and having the distance students use the chat room, which was displayed in
the classroom. Students uploaded their final projects (Web sites and PowerPoint shows) to their
student presentation area of WebCT. The media files were so numerous and some were so large,
that the server was overwhelmed. The professor, students, and instructional technology staff
were all frustrated by the poor performance of the server. Students e-mailed self-assessments of
their projects and peer assessments through WebCT e-mail.
In Summer 2003, the digital media course materials included video lectures, video
tutorials, text tutorials, and readings provided through WebCT. On-campus students attended
four-hour lab sessions on campus but distance students completed their work at home. All
students logged in the chat room at the beginning of each lab session. The instructor was
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available in the chat room and by cellular phone during the lab sessions. There was also a
provision to use audio conferencing and desktop sharing. The audio conferencing was little used,
and desktop sharing was not used at all. Two of the distance students communicated a lot with
the professor and two hardly at all. However, the amount of communication did not seem to
correlate with the students’ ease in keeping up in class. Their success seemed more dependent on
their facility with technology and number of computer break-downs which they did or did not
experience.
The course content was presented on a Web page, organized by weeks and topics. All
students participated in a lab using video capture equipment and digital cameras at the oncampus midterm seminar. Both exams were proctored. Students submitted weekly assignments
to the discussion board as file attachments or typed responses. Final projects were posted as Web
sites on the student’s university web space instead of on WebCT. The projects were also mailed
to the instructor on CD-ROM.
Some students apparently felt a great transactional distance. The course experiences were
highly structured, using a variety of media for learning, but at least one student missed the more
personal touch. One stated that “I could have learned this from a CD-ROM,” but all students
were successful in completing the course content. This course would benefit from a conferencing
system that would allow the instructor to show her desktop live to distance students as she
demonstrates the software and see their desktops as they ask questions. Probably, students would
ALSO benefit by having the option of taking the course at an independent pace or as an oncampus workshop, according to their learning preferences. Use of Flash movies were also
problematic in that some students’ computers did not have the proper plugin and the movies
could not be fast-forwarded or rewound.
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Analysis
In the orientation meeting students were assigned two pieces to analyze and report on for
Analysis. Distance students presented their analyses as text on the discussion board which was
then presented orally by the professor in class. The “presenting” student was required to be
available to communicate with the on-campus group through electronic chat. Streaming audio
files of the compositions to be analyzed were provided, but the professor often played multiple
recordings in class so students might hear the differences in performances by conductors who
differed in their opinion of the form of a given piece. Students were required to have scores for
all of the pieces being analyzed, and comment on the analysis of their colleagues each week
through the WebCT discussion board
The instructors’ first lecture was a pre-taped streaming video demonstration of how to
analyze a piece and report the findings. Distance students viewed the lecture at home and oncampus students viewed in the distance learning room.
There was a final project with two parts. For part one each student selected a composer
from a provided list, then posted a short biography of the composer for their colleagues. For part
two they found a small work from that composer for which there was no published analysis and
analyzed it. Students posted their analyses to the discussion board and every other student had to
write AS TO whether or not they thought the analyses were correct and why on the discussion
board.
Conclusions
Our perceptions, based upon our experiences and informal student comments as well as
university teaching effectiveness surveys, suggest that music education graduate students, as a
group, seem to be no different from the distance students in other studies in their valuing of
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interaction and small transactional distance. Similar to the experiences of faculty at the
University of North Iowa, we find that distance students tend to be more experienced,
professional, and motivated (Rees, 1996). A variety of types of interaction seem key to ensuring
at least three “pillars of quality online instruction:” Learning Effectiveness, Student Satisfaction,
and Faculty Satisfaction (Lorenzo & Moore, 2002). However two of the other pillars, Cost
Effectiveness and Access, greatly affect the types of interactive activities we can enjoy and learn
from and also affect transactional distance. We continue to try to balance interaction and distance
with faculty workload and students’ other obligations as we devise quality interactive activities
that require a minimum of on-campus attendance. Until interactive synchronous video group
conferencing is affordable and accessible, this will continue to be a struggle. All courses should
have specific requirements regarding the frequency, scholarly content, and professionalism of
interaction. Faculty must encourage participation.
We think found that the orientation day is one way to help overcome some of the blocks
perceived by faculty and students. The overall group mood of in Summer 2002 may have been
enhanced by the novelty of the program, but we think that the kind of orientation and mid-term
seminar we provided the first summer may have been more effective than the second summer’s
seminars. In the orientation, we must emphasize that although independent study skills are
important, each person has a responsibility for interacting with the instructor and other learners.
We also need to remind students that 24 hours is not too long to wait for a response.
Each summer, there has been a student who could not attend orientation, increasing the
initial transactional difference (and frustrating their instructors) to be overcome during the
semester. We must strongly encourage students to attend orientation, or find some other way to
make the initial group contact. Although we have distributed instructions about technical
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requirements, there have been technical frustrations that have hampered some student’s
participation. One idea is to institute a required an orientation course prior to the first class as
suggested by Scagnoli (2003).
The midterm seminar the first summer emphasized hands-on musical activities. The
second summer did not have this ensemble requirement. Instead, students attended a meeting for
each course. Requiring participation in a group musical activity should go a long way toward
building a sense of belonging to the cohort and also improve the quality of learning in
performance related areas such as conducting.
A strength of the program is the streaming video of live class sessions. Students state that
they “feel like I am in class” when they can see and hear class meetings (although according to
chat room logs they may not be attending to the instructor!). This also seems to be the most
natural way for faculty to teach, once instructors are used to the technological medium.
Finally, we need to consider the optimal class size for each course. In Analysis, the
instructor thought students would have learned more in a smaller class. As experienced by
faculty at the University of Northern Iowa (Rees, 1996), it was difficult to teach the course when
there were 15 students as opposed to the usual two or three. Conversely, the conducting classes
need more students participating since there is not the usual access to a large campus ensemble.
As class size are adjusted, costs effectiveness will be affected so tuition rates will need to be
reassessed.
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Abstract of “The Ghost of Love:
Flight of Consciousness in Vladimir Nabokov’s Transparent Things”

In the course of Vladimir Nabokov’s novel Transparent Things Hugh Person wins
Armande, a dazzling but faithless blond, marries her, and strangles her in a dream.
Closer inspection of the text indicates that after its exact midpoint* where artifice and
bifurcation enter the book is itself a dream and confabulates the murder along with eight
years of false sequel to the murder. Despite the puzzle Nabokov poses concerning the
novel’s seemingly ghostly narrators, a crucial passage in the text establishes Hugh as the
narrator. Accordingly Transparent Things is a pseudo-memoir and pseudo-roman à clef
descending into a dream.
The dream-nature of the novel is indicated by the paucity of new invention in the
book’s second half with its repetition and recycling of the material in the book’s first half
(chapter 18, for example, is a mere variation of chapter 10), by the book’s third “Pencil”
chapter which emphasizes an otherwise inexplicable correlation between instantaneity
and linear “history,” by the nightmare sexuality of chapters 16 and 17 which lead to the
murder (chapters 19 and 20) and which constitute a Joycean, dream-like digression that
scumbles the book’s daylight narrative continuity, and by references to Ambrose Bierce’s
famous short story “An Incident at Owl Creek Bridge” where the protagonist hallucinates
a 48-hour “escape” as he falls to the end of the hangman’s rope. However, the recurring
device of false continuation of life in Nabokov’s oeuvre goes as far back as 1924 and is
found in Ada (1969) the novel written immediately before Transparent Things.
*(52 in the McGraw-Hill and Vintage 104-page editions)
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The Ghost of Love:
Flight of Consciousness in Vladimir Nabokov’s
Transparent Things
By Immy Wallenfels

J’étais mort sans surprise, et la terrible aurore
M’enveloppait.—Eh quoi ! n’est-ce donc que cela ?
La toile était levée et j’attendais encore. Baudelaire « Le Rêve d’un Curieux » (Baudelaire 135).
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Abstract of “The Ghost of Love:
Flight of Consciousness in Vladimir Nabokov’s Transparent Things”

In the course of Vladimir Nabokov’s novel Transparent Things Hugh Person wins
Armande, a dazzling but faithless blond, marries her, and strangles her in a dream.
Closer inspection of the text indicates that after its exact midpoint* where artifice and
bifurcation enter the book is itself a dream and confabulates the murder along with eight
years of false sequel to the murder. Despite the puzzle Nabokov poses concerning the
novel’s seemingly ghostly narrators, a crucial passage in the text establishes Hugh as the
narrator. Accordingly Transparent Things is a pseudo-memoir and pseudo-roman à clef
descending into a dream.
The dream-nature of the novel is indicated by the paucity of new invention in the
book’s second half with its repetition and recycling of the material in the book’s first half
(chapter 18, for example, is a mere variation of chapter 10), by the book’s third “Pencil”
chapter which emphasizes an otherwise inexplicable correlation between instantaneity
and linear “history,” by the nightmare sexuality of chapters 16 and 17 which lead to the
murder (chapters 19 and 20) and which constitute a Joycean, dream-like digression that
scumbles the book’s daylight narrative continuity, and by references to Ambrose Bierce’s
famous short story “An Incident at Owl Creek Bridge” where the protagonist hallucinates
a 48-hour “escape” as he falls to the end of the hangman’s rope. However, the recurring
device of false continuation of life in Nabokov’s oeuvre goes as far back as 1924 and is
found in Ada (1969) the novel written immediately before Transparent Things.
*(52 in the McGraw-Hill and Vintage 104-page editions)
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The Ghost Of Love:
Flight of Consciousness in Transparent Things

The second half of Vladimir Nabokov’s Transparent Things, despite images of the past
and a confabulatory future, takes place entirely in the present. In one eidetic flash of
creative efflorescence before his death by fire, its protagonist Hugh Person completes in a
hypnogogic state the doomed trajectory of his life and love. He dramatizes his pallid
amorous prospects with his love object, Armande, into a deathless ardor, apparent marital
bliss and ensuing tragedy before he awakes to a raging fire.
A close reading of the text and structure of Vladimir Nabokov’s 104-page
penultimate novel Transparent Things, a narrative of love and murder accepted at face
value by Nabokov experts like Brian Boyd (Boyd Nabokov: The American Years 591-2)
suggests that the protagonist, Hugh Person, composes an elongated life for himself by
dissociated, imaginative invention an instant before his death by fire. Such a final act of
creation would defy and transcend the callow young man’s “hopeless past […] ridiculous
and tragic present [and] pathetic future” (Nabokov Lectures on Literature 288). If the
unwitting strangulation of Armande by Hugh in a state of somnambulism is a dreamwithin-a-dream, it never actually takes place.
Textual evidence for this reading of the novel includes: 1) The novel’s Pencil
Chapter (6-8) crosslinking instantaneous, immediate perception with linear “history;” 2)
Transparent Thing’s unusual preoccupation with the present tense in which it is partly
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narrated, 3) the book’s digression from logical narrative continuity into the “sleeping,”
floridly sexual Joycean chapters 16 and 17 which progress directly to the depiction of the
murder and 4) The book’s un-Nabokovian paucity of new invention in the second half,
which repeats and recycles the material in the book’s first half.
In Transparent Things perceptual time is stretched to accommodate its false
continuation of life as time is stretched in Ambrose Bierce’s “An Incident at Owl Creek
Bridge” before the death of its protagonist. Nabokov’s oeuvre is rife with “false
continuation” of life, as I will show, but Nabokov alludes in Transparent Things to the
“popular American classic” (Ames 65) by Bierce, in which the protagonist Peyton
Farquhar composes an escape for himself from hanging in a hallucination of return home
in the slowed-down seconds of consciousness before his neck snaps at the end of the
rope.
Despite including a wished-for consummation of marital bliss with Armande,
Hugh’s dream, like Farquhar’s, does not evade the psychology of the dreamer or the
destiny of character. It recombines and reconfigures Hugh’s moral universe,
incorporating the nightmarish undertones of decadence and collapse found in the book’s
first half. The strangulation murder-within-a-dream could be interpreted as an expression
of Hugh’s guilty narcissism and sexual timidity, his failure to connect emotionally and
spiritually with Armande, and his inability to redeem her by love from her sexual and
moral recklessness. Accordingly, the murder might correspond to Hugh’s desire to
replace the real Armande with a sexual idol. In a dream-parody of imprisonment for his
fanciful “crime,” Hugh is exonerated by dream psychiatrists for his murder-in-a-dream.
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However his dream springs from the inexorable exigencies of waking life, which
Hugh’s narrative displaces. In that life, Hugh is the victim of an arsonist in a firetrap
hotel. Despite its verisimilitude, Hugh’s dream is fatally destabilized not only by the
absence of the real Armande, but also by the crumbling wall between Hugh and his
imminent death by fire. Hugh, by rapidly composing a storyline in which he “chooses”
to die for sins against love, transforms his senseless death into a poetic form of capital
punishment. The artistic control he imposes over his hapless fate is a victory of
consciousness over time and death.
Transparent Things is a “translucing” of conventional novelistic technique. One
of its chief “transparencies” is its Pencil Chapter 3 (6-8), the history of an inanimate
pencil that “unfolds in a twinkle” (8) of Hugh’s perception. The “3 PHOTOS/

POSES” sign at the train crossing (14) before the traumatic death of Hugh’s father from
a stroke emblematizes the novel’s rendering of an instantaneous moment of inspiration
into a linear narrative in the present tense. The Pencil Chapter allows the reader to
generalize Hugh’s past, present, and confabulated future as one dreamy flash: the pencil
“somehow eludes us! But he won’t, oh no” (8). Nevertheless, Hugh as “memoirist” and
unreliable narrator does remain elusive.
Nabokov makes the three tenses of narration that sustain the illusion of “real life”
in fiction peculiarly transparent. The tenses of his novel are collapsible. The book seems
to open after Hugh Person’s release from prison for strangling his wife on his return to a
hotel in Witt, Switzerland where he courted her. At the end of the book, Hugh’s hotel
stay telescopes back to the same moment and the same hotel room where Hugh feverishly
awaited Armande as if intervening years never took place.
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The novelist is preoccupied with the present tense in Transparent Things.
Although the narrative revisits the past, the narrator emphasizes the point that only the
present really exists in the book; the past is memory and the future is an illusion. The
voice of the narrator says on the first page:
Here’s the person I want. Hullo person! Doesn’t hear me. Perhaps if the
future existed, concretely and individually […] persons might then
straddle the middle stretch of the seesaw when considering this or that
object (1).
This “perhaps” is the hinge of the novel’s present tense. The narrator adds, “But the
future has no such reality (as the pictured past and the perceived present possess); the
future is but a figure of speech, a specter of thought” (1). The specter of thought—the
future—is the real ghost of Transparent Things, which takes place outside of time, in
Hugh’s oneiric consciousness as prefigured by the Pencil Chapter.
Ames’ comment on technical narrative devices of “Owl Creek” applies to
Nabokov’s puzzling Pencil Chapter as well:
Bierce tells his reader […] the requirements of the narrative necessitate the
translation of alinear nonverbal consciousness operating outside of the
time which the recorded sequence of events implies, into a wholly linear
syntax that misrepresents reality by suggesting “evolution” or duration
through the repetition of the subject-verb-object pattern. Thus the reader
is informed that this scenario is simply a hopeful fantasy that will not be
realized since it is flashed into the mind of the “doomed” man at the
instant that it passes out of the realm of possibility (Ames 58).
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***
Hugh as the Narrator of Transparent Things
Since the narrator(s) allegedly sees the past and present and speculates about the
future--precisely the third person narrative point of view--the question of the future is
bound up with questions about the identity of the narrator or narrators. Nabokov
mystifies the third-person narrative device by seeming to create hovering figure(s) who
might intervene in Hugh’s fate. Alexandrov in Nabokov’s Otherworld characterizes the
narrator as “otherworldly,” moving “freely through time” (212). Critics believe that the
narrator is a ghost or ghosts. Among the ghostly candidates, Hugh’s dead mother (see
Person Senior’s “recent widowhood” [10]) is not much mentioned in the book. Johnson
explicitly calls Baron R., a fictional author whose death is reported in the book as it
occurs (84) “the narrator of Transparent Things” (729). Brian Boyd states that Baron R.
is the “dominant voice” of narration (Nabokov: American Years 595). Details like Baron
R.’s poor health in the first half of Transparent Things, with its roman à clef air,
successfully create the impression of a ghost:
I had not been feeling any too healthy, you know, during the winter. My
liver, you know, was holding something against me (31).
The last line of the novel, “Easy, you know, does it, son” (104), echoes Baron R.’s
locutions at the Versex Palace where he called both Hugh and the bartender “son” (31-2).
However, a close examination of textual evidence in Transparent Things
establishes the real narrative persona to be Hugh projecting himself into a third person
voice. The poet Rainer Maria Rilke uses a similar device in the last two poems, 28 and
29, in his Sonnet to Orpheus. MacIntyre says, “The friend in the final line of the original
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of the preceding poem [28] is, of course, Rilke himself. And his self-apostrophe
continues [in sonnet 29]” (142 n. 29).
It seems likely that Hugh appropriates R.’s persona as a pseudo father figure,
“Potato père,” because R.’s amatory history looks similar to Hugh’s, and provides the
armature (betrayal, loss) for Hugh’s projected false future. Tellingly, the narration is not
in R.’s “luxuriant and bastard style” although Hugh gives us examples of this (75). The
narrator does not pretend to know Hugh’s destiny after death, although a ghost logically
might.
In one key passage the “ghostly” narrator(s) and Hugh merge as co-owners of
Hugh’s first picture book. In chapter 24 where the presence of the “committee of ghosts”
is most explicit, and which begins with the narrative apostrophe: “direct interference in a
person’s life does not enter our [italics mine] scope of activity” (92), the text
unmistakably identifies the “ghostly” narrator(s) with Hugh, the reader of our first picture
book, originally in French because Hugh’s mother taught him French (46).
Human life can be compared to a person dancing in a variety of forms
around his own self: thus the vegetables in our first picture book [italics
mine] encircled a boy in a dream [including] Potato père, Potato fils […]
gradually forming a transparent ring of banded colors around a dead
person or planet (93).
The “our” is the royal we, so to speak--Hugh is described as having a “melancholy stoop
[that] belied every inch of his fantastic majesty” (4). In Hugh’s penultimate vision:
rings of blurred colors circled around him, reminding him briefly of a
childhood picture in a frightening book about triumphant vegetables
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whirling faster and faster around a nightshirted boy trying desperately to
awake (104).
If Hugh is the plural pronoun “royal we” narrator in the following passage, he
suspects in a dream that he is dreaming:
We are not supposed to […] explain the inexplicable. Men have learned
to live with […] the supposition that “reality” may be only a dream.”
How much more dreadful it would be if the very awareness of your being
aware of reality’s dreamlike nature were also a dream, a built-in
hallucination! One should bear in mind, however, that there is no mirage
without a vanishing point (93)
The vanishing point of the mirage of Hugh’s dream in Transparent Things is Hugh’s
death (104).
Hugh’s narrative consciousness, the consciousness of a poet, is capable of the
illusion of omniscience, but actually demonstrates forgetfulness and human error: “One
of his last wrong ideas was that those were the shouts of people anxious to help him, and
not the howls of fellow men” (104). In the crucial murder scene, Hugh has forgotten or
edited out what he knew earlier. Hugh recalls being worried about disappointing on a
date “the expectations of Julia, who according to Phil [R.’s publisher] had been
debauched at thirteen by R., right at the start of his mother’s disastrous marriage” (35).
Reading the proofs of R.’s Tralatitions before the murder scene, Hugh
caught himself trying to establish on the strength of fictional data at what
age, in what circumstances, the writer [R.] had begun to debauch Julia:
had it been in her childhood […] Or did he flirt with her in her first
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college year? (76).
It is lucid to imagine the second error as a dream-generated lapse.
Ultimately the novel’s idiosyncratic tone and carefully selected memories serve
Hugh’s purposes the same way Baron R.’s thinly disguised memoir Tralatitions and
novel Figures in a Golden Window serve that dying author-character’s purposes of selfjustification and defiance of the limits of death. Hugh’s “ghost” impersonations
expresses the detachment a dying man may experience, as does Bierce’s depiction of
Peyton Farquhar in “An Incident at Owl Creek Bridge.” The narrative voice of Hugh’s
story, like Farquhar’s, does not speak from outside Hugh’s world; instead it resides
within it, in Hugh’s own perception. The otherness is within the text, and radiates
outward, despite the impersonated narrators’ incongruous voices.
***
Narration in Transparent Things and “An Incident at Owl Creek Bridge”
What Nabokov says of Akaky, the clerk of Gogol’s The Overcoat is true of Hugh
as well: “the novel is really his disrobing and his gradual reversion to the stark nakedness
of his own ghost. From the very beginning of the story he is in training for his
supernaturally high jump” (Nikoloi Gogol 146). The same detachment of the dying is
found in Bierce’s “An Incident at Owl Creek Bridge.” The protagonist Farquhar
becomes his own onlooker because he is the only witness of his internal experience.
Death cannot be experienced, only the moments before and after it can; or
near death or quasi death. It can also be paraphrased by an onlooker. That
is why the story is as it is. And that is why Farquhar sees his own death as
if he were looking at the death of someone else (Fabó 231).
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Hugh is his death scene’s only observer, just as Farquhar is the only witness to his
confabulated “escape” in “Owl Creek.” If the moment preceding the death scene in
Transparent Things turns out to be “the present moment” in which the whole narration
takes place, there is no other “onlooker.” As readers we haunt Hugh’s narrative like
powerless ghosts.
On occasion Hugh throws his voice to “R.” just as Farquhar borrows the voice of
the captain overseeing his execution at the outset of “Owl Creek,” but Hugh, like
Farquhar, is his own narrator.
Because of the unreliable narrator’s shifts, the experience of Transparent Things
becomes the reader’s own. As Ames says of “Owl Creek.”
The story moves from a one-dimensional, historical mosaic to a
multidimensional human drama in which the reader plays a role; it moves
from being a story about an event to being the event itself […] Bierce
creates opposing or alternate realities by moving behind the words
themselves to their source in an unreliable narrator who shifts his point of
view without notice […] a series of mental impressions […] create the
illusion of continuous objective experience that syntactically implies the
realization of action in time (Ames 54).
The narrator(s) of Transparent Things are as deceptive as “Owl Creek’s” initial
“narrator as a totally reliable, deadly serious eyewitness to a formal military process, the
object of which is the death of the prisoner” (Ames 55).
The point of reference for what happens in the story soon shifts to the
mind of the condemned man who desperately attempts to extend time by
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psychologically accelerating the intervals in which action takes place. The
movement is from appearance to thought, or from racing stream to the
racing mind’s perception of the stream, and as the consciousness of the
prisoner accelerates and the relative difference in speed is diminished, the
stream appears to move in slow motion (Ames 56).
The result in “Owl Creek” is claustrophobia and dream-like since “Farquhar imagines his
escape in the brief interval between the removal of the plank that supports him and his
actual death by hanging,” that is, while the noose is tightening around the neck of the
falling man before he snaps short at the end of it with a broken neck (Stoicheff 3 of 11).
Likewise, chapters 16 and 17 in Transparent Things are nightmarishly claustrophobic and
unreal, but they reflect Hugh’s internal state, his fear that Armande will never appear and
that their marriage will never take place. His dreaming self hijacks time and fabricates a
marriage and a murder.
Dream-man is an idiot not wholly devoid of animal cunning; the fatal flaw
in his mind corresponds to the splutter produced by tongue twisters: “the
risks scoundrels take” (60).
Hugh like Farquhar should be considered the transmitter of his own narrative, expressing
his psychological state and telling his story in stalled, frozen, or paradoxically elongated,
arbitrary dream time.
***
The Pencil Chapter
The author’s clearest blueprint for the novel’s metamorphosis into paradoxical
time is the otherwise inexplicable Pencil Chapter, the chronotope of a pencil, which
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crosslinks instantaneous perception with a pencil’s history. On Hugh’s return trip to
Switzerland an old hotel desk drawer spills the pencil. “This [pencil Hugh] briefly
considered before putting it back” (6). The chapter expands that single sentence into the
pencil’s apotheosis. “Now comes the act of attention” (6): an elaborate description, in the
present tense, of the pencil’s “evolution.” Hugh freezes over the humble implement like
a crystal ball, observing it through time from “graphite” forced through “a blue eye, a
sapphire with a hole drilled in it” (7) up to the present moment. “The entire little drama,
from crystallized carbon and felled pine to this humble implement, to this transparent
thing, unfolds in a twinkle” (8).
We take at face value this historical, omniscient view of the pencil because the
pencil’s history like its graphite “issues in one continuous appetizing rodlet” (7) in the
same way we take the narrator’s word that the novel is a historical, omniscient view of
Hugh. (Similarly, we assume that the Dostoyevskian-Gogolian intruder from the past
into Hugh’s first sexual encounter is a real historical figure [17-18] and not a fictional
composite.) But the pencil’s “history” is surely an eidetic figment of Hugh’s
imagination. Hugh, who is thinking these thoughts, is convincing himself that he can
elongate one moment into a coherent narrative “in a twinkle.”
The Pencil Chapter marks the point, I believe, when Hugh’s dream ceases to
juggle his amatory fears and begins a compensatory race to consummate themes of love
and art in his soon-to-be-truncated life. The chapter is early in the novel because the
structure of Transparent Things forms a continuous circle in time. The Pencil Chapter
starts on page 6 and develops chronologically after the re-entry of Hugh into the Ascot
Hotel. If we turn ahead to the end of the book where the future collapses into the past of
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eight years before, Hugh has just returned from the Swiss slopes in both versions, chats in
the lobby about the same magazine, the “eight-year-old” Transatlantic (96), eats and
drinks the same dinner, and goes to bed. The Pencil Chapter in “real time” accordingly
comes after the nightmare chapters 16 through 20, including Armande’s murder.
The Pencil Chapter is the glued seam of a Mobius strip--a continuous stretch of
narration that goes from dream to real life. Hugh is wishfully fixed on rejoining
Armande in both of those circular, non-linear chronologies, the “real” present and the
false future eight years later. In external, “common” time, Hugh’s worst fears have come
true. He realizes in his sleep (the moment is post-ski-slope) that it is too late for
Armande to come to his hotel room that night. Hugh is also perhaps beginning to receive
subliminal data of the presence of fire.
One marker of the Mobius strip seam is a dead lamp, “bulbless and shadeless” (6)
on the desk where the pencil pops out. By this point in his narrative Hugh may have
sensed in his sleep an electrical short in the wiring due to approaching fire (also
translated as the flashing Doppler sign). When Person awakes after the collapse of time
in room 313 and tries to click on his bedside lamp “in asphyxiating darkness,” the click is
“ineffective” (103). Hugh’s dream, like Farquhar’s, has its own inherent limitations. The
interval between the murder and the dead lamp in the Pencil chapter is said to be eight
years. But according to the “Owl Creek” model of time it may be minutes or even
seconds.
Elsewhere the text defines the “twinkle” of immediate understanding found in the
Pencil Chapter as one big book that can never be written. Baron R. says:
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Total rejection of all religions ever dreamt up by man and total composure
in the face of total death! If I could explain this triple totality in one big
book, that book would become no doubt a new bible and its author the
founder of a new creed. Fortunately for my self-esteem that book will not
be written—not merely because a dying man cannot write books but
because that particular one would never express in one flash what can only
be understood immediately [italics mine](84).
This may be the most telling revelation about Hugh in the novel, albeit put in the
mouth of Baron R., a writer Hugh says he admires (76). If Hugh’s narrative springs from
a dream moment of consciousness around which the phenomena of life whirls at that
moment (in terms of “real life” chronology) R. is not yet dead. Outside the dream, Baron
R. is still alive if in poor health. Nevertheless, Baron R. is said to experience “in a dying
man’s mind” a state in which “my most trivial sentiments and those of all men have
acquired gigantic proportions” (84). It is Hugh, not Baron R., who is experiencing before
dying the gigantic proportions of his sentiments, and who in an extraordinarily vivid and
detailed dream “continues” the trajectory of his life and great love.
Hugh has been one of those
brilliant young people who lack any special gift or ambition, and get
accustomed to applying only a small part of their wits to humdrum or
charlatan tasks. What they do with the other, much greater, portion, how
and where their real fancies and feeling are housed […] would entail
explications and revelations too sad, too frightful, to face (22).
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Hugh’s dream could be seen as the ghost of the “one big book” he might have
written had he lived, as Rilke wrote his Sonnets to Orpheus and The Duino Elegies in a
tremendous burst of productivity after a desultory literary career. Rainer Maria Rilke
“said one day that he wished someone would name a variety of rose after him” (Rilke
Sonnets 131), and in his exaltation and narcissism Hugh resembles the neurotic Rilke.
Like Rilke, Hugh is brilliant, obsessive, marginalized, and doomed. It is possible to read
Transparent Things as the story of a strange, Rilkean rarity—Hugh Person--in a moment
of brief, many-petaled bloom.
Hugh, a poet and a proofreader, unfortunately lacked a theme for “one big book”
until he met Armande Chamar. His final dream—Transparent Things— stands in both
for the rest of Hugh’s “real life” and his unrealized literary life. His “great work” is a
flight of consciousness under extraordinary duress.
The Pencil Chapter, occurring at the beginning of Transparent Things,
corresponds to the creative moment in “Owl Creek” when
Peyton Farquhar is finally able to free his mind from visual and auditory
distractions and turn his full attention to […] the shape of a hopeful
fantasy or hallucination that combines a near impossible escape […] with
an emotional return (Ames 58).
Such a moment occurs in the face of imminent death. There are many sites of
possible death in Transparent Things, but they narrow down to room 313 in the hotel in
Witt. Death, which is a finite event, thus becomes the “real time” indicator in the novel,
just as Farquhar’s death ends his fantasy of escape in “Owl Creek.” In both tales
hallucinatory or dream time circumvents sensory “real” time.
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***
Paradoxical Time in Transparent Things and “An Incident at Owl Creek Bridge”
Novelistic time in Transparent Things becomes increasingly fluid and paradoxical
as it abandons the “pictured past” and nears the deadline of death. In “Owl Creek”
Though the time it takes for Farquhar to die by hanging is indeterminate,
Bierce goes to some lengths to imply that at the unknowable threshold of
death itself time becomes crucially altered and even paradoxical […] the
distortion is mirrored in the narrative itself, whose “time” is suspended at
the end of the first section and reversed in the second—bold anachrony
and analepsis […] within a short time period, sensation does not become
effaced, but instead divides itself into infinite units of experience,
saturating the mind with stimuli. From this perspective, “time” becomes
vertiginous, the span of a second dilating to reveal ever increasing interior
units of time [at the] threshold of time’s erasure (Stoicheff 3-4 of 11).
Farquhar’s consciousness peels away from the measuring “tick” of his watch in
the same way as Hugh’s perceptual time diverges from the measuring “pulse” of the
Doppler sign in Transparent Things’ strangulation scene. These embedded “ticking”
moments in Transparent Things and Bierce’s “Owl Creek” render the artifice of
collapsing or expanding time in narration transparent.
The consciousness of Ambrose Bierce’s Farquhar flares into forty-eight hours of
escape and homecoming in the elongated seconds before his neck snaps. Like Hugh’s
dream, Farquhar’s fugue smacks of nightmare. It contains the tragedy inherent in the
protagonist’s character, and ends with death.
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Past and present are conflated in both stories. In “Owl Creek” Farquhar
experiences a slowing-down of time before his hanging commencing with his glimpse of
the
stream racing madly beneath his feet. A piece of dancing driftwood
caught his attention, and his eyes followed it down the current. How
slowly it appeared to move! What a sluggish stream! (34).
On the same page he hears a sound “he could neither ignore nor understand:”
A sharp, distinct, metallic percussion […] Its recurrence was regular but as
slow as the tolling of a death knell. He awaited each stroke with
impatience and—he knew not why--the delays became maddening. With
their greater infrequency the sounds increased in strength and sharpness.
They hurt his ear like the thrust of a knife; he feared he would shriek.
What he heard was the ticking of his watch (35).
The sequence of sensory events reflected in Hugh’s murder-in-a-dream also
indicates that we are dealing with distorted perception. During the murder section of the
book, Hugh is aware of “an electric sign, Doppler” shifting “to violet” through the living
room window (77). He hears a clattering snore (from Armande) as he enters their
bedroom:
she murmured something about the light. Actually all that impinged on
the darkness was the angled beam from the living room, the door of which
he had left ajar. He now closed it gently (78).
Although the door to the living room is closed, Armande’s neck is violet during the
supposed strangulation. Hugh
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clutched her around the throat from behind, his square-nailed thumbs
digging into her violet-lit nape, his eight fingers compressing her throat.
(81).
This is Hugh’s description to a dream-psychiatrist of a murder in a dream state, a
dream with dream flames, “scarlet strips of vitreous plastic” (80). Yet the violet light
coming from the Doppler sign seems to be coming through a closed door. This may be a
clue to the reader on the psychiatric question of Hugh’s sleepwalking or waking state
during Armande’s supposed murder.
As I said, I do not believe the murder actually takes place. If it had, Armande’s
violet-lit nape tells us that Hugh was not sleepwalking as he pretended to be, and that he
lied about closing the door because he needed the light from the living room window to
commit the crime. The real solution, however, is that the violet light in Transparent
Things, like the slowed-down stream in Farquhar’s story, indicates an elongation of time
in Hugh’s consciousness. The common-time indicator in this scene is the duration of the
violet light. The “electric sign, Doppler,” (with overtones of velocity’s “Doppler shift”)
would flash to violet and back continuously, not just once. Nevertheless, the prolonged
strangulation takes place in a single blink of violet. I believe the violet light is external
stimulus, either the flash of an electrical short or reflected flames coming through Hugh’s
closed eyelids. The “Doppler” red herring diverts the reader, but more crucially, distracts
Hugh himself from perceiving external signals of approaching danger.
In common time, the sensory details of the dream are fitted to the night of Hugh’s
death, with the flickering violet light from the “storm outside” (103) or the light of the
fire itself—Hugh reports “a long lavender-tipped flame dancing up to stop him” (104)
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from escaping out the window as he suffocates in “the acrid dark smoke” (103).
Armande’s supposed snore might be a dream-translation of the sound of the storm, or the
steady roar of approaching flames. Thus light and sound of the murder scene in a New
York City apartment overlap with Hugh’s deadly hotel room.
In Transparent Things the false future collapses at the end of the book. Hugh
returns to Armande’s visit to his hotel room, “the symbolic center of the story that
promises to fulfill all of its elevated themes” as Ames says of Farquhar’s escape and
return in “Owl Creek” (53).
Person, this person, was on the imagined brink of imagined bliss when
Armande’s footfalls approached—striking out both “imagined” in the
proof’s margin […] This is where the orgasm of art courses through the
whole spine with incomparably more force than metaphysical panic. At
this moment of her now indelible dawning through the limpid door of his
room (102-3)
The room explodes in flames, just as Farquhar is struck by the lightning bolt of his
snapped neck “as he is about to clasp” his wife (Bierce 40). Hugh’s death interrupts the
dream-reality of Armande’s approach in the same way the Person from Porlock
interrupted Coleridge’s composition of “Kublai Khan.”
Although the theme of false continuation of life was already present in his own
work Nabokov gives a nod to Bierce’s famous short story “An Incident at Owl Creek”
as well as to Bierce’s The Devil’s Dictionary’s definition of a saint as “a dead sinner
revised and edited” (Dictionary 207). When the dying author R., who seduced his 13year-old stepdaughter, tells his publisher:
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I am leaving you for another even greater Publisher. In that House I shall
be proofread by cherubim—or misprinted by devils, depending on the
department my poor soul is assigned to (82).
This jauntiness more correctly expresses the heaven-hell suspense of Hugh’s amorous
hopes for Armande.
Nabokov also plays upon the name “Hugh Person,” which sounds like “Hue
Person,” or “a person of color,” in a way that makes it as striking and puzzling as Peyton
Farquhar’s name. Of “Peyton Farquhar” in “Owl Creek” one citation observes,
no one fails to note the oddity of the name […] does its oddness serve
some function in the story? […] a close look at the name suggests […]
that Bierce chose the name carefully (Cheatham 45).
Cheatham claims that Peyton means “patrician” and Farquhar derives from “manly or
brave” (45), and adds that: “the pretensions of his name match those of his dreams, but
neither name nor dreams match reality” (47). Farquhar’s sense of the Civil War is “a
civilian’s romantic fantasies” and his reunion with his “genteelly Southern” wife “is the
epitome of clichéd romance” (Cheatham 46). The dream-reality mismatch is as true for
Hugh, who imagines the ascent of a Swiss peak as a romantic feat and one kiss as the
consummation of a grand passion.
The novel opens with Hugh Person coming into focus through his name, which
sounds like a query for identity. Who? Nobody. The book’s first line is: “Here’s the
person I want. Hullo, person!” (1). Armande first calls Hugh “You” and then ‘“Percy,
[…] since he detested ‘Hugh” (43). Baron R. makes a stab at the name’s origins:
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“Person, pronounced Parson” but Hugh corrects him. ‘“No,’ said Hugh, ‘it does not
come from Parson, but rather from Peterson”’ (31).
One gloss on Farquhar’s name coincides with the naming of Hugh, in my opinion.
Ames in his notes quotes Davidson, “The name Farquhar has the etymological meaning
‘gray clad man’ or ‘dark gray man’” (n. 11 67), which suits Farquhar as a would-be
saboteur of the Owl Creek bridge, but also as a Confederate near-ghost. If Farquhar is
dark gray, Hugh is black, the American synonym for “colored” (hue). This blackness
underlines Hugh’s opacity in a supposedly transparent narrative. Farquhar’s name may
hint at the taint of the Southern cracker’s sin of miscegenation, but Hugh’s name hints at
the “sin” of a too-intricate consciousness, the capital crime of Nabokov’s condemned
hero Cincinnatus, “the only ‘real’ character among the caricatures” (Davydov 189) in his
novel Invitation to a Beheading (1935)..
***
The Device of False Continuation of Life in Nabokov’s Oeuvre
Although Nabokov may have invoked Bierce’s famous short masterpiece for the
pleasure of his American readers, death as an ignored or denied interruption of life is a
very old story in his work. In 1924, Nabokov wrote in Russian a tale of life continuing
after death by sheer momentum (Field 85) with the same framework as “Owl Creek,”
“Details of a Sunset” (then called “Katastrofa”). A young German, Mark Standfuss, is
hit by a bus getting off a streetcar on his way to his fiancée’s. (He does not know that she
has suddenly broken off their engagement in favor of her old lover.) “The device of the
false continuation, already used in ‘Grace,’” [1924] will become a Nabokov hallmark”
(Boyd Nabokov: The Russian Years 232).
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Despite “the thick thunderbolt” from the impact of the bus that had “gone through
him from head to toe”
He saw, at a distance, his own figure, the slender back of Mark Standfuss,
who was walking diagonally across the street as if nothing had happened.
Marveling, he caught up with himself in one easy sweep (Nabokov Details
of a Sunset 23).
Even as he, like Farquhar, goes blissfully to meet his beloved (an impossibility in Mark’s
case since she has broken off with him) he is in the process of dying.
Klara herself opened the gate, and stood waiting […] She opened the door,
and Mark immediately found himself in the dining room, which struck
him as being inordinately spacious and bright (ibid 24).
Compare this with “Owl Creek.” Bierce abruptly shifts from present to past tense with
Farquhar’s death. Farquhar
stands at the gate of his own home […] As he pushes open the gate and
passes up the wide white walk, he sees a flutter of female garments; his
wife, looking fresh and cool and sweet, steps down from the veranda to
meet him. At the bottom of the steps she stands waiting, with a smile of
ineffable joy, an attitude of matchless grace and dignity. Ah, how
beautiful she is! He springs forward with extended arms. As he is about
to clasp her he feels a stunning blow upon the back of the neck; a blinding
white light blazes all about him with a sound like the shock of a cannon—
then all is darkness and silence!
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Peyton Farquhar was dead; his body, with a broken neck, swung
gently from side to side beneath the timbers of the Owl Creek bridge
(Bierce “Owl Creek” 40).
There is a similar thunderbolt in Nabokov’s story:
Mark […] sat down beside Klara, and in that same instant felt, as he had a
short time ago, a bolt of atrocious pain pass through his whole frame. He
writhed, and Klara’s green dress floated away, diminished, and turned into
the green shade of a lamp. The lamp was swaying on its cord. Mark was
lying beneath it, with that inconceivable pain crushing his body, and
nothing could be distinguished save that oscillating lamp, and his ribs
were pressing against his heart, making it impossible to breathe (Nabokov
Details 25).
Soon “Mark no longer breathed, Mark had departed—whither, into what other dreams,
none can tell” (ibid 26).
It is significant that when Mr. R. seems to call him, in the last line of the novel:
“Easy, you know, does it, son,” (104) Hugh is not dead, but dying. In Nabokov’s very
early story, Mark Standfuss is also not dead, but dying, and continues his life as if by
reflex. The narration stops on the threshold of death. As narrator, Nabokov does not
pretend “otherworldly” knowledge in “Details of a Sunset” (“whither, into what other
dreams, none can tell”). As in Bierce’s story, the perception of events is taking place in a
still living consciousness. No metaphysical or ghostly intervention is necessary in either
tale.
In Transparent Things, as in “Owl Creek,”
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The answer to the question “Do I wake or sleep?” can be delivered with
certainty only at the point where experience stops, or by an omniscient
spectator who views everything at a glance from outside experience. It is
from a safe distance of this latter position that Bierce’s reader is led to
believe that he receives his understanding of what turns out to be the last
few moments of Farquhar’s life, but the considerable impact of the story’s
close lies in the reader’s abrupt discovery that he has somehow crossed
over into the consciousness of the protagonist at the moment when all
experience ends (Ames 52).
Death is a convenient climax. Nevertheless, in Nabokov’s novella The Eye
(1930), which leads the protagonist “through a hell of mirrors and ends in the merging of
twin images” (Nabokov The Eye iii-iv), death may be buried within the narrative:
it is not even certain whether Smurov is alive or a fictional ghost, since the
story proceeds after he has supposedly committed suicide […] Smurov
tells us that he lives by a kind of psychic momentum, the same device that
Nabokov uses in his drama Death (Field 91).
Twenty-nine years later, in Ada, published right before Nabokov began writing
Transparent Things, (Boyd Garland xlvii) Van Veen shoots himself after his father
discovers his affair with his sister, and his Thunderbolt pistol turns into a comb.
He put the automatic to his head […] and pressed the comfortably
concaved trigger. Nothing happened—or perhaps everything happened,
and his destiny simply forked at that instant, as it probably does
sometimes at night, especially in bed, at stages of great happiness or great
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desolation, when we happen to die in our sleep, but continue our normal
existence, with no perceptible break in the faked serialization, on the
following, neatly prepared morning, with a spurious past discreetly but
firmly attached behind. Anyway, what he held in his right hand was no
longer a pistol but a pocket comb (Nabokov Ada 445).
Nabokov wrote the 589-page romance, Ada or Ardor: A Family Chronicle in 1969 just
before the shorter novel. The poverty of material in Transparent Things may be more
than a mere change of pace from Ada. The love affair in Ada is reciprocated and
endlessly consummated by two wealthy, intellectually superendowed siblings who finally
live happily together into their late nineties. The love affair in Transparent Things is
barely consummated, hardly reciprocated, intellectually uneven, and blighted by untimely
death. Nabokov as author may be contrasting Hugh’s unfortunate love and frightful
death with the love of the opulent Veen siblings in Ada.
Nevertheless, the distribution or concealment of death in other works like Ada and
The Eye by Nabokov raises the suspicion that the tragedy of Hugh’s fiery martyrdom
might be false. The book hints Hugh may have died in his sleep from a hidden heart
ailment waiting for Armande without awakening from his dream, his suffocation the
symptom of heart failure. “His heart was tear-shaped and undersized for such a big chap”
(101). Or the book’s death scene could be a satisfying invention to conceal the anticlimax of yet another of Hugh’s guttering relationships, and make Hugh the hero of his
own life.
***
Transparent Things as Pseudo-Memoir and Roman A Clef
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In a letter dated April 7, 1947 Nabokov wrote to Edmund Wilson about
attempting an early version of his autobiography, Speak Memory. He called it
a new type of autobiography—a scientific attempt to unravel and trace
back all the tangled threads of one’s personality—and the provisional title
is The Person In Question (The Nabokov-Wilson Letters 188).
The first part of Transparent Things anatomizes Hugh Person’s personality with
curious omissions that point to autobiography. His mother, for example, is almost absent.
So too is his uncle, for whom he apparently worked. Whole stretches of Hugh’s life are
left blank. What we do get are events or patterns emotionally important to Hugh’s
ongoing existence and shaped by it, autobiographical threads woven into a plausible
narrative.
If Hugh is the narrator Nabokov calls into question the automatic suspension of
disbelief created by the “vivid continuous dream” the reader experiences as if inside the
narrator’s mind—in this case, Hugh’s. “You” is the narrator of Transparent Things just
as you the reader is the co-narrator of any fiction. Identifying with the protagonist’s
consciousness is a trick of invisibility that hides the author—ultimately Nabokov-behind exact congruity with “you,” the narrator and you the reader. The elaborate puzzle
of the “ghost” narrator’s identity, and the juxtaposition of differing saturations of waking
and dream “reality” in the novel make the author-reader identity in all narration evident.
There is, of course, never any “factual story” behind an illusion of life composed of
language, and if Nabokov makes him the narrator Hugh is also the “inventor” of the first
half.
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Consequently, Hugh’s narrative is not the crude contrast between “the fictitious
and the factual—a contrast which after all has certain claims to artistic subtlety” (66) as
the narrator notes with irony. Rather, it subtly contrasts two kinds of invention. The
unreality of the novel’s second half is relative to the first part’s more convincing, but still
created verisimilitude.
I believe by making Hugh the narrator of his life Nabokov not only amusingly
critiques roman à clef novels, fiction “based on real life” and self-serving memoirs in
general (like R’s Tralatitions), he renders visible the selective choice of events that
creates the reader’s understanding of the psychology of a protagonist. In the first half of
the novel Hugh creates an autobiography out of data as unreliable in its own way as the
later “dream” sequence: selected events from “the pictured past” that serve the purpose of
making the dream’s tragic “involuntary” murder psychologically convincing.
Idiosyncratic sexual tone and the inclusion of personal grudges make the first part
of the narration stylistically akin to a confessional memoir like Rousseau’s. Nearly all of
Hugh’s recounted history is related to his personal or professional frustrations, losses,
somnambulism, suicidal impulses, unrealized sexual fantasies and abortive relationships.
He weaves a convincing psychobiography of himself as the tragic hero of a bleak
psychodrama that renders him liable to commit involuntary murder. To be a (fictional)
murderer of his great inamorata, Armande, is more dramatically satisfying, from Hugh’s
point of view, than to be her discarded sex partner.
The tone of this psychobiography, however, is matter-of-fact, firmly emplaced in
time and space, and seemingly objective and realistic. For example, after the Pencil
Chapter the novel’s early chapters establish the baseline illusion of a plausible and
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rational “pictured” past (1) radically and economically limited to the traumatic
circumstances of Hugh’s father’s death during a trip to Switzerland. We see Hugh’s lack
of a respected father figure and his quest for an “ideal” love object. Hugh follows a
German blonde to a photo booth the morning of his father’s death.
The thunder of a nonstop train crashed by, and magnesium lightning
flashed from the booth. The blonde in black, far from being electrocuted,
came out closing her handbag (14).
After the photo booth flash, Hugh goes back reluctantly to join his father, but
Awkward Person Senior had been struggling to push a shod foot through
the zigzag of a narrow trousers leg when he felt a roaring redness fill his
head. He died before reaching the floor, as if falling from some great
height (15).
Hugh in the “liberation” of his father’s death loses his virginity with money from his
father’s wallet. But as an orphan that night
Person felt the pull of gravity inviting him to join the night and his father.
He had walked in his sleep many times […] till finally the strange disease
had abated. Tonight on the highest floor of a strange hotel, he lacked all
protection. He closed the windows and sat in an armchair till dawn (19).
The train-woman-son-father configuration is so important that it is not until it is revived
in the similar pattern of Armande-Hugh-R. with a new, more robust father figure, R., that
Hugh’s life in a sense begins.
Ten years pass soundlessly between chapters and on Hugh’s next visit to
Switzerland we meet Armande and R. We learn about Hugh’s manqué career, including
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his current job as proofreader. Hugh is on his way to consult with the writer R. when he
meets Armande Chamar on the train. Hugh’s pursuit of her is the “plot” of the novel, and
constitutes the highly charged “present moment” for Hugh as protagonist. Just as in
Nabokov’s lengthy Ada the meetings of the incestuous lovers are out of proportion in
extent and detail to the rest of the novel, so is Hugh’s contact with Armande is of
disproportionate significance to other events in Transparent Things.
Hugh talks to Armande because she is reading R.’s new novel given to her by
Julia Moore who was also R.’s and Hugh’s lover. “She would finish it, of course, no
matter how boring” (26). Hugh falls “monstrously” in love. In his journal entry on
Armande (28) Hugh quotes “Ouvre ta robe Déjanire, / Que je monte sur mon bûcher”
identified by Brian Boyd as Alfred de Musset’s poem A Julie (“To Julie”; 1832), lines
35-36: (“Open your dress, Dejanira/ that I may mount to [be burnt at] my stake”)
[brackets in the original] (Boyd’s note on Transparent Things in Vladimir Nabokov:
Novels 1969-1974 813).
The text’s tone opens out to flights of exotic fancy and extravagant despair
distinct from the previously established, matter-of-fact tone of pseudo-memoir to
accommodate Hugh’s “schoolboy’s insane desire and a romantic tumult never felt
previously” (27). The differing saturations of reality in Transparent Things therefore
represent Hugh’s various states of mind, including “the quasi-insane state into which
sleep” puts Hugh (56). The most drastic example of this abnormal state is his
hallucinatory nightmare of murder, which is distinctly illogical and distorted. Compared
to the brilliant Armande on the train with her “adorable brown naked legs and golden
sandals,” a “lovely girl, lovely wake of the sun through semitransparent black fabric”
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(27), the Armande of nightmarish chapter 17 with her “hard, dark eyes,” (62), “disdainful
drawl” and “belly-dance contortions” (63) is a savage caricature. The loss of threedimensional characterization in the nightmare section leading up to the murder is one
indication that its events may not be occurring in Hugh’s waking world.
Masking his authorship behind the conceit that Hugh is a real person, Nabokov
nevertheless fleshes out Hugh as a character through subtle evocation of Hugh’s differing
states of perception. It is a bravura performance. In perceiving what Hugh perceives, we
become Hugh. We implicitly enter the obsessive, then claustrophobic consciousness of
the narrator; we experience his bleakness, his grandeur, and his madness as if these states
are ours because we experience them as “real.” A dreamer is convinced of the “reality”
of a dream while asleep, and most readers accept Armande’s murder as “fact.”
Despite the ecstatic aftermath of the train encounter, the next chapters wrench us
from Hugh’s new love to plunge the reader and Hugh into R.’s messy breakup with his
stepdaughter, Julia, the first interruption of Hugh’s idyll. The narration begins to
foreshadow the novel’s second half. Hugh’s obsession affects his professional judgment
and he makes the forerunner of later, fatal, dream error (which kills him). Inflamed by
Armande, he blurts out a reference to Julia Moore (32), a painful subject to R., in a
meeting with the writer. Hugh’s literary discussion of Tralatitions with R. will be
revisited and revised later (68-71)---an example of the paucity of new material in the
novel’s second half. R.’s male secretary will be replaced by a consoling copy of Julia
foretelling the “substitutes” and impersonators of Hugh’s dream.
Chapter 11 describes Hugh’s sexually disappointing (from her point of view) tryst
with Julia, and this will be echoed by the similarly disappointing intercourse on the ski
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slope with Armande. Therefore, although on the surface the narrative appears to continue
the matter-of-fact history of Hugh, it is metamorphosing and “doubling” under the
pressure of Hugh’s obsessive desire to possess Armande “his sweetheart of the morrow”
(47). According to creative time, what appears to be foreshadowing could emerge as a
back-story in Hugh’s consciousness at virtually the same moment as the rest of the
narrative.
Hugh now faces a number of obstacles, external and internal, in his plodding
pursuit of Armande, including most drastically a descent from his dream of love to
nightmare. He meets Armande’s mother but fails to reach Armande except by phone.
Armande invites him to come summer skiing on Friday. The next day, Thursday, he runs
into Armande along with Julia, who taught with her at the same girl’s school (27), at an
outdoor café in Witt. Hugh’s new amatory excitement mingles with memories of the old
sexual encounter with Julia, which include overtones of rivalry with R.
Julia is the dashing femme fatale Armande is not, but the voices and mannerism
of both girls come through vividly in the café scene, which has the immediacy of “real
time.” Despite the intrusive thrill Hugh gets from relishing his secret past with Julia he
rapturously anticipates lovemaking with Armande. She is “in a totally different class,
beyond competition” (46).
Notwithstanding the detailed, daylight tone of the Swiss café scene (44-48) Hugh
has blundered sexually and in terms of hubris into underlying sensuality, revenge,
jealousy, and decadence. This scene is nightmarishly echoed in the strangulation scene
where Armande is conflated with two other women, Guilia (Hugh’s Italian streetwalker)
and Julia.
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Julia is glad to be rid of R. “My former stepfather, thank Heavens,” she tells
Hugh (45). Arousing in Armande a mixture of chagrin and envy, Julia makes Hugh a
witness of her latest revenge against the Baron. Despite her supposed reticence, Julia
begs Hugh “to pray for her when she would be saying to that very passionate, very
prominent poet je t’aime in Russian,” a Russian poet she has not yet met! (48). This
spirit of erotic triumph and revenge is also found in the acid portrait of Armande in the
later, nightmare chapters, reminiscent of the Nighttown” section in Ulysses, and in the
numerous deaths--of Armande’s mother, of R., of Jacques (by avalanche), of the hotel
manager--in the second half of the novel.
The novel does not simply contrast daylight verisimilitude with an atmosphere of
nightmare. The nightmare itself is a descent from Hugh’s exalted dream of Rilkean
knight-errancy which stimulates his creative and recombinational imagination and differs
in tone from the everyday, corporeal café scene in which Julia lunges “with her little
spoon” for Hugh’s hot chocolate [47]).
***
Hugh’s Dream of Love
Hugh’s “Busy Witt” (74) is mysteriously occupied reworking the ordinariness of
Armande, the spite and pettiness of Hugh’s milieu, and the total incompatibility of the
young couple. Despite the scene’s brief shadow of a Julia-Armande-Hugh love triangle
Hugh is rather passive, timid in the affairs of the world, and morally mediocre
(“somehow not a very good person” [48]). He drinks too much, (a “Bloody Ivan […] a
bottle of Rhine […] and a double marc” the night he dies [100]) and leads a dependent,
peripheral, charlatanish life à la Rilke. But he has a penumbra of perception that is the
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rest of the “small part” of his wits. When Nabokov says there are no mysteries about
their employment he is disingenuous.
Just as Farquhar’s imagination flees from the scene of his execution, creating a
new world in his flight, so Hugh’s imagination in the novel’s other dream transmutes his
rather perfunctory, chronologically brief encounters with Armande into a compelling
romantic tragedy and a triumph over the constrictions of time. Under the spell of
Armande’s beauty, Hugh can unleash his excess of mental energy on a crowning work:
all-consuming love. Built into this dream is the possibility of its hopeless nonrealization. The first flush of Hugh’s passion, his enchantment with the new center of his
life, is singularly detached from the mundane.
In a letter to Rudolph Bodländer, Rilke wrote:
Renunciation of love or fulfillment in love, both are wonderful and beyond
compare only when the entire love-experience, with all its barely
differentiable ecstasies, is allowed to occupy a central position: there (in
the rapture of a few lovers or saints of all times and all religions)
renunciation and completion are identical. Where the infinite wholly
enters (whether a minus or a plus), the ah so human number drops away,
as the road that has now been completely traveled,--and what remains is
having arrived, the being! (339).
At the Swiss café, “Hugh, a sentimental simpleton […] was sorry that no music
accompanied the scene, no Rumanian fiddler dipped heartward” (48).
A violin
Yielded itself to your hearing. All this was mission.
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But could you accomplish it? Weren’t you always
Distracted by expectation, as if every event
Announced a beloved? (Where can you find a place
To keep her, with all the huge strange thoughts inside you
Coming and going and often staying all night) (Rilke 154).
Hugh “Person was prone to pilgrimages as had been a French ancestor of his, a Catholic
poet and well-nigh a saint” (86), and he translates his love-quest into a pilgrimage up the
peak of Drakonita to win his fair maiden, Armande. But his real feat will be to attempt to
redeem his well-nigh hopeless love from a nightmare of scabrous and shadowy doubt and
to retrieve from this descent something like his original ecstasy.
During the café scene—recent memory for the sleeping Hugh—his hopes are at
their height, but Hugh’s passion may be unfulfillable, a one-sided longing fraught with
desolation. Hugh’s love would probably never be sated on the physical plane due to his
dubious potency and Armande’s perverse and frigid nymphomania. It can’t be realized
on the emotional plane because Hugh “when moved to express his love […] did not know
how to look for words that would convince her” (62).
Rilke developed a nomenclature, “angels,” for unrealized desire. Haas explains:
“the angels embody the sense of absence which had been at the center of Rilke’s willed
and difficult life. They are absolute fulfillment. Or rather, absolute fulfillment if it
existed, without any diminishment of intensity, completely outside us” (Rilke xxxv).
You feel a passion for someone so intense that the memory of their smell
makes you dizzy and you would gladly throw yourself down the well of
that other person, if the long hurtle in the darkness would then be perfect
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inside you: that is the same longing. The angel is desire, if it were not
desire, if it were pure being. Lived close to long enough, it turns every
experience into desolation, because beauty is not what we want at those
moments, death is what we want, an end to limit, an end to time [emphasis
added] (Rilke xxxv).
What is left is creative desire, the will to love as an artistic act or a mythic feat.
***
The Dream Descends
After the café scene the novel conflates several painful attempts by Hugh to hike
up to the ski lodge with Armande and her party of three young males. “A fairy-tale
element seemed to imbue with its Gothic rose water all attempts to scale the battlements
of her Dragon” (51). In fact, Hugh, a smoker (50) with an “undersized” heart (101) can’t
keep up with physically fit Armande, and his triumph is a solitary one. The novel later
reiterates Hugh’s fairy-tale hikes in a dreary and lost way, without Armande (88-91).
At the exact midpoint of the novel, Hugh finally makes it to the top and celebrates
(alone) by sipping rum. Nabokov hints at artifice and bifurcation in the narrative when
“as if by a Flemish master’s hand” the ski slope becomes full of “painted little people.”
The Armande Hugh thinks he sees splits from a red figure on the slope to “appear from
another side of the terrace in glossy green nylon” (53). Then Hugh’s romantic exaltation
hits a bump.
On the way down the slope Armande allows Hugh to have cold intercourse with
her, and he romantically kisses her, in that order.
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“And now one is going to make love. I know a nice mossy spot just
behind those trees where we won’t be disturbed, if you do it quickly” […]
He was […] dismayed […] nor did she let him kiss her, or caress her
thighs. “Well, bad luck,” she said finally but as she twisted against him
trying to draw up her tights, he regained all at once the power to do what
was expected of him (54).
Armande’s romantic capitulation to Hugh is pure accident; she claims she has
suddenly broken up with Swiss Jacques, a bobsled champion, for reasons prefiguring the
later Walpurgis Night chapters: Jacques has asked her to perform sexually for him with
other men.
The next “dark” chapters 16 and 17 change the expected course of the narrative
and include surprisingly unpleasant depictions of Armande. These chapters abandon
daylight, matter-of-fact narration and disfigure Hugh’s unrealizable fairy-tale dream of
love into gross caricature. Their pornografia ritualizes and expands the exposed and
uncomfortable tone of Hugh’s sexual inadequacy on the slope of Drakonita, not Hugh’s
first such experience. After a disappointing session of Hugh’s “blundersome
lovemaking” Julia had cancelled “their next assignation at the last moment”(35).
Against this specter of failure Hugh can stake only the single post-intercourse
kiss, which from the reader’s point of view reflects not Armande’s tenderness for Hugh,
but her vulnerability over Jacques’ insulting sexual proposition.
A shiver of tenderness rippled her features, as a breeze does a reflection.
Her eyelashes were wet, her shoulders shook in his clasp. The moment of
soft agony was never to be repeated—or rather would never be granted the
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time to come back again after completing the cycle innate in its rhythm
(55).
In a forlorn pilgrimage Hugh seems to make after his “release” he verifies his love
for Armande by attempting (vainly) to re-experience “a moment of contact with her
essential image in exactly remembered surroundings” (95) the “moment of soft agony” of
their kiss on the Swiss slope. But despite a painful hike “he had not even found the spot
in the woods” where hikers “interrupted an unforgettable kiss” (94-5). A mountain mist
materializes as droplets of rain.
***
Spurious Time, Confabulated Murder in Hugh’s Dream
Once we realize disenchantment is what is at stake in the struggle between
vulnerable kiss and cold conjunction with Armande, we can discern the continuance of
the struggle in the succeeding narrative. Revulsion and despair initially have the upper
hand. At first glance, the next chapters give the impression of Hugh as a meek and
trustful husband enjoying a magically realized marriage with Armande. On closer
reading we perceive, despite protestations of his devotion, an invidious characterization
of Armande as “self-centered” nasty, envious and sexually bizarre (64), and Hugh as
wretchedly subservient and complaisant. Hugh is said to love “Armande despite her
unlovableness” (63) in “a degenerate avian performance executed by the male alone”
(63).
The succeeding narrative replaces real-life Armande with cruel caricature, a
characterization that undermines Hugh’s pretensions as a lover. Nowhere in the rest of
the novel does the shining or grumpily realistic Armande in the Swiss railway carriage of
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their meeting or of the outdoor café scene appear again. Armande’s last words belonging
to her in propria persona are “Zheniha privela, I’ve brought my fiancé” (55). They must
be her words because Armande knows Russian while Hugh does not, as we saw in the
café scene (46).
After sex on the slopes, Hugh’s apprehensive imagination transforms Armande
into an unbridled, unbalanced Termagant and projects this invidious portrait into the false
future of a hellish “marriage” with her. These later sexual scenes are saturated with
anxiety and dread, sinister versions of erotica lacking the robust voluptuousness of some
of Van and Ada’s carnal episodes. Flamboyantly twisted sexual images incorporate
jealous fantasies left over from hikes up Drakonita. They reflect poisonous suspicions of
perfidy more appropriate to a brutally discarded lover than a newly affianced one.
After the successful hike the next chapter opens on the theme of getting to sleep,
insomnia and nightmares, introduces the theme of dream-murder and ends before the
marriage takes place. “In his adolescence” Hugh countered insomnia by “repeating in
mind with metronomic precision the successive strokes of an outdoor game” (56) of
tennis including his special “Person Stroke” (57) which reminds us of “The Person Pen”
(23). (On page 74 he gives similar anti-insomnia advice to Armande.) Then we are in
prison with Hugh before the murder takes place as he recounts his habitual “grotesque
and grim nightmare making black holes in the dim pattern of life” (Nabokov Gogol 140)
to improbable psychiatrists.
In some cases he could establish a rough first draft, with versions
following in well-spaced succession, changing in minute detail, polishing
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his plot, introducing some new repulsive situation, yet every time
rewriting a version of the same, otherwise inexisting, story (59).
One of these is a nightmare of sexual inadequacy featuring “a sleeping beauty”
offered “on a platter” with a choice of phallic “tools” that could not be properly fitted to
his own anatomical system, breaking off at the burning point or snapping in two between
the legs or bones of the more or less disarticulated lady (59). The characterization of
Armande, “her sexual oddities perplexed and distressed Hugh” (65), diverts the reader
and Hugh himself from his awful suspicion that Hugh, once rejected by Julia, has been
found erotically wanting by Armande due to his “mediocre potency” (66). Hugh’s
scorching perception of Armande seems to be colored by dream-feelings of rejection.
Hugh carries into exhausted sleep his doubts about whether Armande will show up and
whether, having just had sex with her, he will be able to perform satisfactorily if she
does.
The first problem posed to dreaming Hugh, and the last to be “solved,” is the nonappearance of Armande at his hotel room that night. Apparently she promised to come to
his room: Hugh says, “she refused in advance (capricious! prim!) to stay until dawn”
(101). “Never in his life had he waited for anybody or anything with such excitement”
(102). Armande’s longed-for visit to room 313 that same night only finally takes place—
in Hugh’s imagination—on page 102. Chapters 16 and 17 babble and confabulate to
disguise the fact—from Hugh as well as the reader--that Armande has not kept the tryst
he is feverishly anticipating. The problem of the non-arrival of Armande is succeeded by
subliminal messages of danger from the fire and of choking. Hugh’s death by fire is
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nearing. At the end of the book, with the approach of those imagined footfalls (102), fire
“explodes” (103) in the room.
Eight years of spurious time are interposed between the opening sentences on
sleep in chapter 16 (a “quasi-insane state” for Hugh [56]) and Armande’s imagined
footfalls. Within this spurious time, Hugh inserts a confabulated murder to account
satisfactorily to himself for Armande’s non-appearance and (by inference) her absence
from the rest of his life.
If Hugh is dozing, some internal clock may be telling him it is too late for
Armande to come at all. In external time outside Hugh’s dream, Hugh has fallen into
exhausted, sated sleep after hiking up Drakonita and having sex with Armande; he dies
that night in a hotel fire. To reconstruct this sequence, we need to look ahead to the point
where spurious time, namely Hugh’s dream, collapses. The allegedly 40-year-old Hugh
who sinks hynagogically into a memory of awaiting Armande as he dozes off on page
102 is really 32-year-old Hugh actually awaiting her in his hotel room in the same Ascot
Hotel toward the end of the novel: “the folds of tenses are badly disarranged in regard to
the building under examination” (100). This collapse, commencing with Hugh’s transfer
in the later part of the book to his original room 313, is prefigured by three reiterations of
“eight years ago,” (95 and twice on 96). The 40-year-old Person is a dream Person, the
same who briefly contemplates the pencil on page 6 within the dream before the
exhausting labor of building a coherent story is well underway. The past, which is
memory, and the future, which is false because it never takes place, are tacked on to
either end (chronologically speaking) of this dream moment.
***
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The Dream of Jealousy
In “real life” Hugh’s recent sex-on-the-slopes, along with indigestion and alcohol,
brew nightmarish pornografia beginning with the book’s chapter 16. Hugh, anxiously
awaiting the arrival of Armande, slowly perceives through unreliable dream intelligence
insinuations of sexual corruption that preclude any honorable cohabitation with Armande.
Hugh’s dream throws up obstacles to a happy future even as the future is literally going
up in smoke.
Chapter 17 starts with “We shall now discuss love” (62) but proceeds to intensify
the previous Walpurgis Night atmosphere by tabulating a host of Armande’s frightening
qualities, and develops into a grotesque discussion of Armande’s unlovable personal
traits. In a repellent vision of marital infidelity during their supposed honeymoon (64)
Armande improbably climbs down the hotel face from a fourth floor room during a
raging storm. (In external time, this storm from Hugh’s last night on earth may be
influencing the dream.) Her adventure in the hotel descent ends when Hugh “persuaded
by now she had perished” finds her “wrapped up in a blanket smoking peacefully, supine
on the bed of a stranger, who sat in a chair by the bed, reading a magazine” (65).
Hugh’s suspicions are unverifiable, and that is part of his torment. If openly
acknowledged and given credence even in dream form they threaten his sanity like his
recurrent “avalanche nightmares at the rush of awakening” accelerating from a “trickle of
grain or fine gravel from a rift in the texture of space” (60) of meaningless “verbal
colluvia in the valleys of Toss and Thurn:”
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cobwebby, splintery, filamentary elements, confused heaps and hollows,
brittle debris, collapsing colossuses. He was finally blocked by masses of
rubbish, and that was death (60).
Although his love story is in the throes of jealous revulsion, Hugh’s dream counters this
threat of death by imposing meaning on his own terms. Unfortunately, Hugh is fatally
distracted by his internal struggle, and fails to realize, when the fire wakes him, that he is
on the third floor instead of the false future’s fourth floor (103).
In passages leading up to the murder, readers grow to realize by a trickle of
narrative details belonging to the “marriage” that Armande is having extra-marital affairs,
among them with Jacques. Readers are led to extrapolate a possible motive for
Armande’s strangulation in Hugh’s unacknowledged jealousy. Hugh seems to know that
Armande, in their first and last winter together “went to ski a few times without him, at
Aval, Quebec, or Chute, Colorado” (66) but on the night of the murder, apparently does
“not know that Jacques lay buried under six feet of snow in Chute, Colorado” (94).
When Hugh, on the dream-revisit to the Swiss slopes, attempts to recapture the
“unforgettable moment” of a kiss with Armande, he can only remember “Jacques, the
handsome Swiss boy with fox-red body hair” teased by Armande and “her flirting with
the eclectic English twins” (89). As readers we can assume Hugh expends fantasy rage
on Jacques, his rival, by burying him under a non-existent avalanche.
However, dream infidelity in the false future disguises from the reader, and from
Hugh, the suspicion that a less normal and acceptable betrayal has already taken place
that day on the slopes. Armande confided to Hugh in the cable car coming down from
Drakonika that “Jacques had demanded her presence at the onanistic sessions he held
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with the Blake twins” or “he would cease being her lover” (53). She apparently turned
down Jacques’ ultimatum. But in his dream Hugh may come to suspect that she agreed
to gratify Jacques--voyeur, sadist, or blackmailer--by publicly fucking Hugh. Armande
was the one who suggested intercourse with Hugh, she was the one who chose the spot,
and she refused to undress. If so, she has no desire to pursue romance privately with
Hugh at his hotel room that night.
This suspicion does not accord with Armande’s announcement to her mother that
Hugh is her new fiancé, but in the overheated atmosphere of nightmare, suspicion takes
on a life of its own and verifies itself. Unfortunately, Hugh adds morbid fuel to his
doubts by imagining his own compliance with Armande’s bizarre sexual demands in his
nightmare vision of a marital future. Armande “decreed they regularly make love around
teatime, in the living room, as upon an imaginary stage, to the steady accompaniment of
casual small talk” (65) or “well under the bedclothes, while she telephoned, gossiping
with a female friend or hoaxing an unknown male” (66). The framing of these particular
scenes by sexually depleted Hugh indicates that Hugh subconsciously suspects he is the
unknown male who was hoaxed during sex, an image that reduces him to a teasing
stallion for Jacques. Accordingly, Hugh’s dream is charged with frustration and
suppressed but vengeful jealousy.
However, despite the suspicions undermining Hugh’s exalted obsession, he
refuses to allow his love to be swept away by it. He camouflages the deadly possibility
that Armande may be a female Hugh, “monstrously in love” (51) with unresponsive
blond Jacques and capable of fulfilling Jacques’s oddest sexual requests, by casting
Armande in the more banal role of adulteress with himself as oblivious cuckold.
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Unaware that Hugh is the ghostly narrator of the novel, readers do not question
the reliability of the account of Hugh’s marriage, and take its depressing ribaldry for fact.
The reader is led to believe that Hugh is subconsciously aware of the betrayals that burst
out in the comically bitter third person narrative comment: “actually, as we know, she
had enjoyed full conjunction with only a dozen crack lovers in the course of three
[skiing] trips” (67).
While Hugh struggles in his sleep with the problems of Armande’s non-arrival
and his suspicions of betrayal, inexorable sensory data, subliminal messages of danger
from the fire and of choking, are woven into his dream as “Owl Creek” has “external
stimuli” woven “into the details of Farquhar’s dream narrative of escape in almost, but
not entirely, unrecognizable form” (Stoicheff 3 of 11). The pinking of water drops (78),
like the droplets of mountain mist, may be from the hotel’s failed sprinkler system..
Sensory premonitions of fire account for disguised warnings of danger in
Armande’s crazy hotel-climbing episode (64-5) and Hugh’s squeezing of a dream-girl’s
throat to hold her back from an open window in a dream-fire (81). As we find out later,
during Hugh’s death in the burning hotel he tried “to get out by climbing out and down,
but there were no ledges or balconies” (104).

The conjunction of the Doppler’s flame-

colored violet light (77) with the writhing windpipe (81) may mean that Hugh is
beginning to choke in “the asphyxiating darkness” (103) of the hotel fire.
At the first hint of black smoke and the touch of a few drops from the sprinkler
system, somnolent Hugh is threatened with what he fears most: the interruption of his
love story. Hugh wills to circumvent time in order to compensate for his disastrous life.
The future becomes the world he can invent in the short time he has left. Hugh’s stint in
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mental hospitals, prisons, etc., springs forward from the moment of “trying to awake”
from the jail of sleep, but he is entrammelled in dream-solutions to toxic dreamproblems. The reason Hugh is so thoroughly embroiled in his dream is not only that he
has temporarily lost his senses, but also because his self-doubt is multiplying in a
nightmarish phantasm of jealousy. The conflagration of jealousy ultimately becomes a
metaphor for the engulfing hotel fire.
If the narrative unfolds “in a twinkling” like Farquhar’s in a post-Drakonita
moment of Hugh’s sleeping and dreaming it follows that everyday, waking memories are
summoned to serve Hugh’s dream of love, and spring from within the dream rather than
the other way around. In this way, the dream gains the upper hand over Hugh’s wider,
denser waking experience: his “reality” is trapped in suffocating claustrophobia.
Structurally, this dream-nature of the narrative accounts for the brevity of the novel, its
severe economy, and its limited biographical investigations.
***
The Fatal Dream
Hugh is a victim of his own dream in more ways than one. His failure to wake
and to survive is due in part to the hypnotic effect of his dream, which compellingly
addresses Hugh’s deepest emotions despite its relative lack of the saturation of reality and
its improvisational, illogical nature.
Nabokov says, on dreams:
What do I mean by the ingredients of a dream? Let me make this quite
clear. A dream is a show—a theatrical piece staged within the brain in a
subdued light before a somewhat muddleheaded audience. The show is
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generally a very mediocre one, carelessly performed, with amateur actors
and haphazard props, and a wobbly backdrop. But what interests us for
the moment about our dreams is that the actors and the props and the
various parts of the setting are borrowed by the dream producer from our
conscious life. A number of recent impressions and a few older ones are
more or less carelessly and hastily mixed on the dim stage of our dream;
and if this pattern is very striking or somehow coincides with our
conscious emotions at their deepest, then the dream may be held together
and repeated, the show may run several times (Lectures on Russian
Literature 176).
The dream events in Transparent Things derive from Hugh’s waking experience
and his conscious emotions at their deepest. Only the murder chapters are not repetitions
or variants of settings, characters, and events in the novel’s “conscious” first half, Hugh’s
psychobiography, and even the murder replicates Hugh’s struggle with the lure of the
vortex after the death of his father. The dream replays Hugh’s loves, losses, and patterns
of traumatic somnambulism and suicidal despair.
Hugh is the dream-man “idiot not wholly devoid of animal cunning” whose
mental “fatal flaw” (60) is to confuse a dream substitute with the vivid Armande of
waking life. The murder is a dream event not only because it takes place in a frozen
pulse of “Doppler” time, but also because there is no recognizably human Armande in the
second half of the book, and you cannot kill a parody. The physical act of strangling
dream-Armande, who is said to have the upper-arm strength is of an “an expert rockclimber” in her “Chudo-Yudo pajama,” (64) is unpersuasive. However, the murder is
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convincing because it is emotionally charged both for Hugh and for us as co-partakers of
his psychobiography. The false murder also serves the crucial psychological function of
“preserving” Hugh’s love despite the threatened absence of Armande.
Armande’s absence—perhaps because of the storm, perhaps because she is
celebrating with Jacques—prevents her from being trapped with Hugh in the fire, but it is
his dream that really kills Hugh. He never wakes completely enough to realize he is not a
murderer. He is confused by the position of his former dream room into throwing open
the door, a fatal move (103).
***
Transparent Things’ Nightmares and Ulysses’ “Nighttown”
Textual similarities lead me to believe Nabokov had in mind the “Nighttown”
section of Ulysses by James Joyce, which he characterized as a “dream,” during the
composition of Transparent Things. The sexual imagery of Transparent Things’ descent
recalls “Nighttown’s” dizzying sexual fugues. Both Bloom and Hugh are anxious,
brilliant, underemployed males. Both are recently sexually depleted. Both are haunted
by their dead close kin, and presumably have a certain amount of guilt, including sexual
guilt. But Hugh’s guilt is exacerbated by the way his recent sexual intercourse on the
slopes works powerfully on traumatic memories generated by his sparse sexual history.
Nabokov detected an anomaly in Joyce’s narration if the “Nighttown” scene.
Although it appears to be a product of Bloom’s subconscious, in his lecture on Ulysses
Nabokov called it not Bloom’s, but the author’s hallucination because “Bloom is
perfectly sober and for the moment impotent” due to recent masturbation and therefore
does not have the libidinal energy to originate the highly erotic “Nighttown.” “To regard
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this chapter as the reactions of intoxications or lust on Bloom’s subconscious is
impossible” (Nabokov Lectures on Literature 350).
I propose to regard this chapter 12 as an hallucination on the author’s part,
an amusing distortion of his various themes. The book is itself dreaming
and having visions; this chapter is merely an exaggeration, a nightmare
evolution of its characters, objects and themes (ibid).
In the same way, I believe Transparent Things turns into a distortion of its various
themes. In this text, however, the dreamer is unmistakably Hugh. His descent into
nightmare is clearly related to his earlier psychobiography.
In Ulysses’ denouement Stephen and Bloom reemerge from the comic and
scabrous “Nighttown” section into the author’s ampler mental space. In Transparent
Things, on the other hand, Hugh is a would-be author working in dream genre (love) to
produce his masterpiece. From Hugh’s point of view, his dream constitutes the whole
text of Transparent Things, and he barely wakes to his death.

If the dream is flawed,

Hugh becomes trapped in his nightmare world with no independent ground to stand on--no lever to move his dream world. Hugh does become increasingly engrossed in his
nauseating jealousy and is granted no time to recover from it.
Chapters 16 and 17 of Hugh’s story are quasi-fantastic, inflamed, accusatory and
perverse like the sexual tone of Ulysses’ chapter 12. If Bloom is deflated for the
“Nighttown” section, Hugh is similarly exhausted from his recent intercourse on the
slopes and his strenuous hike. Accordingly, subsequent explicit sexual scenes in Hugh’s
dream reflect distaste and acedia arising from the collision between extravagant sexual
fancy and gritty gooseflesh. After possessing the young woman on Drakonita, Hugh’s
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dream-relations with her are prostrate and toxic, the opposite of a romantic hero’s. Fear
of ignominious cuckoldry by Jacques, a cuckoldry expressed more comically in the
“Nighttown” section of Ulysses, drives home Hugh’s disenchantment.
The traditional lampooning of the cuckold emerges in Bloom’s ludicrous
psychoanalysis. Hugh is also bizarrely psychoanalyzed in Transparent Things. When
Nabokov predictably (given his views of Freud) repudiates the Freudian interpretation of
the “Nighttown” section he may be thinking of its drollery and its obscenity as more
properly springing from an older commedia literary tradition.
I do not know of any commentator who has correctly understood this
chapter. The psychoanalytical interpretation I, of course, dismiss
completely and absolutely, since I do not belong to the Freudian
denomination and its borrowed myths, shabby umbrellas, and dark
backstairs (Lectures on Literature 350).
Hugh repudiates psychoanalysis too, as a contemptible inquisition. Hugh “was told what
a pity he had not seen his analyst as soon as the nightmares grew worse. He replied that
he did not own one” (60).
I am sadly happy to say, sadly proud, too, that neither the guards (some of
them humane and witty) nor the Freudian inquisitors […] broke or
otherwise changed the sad person I am (98).
Hugh’s immature sexual style is described as “a banal case of protracted erotic
itch, of lone practice for its habitual satisfaction, and of memorable dreams” (17); a
“weirdie” (59) psychiatrist implies Hugh’s latent homosexuality by saying that one type
of strangulation “consists in pressing both thumbs hard against the back of the boy’s or,
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preferably, girl’s neck” (80). In Ulysses Stephen’s medical student friend Mulligan does
the honors:
DR MULLIGAN […] Dr Bloom is bisexually abnormal.

He has recently

escaped from Dr Eustace’s private asylum for demented gentlemen. Born
out of bedlock hereditary epilepsy is present, the consequence of unbridled
lust. Traces of elephantiasis have been discovered among his ascendants.
There are marked symptoms of chronic exhibitionism. Ambidexterity is
also latent. He is prematurely bald from self-abuse, perversely idealistic
in consequence, a reformed rake, and has metal teeth. In consequence of a
family complex he has temporarily lost his memory and I believe him to
be more sinned against than sinning (Joyce 464).
***
The Dream-Driver: Guilt
Ignobly, Hugh’s entire narrative, including the psychobiography, projects real or
fancied guilt on Armande by portraying himself as a paradoxically blameless murderer
subconsciously triggered by jealousy into an unconscious act of violence. The dream
paints Armande as imperious, voracious and perverse, but insists on Hugh’s pure, selfless
love despite her unlovableness. While framing Armande’s murder as an unconscious act,
deflecting blame from himself as a murderer even in imagination, Hugh reduces
Armande to a composite with the only other women we know he possessed, a prostitute
and a cocotte. Hugh then distracts himself from the absence of the real Armande by
“defending” himself against the accusations of dream-psychiatrists that he hated her.
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By the way, when did Mr. Person begin to hate Mrs. Person? No answer.
Was hate, maybe, part of his feeling for her from the very first moment?
No answer. Did he ever buy her a turtleneck sweater? No answer. Was
she annoyed when she found it too tight at the throat?
“I shall vomit,” said Hugh, “If you persist in pestering me with all
that odious rot” (61).
Again, the pollution of Hugh’s exalted dream of love in the nightmare section of
Transparent Things may reflect a real or fancied sense of sin in waking life over the
drastically wrong turn Hugh’s sentiments took when he experienced arousal viewing
photo albums of nude pictures of ten-year-old Armande at Villa Nastia (40-1): “my
system is poisoned by her, by her twenty sisters, her twenty dwindlings in back cast, and
[…] I shall perish if I cannot have her” (42).
The contrast between Hugh’s ideal image of himself as lover and this invidious
carnal reflex may drive the engine of his guilt. As someone who expresses guilt over his
father’s death--“a lot of handwringing goes about in the dark of remorse, in the dungeon
of the irreparable” (16)—Hugh may be driven to subconsciously understand himself as
Armande’s noble murderer to plug the holes torn in his exaltation by uncomfortable
moral considerations.
Earlier Hugh noticed a “boarded, only half-completed splash pool” (38) behind
the villa, built by Armande’s dead father adjoining some children’s “camp or school”
(37), a pool that echoes R.’s seduction of his stepdaughter Julia in the tub. Hugh
“proofreads” R.’s manuscript Tralatitions the night of the “strangulation” of Armande.
Although Baron R. insists on his love for Julia in a deathbed note (83), Tralatitions
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disguises R.’s moral responsibility for their affair by painting Julia as a grand decadent.
The account of Julia and her mother “regaling their young lover with spectacular caresses
on a mountain ledge above a scenic chasm” (75) is especially revealing if we understand
it to be taking place within Hugh’s dream. It smacks less of the man-of-the-world
(improbably) publicizing his own double cuckoldry than of an erotic itch left over from
Hugh’s unsuccessful courtship of “a thirty-eight-year-old mother and her sixteen-year-old
daughter” (17).
Any inconvenient scruples or insights about Hugh’s great passion need to be
stilled just as the bedside table uncannily turning in his dream at college need to be stilled
(21) in order that Hugh may achieve the incomparable “orgasm of art” (101). The
Othello-like tragic act of killing his beloved in a dream, with epilepsy or sleepwalking as
his Iago, reasserts him as a romantic hero. He also convinces us that the murder is an
inadvertent tragedy. Hugh dreams up the psychiatrists who examine him and let him off.
However, the murder of Armande, although entirely a fantasy, may be a psychologically
true gesture. It is carried out, like R.’s symbolic murder of Julia by poison pen, in
precisely those nightmare chapters that substitute a monstrous image of Armande for the
absent girl.
Brian Boyd makes a topsy-turvy claim: “Hugh’s tragedy is that no one can see the
vitality within him—and that Armande is not even interested in looking” (“Transparent
Things” Garland Companion 119-20). Instead, it seems clear to me that it is Hugh who
is not capable of looking within Armande; what he sees of her in his dream is a distorted
mirror, and that is what he cannot face.
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Hugh’s elimination of psychological complexity from his love-object might be a
flight from the concomitant pathos on his own life. By insisting on the inviolability, the
permanence, the superhuman nature of his love, Hugh must obliterate the human (and
fragile) in Armande. A subconscious sense of this obliteration creates a murderer’s guilt,
which may in turn gives rise to a dream-murder. This moral circle, biting its own tail, is
similar to the way time in the novel bites its own tail. Armande’s murder transforms her
from a brittle nymphomaniac into an unconvincing martyr. Hugh’s artistic challenge is
then to retrieve passion from the ashes of piercing if misplaced guilt (paralleling Hugh’s
sin of misprision) and to salvage the only portion of his passion he can keep, expectation.
Hugh is wrestling with the specter of rivalry with Baron R. and Jacques when he
descends into sexual doubt after chilling intercourse with Armande. Rivalry with the
novelist Baron R. helps organize Hugh’s twinkle of perception into an artistic triumph.
His rivalry with Jacque is more sinister. Hugh can only take dream-control of the
threatened loss of Armande by corrupting her image, the aesthetic and moral equivalent
of death. The lover’s revenge of replacing the real-life beloved with a cruel caricature
disguises the powerlessness of a lover already convinced of the failure or hopelessness of
his love.
Despite his insistence on the uniqueness of his passion, Hugh banalizes Armande
by splitting their one romantic kiss off of from the grim coupling on the moss that
metastasizes into nightmarish jealousy. When Hugh attempts to recapture that kiss in his
dream he fails, not because of the nature of time, which is collapsible in his dream, but
because his feverish fantasies cancelled the chasteness of the kiss by superimposing a
sexual monster on any vulnerable, human, and broken image of Armande.
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An envisioned crime of passion in a trance conveniently explains the destruction
of Hugh’s illusion of happiness “squandered in a sick dream!” (96) without exploding the
illusion of himself as a lover in the grand tradition. Importantly it expresses Hugh’s
vexed rage (at the interruption of his dream of life!) while leaving his original exaltation,
emblematized by a single kiss, intact.
The final answer to Hugh’s self-doubt: “no manner of permanent drudgery or
temporary dissatisfaction mattered in the face of his ever growing, ever more tender, love
for his wife” (78) is unconvincing, coming as it does just before the murder (80), and
after a paroxysm of jealous detraction.
Hugh’s real flaw is a failure to imagine his beloved as a Person in her own right.
Rather than admit that Armande, too, may have a sexual idol, Jacques, and may therefore
be another Hugh, the dream shies away into melodramatic sexual betrayal and spotlights
Hugh as lurid but suffering murderer. Hugh’s impulse is to replace Armande with her
icon, a beautiful image of death, “toffee-cream neck with a tiny gold cross and a grain de
beauté. Slender, athletic, lethal!” (28). Hugh’s love is not triumphant because he can’t
get past his own trauma-born prohibitions against perceiving Armande as a fellowsufferer instead of the bearer of sexual power cast upon her by his obsession.
***
The Dragon, Time
Hugh’s real victory is over time. Hugh does succeed in returning to a moment
before Armande arrives to accept his offer of marriage, an offer she may never have
accepted, and thereby transforms his grand passion into eternal expectation, the “brink of
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bliss” with “imagined” struck out (102). In the collapsing moment before he awakes to
his death Hugh says wistfully that Armande
has just accepted his offer of marriage though he warned her that that she
overestimated a lot of things, the pleasures of parties in New York, the
importance of his job, a future inheritance, his uncle’s stationary business,
the mountains of Vermont (103).
The re-emergence of a more humanly recognizable Armande is a sign that Hugh is
beginning to awake from his purgatorial nightmare. But it is too late. A wall of flames
cuts off his return to full consciousness. At the finale the narrative seems to split
permanently into bliss and horror corresponding to the split between the kiss and the
coupling on the moss: bliss as “Armande’s footfalls approached” (102), horror as the
image of Armande as an “air hostess bringing bright drinks” on an “airplane explodes
with a roar and a retching cough” (103).
Hugh’s passion alone, without its object, is preserved. If the impulse to love (or
worship, we might say) is sacred, it deserves to be preserved. But to eternally wait for
the woman who will never show up would strike some as a melancholy fate.
***
Transparent Things and “The Return of Chorb”
What I think is a correct reading by Geoffrey Green in terms of the Eurydice myth
of another piece by Nabokov prototypical to Transparent Things, “The Return of Chorb”
(1925), the story of a man who attempts to recapture the image of his dead wife by
retracing the path of their honeymoon, seems to point to Hugh’s dream as the forlorn act
of retrieval of a deluded, unloved man who despite his hopeless situation creates a vestige
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of eternal love out of scant handfuls of real and literary memory. Hugh’s dream
pilgrimage to Witt to recapture the kiss with Armande and “achieve a moment of contact
with her essential image” (95), along with the fantasy of the “electrocution” of the
anonymous blonde on Hugh’s first journey to Switzerland, recalls Nabokov’s early
Russian story “Chorb,” published in English in “the last book he ever finished, and the
last of his books to appear in his lifetime” Details of a Sunset (Boyd Nabokov: The
American Years 654). Chorb’s wife is a luminous ghost killed touching a live power line.
Her death appeared to him [Chorb] as a most rare, almost unheard-of
occurrence; nothing, it seemed to him, could be purer than such a death,
caused by the impact of an electric stream which, when poured into glass
receptacles, yields the purest and brightest light (Nabokov Details of a
Sunset 60).
Green, quoting Freud’s “Remembering, Repeating, and Working Through,” says
that Chorb
Has been unable to establish the sequence, the necessary chain of
memories needed to bring to life the image of his wife; as a result, like
Eurydice, she dies a second death. According to Freud, “In the many
different forms of obsessional neurosis in particular, forgetting is mostly
restricted to dissolving thought connection, failing to draw the right
conclusion and isolating memories” (17)
As the protagonist Chorb repeats the honeymoon trip
He thought that if he managed to gather all the little things they had
noticed together—if he recreated the near past—her image would grow
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immortal and replace her forever. Nighttime, though, was unendurable.
Night imbued with sudden terror her irrational presence (Nabokov Details
of a Sunset 61-2).
“Like Orpheus before him, he [Chorb] requires a visual image of life, not realizing that
to look upon that which is dead kills the possibility of its life” (Green 16). At the end of
the story, Chorb is spending the night with a whore who resembles his wife—and his
anxious in-laws, uniformed of the death, burst in on the two of them.
Hugh’s real crime is not murder but his dream’s forgetfulness and lack of
imagination in reducing Armande to an image to fit his own needs. Similarly, in an early
novel of Nabokov, King, Queen Knave (1928) when the protagonist Dreyer meets an old
mistress, Erica, she says of his wife:
You love her—oh, ardently—and don’t bother about what she’s like inside
[…] You seat a person on a little shelf and think she’ll keep sitting like
that forever. But you know she tumbles off and you think she’s still
sitting there, and even when she vanishes you don’t give a hoot (175).
Dreyer is unaware that his wife is having an affair with his nephew, and plotting to kill
Dreyer. In “Katastrofa,” the happy lover “Mark gets killed on the very day he would have
found out his fiancée had left him for another man” (Boyd Nabokov: The Russian Years
232). The protagonist Smurov of The Eye plans to commit suicide after being caned by
an angry husband (Nabokov Eye 27). Later, after a futile declaration of love (Eye 105)
witnessed by his rival, he returns to his old room to check the bullet hole in the wall, to
reassure himself that he is really dead (Eye 109). The Eye ends with:
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I am happy that I can gaze at myself, for any man is absorbing […] And
what do I care if she marries another? Every other night I dream of her
dresses and things on an endless clothesline of bliss, in a ceaseless wind of
possession, and her husband shall never learn what I do to the silks and
fleeces of the dancing witch. This is love’s supreme accomplishment
(114).
Hugh attempts to complete his dream of love whether he has Armande present in
person or not. If he cannot successfully court Armande in the common time of the
external world, he circumvents time. Hugh’s troubling nightmare digression slows down
the approach of his end in the same way Farquhar’s fugue defers the prisoner’s jerk at the
end of the rope. It also disguises from Hugh his missed rendezvous with Armande (and
with happy life) until flames reach Hugh’s hotel room.
If Transparent Things is an arc in consciousness in a shortened life it is another
example in Nabokov’s oeuvre of the (sometimes diabolical) compensatory power of art.
The longed-for kiss was the apex of Hugh’s nearly finished life; the moment of Hugh’s
triumph when Armande appears in her ski gear and says it is all over with Jacques is
exactly midway through the book. At that point then, we have the folding out of Hugh’s
story into a bifurcated mirror image, a butterfly fillet that replicates and elaborates its
themes, which remain poignantly unfinished. Once the confabulated eight years of the
dream have collapsed, we see the second half of the novel for what it is: Hugh’s dream
recombination of recent memories that “double” waking life.
Nabokov
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Certainly owes something to Henri Bergson, at the peak of his popularity
and influence in the mid-1920’s, and the sudden prominence in […] “The
Return of Chorb” […] of the contrast between space and time strongly
suggests Nabokov’s recent exposure to Bergson, whom he read avidly in
his years of European exile (Boyd Nabokov: The Russian Years 294).
Like Bierce, Nabokov has reproduced in his narrative Henri Bergson’s perceptual motion
of doubling.
Recollection is part of “ ‘a double movement,’ whereby consciousness
moves into the past […] while the memory itself moves toward the
perception of present consciousness […] Bergson suggests that perception
projects a double of itself toward memory” (Durie 159).
The novel’s structure replicates this looping of consciousness even as Hugh’s
time is running out. Hugh’s nightmare-elongated consciousness creates a linear story that
bends back on itself to form a complete circle. We identify this elongation of
consciousness with a flash of inspiration because the seemingly solid, materialized
history of duration unfolds from Hugh’s twinkle of brief attention toward a pencil. The
perceptual time thus gained keeps Hugh’s illusion of love alive in shadow form in his
vision of marital bliss, a bliss that explodes in a fiery furnace.
The sexual tone of Hugh’s nightmare is at first flat, and erotically and emotionally
repellant. Sex with Armande had been deflating. By the end of the book Hugh is in a
state of uncontrollable excitement: “never in his life had he waited for anybody or
anything with such excitement. His brow was moist, he had the shakes.” What Hugh is
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really awaiting is the “orgasm of art,” “her now indelible dawning through the door”
(102).
His dream makes Hugh an artist, but Hugh as an artist presents Armande not
vivified but instead rewritten, preserved and removed from life. The diminution of
Armande to mere approaching footfalls is the process of replacing the real presence of
Armande with Hugh’s permanently expectant grand passion, more satisfying to the artist
in him than the image defaced in his nightmare descent.
The book is one moment of artistic perception spun into a vertiginous circle of
time, which explains the “triumphant vegetables whirling faster and faster around a
nightshirted boy trying desperately to awake from the iridescent dizziness of dream life”
(104). Similarly, as Farquhar falls spinning to his death he
felt himself whirled round and round—spinning like a top. The water, the
banks, the forests, the now distant bridge, fort and men—all were
commingled and blurred. Objects were represented by their colors only;
circular horizontal streaks of color—that was all he saw. He had been
caught in a vortex and was being whirled on with a velocity of advance
and gyration that made him giddy and sick (Bierce “Owl Creek” 39).
Hugh’s dizzy struggle finally is with his own abortive destiny, his inability to produce
love and meaning in his waking life.
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this post-9/11 moment which we now inhabit: a moment of a resplendent patriotism licensing police
powers that more than permanently disrupt/deconstruct civil liberties, but couched in discourses of
national security forecloses the possibility of intelligent debate or criticism toward the Administration.
What becomes most palpably evident in Freud’s writings are the risks of mobilizing public support
for State practices through patriotic rhetoric: the inevitably furious fervor is as implacable as it is
intractable, failing to diminish in the moment when warfare seemingly ends, but dangerously lingering
instead. His theorizations do not simply help to explain the psychosis of post-Reconstruction white
supremacy, the exclusionist immigration politics of the early 20th century, McCarthyism, or Cold War
politics, they also begin to help us assess the relationships between U.S. domestic practices and
international interventions today: as much as ethnic paranoia and racial profiling have always
participated in policy making, it continues today as part of a larger global transition in governance
practice that relies upon modes of incarceration to regulate and contain civil bodies. To this end the
intra-colonial practices effectively launched against blacks within Chicago in 1919 and the occupation
of Haiti serve as case studies for our contemporary moment.
Reading through the social histories of the Chicago race riot (1919) and America’s first Haitian
occupation (1915-1933), this essay demonstrates the shared relationship between blacks in and
beyond America’s geopolitical borders, demonstrating the imperialist practices of a United States that
could imagine Chicago as its Heartland and Haiti as the outer most limits of its geographical claims.
Focusing in particular on the drowning of a young boy whose body floating across an imaginary line
of segregation instigated the riot, and the shaping and (re) aestheticization of these events in the literal
and figural cultural maps produced around the riot, this essay articulates the deliberate ungrounding
of blacks within the U.S., an ungrounding that both denaturalizes and political likens
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the black U.S. body to the colonized Haitian body. The cultural history of the race riot read in
conjunction with the cartographic projects of Lothrup Stoddard; the Paris Peace Conference (1919);
the second Pan African Congress (1919); the first occupation of Haiti (1915) and the Congressional
Hearings that ensued; the foreign diplomacy of Woodrow Wilson; the travel writings of James
Weldon Johnson, W.E.B. DuBois, and National Geographic; and the war essays penned by Sigmund
Freud, reproduce a critical terrain disclosing the modes of violence used to create and sustain a
national geography through a politics and violent exercise of alienation. Indeed, as this paper
suggestively borrows its title from the Insular Cases of the 19th century, patriotic rhetoric stabilizes
categories of otherness to such an extent that even our citizens are marked as aliens in a
denaturalization so complete that not only human rights but also human life is sacrificed. Building on
the work of geographers Neil Smith and Cindi Katz, Freudian psychoanalytic theory, the legal
theories of Jonathan Simon, African American intellectual history and cultural criticism, this essay
rethinks the saliency of the Insular Case logic-- “domestic in a foreign sense”-- for our post-9/11
world.
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Jeanine Wagner, soprano, and Margaret Simmons, piano, have been compiling art
songs by contemporary African American composers since 1997. The project has
resulted in a plethora of contacts with composers across the country. Until
this time, Willis Patterson’s Anthology of Art Songs by Black Composers,
copyright 1977, represented the most recent publication of a variety of works by
this long-neglected group of composers. The presenters have collected over a
hundred songs from current composers and presented recitals of these works
nationally and internationally. Their research has resulted in an anthology of
38 selected songs by well-known and previously unpublished composers to be
released Spring 2004 by Southern Illinois University Press.
Professors Simmons and Wagner’s presentation will consist of a performance of
art songs composed since 1970 by composers represented in the Anthology of Art
Songs by Contemporary African American Composers. The recital will include
verbal program notes commenting on the music, song text and research process.
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Self Consumption: Myth, Media and Food
Background
In the past few decades, no one has really questioned that there is much in
George Orwell's 1984 and Aldous Huxley's Brave New World that is relevant to
the contemporary sense of self. In Brave New World, people are motivated
entirely by a controlling web of mass consumerism, while in Orwell’s dystopia,
the alarm of cognitive dissonance, caused by the discrepancies between how
people feel and how they are told they feel, and what they see and what they are
told they see, becomes neutralized as “double think.” In these novels, as now,
the specious nature of “common sense” becomes clear. The term is an empty
container, waiting for whatever is common to fill it. When intuition is no longer
the product of internal logic but of external manipulation, the container becomes
a crucible. The human mind is an amazing thing: double-think allows the real
(empirically verifiable) and unreal (willful negation of the real) to coexist
simultaneously in a single being. It is not a very comfortable fit, but consumer
society is strongly motivated to ease the way.
In our world, corporate conglomerates also operate on a meta-level where they
can observe and devise the most successful methods for manipulating
consumers into buying product. The McLuhanesque vision, according to which
electronics are an extension of the human, has been replaced by the postMcLuhan belief that the human body is an extension of the electronic machine
(Kroker, 1996). Young people, who have grown up being bombarded from every
side with ever altering media, are entrapped in their own version of double-think;
they embrace the disjunction between what they are being told and what they
have experienced. They do not address this incongruity by attempting to
assimilate television texts into a coherent world-view, instead they are
assimilated by these texts and proceed to project constructed values onto the
real.
And how can we blame them? As Neil Postman points out in Amusing
Ourselves to Death (1985), television drama--no matter how biased or dark it
may be--poses less of a threat to our well-being than the evening News or
television documentaries, which by their very definition promise honesty. No one
wants to believe that the News is ‘sold’ to promote ratings, or that television
exists at the whim of the propaganda machine. Likewise, in the world of
advertising, and especially in advertising aimed at children, why should the voice
of authority be questioned or analyzed? If having hot cereal for breakfast
assures popularity, or pizza snacks promise outstanding physical prowess, why
argue? What child would cry out for broccoli in the face of such bounty?
Western culture is one in which the concepts of food and eating are inseparable
from a rich mythology which both promotes and obscures associated social
values. The single most important act of piety in the dominant Western religion is
one in which individuals partake of the body and blood of their Lord and Saviour.
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We hold the myth of communion above the ritualistic consumption by a variety
aboriginal tribes of the brains and other parts of their departed loved ones in the
hopes that they might perpetuate their spirits. Our myth isn’t even a myth, and
neither is theirs; theirs is savagery, ours is creed. And none of this has anything
to do with the wicked stepmother’s barbaric desire to consume the lungs and
liver of Snow White. That was a fairy tale.
The evil queen’s intentions, however, turn out to be no less rational than those
encouraged by today’s media. Realizing her own lack, the aging wife had hoped
to ingest something crucial from “the fairest in the land” which might transfer the
desired qualities from her banished rival back to herself, at last affording her the
security with the King which she so desperately sought. This line of reasoning
makes considerably more sense, as a matter of fact, than that which one day
sanctifies the beatifying powers of pudding, and the next day miraculously shifts
the miracle to cheese snacks.
The much maligned queen in Snow White is actually an appropriate metaphor
for today’s beleaguered consumer. The queen is tricked by the huntsman
(merely an extension of the masculine powers of the King), and instead of Snow
White’s lungs and liver, she is brought those of a wild boar, which she
enthusiastically consumes. What does it mean? What effect does this sleight of
hand have on the Queen? Well, it really doesn’t mean anything and it really has
no effect on the Queen until she is again alone with her magic mirror. In Snow
White, as with many fairy tales about royal mothers and daughters, the King is
conspicuous in his absence. All this fuss about jealousy and attention; it is worth
killing to become the “fairest in the land.” We can only guess that the looking
glass speaks with the King’s voice, and it is only when she is informed that she is
no longer the best that the Queen becomes insanely consumed by what she
eats. A simple reversal of syntax says it all. Perhaps, once, food was for
consumption. Now, we are consumed by it. Children, as we said above, do not
correct media information to make it fit their own observations and experiences,
they do the opposite. They sacrifice the testimony of their senses to the voices
of strangers. As with the Queen, they hope, they expect, they believe, that they
are getting something that will make all the difference in the world to them. And
they are. By consuming food that not only fails to make them physically
appealing but is very likely to make them the opposite, they become traumatized
and neurotic, running back and forth between a looking glass and a television
set, neither of which is sympathetic.
Symbolically, perhaps, they have partaken of the wild boar, but it has been
pointed out that at the beginning of the story of Snow White, the Queen is looking
out the window, she still has prospects. “To be caught and trapped in a mirror
rather than a window, however, is to be driven inward, obsessively studying selfimages as if seeking a viable self” (Gilbert and Gubar 37). Today, the mirror has
become a “flickering screen” (Subrahmanyam K, Kraut R, Greenfield P, et al.,
2001)
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A bizarre example of food- and body-related competition has appeared on a rerun of The Simpsons. Homer is shown at a men’s clothing store, with a close-up
shot of his abdomen protruding below his shirt accentuating his obesity. His final
clothing choice was the stereotypical tent dress.
HOMER: I don’t want to look like a weirdo. I’ll just go with a muu-muu.
(Camera shot cuts to close up on Homer’s head with peaked cap. Zoom
out to show he is wearing a muu-muu – bright blue with red flowers. A
woman and child on the sidewalk stop and stare after him.)
Such scenes establish that larger body sizes are not something to aspire
towards. Yet, Homer Simpson’s “quest to be the world’s heaviest man” countered
this concept by suggesting that social adulation could be obtained if body size
were extreme. While this animated series intended to show a satire of life
achievements, it also manipulated social custom regarding acceptable body
shapes and sizes.
In this episode, Homer’s role as the antithesis of a “real man” was very evident.
Homer’s quest illustrated the role of the human body as a social commodity.
While larger male bodies are perceived to be powerful, there is a point beyond
which male largeness seems to be equated with weakness and femininity. This
lack of masculine characteristics was punctuated by the choice of a flowered tent
dress for clothing. Homer’s thesis, though, was that there was yet another body
size boundary that, if crossed, would bring some sort of positive social
recognition. His obsession with achieving an unrealistic ideal is not unlike that of
many North American women who desire to be unrealistically thin or men who
strive to be unnaturally muscular.
Much of television programming stresses eating for body aesthetics over eating
for health reasons. In the productions, body is revealed in two ways – the
absence of clothing and the tightness of clothing. Visual images from Friends, for
example, are of slim young adult females dressed in snug-fitting skirts and
sweaters which are often of abbreviated length – mini skirts and crop tops. Such
images support the traditional concept that women have depended on their
appearance for social power. This is a referent system that has proved lucrative
for advertisers of a vast array of image and beauty related products, including
food products. Commercials often contain camera shots of slim women, yet also
use close-up shots of thighs, waist, upper-arms and neck – body parts which
may create anxiety over size and shape. Combined with printed and spoken
messages, often about low fat foods, advertisers make use of body image
insecurity among women to sell a product. It is possible that this is part of North
American society’s commodified youth culture. From critical analysis this has
been stated as the “decadence of [viewers] obsessed with the manufactured
trivia of the youth industry” (Rowe, 1995). Such televised images may result in a
continued abhorrence of aging and all it entails – again, like the Queen in Snow
White, an attitude that over-values physical appearance.
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The proportion of portrayed prime-time television program and commercial
characters with body types above a healthy weight range has not truly reflected
the non-mediated world. Studies from the 1970s and the 1990s (Wadsworth,
1997), have shown similar views of body size distributions that are out of line with
the real world picture. These portrayals of a lesser proportion of characters with
larger body sizes than actually exists may result in viewer attitudes that few
individuals in society actually are overweight or that few televised images match
what viewers see in the mirror or at the mall. Such attitudes can affect perception
of self worth, self body image and acceptance of the rising trend in North
American obesity across age groups and genders. This may be one of the
media’s greatest mythical creations – that the stereotypical constructions of
magazines, television, movies and music videos accurately represent reality.
Is there anything more important than what we eat and how we eat it? It would
seem not, and now it is very easy to spread that message. Folktales and cultural
stories, once handed down through an oral tradition, are now propagated via
electronic media. Recently social scientists have brought our focus away from
ad makers back to those affected by them, in the case of the proposed study,
child audiences. Studies of Saturday morning children’s television broadcasts
have provided examples of numerous messages and stories about food, nutrition
and self. Food consumption is portrayed as a consequence free activity with no
anticipated health outcomes -- either positive or negative. Yet, there are implied
‘magical’ consequences in mediated food and nutrition messages including
promises of popularity, beauty, and success. Thus, these food related messages
become a modern version of myth, also promoting sexually stereotyped images,
which provide children and youth with exposure to unrealistically slim heroines
and preposterously muscular heroes as role models. These “ever-shrinking”
images of femininity and excessively sculpted maleness (Graydon, 1997) are
often isolated as the perpetuating factors for the development of negative body
image among young people. In time, these feelings may lead to eating disorders
and steroid abuse by youths and adults alike -- symptoms of the widespread
yearning for an impossible ideal that, once achieved, might make one’s life
perfect. In the range of body sizes and shapes television offers, larger bodies,
even those in a healthy weight range, tend to be under represented; that is,
children are not provided with portrayals which accurately mirror reality.
Mere exposure to mediated messages affects message recipients. Increased
exposure can increase chances of knowledge acquisition and communicate
social expectations for behaviour. Repeated exposure to a message can impact
an individual’s decision to adopt the portrayed behaviour, as well as create social
discourse on the subject of the message. Such discussion can result in further
diffusion of the message through secondary channels, validate or reinforce the
message, or lead to message rejection (Hornik, 2002).
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Mass media messages can create these effects via one or more of three main
mechanisms. An individual can be directly affected according to the Individual
Effects Model. Mediated messages can be further spread through other media,
social discourse and opinion leaders as recognized by the Social Diffusion
Model. Through the Institutional Diffusion Model, communications which identify
problems and potential solutions can prompt social power brokers to introduce
policy and regulation to minimize the impact of the problem (Andreasen, 2002).
Purpose and Research Methodology
According to social expectation theory, youth or those with less life experience
are most vulnerable to the influence of media-presented behaviour and attitude
models (White, 1995). This susceptibility leads to acceptance of stereotyped
ideas of behaviour patterns of societal sub-groups. Thus, developing children,
adolescents and the socially isolated are at greatest risk of possible ill effects of
food messages portrayed on television. Therefore, our future work in this area
will address a database of Saturday morning children’s television consisting of
four time points over a 15-year timeline (1989, 1994, 1998, 2003) from four
Canadian networks (CBC, CTV, YTV, Global). The semiotic analysis will
deconstruct food and health message content to discern the mythological
qualities present. It is key to this analysis that the realms of the “Sciences” and
the “Arts” combine to fully describe the televised message content. Traditionally,
these two areas of study have used language very differently to describe and
explain phenomena (Black, 2003). Yet, neither alone can adequately represent
the content of the mass medium of television – itself a collaboration of Art and
Science. So, as McLuhan inquired decades ago, “How are we to get out of the
maelstrom created by our own ingenuity?” (Macleans, 2003). Our response
encompasses an interdisciplinary, collaborative approach.
The theoretical approach applied in this study will be influenced by the media
theories of Marshall McLuhan, who held that media mould or shape meanings
that become the bases of the way people see themselves and the world around
them. George Gerbner, building on the Social Cognitive/Learning Theory of
Bandura, developed a method of media analysis using Cultivation Theory. This
theory sees media’s role as that of a socialization agent based on the premise
that exposure to media increases the likelihood of development of conceptions of
self and the world that mirror what is seen in the media. Thus, it becomes
important to study media as collective symbolic environments consisting of
recurrent messages with underlying patterns or dictated structures (Signorielli,
2001).
Summary
Time spent with the mass media has increased as technology has presented
newer forms of electronic devices. In fact, few people of any age group can
escape exposure to the mass media’s “vivid and recurrent patterns of images,
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information, and values” (Signorielli, 2001, p. 341). For centuries, belief systems
and behaviour codes were transmitted by the rhythms and repetitions of an
entrenched oral tradition. With the spread of the written word and mass literacy,
contracts and constitutions became the gate-keepers. Education was provided by
narrative texts, which particularized what were held to be universal truths.
Today, the outlets for media resemble nothing so much as Hydra’s heads: the
incomprehensible ubiquity of communication technology has made the concepts
of a gate-keeper, a law giver, or even parental guidance, obsolete. The monster
cannot be stopped, but we can still try to build a better cage. Our project aims to
better understand the power of the media, in order to promote a new kind of
literacy and consumer education. Perhaps this is part of the first step on the way
back to McLuhan’s vision in which we, and not our unfathomable creation, take
control once again.
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MAKING ART TO ENHANCE CONCEPTUALIZATION IN EDUCATION
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The combination of visual and kinesthetic responses that contribute to the artmaking process elicits a different kind of thinking and understanding than our usual
verbal processing does. Stimulating the more right-brained kind of exploration that art
making provides, compared to a written paper for example, broadens and deepens a
student’s comprehension. The creativity that is fostered in this way also builds upon
itself in developing creativity further, both in art and in broader realms of thinking.
Utilizing art expands what may be a more narrow linear mode for some students and
enables them to look at issues from various perspectives. The art also provides a focus
for meaningful classroom discussion.
This presentation will include ways art making may be used in training with slides
that show the kinds of learning they foster. Some of the art activities are quick,
spontaneous classroom projects. Others are more elaborate assignments to be done
outside of class. Various art media are used, including both two- and three-dimensional
art projects. Examples will demonstrate the exploration of various theoretical concepts
through art expression.
This process may be applied to a range of theoretical concepts from various
disciplines.
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So-Do-My Sisters: The Uses of History in Mark Ravenhill’s Mother Clap’s Molly House.
In February 1726 a squadron of constables raided Mother Clap’s establishment, a
“molly house” catering to homosexual men, and forty men were taken into custody.
While many were eventually released, several were tried, and three men were hung for
their commission of the crime of sodomy. The events of nearly three centuries past are
cleverly dramatized in Mark Ravenhill’s Mother Clap’s Molly House. How accurate is
Ravenhill’s depiction of cross-dressing men who discover family and a sense of
belonging in the lace and silk folds of their female personas? What evidence is available
that actually sheds light on the hidden subculture of the sodomite in Enlightenment
England?
My paper explores Ravenhill’s interpretation of the “molly house” subculture,
looking specifically at ways in which he uses dramatic license to manipulate historical
sources to weave his tale of identity construction.

Using historical accounts from

numerous sources, including Rictor Norton, Randolph Trumbach, and Tom Betteridge, I
plan on looking at the historical accuracy of Ravenhill’s portrayal of early eighteenthcentury England and the subculture of the “mollies.” Simultaneously using Judith Butler,
Michel Foucault, and Karl Marx, I plan on interrogating the history of sodomy and the
third gender in Enlightenment England by incorporating contemporary theories of
gender, sexuality, and capitalism in order to discover enlightenment attitudes towards
sodomy, and the third gender through a twentieth-century frame. Can we trust historical
accounts of the crime of sodomy enough to presume an accurate portrayal, or does
Ravenhill merely supply, through artistry and fictional narrative, certain key missing
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pieces? What does Ravenhill leave out of or add to his dramatization that potentially
problematises the historical account? On the other hand, does the historical material
sufficiently support his political agenda, or for that matter, the commercial viability of
Mother Claps’ Molly House as a theatrical commercial commodity?

Do historical

inaccuracies matter if a play is dramatically engaging, and is there a point where the play
ceases to be historical?
Ravenhill has created a depiction of both enlightenment England and
contemporary queer subcultures in order to explore ways in which the past metadramatically allows us to view the present in a different light. Ravenhill’s success may or
may not be directly related to the accuracy of his portrayal of history, yet how should
historical accuracy and a contemporary political agenda balance in the dramatic equation.
History used as a dramatic source, can allow a close interrogation of the historical
subject. In addition, it can provide a frame through which the present can be viewed
critically by establishing a certain amount of distance from the object of critique. My
paper will assess Ravenhill’s attempt to master this balancing act in Mother Clap’s Molly
House.
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As American As Mom and Apple Pie:
Richard Greenburg’s Take Me Out, Patriotism, and America’s Crisis of
Masculinity.

Richard Greenburg’s 2003 Tony Award winning play Take Me Out posits that
baseball is the perfect form of democracy: every player has an equal opportunity to
strikeout, there are no time limits, and when all of the planets align themselves, it is
possible to hit one out of the proverbial ballpark. Take Me Out is the right play at the
right time in American dramatic and cultural history. The main character, a star baseball
player of mixed race, comes out of the closet and causes a rip in the fabric of American
masculinity. Performances in the summer of 2003 have been against the backdrop of the
Supreme Court sodomy decision, the phenomena of Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, the
creation of the Jessica Lynch rescue, as well as homophobic rhetoric from the right
asking for a Constitutional Amendment banning same sex marriage. A hemisphere away,
in another theatre, men and women are in a battle for their lives in the war against terror.
This paper will look at the summer of 2003, using Greenburg’s play as well as
current events to explore the relationship between patriotism, sexuality, and the unnatural
fear many in this country have of the subversive “homosexual” agenda.

I plan on

presenting a close textual analysis of Take Me Out, juxtaposing Greenburg’s words with
the events of 2003, both pro- and anti-queer, in an attempt to better understand the world
in which we live. Using theorists such as Ann Pellegrini, David Savran, Judith Butler,
and Andrew Sullivan, as well as current events, I plan on interrogating the current issues
of masculinity, war, and popular culture using the American Stage as a spring board for
further analysis. This paper will pose questions about the way we live now in an attempt
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to open a line of dialogue about the crisis of masculinity in the United States in the post
9-11 world.
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La paradoja de madre y amante: Una visión cultural de la mujer como madre en
Rayeula
Literature allows us to see a society through what is written, the way it is written
and what is not written. It shows us a specific culture, history and system of power. The
book Hopscotch (Rayuela in Spanish) written by Julio Cortázar uses Modernism to break
certain discourses but leaves other systems intact. Cortázar writes in protest of the
feminist movement. He is able to use Modernism to manipulate many systems of thought
but has decided to reinforce woman’s traditional role in society and literature. Woman is
not allowed to participate and not allowed to speak. The Brazilian Modernist Movement
frees many discourses as does Cortázar in Rayuela but Oswald de Andrade allows for
woman’s liberation. Andrade takes the discourse utilized by Freud and sets it free
through the idea of the cannibal in his Manifiesto Antropófago. The cannibal devours
culture, taking on those qualities that are pleasing. It is the end of patriarchy. The
woman can now be whatever she wants, be it mother, lover or many other things. She
now has a voice.

La paradoja de madre y amante: Una visión cultural de la mujer como madre en
Rayuela
por
DAWN MARY VOKES
Michigan State University
La literatura nos permite ver una sociedad particular. Vemos tanto lo que está escrito
como la manera en que está escrito y lo que no está escrito. Nos muestra una cultura, la
historia y un sistema de poder específico.
Hoy en día muchas mujeres expresan su disconformidad cuando oyen el nombre de
Sigmund Freud. Es cierto que las ideas de Freud son las de una sociedad patriarcal en los
primeros años del siglo XX pero sin este discurso no dispondríamos de muchas alternativas
en la lucha en contra de la visión masculina de la mujer en la literatura. Freud da una manera
ver los arquetipos femeninos (madre, bruja, ángel, monstruo); la verdad es que la visión
femenina se confunde frecuentemente con la idea del poder y del deseo. Vemos sus ideas en
el psicoanálisis. Él plantea una manera de ver la humanidad a través de nuestra sociedad y
de nuestro subconsciente. Las caracterizaciones de mujeres mediante de los arquetipos
femeninos y el estudio de Freud nos ayudan a analizar el conflicto que un hombre tiene con
el poder, el deseo y la mujer.
Tanto los hombres como las mujeres comparten identidades muy complejas. Cada
individuo contiene una identidad que puede albergar muchas contradicciones. Por eso, está
claro que las relaciones entre los hombres y las mujeres desembocan en conflictos también.
Vemos reflejado esto en la opinión tradicional de las mujeres en la literatura. Si fijamos
nuestra mirada en la literatura para una explicación de las mujeres en la sociedad latina
vemos que ocupan los mismos espacios que habían ocupado desde la primera palabra escrita.
Analizo el papel de la mujer como madre que plantea Julio Cortázar en su libro Rayuela
dentro del marco del Modernismo Brasileño de Oswald de Andrade en 1928 que ofrece una
alternativa al sistema binario que encontramos en Rayuela. Cuando tenemos en cuenta la
representación de la mujer en el papel de la madre vemos que esta visión es diametralmente
opuesta a aquella creada por los hombres. Es necesaria una liberación completa de los
papeles tradicionales tanto para los hombres como para las mujeres. Esto sólo es factible
mediante el cambio del sistema de poder para lo cual las mujeres no pueden permitir que los
hombres las definan ya que éstas pueden hacerlo a sí mismas.
Rayuela es una obra muy compleja. Mucha gente la considera como un libro de
libros. Por eso es conveniente usar la rayuela como un símbolo para centralizar el discurso.
Entones hay dos espacios importantes: la tierra y el cielo. El libro habla sobre
construcciones del hombre de su mundo y la posibilidad trascender nuestra existencia.
Sigmund Freud combina estas ideas también. Freud miró la vida del hombre y el
mundo del sueño que está entre los dos mundos. Él usó esta idea del sueño que surgió justo
antes en el movimiento del Modernismo. Después del Modernismo Freud combinó estos
dos mundos crear un discurso de uno desde el otro. Es decir que Freud creó la vida del
hombre a través del mundo del sueño.
Después de Freud apareció un discurso que combina las ideas del Modernismo y las
de Freud. Vemos este discurso en el Modernismo Brasileño con Oswald de Andrade que

trata de escapar del sistema patriarcal en su Manifiesto Antropófago que escribió en 1928.
Andrade juega con la teoría freudiana que crea la “otra” que es la mujer. Explica Beth
Vinkler: “[t]he manifesto depicts a utopian matriarchy, the diametric opposite of the
patriarchy, free from symbolic language, sexual repression, and proprietary conflict, all of
which Oswald associates with the castration threat and consequent separation of Mother and
Son .” (106) ¿Necesitamos cambiar nuestro lenguaje o nuestra manera de pensar? Es obvio
que Andrade se basa en la idea que Freud desarrolla en su “Totem and Taboo”. Tanto en este
trabajo como en Rayuela vemos el funcionamiento del sistema patriarcal. Se utiliza una
lógica específica para reforzar el orden deseado. El canibalismo y el sistema que considera
el canibalismo como taboo son sistemas patriarcales. Entonces, ¿por qué uno vale más que
otro? La lógica social se emplea para valorar un sistema sobre el otro. En este caso es la
perpetuación de la reproducción. ¿Hay algo de malo en una sociedad caníbal? Lo colectivo
se erige como una entidad más importante que el individuo. Se establecen razones muy
productivas según la lógica colectiva para la utilización del canibalismo. El problema surge
en su forma social, o mejor dicho, religiosa. Las prácticas del canibalismo sobreviven en
otro sistema de creencias. Este sistema de creencias prescinde de los códigos morales del
sistema social de los que se nutre la religión. La religión, como sabemos, se apoya en fuertes
convenciones morales. Las creencias pueden ser muy diferentes como las entre el
colonizador y el colonizado pero todas están basadas en la razón que sirve a su vez para
perpetuar en el poder: la ley del Padre. Es decir que vemos ambos sistemas del punto de
vista del sistema dominante. El advenimiento de la organización social, las restricciones
morales y la religión. Así, Andrade trató de destruir el sistema binario que existía y existe
todavía. Según Leslie Bary: “Oswald de Andrade’s Cannibalist Manifesto is a theory of
cultural “cannibalism” that “challenges the dualities civilization/barbarism,
modern/primitive, and original/derivative, which had informed the construction of Brazilian
culture since the days of the colony.” (33) Bary también dice que este caníbal de Andrade
“neither apes nor rejects European culture, but “devours” it, adapting its strengths and
incorporating them into the native self.” (36) En Rayuela seguimos con el sistema patriarcal
de Freud. En este sistema la mujer no tiene una voz.
¿Puede la mujer hablar? (NO) ¿Qué dice? (Nada) La mujer no existe. La mujer es
una construcción poética, algo idealizado, que no existe. La existencia es más que un
espacio es el derecho de hablar y ser escuchado. El silencio de la mujer es necesario. Aun su
cuerpo, como su único medio de expresión, está controlado. Está usado por la utilidad
sexual. Si ella no es útil, desaparecía, ella es sólo la inexistencia, la falta. ¿Por qué es mejor
buscar algo que no existe que estar satisfecho con lo real? Posiblemente sería mejor si la
mujer pudiese existir como algo más que un objeto. Cortázar quiere hacernos ver que la
mujer no importa más que por su imagen. La imagen es algo bueno pero su efecto, el efecto
en la vida de las mujeres es fatídica y no puede continuar. Las mujeres en Rayuela son
arquetipos también. Es evidente que hay muchas ideas conflictivas que se producen entre
hombres y mujeres en el sistema patriarcal.

***

The Manifestation of the Mystery
Gazing, we do not see it
we call it empty space.
Listening, we do not hear it
we call it silence or noise.
Groping, we do not grasp it
we call it intangible.
But here...
we...spin through it
electric, silent, subtle.1

La obra Rayuela escrita por Julio Cortázar demuestra la complicada relación entre el
hombre y la mujer. El epígrafe que hemos reproducido (The Manifestation of Mystery) fue
escrito por Timothy Leary y explica la imagen del modelo Rayuela que está encarnado por
Oliveira. Es un espacio no definido. Oliveira pasa la obra entera buscando una verdad que
no puede obtener. La novela empieza con la interrogante, “¿Encontraría a la Maga?”
(Cortázar 119) Oliveira no busca a la mujer sino lo que ella representa, es decir, el espacio
poético clásico. Es el lugar de la mujer que el hombre utiliza para escribir sobre lo
desconocido o mejor dicho los términos abstractos como belleza. Robert Brody es más
explícito cuando expresa: “[i]n addition to their literal meaning (las palabras ¿Encontraría a
la Maga?), they also indicate one of the principal themes of the novel: a man’s search for
greater intuitive, poetic dimension to his life.” (12) La mujer es un término abstracto y no
una mujer real.
Rayuela parece comentar el momento del movimiento feminista. En Suramérica (y
otros lugares) vemos la exclusión de las mujeres en los discursos importantes, especialmente
los políticos. El personaje de la Maga lucha por ser aceptada en el exclusivo Club liderado
por los hombres, esto es, el mundo de la razón. De hecho, el Club se llama Club de la
Serpiente. La serpiente es un símbolo bíblico y clásico que sirve como imagen fálica a
miembros que no son sino la encarnación de falocentrismo. El Club es un espacio del que las
mujeres quedan excluidas. Aún a pesar de que los hombres acepten la presencia de la Maga
(ella pretende entrar en este sistema) no es aceptada en realidad, todavía no permiten que
tenga capacidad de decisión. Las mujeres insatisfechas que tuvieron acceso a este mundo
fuera del libro se sintieron de igual modo. Según Claire Douglas:
A university or professional education was rare for a woman – yet this very
education taught its students that the feminine was inferior. Women were
depicted in the universities and in the popular press as weak, fragile, frigid,
passive, docile, and morally superior, though intellectually inferior, to men who, it was thought, had a natural right to dominion over them (5).
Desde el advenimiento de la organización social de la sociedad moderna y gracias al apoyo
de la institución religiosa, las mujeres habían sido consideradas moralmente superiores a los
hombres, pero intelectualmente inferiores a ellos.
Las mismas mujeres que mostraron una naturaleza frágil y pasiva pudieron tener un
papel en la literatura contrario al papel en el que las mujeres ostentaron el poder. Su papel
de acuerdo a unos arquetipos femeninos (madre, bruja, ángel, monstruo) tiene una relación
directa con la idea del poder y del deseo del hombre. Douglas comenta a este respecto lo
siguiente:
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At the same time women were also perceived to be enormously powerful, but
their power was reduced to the negative and the erotic; consequently they
were imagined to be wickedly sensual, naturally sinful, and the temptresses
and seducers of men. Women’s capacities, except as mother, angel, and
whore, tended to be denigrated, minimized or denied (5).
Cuando estas mujeres educadas empezaron a situarse fuera de los parámetros morales de este
sistema social creado para ellas vieron que eran miradas desde una luz negativa al mismo
tiempo. Es decir que los arquetipos femeninos que demuestran el poder de la mujer y
reducen el del hombre mostrando a la mujer en una posición de poder sobre el hombre son
negativos. Esta descripción negativa demuestra la actitud de los hombres hacia las mujeres
que no aceptan este papel dentro del sistema. Se denuncia su poder. El papel de la mujer
dentro de la literatura es contradictorio.
Las mujeres son erotizadas y reprimidas al mismo tiempo. Los hombres parecen
tener ideas fijas sobre las mujeres y tienen miedo del poder erótico que ellas puedan
representar. Las mujeres tuvieron que luchar contra el miedo de los hombres en las
universidades. A finales del siglo XIX muchos hombres profesionales establecieron sobre las
mujeres principios genéticos y deducciones basadas en pensamientos contradictorios sobre
cosas que no entendieron por medio de la cultura. Esto sirve para mantener los estudios y
discursos en las manos del hombre. En la academia, constituida en su totalidad por hombres,
se hacían juicios sobre incluir a mujeres sin contar con la opinión de éstas. Peter Gay se
refiere a este ambiente como “clubland.” (Douglas 5)
Por lo tanto, ¿cómo puede una mujer elevarse? Julia Kristeva nos traslada a un
tiempo pre-edípico para tener acceso a lo semiótico. (Antelo 65) El lenguaje contiene una
sociedad y cultura que reesfuerza el orden patriarcal. Es importante regresar a un tiempo
inmediatamente anterior a la aparición de los estereotipos para que podamos encontrar el
papel de lo femenino sin estar basado en el género, en una luz negativa en vez de una
realidad social y cultural. Los estereotipos se centran en la oposición que da vida al orden
simbólico sistematizado. Edith Kurzweil explica este orden simbólico del modo siguiente:
A penis is an anatomical part. A phallus is a ficticious genital, a symbol of
power, and it is a fact that traditionally, in most societies, those with penises
have the power, a power associated with an erect penis and its sexual
performance. Males, however, are not inherently phallic and females are
not castrated beings-except in the eye of a beholder who is reacting to a
genital difference the way a child does. By equating one anatomical part,
the penis, with a phallic power and other anatomical parts, the vagina and
clitoris, with a castrated vulnerability, psychoanalysts were reflecting the
power structures and gender stereotypes of their social order. (177)
Este discurso, el psicoanálisis, destaca las diferencias entre la teoría y la socialización o la
correlación entre las oposiciones y los estereotipos. El símbolo del poder masculino, el falo,
es el factor que distingue a la mujer del hombre. Vemos a la mujer ejerciendo este papel del
hombre por el mismo estereotipo basado en el género que refleja las estructuras de poder.
Así también el orden simbólico existe como un sistema de oposiciones binarias que nota
Kristeva que han dominado el pensamiento occidental, es decir: hombre/mujer, logos/pathos,
razón/instinto o intuición, e inteligencia/ignorancia. Estos esterotipos están suficientemente
representados en Oliveira y la Maga.
La Maga es una mujer que trata de romper los estereotipos de la mujer. Ella quiere
hablar intelectualmente y cuando los hombres del Club quieren oír su historia ella dice que

ellos no pueden entender lo que ella pretende decir. Intenta ascender en el sistema masculino
a través de la lengua utilizando otro tipo de lenguaje llamado “giglico” que inventa para
comunicarse eróticamente con su amante, Oliveira (el hombre). Es un discurso donde la
mujer no es pasiva y participa. Pero la mujer está en una posición de poder más elevada que
el hombre y está claro que eso no funciona. Él le regala su giglico y también toma su
esencia cuando elige el discurso de lo imaginario. El discurso de los ríos metafísicos que
ella inventa. Oliveira puede explicar los ríos pero no entenderlos. Por lo que él controla la
Maga completamente. Vemos que la Maga es controlada por su lenguaje, su inconsciencia y
su cuerpo. Ella no es más que su cuerpo. Ella está objetivizada y no puede hablar. Se
producen limitaciones en la sexualidad y el discurso erótico-sexual es desigual. Es decir que
el hombre controla todo desde el lenguaje hasta las acciones sexuales. Es el hombre que
mantiene el poder en la relación. La relación entre Oliveira y la Maga está representada por
el Fénix.
Según la mitología griega del Fénix, el pájaro Bennu o Fénix simbolizaba la creación
y el comienzo de la civilización. La posibilidad de renacer de sus cenizas y regresar a este
paraíso está representada por el pájaro. Al hacer uso de los elementos binarios pudimos ver
que la Maga es la encarnación de todo lo que le falta a Oliveira. Su unión se hace visible por
la historia del Fénix. Existen muchas referencias a éste y creemos que la Maga y Oliveira
entienden esta historia desde perspectivas diferentes. Todo el libro se centra en el encuentro
del desorden en el orden, la pureza, el secreto del universo. Vemos claramente representada
esta idea a través del Fénix. El pájaro posee otro significado para la cultura china:
Unlike the Phoenix of Western mythology, Feng Huang is in fact TWO
birds. Many Chinese names for a creature are the combination of the male
name and female name. Feng is the male bird and Huang is the female bird.
The male is the yang and represents the solar cycle and summer, while the
female is the yin, the lunar cycle, and a symbol of the Chinese empresses.
Another difference between Feng Huang and the Phoenix is that Feng
Huang is a true immortal bird; it does not grow old and die to be reborn
again, like the Phoenix. Pictures depicting both male and female birds
together are symbolic of immortal love.2
La cultura china es importante y valida aquí porque es otra disciplina que utiliza Oliveira en
sus discursos. Desde nuestro punto de vista el libro (rayuela) se explica a través de las
diferentes visiones del Fénix. Feng Huang es el Fénix de la Maga. Ella cree que Oliveira
quiere matarla. Coincidimos con esta observación aunque pensamos que ella también quiere
que él la mate. Si concebimos el simbolismo del pájaro desde las dos vertientes sociales
(Feng Huang v. Phoenix) vemos que éste lo simboliza todo. Es decir, la creación.
El juego (la Rayuela) funciona como el Fénix también. La Rayuela no es nada
más que una versión moderna del paraíso posible. El juego que vemos entre Oliveira y la
Maga no es nada más que un juego sexual, un juego del deseo. Si : “[s]exuality belongs
in the area of instability played out in the register of demand and desire, each sex coming
to stand, mythically and exclusively, for that which could satisfy and complete the other”
(Kurzweil 102), entonces llegamos a la conclusión de que Oliveira no es consciente de
esto hasta que la Maga está ausente. Está claro que ella puede servirle de llave al cielo
cuando se refiere al juego al mismo tiempo que hay en ella un desorden en su misterioso
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orden que es algo que busca Oliveira. Si el juego es un juego de posesión, entonces la
Maga es indispensable. Oliveira no encuentra a la Maga. Él no puede pensar o
reconocer que ella pueda ser lo que está buscando. Según Brody:
In his intense desire to rid himself of his chronic tendency toward
problematic introspection, he proceeds in a dualistic either-or manner. He
becomes thoroughly and exclusively a creature of instinct, emotion,
intuition, and spontaneity. He goes mad (24).
Él no puede consumir a la mujer. No puede encontrar armonía entre las diferentes
formas de ver el mundo. Quizas Oliveira necesita buscar su propia construcción del
Fénix pero a través de los ojos de la Maga. Estoy de acuerdo con Rodger Cunningham
cuando dice que: “Horacio conducts his life on the basis of a rejection of what he calls
reason, or the Western concept of reason and logic, and he exalts non-rational and nonWestern modes of thinking, feeling and behaving.” (93) Oliveira busca lo que falta a su
propia manera de pensar. Raúl Antelo aproxima esta búsqueda filosófica a la búsqueda de la
Maga cuando dice: “la metafísica occidental se relaciona sobre todo con el ejercicio de
prácticas culturales marginales, en la novela la clave del ingreso a ese otro lugar es la
sexualidad femenina.” (71)
Aún en el caso de que Oliveira pudiera aceptar a la Maga, ella no podría funcionar
indistintamente como amante y madre. La Maga no se encaja en el sistema social donde:
“the feminine existential pattern consists in turning oneself into object and in giving oneself
to the world as mother, as daughter, as woman” (Douglas 122). La Maga no es nada más
que la versión más moderna de Yocasta, la madre de Edipo. La Maga actúa como Yocasta
que desecha su hijo.
¿Por qué no vemos a la Maga como la mujer o como la madre perfecta? ¿Por qué
ella no puede asumir ambos papeles: el de madre y el de amante? Andrea Yannuzzi señala
que Cortázar no puede reconciliar esta idea:
Más bien parece que Cortázar no sabe qué hacer con una figura que no es ni
esposa ni madre, que transgrede mitos, que crea lenguajes, que pregunta
cuando no sabe, que expresa sus sentimientos. Mujer que no reniega de su
sexualidad, con una independencia y una búsqueda propia en ciernes,
deseada pero temida hasta el punto de eliminar su presencia pues es más
tolerable el sueño que la evoca, idealiza y controla ( 40).
La madre no puede servir como un símbolo sexual para Cortázar aunque la madre es el
símbolo sexual más fuerte según Freud. En Rayuela existe un conflicto entre lo natural, lo
poético, lo erótico y lo social con su papel de madre. La Maga mata a su hijo. No podía ser
al mismo tiempo madre y la persona que da todo al hombre en una capacidad sexual. Es
decir que su papel como madre no es compatible con otras facetas de la realidad como
mujer, su papel como amante por ejemplo.
Es una falta de escape del sistema de saber y poder del libro. Del mismo modo nos
percatamos también de que el autor no quiere hacer un intento por evadirse de este mundo:
Abrazado a la Maga, esa concreción de nebulosa, pienso que tanto sentido
tiene hacer un muñequito con miga de pan como escribir la novela que
nunca escribiré o defender con la vida las ideas que redimen a los pueblos.
El péndulo cumple su vaivén instantáneo y otra vez me inserto en las
categorías tranquilizadoras: muñequito insignificante, novela trascendente,
muerte heroica. Los pongo en fila, de menor a mayor: muñequito, novela,
heroísmo. Pienso en las jerarquías de valores tan bien exploradas por

Ortega, por Scheler: lo estético, lo ético, lo religioso, lo estético. El
muñequito, la novela. La muerte, el muñequito. La lengua de la Maga me
hace cosquillas. Rocamadour, la ética, el muñequito, la Maga. La-lengua,
la cosquilla, la ética (Cortázar 138).
La cita que acabamos de reproducir contiene elementos profundos que define nuestra
sociedad tradicional. Refleja las construcciones sociales. Él puede ver las construcciones
pero no trató de cambiarlas. Oliveira nos dice que hay una diferencia entre la razón y el
sentimiento. Pero que tiende a establecer esa diferencia. Después de la muerte de su hijo
Oliveira no puede demostrar el sentimiento y por eso usa la razón para crear distancia del
problema. Él sabe lo que había que hacer en esa situación pero no lo hizo.
Oliveira se dijo que no sería tan difícil llegarse hasta la cama, agacharse
para decirle unas palabras al oído a la Maga. –Pero eso yo lo haría por mí–,
pensó. –Ella está más allá de cualquier cosa. Soy yo el que después
dormiría mejor, aunque no sea más que una manera de decir. Yo, yo, yo.
Yo dormiría mejor después de besarla y consolarla y repetir todo lo que ya
le han dicho éstos (Cortázar 320).
¿Qué es este mundo de razón? Un mundo donde no hay razón de sentimiento. La razón
permite distancia nada más. Si Cortázar hubiera escrito el libro, un libro en contra de su
libro, un comentario social entre las diferencias en vez de perpetuar la sociedad sería
fantástico. Oliveira quiere saber y entender el mundo que representa la mujer pero encuentra
más satisfacción en la mujer que no existe.
En cambio la Maga es una mujer que no puede exhibir la razón y el sentimiento al
mismo tiempo. Cortázar utiliza el personaje de la Maga como una anti-madre. Utiliza
también la razón para distanciarse de su problema, de su hijo, Rocamadour. Es sólo cuando
pierde a su hijo que se convierte en una verdadera una madre. “La Maga gritó y se colocó
sobre la cara y las manos pegadas a un muñeco indiferente y ceniciento que temblaba y se
sacudía sin convicción, inútilmente maltratado y acariciado.” (Cortázar 318) Vemos que
Cortázar está tratando de reimplantar el papel pasivo de la mujer en la historia y la cultural
de la sociedad. Al mismo tiempo que trata de capturar la esencia de la Maga demuestra su
búsqueda de la construcción poética, el espacio que ocupa la mujer en la literatura. Es un
regreso a la literatura protagonizada por la figura del hombre dominante, la literatura
autentica para Cortázar (Brody 29).
La madre es la persona en la vida de un hombre que le siente más seguro que nadie
más en la vida. Ella ocupa un lugar especial. Un hombre busca a una mujer que sea como
su madre. De la misma manera una mujer busca a un hombre que sea como su padre. Sin
duda aquí hay mucho esto va más allá de los sentimientos sexuales. Douglas comenta que:
The fear of women has taken many forms in history. It is born of man’s early
total dependence on his mother, and his longing, frustrated loved for her, his
defenseless lassitude after intercourse, and the frightening aspect and
portentous implications of the female genitals: for the boy who is likely to
see woman as a castrated male, the absence of her penis reads like a threat to
his own (6).
Aunque el complejo de Edipo está basado en las palabras que Yocasta dirigió a su esposo
sobre el hecho de que muchos hombres sueñan con tener relaciones sexuales con su madre,
el conflicto no tiene por qué ser algo completamente sexual. La historia relata los
sentimientos que son algo que los hombres no expresan, es aceptado que el mundo de los
sueños considera como una parte de la subconciencia que surge de una manera inconsciente.

Si cambiamos nuestra sociedad es posible que los hombres no tengan que continuar
guardando esos mismos pensamientos prohibidos. No hay nadie como la figura de la madre
para poner de relieve los sentimientos.
Es necesario empezar a mirar y cuestionar estos estereotipos que son tan destructivos
para las mujeres. El psicoanálisis está basado en la biología. Pero hay algo más que el
elemento biológico. No somos animales. Somos individuos con pensamientos y
sentimientos y necesitamos hacer un esfuerzo para entender quiénes somos y superar los
conflictos que tenemos sobre el “otro” (masculino o femenino) y sobre nosotros mismos. El
psicoanálisis necesita la ayuda de la sociedad a través de la socialización. Somos más que
nuestros deseos y fantasías. Sin duda es sorprendente que todo este estudio está basado en un
mito. Hay muchos estereotipos que parecen basados en el deseo, el poder y la fantasía. Es
importante recordar que el mito de Edipo Rex es sólo un mito. Hay muchos mitos, muchos
cuentos y muchas relaciones protagonizados por el hombre y la mujer. ¿Por qué fijamos por
completo nuestra mirada hacia Edipo Rex en vez de Arturo Rex? ¿Cómo relata un
homosexual este mito? Es evidente que no sirve para describir a toda la sociedad. El
psicoanálisis hace posible una introspección en nuestra sociedad. Esta narración no habla
tanto al nivel básico a las mujeres, pero es importante porque puede ayudarnos a reconocer
los grandes conflictos en la fuente de cada persona.
El incesto, el tótem y el tabú se dan en otra sociedad ahora. ¿Edipo sirve a nuestra
sociedad ahora? Los binomios no son tan estables en nuestro tiempo como lo eran antes.
Las mujeres pueden ser tan emocionales e intelectuales como los hombres. Los estereotipos
y los sistemas binarios no son buenos y no aportan nada positivo, sólo contribuyen a crear un
sentimiento negativo sobre las relaciones. Hay que cuestionarse el tema de la “otra” ya que
ahora podemos hacernos preguntas y entender mejor a ambos sexos.
El sistema patriarcal ha existido desde siempre. Nuestro mundo se reduce a los que
tienen y a los que no tienen. El poder es tener, el falo, y la debilidad es la carencia. Este tipo
de pensamiento, el acto de establecer una diferencia en tener o no tener no vale en otros
aspectos de la vida y de la sociedad. ¿Por qué aceptamos que persiste en el discurso
masculino/femenino?
La manera de liberarnos de esta limitación es la liberación del sistema como propone
el Manifesto Antropófago. Según Amaryll Chanady, Cortázar exhibe una “seduction of the
uncanny.” (140) Él sirve como un “caníbal selectivo” tomando ciertos elementos orientales
para tratar de subir una limitación. Él toma ideas como el Fénix y cuestiona las
construcciones sociales pero no en una manera objetiva. Prefiere reesforzar las categorías y
el orden establecido.
El Modernismo ofrece una alternativa. Lo simultáneo no puede existir pues es
imposible pensar en el uno sin lo múltiple. Al fin y al cabo todos somos el uno y lo múltiple.
No somos tan fáciles de definir. Somos la manifestación del misterio como define Leary.
Somos versátiles y complejos. Intentamos definirnos a nosotros mismos pero no tenemos ni
idea de quiénes somos ni cómo funciona el mundo fuera de un sistema racional y teórico.
Esto se asemeja mucho a la búsqueda de Oliveira. Compartimos papeles, funciones,
categorías, y jerarquías desde el comienzo de la humanidad. Históricamente eran únicamente
los hombres los que podían analizar la sociedad y buscar su verdad, su identidad. Por el
contrario en nuestro tiempo las mujeres pueden buscar también la verdad y su identidad.
Necesitamos describirnos como somos, como mujeres reales, no como individuos
vistos simplemente por el lugar que ocupan en el sistema o por la falta de ubicación
histórica. Como mujeres somos más que una parte de la jerarquía. Esta limitación es una

limitación mental que necesitamos poner en el lugar correcto e imponernos a los hombres y
al sistema patriarcal que sólo han procurado la represión y la supresión de todos aquellos
clasificados como “otro” para mantener su poder y estatus. Afortunadamente, somos más
diversos y tenemos otras necesidades para ser aceptadas por nuestra “otro” y, al mismo
tiempo, ser entendidas por ellos. Todos tenemos conflictos internos. Ellos pueden volverse
locos si pierden su poder. La perpetuación se detiene aquí. Como mujeres buscaremos,
encontraremos y celebraremos nuestra voz. La decisión de aceptarlo está en las manos de
cada individuo y la limitación última existe en el límite de la mente. Una respuesta posible
la ofrece Oswald de Andrade en su Manifiesto Antropófago. La consumación del sistema
binario hace posible la liberación de las construcciones tradicionales. La respuesta es lo
múltiple.
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The Historical Construction of the Spiral in Alejo Carpentier’s
Explosion in a Cathedral
The Caribbean consciousness is a mixture of many different elements such as: History,
Art, Literature, Nature, Religion and Science. Alejo Carpentier describes this history as a
fusion of art and the principles contained therein as it is applied to history, but a very
crystallized vision of history. To come closer to his view of history it is important to be
aware of the elements that make up “lo real maravilloso” and the goal that Carpentier is
trying to achieve. It is in Explosion in a Cathedral that he truly makes history into an
aspect that belongs specifically to those who make up the Caribbean consciousness. He
accomplishes this by taking a step past his already non-linear idea of history, that of the
circle. It is this idea of the circle in which the history of man and nature come together to
create the groundwork for his realized vision of “lo real maravilloso”. His historical
vision finally culminates with the symbol of the spiral. And it is here, in his Explosion in
a Cathedral, that Carpentier finally realizes the full potential of his “real maravilloso”
creation. It is in this environment of change that the spiral takes form and becomes the
true historical symbol of the Caribbean people assuming both historical and cultural
aspects.
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“Religion Hijacked: The Universal Characteristics of
‘Holy War’”
In the aftermath of the terrorist attack on New York
City of September 11, 2001, a great deal of attention
has been focused on the doctrine and practice of socalled ‘holy war’ within the Muslim faith. While
denying neither the legitimacy nor importance of this
focus, this paper suggests that the underlying nature
and causes of holy war cannot be understood within the
confines of any one religious tradition. That is to
say, the fact that the practice of religion-

supported/endorsed violence and warfare can be found,
at one time or another, in all of the world’s major
faiths suggests the root causes of this phenomenon must
be sought in non-faith specific, universal
characteristics common to all religious traditions.
The purpose of this paper is to identify, however
tentatively, at least some of these universal
characteristics and reveal how and why they have been
part of religious practice both past and present.
Needless to say, this is very much a ‘work in
progress’. [End]
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Vaughan 2
Buddhist Sculpture in Asia
Art plays a great role in most religions. It often serves to educate and to bring the
practitioner closer to a religious goal. In Buddhism, a work of art often acts as a focus for
meditation, which is a key element to practicing the religion.1 Buddhists meditate in order to
achieve enlightenment, which is, in one sense, the spiritual awareness of the impermanence of
existence. Reaching enlightenment ends the cycle of birth, death and reincarnation for the
individual. The term for this enlightenment is nirvana and the final state, Parinirvana, occurs
when the physical body of an enlightened being dies. The historical Buddha, Shakyamuni, (ca.
556 – 483 BCE)2 taught others his philosophies and passed on the religion. His followers had the
opportunity to become enlightened, but some practitioners chose to delay their ultimate
enlightenment to help humankind. These few are called bodhisattvas.3 These bodhisattvas, who
are quite prevalent in Buddhist art, function as guides for Buddhist followers. In Buddhism
artwork is used as a way to meditate on the ideas and philosophies of the Buddha by looking at
the representation of him or the bodhisattvas. 4
Much of Buddhist art is sculptural and the Buddha himself is one of the most important
sculptural subjects. Depictions of him and the bodhisattvas are frequently seen in temples and
city centers throughout Asia, with regional style changes resulting from the different art
traditions and interpretations of Buddhism in an area. The core of beliefs, however, remains the
same in India (where Buddhism began), Afghanistan, China, Japan, Korea, and Sri Lanka. The
spread of Buddhism followed the path of the Silk Road, spreading to each of these countries
successively5. The basic iconography of the Buddha is similar in these regions. He usually
appears with mudras6, a series of hand gestures that each signifies a particular spiritual message.
1
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Other symbols often accompany the Buddha in sculpture, such as the Wheel of Law, the bodhi
tree, deer and lions. These are all part of the Buddhist teachings or are associated with the lives
of Shakyamuni or other Buddhas, for example, when deer symbolize his sermon at Deer Park7.
These qualities are very important to Buddhist sculpture as a method of teaching the beliefs to
laypersons and serving as meditation tools.
Much of the sculpture from India has a particular style and tradition conveying the
predominant Buddhist ideals; however there are significant differences in presentation. Across
certain geographical areas, Indian art, in general, has a fleshy quality. Often the Indian
sculptures seem to have very little underlying bone structure8. They express the meditative
aspect of Buddhism, while other teachings are conveyed by the mudras. This is evident in the
Seated Buddha from Sarnath (Figure 1), where the fleshiness causes the torso to appear broad

Figure 1. Seated Buddha. Indian. Gupta Dynasty, 4th - 7th century CE. Sandstone.
63 inches high. Sarnath, India: Archaeological Museum.
<http://abm.ndirect.co.uk/leftside/arty/arnatt.htm>.

and the depiction is of the non-ascetic version of the Buddha. This sculpture represents some of
the ideals of beauty in Indian art, such as an oval face, round eyes and a thick chest, typical of
the Gupta style. In much the same way, during the Kushan Dynasty of India, artists abstracted

7
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the human form in order to direct attention to the face and hands of the figure9. This is difficult
to see with the Seated Buddha from Mathura (Figure 2), with its hands and face missing. Even
so, this concept is exhibited through other aspects of the sculpture. In both this and the first

Figure 2. Seated Buddha. Indian. Kushan Dynasty, 1st century CE.
Red Sandstone. Mathura, India. Michael C. Carlos Museum.

Seated Buddhas (Figures 1 & 2) a relief carving on the base places the figure in context so that a
specific message of the Buddha is conveyed. Other Kushan sculptures depicted with the seated
posture, or meditative asana10, would have been shown with a mudra appropriate for their
specific message. In contrast with the typical style is the Emaciated Buddha from Gandhara
(Figure 3). This sculpture has a dramatic realism rarely found in Indian art even though it was
made during the aforementioned era. It illustrates the severity of the Buddha’s austerities, his
practices of doing without material things, which according to Buddhist doctrine is supposed

9
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Figure 3. Emaciated Buddha. Indian. Kushan Dynasty, 2nd – 3rd century CE. Schist.
33.5 inches high. Gandhara, India. No author. (Website: Ancient Empires.)

to bring the devotee closer to enlightenment. The figure incorporates the meditation mudra, with
the hands laying face up in his lap (Figure 3). This Emaciated Buddha is an example of Roman
realism which appeared briefly in Indian art.11 This style did not spread as far into other cultures
as the typical Indian style.
As Buddhism traveled across Asia, Indian styles were mixed with those of the culture
that absorbed the religion. In Bamiyan, Afghanistan, very famous colossal Buddhas once existed.
These frequently-photographed and somewhat-restored colossal images were destroyed in the
year 2001 by the Taliban12. The tallest of these, The Great Buddha (Figure 4), 173.8 feet tall,

Figure 4. The Great Buddha. Afghani. 5th – 6th century CE. Rock with stucco
surface. 173.8 feet high. Bamiyan, Afghanistan. (O’Riley, Ill. 3.14.)
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carved into a cliff-side in Afghanistan and adorned with ropes (covered with stucco) to form the
drapery folds. Gupta and Kushan elements are mixed here, in the fleshy body and the typical
Indian drapery, which is strongly delineated and quite sheer. The image was, at one time, gilded
and had a copper mask covering the face.13 These rich additions appear to reflect the importance
of the end of the cycles of reincarnation.14
This style is contrasted in China by graceful forms. The statue of Avalokiteshvara (the
compassionate bodhisattva, here as Guanyin) is a perfect example of this style (Figure 5).15
While quite naturalistic in general, it is also characterized by an elegant idealization of form.

Figure 5. Avalokiteshvara (as Guanyin). Chinese. Liao Dynasty, 10th – 12th century CE.
Polychromed wood. 95 inches high. Kansas City, Missouri. (Fisher, Ill. 106.)

Avalokiteshvara is shown reclining, in the posture of royal relaxation16, on a rocky ledge, in a
landscape. The form is soft and feminine, and somewhat elongated but it retains plausible
proportions. The drapery, even though different from that of Indian sculptures, is exaggerated by
curves and colors, which serve to secure the figure to the base visually. The bone structure of the
figure is very obvious in the support provided by Avalokiteshvara’s left arm. The face, as well
as the torso, has become slender. This Chinese style of Buddhist sculpture is the most dramatic
variation on the Indian standard.
13
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Buddhism was transmitted to Japan from China along with certain elements of Chinese
style. It also differs from the Indian sculpture that preceded it, in being more symmetrical at
times with the human forms abstracted as in the Seated Amida at Kamakura (Figure 6). This

Figure 5. Seated Amida. Japanese. Kamakura period, 13th century CE. Bronze.
37.5 feet high. Kamakura, Japan. (Gowing, 341.)

enormous cast bronze has a clear sense of interior support, or bone structure. The teaching
mudra here is reminiscent of the Indian Buddhas but has become geometric in its execution. The
general function of the piece has also changed in that this Buddha is not just for meditative
purposes, but also serves as a shrine for active worship. The Amida itself is hollow, with an
image and shrine inside the head.17 Another example of Japanese symmetry is the bodhisattva
Avalokiteshvara, (Figure 7) found in the Horyu-ji temple in Japan (also known as the Kuze

Figure 6. Avalokiteshvara. Japanese. Asuka period, 7th century CE. Polychromed
wood. 77.5 inches high. Horyu-ji, Japan. (Mason, p. 82.)
17
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Kannon).18 It was carved almost entirely from one piece of wood, which has been painted and
gilded. Its obvious symmetry is enhanced by the great precision in rendering the curls on the
ends of the drapery. The jewel held by this bodhisattva conveys the ideas of Buddhism,
symbolizing the treasures of Buddhism.19 This sculpture does not have a lot of realism and
although the form itself has been stretched and flattened, the abstraction is dramatically different
from that of Indian art. Such lengthening of the human form is evident in Korean art as well.
The sculpture of the Bodhisattva Maitreya (Figure 8) is similarly elongated but with less

Figure 7. Maitreya. Korean. Old Silla period, 6th – 7th century CE.
Gilt bronze. 30 inches high. Seoul, Korea. (O’Riley, Ill. 5.6.)

symmetry than the Japanese bodhisattva. The body, in the posture of “the thinker”20, and face
are not very naturalistic but convey an absorption in meditation. The hand on the cheek shows
thought and visually balances the crossed leg.21 The drapery folds here are similar to those of the
Seated Amida (Figure 6), in that they are very evenly spaced and unnatural. The piece has an
overall appearance of being stretched, which adds to the elongated look.
These Indian ideals of Buddhist sculpture also spread to other regions. In Sri Lanka,
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artists took some of the qualities of Indian sculpture and transformed them. The Colossal
Parinirvana in Polonnaruwa (Figure 9) has many of the same features as the Indian works of this

Figure 9. Colossal Parinirvana. Sri Lankan. 12th century CE. Rock. 23 – 26 feet high
by 46 feet long. Polonnaruwa, Sri Lanka. (O’Riley, Ill. 3.17.)

subject. The Parinirvana is a specific moment in the life of the Buddha, the moment when he
died and therefore ended his cycle of reincarnation.22 This rock-cut sculpture has the same
serenity and abstracted form that is apparent in Indian art, but the drapery folds differ in that they
are finer and more geometric.23 Even though these basic Indian qualities influenced much of
Asia’s Buddhist art, some stylistic details did not transfer to other regions as successfully as the
religion itself did.
Throughout Asia, Buddhist art has common threads, which began, as did the religion, in
India. The figures of the Buddha or the bodhisattvas are abstracted, which helps to convey a
sense of meditation and spirituality. Along with many important differences, Buddhist sculpture
maintains the symbols necessary to convey the important aspects of the belief system. Symbols
of the tenets of doctrine are pervasive and are often evident in postures, signs, mudras and
narrative imagery. The drapery is often reminiscent of Indian sculpture as well. However, major
differences in style are seen in the abstraction of the form. While Indian sculptors often fleshed
out the form, those in Japan, Korea, and China attenuated and stretched the figure. This
elongation gives Buddhist sculpture in these regions a distinctly different appearance without
22
23
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sacrificing the instruction of Buddhist doctrine. Buddhist sculpture serves to express specific
spiritual lessons, regardless of the variations of different regions.
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Figure List
Figure 1. Seated Buddha.
Indian. Gupta Dynasty, 4th - 7th century CE. Sandstone. 63 inches high. Sarnath, India:
Archaeological Museum. <http://abm.ndirect.co.uk/leftside/arty/arnatt.htm>.
This sandstone sculpture is from the Sarnath region of Indian, made during the Gupta Dynasty,
and stands 63 inches high. It is more abstract than previous Buddhas from this region so that the
viewer’s attention goes to the face and hands and to the overall meditative sense of the piece. It
is a very spiritual and serene work. The hands form the teaching mudra, corresponding to the
scene of the Buddha’s first sermon on its base. The figures there flank the Wheel of the Law, an
element of the Buddha’s teachings and the two deer symbolize the setting of the first sermon in
the Deer Park.24 The figure exemplifies the Indian ideals of beauty, the oval face, slim eyes, and
powerful torso, while at the same time conveying a sense of peace and wisdom. The delicate
drapery and is similar to ‘wet drapery’ of Classical Greece. The objects surrounding the Buddha
include a halo, reflecting the universe, while wisdom-bearers descend from above and the
Buddha is flanked by winged lions, as signs of royalty. Altogether, the Buddha sits in the midst
of a chaotic world while he retains inner peace.

Figure 2. Seated Buddha.
Indian. Kushan Dynasty, 1st century CE. Red Sandstone. Mathura, India. Michael C.
Carlos Museum.
This statue from Mathura, India was created during the Kushan Dynasty, in a style typical for the
period in that the Buddha has a boneless form that seems somewhat abstracted. Although the
arms and hands are missing it may be inferred from related works that the right hand of this
statue would have presented a mudra while the left would have rested on the figure’s knee. The
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drapery has been delineated but is still similar to the sheer drapery found on other Indian
Buddhas. The relief carving on the base shows bodhisattvas carrying lotus-branches and
gathering around the bodhi tree, under which the Buddha achieved enlightenment. Such
sculptures are meditative tools with which Buddhists try to attain the same spiritual knowledge
as the Buddha attained. Even the scene below communicates a message to the viewer, showing
the popularity of Buddhism and the followers’ devotion. Very little is known about this piece
specifically. However, much can be deduced from other Kushan sculptures. Typical Kushan
Buddhas have broad shoulders and have specific elements identifying the figure as the Buddha.
Many of these characteristics, which include a top-knot, a third eye or elongated earlobes, cannot
be seen on this Buddha, as they are found on the head. This sculpture is identified as a Buddha
because of the images below the figure.

Figure 3. Emaciated Buddha.
Indian. Kushan Dynasty, 2nd – 3rd century CE. Schist. 33.5 inches high. Gandhara, India.
No Author. Ancient Empires of the Sub-Continent, The.
This Buddha from Gandhara, India is also from the Kushan Dynasty, has the Gandharan style
influenced by Roman art. The realism favored by the Romans is seen in a dramatic realism
which is seldom found in Indian art. The emaciated body illustrates the austerities practiced by
the Buddha and the meditation mudra, assist a meditative life. The depiction on the base of the
figure attests to the conversion of other peoples to Buddhism, shown through the fire altar
flanked by devotees. The fire altar is more typical for the Zoroastrians, than Buddhists. The
word tapas, in Sanskrit, has two meanings: fire and the deprivation of the body for religious or
magical gain.25 The fire might symbolize the Buddha’s practice of austerities in the same way
the bodhi tree illustrates his enlightenment. This scene on the base, along with the severity of the
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image of the Buddha, shows the viewer that Buddhism was popular and that renouncing material
effects could, with the appropriate meditation, lead to enlightenment.

Figure 4. The Great Buddha.
Afghani. 5th – 6th century CE. Rock with stucco surface. 173.8 feet high. Bamiyan,
Afghanistan. (O’Riley, Illustration 3.14.)
The Great Buddha was a dominating structure at Bamiyan. However, in 2001 CE, the Taliban,
an Islamic sect, destroyed it along with several others at the same site. These were the tallest
Buddhas in the world until their destruction. This 173.8 feet tall Buddha was once gilded with a
copper mask covering the face. The drapery was formed using ropes and stucco, retaining Gupta
and Kushan-Dynasty elements. The mandorla surrounding the entire body was lined with
frescos, above the Buddha’s head there were images of the sun. The frescos were not typical of
the Indian style, but followed the Persian tradition more closely. The embellishments on this
Buddha abstract the traditional meditative quality of the Buddha, giving him a royal appearance.
The Great Buddha seemed to show the importance of heaven and the rich rewards expected to be
at the end of the cycles of reincarnation. This Buddha was so popular that it was reproduced on a
small-scale as souvenirs for Chinese travelers.26

Figure 5. Avalokiteshvara (as Guanyin).
Chinese. Liao Dynasty, 10th – 12th century CE. Polychromed wood. 95 inches high.
Kansas City, Missouri. (Fisher, Illustration 106.)
Avalokiteshvara appears different in many cultures. In China, he has a different appearance with
a feminine form. As the savior bodhisattva27, Avalokiteshvara is compassionate, which may be
one reason for the softer appearance. This statue is carved of wood and painted. Its form is
26
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idealized and thin and relaxed in the posture of royal ease, popular in Chinese art. This relaxed
pose creates a compositional contrast between the vertical left side and the angular right side.
The fabric serves to unite the figure to the rock-like base, which is representational of
Avalokiteshvara’s mountain home. This Guanyin is at one with nature, which is conveyed
through the rocky landscape. In China, Avalokiteshvara is referred to as the Water and Moon
Guanyin expressing the idea that reality is as illusory as the reflection of the moon on water.28
The overall composition is open and airy, emphasizing the relaxed nature of Avalokiteshvara.

Figure 6. Seated Amida.
Japanese. Kamakura period, 13th century CE. Bronze. 37.5 feet high. Kamakura,
Japan. (Gowing, 341.)
The Seated Amida is a specific Buddha in Buddhist cosmology. Cast in bronze in 1252, it stands
37.5 feet tall and is hollow to allow Buddhist followers to go inside to a shrine housed in the
head. Once enclosed within a temple, it is now in open air. This work is typical of the
Kamakura and Nara periods in Japan, and reminiscent of the Tang Dynasty style in China
through composure and proportion.29 Amida displays the meditation mudra and the signs that
this is indeed the Buddha: the urna, or dot on the forehead and the ushnisha, or knot on top of the
head, for example.30 The symmetrical drapery is somewhat more awkward than typical Indian
drapery. The body is more geometric yet the overall composition is quite fluid. The bone
structure of the form is clear, even through the flesh. The face is also distinctly Japanese: more
sharp and flat than the softer Indian features. These qualities illustrate how the fundamental
ideas of Buddhism traveled across region but the artistic style was adapted to suit local and
regional preferences.
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Figure 7. Avalokiteshvara.
Japanese. Asuka period, 7th century CE. Polychromed wood. 77.5 inches high. Horyu-ji,
Japan. (Mason, 82.)
Avalokiteshvara, one of many bodhisattvas in Buddhism, is the savior bodhisattva and his gentle
manner is evident in the inward smile on the face. This sculpture is carved from one piece of
wood, with only the ends of the cloth, crown, and halo added. Entirely gilded, its carving
follows the tradition of other Japanese bodhisattvas. As with most, this figure has many worldly
embellishments, such as gilt bronze crown, inlaid with jewels and jade. The lips are painted red
below the blue mustache. The linear drapery pattern is carved in low relief and the figure is in
the round but is extremely flat. The proportions are elegant yet exaggerated. The thin body
shows little of its skeletal structure. The face is narrow with round, full features. The stylized
hands hold a jewel, as a symbol of the Buddha. This sculpture has very little in common with
the typical Indian images of bodhisattvas. The elegant elongation typical of Japanese art is
obvious in this sculpture.

Figure 8. Maitreya.
Korean. Old Silla period, 6th – 7th century CE. Gilt bronze. 30 inches high. Seoul, Korea.
(O’Riley, Illustration 5.6.)
Maitreya, one of the Buddhist bodhisattvas is a future Buddha, who teaches the path of
enlightenment to the world. This sculpture is refined and elongated in a style similar to those of
Japan and China. However, the Korean style is more energetic. The statue is serene, like most
Buddhist meditative sculptures, with tranquility shown through the body and face. The
eyebrows, eyelids and mouth are peaceful. Along with the entire face, they are very thin; this
serves to exaggerate the length of the face. The pose with the hand on the cheek (pose of the
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“thinker”31), indicates calm meditation, thoughtfulness, and strength. The fabric reflects the
meditative qualities of the piece through repetition and flowing lines. The proportions here again
are very different from those of Indian sculpture. The limbs and torso are long and thin, and the
overall length of the work is increased by the crown. These elements give the Korean Maitreya
an elegant appearance that is decidedly Buddhist.

Figure 9. Colossal Parinirvana.
Sri Lankan. 12th century CE. Rock. 23 – 26 feet high by 46 feet long. Polonnaruwa, Sri
Lanka. (O’Riley, Illustration 3.17.)
The Colossal Parinirvana is a rock-cut statue of the Buddha at his death: the moment of
Parinirvana. It illustrates a direct path towards Buddhist truths. There is an overall majesty to
the work that may be influenced by its sheer size. It is an amazing 46 feet long. The double line
of the drapery folds makes the work more energetic while retaining the gracefulness of Buddhist
sculpture. However, the Sri Lankan style has a more focused energy than Indian sculpture. The
body of the Buddha is still fleshy like those in India and it has very little sense of internal
structure. This seeming lack of bones can be seen in the curve of the left arm of the Buddha; it
curves as if there is no support for the muscles. That there is very little information on this
Colossal Parinirvana seems to indicate that Sri Lankan art bears further investigation. The
sculpture was created during the reign of Sri Lanka’s last monarch, Parakrama Bahul (ca. 12 c.
CE), a period with of great artistic production.32
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Increasingly, film genre scholars are recognizing that, in spite of their
dependence on technology for both their manufacture and dissemination, genre films
(“movies”)—at the point of consumption—resemble nothing so much as the familiar
1
forms of folkloric oral narrative. From the reformulation (modernization) of ancient

themes and motifs to the almost uncanny reflection of their structures, mainstream
films reveal the enduring suitability of those ancient forms as vehicles of contemporary
popular entertainment. Furthermore, the tremendous mass appeal of genre films
evinces the deep investment audiences continue to display in traditional ways of being
in and negotiating the world, even as that world becomes more and more
untraditional.2 Consequently, there is both a contrastive and complementary
relationship between the typology of folkloristics and the taxonomic terminology of
genre theory. While researchers have established the significance of folklore studies in
understanding the contemporary popular film, here I would like to extend that process
still further by briefly juxtaposing three films and their relationship to traditional
folkloric forms specifically through their use of technology: 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968),
Star Wars (1977), and The Lord of the Rings (2001).

3

Instead of bracketing technology off as a kind of caveat or impediment in the
analysis of genre film through the lens of folklore, here we can turn attention directly
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toward it. Rather than focusing on the science that makes film possible—the
apparatuses themselves: cameras, editing machines, projectors, screens—we will focus
on the role of an ever-advancing technology in allowing genre film to step deeper and
deeper into the fantastic elements typical of traditional lore. Additionally, applying the
criteria of folklore classification regroups these films along different lines, and evincing
the deficiencies of standard generic classification in accounting for the tremendous
diversity that can occur within them. Film as a technological form generates a specific
relationship to fantastic representation, and it is from this vantage point that a new set
of analytic criteria can be established.
Traditional generic classification would describe two of these films, 2001 and Star
Wars, as science fiction, and the third, Lord of the Rings, as fantasy.4 The logic of genre
makes The Lord of the Rings the odd one out. From a traditional generic standpoint, Star
Wars and 2001 “emphasize… (through the use of special effects) the beauties of
technology, the wonders of machinery which nearly transcends human imagination: the
prim golden robot of Star Wars…the ambiguous and dark ‘monolith’ of…2001: A Space
5
Odyssey.” That is, they are both science fiction films in that they

“involve…extrapolated or fictitious science, or fictitious use of scientific possibilities.”6
What this means, says genre theorist Stephen Neale, is that in science fiction “science,
fictional or otherwise, always functions as motivation for the nature of the fictional
world.”7 This approach allows genre theorists to claim that such films are “reflections
of society’s anxiety about its increasing technological prowess and its responsibility to
control the gigantic forces of destruction it possesses.”8

5
Following the same stream of categorization, fantasy films like The Lord of the
Rings, “are generally not meant to seem realistic at all.” Because they draw directly
from “mythology and fairy tales” their concern is directly with the creation of the
impossible. There is no extrapolation of the real world, no concern for “the aura of
authenticity” that the use of science can lend; no concern for the adherence to laws of
9
physics. Moreover, add theorists Thomas Sobchack and Vivian Sobchack:

Though the fantasy film often deals with the kinds of adventures found in The
Odyssey and in Arthurian legends, it deals less than any other genre with themes
of breakdown and restoration of social order. Because of the utterly strange
context in which the adventure takes place, little emphasis is placed on the social
effect of the hero’s triumph.10
In short, according to genre theory “the fantasy film is perhaps the most ‘escapist’ of
genres.” And while it is impossible to say that any product of human creation does not
reflect human concerns, the fantasy, in this formulation, is more concerned with the
spectacle of the fantastic than with how that fantastic represents contemporary society:
“indeed,” says one scholar, “part of the enjoyment of such films is a recognition of the
skills of the special effects technicians.”11 Fantasy films, in this formulation, emerge as
celebrations of the spectacle of film itself.
Science fiction as a film genre dates back to the very beginnings of film history.
French “film magician” Georges Melies, for example, produced what might be safely
called the first sci-fi films: A Trip to the Moon (1902) and The Impossible Voyage (1904).
Even at this early stage, filmmakers could see the capacity of film technology to portray
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the magical and the fantastic. Although science fiction films, usually concerned with
the possibility of space travel, had appeared periodically during the silent film era and
12
into the early sound era, it was not until the 1950s that this genre came into its own.

But even here, the desire to tell such stories was still a step ahead of the technology
needed to represent them, keeping them firmly in “B” film status. Despite the
fascination with these representations, they were, in the main, not yet “realistic” enough
to be taken very seriously; they required a far greater suspension of disbelief. The
awkwardness of stop-frame animation, or the faint but perceptible traces of artifice, did
not deter audiences from attending them, but the realism of the spectacle was not yet
attainable.
2001: A Space Odyssey represented an important shift in the popular status of
science fiction film. For the first time, film displayed its ability—i.e., film special effects
technology had advanced enough—to portray the fantastic realistically. 2001 was
celebrated for its sophistication and “visual magnificence”; its special effects were
considered “stunning.”13 Liz-Anne Bowden details some of these accomplishments:
Sequences of the travelling space-ship with the actions of the crew members
visible through a window were constructed by the very precise use of double
exposure…. Front projection techniques were greatly improved, and the
problems of conveying weightlessness were overcome with greater success than
ever before.14
Features such as these have led some critics to define 2001 as a kind of “watershed” or
“milestone” in the history of science fiction film production.15 It was certainly the first
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time that a science fiction film had taken in top box office receipts.
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And indeed, within

ten years, science fiction films would move firmly and permanently into the “A”
category and bring in record-breaking sales. 17 With the release of Star Wars and Close
Encounters of the Third Kind in 1977, science fiction gained its greatest popularity so far.18
Directly because of its similarly “realistic” (verisimilar) representation of the
fantastic, the inter-relationship of both genre classifications, and the simple fact that
2001 appears to have made Star Wars possible, Star Wars has been placed in a
continuum with 2001. They are associated not only because they are both concerned
with space travel, spaceships and the marvels of computer technology, but precisely
because of their technological sophistication. One critic says that the tremendous
achievement of Star Wars was directly a result of the filmmakers’19 success in “building
on and developing from the technology of” 2001.20 Yet surely, not all space-travel films
(or films with aliens or laser guns) fit comfortably into the “sci-fi” designation: this
would effectively make Independence Day, Mars Attacks, and the recently released Signs,
the same “kind” of movie.
Likewise, it is very difficult to ignore that 2001 and Star Wars are also very
different kinds of films; and even the subdivisions within the genre that some critics
have proposed are not enough to account for their tremendous dissimilarities. 2001 has
been called “ponderous, ambiguous, and arty,”21 “a masterful blending of
cinematography with scientific and religious theory,”22 and a vehicle for “poetic vision
and metaphysical exploration.” In short, this film has been read as a thoughtprovoking, controversial exploration of man’s place in the universe rather than simply
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“derivative…entertainment.” Indeed mainstream audiences “were confused by the
story and message.” To many, 2001 posed more questions than it answered:
What was the black monolith, anyhow? And what did the ending mean? …Did
our ancestors evolve because of alien intervention, or did the aliens intervene
23

because our ancestors were evolving?

Star Wars exhibits none of the opacity of 2001. It is transparent in its “message”: the
forces of good, against even overwhelming odds, will triumph over evil. It is
troublesome to read the main narrative impetus of Star Wars as “reflections of society’s
anxiety about its increasing technological prowess,” since its main charge was “above
all…entertainment.” As one critic says, “virtually every second of the picture was filled
with excitement, action, or visual interest of some sort. Cliffhangers occurred every ten
minutes or so, without the ‘tune in next week to find out if our heroes live’: the
spellbound audience knew immediately.”24
While Star Wars does share with its claimed predecessor a technical mastery and
cinematic grandeur that makes its fantastical aspects “realistic,” here the computerized
special effects and models, robots, and laser swords are used to tell the simplest, most
familiar, and indeed most ancient kinds of stories imaginable: a brave and worthy, but
still untried hero leads the charge against the forces of evil, saving a princess and
countless villages along the way. As much as 2001 may have “anticipated the age of
high-tech movies such as Star Wars,” as much as it “was [technologically] pointing the
way,” the two films stand in almost direct counterpoint to one another.
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It is this “fairy-tale atmosphere,” as one critic calls it, that most jeopardizes the
status of Star Wars as science fiction. The futuristic and technological backdrop of this
film cannot disguise the film’s status as folkloric fantasy. The story it presents, as well
as its mode of presentation, are far more in alignment with directly self-conscious
fantasy films like, for example, The Lord of the Rings. Both films have princes and
princesses, magic objects, quests, trials, interdictions, dwarfish and elfish characters;
both films follow from the cult of the sword and engage in a race against time in which
the entire known world is hanging in the balance. Moreover, like The Lord of the Rings,
Star Wars puts its tale-like quality directly on display: the opening crawl of the film
introduces itself with an only slightly modified version of “Once upon a time…”: “Long
25
ago, in a galaxy far, far away…” This, and the introductory story that sets up the film

tale itself, acts as the “passageway” into the fantastic “otherworld” that characterizes
traditional lore. Tantooine and Aldoran, the planetary kingdoms whence come Luke
Skywalker and Princess Leia, are as remote from our world as the Middle Earth of The
Lord of the Rings. These magical worlds are similarly situated both geographically and
temporally: the galaxy far, far away is qualitatively and functionally no different than
the land “over misty mountains drear”; the time itself is presented as the past, but
equally represents a future. As in The Lord of the Rings, Star Wars takes place in a time
simultaneously, both, and yet neither the future nor the past. This represents a radical
shift in the boundaries between these films: Star Wars and The Lord of the Rings emerge
as similar forms, with the third, 2001: A Space Odyssey the “odd one out.”
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2001: A Space Odyssey: The Origins of Man
The criteria that place Star Wars and The Lord of the Rings in the same category
simply do not apply in the same way to 2001. 2001 is decidedly not a fairy tale. Nor, for
that matter, does it foreground any obvious relationship to traditional stories of the past
in its narrative content (swords, quests, magic). Yet, reliance on the methodologies of
folklore can reveal how it nonetheless is a very direct reiteration of traditional themes
and concerns and, moreover, does so in one of the most traditional and ancient
storytelling forms. 2001 fits the mold of what folklorists call the “etiological tale” or,
simply, the “origin story.” Origin stories, according to Stith Thompson, can be told to
explain “the origins and characteristics of various animals and plants, the stars, [or of]
mankind and his institutions.” “Frequently,” he adds, “this explanation seems to be the
entire reason for the story.26 The origin story, like the legend, is almost always
composed of one major motif—in this case, “the origins of mankind”—and all its
narrative concerns focus exclusively, although typically trebled in the Hollywood style,
on that motif. We can add to this that “origin tales” are obviously as much about where
we are and where we are headed as they are about whence we came.
2001 explicitly forefronts—amplified through the use of intertitles—its major
motif: “the dawn of man.” The dawn of man, according to the film, is the moment
when something intervenes to provide primitive man with technology. This occurs by
virtue of the appearance of a gigantic black monolith.27 We are given no clue as to the
nature of the monolith; all we know is that it suddenly appears, accompanied by eerie
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non-diegetic music. It is an architectural wonder, an otherworldly anomaly made even

more otherworldly by the stark, primitive landscape against which it stands. Early
hominids (our previous selves) are both fascinated and mystified by the presence of the
object, but can otherwise find no way to understand it. As viewers, we are, in turn, at a
loss. We know that it instigates a change in the behavior of primitive man, but we do
not know how or why, nor by whom. Shortly after the appearance of the object, our
representative “man” scavenges a bone from a carcass and clubs another hominid to
death. Whatever else the monolith provides us with—does it give us intelligence
somehow, does it otherwise spiritually motivate us?—it seems to have provided the
two most essential features of human growth: the tool (the first object of development)
and the weapon (the first object of power). These things represent the beginning of
“mankind and his institutions.”
From this beginning, the film switches abruptly into the future. The new tool is
thrown ceremoniously into the air by early man and dissolves into a similarly shaped
space shuttle on its way to the moon. The year is 200129 and it is the age of casual space
travel: Pan Am shuttles, complete with stewardesses, apparently make regular trips
from the earth to a space station orbiting the moon, and down to the moon itself. And
from this point on, the film stays in space. All history has apparently been aimed at
man’s departure from earth. On the way to the moon we are introduced to Doctor
Heyward Floyd, a high level executive in the space program, who has been summoned
to the moon on top secret “unusual” business. Once there, Floyd discovers that an
archeological team has uncovered a strange object just below the surface of the moon: a
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large dark monolithic shape (identical to the first). The reintroduction of the object
echoes primitive man’s first encounter with it. The monolith presents the same
ambiguity; the fascination it generates is equally as palpable. Despite his gloved hand,
the astronaut reaches for it with the same primitive awe the film shows with the earlier
version. The monolith that was so very obviously connected to the origins of mankind
is rediscovered here, but in a reversal—indeed a perversion—of the standard means of
such discoveries. Here, an archeological dig is performed (the standard means of
discovering origins), but on the moon—somewhere other than the “original” origins on
earth. The monolith, immediately upon its discovery, somehow communicates with
“something” out near one of the moons of Jupiter, suggesting that further “origins”—
and the future—of man are to be found not on earth but somewhere in the vastness of
space. Thus, the monolith appears to hold the key to our future as much as it does our
past. To be capable of unearthing the second monolith, apparently, is to be ready for
what it will bring: the future. It acts as a kind of marker. Like the first, this second
object represents—or at least witnesses—the birth or re-birth of mankind.
The third and final monolith is orbiting deep in space around Titan, one of
Jupiter’s moons, and is the final key in the puzzle of humanity’s origins and future.
Commander Bowman heads the mission to the outer planet but knows nothing of the
reason for the trip until he is within close range of it. He is unaware that he is
investigating the origins of the signal. And although a total of five crew members begin
the voyage—Bowman, his second in command, commander Poole, and three other
“scientists30—Bowman is the only one to make it to the third monolith. Humankind is
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hereby symbolically reduced to “man.”

31

After being briefed on the presence of the

monolith through a transmission from earth—he hears the story of its origins—he is
told he must investigate it. He leaves the mother ship in a pod and approaches the
object.32 As he approaches it, it opens, creating a passageway or tunnel through which
Bowman passes. He eventually “lands” in a room that represents a collection, or
perhaps culmination, of all human history. The room is mishmash of historical
periods—classical Greek columns, a colonial wardrobe, renaissance-style art, art deco
flooring, and a modern dining table (the origin story of man has been reduced to this
one museum-like display). As Bowman explores the room he begins to age, always
seeing his future, older self before he becomes that self. Soon his body lies still on the
bed. In the next frame Bowman transforms into an embryonic state, completing the
cycle of life, death and rebirth.

33

The final moments of the film show the embryo floating over what again looks
very much like ancient earth where mankind first developed. Bowman, as he comes to
represent mankind in general, is transformed in order to take his place in the future, but
only by returning to his beginnings. The answers to his past—why he exists—are
provided only through his progression into the future; his future exists only because of
a return to the beginning—first by the monolith (which brings him into the future in the
first place) and then by being “reborn” himself. This double circle of origin and
potential pivots around the monolith itself: it is our primitive beginning (it impelled us
toward the future); it is our fantastic end (of our primitive selves); it is our new
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beginning. The monolith both contains our history and the fantastic future; it carries us
into that future and allows us to return to the fantastic itself.

2001: A Space Odyssey: The Origins of the Fantastic
Just as we can read 2001 as a self-proclaimed story of the “origins of man,” there
is yet another important way in which we can read 2001 as a story of origins and return.
2001, as many critics have pointed out, represents the beginning of a new kind of
“realistic” science fiction precisely through its reliance on the latest technology. Susan
Sackett provides a typical assessment of its role in film history:
With [2001: A Space Odyssey] filmmaking entered the future, literally leaping
galaxies ahead from where it had been. With its sophisticated special effects, the
film anticipated the age of high-tech movies…. Like the film’s black monolith,
[it] was pointing the way.34
There is no question that this film was the first of its kind in the presentation of
satisfying, “sophisticated” special effects. Indeed, in this sense it is fair to say that it
ushered in a new era in filmmaking. Yet the questions become: to what exactly was it
pointing the way?; what, “like the film’s black monolith” was it suggesting about the
future of film?; what does this film, and the films that it anticipated, really do with the
genre of science fiction?
To answer these questions, it will be helpful to start by trying to determine what
the black monolith was pointing to within the diegetic framework of the film itself. If
this entity can be read as a metaphor for the “age of high-tech movies,” as Sackett
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suggests, understanding its function can tell us something about where science fiction
films, and genre film itself, is headed, especially since its trajectory appears to imply an
uncanny return. As much as this film uses “science” to share its “fiction,” that fiction
and that science are aimed decidedly at the most realistic representations of the
fantastic. And it is this new fantastic that provides a palpable return to the origins of the
fantastic film itself.
As much as critics might be tempted to read the monolith as the embodiment of
advanced technology, there is actually very little evidence within the film to support
this claim. It is true that the force behind the monolith (which is never satisfactorily
explained) appears to be the impetus for man’s first technology. And it is true that first
technological discovery enters man into a continuum, the end result of which will be the
delivery of sufficient technology to allow him to enter the next stage of development, to
move in the direction suggested by it, to enter into the monolith itself. Yet, the entry
into the structure is not an entrance into technology, any more than HAL survives the
trip.
Technology may be the vehicle (in and here of the film), but it is not the content.
Rather, it provides an entrance directly into the fantastic. As Bowman glides deeper
and deeper into the third monolith, the abstract linear imagery that envelops him
slowly begins to transform into swirling patterns of light. And these in turn give way to
a fantastic landscape that looks eerily similar to the primitive landscape presented at the
beginning of the film, but here the sky is red, the mountains are yellow, the water is
metallic. The deeper into the monolith, the more fantastic the imagery. Indeed, inside
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the monolith is a new world in which the laws of science simply no longer apply.
Where technology had prepared us for the journey to the monolith—it was our only
way of physically getting ourselves to it—it completely collapses at the point of entry.
It is at this point that the film switches from “extend[ing] the possible [by] giving [it] an
aura of scientific authenticity” to dealing with the “patently impossible”; i.e., it makes
the transition from science fiction to fantasy. The physical laws that had to be
manipulated to provide access to the monolith—the physical laws that had to be
overcome slowly over mankind’s history—are no longer valid.
In this sense, the story of 2001, like much genre film in general and like the
traditional folkloric narrative from which it stems, is ultimately aimed in direct
antithesis to physical laws. The science of special effects, the external science of the
film, is used, in the last analysis, to transcend the internal science of the film. Like the
traditional fantastic oral story, which never had to worry about the laws of physics,
2001 seeks to collapse the boundaries between this world and the other. The canny
tools that make the film itself and make possible the trip within it are used precisely to
unlock the uncanny and make its fantastic quality as realistic as possible.
As an origin story, 2001 speaks not only to the origins of man (the monolith both
returns us to the beginning and makes us a new thing) but to the origins of film itself. It
is a return, via technology, to its earliest fascination with representation of the fantastic
and to its status as both an “old” and a “new” thing. Like many traditional Hollywood
stories, 2001 is steeped in triads and trebled representations of its major theme. And it
is through these triads that that we can read the film not only as metaphor for the
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breakdown or failure of technology, but also as a metaphor, sometimes rather selfreflexively, for the development and destination of the film medium itself. Analysis
will suggest how these metaphors are presented through the simple binaries,
repetitions, and thematic trebling that characterizes the most traditional forms of
popular narrative.
There is an element of self-reflexivity or self-referentially in this film that
suggests the story is as much about how it tells its story as much as the story itself. The
title word “Overture” is the first image we see. “Overture” has two meanings: it can be
read as a prelude, a beginning. It can also be read more literally as a gesture toward a
negotiation or formal proposal. The “entr’acte” title (an intermission) also appears
almost exactly at the halfway point (midpoint). The film lets us know from the outset,
and throughout, that it is a representation: it reminds us that we are watching a film.
This theme of viewing runs throughout the work. Directly due to its fantastic, opaque
quality, the appearance of first monolith immediately raises the questions: Where did it
come from? What is it? Who put it there? It looks like nothing so much as a device to be
marveled at, puzzled over, to be seen. But the immediate question is, can it see us?
Since immediately after its appearance we are told, again through titles, that we are
witnessing the dawn of man, the monolith must clearly play an important role. If the
monolith did not impel the dawn of man, it certainly bore witness to it. The forces that
brought it to us either knew that we were ready to be led toward the future, or that we
were already moving toward the future and our time had arrived. In either event, there
is a process of monitoring going on.
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This is made especially evident when modern man discovers the second
monolith. When it is uncovered it sends a message to the outer reaches of space,
suggesting that it now knows, or “sees,” that we are ready to make contact, that we
have acquired the technology to reach it. If we see the monoliths as representations of
the fantastic and as a metaphor for film, it casts the methods of their discovery in an
interesting light. The first monolith appears to man in his earliest stage of development:
i.e., the fantastic had existed long before technology. But the second monolith has to be
discovered (or rediscovered) through technology: i.e., the “fantastic” is rediscovered,
returning man simultaneously to a site of origins and to a place that he has never been.
With the discovery of the third monolith, which has been flipped on its side and now
bears a remarkable resemblance to the dimensions of wide-screen film projection, we
can now use technology to transport us to a fantastic that ultimately transcends
technology. This monolith-as-fantastic-as-film interconnection is thematically
suggested throughout the story.
In fact, the HAL 9000 computer35 is the true representative of technology in this
film. It certainly provides for the driving thematic concern of the story: what has been
called the reflection of the anxiety about man’s “responsibility to control the gigantic
36
forces of destruction [technology] possesses.” In the end, HAL ceases to be a means of

transport and represents instead a threat to the film’s objective—to return/advance
man to the site of the fantastic. Just as surely as HAL (against all rational sense, against
every scientific assurance of its perfection) becomes erratic as they approach the object,
it is our last representative man, Bowman, who will shut HAL down in order to enter
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the monolith/fantastic. This makes science and technology, as is also typical in science
37
fiction films in general, “the basis of both the problem and its solution.” HAL is both

“good” and “bad” science. Without it, man could never have reached the monolith; but
technology is nonetheless only a means—storytelling is the content.
Thus, we as viewers, via the technology of filmmaking, view the fantastic
through the windows, portholes and hatchways that appear in a kind of mise en abîme
throughout the film. Monitors and screens, too, proliferate; the Moonwatcher, as he is
called, constantly surveys the surface of the moon, monitoring the monolith for signs of
change. The astronauts who discover this monolith stand before it in awe as they watch
it through visors that mirror the dimensions of the monolith itself (and the widescreen). Commanders Bowman and Poole spend most of their travel time perched
before a series of monitors; they communicate with their families through screens. Even
the astronauts in hibernation are visible only through a similarly wide-screen opening.
When we move outside the ship, we look back through the wide-screen at our two lone
astronauts. And of course, even HAL “sees” the world, and “projects” itself into it,
through a lens.38 When Bowman enters into the monolith and begins to change he
watches his former and future selves as though watching his own drama unfold and
pass on.
All these features re-enforce both the spectacle within the film as much as the
spectacle of the film. The technology that has made the mission possible is exchanged
ultimately for the post-technological fantastic of the new world. The technology of the
film itself is used ultimately as a means of representing that fantastic post-technological
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world more realistically than ever before. In the last moments of the film, Bowman
lands in a kind of screening room where his past—all the cultural artifacts of man’s
development to this moment—is frozen in museum like sterility, as if, for one last time,
we can see the culmination of the material world just before it fades into the past and
we begin our ascent into the future.
In short, it is through technology (the space ship, the film), only recently
available to us, that we are able to achieve (return to, proceed toward) our deep
relationship to the fantastic story. This story, moreover, could never have been realized
in this way anywhere but in the imaginative realm until the development of suitable
technology. 2001 is in a very real sense an origin story: it tries to posit one possible past,
and, like most origin stories, presents a possible direction for the future. But it is also a
metaphor for the origins and future of film itself: i.e., that it had from its beginnings
been a vehicle for the expression of crude representations of the fantastic; it has
developed, driven by the desire for that fantastic, and perfected that ability through
technology, bringing it ever-closer to the real world; and, finally, now points toward a
future in which that line fades further still, and where technology is used to deny its
own presence: a space where the wires that once held spaceships in the air disappear
altogether.
2001: A Space Odyssey evinces the idea that the more that film technology
advances the more we return to the spectacle of fantasy and imagination that has driven
our desire for stories from the very beginning. While the representation and
exploration of the fantastic has always been the charge of genre film, as it has always
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been the charge of fairy tales and legends, it has only been in the last few decades that
film technology has allowed film storytellers to tell those tales with anywhere near the
same kind of fantastic, spectacular quality that is an inherent part of oral storytelling.
And it has only been in the last few years that this technology has moved to the point
where the fantastic is becoming the real itself. The crude early techniques of stop-frame
animation, double-exposure and artificial mock-ups did not stop audiences from
enjoying these films, but it did make the spectacle less spectacular, less real, less
fantastic. At the moment when the limitations of science cease to impinge upon our
experience of the spectacle—when the artifice itself is so well disguised that our
suspension of disbelief need only serve the story itself—is the moment when we return
more fully, more completely and more satisfyingly, to the realm of the fantastic. And
nothing could be more ironic: the more we are technically able to represent the “real,”
the more we return to the fantastic.
Increasingly, popular films are aimed directly at the spectacle, at the most
realistic representations of the fantastic. And increasingly, it is to the past that we turn,
directly and indirectly, to find that fantastic. More than seventy five years ago, even
before film had learned to speak, filmmaker Abel Gance (Napoleon, Beethoven, J’Accuse)
anticipated this fact, saying that through film, “all legends, all mythologies and all
myths, all founders of religion, and the very religions…await their exposed
resurrection, and the heroes crowd each other at the gate.”39 And indeed, reflection on
the most popular films of recent years suggests just how worthy his claim is. Films like
Stigmata, End of Days, The Reign of Fire, for example, are indeed resurrected stories of
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ancient concerns. They are deeply steeped in mythology, legendry, and religion and
show just how suitable film is increasingly becoming for “realistic” representations of—
in Franz Werfel’s words—“all that is fairylike, marvelous and supernatural.”
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Even

many of the films that are set directly in the most up-to-date environments, in (mostly)
familiar cities, in (essentially) recognizable backdrops, are made with the express intent
of showing how the fantastic intrudes upon those familiar elements.
It is vitally important to understand the role that film special effects technology
plays in the presentation of the fantastic spectacle. We can see this both literally and
metaphorically in a film like the recent hit The Matrix, for example. This story pivots
around the ever-present and increasingly authentic “virtual” reality with which
computers provide us. Yet, despite the presence of computers, the “tech-talk,” and the
mundane backdrop of contemporary office cubicles perched high in corporate office
towers, the film, in both its story and its discourse, could not be more traditional, nor
more fantastic. The most remarkable evidence for this return in film is that even
popular critics recognize it. Connors and Craddock describe the film in a way that
highlights these characteristics:
[Matrix is] a visually wild ride…. Mild-mannered computer programmer
Thomas Anderson turns into hacker Neo by night. Neo thinks something is off
about his world and he’s right. Seems everything around him is just a computergenerated illusion, fostered by machines who use human beings as an electrical
energy source. Neo is shown the truth by the mysterious Morpheus and his
renegade team, including capable and beautiful Trinity. Is Neo the chosen one,
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who’ll make the world safe for humanity once again? Spectacular action
sequences, a hissably evil villain, a magisterial mentor, and a reluctant hero.
What more could you ask for?
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No description could better illustrate how popular film has become a kind of hybrid of
technological wizardry and the most ancient of stories. It vividly illustrates how, like all
folktales, film centers around simple but extreme binaries, as they negotiate the most
spectacular of concerns. As Thompson says, “characters are either good or
bad…‘average types’ do not occur in folktale.” Here “Neo,” our “new” hero, starts out
as “mild-mannered” and even “reluctant” (also typical of folktales) only to take his
place as “the chosen one” and to “make the world safe for humanity once more,” and
moreover under the tutelage of a “mysterious…magisterial mentor” as they defeat “a
hissably evil villain.” Imagine corporate towers as stone castles, and take the
“computer-generated” out of the “illusion,” and the remaining story is as familiar and
traditional as that of King Arthur, Hercules or Theseus.
Like most folklore this “hero tale” pivots around the tensions between our world
and the fantastic other world. The greatest differences—based on the contemporary
concern with the increasing role that computers have in our lives, and how we are
becoming dependent on them—is that the passage between the two worlds is achieved
through technology and the main question of the story is “which of the two worlds is
the real one?” Increasingly, computer technology, nowhere more evident than in film
production, has the ability to create “virtual” worlds that are in some ways both more
real and more fantastic than our own. Precisely because such technology is advancing
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at an unfathomable pace, precisely because it increasingly has the ability to blur the
lines between two worlds, the major narrative themes of this film revolve around the
potential dangers of that indistinguishability. Nevertheless, the heroes and villains that
operate between these worlds, and the motivation that drives them, are themselves, in
the main, indistinguishable from the most fantastic heroes and villains of tradition.

The Lord of the Rings: From the Oral to the Text and Back Again
We will end this study with a film that would seem to most obviously lend itself
to a reading of this kind. Indeed, there is scarcely a need to list the ways in which the
recently released The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001) fulfills the
characteristics of traditional folklore. It is a story of fantastic creatures—fairies, elves,
hobbits, trolls, dwarves, wizards and warriors; it is a story of reluctant heroes, led by
the most diminutive, unlikely character (Frodo, the tiny hairy footed Hobbit) who
embark on a mystical journey that revolves around the return of a magical object (the
ring) to its origins in the darkest depths of evil (the land of Mordor); it is an imperative
journey, moreover, that will attempt to “make the world safe once again.” The journey
proceeds under the guidance of a “mysterious…magisterial mentor,” Gandalf the
wizard, as they confront a series of destructive, malignant forces on their way to defeat
“a hissably evil villain” (The Dark Lord). The “epic” quality of the story sees both
forces of good and of evil (and each of their “helpers”) represented in a near endless
chain of reiteration and expansion: the evil wizard Sauroman—himself the “finger” of
the Dark Lord—leads an army of evil “orcs” against the forces of good (men, dwarves
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and elves); the evil-ring wraiths, servants of the Dark Lord (bound to him through the
magic of the ring) seek to return the ring, not to the fires of Mordor, but to its king. Evil,
in this way, is shown as a pervasive, far-reaching, growing force that manifests as
widespread tyranny. Similarly the forces of good, led by Gandalf, trickle down through
a chain of heroes and plain “folk” as they rally in “open, democratic, and cooperative
activity [that] leads to a positive solution” against the dark forces that plague them:
Strider (a human warrior) seconds for the true leader of the rag-tag group, Gandalf,
when the latter is off taking care of other related issues; Merry and Pippin (fellow
Hobbits) act as “helpers” to Frodo; the wood elves provide secrets to the history of the
ring as the troupe makes its way to Mordor, and so on. As complex as the narrative
gets, its basic concerns are with the dominance of the forces of good over evil.
The Lord of the Rings presents a wonderful opportunity not only to show how
popular film increasingly reaches toward the fantastic through technology, but also to
track the translation process from original oral sources into textual representation and
back again into oral form as it is conveyed through the popular film. As much as the
story of The Lord of the Rings originates for modern readers from textual representation,
it takes not only its themes and motifs, but also its narrative and structural cues, directly
from the realm of ancient oral storytelling. The tremendously popular novel series
presents its tale to the reader directly through imbrications of what are essentially oral
accounts of the various adventures of its characters. Indeed, we spend most of our time
in the text “hearing” the adventures of most of its characters: Bilbo Baggins, Frodo’s
uncle, regularly thrills the children of his village with told tales of his earlier
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adventures. Song, especially, is a favored way of recounting such adventures, and often
the prose of the narrative is literally interrupted by the songs that contain the history of
these beings, reminding us of the mnemonic value of oral verse in preserving
history/lore. The major incident that motivates the journey itself occurs when each of
the characters at Elrond’s great council presents, orally, the (ancient) history of their
peoples and their relationship to the magical object. Even the wizard Gandalf orally rerepresents the adventures that he encounters during his many mysterious
disappearances. He even relates the story of his own death: “Long time I fell…” he
begins. We don’t witness his death, we hear of it. The text always has its eye on its own
oral origins.
This story/novel/film evinces the important lines both uniting and dividing each
of these forms. Of course, we must not be mistaken here. The novel The Lord of the
Rings is still very much an authored text. It was never, in the fullness of its own
particulars, an oral tale. Yet, the fact that J. R. R. Tolkien was a medieval scholar—one
of the foremost authorities on fairy tales and author of one of the influential critical
essays on Beowulf42—with a deep understanding of folklore, the medieval romance, and
medieval oral narrative in general, is tremendously important. The truth is, Tolkien
constructed this trilogy under the direct influence of findings from his academic fields
(particularly those of Anglo-Saxon and Old Norse). He took a familiar cast of characters
and a familiar catalogue of motifs and expertly constructed a story that, although
written, owes far more to traditional oral storytelling than any other form. The fact that
The Lord of the Rings within its first weeks of release had secured a position as one of the
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top-grossing movies of all time suggests that the transition to film was successful; I
suggest that this success was in no small part due to the fact that it was originally
constructed in the style of—with many of the same formulas as—oral narrative. With
The Lord of the Rings, we can see one of the oldest story types retold with the newest
technologies precisely because that technology allows these stories to remain as true to
their original forms as possible: spectacular, fantastic and otherworldly.
Yet, despite these obvious crossovers with issues of orality and spectacle, The
Lord of the Rings was until quite recently untranslatable into “realistic” filmic form. The
special effects that make it possible were simply not available to enable earlier
audiences to “see” the story without being interrupted by evidence of the technology
that provided it. The story would have been compromised. Interestingly, an animated
version did appear in 1978, suggesting that there is a strong desire to see such fantastic
stories—the film was moderately successful—even if audiences have to turn to the
patently artificial world of cell animation to do so. It also reminds us that it was
through animation that we were first able to explore the fantastic without fear of the
laws of physics (science) that are so antithetical to it. From Dumbo’s ability to fly to
Pinocchio’s ability to magically transform from a wooden to a real boy, animation had
best contained the magic necessary to transport us to that other world. Interestingly,
the fact that film is now capable of that same magic has led to a queer reversal:
animated films themselves, to remain viable as sources of popular entertainment, now
attempt to follow the rigorous demands for realistic representation of the fantastic that
live-action film has proven itself capable of presenting (Final Fantasy, Titan A.E.). The
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escapist fantastical potential that animated films have provided since the beginning of
film—and which was indeed attempted from the beginning in live-action films—must
now strive to represent that fantasy as realistically as does its younger technological
counterpart (live-action films with high quality, high-tech effects). Audiences are
becoming increasing invested in the fantastic (as a brief look at the list of top box office
films over the last few years will show) but apparently, only as it effectively approaches the
real. Nothing disappoints an audience more than “cheap” (i.e., unconvincing) effects.
Popular contemporary genre film has never before taken us so deeply into the future
and, simultaneously, so deeply into the past.

Conclusion
One important line of inquiry remains, similar in nature to the question left open
by the embryonic figure that fills the screen at the end of 2001: A Space Odyssey: where
do we go from here? What will popular film become? These are not trifling questions.
The technology that brings us these fantastic stories is not just changing the verisimilar
capacity of popular stories; it is changing the medium itself. Film as a material
medium—that is, the photographic acetate stock itself—is actually disappearing. Star
Wars: Episode II, for example, was the first major Hollywood “film” ever to be shot
entirely on a digital medium; i.e. the first Hollywood feature length visual and oral
performative ludic spectacle presented to popular audiences, which suggests that
“movies” have truly entered a new era. The technology that had first made film
possible as a form and had projected film on its inevitable course toward the fantastic
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future—reconfiguring our most treasured and most ancient stories—has itself been
replaced by an even newer technology that brings to light both the inadequacy of that
original medium in realistically conveying the fantastic, as well as the desire of popular
audiences to have it conveyed to them. In 1935, Franz Werfel had said that:
The film has not yet realized its true meaning, its real possibilities…these consist
in its unique faculty to express by natural means and with incomparable
pervasiveness all that is fairylike, marvelous, supernatural.43
Doubtless Werfel would be pleased with the accuracy of his observation, but the fact is,
given that it moves ever deeper into a relationship with technology, and ever deeper
into the expression of “all that is fairylike, marvelous, supernatural,” film has
apparently “not yet realized its true meaning, its real possibilities.” The future of
popular film promises something even more fantastic, and even more familiar.

NOTES
Carol J. Clover, for example, in her study of the modern horror film, Men, Women, and Chain Saws,
maintains that
Although many folklorists disown horror movies as products too mediated by technology,
authorial intention, and the profit motive to be seen as folklore in any authentic sense, the fact is
that horror movies look like nothing so much as folktales—a set of fixed tale types that generate
an endless stream of what are in effect variants: sequels, remakes, and rip-offs.
The structure, functions or subject position, and narrative moves of these films, she says, “are as old as
the hills.” Carol J. Clover. 1992. Men, Women and Chain Saws (Princeton: Princeton University Press), 10.
She continues: “horror movies look like nothing so much as folktales—a set of fixed tale types that
generate an endless stream of what are in effect variants.” She notes that “students of folklore or early
literature recognize in horror the hallmarks of oral narrative: the free exchange of themes and motifs, the
archetypal characters and situations, the accumulation of sequels, remakes, imitations.” Similarly, in his
introduction to American Film Genres, Stuart Kaminsky suggests that “on one level one can argue that the
genre films, television, and literature have to a great extent replaced more formal versions of mythic
response to existence such as religion and folktale.” Stuart M. Kaminsky. 1977. American Film Genres:
Approaches to a Critical Theory of Popular Film (New York: Dell) 2. (My emphasis). Schatz suggests the
following:
1
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Considering the genre film as a popular folktale assigns to it a mythic function that generates its
unique structure, whose function is the ritualization of collective ideals, the celebration of
temporarily resolved social conflicts, and the concealment of disturbing cultural conflicts behind
the guise of entertainment.
Thomas Schatz, “The Structural Influence: New Directions in Film Study,” Quarterly Review of Film
Studies 2, no. 3 (August 1977), 302-312, reprinted in Film Genre Reader II, Barry Keith Grant ed. (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1995) 91-101; 92. And indeed, a sizeable number of important studies of the
genre film have rested on such connections to folklore (e.g. Will Wright’s Sixguns and Society; John
Cawelti’s The Six-gun Mystique; Thomas Sobchack’s “Genre Film: A Classical Experience”). Although
varied in their approach and emphasis, these works all rely on the significant connections between
traditional folklore and popular film manifested especially in the manipulation of familiar (even ancient)
themes, motifs, archetypes, patterns of cycles and variants, and finally, overall structure.
2 Although the issue of “function” is beyond the purview of this study, it is well established that film
“acts” in society, and that, furthermore, it acts very much the way folklore does. Much has been written
about the “function” of both film and folklore in society. For film and its role in society see Robert Sklar.
1975. Movie-Made America (New York: Random House); Garth Jowett. 1976. Film: The Democratic Art
(Boston: Little Brown); Ian Jarvie. 1970 Sociology of the Movies (New York: Basic Books). For discussions of
the social function of folklore see Ruth Finnegan. 1992. Oral Poetry: Its Nature, Significance and Social
Context (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press,); William Bascom, ed. 1977. Frontiers of Folklore
(Colorado: Westview Press).
3 The film actually represents the first of the three books in the Ring Trilogy, The Fellowship of the Ring
(and so it is subtitled) but the film has been promoted under the inclusive title The Lord of the Rings. The
film, like the book, is rendered in three installments and each stands on its own. Yet there is no question
that it is part of one continuous story.
4 Clearly the two forms are often closely related. Ira Konigsberg offers that science fiction films are one
sub-category of fantasy in that the latter, like the former, “features improbable and even impossible
characters and events.” Science fiction differs from fantasy in that the former “extends the possible and
gives an aura of scientific authenticity to its events.” It is this aura of “scientific authenticity” that for
some scholars allows an association between these films—in that they can both be “fantastic” in the
Todorovian sense—but resist generic inclusion: fantasy films “deal with patently impossible occurrences
and beings…. The viewer is never asked to believe in” what he or she sees. While each of the fantastic
genres (sci-fi, horror and fantasy) “have a great deal in common with the others, each is distinctive in the
way it uses its fantastic premises…the fantasy film is perhaps the most ‘escapist’ of genres.” Ira
Konigsberg. 1997. The Complete Film Dictionary (New York: Penguin Putnam, Inc.) 224-226. Thomas
Sobchack and Vivian Sobchack. 1980. An Introduction to Film (Boston: Little, Brown and Company). These
scholars put 2001 and Star Wars together as extremes within the overall genre of science fiction. Though
their discussion predates The Lord of the Rings, their description of fantasy would extend to this work as
well. They also sub-categorize science fiction, fantasy and horror as distinct genres but all a part of a
larger group, which they refer to as fantastic films.
5 Sobchack and Sobchack. 1980. 230-231.
6 Richard Hodgens quoted in Steven Neale. 2000. Genre and Hollywood. (London: Routledge) 100.
7 Neale. 2000. 100.
8 Margaret Tarratt. 1970 “Monsters from the Id,” in Films and Filming 17, no. 3. (December): 38-42, and no.
4 (January 1992): 36-55. Reprinted in Barry Keith Grant, ed. 1995. A Film Genre Reader II, (Austin:
University of Texas Press), 330-349; 330. Tarratt, in support of this claim, cites Francis Arnold, who says
that the “upsurge of science fiction films in the 1950s and 1960s [relates] to the existence of the Bomb and
the first Sputnik.” That is, science fiction films are “an extrapolation from our contemporary world.”
Although this article is not without its problems—Tarratt evokes a psychoanalytic model, but then limits
her discussion to social anxieties—the general claim she makes about public anxiety in the face of
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advancing technology is a common refrain in relation to science fiction. See Konigsberg. 1997. 226; and
Sobchack and Sobchack. 1980. 230.
9 Sobchack and Sobchack. 1980. 224-225.
10 Ibid., 226.
11 Ibid., 1980, 225.
12 Such films include William Menzies’ Things to Come (1936), and Fritz Lang’s The Girl in the Moon (1929).
13 Mick Martin and Marsha Porter. 1996. Video Movie Guide, 1997 (New York: Ballentine Books) 1133.
14 Liz-Anne Bawden. 1976. The Oxford Companion to Film (Oxford: Oxford University Press) 705. It has
been said that 2001 “not only dramatically expand[ed] for this kind of motion picture the potentials of
film technology, but [made] science fiction a vehicle for both poetic vision and metaphysical
exploration.” Konigsberg. 1997. 343.
16Sackett,

Susan. 1996. The Hollywood Reporter Book of Box Office Receipts (New York: Billboard Books) 198.
It was of course, something of an anomaly in this respect; the special effects technology was not even
available in the United States and much of the film, even though it was an MGM production, had to be
shipped off shore to British studios.
18 Konigberg. 1996. 343.
19 I have generally not been concerned with individual directors throughout this discussion for several
reasons, but primarily because, as stated in the introduction, film production requires a community. This
is especially true in relation to science fiction where the realism is directly a result of a team of highly
specialized effects artists working together. Individuals may oversee—and add distinctive qualities—but
societies make films.
20 Konigsberg. 1996. 343.
21 Martin and Porter. 1996. 1018.
22James Monaco. 1977How to Read a Film (New York: Oxford University Press) 269.
23 Sackett. 1996. 52.
24 Ibid., 252.
25 Crawl is the term used to describe the movement of credits or other titles across the screen.
26 Thompson. 1977. 9. Sometimes, he continues, origin stories can be added to shorter narratives to make
them more interesting.
27 There has been some critical debate over whether or not the monolith actually provides anything—
indeed it could be seen as merely a monitor for watching the growth of a creature that is on the verge of
discovering tools and therefore, at the beginning of the technology that will eventually take him to the
farthest reaches of the universe.
28 Diegetic sound refers to sound that emanates from the internal dramatic world of the film; it is sound
that the characters would be able to hear. Non-diegetic sound refers to sound effects that are outside of
the dramatic world of the film; sound, especially music, to which characters do not respond. We actually
can’t be perfectly sure if it is non-diegetic until the appearance of the second monolith; the behavior of
primitive man as he reacts to the presence of the monolith could easily suggest that they are responding
to the eerie music as well. When modern man approaches it though, the same music plays; because they
have no reaction to the music we must assume it is non-diegetic.
29 As with most dates chosen to represent the future (1984 etc.), this date is only a marker. The point of
choosing this date, one might safely assume, is that it represents the first year in the next century. Like
many stories that are aimed at imagining a possible future, it is set just enough in the future (of the
storytellers and audiences) to allow for the technological change required for the story theme. Yet, it is
just close enough to the present to leave the world recognizable as an extension of our own.
30 It is never made clear what threat the hibernating astronauts would have presented, but their
appearance in the first place give a degree of authenticity to the mission. It is unlikely that two men
would have made the trip alone, it also emphasizes HAL’s breakdown. The presence of the scientists on
the voyage has been read as an attempt to show that in the not too distant future we will settle our
17
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conflicts with our cold-war enemies—two of the scientists are soviets. This has been read a prophetic
vision on the art of the filmmakers.
31 Poole is lost when he is cut loose, again by the malfunctioning HAL 9000 computer that represents the
central nervous system of their spaceship. The three scientists die while still in hibernation, due to a
similar computer malfunction. Some critics have read this malfunction of the supercomputer HAL 9000
as a representation of everything from a rejected homosexual lover (jealous, apparently, of the intimacy
between Poole and Bowman) to an attempt at humanizing technology (it becomes an emotionally
unstable threat to the safety of the crew). HAL is considered by some to be the only real protagonist in
the film and precipitates a life and death struggle for the two hero-astronauts.
32 The “pod,” as it is referred to in the film, that contains Bowman—man as he is, man as he will be—
could easily be read as a metaphoric “seed” that enters the monolith—the “womb” of man’s rebirth.
33 One critic referred to the embryo as a “fetal Star Child” comparing it with the images painted on the
Sistine Chapel. Sackett. 1996. 198.
34 Sackett. 1996. 198.
35 Fans and reviewers love to point out that each letter of the name HAL is one letter higher in the
alphabet than IBM. Sackett. 1996. 198.
36 Tarratt. 1970. 330.
37 Sobchack and Sobchack. 1980. 230.
38 We might even say that the primary colors of the spacesuits —red, yellow and blue—that hang on the
wall in the shuttle bay as representative of the three main negative colors of Technicolor. And the space
ships and satellites that appear again and again in the film look like nothing so much as film reels
complete with sprockets and a take-up spool in the center.
39 Abel Gance, “Le Temps de l’image est venu,” L’Art cinématographique, Vol. 2, (Paris, 1927) 94f, quoted
in Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, ed., Hannah Arendt (New York: Schoken Books, 1968) 227.
40 Franz Werfel 1935. “Ein Sommernachtstraum, Ein Film von Shakespeare und Reinhardt,” Nueues
Wiener Journal, cited in Lu 15, November, quoted in Walter Benjamin. 1968. Illuminations. ed., Hannah
Arendt (New York: Schoken Books) 228.
41 Martin Connors and Jim Craddock, eds. 2000. Videohound’s Golden Movie Retriever (Michigan: Visible
Ink Press) 589.
42 See J. R. R. Tolkien. 1936. “Beowulf: The Monsters and the Critics.” Proceedings of the British Academy 22:
245-94; 1964. “On Fairy-Stories,” in Tree and Leaf (London: Allen and Irwin) 11-70. For a full discussion
of the influence of his academic studies on his prose, see Tom Shippey. 2000. J. R. R. Tolkien: Author of the
Century (Boston: Houghton Mifflin).
43Franz Werfel. 1935. “Ein Sommernachtstraum, Ein Film von Shakespeare und Reinhardt,” Nueues
Wiener Journal, cited in Lu 15, November, quoted in Walter Benjamin. 1968. Illuminations, ed. Hannah
Arendt, (New York: Schoken Books) 228.
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Knific
3. Affiliation: Western Michigan University
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The Merling Trio, together with jazz bassist Tom Knific, will present a performance of the new
piece they recently commissioned and performed, Frank Proto’s Quartet for Piano and Strings.
Mr. Proto, based in Cincinnati, OH, has had a 30-year compositional career and has written
music for such artists as Doc Severinsen, Dave Brubeck, Duke Ellington, and Richard Stoltzman.
Commissioning organizations include the Kennedy Center, the Cincinnati Orchestra, and the
Louisiana Philharmonic.
The Merling Trio (Renata Artman Knific, violin; Bruce Uchimura, cello; Susan Wiersma
Uchimura, piano) is in residence at Western Michigan University. This renowned piano trio has
a history of commissions and commitment to new music. The Trio has twice commissioned
composers for presentation at Weill Hall at Carnegie Hall: Curtis Curtis-Smith (Second Piano
Trio, 1993) and Terry Winter-Owens (The Pure Space Into Which Flowers Endlessly Open,
1998). The Curtis-Smith work has been performed around the United States by the Merling Trio
over 200 times, and they have recorded the piece for Albany Records.
For its commission from Mr. Proto, following in the footsteps of such innovators as Yo-Yo Ma,
Bobby McFerrin, Astor Piazzolla, and the Kronos Quartet, the Trio’s aim was to break down the
traditional boundaries between classical and jazz traditions. The intent was to create a
“crossover” piece—one capable of being understood and enjoyed by both classical and jazz
audiences. Through the piece, classical audiences are introduced to jazz elements, and jazz
audiences are exposed to traditionally classical elements. The Quartet for Piano and Strings was
premiered in London, England, in June 2003, and has already attracted significant attention from
the press, critics, the public, and the broader jazz and classical communities.
In their presentation, the Trio and Mr. Knific will examine in depth the compositional content of
the Quartet. They will demonstrate traditionally classical and jazz styles, and will show how the
fusion of the two takes place in the piece. Elements to be discussed include form, balance,
ensemble, and improvisation, and jazz styles such as funk and blues.
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Abstract

This project is being funded through the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program
of the University of Minnesota. In it, I and assistant professor of Spanish Stacey Parker Aronson
will examine the literary representations of the concept of marianismo in Latin American and
Spanish literature. Marianismo, called by Evelyn P. Stevens the “cult of feminine spiritual
superiority, which teaches that women are morally superior and spiritually stronger than men”
(Stevens 3), is also rooted in the idea that Latin American women must be self-sacrificing for the
men in their lives and still be examples of spiritual purity as was the Virgin Mary. They must
endure the capriciousness of their husbands and sons because they are like little boys that must
simply be tolerated. Marianismo as a concept is contested, though, most notably by Mexican
writer Josefina Zoraida Vásquez and U.S. American anthropologist Tracy Bachrach Ehlers. For
this reason, we will examine how the concept is made manifest in the works of other Latin
American and Spanish writers, in order to gain their perspective on this topic and further confirm
it or denounce it. Most research and all writing will be in Spanish.
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A Pre-Analysis and Prediction Modeling Approach: Political Photographs on Turkish
Dailies in the Pre-Election Period 2002

Asli Tunç∗

Introduction
The November 3, 2002 elections brought a landslide victory for the Justice and Development
Party (AKP) that received almost two-thirds’ of the parliamentary seats with 34.2 percent of
the vote. Of the eighteen parties running in the elections, the social democrat Republican
People’s Party (CHP) was the only other party to win parliamentary representation, garnering
19.4 percent of the vote. For the first time since the 1954 elections, Turkey got a two party
Parliament. The press and numerous private television and radio stations can have an
important effect on public opinion. However, increasing concentration of ownership has
dampened press independence, and two media groups now control around 70% of circulation.
This situation apparently raises the questions about how the press covered the elections. The
subject of the influence of media coverage and how it affects the outcome of political
elections have been documented by many researchers (Atwood & Jarvis, 1976; Coffey, 1975;
Czepiec, 1976; Graber, 1971; Hofstetter, Zukin, & Buss, 1978; Jamieson, 2000; Kepplinger,
1982; Lichter & Rothman, 1981; Masters, Sullivan, Feola, & McHugo, 1987; Moriarity &
Garramone, 1986; Pike, 1985; Robinson & Sheehan, 1983; Sanders & Pace, 1977; Stempel,
1961, 1965, 1969; Weaver & Wilhoit, 1992). Similar to the American electoral process, angst
regarding the question of press bias has also been around in Turkish academic and journalistic
circles.
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In an effort to be a step in contributing this literature in Turkish context, this study aims
to test the significance of the vast data set of the broader research conducted as a content
analysis of the print media coverage of the 2002 national elections in Turkey1 and also aims to
make predictions on the usage of political photographs on four different pages (front,
domestic policy, foreign policy, and economy) in the political context of the pre-election
period. Although the original research consisted of 22 questions on the coding sheet, this preanalysis study only focuses on two questions to test the significance of this rather ambitious
research. The original study has been conducted by a coterie of media scholars at Istanbul
Bilgi University as researcher coordinators2 and eleven young people3. The original research
is based on an examination of news items and front-page photographs related to the election
and major political figures in nine national daily newspapers (Hürriyet, Sabah, Vatan,
Radikal, Zaman, Yenisafak, Star, Türkiye, Cumhuriyet) for a 47-day period. For this preanalysis study, representative 4 groups of newspapers were selected. Those are Radikal and
Cumhuriyet as Group 1, Hürriyet, Sabah, and Vatan as Group 2, Türkiye, Yenisafak, and
Zaman as Group 3, and Star as Group 4. These cases were selected because each group of
newspapers had clear ideological directions and a certain reader profile. All newspapers are
daily broadsheets with a mixture of politics (foreign and domestic), business, sports, and
lifestyle information, and they seek high circulations and accompanying advertising revenue.
None are independently owned, all are affiliated with one of the major corporate chains in
Turkey with an exception of Star. Star’s owner, Cem Uzan, was an active participant and
political candidate in this election, thus the final category consisted of only this newspaper
since it presented a unique case. The political orientation of those newspapers tends to be
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The findings of this research are still in process of being analyzed in an upcoming book.
Asli Tunç, Esra Arsan, and Alper Gormus.
3
9 coders from the Istanbul Bilgi University (Nihan Aktas, Eda Albayrak, Sühan Albayrak, Cihan Becan Mithat
Canver, Sedef Etik, Tuvana Salarvan, Selen Uzeroglu, Ikbal Yigitalp) and 3 coders from Zaman newspaper
(Zeliha Karaer, Bilal Kavak, Elif Tunca) worked diligently under the supervision of the senior instructors. The
original research would have been impossible without their hard work.
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mainstream rightist, moderate Islamist, mainstream leftist but with an awareness of business
interests.
The significance and validity of this research data is important since many aspects have
been coded to contribute to understanding of the press-politics relations in a very significant
period in Turkish political life that ended with a religious party’s (AKP) coming to power for
the first time in this totally secular country’s history. In the coding sheet there are various
questions dealing with the frequency, the tone of the news coverage of 18 parties on different
pages of different newspapers, themes various political leaders raised before the election,
contents of the headlines and so forth. Yet, 7 parties have been taken into consideration for
this pre-analysis. Those are ANAP (Motherland Party), MHP (Nationalist Action Party), AKP
(Justice and Development Party), CHP (Republican People’s Party), DYP (True Path Party),
GP (Young Party), YTP (New Turkey Party). Those major parties presented a representative
sample in this pre-analysis and marginal parties were excluded. Among the sample, three
major parties ran the country in the 1990s, the center-left Democratic Left Party (DSP) of
outgoing Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit, the Nationalist Action Party (MHP), and former
President Turgut Ozal’s centrist Motherland Party (ANAP), however they all failed to pass
the ten percent threshold needed to enter the parliament in November 3, 2002 election. Also
former Prime Minister Tansu Ciller’s center-right True Path Party (DYP) was also
unsuccessful in winning representation in the Parliament but was worth analyzing to observe
the coverage given to her party. In order to understand the social democratic environment, we
need to look at the developments in YTP and CHP before the election. Former-State Minister
and the former World Bank director Kemal Dervis returned to Turkey in 2001 to run the
economy after the latest economic crisis, and his presence reassured international investors
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which was lending Turkey $16 billion. Because
he was popular with both the public and Turkey’s pro-Western business community, Dervis
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was viewed as the magic bullet for the center. On August 21, 2002, however, Dervis joined
the center-left Republican People’s Party (CHP), headed by his old friend Deniz Baykal,
ending speculation that he was headed for the new center-left party New Turkey (YTP) led by
former foreign minister Ismail Cem. In August, Dervis tried to engineer unity between YTP -which has no national organization and little appeal beyond urban areas -- and other centerleft parties. After the party’s leaders rebuffed him, he joined CHP. As another new party
entering the elections in addition to YTP, GP (Young Party) was on the agenda with a
massive campaign, by its many promises and determined fight against the IMF and World
Bank programs. Media mogul Cem Uzan literally bought and reinvented this nationalistpopulist party in August 2002 and used his many business interests to bolster his campaign,
including tabloids, television/radio stations, and Telsim, Turkey's second largest cellular
phone network -- an effective campaign tool thanks to its phone-based emailing capabilities.
Research Hypotheses
This study focused on the visual aspect of the research and makes projection on the outcome
by not calculation of news items but rather political photographs on the front page and also
pages dealing with domestic policy, foreign policy, economy.
This study mainly focused on five variables ν1: The quantity of photographs of the political
parties (9 newspapers vs. 7 parties); ν2: The area that each party covers on the front-page (9
newspapers vs. 7 parties); ν3: The area that each party covers on domestic policy page; ν4:
The area that each party covers on foreign policy page; ν5: The area that each party covers on
economy page.
Hypothesis 1 = Whether the difference between the quantity of photographs on the front page
of 7 each parties is significant
Hypothesis 2 = Whether the difference between the area of 7 parties’ photographs on front
page, domestic policy page, foreign policy page and economy page is significant,
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Hypothesis 3 = Whether there is a correlation between the area of photographs among each
pages.
Methodology
The pre-analysis of data was based on political photographs derived form the original
research. This method was essential to control the analysis in the initial stage by processing a
partial dataset before sophisticated data handling systems commence further. On the smaller
scale, testing the reliability and significance of the original research data would serve the
researcher to master and interpret vast dataset of the original research. Therefore, t-test,
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), and correlation technique were conducted in order to
eliminate standard errors. In order to test Hypothesis 1, t-test, to test Hypothesis 2, ANOVA
(f-test) and in order to test Hypothesis 3, correlation technique were used. Both negative and
positive correlations were taken into consideration.
Findings
Before interpretation of the data, in the descriptive analysis of 7 individual newspapers’
coverage of 9 parties, we observed that Radikal with a more leftist tendency covered CHP
most on every pages compared to other parties while conservative, Islamist Türkiye and
Yenisafak gave the most coverage to MHP instead of AKP. AKP got the most coverage from
Star despite the possible negative tone of the coverage. Not surprisingly, Cem Uzan’s GP was
heavily covered by his own newspaper, Star. When GP’s photographs were taken place on the
front page, there seemed to be no other party’s visual coverage was identified. GP’s coverage
gave us a better understanding how Star, exclusively highlighted GP on the front-page with
either the leader’s or/and the party’s photographs.
The quantity of mere front-page photographs of different party pairs in 7 newspapers
was presented in Table 1. As significant number (<.05) revealed, there are negligible
differences between the number of party photographs on the front pages between ANAP-GP,
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DYP-MHP, DYP-YTP, DYP-CHP, DYP-GP, MHP-YTP, MHP-CHP, MHP-GP, YTP-CHP,
and finally CHP-GP (p > .05). This pattern has not been observed with the rest of the partypairs since there is a significant difference in the quantity of front-page photographs. If we
look at the AKP’s amount of photographs compared with every individual party, we observe
the inequality in quantity except with ANAP (Pair 5). In the presentation of front-page
photographs, the difference in 11 out of 21 pairs is significant. While there was no assumption
of a monolithic amount of coverage of front-page photographs, there was an understanding
that a strong disparity between pairs of parties.
When Pair 16 was taken into consideration, the data presented that two mainstream
leftist parties (CHP-YTP) despite their different political discourse and the variety of
newspapers were covered almost equally in terms of front-page photographs. GP’s attracting
voters from the nationalist MHP was presented in Pair 15 since they for the most part got the
similar amount of visual coverage on the front-page. However, in two mainstream rightist
parties (ANAP-DYP), this was not the case (Pair 1). There is a significant difference between
the visual coverage of those parties. This table actually presented data on macro level since
the data covered seven newspapers altogether without highlighting any of them. Thus this
constraint was overcome with the help of correlation technique presented towards the end of
the study.
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Table 1
In Table 2, the ANOVA method revealed that there was a balanced distribution of ANAP
photographs between front, domestic, foreign, and economy pages. Similarly, Tables 3 and 4
presented that DYP and AKP had almost an equal amount of visual coverage on front-page,
domestic policy page, also foreign policy and economy pages.
Party
ANAP
front

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

ANAP
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Within Groups
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0
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Table 2
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Party
DYP
front

Sum of
Squares
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

DYP
domest

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

DYP
foreign

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

DYP
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Between Groups
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Total
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Table 3

Party
AKP
front

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

AKP
domest

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

AKP
foreign

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

AKP
economy

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
30853,54
0
3998674,
344
4029527,
884
6507,234

df

Mean Square
1

30853,540
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10720,307

F
2,87
8

Sig.
,091
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1
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1559752,
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1
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1
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50
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44

16
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,211
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,791

171

60

17

Table 4
As presented Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8, in the cases of MHP, YTP, CHP and GP, however the
visual coverage in various pages differs immensely. In Table 5, most photographs could be
found on the domestic and foreign policy pages not the front-page and economy which could
be interpreted as MHP not being visually highlighted on the front page of any of the seven
newspapers.
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Party
MHP
front

Sum of
Squares

1
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1
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1
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1

40,500

2

Table 5
On the other hand, in Table 6, YTP’s photographs dominated the economy page which was
an obvious indication of the news coverage of former-State Minister and the former World
Bank director Kemal Dervis’s leaving the party and joining CHP before the elections but
surprisingly however, there was no expected visual coverage of YTP on the front pages.

Party
YTP
front

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

YTP
domest

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

YTP
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Between Groups
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Table 6
In the case of CHP, we reached a similar conclusion about the party’s visual presence on the
economy pages (Table 7). Cem Uzan’s GP had a significant amount of visual coverage on
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both the front-page and economy page in all 7 newspapers with no statistically noticeable
difference on domestic and foreign policy pages (Table 8).

Party
CHP
front

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

CHP
domest

Between Groups
Within Groups
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CHP
foreign
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CHP
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Between Groups
Within Groups
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s
1137,3
84
294220
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294334
2,165
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Table 7

Party
GP
front

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

GP
domest

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

GP
foreign
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Within Groups
Total

GP
economy

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
474830,7
75
3000742,
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3475573,
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Table 8

In order to test the independence of the two sets of variables defined by the location of
the photographs and political parties, correlation analysis of the sub-scales was carried out.
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Correlation analysis can be viewed as an extension of t-test and ANOVA to deal the
significance and variability of data. It deals with one set of independent variables and one set
of dependent variables, the aim being to find a linear combination of the independent
variables that has maximum correlation with a linear combination of the dependent variables.
In the correlation analysis between 9 parties’ visual coverage on different pages, Table 9
shows us the correlation in terms of front-page photographs. The findings presented here can
be read as a positive correlation between (directly proportional with) DYP-ANAP, YTPANAP, MHP-ANAP, MHP-DYP, MHP-YTP). In other words, that means if there is a certain
amount of photographs of DYP on the front-page of any of the 7 newspapers, there is also
similar amount of visual coverage of ANAP on the front-page. There is a balanced coverage
between the positively correlated parties. The most interesting part of the analysis lay on the
GP’s case. There was a consistent negative correlation of GP with all other 8 parties which
statistically revealed that the more GP got a front-page photograph less other parties got
visual coverage. According to Table 9, AKP had a similar amount of visual coverage with
CHP, GP, and MHP. The correlation with other parties however was negligible.
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Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation

MHP

YTP

CHP

AKP

1

DYP
,225**

,228**

,187**

-,003

-,052

GP

.

,000

,000

,000

,939

,251

,137**
,002

496

496

496

496

496

496

496

,225**

1

,253**

,024

-,032

,082

-,107*

,000

.

,000

,595

,474

,066

,017

496

496

496

496

496

496

496

,228**

,253**

1

,141**

,048

,091*

-,039

,000

,000

.

,002

,284

,043

,390

496

496

496

496

496

496

496

,187**

,024

,141**

1

,085

-,009

-,103*

,000

,595

,002

.

,059

,845

,021

496

496

496

496

496

496

496

-,003

-,032

,048

,085

1

,110*

-,016

,939

,474

,284

,059

.

,015

,729

496

496

496

496

496

496

496

-,052

,082

,091*

-,009

,110*

1

,161**
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GP

Sig. (2tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

,251

,066

,043

,845

,015

.

,000

496

496

496

496

496

496

496

-,137**

-,107*

-,039

-,103*

-,016

,161**

1

,002

,017

,390

,021

,729

,000

.

496

496

496

496

496

496

496

Table 9

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The correlation analysis of individual parties within 4 different pages of 7 different
newspapers was presented between the Tables 10-16. In ANAP’s case, there was no
significant correlation in terms of various pages. Also in DYP’s case, the coverage in every
page was evenly distributed.
Party
ANAP frt

ANAP dom

ANAP frg

ANAP eco

ANAP frt
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

ANAP dom

ANAP frg

ANAP eco

1

,046

,222

-,100

.
249

,683
83

,239
30

,850
6

,046

1

,246

,178

,683
83

.
84

,207
28

,774
5

,222

,246

1

,659

,239
30

,207
28

.
30

,155
6

-,100

,178

,659

1

,850
6

,774
5

,155
6

.
6

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Table 10
Party
DYP frt

DYP dom

DYP frg

DYP eco

DYP frt
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

DYP dom

DYP frg

DYP eco

1

-,016

,135

-,258

.
286

,889
77

,539
23

,675
5

-,016

1

,045

,234

,889
77

.
80

,839
23

,705
5

,135

,045

1

,312

,539
23

,839
23

.
23

,609
5

-,258

,234

,312

1

,675
5

,705
5

,609
5

.
5

Table 11
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In Table 12, MHP’s photographs on the front page had a positive correlation with the
economy page, also a positive correlation could be observed between the foreign and
economy. This relationship showed that there was a link between MHP’s getting a visual
coverage on front-page and foreign policy page and the economy page.
Party
MHP frt

MHP dom

MHP frg

MHP eco

MHP frt
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

MHP dom

MHP frg

MHP eco

1

-,217

,472

,998(*)

.
225

,096
60

,065
16

,044
3

-,217

1

-,167

-,778

,096
60

.
60

,553
15

,432
3

,472

-,167

1

,998(*)

,065
16

,553
15

.
16

,042
3

,998(*)

-,778

,998(*)

1

,044
3

,432
3

,042
3

.
3

Table 12
YTP’s focus on the economic issues, the role of Dervis and his decision to swith to CHP had a
great impact on YTP’s front-page coverage on every seven newspaper. This was shown in
Table 13. There was a strong positive correlation between the photographs on front-pages and
economy pages
Party
YTP frt

YTP dom

YTP frg

YTP eco

YTP frt
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

YTP dom

YTP frg

YTP eco

1

-,021

-,069

,843(*)

.
217

,888
46

,778
19

,017
7

-,021

1

-,021

,344

,888
46

.
46

,932
19

,449
7

-,069

-,021

1

-,395

,778
19

,932
19

.
19

,380
7

,843(*)

,344

-,395

1

,017
7

,449
7

,380
7

.
7

Table 13
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In Tables 14 (CHP) and 15 (AKP), no significant correlation between different pages was
found. Interestingly, however, those were the only political parties that entered the Parliament
after the election.
Party
CHP frt

CHP dom

CHP frg

CHP eco

CHP frt
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

CHP dom

CHP frg

CHP eco

1

-,088

,077

-,345

.
329

,320
129

,597
49

,107
23

-,088

1

-,040

,284

,320
129

.
130

,787
48

,189
23

,077

-,040

1

,361

,597
49

,787
48

.
49

,090
23

-,345

,284

,361

1

,107
23

,189
23

,090
23

.
23

Table 14
Party
AKP frt

AKP dom

AKP frg

AKP eco

AKP frt
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

AKP dom

AKP frg

AKP eco

1

,059

-,029

-,085

.
375

,440
171

,823
61

,737
18

,059

1

-,059

,033

,440
171

.
172

,653
61

,896
18

-,029

-,059

1

,452

,823
61

,653
61

.
61

,060
18

-,085

,033

,452

1

,737
18

,896
18

,060
18

.
18

Table 15
Party
GP frt

GP dom

GP frg

GP eco

GP frt
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

GP dom

GP frg

GP eco

1

,305(*)

-,297(*)

-,028

.
105

,011
68

,025
57

,857
44

,305(*)

1

,151

-,193

,011
68

.
68

,261
57

,208
44

-,297(*)

,151

1

,061

,025
57

,261
57

.
57

,693
44

-,028

-,193

,061

1

,857
44

,208
44

,693
44

.
44

Table 16
15

Table 16 demonstrated the presence of a significant interrelationship between the visual
coverage on front-page and the domestic policy page. This interrelationship was not so deep
and wide as we would expect on the front-page and economy in the GP coverage. In contrast,
however, there was a negative correlation between the foreign policy page and front-page.
GP’s foreign policy agenda mainly focused on anti-IMF and World Bank programs so
evidently those photographs were carried on the front pages rather than presenting them in the
inner pages of seven newspapers. When they were covered on the front page, the quantity of
the pictures on the foreign pages dropped radically as Table 16 presented.
Concluding Remarks
As stated in the beginning, the data processed in this pre-analysis was derived from a broader
research to reach a certain level of significance and validity. Statistical data analysis
confirmed the expected relationship between the amount and location of the coverage of the
political photographs and different parties with various political stances and therefore
provided evidence for three hypotheses offered previously and showed that a vast set of data
was worth analyzing for further interpretation. In addition to the statistical significance, we
could make a projection with a smaller sample and construct a prediction model for the news
coverage of 18 parties on 9 different newspapers. In this regard, the data provided us to focus
on the visual coverage, yet the data on news items would definitely contribute the literature on
election coverage even further. These findings strengthened and confirmed the importance of
the broader research while multivariate statistical analyses should be carried out to determine
a more complex press-politics relations in Turkey. This study was only a small step in this
long and challenging journey.
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Introduction
It is important for moral agents to be able to weigh the value of moral actions, to be able
to either praise or condemn given actions in the light of some normative standard. Without this
foundation upon which to judge right from wrong, one’s moral life becomes murky, disorienting,
and ultimately unintelligible. Yet, moral confusion arises when we compare our interpretation of
the quality of a given moral action with that of our neighbour’s, which may vary from—and
quite possibly contradict—our own. What I propose in this paper, to borrow a Rawlsian term, is
the implementation of a kind of ‘wide reflective equilibrium’ for the consideration of moral
actions. That is to say, I believe that we should not only consider moral actions as phenomena
unique unto themselves, but also consider them with respect to all of the other actions that are
related to them via the identity of their authors. Specifically, I think that it is in reference to the
character of the author of a moral action that that moral action gains its overall intelligibility.
Moreover, I hold that the standard conception of character as given in virtue theory is seriously
flawed, and that ‘character’ can be most productively re-described as the aggregate of all moral
actions performed by any one moral agent. My hope is that this strategy will result in a broader
and more unified reading of moral actions, and thus also a clarification of moral confusions
resulting a lack of the same.

Moral Motivation
Most standard moral theories, such as deontology and utilitarianism, offer relatively clear
accounts of why agents are compelled to do the things they do, given the parameters of the moral
schemas they subscribe to. The deontological agent, for instance, acts in order to fulfil ethical
duties, and the utilitarian agent acts in order to maximise utility (various interpretations are
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attributed to these foundational motivations, but they give—at least—the basic flavour of their
theories of origin). Virtue theorists, in turn, are compelled to give a similar explanation of what
the ‘moral motivation’ of virtuous agents looks like in virtue ethics.
The account of moral motivation offered by Rosalind Hursthouse in On Virtue Ethics is a
reiteration of the Aristotelian maxim that the virtuous agent acts “from virtue—from a settled
state of good character.” (Hursthouse, p.123) But this affirmation alone tells us little about what
kind of moral actions we can expect virtuous agents to perform. As the virtuous agent is, by
definition, simply ‘one who acts virtuously,’ Hursthouse must also answer the question ‘What is
it to act virtuously?’ in order to reveal more about the kind of character the virtuous agent
possesses.1
Hursthouse delimits four criteria that the virtuous agent must meet if her action is to be
called a virtuous one:
1) the agent must perform an act that is virtuous in itself, i.e. the act must constitute an
instance of ‘doing well’;
2) the agent must know her action for what it is, i.e. she must not be deceived about the
nature of the act she is performing;
3) the agent must have acted for the right reasons, i.e. her true motivations must not have
been contrary to her performance of the act; and
4) the agent must have the right feelings when she acts, i.e. she must have an appropriate
emotional reaction during her performance of the act (Ibid., pp.123-5).
Each of these criteria correspond, in their own manner, to Aristotle’s condition that a
virtuous agent, in order to perform a virtuous act, must act “from a firm and unchanging state…
from (a) virtue.” (Ibid., p.126) When a virtuous agent acts in such a way, however, that agent

1

In assigning this task to Hursthouse, the reader should note that I am making an implied assumption that
requires some defence—that actions define character in a manner that is not necessarily reciprocal. I will return to
justify this point in the subsequent two sections.
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also satisfies another of Aristotle’s conditions for virtuous action—that an agent must choose an
action “for its own sake” (Ibid.). This is because for the virtuous agent, these two features of
moral life are inseparable: acting from virtue is just to choose to perform a given action for its
own sake (Ibid., p.136).
Thus, on the neo-Aristotelian account, any disunity in the virtuous agent’s moral actions
through time has clear ramifications for the concept of the virtuous agent as one who acts from
the unchanging virtues themselves. This is because disunity in the virtuous agent’s moral actions
may indicate disunity in the virtues themselves. Hursthouse turns the tables on this notion,
claiming that the puzzlement induced in us when (for instance) we see someone whom we
thought was virtuous exhibiting some form of vice is suggestive of our inherent belief in the
unity of the virtues (Ibid., p.155). However, her argument suffers from the same defect as the
classic argument that the complexity of nature implies the existence of a god: namely, that there
is no necessary causal relationship between these two posits.
I am personally more inclined to believe that inconsistency in a virtuous agent's moral
actions indicate the realisation of one of the following three possibilities: (1) that we were
mistaken in attributing virtue to the purported ‘virtuous agent’ in the first place, (2) that the
virtues themselves are not static, and so acting from them will fail to produce consistency in the
moral actions of the virtuous person, or (3) that we were correct in our initial attribution of virtue
to the virtuous agent, but the virtuous agent has since undergone a transformation of character,
and become a non-virtuous agent. Possibility (2) we can rule out immediately because the
‘unchanging nature’, or constancy of the virtues is simply true of them via their definition. If we
allowed this possibility then we would be compelled to rephrase our entire discussion of virtue,
redefining our terms and substituting the existing theoretical definitions with new conceptual
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constructions, which would lead us far afield, in an unproductive exercise of questionable
philosophical interest. The remaining two possibilities, on the other hand, pose interesting
problems for virtue theory. Possibility (1) will be dealt with in the following section entitled
‘Epistemology and the Virtues’, and possibility (3) will be dealt with in the section following
that, entitled ‘Personal Identity and the Virtues’.

Epistemology and the Virtues
Virtue theory, in its standard formulation, faces the challenge of a severe epistemological
gap; to be precise, the possibility that a moral agent whom we thought was virtuous could
actually turn out to be not virtuous after all. The realisation of this possibility would mean that
we were simply wrong in our appraisal of the agent’s moral status in the first place. But on the
face of it, virtue is something we (ostensibly) should 'know when we see it'. Otherwise, if we are
unable to identify virtue when we see it, then the concept is not one that can have practical
influence on our moral lives; it is a red herring that deserves no further attention. Unfortunately
for virtue theory, the fact that we can be mistaken about the moral status of various moral agents,
or have differences of opinion about what constitutes a virtuous action, is perhaps telling of our
lack of acquaintance with 'the virtues' themselves. This is, at its heart, an epistemological
problem—one that calls into question not only the perceptual apparatus of moral agents (in being
able to pick out virtuous actions and agents), but also the special knowledge that we take the
virtuous agent to be in possession of (the knowledge yielded by perceptual sensitivity, which
facilitates the exercise of phronesis) when she acts in a virtuous manner. Both of these problems
arise from the standard conception of what the virtuous agent is, which demands closer analysis.
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There is some conceptual murkiness and debate about whether or not the ‘virtuous agent’
referred to in virtue ethics literature refers to (i) a real person or to (ii) an abstracted ideal person.
While, no doubt, some authors use the term ‘virtuous agent’ with (i) in mind, and some others
with (ii), for the sake of this discussion we need to settle the question of which is a more
appropriate usage of the term. In offering a solution to this problem, I am compelled to assess the
consistency of a virtue theory which posits a moral agent that can both ‘possess human fallibility'
and also 'be in possession of full virtue'. It occurs to me that to act in full accordance with
unchanging virtues, and at the same time to harbour human fallibility, is impossible to do. Either
one must give up their claim to human fallibility, or one must give up their claim of being fully
virtuous. On a particular occasion wherein one acted virtuously, one might say something to the
effect that ‘virtue guided my hand’ (say because one suddenly possessed the courage to
overcome one’s normal limitations and perform an exceptionally virtuous deed, such as saving a
baby from a burning building or some similar feat). But this does not imply that we are capable
of emerging from similar moral situations in a consistent and ‘fully virtuous’ manner. In fact,
inasmuch as we are able to recognise virtue at all, this limited kind of recognition is only
possible given the fact that exhibitions of virtue are noticeably irregular in some regard. Or, to
coin a phrase: virtue shines. This is the ‘know it when we see it’ feature of virtue I mentioned
earlier. Consider the contrasting alternative: if we say that exhibitions of virtue are ordinary,
everyday occurrences, we ought to barely notice them; and this is simply not the case. Thus, I am
moved to side with the moral falliblists on the subject of exhibitions of virtue, a seemingly
uncontroversial concession.
Previously, I spoke of a moral agent being ‘moved by virtue’. For authors who hold that
the character of a virtuous agent is determined fully by her relationship to the virtues, this is
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more that an aphorism. But we should be cautious in accepting this picture of the virtuous agent:
for if the virtues themselves constantly guide the hands of virtuous agents, then virtuous agents
are mere puppets of the virtues with no real agency of their own to speak of. This certainly does
not fit with our conception of the virtues as being wilfully expressed through moral actions by
virtue-loving moral agents. And as I argued above, this kind of moral constancy may not be
possible in the first place, given human fallibility. So, until fallibility ceases to define the human
condition (or consistency comes to redefine it), we must assume that the fully virtuous agent thus
described is an ideal abstraction.
At the same time, the moral actions of ordinary, non-idealised, moral agents admit of
qualitative evaluation by degree. As Hursthouse points out, one may act better or worse in a
given situation, in comparison with the moral actions of other moral agents, or one’s own moral
actions in previous instances (Ibid., p.125). This kind of evaluation is a useful ethical guide for
one’s moral life. However, if we wish to retain this convenient and fruitful way of speaking
about the virtues, then we must also assume that they are detectable in some way by ordinary
moral agents who are not unlike you and I. The virtues must be salient to us if we are to speak of
them; they must, in some sense, ‘shine’.
To take a page from Wittgenstein: when people play the ‘language-game’ of speaking
about virtues, the resultant conversations are perfectly meaningful to them. Although full
epistemic certainty may elude us when we attribute the presence or absence of virtue to the
characters or moral actions of ourselves and other moral agents, this level of certainty is not
required in order to for us to be able to say meaningful things about virtue. Further, our ability to
make meaningful assessments regarding ethical matters using virtue terminology is too important
to us as discerning moral agents for us to willingly discard it without stronger justification. For
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the moment, I am content to say that when I write of the ‘virtuous agent’, I am simply speaking
of actual, ordinary moral agents who have aggregated more virtuous moral actions than nonvirtuous or unvirtuous ones, given the entire history of their performed moral actions. Regarding
phronesis, or ‘practical wisdom’ as such, I take it to be more or less within the grasp of all
virtuous agents: again, by this I mean any agents that have—on the whole—characters which are
more virtuous than not.
As I have demonstrated, then, we are able to speak meaningfully about moral actions
being ‘better or worse’, or ‘more or less virtuous’. This type of ethical assessment, I argue, tracks
from moral actions to the very characters of the moral agents who perform them. My argument
for this is as follows:
(a) Virtue is detectable in moral actions by ordinary moral agents.
(b) We do not have direct epistemic access to the minds or intentions of others:
therefore we can only judge the virtue of another’s moral character through the
level of virtue demonstrated in the moral actions performed by them (moral
actions being, in themselves, demonstrations of character).
(c) Due to human fallibility, the level of virtue in the moral actions of any moral
agent will vary over time.
(d) Thus, if we are to speak meaningfully about the character of any moral agent,
we should first understand that our assessment of the character of any moral agent
is in actuality based on the aggregate level of virtue we have detected in the sum
of the moral actions they have performed.
I want to take this argument even further—to say that one’s character is nothing but the
aggregate sum of the moral actions one has performed. This is the main topic I will pursue in the
next section, ‘Personal Identity and the Virtues’.
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Personal Identity and the Virtues
To review: in the previous section, we settled with a picture of the virtuous agent as one
who may experience some epistemic uncertainty, but who on the whole will know how to
correctly identify exhibitions of virtue (virtuous actions) more often than not. As well, we
accepted the language-game of virtue as one that we ought to retain due to its usefulness as a tool
for facilitating ethical assessments. This section is concerned with the question of how issues of
personal identity may come to further alter the standard conception of the virtuous agent.
Let us begin with the possibility that a person who we had epistemically assessed to be—
and who, indeed, actually was—a virtuous agent, could then cease to be one afterwards…or,
conversely, the possibility that a person who we had epistemically assessed not to be—and who,
indeed, actually was not—a virtuous agent, could then become one afterwards. If we believe that
these are genuine possibilities, their realisations would expose the inconsistency of our
conception of the virtuous person as being one who acts from 'a settled state of character'. For
even if we grant that humans are fallible, and thus that some minor inconsistencies in the
execution of their moral actions is to be expected, many virtue theorists will still remain reluctant
to attribute virtue to the actions of moral agents who undergo such radical transformations of
their characters: whether these transformations are from virtuous to vice-ridden, or ‘vice’-versa.
This sticking point in virtue theory nicely captures the tension between (i) our desire, on the one
hard, to accept transformations in the character of a moral agent, and (ii) our suspicions
surrounding the authenticity of such purported transformations, on the other.2 This brings us
squarely back around to our discussion on character initiated in the previous section.

2

On this point I am indebted to Pierre Mailly. During the reading of a prototype of this paper, he made the
interesting observation that modern Christian philosophy’s general acceptance of the concept of personal
transformation runs fundamentally counter to ancient Greek philosophy's general adherence to the concept of the
static character.
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When we speak of the virtuous agent as one who acts from a ‘settled state of character’,
we presumably mean that the virtuous agent possesses a character which persists over time
(indeed, there is little else this could mean). In the traditional schema of virtue ethics,
modifications to one’s character may be accommodated in light of new experiences; but
transformations that are radical enough to threaten the physical, psychological, or narrative
continuity of a virtuous agent’s character cannot be tolerated if one’s virtuousness is to be
preserved. In practice, extreme transformations in these areas may threaten our conception of
personhood itself, as we shall see below.
To clarify our analysis of transformations in this section, and how these may affect one’s
character, or personal identity, I here refer to Derek Parfit’s distinction between two disparate
types of identity: numerical and qualitative. He states that:
…two white billiard balls are not numerically but may be qualitatively identical. If I paint one of these balls
red, it will not now be qualitatively identical to itself yesterday. But the red ball that I see now and the
white ball that I painted red are numerically identical. They are one and the same ball.
(Parfit, p.201: italics mine.)

In the remainder of this section (and throughout the rest of the paper), I will be focusing
exclusively on qualitative identity. This is because virtue ethics is a character-based ethics, and
changes in the character of a moral agent are of a distinctly qualitative nature. To wit: the
question is not whether a moral agent has a numerically identical character at time T1 and time
T2, but whether a moral agent can have an unchanging, qualitatively identical character at times
T1 and T2.
Let us now consider a scenario drawn from literature in which we some sort of
transformation in personal identity ostensibly takes place. A paradigmatic case of such a
transformation is Scrooge, the central character of Charles Dickens’s famous A Christmas
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Carol,3 who comes to be changed—by the visits of three spirits—from a misanthrope to a
philanthropist, literally overnight! Naturally, at first Scrooge’s fellow townspeople, who are
familiar with his old, curmudgeonous self are suspicious of him, and are hesitant to attribute
virtue to his new-found philanthropy—rather, many think that he has gone insane. But why
should this be? After all, Scrooge’s charitable acts are genuinely exhibitive of virtue. I would
argue that the townspeople’s reactions are due to the fact that on the morning after his
transformation, Scrooge has not yet been able to perform enough virtuous actions to even out the
moral deficit accrued through his years of acting from vice (although Dickens assures us at the
end of his story that Scrooge eventually goes on to do just that and more). In Hursthouse’s terms,
Scrooge has not adequately resolved the moral remainder of his actions. Alternately, in terms of
my thesis, I would like to say that Scrooge has not yet aggregated a virtuous character.4
Bernard Williams, discussing of personal identity, formulates a case of the opposite
variety: he describes what I call ‘Reverse Scrooge’. He sketches out Reverse Scrooge in the
following passage: “Formerly quiet, deferential, church-going and home-loving, he wakes up one
morning and has become, and continues to be, loud-mouthed, blasphemous and bullying.”
(Williams, POS; p.2) Still, in accepting the possibility of such transformations we must also
accept that virtue is not a quality that we necessarily permanently possess. Thus, in both the
cases of Scrooge and Reverse Scrooge, problems are posed for a virtue theory that attaches
exhibitions of virtue to a ‘settled state of character’.
My thesis, I contend, provides a balm for these woes: for I proffer a virtue ethics that is
theoretically compatible with the compossibility of personal transformation. As I suggested
earlier, we can easily re-describe the concept of moral character as the aggregate sum of a moral
3

I will assume, for brevity’s sake, that the reader has a basic familiarity with this Dickens classic.
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agent’s moral actions. To reiterate, this is because we can only see ‘the virtues’ as they are
expressed in moral actions—presumably, they have no independent existence outside of these
carriers—and so we assign virtuous characters to moral agents solely on the basis that they have,
on the whole, performed more virtuous than unvirtuous moral actions. Thus interpreted, a
‘transformation of moral character’ in an agent actually means nothing more than the addition of
new, qualitatively divergent moral actions to the pool of moral actions which were already
constitutive of the personal moral history (read character) of that agent. The authenticity of said
transformations, then, is decided on the basis of whether or not the new moral actions being
added to this pool tip the scales of aggregated virtue noticeably towards or away from a lifestyle
that is in line with the ideal types of behaviour endorsed by virtue theory. For example, the
biblical transformation of archangel Lucifer into the devil Satan counts as authentic—due to the
fact that as Satan, Lucifer continues to perform unvirtuous deeds and never repents; never reverts
to the life he once lived in accordance with the virtues. In doing so he accumulates countless
unvirtuous moral actions, which eventually negate and outweigh, on the whole, the acts of virtue
he previously accumulated as an archangel: which makes Satan’s character ceteris paribus
unvirtuous.
Significantly, transformations of character are not always of a moral agent’s choosing.
Neither Scrooge nor Reverse Scrooge requested that they be transformed, for instance. Thus, we
must also consider what effect moral luck might have on transformations of character. Martha
Nussbaum, for one, remarks on the involvement of moral luck in the tragic transformation of the
character of Oedipus. She claims that Oedipus’s morally just or blameless actions are
transformed into morally hideous ones, due to facts about the world he was ignorant of at the

4

Further, given Parfit’s account it should be obvious that Scrooge’s character after his personal transformation is not
qualitatively identical to that of the character he possessed before the transformation.
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times when he performed them (Nussbaum 380). But even though Oedipus is the victim of bad
moral luck, and lacks unvirtuous intentions, none of this can prevent his transformation from
noble to outcast. And with this shift, Oedipus’s moral character is obviously qualitatively
changed as well. It is on these grounds that I must object to Williams’s assertion that “in the
realm of character, it is motive that counts, not style, or powers, or endowment” (Williams, ML;
pp.20-1). Powers, endowment, and style are all central on my account of character as the
aggregate of moral actions. This becomes particularly evident in the case I outline below.
Let us take the hypothetical example of Jeannie, a virtuous agent (a moral agent who is
on the whole more virtuous than not), who is suddenly rendered mentally and physically
vegetative as a result of a car accident she was involved in (through no fault of her own), and
whom remains in that state indefinitely thereafter. Do we grant the comatose Jeannie the same
'virtuous' status that she had before her accident? Perhaps we would be hesitant to, except in the
past tense. But why should this be, given that the sum of her moral actions was on average
virtuous, and that she is incapable in any way of doing any more moral wrongs? Prima facie, this
observation might seem to pose a problem for my thesis. But if we recall, as I intoned above, that
what we call ‘character’ can be more precisely re-described as the aggregate of all the moral
actions performed by a moral agent, then it should also become apparent that this particular
moral agent cannot add any new moral actions to her overall aggregate sum. Since virtue is only
detectable via moral actions, we are incapable of making moral assessments of moral entities that
are incapable of performing such actions. Simply put, when individuals stop performing moral
actions, they cease to have characters (moral or otherwise), and they can only be referred to in
memorium.5 Thus not only have I established that character is an attribute that can undergo

5

In cases like Jeannie’s, there may be some window of time in which it would still be appropriate to refer to her in
the present tense—to call her strong, or courageous, or loving—but the more time that passes, and the more unlikely
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qualitative change: I have also demonstrated that when qualitative changes to a character ceases
to occur, that character itself perishes.

Conclusion
In order to either praise or condemn given moral actions, we need to have some
conception (whether it is fixed or provisional) of the site of moral motivation—the character—of
the moral agent who performs them. Character, I have argued, is best explicated as the aggregate
sum of a moral agent’s virtuous and/or unvirtuous actions. Thus, on my account, character is
provisional (it shifts in accordance with the quality of each new moral action performed), while
on more traditional accounts of virtue theory it is seen as fixed. Part of the reason that it has been
attractive for many virtue theorists to conceptualise character as fixed is due to the underlying
assumption that a moral agent necessarily provides the context for the actions she performs. This
assumption, moreover, is correct—although the notion of static character attached to it is flawed.
A moral action performed out of character is, at least initially, unintelligible to others, and
produces puzzlement in them. Character, then, forms the narrative that makes our actions
intelligible to ourselves and to others; and a narrative requires unity for its intelligibility.
However, I see no reason that my re-description of character as provisional should impinge on
narrative unity. Viewing character as provisional implies only something that we already
implicitly knew: (1) that we cannot be fully epistemologically certain of the moral character of
an agent until their last moral action has been performed; until their story, so to speak, is over—
and (2) that by judging a moral action without reflecting on what it means in light of the
aggregate of other moral actions performed by its author, our judgement will lack substance.

her recovery is assessed to be, the less assured we can be in making such attributions of virtue…until we are forced
by circumstance to surrender such pretensions entirely.
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METHODIST MISSIONARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO SINO-AMERICAN
FRIENDSHIP: THE CALDWELLS AND THE PILLEYS IN PRE-1949
CHINA1

Introduction
Christian missionary work has played an important role in Sino-American
relations over the past century and a half.2 However, some missionaries took a
dim view of their achievements. For example, the fictional missionary David
Treadup in John Hersey's novel, The Call, shared the same sentiment as many
non-missionaries: notably, that they had failed in their efforts to serve the Chinese
people.3 As Professor Daniel H. Bays tells us, this sentiment of having failed was
1

I would like to thank Professor Philip F. C. Williams of Arizona State University for his editorial
assistance. I also appreciate the comments of Ms. Marilyn Pilley of Nashville, Tennessee.
2

See the Introduction in Patricia Neils, ed., United States Attitudes and Policies toward China: The
Impact of American Missionaries (Armonk, New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1990); Jessie G. Lutz, ed., Christian
Missions in China: Evangelists of What? (Boston: D.C. Heath, 1965); Paul A. Varg, Missionaries, Chinese,
and Diplomats: The American Protestant Missionary Movement in China, 1890-1952 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1958). The importance of the missions has also been reflected in an international
conference held at Shanghai University from 10-12 October 2002. Fifty scholars participated in this
largest meeting in China on reassessing the significance of the Christian missions to Sino-Western
cultural exchange in the past two decades. See also Nie Zilu, "Bai yu nian lai Meiguo de Jidu jiao zai hai
chuanxiao shi yanjiu" (A study of American Christian missionary history in China over the past hundred
years), Jindai shi yanjiu (Studies on modern history), 3(May 2000): 255-96.
3

The Call was published by the New York-based Penguin in 1986. For a discussion of Treadup's
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especially strong during the Cold War era of the 1950s.4 Furthermore, at a
conference on the roles played by the non-missionary groups in Sino-American
relations in November 1982, the late John K. Fairbank of Harvard University
remarked, "We all tried but we failed in one of the great failures of history. We
could not educate or communicate. We were all superficial--academics,
government officials, journalists. We were a small thin stratum."5

psychology that reflected the whole missionary effort in China, see Arthur Waldron, "Christianity and
China: Historical Perspectives," China Study Journal, vol. 6 (1991), 4-9; see also the response from
Virginia Unsworth to Waldron's article in ibid., 10-11.
4

Daniel H. Bays, ed., Christianity in China: From the Eighteenth Century to the Present (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1996), vii.
5

Quoted in Neils, United States Attitudes and Policies toward China, 4.
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The "failure" thesis remains valid, but this essay will focus on the relative
success of American missionaries and educators at the local level in China. Their
concrete achievements created and developed Sino-American friendship that
lasted for decades. Inspired by the late Mrs. Muriel C. Pilley's intimate and wellcrafted memoirs, The Hills of T'ang: Forty Years in South China (2001)6, this paper is
a supplement to my 1995 article concerning the missionary Caldwell family,
especially her father Harry R. Caldwell, in coastal and central Fukien Province.7
This author, a former student of Mrs. Pilley at (the Baptist) Belmont College,
Nashville, Tennessee, from 1973-1974, was also inspired by the main theme in
Professor M. Cristina Zaccarini's The Sino-American Friendship as Tradition and
Challenge: Dr. Ailie Gale in China, 1908-1950 (2001)8, which stresses the
contributions of female Protestant missionaries to Sino-American friendship.
Zaccarini regards Dr. Gale as an extraordinary and important Methodist medical
missionary in China, "because she represents the type of assertive, social-reform
oriented, Christ-centered twentieth-century Methodist woman missionary that has
remained unexamined by historians."9
6

Xlibris Corporation, n.p.

7

See Joseph K. S. Yick, "Methodist Missionary Contributions to Intercultural Understanding and
Diplomacy: The Caldwell Family in Foochow and Central Fukien, 1919-1949," Methodist History, 33:4
(July 1995): 238-48. This article was partly based on an interview with Mrs. Pilley conducted in March
1991, along with her letters to the author.
8

Bethehem: Lehigh University Press.

9

Zaccarini, The Sino-American Friendship, 179.
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This paper will supplement my 1995 article by first providing general
information about American Methodism in Fukien in pre-1949 years. It will
outline the general evangelical, educational, and humanitarian work of the
Caldwells and the Pilleys, two Methodist families in coastal and central Fukien
and Chekiang until 1949.10 It will move on to an account of the service to the
Chinese people by Muriel Caldwell (Lungtien, Fukien, 1907-Nashville, Tennessee,
2002) and her husband, Mr. John Allen Pilley (Shanghai, 1907-Sibu, Sarawak,
1960). The work of the combined Caldwell-Pilley family positively demonstrated
the missionary and educational work which prompted friendship and endeared
them to a sizable number of Chinese people. Examples of Sino-American
friendship will be shown, and the paper will end with a conclusion and an
epilogue.
American Methodism In Fukien Province, 1847-1949
Methodist missionaries, representing the largest denomination in Protestant
America from the mid-nineteenth until the mid-twentieth century, were the last
American Protestants to commence work in China. That Methodism should have
entered China was inevitable from the perspective of John Wesley's credo: "The
world is my parish." The Methodist Episcopal Church sent its first foreign
missionary to Liberia in 1832. By 1847, missionaries had also entered South
America; the church was ready for China.11 By the twentieth century the
Methodist Episcopal Church had one of the largest Protestant missions in China.
From 1921 to 1941, for example, the Methodist Episcopal Board of Foreign
10

There were, of course, many other Protestant and Catholic missionary households in Fukien and
the rest of China. For a brief survey of the Methodist missionary families and of the doctors, lawyers,
merchants, clergymen, diplomats, writers, and scholars who originated in China, see the section
entitled "Wen Jen" ("Great Men") in Richard Terrill Baker, Ten Thousand Years: The Story of Methodism's
First Century in China (New York: Board of Missions and Church Extension, the Methodist Church,
1947), 114-38. See also Foochow News (Foochow, China: The Methodist Mission, Summer 1940).
11

Walter N. Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism (New York & Nashville: AbingdonCokesbury, 1948), 22-23, 32.
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Missions and their woman's board sent more than 700 missionaries to China.12

12

M. Cristina Zaccarini, The Sino-American Friendship as Tradition and Challenge: Dr. Ailie Gale in
China, 1908-1950 (Bethlehem: Lehigh University Press, 2001), 14. Note that the American Methodist
Episcopal Church had split over the issue of the emancipation of slaves in 1844. The Methodist
Episcopal, (North,) Methodist Episcopal, South, and Methodist Protestant (established in 1909)
churches were united by joint action at Kansas City in 1939. Foochow was the stronghold of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in China.
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Fukien Province was an early center of Protestant missionary work.13 Its
capital city Foochow (Fuzhou) was one of the five ports opened to the West under
the provisions of the Treaty of Nanking (1842). In March 1847, the church's
Board of Managers adopted the recommendation that the China Mission be
established at Foochow.
The reasons for choosing Foochow were as follows: living quarters were
obtainable; it was the provincial capital; the interior was accessible; it was free
from the deteriorating influences of foreign commerce (until 1853); and above all,
Protestant Christianity was unrepresented in Foochow. (Unknown to the
Methodists, Rev. Stephen Johnson of the American Board of Missions was the
first foreign missionary to land in Foochow in January 1847).14
American Methodists undertook foreign missionary work in Foochow in
1847. Rev. and Mrs. Moses C. White and Rev. Judson D. Collins of the
Methodist Episcopal Church sailed from Boston and landed in Foochow in
September 1847. Their mission was to become the largest and the most successful
of all the missions in China. Their pioneering activities in the city in the second
half of the nineteenth century are discussed in The Foochow Missionaries.15 Since
13

Before the arrival of foreign missionaries in the wake of the Opium War, the impact of
Christianity on the entrenched culture of Fukien was almost negligible because of strong clan and
gentry opposition. See Chen Zhiping, Jin 500 nian lai Fujian de jianzu shehui yu wenhua (The culture and
the clan society of Fujian over 500 years [1400-1900?]) (Shanghai: Sanlian shudian, 1991), chap. 11.
For a brief missionaries' view of Fukien's religious life and its "three religions cult" (Buddhism,
Confucianism, and Taoism) in the early twentieth century, see Frank T. Cartwright's "Religious Life"
written for the Anti-Cobweb Club, Foochow, Fukien, Fukien: A Study of a Province in China (Shanghai:
Presbyterian Mission Press, 1925), 30-33. In perspective, Fukien is an excellent study of the Christian
impact on the Chinese politics, familial and clan society, and culture during the modern period. For
example, see Ryan Dunch, Fuzhou Protestants and the Making of a Modern China, 1857-1927 (New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 2001).
14
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See Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism, 32-33.

Ellsworth Carlson, The Foochow Missionaries, 1847-1880 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1974). See also Tang Qing (Christopher Tang), Zhongguo jidujiao bainianshi (The first hundred
years of Protestant mission in China) (1807-1907) (Hong Kong: Tao Sheng Publishing House, 1987),
423-47; Pilley, The Hills of T'ang, 53.
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Foochow was the base of the northern Methodists, it probably prompted the
Methodist Episcopal Church South to select the larger treaty port of Shanghai as
its operational center. Charles Taylor arrived in Shanghai in September 1848.
Benjamin Jenkins joined him nine months later. J. W. Lambuth and Young J.
Allen were two other prominent missionaries who served in the area during the
second half of the nineteenth century. As a matter of fact, the Methodist
Episcopal Board dispatched the most active contingent of evangelists once it
began its ministry in China in 1847-48.
By the early twentieth century, informed Americans recognized that the
Chinese were no less children of God than were Americans, but missionaries
believed that China must be awakened to the Christian way of life. Adopting this
general view of "China's awakening,"16 the Methodist Church engaged in fighting
superstitions and immoral "Oriental ways," such as the worship of idols, footbinding, and abandoning baby girls.

16

The American Methodists used the phrase "In Awakening China" to be the title for chapter 18 in
their general history of China missions from 1896 to 1939. See chapter 18 in J. Tremayne
Copplestone, Twentieth-Century Perspective (The Methodist Episcopal Church, 1896-1939), vol. IV of
Wade Crawford Barclay, ed., History of Methodist Missions (New York: The Board of Global Ministries,
1973).
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The collapse of the Qing Dynasty and the establishment of the Republic of
China in 1911-12 did not interrupt the missionary work. The Methodists were at
first neutral and later sympathetic to the progressive republican revolution.17
Under the leadership of Bishops Wilson S. Lewis (1908-20 in Foochow) and the
much better known James W. Bashford (1904-1908 in Shanghai, 1908-19 in
Peking), the Methodist pre-1896 system of two Annual Conferences (Foochow
and North China) and two Missions (West China and Central China) had
developed, by 1917, into a pattern of seven full Annual Conferences (Foochow,
East China, Hinghwa, North China, West China, Central China, and Yenping).18
More significantly, because of the gradual understanding of the benefits of
missionary work to the local community, the Chinese gentry and community
leaders welcomed the missions.19 Although by 1920 the Methodist constituency
still was only a small drop in the huge bucket of China's population of half a
billion people, their influence was not insignificant. For example, there were
39,000 full members and 37,000 probationary members of the church.20 Working
17

For a general survey of the connection between missionary mentality and American policy
towards China during this period, see James Reed, The Missionary Mind and American East Asian Policy,
1911-1915 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1983).
18

See Copplestone, Twentieth-Century Perspectives, 673-79, 692-702. For a discussion of the
evangelical and diplomatic work of Bishop Bashford in China, see ibid., 684-722. See also Jonathan G.
Utley, "American Views of China, 1900-1915: The Unwelcome but Inevitable Awakening" in Jonathan
Goldstein, Jerry Israel, and Hilary Conroy, eds., American Views of China: American images of Chine Then
and Now (London and Toronto: Associated University Presses, 1991), 125; Jerry Israel, "The
Missionary Catalyst: Bishop James W. Bashford and the Social Gospel in China," Methodist History, vol.
XIV (1975), 24-43.
19

See Rev. C. Y. Cheng, ed., Zhonghua jidujiao hui nianjian (The China Church Year Book) (Fourth
Year of Issue) (Shanghai: The Christian Literature Society, 1918), 83-84.
20

It took time and effort for the new converts to be accepted as full members of the Methodist
church. The normal procedure was as follows: "At the close of each service those who wished to
embrace Christianity were asked to come forward.... Converts could not immediately be full-fledged
members of the Church. They must enroll in classes, must go through a period of study before they
could fully satisfy the Church that they understood the Scriptures and the full significance of the
action they were about to take." John C. Caldwell, China Coast Family (Chicago: Henry Regnery, 1953),
165-66.
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with 437 missionaries were 357 ordained Chinese preachers. There were 1,700
students in six Methodist universities and colleges; 579 in their eighteen
theological and Bible training schools; 3,300 in their thirty-six high schools, and
21,000 in their 650 elementary schools.21 Of course, the Methodists were also
active in medical work. In 1923, they had 38 hospitals and dispensaries, 98
doctors, 111 nurses, and served 16,103 patients and 147,731 outpatients.22
The period 1920-28, however, was a difficult time for the Methodists and
other Christian missionaries in China. From 1920 to 1922, along with the first
round of the Anti-Christian Movement,23 revolution, aggression, bandits, and
famine checked the growth of the church.24 But the bigger challenge to the
missionary enterprise was the intensive anti-foreign and anti-Christian sentiment
that exploded after the killing of student demonstrators by British-led police on
30 May 1925 in Shanghai (the May Thirtieth Incident). While the Methodist
Episcopal Church headquarters in New York passed a set of resolutions heartily
sympathetic with Chinese nationalism and urging early revision of the "unequal
treaties" with China, the church groups abroad simultaneously were determined
21

Copplestone, Twentieth-Century Perspectives, 721-22.

22

Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism, 182.

23

This Movement was a result of the convergence of these three trends that emerged in the wake of
the May Fourth Movement of 1919 and continued until 1928: "maturation of Chinese nationalism,
relations between students and the emerging political parties, and iconoclastic condemnation of
tradition leading to a search for new ideological guide-posts." See Jessie Gregory Lutz, Chinese Politics
and Christian Missions: The Anti-Christian Movements of 1920-28 (Notre Dame, Indiana: Cross Cultural
Publications, 1988), 1. See also Ye Renchang, Wusi yihou de Fan Jidujiao Juntong: Zhongguo zhengjiao
guanxi de jiexi (The Anti-Christian Movement after the May Fourth: an analysis of the relationship
between the Chinese state and religion) (Taibei: Jiuda wenhua, 1988), chapters 2-4 and conclusion; Yip
Ka-che, "The Anti-Christian Movement in China, 1922-1927, with Special Reference to the Experience
of Protestant Missions." Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1970; Jonathan T'ien Chan, "The
Chinese Indigenous Church Movement, 1919-1927: A Protestant Response to the Anti-Christian
Movement in Modern China." Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1986.
24

These Chinese problems are mentioned in the Methodist Episcopal Address to the Eastern Asia
Central Conference in 1923, available in Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism, 126. See also
Copplestone, Twentieth-Century Perspective, 1187.
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"to protect the field missions and the Chinese Christians from the consequences
of their association among the Chinese people with the gunboat-and-dollar
diplomacy of the country's foreign exploiters."25

25

Ibid., 1188-89.
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Thankfully, the anti-Christian movement in Fukien was relatively quiescent
after the May Thirtieth tragedy occurred. During this period (1925-28) the
Movement to Restore Educational Rights (specifically directed at parochial
schools) had also begun, and students had been active.26 In the capital city, the
Foochow Student Union demanded that all students should go on strike and
hold a parade to show sympathy for the students killed and imprisoned in
Shanghai. Only the government schools organized a parade. The missions
responded with closing their schools temporarily. Mission school students did not
join the parade and the Student Union did not press the issue of nonparticipation.27 In late 1925, the missionaries were even protected by the warlord
Sun Chuan-fang, who warned students against political activities and executed the
leader of the anti-Christian branch of the Fukien Student Union.28
Ironically, the Methodists suffered more during the Kuomintang's Northern
Expedition (1926-28) to exterminate the warlords.29 In December 1926, the
National Revolutionary Army (NRA) (its Communist contingent was led by
Mikhail Borodin, a Comintern agent) occupied Foochow. In February 1927,
because of the rumor that "the nuns boiled the babies and took their eyes for
medicine," pillagers, including NRA soldiers, looted Catholic establishments,
including the orphanage, Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) centers,
churches, hospitals, a girls' school, and mission residences. Foochow was the first
city where Methodists were molested and their properties damaged. Missionaries'
wives and children were hurriedly evacuated on a United States destroyer to the
Philippines. By May 1927, many Methodist missionaries had also been sent home
to America, and others were assigned to posts elsewhere in the Orient. While
months later the missionaries returned, many others did not take up duty in
26
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China again.30
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The anti-Christian feeling subsided after the triumph of Chiang Kai-shek
and the ouster of the Communists in mid-1927.31 This political change plus the
departure of many missionaries made advances towards self-determination and
autonomy.32 For example, more Chinese Methodists occupied administrative
posts, and the Chinese elected their own bishops in 1930.33
More importantly, the upheavals of 1927 marked the end of the era of
widespread public receptivity to the Protestant political vision in Foochow, and
with it ended the Protestant optimism about building China into a Christian
31
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nation through activism in the political realm. The demise of the Protestant
synthesis of nation-building and progressive Christianity brought a renewed
emphasis on individual piety.34

34

Dunch, Fuzhou Protestants, 194-95.
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Financial matters also played a role in the reduction of Methodist
missionaries after 1927. In particular, the decision of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in December 1930 to save money by withdrawing all missionaries from
the South Fukien Conference slowed down the work in the Foochow area.
Flooding and drought-caused famine also complicated Methodist projects. The
devastating flood in the Yangtze Valley in 1931 brought bitter losses to Methodist
parishioners in Kiangsi and Central China. The famine of 1934 scourged
Foochow and its surrounding areas.35 (In 1934 there also occurred the military
conflict between Chiang Kai-shek's Nanking Government and the 19th Route
Army's Fukien People's Government in Foochow and its environs. The defeated
19th Army's personnel treated the [Methodist] missionaries [and their work] with
courtesy.)36 In 1936 came unprecedented economic distress in a belated phase of
the world depression that the United States had been experiencing since late
1929.37 Nevertheless, the Methodist community still grew in size. In 1936, there
were 42,000 regular members and 22,000 probationary members.38
It must be noted that the shift in the Methodist Episcopal Board of
Missions' policy during the 1930s was no different from that of other Protestant
Boards. The catastrophic floods and the worldwide depression prompted them to
downplay evangelism and emphasized instead the social needs of China's poor,
the turning over of missionary institutions to the Chinese, and the need for
missionary work in rural areas. It was fine for the increasing number of social
35
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gospel practioners and liberal missionaries in the China field.39
There also occurred special developments for Chinese Methodism in the
first half of the 1930s. One key example was the conversion of Chiang Kai-shek to
Methodism in Shanghai in 1931. This momentous decision of Chiang was
influenced by his third wife, Soong Mei-ling.40 Mei-ling was one of the three
famous Soong Sisters, daughters of Charles J. Soong, a chartered member of the
China Annual Conference (organized in 1886) of the Methodist Episcopal
Church.41 Chinag was baptized by Rev. T. T. Kaung (elected a bishop in 1941).
According to Kaung, Chiang made a vow to become a follower of Christ if he
39
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survived a desperate local war in Kaifeng where he was trapped and surrounded by
hostile warlords (in 1930). Chiang's prayers were answered and his apparent
defeat had turned into a victory.42

42

See Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism, 269-70.
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Chiang's conversion obviously enhanced much optimism among Methodist
and Protestant missionaries in their work. In particular, they were attracted to his
calls for the New Life Movement in 1934. The key aspect of the movement was to
combat and destroy the "Red Bandits" (i.e., Chinese Communists). But it also
dealt with both Communism's and Christianity's call for social reform. Chiang's
desire to challenge Communism prompted him to address the basic needs of the
Chinese people and thus to find a mode of convergence with the Protestant
Christian missions' growing concern with the plight of rural Chinese. With
insistence from his wife, Chiang involved Protestant missionaries in his
movement. Indeed, George Shepherd, the New Zealand-born, American-adopted,
Congregationalist missionary, became the cardinal foreigner to help Chiang direct
the New Life Movement in Nationalist-occupied areas in Kiangsi in 1934. The
Kiangsi program was run by two executive secretaries, a Chinese and a missionary.
It carried on morality drives and mass education programs, addressing a myriad of
social needs. From 1934 to 1937, similar programs spanned nineteen provinces.
These Chinese-missionary associations extended further than Chiang's effective
military control. And George Shephard became one trusted American in the
inner circle of Chiang and a close non-Chinese collaborator of Soong Mei-ling.43
Unfortunately, the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937 cut short the
meaningful joint Chinese-missionary enterprise.
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Missionaries endured their profoundest trials during the wartime period
(1937-45). Like other Western missionaries, the Methodists worked with the
millions of refugees who had escaped regions of eastern China.44 For the most
part Fukien was a portion of "Free China."45 But Foochow and its coastal environs
suffered from Japanese occupation in 1941 and from the last major Japanese
offensive in the spring of 1944.46 Ultimately, most of the missionaries left China.
In 1937, there were 254 Methodist missionaries in China; at the end of 1945,
there were fewer than 20.47
The missionaries revitalized their work in China in the post-1945 period.48
By the Centennial Celebration in Foochow in November 1947, the Methodist
Church had regained strength in its evangelistic, educational, humanitarian
enterprises, and medical facilities. For example, there were about 70,500 regular
Methodist members, 32,000 probationary members, and 280 missionaries
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throughout China.49 The Methodists had earlier established Peking (Methodist)
University, Nanking University, the Anglo-Chinese College (ACC) and Hwa Nan
(Women's) College in Foochow, and Soochow University (which absorbed the
Shanghai Anglo-Chinese College in the 1910s).50 In 1947, the Nationalist
49
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Chiang Kai-shek, Methodism's most illustrious Chinese convert, however,
could not withstand Communism and prolong Methodist missions in 1949.51
Nevertheless, the Methodist enterprise in Fukien and elsewhere did not end in
1949.52 Scores of American missionaries, including the Methodist Bishop G.
Carleton Lacy and his son Rev. Creighton B. Lacy, stayed and continued work
until late in 1950. Earlier in December 1948, a note from the People's Liberation
Army (PLA) had promised protection for the bishop. The note seemed to have
been crafted by a graduate of the Methodist Anglo-Chinese College at Foochow.53
The Korean War that broke out in the summer of 1950, "not the Communist
regime per se, was what precipitated the withdrawal of most remaining
missionaries. For China overall, just about 50% of Protestant missionaries stayed
in China after 1949, with varying degrees of restrictions."54 The death of Bishop
Carleton Lacy under Communist detention in December 1951, however, could
be regarded as the demise of a heroic era in China Methodism.55
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The Caldwell Family
Three generations of the Caldwells, originally from the mountains of East
Tennessee, served as Methodist ministers, diplomats, and educators in America
and China. Lisle B. Caldwell was a Methodist minister and served as ViceChancellor of Grant University (later Tennessee Wesleyan University) in Athens.
After his retirement, Lisle carried out missionary work in China for two years.
During their college days in Grant University, Ernest B. and Harry R. Caldwell
heard John R. Mott speak on the Student Volunteer Movement (of the Young
Men's Christian Association). After the address, they pledged their commitment
to the service of the church. In 1899, Ernest Caldwell was appointed by the Board
of Missions in New York as a missionary to China. Three years later Ernest's
brother Harry R. quit his high-paid job in the insurance business and accepted the
same challenging assignment. In 1940 Muriel Caldwell, the daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Harry R. Caldwell, and her husband, John A. Pilley, were appointed.
Muriel's three brothers were Oliver J., John C., and Morris C. Her younger sister
was Joyce, the last of the children; she was the wife of a Presbyterian minister.
Muriel's baby sister Gail had died of dysentery at Kuliang, Fukien in 1912.56
Among the Caldwells, Harry Caldwell was a well-known gun-wielding, tigerhunting, and bandit pacifying "Teddy Roosevelt" of the Methodists. He also was a
scientist and had explored Mongolia with Roy Chapman Andrews (who
discovered the dinosaur eggs in the Gobi desert), and was a life member of the
American Museum of Natural History. Harry and his children discovered a
number of snakes, bats, and insects new to science. This feat prompted the use of
the Latin "caldwellii" as a part of scientific names used in the Smithsonian
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Institute, to which Harry sent specimens.57
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Harry Caldwell's parish belonged to the Foochow Conference and included
four coastal districts covering an area 2,000 square miles with a population of one
million in central Fukien. From 1912-16 Futsing, a county seat of about 25,000
population, was the Caldwells' China Coast home. (Note that in those years
individual missionaries did not establish a mission. Each one was sent to a
particular mission by the bishop and often reassigned. Harry Caldwell worked in
different places: Kutien [1901-4], Lungtien [1905-11], Nanping [1917-22], illness
during 1924-25, Foochow [1926-28], Futsing [1929-39, 1940-44]. His retirement
in Nashville during 1944 was compulsory. In those years, missionaries were not
allowed by their Boards to retire in the land of adoption. In 1948 Bishop
Carleton Lacy approved the request of the new president of ACC that Harry
Caldwell be back to serve at the college. Unfortunately, the deteriorating political
condition in China doomed his potential return.) Rev. and Mrs. Caldwell were
the first Protestant missionary family regularly assigned in Futsing. The life-style of
the Caldwells in their American-financed two-story brick house was part Western
and part Oriental in food preparation, but basically primitive. Telephones,
running water, modern plumbing, refrigerator were unavailable. Like other
foreigners, though, the Caldwells had Chinese servants and helpers. Among them
Ding Nguk Da (Jade Brother), affectionally called Da Da, became a best friend to
the Caldwells. For more than 40 years he was helper of the Caldwells and the
Pilleys. He was also the person who stayed on as Gate Keeper in the Methodist
Compound after Mr. and Mrs. John Pilley and others escaped from Foochow in
May 1949. Da Da's long association with "imperialist Americans" had placed him
in a precarious situation after the Communist occupation of the region. His fate
under the Communist regime is unclear.58
It must be stressed that evangelism was the primary task of the older
Caldwells, especially Harry Caldwell, who always became upset when he
encountered the idea that "a missionary was a serious, doom-faced gentleman
[involved] in nothing but preaching and saving souls." But Harry Caldwell was
also troubled when he gained fame as tiger hunter and pacifier of bandits to help
the local community. He feared that the Chinese people might misunderstand the
58
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true nature of his activities. Nonetheless, tiger-hunting and bandit-pacification
"opened a door into the minds and hearts of people held in the thrall of
superstition." Therefore, the special secular activities of Harry Caldwell's and his
building of churches and schools were part of the Social Gospel. His methods
were "a means of meeting the physical and intellectual needs of the Chinese to
make the case for Christianity."59 While the exact number of Chinese becoming
Christians because of Harry's evangelical effort was unknown, he befriended many
Chinese in Fukien.
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It is meaningful to re-tell here the grand "making sixty" birthday party of
Harry Caldwell in Futsing in March 1936. Attendees of this gathering included
common folks and local dignitaries. Church members, men, women and children,
students and teachers were served in the school dining hall. Chinese preachers,
the mayor, the Commissioner of Education, the local Nationalist Party secretary,
the Police Chief, the head of the Chamber of Commerce, the local leading
banker, the Postmaster, and Da Da's family were served in the Caldwells' own
dining room. These honored and special guests had to be summoned personally
by a servant when the feast was ready. It was a long feast, with 16 courses--the most
suggested by the New Life Movement of the Chiang Kai-shek government. Toward
the end Muriel and John Pilley, representing the family (mainly the Caldwells but
including the Pilleys), went from table to table, bowing thanks to everyone for
coming to honor Harry Caldwell. (The Caldwells invited people who had given
gifts to come for the feast.)60 Although many of the attendees were not Christians,
the birthday party of 1936 showed the honorable popularity of the Caldwells. It
was also a great gesture of Sino-American friendship.
Influenced by their father's exemplary behavior and personal experiences,
John and Oliver Caldwell became interested in formal and intriguing diplomacy.
In the 1930s John graduated from Vanderbilt University and joined the
Tennessee Department of Conservation. Because of a waterfall accident that had
occurred in July 1928, however, John could not get into the American military
services during the World War II. But he did manage to become an official of the
United States Office of War Information. In September 1943, John returned to
work in Fukien after a twelve-year absence. His assignment "was to inform and
educate, and in that process to give hope to the war-ravaged Coast... to talk of
America's military might, of the certainty of Allied Victory,... to talk to the people
and their leaders, to set up exhibits, to fill the newspapers with stories of
America's might and America's good intentions." He was trusted by the local
population because of the earlier evangelical, educational, and humanitarian work
done by the Caldwells. John's understanding of the Foochow dialect and his
former connections also facilitated his diplomatic activity. Interestingly, he
60
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claimed that the only serious problem was not concerned with the Fukienese but
his dealing with the superiors in Chungking. Sufficiently good reports, however,
kept John in coastal Fukien.61
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In the wake of the Japanese Ichigo operation in the summer of 1944,
coastal Fukien was in danger of another Japanese attack. Being the only civilian
American official on the coast, John Caldwell, head of the Office of War
Information in Nanping, was in charge of the evacuation of Americans to the
west. On 18 June 1944, Rev. and Mrs. Harry Caldwell, Muriel Caldwell, John
Pilley, and their two young children (John Caldwell Pilley, or Robin; and Muriel
Abigail, or Gail) and many others left Nanping. Various Chinese (officials, gentry,
generals, soldiers, reformed and unrepentant pirates and bandits, teachers,
smugglers, fishermen, men and women from the villages, and non-Christians) sent
them off. The Chinese friends offered presents, but they could not be accepted. It
was in Foochow that Harry Caldwell finally agreed to accept a gift of money from
Futsing Christians. It was to be used to create an educational scholarship fund in
the memory of his youngest son, Lieutenant Morris C. Caldwell.62
John Caldwell himself escaped to West China in November 1944. A
Chinese general gave him a porcelain figure as a gift. Inscribed on it was "a little
legend applying," John thought, "to the whole Caldwell family: Our sacred
friendship [emphasis added] glows freely from one to the other. Together we are
fighting the wicked power of aggression in the world. Toiling for reconstruction of
an ever-lasting peace and forging ahead."63
Shortly after the end of the Pacific War, John Caldwell traveled through
China establishing the postwar Voice of America program. In late 1945, he
returned again to become Director of the China Branch of the United States
Information Service, and to be a member of the American Embassy and the
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Marshall Mission.64 Unfortunately, the triumph of Communism in 1949 cut
short John's career in China. Back in America, he conducted tours in Southeast
Asia and round the world. In 1953, he told his family story in China Coast Family.
His war experiences in China were also detailed in American Agent, another book
largely written by Mark Gayn.65
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Like his brother John, Oliver Caldwell also made many friends through his
diplomatic contributions to the Chinese people. He married Eda Holcomb in July
1935 and taught for a year at Amoy University. In 1936 Oliver became a English
professor at Nanking University. He played a large role in the heroic evacuation of
the university, starting with the Rape of Nanking (December 1937) and ending in
mountainous Chengtu in West China in 1938. Different from his brother John,
Oliver did not operate in Fukien during the wartime period. In 1943 Oliver
joined the United States army. He became a Captain in the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS) and was assigned by the Office to Chiang Kai-shek's secret military
police (Juntong), headed by General Tai Li. Oliver was openly a double agent,
working both for the American and Chinese armies. In 1944 Oliver was
psychologically a member of the pro-Chiang China Lobby. By the end of the SinoJapanese War in 1945, however, he became disillusioned with the American
support of Chiang Kai-shek. So later he became secretly a triple agent, when he
agreed to represent the great Chinese secret society, the Triad, in their effort to
secure American support to oust Chiang Kai-shek and to establish a new
moderate democratic government.66
Oliver Caldwell's "secret war" was beyond the scope of this paper, but it was
interesting not only because of his unique triple agent's role but because the "war"
demonstrated not just the dilemma of American policy towards Chiang Kai-shek
and China but also provided a special angle to "Sino-American friendship" in
fighting the Japanese aggressors and in dealing with Chiang. Back in America after
the end of World War II, Oliver served as the Assistant Commissioner for
International Education, U.S. Office of Education from 1952-62. He ended his
career as a professor and director of international education at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale.67
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Scholars in China studies often talk about the "Sino-American special
relationship" in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. On the missionary
issue, it usually referred to the general support of American missionaries for the
Nationalist government in combating communists and foreign imperialists.
However, it is not true that all missionaries opposed the Japanese invasion. "Some
thought it would be good to restore law and order."68
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In July 1937, Rev. and Mrs. Harry Caldwell, Mr. and Mrs. John Pilley,
Oliver and Morris Caldwell had a vacation at the summer house of the Pilleys,
built by Rev. Edward Pilley, on Mokanshan in Chekiang Province. On 12 July, a
debate concerning the Christian attitude toward the Japanese offensive in China.
Muriel started it by stating that "Henry Hitt Crane has an interpretation of Judas
that I like." Dr. Crane (and Muriel, too) was an uncompromising pacifist. "Jesus
scourged the temple," declared Oliver. "Weatherhead and others feel that it was
His personality, not force, that drove men out of the temple," Muriel responded.
Papa Harry exclaimed, "I don't think that God wants the Japs to conquer China
and bring in their heroin and prostitution!" John Pilley entered the argument with
these words: "The position in Palestine was much the same when Jesus said 'Love
your enemies'." "And he said, 'My peace I give unto you'," Morrie added. Muriel
said, "He was also talking about families like ours. And if we want China to fight,
how can we call ourselves Christians?" "Well!" snapped Papa. "You may not call
me a Christian, but I do!" "I'm sick of people who pick on one of Jesus' sayings
and interpret it alone," Oliver said, apparently excluding himself.... The (wellknown) solidarity of the Caldwells was temporarily cracked with the tensions of
war that morning on 12 July.69 John Caldwell was not present at the Pilley house
that summer.
In perspective, the argument between "the doves and the hawks" among the
Caldwells and the Pilleys over the Japanese aggressors in 1937 did not alter or
diminish their fundamental sympathy and service for the Chinese nation and
people. It was not surprising that both the hawkish Oliver Caldwell and the
pacifist John Pilley became OSS agents in fighting the Japanese. Above all, the
pacifist Morris paid the ultimate price for helping the China's cause in the Pacific.
Morris C. Caldwell graduated from Syracuse University in July 1936.
Having taught a year at Ayama Gakuin in Tokyo, he came to China in the
summer of 1937. He would have joined Oliver at the English Department of
Nanking University. Unfortunately, the Japanese invasion of China and the
bombing of Shanghai and Nanking forced him to return to the United States, for
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the university position was canceled. After Pearl Harbor he volunteered for service
in the Air Force in the Pacific. Lieutenant Morris was a fighter pilot who earned
the Silver Star for wartime service and was declared "missing in action" when his
fighter plane was lost over Java in 1942.70 Like numerous other children of
American missionary families in China, Morris voluntarily served China's cause
by fighting against Imperial Japan in the Pacific. He died for Sino-American
friendship and alliance during the wartime period.
The Pilley Family
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John Allen was the son of Rev. and Mrs. Edward Pilley. Edward was
appointed missionary and went to China in 1895. In 1902, in Kobe, Japan, he
married Emma Poteet. She was appointed a Methodist missionary a year earlier
and to serve in that country. She died of a sudden, mysterious illness in Huchow
in December 1909, leaving four children (Margaret, Edward, John, and Marvin).
In November 1911, Mr. Pilley married a fellow missionary, Emma Steger who
became "Pilley Mama." (Emma's sister, Clara had taught T. T. Kuang in boarding
school when he was a teenager. Through her he had become a Christian, and she
had sponsored his education. Bishop Kuang baptized Chiang Kai-shek. Kuang's
children grew up calling Aunt Clara "Foreign Grandmother.") Edward had been
an evangelist like Harry Caldwell, but instead of walking over his districts, he had
a houseboat and traveled the canals of northern Chekiang province. But like
Harry Edward was involved in politics, serving as intermediary between one of the
Chinese warlords and the government of Huchow when an army was threatening
to sack the city in the early 1920s. Edward died in January 1925. He and his first
wife were buried in the Shanghai area. After the Communist conquest, zealots of
the People's Republic dug up all the graves in the old foreign cemetery. "Pilley
Mama" lived to be 91, serving as music teacher in church schools in America, and
was buried in Nashville, Tennessee.71
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Without the adventurous tiger-hunting, intriguing diplomatic, and heroic
military careers of her father and brothers, Muriel Caldwell and her husband John
Pilley nonetheless also contributed to Sino-American friendship by focusing on
education. Graduates of Oberlin College and Washington and Lee University
respectively, they taught at the Shanghai American School (SAS) (1929-34) and
were married in December 1931. Muriel had taught at Hua Nan College for a
year before SAS in 1929. The couple then served at ACC (1935-39) in Foochow
as "contract teachers." These teachers were like present-day Peace Corps workers,
not "missionaries" but hired by the school on a minimal salary. In September
1939, the Pilleys returned to America with their son, Robin or John. (Mrs. Pilley's
first baby boy, Garth died in July 1935.) Mr. Pilley enrolled at Peabody Teachers
College and Scarritt in Nashville, received a M.A. degree in Education in August
1940, and was accepted (together with his wife) by the Methodist Board of
Missions for teaching at ACC at Yangkow in the mountains of Fukien--a
temporary wartime relocation. The Pilleys were back in Shanghai in the fall of
1940. Together with Rev. and Mrs. Harry Caldwell, the Pilleys "ran the Japanese
blockade" on a small ship that flew a neutral flag. Without incident, they reached
coastal Fukien. The Pilleys then started the study of Mandarin in Foochow.
Muriel could speak the Foochow dialect and John had grown up speaking
"Shanghai." Knowing Chinese languages broke down cultural barriers and
developed Chinese friendships. Of course, having grown up in China, they also
felt closer to the Chinese people.72
The Japanese occupied Foochow for five months (April-September 1941)
and interrupted the Pilleys' language study. After the former withdrew, the Pilleys
were able to rejoin ACC at Yangkow in late 1941. Until they left Fukien in 1944,
the Pilleys shared hardships and lived in close contact with colleagues and
students. It was a wonderful experience, which broke down cultural barriers and
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enhanced friendships. John worked with other teachers to persuade the mayor to
deal in a scientific way with the ravaging bubonic plague. The villagers knew only
to parade their idols.73
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After their arrival in India in August 1944, the Pilleys were assigned by the
Board of Missions in New York to work at Mt. Herman School, Darjeeling. In the
following month, John Pilley volunteered to serve in the American Ground Army
Service (AGAS), a part of the OSS, for fourteen months in Southwest China. He
taught the people there about American fliers (who might be shot down). Later
Captain also traveled with Chinese coolies carrying essential war materials such as
generators and radios over the mountains. As for Muriel Pilley and the children,
they returned to Nashville in May 1945 via Melbourne and California. Mrs. Pilley
studied at Peabody while waiting for the end of the Pacific War. Being a mother
and a graduate student, she was also busy at church in Nashville. Having read a
letter at the Friendship (emphasis added) Sunday School Class at McKendree
Church about the many needs of ACC in Fukien, the Class was happy to help.
Since exchange at the time was a thousand Chinese dollars for one US dollar, it
was easy to give a generous donation. Mrs. Pilley's Thousand Dollar Club was thus
established and publicized at the Tennessean, the key local newspaper, through a
good friend's introduction. Afterwards, donations poured in from other parts of
Tennessee and other states. In June 1946, she received her M.A. degree and in the
following December, the Pilleys returned to Foochow and ACC. Donations to the
Thousand Dollar Club helped purchase supplies, bibles, clothes for faculty and
students at ACC, and other educational needs. The effort of the Club (1946-49)
was a concrete Methodist contribution to Sino-American friendship at ACC. At
the personal level, Marilyn Frances, the youngest child of the Pilleys, was born on
13 October 1947. She was baptized by Bishop T. T. Kuang. In May 1949, the
Pilleys fled Foochow because the Communists planned to arrest them. Mr. Pilley
was denounced as "Public Enemy No. 1" for he had served in the OSS and was
therefore a spy. The China-born John was even condemned by the Communists as
a "Han Gang," traitor to China!74 Such a charge was also prompted by the general
association of the Caldwells and Mr. Pilley with the United States government,
army, and special service.
In Fukien, some colleagues, friends, and students of the Pilleys were
memorable figures. For example, Rev. Ling Ung Chung was on the faculty of
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ACC and served as its acting president from 1947-48. One day in January of
1949, he visited the Pilleys to say "goodbye." He was leaving China to work in far
away Borneo. He had been invited to be principal of a school in Sibu, nicknamed
"little Foochow" because of the numerous hardworking Fukienese immigrants
there. "I'll go first," said Ung Chung. In late April, the political situation in
Foochow deteriorated so much that Bishop Carleton Lacy asked each missionary
family to decide whether to go or stay. Praying for guidance, Mrs. Pilley came up
with the idea of "Go to Borneo." Mr. Pilley was told about the experience. "We
would be still working with the Chinese," he said. In early May, an imprisoned
Communist student of ACC was suddenly released by the Nationalist authorities
in Foochow. He advised the Pilleys not to leave. The "Go to Borneo" call
prevailed, however. The Pilleys left by SS Heinrich Jessen on 14 May 1949. They
arrived in Hong Kong on the 16th. There they received a cable from the Board of
Missions that approved their suggestion of teaching in the new high school where
Ung Chung was principal. Then came a telegram in answer to the Pilleys' letter to
Ung Chung. "Welcome!"75 In Sibu, Mr. and Mrs. Pilley continued as educational
missionaries. They also established an orphanage and a church. The SinoAmerican friendship between Rev. Ling Ung Chung and the Pilleys was
inspirational. It helped the Pilleys to make the historic and wise decision of
leaving Foochow in 1949 to serve and educate the Chinese in Sarawak. Just
imagine what would have happened to the "Public Enemy No. 1" (announced
after the Communist conquest of Foochow) and his family if the Pilleys had
naively accepted a Communist friend's assurance that "these people [the new
masters] will treat you [the Pilleys] right?" Consider the relatively moderate
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treatment of Methodist Bishop Carleton Lacy.76
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Nguk Gi was a primary student at the Christian Herald Orphanage in
Foochow. He became a top student at ACC. He then graduated from Fukien
Christian University at Foochow. During World War II he served as an
interpreter for American officers in Burma. Later, he taught at ACC and went to
America for theological training. Mr. and Mrs. Pilley met this brilliant scholar and
Christian leader. Their lives were intertwined not only in Foochow, but years later
in Malaysia after Communists took over China. He became Chairman of the
Sarawak Annual Conference, and retired after earning a Ph.D. from Vanderbilt
School of Divinity. He and the Pilleys had been longtime friends.77
Mr. and Mrs. Pilley were educational missionaries. They were serious in
converting Chinese (students) into Christians. On one occasion, however, Muriel
expressed failure in converting (Kenny) Ke Cik, an intense and unpredictable
student of hers at ACC in Foochow in the late 1930s. Ke Cik's mother had died
when he was eleven. His father, a military man, had married a prostitute. He was a
dreamer, a poet, and deeply concerned about justice. Influenced by an anti-foreign
and anti-Christian classmate, Ke Cik resigned as the president of the school's
YMCA. Violently patriotic, he declared the Japanese the arch villains of the
universe. He had a special affection for Mrs. Pilley and called her "mother." She
herself was especially drawn to him. She felt heavily the responsibility of leading
Ke Cik to Jesus, especially as there was another teacher (Heng Ding), an avowed
Communist at ACC, whom he greatly admired. Ke Cit and another student
became at home with Mrs. Pilley in the summer of 1938. Later that year he gave
her a precious white procelain vase with archaic calligraphy for her 31st birthday.
Soon, ACC evaucated to Yangkow. The Pilleys saw him again in Foochow in
1946. By then he had suffered from an incurable stiff spine fused by arthritis. In
1989, Mrs. Pilley and her granddaughter, Andrea Jackson, visited China. In
Foochow, she climbed to PLA General Ke Cik's small fifth floor apartment. He
was still unable to sit; had never married since the death of her girlfriend, Giong
Si in Hong Kong in 1938. In spite of his loyalty to the Communist cause, the
party had mistreated him. When Ke Cik died in 1993 he left his "estate" to ACC,
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the school he had left before graduation--to become a young communist.78
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The Chinese Communist Party had been active in Foochow and Fukien in
the 1930s.79 Some students at Foochow's missionary schools such as ACC were
either communists or their fellow-travelers. They became more active during the
Civil War period (1945-49). For example, in March 1946, a strike occurred at
ACC because of trouble between the students and bus drivers and police. Most of
the students paraded into the center of the city. Police had to flee! The strike was
probably instigated by Communist and left-wing students. The "shadow of
Communism was growing," according to Mrs. Pilley. In December 1947, there was
a great fuss at ACC about a "Democratic Wall," inspired by Communist
dissidents, who wanted to plaster critical comments on one of the buildings,
"Freedom of Speech," subversive opinions of the Nationalist Government! The
school would close rather than give permission. On 31 December, the faculty met
at the Pilleys' house to discuss plans for school--whom to kick out and other such
unpleasant matters. "The Red Tide was flowing swiftly." In the end, the advancing
Communist threat (and the deteriorating economic situation) played the key role
in the Pilleys' decision to flee Foochow.80
It must be emphasized that although Ke Cik never converted to
Christianity, his last act of donating a bequest to the Methodist/Christian AngloChinese College could prove that the efforts of the Pilleys were not totally in vain.
After all, Ke Cik did not forget his positive experiences at ACC and his friendship
with the Pilleys. Indeed, he had been torn between Christianity and Communism.
Superficially, Heng Ding, the Communist teacher, had won Ke Cik. In the end,
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however, Ke Cik's disillusionment with Communism or the party or both seemed
to confirm Mrs. Pilley's judgment that he "had been close to accepting Jesus."81
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There were, of course, documented and untold failures in the American
missionary enterprise in China. According to Mrs. Pilley, a not insignificant
reason was its own educational system in the host country. Until 1949, the best
American school of Asia was the Shanghai American School, known as SAS to
the thousands of Americans who attended it. The reputation of the school was
such that its graduates (children of foreign missionaries, diplomats, businessmen,
and Chinese, too) could easily enter the best American colleges and universities.
But the SAS at first did not teach Chinese language or culture, because all
students had to meet the requirements of U.S. colleges.82 It was only during the
last high school years that Chinese history was taught, and then only as an
elective. It was even later in the mid-1930s that the Chinese language was added
to the curriculum, but still not as a required subject.83 And, with such deficiency
or little training in the language and culture of China even among some
missionaries, the chance for them to convert "heathen" in the host country was
slim. Worse still, jealous of their own cultures, they created a little America about
them, raising barriers between themselves and those they longed to serve.84
Besides, it was certainly difficult to convince the Chinese of the superiority
of Christianity during the wartime years. In the early 1940s, a naval air
intelligence officer asked the Methodist Rev. Carleton Lacy this question: "How
does it feel to devote one's life to teaching Christian love to the Chinese and then
have Christian Germany and Christian Italy engage in a brutal war with Christian
Great Britain and Christian United States?" Lacy answered sadly, "If you will think
for but a few moments, you can answer your question as well as I can."85
Other problems also aggravated American missionary work in China. For
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instance, until 1949 the home church, by its racial discrimination and its
uncertain utterances concerning the great issue of civil rights, negated the message
of the missionary. As for the missionaries, they are, after all, people subject to
stresses. They also have human frailties. They were sometimes mutually criticial,
jealous, and unforgiving. According to Mrs. Pilley, however, spiritual power, God's
love, and guidance can bring understanding and healing.86
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In the November 1936 issue of Asia Magazine, Pearl Buck published a
negative article about missionaries. (Buck, Pulitzer and Nobel Prize winning
author, who grew up in China in a Presbyterian missionary family and who herself
was an educational missionary from 1914 to 1933.) It was entitled "The Giants are
Gone." She was referring to the missionaries of her father's time, whom she
apparently disliked. She also criticized the "Weaklings" who followed. "The giants
are gone.... that race of men and women with their leathery skins and hard
mouths and bitter determined eyes... [those interminable mission meetings waged
by] proud and quarrelsome and brave and intolerant [men and women shouting
their] bitter words... weaklings [there is no taste in them]...." Thinking of the hard
work done by her father, Dr. J. E. Skinner and others, Mrs. Pilley answered her
accusations in the China Recorder of Shanghai. She, professing as one of those
"weaklings," did believe in what Buck said: "liberalizing education and friendly
[emphasis added] relations and all such gentle, feeble things." Above all, she
agreed with Buck that "The real story of life in a mission station has never been
told. When it is told, it must be told with such vast understanding and tenderness
and ruthlessness." Unfortunately, Buck did not tell such a story, Muriel declared
in December 1936. Later in her 2001 memoirs, Mrs. Pilley admitted that her
response to Buck's article was too bitter.87
Paradoxically, the emphasis on social, educational and medical work,
characteristic of Liberal Protestant concerns beginning in the 1920s, was
discernible among women missionaries in China. For women, piety and service
were synonymous. Although most missionaries were astounded by Pearl Buck's
accusations of the missionaries, they actually shared similarities with her, viewing
their missionary goal as that of improving understanding between East and
West.88
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In her memoirs, Mrs. Pilley occasionally expressed her weaknesses in faith
and spirit and the guilt of peace and enjoyment while the world around her was
miserable and unhappy with the phrase, "Fiddling while Rome Burned." In the
end, concrete work proved that she (and her folks) had been "assertive, socialreform oriented, Christ-centered" Methodist educational missionaries. In
addition, according to Professor Zacarini, Dr. Gale provided exemplary service to
the Chinese people in the name of female piety. Gale devoted her life to the
Methodist ministry in China, building her work around educational and medical
projects in three locations. She draped her activities in the public sphere with the
respectability of female piety and Christian evangelism. Mrs. Pilley was not a
medical missionary, but she also demonstrated the union of female piety and
Christian evangelism in her educational work.
Conclusion
The Caldwell and the Pilley families in pre-1949 years did not play roles in
diplomacy that were decisive in the shaping of the history of modern China, but a
study of these Methodist missionaries in Fukien sheds light on a microscopic
picture of Christian influence at the regional level.
The Caldwells and the Pilleys were determined to spread the Gospel and to
win souls, but they did not adhere to the doctrine of separation of church and
state. They perceived social and cultural problems, and carried out the strategy of
"Social Gospel." Besides educational and humanitarian efforts and good civic
behavior, the Caldwells worked closely with Chinese officials in diplomatic
missions that benefitted the Chinese people.
The socio-cultural impact of the Caldwells on the coastal Fukien
communities was important. Tiger-hunting saved human lives; bandit and pirate
pacification restored local law and order and warded off further butchery;
diplomacy helped consolidate the local Chinese determination in fighting the
Japanese invaders and in making friendship.
The Caldwells and the Pilleys, who were mainly "country missionaries,"
succeeded in their missions "because they lived close to the people, because they
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learned the languages and the customs, because they lived not only in the great
cities but in fishing villages and mountain hamlets... above all they succeeded
because they had ... a spirit of dedication."89 "They traveled the country roads,
presided in classrooms, pounded the type-writer to beg funds for the Work, healed
the sick, comforted the sorrowing. Their company was interracial."90
All in all, the secular and evangelistic activities of the Caldwells and the
Pilleys created a positive image of Americans. The legacy of the Caldwells and the
Pilleys was that they were trusted missionaries and they were welcome as
Americans and friends.91
Epilogue
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After Mr. John Pilley's tragic death in 1960, Muriel Caldwell left with her
younger daughter, Marilyn for Nashville where she taught English at Tennessee
Preparatory School and at Belmont College until her mandatory retirement at age
65. Mrs. Pilley had received many letters of deep appreciation from her former
students in Foochow. The writers expressed their gratitude for her and Mr. Pilley's
noble endeavor in religious and secular activities in the pre-1949 period. For
example, Do Bing, a doctor and a former president of Canton Medical College,
wrote to Mrs. Pilley in the 1980s: "Dear Muriel--My beloved teacher--I can
remember many nice things at our school [ACC]. We often went to your home to
take tea and biscuits. Life goes like a dream. I hope earnestly you may come back
to China." In 1989, Mrs. Pilley and her granddaughter, Andrea Jackson, visited
their "roots" in Fukien. Such are the proofs of mutual friendship and cultural
understanding.92
Since the late 1970s, Chinese Communist authorities have become more
tolerant of Christianity and its missions as a result of the "opening" of China and
the necessity of learning from the West how to strengthen the economy. In 1989
Mrs. Pilley observed that there were more Chinese Christians (Methodists) in
China when it "opened" again than there were in 1949. The underground
Christian church had grown through forty years of repression and it is still
expanding.93 (The open Protestant churches are still under the control or
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supervision of the Communist Bureau of Religious Affairs in Peking.)
In 1993, the American public became familiar with sensationalized news
about the illegal Chinese "boat people." Most of these Chinese came from coastal
Fukien, especially Foochow and Futsing as reported by the Fukien government
and Foochow's newspapers. In other words, these illegal Fukienese were residents
in the districts where the Caldwells and the Pilleys had served in the pre-1949
period.94 Besides, New York City has been a well-known concentration point of
such illegal immigrants from Fukien. According to statistics compiled by the
Chinese authorities in Foochow, about 300,000 out of a total of 450,000 legal
and illegal immigrants from Foochow and the surrounding areas reside in New
York.95 It would be very meaningful for missionaries to return and carry on
evangelistic and secular activities in Fukien and elsewhere in order to renew or to
establish new friendships with the Chinese people.96
Last but not least, the three children (Robin, Gail, and Marilyn) of Mr. and
Mrs. Pilley are doing fine. Robin runs a restaurant in Spokane, Washington. Gail
is a Director of Human Resources in Knoxville, Tennessee. Marilyn works at the
library of Vanderbilt University. These three China-born members of the fourth
generations of the Caldwells and the Pilleys can be and should be proud of the
educational, secular, and evangelistic accomplishments of their parents, uncles,
and grand-parents in pre-1949 China.
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The paper examines how the South African government is addressing or attempting to address
the needs of HIV positive people through the legal system. It explores the stages of AIDS and the
various factors that have led to the catastrophic HIV levels in sub Sahara Africa. Most of all, it
critically analyzes recent legislations and codes passed by the South African government to curb
discrimination and stigma in the workplace, thereby evaluating their effectiveness.

It has been twenty two years since June 1981, when scientist in the United States first
documented a disease among gay males that would eventually become known as Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). Since then, AIDS has crossed all boundaries to become a
global epidemic, affecting people of all nationality, sexual orientations, gender, race, and class.
Nations like Thailand to Brazil have been severally impacted by AIDS. Other nations are on the
verge of an AIDS explosion such as India and China. The United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS
(UNAIDS) estimates that 144 million people have died from AIDS and that over 40 million
people are currently living with the Human ImmunoVirus or HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.1
Though many regions are grappling with the AIDS epidemic, no other region in the
world has been more detrimentally impacted by the AIDS epidemic than sub-Sahara Africa. It is
home to 29.4 million people living with HIV/AIDS2. Many countries in this region have
catastrophic levels of HIV infections; Botswana, for example, has over 38.8% of its adult
population infected. However, the country with the largest number of infected individuals in the
world is South Africa. It is estimated that, at the end of 2001, 4.74 million South Africans were
living with HIV, with an estimated 1,500 new infections occurring each day.3 AIDS “accounted
for about 25% of all deaths in the year 2000, which makes it the single biggest cause of death”4
for South Africans.
Many factors, like “migrant labor, hostel life, the lack of empowerment of women, poor
access to health care and information, substance and alcohol abuse, fatalism, violence and a
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highly mobile society,”5 have contributed to the spread of HIV/AIDS in South Africa. These
factors stem from recent urbanization, an apartheid system, and widespread poverty.
Urbanization has created a large migratory working class that propagates HIV/AIDS through
sexual contact with different partner at various transitory stops. The migratory patterns have also
broken up traditional family ties, and therefore, have increased extramarital sex. Prostitution
around hostels for workers, like in the mining industry, has ensured safe breeding grounds for
transmission of HIV/AIDS. The oppressive apartheid system also played a key supporter of the
AIDS epidemic. Among the suppressed black population, for “whom distrust of the white
authorities is ingrained since birth”6, there was great suspicion of AIDS and the promotion of
condom use because of previous birth control campaigns, which were “regarded as tools of a
white genocide aspiration”7.
However, the factor that is probably the greatest contributor of the 1,500 daily new HIV
infections is fear from stigma and discrimination. Fearing that their family, friends, and
community would reject them, people hide their HIV positive status. The fear stems from
numerous and ongoing cases of harassment, violence, and deaths of people who revealed their
HIV/AIDS status. For example, a young woman named Gugu Dlamini was kicked and stoned to
death, in 1998, by members of her community, when she revealed her HIV status8. Violence and
harassment against people living with HIV threatens any attempts at fighting the AIDS epidemic.
Stigma and discrimination prevents infected individuals from receiving proper medical attention,
and more importantly, increases the transmission. UNICEF, in “Progress of Nations 1999,” states
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that “nine out of 10 people in Africa with HIV virus do not know they are infected (and) those
who do rarely tell their relatives and spouses.”
The South African government has made efforts to address HIV/AIDS issues and to curb the
infection rate. Funding for social services and for educational programs has increased
dramatically, allowing for free condom distribution and anonymous HIV testing in many
convenient locations. Political leaders, who previously ignored HIV/AIDS, openly talk about the
disease and the impact it is having on South Africa. Campaigns stressing monogamy, abstinence,
and safe sex are widespread on billboards and on television. In addition, to specifically target
stigma and discrimination, laws prohibiting discrimination in many aspects of life have been
passed. Earlier laws that were passed have been broadening to protect people living with HIV.
The South African government is aggressively tackling the HIV/AIDS epidemic, especially
through the use of its legal system.
The use of the legal system to curtail stigma and discrimination against people living with HIV is
very apparent in employment law. After the apartheid system fell in 1994, the South African
government adopted a new constitution and the legal system went through immense
liberalization. The new laws reflect a direct reaction to the previous apartheid government, which
for decades supported an oppressive stratified society. Many groups were specifically designated
as protected groups such as women, blacks, people with disabilities, etc. Protected groups are
afforded protection against discrimination and affirmative action. In addition, discrimination
against people on countless levels such as nationality, religion, and class is prohibited. However,
people living with HIV were not granted similar rights until later. Employment laws like the
Employment Equity Act, the Labour Relations Act, and the Medical Schemes Act not only

outlawed discrimination against people living with HIV, but it sought to ensure employment
equity in procedure, treatment, and benefits for all employees.
The Employment Equity Act, passed in 1998, is the most comprehensive legislation that
deals with employment discrimination against people living with HIV. It covers all the possible
grounds for discrimination listed in the Constitution, but it adds new grounds – specifying
pregnancy and HIV status. In addition, “the word ‘including’ in section 6 of the Employment
Equity Act lays the basis for other possible unlisted grounds,”9 which would be tested and
incorporated through the courts. The act also broadly defines “employment policy or practice,”
proscribing discrimination in
“recruitment procedures, advertising and selection criteria, the appointments process, job
classification and grading, remuneration, benefits, terms and conditions of employment,
job assignments, the working environment and facilities, training and development,
performance evaluation systems, promotion, transfers, demotion, disciplinary measures,
dismissal policy.”10
Targeting employment discrimination against people with HIV, the act prohibits medical testing
of any kind, such as HIV testing, without the consent of the Labour Courts. Thus, employers
cannot test perspective employees prior to hiring nor can they test employees during
employment. Labour Court orders permit employers to hold HIV testing if they can justify
testing, showing that a negative HIV employee is inherently needed for the occupation. Before
the passage of the Employment Equity Act, many healthy, capable, and qualified people were
not hired or dismissed only because they were HIV positive.
Though the Employment Equity Act has taken precedent over much of its provisions, the
Labour Relations Act of 1995 is still used frequently in employment law, especially to dispute
unfair dismissal. The act safeguards employees against unfair dismissal by setting clear
9
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guidelines for employers to deal with employees who are incapacitated. For instance, even when
an employee has full blown AIDS, an employer cannot dismiss on his digression. The employer
must first try to make reasonable accommodations for the incapacitated employee by
investigating the seriousness of the injury or incapacity, determining whether the incapacity is
permanent or temporary, and “adapting the duties or work circumstances of the employee to
accommodate the employee’s disability.”11 In addition, an employee must be allowed to show
that he or she is capable of fulfilling the duties of the occupation prior to being dismissed. The
Labour Relations Act binds employers to these procedures, allowing people living with HIV
some defense against dismissals that are only base on prejudice, stigma, and fear against HIV
infected individuals. Though it was intended to protect all disabled employees, it has been most
significant for people living with HIV because they are often dismissed even though they have
not advanced to AIDS and are perfectly healthy and capable.
Another major legislation that bars discrimination against people living with HIV in the
workplace is the Medical Schemes Act of 1998. The act, in conjunction with the Labour
Relations Act, guarantees everyone equal employee benefits. The Medical Schemes Act
specifically prohibits medical aid schemes from refusing its membership to anyone so long as
they are able to pay for the medical plan. In the past, medical schemes companies were able to
reject people who were already sick or force individuals who were ill to pay more than others.
Thus, people living with HIV were denied benefits and medical coverage that were available to
others. The act states that medical aid schemes must give minimum benefits set by the
government and that premiums for plans must be determined based on a person’s earnings and
the number of dependents, not on the individual’s health.
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These laws have been challenged, defended, and used before the South African courts
from the very moment they were passed. The AIDS Law Project (ALP), a department at the
University of Witewatersrand Centre for Applied Legal Studies, has recorded the number of
cases it has worked on over the years. The AIDS Law Project statistical figures are important
measures of the extent and depth of employment discrimination because it is the only
organization in Africa that works exclusively to promote equal rights for people with HIV/AIDS.
Though based in Johannesburg and with a legal staff of only two attorneys, ALP has worked on
290 cases from all provinces in South Africa between 1993 and 2000. The major complaints
from the 290 cases are employment unfair dismissal, testing, and employee benefits.
Employment discrimination, which is classified as rejection, dismissal, or demotions of people
living with HIV, composed 23% of the total cases. Complaints on HIV testing without consent,
pre employment testing, lack of counseling, and breach of confidentiality made 24% of the cases.
When medical aid and insurance complaints are combined, they composed 14% of all
complaints. ALP records also show that the number of cases each year has remained constantly
high, fluctuating slightly around 40 complaints12, despite the passage of comprehensive laws
protecting people with HIV against employment discrimination.
The most prominent and far reaching of employment discrimination cases involving
people with HIV have dealt with the Employment Equity Act and HIV testing. This is due to the
fact that testing is a relatively inexpensive, simple, and effective way of finding out an employee
or a potential employee’s HIV status. It is accurate and reliable. Thus, many employers, from all
sectors and all sizes, has or is currently using HIV testing to determine hiring, demotions,
promotions, and dismissals. It is widespread in South Africa, as evident by the percentage
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breakdown in cases brought to the AIDS Law Project. Reflecting the pervasive use of testing to
discriminate, the Employment Equity Act is cited most in South African Labour and
Constitutional Courts, when dealing with employment equity for people with HIV. The EEA
provision specifically listing HIV status as a category protected against discrimination and its
provision banning medical testing of any kind are used immensely.
The first Labour Court case on pre employment testing was ‘A’ v South African Airways
(SAA) in May 2000. Represented by the AIDS Law Project, ‘A’ argued that he was
discriminated because of his HIV status. In 1997, he applied for a cabin attendant position and
was found suitable for the job. However, he was not hired by SAA after he was made to take a
medical examination, which included an HIV test. The defendant also stated that SAA provided
neither pre or post HIV test counseling. South African Airways adamantly stated that it was not
their policy to exclude HIV positive people from employment. SAA representatives argued that
they only use HIV tests for positions where operational requirements mandate that only HIV
negative individuals fit the occupation. In this specific case, they contested that “they were
justified in excluding ‘A’ from employment … as the operational requirements of the job of a
cabin attendant required cabin attendants to be inoculated against yellow fever in order to fly to
countries in which this inoculation is a requirement”13. SAA explained that people with HIV
would have their immune system adversely affected if vaccinated against yellow fever. Thus, ‘A’
would be harmed if made to take the yellow fever vaccination or customers would potentially be
infected with yellow fever if ‘A’ were allowed to not take the vaccination.
The case was settled without a trail after medical experts from the AIDS Law Project and
South African Airways unanimously agreed in a joint meeting that people with HIV can be
13
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successfully inoculated against yellow fever. The experts came to a consensus that healthy HIV
positive individuals, with a strong immune system, do not pose a risk to themselves when they
are given yellow fever vaccination. Furthermore, they agreed that ‘A,’ at the time he applied for
the cabin attendant position, was healthy enough to be inoculated. After the joint meeting, SAA
Chief Medical Officer, Dr. Peters stated, “(We) may have acted inconsistently with SAA’s policy
in this case.”14 SAA consented that they should have provided ‘A’ with pre and post counseling
and that they should have further investigated ‘A’s capabilities and not just rely on the results of
an HIV test. SAA compensated ‘A’ 100,000,000 Rands.
‘A’ v SAA is extremely significant in numerous ways. Rarely do large companies like
South African Airways, which is one of the largest employers in South Africa, admit they were
wrong or unlawful. In addition, the settlement made it clear to other companies that employers
must be able to justify HIV testing to the courts and withstand its scrutiny by showing that the
position inherently needs an HIV negative individual. It also illustrated the importance of pre and
post counseling; the fact that ‘A’ consented to the HIV testing does not matter if he does not
fully understand the implications of the test and its results. ‘A’ v SAA also clarified that HIV
status cannot be the sole factor in employment activities. An employer must take into
consideration the fitness and capability of the individual as a whole. Lastly, the case is
significant because “it is a good example of how it is possible to challenge the unfair conduct of
large employers and at the same time successfully defend and protect the right not to be unfairly
discriminated against on the grounds of HIV”15.
Though significant, ‘A’ v SAA was settled outside of a full trail; and therefore, the
settlement was not binding to other individuals in similar situations as ‘A’. A precise precedent
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and judgment on the provisions of the Employment Equity Act was still lacking. However, in
August 2000, just a few months after ‘A’ v SAA, a decision in a similar case unambiguously laid
the legal precedent to ban all forms of employment HIV testing. Hoffman v South African
Airways mirrored the circumstances of ‘A’ v SAA very closely. Mr. Hoffman, like ‘A’, applied
to be a cabin attendant for South African Airways in September 1996. After going through a four
stage selection process comprising a pre-screening interview, psychometric tests, a formal
interview and a final screening process involved role-play, he was found to be a suitable
candidate for employment16. His employment was conditional upon passing a medical
examination. Though he was deemed physically fit, the blood test revealed that he was HIV
positive; and thus, his employment offer was revoked.
Hoffman brought suit against SAA in the High Courts, claiming that he was unfairly
discriminated against and that his constitutional and human rights were being violated. SAA
denied the charges as it did with ‘A’ v SAA, stating that they were justified in not hiring Mr.
Hoffman due to safety, medical and operational grounds. Citing guidelines issued by the
National Department of Health, SAA asserted that persons who are HIV positive may react
negatively to yellow fever vaccination that is required for all cabin attendants. They further
stated that SAA’s policy only attempts to identify people with disabilities that would prevent
them from performing the duties required for the occupation such as epilepsy, impaired vision
and deafness. . SAA added that the life expectancy of people who are HIV positive was too short
to warrant the costs of training them. It was also pointed out that other major airlines utilized
similar practices17.
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Despite SAA’s own medical experts contradicting SAA’s arguments, the High Courts
ruled in favor of South African Airways. The medical experts testified that only HIV people with
weak immune systems, such as in the final stages of AIDS, were adversely affected from yellow
fever vaccination. They also consented that Mr. Hoffman was not at the stages where inoculation
would hurt him. The High Court, nonetheless, decided that SAA policy was “based on
considerations of medical, safety and operational grounds (and)… aimed at achieving a worthy
and important societal goal.”18 The High Court based its decision on a few factors such as market
competitiveness and public perception. The court determined that if SAA were to employ Mr.
Hoffman and others who are HIV positive, while competitors did not, then it would be at a
competitive disadvantage. It also cited that public perceptions of the company would turn
negative because customers would view the employment of HIV positive individuals as
endangerment of public health by SAA. The High Court dismissed the case and deemed
exclusion of HIV positive applicants from cabin attendant positions as “justifiable within the
meaning of section 36 of the Constitution.”19
Mr. Hoffman appealed to the Constitutional Court, which unanimously struck down the
High Court’s decision and decided in favor of Mr. Hoffman. Again, the decision was largely
based on medical experts’ testimonies, which was submitted in an amicus brief by the AIDS Law
Project. The amicus brief explained that the human retrovirus known as HIV affects essential
white blood cells, called CD4+ lymphocytes. These cells ensure the proper functioning of the
human immune system in fighting off viruses and bacteria. There are four stages in the
progression of untreated HIV infection:
(a) Acute state – this stage begins shortly after infection. During this stage, the infected
individual experiences flu-like symptoms and the immune system becomes depressed.
18
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However, this is a temporary phase and the immune system will revert to normal activity.
This is called the window period and individuals may test negative for HIV when in fact
hey are already infected with the virus.
(b) Asymptomatic immunocompetent stage – this follows the acute stage. During this stage,
the individual functions completely normally, and is unaware of any symptoms. The
infection is clinically silent and the immune system is not yet materially affected.
(c) Asymptomatic immunosupressed stage – this occurs when there is a progressive increase
in the amount of virus in the body which has materially eroded the immune system. At
this stage, the body is unable to replenish the vast number of CD4+ lymphocytes that are
being destroyed by the virus. The beginning of this stage is marked by a drop in the
CD4+ count to below 500 cells per microliter of blood. However, it is only when the
count drops below 350 cells per microliter of blood that an individual cannot be
effectively vaccinated against yellow fever. Below 300 cells per microlitre of blood, the
individual becomes vulnerable to secondary infections. Although the individual’s
immune system is now significantly depressed, the individual may still be completely
free of symptoms and be unaware of the progress of the disease in the body.
(d) AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) stage – this is the end stage of the
gradual deterioration of the immune system. The immune system is so profoundly
depleted that the individual becomes prone to opportunistic infections that may prove
fatal because of the inability of the body to fight them.20
Thus, the brief made it clear that only individuals whose CD4+ count is below 350 cells per
microliter will be detrimentally affected if inoculated for yellow fever. An asymptomatic HIV
positive person can perform all the duties of a cabin attendant competently. “Any hazards to
which an immunocompetent cabin attendant may be exposed can be managed by counseling,
monitoring, vaccination and the administration of the appropriate antibiotic prophylaxis if
necessary.”21 Furthermore, the risks to passengers and other third parties are inconsequential if
precaution is taken in the workplace.
Hoffman v South African Airways was a great victory for people living with HIV.
However, its decision, in effect, barred any form of testing in the workplace. Many non
governmental organizations and community leaders found this problematic because it prevented
voluntary and anonymous testing. As stated earlier, the vast majority of HIV transmission is by
people who are not aware of their HIV status. Lack of knowledge of personal HIV status is a
20
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serious obstacle to treatment and support, in addition to prevention of further transmission.
Voluntary and anonymous HIV testing at the workplace is an ideal solution. Since the results are
anonymous, the employee cannot be discriminated against by the employer. Yet, the employee
will know his or her personal HIV status and will be able to receive pre and post counseling.
Another important aspect of voluntary and anonymous HIV testing is that it gives employers a
clear estimate of how many employees are HIV positive; thus, allowing the employers to adjust
their budgets for services and benefits accordingly. They are able to better address the ever
increasing presence of HIV in the workplace if they are equipped with detailed information about
their employees.
Heeding the advice and lobbying of HIV activists and community leaders, the courts
deemed voluntary and anonymous testing to be permissible in Irvin and Johnson and Trawler &
Line Fishing Union and others in 2002. The employer, Irvin and Johnson, asked the Labour
Court to permit them to conduct voluntary and anonymous testing. It argued that voluntary and
anonymous testing did not fall under the section 7(2) of the Employment Equity Act that bans
medical testing. The information it would gather would not link HIV status to any individual by
name, and thus, would not affect his or her employment in any way. The only data they sought to
collect was the age, the sector of work, and the number of HIV positive employees. Irvin and
Johnson wanted to use data on HIV prevalence in its workforce to assess the potential impact of
HIV/AIDS, to plan ways so as to minimize the impact of HIV/AIDS mortalities and HIV/AIDSrelated illness on its operation, to put in place services to cater for the needs of employees living
with HIV/AIDS, and to implement proactive steps that prevent employees from becoming

infected with HIV/AIDS22. In addition, the two largest unions, that represent the majority of the
employees at Irvin and Johnson, wrote non oppositional briefs – supporting the application.
The Labour Court declared that anonymous and voluntary testing did not fall under
section 7(2) of the Employment Equity Act, and therefore, did not require any permission from
the Labour Courts. In his decision, Judge Ol Rogers AJ explicitly stated that only compulsory
testing is prohibited. The court made a difference between purpose/intent and effect. An
employer who issues a compulsory test to all applicants so that he or she may reject all HIV
positive prospective employees, as in Hoffman v SAA, is completely different from an employer
who seeks to provide anonymous testing for the purpose to statistical analysis. Though SAA and
Irvin and Johnson have the same purpose of gathering information about employee HIV status,
the effects of their perspective HIV tests are not. Anonymity is crucial because “it is clear from
the language in section 7(2) itself that the testing will be prohibited only if the employer is
thereby enabled to determine the HIV status of a particular employee.”23 Judge Ol Rogers AJ
went further and deemed that any voluntary testing does not apply under the Employment Equity
Act. South African law permits an individual or body to waive statutory provisions enacted for
their special benefit provided that no public interests are involved.24 Thus, an employee can also
waive the specific provision on HIV testing so long as he or she truly understands its
ramifications. In addition, a person who volunteers for testing would not seek redress, defeating
the purpose of the Employment Equity Act.
Aside from legislation, the South African government has also issue many guidelines and
codes to help direct employers in handling HIV/AIDS in the workplace. A prime example is the
Code of Good Pracitce on Key Aspects of HIV/AIDS and Employment by the Department of
22
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Labour. The Code simplifies and condenses numerous laws pertaining to HIV/AIDS in the
workplace such as the Employment Equity Act, the Labour Relations Act, and the Medical
Schemes Act. However, it also provides guidelines and suggestions on courses of actions for the
employers. It suggests that employers set up a committee to develop and oversee an HIV/AIDS
Workplace Policy. The policy should contain:
“an outline of the HIV/AIDS program, details on employment policies, express standards
of behavior expected of employers and employees and appropriate measures to deal with
deviations from these standards, grievance procedures in line with item 12 of this Code,
set out the means of communication within the organisation on HIV/AIDS issues, details
of employee assistance available to persons affected by HIV/AIDS, details of
implementation and coordination responsibilities, and monitoring and evaluation
mechanisms.”25
Another recommendation in the Code of Good Practices is the development of HIV/AIDS
awareness programs. Various events and programs like volunteer testing, condom distribution,
wellness programs for people with HIV/AIDS, and counseling are all proposed.
Though large portions of the Code are only guidelines and suggestions, it does have some
legal bearing. No employer is required to follow the guidelines portions of the Code because
those provisions are not a statue. Thus, these sections cannot be enforced and no consequence
falls upon employers who break them. However, most of the principles it espouses are
incorporated into labour law statues. The principles are also contained in international law, such
as ILO Convention 111 and the International Guidelines on HIV/AIDS and Human Rights.
Furthermore, the Code has been used frequently in the courts and cited by judges in many
opinions. As Marilyn Christianson, a Labour Law Professor at University of Witewatersrand,
explains, “If a court cites it and if a court makes a judgment…, then it might gain what (is) called
legal precedent.”26 It becomes a part of case law, allowing individuals to use the precedent set in
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those specific cases for future cases. “The approving references made in the Constitutional
Courts judgment (Hoffman v South African Airways) to SADC Code on HIV/HIV and
Employment illustrates the potential of this Code to gain a binding legal status before the
Courts.”27
As evident by the legislations and codes, South Africa has a good legal framework that
ensures equality for people living with HIV/AIDS in the workplace. However, there is a great
deal of obstacles that the country is facing in trying to achieve the goals set out by employment
equity laws. A major problem the South African government needs to address is the lack of
resources to effectively enforce legislation like the Employment Equity Act. The Department of
Labour utilizes labour inspectors who are able to go into businesses and scrutinize their policies.
The Employment Equity Act grants labour inspectors to “question a person about and, if
necessary, remove any article, substance or machinery present at any workplace, inspect or
question a person about any work performed, perform any other prescribed function necessary
for monitoring or enforcing compliance with the EEA,”28 and so forth. However, there are too
few inspectors in relations to the number of large and small businesses in South Africa. Jennifer
Joni, an attorney at the AIDS Law Project, illustrates this point when she stated, “We are
struggling with enforcement of legislation around health and safety for example. Inspectors do
go to companies but there are few of them…they can’t even reach all of the companies in south
Africa.”29
The lack of resources to monitor the adherence of labour laws has forced the government
to depend heavily on businesses to internally monitor themselves and for labour unions to be the
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watchdogs for employees. The Employment Equity Act requires that all businesses must submit
annual reports on whether the employer is meeting the provisions set by the Employment Equity
Act on various issues such as affirmative action and HIV/AIDS policy. Since monitoring is
needed not only to ensure compliance, but also to ensure effective reporting, the EEA requires
businesses to have an internal monitoring mechanism.30 However, depending on employers to
monitor themselves is extremely ineffective. Employers can lie on reports or choose not to
disclose relevant information. Labour unions are more effective at organizing and championing
employee labour rights. They have been able to bring class action suits or provide amicus briefs
in numerous important cases like Irvin and Johnson and Trawler & Line Fishing Union. Most of
their contributions to providing enforcement for labour laws have been to educate workers
through workshops, programs, and seminars. However, labour unions prefer to mediate and
negotiate rather than bring labour law violations to court. Pelelp Magane from the Chemical,
Energy, Paper, Printing, Wood, and Allied Workers’ Union (CEPPWAWU) explains,
“We haven’t actually been taking our monitoring role very seriously because we haven’t
reported those employers who do not comply to the (labour laws). We believe that we can
work with our own employers… bringing to their attention that they are breaking the law
and also making suggestions on how they can resolve those. .. Our policy is more helping
and negotiating than forcing. If we take the forceful road, then it’s because the employers
flagrantly refusing (to negotiate).”31
Mediation and negotiations are beneficial in that they preserve relationships between employer
and employee, save valuable time and resources from a trail, and help in not clogging the legal
system. However, it undermines accountability for employers who break the law and also
prevents accurate data collection on the prevalence of HIV discrimination.
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Structural obstacles also persist in the South African legal system that decreases the
effectiveness of labor laws. The legal system, when dealing with labor issues, is extremely
complex and intricate. When a labor dispute arises between an employer and an employee, the
two parties must first go to the Commission on Conciliation, Mediation, and Arbitration
(CCMA). They are required to mediate their dispute through the aid of a commissioner. Only
when attempts at mediation and conciliation fail, do the disputing parties receive a certificate
which allows them to take the dispute to the Labour Courts. Through appeals, the parties can
then take the dispute to the High Courts and then the Constitutional Courts. Decisions by the
courts are binding, unless it is overturned by a higher court. The CCMA, through mediation,
shields the courts from being bombarded by cases. It also saves parties time and financial
resources.
However, the CCMA creates barriers for employees seeking redress from employers who
violate labor law violations. All testimonies, settlements, and proceedings that occur at the
CCMA are confidential and cannot be used against any party in further legal matters. The
mediation process is confidential because it allows parties to be more truthful and makes the
disputing parties more willing to come to a settlement.32 Yet, the confidentiality prevents
statistical analysis of the depth and pervasiveness of employment discrimination. More
importantly, confidentiality generally prevents parties from having representation at the
proceedings, though there are exceptions made when the dispute involves businesses that are
highly sophisticated.33 Employees, who do not possess the monetary and social resources of
employers, will undoubtedly be less equipped at asserting their perspective during the process.
Although the commissioner can be sympathetic for an employee who is ill prepared for the
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mediation, there is very little that can be done for the individual because the commissioner is
proscribed from being partial. “If an applicant is hopelessly unprepared and has not
brought documentation or any other evidence or witnesses with him and the company is well
prepared with sufficient evidence and witnesses, there is not much the arbitrator can do to assist
and must make a decision on the evidence before him.”34
Another structural problem in the South African legal system is the enormous time lag
between the passage of the legislation and when it takes effect. “Laws operate very slowly so
things often take 6 months to a year to come into the courts. Even if the problem had occurred
earlier, it would have come only 6 months to a year later.”35 This phenomenon can be seen in
CCMA statistics, which show that from March 2001 to March 2003 there were 8 referrals on
medical testing. There were no referrals prior to March 2001, despite the fact that the
Employment Equity Act was passed in 1998. It took close to three years before the Employment
Equity Act was seriously applied in the CCMA. This time lag can be attributed to the lack of
knowledge by South African citizens. It takes time to raise awareness of new laws. An employee
who is not knowledgeable with employment equity laws will not be able to identify violations
and take a proper course of action for redress. However, it can also be attributed to the
inefficiency of the government, who purposely divided the timeline for implementation of the
Employment Equity Act into stages so that it would allow businesses more time to comply.
Staggering implementation deadlines can lead to great confusion on what and when something
becomes permissible.
Though the effectiveness of general labor statues are impeded by structural barriers, laws
pertaining to people living with HIV face added obstruction due to prejudice and ignorance.
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Laws may prohibit actions and behaviors, while simultaneously encourage and direct others.
Nonetheless, it cannot directly change an individual’s thoughts and personal beliefs. Jennifer
Joni expressed this point when she stated, “You can have the best laws in the world, which is
what South Africa has... but it won’t change how people feel.”36 Sentiments and perspectives are
changing greatly in South Africa about HIV/AIDS and the people who are infected; many,
especially the youths, are rejecting stereotypes and prejudices about HIV/AIDS. However, there
is still a large portion of the population who view HIV/AIDS as a disease that only affects the
sinful – the promiscuous, homosexuals, prostitutes, etc. Since HIV is a sexually transmitted
disease, many believe people who are HIV positive “deserve it.”37 This mentality, coupled with
misconceptions about how HIV/AIDS can be spread in the workplace, causes employers and
fellow employees to discriminate against people living with HIV. Employers perform pre
employment testing, knowing full well that it is prohibited by the Employment Equity Act.
Workers have “voic(ed) their discontent and actually mobiliz(ed) their fellow workers against
another worker.”38 Fearing HIV infection, employees are uncomfortable working closely with a
person who is HIV positive, sometimes refusing to work with the infected individual. Thus,
despite labor laws, discrimination continues to persist due to prejudice and ignorance.
Though there are shortcomings to South African employment equity laws, they have been
“been marginally effective”39 in curbing discrimination against people living with HIV. The
passage of laws like the Employment Equity Act and the Labour Relations Act shows the
attempt of the government at using the legal system to curb stigma and discrimination in the
workplace. They have been able to bring the inequities in the workplace for people with HIV in
36
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front of the public. More importantly, it has allowed employees to bring redress against
employers like the South African Airways for the discrimination they were subjected to. This has
led many of the large business to cooperate, even take proactive steps, with the government in
addressing HIV/AIDS in the workplace. In addition, non governmental agencies like UN AIDS
and labor unions, through cooperation with the government, have made great strides in educating
employers, employees, and the general public about HIV/AIDS, labor laws, and rights of
employees. Organizations like the AIDS Law Project provide the enforcement that would
otherwise be missing due to lack of resources by the government. These progresses have not only
helped curb discrimination against HIV positive employees, but it has contributed to the decrease
in HIV prevalence in South Africa. They have brought back hope for many like Gillian Gresak,
an HIV/AIDS educator and counselor for over 10 years, primarily focused in the workplace. She
reveals this optimism when she writes,
“We have overcome much in South Africa in the past and I believe that, if we can sustain
the momentum, sustain our individual efforts, and sustain our unity and solidarity, we
will begin to rein in the epidemic and, ultimately, defeat it.”40
South Africa has indeed been able to overcome so much in its past. It can also overcome the
HIV/AIDS challenge if it continues to push forward.
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Abstract

Folktales have long been viewed as a reflection of a communal heritage rather than
the recreation of individual tellers. Ordinary people are happy to entertain themselves
with fixed plot patterns, while scholars of folktales hope to discover general laws of
folktales, and search their variety for a common motif, type, structure of human
cultures.
Do folktales also reveal particular realities? As a matter of fact, it is only through
individual tellers’ subjective absorption and adaptation that folktales can be
transmitted and enriched from time to time. Every person is rooted in a given reality
and the special ways in which individual storytellers represent traditional tales convey
their own conditioned worldviews. It is therefore a worthwhile endeavor to explore
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the relationship between individual tellers’ narratives and the particular cultures that
influenced them.
To exemplify how individual tellers respond to the given societies where they told
their tales, this paper focuses specifically on three tellers’ representation of the same
tale motif--wicked women should be punished—in the following tales: a Korean tale
“The Mountain Witch and the Dragon-King” told by Gim Han-Yong in 1919, two
Chinese Chaoxian (Korean-Chinese) tales, “Lieren yu ‘Zhangcaifu’” (the hunter and
the rich landlord whose nickname is “miser”) told by Jin Kuncan in the late Mao era,
and “Nü Xiansheng” (the female teacher) told by Jin Deshun’s in the Reforms period.
Given by the stable characteristic of folktales as a literary genre, this discussion
adopts a comparative analysis method.
Through the analysis of the above tales, the author argues that these three tellers
respectively represent a specific male dominated culture and defines female
wickedness in a different way. Thus folktales are not passively passed on from one
generation to another, but are consciously accepted and recreated by individual tellers
in given societies. Tellers’ contributions to folktales, which have been largely ignored
from the perspectives of general cultural patterns, deserve our reasonable respect.
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Women
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ABSTRACT (Abstracts - Abstracts of proposed research)
The paper aims what stages the determined multi-mastered traditional constructional methods were and how these
were achieved, as well as how they were reflected in indoor and outdoor environments and details through an
interaction with current participatory, human/user-centered design approaches. When considered within the
discourse of modern design processes, The Traditional Turkish House design principles represent the characteristics,
which are in harmony with the universal dimension of the structured environment and take the reference from the
natural environment and multi-dimensional human resources in a human-centered design method. Within this
proposed research method, the main design principles examined seem to split into four main headings when adapted
to past, present and future life models as the objectives:
•
•
•
•

Design approach
The identity of the user(s) and the place(s)
Functional realistic and user-centered designing attitude start with human actions and behavior and goes on
from inside the house to outside.
Source-providing feature

Discussion and conclusion; finally, we have the expected of outcomes in this research; the design of the house goes
well beyond the simple reproduction of past models; its ornaments are judicious, sober, and genuine. Its
extraordinary harmony with nature, as well as its multi-purpose use and the ambience of its inner space, gives it
great distinction. This airy and attractive house deserves special attention for its sensitive revival of craftsmanship
and cultural sensitivity as a whole. All major elements were manufactured on site, and the woodwork was crafted by
hand. With the current method, a connection was set up between Traditional Turkish House and today’s Modern
House. This relationship can be described as teamwork, an arts and crafts integrity, community, participatory and
human centered.

INTRODUCTION
The paper aims what stages the determined multi-mastered traditional constructional methods were and how these
were achieved, as well as how they were reflected in indoor and outdoor environments and details through an
interaction with current participatory, human/user-centered design approaches. When considered within the
discourse of modern design processes, The Traditional Turkish House design principles represent the characteristics,
which are in harmony with the universal dimension of the structured environment and take the reference from the
natural environment and multi-dimensional human resources in a human-centered design method. Within this
proposed research method, the main design principles examined seem to split into four main headings when adapted
to past, present and future life models as the objectives:
•
•

•

Design approach; the chief aim is to form the center of the design with action or action groups of user/human
and the third dimension. Thriftiness/frugality; all the residences described are internally and externally suitable
for the user in terms of measurements and dimensions.
The identity of the user(s) and the place(s); conveyance of true and intellectual images through visual and
perceptual elements that are formed in designing a building environment. This is of great importance when
reflecting life models to space. Climate adjustment; adjustment to climate has gained importance in the details
that have been developed for design solutions.
Functional; it provides facility for both the user and the builder regarding from inside to outside solution,
interior-exterior conformation based on the requirements of the user in the formation of the environment.
Facility Principle; the user performs the functions that spaces serve by putting the least effort. Suitability to life,
nature and environmental conditions. Reality, intellectuality, fiction and simplicity in the structure are all results
of functional solutions and applications.

•
•

realistic and user-centered designing attitude start with human actions and behavior and goes on from inside the
house to outside.
Source-providing feature; it has the characteristic to be a source for future approaches and models by satisfying
the user with new spaces. This principle provides integrity of human settlements and time during the design
process. Flexibility; it is an additional common point for the design products to be multi-functional and
transformable for disabilities.

HUMAN CENTERED DESIGN AND DESIGNER’S ROLES
From the point of construction techniques, emergence and cultural values, Cengiz Bektas (2001) regards a Turkish
house as a plastic value that is created by people with time. He describes public buildings as those constructed in a
participatory way by the public through their own means and conditions with a view to directly meeting their own
needs and also adding to their culture and traditions. However, the fact that these kind of buildings were not
regarded as products of architects until recently does not have to mean that these buildings cannot be considered as
real “design products”. These buildings reflect a philosophy of architecture that retains its meaning for good by
virtue of its concept of design based on life models, which is its most remarkable feature. Among the factors
contributing to the process of the construction of these buildings are their history, cultural elements, and cleverly
devised construction techniques, apart from environmental and natural data. This approach stems directly from a live
life style that incorporates all cultural, religious, and social needs. For this reason, this approach constitutes a source
of data for the outcome, the samples of which will be examined in the forthcoming sections. When settlement units
of the Turkish house are analyzed within the discourse of life styles, there appears to be an obvious interaction of the
users in the design and this interaction is reflected in the process of construction. Residential deterioration, negative
transformations, and radical changes in the design understanding to the point of disappearance are enough to explain
this process, because together with the radical changes in the life styles, there emerged alienation which was in
contrast with the design philosophy of settlements. These buildings are naturally harmonious with and respectful to
life, environment, the places where they were built, and human beings and contemporary with the related period.

Figure 1. Interior of a Central Asian dwelling tent and, use of the room and tent in Traditional House (Kücükerman, 1996).

Each new product or composition means a new approach, which contributes to the development of the construction
method employed. The explanation Bektas (2001) came up with for the relationship between the user and the

method in the design and construction of the Turkish House was that these were built to meet the needs of the
modern man and that the characteristics and occupation of the resident has a direct effect upon the solution. This
approach, which takes ages to emerge and evolve and which offers rich and unique tastes, bears profound impacts,
despite its disappearance in our age. The purpose of this research is to form a conceptual frame that involves live
samples of tastes that these authentic humanistic design models create in a methodological respect within an
interaction with our age in order that we become aware of this privilege and pass it down to future generations.

Figure 2. .Eldem’s house: Kirac Yalisi (Eldem-1984), Fathy’s house: Identity and life model(Steele-1988), Aalto’s house: Natural and organic
(Fleig,1995).

CONCLUSION
Finally, we have the expected of outcomes in this research; the design of the house goes well beyond the simple
reproduction of past models; its ornaments are judicious, sober, and genuine. Its extraordinary harmony with nature,
as well as its multi-purpose use and the ambience of its inner space, gives it great distinction. This airy and attractive
house deserves special attention for its sensitive revival of craftsmanship and cultural sensitivity as a whole. All
major elements were manufactured on site, and the woodwork was crafted by hand. With the current method, a
connection was set up between Traditional Turkish House and today’s Modern House. This relationship can be
described as teamwork, an arts and crafts integrity, community, participatory and human centered.
In the absence of a truly expressive capacity, the architectural object will remain mute and thus have no meaning. As
far as the definition is concerned, Rowe (1987) disintegrates the structural features of the architectural object and
examines it as a whole. In a design problem based on life models oriented to new approaches, possible designing
problems need to be determined in advance. Determination future design problems; site constraints, climate
conditions and user identity according to place are the investigation of design things;
•
•
•
•
•

First design idea
Determining the needs and user identity
Determination of the concept; place, climate and design concept
Team organization
Development of the design.
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viewing the peripatetic Melanctha as suffering a strong sense what W. E. B. Du Bois describes as
“double consciousness,” that is, “looking at one’s self through the eyes of others,” this reading or
approach only leads to conclude that by making Melanctha the tragic mulatto, Stein only perpetuates
a stereotype and stresses the Negro’s divergence from an Anglo-Saxon norm to reconstruct
essentialism. This approach also fails to take into account the rich cultural exchange between writers
on opposite sides of the color line, an exchange that takes place through the idea of passing and the
discourse of double consciousness. In this research paper, I contend that Stein, in composing
“Melanctha,” positions herself as a biracial writer who dwells on her identities as a white Jewish
woman and embraces complex cultural roots to transgress national and ethnic boundaries. In
scrutinizing the advantages and disadvantages of passing, Stein explores the political meaning and
psychological conflict experienced by Jews and Blacks when attempting to pass as white. In
rendering her version of a passing narrative, Stein is aware of the interrelatedness of Jewishness and
blackness when it comes to passing: those who achieve passing must sacrifice their psychic
wholeness and alienate themselves from their ethnic communities. Stein’s transgression and
representation of Melanctha also challenges by definition the boundaries within which literature is
being written and studied.
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Passing for White, Passing for Black:
Gertrude Stein’s Divided and Ethnic Self in “Melanctha”
By Yi-ping Wu
Department of Applied Foreign Languages
at Chia Nan University of Pharmacy and Science

By stepping out of the conventional writing modes of the nineteenth century, Gertrude Stein
began to experiment with and develop modernist writing theories in her early works. “Melanctha,”
collected in Three Lives, has been acclaimed for undermining conventional realism. There is a
substantial critical and analytical literature on the aesthetic values, use of language, and feminist
sentiment in “Melanctha,” all of which make it a model of modernist narrative. However, Stein’s
idiosyncratic use of Negro characters in “Melanctha” has perplexed her readers. For instance,
Carolyn Faunce Copeland, who reads “Melanctha” as a coded autobiographical version of Stein’s
love affair with May Bookstaver, suggests that Stein uses Negro characters to conceal her
homosexuality because revealing it would have outraged the white reading public of her time. In
addition, Stein’s portrayal of Negro characters as emotionally oriented and sexually promiscuous,
according to Copeland, also reveals “the white man’s view of the black man.”1 As Stein takes the
liberty of transplanting her life story into such a different world, her privileged access to whiteness,
her authorial figure disguised in blackness (she wrote herself as the heterosexual male named Jeff
Campbell), the configuration of a black world of its own, and the construction of blackness are
issues that intrigue critics who work with substantially different apprehensions of white writers’
relation to the construction of ethnic others.
“Melanctha” was produced at the time when African art and culture were frequently
appropriated by modernist artists. Stein’s choice of Negro character is an artistic strategy for her to
express the rhythms of consciousness and the frustrating cycle of love. Because her choice of black
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characters and innovation of black dialect are ascribed to the aesthetic purpose, her representation of
the cultural and ethnic other is considered acceptable. For instance, as Michael North points out,
Stein adopts the strategy of racial role-playing to construct her Negro characters and herself as a
person of color. This act is “a sign of expatriation;” in other words, to don this racial mask
symbolizes that the writer is “willed in revolt against the social constraints and falsehoods of Europe
and America,”2 As the influence of the African mask is recognized as one of the ethnic triggers that
set off high modernism, North regards the gesture as a recurrent motif used by modernist artists to
denote a variant of identities. However, North claims that “it becomes impossible to account for the
radical effect of racial difference on the representational schemes of modern art.”3 In emphasizing
aesthetic experimentation by modernist artists, North is reluctant to engage their racial crossing and
recognize the blatant racism within modernism.
Stein’s representation of blackness did cause a great deal of disturbance among its American
readers. Earlier readers were ambivalent about Stein’s portrayal of the Negro in “Melanctha.”
Among the black writers of the New Negro Renaissance, Richard Wright called “Melanctha” “the
first long serious literary treatment of Negro life in the United States” and asserted that “Miss Stein’s
struggling words [in ‘Melanctha’] made the speech of the people around me vivid.”4 While Richard
Wright in 1945 praised “‘Melanctha’ [as] one of the most important influences on the beginning of
[his] career,” Claude McKay “found nothing striking and informative about Negro life” in this
story.5 More recent critics indicted Stein’s “Melanctha” for its presumptuous appropriation and
assumption of blackness. Stein’s own whiteness presumably precludes her from representing and
expressing African-American experiences. Denouncing Stein’s treatment of Negro life as
stereotypical, Richard Bridgman writes, “Gertrude Stein’s treatment of the Negro is both
condescending and false . . . it swarms with clichés about the happy, promiscuous, razor-fighting,
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church-going darky.”6 In her assessment of what it means for Stein to begin her liberation as a white
woman writer by creating a sexist, racist portrait of black women, Debra B. Silverman accuses Stein
of exoticizing black female sexuality: “Stein carries with her, and indeed exploits, a longstanding
and traditional misconception: that black women are exotic and always sexually available . . . in
replicating stereotypes, and portraying them compassionately, Stein is responsible for actively
reinforcing them.”7 Stein repeatedly describes Melanctha’s uncontrollable “wanderlust” as a way to
gain knowledge, and these scenes are often read as a stereotypical characterization of blacks as
governed by baser emotional urges, savagery, and indolence that essentially come from Melanctha’s
blackness. Rather than viewing the peripatetic Melanctha as suffering a strong sense what W. E. B.
Du Bois describes as “double consciousness,” that is, “looking at one’s self through the eyes of
others,” Silverman considers Stein’s representation of black female sexuality a misreading and
misrepresentation of black women’s subjectivity.8 By juxtaposing Nella Larsen’s Quicksand as a
counter example to Stein’s “Melanctha,” Silverman argues that Larsen, “posits questions of sexuality
to challenge the historical misrepresentations of black women” and rewrites “Melanctha’s narrative
to deconstruct the very stereotypes.”9 Her reading and approach lead her to conclude that by making
Melanctha the tragic mulatto Stein only perpetuates a stereotype and stresses the Negro’s divergence
from an Anglo-Saxon norm to reconstruct essentialism. In her suspicion of stereotypes about race in
Stein’s narrative, Silverman rejects Stein’s “Melanctha” for supposedly serving the cause of
Eurocentric hegemony. The argument that Stein was building her characters on the black
stereotypes of her time is compelling, but Silverman’s reading falls short in that her formulation can
be applied against black women writers who appropriate the same stereotype of the tragic mulatto.
In the case of Stein, her approach also fails to take into account the rich cultural exchange between
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writers on opposite sides of the color line, an exchange that takes place through the idea of passing
and the discourse of double consciousness.
To begin deciphering Stein’s construction of blackness in “Melanctha,” it will be helpful to
consider Stein’s ethnic background and “Melanctha” as her unique deployment and critique of
passing. In this paper, I contend that Bridgman and Silverman’s formulations that regard Stein’s
appropriation of the Negro life and characters as exploitive and stereotypical fail to acknowledge
that the distinctive means of literary production such as “Melanctha” can be considered ethnic
writing and a different mode of rendering social reality. Criticism in terms of literary diversity has
equipped and burdened us with the notion that certain groups of people have their own separate
relations to writing, and literary works are often categorized as women’s writing, African-American
writing, modernist writing and so on. However, in seeking out the uniqueness of black culture and
representations of blackness, one seldom turns to the high modernist work like Stein’s “Melanctha.”
The reason mostly lies in Stein’s association with expatriates and her relationship with other AngloAmerican modernist writers and artists. By removing Stein from the ranks of the modernists and
placing her among Jewish Americans, Mary V. Dearborn argues: “Gertrude Stein reminds us that
ethnicity is a concern not only for members of the ‘realistic’ school --- as we might call Mary Antin,
Anzia Yezierska, and Martha Ostenso for instance --- but it is also a fundamental element of
twentieth-century modernism.”10 In Dearborn’s view, Stein’s crossing of racial and cultural borders
in “Melanctha” should be considered significant in her creation of an alliance of modernist form
with ethnic subject matter. To expand Dearborn’s view, I will argue that Stein, in composing
“Melanctha,” positions herself as a biracial writer who dwells on her identities as a white Jewish
woman and embraces complex cultural roots to transgress national and ethnic boundaries. In
scrutinizing the advantages and disadvantages of passing, Stein explores the political meaning and
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psychological conflict experienced by Jews and Blacks when attempting to pass as white. In
rendering her version of a passing narrative, Stein is aware of the interrelatedness of Jewishness and
blackness when it comes to passing: those who achieve passing must sacrifice their psychic
wholeness and alienate themselves from their ethnic communities. Stein’s transgression and
representation of Melanctha also challenges by definition the boundaries within which literature is
being written and studied.
In Playing in the Dark, Toni Morrison has characterized the way that race works in the
Anglo-American tradition and described the centrality of the African American to the immigrant
self-description through literary texts which encapsulate Stein’s place in that tradition and the
importance of race to her positionality therein. Morrison says:
Explicit or implicit, the African presence informs in compelling and inescapable ways the texture
of American literature. It is a dark and abiding presence, there for the literary imagination as
both a visible and invisible presence. Even, and especially, when American texts are not “about”
Africanist presences or characters or narrative or idiom, the shadow hovers in implication, in
sign, in line of demarcation. It is no accident or mistake that immigrant populations (and much
immigrant literature) understood their “Americanness” as an opposition to the resident black
population.11
Rather than portray black characters more positively, Stein is as guilty as other modern white
American writers of using black characters to personify chaos, disorder, and irrationality in
American life. As long as critics understand that the black world and people of Stein’s imagination
in “Melanctha” reflect her ignorance of black as people and bear little relation to blackness as a
condition of reality, Stein’s appropriation of nonwhite material only serves her self-interest in
defining her American whiteness, which also inevitably elucidates her complicity in a white racism.
However, it is inappropriate to simply equate Stein’s stereotypical black characters with racism on
her part. In “Melanctha,” the issue Stein addresses, I believe, is not about her characters’ blackness
but about her whiteness, which is negotiable and open to question. In a far from racist strategy,
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Stein uses black characters to personify infantile rebellions and almost everything the white middleclass would like to repress. As a result, Stein shows us that the Jewish and Black struggles in white
America are similar in respects that suggest the inter-articulation of black and Jewish experience in a
Black-Jewish Atlantic paradigm. In “Melanctha,” Stein carries the power of blackness within
herself, a dark presence that constantly undermines her world view and also that of her readers.
To Stein, inventing an African-American subject is, as Norman and Mindy Cantor suggest,
“for discovery of a deeper, mythic, more human self.”12 In “Melanctha,” Stein works on herself
through the cold, rationalist male character, Jeff, and aims to elicit his emotional side in order to
bring his unconscious to the surface. As Carla L. Peterson suggests, in “Melanctha” Stein “sought to
work out her sense of both her Jewishness, which, she increasingly felt, differentiated and isolated
her from her larger social community, and her lesbianism, which, as Q.E.D. attests, she was slowly
coming to acknowledge.”13 In the process of working on her Jewishness and lesbianism, Stein
transplants her story into the black world, and her choice of a black narrative voice manifests an
autonomous cultural mobility not bounded by her own racial identity or culture. This way of
figuring herself in black, a point I will discuss later in detail, also dismantles the notion of racial
difference and affirms the interrelatedness of Jewishness and blackness to interrogate the
arbitrariness of categorical identities in the name of race. Stein’s figuring in black arguably goes
beyond the notion of racial masquerading interpreted by North as wearing a black mask to assume “a
new role” based on her self-interested attempt to escape the old self in favor of a new and wholly
different one. What distinguishes Stein’s performative blackness from the notion of racial
masquerade is that the white self, by fusing with the ethnic other, will experience a breakthrough.
Although Stein’s “Melanctha” is a work of ethnic imagining, Stein does not simply
appropriate the notion of racial difference to produce blackness. Instead, she turns race into a
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“floating signifier,” which, as Nicholas Mirzoeff defines, is “with no reference to ‘real’
extraterrestrials . . . the signifier can ‘float’ from one meaning, or signified, to the next, generating
different meanings in each context.”14 Similarly, Aldon Nielsen has argued, race is “a
consummately empty signifier, that is constituted out of a people’s desire.”15 In theory, all signs can
do this, but in practice, a signifier becomes conventionally attached to a specific meaning in order to
make everyday life comprehensible.16 Thus, it is quite easy for a reader to attach Stein’s
representation of blackness to a fixed and stable meaning, for instance to relate Melanctha to the
stereotypical image of tragic mulatto or to attribute Stein’s representation of Rose as “coarse, sullen,
ordinary, good looking , black, childish” to a racist portrait or dehumanization of black characters.
However, we must keep in mind that the trope of the black race has different critical meanings in
different contexts to individual lives; as Henry Louis Gates points out, “Race is the ultimate trope of
difference because it is so very arbitrary in its application.”17 As the racial essence of blackness or
the means of being black embodied within the main characters carries different significations,
Stein’s construction of blackness in diversity challenges the racial discourse of oneness among black
Americans.
In the beginning, readers are presented with two different “types” of black women, Rose
Johnson and Melanctha Herbert, whose appearances and backgrounds complicate the normative and
authentic formulations of black subjectivity. By playing with discursive codes that traditionally
indicate race and signify difference, Stein characterizes Rose and Melanctha as follows:
Rose Johnson was a real black, tall, well built, sullen stupid, childlike, good looking negress.
She laughed when she was happy and grumbled and was sullen with everything that troubled . . .
but she had been brought up quite like their own child by white folks . . .
Rose Johnson was careless and was lazy, but she had been brought up by white folks and she
needed decent comfort. Her white training had only made for habits not for nature. Rose had the
simple, promiscuous unmorality of the black people. . . .
Melanctha Herbert was a graceful, pale yellow, intelligent, attractive negress. She had not
been raised like Rose by white folks but then she had been half made with real white blood.
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She and Rose Johnson were both of the better sort of negroes, there, in Bridgepoint.18
Stein, in the production of her text, controls aspects of black identity by choosing to interject
genealogy, class, and gender; these choices are significant enough to influence the construction of
blackness and to give her readers insight into the individuality of black folks.
Setting up an experiment of nature versus nurture, Stein ascribes Rose and Melanctha to “the
better sort of negroes” due to the mixed environment of upbringing that allows them not to be rooted
in only one culture. Rose is characterized as a real “black negress” who “has been brought up by
white folks;” however, “Her white training had only made for habits not for nature” (60). She is not
divided between her black nature and white upbringing because she has not completely internalized
her white training. She seems aware that the mask-like attributes of her “white habits” and “real
black” nature have genuine power and reality only in the context of her membership in the black
community, not as an outsider in the white community.19 As Rose said, “No, I ain’t no common
nigger,” “for I was raised by white folks, and Melanctha she is so bright and learned so much in
school, she ain’t no common nigger either” (60). However, unlike Rose who is capable of
manipulating the contradictions between her black nature and white upbringing to her advantage,
Melanctha is incapable of such duplicity in spite of her advantages in education and skin color.
As a child, Melanctha is fascinated with the power of blackness. Stein wrote, “Melanctha
was pale yellow and mysterious and a little pleasant like her mother, but the real power in
Melanctha’s nature came through her robust and unpleasant and very unendurable black father” (63).
Although the real power that Melanctha identifies derives from her black father, “Melanctha Herbert
almost always hated her black father, but she loved very well the power in herself that came through
him. And so her feeling was really closer to her black coarse father, than her feeling had ever been
toward her pale yellow, sweet-appearing mother. The things she had in her of her mother never
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made her feel respect” (67). On the other hand, Melanctha’s attractive “yaller” appearance and
“break neck courage” makes it possible for her to drift between the black and the white worlds.
Rather than choosing to settle down in the black community and live regularly like Rose, she
wanders the world in search of wisdom and power.
Melanctha learns to appreciate the power of her white blood through Jane Harden, whose
white blood makes her strong and not afraid to understand ways that lead to wisdom. According to
Stein, Jane Harden
was a roughened woman. She had power and she liked to use it, she had much white blood and
that made her see clear, she liked drinking and that made her reckless. Her white blood was
strong in her and she had grit and endurance and a vital courage. She was always game, however
much she was in trouble. (73)
As we are told, Jane’s strength comes from her white blood, and her whiteness makes her a
peripatetic “wanderer,” an itinerant in search of wisdom and self-knowledge. Melanctha and Jane
both pass as white in order to experience life in every way because there is “nothing good or bad in
doing, feeling, thinking or in talking” (74). However, there is an interesting contrast between Jane
and Melanctha, between the one’s whiteness and the other’s yellowness. While Melanctha passes as
white and to some extent identifies blackness as part of her real power, Jane completely denies her
blackness. In the context of passing, blackness becomes a different signifier, in which Jane is a fulltime passer while Melanctha cannot fully relinquish her blackness. Unlike Jane who becomes
weaker because of her drinking problem and her lack of inner strength, Melanctha, who recognizes
that her power comes not only from her white blood but also from her black blood, becomes stronger,
independent, and comes into an understanding of her power. Melanctha’s “yellowness” reveals her
biracial ability, a greater source of strength than being either white or black.
After leaving Jane, Melanctha falls in love with Jefferson Campbell, a young mulatto doctor.
Melanctha wants to find someone who can enlighten her with real wisdom, and she is sure that she
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has found that person in Jeff. Fulfilling what he thinks as obligation to comfort and uplift members
of the race, Jeff, who defines blackness based on an internalized white middle-class belief of how
black people should behave, despises those who are looking for “new things and excitements.” In
deploring those people obsessed with looking for adventure and novelty, Jeff says to Melanctha:
No I ain’t got any use for all the time being in excitements and wanting to have all kinds of
experience all the time. I got plenty of experience just living regular and quiet and with my
family, and doing my work, and taking care of people, and trying to understand it. I don’t
believe much in this running around business and I don’t want to see the colored people do it. I
am a colored man and I ain’t sorry, and I want to see the colored people want what is good and
what I want them to have, and that’s to live regular and work hard and understand things, and
that’s enough to keep any decent man excited. (82).
As her way of wandering seems to undercut Jeff’s fixed and long-held beliefs of how a black man
could live a meaningful life, Melanctha is encouraged to internalize the same values, only to find out
that Jeff’s big talk about black people “being good and regular in life” is stifling: “Melanctha had
never said much to Dr. Campbell about what she thought about them. Melanctha did not feel the
same as he did about being good and regular in life, and not having excitements all the time, which
was the way that Jefferson Campbell wanted that everybody should be . . . Melanctha Herbert did
not think much of this way of coming to real wisdom” (81).
Because Jeff doubts that Melanctha’s ways will lead her to any “real wisdom,” much of the
dramatic tensions and arguments are drawn from Jeff’s attempt to “discipline” Melanctha in the
Foucauldian sense of regulating her behavior and clearing up confusion.20 In spite of Melanctha’s
influence, Jeff remains suspicious of Melanctha’s way of loving and still keeps reverting to his old
attitudes and beliefs. Ironically, Jeff’s solid beliefs about black people are unable to evolve into an
understanding of Melanctha’s ways of loving and living. Jeff’s blackness suffocates not only
himself but also Melanctha, who refuses to be defined in a certain way. Significantly, Stein’s
representations of Dr. Campbell’s and Melanctha’s blackness signify differences in terms of class
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conflict and represent an ideological struggle over the definition or representation of blackness, a
struggle that would later become a compelling issue debated in the African-American literary
community.
Melanctha’s relationship with another mulatto, Jem Richard, proves to be much more
liberating. As Stein describes him, “Jem always had known what it was to have real wisdom. Jem
had always all his life been understanding” (154). Falling in love with Jem, Melanctha becomes too
dependent upon him and gradually loses herself and her real power in this relationship. After being
abandoned by Jem and Rose, Melanctha tragically sickens and dies alone. As Rose said to anybody
who asked about Melanctha, “I always am real sorry for Melanctha, she never was not just common
kind of nigger, but she don’t never know not with all the time I always was telling it to her, no she
never no way could learn, what was the right way she should do” (167). Rose implies that in the
black world there is no place for Melanctha. Interestingly, Rose, black by nature and white by
nurture, seems to be the only one who is never confused or troubled by who and what she is.
While Melanctha’s blackness, depending on whom she encounters during different life stages,
floats from one meaning to another, her enigmatic essence and nature oddly support a stronger sense
of double consciousness than Rose or Jeff does. Thus, Stein’s portrayals of Melanctha, who is
overly race-conscious, must be assessed against the stereotypical image that bordered on the
caricature that white writers were using to depict people of African descent at the turn of the
twentieth century. Although Melanctha, of mixed race, travels between the black and white worlds
and finds the wisdom and self-knowledge she seeks, this mixed heritage never gives her a true sense
of self. Melanctha, who spends her whole life embracing different racial identities at different times
in other to achieve different ends, seems to draw no benefit from it. Christopher J. Knight, who
asserts that Melanctha has “too many” selves, suggests that “there is the sense that multiple selves
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are the repetitions of difference, all of which might be described as the taking of an incalculable risk,
yet without calculation; for one can’t predict her character, it doesn’t predict itself, it doesn’t know
itself, and so it’s disturbing.”21 In Stein’s demonstration of how factors such as gender, sexuality,
and social status inflect the meaning of race and the construction of black identity, Melanctha
becomes and represents such an extreme character that “public world has no language, form, or
memory for it.”22
Also, it has been pointed out that Melanctha’s multiple selves to some extent parallel Stein’s
expatriate status. Embracing the status of expatriate enables modernist expatriates to perceive and
express themselves as more truly American than those who are stateside. To feel oneself in two
places at once, at home and abroad, is almost to feel as two persons and thus to acquire a skepticism
about the possibility of ever having an identity, if that means being just one thing.23 Situating
themselves in duality, expatriates become obsessed with personae, metamorphoses, doubles, and
mythic parallels. It is this struggle with duality as well as longing for connection with something
more radically different that drives modernist artists and writers into an aesthetic revolt. Since the
status of expatriate is a very flexible one within which the international avant-garde artists enjoy “the
freedom of living outside the law,” it is not surprising that “a deracinated European bourgeois
becomes a vital African tribalist.”24 As the identity of expatriate metaphorically embodies
variability and implies indeterminacy, transgressing the color line becomes a way to escape one’s
racial identity through accessing the status and cultural characteristics of the other. From the
performative perspective, however, it does not play on the cult of primitivism to be merely exotic
and daring. As I will discuss in the next pages, this expatriate role enables Stein not only to
reconstruct her white self by figuring herself in black, but also to launch critique of the arbitrariness
of America’s race system and the hegemonic hierarchy of color.
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In representing the divisiveness of Negro life and characters, Peterson points out that Stein is
able to “assert her Americanness in opposition to the European high culture of Flaubert and Cézanne,
while at the same time marking her distance and alienation from the dominant culture.”25 However,
in terms of representations of lower-class characters such as Rose Johnson, James Herbert, and
Melanctha, Peterson suggests, “Stein’s exploitation of these images is thus double-edged,
encompassing a repulsion against blacks as foreign and primitive, on the one hand, and an attraction
to them as emblematic of free sexuality and vibrant womanhood on the other.”26 Urging critics to
“avoid the caricaturing of Stein as a ‘white supremacist’ guilty of offensive racial stereotyping,”
Peterson also suggests that “In writing ‘Melanctha’ Stein found herself caught in a complex web of
racial contradictions. She was both powerfully drawn to African-American popular musical culture
at the turn of the century, which offered her representations of strong, vibrant women unavailable to
her in other artistic traditions, and she was repulsed by these images out of fear of being assimilated
to them through her double identity as a Jew and a lesbian.”27 This reading strikes me as
contradictory; if Stein’s representation of blackness functions as a distancing mask behind which she
can “assert her whiteness” and to redefine herself as a “white” American, how are we able to claim
that Stein’s modern gesture, which is based on her self-interest, is to oppose the culture of the
hegemony and her representations are a departure from white “supremacist racial stereotyping”?
Peterson is right in observing that Stein seeks to work out her sense of Jewishness. Her
reading, however, excludes the potential that modernism and race consciousness can be compatible;
that is, Stein’s modernist work is capable of introducing race as an issue. It is my contention that
Stein’s appropriation of blackness does not aim to dissociate or differentiate herself from blackness
in order to assert her whiteness but rather to interrogate a racially prejudiced caste system that
categorizes blackness and Jewishness. Within this caste system, neither Jews nor blacks are
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“Americanized” until their ethnic traits are eradicated through assimilation. As Stein is of GermanJewish descent, her family’s prosperity afforded her economic and class privileges. While passing
for white poses no problem, in appearing to be white she understands that there is a price to pay: she
must sever all ties to culture and family and begin life over as a part of the cultural elite. Thus, her
appropriation of blackness and adoption of a black persona suggests that there are severe constraints
upon the racial and class mobility. In coming to terms with the limitation of being white, Stein
realizes that once she achieves white, upper-class status, she cannot return spiritually and physically
to her birth culture; she no longer belongs there. Thus, figuring herself in black gives her a chance
to become “other” again and to also expose and interrogate the ideology of assimilation and the
limitation of being white.
In terms of projecting herself into the male character of Jeff Campbell, Peterson criticizes
“the vital image of black womanhood in the blues lyrics from which Stein constructed her portrayal
of Melanctha is transformed into one of degeneracy”; Stein “betrays a strong identification with
those ‘complex, desiring’ aspects of her female protagonist.”28 In reading against this view, I argue
that Stein and Melanctha share the same struggle as long as freely crossing both sides of the color
line is deemed intolerable and the construction of race is based on the hackneyed notion of pure
blood. It is a psychological dilemma and conflict with which Melanctha and Stein, both of whom
are light enough to pass and free to choose their identity as either black/jewish or white, are not
allowed to be both. Moreover, by projecting herself explicitly into Jeff Campbell, the light-skinned
doctor who embraces and internalizes white values and behaviors, the story of Melanctha thus lives
on in Jeff and also in Stein herself: “Jeff always had strong in him the meaning of all the new kind of
beauty Melanctha Herbert once had shown him, and always more and more it helped him with his
working for himself and for all the colored people” (147).
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Stein demonstrates that it is possible for Melanctha to pass but impossible for her to retain a
sense of personal integrity. Melanctha’s death thus implies that Stein is aware of the ironies and the
society’s denial to Melanctha, who refuses to be confined to an identity and a culture with which she
identifies and to which she is bound by race. Through Melanctha, Stein interrogates the arbitrary
racial system that confines her mulatto characters to blackness and combats the notion that the
mulatto character like Jeff Campbell must hold to a strict code of moral behavior and contribute to
race uplift. Melanctha demonstrates her ability to remain loyal to her cultural roots while at the
same time resist being labeled either as white or as black. Unfortunately, Melanctha can only remain
spiritually unfulfilled. Stein grapples with the racial categories that operate within specific
boundaries and she could only resolve this failed relationship between Melanctha and her own
compulsion for acceptance by having her die in seclusion. However, ending the narrative with
Melanctha’s solitary death is not pointless, and Melanctha should not be censured or cast as a
disreputable figure. The death of Melanctha is Stein’s condemnation of the arbitrariness of the racial
caste system that has suppressed her development as a person. The conservative race ideology
proves incapable of appreciating Melanctha’s rebellion against the strict moral code, ideology of
uplift, and the supposed duty of the race.
Rather than exploit black characters to assert her whiteness, Stein dismantles both the
constrained blackness of African-Americans and the limited whiteness of the white American.
“Melanctha” thus can be seen as different in quality and plot from a conventional ethnic text about
Americanization packaged for an insatiable white appetite. Deliberately writing about black people
and simultaneously marking herself as insider and outsider, Stein does not differentiate between the
inside person and the outside person in order to present in “Melanctha” a transethnic experience,
within which black cultural tradition becomes a crucial source of another group’s creative ability to
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dramatize America’s racial dilemma: the reinvention of an American identity must be negotiated
along the color line. Stein’s act of transgressing the color line to figure herself in black delimits the
mixed-race space where African-American and mainstream cultural forms collide and blend with
one another as parts of the complex dialectic between black and white cultures to make both political
and aesthetic expressions possible and to represent a flexible racial borderland where blood lines are
often blurred and cultures shared.
Beneath all cultural differences, Stein consciously joins the black and white consciousnesses
to build up a more flexible cultural system that can accommodate more than one cultural tradition.
She proves that the modernist aesthetic and race consciousness are compatible. Significantly, a new
genre that is neither assimilationist nor ethnocentric is formed in the modernist writings, within
which ethnicity is continuously created anew. As Schechner notes, to perform someone else’s
culture “takes a knowledge, a ‘translation’ . . . The translator of culture is not a mere agent, as a
translator of words might be, but an actual cultural bearer. This is why performing other cultures
becomes so important. Not just reading them, not just visiting them, or importing them --- but
actually doing them. So that ‘them’ and ‘us’ is elided, or laid experientially side-by-side.”29 In
Stein’s case, her appropriation of black mask, with sensitivity to the diverse types within AfricanAmerican culture and consciousness of each character, liberates the ethnic subject from reductive
definitions and depictions of people of color as racial others. As Blackmer states, “This mask
defamiliarizes and denaturalizes mimetic Western modes of narrative representation and therefore
radically alters conventional assumptions regarding the interrelationships among stereotype,
character, voice, and discourse.”30
Stein thus constitutes in “Melanctha” a productive site for us to analyze the issue of ethnic
construction and illuminate the current debates about essentialism and difference, identity and
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writing. When the resurgence of racism and ethnocentrism trouble our conscience with the problems
of cultural mixing, incorporation, and competition, the adaptation of other worldviews is often
regarded as a performance of hegemonic work, a subtle ambition threatened by any attempt to
incorporate the contents of cultural difference. However, in confining our views to a limited set of
definitions and values on ethnic construction by ethnic writers, J. Martin Favor cautions us about the
danger of taking the following positions to approach ethnic narratives:
Position too-concrete bonds between authenticity, culture, color, and class risks reliance on a
vision of identity so dependent on marginality as its legitimizing feature that it can never
effectively deconstruct the center, which, in turn, may hold the margins to be inauthentic. By
relying too heavily on a critique launched from the margins, we risk never being able to
dismantle those margins without wholly erasing ourselves; in an effort of self-preservation,
marginal we must remain. In combating an oppression based on the category “race,” we must recreate the notion of “race” itself and, in doing so, hazard laying the framework for a new type of
essentialism that potentially reproduces many facets of the old one.31
Thus, I propose that the solution to this problem is to make posit ethnic boundaries as permeable
since they are constructed in critical discourses and literary studies of American identity as
impermeable. The need to include modernist work such as “Melanctha” and approach it as an ethnic
narrative is indispensable as critics such as myself work to assess the way in which the emergence of
modernist works relies heavily on cultural sources of ethnic others for creative inspiration and
stimulus. It is also necessary to discuss the problem of white authorship in relation to the
construction of ethnicities; although each representation has its own pressing and ambiguous set of
questions and cultural translation problems, modernist appropriation and performance of ethnicity to
some extent can significantly affect the way in which ethnicity is deconstructed and reconstructed.
In her appropriation of black culture and reinforcement of black image, Stein constructs the
presence of blackness, and this significant expression occurs on crossing the color line. Stein’s
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passing in terms of active exchange of white self and black other enable her to blur and even efface
the color line in the very moment of its practice when figuring herself in black. According to Favor:
The ability to control aspects of African American identity assumes primary importance both for
the performers and for those who study the discourse of identity. Those who can bend class and
geographic position to their own purpose have the power to shape what “race” is. By reshaping
race, they add to the complexity of the discourse of black identity rather than impoverishing it
with “false” notions. Of greatest import is the recognition that the control over, or performance
of, certain aspects of racial identity points out the nonessential nature of racial categories.32
In the fluid and turbulent exchange across the color line, Stein’s language struggle in constructing
and representing blackness not only cancel or neutralize the difference between races but also
challenge the essentialism within which identity politics is founded. Both the process and the
discourse of passing challenge the potential of boundary, assumption, and construction about
identities; thus, Stein’s challenge is all the more remarkable in its insistent call for leveling racial
hierarchies and divisions that doom blacks and whites to hysteria and paranoia. Furthermore, her
bold transgression and intersection of the racial, gender, and class hierarchies disturbs the notion that
race only applies to people of color. Although “Melanctha” is marked as a white aesthetic enterprise
according to Stein’s modernist status and acculturation, I suggest that Stein in writing “Melanctha”
does not maintain her whiteness as a racially marked identity. Instead, she appropriates AfricanAmerican characters for the purpose of impersonating for herself an ethnic self to destabilize the
fixity of white and black people in the rigidity of caste and class system. This destabilization
undermines the production of texts based on racially polarized and bifurcated culture and heritage.
Stein’s act of passing can therefore be seen as liberating in disclosing that no identity is singularly
inherent and unalterable; instead, identities can be multiple and contingent.
It is noteworthy that in “Melanctha” Stein transforms black cultural forms and black folks
into vehicles for aesthetic and personal contemplation. The ambiguity of her racial identity becomes
the source of her creative concern, and the act of passing for black allows an emergence of a creative
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subjectivity to belie a black/white binary and a rigid class system. In her contravention of the
dichotomies set in race system and hierarchy in class, Stein challenges the limitation and the
traditional assumption about race and constraint of a singular identity. Moreover, Stein’s
“Melanctha” can be received as a version of what has been thought of as primarily AfricanAmerican passing narrative whereas Stein and her protagonist at certain junctures demonstrate their
capability of passing, but at the same time they are troubled by leaving their Jewishness and
blackness behind. In mirroring the traditional passing narrative, Stein’s passing for black in
“Melanctha” constructs an identity perceived by a white majority as less desirable. Yet, her choice
disrupts the cultural practice of race and identity and undermines the privileged interest upon which
an individual depends in order to assert self-worth. By constructing an ethnic identity for her white
self, Stein, who refuses to demarcate the boundary of race, demonstrates the positive potential of
passing in which the white self could experience multiple subject positions to challenge refined
racial boundaries and rigidity of white racial identity. Stein’s participation in the cultural specific
black literary expression enables her to conceive a fresh insight into American cultural identity: the
author represents the shaping effect of “the Negro’s presence” upon mainstream culture and the
blending of European and African cultural forms throughout American life.
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The Ghostly Other: Images of Chinese in Ambrose Bierce’s Short Stories
Abstract:
Authors usually objectify the dead to represent the real world and to signify their
cultural minds and political power. Death is the most unstable and unreal signifier;
however, it is always fascinating. Ambrose Bierce and Edgar Allan Poe are the two
major American authors adept in the macabre gothic short story in the nineteenth
century. This paper aims to deal with the Chinese ghosts in Bierce’s “The Haunted
Valley” and “The Night-Doings at ‘Dead Man’s.’” “Haunted” tells why a Chinese
domestic is murdered by her white master; “Night-doings” describes how a dead
Chinese domestic haunts his white master’s house to look for his pigtail. The two
stories reveal the power of discourse of the white over the oppressed Chinese laborers.
Based upon theories of body, power and psychoanalysis, the paper will analyze why
and how the nineteenth-century America scapegoated and demonized the Chinese.
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The Ghostly Other: Images of Chinese in Ambrose Bierce’s Short Stories

Dead, adj.
Done with the work of breathing; done
With all the world; the mad race run
Through to the end; the golden goal
Attained and found to be a hole!
Squatol Johnes.
(Collected Writings 219)
The epigraph is what Ambrose Bierce explains the entry of “dead” in The Devil’s
Dictionary, seemingly suggesting death as an end of life. Literally the hole in the
last line implies that a man’s entire glories vanish as the body is buried. However,
J.E. Cirlot interprets that a hole symbolizes “fertility rites” or “the ‘opening’ of this
world to the other world (142). Bierce’s death stories, obviously, can be seen as the
hole leading readers to the “other world” in which they might investigate his racial
attitude and the 19th-century American Sino-phobia.
Bierce and Edgar Allan Poe are considered most influential American authors
adept in the macabre gothic short story in the nineteenth century. Bierce’s “The
Damned Thing” still inspires today’s narrative technique of American thrilling stories.
Moreover, his “Moxon’s Master,” one of the very few writings pioneering the subject
matter on robots, has been regarded as canonical and imitated by sci-fi authors
(Hoppenstand 222).
Theories of psychoanalysis are usually applied to examine Bierce’s stories of
death and his biography altogether. Clifton Fadiman indicates hardships in his life
truly reflect in the theme of death in Bierce’s works, for example, his unhappy
childhood, joining the Kentucky Military Institute at seventeen and the Union Army
during the Civil war, and witnessing vast death scenes in the battlefield. Fadiman
says:
“Dead ends, failures, and tragedies marked his personal life. He was a
man, like many, unfit by nature for socialized living, a non-domestic animal.
The family pattern of unhappiness repeated itself on a tragic scale. In 1889 his
older son was killed in a vulgar shooting-brawl over a girl; two years afterward
his wife left him, finally divorcing him . . . in 1901 his younger son died of
alcoholism, and at last in 1913, Ambrose Bierce, old, asthmatic, weary . . . made
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his queer escape from the civilization he had for forty years derided, and
somewhere, presumably in Mexico, encountered his favorite character, the figure
who . . . animates his finest stories: Death” (xiii).
Bierce had no contemporary equal in his literary achievements in dealing with
death, a fantastic and odd theme. Even today’s sci-fi, more often than not, writes
about death. Representations of death are closely related to the “cultural, psychic,
and political deployment of power.” Authors tend to bring back the body to life,
however objectified, to portray a textual reality and the supposed whereabouts for
death. No people can be back from the world of death sharing with others their
experience of the next world; death itself is thus an unstable signifier due to its
undiscoverable nature. Without any semiotic referent, death becomes an attractive,
fascinating, and amazing terrain, where readers find an opportunity of knowing about
what death is through stories, tales, or narratives.
Therefore fiction is a more
convincible genre in representing death, usually a metaphor for the end of life, and in
making the unconscious expressed (Blaine 107).
Death is a frequent theme in Bierce’s short stories, the most anthologized of
which is “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge,” collected in In the Midst of Life,
portraying how a man escapes from hanging and drifts home dead finally. However,
among vast 19th-century fictional writings, there were very few works depicting so
realistically the apparition of the Chinese as in Bierce’s “The Haunted Valley,” and
“The Night-doings at ‘Dead Man’s,’” mirroring what Diana York Blaine points out as
an interplay of “cultural, psychic, and political deployment of power.”
“The Haunted Valley” centers round Jo Dunfer’s animosity against his Chinese
domestic, reflecting a Sinophobic climate in mid 19th-century America. Dunfer
intends to murder Ah Wee because he is suspicious of Ah Wee’s dawdling and
inefficiency, and much worse is that Dunfer cannot tolerate the ways Ah Wee lumbers.
Dunfer kills Ah Wee finally, but the jury does not convict him of murder for the
reason that this is “a verdict of ‘Came to ‘is death by a wholesome Christian
sentiment workin’ in the Caucasian breast’ (458). The inscription on the tomb
appears as the story’s climax:
AH WEE-CHINAMAN
Age unknown. Worked for Jo. Dunfer.
This monument is erected by him to keep the Chink’s
memory green. Likewise as a warning to Celestials
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not to take on airs. Devil take ‘em!
She was a Good Egg. (455)
Hiram Beeson, the white protagonist in “The Night-Doings at ‘Deadman’s’,”
lives a recluse life in a pine-log shanty, under which his former Chinese domestic is
buried. The most eerie is that Beeson nailed his Chinese domestic’s pigtail on the
wall of the shanty for some inscrutable reason, which readers can find in the
conversation between Beeson and his guest: “According to the Chinese faith, a man is
like a kite: he cannot go to heaven without a tail” (483). Beeson has hence stared at
the pigtail for two years lest his Chinese servant should rise from the grave fetching
his hair. The story culminates in its closing paragraphs with the appearance of the
Chinese ghost:
Out of the square black hole in the middle of the floor protruded the head of the
departed Chinaman, his glassy eyes turned upward in their angular slits and
fastened on the dangling queue above with a look of yearning unspeakable . . . A
mild odor of opium pervaded the place. The phantom, clad only in a short blue
tunic quilted and silken but covered with grave-mold, rose slowly, as if pushed
by a weak spiral spring. Its knees were at the level of the floor, when with a
quick upward impulse like the silent leaping of a flame it grasped the queue with
both hands, drew up its body and took the tip in its horrible yellow teeth. (485)
Upon seeing the supernatural the guest shoots the ghost, who soon turns into a gust of
air and vanishes into chimney. Next spring Beeson’s body is found on his bunk and
there is a bullet hole in his heart.
The portrayal of Ah Wee and the queue-searching ghost suggests more or less
that Bierce, through the theme of death of the other race, exhibits the white’s power of
discourse, and demonizes the Chinese for a vent of white racists’ Sino-phobic anger.
The gold rush in the 1850s brought a vast immigration of Chinese labors to American
west due to a rapid economic growth in agriculture, commerce, industry, mining fields
and transportation. Most of the Chinese male labors were hired as miners and
railroad workers, while female, domestics. Under the completion of the railroads
and a great drain on the mine, Chinese immigrants switched to laundry, fishing,
agriculture, and grocery. California, Oregon, Washington, and Nevada reached a
Chinese population of 300,000 plus in the heyday of their needs of foreign labors.
Western regional writers consequently had an opportunity to encounter Chinese, who
furthermore became their fictional characters. Because of the Chinese laborers’
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assiduous attitude towards work and their mild disposition, they were the most
welcome in the hiring market, nevertheless, arousing the resentment of the white
labors and the pass of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882.
The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 fully explained that Americans were afraid
that the Chinese immigrants had threatened their American way of life and job
opportunities; more devastatingly, anti-Chinese sentiment grew into a national
movement and became a national paranoia. American society was then teeming
with Sino-phobic idea; political, economic, and cultural circles surely banged the
drum for this xenophobic ambience. Moreover, Social Darwinism concurred with
the doctrines of racial policies, so the Chinese became the victims to the idea of the
“evolution of mankind” and “the survival of the fittest.” Therefore, the Chinese
were mimicked as pig, dog, vampire, and demons in the comic, with which Bierce’s
short stories of ghostly Chinese characters went hand in hand, to pander to people’s
liking for the stigmatization of the Chinese.
Based upon theories of postcolonial body, these two short stories are the right
text to help dissipate misunderstanding existing between two peoples. Body is an
important personal site, like place, for inscription. The treatment of a racial other
depends upon how it is recognized, and how its differences, physical and cultural, are
handled. In chromatism, “the visibility of signs difference when manifested in skin
colour, hair type, facial features such as eye shape or nose shape” is what postcolonial
analysts are concerned about (Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin 183). Representation
and control of the racial body are a central theme for early encountering narratives
because the colonizer does not know how to categorize them when facing unfamiliar
physical appearances. Accordingly, portraying the Chinese as inferior, devil, or
ghost, is a way to alleviate an unknown fear resulted from unclassifiable racial
characteristics. That’s why Ah Wee and the anonymous Chinese domestic become
Bierce’s ghostly other. It is like what Frantz Fanon suggests: “Scientific objectivity
was barred to me, for the alienated, the neurotic, was my brother, my sister, my father.
I have ceaselessly striven to show the Negro that in a sense he makes himself
abnormal; to show the white man that he is at once perpetrator and the victim of a
delusion” (326). The ghostly other has been “an object of consciousness,” far away
from its real self.
“The queue” is foreign to Euro-Americans, and has been a symbol for the
Chinese man, which still could be found in today’s Hollywood films, say, the
stereotyped role of an assassinator Jet Li played in Lethal Weapon 4. Just as
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Euro-Americans could not understand the reason why the Chinese men wear a queue,
so they mystify the queue to acquire an explanation for a relief from psychological
insecurity. This is a process of being “othered,” in the words of Edward Said, in
knowledge system. The white also imagine that the queue is like a handle, with
which God can drag the Chinese unto the heaven (Williams 76). Beeson hates
Chinese and prevents his Chinese domestic from taking the queue back, showing a
Sino-phobic society in literary texts. But at the end of the story, when the Chinese
ghost appears as an air to fetch his queue and then Beeson was wrongly shot, Bierce
seems to warn his people of the terror of the Yellow Peril.
The Yellow Peril has been a collective trauma in the western world since the
Yuan Dynasty invaded Europe. As China is becoming a dominating power in the
international society, the western world begins to worry about the return of the Yellow
Peril. Images of Chinese in western media are often of depravity, illness, and
heathen; denigrated portrayals of the Chinese suggest the western world is still under
the shadow of the Yellow Peril. Little wonder Beeson so frenziedly keeps the queue
himself in order that the Chinese ghost could never transmigrate.
It is natural to relate the white master to a colonizer not only because he tries to
doom his Chinese domestic to death but also because he dominates his body. The
queue and the corpse are extension of the body: the former indicates hair-fetishism;
the latter, buried under the shanty, is objectified, controlled, and gazed. A “racial
gaze” could be read as “male gaze” to some degree since the racial body could be
sexualized, emasculated and dominated as some parts of the female body have been.
Havelock Ellis, in Psychology of Sex, suggests hair-fetishism is a symptom of
fetishism because hair, like limbs as bodily parts, can be away from the body.
As a sexual fetich hair belongs strictly to the group of parts of the body; but
since it can be removed from the body and is sexually effective as a fetich
in the absence of the person to whom it belongs, it is on a level with the
garments which may serve in a similar way, with shoes or handkerchiefs or
gloves. Psychologically, hair-fetichism presents no special problem, but
the wide attraction of hair—it is sexually the most generally noted part of
the feminine body after the eyes—and the peculiar facility with which when
plaited it may be removed have long rendered hair-fetichism a condition of
special medico-legal interest . . . The fetich may be either flowing hair or
braided hair, but it is usually one or the other, and not both. Sexual
excitement and ejaculation may be produced in the act of touching or
cutting off the hair . . .. (177-78)
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To some sexual perverts, when their beloved is not at presence, hair is a good
substitute for the body to gratify their sexual pleasure. The queue from the Chinese
has been completely fetishized; viz. Beeson treats his Chinese domestic as shoes,
handkerchiefs, or gloves, which, lacking subjectivity, are owned.
According to Charles Berg, long hair has two significances: “masculine, where
long hair means much penis,” and “feminine, because by social convention women
have for many years worn longer hair than men” (70-71). If Berg is right, the theme
of emasculation is obvious in the portrayals of the men of the other race. The
narrative subject (the white author), the nation, and the law—all embody the white
heroism, helping Euro-Americans fight against the Chinese devils and become the
victor. Therefore, Dunfer is not convicted of murder; Beeson does not have to clear
up the cause for the death of his Chinese domestic, nor does his stare at the queue for
two years. Trying to control the afterlife of the racial other seems to be the knack for
the dominants to secure their subjectivity.
Death is also a display of power: “who has the authority to kill, who is killed,
and why?” are concerning with authorship (Blaine 108). In the two encountering
stories Bierce defines subjectivity as whites; the Chinese have then been symbolized
as the ghostly other, unable to utter any English words. They were likely to be
illiterate; how can they speak for themselves? If they are void of discursivility, they
fall prey to those who control various discourses to determine truths.
The Chinese laborers in “The Haunted Valley” are characterized as: “a flight of
devouring locusts, and they are going for every thing green in this God blest land,”
and “Chink was the perversest scoundrel . . . The miserable pig-tail Mongolian went
to hewing away at the sapling all round the stems, like a worm o’ the dust gnawing a
radish” (452, 453). Dunfer’s Ah Wee and Beeson’s nameless Chinese domestic are
not properly buried in the cemetery because group burials are also a symbol for the
same class and race. Moreover, the last words of Ah Wee’s inscription—“She Was a
good Egg,”—not only shock the reader but also the narrator since Dunfer
dehumanizes and desexualizes the females of the other race. Ironically the western
chivalry does not equally apply to Asian women just because of Dunfer’s
“deep-seated antipathy to the Chinese” (451).
The two short stories are actually a neat epitome of the early Sino-American
encountering experience. Ghost stories and death are an estrangement to the public,
but it is this estrangement that helps the author to write about his unbridled
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imaginative world, and moreover helps readers to distinguish fantasy from reality.
When the reader takes cognizance of the author’s strategy, he can perceive the
“hidden reality” from the imagination, which is what Darko Suvin terms as a “process
of cognition” in analyzing the relations between science fiction and reality (8). The
reader can thus put a rational interpretation on author’s estranging writings and his
hidden intention. Moreover, critics have to decipher and rectify the dominator’s
inscription on the post-colonial body that has been “othered” as a sign of inferiority.
The “rupture” in written texts must be pointed out, or even healed, so that the
colonized body can be rewritten, recreated, and reimaged.
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ABSTRACT
In 1958, a year before Hawai'i became the 50th
state, a popular teenaged boy named Billy Weaver,
growing up in the same area of Oahu I lived in and
going to the same school I went to, was air mattress
surfing in the ocean off Lanikai Beach, when his leg
was bitten off by a shark. His friends tried to haul him
to shore, but he had lost so much blood his body went
into shock and it was too late. Although I was just a
small child when this happened, the resulting "witch
hunt" for sharks authorized by the Territory of Hawai'i
officials still haunts me. A total of 697 sharks were
officially killed, others by random crusaders in
pleasure boats with guns. Hawai'ian natives were
fearful and grieving. Sharks are 'aumakua in the
Hawai'ian belief system, protective spirits, ancestral
gods. This slaughtering was considered a bad omen.
My project, a novel inspired by this event,
investigates the weavings of mythology into the lives
of everyday people in the Hawai'ian islands, and what
happens to these beliefs when a land is
"modernized." (Statehood heralded an explosion of
development over the next several decades, a
doubling, tripling and beyond of the non-native

population.) Using the art of story telling itself, I am
exploring the stories we grow up with that establish a
culture; the interplay of these stories from one culture
to another; how we make a cultural mythology
become to some extent the basis for how we live our
lives. It is a project that suits me particularly well, as I
am from a hapa-haole (mixed race) family in Hawai'i,
mostly haole (Caucasian), but with Hawai'ian aunts,
uncles, cousins and extended family, and a long
history in the islands. I grew up with a double belief
system: Christianity and Hawai'ian mythology-- the
Hawai'ian gods and goddesses as real to me as the
Trinity. For all the years I remembered the events
surrounding Billy Weaver's death, I have wanted to
find a way to tell a parallel story that explores the
effects of story telling and myth making. As a novelist
and short stories writer, using a real life incident as a
basis for a fictive work is a new application for me.
My task has involved and will continue to involve:
research into Hawai'ian mythology, both written and
oral, Christian mysticism, decisions on the craft
components of novel structure, and the creative
process, drafting and revising the results.
FULL DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
It is not by accident that I became a story teller, a
short stories writer and a novelist. Raised in the
Hawai'ian islands, part of a family with its own rich

history, both Hawai'ian and Caucasian, I heard so
many stories from Hawai'ian mythology, legend and
lore, that I grew up believing some of these were
"truth." As a writer I've been interested in the creative
process of this--exploring "happenings," the storied
account of these happenings, the mythologies that
might effect our perception of how these "happenings"
happened, and the bit of writerly or story telling magic
that creates from these myths, these stories, a
"storied" truth--truth on the page, the truths of human
experience regardless of whether they "happened" or
not. It is the sort of grey area that lives between the
lines of a memoir and a fictionalized account of a
person's life--how much in either of these story forms
is "happening" happened, and how much becomes
the "story" of what happened. It is also the field in
which the best of magical realism often plays, works
by Gabriel Garcia Marquez, for instance.
My proposed project uses the novel as a way of
exploring the effects of mythology and story telling on
a culture--what happens when the mythologies of one
culture become intertwined with another. It uses an
actual event, the shark attack in 1958 that killed Billy
Weaver, a boy from a neighboring town on Oahu, and
the uproar that followed this resulting in further
fragmentation between native Hawaiians and the
mostly Caucasian Territory of Hawai'i government.
My Prologue (see Attachments) shows the connection
between this actual event and the parallel fictionalized
story I am attempting to create. (An interesting side
bar: in my research I discovered a sort of "mini-

uproar" of a similar nature in the early 1990's, when
there seemed a sudden increase in the number of
shark attacks happening in Hawai'ian waters, in
particular off Oahu and Olowalu beach in Maui, and
the conflict this caused between those who wanted to
avenge these deaths and the Shark Task Force
created to monitor this, and those who wanted to
honor the shark 'aumakua.)
The novel structure alternates between two points
of view: the sister of the fictionalized victim of the
shark attack telling her story of it, beginning in the
1950's, and a seemingly (at the outset) non-related
contemporary young woman, who herself is a survivor
of a different kind of disfiguring accident. This
woman's story becomes interwoven with the
mythologies surrounding what happened as a result
of the shark attack, as she becomes increasingly
obsessed with "Shark Girl." In my fictionalized shark
attack the victim does survive, but perhaps not in the
way people expect.... (And here is where Hawai'ian
mytholgy comes to life--the Shark-Man or SharkWoman, in Hawai'ian legend, with the mark of the
shark on their back--half human and half shark.)
There is a further weaving of Hawai'ian mythologies
into a Christian (mainly Catholic) belief system, as the
lore created around the survivor of the shark attack
involves rumors that she has become a "victim soul,"
a type of healer who is able to take a person's pain
into her own body.

BRIEF REPORT/ ON-SITE RESEARCH IN
HAWAI'I 5/13/03 - 6/07/03
When I initially applied for research funding for
my project it was with the idea that I had pretty much
exhausted text and journal sources and at that point
needed to talk with certain Hawai'ian story tellers and
kumu (Hawai'ian teacher/elders), travel to sites I had
planned to visit for scene authenticity, etc. However, I
soon discovered that there is a world of Hawai'iana
reference materials in such places as the Bishop
Museum, the Hawai'i State archives, the Honolulu
branch of the Hawaii Public Library, and the
University of Hawai'i Library's official Hawai'iana
references archives that I never would have had
access to without this trip. I was fortunate to have
successfully contacted several old childhood friends
who are associated with the University of Hawai'i and
the Honolulu Academy of Art, and was thus able to
get my hands on books and other sources associated
with Hawai'ian mythology that are not easily found
anywhere else.
In addition to valuable printed material, my
sources led to interviews with kumu (Hawai'ian
teachers/elders) on my subject. Two people willing to
either speak with me directly, via a telephone
interview, or simply relay answers to questions I had
through indirect sources were: Mrs. Margo Morgan of
Nuuanu -- an elder with both Hawai'ian and

missionary roots in the islands, who told me a story
about a lua mano (cave of the shark) in Kualoa, an
area on the windward side of Oahu famous for its
night marchers (Hawai'ian spirits) and Betty Evanson
-- Hawai'ian story teller who credits the shark as her
own family's aumakua (ancestral god).
I took walking tours of old Honolulu to such
places as the Iolani Palace, Queen Emma's Summer
Home, Hawai'i State Archives, Hawai'i State Art
Museum, Kawaiahao Church (Hawai'ian church built
by the missionaries for Hawai'ians, after the
Hawai'ians became Christian), and various other older
buildings whose histories tell the story of the
missionaries and other outside cultures influence on
the Hawai'ian people. This is the area my research
into mythology is most concerned: how one peoples
ancient mythologies and beliefs become part of the
enduring modern (and racially/culturally mixed)
culture. When the Hawaiians were "Christianized" for
instance, though many are Christian to this day, there
is still the steadfast belief in some of the old gods--in
particular, Pele, the volcano goddess, and 'aumakuas
or ancestral gods. (In my own Hawai'i as a child there
was the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit, and Pele,
red-eyed goddess of the flame, seemingly still
believed in by Hawai'ian, part Hawai'ian, and many
non-Hawai'ian islanders today.) My main area of
interest for my project is the shark, and factual
ventures to, for instance, the Waikiki Aquarium, which
is owned by the University of Hawai'i and is premier in
shark research, and information obtained through the

Coconut Island Marine Lab in Kaneohe Bay were very
helpful to this end.
I also found it helpful to engage in on-site
explorations, as in sites of particular scenes from the
initial draft of my novel. Many of these were places
where actual shark attacks occurred, documented in
an official shark report I acquired via the Department
of Land and Fisheries--in particular Lanikai, off the
Mokulua Islands. This was the attack that launched a
full-scale backlash against sharks, a "witch hunt" in
some peoples opinion, by the Territory of Hawai'i
government, and vigilantes in boats shooting random
sharks. 697 sharks were officially slaughtered over a
year's contracted hunt (Ikehara;Billy Weaver Shark
Research and Control Program/Final Report), and
there was an uproar by many native Hawaiians, who
considered this murdering their 'aumakua. I swam in
these waters, noting such things as the clarity,
temperature, and immediate surroundings, so as to
authenticate these in my creative work. Additionally, I
visited the sites of various shark shrines, shark caves,
such as the one at Kawaihae on the big island,
Puuhonua O Honaunau--Place of Refuge--where
there is a preserved heiau.
My three day excursion to the island of Hawai'i
was mostly for another area of my research,
volcanoes and the volcano goddess Pele, an aspect
of my book that becomes part of the final chapters.
Besides talking to an elder here I visited the Thomas
A. Jaggar Museum in Volcanoes National Park,
researching sources about Pele, the volcano

goddess, whom legend has it was originally led to
these islands by her older brother Kamohoali'i, who as
principle shark god and king of sharks could either
appear in human form without his loincloth or in the
form of a shark. I also hiked out to the active volcano
of Kilauea, along the east rift, to authenticate another
crucial chapter in my book. I have documented this
and every other appropriate site with photographs,
some of which could potentially be used in the
completed work.
ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES
My last published book, Climbing the God Tree
(1998; Helicon Nine Editions), was a fictionalized
account of the effects on a rural Maine town, of
having a maximum security prison in their midst. Its
pages explored the lives of characters both inside the
prison and out. I taught for five years in the Maine
State Prison, and though the prison in my novel is
fictional, as well as the "what happens," being on the
inside of the penal system and working closely with
the same inmates for five years helped me discover
the story I wanted to tell. My current project lies in
this grey area between the "what happened" and the
imagined life around the kernel of fact. This is
territory familiar to many fiction writers, though not as
many admit to it. (Cormac McCarthy, for instance, is
noted for this; his lyrical and psychologically
disturbing Child of God was written around a real

event that took place in Sevier County, Tennessee.)
My interest as a writer and a teacher of writing is
exactly this: the blending of actual event, story, and
the creation from it of story truth. As a creative writing
professor I help my students learn to mine their own
lives, their experiences, stories from their culture, their
family stories, to create their own "story truths." My
novel-in-progress involves more actual (and factual)
research than my previous (which was more of the
"lived" research), and the weaving in of historical
Hawai'ian legends and mythologies, along with
Christian mysticism, into a contemporary setting is for
me a fascinating and challenging adventure.
Additionally I am investigating the mythologies of
myth itself; how we embrace or even create the myths
we live our lives by. I believe these explorations will
further enhance my knowledge of how stories come to
life, which will positively impact my own writing,
naturally, but also my teaching of writing.
ATTACHMENTS
SAMPLE PROLOGUE
(Abbreviated)

Here are reported the passing of the dead into the shark as its
commonest incarnation; the transformation of a living person into a
shark; and the "exchange of souls between man and shark" (Fox) in

which a shark becomes a man's familiar and acts for the man. A sharkman's power passes to his son, who is initiated at birth by the father
crooking his arm like a shark's fin and putting the child under his arm.
The child and his shark receive the same name. The two are so closely
associated that if one dies the other dies. It is said that these are
"sharks who have exchanged souls with living men." It is a process of
adoption, and what injures one injures the other.
(Beckwith;Hawai'ian Mythology;)

Random things happen. When I was a child, just
a mile away from our Kailua, Hawai'i neighborhood, a
small twin-engine plane fell out of the sky right before
day break on top of two houses, with a roar and a
growl and then nothing, a startled moment of humbled
and absolute silence. The neighbor across the street
heard it and called the Kailua police. This was of
course many years before planes would be used as
missiles against the World Trade Center in New York,
back when this sort of thing really was a terrible,
tragic accident. Back when, perhaps, there was this
sort of innocence, naivete, presumed, assumed, not
questioned.
It
was
the
nineteen
fifties.
The occupants of the first house were killed
immediately, sleeping in their beds. The occupants of
the second were blessedly somewhere else. On
vacation? Who could remember this detail? The
people who lived in the house would, of course, for
the rest of their lives. Like the, Where were you when
President Kennedy was shot? question. Where were
you when you could have been killed? Random
chance, one moment sleeping sweet in your home,

the next dying under its charred and smoking
remains. One of the kids we carpooled home from
school with knew one of the kids that was killed. This
kid, who played jacks, hula hoops, Nancy Ann dolls,
jump rope, water balloon fights, with Lani in our
carpool, never expected a plane to fall out of the blue
onto
her
roof.
In 1927 there was a story about a jeweler named
Maung Chit Chine, who hid under a tree during a rain
storm and afterwards his friends could only find his
hat and shoes. When they killed a nearby gorged
python they found the rest of Chine's body swallowed
feet first and whole inside the snake. In 1993 a fifteen
year old Colorado boy weighing ninety-five pounds
was attacked by the family's python, who killed the
boy though made no attempt to eat him. For the
sport, perhaps? The way a house cat satiated on
kibble torments the mouse? In Queens Hospital,
Hawai'i a child is born to an enchanting woman
maddening in her own child-like sensibilities; peevish
and selfish as any child, this one is revered as a
saint.
Some
things
change
everything.
You grow up hearing things, facts that occurred
to one degree or another, that become stories in the
telling and the retelling, almost mythic in the
transformation of their details from bits of happenings
to full blown magical truths. In Japanese folklore one
who drowns returns to life as a sea animal. Your
uncle, perhaps, who drank too much saki, in that sea
turtle's heavily lidded eyes? My grandmother, when
she was a young woman herself, tells of driving with

my grandfather and picking up a beautiful young
woman in a long white dress with a little white dog
hitchhiking on the side of the Volcano road on the Big
Island. Any islander recognizes this as the volcano
goddess Pele in her young woman's disguise. She's
silent in the back seat of the car, and when they near
Halema'uma'u fire pit her home, my grandmother
looks back and the woman has disappeared. Later
that
night
the
volcano
erupts.
When you grow up on Oahu you know always to
look over your shoulder, back to the land, the
mountains behind, when swimming in the turquoise
waters or playing on the beautiful white beach of
Kualoa beach park. It is said that the night marchers,
an army of ghosts, come down from the burial caves
at the top of the mountain, where there are the
remains of more than four hundred chiefs. You can
hear their distant drums on a dark and moonless
night, see the flickering of torches, and if anyone gets
in their path, well, you may never see this unlucky
soul again. Their path crosses Kamehameha
highway in a place where too many car accidents
occur. Some say there's a bad curve in the road
there, others know differently.
In 1914 the United States government built a dry
dock for its Navy just over the old home, a cave, of
the female shark god, Ka'ahupahau. The Hawai'ian
natives regarded the building of this with tremendous
fear and unease. After years of labor it was finally
finished, and within hours it fell with a sudden and
inexplicable crash. Engineers speculated that there

seemed to be earth "tremors" of some sort that
prevented the structure from resting on the bottom.
But the Hawaiians believed "the smiting tail" of
Ka'ahupahau still guarded the blue lagoon at Pearl
Harbor. ' "Alahula o Pu'uloa, he alahele na
Ka'ahupahau," where the waving motion of a shark's
tail is compared to the love dance of the ala-hula and
the snares of a siren to those by which the great
shark entrapped wary visitors."' (Nakuina;Nanaue The Shark
Man and Other Hawai'ian Shark Stories

********************
This happened. On December 13, 1958, Lanikai
Beach, the island of Oahu, fifteen year old Billy
Weaver was killed by a shark. In my own memory
Billy is a surfer, and he's surfing when it happens. In
fact, he was on an air mattress accompanied by five
friends, catching waves with his air mattress. The
other five didn't notice when Billy didn't catch that last
wave. When one of them looked back he saw Billy
slide off his mat, disappear for a moment, then
surface, screaming for help. The ocean churned red
around him. They tried to keep him afloat, his friends,
bear him back to the beach. But Billy Weaver slipped
from their grasp, sank beneath the water. And that's
when they saw the shark.
In my memory he's a handsome boy, and probably
he was; blond, is how I see him, though in the
newspaper photograph he had dark hair, that surfer
haircut, sun tanned skin. He was a well-liked boy, I

remember that. Kailua and Lanikai mourned his loss.
I was not quite eight at the time; even so, there was
something of the hero made of me, of any Kailua
resident, just by virtue of living near his town,
swimming near that beach, one of ours. The boys
swam frantically back to the shore, and the search
boats who went looking for Billy reported seeing a
large shark in the area. A diver found his body,
wedged into a hole in the reef, his right leg bit clean
off to the knee.
I liked to believe I knew Billy Weaver, his loss
loomed so large in our small town lives. He became
mythic, a hero, a legend, the most talked about kid in
the Territory. What he had to do for this was die.
After Billy was killed the Territory Of Hawai'i officials
and community leaders declared war on the sharks
that swam off the island of Oahu. This I remember:
the fear, what was unseen, violent and predatory, our
every nightmare lurking in our ocean waters, and
how, we were assured, these brave men (for of
course they were men in those days) would save us.
Two days after Billy's death three tiger sharks
and two sand sharks were killed off Lanikai. A Billy
Weaver Shark Control Fund was started to help
finance the destruction of sharks. Fund raisers
canvassed our neighborhoods, knocked on our doors,
reminded us we lived off Kailua Beach, just the next
beach over from Lanikai. Once an old dead nurse
shark washed up on the beach and the neighborhood
children beat it with kiawe sticks, coral pieces, rocks,
whipped it with long smelly strands of kelp, whatever

was handy; the dare was to run your hand over it, the
hateful thrill of its sandpaper tough, dried out old skin.
We despised that nurse shark, defiled it in its death,
harmless as it might've been.
Merchants posted bounties for any sharks
caught, and a local jewelry store offered a quarter for
every shark tooth brought in to them from a shark
freshly slaughtered. A boat circled Oahu daily, no
other purpose than to catch and destroy sharks. At
the end of the year long campaign this was the toll:
697 sharks killed; a total of 641 embryos in the
females; nine species, including a sixgill shark, a
species never recorded in Hawai'ian waters, and the
second bramble shark ever caught in Hawai'ian
waters. (Allen;Shark Attacks)
The Hawai'ian natives were grieving. Certain
sharks (mano kumupa'a) were 'aumakua, ancestral
gods, guardian spirits, fierce when the occasion called
for it, noble and strong. Once when a family member
died his corpse might have been offered by a kahuna,
a Hawai'ian priest, to a particular shark. The kahuna
would point out to the sorrowful family the gradual
transformation of the body, the markings of the burial
clothes onto the sides, the fin, of the worshipped
shark. This particular mano then became this family's
own 'aumakua, believed to drive food into their fishing
nets, save them if their boat capsized. 'Aumakua was
thought to ward off sorcery, before Christianity came
to the islands in the form of white people, the haoles,
who labeled this as superstition. There's one God,
the Christians proclaimed, only He can save us.

Sharks are not cruising the seas after people to
eat, not hunting in particular people to eat, but the
ones that do eat people have a name, niuhi. To avoid
niuhi you use your head, you don't go into the ocean
at sunrise, sunset, kicking your legs and arms about
like you are their more preferred diet: seals, sea
turtles, fish; you don't swim at river mouths or in
murky water, what happens in the inland seas
sometimes after a rain. You use your head. In
Hawai'i it is best to try and live peaceably with the old
gods. It is a bad omen not to do so.
**************************

Three years later off Kailua beach the same thing
would happen to my sister, Wilhelmina (Willi) Beever,
her name eerily reminiscent of Billy Weaver.
Attacked by a shark, she too would lose her right leg.
She lived, or anyway..., something in her decided to
live.
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Abstract:
An Anthropological Approach to Placemaking
A hot topic within architectural discourse, placemaking dominates the writing of
the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Place, or the lack there of, has been
lamented by writers—such as James Kunstler, Peter Blake, Tony Hiss, and others—in
response to the perceived devastations of the built environment wrought by the influence
of the automobile, the commercial strip, and the post World War II suburb; a.k.a. sprawl.
The idea of place gets bantered about in a naturalized way; as if its definition were
assumed and, much like the Supreme Courts’ stance on porn, the authors know it when
they see it; and, it’s not in Edge City.
The New Urbanists provided one design response to the late twentieth century
perceived loss of place. They employ a tautological approach — that architecture should
be based on architecture. Shouldn’t architecture, instead, start with culture in order to
achieve this notion of placemaking? This would allow for placemaking that is based in
the particular rather than on generalized typological formalism. If one is to be fair, the
New Urbanists do invoke a cultural response as part of their mantra. But it is one which is
homogeneous and applied from the top down.
The idea of architecture borrowing from other disciplines in the pursuit of design
practice is not new. Certainly a whole generation of postmodernists borrowed from the
study of linguistics and semiotics to further their design agendas. Perhaps a look to
anthropology is a way in which this notion of cultural specificity in placemaking can be
achieved.
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Abstract:

Ford’s Folly: Mythologies of Everyday Life at the Wayside Inn
Henry Ford purchased property in 1923 in Sudbury, Massachusetts in order to
preserve an historic inn associated with the poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. The
scope of his mission expanded over the next twenty years to include the creation of both a
traditional New England landscape and a way of living on the land representative of a
specific American identity. This study will demonstrate that this change of intention is
one which utilizes the everyday in order to elevate a notion of (subjective) memory over
that of (objective) history. It will also show that Ford’s endeavor was not only his own
private dialogue between memory and “low” culture, but also emblematic of a public
engagement with the quotidian during the early twentieth century.
The Wayside Inn landscape has been relegated to the status of footnote in
contemporary histories of historic preservation, while Nelson Rockefeller’s concurrent
attempt at Williamsburg, Virginia has been lauded as exemplar. Its dismissal within the
discourse is, in part, due to the presumption of its compromised authenticity and shoddy
representation of History. The specter of the authentic within the field of preservation
cannot be underestimated as the director at Williamsburg avowed in 1941, “Authenticity
has been virtually [our] religion; sacrifices have been offered before its altar.” The
supplication to the altar of authenticity has not come without dispute over the manner of
such worship. This study asserts that the existing literature is consumed by a problematic
terminology which is no longer meaningful. Is it possible to examine the Wayside Inn
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landscape from an alternative perspective, leaving the question of authenticity behind? So
the question becomes not how real—or authentic—is this place, but what does Ford
discover in New England that he finds so compelling; and, what are his aims in the
weaving of his particular narrative known as the Wayside Inn landscape? What is he
trying to remember (or conversely, to forget) in the reproduction of a usable past in
Sudbury, Massachusetts?
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That William Shakespeare functioned as a cultural icon
for 19th century England has become one of the few
undisputed principles of modern scholarship on the
Victorian era. More controversial, and hence more
interesting, has been recent scholarship examining both the
manner in which Victorian society constructed (and reconstructed) its Shakespeare and the diffusive cultural
manifestations of this act of appropriation.
One such area of inquiry has been the recent critical
examination by John Glavin, Michael Booth, and others, of
19th century stagings of Shakespearean drama. As Booth has
noted, “Shakespeare was easily the most commonly performed
single dramatist” in the tragic and comic genres in
Victorian England (30).

19th century Shakespearean dramatic

adaptations were less than faithful, marked by newly penned
happy endings – Cordelia lived and Lear regained his crown
in an 1834 production – and by the “spectacle” which marked
much of 19th century theatre – 300 performers for example
were required for the pastoral scenes of The Winter’s Tale
in Edmund Kean’s 1856 production.
This essay represents a similar undertaking to that of
these 19th century theater scholars. Rather than the stage
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however, this essay will focus on similar appropriations of
Shakespeare in 19th century legal practices.1 The essay will
examine in particular the Shakespearean traces found in the
texts of such legal practices, i.e. written recordations of
judicial opinions, of positions argued by counsel in court,
and of commentaries on the judicial system.

For the

Shakespearean referents in these texts are not just traces
of the Victorian era’s act of cultural pilfering of an icon
of drama, they are also profoundly revelatory of the
limitations of their legal practitioners. For ultimately,
an analysis of Victorian legal constructions of Shakespeare
reveals less about the 19th century than it does about the
manner in which the backgrounds and assumptions of these
legal authorities results in fundamental mis-readings of
Shakespeare, his plays, and the relationship between
literature and law.
These Victorian legal expropriations of Shakespeare
were not limited to the courtroom. Numerous Victorian era
lawyers wrote books and articles on Shakespeare, often
leaving the legal profession to become full-time literary
critics. W.L.Rushton, a lawyer at Gray’s Inn, for example
wrote over six books about Shakespeare from Shakespeare’s
1

By legal practice, I refer to the legal activities and individuals associated with the creation of the law in
the court system, i.e. what is more commonly known in American jurisprudence as common-law or courtmade law. Such practices represent a site uniquely capable of revealing what judges, lawyers, and legal
commentators believed the law to be.
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Legal Maxims to Shakespeare an Archer. Clement Ingleby, a
lawyer who left the bar to become a full-time Shakespearean
scholar, concluded his academic publishing career with an
1883 work entitled Shakespeare’s Bones in which he
advocated Shakespeare’s body be exhumed in order that the
skull might be examined.2 (A book more revelatory perhaps of
the 19th century interest in phrenology than any trend in
Victorian literary criticism.)
However, the majority of the books about Shakespeare
written by 19th century lawyers centered on the era’s
vigorous and heated debate as to whether Shakespeare had
received legal training. Rushton had begun the debate with
his 1858 shilling booklet, Shakespeare a Lawyer, and Lord
Campbell, Chief Justice of the Queen’s Bench, weighed in on
the debate the same year with his book, Shakespeare’s Legal
Acquirements Considered, in which he argued that
Shakespeare’s unfailingly accurate uses of legal
phraseology and allusions to legal proceedings provided
conclusive evidence that Shakespeare must have been a clerk
in an attorney’s office in Stratford before he joined the
players in London. (Phillips 178). Edmund Foss, in his The

2

Information on Ingleby’s and Rushton’s works is from O. Hood Phillips’ book.
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Judges of England, is but one of many British judges (and
lawyers) who responded to Campbell’s book.3
This attempt to appraise Shakespeare through the
standards of a legal system (by evaluating his legal
skills) is in itself a kind of expropriation and as such
shares the same flaws of lawyerly approaches to Shakespeare
to which this essay will return later, i.e. an inability to
look beyond the surfaces of Shakespearean texts and to
account for irony or ambiguity in his use of legal
phraseology.
A similar movement of appropriation occurs in the
references to Shakespeare in the judicial opinions and
lawyers’ court briefs of the 19th century. Justice Trout’s
famous statement notwithstanding – that “quotations from
Shakespeare [in court] are generally meaningless and always
unsound” (Herbert 22) – Shakespearean quotations in
Victorian courts were usually sound and frequently
meaningful, even if in unintended ways.
Citations to Shakespeare in courts arose commonly in
four ways. One such way was the use of Shakespearean
language as bromide. Lord Young, for example, in an 1890
Court of Exchequer tax case determining what constituted a
3

The debate in fact spread across the Atlantic, where over the next seventy years, such legal luminaries as
C.K. Davis, U.S. Senator in 1884; Charles Allen, Supreme Court Justice in Massachusetts in 1900; John
Light, Attorney General of Connecticut in 1914; and James Beck, Solicitor-General of the U.S. in 1929;
proffered their opinions on the issue. (Phillips).
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business for purposes of the Victorian era equivalent of
the home office tax deduction, noted “Shakespeare, I think
it is in Hamlet, says every man has business of his own
such as it is” (Muat v. Stewart(1890) 2 Tax Cas 601,606).4
More common was the use of Shakespeare for the
interpretation of, and historical usage of, certain words.
In Eastman v. Comptroller-General (1898) A C 571, a House
of Lords case adjudicating an attempt to trademark the name
Solio for a photographic process (trademarks were only
allowed for invented words), the Earl of Halsbury L.C.
remarked that the fact “Shakespeare in Troilus and Cressida
speaks of our planet ‘Sol’” to refer to the sun did not
mean that Solio was not an invented term.
Similarly, counsel in the Grant and Grant v. Grant
matter (1869) 2 P&D 8, a probate court case interpreting a
testator’s use of the term nephew, cited the term’s
appearance in Richard II, Richard III, and Much Ado About
Nothing as evidence that the word had historically referred
generically to a descendant and not only the son of a
brother or sister.5 Lawyers in an Arches Court of Canterbury
case concerning the inscription of a gravestone in a parish
churchyard, argued that “there is no reason for supposing
4

The actual quotation is “For every man hath business and desire/Such as it is” (Hamlet 1.5. 130-131).
Richard III does contain a reference to a granddaughter as niece, and Much Ado About Nothing uses the
term nephew to refer to an intended testamentary beneficiary unrelated by blood. The Richard II referent is
not confirmable, perhaps as a result of historical textual alterations.
5
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that the clergy of the Church of England have an exclusive
right to be styled ‘reverend’”, noting that Elizabethan
clergy were called “sir, master” or “mister” and citing
Shakespeare’s Merry Wives of Windsor and As You Like It as
evidence of the same. (Keet v. Smith (1875) 4 A&E 398).
Other Victorian court opinions are replete with similar
arguments. [“brake” means “a thicket of brambles or thorns”
in 1616, citing Midsummer Night’s Dream 3.1 in Earl De La
Warr v. Miles (1881 Court of Appeal) 17 Ch D 535; “forfeit”
also means that which is liable to be taken, not just that
already taken, citing Measure for Measure and Dr. Johnson’s
quotation of the play in In re Levy’s Trusts (1885 Chancery
Division) 30 Ch D 199].
The third common selection of Shakespearean passages
in legal proceedings was as confirmation of historical
practices. One such example is an 1873 London Consistory
Court case that adjudicated whether a parish church was to
be permitted to erect a baldacchino, or marble canopy, over
the communion-table. (White v. Bowron 4 A&E 207) The legal
advocates in favor of the baldacchino erection cited the
stage directions of Henry the Eighth, (2.4, 4.1) as proof
of the common historical practice of erecting such a
canopy.
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The lawyers in Lanchbury v. Bode, an 1898 Chancery
case concerning whether a parson was legally obligated to
keep a bull and boar for the common use of parishioners on
lands tithed to the parish, evoked Shakespearean precedent
in a similar manner (1896 L. 1500). Counsel for the
parishioners, who were requesting a court order directing
the parson to keep a bull and boar, remarked:
The ancient custom we allege is a perfectly good
custom at law . . . It is also alluded to by
Shakespeare in Henry IV, Part II., act ii., scene 2,
and in the last chapter of Sterne’s ‘Tristam Shandy’.
Ultimately, despite counsel’s literary citations and the
testimony of “a number of aged parishioners [who] were
called . . . as witnesses with a view to proving the
existence of the custom . . . [of keeping] a ‘tithe bull’
or a ‘tithe boar’”6, the court held there was no evidence of
any such custom being in place in the last 50 years and
denied the requested relief.
While the dispute over a parish bull and boar may
unintentionally evoke a kind of Shakespearean comedic
moment7, the legal rhetorician’s direct evocation of

6

In rebuttal, the Defendant “maintained that there was and always had been a sufficient supply of bulls and
boars in the parish, and that neither the plaintiffs nor any inhabitants had suffered any damage for want of
such animals.”
7
The citation to a passage in which Falstaff is equated by Hal to a bull and a boar in a church courtyard
points to a sense of humour on the part of the lawyers which is not readily apparent in the written record.
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Shakespeare demonstrates the manner in which appeals to the
Victorian construct of Shakespeare could be utilized to tap
into conceptions of nationalism and historical Britishness,
a sense of custom existing “from time immemorial” as
Plaintiffs’ counsel put it. Whether such a custom actually
existed, and whether Shakespeare’s plays could provide
historically verifiable evidence of the same, were
generally less important than the ability of a legal
rhetorician to tap into that sense of “time immemorial”
Britishness inevitably raised by such appeals to
Shakespeare.
The fourth way in which Shakespearean quotations arose
in legal practices concerned complicated ideas about
jurisprudence, and tended to be “meta-legal” moments, i.e.
self-conscious deliberations on the nature of evidence,
justice, and mercy. For example, legal text-writers have
noted with approval the statement in Othello (3.3) that
what a person has been heard saying in his sleep is not
admissible evidence against him8 and seen in Iago’s
statement that his good name is worth more than his purse
an accurate recapitulation of the law of defamation which

8

(Best on Evidence (3rd. ed.) quoted by R. F. Fuller in ‘Shakespeare as
a Lawyer’, (1863) 9 Upper Canada Law Journal, 91.
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more strenuously protects one’s right to one’s reputation
than one’s title to one’s goods.9
It is, however, the Merchant of Venice trial scene
which has elicited the most controversy and attention in
the texts of legal practitioners. The case of Sir Robert
Burnett v. The Great North of Scotland Railway is
representative in this respect. The case concerned a
Scottish lord who had contracted in 1853 to provide certain
land to the Great North of Scotland Railway with the
proviso that all passenger trains traveling through the
land were obligated to stop at a certain train station
(Crathes) within his property. In 1882, Sir Robert Burnett
sued, demanding that a Queen’s Messenger Train, which
traveled through his property in the middle of the night,
as well as Post Office trains be ordered to stop at the
station. One of the Judges at the Court of Session, Lord
Young, referenced the case of Shylock v. Antonio:
the pursuer says it is his legal right – it is within
the weight of his pound of flesh . . . to make the
train carrying the Queen’s messenger through the
middle of the night stop at Crathes.
(11 Court Sess. Cas. 4th Series 386)

9

Richard O’Sullivan, Q.C., Spirit of the Common Law p. 152, quoted in Phillips 169.
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Upon appeal before the House of Lords, Lord Bramwell took
umbrage at the suggestion that Burnett was going for his
pound of flesh. Bramwell’s comments are worth quoting at
length:
One of the learned Lords of Session has cited the
familiar case of, I suppose one may say, Shylock v.
Antonio, and intimated that the pursuer here is going
for his pound of flesh. Now I am quite certain that I
should have decided the case in the way in which fair
Portia did, not perhaps entirely upon her reasonings,
but upon some of them. . . . Now, the truth is that
Shylock never had a pound of flesh which could be
called his; it had never been appropriated to him, and
he could only get it by the commission of a
considerable crime, no less than that of murder. If
indeed the pound of flesh had been appropriated to him
and was his, and if Antonio had wished to steal an
ounce of it, I should have given the whole pound to
Shylock. That is a material distinction, and it is not
mentioned here for the purpose of making a laugh or a
joke, but it is very seriously mentioned by me for a
reason which I need not particularly state now. For
the purpose of showing the pound of flesh has nothing
to do with the matter, I should like to ask why the
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learned Lord of Session himself would give a certain
number of ounces to the pursuer – that is to say, he
would stop certain of the trains – but as to the pound
of flesh not only not an ounce but not a drachm ought
to have been given. (22 Scottish Law Reporter 456,459)
Lord Bramwell concluded his opinion: “As to the pound of
flesh argument, the judgment is not that the appellant
should have none, but about three-quarters of his pound.”
(10 Appeal Cases 147, 167).
A detailed exegesis of Bramwell’s argument is
unfortunately beyond the scope of this essay. For now, it
is sufficient to note the circular nature of his reasoning,
the unintentional irony, and the references to facts and
opinions not disclosed or explained, e.g. “I should have
decided the case in the way in which fair Portia did, not
perhaps entirely upon her reasonings, but upon some of
them” (there is no suggestion in the play of more than one
reasoning for Portia’s decision); “if indeed the pound of
flesh had been appropriated to him and was his” (Bramwell
does not explain why the pound of flesh in fact was not
appropriated to Shylock); “it is very seriously mentioned
by me for a reason which I need not particularly state
now”, and so forth. Ultimately, Bramwell’s argument with
its inexplicable, undisclosed reasoning seems as an
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elaborate a legal fiction as that by which Portia secures
Antonio’s release.
In a similarly elliptical style, Freeman Oliver
Haynes, the writer of a late Victorian textbook on equity,
Outlines of Equity, addresses Shylock v. Antonio and its
relationship to ideas about equity. Haynes’ textbook
(published in 1880 and based on a series of lectures he
delivered to The Incorporated Law Society) is also worth
quoting in its entirety, despite its length:
2. Equity regards the spirit, and not the letter.
The popular belief, that the law exacts a literal
fulfilment of contracts, has ever been deeply rooted.
We trace it distinctly in the drama and in works of
fiction. Perhaps one of the most remarkable instances
is that of Shylock’s bond. The penalty of the bond
was, as you recollect –
‘A pound of flesh, to be by him cut off
Nearest the merchant’s heart.’
The money not being paid on the very day, the Jew
claims the penalty. Double the amount lent is offered;
but it comes too late, and is refused.
And how is the intended victim rescued? By the
merest verbal quibble. Portia says: ‘Tarry a little; - there is something else. –
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This bond doth give thee here no jot of blood;
The words expressly are, a pound of flesh;
Take then they bond, take thou thy pound of
flesh;
But, in the cutting it, if thou dost shed
One drop of Christian blood, they lands and goods
Are, by the laws of Venice, confiscate
Unto the state of Venice.’
Gentlemen, I should be sorry to profane Shakespeare,
or to approach the creations of his genius in the same
spirit that I should a report in Meeson and Welsby.
Considerable latitude is to be allowed to the
dramatist; but when I see Antonio saved by a species
of construction, according to which if a man
contracted for leave to cut a slice of melon, he would
be deprived of the benefit of his contract unless he
had stipulated, in so many words, for the incidental
spilling of the juice, one cannot help recognizing in
the fiction of the immortal poet an intensified
representation of the popular faith, that the law
regarded the letter and not the spirit. (21-22)
Haynes concludes by noting:
It is clear that, had the scene of Shakespeare’s play
been laid in England, and not in Venice, the proper
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advice for Portia to have given, would have been to
file a bill in Chancery. But it must be admitted that
the play would not have been improved. (22)
Haynes’ suggestion that Portia’s rescue of Antonio, a
“merest verbal quibble” and “a species of construction”, is
a poetic fiction having no place in the practice of the law
is disingenuous. (Given the heavily ironic tone of Haynes’
commentary, I would suggest that it is a calculated and
ironic disingenuousness designed to draw attention to the
very idea it seems to so summarily dismiss.) Legal
practices are in fact full of just such fictions, from
inferred malice in murder charges to constructs of
legislative intent inherent in statutory interpretation
principles.10
In reading behind and beyond the text he is
interpreting and in his argument that the Shylock v.
Antonio trial scene points towards the need for a legal
system of law which addresses the spirit and not the letter
of the law, Haynes has distanced himself significantly from
his fellow Victorian legal practitioners. For in their
devotion to the search for a fixed, deterministic meaning,
those lawyers fail to read past the text. In their view,
there is no obligation or benefit to consider that terms
10

I am indebted to Dr. Debra Shuger for the idea of legal fictions.
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and events in Shakespeare’s plays may have any meaning
other than their literal one. The Earl de la Warr case
participants need not allow for the possibility that the
word “brake” could have been used in any sense other than
its traditional, literal one, while the defamation textbook
writer need not contemplate whether Shakespeare presents
Iago’s professed concern about his good name more as a
critique of Othello’s psychology than as a percept for the
conduct of human and legal relationships. Similarly, the
Lanchbury legal advocates ignore the possibility that the
linguistic coalescence of Falstaff, a bull, a boar, and a
parish yard may be not the simple recordation of a common
Elizabethan-era cultural practice, but rather a moment of
symbolic and thematic imaging.
In this devotion to text and its concomitant disregard
of issues of authorial intention, these jurists presage the
“death of the author” movement which occurs in literary
criticism nearly one hundred years later. For them,
questions of authorial intention are irrelevant; all that
matters is the text itself.
It is this failure to look behind and beyond the text
and to allow for irony and ambiguity that leads to those
legalistic mis-readings noted above. Like Shylock, these
legal practitioners become fixated on the letter of the law
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and the text, and fail to read and look for the “spirit” of
the law and the text.
Haynes’ positing of this dichotomy as central to ideas
of equity and literature is significant. Equity was
designed as a kind of parallel and supplement to the
traditional common law system, one that provided relief
when the common law did not and one that was guided by
personal conscience and the spirit of the law, not the
letter.11 As such, equity has always been closer to literary
criticism than other areas of the law. Its movement away
from the search for one fixed meaning, one fixed truth,
which marks most traditional legal analysis, its
recognition of the importance of an analysis of the
totality of circumstances, and its acceptance of ambiguity
within a (legal) text – all of these are at the heart of
both literature and literary criticism as well.
The failure of these Victorian jurists, with the
exception perhaps of Haynes, to see this connection and to
understand the importance and role of the literary
imagination within the realm of the law, demonstrates that
while they may be familiar with the supposed case of the
pound of the flesh, they have failed to learn its lesson.

11

As a procedural matter, equity claims in the British legal system were customarily brought in the
Chancery courts. Hence, Haynes’ suggestion that Antonio’s claim should have been brought there.
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The nun is seen facing a social and cultural barrier which in turn entails an identity crisis.
Despite the use of Biblical language, the poem is fueled by secular allusions that betray the
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conventions. Against the backdrops of the Victorian context and Pre-Raphaelite
inspiration, Rossetti demystifies the psychology of a woman struggling to tame her
personal passion and desire by human strength and not by God’s revelation, and betrays
her anxiety for asserting herself.

3

“Weary Life, Weary Lent”: The “Lesser” Damozel in
Christina Rossetti’s “The Convent Threshold”

The image of the nun, a dominant icon in Victorian paintings and literature, occupies an
important position in the work of Christina Rossetti (1830-1894), as noted by various
scholars for it evokes a problematic and disturbing symbol because of its paradoxical
associations with purity, passion, death and imprisonment.1

The role of the nun is a popular

subject of a protected yet spiritual woman as represented in artistic and literary discourses in
the nineteenth-century, thereby informing a bourgeois principle about the woman being a
“keeper of man’s soul” (Dijkstra 14). “The sense of shelter and seclusion of these locations,”
explains Lothar Honnighausen, “together with that note of foreignness explains the attraction
[of] cloistered life” (227). Instead of a domestic surrounding, women or nuns seen in
aesthetic representations of convents are trapped in a “private sphere” which is still a
“masculine domain” (Wilson 65). Such quality also reveals a masculine desire to look at the
woman on his own terms so as to secure his interests. This ideology “denies the value of
female difference” and also her “independence, intelligence, willpower [and] aggressive
action” (Mellor 29).

The spiritual confinement cannot necessarily promise hope, joy and

peace.
In this paper, I shall use “The Convent Threshold,” (1862), to illustrate how Rossetti
subverts Christian imperatives in order to write against the conventional Victorian attitude
towards women.

This story is not so much a “salvation” of the nun, I shall argue, as a sad,

romantic and secular love story which serves as a poetic purpose for the poet to express her
1

For more information on this topic, consult Bram Dijkstra, Idols of Perversity: Fantasies
of Feminine Evil in Fin-de-siècle Culture (New York: Oxford UP, 1988); Elaine Shefer, “The
Nun and the Convent in Pre-Raphaelite Art,” The Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies 6:2 (May
1986): 70-76; and Herbert Sussman, “The Pre-Raphaelites and the ‘Mood of Cloister’,” The
Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies 2:2 (May 1982): 45-55.
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psychological drama polarized into self and other (lover).
presented in spiritual and material discourses.

This is indeed a tragic love story

Against the Victorian backdrop, Rossetti

portrays a nun whose inner turmoil helps to undermine the seemingly peaceful features
associated with convents and nuns. Rossetti’s nun is definitely not a trouble-free and saintly
figure in the convent but a sensitive and distressed woman who struggles to make sense of
her love, faith and nightmares.

Diane D’Amico writes in her study of Rossetti’s convent

poems,
I am not arguing that Rossetti adopted the voice of the preacher, psalmist and prophet
merely to employ a voice of power the patriarchal society denied the woman poet. . . .
Rather, I am suggesting that her religious faith and the reading and thoughtful study
of the Bible, which was an expression of that faith, played a central role in her
response to the voices of her literary foremothers, specifically to the voice of the
mournful woman who sees life in terms of earthly ties and affections. (30)
I would like to add that the psychological battle is greatly intensified in the nun who is forced
to speak in a rather unchristian way, regardless of the religious diction in the poem.

Though

entering a convent can be seen as a redemptive measure after failing her family and society,
her nunhood offers no serenity and bliss but more anguish. Rossetti “more often depicts the
nun as a troubled woman rather than a woman who is calm and happy in her chosen life”
(D’Amico 54).

Initially, the woman, before becoming a nun, was expected to be an angel

who could follow the Victorian feminine code. The Victorian example of an earthly angel
in The Angel in the House (1854-1862) by Coventry Patmore (1823-1896) is a gentle and
loving companion to help the man to enjoy life better, as shown in these lines: “The gentle
wife, who decks his board / And makes his day to have no night, / Whose wishes wait upon
her lord, / Who finds her own in his delight” (The Angel in the House 190). Rossetti’s
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woman, as a nun, can no longer accomplish this mission but even has to re-define her
femininity.
Doubtless, Rossetti was a respectable and admirable believer. However, in her work,
there is something about the nun that creates a great sense of anxiety, which in turn
challenges the Victorian restrictions on women.

The poet does not dispute God but can be

seen as creating the double voice—she is talking to the lover and herself. The nun’s
position in the Victorian context was an important discourse related to both religious and
gendered parameters, as explained by D’Amico—“The convent question, as it was called,
was a subject of intense debate, and a debate not limited to the Church of England hierarchy.
The Victorian community as a whole debated the merits and dangers of allowing women to
enter into the religious life” (45).
The first two nuns in “Three Nuns” (1849-1850), for example, live miserably upon
remembering how hurt it was with their lovers. The third nun is more spiritual, like the one in
“The Novice,” (1847), as she is comparatively more resolute in seeking solace in God
without constantly being disturbed by her past. Connected with the nun’s image is another
type of female characters common in Rossetti’s poetry—women rejected by men. As
suggested by D’Amico, “it is characteristic of Rossetti’s treatment of the subject of illicit love
to underscore the fact that in every fallen woman’s story there is a guilty man” (99). For
instance, in “Cousin Kate” (1862), the blame is clearly on the man who has chosen a fairer
woman as his bride: “To lead a shameless shameful life, / His plaything and his love, / He
wore me like a silken knot, / He changed me like a glove” (26).2

Sadly, in “Maude Clare”

(1862), the protagonist suffers the same fate too and blames the man for casting her off: “My
lord was pale with inward strife” (39).

2

There is another form of denial and rejection in

All subsequent in-text citations of Christina Rossetti are represented by page references and
are taken from R. W. Crump’s Christina Rossetti: The Complete Poems.
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“Mariana” (1881) and “The Prince’s Progress” (1866), in which the female protagonists are
waiting faithfully in vain and end up pining away because their lovers fail to come to them.
Mariana says, “I love my Love and he loves not me, / I love my Love and my heart is
breaking” (“Mariana” 319). Though the Prince is not sinful and evil in a blatant way, his
mindlessness causes delays on his journey and costs his lover’s life. These lines reveal
poignantly the pain and torture of a slow death incurred upon the woman: “Too late for love,
too late for joy, / Too late, too late! / You loitered on the road too long, / You trifled at the
gate: / The enchanted dove upon her branch / Died without a mate; / The enchanted princess
in her tower / Slept, died, was starving all this while / You made it wait” (“The Prince’s
Progress” 102).
The rejected women can only rebuke their lovers like what Kate and Maude Clare do. A
woman in that situation can do no more than just tell the world how false and faithless he has
been.

If she decides to wait, she may just become another Mariana or the waiting princess.

Though both the forsaken women and nuns can no longer fulfill the Victorian ideal of
womanhood as prescribed in The Angel in the House, nuns have a different identity and
discursive license and are different “angels” who have the duty to speak up and direct sinful
and fallen men to the religious path. Therefore, a woman who has committed a sin can
recreate her voice and status by being a nun.

Nuns are supposed to be different human

beings, from spiritual conviction to appearance. And in terms of outlook, certain
Pre-Raphaelite paintings in fact show that Mary, Christ, the nun and the angel are represented
as wearing similar outfits.3

3

A well-known Pre-Raphaelite work by Dante Rossetti

For more information on the Pre-Raphaelite works, consult Leslie Parris, ed., The
Pre-Raphaelites (London: Tate Gallery, 1996); Julian Treuherz, Pre-Raphaelite Paintings
(Manchester: Manchester City Art Gallery, 1993); Andrea Rose, The Pre-Raphaelites
(Oxford: Phaidon, 1981). For more information on Pre-Raphaelite writings and ideology,
refer to The Germ : The Literary Magazine of the Pre-Raphaelites (Oxford: Ashmolean
Museum, 1992); Tim Barringer, Reading the Pre-Raphaelites (New Haven: Yale UP, 1999)
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(1828-1882), for instance, “The Girlhood of Mary Virgin” (1848-1849), shows Mary in her
lightly-colored dress which conveys a reasonably spiritual meaning and reminds readers of
the young Jesus’ outfit in “Christ in the Carpenter’s Shop” (1849-1850) by John Everett
Millais (1829-1896). The angel’s dress in “The Girlhood of Mary Virgin” is similar to the
respective long dresses of the angel and Mary in “Ecce Ancilla Domini!” (1849-1850). Dante
Rossetti thought that his illustration of Mary in “The Girlhood of Mary Virgin” revealed “a
symbol of female excellence” (qtd. in Parris 65). It could be surmised that the nun in “The
Convent Threshold” wears an outfit similar to that of the novice in “Convent Thoughts”
(1850-1851) by Charles Allston Collins (1828-1873) who borrowed from William Holman
Hunt (1827-1910) the nun’s dress used in his “Claudio and Isabella” (1850-1853).4

In these

paintings Mary, the nun and even the angel reinforce the idea of angelic women because of
their outlooks.

Visually this feminine ideal was aestheticized on the part of some

Pre-Raphaelite painters. It was not so much the religion and spiritual fulfillment as beauty,
youth and spiritual fancy which were mystified in these paintings and reflected a more
masculine control over such tradition. Christina Rossetti’s nun is surely as beautiful as any of
these nun figures but her psychology is much more complex and pitiable.
Rossetti expresses how the Pre-Raphaelite models, as well as women, are deprived of
identity and dignity in these lines: “Not as she is, but was when hope shone bright; / Not as
she is, but as she fills his dream” (“In an Artist’s Studio” 796). As seen in this poem, the
woman cannot really be herself but is under social, gendered (woman being the model and
man being the artist) and cultural scrutiny all the time—not as she is but as she is seen and
fantasized by the others.

The only revenge will have to turn herself into the “other” so as to

and Lynne Pearce, Woman-image-text: Readings in Pre-Raphaelite Art and Literature (New
York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1991).
4

For more information on Collins and Hunt, refer to Leslie Parris, ed., The Pre-Raphaelites,
88 and 103.
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have a different voice, though she may not effect anything revolutionary and radical in
reality.

The model in “In an Artist’s Studio” and the unmarried sister in “The Lowest

Room” share a similar fate of unfulfilled silence, as the poet writes, “While I? I sat alone and
watched; / My lot in life, to live alone / In mine own world of interests, / Much felt but little
shown [my emphasis]” (“The Lowest Room” 201). Valeria Tinkler-Villani states, “In
religion, Rossetti has found a system which allows her poetry to remain conventionally
religious and yet explore passions and states of mind. Of course, in other senses, too, the
limitations imposed by Victorian customs and values on a woman poet are central to
Rossetti’s position” (336).

Simply put, nuns are not ordinary women any longer.

“Three

Nuns,” and “The Convent Threshold” show a pattern of innocence lost and then seemingly
regained in an unadulterated spiritual context (the nunnery) when a woman speaks the truth
only after taking up the role of a nun, whose new outfit and mode of life metaphorically
enable her to speak as a different person from a different realm.
And this is how the nun in “The Convent Threshold” begins her story disturbingly as she
claims that there is a barrier between her and the lover: “There’s blood between us, love, my
love, / There’s father’s blood, there’s brother’s blood; / And blood’s bar I cannot pass” (55).
This dramatic and heartrending beginning aggravates the difference on both sides—the nun’s
and the lover’s; and unveils the past mischief and violence implied in her entire monologue.
Readers can sense at the outset that this has to be a thrilling and uneasy story. There is no
hint of what exactly has happened in their families but somehow it is reminiscent of the
familial feud in Romeo and Juliet. The inseparable blood bar metaphorically is imposed by
a male community—“father” and “brother;” and the nun is then being trapped in her
endeavor to realize herself in a male-dominated society. To disengage herself from their
control implies her liberty to associate freely with her lover. However, since it is apparent
that they have sinned “a pleasant sin” (57) together, it becomes a taboo to gain freedom and
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acceptance in the patriarchal community.

“The value of their [fallen women’s] re-entry into

the world of social relations” is disclaimed (Harrison 113). Her identity is then annihilated.
The big switch from a respectable lady to an abstemious nun inevitably leads to a shift from
communal acceptance to social and personal humiliation and denunciation. From the
Victorian point of view, such a complete cut-off denies her personal worth and potential as a
real “angel in the house.”
Rossetti reverses a Biblical festival, the Passover, in “The Convent Threshold.” The
Passover was celebrated by the Jews and it denoted, among other Christian principles,
obedience and redemption. God intended to strike down every firstborn in Egypt in one night
because Pharaoh did not let the Israelites leave his country. On that night, however, those
who put a lamb’s blood on the sides and tops of their doors would have their lives spared.
According to the account, the Lord says (Exodus 12:13), “The blood will be a sign for you on
the house of where you are; and when I see the blood, I will pass over you;” hence the name
of the festival.5

The blood bar in Rossetti’s poem is the barrier between the convent and

society, life and death, religious pursuit (spirit) and earthly enjoyment (matter). To the nun’s
understanding, her lover is unrepentant and has a different outlook on life; as she says: “Your
eyes look earthward, mine look up” (56). She urges him to “repent, repent, and be forgiven: /
This life is long, but yet it ends; / Repent and purge your soul” (57-58). Crossing the
threshold seems to be a sign of life and salvation to her but the blood bar is actually not as
redeeming as the one in the Passover. On the surface, she is a redeemed “post-seduction
Madeline” (Bump 342). The truth is her redemption is achieved only through self-abnegation.
The lamb’s blood in the Passover foreshadowed the sacrifice of Christ but this is not the
blood on the threshold separating the nun and her lover.
barrier which in turn entails an identity crisis.

5

She is facing a social and cultural

That her eyes are on human blood (father and

For more information on the story, read Exodus 12, The Bible, New International Verison.
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brother’s blood) and not on Christ’s redemptive blood show that her thinking is still in the
natural and not in the spiritual. Despite her use of Biblical language asking her lover to
repent, the poem is fueled by secular allusions that betray the profound torment in her heart,
which has been afflicted by cultural and historical conventions. If she had thoroughly
internalized the Victorian gendered values in her spirit, she would have had an easier time in
the sense that she accepted totally what was expected of her, thereby having no struggles or
choices. However, the mystification of religious language and psychological discourse
reveals her being at the crossroads between newness and traditions. Were she completely able
to live on her own terms, she would choose her lover or, more radically, embrace her new
future without parents, lovers and nuns. The major threshold is a psychological barrier in her
heart in which the crossing implies defiance of religion, moral and cultural conventions.
D’Amico explains the polarized perspectives on women: “It is perhaps a commonplace of
scholarship that Victorians contributed to a long tradition of depicting womanhood in
dichotomous terms that focused on a woman’s sexuality (virgin vs. whore, madonna vs.
Magdalene)” (99).

Such divergence in those days gave terrible choices to women and

aggravated the identity split when they made mistakes.
How spiritual is Rossetti’s nun?

What does she require of her lover? She speaks of

faith, salvation, atonement, and grace which are all religious expressions. In her eyes, he is
on the threshold of worldly pleasures and unworldly abstinence. The nun’s request is urgent
and intense as she feels great pain towards their separation and his unrepentance.

Her

struggle is far more emotional than religious. Even though she is on the “safe side,” her
heart yearns sorrowfully for him as she cries out in agony (57): “How should I rest in
Paradise, / Or sit on steps of heaven alone? / . . . / For I have heard the sound thereof: /
Should I not turn with yearning eyes, / Turn earthwards with a pitiful pang?”

Her longing

can be associated with that of the heavenly woman in Dante Rossetti’s widely known poem,
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“The Blessed Damozel,” which was published in 1850 (Bump 338, Smulders 164). The
Blessed Damozel, though in the eternal realm, is not preoccupied with spiritual matters but
her lover, and dreams of their possible reunion in heaven.

The nun is a dejected and

unblessed damozel in a convent and is still tortured by her unrealized passion and desire for
romance, thus subconsciously not being able to let go of her lover totally. Dante Rossetti’s
Damozel, full of earthly sentiments, hopes to be reunited with her lover and to continue their
romance which has been lost because of her death.

She dreams, “Only to live as once on

earth / With Love,--only to be, / As then awhile, for ever now / Together, I and he” (“The
Blessed Damozel” 4). The nun is also dreaming of reuniting with her lover: “There we shall
meet at once we met / And love with old familiar love” (59). In the Bible, it is stated:
“When the dead rise, they will neither marry nor be given in marriage; they will be like the
angels in heaven” (Mark 12: 25).

In Christianity, there is no marriage in heaven, and saints

and angels will keep praising God forever.

On the contrary, the nun is urging her lover to

repent so that they may one day enjoy one another eternally. What appears to be religious
salvation is actually an extension of romantic love because she does not hesitate to express
her fairly non-Biblical desire to continue their love relationship in the heavenly realm.
She puts herself on a spiritual pedestal in order to teach her lover to follow her footsteps
(Bump 338, Smulders 165).

Her philosophy, albeit the religiosity of her words, is fleshly, as

Antony H. Harrison comments that “the agonizing conflicts between erotic passion and love
of God” is shown in some of Rossetti’s poems about nuns (Christina Rossetti in Context 21).
Both the Damozel and the nun are confined to a spiritual surrounding, the former in heaven
and the latter in a nunnery, but their hearts are clearly melancholic and feminine in the sense
that they hope to be completely free to love just as women, not as any other incorporeal
spirits.

The nun in “The Convent Threshold” has to yield to the social paradigm of a

“fallen” woman and to submerge her love, passion and personal freedom in nunlike purity
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and redemption.

On the face of it her transgression is atoned for by taking up the order but

the rest of her life is marked by constant and conscious denial in every aspect.

She has been

delivered from the category of fallen women only to be put into another realm of fallen-ness.
Here is a woman whose predicament reflects the harassment of the Victorian society towards
women who are fallen and then cast into “the other.” When she laments over the separation
from her lover, she is remonstrating against the cultural and gendered injustice to women.

It

will be more comforting and fulfilling if she enters the convent out of devotion to God and is
authentically interested in pursuing a religious life. The nun knows about God sincerely yet
is overwhelmed by the strongholds of fear and unrequited love, hereby leading a joyless life.
Though the poet knows the Bible very well, the deliberate secular treatment of the
Passover discloses the complex feelings of the nun and vivifies the drama between the self
and the lover. She is in fact saying that their love remains forbidden in the eyes of the world
and that the “self” and the “lover” will never mix—to attain the sacred love the worldly love
has to go. “For Rossetti,” explains Harrison, “‘the world’ was a sphere of male activity,
alien and corrupt” (Victorian Poets and the Politics of Culture 134).

Externally, the nun is

seen urging her lover to repent but psychologically, she is also contending with two
conflicting impulses in her heart.

The “lover” side of her embraces her natural sentimental

side that yearns for love just like any other women but it has to die.
a nun puts her in a position to condemn herself.

The fact that she is now

On one hand, she harbors feelings and

romantic imagination for her lover; on the other hand, being a nun forces her to judge herself
more harshly.

Her lover can only be saved when he ceases to be her lover but repents like

what she did. Such ambivalence reflects a personal schism within her, thus highlighting the
double voice in the poem.
The nun’s inner drama is further intensified as she has to confront her “lover” side in
nightmares.

Angela Leighton calls this a “Romantic split” because “to pass from one side of
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the gulf to the other is to undertake an act of social protest which is also an act of daring
self-discovery” (124). The nun does not just reveal her hidden personal desires in the
dreams but the horrible battle resulted from her divided personality too. She, as well as the
readers, comes to realize that her apparent submissiveness (crossing the threshold) does not
guarantee any inner peace.
towards fallen women.

Her dreams also expose the hypocrisy and social hostility

She is not a normal woman in the traditional sense and her identity

can only be negotiated in the supernatural way. The repression in her is so great that she
can only say and see more in the visionary and subconscious realm and not in reality. The
intense conflict in her dreams reminds readers of the struggle in “Goblin Market,” (1862)
which is psychological and nightmarish at the same time, and reveals an apprehension about
her nunhood and also the cultural prejudice against women who have made mistakes. Her
choice of religious life is not so much an exercise of her free will as an imposition of society,
because this is the only alternative for her.

In dreams, she is given a poetic license to voice

her psychological hang-ups which are otherwise denied expression.
In her first dream, she sees the ascension of her lover to claim a crown in heaven only to
be shown being prideful and demonic, as seen in this visualization: “He mounted shrieking:
‘Give me light.’ /…/ I saw him, drunk with knowledge” (58). The knowledge is not the
revelation that comes from God but from his arrogance.

Patmore’s angel prays so well that

the man is enlightened and encouraged: “And, when we knelt, she seem’d to be / An angel
teaching me to pray; / And through the high Liturgy / My spirit rejoiced without allay, /
Being, for once, borne clearly above / All banks and bars of ignorance” (The Angel in the
House 122).
a woman.

In these lines, religion and tradition come together to define the proper role of
When readers compare the nun’s rebuke with Patmore’s words, the nun is an

ironic version of the ideal angel and actually speaks up in a nightmarish and disquieting way
to persuade the man to repent.

The dream helps to project the nun’s “passionate struggle
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against her own desire, [that is] personified in the demon-lover of her dreams” (Smulders
167).

This is a Janus-faced discourse in which the nun’s choice of withdrawal parallels

paradoxically her lover’s pseudo-ascension and in fact makes her more obsessed with
asserting her true identity.
experiences.

The more devilish the lover is, the deeper the pain the nun

As mentioned, the woman is struggling between the religious impulse and

personal romantic impulse of which the lover is a psychological projection.
not a peaceful shelter when her heart is not settled.

The nunnery is

The more she convinces herself to seek

God, the more perturbed she gets. In her sorrows, she probably forgets that salvation comes
from God’s grace and not of her striving.

Instead of a genuine and willing spirit of

selflessness, it is a spirit of denial and escape that she adopts. Her renunciation of worldly
life ruins her soul and ironically condemns herself.

The lover turns out to be Medusa-like:

“His locks writhed like a cloven snake” (58). This well-known mythic image reveals a
devilish metamorphoses that tells of the fatal reality of burying alive her soul. The death spell
is cast when she looks into this deplorable state. The he-demon appears as “a spirit with
transfigured face” (58), representing the devilish “other” of the nun. Referring to “In an
Artist’s Studio,” Alison Chapman discusses that “the depiction of the model as a male
representation of the feminine is fleeting [and] spectral” (97). To borrow Chapman’s
concept, the nun’s vision of her lover shows the opposite as it is a woman’s imagination of a
man that is ghost-like. However, she is not so much speaking to her lover as to herself.
Leading a lifestyle opposite to her romantic nature entails self-death. Amidst the images of
death and devil, love, not Christian grace, is seen as the remedy, as she concludes: “Save
love, for love is all in all” (58).

The love is not the religious love but self-love. Even though

she comes to this knowledge, this encounter is not a catharsis and her fear remains unpurged.
Despite the fact that the lover cries out for love and knowledge, he is not saved and the nun
herself is just as hopeless as ever. Instead of religious and redemptive radiance, there is
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only romantic darkness in their love as they fail to acknowledge the light of the knowledge of
Christ’s glory and redemption.

The poet is not challenging the saving power of God (whom

she loved in reality) but uses this dream motif as a device to foreground the unsettled and
distressed personality of a woman who is too crushed to speak sensibly as a woman with
decorum or a nun without feminine affection.
The nun continues to reject her lover in her second dream by turning him away and telling
him to find “a kinder love to love than mine [hers]” (59).

Her encouraging the lover to find

another love is not a resolution to her sorrow but a deeper destruction of her self.
pressure of which ironically explodes in her dreams.

The

Though her heart yearns for love and

freedom, she gives in and remains a tormented soul for the rest of her life.

A disembodied

spirit she becomes, she curses herself to be “like lead / Crushed downwards thro’ the sodden
earth” (59). She ends up wasting away: “My face was pinched, my hair was grey” (59).
This is exactly what happens to Laura whose youth and vitality dwindle after eating a Goblin
fruit.

Lynda Palazzo comments, “We see the tormented sister, grey-haired and in decline,

wander through Rossetti’s poetry of this time, finding salvation at last only in the positive
female spirituality of Goblin Market” (7).

Laura is redeemed at the end and regains the

beauty, youthfulness and joy that she has lost but the nun cannot.
threshold of the convent, she is plunged into deeper misery.

Having crossed the

Her phantasmal existence

nullifies the Victorian idealization of a nun, which is a gender-biased enterprise proclaiming
masculine sovereignty over women and society. The blood bar is not just a barrier between
life and death, but also agape and “eros,” (Christina Rossetti in Context 133), self realization
and social expectation.
The world of the lover is full of life and colors: “You looking earthward, what see you? /
Milk-white, wine-flushed among the vines, / … / Blooming as peaches pearled with dew, /
Their golden windy hair afloat, / Love-music warbling in their throat, / Young men and
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women come and go” (56).

Such colorful description is typically Pre-Raphaelite and

betrays the nun’s lingering love for the world, regardless of the conscious way she speaks
against it. In contrast, the nun’s world is grey, pale and lifeless. The nun’s perception of
her self and of the world represented by her lovers and youths reveals a drastic and
unforgiving duality.

Crossing the threshold to women in the Victorian context as

exemplified in Rossetti’s nun is entering a dull and discouraging monochrome existence.
The nun’s story, as well as the “Goblin Market,” demonstrates powerfully the passions
and desires of a woman, who is so oppressed that she loses the joy of life. Rossetti portrays
a woman with endless romantic yearnings and psychological turbulence, albeit the serene
outlook of a religious setting. The woman’s monologue is also the poet’s whose voice gains
more intensity in the imaginative realm of dreams with terrifying ghost-like and devilish
descriptions.

Dante Rossetti’s Damozel is in the heavenly realm but tries to look earthward

for her lover: “The blessed damozel leaned out / From the gold bar of Heaven” (1). Sadly,
she keeps gazing and hoping but her longing is never satisfied. Christina Rossetti’s nun is a
secular and material version of the Blessed Damozel and an unredeemed Laura. Though
Sharon Smulders states that “The Convent Threshold” is “a response to her brother’s ‘The
Blessed Damozel’” (165), I suggest that Rossetti was writing against the female icon created
by her brother so that she could refute another masculine invention which was right in her
family.

In this challenge, the sister voiced her anxiety about being a woman and poet in the

family, in the Victorian context and in the wider community of other brothers (the
Pre-Raphaelites).

The nun is more pathetic as the bar she leans on is suffocating: “And

frozen blood was on the sill / Where stifling in my struggle I lay” (59). The past cannot be
fully redeemed, forgiven and forgotten and the nun will henceforth be a living death. It is
true that the blood bar, so full of frustrating and mystifying hopes and emotions, can put a
chill into the nun’s heart.
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The denouement in this story discloses “an abstract vision of love” (Mayberry 75).

The

physical realm being a failure and disappointment, the nun imagines that she can resort to a
spiritual state for the fulfillment of love.

On earth there is unrequited love but in heaven

there is reconciliation void of any barriers when both the nun and her lover can “stand safe
within the door” (59). Like the Blessed Damozel, she is never satisfied by incessant and
futile longing.

She is romanticizing heaven but spiritualizing her romantic craving because

there will not be any marriages in heaven, as aforementioned. The nun’s deceptive
conclusion masks her pain in a deeper way.

What is unique in this poem is the powerful and

profound treatment of the predicament of the nun. Rossetti reverses Christian imperatives so
as to undermine the social and cultural boundaries in the Victorian age, thus revealing the
inhumanity and cruelty befalling women who have made mistakes.

The pleasure-seeking

yet devilish lovers and emotionally-battered nuns are some of the usual characters in her
work and they reflect the complexity and sadness of spurned love relationships and the social
barriers confronting and forcing women to take the consequences.

In a larger scheme of

things, with the dramatic juxtaposition of images, nightmares and Biblical imagery, and the
interplay of the self and the lover, “The Convent Threshold” should be placed higher as part
of Rossetti’s canon because it demystifies the psychology of a woman struggling to tame her
personal passion and desire by her strength and understanding and not by God’s revelation
and power, and further highlights the perplexity of being caught between romance and
socio-cultural bondage, phantasmal imaginings and colorless reality.
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Love Is Not Blind:
An Analysis of the Racist, Classist, and Masculinist
Implications in “The Bachelorette” and “Joe
Millionaire”
By Anna Wong

Forward
To My Beloved Phallic Readers:
Given my status as a young and unmarried woman, I am almost reluctant to write
an essay on love for whenever a woman broaches the subject of love, the assumption,
rooted in sexist and heterosexist ideology, is that she is desperate for a man. The
possibility that I simply want to say something intellectual about the subject matter, or
that I am purely striving to demystify the hidden assumptions about race, class, and
gender implicit in popular culture’s concocted fantasy of the fairy-tale love affair, hardly
crosses one’s mind. I know your trick, mister: you think you can write me off because I
am just a frustrated, desperate woman who is getting all cynical because I have not found
‘The One.’ The thing is, now that I have let out the only justification you have to dismiss
my seriousness and sincere criticism, you can’t use that on me anymore. Now you can’t
help but pay attention to what I have to say.
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Love. How sweetly and simply the word rolls off one’s tongue! Such a pithy little
word and yet you can make it linger and resonate in your throat for as long as your breath
can hold out. In all probability, love is the most exploited and discussed subject of our
culture (besides sex of course); indeed, the vast majority of books (fictions and nonfictions alike), self-help manuals, films, and magazine articles is premised on the wonders
and mysteries of love. Encapsulated within this monosyllable word is the enchanting
promise of happiness, of narcissist pleasure, and of self-completion. As it falls within the
realm of the great intangible, love strives to be as immune from the intrusions of reason
and discrimination as it is from all powers and authority external to the individual lover.
Nevertheless, as one can gather from the proliferation and popularity of reality TV
romance shows in the past year, capitalists have intruded upon the very last and holiest
arena of humanity for their profit-seeking benefits. Like never before, reality shows such
as “Joe Millionaire” and “The Bachelorette” have drawn love into the public sphere. By
and large, such self-purported ‘reality’ shows attempt to trivialize, if not disregard, the
complications of racism, classism, and sexism by propagating the ever-beguiling and
whimsical notion that ‘love conquers all.’ Hereupon, my aim is to untangle issues of
gender, race, and class underscores in “Joe Millionaire” and “The Bachelorette.”
Contrary to the cultural myth that love as blind, transcendental, and apolitical, love and
romance are – to a significant extent – culturally, historically, and situationally
determined. All in all, Western society’s notion of an ‘appropriate’ love match is very
much informed by its racial, sexual, and class discourses.
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If there is any hesitation about contemporary Western society’s strict observance
of male-female gender roles – that is, traditional notions of what it is to be masculine or
feminine – watching an episode of “Joe Millionaire” or “The Bachelorette” will certainly
clear the doubt. To begin with, all of the participants are heterosexual. As a matter of
fact, homosexuality or any other form of sexuality other than heterosexuality is not even
presented as a possibility. In other words, the only romance worthy of the television
networks’ resources and the public’s attention is that which takes place between a man
and a woman. If the Women’s Movement and the Gay Rights Movement have succeeded
in deconstructing and eradicating, to a certain extent, some of the (mis)conceptions
regarding femininity, masculinity, and the notion of compulsory heterosexuality, then
shows like “Joe Millionaire” and “The Bachelorette” can be read as a backlash against
feminist deconstruction of rigid gender prescriptions as they renew and reinforce the
traditional masculine/feminine dichotomy. Patriarchal society with its paradigms and
stereotypes has concocted paradigms of the ideal woman and the ideal man; despite how
progressive and egalitarian we have purportedly became, the hierarchical dichotomization
of femininity and masculinity remains steadfast in our collective conscious. In a context
in which female subjectivity is unrecognized, femininity is constructed around adaptation
to male hegemony. Its central feature is attractiveness to men, which entails physical
beauty, submissiveness, passivity, sensitivity, and intuitiveness (Gray 18). By contrast,
hegemonic masculinity is defined by “physical strength and bravado, exclusive
heterosexuality, suppression of ‘vulnerable’ emotions such as remorse and uncertainty,
economic independence, authority over women and other men, and intense interest in
sexual ‘conquest’” (Trigiani). Succinctly put, the masculine man is supposed to be strong,
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aggressive, in control, and unemotional (Travers qtd. in Kennedy). With a body
comparable to Hercules’ and eyes that shed no tears, Evan Marriott, the star of “Joe
Millionaire,” is indubitably an exemplary model of patriarchal masculinity.
Correspondingly, “The Bachelorette”’s Trista Rehn epitomizes the quintessential modern
woman: she is white, beautiful, emotional (she tearfully informs Charlie and Russell that
they are not ‘The One’ for her), independent (she has a career as a paediatric physical
therapist), sexually tame (she admitted on television to never having experienced an
orgasm), physically toned and strong – but not too independent or strong for fear of
scaring off or intimidating a man. Her emotional expressiveness is clearly noted in her
diary; she confesses: “I got really emotional after I gave away the last rose… I just felt
really bad that I couldn't keep all the guys around”
(http://abc.abcnews.go.com/primetime/bachelorette/diary1.html). Her sexual passivity is
also evident: “I am not going to go out of my way to get physical contact…things will
happen romantically” (http://abc.abcnews.go.com/primetime/bachelorette/diary3.html).
Moreover, while Trista is allowed to wear pants on the group outings and one-on-one
dates, she is nevertheless always in a dress for the formal Rose Ceremonies. This clothing
arrangement, presumably prearranged by the show’s producers, is reflective of the
underlying rationale of modernized patriarchy: women can have their fun, dress and act
‘unwomanly’ in casual settings, but when it comes down to the substantial matters like
marriage, they must resume their ‘original’ feminine function, which is to be docile and
subservient. In contrast to the ideal ‘feminine’ depicted in “The Bachelorette,” “Joe
Millionaire” divulges the dangerous, wicked side of femininity: the female contestants
are portrayed as a gaggle of love-hungry, gold-digging skanks who will devour a man
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alive for money – so Joe, beware! Given that the show is premised upon the notion that
women are morally questionable and untrustworthy, they must be put through a test of
true love which, ironically, begins with a lie on the man’s part: Evan tells the women that
he is the inheritor of fifty million dollars when in truth, he is a penniless construction
worker with an annual salary of $19,000. After a succession of romance-novel dates and
the showering of expensive gifts, he eventually reveals to the woman of his desire the
truth; if the woman stays with him, then she is extolled by America to be worthy of his
love and is awarded half-a-million dollars for passing the test. If anything, this is
reminiscent of the logic behind misogynistic fairy tales such as “Bluebeard” and “The
Tale of the Third Calendar” in The Arabian Nights’ Entertainments whereby the woman
must prove herself worthy to become his bride – indeed, worthy of living! – by
withstanding the test of being entrusted with the key to the forbidden chamber (Opie
103). Moreover, implicit in the show’s arrangement is a sexist double standard in that
while it is pardonable for a man to lie in a trial of true love, conversely, it is unjustifiable
for a woman to do the same. When popular shows refuse to acknowledge the
superficiality of masculinity or femininity and the existence of multiple sexualities, they
reproduce a profound societal proscription of any relationship that does not conform to a
male-female, heterosexual pattern. By and large, the messages conveyed, while narrowly
anti-sexist – in the case of “The Bachelorette,” the woman, Trista, is ostensibly rendered
greater agency and choice in the prospective relationship than the men in the show are –
nevertheless buttress traditional heterosexual arrangements. Furthermore, the stunning
popularity of “The Bachelorette” and “Joe Millionaire” – “Joe Millionaire” drew in 20.34
million viewers, “The Bachelorette” followed closely with 14.03 million viewers
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(Scheibe) – attests that our culture’s views on masculinity and femininity have not
fundamentally altered.

Secondly, “The Bachelorette” and “Joe Millionaire” appeal to the
whimsical, dominant middle-class fantasy that class is a non-issue when it comes to love.
As Carina Chocano makes obvious, “a reluctance to admit that one marries for social
position is a distinct middle-class value.” More so, as contemporary Cinderella stories
such as Pretty Woman, Maid in Manhattan, and Sweet Home Alabama illustrate,
Hollywood perpetually exaggerates the wishful, transcendental power of love and
reinforces the fairy-tale myth that we live in a classless society. In short, the assumption
is that lovers are completely oblivious to class tensions because being in love is
analogous to being in an immortal state of bliss. As is seen in “The Bachelorette,” given
that the television network paid for all of the candlelight dinners, designer outfits, and
luxurious trips to exotic locales, the producers of ABC have contrived a classless
environment in which Trista can fall in love without thinking about money at all. To be
sure, the contestants’ financial background have never been highlighted as a serious
concern when it comes to Trista choosing a potential husband. As a matter of fact, in
Trista’s dairy, there is not a single direct mention of or even a faint allusion to the men’s
careers or socio-economic position in her consideration of their suitability as a mate. Nor
does geographical location – which of course, translates into future travel expenses –
appear to be a concern of hers. Hereon, the fantasy that love is class-blind is even more
manifest in “Joe Millionaire.” The underlying objective of the show is to validate, and
hence promote, the supposition that the woman Evan chooses will stay with him even
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after she learns that he is in fact a construction worker with limited financial security if
her love is genuine. Assuming that Evan is indeed the heir to a $50-million fortune, the
probability of an affluent, privileged elite wedding someone of a subordinate social class
is close to naught. In contrast to the fanciful notion that rich American princes are
entirely unconcerned with social standing – as the fable goes, all they want is a decent,
honest maiden who loves them for them – people in real life typically marry within their
socio-economic class. As Chocano puts it bluntly, “a working-class woman is about as
likely to marry into the American aristocracy as she is to win the Lotto.” Just as Man
needs Woman to be the ‘Other’ or the ‘weaker sex’ to render meaningful and intelligible
his supremacy and subjectivity, the rich needs the poor in order for the former to
distinguish him/herself as superior and more civilized. As follows, marriage between
subjects of polar classes would entail the collapse of the economy of binary opposition.
All in all, “The Bachelorette” and “Joe Millionaire” have no basis in today’s social and
economic realities. Furthermore, the contestants on both shows are all of self-sufficient,
employed middle class. Without doubt, some have more respected professions and thus
are better off financially than others, but notwithstanding the wide range of careers –
from firefighters to doctors to business executives, they all fall within the middle-class
category. To add to Wolf’s thesis in The Beauty Myth that stories happen to ‘beautiful’
women only (61), I would suggest that Western mass culture has also fabricated a
middle-class myth by which feisty ‘free love’ befall on middle-class subjects only – the
idle rich are too preoccupied with fulfilling their hedonistic, materialistic desires to truly
appreciate the effort put into a sweet, home-cooked meal while the welfare class is simply
too poor to afford a movie-and-dinner date.
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While the producers of “Joe Millionaire” would like to have the audience believe
that true love is uncomplicated or unaffected by the subjects’ racial background, the truth
is that race matters. Of the twenty women Evan has to choose from, all of them are white
with the exception of Dayana (a 24-year-old ‘light’ Black woman with white features and
straightened hair), Mary (an Oriental woman with light-brown highlights in her hair to
lighten it up), and Katie (a brown doctor of presumably West India origin who prefers
Italian food to her own cultural cuisine). Not unexpectedly, none of the three non-white
women made it passed the second week of the show. Certainly, one cannot automatically
rationalize their elimination as a manifestation of racism on the part of either Evan
himself or FOX, the producer of the show. If you ask the man himself, he will most likely
tell you that he did not select them because they simply did not ‘click’ or he just was not
attracted. At this point, the question that requires speculation is: why did he not find them
attractive? The answer may be more than skin-deep. In the present day, whites insist that
racism and bigotry are no longer an issue. After all, “’For Whites Only’ signs have come
down, black men and boys aren't lynched anymore and…no one uses racial epithets to
address [coloured people]” (Fulwood qtd. in Superville). Even so, racism can only be
fully understood in the light of the long histories of slavery, colonialism, the Asian sex
industry, and The Domestic Scheme of 19551 which have altogether produced ideologies
about race that continue to affect social relations between whites and non-whites in post-

Seeing that The Domestic Scheme of 1955 was an implementation of the Canadian government,
it may appear inconsistent and inappropriate to delve into Canadian history when “Joe
Millionaire” is an American show. However, owing to the fact that I am a Canadian and therefore
am more knowledgeable about Canadian history than American history, I am better equipped at
discussing the issue of race in the Canadian context. Given the similar political and social
attitudes towards race in Canada and the United States, it would not be too far-fetched to analyse
the racial discourse implicit in “Joe Millionaire” from a Canadian historical perspective.
Furthermore, I believe that if a Canadian broadcasting company had the financial resources to
1
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industrial societies. North America saw its first and greatest influx of West Indian women
in 1955 when the Canadian government issued Temporary Employment Visas to workers
from West India to fill the labour shortage in domestic work inside Canada (Silvera 1314). Consequently, Canadians have come to form an enduring impression of West Indian
women as distinctly alien, poor, scarcely educated, manless (their families, boyfriends,
and husbands stayed back home), and in sum, anything but attractive or sexy. With this
unsexy impression of the West Indian woman as domestic servant lingering in the White
Man’s (un/)conscious, it is hardly surprising that Evan eliminated Katie after the first
week. As for Dayana, despite the hassle she had tolerated to have her hair straightened in
order to physically assimilate with the white girls in the cast, the undisguisable colour of
her skin reminds Evan and the viewer of her black history. Succinctly put, the
stereotypical black matriarch is “an unfeminine, domineering figure”
(http://www.socqrl.niu.edu/forest/WomenColor.htm) who is the diametrically opposed
‘Other’ to the ideal white woman who is docile, submissive, chaste, and domesticated.
The origin of the black matriarch stereotype can be traced back to the epoch of
colonialism and slavery when a matrifocal structure was imposed upon slave families by
white masters and so Black women were delegated the role of cultural transmission and
preservation of family cohesion (Ruiz and DuBois 7). According to Evangelia
Tastsoglou, the image of the controlling black matriarch is still implicated in the
contemporary social conceptualization of black sexuality (8). With this in mind, what
man would want to get together with a black dominatrix? At variance with the
desexualization of black women, Asian women in Western mass media are eroticised into

produce a show like “Joe Millionaire”, a comparable situation would have occurred – that is, the
(white) Canadian bachelor would sooner or later eliminate the non-white candidates.
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submissive, fragile, exploitable creatures of exotic beauty and an innate penchant for
sexual exhibitionism with eyes for Western men to whom they are worthy of only a
trifling relationship (Schlotter). In Robert Payne’s estimation, this stereotype is fed by the
notorious Asian sex industry – especially in Thailand and the Philippines – wherein Asian
women are driven by poverty and a lack of social options to prostitution and performing
sex shows for Western male tourists. In light of this, it is no a coincident twist of fate that
Evan did not pick the Asian woman for his – in point of fact, any white man’s – reception
of an Oriental woman will necessarily be tinted by Western culture’s re-presentation of
the stereotypical Asian woman as submissive sexual object. It may be great fun to spend
a night with Mary, but to be involved in an enduring and committed relationship with her
is just about unfathomable given his culture’s lack of respect for Asian women. Overall,
belittling stereotypes of coloured women (whether they are brown, black, or yellow) are
only intelligible as such on the basis of the privileging of the white woman as the norm or
referent.
Likewise, subtle racial discrimination is at work in “The Bachelorette.” Of the
twenty-five fine-looking men she had at her choosing, only two were non-white: Billy,
the Asian firefighter, and Jack, a ‘light’ Black man from Cleveland. Alas, Billy never
made it through Episode One, and Jack was eliminated in the second ‘Rose Ceremony’
(where Trista offers roses to the men she sees potential in as a husband). While Jack is
definitely not a frightening- or creepy-looking man, the visible blackness in his
complexion necessarily brings to mind the nightmarish fantasy of the scary Black breast
preying on the helpless white girl that has been so vehemently and incessantly propagated
by mainstream media. On the one hand, sexual assaults or attacks on white women are
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sure to make the news as soon as there is even the slightest indication that the offender is
a black man; on the other hand, crimes against black women or black children carried out
by white men rarely receive much attention in the media. As Vron Ware points out, “the
images of vulnerability and defencelessness involved in many discussions about women’s
safety in the city often feed into racist assumptions about who are the victims and who
are the perpetrators of crimes against women. Sensational and sometimes inaccurate
reporting in the press has given the impression that areas where there are sizeable black
populations are particularly dangerous for women” (Ware 7). Taken as a whole, black
men are described in racist vocabulary and represented in such a way by mainstream
media so that they are forever damned by the stereotype of the unruly black criminal
preying on helpless white females. In contrast to threat of violence and lawlessness
associated with black manhood, the Asian man is typically typecasted as weak and
effeminate. Originally brought to the United States as a form of expendable, slave labour
- intended to serve as an alternative to African American slaves during the Civil War,
Chinese men entered at the bottom rung of the social and economic ladder. In all
probability, there is an actual anatomical justification for the stereotype of the Asian
male: owing to the generally smaller body frame of Asians proportionate to the average
white man, the former has been regarded as weak, inferior, and unmanly. Subsequently,
during the early 1900s when Asian immigrants sought to branch away from hard, cheap
labour and procure skilled professions, white working-class men struggled to preserve
their superiority and masculinity by limiting Asian men to jobs that were seen as
‘women’s work’ such as laundry, cooking, and cleaning
(http://www.bol.ucla.edu/~tiffloui/male.htm). Thus, the emasculation of the Asian male is
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consolidated and the stereotype has carried on into the present day. Given the stereotype
of the weak, effeminate Asian man persisting in Western collective cultural
(un/)conscious, it is no wonder why Trista quickly ruled out Billy as a potential husband.
I am not suggesting that Trista should be solitarily held accountable for submitting to
these stereotypes for she may be entirely naïve of the fact that stereotypes play a part in
the choices she makes about the men. Nonetheless, so long as these racial stereotypes
remain in the collective cultural (un/)conscious, they will continue to affect individual
decisions. Furthermore, racist politics, however subtle they may be, is evidently operative
not only in Trista’s decision but also in ABC’s calculated selection of the crew of twentyfive bachelors offered to Trista. After all, how likely is Trista going to pick a non-white
man if there are only two available for her to choose from? Consequently, one cannot
help but speculate whether or not Jack and Billy have been recruited simply as tokens to
multiculturalism so that the network can deflect accusations of racism should anyone
notice the overpowering whiteness in the group of bachelors.

It is no accident that the proliferation of reality shows promoting heterosexual,
same-race coupling and traditional gender roles coincided with women gaining greater
visibility and equality in the public sphere. Now that women are more economically
independent and politically active, men who want to maintain dominance must deploy
subtler strategies to disempower and subdue them. The new feminist woman who is more
enthusiastic about attaining individual, professional success than about starting a family
is unhealthy from the capitalists’ point of view seeing that the nuclear family – more
specifically, the invisible, unremunerated labour performed by housewives – are pivotal
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to the continuation of capitalism. At this point, one of the most effective and indiscernible
ways to brainwash women and adolescent girls of their feminist aspirations and lure them
back into domesticity is through popular media. Mainstream popular media, which has
always espoused masculinist interests, has done exactly that by delivering us reality TV
shows that glamorize unions between white, heterosexual, middle-class subjects. The
paradox, however, is that if real love is as sacrosanct and mystical as the TV networks
pronounce them to be, then it ought to be laughable that something so sacred and real can
be found so quickly and in such an artificial, unreal setting. Hereupon, it is possible to
think of “The Bachelorette” and “Joe Millionaire” as parodic or ironic exaggeration of
hyperbolization of the fantasy of love as class- and colour-blind. Like Judith Butler’s
drag queen who camp up the fiction of gender and thus satirizes and destabilizes it (175),
Evan and Trista partake in the culturally scripted or standardized ritual of falling in love
so as to expose the artificiality and absurdity of it. The laughter of the (enlightened)
viewer is a subversive laughter2: I laugh because I know that real relationships cannot be
so dreamy and uncomplicated.

It is important to note that not all laughter is of the subversive kind. My educated speculation is
that the majority of the audience laugh out of pure ignorant delight at the successful pairing of
the lovers. The prerequisite for the subversive laugh is an awareness of the artificiality of
institution of marriage, the fabricatedness of what Western culture takes to be ‘true love,’ and the
racist, masculinist, and heterosexist discriminations inherent in our notion of the ‘ideal couple.’

2
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to document and analyze the changes that have occurred in
the portrayal of middle-aged female detectives, investigators, and amateur sleuths in
contemporary American crime fiction. The last quarter of the twentieth century witnessed
a dramatic increase in the appearance of women between forty and sixty years old as lead
characters in crime fiction. In many genre-specific studies published in the 1960s and
1970s, scholars discussed crime fiction’s middle-aged female protagonists in detail,
concluding that the sleuth was feminine yet tough, respectful of authority yet unyielding,
and kindhearted yet willing to subject rule-breakers to punishment. Differences between
the analyses did, however, exist. On the one hand, some scholars of crime fiction were
critical of middle-aged female detectives, claiming that they were unrealistic creations
through which authors sought to eliminate the tension or incompatibility that readers—
especially male readers—might have sensed between the roles of “woman” and“detective”;
representatives of this school of thought maintained that, in order to achieve realistic
detective fiction involving women, writers would have to change the way the female
sleuths fit into the power structure and the amount of trust they placed in its ability to
right wrongs. On the other hand, numerous scholars responded favorably to the existing
female characters and suggested—if anything
—a toning down of those aggressive, combative
qualities that the first group found beneficial to the cause of feminism. By the end of the
twentieth century, crime fiction seemed to be responding to the first group=s suggested
modifications. This paper examines (1) the choice of crime, (2) the portrayal of the
female protagonist and her relationship with other characters, and (3) the concept of
justice in crime novels with middle-aged female protagonists published in the United
States between 1970 and 2000.
I.

Introduction
In an interview for a 1992 Publishers Weekly article, Sam Vaughan, editor-atlarge for Random House, foresees the overwhelming success of the contemporary female
sleuth, created and championed by women authors. He states:
Soon, the male, white, Anglo detective who occasionally takes a drink, likes what
were once called girls, and whose language is a model of imagery, profanity and
brevity will be declared an endangered species. (Herbert 28)
The above prediction might have seemed to be surprising at that time. In The
Encyclopedia of Murder and Mystery, Bruce Murphy writes that, although there is no
lack of statistics concerning the importance of women as writers of crime fiction in the
twentieth century, the same statistics reveal that some of the more famous women authors—
e.g., Dorothy L. Sayers, Agatha Christie, Margery Allingham, and Ngaio Marsh—often

chose to use male protagonists (“Women”). Indeed, despite the fact that crime fiction is
enjoyed both by men and women—unlike other formula fictions such as romances that are
read chiefly by women and westerns that seem to appeal to mainly male readers—female
sleuths did not seem to draw a really large, loyal reading public until the 1980s (Murphy
“Women”).
According to Marilyn Stasio in“A Sweep Through the Subgenres,” if women
writers chose female lead characters, they originally put them in a “Village Mystery,” a
“Historical Mystery,” a“Puzzle Mystery,” or a“Suspense Mystery” (69-75). However,
beginning in the 1960s, women began to play a more important role as characters in
crime fiction. Kathleen Gregory Klein points out in her monograph, The Woman
Detective: Gender and Genre (1988), that this development was a reflection of the social
changes occurring in the United States and Great Britain, especially those taking place
after the appearance of Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique in 1963, the creation of the
Bill of Rights for Women by the National Organization for Women in 1967, and the
articulation of a series of demands by British feminists during a conference at Ruskin
College (Oxford) in 1970 (150-151).
Gradually, female protagonists began to appear as private investigators, police
officers, and a more aggressive variety of amateur sleuth. By the 1980s, critics were
optimistic about the fate of women in—and their effect on
—crime fiction. Patricia Craig and
Mary Cadogan set the stage for future gender-related studies in The Lady Investigates:
Women Detectives and Spies in Fiction (1981) by examining how female sleuths are
shaped by “social attitudes and preoccupations of [their] time” (14). In her keynote address,
“Gender and Detective Fiction,” to“The Sleuth and the Scholar: Origins, Evolution, and
Current Trends in Detective Fiction,” a symposium held on 18 October 1986, Carolyn
Heilbrun—also known as Amanda Cross—emphasizes that women writers and sleuths are
causing detective fiction to change in a significant way. Maureen Reddy, in Sisters in
Crime: Feminism and the Crime Novel (1988), attributes to this new type of crime fiction
an important position in the “feminist project of redefining and redistributing power” (149).
In fact, by 1988, the number of detective novels written by women and containing female
sleuths had become so large that Victoria Nichols and Susan Thompson saw a need to
publish an annotated bibliography; they called their work Silk Stalkings: When Women
Write of Murder. In 1998, they produced a follow-up volume, Silk Stalkings: More
Women Write of Murder.
During the late 1980s and early 1990s, more and more articles concerning the
increased importance of women in mysteries appeared in magazines and newspapers such
as Ms., Publishers Weekly, People, The Writer, Redbook, and The New York Times. For
example, in April 1992, mention is made in Publishers Weekly of the dominance of
female protagonists and the decline of male protagonists. In fact, Rosemary Herbert, in
her article, “The Money in Mystery,” goes so far as to label male detectives an“endangered
sex” (28). She quotes Susanne Kirk, an editor at Scribners, as saying, “I feel a little sorry
for the men sometimes, because I think most of us are looking for strong female
protagonists. I’m enjoying selling, reading and editing them but I don’t want the men to be
entirely lost” (28).
Since writers such as Craig, Cadogan, Klein, Reddy, Nichols, and Thompson
evaluated the existing material, numerous studies have appeared (e.g., Kimberly J.
Dilley’s Busybodies, Meddlers, and Snoops: The Female Hero in Contemporary Women’s

Mysteries, 1998; Moira Davison Reynolds’ Women Authors of Detective Series: TwentyOne American and British Writers, 1900-2000, 2001; and Christine A. Jackson’s Myth
and Ritual in Women’s Detective Fiction, 2002), examining how post-1990 female
sleuths have changed. In this paper, we will turn our attention to one particular sub-genre
that has increased tremendously in number, but that has received little critical attention on
the part of scholars—works involving middle-aged female sleuths. The purpose of this
paper is to document and analyze the changes that have occurred in the portrayal of
middle-aged female detectives, investigators, and amateur sleuths in contemporary
American crime fiction; it examines (1) the choice of crime, (2) the portrayal of the
female protagonist and her relationship with other characters, and (3) the concept of
justice in works published in the United States between 1970 and 2000.
II.

The Middle-Aged Female Sleuth
Craig and Cadogan point out that“until the 1950s, roughly, the quintessential
woman detective was middle-aged and middle-class” (232). She tended to exhibit
eccentric behavior and to use her intuition to solve crimes; furthermore, she was normally
portrayed as a woman comfortably well-off, traditional in her views, and uninterested in
sexual relationships (Klein Woman Detective 139-143). Both Patricia Wentworth’s Miss
Silver and Austin Lee’s Miss Hogg represent this type of middle-aged female sleuth in the
early days of their crime-solving escapades (Craig and Cadogan 172-178, 223-226).
Afterwards, in the 1960s and 1970s, the norm shifted to women under forty or over sixtyfive years of age. The under-forty group consisted of teen-aged girls, attorneys, mothers,
police officers, and private investigators (especially those who had once been police
officers); the over-sixty-five group consisted of spinsters, widows, and grandmothers
(Craig and Cadogan 223-246).
With alarming frequency, the under-forty female sleuth risked becoming a totally
unbelievable character in the transitional period. One example, according to Klein, is
Carter Brown’s Mavis Seidlitz (Woman Detective 195-196). Standing as a warning to
feminist writers of what readers—perhaps subconsciously
—expected of young female sleuths,
Seidlitz is described on the back cover of one paperback novel that appeared in 1967 as
“the grooviest private eye in the business. A decided asset to the squad of LA’s Rio
Investigations. Topnotch in the numbers game (38-23-37). Hotshot in the dope racket.
Sexpert in the art of self-defense. A kitteny man-killer who learns the hard way that it’s
what’s up front that counts” (Seidlitz and the Super-Spy, back cover). In The Classic Era of
Crime Fiction, Peter Haining writes that Seidlitz is“a stunning private detective whose
attributes (other than her brains) usually overwhelmed the criminals she was hired to
bring to justice” (147).
The elderly women could become just as unrealistic. Dorothy Gilman’s Mrs.
Pollifax is characterized as a “white-haired grandmother and freelance CIA-agent” (Barth,
The Rag Bag Clan, last page). The back cover of a paperback edition of The Unexpected
Mrs. Pollifax (1966) supplies readers with the following additional information: “Mrs.
Virgil (Emily) Pollifax of New Brunswick, New Jersey, was a widow with grown,
married children. She was tired of attending her Garden Club meetings. She wanted to do
something good for her country. So, naturally, she became a CIA agent.” In Gilman’s Mrs.
Pollifax series, readers learn that the elderly female sleuth is interested not only “in pretty
hats and gardening,” but also“in yoga, karate, and the ‘Save Our Environment’ campaign”

(Craig and Cadogan 221-222). In the height of the Cold War, Gilman has Mrs. Pollifax
battle against KGB agents and remain undeterred by threats of torture; in the days of
Détente and during the post-communist years, Gilman confronts Mrs. Pollifax with less
politically motivated criminals such as drug dealers and art thieves (Craig and Cadogan
222).
In the 1960s and early 1970s, the middle-aged female sleuth was frequently
ignored by authors who were brave enough to produce strong women characters.
Eventually, the lack of attention changed, and the middle-aged sleuth that emerged in the
late 1970s was totally different from her predecessor; she had undergone a
metamorphosis. The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language defines the
word “metamorphosis” as“a transformation, as by magic or sorcery” or“a marked change in
appearance, character, condition, or function” (“Metamorphosis”). The rebirth of the middleaged sleuth is sudden, groundbreaking, and permanent. At first, one is tempted to label
her as mature, secure, successful, and liberated, but it is clear that these terms are at best
vague and refer to qualities not at all limited to middle-aged female sleuths.
What is necessary for a proper appreciation is some sort of theoretical framework
that can make clear what one intuitively feels. A good starting point can be found in the
monographs concerning feminist literature and the relationship between feminism and
crime fiction. The results of an analysis are startling. It is obvious that the middle-aged
female sleuth incorporates more fully than any other age group in crime fiction by
women those traits that feminist critics consider desirable.
III.

An On-Going Phenomenon
Klein speaks for numerous feminist critics when she issues a challenge to women
writers of crime fiction involving all types of female sleuths “to take on the genre; to
rethink it, reformulate it, re-vision it” (Woman Detective 227). Not everyone has
responded. New versions of the traditional mysteries involving women are still regularly
published. However, writers of crime fiction containing middle-aged female sleuths have
taken on Klein’s challenge, particularly in the areas of crime, characterization, and
resolution.
In Great Britain in the 1930s, members of the Detection Club believed that
murder was the only appropriate crime for mysteries (Klein 227). Manuals for writers of
crime fiction (e.g., Barbara Norville’s Writing the Modern Mystery, 1986; Hillary Waugh’s
Guide to Mysteries and Mystery Writing, 1991; Sue Grafton’s Writing Mysteries: A
Handbook by the Mystery Writers of America, 1992; and Larry Beinhart’s and Cathy
Repetti’s How to Write a Mystery, 1996) still maintain that murder is the crime most likely
to grip the reader’s attention. For example, H.R.F. Keating states in Writing Crime Fiction
(1986):
First, must it be murder? Well, yes, though there is no absolutely logical reason
why . . . [However] the reason murder is a virtual necessity in the detective story
is that it gives the reader a . . . feeling that here is something worth reading about.
It gives readers that necessary tug which will take them through all sorts of
possible wearisome matters to the final page. (3-4)
It is just this kind of mindless entertainment that critics such as Klein and Reddy
reject; instead, they suggest that all types of dishonesty form an acceptable base for crime
fiction (Klein 228; Reddy 148-149). In Sleuths in Skirts: Analysis and Bibliography of

Serialized Female Sleuths (2002), Frances A. DellaCava and Madeline H. Engel point out
that in addition to murder, crimes such as fraud, discrimination, violence against women,
and polluting the environment are significant enough to cause readers to remain receptive
to the text and reexamine existing social and political conditions (76-98).
The mystery writer Amanda Cross—the pseudonym for Carolyn Heilbrun—seems to
have adopted this attitude in her novels concerning Kate Fansler, a middle-aged Professor
of English at a well-known university in New York City. Elaine Budd comments about
Cross’s ability to de-emphasize murder: “Cross gets her murders and her bodies out of the
way fast. There is not really a lot of effective police work done in a Cross novel nor are
there many clues found and followed up” (16).
In one of Cross’s novels, The Players Come Again (1990), readers quickly learn
that there is no startling brutal murder to investigate; instead, as is stated on the front
cover of the paperback edition,“Kate Fansler investigates the literary mystery of the
century.” She begins by pursuing a rumor that the work of a male author, Emmanuel
Foxx, detailing a woman’s emotional life was actually written by the author’s wife,
Gabrielle. In the course of her investigation, she meets three older women who are known
to be connected to the Foxx family. Gradually, the true relationship of these three women
to one another and to Emmanuel and Gabrielle—as well as Emmanuel’s and Gabrielle’s
interdependence as writers—becomes clear. The one surprise the book holds in the
traditional sense is the uncovering of the truth behind a death long ago, one that appeared
to be of natural causes and was actually brought on by poison.
More important to Cross in her crime fiction is an examination of women’s lives
and the efforts of women to break free from the constraints of male-dictated role
expectations. Cross also describes ways in which “society murders and maims women”
(Roberts 96). This victimization of women occurs primarily through the prejudice that
they face in all aspects of their lives: in personal relationships, in economic matters, and
in their careers. It should be noted that Cross commits her own share of murder in her
novels. Roberts reports that Cross “kill[s] off women who represent for her antiquated
modes of female behavior” (96). She is especially critical of women who willingly
conform to male notions of suitable feminine character traits, pastimes, and career
choices. Throughout her novels, Cross depicts“autonomous” women (Roberts 98). These
women seek to undermine the traditional structure of society in which men play a
dominant role just as Cross seeks to“erod[e] the traditional conventions” of crime fiction
(Roberts 108). As a writer of mysteries, Cross rejects the emphasis of traditional
detective stories on explicating the past and instead strives to create texts that contribute
to shaping the present and future (Roberts 95, 105).
Women in crime fiction
—including the middle-aged female sleuths—have changed
dramatically since Dorothy Salisbury Davis wrote,“A woman, to get in on a murder, has
to be either dead or deadly, the victim or the murderer” (qtd. in Budd 23). In the last
quarter of the twentieth century, it was felt that female characters found in traditional
mysteries no longer had a place in realistic, meaningful, progressive crime fiction
featuring women detectives; what Klein terms as “real women portraying authentic, lived
experience” replaced the dyed-blond, big-busted, gun-toting amazons, the giggly mothers,
and the gray-haired, knitting, meddling old ladies in rocking chairs (Woman Detective
228). Providing information about a further development, Kimberly J. Dilley, in
Busybodies, Meddlers, and Snoops: The Female Hero in Contemporary Women’s

Mysteries (1998), explains that women writers are creating female sleuths who, aware of
society’s misconceptions concerning women’s strengths and weaknesses and conscious of
society’s expectations about traditional behavior of women, exploit that knowledge to
solve cases (133-153).
According to Marty S. Knepper, women writers of crime fiction are producing
works that show:
. . . as a norm and not as freaks, women capable of intelligence, moral
responsibility, competence, and independent action; . . . [works that reveal] the
economic, social, political and psychological problems women face as part of a
patriarchal society; . . . [that explore] female consciousness and female
perceptions of the world; . . . [that create] women who have psychological
complexity [,] and [that reject] sexist stereotypes. (399)
In short, it is doubtful that feminist writers today would come up with a detective such as
the one P.D. James hints at when she writes the following concerning a woman’s
suitability as an investigator:“Murder is often a domestic matter; that’s what makes women
good at it. Exploring a killing is a means of discovering the effect of the horrific upon
peaceful domestic life” (qtd. in Budd x).
Dolores Komo’s choice of middle-aged female sleuth in Clio Browne: Private
Investigator (1988) breaks with stereotypes found in traditional crime fiction, and at first,
the reader’s attention might be directed solely to her unusual investigator. Clio Browne is
a black middle-aged woman with a M.A. in History from Illinois State University, who
inherited a private investigation agency from her father. Her husband, a police officer,
died during an attempted liquor store holdup, and she and her husband’s former partner, a
white man by the name of Felix, have become good friends. By the end of the novel, the
friendship seems to have blossomed into something more serious.
Besides surprising readers with Clio, a non-traditional private investigator, Komo
uses her to lead readers to adopt a critical stance toward two female stereotypes common
to crime fiction: the innocent, helpless victim and the conniving manipulator. Clio
Browne becomes involved in investigating the murder of a woman named Angel Moon,
who came from a lower-middle-class family, worked her way through school, and had
jobs as a secretary in a law firm during the day and as a waitress at a popular upscale
restaurant in the evening. She had been married only one week when she was killed.
From the beginning of the case, the official attitude is that Angel was as close to
perfection as possible. To the police, she was blond, beautiful, and hardworking. Almost
in tears, Felix, 6’2” and normally rather gruff, says, “She was a nice girl who was
desperately trying to make something of herself . . .” (36).
However, as the novel progresses, readers think they have met a new Angel, one
who slept with several of the lawyers where she worked, accepted cash gifts from them,
went out with men only if they could provide her with money and excitement, and
trapped and married Wally, the richest playboy in St. Louis. Knowledge of this different
picture of Angel causes Clio, usually given to moderation and levelheaded thinking, to
comment,“She was a hooker who used her part-time waitress job to pick up johns” (36).
Nevertheless, by the end of the novel, Clio arrives at a more accurate portrait of Angel:
she had had to hold down two jobs to help support her mother and brothers; although she
did expect any potential boyfriend to have money and a sense of adventure, her
willingness to date was based on an emotional response to the individual; and she had

broken off all other relationships before consenting to marry Wally. The novel ends with
the following realistic picture of Angel as a person:
“So Angel wasn’t really the angel she was cracked up to be?” Tanya [Clio’s
secretary] burst into the conversation.
“Not quite, but not a devil, either,” Felix said.“It sounds like she was just
looking out for herself. She’d grown up watching her mother struggle through life
and she wanted to be sure her own way would be easier.” (184)
Authors of manuals about mystery writing agree that the conclusion is of prime
importance. Beinhart and Repetti point out that a great deal of emphasis is placed on
eliminating suspects, interpreting the collected clues, confronting and catching the
criminal, reaffirming the validity of the prevailing social order, and returning to normalcy
(24-43). But women writers have become antagonistic toward the existing social order
and suspicious of normalcy. Klein states that:
. . . if the traditional closure of detective fiction were abandoned for more openended uncertainty, then the status quo would not be reestablished as though all
social problems had been solved. . . . This attitude about conclusions might then
suggest how fluid and political any society’s definitions of justice can be, how
false the characters’ apparent relief from disruption might be, or how temporary
and limited the feeling of progress usually is. (Woman Detective 228)
Reddy feels that the resulting novel would “be capable of supporting multiple, conflicting
interpretations” and lead writers and readers “to be at least somewhat distrustful of
authority generally” (10). Indeed, in some crime fiction by women, as Klein forcefully
states in “Habeas Corpus: Feminism and Detective Fiction,” writers are already showing
that“the criminals and their crimes are woven . . . deeply into the fabric of American
culture. . . . They are the culture, not some malevolent force which has wormed its way
into society and taken over; they represent and are represented by the cornerstones of
American life and institutions” (181-182).
In Getting Away With Murder—published in 1991 by Clothespin Fever Press, a
women’s press—the author Pele Plante has her amateur sleuth CC (Cynthia Chenery Scott),
a semi-retired therapist and lesbian living in Dos Pueblos in central California, hot on the
trail of Jeffrey Randall, a man suspected of cheating and killing wealthy widows. She
faces a number of obstacles in her investigations because society in general, including the
sheriff, is prejudiced against her and her lover, Barbara, and the police refuse to pursue
any leads she has. In the end, CC confronts Randall with her knowledge of his
wrongdoings and is threatened and almost killed by him. She only manages to escape
because as Randall suddenly grows fearful and attempts to run away, his gun accidentally
fires, mortally wounding him. Even though two sheriffs deputies are almost immediately
on the scene, Randall is never officially charged with any wrongdoing. We read:
“So what is it, officially?” I [CC] persisted.
“Death by misadventure. Hunting accident. There’s nothing to support
anything else.” Blakely [a sheriff’s deputy] was firm.
“Even though he almost killed . . . me?”
“We don’t have any proof of that.” Blakely looked ashamed.
“Even though he admitted having something to do with the deaths of the
San Diego seniors?” I was angry again.

“Did he actually confess to killing them?” He looked interested again. “Not
exactly. He said he’d helped them die.” I saw his point.
“I’m sorry, CC. The sheriff is through with this case.” (181-182)
Although CC is able to resolve a number of issues related to Randall’s actions, she
is far from lulled back into a peaceful, contented state. In fact, she says concerning a
picturesque lake in which she assumes certain evidence has been dumped but which the
police refuse to drag
—a lake that for her symbolized Dos Pueblos and its idyllic charm, “I
would never look at it the same again” (186). Clearly, the comment also stands for her new
attitude toward law and social order in Dos Pueblos. As the book closes, the reader sees
CC still active in her community, but suspicious of social and political institutions,
preferring instead to place her trust in individuals who have proved themselves beyond
reproach and earned her respect.
IV. Conclusion
Those critical of the detective novel—and of crime fiction, in general—claim that the
genre, especially in its earliest forms, can be compared to an intellectual game featuring
cardboard characters and a highly stylized, unrealistic setting (Waugh 159-160). Relying
on surprise and suspense to have its desired effect on readers, a mystery supposedly
resembles a type of morality play or moral tale in which evil is punished and good is
rewarded (Keating 1-2). Besides a predictable outcome, additional genre-related
conventions concern the characters: the detective knows all; the villain is evil; and the
victim is saintly (Seifert 27-33). Furthermore, readers expect to see order restored in the
final pages of the novel (Norville 107-109).
As the twentieth century drew to a close, it seemed that the type of crime fiction
mentioned above, a puzzle with emphasis on the solution, had been eclipsed, at least in
part, by a new crime literature. In detective novels written by women and involving
female sleuths, the emphasis is now often on creating protagonists who, according to
Klein, exist “without continual reference to or affiliation with men and possess selfknowledge which prompts [them] to independent judgment on both public and personal
issues” (Woman Detective 201). Reddy says about this literature that “far from being mere
escapist literature or isolated, peculiar experiments in an essentially masculine preserve,
[it] participate[s] in the larger feminist project of redefining and redistributing power,
joining a long and valuable tradition of women’s fiction” (149).
In the case of the middle-aged female sleuth, she has changed from an interesting,
yet eccentric, spinster to a role model for women. Miss Silver and Miss Hogg have
yielded the floor to Ms. Fansler, Ms. Browne, and Ms. Scott. The middle-aged female
sleuth has joined the ranks of memorable women in post-1970s crime fiction, each of
whom is, according to Craig and Cadogan, the “embodiment of two qualities often
disallowed for women in the past: the power of action and practical intelligence” (246).
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Music in the Viennese Popular Comedy
by
Mary A. Wischusen, Wayne State University

The most popular theatrical experience in Vienna during the 18th and early 19th centuries was
the folk comedy. Relying on magical plots, farcical situations, improvised dialogue, local
color, and incidental music, and featuring a fool character known variously as Fuchsmundi,
Hanswurst, Bernardon, or Kasperl, this genre bridged the gap between the common person
and the aristocracy. Although the popular comedy was usually performed in humble settings
and was often censored and sometimes even expelled from theaters, it continued to develop,
eventually merging with Viennese singspiel and German romantic opera.

Various theatrical trends, from as early as the Middle Ages and from all over Europe, had
combined to produce this genre: 1) the folk plays of the Middle Ages and Renaissance, in
which the fool “Pickelhäring” first appeared; 2) the school dramas and Jesuit Theater
productions of the 16th and 17th centuries; 3) the commedia dell’arte brought from Italy in the
16th century; 4) the vaudeville comedies of late 17th-and early 18th-century Paris; 5) the Italian
baroque operas performed in Vienna, with their emphasis on le merveilleux; and 6) the
Elizabethan theater as performed in Austria by traveling English acting companies. Many of
these antecedents usually featured some sort of music, often merely simple songs, but at other
times arias, ensembles, choruses, and dances.
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Another major influence on the Viennese popular comedy was the brilliant writer of the
Austrian baroque, Abraham a Sancta Clara (1644?-1709), whose forceful, homey language,
grotesque humor, and coarse wit poked fun at the foibles of the nobility as well as the
common people. An ordained priest, Abraham juxtaposed rational and irrational elements in
his sermons and writings, using exaggeration, superstition, astrology, farce, contradiction,
pun, and satire to entertain and educate his audiences.1 It was probably no accident that one
year before Abraham’s death in 1709, manager and actor Josef Anton Stranitzky (1676-1726)
opened his harlequin shows in Vienna. Stranitzky’s “Fuchsmundi,” a "fool" character that
humorously attacked human weakness and poked fun at all classes of society, continued the
tradition of Abraham a Sancta Clara. In fact, Stranitzky quoted freely from Abraham’s
writings.2

At first, Stranitzky staged his improvised plays in Vienna’s marketplaces or in buildings
where temporary stages were erected. Although a new theater, called the Comödihaus, soon
opened in 1709, the first play staged there was an Italian comedy. 3 A few years later, in
1712, Emperor Joseph I granted Stranitzky the lease of this Court Theater, renamed the
Kärntnertortheater,4 thus establishing the first German-language theater in Vienna.5
Stranitzky's plays, with plots borrowed mostly from Italian opera and commedia dell' arte,
were essentially baroque spectacles of tragedy and grandeur, which dramatized the feats of
knights, princes, kings, and saints. Relieving tension and affording comic relief was
Fuchsmundi’s successor, “Hanswurst,” who mocked almost every aspect of life. Yet his
scenes were not intended to parody the main action, which was taken very seriously by
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audiences. Instead, they "arose from the Baroque conviction that the theater must present the
totality of human experience."6

Stranitzky himself would usually play Hanswurst, who soon developed into a typical Austrian
fool. Although his ancestors had worn no particular costume, Hanswurst dressed as a
Salzburg mountaineer—in a tall, pointed green hat, yellow trousers, and white neck ruffle.7
Sporting a thick, black beard, he was as rotund as his name implies. He carried a wooden
sword and displayed a large red heart pinned to his chest, framed on both sides by the initials
“H. W.” Characterized by greediness, cupidity, lechery, stupidity, and cowardice, Hanswurst
was nevertheless loved by Viennese audiences.8 His jokes often expressed social
dissatisfaction and irreverence to political and religious traditions that would never have been
voiced by a serious character.

Some of Stranitzky’s skeletal plots and dialogues still exist. These indicate that comic scenes
soon began to constitute a separate play that was almost independent of the main action.
Eventually, more comic characters were added, all of whom spoke in dialect, using idioms
and alluding to familiar places and events. Serious characters, on the other hand, used more
lofty language, lacking in local elements and references.9

Although no music survives from Stranitzky’s plays, the manuscripts indicate that music was
prevalent and important. Indeed it was the tradition of good music in his productions that
had been singled out as a deciding factor when the lease of the Kärntnertortheater was being
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discussed. The existing plays include short sections in verse, usually at the entrance or exit
of a principal character, or at an emotional climax—in short, just where an aria was expected
in Italian baroque opera. A typical play by Stranitzky probably contained fourteen short solo
songs plus a finale,10 perhaps influenced by 18th-century French vaudeville comedies, which
ended with all the important characters singing a verse of a strophic song. Surviving playbills
advertising Stranitzky’s comedies show that dances were even included in some
performances.

Stranitzky maintained his position at the Kärntnertortheater until his death in 1726, after
which his widow managed the troupe for a while, and Gottfried Prehauser (1699-1769) took
over the role of Hanswurst. In 1728 a new management began to alternate Italian operas with
German comedies at the Theater, and soon Emperor Charles VI actually decreed that Italian
operas must be accompanied by German comedies at the Kärntnertortheater.11 This forced
mixture encouraged the inclusion of more music in the popular plays. Librettos calling for
extensive musical scores exist from the early 1730s, for example a play with four choruses,
five duets, and twenty-four arias—six of them for Hanswurst.12

Prehauser refined the role of Hanswurst, transforming the rustic peasant into an urban fool,
who sought a place in cultured society as a sophisticated gentleman. Although Prehauser
played the role until his death in 1769, Johann Josef Felix von Kurz (1717-1783) had begun
to establish himself as the new leading actor of the company from the late 1730s. Kurz wrote
many of his own plays and created the role of Bernardon.13 Born from a giant egg,
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Bernardon is a stupid but amusing knave who travels on the back of a large rooster and who
constantly longs for marriage. More interesting than Hanswurst, Bernardon is not only naïve,
but also impulsive, mercurial, and even manic. Kurz’s plays are wholly comic, and the
surviving texts indicate numerous instances of pantomime, tumbling, and acrobatics.14

Although they contain no musical scores, Kurz’s thirteen surviving plays indicate that music
had an important role.15 Arias and simple songs predominate, constituting about two-thirds
(127) of the 183 musical numbers, but recitatives (3), duets (22), trios (7), quartets (3),
quintets (3), choruses and large ensembles (18) are also present.16 In only one case, Der neue
krumme Teufel (The New Crooked Devil), is a composer named—Joseph Haydn. This
work, possibly performed in 1758, calls for thirty-eight musical numbers: thirty-two arias,
one duet, one trio, three choruses, and an extended section encompassing two recitatives and
a duet.17 It is unclear if Haydn actually composed the music for this play, whose text may be
a reworked version of an earlier Kurz play, Der krumme Teufel (?1751). Nothing at all
survives from this work, which was probably improvised, although a performance on 29 May
1753 has been documented.18 Haydn’s collaboration with Kurz is affirmed by two of
Haydn’s early biographers, who describe how the young composer met Kurz. The playwright
then commissioned Haydn to compose the music for twenty-five ducats, apparently a
handsome sum.19

Besides Haydn, a few other names are associated with music for the popular comedy: Joseph
Paul Ziegler (1722-1767),20 Ignaz Holzbauer (1711-1783),21 and composers identified only as
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“Eder” and “Fauner.”22 These associations notwithstanding, it is by no means certain that
these composers, even Haydn, wrote for the popular theater. In fact, no composer has been
positively documented as having written music for the popular theater until 1769.23

Four handwritten volumes of song texts, however, do exist—from 260 comedies, dated
between 1737 and 1758.24 No composers are named, but some music is included in the last
volume—thirty-three arias and ensembles dated between 1754 and 1758, the earliest that
exists from the Viennese popular comedy. 25 Every current musical style is displayed, from
simple, strophic songs to more ornate arias in the opera seria and opera buffa traditions. The
music is lively and exuberant with emphasis on display, but with simple harmonies and spare
orchestral texture. The variety of styles far exceeds that in the new singspiel of northern
Germany and points to Italian influences that would become so important in the Viennese
singspiel, notably in Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte, at the end of the century.

Haydn may well have composed some of the pieces in this manuscript,26 for they are similar
to the German comedy arias found in his later singspiel or marionette opera, Die Feuersbrunst
(The Conflagration), which probably dates from 1776-77. In this work, twenty-one of the
twenty-seven musical numbers are short, strophic songs,27 typical of the popular theater
repertoire. Another interesting piece survives from this period, the “Aria die Dorina” (Hob.
XXIVb.1), unquestionably written by Haydn in 1760 or 1761, perhaps even for Kurz.28
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Although Hanswurst and Bernardon continued to be popular with the Viennese public
throughout the 1750s, Empress Maria Theresa dealt the popular theater a severe blow in 1751
by instituting strict censorship laws. Popular comedies in German would only be allowed if
their texts were submitted beforehand and passed by government censors.29 The following
year she declared that only serious German plays could be performed at the
Kärntnertortheater and that comedies should be chosen from the French, Italian, or Spanish
repertoires. Had these laws been strictly enforced, the Viennese popular comedy would
probably have ceased to exist. As it turned out, the Austrian government was reluctant to
enforce the severe punishments called for under the new laws, although extemporization was
still restricted. 30 Kurz, at whom the new restrictions were mainly directed, left Vienna for
Prague that same year. 31 Other playwrights emerged, and the theater was flooded with
mediocre literary versions of the Hanswurst and Bernardon plays. These were not well
attended, causing the Kärntnertortheater to experience severe financial problems. When Kurz
returned in 1753 to aid its financial recovery, improvised comedy was still against Austrian
law.32

Eventually, a talented writer of comedies that were acceptable to the censors surfaced at the
beginning of the 1760s--Philip Hafner (1735-1764), who contributed eight popular comedies
to the repertoire, all written withing the last two years of his short life. Hafner's plays are
literary works, although he did allow some improvisation. He often relied on magic, by now
an important element in the popular theater, and especially on local color. In fact, his
frequent allusions to specific Viennese locales; his comments about the high cost of living;
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his references to current styles and habits; and his introduction of typically Viennese
characters, especially the new fool “Kasperl,” gave rise to a new genre, known as the
Lokalstück.33

Music played a rather insignificant role in Hafner's plays and was confined to a few simple
songs or dances, although some of his comedies would later be adapted as singspiel librettos
by Joachim Perinet in the late 1780s and 1790s for the new Leopoldstädtertheater.34 Other
librettists of the Viennese popular theater, including Emanuel Schikaneder (librettist of
Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte), owed a debt to Hafner as well, particularly with regard to the
Lokalstück.35 When Hafner died in 1764, no comparable writer of comedies emerged to take
his place. Yet the popular comedy continued to be prevalent in Vienna, and when censorship
prevented these plays at the Kärntnertortheater, they were performed on temporary stages
both within and outside the city.

Although censorship had initially been declared mainly for political reasons, a movement had
begun much earlier to banish the "fool" from German stages. In 1737 the figure of
Hanswurst was burned in effigy at an allegorical ceremony in Leipzig by followers of Johann
Gottsched (1700-1766), a literary reformer who denounced the fool as a vulgar clown.
Furthermore, if the character appeared in a magic play, the offense was much worse, for in
Gottsched's opinion, theater should exclude all impossible or improbable elements.36 The
first literary attack specifically launched on the Viennese popular theater came in 1760 when
Josef Heinrich Engelschall advocated theatrical reform based on the principles of French
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classicism.37 Other attacks followed, chiefly by Christian Gottlob Klemm (1736-after 1810)
and Joseph von Sonnenfels (1732-1817), who objected to the coarseness and poor literary
quality of the popular comedies. Sonnenfels also criticized the influences of commedia
dell’arte and opera buffa in the Viennese plays, objecting to what he considered the artificial
nature of bel canto singing and the bad acting of singers. Eventually, he was able to convince
Emperor Joseph II that Vienna needed a national theater, in which German plays with high
literary standards could be staged. In 1776 the German National Theater was established at
the Kärntnertortheater, thereby eliminating the popular comedy from the Court stage.38

The genre continued to be popular, however, and eventually found a home in 1781 when the
Leopoldstädtertheater opened in suburban Vienna. Constructed by a company of actors from
Baden, this theater was soon frequented by all classes of society and would remain the most
popular of the suburban theaters until well into the 19th century. It soon became known as the
“Kasperltheater,” after Kasperl, a Hanswurst-type character made famous by the gifted
comedian, Johann La Roche (1745-1806) in farces and magic plays by Friedrich Hensler
(1759-1825) and Joachim Perinet (1765-1835).39

During its early years, the Leopoldstädtertheater featured mainly farces, plays with incidental
music, and Lokalstücke, in which Kasperl assumed various disguises.40 Little magic was
present at first, and even less drama or literary comedy, for the essential feature was
burlesque. The amount of music in these plays varied greatly, with some deserving the
designation “singspiel” and others calling for only a few musical numbers. When composers
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Wenzel Müller (1767-1835) and Ferdinand Kauer (1751-1831) joined the Leopoldstadt
Company during the later 1780s, however, the amount and quality of music increased
significantly.

Müller became Kapellmeister in 1786 and set about improving the musical performances in
the plays. He enlarged the orchestra and hired better musicians, including Kauer as ViceKapellmeister. Throughout the 1790s, the Leopoldstädtertheater was the most important,
indeed almost the only, venue for musical plays in German.41 Müller and Kauer contributed
numerous scores to the repertoire, as did many other composers of the day, with Müller being
the most popular and the best. His most characteristic music is the unpretentious solo songs
and duets that predominate, yet his scores also include small (but sometimes even full-scale)
ensembles, and choruses, usually with simple, yet effective, orchestral
accompaniment. 42

The other suburban Viennese theaters that staged popular comedies were the Theater auf der
Wieden, established in 1787, and the Josefstädtertheater, which opened the following year. It
was for Emmanuel Schikaneder’s Theater auf der Wieden that Mozart composed Die
Zauberflöte in 1791. There is evidence that a few years earlier Mozart may have begun a
popular comedy libretto that included such characters as Herr von Dummkopf, Wurstl
(Hanswurst), Kasperl, and a witch named Slinzkicotinzki; he may even have contributed a
duet for a Schikaneder comedy in 1791.43 Surely Papageno’s music in Die Zauberflöte
reflects the conventions of the popular theater.
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During the first three decades of the 19th century, Josef Anton Gleich (1772-1841), Karl
Meisl (1775-1853), and Anton Bäuerle (1786-1859) ushered in a new era of prosperity for the
popular theater. Their comedies, farces, parodies, and magic plays included music, much of
it composed by Kauer and Müller. Gleich required music in 83% of his 226 plays; Meisl in
61% of his 168 plays; and Bäuerle in 61 % of his seventy-seven plays. The amount of music
in each play varies greatly, with some having as many as thirty-one numbers and others as
few as four; but the average is between twelve and sixteen songs, plus incidental music.
Short, simple songs predominate, although occasionally there is an operatic aria. Duets and
small vocal ensembles are also common, but usually consist of alternating solos in which the
voices come together only briefly. Large ensembles do occur, especially in the music of
Müller, but even these are relatively simple with little polyphonic texture. Short,
homophonic choruses are common and often connect scenes or end an act. Instrumental
music is usually confined to the overtures, entr’actes, dances, serenades, and melodramas.44
Melodically simple, harmonically predictable, and dramatically superficial, the music of the
popular Viennese theater was intended to do no more than enhance and embellish the play at
hand. More often than not, it was extremely successful.

It was in 1823 that the first play by Ferdinand Raimund (1790-1836), Der Barometermacher
auf der Zauberinsel (The Barometer Maker on the Magic Island), with music by Müller, was
produced at the Leopoldstädtertheater. Only seven plays followed in Raimund’s short
career,45 but they represent the epitome of the popular comedy in Vienna. Though rooted in
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the traditions of the folk theater, Raimund’s plays employ more powerful, interesting, and
moving characters, not merely the amusing stock figures and caricatures of earlier
playwrights. He blends comic and serious elements in a fine dramatic structure and expresses
a tragic poetic vision within a comic framework.46

Music was an important part of Raimund’s plays. An accomplished violinist, Raimund
composed many of the melodies, which were then developed and orchestrated by the
composers with whom he collaborated—Wenzel Müller, Joseph Drechsler, Phillipp Jakob
Riotte, and Konradin Kreutzer. Besides the usual vocal forms, instrumental music is
frequently used for dramatic effect: to embellish the plot or emphasize stage action; to aid
character development; and to provoke humor, especially through operatic parody.47

The last step in the history of the Viennese popular comedy comes with Johann Nestroy
(1801-1862), who made his stage début as Sarastro in Die Zauberflöte in 1822. His first play
was staged at Graz in 1828, and he later wrote plays for the Theater an der Wien (the
successor to the old Theater auf der wieden) and the Leopoldstädtertheater (of which he
became director in 1854). His eighty-two comedies abandon the fairy-tale world of his
predecessors in favor of more realistic plots. Music plays a limited role: the earlier plays
averaging ten or eleven musical numbers and the later ones containing only a few songs.
Despite his musical training, Nestroy does not seem to have composed any of his own
music.48
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By 1850, the Viennese folk comedy had changed so much that it was no longer recognizable
as a distinct genre. Hanswurst-Bernardon-Kasperl had virtually disappeared from the stage,
replaced by the society (or salon) comedy as the most popular comic theatrical experience in
Austria. Farce and magic were replaced by drawing-room situations, romantic drama, and
realism, and the musical conventions of the popular comedy merged with those of singspiel
and romantic opera. Yet the Viennese popular comedy was fun, and certainly important,
while it lasted. It defined Viennese culture, spirit, and musical tastes for more than a century.
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Geisha, the term, the image, the person, has achieved iconic status while it/she/he
assumes different meanings in different cultural spaces and historical moments. One
image geisha continues to retain is that of a Japanese beauty, hyper-feminine, sexual, and
exotic. However, the uses to which a filmmaker may put this image vary widely, from
goals of social justice to crass exploitation. Referencing the stereotypes and discourses of
the cultural category of geisha in film, literature, and art, which leads to themes of
"orientalism" and "self-orientalism,” this paper explores two films in particular, the feature
film, “A Geisha” (“Gion bayashi,” 1953), directed by Mizoguchi Kenji and a documentary
entitled“Geisha” (2000), produced by Films for the Humanities & Sciences. Mizoguchi’s is
a critique of the treatment of geisha and naïveté of those who believe the profession to be
glamorous. The so-called documentary purports to present a window into the authentic
geisha world of today. Mizoguchi dramatizes the difficult lives of geisha at the end of
World War II. Ironically, the “non-fiction” film presents a vision of rarefied creatures,
isolated, ethereal, and exotic. At the same time the informants reveal conditions that are
less than satisfactory for them. The fictional narrative is one of social realism. The
documentary uncovers a fantasy but perpetuates it in its representation of the geisha and
their “exotic allure.” I will analyze in both films the development of the category of geisha
as a projection of male imagination, fantasy, and desire.
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Abstract
Waking the Dead: Totemic Illusions and the Black Collectible in Spike Lee’s Bamboozled
For the last two decades the cinema of Spike Lee has confounded, chagrined, delighted, and
seduced audiences and critics alike. This is particularly true of his 1999 film Bamboozled, a
satirical tale about a black television writer’s attempt to navigate mainstream America’s desire for
and consumption of African American representations. Deeply entrenched within the film’s
metatheatricality is a theoretical quagmire concerning the role of visual representation and material

culture in the formation of racial and national identities. Lee revives minstrelsy and employs black
collectibles within his narrative, raising several interesting questions about the American cultural
landscape: What is the relation between representations of blackness in American material culture
to an American collective identity? What do these representations reveal about race relations in the
US? Why do these negative representations of African Americans seem to resist destruction and/or
co-optation? This paper investigates the circulation of the black collectible within Bamboozled.
Specifically, I posit that Lee’s employment of the black collectible illuminates the relation between
racial hierarchization and American material culture. I suggest that the black collectible, as an
example of the racial stereotype in representation, evades co-optation due an intricate matrix of
fantasy, fear, desire, and power in play within all vehicles of colonial discourse. It is in this guise
that the black collectible, as a projection of the Other in American material culture, defies all
iconoclastic impulses within the film, foreshadowing the film’s violent conclusion.
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This workshop focuses on a physical exploration of expression, reception and
communication as source material within theatre, dance and visual art. This exploration
provides an avenue of discovery of social, emotional and aesthetic connections within the
arts and humanities. Based on principles of Contact Improvisation, T’ai Chi, Yoga and
Free Play, the workshop is designed to guide individuals to an awareness of self and
others in shared communication.
[Participants will be guided through physical experiences in connection with others.
No previous experience required.]
________________________________________________________________________
Areas of Application
Cross-disciplinary
[Theatre, Dance, Visual Art, Communication, and others]
Contact Information
Dr. Timothy R. Wilson
Department of Dance and Theatre Arts
University of North Texas
P.O. Box 310607
Denton, Texas 76203, USA
Email: twilson@unt.edu
Phone: 940.565.2211
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Biographical Information
Timothy Wilson’s work as a choreographer, performer and director have involved
commissioned creations of original contemporary works for stage as well as site specific
environmental performances in fountains, rooftops, subways, parks, museums and
galleries. In addition to independent performance productions, he has completed
commissioned works for numerous contemporary companies and universities including
staging collaborations with Doug Varone (N.Y.), Joe Goode (San Francisco), Claire
Porter (N.Y.), John Malashock (San Diego), Sue Schroeder (Atlanta), Sarah Irwin
(Houston) and Jose Bustamante (Austin).
Everett Evans (Houston Chronicle) sites
Wilson’s work as “playfully audacious.” In addition, Wilson has performed with the
Houston Grand Opera and has served as assistant director to the Alley Theatre’s first sign
language interpreted productions of Unexpected Guest and Pinocchio. He recently codirected The Laramie Project at the University of North Texas and led a related
symposium, “Humanizing Horror: A Community Response to Tragedy.” He has been
involved in international performance tours to Paris, Tunisia, Costa Rica and Bolivia.
With extensive experience in providing workshops and classes to University Students and
Faculty, Professional Artists, Communities, and School Children, Wilson has engaged
individuals in movement and self exploration for the past twenty years. Dr. Wilson held
faculty positions at several universities and currently serves as Chairman of the
Department of Dance and Theatre Arts at the University of North Texas.
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The Myth of Er and the Heroes of Epic
In Book10 of the Republic, at the end of the story of Er, the Pamphylian visionary
who enjoyed a brief sojourn among the dead, Plato offers an account of the souls of the
departed choosing new lives in which to be reincarnated: the choices of the four
Homeric characters (Rep. 10 620 b-d) merit particular interest, not merely because of
what they may reveal of Plato’s views on immortality or his theory of justice, but how
they reflect Plato’s earlier discussion of Homer and the poets in the Republic, as well as
the philosopher’s discussion of Homeric characters in other dialogues.
The four characters are Thersites, an obnoxious and quarrelsome braggart who
appears in Book 2 of the Iliad, reviling Agamemnon for starting a fight with Achilles
over Briseis, a fight that leads to Achilles’ withdrawal from the Achaean army; Ajax, the
herkos Achaion, the great bulwark of the Achaeans who carries the burden of the defense
of the Greek fleet after Agamemnon, Odysseus, and Diomedes are all wounded;
Agamemnon himself, the commander-in-chief of the Achaean forces at Troy; and
Odysseus, tactician of the Achaeans at Troy and hero of the Odyssey.
Thersites, the unfortunate coward of the Iliad whose real fault is ugliness in a
world that demands physical beauty, chooses the life of an ape. The selection not only
reflects but ratifies Homer’s judgment that Thersites was the foulest of all the Achaeans,
good only at quarrels and insults (Il. 2.216-224). In fact, Thersites, in his rebuke to
Agamemnon, says little that Achilles himself has not or will not say to the leader of the
expedition. Despite this, Homer makes it clear that Achilles has no more love for
Thersites than Agamemnon, and Odysseus quickly silences Thersites with a swift
beating, an action Homer thoroughly endorses.

Plato (or at least the Platonic corpus – the authenticity of the Hippias Major has
been doubted) mentions apes on another occasion, at Hipp. Maj. 289 a-b, where Socrates’
quotes with approval Heraclitus’ observation that apes are ugly compared to men. The
comparison is not without interest for Thersites’ selection. Thersites’ name itself, as
Gregory Nagy observes, has as its roots in thersos/tharsos, language appropriate only to
blame poetry, rather than the genuine boldness required by the heroes of epic. Blame
poetry is characterized by bestial images – that of the devouring dog, for example. But
something more subtle may be at work here: if one defines ainos, “praise” poetry, as
praising speech with an ulterior motive, such poetry can be connected with Aesop’s tale
of the ape and the fox. An intriguing parallel emerges: Thersites is himself a “blame”
poet, from his very name, bestial in his outcome; but he speaks in a way that may also be
construed as “praise” for Achilles on this occasion – an ulterior motive, i.e., a stick to
beat Agamemnon with, calls to mind the fable of an ape. Plato accesses precisely these
references with the striking image of Thersites’ choice – less than a man, blaming and
bestial, and even in so far as he practices ainos, the poetry of praise, he can rise only to
the level of an ape.
Agamemnon chooses the life of an eagle from a general dislike of the human race
and, one suspects, an entirely justifiable suspicion of women. Any animal might suffice,
but the eagle allows Plato to indulge in Aeschylean irony as well as to address the epic
tradition. The Aeschylean irony is obvious – the Atreidae’s delight at the slaughter of a
pregnant hare by the eagles of Zeus triggers the anger of Artemis, who demands in turn
the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. Agamemnon’s decision to sacrifice his daughter yokes him to
necessity, as Aeschylus puts it, and that sacrifice in turn engenders the destruction of

Agamemnon upon his return from the Trojan War. Moreover, the eagle was the bird of
Zeus, often ominous in epic. The Will of Zeus (boule Dios), was the cause of the Trojan
War, as is noted in the lost Kypria, as well as the specific plot of the Iliad (1.5) and, more
generally, the plot of any epic poem. The epic struggle between the Homeric heroes is
couched as an explicit competition to be recognized as Aristos Achaion, “the best of the
Achaeans,” a competition that drives the conflict between Agamemnon and Achilles in
Book 1. The consequence of that “Will” was the honoring of the heroes of epic (most
importantly, Achilles and Odysseus) and the reducing of Agamemnon to a comic villain
or foil. The plan of Zeus also entailed deceiving Agamemnon with a dream of victory
and glory in Book 2. More broadly, the fall of Troy entailed in its wake the destruction
of the Bronze Age and the end of mythology (for all practical purposes, there IS no Greek
mythology after the children of Agamemnon and Achilles). In light of these
considerations, we may then attribute Agamemnon’s choice to a sense of humor, at least,
a desire to have better access to Zeus’ plans in his next life. Forewarned is forearmed.
Either or both interpretations lie open with no difficulty, given Plato’s obvious skills as
both ironist and reader of poetry.
Two of the selections of the epic heroes in the myth of Er now seem clearly to
reflect not only facile choice, but genuine epic sentiment – Plato is aware of an internal
code that seems to govern the behavior of Homer’s heroes, to the extent that their
selections clearly coordinate with epic, tragic, and even lyric traditions of poetry.
Telamonian Ajax, with the twentieth lot, selects the life of a lion over the life of a
mortal, ostensibly, like Agamemnon, driven by a desire to remove himself from the
company of men, still mindful of being passed over for the arms of Achilles. The

selection has clear epic overtones. Ajax occupies a strange place in Homer. Of all the
Greeks who are ever called “Best of the Achaeans,” he is the only one for whom the term
aristos comes with a disclaimer, “best of the Achaeans after Achilles,” rather than a
qualifier, “best of the Achaeans at ..., e.g. his half-brother Teucer, at archery. As Nagy
observes, this appears to be an intentional oversight or premeditated afterthought. There
are others – a bare two-line mention in the Catalogue of Ships in Book 2, the failure
either to kill Hector or die at his hands in Book 7, in a duel in which the explicit prize is
kleos, i.e., the glory of oral poetry – the draw guarantees that Ajax will receive neither the
glory of killing Hector nor the kleos aphthiton, “undying fame,” of death in battle. In
fact, the suicide of Ajax guarantees that he will slip through the cracks of poetry,
rendering him, it the memorable phrase of Kenneth Atchity, the foil and anti-type of
Achilles.
To return to the choice of life as a lion: the lion simile was one of the standard
heroic similes in the Iliad, but in cases where Ajax, who does the great work of defense
of the Achaean ships in Il. 10-18, receives the lion simile, peculiarities invariably intrude.
In Book 13, he shares the lion simile with his homonym, Ajax son of Oileus; the lion
simile in Book 17 that some scholars have tried to assign to him clearly belongs to
Menelaus; and, most famously, at 11.548 Homer gives him the lion simile, only to take it
away and replace it with the image of a retreating donkey. Scholars have occasionally
endeavored to invent an honorific interpretation for the change, but most recognize it for
the insult it is, one of a series of “intentional oversights” that Homer has reserved for
Ajax.

Plato, then, appears to correct Homer’s slight by granting Ajax the life of the lion,
giving him the simile he had lost in Book 11 of the Iliad. We should not be surprised by
Plato’s attention to such detail; he quotes Homer far more than he does any other poet. In
fact, over one hundred direct quotations from Homer appear in the text of Plato. We may
logically infer that Plato here disputes the judgment of the epic poet by restoring the lost
simile as well as taking Ajax away from the pain of mortal existence. Before we can
render such a judgment, however, we must look at the parallel selection made by
Odysseus.
Odysseus, with the final lot in the underworld, chooses the life of an ordinary
mortal – a life in which he could finally find the peaceful existence that had eluded him
in his previous existence. On the surface, the argument makes sense and the choice
seems to follow the apparent patter of characters choosing a life that is both different
from and compensatory for their previous earthly incarnations. On another level,
however, a different reading, one which takes into account the marvelous subtlety of
Plato’s reading of Homer, is required. For in fact, Homer’s hero had already chosen the
quiet life for himself in his previous existence; circumstance forced him to renounce his
selection. According to the myths, Odysseus had in fact tried to avoid the Trojan War by
pretending insanity, and only the intervention of Palamades foiled his plans. Even
Agamemnon, in Aeschylus’ tragedy, acknowledges Odysseus’ reluctance to join the
expedition, while he praises his work once he arrived. Indeed, the greatest fame of
Odysseus arises from the simplest of human desires, the longing to go home. Odysseus
returns to the life of a human when he rejects the opportunity to spend eternity with
Calypso (the concealer, who can hide him from time, space, and mortality).

Moreover, Odysseus, by returning to earth as a man, wins the right to create
himself once more through speech, something Ajax, Agamemnon, and Thersites will not
be able to accomplish. And as much as by his deeds, Odysseus creates his heroism
through speech, for the greater part of his fame depends on his own account of his travels
that he gives to the Phaeaceans in Books 9-12 of the Odyssey. His own narrative
accounts of his activities in fact dwarf the activities of the Homeric narrator, whose
account never reaches the grandeur of the Iliad.
Plato has other reasons to favor Odysseus. When Socraters remarks upon the
writing of oratory manuals in the “leisure time” before Troy, he is alluding not, as
Phaedrus thinks, to contemporaries under assumed names, but rather to the ability of
Odysseus and Nestor to assert their heroic identities in speech. Nestor and Odysseus,
then, have this much in common – we know Nestor was a hero in much the same way we
know Odysseus was – each man tells us.
This is not a small point – the limited run that poetry will have in the Republic
depends on its ability to avoid imposture and impersonation. The choice of Odysseus, to
become a man, endowed with speech, guarantees that he, at least, will be able to speak
his tales – in fact, he may even be said to supersede Homer himself in Plato’s view, since
Homer, who in effect invents kleos, the glory gained from oral poetry, as well as nostos,
the story of return, ought to disappear from the ideal state.
Ajax and Odysseus, in memory if not in fact, seem locked forever in competition
– from the wrestling match in Book 23, during the funeral games of Patroclus, to the
competition for the arms of Achilles. The competition was not without interest to the
poets who succeeded Homer, and many of them had a suspicion that Nagy’s notion of an

“intentional oversight” in Homer’s portrayal of the son of Telamon was correct. A fifthcentury author in the Anthology took issue with Homer’s claim that, at the defense of the
ships, Ajax “no longer stood firm.” According to the anonymous author, a Phrygian,
standing near Ajax’s tomb, recited the line in mockery of the hero, only to hear Ajax’s
own voice coming from the tomb, maintaining that he had in fact stood firm. Sophocles,
of course, fashions from Homer’s taciturn hero his most interesting tragic hero, in
comparison to whom Oedipus sometimes seems merely annoying. But Pindar seemed to
take greatest exception to Homer. As Norwood observed, “Ajax, we see, troubled Pindar
very much,” and the Theban was fearless in denouncing an epic tradition that he felt had
unfairly disadvantaged the hero. In Nem. 7, Pindar claims that it is only Homer’s poetry,
rather than the deeds of Odysseus, that allowed Odysseus to win the arms of Achilles.
On a superficial level this is nonsense – Pindar was well aware that Homer was later than
either hero, but as Sandys observes, Pindar was claiming rather that the epic tradition
favored Odysseus, making him more famous than he deserved to be, and, by extension,
depriving Ajax of the fame he deserved. In Nem. 8, Pindar again insisted that the
judgment of arms had created latha, “oblivion”, for the Salaminian hero, and it was the
task of Pindar’s poetry to restore aletheia (usually translated “truth,” but more correctly,
“remembrance”) to Ajax.
The matter did not end there. The issue became familiar on stage and in Attic life,
where Ajax became a cult hero of one of the ten Cleishtenean tribes. As Farnell puts it in
his book on Greek cults:
“We may finally bear in mind this attachment – not wholly disinterested – of the
Athenian people to the Salaminian hero, when we are struck with the phenomenon which

the Attic drama presents, namely, that in contrast to the frequent vilification of the
personages of old epic, the figure of Ajax remains noble and even sublime, while that of
his rival Odysseus is almost uniformly debased.” (Farnell, 308)
Thus the cultural trends that Plato confronts in creating the next destiny for the
two heroes. On the one hand, an epic tradition that is solidly in the corner of Odysseus, a
character renowned for speech, character in and exponent of oral poetry. In contrast, the
much quieter Ajax, who speaks fewer lines in the Iliad than any other major character,
despite the fact that he appears in or is at least named in 20 of the 24 books of the poem.
Pindar, Sophocles, other tragedians, the people of Athens themselves threw in their lot,
figuratively speaking, with the son of Telamon. But Plato had created an agenda for
himself, one that he makes clear in Republic X 595, when Socrates announces a marked
preference for Homer and a distrust of the tragedians. But Socrates never fully endorses
Homer, who must himself rely on passages of quotation as well as narration, must
engage, therefore, in imposture and impersonation, as his narrator’s voice is subordinated
to the dialogic portions of the poem. The decision to restore Odysseus to the status of a
man allows a double ending. On a poetic level, only Odysseus, of the Trojan War figures
named in Book X of the Republic, can compete once more for kleos, the glory of oral
poetry that can only be one by mortals, those who face their fate on the fields where men
win glory, or become the subject of nostos, “return”, poetry. At the same time, Odysseus,
who narrates his own adventures and thereby, at least, leapfrogs one level over Homer in
the quest for true speech, would be more appropriate and more appealing in the specific
situation of the Republic, in which the ideal state seeks to restrict, if not simply to ban, all
forms of imitation.
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TEACHING ASIAN DESIGN AS A HYBRID COURSE
The International Data Corporation predicts that by 2005,
90 percent of all higher education institutions will have e-learning programs.
Educause Quarterly, No. 1, 2003

Introduction
An upper-level course, History of non-Western Interior Design in Asia
(subtitle: The Far East), was redesigned in a hybrid format in order to expand
student understanding of both the historical aspects and the contemporary
relevance of non-Western design in a course with a writing emphasis. It is
hoped that the employment of active learning techniques will not only enable
students to more easily incorporate non-Western interior design concepts into
their own work, but also aid them in developing designs that exhibit cultural
sensitivity.
The course includes four major objectives: that students be able to 1)
differentiate between the design of China and Japan, 2) demonstrate how
material artifacts evolve in relation to cultural values, 3) recognize the
historical non-Western influences on Western design, and 4) understand and
incorporate Asian design principles into their own studio work.
The hybrid course format, a combination of face-to-face and online work
using a course management system, was chosen to replace the existing
format in order to encourage active learning in a student population that is
increasingly influenced by an electronic environment. Portions of the existing
course, particularly assignments, were modified in the redesign process.
The Hybrid Philosophy
In the language of education experts, America is in the process of making a
shift from an instructor-centered model of education to one that is learnercentered. It is stated that “The challenge is to find the optimal mix of online
and face-to-face instruction that will leverage the major advantage of
asynchronous learning (any time, any place), while still maintaining quality
faculty-student interaction” (Martyn, 2003).
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Hybrid teaching is not a matter of simply transferring a portion of a traditional
course to the Web. It involves developing challenging and engaging online
learning activities that complement face-to-face activities while also following
the active learning approach. The use of technology is secondary to this
fundamental philosophical shift; technology provides the instructor with a
“better mousetrap” and a more convenient use of time for the students but
should not of itself be a course objective.
The greatest value in a hybrid course lies in the combination of face-to-face
(F2F) instruction with online activities like WebQuests that provide for the
implementation of active learning and critical thinking. “A WebQuest is an
inquiry-oriented activity in which some or all of the information that learners
interact with comes from resources on the internet.....WebQuests are
designed to use learners' time well, to focus on using information rather than
looking for it, and to support learners' thinking at the levels of analysis,
synthesis and evaluation” (Dodge, 1995).
Instructors must first become familiar with appropriate resources available
online in their own content area and design a portion of the course around the
use of those resources. In this case, museum and university internet sites,
related to art and design, were used. Course management software, Desire 2
Learn (D2L) or a similar system, plays an essential role. The system contains
material, input by the instructor and accessed by the student, for each
segment or module of the course, including text, internet links, and other
visuals.
Associated Problems
There are drawbacks reported in the use of the hybrid format. Alan Aycock,
an Instructional Design Consultant at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee’s Learning Technology Center and a professor in the Department
of Anthropology, is an experienced hybrid course instructor. He speaks about
hybrid courses regularly and gives cautionary advice: when working online,
students may have problems scheduling their work, managing their time, and
understanding the implications of the hybrid course module as related to
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learning. There is also a tendency for faculty to require students to do more
work in a hybrid course than they normally would do in a purely traditional
course. Instructors must ensure that they have not created a course and a
half (Aycock, 2003).
Another problem for faculty is the amount of time needed to initially create the
course. Untenured faculty are cautioned about “wading into the deep water”
of hybrid course development. The result for them can be a course developed
at the expense of activities needed for tenure purposes. All faculty members,
tenured or untenured, must be continually aware that a good hybrid course
uses not only the “bells and whistles” of technology, but valid, well thoughtout instructional material.
The Process in a Design Course
A modular course plan helped in the selection of the elements most crucial to
interior design and to concentrate on those elements. It focused students on
material related to four module topics and helped them to see the
connections between the visual manifestations of design and their historical,
philosophical and social underpinnings.
Physical meeting time (seat time) for this course was approximately one day
a week for 75 minutes, plus an individually student-selected schedule spent
online in asynchronous activity. Text material included selected chapters in a
general history of interior design text, Interior Design and Decoration by
Sherrill Whiton and Stanley Abercrombie; two paperbacks in the World of Art
series, Chinese Art by Mary Tregear and Japanese Art by Joan StanleyBaker; and various supplementary readings. Material on the internet,
primarily from museum sites, not only augmented lectures, but facilitated
active learning, serving as a base for writing assignments.
All lectures were face-to-face and all written activities, including quizzes, were
online. Course management systems facilitated the writing emphasis
component by providing students the opportunity, via the discussion section,
to read what other students had written, compare it to their own work, and
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peer review it. Because this was a new format and the course fulfills a writing
emphasis requirement, large reports were eliminated and assignments
broken up into small weekly segments, two short papers, and a “Looking
Journal”.
The Looking Journal, a tool to help students recognize and apply Asian
design elements to the design of today’s interiors, was required from each
student at the end of the semester. It consisted of scanned images of current
Asian-inspired furnishings, accessories, and interiors found in magazines and
design journals, placed in a simple PowerPoint format. Students were
required to state in the notes section of each slide, how the interior reflected
Asian inspiration or illustrated Asian design principles.
Results, Findings, Conclusion
The course format was favorably received by students who are comfortable
with electronic communication. They feel it responds to their need for
flexibility in scheduling; time can be more easily arranged according to the
demands of major design projects and the demands of part-time jobs.
An encouraging aspect is the increase in discussion that occurred when
compared to a traditional course format. Students are often reluctant to voice
opinions or ask questions in class but seem more willing to address a topic
online. Even though they met face-to-face weekly, removal from the
classroom environment appeared to free them from inhibition by allowing a
degree of anonymity. Online threaded discussion also facilitates student
learning through the exposure to multiple perspectives, as Martyn (2003)
states is possible.
The most rewarding aspect of the course was the greater depth of
understanding expressed in the module papers. The incorporation of
traditional lecture and text material with diverse information from websites
generated a more complete learning experience for students unfamiliar with
Asian cultures.
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Hybrid courses may be the answer to improved learning for students in the
twenty-first century. More details concerning student feedback, instructor
satisfaction, what has worked well, what aspects need to be changed, and
content delivery will be reported in the presentation.
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Abstract
Distance education through web-based instruction is a growing trend in higher education.
It is important that online students receive good instruction and learn from their online
experience. In web-based instruction one element that must not be overlooked is the
level of access students have to essential resource materials. The purpose of this research
is to examine the perspectives of Indiana State University students involved in web-based
instruction to target opportunities that enhance educational quality, student development,
student achievement, and student engagement with the content. Specifically, this
research will investigate potential student-related access barriers, which may include
costs and motivators, student support and services, feedback and teacher contact,
alienation and isolation, and lack of experience or training. By gaining a better
understanding of student perceptions of potential access barriers in web-based
instruction, faculty and administrators can better facilitate the development and delivery
of online learning experiences that truly engage students at a higher level. The research
would use survey a designed to find answers to some key questions related specifically to
web based instruction delivered by Indiana State University to collect data. The survey
would be given to different virtual classrooms of online students at Indiana State
University.
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Boullée Cenotaph Project Abstract
This poster submission features the Cenotaph for Isaac Newton, an unbuilt
monument dedicated to Newton, by the 18th century visionary French architect, Etienne
Louis Boullée. The design, conceived in 1784 during the Neoclassical Period, still
appears revolutionary today. My presentation explains Boullée’s project through a tripartitioned poster featuring copies of the original drawings, my rendered AutoCAD views
of the cenotaph, a guide to the neoclassical design elements of the Cenotaph, and a
motion video that helps to communicate the scale of the building.
The Cenotaph is an exercise in circles, as the major elements of the building are
circular: a 400 foot dome set in three concentric, ascending levels, is ringed with cypress
trees. Although the dome appears to be a perfect sphere, it becomes apparent in the
AutoCAD rendering that this is an illusion. It was created by two unequally-sized domes
placed on top of one another, the bottom dome being several times larger than the top.
The interior space is empty with the exception of a vacant tomb memorializing
Isaac Newton. Because of the lack of engineering technology in the 18th century, the
building could not have been constructed in its time and would indeed be difficult to
build even today. Although the design appears to be ahead of its time, in actuality it does
reflect the style of the Neoclassical Period. Sphinx statues guard the doorway, a dentil
band encircles the upper ring, cypress trees arranged in circles cover the levels, and
several other features are among the stylistic elements which Boullée included.
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“Narrative Cubism: David Hockney’s Development of Innovative Memory Art and
Picasso’s Cubist Idiosyncrasy in Pearblossom Hwy.,” deals with contemporary pop artist
David Hockney’s brief exploration of the artistic medium of photocollage. This paper
posits a reclassification system of Hockney’s photocollages, which he refers to as joiners,
into three specific categories- spatial cubism, still life cubism and narrative cubism.
Using this new classification system, this paper focuses on the addition to Pablo Picasso’s
cubism of Hockney’s development of latent memory in collage. This culminates in the
artist’s innovation of what I classify as narrative cubism. Focusing primarily on Hockney’s
renowned joiner Pearblossom Hwy. #2, I also review why this is the only joiner that
belongs in the particular category of narrative cubism and the stylistic and contextual
devices which eliminate other joiners from this classification as well. Picasso’s
idiosyncratic influence on Hockney is also detailed throughout the various discussion
points as well as definitive explanations of why this paper sets forth the fact that Picasso
never achieved this further step in his cubist works of any media.
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ABSTRACT

Several studies have found music instruction beneficial to the academic
achievement of preschool and elementary students. This study was designed to determine
whether music instruction using the Orff-Schulwerk music process would enhance the
mathematics scores of 28 secondary students. The FULLTREAT group received daily
music intervention for 20 weeks, the LIMTREAT group received weekly intervention,
and the NOTREAT group received none. All groups showed significant gains in
mathematics scores: the FULLTREAT showed the highest, the LIMTREAT group the
second-highest; and the NOTREAT group the lowest. Although the overall population
and sample size were small, the researcher found significant differences between the
three groups, with the improvement in mathematics scores relating positively to the
frequency and amount of music instruction.
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INTRODUCTION

From early human history, music and mathematics have shared a common bond.
Evidence of this dates back to the time of Pythagoras, who used mathematics to prove
ratios of intervals in the music scale.
Researchers have found that music can enhance cognitive abilities, particularly
when introduced in early childhood (Shaw, Graziano, & Peterson, 1999). Few studies,
however, have investigated the effect of music instruction on middle and high school
students. The author believes that if music affects positively affects cognitive abilities at
the elementary level, then it should have the same effect on secondary students.
This study was designed to investigate the effect of music instruction upon the
mathematics scores of middle and high school students.

Review of the literature

Researchers continue to make remarkable discoveries about the correlation
between music and cognitive abilities. Although not everyone who studies music does
well in mathematics, a direct connection seems to exist between the two subjects; some
researchers believe this is due to biological elements within the brain (Shaw, Silverman,
& Pearson, 1985).
Independently of neurological research on this connection, researchers have
discovered that music instruction integrated into the traditional mathematics curriculum
yielded higher student mathematics scores. A Music Spatial-Temporal Math Curriculum
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introduced in an urban classroom of second graders resulted in them scoring on
the same level as fourth graders on the Advanced Math Concepts Test and increased their
national Stanford 9 mathematics scores (Shaw et al. 2000). Other researchers have
reached results that suggest music can improve mathematics skills (Graziano, Peterson, &
Shaw (1999) (Shaw & Rauscher, 1994) (Longhurst & Shaw, 2000). Nathalie Robinson
investigated the question using a 2-year music curriculum project involving a wide
variety of musical instruction two or three times a week. She was able to demonstrate that
participating students not only had higher music scores, they had higher mathematics
scores than those who did not participate in the program (Robinson, 2000).
Some research suggest the effects may be long-term as well. Rauscher et al.
examined spatial-temporal reasoning in 78 preschool children. Their results suggested
music instruction could produce long-term modifications in underlying neural circuitry,
particularly in non-music areas of the brain. This effect can enhance learning of
mathematics and science (Rauscher et al., 1997).
Educator Joyce Kelstrom reported that a series of studies conducted by the
College Board between 1990 and 1996 found students involved in music and art
programs scored consistently higher on the mathematics and verbal sections of the SAT.
The data were collected through a self-reporting information bank (Kelstrom, 1998).
Case studies have been conducted in high schools to determine the academic
success of secondary school music students (Milley, Buchen, Oderlund, & Mortarotti,
1983). A 1992 study by the Colorado High School Association on Band and Orchestra
concluded that the students involved in music programs achieved at a higher level than
non-music students (McCarthy, 1992). In 1981, another case study involving students
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from Mission Viejo High School in southern California found grade point
averages of music students were higher (3.59) than those of non-music students (2.96)
(Mickela, 1990).
Other researchers have shown that music instruction has a direct effect on
students’ cognitive ability in general. Robitaille and O’Neal showed that fifth graders
music students outscored the general school population in all areas on the CBTS. Their
results also revealed that the length of involvement in music related positively to high
achievement (Robitaille & O'Neal, 1981).
Various music approaches to teaching music have been researched. Rosemary
Omniewski studied the differences in mathematics achievement scores among groups
taught using different approaches: an integrated art approach, an innovative and
interactive approach, and traditional classroom techniques. Analysis of the data revealed
all three groups scored significantly higher between the pre-test and post-test
(Omniewski, 2000).
However, an article published in Nature by Martin Gardiner (1996) showed
traditional music instruction may give different results than some experimental methods
of teaching music. First graders taught using the sequential steps of the Zoltan Kodály
method, which emphasizes daily singing and the use of hand signals, showed significant
gains in mathematics over the control group (Gardiner, 1996).
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Statement of the Problem

Although research has indicated younger children tend to benefit most from early
music intervention, the body of research needs to include studies of older students to
paint a clearer picture of the benefits.

Hypothesis

The hypothesis is that music-intensive intervention would enhance middle school
and high school students’ mathematics scores, and students with the most time in musicintensive intervention would show the greatest gain in mathematics scores.

Significance of the Study

The author believes studying the relationship between music and mathematics
will not only be of significance to local school districts but also in the national education
arena. Few studies have explored the effect of music instruction on secondary (middle
and high) school students, yet thousands of these students participate in secondary music
programs across the country. A large number of them have not been previously involved
in school music programs. This researcher examined the relationship between music and
academic performance, particularly mathematics, to determine whether these students
could benefit from the music-intensive instruction.
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The writer believes this research project could significantly impact the
field of education. Current research indicates the test scores of high school students
involved in school music programs rank among the top test scores nationally (Mickela,
1990). Previous studies suggested that music students score very well on the ACT and
SAT College entrance exams (“Profiles of SAT and Achievement Test Takers,” 19901996). By examining the relationship between music and academic achievement, this
study is designed to suggest answers to the question of what influence music has upon
middle and high school students’ mathematics scores.

Assumptions and Limitations

The writer assumes the present studies that suggest music enhances academic
performance are valid, particularly when music is introduced at an early age. The writer
further assumes middle and high school students can benefit from studying music and
that all students could share in this enhancement. Another assumption is that the subjects
who receive daily music instruction will show the most gain in their mathematics scores.
It is the writer’s assumption that the quality and frequency of music instruction will be
positively related to the student’s mathematics scores.
This study was limited to the middle and high school students who attended one
private school over the duration of this study. The study focused on the enhancement of
mathematics scores after 20 weeks of music instruction.
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METHODOLOGY
Procedure
The researcher examined a population of middle and high school students to
determine the effect of music instruction upon their mathematics scores. Children aged
11-17 attending a private school were grouped into one middle school class (grades 6-8)
and one high school class (grades 9-12). The school permits individual paces, which
allowed the students to work at their own level within a reasonable amount of time. This
made it easy for the researcher to provide music-intervention instruction to the students in
the treatment groups and leave members of the control group to work at their individual
paces. There were two teachers at the school – one for the middle school students and one
for the high school students. Subjects were randomly selected and placed into three
groups:
1. Group one (FULLTREAT) received music instruction 50 minutes daily for 20
weeks.
2. Group two (LIMTREAT) received music instruction 50 minutes weekly for
20 weeks.
3. Group three (NOTREAT) received no music instruction during the 20 weeks.
These three groups were maintained as the researcher taught music for 20 weeks
at the private school.
The music instruction was comprehensive, consisting of recorder playing, music
theory, movement, singing, instrument playing, and creativity. The researcher taught the
students using the Orff-Schulwerk music education process. Conceived by German
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composer Carl Orff and dancer Dorothee Gunter, this process unifies singing,
instrument playing, movement, and improvisation. Students also learned how to
incorporate non-pitched percussion instruments into the Orff-Schulwerk orchestration.
Subjects demonstrated creativity through the exploration of vocal and instrumental
lessons.
The students received standardized pre-tests of the CTBS/4 (mathematics section
only). After 20 weeks, the teacher-researcher re-administered a parallel of the fourth
edition of the CTBS as a post-test and compared the data to that from the pre-test.
Different forms of the tests (each consisting of a pre-test and a post-test) were used for
the middle and high school groups. The tests were graded and the data was safeguarded
by the principal of the school.

Subjects

The subjects were randomly divided into three groups of middle school students
and three groups of high school students. Twenty-eight students participated in the study:
10 in the FULLTREAT group, 10 in the LIMTREAT group, and 8 in the NOTREAT
group (N=28).
The students at this private school scored average to below average on
mathematics tests; the subjects traditionally scored below the national average on the
mathematics section of the Stanford-Binet 9 standardized tests of basic skills. However,
two middle-school students had above average test scores. These two students were
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randomly assigned to the LIMTREAT group and did not show as much gain as
the students in the FULLTREAT group.
The majority of the subjects had limited exposure to music instruction before the
research project began. Subjects received music instruction at the elementary school
level, consisting of traditional instruction once a week, in most cases, and twice a month
in other cases.
Traditional music education took a unit approach using pre-recorded music,
standardized work sheets, music textbooks, and limited, if any, use of instruments. Some
traditional music educators have sought to introduce the recorder to teach children to play
instruments. The traditional approach stands in stark contrast to the Orff-Schulwerk
process used in this study, which emphasizes an innovative, child-centered classroom that
not only engages the children in experiencing music, but in creating it as well.
Essentially, all of the students shared the same starting point for the study;
however, two of the high school subjects had instrumental instruction at the middle
school level. Although these two students were randomly assigned to the FULLTREAT
group, the writer believes the overall gain of the entire group further supports the
hypothesis that music-intervention instruction improves mathematics gain.

Dependent and Independent Variables

In this study, the student’s mathematics scores were the dependent variable. The
independent variables included the following:
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1. Music-intensive intervention included a comprehensive music course using
the Orff-Schulwerk approach to music education.
2. Student’s ages (i.e., middle school vs high school)
3. To improve students’ attitude about the study, the teacher-researcher explained to the
students the importance of trying hard on the tests to provide the best possible data.

Data Collection

Subjects recorded their answers to the mathematics sections of the standardized
Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS) on computer generated answer sheets.
Subjects were asked to answer 44 questions dealing with mathematics computations in 38
minutes and 50 questions dealing with mathematics concepts and applications in 44
minutes. Data were hand-scored by the principal, who checked the materials for
completeness and accuracy, particularly with regard to ensuring accuracy of all
identifying information. The CTBS/4 pre- and post-tests were administered to all middle
and high school students attending the school to provide a control. Then the students’ raw
scores were documented and catalogued.

Instrumentation

Although the CTBS is not used in the state of West Virginia for testing students,
the researcher purchased A and B forms of the test to ensure that in the post-test the
students were not familiar with the examination.
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The CTBS has been widely accepted as an excellent examination for
assessing students’ abilities in all academic subjects and has been used by school systems
in California, New Mexico, and Maryland (Williams et al., 1991). A number of
researchers and educators also accepted it for measuring academic criteria (Williams et
al.).

Data Analysis

The writer used a General Linear Model option available in Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS) 10.0, an analysis of variance, to uncover any statistically
significant differences among the post-test means of the FULLTREAT, LIMTREAT, and
NOTREAT groups, with pre-test score (PRETEST) and grade level (GRADE) included
as covariates.
The effects of the music-intensive intervention on members of the three groups
can be clarified further using analysis of covariance. Within the context provided by the
Linear Regression option of SPSS 10.0, the analysis of covariance is equivalent to
multiple regression analysis with one or more categorically independent variables and
one or more additional interval/ratio independent variables, with the latter serving
primarily as controls.
The researcher chose to record the data without age separation; age or grade did
not affect the variance between the groups.
Upon analysis of the pre- and post-test scores, the FULLTREAT and LIMTREAT
groups showed the most compelling evidence to support the researcher’s hypothesis that
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music-intervention instruction enhances mathematics scores. The pre- and
post-tests, designed to accurately portray the students’ mathematics abilities, measured
the subjects’ mathematics abilities before and after music intervention.

Descriptive Statistics

Each student’s level of mathematics achievement was measured using the
CTBS/4 test at the beginning and at the end of the 20-week period. Since this secondary
school included both middle school and high school levels, each student’s grade level
(Grade) was also recorded. Descriptive statistics on the CTBS/4 for each group,
FULLTREAT, LIMTREAT, and NOTREAT, are reported in Table 1, which contains the
mean and standard deviation of all variables used in the analysis.
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics – Mean and Standard Deviations
Group
FULLTREAT (N=10)

Variables

33.20

9.78

Post-test

39.50

9.68

9.90

1.97

Pre-test

32.90

17.30

Post-test

34.80

12.93

9.90

1.91

Pre-test

37.88

10.93

Post-test

31.50

5.18

9.63

2.39

Grade

NOTREAT (N=8)

Standard Deviation

Pre-test

Grade

LIMTREAT (N=10)

Mean

Grade

Analysis of Variance

Using the General Linear Model option available in SPSS 10.0, an analysis of
variance was done to determine any statistically significant differences among the posttest means of the FULLTREAT, LIMTREAT, and NOTREAT groups, with pre-test score
(Pre-test) and grade level (Grade) included as covariates. Results of the analysis of
variance are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2
Analysis of Variance with Covariance
Variable

SS

DF

MS

F

Significance

Group

486.18

2

243.09

4.95

0.016

Pre-Test

823.99

1

823.99

16.76

0.001

9.62

1

9.62

0.20

0.662

Grade

The analysis of variance shows statistically significant differences among the
post-test means of the groups. Since the post-test means reported in Table 1 show us that
all post-test differences go in the expected direction (music-intensive intervention
improves mathematics achievement), the analysis of variance findings are consistent with
the judgment that such intervention enhances measured achievement in mathematics
among secondary school students. Moreover, the greatest benefit accrues to the
FULLTREAT group, with a smaller advantage for the LIMTREAT group.
Adjusted Pairwise Comparisons
Furthermore, in Table 3, as an extension of the analysis of variance, we have
examined all pairwise comparisons of post-test means using a modified Bonferroni
adjustment to avoid inflated alpha levels with multiple comparisons. This ensures that the
actual alpha level does not exceed 0.05.
The pairwise comparisons further inform our analysis of variance findings by
revealing that differences between the FULLTREAT post-test mean and post-test means
for the LIMTREAT and NOTREAT groups are statistically significant. In addition, the
difference between the LIMTREAT post-test mean and the NOTREAT post-test mean is
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also statistically significant. In short, all pairwise comparisons yield
statistically significant differences.

Table 3
Analysis of Variance
Groups

Mean Difference

Significance

FULLTREAT/LIMTREAT

6.04

0.034

FULLTREAT/NOTREAT

10.58

0.007

4.54

0.048

LIMTREAT/NOTREAT

Analysis of Covariance with Post-test Scores

The effects of the music-intensive intervention on members of the three groups
can be clarified still further through use of analysis of covariance. Within the context
provided by the Linear Regression option of SPSS 10.0, analysis of covariance is
equivalent to multiple regression analysis with one or more categorically independent
variables and one or more additional interval/ratio independent variables, with the latter
serving primarily as controls. In this instance, two categorical or dummy variables are
created using the FULLTREAT and LIMTREAT groups. The NOTREAT group is
suppressed, serving as the reference category (see Table 4).
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Table 4
Analysis of Covariance Using Post-test Scores (N = 28)
Variable

Unstandardized Coefficient

FULLTREAT

10.581**

0.504

LIMTREAT

6.040*

0.288

PRETEST

0.531***

0.671

GRADE

-0.366

Standardized Coefficient

-0.072

R2 = 60.0%
Adjusted R2 = 53.1%
*p < 0.05
** p < 0.01
*** p < 0.001

The results of the analysis of covariance are consistent with the results of the
analysis of variance. Again, when compared with the suppressed NOTREAT group,
students in the FULLTREAT group scored, on the average, 10.58 points higher on the
post-test. Similarly, when compared with the NOTREAT group, students in the
LIMTREAT group scored 6.04 points higher. The regression coefficients corresponding
to FULLTREAT and LIMTREAT are statistically significant, and the post-test score
advantages which they represent occur with controls in place for Pre-test and Grade.
As with the analysis of variance, the analysis of covariance shows that the 20week music-intensive intervention is positively related to substantial increases in the
mathematics post-test scores. Recall, moreover, that the FULLTREAT group received the
intervention each school day for 50 minutes while the LIMTREAT group received the
intervention once each week for 50 minutes. Therefore, as with the analysis of variance,
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the analysis of covariance is consistent with the judgment that frequency and
intensity of the intervention is positively related to mathematics post-test score
advantages.

Analysis of Covariance with Gain Scores

The results of the analysis of covariance reported in Table 4 are based on use of
the post-test score as the dependent variable. Some analysts, however, prefer to use gain
scores, the difference between pre- and post-test scores, rather than post-test scores as
outcome measures. In this view, it is useful to make explicit that the writer is especially
interested in changes in achievement over time. Results using gain scores are reported in
Table 5.

Table 5
Analysis of Covariance Using Gain Scores (N = 28)
Variable
FULLTREAT
LIMTREAT

Unstandardized Coefficient

Standardized Coefficient

10.581**

0.516

6.040*

0.295

PRETEST

-0.469***

-0.608

GRADE

-0.366

-0.073

R2 = 58.1%
Adjusted R2 = 50.9%
*p < 0.05
**p < 0.01
***p < 0.001
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In this instance, we see substantial gains between the pre- and post-tests. These
gains correspond to membership in the FULLTREAT or LIMTREAT groups, when
compared with the suppressed NOTREAT group.
The analysis of variance and analysis of covariance have given us three different
perspectives on the measured consequences of our music-intensive intervention for
mathematics achievement. Each statistical approach confirms that the FULLTREAT
group showed the greatest improvement in CTBS/4 mathematics scores and the
LIMTREAT group showed a more limited gain.

Conclusions

The results are striking: the differences among groups all go in the expected
direction. Moreover, this holds despite there being only 28 cases, important because a
lack of case-intensive statistical power makes statistical significance difficult to achieve.
Furthermore, the comparatively large pre-test mean for the NOTREAT group is
evidence that random assignment is sometimes an imperfect process. Clearly, use of a
judicious selection of controls and a variety of statistical procedures was not excessive.
The research supported that each statistical procedure leads to the same result:
Music-intensive intervention is positively related to measured achievement in
mathematics with this group of secondary school students. The relationship is such that,
within yet-to-be-determined limits, the positive effect increases with the frequency and
duration of the music-intensive treatment.
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Students who received music training for 50 minutes daily showed the
most improvement. The LIMTREAT group also benefited from the music intervention,
which suggests to the writer that implementation on a limited basis is helpful for
improvement of mathematics scores. Because of the limited number of middle and high
school students attending the subjects’ school, the researcher took extra precautions with
the data analysis. Nevertheless, it would have been desirable to have a larger population
of subjects in this research.
The writer believes that the type and quality of music intervention is key to
achieving the desired results from the students. Although this research project used an
integrated music approach rooted in the Orff-Schulwerk process, other musical methods,
processes, and interventions could yield similar results.
One related limitation of this study is the “attention effect.” Did the students do
better because of the additional attention and expertise the researcher brought to the
study? It is a possibility that cannot be ignored, even though the researcher only taught
music and did not discuss or introduce mathematics into the lessons. One would expect
that the music skills of the FULLTREAT group would be better than the LIMTREAT and
NOTREAT groups because of the frequency of instruction. However in light of the large
differences among the groups, the researcher believes music specialists and regular
classroom teachers should explore appropriate means to foster the integration of music
into the curriculum. Essentially, if the “attention effect” was a contributing factor in
improving the students’ mathematics scores, music is an excellent way to offer that
attention.
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This research project further supported the use of innovation and
interactive lessons as effective methods of teaching. This approach was well received by
the students, engaging multiple senses using materials that called for the students to focus
on and complete multiple tasks. For example, the use of body percussion and speech
rhythms challenged students, but not to a harmful degree. They worked through their
individual mistakes, often correcting missed patterns without intervention from the
teacher.
In conclusion, the data collected supports the hypothesis that music intervention
positively affects the academic skills of middle and high school students in mathematics.
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[abstract] (uncorrected work-in-progress) The reference tool being
developed here relates only to Joseph Butler (1692-1752), one of the
great Anglican divines, but its presentation at the Humanities
Conference is to serve as a case study of what I claim is needed for
the most fruitful study of any major text in the humanities. Textual
studies should always be field studies covering the full context of the
work in question, but also strictly limited and disciplined so that a
restricted range of material is presented with complete objectivity.
The aim of this tool is to guide the researcher to all material
directly relevant to the study of Bishop Butler. The chronology
includes all dates in Butler’s life about which anything is known, the
bibliography includes all printings of Butler’s works, including brief
excerpts and quotations, as well as all secondary material including
even very brief passages. The point is that to study an author one
must also at least potentially study the author’s sources and
influence, and to study those sources and influence one needs a guide
that has been compiled with the utmost objectivity and presented with
perspicuity.
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0.

“Following Nature” An Introduction with Brief Chronology
Bishop Butler Historical Society

The following typescript is entirely an uncorrected work-in-progress.
The reference tool being developed here relates only to Joseph Butler
(1692-1752), one of the great Anglican divines. The motivation for its
presentation at the Humanities Conference is to serve as a case study
of what I claim is needed for the most fruitful study of any major text
in the humanities. Textual studies should always be field studies
covering the full context of the work in question, but also strictly
limited and disciplined so that a restricted range of material is
presented with complete objectivity.
The aim of this research guide is to guide the researcher to all
material directly relevant to the study of Bishop Butler. The
chronology includes all dates in Butler’s life about which anything is
known, the bibliography includes all printings of Butler’s works,
including brief excerpts and quotations, as well as all secondary
material including even very brief passages. The point is that to
study an author one must also at least potentially study the author’s
sources and influence, and to study those sources and influence one
needs a guide that has been compiled with the utmost objectivity.
In the case of Bishop Butler there are come special circumstances that
make the task easier. Manuscripts are very few, Butler’s complete
works run to fewer than 700 pages, the great bulk of the secondary
material is in English, and the total amount of material, while huge,
is nothing compared with what is available for other eighteenth-century
writers such as David Hume, Bishop Berkeley or Dr. Johnson. So a
comprehensive guide to Butler that is for all practical purposes
complete is certainly possible for a single researcher to compile. The
great difficulty is that while many scholars have written about aspects
of Butler’s work, very few have been interested in the full range of
Butler’s life and work. And also, the incorrect information published
about Butler and left uncorrected in the literature is perhaps as great
or greater than any author. Getting at the truth about Butler
therefore serves as a worst-case exercise of considerable intrinsic
value, but also potentially of help to those interested in such salvage
operations applied to other work in the humanities.

The Work of the Bishop Butler Historical Society

(1A) In-house. A collection of all editions of Butler's works and of
all sources that mention Butler. I recently did a presentation (see
checklist and handout) on my collection for the Bibliophile Society of
Rochester (NY), which encouraged me to believe that that work is going
well. My collection was reviewed positively by Peter Dzwonkoski,
former rare book librarian at the University of Rochester, in The New
York - Pennsylvania Collector (Oct 2002). So far I have been able to
fund the collection out-of-pocket. (1B) Places Associated. Describes
all Butler-related objects other than printed books held by others.
Location of printed books can be found using Worldcat, &c
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(2) A research tool that will connect all areas of Butler Studies with
the primary texts. (2A) A version of that has been available on the web
for several years now, and the most recent (2B)print version is
scheduled for presentation at The Hawaii International Conference on
Arts and Humanities in Honolulu in January 2004. [this document].
Eventually this research tool will go on-line as a Butler Encyclopedia
using technology similar to that used for the Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, i.e., a program that allows for easy revision without
compromise of editorial oversight. So far, funding has not been
available for the full-scale version of this project.
(3) A new annotated edition of the complete works of Bishop Butler.
This has been accepted by the University of Rochester Press for
publication in 2004. The aim here is to produce (3A) a text that will
stand up to serious study (previous printings of Butler's works are
filled with errors that can only confound the attentive reader), and
(3B)will have good information on Butler's sources and his influence.
We plan to cover the 19th century influence fully so far as it can be
linked to specific passages, but for the 20th century we want to be
careful to avoid over-emphasis on the topics that happen to be popular
at the moment. I've already gotten funding for the research and the
Press will pay all costs of publication.
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Butler’s Life and Times
Dates

Location

Life and Work

16921712

Wantage

born May 18

17121714

Tewkesbury

student
academy

17141718

Oxford

student at Oriel College

more
Clarke

17191726

London

preacher
Chapel

Fifteen
(1726)

17251740

Stanhope

rector of Stanhope

The
Analogy
Religion (1736)

17381750

Bristol
London

and

bishop of Bristol, dean
of St. Paul's

Six Sermons

17501752

Durham
London

and

bishop of Durham

Charge to the Clergy

1752

Bath

at

at

died June 16
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Jones'

the

Rolls

letters to Clarke
letters

to

Sermons

of

1. Butler’s Sources

II. Works A. Letters
1. Original five to Clarke Answer to the fifth
letter
[3] Newton, Princip. Mathemat. Schol. ad definit. 8.
[3] Newton, Princip. Mathemat. Schol. general. sub finem.
[3] Cartes, Epist 69, partis primæ [letter to More of 15 April 1649]
II. Works A. Letters
BM Add. MSS 4,370
f
BM Add. MSS 12,101
II. Works A. Letters
BM Add. MSS 32,713
f
BM Add. MSS 32,716, ff
BM Add. MSS 32,716, ff
BM Add. MSS 32,722, ff
BM Add. MSS 32,722
f
BM Add. MSS 32,722
f
BM Add. MSS 32,725, f
BM Add. MSS 35,411
f
BM Add. MSS 35,411
f
BM Add. MSS 40,748
f

II. Works

2. Later four to Clarke
5
letter to Clarke, 1713. copy
letter to Clarke, 1717
2. Later letters to various
452
letter to ____
283-84
Newcastle to Butler, Sept 28, 1748
365-66
to Newcastle Sept 25, 1748
56-59
to Newcastle Aug
5, 1750
58
letter to George II, 1750
74
letter to Johnson, 1750
457
to Newcastle Dec
1, 1751
15
to Newcastle, 1750
18
letter to Dr. J. Johnson, 1750
109
letter to G. Bowes, 1752

B. Fifteen Sermons (1726) 1. human nature: social nature
[6] † Hobbs of Human Nature, c.9. §. 17.
B. Fifteen Sermons (1726) 2. human nature: supremacy of

II. Works
conscience
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726) 3. human nature: supremacy of
conscience
Stoics
alluded to S52
Stoics
alluded to S56
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
4. government of the tongue
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
5. compassion
Hobbes
S73n compassion
Stoics
alluded to S80
Hobbes
S82
compassion
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
6. compassion
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
7. Balaam (self-deceit)
Philo alluded to S95
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
8. resentment
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
9. resentment
Cato's rule
S 122
10. self-deceit
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
11. love of neighbor
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
12. love of neighbor
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
13. love of God
Augustine, St
quoted
S 172n
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
14. love of God
II. Works B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
15. ignorance of man
Socrates
S 199
II. Works
B. Fifteen Sermons (1726)
16. Preface (1729)
Wollaston
quoted
S 6
Shaftesbury
S11
criticism of
Shaftesbury
S12
criticism of
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Shaftesbury
S13
criticism of
Shaftesbury
S14
criticism of
Epicureans
S16
self-love
Cicero
quoted
S16n
Hobbes
S16n
compassion
La Rochefoucauld quoted
S16n
Epicureans
S17
happiness
Epicureans
S20
system of
II. Works
C. Analogy 1. tp: title, publisher, epigraph
Quintil[ian], i.6
quoted
A 0
II. Works
C. Analogy 2. adv. state of irreligion
[Burnet, pref to 3ed Pastoral Care, 1713]
A xvii
[Collins, Butler, pp.93-95]
A xvii
[Law's Serious Call, Overton's preface to, p. xi]
A xvii
[Berkeley, Works (Fraser, ed.) iii, 195]
A xvii
II. Works
C. Analogy 3. intro. appeal to probability
Locke, [4.15.5]
A 2
Origen, Philocal[ia], p. 23, ed. Cant.
quoted
A 4 [ch ii, par 5]
[Berkeley, Alciphron, vi. 31]
[Paley]
A 6
[Kant]
A 8
[Voltaire, Essai sur les probabilites in Works 1777, vol xxvi, p. 457]
[Wilkins, Principles and Duties, 1675, ch iii
A11
[Clarke, Evidences, prop xv
A12
II. Works
C. Analogy 4. pt I ch I: future life
Clarke, to Mr. Dodwell & [p. 101]
quoted
A17n
[Cicero, Tusc. Quaest. I.xxii.51]
A18
[Cicero, Tusc. Quaest. I.xx.46]
A21
Antoninus
quoted
A26
Brachmans
A26n
Strabo
quoted
A26n
[Seneca, Ep. 102]
A26
[Pearson, Bishop, Exposition of the Creed art xi.9]
A33
[Colliber, Free Thoughts Concerning Souls 1734] A33
[Benson, Archbishop, Life, vol ii, p 217; i, 612]
A33
II. Works
C. Analogy
5. pt I ch II: government of God
II. Works
C. Analogy
6. pt I ch III: moral government of God
Shaftesbury
quoted
A48n
II. Works
C. Analogy
7. pt I ch IV: probation as implying
trial
II. Works
C. Analogy
8. pt I ch V: probation as intended for
moral discipline
II. Works
C. Analogy
9. pt I ch VI: necessity as influencing
practice
II. Works
C. Analogy
10. pt I ch VII: govt of God imperfectly
comprehended
II. Works
C. Analogy
11. pt I concl.
II. Works
C. Analogy
12. pt II ch I: importance of
Christianity
Augustine, St
quoted
A 139n
Colliber, S
quoted
A 146
II. Works
C. Analogy
13. pt II ch II: presumption vs
revelation as miraculous
II. Works
C. Analogy
14. pt II ch III: our incapacity of
judging
II. Works
C. Analogy
15. pt II ch IV: Christianity imperfectly
comprehended
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II. Works
II. Works

C. Analogy
16. pt II ch V: mediator and redeemer
C. Analogy
17. pt II ch VI: want of universality
Grotius
quoted
A 216n
II. Works
C. Analogy
18. pt II ch VII: particular evidence:
prophecy and miracles
Clement, St of Romequoted
A 224
Mahometanism
A 226
Koran
quoted
A 226n
Jerome, St quoted
A 237n
Porphyry
quoted
A 238
Jews
A 243
Jews
A 247
Jews
A 248
Jews
A 249
II. Works
C. Analogy 19. pt II ch VIII: objections to arguing from
analogy
II. Works
C. Analogy 20. pt II concl.
II. Works
C. Analogy 21. diss I
Locke
A 281
II. Works
C. Analogy 22. diss II
Epictetus
A 286n
Antoninus
quoted
A 287
Hobbes
quoted
A 287
Cicero
quoted
A 287n
II. Works
D. Six Sermons
1. 1738-39 propagation of gospel
Jews
S 204
II. Works
D. Six Sermons
2. 1740
London hospitals
II. Works
D. Six Sermons
3. 1740-41 martyrdom of Charles I
Charles I
S 230ff
Livy quoted
S 240
II. Works
D. Six Sermons
4. 1745
London charity schools
II. Works
D. Six Sermons
5. 1747
accession day
George II
S 259ff
George II
S 262
regard for the people
Jews
S 264
Jews
S 265
Pretender, the Young
S 265
II. Works. D. Six Sermons
6. 1748
London infirmary
II. Works. E. Durham Charge
Mahometans
S 293
Fleetwood, Bp
quoted
S 295
Jews
S 295
Casaubon
cited S 296n
Cudworth
cited S 296n
II. Works. F. Bristol Charge
BM Add. MSS 39,315
f 34
from 4th charge, 1749
II. Works. G. Fragments (Remains)
BM Add. MSS 9,815
prayers, will, letters to Forster
Eg 2,134
f 14
Mucking Manor
Hobbes
S 306
II. Works. H. Plan
II. Works. I. Spurious
II. Works. J. Indexes
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A. Butler’s Sources: Sources Cited by Butler
Ancients
O.T.
N.T.
Antoninus, Marcus Aurelius (121–180):
1. [A.I.i.20] "Nay, for ought we know of ourselves, of our present life
and of death; death may immediately, in the natural course of things,
put us into a higher and more enlarged state of life, as our birth
does..." In a note, Butler quotes Lib. IX. c. 3 on the analogy between
going from the womb to this world and going from this world to the
next.
2. [DV.2] "...the object of this faculty is actions, ..." Butler
quotes cites M. Auton. L. 9. 16. "Virtue and vice do not consist in
passivity, but in activity."
Augustine
1. [S 13.7] In a note, Butler quotes de Civ Dei, xv. 22 regarding
affections the having of which implies love of the affection.
2. [A 2.1.2] In a note, Butler quotes Aug. in Psal. xxxi [Enarratio
ii.2] regarding the view that whether piety and virtue are believed and
practiced upon the evidence and motives of nature or of revelation is
of no great matter.
Cato.
[S 9.26]
A great man of antiquity is reported to have said, that as he never was
indulgent to any one fault in himself, he could not excuse those of
others." Bernard cites Sallust's report, In Catilinam, lii.7, “Saepe
de luxuria atque avaritia nostrorum civium questus sum, multosque
mortales ea causa adversos habeo; qui mihi atque animo meo nullius
unquam delicti gratiam fecissem, haud facile alterius lubidini
malefacta condonabam
Cicero.
1. [Pref. 35]
Butler cites Epicurean of de Fin. i.10 as an example of the strange
affectation of explaining away the whole of life as nothing but one
continued exercise of self-love, like Hobbes and la Rochefoucauld.
2. [DV.2]
Butler cites Off. lib 1. c. 6, along with M. Anton on activity, not
passivity.
3. [A 1.1.12]
Bernard suggests Tusc. Quaest. I.xx.46.
4. [A 1.1.8]
Bernard suggests Tusc. Quaest. I.xxii.51.
Clement of Rome
[A.II.vii.7]
There is also to be mentioned a distinct and particular evidence of the
genuineness of the Epistle chiefly referred to here, the first to the
Corinthians; from the manner in which it is quoted by Clemens Romanus,
in an epistle of his own to that church.
Butler cites Clem. Rom. Ep. I. c. 47 in a note.
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Bernard quotes, “Take up the epistle of the blessed Paul the Apostle.
What wrote he first unto you in the beginning of the Gospel? of a
truth he charged you in the Spirit concerning himself and Cephas and
Apollos, because that even then ye had made parties,” suggests the
reference is to I Cor. 1.12, and give the source as Clement’s letter to
the Corinthians in the name of the Roman Church, about 95 A.D.
Epictetus
[DV. 1] In a note, Butler cites Arr. Epict. L. 1. c. 1. as source of
his phrase moral “approving and disapproving” faculty.
Epicureans
1. [Pref. 35] see Cicero.
2. [Pref. 37] "... the Epicureans, who maintained the absence of pain
was the highest happiness."
Jerome
[A.II.vii.26] Re Porphyry on Daniel in his Commentary on Dan. 7:7.
Livy
[S6.3.18] "They could neither bear their vices, nor the remedies of
them," citing Liv., lib. i. c. 1.
Origen
Philocal[ia]
quoted
A 4 [ch ii, par 5]
Philo alluded to
Porphyry

S 95

quoted

A 238

Quintil[ian], i.6 quoted
Socrates
Stoics
Stoics
Stoics

p. 23, ed. Cant

S
alluded
alluded
alluded

A 0

199
to S 52
to S 56
to S 80

Strabo.
[AR 1.1..20]
JB quotes Strabo in Greek on the Brachmans (Lib. XV. p. 1039. Ed. Amst.
1707) to the same effect as Antoninus; Bernard adds a similar thought
from Seneca, Ep. 102. See Strabo. Strabonis Rerum geographicarum libri
XVII. Theodoor Jansson ab Almeloveen, Isaac Casaubon (eds.).
Amstelaedami: Joannem Wolters, 1707. (CRDS G87.S87 1707 closed stack
folio & other NYS) See also many secondary sources and translations
with notes.
Moderns
Casaubon, Isaac.
[Charge 17] Casaub. in Athenæum. l.i. c.xi. p. 22
Animadversiones in Athenaeum, 1600.

Clarke
1. Letters to
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2. See Dr. Clarke’s Letter to Mr. Dodwell, and the Defences of it.
Clarke, to Mr. Dodwell & [p. 101]
quoted
A17n

Colliber
1. [RN 1.1.16] JHB mentions Free Thoughts Concerning Souls (1734)
regarding the immortality of brutes.
2. [RN 2.1.14] JB cites Revealed Religion [154-55] as quoted by Daniel
Waterland
Collins, Anthony
see in PI

Ralph Cudworth
[Charge 17]
Cudworth, On the Lord’s Supper, p. 8
A discourse concerning the true notion of the Lord's Supper.

Descartes
Descartes

quoted

A 5
S 330n

Duport
[Charge 17]
Duport. præl. in Theophrastum, ed. Needham, c. ix. p. 335, etc
Jacobi Duporti Praelectiones in Theophrasti characteres

Fleetwood, Bp William
Bishop of St. Asaph from 1708-1714 was William Fleetwood (1656-1723)
later Bishop of Ely.
[Charge 13] Charge to the Clergy of St. Asaph, 1710
The Bishop of St. Asaph's charge to the clergy of that diocese in 1710
and now made publick, by His Lordship's permission. London : Printed
for Sam. Buckley and sold by D. Midwinter, 1712

Grotius
quoted
A 216n
[A 2.6.15] Ut ita sermo Evangelii tanguam lapis esset Lydius ad quem
ingenian sanabilia explorarentur. De Ver. R.C. lib. ii. towards the
end.
Wilkins has the quote in Bk. i, c. 3, and cites Grotius, p. 32 of 1675
edition.

Hobbes
Hobbes

S16n, 28n, 73n, 82, 306
quoted
A 287

La Rochefoucauld

quoted

Locke

A 2, 281

S16n
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Newton

quoted

Shaftesbury
Shaftesbury
Shaftesbury
Shaftesbury
Shaftesbury
Shaftesbury

S 330n

quoted
A 48n
S 11 criticism of
S 12 criticism of
S 13 criticism of
S 14 criticism of

Daniel Waterland (1683-1740)
[RN 2.1.14]
See, The Nature, Obligation, and Efficacy, of the Christian Sacraments,
&c. and Colliber of revealed Religion, as there quoted.
The nature, obligation, and efficacy, of the Christian sacraments,
considered; in reply to a pamphlet; intituled, An answer to the Remarks
upon Dr. Clarke's Exposition of the church-catechism [by A. Sykes]. As
also the comparative value of moral and positive duties distinctly
stated and cleared. London, Printed by S. Aris for J. Crownfield, 1730
see Fitz esp.

Wilkins.
Wollaston

[RN intro.3] JHB urges Principles and Duties (1675),
quoted

S 6

Others
Brachmans
Charles I
George II
Jews
Koran
Mahometans
Pretender, the Younger S 265
3. Checklist of the Collection
4. Web Presence
A. Brush Up on Butler site
B. Links
C. eTexts
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ch. iii

2. Biographical Literature
Bio-Bibliography
Manuscripts
BM Add. MSS 4,370
f
BM Add. MSS 9,815
Forster
Eg 2,134
f 14
BM Add. MSS 12,101
BM Add. MSS 32,713
f
BM Add. MSS 32,716, ff
BM Add. MSS 32,716, ff
BM Add. MSS 32,722, ff
BM Add. MSS 32,722
f
BM Add. MSS 32,722
f
BM Add. MSS 32,725, f
BM Add. MSS 35,411
f
BM Add. MSS 35,411
f
BM Add. MSS 39,315
f
BM Add. MSS 40,748
f
(BL catalog also lists
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letter to Clarke, 1713. copy
prayers, will, letters to

Mucking Manor
letter to Clarke, 1717
452
letter to ____
283-84
Newcastle to Butler, Sept 28, 1748
365-66
to Newcastle Sept 25, 1748
56-59
to Newcastle Aug
5, 1750
58
letter to George II, 1750
74
letter to Johnson, 1750
457
to Newcastle Dec
1, 1751
15
to Newcastle, 1750
18
letter to Dr. J. Johnson, 1750
34
from 4th charge, 1749
109
letter to G. Bowes, 1752
MSS about Butler by Gladstone, et al)

Contemporary Sources
Bath Journal, June 22, 1752. article on death, presumably supplied by
Secker cited in Hook (1847).
Belsham, Thomas. Memoirs of the Late Reverend Theophilus Lindsey.
London: J. Johnson and Co., 1812, 202-210. Second edition,
corrected, London: Rowland Hunter, 1820, 151-156.
John, Lord Hervey, Memoirs of the Reign of King George II, ed. Croker.
Philadelphia, 1848.
Osborne, T. Catalogue of the Libraries of The Right Revd. Dr. Butler,
Late Lord Bishop of Durham [and seventeen others]. London, 1753.
Porteus, Beilby. Life of Secker. new edition 1811.
Secker, Thomas. Autobiography. Lawrence: University of Kansas Libraries,
1988.
Tucker, Josiah. A Brief History of the Principles of Methodism. Oxford,
1742.
Tucker, Josiah. Cui Bono? Glocester, 1782.
Tucker, Josiah. Humble Address ... Glocester, 1775.
Walpole, Horace. Memoirs of King George II. Yale, 1985.
Wesley, John. The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M. Nehemiah
Curnock, ed. London: Charles H. Kelly, 1909 vol. II.
Wesley, John. Works of Wesley. (1872) vol xiii, p. 499. Whiston,
William. "Historical Memoirs of the Life of Dr. Samuel Clarke," 1730,
printed in the early editions of Clarke's works.
Biographical Scholarship
Butler's first biography appeared in the supplement to Biographia
Britannica (London, 1766; facsimile, Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag,
1969). The article is signed `P' and cross references Talbot [B],
Shaftsbury, Locke.
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The most frequently reprinted life of Butler is by Andrew Kippis
and appeared in his second edition of the Biographia Britannica (London:
Printed by W. & A. Straham for C. Bathurst [etc.] 1778-93, 5 v.,
completed only as far as Fastolff). This second edition is often
confused with the supplement to the first edition, e.g., by Mossner
(1936:1, 243).
Angus, Joseph. "Life of Bishop Butler." in his edition of the Analogy of
Religion. London: The Religious Tract Society, n.d.
Baker, Frank. "John Wesley and Bishop Joseph Butler: A Fragment of John
Wesley's Manuscript Journal 16th to 24th August 1739" Wesley
Historical Society, Proceedings 42 (May 1980) 93-100.
Bartlett, Thomas. Memoirs of the Life, Character and Writings of Joseph
Butler. London: John W. Parker, 1839.
Blunt, Walter. "Archbishop Secker, Bishop Butler, and Dissenters'
Baptism" British Magazine 20 (November 1841) 502-507 [letter to the
editor]. Cites August, p. 168, May, and Sept, p. 265; Argues details
of JB's baptism (no record found), names of family, letter on
ordination quoted: 26 Oct (deacon) 21 Dec (priest) 1718. "There was
some controversy, a few years ago, concerning his baptism, and an
extensive search was made, to ascertain, if possible, whether he had
ever received that rite at the hands of a clergyman of the Church of
England; but no evidence could be found in favor of the affirmative."
Passmore (1855) 9
Burnet, W. Bishop Butler. R.T.S. n.d.
Butler, J.F. "John Wesley's Defense Before Bishop Butler" Wesley
Historical Society, Proceedings 20.3 (1935) 63-67.
Butler, J.F. "John Wesley's Defense Before Bishop Butler: A Further
Note" Wesley Historical Society, Proceedings 20.8 (1936) 193-194.
Cross, Arthur Lyon. The Anglican Episcopate and the American Colonies.
Cunliffe, Christopher. "The `Spiritual Sovereign': Butler's Episcopate,"
in Cunliffe, ed. (1992).
Egglestone, W.M. Stanhope Memorials of Bishop Butler. 1878
FitzGerald, William. "Life of Butler," in his edition of the Analogy of
Religion.
Garnett, Jane. "Bishop Butler and the Zeitgeist: Butler and the
Development of Christian Moral Philosophy in Victorian Britain," in
Cunliffe (1992)
Hughes, Edward. North Country Life in the Eighteenth Century. 1952
k.429p
Passmore, Joseph. "Biographical Essay." in Bishop Butler's Ethical
Discourses. Philadelphia: Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler, 1855.
Ramsey, Ian T. Joseph Butler, 1692-1754. London: Dr. Williams's Trust,
1969
Sargent, Norman. "John Wesley's Meetings with Bishop Butler 1739."
Report of the Friends of Bristol Cathedral (1981) 23-27. [Cited by
Cunliffe (1992)]
Shuler, J. C. "The Pastoral and Ecclesiastical Administration of the
Diocese of Durham 1721-1771; with Particular Reference to the
Archdeaconry of Northumberland." (thesis) Durham, 1975.
Spooner. "Life and Times," chapter 1 of his Bishop Butler.
Stephen, Leslie. "Butler, Joseph." Dictionary of National Biography.
1886
Sykes, Norman. "Bishop Butler and the Primacy" Theology (1936) CR
Sykes, Norman. "Bishop Butler and the Primacy" (letter) Theology (1958)
CR
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Sykes, Norman. "Bishop Butler and Mr. Jones" Times Educational
Supplement (1948) UR
Sykes, Norman. "Bishop Butler and the Church of his Age" Durham
University Journal (1950).
Woolverton, John Frederick. Colonial Anglicanism in North America.
Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1984.
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2. Full Chronology

Childhood in Wantage (1692-1712)
1692 May 18. Butler was born at Wantage in Berkshire, the
youngest of the eight children of Thomas Butler, a prosperous
shopkeeper. There is some uncertainty regarding the date of his
birth (Spooner 1901).

Student at Tewkesbury (1712-1714)
In preparation for the Presbyterian ministry, Butler was sent to
Mr. Samuel Jones' academy, initially located in Gloucester.
1713 November 4. First letter to Samuel Clarke, sent anonymously
with the aid of Thomas Secker.
1713 November 10. First reply from Clarke.
1713 November 23. Second letter to Clarke.
1713 November 28. Second reply from Clarke.
1713 December 5. Third letter to Clarke.
1713 December 10. Third reply from Clarke.
1713 December 16. Fourth letter to Clarke.
1713/14 January 29. Fourth reply from Clarke.
1713/14 February 3. Fifth letter to Clarke.
1714 March. Butler examines the principles of non-conformity
with Presbyterian divines. Is confirmed by William Talbot.
1714 April 8. Fifth reply from Clarke. The two month delay in
answering was caused by Clarke's having lost Butler's letter.
1714 April [?]. In his sixth letter to Clarke (undated), Butler
states that he left Gloucester three weeks previously.

Student at Oriel College, Oxford (1714-1718)
1714/15 March 17. Matriculates, Oriel College, Oxford.
1715 Butler becomes close friends with Edward Talbot (admitted
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Oriel 1709, elected a fellow 1712).
1716 June. Thomas Secker visits Butler at Oxford. (folio 7)
1717 September 30. Seventh letter to Clarke. Butler says of his
education at Oxford: "We are obliged to mis-spend so much time
here in attending frivolous lectures and unintelligible
disputations, that I am quite tired out with such a disagreeable
way of trifling ..."
1717 October 3. Seventh reply from Clarke.
1717 October 3. Eighth letter to Clarke.
1717 October 9. Eighth reply from Clarke.
1717 October 10. Ninth letter to Clarke.
1718 October 18(?). Butler graduated B.A.
1718 October 26. Ordained deacon by Bp. Talbot at Salisbury.
1718 December 21. Ordained priest by Bp. Talbot at St. James,
Westminster; Samuel Clarke, rector.

Preacher at the Rolls (1719-1726)
1719 July. Butler appointed Preacher at the Rolls Court, London,
by Sir Joseph Jekyll, Master of the Rolls, on the recommendation
of Edward Talbot and Samuel Clarke.
1719. Letter of Thanks. Sometimes ascribed to Butler.
1720. Thomas Secker says he kept up his correspondence with
Butler and that around May he received an offer that Bp Talbot
would provide for him if he went into orders because Butler had
mentioned him to Edward Talbot. f.9 Later in the year, Butler
introduced Secker to Edward Talbot. f.10
1720 December. Edward Talbot dies. On his deathbed, he
recommends Butler and Secker to his father, Bp Talbot.
1721 March 27. Butler is collated by Bp Talbot to the prebend of
Yetminster Prima in Salisbury Cathedral. Secker says Dr. Rundle,
chaplain to Bp Talbot recommended Butler to Mr. John Evans of
Oriel, but then gossips that Rundle was jealous of Butler.
1721 June 10. Butler awarded Bachelor of Law degree (B.C.L.).
1722. William Talbot translated to murham and collates Butler to
the living at Haughton-le-Skerne, near Darlington. Rundle is
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Butler's domestic chaplain. Bp. Talbot ordains Secker and
presents him Houghton-le-Spring.
1724. Benson is given a rich prebend of Durham.
1724 August 4. Butler resigns Haughton into the Bishop's hands.
1724 August 5. Butler again takes the oaths for Haughton.
1725 January. Butler is still in need of family support and
receives #100 from an older brother.

Rector of Stanhope (1725-1740)
1725 June 10. Bp Talbot presents Butler with Stanhope, in
Weardale, known as the Golden Rectory.
1726 July 12. Butler celebrates Holy Communion, his last act at
the Rolls. Butler can now afford to resign the Rolls and
Haughton, and leaves London for Stanhope. Fifteen Sermons
Preached at the Rolls Chapel published.
1729 September 6. Second edition of Fifteen Sermons (date of
preface).
1730. Tindal publishes Christianity as Old as the Creation.
1730 October 10. Bp Talbot dies.
1731. Butler's father, Thomas Butler, dies.
1732. Secker mentions Butler to the queen, and she checks with
Archbishop Blackburne.
1730's. Butler engages in correspondence, now lost, with Henry
Home (Lord Kames) on the evidences of natural and revealed
religion.
1733. Butler becomes chaplain to Lord Chancellor Talbot
(Charles, son of Bp Talbot and older brother of Edward).
1733. Butler awarded D.C.L., but he seems to have used LL.D.
1734. The men in Butler's circle are all bishops by now: Secker
(Bristol), Benson (Gloucester), Rundle (Derry), Berkeley
(Cloyne).
1736 May. Analogy of Religion published.
1736 July. Butler appointed Clerk of the Closet to Queen
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Caroline.
1736. Charles Talbot, Lord Chancellor, presented Butler to the
Prebend of the second Stall in Rochester Cathedral.
1736. Anonymous review of Analogy in Bibliotheque Raisonnee des
Ouvrages Des Savans De L'Europe.
1737. Letter to the Weekly Miscellany, replies by
"Philanthropus" (Thomas Bott), and by Thomas Chubb.
1737 March 28. Butler calls on David Hartley and has a talk
recorded by John Byrom.
1737 November 20. Queen Caroline dies, after asking Archbishop
Potter to take care of Butler, her Clerk of the Closet. The king
soon summoned Butler to preach before him.
1738. Richard Price studies Butler's Analogy.

Bishop of Bristol (1738-1750)
1738 Easter. Secker offends Butler.
1738 May 24. John Wesley's experience.
1738 August 27. Walpole notifies Butler the King has nominated
him to the See of Bristol.
1738 August 28. Butler accepts, but complains that Bristol is
not very suitable.
1738 December 3. Butler consecrated at Bristol, allowed to hold
prebend at Rochester and rectory at Stanhope in commendam,
resigns Salisbury.
1739 February. Hume sends Butler his Treatise.
1738/39 February 16. Butler preaches before the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. Remarks on slavery.
1739 February 24. Butler meets with George Whitefield.
1739. Butler has a fifteen minute meeting with John Wesley in
June or early August, then meetings of over an hour each on
August 16 and 18.
1740 Monday in Easter week. London Hospitals Sermon.
1740/1741 January 30. Sermon on the martyrdom of King Charles I
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(House of Lords).
1740 Prebendary of Postpool.
1740 May 24.Butler installed as Dean of St. Paul's.
1740. Resigned Rochester Prebend and Stanhope.
1740. As Dean of St. Paul's, presented Mr. Barton, his teacher
in Wantage, with the Rectory of Hutton in Essex.
1741. Agreement on Mucking Manor,
1742 June 13. Add Mss 9815 (in Steer)
1742. Hume to Kames on Butler's approval of political essays.
1743. Wesley's Earnest Appeal mentions Butler.
1745 May 9. London Charity Schools sermon.
1747 June 11. Sermon to House of Lords.
1747 October 10. Archbishop Potter dies.
1747 October 12. Newcastle sees the Bp of London (Gibson); he
declines. An offer made to the Bp of Salisbury (Sherlock).
1747 October 13. Sherlock declines; Bp of York (Herring) is
warned.
1747 October 15. Second offer to Sherlock.
1747 October 17. Herring replies to warning.
1747 October 18. Sherlock again refuses.
1747 October 20. Herring warned again.
1747 October 21. Herring replies to second warning; Sherlock
again refuses.
1747 October 22. Offer made to Herring.
1747 October 24. Herring accepts.
1747. Letter to a Friend.
1747 December 22. Letter to a Lady.
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1748 March 31. London Infirmary sermon.
1748 September 25. Letter to Newcastle.
1748 September 28. Letter from Newcastle.
1749 February 14. Dinner with Byrom.
1749. Fourth Charge at Bristol.
1750. Plans for Episcopacy in America.
1740's. Undated incidents in Bristol: building, gift of cedar,
marble cross, Tucker anecdote.

Bishop of Durham (1750-1752)
1750 July 31. Butler nominated to Durham.
1750 August 5. Letter to Newcastle.
1750 August 13. Letter of thanks.
1750 August 22. Letter to George II.
1750 October 16. Translation to Durham confirmed.
1750 November 9. Enthroned in Durham by proxy.
1751 June 28. Butler arrives in Durham and is greeted by Sir
John Dolben.
1751 June 30. Entertains the corporation of Durham in the
castle.
1751 July 4. Entertains the mayor and aldermen of Newcastle.
1751 July 17. Arrives in Newcastle.
1751 July 19. Travels to Alnwick. Butler's letter to the Duchess
of Somerset was written after he saw Auckland and was received
by the Duchess
1751 July 20. Arrives Berwick.
1751 July 22. Visits Bamburgh deanery.
1751 July 23. Back to Alnwick.
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1751 July 25. Visits Morpeth.
1751 July 26. Final visitations in the Archdeaconry of
Northumberland.
1751 July 27. Returns to Durham.
1751 July 30. Visitation of Easington and Chester deaneries at
Durham.
1751 August 27. Visitation of Darlington and Stockton at
Stockton. Corporation of Stockton dines with Butler.
1751 September 1. John Sharp preached in Auckland Castle.
1751 September [early]. Henry Carr discusses rental of lands.
1751 October 14. Henry Carr spends the day with Butler.
1751 December 1. Letter to Newcastle re Eglinham.
1751 December 12. Mandate to install Thomas Chapman in the third
stall.
1752 January 1. Thomas Chapman installed.
1752 [early in the year] Letter to George Bowes.
Death at Bath (1752)
1752. Butler's health declines, and he is advised to go to
Bristol.
1752 April 22. Date of Butler's will.
1752 April 25. Date of the codicil.
1752 [?]. Visits Seeker at Cuddesden.
1752 June 4. Butler is moved to Bath.
1752 June 16. Dies at Bath.
1752 June 19. Corpse carried back to Bristol.
1752 June 20. Interred at the foot of the episcopal chair,
Bristol Cathedral.
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Childhood in Wantage (1692-1712)
1692 May 18. Butler was born at Wantage in Berkshire, the
youngest of the eight children of Thomas Butler, a prosperous
shopkeeper. There is some uncertainty regarding the date of his
birth (Spooner 1901).

Student at Tewkesbury (1712-1714)
In preparation for the Presbyterian ministry, Butler was sent to
Mr. Samuel Jones' academy, initially located in Gloucester.
1713 November 4. First letter to Samuel Clarke, sent anonymously
with the aid of Thomas Secker.
1713 November 10. First reply from Clarke.
1713 November 23. Second letter to Clarke.
1713 November 28. Second reply from Clarke.
1713 December 5. Third letter to Clarke.
1713 December 10. Third reply from Clarke.
1713 December 16. Fourth letter to Clarke.
1713/14 January 29. Fourth reply from Clarke.
1713/14 February 3. Fifth letter to Clarke.
1714 March. Butler examines the principles of non-conformity
with Presbyterian divines. Is confirmed by William Talbot.
1714 April 8. Fifth reply from Clarke. The two month delay in
answering was caused by Clarke's having lost Butler's letter.
1714 April [?]. In his sixth letter to Clarke (undated), Butler
states that he left Gloucester three weeks previously.

Student at Oriel College, Oxford (1714-1718)
1714/15 March 17. Matriculates, Oriel College, Oxford.
1715 Butler becomes close friends with Edward Talbot (admitted
Oriel 1709, elected a fellow 1712).
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1716 June. Thomas Secker visits Butler at Oxford. (folio 7)
1717 September 30. Seventh letter to Clarke. Butler says of his
education at Oxford: "We are obliged to mis-spend so much time
here in attending frivolous lectures and unintelligible
disputations, that I am quite tired out with such a disagreeable
way of trifling ..."
1717 October 3. Seventh reply from Clarke.
1717 October 3. Eighth letter to Clarke.
1717 October 9. Eighth reply from Clarke.
1717 October 10. Ninth letter to Clarke.
1718 October 18(?). Butler graduated B.A.
1718 October 26. Ordained deacon by Bp. Talbot at Salisbury.
1718 December 21. Ordained priest by Bp. Talbot at St. James,
Westminster; Samuel Clarke, rector.

Preacher at the Rolls (1719-1726)
1719 July. Butler appointed Preacher at the Rolls Court, London,
by Sir Joseph Jekyll, Master of the Rolls, on the recommendation
of Edward Talbot and Samuel Clarke.
1719. Letter of Thanks. Sometimes ascribed to Butler.
1720. Thomas Secker says he kept up his correspondence with
Butler and that around May he received an offer that Bp Talbot
would provide for him if he went into orders because Butler had
mentioned him to Edward Talbot. f.9 Later in the year, Butler
introduced Secker to Edward Talbot. f.10
1720 December. Edward Talbot dies. On his deathbed, he
recommends Butler and Secker to his father, Bp Talbot.
1721 March 27. Butler is collated by Bp Talbot to the prebend of
Yetminster Prima in Salisbury Cathedral. Secker says Dr. Rundle,
chaplain to Bp Talbot recommended Butler to Mr. John Evans of
Oriel, but then gossips that Rundle was jealous of Butler.
1721 June 10. Butler awarded Bachelor of Law degree (B.C.L.).
1722. William Talbot translated to murham and collates Butler to
the living at Haughton-le-Skerne, near Darlington. Rundle is
Butler's domestic chaplain. Bp. Talbot ordains Secker and
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presents him Houghton-le-Spring.
1724. Benson is given a rich prebend of Durham.
1724 August 4. Butler resigns Haughton into the Bishop's hands.
1724 August 5. Butler again takes the oaths for Haughton.
1725 January. Butler is still in need of family support and
receives #100 from an older brother.

Rector of Stanhope (1725-1740)
1725 June 10. Bp Talbot presents Butler with Stanhope, in
Weardale, known as the Golden Rectory.
1726 July 12. Butler celebrates Holy Communion, his last act at
the Rolls. Butler can now afford to resign the Rolls and
Haughton, and leaves London for Stanhope. Fifteen Sermons
Preached at the Rolls Chapel published.
1729 September 6. Second edition of Fifteen Sermons (date of
preface).
1730. Tindal publishes Christianity as Old as the Creation.
1730 October 10. Bp Talbot dies.
1731. Butler's father, Thomas Butler, dies.
1732. Secker mentions Butler to the queen, and she checks with
Archbishop Blackburne.
1730's. Butler engages in correspondence, now lost, with Henry
Home (Lord Kames) on the evidences of natural and revealed
religion.
1733. Butler becomes chaplain to Lord Chancellor Talbot
(Charles, son of Bp Talbot and older brother of Edward).
1733. Butler awarded D.C.L., but he seems to have used LL.D.
1734. The men in Butler's circle are all bishops by now: Secker
(Bristol), Benson (Gloucester), Rundle (Derry), Berkeley
(Cloyne).
1736 May. Analogy of Religion published.
1736 July. Butler appointed Clerk of the Closet to Queen
Caroline.
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1736. Charles Talbot, Lord Chancellor, presented Butler to the
Prebend of the second Stall in Rochester Cathedral.
1736. Anonymous review of Analogy in Bibliotheque Raisonnee des
Ouvrages Des Savans De L'Europe.
1737. Letter to the Weekly Miscellany, replies by
"Philanthropus" (Thomas Bott), and by Thomas Chubb.
1737 March 28. Butler calls on David Hartley and has a talk
recorded by John Byrom.
1737 November 20. Queen Caroline dies, after asking Archbishop
Potter to take care of Butler, her Clerk of the Closet. The king
soon summoned Butler to preach before him.
1738. Richard Price studies Butler's Analogy.

Bishop of Bristol (1738-1750)
1738 Easter. Secker offends Butler.
1738 May 24. John Wesley's experience.
1738 August 27. Walpole notifies Butler the King has nominated
him to the See of Bristol.
1738 August 28. Butler accepts, but complains that Bristol is
not very suitable.
1738 December 3. Butler consecrated at Bristol, allowed to hold
prebend at Rochester and rectory at Stanhope in commendam,
resigns Salisbury.
1739 February. Hume sends Butler his Treatise.
1738/39 February 16. Butler preaches before the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. Remarks on slavery.
1739 February 24. Butler meets with George Whitefield.
1739. Butler has a fifteen minute meeting with John Wesley in
June or early August, then meetings of over an hour each on
August 16 and 18.
1740 Monday in Easter week. London Hospitals Sermon.
1740/1741 January 30. Sermon on the martyrdom of King Charles I
(House of Lords).
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1740 Prebendary of Postpool.
1740 May 24.Butler installed as Dean of St. Paul's.
1740. Resigned Rochester Prebend and Stanhope.
1740. As Dean of St. Paul's, presented Mr. Barton, his teacher
in Wantage, with the Rectory of Hutton in Essex.
1741. Agreement on Mucking Manor,
1742 June 13. Add Mss 9815 (in Steer)
1742. Hume to Kames on Butler's approval of political essays.
1743. Wesley's Earnest Appeal mentions Butler.
1745 May 9. London Charity Schools sermon.
1747 June 11. Sermon to House of Lords.
1747 October 10. Archbishop Potter dies.
1747 October 12. Newcastle sees the Bp of London (Gibson); he
declines. An offer made to the Bp of Salisbury (Sherlock).
1747 October 13. Sherlock declines; Bp of York (Herring) is
warned.
1747 October 15. Second offer to Sherlock.
1747 October 17. Herring replies to warning.
1747 October 18. Sherlock again refuses.
1747 October 20. Herring warned again.
1747 October 21. Herring replies to second warning; Sherlock
again refuses.
1747 October 22. Offer made to Herring.
1747 October 24. Herring accepts.
1747. Letter to a Friend.
1747 December 22. Letter to a Lady.
1748 March 31. London Infirmary sermon.
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1748 September 25. Letter to Newcastle.
1748 September 28. Letter from Newcastle.
1749 February 14. Dinner with Byrom.
1749. Fourth Charge at Bristol.
1750. Plans for Episcopacy in America.
1740's. Undated incidents in Bristol: building, gift of cedar,
marble cross, Tucker anecdote.

Bishop of Durham (1750-1752)
1750 July 31. Butler nominated to Durham.
1750 August 5. Letter to Newcastle.
1750 August 13. Letter of thanks.
1750 August 22. Letter to George II.
1750 October 16. Translation to Durham confirmed.
1750 November 9. Enthroned in Durham by proxy.
1751 June 28. Butler arrives in Durham and is greeted by Sir
John Dolben.
1751 June 30. Entertains the corporation of Durham in the
castle.
1751 July 4. Entertains the mayor and aldermen of Newcastle.
1751 July 17. Arrives in Newcastle.
1751 July 19. Travels to Alnwick. Butler's letter to the Duchess
of Somerset was written after he saw Auckland and was received
by the Duchess
1751 July 20. Arrives Berwick.
1751 July 22. Visits Bamburgh deanery.
1751 July 23. Back to Alnwick.
1751 July 25. Visits Morpeth.
1751 July 26. Final visitations in the Archdeaconry of
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Northumberland.
1751 July 27. Returns to Durham.
1751 July 30. Visitation of Easington and Chester deaneries at
Durham.
1751 August 27. Visitation of Darlington and Stockton at
Stockton. Corporation of Stockton dines with Butler.
1751 September 1. John Sharp preached in Auckland Castle.
1751 September [early]. Henry Carr discusses rental of lands.
1751 October 14. Henry Carr spends the day with Butler.
1751 December 1. Letter to Newcastle re Eglinham.
1751 December 12. Mandate to install Thomas Chapman in the third
stall.
1752 January 1. Thomas Chapman installed.
1752 [early in the year] Letter to George Bowes.
Death at Bath (1752)
1752. Butler's health declines, and he is advised to go to
Bristol.
1752 April 22. Date of Butler's will.
1752 April 25. Date of the codicil.
1752 [?]. Visits Seeker at Cuddesden.
1752 June 4. Butler is moved to Bath.
1752 June 16. Dies at Bath.
1752 June 19. Corpse carried back to Bristol.
1752 June 20. Interred at the foot of the episcopal chair,
Bristol Cathedral.
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3. Places Associated
A. Wantage
1. Rectory
2. Draper’s
B. Tewkesbury
1. Samuel Jones’ Academy
2. Secker Diary
3. Letters to Clarke
C. Oxford
1. Butler at Oriel
2. Other Oriel connections (Newman, Ramsey)
D. London
1. Hamlin’s coffee-house
2. Rolls Court and Chapel
E. Stanhope
1. Rectory
2. St. Thomas’
F. Bristol
1. in Bristol
a. Cathedral
b. Palace (Tucker)
2. in London
a. Hampstead
b. Parliament
c. Royal Palaces (Windsor, Hampton Court)
d. Westminster
i. Funeral for Caroline
ii. Charles I, martyr, sermon
30 January 1741
iii. Accession of George II, sermon
11 June 1747
e. Mary-le-Bow, SPG, sermon
16 February 1739
f. St. Briget (Bride’s), hospitals sermon,
Monday of Easter week, 1740
g. Christ Church, charity schools sermon,
9 May, 1745
h. St. Lawrence Jewry, London Infirmary,
31 March, 1748
i. St. Paul’s, Dean
j. British Library, books and manuscripts
k. Lambeth Palace Library
G. Durham
1. Cathedral
2. Castle
3. Bishop Auckland
4. Newcastle
H. Bath
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Portraits
source: John Ingamells,
The English Episcopal Portrait 1559-1835: a catalog. 1981

A. attributed to William FAYRAM c. 1730
100 x 75 HL to front with white wig, bands and gown,
1h resting on an upright blue book on a table to the r.;
inscribed above:
The Revd. Ioseph Butler Bishop of Durham/when Young.
Exh. NPE 1867 (287); engr. by R. Cooper 1816.
Auckland Castle, Durham; acquired by 1816.
[Saw in the hall at Auckland]
[Reproduced in Richard Garnett, Hist of Eng Lit (1903) 3:360
B. John VANDERBANK 1732
HL to r. with fair wig, gown and bands, 1h on r.
wrist, rh resting on a table to the l.; i
a drape behind with a column to the r.
1 c. 86 x 69; engr. by Dean 1839
With John Butler of Kirby House, 1839
(T. Bartlett, Memoirs of Joseph Butler, 1839, p. 278; Speeches, p.5).
2 46 x 30.5
Auckland Castle, Durham [Staff unable to locate]
3 [Bristol Cathedral, saw in office]
[Reproduced in Bartlett (1839)]
This type is closely comparable with Vanderbank's portrait of Bishop
Benson, q.v., also dated 1732
Vanderbank. Portrait (40 yrs.) in Bartlett.
"oval face, regular features, an expanded forehead, strong eyebrows,
and large full eyes, weaving, in a very remarkable degree,
an expression of abstraction,
as though the mind was otherwise engaged than in
looking through them." QR (1839)

Portrait at Magdalen College,
Oxford, 72 x 58, BLO to l.
in gown and bands
(Poole, 2, p. 228, no. 61, illus. Historical Portraits, 3, f.p. 90)
seems doubtfully identified.
C UNKNOWN c. 1738-50 miniature
ivory about 6 x 4 TQL seated to l., rh holding tippet,
lh on chair arm, a drape to the r.
Auckland Castle, Durham. [Seems to have been located.]
D

Thomas HUDSON c. 1740
TQL standing to l. cap in rh, lh by side.

1 with John Butler of Kirby House in 1839, by descent from the sitter's
nephew, the Rev. Joseph Butler, for whom the portrait was painted
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'soon after Butler was made Bishop of Bristol'(Bartlett, p. 278;
Speeches, p. 6).
2 137 x 116 copy by Tuttle 1886. Trinity College, Hartford,
Connecticut; presented by Dr. Pynchon who comissioned it, 1886
(Speeches).
E Mr TAYLOR of Durham 1750-2. WL seated to l., grey wig, rh holding
cap on knees, lh on chair arm, bookshelves to the r., a crimson drape
to the l.
1 234 x 147 exh. NPE 1867 (395); engr. by J. Fittler 1820.
Newcastle Infirmary; presented by Mr Taylor 1754. [Saw in hospital
board room. The elevation of Newcastle is clearly visible, but the
cap is not. The "crimson" drapes look more velvet and matches the
cushion]
2 224 x 140 copy by M.E. Hastings.
Oriel College, Oxford; presented by Robert Ingham 1827 (Poole, 2, p.
87, no. 24). [Saw]
3 101 x 76 TQL version, holding elevation of Newcastle Infirmary in
rh.
Auckland Castle, Durham. [Saw in the hall at Auckland]
4 101 x 76 as 3.
Durham Castle, University of Durham. [Saw in 1986]
5 76 x 63 BLO version inscribed top l.: The Right Revd. Joseph
Butler/Lord Bishop of Durham/Died June 16th 1752/Aged 60.
Durham Cathedral Library. [Temporarily taken down, but shown by Roger
Norris]
The head of this type is similar to that of D above.

Barry, James. (1741-1806)
Included Butler in picture of Elysium in his "Culture and Progress of
Human Knowledge" series. Read Butler on Burke's suggestion.
"When James Barry, the historical painter whom Burke patronized and
had educated in Italy, showed signs of wavering in religious
fidelity, Burke `put into his hands and strongly recommended him to
read' Butler's Analogy. Barry was so impressed by the character of
Butler that he placed him in the group of divines
in his picture of `Elysium.'" Mossner (1936) 189
"His mother being a zealous Catholic, the son could not avoid mixing
at times in the company of priests resident at Cork, who pointed out
to him books of polemical divinity, of which he became a great
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reader, and for which he retained a strong bias during his lifetime.
He was said at one time to have been destined for the priesthood, but
for this report there is no authority. He, however,
always continued a Catholic, and in the decline of life manifested
rather a bigoted attachment to the religion of his early choice. For
a short interval he had a little wavering in his belief of revealed
religion in general; but a conversation with Mr. Edmund Burke put an
end to this levity. A book which Mr. Burke lent him, and which
settled his mind on this subject, was Bishop Butler's Analogy; and,
as a suitable reward, he has placed this Prelate in the group of
divines, in his picture of Elysium."
Hazlitt (1817) 126 [as reprinted in his works]
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A Butler Bibliography

Printings of Butler's Works
Early English Editions

LETTERS TO CLARKE
Several Letters to the Reverend Dr. Clarke, from a Gentleman in
Glocestershire Relating to the First Volume of the Foregoing Sermons ;
with the Dr's Answers Thereto.. London: James Knapton, 1716, pp. 42.
1716.
Appended to: Samuel Clarke, A discourse concerning the being and
attributes of God, the obligations of natural religion, and the truth
and certainty of the Christian revelation. In answer to Mr. Hobbs,
Spinoza, the author of the Oracles of reason, and other deniers of
natural and revealed religion. Being sixteen sermons, preach'd at the
Cathedral-Church of St. Paul, in the years 1704 and 1705, at the
lecture founded by the Honourable Robert Boyle. 4th ed., corr. London:
printed by W. Botham for James Knapton, 1716, 344p.
Only the first five letters and replies were printed with
Clarke's works and included in early editions of Butler's works. The
four additional letters to Clarke that have survived were published
much later, and were included in the Glandstone and Bernard editions of
the Works. The text of the sixth letter is taken from a copy "formerly
belonging to Dr. Birch, and now in the British Museum library (Add.
Mss. 4370). This was first printed in 1862 by Dr. Steere, but has been
overlooked by later editors." [Bernard,ed. (1900) I.331 n.12] "...
when the letter was first published in 1853 (not 1862 as Bernard
alleges) `very' was printed as `every' ...[Ramsey (1969) 7 n.10a].
Gladstone prints this as "Letter to a Person unknown" and transcribes
the address as "Hemlin's." The letter is undated, but in the text
Butler states that he has just received Clarke's letter of April 8 and
that he left the academy three weeks ago.
Chronology of the Letters
1713, Nov 4 , first letter to Clarke
1713, Nov 10, first reply from Clarke
1713, Nov 23 , second letter to Clarke
1713, Nov 28 , second reply from Clarke
1713, Dec 5 , third letter to Clarke
1713, Dec 10 , third reply from Clarke
1713, Dec 16, fourth letter to Clarke
1713/14 , Jan 29, fourth reply from Clarke
1713/14 , Feb 3, fifth letter to Clarke
1714 , Apr 8 , fifth reply from Clarke
1714 , 3 weeks after departure, sixth letter to Clarke
4370, f.5 (copy)]
1714/15, Mar 17, matriculates at Oriel
1717, Sep 30 , seventh letter to Clarke
1717, Oct 3, reply to seventh letter
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[BL, Add. Mss.

1717, Oct 6 , eighth letter to Clarke [Oriel College, presented by J.H.
Newman]
1717 Oct
, reply to the eighth letter
1717, Oct 10 , ninth letter to Clarke [BL, Add. Mss. 12,101]

Early Publications of the Letters
1716,
1719,
1725,
1728,
1731,
1738,
1749,
1767,
1785,
1802,
1802,
1802,
1823,
1853,

Letters e1 , J Knapton, 42p.
Letters e2, J Knapton 42p.
Letters e3, J Knapton 48p.
Letters e4, JJ Knapton 455-485p.
Letters e5, JJ Knapton 459-487p
Letters e6, JP Knapton
Letters e7, JP Knapton [457]-504p.
Woodfall
Richard Watson, ed.,
7th letter, European Magazine, xli, p. 89.
8th letter, European Magazine, xli, p. 89.
9th letter, European Magazine, xli, 90.
Letters , Griffin (Glasgow)-443.
6th
letter, Some Remains, ed. Steere.

COLLECTED SERMONS
Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel Upon the following
Subjects. Upon Humane Nature. Upon the Government of the Tongue.
Upon Compassion. Upon the Character of Balaam. Upon Resentment. Upon
Forgiveness of Injuries. Upon Self-Deceit. Upon the Love of our
Neighbour. Upon the Love of God. Upon the Ignorance of Man. By
Joseph Butler, L.L.B. Preacher at the Rolls, and Rector of Stanhope in
the Bishoprick of Durham. London: Printed by W. Botham, for James and
John Knapton, 1726, 312p.
Second edition. London: James and John Knapton, 1729, xxxiv, 318p.
Third edition. London: James, John and Paul Knapton, 1736, xxxiv, 318p.
Fifteen Sermons preached at the Rolls Chapel.... To which are added
six sermons preached on publick occasions. Fourth edition. London:
printed for John & Paul Knapton, 1749, xxxiv, 480p.
Fifth edition.
318, 162p.
Sixth edition.
1792, 395p.

London: printed for Robert Horsfield, 1765, xxxii,
London: printed for F. and C. Rivington, and S. Hayes,

INDIVIDUAL SERMONS
A Sermon preached before the Incorporated Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel in Foreign Parts at their anniversary meeting in the
Parish Church of St. Mary-le-Bow on Friday, February 16, 1738-9.
London: printed for J. & P. Knapton, 1739, 23p. 4o
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A Sermon preached before the Incorporated Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel in Foreign Parts at their anniversary meeting in the
Parish Church of St. Mary-le-Bow on Friday, February 16, 1738-9.
London: printed for J. & P. Knapton, 1739, 27p. 8o
A Sermon preached before the Right Honourable the Lord-Mayor, the court
of aldermen, the sheriffs, and the governors of the several hospitals
of the City of London, at the Parish Church of St. Bridget, on Monday
in Easter-Week, 1740. London: printed for John and Paul Knapton, 1740,
32p. 4o
A Sermon preached before the House of Lords, in the Abbey Church of
Westminster, on Friday, January 30, 1740-41. Being the Day appointed
to be observed as the Day of the Martyrdom of King Charles I. London:
printed for J. & P. Knapton, 1741, 23p. 4o
A Sermon preached in the Parish Church of Christ Church, London, on
Thursday May 9, 1745. Being the time of the yearly meeting of the
children educated in the Charity-Schools, in and about the cities of
London and Westminster.... To which is annexed, an account of the
Society for promoting Christian Knowledge. London, printed by J.
Oliver and sold by B. Dod, 1745, 101p. 4o
A Sermon preached before the House of Lords in the Abbey Church of
Westminster, on Thursday, June 11, 1747, being the anniversary of His
Majesty's happy accession to the throne. London: printed for John and
Paul Knapton, 1747, 27p. 4o
A Sermon preached before His Grace Charles Duke of Richmond, President,
and the Governors of the London Infirmary, for the relief of sick and
diseased persons, especially manufacturers, and seamen in merchant
service.... At the Parish-Church of St. Lawrence-Jewry, on Thursday,
March 31, 1748, London: printed by H. Woodfall, [1748], 31p. 4o
A Sermon preached before His Grace Charles Duke of Richmond, President,
and the Governors of the London Infirmary, for the relief of sick and
diseased persons, especially manufacturers, and seamen in merchant
service.... At the Parish-Church of St. Lawrence-Jewry, on Thursday,
March 31, 1748, Newcastle upon Tyne: printed for M. Bryson and Co. and
J. Fleming, 1751, 25p. 8o

THE ANALOGY OF RELIGION
The Analogy of Religion, natural and revealed, to the constitution and
course of nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
personal identity. II. Of the nature of virtue. London, printed for
James, John and Paul Knapton, 1736, x, 11-320p.
The Analogy of Religion, natural and revealed, to the constitution and
course of nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
personal identity. II. Of the nature of virtue. The second edition,
corrected. London: printed for John and Paul Knapton, 1736, xvi, 17467p.
Third edition.
London: John and Paul Knapton, 1740, xvi, 17-467p.
Fourth edition. London: John and Paul Knapton, 1750, xvi, 17-467p.
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Fifth edition.
London: Robert Horsfield, 1765, 467p.
Sixth edition.
London: Beecroft and Horsfield, 1771, 467p
Seventh edition. London: J. F. & C. Rivington, 1785, 538p
The Analogy of Religion, natural and revealed, to the constitution and
course of nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
personal identity. II. Of the nature of virtue. Together with a Charge
delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of Durham, at the primary
visitation, in the year MDCCLI.... A new edition, corrected. With a
preface, giving some account of the character and writings of the
author, by Samuel Lord Bishop of Gloucester. London: J. F. & C.
Rivington, and G. & T. Wilkie: and S. Hayes, 1788, lxvii, 477p
London:
London:
London:
London:
London:

J.
F.
F.
F.
F.

F. &
& C.
& C.
C. &
C. &

C. Rivington, 1791, lxvii, 477p.
Rivington, 1798, iv, xlix, 408p
Rivington, 1802, lv, 408p.
J. Rivington, 1809, lv, 408p.
J. Rivington, 1817, liv, 408p.

[Bibliotheca Britannica (Edinburgh, 1824) mentions a 1738 edition "with
some account of the author." This is probably a reference to the 1788
edition, which is the earliest to appear with an account of the
author.]

THE DURHAM CHARGE
A Charge deliver'd to the Clergy, at the primary visitation of the
Diocese of Durham, in the year, MDCCLI. Durham, I. Lane, 1751, 29p.
A Charge delivered to the Clergy, at the primary visitation of the
Diocese of Durham, in the year, MDCCLI ... The second edition. With a
preface, giving some account of the character and writings of the
author, by Samuel, Lord Bishop of Gloucester.. London: T. Cadell, 1786,
iv, lxxxvi, 46p [Halifax's essay appeared for the first time in this
edition]
Also delivered at Durham was:
The Reverend Sir John Dolben's speech to the Right Reverend Father in
God, Joseph, by Divine Providence Lord Bishop of Durham, on his
Lordship's first arrival in his diocese, on Friday, June 28, 1751: with
his Lordship's answer. Newcastle: printed for J. White, 1751. 8p.

ADDITIONAL

LETTERS

Bp. Butler's Opinion of Tithes." , Gentleman's Magazine, Dec. 22,
1747, p. 324.
"Original Letter of Bp. Butler." Aug. 13, 1750, Gentleman's Magazine.
April
1780, p. 173.
"Original Letter of Bp. Butler." , Gentleman's Magazine, June 1780,
pp 279-80.,
To _______, Bristol, Sept. 25, 1748., Add MS 32,716 ff 365-6) ,
To the Duke of Newcastle, Bristol, Aug. 5, 1750., Add MS 32,722 f 56)
To the Duke of Newcastle, Aug. 5, 1750. Add MS 35,411 f 15), [copy]
To George II, August 5, 1750. , Add MS 32,722 f 58),
To Dr. Johnson, Bristol, Aug. 8, 1750. , Add MS 35,411 f 18),
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To Dr. Johnson, Bristol, Aug. 8, 1750. [copy] , Add MS 35,722 f 74),
To the Duke of Newcastle, Hampstead, Dec. 1, 1751 , Add MS 32,725 f
457)

REMAINS
Some Remains, hitherto unpublished, of Joseph Butler. [Ed. Edward
Steere] London: Rivingtons, 1853, 32p 8o
The Sermons and Remains of the Right Reverend Father in God, Joseph
Butler . Newly edited with a memoir and indices by the Rev. E. Steere.
London: Bell and Daldy, 1862, xcii, 430p 8o
The Fourth Bristol Charge
"Portion of the Fourth Charge Delivered to the Clergy at Bristol, in
the year 1749: On the Visitation of the Sick." ["...printed in 1862 by
Dr. Steere from a copy (belonging to Rev. H.J. Rose) of a manuscript in
Archbishop Secker's handwriting. It has been overlooked by other
editors, and has not hitherto appeared in any edition of Butler's
Works, except that of Dr. Steere, which is little known." --Bernard
(1900) I.302.]
Memoranda
"These fragmentary memoranda are preserved in Butler's handwriting in
the British Museum (Add. Mss. 9815). They were first printed in Dr.
Steere's Some Remains hitherto unpublished of Bishop Butler (1853)." -Bernard (1900) I.305.
Add MS 9815, f. 31, (A) in Gladstone (1896):
[1] God cannot approve of anything but what is in itself Right ...
[2] Almighty God is to be sure infinitely removed from all those ...
[3] Sincerity is doubtless the thing, and not whether we hit the ...
[4] No person who has just notions of God can be afraid of his ...
[5] Is it possible that people can be sceptics in opinion, and ...
Add MS 9815, f. 26, (B) in Gladstone (1896):
[6] What a wonderful incongruity it is for a man to see the ...
[7] In general a man ought not to do other people's duty for them ...
[8] Hobbes' definition of benevolence, that 'tis the love of power
...
[9] Good men surely are not treated in this world as they deserve ...
Add MS
[10]
1742
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
it.
[18]
...
[19]

9815, f. 29, (C) in Gladstone (1896):
Shall I not be faithful to God? ... Sunday Evening, June 13,
Hunger and thirst after righteousness til filled with it ...
Ad te leveo oculos ... Psalm cxxiii, I
As all my passions and affections to my reason such as it is ...
Our wants as creatures: our demerits as sinners.
That I may have a due sense of the hand of God in everything ...
Be more afraid of myself than the world.
To discern the hand of God in everything and have a due sense of
Instead of deluding oneself in imagining one should behave well
That God would please to make my way plain before my face ...
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Prayers
Prayers printed by Steere and reprinted by Gladstone from Add. MS 9,815

Scottish Editions
Scottish editions began to appear shortly after Butler's death, first
in Glasgow (1754), then Aberdeen (1775), and finally in Edinburgh
(1796).

Glasgow
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. Glasgow: [no publisher], 1754. 5th edition.
R. Urie
Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. R. Urie, sixth edition, 1764, 356p
Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel: to which are added six
sermons preached on public occasions; new ed., corrected. Glasgow: R.
Urie, 1769.
2v 8o
260, 296pp. [In this edition, Butler's preface
ends on p. xlv, and Sermon I begins on p. 49. Vol. I ends with Sermon
10.]
Foulis
Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel. [no publisher] 251p
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. In Two Volumes. To the first of which are added
Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of Personal Identity.
II. Of the Nature
of Virtue. Glasgow: Printed by Robert and Andrew. Foulis, Printers
to the University, 1764. 2v 207p 205p.
[Vol. I contains Part I of
the Analogy and the two dissertations; vol. II is Part II of the
Analogy.]
W. Falconer
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature, to which are added Two Brief Dissertations: I. On
Personal Identity. II. On the Nature of Virtue. Glasgow: W.
Falconer, for the booksellers, 1817. 328p . [A cheap edition with no
ancillary material.]
Collins
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature, to which are added two brief dissertations by Joseph
Butler; with an introductory essay by Daniel Wilson. Glasgow: Collins,
1824, clxiv, [165]-539p. [Select Christian Authors with Introductory
Essays, no. 17]
Aberdeen
Boyle
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature, to which are added Two Brief Dissertations: I. On
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Personal Identity. II. On the Nature of Virtue. Aberdeen: printed and
sold by John Boyle, 1775, 356p. 8o
Edinburgh
Constable
The Works of Joseph Butler, LL.D. Late Lord Bishop of Durham. To Which
is Prefixed a Life of the Author, by Dr. Kippis; with a Preface, Giving
Some Account of his Character and Writings, by Samuel Halifax, D.D.
Late Lord Bishop of Gloucester. Edinburgh: A. Constable & Co. 1804.
Two Volumes. lxxvi, 372; v, 488. 8o.
William Whyte
The Works of Joseph Butler, LL.D. Late Lord Bishop of Durham. To Which
is Prefixed a Life of the Author, by Dr. Kippis; with a Preface, Giving
Some Account of his Character and Writings, by Samuel Halifax, D.D.
Late Lord Bishop of Gloucester. Two Volumes. Edinburgh: Printed by
Walker and Greig, for William Whyte, St Andrew's Street; and Longman,
Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, London. 1813.
Dick
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To which are added, two brief dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. With a sketch of his
life... Edinburgh: Printed for J. Dick & Co., 1824, xxiv, 254p.
Thomas Affleck
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To which are added, two brief dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue.
Edinburgh: T.
Affleck, 1834, xvi, [233]-456p. New Family Library, v. 1.
"Introductory Essay" by George Scott.
Chambers
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. Edinburgh: Chambers, 1838, 76p. With large pages
and tiny type this includes the complete text. "People's Edition" does
not appear here, but it does on works by other authors published by
William and Robert Chambers in the same format and bound with the
Analogy.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature; Dissertations on Personal Identity and the Nature of
Virtue; and Select Sermons. Edinburgh: William and Robert Chambers,
1850, xviii, [19]-322. Chamber's Instructive and Entertaining Library.
The sermons selected are: I-III, V, VI, VIII-XIV, and that of 1740.
The unsigned "Prefatory Memoir" is dated September 1850. The Analogy
ends at p. 214 and the sermons run from [215] to 322. The editorial
preface to the sermons explains (p.[216].): "In the present selection
we have been guided chiefly by three reasons; namely, not to extend the
volume beyond the usual limits of our series, to avoid subjects
partially treated in the Analogy, and--passing over such discourses as
were suited only for the time and occasion--to give those of a general,
and consequently of a more permanent and didactic character."
Hogg
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"Upon the Government of the Tongue" [Sermon 4] . 1857, 35p
Groombridge (London)]

[See

Edmonston and Douglas
Two Sermons Upon the Love of God. Reprinted from the Oxford Edition of
1835. With an abstract of the argument. Edinburgh: Edmonston and
Douglas, 1867. [Preface by J. Muir], 35p.
8o
Clark
Sermons by the Right Reverend Father in God Joseph Butler, D.C.L., Late
Lord Bishop of Durham: Sermons I., II., III. Upon Human Nature, or Man
considered as a Moral Agent. Introduction and Notes by the Rev. Thomas
B. Kilpatrick, D.D., Professor of Systematic Theology in Manitoba
College, Winnipeg. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 38 George Street. [n.d.;
Preface is signed T.B.K., Aberdeen, 1st May 1888. Introduction pp. 1150, copious notes included with the text. In Clark's "Handbooks for
Bible Classes and Private Students" series edited by Principal A.
Whyte, D.D. and John Kelman, D.D.]

Later London Editions
Allman
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. London: J. & T.
Allman, 1819, viii, 307p.
Bell
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. With an analytical
index by Edward Steere. London: Bell & Daldy, 1857, xviii, 468p.
The Sermons and Remains of the Right Reverend Father in God, Joseph
Butler . Newly edited with a memoir and indices by the Rev. E. Steere
...London: Bell & Daldy, 1862, xcii, 430p. 8o Contents: Memoir of Bp
Butler. Letters and Will. Fifteen Sermons at the Rolls. Six Sermons on
Public Occasions. Charge to the Clergy at Durham. Fragments.
Correspondence with Dr. Clarke. Index of Scripture. General Index.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. With an analytical
index by Edward Steere. London: Bickers & Son, 1873, xviii, 468p.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: Of
Personal Identity, Of the Nature of Virtue; and Fifteen Sermons... New
edition, with analytical introductions and explanatory notes. London:
H.G. Bohn, 1852, vi, 546p. "Bohn's Standard Library." sm 8o.
Introduction, notes and an index by a member of the University of
Oxford. ["M.A."]. Includes preface by Bp. Halifax and a life of
Butler.
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Three Sermons on Human Nature and a Dissertation upon the Nature of
Virtue. Introduction, analyses, and notes by W.R. Matthews. London:
George Bell and Sons, 1914, xxvii, 81p. "Bell's English Classics"
Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel and a Dissertation on the
Nature of Virtue. With introduction, analyses, and notes by W.R.
Matthews. London: George Bell and Sons, 1914, xxvii, 257p. "Bohn's
Standard Library"
Bishop
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. A new edition, with an
introductory essay, by Rev. Albert Barnes; and a complete index.
London: J.C. Bishop, 1851, xxiv, 251p. 8o
Buckland and Keith
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. new edition London: J.
Buckland, 1796, 304p. [see 1796, Edinburgh: Constable]
Cassell
Human Nature and Other Sermons. London: Cassell & Co., 1887, 192p.
[Cassell's National Library, vol. 93] Sermons 1-7, 11-14. With an
introduction signed H.M. [Henry Morley]

8o

Chidley
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. New and improved
edition
London: J. Chidley, 1838, 393p
Sermons. London: J.J. Chidley, 1844, 447p.

12o

Dent
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. Everyman's Library, ed.
by Ernest Rhys. Philosophy. No. 90. Introduction by Rev. Ronald Bayne.
London: J.M. Dent & Co., 1906, xxxii, 280p
Dove
The Works of the Right Reverend Father in God, Joseph Butler ... to
which is prefixed, an account of the character and writings of the
author, by Samuel Halifax ...London: J.F. Dove, 1828, xliv, 287, 274p.
22 cm with Life by Kippis. I. Analogy II. Sermons, Charge,
Correspondence
Groombridge
"Upon the Government of the Tongue" [Sermon 4] , 1857, 35p.
"Upon Resentment" [Sermon 8], 1858, 16p Bishops' Tracts no. 23
Hall
Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature., 1834?
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Hamilton
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. a new edition,
corrected London: Thomas Hamilton, 1809, 447p. [Bagster] Includes
Charge. With preface by Halifax and life by Kippis.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. By Joseph Butler, LL.D.
Late Lord Bishop of Durham. London: Printed for T. Hamilton, 37.
Paternoster Row; R. Ogle, Holborn; J. Ogle, Edinburgh; and M. Ogle,
Glasgow. 1813, lxiii, 398p
J. Hatchard & Son
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To which are added, two brief dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. With a memoir of the
author, by the Rev. George Croly. A new edition. [The Sacred Classics,
8] London: J. Hatchard & Son, 1834, xl, 352p.
Fifteen Sermons, Preached at the
Charge to the Clergy of Durham.
Rev. R. Cattermole, B.D., and an
the author's moral and religious
Sacred Classics, 27] London: J.

Rolls Chapel: to Which is Added, a
With an introductory essay, by the
appendix, containing an analysis of
systems, &c., by Samuel Halifax. [The
Hatchard & Son, 1836, xxiv, 344p.

Longman
Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel... With notes, analytical,
explanatory, and illustrative; and observations in reply to Mackintosh,
Wardlaw, and Maurice. By the Rev. Robert Carmichael. London: Longman
& Co., 1856, xiii, 266p.
"Errata" slip
Macmillan
The Works of Bishop Butler. A new edition with introduction and notes
by J.H. Bernard, D.D.
London: Macmillan and Co., 1900. 2v. 8o vol. I.
Sermons, Charges, Fragments and Correspondence. xxxii, 352p vol. II
Analogy of Religion, xxi, 313p [English Theological Library].
Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel. Edited, with notes, by
the Right Rev. J.H. Bernard. London: Macmillan, 1913, 200p.
Methuen
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To which are added, two brief dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. With an introduction by
H.H. Williams. London: Methuen, 1906, xxiv, 219. 8o [Methuen's
Standard Library]
Religious Tract Society
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature: Also, Fifteen Sermons. With a life of the author, a
copious analysis, notes and indexes, by Joseph Angus.
London:
Religious Tract Society, n.d., xxi, 551p. 8o 19cm. [Suggested dates
include: 1840, 1855, 1881, 1920.]
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The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature: Also, Three Sermons on Human Nature. London:
Religious Tract Society, n.d., xxi, 415p. 8o. [Suggested date : 1881.]
Routledge
The Analogy of Religion and Three Sermons. A new edition, with an
introductory essay by Rev. Albert Barnes and an index. Includes
Halifax preface and Butler's Introduction. London: Routledge & Co.,
1859, cix, 230. 12o
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. With an introduction and an appendix by Henry Morley.
London: George Routledge & Sons, 1884, 312p. sm 8o 19cm [Morley's
Universal Library, 10] [A new edition in which Butler's Introduction
is replaced by Morley's essay.]
Scott & Webster
The Works of the Right Reverend Father in God Joseph Butler, D.C.L.
Late Lord Bishop of Durham. To Which is Prefixed, An Account of the
Character and Writings of the Author, by Samuel Halifax, D.D. Late Lord
Bishop of Gloucester. London: Printed for Scott & Webster, (Successors
to Mr Dove,) Charterhouse Square, 1834, 2v in 1, lvi, [57]-312, xxiv,
[25]-303p. 8o 22.5 cm.
S.P.C.K.
Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. 1848, xix, 314p.
"Rewards and Punishments," 1852.
Butler's Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel; and, a
Dissertation of the Nature of Virtue. Edited with an introduction and
additional notes by T. A. Roberts. London: Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge, 1970, xxiv, 168p. 23cm
Tegg
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. London: Thomas Tegg,
1824, 291p.
The Whole Works of Joseph Butler. New edition, complete in one volume.
London: Thomas Tegg & Son, 1836, xxx, 280, xix, 280p.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. London: Thomas Tegg,
[&c], 1839, xxxii, 280p. 19.5 cm
Adv. v-vi. Preface by Halifax, viixxii. Introduction, xxiii-xxxii.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. With a preface, giving
some account of the character and writings of the author. By Samuel
Halifax. New edition, with an index. London: Thomas Tegg, 1844, lxi,
368p. 8o Also, Oxford: Printed by J. Vincent for Thomas Tegg, 1844,
lxi, 368p.
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1857 Analogy
cxii, 371p.
1860 Analogy e2 cviii, 371p.
(Tegg editions of 1857, 1860,

=

M'Glashan editions of 1849 and 1860.)

The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. New edition, with an
introductory essay, by Rev. Albert Barnes, and an index.
London,
William Tegg, 1867, cix, 230.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. A new and improved
edition, with a complete index, and questions for examination, by the
Rev. G.B. Wheeler. London: William Tegg, 1868, xxxii, 352p.
Ward, Lock and Co.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. With introduction, life, epitome and notes by the
Rev. F.A. Malleson. London: Ward, Lock & Co., [1887], viii, 240p. 8o
[Christian Knowledge Series]
Washbourne
The Works of the Right Reverend Father in God, Joseph Butler, D.C.L.
Late Lord Bishop of Durham. To which is prefixed, an account of the
character and writing of the author, by Samuel Halifax, D.D. London:
Henry Washbourne, 18, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars, 1845.
v. I
Analogy, lvi, 56-312p. v. II Sermons, &c., xxiv, 303p.

Oxford Editions
[Halifax Editions]
Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature, 1797.
The Works of the Right Reverend Father in God, Joseph Butler, D.C.L.
Late Lord Bishop of Durham. To which is prefixed, a preface, giving
some account of the character and writings of the author. By Samuel
Halifax. Oxford: At the University Press, 1807. 2 v.
[Gladstone Editions]
Butler's Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution
and Course of Nature; edited by the Right Hon. W.E. Gladstone.
London: Henry Frowde, 1895, xxxv, 424p. The World's Classics, 136.
The Works of Joseph Butler, D.C.L., Sometime Lord Bishop of Durham.
Divided into sections; with sectional headings, an index to each
volume; some occasional notes, also prefatory matter. edited by the
Right Hon. W.E. Gladstone Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1896. vol. 1.
The Analogy of Religion ... To which are added two brief dissertations
I. Of Personal Identity; II. Of the Nature of Virtue, and a
Correspondence with Dr. Samuel Clarke. xxxvii, 461p. vol. 2.
Sermons, etc. x, 464p. vol. 3. Studies Subsidiary to the Works of
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Bishop Butler. By the Right Hon. W.E. Gladstone.
uniform with the Works. vii, 371p
Vincent

Additional volume

(See Tegg)

Cambridge Editions
Deighton
Three Sermons upon Human Nature, with a Dissertation on the Nature of
Virtue. Cambridge: J. & J. J. Deighton and T. Stevenson, 1834, xiii,
63p. [This edition contains no editorial material, pp. iii-xiii are
extracts from Butler's Preface.]
Butler's Three Sermons Human Nature and Dissertation on Virtue edited
by W. Whewell with a preface and a syllabus of the work. Cambridge:
Printed at the University Press. Cambridge: Deighton; London: John W.
Parker, 1848,. lx, 69p. Syllabus and editorial preface, [v]-xxxvii;
Butler's preface, xxxix-lx.. May be bound with the following item.
Butler's Six Sermons on Moral Subjects. A Sequel to the Three Sermons
on Human Nature edited by W. Whewell with a preface and a syllabus of
the work. Cambridge: John Deighton; London: John W. Parker, 1849.
xxviii, 118p. Editorial preface, iii-xii; analytic table of contents
(syllabus), xiii-xix; [xx] editorial prefatory note on Sermon I; [xxi]xxviii, extracts from Butler's preface. The six sermons reprinted here
are sermons 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 of the Fifteen Sermons (as NUC) and not
the Six Sermons Preached on Public Occasions. (as BL)
Grant
Three Sermons Upon Human Nature. Cambridge: W. P. Grant, 1835, [i]-xxiv
(Butler's Preface), 25-63 (sermons I, II, III). This edition contains
a publisher's advertisement: Butler's Analogy.--To this Edition is
added, the Preface, and Three Sermons on Human Nature, neatly printed,
in a pocket size, bound in cloth, 4s 6d. The Preface and Three Sermons
separate, 1s 6d. The Bodleian copy is inscribed, "To the Revd W. H.
Herford with the author's kind regards," to which is added in different
ink, "(From R.D.D. An 1841-2 -- W.H.H.)"
Parker
Bishop Butler's Treatise on the Analogy of Religion to the Constitution
and Course of Nature (with a Summary of the Argument), and the Style in
some Parts Simplified). By the Rev. Edward Bushby, B.D., Fellow and
Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge, 1840
John Smith
Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature., 1829. [abridged]

Dublin Editions
George Ewing
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
personal identity. II. Of the nature of virtue. Dublin: Printed by J.
Jones. For George Ewing, 1736, x, 11-320p.
M'Glashlan
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The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. ... With a life of the author, copious notes, and
index by William Fitzgerald. Dublin, Printed at the University Press,
J. MacGlashan, 1849. "Carefully reprinted from the fourth edition,
London, 1750, with a collation of the text of the first edition." His
edition of Bishop Butler's `Analogy' displays such judgment and
`learning without pedantry' that it superseded all the previous
editions. (G.C.B. DNB)
Brett Smith
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature.
To which is refixed, a life of the author, by S.
Halifax. Dublin: Brett Smith, 1817, xvi, 414p.

British Empire Editions
University of Queensland
Three Sermons on Human Nature. By Joseph Butler, ed., W.M. Kyle.
Brisbane: University of Queensland, 1947. 50p. Miscellaneous
Publication No. 17.
South India Christian School Book Society
Principles of Moral Science containing Bishop Butler's three sermons on
human nature, and dissertation on virtue, with an introduction,
analysis, vocabulary, etc., by the Rev. Henry Bower. Madras: South
India Christian School Book Society, 1857. 2 pts. Text in English and
Tamil.
BL CAT entry “Principles of moral science.( Tamil ) Tarma castira
caram. itile makavittuva_nakiya Pat?lar e_n_ra cires?t?a kuruva_navar
inkilis? pas?aiyil ceyta Ma_nus?acupava tattuva vil?akkam e_n_ra
mu_n_ru piracankankal?um, Tarmappirama_na vil?akkam e_n_ra oru
pirakaran?amum. vetiyarpurattili_rukkum Pavaraiyarale mukavurai,
akarati mutaliyava_r_rot?u ... tami_lil
mo_lipeyarkkappat?t?irukki_n_ra_na. Madras. South India Christian
School Book Society. American Mission Press. 1857 118 p.. 17 cm. BL
Shelfmark: VT 1491(8). OIOC With an introduction and glossary in
Tamil, with some Telugu, by Rev. Henry Bower, and colophons in English.
Translated into Tamil from the English original; includes parallel
title pages in English and Tamil”
A. S. Robertson
Two Sermons Love of God & extracts Analogy Cape Town: A. S.
Robertson, 1852, xix, 36p. With a prefaced signed "J.M." [John Muir].

American Editions

New England
Manning and Loring
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. Together with a Charge,
Delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of Durham, at the Primary
Visitation, in the Year MDCCLI. New edition, corrected. With a
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preface, giving some account of the character and writings of the
author. By Samuel, Lord Bishop of Gloucester. Boston: Manning and
Loring, for David West, 1793, liii, [55]-385p.
West
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. Together with a Charge,
Delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of Durham, at the Primary
Visitation, in the Year 1751. Second American edition. To which is
prefixed a life of the author, by Dr. Kippis; with a preface, giving
some account of his character and writings Samuel Halifax. Boston:
David West, E.G. House, printer, 1809, iv, 422p.
Goodrich
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. Together with a Charge,
Delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of Durham, at the Primary
Visitation, in the Year 1751. Third American edition. To which is
prefixed a life of the author, by Dr. Kippis; with a preface, giving
some account of his character and writings by Samuel Halifax. Hartford:
Samuel G. Goodrich. C. J. Newcomb, printer. Deerfield, 1819, [3]-239p.
Wilson
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. Together with a Charge,
Delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of Durham, at the Primary
Visitation, in the Year 1751. Third American edition. To which is
prefixed a life of the author, by Dr. Kippis; with a preface, giving
some account of his character and writings by Samuel Halifax.
Deerfield: Published by John Wilson.
C. J. Newcomb, print., 1820, [3]-239p.
Maltby
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. To which is prefixed a
life of the author, by Dr. Kippis; with a preface, giving some account
of his character and writings by Samuel Halifax. New Haven: A.H.
Maltby & Co., 1822, 299p
Hilliard and Brown
Works. To which is prefixed a life of the author by Dr. Kippis with a
preface, giving some account of his character and writing by Samuel
Halifax. Cambridge, N.E.: Hilliard and Brown, 1827, 2 vols. Boston:
Hilliard, Gray, Little & Wilkins
Jewett
Bishop Butler's Ethical Discourses and Essay on Virtue. Arranged as a
treatise on moral philosophy; and edited, with an analysis, by J. T.
Champlin. Boston: J.P. Jewett & Co., 1859, iv, 5-206p. New York:
Sheldon & Co.
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Bishop Butler's Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the
Constitution and Course of Nature. Edited, with an analysis, by J.T.
Champlin. Boston: J. P. Jowett and Co., 1860. 278p
Bazin and Ellsworth
Analogy of Religion & Ethical Discourses. Edited, with an analysis by
J. T. Champlin (cp Jewett, 1860).
Boston: Bazin and Ellsworth, 1860,
194p

New York
Allison
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations. New
York: W.L. Allison, n.d., [169]-539p. 20 cm
Carter
Carter published four editions: the complete works ($1.50), the sermons
alone ($1.00), the Analogy alone ($0.75) and the Analogy with Wilson's
commentary ($1.25), all 8vo, 24 cm. Prices given are from 1854.
The Works of the Right Reverend Father in God, Joseph Butler, Late Lord
Bishop of Durham, to which is prefixed an account of the character and
writings of the author by Samuel Halifax. New York: Robert Carter,
1842, lvi, [57]-312; xxiv, [25]-303p
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. With an account of the
character and writings of the author, by Samuel Halifax.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. With an account of the
character and writings of the author, by Samuel Halifax. With Wilson's
essay.
Sermons by the Right Reverend Father in God, Joseph Butler. New York:
Robert Carter, 1844, xxiv, [25]-303p
Harper
Bishop Butler's Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the
Constitution and Course of Nature, with an analysis left unfinished by
the late Rev. Robert Emory, D.D., president of Dickinson College;
completed and edited, with a life of Bishop Butler, Notes and Index by
G.R. Crooks. Entered 1852. xc, [79]-368p
Liberal Arts Press
Five sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel and a Dissertation upon the
Nature of Virtue. With an Introduction by Stuart M. Brown,, J r. New
York: The Liberal Arts Press., 1950, x, 90p
M. H. Newman
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The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. With an introductory essay by Albert Barnes. New
stereotype edition. New York: J. Leavitt, 1833, civ, [105]-348p. 19 cm
Imprints include: Leavitt, M.H. Newman, W. Robinson, Robinson &
Franklin, Homer Franklin, Dayton & Saxton, Saxton & Peirce, Dayton &
Newman. Hilliard & Brown format is similar
"Leavitt" form contents:
essay by Barnes
vii
life by Kippis
63
preface by Halifax
Analogy
105-348
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The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. By Joseph Butler, LL.D., Late Lord Bishop of Durham.
With an Introductory Preface, by Bishop Halifax. To Which are Added,
Copious Analytical Questions for the Examination of Students. By Rev.
Joseph McKee, A.M. Stereotype Academy and School Edition. New York:
M.H. Newman & Co., 1847. [vii]-x, 306p.
"School Edition" form contents
Preface to the School Edition vii
Preface by Bishop Halifax
1
Life of Dr. Butler by Dr. Kippis
Advertisement.
27
Introduction
29
[Questions by Rev. McKee]
The preface to the school edition is dated 1847.
Newman, Newman & Ivison, Ivison & Phinney.

19

273
Imprints include M.N.

The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. With an introductory essay by Albert Barnes. New
York: M.H. Newman, 1848, lxi, 272p. 20th ed.
"Ivison" form contents:
essay by Barnes
preface by Halifax.
life by Kippis.
Advertisement.

vii
1
9
27-272

Some with Questions on Butler's Analogy by Leonidas L. Smith, 1-35p.
Imprints include: Dayton & Saxton, M.H. Newman, Newman & Ivison, Ivison
& Phinney; Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman; Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor.
Pott and Amery
Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature.. ed. Steere, 1870.
Ungar
The Analogy of Religion. Introduction by Ernest C. Mossner. New York:
F. Ungar Pub. Co., 1961, xii, 259p. 21 cm [Milestones of Thought in
the History of Ideas] Reprints Bohn edition, 1860.
Worthington
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The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To Which are Added, Two Brief Dissertations: I. Of
Personal Identity. II. Of the Nature of Virtue. Includes Kippis,
Halifax, Wilson. New York: Worthington Co., 58-436p. 26 cm

Cincinnati
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. With an analysis of the work by Rev. B.F. Tefft,
341p.
Possible imprints include:
Cincinnati: Swormstedt & Mitchell
Cincinnati: Swormstedt & PowerI
Cincinnati: Swormstedt & Poe
Cincinnati: Poe & Hitchcock
Cincinnati: Hitchcock & Walden
New York: Nelson & Phillips
New York: Carlton & Lanahan
Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe
New York: Hunt & Eaton

The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. To which are added two brief dissertations on
personal identity, and the nature of virtue. With a life of the
author, copious notes, and an ample index. The whole edited by Joseph
Cummings, 395p. Includes a biographical sketch by Professor Henry
Rogers.
Possible imprints include:
New York: Nelson & Phillips
Cincinnati: Hitchcock & Walden
New York: Phillips & Hunt
Cincinnati: Walden & Stowe
New York: Eaton & Mains
Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe
New York: Hunt & Eaton
Cincinnati: Cranston & Curtis
Cincinnati: Curts & Jennings

Indianapolis
Bobbs Merrill
Five Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel and a Dissertation Upon the
Nature of Virtue. With an introduction by Stuart M. Brown, Jr.
Indianapolis: Bobbs Merrill, 1950, 90p. [Cp. Liberal Arts Press (New
York)]
Hackett
Five Sermons Preached at the Rolls Chapel and a Dissertation Upon the
Nature of Virtue. Edited, with introduction and notes, by Stephen L.
Darwall. Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, 1983, 75p.
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Philadelphia
Cowperthwait, DeSilver & Butler
Bishop Butler's Ethical Discourses; to which are added some remains,
hitherto unpublished. Prepared as a text book in moral philosophy;
with a syllabus, by Dr. Whewell. Edited, with an introductory essay on
the author's life and writings, by the Rev. Joseph Passmore ....
Philadelphia: Charles DeSilver, 1855. iv, 5-375p.
Lippincott
The Analogy of Religion, to the Constitution and Course of Nature. To
which are added two brief dissertations ... With an introduction,
notes, conspectus, and ample index, by Howard Malcom. Philadelphia:
J.B. Lippincott & Co., 360p.
Introduction
Preface
Conspectus
Advertisement
Index to Part I
Index to Part II

5
19
21
66-332
333
343-360

Translations
French
L'Analogie de la Religion naturelle et révélée avec l'ordre et le
cours de la nature. Paris: Brunot-Labbe, 1821, vi, 499p. [Michel
Malherbe (1986) 399.]
Oeuvres Philosophiques de Samuel Clarke avec Notes et Introduction par
Amédée Jacques includes "Lettres d'un Gentilhomme de la Province de
Glocester."
Paris: Adolphe Delahays, 1847, pp. 135-169.
German
Bestätigung der natürlichen und geoffenbarten Religion aus ihrer
Gleichförmigkeit mit der Einrichtung und dem ordentlichen Laufe der
Natur. Nebst zwo kurzen Abhandlungen von der persönlichen Identität und
von der Natur der Tugend. Aus dem Englischen übersetzt. Leipzig,
Weidmann, 1756. xxiv, 440pp. translated by J.J. Spalding. Second and
third editions, Tubingen, 1779, 1784.
Ubereinstimmung dernaturlichen und geoffenbarten Religion. Leipzig,
1787, translated by Chr. H. Schreyer. Second edition, 1804. [Babolin]
Greek
Analogia tes threskeias, tes te physikes kai tes apokekalymmenes, pros
ten systasin kai poreian tes physeos. En Athenais: Ek tes typographias
Nikolaou Angelidou, 1844, viii, 401p.
Italian
I quindici sermoni. Firenze: Sansoni, 1969,
Babolin
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239p. Translated by Albino

L'analogia della religione naturale e rivelata con la constituzione e
il corso della natura. Firenze: Sansoni,1970, 352p. Translated by
Albino Babolin
Corrispondenza; Sei Sermoni; Allocuzioni. Firenze: Sansoni, 1971,
340p., Translated by Albino Babolin
Latin
"The Dean of Salisbury informed the writer of this Memoir, that a
learned friend of his had once translated the Analogy into Latin, with
a view to its publication in Germany, and submitted it to the revision
of Professor Porson. Dr. Pearson is not, however, aware of the reason
why it did not appear in print." Bartlett (1839) 62.
Tamil
[see South India]
Urdu
A translation by H. R. Williams, 1888
Welsh
Cyfatebiaeth Crefydd, naturiol a dadguddiedig, i gyfansoddiad a threfn
natur. ... Gyda nodiadau wedi eu dethol o Chalmers, Syr W. Hamilton,
Archesgob Whately, Fitzgerald, Dr. Angus, &c. gan y Parch. John Hughes.
Dinbych: Thomas Gee, 1859, xxviii, 234p
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In Anthologies
1773 "On the Character of Balaam" in The English Preacher. vol. 2.
1773 "On the Love of God" in The English Preacher. vol. 4.
[18--] "Sermon on Charity Schools" in Essays on Practical Education.
London: Charles Knight. In vol. 1 of 2.
1820 The Principal Parts of Butler's `Analogy of Religion'... abridged
by Francis Wrangham, 33p.
1823 Hints to Medical Students upon the Subject of a Future Life:
extracted from the celebrated work, entitled, the Analogy of
Religion, Natural and Revealed, by Dr. Joseph Butler, Late Bishop
of Durham: with Corresponding Notices from Other Publications of
High Authority and with a preface by the editor. York: J.
Wolstenholme, 1823, xxxii, 51p. Preface (i-xxxii), Of a Future
Life (1-31), Notes (33-48), Index (49-51).
1833 "The Character of Balaam..." in Select Sermons on the Evidences
and Duties of Religion. London: Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper.
pp.283-298.
1834 Fifteen Sermons and Letters to Clarke in The Christian Library,
vol. II. Philadelphia: Key & Biddle, 1834, 497-544.
1836 Charity School Sermon (1745) in The Schoolmaster, I (1836) 159178.
1837 Dissertation on Virtue, Preface to Sermons, Sermons on Human
Nature, On Compassion, On Resentment and Forgiveness, On the Love
of God in Christian Institutes I (1837), 519-642. (Christopher
Wordsworth, Master of Trinity College, Cambridge), London: J. G.
F. & J. Rivington, 1842.
1845 Twelve Anniversary Sermons. SPG London: Sharpe
1897 Excerpts from Preface, Sermons I-III, XI, XII and Dissertation on
Virtue in L. A. Selby-Bigge, ed., The British Moralists. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1897; reprinted, New York: Dover Publications,
1965. 2 volumes.
1899 “The Government of God a Scheme Incomprehensible.” Ridpath
Library of Universal Literature, ed. John Clark Ridpath. New
York: The Globe Publishing Company, vol. 4.
1900 "Upon the Ignorance of Man" in Selected English Sermons:
Sixteenth to Nineteenth Centuries, Hensley Henson, ed. London,
Oxford University Press.
1900 Excerpt from the Analogy in David J. Brewer, ed., The World's
Best Essays. St. Louis: Ferd. P. Kaiser. Volume II: 793-799.
1900 Excerpt from "The Government of the Tongue" in David J. Brewer,
ed., The World's Best Orations. St. Louis: Ferd. P. Kaiser. Volume
III: 842-845.
1909 Preface and Sermons I-III in Benjamin Rand, ed. The Classical
Moralists. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1909.
1921 "Upon Human Nature" [Sermon III.4-9] in English Prose, W.
Peacock, ed.. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1921, vol. II, pp.
485-490. "The World's Classics"
1931 "Joseph Butler and His Century" [from Sermons II and III] in
Gordon H. Clark and T. V. Smith, eds., Readings in Ethics. New
York: F.S. Crofts & Co., 1931, ch XI.
1934 Sermon II, Analogy Introduction, II.i, II.conclusion, in John
Martin Creed and John Sandwith Boys Smith, eds. Religious Thought
in the Eighteenth Century: Illustrated from the writers of the
period. Cambridge: At the University Press.
1942 "The Government of the Tongue" in Sampson, Ashley, ed. Famous
English Sermons. London: The Religious Book Club, 1942.
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1947

1950

1953

1955

1957

1962
1964
1967
1969

1975
1975
1976

Two paragraphs from the Analogy, Introduction and Part I, chap.
iii in Wylie Sypher, ed. Enlightened England: An Anthology of
Eighteenth Century Literature (New York: W.W. Norton & Company)
Two paragraphs from the Analogy are included "to furnish a
background of ideas, manners, and currents of thought for the work
of the major writers." They appear between selections from Pope
and from Swift. Sypher's introduction says that "Straddling
between revelation and deism, Butler in this profoundly
influential work argues that the whole course of nature proves the
existence of a God who will reward and punish. Life is a period
of `probation.' Therefore, if we have not faith, it is at least
prudential to believe that `our future interest depends upon our
present behavior.'" The revised edition of 1962 retains the same
selection from Butler.
Preface, and Sermons I, II, III, XI in A.I. Melden, ed. Ethical
Theories. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1950. Second edition,
1955, adds Dissertation on Virtue.
Excerpts from Sermons I-III, XI, and the Preface in Ethel M.
Albert, Theodore C. Denise, and Sheldon P. Peterfreund, eds.,
Great Traditions in Ethics. New York: American Book Company.
Selections from Butler retained in the fifth edition, 1984.
Excerpts from Sermons IV and VII in Baillie, John. A Diary of
Readings: Being an anthology of pages suited to engage serious
thought. One for every day of the Year gathered from the wisdom of
many centuries. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1955.
Excerpt from Dissertation on Virtue in Maurice Mandelbaum, et al,
ed., Philosophical Problems: An Introductory Book of Readings.
New York: The Macmillan Company.
Excerpts from Fifteen Sermons in Approaches to Ethics, ed. W. T.
Jones, et al. New York: McGraw-Hill.
Antony Flew, ed. Body, Mind, and Death. New York: Macmillan,
1964.
A.I. Melden, ed. Ethical Theories. Englewood Cliffs: PrenticeHall, 1967.
D. .D. Raphael, ed. British Moralists 1650-1800. Oxford:
Clarendon Press. Continues and modifies the tradition of SelbyBigge (1897). In the "Preface" Raphael says he has retained
Hobbes, Locke, Butler, Price and Bentham even though their works
are available in convenient modern editions because without them
"the book would have lost its backbone as a representative
selection of the thought of the period." All but one of the
scholars he consulted supported his inclination to give plenty of
space to Hobbes, Butler, Hume and Price, "even though this meant
reducing or omitting the contribution of others..." Excerpts from
Fifteen Sermons, fourth edition (1749), and "Dissertation of the
Nature of Virtue," third edition, 1740, both "with "misprints
corrected, spelling modified, and reduction of initial capital
letters." Cross-references supplied by the editor, a
"Bibliographical Note of Some British Writers" and a seventy-page
analytical index.
"Dissertation on Personal Identity," in John Perry, ed., Personal
Identity. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975.
“Upon Resentment” in Joel Feinberg, and Hyman Gross, eds,
Punishment . Encino, Calif. : Dickenson Pub. Co., 1975.
Editorial introduction, "Government of the Tongue" and SPCK
sermon in C.H. Sisson, ed. The English Sermon 1650-1750 (vol. 2).
Cheadle: Carcanet, 1976 pp. 331-358.
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1976

1979
1983

1988
1989
1990

1991

1992
1996

1998

From Sermons, Preface and Sermon XI, as “Eine Widerlegung des
Egoismus,” translated by Dieter Birnbacher, in Texte zur Ethik.
Munich: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 1976, 12th edition 2003.
"On Compassion" in Simon Eliot and Beverly Stern, eds. The Age of
Enlightenment. London: Ward Lock Educational, 1979, vol. I, 37-43.
From Analogy II.vii (Of the Particular Evidence for Christianity)
in L. Russ Bush, Classical Readings in Christian Apologetics: A.D.
100-1800, Grand Rapids: Academie Books, chapter 11.
Andrew Linzey and Tom Regan. Animals and Christianity. New York:
Crossroad, 1988.
Sermon 15. Penelhum, Terence, ed. Faith. New York: Macmillan,
1989.
Introduction, excerpts from Sermons (I, II, III, XI, XII) and
"Dissertation on Virtue," notes, and suggestions for further
reading in J. B. Schneewind, ed. Moral Philosophy from Montaigne
to Kant. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
From the "Preface" in G.R. Evans and J. Robert Wright. The
Anglican Tradition: A Handbook of Sources. London: SPCK, 1991.
Selection 266 on p. 281 is from Works (1900) vol. 1, p. 4.
Analogy I.i (with some omissions) in Paul Edwards, ed.
Immortality. New York: Macmillan.
“Of Personal Identity” in John Cottingham, ed., Western
Philosophy: An Anthology. Oxford: Blackwell, Part IV, Selection
32.
Excerpts from Fifteen Sermons in Cahn and Markie, eds., Ethics:
History, Theory, and Contemporary Issues. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.

As Epigraphs
Bartlett, Thomas. Memoirs of the Life, Character, and Writings, of
Joseph Butler. London: John W. Parker, 1839. "The constitution of the
world, and God's natural government over it, is all mystery, as much as
the Christian dispensation. Yet under the first, he has given men all
things pertaining to life; and under the other, all things pertaining
unto godliness." Analogy, Chap. V.
Darwin, Charles. Origin of Species. London: John Murray, 1859.
Epigraph added in Eds. 1860, 1861, 1869, 1872. "The only meaning of the
word 'natural' is stated, fixed, or settled; since what is natural as
much requires and presupposes an intelligent agent to render it so,
i.e., to effect it continually or at stated times, as what is
supernatural or miraculous does to effect it for once."
Moore, G.E. Principia Ethica. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1903. "Everything is what it is, and not another thing."
Perry, Ralph
Sons, 1909.
consequences
desire to be

Barton. The Moral Economy. New York: Charles Scribner's
"Things and actions are what they are, and the
of them will be what they will be; why then should we
deceived?" BISHOP BUTLER

Elton, Oliver. A Survey of English Literature, 1730-1780. London:
Edward Arnold, 1928. "Bringing things to light, alone and of itself, is
of no manner of use, any otherwise than as entertainment or diversion.-Bishop Butler, On the Ignorance of Man." (To volume II)
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Berlin, I. Karl Marx: His Life and Environment. London: Oxford
University Press, 1939. "Things and actions are what they are, and
their consequences will be what they will be: why then should we seek
to be deceived?" (To chapter 1)
Kemp Smith, Norman. The Philosophy of David Hume. London: Macmillan,
1941. "However, as one cannot but be greatly sensible how difficult it
is to silence imagination enough to make the voice of reason even
distinctly heard ... as we are accustomed from our youth up to indulge
that forward delusive faculty, ever obtruding beyond its sphere--of
some assistance, indeed, to apprehension, but the author of all error-as we plainly lose ourselves in gross and crude conceptions of things,
taking for granted that we are acquained with what indeed we are wholly
ignorant of ..." --Butler, The Analogy of Religion. (To chapter XXI)
Duncan-Jones, Austin. Butler's Moral Philosophy. Harmondsworth:
Penquin Books, 1952. Here ideas never are in themselves determinate,
but become so by the train of reasoning and the place they stand in.
Flew, Antony. A New Approach to Psychical Research. London: C.A, Watts
& Co., Ltd., 1953. Whether we are to live in a future state, as it is
the most important question which can possibly be asked, so it is the
most intelligible one which can be expressed in language.
Thomson, Oliver. A History of Sin. Edinburgh: Canongate Press, 1993.
"All men's appetites have a tendency to promote both the private and
the public good."

In Collected Quotations
Adams, Franklin Pierce. F.P.A.: Book of Quotations. NY: Funk &
Wagnalls, 1952. B
Andrews, Robert, ed. The Concise Columbia Dictionary of Quotations New
York: Columbia University Press, 1987. Q
Ayer, A.J., and Jane O'Grady, eds. A Dictionary of Philosophical
Quotations. Oxford: Blackwell, 1992. A and five others
Cohen, J.M. and M.J. The Penguin Dictionary of Quotations. New York:
Atheneum, 1962. K M Q
Edwards, Tryon. The New Dictionary of Thoughts. New York: Standard
Book Company, 1949, 1961. R S V W X
Mead, Frank. The Encyclopedia of Religious Quotations. Westwood (NJ):
Fleming H. Revell, 1965. M T U V
Oxford Dictionary of Quotations. London: Oxford University Press, 2nd
ed. 1953, revised 1966, 3rd ed. 1979. B K P Q
Pepper, Margaret. The Harper Religious & Inspirational Quotation
Companion. New York: Harper, 1989. M
Roberts, Kate Louise, ed. Hoyt's New Cyclopedia of Practical
Quotations. New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1927. B K N
Stevenson, Burton. Home Book of Quotations. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1934.
M N O

Frequently Quoted Passages
[A] Everything is what it is, and not another thing.
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[B] Things and actions are what they are, and the consequences of them
will be what they will be: why then should we desire to be deceived?
[C] It is as easy to close the eyes of the mind, as those of the body:
and the former is more frequently done with willfulness, and yet not
attended to, than the latter.
[D] Language is, in its very nature, inadequate, ambiguous, liable to
infinite abuse, even from negligence; and so liable to it from design,
that every man can deceive and betray by it.
[E] I express myself with caution, lest I should be mistaken to vilify
reason; which is indeed the only faculty we have wherewith to judge
concerning anything.
[F] All reasonable men know certainly, that there cannot, in reality,
be any such thing as chance; and conclude, that the things which have
this appearance are the result of general laws, and may be reduced into
them.
[G] There are as real and the same kind of indications in human nature,
that we were made for society and to do good to our fellow-creatures;
as that we were intended to take care of our own health and private
good.
[H] That mankind is a community, that we all stand in a relation to
each other, that there is a public end and interest of society which
each particular is obliged to promote is the sum of morals.
[I] Why might not whole communities and public bodies be seized with
fits of insanity, as well as individuals? Nothing but this principle,
that they are liable to insanity, equally at least with private
persons, can account for the major part of those transactions of which
we read in history.
[J] What a wonderful incongruity it is for a man to see the
doubtfulness in which things are involved, and yet be impatient out of
action, or vehement in it!
[K] To Us, probability is the very guide to life.
[L] As I design the search after truth as the business of my life, I
shall not be ashamed to learn from any person.
[M] That which is the foundation of all our hopes and of all our fears;
all our hopes and fears which are of any consideration; I mean a Future
Life.
[N] The first thought is often the best.
[O] Virtue must be the happiness, and vice the misery of every
creature.
[P] It has come, I know not how, to be taken for granted, by many
persons, that Christianity is not so much as a subject of inquiry; but
that it is, now at length, discovered to be fictitious.
[Q] Sir, the pretending to extraordinary revelation and gifts of the
Holy Ghost is a horrid thing, a very horrid thing.
[R] There is a kind of physiognomy in the titles of books no less than
in the faces of men, by which a skillful observer will know as well
what to expect from the one as the other.
[S] That conscience approves of any given course of action, is of
itself, obligation
[T] Christianity is a scheme quite beyond our comprehension.
[U] We are an inferior part of the creation of God. There are natural
appearances of our being in a state of degradation.
[V] Virtue is not to be considered in the light of mere innocence, or
abstaining from harm; but as the exertion of our own faculties in doing
good.
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Notes on Frequently Quoted Passages
[A] Fifteen Sermons, Pref. 39. "This remark has become a philosophical
commonplace since Moore used it as the epigraph for his Principia
Ethica. However, despite the vast number of authors who cite it, the
source of the remark in Butler is seldom given. After a vain search
through some of Butler's works, I have decided to maintain this
tradition." Brennan (1988) 116. In Quiddities, Quine has Butler say, "A
number is what it is and not another number." Gale (1991) 320
paraphrases Butler, "everything is what it is, no matter why it is what
it is."
[B] Fifteen Sermons VII
[C] Fifteen Sermons X.11
[D] Analogy of Religion II.iii.8
[E] Analogy of Religion II.iii.1
[F] Analogy of Religion II.iv.4
[G] Fifteen Sermons I.5
[H] Fifteen Sermons IX.8. Bernard quotes Clarke, Evidences, (1738) 208,
as a source and refers to Fifteen Sermons I.4 where he provides a note
on the body and its members.
[I] Tucker anecdote
[J] Fragment 6.
[K] Analogy of Religion.intro.3. Cp. "... conscience, which is the
guide to life" Fifteen Sermons X.16. None of Butler's commentators
seem to have noticed that this is a quotation from Cicero.
[L] CL IV.3
[M] Analogy of Religion. intro.13
[N] Fifteen Sermons. VII.14. The observation is from Shaftesbury, Wit
& Humor
[O] Analogy of Religion. intro.10
[P] Analogy of Religion.advertisement
[Q] To John Wesley
[R]
[S]
[T] Analogy of Religion.II.iv.2
[U]
[V]

Spurious Works
Letter of Thanks
A Letter of Thanks from a Young Clergyman, to the Reverend Dr. Hare,
dean of Worcester, for his visitation-sermon at Putney ... 2nd ed.
London: printed by W. Wilkins, and sold by J. Roberts, 1720, 38p.
Attributed to Butler in Halkett & Laing; Lambeth catalog suggests Hugh
Boulter.

Plan of 1750
According to Arthur L. Cross, The Anglican Episcopate, p. 123,
1. MS copy, in his own handwriting, formerly in the possession of
William Vassal, of Boston.
2. Published by the Reverend East Apthorp, (Cambridge, Mass.).
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3. Published in the English edition of Johnson's Ethics, London, 1753.
4. Reprinted by "The Anatomist" (Dr. William Smith, provost of the
College of Philadelphia), in the Pennsylvania Gazette, December 8,
1768. From Butler's copy as revised and approved by Sherlock and
published in the English editons of Johnson's Ethics.
5. An Address from the Clergy of New York and New Jersey to the
Episcopalians of Virginia, 21-22; and in
6. Perry, American Episcopal Church, i. 142-144 (especially 143,
explanatory note 2), from which Cross reprints.

Emerson from Ward
In "Blotting Book II" Emerson copied a number of quotations as given in
Tremaine, one is identified as from Butler:
"What we know is but a point to what we don't know"

Bp Butler

Orth found this in the 3-volume Philadelphia edition: Robert Plumer
Ward, Tremaine, 1825, III, 125-26. In the second edition (London:
Henry Colburn, 1825), the whole passage reads:
"Then, my dear friend, I beseech you not to get rid of a question
so vital to your happiness, both here and hereafter, by supposing that
answered which is not answered; by giving me words instead of meaning;
a phrase instead of argument. When you tell me of the laws of our
being, do you know half of them yourself, or what relations the known
may bear to the unknown? It is hence the sagacious Butler holds that
the only distinct meaning of the word natural [165] is stated, fixed,
or settled, but there must be innumerable things at present carrying on
of which we are ignorant, and in comparison of which (to use his
emphatic word,) what we know is but a point." (1825: 165-66)
Butler's name appears only one other time in the novel, "His eye grew a
little bilious as he thought of this and glanced cursorily over the
volumes of Boyle, Butler, Sherlock, and Clark, [sic] which were ranged
in their places on his ample shelves." (Vol. I, 63), but there are
numerous passages on topics from and in the style of the Analogy. In
chapter V of Nature, Emerson writes, "Here again we are impressed and
even daunted by the immense Universe to be explored. `What we know, is
a point to what we do not know.' Open any recent journal of science,
and weigh the problems suggested concerning Light, Heat, Electricity,
Magnetism, Physiology, Geology, and judge whether the interest of
natural science is likely to be soon exhausted." Thus neither Ward nor
Emerson provides any indication of where the quotations are from, and
this has caused some confusion. The definition of "nature" quoted by
Ward is given in I.i.23, and what Ward calls the emphatic word "point"
appears in II.ii.4 in the context, "And doubtless that part of
[Nature], which is opened to our view, is but as a point, in comparison
of the whole plan of Providence." Ward has quoted Butler almost
exactly, but he did not make clear which words were direct quotation.
Emerson apparently tried to reconstruct the original and put this
reconstruction in quotation marks. Emerson's version ends up being
quite different from Ward and from Butler, but not different from what
Butler certainly believed.
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Sermon (Bartlett)
"A Sermon Supposed to be Written by Bishop Butler" Printed for the
first time in Bartlett (1839) and reprinted in Gladstone's edition. On
John iii.8

Sermon (Todd)
A Sermon Supposed to be by Joseph Butler, LLD. Darlington: Harrison
Penny, 1860, 11p. A sermon on Lament of Jeremiah, iii:40. With
editorial note signed "J. Todd." Todd claims only that the sermon
sounds like Butler, which it certainly does. Oriel College copy is
inscribed, "E. Hawkins 1860 from J. Todd."
This is the original of
which 32,722 f 15 is a copy. Butler erroneously wrote "July 5" on this
and on 32,722 f 58; the corrections are in another hand.
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Eighteenth-Century Editions
title

date

published by

Letters
Letters
Letters
15 Sermons
15 Sermons
Analogy
Analogy
Analogy ed2
15 Sermons
Sermon 1739
Analogy
Sermon 1740
Sermon 1741
Sermon 1745
Sermon 1747
Sermon 1748
15+6 Sermons
6 Sermons
Analogy
Charge
Sermon 1748
Analogy
Analogy
Analogy
Analogy
Analogy
15+6 Sermons
15+6 Sermons
Letters
15+6 Sermons
Analogy
15+6 Sermons
Analogy
Analogy
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Analogy
Analogy
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Analogy
Analogy
Analogy
Analogy

1716
1719
1725
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1736
1736
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1747
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1751
1754
1759
1764
1764
1765
1765

Knapton
Knapton
Knapton
Knapton
Knapton
Ewing
Knapton
Knapton
Knapton
Knapton
Knapton
Knapton
Knapton
Dodd
Knapton
Woodfall
Knapton
Knapton
Knapton
Lane
Bryson

1767
1769
1771
1774
1775
1785
1786
1788
1791
1792
1793
1793
1796
1798

Glasgow
Foulis
Urie
Horsfield
Horsfield
Rivington
Woodfall
Urie
Beecroft
Ware
Boyle
Rivington
Cadell
Rivington
Rivington
Rivington
Rivington
Manning Loring
Constable
Rivington

The 18th C

reel 6279#08
reel 1969#04
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reel
reel
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8587#16
1348#02
4736#01
6302#05

reel 2101#28

reel 2101#29
reel 2101#30
reel 1786#05
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reel
reel
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8547#06
2102#28
6441#12
7947#03

reel 9348#02
reel 4315#05

reel 3894#12
reel 5750#14
reel 9629#07
reel
reel
reel
reel
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5567#07
1777#05
9491#07
5221#14

UR

own

local library

Works on Butler
Books and Pamphlets on Butler
[anon.] Analytical Commentary on Butler's Analogy. Guildford: Billing & Sons,
1890.
[anon.] Bishop Butler an Avowed Puseyite and Suspected Catholic. Tunbridge
Wells [1842]
[signed "P"; Thomas Forster ? --BL cat '55 vol 178 col 2]
[anon.] Butler's Analogy: a lay argument by a Lancashire Manufacturer. [See
Bleekley].
[anon.] Catechetical Epitome of Bishop Butler's Analogy of Religion. London:
Simpkin, 1879. [English Catalogue of Books; Under "D., E.V." in BL.]
[anon.] Metacosmos: a Study in Bishop Butler's Writings. London: J. Snow &
Co., 1883, 16p. [BL]
[anon.] Remarks on Butler's Analogy.Glasgow, 1764.. Canterbury: T. Smith,
1783, 122p. Title refers to edition of the Analogy being commented on.
[anon., Wallace, Thomas--BL]. Review of the Doctrine of Personal Identity: in
which are Considered and Compared the Opinions of Locke, Butler, Reid,
Brown, and Stewart upon that Subject . London: Longman & Co., 1827, iv,
86p.
[anon.] Thoughts on Miracles in General, and as They Relate to the
Establishment of Christianity in Particular: Interspersed with Remarks on
Bishop Butler's Analogy of Religion with the Course of Nature. To Which Is
Added, the Creed of a Real Deist. London: T. Becket and P.A. De Hondt,
1767, 107p.
Allen, M. Four Hundred Questions on Butler's Analogy. Dublin: Ekens, 1841,
32p.
Angus, Joseph. Analysis of Butler's Analogy of Religion and Three Sermons on
Human. London: Religious Tract Society, 1882.
Babolin, Albino. Joseph Butler. Padova: LaGarangola, 1973. 2 vols.
Baker, Albert E. Bishop Butler. London: Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, 1923.
Bartlett, Thomas. Memoirs of the Life, Character and Writings of Joseph
Butler. London: John W. Parker, 1839.
Belchier, William. Essays on Various Subjects, Critical and Moral:
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N8

Poetry

.... From which we are to understand that even though we have fallen
on a barren time and lost touch with our fellows and with the universe,
we still have the possibility of salvation within ourselves. Poem after
poem in the volumes of 1849 and 1852 invokes, through such phrases as
"man's one nature," the "soul well-knit," and "my nature's law," the
classical [156/157] concept of equanimity as the highest achievement of
individual self-integration.
The essential conflict which Arnold was to develop through so many
variations is present as early as the sonnet, Written in Butler's
Sermons. On the one band, the world with its manifold claims exerts a
centrifugal pressure on man's nature. This tendency towards
fragmentation is counteracted, however, by a nucleus of individuality,
the buried life which) makes for unity, stability, and equilibrium:
Affections, Instincts, Principles, and Powers,
Impulse and Reason, Freedom and Control-So Men, unravelling God's harmonious whole,
Rend in a thousand shreds this life of ours.
Vain labour! Deep and broad, where none may see,
Spring the foundations of that shadowy throne
Where man's one nature, queen-like, sits alone,
Centred in a majestic unity. . .
The same idea appears in Religious Isolation, Human Life, The Second
Best, and The Youth of Man.

from The Alien Vision of Victorian Poetry by E.D.H Johnson
http://65.107.211.206/books/alienvision/arnold/1.html
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Reflections Upon “Butler’s Analogy of Religion.”
There as a likeness in all natural things,
A strict analogy, which clearly brings
<<393>>Religion, and all nature to agree;
The veil withdrawn—I now distinctly see.
If first we trace each diff’rent stage of life,
We prove a future peace from present strife,
Death, no destruction of the moral power,
Which oft is brightest in our latest hour,
And even a change of nature, or pure soul,
Still leaves the active mind without control.
The body is the instrument alone,
The soul is all that we can call our own.
What though we cease to live, thought does not cease,
But bursts the prison doors at death’s release;
Waits but that moment to enlarge, expand,
Commence new life in death, eternal! grand!
And if in search of happiness we miss,
The fault is ours, not God’s, who formed for bliss,
Left us in part free will to choose our way,
Thereby our faith and patience to essay.
And it may be His holy, blessed will,
That we, the creatures of His matchless skill,
Should act accordingly to nature’s plan,
Which lies beyond our present power to scan.
To our weak sense, no doubt some actions lie
As if they lacked his moral scrutiny;
No step we take, no act so small soe’er,
But wisdom infinite, with wondrous care
Has governed, for some latent good, an end
To which His purpose wise will ever tend.
And thus remorse may be the shadow sent,
Forewarning of a future punishment;
And feelings pure, with conscience void of guile,
May be the type of Heaven’s approving smile.
And so in early youth we should begin
To shut out all the avenues of sin;
Nor this alone, but let not pass in vain
Those moments which will ne’er return again;
But like the bee, who robs the unconscious flower,
Let us enrich our minds each fleeting hour.
Nor let us e’er distrust, or be dismayed,
Be fear and hope in equal balance weighed;
<<394>>Else in presumptuous gale we may be tossed,
Or down the low abyss in darkness lost.
’Tis true we cannot clearly now perceive
God’s government, all goodness to achieve;
But we are blind, the world obstructs our sight,
For this is but the dawning of that light,
The noonday is in Heaven, where we shall see,
And comprehend, what now seems mystery.
R. E. S.

FROM THE OCCIDENT AND AMERICAN JEWISH ADVOCATE, 6 (1848) 392-394
http://www.jewish-history.com/Occident/volume6/nov1848/butler.html
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Seth Compton
WHEN I died, the circulating library
Which I built up for Spoon River,
And managed for the good of inquiring minds,
Was sold at auction on the public square,
As if to destroy the last vestige
Of my memory and influence.
For those of you who could not see the virtue
Of knowing Volney's "Ruins" as well as Butler's "Analogy"
And "Faust" as well as "Evangeline,"
Were really the power in the village,
And often you asked me
"What is the use of knowing the evil in the world?"
I am out of your way now, Spoon River,
Choose your own good and call it good.
For I could never make you see
That no one knows what is good
Who knows not what is evil;
And no one knows what is true
Who knows not what is false.
From: Spoon River Anthology
by Edgar Lee Masters

See also:
Howl by Allen Ginsberg (lines are Butler were deleted in MS)
Madoc: A Mystery by Paul Muldoon
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Dur.23
Dur.24
Dur.24
Bristol
Bristol
Bristol
Bristol
Bristol
Bristol

Titus
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Deut.
Rom.
Prov.
Tim. 2
Acts
Cor. 1
Col.
Cor. 1
Heb.
Lev.
Heb.
Heb.
Pet. 2
Tim. 2

2:10
3:15
3:15
6:6,7
1:28
23:17
3:5
17:28
4:17
4:17
15:58
12:11
26:41,43
9:27
7:25
2:22
4:7

*
*

*
*
*

*

*

Arranged in Order of the Citation:
AN 2.3.10
Acts
3:21
AN 2.7.30
Acts
3:21
6S 3.2
Acts
5:3
S15 13.11
Acts
17:28
*
Apr 1714 Acts
17:28
**
6S Dur.20
Acts
17:28
*
6S 6.19
Acts
20:35
6S 3.2
Acts
28:27
AN 2.7.32
Amos
9:14,15
AN error
Apoc.
3:21 error in Bab. index
6S Dur.24
Col.
4:17
AN 2.7.7
Cor. 1
1:12
**
AN 2.4.3
Cor. 1
1:18 [verse by JHB]
AN 2.3.1
Cor. 1
1:28
6S 1.12
Cor. 1
3:6
6S 3.2
Cor. 1
3:18
6S Dur.23
Cor. 1
4:17
AN 2.5.12
Cor. 1
6:20
AN 2.5.12
Cor. 1
7:5
AN 2.7.8
Cor. 1
11:23, etc.
S15 1.1
Cor. 1
12
AN 2.7.9
Cor. 1
12:8,9,10-28 etc.
AN 2.7.9
Cor. 1
13:1,2,8
S15 12.21
Cor. 1
13:4-7
AN 2.4.2
Cor. 1
13:9
**
S15 14.8
Cor. 1
13:12
S15 14.16
Cor. 1
13:12
*
AN 2.7.9
Cor. 1
14
6S 1.17
Cor. 1
14:24,25
AN 2.3.9
Cor. 1
14:32
**
6S 1.6
Cor. 1
14:38
AN 2.7.8
Cor. 1
15:8
AN 2.4.2
Cor. 1
15:25-28
AN 1.1.21
Cor. 1
15:36
**
AN 2.2.4
Cor. 1
15:36
**
6S Dur.24
Cor. 1
15:58
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298
Bernard only
301
304
308
309
310
311
315
315
315
317
317
317
318
318
319

185
263
231
195
174
311
290
231
265
185
315
Bernard only
193
175
204
231
315
210
208
244
029
245
245
178
192
203
209
245
210
184
200
244
192
036
169
315

AN 2.6.15
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.6.5
6S 6.21
AN 2.7.9
AN 2.7.30
6S 1.2
6S 5.3
AN 2.7.30
AN 2.7.30
AN 2.5.12
6S 1.2
6S 4.10
AN 2.6.15
S15 7.7
6S Dur.10
AN 2.3.13
S15 pref 31
AN 2.7.37
AN 2.7.32
S15 15.16
AN 2.7.32
S15 15.16
S15 4.10
S15 15.6
S15 6.11
Babolin In.
S15 15 head
6S 1.12
S15 15.16
6S 3.22
S15 15.17
S15 4.19
S15 4.19
S15 4.19
S15 4.19
S15 4.13
6S 1.6
S15 15.6
S15 4.19
S15 4.10
S15 9.28
S15 4.19
S15 5.15
S15 15.6
S15 6.1
AN 1.5.3
S15 14.6
S15 2.6
6S 3.10
AN 2.5.12
6S 1.2
AN 2.7.30
AN 2.1.10
AN 2.5.15
6S 3.2
S15 8.4

Cor. 2
Cor. 2
Cor. 2
Cor. 2
Cor. 2
Dan.
Dan.
Dan.
Dan.
Dan.
Dan.
Dan.
Dan.
Dan.
Deut.
Deut.
Deut.
Deut.
Deut.
Deut.
Deut.
Deut.
Eccles.
Eccles.
Eccles.
Eccles.
Eccles.
Eccles.
Eccles.
Eccles.
Eccles.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Ecclus.
Eph.
Eph.
Eph.
Eph.
Eph.
Eph.
Eph.
Eph.
Eph.

4:4
5:19
8:12
9:7
12:12,13
2:44
2:44
4:35
7:22
7:27
9:24
9:24
12:4
12:10
4
6:6,7
7:1 ff.
**
23:5
**
28:37
28:64
29:29
*
30:2,3
1:18
*
3:07
3:11
*
7:2,3
*
7:2-3
**
8:16,17
11:1,6
12:13
*
12:14
1:6,8,9
*
5:11,12,13
5:13
6:33
9:18
10:3
15:17
16:20-22
*
20:7,8
25:20
*
28:1-4
28:14
32:23
33:34
*
42:24
42:24
43:30
2:3
2:12
2:16
3:2
3:9
JHB on text
4:12
*
4:12,13
4:22
4:26
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234
210
224
292
245
263
196
266
263
263
209
196
255
234
104
304
Bernard only
16 Babolin only
271
265
220
265
220
071
214
096
077
211
204
221
246
222
076
076
076
076
072
200
214
076
072
135
076
088
214
089
087
203
050
235
210
196
262
153
212
231
113

6S 6.19
AN 2.5.12
6S 4.4
6S 4.16
6S 1.6
6S 1.6
AN 2.7.8
AN 2.7.9
AN 2.5.12
6S 3.2
6S 3.2
S15 8.17
AN 2.3.13
6S 1.2
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.5.12
6S 3.2
6S 3.22
S15 11.22
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.conc.2
AN 2.3.10
6S 6.16
AN 2.5.12
6S Bristol
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.5.17
6S Bristol
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.5.12
6S 2.16
6S Bristol
S15 14.14
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.1.26
AN 2.7.32
6S 3.10
AN 2.7.32
AN 2.7.32
AN 2.6.15
6S 3.2
S15 15.17
AN 2.7.32
AN 2.7.32
AN 2.7.32
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.7.32
AN 2.7.32
6S 5.8
AN 2.7.32
S15 13.14
6S 3.2
S15 4 head
6S 6.1
S15 4.5
6S Dur.3

Eph.
Eph.
Eph.
Ezek.
Ezek.
Ezek.
Gal.
Gal.
Gal.
Gal.
Gal.
Gen.
Gen.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Heb.
Hosea
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
Is.
James
James
James
James
James
James

4:28
5:2
6:4
2:5
2:5,7
3:27
1:1
3:2,5
3:13
6:3
6:7
9:6
22:1 ff.
2:3,4
2:10
2:14
3:13
4:13
5:9
5:9
5:9
6:1
6:10
7:25
7:25
8:4,5
9:26
9:27
9:28
10:1
10:4,5,7,9,10
10:24
12:11
12:23
throughout
6:6
2:
5:20
8:14,15
11:
29:13,14
29:15
40:12,22,26
45:17
49:5
49:6
53:
53:
56:7
57:15
60:21
1:17
1:22,26
1:26
3:2
3:6
3:13
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290
208
249
261
199
200
244
245
210
231
231
121
Bernard only
197
210
210
231
246
167
210
297
184
288
210
318
210
212
317
210
209
210
223
317
208
208
165
266
236
266
266
234
231
222
265
266
266
209
266
266
271
265
197
231
065
277
069
298

6S 2.12
James
6S 3.2
Jer.
AN 2.7.32
Jer.
AN 2.7.32
Jer.
AN 2.7.32
Jer.
S15 8.17
Job
6S 3.2
Job
S15 14.6
Job
S15 15.17
Job
S15 4.10
Job
6S 5.8
Job
6S 1.6
Job
S15 14.5
Job
S15 13.11
Job
S15 13.11
Job
S15 15.17
Job
S15 15.16
Job
6S 6.8
Job
6S 5.8
Job
AN 2.5.12
Job
6S 3.22
Job
S15 10.2
Job
AN 2.5.12
John
AN 2.7.30
John
AN 2.5.12
John
S15 pref 34 John
AN 2.1.7
John
AN 2.1.18
John
AN 2.5.10
John
AN 2.conc.2 John
AN 2.6.15
John
AN 2.5.12
John
6S 1.6
John
AN 2.4.2
John
AN 2.5.12
John
AN 2.6.15
John
AN 2.5.14
John
6S 1.13
John
AN 2.5.12
John
AN 2.5.12
John
AN 2.4.2
John
6S 1.2
John
AN 2.4.2
John
AN 2.5.15
John
14:2,3
6S 1.2
John
S15 15.9
John
6S 3.2
John I
AN 2.5.12
John I
AN 2.5.12
John I
S15 14.16
John I
6S 3.3
John I
AN 2.8.8
John I
S15 14.8
John I
6S 2.12
John I
S15 12.33
John I
6S 1.9
Jude

5:20
9:6
30:11
31:36
46:28
1:22
3:19
9:11
11:7,8
13:5
20:4
22:2,3
22:21
23:3
23:8,9
26:14
28:23,28
29:16
31:26,27,28
33:24
34:22
34:32
1
1:3
1:29,36
2:25
3:2
3:5
3:16
3:16
3:19
3:35
5:22
5:22,23
5:22,23
5:44
6:14
7:17
8:12
11:51,52
11:52
11:52
14:2

*

*

*
*

*

*

221
231
265
266
265
121
231
202
222
071
271
200
202
194
194
222
221
282
270
210
246
138
208
262
208
Bernard only
151
160
206
297
234
210
200
192
210
234
211
206
208
210
191
196
192

212
14:2,3
20:29
1:8
2:1,2
2:2
3:2
4:18
4:18
4:18
4:9,10,11
5:3
3

*

**
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196
216
231
210
208
209
232
284
203
221
Bernard only
203

6S 3.20
S15 7.7
AN 2.7.10
6S Bristol
AN 2.1.26
6S 6.11
6S 1.6
6S 2.16
6S 3.2
6S 2.10
6S 2.11
6S 3.2
S15 5.5
6S 6.1
6S Dur.2
S15 5.13
6S 6.1
S15 9.27
AN 2.7.32
AN 2.7.32
AN 2.7.32
AN 2.1.26
AN 2.5.12
S15 4.17
AN 2.7.26
6S 5.13
6S 1.3
S15 8 head
S15 9 head
6S 6.11
S15 12.3
S15 9.28
6S 3.2
S15 10.11
AN 2.6.15
S15 10.15
S15 12.6
AN 2.1.21
AN 2.1.26
AN 2.6.15
AN 2.1.26
AN 2.1.26
AN 2.6.15
6S 3.2
6S 1.12
6S 3.2
6S 3.2
S15 7.15
S15 9.28
6S 2.12
S15 9.28
AN 2.5.12
S15 pref 44
S15 12.6
S15 13 head
S15 14 head
6S 3.2

Jude
Kings I
Koran
Lev.
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Luke
Mal.
Mal.
Mal.
Mark
Mark
Mark
Mark
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.

8
11:4
13 and 17
26:41,43
6:1
6:35
10:11
10:37
11:34,35
12:48
12:47,48
12:54
15:7
17:10
18:8
19:41
20:35
23:34
1:10,11
1:11
3
2:16
10:45
12:38,40
13:14
5:8
5:14
5:43,44
5:43,44
5:45
5:48
6:15
6:22,23
6:23
6:23
7:12
7:12
9:13
9:13
11:25
12:7
12:7
13:11,12
13:15
13:23
15:7-14
16:beginning
18:3
18:23
18:33
18:35
20:28
22:37
22:37
22:37
22:37
23:13,16,19,24,26
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*

*

*
*
*
*

*

**

*
*
*
*
**

*

*
*
*

245
104
245
317
164
283
200
222
232
219
220
231
083
277
298
087
277
134
266
266
266
164
210
076
258
276
197
111
123
283
170
136
232
145
234
149
172
162 (f. Wilson)
164
234
164
165
234
231
205
231
231
109
135
221
136
210
Bernard only
171
187
199
231

6S 1.head
AN 2.7.26
6S 2.20
6S 6.23
AN 2.4.2
6S Dur.2
AN 2.1.14
S15 7.5
S15 7.5
S15 12.8
S15 7.6
AN 2.7.14
S15 pref 31
S15 7.6
S15 7 head
S15 7.4
S15 7.7
S15 7.7
AN 2.4.2
6S 5.13
AN 2.5.12
6S 3.3
6S 3.22
6S 5.3
6S 3.head
6S 3.3
Babolin In.
6S 5.10
S15 9.5
6S Dur.6
AN 2.5.12
6S 6.head
6S 2.10
S15 15.14
AN 2.5.12
6S 5.10
6S 5.10
6S Bristol
AN 2.4.2
6S 2.16
AN 2.4.2
AN 2.5.12
S15 15.16
S15 5.15
S15 7.7
6S 1.6
6S 2.1
S15 4.13
6S 6.21
6S 3.10
S15 4.10
S15 4.10
S15 9.5
6S 3.15
S15 4.10
6S 2.20
6S 6.23

Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Micah
Micah
Micah
Num.
Num.
Num.
Num.
Num.
Num.
Num.
Num.
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 1
Pet. 2
Pet. 2
Pet. 2
Pet. 2
Pet. 2
Pet. 2
Phil.
Phil.
Phil.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.

24:14
24:15
25:40
25:40
28:18
28:18,20
28:19
6:5
6:6-8
6:8
22:12
22:5-24:25
22:5-6
22:9
23:10
23:7-10
25
31:16
1:11,12
1:15
1:19
2:13-15
2:14
2:14
2:16
2:16
2:16
2:17
3:9
3:15
3:18
4:8
4:10
1:19
2:1
2:9
2:10
2:22
3:13
1:18
2:6-11
2:8,9
4:23
4:25
7:26
9:12
10:4
10:19
10:22
11:3
12:23
13:3
17:14
17:14
17:28
19:17
19:17

**

*
*

*
**
**

**
*

*

*

*
*
*

**
**
*
**
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195
258
229
294
192
297
156
101
101
173
102
Bernard only
16 Babolin only
103
099
101
104
104
191
276
210
233
246
266
230
233
108
274
125
301
210
277
219
217
210
274
274
318
191
223
192
210
221
088
104
200
212
073
292
235
071
071
126
238
071
229
293

S15 10.16
AN 2.conc.2
AN 1.2.11
6S 2.head
6S 4.head
6S 2.6
6S Dur.16
S15 9.5
S15 10.2
S15 14.15
S15 14.17
S15 14.17
S15 10.2
S15 15.6
S15 14.17
S15 14.12
S15 7.16
S15 6.11
Babolin In.
S15 14.17
S15 14.14
6S 3.10
S15 14.17
S15 14.17
S15 14.15
6S 3.2
S15 14.17
S15 15.8
AN 2.5.12
6S 6.19
S15 14.14
S15 14.17
S15 15.5
S15 7.7
AN 2.5.15
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.7.30
AN 2.5.15
6S 1.11
AN 2.5.12
6S 1.4
6S 1.11
S15 15.18
S15 6.13
AN 2.7.30
AN 2.1.12
6S 1.6
AN 2.5.12
AN 1.conc.2
6S 1.1
6S Dur.14
S15 10.6
S15 2 head
S15 3 head
S15 2.8
AN 2.5.12

Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Prov.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Ps.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.

20:27
*
20:27
22-32
22:2
22:6
22:7
23:17
*
26:21
*
28:26
*
4:6
*
16:11
*
17:15
*
19:12
*
36:5,6
*
36:7-9
*
36:9
**
37:38 Prayer Bk Ver. *
39:5
*
39:5
**
42:1,2
*
48:14
50:21
65:4
*
73:25,26
*
73:26
*
78:36
89:15,16
*
97:2
*
110:4
112:5
119:142
*
119:96
*
139:14
*
2:14
3:21
5:12,13
5:9
10:7
11:15
11:15
14:4
14:6
14:6
15:3,4
*
21:4
*
22:5
22:11
22:11,12
throughout
1:18
*
1:28
1:28
*
1:32
*
2:14
2:14
2:15
*
3:25
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150
294
049
211
247
215
309
126
139
209
Bernard
Bernard
138
214
Bernard
207
110
097
077
Bernard
208
236
Bernard
210
209
231
Bernard
215
209
290
208
210
212
104
212
211
210
263
212
204
210
198
204
223
098
263
155
200
208
Bernard
195
308
142
045
057
050
208

only
only

only

only

only

only

only

AN 2.5.12
AN 2.5.12
6S 3.2
6S 3.3
S15 15.6
S15 13.11
S15 1 head
S15 9.6
S15 5 head
S15 6 head
Babolin In.
6S 5.3
6S 5.11
S15 12.28
S15 11 head
S15 12 head
S15 11.22
AN 2.7.9
S15 13.11
S15 10.1
S15 10 head
AN 2.5.15
6S 3.2
AN 2.1.7
S15 12.33
6S 1.5
AN 2.5.2
AN 2.5.12
AN 2.4.2
AN 2.4.2
6S 2.10
Babolin In.
6S 2.3
AN 1.conc.2
AN 2.1.9
6S 5.13
6S Dur.20
AN 2.6.15
6S Bristol
6S 5.13
6S Dur.3
6S 1.13

Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Rom.
Sam. I
Sam. II
Sam. II
Thess. 2
Thess. 2
Thess. 2
Tim. 1
Tim. 1
Tim. 1
Tim. 1
Tim. 1
Tim. 1
Tim. 1
Tim. 1
Tim. 1
Tim. 2
Tim. 2
Tim. 2
Tim. 2
Tim. 2
Tim. 2
Titus
Titus
Titus

5:10
5:11
7:11
8:21
11:33,34
11:36
12:4,5
12:5
12:15
12:15
12:15
13:1
13:5
13:8
13:9
13:9
13:12
15:19
2:3
12:1-6
12:7
1:8
2
2:9
1:5
2:4
2:5
2:6
3:16
3:16
5:22
6:10
6:10
1:10
1:10
3:5
3:5
3:13
4:7
2:10
2:10
2:12
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*

**
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*
**

*
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210
208
231
232
214
196
029
126
077
089
076
266
275
182
151
169
166
245
195
137
137
212
231
151
185
199
199
210
192 see JHB on
193
219
107
214
Bernard only
152
276
310
234
319
276
298
206

Butler’s Complete Works Outlined as a Single Treatise
in Defense of the Life of Piety and Virtue

Motivation: On the State of Religion (Advertisement)
Method: Probability as the Guide to Life (Introduction)
Natural Religion (Part I)
A Proof of God’s Existence, Letters to Clarke (1716)
An Argument for a Future Life (I.1)
Dissertation I on Personal Identity
The Moral System of Nature
External Nature: The System of Rewards and
Punishments
Human Nature:
Fifteen Sermons (1726)
On Human Nature (1, 2, 3)
On Love of Our Neighbor (11, 12)
On Compassion (5, 6)
On Resentment and Forgiveness (8, 9)
On the Government of the Tongue (4)
On Self-Deception (7, 10)
On Piety, or the Love of God (13, 14)
On Human Ignorance (15)
Preface added to the second edition (1729)
Dissertation II on the Nature of Virtue
Revealed Religion (Part II)
Replies to Objections
Evidences of Prophecy and Miracles
Institutional Religion (Public Sermons)
SPG Sermon (1738/39)
London Hospitals Sermon (1740)
Martyrdom of King Charles I, observed January 30, 1740/41
London Charity Schools Sermon (1745)
Accession Day Anniversary Sermon (1747)
The London Infirmary Sermon (1748)
The Durham Charge (1751)
Other Works Attributed to Butler
1.1.1.
Letter to George II
1.1.2.
The American Plan
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COMMENTARY ON BUTLER'S WORKS
Aims and Audience
1. Conclusion to Part I
2. Conclusion to Part II
Rational Religion
1. The General Decay of Religion

Advertisement

The "Advertisement" Butler placed at the beginning of the Analogy
consists of two short paragraphs which succintly reveal the nature of
the treatise and of the audience Butler took himself to be addressing.
Types Addressed (II.conc.1, intro.13, &c). Throughout the Analogy and
in passages in other writings Butler says enough to give us a clear
idea of the type of opponent he saw himself addressing. Butler had in
mind those who were disposed to dismiss religion rather than refute it
in detail. Butler's appeal turned out to be confined mainly to the
already converted, although there are some stories such as James
Barry's. Butler's main aim was to insert the thin end of the wedge, to
give reasons for considering religion rather than for accepting
religion.
The Present State of Irreligion (Adv.2)
Probability as the Guide to Life

Introduction

Butler's work is, of course, not the defense of religion but a defense
of religion; what is original and most interesting in Butler is not any
particular argument for a particular doctrine but rather his discussion
of the nature of justification in religion and the specific
construction he puts on the large body of evidence already before the
public.
Nature of Probable Evidence (Intro. [1]-[5])
"I feel myself (and I
daresay that you have the same feeling), how hard or rather impossible
is the attainment of any certainty about questions such as these [what
we are to expect after death and whether to fear it] in the present
life. And yet he would be a poor creature who did not test what is
said about them to the uttermost, or who abandoned the task before he
had examined them from every side and could do no more. He could
persevere until he has achieved one of two things: either he should
discover for himself, or learn from another, the truth about them; or,
if this be impossible, I would have him take the best and most
irrefragable of human theories, and let this be the raft upon which he
sails through life--not without risk, as I admit, if he cannot find
some word of God which will more surely and safely carry him." Phaedo
85
Richard Livingston (1938) remarks that the "hint thrown out here
was developed later by the Platonic School into the doctrine that
probability must be the guide to life. Pascal's il faut parier, and
still more Bishop Butler's argument for religion from probability, are
in the same line of descent."
Probable Evidence as Applied to Religion (Intro. [6]-[13]
"The design then of the following treatise will be to shew, that the
several parts principally objected against in this moral and Christian
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dispensation, including its scheme, its publication, and the proof
which God has afforded us of its truth; that the particular parts
principally objected against in this whole dispensation, are analogous
to what is experienced in the constitution and course of Nature, or
Providence; that the chief objections themselves which are alleged
against the former, are no other than what may be alleged with like
justness against the latter, where they are found in fact to be
inconclusive; and that this argument from analogy is in general
unanswerable, and undoubtedly of weight on the side of religion,
notwithstanding the objections which may seen to lie against it, and
the real ground which there may be for difference of opinion, as to the
particular degree of weight which is to be laid upon it." (Intro.13)
This passage states the strategy of the Analogy in its most familiar
form. Based on this and similar passages it is generally assumed that
Butler's analogy is between natural and revealed religion since
"Providence" suggests a view of nature that is not neutral regarding
atheism. This passage is hopelessly vague regarding why and to whom
the objections are found to be inconclusive. Butler was aware of some
ambiguities in his argument. In the final chapter of Part II, he
repeats the main theme ("so the objections against the system of
Christianity, and the evidence of it, are of the very same kind with
those which are made against the system and evidence of natural
religion"), but then he continues: "However, the reader upon review may
see, that most of the analogies insisted upon, even in the latter part
of this treatise [i.e.,Part II, on revealed religion], do not
necessarily require to have more taken for granted than is in the
former; that there is an Author of Nature, or natural Governor of the
world: and Christianity is vindicated, not from its analogy to natural
religion, but chiefly from its analogy to the experienced constitution
of Nature."
1 This passage makes clear that Butler's argument will not fall apart
if natural religion is denied, but he is still not claiming to meet
atheists on a level field, and of course many would have trouble with
the difference between taking God's existence for granted but not
taking natural religion for granted. Fortunately, Butler is clear
regarding both the tenets of natural religion and the status of the
proof of God's existence.
The doctrines of natural religion are
(Intro.13):
i. That we are appointed to live in a future state.
ii. That there everyone shall be rewarded and punished respectively for
all that behavior here which we call virtuous, vicious, morally good,
evil.
iii. That our present life is a probation, a state of trial and of
discipline for the future.
Butler provides slightly different lists of natural religion, but his
view may be summarized under three heads: Existence of God, Future Life
and Moral Government of the Universe.
Introduction:
Question:
Answer:
Justification:

Introduction to Origen
what is the nature of probable reasoning?
analogy
see “introduction,” up to the Origen Quotation
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Introduction from Origen
Question:
what is the application of reason to religion?
Answer:
parity
Justification: see “introduction,” after the Origen Quotation
Question:
is probable reasoning sufficient?
Answer:
Butler's Promise
Objection of Those Who Require Certainty
see Penelhum, Ferreira
(1980)
Justification:
mere possibility of punishment is enough 1.2.14
Justification:
a licentious life presumes a demonstration of atheism
1.2.14
Justification:
one may behave here so would be better if not born
1.2.14 (1) see Penelhum (1983) 179, "Certainty in belief would not
necessarily lead to trust and reassurance as we have seen, though it
would naturally do so. But it is quite clear, I think, that if one
lacks certainty, even if one considers the beliefs one has to have a
good measure of probability, this lack cannot fail to have the result
of making trust less unreserved, and making the faith to a marked
degree a matter of acting-as-if, that is, a matter of resolution. Now
it may be in the highest degree rational (to adapt Pascal), that if I
think it more likely than not that the Christian God does exist, /(note
7) More accurately, that the existence of the Christian God is more
likely than any one of the alternative possibilities that are open
options to me. See Swinburne, Faith and Reason, p. 119 ff./ I should
resolve to stake my whole life on this liklihood and act as if he did.
This will only yield an imperfect or striving, faith, that will deserve
the title because it is, self-consciously, adopted in the light of the
ideal of faith, in which the acts flow naturally because of the
implicit trust they reflect. But this means that faith ideally
requires certainty, though in fact it rarely manifests it."

Natural Religion
1. There is a God
As Presumed in the "Introduction"
As Argued in the Letters
1713/14
letters to Clarke, published 1716 (first through fifth)
1713 November 4 first letter to Clarke
1713 November 1 first reply from Clarke
1713 November 23 second letter to Clarke
1713 November 28 second reply from Clarke
1713 December 5 third letter to Clarke
1713 December 1 third reply from Clarke
1713 December 16 fourth letter to Clarke
1714 January 29 fourth reply from Clarke, WEG gives 1713
1714 February 3 fifth letter to Clarke, WEG gives 1713
1714 April 8 fifth reply from Clarke,
Proof of God's Existence [Intro.8, I.iii.1, I.vi.3, II.conc.1, Letters]
Contrary to what many commentators have claimed, Butler never simply
postulated God's existence, and there is nothing about his natural
theology that leaves it vulnerable to an atheist even if it is
effective against deists. Nothing in Butler's writings suggests that
it is difficult, let alone impossible, to prove God's existence, on the
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contrary Butler thought that several (at least) proof strategies were
successful. What is true is that Butler never expounds any proof of
God's existence at length, and he does refer to God's existence being
taken for granted.
In Intro.8 Butler gives two reasons for not dealing with God's
existence. (1) The proofs are well-known and beyond dispute, and (2)
God's existence is not disputed by any opponents known to him. Since
Butler consistently refused to engage in any idle intellectual dispute
that did not have practical bearing, he would have violated his own
principles if he had discussed the proofs while maintaining (1) and
(2). Examination of the passages in which Butler refers to God's
existence, passages often quoted in part or out of context, shows
clearly that when Butler says he is taking God's existence for granted
he does not mean that he is assuming God's existence as an unargued
premise, but that he is claiming that his opponents are willing to
grant that God exists.
This position is exactly that which Hume has Philo take in reply to
Cleanthes. Thus it is one of the mysteries of Butler scholarship how
Butler who never expounded any version of the design argument can be
identified with Cleanthes whose main role is to expound the argument.
If there is an association between Butler and Cleanthes, it must be an
indirect one. By contrast, Demea does present something like the
cosmological argument used by Clarke.
Penelhum, Terence.
God and Skepticism: A Study in Skepticism and Fideism.
Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1983.
135 Cleanthes = Butler (Mossner)
143 "... against the natural theologians like Cleanthes who wish to
make particular theological claims on the basis of observation and
analogical reasoning.
Here Joseph Butler is the historical paradigm,
since his Analogy of Religion was an attempt to show those who were
prepared to concede a vague deism, but no more, that experience does
supply us with facts that justify particular Christian commitments as
well.
Hume's Dialogues are an attempt to demonstrate that Butler is
wrong about this. If the arguments of Parts I to XI are sound, they do
indeed show that experience and analogical reasoning do not support one
theology more than another."
179 Butler & Swinburne allow faith based on probabilities; TP rejects
this; faith must be certain & cannot be psychologically certain if
epistemically merely probable.
One reason it is so misleading to say that Butler simply assumed God's
existence is that Butler, in what became his first publication, did
discuss a proof of God's existence at length and eventually endorsed
that proof. Admittedly, his early letters to Clarke were published
anonymously and their authorship was not generally known until well
into the nineteenth century. (see Stephen (1876/1902) I.v.4). It is
true, however, that Butler very deliberately avoided any continuation
of the proofs of God's existence. Stephen correctly states that Butler
"is content to leave to others to discover the essential nature and
attributes of the Deity; .... His task is the collateral one of
discovering in what character the Deity actually manifests himself to
men." (1876/1902 I.v.4)
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Butler's attitude regarding God's existence might have been similar to
the attitude most philosophers have regarding the problem of other
minds. There are proofs of the existence of other minds, but it is
hardly necessary to elaborate those proofs before going on to discuss
how we should conduct ourselves with regard to others. Some of the
most serious mistakes in reading Butler are made at the start by
misconstruing how he handles the proof of God's existence. (1) Critics
have complained that Butler's apologetic lacked any proof of God's
existence, and they have tried to show how this lack allows for his
whole argument to be reversed. This charge is more appealing for its
irony than its cogency, as with Collins' quip against the Boyle
lecturers. (2) Other critics have said that Butler not only failed to
prove God's existence but simply assumed without any argument the
conclusion, "God exists." This view results form a simple misreading
of the text. (3) There are also some critics who believe that Butler
propounded a version of the design argument. (4) Finally, there are
those who have made his ethical theory stand or fall on the assumption
of God's existence.
There is complete agreement between Butler and
Clarke on one point: apologetic intent. In the preface to his first
set of Boyle lectures Clarke says that he is saying as little as needs
to be said about the proof of God's being and attributes and that he is
confining himself as much as possible to a mathematical method because
he does not want to use arguments founded on hypotheses "the
Adversaries apprehend they cannot be compelled to grant." (1738: 517)
Butler's letters to Clarke together with the Fifteen Sermons and the
Analogy cover essentially the same ground as Clarke's two sets of Boyle
lectures, the main difference being that Butler is even more selective
regarding what he chooses to comment on. With regard to the Boyle
lectures, Butler comments on only two of the twelve propositions in the
first series. As one reads Butler it becomes clear that he is
surveying the whole field as would any strategic analyst looking for
points that need to be better defended and attending to them. In
general, Butler avoids expounding those points which do not seem to him
to be contested by any worthy opponent, just as he avoids attacking
particular weaknesses in individual writers (with some exceptions).
To the end of his life Butler was interested only in pushing the
argument back far enough that the adversaries would be compelled to
grant his premises and in extending its implications far enough that
they could not consistently refrain from any of the essential
obligations of religion. In his first letter to Clarke, Butler
mentions that he is concerned "more fully to satisfy my own Mind"
(1738: 737) as well as serve the apologetic function, but this is the
first and last mention he makes of having any such doubts himself.
Clarke's first series of Boyle lectures is addressed to "Mr. Hobbes,
Spinoza, and their Followers" (1738: 521) and begins with a short essay
on the causes of atheism. Clarke uses his first three propositions to
show that an immutable and independent being exists necessarily and
from eternity. The next proposition is on the incomprehensibility (to
us) of such a being and is followed by eight propositions on those
essential attributes of this being that are strictly demonstrable.
These attributes are omnipresence, unity (the two proofs Butler
challenges), intelligence, liberty, all-powerfulness, infinite wisdom
and infinite goodness. In the preface to the second set of Boyle
lectures, Clarke provides a slightly different list and includes as
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demonstrable attributes of God that he is self-existent, independent,
eternal, infinite, unchangeable, incorruptible, intelligent, free, allpowerful, wise, just and good.
Clarke's proposition VI is "The Self-Existent Being, must of necessity
be Infinite and Omnipresent." Clarke first gives his argument for
infinity and then (according to Butler) presents two distinct arguments
for omnipresence. The first, which is accepted by Butler as a
satisfactory probable proof reads, "To be Self-Existent (as has been
already shown,) is to Exist by an Absolute Necessity in the Nature of
the Thing itself. Now this Necessity being Absolute in itself, and not
depending on any Outward Cause; 'tis evident it must be every where, as
well as always, unalterably the same. Nor a Necessity which is not
every where the same, is plainly a Consequential Necessity only,
depending upon some External Cause, and not an Absolute one in its own
Nature: For a Necessity absolutely such in itself, has no Relation to
Time or Place, or any thing else. Whatever therefore Exists by an
Absolute Necessity of its own Nature, must needs be Infinite as well as
Eternal." (1738:540) Butler divides the proof at this point calling
the former part "highly probable" but saying that the latter part
"which seems to aim at Demonstration, is not to me convincing."
(1738:737)
Clarke continues with the passage that is quoted and disputed by
Butler: "To suppose a Finite Being, to be Self-Existent; is to say that
it is a Contradiction for that Being not to Exist, the Absence of which
may yet be conceived without Contradiction. Which is the greatest
Absurdity in the World. For if a Being can without a Contradiction be
absent from one Place, it may without a Contradiction be absent
likewise from another Place, and from all Places." Clarke appears here
to be committing the obvious fallacy of arguing from "possibly there is
an x for which Px" to "for all x possibly Px" and then to "possibly
for all x, Px." What may be true of one may be true of any and what
may be true of any may be true of all. Clarke makes it clear by the
end of this article that this principle does not apply to corporeal
beings, and since the singularity of the necessary being is a point in
dispute, we will have to look at some other necessary truths for an
analogous form of argument. They are not hard to find. A proposition
of the form "P or not-P" is necessarily true. P may without
contradiction be true or false, and not-P may without contradiction be
true or false, but it does not follow that P and not-P can be true or
false independently of each other. Or consider the integers a and b
whose sum c is an odd integer. The integer a may be even and the
integer b may be even, but it is not possible for all these integers (a
and b) to be even as long as c is odd. Since the form of Clarke's
inference is invalid, he has failed to produce the reductio ad absurdum
that he needed to prove his proposition VI.
The only way that seems open for Clarke to avoid this charge of fallacy
is for him to abandon formal validity, and therefore his mathematical
intent, and to argue that the argument is valid informally based on its
special content. In his reply to the first letter, Clarke refines his
claim to: if it is non-contradictory for something to be absent from
one particular place, then it is non-contradictory for it to be absent
from any particular place and from all places even at one time. The
point here is that the contradictoriness or non-contradictoriness of
something’s existence is not going to change from place to place or
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even from one place at one time to all places at once. Clarke may have
clarified his argument, but if anything he has shown that Butler's
criticism was on the mark since he merely begs the question in reply.
In his second letter (after agreeing to a verbal change in an
inconsequential example), Butler says, as politely as he can, that
Clarke has begged the question with his reformulation. Butler now
provides a more telling example of what he is getting at. When we
demonstrate that the three angles of a triangle are equal to a right
angle, this relation will hold for all triangles regardless of their
location, but when we demonstrate the necessary existence of a being
there is no such "evident consequent that it exists everywhere."
(CLB203) With this analogy Butler makes clear the force of necessity
that he must feel to call Clarke's proof a demonstration: there must be
an evident necessary relation of ideas and not just a close association
of ideas.
In CLC201 Clarke replies exactly to this point. Butler's error is to
think that there is an antecedent subject (like the triangle) to which
self-existence is added. His point, by contrast, is that selfexistence, as opposed to some other property, is such that if it
applies at all it must apply to one place as well as to any other and
to all places as well as to any. Thus Clarke has at last made clear
that his demonstration relies on the special nature of self-existence
rather than on formal validity. There can be no cause for selfexistent being to exist here and not there because such a cause would
have to be antecedent to the self-existent being, which is absurd.
Butler can retaliate only by denying Clarke's supposition that he
understands self-existence as a property added to some antecedently
existing being. He denies any such statement in his letters and
suggests that Clarke is confusing the claims about the order of proof
which Butler admits to with claims about the order of being which
Butler denies making. (CLB301)
Locke seems to have been an unacknowledged source for Butler on proof
of God's existence. Locke claims the proof of God is obvious enough to
any who will give it some thought, but he does explicitly acknowledge
that there are atheists to be silenced. (IV.x.6-7)
Locke's argument to show that God exists
To prove: From eternity there has been something. [IV.x.2-3]
1. There is some real being.
Proof: I exist
Proof: known by intuition
2. Either there is something from eternity or there is
nothing now.
Proof: Non-entity cannot produce any real being.
If something is not from eternity, then it has a
beginning.
What has a beginning was produced by something
else.
Proof: To deny this is the greatest of all
absurdities [Iv.x.8]
Ergo, From eternity there has been something.
3. Either there was a time when there was not knowledge
or there has been knowledge from all eternity.
4. If there was a time when there was no knowledge,
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then there would be no knowledge now.
5. But we have knowledge.
so, There is knowledge now.
so, There never was a time when there was not knowledge.
so, There has been knowledge from all eternity.
[IV.x.4-5]
The same form of argument is repeated for all the other attributes
[IV.x.6]
IV.x.7 is a digression rejecting Descartes just as JB did.

2. There is a Future Life

I.i

Life After Death: the Unreason of Denial
Hume began his essay on immortality with a declaration that it is a
search for proof and a presumption that the burden of proof is on the
believer to produce such a proof. He assumes that the failure to
produce a proof constitutes or at least contributes to a victory for
the unbeliever. Hume here expresses the received view regarding life
after death arguments, but his position is instructive since it is so
at odds with his position regarding beliefs about the future in
general. On the general question of whether the future will be like
the past, Hume argues that the defender of the affirmative cannot prove
his case, but that in practice it is utter foolishness to deny or even
doubt the view. Given this difference in attitude we would expect Hume
to produce some logically relevant difference between future
expectations in general and expectations of life after death that would
show that expectations of life after death are not just a special case
of expectations regarding the future. This is the position we would
expect Hume to take and it is curious that he does not since he
certainly thought there were such differences.
We believe there will be a future and that that future will be like the
past. The reasons for this belief, if there are any, whether belief is
the right word, is in dispute; living in an attitude of expectation is
not. Proofs of the future and solutions to the problem of induction
are nothing to the practical point. Only clear and compelling evidence
to the contrary is sufficient to overcome the presumption that there
will be a future, e.g., a firm diagnosis of fatal illness with survival
unprecedented or some other literally hopeless state. By doxastic
parity we ought to expect a life after death unless there is compelling
evidence to the contrary. Proofs of immortality are bound to fail
because philosophical proofs of fundamental beliefs always fail. At
the most fundamental level a valid argument for a controversial
doctrine merely provides grounds for doubting the premises, grounds
that are at least as good as those for accepting the conclusion. The
question, therefore, is not what can be proved but what can be defended
against fair criticism. The issue is practice, not pure assent but
expectation. And since it is, the demand for proof is the reddest of
herrings, but objections regarding loss of the body and personal
identity without a continuing body are on the mark. On the side in
favor of immortality, Butler argued the negative of the view Hume
should have held: he argued that it is not possible to find any such
logically relevant difference. And Butler, unlike Hume, understood
that this was all he had to do to win the debate. Historically the
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relation is a great disappointment. Butler was presented with a copy
of the Treatise, but so far as is known, did not reply. Hume may be
representing Butler in the Cleanthes character, but that character
presents the design argument at length whereas Butler although clearly
endorsing it barely mentions the argument. And Butler's position in
no way depends on design, all he needs is that some proof of God is
successful or that mere existence is granted in just the way Philo does
grant mere existence.
His chapter "On a Future Life" is undoubtedly the most maligned portion
of Butler's work. Butler was one of the most successful apologists who
ever lived (on the whole) but even his defenders have often been
unenthusiastic about his arguments for life after death. Butler simply
omitted any proof of God's existence from his Analogy because, he said,
that had been proved already, by contrast he made the argument for a
future life the first substantive chapter in his treatise, after the
famous introduction on the method of probable reasoning. Careful study
of the logic of Butler's argument, in accordance with the principle of
charity (Quine, Davidson), reveals what Butler is doing, why he is
doing it, and that he has done it very well. Butler career was as a
priest in the Church of England. All his philosophical and religious
writing was related to his career, but it is not quite correct to say
that Butler was entirely concerned with pastoral matters. Butler
relied on two controversial distinctions. One was between the
speculative and the practical. Here he insisted as a matter of
definition that religion was a matter of practice and not one of
speculation. The reasoning that does make a difference is all
practical reason, and speculation—he gives the example of Cartesian
speculation—had to be dismissed just because of what it is. So far
Butler seems concerned only with practice, but he also maintained that
his only concern was the rational guidance of practice. He refused to
let his work be judged by who or how many were convinced, rather he is
appealing to what Mossner calls the court of reason.
Assuming (for the sake of argument) that no one has ever been convinced
by the argument of I.i, we cannot use that fact against the quality of
the argument. According to Butler, those who deny or doubt a future
life are victims of prejudice, thus when we look at the chapter
carefully we see that he has far more to say against the prejudices of
his opponents than he does about the positive argument for his side.
All that he does say regarding the positive argument is to discuss the
prior question of who has the burden of proof. What Butler calls the
proper proofs are neglected in the Analogy just as much as the proof of
God's existence is neglected. What we have in I.i is therefore a
magisterially delivered verdict together with an opinion on a case that
has been argued for centuries. Butler hardly mentions the merits of
the case one way or the other because he knows they have already been
set our and argued. What is needed is not another brief for or against
death, but some aid in reaching a practical judgment, not pastoral or
rhetorical aid, but aid in the rational assessment of the evidence that
has been available for so long and is now so widely available.
Admittedly there is no proof what Butler though of Hume, but Butler's
work arose from the same climate of opinion. Mossner's claim that
Butler was Cleanthes is dubious, especially since Cleanthes deals
entirely with the proof of God and Butler not at all. If Cleanthes is
identified with Butler, then Butler's argument would appear to depend
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on the success of the design argument. In fact all that Butler's
argument assumes is the bare existence of deity just as Philo was
willing to grant. Butler endorsed the cosmological argument, the
ontological argument, and the doctrine of final causes, but he neither
discusses nor explicitly stakes anything on any known version of the
design argument, he is content to repeat what never was in any doubt,
that a thousand thousand instances of design prove a designer.
Despite the possible distortion of intellectual history, logically
Butler on the future life seems the perfect companion to Hume's. Once
Butler's work is seen in this light, the logical structure of the
chapter is clear enough on the face of it. First he points out that
the deniers of a future life have the burden of proof, next he observes
that they have not come close to discharging that burden, and finally
he tries to explain how they are able to persist in their denial
without abandoning reason altogether. On this reading, not only are
the positive arguments not used, they are simply irrelevant. There is
no need, and some danger, in presenting a positive case when the other
side has the burden of proof; all that is necessarily is to fix the
burden on them and rebut any points they make in trying to discharge
the burden, and that is exactly what Butler does. Some may be
disappointed that such a method is forensic and does not settle the
question scientifically. Butler's reply is that the priority of
science ("speculation") assumes that our curiosity has some claim on
reality, a claim which he denies. Butler believed in applying cold
secular reason to every aspect of religion, but he claimed that all we
are entitled to expect is enough evidence to settle the question of how
we are to act. It is plain that we have ample reason to live with the
expectation of a future life and it is plain that so far as we know it
is foolish to live in disregard of a future life. Such knowledge is
what we have and such knowledge is all we are entitled to. We are to
be judged morally, so we needed to know how to act, and failure to act
reasonably is culpable, but we are not to be judged intellectually
regarding questions that do not matter in practice.
Since the question of what to expect in a future after death is settled
decisively for practice by Butler's argument, there is no defect or
omission in his chapter, indeed, to have added speculative
argumentation would have been contrary to his purpose. How, we have
every right to ask, does Butler know how we will be judged, that our
trial regards practice and not speculation. Butler, of course, does
not know. His appeal is to the analogy of nature. We do not know what
will happen after death, and Butler never argues for such predictions.
Instead, he makes the very unexciting assumption that since we know
nothing about the hereafter, all we can do is assume it will be a
continuation of the process apparent in this world, and it appears to
Butler that in this world, those who use practical reason properly are
generally rewarded and those who neglect or abuse it are generally
punished, yet those who fail at speculation suffer no such punishment
and those who succeed certainly receive no such reward.
The
Analogy as a whole is a commentary on the much larger body of writing
for and against religion. In some cases Butler takes the matter to
have been settled and simply refers to the literature which he assumes
is known to all. In the "Introduction" he does this with regard to
God's existence. Contrary to what many critics have claimed, Butler
does not assume that God exists, rather he assumes that God's existence
has been proved, i.e., that the published proofs are successful.[See
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discussion of letters to Clarke.] Butler even offers a justification
for his assumption by pointing out that no one seems to deny God's
existence.
The "Introduction" to the Analogy ends with a famous line; Butler says
he will begin his treatise "with that which is the foundation of all
our hopes and of all our fears; all our hopes and fears, which are of
any consideration; I mean a Future Life." The intent here is not a
simplistic system of reward and punishment in which accounts are kept
in heaven to be settled on a day of final reckoning. Butler never
suggests that he or anyone has knowledge of how the moral order will be
conducted in the future; his concern is to argue that there is a moral
order and that we should prepare for its continuation. Butler does not
explain or defend this famous line, but I think it can be interpreted
in a way that makes it true.
The "Dissertation on Personal Identity" may suggest that what we are
concerned with regarding a future life are our own futures, that our
personal futures are the locus of this hope and fear. There is no
doubt that Butler's position depends on a personal future after death
that is strictly analogous to the kind of continuous identity we enjoy
in this life, but it would be inconsistent with his ethics to put undue
stress on my continuation in comparison to others. Just as what I hope
and fear in this world may or may not involve me directly, so what I
hope and fear about the next world may or may not involve me directly.
Those who have been fortunate in this life, have already received their
just deserts (both in fact and in their own opinion) may be tired of
life and willing to die, dissipate and forget all. But only some have
been so fortunate.
There may be plenty of hope for me if death is the end, but there are
great numbers of people who in a clear empirical sense are lost beyond
redemption in this world and who can be saved (again, not in some vague
metaphysical sense but in a clear empirical sense) only if there is a
future life. "Bad Lieutenant" is a film that illustrates how
redemptive love is possible and how it could work, but it is obvious to
all that that kind of redemption has not happened yet and is not going
to happen in any future of this world that we have any reason to
expect. My main point here is a logical one. We know many people
whose lives have been ruined in one way or another. We cannot hope for
what is impossible. Therefore, if redemption is impossible in his
world, then we cannot hope for the redemption of these people unless we
believe in a life after death. None of this has anything to do with
selfish desires to live after death or not.
Hopes and fears are not
proofs.
The argument just stated could be called an appeal to wishful thinking
were it not for the fact that it is just as much an appeal to fearful
thinking, and [as has been pointed out] what we wish for, to live on or
not, depends on what sort of treatment we expect in the next life.
Thus for the atheist it is wishful thinking that there not be life
after death. Wishful thinking is still a fallacy, but it is a fallacy
that works against both sides in the debate at hand. Hopes and fears
are not proofs, but I am grimly reluctant to give up my hopes, and I am
fearful of giving up my fears. It may be that it is psychologically
impossible to live without hope, but whether or not there is a way to
make do without hope, there are only two alternatives besides theistic
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hope. One is to have no hope at all, and the other is to have a nontheistic (humanistic) hope.
So if we can give considerations that weigh against these two, then we
have considerations in favor of theistic hope, still considered only as
a hope and not at all yet defended as a matter of fact. Humanistic
hope assumes we have knowledge of the good for the human race, and that
we know the means to attain that good. But the fact is that we do not
know what that good is and we do not know how to bring it about, at
least not to a degree that will inspire great confidence. In one way
or another, all forms of humanistic hope come down to utilitarianism,
and if we really accepted the burden of acting on utilitarianism, we
would all collapse under the pressure.
The other alternative, living
without hope except in the minor and selfish sense of hoping that I
personally will continue to be lucky, of living the life of despair, or
more likely of going about in a semi-anesthetized state, may be
possible only on condition that the state itself is not consciously
acknowledged. This argument leaves theistic hope as the only option
with a plausible appeal. Despair is plausible but unappealing, and
humanism is appealing but implausible. I believe that all other
options can be reduced to a version of one of these three, especially
when we remember that the theistic optimism here is mainly the claim
that there is a moral government effective in the universe so that the
judgments of conscience and the physical outcomes are coordinated as
they should be.
Plausible appeal is not a proof, plausible appeal is not even a good
argument of any kind, but plausible appeal is a proof that the belief,
true or false as it may be, ought not to be given up except for cause,
i.e., it should not be abandoned casually. Those who appear to have
done so either have done a terrible thing or they have not really done
so at all once we look below the surface. Therefore, those who deny a
future life have the burden of proof.
If Butler can show that there is an undefeated presumption in favor of
a future life, then the direct proofs of a future life (mentioned in
passing in I.i.4) will be over and above what is needed to settle the
matter. We will see that just as Butler makes no attempt to analyze
and evaluate the proofs of God's existence (because no one doubts their
conclusion) so in chapter i of Part I he makes no attempt to prove a
future life directly but concentrates first on showing that those who
deny a future life have failed to overcome the presumption against them
and secondly that their view is based on prejudice rather than fact and
logical reasoning.
[Butler's argument for a future life is simple and elegant. His point
is, as usual, practical. We do in fact live with the expectation that
life will continue. With regard to matters that are within our control
or influence, only the strongest assurances that a future contingency
will not occur can justify complete negligence regarding that
contingency. So Butler asks if we know of anything about death that
warrants that assurance, He finds that we do not.]

Introduction
I.i.1
That we are appointed to live in a future state
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(i). Butler's treatment of life after death has often been disparaged,
yet no section of the Analogy shows more clearly the power and the
limits of his method.
Nowhere is Butler more at odds with Hume and
nowhere is his writing more Humean.
Butler does not doubt that many
people are unable to believe in life after death, even tentatively, but
he makes no attempt to prove immortality in the manner of the Phaedo.
Neither demonstrative proof nor literal immortality is part of Butler's
argument.
Butler blames the inability to believe in life after death
on a general confusion regarding death [I.i.4] and the vile force of
imagination [I.i.7], and he tries to show that denial of a future life
is a groundless prejudice. The general form of the argument is:
(1) If there is no rational grounds for denial of life after death,
then belief in life after death is a natural presumption and we should
expect to survive death.
(2) There is no rational grounds for denial of life after death.
From these premises it obviously follows that we should expect to
survive death, but it is also easy to see how arguments in support of
either of these premises could be mistaken for flawed arguments for
"immortality," just as it is easy to see that all that follows from the
premises, and therefore the most that can be established by them if
they are proved, is that there is a presumption in favor of belief in
life after death. Thus the whole argument can easily be mistaken for a
failed attempt to "prove" immortality. Butler understood the question
of a future life to be one of a matter of fact. The only way to
determine what happens after death is to die. Thus Butler would have
agreed with M. Schlick, but Butler had no interest in the wait-untilyou-die proof because it comes too late to have any relevance to
practice in this life, and it is practice in this life that is his
concern. Showing that the denial of life after death is a groundless
prejudice and that it is natural to presume there is life after death,
is enough, Butler thought, to guide practice in his life. Butler
defends premise (1) in paragraphs [2] and [3] and spends most of the
rest of the chapter defending (2). In [4]-[6] Butler attacks the case
against life after death, and in [8]-[24] he seeks to explain and
thereby dissipate the prejudice against survival. [7] is his harangue
against imagination.
I have already discussed the appeal to hope and fear as a reason for
assigning the burden of proof to those who do not expect a future life.
Butler only mentions hope and fear, but he expounds two other arguments
in support of the presumption being in favor of expectation of a future
life. Both arguments appeal to the analogy of nature, the first based
on there being degrees of life and the second on the principle of
continuance.
The Presumptive Case for Expectation
By Appeal to Growth (analogy of nature)

I.i.2

I. analogy of nature -- degrees of life (I.i.2). This argument has been
ridiculed an fanciful and unconvincing, yet once the argument is set
out and analyzed it seems not only to be a strong argument, but one of
the better examples of a strictly analogical argument in the whole of
the Analogy. This argument could be taken as an answer to an objection
to their being a future life, but Butler's use of `I' and `II' shows
that he wanted to link this law of degrees with the law of continuance
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as dual aspects of the analogy of nature. As is his custom, Butler
merely sketches the key points in the argument leaving the reader to
fill the the rest. What do we mean by an individual? How do we
naturally identify continuation in this world? Among living things,
animal and human, what we expect based on experience, is a succession
of stages each one vastly different from the next. Our existence in
the womb is to our existence in infancy as our existence in infancy is
to our existence in maturity. The same general pattern is found in
nature as a whole: each stage is followed by another stage, which may
differ greatly ("almost as different ... as it is possible to
conceive") in capacities to act, to enjoy and to suffer. Having
experienced these stages and seeing that they are universal, we should
expect a vastly different state in the future, if we are to expect any
future state at all. The argument is merely analogical; it only
establishes a presumption, but it is an analogy than which one could be
stronger. I have added the condition "if we are to expect any future
state at all," because it is this condition that is taken up in the
next paragraph.
By Appeal to Continuence
I.i.3
II. analogy of nature -- continuance (I.i.3).
This paragraph is the linchpin of the whole chapter. Here Butler
states his argument in full and is at extreme pains to make is wording
precise. We must, he says, expect continuation of our living powers
unless we have reason to expect them to cease on account of death.
Whether death provides such a reason is discussed in the next two
paragraphs. The analogy used here is more subtle and sounds much like
Hume. There is no reason besides the fact that they have existed in
the past to expect the continuation of anything into the future. Since
we are concerned only with the practical matter of expectation, the
question of knowledge does not even arise.
Attempts to Defeat the Presumption
I.i.4-5
[4]
If death destroys then by reason of the thing or by analogy of
nature
[5]
Not reason of the thing, and not analogy of nature
Summary
[6]
[Repeats in summary [2]-[5]?
Imagination as the Basis of Prejudice

I.i.6

I.i.7

In Intro.7 Butler dismissed Descartes as mere hypothesis and in Intro.9
he attacks "vain and idle speculations." These two belong to a number
of passages in which we catch glimpses of the background against which
Butler understood himself to be working. The rejection of imagination
in I.i.7 is another passage of this sort.
Attack on imagination. The coffee-house atmosphere is evident here in
Butler's image of reason struggling to make itself heard over the dim
of imagination. Imagination may be helpful for understanding, but it
is viciously misleading as a guide to truth. This paragraph is
transitional and lays the foundation for the argument of the rest of
the chapter.The Case Against Denial of Expectation
The rest of I.i may be read as an extended reply to a single objection.
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If the logic of belief in a future life is as Butler claims it is in
I.i.2-5, then how can it be this truth is not generally admitted?
Butler answers this objection by showing that the denial of a future
life is due to prejudice.
Prejudice that the Soul is Composite
I.i.8
[8] I. This an an old classical argument. It seems to assume that the
only way to get rid of something is to take it apart. The argument is
a bad one and has been generally recognized as such. What Butler had
in mind was probably the point that one reason for the prejudice
against life after death is that life after death is sometimes
supported by such a bad argument. He had already made the point that a
failed proof does not at all count against the truth of its conclusion,
and he should have made it again here.
Prejudice that We are Our Gross Bodies
I.i.9-15
[9] II. Clearly one source of the prejudice against a future life is
the dissolution of our "gross organized bodies" which occurs as a
result of death. But is there any reason to expect that the
destruction of our bodies will be the destruction of us? Not, Butler
says, on the basis of the changes we have or might have passed through
while remaining the same living agents. All we know from experience is
that our identity as living agents is able to survive the most drastic
changes in the size and composition of the body, changes that occur in
the course of moral development or as a result of injury. Butler
points out that this argument shows that accepting life after death
does not presuppose that our living substance is immaterial; the point
is that even as a material substance we normally undergo radical
changes in size and composition. It is here that Butler cites his
dissertation on personal identity. Three corollaries follow:
[10] 1st. To show that we are destroyed by death, it is necessary to
show that the living being is a bulk larger than the elementary
particles that cannot be dissolved by natural processes. This has not
been done. This passage shows Butler at his naturalizing best.
[11] 2nd. To show that we are destroyed by death, it is necessary to
show that there is a closer relationship between us as living agents
and our bodies beyond the fact that they mutually affect each other.
It is not even clear that there is a difference in kind as opposed to
degree in how we are related to our bodies as opposed to how we are
related to all foreign matter.
[12]-[15] 3rd. To show that we are destroyed by death, it is necessary
to show that our continued existence as living agents depends on the
continued existence of some of our gross organs. Yet from all we know
by experience, our natural organs are no more agents of perception or
motion than artificial instruments such as glasses or a walking stick.
Prejudice of Implications for Brutes

I.i.16

[16] On the immortality of brute creatures. Uses "immortality" &
appeals to our ignorance. This passage is historically significant and
should be compared with other Christian views of animals.
Prejudice of Bodily Dependence

I.i.17-20

[17] III. Perception by sense organs may depend on the gross body, but
our present powers of reason, memory and affection do not so depend,
indeed, they do not depend on the gross body at all.
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[18] Appeal to the origin of ideas
Appeal to effects of disease
Appeal to comparative effects of disease
[19] Summary ?
[20] Sensory deprivation in one state may be a necessary condition of
sensory experience in another.
Prejudice of Implications for
Vegetables I.i.21
[21] The plant analogy
Summary

I.i.22

[22] Summary
On the Naturalism of Expectation
I.i.23
[23] Appeal to ignorance and to naturalism
Rejection of the Appeal to Curiosity
[24] Logical relations with the whole

I.i.24

The Problem of Personal Identity

Diss I

[The only sections of the Analogy best-known today are the portions
Butler relegated to appendices. Doubts were raised regarding personal
identity. His two main theses are that human identity is a strict and
philosophical identity, not a loose and popular identity such as
vegetables enjoy, and that personal identity cannot be reduced to some
other property since it is presupposed by any property, e.g., memory,
that would be a candidate. Thus, he concludes, there is no problem of
personal identity.]
Butler had no interest in writing a general theory of personal
identity, as perhaps Locke did. Butler's concern was to answer a
strictly practical problem that might be raised regarding life after
death. He begins by referring to "strange perplexities" that have been
raised regarding personal identity and to solutions that are "stranger
than the difficulties themselves," but gives no clue as to whom he has
in mind. Whatever writers Butler may have been thinking of (he cites
works by Locke, Clarke and Collins later in the dissertation), the
problem that concerned him is succinctly stated by Hume at the
beginning of his essay "On the Immortality of the Soul." (Not
published until 1783.) Hume considers the possibility that there is a
spiritual substance as well as a physical substance, and he then argues
by analogy that we should expect nature to use them both in the same
way, i.e., as a kind of clay modified into various forms, so that "As
the same material substance may successively compose the bodies of all
animals, the same spiritual substance may compose their minds: their
consciousness or that system of thought which they formed during life,
may be continually dissolved by death, and nothing interests them in
the new modification." That is, when a material object is destroyed
("dissolved") its substance survives but becomes something else, so by
analogy if there is a spiritual substance, or if humans are anything
other than material objects, then this spiritual substance may survive
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once the person is dissolved, but it will survive as something or
someone else. The survival of a personal substance (whatever that may
be) is not to be confused with the survival of the person who was once
composed by that substance. The problem, or at least one problem, that
Butler must face is to show that this analogy is not sound, he must
find a relevant difference between the way persons are composed of
spiritual substance and the way material things are composed of
material substance. How well does Butler address this objection?
Butler's dissertation opens with a sentence that has been featured in
every edition of Copi's Introduction to Logic as containing a fallacy:
"Whether we are to live in a future state, as it is the most important
question which can possibly be asked, so it is the most intelligible
one which can be expressed in language."
[1] The principle of charity, if not common sense, should lead us to
read the "as it is ... so it is..." construction as meaning "not only
is ... but also is..." rather than "since ... therefore..." In any
case, the rest of the dissertation is a defense of Butler's claim that
the question of whether we are to live in a future state is as
intelligible as any question could be.
Butler begins by
distinguishing the problem of defining personal identity, a problem he
considers insolvable, from the problem of "ascertaining" the idea of
personal identity, which he considers no problem at all. Butler's use
of "ascertain" is marked as obsolete in the OED, but the point of his
distinction seems clear enough: We can be certain what the idea of
personal identity is, but we cannot analyse it so as to produce a
proper definition. Butler sets out two cases as parallel to personal
identity. All three cases, similar triangles, equality of numbers and
the identity of persons, have to do with sameness. He then makes three
claims:
1. All attempts to define the relation but perplex it.
2. If x and y have a sameness relation, comparison of them is
sufficient to give us the idea of the relation.
3. If x and y have a sameness relation, comparison of them is
sufficient to how they have that relation.
The point of the examples seems to be that we have all we need for
ordinary practical purposes. This may be enough to show that a verbal
definition is not needed, but it does not show that such attempts
necessarily perplex.
Butler's last sentence sounds trivial, but his
point is presumably to distinguish `myself' from expressions such as
`my weight' and `my youngest child,' which, when substituted for
`myself' would not necessarily yield a true statement, and `my age,'
which would never yield a true statement.
Thus we ascertain personal
identity by reflecting on that "which is myself now, and that, which
was myself twenty years ago."
[2] But although consciousness of the past ascertains our personal
identity to ourselves, it does not make personal identity nor is it
necessary to personal identity. That consciousness of the past does
not constitute personal identity is easily proved by reductio ad
absurdum: that would be to say "a person has not existed a single
moment, nor done one action, but what he can remember; indeed none but
what he reflects upon."
[3] As Penelhum points out, this paragraph contains two arguments for
the claim "Consciousness does not make personal identity." The form of
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the second argument is not so obvious.
Immediately after stating the
first, commonplace, argument, Butler adds one of his most quoted
sentences: "And one should really think it self-evident, that
consciousness of personal identity presupposes, and therefore cannot
constitute, personal identity; any more than knowledge, in any other
case, can constitute truth, which it presupposes." Apparently what is
considered self-evident is not the proposition "Consciousness of
personal identity cannot constitute personal identity," but the
inference: Consciousness of personal identity presupposes personal
identity. Therefore, consciousness of personal identity cannot
constitute personal identity. and the analogy with the corresponding
inference regarding knowledge is not to argue for the validity of this
argument, which is said to be self-evident, but to argue for its selfevidence. How can it be that the one is acknowledged as obvious yet
the other is not? Even a philosophical argument that seems to all to
be formally valid and to have true premises is open to two objections.
One is the G.E. Moore shift, the objection that since the conclusion is
false the argument must be unsound, and the other is a form of
argumentum ad verecundiam, if this argument is sound, then why are so
many who are qualified to judge still not persuaded? Having presented
his positive argument, Butler now turns to the second objection and
tries to explain how easy it is to go wrong on this question. Thus in
the next paragraph, Butler speculates on the source of this "wonderful
mistake."
[4] To be the person I am I must be conscious of what I do and feel in
the present, but it does not follow that I must continue to be
conscious of those actions and feelings in order for them to continue
to be my own. Butler has so far given no indication of how his remarks
on personal identity are related to difficulties regarding life after
death; he now abruptly introduces a new topic, his distinction between
two senses of identity: the loose and popular sense and the strict and
philosophical sense. In the loose and popular sense a tree can be the
same tree over fifty years even though the first stage has not one
particle in common with the last, but having at least some particles in
common is required for identity in the strict philosophical sense.
"But in a strict and philosophical manner of speech, no man, no being,
no mode of being, no anything, can be the same with that, with which it
hath indeed nothing the same."
[5] He then states a crucial thesis: "Now sameness is used in this
latter sense, when applied to persons. The identity of these,
therefore, cannot subsist with diversity of substance."
[6] Takes up "strange" perplexities by Locke. Butler claims that he
has already demonstratively determined the answer to Locke's question,
and that Locke himself suggested a better answer than he give. Locke's
question was Whether the same self or person be the same identical
substance? Taking definitions from Essay 2.27.10: person = a thinking
intelligent being, personal identity = sameness of a rational being, we
get by substitution: Whether the same rational being is the same
substance? But the answer to this question must be affirmative since
being and substance are the same. It may be objected that there is
ground to doubt that the same person is the same substance since
consciousness of our own existence at t1 is not the same as
consciousness of our existence at t2; they are different successive
consciousnesses. But a person may have a capacity of knowing some
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object or other to be the same now which it was when that person
contemplated it formerly.
[7] replies by reductio to a passage by Collins. Both repeat the same
thesis: the personality cannot be really the same if that in which it
consists is not the same. The best confutation of the view that
consciousness is the essence of personality is to lay the view "naked
and open," but more needs to be said because of the stress.
Only in [8] does Butler come to the argument that is relevant to his
main purpose. The point is that we do not think of ourselves as
changing from one personality to another, "Nor is it possible for a
person in his wits to alter his conduct, with regard to his health or
affairs, from a suspicion, that, though he should live to-morrow, he
should not, however, be the same person he is to-day. And yet, if it
be reasonable to act, with respect to a future life, upon this notion,
that personality is transient; it is reasonable to act upon it, with
respect to the present. Here then is a notion equally applicable to
religion and to our temporal concerns; and every one sees and feels the
inexpressible absurdity of it in the latter case; if, therefore, any
can take up with it in the former, this cannot proceed from the reason
of the thing, but must be owing to an inward unfairness, and secret
corruption of the heart." In this passage we have all the main
elements of Butler's method.
[9] repeats the point that what is
the truth of a past matter of fact
forgetting one's own actions is no
remembering or forgetting anything

remembered or forgotten cannot alter
and points out that remembering or
more relevant to identity than is
else.

In [10] Butler claims "when any one reflects upon a past action of his
own, he is just as certain of the person who did that action, namely,
himself, the person who now reflects upon it, as he is certain that the
action was at all done." This passage has caused difficulty since
Butler seems, to some, to be saying that as long as I remember what it
was I did I must also remember that it was I and not someone else who
did it. A moments reflection shows this is not so; it is a commonplace
that one can often be certain an action was done but uncertain who did
it, e.g., I know someone bought the paper last Sunday, but I have no
recollection if I did or my wife. I'm sure someone mentioned that the
soup was cold last night, but I don't know if I or one of my guests
made the remark. Invoking the principle of charity, we can read this
sentence as about the certainly which sometimes attaches to apparent
memories and not about any necesssary connection between the memory
that the action and done and the memory of who did it. Butler's point
would then be, once again, the analogical one. He is arguing that if
we allow doubts about the "who" in all cases of apparent memories, then
we might as well allow doubts about the "what" in all cases of apparent
memories. We do not, generally, allow the latter, therefore, we should
not, generally, allow the former.
The paragraph ends with a simple
constructive dilemma with exhaustive antecedents:
If he, if person, be a substance, then consciousness that he is the
same person is consciousness that he is the same substance.
If the person, or he, be the property of a substance, still
consciousness that he is the same property is as certain a proof that
his substance remains the same, as consciousness that he reamins the
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same substance would be.
Proof: The same property cannot be transferred form one substance to
another.
Butler closes the dissertation by dismissing challenges to perception
by memory.
[11] His point is that we cannot prove the truth of memory any more
than of perception by deduction and reasoning or intuitive perception,
for any
such proof would have to rely on appeal to a faculty that was
equally suspect. To demand such a proof, we might say, is to beg the
question against the faculty in question.
Nature is a Moral System
We are Under the Government of God
An Intelligent Governor of the World

I.ii

Having shown that expectation of a future life is natural (according to
the analogy of nature, favored by presumption) and that there is no
sufficient reason to defeat this presumption, it remains an open
question what sort of expectation is appropriate. Expecting a future
life but not knowing what to expect would not have practical
implications. Butler devotes four chapters to answering the question
of what to expect and to drawing out the practical implications of that
expectation. Since Butler has taken the vastness of human ignorance as
one of his foundational principles and since his case for survival is
based entirely on how little we know, his treatment of what life after
death is like must be conducted under extreme constraints.
Butler's account is long, detailed, and trenchant, but the main themes
are simply what they have to be given his initial position: what we are
to expect in a future life is the continuation of the moral order we
experience in this life, and the main implication of this expectation
is that our present state is now seen as a state of probation and of
discipline. In the Fifteen Sermons Butler had argued against egoism
(cynical egoism) not by attacking egoistic motivation, but by
advocating a more enlightened egoism over a constricted, and therefore
self-defeating, egoism.
As in the sermons Butler sought to extend the breadth of our most
immediate concerns, so in Part One of the Analogy he seeks to extend
the length of our most immediate concerns. The Second Part of the
Analogy aims at showing that even though our most important knowledge
is recognition of the significance of the vastness of our ignorance, it
is possible to extend by analogy the presumptive knowledge we do have,
especially by testimony. The kind of ignorance that Butler seeks to
overcome is, according to him, not just a random deficiency in human
nature, but is an intellectual trial that parallels the moral trials
put upon us in this state of probation.
Butler was therefore able to assimilate the great features of the
"post-Christian" world into what is immediately recognized as the
traditional Christian worldview. Butler's gloomy view of people living
cynical, licentious lives in a world in ruin may or may not be
historically accurate regarding early Georgian England, the main point
remains that he is able to construct his own or any age in a way that
it does fall under this description. Since Butler, at best,
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establishes a presumptive case that relies on getting people to
interpret in a certain way the data that all accept as fact, he must
face the obstinacy of self-deception. As with ignorance in general,
self-deception is no random impediment but another dimension of the
moral challenge. It is, Butler says, pointless to allow ourselves to
be deceived by ourselves and at our own peril. Self-deception is
another example of a narrow and self-defeating egoism over healthy
self-control and self-preservation.
This outline shows the general
coherence of Butler's whole system. Wholesale dismissals of Butler as
either too religious and out of date in the modern world or as
exemplifying a now discredited non-Biblical Christianity are themselves
incoherent. The interesting philosophical question, the question that
can only be examined at length, is whether Butler's system is actually
well-constructed or merely hangs together as a house of cards.
***************************
Looking to Butler's Analogy for a sense of the presence of God might
seem a strange choice if one relies on the secondary literature, and
for those put off by a legalistic mode of expression it is a strange
choice. It is regrettable that even those who are sympathetic to
Butler's method in general have tended to miss what is only slightly
below the surface, and does come to the surface in the much-neglected
sermons on the love of God. Among the sympathizers, Ronald Knox has
spoken for the majority, but there are those such as Unamuno and Ian
Ramsey as well as Lewis White Beck, who have seen what is not so much
another side of Butler as the basic motivation of his work.
Butler appears to be giving arguments, and he is, but the aim of these
arguments is not to reach some notional assent but to induce a state of
mind from which a certain way of life appears naturally. In the
"Advertisement" but said that his novelty was not "in the observations
upon the constitution and course of Nature, these being all obvious;
but in the application of them." Near the end of the "Introduction,"
in a passage already quoted, he says that "the particular parts
principally objected against in this whole dispensation, are analogous
to what is experienced in the constitution and course of Nature, or
Providence; that the chief objections themselves which are alleged
against the former, are no other than what may be alleged with like
justness against the latter, where they are found in fact to be
inconclusive (Intro.13).
Butler's point is not that Nature and Providence can be equated, but
that the observations made of nature when it is considered as
providential are open to no greater objection than would be case
anyway. The providential construction of nature does not take on any
new logical or epistemic burdens even if it is already so burdened.
These objections can be brushed aside by the apologist not because they
are all frivolous, although some of them are, or because they have been
satisfactorily answered, some have not, but because the non-religious
opponent has already granted in practice that the objections are
insufficient to determine practice. This reading of Butler makes it
obvious why
Hume took Butler so seriously and makes it all the more
regrettable that we have no record of a direct confrontation between
Hume and Butler, if ever there was one. Unlike those apologists who
have appealed to general skepticism, Butler insists that we do know
some things, viz., just enough to guide our actions so far as it
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matters how we act. The future is open and unknown, but that does not
prevent us from acting on the presumption that there will be a future.
Nothing we know about death is sufficient to warrant the assurance that
it will be the end of us as agents, as was argued in A.1.1. Now Butler
provides instructions on how we can come to see the world as we
experience it as a moral order, and mid-way through A.1.2 he concludes
his initial argument by saying, "it is not so much a deduction of
reason, as a matter of experience, that we are thus under his
government; under his government, in the same sense, as we are under
the government of civil magistrates" (A.1.2.6). This particular
passage is marred by Butler's phrasing of the usual proviso regarding
God's existence as an author of nature "being supposed," but I have
already cited the passages that make Butler's meaning clear: "the
question of God's existence having already been settled in the
affirmative." The moral order is a matter of experience, not of
inference, but some argumentation is required to show that this is so.
Comparing God to a civil magistrate is enough in itself for some to
dismiss Butler as holding a hopelessly naive conception of the deity,
but this objection is beside the point. Butler has no interest in an
inquiry into God's nature or a philosophical examination of how God is
related to the world. His point is aimed at those who in practice
refuse to recognize God's governance of the world. True to his own
method, he demands that his opponents find some sufficient difference
between what they in fact recognize as government over them and the
acknowledged constitution of nature. If they can find no such
difference, then they cannot deny God's governance without denying the
existence of God.
The general form of Butler's argument in I.ii and
iii is:
1.
2.
be
3.

In some ways, the world appears to be a moral order.
All known objections to the world being known as a moral order can
answered. Hence,
The world is a moral order.

Obvious counter-instances prove this is not a valid form of argument,
but Butler is not concerned with validity. In the first place, Butler
believed there were "proper proofs" of all the main points of religion,
and that those were valid arguments (I.iii.23).
Secondly, Butler is
concerned with religion only in a practical sense and not as
establishing speculative propositions. As far as practice is
concerned, the argument form used here is as conclusive as a
demonstrative proof. Butler does
seem to be right in thinking that
if things appear to be a certain way and if all objections to their
actually being that way have been answered, then there are no rational
options but to accept the conclusion as long as one is forced to decide
in practice. Skepticism can still be maintained as a matter of
speculation. There is always the possiblity that there are objections
that are not known at present, for example, Butler was unaware of some
of the objections later raised to his argument. In premise 2,
"objection" refers to any (allegedly) sound argument to the denial of
the conclusion, to the denial of either of the two premises stated here
or to the denial of any of the premises used to support them or a
counter-instance to any of the arguments used to support premises 1 and
2. An argument of the same form as this but with `moral order'
replaced by `amoral order' or `immoral order' would certainly count as
an objection. That is, if an equally good case can be made for the
appearance of the natural government of the world being contrary to
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what Butler says it is, then the mere fact that there is such an
equally good case will defeat Butler's claim that his conclusion is
rationally binding in practice. Since Butler admits that the condition
of this world is "mixed" (I.iii.23) with regard to moral government, it
is essential for him to defeat this type of objection. But if the
analogy of nature does favor religion, then those who oppose religion
have the burden of proving their case since the presumption favors
their opposition.
The "Introduction" leaves little doubt that Butler does not
consider God's existence a disputed point. I have already argued that
Butler is not begging any questions by this claim in the Analogy.
Butler may be correct regarding the lack of dispute if we understand by
`God' merely a vague first cause of uncertain moral character; such
would seem to be Hume's position. In I.iii.23, Butler indicates that
his treatment of the proofs of God's existence is the same as his
treatment of the rest of religion. He asserts there are proper proofs
not only for God's existence but for all of religion, but his purpose
is not to deal with these proper proofs except incidentally but to
present the prior (or presumptive) proofs which he thinks decisively
settle the matter of religion at least as far as practice is concerned.
Even though the existence of God is usually counted as part of natural
religion, i.e., religious claims that can be known by reason without
the assistance of revelation, natural religion can be interpreted as
the religion of nature, i.e., the religion that is required of us by
nature on pain of insanity. The ambiguities that result from Butler's
assumption that God's existence would be granted by all can be resolved
into two statements:
(A) We are bound (on pain of charges of insanity) to follow nature and
to project the constitution and course of nature.
(B) If there is a God, then a directive from nature is a directive from
God.
Butler's argument in Part One of the Analogy will hold just as well for
those who do not admit God's existence, but for those who do admit
God's existence, once it has been shown that the course and
constitution of nature require a certain action or type of action,
there is no further question regarding what God requires. Using "on
pain of charges of insanity" to exlicate the kind of bondage we are
under to nature is suggested most directly by Butler's reference to
"... where a man would be thought, in a literal sense, distracted...."
(Intro.4), "Would it not be madness for a man ...." (Charge.4), "...
unless perverted ..." (I.vii.11), the last two both cited by Bernard in
his note to Intro.4; Butler's own cross-reference at Intro.4 is to
II.vi.3, a passage which asserts our bondage to nature without
mentioning the charge of insanity. Butler states a version of (B) in
the last sentence of I.ii.4, but it must be admitted that he often uses
`if' with the sense of `since,' so his statement there remains
ambiguous.
Proof of (1) In some ways, the world appears to be a moral order.
1.1 In the present state, all which we enjoy, and a great part of
what we suffer, is put in our own power. (I.ii.2)
1.2 Consequences (satisfaction or pain as the case may be), which
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we were beforehand informed of, uniformly follow our actions. (I.ii.6)
1.3 Government is the annexing of pleasure to some actions and
pain to others, in our power to do or forbear, and giving notice of
this appointment beforehand to those whom it concerns. (I.ii.7)
From observations such as 1.1 and 1.2 and the definition 1.3, Butler is
able to conclude that we are under the government of nature and of
nature's God. I.e., "[Assuming there is a God,] God does govern
mankind by the method of rewards and punishments, according to some
settled rules of distribution." (I.iii.6)
Butler rightly points out
this conclusion is "not so much a deduction of reason, as a matter of
experience." (I.ii.6) This is enough to show that the world is under
some natural government, but not to show that this government is moral,
let alone perfectly moral. Butler provides the following definition of
moral government, and then adds some observations to show that the
natural government might, for all we know, be moral.
1.4 Moral government is government that rewards the righteous and
punishes the wicked, and perfectly moral government is government that
does this in exact proportion to their personal merits or demerits.
(I.iii.2)
1.5 We naturally act on the forethought and apprehension of
avoiding evil or obtaining good. (I.ii.4)
Proof of (2) All known objections to the world being known as a moral
order can be answered.
Most of I.ii is devoted to answering objections, some of which are
stated by an unnamed interlocutor.
I.ii.3 responds to a form of the problem of evil and is taken up in a
following chapter.
I.ii.4 "But all this is to be ascribed to the general course of
nature.."
I.ii.5 "Is the pleasure then, naturally accompanying every particular
gratification of passion intended to put us upon gratifying ourselves
in every such particular instance, and as a reward to us for so doing?"
"Vain is the ridicule" (I.ii.6) refers to this issue.
I.ii.6

Divine government requires continuous divine interposing.

I.ii.7 Butler says we are under the government of the Author of Nature
in the "same sense," in a "strict and proper sense" of words as
"children, servants, subjects, are rewarded and punished by those who
govern them." Butler's point is that just as we can determine by
observation how children are governed by their parents, how servants
are governed by their masters and how subjects are governed by civil
rulers, so we can determine by observation, by strictly comparable
observation, that we are all under the government of nature and of
nature's God. Butler is not pretending that we have a description of
God's nature in the strict and proper sense, he is not contradicting
the analogical theory of predication, he is, rather, affirming an
observed relationship between human actions and the course and
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constitution of nature, and by implication between human life and the
author of nature. By refusing to take refuge in a metaphorical sense
of propositions or claims that go beyond observation, Butler endears
himself to empiricists but separates himself from modern theologians as
if by an iron curtain. Modern secular philosophers embrace Butler's
methods but abhor his conclusions; modern theologians abhor his methods
[see Tennet in EB] as well as his literal conclusions. There is no
avoiding the issue: what constitutes the heart of Butler's analogy in
its defensible form is this sort of reasoning. The point of insisting
on literalness, on the strict and proper sense, is so that the analogy
that Butler wants to maintain can be maintained. Allowing for an
analogical sense of meaning undermines the argumentative use of
analogy. Butler argues, in effect, that whatever reasons one has for
denying we are under the government of nature (and by implication the
author of nature is our governor) apply equally to show that children,
servants and
subjects are not under the government of parents,
masters and civil rulers. And since you are unwilling (and if not
unwilling, unable) to deny the latter, you cannot deny the former

RN1301 Review:
Is there an intelligent maker of the world?
Is there an intelligent governor of the world?

see pp. 5, 46
see I.2, p. 46

Question:
Is there a moral governor of the world?
RN1302 Definition:
Moral government =
RN1303
Subquestion:
Is moral government simple absolute benevolence?
Answer:
No.
Justification:
RN1304
Subquestion:
Must a moral government appear to us as the perfection
of moral government?
Answer:
No.
Justification:
RN1305
Subquestion: Is it apparent to us that there is a moral governor of
the world?
Answer:
Yes.
Justification:
(from Shaftesbury) Less uneasiness and more
satisfaction are the natural consequences of a virtuous than of a
vicious course of life in the present state.
Objection:
It is difficult to weigh and balance pleasures and
uneasiness so as to make an estimate, with any exactness, of the
overplus of happiness on the side of virtue.
Objection:
Amidst the infinite disorders of the world, there may
be exceptions to the happiness of virtue.
Answer:
[repeated]
RN1306 Justification:
I. Rendering men happy or miserable as they act
reasonably or unreasonably, virtuously or viciously, much more falls in
with our natural apprehensions and sense of things, than doing so by
any other rule whatever, since rewarding and punishing actions by any
other rule would appear much harder to be accounted for by minds formed
as he has formed ours. [In cases where limitations of power and desire
for advantage are out of consideration, we presume intelligent
agents
will act justly unless there is reason to expect otherwise or evidence
to expect the contrary.]
RN1307 Justification:
II. Prudence and imprudence are rewarded and
punished in this world and prudence and imprudence are of the nature of
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virtue and vice (see Diss II [6]).
RN1308 Justification:
III. Punishment of vice is a necessary part of
society, and society is a necessary part of nature, so punishment of
vice is required by the governor of nature.
RN1309 Objection:
Good is sometimes punished and evil rewarded.
Reply:
Yes, but not necessarily, so not naturally.
RN1310 Justification:
IV. Virtue as such is rewarded, vice as such
punished.
RN1311
RN1312
RN1313
RN1314
RN1315
RN1316
RN1317 Justification:
V.
RN1318
RN1319
RN1320
RN1321
RN1322 Summary:
Definition:
system of religion =
Justification:
[appeal to alternatives]
RN1323 Objection:
Reply: [Cites proper proofs and usual known arguments, see
p. 266, JNB cites Clarke.]
RN1324 Reply:
1st
RN1325 Reply:
2nd
RN1326 Reply:
3rd
RN1327 Reply:
4th
RN1328 Summary: [includes definition of proper proofs]
[p. 266f reviews whole purpose of I.3]
We are in a State of Trial and Discipline
The Nature of Probation
I.iv
That our present life is a probation, a state of trial (I.iv) and of
discipline for the future (I.v).
RN14
1.4 trial, difficulties and danger
RN14
Definition
of religion: 1.4.1
RN14
Question:
are we in a state of trial (probation)?
RN14
Answer:
natural govt implies trial re present moral
govt implies trial re future
The Purpose of Probation
I.v
That our present life is a probation, a state of trial (I.iv) and of
discipline for the future (I.v).
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Human Nature is Adapted to Virtue
Outline of Preface
[1]-[11] The preface to the Preface. On readers and writers.
[12] The Methods of ethics.
[13]-[30] Sermons I, II and III. Virtue is following nature, as the
Stoics taught.
[26]-[27] v Shaftesbury
omitted in
[31] Sermons VII, X. Self-Deception.
Darwall ed
[32]-[34] Sermons VIII-IX. Resentment and forgiveness.
0
[35]-[42] Sermon XI. Benevolence and Self-love.
[35] v Hobbes, Epicureans, de la Rochefoucauld
[43]-[44] Sermons XIII-XIV. Love of God.
[45] These Sermons are not a complete treatise.
(IV Tongue, V and VI Compassion, XII Love of Neighbor, XV Ignorance are
not noted in the Preface.)
[1]-[11] The preface to the Preface. On readers and writers.
Much of Butler's work is dated in one way or another, but this little
dissertation of readers and writers is actually more true now (at least
in the US) than it was in early 18th century England.
consider the NYT Best Seller list
imagine what JB would say about the video culture
Note especially that the entire appeal here is to self-interest.
As Sidgwick noted, one of Butler's great themes is that we have duties
to ourselves and these duties are often neglected. The small pain of
serious reading, and B certainly admits there is some such pain, is
easily off-set by the rewards that we can confidently expect. When
people neglect others we can at least understand that this is becasue
the narrow self-love is more powerful than the equally natural
benevolence, but when we act contrary to enlightened self-interest, it
is harder to explain. The best JB can do is (in other works) to insist
on the importance of habits in life and then insist on strict education
that will inculcate good habits.
[4] "Thus people habituate themselves to let things pass through their
minds, as one may speak, rather than to think of them."
[12] The Methods of ethics.
1. Inquire into the abstract relations of things. [Clarke]
2. From a matter of fact, namely, what the particular nature of man is.
[Hume's list: Locke, Shaftesbury, Mandeville, Hutchinson, Butler; but
see whole passage in intro to Treatise.]
[13]-[30] Sermons I, II and III. Virtue is following nature, as the
Stoics taught.
[26]-[27] v Shaftesbury
[35]-[42] Sermon XI. Benevolence and Self-love.
[35] v Hobbes, Epicureans, de la Rochefoucauld
[35]-[42] Sermon XI. Benevolence and Self-love.
[43]-[44] Sermons XIII-XIV. Love of God.
[45] These Sermons are not a complete treatise.
Refutations
Of Hobbes
S.I
Butler's refutation of egoism is one of the most celebrated passages in
all of western philosophy. Perhaps no other passage is so often
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praised and cited as a knock-down refutation that has vanished the
opponent forever. One of the most common assumptions, historically and
today, is that there is a fundamental competition between what I want
for myself and what is for the benefit of others. Butler did not deny
that there was such competition, what he denied was that this
competition, between self and others, is a fundamental or in any way
interesting aspect of human nature. Our nature is filled with many
desires. These desires are constantly in conflict. Our happiness
depends on which desires we pursue and satisfy when and how. The
objects of desire are many and various and can be classified into many
categories. There is a valid distinction between the self-regarding
and the other-regarding desires, but there is no reason to think, and
every reason not to think, that favoring the self-regarding desires
will increase our chances of happiness. Individual happiness is a
function of some set of desires being satisfied, and since in order to
satisfy some we must frustrate so many it is vitally important that we
determine which to pursue. If one's constitution is such and such,
then the satisfaction of other-regarding desires may contribute as much
or more as the satisfaction of self-regarding desires. What makes for
our happiness or misery is determined by whether a desire is satisfied
(not what type of desire it is) and how that desire fits in with the
whole set of desires that makes up our individual nature (but again not
on what type of desire it is). ([For references to Butler's terminology
see Sturgeon (1976) 319n] (see Pr.35 for another criticism of Hobbes.
Of Utilitarianism
Diss II
"In the Dissertation, Butler has shaken himself entirely free from
utilitarianism when he denies that utility is the quality in actions
that makes them virtuous." Kyle (1929) It is not easy to shake oneself
free from utilitarianism. To deny utilitarianism is to affirm, as G.E.
Moore pointed out, that it is at least sometimes morally right to act
in such a way as you expect will make the world worse than it would be
if you acted otherwise. (Utilitarianism itself is, of course, open to
the reverse charge: that any action could potentially be morally
justified by appeal to the goodness of its anticipated consequences.)
In the four central chapters of part I of the Analogy, Butler is trying
to show how the world can be seen as being under God's moral government
and as a place for our trial. In the Advertisement to the
Dissertations, Butler tells us that the second dissertation was
originally part of chapter I.iii. In that chapter he cites the
dissertation on virtue in paragraphs 4, 7 and 13. The reference in
paragraph 7 is to a specific point, but the central theme stated in 4
is repeated in 13, a summary paragraph as: That God has given us a
moral nature.
Since there is no suggestion in Butler what God has given us a moral
nature in any sense other than that in which God, the author of nature,
has given everything that exists its respective nature, we may consider
this proposition in the amended form: We have a moral nature. This
proposition (sometimes in the form "we are adapted to virtue" or "we
were made for virtue") is the main theme of the Fifteen Sermons.
Dissertation on the Nature of Virtue
This dissertation is obviously
an integral part of the Analogy. Why did Butler, who saw fit to write
a long and impressive Preface to the second edition of the Fifteen
Sermons, not simply cite, or at least refer to, the sermons? This must
remain one of the mysteries of Butler's authorship. For the purposes
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of the Analogy Butler chose to write a chapter that was, perhaps as an
afterthought, relegated to an appendix to I.vi.14, the paragraph on
impaired conscience in the chapter on the opinion of necessity.
Ironically, it is this appendix on the nature of virtue that has become
much better known then the rest of the Analogy, with the exception of
the Dissertation on Personal Identity, another appendix.
[1] The Nature of Conscience. Conscience exists, has to do with good
and ill desert, its names are generally not doubtful and it provides an
objective standard.
[2] 1. The object of conscience is actions, principles of action and
characters.
[3]-[4] 2.Conscience implies good and ill desert
[4] 3.
[5] Conscience regards comparison of action with capabilities
[6]-[7] 4. Prudence is a virtue.
[7] Even if not a virtue, prudence is approved by conscience.
[8] 5.Benevolence is not the whole of virtue.
[9] Moral government = requiting according as they follow conscience.
Butler cites I.vi.14.
[10] Promotion of happiness is not the whole of virtue.
[11] Veracity is not violated where there is no intent to deceive.
The doctrines associated with conscience are: (1) the supremacy of
conscience, to be taken up in the next section, (2) the universality of
conscience, (3) the uniformity of judgments of conscience and (4) the
inerrancy of conscience.
These doctrines are often confused and the nature of conscience is
often misunderstood. When Butler tries to explain what conscience is
he draws an explicit contrast between normal adult humans on the one
hand and brutes, children, idiots and madmen on the other. With regard
to matters of morality, good and bad, right and wrong, what is it that
distinguishes humans from animals, and among humans normal adults from
infants, those of very low intelligence and those who are deranged?
Obviously the former have the capacity to make these judgments in a way
that is to be taken seriously and the latter group does not. As
regards (2) it seems that Butler must be right about the universality
of conscience if only because any candidates for being a counterinstance would be an even stronger candidate for inclusion in one of
the excluded categories. Perhaps more controversial is (3), the
uniformity of conscience. That conscience is not uniform is sometimes
used to support the general doctrine of moral relativism, a doctrine
that Butler certainly denied.
Two options are available here. One is to insist on putting aside all
beliefs regarding matters of fact. Even for non-utilitarians a great
many of our moral beliefs are based on projected consequences, but
differences regarding the projected consequences cannot be considered
differences of conscience. It is only when there is agreement on the
consequences together with a difference in moral judgment that we have
true difference of conscience. The other option, these are not
exclusive, is to admit that there are some real differences of
conscience, but to point out that the number and the nature of the
differences are insignificant compared with the coincidences. We do
not expect perfect uniformity with regard to any faculty.
Certainly
we do not distrust memory in general because people remember the same
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event differently.
Finally there is (4) the inerrancy of conscience. Butler never claims
that it is impossible for conscience to be wrong. He explicitly says
that conscience is sometimes in error. His comparisons with other
faculties make it clear that even though it is wrong for other
principles to be granted superiority to conscience, this is based on
the prerogatives of conscience and the limitations of those other
principles and not on the exclusion of any possible case in which
conscience might be wrong. We can know of such cases well enough
without having any faculty that is to be trusted to overrule conscience
regularly.
Final Causes. The doctrine of the supremacy of conscience is the
linchpin of Butler's argument that human nature is adapted to virtue.
The sermons that are not concerned with self-love, benevolence and
conscience fall into two categories. Some deal with the final causes
of other aspects of human nature and then contribute to the conclusion
human nature is adapted to virtue and, ultimately, religion. The
argument so far has shown the meaning and truth of the claim that
virtue is following nature, but has proved little detail of how
specifically humans are adapted to virtue. Brutes, idiots, children
and madmen lack the capacity to live virtuously, but even those with
the capacity can only work through the rest of human nature. In the
surviving sermons, Butler deals with the difference between the misuse
of a faculty and the secondary uses of it (tongue), with how one
passion balances another (resentment and forgiveness), and how human
nature is adapted to religion as well as to virtue (love of God). The
other group of sermons deal candidly with the disabilities of human
nature: the vicious mechanism of self-deception and the vast scope of
human ignorance.
Its Supremacy.
One of Butler's defects as a writer is his refusal to put his thoughts
in a systematic and definitive form even when he is trying to write
scientifically. It is sometimes difficult to know what conclusion he
intends to support with what argument or which words he might be
willing to give away and which he intends to insist on. What Butler
has to say about the moral nature of humans and the general doctrine
that we are adapted to virtue seems to be part of a larger project that
itself has two parts.
1. That we are adapted to virtue is used as a premise to the
conclusion that virtue in us is intended by our creator. There is
little said about this.
See 2.1, 4.7, 6.1.
2. That we are adapted to virtue is used as a premise to the
conclusion that we are accountable for our actions, liable to
punishment in a future life even if we do not know of or believe in
such punishment when we did the vicious acts. Morality, for Butler,
does not require divine commands to make it incumbent on us nor must we
be aware of sanctions in order for us to be justly subject to them.
Thus Butler wants to affiliate his analysis of virtue with (1) a
broader theological scheme and with (2) the entirely secular practice
of virtue.
The objects of approbation and disapprobation are actions, and
included in the notion of an action are at least the following:
(the physical action or inaction ("event")
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(the intention of the agent (intended consequences), virtually part
of the action.
(the principle of the action (under what description it was done)
incl. passion, desire, propensity, tendency; type of action, see
Sturgeon 319n for references.
(the circumstances (a fuller description of token action)
(the motives of the agent (not the particular desire or principle
mentioned above, but the reason why the principle of this action
prevailed in this particular case with this particular agent)
(the foreseen consequences, not necessarily same as intended
(the actual consequences, of no account in judging morality
(the reflex judgment of conscience on the action
Butler's treatment of the reflex judgment is based on two types of
comparisons. He considers (1) humans in contrast to brutes, and also
as compared with idiots, children and madmen, i.e., with those who lack
this capacity. And he considers (2) this capacity in comparison with
other functions in human nature, viz., reason or the capacity for
knowing speculative truth and the eyes or the capacity for seeing
visible objects. There is every indication that he considered
conscience to be parallel to whatever reason and vision have in common,
i.e., conscience is the capacity to see (i.e., to understand) actions
as good, bad, virtuous, vicious, of good or of ill desert. Butler is
concerned to show, what he considers beyond question, that we have such
a capacity. He is not concerned to anatomize it or explain its
workings any more than he is interested in applications of it to
specific actions (casuistry) beyond those used to illustrate the
theoretical points. Butler thought that considerations of the nature
of conscience had been neglected in the study of human nature, esp. by
Shaftesbury.Butler's treatment is scattered about in the sermons and in
the Analogy, but the three concentrated treatments are in Sermons 1-3,
the Preface to the Sermons, and in the Dissertation on Virtue.
The Dissertation contains a conveniently numbered list of theses and
was the last to be published.Butler is most often associated with the
doctrine of the supremacy of conscience, and the most searching
critique of his theory attacks him on that very point. Butler had an
acute sense of what was controversial and what not, and he always wrote
with controversy in mind, yet he does not seem to have taken the
supremacy of conscience to be controversial so much as something that
was neglected in some writers. Nevertheless, controversial it turned
out to be (Pattison's gripe).
Curiously a fundamental problem with the doctrine went unnoticed until
Sturgeon (1976), as Sturgeon himself points out. When conscience is
discussed the doctrines besides supremacy that most often come up for
discussion are:
The infallibility of conscience
The reliability of conscience (whether it can be corrected or
corrupted)
The universality of conscience (distribution of the faculty) v
sociopath
The uniformity of judgments of conscience
The numbered doctrines of the Dissertation are:
[1] That which renders beings capable of moral government, is their
having a moral nature, and moral faculties of perception and of
action.....
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JHB cites I.iii.3, I.vi.11
we have a capacity of reflecting upon actions and characters, and
making them an object to our thought: and on doing this, we naturally
and unavoidably approve some actions, under the peculiar view of their
being virtuous and of good desert; and disapprove others, as vicious
and of ill desert....... this moral approving and disapproving faculty
JB cites Epictetus
JB compares conscience to speculative reason and speculative truth
[a proof of this doctrine follows]
JHB says proof given more fully in 1.8
JHB says functions of conscience given in 2.8
JHB cites 8.7,16 on injury and mere harm
Definition of conscience, JHB cites Aristotle and I.v.14
[2] 1st ... the object of this faculty is actions, comprehending under
that name active or practical principles: those principles from which
men would act, if occasions and circumstances gave them power;
JB cites M. Anton. lib. ix.16
JB cites Cic. Off. lib. i. cap. 6.
JHB cites Stewart, Works, vi. pp. 304-6
and which, when fixed and
habitual in any person, we call his character.
JHB cites I.vi.8n... though the intended good or bad consequences do
not follow, we have exactly the same sense of the action as if they
did.
JHB points out the necessary qualifications of this statement
are given in 8.7, sub fin
[3] 2ndly, Our sense or discernment of actions as morally good or evil,
implies in it a sense or discernment of them as of good or ill desert.
JHB cites I.vi.11
JHB identifies plague example in Shaftesbury, Inquiry, pp. 21, 120
[4] [Our perception of good desert weak in ordinary cases, for the
motive is doubtful; and of ill desert, lessened in proportion to the
temptation.]
[5] 3rdly, Our perception of vice and ill-desert arises from, and is
the result of, a comparison of actions with the nature and capacities
of the agent.
JHB cites 2.10 and 3.9 [I.e., the determination of conscience is not
based merely on the action together with its intention, which is part
of the action, but on a comparison of the action and what capacities
the agent has, e.g., idiots, madmen and children.] And hence arises a
proper application of the epithets, incongruous, unsuitable,
disproportionate, unfit, to actions which our moral faculty determines
to be vicious.
JHB cites I.vi.12n and his note E "Immutable Morality" at end of vi.
[6] 4thly, ... prudence ... is virtue, and the contrary behaviour
faulty and blamable; [a proof of this follows]
JHB cites I.iv.4 & mentions Hutcheson to the contrary
[This approbation not a mere desire of happiness]
[Disapprobation of imprudence not so strong as of falsehood]
[Yet disapprobation of it is sometimes strongly expressed]
[7] [Whether it be called virtue or not, still prudence as such is
approved by conscience.]
JHB cites the objection raised and answered in I.v.19
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JHB cites his note D at the end of ch. v.
[8]
are
JHB
JHB
JHB
JHB

5thly ... that benevolence, and the want of it, singly considered,
in no sort the whole of virtue and vice. [a proof of this follows]
cites 12.25-32, esp. note on 31
cites I.iii.3
cites 1.6n for another version of case of competitors
points out benevolence may have self for its object

[9] Now if human creatures are endued with such a moral nature as we
have been explaining, or with a moral faculty, the natural object of
which is actions; moral government must consist in rendering them happy
or unhappy, in rewarding and punishing them, as they follow, neglect,
or depart from, the moral rule of action interwoven in their nature, or
suggested and enforced by this moral faculty; in rewarding and
punishing them upon account of their so doing.
JB cites I.vi.14
[10] [Some writers have said that the promotion of happiness is the sum
of virtue. This would lead to bad consequences.]
[JHB says Butler probably had in his mind Ralph Cudworth, Henry More,
and John Smith, the Cambridge Platonists, and especially Francis
Hutcheson, whose books had recently appeared.
[11] [Veracity not violated where there is no intent to deceive.] Cp.
doctrine of double effect.
Sturgeon's counter argument: Sturgeon's argument is in nine steps.
I. Sturgeon finds two main arguments for the supremacy of conscience.
The first, which he calls the analytic argument is found in 2.14 and
P.24. This argument he dismisses as inadequate. The second is the
reductio given in 2.16. Butler proposes two suppositions that lead to
absurdity if the supremacy
of conscience is denied. Sturgeon claims
that this argument needs the Naturalistic Thesis to be valid (323) and
that it is helped by the Transparency Thesis (324).
II. The Naturalistic Thesis [(given in full on 328): that conscience
never favors or opposes any action, except on grounds which include its
naturalness or unnaturalness] also follows from other doctrines Butler
holds: (i) that virtue is following nature (from the right motives);
vice deviating from it, and (ii) whenever conscience approves or
disapproves of an action it does so on grounds of virtue or vice.The
next five sections deal with consequences of the Naturalistic Thesis.
III. A consequence posing no threat (given on 329, proved on 330).
(1) There must be in a man's nature at least one superior principle
(that is, a principle superior in nature and in kind to at least one
other) other than conscience, if his conscience is to favor or oppose
any of his actions.
IV. A consequence Butler could accept.
(2) If there are circumstances in which the mere fact that an action is
done from a certain principle, whether or not any other principle
favors it, is sufficient to insure that conscience will approve the
action as a "virtuous pursuit," the principle in question must be a
superior one.
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Corollary: Benevolence is, at least in some measure, a superior
principle.
V. Another consequence Butler could accept.
(3) If there is in a man's nature only one superior principle of action
besides conscience, his conscience will conflict with that principle,
regarding his own current and future actions, only if that principle
conflicts with itself.
(4) Corollary: If there is in a man's nature a single principle
superior to every other principle except conscience, his conscience
will conflict with it, regarding his current and future actions, only
if that principle conflicts with itself.
VI. A consequence inimical to Butler.
(5) A man's conscience will favor or oppose any action only because it
is favored or opposed, respectively, by some superior principle other
than conscience in the nature of the agent at the time of the action.
This corollary to the first consequence extends it to cover the actions
of others. Sturgeon comments, "Ultimately, therefore, it is only
because of the favor or opposition of some superior principle other
than conscience that conscience favors or opposes any action. (344)
... conscience, which Butler calls "the guide to life" (12.31,n.),
charts no independent course of its own. But Butler frequently writes
as if it did. It is restricted, according to the Full Naturalistic
Thesis, to favoring or opposing only those actions already favored or
opposed, on their own peculiar grounds, by the other superior
principles in the agent's nature. But the only other principles to
which Butler clearly ascribes superiority are self-love and
benevolence, both of which assess actions solely in terms of their
consequences, either for the happiness of the agent or for the
happiness of others: and in a famous footnote to his twelfth sermon,
Butler insists that not all the judgments of conscience are made with a
view to such consequences. ... [12.31, n.] ... His view would be
entirely consistent, therefore, if he were willing to multiply superior
principles, adding some (besides conscience itself) whose favor or
opposition to an action was not based simply on its consequences: for
example, a sense of justice, a sense of honor, a sense of decency.
Then the favor or opposition of conscience could sometimes be traced,
ultimately, to the favor or opposition of one of these other
principles, rather than to that of self-love or benevolence." (345)
VII. Another consequence inimical to Butler.

(6) Lemma: A man's conscience will favor a current action of his only
if the action is favored by the highest of the superior principles in
his nature, other than conscience, which either favor or oppose it; and
his conscience will oppose a current action of his, similarly, only if
the action is opposed by the highest of the superior principles in his
nature, other than conscience, which either favor or oppose it.
(7) It makes no difference whatever to the naturalness or unnaturalness
of any action whether or not conscience is superior to any other
principle of action.
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Sturgeon proves (7) as follows: "For there are just two ways in which
the rank assigned to conscience could make a difference to the
naturalness or unnaturalness of an action. It would make a difference
whether or not conscience was a superior principle at
all, if a man's
conscience ever favored or opposed one of his current actions which was
neither favored nor opposed by any other superior principle in him.
And the relative rank of conscience would make a difference if a man's
conscience ever conflicted with the highest principle, other than
conscience, to favor or oppose one of his current actions. But we have
seen many times over that the first situation cannot arise; and what
Consequence (6) assures us is that the second cannot arise either.(347)
... The Full Naturalistic Thesis, a principle to which he is committed
by doctrines central to his view, renders entirely superfluous his most
prominent doctrine, that of the natural supremacy of conscience.
(348)"Sturgeon sums up Butler's quandary as: "For if he had considered
the consequences of the Full Naturalistic Thesis at all carefully, he
would likely have seen the difficulty it engenders: and he would then
have had either to abandon the Full Naturalistic Thesis, along with at
least one of the doctrines which together commit him to it, or else
reject the supremacy of conscience. Doubtless, neither course would
have pleased him. But since he did neither, he is left with a result
which would have pleased him even less: a position at the core of which
there is a clear incoherence." (349)
VIII. Sturgeon's reply to rejoinders.
IX. Butler ought to abandon the supremacy of conscience doctrine.
Sturgeon concludes that "Butler faces a forced choice, then, if he
wishes to restore coherence to his views. He must either retract his
thesis of the supremacy of conscience, along with his claims about the
importance of this doctrine, or else abandon the Full Naturalistic
Thesis, along with at least one of the two doctrines which together
commit him to it." (352) Since the Full Naturalistic Thesis causes so
much trouble, we must go back to the grounds for accepting it. In
section I, Sturgeon gives the following proof of why Butler is
committed to the Full Naturalistic Thesis even though he never states
it. See p. 318:To show: that virtue consists in following, and vice in
deviating from, human nature (P.13); that our nature, i.e.,
constitution, is adapted to virtue (p.14); that nothing can possibly be
more contrary to nature (= our constitution) than vice (P.15).
Strategy: from the supremacy of conscience we get the idea of the
constitution of human nature, and this idea insures that virtue =
following nature (P.13, 16). Motivation: the ultimate significance of
knowing that virtue = following nature is that (upwardly) it goes to
what we can discern of the Creator's intent and hence of the purpose of
human life and (downwardly) it goes to the irrelevance of positive
injunctions and sanctions or revelation (2.8) in determining our
obligations.
Definitions: the supremacy of conscience is that feature of it which
renders unnatural any action, however motivated, which conflicts with
it (319), and conscience itself is a principle of reflection which
distinguishes between the internal principles of his heart, as well as
his external actions: which passes judgment upon himself and them;
pronounces determinately some actions to be in themselves just, right,
good; others to be in themselves evil, wrong, unjust (2.8) see fuller
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def in DV 1n.
Proof #1: by appeal to the nature of conscience
Proof #2: by reductio ad absurdum1.
supposition: no principle of action whatever is superior in nature and
in
kind to any other, only in strength. 2.162. consider a parricide
done on account its principle strongest. 2.173. If compare action and
whole nature there is no disproportion, murder is as natural as filial
duty, for each is in accord with a principle in human nature (absurdity
1)4. Since there is no ground to distinguish, must approve or
disapprove equally. (absurdity 2)5. Hence, denial of the supposition6.
To distinguish, approve, disapprove is a function of conscience. 1.87.
Conscience must approve or disapprove equally of any two actions
whatever. 322-23.
********************************************
To suppose no superiority can mean that all the superior principles are
done away with or it can mean that they exist as principles but are
deprived of superiority. Martin opts for the former, but the later
sounds more like Butler. As a hodge-podge of principles we would
approve and disapprove any which way. And this is absurd. Any
principles can approve & apart from superiority, I can accept any
principle's approval. On the political analogy, anyone can issue a
decree, but apart from powers of office & holding office, we must obey
or disobey the decrees on whim. And this is absurd.
Martin and Penelhum agree that Sturgeon has three arguments for
attributing the FNT to Butler. Two involve the interpretation of
passages and both reject Sturgeon's reading. What they both miss is
that at the end of his article Sturgeon gives reasons why Butler might
not want to do whatever is necessary to avoid the FNT, yet these
reasons will apply just as well even if they are right that JB is not
tacitly committed to it.

Talking
This almost totally neglected sermon may well be typical of the many
sermons Butler delivered but which were never published and are now
lost. For the most part, he merely applies to talking the platonic
"government of the passions" theme he favored throughout. The
philosophical theme found here but not elsewhere and the means of
fitting this sermon into the whole is with regard to final causes. Not
every use of a faculty is necessarily in accord with its final cause
(seeRN on moral govt), but so too, not every use of a faculty that is
not in accord with its final cause is a vice.

Commentary--Sermons V, VI

Commentary--Sermons VIII, IX

These neglected sermons are fairly important. They show how determined
Butler was to candidly employ his empirical method. We do not know
God's reasons, but the appeal to ignorance should not be a handy way
out of difficulties. Our ignorance of matters of fact is itself a
matter of fact that needs to be considered along with the rest of the
total evidence before drawing any conclusion.
If we are made for
virtue, as Butler claims we are, why do we have the passion of
resentment which so naturally leads to vice? Butler has denied any
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basic principle of ill-will in human nature. The solution is that
unlimited benevolence is not good. A degree of resentment is needed to
balance the natural tendency to benevolence and keep it in moderation.

Piety

S.XIII-XIV

Objections to the Moral System of Nature
Necessity
I.vi

By Appeal to Freedom and

In this chapter most of all, the practical aspect is foremost. Grant
all you please to the necessitarian as far as theory goes, says Butler,
and you will still find it impossible to live according to the doctrine
of necessity. So in practice we must reject the doctrine regardless of
how well it is supported as a matter of speculation.
By Appeal to Evil
S.XV, I.vii

Ignorance

Butler's treatment of the problem of evil is another classic instance
of his appeal to ignorance. We cannot conclude there is no reason for
the evil in the world because all we know is that we do not know the
reason, but we have no reason to think that if there were such a reason
that we would know it. Much of Butler's philosophy is frankly skeptical
and agnostic. If the philosophy has a skeptical tendency on the whole,
then it is the disaster some critics have claimed. My contention is
that Butler deals with human ignorance simply as a fact like any other.
Since his method is to judge religion just like common matters, we must
consider when the fact of our ignorance has consequences and when it
does not.
Butler considers two general sorts of ignorance: (1) when the truth is
beyond our faculties and (2) when the truth is within reach but we
ourselves distort it, i.e., self-deception. A. II.1.1 The passage
cited here deals with more particular limits of reason as we try to
employ it. These limits are used to establish the need for revelation
and hence the importance of considered allegations that something has
been revealed.S 15; A I.7, II.4,
"I must confess that a man is
guilty of unpardonable arrogance who concludes, because an argument has
escaped his own investigation, that therefore it does not really
exist," writes Hume. (E&P 137) In his many employments of the appeal
to ignorance, Butler is concerned with inferences of the form:
We do not know of X.
Hence, X does not exist.
Arguments of this form range from wildly implausible to valid, as in
the case of headaches. Butler's reliance on the appeal to ignorance
depends heavily on the fact of ignorance. If we are faced with this
vast ignorance as a given, then appealing to it is not just a
rhetorical ploy. see Edwards on Why?

Self-Deception
S.VII, X
The most significant thing about Butler's treatment of self-deception
is that it exists at all. Butler does make a few shrewd remarks, but
he has little to contribute on self-deception beyond giving it the
prominence that follows from devoting two of only fifteen sermons to
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the topic. Self-deception is especially significant for Butler since
as an intuitionist and as one who is concerned with practice, the
prevalence of self-deception renders his theory inoperative if not
false. The practical measures that Butler ends up suggesting sound
much more the preacher than the rest of his sermons, but without such a
practical remedy at hand it is hard to see how the rest of his
philosophy, which was intended to show us to ourselves, had a chance of
working.]
The sermon on liberty (1741) may at first reading appear to be nothing
more than a reminder that with freedom goes responsibility. I think it
goes a good deal deeper than that. To understand this sermon it is
helpful to remember that self-deception is one of Butler's major
themes. He devoted two of his original fifteen sermons to this topic.
Butler justifies his choice of topic by pointing out that hypocrisy is
both dangerous and pervasive. (III.1)
The second paragraph and the long note appended to it deal with the
biblical definition of hypocrisy. Considering the number of passages
Butler does cite, it seems odd that he says nothing about Luke 12:2-3
here or anywhere. The understanding of God as that-from-which-nothingcan-be-hidden is fundamental to Butler's idea of religious practice and
these passages suggest the notion, which was especially fond to Butler,
that self-deception is not just wrong because it is deception, but
because it is a strategy that does not work and thus violates the
principle of self-love. "Things and actions are what they are, and the
consequences of them will be what they will be: why then should we
desire to be deceived?" (FS vii.16) When Butler says of the Pharisees
and Sadducees that "their vicious passions blinded them so as to
prevent their discerning the evidence of our Saviour's mission; though
no more understanding was necessary to discern it, than what they had,
and made use of in common matters" and generally that "persons will not
be influenced by such evidence in religion as they act upon in the
daily course of life" (III.2n), he is plainly thinking of the
irreligious people to whom the apologetic in his own Analogy was
addressed. Butler's most basic claim there was that even if religion
cannot be demonstrated with speculative certainty it can be proved with
moral or practical certainty as long as the standard of proof we use is
that of analogy with what is found to be sufficient in common matters,
i.e., in the daily course of life. The burden of the Analogy was to
apply this principle to the claims of natural
and revealed religion.
From Augustine on many Christian writers had worked under the principle
of faith seeking understanding. According to this theory, those who do
not accept the intellectual arguments in defense of Christianity fail
to see their cogency because they have an intellectual defect, and that
defect is caused by their lack of faith. For Butler, such an appeal is
merely a form of special pleading, and he will have nothing to do with
it. The Pharisees and Sadducees are convicted not for lacking faith in
Christ but for the inconsistency of failing to apply to Jesus the
principles they already accepted in the rest of their lives. How they
were able to do this is explained by the psychological mechanism of
self-deception, and engaging in self-deception is a moral wrong. Thus
Butler is able to claim that the intellectual error of rejecting Christ
is basically a moral error. Butler agreed with Socrates that we are
morally obliged to follow the evidence wherever it leads, and he tried
to show, in his Analogy, that the evidence leads to acceptance of
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Christianity. Butler never suggested, and would have considered it
absurd, that we have a moral obligation to accept Christianity apart
from evidence such as is used in the daily course of life.
Butler next attempts to explicate `liberty' as used in the New
Testament. (III.3) The passages cited here show that civil government
is supported by revelation as Butler claimed in V.2. One use of
revelation is to supply information to those who are unable to
determine it by the light of nature.
In the rest of this sermon Butler seeks to establish three points. The
first is one of the more controversial claims of his moral theory, that
were it not for self-deception moral truth would be transparent. The
second is that liberty is especially vulnerable to abuse. The third is
an admonition.
(I) According to Butler, virtue is the social cement (III.6-7), society
could not exist without general public profession of it. (III.12)
Butler is obviously right in saying that no matter how viciously people
act they will ordinarily claim to be acting virtuously. They need to
keep up the pretense of virtue so that they can "condemn what is wrong
in others." (III.10)
The controversy begins when we ask for an explanation of these
commonplace observations, as Butler does in III.8 and 12. How is it
that people can act so badly yet continue to use the common language of
morality applying it correctly to others and incorrectly to themselves?
Unfortunately, Butler is rather dogmatic in this sermon and does not
explain the alternatives to self-deception as an explanation. There
are two rival explanations and they are both principles that Butler
must deny. One possibility is that the people who do evil are really
evil by nature. They do not act from a voluntarily principle of selfdeception, as Butler claims in III.6, but from an innate malevolence.
For them the cloak of virtue is used just as anyone would use any
protective device.
Butler has a lot at stake in
denying this possibility since if innate
malevolence is the standard explanation for vice, then human nature is
not made for virtue as Butler claims it is, and his whole system of a
moral humanity in a moral universe collapses. The most that Butler can
allow is that some mentally defective people may be bad involuntarily.
Defects are in accord with the analogy of nature, but they presuppose a
norm. The other rival to Butler's view is that when people act
viciously it is not that they are malevolent by nature or that they
deceive themselves, rather they honestly don't know what is right.
Telling right from wrong is by no means transparent. This too is a
doctrine that Butler must deny since it strikes at the heart of his
system of moral humanity in a moral universe. Butler was not an
optimist regarding human knowledge; the vastness of human ignorance is
one of his principle themes. But if human nature is made for virtue,
then we must be able to tell right from wrong without much difficulty
most of the time. The nearest thing to an argument we have to
eliminate these rivals is the example of Charles I given in III.12.

Revealed Religion
1. Objections to the Christian Revelation
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Natural Religion Enough

II.i
Part II of the Analogy consists of the
"Inquiry into the Importance of Christianity" (ch. i) and the
"Treatise concerning the Credibility of Christianity." (chs. ii-vii)
(see II.i.2 end)
The Inquiry proceeds on the supposition that Christianity is known to
be a true revelation, and by showing its importance on that
supposition, provides the motivation for the consideration of its truth
in the Treatise.
The Treatise on the Credibility of Christianity first removes
objections (chs. ii-vi) and then surveys the positive evidence for
Christianity (ch. vii). The objections are divided into those against
revelation in general (ch. ii) and those against Christianity in
particular, the "unreasonableness" of general and incidental aspects of
its scheme (ch. iii), the goodness of that scheme (ch. iv), the use of
a mediator (ch. v), non-universality and other inadequacies of the
evidence which seems at odds with its purported source. (see II.ii.1)]
RN21
Question:
is revelation incredible in itself? 2.1
RN21
Question:
is revelation superfluous? 2.1
RN21
Question:
is revelation unimportant? 2.1
RN21
Question:
what is the importance of Christianity? 2.1.4
RN21
Question:
ought Christianity be treated lightly or
esteemed of little consequence? 2.1.19
RN21
Answer:
no
RN21
Objections:
2.1.12
RN21
Justification:
because of our relation to God and its presumed
consequences 2.1.16
Miracles Impossible
RN22
presumption
RN22
Objections
2.3

II.ii
against miracles
against revelation in general

2.2, see 2.3.1

Contrary to Expectation
II.iii
RN23
Subquestion: is there any serious objection to Christianity as
opposed to its evidences?
RN23
Answer: no
RN23
Objections against Christian revelation in particular
RN23
Reply from our incapacity 2.3.1
RN23
Reply on role of reason
2.3.13
RN23
Reply to genetic obj
2.3.15
RN24
RN24
RN24
RN24

Reply

Reply

as scheme beyond our comprehension 2.4.2
Means 2.4.3
Laws
2.4.4
to round-about 2.4.6

As Requiring a Mediator
II.v
RN25
Reply
on mediation of Christ 2.5
RN26
Reply on weakness of the evidence & lack of universality 2.6
RN27
Subquestion:
is there any serious objection to the evidences
for Christianity?
RN27
Subquestion:
no
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RN27
RN27
RN27

Reply
Reply
Reply

Public Religion

to objections on miracles 2.7
to objections on prophecy 2.7
on cumulative
2.7
Society for Propagation of the Gospel

SS3901 The natural religion of mankind in general:
(1) The general doctrine of religion darkened with superstition,
(2) We cannot discover a mediator with reason,
(3) One people had a clearer notion.
SS3902
Christianity:
(1) General doctrine is republished,
(2) Dispensation in grace,
(3) As in Daniel,
(4) Witness
SS3903
A general publication of the gospel by an institution of external
religion, visible churches:
(1) which are repositories of written oracles of God,
(2) invite all to obtain eternal life, our final good
(3) send out preachers
SS3904

The profession of Christianity amongst mankind

SS3905

Justification: Rev 14.6, Tim 2.4

SS3906 Witnesses, unregarded or not:
(1) Visible constitution and course of nature
(2) Moral law
(3) Positive institutions
(4) Prophets
(5) Apostles
(6) Our Lord himself
Question: Does God will that all be saved?
Answer: Yes, yet the salvation cannot but depend on behaviour.
Justification: [proof texts]
SS3907
Our duty to instruct the ignorant:
Justification: Relations the light of nature shows:
(1) the obligation of obedience to God
(2) resignation to his will
(3) love of him
Justification: Relations revelation informs us of:
(1) additional relations
(2) obligations of duty arising from them
Justification: Our reason for instructing others in both these is the
same as for communicating any useful information.
Justification: God could have revealed all to all, revelation,
therefore demands a regard and reverence peculiar to itself.
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SS3908
Our obligations to slaves in the colonies.
SS3909
Our obligations to the natives.
SS3910
Navigation and commerce in the service of religion.
SS3911
Question:
Should we persevere in our duty cheerfully?
Subquestion:
Yes
Justification:
The great scheme of providence shall be accomplished.
[proof texts]
SS3912
Bare external form and profession important and valuable.
SS3913
Objection: From want of miraculous assistance as of first preachers
Reply:
Miracles are an intuitive proof, but bare preaching is a
severe admonition.
Reply:
Christianity is preached with evidence, according to
capacity.
Reply:
Those who lack capacity for inquiry and examination are not
objected to when they are prudent without evidence.
(
SS3914
Question:
Should men of all denominations join this work?
Answer:
Yes
Justification:
The word cannot be spread without Christian churches,
but will be as long as such churches subsist.
Justification:
If Christianity is propagated at all, it must be in
some particular form of profession.
Justification:
Since the scripture is spread by this work, genuine
Christianity will be understood and prevail.
SS3915
Question:
SS3916
SS3917

How dangerous are atheism and superstition?
General purposes of the religious associations.
Income of this Society

The London Hospitals
SS4001
Question:
Answer:
SS4002
Subquestion:
SS4003
Subquestion:
SS4004
Subquestion:

What is the source of riches?
Industry

Secondary wants, conveniences and superfluities
Money and covetousness

Enlargement of the middle rank

SS4005
Question:
Answer:
Answer:
Answer:

How related to charity?
Directly to industry
Indirectly to luxury
Indirectly to covetousness

SS4006
Question:

How are the rich and the poor related?
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Answer:
SS4007
Question+:

Mutual want, but great inequality.

How are the rich and poor related?

(

SS4008
Subquestion:
The poor go on by direction and example, their
opinions are taken on trust. The rich instil by instruction, recommend
by example and enforce by favour and discouragement of various kinds.
Superiority goes with riches.
SS4009
Question:
Answer:

What is the importance of riches?
The rich are blamable even for carelessness

SS4010 Answer:
SS4011
Subquestion:
example.

This power is given them by way of trust.
Even so, the poor are to blame for following a bad

SS4012
Question:
Does Christianity heighten our obligations to goodness,
forgiveness, mercy and charity?
Subquestion:
Yes.
Justification:
[proof texts]
(
SS4013
Question:

What are our specific obligations to charity?

SS4014
Answer:
To bestow it on the proper objects.
Objection: Difficult to determine.
Reply:
A greater reason for endeavour.
SubQuestion: Are vagabonds a proper object of charity?
Subquestion:
No
Justification:
What they so give is spent in riot and debauchery
Justification:
Encourages shameful trade of begging.
SubQuestion: Are the Hospitals a proper object of charity?
Subquestion:
Yes
Justification: [reading of the Report]
SS4015 [Thanks to God for the charities]
SS4016
Question:
What are the other advantages of public charities?
Answer:
They are standing admonitions to go and do likewise.
Answer:
Their influence extends throughout the kingdom.
Justification:
Bristol seamen
Subquestion:
Unactive and careless persons are reminded of their
duty.
SS4017
Question:
What
Subquestion:
Subquestion:
Subquestion:
Justification:

improvement is needed?
Easy labour for children
Prison reform
Religious instruction in prison
Such as is provided with capital punishment
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SS4018
Question:
What obligations are entailed by social equality?
Answer:
Education of the poor.
Justification:
Lest they abuse their greater liberty
SS4019
Good behaviour promotes good behaviour
Charity undoes mischief of bad behaviour, to a small degree.
SS4020

Charity and piety

The London Infirmary

SS4801
Proper objects of mercy.
SS4802
Question:
Why is charity the preeminent virtue?
Subquestion:
By fervent charity a person may make amends for good
blameably omitted and injuries done.
SS4803
Subquestion:
The charity meant here is not that easiness of temper
called good-humour.
Subquestion:
Nor is it a mere acting from kind inclinations.
SS4804
Transition:
SS4805
Subquestion:
Medicine is a natural provision of God to all.
SS4806
Answer: Public infirmaries are the most effectual means of
administering such relief.
Justification:
[appeal to other sermons in the series]
SS4807
Answer:
Public infirmaries are the only means for the poor.
SS4808
Objection:
Ill-deserts of the poor
Objection:
Good use of distress
Objection:
Idle use of relief
Objection:
Prejudice against the poor for being poor
SS4809
Objection:
Fault is too great lenity and indulgence
SS4810
Reply:
Do not expect more of the poor than can be expected.
Reply:
Allow for lack of education.
SS4811
Reply:
example.
SS4812
Reply:

The general dispensation of Christianity as an

The moral and religious tendencies of infirmaries.

SS4813
Objection:
People are enough disposed to contribute larely to
charity so these formal recommendations of them at church every year
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might very well be spared.
SS4814
Reply:
Reply:
Reply:
Reply:
Reply:

To
To
To
To
To

remove prejudices
rectify misrepresentations
inform public of new emergencies
enforce known obligations
blame those who are without charity

SS4815
Objection: The necessities of the disabled poor are provided for
already.
Reply: The question is to be decided as a matter of real equity, not
by arbitrary choice, so the spirit of charity must be cultivated to
balance self-interest.
SS4816
Subquestion:
The reputation of any particular charity, like credit in
trade, is so much real advantage, without the inconveniences of which
it is sometimes liable.
Justification:
It brings in support and men of character and skill.
SS4817
Subquestion:
The charity is not complete.
Justification:
Restrictions on admission.
Objection:
Such restrictions contradict charity.
Reply:
They arise from charity.
SS4818
Answer: There are those who do not do enough even though they do not
cast about for excuses.
Justification: We are as really accountable for not doing the good
which we might have in our power to do, if we would manage our affairs
with prudence, as we are for not doing the good which is in our power
now at present.
SS4819
Justification:
Frugality and diligence are duties which particularly
belong to the middle and lower ranks of men.
Justification: Trade and commerce cannot otherwise be carried on.
SS4820
Subquestion:
All should contribute
Justification:
All are related as neighbors
SS4821
Cheerful giver
SS4822
Subquestion:
SS4823
Subquestion:
doing good
SS4824
Subquestion:

All contributions are needed

The preogative of riches is they increase our power of

The greedy rich are unhappy
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SS4501
Observations:

on the nature of childhood.

SS4502
Question: Is there a right to education?
Subquestion:
Yes.
Justification:
By appeal to the consequences.
SS4503
Transition:
SS4504
Question: What is education?
Subquestion:
Endeavouring to put them into right dispositions of mind
and right habits of living.
SS4505
Justification:
Religion, as well as common prudence requires not only
knowledge and belief but a corresponding temper and behaviour.
SS4506
Subquestion:
They ought to be instructed and exercised in what is
suitable to the highest relations in which we stand.
SS4507
Objection: Children can be taught superstition under the notion of
religion
Reply:
Liability to err is not a reason for failing to
act according to our best judgment.
SS4508
Objection: Charity-schools are a new invention to be looked upon with
suspicion.
SS4509
Reply: Legal provision is necessary because private charity has become
more cold and the poor more numerous.
SS4510
Reply: Danger of perverse use is greater with riches and power than
with being able to read.
SS4511
Reply:
Care is taken in their placement.
SS4512
Reply:
Object of charity-schoools is to make them good and useful
and contented.
SS4513
Reply: Consequences of not sending them to school.
SS4514
Reply: Poor with vicious parents are worse off than rich with parents
of same character.
Justification:
SS4515
Objection: Charity-schools alone will not make the world better.
Reply: No reason not to do what we can.
SS4516
Reply: Even supposing schools not worth expense, still our duty to
promote virtue and religion and leave the success to God.
SS4517
Reply: Objections to schools like objections to providing for the sick
and aged poor.
SS4518
[Appeal to individual ability and consideration.]
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The Government (1740-41, 1747)
As Bishop of Bristol, Butler presented two sermons to the House of
Lords, one on liberty (1741) and the other on the British constitution
(1747). The second sermon, with which I will begin, is actually an
essay on how government should be conducted, whereas the first is
mainly an account of how citizens should conduct themselves. After
reviewing the sermons, I would like to raise three questions. Is
Butler's view coherent in itself? Is Butler's view sound as a
Christian philosophy of government? Is there anything at all wrong
with Butler's view? In V.1-3 Butler presents an argument to show that
civil government is a divine institution.
The same argument appears in briefer form in III.20:
Humans cannot live out of society.
Humans cannot live in society without government.
Thus, Government is a divine appointment.
Thus, Submission to government is a duty of the law of nature.
Butler next claims that any government is better than no government,
but that a free, Christian government is the best government. (V.4)
The sense in which Great Britain is a free country is described in V.5.
Butler is generally known as an anti-utilitarian (because of the
criticism of utilitarianism in his "Dissertation on Virtue"), yet his
argument for a reasonable establishment is based on an entirely
consequentialist appeal. (V.6) cp. "so mild and reasonable an
establishment" (III.14)
Butler's harangue against popery may seem no different from hundreds of
other passages from his period, but it is of interest mainly because it
was later cited to defend Butler against charges that he supported or
even converted to the Roman church. Butler is alert enough to show
that his own favorite strategy for defending the Church of England will
not work. (V.7)
In the history of ethics Butler is best known for his theory of the
supremacy of conscience. If conscience is supreme, then government,
even government that is divinely instituted, must allow for freedom of
conscience. So here (V.8) Butler says exactly what we would expect him
to say.
The next paragraph (V.9) is an injunction to give thanks and follows
from all that precedes. The last four paragraphs may also be taken as
conclusions from what has been stated. In V.10-11 Butler describes
external behaviour that is called for. Here appears an apparent
condemnation of political satire. (But see III.12) Finally in V.12-13
Butler describes how the civil constitution should be internalized.
SS4101
Motivation: Hypocrisy in history.
SS4102
Question: What is the definition of hypocrisy?
Subquestion: In common language, pretending what we really do not mean
in oder to delude one another.
Subquestion: In scripture, insincerity towards God and ourselves.
Justification:
[proof texts]
SS4103
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Question:
What is the definition of liberty?
Subquestion:
In the New Testament, being delivered from the bondage
of the ceremonial law, or of sin and the devil.
Justification:
[proof texts]
SS4104
Transition:
SS4105
(1) What is wrong stands in need of some cloke.
(2) Liberty may be used for this purpose.
(3) Admonition not to make this ill use of liberty.
SS4106
(1)
Wickedness must be disguised under civil government and under the
government of God.
SS4107
The law of reputation enforces civil law.
SS4108
False pretensions hypocritical even when not intended to beget false
belief
Justification:
contrary to simplicity
Justification:
[examples]
SS4109
Justification:
Still serve original purpose even when formal.
SS4110
Justification:
Part of this hypocrisy is self-deception
SS4111
Justification:
[examples of pretence]
SS4112
Justification:
Impossible to understand history otherwise
SS4113
(2) Liberty is liable to be made this use of
SS4114
Justification:
History which this day refers us to
SS4115
Justification:
The concurrent course of things and what followed.
SS4116
Subquestion:
The constitution to be considered sacred.
Justification:
Ingenuous youth warmed by one without objection
Justification:
Mankind influenced by custom more than reason
SS4117
Subquestion:
Liberty is in many dangers from itself.
Justification:
Excess
SS4118
Justification:
Licentiousness is of a growing nature.
SS4119
Question:
How useful are legal remedies?
Answer:
Not much, however necessary they are
Justification:
Cannot comprehend every case
Justification:
New ones cannot be made for each case
Justification:
Admit of infinite evasion
Justification:
Legal methods are imperfect
Justification:
Legal methods admit of delay
Justification:
Method of prevention may be dangerous to liberty
SS4120
(3) Admonitions
Justification:
Government is a divine appointment.
Justification:
Submission is an evident duty of the law of nature.
Justification:
Men cannot live out of society
SS4121
Justification:
Liberty overthrown by abuse, popular & by authority
SS4122
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Justification:

We are the servants of God

SS4701
Subquestion:
To lead a quiet and peaceable life is the general end
which Providence has appointed us to aim at.
SS4702
Subquestion:
Civil government to instruct men in duties of fidelity,
justice, and regard to common good.
Justification:
By the light of nature, otherwise men would run wild.
SS4703
Justification:
By revelation, "all power is from God."
SS4704
Subquestion:
Even worst government is better than no government.
Justification: By appeal to experience.
Subquestion:
Free Christian government answers these purposes to
high degree.
SS4705
Subquestion:
Licentiousness is now the only enemy of free government.
SS4706
Subquestion:
A religious establishment without a toleration of such
as think they cannot in conscience conform to it, is itself a great
tyranny.
Justification:
By claiming authority over conscience would soon beget
tyranny of the worst sort.
Subquestion:
A constitution of civil government without any religious
establishment is a chimerical project.
Justification:
There is no example of such.
SS4707
Justification:
Comparison with other nations.
SS4708
Justification:
Scripture does not support persecution
SS4709
Motivation:
our late danger
SS4710
Justification:
Jewish church and primitive Christian respected the
state.
SS4711
Subquestion:
Legal, regular opposition must be allowed
Answer:
Opposition from indirect motives is immoral
Justification:
Effect on common people, unable to judge
SS4712
Answer:
We should transfer equity of our civil constitution to our
whole personal character.
SS4713
Subquestion:
We should reject superstition.

1751

Charge at Durham

VCHD01
Question: How should we consider the present state of religion?
Subquestion:
What is the condition of religion in this
nation?
Answer: General decay.
Justification: Observed by
everyone.
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Justification: Complaint of all serious persons.
Justification: Profession of unbelievers.
Justification: Zeal of unbelievers.
Objection: Zeal for what?
Reply: For nothing, but against everything that is good &
sacred.
VCHD02
Subquestion:
Is the condition of religion grounds for despair?
Answer: No.
Justification: (Promise of Matthew 28:18,20)
Justification: (Prediction of great defection, Luke 28:8)
Objection: We do not know when these will be fulfilled.
Reply: True, but this kind of scripture sign of it is too
apparent; our age is distinguished by scorn of religion by some and
growing disregard to it in the generality.
VCHD03
Question: How should believers deal with unbelievers?
Subquestion:
What is the proper behavior towards the professed
enemies of religion?
Answer:
a) Avoid great familiarities; if do encounter such,
b) treat according to rank
Justification: (James 3:13, Titus 2:10)
VCHD04
Subquestion:
What is the proper form of discourse with unbelievers
regarding religion?
Answer:
Do not attempt to answer objections you have not
considered.
Answer:
Do not be ashamed to acknowledge ignorance provided it
be not general.
Answer:
Do not talk about something in an attempt to conceal
your ignorance.
Justification:
Talk is a dangerous method to conceal ignorance.
Answer:
Do not talk about religion at meetings of
entertainment.
Justification: Preventing such talk will better secure reverence
than will defense at such times since light familiar conversation has a
tendency to lessen sacred regard, just as examples of vice before one's
eyes familiarizes it even if judgment and belief are against vice just
as much.
Justification: People are too apt to take for granted that
things are really questionable because they hear them often disputed.
Subproof:
Even demonstrated truths and matters of fact
(objects of the senses) have been disputed.
Subproof: If the evidence of religion were no more than
doubtful, then suspense, rather than denial or affirmation, would be
the reasonable state of mind with regard to it.
Justification:
People are too apt to take the supposed
doubtfulness of religion for the same thing as a proof of its
falsehood, after they have concluded it doubtful from hearing it often
called in question. Actually sceptics lay aside their reason as much
as the most extravagant enthusiasts.
Subproof: If the evidence of religion were no more than
doubtful, then it ought to have the same influence on practice as if it
were thoroughly believed just as it would be madness to forsake a safe
road and prefer to it one in which there is an even chance of death
even though there is an even chance likewise of survival.
Justification: Such conversation puts the defenders of religion
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at an unfair disadvantage.
Subproof: The clearing of difficulties will always be put on the
defenders of religion, but caviling and objecting on any subject is
easier than clearing up difficulties, so that even those fully
convinced of the truth of a matter on the strongest reasons may not be
able to answer all difficulties that may be raised.
VCHD05
Subproof: The general evidence of religion is complex and various, and
it is impossible to unite all this into one argument in a cursory
conversation whereas unconnected objections are thrown out in a few
words.
VCHD06
Answer: Do not seem, by way of compliance, to join in with any levity
of discourse respecting religion, but always express disapprobation at
any pretended argument against religion or at any gross ribaldry on
religion.
Objection: This answer seems to conflict with the previous injunction
not to participate in such conversation.
Reply: Disapprobation can be expressed by silence.
Justification:
Jesus before the Sanhedrim and before Pilate.
Reply: Take care to be prepared to give reasons for the faith, but do
so with meekness (towards the opponents) and fear (of God).
Reply: Consider appealing to
(1) the fact that the whole plan of providence is beyond our
understanding and
(2) the deficiency of human language regarding things divine.
VCHD07
Question: How should the clergy deal with the people?
Answer: Preach the defence of religion, but not in a controversial
manner.
Justification: People tend not to pay strict attention, so they may
get an ill impression that is improper for a time of devotion, since
the heart and course of affections may be disturbed when there is no
alteration in judgment.
Definition:
Time of devotion = when we are assembled to yield
ourselves up to the full influence of the Divine presence and to call
forth into actual exercise every pious affection of heart.
Objection: [Evidence implies controversy, so it is not possible to
present the evidence for religion except in a controversial manner.]
Reply: The evidences of religion might be insisted on in a way to
affect and influence the heart were there no professed unbelievers in
the world, and therefore may be insisted on without taking much notice
that there are such.
Definition:
Evidences of religion
=
proof of the being of God
from final causes, design and widom in
nature
from the law of virtue written upon our
hearts
proof of Christianity
from miracles and the accomplishment of
prophecy
confirmation of scripture
from the natural and civil history of the
world
Reply: The objections of unbelievers may be obviated without a formal
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mention of them.
Reply: Religion is a practical thing, and no otherwise a matter of
speculation, than common prudence in the management of our worldly
affairs. If one were endeavouring to bring a plain man to be more
careful with regard to the last, it would be thought a strange method
of doing it, to perplex him with stating formally the several
objections which men of gaiety or speculation have made against
prudence, and the advantages which they pleasantly tell us folly has
over it; though one could answer those objections ever so fully.
VCHD08
Subquestion: To endeavor to beget a practical sense of religion upon
the hearts of the common people by keeping up the form and face of
religion with decency and reverence and in such a degree as to bring
the thoughts of religion often to their minds and then endeavoring to
make this form more and more subservient to promote the reality and
power of it.
Justification: The want of religion in the generality of the common
people is not because of speculative disbelief or denial of it, but
chiefly from thoughtlessness and the common temptations of life.
Objection: The form of religion may be where there is little of the
thing itself.
Reply: The form of religion may indeed be where there is little of the
thing itself; but the thing itself cannot be preserved amongst mankind
without the form.
Justification: This form frequently occurring in some instance or other
of it will be a frequent admonition to bad men to repent, and to good
men to grow better; and also be the means of their doing so.
VCHD09
Justification:
All religions have external forms. Examples from
heathen, Mahometans, Roman Catholics and Reformers. Yet now a great
part of the minimum is neglected.
VCHD10
Justification: Such neglect is contrary to the law of Moses, Deut.
6:6,7.
Justification:
Religious criticism of externals is fully justified,
but at present the externals have been neglected to such a degree that
is detrimental to the internal.
VCHD11
Definition: Important externals
=
structures consecrated to the
service of God
VCHD12
the sacred fabric
VCHD13
Subproof: (quotation from Bishop Fleetwood)
VCHD14
Question: How often should the service of the church be celebrated?
Answer: As often as you can have a congregation to attend.
Justification: Frequent services are necessary to inculcate and keep
up a sense of religion.
VCHD15
Subquestion: If people will not attend more than once a week, family
prayers have have a great and good effect.
VCHD16
Subquestion: Private prayer at fixed times is especially to be
encouraged.
Reply: Such prayer serves to remind us we are in the
Divine presence and contribute to our being in the fear of the Lord all
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day long.
VCHD17
Answer: Prayer at meals
Justification:
(citations)
VCHD18
Subquestion: Prayers and catechism for children
VCHD19
Justification:
(for fixed time of prayer) Many things intneded are
never done at all because they may be done at any time.
VCHD20
Objection:
(to external religion)
Reply: Make externals
subservient to internal. (long list of examples)
VCHD21
Question: How important is private instruction in religion?
Answer: Private instruction is essential.
Justification:
A personal application cannot be neglected as easily
as the common.
VCHD22
Objection: (to clergy's role in externals, by appeal to practical
difficulties)
Reply: Some are impractical, and some criticism is misdirected, but we
must still take care not to do more than make allowance for
difficulties
VCHD23
Reply: Still, to promote the practice of religion is the general
business of all Christians and the particular business of the clergy.
VCHD24
Reply: Some of the difficulties are the result of the desire to get rid
of religious restraints.
Reply: We have the approbation of conscience regardless of success.
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Notes on the Text
Analogy.

Advertisement.

Analogy. Introduction.
[1.] Probable evidence.
J. H. Bernard argues for John
Wilkins as an immediate source of Butler’s views on
probability
in
“The
Predecessors
of
Bishop
Butler,”
Hermathena 9
(1896), pp. 75-84, and in “Note A” in his
edition of the Analogy.
Carey B. Joynt and Nicholas
Rescher give their reasons for considering Butler “one of
the most perceptive writers” on evidence in “Evidence in
History and in the Law,” Journal of Philosophy, 56 (1959),
pp. 561-578. Butler read Locke’s Essay as a student at the
Tewkesbury academy. Even though he only cites Locke twice
in the Analogy (with approval in this Introduction and,
more famously, in Dissertation I, where he rejects Locke’s
theory of personal identity) the influence of Locke is
present throughout.
We cannot indeed.
Here, and in intro. 5, ‘indeed’ means
‘admittedly,’ but in intro.10 it has the sense of
‘undeniably.’
[2.] verisimile.
Butler supplies the Latin cognate for
“like some truth” to link his discussion with classical
rhetoric.
John Glucker’s “Probabile, Veri Simile, and
Related Terms” is a detailed discussion of Cicero’s use (in
Cicero
the
Philosopher:
Twelve
Papers,
edited
and
introduced by J. G. F. Powell.
Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1995). The examples that follow in this passage would all
remind the reader of the appeal to probability in classical
rhetoric.
See, for example, The Art of Persuasion in
Greece, by George Kennedy (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1963), esp. pp. 30-32.
The prince who had always lived in a warm climate.
In
Locke, the “king of Siam,” who had never seen nor heard of
ice, concludes that the Dutch ambassador is lying rather
than believe that cold water can become hard enough to
support an elephant.
’tis supposeable. is supposable, i.e., likely, if only to
a low degree.
[3.] which is the possible object of knowledge.
I.e.,
which can be known.
But to us, probability is the very guide of life. The last
six words are very frequently quoted, and almost always
attributed to Butler, when attributed at all. Kate Louise
Roberts claims Butler is quoting from Cicero, De Natura, 5.
12 (Hoyt’s New Cyclopedia of Practical Quotations. New
York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1922), and Warren Weaver (Scientific
American, October 1950) finds Butler's exact words in
"Cicero, De Natura."
In De Natura Deorum, I.5.12, Cicero
says probable sensations guide the life of the wise,
whereas Butler says probability guides us, as opposed to
God, who has complete knowledge.
In his Tusculanae
Disputationes, I.9.17, Cicero does distinguish between the
certainty of Apollo and the probabilities mortals must
follow, but there he makes no reference to ‘life.’ As Gerd
Gigerenzer, et al., point out (The Empire of Chance.
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Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989),
“About the
end
of
the
[1660's]
John
Wilkins
put
forward
a
probabilistic
version
of
the
argument
from
design,
prefacing his work with sentences like those made famous
fifty years later by Joseph Butler…” (p. 11), but the
phrase was a cliché by the time Butler used it (p. 7).
R.C. Jeffrey discusses the phrase’s associations with
Carneades, Cicero, Arnauld and Pascal in “Probability and
the Art of Judgment,” chapter 4 of Observation, Experiment,
and Hypothesis in Modern Physical Science (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1985). Bertrand Russell calls Butler “the episcopal
logician,” and discusses various interpretations of the
phrase in Human Knowledge: Its Scope and Limits ( London:
Allen & Unwin, 1948, pp. 340-344, 361-362, 398-399).
[4.] determines the question. I.e., settles the matter.
absolute and formal obligation ... the mind in very great
doubt … probability or chance was greatly against his
succeeding. In his A Treatise on Probability (1921), J. M.
Keynes cites this passage to show that Butler was in the
tradition of Port Royal, Locke and Leibniz in holding that
action is justified not by appeal to what is "most likely"
or to any probability of its results being the best
possible (as with Jesuit probabilism) but rather to "the
greatest possible sum-total of resultant good." (ch. XXVI).
That it can be reasonable to act even when the probability
is greatly against success is stated emphatically in 2.6.3,
the passage referenced by Butler himself. Terence Penelhum
points out that Butler’s position is “more radical than
that of Pascal,” since Pascal assumed we do not know which
of the two alternatives is more likely. (Butler. London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1985, p.92.)
Even if Butler is
right about the "absolute and formal obligation," that
still may not be enough motivation.
As George H. Sabine
wrote in "The Ethics of Bolshevism,"
"Lenin, like the
Russian intellectual that he was, believed that without
total assurrance and complete certainty vigorous action is
impossible; Bishop Butler's maxim, if he ever heard it,
that probability is the guide of life, must have seemed the
perfect
example
of
decadent
bourgeois
culture."
The
Philosophical Review, 70 (1961), p. 315.
in a literal sense, distracted. I.e., insane.
[5.] a part of that subject which has not yet been
thoroughly considered. Leibniz made a similar remark about
the undeveloped state of logic concerned with degrees of
probability.
See his New Essays on Human Understanding,
2.21.66, 4.2.14, 4.16.9, and the note by Peter Remnant and
Jonathan Bennett in their edition (Cambridge University
Press, 1996). In The Emergence of Probability (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1975), Ian Hacking places
Butler at the end of the period during which the modern
concept of probability emerged, and two centuries after
Butler wrote, J. M. Keynes still considered "the problem
which Bishop Butler sets to the logician" as not fully
solved. (A Treatise on Probability, ch. VII). As indicated
in notes [2] and [3] above, Butler seems to have thought of
the new, mathematical studies of probability as more or
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1)

2)

3)

4)

less continuous with the rhetorical appeal to probability
in Aristotle and in Cicero.
compass. I.e., limits (OED2).
[6.] Origen's
Philocalia.
Chapter 2, § 5.
A collection
of Origen's writings on scriptural interpretation, compiled
by Basil the Great and Gregory Nazianzus about 360.
The
passage Butler quotes appears on p. 23 of William Spencer’s
Cambridge editions of 1658 and 1677.
William
Fairweather, Origen and Greek Patristic Theology (New York:
Scribner, 1901, p. 74) follows Butler’s translation almost
exactly. Other published English translations include:
"It befits him therefore who once has recognized that the
Scriptures are the work of the Creator of the world, to be
persuaded also that whatever things are met with in the
creation by those inquiring into its plan, these things are
also met with in the Scriptures." Ronald Bayne, ed., The
Analogy of Religion. (London: Dent, 1906), p. 276.
"In truth, any one who has once accepted these Scriptures
as coming from the Creator of the world, must be convinced
that whatever difficulties confront those who investigate
the story of creation, similar difficulties will also be
found in the study of the Scriptures."
George Lewis, The
Philocalia of Origen. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1911), p.
33.
"He who has once accepted these Scriptures as the work of
Him who created the world, must be convinced that whatever
difficulties in regard to creation confront those who
strive to understand its system, will occur also in regard
to the Scriptures."
R. B. Tollinton, Selections from the
Commentaries and Homilies of Origen. (London: SPCK, 1929),
p. 95.
"One must by all means be persuaded, once one has accepted
that these Scriptures are the work of the world's Creator,
that those who investigate the Scriptures will confront
issues as serious as do those who investigate the rational
principle (logos) of creation."
Joseph W. Trigg, Origen.
(London: Routledge, 1998) p. 71.
if there be an analogy … author of nature is here supposed.
This is Butler’s gloss on Origen.
J. H. Bernard and T.E.
Jessop associate this passage with Berkeley’s Alciphron,
(1732) 6.31, but there is no proof of influence nor even of
Butler’s having read Alciphron before writing this part of
his Analogy.
In any case, the passage in Alciphron does
not express the main argument of the Analogy.
Butler
invokes many analogies, including that mentioned here
between natural and revealed religion, but as the full
title, The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to
the Constitution and Course of Nature, makes clear, the
principal analogies are between natural religion and nature
(in Part I) and between revealed religion and nature (in
Part II). In both cases, Butler argues from what is known,
or at least acknowledged, to what is in dispute, as the
quotation from Quintilian on the title-page indicates. The
point is that skeptical doubts found to be inconclusive
against the ordinary practices of life cannot fairly be
claimed as conclusive against strictly analogous religious
practices. Butler accepted the burden of proving the
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analogy between religion and nature, but he thought we had
to accept the natural course of things since the only
alternative was insanity. (See ¶5 above, and Charge.4)
Variants:
1736-1] between the system of things
1736-2] between that
system of things
1736-1] Phil. p. 23. Ed. Cant.
1736-2] Philocal. p. 23.
Ed. Cant.
[7.]
from mere mathematicks … hypothesis.
The original
editions do not support finding two senses of “hypothesis”
in this paragraph, as many editors have.
Butler is
following Newton’s General Scolium to Book III of Principia
in using ‘hypothesis’ as a term of derision, and his point
seems to be that such derision applies not only to Newton’s
Cartesian targets but also to the English (e.g., John
Tabor) and Scottish (Archibald Pitcairn, George Cheyne)
Newtonians
who
advocated
“iatromathematics”
or
“mathematical physick.”
Clarke’s answer to Butler’s fifth
letter rejects “Descartes’ absurd notions” in favor of
“common reason.”
Variants:
[1736-1] the nature of all diseases
[1736-2] the nature
of diseases
[1736-1]
like
…
mathematicks;
[1736-2]
(like
…
mathematicks without sufficient data;)
[1736-1] But it is allowed
[1736-2] But it must be
allowed
[8.] This method ... being practical.
A practical proof
may not provide certainty, but it is sufficient to guide
action, provided there is no proof to the contrary. See
1.6.15.
so great authority. Even in this “Introduction” itself,
Butler says nothing about religion prior to his quotation
from Origen, and nothing not about religion after it.
taking for proved.
Butler's elliptical style has caused
needless confusion. His point is that he will not offer a
full exposition of the proof of God's existence since so
many apparently successful proofs are readily available.
At the end of Part I, he does not say that God’s existence
is assumed, but that it is proved “and everywhere known and
confessed to be proved.” (1.concl.1) Nowhere does Butler
say he is unable to prove God exists or that he needs the
deist's concession of God's existence, as is often claimed.
Butler’s list of five types of proof, has a pleasingly
symmetrical order: proofs based on observation (1) in which
numerous instances are needed for any probative value as
opposed to
(2) those where even one instance has some
probative value; (3) abstract proofs; and proofs based on
testimony, again divided into (4) those where even one
instance has some probative value and (5) those where
numerous observations needed for any probative value.
Appeals to (1) “accumulated evidence” would include John
Arbuthnot’s “Argument for Divine Providence Taken From the
Constant Regularity Observ’d in the Births of Both Sexes,”
Transactions of the Royal Society, 1710. The force of this
argument is not based on the fact that male births exceeded
female births in certain observations, but that they did so
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for 82 years running.
The more common appeal to (2)
“analogy and final causes” does not require any such
consistency of observations.
Butler claims that even if
only “one in a million” seeds grows to maturity, only those
who deny all final causes can deny that those seeds that do
attain maturity “answer the end for which they were really
designed by nature; and therefore that nature designed them
for such perfection.”
(1.5.18)
In 2.6.3, Butler
mentions the inference from observation of a house to the
conclusion it was built by an architect.
In his Boyle
lectures of 1704, about which Butler would later correspond
with him, Clarke cites proofs from final causes by Galen,
Cicero, Boyle himself, Ray and Derham. Proofs not founded
on empirical evidence or testimony are all in the category
of (3) "abstract reasons."
Clarke’s complex argument
belongs in this category, and Butler’s own version of the a
priori proof appears in 1.6.3, a passage often overlooked.
Butler
discusses
the
appeal
to
(3)
“tradition
and
testimony” in Part II, where he will argue that the
testimony in favor of religion is at least as strong as
testimony that is accepted without question in secular
matters.
The argument becomes stronger the more witnesses
there are, but even the testimony of a single witness has
some probative value.
By contrast, the appeal to (4)
general consent derives whatever force it has from the fact
that everyone, or nearly everyone, agrees. For a critical
history of appeal to the consensus gentium, see, “Common
Consent Arguments for the Existence of God,” by Paul
Edwards in The Encyclopedia of Philosophy (New York:
Macmillan & Free Press, 1967). Beyond mentioning it here,
Butler does not appeal to consent to prove God’s existence,
but he does very frequently appeal to consent regarding the
observations of nature which he argues are analogous to the
religious claims he is trying to defend.
Nor does it appear … to be denied by … by those who profess
themselves dissatisfied with the evidence of religion. The
state of atheism in Butler’s time has now been detailed by
David Berman in A History of Atheism in Britain: From
Hobbes to Russell (London: Croom Helm, 1988).
Variants:
1736-1] authority for introducing it
1736-2] authority
for its introduction
[9.] vain and idle speculations. Fitzgerald supposes “that
Butler had Bayle particularly in his eye” here but only
because he thinks that
"these idle speculations" are
perhaps nowhere "carried to such a monstrous extent” as in
Bayle’s Reponse aux Questions d’un Provincial, and in the
notes to the articles on Manichæus, Origen and Paulicians
in his Critical Dictionary.
disposed. I.e., arranged (OED2).
emendations and imaginary improvements.
I.e., changes and
alleged improvements.
there could be no stopping. Against the “vain and idle
speculations” of those who are confident the constitution
of the world could be better, Butler constructs a reductio
ad absurdum reminiscent of the ancient sorites paradox.
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[10.] we have not faculties for this kind of speculation.
Here, as well as in his sermon “On the Ignorance of Man”
and in chapters 1.7 and 2.4 of the Analogy, “Butler
recognised the truth which lies at the heart of Agnosticism
….” (J.H. Bernard, 1.7.n1)
what a practical proof is.
Bernard cites 1.3.24, 28; and
1.6.15.
[11.] collected. I.e., inferred (OED2).
[12.] The analogy here proposed. I.e., the analogy, stated
in the previous paragraph, between “what we experience to
be the conduct of nature” and “what religion teaches.”
is of pretty large extent.
And therefore its defender is
at a disadvantage in the give and take of ordinary
conversation.
not a subject of ridicule. In the “Advertisement,” Butler
made clear that his main motive in writing the Analogy was
resentment
against
those
who
ridiculed
religion.
Berkeley's Alciphron (1732), with its extended attack on
Shaftesbury, had been written for the same purpose.
Butler
himself
tries
to
make
his
opponents
appear
ridiculous, and since he saw this world as a time of trial,
moral and intellectual, he accepted, at least in practice,
Shaftesbury's claim, in Sensus Communis (1709), that truth
must bear all lights, including that of ridicule.
answer to … objections against the system both of natural
and revealed religion.
As is clear here and in the next
paragraph, Butler intends to defend natural religion from
objections and not merely show that it is no less
objectionable than revealed religion.
[13.] where they are found in fact to be inconclusive.
Thus, the Analogy is not merely a tu quoque against the
deists.
Butler’s point is not that the objections to
revealed religion are no greater than the objections to
natural religion, but rather that the objections to natural
religion are inconclusive (as shown in Part I), and since
the objections to revealed religion are no worse, but
rather strictly analogous (as shown in Part II), they too
must be considered inconclusive. The objections to natural
religion are inconclusive because one would have to be
literally insane to allow analogous objections to prevail
against “the common pursuits of life.”
Butler’s main
strategy, properly understood, is an appeal to common sense
and to parity. Unlike most apologists, he avoids resort to
a leap of faith without having to rely on the problematic
principles of foundationalism or evidentialism.
Variants:
1736-1] condition and duty being so greatly
1736-2]
condition and duty being greatly
1736-1] unanswerable, undoubtedly of weight, and very
material on the side of religion
1736-2] unanswerable, and undoubtedly of weight on the side
of religion
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Favorite of Heaven: the Convergences of Colonial Reason, Labor, and Grace in the
Interesting Narrative of Olaudah Equiano
Abstract
Stefan M. Wheelock
Published in 1789, the Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano or
Gustavas Vassa, the African has been generally regarded as a milestone moment in
African-American and African-British literary history. Olaudah Equiano (ex-slave,
entrepreneur, and British royal subject) recounts eloquently his experiences as a colonial
slave in the West Indies and his subsequent manumission after having purchased his
freedom. In the Interesting Narrative, Equiano credits his survival as a slave and his
sense of economic thrift to providential guidance. He refers to himself as a “favourite of
heaven,” and it is under the grace of God that he attains status as an African-British
bourgeois subject. Equiano’s labor and its regimentation dovetails with his own sense of
calling to moral and spiritual righteousness, and we are reminded of Max Weber’s
attempts in sociology to link what he views as the “spirit” of Western capitalism to the
history of Protestant thought and practice in early modern Europe and colonial America.
Scholarship in African-American studies has attributed the emphasis on labor and
its relationship to calling in the Interesting Narrative to Equiano’s attempts at becoming
“more British than the British.” But it also seems that the convergence of rational labor,
calling, and grace in the Interesting Narrative provides insight into the political mood of
the Enlightenment period. Is Equiano’s autobiographical account a reflection of the
greater tensions that exist between religion and capitalism as eighteenth-century Britain
enacts its political destiny? In the paper, I examine the Interesting Narrative from the
vantage point of its significant status in the history of eighteenth-century political
thought, and I argue that one might read providential grace as a precondition for the
state’s exploitation and regimentation of its slave and ex-slave subjects (in this particular
case, Equiano). Providential grace might be imagined as a form of rational control that
tethers Equiano’s freedom and sense of calling to British colonial production. What I
emphasize in the paper are the concepts of eschatology and grace as they are featured in
Equiano’s slave narrative and I explain their significance from the vantage point of
colonialism and its political trajectory in eighteenth-century Britain.

Title: "Ralph Adams Cram's NeoGothic Sacramentalism,"
Author: Stuart Wheeler
Affiliation: Urban Practice and Policy Program, University of Richmond
Address: University of Richmond, Virginia, 23173
e-mail: swheeler@richmond.edu.
Abstract of paper:
Ralph Adams Cram, head of the firm of Cram and Ferguson in Boston, Mass., and a
master of NeoGothic design, was one of the best known American architects of the first
forty years of the twentieth century. Among his most important commissions were the
design for St. Thomas' Episcopal Church on Fifth Avenue in New York City, the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York, the Graduate College and Chapel of
Princeton University in Princeton, New Jersey, the Post Headquarters and Chapel at the
United States Military Academy at West Point, New York, and the new campus of Rice
Institute in Houston, Texas.
Cram was also a prolific author of books on NeoGothicism, including The Gothic Quest,
The Ministry of Art, The Substance of Gothic, and The Nemesis of Mediocrity. In these
books he explained the political and social background which underlay his Gothic
designs. He saw the time in which he lived as one dominated by the "quantitative
standard" brought on by the Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution. He called for
a return to the "qualitative standard" which he saw as dominating western society during
the European Middle Ages. As such he was a proponent of the Arts and Crafts
movement espoused by John Ruskin and William Morris.
Cram saw art and particularly architecture as "sacramental" in nature. Through the
subliminal communication occurring between observer and art object of the set of ideals
a particular work of art embraces, the observer's values are brought to concur with those
ideals. Cram saw the artist as a person gifted with the ability to see beyond the ordinary
and transitory world of physical existence into the eternal world of the absolute or divine.
He therefore called his approach to architectural design "sacramentalism."
Cram believed that the twentieth century heralded the end of one era of five hundred
years and the beginning of another. Since the declining period of time had been
quantitative, the rising era would be qualitative by the law of alternation. Through the
"sacramental" anagogical communication of art, and particularly architecture, Cram
believed that the artist could prepare the way for the psychological changes which would
perforce occur in preparation for the new "qualitatively dominated" era. This era would
begin to manifest itself, he believed, in the early years of the twenty-first century.
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Stories of compassion from across British Columbia, Canada
Storytelling reveals meaning without the error of defining it (Hannah Arendt)
Research Objective
We have been interested in the notion of compassion as it pertains to citizenship and social
responsibility for some time. In particular, we are interested in the question as to what motivates
people to help others in addition to their work and family responsibilities, to help others in their
community in altruistic and charitable ways? What is it that enables one to freely offer one’s self? It
is our sense that once we deepen our understanding of ways in which people are inspired to, what
Dostoyevski calls, be obedient to the one law of human existence that of compassion, we might
deepen our insight into ways in which we can cultivate this obedience.
Our study is informed by various perspectives on the notion of kindness and compassion,
particularly, that of nursing, social psychology, philosophy of mind and feminist literature.
From the nursing literature, particularly insightful is that caring, or kindness is not only the
practice of giving care in a physical sense but rather “a special set of skills, reflections, and activities
that allows one to be with and do for another – especially at inconvenient or uncomfortable
moments” (Benner and Gordon, 1996, p. 41). Compassion, in the nursing literature, contains a
moral requirement to go beyond empathy to enter into the experience of others to share their burden
in solidarity (von Dietze and Orb, 2000, p. 167). The preservation of the dignity and independence of
the other is here of particular relevance. The psychological literature on the learning of altruistic
behavior indicates that pro-social behavior is influenced most notably by observation and
reinforcement, modeling and imitation (Bandura 1977, Bierhoff, 2002, Hinde, 2001 as cited in
Bierhoff, 2002). Verbal rationale is significant in this socially constructed learning process. Of
special relevance with regards to altruistic contexts, are other-oriented rationales. In these rationales,
the emphasis is placed on the potential help-recipient and the consequences for him or her to receive
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help or not. This as opposed to self-oriented rationales which center on the potential helper and the
advantages and disadvantages for the helper to engage in kind acts.
However, we are less concerned in exploring causal relations in kind agents. More interesting
for us is to explore kindness in its relational and experiential quality, an inquiry into which a
feminine approach such as the one developed by Noddings cannot serve as a starting point. In our
view, kindness is embedded in the kind action, in the inter-personal context in which these actions
take place. We therefore propose to explore the meaning of kindness and caring, not only in terms of
the moral questions it raises but more importantly, in the need to reconsider the broader notion of
citizenship. The lived experience of kind agents, and the contexts that encourage and motivate
sustained kindness, as well as essential elements in the construction of the particular identity of kind
agents are therefore main foci in this study.
Proposed Methodology
While exploring the aforementioned concepts of citizenship, social responsibility and
compassion, we found that analyzing these notions was a task meant to fail. It is, much like Max
Scheler’s conception of love (Scheler, 1970), a concept that cannot be described, but can merely be
demonstrated. It is intimately bound up with the practices of care in which it is found. For that
reason, we decided to investigate the lived experience of people who do partake freely in practices of
care in their community in a phenomenological, descriptive research project. We will work with
what one might call a phenomenology of kindness as developed by Hamrick (2002), and particularly
his notion of agency of kindness. Hamrick identified three essential qualities in the kind agent. In
line with our previous comments on the limitations of explanatory models and frameworks, we will
use Hamrick’s line of thought as a guideline in our selection procedures only. Specifically, we will
follow two of the three qualities Hamrick identified in our selection procedure. The two qualities we
look for in selecting kind agents are that the agent is in the habit of doing kind acts. Additionally, the
kind agent has a readiness to respond to needs. She is actively awareness of latent needs in her
community, and keenly observes them. Once latent needs have been identified, the agent is actively
inclined and prepared to help. We rejected Hamrick’s third quality, that of the warm generosity in
the agents kindness as opposed to, a dutiful, strained kindness (Hamrick, 2002, p. 63). This last
quality is akin to Erasmus’ notion of the kind of charity that has infused the soul in an enduring way
as opposed to acquired charity. These distinctions are in our view not helpful. The intention
constructs the nature of the act, in our view, and whether the intention is followed in a dutiful or in a
warm flowing way, is in our view less relevant. We are inclined to agree with Dante that regardless
whether we act from necessity or from free will, the action in its intention discloses who we are. This
is congruent with our own experience and to perform kind actions becomes easier only through
practice, living life and, to use the words of Tagore, desire that has learnt to discipline itself. Though,
as Hamrick suggests, there are various degrees to which people are kind, we are less concerned with
those degrees rather than with the engagement in acts of kindness.
Though our investigative framework is primarily influenced by the philosophical tradition of
phenomenology, we also propose to work with cognitive science perspectives, in particular the
latter’s major finding that thought is primarily tacit and implicit. Additionally, we adopt philosophy
of mind’s simulation theory’s assumption that empathy, the act of placing ones self into the shoes of
the other, is required in order for one to understand the other (Kogler & Stoebler, 2000). Or, in the
words of Gabriel Marcel, imaginative efforts are inseparable from authentic charity (Marcel, 1973).
This as opposed to theory theory, which assumes that psychological knowledge, more or less
sophisticated is needed for one mind to understand another mind (Kogler & Stoebler, 2000).
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This study is a strictly qualitative project, in which we actively select participants who fit our
criteria. We seek quality of data, rather than generalizability, and therefore, our conversations will be
open, and for the most part unstructured. We have however, developed a few questions in case the
conversation needs prompting. Examples of these prompting questions are:
What motivates you to help your neighbors and others in your community? Why do you help
others in your community?
What do you do? In what ways are you involved in your community? What do you identify as
the main activities you do in terms of citizenship or social responsibilities?
Is caring san expression of free will to you, or is it without choice. Is it determined by
necessity?
Is the caring action itself a task, or are there moral components in the activity itself as well?
What does citizenship mean to you?
What is pain? When does the suffering of the other become a problem?
We seek to involve approximately 20 participants who are active citizens in the
aforementioned ways in communities throughout the province of British Columbia. The
conversations will be taped, and transcribed. Common themes will be selected and parts of the
conversation pertaining to these themes will be included in the paper.
Expected outcomes and proposed presentation
We propose to bracket our expectations of motivation based on religious or spiritual
convictions, love, duty, obligation, fairness, selfishness, personality traits, family background and
history and keep an open mind as to what we may find in our study. In our presentation, we will
weave the common threads situated in the stories of people who, in the words of Simone Weil, live
the love of their neighbors, into the fabric of compassion. We will share some of the stories, expose
the common treads located in them, and based on them, present suggestions as to how we may
cultivate the aforementioned spirit of citizenship in others, particularly in young children.
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Abstract:
Thi s p a p e r d i s c u s s e s a g e n e r a l
p r o b l e m i n Eur i p i d e a n
p o e t i c s s t a r t i n g f r o m a f e a t u r e o f t h e Ion. I n t h a t p l a y
t her e i s a c ur i ous j uxt apos i t i on of cont r a s t i ng pa i r s
t h a t r u n t h r o u g h t h e v e r y c o r e o f t h e p l a y . Eu r i p i d e s h a s
a r r anged t he pl ot - cons t r uct i on i n a s e r i e s of doubl e t s .
Sc h o l a r s h a v e n o t i c e d t h e d o u b l e t s i n t h e p a s t a s a
f e a t ur e
of
t hi s
pl ay
and
have
of f er ed
var i ous
expl anat i ons
f or
t h e m;
f or
e x a mp l e ,
Ch r i s t i a n
Wo l f f
s ugge s t ed i n 1965 ( p. 172, nn. 6- 7) t hat t hey convey a
s e n s e o f t h e l e g e n d a r y a n d H. R. I mme r wa h r a r g u e d i n 1 9 7 2
( p p . 2 8 2 - 8 3 ) t h a t t h e s e r e p e t i t i o n s a r e d r a ma t i c d e v i c e s
wh o s e f u n c t i o n i s t o u n d e r l i n e t h e ma i n i r o n i e s o f t h e
p l a y . Bu t t h e q u e s t i o n r e ma i n s h o w s e r i o u s l y we a r e t o
t a k e t h e s e d o u b l i n g s a n d wh a t me a n i n g we a r e t o a t t r i b u t e
t o t h e m. I a r g u e t h a t t h e y e x p r e s s t h e v e r y s u b s t a n c e o f
t h e p l a y i t s e l f , a s i s s h o wn b y t h e f a c t t h a t , b e y o n d
t h e s e i n d i v i d u a l s t r u c t u r a l r e p e t i t i o n s , t h e t h e ma t i c s o f
t h e p l a y a s a wh o l e i s c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y d o u b l i n g a n d
r e p e t i t i o n a t e v e r y l e v e l . We ma y e x p l o r e t h e s e t h e ma t i c
doubl i ngs
in
t e r ms
of
f our
c e nt r a l
t h e me s :
f i r st ,
aut ocht hony and s e xua l r epr oduc t i on; s e c ond, t he r e l a t i on
t o my t h i c p a r a d i g ms ; t h i r d , t h e f i g u r e o f Ap o l l o ; a n d
f o u r t h , t h e i n t e r r e l a t i o n o f t r a g i c a n d c o mi c e l e me n t s i n
t he pl ay.
I s u g g e s t t h a t t h i s a r r a n g e me n t i n d o u b l e t s i s n o t
j u s t a n a r t i s t i c d e v i c e b u t a l s o , a n d mo r e p r o f o u n d l y , a
wa y o f
r epr e s e nt i ng r e a l i t y;
t h e d r a ma t i s t
wa n t s
to
s i gna l f or t h e a u d i e n c e t h e c o- e x i s t e n c e o f di f f e r e n t
per s p e c t i ves o f vi s i on,
wi t h o u t
suppl yi ng a c l e a r - cut
a n s we r . Thi s d o e s n o t me a n t h a t o n e c a n n o t d i s c e r n i n t h e
v e r y wa y Eu r i p i d e s p o s e s h i s q u e s t i o n s t h e o u t l i n e s o f
t h e k i n d o f a n s we r h e h i ms e l f wo u l d mo s t l i k e l y h a v e
e n d o r s e d . S o i n t h e Ion, Eur i p i d e s i s u l t i ma t e l y i n q u i r i n g
i n t o t h e n a t u r e o f t h e At h e n i a n c i v i c i d e o l o g y a n d t h e
v a l u e a n d l i mi t a t i o n s o f t h e At h e n i a n a c h i e v e me n t . I n t h e
g r a d u a l l y d e e p e n i n g a n d u l t i ma t e l y o v e r wh e l mi n g c r i s i s o f
t h e P e l o p o n n e s i a n Wa r , Eur i p i d e s i s a s k i n g h o w At h e n s
b e c a me wh a t i t wa s a n d wh a t i t h a s t o r e me mb e r a b o u t
i t s e l f i f i t i s t o cont i nue t o s u r vi ve.
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Th e a r r a n g e me n t i n d o u b l e t s i s r e l a t e d t o b u t i s n o t
i dent i cal
wi t h ,
anot her
f e a t ur e of
Eu r i p i d e a n d r a ma ,
n a me l y t h e a s s i g n me n t t o h i s c h a r a c t e r s o f s p e e c h e s t h a t
s e e m t o b e t r a y c o n s c i o u s n e s s o f c o n t e mp o r a r y r h e t o r i c a l
t e c hni que s
beyond
wh a t
is
to
be
expect ed
of
t hes e
l egendar y
char act er s .
Thi s
Eu r i p i d e a n
pr act i ce
of
o f f e r i n g c o n t r a s t i n g s p e e c h e s o n a s i n g l e i mp o r t a n t i s s u e
has
of t en
been
r e ma r k e d
upon
by
s c hol a r s
wh o h a v e
c onne c t ed i t
wi t h t h e s o p h i s t i c i n t e r e s t
i n r het or i c
wh i c h i s s o c o n s p i c u o u s a f e a t u r e o f t h e At h e n i a n c u l t u r e
of
Eu r i p i d e s ’ d a y .
For
t hi s
s ophi s t i c
c ont ext ,
t he
p l u r a l i t y o f d i s c o u r s e s i s n e c e s s a r i l y l i n k e d wi t h t h e
u n k n o wa b i l i t y o f r e a l i t y . F o r Eur i p i d e s , o n t h e o t h e r
h a n d , I s u g g e s t ma t t e r s a r e d i f f e r e n t . F o r t h e d r a ma t i s t ,
t r u t h i s n o t u n a t t a i n a b l e , b u t c a n o n l y b e a p p r o x i ma t e d
v i a t h i s v e r y p l u r a l i t y o f d i s c o u r s e s . He r e I e x p l o r e
s o me c o n c e p t s o f Mi k h a i l Ba k h t i n ’s l i t e r a r y t h e o r y f o r
i n d i c a t i n g h o w Eur i p i d e s
i s di f f er ent
bot h f r om hi s
t r a g i c c o l l e a g u e s a n d f r o m h i s s o p h i s t i c c o n t e mp o r a r i e s .
Eur i p i d e a n t r u t h i s n o t c o n t r a d i c t o r y o r a mb i g u o u s ; i t
r e q u i r e s t wo o r
mo r e v o i c e s a n d h i s p l a y s p r e c i s e l y
‘e mb o d y ’ t h i s d i a l o g i c a l v i s i o n o f t r u t h .
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When Cursing is Polite:
A Conversational Analysis of Argentine and Mexican Expletives in Informal
Conversations
By Patricia Calizaya and Marjorie Zambrano
Politeness is usually conceptualized as a strategic linguistic tool for avoiding conflict
in human interaction (Lakoff, 1973, 1975; Brown & Levinson, 1978; Fraser & Nolan, 1981)
by counterbalancing the disruptive effects of face-threatening acts (Kasper, 1990). Politeness
strategies, however, incorporate more or less explicit rules that prescribe particular linguistic
behaviors within a given community.
What Fraser calls the social norm view of politeness phenomena provides this study
with a useful explanatory framework: linguistic behavior is polite to the extent that it
conforms to the societal norms of a given speech community. Members select politeness
strategies based on the particular social elements the community itself agrees upon. The use
of expletives in particular speech communities lends itself to analysis within this framework.
Traditionally considered as face-threatening acts, expletives (including such impolite
expressions as curses, taboo words, and insults) used in informal conversations among some
speakers of Argentine Spanish appear to be polite solidarity markers. The transcriptions we
analyzed reveal frequent use of words like pedo, joda, culo and mierda in ways that do not
indicate face-threatening acts. Generally functioning as intensifiers and modifiers of nouns,
these terms appear periodically in the conversation, and in only a few cases do they imply an
intended insult (to a third party, thereby constituting an FTA to the hearer’s positive face). In
contrast, a similar group of speakers of Mexican Spanish had a considerably lower number of
utterances containing expletives. In this case taboo words were used very rarely and
replaced, instead, by euphemisms or double-entendre expressions.
This study also examines claims regarding the connection between gender and the
frequency/function of expletives in both samples. In general terms, and following Holmes’,
Levinson’s, and Leech’s findings, women seem to be as polite as male speakers. Among the
Argentines, expletives were uttered with the same frequency by both men and women.
Mexicans men used slightly more expletive-equivalent euphemisms and made slightly more
indirect mentions of taboo topics (the linguistic form usually preferred to explicit insults)
than did women.
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The Idea of Cuba in Contemporary American Literature
On Wednesday, August 13, Fidel Castro turns 77. As he prepares to
commemorate the anniversary of the revolution he spearheaded nearly 45 years ago, the
Communist dictator presides over a nation of striking contrasts and contradictions. While
more than four decades of economic isolation under the American trade embargo has
served to freeze some aspects of Cuban society in the pre-revolutionary past, Western
culture has begun to trickle in with the recent boom of Cuba’s tourist industry: in the
major cities, ’57 Chevys share the road with Soviet-era Ladas while tourists zoom by in
brand-new BMW’s; the latest in New York hip-hop plays on black-market boom boxes
while salsa bands preserve the music and dance styles of pre-Castro Cuba; antiAmericanism abounds in the media while Cuban youths wear U.S. flag-pattern t-shirts
and bandanas; jineteros and jineteras – hustlers and prostitutes – routinely make more
money in one week than prominent surgeons earn in a year; the staunchest fidelistas are
those who have benefited most from the recent introduction of limited private enterprise,
the neo-capitalists, owners of small restaurants and hostels.
Yet perhaps an even more convoluted picture of Cuba has emerged in a recent
proliferation of American novels, travelogues and photojournals. The existence of a
closed society just 90 miles south of the Florida Keys has proven to be an irresistible lure
to those fascinated or repulsed by socioeconomic alterity, providing for some a
playground of the imagination and for others a unique opportunity for self-enlightenment.
Since the breakup of the Soviet bloc in 1991 and the subsequent rise of Cuba’s tourist
industry, dozens of travelogues and photojournals have been published, many by
Americans seeking a firsthand acquaintance, as Christopher Baker puts it in Mi Moto
Fidel (2001), with Cuba “sweet and sour.” In Baker’s account, as in those of Tom Miller,
Ben Corbett, Christopher Hunt, Isadora Tattlin, Catherine Moses, C. Peter Ripley, and

Andrei Codrescu, preconceptions are confirmed and dispelled, cultural constructions of
“the other” are broken down and reconstituted, and the author comes to reevaluate the
relation of self to nation.
Although these authors – journalists, photographers, diplomats, travel book
writers – arrive at vastly different conclusions, each recognizes the beauties, foibles and
failings of a culture that stands poised on the verge of a major sociopolitical
transformation. The “sense of an ending” that pervades this nonfictional literature has
roots in real issues on both sides of the Florida Straits, such as the lack of a suitable
successor to the aging Castro, the economic turmoil caused by the devaluation of the peso
and the reintroduction of the U.S. dollar, a recent rise in political dissent and crime, the
diminishing influence of the Miami-based Cuban exile community on American foreign
policy, and, perhaps most significantly, a growing sense of popular amity between
Cubans and Americans. Yet the foreboding that prompted the June 2003 publication of
Cuba on the Verge: An Island in Transition, a collection of essays and photographs
geared toward a millennial diagnosis of Cuban culture (ed. by Terry McCoy et. al.), is
virtually absent in American novels featuring Cuba or Cubans as part of their imaginative
landscapes. The suspense novels of Stephen Coonts (Cuba, 2000), Margaret Truman
(Murder in Havana, 2001), and Elmore Leonard (Cuba Libre, 2002) revive well-worn
versions of Cuba: in Leonard’s treatment of the destruction of the Maine, Cuba is a kind
of Wild West, lush and lawless, the rope in the imperialistic tug-of-war between America
and Spain; Coonts and Truman’s Cuba is largely that of the Cold War, a stage for
international intrigue and spy games involving, in one case, biological weapons.
This paper will explore the disconnect between fictional and nonfictional treatments of
Cuba in contemporary American writing, thereby shedding light on the unique problems
and peculiarities of one highly wrought episode of cross-cultural representation.
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Abstract
Mark Twain's Hawai'i
Mark Twain visited Hawai'i in 1866 as a traveling correspondent for the
Sacramento Daily Union. During this four-month journey to the Islands, Twain
produced twenty-five letters for the newspaper in which he reported on the state
of affairs in Hawai'i. Noted as a writer of satire and wit on the West Coast,
Twain's letters to the Union were, of course, humorous, but the main reason for
the posting to the Islands was not to write funny anecdotes about Hawai'i and its
people. Twain was on a mission. He was expected to inform his readers about
the benefits of improved economic ties between the two nations, and thereby
excite interest in an extension of American influence abroad. Because of
importance of this mission, there were restrictions on what Twain could and could
not write. In this paper, I will discuss the differences between his personal and
public views on bilateral economic relations, the Monarchy, and the American
missionaries, in an attempt to come to a better understanding of Twain's true
opinions on Hawai'i. I will also show how a creative writer like Twain dealt with
restrictions placed on his subject matter.

Maori Television:
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Within the last thirty years, Maoritanga (traditional Maori culture) has been
experiencing a flourishing resurgence and renaissance. Internationally-recognised
writers such as Witi Ihimera, Alan Duff and Keri Hulme have each contributed
greatly to the field of literature and through their writing have shown both the
success of Maori and the long struggle for sovereignty. More recently, director
Niki Caro’s film Whale Rider has received numerous accolades including
distinguished honours as Audience Choice at the Sundance Film Festival and
earned the top box office revenue in its opening release in several international
markets. While there has been much progress in the representation of Maori
culture in various forms of media including film, radio and print, many believe
that Maori language is not equally recognised sufficiently by mainstream media
outlets, particularly television.
However, the exact solution to incorporating Maori language and culture into
television broadcasting mix continues to invoke many questions and possible
solutions. Should Maori have their own privately-owned broadcasting stations or
establish a mainstream commercial network? Or, should it be neither mainstream
nor private, but government-funded and intended for a niche audience? Other
questions surrounding the language itself further complicate the matter. Should
the programs broadcast in only te reo Maori, be subtitled, or appeal mainly to a
wider audience by broadcasting mostly in English? This debate has intensified as
a result of the TVNZ Charter introduced early 2001 by the Labour Government.
More recently, the Maori Television Service (Te Aratuku Whakaata Irirangi
Maori) was enacted on 8 May 2003, and the intended channel is expected to be up
and running late 2003 or early 2004. In this paper, the author will analyse the
current broadcasting policy in New Zealand as well as present the key issues
surrounding the establishment of a Maori television channel.
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Emancipating Mulan: Historicizing and Rereading Mulan's Legend
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6. Abstract
This paper aims to present a historical analysis of the exploitative
appropriations of the legend of Mulan, a Chinese legendary woman warrior. It traces
the transformations of Mulan’s image in Chinese history, from Confucian society,
through the modern (Republic) period, the anti-imperialist war, the
Communist/socialist regime, and post-communist reform era by different
discourses. It uses literatures that critique Confucian gender manipulation and
gendered nationalism to interrogate the masculinist and nationalist appropriations
of Mulan’s legend, revealing how she has been transformed into a trope in various
political, social, and cultural projects. It foregrounds the contradictions in the
identities that have been imposed on her by dominant discourses in order to
illustrate how the particularized mythologization of this particular woman warrior
has been deployed in the interconnecting dominant discourses. This historical
analysis also leads to my proposal of a non-exploitative, or constructive, feminist
appropriation of Mulan. It is suggested that reading Mulan as a borderland figure
who painfully straddles at the intersection of political, social, ethnic, and cultural
disputes will emancipate Mulan from ahistorical and homogenizing categorizations
and offer us a case study of building a linkage between feminist historical reading
and contemporary Chinese feminist activism.

1. Title: On Perspectivalist Theory
2. Author: Guodong Zhang
3. Keywords: Intentional identity; Perspectivism: Semantics
4. Mailing address: MC 267, 1423 University Hall,
601 S. Morgan Street,
Chicago, IL 60607-7114
5. E-mail address: gzhang7@uic.edu
6. Abstract of paper:
In a series of recent published papers, Walter Edelberg has developed a perspectivalist
semantical framework, attempting to offer a uniform account for both intentional identity
and de re ascriptions. In this paper, I examine Edelberg’s theory by considering two
questions below: whether his theory fixes the four traditional riddles in semantics of
statement containing psychological verbs, whether he explains the behavior of de re
attitudes ascriptions and intentional identity in the same way. I aim to point out that his
theory is not a satisfying explanation of both de re ascriptions and intentional identity for
it is open to some de re ascriptions puzzles, while it figures out most of the traditional
riddles.

1. Title: On Volitional and Doxastic Accounts of Racism —
A Possible Way: Between the “Heart” and the “Mind” of Racism
2. Name of the Author: Guodong Zhang
3. Affiliation of the author: Zhen Liu
4. Mailing address: MC 267, 1423 University Hall,
601 S. Morgan Street,
Chicago, IL 60607-7114
5. E-mail address: gzhang7@uic.edu
6. Abstract of paper:
This paper mainly concerns a conceptual question of racism, through closely
exploring Jorge L. A. Garcia’s volitional/emotional definition of racism and Mills and
Shelby’s criticism from doxastic/cognitive perspective. On one hand, I critique Garcia’s
analysis, sympathizing with Mills and Shelby’s objection, arguing that ill-will is not
necessary for racism. On the other hand, I point out the limits and difficulties doxastic
accounts may confront, arguing that Mills and Shelby’s critique still leave some room for
Garcia, that is, racial based belief is not necessary for racism either. My discussion
suggests a third possible way to account for racism, arguing that both ill-ill and racial
based beliefs can along be sufficient for racism, while neither of them is necessary for it.
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Abstract
In the mid-1970s, the environmental organization, Greenpeace, instigated an audacious and
radically new style of environmental activism. In an effort to raise awareness about the decimation of the
world’s great whales, Greenpeace chased down a Soviet whaling fleet off the coast of California. With
the aid of small motorized inflatable boats known as Zodiacs, Greenpeace’s activists managed to position
themselves between the fleeing whales and the harpoon guns. This was a significant departure for the
modern environmental movement, with protestors willing to risk their lives in order to save wild animals
that were being hunted by other humans. Furthermore, the action spawned a series of striking images that
launched Greenpeace—which had previously confined itself to anti-nuclear protests—into the
international media spotlight, setting the stage for its rise to prominence in the international
environmental arena. I propose to examine the origins of Greenpeace’s anti-whaling campaign, as well as
explaining its success in a broader historical context. The campaign, I argue, was only possible because
of a gradual change in the way in which Americans perceived whales in the post-war era. In the pre-war
era, the popular image of whales was heavily influenced by Moby Dick and various legends and whaling
stories in which human Davids were pitted against cetacean Goliaths. From the 1950s onward, however,
institutions such as Sea World and popular films such as Flipper helped to reconstruct the image of
whales in the popular mind. Rather than being seen as fearsome giants of the deep, whales came to be
venerated as sensitive and intelligent creatures that were friendly toward humans. By the early 1970s,
various scientists and anti-whaling activists were extolling whales as super-intelligent beings that had
learned to live in absolute harmony with their natural environment. At a time when the green movement
was closely aligned with the counterculture, the idea of a superior “mind in the waters” had great power
and resonance. Greenpeace became one of the most active proponents of this point of view. By insisting
that each individual whale was an intelligent, sensitive, and conscious being, Greenpeace helped shift the
whaling debate away from the realm of traditional conservation—in which whales were seen as mere
“resources”—and toward the discourse of deep ecology, where non-human creatures have an intrinsic
value.
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ABSTRACT:
As many as 3,000 items were submitted to one of the largest and most successful of
American music publishers of the early twentieth century, the Art Publication Society of
St. Louis, for an international composer’s competition in 1912. Archival work in St.
Louis and Chicago has yielded new information concerning “La gigantesque maison
d’édition artistique de Saint Louis, aux États¦Unis” (SIM, Revue musicale, 1912, Paris),
and this paper will examine some of the implications behind the firm’s imprint surviving
over several decades ¦ “There is no substitute for Certainty.” An analysis of the
100 surviving manuscripts and accompanying materials has revealed at least the
following: 1) Despite a small number of individual studies, we have insufficient
knowledge of the histories of competitions and organizations behind them (especially
those devoted to composition). 2) The 19th¦century character piece remained a
touchstone of both stylistic and cultural identity (i.e., “certainty”) well into the 20th
century in multiple guises (concerto, suite, solo¦salon works, etc.). 3) Works submitted
by women to the publishers and its judges for the St. Louis competition (c. 10%) suggest
significant and unrecovered repertories. 4) Rejected works (i.e., by Gisela Selden¦Goth,
early editor of Mendelssohn’s correspondence, Desider Demény, Chaplain to the Royal
Hungarian Court, and one Tom Gray of State College, Pennsylvania) prove in some
respects to be more interesting than those who shared the prizes (all men, $3,000). 5) We
do not yet fully appreciate the extent to which American music publishing houses of the
late 19th and early 20th century were involved in the business of promoting canons of
musical literacy, education and style. The historical idealism of Western musical
aesthetics and its vast repertories, hence, is well served in this case by placing all within a
responsible dialectic of materialist matters of production (music publishing) and class
(consumption). In the research presented in this paper, therefore, it has been uncertainty
for which there has proved to be no substitute.
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The Sumerian Way of the Cross
Abstract
By
Bernice Zamora
The image of the Goddess, disproportionately framed as the Virgin Mary by Romanos Melodos in
a poetic kontakion form he invented, symbolizes the threefold connection between Heloise’s “Regula,”
brushed aside as rules for nuns, Heloise’s collection of letters, and the testimony of Béatrice de Lagleize at
the Inquisition Trial of Jacques Fournier.
Melodos’ lament in his acrostic improperia is the concern of my paper. I hope to share this
concern by intersecting his impatient eye with the imaginary vision of what preceded the Resurrection. In
my view, Melodos’ poem is a Proustian adventure returning, in reverse, to the place where we experience
the formation of rules that spurred male notions of restraint of female provocation.
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Title: George Tsontakis’ “Ghost Variations for Piano, an American Masterpiece
Introduction: George Tsontakis's "Ghost Variations"
Written in last decade of the "last century", this work is emblematic of the changes that came over music
in the waning years of that century. This was the period of the so-called "Death of Freud", and just as
significantly, the "Death of the Hegemony of the Modernist Ethic", when Post Modern composers
rediscovered elements of music they had neglected for many years.
Tsontakis took part in this great stylistic change and his extensive oeuvre moves from religious choral
music, the four String Quartets, the opera "Erotokritos" , the Percussion Concerto (Moirologhia) to the
great tetralogy, Four Orchestral Quartets, inspired by the eponymous poems of T. S. Eliot. This is an art
of gigantic, sweeping vistas which combines an awareness of the whole century's compositional
advances with homage to the gods of a more distant past.
Written in an abstract style, not conventionally "pianistic" and
lasting more than half an hour, these monumental " Ghost Variations" present a vast tableau which is
formally and pianistically very unusual. Mvts. II and III, both titled Scherzo, are heavily front-weighted,
building to great climaxes, then slowly coming to rest, in dissolutions of mystical quality and emotional
effect.
In this presentation, which begins with a brief orchestral illustration, significant portions of the Ghost
Variations will be performed (as time permits). ----------------------------------------

Ghost Variations, First Movement
I: Ad libitum, but quick and buoyant (like ricochet); Movement I begins in medias res, with a presto
Cadenza (A) heavily flavoured with augmented fourths (which are omnipresent in the work); a
shimmering mix of presto triplets forms an E-Flat seventh chord, then combines G and A-Flat chords.
Triplet groupings will prove basic to the work's texture. Next comes the second, more rhythmic section(B)
with
high, staccato chords over sustained basses, marked Strictly, con piu forza, and leading into the great,
brooding song which forms the main body of the movement, marked Stately (C). Cast as lyric narrative in
the lower octaves answered by high, gleaming bell-like fourth chords, this section repeats and builds, only
to be briefly interrupted by B in a higher register and a fragment of the first Cadenza. C returns, more and
more powerfully expressive and builds to a violent "Purging" which ends the section. A ghostly return of
the original B follows and a final reminiscence of C. Then a return, more elaborate, of the initial Cadenza,
whose triplets now metamorphose into the Alberti accompaniment of a familiar Mozart Theme (from K.
482), deliberately startling in this context and invested with a strongly "Beethovenish" energy. (This
quality first drew the composer to the theme.) After four brief, distinctly muscular variations in as many

tonalities, the C material reappears, leading to a final variation, solidly in B-Flat and marked, "robust". An
orchestrally "Intense" passage, building tension and using the bell chords, leads to a brilliant Coda whose
finality is sealed by 21 rhythmic triplet reiterations of a "blazing" B-Flat major chord.
Ghost Variations , Movement II, Scherzo I
Although both are called Scherzi, these movements are quite
original, hybrid forms which merely begin as traditional scherzi, then metamorphose into something new.
Movement II (Scherzo I), Con moto, ma leggiero, is motoric and intense, a toccata with a syncopated
motif (A) made of constantly shifting phrase lengths and finger-twisting counterpoint. It suggests a
desperate race in the shadows, vertiginously threatening to derail. A varied repeat of this material leads
to the brilliant and jarring, B section, using the A motif as basso ostinato. The wild, jazz-infused motion
dissolves surprisingly into a gentle, softly flowing section, C, over a long F pedal, frequently marked
"lilting", and lulling the listener. Suddenly and brutally this is interrupted by the fortissimo return of B, now
in E Flat Minor, and seeming to hang in space high above groaning 6/4 minor chords, ff , in the bass.
Then, in continuing and profound psychological transformation, B becomes a dolce aria, supported, as in
a folk song, by simple triads in the low bass. Slowly it grows into an impassioned lament , a tragic
recitative, in the highest registers. The work continues with a ghostly, languid return of A, containing a
variant of the Mozart Theme, then an unmeasured version of B, "as if doodling to oneself", over guitar
figures. This becomes a high, fragile aria, faltering as the sound fades and floating over a simple but
strangely affecting descending appoggiatura in the primitive triad accompaniment, all this deliberately
blurred by sempre pedale effects. Finally, the motion slows to nothing. Then a sudden, piercing cry, from
the highest tessitura, "as if into an abyss" , and the sound dies.
III. The III. Scherzo 2 begins Attacca, with a principal subject (A) whose authentic scherzando character
and outline recall Beethoven's Op. 13. Its jocular tail of ironic, chattering, bird-like trochees shrinks and
expands amusingly in its various appearances. The second part of A resembles an innocent folk song,
although in transparent two-voice counterpoint. The body of the Scherzo is built of development,
extension and recreation of these motives in writing that is open and bright, often in one to four octave
separation. When the chords which form the chorale melody of the B section ( the Trio?) appear, they are
compounds of traditional harmonies, flavored by unusual intervals, neo-tonal in effect.
Variations on the Mozart theme continue to appear, woven into the texture, as in the passage marked
"Celesta-like (lontano)", p.56. After a valedictory passage of great beauty, comes the visionary close.
Here, a primitive fauxbourdon supports dream-like snatches of the theme, flitting high above in conflicting
tonalities. When it seems the music has achieved a beatific repose, suddenly a wild Greek dance, (based
on A) blasts apart the calm. In the archaic scale, full of strange echoes and pedal blurs, it passes in the
night and is gone, with only a wisp of sound remaining. Far above, appears a weird piping of the Mozart
tune, near the top of the keyboard, but still ascending, until at last, it rises beyond the piano's range
leaving only a ghostly knocking of dry bones, vanishing into nothingness.
N. Zumbro
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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"Dysfunctional Families in 17th-Century Spanish Theater"
The dysfunctional family unit is a staple feature of Pedro Calderón de la Barca's tragic
drama. In fact, the presence of problematic familial relations is often the main underlying cause
contributing to the unfortunate outcomes in the author's tragedies. The Calderonian dysfunctional
family typically is founded on a troubled relationship among spouses, although generational
friction between parents and children also is an important component. The present study seeks to
demonstrate that dysfunctional families, as manifested by marital discord and disturbed
interpersonal behavior, give rise to tragedy in certain Calderonian dramas and generally originate
from one or more of the following three conditions: loveless marriages, a failure to communicate
and a tendency to mistrust others. All three of these circumstances are essential components
leading to tragedy for the protagonists of Calderón's wife-murder plays: A secreto agravio,
secreta venganza, El médico de su honra, El pintor de su deshonra, and La cisma de Inglaterra.
This paper deals with the issue of matrimony in Calderón’s wife-murder tragedies since
married couples are one of the primary subsystems in family systems theory (FST): “family
systems theory focuses on three subsystems within the family unit: those of the spouses, the
parents and the siblings” (Bump 66). Because the four plays under investigation here do not offer
much detail regarding the other two subsystems (parents and siblings), a careful inspection of the
role of wedlock in the Calderonian dysfunctional family becomes even more important. I will
analyze the marital relationships of the protagonists in each of the four intentional wife-murder
tragedies studied. Particular attention will be devoted to the period immediately prior to the
wedding of the pair in order to measure the true state of mind of the bride and groom. In each
case, using FST methodology, I will attempt to show how generational familial dysfunction

seriously and negatively influences each person’s decision to marry. First, however, some
discussion is warranted on the topic of love and marriage in Golden Age Spain.
The initial question for each play is simply: Do these couples love each other before they
get married? The obvious answer is no. Wardropper notes that “in each case, the husband is less
than in love with his bride. He cherishes his honour first and his wife second” (“Wife-Murder”
394). Briefly, in La cisma de Inglaterra there are two marriages by King Enrique VIII, first to
Catalina and later to Ana Bolena. The first is an arranged wedding for political reasons and the
second is based on both carnal lust (in the case of Enrique) and a lust for power (in the case of
Ana). In A secreto agravio, secreta venganza Lope de Almeida marries Leonor by proxy. To
make matters worse, at the time she is still in love with another man who did not die at sea as she
first believed. In El medico de su honra the father of the bride arranged the nuptials for his
daughter without fully considering her desires. Finally, in El pintor de su deshonra the wife
Serafina marries a man too old for her, but more importantly she feels no real affection for him
just as he has no true passion for her. He marries simply because he has determined that he must
do so if he is to pass along his inheritance. Thus, in each case, the marriages depicted are not
born out of a genuine love between spouses.
Moreover, not only do the marriages begin without love, throughout the duration of the
plays love is either lacking to an important degree or never present at all. Practically speaking,
love fails to appear altogether. McKendrick highlights this point, noting that in Calderón’s tragic
drama:
If there is one ingredient consistently and tragically absent from the world of
confusion, selfishness and non-communication in which his characters act out

their parts, it is not reason but emotion; not the emotion of anger and passion-there is plenty of that--but the emotion of compassionate love. (145)
So, beyond just the marriages depicted, the plays themselves seem to be loveless in their entirety
despite a certain amount of romantic feelings exhibiting by some couples at the beginning of
their relationships.
Throughout this chapter there is an assumption based on FST that must be declared at the
outset: in the four wife-murder tragedies studied here marriage for love is considered to be a
‘healthy’ reason to wed, whereas marriage without love is regarded as ‘unhealthy’. This,
apparently modern, assertion is open to debate and numerous critics have maintained that love
per se was not the most important factor when considering marriage in Golden Age Spain.
The common argument, mentioned by McKendrick, is that “restrictive social
conventions” impeded marriages predicated on love (95). Concerning the comedia, Díez Borque
remarks that the father, as head of household, was the person most likely to select a husband for
his daughter: “Pero el cabeza de familia era, en la realidad, prácticamente todopoderoso en lo
referente al matrimonio de su hija” (90). Vigil agrees, stating that in 16th and 17th century Spain
young women had little choice but to follow their parents wishes: “La doncella era la adolescente
que se preparaba para el destino que le eligieran sus padres” (18). Wiltrout notes that females
had fewer choices than their male counterparts when it came time to choose a spouse: “the
strictures of a society that imposed rigid conformity upon women frequently made their choices
much more difficult than men’s” (103). And Connor adds that once she does wed, a woman
likely “ends up subjugated by marriage in the repressive patriarchal society of seventeenthcentury Spain” (24). All of these characterizations combine to cast a pall on the idea of

matrimony for Golden Age women—theatrical or otherwise, making marriage sound like it
should be something to avoid at all costs.
In addition to modern literary critics, another group of authors decried the pitfalls of
marriage during the same time period: Spanish Catholic moralists. The 16th century writings of
Antonio de Guevara, Juan Luis Vives, fray Vicente Mexía and fray Luis de León, together with
their successors of the 17th century—such as Francisco Escrivá, Francisco Luque Fajardo,
Alonso de Andrade and Pedro Galindo—all speak at great length about the proper Christian
behavior of doncellas (young, unmarried women).1 Of particular interest to these writers is the
topic of mate selection and matrimony, which is quite understandable considering the cultural
climate of Counter-reformation Spain. Spanish Golden Age moralists all insisted that marriages
should be arranged by the parents rather than by the bride and groom. Murstein explains the
reason for this:
The traditional view of marriage was that it represented a duty, and that one’s
choice should be made on rational grounds. Since parents were more experienced
in the ways of the world, it followed that it was they who should choose marriage
partners for their children. (179)
In sum, based solely on the aforementioned opinions, one might surmise that in 16th and 17th
century Spain love played no role in courtship and marriage—a completely erroneous
conclusion.
Ironically, the most salient proof that Golden Age marriages commonly were based on
love as the primary consideration comes from the Catholic moralists themselves who denounced
them. The very existence of their prescriptive treatises indicates that many women and their
families were not practicing what the moralists were preaching. Otherwise it is difficult to

imagine that they would go on writing for two centuries about the hazards and sins of improper
courting behavior if it were not a widespread phenomenon that, in their view, needed correcting.
Additionally, although it is certainly a fact that Calderón’s wife-murder tragedies depict loveless
marriages, the overwhelming majority of comedias show couples that meet, court, fall in love,
and marry by the end of the play.2 Finally the criticism from the Catholic writers really focuses
on marrying for love without considering other factors. And while it is true that they all rail
against the notion of love without matrimony, they unanimously affirm that love is indeed vital
for achieving a successful marriage.
Stated simply, the main contention put forth thus far is that marriages based on love were
indeed the norm in the Spanish Golden Age, and since love is generally absent in Calderón’s
wife-murder tragedies—especially between the married couples—these relationships may be
termed unhealthy and dysfunctional even according to the standards of contemporary society.
Turning now to an analysis of each of the four plays, first I will examine the real reasons—never
for love—that the couples decide to marry. Concurrently, using a FST approach, I will offer a
diagnosis of the particular dysfunctions evident in each case based on each person’s motivation
for getting married.
At the moment the plays commence, before any significant interaction has occurred
between spouses, the marriages are already dysfunctional because there is no love between
spouses. In La cisma de Inglaterra both Catalina and Enrique are extreme examples of systemism
because of their complicity in the matter of their marriage. Additionally, Enrique’s pattern of
avoidance toward Catalina and his obsession for Ana indicate definite signs of disengagement
and enmeshment respectively. And Ana has an exaggerated sense of entitlement based on her
strong inclinations for obtaining royal power and standing. In A secreto agravio, secreta

venganza Lope suffers from mate enmeshment and extremism as evidenced by his zealous
admiration and hyperbolical descriptions of a wife whom he barely knows. Systemism in Leonor
makes her feel that she must obey her father’s arrangement of her marriage. And relatedly, she
has created a pseudo-self to project a complacent outward appearance irreconcilably opposed to
her true feelings. In El médico de su honra Mencía’s father is guilty of emotional incest by virtue
of his overt trampling of her free will in selecting a husband. This emotional fusion between
father and daughter impedes Mencía’s differentiation within her family system. Finally, in El
pintor de su deshonra both Juan and Serafina suffer from systemism since they are complying
with their families’ wishes for their marriage, but individually neither one of them would have
married the other if left to their own devices. Like Leonor, both Serafina and Juan also make use
of a pseudo-self to mask their uneasiness about their marriage.
All of the aforementioned dysfunctions arise from problematic familial relationships and
in particular from generational strains between the bride and her parents. Thus, the nature of
these dysfunctions is definitely systemic, which is to say that the causes may be traced back to
the family of origin of each spouse. L'Abate explains how an unhealthy parental subsystem is
likely to reappear and manifest itself in the second generation:
There are families who can and families who cannot ‘manage’ difficulties and
generational strains as a couple. Some parents turn against their children just
because they have themselves experienced situations of exploitation. (24)
The conclusion here is that the newlyweds in Calderón’s wife-murder tragedies have inherited
their dysfunctions from their families. The problem is not merely that their marriages were
arranged. The intransigent issue is that they begin their marriages as products of dysfunctional
familial systems. All the characters are, in effect, damaged goods. Moreover, the couples do not

love each other and most would prefer not to be married. L'Abate’s distinction between healthy
and unhealthy families points to the method of healing that is needed for these dysfunctional
marriages to overcome their problems: they must “manage difficulties and generational strains as
a couple.” However, the road to recovery is not an easy one, and it requires a concerted effort
from both husband and wife: “…the new couple may or may not be in a position to ‘work out’
and ‘manage’ the shortcomings of one or both partners. Doing this entails a specific type of
interpersonal competence…” (24). In other words, the couples need to think and act together for
their own benefit and they must rely on each other to overcome hardships. In each of the
aforementioned plays the couples fail to do just that and instead their pathology continues and
even increases in the form of miscommunication and mistrust.
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Antonio de Guevara (1480-1545), Juan Luis Vives (1492-1540), fray Vicente Mexía (?-1570), fray Luis de León
(1527-1591), Francisco Escrivá (1530-1617), Francisco Luque Fajardo (?-1621), Alonso de Andrade (1590-1672)
and Pedro Galindo (?-1683).
2

Díez Borque shows that the father-daughter conflict was a staple feature of the theater of Lope de Vega (86-96).
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Das Ewig-Weibliche
Zieht uns hinan.
The Eternal Feminine
Draws us heavenward.
—Goethe
The world famous Islamic Sûfî poet Mevlana Jalaluddin Rūmī (1207 - 1273)
writes: “Woman is the radiance of God; she is not your beloved. She is the Creator—you
could say that she is not created.”1 This paper calls attention to an unexpected and little
explored fact of immense significance in Islam: at the center of Islam abides the Divine
Feminine.

* I would like to express my gratitude to an individual who prefers to be known only by his initials “P.K.”
for his fearless, dedicated and extensive exploration of the subject of the Divine Feminine.
1
Rumi, Jalaluddin. The Mathnawi Jalaluddin Rumi. Trans. Reynold A. Nicholson. Gibb Memorial Trust,
2002 I:2437.
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Before the Prophet of Islam, Muhammad, brought the religion of Islam to Arabia,
the Arabs were a polytheistic people. Hindu merchants frequently passed through
Makkah, a major trading hub. Ancient Indian Vedic texts refer to Makkah as a place
where Alla the Mother Goddess was worshiped. In Sanskrit, Alla means “mother.” This
name was connected to the Hindu Goddess Ila. She was the consort of the Hindu God
Śiva in his form known as Il, and this form of Śiva was known and worshiped in preIslamic Makkah. A great deal of cultural and spiritual interchange took place between the
merchants of Makkah and India.
According to some scholars however, the ancient Arabs believed that Allâh (the
greatest God) had entrusted the discharge of the various functions of the universe to
different (lesser) gods and goddesses. People would therefore turn to these gods and
goddesses to invoke their blessings in all sorts of undertakings.2 The ancient Arabs
prayed to these lesser gods and goddesses to intercede before Allâh and to pass their
desires on to Allâh. As part of their religious practices, they visited Makkah. In Makkah
was a large cube-like building known as the Ka’ba. This temple contained three hundred
sixty idols. Those who were visiting the great city of Makkah as pilgrims would
circumambulate the Ka’ba as part of their religious rites.3 The pre-Islamic Arabs had a
custom of performing a sevenfold circumambulation of the Ka’ba completely naked. Men
performed this in the daytime and women at night.
The door of the Ka’ba is in the northeastern wall. On the outside, in the corner
east of the door and 1.5 meters above the ground, the famous “Black Stone” (Hajar AlAswad) is found. This Black Stone is now in pieces, three large parts, and smaller
fragments, which are tied together with a silver band. The eminently feminine yoni 4 form
of the Black Stone’s setting is remarkable. There are several theories on the origin of the
Black Stone: a meteor, lava, or basalt. Its color is reddish black, with some red and
yellow particles. Its original diameter is estimated to have been 30 cm. The identity of the

2
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Black Stone with the Great Goddess and with the moon is recognized by the Hulama the rationalist school of Islam.5
Inside the Ka’ba there were fresco paintings including those of Abraham and the
“Virgin Mary” with the baby Jesus.6 When Muhammad retook Makkah he began a
program of removing the pagan influences from the Ka’ba, the most holy of Muslim
sites. He removed many frescoes and images that he considered inauspicious but he
specifically left on the walls a fresco of the “Virgin Mary” and her child. The Qur’ān
obligates every believer to make a pilgrimage to Makkah at least once in his or her
lifetime, if finances permit.7 Since the time of Muhammad, during the Tawaf
(circumambulation of the Ka’ba)8 pilgrims kiss or touch the black stone as they make
circuit around the Ka’ba.
Ben-Jochannan who has studied the polytheistic religions of the Arabian
peninsula points out that before Muhammad, Makkah was a holy site to the worshippers
of El’Ka’ba (a goddess). Her worshippers knelt at her symbol, a jet black stone.9 This jetblack stone was probably a meteorite, and the Hajar Al-Aswad was once known as the
‘Old Woman’.10 Popular tradition relates how Abraham, when he founded the Ka’ba,
bought the land from an old woman to which it belonged. She however consented to part
with it only on the condition that she and her descendents should have the key of the
place in their keeping.11 Today the stone is served by men called Beni Shaybah (the Sons
of the Old Woman).
The crescent moon goddess (and virgin warrior Goddess of the morning star), AlUzza, was known to the pre-Islamic Arabs as “The Mighty”. Some scholars believe that
5
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in very ancient times, it was she who was considered enshrined in the black stone of
Makkah, where she was served by priestesses. Her sacred grove of acacia trees once
stood just south of Makkah, at Nakla. The Acacia tree was sacred to the Arabs who made
the idol of Al-Uzza from its wood.12
Stones, similar to the black stone of the Ka’ba, were worshipped by Arabs in most
parts and by the Semitic races generally. The Kabyles of Kabylia in Northern Algeria say
their first Great Mother goddess was turned to stone. Other names of the goddess are
Kububa, Kuba, Kube and the Latin Cybele.13 Other scholars say that this meteorite was
brought to Makkah by the Sabeans or the Ethiopians and state that the goddess who dwelt
in the sacred black stone was given the title Shayba (see Beni Shaybah - the Sons of the
Old Woman, above) who represented the Moon in its threefold existence - waxing,
(maiden), full (pregnant mother) and waning (old wise woman).14 Although the word
Ka’ba itself means ‘cube’, it is very close to the word ku‘b meaning ‘woman’s breast’.15
Sûfîsm cherishes the esoteric secret of woman, even though Sûfîsm is the esoteric
aspect of a seemingly patriarchal religion. Muslims pray five times a day facing the city
of Makkah. Inside every Mosque is a niche, or recess, called the Mihrab - a vertical
rectangle curved at the top that points toward the direction of Makkah. The Sûfîs know
the Mihrab to be a visual symbol of an abstract concept: the transcendent vagina of the
female aspect of divinity. In Sûfîsm, woman is the ultimate secret, for woman is the soul.
Toshihiko Izutsu writes, “The wife of Adam was feminine, but the first soul from which
Adam was born was also feminine.”16
The Divine Feminine has always been present in Islam. This may be surprising to
many people who see Islam as a patriarchal religion. Maybe the reason for this
12
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misconception is the very nature of the feminine in Islam. The Divine Feminine in Islam
manifests metaphysically and in the inner expression of the religion. The Divine
Feminine is not so much a secret within Islam as She is the compassionate Heart of Islam
that enables us to know Divinity. Her centrality demonstrates her necessary and lifegiving role in Islam.
Sûfîsm, or as some would define it “mystical Islam” has always honored the
Divine Feminine. Of course, Allâh has both masculine and feminine qualities, but to the
Sûfî, Allâh has always been the Beloved and the Sûfî has always been the Lover. The
Qur’ān, referring to the final Day, perhaps divulges a portion of this teaching: “And there
is manifest to them of God what they had not expected to see.”17
Islam is aniconic. In other words, images, effigies, or idols of Allâh are not
allowed, although verbal depiction abounds. There was a question long debated in Islam:
can we see Allâh? The Prophet said in a hadīth, “In Paradise the faithful will see Allâh
with the clarity with which you see the moon on the fourteenth night (the full moon).”
Theologians debated what this could mean, but the Sûfîs have held that you can see Allâh
even in this world, through the “eye of the heart.” The famous Sûfî martyr al-Hallaj said
in a poem, “ra’aytu rabbi bi-‘ayni qalbî” (I saw my Lord with the eye of my heart).
Relevant to the focus of this paper is that Sûfîs have always described this theophanic
experience as the vision of a woman, the female figure as the object of ru’yah (vision of
Allâh).
There was a great Sûfî Saint who was born in 1165 C.E. Besides Shi’a Muslims,
numberless Sunni Ulemas called him “The Greatest Sheikh” (al-Shaykh al-Akbar).18 His
name was Muyiddin ibn al-‘Arabî. He said, “To know woman is to know oneself,” and
“Whoso knoweth his self, knoweth his Lord.” Ibn al-’Arabî wrote a collection of poems
entitled The Tarjumân al-ashwâq. These are love poems that he composed after meeting
the learned and beautiful Persian woman Nizam in Makkah. The poems are filled with
images pointing to the Divine Feminine. His book Fusûs al-hikam19, in the last chapter,
relates that man’s supreme witnessing of Allâh is in the form of the woman during the act
17
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of sexual union. He writes, “The contemplation of Allâh in woman is the highest form of
contemplation possible: As the Divine Reality is inaccessible in respect of the Essence,
and there is contemplation only in a substance, the contemplation of God in women is the
most intense and the most perfect; and the union which is the most intense (in the
sensible order, which serves as support for this contemplation) is the conjugal act.” Allâh
as the Beloved in Sûfî literature, the ma‘shûq, is always depicted with female
iconography.
A popular new book, The Da Vinci Code20, a thriller by Dan Brown, tells the story
of a Harvard professor summoned to the Louvre Museum after a murder there to examine
cryptic symbols relating to da Vinci’s work. During the course of his investigation, he
uncovers an ancient secret: the claim that Mary Magdalene represents the Divine
Feminine, and that she and Jesus had a sexual relationship. While the book is a work of
fiction, it does represent the force of the Divine Feminine to unveil Herself in the midst
of religious traditions that have become altered through cultural accretions into antisexual, anti-pleasure and anti-feminine belief structures. There is also the worthy of note
nonfiction work The Woman With the Alabaster Jar: Mary Magdalen and the Holy
Grail21 which presents the idea that Mary Magdalen was actually married to Jesus Christ
and the Holy Grail is not a cup or chalice at all but Mary’s womb as she carried the
“bloodline” of Jesus to Egypt and then to Europe. The author, Margaret Starbird22,
advances her theory by analyzing art of the dark ages and the “understood” meaning
behind it. Starbird does an excellent job of researching European history, heraldry, the
rituals of Freemasonry, medieval art, symbolism, psychology, mythology, religion, and
the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures to discover that the meaning of the Holy Grail could
be the lost bride of Jesus and the female child she carried within her.
Starbird’s theological beliefs were profoundly shaken when she read Holy Blood,
Holy Grail23, a book that dared to suggest that Jesus Christ was married to Mary
20
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Magdalen and that their descendants carried on his holy bloodline in Western Europe.
Shocked by such heresy, this Roman Catholic scholar set out to refute it, but instead
found new and compelling evidence for the existence of the bride of Jesus. The roles of
Muhammad’s daughter Fātima and Mary are similar. The true line of the Prophet ‘Īsā
(Jesus) and his real teaching passing through Mary and into Europe mirrors the true line
of the Imāms (who propagated the real teachings of the Prophet Muhammad) who issued
from the womb of Fātima. Fātima is regarded by some Sûfîs and theologians as the first
spiritual head (qutb) of the Sûfî fellowship.24
Among the Ghulat25 there is much respect paid to the Divine Feminine. In the
Ghulat group the Ahl-i-Haqq (“the People of Truth”), the Divine Feminine appears as the
Khātūn-i Qiyāmat (Lady of Resurrection) who also is manifested as the mysterious angel
Razbâr (also Ramzbâr or Remzebâr). The writer, Frédéric Macler, claims that the name
Razbâr is of Arabic origin and means “secret of the creator”.26 The term qiyāma literally
means, “rising” of the dead, and allegorically, it implies an idea denoting the rising to the
next spiritual stage, and qiyāmat-i qubra (great resurrection) means an attainment of the
highest degree when a man becomes free from the ties of external laws, whom he
shackles and transfigures into spiritual substance, which rejoins its divine sources.27 “The
King of the World was sitting on the water with His four associate angels (chahār malaki muqarrab) when they suddenly saw the Pure Substance of Hadrat-i Razbâr, the Khātūni Qiyāmat (Lady of the Resurrection). She brought out from the sea a round loaf of bread
(kulūcha), and offered it to the King of the World. By His order they formed a devotional
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assembly (jam), distributed the bread, offered prayers and exclaimed ‘Hū!’ Then the earth
and the skies became fixed, the skies being that kulūcha.”28
Another rendition of the emergence of the Lady of the Resurrection is as follows:
“After this the Holder of the World and Creator of Man looked upon ‘Azra’īl with the eye
of benefaction, and ‘Azra’īl became split into two parts, one exactly like the other, and
from between these parts a drop of light emerged in the form of a loaf of kulūcha bread.
The Creator then said, I appoint that person (sūrat) who became separated from ‘Azra’īl
to be the Lady of the Resurrection (Khātūn-i Qiyāmat), who will on the Resurrection Day
be the helper of human beings.”29
The followers of Yârsânism, also known as the Yârisân, Aliullâhi, Ali-llâhi (i.e.,
“those who deify ‘Alī”), Alihaq, Ahl-i Haqq (“the People of Truth”) or Ahl-i Haq (“the
People of the Spirit” (Hâk or Haqj), are concentrated in southern Kurdistan in both Iran
and Iraq. In each epoch there is a female avatar of the Universal Spirit, a reflection of the
higher status of women in the Kurdish culture and tradition.30
What do those who study mystical Islam claim is the hidden meaning regarding
the existence of the sexes in creation? These researchers perceive that the biological and
psychological differences between the sexes are only hints of a more momentous
significance hidden within the divinity Itself. Of course, Sûfîsm does not argue against
the Oneness of Allâh. The quintessence of Allâh transcends duality, yet the Ultimate
Reality manifests qualities in creation that are dualistic.
In Kabbalah (a Jewish mystical tradition)31, just below the first Sphere (sefirah) of
divine emanation known as Keter (meaning “crown”, “summit” or “pinnacle”), lie the
two roots of masculine and feminine, known as Hokhmah and Binah. Although they are
not masculine and feminine, Hokhmah and Binah are the archetypes of the masculine and
28
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feminine. Binah is the Kabbalistic feminine symbol for ‘Understanding’, a prelude to
wisdom. “Binah, the Great Mother, sometimes also called Marah, the Great Sea, is, of
course, the Mother of All Living. She is the archetypal womb through which life comes
into manifestation.”32 The “female” principle within God is personified and called by the
name: Shekhinah (literally “dwelling”), a term familiar from classical Rabbinical
literature. In the Kabbalah, however, the Shekhinah is not only included as a distinctive
principle within the inner divine life, but this distinctive principle is explicitly, and quite
graphically, described as female.”33
The Divine Masculine and the Divine Feminine express two very distinct aspects
of Allâh. First, that Allâh is Supreme is the principle of masculinity, and that Allâh is
Infinite is the principle of femininity.34
In the Qur’ān, Allâh reveals Itself by giving Itself ninety-nine names. These
names are divided up by Islamic Ulama into the names of Majesty (jalâl) and the names
of Beauty (jamâl). The names of Majesty call to mind images of the stern and strict
“father”, while the names of Beauty call to mind images of a gentle and loving “mother”.
Allâh did not exhaust Itself in creating the world; hence Allâh still exists along with
creation. Allâh, in creating the world, is indicative of masculine qualities, such as
achievement, strength, dynamism, severity, and rulership. Yet, Allâh is also infinite
compared to the finite world. This inconceivably extended aspect of Allâh is the aspect of
Allâh that the Sûfîs often refers to in ecstatic poetry in the feminine gender. That is why
Ibn al-‘Arabî says Allâh can be referred to as both Huwa (He) and Hiya (She). One of the
drawbacks of the English language is that we do not give gender to nouns. Arabic, like
the Romance languages, expresses words with gender. Many of the essential words
regarding Allâh are in the feminine gender in Arabic.35
In this paper, the author will analyze three of these words: the first is al-Hakîm,
the Wise; Wisdom is hikmah. In Arabic to say, for example, “Wisdom is precious,” you
could repeat the feminine pronoun: al-hikmah hiya thamînah, literally “Wisdom, she is
32
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precious.” It is stated by some Sûfî Sheikhs (Masters) that Sûfîsm originally was named
Sophia, which connects Sûfîsm with the Christian Gnostic tradition, in which Wisdom is
personified as a woman, the divine Sophia. The physical mother of Jesus was an external
image of manifestation of the Virgin Sophia, the word “Sophia” stemming from Sophos
(wisdom). The Gnostics, whose language was Greek, identified the Holy Spirit with
Sophia, Wisdom; and Wisdom was considered female. The Virgin was closely associated
by the early church with Wisdom, of the cathedral church at Constantinople, while the
ascension of the Virgin Mary refers to the passing of Wisdom into Immortality. The
litany of the Blessed Virgin contains the prayer, “Seat of Wisdom, pray for us.”
Julian of Norwich (1343-1420?), English religious writer, an anchoress, or hermit,
called Jesus Christ, the second Person of the Roman Catholic “Holy Trinity”, our Mother
in Wisdom, and our Mother of Mercy or Compassion.36 The latter title with the words
“mercy” and “compassion” returns us to a subtle interpretation of the phrase Bismillah irRahman ir-Rahim, often translated as “In the name of Allâh the most Beneficent the most
Merciful”, but with the added gnosis that God can appear to a human being as the Divine
Feminine and that the Divine Feminine is not confined to Christian or Islamic mystical
intuitive apprehension of spiritual truths. St. Peter Chrysologos presented the Virgin as
the seven-pillared temple which Wisdom had built for herself.”37 The philosopher and
Sûfî Muid ad-Din ibn al-Arabî (1165-1240) saw a young girl in Makkah surround by
light and realized that, for him, she was an incarnation of the divine Sophia.38
Mary was born of an angelic annunciation; Fātima (the daughter of the Prophet
Muhammad) was considered to come from the level of angels. She is considered by many
Muslims as divine in origin and several variations of a major hadīth describe how she
was conceived on the night of Mi’râj (ascension). On this night Gabriel took Muhammad
to Jerusalem and then to Heaven. While up in Heaven, he was offered some heavenly
36
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fruit, the seed of which was responsible for her conception, after the Prophet’s return on
the same night and making love to his beloved wife Khadija.
Fātima tul Zehra (Fātima the Radiant, Fātima the Brightest Star, Fātima-Star of
Venus, Fātima-The Evening Star), the daughter of the Prophet, is the secret in Sûfîsm.
She is the Hujjat of ‘Alī. In other words, she establishes the esoteric sense of his
knowledge and guides those who attain to it. Through her perfume, we breathe paradise.
Though she was his daughter, the Prophet Muhammad called her Um Abi’ha (mother of
her father). What mystery was the Prophet hinting at by this statement? While Fātima
Zehra was Muhammad’s daughter, the Rasulallah (Prophet of God – Muhammad)
understood that his gnosis was bestowed upon him from the Divine Feminine.
Fātima Fatir as representative of Allâh’s Jamal, saves humankind from Allâh’s
Jalal. Esoterically, if it were not for Fātima (Mercy), Allâh would never have sent
Muhammad (Peace be upon him) and the Qur’ān to humanity. The night is the
exemplification of our sovereign Fātima, especially the “Night of Destiny” (laylat alQadr). Lady Fātima was chosen from all women to be the Mother source of
Muhammad’s lineage, the core of the generation of Muhammad. Through her, the
progeny of the Prophet multiplies – through a woman.39 The process of giving birth to the
spirit is the feminine principle. That to which has been given birth is the masculine. “This
is why, in spiritual transformation and rebirth, only the masculine principle can be born,
for the feminine principle is the process itself. Once birth is given to the spirit, this
principle remains as Fātima, the Creative Feminine, the Daughter of the Prophet, in a
state of potentiality within the spirit reborn.”40 Shī’as revere the person of Fātima, for
she is the mother of the line of inspired Imāms who embodied the divine truth for their
generation. As such, Fātima is directly associated with Sophia, the divine wisdom, which
gives birth to all knowledge of God. She has thus become another symbolic equivalent of
the Great Mother. Lady Fātima (as) has various names near Allâh (Exalted Be His
Name), they are:
Fātima (Aleiha Assalam)
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Siddiqah (the honest)
Al-Mubarakah (the blessed one)
Al-Tahirah (the pure)
Az-Zakiyah (the chaste)
Ar-Radhiatul Mardhiah (she who is gratified and who shall be satisfied)
Al-Mardiyyah (the one pleasing to Allâh )
Al-Muhaddathah (a person other than a Prophet, which the angels speak to)
Az-Zahraa (the splendid)
Fātima was given the title of “az-Zahraa” which means “the Resplendent One.”
That was because of her beaming face, which seemed to radiate light. However, others,
who must keep their beliefs prudently concealed, know the Prophet Muhammad’s
daughter as “Fātima Fatir”. In Her own sacred words She utters the truth, “There is no
God beside me, neither in divinity nor humanity, neither in the Heavens nor on earth,
outside of me, who am Fātima - Creator.”
It is said by some Sûfîs that there is another great secret regarding Fātima. These
Sûfîs say that she was a Prophet from the time of her father’s death until the time of her
death. After the Prophet’s death, Fātima lived seventy-five days. During this time the
Archangel Gabriel came to her and consoled her by telling her what her father was doing
in the spiritual worlds, what his status was, and what would come about in the Islamic
community after her death. Imām ‘Alī wrote down what Fātima dictated to him. Her
words were collected into what is known as the Mushaf. Mushaf refers to a collection of
sahifa, which is singular for “page.” The literal meaning of Mushaf is “The manuscript
bound between two boards.” In the early days of Islam, people used to write on leather
and other materials. They either rolled the writings, what we know as a “scroll” in
English, or kept the separable sheets and bound them together, in what could be called a
Mushaf, a book in today’s terms. Of course, the above narration requires more research
and exegesis. “. . . Fātima’s book, I don’t claim that it is Qur’ān, rather it contains what
makes people need us and makes us in need of no one,” stated Imām Sadiq.41 According
to the traditions of the Ahlul Bayt, Fātima’s Mushaf is not a Qur’ān, but most definitely a
41
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revelation by Allâh, to the Mistress of Women and Daughter of the Master of Prophets,
just as He chose to make revelations to Moses’ mother.
Sûfîs are taught to be aware of coincidences. They say that coincidences are
merely “Allâh’s orders”, or “no coincidence, only Providence”. Hagia Sophia (Greek,
“Holy Wisdom”) was the cathedral of Constantinople (today’s Istanbul, Turkey).
The second word the author will consider, in this paper, is accounted the second
most important name of Allâh, and that is al-Rahmân, the All-Merciful. The first ayât
(verse) of Al-Fatiha (the most important chapter in the Qur’ān) firmly establishes that the
two names Al-Rahmân and Al-Rahîm refer to Allâh, the Supreme Power, and to Allâh
exclusively. The two names’ etymology stems from the same root: RAHM, which can
mean “womb” or “place of origin”. There is a hadîth qudsî that specifically addresses
that: Allâh says, “I am al-Rahmân. I created the womb and I derived its name from My
name. I will be connected to whoever stays connected to it, and I will be cut off from
whoever stays cut off from it.”
Sister W.H.42 believes that most translators, in translating these words, do not take
into consideration the context in which Allâh refers to Itself as Rahmân or Rahim. Surah
Maryam (19) is the Sura in which the name Al-Rahmân is mentioned most frequently
(sixteen times). In ayât 18 of this Sura, Maryam asks for protection from Al-Rahmân
against one whom she perceives as a man entering her private chambers, but who in fact
is the Archangel Jibreel (Gabriel). Sister W.H. holds that Maryam is asking for protection
from the Most Powerful, the Almighty, not mercy from “the Beneficent” as Rahmân is
often translated. Sister W.H. continues by stating that Maryam declares this asking for
protection from Al-Rahmân to the “intruder” in order also to frighten the “intruder,” for
which situation the appellation “the Merciful” or “The Most Gracious” would hardly
instill fear, and hence also be unsuitable. In every instance of the usage of the name AlRahmân in the Qur’ān, in the opinion of sister W.H., the only appropriate interpretation
is expressed in the name The Almighty. Yet, as Cecilia Twinch perceives in her article
The Beauty of Oneness witnessed in the emptiness of the heart43, “in this state of not
42
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knowing what the reality of the situation was, she turned to God with all her being,
saying, ‘I take refuge in the Merciful (Rahmân) from you.’ ‘Consequently,’ Ibn ‘Arabi
says, ‘she was overwhelmed with a perfect state of the Divine Presence.’ ”44
Nevertheless, Sister W.H. recounts another example of the Almighty power of AlRahmân, we have the description in Sura Taha, verse 5, that culminates when “AlRahmân “is established on the throne.” Thus the Holy Qur’ān says, Inna Rabba-kumullahullazi khalaqas-samawati wal-'arza fi sitati 'ayamin sumas-tawa 'alal 'Arsh: “Your
Guardian-Lord is Allâh, Who created the heavens and the earth in six days, and is firmly
established on the Throne.”45 This is the perfect image of power and authority, the
assumption of full authority over everything.
Whatever sister W.H.’s interpretation, the concept of mercy is still relevant in this
context. Note translations of the Towrah (Torah) of Moosa (Moses) use the word
“Mercy-seat”; could this not be a translation of the name Al-Rahmân as “Mercy” and Alaarsh (throne) as “seat”? Bear in mind that these two names, Al-Rahmân, Al-Rahîm are
part of the most ancient, profound and universal revelation of the Divine in the opinion of
the Jewish people and the Muslims. Yet, is this concept of the “Mercy-seat” limited to the
Jewish people and the Muslims? No. The Egyptian Goddess Isis is one of the goddesses
that has stood the test of time. Isis is the Greek form of more ancient names (Aset or
Eset), and the name Isis is represented in hieroglyphics with a picture of a “throne”. The
throne represented the Feminine power of the Earth Goddess, and the King when he
ascends the throne, is actually drawing power from the throne upon which he sits.
Halmasuit is the Hittite throne goddess that represents divine legitimization of earthy
rulership.
An Doctuir, An t-Athair Sean O Duinn, Department of Irish Mythology
University of Limerick, gave a most interesting presentation on the personification of the
Land as the Goddess as well as the place of the sacred well in Irish Mythology and early
Irish Christianity. He explained that to the pre-Christian Irish, water was the source of all
Delivered at the MIAS Symposium on Retreat Berkeley, October 1997
The Muhyiddin Ibn ‘Arabi Society
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44
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life. Eire, after whom the country was named, was the superior Goddess of water and
fertility, the island of Ireland being the body of the goddess. The Irish language has no
word for the coronation of a king. This is because Irish kings were not crowned; they
were married to the goddess in a ceremony called An Bainais - the wedding. In the
Bainais, the king received the land as his wife and the fruits of the land and all the wealth
of an agricultural society came under his paternity as issued from the marriage.46
Surah 109 in the Qur’ân, al-Kawthar, gives an especially revealing look into the
Prophet’s feminine soul. It was revealed because his enemies had been taunting him that
he had no sons, only daughters, while they had been given sons to perpetuate their
patriarchal ways. Allâh revealed this message of consolation to the Prophet: “We have
given thee al-Kawthar ... surely the one who hates thee will be cut off (from progeny).”
What is al-Kawthar? Al-Kawthar is a sacred pool of life-giving water in Paradise-a
profoundly feminine symbol. The name of Kawthar is derived from the same root as
kathîr ‘abundance’, a quality of the supernal Infinite, the Divine Feminine. Allâh
established that Allâh’s feminine nature has primacy over Allâh’s masculine nature when
Allâh says in the hadīth qudsi47 “My mercy precedes My wrath” (rahmatî sabaqat
ghadabî). The Prophet also said, “Your body has its rights over you.”
Eric Ackroyd, author of A Dictionary of Dream Symbols: With an Introduction to
Dream Psychology48 writes about water, “It is a feminine symbol, representing either
your own femininity (whether you are a male or female), or your mother.” The name of
Kawthar is derived from the same root as kathîr ‘abundance’, a quality of the supernal
Infinite, the Divine Feminine. In addition, the Ka’ba stood by a sacred spring, the
Zemzem, whose sacred waters are drunk by all good Muslims.49 The Hajira or “sudden
departure” although applied to the events following 622 C.E. bears the same name as
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Hajira (Hagar), who discovered the spring of Zemzem flowing by Ishmael’s foot when
searching for water for him after the “sudden departure” of Ibrahim.
Therefore, we see the Divine Feminine, as the Source of Life, being expressed
first by the means that humans may understand the Divine Feminine, in other words,
Wisdom, being a feminine word, second, by the two most holy names of Allâh: alRahmân and al-Rahim which express in a universal way (spanning cultures as varied as
Egyptian, Hittitie and Celtic) that the Source of Life is the Divine Feminine.
However, the Divine Feminine does not always manifest in ways that most people
think of as traditional, in other words: nurturing, embracing, caring, and so forth. She has
a martial aspect too, and so it is not surprising that Al-Rahmân wields power and can
appropriately be called The Almighty. Pakistani-American artist Shahzia Sikander has
explored the spiritual meaning of the Feminine in South Asia through her female images
that blend veiled Muslim women and goddesses like Kali or Durga50 in the same figure.
By depicting the Divine Feminine in her art, she says, “I am interested in the
multidimensions of the female identity. The goddess could be a figure of power. It refers
to empowerment definitely. And yet there is a certain sort of dark side to it too....”51
Now the author will consider the third name, and perhaps the most outstanding of
all: al-Dhât. This word, in Arabic, is also feminine. Allâh is Beyond the Beyond, higher
than any action, manner or condition, and any thought that any being may have.52 This
transcendence of all qualities denotes the Divine Feminine. The renowned Sûfî master
Najm al-Din Kubra wrote of the Dhât as the “Mother of the divine attributes.” On this
makam or “level of existence”, femininity corresponds to interiority and masculinity to
manifestation. The ancient Celtic Druids would perform a strange rite after two people
50
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married. The Druid would go into the house in which the marriage was consummated and
reappear dressed in the bride’s gown. He would do this to demonstrate the balance
between the masculine and feminine aspects within himself.53 The Druids were ancient
Celtic priests, shamans and philosophers as described in Neo-Shamanists and Pagans
Today P3: From N. Pennick to Celtic/Northern Literature.54
Druid-Shaman-Priest: Metaphors of Celtic Paganism by Leslie Jones further
delves into the connection between the Druid and the Shaman.55 “A Shaman is a man or
woman who is able, at will, to enter into a non-ordinary state of consciousness in order to
make contact with the spirit world on behalf of members of his or her community.”56
“The distinctive feature of family shamanism was participation by nearly all members of
the family in ritual activities. At the same time, peoples of northeastern Siberia had
shamans who played the main role in rituals. They included transvestite male and female
shamans. During religious ceremonies (kamlaniye), such male shamans dressed in
women’s clothes and female shamans dressed in men’s clothes. Transvestite men and
women shamans were regarded as the most powerful.”57 Ibn al-‘Arabî divulged, “I
sometimes employ the feminine pronoun in addressing Allâh, keeping in view the
Essence.” The perfection of the human state, al-insân al-kâmil, means the perfection of
both the masculine and feminine qualities together, and is symbolized by the marriage of
Imām ‘Alī (the nephew and brother-in-law of Muhammad) and Fātima (the daughter of
the Muhammad).
Love stories abound in all cultures: Romeo and Juliet, Orpheus and Eurydice,
Tristan and Isolde, and in the Middle East, we find the stories of Yusuf and Zuleika, and
Majnûn and Laylá. The story of Majnûn and Laylā was (and still is) widely known
throughout the Islamic world. However, in the hands of Persian Sûfî poets, the story
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became transformed into a symbol of the love of a human being for Allâh. In Sûfîsm,
questing for Allâh is similar to the European Grail quest in which the Knight quests for a
Chalice (the cup being a symbol of the female sexual organ). Laylá, in Arabic, comes
from the word layl meaning “night”. The association of the Divine Feminine with
Darkness and the Night is ubiquitous.
The Sumela Monastery, in Trabzon on the shore of the Black Sea, is an important
site for the Divine Feminine in Christianity, and provides a connection with the concept
of the Islamic Laylá. “Sumela” is derived from the Greek words meaning “dark stone.”
Water drips down from a dark rock near the monastery. “Dark stone” has been a very
ancient symbol of the Divine Feminine going back to pagan times, as has been posited in
this paper with regard to the black stone of the Ka’ba.58
“These days, one of the most powerful archetypes being revived in feminist
religion is Lilith, archetype of the ‘dark’ inner feminine. For ages this goddess had been
cast aside and denigrated by patriarchal religion as a demoness, but now she is being
looked at with renewed interest. To anyone following Lilith’s career, it would be
interesting to learn how she already had been rehabilitated centuries ago in Islamic Sûfî
guise. She is known to Muslims as Laylā — of Laylā and Majnûn fame. Both names
come from the same ancient Semitic root meaning ‘night’. The old Akkadian form of her
name was Lilitu, from the root L-Y-L, with the feminine ending in -t; it took the form
Lilith in Hebrew. The Arabic name Laylá is from the same root with a feminine ending
often used in Arabic girls’ names.”59
The blackness of night is an essential quality of the Divine Feminine. The “black
cloak” of Muhammad is very famous. The Sûfîs sing about kali kamaliya vala (the one
wrapped in the black blanket) in their qawwalis (spiritual songs). Muhammad’s prayer
rug was also black, as was the first flag of Islam.
Majnun went crazy because of his love for Laylā. He went out of his mind. The
goal of the Sûfî is called fana or “annihilation”, in which the Sûfî literally goes out of his
or her socially conditioned mind. Majnun means someone not in an ordinary state of
58
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mind. To quote the Dîwân of Shaykh Ahmad al-‘Alawî: “I drew near to Laylā’s dwelling,
when I heard her call. O would that sweet voice never fall silent! She favored me, drew
me toward her, and took me into her precinct; then with words most intimate addressed
me. She sat by me, then came closer, and raised the garment that veiled her from my
gaze; she took me out of myself, amazed me with her beauty . . . She changed me and
transfigured me, marked me with her special seal, pressed me to her, granted me a unique
station and named me with her name.”
In the nighttime, all that is visible during the day vanishes into the darkness.
Boundaries fade away at night. Forms are no longer visible. This apparent lack of
manifestation that takes place during the night is directly connected to the unmanifested
aspect of the Divine Nature, Allâh as Unmanifest. “Aba’ad”, is a very well known song
from the Persian Gulf region. The full-length song is twenty and a half minutes in length.
Many dancers and musicians in the United States know this song as “Laylā, Laylā”
because about fourteen minutes into the song the lyrics sing “Laylā” many times over and
over again. The Saudi Arabian vocalist who made this song popular was Mohammed
Abdou. “Laylā, Laylā, Laylā, Allâh, Allâh, Laylā”, go the lyrics, intertwining the name
Laylā with the name Allâh.
At the top of (or beyond) the Kabbalistic Tree of Life is found three mysterious
“veils of negative existence (unmanifestation).” These veils contain and conceal the
unmanifest aspects of the entire Tree of Life. The veils are traditionally not illustrated on
the Tree of Life. When they are, they are drawn as three semi-circles above Keter. The
most remote veil is Ain, which represents absolute negative existence. Complete darkness
is a symbol of this state. The seed grows in the darkness of the earth and the fetus
develops in the darkness of the womb. Each Sheikh has a woman that develops him into a
Sheikh. Therefore, in this seemingly patriarchal mystery tradition (Sûfîsm), we see that
woman is the Hidden Initiatrix, the Shadow Guide, the Blackness that births the Light.
“Da tariki, tariqat” - “In the darkness, the Path,” is a Sufic maxim. The void has been
described as a dark cave, a shadowy mihrab, the Concealed or Secret Radiance, the Black
Stone of the Ka’ba, Ghayb ul-Ghaib ( Mystery of Mysteries ), Amma ( Darkness), and
returning to the Womb of Fātima (‘Alaiha Assalam) the Mother.
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The Prophet Muhammad pronounced an utterance of supreme compassion and
love for the feminine when he was returning from a battle with his Companions. They
came upon a group of women and children. One woman had lost her child and was going
around looking for him, her breasts flowing with milk. When she found her child, she
joyfully put him to her breast and nursed him. The Prophet asked his Companions, “Do
you think that this woman could throw her son in the fire?” They answered “No.” He
then said, “Allâh is more merciful to His servants than this woman to her son.”60 Jalâl alDin Rūmī, in an amazing passage of the Masnavi on the Return to Allâh, made reference
to the story of the infant Moses and addressed Allâh directly as “Mother”:
“On Resurrection Day, the sun and moon are released from service:
and the eye beholds the Source of their radiance,
then it discerns the permanent possession from the loan,
and this passing caravan from the abiding home.
If for a while a wet nurse is needed,
Mother, return us to your breast.
I don’t want a nurse; my Mother is more fair.
I am like Moses whose nurse and Mother were the same.”61
Nick Herbert, a renowned physicist, states, “Science has succeeded (perhaps too
well) in taming Nature; now it’s time to learn how to woo Her, seeing Her not as a
collection of dead parts but approaching Nature as the very Body of the Beloved.”62
In Islam, there is not the same condemnation of the body as is found in many of
the major Christian sects. Spirit if often depicted in Christianity as “male” and the body
as “female”. The body is not an obstacle in Islam, but rather it is a means to attain
enlightenment. Sexual pleasure is not shunned in Islam, but rather incorporated into daily
life. To begin with, the body itself is given great significance in Islam when one takes
into account the bodily postures that are a necessary and essential part of the compulsory
60
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five times a day, prayer. During salât (Islamic prayers) the body is metamorphosed into a
manifestation of the sacred. These bodily postures are very similar to the bodily postures
one observes in Hindu Hatha Yoga, which is a branch of Tantric Yoga. Islam’s unitary,
holistic view of the body and spirit is evident in the alchemical saying of the Shi‘ite
Imāms, “arwâhunâ ajsâdunâ wa-ajsâdunâ arwâhunâ” (our spirits are our bodies and our
bodies are our spirits).
One of the primary goals of the Sûfî is to reawaken the body to an awareness of it
being an expression of the divine. The body is not basically sinful (as in the Roman
Catholic Church’s conception of Original Sin) in Islam, rather the body is the seat of the
highest reality created by Allâh in the whole universe. To understand the Divine
Feminine in Sûfîsm, it is helpful to understand a few basics of Tantra Yoga.
Therefore, the author asks the reader’s indulgence as he briefly explores Tantra
Yoga. The author believes the reader will be richly rewarded for his or her patience. The
basic tenet of Tantrism is that matter, and therefore the body, is also a manifestation of
Śakti power, that is, the power emanating from the feminine aspect of Divine Reality. In
the domain of the spiritual life, the same term Śakti signifies the celestial energy that
allows one to enter into contact with the Divinity. Hence, the body must not be opposed
or despised. Tantra has been one of the most neglected branches of Indian spiritual
studies despite the considerable number of texts devoted to this practice, which dates
back to the 5th-9th century C.E. Tantra itself means, “to weave, to expand, and to
spread”, and according to Tantric masters, the fabric of life can provide true and everlasting fulfillment only when all the threads are woven according to the pattern
designated by nature.63 Sex, being a part of nature, then is considered part of the fabric of
life. The physical, spiritual and mental cannot be separated. To the Tantrics, the body is a
form of consciousness, but this consciousness is veiled.
There is a form of Tantra, entitled “Kundalinî Tantra”. This is the Yoga of sexual
intercourse. In the classical literature of hatha yoga Kundalini literally means coiling, like
a snake. Kundalini can be understood as an immanent and latent liberating power, or as
63
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potentiality of liberation. This power lies in wait (is coiled) at the base of the spine of the
average person. It is useful to think of Kundalinî energy as the very foundation of our
consciousness so that when Kundalinî moves through our bodies our consciousness
necessarily changes with it. Kundalini Tantra is engaged in precisely for the reason of
freeing up this energy that is waiting at the base of the spine, and allowing it to flow
freely up the spine. In yogic anatomy the sushumna is the central channel and conduit for
the Kundalinî energy that runs along our spine and up to the crown of our head, the
summit of liberation (brahmarandhra). Along this channel are placed seven additional
channel networks called chakras. These chakras are associated with major aspects of our
anatomy - for example our throat, heart, solar plexus, and in turn these aspects of our
anatomy are related to aspects of our human nature.
What ties Tantra to Sûfîsm is contained in the symbolism of Prophet
Muhammad’s nighttime ascent to Heaven. The Prophet ascended on al-Burâq, a riding
beast with the head of a woman, through the seven heavens to the Throne of God. Hadīth
relates that the Prophet’s bed was still warm when he returned from the Mi’râj. On this
night, the Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) reached within “two bows’ length”
of Allâh. Fakhruddin ‘Iraqi explains: “Imagine lover and Beloved as a single circle
divided by a line into two bow-shaped arcs. This line but seems to exist, yet does not, and
if it will be erased at the moment of the Meeting, the circle will appear again as one - as
in fact it really is. This then is the secret of Two Bows’ Length.” 64 The secret Sufic
explanation of the fact that the Prophet’s bed was still warm, is that Muhammad (Peace
be upon him) was making this journey while having sexual intercourse with his wife
Khadijah.
Additionally, it is possible that Muhammad’s nighttime ascent to Heaven, alMi‘râj, was mediated by an hallucinogenic plant. Baqir Majlisi reports, “It is related from
the Prophet that over each leaf and seed of the isfand plant an angel is appointed so that
through its bark and roots and branches grief and sorcery are set aside.”65 There is an
Iranian folk-song about isfand.
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“Our Prophet selected it,
‘Ali planted it, Fatima collected it
For Husayn and Hasan.
All who are born on Saturday,
On Sunday, or on Monday,
On Tuesday, or on Wednesday,
On Thursday, or on Friday;
Underground, on the ground;
Black-eyed, blue-eyed, crow-eyed, ewe-eyed;
All who have looked, all who have not;
Neighbor on left, neighbor on right;
Before the face, behind the back;
May the eye of the envious and of envy crack!”66
The Book of Plants by Abu Hanifa al-Dinawari (circa about 895 C.E.) states that
harmel is discernible in two forms. One has leaves like the Egyptian willow and white
fragrant flowers like those of jasmine. Sesame oil and Moringa seed oil become fragrant
with this blossom. Its seed is a long capsule like that of Cassia. The other is called in
Persian, isfand, and its capsule is round. Harmel contains the psychoactive compounds
(harmine, harmaline, and tetrahydroharmine).67
In most ancient hunter-gatherer societies, women balanced the males supply of
game with their collected harvest from the surrounding wilderness. Women therefore
became the first to learn the secrets of plants, and plant propagation. This knowledge led
to the development of agriculture, and the evolution from the animal totems of the
hunter-gatherers to images of the Great Mother, who with proper worship produced her
abundant harvest in the same way that women produced children. In various Mystery
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Cults, traditional ingestion of hallucinogenic plants allowed members the option of
seeking a personal relationship with deity.
Interpretation of the Qur’ān in the light of Sahaja Yoga was the topic of the first
international conference of the Islamic Study Group in the city of Lucknow. Various
Muslim scholars from around the globe dwelt on the divine powers of Nirmala Devi, who
it is claimed rediscovered the magic of Sahaja Yoga. The members discussed the benefits
of this form and how Muslims could benefit from it. Speaking on this occasion, Mr.
Husain Top, a renowned Sûfî saint from Turkey, said the seven heavens mentioned by the
prophet were in fact seven “chakras” of consciousness. “God sees through man and he
hears through man,” the Sûfî saint said. Mr. Top explained how in the final stage of
consciousness man is enveloped by the will of God and in this state he attains union with
the Almighty and finds peace.68 The human beloved becomes a witness (shahed), a
Theophany of the Real.69 Ibn Tamiya had remarked a practice that reflected the last of
these views, noting that a mystic might kiss his or her beloved and say to him or her,
"Thou art God.”70 Abdelwalah Bouhdiba describes the mystical approach to sexuality in
Sûfîsm, “The body of a woman, therefore, is a microcosm of the masterly work of God.
To lose oneself in it is to find oneself in God. To run over it is to continue the great book
of Allâh.” 71
An eighteenth-century Gujarati text of the Satpanth Nizari Isma‘ilis tells of a
renowned Isma‘ili and Sûfî master imparting Tantric spiritual instruction to a Nath
Siddha Jogi master. It includes both Islamic and Tantric terms, and demonstrates the
intersection of these two traditions. A portion of this document has been published with a
study by Dominique Sila Khan as “Conversation between Guru Hasan Kabiruddin and
Jogi Kanipha: Tantra Revisited by the Isma‘ili Preachers.” 72
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Sometimes when the Divine Feminine is realized in all Her Splendor, She so
transforms her devotees that their forms of worship are transformed also. Hence Islamic
and Sûfî groups arise that are considered heretical to mainstream Islamic and Sûfî belief
structures through attention and study of the feminine aspects of divinity. The concept
that Allâh is the feminine form of the Ultimate Reality is the inner secret of the most
esoteric mysteries of Islam. Ibn ‘al-‘Arabî pronounced: “True divinity is female, and
Makkah is the womb of the Earth.” Because he said the godhead was feminine, they
accused Ibn al-‘Arabî of blasphemy. Allâh commanded reverence for womankind in the
Qur’ân.73 “Pay ye heed to Allâh on whose bounty ye depend, and pay ye heed to
womankind!”74 Prophet Muhammad said that woman is the greatest treasure in the world.
One of Sûfîsm’s first saints, Râbi‘ah, is held with equal reverence as any male saint. In
Chapter 9 of the Qur’ān, At-Taubah, it is written: “Then Allâh did send down His
Sakînah (calmness, tranquility and reassurance, etc.) on the Messenger (Muhammad), and
on the believers, and sent down forces (angels) . . .” Then in Sura 48 we find: “It is He
who sent down the Sakînah into the hearts of the believers, that they might add faith to
their faith.”
The Sakînah in Islam is a manifestation of the Divine Feminine, very similar to
the Shekinah in the Hebrew tradition. Prophecies of the return of the Shekinah, which had
left the Temple and city of Jerusalem in the days of Ezekiel, are repeated in Zechariah.
The word is also used to describe the mystical Shekinah presence in the tabernacle.
Shekinah in Hebrew is a feminine noun; it is interesting that Isaiah refers to the Shekinah
using feminine pronouns.75
In Arabic, Barakah means blessing or Divine Grace. It is a feminine Arabic name.
Barakah also carries the meaning of “soul power”, the “blessing”, “irradiation of
sanctity”, or the “protective energy”, all of which constitute so many images of the
celestial Femininity.
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Some contemporary feminists have condemned Muslim men for forcing Muslim
women to wear the veil. First, it must be made clear that the veil is a patriarchal cultural
accretion that is not a rule of Islam. However, the veiling of women, suggests mystery
and sacralization. The Prophet said of himself: “The Law (sharî‘ah) is what I say; the
Path (Tarîqah) is what I do; and Knowledge (Haqîqah) is what I am.” The Law carries
with it connotations of masculine action, while Knowledge carries with it a sense of
feminine intuition. One can truly experience the Divine Feminine only through this
Knowledge. Prophet Muhammad also said “Three things from your world have been
made beloved to me: women, and perfume, and prayer the comfort of my eyes.” The
great Shaykh Tosun Bayrak al-Jerrahi al-Halveti in his article “True Love”76 writes, “The
Prophet of Allâh, when he tells of the things he was made to love, puts woman above
man. He uses the word thalath, feminine three, not thalathah, masculine three, and yet in
the same sentence there is the word tib – perfume, which is masculine. In Arabic
grammar when it is said, for example, ‘Fātima and Zayd came,’ the verb is in the
masculine form. Thus the Prophet has purposefully and ungrammatically given
precedence to the female over the male. In addition to the first loved one being feminine,
third loved one, salât, is also (grammatically) feminine. The pattern is repeated thus:
Dhat (Essence) is feminine; Adam is masculine; Eve is feminine. It is the concept of
trinity: man (masculine) is between two feminines. They are linked: Essence to man; man
to woman; woman to Essence.”
Unfortunately, much of the sexual revelations of the Saints of Sûfîsm have been
repressed. We are only now becoming aware of the great extent of these teachings. The
Muslim Mullah and scholar, Imām Sūyutī, wrote at least nine known works on erotic
techniques. Sūyutī is considered one of latter day Islam’s greatest exoteric scholars. Most
of his peers also wrote one or two works on the subject, some were quite prolific.77 Ibn
al-‘Arabî also wrote a book of erotic poetry titled Tarjumân al-ashwâq (The Interpreter
of Desires) which has meaning on both the erotic level and the spiritual level at once.
Ruzbihan Baqli, a great Sûfî saint, wrote, “He poured me the wines of proximity; it was
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as though I was in that place like a bride in the presence of God. What took place after
that cannot enter into expression. He graced me in a form that I cannot tell to any of
God’s creatures, and he was unveiled and there manifested from him the lights of his
beautiful attributes.”78 Sûfîs have had to be very careful in their mystical descriptions of
their encounters with the Divine Feminine, as Sûfîs have been tortured and martyred for
their sayings and writings which offend the traditional patriarchal view of Islam.
Pagla Kanai, a Bengali Muslim poet in the nineteenth century, identified Fātima
as “Mother Tara” or “Mother Tarini” and prayed to her in this passage that blends Islam
and Śaktism:
“O mother, Pagla Kanai, who is of no consequence
cries for you with every breath;
please cast a little shadow of your feet on me;
O Mother, take me to your feet.
O Mother Tara, the redeemer of the world,
O Mother Tarini, you shall appear as the savior of Muslims
when Israfil will blow his horn,
when everything will be reduced to water,
and when your father’s community will sink into water without a boat.”79
Pagla Kanai also compared Fātima to the goddess Kali and considered her more virtuous:
“Mother Kali is virtuous indeed—
she stood on her husband’s chest!
Did my gracious mother (Fatima) ever trample Ali?”80
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The Prophet Muhammad never advocated celibacy. According to a hadīth,
“marriage is half the religion”; and in some Sûfî orders, a student of Sûfîsm cannot be
considered for initiation until he or she is married. To know the Absolute, one must
experience the primordial totality of the soul. Therefore, sexual union provides the Sûfî
with a glimpse of this Totality or Unity. The Prophet of Islam taught that when husband
and wife look in each other’s eyes with love, their sins are forgiven. When they hold
hands, good deeds are recorded for them. When they make love, they are surrounded by
praying angels. One statement of the Prophet is that: “In the sexual act of each of you
there is a sadaqa.”81 The Prophet also stated, “Three things are counted inadequacies in a
man. Firstly, meeting someone he would like to get to know, and taking leave of him
before learning his name and his family. Secondly, rebuffing the generosity that another
shows to him. And thirdly, going to his wife and having intercourse with her before
talking to her and gaining her intimacy, (and) satisfying his need from her before she has
satisfied her need from him.”
In other words, the Prophet stated that a proper Muslim man understands that the
woman takes priority before the man in reaching orgasm. This statement of Muhammad
is a clear indication that Islam (as was taught and practiced during Muhammad’s life)
regarded women in the marriage bed as equal, if not superior, to men.
The Sûfî and Exoteric legalist scholar, Imām Abu Hamid al-Ghazālī (d.
505/1111), stated that, “Sex should begin with gentle words and kissing.” The scholar of
both outward exoteric studies, and inward studies, Imām al-Zabidi adds, in his
commentary on al-Ghazālī: “This should include not only the cheeks and lips; and then
he should caress the breasts and nipples, and every part of her body.” Regarding foreplay,
Muhammad stated, “Not one of you should fall upon his wife like an animal; but let there
first be a messenger between you.” “And what is that messenger?” they asked; and he
replied, “Kisses and words.” In his Magnum Opus Encyclopedia of the Islamic Religious
Sciences, the Ihya Ulūm al-Dīn, Imām Abu Hamid al-Ghazālī stated, “When he has come
to his orgasm (inzal), he should wait for his wife until she comes to her orgasm likewise;
for her climax may well come slowly. If he arouses her desire, and then sits back from
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her, this will hurt her, and any disparity in their orgasms will certainly produce a sense of
estrangement. A simultaneous orgasm will be the most delightful for her, especially since
her husband will be distracted by his own orgasm from her, and she will not therefore be
afflicted by shyness.”82 This book, the Ihya Ulūm al-Dīn has been for over a thousand or
so years the most popular work on the Islamic religious sciences, indeed it is a bestseller
now in the Muslim world, and its sub-books have popular English translations even today.
Female-oriented religions are directly connected with birth and the body,
nurturing, fecundity, nonviolence, wholeness, spirals, circles and the Underworld.
Perhaps this is the profound insight that the Prophet Muhammad had when he said,
“Paradise is found at the feet of the mother.” The secret Sûfî understanding of this hadīth
is that the Arabic word for foot is the same word for the female pubic bone, suggesting
that illumination can be found through sexual intercourse between two married Sûfîs in
the station of Haqq. The great Sûfî Sheikh, Ibn ‘Arabî, “practiced . . . the exaltation of
sexual intercourse as a supreme method of realization,”83 and transmitted his direct
knowledge from Allâh to fourteen women, eight of whom received this transmission in
dreams.84
Christianity, through contact with Sûfîsm, has awakened to the Divine Feminine,
in the form of chivalry or courtly love, characterized by the cult of the “Lady” and by a
no less particular devotion for the Virgin. The poetry of spiritualized Eros was passed
along through the courtly love songs of the troubadours and the deliberately veiled
symbolism of the alchemists. Patriarchal Christianity in the early Middle Ages
condemned women as inferior and the cause of sin, and enforced the most repressive
rules ever. It was only when the benign influence of Islam and Sûfîsm began to make
itself felt in Europe that Christendom began to ease up on its misogyny. The High Middle
Ages of Europe arose from contact with Islamic civilization. Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine
(1122-1204) was a key figure in this (and according to Idries Shah she was descended
from Prophet Muhammad). At her Court of Love at Poitiers, she was a great patroness of
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the arts and encouraged the troubadours who sang of courtly love, that is, spiritualized
Eros, which came from Sûfîsm. She promoted the idea that real men loved and honored
women, rather than fighting feudal wars or becoming monks.
After this, Western civilization began to soften toward women, and the veneration
of Mary came to the forefront. However, “sacred sex” had to remain underground in
Christianity and could only be detected in the veiled, symbolic language of the poets and
the alchemists. The French troubadour Peire Vidal (d. 1205?) said in one of his poems: “I
think I see God when I look on my lady nude.” He was put on trial and nearly burned at
the stake. Sûfîs have often had to practice the art of taqiya (or concealment). That is, they
practice the customs and religious practices of the people amongst whom they are living,
in order not to be martyred by the prevailing traditionalists. The same became true for
those who were privy to the arts of sacred sex during the Middle Ages. Many alchemical
texts are actually manuals of coital practices to achieve Divine Awareness through sexual
ecstasy. Books like the Perfumed Garden85 were considered marginal in the Islamic
world, the better-known corpus of sexual and erotic literature on its spiritual and worldly
significance is, in general, un-translated.
An ongoing debate regarding the derivation of the name Allâh is being waged
among oriental scholars. To conclude this article, the author presents a sampling of the
various claims asserted about the origin of the name “Allâh” and the relation of these
assertions to the Divine Feminine.
1.) Among the Qur’ânic references to its 7th Century pagan milieu may be found
mention of three goddesses, called daughters of Allâh: AI-Lat, AI-‘Uzza and Manat;
these are also known from earlier inscriptions in northern Arabia. Al-Lat (the Goddess)
may have had a role subordinate to that of El (Ilâh), as “daughter” rather than consort.86
2.) The gods mentioned in the Qur’ān are all female deities: Al-Lat, al-Uzza and
Manat, which represented the Sun, the planet Venus, and Fortune, respectively; at
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Makkah they were regarded as the daughters of Allâh. As Allâh meant “the god”, so AlLat means “the goddess”.87
3.) ‘Alī-ilâh; the god; the supreme; the all-powerful; all-knowing; and totally
unknowable; the predeterminer of everyone’s life destiny; chief of the gods; the special
deity of the Quraysh; having three daughters: Al Uzzah (Venus), Manah (Destiny) and
Alat; having the idol temple at Makkah under his name (House of Allâh); the mate of
Alat, the goddess of fate.88
4.) The Quraysh tribe into which Muhammad was born was particularly devoted
to Allâh, the moon god, and especially to Allâh’s three daughters who were viewed as
intercessors between the people and Allâh . . . The worship of the three goddesses, AlLat, Al-Uzza, and Manat, played a significant role in the worship at the Ka’ba in
Makkah. The first two daughters of Allâh had names that were feminine forms of Allâh.89
5.) Allâh, the moon god was married to the sun goddess. Together they produce
the three goddess (the daughters of Allâh), Al-Lat, Al-Uzza and Manat. All of these
‘gods’ were viewed as being the top of the pantheon of Arab deities.90
6.) The shrine of the sacred stone in Makkah, formerly dedicated to the preIslamic Triple Goddess Manat, Al-Lat (Allâh), and Al-Uzza, the ‘Old Woman’ was
worshipped by Muhammad’s tribesmen the Koreshites. The stone was also called
Kubaba, Kuba, or Kube, and has been linked with the name of Cybele (Kybela), the
Great Mother of the Gods. The stone bore the emblem of the yoni, like the Black Stone
worshipped by votaries of Artemis. . . . priests of the Ka’ba are still known as Sons of the
Old Woman.91
7.) Lane’s Arabic-English Lexicon (which is based on classical Arabic
dictionaries), says under the word Allâh, while citing many linguistic authorities: “Allâh
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... is a proper name applied to the Being Who exists necessarily, by Himself, comprising
all the attributes of perfection, a proper name denoting the true god ... the al being
inseparable from it, not derived...” Thus according the Lane’s Arabic-English Lexicon,
Allâh is thus a proper name, not derived from anything, and the Al is inseparable from it.
The word al-ilâh (the god) is a different word.92
8.) In Lane’s Arabic-English Lexicon the words ilâh (god) and Allâh occur under
the root A-L-H, but the word Al-lat is given under an entirely different root L-T.
Therefore, “Al-lat” is not the feminine form of the word Allâh (for in that case it would
occur under the same root as for “Allâh”), but is derived from a completely different root
with a totally different meaning.93
9.) Allat, according to recent study of the complicated inspirational evidence, is
believed to have been introduced into Arabia from Syria, and to have been the moon
goddess of North Arabia. If this is the correct interpretation of her character, she
corresponded to the moon deity of South Arabia, Almaqah, `Vadd, `Amm, or Sin as he
was called, the difference being only the oppositeness of gender. Mount Sinai (the name
being an Arabic feminine form of Sin) would then have been one of the centers of the
worship of this northern moon goddess. Similarly, al-`Uzza is supposed to have come
from Sinai, and to have been the goddess of the planet Venus. As the moon and the
evening star are associated in the heavens, so too were Allat and al-`Uzza together in
religious belief, and so too are the crescent and star conjoined on the flags of Arab
countries today.94
10.) The ancient Greek historian Herodotos in the first volume of his historic
work “Histories Apodexis”, line 131-132, refers to the religion of the Persians. He writes,
“They sacrifice to the sun and the moon and the earth and the fire and the water and the
winds. Only to those they sacrifice of old. In addition they learnt to sacrifice to Urania95,
too. They learnt it from the Assyrians and the Arabs. The Assyrians call Aphrodite
Mylitta96, the Arabs Alilat...”97
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11.) It seems unlikely that the name Allâh comes from al-ilaah “the God”, but
rather from the Aramaic/Syriac alaha, meaning “God” or “the God”. The final “a” in the
name Alaha was originally the definite article “the” and is regularly dropped when Syriac
words and names are borrowed into Arabic. Middle-eastern Christianity used Alah and
Alaha frequently, and it would have often been heard. However, in the Aramaic/Syriac
language there are two different “a” vowels, one rather like the “a” in English “hat” and
the other more like the vowel in “ought”. In the case of Alah, the first vowel was like
“hat” and the second like “ought”. Arabic does not have a vowel like the one in “ought”,
but it seems to have borrowed this vowel along with the word Alah. Those scholars who
know Qur’ânic Arabic, know that the second vowel in alla is unique; it occurs only in
that one word in Arabic. Scholars believe that Jesus spoke mostly Aramaic, although
sometimes he spoke Hebrew and he might have spoken Greek on some occasions. If
Jesus spoke Aramaic, then he referred to God using basically the same word that is used
in Arabic.98
12.) The word “Allâh”, as a lot of other words, especially words of the religious
sphere, was imported from the Syriac (Aramaic) language: “Alaha” - with three long avowels -, is the Aramaic word for the (Christian) unique God. The last (long) “a”
characterizes the status absolutus in the Aramaic language and was duly omitted by the
Arabs like case endings in the Arabic vernacular, whereas the understanding of the first
syllable of “Alaha” as an article was a common misunderstanding like for instance in AlIskandar from Greek Alexandros etc. The doubling of the “L” is irrelevant, since the
doubling sign is a very late invention of Arabic orthography, centuries after
Muhammad.99
It is noteworthy that during the Zikrullahs of the Chadhiliyya Sûfî Order, the
dervishes chant the name of Allâh in 4/4 (four quarter) time with three distinct
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vocalizations on beats one, two and three, with a rest on the fourth beat. On beat number
one, they chant the first “A” of Allâh. On beat number two, they chant “llâh” of Allâh.
And on beat number three, they distinctly chant another “A” (pronouncing it exactly as
the “A” chanted on the first beat). They repeat this throughout their Zikruallah,
sometimes only vocalizing three staccato quarter notes in 4/4 (four quarter) time. This
trinity of sounds mimics the trinity of man (masculine) between two feminines observed
by Shaykh Tosun Bayrak al-Jerrahi al-Halveti in his article “True Love” as discussed
earlier in this paper. Since the Chadhiliyya Sûfî Order is centered in Cairo, it is not
beyond the realm of conjecture that they obtained the Aramaic word for God from the
Coptic Christians in the area.100
The Divine Feminine, while hidden and mysteriously woven throughout Sûfîsm,
nevertheless will not be denied, but will reveal Herself to those worthy of the knowledge.
Is the Divine Feminine an aspect of Allâh , the form by which Allâh unveils Allâh to
human beings, the Ultimate Reality of Allâh, the Dark Unmanifest cosmic womb from
which Ya Nur (The Light) bursts forth?
Her nature is as fluid as the dominion of water, which is a symbol of the Divine
Feminine. “It has a voice and can be silent, murmur gently when tranquil or range and
roar when it is tempestuous. Water has many powers. It has the ability to refresh men and
animals and to restore new life to dried out vegetation. It can heal and purify and also has
the capacity to destroy. Water symbolizes the original fountain of life, which precedes all
form and all creation. Many myths and legends are based on a concept of there being a
primeval ocean or watery abyss that was the source of all life. In the Hebrew view of
creation it is said that ‘the Spirit of God moved on the face of the Waters’ and that ‘the
waters of the Torah’ are the life-giving waters of the sacred law. In the Qur’ān it is said,
‘From the water we made every living thing’.”101
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In the Dao-de jing of Lao-zi, the author writes, “The gateway of the mysterious
female is called the root of Heaven and Earth. Though constantly flowing, it seems
always to be present.”102
The waters flowing, from this gateway of the Divine Feminine, stream throughout
Sûfî thought and practice.
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Abstract:

“The Actual and the Desirable: Blurring the Distinction”
This paper documents and interprets the design process involved in a collaborative, architectural design
project undertaken by four participants from different disciplinary backgrounds: painting, sculpture,
architecture, and landscape architecture. The paper’s author is an architect, his wife is a landscape
designer, his daughter is a painter and her husband, a sculptor. The project involved the design of a
small dwelling for the older couple on a site immediately adjacent to an existing cottage owned by the
younger couple on the Caribbean island of Nevis. The cottage, a vernacular Nevisian structure, is being
refurbished by the sculptor.
Prior to working collaboratively on the design, the group undertook several exercises individually.
These were formulated in alternate order based on the art critic, John Berger’s distinction between the
“desirable” - what’s conjured up by the free ranging imagination, and the “actual” - what’s revealed
about the circumstantial conditions surrounding the project. Two collaborative design sessions then
explored a variety of ideas for the siting and design of the project resulting in a preliminary
proposal involving an extension of the existing verandah alongside a courtyard pool.
The paper ends with an assessment of the success of the effort in testing two propositions:
•
•

collaborative design is workable and has value
including in the design process professionals from allied fine arts disciplines can enrich
architectural design.

The author concludes that ideas drawn from the participants’ memories and experiences as well as
information and perceptions about the material, social, and cultural context of the project itself greatly
enhanced the collaborative process. The process as a whole reinforced the need for the architect to act,
not as an isolated form-giver, but as a sympathetic and receptive interpreter of contributions from the
design team.

“The Actual and the Desirable: Blurring the Distinction”
“The moment at which a piece of music begins provides a clue to the nature of all art. The incongruity
of that moment compared to the uncounted, unperceived silence which preceded it, is the secret of art.
What is the meaning of that incongruity and the shock which accompanies it? It is to be found in the
distinction between the actual and the desirable. All art is an attempt to define and to make unnatural
this distinction.” - John Berger, “The Moment of Cubism”1

Premise
The affinity between architecture and the fine arts of painting and sculpture is obvious and in many
senses seam-less. This remains so despite unresolved post-modern questions about exactly what art is in
today’s world, let alone what constitutes quality in this arena. Most architects when designing today
consciously or unconsciously employ principles of space, form, line, color, and texture traditionally
associated with these fine arts. While twenty first century Michelangelos are a rarity, some carry this
over into their personal extra-curricular lives as amateur painters and sculptors. Others have
incorporated their poetic vision and facility as artists into their design production as architects. Steven
Holl is a good contemporary example. Very few, however, have pursued the possibilities for richer
architectural design outcomes inherent in the collaborative process involving multiple practitioners in
these and related fine arts disciplines.
This paper documents and interprets the design process involved in a collaborative, architectural design
project undertaken by four participants from different disciplinary backgrounds: painting, sculpture,
architecture, and landscape architecture. The paper’s author is an architect, his wife is a landscape
designer, his daughter is a painter and her husband, a sculptor. The project involves the design of a
small dwelling for the older couple on a site immediately adjacent to an existing cottage owned by the
younger couple on the Caribbean island of Nevis. The cottage, a traditional Nevisian structure, is being
refurbished by the sculptor (Figs.1&2).

Figure 1: Mayorine Cottage, exterior view
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Figure 2: Mayorine Cottage, interior view

John Berger, “The Moment of Cubism”, The Sense of Sight, Pantheon Books, New York, 1985

In presenting this challenge to the group, the author sought the opinion of its members about a set of
premises underlying his own attitudes and motivations regarding the project. These were:
1. Like painting and sculpture, architecture – and its related discipline, landscape architecture - is
an art form, not merely an applied art.
2. Just as architecture is a “contingent” art form (subject to the imperatives of program, technology,
site, climate and cultural context), so are painting and sculpture contingent - embedded in the
world of the “actual”, in John Berger’s terms (opening quotation).
3. The methods and practices of painting and sculpture as disciplines are not to be viewed as mere
appendages to an essentially architectural enterprise but of equal weight and value with
architecture.
4. The necessity for a singular, creative “auteur” is dubious; the collaborative process directed
toward discovering the “desirable” (Berger) will likely bring into being a hitherto dormant
“solution” through a process of mutual discovery rather than one of solo invention.
5. A possible glue for sustaining the design process rests in the construction of “narratives” by the
participants – written, pictorial, three-dimensional.
6. The ultimate goal of the project is not the production of an aesthetically compelling object but
the making of successful “place”.
The group had few quarrels with these ideas, adding only that “the proof of the pudding would be in the
eating”. They were, however, puzzled by the Berger quotation. The author suggested that the challenge
before the group was not about reconciling painting, sculpture, landscape design and architecture to
achieve a particular end. It was about bringing into harmony, and thus blurring the distinction between,
what the design process conjured up within their individual imaginations - “the desirable” – and what it
revealed about the circumstantial conditions surrounding the project – “the actual”. As a way of
emphasizing this, a schedule of sequential exercises based on this proposition was drawn up to get the
juices flowing and to establish a sense of self-confidence within the group as a prelude to designing the
building as a collaborative enterprise. These were to be done individually with discussion sessions after
each one to compare results and share ideas and perceptions.
•
•
•
•

Exercise 1 - “Desire”: create an image representing your personal idea/ideal of “tropicality”
- any media (drawing, painting, collage, construction, prose/poetry, etc).
Exercise 2 – “Actual”: create an image of Nevis as a place based on your experience,
memories, documentary or other information sources – any media.
Exercise 3 – “Desire”: create an image representing your personal idea/ideal of “dwelling” –
any media.
Exercise 4 – “Actual”: create an image representing your idea of what a small vacation
dwelling for two people should be like on the same site as, immediately adjacent to, or
attached to Mayorine Cottage on the island of Nevis – drawings, sketches, painting or model.

To provide context, it’s perhaps worth describing the backgrounds and prior professional work of the
four participants before recounting the outcome of these exercises.
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After acquiring undergraduate and graduate degrees in painting, the painter (Catherine) painted and
exhibited in London and New York City before moving with her husband first to Martha’s Vineyard and
then to upstate New York. Her work is particularly notable for its underlying abstraction in which flat,
carefully organized and proportioned color fields stake out the (mostly) square surface and on, under and
within which typically float everyday objects (cups, tools) and iconic references (crosses) (Figs. 3&4).

Figure 3: “Is it Christian?”

Figure 4: “Birth Giver”

Since acquiring a graduate degree in sculpture, the sculptor (Clay) has paralleled his professional work
in this field with a career as a building construction craftsman. The sculpture work dwells on the
mutability of material (Fig 5) and the transformative dimensions of the “as found” object (maritime
series), while a bathroom he constructed in his own home explores unexpected material juxtapositions
and miniaturizations (Fig 6).

Figure 5: “Like Rubber”

Figure 6: Bathroom
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After an earlier career as a modern dance instructor and choreographer, the landscape designer (Fiona)
earned an interdisciplinary graduate degree in landscape architecture and horticulture. A life-long
passion for gardens and gardening has inspired the design and execution of a high desert garden in
Texas, (Fig 7) a year-round garden in California’s central coast, a city garden in Philadelphia (Fig.8) and a
cold-climate garden in upstate New York.

Figure 7: Texas garden

Figure 8: Philadelphia garden

The architect (John) has degrees in architecture at the undergraduate, graduate and doctoral levels. He
has practiced and taught architecture extensively both in the US and the UK. His practice has focused
on campus planning and the design and construction of buildings for secondary and higher education.
(Figs 9&10).

Figure 9: Hill School Performing Arts Center, PA
Photo: Wohlsen Construction Co.
Designed with _______ Architects

Figure 10: Walston House, UK
Photo: Richard Einzig
Designed with _______ Assocs.
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The Exercises
It was agreed to use collage as a common medium for Exercise 1. In keeping with the intentions
behind the exercise (graphic representation of “desire”), two of the projects (landscape designer and
architect) attempted to capture the essence of tropical-ness without reference to any specific place.
Fiona drew heavily on her researches into tropical flora and fauna in developing a highly detailed
montage of typical bio-morphic and animal life forms (Fig. 11). John circumvented stereotypical images
of tropical environments (idyllic beaches and palm-fringed surf) by conjuring up their dark side. A
chilling description of the jungle as viewed from the Congo River in Joseph Conrad’s “Heart of
Darkness” provided the jumping off point for a graphic transformation of his two year old granddaughter’s spirited color palette explorations. The result evokes the harshness of a tropical world
lacking subtle transitions or muted tones and immune to the inhumane treatment of native peoples
(Fig.12).

Figure 11

Figure 12

However, the other two (painter and sculptor) chose not to accept the constraint of being required to deal
only with “essence”, deliberately utilizing various aspects and features of Nevis as starting points for
their work. Catherine employed “as-found” photographic fragments, frequently in serial form, to re-visit
her own perceptions of the island as a place and to re-ignite her will to paint by exploring the
incorporation of new media in her work (Fig.13). Clay engaged in a process of mapping the Nevis
territory in plan from an initial focus on the concentricity of the island’s contours. This he extended to a
color study of wave action around the island’s perimeter and to its probable eighteenth century
subdivision by means of a spyglass positioned at its central volcanic high point (Fig.14). These steps he
saw as preliminary explorations both forward towards an eventual design for the house and backwards,
as it were, towards being able to adequately express the essence of the tropical.
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Figure 13

Figure 14

At first glance, this difference in approach seemed counter-intuitive: surely architects would be drawn to
the concrete and specific while artists would feel most comfortable in the realm of the abstract and
essential. But considered in the light of the younger couple’s shared feelings about the island as a
paradisiacal locale – a truly “desire”-able refuge from the harsh winters of upstate New York – this
made more sense. Perhaps it also provides credence to the premise about the contingent nature of the
fine arts. The related issue of narrative emerged in extended discussion. The two artists contended that
any work of art is ultimately to be judged in its own terms as painting or sculpture – or, indeed,
architecture - and ought not to be propped up by extraneous rationales and messages (as in, for example,
“feminist art”): a position challenging, perhaps, the “desire” / “actual” dichotomy, though not
inconsistent with Berger’s notion of blurring their distinction.
By common agreement, Exercise 2 was also conducted as collage using only reproduced images from
each of the Exercise 1 contributions. This time around both artists and the landscape designer presented
images more abstract than before but with a visually satisfying integration of Nevis references within the
mix. Fiona’s was judged by the group to be particularly successful (Fig.15). By contrast, the architect
continued to pursue the narrative line alluded to in his Exercise 1 efforts. Suggested by the image was
that the slave trade link to the island’s eighteenth century sugar industry remains as a ghost haunting
island life today (Fig.16).

Figure 15

Figure 16
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Each participant struggled with a possible cliché lurking behind the requirements of Exercise 3 – best
characterized perhaps as “describe your dream house”. Any reflections on “dwelling” in those terms
seem, in today’s world, too tinged with tacky commercialism, and antithetical to the need for their being
grounded in some particular context and past experience. Nevertheless, three of the team took on the
challenge. The architects and landscape designer responded somewhat predictably in the sense that their
contributions reflected widely represented thinking within each of their professions about priorities in
design: functional determinism, environmental responsibility and cultural sensitivity in landscape
architecture (Fig.17); return to tectonic origins (Laugier’s Primitive Hut) (Fig.18) and formal typologies in
architecture (Fig.19 &20).

Figure 17

Figure 18
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Figure 19

Figure 20

Completely unpredictable, yet straight to the point, was the sculptor’s response. The product of multiple
re-writes, Clay’s poem speaks movingly to his personal experience of having already created a home on
Nevis and the meaning of that effort:
Panorama of potential
Creative chrysalis
Rocking scents of pass through breezes
Breezes at my pleasure
Unshuttered but ready, always ready
Battened doors and
Family firmly bolted
Away from bad weather, people
Bad weather people
Where, over time
Blindness can be accepted gracefully
In the cradle of my deathbed
Keystone of my purpose
Designed by angels
Exercise 4 provided the opportunity for each person to commit to paper preliminary ideas forming in
their mind about the house addition itself. A spectrum of strategies for siting the addition emerged.
Catherine proposed to transform the functionality of the existing house from two-bedrooms / one bath,
adequate for a single family, to three bedrooms / two baths, workable in an extended family scenario by
adding a bedroom and bathroom on to the north end of the existing dwelling (Fig.21). This casual,
additive strategy is fully in keeping not only with the way this particular structure had evolved (its
central, one-room core was originally a general store in a village elsewhere on the island), but also with
the character of a few remaining one-story, wooden “conch shack” dwellings on the island (raised a
couple of feet off the ground for climatic reasons, fortuitously enabling their original slave occupants to
remove them from their master’s land and re-locate them to land assigned to them elsewhere once
emancipation had been achieved in the mid-1830’s) (Fig.22).
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Figure 21

Figure 22

By contrast, Clay proposed a self-contained, one bedroom / one bath structure at the extreme end of the
property, some three hundred feet distant from the existing house. This would be of two stories with all
living areas located on the upper floor in order to capitalize on a view of the ocean from this low point
on the property. The structure to support the raised floor (cantilevered on opposite long sides) would
consist of two steel shipping containers placed end-to-end. All the primarily wood constructional
elements and all the fittings and equipment for the upper floor would have arrived in these containers
from the US mainland prior to assembly at the site. Once in place, these containers could be used as
single car garages and/or as storm shelters. A vegetable garden contained in oil drums cut in half
longitudinally would cascade from the upper level to the ground on one long side of the house (Figs.23 &
24). The solution cleverly accommodates climatic (hurricanes) and economic (high cost of imported
building materials) realities of Caribbean island life. It also reflects the “as-found” appropriation
strategy employed in much of Clay’s sculpture.

Figure 23

Figure 24
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Between these extremes were proposals from the architect (Fig.25) and the landscape designer that the
addition be self-contained, but built in close enough proximity to the existing house that a functional
element such as a shared laundry, an architectural element such as an extended verandah, a landscape
element such as a pool or a spatial elements such as a courtyard might successfully link the new to the
existing.

Figure 25

Collaborative Design
After the completion of the exercises, a first collaborative session was held in which the participants
tested Exercise 4 propositions in model form at the scale of one inch to eight feet. The remote site
solution was soon discarded as issues of functional separation, duplication of uses and the cost of
extensive road access work were considered (Fig.26). A version involving some kind of shared courtyard
space between the two dwellings was studied in some detail (Fig.27). This was modeled both as a space
open on its west side to the larger site and as a more private space enclosed by a heavily planted strip
along the existing low stone wall on the eastern boundary of the site and a verandah along its western
edge. Various positions for a shared recreation/laundry room and for a small swimming pool were tried
out. The session concluded with further study of the more economically realistic version involving
additions to the existing dwelling (Fig.28).
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Figure 26

Figure 27

Figure 28

The unexpected ease and speed with which the group worked together in developing these ideas seemed
to confirm the value of the prior exercises as a way of breaking the ice and instilling individual self
confidence and mutual trust. But what seemed like a key question remained unanswered: what, if any,
had been – and might still be – the substantive connection between the individual exercise responses and
the collaborative work now underway? To try to answer this, the author proposed assembling a short
catalog of key “patterns” (Alexander) that he had observed as emerging from the exercises and seemed
to him useful in advancing the design. This would then be used during a second collaborative session as
a tool for developing a single design in a manner appropriate to the place.
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The patterns were:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entire site and its immediate surroundings as a two-dimensional “field” (as in Catherine’s
paintings and Fiona’s Exercise 2 collage) in which built and landscape elements are given equal
weight and become mutually interdependent (“house in a garden / garden in a house” as in
Fiona’s Exercise 3 contribution).
Panoramic views (as suggested by Catherine’s “cinematic” treatment of the Exercise 1 collage)
Sharp visual contrasts / minimal transitions through solid / void readings, color juxtapositions (as
suggested re “tropicality” in John’s Exercise1 collage).
Modular column-and-beam structure and lightweight panel constructional elements, including
two pre-fabricated bathrooms, transported from US in two 8 ft x 8 ft x 24 ft steel shipping
containers, to be re-used on site (as in Clay’s Exercise 4 proposal).
Natural cross ventilation through shuttered, unglazed but screened window openings (as
suggested by “breezes at my pleasure” in Clay’s poem and by the existing house); trade winds
blow primarily from Mount Nevis direction toward the east face of the existing house.
Covered verandah(s)/porch(es) at least 9 ft wide to facilitate outdoor living (as in John’s Exercise
3 typology study).
Acoustic/visual barrier to neighbor’s guest-house near the property’s south-east corner (from
collaborative session 1)
Shared and/or multi-functional spaces - e.g. free standing laundry (from collaborative session 1).
Raised main floor.
Pitched roofs / overhanging eaves to shed tropical downpours and provide shade.

To narrow the field of possible solutions and move the process towards a stopping point that would give
some feeling of accomplishment to the group, the author came to the final session with a set of props: a
model at eighth scale of the existing house showing the verandah doubled in length to enclose a
courtyard space and to give access to a 90 ft square footprint for the addition (Fig.29); a “game board”
setting out the footprint as a nine square grid at half inch scale with a set of loose columns, partitions
and floor panels. He guessed his colleagues might jump at the chance to move beyond overall massing
and siting strategies to explore interior/exterior space relationships using these props – or they might not.

Figure 29
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The group refused to be herded! Clay made an impassioned plea for opening up rather than closing
down the process. Nature, he insisted, must continue to be recognized as the primary form-giver. Why,
he asked, do the only palm trees on the property bisect the site in a narrow band running from east to
west? Drop and roll! Coconuts drop, then roll in the direction of the prevailing winds to become
seedlings, then trees giving rise to more falling coconuts, and so on. Why should we necessarily
assume it environmentally responsible that the “jungle” be allowed to fill in the existing lawn area
alongside the house? That’s not the natural pattern in the Morningstar neighborhood of the island. Left
to its own devices, natural vegetation will soon devour the most sturdily built shelter. Whether by
means of powered brush cutters, hand held machetes or the local goats, some kind of mediation between
man and nature is a necessity. Cooped up in its basement workspace with two feet of snow outside and
two thousand miles between it and Nevis, the group felt suitably chastened. It could only yearn to be
able to step out into the site, to re-engage with the place and become more intimately familiar with its
infinite particularities and nuances before proceeding further.
Unable to do this, the group instead attacked the model before it with a will, and with matt knives –
cheered on, it should be said, by the author. Away with the free standing extension of the verandah
covering – if they didn’t do it, at some point a hurricane would. Get the floor of the addition well up in
the air to capture the views by sliding the two shipping containers beneath it. Shrink the floor plan to
make more realistically sized rooms – oh, sorry about the nine square! Cap off the arrangement with a
folded plate roof – not for typology’s sake, but because what better way to harvest rainwater than a
central gutter, a rainspout and a cistern below? Nevisians have done it for centuries. Shorten the pool
and ease it into the courtyard, add a couple of bathrooms – forget the pre-fab version, blockwork’s
something they do know how to do hereabouts (Figs.30 & 31). Now we’re cooking!

Figure 30
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Figure 31

Assessment
How might the effort of the team members be usefully assessed? First, it’s important to stress it was not
intended that a fully developed, professionally presented final design for a building be the goal and the
means by which the success of the project be evaluated. Rather, the process of working towards a
design for the site was seen as a vehicle for testing two propositions:
•
•

collaborative design is workable and has value
architectural design can be enriched by including in the design process professionals from allied
fine arts disciplines

The author conducted individual interviews with each of his colleagues at the end of the process. These
were revealing. All three felt the collaboration, as far as it went, was enlightening, personally enriching
and that it seemed to work in reaching the overall goals of the project as they understood them to be.
However, the two artists expressed similar attitudes about the differences between the way they make art
and the approach that seemed to be necessary to ensure the success of collaborative architectural design.
Clay struggled with the need to suppress his own ego in deference to the group. In contrast, making art
is for him ego driven. Even the editing of ideas emerging in his own work as it progresses, he sees as a
private, self-conscious dialog between aspects of his own ego, not as a shared activity. Similarly,
Catherine sees making art as an entirely internal process.
But both pointed out the danger of viewing artists as stereotypically irrational, willful, impractical, selfreferential loners. In this respect it was interesting to observe that Catherine was usually the first to
remind the team about functional and economic realities when what she saw as impractical ideas were
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floated by colleagues. It’s worth adding that stereotypical thinking about the artist could easily lead to a
false assumption that including artists in the architectural design team will necessarily bring about visual
verve and excitement in the end product. Catherine reminded the author of something of a truism
attributed to Frank O’Hara in her own field, but borne out by her own experience as an avid reader. It’s
poets that think in visual images, not painters; they think in words.
This observation prompts reflection on the author’s initial forecast that the construction of narratives
might be a productive, unifying tool for a diverse team lacking a common language embedded in prior
training and professional expertise. These did not naturally emerge in the process. Clay’s poem was
perhaps a signal that a more deliberate, structured approach to requiring these might have resulted in
richer outcomes. Were the process to have continued, it might well have productively resumed by each
team member being asked to write the story of the project as it stood at that point.
Perhaps such an exercise would have the benefit of returning the focus to the particularities and the spirit
of the place itself without the necessity of actually being there. Material aplenty was unearthed in the
earlier exercises. The interview with Fiona surfaced a telling observation. Her design method as a
landscape designer she sees as a dynamic one akin to choreography, using the elements readily at hand
on the site and the surrounding locale as her raw material. Absent that dimension, she found the design
process static.
So, was the overall process of sufficient value that it might usefully be undertaken by others in different
circumstances? In a paper titled “On Collecting Material”, Catherine Spellman says, the phrase collecting material
“ implies the position of the work in the realm of architectural thought; a method of making and
a way of thinking about meaning inherent in architecture. An architect collects personal and
societal memories and experiences that are sifted and transformed as she reconsiders it relative to
the parameters of the architectural project and specific site. Both collecting and sifting are the
task of the architect who then develops a new construct out of accumulated past experience and
the material and abstract realities of the architectural project. Material as referred to here
includes the constraints of the program, the historical and cultural significance of place and the
morphological structure of the site”. 2
What the Nevis project suggests is that collecting and sifting in this sense need not necessarily be an
individual endeavor on the part of the architect, but can be greatly enriched by the collective efforts of a
group. What’s not so immediately clear is the ability of a group to bring this to bear in developing a
“new construct” out of that accumulated material. But if this implies the need for an intentional act of
synthesis on the part of a single individual, is the architect the only one in a position to do this?
Possibly. Horst Rittel’s “symmetry of ignorance” paradigm in which all members of cross-disciplinary
design teams are considered to be equal in their ability to contribute to an architectural design process
seems too readily to dismiss the value of specific expertise.
Nevertheless, what a collective process does place on the architect as both a responsibility and an
exciting challenge is to act not as an isolated form-giver but as a receptive interpreter of the ideas,
2

Catherine Spellman, “On Collecting Material: Foundation Level Graduate Studio” in Proceedings of
the 85th ACSA Annual Meeting, Architecture: Material and Imagined, (ACSA Press 1997).
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perceptions and contributions of those by whom he or she is surrounded. This has always been true in
relation to the array of consultants involved in an architectural design project - structural, mechanical,
electrical and so forth. The Nevis project suggests that this must also be the case when an architect’s
client is enlightened enough to support the involvement of professionals from the allied arts.
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Folklore, Fairytales, and Freedom
Michael C. Maloney
Doctoral Student in Mythological Studies Program at Pacifica Graduate Institute
54 Roberts Rd. Los Gatos, CA 95032
hiddenmike@hotmail.com
Brewer's Dictionary of phrase and fable defines folklore as "traditional beliefs, customs,
popular superstitions and legends of a people." Exploration of the boundaries and history
of folklore and fairy tales unearths shimmering remnants of deeply felt experiences and
insights. The principal roles that fairy tales have held in the past in the education of
children and the provision of hope for adults facing a world on the brink of catastrophe
have been diminished through lack of attention and misappropriation, as detailed by Jack
Zipes and Theodore Adorno. The artistic rendering of the Cinderella story by Walt
Whitman has been criticized by some and revealed by others as originating from
accurate readings of our culture. Jose E. Limon senses a neglect of folklore in favor of
written literature and mass media cultural production, and recommends a revitalization of
folklore studies, and idea supported by Antonio Gramsci in the early 20th century and
echoed today by Sut Jhally of the Media Education Foundation. Folklore is essential in
the quest to understand and embrace our cultural shadow, and move into greater freedom
and awareness of the mysteries and possibilities of life.

Alchemy, Art, and Transformation
Michael C. Maloney, MA / Scott M. Potter, MM
Doctoral Students in Mythological Studies Program at Pacifica Graduate Institute
Michael Maloney 54 Roberts Road Los Gatos, CA 95032 hiddenmike@hotmail.com
Scott M. Potter 720 East Haley Street Santa Barbara, CA 93103 sopotter@sbcglobal.net .
Exploring alchemy and art and the dynamics of the transformative vessel
of personal dialogue, the authors will present an overview of the histories of alchemy and
art, and their relationship to transformation. A subtle musical background will
accompany a stunning visual display of related and provocative images. Interweaving of
thought, idea and experience will leave participants with clear strategies for engaging in
artistic endeavors with an eye toward personal transformation through meaningful
exploration of life's inherent beauty, magic, and logic.
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Hedging as a Means of Positive Politeness Strategies
in Friend-Friend Interaction
Whereas hedging has normally been viewed as a negative politeness strategy because of
its “deniability potential” (Hübler, 1983), this paper attempts to show that hedging is also heavily
used in speech acts involving positive politeness. The data analyzed consist of 12 hours of
recorded, natural casual conversation among 25 close friends (native speakers of Japanese living
in Japan) and follow-up interviews with the participants.

Friends were chosen because prior

research (e.g., Coates, 1987) suggests status equals employ certain types of hedges more than
non-equals do.
Drawing on Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory, the speech acts/events in
this study were divided into two groups: those which used positive politeness strategies and those
which used negative politeness strategies.

Consequently, there were 19 explicitly hedged

speech acts/events in my data, seven involving positive politeness strategies and 12 negative
politeness strategies (see Appendix A).

Hedges were used as positive politeness strategies when

realizing seven speech acts/events: (1) teasing/joking, (2) reminiscing, (3) offering/inviting, (4)
complimenting, (5) greeting, (6) informing, and (7) seeking agreement.

While each of these

speech acts/events was unique and subtle, the primary reason for hedging in each of these seven
acts was to give the listener sufficient room to deny/refuse a claim.

One way this was

accomplished was through hedging with tag questions that elicited a listener’s views. Another
way was through hedging with interpersonal particles such as ne, saa and toka, and participants
frequently repeated such particles. Still a third way was through style shifting from the
informal da style to the formal desu/masu style. On the other hand, there were a total of 12
different speech acts in my corpus used to bring off negative politeness including praising
oneself, suggesting/advising, criticizing and complaining (for more detailed information see
Appendix A).
This study suggests that hedging can also be used as a positive politeness strategy to
build a sense of community and solidarity, and that hedges help bond participants through the
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display of strong agreement and mutual support.

In sum, (1) hedges do not automatically serve

as a means of expressing negative politeness and (2) the function hedges play in positive
politeness deserves far greater attention than it has received in the literature to date.
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Appendix A
Frequency of Explicitly Hedged Speech Acts
Types of Speech Acts
Speech acts/events using
positive politeness strategies
1) Informing

Number of
tokens
∞*

Speech acts/events using
negative politeness strategies
1) Stating an opinion

Number of
tokens
43

2)

Seeking agreement

∞

2)

Telling a problem

26

3)

Teasing/joking

25

3)

Complaining ☺**

21

4)

Reminiscing

24

4)

Requesting ☺

17

5)

Offering/inviting

17

5)

Suggesting/advising

17

6)

Complimenting

12

6)

Criticizing ☺

15

7)

Greeting/parting

2

7)

Expressing emotions/desires

15

8)

Promising

0

8)

Self-praising/bragging ☺

13

9)

Opposing

10

10)

Refusing an offer/invitation

5

11) Apologizing ☺
12)

Excusing ☺

3
3

* The speech acts marked with ∞appeared frequently in my data. However, they occurred as parts of other speech
acts or combined with other speech acts so that the explicit boundaries between these acts could not be found.
**Speech acts marked with ☺ frequently included “laughter” as a hedging device.
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On Teaching the Pragmatics around Japanese Hedging
Japanese has a rich repertoire of hedges, devices that modify the illocutionary
force of statements by softening them. Hedging is so central a tendency in Japanese
communication that when absent, the speaker may be perceived as rude. This is a
critical point that students of Japanese need to understand and one whose significance for
teachers should be clear: If students of Japanese do not learn to hedge, they will never be
communicatively competent in Japanese and never be able to fully participate in Japanese
interactions. However, in order to teach students to hedge appropriately, we need a
deeper understanding of how Japanese hedging operates--one that only research can
provide. For teachers who wonder what hedging forms should be taught to their
students and which should be taught first, they can find some empirically-based
guidelines in this study.
Part of larger study of 48 hours of tape-recorded data collected over the course
of a year on the spontaneous speech of six native speakers of Japanese (three men and
three women) of differing status relationships, this paper is limited to a discussion of the
data collected on casual conversations between close friends, including follow-up
interviews with the participants. Close friends were chosen because, according to
Coates (1987), status equals hedge more. Informal contexts were chosen because
empirical research on Japanese hedging behavior in such contexts has not been conducted
much. Thus, such data should provide ample evidence of hedging, as well as
opportunities for interpreting its use. All data were subjected to a quantitative and
qualitative analysis and the following pedagogical implications with regard to Japanese
hedging were made.
(1) Teaching lexical hedges
A total of 12,900 tokens of explicit lexical and non-lexical (e.g., syntactic
devices, phonological devices, etc.) hedging devices occurred within the data analyzed.
In spite of the variety of ways to convey hedging, this study indicates that there is good
reason to begin with lexical hedges before the others. First, the vocabulary necessary to
hedge lexically is comparatively limited in range and the same lexical hedging devices
repeat themselves with extremely high frequency in friend-friend discourse. Thus,
lexical hedging should be easier to acquire.
Second, focusing on lexical hedges affords students a way to familiarize
themselves with the kinds of situations that require hedging--as well as with ways to
express themselves with subtlety--before they are ready to use more complex syntactic
patterns (i.e., the conditional or direct quotes) that develop later. Thus, lexical hedges
offer the greatest return for the least investment. Figure 1 below illustrates the ten most
frequent lexical hedging expressions used by my subjects in their friend-friend
communication, so these ten expressions might be an opportune place to begin.
(2) Teaching harmonic combinations of hedges
There was a tendency for hedges to cluster in what Halliday (1970) has called
“harmonic combinations” (i.e., to simultaneously co-occur with other items in the same
utterance). This issue of clustering has important pedagogical implications for teachers
planning a syllabus.
My subjects employed the verb iu ‘say’ 63 times in the 12 hours of conversation
when reporting what others have said. Fifty-nine times (93.7% of the time), they
finished their utterance with the te-form of the verb iu (i.e., itte…). In doing so, they
left their sentences unfinished in order to make their utterances appear less imposing or to
signal that they were not ready to relinquish the floor. This kind of information should
2

serve as a practical guide for teaching which hedging expressions tend to cluster,
information that no Japanese textbook includes to date (for more detailed information see
Figure 2).
(3) Teaching the context where hedges are frequently used
Depending on the level of the students, the extracts themselves in this study
constitute authentic texts for teaching how informal speech works among friends.
It is hoped that this study will help Japanese language educators understand the
pragmatics of hedging that learners need to acquire in order to participate more
appropriately in Japanese social interactions. The results of this study should also
strengthen cross-linguistic and cross-cultural understandings about hedging behavior, and
thereby inform Japanese language pedagogy in other ways as well.
References
Coates, J. (1987). Epistemic modality and spoken discourse. Transactions of the
Philological Society, 85, 100-131.
Halliday, M. A. K. (1970). Functional diversity in language as seen from a consideration
of modality and mood in English. Foundation of Languages, 6, 322-361.
Figure 1. The ten hedges used most frequently by my subjects.
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Abstract:
A continued challenge facing educators in the United States is the number of culturally
and linguistically diverse students entering general education classrooms. Current
demographic trends and projections regarding the cultural and linguistic diversity of the
U.S. remind us of the importance of improving the educational outcomes of underserved
student populations. There is a pressing need to adequately prepare all educators to
understand the developmental, cultural, and linguistic needs of this diverse student
population. The challenge in education is to integrate research in the sciences and social
sciences that investigates human development and diversity with current educational
reform initiatives and educational practice.
The Diversity Kit: An Introductory Resource for Social Change in Education was
designed to assist in this challenge. It is a professional development tool that enhances
the knowledge base of educators in the areas of human development, culture, and
language. The Diversity Kit is grounded in a theoretical framework of sociocultural
theory and constructivist pedagogy. Each of the three books of The Diversity Kit, human
development, culture, and language includes a synthesis of current research, as well as
numerous activities and vignettes. In this session, we will focus on language as both a
target and a tool of assessment. We will also focus on students’ cultures as resources to
access literacy and content. Participants will have the chance to interact with the material
and will receive a free copy of the Diversity Kit and a syllabus. The presenter will also
share insights from the application of this professional development tool with general
education and bilingual teachers in the New England region.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
What is intelligence? How is human development affected by culture? How can
our knowledge of human development inform our work as educators working with
an increasingly diverse student population? In this section of The Diversity Kit we
tackle these questions and more. We begin with an introduction of the topic of
human development and we review some of the current literature on that topic.
The goal of the section is to underscore that human development is a lifelong
process undertaken by young children, adolescents, and adults alike. We also
highlight the social dimension of human development. That is, human development
is not merely a mixture of biological, neurological, and cognitive functioning; it is a
process largely mediated by and situated in culture. For that reason, in this section
of The Diversity Kit, we expand our discussion to include the areas of cultural
anthropology, sociolinguistics, and sociology.

There are four major tenets on which we base this chapter:
1. Human development is a dynamic, ongoing process rather than a static product.
As with the brain itself, intelligence is malleable and largely shaped by experience
and learning.
2. While we know that certain similarities in development can occur among groups
of individuals, the stages and rates of human development are particular to an
individual. In that sense, human development is an individual process.
3. There are multiple types of intelligences; formal education can draw upon
only a fraction of an individual’s intelligence.
4. Education and human development have a sociocultural basis. Learning is
not only an individual, psychological process, it is also a social process.

Ideally, information presented in this section of The Diversity Kit will assist educators
in their knowledge of human development and will bridge information on human
development with the education of diverse learners. The information and research
is presented to inform educators’ choices of instructional strategies and curricular
materials used in the classroom. From the information presented in this section of
The Diversity Kit, educators will gain broad understanding of human development,
how learning occurs, and how student learning can be most effectively facilitated.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
What is culture? How does culture shape identity? What is culturally responsive
teaching? How can teachers effectively build upon students’ cultural identities to
facilitate learning? These are just some of the questions that we address in three
separate chapters on culture.

We base these chapters on several principles of culture and learning:
Students come to school with specific cultural knowledge or “cultural capital,”
including their particular experiences and prior knowledge.
Valuing students’ cultural knowledge and building upon it is a key component
of culturally responsive teaching.
Culture is largely mediated by language, as manifested in metaphor, storytelling,
songs, and greetings.
A group’s culture reflects its shared traditions, which can include a common
history, language, religion, customs, and literary traditions.
Culture is dynamic and ever changing; a group’s culture includes the goals,
ideals, and beliefs that will ensure the group’s survival. However, there are
variations among individual members of a cultural group in terms of their
beliefs and values.

In the first chapter of this section of The Diversity Kit, we focus principally on defining
culture and cultural identity. We argue that culture is dynamic and that exploring,
valuing, and promoting students’ cultures in the classroom will support their personal
and academic development. In this first chapter, we explore the notions of collectivism
and individualism as cultural orientations, and we examine the power relations that
have historically existed between certain societal groups.
In the second chapter we focus our lens more specifically on the area of culture as
it impacts teaching and learning among diverse student populations. We ask the
readers to participate in activities and the accompanying vignette discussions that
encourage them to explore the concept of a learning community. We also challenge
educators to explore the funds of knowledge found in students’ home communities.
Through these exercises we underscore the importance of knowing the students’
home cultures and using that knowledge as a resource to enhance student learning.
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In the third chapter, we explore the relationship among school, family, and the
broader community. The chapter addresses educators’ concerns regarding the
challenges of involving parents and extended family members in the education of
culturally and linguistically diverse students. In this chapter, we offer suggestions
and provide activities that show how to bridge the gaps among school, family, and
the community. We encourage the reader to become a language detective and to
explore the culture of the communities in which students live, work, and play. We
also encourage developing a curriculum that is culturally responsive and that promotes
interaction between students and their families. Ultimately, when teachers and
students create a space in which students’ languages, cultures, and identities are
negotiated and valued, teaching is facilitated and students excel.
Culture is intimately connected to language. For that reason, we suggest that The
Diversity Kit be used in its entirety to explore the areas of human development and
language as additional dimensions of learning. We encourage the reader to explore
diversity and all of its richness through The Diversity Kit and to challenge social
conventions and uneven power relationships that have historically marginalized
culturally and linguistically diverse groups.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
We live in a world connected through language. All human beings have the desire
to communicate, and this is achieved largely through language. In fact, as Fromkin
and Rodman (1998) have observed, “wherever humans exist, language exists”
(p. 26). Given the universal nature of language, it might not appear to be worthy
of study. But upon closer scrutiny, it is clear that language acquisition and language
use are deeply complex phenomena. Language production is not only a physiological
event but a process deeply embedded in culture.

In this section of The Diversity Kit, we ground our understanding of
language in culture and cultural context. The noted sociolinguist
Joshua Fishman (1991) has described three connections between
language and culture:
Language indexes culture: A language that has grown with a culture is the
best language through which to describe and communicate that culture.
Language symbolizes culture: Language reflects the status and social
positioning of a culture.
Culture is partly created from its language: Certain cultural events such
as rituals, storytelling, folktales, and greetings are deeply intertwined in
language. A shift to using a new language will signify a shift in culture.

In this section of The Diversity Kit, we highlight the fact that language and culture are
deeply intertwined. We also maintain that all language varieties, including what is
traditionally referred to as dialect, pidgin or Creole, are equally complex systems of
communication that are appropriate to meet the communicative needs of a particular
speech community.
In the first chapter, Language, Culture, and Schooling, we introduce the reader to
cultural differences in communication style and language use. We consider language
attitudes and explore variations in language, including African American Vernacular
English.
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In the second chapter, we delve into theories underlying second language acquisition,
the developmental stages of second language acquisition, and some of the educational
programs and models that support bilingualism and biliteracy. In this chapter,
we ask the reader to become an “educational linguist” and to explore the ways that
language is used in the communities of culturally and linguistically diverse students.
We underscore that students’ knowledge of language and language use can be powerful
tools that challenge existing social inequities.
Finally, in the last two sections, we explore language as it relates to literacy and
language and assessment. We review some of the areas of linguistics that educators
need to be familiar with, such as phonology, morphology, and syntax. These areas,
along with an understanding of print, appropriate literary styles, and purposes for
reading, make up the complex process of literacy acquisition. We present language
assessment and introduce the reader to measures that can be used to assess language
proficiency. Here, we differentiate between language difficulties—which are common
occurrences in the natural progression of second language acquisition—and language
deficiencies, with which second language learners are often misdiagnosed, causing
them to be disproportionately represented in special education classes.
As with the sections on human development and culture, we urge the reader to
engage in ongoing conversations in their schools and communities that address
issues of diversity and the education of culturally and linguistically diverse students.
Through the activities and vignettes presented, we ask the reader to explore language
variation and use. We also challenge the reader to raise questions about complex
social phenomena and inequities, questions that may not offer simple solutions but
do illuminate pathways toward social change.

Citations
Fishman, J. (1991). Reversing language shift. Clevedon, UK: Multilingual Matters.
Fromkin, V. & Rodman, R. (1998). An introduction to language (6th ed.). Orlando, FL: Harcourt
Brace.
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East-West House: Design Proposal for China’s Single Child Families
This design proposal looks at issues of community, education, home-life, media, and domestic
politics within upwardly mobile, urban families in one-child China. The project uses the
ubiquitous cruciform high-rise typology, which is quickly becoming the habitat of choice for
families in China’s wealthier special economic zones, as the site, for investigating through design,
new architectural programs for dwelling.
Proliferating throughout southern China, this building type is often criticized for its
compartmentalized, inflexible organization and for lacking rich cultural traditions and humanizing
character. But in contrast with the US, it is not associated with stigmatizing social and economic
status. Rather, these vertical monoliths are representative of high standards of living in densely
populated regions, and although heavily criticized from beyond as homogenous vertical sprawl,
entire generations will be raised in the uniformity of this housing type.
INFILTRATING THE BOX
The East-West House offers a strategy for “infiltrating the box”, for intervention and redevelopment within such buildings in a way that invests it with humanizing and socializing
qualities, ever more important as the tradition of extended-family-living erodes in China.
The project demands extensive conceptual programming to harmonize dichotomies of privacy,
sleeping, and studying with working, playing, and entertaining and seeks to merge narratives of
meditation and stimulation through aesthetics of high technology and applications of convenience
in habitation. Through interchangeable ‘sleeping modules’, parents might plug-in age-appropriate
and personalized children’s bedroom units.
DUAL MODES
Spaces of meditation and stimulation operate intermittently throughout the program and occupy
the deep conceptual reading of the plan: a meditation island situated half inside / half outside
making a connection to nature and climate in an otherwise insulated existence; fiber-optic lighting
events based on the sublime floating quality of an ikebana event; and mosaic tile patterns that
activate the house with intermittent degrees of meditative and stimulative space in the itinerary of
the dwelling.
EAST - WEST ADAPTATIONS
Professional, urban families are seeking dissolutions of rigid formalities of Eastern modes of
dwelling without the loss of cultural identity. Through flexible interchanges of public and private,
open and closed, formal and informal, servant spaces - traditionally bleak, isolated, and underrepresented in the planning of the unit - re-emerge as fluid space, woven into the spatial narrative
of the unit.
Typically seen as the unprivileged, utilitarian zone for housewives and maids, the vertical service
slot of the tower block offers opportunities not recognized by the developers, but increasingly
celebrated by a younger generation of inhabitants. A light well and breezeway animated with
bamboo clotheslines and sounds and odors of cooking and cleaning, it is the primary space of
interaction between neighbors within the tower block. The East-West House includes and
celebrates, rather than rejects, this zone and challenges the conventions of social hierarchy in the
domestic realm and ultimately the way housing here is constructed.
The poster presentation will include detailed analysis, drawings, and computer-generated images
for the East-West House within the cruciform housing block.
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Abstract
A national crisis is an unusual period of great danger or “intolerable difficulty” that a
whole nation suffers and endures. Mass media, as part of the fabric of a society, have to
undergo a profound impact and play their irreplaceable roles in dealing with this special
period of time. This study will examine the roles American television media played
during the two national crises in history, the 1963 assassination of President John F.
Kennedy and the 2001 September 11 terrorist attacks, and the crisis management
strategies the television media used in these two events. This study can help us
understand the medium’s crisis management strategy and the tendency of its
development.
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Purpose Statement:
This study will examine the roles American television media played during the
two national crises in history, the 1963 assassination of President John F. Kennedy and
the 2001 September 11 terrorist attacks, and the crisis management strategies the
television media used in these two events.
Definition of Terms:
Terrorism: For the purpose of this study, terrorism means a “symbolic act
designed to influence political behavior by extra-normal means, entailing the use of threat
or violence;”1 “it is a form of psychological warfare whose prime purpose is to
propagandize and disorient a target population by attacking certain symbols of the state
and the society.”2
Propaganda: For the purpose of this study, propaganda means the “deliberate
and systematic attempt to shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and direct behavior
to achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the propagandist.”3
Public Information: For the purpose of this study, public information means any
message, material or knowledge of fact disseminated from an organization or institution
to the public without any deliberate and systematic attempt to manipulate the public
opinion.

1

Thornton, T.P. (1964). Terror as a Weapon of Political Agitation. In Eckstein, H., etc., Internal War. NY:
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2
Kelly, M.J., & Mitchell, T.H. (1981). Transnational Terrorism and the Western Elite Press. Political
Communication and Persuasion. NY: Crane, Russak & Company, Inc..P269-296.
3
Jowett, G.S., & O’Donnell, V. (1992). Propaganda and Persuasion (2nd Ed.). Newbury Park, CA: SAGE
Public, Inc.P4.
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ABC: American Broadcasting Company
CBS: Columbia Broadcasting System
NBC: National Broadcasting Company
CNN: Cable News Network
FCC: Federal Communications Commission
PBS: Public Broadcasting Service

Statement of Justification:

A national crisis is an unusual period of great danger or “intolerable difficulty”1
that a whole nation suffers and endures. In a time of national crisis, every social element
is subjected to a severe test. As to the field of communication, the rate of information
flow is enormously increased. Immediacy and pervasiveness become two striking
qualities of this information flow during the time of national crisis. An unstable and
unbalanced state can arise at the same time.

Mass media, as part of the fabric of a society, undoubtedly, also have to undergo a
profound impact and play their irreplaceable roles in dealing with this special period of
time. There has been a great deal of study of the content of mass media in a variety of
contexts, but still relatively little study of what role(s) mass media, especially television
media, play in a time of national crisis. However, the meaning of studying television
medium in the context of national crisis is significant. First, during this kind of special

1
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event, television medium employs the then most advanced media technologies (so-called
hardware), which can give us an insight into how the technologies help media exercise
their roles. Second, television medium constitutes an irreplaceable component in a
society. Through studying television medium’s roles under the circumstance of national
crisis can help us understand the medium’s crisis management strategy and the tendency
of its development.

Two national crises are chosen for the purpose of this study. One is the 1963
assassination of President John F. Kennedy; the other is the 2001 September 11 terrorist
attacks. Like society’s response to crisis, generally, mass media’s response to crisis may
have the following five stages. These are: first, the pre-disaster period; second, the period
of detection and communication of a specific threat; third, the period of immediate,
relatively unorganized response; fourth, the period of organized response; and fifth, the
post-disaster period.2 In some cases, not all five of these stages may appear when mass
media respond to a crisis. In this study, the events of the 1963 John F. Kennedy’s
assassination and the 2001 September 11 terrorist attacks may not have all the five stages
due to their characteristics of unusual suddenness and unpredictability. For instance, in
these two events, there was no apparent warning of any kind that caught attentions of the
public and there was no time people could prepare, physically or psychologically, to meet
the threats. Therefore, in my study, I will explore the issues within the stages of the
period of immediately, relatively unorganized response and the period of organized
response, or (and) the post-disaster period.

2
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There are many differences between the event of the 1963 John F. Kennedy’s
assassination and the event of the 2001 September 11 terrorist attacks. One of the
differences is the casualty. The assassination of the American President John F. Kennedy
is more that of psychological and political 3, while the September 11 terrorist attacks are
more that of physical, psychological and political because of the greater scale of the
attacks.

However, the natures of the two crises are the same. They are both terrorist
attacks on the symbols of the nation though, in 1963, there were no such clear definitions
of “terrorism” or “terrorist” as the ones we use today to refer to the extreme violence of
this kind. In these two events, one is the President of the United States, which is a
political symbol of the nation; the other is the World Trade Center and the Pentagon,
which are two of economic and political or military symbols of the nation. The two
events are both “unprecedented” in terms of their significance in their perspective era of
mass media. Although John F. Kennedy is neither the first nor the only American
president in history who was assassinated, he is, indeed, the first American President
whose tragedy was covered by television media. In other words, television as a medium,
for the first time in its history, covered a national crisis on such a high level as never
before. Again, in 2001, the television media covered a largest-scale national crisis, the
September 11 terrorist attacks, for the first time in history.

The study of the media’s behavior in times of national crisis, specifically, the
television media’s roles in these two events, is still a new area in the field of mass
3
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communication. One of the reasons probably is that the recent September 11 terrorist
attacks are so “unprecedented” from many aspects, either in terms of the scale of the
crisis itself or in terms of its many impacts on the society as well as the media; the other
possible reason could be the factor of time, that is, the September 11 terrorist attacks just
happened less than two years ago (from the time when this research began) and we are
still in an era of fighting against terrorism, the tragedy of September 11 is still too close
for us to fully understand everything, including the mass media’s behaviors on that day.
This research, hopefully, could be among the earliest efforts to explore and comprehend
the roles of mass media, especially television medium, during such special period of time.

Statement of Organization:

To analyze the behaviors of the media, for example, the news report, one of the
most important things for most researchers to do is to examine the context(s) in which the
specific phenomenon arises. This is also the first step this historical study takes. The
study of the 1963 President John F. Kennedy’s assassination will focus on the period
from November 22, 1963 to November 25, 1963 when John F. Kennedy was buried. This
study of the 2001 September 11 terrorist attacks will focus on the period from September
11, 2001 to the middle of October, 2001, shortly after America’s war on terrorism started
in Afghanistan. Contemporary records of these two events as well as those of different
media technologies used in these two periods, which are in form of government archives,
public reports and other relevant materials, will be collected and verified. Having
gathered background factors, I will analyze and interpret the news coverage and
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behaviors of the television media during these two periods. The technique of content
analysis will also be used to help examine these data. Hopefully, similarities and
differences of the roles and crisis management strategies of the television media in two
events could to be found.

Limitations:

This study will only focus on the television medium. Other media, such as print,
radio, recording, film or Internet will not be the focus of this study. Many critics argue
that Internet, in today’s global information village, has grown rapidly and is widely
considered as a big challenger to the traditional television medium; however, the
television’s leading status has not changed yet and is still the most important and most
trusted medium.

Two days after the September 11 terrorist attacks, Princeton Survey Research
Associates conducted a nationwide survey for the purpose of finding out where the public
had gotten most of their information about the tragic event of September 11.4

The results of the survey are as follows:

Talking with others

2%

Radio

11%

4

Retrieved from: LexisNexis Academic Database. Public Opinion Online, A survey of the Pew Internet &
American Life Project. The report was done in coordination with the Pew Research Center for the People &
the Press, September 15, 2001.
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Television

81%

Newspaper

1%

Internet

2%

Other

1%

Don’t Know/Refused 1%

By the time when John F. Kennedy’s assassination happened, ABC, CBS and
NBC were the only three major television networks in America. Therefore, my study on
this event will focus on these three commercial networks. Nowadays, there are more
television networks than four decades ago, such as FOX NEWS, CNN and PBS besides
the above three major broadcast networks. In order to limit the scope of the topic to a
manageable study, in the study of the television coverage of the 2001 September 11
terrorist attacks, the three biggest broadcast networks, ABC, NBC and CBS, and the
biggest cable television network, CNN, will be mainly focused because of their
extraordinary importance in the public life of the United States.
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Chapter I
Timeline of the 1963 Assassination of President John F. Kennedy
(American Central Standard Time)

Friday, November 22, 1963

11:40 a.m.: President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, together with Mrs. Kennedy and their
party, arrived at Love Field, Dallas, Texas for a five-day trip. This trip was
primarily for a political reason—to help heal a rift in his party there and to
hold the state for the Democrats in 1964. 5

11:50 a.m.: The motorcade left Love Field, Texas. President John F. Kennedy sat in an
open limousine without shield. To the left of the President in the rear seat was
Mrs Kennedy. In the jump seats were: Governor Connally, who was in front
of the President, and Mrs. Connally, who was at the Governor’s left. An agent
was driving the limousine and another agent was sitting to his right. Directly
behind the Presidential limousine was an open “follow-up” car with eight
secret service agents. Behind the “follow-up” car was the Vice-Presidential
car carrying the Vice President and his wife. The press representatives were at
the end of the motorcade. The motorcade was to follow a circuitous elevenmile route through downtown Dallas to the Trade Mart where the President
5
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John F. Kennedy would give a luncheon speech. 6
12:30 p.m.: President of the United States, John Fitzgerald Kennedy, was shot by
an assassin while the his car passed the building of the Texas School Book
Depository.

12:34 p.m.: The Dallas police radio mentioned the building of Texas School Book
Depository as a possible source of the shots. First UPI flashed about the
shooting.

12:36 p.m.: When President John F. Kennedy was sent to Parkland Hospital, ABC broke
into local programs with the first announcement of the shooting.

12:40 p.m.: CBS news anchor, Walter Cronkite announced: “In Dallas, Texas, three shots
were fired at President Kennedy’s motorcade. The first reports say President
Kennedy has been seriously wounded by this shooting”.

12:45 p.m.: The police radio broadcast a description of the suspected assassin based
primarily on one eyewitness, Howard L. Brennan’s observations. NBC reacted
and announced the shooting.

(Approximately) 1:00 p.m.: The doctors of Parkland hospital announced that President
6
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John F. Kennedy died in the emergency operation room, and the Last Rites were
administered by a priest.

1:05 p.m.: Robert F. Kennedy learned his brother was dead.

1:15 p.m.: Lee Harvey shot and killed Dallas policeman, J.D. Tippit.

1:33 p.m.: The President’s plane, Air Force One, carrying John F. Kennedy’s
body, with Mrs. Kennedy, the newly inaugurated President, Lyndon B.
Johnson and Mrs. Johnson abroad, departed Texas back to Washington.

1:36 p.m.: Mr. Malcolm Kilduff, the assistant White House press secretary, announced
the President’s death to the public.

1:38 p.m.: Cronkite of CBS delivered the news of the President’s death.

1:50 p.m.: Lee Harvey Oswald was seized after a scuffle in the Texas Theater.

2:00 p.m.: The body of President John F. Kennedy was taken from the hospital in a
bronze coffin, Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy walked beside it.
(Approximately) 2:00 p.m.: Lee Harvey Oswald, a 24-year-old warehouse worker, was
arrested as the suspected killer of a policeman on the street in the Oak Cliff
district, 3 miles away from where the President John F. Kennedy was shot.
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2:38 p.m.: Lyndon Baines Johnson was sworn in as the 36th President of the United States
by Federal District Court Judge Sarah T. Hughes.

3:00 p.m.: News of John F. Kennedy’s death brought official mourning at United Nations
when the General Assembly met.

3:15 p.m.: Television networks broadcasted Lee Harvey Oswald’s arrest.

5:20 p.m.: The Federal Reserve Bank at New York issued a statement declaring there was
agreement “that there is no need for special action in the financial markets.”
to prevent panic when the markets reopened.

5:58 p.m. (EST): Air Force One arrived at Andrews Air Force Base, Washington D.C.

6:14 p.m. (Eastern Standard Time): Lyndon B. Johnson’s first statement as President was
showed on television.

7:10 p.m.: Lee Harvey Osward was formally advised that he had been charged with the
murder of Patrolman J.D.Tipit.

xv

NBC concluded its broadcasting day with a symphonic tribute from the NBC Studio
Orchestra.7

Saturday, November 23, 1963

1:40 a.m.: Chief of Police Jesse Curry announced that Oswald had been formally
arraigned on a charge of murder in the President’s death.

4:34 a.m. (EST): President Kennedy’s coffin entered the White House.

10:00 a.m.—6:00 p.m.: Mr. Kennedy’s body lied in the East Room of the White House,
during which time Government and diplomatic officials paid their respects.

4:51 p.m. (EST): Lyndon B. Johnson proclaimed mourning on television.

Former Presidents Truman and Eisenhower spoke for the cameras, offering condolences
to the Kennedy family and expressions of faith in democratic institutions.

Instant documentary tributes to the late president appeared on all three networks. More
information trickled in about Oswald, the accused assassin, whom the Dallas police
paraded through the halls of the City jail.

7
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In the evening, CBS presented a memorial concert by the Philadelphia Orchestra with
Eugene Normandy conducting.8

Saturday night: The news media were informed that the transfer of Oswald would not
take place until after 10a.m. on Sunday.

Sunday, November 24, 1963

Morning: Television, radio and newspaper representatives crowded into the basement of
the city jail to record the transfer.

12:21 p.m. (EST): Jack Ruby shot and killed Oswald when Oswald was being transferred
in the basement of the city jail. NBC elected to switch over from coverage of
the preparations in Washington, D.C. to the transfer of the prisoner in Dallas.9
Only NBC carried the murder of Lee Harvey Oswald live. “He’s been shot!
He’s been shot! Lee Oswald has been shot,” shouted NBC correspondent Tom
Petit, “there is absolute panic. Pandemonium has broken out.” Within minutes,
CBS broadcast its own live feed from Dallas.10

1:07 p.m.: Oswald was pronounced dead at Parkland Hospital.

1:25 p.m.: NBC announced Oswald was dead. The rest of the day all three networks
8
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9
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replayed the scene again and again.11

8:00 p.m. (EST): ABC telecasts A Tribute to John F. Kennedy from the Arts, a somber
variety show featuring classical music and dramatic readings from the bible
and Shakespeare.

Monday, November 25, 1963

A National Day of Mourning—bore witness to an extraordinary political-religious
spectacle: the ceremonial transfer of the president’s coffin by wagon from the Capitol
rotunda to St. Matthews Cathedral, where the funeral mass was to be celebrated by
Richard Cardinal Cushing, and across the Potomac River for burial at Arlington National
Cemetery.

7:00 a.m. (EST): television coverage began with scenes from Washington D.C., where
all evening mourners had been filing past the coffin in the Capitol rotunda.

10:38 a.m. (EST): the coffin was placed on the wagon for the procession to St. Matthews
Cathedral.

11
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Tuesday, November 26, 1963

Following the national day of mourning, the nation resumed its business. Jack Ruby, who
killed Oswald, was transferred to the county jail without notice to the press or to the
police officers who were not directly involvement in the transfer. He was later found
guilty.

xix

Chapter II
Technologies of Television Medium in 1963
---The Coming of “the First Television Society”

By the end of 1963, the technologies of media, especially those of television
medium, had experienced a tremendous development and brought great impacts to the
society. For instance, the invention and use of videotape began to end the era of the
primitive kinescope technology and enabled, for the first time in media’s history, a filmed
event to be immediately recorded and played back; Microwave relay and coaxial cable
were more widely used to connect the growing ultrahigh frequency (UHF) and very high
frequency (VHF) television stations nationwide; The success of television via
communications satellites brought a new meaning to the mass media. These technical
achievements of broadcast journalism not only accelerated the pervasiveness of television
sets among American homes but also greatly increased the rate of dissemination of
information. An annual summary issued by the United States Information Agency,
headed by Edward R. Murrow, pointed out that the United States had more television sets
than any other country in the world and estimated that more than 56,000,000 television
sets were in use in 1963. Another study found that more than 90 percent of U.S.
households in 1960 had television sets.12 For the first time in history, television medium
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started to challenge the status of the print in being the most powerful information source
in the United States.13

For the purpose of increasing the number of information outlets and to encourage
the diversity in the media industry, in July 1962, President John F. Kennedy signed into
law legislation that required all television receiving sets shipped across state lines be able
to receive all UHF (channels 14 through 83) as well as VHF (channels 2 through 13)
frequencies. The goal of this law was to put UHF channels on a more equal technological
footing with the VHF channels. In fact, back in 1954, more than one hundred UHF
stations were already in operation in the United States. However, most television sets
made in or imported into the United States before 1962 were equipped to receive the
VHF channels only. Due to the lack of audiences and the short of advertising income,
those UHF stations were in a very difficult situation while competing with the VHF
stations. Before 1962, even those television viewers who were interested in watching
UHF had to install a tuning system called UHF converters in order to receive these
stations.14 These cumbersome converters, which resembled metal bow ties and sat atop
the receiver, did not allow viewers to easily “click in” the desired channel. With the
commercial networks occupying the VHF channels, the UHF channels (primarily
independent commercial and educational or non-commercial stations) were in danger of
extinction. Apparently, the immediate goal, then, of the all-channel legislation was the
preservation of these channels. The longer-term goal was the encouragement of diversity
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(or the creation of “a multitude of tongues”) which was a guiding force behind much
FCC rule-making at the time.15

On September 12, 1962, the Federal Communications Commission set up a
deadline for implementing the all-channel legislation. It stressed that any television set
manufactured in or imported into the U.S. after April 30, 1964 be all-channel equipped.
The proposal became an official FCC order on November 21, 1962. Later amendments to
FCC rules and regulations specified performance standards for the UHF circuit in the
new receivers relating to sound and pictures quality. In January 1963, the American
Congress further mandated that all television set must be manufactured to receive UHF
and VHF stations. Non-commercial television stations and public television stations saw
this move as being crucial to their existence.16

In the process of building a nationwide network of communications, the
technologies of both terrestrial microwave relay and coaxial cable were also widely used
since the early 1950s. Coaxial cable, which is used in most cable systems for long
distance communication, consists of an inner metal conductor shielded by plastic foam.
The foam is then covered with another metal conductor, and that in turn is covered by
plastic sheathing. This protected cable may either be strung on utility poles or buried
underground to connect television stations. Comparing to wire cable, the coaxial cable
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can carry much larger numbers of channels without losing the quality of the signal.17
Besides the utilization of coaxial cable, microwave technology was also used within the
broadcast industry because not all television broadcast transmissions used standard
television frequencies at that time. At higher frequencies, microwave transmission can be
used. Microwaves are very short electromagnetic waves. The higher the frequency, the
farther the electromagnetic waves will travel in a direct line-of-sight path between
transmitter and receiver.18

By the early 1950s, major American cities were linked together by either coaxial
cable or microwave. Since video signals could be transmitted cross-country or from coast
to coast via “hard wire” coaxial cable or microwave relay, major broadcast networks
could deliver their programming to their affiliates across the nation.19 Microwave mobile
units (vans with microwave transmitters attached) had been used in television news
reporting since the late 1950s. The value of microwave mobile units lies on their mobility
and the ability of quick responding to emergency events or some other breaking news.20

Before the arrival of satellite communication, coaxial cable and terrestrial
microwave played an important role in conveying information to every corner of the
country, in other words, they united the nation by being the nation’s electronic nerves.
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While the terrestrial microwave and coaxial technology was deemed a means of
dissemination of domestic information, in the early 1960s, the communications satellite
arose to become the disseminator of international information. Launched from the Cape
Canaveral at 4:35 a.m., July 10, 1962, Telstar 1 was successfully in orbit at 4:46a.m..
Later that day, at 7:28 p.m., the first phone call was relayed through an active satellite in
space. Chairman of the Board of American Telephone and Telegraph, Frederick R.
Kappel, in Andover talked with Vice President Lyndon Johnson in Washington via the
satellite. Vice President Johnson said: “You’re coming in nicely.”21 A few minutes later,
the first transatlantic television broadcast between American and Europe marked the
coming of a new era in communications. Successive initiatives including communication
satellite Relay 1 and Telstar 2 were launched in December 1962 and May 1963
respectively.22 Telstar 1 became obsolete and was turned off on February 21, 1963. These
satellites illustrated the potential capability of a future world-wide satellite system to
provide communication between continents.

It is worthwhile to mention a historic break-through made on the first two Telstar
and Relay satellites. Unlike other successive geosynchronous satellites, the first two
communications satellites were random-orbit satellites. Each day, during four to five of
its nine orbits, Telstar became “visible” for only brief periods of time. A control center
was built to find it precisely, to help give it commands, to point the giant horn antenna at
it, and finally to send out across the country the phone calls, television, or data relayed
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from Telstar to the horn.23 Although these early satellites were not able to relay
information continuously, they paved a road to more advanced geosynchronous satellites
which appeared later. Noticeably, they also marked the beginning of a new period of
global communication by conveying instant information to one another. On July 23,
1962, a press conference was transmitted internationally for the first time by the Telstar
satellite. In talking about the role of the satellite, President John F. Kennedy perceived
communication through satellite as an instrument for peace. “I understand that part of
today’s press conference is being relayed by the Telstar…” said Kennedy in his opening
remarks, “I think this understanding which will inevitably come from the speedier
communications is bound to increase the well-being and security of all people here and
across the oceans.”24 He believed that communication satellites would “serve our
(American) needs and those of other countries and contribute to world peace and
understanding.”25

The invention of video tape recorder (VTR) brings what some call the most
dramatic change to television broadcasting in its history.26 Prior to the VTR, kinescope
was used in television industry to record television programs. “A kinescope is a film
made of a live television broadcast. Kinescopes are usually created by placing a motion
picture camera in front of a television monitor and recording the image off the monitor’s
screen while the program is being aired.”27 By using the Kinescope method, both precious
23
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time and picture quality could be lost, and the poor picture quality it caused also
prohibited any extensive reuse of the films. In 1956, Ampex, an electronics firm in
California, first introduced the VR-1000 videotape recorder for professional
broadcasting. Since then, television programs were no longer unstable and ephemeral
events and could be repeatedly broadcast without losing picture quality. The television
industry responded so enthusiastically that Ampex could not produce machines fast
enough. It was the true beginning of the video age. West Coast television stations could,
without sacrificing picture quality, delay live East Coast news and entertainment
broadcasts for three hours until evening prime time, when most viewers reached their
homes from work. Meanwhile, Videotape had wide impact everywhere on earth,
including remote villages, where inexpensive tapes brought information and
entertainment.28

In 1963, during the concentrated four day television coverage of President
Kennedy’s assassination, almost all of these contemporarily best media technologies
were used. People in the nation and around the world experienced not just a piece of
heart-breaking news, but vivid images of pain and horror. On November 25, 1963, a
national day of mourning, a new chapter was also being written into the media’s history.
By then, the television coverage of President John F. Kennedy’s assassination became the
“most intensive coverage of an event in terms of distance and time in the medium’s
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history.”29 Three major networks, NBC, ABC and CBS, used approximately a total of 119
cameras to cover the event of the President’s funeral. Most of those cameras were
deployed in different locations from the Capitol to Arlington National Cemetery. Then,
the shots caught by the cameras were sent to a control unit in the Capital, from where the
networks broadcast the live and recorded news coverage to the viewers.30

In New York, NBC had the responsibility for transmitting the funeral services on
the communications satellite.31 Through Relay communications satellite, the President
Kennedy’s funeral rites were broadcast live to 23 countries (an estimated combined
population of more than 600 million), the largest number ever to be assembled for a live
program.32 In Britain and Soviet Union, the scheduled programs were suspended on a day
of America’s national mourning; audiences saw part of the funeral procession in live
transmission from Washington D.C. by the communications satellite Telstar.33 Reuters,
the news Agency, said it was believed to be the first time Soviet television officials had
presented to the public a program that was transmitted from the United States by a
satellite.34 In Japan, it should have been a happy day for Japanese television audiences
because the first live American television transmission cross the pacific by means of the
communications satellite was successfully received. Instead of hearing a greeting
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message from President Kennedy via Relay 1, the communications satellite, Japanese
people received the tragic news of the death of the American President.35

After the tragedy, satellite technologies also provided an opportunity for
Americans to see the feelings of people in other nations. The images of world leaders and
people expressing sympathy and condolence at American Embassies were beamed to the
United States by Relay and Telstar satellites. 36

Videotapes of the programs on the President Kennedy’s assassination and his
funeral were sent to many countries to fulfill their need for more information and also to
some countries who had difficulties in receiving satellite transmission. ABC, CBS, NBC
and UPI Newsfilm sent countless hours of films covering all aspects of the President’s
assassination via jet transports to countries on all continents, for example, CBS films said
it had more than 150 people on both the East and West Coasts involved in round-theclock operations to get processed films on their way as soon as possible. At one point it
held a London-bound plane for an hour at New York’s Idlewild airport so that films of
the arrival at Washington of President Johnson and the Casket containing President
Kennedy’s body would reach Europe in time for airing on Saturday.37 ABC said Soviet
television had purchased a one-hour filmed news program from them on the Friday
events. The program was sent by plane to Moscow on Saturday, November 23, 1963.38
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Meanwhile, the technologies of microwave relay and coaxial cable were used to
feed the coverage throughout Canada and Latin America. For example, after President
Kennedy’s assassination, ABC international affiliates in Mexico and the local network
made an immediate arrangement to feed the live coverage through cable into Mexico City
from an ABC affiliate in Laredo.39

Millions of people all over the world viewed these tragic scenes on television. For the
first time, viewing at the same stories, people around the globe paused together to honor
the past President of the United States. Even Panama Canal suspended operations.40 In a
time of national crisis, a wide support and unity among the people is a key to overcome
the difficulty. With the help of the technologies of television medium, informing and
uniting people in the nation and even across the globe in such a very short period of
time—almost instantaneously, become possible. The technologies of television medium
in 1963 helped the realization of “the first television society,” in addition, it also pointed
out the direction of the future development of television media technology from then on,
that is, the technology of the instantaneous communication.
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Chapter III
Television Media and the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy
---The First Television Coverage of National Crisis

November 22nd, 1963 might have been what Walter Cronkite, CBS news anchor,
called, “a day like all days.”41 However, later, several horrible gunshots changed the day,
changed the history and also changed the mass media forever. American President John
F. Kennedy was assassinated on this black Friday. Suddenly, people began to realize that
the nation was in a crisis that they would have never expected in their lives. A great
nation lost its great leader and at the same time it could be in a great danger. The public
was stunned by this unfolding reality and was desperately in need of more information,
answer and help to overcome this national crisis. The moment the first shooting
happened, mass media, especially the newly developed television media, were instantly
being pushed into a test they had never prepared for.

As Air Force One touched down at Love Field in Dallas, Texas in the morning of
November 22, 1963, through televisions, many people in Dallas and across the nation
watched President John F. Kennedy, an idol of a generation, walking out of the cabin and
waving his hands to the crowd. No one at that moment could expect any awful thing
would happen later that day during this President’s short trip in Dallas. However, the
national and local television media had prepared, to some extent, to fully cover the
President’s visit. Besides the large production crews of their own, three major networks,
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ABC, CBS and NBC had their affiliate stations in Dallas and Fort Worth, a neighboring
city, ready to assist to cover the President’s visit. These local television stations are:
ABC-TV affiliate WFAA-TV (Fort Worth), CBS-TV affiliate KRLD-TV (Dallas), and
NBC-TV affiliate WBAP-TV (Fort Worth). These affiliates proved to play an
irreplaceable role in covering the whole event of that day, as Wes Wise, reporter of
KRLD-TV, said, “Dallas reporters portrayed Dallas (in the coverage of the tragedy of
1963) in their ways.” 42

At approximately 11:50 a.m., the Presidential motorcade left Love Field destined
for the Trade Mart where President John F. Kennedy was scheduled to have a luncheon
speech. The good weather allowed the President and First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy to
ride through Dallas in an open-air limousine. Their hosts, the Governor John Connally
and his wife, rode in the jump seats in front of them. Vice President Lyndon Johnson’s
car was behind the presidential limousine. Meanwhile, all correspondents from the
national and local press were taking the two buses following the Vice President. The
three major television networks also sent their reporters. For example, Robert Clark,
Acting White House Correspondent, was from ABC; Robert MacNeil, riding in the first
bus, was a reporter from NBC; Robert Pierpoint, riding in the second bus, was from
CBS.43 Although so many national correspondents were in the motorcade, they were still
unable to catch the tragic moment of President Kennedy’s assassination because those
press vehicles were lined up last in the motorcade.44
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When the motorcade passed through the streets of downtown Dallas, thousands of
excited onlookers were greeting the President. President Kennedy also stopped several
times to greet those well-wishers. These pictures were transmitted live all over the nation
to almost every turned-on television set through cable and microwave relay. Many
viewers still remembered that, nearly a month before, American ambassador to the
United Nations Adlai Stevenson had been attacked in Dallas, which was caught on
videotape by some reporters and then was showed again and again on the national
television networks. Since then, Dallas had been deemed a politically hostile territory by
many people. It seemed that the scenes of Dallas residents’ welcoming the President
would dispel the misgivings of many Americans about the political atmosphere of this
city. Americans saw Dallas as a friendly city again, at least, for the moment.

At 12:30 p.m., when this Presidential motorcade was passing by the Texas School
Book Depository, several gunshots ripped through the air and stunned everyone present.
Governor Connally was struck in the shoulder, wrist and leg. President Kennedy was hit
in the neck and back, and finally suffered a massive fatal would in the rear portion of his
head.45 Meanwhile, as the press vehicles stopped, the reporters ran to search for
telephones because they had no other means to get in touch with the stations, NBC’s
Robert MacNeil found one telephone in a nearby building—the Texas School Book
Depository, the same building from which the shots had been fired. This was but the first
of many reports MacNeil would phone in from Dallas. Based on what he saw, he
described the situation briefly and cautiously:
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“Several shots were fired as President Kennedy’s motorcade passed through
downtown Dallas. Crowds screamed and lay down on the grass as the motorcade went
by. Police broke away and began chasing an unknown gunman across some railroad
tracks. It was not known if the shots were aimed at the President. Repeat, it is not known
if the shots were aimed at the President.”46 However, telephone lines were soon clogged
and did not work property because of a large number of phone calls at the same time.

Although the press missed the live picture of the attack and the news footage was
only black and white, some amateur photographers happened to catch the shootings on
color film that later enabled the public to witness the horror. However, at this very early
stage of the national crisis, without live news coverage and other reliable instant
communication methods, television media had to heavily rely on the Associate Press
(AP) for quick information. At NBC news headquarters in Burbank, California, Tom
Pettit read the AP bulletins on the air about the shooting in Dallas as they came in. All the
West Coast NBC stations, meanwhile, received this news from headquarter and began to
broadcast it. After twenty minutes, the NBC news headquarters in New York assumed the
control of the entire NBC network including the West Coast stations. Moments later, Bill
Ryan and Chet Huntley of NBC-TV, joined by Frank McGee and David Brinkley,
appeared on camera and began their continuous coverage of the event. These four men
shared the anchor position on NBC throughout the four days.47 Grieved over the
unexpected tragedy, Pettit’s following words in his first report might reflected the
feelings of many other journalists in covering this national crisis.
46
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“… It had been an unnerving experience, because the truth of the news had been
as difficult to grasp in the reading as it must have been in the hearing. The task of
continuing expanding news coverage overrode emotion.”48

On CBS, the soap opera As the World Turns was interrupted by a graphic that
read, “CBS News Bulletin” after the shootings happened. Walter Cronkite, news anchor
of CBS, announced the news with cracking voice off camera,

“In Dallas, Texas, three shots were fired at President Kennedy’s motorcade in
downtown Dallas. The first reporters say that President Kennedy has been seriously
wounded by this shooting...”

Walter Cronkite later also described this first reporting of the President’s
assassination as if “it was a running battle between my emotions and my news sense.”49

ABC was among one of the first networks that switched directly to Dallas, where
their affiliate WFAA-TV started reporting from the scene of the luncheon where
President Kennedy was to have an address. When the affiliate gathered the early
information and reported them to the nation, the staff in the New York office was able to
plan their next move. Camera crews and correspondents, videotape facilities and live
remote vans, writers, film editors, and news executives were ready to be dispatched to
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Dallas. Correspondent Bill Lord went to Dallas from New York to support Acting ABC
White House Correspondent Robert Clark and his production crew. From New York,
ABC’s producer Roger Sharp and his crew also flew to Dallas. They all reached Dallas
by Friday night to take over ABC-TV’s operations on the scene.50 As WFAA was helping
feed the network, their Washington bureau was also getting organized to report the
reactions of the public about the assassination.51

In Dallas, local television correspondents kept providing information to the
broadcast networks. Among them was Eddie Barker, news director of local television
station, KRLD, the CBS’s Dallas affiliate. Cronkite, much later in A Reporter's Life, said
Barker's “news sources among the police and hospital personnel were invaluable.” At the
time when the assassination happened, Barker was in Trade Mart preparing to report the
President’s scheduled speech. Barker was live at the Trade Mart off camera trying to sort
through reports from Dealey Plaza when the tragic news reached him.

Barker: “…The shots apparently came from the Texas School Depository, School
Book Depository, which is a building of about eight floors in height…and yes…”

Suddenly, Eddie Barker was interrupted by a man with terrible news, that man
later was identified as a doctor working at Parkland hospital where the President was sent
to after being shot.
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Barker: “We have just been told by a member of the staff at the hospital the
President is dead. The doctor says the President is dead…”

Doctor: “He’d been shot in the chest.”

Barker: “Do you have any report on that?”

Doctor: “Not (yet)…”

Barker: “Thank you! Sir! This is the report of a doctor, who is on the staff
department of the Parkland hospital, who was here for the luncheon. He said the
President is dead. We do not have a confirmation on this. We only pass along words from
a man whom we would take as a good source at this time.”52

While hearing Barker’s interviewing the doctor over the phone, on television
screen, television audiences saw images of the people’s reactions at the Trade Mart for
the luncheon. The people there were shocked and heartbroken. The camera especially
focused on a picture of a sad African American waiter who was wiping his eyes after
hearing such terrible news. Minutes later, audiences were informed the first official
announcement through television. The city mayor, Erick Johnson, confirmed, “It’s true
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that our President in the motorcade had been shot.”53 Moments earlier, outside of
Parkland hospital, hundreds of Dallas residents and journalists were anxiously waiting for
the news about the President’s condition. Bob Huffaker of the KRLD-TV described the
scene to the television viewers:

“…people are crying. Congress, senators, who love the President… a scene of
indescribable sadness and horror at the emergency entrance at the Parkland
hospital…people are wondering ‘is our President going to live?’”

Almost all the television audiences shared the same sadness and concern by
watching the pictures of other people’s reaction. The death of the President Kennedy was
officially announced by the doctors of Parkland hospital at approximately 1 p.m., Central
Standard Time. A priest administered the Last Rites. While CBS began relaying
unconfirmed reports of the President’s death about fifteen minutes before the priest made
the statement, both ABC and NBC took different steps to avoid the conclusion made by
the unofficial sources; they waited to report the death of the President until there was
official word of the death.54

After getting confirmation on President’s death, people began to look for the news
on the questions of who committed this crime, how this could ever happen and how the
nation would handle this crisis. People were eager to know the context of this national
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crisis as well as the crisis management of the nation, so were the television media. Not
long after shooting, the television networks began to closely follow the development of
police investigation in search for the suspect and the moves of the government officials,
especially the Vice President Lyndon Johnson.

The suspect, Lee Harvey Oswald, arrested after a struggle at the Texas City
Theater at around 1:50p.m., was later accused of killing the President and a Dallas police
officer, J.D. Tippit. CBS-TV’s affiliate, KRLD-TV, got the first news footage of Lee
Oswald in custody at the old city hall. By early evening, the hallway of the police
headquarter had been jammed with news cameras and reporters. Police and attorney
showed some evidence including the rifle used by Lee Oswald to the reporters.55 Lee
Oswald was also brought in to face the interview of the reporters. Some reporters
emotionally yelled out at Lee Oswald “Why did you kill the president?” Later, Eddie
Barker described the situation of having so many reporters at the police headquarter
“anyone who views the tape will immediately be struck by the remarkable access the
reporters had to the suspect Lee Oswald.” Policeman Glenn King claimed the reason for
letting the press meet directly with Lee Oswald was to let the case be “as open as possible
to public”, in other words, “in the eye of the public.”56 However, it was also this
remarkable access the journalists had that claimed the life of Lee Oswald later on that
Sunday.
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While some reporters were gathering around the police headquarter, others were
reporting the swearing-in of a new President. Though television screens, people around
the nation watched Lyndon Johnson making his first television statement as the new
President of the United States at a Washington’s airport. His words were short and plain,
but they were powerful because they “bound the nation together.”57

“I will do my best. That is all I can do. I ask for your help…”58

The pictures of Lyndon Johnson’s swearing-in and his first presidential statement
on television conveyed a strong message to the public and even the rest of the world, that
is, with the emergence of a new leadership, the situation of the nation was under control
and political environment was stable. In the evening of a tragic day, television viewers
saw President Lyndon Johnson as a symbol of leadership; Jackie Kennedy, in her
bloodstained dress, as an embodiment of bravery and calm. Therefore, their frequent
appearances on television seemed more important than any statement during this early
stage of the national crisis. ABC White House Correspondent William H. Lawrence, who
had been covering the White House for more than twenty year, held: “I think that was the
whole lesson of those four days. Although we mourn the death of a President, we don’t
witness the collapse of the Constitutional system or the setting-in of chaos.” 59 Mike
Pengra, a producer-director at the educational television station in Austin, Texas, said, for
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the first time, mass communications demonstrated vividly the process of democracy
under which we live.

To the television media, Friday, November 22, 1963, to some extent, also meant a
day of chaos. In this day, television media did not catch up the speed of radio in
conveying the breaking news. The first piece of news about shooting was actually
announced though radio, instead of on television. At that time, television technologies
were not advanced enough to convey the breaking news as quickly as the radio did in a
sudden crisis situation and even did not catch the moment of assassination on film. After
news anchor Walter Cronkite announced the first piece of the shocking news of President
Kennedy’s assassination without any video image, CBS, ironically, cut to a commercial
for Nescafe.

However, the television media were growing up during this chaos. In the
afternoon, less than a few hours after the assassination, all television networks in the
nation took an unprecedented measure by canceling all commercials and all
entertainment programs for the news, special coverage of the assassination and the
related development. ABC, CBS and NBC unanimously said that they would keep
suspending commercials and other entertainment programs until after the Kennedy’s
funeral.60 In talking about the financial impact caused by suspending all the commercials,
James C. Hagerty, ABC news vice president, said: “Money was not a factor. We did what
had to be done with no thought of expense.”61
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Saturday was still a day of mourning. Besides reporting that Lee Harvey Oswald
was formally charged with murder of the President and providing information on the
suspect’s backgrounds, all the three major networks ran their documentary tributes to the
late President. Old tapes and speeches of President Kennedy constantly appeared on
television screens. In the evening, CBS and other television networks also presented a
memorial concert or funeral music to mourn the death of President Kennedy.

Many scholars argued that it was Sunday’s event of Oswald’s assassination that
defined the impact on the evolution of television.62 After experiencing the chaotic Friday,
the television media had become more mature by being quicker and more sensitive to any
media event following the Kennedy’s assassination. The three major television networks
fully prepared for any situation, such as the unexpected Lee Oswald’s assassination and
President Kennedy’s funeral. It was this kind of full preparation that made a first
televised murder and an unprecedented international coverage of the President’s funeral
into reality in the mass media’s history.

Before the transfer of Lee Oswald, a NBC producer said: “One executive had a
premonition, he made sure we were adequately covered in Dallas. He felt something
serious might happen, and we had very carefully planned that half-hour to go to Dallas at
the time Oswald was brought out. We had cameras at both jails to cover it. All details
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were planned… the New York anchorman would switch to Dallas. Dallas said ‘give it to
me’ just as the doors opened. It was not luck, this was well-planned coverage.”63

On Sunday, when Lee Oswald was transferring from the city prison to the county
jail, the press assembled in the basement of the city jail to cover the transfer. ABC was
unable to have live television camera at the city jail and so later only obtained film
footage of the homicide. ABC had three mobile units in the local area. One of them was
at the county jail, and the other two were being used to cover a Baptist church service in
Fort Worth so that on Sunday morning viewers would not feel tired of coverage that only
showed the viewing of the President’s casket in the Rotunda and preparations for
Oswald’s transfers. The local ABC station, independently and possibly for some of the
same reasons, elected to cover a Methodist church service in Dallas. Only after the
decisions and commitments had been made did it become quite evident that this would
leave ABC with only one mobile unite to cover Oswald’s transfer. As one ABC executive
put it, “Here is a real case of crossed wires. We should have checked with them
beforehand, but nobody thought of it.” Left with one mobile unit, the network people in
Dallas and the affiliate station people had to decide how it could be deployed in the best
way. It was felt that this would be a crucial decision. Finally, ABC placed its remaining
mobile unite at the county jail and two film cameras in the city jail.64 At approximately
11:20 a.m., when Oswald, flanked by policemen, emerged from the basement jail. A man,
later identified as Jack Ruby, a nightclub owner, leaped from the crowd of reporters, and
shot Oswald. Oswald was rushed to Parkland hospital and pronounced dead at 1:07p.m..
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His death was announced by the chief of Dallas police department, Jesse Curry. While
ABC and CBS were quite frustrated at having recorded the event only on film, NBC
quietly appreciated its live coverage scoop. NBC, by cutting quickly and abruptly to
Dallas, was the only network to carry the murder “live.” As Doyle Vinson, Assistant
News Director of NBC’s affiliate WBAP-TV, recalled it: “NBC correspondent Tom
Pettit was in the basement of City Hall with live cameras and he was on the network with
live narration by the time Oswald was shot.”65 When NBC reporter Tom Pettit kept
repeating “He’s been shot; he’s been shot; Lee Oswald has been shot” at the scene, the
Oswald’s murder became America’s first major see-it-as-it-happens national event.”66

Through Sunday, the television networks stations had also been preparing remote
units at several places along the route to photograph and describe the cortege from almost
every angle. NBC Correspondent Robert Goralski was positioned atop the Apex building
with a remote unit the network had rented from WBAL in Baltimore. They could see all
the way down Pennsylvania Avenue from the Apex building. NBC used three other
production unites to cover the cortege on Sunday.67

NBC remained on the air all night long with their cameras studying the catafalque
and the procession past it. NBC’s Robert Goralski, who had delivered commentary for
the procession and ceremonies much of the day, got home at 10 p.m. Sunday night and
turned on his own television set and began watching the news reports. He said “the
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crowds filed past the Capitol Rotunda until about 2 a.m. the next morning. It wasn’t until
you got home that you had a chance to stop and think.”68

On Monday, November 25, a national day of mourning, television media achieved
a new stage on its crisis management. All television networks not only dropped Lee
Oswald rather quickly but also reached an unprecedented level of cooperation by pooling
camera coverage. Three major networks, ABC, CBS and NBC supplied more than 50
cameras for the joint coverage alone. Furthermore, each different network was assigned
different responsibilities according to their agreement. For example, CBS was in charge
of the control unit in the Capitol from where it sent edited pictures to other networks;
NBC had responsibility for transmitting the funeral services on the communications
satellite to other nations.69 Television viewing reached its highest level in history during
this period, attaining a 93 per cent sets-in-use rating during the funeral procession from
the White House to Arlington national Cemetery. More than half of the New York homes
with television sets remained tuned for thirteen consecutive hours on Monday, the final
day in the four-day period of special programming.70 Dallas audiences watched three
funerals. Besides receiving the broadcast of the President’s funeral process in
Washington D.C. from the three networks, Dallas viewers also saw the service of slain
police officer J. D. Tippit Jr. and later the burial of the Lee Oswald. KRLD-TV sent film
crews to record Oswald’s funeral that day but it did not show until later Monday night.
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On November 26, following the national day of mourning, the nation resumed its
business. Even as to Jack Ruby, the media did not report any detailed and continuous
information on him until his trial in early 1964. President Lyndon Johnson praised the
television media for their performance during this national crisis:

“Television’s remarkable performance in communicating news of President John
F. Kennedy’s assassination and the events that followed was a source of sober
satisfaction to all Americans.
It acted swiftly. It acted surely. It acted intelligently and in impeccable taste.
On that unforgettable weekend in November 1963, television provided a personal
experience which all could share, a vast religious service which all could attend, and a
unifying bond which all could feel.
I take this opportunity to add my voice to those who already have recognized
television’s historic contribution.”

This concentrated four-day commercial free television coverage of Kennedy’s
assassination and its aftermath was an unprecedented challenge for the television media
at that time. Through covering the events and helping the nation manage the crisis in such
a short time, the television media had learned valuable lessons and gained plentiful
experience.

The President of ABC News, Elmer Lower, in looking back on this marathon
telecast, said: “There has never been a story like this. The presence for the first time of
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electronic and film media at the climactic moments of a story, the great figures of our
country and the world who took part and, of course, that fact that it was all so
unbelievable.”71
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Chapter IV
Timeline of the 2001 September 11 Terrorist Attacks
(American Eastern Standard Time)

September 11, 2001

8:45 a.m.: A hijacked passenger jet, American Airlines Flight 11, which left Boston en
route to Los Angles with 92 people on board, crashed into the 110-story north tower of
the World Trade Center in lower Manhattan.
9:03 a.m.: A second hijacked airliner, United Airlines Flight 175 carrying 65 passengers
from Boston, crashed into the south tower of the World Trade Center and exploded. Both
buildings were burning.
9:17 a.m.: The Federal Aviation Administration shut down all New York City area
airports.
9:21 a.m.: The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey ordered all bridges and
tunnels in the New York area closed.
9:30 a.m.: President Bush, speaking in Sarasota, Florida, said the country had suffered
“an apparent terrorist attack." Through the media, he also said he would order "a fullscale investigation to hunt down and to find those folks who committed this act.
Terrorism against our nation will not stand."
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9:40 a.m.: The FAA halted all flight operations at U.S. airports: the first time in U.S.
history that air traffic nationwide had been halted.
Approximately 9:43 a.m.: American Airlines Flight 77 with 64 people abroad crashed
into the Pentagon, severely damaging one side of the building.
9:45 a.m.: The U.S. government buildings in Washington including the Capitol and the
White House were evacuated.
9:57 a.m.: President Bush departed from Florida.
10:00 a.m.: The south tower of the World Trade Center collapsed, plummeting into the
streets below. A massive cloud of dust and debris formed and slowly drifted away from
the building.
10:10 a.m.: A portion of the Pentagon collapsed.
10:10 a.m.: United Airlines Flight 93 with 38 passengers and seven crew members, also
hijacked, crashed in Somerset County, Pennsylvania.
10:13 a.m.: The United Nations building evacuated.
10:24 a.m.: The FAA reported that all inbound transatlantic aircraft flying into the United
States were to be diverted to Canada.
10:28 a.m.: The World Trade Center's north tower collapsed.
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About 11:02 a.m.: New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani urged New Yorkers to stay at
home and ordered an evacuation of Manhattan south of Canal Street.
11:16 a.m.: CNN reported that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention were
preparing emergency-response teams in a precautionary move.
12:15 p.m.: The Immigration and Naturalization Service said U.S. borders with Canada
and Mexico were on the highest state of alert.
1:04 p.m.: President Bush, speaking from Barksdale Air Force Base in Louisiana, said
that security measures were being taken. He asked for prayers for those killed or
wounded in the attacks and said: "Make no mistake, the United States will hunt down and
punish those responsible for these cowardly acts."
1:27 p.m.: A state of emergency was declared in Washington, D.C..
About 1:44 p.m.: The Pentagon said five warships and two aircraft carriers would leave
the U.S. Naval Station in Norfolk, Virginia, to protect the East Coast from further attack
and to reduce the number of ships in port. Meanwhile, President Bush left Barksdale Air
Force Base aboard Air Force One and flied to an Air Force base in Nebraska.
2:38 p.m.: At the first televised Press conference after the event, Giuliani said that the
efforts and focus from then on was to save as many lives as possible. Asked about the
number of people killed, Giuliani said, "I don't think we want to speculate about that -more than any of us can bear."
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4:00 p.m.: CNN National Security Correspondent David Ensor reported that U.S.
officials said there were "good indications" that Saudi militant Osama bin Laden,
suspected of coordinating the bombings of two U.S. embassies in 1998, was involved in
the attacks.
4:06 p.m.: California Gov. Gray Davis dispatched urban search-and-rescue teams to New
York.
4:25 p.m.: The American Stock Exchange, the Nasdaq and the New York Stock
Exchange said they would remain closed Wednesday.
4:30 p.m.: The president left Offutt Air Force Base in Nebraska aboard Air Force One to
return to Washington.
About 5:20 p.m.: The 47-story Building 7 of the World Trade Center complex collapsed.
The evacuated building was damaged when the twin towers across the street collapsed
earlier in the day. Other nearby buildings in the area remained ablaze.
6:10 p.m.: Mayor Giuliani urged New Yorkers to stay home Wednesday if they can.
6:40 p.m.: U.S. Defense Secretary, Donald Rumsfeld, held a news conference in the
Pentagon, noting the building was operational. "It will be in business tomorrow," he said.
6:54 p.m.: President Bush arrived back at the White House aboard Marine One and was
scheduled to address the nation at 8:30 p.m.
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7:20 p.m.: President Bush declared New York a major disaster in the wake of the attacks
on the World Trade Center.
7:45 p.m.: The New York Police Department said that at least 78 officers were missing.
The city also reported that as many as half of the first 400 firefighters on the scene were
killed.
8:30 p.m.: President Bush addressed the nation, saying, "Thousands of lives were
suddenly ended by evil" and asked for prayers for the families and friends of Tuesday's
victims. "These acts shattered steel, but they cannot dent the steel of American resolve,"
he said. The president said the U.S. government would make no distinction between the
terrorists who committed the acts and those who harbored them. He added that
government offices in Washington were reopening for essential personnel Tuesday night
and for all workers Wednesday.
11:54 p.m.: CNN Washington Bureau Chief Frank Sesno reported that a government
official told him there was an open microphone on one of the hijacked planes and that
sounds of discussion and "duress" were heard. Sesno also reported a source says law
enforcement had "credible" information and leads and was confident about the
investigation.
September 12, 2001
From the early morning, people began to look for the missing persons. New York Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani warned the death toll would be thousands at the World Trade Center.
Firefighters continued to douse flames in New York and Washington. President Bush
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began his first full day back in the White House, he declared the attacks were "acts of
war" and began to rally “an international coalition to combat terrorism”, he also visited
the damaged Pentagon in the afternoon.

September 13, 2001

President Bush spoke by telephone with Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani in the morning and
then met with members of Congress from New York and Virginia about assistance to
families and victims of the attack. President Bush vowed that America would "lead the
world to victory" over terrorism in a struggle he termed the first war of the 21st century.
Hijacking trail led FBI to a Florida Flight school and the names of suspects and planners
said to be known. Secretary of State Colin Powell identified Osama Bin Laden as
the prime suspect and said other countries could no longer remain neutral in the fight
against terrorism. The United States would respond with a sustained military campaign,
not a single strike, Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz said. Air travel cautiously
resumed today.

September 14, 2001

In the morning, President Bush arrived at Washington National Cathedral for prayer
serve, he said: “We are here in the middle hour of our grief.” In the afternoon, President
Bush arrived in downtown New York, visited the WTC site and addressed the rescue
workers. President Bush declared national emergency and gave military authority to call
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50,000 reservists to active duty. Justice Department released names of the 19 hijackers.
Afghanistan's Taliban militia warned of "revenge" if United States attacked it for
harboring bin Laden. President Bush led four former presidents and nation in prayer at
National Cathedral and visits trade center site.

September 15, 2001

President Bush told the military to get ready for a long war against terrorism and vowed
to “do what it takes to win.” The State Department warned governments would
be isolated if they tolerated or assisted terrorist groups. Pakistan agreed to the full list of
U.S. demands for a possible attack on neighboring Afghanistan.

September 16, 2001

President Bush pledged "crusade" to "rid the world of evil-doers," brushed off reported
Osama bin Laden denial. U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney warned that those who harbor
terrorists would face "the full wrath of the United States." Pakistani official said senior
delegation sent to Afghanistan to deliver U.S. message: hand over Osama bin Laden or
risk massive assault.

September 17, 2001
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The supreme leader of Afghanistan's Taliban said a grand council of Islamic clerics
would decide whether to hand over bin Laden. The Federal Reserve cut its key interest
rate to try to keep the economy from plunging into a recession. Investors sent stocks
reeling on Wall Street's first day of trading since the attacks. The list of people FBI
wanted detained in the United States and abroad grew to nearly 200. In the afternoon,
President Bush made his speech “Islam is Peace” at Islamic Center of Washington, D.C.,
he said: “The face of terror is not the true faith of Islam. That's not what Islam is all
about. Islam is peace. These terrorists don't represent peace. They represent evil and
war.”
October 7, 2001
America began the war on terrorism in Afghanistan. President Bush addressed nation on
television: “On my orders, the United States military has begun strikes against al Qaeda
terrorist training camps and military installations of the Taliban regime in
Afghanistan. These carefully targeted actions are designed to disrupt the use of
Afghanistan as a terrorist base of operations, and to attack the military capability of the
Taliban regime.” Later, the American television networks broadcast a statement from
Osama Bin Laden pre-taped in anticipation of the U.S. move and delivered to the Arabian
al-Jazeera television network.
October 10, 2001
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National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice asked the American television networks to
edit the videotaped statements by Osama bin Laden and his followers rather than
broadcast them live and in their entirely.
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Chapter V
Technologies of Television Medium in 2001
---The Arrival of “the Instantaneous Communications”

The technologies of the television medium have made enormous progress over the
past four decades, since the formation of the first television society in history. Today’s
viewers enjoy a more miraculous world that television creates than anyone could ever
imagine. The widespread use of color television since late 1960s and the advent of highdefinition television (HDTV) and digital television since 1980s provide viewers with
better video and audio qualities that greatly attract the public to get information from
television. Most importantly, the dramatic strides of media technology has made by the
television industry not only result in more media outlets providing the public with a
variety of information but also push the television news coverage onto a stage of the
instantaneous communications. The cable television system, communication satellites,
electronic newsgathering equipment (ENG) and the recent videophone form the core of
instantaneous communications.

During the early stages of television development, people living far away from
cities or places where television stations were located could receive only blurred pictures
on their televisions because of the interference caused by the long distance. In the late
1940s, people placed large antennas on hilltops high above the average terrain in the
outlying areas, from which distant television signals could then be carried by wires into
home television receivers. By doing this, hundreds of thousands of home television
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receivers in the rural areas could receive television signals with better quality. At that
time, cable television was called “community antenna television (CATV). Today, the
cable television system is more complex and has been much improved. For example,
before the 1980s, most cable systems transmitted electronic television signals via coaxial
cable which could only allow a limited number of channels. The use of fiber-optic
technology today solves this problem. Fiber optics can handle as many as 1000 channels
without interference. Richard Campbell (1998) explains how cable television works: in a
cable system, television signals are processed at a computerized nerve center, or headend,
which operates various large satellite dishes that receive and process long-distance
signals from one television station to another. In addition, the headend houses receiving
equipment that can pick up signals from a local television station or from a nearby city’s
television station. It relays each channel, local network affiliate, independent station, and
public television signal along its own separate line. After “downlinking” various channels
from satellite and pulling in nearby stations from the airwaves, headend computers relay
them to a community in the same way that telephone calls and electric power reach the
home. Most television channels are relayed from the headend through trunk and feeder
cables attached to existing utility poles. Cable companies rent space on these poles from
phone and electric companies. Signals are then transmitted to drop or tap lines that run
from the utility poles into homes. As television signals move from drop lines to television
sets, they may pass through a cable converter box, which inputs each channel and enables
the television set to receive 30 to 120 signals.72
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Cable News Network (CNN) is one of the most important innovations since the
establishment of the cable networks and one of the biggest achievements in cable
television during the final quarter of the 20th century. In 1960, fewer than 2 percent of
American television households had cable television. By 1981, over 23 million American
homes were hooked up to cable. Nielsen reported that, by 1984, 42.5 percent
(35,738,000) of U.S. television households were wired for cable.73 Long before Ted
Turner was thinking about establishing this around-the-clock cable news channel, he had
foreseen the potential and bright future of cable television. Launched in June, 1980, as a
relatively small television news organization compared to other major networks, CNN
has experienced a variety of difficulties and setbacks. However, “by 1990, Ted Turner's
24 hour-a-day creation had become a major source for breaking news. Praise became so
routine that few were surprised when a mid-1990s Roper survey found viewers ranked
CNN as the "most fair" among all TV outlets, and the Times Mirror's Center for The
People & The Press found viewers trusted CNN more than any television news
organization.”74 Today, besides reaching 56 million household domestically, CNN has
grown into the biggest global news network.75

While broadcast and cable networks are mushrooming, television viewers are
demanding more news and information from these different outlets. To fulfill that need of
the audiences, the news organizations are more eager than ever to get the cutting-edge
news gathering and reporting equipment that enables them to inform the public by
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bringing them the news from anywhere and at anytime. Towards this end, Electronic
News Gathering equipment (ENG) was born in the mid-1970s and was then rapidly used
by most of the television stations in the United States.76 Before 1970s, television news
depended heavily on film, rather than videotape. Film was cumbersome and
inconvenient. It demanded bulky cameras, and elaborate processing and editing. It could
not be reused. When coupled with ENG, videotape not only allowed for ease of editing,
but gave camera crews and reporters greater mobility. Therefore, the time gap between
when reporters got to a news event and when that event was presented to audiences
became significantly lessened, and at times disappeared, because of ENG. Sophisticated
videotape cameras could be coupled to microwave relay units mounted on vehicles or
helicopters, permitting news or stories to be fed back to the stations for editing or even
fed live, as on-the-spot coverage of breaking events.77 Since the forte of ENG is its ability
to record many pictures anywhere and get them on the air very quickly, the television
industry has developed the capability to report many events within hours or minutes, or,
live. Therefore, news becomes more visual, immediate, and interesting.

ENG may have revolutionized television news, but no more so than the
communications satellite. Audiences have come to expect instantaneous coverage of
events from every corner of the globe.78 Before the launch of the synchronous or
geostationary communication satellites, the early communication satellites, such as
Telstar and Relay, worked only for a few hours a day, “when they passed over the
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regions—or footprints—they were serving.”79 In 1965, the launching of the
communications satellite, Early Bird, into synchronous orbit, marked the full-scale
commercial operation of communications satellite. By the early 1970s, a real sense of the
international communication system had emerged, with several synchronous satellites in
fixed positions over the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans. According to Richard
Campbell of Middle Tennessee State University, today, about 65 percent of satellite use
is for television, news, and cable services. Communications satellite plays an essential
role in connecting television stations nationwide. For instance, there are approximately
860 television stations in the U.S. that produce news programming. ABC, CBS and NBC
have about 200 affiliates each. Most of those 860 stations are also affiliated with CNN,
which has a total of 677 affiliates. Usually, those major broadcast networks and cable
networks provide a video wire service in the form of satellite feeds for their affiliates.
Meanwhile, breaking news, such as news of the September 11 terrorist attacks, reported
by one affiliate could be quickly or instantly distributed to other affiliates or even other
nation’s television stations through satellites.

The September 11 terrorist attacks on New York and Washington D.C. brought
the public attentions to instantaneous news coverage. One of the most high profile
technologies the television news media had used in these events was the videophone
technology. As the live images from New York, Washington D.C. and even from
Afghanistan were delivered to American households, for the first time in history, “the
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satellite videophone is changing the face of international television reporting” in such a
dramatic way.80

The videophone’s debut dates back to the April of 2001. It delivered American
audiences the images of U.S. spy-plane crew leaving China’s Hainan province days after
the plane’s colliding with a Chinese fighter. The videophone is “a good first resource to
use while we transport our uplink and set it up,” says Frank Governale, CBS News Vice
President for Operations.81 Videophone technology, when coupled with satellite phones
or high-speed telephone lines, can enable television reporters to travel in remote areas
and send back live news accounts. The device, which can be powered by a car battery,
has connections for both video and audio. Its crucial function is to take the images from a
video camera and compress them, and then provide an output signal that can be
transmitted with telephone equipment.82 The phone relays the signal via a
communications satellite parked in geostationary orbit at 22,300 miles above the earth.
Although it has low image quality because of the low transmission rate, its unique feature
is that it is easy to set up and to broadcast news live from anywhere, in any situation. Traditional
portable satellite dishes weigh more than a half ton and have about 13 components; the
videophone itself is about the size of a laptop computer but twice as thick. Its components fit into
four suitcases and can be assembled or broken down in minutes. It needs neither those bulky
uplink trucks one encounters outside courthouses or public buildings where news is breaking, nor
fixed transmission facilities. “They may not have been the world’s greatest pictures, but they
80
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were live,” says Peter Beardow, the managing director of 7E Communication Ltd., which makes
the device.

Today’s media technologies provide television journalists with more powerful
tools and more opportunities in news reporting than ever before. During the national
crisis of the September 11 terrorist attacks and its aftermath, these technologies of the
instantaneous communications were widely and intensively used to cover the events and
to help the nation and its people cope with this catastrophe. On the day of terror, in New
York City, the cable television system still functioned throughout the crisis and served
the city after most of the broadcast signals went to dark;83 From the rescue scenes at New
York City and Washington D.C. to the Taliban news conference in the capital of
Afghanistan, the ENG, satellite and videophone technologies provided people all over the
world with great opportunities to see the side of justice as well as the side of evil
simultaneously.

However, these new media technologies also bring some new challenges to
television media, especially in a time of national crisis. After all, instantaneous
communications technology cannot fully demonstrate its potential advantages unless the
television media know how to fully utilize it to benefit themselves and the public. The
events of the September 11 terrorist attacks are good examples of how television media,
with the use of these modern technologies, have changed its roles in a time of national
crisis.
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Chapter VI
Television Media and the September 11 Terrorist Attacks
---The Television Coverage of the First National Crisis in the 21st Century

Tuesday, September 11, 2001, started as a clear morning in New York and
Washington D.C.. However, at 8:45 a.m., when the first commercial airplane crashed into
the north tower of the World Trade Center, the day then became what Dan Rather, CBS
news anchorman, described as one of the darkest days in the history of the United States.
The September 11 terrorist attacks happened so suddenly and “terminated in the most
deadly, most damaging case of terrorism in history.”84 No one, at that time, could ever
predict or believe such a horrible thing could actually happen except those terrorists who
planned and carried out these attacks. Although the broadcast and cable television
networks usually had some plans to deal with emergency or crisis situations even before
September 11 of 2001, they had never expected these attacks would take place on such an
extraordinary scale. “We are trained when something happens to know what to do,” said
Steve Friedman, Senior Executive Producer of CBS, “but nothing could train you for
this.”85 Just like the rest of us, reporters and anchors of the American television media
were deeply shocked on the day of September 11. “What?” Peter Jennings of ABC was
so stunned when he heard that one of the World Trade Centers had just collapsed.86 Due
to the overwhelming amount of information flowing at an extremely high speed, there
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was no way that a television network could follow the normal process of reporting,
analyzing and editing news. Sometimes, just simply passing raw information to the public
could be a wise idea considering the precious time may mean that a life could be saved if
a certain type of blood was needed urgently; sometimes, raw reporting could also create
flawed information, which would cause some kind of damage to others. There is such a
dilemma for journalists to deal with in a time of crisis or emergency. The extent to which
they can successfully deal with this is no longer just a question of experience or being
ethical or not. It has become a question of how the media can help manage the crisis
situation since September 11, 2001. “Every decision we make is minute-by-minute,” said
Leslie Moonves, President of Viacom Inc.’s CBS unit.87 To journalism, such an extreme,
traumatic, and critical situation as September 11 requires both immediacy and credibility.
This is a special task that no journalist had really experienced before September 11.
However, while facing such an unprecedented challenge, many journalists of the
television networks did not let the chaos and their inevitable personal emotions stop or
even interrupt their continuous work; instead, they stayed calm most of the time and
showed their professional capabilities.

Almost seconds after the beginning of this national crisis, the major television
networks, NBC, CBS, ABC and CNN, started to assume the unusual and critical
responsibilities of disseminating all relevant and important information to the public,
establishing a close contact between the leaders and people, and taking part in the relief
efforts.
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At the early stage of national crisis, the main tasks of media outlets are to collect all kinds
of information available, to “draw” a clear picture of what was or is happening from sources, and
then carefully and cautiously to pass information to the public. Usually, at this stage, there are
few or no immediate official confirmations of any kind from the government or any other reliable
sources because of the sudden nature of terrorism. Terrorist acts always take place so swiftly and
devastatingly that no one could have fully prepared for it, especially the September 11 terrorist
attacks. In many cases, the government even has to rely on the news media to provide the latest
development and relevant information. At the early stage of a national crisis, typically, several
major emergency measures could be taken within a major television network to cope with the
chaotic situation: (a) strengthen the cooperation on live coverage of the news with the local
television stations or affiliates; (b) get information from reporters who happen to be on the
scene(s); (c) send news team(s) to the scene(s) or place(s) close to the scene(s), and (d) interview
eyewitnesses to get their descriptions of the situation. By doing so, the first account of what has
happened and the latest development of the situation could be established. The event of the
September 11 terrorist attacks is an example of how the television media resort to their own crisis
management strategy in a time of national crisis.
Hearing that a plane had just crashed into the World Trade Center, almost
instantaneously, television journalists managed to report the first piece of the shocking news to
their viewers. Television correspondents and news anchors were stunned by this sudden
catastrophe. However, they did not show any sign of panic in front of the camera. Thousands of
millions of audiences saw their calm and reassuring appearances on television during this critical
time; a sense of business-as-usual was transmitted to the viewers through the continuous and
concentrated news coverage. Their performance did convey such a message to the public that a
strong nation had not been disintegrated. They reported as cautiously and accurately as possible.
With all kinds of information at hand, the television networks did not forget to remind viewers
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the limited amount of information they had collected by then. When the reporters and anchors
expressed their personal opinions, they stressed that those personal thoughts were just
“speculations” so that misunderstandings in reporting could be minimized and the viewers would
be reminded to make their own judgments on any information they received at the moment.
On ABC, Diane Sawyer and Charles Gibson were hosting “Good Morning America”
show when the first attack happened in New York. Not far away, Don Dahler, an ABC news
correspondent, was getting dressed for work at home in Tribeca, about half a mile from the World
Trade Center. When he heard the first plane hit, he called into ABC using his cellular phone.
ABC responded immediately and suspended all the regularly scheduled programs. Around
8:51a.m., right after being alerted to the breaking news, Diane Sawyer told viewers of the show in
a cautious manner:
“We want to tell you what we know as we know it. But we just got a report in that there's
been some sort of explosion at the World Trade Center in New York City. One report said--and
we can't confirm any of this--that a plane may have hit one of the two towers of the World Trade
Center. But again, you're seeing the live pictures here. We have no further details than that. We
don't know anything about what they have concluded happened there this morning but we're
going to find out. And, of course, make sure that everybody knows on the air.”
Co-anchor, Charles Gibson, also emphasized that no more details were available about
the incident at that point although he mentioned the terrorism of the 1993 World Trade Center
bombing.88
On NBC’s “Today Show”, Matt Lauer was interviewing Richard Hack, author of the
book “Hughes”. After being told that a plane had just hit the World Trade Center, Matt Lauer told
88
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Richard Hack and the viewers: “ok, I have to interrupt you now… we’re going to go live right
now and show you a picture of the World Trade Center, where I understand—do we have it? We
have a breaking story…” 89 After a short break, anchor Katie Couric continued to tell viewers that
"apparently" a plane had crashed into the tower and then she interviewed a witness on the phone.
Meanwhile, CNN's Amanda Lang was reporting from the New York Stock Exchange; back in the
CNN center at Atlanta, chief news executive Eason Jordan was in the middle of the network's
daily morning meeting.
"Suddenly, our New York managing editor (Edith Chapin) started screaming at the top of
her lungs that there was a report that a plane had just hit the World Trade Center," said Jordan,
"we looked up at all of the TV monitors and there was nothing--just the usual sort of 8:40ishtype programming."
Jordan and other staffers in the conference room ran into the newsroom. By the time they
got there, the New York City bureau had already pointed a camera from the balcony of its 22ndfloor offices toward the burning building about three miles downtown.90

When CBS’ “The Early Show” was airing an update about the winners of its
“Week of Wishes” contest, Senior Executive Producer Steve Friedman and other staff in
the control room looked up at monitors that showed views from “Early Show” cameras
throughout the city. They saw smoke coming out of one of the World Trade Center.
“Smoke,” he says, “not fire.” Then they called their local affiliate in New York, WCBS,
and got the confirmation that a plane had just hit one of the twin towers. Soon after, from
WCBS, a live picture of the north tower of World Trade Center belching out black smoke
89
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appeared on CBS. New anchorman Bryant Gumbel announced this breaking news in
front of the camera:

“It’s 8:52 here in New York, I’m Bryant Gumbel. We understand that there has
been a plane crash on the southern tip of Manhattan…We understand that a plane has
crashed into the World Trade Center.

We don’t know anything more than that. We don’t know if it was a commercial
aircraft. We don’t know if it was a private aircraft. We have no idea how many were on
board or what the extent of the injuries are.”91

A moment later, Gumbel connected one of the eyewitnesses on the phone to get a
description of the situation. Throughout the day, anchors of all major networks
interviewed witnesses over the phones as well as getting information from their own
reporters. Looking at the live images on the television screen, Charles Gibson of ABC
said to the audiences, “we know so little now, other than what we can see from these
pictures.” By interviewing as many eyewitnesses as possible, the television media could
tell their audiences more than what the people could see from their television screens. As
Peter Jennings said later when he was reporting the attack on the Pentagon: “again, we
have to say that sometimes the camera and the eye don't see precisely what is happening
(By interviewing eyewitnesses), every story helps us to put together a picture of what
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actually has happened.”92 At this early stage of the national crisis, the footage of the
World Trade Center which was hit by the first plane was still not available on the
television. Television viewers as well as the journalists were not only terrified by what
they saw but also confused by what had happened. People were asking: “How could a
plane hit the World Trade Center in such a good and clear day?”; “Is that a missile or
plane?”; “What kind of plane was that?” The interviews with eyewitnesses, therefore,
could tell journalists and the television viewers what they did not see at the moment, in
other words, people got a better idea of what had happened.

People were staring at the terrifying image of the north tower belching out black
smoke and talking about the unbelievable “accident”. However, about seventeen minutes
later, unbelievably, they witnessed on television the second hijacked airliner crashing into
the second tower of the World Trade Center.

As the heartland of the media industry, New York City boasts many excellent
journalists who are always ready to do their jobs anywhere at any time. Their
professional sensitivity and commitment to journalism made a difference on September
11, 2001 and in the days following. Their quick response to the emergency helped
information flow unimpeded in a time of a big crisis like this and unite the people across
the nation. In the early stage of this national crisis, a lot of valuable information that
describes and possibly interprets the situation came from those television reporters who
happened to be on the scene or were close to the scene. For example, Elliot Walker, an
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NBC producer, also lived near the World Trade Center. When he heard the loud sound of
the plane crashing into the north tower, he was walking down the sidewalk delivering his
young daughter to school. Without hesitation, he called into the NBC immediately and
began to report.93 When Katie Couric, an NBC anchor, was asking him questions about
evacuation at the World Trade Center site, the second plane hit another tower of the
World Trade Center. Walker was stunned: “Oh, another one [plane] just hit. Something
else just hit, a very large plane just flew directly over my building…”

On ABC, Don Dahler was also on the scene reporting the situation resulted from
the first attack when the second attack took place. Just like the other reporters, he could
not believe his eyes while looking at the tragedy happening. The emotional term of “Oh,
My God!” are the first words he could express. Then Charles Gibson, ABC anchor,
asserted, “concerted effort to attack the World Trade Center that is under way in
downtown New York.”94

Back in networks’ studios, the anchors were shocked just as deeply as those
correspondents on the scene while hearing the description from the eyewitnesses. They
could not just believe what they saw on the television screen.

On CBS, when the second plane hit the south tower, Bryant Gumbel was
interviewing the third eyewitness about the situation of the north tower.
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Gumbel continued: “…I understand Theresa Renaud is with us right now.
Ms.Renaud, good morning. This is Bryant Gumbel; I’m down on 59th and 5th. Where are
you?”

Theresa Renaud: “I am in Chelsea, and we are at 8th and 16th. We’re in the tallest
building in the area, and my window faces south, so it looks directly onto the World
Trade Center. Approximately ten minutes ago there was a major explosion from about the
80th floor—looks like it’s affected probably four to eight floors. Major flames are coming
out of the north side and also the east side of the building. It was a very loud explosion,
followed by flames, and it looks like the building is still on fire on the inside. …Oh,
there’s another one—another plane just hit. [Gasps; yelling] Oh, my God! Another plane
has just hit—it hit another building, flew right into the middle of it. My God, it’s right in
the middle of the building.”

Gumbel: “This one into [Tower 2]?”

Renaud: “Yes, yes, right in the middle of the building…That was definitely…on
purpose.”

Gumbel: Why do you say that was definitely on purpose?”
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Renaud: “Because it just flew straight into it.” 95

After 9:03 a.m., all networks showed again and again the images of the second
Word Trade Center being hit by a second plane. Because there were only 17 minutes
between the two plane crashes, many viewers including the reporters were still talking
about the first “accident” during this period of time. Immediately, people realized that
was not accidents, but real terrorist acts. At this point, all the news personalities quickly
responded these happenings by taking the emergency measures. After 9:43 a.m., when
the American Airlines Flight 77 crashed into the Pentagon, all the networks also
broadcast live pictures of the Pentagon with lots of smoke after the attacks. Television
screens were divided into two parts. One is the live picture of the damaged Pentagon and
the other is the Twin Towers. Because of the fact that there was no video footage
available at the time when the American Airlines Flight 77 crashed into the Pentagon,
journalists and audiences could only see an image of the Pentagon with a portion
damaged. Anchors in the studio, again, remained cautious in conveying the news to their
viewers.

Gumbel of CBS was shocked: “Oh, my God, we are looking at a live picture from
Washington and there is a smoke rising out of the Pentagon. It would appear that there is
another major explosion at the nation’s capital. Smoke over the Pentagon. We don’t
know whether this is a result of bomb or whether it is yet another aircraft that has
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targeted this symbol of the United States power, but there is smoke rising out of the
Pentagon.”96
Collecting information is not an easy task, even to the most experienced
journalists from the major networks. However, from the very beginning of this national
crisis, a variety of means and tools were used to guarantee the public or the viewers could
get the maximum amount of information. For example, CNN, like other major networks,
had the advantage of their local affiliates, whose traffic helicopters had been hovering on
their morning rounds and quickly detoured to the lower tip of Manhattan. When the
second plane struck the World Trade Center, they all caught the disaster live.97 Moments
after the attacks, dozens of microwave trucks, satellite trucks and camera crews lined the
streets near the World Trade Center site and the Pentagon and could not get into the
already crowed streets closer to the site. While most of the streets in the lower Manhattan
had to be cleared for the emergency vehicles and equipments, hours later, most news and
traffic helicopters, believed to number under 200 nationwide, had been demanded to be
grounded by the Federal Aviation Administration. Videophone, at this moment, greatly
helped reporters fulfill their goal of gathering and recording valuable information. CNN
deployed all eight of its satellite videophones including some that were used at downtown
Manhattan because the loss of the transmitters on the top of the World Trade Center
made live reports there difficult. Although the images videophone conveyed, sometimes,
were jerky, Eason Jordan, CNN’s chief news executive, said, “Some information is better
than no information.”
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In the rural area of Pittsburgh where the hijacked United Flight 93 crashed shortly
after the FAA halted all flight operations nationwide, the only news crew that could reach
the scene were Pittsburgh’s local television stations, KDKA-TV, WTAE-TV, WCCP-TV,
WATM-TV and WTAJ-TV.98 One of their local reporters said that they had the
advantage of knowing where they were going. From the crash site, “There’s nothing
there” reported Al Blinke, news director at KDKA-TV Pittsburg, but the tragic scene and
the news story were still delivered to the major networks by the local affiliates.
Therefore, these local stations took an extraordinary task of conveying the important
information to the nation.

In times of national crisis, the public do not want to miss any piece of important
information, nor do the television networks. After the first terrorist attack, all networks
were busy collecting amateur video, including close-ups of both planes crashing into
the two towers from different angles. One of the most famous examples is the footage
of American Airlines Flight 11 piercing the north tower of the World Trade Centers,
which is the only record showing the tragic moment of the first attack on September
11. The film clip came from a camera operator who was making a training film for
firefighters in the street near the World Trade Center. When he heard a low-flying
plane, the cameraman aimed his lens from the firefighters’ working scene up at the
tower just in time to catch the impact. J.P. Pappis, editor of the Gamma Press agency,
bought the footage for an undisclosed price. Later that day, CNN and Associated Press
Television News both got the rights to use the footage on television.
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Since the rate of information flow increased very rapidly, all television networks
adopted around-the-clock blanket coverage to cover the crisis and to convey, in a timely
manner, important information to public as well as to authorities. The cost of dropping
all commercials is astronomical. All networks combined were estimated losing $50
million to $75 million a day in advertising, or between $200 million and $300 million
for the first four days of coverage.99

Within each major broadcast and cable network, news coverage was shared in
the hours after the attack. ESPN carried reports from its sister Disney property, ABC.
CBS coverage ran on MTV and VH1, all three are owned by media conglomerate
Viacom. PAX ran coverage from its corporate parent NBC. CNN, now owned by AOLTime Warner, began simulcasting on TBS, TNT and CNNfn at about 10 a.m. “(that is)
something the network has never done before,” said Walter Isaacson, chairman and
chief executive of the CNN News Group. Meanwhile, Don, Hewitt, executive producer
of CBS’s “60 Minutes,” first proposed an idea of seeking a treaty on competition. CBS
News President Andrew Heyward agreed and called ABC, NBC and CNN. All
networks agreed to share information and make all their video images available to one
another in this special moment. Even radio stations took live television news.100 Erik
Sorenson, president of MSNBC, NBC and Microsoft’s cable channel, explained the
importance of sharing information within and among networks. He said: “National
interest must be served in a story of this magnitude. Standard competitive issues fall by
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the wayside and the need to inform thoroughly takes priority.”101 The blanket news
coverage on all television networks undoubtedly met the demand of the public for more
updated information on situation.

One phenomenon in time of national crisis is that the public as well as the
authorities heavily rely on the public communication system. After the first air strike
on the World Trade Center, the telephone system was not working properly and, for
some period of time, it broke down simply because a flood of phone calls clogged lines.
Television and radio then became the only channels for the anxious people to get the
latest information. For example, Vice President Dick Cheney was the next in line of
succession to the presidency. For the safety concern, Vice President Cheney could not
be together with President Bush physically in times of national crisis. Therefore, one of
the important ways for the Vice President to get information about the President’s
activity was through television. White House spokesman Ari Fleischer admitted that
Vice President watched Bush’s addresses on television from an undisclosed location.
Bearing such enormous responsibilities as well as physical and psychological
pressures, journalists, especially correspondents on the scenes tried to glean all kinds
of information and sift the wrong ones from the facts. However, mistakes still emerged
simply because of the lack of official sources that could confirm information at the
moment. “The very nature of live, blanket coverage of fast-moving events can be
journalistically dangerous,” said David Bohrman, senior executive producer of CNN.
“Because raw information isn’t always accurate information. That’s sort of what we
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do, I guess: evaluate and make decisions.”102 Relying interviewing witnesses and
getting all sorts of information from their reporters on the scenes, obviously the media
outlets themselves were unable to prove all incoming information right away either. All
they could do is to correct most of the flawed information and convey the updated
information after getting more details during the second stage of organized response to
the national crisis.

For instance, on September 11, 2001, approximately 9:40 eastern time, CNN
reported a car bomb had just exploded at the State Department, which turned out not
true later and was corrected then.103 At night, CBS reported a piece of news originated
by its New York affiliate, WCBS, that “a van filled with explosives had been found on
the George Washington Bridge.” Later, CBS corrected it when the fact turned out to be
“men in a van were detained but the vehicle did not contain explosives.”

Though some mistakes emerged from news outlets from the start of the crisis,
flawed information kept appearing during the early stage of the crisis and even later.
Early Wednesday morning, Bryant Gumbel of CBS reported some victims were still
alive and they had been using cell phones to call search teams from the bottom of the
rubbles. On Thursday, September 13, 2001, ABC, among other electronic news
organizations, reported that 10 police officers were still alive underneath the rubble at
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the World Trade Center. By Friday morning, things had changed. There were no
surviving police officers.

“Tips are sometimes reported as they are received and correspondents and
anchors convey information as they are developing it. Sometimes it pans out, and
sometimes it does not. There have been reports of survivors that have turned out to be
untrue. Still On Thursday, CNN reported that several firefighters were rescued from
the wreckage at the World Trade Center. The report was wrong. The rescue workers
who emerged from the rubble had actually become trapped just 15 minutes earlier.
There were only two of them. But the sight of their emergence was misunderstood by
many who saw it. Those people apparently passed erroneous information along to
people at the scene, to some police officers and ultimately, to reporters.”104

No matter whether in crisis management or in other special circumstances,
leadership is always one of the keys in achieving the success of overcoming the
difficulties and obstacles. September 11 and its aftermath tested the leaders of the
nation as well as the leadership role the television media played in a crisis situation.
President George W. Bush and New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani, undoubtedly,
played a central role in leading the nation into the right direction. Television had been
capturing their every move since the first attack. Their appearance on television on
September 11 gave the public confidence to face the unprecedented challenge.
Meanwhile, national and local leaders themselves had to face a crisis that transcended
nearly any nightmare they could ever imagined, and the one that called upon them to
104
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summon leadership skills they had never tested.105 Less than an hour after the first
attack, President Bush, in a Florida elementary school at the time, appeared on
television for the first time on the day. He was surrounded by some school children to
whom he had been reading a book when he was informed that the World Trade
Centers were hit by two planes. President Bush tried to keep everyone calm and told
reporters that he would talk about the situation later because he did not want to scare
the children. Major Garrett, CNN White House correspondent, described on television
at the moment: “well, precisely, and the president has a way of letting reporters know
that it’s either an appropriate time or inappropriate time to take questions. He does that
in many different environments, many different situations. Clearly this morning, with a
crowd of children, he wanted to keep an even keel, keep the situation under control as
best as possible. He just nodded and said—we’ll talk about this later.”106 At 9:30p.m.,
President Bush made his first brief speech on television after the crisis at the
elementary school in Florida.

On CBS, Dan Rather described to the television viewers: “President Bush has
called the deliberate aerial assaults, quote, ‘an apparent terrorist attack.’ He has, of
course, ordered full-scale investigation. The president, at last report, was flying from
Florida, where he was on a visit, back to an unknown destination. There certainly is a
school of thought in Washington that runs—he should return immediately to the White
House, the symbol of stability and all that we hold door, and walk right into the White
House and take command there. Another school of thought is, ‘well, that may not be such
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a good idea.’ We’ll see where he goes. In the meantime, Vice President Dick Cheney is
in charge at the White House in the Situation Room.”107

President Bush’s first speech on television is very concise: he first defined the
attacks on the World Trade Center as terrorism. He assured the American public that
the government was running as usual, and, specifically, he also briefly mentioned that
his immediate plan, that is, to go back to the White House to deal with the crisis.
President Bush’s very short speech showed the urgent actions the situation required. In
the early stage of the national crisis, to the public, it seems that it is more important to
see the appearance of the national leader to have a sense that the situation will soon be
under control and the government will respond to its greatest extent. To some extent,
President Bush, on the day of September 11, 2001, achieved a goal of calming the
public and informing public the possible measures his cabinet would take accordingly.

Hours later, President Bush made his second speech of the day. Departed from
Florida, his plane arrived at Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana, where he made his
videotaped speech mainly informing the whereabouts of the president. In his second
speech, President Bush, once again, reassured the American people that full resources of
the federal government were working to assist the local authorities to save lives and to
help the victims of the attacks and the government had been managing the crisis. Many
critics held that the second statement President Bush made on television was not as
reassuring as his first live appearance in Florida because it was taped and only live video
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images could offer “a sense of stability and a sense of future.”108 Even “the audio of the
tape of Bush’s second speech was not working when some networks first played that
tape, which created an ominous sense that things were not under control as much as he
said.”109 However, to the public, only knowing the whereabouts of the president, in a time
like this, was the one of the most important things, apparently, the media networks
understood this. Reporters had been tracking the whereabouts of the president all day
since the attacks. Sometimes, assumptions were even made about the president if there
was no clue. For example, on CBS, right before President Bush made the second speech,
an anchor was saying:

“…Well, we thought the president was flying back to Washington from Florida.”
that was the widespread assumption, but assumption is the mother of a lot of erroneous
reporting. And in this case, the assumption proved to be incorrect because the president,
for reasons not yet explained, but no doubt will be explained, flew from Florida to
Barksdale Air Force outside Shreveport, Louisiana.”110

Tuesday night, President Bush addressed to the nation live on television at the
White House. This speech is his third speech on the day of September 11 and is relatively
longer and more eloquent than the previous two statements he made during the day. The
third live-televised national speech is far more important. First of all, the American
public saw their national leader, President Bush, was sitting in his White House office
108
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where he usually works, which created a strong sense of stability or a feeling that
government had begun to control the whole situation. “The most important fact about
President Bush’ TV address last night (Tuesday night) wasn’t what he said but where he
said it.”111 Second, from Bush’s speech, the public saw unity they had been looking for.

Bush said: “I appreciate so very much the members of Congress who have joined
me in strongly condemning these attacks… America and our friends and allies join with
all those who want peace and security in the world, and we stand together to win the war
against terrorism… This is a day when all Americans from every walk of life unite in our
resolve for justice and peace.”112

Third, Bush’s Tuesday night speech revealed the crisis management of the
government, that is, dealing with the work of rescue, relief, investigation and retaliation.

On the fourth day after the September 11, President Bush, for the first time after
the attacks, toured the site of the World Trade Center. It became what The Boston Globe
said,“a shift from TV's rhetorical arena to its realm of visual symbolism.” There,
President Bush saluted the police, firemen and rescue workers and made remarks to them.
The scenes were nationally televised on all broadcast and cable television networks. Bush
draped his arm around a firefighter, spoke through a bullhorn and made the interactive
remarks with the rescue workers in the disaster. All of these created a powerful image of
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unity, strength and bravery. Boston University communications professor Tobe
Berkovitz said these potent television images had solidified Bush’s leadership role.
Looking at the television screen showing President Bush’s visit to the World Trade
Center site, CNN’s Aaron Brown talked about the significance of this visit:

“On a day when the government raised the specter that the terrorist assault may
not be over, that there may be more men out there, it was hard to find much to feel good
or safe about today. But there was this, one of those moments that seemed to change the
mood, if only for a while, here in New York. The president came to ground zero,
President George W. Bush, to see the disaster area and boost the morale of those whose
day had been so difficult, with the rain and all the rest. He talked to them, they
answered.”

On September 11 and the days in the aftermath, the three major broadcast
networks and cable-television networks assumed the special role of conveying important
information and messages from the government to the public, in other words, the
television medium is an important element in the government’s crisis management plan.
Authorities and government officials passed along important messages to the public
through television because of its immediacy and the capability of reaching the people
nationwide. New York City Mayor, Rudy Giuliani, came to the scene supervising the
rescue work moments after the attacks on the World Trade Center. Throughout the day,
Mayor Rudy Giuliani also appeared frequently on television informing the public of the
progress of the rescue efforts and the development of the situation. Through New York 1,
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CNN’s local affiliate in New York, Mayor Rudy Giuliani sent specific guideline to
people in the city of New York on how they could do to help rescue efforts.

Mayor Rudy Giuliani said: “Again, I would urge them (people in New York City)
to remain calm, to remain at home or to remain at their place of business, unless they’re
in lower Manhattan. By that I mean south of Canal Street. If you’re south of Canal Street,
get out, walk, and walk slowly, carefully, there are plenty of police around, but just walk
directly—if you can’t figure out what else to do just walk directly north; that will get you
out of the dangerous smoke area; it will also do us a big favor, it will open up those
streets, because we’re going to (be) moving a large number of ambulances and
emergency personnel in and out of there all day.”113

On CNN, Rudy Giuliani informed people nationwide on how to donate blood for
the victims:

“…Blood donations. We have several sites for blood donations: 153E. 53rd St.;
66th and Amsterdam, which is the Red Cross; and 310 E.67th St. If people want to do
something, they can donate blood. That’s going to help, not just today, but tomorrow and
the next day. This relief effort is going to take some time.”114
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Also on ABC, CBS and NBC, New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani repeatedly
reminded the American people that “the only thing to do now is to remain calm and try to
assist in the rescue effort.” He asked people to do anything they could to cooperate, not to
be frightened, and to go about their lives as normal.
On September 11, 2001, the television news industry was among first victims who
suffered the immediate direct damages. Many radio and television stations had
transmitter towers on the top of the World Trade Center. Moments after the first
commercial airliner slammed into the north tower, the broadcast signals of almost every
major television station in the New York region went dark. Only CBS’s WCBS-TV was
able to stay on the air because of its backup transmitter and antenna at the Empire State
Building. Nearly 4.5 million people in the region who relied solely on the broadcasting
signals had the trouble in receiving television signals. Only the television viewers who
used cable or satellite in New York area did not have this sort of serious problem.115
There had also been casualties within the television industry. For instance, Barbara
Olson, who died on the hijacked planes that smashed into the Pentagon, was a contributor
to CNN. At least two engineers from CBS’s New York affiliate were also killed in the
attacks when they were working inside the World Trade Center that morning. However,
the loss of the media industry did not stop after the terrorist attacks. Instead, the
television media industry began to loss more financially in the days coming after the
September 11. Because of the blanket news coverage of the events, commercials were
suspended on television for more than four days. Millions of ad revenues were lost since
then. However, in the following period of the organized response to the national crisis,
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the television networks began to make direct financial contributions to the victims of the
September 11 terrorist attacks. On September 21st, 2001, all major broadcast networks,
including ABC, CBS, NBC and FOX, aired “America: A Tribute to Heroes,” a two-hour,
commercial-free simulcast from New York and Los Angeles. The networks claimed this
“Telethon” to be “an unprecedented cooperative and collaborative effort.” In the U.S, this
telethon averaged 59.3 million viewers, while 89 million tuned in to some portion of the
telecast. This show, attended by many celebrities, was simulcast on 35 broadcast and
cable networks and in more than 156 countries on that day and raised over $150 million
in aid from viewers who called in donations. As part of the September 11th Fund,
founded by the New York Community Trust and United Way of New York City,
television media’s Telethon directly and financially helped victims, families and
communities rebuild and recover from the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
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Chapter VII
American Television Media in the National Crises
---An Analysis of the Television Media’s Roles

The previous chapters have given us an insight into the behaviors of television
media in times of national crises. Through studying the first television coverage of
national crisis, the 1963 John F. Kennedy’s assassination, and the recent one, the
September 11 terrorist attacks, we are able to see the roles the television media played in
those most critical moments. During national crisis, the people and even the government
are more in need of immediate public information than at any other time. People also
want to know more information about the context of the crisis and the management of the
crisis. This includes directions from government officials, measures taken by the
government, and the rescue and relief efforts taken by various organizations. In addition,
people want background information. Under this special circumstance, the television
medium plays two roles: first, it plays the role of simply being a channel to disseminate
information to the public; second, the television medium, as a social institution, shoulders
many social responsibilities—from uniting the nation and helping the public cope with
the crisis to taking part in the government’s strategy of crisis management.

In times of such national crises as the 1963 John F. Kennedy’s assassination and
the 2001 September 11 terrorist attacks, the enormous amount of information flowed at
an extremely high speed. The 1963 John F. Kennedy’s assassination and its aftermath is
the first televised national crisis in American history. The television medium, for the first
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time, demonstrated its capability of dealing with the national crisis. On September 11,
2001, the three major broadcast networks, plus the cable television networks, experienced
a national crisis event whose impacts were extraordinarily devastating. The specific
behaviors of television media in times of these two events are different because of the
two different circumstances; however, there are some similar patterns the television
media used in dealing with the national crises. The television media acquired and used
their tactics of crisis management through their own experience in covering the national
crises.

Whenever a national crisis arises, unity is always among the first and also the
most important goal everyone in the nation expects. In 1963, after the assassination,
many journalists rushed to Parkland hospital where the President Kennedy was being
treated. All the broadcast networks, in the early afternoon of that day, were frequently
showing pictures of a big crowd gathering outside of the hospital anxiously waiting for
news about President Kennedy’s condition. CBS showed images of the grief-stricken
people including congressmen, senators, women and children. KRLD-TV news
anchorman, Bob Huffaker, said, at the moment, that: “(it is) a scene of indescribable
sadness and horror.” However, it was these pictures of sadness, horror, or even anger
among all the public that also sent a message to the nation and the world that the
American people shared the same grief over the loss of the President whom they loved,
and American people were united at that critical moment. On September 11, 2001,
shortly after the attacks on the World Trade Center, President George W. Bush appeared
on television making his first statement in regard to the terrorist attacks. The camera did
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not zoom in to get a close-up of President Bush’s facial expression when he was making
this brief and somber speech. Instead, the television audiences saw an image of President
Bush surrounded by schoolchildren, faculty, staff and many other people. Those people
standing behind the President represented united Americans supporting their national
leader in a time of national crisis. At that moment, the vision created by the tableau of the
president and the citizens standing with him was large and powerful, regardless of the
size of the television screen.

As media, the television networks did not just help convey the image of the
nation’s unity, behind the scene the television networks themselves also united with one
another to an extent they had never done before. Cooperation among the media, in the
time of crisis, means unity and stability. For example, in 1963, ABC allowed the other
two networks to use its “exclusive” Pope Paul VI statement over the death of President
John F. Kennedy. Elmer W. Lower, former ABC News president, said: “I made my final
decision in the spirit of cooperation that had been pledged by a news executive at another
network. The interview (with the Pope) was sent by the communications satellite and was
used by all networks.”116 Later on the day of President Kennedy’s funeral, all three major
networks reported this special media event together by following their agreement, which
was made the day after the assassination. NBC and CBS supplied more than half of their
cameras for the coordinated news coverage in 65 to 100 locations. ABC, which possessed
18 cameras in total, also contributed 13 pool cameras to make its efforts. Through cable,
all the recorded video footage was sent to the control unit in the Capitol where CBS could
edit the materials. Eventually, all the networks could request shots they wanted for their
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coverage. William E. Trevarthen, NBC’s Vice President of Operations and Engineering,
said this was something he had never seen in television before.117 It seemed that almost
overnight all the broadcast networks had learned how to deal with crisis reporting.
However, this cooperation was not always smooth. For instance, on Sunday, November
24, 1963, Elmer W. Lower called a news executive from another network to request a
videotape of the shooting of Oswald. That news executive agreed at first, but later backed
off. Lower described that: “he threatened legal action if ABC used the tape on the basis
of his original agreement to cooperate.”118

On September 11, 2001, the scale of cooperation among all the television
networks was unprecedented and appeared to be professional. All the networks turned to
the mode of breaking news coverage immediately after the terrorist attacks. They not
only simulcast the same footage on their sister networks, but also shared their own
footage with other competing networks. Although there has been no indication that the
cooperation between major networks was the first measure the television media took to
deal with the national crisis, it was at least an essential factor to guarantee a possible
steady and free flow of relevant public information. If all media outlets cooperate to
cover the same news event, it usually means that more channels are actually provided for
the flow of information related to that event. For example, in 1963, the television
audiences only received the news coverage of the Kennedy assassination from the three
major networks—NBC, CBS and ABC. Today, we have more channels on television than
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ever before. On September 11, 2001, we did not see many different news coverage of the
event as we counted the number of television channels we had. All the entertainment
cable networks were carrying the feed from the major broadcast and cable networks,
NBC, CBS, ABC, CNN or FOX. However, this cooperation in and even between
different television networks did provide the event-related information with more chances
of reaching the public at the expense of other irrelevant news or information. Therefore,
in these two events, a more powerful crisis-targeted television medium was actually
formed through cooperation. Mr. Andrew Heyward, CBS News President, talked about
the purpose of media’s cooperation in times of national crisis was to “get people
whatever information we (networks) can.”119

As the disseminator of public information, the television media showed the world
the tragedies in a visual way. Nacos (2002) held that without the frightening images, the
impacts of the September 11 terrorist attacks on America and the rest of the world would
not have been as immediate and intense as it was.120 For example, on September 11,
2001, many people around the globe were able to watch the live coverage of the terrorist
attacks on New York and Washington D.C. because of the technology of the fast news
delivery. The tragedy was unfolding even faster than the viewers could absorb it
emotionally. Sympathy and support for the United States were evoked quickly all over
the world. On that day of terror, leaders from many nations showed their support for
America immediately after watching the live news coverage of the event. Czech
President Vaclav Havel said in a statement that he was shocked by the attacks and was
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closely following news coverage from the United States.121 The sympathy and support
from other nations were vital for the United States to quickly and successfully build an
anti-terrorism coalition in the aftermath of the tragedy. Therefore, in some sense, the
television media, by simply transmitting the public information live on the day of
September 11 of 2001, were also the first, to recruit world leaders to join antiterror
alliance.

Another striking phenomenon about the television media in both the 1963 and
2001 national crises is the remarkable access the reporters had to the suspect or the
nation’s enemies. With the help of portable cameras, video tapes, cable and microwave
technologies, journalists could conduct a face-to-face conversations with the suspected
assassin, Lee H. Oswald, at the police headquarter in 1963; With the help of satellite
videophone technologies, Nic Robertson could relay the Taliban’s news conference live
from Afghanistan, and also with the tape recorder and satellite technologies, people
around the world finally saw the faces of terrorists such as Osama bin Laden in the
aftermath of September 11.

The development of media technologies not only has bestowed the television
media with more capabilities to access all information, but also has made the media itself
more easily accessed by the public. By 1963, the technologies of television media had
made significant progress that allowed journalists to give full play to their abilities.
Through covering the 1963 Kennedy’s assassination, television had strengthened its
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leading role in media industry. According to the Nielsen reports, from November 22 to
November 25, 1963, the average television receiver had tuned to the news for a total of
31.6 hours. During that time, Nielsen estimated, approximately 166 million Americans in
over 51 million homes were tuned in at some time to the Kennedy assassination
programming, and in one-sixth of those homes people had their television on the big
story for more than 11 hours per day. Nielsen also found Monday, the day of the funeral,
was the day of heaviest television viewing.122 On September 11, 2001, Nielson reported
that at least 60.5 million viewers tuned in to watch one of the four major broadcast
networks during Tuesday night’s 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. (Eastern Standard Time) coverage,
according to very preliminary data from Nielsen Media Research. The data suggests
about 40 million homes tuned in during an average minute of the coverage on the four
major broadcast networks. Those figures indicate the enormous size of the population the
television media reached during those two national crises. “On a day of death, television
was a lifeline to what was happening.”123 In 1963, radio beat television in terms of fast
relaying information about the assassination of President Kennedy from the very
beginning because the television media at the time did not have the capability of live
coverage of an emergency, which was due to the limit of media technologies at the time
and the lack of experience of journalists in dealing with a crisis situation. Since the first
televised national crisis, President Kenney’s assassination, the television media have
covered numerous national and other crises. Between November of 1963 and September
of 2001, the television media had gained more experience and made more technical
developments. In a survey conducted by the National Opinion Research, 24% of the
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national adults first heard the news about the assassination of President John F. Kennedy
from television; another survey also conducted by the National Opinion Research
revealed that 83% of the national adults watched television or listened to radio after
hearing the news President John F. Kennedy was shot.124 On September 11, 2001, a poll
conducted by Washington Post and ABC News revealed that 99% of the national adults
watched television or listened to radio after hearing the news of terrorist attacks.125 With
more of the public turned to broadcast and cable television networks for live coverage of
the national events in 2001 than people did so in 1963. Television medium today begins
to exercise more roles in the management of national crisis.

While facing the horror, television viewers tend to return to the traditional
networks for sharing their grief and seeking possible help from a news anchor. Back in
1963, CBS anchor Walter Cronkite was among the first to report the tragic event and he
also stayed on television for many hours later to update the situation. In 2001, prestigious
anchors, such as Peter Jennings of ABC, Dan Rather of CBS and Tom Brokaw of NBC,
immediately went back to their seats in the news studios taking over the coverage. For a
long period of time before the September 11, the role of television news anchors,
actually, had been usurped to an extent by cable networks and the Internet.126 The event
of Kennedy’s assassination, for the first time, demonstrated the importance of the
television anchor in a time of national crisis.
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Today, the role of the television anchor has been given more meanings.
“Television anchors may not intentionally try to be anything beyond journalists, but in
the early stages of a national crisis, just giving information and simply being there and
being who they are does foster additional roles. They are far more than journalists during
times of national crisis. As they reassure the public, they play the roles, consciously or
not, of minister, counselor or leader.”127 After President Kennedy was assassinated and
before the swearing-in of Vice President Lyndon Baines Johnson, there was temporarily
no concrete appearance of any well-known official leader on television. At this moment,
news anchor, Walter Cronkite, took such a leadership role by staying on television for
hours. The simple presence of he and other anchors on television conveyed to the public a
message of stability and unity. On September 11, 2001, the news anchor’s importance of
taking leadership in a crisis situation did not fade with the frequent appearance of
President Bush and other government officials on television. Instead, the leadership roles
played by news anchors were greatly highlighted. President George W. Bush frequently
appeared on television moments after the terrorist attacks and then every day in the
aftermath. His eloquent speeches were intended to assure the American people and to
show the world that the American government had the capability to manage this national
crisis and the nation would prevail in the end. To some extent, Bush did realize his goals
of rallying many nations and his own people. On the other hand, the public needed
specific suggestions and plain assurances on how to overcome the crisis. News anchors,
at this point, met this need of the public by being leaders helping people find the right
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direction. For example, Aaron Brown stood and reported on the roof of the CNN’s New
York bureau, which is a high building facing the collapsing World Trade Center in the
morning of September 11, 2001. His expression and performance in front of camera are a
kind of powerful nonverbal language, which assured and encouraged the frightened
audiences. At the CBS studio, shortly after 10:00 a.m. when the second plane just crashed
into the second tower, the camera immediately turned to the anchorman, Dan Rather. He
was facing the viewers with dismal but extremely calm expression. He said:

“This is CBS News continuing live coverage of the apparent terrorist attacks
today here in New York City, and in Washington, D.C. it’s important to say these things
at the very beginning. (The first thing is that) there is much that is not known about what
is happening; the second thing is that the words from almost everybody who is trying to
deal with this situation, the word is ‘steady,’ ‘steady’.”128

Unlike the Kennedy assassination, the physical and financial loss of the
September 11 terrorist attacks was enormous. In 1963, people deeply suffered from the
psychological and political damages the President’s death brought. The broadcast media
shouldered an unusual role of relieving the public’s pain over the loss of the President.
All networks arranged a concert or music show in every evening during that black
weekend. For example, on the night of November 22, 1963, NBC concluded its
broadcasting day with a symphonic tribute from the NBC Studio Orchestra; on the
following night, CBS presented a memorial concert by the Philadelphia Orchestra; on the
128
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Sunday night, ABC telecast a show featuring classical music and dramatic readings. In
addition, during the President’s funeral ceremonies, the networks broadcast coverage of
the scenes of chilled mourners filing through the great Rotunda of the Capitol to the late
afternoon shadows across Arlington Cemetery. To help restore the political stability, all
the networks also followed and reported closely every move of Vice President Johnson in
the aftermath. All those relief efforts paid off in helping the public overcome the tragedy
and assisting the nation to resume its business on November 26th, 1963.

In the aftermath of September 11, 2001, to help treat the severe trauma the
terrorist attacks caused on many people, all the networks invited health experts to give
advice on how to recover from this psychological suffering. To help the victims and their
families, all television networks helped the rescue and relief units disseminate and
receive information, such as helping Red Cross post information on blood-donation.
Meanwhile, television networks directly and indirectly raised money or donations for
individuals and families who had suffered losses in the terrorist attacks. For example,
television networks produced the telethon named “America: A Tribute to Heroes”. All
the television stations, including the broadcast and cable networks, were also impacted by
the September 11 terrorist attacks. They suffered heavy financial loss by suspending all
commercials for many days and spent millions more on the around-the-clock news
coverage of the events and its aftermath. However, the television media’s role of being
the relief workers did not change. Instead, this role had been greatly consolidated in the
aftermath of this unprecedented national crisis.

xcvii

The September 11 terrorist attacks had pushed the television media to stand beside the
government to a degree as never before seen. The September 11 terrorist attacks on New York,
Washington D.C., and Pennsylvania are unique even in terms of terrorism. Brigitte L. Nacos, in
her book, Mass Mediated Terrorism: the Central Role of the Media in Terrorism and
Counterterrorism (2002), brought up an idea of how terrorists have utilized media, especially
television media, to help fulfill their evil plan. In other words, terrorists use mass media as part of
their battlefield against freedom and democracy. The most obvious example is the “bin Laden
tape.” After September 11, Osama bin Laden, the suspected backstage person of the terrorist
attacks, sent several video recorded tapes to an Arabian television network named Al Jazeera.
Through the satellite broadcasting of Al Jazeera, the content of bin Laden’s tapes was revealed to
the world. In the tape, bin Laden sought to humiliate America and urge more attacks against
America. “While the (Bush) administration’s argument that these tapes were vehicles for hidden
messages was not credible, it was certainly true that these videos and their transcripts contained
terrorist propaganda.”129 Since then, a propaganda war began. Approximately one month after
September 11, on October 10, National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice asked the major U.S.
television networks to edit videotaped statements by Osama bin Laden and his followers rather
than broadcast them live and in their entirely. However, a real and direct counterattack of the bin
Laden’s propaganda still came from President Bush. From September 11 until the end of the year,
George W. Bush appeared more frequently than any other leader on television. Most of his earlier
televised speeches made in the days right after September 11 were focused on condemning
terrorism, reassuring the American people and praising the American people for their bravery and
help. “Winning the cooperation and support of Arab and Islamic nations will prove Mr. Bush’s
greatest test.”130 On September 17, 2001, Bush made an important televised speech “Islam is
Peace” at the Islamic Center of Washington, D.C. On television screen, people around the nation
129
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and world saw Bush, standing in front of Islamic tapestry, surrounded by Muslims. Bush
distinguished the true faith of Islam from the face of terror and condemned and shunned any
backlash against Muslim people. Jonathan Alter (2002) said: “Truth is the best

propaganda.”131 While listing the horror record of these terrorists in name of Islam
and showing respect to Muslims, Bush had gained the upper hand in the
propaganda battle on the television media. In this propaganda war, American
television networks rendered meritorious service by assisting President Bush to
win this war against terrorism.
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Chapter VIII
Conclusion

National crisis, unlike any other kind of crisis, has a devastating capability to
directly or indirectly affect almost any business in the nation that provides service to the
public. Whenever a national crisis occurs, mass media, especially television, often
become one of the first to be impacted. The television media are also among the first to
respond and deal with such special emergencies. Witnessing the development of the
technologies of mass communications and the growing experience of journalists, today
we have to redefine the television media’s role in a time of national crisis.

From the study of the television media of the 1963 Kennedy assassination, the
first televised national crisis, and of the 2001 September 11 terrorist attacks, the latest
national crisis, we see the behaviors of the television media and the roles it played in
these two different national crises. The communication technologies in these two events
were one of the key factors in determining the roles television media could play in these
two catastrophes. During the first televised national crisis, the television medium was still
in its early stage of becoming the leader of mass media in American society. The
broadcast technologies in the early 1960s enabled people across the nation to relay and
receive information in a visual way they had never experienced before. Through the cable
and satellite technologies, they began to show their powers in the historic event. Cable
and satellite helped connect the nation and even the world in a united way that no one
could have ever foreseen. In other words, although these communication technologies

c

were in their early period of development, they made a national crisis not simply an event
of national significance. Instead, for the first time, they brought the national crisis onto a
world stage by disseminating the news around the globe. Also, due to the communication
technologies available at the time, the capability of the television media was limited. In
recalling the problem the news media were often facing when covering the Kennedy
tragedy and its aftermath, Elmer Lower, the former ABC News President, said: “Perhaps
the biggest problem…was to communicate rapidly enough to our newsmen in the field,
with no opportunity to plan, and with news breaking so fast, we could not always get in
touch with people who had to make decisions. We couldn’t always get news out to them
in time to get one of our newsmen to certain location.”132 Therefore, the fact that “not
enough reporting, oversimplified information and reporting things without context”133
even seriously affected the television media’s basic function of disseminating public
information. Seconds after John F. Kennedy’s assassination, many people heard the first
piece of news from a radio broadcast, instead of from television news. The lack of
context in reporting also caused many people in the nation to blame Dallas for the death
of Kennedy for years.134 However, the television media were still growing up during the
first national crisis. From news anchor’s announcing the tragedy to the live coverage of
John Kennedy’s funeral, the nation was, for the first time, united by television to an
extent that the public had never experienced before. The concentrated four-day television
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coverage of the event gave the public a sense of stability and unity, which, therefore,
established television’s leadership role in the public during a time of national crisis.

More than thirty years later, on the day of September 11, 2001, the people around
the globe witnessed a series of terrorist attacks on the United States through their
televisions. The communication technologies today enable audiences all over the world to
get all kinds of information-- not only what they want, but also what they need. For
example, before September 11, 2001, none of the major television networks addressed
the roots of terrorism and anti-American sentiments. In other words, the American public
knew little about the world beyond the United States. However, following the terrorist
attacks, all the major television networks began to address those issues and focus on
foreign news. American public then started to have a chance to get some kind of context
information.135

Unlike the communication technologies in 1963, today, cable and satellite
technologies occupy a dominant position. On day of September 11, cable television still
kept informing New Yorkers after the broadcasting towers were knocked out in the
attacks. Across the nation, 50% of the public watched the round-the-clock news coverage
through cable television. More people around the world watched the live coverage of the
horror through satellite relay. However, the following three patterns, which appeared in
1963’s television media, were not only adopted but also strengthened by today’s
television media:
135
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First, also the most important, keep the free flow of information by all means. To
realize this, the television medium may cancel all commercials and all previously
scheduled programming, adopt concentrated nonstop news coverage mode and share
information with other news networks as well as within the network.

Second, gather all kinds of information to have a comprehensive view of the
event. It also emphasizes the importance of information from the side of the nation’s
enemy to sketch out the context for the events.

Third, participate in the crisis management. It includes relief and rescue efforts
and other post-disaster efforts, such the propaganda and counter-propaganda war.

The events of September 11 have pushed the television media onto an
unprecedented new stage in regard to their roles of coping with the national crisis. First of
all, because today’s television medium has the ability of disseminating information
instantly, nonstop, and in visuals and words from any place to all parts of the globe,136 it
displayed greater initiative in the crisis relief and recovery efforts. For example, the fund
raising “Telethon” event and counseling services on television. Secondly, also because of
the television media’s above ability, the television media themselves could provide
convenient conditions for terrorists to spread their propaganda. The notorious bin Laden
tape is an example. A propaganda war against bin Laden’s further evil plans utilizing
mass media was carried on the television following the September 11 terrorist attacks.
American television broadcast and cable networks relayed the horror live and the
136
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American government’s policies to almost every nation so people around the world
clearly understood this America’s national crisis was also world crisis. In other words,
without the television media, America could not rally the international communities so
quickly and so successfully and win such wide support for its war on terrorism.

No one can foresee when and how the next national crisis would happen, or it
would happen in which kind of form. Television media would still have to deal with the
national crisis or any other kinds of crises in an instantaneous way. However, no matter
what would happen next, precaution and preparation are still the right things to do. The
lessons learned from the past experiences are the best preparations the mass media could
do for the unpredictable future. This is also the purpose of this study.

civ
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the reporter's job is to find and document them.
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ABSTRACT
The decades of the 1980’s and 1990’s were characterized by an explosion of new and
augmented communications technologies. The 1990’s was an era when new devices,
software and services were released for public use in a torrential outpouring. However
the economic downtown beginning in 2000 provided only a brief respite from the
communication storm. Marketing hype associated with this era led a significant element
in government and the public to believe that new and enhanced communications
technologies would miraculously solve many societal problems. Few persons in the
academic community challenged the unsubstantiated hypotheses that new and enhanced
communication technologies automatically improves education, health care, social
problem solutions, etc. Notable exceptions to the torrent have been Dr. Clifford Stoll
(Silicon Snake Oil) and Dr. Neil Postman (Technopoly, The Surrender of Culture to
Technology).
The Communication Age has been heralded as providing all manner of convenience:
expediency, comfort, liberation, life enhancement, and almost every conceivable positive
attribute. Of course these accolades are often driven by market forces, and are partially
due to service providers self-aggrandizement. However it is worthwhile to step back and
carefully examine the values as well as the detriments brought on by the technologies and
services to that we might critically evaluate value and hype.
Yet as the events of the 2000’s unfold there is little if any substantial evidence that the
latest and greatest communication technologies have either solved any significant
problems or prevented disasters. All of the preliminary reports relative the September11
catastrophes indicate that although intelligence information was available, the problem
seemed to focus on the lack of cooperation and coordination within and between the
intelligence communities. The issue was not technology – but rather informed and
cooperative human interaction.
Our schools and health care system are often cited to be in a perpetual state of disaster.
Administrators have often thrown substantial amounts of funds into technology
acquisition to solve these problems. However there is little or no evidence that the
technologies solve or even somewhat reduce the problems. Technology is usually less
costly then competent personnel and does not represent a long-term commitment.
Perhaps the rush to communication technologies to address problems is often rooted in
economic choice rather than seeking optimal solutions. Faculty are reporting that
student classroom academic performance has been marked by a deterioration of writing
and expressive skills. Further, research is limited to whatever can be quickly located on
the Web, with little sense of how to locate historical and substantive sources of
information.

What has caused the deluge of communication? Is it simply the availability of
technology that provides the capability to instantly reach the public via multiple media
formats? Is it the increased sophistication that organizations have to analyze and identify
their publics and potential consumers? Or is it simply an avalanche that communication
providers hope will result in just a few positive replies that will provide profitability or
whatever response target has been set? Or have we simply become so enamored with
messages in any and all formats that saturation simply does not exist?
In Communication Disconnect the author will demonstrate that each new communication
technology is based on market drive and business strategy with little or no link to social
realities.
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On Thursday August 14, 2003 an electric power grid surrounding Lake Erie in the United
States and Canada and reaching out to parts of New York State and New York City shut
down within minutes. The area encompasses millions of residents, manufacturing
facilities, the financial center of the U.S., Toronto, the largest Canadian city, and
countless business centers. Within minutes this vast area was paralyzed or significantly
disrupted. Transportation, services, traffic, entertainment, emergency facilities, and all
manner of daily living was brought to an abrupt halt or severely hampered. People could
not find out the location, cause, or anticipated duration of the electrical outage.
Electrically dependent television, radio, telephone service, gasoline pumps, and the
internet were not available, unless “ancient” battery operated technology was accessible.
The battery powered flashlight became the most valuable technology. The Disruption
continued for over a day and is regarded as the longest in recent U.S./Canada electric
service history. Preliminary U.S. Congressional hearing testimony shed no significant
light on the cause of the outage or possible future preventative measures.
Is there a communication lesson to be learned from this episode? This writer happened to
be located in Stratford, Ontario during the outage. Initially information as to what was
occurring was based on rumor and inaccurate retold stories. Finally people with access to
battery operated radios gleaned some information as to the scope and severity of the
problem, and the likelihood of electrical service being restored. Our almost total
dependence on each wave of emerging technologies seemingly led us to ignore basic
planning for catastrophic emergencies, On August 14, 2003 we simply did not have a
plan or facilities in place to deal with an obvious and very possible emergency – the loss
of electrical power. In Stratford, Ontario their festival theaters had to shut down,
restaurants could not prepare food, shops closed, traffic lights did not function, and the
town went silent.
Almost simultaneously with this event reports circulated relative to virus and worm that
were invading Windows-based computer systems nationally and internationally. A week
later on returning to the United States and my university office there was a flashing light
on the telephone with a series of messages indicating that the university’s computer
system had not been in operation for over a day but was beginning to recover. The press
reported that many business organizations were significantly impacted by the attack of
the bugs. A few weeks later the press reported that an 18 years old computer hacker was
identified and apprehended as one of the perpetrators of this Cyber Age crime. With all
of the hyperbole regarding security over the past couple of years a teenager was able to
paralyze businesses, organizations, and segments of society through a malicious prank.

As the facts unfold regarding the September 11, 2001 catastrophes in New
York, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania, there is a recurring theme.
Communication between the relevant responsible security agencies simply did not exist
or if it did, it appears to have been cursory and ineffective. Yes, each agency and
department had very adequate communication technology facilities. What apparently
was lacking was the mandate and will to communicate in a traditional sense. The
problems were rooted in a lack of appropriate inter-organizational communication,
rivalry, turf protection, and the very non-technological problems that plague most
organizations. Yet as remedies are proposed, often we hear the cry that more
communication technology will provide the basis of a cure. The will and determination
to reform organizations so that they are more flexible participative, and cooperative is
apparently much more difficult then acquiring more technology positive and constructive
way of beginning to overcome these huge organization gaps. Political realities and
problems are not solved by technology-based solutions, but require on-going training and
sensitivity regarding inter-personal, organizational, and inter-organizational behavior and
responsibility.
Can we fault technology for having caused the vast number of huge organizational
failures and catastrophes that have emerged in recent years. This author does not believe
that communication technologies, per se, are the problem. Rather, the problem appears to
be that management, administration and many participants in organizations reach for
obvious, quick and painless solutions. The technology device is viewed as a quick bandaid to solve problems. Yet recent industrial history clearly demonstrates that there are
other approaches involving classical organizational restructuring and improvement that
can make a difference.
In the 1970’s and 1980’s the United States industrial world was falling into a “quality
disrepair” situation. American industrial products, the crème de la crème” of the post
World War 2 period were regarded as deficient in meeting quality standards. Industries
and consumers began favoring some imported products that were regarded as having
higher standards for quality and mean time to failure and repair and/or replacement. The
most obvious area was the automotive industry when American cars were regarded as
being very lemon-prone. In fact, various “lemon laws” materialized to protect
consumers against the demise in quality products. At the same time American
organization expertise was being acknowledged in Japan. The basic approach of
Japanese manufacturing organizations was being re-tooled to focus on team structures,
shared responsibility, emphasis on establishing and meeting high quality standards.
These appear to be basic Organization 101 concepts, but in the U.S. industrial world the
lessons were lost somewhere en route. In the U.S. the emphasis was on cost reduction,
personnel reduction, pressure to reduce man-hours per completed unit and any approach
that would continually reduce cost. Robotic and automated manufacturing technologies
became the major emphasis in the American automotive manufacturing world.
The net result of the different tacks taken by American approach compared with the
Japanese became apparent very quickly in the marketplace. The Toyota Camry became
the number one basic automobiles the United States as measured by the number of units

sold. That is not to say that the Japanese ignored technology advancements, but an
additional primary focus was on drastically improving basic organizational and
communication structures.
The objective of this discussion is not to discredit technology, but rather to insist that a
realistic focus be placed on the benefits, costs, drawbacks, and long-range implications
prior to adoption. In education there has been a virtual stampede to bring technology into
the classroom. In retrospect we have been using some form of technology to supplement
and reinforce classroom lecturers, exercises and testing for decades. The lantern slide,
film strip, 35mm projector, 8mm motion picture, 78/45 rpm record player and overhead
transparencies, and VCR videos have all served as instructional tools. When Power Point
software was released many felt that the ultimate communication tool had arrived. To
paraphrase Dr. Clifford Stoll recalling his education (lecture to the Commonwealth Club
of California), what happened when the lights were dimmed for any of these devices.
Many of the students slipped away into a pleasant daydream in no way linked to the
subject matter at hand.
This is not to say that these visual support technologies do not have their place depending
on the subject matter content, student level, and the need for visual imagery to reinforce
the spoken word. However, any instructional tool should be used when it complements,
supplements and reinforces the content and lesson/lecture objective. It should not be
employed simply to demonstrate that the latest technology is at hand. Too often these
tools are used to entertain, or to use a current expression, convert education into
edutainment.
A similar problem has emerged with respect to the Internet having become a major, if not
the only source of research materials for students. Again to paraphrase Dr. Clifford Stoll,
the Internet does provide massive data. It is a marvelous and valuable tool for making a
first, very broad cut at locating information relevant to the problem being studied. But
data is not the end-all of research, it is merely a very broad beginning. Data must be
analyzed, translated and refined into information. In turn information must in turn be
converted to knowledge, and as a final cut, knowledge must be further refined to produce
wisdom.
Some may regard Dr. Stoll’s view as merely a play on words, but this writer believes that
we are deluged with raw, unfiltered and unanalyzed data that at best is often further
processed into snippets of information without context or real meaning. Raw data is not
the best archive for seeking authoritative information, let alone serve as a research
resource. Yet we are deluged with material citing the web or net as the author’s
authoritative source.
The Internet has become a nightmare with respect to intellectual property. In traditional
publishing there has been a reasonable degree of respect relative to respecting authors’
ownership, copyright, and providing due credit when their work is a source or cited. The
uncontrolled, unmanaged and unregulated Internet provides little or no protection with
respect to intellectual property. The most flagrant violation of artistic rights has been the

so called peer-to-peer networks for swapping music files. Organizations such as “KaZaA
and Morpheus are used not only to trade songs but also pornographic images, including
child pornography (The New York Times, September 7, 2003, pp. 1, 21. Sheltering its
organization by incorporating in the remote Pacific island nation of Vanuatu, but actually
operating out of Australia, KaZaA blatantly literally steals intellectual property and
couplers this with tasteless and borderline criminal sale of pornographic materials. For
the moment it is the communication technology that permits, enhances and in a sense,
encourages this gross misconduct. Yet many people, particularly the younger generation,
participate as clients of these peer-to-peer networks without the slightest knowledge of
the moral and legal issues involved. Exploiters wave the flag of First Amendment
freedom of speech rights, etc. The music industry “is trying to focus the attention of
lawmakers and others on how the peer-to-peer, or p2p, services can connect users with a
range of ills including software viruses, software that steals personal information and
unwanted pornography (The New York Times, September 7, 2003, p. 21). Whether or
not this is true, the open, free and unregulated Internet has fostered a host of social and
legal problems for which we do not seem to have a law framework within to manage the
situation.
Here again, the availability of the technology permits base and unethical would be
entrepreneurs to exploit in a most base fashion. The question that should be addressed is
whether communication technology should be allowed to lead, whatever the
consequences, or alternately, whether the society’s needs and values should provide the
preliminary screening in deciding how to proceed. Censorship is not the issue, but rather
how a society establishes values, taste, and accessibility. There has been a rush to install
some forms of parental control with respect to Internet access, but many experts in the
field do not feel that these tools are particularly effective.
As this paper was being prepared a colleague employed at a major U.S. medical center
advised that an unidentified virus “infected her computer,” which in turn attacked several
of the center’s radiological oncology site. In effect, since these patient cancer treatment
facilities are completely dependent on their computer facilities to conduct treatment, it
was necessary to shut down the facilities for about 12 hours. Probably close to 100
patients could not receive their scheduled treatments which are essential to their oncology
protocol. It is incredible that the designers of the system did not provide any backup to
secure the system in the event of such an occurrence. It has become apparent that
information/communication system designers and implementers are either unaware of the
risks associated with Communication Disconnect, are unwilling to pay the costs to
provide essential redundancy, or simply do not care.
Traditionally vital systems in health care, manufacturing, defense, and communication all
were designed and constructed so that they might continue to operate in the event of
technology failures. Redundancy and parallel operations were provided to guard against
stoppage due to a hardware/software or human error. However it appears that we have
come to believe in the infallibility of modern electronics. The disconnect appears to be in
our lack of understanding about such issues as “mean time to failure,” and other classical
engineering and statistical approaches to dealing with machine/system failure. Perhaps

the issue is one of cost to build in non-stop technology, or simply naiveté with respect to
reality. However whether it is simply a 12-hour radiation oncology stoppage at a
regional medical facility, or a power grid stoppage covering 2 nations, many states, and
millions of people, there is a communication problem that must be dealt with. So many
technologies basic to contemporary life have been linked to communications facilities
that they have become essentially inseparable. Thus a new reality has evolved which
requires fault free, non-stop, redundant capabilities to prevent stoppage or disruption.
New technologies may, on the surface, appear to reduce costs for a particular activity or
operation. However it imperative to build in the safeguards since there is also an
accompanying change in societal dependencies on the new technologies.
Communication technologies are an essential part of the service industries that have
emerged as the mainstay of the United States economy. In fact, service industries have
become a major component of the economy of nations throughout the world. Thus it is
critical that communication technologies function in a near faultless manner wherever
they have provide this critical linkage to service industries. When we consider the
financial services, banking, travel, catalog based retailing, on-line retailing, contemporary
brokerage operations, and almost any non-manufacturing business the backbone of their
operations is communication technology. Yet we hear continual complaints regarding
our inability to connect, to having transactions halted at mid-point, to being cut off during
voice contact, and suffering through endless telephone voice option menus. The attempt
to automate the service industries via information systems, communication technologies
and the internet has often ignored basic ergonomic principles regarding how people
listen, read, process information, and react. At times it would appear that it is the
capabilities of the technologies involved that are given priority in deciding how to link
communication with service. Many people employ the strategy to pose that they have not
yet acquired a touchtone telephone in hope that it may be possible to contact a human
being. Even that strategy often fails when the person finally responding is completely not
equipped to provide a useful and factual reply.
Coupled with the “nothing at the other end but a computer system syndrome” is the
endless demand for passwords or special identification codes. Just a few years ago it was
possible to navigate through daily existence by knowing one’s name, address, birth date,
and social security number. Today this is only the basics of daily identification. On
arriving at the office, there is the need on starting the computer to fill in an assigned user
identification. When a telephone call is to be made another code number is required, and
the trip to the office copier requires yet another user number identification. And the
workday has really yet to begin. Logging onto the Internet various sites require special
identification codes. Perhaps sometime during the day it is important to look at the
balances in one’s checking account, or some other financial information. Time and again
it is essential to have a quick identification code response. Some response systems even
request one’s mother’s maiden name in the identification process. Thus to make contact
there is a gradual pealing away of one’s personal and private information.
During World War II the American service person simply had to memorize one 9-digit
serial number. All manner of transactions revolved around one universal set of numbers.

Today there is an expectation that we must serve the technologies by memorizing, or
recording in readily accessible form, scores of codes.
Currently there is a United States government plan under consideration “that will phase
in a computer screening system that will assign a color code – green, yellow or red – to
each passenger. Green-designated passengers will pass security easily, those who are
deemed “yellow” will face additional testing and the red ones . . . can forget about
flying.” This system is called Computer Assisted Passenger Pre-screening System II,
CAPPS II.. (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, September 14, 2003, page B-6). Apparently the
color code designations are based on information gathered from various appropriate as
well as questionable sources. Consider all of the possible and real weaknesses of such a
system. The file could contain false or misleading information, persons could
deliberately “plant” negative comments in various sources that might make their way into
CAPPS II. Identity theft would take on a new and onerous role that could provide a
negative indelible lifetime imprint. Even “one errant key stroke, one name may be
confused with another or else some extraneous piece of information will be drudged up to
make someone a suspect, perhaps a false arrest deep in someone’s past . . .”
The availability of the information/communication technologies to implement such a
system is hardly sufficient justification to launch extraordinary and far-reaching security
systems. “Nobody will know what is in that black box of secret data. Once a person gets
identified by the system they may have potential threat imprinted on a government file,
even if they are not.” (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, September 14, 2003, page B-6).
Another continuous annoyance in the world of modern communications technologies are
the endless voice menus that plague automatic call-answering systems.
We are constantly prompted to press 1,2 3, 4 or more telephone pad keys to move
through a seemingly endless array of so-called menus to try to reach a location that will
deal with our inquiry. Often the voice menu options lead the inquirer in a seemingly
endless path, or circle, with their questions never resolved. It appears that the voice menu
system design strategy is one to either discourage the inquirer or encouraging the person
to hang up. Of course a major purpose is to minimize the necessity of human interaction
and thus reduce costs. Many times the user is cautioned that the menu design has been
changed, thus familiarity that could lead to a faster trip through the series of voice
messages is discouraged.
Here too the availability of a communications technology, coupled with its ability to
reduce operating costs, is a temptation that so-called service provider organizations
cannot resist. Customer convenience and satisfaction apparently are simply not an issue.
Perhaps the systems design could be modified that after so much time spent in fruitless
pursuit a human interaction is automatically triggered.
“. . . the internet turns every user in every living room into a mass distributor of just
about anything that can be digitized, including film, photography, the written word and,
of course music. . .The inevitable advance of technology will make reading digital tablets
more convenient than reading on paper, so the publishers of books, magazines, and

newspapers will have their worries as well.” (Lohr, Steve, “In the Age of the Internet,
Whatever Will Be Free Will Be Free,” The New York Times, September 14, 2003,
Section 4, page 1,5). Based on the Recoding Industry Association of America’s 261
lawsuits against music file sharers Mr. Lohr and other “Communication Age” voyeurs
come close to predicting the end of intellectual property. Their argument is based on the
premise that technologies drive media availability, thus as the technologies become more
“open” intellectual property or ownership fades.
If this argument were examined in other cultural contexts the rules by which we manage
our society would simply be set by technologies capabilities or limitations. For example,
why set driving speed limits at 65 miles per hour if my automobile is capable of doing 90
or 100? Why restrain or control any aspect of civil, communal society if a machine will
permit us to go beyond traditional, legal, or cultural boundaries? It is very disturbing to
hear the press and cultural pundits, including many academics, suddenly support a radical
change in intellectual property tradition that has worked for hundreds of years. I was
tempted to insert a large segment of Mr. Lohr’s article and not to quote or credit the
author in this paper. After all, he is somewhat preaching the “ethos of freely sharing
information.” Perhaps I misunderstand the word share. It is completely possible to
share, and at the same times pay be credit or currency for the items shared. If I like the
work of a particular popular music artist it seems a bit far-fetched that thee is n
accompanying entitlement to record his work without payment. Thee is little or no
difference between music file-sharing and attending a symphony orchestra concert with a
tape or DVD recorder in hand. Property rights, intellectual or physical, are one bases of
maintaining a civil, democratic society.
Thus we have yet another Communication Disconnect. Freedom and liberty are not
synonymous with violation of the law to satisfy one’s personal pleasures. The New York
Times editorial piece on September 12, 2003 (page A26) states . . . “Stealing is stealing,
online or in a store, and this theft has real victims. It robs artists of their livelihoods, and
by changing the economics of the industry, makes it harder for new acts to break in. The
only way for the industry to defend itself is to litigate hard, and publicly, against the
copyright infringers.” Perhaps The New York Times foresees its own potential near
future problems, but their view is correct, “stealing is stealing.”
There is an almost a daily alarm that goes off as this paper is being prepared. The ability
of communication technologies to gather, intercept, collate, and organize data would, on
the surface, appear to be a positive resource. However, the constant news of misuse, and
seemingly legally questionable use of communication technologies is becoming
particularly disturbing. On September 20, 2003 The New York Times (page A1, B14)
reported that Jet-Blue Airways acknowledged that is had provided the U.S. Department
of Defense contractor “with information on pore than a million of its passengers.” The
data, “which was turned over in violation of the airline’s own privacy policies, was then
used to identify the passengers’ Social Security numbers, financial histories and
occupations. This was accomplished by coordinating the airline passenger information
with yet another database maintained by Torch Concepts, a U.S. Army contractor. “The
airline . . . provided Torch Concepts with records on five million individual itineraries,

reflecting the travels of about 1.1 million passengers in 2001 and 2002. The records . .
included the passenger’ names addresses, phone numbers. . .”
The ability to provide the communication links from what we assume are somewhat
personal records, ranging from the mundane to those that are indeed nobody’s else’s
business has become a growth industry in the name of security.
Enabling technologies, in themselves, do not provide legal or ethical rights. In fact, their
availability heightens and strengthens the need to build and maintain protective
safeguards. From the relatively simplistic planning of “cookies” in one’s computer
internet access software to the Torch Concepts approach are in effect vicious uses of
communication technologies that go beyond privacy protection.
A final Communication Disconnect concern deals with the “dumbing-down” of American
taste and sense of how to gather and digest information. “We are in age where
entertainment reigns over enlightenment. . . .even in our entertainment we have sunk to
utter-simple. . . it’s all boom-boom and zoom-zoom. (Moriarty, Jane Campbell, “The
Cartoon Nation,” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, September 11, 2003, page A11). The world of
relatively simplistic entertainment has invaded and merged into the information domain
to form “infotainment.” Political and commercial life draw upon the very basic icons of
entertainment to communicate with the public. The most simplistic, movie/television
popular culture become the new standard bearers for our national vision as voiced by
those who would like to lead the nation.
Lest the Cartoon Nation concept appear simplistic and exaggerated, a new entertainment
phenomenon has evolved in the past year. In the past the motion picture industry tied
toys, games, fast food souvenirs and other entertainment merchandising to the release and
market success of a film. More often these were targeted at young children. Now there
are films and DVD’s that are being developed and released based on toys. “Movie
versions of Hot Wheels, G.I. Joe, Bionicle Toys, Super Soaker Squirt Guns and My Little
pony are being developed.” Nussenbaum, Evelyn, “Coming Soon to a Theater Near You:
The Moviemercial, New York Times, September 21, 2003, Section 3, page 4). In a battle
to win back the movie viewing audience, adults included, that has been siphoned off by
time spent playing video games, using the Internet, and over media diversions, the
industry is counter-attacking with this new strategy. A movie marketer said that “the
cross-promotion possibilities are endless: I can see a movie sequel coming in the form of
a video game. It may come in the form of consumer products or a DVD. All of which
then feed the market over time for a second movie.” (The New York Times, September
21, 2003, Section 3, page 4). Perhaps Dr. Neil Postman’s earlier book “Entertaining
Ourselves to Death” deserves a revisit as this new convolution of communication and
media accelerate the rush to endless and sometimes mindless amusement.
It may be appropriate to re-title this paper Communication for Dummies. One would
hope that communication, in its many varied and rich forms would lead to a broadening
and enlightenment of our society. Often however, we see the technologies used to
undermine, weaken, and threaten. Professor Moriarty appropriately chose to title her oped piece “The Cartoon Nation.” It was once a please to read our Sunday, or daily

cartoons, or even sneak in a comic book or two when our parents were not looking.
However, when the cartoon mentality invades our most important institutions it is time to
rethink our values. It is time to RECONNECT COMMUNICATION so that it serves us
in a positive, constructive manner. Where it is negative, or even threatening, perhaps it is
time and appropriate to throw some switches.

“Remembrances and
Passages”
An American Urban GridPlace Making as Memory
Personified
Diane Fellows
Miami University

The cross-disciplinary work, “Remembrances and Passages”, combines
architecture, painting, video, and a performance reading. The performance narrative, in
conjunction with the video, addresses how the experience of private aspects of migration
and refuge becomes visible through the creation of public spaces and constructions.
Seemingly fixed, the gender, sexuality, and ethnicity of the narrative’s characters
become transposed, thereby affecting the construction of public place and space
through which the story unfolds. When we engage in public space- a city street, a café, a
table for quiet talk- within the private intimacy of that moment that exists within a public
space we are both participants and observers. It is that tension of being both ‘participant’
and ‘observer’ in our daily habits, our interrelationships, and our planned and unplanned
movement through the larger environment that underscores the overall content of the
work.
“Remembrances and Passages” takes place in Denver, Colorado, in the city’s
alleyways. Through the consequence of my own ‘walking’ Denver’s alleys, I accidentally
unearthed their history. Eight city blocks historically identified as the ‘Chinese
community’, or ‘Hop alley’, existed within the urban grid of Denver’s downtown
commercial district: the expanse of which has been nearly forgotten. These eight blocks
that extend over the breadth of lower downtown Denver is a place where history is
buried, perhaps under the embarrassment of its own citizenry, or the purposeful
forgetting of the descendants of its perpetrators and victims. The only ‘remembrance’ is
a plaque on one of the main streets, 20th Street between Blake and Market Streets, that
tells of the last “Hop Alley” community and ‘commemorates’ the Hop Alley Riot of 1890,
when a Chinese man was lynched, and the community of two thousand fled from fire
and an angry mob of ‘Anglo’ citizens.
The narrative text that weaves through the video and performance is based, in
part, on historical accounts of the Chinese community that lived in Denver’s back alleys
between 1870 and 1947. It is a contemporary story of two people who know each other
by name only and agree to meet on a July afternoon in lower downtown Denver. Each
travels along an inner city alleyway. As events unfold in the alleyway making it possible
for them never to meet, a story of beginnings transcends their afternoon journey. As a
point of reference, in Krzysztof Kieslowski’s film trilogy “Three Colors: Blue/White/Red”
characters cross paths by chance in spaces keyed with saturated color of Blue or White

or Red (a reference to the political and social meaning of the colors on the national flag
of France); while the audience is aware of the characters connection the characters are
not consciously cognizant of their own interconnection. In “Remembrances and
Passages” the two contemporary characters, are connected through a series of events
and history of the alleyway. For these two contemporary characters private lives become
transformed, and this transformation ultimately results in the re-shaping of their
environment: the contemporary alleyways of lower downtown Denver.
As experienced in the video, the Chinese immigrant’s story in the American West
is an enveloping canvas that drives the fiction narrative content: two people who have
never met walk down separate alley streets on the way to an agreed upon appointment.
The fictionalized narrative content of the video is framed by the linearity of the alleys that
are structured according to a series of passages existing within the morphology of the
city grid: the formation, decay and re-shaping of the city over time. Within that linearity of
montage structure, events are revealed, through abstraction and non-linear sequences
that describe the journey of the two contemporary characters. The non-fiction account,
or authenticated voice, is that of the next generation of Chinese immigrants, those
arriving from 1947, that is woven within the video through personal stories. These
personal accounts of immigration/migration and acculturation are a constant heartbeat to
the fictionalized narrative. The visual imagery of the video is informed by textures found
in painted canvas. Painting is an important emotive and analytical vehicle for the creative
process of the narrative and architectural work and serves as an emotive connector
throughout the video. A series of self-portraits in ‘character’ are an abstraction of the
contemporary character’s persona and highlight the intimacy of connectedness among
all characters in the work, as well as the cultural cues that may govern such intimacies.
The performance reading underscores the collective moments of history through
which we participate, while, simultaneously, the video, through montage, seeks to
articulate that it is the intimacy of individual moments that we embrace or migrate away
from, and that those moments of our detailed closeness are shaped within a broader
cultural context. In conjunction, or in dialogue, with the video, the live performance
reading asks the audience to engage intellectually and emotionally in the interfacing of
these two ‘media’ events, while at the same time the audience ‘observes’ the unfolding
of the given narrative. Again, this tension of being both ‘participant’ and ‘observer’

underscores the work as a whole. While “Remembrances and Passages” is an
acknowledgement of a broader cultural space within which Americans experience their
lives, moment to moment, it begins from the personal identification we may have with
one another, simply those very human qualities that demark our common ground and
that are shaped by culture. Common events can be borne from the very ordinary such
as a gesture, or the intimacy of a glance, to the extraordinary events of history that we
may find ourselves in knowingly or unknowingly as participants.
“Remembrances and Passages”: An American Urban Grid Place-Making as Memory Personified.
Diane Fellows
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A series of exclusionary policies adopted in Canada--in several respects and
instances adapted from and to U.S. law--in 1885, 1904, 1923, and 1934 severely
restricted Chinese immigration and help to delineate an era of traffic in false identity
papers and kinship relations. The proliferation of “paper families”--whereby the
documents pertaining to Canadian-born Chinese and other legitimate candidates for entry
or reentry to the country were brokered, bought and sold--intensified from 1923 to 1947:
a period during which only twelve Chinese, ten of them members of exempt classes, were
admitted to Canada as immigrants. One of the narrators in Wayson Choy’s 1995 novel
The Jade Peony, a six year-old child in 1939, recalls his confusion over the interlacing of
factual and fictional bloodlines:
Family rankings and Chinese kinship terms gave me a headache. [. . .].
There were different titles for those persons related to us according to the
father’s age, the mother’s age, and even the ages of the four grandparents, and
according to whether they were from the mother’s or father’s side--never mind if
you threw in a stepmother and her best friend. And if these persons were also tied
to us by false papers to obtain immigration visas, they became “paper sons” or
“paper uncles,” heirs to a web of illegal subterfuge brought on by laws that
stipulated only relatives of official “merchant-residents” or “scholars” could
immigrate from China to Canada. Paper money could buy paper relatives. But
whose papers were connected to whose relatives? (131-2)
I would like to examine some of the tenuous or missing connections here
remarked between papers and relatives--constitutive gaps in a web of illegal subterfuge
brought on by the law--as sites for the interrogation and rearticulation of relations
between ethnicity, familiarity, immigration, and citizenship. Fissures between the
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biological and cultural aspects of reproduction number among the spaces in which the
ties that bind the nation and its subject--a subject, to put it one way, of the laws both of
the state and of the father--are forged. The conditions and contradictions of national affiliation, I want to suggest, can be glimpsed in the fugitive or alternative reproductions
exemplified, social-materially and textually, by the paper family and its reinscription in
the work of contemporary Chinese-Canadian writers.
I will be indicating points along the paper trail, however, with reference first and
in the main to the 1885 Report of the Royal Commission on Chinese Immigration, which
signposts what has come to be known as the first phase of Chinese exclusion in Canada
in part through compound and paradoxical statements about reproduction. The Report
opens with something of a parable of ownership and disowning characteristic both of
white nativism’s inclusive conception of citizenship, which presumes a racially
homogeneous national (and extra-national) community, and of its internal divisions by
social rank. J. A. Chapleau, the federal secretary of state appointed to the investigative
commission by Prime Minister John A. Macdonald, presents “A Miner’s View” of
Chinese immigrant labourers in San Francisco; the commissioner editorially distances
himself from the unnamed miner’s so-called “prejudice” and “weak logic,” and distills
the legitimate substance of the opinions to be relayed. Contending that although the
miner’s arguments may be met with “ridicule and discomfiture,” “what he advocates may
be sound,” Chapleau proceeds to argue:
That the Chinese immigration is a bachelor immigration; that the Chinaman can
live in a space and on food wholly inadequate for a white laborer; that they are
independent of and indifferent to all the comforts of life as they are understood in
white communities; these, which are admitted facts, may be serious not merely
for the laborer but for the nation [. . .] (Royal Commission [1885] xiv)
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The miner’s contribution to the Canadian enquiry, mediated by the Senator Jones
of Nevada who initially received and recorded it, is then provided in the text, as firstperson testimony and in quotation marks. Here, a lengthy excerpt:
“While my work is very arduous I go to it with a light heart and perform it
cheerfully, because it enables me to support my wife and my children. I am in
hopes to bring up my daughters to be good wives and faithful mothers, and to
offer my sons better opportunities in life than I had myself. I cheerfully
contribute to the support of schools, churches, charitable institutions, and other
objects that enter into our daily life [. . .]
--“How is it with the Chinaman? The Chinaman can do as much work
underground as I can. He has no wife and family. He performs none of these
duties. Forty or fifty of his kind can live in a house no larger than mine. He
craves no variety of food. He has inherited no taste for comfort or for social
enjoyment. Conditions that satisy him and make him contented would make my
life not worth living. * * *
“You have got some thousands of workmen here in exactly the same
position I am. When these are driven out, what will be the situation? You have a
society now that is governed by patriotic instincts; a society that maintains civil
government; maintains schools and churches, and all the institutions of
civilization; all around you are the houses of American workmen whom you
know, whose language you understand, whose traditions, hopes and fears are
common to our race, whose gods are your gods, and whose affections are your
affections. What will you have in their place? Instead of them you will have
Chinese hovels, Chinese huts everywhere; and, instead of an American
civilization, you will have got a Chinese civilization, with all its degrading
accessories, precisely as you might find it in China. Around you would be a
population of Chinese, with Chinese tastes, Chinese language, and Chinese
customs. (Royal Commission [1885] xv)
A couple of textual accessories to “A Miner’s View” equip contemporary critical
readers with some valuable interpretive tools. The first is the marginal notation furnished
throughout the Report by which, the Commissioners opine, “the mastery of the whole
[document] is greatly facilitated” (Royal Commission [1885] x). To the quoted excerpt
are appended these marginal notes: “No wife, no family”; “The Christian village must
give way to Chinese hovels”; and finally, “Chinaman comes in and takes advantage of
conditions created by others.” As Chapleau has already admitted into fact, the Chinese
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labourer operates outside the circuitry of normative family and community values
essential to industry and the nation; as a bachelor-immigrant, he is by definition a nonreproducer in some strictly (and culturally overdetermined) biological sense. At the same
time, the Chinese worker is said to possess an astonishing capacity to reproduce his own
labour-power, the material conditions of his own life “in a space and on food wholly
inadequate for a white laborer”; this capacity--cast by the exemplary, cited miner in terms
of instinctual and inherited absences of cravings, tastes, cheerfulness and affections-threatens to wipe out Christian villages and overtake the system of production from its
legitimate beneficiaries and heirs. The Chinese population bomb imagined by late
nineteenth-century white North America would seem, in other words, to be moral,
religious, linguistic, cultural, and economic in character, prior to or absent the
materialization of Chinese wives and families on either side of the Canada-U.S. border.
An auto-referential, auto-erotic and auto-reproducible status is attributed to the enemy or
demon invader, in advance of its cuckoo-spawnlike and ultimately genocidal assault on a
legitimate citizenry and the institutions by which it preserves and increases its numbers.
The Chinese hordes will keep on coming, subsisting and thriving on and for less,
multiplying. And a gap in factual logic--one which permits the naturalization of
productive forces--thus opens and shuts between received understandings of biological
and social reproductivity.
A second interpretive device for readers is supplied by Chapleau’s remarks
following what has been presented as the miner’s transcribed speech: “This language is
clearly not the language actually used by any miner. But it none the less expresses the
miner’s sentiments. We have heard such sentiments, and Senator Jones here condenses
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many a harangue from his white workmen” (Royal Commission [1885] xv). By having
sifted meaningful sentiment from mere harangue, polished that sentiment with a patriotic
eloquence deemed “clearly” the prerogative of educated elites, and individuated a single
speaker from many white workmen (related to the American senator by the possessive
adjective, “his”), Jones and in turn Chapleau take parts in another stage in the
reproduction of citizens and non-citizens: the working-class subject of state rights here
manages to speak only through the filters and thrown voices of those who
paternalistically represent his best interests. Factor in the Canadian commissioner’s
adaptation of the Nevada senator’s “condensation,” and the chain of transmission extends
and thins quite possibly to another breaking point. The point I am trying to make is
simply this: that the outlines of the paper family--by which “culture” intercepts,
reinvents, denies and/or defies “nature” to redraw and confound lines of affiliation and
belonging--are legible first in the contradictory and ambivalent discursive practices of the
state. An at once representative, flawed and fictitious white worker, who declares his
intentions to bring forth the good wives, faithful mothers, and productive sons that will
ensure his nation’s future, is being reproduced, and more than once, in paper form.
The 1884-1885 Royal Commission’s final recommendations and reactions to
them locate the white working-class citizen and the Chinese immigrant on separate,
unequal, and yet mutually constitutive sides of ambivalences in exclusionary rhetoric and
practice, and specifically in the Canadian national and economic context. Both Chapleau
and his fellow commissioner, Justice J. H. Gray of the British Columbia Supreme Court,
“implicitly accepted the prevailing view that the Chinese were inferior [, yet] both agreed
with the entrepreneurs’ claim that, whatever their liabilities, the Chinese were an asset to
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the province,” as W. Peter Ward has summarized in White Canada Forever (Ward 39).
Chapleau described Chinese labour as “a most efficient aid in the development of a
country, and a great means to wealth,” and in so doing had not, Ward writes, “uttered the
words white British Columbia wished to hear” (39-40). As Prime Minister Macdonald,
who had already committed himself to immigration restriction prior to and during the
preparation of the Report, vacillated in the nation’s capital, Ottawa, the government of
B.C. responded by reenacting its disallowed Chinese Immigration Act; and white labour
leaders and crowds gathered in the provincial capital, Victoria, to hold public meetings,
to prevent ships carrying Chinese immigrants from landing (which impeded a season’s
work on the Canadian Pacific Railway), to form an Anti-Chinese Union, and on May 21,
1885 to march in the thousands, carrying banners emblazoned with slogans such as “CUT
OUT THE CHINESE CANCER”; and “NO YELLOW SLAVE SHALL EAT OUR
CHILDREN’S BREAD” (Ward 38-42). Between Ottawa and Victoria, then, between
federal legislation and vigilante justice, capital and labour, the story of the Chinese in
Canada unfolds, is insinuated, in the historical discontinuities of global economic
competition and nation-building.
This story may be as much if not more one of skewed and contingent reproductive
and familial formations than it might be one of abjection, as has been argued in several
recent, provocative studies of Asian American literatures [Karen Shimikawa, David
Leiwei Li]. Potentially at stake in distinctions between reproduction and abjection are, I
believe, the definition and redefinition of inside-outside dualities; reformulated questions
regarding bodily integrity as the minimal condition of individuated subjectivity; and the
problem of whether the same queries can be directed to the embodied and individuated
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subjects of psychoanalysis and the state, and by extension to the nationalized,
collectivized body politic. My concern is less with the applicability of Kristeva’s theory
of the abject (and the subject) per se, than with the implications of adapting this model
for the analysis of North American Asian cultural and political processes. The Kristevan
notion of abjection, whereby the self expells, exteriorizes itself as other, waste or refuse,
no doubt affords a compelling explanatory account or narrative structure for exclusionary
immigration laws, the disbarment of Asian immigrants from property ownership,
ghettoized housing and trade policies, and enduring associations of Chinatowns and
Chinese persons with filth, depravity and disease. We might consider excerpts from the
1902 Report of the Royal Commission on Asian immigration in British Columbia:
[The Chinese] form, on their arrival, a community within a community, separate
and apart, a foreign substance within, but not of our body politic, with no love for
our laws and institutions; a people that will not assimilate or become an integral
part of our race and nation [. . .]. With their habits of overcrowding, and an utter
disregard of all sanitary laws, they are a continual menace to health [. . .]. They [.
. .] create conditions inimical to labour and dangerous to the industrial peace of
the community where they come. They spend little of their earnings in the
country and trade chiefly with their own people. They fill the places that ought to
be occupied by permanent citizens, many of whom leave the country on their
account [. . . ]. They are not and will not become citizens in any sense of the term
as we understand it.
The diagnosis of contagion, of “a foreign substance” spreading within Canada,
renders the nation as a penetrable and penetrated body, its integrity and purity
compromised by alien invaders. This may indeed read as an installment in an ongoing,
serial narrative of citizenship-and-abjection, whereby the others against which a new,
white, Canadian native is being constituted--according to the Natal formula for
citizenship, then being implemented by several British settler colonies--are cast
simultaneously within and outside the body politic. Yet I would want to stress the
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significance of discrepancies between installments and historical moments, of
differences, for example, between the unequivocally racist rhetoric of the 1902 Royal
Commission Report and the ambivalent, layered or flexible racism of its 1885
predecessor. By the early twentieth century, Canadian commercial enterprises, such as
the Canadian Pacific Railway, no longer have need of a vast industrial reserve army and
have come to wage increasingly weak protest against government-imposed restrictions on
Asian immigration. Human filth perceived to be capable of replenishing and
regenerating itself, by congenital nature and by custom, now has negligible to no
instrumental value in the developments of nation and industry. Canadian parliament
accepted the Commission’s recommendations in 1903, and raised the Chinese entry tax
from 100 to 500 dollars. The number of Chinese who paid the head tax dropped from
4,719 to 8 in the fiscal year after the act took effect. The act precipitates a sharp decline
in the Chinese-Canadian population for the span of a generation, turning Vancouver’s
Chinatown, as Sky Lee writes in her 1990 novel, Disappearing Moon Cafe, into “a
community ripe for incest.”
Historical cycles of scarcity and plenitude, national and economic expansion and
contraction, in other words determine the bodily contours and limits of self/not-self,
citizen/non-citizen dichotomies. Individual and popular bodies conceived as surplus and
expendable are not, I would argue, necessarily or altogether identical with those (though
they be the same) bodies scapegoated, renaturalized, and symbolically reappropriated as
excrement or filth. An abjection model may actually reedify fictions of national unity--of
the stability of inside-outside boundaries and the continuity of history--not only in the
official discourses of immigration, but also, I would suggest, in certain critiques of those
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discourses, oriented toward the more inclusive and more nearly equal incorporation of
racialized others into an abstract, deracinated citizenry or national family unit.
In her work on sexuality and citizenship in Trinidad and Tobago and the
Bahamas, M. Jacqui Alexander has called attention to the quandary of feminist and
lesbian mobilization within the normalizing framework of the nationalist state. Such
activism can reconsolidate an “originary nuclear family, a source of legitimation for the
state” (Alexander 1997, 64) by appealing to the state for “seemingly emancipatory
practices such as legal ‘protections’ of women’s interests or provisions which constrain
violent domestic patriarchy” (Alexander 1994, 8). Alexander calls for a focus on state
power which does not imply or reinforce that power’s rationality and internal coherence
(1994, 8), but which instead activates the fractures, contradictions and “interstitial
spaces” of heteropatriarchal national narratives. The boundary-permeability and
liminality of nations and citizens are the paradoxical conditions and limitations of both,
as becomes manifest when both are situated within a global economic frame. Locating
the 1986 passing of Trinidad and Tobago’s Sexual Offences Act in the micro- and macropolitics of contemporary Caribbean tourism, Alexander offers this succinct inside-outside
formulation: “the nationalist state mediates the massive entry of transnational capital
within national borders, but blames sexual decadence (lesbian and gay sex and
prostitution) for the dissolution of the nation” (1994, 8).
Drawing on Alexander’s insights into the reproductive economies of nationhood-in particular, her view that citizenship is a “heterosexual imperative”--I will end by
referring very briefly to contemporary rewritings of the Chinese-Canadian paper family.
These rewritings, produced inside and outside the gaps and margins of more than one
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national and ethnic text, can I think be read as refusals of the procreative mandates and
prerogatives associated with white, patriarchal nationalism, and as gestures toward
alternative or differently reiterated modes of self- and communal reproduction.
Something of a paper gift, one that circulates from a daughter back to her mother, Denise
Chong’s 1994 non-fictional memoir, The Concubine’s Daughter, tracks de- and reconstitutions of a mutilated and extended Chinese-Canadian family in both trans-Pacific
directions. Sky Lee’s multi-generational family saga, Disappearing Moon Cafe, traces
Chinese women in complex and discontinuous networks of biological and cultural
kinship relations: as a scarce commodity in times of exclusion; as not merely a carrier but
also a manipulator of crossed and miscegenated bloodlines; as an exemplar of what
Drucilla Cornell has called the ambivalent status, at once material and discursive, of the
pregnant female body. In Lee’s novel, a bastard son most takes after his simultaneously
biological and adoptive father, while the family tree falters at and around the legitimate
son’s sterility--to be artificially disseminated and regenerated by the conniving mother
who replots family plots in the name of the patriarch and in her own interests. The Wong
patronym and line end with a daughter, both the narrator and recipient of her family’s
enigmatic and incomplete story, who leaves her Canadian married and working life for an
unknown future with an “irresistible” woman in Hong Kong.
As the narrator of The Jade Peony quoted at the beginning of this paper also
suggests, the paper and textual reproduction of Chinese Canadians enacts the out-law
inside the law; names and identities cannot be kept straight, secrets signify without
likelihood of their eventual disclosure. I want to conclude by evoking the matter of
author Wayson Choy’s sexuality, represented as an open secret in the closing pages of his
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2000 memoir, Paper Shadows, and intimated by his recollection of late-childhood erotic
awakening, an experience he had earlier bequeathed to a character in The Jade Peony.
Choy’s participation in non-procreative and outlaw forms of reproduction is rich and
complex. He has turned the discovery that he himself was adopted--information withheld
from him until some points during and after the publicity tour for his first novel, and after
the deaths of both parents--into the occasion for his memoir. This text of revelation does
not and need not, Choy writes, come to rest or fruition with the true names and identities
of his biological parents, which remain to this day with the surviving bearers of those
secrets. Paper Shadows reconjures the Old Chinatown, Vancouver, of Choy’s childhood;
and with it the wide circle of “bachelor-uncles,” the immigrant men who--separated from
their families, prevented from or not interested in beginning them in the new country-lavished treats and attention on an adoptive “nephew” and contributed to his care. The
affections presumed lacking in the Chinese race by white Canadian Royal
Commissioners and citizens reveal themselves here to be historical products, affections
returned, and recast, in the forms of new shadows of paper.
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Contemporary theories of mind often attempt to leave room in their scientific
worldview for that nonphysical part of us that defies physical explanation. There is
something it is like to our human experience that no purely physical description can
capture. This is all that remains of the elusive soul or mind that has intrigued and
confounded philosophers and scientists alike. A number of contemporary philosophers,
and in particular David Chalmers, have even been so bold as to call themselves dualists.
However, contemporary thinkers cannot accommodate a real ontological mental property
in a physically dominated world. Through an analysis of modern dualistic positions,
namely Rene Descartes and Baruch Spinoza, I will set out what the criteria are for a
genuinely dualistic theory. From this background, I will argue that contemporary theories
cannot ascribe any real role for mental existents. They cannot have both the ghost and the
machine.
Paper:
The Problem
Contemporary theories of mind often attempt to leave room in their scientific
worldview for that nonphysical part of us that defies physical explanation. There is
something it is like to our human experience that no purely physical description can
capture. This is all that remains of the elusive soul or mind that has intrigued and
confounded philosophers and scientists alike. A number of contemporary philosophers,
and in particular David Chalmers, have even been so bold as to call themselves dualists.
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What this perspective entails is the ontological assertion that there are two types of
existents in the world, the physical and the mental. However, it is debatable whether or
not contemporary views, as saturated as they are by modern science, can actually provide
a real ontological place in the world for the nonphysical. Through an analysis of modern
dualistic positions, namely Rene Descartes and Baruch Spinoza, I will set out what the
criteria are for a genuinely dualistic theory. These modern dualistic theories will direct us
to see what is needed for the genuine establishment of a duality. I will argue that
contemporary theories such as Chalmers’ cannot ascribe any real role for mental
existents, and are therefore not dualistic positions. These contemporary thinkers argue
that non-identity and irreducibility between the physical and the mental are enough to
establish dualism. I will demonstrate that there is more that is required of a dualistic
position as shown by the history of dualism and explain why it is that contemporary
positions are unable to be truly dualistic.
Substance Dualism
In order to determine what exists in the world, philosophers often use the term
“substance” and “property” to differentiate the kinds of existents there are. Aristotle in
particular was interested in just this issue. He states, “Substance in the truest and primary
and most definite sense of the word is that which is neither predicable of a subject nor
present in a subject…”1 Aristotle defines substance here by asserting what it is not: a
substance is not the kind of existent that is a property of a subject nor is it dependent on a
subject. The difference, then, between a substance and a property is that a substance can
exist independently of properties, whereas a property has a dependent existence upon a
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substance. Although this is not the only definition of substance Aristotle presents, it is the
one that is picked up and revised by later dualist philosophers.
In the seventeenth century, Rene Descartes reaffirms this Aristotelian notion of
substance: “By substance we can understand nothing other than a thing which exists in
such a way as to depend on no other thing for its existence.”2 Like Aristotle, Descartes
views substance as an independent existent, as opposed to qualities or attributes of
substances which “cannot exist without other things.”3 Where Descartes seems to depart
from Aristotle is his further contention that each substance has one, and only one,
principal attribute. This principal attribute is what constitutes the very nature of the
substance. On this view, if two substances have different principal attributes, they are two
different kinds of substances. The principal attribute of mind is thought, whereas the
principal attribute of body is extension. From this principle of individuation, Descartes
arrives at his dualistic position that there are two types of substances in the world, minds
and bodies.
This distinction is a real ontological distinction. He states “two substances are
said to be really distinct when each of them can exist without the other.”4 Being a
substance means that the thing in question is capable of independent existence. Even if
mind and body are joined in a human being, according to Descartes, they are really
distinct.5 The mind can exist without the body, and the body can exist without the mind.
The Establishment of a Genuine Duality
What is crucial in Descartes’s dualism will shed light on what is required for the
establishment of a genuine duality. In the first place, the substances are clearly not
identical. By Leibniz’s law, the identity of indiscernibles, two substances cannot be
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exactly alike, that is, have the exact same properties, and simply be numerically distinct.6
If two existents have the exact same properties, then they are identical, and there are not
two distinct existents. Accordingly, in order to affirm that there are two types of
existents, a dualistic position needs to show that each type of existents has its own type of
properties. As noted earlier, Descartes’s tenet that each substance has only one principal
attribute serves to clearly establish that mind and body are not identical. It is a logical
contradiction for the properties of thought and extension to exist in the same substance
for then the substance would have two different natures. From this, Descartes concluded
that mind and body have mutually exclusive properties: mind is a thinking, non-extended
substance while body is an extended, non-thinking substance. Due to the fact that mind
and body each have properties which the other lacks, they are clearly not identical.
But in order to fully assert the distinct identities of the two existents, it must be
further demonstrated that the two existents are not reducible to the other. Although there
is much contention about how exactly identity and reduction are related, in general, if one
existent is able to be reduced to another, this involves some form of identity claim. John
Searle explains that “the basic intuition that underlies the concept of reductionism seems
to be the idea that certain things might be shown to be nothing but certain other sorts of
things. Reductionism, then, leads to a peculiar form of identity relation…”7 For example,
water is considered to be nothing but H2O. Once this type of ontological reduction is
accomplished, the identification of the existents in question follows. The two existents
are not ontologically distinct.
In the case of Descartes, reduction cannot be achieved between mind and body.
The assertion that mind is nothing but body or a mode of body is inconceivable for
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Descartes. Extension is not contained in the conception of mind, nor is thought contained
in the conception of body.8 Descartes is able to clearly understand each type of substance
and each of its attributes completely apart from the other type of substance and its
attributes. The physical and mental are not able to be reduced to the other since they are
completely distinct and for Descartes that implies they are completely incompatible.
There is no commonality that would enable a reduction. Neither can be conceived,
explained, nor redefined in terms of the other. 9
For Descartes, mind and body are clearly not reducible nor identical to the other.
They exist separately as two distinct substances - each is a thing in its own right. But
what does that exactly mean that each substance is a thing in its own right? In other
words, what does separate existence entail? The independent existence of mental
substance and physical substance can be seen in causation. For Descartes, both
substances are equally efficacious. In humans, they are able to causally interact. Thoughts
cause physical movements, and physical movements cause thoughts.10 The mind and
body both have causal powers and are capable of causal interaction. The mental and
physical in this picture are completely independent as self-sufficient substances in the
world. Each substance has an equal ontological status in that neither substance is a more
prominent feature of the world. Both are able to exert influence and power in the world.
What has been learned about dualism from Descartes’s substance dualism? In
order for there to be a genuine duality established, it must be proven that there are two
existents rather than one. For an existent to be considered a substance for Descartes, it is
necessary that it be able to exist independently from all other things. The first
requirement for this type of independent existence is that it has a completely separate
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identity. Descartes accomplishes this by his basic tenet that the two different substances
have no common properties. The second criterion is that neither existent may be reduced
to, nor explained away in terms of, the other. This individual identity and ontological
irreducibility has shown that there are two existents here rather than one. But more is
required for Descartes to assert the existence of something in its own right. The last
criterion of a genuine duality is the causal efficacy of both types of substances. For
Descartes, this clearly means that each has causal powers and is able to affect the other.
Both substances have equal powers and capacities to affect the world. Neither is
dependent on the other for its existence and each has a distinct, though not separate, life.
Because of its successful establishment of two ontologically distinct entities, substance
dualism presents a genuine duality.
Modern Property Dualism
Another form of dualism, property dualism, maintains the distinction between the
mental and the physical, but the distinction is between properties, not substances.
According to Baruch Spinoza’s property dualism, the one basic substance of the world is
God. According to Spinoza’s principles, only God is capable of independent existence,
and all things are known through God’s attributes. Due to his assertion that there are two
distinct kinds of properties of God known to us, the physical and the mental, his position
is considered to be dualistic.
Though these properties of God are of the same substance, they are still distinct
existents. That these properties are two genuinely distinct types of properties is confirmed
by Spinoza’s principle of individuation which is similar to Leibniz’s principle. In order
for two existents to have different identities, they must have different natures.11 This
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distinction is fulfilled on the level of properties for Spinoza. As Spinoza explains,
“Thought is an attribute of God, or God is a thinking thing…Extension is an attribute of
God, or God is an extended thing.”12 Thought and extension are two totally different
ways of being for God. They are not, therefore, identical properties.
As further confirmation that thought and extension are not the same property, they
cannot be reduced to each other. Though these attributes of God can be reduced to God in
the sense that they are both nothing but God, they are not reducible to each other.
Neither property is entailed in the conception of the other. Thought and extension are
such radically different types of existents for Spinoza, that he emphatically denies their
ability to interact based upon this difference. As he states “Things which have nothing in
common cannot be the cause of the other.”13 Instead, thought and extension each exist on
separate tracts so that neither is able to simply collapse into the other. They each have
their own way of existing and are not able to simply be reduced to the other.
That the mental and the physical each exist separately is shown in that there is
equal causal efficacy within their own type of existent. Mental properties may cause other
mental properties and physical properties may cause other physical properties. Both
mental and physical properties exert causal power in the world in equal force. Mental and
physical properties as two different kinds of existents are not causally interactive, instead
they are causally effective in their own parallel tract. Each property has an individual
identity and existence in its own right. Neither property depends upon the other in order
to exist. Spinoza’s property dualism effectively establishes a genuine duality.
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Criteria for a Genuine Duality
Both Descartes’s substance dualism and Spinoza’s property dualism have
provided us with certain guidelines for the establishment of a genuine duality. Both forms
of modern dualism, substance and property, have three criteria: separate identity,
irreducibility between the two types of existents, and equal causal efficacy for both types
of existents. This then appears to be what is required for a position to be considered
genuinely dualistic. What these three criteria amount to is in essence the establishment of
an independent existence for two ontologically distinct types of existents. What is
essential, then, to the establishment of a genuine duality is the complete independence of
the types of existents in relation to each other, whether they be substances or properties.
Though contemporary thinkers have called themselves dualists, contemporary
theories of mind only offer some of the modern criteria listed above. Through an analysis
of a typical contemporary view, Chalmers’ property dualism, I will first explain which of
the modern criteria contemporary thinkers choose for their viewpoint. From this
exploration, I will argue that all three criteria are required in order for a position to be a
dualistic one. If contemporary dualists fail to have all three present in their theory, they
fail to be a dualistic theory.
Contemporary Property Dualism: Chalmers’ Naturalistic Dualism
A well-known example of a contemporary dualistic viewpoint is by David
Chalmers’ naturalistic version of property dualism. In The Conscious Mind, Chalmers
argues for a theory of mind which takes consciousness seriously while simultaneously
upholding a scientific worldview. 14 He calls his theory a naturalistic dualism because he
incorporates phenomenal properties into the natural world. This inclusion of mental
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properties is still compatible with a nonreductive materialist position since there is no
disruption of our basic physicalist understanding of the world. What this means is that the
physical world is causally closed: all physical events have a purely physical explanation.
There is no interference from, nor interaction with, mental properties in the explanation
of physical phenomena.
Chalmers bases his argument for dualism on the conceivability of a possible
world which is physically identical to the actual world, but one in which consciousness
does not exist. According to Chalmers’ definition of logical supervenience, phenomenal
facts are not logically supervenient on the physical facts since there is a possible world
with the same physical facts but with different phenomenal facts from this world.15 Since
phenomenal facts are not logically entailed by physical facts, Chalmers concludes that
consciousness cannot be reductively explained in terms of purely physical facts alone.16
Phenomenal properties, then, must be something over and beyond physical properties.
What this means is that the properties in this contemporary property dualism are not
conceptually nor ontologically reducible to each other just as the properties and the
substances in modern dualism are not reducible to each other.
Also similar to modern dualism in both forms, substance and property, the mental
is not identical to the physical in Chalmers’ dualism. One is able to understand mental
properties independently of physical properties and vice versa. He emphasizes that
phenomenal properties are not to be identified with psychological properties.
Psychological properties are objective, physical, third-person aspects of the mind, as
opposed to phenomenal properties which are subjective, mental, first-person aspects of
the mind. As in modern dualistic theories, one can form a perfectly coherent idea of
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mental or phenomenal properties without at the same time conceiving of the physical or
psychological properties. What this amounts to is that the properties are not the same.
They have different qualities and different ways of being understood which, by Leibniz’s
principle of the identity of indiscernibles, makes them two existents, rather than one.
This conclusion, that strictly reductive materialism in which there is only one type
of substance and one type of property in the world, the physical, is false, leads Chalmers
to posit a form of dualism in which there are two kinds of properties in the world: one
physical and one mental. He states, “The dualism implied here is instead a kind of
property dualism: conscious experience involves properties of an individual that are not
entailed by the physical properties of that individual, although they may depend lawfully
on those properties.”17 There are two points here worth noting. First, Chalmers asserts,
just as Spinoza and Descartes did, that the existents involved are neither reducible nor
identical to the other. Second, as is true for all contemporary theories, there is a
systematic dependence of the mental upon the physical. Although Chalmers is emphatic
that mental properties are not logically supervenient on physical properties, they are
naturally supervenient, meaning that in this world, mental properties lawfully depend
upon physical properties. Two creatures that are physically identical in this world would
have the exact same conscious experiences.18 But this only goes one way. Two creatures
that have the same phenomenal properties in this world would not necessarily be
physically identical to each other. What mental properties a being have depends upon its
physical properties. In contrast, what physical properties a being have does not depend
upon its mental properties. What this demonstrates is an asymmetry between the
properties that diverges from modern property dualism. In modern property dualism, the
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properties shared an equal, independent role, whether in this world or in some logically
conceivable world. Chalmer’s version of property dualism breaches this independence by
making mental properties naturally supervenient upon physical properties.
Chalmers also departs from the modern dualist theories by denying causal
efficacy for both properties. As Chalmers himself admits, “A problem with the view I
have advocated is that if consciousness is merely naturally supervenient on the physical,
then it seems to lack causal efficacy.”19 However, he clearly takes himself to be
establishing a genuine duality: “All we know is that there are properties of individuals in
this world – the phenomenal properties – that are ontologically independent of physical
properties.”20 Although Chalmers has two of the modern criteria, separate identity and
non-reducibility between the types of properties, it is yet to be determined if these two
criteria alone are enough to establish a genuine duality.
Contemporary Versus Modern Dualism: Confirming a Genuine Duality
We have the criteria that the moderns used to establish their dualistic positions,
and we have seen how a contemporary philosopher of mind has utilized some of them in
his own theory. What remains to be determined is what combination of these criteria is
required to establish a genuine duality. Chalmers demonstrates that in contemporary
theories of mind, the relationship between the two types of existents is no longer the same
as it was for modern philosophers. Rather than satisfying all three modern criteria,
separate identity, ontological irreducibility, and equal causal powers, contemporary
theorists seek to sneak mental properties into the physical world and hope not to disrupt
the scientific worldview. But it is unclear what this backdoor approach gets them.
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In order for any of these positions to be dualist, they must clearly establish the
independent ontological status of mental properties. There must exist in the world two
utterly distinct properties each existing in their own way. What does it mean to be an
existing property though? The assertion that there are two independent properties is not
on its own enough. Descartes and Spinoza have suggested that in order to be a real,
independent entity in the world means that the thing in question has full, uninhibited
causal efficacy. Some contemporary philosophers agree with this modern position, i.e.,
that in order to be a real, genuine property that has an independent ontological status in
the world, the property must have causal efficacy. Alexander puts the point like this:
“[Epiphenomenalism] supposes something to exist in nature which has nothing to do, no
purpose to serve, a species of noblesse which depends on the work of its inferiors, but is
kept for show and might as well, and undoubtedly would in time be abolished.”21 Kim
summarizes this view as “Alexander’s dictum” which states that to be real is to have
causal powers.22 In epiphenomenal dualism, like Chalmers’ naturalistic dualism, the
phenomenal has no causal potency and so according to this, has no real existence.
Shoemaker makes the point further that without causal activity, it is impossible to know
something is existing in the first place. In response to the thought that there are properties
which exist but which lack causal powers, Shoemaker states, “The supposition that these
possibilities are genuine implies, not merely that various things might be the case without
its being in any way possible for us to know that they are, but also that it is impossible for
us to know various things which we take ourselves to know.”23 In other words, we could
never know about the existence of the phenomenal properties if they had no effect in the
world. The something it is like to taste an orange causes me to be aware of its presence.
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There would be no debate on how to fit phenomenal properties into the world if we were
never aware of them in the first place. If there are causally ineffective existents in the
world, as Armstrong explains, “we have no good reason to postulate such entities.”24 The
point is that those properties must present themselves to us to be a topic of discussion;
they must affect us in a certain way. This is why Shoemaker argues that “the identity of a
property is completely determined by its potential for contributing to the causal powers of
the things that have it.”25 The causal efficacy of phenomenal properties are therefore
necessary for establishing them as real properties in the world.
Many nonreductive materialists like Davidson, Hellman and Thompson, Le Pore
and Loewer, and Fodor, have attempted to salvage the causal efficacy of mental
properties. Philosophers like Le Pore and Loewer seek to conclude that “this fairly
strong physicalism still allows sufficient autonomy of the mental so that it is not
reducible to the physical and it has a genuine explanatory and causal role to play.”26
However, though these philosophers want to assign some causal efficacy to the mental,
their strict tenet that the world is causally closed can never allow mental properties to
have any causal powers. If a purely physical explanation is both necessary and sufficient
to explain any physical phenomenon, there is no need for yet another explanation, a
mental one, of the same physical phenomena. These thinkers are faced with the problem
of overdetermination. Mental causation is ultimately incompatible with their scientific
worldview.
As discussed above, fully permitting mental properties an independent, causal life
outside of physical properties, however, is not something contemporary philosophers are
willing to allow. The systematic dependence of the mental on the physical and the
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primacy of the physical serves to deny the mental a life of its own. The separate identity
and irreducibility of mental properties is not enough, then, to assure the independent
existence of mental properties. As modern theories revealed to us, real independent
existence requires causal efficacy equal to the causal efficacy of other types of existents
in the world. A contemporary theory such as Chalmers’ natural property dualism cannot
be a genuine dualistic position because it does not clearly establish the ontological status
of mental properties in the world. Although Chalmers brings consciousness into the very
beginning of the world, as a property lacking causal efficacy, the mental is not confirmed
in his theory as a real property. His naturalistic dualism may be dualistic in its ideology,
but not in its ontology.
Conclusion
What this examination of modern and contemporary theories has demonstrated is
that all three criteria, separate identity, ontological irreducibility, and real causal efficacy,
taken together are crucial for the clear establishment of a duality. This is the package that
modern dualistic theories offer. Both Spinoza and Descartes are successful in confirming
the existence of two ontologically independent entities in the world because they assign
each thing an independent life. The three criteria establish independence, and this
independence is what is required for a duality. Contemporary theories fail in this
endeavor since they refuse to permit the mental a life independent from the physical. This
primacy of the physical undermines the independence of the mental properties to such a
degree, that at the end, it fails to affirm that there are indeed two types of existents here
rather than one. Thus, not having established a genuine duality, it is clear that
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contemporary thinkers cannot accommodate a real ontological mental property in a
physically dominated world. They cannot have both the ghost and the machine.
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This paper will present a musical example of artistic research at ARC, a department for
Artistic Research and Composition at the School of Music, Gothenburg University, Sweden.
One important approach to artistic research at this department is based on the question of the
transformation of artistic intentions. The nature of this very experimental research could be
characterized as a free play of mind in an attempt to find new approaches to research, using
art and artistic skills as a method.
The example that will be presented sets out from a composition called ”Elegie”,
by Carl Axel Hall. This piece is a reflection on, or an interpretation of, Rainer
Maria Rilke’s poem Duino Elegie nr.1. The motifs that shape the piece are
ascending and descending figures. In Western music history, descending figures
can symbolize sorrow or mourning, or finally, death. But it is also true that
music from the 17th and 18th centuries often consists of figures moving down
the circle of fifths. These figures do not necessarily imply sadness or sorrow.
Rather, they simply can be looked upon as a journey in the world of harmony.
The descending figures in this piece are an example of the latter.
The text from Rilke is about life and death as two sides of a continuing being.
There is, in other words, no contradiction between life and death - between one
form of life and another - everything is being.
Therefore this piece is to be considered as a way of ¨falling upwards¨.
The piece ”Rilke-Akvarell” (“A Rilke Wate Color” in English), composed by Magnus
Eldénius, is one example of our aim to find new angles of artistic research at the department
ARC. The intention of this work is to expose and investigate the possibilities of artistic
intentions to surviving different kinds of transformations.
A short section of the score of “Elegie” was mapped and processed into a “graphic score” and
at the same time transformed into a work of visual art in a rather free manner, but still with an
ambition to preserve the gesture and internal structure of the original material. The picture
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was then processed back into a musical score, and used as raw material for the piece “RilkeAkvarell”. This new composition mirrors some characteristics in the structure of the original
“Elegie” but is in itself an independent work of art.
Artistic and creative ideas and their implementation in processes is one of the important
subjects at ARC. The example presented in this paper has been choosen to illustrate the
ambition at ARC to create tangible material as a complement to a free discussion about
artistic research in terms of art itself.
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Hierakonpolis Temple-Town: Religious center, national shrine to kingship, early capital
in southern Egypt?
The ancient Hierakonpolis town site, in Southern Egypt, has an exceptional archaeological
record, marking it as a capital of earliest named kings. Namely the quintessential imagery of
Narmer as the victorious king and the first king to wear each of the two national-regional crowns
ignited interest in Hierakonpolis. The finding of his ceremonial palette with other early royal
objects in 1897 brought international recognition to this site. These finds were heralded by Petrie
as vital to Egyptian history, “no more important discovery has ever been made” (JEA 1897 p.7).
Scholarship and archaeological work in Egypt of course have broadened the possible choice for
‘capitals.’ Two places, Memphis in the Delta and Abydos midway in the south, have been touted
as the official ‘royal necropolis and first capital for Dynasties I-II; yet funerary functions and
context still dominate the material thus far known from Egypt. The marked interest in all things
royal and the desire to know the origins of Egyptian kingship or the first king or capital need not
preclude the reality of what is preserved, documented and reliance on later ancient Egyptian texts
to provide ‘their view of their past,’ which of course varied over time.
What do we know of the candidates for first capital, Memphis or Abydos or Hierakonpolis? The
physical remains of a town or city at Memphis or Abydos have not been recorded in detailed or
simple plans, or explored archaeologically. Even if we think that we know Egypt in 2003, the
ancient towns and settlements, or even royal residences can still be counted as rare or chance
finds. There is a bias then in our knowledge of Egypt --- the sites and material retrieved, a
funerary bias. Hence work at Hierakonpolis is all the more valuable as it preserves a walled town
with ‘in situ’ material from several periods, Dynasty I –VI, New Kingdom Dynasties XVIII-XX
and later into Roman and Islamic times. On its south this town contains a large temple precinct
for the falcon god Horus, identified in 1897 by the first excavator Quibell, and in 1969 and 1981
Drs. Fairservis and Weeks found another monumental structure, another ‘first’ for Hierakonpolis:
a palace dating at the latest to the end of Dynasty I.
It is the purpose of this paper to introduce some of the new finds and current hypotheses about
Hierakonpolis as well as the rapidly deteriorating conditions at Temple-Town Hierakonpolis that
impact future goals. In some respects this is a preliminary report, employing archaeological and
historical data from the site, much of which is new from the current fieldwork of the TempleTown Hierakonpolis Project of the Pennsylvania State University, 1996 to present. It is of value
to begin to integrate it with the broader archaeological record of this site as early as 1820’s,
especially in view of many changes over time.
New data (stratigraphy dateable by pottery, lithics, and in situ hearth) from our 2000-03
fieldwork indicates that the ancient town of Hierakonpolis had a very long and early existence, c.
3800 B.C. (at least 600 years before Narmer or the first dynasty). This places the ancient town’s
occupation, far earlier than has been previously published (Fairservis JARCE 1971-71 pp. 7-27,
67-99, and The Hierakonpolis Project nos. 1-3 1983, 1986; Hoffman et al., Predynastic at
Hierakonpolis 1982 and JARCE 1986 pp. 175-186). Most important in our 2000-2003
fieldwork, Hierakonpolis town is the first place to provide proof of continuous occupation
linking clearly the predynastic with the historic, again within the context of the ancient
town.
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Summary
The main questions I address in my research paper are: Can the sacred
and holiness be, and should they be, a subject of theoretical analysis at all?
Controversy of holiness and profanity seams to be a foundation of some kind of
negative concept of holiness where it is explained in terms of what isn’t holiness. The
theoretical investigation of this phenomenon is very often replaced by empirical and
descriptive approaches. If theoretical analysis of holiness can be based on
anthropological, psychological, theological, occult, metaphysical, ontological,
phenomenological and many other approaches to the phenomenon than what are
most profitable approaches to a rational analysis of holiness? What are the
foundations and limits of comparative and cross-disciplinary approaches to holiness,
considering different forms of its appearance (religion, philosophy, art, etc.) in
different cultures? What do we mean by a philosophical analysis of holiness? How
is religious faith related to the experience of holiness? How are sacred objects and
the same objects of ordinary routine life related to each other? Is a longing for
holiness the source of the creative inspiration that results in the positive phenomena
of social life only?
I am stressing a longing for holiness opposite to the experience of a
meeting with holiness for many reasons. First, the existential approach to a longing
for holiness as a subjective and psychological phenomenon helps us to avoid the
plurality of subjectivity. Second, if we talk of a longing for holiness we don’t exclude
from the field of sacredness and epiphany those who never had any experience of
meeting with the holiness but can long for that kind of experiences because of the
social witnessing of such experience in the various social institutions and their
knowledge about the possibility of such a meeting with holiness and such a special
experience. An experience of meeting with sacredness can be the mercy of God, but
who can deny that it can be the result of long-term creative (artistic, scientific, moral,
etc.) individual efforts as well?
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Working with a Composer
Mickey Belden, Contralto, Instructor of Voice, University of Alaska Anchorage
George Belden, Associate Professor of Composition and Theory, University of Alaska Anchorage
Few singers are able to experience working with a living composer. Over the last forty-some
years, I have been fortunate to have sung the works of several contemporary composers, most
notably, my husband, George Belden. He has written many pieces with my voice in mind. These
works include Prairie Songs and Alaskan Beasts.
The objectives of our program are as follows:
1. Singers will better understand contemporary vocal music and how to interpret it
appropriately.
2. Singers will appreciate the collaborative effort possible between a singer and a
composer.
3. Singers and teachers can use these methods in approaching any contemporary classical
music.
Working as a team, we will discuss some technical and aesthetic considerations that arose during
the compositional process, and some performance problems that we dealt with during the rehearsal
process. We will employ a dialogue: he will present the composer’s problems and considerations,
and I will address the singer’s concerns. The presentation is intended to advocate contemporary
music. We strongly believe that this music must be approached with the same care and respect for
the craft that a singer would employ dealing with the music of any other era.
Three examples will show how we approached technical problems in specific pieces of music and
how we will discuss these problems in the presentation.
1. A Storm at the Railroad
The composer starts the compositional process by writing out the words of the
poem, carefully dividing them in syllables, and then speaking them to determine if
there is an inherent rhythm pattern. For example, the words
“to the sound of syncopated beats of rain”
contain an obvious rhythmic pulse but no syncopation until the word “of” is
accented and offset. The resultant rhythm is then used motivically in the song,
energizing an otherwise rather mundane melodic passage.
The singer, during the rehearsal process, reads the passage emphasizing the
syncopation and determines to overdo the accents in order to enliven the passage.
The outcome is satisfactory to both parties.

2. Wolves
The composer decides that the words of this poem have little natural rhythmic pulse
and can therefore be “forced” into the loping compound meter of a running animal.
However the words
“they know only a continual drifting between moonlight islands”
can fit into this melodic pattern only by compressing them rhythmically. This
creates a considerable problem for the singer. “Too bad,” he says, “practice!”
The singer continues to complain, but does practice.
The outcome is satisfactory, at least to the composer.
3. The Mole
The composer sets one verse with a passacaglia bass line under a wide ranging
melodic line.
The singer has difficulty fitting the melody with the accompaniment during this
passage. Several alternate versions are tried until the composer realizes that the
solution is to simplify the texture, giving more pitch support to the singer.
The outcome is a distinct improvement to the song which would not have come
about without the inter-reaction between the two musicians.
Too often, singers approach contemporary music with dread, even a lack of respect because it
seems so disconnected from the music of the past. Some of it even seems not to have been written
for the human voice. Composers can bridge this gap by being willing to compromise and make
appropriate changes to their music. Singers can help by understanding some of the underlying
problems which the composer is attempting to deal with, and by working with the composer to
improve the music.
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Heino Nyyssönen
The Politics of the Millennial Monument in Budapest
The paper discusses the multiple and evidently political history of the Budapest Millennial Monument. In
early 2003 a small piece of news revealed that Maria Theresa’s statue was returned to Heroes Square of
Budapest. The ceremony was honoured by Otto von Habsburg, who also opened an Habsburg foundation in
Hungary. Instead of routine political rituals I interpret these acts as important signs in the symbolic struggle
of power still taking place in the former Eastern Bloc.
Unveiled in 1896 on the millennium of the Hungarian conquest the monument is widely
known, not least because of its location on an essential political space. The complex is extraordinary in its
nationalism; the current parliamentary decision even stressed the ”perpetuating of the whole historical past of
the nation”. Beside an archangel, seven chieftains or the tomb of the unknown soldier there are fourteen
political figures, mainly kings, in chronological order.
The Hungarian case, however, becomes more interesting by the fact that the figures in the
monument have been changed several times. The complex was not finished until the revolutions of 19181919, when some of the statues were already turned down. On the first of May i.e. during the Hungarian
Soviet Republic of 1919 the whole monument was dressed in red, thus the old kings were hidden way.
Furthermore, the statues were symbols in the subsequent restoration as well, finally the monument with its
restored statues was finished in 1929. The present form originates from the 1950s i.e. from the Stalinist
period, when the Habsburg kings were substituted by prominent Hungarian figures.
Although the point of departure is in politics, the problem of representation touches many
other human fields as well. We have to bear in mind that statues do not only represent aesthetic values but
frequently they are understood as memorials and, thus, arouse political interpretations as well. It is no secret
that many nations have problems with their historical past. On one hand the problem is with incompetence to
deal with it and on the other hand with the representation of that past or “the nation”.
The point of departure is to explicate statues as visible political symbols, which define
political climate as well. Thus, the argument is that the Hungarian Millennial Monument did not only reflect
its time but also the changes were conscious political acts as well. Contrary their traditions socialists and
liberals could now even greet the great moments of the Habsburg past and do it under the umbrella of
tolerance.
The approach is based on my forthcoming book ”Politics of Memory in the 20th Century
Hungary”. According to my thesis the dealing with the past has finally been the real political question during
transition processes. Theoretical part of the book and the paper uses the theory of new rhetoric by Chaim
Perelman. Beside him I use theorists like Reinhart Koselleck on history and time and F.R. Ankersmit on
political and esthetical representation. Furthermore, there are concepts known in the German discussion like
Geschichtspolitik and Geschichskultur.
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Soul Murder and the Tragic Art
The ancient Greeks through the great tragedies captured the suffering
and demise of the soul through their carefully crafted characters.
Catharsis, as experienced through these characters at crisis point,
allows for the character and the audience the release and liberation
congested deep within the soul. Without this release, the soul fragments
and moves into an abandoned wasteland until retrieved.
The need of the spirit to heal seeks avenues to then “make whole” the
tormented and lost soul.
The Olympic spirit in Ancient Greece created the space for healing
and the expression of release. The flame of the Olympic spirit
cultivated this space and opened its arms to embrace the broken soul:
this spirit is relevant and desperately needed in our world today—a
world of war and tormented souls both living and dead.
In my presentation, I will illustrate through specific Greek characters of
the ancient plays the power of soul murder and the need of the soul to
liberate and the need of the Olympic Spirit of peace to prevail.
I will also include relevant psychoanalytic theories concerning the study
of soul murder.
I will perform parts of this presentation as chants or segments of
monologues from the tragedies as well as original monologues of my
own.
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Abstract
What is the relationship between sex, erotica, pornography, and the social/political
dynamics involved? C. MacKinnon, and A. Dworkin have written extensively on this
subject and portray the dynamics and interactions in a generally negative light. I agree
with some of their critiques, for example the destructive power dynamics and social
contexts portrayed in pornography; however, there are spaces or lapses within their
works. Within this work, I examine the power dynamics, hierarchies, socio-cultural
contexts, and iconographic system of the male image. This framework will serve as the
base for problematizing the affects and effects of the male body as icon within the gay
community. Through the use of works by authors from several disciplines, I intend to
examine the spaces between and within the subjects of pornography and erotica. I want to
show that these spaces are not divisive lines but are instead a series of fluctuating zones
of cultural, sub cultural, and personal choices and pressures. I examine, extend, and
engage the discussion of commercialization, icon, and identity within gay culture. I posit
that the use of an eroticized male body has significant affects and effects on gay culture,
gender, power, social systems, and/or iconography to show that by (de) constructing
these forms there are significant effects at the personal level.
Key Words: Gay Iconography, Pornography, Gay Identity, Objectification, Male Body.
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Gay Icons or Patriarchy’s Newest Face?
Michael Gipson1
Icons and symbols have been used through history to identify, define, and represent
people, countries, animals, ideas or concepts, and, of course, the holy or religious. But,
what if these icons are eroticized or made explicit, for example Madonna, Victoria’s
Secret models, or Calvin Klein underwear models? How do we react to these? The icons
and/or system of iconography presented to gay2 men generally have this sexualized shift.
Many consumer goods marketed to gay men, be they magazines, trips, clubs or bars, cars,
clothes, and so on, are marketed from a sexualized perspective. I believe this
sexualization occurs for several reasons. First was the push during the early gay rights
movement for sexual freedom. Second, within American culture ‘sex sells’ though we are
generally taught not to talk about sex, thus making the topic taboo and relegating it to the
unconscious. And third, sexual orientation/desire is a socialized and politicized label, a
‘claim to fame.’ Sex has been used to promote everything from hygiene to status to
cultural acceptance. However, when sexuality (any other than the heteronormative) is
revealed, very rarely does that identification not bring with it rejection, prejudice, fear,
and/or marginalization. By our reclaiming homosexuality as power, homosexuality has
become a positive identifier. The ‘gay’ icon, identity, and image have become/is our
sexuality. However, what do these sexualized gay images portray? How do they
affect/effect individual, social and/or political gay identities? In short, are the images
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Though the use of “gay” could be questioned in relation to the sexual dynamics it implicitly or explicitly
evokes, it will not be the focus of this work. I posit “gay” as an identifier of no more or no less importance
than race, class, ethnicity, gender, or etc. I will use “gay” because of its implicit and explicit social,
political, and cultural contexts.
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portrayed really gay icons or can we read them as patriarchy’s newest face? And, what is
the relationship of this sexualization between gay men and women?
These questions do not function independently, nor do they exist without a
relationship to the past. In this essay, I illuminate a system or series of interactions that
has led to the emergence of the sexualized iconography of gay men. I will approach this
from several angles that are parallel and interconnected. The following work is separated
into three sections. The first section is a discussion of spectatorship and objectification in
society through advertising, literature, and film. And the second contains a discussion of
the different discourses related to pornography (pro-pornography, anti-pornography, etc.)
and “pornography’s” social and/or political implications. The last section discusses the
interactions between pornography, spectatorship, and ‘gay culture’ (plus the implications
of these interactions on the gay movement.)
Objectification and Spectatorship
The function of discourse within the academy has been to discuss, evaluate,
question, and illuminate shifts or spaces within social, political, ethical, etc. canons. One
of the major contributions of feminist scholarship has been the discussion of
spectatorship and objectification. Feminists have used the term objectification (i.e.
women as objects, not as subjects) to illuminate the inequalities of power endemic to
patriarchy. Objectification originally referred to the use of images, stereotypically of
“feminine women,” to sell products like automobiles and cigarettes. It also referred to the
sexual harassment of women and the notion that they should be objects available to
provide men with sexual gratification without receiving pleasure in return and without the
right to refuse to engage in sex. (Califia, 1994) Thus within patriarchy, heterosexuality
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and male domination are, by definition, normative; specifically, that the objectification of
women presupposes the male subject-female object system, i.e. heteronormativity. This
concept of objectification is especially useful for questioning the use of sexual
stereotypes to sell items and as a means to justify the subjugation of sexual minorities.
Sheila McLaughlin explains that
[h]eterosexuality is the dominant code of the society that we live in, and it in a
sense creates our own sexuality, whether we choose to participate as literal
heterosexuals or not. [She thinks] it’s somehow inescapable, that we’re
inextricably bound up with that. We’ve gone through a long time of trying to deny
that, and yet it’s important, if we ever want to get beyond that stage, to find a
“new language” or what ever you want to call it, to work through that in some
sort of discourse before we can free ourselves from it. (Butler, 1987)
“Indeed, heterosexuality [as is heterosexism] is a ubiquitous institution in our
culture, pervasively embedded in practices of daily life as well as in the media,
language, art, science, literature, and the very structures of thought and
knowledge” (de Lauretis, 1991), that inform what Monique Wittig has called
“The Straight Mind,” “ arguing that the social contract and symbolic exchange
that established culture and society itself are founded on the presupposition [I
would say the presumption] of heterosexuality.” (Wittig, 1980)
If heterosexuality, as normative, informs society of acceptabilities, then what effect does
this heterosexual dynamic/lens have on the discussion of spectator and spectatorship?
Within discourse historically, the spectator has referred to heterosexual men.
Feminist critiques of this position, the male gaze, have discussed that advertising,
literature, medical texts, et al. posit the heterosexual male as a supposed objective
spectator and that this positing has been at the expense of women and minorities.
(Buchueld, 1993; Fausto-Sterling, 2000) However, the identity of the spectator has been
questioned; gay and lesbian feminists point out that there are indeed some spectators who
are neither men nor necessarily heterosexual. (Bad, 1991; Califia, 2000; Dyer, 1999)
Some discourses on spectatorship explain that because of commercial and economic
growth, there are segments of the population (sexual minorities) that are now being
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targeted with objectification. (Dutton, 1995) Moreover, these minorities turned ‘objects’
are used as marketing tools. Judith Mayne explains the need for spectatorships because
there are aspects of gay and lesbian spectatorship that apply to … heterosexual
spectatorship, but there are numerous places where no such easy alignments can
be made. And it seems to me that if you don’t keep these two dynamics of
sameness and difference in some kind of tension, either you end up affirming some
notion of a wishy-washy bisexual human subject- “wishy-washy” in the sense that
such a subject-position carries very little political impact in our present societyor you are accused of essentialism. (And in terms of the latter, there is yet another
irony, since you can be sure that as soon as you say the word lesbian [/gay], in
certain feminist theoretical circles, the epithet essentialist will automatically be
applied!) (Mayne, 1991)
Furthermore, one of the normative features of spectatorship and objectification is the
formation of stereotypes and their role in the continuation of patriarchy. Through the use
of stereotypes, the “elite” (those in social, political, economic power) can subjugate
others. These stereotypes, then, function as both identity and definition, and also as a
reason for the continued subjugation of subaltern groups. Richard Dyer writes,
[g]ay people, whether activists or not, have resented and attacked the images
of homosexuality in films (and other arts and media) for as long as we have
managed to achieve any self-respect. (Before that, we simply accepted them as
true and inevitable). The principle line of attack has been on stereotyping. The
target is a correct one. Just think if the line-up – the butch dyke and the camp
queen, the lesbian vampire and the sadistic queer, the predatory schoolmistress
and the neurotic faggot, and all the rest. The amount of hatred, fear, ridicule, and
disgust packed into those images is unmistakable. (Dyer 1977)
The system of social-types and stereotypes refers to what is, as it were, within and
beyond the pale of normalcy. Dyer explains that, “types are instances which indicate
those who live by the rules of society (social types) and those whom the rules are
designed to exclude (stereotypes). We appear to choose our social type to some degree,
whereas we are condemned to a stereotype. Moreover, the dramatic, ridiculous or horrific
qualities of stereotypes serve to show how important it is to live by ‘the rules.’ These
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‘rules’ are the hegemonic matrix against which the subcultures of subordinated groups
implicitly challenge.” (1999) This hegemonic matrix (institutions, et al.) served as the
battleground for women’s suffrage and the feminist movement. And now, the gay and
lesbian movement seems to be following suit. The contemporary gay and lesbian
movement originated in the 1970s, at which time, the only gay images/icons presented in
mainstream media were derogatory and degrading. To counterbalance these images, gay
men and women of the seventies began producing their own works. These works started
on a very small scale: a couple of dozen copies were given to friends. However, as word
spread, the producers of these works began to advertise and commercialize. I believe this
commercialization was a double-edged sword. On one hand, it provided the opportunity
for these gay and lesbian identified works to enter the American culture on a larger scale.
On the other, this commercialization also allowed these works to be influenced by the
ever-present patriarchal dynamics present. The discourse of erotica and pornography is
one of the angles by which commercialization and the “body” (originally the female body
and in this new sense the gay body) have been discussed. These two arenas of discourse3
have served as challenges to and perpetuators of patriarchy and its implicit/explicit
stereotypes. A discussion of erotica and pornography can help delineate where these
“bodies” originate and how they inform the dynamics of commercialization,
identification (identity politics), and socialization.
The Pornography Debates
The discourse of pornography has been split into several factions. Though I resist
the use of binaries, for the purpose of simplification I will discuss the two broadest

3

Most rules or frameworks have exceptions, however those related to erotica and/or pornography will not
be discussed explicitly in the work.
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groupings: anti-pornography adherents and pro-pornography followers.4 My purpose in
this section, and throughout this work, is not to prove or disprove one side or the other of
the pornography debate, but instead to highlight the flaws in reasoning and how these
discrepancies affect and effect society.
Andrea Dworkin and Catharine MacKinnon, two of the most well known antipornography proponents, argue that pornography is not a representation of harm against
women; it is harm against women (Gross, 1999). MacKinnon, Dworkin, and their
followers posit pornography as one of the most virulent seeds of male dominance. In the
early 1980s, Dworkin and MacKinnon moved from the field of acrimonious debate to the
legislative and political arena and in 1983 they drafted an ordinance, which they
attempted to implement in several major cities. The legislation said that pornography
should be eliminated as a matter of public policy because pornographic materials “
‘promote… rape, battery, child sexual abuse, and prostitution and inhibit just
enforcement of laws against these acts,’ and ‘undermine women’s equal exercise of rights
to speech.’” (Califia, 1985) Their attempts in implementing these ordinances ultimately
failed; however, in 1985, portions of this ordinance were added to a federal antipornography bill. However, unlike the ordinances, the bill’s definition of pornography
was much broader:
Pornography is the graphic sexually explicit subordination of women through
pictures and/or words that also includes one or more of the following: (i) women
are presented as sexual objects, things, or, commodities; or (ii) women presented
as sexual objects who enjoy pain or humiliation; or (iii) women are presented as
sexual objects who experience sexual pleasure from being raped; or (iv) women
are presented as sexual objects tied up or cut up or mutilated or bruised or
physically hurt; or (v) women are presented in postures or positions of sexual
4

I have chosen to use “adherents” and “followers” because I believe that the adherents have used a more
decisive and exacting line of acceptability for pornography and erotica, whereas the followers have a more
fluid and situational line of acceptability.
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submission, servility, or display; or (vi) women’s body parts – including but not
limited to vaginas, breasts, or buttocks – are exhibited such that women are
reduced to those parts; or (vii) women presented as whores by nature; or (viii)
women are presented being penetrated by objects or animals; or (ix) women are
presented in scenarios or degradation, injury, torture, shown as filthy or inferior,
bleeding, bruised, or hurt in a context that makes these conditions sexual.
(Califia, 2000)
While I believe the reasoning behind the ordinances and the bill was an honest concern
for welfare and equality, the largest problem with the anti-pornography movement was
the collaboration of feminists and right-wing conservatives. Both of these groups said
they wanted to end pornography, but for very different reasons. Feminists wanted to end
pornography for admirable reasons: (1) to end the abuse, sexualization, and harassment of
women, (2) to gain equality for women in private, social, economic, and political
contexts, and, (3) to end the systematic oppression of women by patriarchy. However, it
appears strongly to be the case that those on the right-wing conservative side of the
debate wanted to have this bill implemented so that their other social and political aims
could be met. And, indeed, there are several reasons to believe this would have been the
case.
Some of the points within the federal anti-pornography bill definition are very
straightforward. However, as Pat Califia points out in Public Sex, parts of it are “vague
and subjective. Who knows, exactly, what is meant by subordination, sexual objects,
sexual submission, or degradation?” (2000) Another series of issues related to
pornography has to do with the conservative societal element’s use of the ‘pornographic
material’ argument for restricting sex education, contraceptives, and so on, and the
concern that these prohibitive measures may resurface or gain stronger backing to the
point that once again women would lose all rights to make decisions about their bodies.
“Lesbians resisting the antiporn arguments acknowledged the ‘deeply erotophobic’ nature
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of Western culture” (Hollibaugh, 1983), but argued against the choice of primary targets:
“Instead of traipsing through porn districts… we might be demanding better
contraception, self-defense classes, and decent non-judgmental sex education. Then
women would be strong enough to make our ‘no’s’ stick as well as out ‘yes’s’.” (Califia,
2000) Another reason for defending pornography is the subjective, social nature of
interpretation.
Cindy Patton explains this in her discussion of pornographic vernacular:
How sex is accomplished and how sexual vernaculars evolve need[s] to be
more rigorously theorized. Simply stated groups (audiences, target populations,
subcultures, mainstream culture) bring a range of readings to a particular
representation of sex. This preliminary… theory of sexual vernacular makes no
sharp distinction between “sex” and “text,” but views sexual performance, sexual
identities, and sexual networks as constructed in and as language. In this
framework, sexual expression is learned through communication and observation
in both public and private social venues as well as through mediated observation
and communication, including medical texts, the popular press, how-to books,
and pornography. Sexual vernaculars are learned contextually: members of
various ‘language’ communities experience cultural recognition/visual
recognition and performance – what is said – are meaningfully decoded by
another person. Only when a vernacular achieves hegemony does it appear to be
a “natural,” coherent language with a legitimate parentage. Thus, by its claim of
naturalness, the dominant language of heterosexuality intimidates those who
operate within the liminal space of minority sexual vernacular…Sexually explicit
materials are not a form representation on the opposite end of the spectrum from
euphemism; that is, there is not a spectrum with liberated sexuality on one end
and repressed sexuality on the other, each with its own “natural” language.
Sexual vernaculars may be more open to misreading then other vernaculars
because they rely on “found” symbols and syntax, but sexuality is also chiefly
regulated through the policing of speech and gesture. (Patton, 1991)
Within this context, pornography, depending on its content and form, must adhere to the
socialized system of sexuality to be acceptable; thus, with heterosexuality as the
hegemonic matrix of patriarchy in American culture, only the sexualities that fit the
binary system are acceptable. So, does pornography that does not fit this matrix (i.e. gay
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male porn5) does it have a place or voice? I believe it does, but to explain it we will need
to examine how spectatorship and objectification (former section) and
pornography/erotica interact and relate.

Pornography in, of, and through Culture
Sexuality, objectification, stereotyping, society, politics, and culture are not distinct
realms/concepts that function within vacuums of their own design. These concepts and/or
awarenesses interact and act upon each other. The relationships of each of these to the
others gain prominence for each person depending on their subjective view-point. There
is no space in public life where these concepts do not interact in some way. Gloria
Steinem explains how terminologies can affect perception:
…[I]mages are a different as love is from rape, as dignity is from humiliation, as
partnership from slavery, as pleasure is from pain. Yet they are confused and
lumped together as “pornography” or “obscenity,” “erotica” or “explicit sex,”
because sex and violence are so dangerously intertwined and confused. After all,
it takes violence or the threat of it to maintain the dominance of any group of
human beings over another. Moreover, threat must be the most pervasive
wherever man and women come together intimately and are most in danger of
recognizing each other’s humanity…Even the words we are given to express our
feelings are suffused with the same assumptions. Sexual phrases are the most
common synonyms for conquering and humiliation (being had, being screwed,
getting fucked); the sexually aggressive or even expressive woman is a “slut” or a
nymphomaniac, but the sexually aggressive man is just normal; and real or
scientific descriptions of sex may perpetuate the same roles, for instance, a
woman is always penetrated by a man though she might also be said to have
enveloped him. No wonder the very different concepts of “erotica” and
“pornography” can be so confused. Both assume that sex can be separated from
conception; that human sexuality has additional uses and goals. This is the major
reason why, even in our current culture, both may still be condemned as equally
obscene and immoral. (Steinem, 1993)
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I focus on gay male porn here because lesbian and/or bisexual porn are beyond the scope of this paper.
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Steinem continues the argument with a discussion of how anti-equality and right-wing
groups are trying to combat pornography and obscenity to further their own goals.
However, she explains that there needs to be an awareness and differentiation of erotic
from pornography. She stipulates that pornography should be stopped and erotica
increased.
Reaction leads to the temptation of merely reversing the terms and declaring
that all non-reproductive sex is good. In fact, however, this human activity can be
as constructive or destructive, moral or immoral, as any other. Sex as
communication can send messages as different as pleasure and dominance, life
and death, “erotica” and “pornography.” “Erotica” is a word that can help us
differentiate sex from violence and to rescue sexual pleasure. Pornography is
about dominance. Erotica is about mutuality. (Steinem, 1993)
But, can pornography (in Steinem’ sense6) serve a constructive purpose? Erotica?
John Burger has written an account of gay male video pornography (1995) that
illustrates several ways “these videos serve a history text of the gay male experience:”
First, many of them resituate gay men into past and present social conditions
in which they have mostly been hidden (such as the California gold rush, the U.S.
Armed Forces, and college fraternities). Second, the videos also document
current gay-specific social conditions, such as bar life, nightclubs, bath-houses,
and so on…These videos… are important documents not only of the all-gay
environment, real or invented, but of the gay male psyche which so desperately
envisions such spaces where they can be free from the social oppressions
encountered daily. (34, 45)
Richard Dyer also sees pornography as something positive for two main reasons; one,
pornography can be viewed as the visual record of experiential knowledge in the sense
that it can give us an art form based on bodily effect where other forms of art may or can
not; second, “[h]omosexual desire has been constructed as perverse and unspeakable; gay
porn does speak/show gay sex. Gay porn asserts homosexual desire, it turns the definition
6

Steinem makes a definitive distinction between pornography and erotica. However, I will use
porn/pornography in a general sense within this work. A full elaboration of the connections and/or rifts
between pornography and erotica is beyond the scope of this paper.
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of homosexual desire on its head, says bad is good, sick is healthy, and so on. It thus
defends the universal human practice of same sex physical contact (which our society
constructs as homosexual); it has made life bearable for countless millions of gay men.”
(1992) These points are valid and worth being aware of; however, are there any points of
contention or discord between pro-pornography followers, specifically of gay male porn?
In his defense of pornography, Dyer warns of the perception some gay men have
regarding gay pornography’s subversive status.
The basis of gay porn film is a narrative sexuality, a construction of male
sexuality as the desire to achieve the goal of visual climax. In relation to gay
sexual politics, it is worth signaling that this should give pause to those of us who
thought/hoped that being a gay man meant that we were breaking with the gender
role system. At certain levels this is true, but there seems to be no evidence that in
the predominant form of how we represent our sexuality to ourselves (in gay
porn) we in any way break from the norms of male sexuality. Like male
homosexuality itself, gay porn is always in this very ambiguous relationship to
male power and privilege, neither fully within it nor fully outside of it… (1992)
Dyer’s concerns are echoed in the works of several other pro-pornography followers.
Some authors go a step further and show how these images both pornographic/eroticized
have become a destructive iconography within gay culture. In sex between men, Douglas
Sadownick quotes:
“Think for a moment,” challenged William J. Mann, “of the images of gay men
in the ’90s. What comes to mind? The hunky boys tossing streamers from the deck
of the RSVP cruise ship. Ryan Idol. Bob and Rod. Big, buff, young, white. So
perfect that their sexiness … becomes muted.” He argued that in fifteen years the
image had not predominated over the human: “The image of a gay man was
overly sexual: the Village People, in all their assorted sexual stereotypes; the
Castro clone, with his over-emphasized basket and buns; the phallic supermen of
Tom of Finland. It was a radical revolution from the limp-wristed pansies of the
’50s and the androgynous flower children of the ’60s.”… The ‘90s saw the
triumph of the image – it had almost been raised to the level of pagan worship.
This “symbol” of homo eros – this buff dude one sees on every porn magazine
and every gay advertisement – confused gay men who naturally felt they could
never measure up to these standards… All men could do was shake their heads at
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the primacy of the Marky Mark images and feel oppressed by it or enslaved to it.
And gay thinkers assailed this enslavement as oppressive. (Sadownick, 1996)
This interconnection of sexually explicit material and commercialization has become the
immediate driving force behind the pornography/erotica debate within the gay male
community. Many of us have watched pornography and enjoyed it, but we are becoming
increasingly aware of rifts and tensions within the gay community between masculine,
“straight-acting” gay men, effeminate gay men, gay men of color, class distinctions,
gynophiles, and misogynists, and so on. Two examples of these are Richard Fung’s
“Looking for My Penis: The Eroticized Asian in Gay Video Porn” and Tom Kalin’s
comments in How do I Look? Queer Film and Video. Fung writes:
Just before I left Toronto, I attended an event called “Cum Talk,” organized by
two people from Gay Asians Toronto and from Khush, the group for South Asian
lesbians and gay men. We looked at porn and talked about the images people had
of us, the role of “bottom”7 that we are constantly cast in. Then we spoke of what
actually happened when we had sex with white men. What became clear was that
we don’t play out that role and are very rarely asked to. So there is a discrepancy
between the ideology of sexuality and its practice, between sexual representation
and sexual reality… In [this] sense, porn is most useful for revealing
relationships of power… And, I don’t think the prognosis, for new and different
representations within commercial porn, is very good: changes will probably
happen very slowly. At the same time, I think that pornography is an especially
important site of struggle precisely for those who are economically and socially at
a disadvantage. For those who are most isolated, whether in families or rural
areas, print pornography is often the first introduction to gay sexuality – before,
for example, the gay and lesbian press or gay support group. But this porn
provides mixed messages: it affirms gay identity articulated almost exclusively as
white. Whether we like it or not, mainstream gay porn is more available [and
most white] than any independent work you or I might produce. (Fung, 1988)
…White hairless bodies do not necessarily constitute every person’s object of
desire. A range of responses, or ambivalences, to the dominant discourse of gay
male erotica or pornography needs to be acknowledged, so that there’s not a kind
of monolithic figuring of desire. (Kalin 1991)

7

“Bottom” and “Top” are terms within gay sexual vernacular used to designate whose penis is enveloped
sexually and whose is not.
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Moreover, what is being argued for is an expansion of the explicit visuals available.
Though the images and contexts presently (re)presented may not be the most positive
(and, in some cases destructive), it has been expressed that instead of closing off access
to these and other explicit materials, we need to expand the resources base so that it may
be more representative of the wide range of sexuality.
Conclusion
Within this work, I have discussed the discourses of spectatorship and objectification,
and pornography. My intention for doing this was not to legitimize or discredit these
discourses but to show how these discourses, like all theoretical discussions, do not
function outside of social, political, or cultural spheres. I believe that pornography has
both positive and negative components. My concern is how gay male pornography posits
gay men within gay subculture and mainstream culture; plus, how this positing informs
us of society and our representations within it. When gay men shop, travel, discuss, or
interact, we must be aware of the images portraying “us” and how these images inform
society. It is important to keep in mind we are not separate from the social, political, and
ethical dynamics in American culture. Also, we should continue to question how the
images portrayed affect and effect members of gay and mainstream culture.
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Body as an Asymptote1
The ‘body’ has been represented and discussed in numerous ways within social,
political, and medical contexts. It has been described as a mirror, a corporeal form with a
fictive interiority, a social canvas, and so on. These constructions have been reified,
critiqued, and shifted. Furthermore, many theorists have noted how the dichotomous and
hierarchied systems available for the discussions of the body are restrictive and
problematic [and destructive]. Within this work, I will discuss some of the ways through
which the understandings and conventions, related to the body, are produced. Through
this examination of these terrains of the body, I will illuminate the framework for an
alternative mode of body knowledge—the body as an asymptote. This conceptualization
of the body is in response to the vast field of critical lenses available for viewing bodies.
To aid in fleshing out the concept of ‘body’ as an asymptote, I will highlight some of the
parallels between the asymptote and the body. Additionally, through the discussion of the
connections between asymptotes and bodies, I intend to erect three different constructions
of the body as an asymptote: abject body, enframing the body, and telos body.2 Finally,
through the illumination and construction of these three bodies as asymptotes, I wish to
posit an epistemological body construct that could escape the hierarchical binaries that
confine bodies. But, what are asymptotes and how can they be used to discuss bodies?
The asymptote functions in such a fashion that there are points (bodies) that matter, a la
Butler, and those that do not matter (abjects). Additionally, this mathematical trope also

1

Asymptote: (noun) Mathematics a straight line approached by a given curve as one of the variables in the
equation of the curve approaches infinity. Webster’s College Dictionary, 1991 edition.
2
These multiple constructions are built purposefully and in a fashion similar to Judith Butler’s dual
construction of abject in Signs 23:2, “How Bodies Come to Matter: An Interview with Judith Butler” by
Irene Costera Meijer and Baukje Prins.
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illuminates a key point within many theorists’ works. Specifically, that the telos3 or ideal
body, or the construction of it, is not attainable by any body. Moreover, the idyllic/iconic
body functions in a fashion similar to that of the asymptote(s) that some curving
functions approach but never touch (attain)4. A brief discussion of the relation between
the graphic space in which asymptotes exist and the socio-medical-political domain(s) of
bodies will aid in revealing the terrains I wish to traverse and link.
Bodies and asymptotes are accorded their definitions, shapes, names, and spaces
based on the fields they inhabit. Asymptotes exist within the frame of a graph and,
relatedly, bodies exist within a given socio-historical temporality. The graph and sociohistorical temporality both function to enframe what can and cannot be, i.e. what is
legible and what is intelligible. (Foucault 1980, Butler 1993, Brown 2001) Specifically,
these two frames define the terrain in which bodies/asymptotes exist. For asymptotes, the
graph defines where, how, and in which way(s)
it may exist—be named—via the specific
equation that sets the rules/parameters for its
shaping. Figure 1 (right) contains a visual
representation of this concept, wherein the
grid of horizontal and vertical lines designate
the terrain/domain in which the graphic
presentation of a mathematical equation

3

My understanding of this is loosely informed by Aristotle’s construction. For more information see
Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. Trans. Terence Irwin. 2nd ed. Indianapolis: Hackett, 1999. 325.
4
I would like to thank Carolyn DiPalma and Jennifer Germaine for their aid in helping to clarify my
understandings of attainability.
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may exist (enter intelligibility).5 Similarly, the dynamics that are present within the sociohistorical temporality define how, which, and what can be or are thought about bodies.
Moreover, these dynamics, whether social, political, medical, or otherwise, affect the
physical and epistemological terrains of bodies. In Anne Fausto-Sterling’s Sexing the
Body, she examines the ways that bodies are defined through and within social, political,
and medical contexts. She illuminates the terrain/grid of the body(s) and how the
conceptualizations of this terrain affect physical bodies—i.e. how the discourses in sociomedical politics affect the constructions (discursive) of and about the corporeality of
bodies. Specifically, she examines the rules and systems that these discourses implement
in relation to bodies. Socio-medical-political discourses, and more explicitly the methods
used, are critiqued for their ability and violence in affecting the corporeality of the
‘body’. She posits that the rhetoric and practices used to designate ‘bodies’ affect not
only the physical body (e.g. intersexed bodies) but also the discourse(s) and modes of
thought available for making ‘bodies’ intelligible. (2000) The designation of bodies
‘allowed’ and/or knowable within socio-medical-political domain(s) relates to my former
discussion of the visibility available for mathematical equations through the interactions
between the rhetorical and physical (re)presentations of different functions.6 FaustoSterling writes: “[p]eople of mixed sex [intersexed bodies] all but disappeared, not
5

Within the grid, the central vertical line is designated the y-axis and the central horizontal line the x-axis.
The curves contained within the graph (now called a graph due to the inclusion of axis and increments) are
representative of the following equation: y=1/x.
66
The point of importance to note here is that the location and number of asymptotes within the graph of a
function are defined by a specific equation, which can and does shift. The basic formula for a hyperbolic
function (which has asymptotes) is ax^2 + by^2 + cxy + dx + ey + f = 0 [a, b, c, d, e, and f can be any
integer and thus greatly effect the shaping of the graph]. “Hyperbola, n. Geom., a plane curve consisting of
two separate, equal and similar, infinite branches, formed by the intersection of a plane with both branches
of a double cone (i.e. two similar cones on opposite sides of the same vertex).” Oxford English Dictionary
Online, Oxford University Press, 2003. “Hyperbolic, adj. 1. Rhet. Extravagant, 2. Geom. A: Of, belonging
to, or of the form or nature of a hyperbola. B: Applied to functions, operations, etc., having some relation to
the hyperbola.” Oxford English Dictionary Online, Oxford University Press, 2003.
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because they had become rarer, but because scientific methods [socio-medical politics]
classified them out of existence.” (2000, 39) In reference to Figure 1, this statement can
be represented in the interaction between the asymptotes and the hyperbolic curve. The
asymptotes would represent intersexed bodies that lay outside of intelligibility—outside
of known socio-medical- political intelligibility, which would be represented by the
hyperbolic curve. My point is that this visual representation of ‘bodies’ outside
intelligibility highlights one of my specific constructions of body as an asymptote,
asymptotes as abject bodies. However, this dynamic of knowable and abject is not the
only asymptotic7 construction possible.
When thinking of ‘bodies’, the concepts, names, definitions, and systems related
to them are not as mutually exclusive as they initially appear to be. Bodies are influenced
within present contexts—yes, but contexts are connected to the socio-historical moments
from which they emerged8. For example, for people of the twentieth-century the two-sex
model9 for defining bodies seems “natural”. However, this only appears to be the case
due to a few hundred years of social and political discourse affecting the ways through
and in which bodies are thought. Prior to the emergence (Foucauldian sense) of the twosex model however a one-sex model for bodies was normative.10 What is of interest in
this shift for my project is how these two models framed the epistemological terrains for
the discourses on bodies. (Laqueur 1990) Explicitly, these models mapped the terrains for
7

Asymptotic: (adj.) Mathematics 1. of or pertaining to an asymptote. 2. (of a function) approaching a given
value as an expression containing a variable tends to infinity. 3. coming into consideration as a variable
approaches a limit, usu. infinity. Also, I use this term in a similar fashion to Michel Foucault’s in History of
Sexuality: An Introduction, Vol. 1. Vintage Books, Random House, Inc.: New York, 1978, 41.
8
For an in-depth discussion of emergence see Michel Foucault “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History.” The
Foucault Reader. Edited Paul Rabinow. New York: Pantheon. 1984, 109- 133.
9
Laqueur makes this argument in Making Sex: Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud. Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1990.
10
The telos position of male within the one-sex model and its shift to dominant and ideal within the twosex model will be discussed later.
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the discussions of bodies and more importantly defined the ways through which
discussions of bodies could exist. These two points are very intriguing for their parallel
position to the ways in which the specific equation of a hyperbola defines its existence—
i.e. how the equation(s) of a hyperbola and the related asymptotes frame the space
possible for the hyperbolic curve (see footnote 6,6). Laqueur notes how when the one-sex
model was prominent the construction of body was based on a uniform and singular ideal
(male). Moreover, he points out that when the two-sex model gained prominence the
modality of bodies shifted to include a dual construction for bodies. However, Laqueur
illustrates how this modal shift affected the rhetoric and physicality of bodies.
Specifically, this shift was a splitting of the telos body into two interdependent bodies.
This interdependence is due to the conceptual mode, normative social dynamics, that
posited the male body (formerly at the top of the telos) as positive and the female body as
negative—explicitly a negated body in so much as this body was ‘lacking’ and therefore
less than. In relation to the hyperbolic curve and its asymptotes, the curves in Figure 1
could be said to represent the one-sex model in the sense that this curve has not been
shifted—specifically this hyperbola’s asymptotes are on the x- and y- axes. But, this
same figure could be said to represent the two-sex model, as well, for the two curves
contained therein are exact copies of each other. The reason that these curves can be
representative of the two-sex model is through the functioning of attributes—in this case
numbers. When positive numbers (attributes) are used (defined) the curve is contained
within the upper right corner of the graph, this space contains only positive x and y
values. However, if negative numbers (attributes) are used (defined) the curve is
contained within the lower right corner which contains only negative x and y values. This
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conceptualization of Laqueur’s argument and Figure 1 is important because of the
specific designation of spaces (epistemologies) I am attempting to make. Explicitly,
within Laqueur’s work, he is illustrating how the designations, inclusions, and exclusions
within the one- and two-sex models acted as frames through which the discourses,
conceptualizations, and corporealities of bodies came to and could exist. Similarly, in
Figure 1, the asymptotes (x and y axes) frame the space available for the curves. To
expand this idea of frames and their affects on bodies, Geoffrey Bowker and Susan L.
Star’s discussions of tuberculosis in “Of Tuberculosis and Trajectories” and racial
classifications in “The Case of Race Classifications and Reclassification under
Apartheid” are very useful.
Through the analyses of classificatory systems and their affects, Bowker and Star
illustrate the ways these systems frame identity and the subject body. When analyzing the
affects of tuberculin diagnosis, they note that once a person became a patient with
tuberculosis, the ways available to describe, relate, identify, and so on the person became
framed within the context of the tuberculosis diagnosis. It was extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to step outside of or remove the frame of disease. To be exact, when the
person was a patient they were defined by their diagnosis. Moreover, even after they left
the hospital (if they survived) the person was related to as having had tuberculosis—i.e.
once a person was framed by the diagnosis that frame ‘forever’ altered the means
available for viewing/knowing them as an individual. (2000) However, this distinctive
shift in subjection has quite a different affect when Bowker and Star’s theoretical lens
centers on race instead of disease. In “The Case of Race Classification and
Reclassification under Apartheid”, they illuminate the shifting and blurring that occurred
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when subjection, bodies, and race intersected. Specifically, they noted how the
production and implementation of more discrete and fortified racial classifications made
it possible for one’s identity to become completely shifted by not only the system/state
but by one’s self11. (2000) These permeable and shiftable classifications are important in
relation to the forming of bodies. Pointedly, the mobility and porous designations of
subject and body illustrate how frames, whether medical, political, or social, only appear
‘natural’ due to their general status of invisibility. Moreover, it is this hidden frame that
allows for the appearance of ‘natural-ness’—which designates legible and intelligible
bodies. Formerly, I noted how asymptotes and socio-medical-political discourses define
and contain the epistemologies and ontologies of the body, which appeared to be discrete
and immutable. However, in this section I have attempted to show how these constructs
can be reinterpreted. Specifically, though bodies can be epistemically and ontologically
defined by race, disease, socio-medical-political, and so on, discourses—like hyperbolas
by asymptotes—these frames that signify bodies are not immobile and static; instead,
they can and do shift and change. Thus, enframing the body and the subject is not a
singular event—in the Foucauldian sense—rather, it is an affective process. Further, this
enframing the body is the second asymptote-body construction I wished to posit.
However, the affective process on and mobility of the subject-body is the third body as
asymptote construct I feel needs to be illuminated further to connect this mathematical
trope and the body.
What designates an acceptable, and more importantly attainable, body is defined
by the specific socio-historical temporality in which the question is posed. As noted
11

For a specific example see the case of Jazz musician Vic Wilkinson on page 205 of Bowker and Star’s
“The Case of Race Classification and Reclassification under Apartheid”. Sorting Things Out: Classification
and its Consequences (Inside Technology).
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former, Laqueur’s work Making Sex is an intensive critical analysis of the shift from what
he calls a one-sex to two-sex model. Within the one-sex model, the position of male at
the top of the telos is what I wish to focus on momentarily for it may allow the answering
of several questions. How is it the construction of telos is built on the assumption that the
top is attainable when so few are ever actually at the top, if at all? In what ways is this
seemingly unattainable top of the telos related to the position of one construction of
abject as outside the discursive frame? If telos is in actuality an unattainable position and
instead functions as a site of convergence, then how could this telos be seen as an evershifting goal? In what ways are the power dynamics embedded in the telos of equal, and
in some cases more, importance than the telos itself? Though it appears that these are a
vast range of questions, I believe that these questions can be at least tied together through
the affective process in the shift from a one-sex to two-sex model.
A key point within the one-sex model construct is that the male position/body at
the top of the telos is attainable. However, when we look back at recorded history some
interesting questions arise. One, if this position is attainable (supposedly) by anyone
(male) then why would concerns about race and class become so problematic as we
progress (temporally) forward toward present day? And, two, when the male at the top of
the telos shifted to dominant within the two-sex model, what really happened? These two
questions are interrelated through power. Michel Foucault noted that power is pervasive,
active, and inescapable. (1990, 1995) The male position at the top of the telos in the onesex model requires the use and consolidation of power. Those few males who it could be
argued existed, as the ‘embodiment’ of the top of the telos, would have had to embody
the ideological constructions of what male-ness or masculinity was at the time. Thus,
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temporality would have and has had a great influence on the construction of what traits
and/or characteristics would designate the top of the telos. Further, as we progress
(temporally) through history, the constructions and dynamics interacting on the telos
would change and shift. Furthermore, as the shift from the different constructions of telos
occurred, and eventually the shift to the two-sex model, we could upon inspection
possibly recognize the mutability of borders that would have allowed previous abjects to
enter intelligibility. Moreover, as these new intelligibles entered discourse the
constructions of what was normative and/or ideal would have shifted, eventually,
affecting the interpolations of the telos. To reconnect this concept to Foucault’s positing,
the will to power would have been greatly influential in these shifts in the telos because
as individuals enter intelligibility they could be said to gain a degree of power that their
formerly abject position did not possess. These shifts in power are important for they
highlight an important point. The un-attainability of the top of the telos has everything to
do with the ideological constructions of the body in that position. Specifically, this
position, I believe, can never actually contain a corporeal body instead an ideological
construct of one. What does this mean for the shift from the one-sex model with male at
the top of the telos to the two-sex model where male is dominant? Pointedly, that there is
not a corporeal body that in actuality matches the ideologically construct one; instead,
there are always and only approximations of that ideal12. And, what of the telos and the
asymptote? What is the connection? The telos of bodies, which contains the epistemic
and ontologic constructions, is still functional within the two-sex model because it
designates the “ideal” forms that bodies should or can take. And, the telos relates to

12

This concept is informed by Judith Butler’s construction of performativity in Bodies That Matter: On the
Discursive Limits of Sex. New York: Routledge, 1993.
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through the conjunction of abject bodies, enframed bodies, and the affective process of
approximation—which due to socio-historical temporalities will shift and change.
Perhaps, some more tangible example of my meaning and constructions will aid in
highlighting the connections I wish to make.
The influence of the supposed ‘attainable telos’ can be seen today within a
number of realms. Dan Edelman’s The Thin Red Line: Social Power and The Open Body
illustrates the ways that the ideological constructions of the body influence their
corporeality. In his discussion of “Bodybuilding/Shaping”, Edelman points out how the
will to power, internalized identification with the ‘ideal’, abject epistemologies, and
personal frame of reference all influence the corporeality of bodies. Specifically, he notes
that bodybuilding requires the controlling of the body (will to power) to alter it
progressively towards a specific goal (internalized ideal, social norm). Further, he notes
how the individual’s understanding (frame) of their body influences their acceptance or
denial (abjection) of some bodies and/or personal body topography. (2000) In his
discussion of “Cosmetic Surgery”, Edelman expands the idea of “the body is the
inscribed surface of events” (Foucault, 1984) to “the literal and explicit enactment of this
process of inscription”. (2000, abstract) Edelman illustrates how the process of cosmetic
surgery a convergence of several ideologies: the will to power—over the body,
internalization of ‘ideal’—thus, the need for cosmetic surgery, abjection—denial of some
types of embodiment as acceptable, and the socio-normative frame of beauty. In both of
these discussions, Edelman highlights what I call the affective process of approximation.
Within these discussions, bodies are affected by internalized ideals, the need/desire to
match or approximate the ideals, abjection in the sense that the body is a terrain to be
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adjusted, cut, reshaped, or reinterpreted, and framed by social norms and ideals that
designate acceptable and unacceptable bodies. Furthermore, the ideological body that is
being approximated, the top of the telos, is never actually achieved. Thus, as individual
bodies approximate the top of the telos they could be seen as acting similarly to the way
that the hyperbola continually approaches an asymptote but never achieves it. Moreover,
since both the hyperbola and bodies could be said to approach infinitude—hyperbolas can
have an infinite number of integers and never touch the asymptote, and the ideological
body at the top of the telos (telos body) will continually shift due to the changing sociohistorical temporality within which it is defined—then the asymptote and the telos could
be said to be the infinite that the hyperbola and bodies attempt to reach but never attain.
Through the connections of bodies and asymptotes I have attempted to illuminate
a terrain from which to attain an understanding of the epistemologies and ontologies of
the body. From the topographic terrain of this body, and mathematical trope, I intend to
enter the interstice each has to emerge a different epistemological construct—the
asymptotic body. These interstices exist at a space between—in the case of the
asymptote, the hyperbola seen as converging upon the asymptote has been defined as
approaching an abject, a limit, and an infinitude; for the body there is a convergence of
the ideological and/or linguistic body with the corporeal one—a space that is available
for the emergence in the Foucauldian sense, because these cannot in actuality converge.
Thus, the asymptotic body would emerge at the space where these appear to converge.
Asymptotic body will exist in the tension of the finite infinitude and the
ideological/discursive corporeality. Furthermore, this tension allows the asymptotic body
to function in a fashion similar to Donna Haraway’s ‘material-semiotic actor’ and Kathy
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Ferguson’s ‘mobile subjectivities’. Like these two epistemological constructs, asymptotic
body can act in a position of finite corporeality while being aware that the infinitely
ideological/discursive is possible and which allows the asymptotic body to shift and
change as social, political, medical, and so on situations indicate. Finally, the asymptotic
body is an epistemological construct that: recognizes and accepts the abject and may aid
in its entering legibility and intelligibility, sees the frames that socio-medical-political
discourses attempt to obfuscate and illuminates them to allow for their critique and
accountability, and exists in the rift between the telos body and corporeal ones so that
different bodies and bodies of difference may find a terrain of their own.
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with architecture? A kayak is a small dwelling bringing the inhabitant and his belongings from
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The education of an architect
Report on Issues Related to Teaching

Info and Pedagogy
This report will present a teaching approach in which students are given the opportunity to be
extraordinarily successful in the act of formulating their own education. In this situation students
become curious about history, technology, shape, function, geometry and spatial complexity not
through reading or being told about these things, but by being put into a situation of discovery and
performance. This report will introduce you to a studio that became the most fun, the most
exciting and maybe most rich in the education of 18 architects.
The main task of an architect is not to build houses but to make drawings and models that in the
best way inform about spatial studies. The spatial studies must of course perform well according
to function, economics, gravity, history, technologies and so on. Architecture is complex in its
execution because it involves and depends upon many professions in performing well and being
successful. Many believe also that architecture has a free artistic approach, but that is not the
case simply because it depends on so many skills and technologies. The education of an
architect must set up a way that spatial invention can unfold in a bounded artistic realm.
How can teaching create a platform for such a realm? In very many schools of architecture
classes are introduced next to the studio experience. A student may take a class about columns,
and would maybe later take one about fire regulations, stairs, urban relations, etcetera. Classes
often take place in the mornings and evenings surrounding the time spent in the design studio. In
the studio, students are introduced to a few tasks over a semester. A task could be to design a
hotel, a family house or a park. The studio is the main core in an architect’s education but does
not necessarily benefit from or tie in directly to classes taken the very same semester. In many
schools classes are introduced in a kind of point system that allows students to collect points to
create a complete education and to graduate successfully! I am not against classes and the
system that frames studio, but in the education of an architect I think it is possible to perform
better if outside classes were eased and were more directly connected to studio. It is obvious that
the consequences of such idea in the structure of a university would create logistic difficulties. I
do not want to go further in this report than to question a system based on fulfilling checklists in
higher education. The point system creates among students a feeling of demand and not a
feeling of need.
If you observe classes meeting in huge lecture halls, already at mid semester students look
sleepy. But maybe this sleepiness is more an uneasiness experienced by the students of not
being able to connect the class to their performance in studio. Ideally it should be the studio that
creates the feeling for certain needs that might be learned in classes. By doing so a highly
motivated platform of curiosity and enthusiasm would be created.

The Making of a Project
One year ago I introduced to the students a task to make drawings and models of a building for
kayaks. We agreed that the building should have 100 kayaks and that a lake near the College of
Architecture should provide the site. Many students had never seen a real kayak and almost none
knew about how it performed according to other boats, how it was made or the history behind it.
I suggested that we should build two kayaks of different types and that we should visit a factory
that made and sold kits of wooden kayaks.

We were surprised to find that the equipment at the factory making the kayaks was very similar to
the equipment and technologies provided in the shops of the College of Architecture. In the
factory a drawing of the kayak was constructed on a CAD [computer aided design] program
linked to a CNC machine mounted on a large table. We watched this machine make a drawing of
a kayak in just a few minutes on a sheet of plywood placed on the table. The lines were incised
by a rotating knife which cut out selected panels of the kayak. It was obvious to all the students
how close this performance was to the act of creating architecture with the latest tools and
technologies – making drawings with automated routers rather than pencils! The College of
Architecture also has CNC machines connected to computers and many students became
inspired to write programs themselves to build smaller models following the same path learned in
the factory. We selected kits of two different kayak types and brought them back to a workshop
facility at school. Here the kits were completed by the students through a combination of
assembly and modifications. Surprisingly many hours of craftsmanship still had to be applied
even though the factory had supported us with over half of the panels cut by modern CNC
machines. The task of building the kayaks ended up extending far beyond the time frame of the
task to make drawings and models of a building for 100 kayaks!

By having a 1:1 task with a “hands on experience” and at the same having an abstract
formulation of a project for a building that never was meant to be built, the students and I found
an embedded knowledge in the act of building two kayaks. We also discovered that motivation
built up when the two tasks were put together. As the students learned of bringing the wooden
kayaks together by stitching and gluing, the suggestions for the building for the 100 kayaks
changed according to these new skills and technologies.

The many hours of sandpapering the kayak hulls overwhelmed us as first. But we learned that
especially this tactile approach directly linked us to the origin of the kayaks! The Inuit invention of
kayaks performing in water and their search for the ideal shape could not be learned in any class
except exactly the experience of constructing this shape our selves. By using so many hours
stitching, sandpapering and fine-tuning the shape of the kayaks we learned in the best possible
way about a moment when shape and function merge together. We learned about the Inuit
culture in the information embedded in the drawings of kayaks and this even was carried through
computers and CNC machines!

I began suspicious of the modern technologies -- especially computers! Simply because they are
fast, they take away the moment of being able to dwell. To dwell with a pencil and make drawings
on paper has its own pace and follows very well the act of making decisions and reflecting in the
pace an architect would do. Computers have a tendency to perform so fast and give so many
possibilities, that those moments of dwelling and unfolding a path of thoughts seem to disappear.
The danger is that this speed and malleability produces a superficial architecture that lacks
spatial profoundness. That was my opinion of computers until we in this project merged
something very slow (traditional kayak building) with something very fast (computer connected to
CNC machine). The computer and the CNC machine truly did remember the traditions embedded
in the drawings of a kayak! In the factory we where able to adjust the drawing further to its ideal
but there came a moment where the ideal met the practical. Here the computer could not decide.
Only the skilled boat builder could see the difference and we realized that we only could know this
difference by building a kayak and reflecting on its performance.

Class and studio merged this way. The students and I could not wait to get out to the research
center’s workshop and continue building on the kayaks. Today I regret not to have insisted
building the boats directly in our studio. The process of the kayaks’ beginning as flat panels,
which were then stitched together, layered with fiberglass and epoxy, sandpapered and painted-finally to become full 3-dimensional entities --should have shared the room where the projects for
the 100 kayaks were being designed. It would of course have been difficult with the enormous
amount of dust all that sandpapering produced, but all students of architecture in the school could
have let their hands touch those shapes as they became more and more perfect.
Not only were the students engaged by project. I learned as a teacher in architecture that
information in classes and studio are often too separated. In this case, I made the class of
building the two different kayaks a separate course from the studio. What was essential to me
was that the content of both merged so well. It created overtones and enthusiasm that was totally
unexpected. Everybody became fascinated in both projects. Technologies learned from the
kayaks informed the proposals for the building to hold 100 kayaks. And also the opposite
happened. Technologies not necessarily part of boat building, but normally used in furniture
making, were suggested by students who had studied design and furniture. Their suggestions
were then applied to the kayaks. Because of those suggestions we lost our timeframe --but
nobody had anticipated how ambitious the project was when we started. All students finished
their task to produce drawings and models for a building for 100 kayaks in about 3 months. It took
more than 6 months to finish both kayaks! They where later displayed in the lobby of the College
of Architecture and in being displayed they provoked great inspiration and discussion in other
studios. Pictures from this installation are enclosed below.

With the introduction of the computer, architecture and traditional building in many ways have
been challenged. The computer is here to stay and it will sure adapt to other technologies than
just CAD programs and CNC controlled machines. What was successful in this task was
discovering that something very old --the technologies and shapes of a kayak-- could be merged
with something very new-- the computer. In this task we felt that the computer challenged
tradition, but at the same time made it present.

One can ask what does a kayak have to do with architecture? A kayak is a small dwelling
bringing the inhabitant and his belongings from one place to another. The kayak is in that moment
a small home. It must fit both the body and its surroundings perfect to perform well. We learned
that a kayak in its shape comes very close to its ideal. A kayak has its shape from the act of
movement through water and by being shaped this way it is the most beautiful shape in the world.
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Abstract:

The Memorex Problem: Some Thoughts on Originality, Authenticity and Artness
in Artistic Experience
Consider the matter of Marcel Duchamp’s Readymades. In offering a manufactured
object as a work of art (Fountain, 1917) Duchamp opened up the possibilities of art-asgesture and art-as-idea (or, idea-as-art). The ramifications of this act continue to be
played out in the idioms of Conceptualism (Conceptual Art) and Performance. What
relationship, if any, does post-Readymade art have to earlier forms in the Western visual
tradition, and, do we any longer distinguish the original from the copy, or the authentic
from the inauthentic? Where an idea is the thing, does order of appearance among
multiple objects matter? May objects matter at all as art, or do any and all objects bear
equivalent relationships? Where traditional aesthetic responses are in order, does
authenticity matter? May a visitor to Lascaux have as real an aesthetic response inside a
full-sized visitors’ center replica of the Hall of Bulls as he might have had seeing the real
thing? Does it matter at all that Duchamp’s first Fountain was lost and several Duchampdesignated replicas now exist in its place, in several museums? Do we say the original of
this work no longer exists, or that in fact several originals exist? Or, are all ideas of
originality outmoded in a postmodern world?
These kinds of questions – about originality, authenticity of the artwork, and what I will
call artness – abound as we attempt to explain our current art to ourselves. We find that
we are talking about talking about art. Is our art language appropriate to the task here? Is
it adequate? Is advanced art even describable in any terms other than itself?
This paper will attempt to investigate some of the difficulties of meaning what we say
about art.

ARABIAN NIGHTS: Long Long Ago Here Now.
Workshop/ Presentation by Jeff Gere
JANUARY 9, 1:00pm Workshop, 6:00pm Storytelling Theater
Performance for the Hawaii International Conf. on Arts & Humanities
Jeff Gere, P.O. Box 37495, Honolulu, Hawaii 96837, w) 692-5751, h) 737-1774
jgere@co.honolulu.hi.us contact right away to reserve for 1/10 show @ Indigo
www.jeffgere.com (extensive presentation of Arabian Nights Series & resume)
1/9 1:00 WORKSHOP
In January, 2003, tobacco heiress Doris Duke’s house in Honolulu became an Islamic Museum.
Jeff Gere and two musicians performed one 90 minute tale from the Arabian Nights for it’s
opening. He added a belly dancer for the four shows commissioned and performed at the
Honolulu Academy of Arts in February, ‘03 (National Endowment for the Arts). At each show,
the 300 seats filled quickly and people were turned away. To warm up for the Academy shows,
they started performing in the exotic Opium Den Showroom in Chinatown’s upscale restaurant,
Indigos. The Saturday shows have filled every week since for 8 months now. During this run,
President Bush threatened war, went to war, and administers Iraq’s “democratization”. Jeff fell
in love with these tales, voraciously studied all things Islamic, befriended Muslims, was
challenged to think about the memory process, personalized, innovated, and re-invented the
tales in dialogue with his subconscious, and added comments on current politics, and invented a
communal story theater similar to jazz. Others can draw courage and insight from hearing about
this continuing journey. He’ll talk on all this, introduce and analyze the structure of three tales,
and show video clips illustrating this story theater form.
“This is a fluid, live form, which is continually responding within itself to itself- the music
effects the narrative effecting the dance. Though the structure of the story is ancient, the
sensibility, the humor, attitude, and treatment are contemporary and western. The duration and
reate of sections changes as we feel it, as the audience interacts, and as new ideas emerge. It’s a
set improv. And the tales are SO RICH- The whole room is transported. Politics? It’s the
traditional right and privilege of storytellers to comment on contemporary life and politics as
opportunity arises within the tales. To ignore this option is to turn multicultural storytelling into
a museum docent exercise, marginalize it to the children’s corners in libraries, and bypass it’s
Power.”
25%
30%
30%
15%

video presentation
structural dissection of 3 selected stories, amendments,
personal story= treatment, cultural studies, PR, shows (large & small) & lessons
discussion, question and answer

1/9 6:00 PERFORMANCE
Slices in storytelling Theater from various Tales From the Arabian Nights

COMMENTARY ON 3 CHOSEN TALES(of 10):
3 Tales will be discussed in the workshop:

THE CITY OF BRASS (with DVD clips)
SHAHARAZAD’S FIRST TALE which offers a broad range of colors and hues.
Includes tabletop shadow show and overhead projector show at 1:00 and
6:00
THE PORTER’s TALE: So many tales!
WANT MORE? Go to www.jeffgere.com

THE CITY OF BRASS, The Khalif and his court recall how Solomon imprisoned genie
who did not accept the One God inside brass bottles. One relates how he discovered some and
what the genie did. The Khalif sends an army to bring him these bottles. They travel across
deserts, find a deserted Palace of Tombs with messages on the tombs affirming the inevitable
death of all who live. They next discover the heretical genie/monster Dahish half buried under a
pillar in the desert (and hear his tale of battling with Solomon). Next they find the deserted City
of Brass, where all the inhabitants died in the midst of doing their daily routines. The doll-like
mummified figure of the queen and her epitaph are chilling. They eventually return with 12
bottles. The Khalif breaks each, delighted as each genie accepts Allah.
COMMENTARY: This story has a simpler narrative structure than most the others: they go
out and come back. It felt short, so I added the full tale of Shaharazad (flee after infidelity,
under tree, gin and imprisoned lusty lady)(not the barnyard tales) to the opening. We use more
overhead projections and do more pure musical sections than in any other tale. The overhead
projections are the 1st and 3rd parts of the journey. The 1st stop, the Palace of Tombs, uses all
black and white Xeroxes on transparencies of Islamic Palaces with another layer of calligraphy.
It is largely musical, with bowed metal with bells, chimes, and rattles. The 3rd stop, The City of
Brass, uses color images of Muslim architecture and interiors with overlays of calligraphy (like
before, but different). In one show, two Muslim guys (now my webmasters) quickly taught me
which way to show these writings. In the climax of the City of Brass, Willow, in another of her
dazzling costumes, stands into the slide here, swaying slightly, which is quite mesmerizing. The
2nd encounter, Dahish, is staged in the overhead’s red light, with a red footlight, which I pick
up and move around, and I swallow smoke. Willow dances a war figure, and there’s plenty of
big drums and gongs. It’s a powerful and terrible tale. Willow’ dances at the beginning and the
end of this journey in the Khaif’s palace. Yep. It’s a trip.

SHAHARAZAD’S FIRST TALE: A fisherman kills the son of a ginn by mistake. The
ginn lets him live when he swears to return to be killed in a year. Waiting to die a year later, an

old man with two dogs, an old man leading a deer, and an old man (alone) each promise to help.
When the gin comes to kill the first man, each of the three tells a tale in exchange for 1/3 of the
ginn’s claim on the fisherman’s life. The thankful fisherman then tells his tale, which is the
second half of the show (Judar, 3 Moors, & His Brothers). It involves him meeting two Moors,
who drown, and the 3rd one who does not drown. He explains that his father, a magician, set up
a quest, including help from Judar. Judar soon has to face 7 doors, each promising terrible
death. He overcomes his FEAR, and brings the 4 magic implements inside the Treasure House
back to the Moor.
COMMENTARY: At first, I told ALL of the Shaharazad Tale, but the show was long. I cut the
tree/gin/damsel-in-box, but include the two barnyard tales. I created the “Laptop
Shadowpuppet Stage” (a shadow puppet stage that sits on my lap, using a candle for light) to
tell The Old Man & The Deer. The original 13th Century source tale has no third old man’s
story, so I borrowed The Envier & Envied Man (from The Porter: 2nd Mendaicant’s Tale). I
enact it with my hands as the two characters and genie until the mad princess enters (wild
Willow dance in blonde wig). There’s a fun call-and-response participation section with the
audience at the end suggesting the marriage and appointments of the envied man.
I felt this tale needed another story for the merchant to tell the 3 Old Men, and chose the
Judar & Brothers because it has a saddlebag. Again, finding voices provided life (the wise old
man with quivering frail voice and huge powers. The barrel- chested, wide gestures, grand
pronuncements, and belly-laughing Moor). It’s fun to play Judar’s growing fear as he goes
through the seven doors, and the audience repeats the knocking sequence each time. I thought of
cutting some of it, but it becomes a ritual and echoes the suspense (what is coming next?) and
the endless arduous trial of Judar.
My imagination again kicked in with details for each door’s trial, adding a setting for the
trial and odd ways for them to disappear. EXAMPLE: in 3rd door, an archer shoots an arrow. I
saw them standing in an arena before a cheering crowd. The arrow slows, freezes inches from
his heart (my addition), slowly turns, and slays the archer. The crowd goes wild and with the
cacaphenous cheer, and the entire scene evaporates into a rain of ashes. As I express Judar’s
developing fear, I “saw” and added the voice and hovering face of the Moor appear to
encourage him. Then I wove the two tales together within Judar’s narrative = when going home
from the first meeting with the 3rd Moor, Judar ate under the tree, the ginn came, and then let
him go. After he goes into the Treasure House, he returns to the grove, ginn, and 3 old men tell
tales. I add that the Moor will come to give him riches and his daughter. I do NOT include the
second part of that tale wherein Judar is sold, gains Thundering Thunder, etc. In the end, the
listener sees how the two stories weave into a whole. Often I hear them sigh with contentment
when it all falls together.
I end with Shaharazad speaking my words. “What will happen when the spell is lifted and
the two dogs once again are men? What will happen when the old man with the doe finds his
son? Where does the old man who told of the Envier and Envied go? What awaits Judar with
his lazy brothers and his Moorish bride’s arrival? These are stories for other nights, if you allow
me to live”.

THE PORTER’S TALE, A porter spends a lusty day in the home of three gorgeous
women. At nightfall, they are joined by three dervishes, each with only one eye, and then three

merchants (the Khalif, his advisor Jafar, and executioner). They all swear not to ask as two dogs
are beaten by one woman, who then cries and hugs the dogs. Next, as one lady sings, the third
tears her dress apart to reveal welts and scars. The men cannot resist, ask, and are swiftly tied
up. Each of the three one-eyed men then tells his tale to save his life. Each bizarre tale is full of
surreal scenes. The First weaves two sites into one narrative. In one, the teller’s cousin is sealed
into an underground room with his lover. Later, when discovered, they are charcoal (Allah’s
wrath). The Second is a scholar who works cutting wood to survive when thieves attack his
caravan. He discovers an underground palace, loves the beauty within it, and mistakenly calls
up the genie who loves her. After killing the woman, the genie changes him into an ape. He is
recognized by a sorceress, who fights the genie through several transformations (spectacular
fire dance). The Third, a sailor, escaped death from a magnetic mountain, mistakenly kills a
young man fulfilling a prophecy, and ignores good advice from a harem of beauties to loose his
eye.
The next day, the Khalif calls the three women to his palace to explain the beating of the
dogs and the welts. The dogs are the sisters of one of the ladies. A genie rewarded their
treachery by turning them into dogs. The lady still loves them, though she must whip them. The
women with welts received them from a irate husband after she was tricked into the slightest of
infidelities. The King calls the genie, who transforms the sisters into humans, and the Khaleef
marries them to the three one-eyed tellers.
COMMENTARY: What a BRILLIANT story structure! You can imagine it taking days in a
casbah café! The three, very intense, long stories of the one eyes sit within the frame story,
which leads into the two women’s tales. This story became two shows (and would make for a
great long evening show between courses of food). The first show featured the MENS’
TALES, the next the WOMENS’ TALES.
MEN’S TALES We really got to stretch out musically and theatrically for these juicy tales. My
friend James McCarthy’s comment helped me find the characters. “The tales are themselves
PLENTY of content, especially with YOU telling. So you don’t have to work at it.” For each of
the 3 one-eyed mendicants I change my hat and vest. The 1st Mendicant is an apologetic guy,
with an elongated thin-lipped accent. He only glances at the audience. The story’s jumping
between two locals is fun as is the digging out of his eye (and I mimed him eating it). It warms
us up for the 2nd Tale. This teller is a pompous, priviledged scholar. This intricate tale leads
(again) underground, from sexy to horror, and the gruesome dismemberment troubles me. We
cut out the Tale of the Envier & Envied in this 2nd tale (becoming the 3rd Old Man’s Tale in
Shaharazad’s First Tale). The ape I played funny (hunched down, scratching balls). The
Genie/Princess battle with transformations, especially with swirling Willow capes as pillars of
fire, is spectacular. It’s a physically demanding tale. The 3rd Mendicant is told by a swaggering
sailor with rough hands and an ear ring. In his dream on the Magnetic Maountain, I started the
echoey voice effect which resurfaced in Jullanar of the Sea. The damsels running to him and the
awesome scenes of the exploration of the palace are brilliant. I underplay this character (for me)
and just tell it (for me).
WOMEN’S TALES In this second, we played with needing to rush (“Jeff, we don’t have time
for that”) to get to the Women’s Tales, briefly hitting highpoints in the the 3 men’s tales. We
also added interaction between the King Shahryar and Shaharazad where she leads him to

reflect on what happened in the tales. If we had more time in our shows, this would be a vein to
mine, to draw parallels between the tale told and the lessons which Shaharazad hopes King
Shahryar will draw from it (while being diplomatic, flattering his ego, and respecting his threat
of death)

WANT MORE? Go to www.jeffgere.com
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is well known for his energetic and diverse performances and for

celebrating and perpetuating the art of storytelling and oral history in Hawaii. Gere has
performed in Europe, major festivals in the U.S., the Pacific Basin, and in Asia. He is
widely published in anthologies and has two CDs of Hawaii’s supernatural tales in
distribution. His children's video, Silly 'N Spooky, received the Parent's Choice Award. He
has appeared in and produced numerous TV shows and series featuring local and national
storytellers. Jeff has created several evening length show's including "Van Gogh's Ghost",
commissioned by the Los Angeles County Art Museum, and "Yo Pharaoh!" commissioned
and performed at the Honolulu Academy of Arts. For three years his “Art Off the Wall”
Series interpreted the visual art exhibits at The Contemporary Museum in collaborative
performances, many with Rosenthal (they met in 1970). Jeff produces and directs The Talk
Story Festival, Hawaii's largest story- telling and oral history celebration, now in its 15th
year. He is the Drama Specialist for the City & County of Honolulu. For more about Jeff
and the Arabian Nights go to www.jeffgere.com

Willow Chang

is Hawai'i's most respected Middle Eastern dancer,

choreographer and teacher, she is the Artistic Director of the Devadasi Dance Theater.
Called "Hawai'i's multi talented gem" in the press, Willow performs extensively
throughout Hawai'i both as a Middle Eastern dancer/choreographer and a Jazz singer as
well. Willow was voted Hawai'i's Best Female Vocalist two years in a row in the Honolulu
Weekly's annual The Best Of... survey. More on Willow at www.willowchang.com

Steven Rosenthal

is a hunter and gatherer of sounds. Steven's musical

universe encompasses world music sensibilities, building his own instruments, interactive
sound installations, the avant-garde, and sculptural works which depict what sound looks
like. He has performed and exhibited at museums and arts festivals including the Honolulu
Academy of Arts, The Contemporary Museum, the Asia Society in New York, the Hong
Kong Arts Festival, and the International Bamboo Congress in Bali. Steven received the
2002 American Composers Forum-McKnight Visiting Composers Fellowship.

Reggae McGowen

is Honolulu's first-call percussionist for West African,

Afro-Caribbean, Latin, and Middle Eastern Music. Reggae also teaches percussion and
accompanies and performs with visiting choreographers including Cleo Robinson, Halifu
Osumare, and Mabiba West. He directs Hawaii’s premier West African troupe, Sawa Fare’
Dance and Drum Ensemble. His stated goal with the Arabian Nights is “to play supporting
the words so well that nobody hears me”.
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Roughly translated from the Massachusett language, the place name “Nantucket”
means ‘Far-away Land.’ It is as far from the islands of the Pacific Ocean as an island can
be. Nonetheless, Nantucketers and Pacific Islanders made their ways to each others’
islands, and some Pacific Islanders tragically ended their days on chilly New England
shores.
In the autumn of 1819 the whaleships Balaena of New Bedford and Equator of
Nantucket arrived in the Hawai‘i and immediately took a whale in the waters off the Big
Island, initiating extraordinary long-distance contact between the two major New
England whaling ports and what were known to the whalemen as the Sandwich Islands.2
Since its founding as a private institution in 1834 the Nantucket Atheneum has
been the intellectual hub of the Nantucket community. Today it is a public library with a
year-round schedule of speakers on Nantucket history, current events, and recently-

1

This paper is excerpted and adapted from The Other Islanders by Frances Karttunen. The complete work
is accessible at the Nantucket Historical Association’s website: nha.org.
2
Lacouture 1982, p. 16. The New Bedford Whaling Museum holds the log of the Balaena (ODHS Log
#1139A) recording the sighting of the Big Island of Hawai‘i in September 1819 and the killing of a whale
there a few days later. Thanks to Laura Pereira, Assistant Librarian, Kendall Institute, New
Bedford Whaling Museum, for this information.

published books. The original Atheneum, however, not only maintained a library and
hosted off-island lecturers but also housed several collections of “curiosities.”
In 1846 the Atheneum burned to the ground, taking with it books, newspapers,
maps, birds’ eggs, seaweed specimens, and a great aggregation of artifacts brought from
the islands of the Pacific by Nantucket’s whaling captains. The Atheneum was rebuilt in
six months, the first building to rise from the ashes of Nantucket’s Great Fire, but the
“South Sea” collection could never be rebuilt. Whaling and other commercial
exploitation of the Pacific had profoundly altered the material culture of its island
societies, and the articles so avidly collected prior to 1846 were no longer available. The
loss was irreparable.
A half century later the Nantucket Historical Association was founded and
became the repository of many things from old Nantucket homes, among them items
from Pacific islands that had been in private hands when the Atheneum burned. When
the NHA opened its Whaling Museum in 1930, an assemblage of these surviving artifacts
occupied its “South Sea Room.” Here are two views of that room as it appeared in the
1960s.
The artifacts, although few in number compared to what had gone up in flames,
have proven durable over the better part of two centuries, while the people who made
them, as well as the people who transported them around the world, perished long ago.
The wonder of it is that not only some nonperishable goods, but also some people in all
their human fragility came to Nantucket from their homes in the Pacific.
Orphaned by violence at home, a Native Hawaiian boy signed aboard a New
England ship that went to Canton, China, and then on to New York and finally to New

Haven, Connecticut, where in 1809 he turned up on the Yale University campus. Taken
in, he survived nine years in New England, during which time he mastered English,
underwent conversion to Christianity, and was baptized.3
Inspired by this young man whom they called Henry Obookiah, the Boston-based
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions founded the Foreign Mission
School in Cornwall, Connecticut. In the decade of its existence, it prepared forty-three
Native Americans, twenty Native Hawaiians, a number of other Pacific Islanders, and
two Chinese to return to their people as missionaries. In this context, Henry studied
Hebrew and Latin and practiced translating the Old Testament into his own language, an
exercise he said he found easier to do from Hebrew than from English. Mainly he was
employed in devising a writing system for the language of Hawai‘i and creating a
grammar, dictionary, and spelling book, all of which have since been lost.4
One of the words in the dictionary was kanaka ‘person.’
Henry Obookiah did not live to return to his native island, but his example
inspired the departure of the First Company of Congregational Missionaries to the
Sandwich Islands, men and women who sailed aboard the ship Thaddeus from Boston in
October 1819. They were soon followed by more missionary families, who established
churches throughout the Hawaiian islands In the fall of the same year that the Thaddeus
brought the first missionaries, those first whaling ships from New England also arrived.
The sites of mission churches and sheltered harbors became places of resort in years to

3

Chappell 1997, pp. 38, 134-135. ‘Öpükaha’ia was not the first Native Hawaiian to reach the
United States. Others had come aboard ships involved in the fur trade, and four were available to
accompany the first group of New England missionaries who sailed to Hawai’i. Schütz 1994, p. 99.
4
Schütz 1994, pp. 85-97.

come not only for Native Hawaiians, but for the seagoing families of Nantucket whaling
captains.
The traffic was not all one-way. Following the course of Henry Obookiah, Native
Hawaiians and other Pacific Islanders, collectively known as “Kanakas,” continued to
come ashore at New England whaling ports.
In 1822 the Nantucket Inquirer reprinted a letter written from Nantucket to the
New York Christian Herald urging the establishment of a seamen’s bethel in Nantucket.
The article mentioned in passing “three Heathen Youth, who had previously belonged to
our Sabbath School” who had now set sail on a three-year voyage aboard a Nantucket
whaling ship, in the course of which they would be educated and prepared ‘to carry the
Gospel to their countrymen of the islands of the Pacific Ocean.” A writer who signed
himself “Ferret” expressed his opinion that the onboard schooling of these boys would
not be the curriculum of the Cornwall School but would instead consist of practical
lessons in whaling.5 The following week the Inquirer carried a front page story
announcing the resumption of a Sabbath School in “the South part of town” attended by
“about thirty coloured youths” and the opening of one by the First Congregational
Society with seven Native Hawaiians among 120 admitted scholars.6
Ferret was back in the Inquirer on May 9 with an extract from another letter
purportedly from Nantucket and published off-island, this time in the Boston Recorder.
This letter stated, “Not many years ago there resided here [on Nantucket] twenty Society
and Sandwich Islanders, who on stated evenings when it was clear, assembled in the
streets, erected ensigns of idolatry, and in frantick orgies” worshiped their own deities,

5
6

Inquirer, April 18, 1822.
Inquirer, April 25, 1822.

unrestrained by any townspeople. Ferret contended that the Pacific Islanders alluded to in
the article were engaged in child’s play, and that they had been left alone because, “the
idea that they were practicing religious rites never entered the heads of those who
witnessed their innocent frolics.” He suggested readers let “all nations walk in their own
ways” and wondered “why so much pains should be taken to represent this place
[Nantucket] as a nest of people involved in heathen darkness and suffering for want of
missionaries.”7
The same issue of the Inquirer carried a report on the transformation of Hawaiian
society and the Hawaiian economy. It claimed that the frequent visits of American and
English ships had turned Native Hawaiians from their own customs to imitation of what
they observed among the officers and crews of the foreign ships, and that this process had
been accelerated through the efforts of the recently-arrived Congregational missionary
families, who had already established a school to teach reading and writing. According to
the correspondent, 28 foreign vessels had stopped in the Hawaiian islands in the past
year, and the Hawaiians themselves now had ten square-rigged vessels of their own plus
a number of sloops and schooners with which they carried on active inter-island
commerce. One of their ships had sailed with a Native Hawaiian crew under a white
captain all the way to Kamchatka to trade salt for dried salmon. The writer concluded
with the news that, “On the south side of the Island of Woahoo [O’ahu] is one of the most
commodious harbors in the world: no wind or waves ever enter there to endanger the
safety of a vessel. There can be obtained refreshments of every kind, and a ship be
repaired if needed—for this last year it has been a resort for all the Whale ships cruising
in the northern latitudes, for refreshments and supplies.”
7
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And so Honolulu would remain for a long time to come—a place for on-shore rest
and recreation, a source of fresh provisions, and a recruiting ground for crew members
who sometimes “came here in one of our Whaling Ships from Round Cape Horn,” as did
one “Sandwich Island Indian” who had the misfortune to die on Nantucket in 1837.8
As far as residents of Nantucket were concerned, Kanaka meant ‘male Pacific
Islander,’ for whaling ships brought only young men, “single mariners,” half-way around
the world. In 1825 the Inquirer estimated “more than fifty natives of the South Sea
Islands employed on board whaleships belonging to this port…many are now on the
island.”9 During their time ashore, they needed lodgings, and New Zealand-born William
Whippey saw a business opportunity in providing for them. The sign for his “Canacka
Boarding-House” is preserved in the collection of the Nantucket Historical Association.10
In 1824 the Nantucket whaleship Oeno departed for a voyage around Cape Horn.
Because a sand bar blocked passage of heavy ships in and out of Nantucket Harbor, the
Oeno sailed first to the Vineyard to be loaded for the outward voyage. The crew that
signed on was made up in equal parts of white Nantucketers, “strangers,” and people of
color. One of the people of color was a member of the Wampanoag Corduda family,
certainly from the Vineyard, because there were no longer any Cordudas living on
Nantucket. Another was “Henry Artooi,” a Native Hawaiian. Perhaps he had been living
in a New Guinea boarding house, or possibly he joined the crew on the Vineyard.
Whatever the case, Henry Artooi (probably Akui) had been born in the Hawaiian Islands
and ended his days in Fiji, as did all but one member of the ship’s crew.
8
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Private Record 62, list of deaths on Nantucket, Nantucket Atheneum.
Philbrick1994, p. 182.

Far out across the Pacific their ship was wrecked on Vatoa, or Turtle Island as it
was then known, and after a while they were attacked by Fijians. Only Nantucket-born
William Cary returned to tell what happened to the men of the Oeno. In his account, Cary
set out inland in search of a safe hiding-place. A Native Hawaiian crew member—Henry
Artooi without question since he was the only one—followed along behind him for a bit
and then turned back to the beach to meet whatever awaited him there. He was the last
crew member Cary ever saw alive.11
To Nantucketers Kanakas were not only male but black. A list of mariners
attached to the 1850 federal census for Nantucket has only three categories: white, black,
and mulatto. Crew members on Nantucket ships that year from Hawai‘i included ten men
identified as white, six as mulatto, and the remaining twenty-eight as black. Among the
nonwhite Hawaiian crewmembers were one bearing the surname Swain, two Owens, and
six Coffins. Four used Kanaka as a surname, six used Mowee [Maui], and one used
Oahu.
In 1850 crewmembers on Nantucket ships from the Society Islands (including
Tahiti) were evenly divided, five white and five black. All seven who had signed on from
the Friendly Islands (including three who used “Rarotonga” as a surname) were
categorized as black, as were one crewmember each from the Marquesas and Navigator’s
Island and John Buttista [Juan Bautista] from Java.
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The sign is reproduced on p. 4 of Historic Nantucket, Vol. 48, No. 4. Just as with white Whippeys, the
spelling of William’s surname varies across sources. It is spelled “Whippy” on the sign but “Whippey” in
the 1840 census. Kanaka is spelled “Canacka” on the sign.
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Cary’s letter informing Nantucket of what had happened was first printed in the Inquirer on September
27, 1828. The editors of the Inquirer added the crew list. Other newspapers picked up the Inquirer’s story,
and a collection of these articles appears in Ward 1966, Vol. 7, pp. 432-447. Cary’s full account of what
happened on Vatoa, including his last sighting of Henry Artooi and his subsequent meeting with David
Whippey, remained in manuscript until after Cary’s death. Eventually it was published in serial form in the

As black men, Pacific Islanders ashore on Nantucket lived in New Guinea. New
Guinea was a village on the south edge of the main town, just within the fence that kept
animals put out to graze on the commons from wandering into the town’s streets and
gardens. On a hilltop above the village four windmills worked away at grinding cornmeal
for the all the townsfolk. The people of New Guinea lay their dead to rest within sight of
the mills.
The Atheneum’s 1830 local census of Nantucket reports two young men named
Jack and Harry (no ages given) living in the household of John and Elizabeth Gordon.
Their names are followed by the letter “A” for ‘alien’ and the notation “Sandwich
Islands.”12 At the end of February 1832, a man described as a Kanaka was found dead
under Coffin’s barn on the North Shore. The dead man had come on a “whaleship from
around Cape Horn,” was a free man, and had lived “in Negro Town New Guinea.”13
Perhaps this was the bitter end of Jack or Harry.
Five years later another Kanaka, a 35-year-old man who had come to Nantucket
on a whaling ship, also expired at the end of February.14 A 21-year-old Kanaka had died
the previous year in New Guinea, and in 1844 yet another died, in this case of
tuberculosis at age 25. 24-year-old Joseph Dix, born in Hawai‘i but not identified as a

Nantucket Journal in 1877, and then in booklet form in 1928 and 1949 under the title Wrecked in the
Feejees.”
12
Other individuals marked with “A” in this census are Michael Douglass (known to be Cape Verdean);
Michael DeLuce, John Leiva, and Manuel, Joseph, and Antone Roberts (also Cape Verdeans?); and
Frederick Quoin (Irish Quinn?).
13
NHA Collection 335, folder 51. This information is contained in a note written in the hand of Edouard
A. Stackpole with no reference to the original source.
14
Atheneum Private Record 62, a list of deaths in Nantucket. This case is very similar to the 1832 case, but
the day and year are different from the note among Stackpole’s papers, and the details of place of death and
residence in New Guinea are unique to Stackpole’s note.

Kanaka, died in 1843 of tuberculosis, as did 31-year-old, Hawai‘i-born Thomas Clay in
1848. The same year, Hawai‘i-born John Smith died in Nantucket of typhus.15
In all, four identified Pacific Islanders and three more seamen born in Hawai‘i are
known to have died in Nantucket between 1832 and 1848. They were surely buried in the
New Guinea cemetery.
All across the Pacific, people of their parents’ and grandparents’ generations
believed that at death, their souls detached from their bodies, traveled to jumping-off
places on their islands’ coasts, and from there, in the company of other souls, set off over
the sea to the land of the dead.16 Was there such a launching place for solitary souls cut
loose on freezing-cold, far-away Nantucket? We have no way to know if other Hawaiian
seamen were present to chant a mele kanikau, a mourning song, to encourage and comfort
them on their way.17
After the Great Fire of 1846 and the collapse of the Nantucket whaling economy
in the 1850s, Pacific Islanders ceased to come to Nantucket, and their former presence
slipped from Nantucketers’ living memory. By 1932, when a popular summer restaurant
offered Hawaiian music as an exotic attraction, no one recalled the previous century’s
public debate about “frantick orgies” versus “innocent frolics”
On October 28, 2001, mele composed by Noelani Arista, Ikaika Hussey, and
Lehuanani Yim for the Pacific Islander seamen were chanted on Nantucket. That day the

15

These deaths are recorded in the vital records of Nantucket with minimal information, namely place of
birth, age, and cause of death. The lines in the death records for names of parents are left blank.
16
Charlot 1983, pp. 90-96.
17
The 1811 burial of a Native Hawaiian who died of exposure in Oregon is described in Chappell 1997, pp.
104. His Native Hawaiian crewmates buried food and tobacco with his body. After prayers, one of them
sprinkled the others with sea water, and then they all left the grave site without looking back.

Hawaiian flag flew at the African Meeting House, which had been built in New Guinea in
1825.
In 2002 Hawaiian visitors came again to Nantucket’s last resting places for
indigenous peoples.
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The life of John Nash is depicted in the recent film, “A Beautiful Mind.” Nash is
both a brilliant, Nobel Prize winning mathematician and a schizophrenic. He
suffered from delusions in which he heard “voices” commanding him to do
irrational things. He was, and to some extent perhaps still is, an insane genius. Nash
received extensive medical treatment including lengthy intervals spent in
institutions. These days he chooses to ignore his delusions. Joan of Arc’s life is similar
to Nash’s. Joan was a majestic, inspirational military leader, however she was
motivated by “voices” and visions. Was Joan of Arc crazy? If she was, then would
medical intervention have been appropriate in her case? Is medical intervention
always obligatory when a patient exhibits symptoms comparable to Joan’s?
Consider two parallel case studies.
1. Case studies
a. Case One
Guard C was twenty-seven years of age, a policeman on
motor-cycle patrol in the city of Dublin. One day his sergeant was
2

horrified to see Guard C’s motor cycle propped up against some
railings and the guard himself kneeling in prayer on the pavement. He
was taken to hospital in a car and on arrival there was at first quite
mute. He appeared to be listening intently to something coming from
one corner of the ceiling. His lips moved silently as if in prayer. Later in
the ward he stated that a voice from heaven had told him that he
had been chosen by God to drive English soldiers out of the Province
of Ulster. He was to be made a commissioner in the Guards and after
his death he would be canonized as a saint.
. . . the treatment of this patient consisted in the administration of
a powerful chemical substance both by mouth and by injection.
Within six weeks he was able to admit that his ideas had been
delusions due to illness, and after a proper period of convalescence
he was able to return to duty. (Drury, pg. 128)
b. Case Two
Joan of Arc, the Maid of Orleans, was born in 1412 in Domremy, France into a
peasant family. While still a young girl she claimed that she was commanded by
the “voices” of St. Michael, St. Catherine, and St. Margaret to drive the English from
France.

She had many characteristics of female visionaries who were fairly

common at the time. In particular, Joan possessed extreme personal piety, she
claimed to be in direct communication with the saints, and she felt that she could
rely on individual experience of God’s presence independently of the priesthood
and the traditional lines of communication within the institutional church. She
approached Robert de Baudricourt in January of 1429. He was impressed by her
piety, sincerity, and quiet firmness. He outfitted her with armor and a horse.
Unconventionally dressed in men’s clothing, she set out to battle the English. As a
symbolic and active leader, she joined the French resistance in several battles.
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Joan participated in a remarkable defeat of the English at Orleans, which
eventually resulted in the coronation of Charles VII on July 17, 1429.
Subsequently Joan was captured by the English and tried as a heretic by a
church court. She was charged with blasphemous presumption; specifically, she
was accused claiming for her pronouncements the authority of divine revelation,
she prophesied the future, signed her letters with names of Jesus and Mary,
professed that she was guaranteed salvation, and she wore men’s clothing. She
was convicted and, finally, executed on May 30, 1431.
Over twenty years later, following an investigation, Pope Calixtus III revoked
and annulled her sentence (1456). Ultimately, Joan was canonized by Pope
Benedict XV on May 16, 1920. Her feast day is May 30th.
[Derived from: The Passion of St. Joan, Joan of Arc]
The symptoms exhibited by Guard C and Joan of Arc are very similar. Why,
then, do we have such different feelings about them? It may be because Joan
went on to military fame and glory and eventually became a martyr. Guard C
went on to hospitalization and an eventual cure. Even though we have very
different responses to the two cases, perhaps they should not have been treated
differently.
2. Neurochemical Bases for Mystical/Religious Experiences
Mystical experiences have direct biochemical and neurophysiological
correlates. The human central nervous system (CNS) is analogous to an inertial
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guidance system. When functioning as designed, an inertial guidance system
orients itself with a fixed point in space. For example, the systems employed by
NASA during the Apollo program were oriented with respect to a distant star. If an
Apollo guidance system lost power or experienced gimbal-lock, it would lose its
orientation and arbitrarily orient itself with respect to anything and everything in the
universe, thus making it useless for purposes of navigation and spacecraft
configuration. It would become the mechanical equivalent of “insane.”
In a similar manner, the human CNS orients itself with respect to its sensory
environment. When it is properly oriented, it is aware of the distinction between the
body and external objects, and it knows which way is up, down, left, and right.
Using inputs from the inner ear it can maintain balance. Proprioceptive information
from the peripheral nervous system permits it to configure the body in space. All
this allows a human to move about without running into walls and tables. When
sensory, spatial orientation is disrupted, the CNS orients itself with anything and
everything like a malfunctioning inertial guidance system.

Under these

circumstances, it can also create its own “reality” with which it seeks orientation. Its
normal, waking state, in which it has veridical experiences, may be supplanted by
a mystic state.
In a recent paper Professor Richley Crapo reports:
Newberg and D’Aquili (2001); and D’Aquili and Newberg (1997) used
single positron emission computed tomography (SPECT) scans to
observe changes in the neural activity of Buddhist monks during
meditation. There was a sharp decrease of neural activity within their
5

frontal and parietal lobes. Similar results have been found among
Franciscan nuns during prayer. Increased activity in the frontal lobes
and decreased activity in the parietal lobes seems to be associated
with increased calm and feelings of unity and transcendence.
This area of the parietal lobe is the part of the brain [that] is a
kind of “orientation area” that is responsible for combining sensory
data into our sense of self by defining where the self ends and the
world begins. When it is deprived of sensory data, it cannot establish
the boundary between self and not-self, and according to Newberg,
“It perceived the self to be endless, as one with all of creation. And
this felt utterly real.” [Crapo, pg. 2]
Mystical experiences can be artificially induced by using, for example, ketamine.
Crapo reports:
As a dissociative drug, ketamine blockades the NMDA [N-methyl-Dasparate] receptors that transmit sensory data. This results in the
feeling of losing contact with the external world, a sense of having left
the body. . . .
when external input [to the hippocampus] is
dramatically reduced (e.g., by ketamine) in combination with central
stimulation (e.g., by excessive glutamate release), stored perceptions
are released and become organized into meaningful experience. . . .
The spiritual experiences, including the sensation of communing with
God, that are commonly reported to have occurred during epileptic
seizures may also be accounted for by the ketamine model. [Crapo,
pg. 3]
The discovery of neurochemical bases for mental disorders, coincides with
the development of medical treatments, drugs, that are extremely effective in
suppressing the behavioral symptoms that accompany mental disorders. (Wender
and Klein 1981, passim.) Since salient features of mystical experiences have been
demonstrated to have direct biochemical and neurophysiological correlates, it is
not surprising that the symptoms associated with mystical experiences can be
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diminished or suppressed with the use of appropriate medications. Joan of Arc
may have been a schizophrenic (Drury, pg. 136) or she may have had temporal
lobe epilepsy (Saver and Rubin, 1997); in either event, she could have suffered from
currently correctable neurochemical imbalances, which were the proximate
causes of her symptoms. Drury asks,
Supposing Robert de Baudricourt had been able to give Joan a stiff
dose of phenothiazine instead of the panoply of a knight at arms,
would she have returned in peace to the sheep herding at Domremy?
[Drury, pg. 123]

3. Medical Intervention
Is

medical

intervention

always

appropriate

when

symptoms

of

mental/behavioral disorders include religious or mystical components and the
potential for harm?

Drury remarked that, “Our sanity is at the mercy of a

molecule.” (Drury, pg. 134.) According to the contemporary view, insanity has a
biochemical, neurophysiological basis and is manifest by behavior that is
inconsistent with societal norms. These days ‘insanity’ is defined behaviorally. Since
‘insanity’ is defined this way, it is defined in terms of conformity to a specific culture
and time.
In the context of behavioral norms that are generally accepted in our
culture, neither Guard C (in Drury’s case study) nor Joan of Arc could be regarded
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as conforming to normal modes of behavior. A contemporary person who claimed
to be commanded by voices to drive all Norwegians out of Hawaii, and who acted
on those perceived commands by attempting to form a militia for the purpose of
engaging in armed combat with Norwegians, would be considered insane.
Professional physicians have little choice regarding medical intervention in
cases that involve potential harm to society together with manifest patient suffering.
Rational considerations make it obvious that intervention is required when potential
harm to society or a patient is involved.
Considering that they had virtually the same symptoms,
(1) If medical intervention was appropriate for Guard C, then medical
intervention would have been appropriate for Joan of Arc [if the appropriate
medications had been available when she was alive].
(2) Medical intervention was appropriate for Guard C.
(3) Therefore, medical intervention would have been appropriate for Joan of
Arc. [by modus ponens]
Decision theory and the minimax strategy also reveals the rationality of
medical intervention.
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Minimax Strategy : Minimize the maximum possible loss.
Treatment Intervention

No Treatment
Intervention

Potential Societal Harm

Prevent Harm

Permit Harm

No Potential for Societal
Harm

No Assured Societal
Benefit

No Assured Societal
Benefit

Relieved Patient
Suffering

Continued Patient
Suffering

You use the minimax strategy when you throw in a hand in poker, decide when it is
safe to pull out into traffic in your car, or discover blue food in your refrigerator and
choose to throw it away instead of risking botulism. Regarding cases of religious
visionaries who threaten violence, the maximum possible loss is physical (and
psychological) harm to others. Minimax strategy is used when we deprive violent,
anti-social individuals of their freedom and incarcerate them in institutions. In
psychiatric cases, minimax reasoning is employed when medications are
administered to potentially violent individuals in order to suppress their symptoms. In
the diagram above, the lower two quadrants can be disregarded, since no
potential for societal harm is present. Minimax reasoning dictates that the upper
right-hand quadrant, which permits societal harm, must be rejected. Hence, the
only rational choice is found in the upper left-hand quadrant; if physicians are
compelled to prevent violent harm to society when they have the means to do so,
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then they have no rational alternative to medical intervention.
Where a probability of societal harm is present, medical intervention is
rationally required. For example, in retrospect, timely intervention could have
prevented harm in the following cases:
Jim Jones (Jonestown)
David Koresh (Branch Davidians)
Marshall Herff Applewhite (Heaven's Gate leader)
Ron and Dan Lafferty
Fanatical terrorists who flew commercial aircraft into buildings

3. Counterexamples from the arts, athletics, literature, and philosophy
At this point it looks as though we should protect ourselves from the dangers
posed by religious visionaries by intervening to terminate their aberrant, anti-social,
and potentially harmful behavior. However, do we feel the same way about
unusual behavior exhibited by people in non-religious contexts, e.g., the arts,
athletics, literature, or philosophy? After all, The Disrespectful Dictionary defines
‘Art’ as “That which to be successful must be the product of a diseased mind.”
In the absence of an obvious potential for harm, society often values
individuals who are capable of behaving at the extremes of human performance
and achievement, even when their social behavior does not precisely conform to
societal norms. For example,
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Bobby Fischer

Paranoid, Anti-social

Mozart

Bipolar depression

Van Gogh

Bipolar depression, possible toxic poisoning

Hemingway

Unipolar depression

Poe

Unipolar depression, alcohol abuse

Charles Dodgson (Lewis Carroll)
Jim Morrison

Insomnia, unipolar depression

Bipolar depression, substance abuse

Ozzy Osbourne

Very strange

Socrates

Epilepsy

Spinoza

Asperger’s syndrome

Wittgenstein

Asperger’s syndrome, unipolar depression

Is the world a better place, because Wittgenstein, Mozart and Poe were
permitted to produce their works in the absence of medical intervention? For us,
certainly; for them, perhaps not. If Charles Dodgson (Lewis Carroll) had been
treated for insomnia, depression, and hormonal imbalances, he might have
escaped from his tortured state in which a “dark cloud” hung over his life.
However, we would be deprived of the products of his literary genius; Through the
Looking-Glass, and The Hunting of Snark, might never have been written.
As a society, we have some difficult choices; they involve disturbing tradeoffs. Blaise Pascal had some sort of nervous breakdown on the night of November
23, 1654.
Pascal recorded this incident:
From about half past ten to half after midnight,
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FIRE
God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob, not of the philosophers
and wise. Security, Security, Feeling, Joy, Peace. Forgetfulness of the
world and of all save God. O righteous Father, the world has not
known Thee, but I have known Thee.
If contemporary medications had been available, and treatment had been
imposed, Pascal could have continued his studies in mathematics instead of
becoming a religious apologist. Considering the direction his work was going prior
to November 1654, it is probable that he would have discovered the infinitesimal
calculus in advance of Leibniz and Newton.
In A Christmas Carol, Ebenezer Scrooge had a nervous breakdown one night
in which he experienced visions that changed his life. If Dickens had provided
Scrooge with timely medical intervention, he would have remained his normal self:
a stingy, grouchy, curmudgeon.
The situation here is problematic. With medical intervention, Pascal could
have gone on to mathematical greatness. With intervention Scrooge could have
gone on to miserly financial success.
As a society we allow Mike Tyson to continue his boxing career in spite of his
anti-social behavior and his extreme aggression against women, fellow motorists,
and opponents. Meanwhile, clergy in organized religions dread the emergence of
visionaries in their congregations because of their disruptive influence.
Perhaps our culture (and our species) needs and wants some people who
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have characteristics and abilities that permit them to perform at the extremes of
human behavior. We are willing to allow scientists, such as Einstein and Feynman,
to be extremely eccentric and carry on with their work. If we drugged exceptional
individuals to make them conform to our societal norms, the result could be a
society of average people who are capable only of mediocrity. However, if we
allow some people to remain at the extremes, and we do not intervene to make
them normal (and, hence, ordinary), we must also be aware of the risks and be
prepared to accept them.
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Editors know that to maintain a successful publication two key ingredients
are needed: a strong emphasis on local news and a continuing effort to attract
the next generation of readers.
This is especially true in community journalism, where local news is a staple
and an aging population is making way for newer consumers. One publication
seems to have found an effective formula for success, and it did so more than
60 years ago.
The Pulaski (Wis.) News is published every other Thursday, even during the
summer, by journalism students at Pulaski High School. In the nameplate on
Page 2 of the tabloid-size paper is this statement: “The Only Student Produced
Community Newspaper in the Nation.”
Whether that is a valid claim may be open to interpretation. But so far no one
has challenged it.
“We have been saying that for 60-some years now, and nobody has
questioned it,” said Kathy Gerds, the adviser of the Pulaski News. “It was in the
paper when I took over as adviser 16 years ago.”
Regardless of the motto, one fact is undeniable: the newspaper produced by
students as a community publication is profitable and well received in the town
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of 3,060 residents.
Gerds said the newspaper spent about $60,000 on printing, publishing and
postage costs last year. But the impact on the school and the community goes
beyond the bottom line. The newspaper usually finishes the year with a
surplus, its “safety net” as Gerds describes it, that allows the adviser to
support other school and community groups.
A total of $4,500 of the surplus money earned by the newspaper
through ad sales and subscription fees last year was donated to
support several causes. These included the purchase of new books
for an English class, support for the high school band that will perform in the
2003 Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City, payment of the printing
costs for the Pulaski Area Historical Society newsletter, and money for the
community Food Pantry that is housed in a district middle school building.
First, a little history. Pulaksi, about 15 miles northwest of
Green Bay, is much like other small towns around the nation. It
has a Dairy Queen, a Hardee’s, and a Ford dealership. There also
is Vern’s Ace Hardware, Pulaski Pharmacy, and Smurawa’s Country
Bakery. A big community event each year is the Pulaski Polka Days.
The Pulaski High News was started in 1937. When the
commercial newspaper in town, the Tri-Copa, went out of business,
the district administrator at the time, Frank Joswick, started the
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Pulaski News in 1942.
Joswick believed the student newspaper also should serve the
community and have close ties to its residents. Thus it became a
newspaper that served not only students in the Pulaski Community
School District, which encompasses 180 square miles, but also
businesses and residents of the town.
“Many students who work on the Pulaksi News today are children
and grandchildren of Pulaski News alumni,” Gerds said. “There is an
expectation among families that the Pulaski News is done correctly. Reporting
on news in the community gives the students a feeling they are part of a real
newspaper of meaning outside the school walls. That motivates them.”
Marian Schroeder, who has lived in the community since she was in grade
school and is now retired as a librarian at Glenbrook School in Pulaski, knows
what it is like to have students on the newspaper staff.
“When one of my daughters worked on the newspaper, I knew if
she was late in getting home from school that she was in the dark
room,” Schroeder said. She and her husband, Florian, had another
daughter who served as editor of the Pulaski News.
“It’s good for the students; it’s a good learning experience,”
added Schroeder, who is curator of the Pulaski Area Historical
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Society. “People in the community look forward to getting the
paper. It has local news, and news about the schools. If people
don’t have kids in school there still is news in the paper that
they want.”
Schroeder knows a lot about the history of the newspaper.
“I was just beginning high school when the Pulaski News
started,” she said. “I have been a reader ever since it came out.
The superintendent of schools then was interested in what was
going on in the community. He thought the kids should learn about
what the problems were in the community. Early on sometimes it was
just six pages, but it has gotten bigger.”
Today, the Pulaski News contains from 20 to 32 pages per issue.
It has a circulation of about 3,000, and is mailed to subscribers
in 39 states and 14 countries, Gerds said.
All faculty members in the district receive a complimentary
copy of the paper. Gloria Morgan, executive director of the
Pulaski Area Chamber of Commerce, said that same courtesy is
extended to residents who are serving in the armed forces.
“The paper is sent free to all soldiers from the area,” said
Morgan, whose daughter, Krystal, was home recently on a two-week
leave. Krystal talked to newspaper staff members about her
experiences while serving during the previous six months in Iraq
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as a member of the U.S. Army Reserves. Her picture was in the Oct.
30, 2003, issue of the paper.
With a variety of school and community news throughout the
paper, it is hard to determine if one area receives more coverage
than the other, although many stories do involve school district
events. But in a community that thinks highly of its school
system, everything seems to blend together under a general heading
of community happenings.
“The school board likes the recognition that the paper brings,”
said Glenn Schlender, principal of Pulaski High School, which has
1,120 students. “It is a community newspaper first, and a school
newspaper second. And the people in the community like to read
about the kids. There is such a strong tie here between the
community and the schools, and the paper is one element of that.”
School news covered in the Oct. 30 issue by the student writers
included guest speakers discussing immigration issues with fifth
graders at Hillcrest Elementary School, second grade students from
Fairview Elementary School visiting a pumpkin farm, the high
school students of the month, a Youth Power Club rally at the
Pulaski Community Middle School, the Pulaski School Board meeting,
and a variety of sports events.
Other school features that appear regularly in the paper
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include school lunch menus, a middle school update, and an
elementary school update.
Community news featured in recent issues of the Pulaski News
included a feature on a family farm in nearby Hobart, a bank that
is building a new facility, a column by the chief of police, a
play involving performances by local citizens, a story on the
Pulaski Senior Center, and the Pulaski Polka Days events.
Additional community features that appear regularly in the
paper are wedding announcements, community announcements, births
and deaths announcements, church service listings, and letters to
the editor.
What you won’t find in the Pulaski News are stories that
mention “sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll,” said this year’s coeditor, Danah Karnowski. “The Clydesdale horses were here once,
but we couldn’t write about Budweiser in the story,” she said.
Since high school students produce the newspaper, the content
of advertisements is limited for some businesses, namely taverns.
“We don’t mention alcohol or cigarettes in our ads,” Gerds
said. “We allow taverns to advertise their food items, but not
happy hours.” There also are limits on the artwork for such ads.
“We don’t use a glass that looks like a wine or champagne glass,”
she added.
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Readers also will not find features that are popular fixtures
in many other high school newspapers, including editorials,
columns, and music or movie reviews.
“It would be nice to have reviews, but there is not a lot going
on in Pulaski,” said Sarah Clayton, the paper’s other co-editor.
“You have to go to Green Bay to see a movie or concert. Probably
some students would like to see more copy like this, but I don’t
feel that’s necessary.”
Neither does Gerds.
“These are high school kids writing for an adult audience,” she
said. “Some years we have columns but more usually we have
articles. Adults usually aren’t interested in what 16 year olds
think about music or movies.”
And while the students write about school board and village
board meetings and other activities in Pulaski, they do not report
on some everyday news events that other community publications
would consider to be vital elements of their coverage, including
reports on accidents or fires.
“We do not cover police news because we have no insurance
coverage for our students,” Gerds said. “These are school-age
children, so we don’t go and cover fires or accidents. I won’t put
our students in any peril.
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“We do a lot of reporting on the village, public meetings,
elections, road construction and other issues important to the
community,” she added.
The staff relies on occasional columns from city officials and
business leaders for some of the community news.
“The police chief and the village board president are supposed
to submit columns, but they haven’t been keeping up too good
lately,” Gerds said. “That is part of the community paper. These
columns are useful in providing public information.”
A story under the heading “Village update” in the Dec. 12,
2002, issue of the Pulaski News, for instance, was written by Ron
Kryger, the village president. It included comments about how the
Public Works and Water and Sewer departments had dealt with water
line breaks, the village tax rate, and a community watch program.
It also included this paragraph: “Remember to patronize your
local businesses as much as you can. They are the ones who
advertise Pulaski and contribute to the functions and make
successes of events because of their contributions and
sponsorship. If it’s for the benefit for the community let’s work
together even if it does not directly affect you.”
A mixture of news gathered by staff writers and articles
submitted by individuals, organizations and businesses is commonly
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found in community newspapers, which rely on press releases to
help fill the news space. Sometimes, this can make it difficult to
maintain the distinction between submitted articles and paid
advertising, and between news stories and promotional items.
In the issue of Oct. 30, 2003, an article was used at the top
of Page 15 under the headline “Home not ‘growth’ investment,” with
a byline that said “submitted by Andy Sulskis, Edward Jones
representative.” At the bottom of that page was a one-column by
6.5-inch advertisement for the Edward Jones investment company,
with a picture of Sulskis.
On the front page of the same issue was a story about the Clear
family, which decided to start selling eggs laid by chickens it
had been raising as a hobby. The story was written by Kim Clear,
who also was listed as a possible contact at the high school for
people interested in buying the eggs.
“I’ve heard some people say it’s a positive paper,” said Morgan
of the Chamber of Commerce. And Gerds agreed. “We cover positive
events in the community,” she said.
It is, after all, a student newspaper and a community
newspaper, and not a muckraker. And regardless of how the stories
and miscellaneous articles are gathered, people in the community
seem pleased to have this source of local information.
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“If there is something happening at the Legion or the
Auxiliary, it will be in the paper,” said Schroeder, the
historical society curator. “You can call the students about an
event that is going to happen and they are good about sending a
reporter to cover it. If not, you can send in a report of your
own. Most of the time the front page includes news about the
community, and not just the school.”
Gerds said her students are responsible journalists who can be
trusted to cover assignments in the community.
“I send them to cover events off-campus, and they come back
when they are scheduled to and they do not cause any trouble,” she
said. “They know it is a privilege to work for the newspaper.”
She said the students take pride in the publication they
produce.
“Students who are just beginning with the Pulaski News
sometimes have to learn that they must handle themselves much more
professionally since they aren’t dealing with simply students,”
Gerds said. “In the end, these students leave the class far better
prepared to interact with adult members of society. Many students
really enjoy the respect they are accorded as journalists by the
community; these students are not simply treated as ‘kids.’”
The adviser also has earned the trust and respect of others--
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from her students who respond to her leadership in the classroom
and the newsroom, to her principal and to members of the public.
“Kathy and I have a very good working relationship,” said
Schlender, the principal. “If anything out of the ordinary comes
up, she talks to me first. But maybe only once in my year and a
half here has she alerted me to something that was going to be in
the paper.”
Some student newspapers face constant turmoil because
administrators attempt to control or restrict the content. But the
stories and photographs in the Pulaski News are generally of a
positive or non-controversial nature, which makes outside
oversight virtually unnecessary.
This can be seen in the school district’s philosophy statement,
which reads in part: “We believe that the schools are the thread
that binds the people of the community together. The name, Pulaski
Community Schools, reflects the close ties between the schools and
the people of its district. An active participation by the schools
in the community and the community in the schools, can help make
education real and meaningful for all involved.”
Gerds also has earned the respect of her fellow teachers, who
seem content with the journalism program that she has developed
over the past 16 years.
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“I am the only teacher in the high school who has her own
secretary and office,” she said. Her assignment is to teach five
journalism courses a semester, with about 30 students in each
class, and to advise the Pulaski News.
The journalism facilities at the high school, which was built
five years ago on the outskirts of town, are impressive. Besides
the journalism classroom/newsroom is a separate room with a large
table and several chairs where the editors meet to plan story
ideas and story play. Gerds’ office is the final element of this
three-room complex.
In the newsroom there are 11 computers with Internet hookups,
three laptops that the journalism students can check out and take
on assignments, scanners, and cameras. “Profits from the budget
are used to buy new computers, cameras, textbooks and supplies,”
Gerds said.
Walls in the classroom/newsroom are covered with the many
awards and plaques that the newspaper has won over the years.
These include a Phi Delta Kappa Student/Community Award, an Our
Town Award, a Wisconsin Public Service Golden Rule Award, the
Pulaski Area Chamber of Commerce Community Service Achievement
Award, an Award of Merit from the Wisconsin School Public
Relations Association, and the Wisconsin State Superintendent of
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Public Instruction Friend of Education Award.
The newspaper also has a former staff member who went on to win
a Pulitzer Prize. Jacqui Banaszynski, while working for the St.
Paul Pioneer Press Dispatch, won a Pulitzer for feature writing in
1988 for a series of stories on the life and death of an AIDS
victim in a rural farm community.
“As a learning experience it was without parallel,” said
Banaszynski, who graduated in 1970. “I don’t believe I would be
where I am today if not for the Pulaski News.”
Banaszynski said she worked on the newspaper for three years,
covering sports, taking photographs and writing editorials. She
later was an associate editor.
“I wasn’t conscious at the time that what we were doing was so
special,” said Banaszynski, who today is associate managing editor
of the Seattle Times and holds a Knight chair in editing at the
Missouri School of Journalism. “There were no walls. We were
responsible for covering the community we lived in.”
She said it is open for debate on whether the community is
getting the best paper it can get when it is produced by students.
“You might have better news coverage with a traditional
newspaper, and you would have more continuity in the staff than at
a school where there is constant turnover,” Banaszynski said. “But
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when I go back to visit now and read the paper, I gain a lot of
valuable information about what is going on in the community.”
Like most student-produced publications, the quality often
rises or falls depending on the staff and the adviser.
When Gerds became adviser, she said, there were seven students
on the Pulaski News staff. “Now we have students waiting to get
into the journalism classes,” she said. Those classes are
Composition for Publication Beginning, Advanced, and II, as well
as an independent study option.
Gerds said she takes anyone onto the staff, and has students
who are at the upper echelons academically along with students who
have special needs and can benefit from the more open classroom
setting that she utilizes.
“You don’t have to be in a journalism class to work on the
paper, but it helps,” she said. “We have students who keep our
photo morgue updated, and others who file clippings.”
Gerds said the students come up with the story ideas, write and
edit the stories and do the page layouts. Student can earn one
English credit for each year that they take a journalism class and
work on the newspaper.
Staff titles listed in the masthead of a recent issue of the
paper included editors-in-chief, high school editors, middle
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school editors, elementary education editors, school board editor,
news editor, sports editors, copy editors, feature editors,
outdoor editors, special projects editors and photo editor (25
editors in all). In addition, 44 students were named as reporters.
Even with this many staff members, the newspaper does not have
a Web site, and there are no immediate plans to establish one.
“We would have to have someone to operate the site,” Gerds
said. “And since we have so much copy in the paper, we would take
up too much of the district’s Web page space.”
The self-supporting newspaper receives money from its
subscriptions and from the display and classified advertisements
that it publishes. The students are responsible for selling the
ads, a job they have done quite well given the budget surpluses
that the paper generates.
A look at two issues published about five months apart shows
the consistency in advertising. The 20-page issue of July 25,
2002, had 61 display advertisements and one column of classified
ads. The 24-page edition of Dec. 12, 2002, published just before
Christmas, had 78 display ads and a column of classifieds.
Many of the ads in the Pulaski News are relatively small,
running from one- to three-columns wide and a few inches deep. But
these inches add up to thousands of dollars. The paper charges
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$5.50 per column inch for display ads. Classified ads cost $3.50
for two lines, with each additional line costing $1.50.
Subscription rates vary. Regular subscriptions are $15 a year,
with senior citizens receiving a discounted price of $13 a year.
The student school year subscription rate is $11 for September to
May issues, and the summer rate is $6 for June to August issues.
The newspaper is sold at some area convenience stores and other
businesses at a single issue cost of $1.
Another source of revenue comes from advertising that usually
goes to a commercial publication. The Pulaski News has been
designated as the official publication, or the newspaper of
record, for the community. That means it is paid to publish
official notices from government agencies.
In the Oct. 30, 2003, issue, for example, the official minutes
of the Pulaski Board of Education appeared on Page 17, filling 23
column inches of space. The issue of Dec. 12, 2002, included the
official minutes of the Pulaski Village Board meeting, totaling 36
column inches.
Some business owners in Pulaski who advertise in the newspaper
said they have found it to be a valuable tool in getting their
services and products publicized.
“There are other media that I use,” said Steve Rodgers of
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Rodgers Insurance Agency, “but what I am looking for is to reach
out to a lot of these folks who read the Pulaski News. I am
looking for people who own homes and have children in the schools.
This school district covers a large area, and the paper circulates
to a lot of homes.”
Rodgers said a publication that contains information about the
community is more effective than one that only has advertisements.
“It’s all local, and people read it for the news,” he said of
the student-produced paper. “I find it to be more effective than
the shopper. People just throw away the shopper because it doesn’t
have any news in it.”
The Hometown Shopper is mailed free each week to about 9,000
households. But it has no news articles, and covers several area
communities. The flag on the front page of the shopper states that
it serves the communities of Pulaski, Bonduel, Cecil, Abrams,
Angelica, Green Valley, Krakow, Zachow, Sobieski and Seymour.
Local news and the fact that students produce the paper make it
attractive as an advertising venue, some business owners said.
“Because the kids run it, more people opt to read it,” said
Joan Wery of Wery’s Flowers-N-Things LLC. “They’re great. They
have been awesome to us. They are doing a write-up now on our
remodeling.”
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Wery said the paper is informative and serves the town well.
“When the paper comes we read it from front to back” she said.
“You get everything in it. They cover about every function. It’s a
good student paper and very community minded. I wish more schools
would do it.”
With a staff size that rivals those at many suburban commercial
newspapers and a budget that regularly finishes in the black,
Gerds faces few challenges in maintaining this unique newspaper
tradition. She mentioned two items.
“Our biggest problem seems to be in limiting the length of
letters to the editor,” she said. “We keep them to 200 words. The
writers just want to go on and on.”
And to ensure that the young journalists meet one of the two
special mottoes she has placed on the classroom/newsroom
blackboard this year, “Careful Not Careless,” she insists they
“call the author of every letter to verify that they are authentic.”
Another desire is to improve the news content.
“I would like to get more in-depth reporting in the paper,”
Gerds said. “We have done some of that, but we need to do more.
The students did a good piece once on Lyme disease, and another on
stolen barns.”
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Can the Pulaski News model be duplicated or mimicked somewhere
else? Perhaps. If that is to happen, however, it will require students who are
willing to earn class credit rather than being paid for their work during the
school year, and who will accept a wage equal to that of other student workers
during the summer.
It also will require an adviser who is willing to work long hours and much of
the summer, a cooperative administration and school board, and a community
whose residents and business owners place a high value on their students
and on local news and advertising, and are willing to support both.
“Adults would need to have constant contact with the high
school newspaper adviser,” Gerds said. “Adults from the community
would need to be supportive of the paper in alerting it to
stories, as well as advertising in the paper as a community
newspaper is expensive. The newspaper adviser would need to see a
direct correlation between the community and the school.”
Local news. Young writers and editors. Community involvement.
Even after 60-plus years, they remain the keys to a publication
that continues to be a big success in a small town.
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Poster Abstract,
"Rounders and Rail-Talk: cognitive cross-modal, visual-touch, connectivity and ‘similarity of motion style’ in Dicke
Kristen L. Corman
This integrates studies from cognitive neuroscience, detailed research on the deep connectivity of
cross-modal, visual-haptic (touch, feeling), sense modalities with studies of ‘metaphoric
similarity of motion style.’ I apply these two empirical sets of research as a template for studying
Dickens’s metaphoric visual imagery in several of his short stories, “Mugby Junction,” Dombey
and Son, and Our Mutual Friend. Simply put, I look at the close relation between hand and eye in
his metaphors. Dickens is well known for his metaphoric construction of ‘persons and things.’
My work is based on different assumptions and treats a certain type of metaphoric visual
imagery, representations which reproduce the actions of a person as looking similar to the
actions of a machine. I call these figures “person-machines.” Person-machine representations are
surprising images but also familiar: they are odd and yet topical and hail the look of their day.
The topics of Dickens’s railway age show up, often, as an action attached to the body that
articulates something about the nature of his character and his cultural period. This ‘locomotive
action’ bridges hand-eye patterns of metaphor with the hand-eye shift between manual and
mechanical steam labor. I look at those shapes and their actions which are most closely
associated with steam locomotive motion and its related topics and industries: pistoning and legs,
railway lines and writing lines; round shapes and movement, puffery and puffs; winking figures
and lights. These “person-machine’ figures are highly visual, kinesthetic, and memorable.
Readers are meant to recognize, at some level, that the motion attached to the figures is a visual
communication. I argue that these motions and gestures bear meaning that influences levels of
interpretation in the text.

This study brings together points of intersection between cognitive neuroscience, readerly
imaging (Esrock, Scarry), embodied language (Lakoff and Johnson, Clark, Damasio, Gibbs),
distinctive images and memory (Kosslyn, Fletcher, McDaniell, Marschark, Terry, Ellis,
Damasio), surprise (Brownell, Neville, Seitz, Hillson, Winner, Glucksberg, Bruner, Andreasen),
right hemisphere “coarse grain” processing of connotative meaning and metaphor (Brownell,

Bottini, Beeman, Tompkins, Neville, Shallice, Fletcher, Price Winner and Gardner, Gardner and
Denes, Glucksberg, Gibbs, Hillson), expressive pictorial line drawing (Gardner and Denes,
Osgood), salience (Gibson, Johansson, Gibbs, Freyd, Dent), similarity of motion style (Catherine
Dent, Johannsson), and the cross-modal associations between touch and vision (Easton, Srinivas,
McDermott, Esrock, Botvinick, Heller, Tranel, Damasio), the relation between imagery and
implicit memory (Easton, McDermott, Srinivas). Primary sources, 1800s engine-wrights and
their critics, include Conder, Neele, Brown, Stephenson, Smiles, Adams, Poole, Booth, Gray and
others. Today’s railway and legal historians include Kostal, Simmons, Robbins, Schivelbusch,
and others.
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A briefe discourse of a disease called the suffocation of the mother.
Written upon occasion which hath beene of late taken thereby, to suspect
possession of an evill spirit, or some such like supernaturall power.
Wherein is declared that divers strange actions and passions of the body of
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man, which in the common opinion, are imputed to the Divell, have their
true naturall causes, and do accompanie this disease.
--Edward Jorden
One of the most celebrated obscure physicians in medical history. The
author of just two brief books, he has been widely hailed by modern
scholars as a key figure in medical opposition to superstition and in the
development of the concept of hysteria. (vii)
--Michael MacDonald

Published in 1603, Edward Jorden’s A Briefe Discourse of a Disease called the
Suffocation of the Mother is generally recognized as the first English text on hysteria.1
Other than this treatise, Jorden (1578-1632) published A Discourse of Natural Bathes
and Mineral Waters in 1631. Compared to the 1603 treatise on hysteria which was
never reprinted, this 1631 treatise went through 5 editions and was, according to
Michael MacDonald, “far more influential than the former tract” (viii).

However, it

is the 1603 treatise that wins an enduring reputation for Jorden in the history of
medicine.
The long title of Jorden’s treatise quoted above tells us allusively that the work
was “written upon occasion which hath beene of late taken thereby, to suspect
possession of an evill spirit, or some such like supernaturall power.” Obviously, the
treatise was written particularly to counteract a tendency to blame female madness on

1

In their much celebrated book, Three Hundred Years of Psychiatry, Richard Hunter and Ida
Macalpine consider Jorden’s treatise as the first work that introduces the concept of hysteria into
English medicine. As they remark, it “was the first book by an English physician which reclaimed the
demonically possessed for medicine” (68).
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diabolic possession but Jorden curiously withheld any details about his involvement
in the Mary Glover case that included his testimony to Elizabeth Jackson’s trial. In
the treatise, Jorden claims that Glover is not possessed or bewitched and what she has
experienced is a natural disease called “the suffocation of the mother.”

However, his

argument is slighted and ridiculed by the judge Lord Anderson.
Why did Jorden withhold all the details about the case and the trial?
motivated Jorden to write the treatise?

What

Is the Briefe Discourse “Jorden’s response to

the humiliating repudiation of his testimony” (MacDonald x)?

Is it an effort to

restore his credibility as a doctor by proffering a pseudo-scientific reasoning?
Michael MacDonald considers that at Jackson’s trial Jorden and Argent, who testified
on Jackson’s behalf, “were unable to make a convincing case for their diagnosis” and
“Jorden in particular was fatally evasive and indecisive” (xvii).2

We are curious to

know in what ways Jorden was “fatally evasive and indecisive”?

In order to pursue

the issue further, we will delve into the following questions: What is the nature of
“Jorden’s hysteria” as discussed in his treatise?

Is Jorden a humanitarian physician

who initiated the move to “reclaim the demoniacally possessed for medicine” (68) as
Hunter and Macalpine have claimed?

2

Is he the one who relocated the pathogenesis

In this paper, I am deeply indebted to Michael MacDonald for his detailed accounts of the case of
Mary Glover, the trial of Elizabeth Jackson, and Jorden’s role in the whole event. See his superb
“Introduction” in Witchcraft and Hysteria in Renaissance England: Edward Jorden and the Mary
Glover Case, pp vii-lxiv.
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of hysteria from the womb to the brain and instituted “a major turning point in the
history of hysteria” as Ilza Veith has suggested?3

Is Jorden’s Briefe Discourse “a

work of religious propaganda” (MacDonald ix) or a mouthpiece of the Anglican
Church?

How do we evaluate Jorden’s Briefe Discourse?

What is the place that

the treatise has in the light of power/knowledge relations of its time?
What becomes obvious is that Jorden’s treatise is related to a contested site of
different forces. In other words, Jorden’s medical treatise is organized around the
“occasion” or “aporia” (to use the Derridean term) of his involvement in a highly
controversial event—the Mary Glover case—a polymorphous “juridico-discursive”
(Foucault, HS 82) event of power/knowledge relations.
Michel Foucault’s insights of discourse analysis and analytics of
power/knowledge relations are invaluable in helping us find our bearings through the
landscape of hysteria in Elizabethan England and shed light on Jorden’s Briefe
Discourse.

This paper, by employing Foucault’s discourse analysis, intends not only

to challenge the prevailing view of Jorden’s achievements as a medical pioneer but
also to analyze Jorden’s medical treatise on hysteria as a discourse which is
contingent and embedded in a field of power/knowledge networks. It is also an
attempt to locate the forms of power/knowledge relations; that is, to reveal the

3

According to Ilza Veith, “Jorden’s transfer of the seat of all hysterical manifestations from the uterus
to the brain constituted a major turning point in the history of hysteria” (123).
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channels power/knowledge takes, the discourses power/knowledge permeates, and the
juridico-discursive practices related to Jorden’s treatise in their complexity and
density.
Jorden’s medicalization of hysteria is achieved through the complex interconnections of forces and events. It is at once a Foucauldian “emergence” which is
produced through a particular stage of forces4 and a Foucauldian “event” which
usurps the power of demonization.5

It shows that hysteria and the women’s bodies

appear to be fundamentally linked through the “hysterization of women’s bodies” (HS
104) as proposed by Foucault in The History of Sexuality.

Foucault also notes that

the “hysterization of women’s bodies” turns hysteria into favored objects of medical,
moral, and aesthetic discourses, thus simultaneously becoming “targets and anchorage
points for the ventures of knowledge” (HS 105). Indeed, Jorden’s treatise has
decisive epistemo-gender significance in hysterizing “women” as an object of
knowledge and in making possible a medical science of hysteria as complex processes
and attributes that can be diagnosed, compared, and generalized.

4

As Foucault maintains in the article “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” “Emergence is thus the entry of
forces: it is their eruption, the leap from the wings to center stage, each in its youthful strength….
Emergence designates a place of confrontation, but not as a closed field offering the spectacle of a
struggle among equals. Rather, as Nietzsche demonstrates in his analysis of good and evil, it is a
‘non-place,’ a pure distance, which indicates that the adversaries do not belong to a common space.
Consequently, no one is responsible for an emergence; no one can glory in it, since it always occurs in
the interstice” (84, 85).
5
For Foucault, “An event consequently, is not a decision, a treaty, a reign, or a battle, but the reversal
of a relationship of forces, the usurpation of power, the appropriation of a vocabulary turned against
those who had once used it, a feeble domination that poisons itself as it grows lax, the entry of a
masked ‘other’” (“NGH” 88).
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Given the case of Mary Glover is central to Jorden in his motive to write his
Briefe Discourse and essential to the evolution of witchcraft and hysteria in
Renaissance England, it merits in-depth discussion in this paper. We will argue that
the Mary Glover case institutes not only an enormous apparatus of sign-reading with
its examinations and interrogations, but also a machinery for incitement with its
spectacle of fits and starts, its theater of exorcisms, and its proliferation of discourses.
It is in this context of the continuous incitement to discourse that gives birth to
Jorden’s treatise on hysteria.

1. Power, Knowledge, and Discourse: Foucault’s Discourse Analysis

It is in discourse that power and knowledge are joined together. (HS 100)
--Michel Foucault

Foucault develops his theory of discourse analysis mainly in his book The
Archaeology of Knowledge, originally published in 1969 but practices it in all of his
writings.

Discourse analysis focuses on discursive formations and on how

discourses function within different regimes and institutions. Though associated
mainly with his method of archaeology, it forms the basis of Foucault’s turn to a
genealogical analysis.
Foucault often addresses certain issues by analyzing specific discourses or
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historical events. His project claims to be a “pure description of discursive events”
(AK 27) so as to make possible an entirely new way of setting up and grouping
discourses, independent of all the old and only seemingly self-evident unities such as
the book and the oeuvre. In Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault says something
particularly relevant to our current project: “mental illness was constituted by all that
was said in all the statements that named it, divided it up, described it, explained it,
traced its developments, indicated its various correlations, judged it, and possibly
gave it speech by articulating, in its name, discourses that were taken to be its own”
(32). Apparently, for Foucault, the example of madness is a complex and potentially
controversial one because madness is dependent on its cultural context and
interpretations. Likewise, the topic of hysteria is as much constituted and
historically variable as that of madness in general.
Foucault’s sheer enthusiasm for historical discourses, or his “archive fever,” is
plain throughout his writings, in his archaeologies of the human sciences, in his
genealogies of power, knowledge, and sexuality, and in his studies of the techniques
of the self.

Although the way Foucault addresses historical topics and events has

been received with a mixture of indifference, skepticism, and downright hostility, it
has exerted a great impact on the writing of history. In our current project, we find
Foucault’s method of discourse analysis fascinating, not only for its radicalism but
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also for its obsession with discontinuities,6 concrete details, power/knowledge
relations, and complex genealogies.
Foucault perceives the peculiar complicity between power and knowledge. As
he argues, “Once knowledge can be analyzed in terms of region, domain, implantation,
displacement, transposition, one is able to capture the process by which knowledge
functions as a form of power” (P/K 69). What is more important is that Foucault
comprehends the complicity of power/knowledge in terms of networks and relations.
For him it is through networks and relations that power/knowledge double is able to
operate.
Of the two notions in the power/knowledge double, Foucault pays special
attention to the notion of “power”—one of the most intriguing concepts of which
Foucault has ever conceived. Foucault has made some far-reaching criticisms of
existing theories of power and taken pains to rescue the term from its modern
hegemonic and sovereign-centered status and invested it with postmodern and
de-centered vision.7

Foucault’s notion of power develops with his interpretive

method, genealogy, in Discipline and Punish and The History of Sexuality.8
6

Foucault uses different concepts to discuss the notion of discontinuity—threshold, rupture, break,
mutation, and transformation.
7
He is cautious in formulating the notion of power and tries very hard to shun all pitfalls embedded in
the traditional notion of power—the ideas of the metaphysical, ontological, teleological, logocentric,
dualistic, hermeneutic , anthropological, Hegelian, Marxist, and Heideggerian.
8
He also discusses power extensively in the interviews and lectures collected in Power/Knowledge,
edited by Colin Gordon, and in Foucault Live, edited by Sylvere Lotringer. The text “The Subject and
Power,” collected in Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics by Hubert L, Dreyfus
and Paul Rabinow, is also something we cannot ignore.
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However, it is in the essay entitled “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History” published in 1971
that Foucault laid the foundation for the notion of genealogy as well as power.
Foucauldian power is always plural.9

It must be understood as the multiplicity or

heterogeneity of power relations. In a sense, to Foucault, power is nothing but
relations. It is an open-ended, more or less coordinated “cluster of relations” (P/K
199).
Foucault is unwilling to elaborate a “theory” of power but rather to propose an
“analytics” of power. In the essay “The Deployment of Sexuality” in The History of
Sexuality: An Introduction, Foucault writes: “The aim of the inquiries that will follow
is to move less toward a ‘theory’ of power than toward an ‘analytics’ of power: that is,
toward a definition of the specific domain formed by relations of power, and toward a
determination of the instruments that will make possible its analysis” (82).
Foucault’s “analytics” of power is always an attempt to map out networks of power
relations that have evolved through time.
Foucault’s insights into the interlinking relationship between power, knowledge,
and discourse will shed light on the formation of Jorden’s treatise on hysteria in two
fronts. On the one hand, Jorden’s contribution to the theory of hysteria is simply a
“medical hypothesis” and one facet of wider power/knowledge relations. On the

9

As Foucault writes, “power is born out of a plurality of relationships which are grafted onto
something else, born from something else, and permit the development of something else” (FL 187).
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other hand, the formation of Jorden’s treatise manifests the polymorphous techniques
of power/knowledge. In the end, this paper shows that Jorden’s medicalization of
hysteria is not necessarily repressive because his “hysterization of women’s bodies”
takes part in the proliferation of discourses.

2. The Medicalization of Hysteria: A Medical Hypothesis

This disease is called by diverse names amongst our Authors, Passio
Hysterica, Suffocatio, Prafocatio, and Strangulatus uteri, Caducus matricis,
etc. In English the Mother, of the Suffocation of the Mother, because most
commonly it takes them with choaking in the throat: and it is an affect of the
Mother or wombe wherein the principal parts of the bodie by consent do
suffer diversly according to the diversitie of the causes and diseases
wherewith the matrix is offended. (Chap. 2, 5)
--Edward Jorden

Jorden’s treatise, written in the Hippocratic framework of medicine and the
Galenic tradition of humors,10 has progressively de-demonized or naturalized hysteria
and sought to discipline hysteria in the name of medicine.

What Hippocrates

(460-377 B.C.) offers is not just a weapon against the hammer of witch-hunters and
exorcists, but also a consistent physical framework to clarify the disturbing symptoms
which are caused by hysteria. Hippocrates is the first to use the term hysteria, which
is derived from the Greek word hystera, meaning “uterus.”

He explains why the

10
“To establish his case for uterine debility as the major cause of hysteria, he drew heavily upon
ancient authority, especially the Hippocratic and Galenic ideas with which he was familiar” (Rousseau
18).
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disease can be caused by sexual continence: the uterus dries up, loses weight, and
consequently is able to migrate in search of moisture. The pressure of the dislocated
womb, along with its obstruction of other organs and passages, produces the
symptoms that the Egyptians had first recorded.11

The remedies prescribed by

Hippocrates place marriage and pregnancy in prime position.
Galen (130-201 A.D.), another forerunner who has exerted an even greater
influence on Jorden, recognizes the stationary and fixed position of the womb but
nevertheless believes it is responsible for hysteria. A major proponent of humorism,
he considers that continence causes retention of the seminal humor in the womb, and
that this in turn corrupts the blood and irritates the nerves.

Alternatively, retention of

the menses has the same effect.12
In Renaissance England, hysteria was often mis-recognized or mis-interpreted by
religious extremists, such as Roman Catholics and Puritans, as demonic possession

11

Written medical documents from Egypt date back to 1900 B.C. The oldest of these, the Kahun
Papyrus, deals specifically with the subject of hysteria, which it describes as a disease of women
caused by “‘starvation’ of the uterus or by its upward dislocation with a consequent crowding of the
other organs” (Veith 3). The physician’s efforts are directed toward nourishing the hungry organ or
returning it to its original home.
12
At Galen’s time, female sexuality was often referred to in masculine terms, such as the references to
the secretions of the Barthelin glands as “semen” or “seed”. As Galen writes, “it is generally agreed
upon that this disease mostly affects widows, and particularly those who have previously menstruated
regularly, had been pregnant and were eager to have intercourse, but were now deprived of all this. Is
there a more likely conclusion from these facts than that in these patients the retention of menstrual
flow or of semen causes the so-called uterine condition by which some women become apnoic,
suffocated or spastic? And possibly, this affliction is made worse by the retention of semen….It
became evident to me that a badly composed semen has a greater power to inflict damage to the whole
body than does menstrual discharge. Consequently, a widow could have her monthly flow by
retention of troublesome and damaging semen can still occur” (184-85).
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and witchcraft.13

However, as Ilza Veith argues, “a careful study of the fantastic

document reveals beyond doubt that many, if not most, of the witches as well as a
great number of their victims described therein were simply hysterics who had
suffered from partial anesthesia, mutism, blindness, and convulsions, and above all,
from a variety of sexual delusions” (61).
In many ways, Jorden is deemed a pioneer in the re-/medicalization of hysteria.14
His treatise has been described as a major turning point in the history of both hysteria
and medical attitude towards witchcraft.15

In the history of psychiatry or madness,

as MacDonald points out, Jorden is often portrayed as “the leading early precursor of
Thomas Willis and Thomas Sydenham in the development of medical understanding
of hysteria” (vii).

Ilza Veith, in her classic Hysteria: The History of a Disease, even

claims that Jorden “was the first to advise anything resembling psychotherapy for
hysteria” (123). By saying thus, she makes Jorden’s theory of hysteria a precursor of
the modern psychoanalytic treatments of hysteria.
Upon writing his treatise, Jorden tried very hard to present an objective
observation and argument while he studiously avoided any direct reference to the case
13

David Hoeniger in his ingenious study Medicine and Shakespeare in the English Renaissance
mentions this phenomenon: “Yet in the Middle Ages and still in Shakespeare’s time, epileptic and other
suffocating fits were commonly confused and the symptoms often attributed to possession by devilish
spirits, from which the unfortunate victims needed to be exorcised, after appropriate repentance” (199).
14
As Mark Micale, a historian of medicine, observes, “Edward Jorden in England attempted to
recapture the disease from the realms of religion and magic by arguing forcefully that hysteria was a
medical pathology with naturalistic causes” (21).
15
As Micale writes, “Jorden has subsequently been lauded as a pioneering medical rationalist and his
book canonized in the history of hysteria” (48).
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of Mary Glover. In Jorden’s account, hysterics are not possessed by the devil but are
tormented by hysteria or the mother.

For Jorden, the supposed signs of

possession—tics, convulsions, anesthesias, swoonings, hypnotic trances—are the
symptoms of hysteria or mother rather than the stigmata or the marks of the devil.
As Jorden argues, “One of their signes is insensibilitie, when they doe not feele, being
pricked with a pin, or burnt with fire, &c. Is this so strange a spectacle, when in the
Palsie, the falling sicknesse, Apoplexis, and diverse other diseases, it is already
observed? And in these fits of the mother it is so ordinaire as I never read any author
writing of this disease who doth not make mention thereof” (Introd. A4).
Although his analysis is limited by the contemporary assumption that female
hysteria is located in the uterus (or “mother”), Jorden attempts to relocate the etiology
of hysteria in the brain or the mind.

He also remarks that other parts of the body

suffer “by consent”. This may occur, he said, in two ways: either some noxious
substance, such as “vapors,” may reach the secondary organ from the afflicted womb;
or there may be a sympathetic interaction between the two organs which makes the
second one a “partaker of griefe”.16
Taking the Galenic theory of humors as his medical hypothesis, Jorden

16

When the mother imparts its offence unto its neighbors like fellow mourners, they have “mutual
compassion” and partake with its grief. As Jorden explains, “wherein the part consenting receiveth
nothing from the other, but yet is partaker of his griefe, either for similitude of substance or function,
which causeth mutual compassion…or for neighborhood or vicinitie, wherby one part may offend
another” (Chap. 2, 8).

15

de-emphasizes hysteria as caused by the wandering womb, and focuses instead on
how “perturbations of the mind” can be factors in hysterical attacks.17

Yet Jorden’s

real purpose to propose this medical hypothesis is to call people’s attention to the
desires and passions of the women and take the right to cure out of the hands of the
witch and the exorcist.

He thinks that the perturbations of the mind needs to be

moderated by reason and persuasions.

As Jorden argues, “the affections of the mind

doe beare such rule in this disease…which being by policie or good instructions and
perswasions removed, this disease is easily overcome” (Chap. 7, 26).
While stressing the importance of the mind, Jorden also emphasizes that mind
and body work together and play a major role in hysteria.

He shows a penetrating

awareness of the scope of psychosomatic illness and works within a familiar theory of
humors that sees no reason to polarize the organic (body) and the mental (mind).
For Jorden, the physical characteristics exclusive to women—colder and moister
humors, menstruation, the womb and its diseases—and women’s humoral nature
make them easy preys of hysteria.18
For many, Jorden is an innovative theorist, able to draw examples and cite cases
not only from Hippocrates and Galen but also more recent scholars such as van
17

As Rousseau points out, “The originality of Jorden’s analysis of hysteria lay in his grasp of the
power of the mind over the body” (120).
18
According to Rousseau, there is nothing “psychogenic” about the theory of the “suffocation of the
mother” because “The Briefe Discourse was conventionally couched within the framework of the then
current humoral medicine in its perception that all manners of disorders arose from a concurrence of
certain physical complaints with the passions and senses” (121).
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Forrest, Amatus Lusitanus, and Andreas Vesalius.19

Medically speaking, Jorden’s

medicalization of hysteria is a milestone that enables people to recognize the fact that
hysterics are no longer witches to be detected, tried, and burned at the stake. After
Jorden’s medicalization of hysteria, there is no significant insight into the nature of
hysteria until the advent of Thomas Willis (1621-75) and Thomas Sydenham
(1624-89). Thomas Willis, the foremost neuroanatomist of his time, who in his
Affectionum quae dicuntur hystericae et hypochondriacae (1670), proposes that the
site of hysteria is the brain and spinal cord.20

As for Sydenham, the most profound

theorist of hysteria in England during the early modern era, he is renowned in medical
history for his brilliant observational power, and his comments on hysterical disorders
in his Epistolary Dissertation of 1681/82 and the posthumously published Processus
Integri of 1693. Sydenham establishes what may properly be called the first
neurological model of hysteria.21
In a word, Jorden’s treatise marks the moment of hysteria’s medicalization at the
turn of the seventeenth century and of hysteria’s removal from the murky area of
witchcraft.

His tract is not that of a polemical text but of a short research document

19
As Helen King perceptively observes, “What is most striking about this work, in which he sets out
to show ‘in a vulgar tongue’ that symptoms ‘which in the common opinion are imputed to the Divell’
are in fact due to the suffocation of the womb, is not the use of authorities such as Hippocrates, Galen,
Pliny, and Ibn Sina, but his citation of recent cases seen and reported by men such as van Forrest,
Amatus Lusitanus, and Andreas Vesalius” (62-63).
20
For basic information about Thomas Willis’s general achievement and theory of hysteria, see Ilza
Veith’s Hysteria: The History of a Disease, pp. 131-36.
21
“His contemporaries honored him with the designation ‘English Hippocrates’” (Veith 137). For
basic information about Thomas Sydenham’s general achievement and theory of hysteria, see Ilza
Veith’s Hysteria: The History of a Disease, pp. 137-47.
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with lots of quotations and references, putting together ideas old and new.

And yet

to read it as a medical treatise only is inevitably one-sided because Jorden and his
treatise on hysteria are important for reasons which are much more complex than
those hitherto alleged from the medical perspective. To this end, the claim that
Jorden’s achievement is the medicalization of hysteria is a mere “medical hypothesis.”

3. The Suffocation of the Mother: The Politics of Hysteria

Jorden’s book is in the first instance a work of religious propaganda. It
grew out of an episode in a bitter and protracted struggle between the
church hierarchy and its Catholic and Puritan opponents. (viii)
--Michael MacDonald

In the years demarcated by Elizabeth’s ascension in 1559 and the beginning of
the Puritan revolution in 1640, England confronted and negotiated profound changes
in virtually all aspects of its economic, political, religious, and social fabric. These
changes were registered to a large extent in competing, often contradictory, claims of
a person’s, especially a woman’s, spiritual, physical, and mental state. Of these
changes, the decline of the witchcraft and the rise of “the suffocation of the mother”
were a two-in-one singular “event” in the Foucauldian sense, with its most unique
characteristics and most acute manifestations.

This event was set against the

background of the religious strife in Renaissance England.

As F. W. Brownlow
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points out, “Throughout the reign of Elizabeth I, the reformed Church of England
found itself engaged in a war of words and sometimes of deeds on two fronts at once,
against Protestants who were eager for further reformation and against Catholics who
were hoping for an end to the schism with Rome” (49).
In the April of 1602, after Mary Glover, the fourteen-year-old daughter of a
London shopkeeper Timothy Glover, had a violent argument with Elizabeth Jackson,
an eccentric and ill-tempered charwoman dwelling in the same parish, Glover suffered
a series of fits resembling nervous symptoms of hystero-epilepsy, which included
convulsions, loss of sight and speech, swelling of her neck and throat, and a lack of
sensation on the entire left side of her body. As Glover’s convulsions worsened,
Jackson was accused by the Glover family of being a witch who cast a spell over the
afflicted girl and bewitched her.22
The Mary Glover case showed that how witchcraft in England, so often regarded
as the product of neighborly tensions among villagers, was also a theatricalized event
among different religious groups.23
22

It brought forth a series of remarkable theatrical

The documents about the Mary Glover case and the trial of Elizabeth Jackson are excellently
introduced by Michael MacDonald in his Witchcraft and Hysteria in Renaissance England: Edward
Jorden and the Mary Glover Case, pp. vii-lxiv. We also can locate extant documents in a large
manuscript in the British Library (Sloane MS 831). The content of the documents is summarized by
C. L’Estrange Ewen in his Witchcraft and Demonianism.
23
Stephen Greenblatt, in his seminal article “Shakespeare and the Exorcists,” discusses the
“explanatory model” Harsnett adopted to expose the fraud of exorcism and “Harsnett finds that
explanatory model in theater” (106). Greenblatt writes: “Exorcisms, Harsnett argues, are stage plays,
most often tragic-comedies, that cunningly conceal their theatrical inauthenticity and hence deprive the
spectators of the rational disenchantment that frames the experience of a play. The audience in a
theater knows that its misrecognition of reality is temporary, deliberate, and playful; the exorcist seeks
to make the misrecognition permanent and invisible. Harsnett is determined to make the spectators
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fits, rituals, and trials which were executed or performed through, to put it in
Foucault’s words, the “polymorphous techniques of power” (HS 11).

Glover herself

went through a series of standard tests for witchcraft, first administered by John Croke,
the city’s chief legal officer, and later by Sir Edmund Anderson, the Chief Justice of
the Court of Common Pleas. It was Anderson, a notorious hammer of witches, who
presided over the trial of Elizabeth Jackson.24
On November 13, 1602, some of London’s leading doctors from the College of
Physicians (among them Thomas Moundeford, seven times President of the College
of Physicians) were brought in to examine Glover who was exhibiting most of the
symptoms of hystero-epilepsy and supposed to be enchanted by Jackson. On the
other hand, Jackson was examined by one of the girl’s relatives, William Glover, who
was an alderman of London and a former sheriff.

The opinions were divided

between those who believed Mary Glover to be possessed and a skeptical faction
which included the Bishop of London, Richard Bancroft.
At the level of routine trials for witchcraft, doctors were not very often involved
in the legal procedure.

However, in the Jackson trial, the doctors from the Royal

see the theater around them, to make them understand that what seems spontaneous is rehearsed, what
seems involuntary carefully crafted, what seems unpredictable scripted” (106).
24
According to MacDonald, “Anderson’s role in the trial is important, because his power was vast and
his opinions were strongly against Elizabeth Jackson. Anderson had been the presiding judge in many
witchcraft trials, including two involving victims who had been exorcised by the famous Puritan
thaumaturgist, John Darrell. Anderson was something of an expert inquisitor” (xvi).
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College of Physicians were called in as witnesses in the court.25
divided into two camps.

They roughly

While Francis Herring and Spencer were inclined to the

view of supernatural causes,26 Edward Jorden and John Argent (already a Censor and
eight times President of the College in the 1620s and 1630s), along with a divine Dr.
Meadowes, insisted on natural explanations. Among these doctors, Jorden, a
prominent member of the London College of Physicians, took a leading part in the
case.
During the trial on December 1, 1602, Jorden argued that Mary Glover’s
symptoms were of the natural causes. Lord Anderson then pressed him to answer
directly:
“What do you call it?” quoth the judge.

“Passio Hysterica”, said the doctor.

“Can you cure it?” “I cannot tell: I will not undertake it, but I think fit trial
should be made thereof.” Lord Anderson: “Do You think she counterfeit?”
Dr. Jordan: “No, in my conscience, I think she doth not counterfeit.” Lord
Anderson: “Then, in my conscience, it is not natural; for if you tell me
neither a natural cause of it, nor a natural remedy, I will tell you that it is not
natural….You talk of the mother; I pray you, have you ever seen or heard of
the mother that kept it course unchangeably every second day and never
missed, and yet that changeth his course upon the presence of some one
person, as this doth at the presence of this woman? Divines, physicians—I
know they are learned and wise, but to say this is natural and tell me neither
the cause nor the cure of it—I care not for your judgment; give me a natural
reason and a natural remedy, or a rush for your physic!” (Rosen 314-15)
Jorden’s appearance for the defense had been a failure, during which Chief Justice
25

According to Ewen, this trial is the earliest record in England of medical evidence being called in
court to assist in examining a case of possession (122).
26
Both Herring and Spencer affirmed in court that the Glover’s disease had “stranger effects than
either the mother or any other naturall disease hath ever been observed to bring forth” (Ewen 132,
quoting from the MS report). (Hoeniger202).
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Anderson, “an adamant foe of witchcraft” (MacDonald xlvi), kept questioning
Jorden’s positions because he offered no definitive diagnosis and prescribed no
effective remedy, and the trial ended with the conviction of Elizabeth Jackson. The
jury found Elizabeth Jackson guilty of witchcraft and Jackson was eventually
sentenced to a year’s imprisonment and to confess her trespass four times in the
pillory.27
Mary Glover was later cured through an exorcism conducted by clergymen in the
family home. The much publicized event of Glover’s final dispossession, with no
fewer than six ministers present, about a fortnight after the conviction of Jackson, was
seen as a battle between the forces of good (godly preachers) and evil (the devil) for
the soul of the girl. It was a session of fasting and prayer, “the only method of
exorcism approved by any Protestant theologians,” with the aim to cast out the
Satanic spirit, which finally brought Glover’s possession to an end on December 14,
1602 (MacDonald xix).
This dispossession of fasting and prayer became “a dramatic confirmation of
Bancroft’s fears of the practice as a rallying point for the Puritans” (Brownlow 63).
Likewise, Catholic priests also “exploited that demand, performing well-publicized
exorcisms” (MacDonald xix).

Here both Catholic missionaries, led by Father

27
As MacDonald informs us, Jackson’s punishment “was the maximum penalty she could have
received for a first offence under the witchcraft statute of 1563. Witchcraft that did not result in the
victim’s death was not made a capital crime until 1604” (xviii).
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Weston, and Puritan specialists, such as John Darrell, were claiming that their ability
to drive out devils showed that they represented the true church; such supernatural
powers were the sign that God was with them.

The dramatically performed

exorcism was a strategy for both religious groups to confirm the authority of their
churches and attract converts.

As a result, the rite of exorcism became a contested

site among different power/knowledge groups—The Church of England, The Catholic
Church,28 and the Puritans.

In the end, the popularity of the Catholic and Puritan

séances, with the attendant publicity, worried the authorities greatly and exposed a
dangerous power crisis because this phenomenon showed that the official position of
the Anglican Church, that the age of miracles was past, had little popular appeal. As
Brownlow points out further, Bancroft, the Bishop of London, then “mobilized every
weapon he had: the press, the medical profession, the resources of his and Archbishop
Whitgift’s ecclesiastical establishments, the Paul’s Cross pulpit, the University of
Cambridge, the court of High Commission, and finally, the new King himself, James
I” (63).
The exploits of Catholic and Puritan exorcists at the end of the sixteenth century
led the Anglican Church to adopt a highly skeptical position that was then reinforced
by the new king, James I, with his enthusiasm to search out fraud.

The whole event,

28
As Barbara Rosen notes in her “Introduction” to Witchcraft in England, 1558-1618, “Catholics,
secure in the rites of exorcism, declared themselves the true Church on the strength of their cures of
possessed girls—cases which made a great impression on the heretical majority” (33).
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including the case and the trial as well as the conviction and the exorcism, was acted
out in a highly politically charged atmosphere.

The Church of England was being

challenged by Puritan and Catholic exorcists who claimed to have the power to cast
out devils.

Thus, the event of the Mary Glover case needs to be seen in the context

not only of the doctor’s struggle to enhance their professional standing and establish
both their authority over rivals and their intellectual respectability but also of the
religious power/knowledge contention for each group to secure its political power.
Occasioned by the loss of the highly controversial Glover case in 1602, Jorden’s
treatise, written in 1603, was “almost certainly commissioned” (MacDonald viii)29 or
“licensed” (Brownlow 63) by the Bishop of London, Richard Bancroft, who was
known for his vicious hatred for Catholics and Puritans. This “occasion” of the
“licensed” commission for printing showed that Jorden’s treatise was involved in the
power/knowledge relations at that time and was employed as a strategy to provide
scientific justification for the Anglican hierarchy to intervene in future possessions
and dispossessions, which Catholics and Puritans were then exploiting to win public
approval and make converts.
Jorden’s treatise was more than a defense for his disputed diagnosis over
29

MacDonald gives us a detailed account to argue for his point: “There are several bits of evidence
that suggest the Bishop commissioned Jorden’s pamphlet. Jorden himself announces on the first page
of the Briefe Discourse, ‘I have not undertaken this business of mine owne accord’, and as Bradwell
insists, Bancroft is the most likely person to have urged him on. Moreover, Bancroft passed the book
himself, an act that was somewhat unusual; censorship was a task he frequently delegated to
subordinates” (xxiii).
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Glover’s symptoms. Like Harsnett’s move to theatricalize exorcism, it was a
strategic move to reinforce the Anglican Church’s decision to abandon exorcism of
any type. Thus, while the “politics of exorcism” of the Catholic Church and the
Puritan was practiced in order to challenge the Church of England and to attract
converts, Jorden’s “politics of hysteria” in writing the treatise was to question the
existence of witchcraft and diabolical possession.

Behind Jorden’s “will to medical

knowledge” on hysteria was the “will to power” of the Anglican establishment who
was determined to assert its control over the ambition of Puritan enthusiasts and
Catholic faithfuls. Jorden’s act of writing about hysteria, thus, exemplifies the
complicity of power and knowledge which creates technologies of discipline that,
though often promoted in the name of “de-demonization” or “civilization”, in reality
consolidates administrative authority, bureaucratic regulation, phallogocentrism, and
hegemonic control.
Jorden’s hysteria was prompted by compelling circumstances and fashioned by
the polymorphous techniques of power. It was deeply embroiled in the religious
politics of late Elizabethan England.

His work is anything but a general,

disinterested “medical” tract against unreason.

MacDonald is keen to argue that

“Jorden’s book is in the first instance a work of religious propaganda. It grew out of
an episode in a bitter and protracted struggle between the church hierarchy and its
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Catholic and Puritan opponents” (viii).
Accordingly, Jorden’s treatise offers a distinctive line of thought to make out not
only the phenomenon of witchcraft but also the formation of hysteria as a medical
entry in Renaissance England. In studying this medical treatise we are granted the
chance to investigate the polymorphous techniques of power/knowledge regarding
possession and witchcraft; or vice versa, in studying a possession case like that of
Mary Glover we are led to probe into the formation of the discourse about hysteria.
For Jorden, the real importance of the treatise was that it established him as a
close ally of Bancroft, with whom he helped to win the battle for the ear of King
James in the crucial first stage of the new reign.

Later, as Rosen notes, “Dr. Jordan

remained in favour with King James and supervised the Queen’s treatment at Bath”
(313). MacDonald also makes similar comments that Jorden “hoped to advance a
political religious cause and to win the favour of powerful men, both of which he
accomplished….The Mary Glover case was not the end of his career as a semi-official
government sceptic, and he was able to impress his opinion that much apparent
witchcraft and possession was caused by hysteria on the new king” (liv, xlviii).
In 1605 King James sent Jorden to investigate the case of Anne Gunter, a young
Berkshire woman who was allegedly possessed. Jorden proved that Gunter was
faking and her symptoms were relieved by the medicine prescribed by Jorden. This
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time the diagnosis of hysteria mixed with fraud was triumphantly successful.

Gunter

was also interrogated by James in person and confessed to her deceits. The case of
Anne Gunter was one of the numerous cases during the reign of James in which
similar frauds were exposed, encouraging the attitude of practical skepticism about
witchcraft which had become widespread among the English elites.30

After

ascending the English throne, James “abandoned or greatly moderated his earlier
enthusiasm for witch-hunting and turned Grand Inquisitor, delighting in uncovering
false claims of bewitchment” (MacDonald xlviii-xlix). Under the influence of
Jorden, Bancroft, Harsnett, and others, James changed “so rapidly from an enthusiasm
for demonology to limited skepticism” (MacDonald xlix). Obviously James’s
change of position and attitude was all for the privileges of the Anglican Church, the
state, and the throne.

Under this mindset, Catholic and Puritan exorcisms were

deemed as practices which threatened not just the authority of the Church of England
but also the sovereign power of the state and the king.
In many ways, Jorden could be deemed as a pivotal figure who helped foster
James’s newly cautious attitude to witchcraft, accelerate the waning of witchcraft
prosecutions during James’s reign, enhance the medicalization of hysteria, and, most

30

For more detailed information regarding the case of Anne Gunter, please confer the following
sources: Michael MacDonald xlviii-li; Larner, Witchcraft and Religion, 3-22; S. Clark, “King James’s
Daemonologie: Witchcraft and Kingship” in S. Anglo, ed., The Damned Art (London, 1977), 156-81; C.
L. Ewen, Witchcraft in the Star Chamber (1938), 28-36.
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important of all, solidify the newly-established “trinity power” of the Church, the
State, and the King.
However, Jorden’s treatise was only one of many polemical statements that
appeared at this time. Through Jorden’s writing, the medicalized hysteria has
become not only an ally of the Anglican Church but also a contested site of
power/knowledge relations. In the personal level, it is nothing but a mask and tool
for Jorden to procure the political power in the name of science and reason.
A Foucauldian reading of Jorden’s treatise on hysteria raises questions about the
networkings of power, knowledge, and discourse.

It shows that political, clerical,

judicial, and medical forces at that time found their highest organized expressions
through the triple agencies of the Church, the State, and the King, which underwent
drastic and dramatic changes during the reigns of Elizabeth and James, and acted out
their authority through discursive practices. If the Mary Glover case and the
Elizabeth Jackson trial were two events of various interests and ideas which coincided
in a complex give-and-take power relations at every level (from the national to the
local as well as from medical specialists to religious persons), Jorden’s treatise
achieved the epistemological break that clung to discursive practices and took part in
the proliferation of discourses.
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4. Hysteria and the Proliferation of Discourses

…we are dealing less with a discourse on sex than with a multiplicity of
discourses produced by a whole series of mechanisms operating in different
institutions.

(HS 33)
--Michel Foucault

When we look back over the English Renaissance, an era when the claim of the
physical world intruded upon the religious, we see a veritable discursive explosion
around and apropos of the anatomy, melancholy, witchcraft, hysteria, and the female
madness in general. At this time, England produced exceptionally rich witchcraft
literature, covering the religious, judicial, medical, and sociological facets of the topic
with remarkable thoroughness. This extensive proliferation of discourses fostered
greater sophistication among the national and local elites and institutions. Jorden’s
medical treatise was, at best, only one of the effects of this power/knowledge drive or
the will to power/knowledge.
In England, before Reginald Scot’s Discoverie of Witchcraft, published in 1584,
came into the scene, there had been a constant valorization of the discourse on
witchcraft from abroad, yielding multiple effects of confrontation, intensification,
reorientation, suspicion, and modification of female madness, sexuality, and desire.
Of these discourses, Johann Sprenger and Heinrich Kraemer’s Malleus Maleficarum
(The Witches’s Hammer) was probably the most notorious one. In 1484, these two
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German Dominican friars obtained the authority of Pope Innocent VIII to produce the
work that was to have an immense influence on the persecution of witches in much of
Europe for the next 150 years. As James Sharpe notes, “Indeed, in the late fifteenth
century the witch trials and demonological speculation had borne fruit in one of the
key tracts in the witch-hunting canon, the Malleus Maleficarum” (21).31
Then under the influence of Johann Weyer, an independent and scientific-minded
Dutch Physician, Scot, the most important sceptic in England, published his own
defense of witches in The Discoverie of Witchcraft.32

Skeptical of witchcraft and

exorcism, Scot’s Discoverie was the text situated at the Renaissance origin both of the
enlightened critique of witchcraft belief and of the fully developed psychological
explanation for witchcraft phenomena. He made his theme perfectly plain in the
opening sentences of his book: “The fables of witchcraft have taken so fast hold and
deepe root in the heart of man, that fewe or none can (nowadaies) with patience
indure the hand and correction of God. For if any adversitie, greefe, sicknesse, loss
of children, corne, cattell, or libertie happen unto them; by and by they exclaime upon
31

James Sharpe further elaborates his argument by offering us three reasons which illustrate the
significance of the work: “Its significance in the history of witchcraft is threefold. Perhaps most
importantly, it acted as a summary of both theological theorizing about witchcraft and the knowledge
that had been gathered on the subject at the time of its publication in 1487. Second, as feminist
writers have emphasized, the Malleus was a key text in linking witchcraft with women: some passages
at least are marked by a prurient misogyny. And third, the Malleus was important in encouraging the
secular authorities to accept that they, and not just the ecclesiastical powers, had a duty to extirpate
witchcraft. To that end, about a third of the book was devoted to informing judges how to try and
punish witches” (21).
32
As Robin Briggs writes, “It was the small group of skeptical writers on witchcraft, notably Johann
Weyer and Scot, who picked on the fact that many of the accused were pathetic old women whom their
neighbours found obnoxious” (21).
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witches” (1). Scot attributed the symptoms of bewitchment to natural diseases and
malevolent guile and devoted much of its length to expose the fraudulent tricks of
professional magicians, conjurors, and Popish priests.
In the late Elizabethan and early Jacobean periods, for the Church of England, the
problems of how to interpret possession and decide what to do about it were rendered
all the more urgent because the Roman Catholic priests, who entered the country
illegally but in increasing numbers from the 1570s onward, claimed the power to
exorcise.

On the other hand, the Puritan exorcist, John Darrell, made exorcism

increasingly political.

This crisis of exorcism drove many of the Anglican Church

hierarchy into various degrees of skepticism towards demonic possession and
exorcism practiced by the Catholic clerics and puritan preachers.
Of all the exorcists, Darrell was the most infamous one. A university-educated
preacher, he conducted by prayer and fasting a series of spectacular cures of allegedly
possessed persons, first in Derbyshire in1586.

He came under attack by the

ecclesiastical authorities in the 1590s. Eventually, “he was convicted by the High
Commission as an imposter who had trained his patients to simulate the now
conventional symptoms of disorder in order to demonstrate his curative skill”
(Thomas 483). As Keith Thomas elaborates, “The initiative in hounding down
Darrell seems to have been taken by the leaders of the Arminian party, newly
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emerging within the Church of England, and it was they who made the issue of
possession a political shibboleth” (484).33
Bishop Bancroft of London took the lead in organizing a counter-offensive.

He

encouraged his chaplain Samuel Harsnett to strike out against the enemies on both
factions in the work entitled A Discovery of the Fraudulent Practices of John Darrell,
Bachelor of Artes (1599), which demolished four earlier pamphlets by Darrell and his
supporters that had publicized his cures and defended their genuineness.

Darrell

himself was suspended from the ministry and briefly imprisoned by the court of High
Commission after his patient, William Somers, had been induced to confess that his
fits were fraudulent.34
The case of Mary Glover in1602 was the one most notable before the Darrell
affair had died down. It involved over half a dozen Puritan clergy.

Clearly the

Church of England could not afford to ignore the case of Mary Glover which became
a battlefield in the ideological struggle to establish the right and true religion.
Bishop Bancroft and Harsnett’s campaign against exorcists engaged two enemies
--Catholic clerics and Puritan extremists—at once. As Keith Thomas points out,
33
Keith Thomas gives us a detailed account of the Arminian party: “Those involved on the Arminian
side included Richard Bancroft, Bishop of London, and future Archbishop of Canterbury; Richard
Neile, Dean of Westminster, and later Archbishop of York; and William Barlow, Archbishop Whitgift’s
chaplain and later Bishop of Lincoln. But the most prominent figures were the pamphleteers, John
Deacon and John Walker, and the future Archbishop of York, Samuel Harsnett, then Bancroft’s
chaplain” (484-85).
34
“It was Harsnett who exposed Darrell’s ‘fraudulent practices’ in a powerful tract denouncing the
whole affair as a Puritan imposture. With Deacon and Walker he declared categorically that all
exorcisms were vain, because miracles had ceased. Prayer and fasting could never expel devils and
anyway corporeal possession was a thing of the past” (Thomas 485).
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“Harsnett was a disciple of Reginald Scot and bitterly denounced the whole concept
of witchcraft. Bancroft also seems to have seen skeptical” (489). Their disbelief in
miracles and prophecies also forced them to give up the doctrinal authority that
accompanies exorcism.

By denouncing exorcism or the ability to cast out devils,

Harsnett, Bancroft, and the Anglican clergy “had renounced one of the most
impressive ancient manifestations of clerical power” (Keith 489). Instead, they kept
clinging to employ and deploy the discursive power to publicize their suspicion and
hatred toward exorcism.35

As a result, there were two books, respectively by

Harsnett and Jorden, published in 1603, serving as the mouthpieces of the Church of
England.36

Each of them represented a particular point of view. While Harsnett

approached the issue from the theological perspective, Jorden provided the medical
interpretation to discredit Mary Glover. Nevertheless, they shared the same goal;
that was to secure the release of Elizabeth Jackson and to depict Glover’s exorcism as
a fraudulent act.
In his A Declaration of Egregious Popish Impostures, Harsnett mocked at the
fraud.

35

He insisted that contemporary cases of witchcraft and possession were sheer

G. L. Kittredge, in his influential study of witchcraft, insists that Bancroft’s campaign is
“ecclesiastical, not humanitarian,” and it aims “not to save witches, but to crush exorcists” (300).
36
Richard Bancroft “almost certainly commissioned” (MacDonald viii) or “licensed” (Brownlow 63)
Jorden’s treatise for printing. “There is even less doubt about who was behind Harsnett’s pamphlet.
Harsnett was Bancroft’s assistant, and he was producing what was, in effect, a sequel to his earlier blast
against Darrell on the Bishop’s behalf. A Declaration of Egregious Popish Impostures was published
by order of the Privy Council in 1603 and reissued in 1604 and 1605” (MacDonald xxiii-xxiv)
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fakery. Exorcism was a Popish plot to establish false religion. In this and his
former books, Harsnett launched vigorous attacks on both Puritan and Catholic
exorcists.

While in his Briefe Discourse, Jorden supported his position in court and

naturalized the unusual symptoms of witchcraft.37

Yet unlike Scot’s lead in

attributing the unusual symptoms of witchcraft to melancholy, Jorden ascribed them
to hysteria or the suffocation of the mother.

Jorden’s treatise was deeply enmeshed

in the “juridico-discursive” power/knowledge relations and politics of late
Elizabethan England.

The fact that Jorden’s arguments against supernatural

interpretations were adopted explicitly to justify the claims of the Anglican Church
showed that Jorden had played a decisive role in enhancing the decline of witchcraft
and instituting “épistémè shift” in the history of madness in Renaissance England.
Nevertheless, the publication of both Harsnett’s and Jorden’s texts was not the
end of the sharp controversy. They incited their opponents to produce two more
books in the same year.

Stephen Bradwell, a licentiate though not a fellow of the

Royal College, published a lengthy refutation, Mary Glovers Late Woeful Case (1603),

37

In Chapter One, Jorden expresses his belief that even very strange symptoms have natural causes.
As he writes, “They which are ignorant of the strange affects which naturall causes may produce…have
sought above the Moone for supernatural causes, ascribing these accidents either to diabolicall
possession, to witchcraft, or to the immediate finger of the Almightie” (Chap. 1, 2). Jorden devotes
the entire seventh chapter of his treatise to the point that deliverance upon fasting and prayer is a
natural remedy because when prayer and fasting “prevaile in the cure of diseases, it is not for any
supernaturall vertue in them, either from God or from the divell…but by reason of the confident
perswasion which melancholicke and passionate people may have in them” (24-25). Jorden
recommends that persons afflicted with hysteria “use much fasting and prayer” because they may calm
the passions (24). Thus prayer and fasting which are the standard practices of exorcism become
natural remedies.
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which was “a defence of the truthe againste D.J. his scandalous Impugnations” (1).
Bradwell considered that Jorden framed his discourse, especially the symptoms of
hysteria, arbitrarily in order to encompass Mary Glover’s symptoms and fight “against
the cause of Marie Glover” (32). He was unable to accept Jorden’s sweeping
assertion that “whatsoever straunge accident may appeare in any of the principall
functions of mans bodie, either animall, vitall, or naturall, the same is to be seene in
this disease” (Chap. 1, 2).

Obviously, Bradwell allied himself with the conservative

voices in medicine who still pointed to supernatural agencies for cases of epilepsy,
dumbness, and blindness in the Bible, and who thought Satan did his work through
the medium or the show of illness.

He insisted that Mary Glover, who had shown

remarkable and distinctive signs, was actually bewitched.
One more publication in1603 related to the Mary Glover case was John Swan’s A
True and Briefe Report, of Mary Glovers Vexation, and of Her Deliverance by the
Meanes of Fastinge and Prayer. Swan, a divinity student, gave a lively and
interesting account of exorcism in his book. He delineated in detail the scenes of the
fits, proceedings, and the fanatic atmosphere in which exorcisms were conducted.
The name of God was mentioned in almost every page and his book ended in giving
thanks to God: “Now to our mightie and eternall God, our good, gratious, and
mercifull Father in Jesus Christ, to God onely wise, be yealded from all Saints in all
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ages, through the workings of the blessed spirit, three persons and one true and ever
livinge God, all power, majestie, glorie, wisdome, prayse and thanks-givinge, forever
and forever, Amen Amen” (71).
Both Bradwell and Swan insisted on the supernatural character of Mary Glover’s
possession and celebrated the victory that they had achieved in the end—a triumph
over Satan that demonstrated the righteousness of their cause. They quoted King
James’s Daemonologie and Swan even dedicated his work to the King because James
I was newly enthroned after the death of Elizabeth in March 1603.
James published his Daemonologie (1597) six years before he assumed the
English throne (1603).

At that time he was still James VI, the Scottish monarch.38

In Daemonologie, he taught people how to recognize a “possessed creature” and bid
the beholder note his or her “incredible strength” and “the speaking of sundrie
language… and that with an uncouth and hollow voice” (70-76). He also professed
that the book was written in the face of “the fearefull abounding…of these detestable
slaves of the Divel, the witches or encounters” and also to “resolve the doubting
heartes of many” (91).39

38

King James’s Daemonologie was first published in Edinburg in 1597. The writing of the book was
prompted by James’s recent experience of a treasonable plot against him by alleged witches which had
resulted in mass trials and numerous executions in 1590-91. Two English editions of the book
followed in 1603.
39
King James’s work on witchcraft is discussed in Stuart Clark (“King James’s Daemonologie:
Witchcraft and Kingship” in The Damned Art: Essays in the Literature of Witchcraft, edited by Sydney
Anglo), and Christina Larner (Chapter 1 “James VI and I and Witchcraft” in Witchcraft and Religion:
The Politics of Popular Belief).
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Judging from his attitude to witches revealed in his book, the accession of James
was thought to have opened a more severe persecution of witches in England. The
passing of a stricter law against witchcraft in 1604 strengthened people’s impression
of James as a witch-hunter. However, James I as monarch of England, after being
influenced by people like Bancroft, Harsnett, and Jorden, intervened to save more
witches than to secure their convictions.
To conclude, Jorden, in his discursive practice, combined his learning in anatomy,
theory of humors, and medicine with his religious belief and political ideology in the
formulation of his notion of hysteria.

Being just one of the blasts in a bitter

discursive battle, Jorden’s classic medical tract in 1603 was truly an “occasional”
piece, prompted by the polymorphous techniques of power and deeply steeped in the
discursive practices in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. Thus, as a
form of discursive mechanisms of power/knowledge centering on female sexuality,
Jorden’s “hysterization of women’s bodies” produces hysteria as sexual/gender
metaphor and as power/knowledge construct: “not a furtive reality that is difficult to
grasp, but a great surface network in which the stimulation of bodies, the
intensification of pleasures, the incitement to discourse, the formation of special
knowledges, the strengthening of controls and resistances, are linked to one another,
in accordance with a few major strategies of knowledge and power” (HS 105-106).
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5. Conclusion

Hysteria is no longer a question of the wandering womb; it is a question of
the wandering story, and of whether that story belongs to the hysteric, the
doctor, the historian, or the critic. (“HFG” 335)
--Elaine Showalter

The doubts we have regarding the medical reading of Jorden’s Briefe Discourse
are aimed less at showing it to be mistaken than at putting it back within a general
economy of discourses on hysteria in Renaissance England.
so widely discussed, and what has been said about it?
power generated by what was said?
these effects of power?

Why has hysteria been

What were the effects of

What are the links between these discourses,

What knowledge was formed as a result of this linkage?

Our purpose, in short, is to map out the network of power/knowledge that sustains the
discourse on hysteria.

Our method is that of Foucauldian “genealogy” which is

“gray, meticulous, and patiently documentary,” operating “on a field of entangled and
confused parchments, on documents that have been scratched over and recopied many
times” (“NGH” 76). The central issue, then, is not to determine whether one says
yes or no to hysteria, whether one formulates permissions or prohibitions, whether
one asserts its importance or denies its effects, or whether one refines the words one
uses to designate it; but to account for the fact that it is spoken about, to discover who
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does the speaking, the positions and viewpoints from which they speak, the
institutions which prompt people to speak about it and which store and distribute the
things that are said. What is at issue, briefly, is the over-all “discursivity,” the way in
which hysteria is “put into discourse.”
The transformation of the image of hysteria from demonic profile to medical
malady runs its full course in Jorden’s process of writing. Ultimately, what has
manifested in Jorden’s discourse of hysteria is a network of power/knowledge
relations. In many ways, Jorden’s treatise is at once a “rupture” and an “event”. It
disrupts the continuous accumulation of knowledge about witchcraft and forces
hysteria to enter into a new age.

In a word, Jorden’s medicalization of hysteria,

while moving away from medieval worldview, religion, and superstition, ushers in a
new round of ideological and symbolic exchanges—the épistémè shift in Renaissance
England.
As a medical entry, hysteria does not exist in a vacuum. It is not a product of
medicine alone and should not be analyzed from the perspective of the medical
history only. On the contrary, it is firmly rooted in its historical context.

It invites a

Foucauldian genealogical analysis. After our meticulous analysis, our view of
Jorden’s treatise is permanently changed.

This study shows that the most productive

approach to Jorden’s treatise is to examine how Jorden’s notion of hysteria comes into
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being and how it was shaped or cross-fertilized by all other factors at work.

By

demonstrating the contextuality and intertextuality of Jorden’s treatise, this paper
provides a much fuller, richer, and more rounded picture of a canonical text.
Jorden helps hysteria gain its momentum more by what he wrote than by what he
did. Upon writing his treatise, Jorden employed the medical language and the
stereotypical image of hysteria--“the suffocation of the Mother”--to formulate his
notion of hysteria. He tried very hard to make hysteria a pure object of medical
knowledge.

In his definition of hysteria he also accommodated or invented new

theories to justify his own causes or to confront the current “juridico-discursive”
conflicts. Jorden’s act of writing about hysteria, namely to translate hysteria into
words, is to be caught up in a web of discourses—“discourses,” as Foucault asserts,
“that were interlocking, hierarchized, and all highly articulated around a cluster of
power relations” (HS 30).
Through the manifold discursive mechanisms, Jorden’s hysteria had incited
further writings about hysteria and eventually turned itself into an institution as well
as “a supreme mode of expression.” As Louis Aragon and André Breton claim,
“Hysteria is not a pathological phenomenon, and can in every way be considered as a
supreme mode of expression.”40
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Quoted in Micale’s Approaching Hysteria, p. 194. Originally from Louis Aragon and André
Breton’s “Le Cinquantenaire de l’hystérie (1878-1928),” most accessible in Maurice Nadeau, ed.
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“When, at rare intervals, some thought visits one, as perchance he is walking on a railroad,
then indeed the cars go by without his hearing them.” — H.D. Thoreau

Introduction
In the 1895 Studies on Hysteria, Breuer likens the phantasies of Anna O. to the
figures of a “private theatre,” indicating the sheer force—the seeming reality—of her
phantasies.1 While clearly he could not have meant a movie theater, since it was only in
that same year that the Lumière brothers would screen the first film in history, the
analogy between films and this type of phantasy holds, and has spawned an entire
discipline dedicated to the psychoanalytic “treatment” of film.2 In this essay, I am not so
much interested in giving a Freudian reading of a film, but rather in using film to trace
out the relationship of reality to phantasy, particularly the moment of failure that occurs
when phantasy is prevented, frustrated, or rejected by the claims of reality. Using six key
insights from Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams and “The Relation of the Poet to
Daydreaming,” and applying them to the phantastic phenomenon of film spectatorship, I
hope to show that the diagetic space of a film, as distinct from the historic space in which
it was filmed and from the space of the image on the screen, is the site of wish
fulfillment; and also that certain inherently “real” elements of film allow this fulfillment
much as dreaming and daydreaming allow it in the rest of our lives. I will discuss this
peculiar relationship of the real and the phantastic with respect to Lars von Trier’s
musical, Dancer in the Dark, gaining the assistance of various film theorists, particularly
André Bazin and Mary Ann Doane, whose thought I will critique and refine in order to
suit it better to the inquiry of filmic phantasy.
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1. Phantasy and Reality—Six Freudian Insights Transferred to Film Spectatorship
1:

Dreams are not just the mental presentation or depiction of a fulfilled wish; they

are the fulfillment of a wish. While this distinction may seem incidental, it cannot be
stressed enough. One of Freud’s primary concerns in The Interpretations of Dreams is to
displace the common supposition on the part of the scientific community that dreaming is
“a useless and aimless function” of our existence.3 He is out to show that dreams play an
indispensable role in the health and survival of individuals and society as a whole by
allowing the dreamer to fulfill wishes while asleep (and thus socially inoperative) that
might bring her shame and punishment were they to find expression in ‘real life.’
This seems to allow almost literal translation into the topic of film spectatorship.
That is, if I am right, movies are not about wishes, but are wishes, meaning that they also
play an essential role in the mental and social lives of movie-goers. The immediate and
obvious difference for which I must account if the analog is to be valid concerns the fact
that dreams are always created by the same person who experiences them, while films are
authored by someone other than the viewer. First of all, if Freud’s psychical dynamism is
kept in mind, there doesn’t seem to be much of a problem. The dream-wish and the
dream-work also come from different agencies, the primary and secondary systems
respectively. So that in film, just as in our nightly dreams, the appropriateness of the
work to the wish actually constitutes a limiting condition. All movies have a limited
audience. But what limits that audience is precisely the degree to which a film may stand
for a phantasy for each person who watches it. Also, like dreams, it is quite relevant that
movies fulfill illicit wishes while the viewer is (more or less) immobilized by the state of
spectatorship. Like the physical state of sleep, our being in a movie theater or
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somewhere that we are likely to stay for the duration of the wish fulfillment is crucial for
the role of dreams as a social catharsis.
2:

While dreaming, the sleeper acknowledges the world external to the dream only

in accordance with its interest in it. In The Interpretations of Dreams, Freud cites
Burdach as having already demonstrated that the dreamer is perfectly capable of
assessing the relative relevance of internal and external stimuli that may confront it while
sleeping.4 I may awaken at the sound of my name, or the cries of my child, etc., while
sleeping through other, louder sounds without so much as a tremble. What this shows is
that the sleeper is by no means insensitive to external stimuli during sleep, but only
uninterested in the world insofar as it is external to the dream-world (which is, after all, a
cite of more or less unconditional wish-fulfillment). Freud goes on to show that somatic
stimuli such as pain, thirst, or the demands of a full bladder are rarely capable of
interrupting a dream. In fact, it is only in the case of extreme severity that these factors
are even capable of dictating the dream-work, and that is usually done in order to allay
the need to wake up, which would destroy the dream and thus the fulfillment of a wish.
Most of the time, Freud demonstrates, if a stimulus find its way into the dream-work, it is
as the cheap material to be used or not used as the whim of the wish deems necessary. In
such a case, the somatic stimulus can be as extreme as a painful boil on the taint, or as
slight as the rise and fall of healthy lungs because its symbolic inclusion in the dreamwork is merely a function of its appropriateness for the end of wish fulfillment and not of
its own force.
Analogously, while watching a movie we acknowledge the world external to the
movie only in accordance with our interest in it. This obviously needs qualification,
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since, unlike dreams, it is possible to watch a movie with only partial attention.
Exceptions would need to be made for watching while engaged in some other activity,
such as conversation, eating, and the like. The primary difference resides in the fact that
for a somatic or external stimulus to interrupt a dream, it is usually first woven into the
dream-work and made to serve the latter’s ends, whereas we can hardly expect a filmmaker to anticipate and incorporate a ringing phone, personal conversations, or the pizza
in the oven.5 On the other hand, there is another pull of reality that happens internal to
films, namely, when something seems unlikely or impossible or fake. In these cases, it is
significant what can be ignored for the sake of wish fulfillment, a fact that will return
below in the fourth insight.
3:

Wishes consist structurally of present, past, and future components. A wish

stemming from recent experience recalls a past time that that wish was fulfilled and then
creates for itself a future situation in which that satisfaction is gained again.6
This temporal scheme also applies to film phantasy, though it has one important
difference, which was already suggested in the analog to the first thesis concerning the
separateness of authors that marks the film-maker/audience division in movies and the
different systems responsible for dreams. Here, the past and present wish would have to
be supplied by the viewer, while the future fulfillment is the responsibility of the filmmakers. Certain instances of failed film phantasy may be instructive here. We generally
have no shortage of past and present wishes that are eager to be fulfilled, so that a movie
that is not experienced as a wish-fulfillment would seem to fail in precisely this future
projection as it unfolds on the screen.
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4:

While every dream has an aim—the fulfillment of a wish—not every dream is

successful in that endeavor.7 When wish-fulfillment is threatened, whether by extreme
somatic stimuli or by some cause internal to the dream-work, it is the job of the
secondary revision to rob the dream of reality. It tells us, “Don’t worry, that was only a
dream, nothing to be afraid of.” This assures us not only that dreams are not real, but that
they are the definition of not-reality itself. And while the failure of a wish-fulfillment
may serve as the source of our knowledge of this negative conception of reality, this
failure is not the sole site of that conception. Thought in tandem with the first insight
above, this means that there may be something vital in the fact that, even when we have
very good dreams, they are just dreams, i.e. not real.
The failures mentioned in the third analog often take the form of our complaining
about how unrealistic a movie is, whether we find the dialogue trite or contrived, or the
effects poor, or the scenario phantastic. I use this last word intentionally to point to the
presence of secondary revision in this breakdown of filmic phantasy. It only makes sense
to complain that the endings of Magnolia and Breaking the Waves are phantastic if we
are not considering film as an inherently phantastic phenomenon. Here, as after a bad
dream, a certain notion of reality seems to define itself in terms of not-film. Also, like
dreams, it seems that this distancing of ourselves from the film, insofar as it covers over
the wish-fulfilling role of film as a social institution of phantasy, is as necessary (as a
practice sustaining social life) as it is uncritically presumptuous. It may be that the
majority of wishes that are fulfilled through film spectatorship are aided by, perhaps even
made possible by the presupposition that going to the movies is not merely the fulfillment
of a wish.
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5:

Daydreaming is a substitution for playing. Freud points out the fact that pleasures

are never truly renounced after we have gotten a taste for them, but only swapped for
others. Thus, the pleasure we received as children at play, in which we were capable of
creating and reordering the world in accordance with our wishes, is not entirely given up
in adulthood. Rather, due to social pressure that urges us to leave such playing behind us
and be realistic, the adult exchanges this power of play for the power of private phantasy,
the contents and practice of which are rarely to be shared or mentioned to others. This
fact of phantasy's being private and seemingly insignificant factors into its efficacy in
giving the dreamer power in the world without actually affecting the world at all. This
relates back to the first and fourth points made above, indicating just how vital phantasy
is for social living.
If watching films is also a substitution for play, it seems clear that, given the
historical and biological primacy of dreaming over film-watching, the latter is also a
substitution for the former. One could then ask whether the historic emergence of film
technology marks the fact that modern society has a surplus of wishes that surpass its
capacity to dream, or if there is something in the authority of a phantasy that comes from
an external source that makes it especially appealing. Both seem to be at least partially
right, and the situation may in fact be over-determined. First of all, it seems unlikely that
any society at any time has ever had all of its wishes fulfilled. Dreaming, like existing,
can hardly be expected to exhaust all of our phantasies. Hence Freud’s funny remark that
only unsatisfied people make phantasies, by which he means just about everyone alive.8
Secondly, it should be pointed out that films have by no means replaced dreaming, but
only offer an additional avenue for wish-fulfillment. This authority of objectivity may
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factor into the enjoyment, but as I have already pointed out, many films will not suit our
phantasies at all, which seems to indicate that those that do fulfill our wishes must derive
their authority from more than their mere being created by those external to us.
6:

Lastly, dreaming, as a descendant of play, is very serious business not only in

terms of its vital role in social life, but also in terms of its being so highly emotionally
cathected. “The opposite of play is not serious occupation but—reality.”9 Reality, as is
implied by the previous insight, may be the obstacle of play and phantasy.
By the same token, watching movies must also be, at least in one sense, opposed
to reality insofar as it may constitute an interruption of phantasy. All the same, phantasy
as a future projection of wish fulfillment, also works through the real. That is, its
efficacy relies on assuming a degree of reality for itself. A phantasy that brings with it no
sense of reality is not believed and therefore unsuccessful. This is a central and difficult
point that will only be clear after the discussion of Dancer in the Dark in the next two
sections.10

2. Reality and Phantasy in Dancer in the Dark
As I indicated above, the role of secondary revision deserves special treatment
with respect to film spectatorship. The idea of reality that is produced thereby is certainly
valid, yet not exhaustive. It disavows the fundamental role phantasy has to play our lives,
dismissing it as unreal. As I also hinted above, this designation of film as a mode of
phantasy may find expression at the site of phantastic failure or its success. In the former
case, what is interesting is that an occlusion of phantasy (wish fulfillment) is responsible
for the dismissal of the film on the grounds that it is phantasy (unreal). In the case of
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phantastic success it seems that its being phantasy is not regretted, but may even serve as
a condition of enjoyment. An example of this may be seen in the contrast between the
characters Selma (Björk) and Jeff (Peter Stormare) in Lars von Trier’s avant-garde
musical Dancer in the Dark (2000). In one bit of dialogue, the sweet but simple Jeff
objects to Selma, “I don’t understand in musicals…why do they start to sing and dance
all of a sudden? I mean, I don’t suddenly start to sing and dance.”
Coming from a character in what is ultimately a musical (though Jeff has no
reason to know that it is one), this is clearly ironic. Von Trier seems to be addressing the
criticism by admitting it into the film, yet he toys with it by putting it in the mouth of
such a dull (though earnest) guy.11 For Selma, a poor and nearly blind mother working
two monotonous and thankless jobs in order to afford preventative eye surgery for the
child she raises alone, musicals and the glamour they invoke are her only escape from an
otherwise unbearable existence. Thus, the only response proper to the question of
realism is, “You’re right, Jeff; you don’t.” But this is by no means an admittance of
defect. Rather, if such things don’t happen in reality, so much the worse for reality. And
so much more reason to daydream about a reality that does sing and dance.
I find it important that, even if von Trier teases Jeff a bit by showing his
unimaginative character through his lack of appreciation for musicals and phantasy, he
does not condemn Jeff for this lack. It is only because Selma is the protagonist of the
film that we do not find out what sort of movies Jeff does enjoy. Though this choice is
highly speculative, admittedly finding little support in the film, I want to suppose that
Jeff’s favorite film genre is the early western. I choose this based on Jeff’s kind and
generous temperament, the fact that he favors a simple romanticism that also
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acknowledges a degree of ignorance about women (the roses in the truck, which he can’t
decide to give Selma), and the fact that he seems to be without great ambition or
responsibility, though he his is probably a hard worker. Well supported in the film-text
or not, before a proper analysis of the movie ensues, I want to ask what it is that Jeff
might like about the classical western? The white-hat/black hat bifurcation of good and
evil? The selflessness of a hero who protects the innocent and honest family of
homesteaders? The wide-open 1870 desert landscapes that mark the edge of civilization,
and thus the site where justice has to fight for a place to stand? Even if these things were
real (which seems a fruitless designation considering my purposes) they certainly cannot
be based on anything “real” in Jeff’s past or present life. Where would Jeff acquire the
authority to deem these aspects realistic, considering that he lives in Washington State,
1964? Regardless of whether these aspects of the early western correspond to some
actual, historical, and geographical region called “the West,” such aspects can only
operate as phantasy for a modern viewer like Jeff because only phantasy grants reality to
images without any authority but a desire to believe that they are real. His believing that
they are real, if he does believe, serves the exact same function and derives from the
exact same source as Selma’s belief in the world of musicals.
Again, just for speculation, imagine Selma and Jeff watching a western in which
two heroes ride through the desert prairie, arriving at the site of distress in order to
vanquish the villain. Selma might point out that the riders pass the same tree ten times,
or that the horses couldn’t possibly run for that long without water, or that the punches
look and sound fake. All of these, while they might be true, says Jeff, are beside the
point. You don’t watch a John Wayne movie to count trees; you watch because he’s the
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toughest hombre this side of the Rio Grande. In this hypothetical situation, I have taken a
great deal of speculative liberty with the characters in order to make the point, but I
should say now that Selma seems like she would be the last person to rain on anyone’s
phantastic parade, even if she were made to sit through films to which she could attach no
substantial amount of interest. I mention this only because, in fact, Selma’s seemingly
unconditional love of phantasy is her fundamental characteristic, and thus will be the
primary focus of this discussion in an attempt to glean what the film has to say about the
role of phantasy in life.

3. Phantasy as Reality in Dancer in the Dark
Like Anna O., Selma engages in elaborate phantasies while attending to her work.
She imagines herself singing and dancing in brilliantly staged musical numbers instead of
operating her machines. The first song of the film, “Cvalda,” ingeniously incorporates
the sounds of these machines into an electronic orchestra, making them the soundtrack to
her phantasy rather than the noisy tedium they actually represent. For any viewer without
the foreknowledge that this is to be a musical, the scene is quite a surprise, if not a little
shocking. Up until this point (about 40 Minutes in), Dancer in the Dark has been
anything but glamorous, and has given no indication whatsoever that there will be singing
involved. The dialogue is unusually pedestrian; the editing is jagged almost to the point
of seeming amateurish (though it is anything but), and the camerawork is so jerky and
unsteady that folks inclined toward motion-sickness may have trouble not losing their
stomachs. Von Trier uses every effect he can to distance himself stylistically from the
films of Selma’s infatuation so that when the machines gradually start making unusually
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rhythmic sounds that incite Selma and her co-workers to sing and dance, there is a
moment when we are not sure if what we are seeing and hearing is really happening or
only in Selma’s imagination.
But what a strange moment, brief as it may be! What do we mean to ask if it is
real or not, considering that we are, after all, in the middle of watching a movie—
engaged in a phantasy? Perhaps someone will say at this point of the movie, “this isn’t
real,” and mean simply that the movie itself is unrealistic. Such a thing, as I have
mentioned, is a common response to genre films, and imitates the secondary revision
after a bad dream. In this case, a man (and it is usually a man) may offer the same
dismissal that he would to West Side Story or Oklahoma! or Singin’ in the Rain,
shrugging them off as simply too unlike reality to take seriously.
This type of response seems to suggest an instance of disjunction occurring
between wish and phantasy—that is, a rejection of this particular phantasy as a
fulfillment of our wish or wishes. As was already suggested by the analog to the first
insight of the previous section, dreams differ from movies in that dreams are tailor-made
for the dreamer by the dreamer, while even the most obscure and private movies have a
larger audience that is capable of using them as phantasy.12 Even if I successfully
diminished this difference by reference to the primary and secondary processes of
psychical systems, a disparity remains. Even an anxious dream generally fulfills a wish.
It may be a wish of the secondary system, or it may be a fulfilled wish of the primary
system whose negative affect is augmented due to explicit content, or any number of such
cases. Traumatic dreams, insofar as they are repetitive and fail to distort or work over the
material, were the only dreams that Freud suggested actually defy the laws of wish
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fulfillment, whereas it must be admitted that there are an awful lot of totally worthless
movies made every year. And even if last year’s Killer Barbys vs. Dracula did
somebody somewhere some good, the rest of us are none the better for it. Therefore, we
cannot ignore the fact that, while few dreams occur that are not in some way successful to
their one and only viewer, movies have the potential to allow for fulfillment with some
folks, while perhaps not others.
Still, this pulling away from an unrealistic film (e.g. as I do when I see a Critters
flick) means engaging reality against the (attempted) phantasy. This is especially
significant when we recognize just how uninterested in extra-phantastic reality the mind
is capable of being. As is indicated by the second insight in the previous section, to
chose reality over phantasy requires a substantive interest in reality, or a lack of interest
in that phantasy. Keeping in mind the fifth and sixth insights, we also realize just how
eager and willing the mind is to engage in dream/play, so that a dismissal of some whole
genre of film on the basis of its being unrealistic is a serious renunciation of phantastic
opportunities. Such a renunciation, however, seems to be easily allowable considering
the overabundance of other opportunities available to us.13 This is perhaps why a movielover whose means of acquiring a movie-viewing experience is more limited may very
well love and cherish any film she can get her hands on, while a typical spoiled American
is pickier about her choices.
All of this has been directed at a genre’s failure to match phantasy with the wish
or set of wishes of any particular individual. I have engaged such discussion not so much
because it occurs in Dancer in the Dark, but because it is significant for the film insofar
as Von Trier actually bypasses such a failure in many of his viewers. He does this by
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making it clear that, diagetically, the song is not meant to be “real” (existing outside of
Selma’s head). Thus, the common response to Selma’s song will be “oh, this (the song)
isn’t real, but just imagined.” What I find fascinating about this response (and it is the
one I had upon watching the movie for the first time) is the degree to which it
inadvertently and uncritically locates “reality” in the diagetic reality of the film. It is as if
there were a presumed binary relationship between real and unreal, so that whatever isn’t
real grants its other reality. This is von Trier’s ingenious trick to let us believe in and
enjoy a musical by making us not think of it as a real musical. But since a real musical is
by this definition highly phantastic, Dancer in the Dark manages to etch out a place for
the truly realist musical, which is still phantasy, but in realist terms. For even if one
identifies with the typical male perspective of Jeff, rejecting musicals like Showboat and
Seven Brides for Seven Brothers as unrealistic, such a limited, macho perspective still
allows Björk to engage in all of this unrealistic hoopla without a minimum of fuss. We
know it’s only in her head and therefore isn’t “real;” that is, it isn’t happening in the real
diagetic space of the film.
Again, none of this changes the fact that Dancer in the Dark is still undoubtedly a
musical. Even if it allows folks who would ordinarily shun musicals to enjoy it, there is
no denying that what the viewer is enjoying is a realist musical. Moreover, the star of the
show is a major recording artist. So, if we take seriously the theory that I have been
adumbrating,14 that a successful movie fulfills a wish of the viewer by means of phantasy,
we must do more than account for why a person might tolerate Björk singing and dancing
and making a spectacle of herself. Anyone who actually enjoys the film does so for its
phantastic content, not simply in spite of it. As I have hinted above, there is no end to the
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past/present wishes that might be fulfilled in this phantasy once that anti-musical attitude
is checked—that is, once the need to expel phantasy qua phantasy is overcome by the
aforementioned trick.
In calling it von Trier’s “trick,” as opposed to his method or his technique,
I intentionally draw attention to the artifice involved. As I have been arguing, the success
of that artifice lies in the film’s ability to let us believe in its world—to believe our eyes
and ears even when something phantastic happens. Remember that “phantastic” means
both out of the ordinary and the fulfillment of a wish through visual spectacle. We are
eager to have our wishes fulfilled, but reluctant to give up our constraints about the way
in which that fulfillment ought to happen. But it seems that the trick resides in first
getting us to accept what seems out of the ordinary as real, and then as seeing what is real
as the fulfillment of our wish. Consider an extremely realistic movie, e.g. Andy Warhol’s
Empire (1964). This is a single 485 minute shot of one side of the Empire State Building.
That’s a little over eight hours of what professional film theorists call “pure goddamn
realism.” But where’s the phantasy? On the other hand, consider the latest Mighty
Morphin’ Power Rangers movie. Here there’s plenty of phantasy in the sense that it is
full of things no one over 10 years old would believe. Yet that lack of belief also
precludes it from acting as phantasy proper (except for the 10 year old of course). It puts
the film outside the realm of spectatorial fulfillment of wishes.
The primary way in which Dancer in the Dark fuses these demands of reality and
phantasy together is by making Selma one of the most pathetic characters in recent
cinema history. Her unbelievable kindness, coupled with her incredible15 misfortune,
make her someone for whom nearly everyone has to cry by the end of the film. For
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instance, while Selma’s songs are not diagetically “real,” these hallucinatory episodes
certainly come at some of the worst possible times. Her mind escapes in songs of
phantasy while her body is nonetheless stuck in situations that are dreadfully, even
threateningly real. As I have already mentioned, the first song occurs at the factory,
where Selma needs a great deal of attention to avoid breaking the machines and losing
her job. Even if, again like Anna O., she is able to work and dream at the same time, we
know that her increasing blindness makes it difficult for her to do her job even when
totally present, so that it is not enough to be merely aware of the machines and be able to
answer if someone should ask her a question. She needs to be over-awake and cautiously
attentive. This is made all too clear when her negligence does actually cost her her job
after she breaks the machine.
“Smith and Wesson (Scatterheart),” the third song of the film, occurs just after her
friend and landlord, Bill (David Morse), has stolen the money for Gene’s operation and
has refused to give it back unless she kills him. This forced murder/suicide all but
crushes Selma, who is very fond of Bill won’t chose between his life and her son’s
eyesight. This indecision prompts Bill to initiate his death by pulling the trigger while
the gun is in her hand. If something of this magnitude were to happen in a traditional
musical (though, admittedly, few traditional musicals feature such graphic material), it
would be just as necessary and appropriate for the survivor to sing a song as it would be
unnecessary and inappropriate to do so in “real life.” Not some upbeat dance number of
course, but something somber and tragic in the way of Éponine’s dying ballad “On my
own” from Les Miserables or “Sunrise, Sunset” from Fiddler on the Roof. These songs
allow the characters who sing them to reflectively express their emotions vis-à-vis the
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tragic fates that they now endure. But “Scatterheart” holds a much different place in the
diagesis of Dancer in the Dark than these sad but reflective songs do in theirs. First of
all, it isn’t really a sad song. Though not as cheery as many of the film’s other tunes, she
is able to sport a smile throughout. What is more, the fact that we know that she isn’t
really singing, but only escaping through the phantasy of song and dance, changes
everything. What is most troubling is not what we see, but what we have to guess is
going on in (the film’s) reality while what we see is taking place in Selma’s imagination.
And just in case there was any doubt that this song is not actually happening in the
diagetic reality, von Trier gives us something totally unbelievable: Bill, who has just been
shot and bludgeoned to death with a metal cashbox, rises to dance and sing with Selma,
washing his face, smiling just as Selma does, assuring her that everything is fine and that
she has done nothing wrong. There is perhaps nothing strange about this occurrence
when it is understood as a phantasy,16 since his resurrection and forgiveness do fulfill
Selma’s double wish of absolving her guilt and restoring her friendly relationship with
Bill; but it is much more troubling to know that the whole traumatic episode of the death
has sent Selma over the edge into a state of hallucinatory phantasy that, presumably,
takes place while she is really standing over a corpse and failing to see it as dead.
This reality/phantasy relationship is further complicated by the final song of the
picture, aptly titled “The Next-to-Last Song.” Throughout the movie, each of Selma’s
song phantasy sequences have been marked by the following three characteristics: First
of all, most everyone else in the scene sings and/or dances along with her to rehearsed
lyrics and choreographed steps. Secondly, besides the spontaneous singing, which issues
from characters on screen, there is always music that comes from out of nowhere to
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accompany the star, usually beginning by some real noise (e.g. the factory machines, the
clink of the rope on a flagpole, a pencil scratching its pad at her trial). And third, the
cinematography changes from its usual shaky and ragged home-movie quality to a
steady, controlled, almost MTV style. All three of these clues are absent from the final
song. People watch in awkward and shameful pity as she delivers her heart-razing swan
song, neither dancing nor singing along, her orchestra is nowhere to be found, and the
quality of the shots never switch from rough to smooth. So is she really singing here, or
just dreaming it? And if the latter, is it that her death has become her phantasy, since it is
now only as a martyr that she believes she can fulfill her longstanding wish to save her
son’s eyesight? Or is it that she is dreaming, but can no longer dream anything but her
own death, given the impending reality of her situation. Or is the real tragedy of the
situation expressed in the fact that she can no longer even dream herself out of the
dilemma, finding no final moments of distraction at the time she would most like to
escape? Rather than definitively answer these questions, the ambiguity seems to be
intended to stay operative, not giving way to a simple reality/phantasy distinction. For
what I have been calling von Trier’s trick—that of getting people who dismiss musicals
as unrealistic to enjoy a musical—also applies to those of us who love musicals and see
no problem in the disparity between their diagetic reality (which is our own phantastic
future-conditional) and our typical (extra-phantastic) reality. Rather than give us a
philosophical thesis on what is and what is not reality, von Trier pushes us to question the
lines with which we draw that distinction.17
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4. Diagesis, History, and Image
The above discussion points to the following theses: As a mode of phantasy, a
film must supply the future component of a wish fulfillment, while the past/present wish
derive from the viewer, and the success of that phantasy depends on the adequacy of that
future scenario for fulfilling any number of wishes that each viewer brings with her to the
film. This adequacy in turn depends on the viewer’s ability (or willingness) to accept the
proposed wish fulfillment as believably real—not as actually real, but at least as possibly
real. This believability is achieved by two inherently “realistic” qualities, which I will
call its diagetic and its historic (or mechanically reproduced) element. In what follows, I
will discuss these two elements and their relationship to wish fulfillment.
Firstly, film represents life unfolding in the motion of time and space. The
diagetic space/time of a film, just like the “hunting ground” for the camera itself, “is in
principle unlimited: it is the external world expanding in all directions.”18 Secondly,
everything it represents is more than a representation, but also existed in real time and
space. With respect to the psychology of seeing a mechanically reproduced
representation, Bazin writes, “A very faithful drawing may actually tell us more about the
model but despite the promptings of our critical intelligence it will never have the
irrational power of the photograph to bear away our faith.”19 And as an art that is
mechanically reproduced but lacks a diagetic world, photography helps clarify the
significance of the latter. Here an image is mechanically reproduced that represents real
historical space and life in a way that technically no painting or drawing can claim. Yet it
lacks motion, and therefore lacks the sense of a whole diagetic world within it that is
distinct from the world of history or life in general. Analogously, if we want to see the
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significance of this historical characteristic, we need only compare film with another art
that lacks it while possessing diagesis. I speak here of literature, which creates diagetic
space and time through a narrative; yet, insofar as it consists materially of only words,
cannot claim that space and time to have ever been real. These two factors—the diagetic
world of a film and its being really of this world—these factors are what make film
intrinsically realistic.
The mention of photography also brings to the fore another technical aspect of
film that is important for understanding its fulfillment of phantasy. All film is composed
of photographs that are set in motion—around 172,800 individual frames in a 2 hour
movie. But while the mechanical apparatus of the camera is sufficient to reduce the real
historical space in which a film is shot from 4 dimensional space/time to a two
dimensional image, the same cannot be said of the adequacy of a film projector (or VCR
or DVD player) to imbue a series of images with the properties of a world. For the
diagetic space of a film not only exists in four dimensions, but also shares with it every
presupposition about the empirical and historical world of every individual spectator who
watches the film (and varies accordingly).
If anyone is reluctant to admit the four-dimensionality of diagetic space-time, let
them consider what else it might mean for us to say, two-thirds of the way through
Mulholland Drive (2001), “this part actually happens before the first part of the film.” In
order for there to be a plot/story distinction at all (in movies or any other medium of
narrative), the diagetic world of the characters must have its own temporal progression,
which, exactly like our own, is totally independent of the order in which we tell a story
about that world. Similarly, think of what it means for us to get anxious when we see the
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Northern troops advancing behind Buster Keaton as he obliviously stokes his engine in
The General (1927).20 In order for there to be a behind or in front, we assume a world
that expands in all directions, just like ours.
And to say that the world exists “just like ours” is in no way explained by the
technical capacity of a film projector to move still frames at 24 frames per second.
Indeed, in this case, we are the projectors. The power of the photograph is, as I quoted
Bazin earlier, the power to command our belief in its reality. The power of film, in all its
technological glory, is that it provides that belief with the means to project a wish that
comes to be. A static image is and does not become. A moving picture allows a
past/present wish to come about in a future fulfillment that happens in time. Again, this
is why film’s function as phantasy depends both on its diagetic and its historical element.
I say historical rather than simply “real” because every movie, when it is watched, is
finished happening. It is the future fulfillment of a wish that is enabled by the fact that it
already happened, and therefore carries authority.
In distinguishing between these elements, I take myself to be improving on the
important but unsubtle distinction that Bazin draws between image and reality in his
essay, “The Evolution of the Language of Cinema,”21 This bifurcation of integral spaces
inadvertently identifies the space of the film’s historical shooting—occupied only by its
original actors, sets, locations, etc.—with the diagetic space that is enjoyed by each
viewer.

I say “inadvertently” only because it is not clear that Bazin means to make this

strict identification. In “The Ontology of the Photographic Image,” he makes another
distinction between imitative realism and spiritual realism. The former, which he also
calls by the name of pseudo-realism, attempts to trick the eye or mind by appearing
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indistinguishable from the thing it imitates, whereas the latter gives “significant
expression to the world both concretely and in its essence.”22 Here, arguing that
photography has freed painters from their pathological obsession with realism, he
maintains that the impressionist Cézanne is perfectly capable of creating art that
penetrates what is real over and above its likeness to a subject. And since he does not
insist on likeness being the standard of realism, it seems strange to insist on the identity
of the historical and diagetic spaces; the only identity possible between them would be
that of likeness, given that the former has already receded into the past by the time of the
latter is operative.23
In any case, among other things, a strict identification between the historical
space and the diagetic space leaves no room for techniques such as digital imaging,
which start in the two dimensional image space and become four dimensional diagetic
space without ever being historically planted in the real. A pure goddamn realist might
say so much the worse for digital imaging, and dismiss it as an unnecessary frill of
modern computer-crazed film-making that will pass. This sort of objection faces the
problem of dealing with the fact of our projecting the 4 onto the 2, as mentioned earlier.
But it also then enters the rather uncomfortable position of taking the old blindfold test.
Digital imaging is used throughout the film industry, not just in action block busters. The
feather in Forrest Gump is digital. The Norwegian Army in a background shot of
Kenneth Branagh’s Hamlet is also digital.24 These “effects,” give the same affect as the
real thing if one doesn’t know any better. And while I’m certainly not eager for there to
be any more Independence Days or Deep Impacts, I also consider it an unenviable
position to maintain if one has to change one’s opinion about a movie significantly after
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the viewing simply because one has been informed that there was digital imaging
involved in what was taken to be historically real. The point of course is that if it is
diagetically real and believable for the purposes of your phantasy, it doesn’t matter if
every aspect of the scene existed in history because film carries that authority with it
intrinsically. A digitally enhanced photographic image is animated, but it is still not a
cartoon.
Of course, the pure goddamn realist may obstinately insist that she can always
spot a fake when its there, and that if I had looked harder I might have notice how unreal
the feather or army. Admittedly, on closer examination, I am surprised that I didn’t know
that the feather was fake, and the army does seem fake to me now that I know it is digital,
but this objection still fails to see 1) the value in believing in such “illusions” for the sake
of wish fulfillment, and 2) the fact that such wish fulfillments are near impossible when
one goes through movies looking for the artificial element. The point is that films offer a
form of wish fulfillment through spectatorial phantasy and that requires believing in the
future possible as a fulfillment of your wish. No one who is engaged in that phantasy has
any reason to go out of their way to notice what is real and what is not, as we learned on
the couch with Jeff and Selma watching a western.
Finally, it should be clear that while the diagetic space receives our projection of
everything we know and think we know about the world due to its historical authority in
the real world that we ourselves occupy, that only accounts for every unthematized aspect
of the world. Everything about the world that we notice, that we pick out as significant,
may indeed differ from our historical/empirical world. More importantly, it follows that
every aspect of that world that is different from ours, yet “believable,” is in the service of
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some phantasy. To highlight what has already been shown, the world of The Chinese
Connection is more or less identical to our empirical/historical model except that in the
former we know a priori that Bruce Lee can beat the mess out of anyone that comes at
him, no matter the size, number, or weaponry of his opponents.25 Alternately, the world
of An American in Paris differs from Selma’s drab world in that in the former Gene Kelly
makes the Parisian sidewalks come alive with dance and music. And the world of
Dancer in the Dark differs from my ordinary world primarily in the fact that I do not
normally get to see and listen to Björk (who I must admit I find deliciously cute) sing and
dance and even make me cry.
In her chronicle, The Two Hundred Days of 8 1/2: The Genesis of Fellini's
Masterpiece, Deena Boyer quotes Fellini as saying that he tries to convey the three levels
on which our mind operates: “the past, present, and not the future, but the conditional,
the possible—the realm of phantasy.”26 All of these future possibles are given their
believability through the fulfillment of a wish. And the same is true for the fourdimensionality of the diagetic world, by help of its being mechanically reproduced from
actual, historical space. Images, through the help of technology plus a wish, turn frozen
and flat images into necessarily unbounded spatio-temporal worlds in which things
happen—wishes are fulfilled.
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Notes
1

Breuer & Freud, Studies on Hysteria, p. 22.
“Treatment!” That’s funny, get it?
3
Freud, Interpretations of Dreams, p. 259.
4
Freud, Interpretations of Dreams, p. 257.
5
There is little doubt that the film industry prior to VHS allowed for a much more direct analogy to the
dream experience than it does now, insofar as theaters replicate the state of incapacity and uninterruptible
flow of images during sleep. The pause and rewind buttons on a remote control, for all their gloried
convenience, have permanently altered the power relation between film and spectator. In this instance, our
having more control has the power to diminish the aesthetic experience, rather than the reverse.
6
“The Relation of the Poet to Daydreaming,” from On Creativity and the Unconscious, p. 48-49.
7
Freud, Interpretations of Dreams, p. 268.
8
“The Relation of the Poet to Daydreaming,” from On Creativity and the Unconscious, p. 47.
9
“The Relation of the Poet to Daydreaming,” from On Creativity and the Unconscious, p. 45.
10
It should be pointed out that the insights above have supplied us with two opposing, though not mutually
exclusive, conceptions of reality. In the fourth insight, the notion of reality comes on the scene only
negatively, in contrast with that which has upset our wish-fulfillment. We name that upsetting factor
“unreal,” from which it seems to follow that whatever isn’t that is by definition “real.” If I wake up from a
frightening or anxious dream, I realize that it (the dream) was not real, and thus, this (being awake) must be
real. Real = my not being in danger (safety), my not being vulnerable (security), my not being under the
control of external forces (what I have under control), etc. The main thing to note about this appearance of
the real is that it would not have come about if the phantasy had been fully successful. The last thing we
are likely to say when we wake up from a great dream is that it was not real. Even if we are perfectly
willing to admit that it is unreal (i.e. if someone were to actually ask us about its ontological status),
nothing propels us toward that fact, as is the case with a failed phantasy.
On the other hand, reality in the sixth insight seems to indicate just the opposite. This point is planted in
the more objective perspective of the analyst or theorist, rather than issuing from the secondary revision
after a bad experience. But according to this analysis, that which frustrates my wishes and stands in the
way of my dreams, resisting the absolute power of my play and phantasy, is real by dint of this very
resistance. This is also a negative conception of reality, but here as a limiting concept and not as an
inversion of the positive. In other words, in the first case the notion of real is derived from a prior
encounter with its opposite, thus prompting the inference that reality is what marks the alleviation of that
prior negative experience (i.e. waking up safely, securely, and in control). Waking first points to the dream
as unreal and only then announces itself as the very content of what is real, as embodying reality qua notdream. In the second case, the conception of reality needn’t have any content, because it is felt as whatever
precluded the fulfillment of my wish. We can name this frustration “fate,” “god,” “luck,” or any number of
privative labels without having any notion of what that thing is except that it got in the way of our desires.
11
Compare the screenwriter character of Jean Rougeul in Fellini’s 8 ½. In both instances, the director takes
the critic more seriously than we might expect. In the case of Rougeul, though he is portrayed as a
pompous, nihilistic, intellectual bore, the director Guido (Marcello Mastroianni) still cannot help but
acknowledge his words as at least partially true. He throws the notes away, then picks them back up
despite himself. Jeff, as the very opposite sort of critic, is nice but slow. As I argue below, neither Björk or
von Trier acknowledge this criticism as being right, though von Trier does take it as his challenge. This is
the critic, thus he sets the standard for what the film-maker must overcome to create a realist musical.
12
It might seem necessary to take into account the film-maker’s intended audience when considering the
film’s function as a public (as opposed to private) phantasy. I reject this claim on the grounds that it fails to
acknowledge the viewer as the source of the past and present wish (third insight). The viewer is clearly
capable of rejecting or accepting any phantasy on the basis of its adequacy for fulfilling said wish. Though
the future scenario—the phantasy proper—is supplied by the film-maker, this person is in no position to
determine the satisfactoriness of this particular phantasy for fulfilling the wishes of each individual
spectator.
13
This may seem like a strange statement given the primacy of the pleasure principle. However, it is a
common but incorrect assumption that the happiest people are those who accept any and every opportunity
2
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to sate their desires. The past component of the temporal scheme of wish fulfillment, it should be recalled,
sets the standard for how our future phantasy shall satisfy our present wish.
14
By “theory” I mean nothing more than a set of conceptual tools for the work of understanding and
interpretation. Properly speaking it is Freud’s theory applied to film. But since there have been countless
such applications in the last 40 years, many of which got the original theory right, but the appropriateness
of the application wrong, I call what has been presented here my theory. This is at least as much to avoid
putting words into Freud’s mouth as it is to take credit for original ideas.
15
Interestingly, the words unbelievable and incredible have the same sort of double meaning as phantastic:
not real but also too real, or real to the point of being unreal.
16
Though I will not explore this theme at length, a whole study might be devoted to the topic of absent
fathers in this film. Bill clearly receives a great deal of transference from Selma, whose actual father is
profoundly absent from film. Not to say that he does not appear, but that he appears only in lies that are
then discovered to be lies. All that we know of him is that Selma has told her co-workers that he is Oldrich
Novy, a famous musical actor from Czechoslovakia. Novy (played by Joel Gray) is brought in by the
prosecution during Selma’s trial in order to disavow her and make a spectacle of her lie; but with no new
information about her real father, we are left with nothing but the knowledge that he is not who she said he
was. Bill and his wife Linda (Cara Seymour) seem to represent for Selma the perfect couple and surrogate
parents. As a recent immigrant, she has no idea of the American materialism that often sustains couples.
Therefore, when Bill makes known to Selma his fears that Linda will leave him because his money is
running out, Selma can only say, “She loves you, Bill.” No mention of Selma’s mother is made in the film,
but Linda’s overspending (to which Bill just “can’t say no,”) seems luxurious to Selma, fitting in nicely
with Selma’s ideal of American glamour. The fact that this is all a charade, that Bill cannot maintain the
lavish lifestyle and will soon be broke is one more piece of reality that Selma conveniently pockets and
ignores. Thus Bill’s confession of money problems is followed by Selma’s first relating of the fact that she
is going blind. Like Bess in Breaking the Waves, von Trier gives us the idea that Selma is too good for this
world. Just as Bess’ undying faith and love eventually exits her from the world of cynicism and
chauvinism, Selma’s devoted and musical heart precludes her from seeing the harsh reality of the world.
17
Of course, given von Trier’s other work, it seems safe to count him on the side of realism, whatever that
means. Breaking the Waves (1996) is another film that works hard to counter the overly smooth and ideal
Hollywood depictions of life. The cinematographic work of Robbie Müller, who is responsible for
executing the home-movie roughness of both films gives each the sense of realism squared. Add to this
von Trier’s clear incorporation of the accidental, both in terms of natural elements and the whims of actors.
“Shooting outdoors in Northern Scotland in October meant exposure to a wide range of weather
conditions—all day, every day,” says Müller. “The director realized that matching weather shots would not
only be time-consuming, but unrealistic.” Emily Watson (Bess) and Stellan Skarsgård (Jan) also remark on
the immense amount of freedom they were afforded both in creating their character and deviating from the
script. “We did whatever we wanted,” says Skarsgård. “We could deviate as much as we wanted…You
never had to make a scene work from A to Z, which was wonderful.” He goes on to say that no one was
ever discouraged from following an impulse or continuing after a “mistake” had occurred in order to make
that mistake into an opportunity for something unexpectedly great. Watson also mentions that, “We didn’t
have to hit any marks or worry about the continuity. It was very liberating.” (All quotations taken from
Breaking the Waves, DVD production notes).
18
Kracauer, “The Establishment of Physical Existence,” from Braudy & Cohen, p. 293. Cf. also Doane,
“The Voice in Cinema: the Articulation of Body and Space,” in which she writes of the diagetic space,
“This space has no physical limits; it is not contained or measurable,” from Braudy & Cohen, p. 367.
19
Bazin, “The Ontology of the Photographic Image,” from What is Cinema?, p. 14.
20
For fuller discussion of Keaton’s use of diagetic space, cf. G. Perez, The Material Ghost, pp. 109-112.
21
Bazin, “The Evolution of the Language of Cinema,” from What is Cinema?, p. 24.
22
Bazin, “The Ontology of the Photographic Image,” from What is Cinema?, p. ???
23
In “The Voice in Cinema: the Articulation of Body and Space,” Mary Ann Doane makes a tripartite
distinction between the diagetic space of the film, the acoustic space of the auditorium/theater, and the
visual space of the screen as a receptacle for the image. While I am indebted to her acute discussion, I do
not quite share her polemic concerning the voice in cinema. Therefore, while it serves her purposes to
speak of the auditory space of the theater, I am more interested in the whole of “reality” the viewer brings
with her to the film, and thus have preferred the term historical space, which functions accordingly.
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I owe my awareness of both of these digital effects to Michael Allen’s book Contemporary US Cinema,
p. 212.
25
In terms of how malleable our will to believe may be, it is fascinating to consider just how much a film
can deviate from “reality” and still be taken as real. More interesting to me, however, is the fact that many
non-diagetic aspects of a film may appear blatantly before us without upsetting our phantasy at all. In
every Kung Fu movie I have ever watched, the voice-overs are deplorable. Yet, rather than this nondiagetic aspect interfering with our identification, most Bruce Lee fans incorporate it into the phantasy
world. Without critical judgment, I tend to think of the great Kung-Fu fighters actually talking in this inane
tone in such a way that the lips never match the words coming out. Discontinuity that I would never sit
through in a Godard or Buñuel, becomes pleasingly in Tso Nam Lee’s classic, so that the pleasure
apparently includes it in the diagesis as if by default.
26
Boyer, The Two Hundred Days of 8 1/2: The Genesis of Fellini's Masterpiece, as quoted from the film
commentary of the Criterion Collection DVD. I cannot but mention that, as film-maker and long-standing
patient of a Jungian analyst, it is no wonder that Fellini echoes Freud’s dream theory. The influence the
latter has had on the great directors is obviously immeasurable, but Fellini in particular owes him a great
deal of gratitude.
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Modest Petrovitch Mussorgsky: “Barbaric” Genius
David Z. Kushner
University of Florida
Cultural change was wrought in nineteenth-century Russia in
large measure due to the efforts of a group of composers
known to the world as “The Mighty Handful.” With Mily
Balakirev as their mentor, Aleksandr Borodin, Nikolai RimskyKorsakov, Cesar Cui, and Modest Mussorgsky, each in his very
individual way a proponent of the burgeoning national
movement, changed the character of Russian music forever.
To gain insight into Mussorgsky’s particular role in the sea
change that struck the Russian musical establishment, it is
instructive to note the opinion of a composer who did not jump
on the nationalistic bandwagon, namely Peter Ilyich
Tchaikovsky:
Mussorgsky is a limited individual devoid of any desire of
educating himself, blindly accepting the faith in the preposterous theories of his circle and in his own genius. Besides,
his is a low nature, rough, crude, and coarse.
Although other prominent musicians and critics shared
Tchaikovsky’s view, Mussorgsky marched to his own beat,
joined a commune influenced by the theories of Nikolay
Chernyshevsky, who proposed that art must be subordinated to
life. But the communal life, however idealistic it may have
been, did not meet the composer’s internal needs when,
following his mother’s death, he had a serious encounter with
dipsomania and resulting delirium tremens.
The paper, illustrated by live (piano) and recorded music,
will explore how Mussorgsky dealt with his personal demons in
the context of his creative life. Among the works treated are
the symphonic poem, St. John’s Night on the Bare Mountain
(1867), the opera, Boris Godounov (1869), the piano suite,
Pictures from an Exhibition (1874), and the song cycle, Without
Sun (1874). Attention will also be focused on the “barbaric”
genius’s efforts at producing a musical representation of
human speech, his treatment of Russian folksong, and his gift
for satire. What emerges is a portrait of an unconventional
creative personality to be sure, but one whose genius enabled
him to transcend personal and musical deficiencies.
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Reviewing a Hovhaness Carnegie Hall concert in the New York Herald Tribune in
1947, Virgil Thompson wrote of Hovhaness’ music: “It’s expressive function is
predominantly religious, ceremonial, incantatory, its spiritual content of the purest. … it
is utterly simple in feeling, pure in spirit and high-minded.” while much of his music
reflects his Armenian heritage, Alan Hovhaness utilized elements of Indian ragas,
Japanese gagaku music and natural sounds and was praised by critics for his “global
approach” to music-making. A detailed analysis and study of 7th century Armenian
religious music, classical music of south India, orchestral music of Tang Dynasty China,
Ah-ak of Korea, and gagaku of Japan, revolutionized Hovhaness’ approach to his own
composing. At the time of the Second World War, Hovhaness made the courageous
decision to destroy almost his entire previous output—more than a thousand works—his
reasons being bound up in his ever-expanding awareness of the potential of combining
Eastern with Western influences, including the musical, societal and spiritual. This
paper explores elements of spirituality and mysticism in Hovhaness’ music—works that,
while not necessarily liturgical in nature, represent strong ties to faith, praise and
worship.
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The Transcendentalists world view sees nature as the living expression of spirit and
universal intelligence, and not as something separate from God. “To the composer music is a
sacred art, a pathway of life through a living universe, merging East and West, heaven and earth,
addressed not to the snobbish few but to all people as an inspiration in their journey through the
universe.”1 "My purpose," Hovhaness said, "is to create music...which is beautiful and healing, to
attempt what old Chinese painters called 'spirit resonance' in melody and sound."2 Pluralism
joins styles and aesthetics in unlikely combinations. Much of western art music has its roots in
worship, whether derived from plainchant, hymns or other sources. Composers such as Antonio
Vivaldi, Johann Sebastian Bach, Ludwig van Beethoven, Franz Liszt and Richard Wagner have
all proclaimed this view

through their musical works, demonstrating unique relationships

between creative and spiritual realms. We know that in its purest definition "music" is humanly
organized sonic material. "Spiritual" has many definitions and many origins. The Latin
translation is "of breathing, of wind." Definitions include "of or relating to sacred matters; a
religious song, usually of a deeply emotional character." So, then, what is "spiritualism"?
Principal is the view that spirit is a prime element of reality. Also, the belief that spirits of the
dead communicate with the living, usually through a medium.3 Composers have a long-standing
tradition of expressing the inexpressible through music and it is true that, in their search for
originality as a motivating force, composers look to the spiritual for inspiration. It is yet another
avenue for creation, that ability to produce through imaginative skill. It is also true that through a
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mix of cultural optimism, social unrest and fluctuating economic conditions—pluralism—
composers in the postwar years felt the need to reach out to a wider audience. In the 1930s and
1940s, one American musical trend focused on special, quiet East-oriented compositions. Such
developments centered in California and showcased the absorption of Eastern influences and
extensive use of percussion.4 These globalists sought to infuse Western art music with techniques
or aesthetics drawn from elsewhere in the world. The postwar period saw a steadily increasing
interest in non-Western music. Some composers drew on their own heritage; others drew freely
from many cultures. Globalists brought about a significant increase in the use of reference as a
compositional device. Also a "nod" toward the surge of interest in native American culture,
spiritualism, oriental religions and alternative lifestyles.5 A prolific composer of Armenian and
Scottish descent, Alan Hovhaness Chakmakjian (1911-2000) was part of this group of composers
who were the antithesis of musical nationalists. In 1947, Virgil Thompson, music critic for the
New York Herald Tribune, wrote of Hovhaness' music: "It's expressive function is predominantly
religious, ceremonial, incantatory, its spiritual content of the purest. ...It brings delight to the ear,
and pleasure to the thought. For all its auditory complexity ... it is utterly simple in feeling, pure
in spirit and high-minded."6 While much of his music reflects his Armenian heritage, Alan
Hovhaness utilized elements of Indian ragas, Japanese gagaku music and natural sounds and was
praised by critics for his "global approach" to music-making. This paper explores elements of
spirituality and mysticism in Hovhaness' music—works that, while not necessarily liturgical in
nature, represent strong ties to faith, praise and worship.
4
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Alan Hovhaness was one of the most original composers of all time. He began writing
music as soon as he learned to read it. Because his family disapproved of his writing, he wrote at
night, in secret.7 "My family thought writing music was abnormal, so they would confiscate my
music if they caught me in the act. I used to compose in the bathroom and hide the manuscripts
under the bathtub."8 Hovhaness also took a youthful interest in meditation and mysticism.9
Nonetheless, against the wishes of his father, a chemistry professor at Tufts Medical School,
Hovhaness studied with Frederick Converse at the prestigious New England Conservatory in the
1930s. It was at this time that he was exposed to the music of India, then little known in the
West, through musicians in the Boston area.10 He later spent a year in India as a Fulbright
scholar. He was also the recipient of a Rockefeller grant for music research in Japan and Korea.
He received honorary doctorates from the University of Rochester and Bates College. Asked for
biographical for a survey of American composers in 1949, Hovhaness wrote, "It is best that no
mention be made of my scholarships or education because my direction is completely away from
the approved path of any of my teachers..."11
In 1942 he received a scholarship to the Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood, where
he attended composition seminars led by Aaron Copland (assisted by Leonard Bernstein). It was
there, in Bohuslav Martinu's master class, that Hovhaness was first exposed in depth to Eastern
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music.12 The Tanglewood experience, however, was less than positive—both Copland and
Bernstein were highly critical of Hovhaness' music. The ridicule he experienced led Hovhaness
to leave Tanglewood early.13 Discouraged, in 1943 Hovhaness, like Beethoven, "took a new
way," rethinking his musical style and destroying most of his early works—more than a thousand
compositions. The reasons being bound up in his ever-expanding awareness of the potential of
combining Eastern with Western influences, which cast feelings of strong dissatisfaction on his
work prior to that time.14 Upon his return to Boston, he met the Greek painter and psychic
Herman DiGiovanno, who convinced him to study the music of his Armenian ancestry. Further
investigation into Armenian church music led Hovhaness to the works of Komitas Vartabed, a
priest and composer who died in 1936 and whom Hovhaness described as the "Armenian
Bartok."15 During the 1940s Hovhaness furthered his study of the Armenian culture, playing
organ at an Armenian church in Watertown, Massachusetts, where his original style of
improvising in ancient modes during services attracted music lovers from distant cities.
Hovhaness studied the old Armenian notations collected by Father Hagop Mekjian16 and,
learning the Armenian language, took a further interest in the Eastern philosophies. The growing
success of his music in the 1950s led to several important grants and commissions; a grant from
the National Institute of Arts and Letters in 1951 allowed him to move to New York. Still
shunned by the mainstream musical establishment of the time, he continued to receive
recognition from without, including Guggenheim Fellowships in 1953, 1954 and 1958. After
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receiving a Fulbright Fellowship in 1959, Hovhaness again toured the East and was the first
Western composer invited to participate in the music festival in Madras, India. He was also
warmly received in Japan, where he made television appearances and conducted his music with
the Tokyo Symphony.17 A Seattle native since 1962, Hovhaness was composer-in-residence
with the Seattle Symphony Orchestra, whose music director Gerard Schwarz, said: "His music
reflects the kind of gentle, wonderful soul that he was, but also has the turbulence that one sees
in an eruption of a volcano or a tremendous thunderstorm."18
Although most of Hovhaness' major compositions are instrumental, almost every work is
religious in nature. This does not, however, inhibit stylistic and psychological variety;
tranquility, fear, ecstasy, mystery and epic chaos find expression by means of divergent and
ever-changing techniques.19 The aural result of the composer's immersion in Eastern culture is a
musical language invested with a sense of mysticism and spirituality. Hovhaness' melodies are
clear, often largely conjunct, and generally confined to the notes of a particular mode. The modes
range from diatonic scales to exotic ragas; the use of raga increased in the later periods.
Hovhaness also uses strong dissonances formed by adding semitone-removed pitches to a
consonant chord. This collapses the functions of nonharmonic tones and of resolutions into one
chord. Hovhaness rarely used standard formal and motivic procedures in his compositions, but
he made frequent and rigorous use of counterpoint throughout his life.20 Rhythmic organization
is equally strict, often including complex repeated metric patterns related to both Indian tala and
Western isorhythm. Hovhaness is noted for assigning different short patterns, with pitches and
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rhythm specified, to several parts, with instructions that players perform the passages repeatedly
at their own speed without coordination of the rest of the ensemble. Hovhaness employs the
sections, which he calls "rhythmless," in many ways, ranging from gentle murmuring
accompaniments to cataclysmic orchestral crescendos.

Hovhaness said "free rhythmless

vibrational passages, each string player playing independently, suggest waves in a vast ocean
sky."21 In a lengthy obituary, Allan Kozzin identified the "accessibility, directness, and openhearted spirituality" of Hovhaness' music, which used a highly tonal language, as groundbreaking in the use of traditional Asian instruments and drew inspiration from Christian
mysticism and nature.22
Despite his high mystical intentions, Hovhaness wrote quickly and produced many
works. He composed extensively for full orchestra, chamber orchestra and band. His chamber
works often use instruments of diverse types, occasionally including oriental instruments. His
surviving works number well over 400. Age did not impede his productivity; in fact, the years
after his 60th birthday were the most productive of all, yielding more than 30 symphonies. He
sometimes reworked material for new works. He was also concerned to make his works easily
playable. Just as he tended to avoid Classical and romantic forms, he normally rejected
traditional Western orchestration. Many works use small orchestras.23 The Alleluia and Fugue
(1941), one of Hovhaness' earliest works for string orchestra is a companion to the Psalm and
Fugue of the same year. The richness of its textures—the violins are divided into six parts, the
cellos into two—owes a great debt to choral music of the Renaissance. The Alleluia is in
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melismatic vocal style, developed in canon form. The fugue begins in cellos and grows into full
splendor and majesty, violas singing the last melismatic line.
Hovhaness’ stage works are virtually unknown. Most are designated as chamber operas
and all use the composers own texts.24 The Prayer of St. Gregory, a five-minute work for trumpet
and strings, began life as an intermezzo in Hovhaness' opera Etchmiadzin, composed in mid1946, and premiered in New York in October that year. The present excerpt, described by
Hovhaness as a "prayer in darkness," was soon extracted as a separate work, and is one of his
most popular short pieces. The personage referred to in the work's title is St. Gregory the
Illuminator, who at the beginning of the fourth century brought Christianity to Armenia. St.
Gregory was cast into the pit of a dungeon where he miraculously survived for 15 years after
which he healed the king’s madness. This calm work, in a moderate tempo, begins with gentle
string chords, chorale-like, in Hovhaness' unmistakable modal melodic and harmonic vein, over
which a slow trumpet melody gradually unfolds itself.25 The Prayer of Saint Gregory is a prime
example of the simple nobility and affirmation of faith found in much of his music.
Hovhaness has cited two major influences on his Symphony No. 6, "Celestial Gate. The
first is the landscape, music and people of Korea; Hovhaness had a great interest in the music of
many Asian countries, and actually studied ah-ak, ancient Korean court music, in Korea in 1962
on a Rockefeller Grant. The second is a painting by Hermon DiGiovanno, whom Hovhaness
called "my spiritual teacher who opened the gate to the spiritual dimension." a commission by
Edward B. Benjamin, this single-movement work in several sections was written in 1959 and
revised in 1960. It begins on a mysterious note with a quiet bassoon solo over pizzicato strings,
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an idea that recurs toward the end of the work. After a series of rich string chords, the clarinet
intones a lovely, gentle tune that becomes one of the main motives of the work. It is heard later
in several different guises and variants: by oboe, French horn, trumpet, and by a small ensemble
from the orchestra.26
Hovhaness' And God Created Great Whales (1970) combines orchestral sounds with
recorded whale songs, including those of the humpback whale and the bowhead. The work
begins with rustlings from the string orchestra which Hovhaness calls "free non-rhythm chaos."
Out of this swirling comes a stentorian, pentatonic tune in the brass—suggestive, according to
the composer, of "undersea mountains"—and a subsequent gentle theme in the strings, leading to
the first of four sections of whale songs. The whale songs included Atlantic Ocean Humpback
Whales. The musical example here also includes Pacific Ocean Humpback Whales, Bowhead
Whales and Killer Whales. The whales were recorded by John Ford, Curator of Marine
Mammals, Vancouver Aquarium. Bowhead, Humpback and Killer Whales were recorded by
Donald K. Ljungblad of the Naval Ocean Systems Center of San Diego California; and Killer
Whales were recorded by Richard Osborne of the Whale Museum on San Juan Island,
Washington. Actual sounds of whales were used, without any artificial alterations in pitch or
timbre. The only modifications were in the spacing of the sounds, and that some of the whale
tapes were superimposed over others for dramatic and musical reasons. The whales are heard
four times during the piece. For the first section, Humpback Whales recorded off the coasts of
Hawaii and Japan were used. In the second section were used Killer Whales off the coast of
Washington and British Columbia. The tapping sound is the whales’ sonar. The third section
combines Bowhead Whales from Alaska and Humpback Whales from Hawaii and Japan, with
26
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Killer Whales joining later. The short fourth section and finale of the work uses all the whales.27
The work was commissioned by Andre Kostelanetz and the New York Philharmonic.
Kostelantez did much to popularize Hovhaness' music via concerts and recordings.28
Hovhaness' music is always positive, uplifting, ennobling and spiritually nourishing. The
Transcendentalists world view amply defines Hovhaness and his music. Hovhaness once said,
"Mountains are symbols, like pyramids, of man's attempt to know God. Mountains are symbolic
meeting places between the mundane and spiritual worlds."29 "I want to create a world of endless
melody. Something very beautiful which also is healing to the human spirit." "I believe in
melody, and to create a melody one needs to go within oneself."30 Like Transcendentalism and
its variants, Hovhaness' music fills a spiritual void in the modern world, and truly set the stage
for such mystic composers as Arvo Part, John Tavener, and Henryck Gorecki. He is the most
original, and yet the most traditional, of contemporary composers. A musician-mystic, he
explores the transcendental realm, using music as a link between the physical world and a
metaphysical cosmos. In search for new insights, Hovhaness takes the cultures of non-Western
people as his point of departure, while employing the tools of Western music has his frame of
reference. As a result, he is able to attain and communicate a higher spiritual elevation. There is a
passion in much of Hovhaness' music and a great depth of spiritual emotion inspired by the fiery
love of the divine within his large heart. One only has to listen to a Hovhaness piece to realize he
has accomplished this goal.31
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Razian Authority and the Moral Justification of State Coercion
KENNETH EINAR HIMMA

The issue of justifying state authority arises because states enact extensive
restrictions on the freedom of their subjects and coercively enforce these restrictions.
While many legitimacy theories hold that coercive authority is justified to the extent that
subjects either would or should consent to it, Joseph Raz argues that such authority is
justified to the extent that the state does a better job of determining how subjects ought to
behave. According to Raz’s Normal Justification Thesis, a state’s authority is legitimate
if and only if its subjects are more likely to do what right reason requires by following the
state’s directives than by following their own judgment.
In this essay, I evaluate the Razian account of legitimate authority. In particular, I
argue that the Normal Justification Thesis succeeds in stating neither necessary nor
sufficient conditions for the state to be justified in coercively restricting the freedom of
subjects.
I.

The Normal Justification Thesis and the Problem of State Legitimacy
State authority is justified, on Raz’s view, to the extent that the subject is more

likely to do what right reason requires by following authoritative directives than by
following her own judgment. As Raz states the Normal Justification Thesis (hereinafter
“NJT”):
The normal and primary way to establish that a person should be
acknowledged to have authority over another person involves showing

2

that the alleged subject is likely better to comply with reasons which
[objectively] apply to him (other than the alleged authoritative directives)
if he accepts the directives of the alleged authority as authoritatively
binding, and tries to follow them, than if he tries to follow the reasons
which apply to him directly.1
The underlying idea is that, as a conceptual matter, the purpose of authority is to
“mediat[e] between people and the right reasons that apply to them” (ALM 214) and tell
them how they must act in order to comply with those reasons. Given this mediating
function of authority, it is quite natural to think, as Raz does, that the legitimacy of an
authority depends on whether it does a better job than its subjects of identifying the
requirements of right reason.
The problem of justifying authority arises because authoritative directives purport
to preempt the subject’s own judgment and are generally backed with the police power of
the state. As Raz aptly puts the matter:
A government does not merely say to its subjects: ‘Here are our laws.
Give them some weight in your considerations. But of course you may
well be justified in deciding that on balance they should be disobeyed.’ It
says: ‘We are better able to decide how you should act. Our decision is in
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these laws. You are bound by them and should follow them whether or
not you agree with them.’2
The need to justify state authority arises, then, because the state enforces its directives
with the kind of coercive force that is clearly impermissible in nearly every other context.
Of course, state authority is but one instance of the general problem of providing a moral
justification for preemptive authority, but the ubiquity of coercive enforcement in legal
practice makes the problem of justifying state authority especially acute.
Normally, it is thought that an adequate account of moral legitimacy must entail,
at the very least, a moral obligation on the part of the subjects of legitimate authority to
obey its directives. According to Raz:
[Authorities] claim … a right [to rule], i.e., they are de facto authorities
because they claim a right to rule as well as because they succeed in
establishing and maintaining their rule. They have legitimate authority
only if and to the extent that their claim is justified and they are owed a
duty of obedience.3
Moreover, on Raz’s view, this moral obligation is content-independent: it is “the fact that
a [legitimate] authority requires performance of an action” (MF 46) that makes that
performance morally obligatory; thus, he concludes that “authoritative reasons [are]
content independent” (MF 35). On Raz’s view, then, satisfaction of the conditions for
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legitimacy by a state entails a content-independent moral obligation on the part of
subjects to obey its laws.
Thus construed, NJT purports to provide an account of the conditions under
which the laws of the state give rise to a content-independent moral obligation to obey.
On this interpretation, whether the directives of an authority give rise to a contentindependent moral obligation to obey depends on whether the authority is better than the
subjects in identifying what right reason objectively requires in the way of subject
behavior. Since it seems reasonable to think that whether a state is justified in coercively
enforcing its laws depends on whether its laws give rise to moral obligation, NJT
explains the legitimacy of coercive restrictions on freedom in terms of the state’s superior
ability to determine what right reason requires of its subjects.
NJT purports, then, to distinguish legitimate authorities whose directives give rise
to content-independent moral obligations from de facto authorities whose directives do
not on the strength of whether the authority is better than its subjects in discerning the
requirements of right reason. On this construction, NJT purports to provide sufficient
and necessary conditions for moral legitimacy: the directives of an authority A give rise
to content-independent moral obligations to obey if and only if the putative subject is
more likely to comply with the demands of right reason by following the directives of A
than by following her own judgment about what right reason requires. In what follows, I
argue that satisfaction of NJT is neither necessary nor sufficient for state authority to be
legitimate.
II.
1

NJT as Sufficient Condition for Moral Legitimacy

NJT, the Obligation to Obey, and Coercive Enforcement

5

NJT is problematic as an account of moral legitimacy because, to begin with,
satisfaction of NJT does not suffice to give rise to content-independent moral obligations
to comply with the directives of an authority. The mere fact, for example, that complying
with the directives of an authority is more likely to conduce to my self-interest than not
complying can oblige me to do what the authority directs, but it cannot either obligate me
to obey those directives or justify enforcing those directives against me.
The situation is no different with respect to the directives of someone who is
considerably better at determining what right reason requires than I am. Suppose for the
sake of simplicity that right reason demands that we always comply with moral standards.
Suppose further that A is infallible in determining what is required by moral standards
and is morally impeccable in the sense that A always directs what is required by those
standards. Suppose finally that there is no other fact that might legitimate A’s authority
apart from A’s impeccability. While I am morally obligated to comply with the correct
moral judgments that are expressed in A’s directives, it is false that I am morally
obligated by A’s directives.

If A’s directives always demand what is required by

morality, I am morally obligated to do as A says—but not for the reason that A says it.
Indeed, the reason that I am morally obligated to conform to A’s directives is
content-dependent.

By hypothesis, the content of A’s directives simply reflect the

content of moral principles that are already binding on me; it is the content of those moral
principles that give rise to pre-existing moral obligations that are simply repeated in A’s
directives. The fact that the source of A’s directives is A adds nothing in the way of an
obligation to obey. Thus, whereas I am morally obligated to conform my behavior to
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what A directs because A’s directives demand what I am already morally obligated to do,
A’s impeccability cannot give rise to a content-independent moral obligation to obey A.4
This gives rise to two related problems with respect to A’s authority. First, while
it might be permissible for someone (perhaps God) to use coercive means to ensure that I
do what morality requires, it is not morally permissible for any person to use coercive
means against me to ensure that I obey A. Again, since A is morally impeccable,
compliance with morality’s demands entails compliance with A’s directives. But if I fail
to do what A directs, I am culpable because I failed to do what morality requires and not
because I failed to do what A directs. If moral culpability is a necessary condition for
justified use of coercion, then no one may use coercive means against me to ensure my
obedience to A because disobedience of A per se is not culpable.
Second, there is nothing that would ground any special claim on the part of A to
coercively enforce any moral obligations I might have. It seems reasonable to think that
A may justifiably punish me only for breaches of obligations that I owe to A.5 Since,
however, I am obligated to do what A’s directives require because they reflect the
requirements of right reason (and not because they come from A), I don’t owe any special
obligation to A to do what her directives require.

Thus, it is not just that it is

impermissible for anyone to use coercive force to ensure my obedience to A because
disobedience to A is not in itself culpable; it is also that A has no obvious moral claim to
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For example, it is not true that just anyone can justifiably punish me for violating an obligation owed to
my closest friend.
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coerce my conformity to her directives because I owe A no special obligation to do what
right reason requires.
Accordingly, the comparative reliability of the state in issuing directives that
reflect the balance of reasons is insufficient to justify the state in imposing punitive
sanctions for disobedience; since even impeccability with the requirements of right
reason by a person does not, by itself, entail that it is permissible for that person to
coercively enforce her directives, it follows that satisfaction of NJT by the state does not,
by itself, entail that it is permissible for the state to enforce its directives. To the extent,
then, that an adequate account of legitimacy must entail that it is morally permissible for
a legitimate state to coercively enforce its directives, NJT is not, by itself, an adequate
account of legitimacy. Otherwise put, it is not the case that satisfaction of NJT is a
sufficient condition for legitimacy.
2

NJT is Inconsistent with Procedural Constraints on Legitimacy
On many traditional accounts of legitimacy, there are necessary procedural

constraints to moral legitimacy. According to these accounts, respect for autonomy
requires that subjects be allowed to participate in a meaningful way in making decisions
that may restrict their freedom and vitally impact their well-being. For this reason,
respect for subject autonomy seems to require decision-making procedures that are at
least minimally responsive to citizen input. This, of course, does not imply that such
procedures must be democratic in character. But what it does seem to imply is that, no
matter how reliable an authority’s judgment might be, a regime that provides no
procedural mechanism to address citizen grievances cannot be moral legitimate.
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To see the problem this poses for NJT, consider two imaginary legal systems that
I will call Coercivia and Consentia. In both systems, the citizens have ordinary abilities
to discern the requirements of right reason; they are, in this regard, as fallible and limited
as we are.

But while Consentian officials are no more reliable in discerning the

requirements of right reason than Consentian citizens, Coercivian officials are infallible
about the requirements of right reason and are impeccable in the sense that they have
enacted laws that perfectly parallel the requirements of right reason.6

Whereas

Consentian officials are democratically elected and take their subjects’ views very
seriously, Coercivian officials regard the subjects as inferior and pay no attention to their
views.

In consequence, the subjects in Coercivia despise the officials and would

overthrow the officials if they could.
What does NJT, construed as a sufficient condition for legitimacy, have to say
about the legitimacy of the two regimes? It is clear that the Coercivian regime is morally
legitimate under NJT. Since (1) Coercivian officials always enact the requirements of
right reason and (2) subject judgments about the requirements of right reason are often
mistaken, it follows that subjects are considerably more likely to do what right reason
requires by following Coercivian directives than by following their own judgments about
what right reason requires.
In contrast, NJT is agnostic with respect to whether the Consentian regime is
legitimate. It is true that the Consentian regime lacks the legitimating property described
by NJT and is thus not legitimate in virtue of possessing that property; for the Consentian
officials are no better than subjects to discern the requirements of right reason. But this
6

The impeccability of Coercian officials, then, entails that, for all acts a, there is a law L, such that a is
required (or prohibited) by right reason if and only if there is a legal obligation under L to do (or refrain
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simply tells us that Consentia does not satisfy the test of legitimacy described by NJT.
This construction of NJT does not preclude there being other sufficient conditions (i.e.,
legitimating properties) for moral legitimacy. If there are, Consentia might be legitimate
in virtue of satisfying some other sufficient condition for legitimacy. Accordingly, NJT
tells us that Coercivia is legitimate, but says nothing about Consentia.
Both results are problematic. Consentian subjects consent to the authority of the
officials and accept the legal system as legitimate. Though they sometimes flout the law,
subjects generally regard the state with respect and frequently comply with laws they
oppose out respect for the regime. And it is not hard for us to see how subjects might
reasonably arrive at such an attitude towards the state. Recognizing (1) that some kind of
central body is needed to regulate behavior and (2) that no citizen is no more likely than
the next to discern the requirements of right reason, citizens sensibly realize the value of
a democratic system that provides them with ample opportunity to be heard. Given the
centrality of such features to much contemporary political and philosophical thinking
about legal systems like that in the U.S., it is something of an embarrassment that a
principle that purports to be a “normal” justification of authority cannot tell us anything
about the legitimacy of Consentia.
More worrisome, however, is what NJT tells us about Coercivia. In marked
contrast to the situation in Consentia, Coercivian subjects comply with the law sometimes
out of fear of sanctions and sometimes out of respect for right reason, but never out of
respect for the Coercivian regime. Even when the laws simply require what Coercivian
subjects recognize as being morally obligatory, the subjects nonetheless regard the

from doing) a.
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regime as purely coercive and want badly to overthrow the universally despised
Coercivian officials, who are indifferent to subject resentment and continue to enforce
their laws by means of coercive sanctions without providing subjects any meaningful
opportunity to be heard. Given the level of psychological resistance to the Coercivian
regime, it makes sense to characterize that regime as purely coercive because it is being
imposed on the subjects against their will. This coupled with the view of officials about
their racial superiority seems to disqualify the Coercivian regime from being morally
legitimate; more than mere impeccability is needed to entail legitimacy.7 Accordingly,
NJT is problematic as a sufficient condition for legitimacy because it validates Coercivia,
a clear example of an illegitimate regime.
3

NJT is Inconsistent with Substantive Constraints on Legitimacy
It also seems reasonable to think there are substantive, content-based limits to the

scope of legitimate lawmaking authority.

While law may in some sense “claim”

authority to restrict freedom without limit, that claim is likely to strike modern
sensibilities as implausible. It is reasonable to think, for example, that the state may
legitimately restrict expressive and sexual behavior only up to a point. Indeed, even
those strong legal moralists most likely to tolerate state intrusions on speech and sexual
behavior acknowledge such limits. Patrick Devlin, for example, is notorious for the view
that the state may legitimately enforce the society’s shared morality, but even he
acknowledges that there are substantive limits to what the state can do in the way of

7

One might be think that these examples are, as an empirical matter, too improbable to constitute a serious
challenge to Raz, but this would be mistaken. Any remotely plausible theory will perform reasonably well
with respect to typical cases; what distinguishes better theories from worse theories is how well they
perform with respect to atypical cases. For this reason, legal and philosophical theories are evaluated
against the marginal cases.
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restricting behavior: “the individual has a locus standi too; he cannot be expected to
surrender to the judgement of society the whole conduct of his life.”8
Construed as a sufficient condition for legitimacy, however, NJT acknowledges
no such limits.9 If NJT is a sufficient condition for legitimacy, the scope of the state’s
legitimate authority over the individual is unlimited. Indeed, a legitimate state may
intrude into even the most intimate aspects of a person’s life as long as it demands of its
subjects what right reason requires. Suppose, for example, that right reason requires that
people abstain from any non-procreative sexual behavior whatsoever and from any sexual
behavior that does not take place within the context of a marriage that is consummated in
a Roman Catholic ceremony (as would presumably be the case if the core doctrines of
Roman Catholicism are true). Then any authority that is legitimate under NJT may
justifiably criminalize sex that occurs outside of such religious boundaries – which
provides strong intuitive grounds for rejecting NJT.
Moreover, NJT is inconsistent with limits on the state’s authority to punish
disobedience.

Insofar as NJT justifies authority only in terms of its comparative

superiority in discerning the requirements of right reason, it brooks no limits on what the
state can do by way of enforcing its laws; how an authority enforces its directives does
not logically bear on whether its directives are more likely than the subject’s judgment to
reflect the requirements of right reason. If, for example, right reason requires that
persons not park in front of fire hydrants, an authority otherwise legitimate under NJT
8

Patrick Devlin, The Enforcement of Morality (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965).

9

Of course, by its own terms, NJT defines a content-related limit on legitimate lawmaking activity:
authority is legitimate to the extent that it is more likely to determine what right reason requires than its
subjects. And NJT is certainly correct about this much: the moral quality of authoritative directives should
enter to some extent into the calculus of determining whether or not an authority is morally legitimate. But
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may without compromising its legitimacy enforce that requirement by ridiculous means,
including by means of the death penalty.
The problem here arises because NJT, by its own terms, governs only the ability
of authority to discern what authority-subjects ought to do; apart from this, it does not
define any substantive behavioral constraints on what authorities may permissibly do in
their capacities as authorities. As long as the authority’s substantive directives better
reflect what right reason requires of subjects than the subjects’ own judgments, NJT
entails no constraints on authoritative acts. In particular, NJT entails no constraints on
what sort of coercive measures may be used to enforce the directives of legitimate
authority.
This renders NJT unique among mainstream theories of legitimacy. While it is
possible to take a natural law position that has this result, there is nothing in even the
most conservative natural law views that logically precludes there being constraints on
what a legitimate state may do in the way of enforcing its directives. For the claim that a
state is legitimate only insofar as it conforms to natural law principles does not tell us
anything about whether there is a natural law principle limiting what may be done in the
way of enforcing morally legitimate directives. Accordingly, if the failure of NJT to
define substantive limits on what can legitimately be enforced is not problematic, its
failure to define limits on what can be done in the way of enforcing a directive is.
III.

NJT as a Necessary Condition for Moral Legitimacy

there are no substantive constraints on the scope of lawmaking authority under NJT apart from this
threshold constraint.
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Theories that ground legitimacy in subject consent pose a problem for NJT
construed as a necessary condition for moral legitimacy. Consent theories, which include
social contract theories, disagree on the role that consent plays in the justification of
authority. Classical consent theories assert that authority is legitimate to the extent that
its subjects actually consent to it—either expressly by taking an oath or tacitly by
accepting the benefits conferred by authority. In contrast, John Rawls’s consent theory
asserts that authoritative directives are legitimate only to the extent they cohere with
principles to which one would consent from an original position of equality and
ignorance. On all of these accounts, the consent of the subject—whether express, tacit, or
hypothetical—is a sufficient condition for the legitimacy of state authority. If any of
these theories are correct, then satisfaction of NJT is not necessary for moral legitimacy.
Raz finds consent theories problematic because they “presuppose that consent is a
valid source of obligations but [do] not explain why.” As Raz points out, consent is not
always sufficient to create an obligation; consent to perform a violent act, for example,
cannot give rise to a moral obligation to do so. And Raz believes that, given the
extensive authority the state claims, a citizen’s consent to the state, by itself, cannot
obligate the citizen to obey state directives: “[I]t is hard to see what justification there can
be for the binding force of consent to the authority of governments, given the extensive
powers modern governments claim to have (GC 85-6). Thus, Raz concludes, the consent
theorist is faced with a dilemma. If, on the one hand, NJT is satisfied, “[t]here seems to
be nothing that consenting to be governed can do” (GC 90). If, on the other, NJT is not
satisfied, consent cannot obligate the subject to obey the directives of authority. In
neither case is consent sufficient to legitimize authority.
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Notice, however, that Raz is not claiming consent is necessarily inert. There are
clearly instances in which a subject can change existing duties and rights by giving
consent. For example, my consent to allow you to enter my home transforms what would
otherwise be impermissible trespass into a permissible act. Here my consent is, by itself,
sufficient to alter our moral relations. My consent operates to waive my right that you
not enter my home and thereby releases you from the corresponding obligation not to
enter on my home. And, for the most part, nothing more is needed to waive a right than
the informed and voluntary consent of the right-holder.
But while it is clear that a subject can sometimes waive a right merely by
consenting to do so, Raz is right to be skeptical that a subject can ever take on an
obligation merely by consenting to it. Consider the case of promising.10 Suppose Tom
wants to meet Mary at the library and says to her, “Mary, I promise I will be at the library
on Tuesday.”

Mary responds, “I don’t believe you” and leaves the room with no

intention of meeting him. Later on, she has a change of heart and goes to the library
looking for Tom. Tom never shows up at the library because he believes there is no point
in doing so. Though Tom probably should have gone anyway, it seems clear that he did
not violate any obligations by not turning up there.
One might think that Tom’s promise created an obligation from which Mary’s
subsequent behavior released him, but this is different from a case where Mary accepts
the promise by saying, “I’ll see you there” and subsequently releases Tom from it. In this
latter case, Tom walks away knowing that Mary expects him to be there because her
10

Promising involves more than just assent to change existing moral relations, which underlies consent
generally. See Joseph Raz, “Authority and Consent,” 67 Virginia Law Review 103 (1981), at 120-123. I
discuss promises to make plausible Raz’s skepticism about consent. If it is doubtful that consensual
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behavior indicates she will rely on the promise. In the original case, however, Tom
leaves with the impression that the situation between him and Mary is exactly what it was
before he uttered “I promise I will be at the library on Tuesday.” He rightly takes Mary’s
behavior to mean that she gives no effect to those words and will not rely on them. And
Tom’s understanding of the situation matches up with Mary’s intentions; it is clear that
what motivates her behavior is not an intention to release Tom from any obligation
inasmuch as she does not believe he can be trusted.
Tom’s consensual commitment to undertake an obligation as expressed in his
promise is, by itself, insufficient to create an obligation on his part to meet Mary. As
counterintuitive as it may seem given the common understanding of a promise as a purely
unilateral act, Mary also needs to do something for Tom’s promise to create an
obligation: for the promise to take, so to speak, Mary must accept it. While promises
involving commitments to assume substantial burdens may require more than acceptance
by the promisee, it is reasonable to think that no promise can create an obligation unless
it is accepted. Since the acceptance of the promisee is necessary to create an obligation,
the unilateral commitment of the promisor is insufficient to create an obligation.
For somewhat different reasons, it also seems clear that subject consent to follow
authority is not, by itself, enough to give rise to a moral obligation to obey authority.
Insofar as the legitimacy of authority is wholly grounded in the subject’s consent to it, its
continuing legitimacy depends on her continuing consent, which can be withdrawn at any
moment. Thus, for example, if my moral obligation to obey authoritative directives is
grounded entirely in my consent, that obligation can be extinguished at any time by my
commitment to undertake an obligation is sufficient to create an obligation in the case of promising, then it
is doubtful that consent alone could ever give rise to an obligation.
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withdrawal of consent. Indeed, on this account, I am no more bound by authoritative
directives than by advice I am free to accept or reject at my discretion, because I am free
to withdraw and renew my consent to authority at my discretion.
What is missing, in part, is the reliance of other persons—and such reliance
typically takes the form of a corresponding commitment to obey the directives of an
authority. If you and I both consent to abide by an authority’s directives, then we are
both giving up options otherwise available to us. There are different ways to explain how
this morally obligates us to obey the directives. One might take, for example, a strict
contractarian view and conceptualize our joint consenting as a contract that gives rise to
the obligation. Or one might argue it is unfair to allow someone to reap a benefit from
disobedience given that other people have abdicated recourse to such a benefit. But
however this is done, a key element in the legitimacy of authority is typically thought to
rest on the express or implied consent of all persons over whom the authority is thought
to be legitimate and hence involves the idea of mutual reliance.
It is important here not to understate the role of mutual reliance and its
implications. That mutual reliance among subjects is necessary to create obligations
implies that a convergence of unilateral acceptances of authority, by itself, is not
sufficient to create obligations. If the subjects are not explicitly aware of one another’s
acceptances and do not rely on them, then a convergence of acceptances is a matter of
coincidence in the sense that each acceptance is independent of the others and hence
gives rise to no legitimate expectations. Thus, a convergence of independent acceptances
among subjects is not sufficient to give rise to an obligation on the part of each subject.
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While the notion of mutual reliance does not entail that the acceptances are
bargained for, it does entail that the parties know that the others have consented to the
authority. To rely on someone else is to form an expectation about that person’s behavior
and to take that expectation into account in deciding what to do. To rely on another
person’s acceptance is hence to form an expectation that the person will behave in a way
that is appropriate given her acceptance of authority. But such reliance is not possible
unless one is aware that the other person has consented to the authority. Accordingly, we
can characterize the relevant cluster of relations giving rise to obligations in such
circumstances as a joint commitment among the subjects. A commitment that consists of
mutual consent and reliance among the subjects, then, appears sufficient to create a moral
obligation to obey.
In response, Raz would argue that “[a]greement or consent to accept authority is
binding, for the most part, only if conditions rather like those of the normal justification
thesis obtain” (ALM 214). There are, of course, limits on the extent to which consent
gives rise to moral obligations—even if that consent is bargained for or relied upon by
other people. As Raz points out, consent to regard a directive as authoritative implies
certain restrictions on how an authority determines which directives to issue. Thus, for
example, a judge’s decision that is based on the outcome of a coin-flip falls outside the
scope of the judge’s authority. Likewise, mutual consent and reliance is not enough to
rescue a bargain if the bargain is sufficiently unfair to one of the parties—either because
of the bargain’s content or because it was not negotiated at arms length.
But these are exceptional circumstances and not the general rule with respect to
the relation between consent and authority. If (1) the parties are capable of giving
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effective consent to authority, (2) the parties consent to the authority and to some kind of
enforcement mechanism, (3) the consent is secured in a fair manner, (4) each party gives
up something of value in relying on the other, (5) the authority’s directives are based only
on considerations of what right reason requires, and (6) the authority decides in good
faith what ought to be done according to right reason, then it seems reasonable to think
that the directives of the authority give rise to moral obligations and may hence be
permissibly enforced against the subjects by the state. Indeed, if one consenting party
foreseeably relies to her detriment on the consent of the other to abide by a directive, it
seems unjust not to enforce the directive against the latter.
Here it is important to note that several of these conditions operate as constraints
on the content of authoritative directives. Just as there are limits to what consent can
obligate a subject to do, there are also limits what a consensual authority can obligate a
subject to do. I assume, for example, that under no circumstances could an authority
morally obligate a subject to kill a person for the reason she has offended the authority.
Conditions (1), (3), (5), and (6) operate to define these substantive limits. Condition (5)
ensures that the authority’s directives reflect only those reasons that objectively apply to
the subjects. A competent party whose consent is secured in a fair manner—conditions
(1) and (3)—presumably consents only to authorities whose directives that fall within a
range of prudentially and morally acceptable alternatives. Similarly, conditions (1) and
(3) imply that the subjects consent only to authority that is competent to assess the
objective reasons. Condition (6) operates to ensure that the authority makes decisions
sincerely and to the best of her ability to decide what ought to be done according to right
reason.
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While these conditions clearly limit the discretion of authority in deciding what
ought to be done, they fall well short of requiring that the authority do a better job of
assessing what right reason requires than the subjects. The condition implying that
authority be competent ensures there will be instances in which some subjects will more
likely comply with right reason by following the authority’s directives than by following
their own judgments of what right reason requires. But competence is not infallibility;
hence there will also be instances in which the subjects would do better by following
their own judgment. Indeed, and this is the important point, conditions (1) through (6) do
not logically preclude there being an authority whose legitimacy extends even to
consenting subjects who, as a general matter, are more likely to comply with the
demands of right reason by following their own judgments than by following the
authority’s directives. Thus, if satisfaction of (1) through (6) is sufficient for legitimacy,
then satisfaction of NJT is not necessary for consent to authority to give rise to a moral
obligation to obey the directives of that authority.
It is, of course, highly unlikely that there are any legal systems in which
conditions (1) through (6) are satisfied; certainly this is not true of any existing largescale legal system. But the point here is not to articulate a general theory of legitimacy
that would systematize intuitions about the legitimacy of any particular existing state.
Thus, for example, I do not and need not claim that (1) through (6) are necessary
conditions for the legitimacy of a political authority. All that is being claimed here about
conditions (1) through (6) is that if these conditions are satisfied, the directives of a
legitimate authority give rise to enforceable obligations. This, however, means that NJT
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fails not only as an account of the sufficient conditions for legitimacy, but also as an
account of the necessary conditions for legitimacy.
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Abstract
Toward a Challenge to Traditional Interpretations of Technological Determinism: An
exception to the rule of a technology’s effect on culture.
This is an examination of communication technologies’ role in shaping culture through
an overview of Communication Studies theory and anecdotal references. Although this
paper conforms to much of Marshall McLuhan’ work and reasoning as appropriate for
promoting discussion among undergraduate and master’s level classes when investigating
new media technologies and their effects, during the last two decades the latest in
Communication Studies theoretical notions of the relationships between culture and
communication offer theoretical bases and methodologies for examination of the
relationship between communication technology and the development of culture.
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exception to the rule of a technology’s effect on culture.

No discussion about culture today is without a series of references to the power of
communication technology. A variety of methodologies have been proposed in the last
decades to accurately estimate the media’s effect upon: individual’s actions, behaviors
and beliefs, trends in the development of material goods (an essential aspect of the
business world) and people’s understanding of the world in general.
The media form a distinct subset of technology, communication technology, that may
hold an important key to estimating future trends in society and culture. From system
theory's epistemology, with its key principle "The present is the key to the past," to
postmodern Delphi focus group analysis, “Future-casting” has evolved from a parlor
pastime to an important science. Scholars of technology have struggled with how to
approach the question of the relationship between technology and its effect upon culture
for (at least) the past 150 years. Such widely varied thinkers as Marx, (1888), Ellul
(1990) and Singleton (1989) have examined the relationship between technology and
culture.
One aspect of the culture/technology bond that stands out across disciplinary boundaries
is Communication. Sociologists examine Communication as a key to understanding
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social structures and interactions. Businesses look to Organizational Communication for
answers ranging from group dynamics to efficiency. Such varied disciplines as
Computer Engineering and Psychology examine Communication as a way to understand
cognition. So important is this one aspect of human existence that the newest of
academic disciplines, and the first post-modern academic discipline to evolve, is named
Communication Study. The technologies used for mass communication are rapidly
evolving from printing technologies to Television to something that may combine or
converge using web technology, or something else; something that may supplant older
technologies altogether.
The media have been acknowledged anecdotally for many years, and academically for
slightly more than two decades, as having effect upon the actions, beliefs and values that
make up our culture. (Gerbner, 1980) An examination of the past effects of
communication technologies and a review of communication study theory provides fertile
ground for the projection of effects of technology on culture.
One way to answer the central question of this essay -- Do communication technologies
prove the exception to the rule for the theory of technologic determinism? -- is
anecdotally. By reviewing previous times when culture advanced rapidly and examining
the temporal relationship between technology and culture advance to see how strong the
correlation between communication technology and the rapid and widespread advance in
philosophy, art and invention that mark these periods exists we may at least verify the
existence of the rapid advance in communication technology as coinciding with a rapid
advance in culture.
The area between the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers provided a “Fertile Crescent” for
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agriculture more than 8,000 years ago. The people living in this region found the
congenial climate, the presence of abundant water, and flood plain soils ideal for growing
food. A shift in lifestyles from hunting and gathering to city building ensued.
Concurrent with this shift was the invention of a specific tool. Tools allow for the
manipulation of one's environment. This particular tool allowed people to record
information. With a permanent record or receipt, one person who brought in five bushels
of grain to a central repository, was assured of five bushels of grain (less fees, I'm sure) in
times of need. The complexities of “City” might function due to record keeping. These
records were merely small impressions in a pat of clay, but Cuneiform, one of the first
abstract forms of writing, was the hinge for this process. With this system, information
could be recorded and stored for long periods of time eliminating the need for perfect
memories. The pats of clay could be taken from one area to another to disseminate their
messages to others, and others could access the pats of clay at convenient times. In time,
writing progressed from an abstract record of physical things to a record of abstract ideas.
This led to the establishment of law. The Code of Hammurabi marked the end of
government subject to the whim of an individual and the beginning of codification of
principles of conduct. The culture of this area became known as the Cradle of
Civilization.
Approximately 5000 years ago, Egypt's march to dominance led to a number of
innovations. The development of a form of writing that would allow for more extensive
concepts was the first of these innovations. Hieroglyphic writing would undergo several
significant changes, as more complex concepts needed expression. Hieratic writing
allowed rapid transcription of information and Demotic writing was needed by the
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business classes due to complications of Hieratic writing by the priests and scribes who
sought power through the control of information. Two additional technologic inventions
associated with communication were also significant. The invention of inks and papyrus
proved to be a major contributor to written communication across distances. Once the
symbols were placed on a light, tightly rolled substance, they could be carried with ease
throughout the kingdoms. The greatest advance in communication technologies
corresponded with the highest level this culture would attain. The Library at Alexandria,
a central repository of information, provided scholars, the religious, and government
access to information and ideas that spanned centuries.
These three cumbersome systems of writing carried the seeds of their demise in the very
complexity that allowed the expression of vast knowledge. If a simpler form of writing
could be found, even more complex concepts could be expressed and contemplated.
Phoenicia created an alphabet. This concept, used by the Greeks and Romans, is central
to the development of Western cultures.
If communication technology is essential to culture, we should be able to see effects in
other cultures beside the West. The Chinese of 5500 years ago invented a form of writing
still used today. In 105 A.D., Tsai-Lun invented paper as an ideal surface for the
recording, storage and easy transport of information. By 206 A.D. the Han Dynasty had
created a system of roads expressly for the rapid dissemination of Court edicts. Further
refinements preceded another period of flowering culture nearly two thousand years later.
These refinements marked a new era in communication technology. Pictographic writing
could be converted from hand script to a carved wooden block that had the pictograph or
a few pictographs engraved on top. By inking the block and then transferring the sign to
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paper, even the illiterate could "sign" for services or goods received. The logical
continuation of this was the full-page printing block. A full page of text could be
rendered on a block of wood that could be used and reused to produce many pages.
However, another refinement was suggested by the fact that a page has two sides
therefore a single sheet of paper could carry twice as much information if printed on both
sides. A larger piece of paper and a single fold resulted in four pages. Yet, even the
largest sheet of paper can be folded a finite number of times giving 32 pages of printed
material that, when trimmed, remain linked by a central fold. These could be stacked and
sewn together resulting in the creation of books by the year 600. During the Tang
Dynasty, single use immediate information sheets (something similar to newspapers)
began to flourish.
An impediment was that the printing block for each pre-folded sheet had to be carved
separately before printing, folding, trimming and binding. This represented an enormous
amount of work that would be discarded at the end of each printing. A Korean created
individual pictographs from metal that allowed a more rapid form of printing to
proliferate. By combining a re-combining the more than 40,000 characters of moveable
type, the creation of a single block could be eliminated.
Each of these major advances in communication technology preceded a corresponding
period marked by a leap in cultural awareness in the East.
The Silk Road of the years around 1200 brought the East and West into contact and the
Germans combined the pieces of print technology with a resulting leap in culture.
Gutenberg took technologic ideas from the East and combined them with Western ideas
and technologies. In 1450, movable type of the Western Alphabet, paper, and an efficient
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press were successfully melded. What we know as The Renaissance has a beginning date
of about 1500 a.d.
Even though we can establish a correlation between an advance in communication
technology preceding a distinct period characterized by advances in philosophy, art and
invention, we have yet to prove causation.
Anecdotal evidence for the effect of the media on a culture existed for decades.
Propaganda, The First Media War (a.k.a. the Spanish American War) and, recently, the
effects extensive exposure to television, music videos and video games are continuously
blamed for their negative effects on a culture. Pulitzer noted a positive effect of media as
well when he pointed out where people turn for information after graduation from school.
His quote, "The schoolmaster of the public," is carved above the entrance to the
University of Missouri School of Journalism in order to impress the students with the
responsibility they accept with a career in Journalism.
Gerbner (1980) however, offered a first proof of this effect of media upon culture with
his Cultivation Theory. This theory states that media exposure, can and does produce a
long term effect on values and beliefs. (Gerbner, et al, 1980) Subsequent refinements in
communication studies have shown how this takes place.
Media are unlike any other technology in that they carry ideas. Communication
technology, the nuts and bolts of the Media, does have an effect on a culture and is an
exception to the theory of Technological Determinism.
In projecting an effect upon our culture, we must examine the media technology of today
to see whether a significant advance in present technology over preceding technologies
exists. The key components of media technology are: the ability to preserve ideas in

Technological Determinism 9

concrete and abstract form over time, the ability to access those ideas readily, and the
ability to transmit those ideas. Further refinements must lie in the media technologies
ability to stimulate the individual’s senses such that careful consideration of the material
is not allowed.
We stand today at a nexus so vast it has been said of new communication technologies
that they are not the most important invention since Gutenberg's Press, they are the most
important invention since fire. (Rheingold, 1992). The Internet, can be said to have
begun in 1994. This is the date that 14.5 percent of the public used the Internet regularly.
Curves of adoption of new technology note this percentage as crucial to an invention's
long-term viability and acceptance by a culture. The Internet has many of the
characteristics found exist prior to each of the periods of advancement earlier noted. It
allows for the recording and storage of information, thoughts and ideas, it is accessible on
a worldwide scale that has no precedent, and it allows the instantaneous transfer of this
information world-wide regardless of governmental censorship. But, the Internet as we
know it today, with its emphasis on print technology is only a transitional technology.
The very face of communication shifted from static words, images and sounds to
dynamic presentations in the last century. Moving images, synchronized with sound
presented a new paradigm in communication in that; actors, stages and sets need not be
present for the audience to receive and integrate the messages by the audience. Decades
could pass, and these images could affect a new generation of viewers.
This transition to moving images continues on the internet. Video streaming
technologies have advanced from isolated instances of news and pornographic
presentations just within the past five years to a plethora of dynamic streaming pages
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today. Computer generated images are replacing “real” actors and locations. With
interaction and virtual presentations the level of audience involvement has rocketed far
beyond the "suspension of disbelief."
Web sites today are the first trembling step in a new paradigm of communication the
result of which may very well be the first, worldwide renaissance.
The effect upon culture must be a subject for rational examination.
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This paper discusses the use of the movie “Gaslight” as an aid in teaching undergraduate
students in a Psychology Department the true emotional meaning of experiencing domestic
abuse and terror. The movie depicts a situation of domestic abuse that ends up with the
victim losing her sense of who she is and becomes totally dependent on the abuser to
define the reality for her. In this excellent classic movie, Ingrid Bergman is playing a
housewife who is driven to loosing her mind by her husband.
The students (N=38) participated in a course on advanced psychopathology, with the focal
topic of “The Study of Trauma.” At the beginning of the course, the instructor expected that
the students had had enough prior exposure to the phenomenon of domestic violence and
abuse and were prepared to comprehend the emotional-psychological processes
involved in such situations. Suprisingly, that was not the case. While the students had
the appropriate information regarding this phenomenon, they really could not describe what
could be the emotional experience of the victim. Specifically, they could not understand why
and how the victim chose to remain in the abusive situation instead of leaving it or exposing
the abuser. Watching and discussing the movie Gaslight allowed further emotional insight.
The movie illustrates very accurately the concepts of “Psychological Domination “,
“Psychological Coercion”, “Alterations in the Victim’s Identity”, “Worshipful Dependence”,

“Isolation and Alienation”, “Psychological Infantilism”, and “Traumatic Bonding” (see
Herman, J. (1997). Trauma and recovery. Basic Books). This report will allow the
audience to watch clips from the movie and discuss their emotional impact and
psychological significance to the active and experiential understanding of the above
processes. A method of assessing the students’ gains in terms of clearer comprehension
of these abstract and psychologically complicated concepts – will be discussed. In the
specific course described, a simple questionnaire indicated students’ appreciation for the
experience. Their essays on the final exams were some of the best I have seen during my
career as a teacher of similar courses.
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Abstract:
While the evidence linking light to a plethora of health issues is plentiful, building
industry and its regulatory bodies are yet to address this issue in a manner that
reflects its saliency. It has been suggested that one way to cultivate support for
daylighting legislation is to underscore its health effects. Though these may be
long term ones, they are, nonetheless, real and should be taken into serious
consideration. Many cities around the world have now zoning ordinances that
legislate public access to sunlight in streets and public parks, but this legislation
still doesn’t go far enough to command presence of sunlight inside people’s
homes and workplaces. For the most part, sunlight (or daylight) is still considered
as an amenity in our living and workplaces. The remaining question is, is it
really? This paper examines the relationship between light and human health and
addresses building lighting standards in light of this relationship.
I.

Introduction:

A review of building codes worldwide shows that there are not any building codes
that assign mandatory illumination levels for buildings. In most countries, window

sizes are estimated as a percentage of the wall or floor area of the room; to a
large degree windows are provided for safety regulations as means of egress
and for ventilation in case of fire but not for mandatory daylighting. The provision
of natural light is only a by-product or a boon.

Studies suggest that one way to cultivate support for daylighting legislation is to
underscore its health effects. Though they may be long term ones, these effects
are nonetheless real and should be taken into consideration. Many cities around
the world now have zoning ordinances that legislate public access to sunlight in
the streets, but this legislation still does not go far enough to compel the
presence of sunlight inside people’s homes and workplaces. For the most part,
sunlight (or daylight) is still considered as an amenity in ourbuilt environment .
The remaining question however is, is it really only an amenity or is it a
necessity?
II.

Light and Health:

Many post-occupancy evaluations and surveys of office buildings have indicated
that people prefer to work in environments that have windows compared to those
that do not. People feel energized, cheerful, and in a better mood in general
when the sun is shining. On the contrary, they feel grim and some are even
depressed during wintry or cloudy days. Although we may not yet know or
understand all the psychological causes of the positive or “feel good,” effects of
natural light, medical science has provided ample information that sheds light on

the causal relationships between light and some physical aspects of human
health.

II.1.

Light and Vitamin D Synthesis:

Inadequate exposure to sunlight and low dietary intake is usually the cause for
the development of clinical vitamin D deficiency. Rickets, a long cured illness in
most developed countries can still be found in some tropical countries because
infants are swaddled and women are confined to the home. Elderly persons who
are dependent on care providers for mobility, bed-ridden people, people living or
working in windowless environments, and people living or working in highly
dense areas with limited sunlight exposure may be at risk of underexposure to
sunlight and vitamin D deficiency. A medical study in Australia examined the
association between changes of seasons, high incidence of hip fracture and
vitamin D levels in a population of elderly, not very mobile patients in the
Tasmania region (Inderjeeth et al, 2002).Of these patients, 68% either lived in
institutional care or were dependent on a care-provider for mobility. Of these
patients, 48% indicated going outdoors less than once a week. The results of this
survey found no statistically significant seasonal variations in vitamin D
concentration among these patients, and this lack of variation was attributed to
the fact that patients were mostly bed-ridden or housebound. This Australian
study underscores the absolute necessity of sunlight in people’s lives. No matter

what these patients diet was, it was not sufficient to overcome vitamin D
deficiencies, which was the cause of bone frailty in these patients.

The debate about whether sunlight is more effective than dietary supplements in
producing vitamin D in human bodies has been previously examined in two other
studies, one in the United States and the other in Sweden. The results of the
American study (Webb et al, 1990) were congruous with the Australian study.
Webb’s investigation found that seasonal variation changes Vitamin D
concentrations caused by sunlight exposure were highest in free-living subjects
and declined substantially and proportionally as the subjects became less
mobile, irrespective of vitamin D dietary supplements. The Swedish investigation
(Landin-Wilhelmsen, et. al, 1995) also confirmed these findings .

Vitamin D deficiency is linked to other serious illnesses in addition to bone frailty.
One study found seasonal patterns in blood pressure variations amongst dialysis
and renal transplant subject populations (Prasad et al, 2001). Not only did
patients register higher blood pressure in winter than during summer, but the
length of daylight hours patients were exposed to also significantly affected blood
pressure levels. The longer the exposure to daylight hours, the more normalized
blood pressure became.

II.2

Light and Human Endocrine System

Daylight serves as a catalyst for the secretion of hormones from the pineal
gland, a component of the human endocrine system that orchestrates the
chemical and physical processes of our metabolism and the chemical reactions
in each of the cells of our body. It reacts to the light signal it receives and bases
the human body’s daily biorhythm on light and produces powerful hormones,
namely serotonin and melatonin. Different levels of melatonin determine the
energy and activity levels in our bodies. At low light levels, melatonin secretion
increases, and the symptom of drowsiness or sleepiness occur. Daylight
suppresses the production of melatonin and fosters an alert state of mind by
secreting serotonin.

The seasonal depression phenomenon, often found among people living in
northern latitudes and typically referred to as Seasonal Affective Disorder or SAD
is another commonly known effect of light that is related to our endocrinal
system. An estimated ten million Americans suffer from this disorder. Research
has established a positive correlation between people’s degree of vulnerability to
SAD and exposure to natural light and sunlight. SAD patients report that their
depression worsens whenever the sky is overcast at any time of the year and/or
their indoor lighting is decreased (Nayyar et al., 1996). SAD sufferers living in
northern latitudes note that their winter depressions become more sever the
farther north they live (Lam et al., 2001).

In 1980, bright light therapy was used for the first time to treat SAD (Rosenthal,
1984). The early versions of a daylight-simulating full-spectrum light box emitted
2500 lux, which is about four to five times what most people receive in their
indoor environments from electric lights. Subsequent studies have found that the
effectiveness of light therapy depends not only on the intensity of light but also on
the duration of exposure and the spectral quality of the light (Wirz-Justice, 1998).
For example, two hours of treatment with 2500 lux per day may have an
antidepressant effect equivalent to that of 30 minutes per day at 10,000 lux.
Increases of serotonenergy caused by light therapy were found to be the main
mechanism that benefited patients of bright light therapy (Durlach et al, 2002). It
is now believed that such therapy can be effective on 80% of SAD sufferers.

II.3.

Spectral Quality of light:

Other health benefits of sunlight are found in its effect on liver metabolite, a liver
substance acting on our metabolism. Exposure to natural light stimulates the
secretion of liver metabolite (Neer, 1977), but artificially simulated daylight,
mimicking the spectral composition of daylight, also seems to have some positive
health benefits. Neer’s research indicated that increases in intestinal calcium
absorption were found among healthy men kept indoors during the winter and
exposed to high intensity levels of artificially simulated daylight reaching 5000 lux
levels much above what is typically found in most building interiors using
electrical lighting.

The spectral quality of light has been the focus of some studies, and many have
postulated that full-spectrum fluorescent light can have a positive effect on
people’s moods. Veitch and McColl (1001) explored some of these studies in a
review that shows interesting results, but also uncovers a multitude of problems.

These results, though not conclusive, indicate that it is the nature of the light
spectrum in sunlight that makes it a unique enhancement to human health. Most
electric light sources do not replicate sunlight spectrum. Furthermore, spectral
composition of sunlight changes according to time of day and seasons. This
changing cycle may be the central reason for human circadian rhythms,
assuming that chemical reactions to promote or inhibit alertness are initiated only
beyond a UV threshold.

III.

Discussion and Conclusion:

. There is ample evidence suggesting that inadequate exposure to proper light in
our everyday lives can either be the cause of many health problems and that light
could be used therapeutically to overcome health deficiencies or even perhaps
as preventive medicine. Despite this knowledge, the building industry and its
regulatory agencies has yet to address this issue in a manner that reflects its
saliency. Building illumination codes do not address the issue of light and health,
and are primarily concerned with visual performance criteria.

The fact that 1500 to 2500 lux does suppress the secretion of melatonin and 500
lux does not, or that 5000 lux could be used as corrective therapy on liver
metabolite secretion should have serious implications in terms of the way we
prescribe light in building interiors. These recognitions of the importance for
daylighting an even more salient issue especially considering that daylight is not
only abundant but is also “free”. However, to make these changes will require
judicious and well thought through spatial planning on the part of both architects
and building legislators.

A more comprehensive approach to daylighting legislation would be one that first
creates an environment that allows sunlight to penetrate buildings to achieve
certain daylight levels inside buildings. Natural light levels on the streets of dense
urban environments can be hundreds of times less than those levels on open
and more exposed grounds. Reduced amounts of daylight on the urban streets
cause drastic reductions of daylight penetration into the homes and workplaces
living in these areas. Massive buildings obstruct a large portion of the sky and as
a result prevent sunlight from reaching the street and windows. The size of these
buildings also causes building occupants to receive very small amounts of
residually reflected daylight. Therefore, it is important in establishing feasible
daylight legislation by beginning to make daylighting possible. To do this, zoning
regulations that would allow sunlight to reach buildings for certain times of the
day are necessary.

IV.
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Art, Architecture and Design
of
The Diwan-i-Khass (Singular Pillared Mahal)
at
FatehpuroSikri, India.
According to tradition, when Emperor Abul Fath Jalal-ad-din Muhammad
Akbar, Padshah of Hindustan, (1556-1605) became aware of the Chisti
hermitage of Sufi Faqir Sheikh Salim Chisti (1479-1572), he paid a
visit to the faqir. The Padshah's twin sons had died and he craved a
son, an heir to the Mughul throne. Jodh Bai, the Hindu Rajput princess
of Amber, gave birth to Muhammad Salim at FatehpuroSikri on August 30,
1569, as predicted by Sheikh Salim. Soon thereafter, Akbar gave orders
to build a palace and the city at the site where Prince Salim was born.
[Muhammad Salim ascended the Mughul throne as Emperor Jahangir (16051627)].
From 1569 to 1605, Padshah Akbar directed the construction of his
planned city within a circumference of seven miles. An enormous
artificial lake and three peripheral masonry parkotas (stone walls)
fortified the imperial city. Its rectangular plan has nine pols
(gates) and measured two miles in length and a mile at its widest side.
Designed to serve as the administrative seat of the Mughul Empire, it
had buildings with a vast richness of religious and domestic design
motifs.
FatehpuroSikri remained the capital of the Mughul empire for only about
sixteen years. Sahn-i-'Ibadat the Sacred Complex of FatehpuroSikri, is
situated on the highest level of the rough ridge of the Indo Gangetic
plain. It comprises some of the earliest buildings built during
emperor Akbar's reign (1556-1605). All are sacred relics except for
the Rang Mahal palace.
Plan:

Sahn-i-'Ibadat the Sacred Complex of FatehpuroSikri, is situated on the
highest level of the rough ridge of the Indo Gangetic plain. It
comprises some of the earliest buildings built during emperor Akbar's
reign (1556-1605). All are sacred relics except for the Rang Mahal
palace. These are:
The Buland Darwazah: The monumental southern gate of victory;
The Jami Masjid: The Friday Mosque;
Masjid Sangtarashan: The Stone cutter's Mosque; and The Tomb of Sheikh
Salim Chisti.
Sahn-i-Khass, the Royal Complex of FatehpuroSikri was built on the
lower second terrace of the ridge. It comprises:
Zenani Dyodhi:
The Raniwas or Jodh Bai's Palace;
The Mahal-i-Ilahi: The Daulat-Khanah-i-Khass:
Bir Bal's Palace or Akbari Mahal;
Baithak: The Drawing Room or Miryam's Palace or Mahal-i-Khass or the
Sonehra Makan or Rangin Mahal
and the two Bazars: The Shahi-Bazar and the Mina-Bazar.
On the third and next to the low lying areas of the ridge were built:
The Badgir: The Panch Mahal or the Hawa Mahal;
Shahi Kutub-Khanah: The Library or the Turkish Sultana's Palace;
Char-Chamand: Anup-Tala'o or the Tank with a central platform and its
four bridges;
Ekastambha-Prasada: Yak-Sutun-Khanah or the Diwan-i-Khass; and
The Diwan-i-'Amm with its throne chamber and colonnades.
Most of these buildings were oriented on a north-south axis over the
ridge with their mukhapata (facades) facing the north-east.
The

Diwan-i-Khass (Singular Pillared Mahal)

Also known as the Ekastambha-Prasada, it is a square building situated
in the Sahn-i-Rayyat (Public Court) Khwabgah. Its four facades are
identical in design and each mukhapata (facade) has an inner and outer
gaukhs or 'prasadikas at the second level of the building. From the
outside, the building appears to have a double story, but in reality;
it has a single large chamber within. Four chhatris, supported by
madala sirasas (bracket capitals) adorn the mukhapata at each corner.
Each chhatri has a cupola crowned by a kalasa (finial). Its wagonvaulted ceiling is supported by a dhari (rib-and-panel) system of
construction.
The interior singular chamber is dominated by a massive richly carved
pillar supporting a singular sirasa (capital). A manca (circular
platform) is supported by the sixteen sided sirasa radiating thirty-six
three-tier madalas (brackets) with a precise appropriation. Throughout
India, this arrangement of architectural marvel stands singularly in
its class. Four bridges join the circular manca from each corner of
the building. Their jalied balustrade provide grace to the lofty
surrounding in the superstructure. The singular central column is
octagonal at the shaft but becomes square at the base. Stylized
incisions portray chevron motifs on its shaft.

Several hypothesis have been presented in support of this unique
design; including its service as emperor Akbar's Diwan-i-Khass (private
audience chamber); or as the Jewel House. Although the emperor
established the custom of Jharokha Darsana by showing himself daily to
his subjects, several theorists rule out the use of the manca for this
purpose because its confined space made it difficult for the emperor to
appear alone and unsafely, without his boydguards or large cortège.
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An unpretentious actress

The first and only time I met Smita Patil, I was taken by her
strong presence. It was on March 27, 1983, in a well known hotel Ball
room in Orlando, Florida. She was accompanied by actor-producerdirector Sunil Dutt. They both were on a promotional and fund raising
tour of the United States in honor of the Nargis Dutt Memorial
Charitable Trust. All profits from the film Dard ka Rishta (in which
they both had starred), were to be donated to the trust "to provide the
most modern medical facilities and treatment to cancer patients and
spastic children." Nargis Dutt was a famous Indian actress and wife of
Sunil Dutt. She died after a bout with cancer.
Smita's first break in films came when she starred as a
heroine in student Arun Khopkar's thesis film Teevra Madhyam. In
Charandas Chor, a children's film by Shyam Benegal, she portrayed an
explosive role as a queen. On and off the screen it is stated that
Smita rewote the part played by Hindi film's principal female figure.
Researching her characters, she delivered her lines in a crisp and
effortless manner. Kumar Shahani who made Tarang with her had remarked
that "she gave the essence of being rather than theatrical gestures."
Her first Indian national award for best actress was for Shyam
Benegal's Bhumika (the Role); based on Hansa Wadkar's life as a tamasha
girl turned Marathi actress. To prepare for her part, Smita read
Wadkar's autobiography Sangtye Aika overnight.
Film as an art, rather than a commercial venture was emerging
among a new wave of artists. Smita was among this new generation who
began writing a fresh chapter in the history of Indian cinema. Her
"screen presence and vitality were the notable qualities that singled
her out," in such films as Aakrosh, Ardh Satya, Chakra (Wheel), BhavniBhavai, Manthan, Nishant (Night's End), and Spices. The said comment by
Shyam Benegal was further quantified by film critic Iqubal Masud. He
added: Smita's "sensuality and earthiness" were credits to her
portrayals. In the more popular commercial films, Smita also proved her
audience that she could act with class! In Amrit, Beegi Palkein, Bazaar

(Market), Haadsa, Mandi (Market Place), Namak Halal and Subah, she
yielded herself without restraint even when paired with favorite heavy
weights like Naseeruddin Shah, Amrish Puri, Saeed Jaffrey, Om Puri,
Shabana Azmi, Amitabh Bachchan and Sunil Dutt.
In 1972, Smita Patil made a transition from Indian
television's Doordarshan to the celluloid screen. Her untimely death
some 14 years later (on December 13, 1986) has certainly left an
indelible mark as a classic heroine of Hindi films.
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THE ART OF MOTIVATING HUMANITY(EMPLOYEES) TO
IMPLEMENT SOFTWARE FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SCOTT FULLER
SUMMARY:
A variety of computerized managerial tools such as scheduling, estimating, document control, and accounting
systems are available for construction companies. The intent of the investment into these systems is to increase
efficiency of process control and accuracy in reporting. However, the system is often not compatible with the
corporate strategy, culture, people or project management style. The power of the program, and therefore the
potential profit is eliminated by the companies’ inability to train and motivate their employees to use the correct
program with their management system. This failure to implement systems means that only incremental change, at
best, can be made. Therefore, management perceives the program itself to have failed, and is not interested in
investing more in IT.
While web-based programs promise to streamline the documentation process at a relatively low initial monetary
cost, they do require training and a new control strategy and motivational technique. A switch to a new reporting or
documentation system will not be adequate because proper implementation requires a new style of thinking. The
implementation program must be a revolutionary change, not just a managerial whim or ‘flavor of the month’. The
scope of this paper is to introduce the four basic steps for successful implementation of computerized systems:
1. Match the correct system to the company’s individual needs and strategy.
2. Teach users how to perform with the system.
3. Inspire users to want to use the system.
4. Reward users for using the system to increase operational efficiencies and profitability.
Keywords: System strategy, motivation, alignment.

INTRODUCTION:
Many construction firms endeavor to manage operations with an information system (IS) that is unsuited for the
task. This does not mean that the system1 is not good, but that it is not designed to perform the work that is required
of it. This can occur because of one or more of the following:
1. Information System becomes inefficient due to changes. New technologies (increases in computing
power, portability of computing/communication tools, programs available for use, and the number of
users), clients, alterations in accounting structures, scope of work, size and complexity of projects, number
of projects, number of employees, or a myriad of other dynamic factors can render an IS or application
obsolete. A Legacy System that has served well for years is very difficult to replace.
2. Information System chosen incorrectly for tasks required. The salesmen showing a product describes
only the things that an established database will accomplish. When the client signs up, they find that they
must spend months converting their old data into compatible formats or that they do not have sufficient
historical data to run the program as designed. When the system does not function as intended immediately,
most users lose interest and will not continue building up and working the system until it returns the value
intended. The elements of the system that do function are usually integrated with the legacy system so that
further confusion emerges.
3. Information System not implemented properly. Either there is insufficient support from upper
management to cause or support the change or the users do not understand how to use the system to their
advantage. If the system is not installed correctly or is unreliable, users will quickly give up on attempts to
use it. Implementation is the most difficult aspect of establishing the IS and often benefits are not realized
and returns on investment in the system are insufficient.

1. ALIGN INFORMATION SYSTEM TO TASK
Because each firm is different and constantly changing, there is no absolute right answer concerning which
system is best for the construction industry. Each firm needs to do an analysis to determine which system will meet
their management needs. A hammer is a useful tool and efficient when the user’s task is to drive a few nails. When
the task switches to driving screws, the hammer is no longer effective. If 5,000 nails need to be driven per day, then
the hammer is rendered obsolete and a nail gun should be operated instead. Just as the hammer is good for specific
types of work only, the IS of a firm must be selected for the type of work management wishes to accomplish with
the system. Following are basic steps in choosing an appropriate system:
1. Define the Vision and Desired Culture of Firm. A vision or clear picture of where the firm is supposed to
be going is the first crucial step in creating a directed strategy or operational system. If a business owner
wants to build skyscrapers, an IS that is designed for building a few houses is not the correct answer to the
IT problem.
2. Do a ‘SWOT’ analysis. A Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat analysis is a good, but not
complete, tool for discovering a firm’s position in its environment. This tool causes introspection so that
management can accurately evaluate a proper course of action. The SWOT must look at specific aspects of
the firm. A SWOT on the firm’s current IT and IS in regards to its ability to meet reporting, control, and
data management needs should be performed. Does it provide adequate information feedback to the user
concerning job performance (making self-evaluation possible), and does it promote information networking
(allowing users to coordinate efforts without strict hierarchical control)?2
3. Know your team members. An IS is useless without people to run it. The IT that is too avant-garde will not
be used by low-tech employees. Is there a team that can do the technical work under management’s
direction? Will external team members such as architects, clients, subcontractors and others be able to
adapt to and use the new system? A web-based system is useful only when enough team members use it to
become automated and predictable in the level of communication reach. If there is one contractor that will
not use the same system, exceptions must be made and exceptions take time and money.
4. Know the Market. Consider both existing and future clients needs. How sophisticated are your clients?

1
System as used in this paper is defined as the computer programs and hardware, the ASP or web-based programs, or the ‘paper’
organization that is used to estimate, organize, schedule, monitor, control, and communicate during the course of construction
projects.
2
Robert M. Grant, Contemporary Strategy Analysis. Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers Inc., 1998, p. 163.
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Define immediate system requirements and probable future needs (scalability). Do you want to transmit
documents over the web (via email), do data entry, send pictures? Is the system to be used as the principle
form of communication, or is it a back-up documentation system? Will all users be required to log in with a
protected password? How will security be addressed? Will the system need to be capable of telephony,
webcam setup and transmission, or videoconferencing? How many access points or users will use the
system?
Because contracting firms are different in size, scope, and type, a ‘one size fits all’ approach will not
work in construction. A contractor building a few houses at a time has very different needs in terms of
management than a contractor building a strip mall or hospital. Levels of sophistication of owners,
architects, subcontractors, suppliers, inspectors and other team members also determine the IS needs.
Following are aspects of the business model that need to be considered in determining specific needs of the
firm:
Project delivery system – the type of contract and responsibilities determines who controls
communication.
Scope of work – does the firm self-perform or subcontract? How many services does the firm offer
clients and subcontractors? A service is anything the firm does for others (for a fee) including
organizing, scheduling, communicating only pertinent information, providing a collaborative setting,
or anything else that adds value.
Size and complexity of projects –complex projects require complex tracking systems.
The number of projects running concurrently - communication systems and scheduling methods,
especially if much of the work is done in-house or the same subcontractors are used on many of the
projects become complex. Leveling equipment usage and cash flows become more involved when
multiple projects are considered.
Reporting/communicating needs vary from GC to GC and project to project. Interaction with
government agencies or owners that require ‘paperwork’ to be done according to specifications may
place constraints on the type of system that can be used.
Subcontractor & supplier relationship – GC manage their under-clients differently. All team
members must be willing to use the same system or there will be duplication of effort in
communication. Low-tech team members are the most common threat to high-tech systems.
Size of organization – how many people will be controlled by the IS and how many people will use
the IS. More access points costs more money on most systems.
Other dynamic factors – rapid growth in a firm’s region, new type of industry moving into the
region, government regulations, customer preferences, etc.
Using these questions, identify what system to purchase and implement. Successful businesses begin
managing the IS by understanding its relationship with and interplay with the business strategy and the
organization strategy of the firm. They must:
1. Identify the process’ customers (clients, owners, subcontractors, architects, engineers, inspectors,
etc.)
2. Identify the customer’s requirements
3. Delineate the value that each process adds to the overall goals of the organization. 3
Remember that your own employees are not the only ones who will use the system. Many ‘outsiders’
will use your system (or at least you are hoping they will) and will need to understand how to use it.4
Select who will set up system & administer the IS. Do you hire out the IS functions such as with a hosted
ASP or to consultants who understand the type of system you will use? Do you use existing employees to
help establish the system since they know how your firm operates? Do you hire IT people to set up and
maintain the database and infrastructure of the system? The ASP seems to be more economical and easy to
stay current, but the sense of ownership and control over the information diminishes the value of this
system to many management teams.
Avoid becoming expectant of too many ‘bells and whistles’. It is difficult to maintain a complex
system and to expect that people will pay attention to or understand all the data. In the digital economy,

Keri E. Pearlson, Managing and Using Information Systems: A Strategic Approach. NY: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2001, p. 93.
See D. Tapscott, D. Ticoll, A. Lowy, Digital capital: harnessing the power of business webs. Boston: Harvard Business School
Press, 2000, p. 176-187 for a discussion on several points to consider when starting b-web operations. Open and fast
communication is the key to b-web success but this speed and transparency can be damaging if you are not forward thinking and
understand the implications of this type of openness.
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attention seems to be one of the scarcest resources – even more than money or goods. “Nobel laureate
Herbert Simon explained that attention scarcity results from three simple truths:
1. A day has only twenty-four hours.
2. The human capacity to pay attention is limited.
3. People are inundated with information.”5
The Internet has increased the amount of information flowing about. Sending all information to all
people will cause overload. The IS must be a tool to disperse information to those who need that specific
information.
Determine how your people will be trained. Is there a training program in your firm you will use to train
employees on the new system or will you rely on outside training? Remember that a system can be too user
friendly if it prompts the user with too many questions and tips. Once a system is learned, fewer keystrokes
means saved time. Teaching employees and conditioning them to use the tool correctly may take time up
front, but in the long run it may be more efficient than having a system that is so user-friendly that it is
cumbersome to operate.

2. TEACH PEOPLE TO WORK WITH THE SYSTEM
A revolution is the most direct way of completing change and improvement. Incremental changes are only good
for gradual progression, whereas a bold step will afford more noticeable and lasting improvements. Once the proper
system has been chosen, implementation should be definite and concerted. A good IS will not only increase
reporting efficiency but will serve as a TQM form that directs proper action.
“The organizational design challenge is to embed monitoring tasks within everyday work. Workers
perceive their regular tasks as value-added but tasks completed simply to provide information for management
control as non-value-added. Often these tasks are avoided, or worse, data recorded is inaccurate, falsified, or
untimely. Collecting monitoring data directly from work tasks – or embedding the creation and storage of
performance information into software used to perform work – renders it more reliable.”6
An efficient tool for this type of system is the web-based system – most likely an extranet with password
identification required for data entry and protected retrieval functions. This web system becomes a tool to
accomplish tasks, rather than a document creation process that reports what the employee thinks management wants
to see.
“Is it possible to learn from television alone – that is, learn how to do something merely form watching the
television instruction? Users must work with data to understand what it means and what it can do for them.”7 By
using a system in which they work with data and having the importance of the information explained to them, they
are more likely to see how the accuracy of the information will affect them and the company.
The new system should not ask for useless data, be driven by (adapted to) the user, and double as a checklist or
feedback mechanism. Feedback can be built into the system to ensure that the input is correct. The system can be set
up so that incomplete forms cannot be submitted or so that the required input acts as a list of things to do. For
example, a superintendent’s duty to ensure proper sanitation on a job site may be an item on his PDA. A line of text,
“Temp. toilet needs servicing”, with a yes or no box next to it serves as a reminder to perform the duty. Checking
the ‘yes’ box could cause a notification to be sent to the temporary sanitation contractor to service the toilets. Thus,
the IS becomes a checklist and a tool. Integrated with the accounting system, the invoice from the sanitation
contractor can be approved automatically by the system if it corresponds with this single data entry by the
superintendent. This saves time on the telephone and processing paper.
The construction industry is a good example of a virtual industry and is thus an ideal ‘place’ to set up a virtual
communication system. The various team members are generally separated physically and the projects are separated
from the management system. Bringing these elements closer together in real time is the advantage that the web has
over traditional PC based management. “The basis of success in a virtual organization is the amount of collaboration
that takes place between individuals. In a traditional organization . . . the culture requires looking at ‘eyeballs’ to get
work done. By contrast, a virtual organization uses its IS as the basis for collaboration.”8
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Training:
Formal training is not always the best training system. New employees who were near and observed
experienced employees were more successful than those who merely participated in formal training and had
advanced systems to aid their performance.9 Being around employees who know what they are doing is an important
factor in learning new systems. Firms are realizing that time at the water cooler is important for the interaction
required to share information, learn, and solve problems.
Alexander Graham Bell argued that specialists and training systems were not the way to introduce telephones to
a new market. The average person was not familiar with the telephone, but he felt the best way to get people to use
the telephone was to put it in their hands. “He put phones in hotel rooms and encouraged guests to use them in the
familiar task of talking to the front desk In engaging in a regular practice, he subtly taught the people the use and the
ease of use of his new device.”10 If the PDA or system portal is portrayed as a new device used to do a familiar task,
employees will be more likely to feel comfortable with it. The important issue is that the process of using the system
must be seen as important to their job – that it is a value-adding process and there is a need to use it properly.

3. INSPIRE USERS TO WANT TO USE THE SYSTEM
At the end of WWII, many German soldiers continued to fight because of their fear of being shot by the SS or
being captured by the Soviets. They wanted to be captured by the more merciful Americans and thus put up little
fight against them.11 In the other theater of war, the Japanese would resort to ‘banzai’ or suicide attacks rather than
surrender to the Americans mostly because of their loyalty to their nation and emperor. They feared dishonoring the
cause more than reprisal from officers or Americans and thus continued to fight ferociously.12 Less dramatic is the
issue of using computers to run a job, but the concept is the same: fear is not as good a motivator as loyalty and
desire for the cause to succeed.
What’s in it for me? (WIFFM) All people base actions on an expectation of a result. Maslow, Covey, and a
herd of motivational psychologists say that people seek to provide for their own needs, whether they are basic or
self-actualizing in nature. Most stable employees have enough to clothe, feed and shelter themselves and are seeking
to get ahead by dint of their labors. Employees are generally seeking:
1. Security and stability in their lives.
2. Ability to become more comfortable.
3. Acceptance and appreciation for their efforts & abilities.
4. Capacity to stop working and enjoy life.
Money can accomplish any of these and is often the first consideration in motivating employees. Meeting the
third need can be inexpensive and often more rewarding than giving money.
Kouzes and Posner teach five components of leadership:
1. Challenge the Process
2. Inspire a Shared Vision
3. Enable Others to Act
4. Model the Way
5. Encourage the Heart13
Finding a need to improve the IS and showing others the value of implementing the new system have been
discussed. You enable employees to act by providing the tools, training, and time to use the system. Modeling the
way requires management to show others how to use the system by example. Encouraging the heart is accomplished
by continual support and praise.
As an instructor, I usually do not pass out assignments in class, but require the student to visit the course web
page and read or download the assignment from there. I have found that students do better on assignments when I go
to the web page in class so that everyone can see the steps I go through to get to the assignments. The students are
not confused about how to use the web, but are not used to being required to get their information from it. When I
tell a student to use a search engine on the web to find information, it is not as useful to them than me keying and
9
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clicking on the computer to show them what I mean. Being familiar with the process is not enough. They must be
comfortable with the web, and become uncomfortable without the web.
While working in industry, all employees of the firm I worked at received a memo from the company president
in their mailbox at the office. It said that all employees were to use e-mail for interoffice communication instead of
paper copies. Amused at the irony of the delivery technique for such a message, I talked to the president but he did
not see the paradox. Jokes and e-mail originated from the outside (virus warnings) were forwarded about the office,
but most communication did not become reduced to electronic ‘paper’.

Employees individual efforts are noticed, appreciated, and significant:
The term ‘empowerment’ has been overused in the last decade, but the concept is important in trying to elicit
help from middle management and staff positions. A manager that can inspire others to action:
1. Maintains or Enhances self-esteem.
2. Listens and Responds with empathy.
3. Shares thoughts, feelings and rationale.
4. Asks for help and encourages involvement.
5. Provides support without removing responsibility for action.14

4. REWARD USERS THAT USE THE SYSTEM
There are several definitions and synonyms for motivation. Most imply a force or influence causing someone to
act a certain way. The word impulse, however, indicates that the driving power is from temperament or constitution.
Intrinsic rewards are more likely to exact improvement and creativity than extrinsic rewards. The definition of
‘intrinsic’ sheds insight as to why: ‘Belonging to the essential nature or constitution of a thing.’15 Using a
computerized or web-based application may not seem like part of a superintendent’s constitution. The task is to
instill a desire to use the system. The wireless phone companies have succeeded at this. How many of you feel
uncomfortable without your cell phone?
A study performed by Teresa Amabile suggests that external rewards can sometimes have the opposite effect
than was intended. The study measured levels of creativity as a function of motivating factors. Those that were
primed to think in terms of intrinsic rewards performed more creatively than those that were primed for external
rewards such as pay or praise did. 16

Meeting their personal needs:
It is important to meet the needs of your employees so that they perform well and stay with you. You must
understand and appease the deep-rooted needs of the employees in order to keep them happy. Meeting life interests
is more a driving force than money alone.17 For example, I opted to teach because the intrinsic rewards of working
with people and ideas are of greater value to me than the money I can get working in the industry.

Less external influence:
The Soviet Union’s experiment with communism failed partly because of a lack of productivity and
improvement. There was little impetus for improvement because direction came from a central source and there was
no reward for creative thinking and indeed, often punishment was given for doubting the leaders. General Secretary
Kruschev made a speech in which he said, “Stalin acted not through persuasion, explanation, and patient cooperation
with people, but by imposing his concepts and demanding absolute submission to his opinion. Whoever opposed this
concept or tried to prove his viewpoint and the correctness of his position was doomed to removal from the leading
collective and to subsequent moral and physical annihilation.”18 Attempting to control a process by command is very
time consuming and ineffective. Leadership is a dialogue, not a monologue. When directives are given, the
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employee ceases to think and loses motivation to perform creatively and effectively. The impetus to perform should
be fostered in the individual by management, but remain in the employee when the manager leaves.

Will employees perform without extra money?
Current thinking in management indicates that people want more than money as a reward for their labors. In a
study by Jeffery Pfeffer, conducted on a software development firm, it was found that four fundamental ideologies
contributed to the success of the firm.
1. Be nice to people and have fun. This causes people to be happy and want to be at work.
2. Emphasize intrinsic motivation and trust people to do a good job.
3. Think long-term (this is possible in private firms).
4. Bottom-up decision-making. Bureaucracy is reduced and “people aren’t managed to death.”19
Pfeffer, in “The Human Equation”, teaches that a “substantial body of research has demonstrated … that large
external rewards can actually undermine intrinsic motivation.”20 A person justifies his efforts by either saying ‘I did
it for money’ or coming up with an intrinsic reason for performing his job. In motivating people, you want to inspire
a sense of value that is rooted internally. By focusing the performance on factors other than pay, the employee is
able to see value in their efforts other than making money and feel rewarded without extra pay or time off.
Another disadvantage to compensation as a motivator is that “an emphasis on financial incentives is
controlling, and this control can set up psychological reactance in which people rebel against attempts to control
their behavior.”21 Many quality control pioneers, such as Deming believe that financial incentives are taken for
granted and do not produce the increases in productivity and quality improvements that they were intended to.
This discussion attempts to convince us to drop the incentive system so prevalent in construction. The
construction industry pays large bonuses during boom years and then keeps only the good employees during the
famine part of the cycle. Why is this done? When I worked in the industry, I sought bonus money. Most middle
managers in construction I talked with think of the utopian view explained above as a crock and say ‘show me the
money’. Construction workers tend to be task oriented and driven to complete a project. This personality type has
tendency to look at money as an indicator of success and evaluate the employer’s appreciation of them by how much
money they impart for efforts.

Pecuniary rewards:
The warm fuzzy rewards advocated by Pfeffer are important. Money is a strong incentive and indicator of
appreciation. Several approaches are taken by firms to reward desired behavior:
1. Award/merit raises at the end of the year based on individual performance appraisals. Whether based on
quarterly review, 360° evaluations22, customer feedback, or gut feeling, the result is that a person gets a
raise if they have met a certain level of expectation. “A raise is only a raise for thirty days. After that it’s
just somebody’s salary.”23 Once given a raise or a bonus, most people expect to continue receiving them
with no further effort.
2. Profit sharing or company-wide incentive based on profitability and team performance. This method bases
bonuses on how much money the firm retains. The more efficient the whole team is, the more money is left
over. Some may voice concerns about ‘free-loading’ employees in such a system, but there is little
empirical evidence showing that this is a problem. Indeed, team rewards tend to motivate members to
perform at a higher level because others are depending on them. There is also a degree of self-policing done
by members who are concerned about the efforts of others and want to ensure that standards are met. 24
3. Stock options. Similar to profit sharing except that ownership of the firm is offered rather than cash. There
is a great deal of interest in this, especially at upper management levels. The thought is that ownership in
the firm will induce a greater level of pride in individual work. A person tends to take better care of a car
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they own than a company car. This attitude in employees should decrease wasted time and poor quality
because of the pride of ownership.
401k or other contributions. This method encourages performance because the employee gains tax-free
savings, and it promotes loyalty and longevity with the firm, thus reducing churn rates.
Any of these methods can work in most firms, but a combination of them is likely to work best. The
latter three are generally based on residual income, but are better rewarded according to a ‘shareholder
value added’ approach. This system is often used to reward executives, but can be applied to all levels of
management, and is based on cash flow (present and projected). It does not include accounting adjustments
that can affect apparent earnings.25 Entering data into a computer or PDA rather than filling out forms and
faxing them to an office is neither a revolutionary concept nor a difficult one to comprehend. It is, however,
a new way of doing things, and for many in construction, technology is not a familiar friend. If the system
is chosen correctly, set up properly, and is reliable, using it should make their job easier and more
rewarding. That is the benefit they receive. Paying extra money to employees so that they can have an
easier job seems to be a waste of money.
Whenever a person is rewarded for reaching a certain level, then that level must become the norm
and a higher level becomes the expected improvement. Jack Welch of GE is known for his approach of
setting very high ‘stretch’ goals to motivate as much improvement as possible. Improvement must be the
basis for pay, not maintenance. A person not progressing is not useful in business because the environment
is changing and progressing. A static person falls behind the rest.

Other inducements to use system:
Several other items must be mentioned concerning motivating people to adopt a new program:
° Give employees the instrument to use in their own time. If a PDA is the portal to the system, have the
employee take it home and customize it. He will be learning to become familiar with it and the system on
his own time and possibly enjoy it. Do not remove the games because they may be the greatest incentive to
use the machine at first.
° If the new system decreases the stress and time required to do a job, do not add more tasks right away. He
will become overloaded stressed and conclude that the system does not improve the quality of their job.
° Again, if the system does not make their jobs easier, the employees will not be inclined to use it. If they can
see a value in the system, they will use it. There must be a social need to implement change. Creating the
need is the cheapest and most effective way to encourage use of systems even in the neophyte. Compare the
use of the new system to the ATM at the bank. The bank gives the user an access means and has them
process the paperwork on the terminal (ATM). This automated system has immediate feedback (balances,
cash, deposits, etc.) and thus is perceived to be of value to the user. The bank also likes it because it saves
on labor.

Bringing it together:
Any action that does not add value to the client should be eliminated. Much of the paperwork that is done in
construction does not add value to the client. A good example is the timecard - we will consider how to improve this
function. Most firms that do timecards have each employee fill out information concerning their work by description
and/or codes. The projects on which the labor was performed, travel time, functions performed, etc. are usually
recorded on a daily or weekly basis. This piece of paper is faxed to the office and input onto the computer system by
a secretary and generally reviewed by a manager. Following are weakness with this standard system:
° Field personnel use large list to find proper codes.
° Field personnel spend time writing name, date, project number, and descriptions.
° Supervisor spends time looking through cards to ensure accuracy and faxing to office.
° Money, paper, and time wasted in faxing – in the field and home office.
° Office personnel to read (decipher) and input data into computer system (double entry).

Proper alignment:
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To fix the problem, we must first know what the needs of the firm are. For this case, we will assume that time is
used to update estimating data and to identify slow tasks in order to remedy the problem. We will also assume that
the type of labor performed determines pay rate due to government or union regulations.
We need to record data once, accurately and in a format that the data is manipulatable and useful. If the field
personnel record their information directly into the computer system, then there is less chance for misinterpreting
writing and double recording is eliminated. The list of possible codes must be simple to avoid time spent scrolling
through options. A session may work this way:
° User enters username and password.
° The system defaults to the last project the user worked on and pre-fills the date. If the user accepts date and
project, he is given options of work codes that he is qualified to perform. (The system would not give a
carpenter level II the option of welding stair rails.)
° The user selects or enters the code for work performed.
° If the worker enters codes that are not recognized, the system prompts the user for a correct code. If the
user enters a code that is not anticipated as a normal function for the user’s position, then the system
prompts the user to confirm the entry.
° The user is done with his time card entry at this point.
° The superintendent will record the amount of work performed that day (units or percentage) and all the
laborers who recorded time on that task are associated with that quantity (thus time/unit measure).
° Any work performed by personnel that is outside their anticipated tasks will be reported to supervisors or
project managers to help control efficiency, safety, and to forecast labor requirements.
° Payroll gets the time worked on each task for employee pay as well as for insurance rate payments adjusted
to type of work performed.

How to work with the system:
The time card information can be entered on a computer in the field office or via PDA with an Internet
connection. (Internet connection is only required if real time data is wanted and/or a highly interactive system is
desired). A tutorial to guide the user through the first several times should include marketing information selling the
user on how useful and convenient the new system is. Working with the system here is mostly a function of
recording the information once without error when submitted. Performing work that is outside of the budget or
anticipated scope for each employee can be reported immediately to the superintendent or laborer. The system
serves as feedback to the employee as to how he is performing. This is a value to the superintendent because he can
identify problems or inefficiencies and move to remedy the situation. In the case of the timecard, the field laborer is
creating a value to the firm in lowering administrative costs and increasing the accuracy of the reporting.

Inspire user to use system:
It is hard to get worked up about the time wasted doing time cards because we are so accustomed to it that it
seems the natural thing to do. Inspiring the employee to use the system includes showing how the system is used and
what value the data represents to the project managers, estimators, and payroll. Using the system to respond to the
users will also show them that the information is a value. Example: if the user worked six hours on forming footings
and the superintendent has recorded how many feet were formed, the system may congratulate the user for forming
10% more than projected for the day. Conversely, if the work is behind schedule, the system may ask the user if he
has any comments concerning conditions that day so that impeding elements can be eliminated in order to increase
productivity.

Reward user for proper use of system:
Motivating the user to continue using the system involves management’s use of the data through the system and
feedback to the user. If the user is involved in a task that performed above expectation, then a note is sent to the user
indicating, “your efforts are noted and will increase profitability”. This is good if the user has reason to believe that
increased profitability translates to some type of bonus or security. Motivation comes when the user feels that his
efforts are recognized and important.

The purpose of these four steps is to revolutionize26 the IS by replacing document control
with data flow:
The revolution improves communication and data usage. The casualty is waste. The first two steps identify and
prepare an appropriate IS tool and the last two implement the system. A good IS will reduce the waste in
communications and data usage. It is often difficult to see what waste is, but easy to determine methods to eliminate
waste. “If we can make it obvious to everybody what waste is, we have taken the first positive step toward its
elimination.”27 This same concept applied to document control indicates that being able to see where the documents
are being held up will cause the communication bottlenecks to be identified and then a remedy made. Pareto’s law
says 80% of the tasks can be managed in 20% of the time. A corollary is automation can accomplish 80% of your
work so that you can focus on solving the other 20%. To most middle management, the change will be a revolution
and upper management will be required to lead and motivate users to properly adopt the new system.

26

Revolution rather than incremental improvement is discussed frequently as the most effective way to establish real
advancement. Jack Welch pushed to rethink operations at GE and produced lasting changes. See William Fulmer,
Shaping the adaptive organization. NY: AMACOM, 2000, chapter 6. See also Michael Tushman, Winning through
innovation: a practical guide to leading organizational change and renewal. Boston: Harvard Business School
Press, 1997, chapters 1 and 7. The idea of how new technologies destroy existing firms because they fear disrupting
their system or cannibalizing their own products is discussed in Clayton Christensen, The Innovator’s Dilema:
When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail. Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1997.
27
Japan Management Association, Kanban: Just-In-Time at Toyota, trans. David J Lu. Portland, OR: Productivity
Press, 1989, p. 75.
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1. Introduction
The governmental patronage of astronomy in the reign of Emperor Tai Zu 太祖
(Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋, 1328-1398, r. 1368-1398) of the Ming 明 Dynasty played a
significant role in the promotion of Islamic astronomy in China. The introduction of
astronomical experts from the former Mongolian empire, the establishment of Islamic
calendrical office and observatory within the Astronomical Bureau and the translation
of Islamic astrological-astronomical texts marked the vivid exchanges of scientific
knowledge between Arabic countries and China during the late 14th century. Drawing
upon a wide-range of written records, such as, Abū Muhammad ‘Atāibn Ahmad ibn
Muhammad Khwāja Ghāī al-Samarqandī al-Sanjufīnī and Kūšyār ibn Labbān ibn
Bāšahrī al-Jīlī ’s (971?-1029?) astronomical and astrological treatises, this paper
attempts to present a succinct account of the development of Islamic astronomy in
Early Ming.1
2. From Taishijian 太史監 to Sitianjian 司天監: The Establishment of
Astronomical Bureau in Early Ming

1

On Abū Muhammad ‘Atāibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad Khwāja Ghāī al-Samarqandī al-Sanjufīnī, see
Herbert Franke, “Mittelmongolische Glossen in einer arabischen astronomischen Handschrift von
1366”, Oriens Vol.31 (1988), pp.95-118. Kūšyār ibn Labbān ibn Bāšahrī al-Jīlī had written the
following books: 1. al-Zīğ al-ğāmi‘ (astronomical table); 2. al-Madkhal fī Sinā‘at Ahkām al-Nujūm
( Introduction to Astrology); 3. Maqāla fi’ l-hisāb (The Book on the Principles of Hindu Reckoning);
4.Kitāb al-Asturlāb wakaifīyat ‘amalihī wa‘tibārihī ‘ala ’t-tamām wal-kamāl (The Book on Astrolabe),
cf. Carl Brockelmann(1868-1956), Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur (Leiden: E.J.Brill, 1943-1949),
Vol.1, pp.252-253. On Kūšyār ibn Labbān ibn Bāšahrī al-Jīlī, see A.S. Saidan, “Kūšyār ibn Labbān ibn
Bāšahrī al-Jīlī”, Charles Coulston Gillispie ed., Dictionary of Scientific Biography (New York: Scribner,
1970), Vol.7, pp.531-533.
3

On New Year’s Day of the twenty-fourth year of Yuan 元 Zhi Zheng 至正 reign
(1364) which was just over four years before his enthronement, Zhu Yuanzhang had
assumed the title of Prince of Wu 吳 and established the rudiments of a civil
bureaucracy.2 His own astronomical bureau was then instituted in 1365 and was
called taishijian. According to the Taizu shilu 太祖實錄 (Veritable Records of the
Reign of Taizu), the personnel of the taishijian consisted of:
The Director (taishiling 太史令), Directorial Supervisor (tongpan taishijianshi 通
判太史監事), Signatory Supervisor(qianpan taishijianshi 僉判太史監事),
Collating Officer (jiaoshilang 校事郎); subordinate officials include Chief
Officers of the Five Agencies (wuguanzhen 五官正), Observatory Chief
(lingtailang 靈臺郎), Diviner and Assistant Diviner (baozhang zhengfu 保章正
副), Chief of the Clepsydras(qiehuzheng 挈壺正), Secretary in the Calendar
Office( zhangli guangou 掌曆管勾).3
In the same month, Zhu Yuanzhang appointed his political and military advisor Liu Ji
劉基(1311- 1375) to the directorship of taishijian. 4 In the tenth month of the first
year of Wu (1367), Zhu Yuanzhang renamed taishijian as taishiyuan 太史院. The
director was called taishiyuanshi 太史院使 who occupied an official rank principal
third grade ( zheng sanpin 正三品, i.e. 3a grade). Liu Ji continued to hold the
directorship of taishiyuan and was asked to compile a calendar for Zhu Yuanzhang’s
new reign. The subordinate officials of taishiyuan included:
A Vice-Director (taishiyuan tongzhi 太史院同知), rank 4a; Bureau Supervisor
(taishiyuan yuanpan 太史院院判), rank 5a; Chief Officers of the Five Agencie,
2

Romeyn Taylor trans., Basic Annals of Ming T’ai-Tsu (San Francisco: Chinese Materials Center, Inc.,
1975), pp.47-48. On Zhu Yuanzhang, see Teng Ssu-yü (鄧嗣禹, 1906-), “Chu Yüan-chang”, in
L.Carrington Goodrich (1894-1994)and Chaoying Fang (房兆楹, 1908-) ed., Dictionary of Ming
Biography (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976), pp.381-392; Edward L. Farmer, Zhu
Yuanzhang and Early Ming Legislation: The Reordering of Chinese Society Following the Era of
Mongol Rule (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1995), pp.30-31.
3
Ho Peng Yoke 何丙郁 and Chiu Ling-yeong 趙令揚 ed., Mingshilu zhong zhi tianwenziliao 明實錄中
之天文資料(Astronomical Materials in the Veritable Records of the Ming Dynasty )[Hong Kong:
Department of Chinese, The University of Hong Kong, 1986], pp.1-2. Also see Ho Peng Yoke, “The
Astronomical Bureau in Ming China”, Journal of Asian History, Vol. 3, No.2 (1969), pp.135-157;
Thatcher Deane, The Chinese Imperial Astronomical Bureau : Form and Function of the Ming Dynasty
Qintianjian from 1365-1627 ((Ph. D. dissertation, University of Washington, 1989; Ann Arbor, Mich.:
UMI, 1994 ),pp. 45-65, idem, “Instruments and Observation at the Imperial Astronomical Bureau
during the Ming Dynasty”, Osiris (Second Series), Vol.9 (1994), pp.127-140.
4
On Liu Ji, see Hok-lam Chan 陳學霖, “Liu Chi”, in Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary of Ming
Biography, pp.932-938; idem, “Liu Chi (1311-1375) and his models: The Image Building of a Chinese
Imperial Adviser”, Oriens Extremus , Vol.15 (1968), No,1, pp.34-55; idem, “Die Prophezeiung des Liu
Chi (1311-1375), Ihre Entstehung und iher Umwandlung im heutigen China”, Saeculum, Vol.25 (1974),
No.4, pp.338-366.
4

rank 6a; Recorder(dianbu 典簿), Weather Officer (yuyangshi 雨暘司), Time
Keeper(shixulang 時序郎), Recorder of Observations (jihoulang 紀候郎) rank 7a;
Observatory Chief, Diviner, rank 8a; Assistant Diviner, rank subsidiary eighth
grade (congbapin 從八品, i.e. 8b grade); Secretary in the Calendar Office,
rank 9b.5
On the twenty-third of the eleventh month which was also the winter solstice day of
the same year, Liu Ji and his astronomical official Gao Yi 高翼 presented the Da tong
大統 calendar for the wu shen 戊申 cyclical year to the throne.6
Although it was widely held that after Zhu Yuanzhang had taken control over
China in 1368, he began to abolish the Mongolian political customs and to restore the
ethnic Han Chinese tradition, in fact, on the twenty-third of the ninth month of the
first year of Hong Wu 洪武 reign (1368), Zhu ordered that Mongols and non-Mongol
collaborators (Semu ren 色目人) who were talented and able were to be chosen for
official employment.7 Shortly after the conquest of the capital of the Mongolian Yuan,
Dadu 大都 (the modern Beijing), on the eleventh of the tenth month of the first year
of Hong Wu reign , Zhu Yuanzhang ordered his armies to take over books, documents
and astronomical instruments from the Imperial Secretariat (bishujian 秘書監) and the
Astronomical Bureau (taishiyuan 太史院) of Mongols.8 It was very likely that those
books, documents and astronomical instruments might have included Arabic literature
on astronomy and astrology as well as Islamic astronomical instruments.9 On the
5

Ho and Chiu ed., Mingshilu zhong zhi tianwenziliao, p.2.
Ho and Chiu ed., Mingshilu zhong zhi tianwenziliao, p.3.
7
Romeyn Taylor trans., Basic Annals of Ming T’ai-Tsu , p.61. On Zhu Yuanzhang’s vision on
homogeneous community of cultural Chinese, see Edward L. Farmer, Zhu Yuanzhang and Early Ming
Legislation: The Reordering of Chinese Society Following the Era of Mongol Rule, pp.81-99.
8
Ho and Chiu ed., Mingshilu zhong zhi tianwenziliao, p.4. On Dadu, see Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt,
Imperial Architecture Under Mongolian Patronage: Khubilai’s City of Daidu (Ph.D. Dissertation,
Harvard University , 1981); Sugiyama Masaaki 杉山正明, “Ku-bi-ra-I to Dai-to 大都”(Khubilai’and
Daidu), in Umehara Kaoru 梅原郁 ed., Chugoku kinsei no toshi to bunka 中國近世都市文化 (Cities
and Culture in Mediaeval China)[Kyoto: the Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto University,
1984], pp.485-518.
9
Tazaka Kodo(田興道, 1912-1957), “Tozen seru isuramu no ichi sokumen ni tsu ite 東漸一側面就
”(An Aspect of Islam Culture Introduced into the East ), Shigaku zasshi 史學雜誌(Journal of History,
Tokyo), Vol.53(1942), No.4, pp.401-466, No.5, pp.555-605; Tazaka Kodo Chugoku ni o ke ru Kaikyo
no denrai to so no guzu 中國回教傳來弘通 (Islam in China: Its Introduction and
Development)[Tokyo: The Toyo Bunko, 1964]pp.1540-1571;Ma Jian 馬堅(1906-1978), “Yuan
bishujian zhi hui-hui shuji shiyi《元秘書監志•回回書籍》釋義”(The Interpretation of the Islamic
Books listed in the Records of the Imperial Secretariat of the Yuan Dynasty), in Huizu shi lunji 回族史
論集( Collected Essays on the History of Hui People in China)[Yinchuan: Ningxia People’s Press,
1984],pp.193-198; Henry Serruys (1911-1983), “Remains of Mongol Customs in China during the
Early Ming Period”, Monumenta Serica, Vol.16 (1957), pp.137-190; also in Henry Serruys, The
Mongols and Ming China: Customs and History (edited by Françoise Aubin, London: Variorum
Reprints, 1987); Yabuuti Kyosi (藪內清, 1906-2000), Chugoku no tenmon rekiho 中國天文曆法
6
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twenty-seventh of the same month, the Ming government recruited fourteen Yuan
astronomical officials of the astronomical institutions (i.e. taishiyuan, sitianjian 司天
監 and huihui sitianjian 回回司天監) at Dadu and dispatched them to the new capital
Nanjing 南京.10 The names and titles of these astronomical experts are given as
follows:
Zhang You 張佑(Director of Astronomical Bureau , taishiyuanshi , rank 2a) ;
ZhangYi 張沂(Director of Astronomical Bureau );
Cheng Li 成隸(Minister of Agricultural Department , sinongqing 司農卿 and
Director of Astronomical Bureau );
Guo Rang 郭讓(Vice-Director of Astronomical Bureau, taishi tongzhi 太史同知,
rank 3a);
Zhu Mou 朱茂(Vice-Director of Astronomical Bureau);
Wang Dake 王大可(Deputy Director of Astronomical Branch Bureau,
sitianshaojian 司天少監, rank 5a);
Shi Ze 石澤(Deputy Director of Astronomical Branch Bureau);
Li Yi 李義(Deputy Director of Astronomical Branch Bureau);
(Chinese Astronomy and Calendrical Sciences)[Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1969, revised 1990], pp.202-209,
and “The Influence of Islamic Astronomy in China”, Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, Vol.
500 ( From Deferent To Equant: A Volume of Studies in the History of Science in the Ancient and
Medieval Near East in honor of E. S. Kennedy, 1987 ), pp.547-559; Yamada Keiji (山田慶兒), Jujireki
no michi: Chugoku chusei no kagaku to kokka 授時曆道：中國中世科學國家 (The Way to the Shoushi
Calendrical System: Science and the State in Medieaval China) [Tokyo: Misuzu Shobo, 1980],
pp.58-64; Miyajima Kazuhiko (宮島一彥), “Genshi tenmonshi kisai no isuramu tenmongiki ni tsu ite
『元史』天文志記載天文儀器 (New Identification of Islamic Astronomical Instruments described in
the Yuan Dynastic History)”, in Toyo no Kagaku to Gijutsu 東洋科學技術 (Science and Technology in
East Asia)[Kyoto: Dohosha, 1982], pp.407-427; Chen Jiujin 陳久金, Huihui tianwenxueshi yanjiu 回回
天文學史研究(A Study on the History of Islamic Astronomy in China)[Nanling: Guangxi Science and
Technology Press, 1996], pp.89-105; Ma Mingda 馬明達 and Chen Jing 陳靜, Zhongguo hui-hui lifa
jicong 中國回回曆法輯叢(Collected Texts on Islamic Calendar in China)[Lanzhou: Kansu People’s
Press, 1996],pp.1-14; K.W. Fung, “A Documentary Journey From al-Farghani (?-861?) and al-Battani
(858?-929) to Christoph Clavius (1538-1612) and Matteo Ricci (1552-1610)”, a paper presented in
“Colloquium on Information Science: HKUST Library Series No. 6 : Celebrating Special Collections :
Scholarship and Beauty”, June 6, 2002 organized by University Library, Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology, 15pp.
10
On the astronomical observatories, see Yang Yuan 楊垣, “Taishiyuan Ming 太史院銘”, in Su
Tianjue 蘇天爵(1294-1352) ed., Yuan wen lei 元文類 (Classified Essays of the Yuan Dynasty)[ Ming
edition, published between 1621 and 1644 by the publisher Xiude Tang 修德堂], juan 17, pp.2a-4a;
Anonymous, Beiping kao (An Investigation to [the City of ] Beijing)[Beijing: Beijing guji chubanshe,
1980], pp.35- 36; Yamada Keiji, “Jujireki e no michi: Gencho chika no temmondai to temmongakusha
授時曆道：元朝治下天文臺天文學者” (The Way to the Shoushi Calendrical System: Observatories
and Astronomers under the YuanDynasty), in Yamada Keiji ed., Chugo no kagaku to kagasha 中國科
學科學者(Chinese Science and Scientists)[ Kyoto: the Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto
University, 1978], pp.1-207; Li Qibin 李啟斌, Beijing Astronomical Observatory in the Yuan
Dynasty”, in Nha Il-Seong. and F. Richard Stephenson ed., Oriental Astronomy from Guo Shoujing to
King Sejong: Proceedings of an International Conference (Seoul, Korea, 6-11 October 1993) [Seoul:
Yonsei University Press, 1997] , pp.63-70.
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Zhao Xun 趙恂(Director of Astronomical Branch Burea, sitianjian 司天監, rank
4a);
Liu Xiaozhong 劉孝忠(Anomaly Interpreter of Astronomical Bureau, taishiyuan
jianhou 太史院監候, rank 8b);
Zhang Rong 張容 (Observatory Chief , lingtailang, rank 7a);
Akhdir 黑的兒(Director of Islamic Astronomical Bureau, huihui sitianjian 回回
司天監, rank 4a);
‘Abd Allāh 阿都刺(Director of Islamic Astronomical Bureau);
Darwīsh 迭里月實(Executive Assistant of Islamic Astronomical Bureau, huihuisitianjiancheng 回回司天監丞, rank 4a).11
Apparently, the last three astronomical experts were Muslims, their nationality being
either Arab, Persian or Central Asiatic. In the same month, Ming astronomical bureau
presented Zhu Yuanzhang with a “rock-crystal made palace clepsydra” (shuijing gong
kelou 水晶宮刻漏) which was believed to be made in the imperial workshop of
Mongolian Emperor Shun Di 順帝 (Toghan Timur, 1320-1370, r.1333-1367).12
Within this gonglou 宮漏 there was one wooden jack automatically striking gongs
and drums in accordance with the passing hours. But Zhu Yuanzhang considered it not
of much use because of its palatial extravagance and had it broken up.13 This
“gonglou” was very likely a Chinese style water-clock featuring complicated systems
of jack-work, but Zhou Shuxue 周述學 (fl.1530-1558) speculated that it might have
embodied Islamic horological innovations.14 If this is the case, it may be safely
assumed that clock-makers in the Mongolian court might have received influences
from their Islamic forerunners such as Muhammad b.‘Alī b. Rustam al-Khurāsānī
al-Sā‘ātī (?-1174; who had made a great clock at the Jayrūn Gate to the east of the
11

Ho and Chiu ed., Mingshilu zhong zhi tianwenziliao, p.4.
Chen Menglei (陳夢雷, 1651-1723?)ed., Gu jin tu shu ji cheng 古今圖書集成(Imperial
Encyclopaedia, 1726; Shanghai reprint, 1934) Volume on Calendrical Sciences, juan 98, Section on
clepsydra , p.58b.
13
Ho and Chiu ed., Mingshilu zhong zhi tianwenziliao, p.4; Joseph Needham and Wang Ling , Science
and Civilization in China, Vol.4: Physics and Physical Technology, Part II: Mechanical Engineering
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), pp.509-511. On Zhu Yuanzhang’s attitude on
astronomical and horological instruments, see K. W. Fung,“Ten-gen-gyoku-reki-sho-I-hu sho ko－－
sensei-jutsu no taisho to naata tentai•kisho gensho o chushin ni『天元玉曆祥異賦』小考——占星術
對象天體•氣象現象中心”( A Critical Study on the Tianyuan Yuli Xiangyi Fu
[Essay on the Astronomical and Meteorological Presages] : On the Phenomena of the Movement of
Heavenly Bodies and Aeromechanics), in Yamada Keiji ed., Chugoku kodai kagaku shiron zokuhen
中國古代科學史論續編( Researches on History of Ancient Chinese Science: Volume Two)[Kyoto: the
Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto University, 1991], pp.267-331. On “gonglou”, see Hua
Tongxu 華同旭, “The Water Clock of the Ming Dynasty”, in Nha Il-Seong. and F. Richard Stephenson
ed., Oriental Astronomy from Guo Shoujing to King Sejong: Proceedings of an International
Conference (Seoul, Korea, 6-11 October 1993), pp.325-328.
14
Zhou Shuxue 周述學, Shen dao da bian li zong tong yi 神道大編曆宗通議(General Discourse on
Calendrical Sciences, 1558) juan17, pp.13a-14a.
12
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grand Ummayad Mosque in Damascus during his stay there in 1154) and his son
Ridwān b.al-Sa‘ātī (the author of Book on the Construction of Clocks and on Their
Use , 1203), Ibn al-Razāzz al-Jazarī ( the engineer to the Artuqid [r. 1201-1022]court
at Diyar Bakr, who made six water-clocks and wrote The Book of Knowledge of
Ingenious Mechanical Devices in 1205/1206).15
Following the introduction of astronomical experts from former Yuan
government, on the sixth of the twelfth month of the first year of Hong Wu reign
(1369), Zhu Yuanzhang again renamed Taishi yuan as Sitianjian 司天監. A new staff
hierarchy for the Sitianjian was then established :
One Director (jianling 監令), rank 3a; two Deputy Directors (shaojian 少監),
rank 4a; one Executive Assistant (jiancheng 監丞), rank 6a; one Secretary (zhubu
主簿), rank 7a; one Recorder (zhushi 主事), rank 8a; five Chief Officers of the
Five Agencies (wuguanzheng 五官正), rank 5a; five Assistant Officers of the
Five Agencies (wuguanfu 五官副), rank 6a; two Observatory Chiefs (lingtailang
靈臺郎), rank 7a; two Diviners (baozhangzheng), rank 7b; three Anomaly
Interpreters (jianhou 監候), rank 8a; eight Time Keepers (sichen 司辰), rank 9a;
six Doctors of the clepsydra (loukeboshi 漏刻博士), rank 9b.16
At the same time, in the interest of strengthening the computational and observational
accuracy as well as inheriting Mongols’ dual managerial system, Zhu Yuanzhang
established a separate Islamic Astronomical Bureau called Huihui sitianjian 回回司
天監 in parallel with its Chinese counterpart sitianjian. The Huihui sitianjian was
staffed by:

15

Donald R. Hill (1922-1994), The Book of Knowledge of Ingenious Mechanical Devices by Ibn
al-Razzāz al-Jazarī ( Dordrecht: Reidel, 1974); Arabic Water-Clocks (Aleppo, Syria: Institute for the
History of Arabic Science, University of Aleppo, 1981), pp.69-124; idem, “Islamic Fine Technology
and its Influence on the Development of European Horology”, Al-Abhath (Beirut), Vol.35 (1987),
pp.9-28, also in Donald R. Hill, Studies in Medieval Islamic Technology: From Philo to al-Jazarī—
from Alexandria to Diyār Bakr (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 1998), I, pp.9-28; idem, A
History of Engineering in Classical and Medieval Times (London and New York: Routledge, 1996),
pp.232-241; idem, “Engineering”, Roshdi Rashed ed., Encyclopedia of the History of Arabic Science
(London and New York: Routledge, 1996), pp.751-795, esp. pp.789-792; A.J. Turner, The Time
Measuring Museum : Volume 1 Time Measuring Instruments Part3 Water- clocks, Sand-glasses,
Fire-clocks (Rockford: The Time Museum, 1984), pp.17-25; Esin Atil ed., Islamic Art & Patronage:
Treasures from Kuwait (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., 1990), pp.170-171; Ahmad
Y. al-Hassan and Donald R. Hill, Islamic Technology: An Illustrated History (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1994 reprinted), pp.55-59; O. Kurz, European Clocks and Watches in the Near East
(London: The Warburg Institute, University of London, 1975), pp.8-10; Abbott Payson Usher (18831965), A History of Mechanical Inventions (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1988), pp. 187- 192.
16
Ho and Chiu ed., Mingshilu zhong zhi tianwenziliao, p.4.
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One Director(jianling 監令), rank 4a; two Deputy Directors (shaojian 少監), rank
5a; two Executive Assistants (jiancheng 監丞), rank 6a.17
Perhaps around this time, Zhu Yuanzhang ordered Wang Hui 王褘(1322/1323-1373)to
write an imperial decree of conferment to appoint ‘Abd Allāh, the former Director of
Yuan Islamic Astronomical Bureau as the Deputy Director of the newly established
Islamic Astronomical Bureau.18
On the sixth of the fourth month of the second year of the Hong Wu reign
(1369), the Ming government launched the second recruitment of Islamic
astronomical experts from the Islamic Astronomical Bureau (Huihui sitiantai 回回司
天台) at Shangdu 上都, the Mongolian upper capital ( now in Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region) and eleven officials including Cheng ‘Alī 鄭阿里 were then
sent to Nanjing.19 According to recent research by Wu Yiye 伍貽業, a distinguished
astronomer from hereditary astro-calendric family in Samarkand (modern Uzbekistan)
who had the sinicized name called Wu Ru 伍儒 and who later served as a Doctor of
the clepsydra in Huihui sitianjian, was also amongst the eleven recruited experts.20
3. From Sitianjian 司天監 to Qintianjian 欽天監: The Consolidation of
Astronomical Bureau in Early Ming

17

Ho and Chiu ed., Mingshilu zhong zhi tianwenziliao, p.4.
Zhu Yuanzhang, “A-du-la chu huihui sitian shaojian gao 阿都刺除回回司天少監誥” ( A Decree of
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Chen Zilong 陳子龍( 1608-1647) ed., Ming jing shi wen bian 明經世文編 (Collected Essays on
Managerial Affairs in the Ming Dynasty) (Beijing: Zhong hua shu ju, 1962), juan 4, p.13a-13b.
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Steinhardt, Chinese Imperial City Planning (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1990), pp.150154; Lu Sixian 陸思賢 and Li Di 李迪, “Yuan Shandu tianwentai yu A-la-bo tianwenxue zhi chuanru
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The Science Press, 1991], pp.59-60.
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of Nanjing), No.15(1968, No.2), pp.10-11.
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On the thirteenth of the sixth month of the Third year of the Hong Wu reign
(1370), without altering the Bureau’s structure or rank Zhu Yuanzhang changed the
name of Sitianjian to Qintianjian, the appellation which continued to be in use until
the collapse of the Qing 清 Dynasty in 1912. Qintianjian comprised four functional
divisions (ke 科): Astronomy (tianwen ke 天文科), Clepsydra (louke ke 漏刻科),
Calendar (Grand Concordance Calendrical System, datongli ke 大統曆科) and Islamic
Calendar (huihuili ke 回回曆科).21 And huihui sitianjian was also renamed as huihui
qintianjian 回回欽天監.22 The Islamic calendar division of the qintianjian was
normally responsible for computing calendrical-mathematical data or relevant
parameters for the ease of reference in the course of compilation of Datongli, whereas
huihui qintianjian was in charge of the examination of astronomical parameters by
launching observations, making licheng 立成 tables (usually referred to as “quickly
computed tables for astronomical calculation” and they are similar to Islamic
astronomical tables Zījes ) and compiling huihuili 回回曆(Islamic calendar)for
publication.23 On the third month of the fourth year of the Hong Wu reign (1371),
Yang Ye 楊埜 and Yu Jun 俞鈞 were both promoted to the position of Calendar
Officers, sili 司曆 within the qintianjian。24
On the ninth of the seventh month of the fifth year of the Hong Wu reign (1372),
Zhu Yuanzhang built an imperial observatory guanxing tai 觀星臺 on Dushan 獨山
mound in the Central Capital Zhongdu 中都 (i.e. Linhao 臨濠 [usually known as
Fengyang 鳳陽], the birthplace of the Hongwu Emperor).25 According to Fengyang
xinshu 鳳陽新書 (The New Book of Fengyang Prefecture), astronomical instruments
used in that observatory included zuanji yuheng 璇璣玉衡(usually refers to armillary
sphere) and tongpan 銅盤(possibly brass-made astrolabe).26 On the twenty-ninth of
the sixth month of the seventh year of the Hong Wu reign (1374), Zhu Yuanzhang
established another imperial observatory in Zhongli Fu 中立府 (later renamed as

21
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pp.214-215.
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Fengyang Prefecture 鳳陽府) and ordered GuanYu 管豫, the Director of Qintianjian,
to administer the construction and observational affairs.27
On the second of the ninth month of the fourteenth year of the Hong Wu reign
(1381), Zhu Yuanzhang modified the structure and ranking of the Qintianjian:
One Director (Qintianjian jianling 監令), rank 5a; two Executive Assistant
(jiancheng 監丞); one Secretary (zhubu 主簿); subordinate officials include five
Chief Officers of the Five Agencies (wuguanzheng 五官正); eight Observatory
Chiefs for the Five Agencies (wuguan lingtailang 五官靈臺郎); two Diviners for
the Five Agencies (wuguan baozhangzheng 五官保章正); two Chief of the
Clepsydras for the Five Agencies (wuguan qiehuzheng 五官挈壺正); three
Anomaly Interpreters for the Five Agencies (wuguan jianhou 五官監候); two
Calendar Officers for the Five Agencies (wuguan sili 五官司曆); eight Time
Keepers for the Five Agencies (wuguan sichen 五官司辰); six Doctors of the
clepsydra (loukeboshi 漏刻博士). All the Qintianjian officials were offered
Prestige Titles (sanguan 散官) in accordance with their ranks.28
In the period between the second and thirty-first years of the Hong Wu reign
(1369-1398), two prominent Arabian astronomers Ma-de-lu-ding 馬德魯丁(?-1374?)
and his son Ma-sha-yi-hei 馬沙亦黑(Mašāī or Ma Śaīh; also known as “Huihui da shi
回回大師 ” [Muslim great master], sinicized name being Wu Liang 吳諒), who came
from Lumi guo 魯密國(modern Sultanate of Oman and Yemen), were commissioned
to serve as director and Doctor of the clepsydra of huihui sitianjian or huihui
qintianjian respectively.29 After his father’s death, Ma-sha-yi-hei became the director
of huihui qintianjian.30 About this time, Ma-sha-yi-hei seemed to have received
imperial order to make an armillary sphere which was very likely an Islamic one.31
27
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(Studies in the History of Natural Sciences), Vol.8, No.1(1989), pp.28-36, also in Chen Jiujin, Huihui
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Ma-sha-yi-hei『華夷譯語』編者馬沙亦黑” (Ma-sha-yi-hei : The Editor of the Sino-Mongolian
Bilingual Texts ), Haneda hakushi shigaku ronbunshu 羽田博士史學論文集(The Collected Historical
Works of Dr. Haneda)[Kyoto : Kyoto Daigaku Toyoshi Kenkyukai, 1958], Vol.2, pp.435-444; Roy
Andrew Miller, “Qoniinči”, in Goodrich and Fang, Dictionary of Ming Biography, pp.1125-1127;
Yabuuti Kyosi , “Ma-sha-yi-hei no koto 馬沙亦黑” (A Note on Ma-sha-yi-hei), Shinika
(Sinica)[Tokyo], Vol.5(1994), No.6, pp.2-5. On “Lumi guo 魯密國”, see K. W. Fung,“Songdai
huangjia tianwenxue yu minjian tianwenxue 宋代皇家天文學與民間天文學”(Imperial and
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Française)[Beijing], No. 6 (2001) (Numéro special Histoire des sciences),pp. 234-268.
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Since Ming court had collected several hundred books of Qianfang 乾方(lit. the
most holy Muslim shrine, Kaaba , at Mecca; usually refers to Islamic or Arabic books)
from the Imperial Secretariat and the Astronomical Bureau of Mongolian Yuan
Dynasty and Zhu Yuanzhang highly regarded Islamic astronomical system for
accurate observations and computations, in the ninth month of the fifteenth year of the
Hong Wu reign (1382), Zhu ordered Li Chong 李翀 and Wu Bozong 吳伯宗(?-1385),
who both were senior scholar-officials of Hanlin Academy 翰林院, together with
Ma-sha-yi-hei 馬沙亦黑 and three Observatory Chiefs of Huihui qintianjian, namely,
Haidar 海達兒(originated from Central Asia), Adā’ al-Dī 阿答兀丁, Ma-ha-ma 馬哈麻
(Muhammad?, originated from Sultanate of Oman or Yemen) to start a translation
project on Islamic astronomical-calendrical and astrological books. In order to carry
out the project, Emperor Tai Zu established a translation bureau at the right side of the
You Shun Gate 右順門 within the palace city of Nanjing.32 According to Benno van
Dalen and Yano Michio’s recent research, those translated texts could have included
the Sanjufīnī Zīj (written in Tibet in 1366) by Abū Muhammad ‘Atāibn Ahmad ibn
Muhammad Khwāja Ghāī al-Samarqandī al-Sanjufīnī and al-Madkhal fī Sinā‘at
Ahkām al-Nujūm ( Introduction to Astrology, 1004?) by Kuo-shi-ya-er 闊識牙耳
(Kūšyār ibn Labbān ibn Bāšahrī al-Jīlī, 971?-1029? or fl. Late 10th centuries –Mid 11th
centuries).33 The Chinese translations of the texts entitled Huihui lifa 回回曆法
(Islamic Calendar) and Ming yi tianwen shu 明譯天文書 (Translation of (Islamic)
Astronomical Book in the Ming Dynasty) were both completed in the second month
of the sixteenth year of the Hong Wu reign (1383), and were published by the imperial
printer within the royal palace (nei fu 內府) in the fifth month of that year.
On the tenth of the seventh month of the seventeenth year of the Hong Wu reign
(1384), Zhu Yuanzhang ordered the Astronomical Bureau to make a guanxing pan 觀
星盤. (lit. star-observing plate).34 Researchers have suggested that this instrument
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probably performed the same function as the “star dial”(xing gui 星晷) of the
Mongols.35 But the author conjectures that the instrument might belong to “Islamic
astrolabe”, especially the type of “universal instrument” which was usually composed
of a “universal plate” for the observations of heavenly bodies in all latitudes.36
To encourage astronomical observations for abnormal natural phenomena, the
Astronomical Bureau was provided with a new observatory in the Jiming Mountain 雞
鳴山 north of the capital city on the eighth of the tenth month of the eighteenth year of
the Hong Wu reign (1385), instruments installed at there were probably collected
from Yuan astronomical bureaus in Dadu and Shangdu, for instances, armillary sphere,
equatorial torquetum (jian yi 簡儀), celestial globe (hunxiang 渾象), gnomon (guibiao
圭表 or liangtian chi 量天尺) and tonghu dilou 銅壺滴漏 (clepsydra).37 While the
old location of the observatory of the Astronomical Bureau in the Yuhua Terrace 雨花
臺, a site south of the city, was renovated and given over to the Islamic Astronomical
Bureau. Instruments used here might include Islamic astronomical instruments
collected from astronomical institutions of Mongolian Yuan, such as planispheric
astrolabe (Arabic: asturlāb) or spherical astrolabe (Arabic: asturlāb kurī).38
In the twenty-second year of the Hong Wu reign (1389), Zhu Yuanzhang again
35

Ho Peng Yoke, “The Astronomical Bureau in Ming China”, p.146.
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of American History (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1984), pp.12-21; Harold N. Saunders,
All the Astrolabes(Oxford: Senecio Publishing Company Limited, 1984), pp.5-20; K. W. Fung,
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Gregory K. Clancey & Hui-Chieh Loy eds., Historical Perspectives on East Asian Science, Technology
and Medicine (Singapore : Singapore University Press, 2002), pp.448-464. On “universal astrolabe”,
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re-titled the director of the Astronomical Bureau from jianling 監令 to jianzheng 監正,
the executive assistant from jiancheng 監丞 to jianfu 監副 (vice-director)
respectively.39 In the twenty-fourth year of the Hong Wu reign (1391), Ma-ha-ma was
promoted as Vice-director of Islamic Astronomical Bureau.40 About this time the
Ming government attempted to achieve a bureaucracy wide standard, after re-built the
office of the Astronomical Bureau in the twenty-fifth year of the Hong Wu reign
(1392), Zhu Yuanzhang initiated the rank and stipend revision exercise to his
astronomical officials in the eleventh month of the same year:
Rank 5a, ……Directors of the Astronomical Bureau and Islamic Astronomical
Bureau, monthly stipend in 16 piculs (dan 石) of rice.
Rank 6a, ……Vice-directors and Chief Officers of the Five Agencies of the
Astronomical Bureau and Islamic Astronomical Bureau, monthly stipend in 10
piculs of rice.
Rank 7b, ……Observatory Chiefs for the Five Agencies of the Astronomical
Bureau and Islamic Astronomical Bureau, monthly stipend in 7 piculs of rice.
Rank 8a, ……Secretary and Diviners for the Five Agencies of the Astronomical
Bureau and Islamic Astronomical Bureau, monthly stipend in 6.5 piculs of rice.
Rank 8b, ……Chief of the Clepsydras for the Five Agencies for the Five
Agencies of the Astronomical Bureau and Islamic Astronomical Bureau, monthly
stipend in 6 piculs of rice .
Rank 9a, ……Calendar Officers for the Five Agencies and Anomaly Interpreters
for the Five Agencies of the Astronomical Bureau and Islamic Astronomical
Bureau, monthly stipend in 5.5 piculs of rice.
Rank 9b, ……Time Keepers for the Five Agencies and Doctors of the clepsydra
of the Astronomical Bureau and Islamic Astronomical Bureau, monthly stipend
in 5 piculs of rice.41
On the first of the fourth month of the thirty-first year of the Hong Wu reign (1398),
the Islamic astronomical Bureau was abolished and its personnel incorporated into the
division of Islamic Calendar of the Astronomical Bureau.42
4. The translation of Islamic astronomical and astrological books
The royal patronage of Emperor Tai Zu in the translation project on Islamic
39
40
41
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astronomical and astrological books was turned to be a great success because of the
publications of Huihui lifa and Ming yi tianwen shu. For the latter book, Yano Michio
has published significant studies on the comparison between Arabic text of Kūšyār ibn
Labbān ibn Bāšahrī al-Jīlī ‘s al-Madkhal fī Sinā‘at Ahkām al-Nujūm ( Introduction to
Astrology) and Chinese translation of Ming yi tianwen shu.43 Most of the problematic
issues arising from the Chinese translation have been made clear. Therefore, in the
following paragraphs, the author will only confine to the discussions concerning about
the translation of the Huihui lifa. Prior to the present research,
there are four versions of the Huihui lifa which researchers mostly consulted. The four
versions are as follows:
1. The Huihui lifa in the Mingshi (the official history of the Ming Dynasty which
was jointly compiled by Ming loyalists and Qing scholar-officials, materials
mainly drawn from Ming governmental archives, and was completed in 1739),
three juans. 44
2. The Qizheng tuibu 七政推步 (Motions of the Seven Planets), a revision of the
original Huihui lifa completed in 1477 by Bei Lin 貝琳 (Vice-director of the
Qintianjian at Bejing in 1470; in the second month of 1472 transferred to
Vice-director of the Qintianjian at Nanjing). This book was later copied and
included in the Si ku quan shu 四庫全書 (Complete Books of the Four Treasures)
in 1781.
3. The Ch’iljŏngsan oepiŏn 七政算外篇 (The Outer Volume of Calculations of the
Seven Planets, 1444) by Korean astronomers Yi Soonji 李純之(1406-1465)and
Kim Dam 金淡(1416-1464), incorporated in the Sejong sillok 世宗實錄(Veritable
Records of King Sejong) of the Korean Yi Dynasty, five juans. 45
4. The hand written manuscript of Huihui lifa persevered in the Tōhoku University
東北大學 in Sendai 仙台 of Japan. The copying time is unknown. 46
43
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Given the fact that researchers failed to locate the original Chinese translation text
Huihui lifa and studied it, controversy over the exact translation and publication dates
of the Huihui lifa were then arising among researchers. Chen Jiujin thought that the
Huihui lifa was translated and edited in the 17th year of Hong Wu period (1384),
while Benno van Dalen and Yano Michio followed Bei Lin’s note about a naturalized
foreigner who brought the text to China in 1385.47 In fact, the original Chinese
translation of the Huihui lifa was completed in the second month of the16th year of
the Hong Wu reign (1383), and was published by the imperial printer within the royal
palace in the 5th month of that year. The present text contains a preface written by Wu
Bozong, the first juan entitled “Huihui lifa shili 回回曆法釋例”(Explanatory
Instances of Islamic Calendar)[pp.1a-3b], the following juan entitled “Qizheng jing
weidu fa 七政經緯度法”(Method of [computing]degrees of longitude and latitude)in
the opening paragraph but the outer register of each page printed as “Huihui lifa”
[pp.1a-31b].48
As we know, the Islamic calendar is basically a lunar calendar, with no
intercalation of months (unlike lunisolar calendar such as Chinese calendar). Its
independence of the solar cycle means that its months do not occur in fixed seasons
but migrate through the solar year. Days begin at sunset.49
After a thorough examination, the author would like to summarize several key
features appeared in the “Explanatory Instances of Islamic Calendar” as follows:
1. The computation of the calendrical epoch of the Islamic Calendar is starting
at sunset of Thursday, July 15, 622C.E.(Julian), the year of Mohammed’s
emigation to Medina.
2. Since the length of one Islamic year is different from a Chinese year, number
of years accumulating from Year One of the Muslim era to the beginning of
the next sexagenary cycle immediately after the completion of Huihui lifa (i.e.
the 17th year of Hong Wu reign) is 786 years.
3. The Islamic “solar-zodiac months” are also called “stationary months”(bu47
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Between the Huihui Calender, Chiljŏng Oepiŏn and Qizheng tuibu”, in Nha I.-S. and F. Richard
Stephenson eds., Oriental Astronomy from Guo Shoujing to King Sejong: Proceedings of an
International Conference (Seoul, Korea, 6-11 October 1993) , pp.105-111;Benno van Dalen and Yano
Michio , “Islamic Astronomy in China: Two New Sources for the Huihui li (“Islamic Calendar”)”,
p.698.
48
The text is preserved in the National Library of China at Beijing.
49
Ma Jian, Huili gangyao 回曆綱要 (An Outline of Islamic Calendar)[Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
1955], pp.9-17.
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dong di yue 不動的月). The exact number of days for each “solar-zodiac
month” are given as follows:
Baiyang xu gong 白羊戌宮(Arabic: Hamal / Persian: Barrah / Aries) 31days
Jinniu you gong 金牛酉宮(Taur / Gāu / Taurus) 31days
Yinyang shen gong 陰陽申宮(Jauzā’ / Dū-paykar / Gemini) 31days
Juxie weigong 巨蟹未宮(Saratān / Khār-Cang / Cancer)32days
Shizi wu gong 獅子午宮(Asad / Shīr / Leo)31days
Shuangnü si gong 雙女巳宮(Sumbalat / Khūshah / Virgo)31days
Tianping chen gong 天秤辰宮(Mīzān / Tarāzū / Libra)30days
Tianhe mao gong 天蝎卯宮(‘Aqrab / Gazh-dum / Scorpio)30days
Renma yin gong 人馬寅宮(Qaus / Kamān / Sagittarius) 29days
Mojie chou gong 磨羯丑宮(Jadī / Buz-i-Kūhī / Capricorn)29days
Baoping zi gong 寶瓶子宮(Dalw / Dūl-i-āsiyāb / Aquarius)30days
Shuangyu hai gong 雙魚亥宮(Hūt / Māhī / Pisces) 30days
4. The 12 Islamic months are called “migrating months”(dong di yue 動的月).
The editor of the Huihui lifa adopted the 12 Persian (solar-calendric )months’
names and transliterated into Chinese instead using the names of Islamic (Hijri)
year’s 12 lunar months. The exact number of days for each “migrating month”
are given as follows:
Fa-er-wo-er-ding 法而斡而丁 [30days] (Persian: Farvardīn [31days])
A-er-di-bi-xi-shi 阿而的必喜世 [29days]( Persian: Ordī behesht [31days])
Hu-er-da 虎而達 [30days]( Persian: Xordād [31days])
Ti-er 提而 [29days] (Persian: Tir[31days])
Mu-er-da 木而達 [30days] (Persian: Mordād[31days])
Sha-he-lie-wo-er 沙合列斡而 [29days] (Persian: Shahrīvar[31days])
Lie-he-er 列黑而 [30days] (Persian: Mehr [30days])
A-ban 阿班 [29days] (Persian: Abān[30days])
A-za-er 阿咱而 [30days] (Persian :Āzar[30days])
Da-yi 答亦 [29days] (Persian :Dey[30days])
Ba-ha-man 八哈慢 [30days] ( Persian :Bahman[30days])
Yi-si-fan-da-er-ma-di 亦思番達而麻的 [29days]
(Persian: Esfandārmud[29/ leap-year 30days])
5. The Islamic 7-day week system begins on Sunday; the days from Sunday to
Thursday are numbered, not named. But the editor of the Huihui lifa adopted
the Persian 7-day week names: the days of the week are numbered, not named.
Ri yi 日一(Sunday One: it is called ye-shan-bie 也閃別(Persian: Yek-shanbēh)
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Yue er 月二(Monday Two: it is called du-shan-bie 都閃別
(Persian: Do-shanbēh)
Huo san 火三(Tuesday Three: it is called xie-shan-bie 寫閃別
(Persian: Se-shanbēh)
Shui si 水四(Wednesday Four: it is called cha-er--shan-bie 察兒閃別
(Persian: Chār-shanbēh)
Mu wu 木五(Thursday Five: it is called pan-shan-bie 盤閃別
(Persian: Panj-shanbēh)
Jin liu 金六(Friday Six: it is called a-di-na 阿的那(Persian: ādīnah)
Tu qi 土七(Saturday Seven: it is called shan-bie 閃別(Persian: Shanbēh)
6. Methods computing leap-days in the Islamic “solar-zodiac months” and
“migrating months” respectively; Islamic method to compute Chinese
leap-year.
7. Records of the recent measurement about maximum angular motions of the
Sun and Five Planets.
After the completion of the translation project, in order to commend both Ma-shayi-hei and Ma-ha-ma’s endeavour and dedication to the translated works, Emperor Tai
Zu conferred the title of Hanlin bianxiu 翰林編修 (Compiler of Hanlin Academy) to
them.50
5. Concluding Remarks
Islamic Astronomical Bureau present in the early Ming was directly inherited
from the former Mongolian regime. Its continuation in the Hong Wu reign was
perhaps in part intended as a hedge on adopting the Yuan Shoushi Li 授時曆(Calendar
of Season Granting). In addition there was considerable concern on the part of the
Ming government to provide an Islamic calendar for the Islamic minority population
in China. The imperial patronage of the Emperor Tai Zu in promoting the
development of Islamic astronomy through recruitments of astronomical experts from
Mongolian Yuan Dynasty and commencement of translation project on Islamic
astronomical–astrological books were definitely conducive and beneficial to the
50

Zhu Yuanzhang, “Hanlin bianxiu Ma-sha- yi-hei Ma-ha-ma chiwen 翰林編修馬沙亦黑馬哈麻
文”(An Imperial Decree to Compilers of Hanlin Academy Ma-sha- yi-hei and Ma-ha-ma), in idem,
Ming Tai Zu yuzhi wenji 明太祖御製文集(Collected Essays of Emperor Tai Zu of the Ming
Dynasty)[ Ming Imperial printed edition (nei fu ben 內府本); Taipei: Taiwan Student Bookstore, 1965
reprint], juan 8, pp.6a-6b.
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exchange of astronomical knowledge between China and Arabia in the late 14th
centuries.
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“Death,” for example, portrays a man who protects himself from disappointment in love
by avoiding love completely. However, he has become so emotionally deadened he may
as well be literally dead. “The Raper from Passenach” is narrated by a young woman
recently raped by a man who thinks he’s taken good care of her, although she passed out
during the experience. Her story reveals part of the psychological trauma she’s suffered:
she hates all men now. “The Young Housewife” depicts a wife whose husband has paid
so little attention to her emotional needs that she appears to be deeply wounded
psychologically and stuck with many more years of the same.
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Estrangement Between Men and Women in
the Poetry of William Carlos Williams
Alan Kelly
Millersville University
At various times in William Carlos William’s life, the doctor whose avocation was
writing poetry, had to back away from the opportunity to have sex. At age fifteen, he
picked up a girl once who offered to “go all the way” if he’d say he loved her. Williams
felt he couldn’t lie; he didn’t really know her, let alone love her (Mariani 78). As a
medical intern at the Nursery and Child’s Hospital in New York, a nurse there took him
home and promised sex if he promised marriage. Again he didn’t want to lie and instead
left (Mariani 78-9; Simpson 232-33). After his marriage, a young woman came to his
office wanting sex, and he later wrote his wife, Floss, that he had wanted to oblige, but
thinking of Floss he gently guided the determined woman out the door (Mariani 265-66).
The most unusual escape from sex was from a baroness sculptor who informed Williams
his creativity would improve if he caught syphilis from her. Williams once had to have
police arrest the baroness when she stalked him outside his home (Simpson 262).
Williams, however, did not always say no to sex, even after his marriage to Florence
(Floss) Herman in 1912. He had a complex attitude toward his marriage. He wasn’t in
love with Floss when he proposed to her (Mariani 78). In fact, he’d been in love with her
more beautiful sister, Charlotte. Charlotte, however, married Williams’s brother, Edgar
(Mariani 76-77). Williams admired Floss’s toughness (Mariani 79) and grew over the
years to love her, and he wrote moving poems about the importance of his love for her.
But sexual fidelity wasn’t to him a requirement for a good marriage. Floss, on the other
hand, did not like the infidelities of other artistic types she and her husband knew. She
thought such activities were connected to the high number of divorces among such
people. She believed marriage was permanent, and she was completely loyal to her
husband (Mariani 232-33). When Williams was an old man, suffering from depression
and institutionalized for a time, writing home to Floss every day saying how much he
loved her, he felt a compulsion to confess his affairs to her. He seemed not to expect how
hurt she became. In spite of the affairs, he had loved her most (Mariani 660-61). One of
his greatest poems, “Asphodel, That Greeny Flower” was written after this time as a
public pleading for forgiveness from her and as a confirmation of his love for her.
Throughout their marriage, Floss had chided Williams for falling in love with every
woman he met, but apparently she didn’t want to see this tendency as extending to sexual
wanderings (Mariani 117, 662). Yet his yearning for so many women is still more
complex than just uncontrolled lust. Paul Mariani, author of a thorough biography of
Williams, writes that the doctor/poet was more interested in talking with women than in
sex with them. He did have sex, but it was something to get beyond for the kind of
emotional intimacy Williams needed (Mariani 164, 696). Williams admired women, and
came to believe they are superior to men, and he felt their company was preferable to that
of men (Mariani 142). Williams hadn’t taken women very seriously when he was young,
but as a pediatrician who delivered some three thousand babies in his career, he saw

women showing strength and courage the typical man would not often see (Mariani 657,
696). He even admired women others might not find very exciting. With him once on
his house call rounds, a witness reported Williams left the home of a plain-looking
woman patient who was in her robe holding a baby with a smelly diaper. Back in his car
Williams immediately jotted down something she said, exclaiming “What a beautiful
woman.” The witness failed to see beauty in the woman or her situation, but apparently
Williams perceived an inner attractiveness important to him (Mariani 695).
One of Williams’s poems, “For Eleanora and Bill Monahan,” was inspired by the
determination and courage many years earlier of another of his patients. Eleanora
Monahan’s pregnancy was seriously complicated. Usually in similar cases the mother
suffered extreme pain during delivery and then lost the baby. Eleanora refused to accept
the gloomy prognosis. She had prayed to have this child and would endure whatever pain
necessary. Williams, motivated to try the impossible, took her to the hospital when she
went into labor, worked all night to save the child, and finally beat the odds by delivering
a live daughter. This spunky woman became a symbol for Williams of the women he had
seen face tough odds with determination and succeed (Mariani 656-7). As a doctor,
Williams also heard women’s secrets, including marital problems kept even from their
husbands (Mariani 324). Women are frequent subjects in Williams’s writing (Kinnahan
7), and I think his concern for his women patients explains why. There are also a number
of his poems that look at relationships between men and women, and it is an interesting
paradox that Williams, who could not see clearly his own marriage to Floss, nevertheless
wrote poetry that provides interesting insights into what goes wrong between men and
women, and what may help them.
There are a number of poems in which his admiration for women is clear. In “Proletarian
Portrait,” for example, he depicts a “big young bareheaded woman / in an apron” of such
modest means her shoes have paper insoles, one of which she has extracted to examine a
nail protruding out to hurt her foot. The poem serves as a subtle criticism of the kind of
capitalism that exploits people of low income, but it is effective, I believe, because
Williams doesn’t sentimentalize the woman’s poverty. She isn’t cursing or whining
about the lousy quality of her shoes, rather she “looks intently” into the shoe, as if she
will figure out a way to fix the problem. The poem promotes a respect for the woman
and hints she deserves better treatment from rich company owners supplying goods to her
class (CP, v. I 384-85). In another poem, “A Woman in Front of the Bank,” the columns
of a bank building are symbols of “convention” (rather than “invention”), suggesting to
the public the bank is “solid as rock.” In front of the columns stands a woman rocking a
baby carriage whose two bare legs are compared to columns. Her face is compared to
Lenin’s and Darwin’s, suggesting the revolutionary idea that women who give birth and
nurture children are the truly creative and solid forces in the world (CP, v. II 126-27).
“The Last Words of My English Grandmother” portrays the physical degradation of the
elderly woman just before she gives up on life. Her bed is “rank, disheveled,” and she
herself is “wrinkled and nearly blind.” Yet she is still spunky when taken off to the
hospital, saying she doesn’t need to go to the hospital, demanding something to eat first,
and complaining about young people thinking they’re so smart. The narrator, clearly

someone who loves her and goes in the ambulance, describes how the old woman asks
what the fuzzy things passing by the window are. Told they’re trees, she says “Well, I’m
tired of them,” and looks away. The title of the poem indicates these are her last words,
so she must die soon after. Her final words indicate she chose to give up, that she wanted
to be in control in the end, and that she wasn’t afraid of death. The overall poem looks
beyond the surface unpleasantness of what life can eventually do to us all physically. A
doctor like Williams would not be shocked by that, and the tone here is one of respect for
the woman (CP, v. I 464-65).
There are poems in which Williams examines men’s sexual desire for women. “The Girl
(with big breasts)” is a poem in which there is little drama or action, except perhaps in the
aroused narrator’s imagination. The girl, whose big breasts are “under a blue sweater,”
simply “crosses the street / reading a newspaper” and stops to look down at the pavement
as if she’s spotted a dime. The meaning of this poem is connected to the very attentive
observer’s description of the sexy girl doing nothing important, just looking attractive to
the narrator. The poem suggests even sexual admiration for someone who’ll perhaps
never be seen again is a part of life and can be the subject of art (CP, v. I 444). In
“Picture of a Nude in a Machine Shop,” the focus is a pinup surrounded by “sweat and
muddy water, / [and] coiled fuse-strips.” The woman wears a “red ostrich plume / in her
hair” and holds a “leg stretched / out / bare / (toward the top-- / and upward),” “bare as / a
blow-torch flame, / undisguised.” Early in the poem the narrator says of the pinup
“(that’s art),”as if to say sexual desire in this unlikely place and form (the pinup) can be
art and worthy of poetry (CP, v. II 155-56). Williams, after all, once wrote that poetry
can be about anything (Corman 167).
The poem “Sonnet in Search of an Author” celebrates the smell of naked bodies, “Nude
bodies like peeled logs” that can “sometimes give off a sweetest / odor, man and woman /
under the tree in full excess.” The odor matches in pleasantness the scent of “the
cushion of / aromatic pine-drift fallen / threaded with trailing woodbine.” The narrator
says “a sonnet might be made of it.” In other words the smell of sexual desire belongs in
art, even in a sonnet, a form used by Shakespeare and other great poets for centuries (CP,
v. II 429-30). In “The Ogre” Williams does something different and important with
sexual desire; he examines inappropriate sexual desire. The narrator addresses a “Sweet
child, / little girl with well-shaped legs.” He says his thoughts “I put over and under and
around you.” These thoughts could “burn you to an ash,” but the narrator temporarily
justifies his feelings by saying the girl appears to respond to him with “the tentative lines
of your whole body.” The girl’s mother has put her hair up in a knot to make her more
attractive, and she pushes a toy baby cart, as if already thinking of the day she will mate.
Then the narrator ends the poem abruptly saying “These are my excuses,” indicating this
whole train of thought is way off track. The clearest clue the poem is about unhealthy
thoughts is the title, “The Ogre.” The persona’s thoughts are monstrous, and here
Williams demonstrates the need for boundaries to sexual desire (CP, v. I 95).
There are also poems in which Williams looks at the pain men and women sometimes
cause each other. “The Raper of Passenack” demonstrates again the need for boundaries
for sexual desire, and how men who go beyond the boundaries can deeply wound women.

This poem is about a girl who after being raped talks to an unnamed narrator, perhaps a
doctor, about what happened. The narrator begins saying sarcastically that the rapist had
been “very kind.” When the victim regained consciousness after fainting, the rapist said
“It’s all right, Kid, / I took care of you.” He adds “You’ll never forget me now.” The
victim bit the man several times, “but he was too strong for me.” While she’s afraid of
contracting an infection, the real psychological toll becomes apparent when she says she
feels “hatred, hatred of all men / --and disgust.” Any future relationship with a man will
be undercut by her anger for all men, and this is another poem that demonstrates the need
for boundaries to sexual desire (CP, v. I 385-87).
“The Young Housewife” portrays a young woman “behind / the wooden walls of her
husband’s house” still in her negligee at ten in the morning, as if too depressed to dress
for the day. The wooden walls of her husband’s house seem to symbolize something
wooden or deadened in their relationship. She comes to the curb almost flirtatious,
“tucking in stray ends of her hair,” “uncorseted,” calling “the ice-man, [and] fish-man.”
The narrator compares her to the dried crackling leaves beneath his car wheels when he
drives by, suggesting her marriage has emotionally drained her (CP, v. I 57). In
“Invocation and Conclusion” there’s another injustice to a woman. The young narrator
tells how she is from a poor family with nine kids and was married off at thirteen to an
“old bugger” of twenty-six. She was wed when “I hadn’t even had / my changes yet.”
The poem concludes with her exclaiming “now look at me!” The reader is left to imagine
her meaning, but I think we’re to understand she’s now pregnant long before she’s
psychologically ready, and she’s horrified (CP, v. I 387).
“In Sisterly Fashion” is about the consequences of the pressures on women to be objects
of sexual desire and to be valued most by their looks. An ugly woman in the poem
clutches her lover and weeps “softly to herself / knowing her lack of beauty / like the
sting of death,” yet she feels compelled, perhaps as a defense strategy, to praise “in /
sisterly fashion” another woman’s “fitted limbs” (CP, v. II 16-17). “The Deceptrices” is
also about unhealthy social expectations. Inexperienced girls head into trouble in this
poem because they feel they must look sexy for men. “They dress like whores” and “put
on bold / looks of experience.” Their youth will be soon gone and “too soon / the
unalterable conclusion” comes, one Dr. Williams probably saw in real life and seems to
grieve here (CP, v. II 3-4). “Profile of a Lady” is one of Williams’s translations, and yet
another poem in which Williams examines pain men cause women. Here a pretty girl
from a “celebrated family” has lost all of her brothers in war. Then her husband turns to
a new woman. Abandoned, without family to help her, she sends her maid to sell her
jewelry, and she “picks wisteria to mend the roof” (CP, v. II 370-71).
Even worse treatment appears in “Item,” based on a newspaper article Williams read
(Mariani 370). A woman “with a face / like a mashed blood orange” “clutching her /
thick, ragged coat / A piece of hat / broken shoes” screams as young men “shove her /
sprawling” with their gun-butts. The whole event is described as “a note / at the foot of
the page,” as if to say such sadism against women in war is so common it merits little
attention (CP, v. I 379). Williams was moved by instances of cruelty committed by men
against women he observed in his medical practice. Once as an intern, for example, he

treated a badly beaten prostitute. Her eyelids were swollen closed, her arms and face
bloody and bruised, and there were cuts over her breasts. He wrote later that on one
breast “could be seen the deeply embedded marks of teeth, as if some animal had
attempted to tear the tissues away” (Simpson 227-28). Doctors might need to develop a
detachment from such things, but they did arouse Williams’s sympathies for women
(Simpson 227).
At one point Williams even wrote that men disgusted him (Simpson 245). He felt all
people had to find a way to make peace with the fact they are part male and female
(Mariani 697, 711). At the same time he wrote a couple of poems that alluded to the pain
men can suffer from failed relationships with women. The poem “Death” seems at first to
be about a corpse: “He’s dead” and “he’s dead / the old bastard-- / He’s a bastard because
/ there’s nothing / legitimate in him any / more.” Gradually it becomes apparent that the
narrator is speaking figuratively about a man who’s decided to protect himself from pain
in love by refusing to love again. The narrator says “love’s beaten. He / beat it.” This
poem originally was about Williams’s father, but the revised version is about a man so
emotionally deadened he may as well be dead. He’s “a mockery / which / love cannot
touch,” and the narrator says “just bury it / and hide its face-- / for shame” (CP, v. I 34648). In “A Portrait of the Times” two WPA men during the Depression stand in a “new /
sluiceway / overlooking / the river.” One of them shows on his “red / jagged face the /
immemorial tragedy / of lack-love.” He’s so psychologically worn down by the absence
of love that it shows on his face (CP, v. II 9-10).
There are also poems by Williams that suggest relationships between men and women
can be successful. “Love” is an early poem in which Williams tries to adjust readers’
expectations about love. Love is not just passion, it includes pain: “Love is twain, it is
not single, / Gold and silver mixed in one, / Passion ‘tis and pain which mingle.” Yet
here both passion and pain are compared to valuable materials, gold and silver, implying
pain is positive along with passion. Perhaps that’s so because relationships might grow
stronger from suffering, even suffering caused by each other (CP v. I 21-22). Charles
Doyle writes of the “deceptive simplicity” of “This is Just to Say,” which he says is “a
celebration of the physical life” (2, 55). I believe it is more. The poem appears on the
surface merely to be a note left by a husband to his wife explaining that he’s eaten plums
she was probably saving for breakfast. Closer reading reveals a glimpse into the
personality of a marriage. The husband teases his wife, first apologizing for eating the
plums, then telling her how really good and sweet and cold the plums were. The tone is
playful, hinting the marriage is strong enough for such teasing because the husband
knows his wife will smile about it, not get angry (CP, v. I 372).
Two poems in which Williams examines more explicitly successful relationships between
men and women are “The Ivy Crown” and “Asphodel, That Greeny Flower.” In “The
Ivy Crown” “daffodil time,” or spring, “is past.” Spring flowers won’t come again for
the narrator and his wife, but “there are, / still, / the roses!” Roses of summer become
symbols for the relationship of a man and woman past their youth. “Children pick
flowers” the narrator says, but have no use for them, leaving “them crumpled / at the
curb’s edge.” “At our age” the narrator tells his partner “the imagination / across the

sorry facts / lifts us / to make roses / stand before thorns.” This poem, written late in
Williams’s life, echoes “Love,” written early in his career. Both poems assert one must
recognize love has a negative side. In the “Ivy Crown” the narrator says “Sure / love is
cruel / and selfish / and totally obtuse-- / at least, blinded by the light, / young love is.”
The light is perhaps the passionate side of love that creates expectations for the happilyever-after of fairy tales, a notion time generally disappoints. The narrator implies he and
his wife have found a wiser kind of love, getting beyond cruelty and pain “by our wills”
(CP v. II 287-90).
Hugh Kenner has called “Asphodel, That Greeny Flower” a “great meditation on love”
(116), and Christopher MacGowan says it’s about “salvation born of the renewal of love”
(413). The poem also suggests successful relationships need more than will or
determination. Williams loved flowers from childhood (Simpson 201-2), and
“Asphodel” is one of around two hundred poems he wrote about flowers (Mariani 697).
In this one the asphodel represents in part Williams’s marriage to Floss. He spent almost
two years writing the twenty-eight-page poem (Mariani 670), beginning not long after he
had hurt his wife with his confessed list of women he had affairs with. The poem says
their life together has been full of flowers, including the flowers of hell. Eventually the
narrator discusses the importance of forgiveness: “What power has love but forgiveness?
/ In other words / by its intervention / what has been done / can be undone.” The narrator
says that “having your love / I was rich. / Thinking to have lost it / I am tortured / and
cannot rest.” Having confessed his faults like Williams did to Floss, the narrator seeks
forgiveness from his wife, and hopes she will “again . . .think well / of me.” Later the
narrator pictures his wife giving her plants “reviving water” and says to himself that
“kindness moves her” and asks himself hopefully “shall she not be kind / also to me?”
Then later the narrator says “You have forgiven me / making me new again.” The Coda
of the poem concludes with an allusion to Williams’s memory of his own wedding many
years before when he was “so moved by your presence.” The narrator/poet remembers his
wife as a “sweet-scented flower . . . poised / [that] for me did open.” The final lines say
that the memory of the wedding, the beginning of a long life together, “has revived for
me / and begun again to penetrate / into all crevices / of my world” (CP, v. II 310-37).
“Asphodel” celebrates the healing power of love between a man and a woman, and the
possibility that the good may exceed the bad in a marriage.
Williams began writing poetry around age 18 to deal with suicidal depression (Simpson
208-9), and he once wrote that “I am dead when I cannot write and when I am at it I burn
with fever till one would think me mad” (Gerber 22). During Williams’s lifetime,
however, he was overshadowed by bigger names like T. S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, and Robert
Frost. He was at times frustrated by his lack of recognition. Williams calculated, for
instance, that by 1938 he had averaged $12 a year in royalties for some ten to fifteen
years (Simpson 297). Hugh Kenner writes that one sad aspect of Williams’s career as a
poet was he died not knowing what he had achieved (115). Williams did get selected for
a Pulitzer Prize, but that success came too late. He died March 4, 1963, and the Pulitzer
was awarded in May of that year (Mazzaro 3). More recently Peter Meinke writes that
Williams has increasingly replaced Eliot’s and Pound’s influence on American poetry
(107). Furthermore, Christopher MacGowan says Williams is now generally recognized

as one of the top American poets of the 20th century (416). I’ve tried to demonstrate here
that one interesting theme in the poetry of this important poet is an examination of what
may go wrong and right between men and women. Today nearly half of new marriages
are predicted to fail (U. S. Census). While Williams’s fifty-year marriage to Floss was
less than perfect, he nevertheless raised questions in his poetry that seem still of interest
more than forty years after Williams’s death.
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The ethnic label Zinjibari in Omani society has various connotations that depend on who
is using the term and on whom it is being used. It may function as an in-group or an outgroup label, as well as a term of prestige or a slur.
Through questionnaires and interviews, this study aims at presenting the various
meanings of the label Zinjibari; identifying the people associated with such meanings and
explaining to a certain extent, the basis for such meanings. It is also proposed that these
different connotations have an influence on language choice among the Swahili speakers
of Oman to the extent that this influence may result in an eventual loss of the language.
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William Morris and World Literature

A central notion which has been overlooked in William Morris (1834-1896)
studies is his use of art, in all its forms, to overcome man's sense of alienation from his
fellow man, society and nature in general. The reality of alienation became increasingly
evident within English society as the Nineteenth Century progressed especially among
the working class. The lives of these people had been radically and permanently altered
and dislocated by the impact and spread of the Industrial Revolution. The Romantic
Movement with figures such as Keats, Coleridge, Shelley and Byron was an initial
literary reaction to the effects of growing industrialization and the correspondent ill
effects upon man and nature. But beginning with thinkers such as Thomas Carlyle and
John Ruskin we see a deeper and more penetrating concern for the total welfare of
society, in particular, the working class and the poor. William Morris follows in this
tradition of ethical social concern and is instrumental in establishing in a very concrete
manner the dignity of work: the fundamental integration with a genuine concern for the
quality of one's life signified by the joy that art can bring to it. It is this crucial aesthetic
perspective that Morris adopted from Ruskin and then significantly altered that marks
Morris as being both an independent and radically world class theorist. His aesthetic
theory is applicable to all cultures and ethnic perspectives in the world and this ability of
it to be applied universally is the key reason Marxists became increasingly become
enamoured with Morris and his reputation.

Morris’ Life as a Continuum
Morris throughout his life continually formed, and joined many mutually
coordinated ventures, projects, and associations. At the same time he consistently
exhibited a reasoned and considered perspective arrived at through the substantial
capacity of his own intellect.
There exists a definite continuum in the writings of Morris. The emphasis altered
through the exigencies of time and the political nature of later Victorian culture no doubt
changed somewhat the force and perspective of the author's view regarding his social
duties and commitments from the Fifties to the Eighties and beyond. The process of
doing justice to Morris, then, entails doing some injustice to the existing fruits of
previous estimates of Morris which tend to focus only on one aspect. The communal
source which is fundamental to all perspectives stems from the birthplace of Western
culture, that is Greece, and in the synthetic solution relied upon here against such partisan
views, Plato and his seminal ‘utopia’ The Republic play a central and formative role
model.
However, the medium for the continuity of Morris’ lifelong expression is art. In
the fullest sense of the word Morris embodied not only an aesthetic of art theory but also
of the practice of art. The distinction between theory and practice falls away actually
melting together to form a world-view, an attitude towards life as a sensuous existence
within Nature with all its wonder and magnificence. The union of the aesthetic stance is
encapsulated in the children playing store in News from Nowherei [Chap. VI, "A Little
Shopping"] which echoes Schiller’s ‘play impulse’ as discussed in his On The Aesthetic
Education of Man,ii [see the Twenty-seventh Letter, pg 134]. The embracement of

Nature as the source of life and of love is suffused throughout the whole context of the
setting and journey described and delineated in that utopian landscape. The notion of a
journey featured in the novel, of course, recalls not only the Homeric tradition and the
ancient Greek period in general but also more importantly perhaps for Morris, it also
indicates the Anglo-Saxon peoples’ other debt to Teutonic myths and legends as well.

Partisanship
The Left views Morris as having been awakened to the concept of Socialism and
then subsequently led by obvious intellectual necessity to Marxist Communism circa
1880. This in my view is erroneous on two accounts. On the one hand definite signs in
Morris’ work and thought prior to the Eighteen Eighties indicates a definite substantial
cohesiveness concerning socialist ideas and the whole concept of the spirit of community
or fellowship. While on the other hand Morris’ vision of the future kind of society ‘after
the change’ (i.e. the communist revolution) is radically different from most depictions
commonly held about such a time and place. For Morris this idea of fellowship was
centered around the dual inspirations of art and of nature. These two basic elements are
what play the central constitutive role in Morris’ utopia of Nowhere.
Now admittedly it is mainly during the Eighties that we see Morris becoming
actively involved in social agitation and different kinds of polemical and propagandist
work and that in this regard he was influenced by Karl Marx and other prominent
socialists. But it seems to be more an association rather than a subservient or tutorial
arrangement. Morris was an extremely independent individual with an active fertile and
original mind of his own design. If he appeared to be under the control of anyone or idea

it was actually rooted within himself and the associations which he made were generally
meant to supplement his aims and goals as he envisioned them. During the Eighties his
guiding notion was ‘to make socialists,’ to agitate workers and labourers so as to activate
a self consciousness amongst them for their own benefit. It was to this end that he pooled
his energy and efforts with the various emerging socialist groups and federations.
So I find the basic working hypothesis of Paul Meier’s work William Morris, the
Marxist dreamer, to be built upon a false foundation.iii Meier states confidently in his
introduction that, William Morris only came to socialism around the age of 50, and his
utopian thought only took full wing with the development his theoretical education. In
fact, his utopianism offers the greater interest for being an expression of full maturity. It
existed, surely, in embryonic forms (already fairly well defined, moreover, on the
aesthetic plane) in the work of his earlier years, and we take note of this. But, in fact, our
study is logically concentrated upon the writings subsequent to 1880.iv This could be the
quintessential statement capturing the position generally maintained by the left. Their
main problem lies in the fact that Morris was adequately cognizant of the idea of
socialism prior to age fifty and also that he had given ‘full wing’ much earlier to his
utopian impulse in several pieces of writing most notable being his massive and still
underrated poem The Earthly Paradise (1868-70), and too, The Life of Jason (1867). His
earlier absorption in Medievalism and in the Gothic movements from his teens and
during his twenties highlights the basic impulse common to each that of a spirit of
community. This idea or impulse of communal spirit suffused Morris' work throughout
his lifetime beginning with the first extant writings of his in the short lived Oxford and

Cambridge Magazine (1856) which Morris was fundamental in setting up, financing,
editing, and contributing to during his last year at Oxford in 1856.
With regard to his ‘theoretical education’ one concludes that Meier is referring to
the theoretical framework and nomenclature of Karl Marx’s Capital elements which
Morris did, in fact, subsume to a degree within his socialist writing during the Eighties.
But coupled with this terminology and class-struggle consciousness their always existed
with equal force, emphasis and predominance the theme of art as the vehicle for man's
creative expression. It is this theme of the paramount value and worth of art and its
production that gives Morris his vitality and which positively antedates any influence of
Karl Marx. The only redeeming clause in the statement by Meier is that with regard to
the ‘aesthetic plane.’ As far as I can discern it is this aesthetic angle that Meier is truly
after and what he desires to capture for his own ends. Indeed one might boldly state that
this is what is missing in Marxism and which I suspect is the main reason for the
covetousness regarding the proprietorship of the corpse of William Morris by the left.
Regarding theory it is admitted (and evidenced by Meier’s title) that Morris is a
‘dreamer’ something which active Marxist communists cannot abide. This only serves,
in my eyes, to favour and strengthen my aesthetics thesis. In addition, the manner in
which he dealt with ‘how the change came’ in News from Nowhere is generally seen as
inadequate by revolutionary socialists. These last two critical comments are attitudes
which should serve to denounce Morris and his influence. Given that the label of
dreamer is not meant by Marxists usually as complimentary and that the implicit
displeasure concerning the way in which Morris portrayed the over through of the
monopoly capitalists in his classic utopian novel implies that Morris was afraid and thus

avoided to describe the event as being surrounded in violence and a certain degree of
anarchic upheaval and social disruption. Morris was not afraid of how to portray the
events but merely that he did not deal in strict prophecy out of a certain respect for the
contingency of human actions and reactions to unknown future events. He did despise
violence but he did not fear it.
The Marxist line is defeated by the inherent contradiction to that theory which
consigns individual modes of expression in art, literature and religion to an absolutely
superfluous role (because they mystify reality) and hence these modes should be ignored
if not condemned. The upshot of this stance is the implicit deification of science and the
dehumanization of mankind in service to this goal. To counter this trend or movement, if
the Marxist line be accepted, we posit against this view an attenuated and amalgamated
Idealist Aesthetic Theory that can be viewed as embodied by Morris's lifestyle itself and
specifically illustrated in News from Nowhere, his utopian novel. (This aesthetic theory
is derived from Plato, Schiller, and Hegel.)
The Right claim to the tradition of Morris is just as equally distorted but in a
definite reversal to the left’s approach. Just as the Left, as I attempted to indicate above,
lack considerate hindsight in regard to the development of the socialism of Morris, so too
but in direct opposition, the Right lacks and ignores the distinct presence and knowledge
of the definite seeds of what Morris stood for in the Eighties and after words. John W.
Mackail seems to take the brunt of abuse for this perspective of Morris and is discounted
as worthwhile because he downplays the radical socialist writings and activities in the
later part of Morris’ life.v This may be a fair estimate. Mackail suffers equally from the

same unbalanced approach to Morris’ work by emphasizing the earlier works in favour of
the later socialist tracts and writings as do Meier and others in the opposition.
I am not about to suggest that due to mere weighting of man-years (1854-1880: 26
years; verses 1880-1892: 12 years) that Mackail's position is correct, over say Meier’s, by
a margin of roughly two to one. This would be absurd but if there is any value to Morris
other then a mere poetic colourist for the Marxist revolutionary cause then some of what
Mackail has to say should be critically considered to be valid towards a new consensus
regarding the true achievement of William Morris. It should not therefore be assumed
that because I maintain that one should begin with an examination of poetry and literature
of Morris that I favour Mackail (or the right) over any other commentator. But, rather,
that moving chronologically, at least at the start, seems to me to be the best way to
proceed.
The right or medievalist view is defeated out of its fixation upon the past and a
Poetry which exists in abstraction from societal concerns both ideals which Morris did
not really espouse. Instead his philosophy of Aesthetics, in particular his literary theory,
will be found to support the literary theory of World Literature (here following Goethe).
This contention is supported by the fact of his sensitivity and love for, not to mention the
unique and difficult work in, translating the Norse and Icelandic myths and legends into
the English language. He did this in order to at once facilitate both their preservation and
to avail them to a larger population for appreciation and cultural education. The aim was
to foster among the public mind a wider and a deeper understanding and conception of
Mankind as a multifarious differentiated and yet unified whole.

World Literature: The Nature of Poeisis
Literature: As a record of mankind the term literature is limited (following
Goethe) to "the fragment of fragments. The smallest part of what has been done and
spoken has been recorded; and the smallest part of what has been recorded has
survived."vi "Universality. That quality of a work of art whereby its significance is
made to exceed the limits of the particular(incident, situation, place, time, person) and to
extend itself throughout the universe. The effect of this quality is to make the work of art
tend to stir the souls of all men of all time."vii
Oddly enough a combination of these two definitions is as close as I can come to
some definition regarding the character of World Literature. This situation is not that
disconcerting especially when we read carefully the conditions and implications within
these two statements. It may help to compliment this start with two observations by
David Daiches from Critical Approaches to Literature where he suggests that literature
“refers to any kind of composition in prose or verse which has for its purpose not the
communication of fact but the telling of a story (either wholly invented or given new life
through invention) or giving of pleasure through some use of the inventive imagination in
the employment of words.”viii Daiches further maintains that, work of literature - a poem,
for example - is an immense complex of meaning which is nevertheless often simple and
immediate in its impact, and it is impossible (or at least difficult) to describe that complex
and simultaneously to account for its impact. To resolve a poem into mere complexity by
analytic discussion is often useful and helpful, but such a procedure does not necessarily
explain the reasons for the poem’s impact on the reader. Nor does it necessarily increase
appreciation for the inexperienced.ix To cap off the sentiments expressed I decline to

Daiches once more where he adds correctly that “Art is meant to be experienced, and in
the last analysis the function of criticism is to assist that experience.”x Having now made
use of a slight appeal to authority to somewhat substantiate my admittedly vague
characterization of World Literature perhaps we can proceed to view William Morris and
his work in light of these aspects of Literature, Universality, and of a balanced Criticism.

Conclusion
It is my view that Morris perceived the possibility of these two approaches to social
change and betterment and that it is in Morris’ novel News from Nowhere that he/it
follows the Platonic tradition of pseudo-mythical demonstration of an Ideal moment of
reconciliation of opposites which animates The Republic. Morris’ novel also illustrates
the Hegelian consciousness or idea of sublation in addition to the very important concept
of the “real being rational.” Finally, the novel describes and does not project (in the
negative sense) an ideal. Morris through the description of people’s activities (arts and
crafts in the broad sense of a total life involvement) is thereby providing a positive
picture of a society functioning as an organic whole which also implicitly acts and
provides both a critique and an analysis of the present society’s evils. For Morris the
solution to these problems is to be found fundamentally within the realm of art and its
motive force the play-impulse.
William Morris has a concrete and positive contribution to make to the benefit of
our modern commonweal. Most simply put it would be something to the effect of “Live
life artfully,” where ‘artful’ implies love and craftsmanship of the first order and not mere
artifice and sophistry.

Suffice to say at this point that it is the aesthetic angle which predominates
throughout Morris’ work and life and this is seen to be uniquely crystallized in his late
utopian romance. It is highly original in that it is the ultimate expression and synthesis of
the two antagonistic positions which in themselves strongly desire to remain separate and
distinct. The novel states other themes and ideas in regard to social functions
significantly about the character and nature of Love. But these concerns are for another
time.
Society as portrayed in News from Nowhere offers the reader a compelling vision
of a profound and workable lifestyle. Indeed, the novel paints a picture of a world that
presents us with an unlimited realm of conceivable opportunities and possibilities for
individual self development and expression. It is demonstrated that art can, does and
should play a crucially significant role in the general overcoming of the existence of
alienation and fragmentation of Man. Morris thus comes to be seen not as a dreamer in
the negative sense, but as a true poetic visionary of a life of health and commonwealth
and his vision is still of great value almost a century later.
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Plato and the necessity of metaphor
Perhaps because Plato’s later dialogues tend to deal with more logical and
metaphysical subject-matters than do the earlier Socratic dialogues, which deal mainly with
the central notion of virtue, it may seem unusual to examine the place or role of metaphor in
the context of the rigorous logical exercises set out for the reader in the Sophist.
Furthermore, if it is true as A. E. Taylor maintains, that Plato at this stage of philosophical
development viewed himself as the “true spiritual heir of Parmenides” and that, therefore, he
was primarily concerned with justifying this claim in composing the Sophist, then a
metaphor would appear to be out of place or even part of the Way of Seeming.1 It is the
purpose of this paper, however, to show that Plato was wise, indeed crafty, to incorporate
the use of a metaphor as the operating genus definition-designation in his ‘hunt’ for the true
Sophist. The utilization of a metaphor enables Plato simultaneously to recapitulate and to
extend the logical discussion begun in the preceding dialogue - the Theaetetus (the problem
of negative predication and that of false judgement), and clearly demonstrate the method of
Division in action (Illustrative Definition 218d-221c)2 and finally, to indicate his theory of
Language in general which subsumes the above derived distinctions (that negative
propositions are possible and the place of metaphor in the schema of designated ‘operative
hypothesis’). The present paper deals mainly with the demonstration of the method of
Division as this is where metaphor reveals its most positive and constructive character. This
impressive undertaking is all achieved and economically presented to the reader in the guise
of a ‘search’ for the true definition of a Sophist which constitutes the first third of the
dialogue (216a-237b). As such the other items (Logic and philosophy of Language) can
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only be referred to in passing as much greater space and indeed work would be required to
do them justice.
Both historically and culturally, as inheritors of the Greek tradition, we tend to side
unconsciously with the Platonic notion regarding the claims of the spurious charlatans that
we have come to associate with the term Sophist. As Benjamin Jowett states in his
introductory commentary of the dialogue, “The sophisms of the day were undermining
philosophy; the denial of the existence of not-being, and the connection of ideas, was
making truth and falsehood equally impossible.”3 But even more in tune with the present
concern and emphasis upon linguistic analysis it is important to note, as Jowett does, that
“Like mythology, Greek philosophy has a tendency to personify ideas. And the Sophist is
truly a creation of Plato’s in which the falsehood of all mankind is reflected.”4 It is
interesting and curious that this negative characterization of the Sophist has remained
despite the trend since Russell to deny or at least greatly downplay the importance of Plato’s
true contribution to Analytic Philosophy. But this is precisely the point of interest and
intersection to this paper, that through employment of a metaphor in his demonstration of
the method of Division Plato may be seen to exhibit but part of his continual relevance and
importance with regard to contemporary philosophic debate among the realms of Logical
theory, Language theory, and the broad field known as the Philosophy of Science.
In general, the manner in which Plato uses metaphor may be nothing less than a
guide or key to his philosophical theory as a whole in light of these three areas of present
interest; (1) In terms of Logical questions one is lead to recall not only the Theatetus
(especially 188c - 189b) but also the Parmenides (the total logical structure and movement),
the Republic (the Divided Line: the Four stages of cognition, V, 509d-511e)5, and the
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Phaedo6 (especially 100a ff, the section on Definitions using mathematics and the method of
Hypothesis), all of which entail a need to consider the overarching Theory of Forms. (2) In
demonstrating his method of Division one is lead to reconsider his theory of Dialectic (Rep.
VII, 531c-535a). (3) Finally, under the label of the philosophy or theory of Language we
may perhaps infer, (for that is all that we can do not having the benefit of the apparently
proposed third dialogue in the present sequence Sophist-Politicus-Philosopher), about the
true character of the Philosopher as Plato thought him to be.7
The sense in which this dialogue is not ‘Socratic’ is interesting because if one
ponders the fact that Plato is trying to refute the Sophist’s claim to the ability to teach
knowledge (i.e. through sale or exchange) then one is immediately reminded of the earlier
dialogue the Meno. Although in the Meno the subject-matter is Virtue as opposed to
Knowledge the central question remains, Who has the true idea of Virtue and how is it
obtained? So, just as the subject-matter of Knowledge (the commercial ‘product’ of
exchange in the Sophist) closes a circle back upon the Meno and to its conclusion, at
minimum, - that Virtue is a kind of Knowledge and cannot be taught - (ergo, it follows for
Plato that the Sophist ‘by definition’ does not transmit or teach either), then I think it is safe
to suggest that the reader senses the ghostly presence of Socratic ethical concern underlying
Plato’s passionate attack against the Sophist. We may also see that the presence of the
section labelled ‘Cathartic’ (Division VI, 226a-231b) recalls Socrates very precisely and
importantly at the juncture in the dialogue between the demonstration of the ‘method’ and
the final ousting of the Sophist from the pretence of being a true Philosopher.8 But whether
6
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or not one accepts this notion of an underlying Socratic thread of unity among the
mentioned dialogues one cannot deny that Plato remains concerned about the welfare of the
people of Athens. The Socratic spirit is muted but still discernable.
Furthermore, as Socrates never committed to writing his philosophic beliefs or
endeavours, all that we know about him for the most part is derived from the context of
Plato’s dialogues. In the later dialogues (the Parmenides and after) Plato moves much more
towards logical and metaphysical concerns but a case can be made to suggest that Socrates
himself was not absolutely divorced from such logical matters and metaphysical concerns.
Crombie makes an important distinction regarding the undeserved belittlement of Socrates
with regard to logical concerns;
Aristotle says that Socrates’ primary interest was in ethics, and that he sought for definitions
because he wanted to syllogize. The Platonic Socrates is not exclusively interested in ethics,
but doubtless his primary interest lies there. That he sought definitions because he wanted
to syllogize is an illuminating remark about the Platonic Socrates as he appears in at least
one dialogue, namely the Phaedo. For here Socrates does seem to put forward the principle
that in order to determine what can and cannot happen to an X thing one must first settle
what it essentially is to be X: one must define in order to discover necessary connections.9
and also;
But the point is that in practice he does not ask his questions in the hope of getting
satisfactory answers to them, but in the hope of not getting satisfactory answers. He exerts
his dialectical ingenuity to pick holes in whatever answer anybody gives, even when the
answer is one which, we suspect, he himself sympathizes with. In fact it is part of his
purpose to show that neither he nor anybody else can give a satisfactory account of the
nature of the realities for which even the most everyday concepts stand. At the end of
the Theaetetus he more or less confesses that this is his purpose.10
Even more germane to the topic of metaphor are Crombie's comments regarding the status
of words in general circa 400 B.C.;
Jowett does not see Socrates indicated as I state. Ibid., IV, pg. 393.
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To some extent this is a feature of the intellectual situation in which Socrates and Plato were
working. Words for Thing, Attribute, Universal, Instance, Class, Property, Abstract,
Concrete, had not been coined; beyond that, it seems that the distinctions which these
words would have been used to mark had not yet been fully developed.11
As we can see ‘definition’ and ‘distinct words’ were of concern to Socrates and to Plato
prior to Aristotle’s development and refinement of the syllogism.
Because the Sophist is a written piece of work clearly the section termed Division
Seven - the Sophist as an Image-Maker (235a-236c) - is all that would be actually required
as an argument per se in order to attack the pretences of the Sophists. The preceding six
divisions would, by virtue of their inclusion, seem to indicate that something else is going
on and it is the thesis of this paper that Plato’s crucial use of metaphor is the central reason
for the existence of this large preamble prior to the more logical concerns in the remaining
two-thirds of the dialogue itself. The reader may find this suggestion more palatable if it is
understood that the position regarding the role or place of metaphor in Plato’s work is
roughly construed to be similar to that view propounded by Max Black.12 The Blackian
idea of the metaphor as interactive provides the necessary framework in which to view the
active and fundamental place of its existence in some of Plato’s most difficult philosophical
passages. On a similar line of defence but regarding Plato’s utilization of Myth we can see a
further validation of the present claim of the effect which metaphor positively exerts. J. A.
Stewart makes the insightful claim that the reader “feels when the brisk debate is silenced
for a while, and Socrates or another great interlocutor opens his mouth in Myth, that the
movement of the Philosophic Drama is not arrested, but is being sustained, at a crisis, on
11
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another plane.”13 The ‘crisis’ element is important if we are to take Plato’s use of
tropological language seriously. In part, such language is used to denote serious sections of
philosophical debate which were not amenable to any clear cut analysis or description.
However, we are not dealing with the proofs for the immortality of the soul at the present
time but with the demonstration of the method of Division so where is the connection? The
connecting thread is the problem of how to posit an Hypothesis,14 as in the Phaedo (100a
ff), or in the case of the Sophist this becomes the matter of deciding upon the proper Genus.
In a general sense the topic under discussion may be referred to as the problem regarding the
Theory of Definition. Hesse adequately sums up her position with regard to the place of
metaphor within the context of her formal view of Science;
... there is no rational method of adding to the correspondence rules on the pure deductive
view, and hence that cases of strong prediction cannot be rationally accounted for on that
view. In the metaphoric view, on the other hand, since the domain of the explanandum is
redescribed in terminology transferred from the secondary system, it is to be expected that
the original observation language will both be shifted in meaning and extended in
vocabulary, and hence that predictions in the strong sense will become possible. They may
not of course turn out to be true, but that is an occupational hazard of any explanation or
prediction. They will however be rational, because rationality consists just in the continuous
adaptation of our language to our continually expanding world, and metaphor is one of the
chief means by which this is accomplished.15
I am in agreement with Hesse’s conclusion, yet, one cannot help thinking that except for the
‘science’ framework from which she speaks her position was on the whole already achieved
by Black. For example, in his discussion regarding ‘the postulating of standard responses’
to metaphors he emphatically states “because a metaphorical statement involves a rule
13
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violation: There can be no rules for `creatively' violating rules. And that is why there can be
no dictionary (though there might be a thesaurus) of metaphors.”16 Hesse wants to ‘save’
her primary system of reference upon which the metaphorical/secondary system may
subsequently then have an effect. This distinction of levels between systems makes the
metaphor a second class citizen in the language world. It is this separation which ultimately
serves as a defect for Hesse’s position. Black sums up what I think to be the correct attitude
remarkably well and includes the dialectic of not-being in the following statement.
Why stretch and twist, press and expand, concepts in this way - Why try to see A as
metaphorically B, when it literally is not B? Well, because we can do so, conceptual
boundaries not being rigid, but elastic and permeable; and because we often need to do so,
the available literal resources of the language being insufficient to express our sense of the
rich correspondences, interrelations, and analogies of domains conventionally separated; and
because metaphorical thought and utterance sometimes embody insight expressible in no
other fashion.17
It may be accepted then that the Sophist represents an “elaborate exercise in careful
employment of logical method”18 and therefore it is to this specific use of a metaphor as the
working definition of the Genus to which I would like to focus attention upon. Again,
following Taylor, if we agree that the Sophist has as its goal “to explain the true character of
a significant negative proposition”19 then one may ask why Plato deliberately chose a
metaphor/genus which he must know to be incomplete or insufficient for his purposes? The
answer is that the metaphor / genus of ‘Hunter’ initially prescribed to the Sophist
demonstrates Plato’s method in the first Division (221c-223b) more adequately then if he
had simply begun with that of an Image-maker. If he had chosen the later as genus for his
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initial Division one might get the false impression that any metaphor / genus will get us to
the desired end-product. No such impression could have been more misleading then to
imagine that one could use the ‘method’ of division for any genus to gain the proper
conclusion. It is the mobility or plasticity of Plato’s method of Division which revolves
around his use of metaphorical attribution as a given genus which allows for adequate
empirically based identifications (i.e. verifications) in conjunction with the stated genus.
Thus the illustrative Definition (218d-221c) defining the Angler presents the reader
with an absolutely clear movement of logical inference, (that is Disjunctive inference
deductively employed), such that the exclusionary-class and right-hand movement is
demonstrated in an unmistakeable manner. (And then immediately following this example it
is employed in actual philosophical activity, Division One, prior to choosing a different
metaphor / genus.) This downward movement gives a good image of the character of
Division, in its movement towards ever smaller and more finite exclusionary classes, such
that it may be loosely called the ‘engine’ of the Dialectic. But it is the following six
Divisions which show the ‘method’ in action and which highlight the important value of a
metaphor within the logical movement itself.
The very disposability of each subsequent genus indicates the formal nature of the
method of Division and of the Dialectic overall and at the same time the fluid approach by
Plato in his Socratic pursuit of real truth in counter-distinction to Megarian formal logic.
The operative metaphor (i.e. Black’s interactive model) allows for the discarding of it’s
initial applicability without denying its usefulness in the right-hand exclusionary process. In
turn this very disposability (plasticity) of the metaphor-genus-definition serves to drive the
movement of the Dialectic upwards to a higher and more precise Genus designation.
This sheds more light on the Eleatic stranger present in the dialogue as being truly
representative of the Platonized eleatic who is not obsessed with constructing logical
dilemmas but more attuned to the true spirit of philosophy as the search for the True and the
Good (phronesis as distinct from adroit adeptness of mere method). Taylor is correct, I

think, in maintaining that “The true cure for the ‘antinomies’ of the ‘eristic’ is not to desert
logic for some other method ... but to be more in earnest with it.”20 The Sophist is
negatively constructive in that it makes us understand the pretensions of the Sophist with
regard to his claim of providing ‘betterment’ of the soul which Plato viewed as an invalid
infringement on the realm of the Good and, in addition warns us also to the dangers of
adhering dogmatically to formal logic (the result of which may lead to philosophical
barrenness and probably to false conclusions).
The metaphor of the Angler enabled Plato to ‘cash-out’ his method clearly so as to
enable us to follow his logical movement. It also indicates the dominant theme underlying
the dialogue which is the hunting down of the fox known by the name of the Sophist.
Likewise the intermediate working definitions attributed to the Sophist allows one, again
through implication, to grasp and gradually understand the overriding concern which Plato
has for the Greek polis and its inhabitants. Plato was genuinely concerned with the
harmonious maintenance of the city-state and viewed the Sophists as a threat which served
to undermine, consciously or otherwise, the organic unity of the community. This concern
for the Polis is evident from the Republic wherein Plato stresses the need of the Philosopher
to return to the Cave and to guide and assist the community with his wisdom (Rep. VI, 539540). The Philosopher is integral to the operation of the community not only for providing
the logical structures for sound reasonable discourse and argument but more importantly as
the guide or conscience of what constitutes the Good for the Polis in general. The idea of
the Sophist as an interloper, a shabby sort of travelling salesman, whose concerns are solely
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self-centred obviously runs in direct opposition to the above outlined socially oriented
philosopher of the Republic.
Philosophy is not a game nor is it an actual ‘hunt’ but rather it is an investigation
into the nature and substance of “Truth”. Yet we all understand that the ‘hunt’ is really
functioning as a metaphor and we can therefore realize that, in fact, we are doing Philosophy
by attempting to discover the ‘true’ definition / genus applicable to the character of the
Sophist.
The dialectical use of metaphorical genus-definitions also serves to illustrate that
Plato is operating on the top level of the Divided Line (noesis or episteme). While the final
definition attributed to the Sophist at the conclusion of the dialogue under the label of
Image-Maker indicates the level at which the Sophist lives, works, and operates on, that is
the lowest level of the Divided Line the realm of Images in the World of Appearances
(eikasia). And although this level may be alright for a poet or philosopher who has climbed
the Ladder of the divided line and then returned to the Cave to assist the community the
Sophist makes no such claims to either commitment and therefore by process of elimination
he is shown in his true colours to be only a manipulator of images in the shadowy world of
Appearances: A mere puppeteer and pretender to the throne of the Philosopher-Ruler.
It is no coincidence then that the Cathartic method (Div. VI) is placed after the
abortive definitions attempting to establish the real character of the Sophist (Div. II-V). It
serves to purge us of our previous misconceptions regarding the false claims and erroneous
descriptions (that is improper Genus designations) of the Sophist and thereby prepare us for
the true definition of his kind. Thus with Division VI, Catharsis, we have closed the circle
which began with the Illustrative Division (Div. I) and now we have truly located and
trapped the Sophist in our dialectical net under the Genus of Image-Making (Div. VII).
At this point the Method of Division has demonstrated the logico-mechanical action
of differentiation of similar Kinds under a specific Genus heading. In providing instances of
difference (i.e. sub-classes and exclusionary classes) under a unity, the Genus, Plato has laid

the general groundwork, so to speak, for Aristotle’s Biological endeavours at minimum.
This designation of Differences, the right-hand movement, against the positive backdrop and
unifying umbrella of the Genus description foreshadows the subsequent discussion in the
Sophist regarding of not-being and of false judgement by the recognition that the contents of
the excluded class do not necessarily mean or represent absolute falsity in any logically
formal manner. Rather, the flexibility of the metaphor, in general the ‘Hunt’ for the Sophist,
and in particular, the claim of the Sophist qua philosopher / educator as representative of the
‘commercial’ class (Div. III-V), clearly indicates the validity of negative predication and of
false judgement. Sadly, however, for the structural purposes of the present argument
regarding the role of Metaphor is achieved (i.e. established) mostly through the agency of
implication or ironical inference.
In effect, Plato is playing the image-game himself by emphasizing the overall Hunt
metaphor both half satirically and half seriously. Hence, prior to Division VII, the Sophist
as Image-maker, Plato is indicating and demonstrating his genius and adeptness at this the
bottom level of the Divided Line. But, perhaps, most important of all he is demonstrating,
through this foreshadowing, his comprehension of the need to seriously address the logical
problems involved in Not-Being, the need (and the realization) that a criticism of himself is
required in order to mitigate the extreme formalistic position regarding the logical /
metaphysical claims of his previous hero - Parmenides. In this way Plato is clearly showing
not only his specific debt to Eleatic philosophy but also that he truly is a dialectical master
and the undisputed heir apparent of Parmenides.
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Haydn’s Monothematic Sonata Expositions and their Consequences in his
Recapitulations
James MacKay
One might reason that since Subordinate Theme 1 in [Haydn’s] Opus 20 no. 3
(mm. 27-33) shares an initial rhythm with the primary theme…it was unnecessary
or redundant to restate it “in place” in the recapitulation. But Haydn by no means
always feels compelled to suppress his P-based S-themes in the recapitulation,
and it is difficult to extract any binding principles regarding the recapitulatory
implications of a P-based S.
(James Hepokoski, “Beyond the Sonata Principle,” 141)
Hepokoski’s commentary illustrates a quandary concerning Haydn’s so-called
monothematic sonata movements; i.e. works in which part of the primary theme (P) recurs
to begin the subordinate theme (S). This repetition is non-problematic in the exposition,
since these statements differ as to tonality. However, in the recapitulation, the transposition
of P-based S material to the tonic creates a thematic redundancy (two statements of the
same material in the same key). Haydn might be expected to eliminate such repetitions
from his recapitulations for the sake of concision; however, in 51 of 91 monothematic
sonata-form movements written after c.1784, he retains both P and P-based S in the
recapitulation, either to “mark for consciousness” the movement’s main thematic regions
(Piano Trio, Hob. XV: 24, first movement), or to blend sonata and rondo characteristics
(Piano Trio, Hob. XV: 14, Finale). This paper explores the reuse of P material in Haydn’s
monothematic sonata-form movements, categorizing it as motivic, phrase-level or thematic
repetition. We will then examine the musical consequences of his frequent decision to
retain such thematically repetitive material in his recapitulations, and investigate his efforts
to make these apparent redundancies both appealing to the listener and necessary to the
musical discourse.

Haydn’s Monothematic Expositions and Their Consequences
in his Recapitulations
Introduction
One might reason that since Subordinate Theme 1 in [Haydn’s] Opus 20 no. 3
(mm. 27-33) shares an initial rhythm with the primary theme (the P-based S was a
characteristic, of course, of Haydn), it was unnecessary or redundant to restate it
“in place” in the recapitulation. But Haydn by no means always feels compelled
to suppress his P-based S-themes in the recapitulation, and it is difficult to extract
any binding principles regarding the recapitulatory implications of a P-based S.1
Thus does James Hepokoski consider an interesting quandary that arises in
Haydn’s monothematic sonata-form movements, works in which all or part of the
exposition’s primary theme (P) returns to initiate the subordinate theme (S). This
repetition of thematic material is non-problematic in the exposition, since there, the two
statements differ as to their tonality. However, in the recapitulation, the return of P-based
S on the tonic (as is customary) creates a musical redundancy: a double statement of the
same thematic content in the same key. To eliminate this redundancy, Haydn could
remove one of the P-based thematic statements from the recapitulation, thus cycling
through his thematic material more efficiently and concisely upon its return late in the
form. However, as Hepokoski notes, he does not always proceed in this manner. This
essay explores why Haydn occasionally retains seemingly redundant statements of P
material in his recapitulations, and how such repetitions can be rationalized (or
compensated for) within the work’s overall form. As Edward Cone has noted, “In
general, there is no such thing as true redundancy in music…[since] each statement is
influenced by its position [in the form], by what precedes and follows it, so that each is,
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in important respects, different from all the others.”2 Haydn’s musical decisions, first to
incorporate two statements of P material in the exposition to signal motivically the onset
of its two thematic regions and their associated contrasting keys, then, second, whether or
not to retain both of these statements in the recapitulation despite the absence of tonal
contrast, affect how the listener perceives the material and its position and significance
within the form. We will explore the specifics of this assertion below.

I
For this study, 158 sonata-form movements from Haydn’s post-1784 instrumental
works were examined (these works are listed in the appendix), of which 91, nearly 60%
of the total, were monothematic. In 51 of these monothematic movements (slightly more
than half), Haydn retains both statements of P-based material in the recapitulation. It can
be concluded that he didn’t consider a double statement of P late in the form to be
tantamount to musical redundancy, as this procedure occurs frequently in his late period.
In fact, Haydn’s ability to make a single theme serve multiple formal roles was
considered a distinguishing feature of his mature style. One contemporary account
praised him as “this vast genius, who…knows how to draw development so rich and
varied from a unique theme—very different from those sterile composers who pass
continually from one idea to another for lack of knowing how to present one idea in
varied forms.”3 Certainly, Haydn’s uniqueness in this aspect of his use of sonata form
was recognized and lauded during his lifetime.

2
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3
The amount of P material that Haydn uses to begin the S region ought to play a
role in whether both statements could return in full later in the form. If he reuses a small
amount of P to begin S in the exposition, then its repetition at pitch to begin S in the
recapitulation ought to be musically tenable. It should follow that if S comprises a greater
amount of P material, then there will be a greater need to attenuate this redundancy in
some way (probably through deletion of material) in the recapitulation. In the works
examined, the amount of P material that Haydn reuses to initiate S ranges from a brief
incipit (motivic restatement) to a complete phrase, and occasionally comprises the entire
primary theme. The first two possibilities occur commonly and with nearly equal
frequency in Haydn’s output after 1784, while the use of the entire P theme to begin S is
rare, occurring in only five of the 91 movements examined. Further, only two of these
five works restate P in full to begin S both in the exposition and in the recapitulation: the
finales of Haydn’s Symphony no. 104 and his Piano Trio in A-flat major, Hob. XV: 14
(the latter work will be examined below). We will now examine each of the three types of
restatements of P (motivic, phrase-level and thematic), and speculate as to Haydn’s
rationale for the reuse or absence of this redundant material in the recapitulation.

II
Using a P-based incipit (or a complete phrase from P) to initiate the S region in
the exposition usually requires very little compensatory action later in the form. The
purpose of this brief motivic restatement of P is to “mark for consciousness” the
beginning of S (and its associated tonal region) by recalling familiar material. This
recollection is not as crucial when the tonal discrepancies of the exposition are ironed out

4
in the recapitulation. If the P material that begins S signifies a motivic return rather than a
thematic one, Haydn often deletes it from S in the recapitulation, instead beginning the
subordinate theme group where it had moved on to new material in the exposition. A
common ploy that permits Haydn this deletion is to begin S with a double presentation
phrase. That is, S begins with a P-derived basic idea (stated twice), followed by a new
basic idea (also stated twice), and only then by the continuation phrase.4 This procedure
occurs in his Sonata in E-flat major (Hob. XVI: 49), first movement (see Example 1):
though the S region of the exposition begins with a phrase of P (measures 25-28), this
gesture is largely introductory. Haydn then introduces a new beginning gesture, entirely
unrelated to the preceding P material, which by itself forms a complete presentation
phrase. Since this subsequent passage (measures 29-32) is a syntactically complete
opening gesture, the P-derived basic idea that preceded it can easily be omitted when S
returns in the recapitulation.
The elimination of P-based S is not the only possible strategy, however. On
occasion, Haydn instead eliminates the entire P plus transition module, and retains the S
version of the opening material (this solution occurs in Haydn’s Piano Trio in F major,
Hob. XV: 17, first movement, his String Quartet, Opus 55, no. 2, second movement, and
in the Seven Last Words, Sonatas II and VI). This strategy, beginning the recapitulation in
midstream, recalls an earlier sonata convention in which the simultaneous return of home
tonality and primary theme was not obligatory.5 Since S resembles P in a monothematic
sonata, Haydn can omit the first half of the exposition upon its return late in the form, and
yet maintain the Classical “double return” of home tonality and P material.
4
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5
Haydn doesn’t always delete P-based S in the exposition or the recapitulation,
however; he often uses this material to highlight a work’s various formal junctures. The
finale of the “Rider” Quartet (Opus 74, no. 3) illustrates how little of P needs to return for
this effect to be felt. The subordinate theme begins with a seemingly trivial reminder of P
material (consisting of the first three notes only, a two-sixteenth-note upbeat followed by
a longer rhythmic value), yet this tiny melodic-rhythmic cell creates an audible link
between the two themes, as shown in Example 2. Needless to say, the texture and rhythm
of the lower strings helps to cement this link as well: both themes have a staccato eighth
note accompaniment pattern (though the addition of syncopation in P-based S suggests
musical development). Moreover, the opening phrases of P and S share a melodic turning
figure in sixteenth notes, which further increases their similarity.
It is a small step from the repetition of a brief motive to that of a two-measure
phrase member. The role of such a passage as a formal signpost is particularly evident in
Haydn’s Piano Trio in D major (Hob. XV: 24), first movement. In this work, the opening
two-measure basic idea from P, restated frequently during the course of the exposition,
helps to guide the listener through the exposition’s elaborate tonal plan. Statements of the
opening motive initially occur on tonic and supertonic harmonies (coinciding with the
beginning of the antecedent and consequent phrases of P, respectively). Two additional
statements of the basic idea from P ensue in the transition: these statements are on the
lowered mediant (F major) and minor subdominant (G minor). Finally, we continue up
the scale, as it were, to a statement of the P incipit on the dominant to begin S in its
appropriate key (A major). Thus, we have five statements of opening material in the
exposition (all of which are presented in Example 3). Granted, Haydn attenuates this
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repetition through re-harmonization or through redistribution of the phrase member’s
melodic components in register when it reappears. The constant change of transposition
level surely plays a role in making these repetitions acceptable to the listener as well.
However, Haydn apparently felt that five statements of this phrase member in the
recapitulation would be excessive, since he streamlines his material, eliminating part of
the transition (thereby removing the P statements on the mediant and subdominant),
while retaining the return of P material (transposed to the tonic) to begin S as in the
exposition. As none of the restatements of P material extend beyond two measures, the
close resemblance of P and P-based S in the recapitulation is non-problematic. Moreover,
the two versions of this material are harmonized differently (P-based S begins with a
tonic pedal, whereas the harmony changes with each new melody note in P), as can be
seen by comparing Examples 3a and 3c. Even when transposed to the tonic, P-based S is
still distinguishable from P, even though the two passages have identical melodic content.
Haydn’s treatment of thematic redundancy is most intriguing in movements where
he incorporates a large segment of P material into the beginning of S in the exposition.
The easiest solution is for him to eliminate all or most of S from the recapitulation. For
instance, in the opening movement of his Piano Trio in A-flat major (Hob. XV: 14), the
first few measures of S in the exposition are an exact repeat of P, transposed to the
dominant (see Example 4). However, this double statement of P material (and indeed,
over half of the subordinate theme group) disappears in the recapitulation. Given the
unusual length of the development section, one scarcely misses the excised material in
the abbreviated recapitulation: the work is still satisfactorily well proportioned in spite of
Haydn’s greater concision late in the form. In addition, since 15 measures of P had
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appeared note-for-note in the development (as a false recapitulation in the remote key of
B major), a double restatement of P material in the recapitulation seemingly struck him as
unnecessary. It is as if the second statement of P-based material that “should” have
occurred in the recapitulation had already been used up in the development section.
However, if Haydn reuses most of P in the S region, he can attenuate this
repetition by making the P and S versions of this material distinguishable in some way
other than their tonality. For example, he may add new figuration or otherwise vary the
accompaniment in the S version. Additionally, he may adjust the register, alter the
harmony, or change the mode (typically from minor to major). This varied repetition
more easily permits Haydn to restate both P and P-based S in the recapitulation while
retaining musical interest.
The slow movement of Haydn’s String Quartet in G major, Opus 54, no. 1
illustrates how a varied restatement of P material can help to create musical variety. The
second half of P (measures 13-20) is very similar to the beginning of S (measures 27-34),
as shown in Example 5. Nonetheless, the S version of this material is distinguishable
from the P version: the second halves of these segments, though harmonically identical
and rhythmically similar, follow somewhat different melodic paths. Moreover, the S
version of this theme begins with V7, whereas the P version had begun with V42, a less
stable inversion of the same harmony. Notwithstanding these differences, Haydn removes
the P version of this material from the recapitulation: one can conclude that it was the
overall similarity between measures 13-20 and measures 27-34 that led Haydn to this
decision. The subtle changes to this segment of P upon restatement as P-based S were
insufficient for him to justify retaining both statements in the absence of tonal variety.

8
III
Finally, we will explore the strategies that Haydn employs to minimize musical
redundancy when he retains in full both P and P-based S in the recapitulation. It is
difficult to extract any binding principles from his solutions to the challenge of balancing
unity and variety that this decision entails, since we are dealing with a limited number of
musical examples. However, it is interesting to explore the consequences of Haydn’s
decision to state P material twice in the recapitulation, despite the absence of tonal
contrast, and to examine how he makes these apparent redundancies both appealing to the
listener and necessary to the unfolding of the musical discourse.
When both statements of P return in full late in the form, there are three possible
ways to read the situation, formally speaking. The two statements could be heard simply
as P and P-based S, as they had functioned in the exposition. Alternatively, the first
statement of P could be a false recapitulation, whereupon the second statement would be
perceived as the true return of P material, and thus serve as the onset of the recapitulation
(this reading is more convincing if the first return of P is inadequately prepared tonally).
Finally, if the first statement of P seems to be the true onset of the recapitulation, then a
second statement might serve as a rhetorical summation, and thus lie outside of the
recapitulation proper altogether (the later statement of P would be, in Edward Cone’s
words, part of the picture frame and not part of the picture itself).6
The finale of Haydn’s Piano Trio in A-flat major (Hob. XV: 14), illustrates the
difficulties of determining formal boundaries in a monothematic sonata form movement
when P returns twice at pitch after the exposition concludes. The return of P is thematic
in this movement: Haydn restates this theme in full on the dominant to initiate S in the
6
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exposition (P and S versions of this material in the exposition appear as Example 6). The
only substantive difference between the two passages is Haydn’s avoidance of forceful
closure at the end of P-based S (the cello subtly provides the dominant chord’s root at the
cadence). Instead, he moves seamlessly into new material based on the melodic content
of the theme’s final two measures.
In the exposition, this thematic repetition is non-problematic, as the statements
differ in tonality and register (moreover, Haydn orchestrates the theme differently in its S
version: piano solo rather than piano doubled by violin and cello). These differences all
disappear when both P and P-based S recur in the second half of the form, in which there
are two identical statements of P material vying for attention as the recapitulation’s onset:
measure 147ff. and measure 201ff. Charles Rosen designates the later return of P as the
true beginning of the recapitulation,7 but a case can be made for the earlier return as well
(the lead-ins to these passages appear as Examples 7a and 7b). The presence of two
plausible locations for this important formal juncture points out a quandary created in the
mind of the listener by a double statement of P material at the same pitch level: if either
return could serve as the true onset of the recapitulation, then the boundary between
development and recapitulation is decidedly blurred.
Even though a full restatement of P material begins in measure 147, one can still
doubt that this passage truly serves as the recapitulation’s beginning, since its harmonic
preparation seems insufficient. This first return of P follows a sequential progression that
ends on a dominant-functioning chord. The harmony is right for the concluding measures
of a development section, but with the leading tone in the bass, the inversion is wrong.
Moreover, the register is exceedingly high, as if the requisite E-flat in the low register
7

Charles Rosen, The Classical Style, expanded edition (New York: Norton, 1997), 356.
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that would have completed a root position V7 chord in the home key has been deliberately
suppressed. This cursory preparation of P could suggest that measure 147 is a false
recapitulation, especially since Haydn quickly returns to developmental procedures in the
ensuing measures. If so, then the later return of P-based S may be heard as the rhetorical,
if not necessarily literal, onset of the recapitulation. Rosen’s view that the recapitulation
begins in measure 201 is convincing from a rhetorical perspective, as this return of P
material is preceded by 16 measures of V7 (and ultimately V9) harmony. There is no
sense of slipping almost without notice into the onset of P, as at measure 147: the
extensive dominant preparation marks this later return as a significant formal event.
Another of Haydn’s formal strategies when he retains both P and P-based S in the
second half of the form is to delay the later statement of P-based material until the coda,
where it takes on post-cadential status. Symphony no. 84, first movement, will serve as
illustration. The exposition is monothematic: its opening incipit returns at measure 74 to
initiate S, as shown in Example 8. Haydn could well have decided to omit one of these
statements in the recapitulation, especially since the opening incipit had appeared three
times in the exposition (twice on the tonic within the ternary main theme, and once on the
dominant at the onset of S). At first, he seems to be proceeding according to expectations:
he shortens the ternary main theme, eliminating one statement of P’s incipit. Following
the transition, the S version of P might be expected to follow, and measure 237 (parallel
to measure 74, the beginning of S in the exposition) suggests such a thematic return (see
Example 9). However, the treatment of this material is perfunctory: Haydn turns only
briefly to the lowered submediant region in measure 249 to approach the cadence, while
the exposition’s parallel passage (measures 85-92, cf. Example 8) had expanded this

11
harmony at length. There, this harmonic turn is a moment of great drama, an emphatic
tonal surprise. In the recapitulation, it is a brief stopover on the way to the dominant
chord. Measures 237ff. could still be heard as P-based S, but the simplified recasting of
this material makes it seem like a musical afterthought, serving as a coda rather than a
thematic return. Though this passage’s literal location in the form suggests that it
functions thematically, its rhetorical effect is something entirely different.

Conclusion
This study set out to discover patterns for the recapitulation of P material in
Haydn’s monothematic sonata movements. However, given his creative use of form, such
principles, if they do exist, are difficult to discern. Though Haydn’s formal decisions in
monothematic sonata-form movements are similar in all genres, there are some subtle
differences, however. For instance, he begins S with an incipit of P in his string quartets
80% of the time (32 of 40 works), substantially above the 56% average (51 of 91) for all
genres. This subtlety of thematic recollection could mark the quartets as learned works
intended primarily for private consumption and detailed study. In contrast, Haydn often
uses at least a phrase of P to begin S in his late-period orchestral works: only one third of
the monothematic sonata form movements in the symphonies (and 25% from the Seven
Words) begin with a mere incipit. If Haydn’s orchestral works, as Charles Rosen claims,
were written in broader strokes (being intended for the listening pleasure of a general
audience), this split in the data might support such an assertion:8 their extensive reuse of
opening material to begin S contributes to formal clarity. The piano trios, written for
skilled amateurs, fall almost exactly in the middle in this regard: slightly over half of
8

Rosen, Sonata Forms, 354.
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them (13 of 24) begin S with an incipit of P. Perhaps Haydn was attempting to appeal
both to the Kenner and to the Liebhaber by using a variety of formal strategies, ranging
from subtle to straightforward (his trios were usually published in sets of three,
permitting this variety within a single opus).
Second, the amount of P material that returns to begin S has little impact on
whether or not Haydn deletes P-based S in the recapitulation. Of the 20 monothematic
sonata-form movements in the symphonies, 12 (60%) retain the double statement of P in
the recapitulation. This is true for only three of eight examples when S begins with an
incipit of P in the exposition, but when a full phrase of P returns, three-quarters of the
examples (9 of 12) retain both statements of P in the recapitulation. In the one example
where P returns in full to begin S (Symphony no. 104, Finale), Haydn also retains both
statements in the recapitulation. Granted, thematic repetition is easy to attenuate in
symphonic works, as this material can be re-orchestrated with each appearance to create
musical variety. However, even in chamber works, Haydn retains both P and P-based S in
the recapitulation over half the time, and, as in the symphonies, is more likely to do so
when a large portion of P initiates S than when S begins with a mere incipit of P.
The thematic, rather than motivic, reuse of P in the recapitulation suggests one
final observation: monothematic sonata form has some affinity with rondo form. If both P
and P-based S reappear late in the form, then, as in a rondo, opening material appears
three times in the home key. The two works from this study in which S begins with a
thematic restatement of P in both exposition and recapitulation are both finales,9 so the
resemblance between rondo and monothematic sonata form is particularly germane, since

9

In the finale of his String Quartet in B minor, Opus 64, no. 2, Haydn begins S with an incipit of P in the
exposition, but expands this repeat of P material to a full thematic statement in the recapitulation.
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rondo is traditionally favored for closing movements. Haydn seldom used the textbook
sonata-rondo form (ABACAB and coda) favored by Mozart and Beethoven to conclude a
work (only the finale of his Sonata in C major, Hob. XVI: 48, uses this form), but his
frequent use of monothematic sonata-form finales compensates for this lack, as the two
forms share a similar balance of repetition and development. (Given this similarity, it is
intriguing to note that the sonata-form finale of Haydn’s Piano Trio in A-flat major, Hob.
XV: 14, discussed above, is designated a rondo in all modern editions.)
Notwithstanding the tentative conclusions advanced in this study, Hepokoski is
correct in stating that there are no binding principles to be found in Haydn’s use of
thematic repetition in his monothematic sonata-form movements. The problem of
thematic redundancy posed by their expositions elicits from Haydn a variety of formal
solutions in their recapitulations, solutions that appear to have equally valid for him
regardless of how much P material he had used in the exposition to begin S. Haydn is
fundamentally unpredictable as to how he makes such musical decisions: first, whether or
not to repeat P material late in the form, and second, if he does repeat this material, how
to vary the repetition to good musical effect. One would expect no less of Haydn, given
his fertile imagination and the acuity of his formal sense.

Example 1
Sonata in E-flat major, Hob. XVI: 49, first movement
(a) Beginning of P (measures 1-5)
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Example 2
Rider Quartet, Opus 74, no. 3, finale: comparison of P and P-based S
(a) Beginning of P (measures 1-4)
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(b) Beginning of S (measures 18-22)
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Example 3
Piano Trio in D major (Hob. XV: 24), first movement: reuse of opening incipit from P (piano part only)
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(b) Measures 30-35: Basic idea of P on the lowered mediant and minor subdominant
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(c) Measures 46-51: Basic idea of P on the dominant to begin S region
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Example 4
Piano Trio in A-flat major (Hob. XV:14), first movement: comparison of P and P-based S (piano part only)
(a) Beginning of P (measures 1-12)
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(b) Beginning of P-based S (measures 41-49)
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Example 5
String Quartet in G major, Opus 54, no. 1 (reduction), slow movement
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Measures 27-34: beginning of S (reworking of P material)
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Example 6
Piano Trio in A-flat major (Hob. XV: 14), finale: comparison of P and P-based S in exposition (piano part only, except
where otherwise indicated)
(a) Beginning of P (measures 1-12)
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Example 7
(a) Piano Trio in A-flat major (Hob. XV: 14), Finale: lead-in to P in recapitulation (measure 139ff.), piano part only except
where otherwise indicated
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(b) Lead-in to P-based S (measure 186ff.)
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Example 8
Symphony #84, first movement: comparison of P and P-based S
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(b) Beginning of P-based S (measures 74-95)
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(to cadence in B-flat major)

Example 9

Symphony #84, first movement (reduction): return of P-based S in recapitulation, measures 237ff. (compare to Example 8)
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(to cadence in E-flat major)
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Appendix: Haydn’s Monothematic Sonata-Form Movements (after 1784)
Table 1: Piano Trios and Sonatas (by Hoboken number); slow movements in bold type
Hob. #
XV 5/1
5/2
9/1
9/2
11/1
12/1
13/2
14/1
14/3
15/1
16/2
17/1
18/1
19/3
21/1
21/3
22/1
22/3
23/3
24/1
28/1
28/2
29/3
30/1

Incipit Phrase Theme 2x in Recap
X
Y
X
N
X
Y
X
Y
X
N
X
N
X
N
X
N
X
Y
X
N
X
N
X
N
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
N
X
N
X
Y
X
Y

XVI: 49/1 X
50/1
X
52/1
X

1

N
N1
Y

Transition is P-based in exposition and recapitulation.
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Table 2: String Quartets (by opus number); slow movements in bold type
Work
42/i
42/iv
50/1/iv
50/2/i
50/3/iv
50/4/i
50/5/iv
50/6/ii
50/6/iv
54/1/ii
54/3/i
54/3/iv
55/1/i
55/1/ii
55/2/ii
55/2/iv
64/1/i
64/1/iv
64/2/iv
64/4/i
64/6/i
71/1/i
71/2/ii
71/3/i
74/1/i
74/1/iv
74/2/i
74/2/iv
74/3/iv
76/1/iv
76/2/i
76/3/iv
76/4/i
76/4/ii
76/5/ii
76/5/iv
76/6/iv
77/1/i
77/2/i
77/2/iv
2

Incipit Phrase Theme 2x in Recap
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
N
X
N
X
N
X
N
X
N
X
N
X
N
X
Y
X
N
X
Y
X
X
Y2
X
N
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
X
Y
XX
Y2
X
Y
X
N
X
N
X
Y
X
Y
X
N
X
Y
X
Y
X
X
Y2
X
Y
XX
Y2
X
N
X
N
X
Y
X
Y

Two S themes are P-related.
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Table 3: Seven Last Words (Opus 51) and symphonies; slow movements in bold type
Work
Incipit Phrase Theme 2x in Recap
N
Opus 51/1 X
X
N
51/2
X
Y
51/4
X
N
51/6
Sym. 82/4
83/4
84/1
85/1
86/1
86/4
87/2
87/4
90/4
91/1
91/4
92/1
92/4
94/1
98/1
99/1
99/2
100/1
104/1
104/4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Y (varied)
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N, Y3
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N4
Y
Y

Table 4: Totals
Genre
Piano Sonata
Piano Trio
String Quartet
Seven Words
Symphony
Total (all genres)

3
4

Incipit
3
13
32
1
8
57

2x in Recap
1
7
21
0
3
32

Phrase
0
9
8
3
12
32

2x in Recap
0
6
5
1
9
21

Theme
0
2
2
0
1
5

2x in Recap
0
1
1
0
1
3

S-based P occurs twice in exposition (mm. 30 and 54); first S-based P omitted from recapitulation
S1 and S2 are both P-based; both are omitted in the recapitulation.

Bruckner and Tchaikovsky: Similarities in Their Lives, Reasons for Writing Sacred
Choral Music and Influences on Their Sacred Musical Languages
Dr. Dee Romines, Assistant Professor of Music
University of Georgia
School of Music
250 River Road
Athens, Georgia 30602-7287
Email: romines@uga.edu
________________________________________________________________________
Abstract
Certainly no two composers would seem to be as different as Anton Bruckner and Piotr
Illich Tchaikovsky. Bruckner, the Austrian Catholic, with his peasant clothes, speech and
manners, was known as the “rustic genius” and branded a “Wagnerian” (a label that lead
to open hostility and misconceptions concerning his work). While Tchaikovsky, raised in
the Russian Orthodox Church, the so-called “cosmopolitan composer,” was one of the
most beloved composers internationally. Yet despite these differences, their lives, reasons
for writing sacred choral music, and the influences on their sacred musical language were
all very similar. By examining these similarities and their Ave Maria settings, we can
gain a better understanding of and motivation for their sacred choral compositions.
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opportunity for questions and further discussion.
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REFLECTIONS OF HUMAN DESIGN TO CONTEMPORARY DAILY LIFE AS ART
AND DESIGN
The aim of this paper is to find out human design and art in traditional settlements from a
research proposal. The different design approaches and details are being analysed according
to examples from different towns and cities of Turkey. The objectives of this research are:
•

Human design as a participatory method

Understanding users and their potentials of imagination are important issues in participatory
design to develop a human environment. The method of participatory design is discussed and
some traditional arts and design are given as examples from Turkey.
•

Art, Social life and space

A social space is essentially a cognitive process, involving planning, design, regulation and
art. The analysis of social space is a combination of cognitive, art and moral elements.
•

Comparisons of the art and design approaches according to culture, climate, region
and topography

The objectives of this research are that when the inputs of physical environment (atmosphereair quality, water resources- quality and quantity, soil and geology, flora and fauna, landscape
and climate, ecology) and the inputs of social infrastructure (taking care of the historic and
cultural identity of the city, human beings, art, architecture, demography, social-cultural,
socio-economic aspects) are overlapped, the all design decisions have been some differences
according to different nations and also different religions and their culture, their art, their
abilities or disabilities.
The most suitable methodology for this research is human design as a participatory design
method that is developed with the contribution of art and human experiences actively. Having
an experience of exploring design aspects on a collaborative basis for designers and users can
be real with a well communication. This project is considered in economic, social and cultural
sense and a policy needed to developed to guide for professionals/urban planners, architects
and artist. The results of the analysis show that these examples of human design have positive
reflections on the art and design elements in details of contemporary art. These results can
contribute to help modern society with a positive impact on their living in the future and they
will be discussed in the light of visual resources.
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LISTENING THE USER EXPERIENCE:
ASTHETIC AND PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
A social space is essentially a cognitive process, involving planning, design, regulation and so
on. According to Bauman (1993)’s analysis of social space is a combination of cognitive,
aesthetic and moral elements: “If the cognitive space is constructed intellectually, by
acquisition and distribution of knowledge, aesthetic space is plotted affectively, by the
attention guided by curiosity and the search for experiential intensity, while moral space is
“constructed through an uneven distribution of felt/ assumed responsibility”. The objectives
of this research are that after these three kinds of space should overlap, the all design
decisions should be some differences according to different nations and also different users
and their culture, their aesthetic, their abilities or disabilities. The most suitable methodology
for this kind of research is participatory design method that is developed with the contribution
of users experiences actively. Therefore understanding users and their potentials of
imagination are important issues in participatory design to develop human environment. In
this paper, the method of participatory design will be discussed and some traditional arts and
design will be given as examples from Turkey. Having an experience of exploring design
aspects on a collaborative basis for designers and users can be real with a good
communication. Sensitivity of cognitive, aesthetic and moral elements to design a human
environment is as important as exploring details in design.
1. Introduction
Dynamism of Places has included social space and built environment. Place and its user are
always interacting each other, because of speed of time and identity of users. This dynamism
brings a feedback for architecture and architectural design knowledge. Design knowledge
consists of design methods and strategies to develop built environment. This knowledge
identifies the limits of form of space for possible design solutions. As an architect, this
dynamic relationship among user –place –time and the dynamic pattern of architectural design
knowledge is very important. Being created environments responsive and interact to human
needs, Improving understanding of this structure has an essential role in design process. This
interaction between people and place is one of the important data for a design problem.
Carrying out data to design process results in better and suitable solutions to design problem.
That also provides more design knowledge and understanding of the nature of design.
2. Participatory Design and Art and Architecture
User requirements are being improved understanding of the relationships and interactions
between people and their surroundings. Therefore the main goal of architectural design is to
create spaces which responsive to human needs. Participatory Design Method is an
appropriate architectural design method and design strategy provided to improve design
knowledge and its decisions to form a space. Participatory Design is also shown on the art of
traditional Turkish Carpets. Because these carpets are woven by a girl and her friends and her
family. When a girlhood friend/visitor sit to weave a spell with her, she is expected to create a
new motif or a new colour. Therefore when the girl gets married, she will carry all memories
with these carpets. This is also help from her friend. According to the article called “the

culture of Turkish carpets”, the carpets record the friendships and events of girlhood and these
carpets will remind her of these times in the future (www.lesartsturcs.com/carpets, 2003). In
these carpets, there is a common language to use by the girls. For example, in figure 1 shows
some of them.

Symbolised a bird Symbolised a family Symbolised a hand Symbolised a ying&yang
Figure 1. some of the symbols/motifs which are used on the traditional Turkish carpets
(www.lesartsturcs.com/carpets, 2003).
3. Listening User Experience: a traditional method
In traditional Turkish art and architecture, “communication” and “participation” is an
important element of a design. Developing an organisation of design knowledge and
producing design solutions for real design problems needs a good communication among built
environment, social space and architects. According to Bektas (2001), when an owner needed
a house, the architect was gone to the site with the owner together. They started to thinking
within questions and answers on the site. After analysing the site and neighbourhoods,
deciding some main points, they started to draw the house on the site in the scale of 1\1.

Figure
2.
Streets
of Figure 3. Traditional Turkish house: none of the houses can
Safranbolu: the dimensions block the sunshine of another house and its view in traditional
of streets have a reflection architectural planning.
of human and coach
dimensions.
(photographed by the author, 2003)

Figure 4. City of Art and Architecture: The texture of Safranbolu: this photograph shows
density of this historical town and organization of buildings and streets. (photographed by the
author, 2003)
According to Günay(1999), the owners of traditional houses renewed the art and the
construction technique when a new house should be built. The buildings were constructed
according to the topography. The neighboured houses were gave respect to each other not to
block their views and sunshine. These traditional houses provide their guests history, the aims
of human design, participatory design method and traditional Turkish art (especially wooden
ceilings and wooden cupboards) together. But today, there are very rare examples of this
historical texture and also this approach. Safranbolu is one of the greatest examples on this
purpose in traditional conserved texture.

the fire place (ocak) and
a fire place with cupboard
water store behind the ocak in another room, same
a detail of a wooden cupboard over the
and a bathroom in a closet
fire place in another room, same house
house
on the right side of the ocak
Figure 5: Traditional Turkish house, functional system and art in Sipahioglu Konagi, Yoruk village,
Safranbolu (photographed by the author, 2003)

Figure 6: A traditional wooden ceiling and a sphere
shaped mirror to show details of the ceiling and the
entire room in another Sipahioglu Konagi, Yoruk
village, Safranbolu (photographed by the author,
2003)
Conclusion
In the context of participatory design, a project owner and an architect conduct scientific
investigations and invention projects of their design approach, leading to interaction between
people and place deal with design knowledge and its organisation. Concept, detail and art are
inseparable in the development of a quality of architectural environment in the future for
responsible and sensitive built environments to human needs.
According to Kaplan (1982), “by applying our knowledge of human evolution and of what
humans care about to the environment, it is possible to speculate on which settings are likely
to be preferred. These preferences include both informational properties and particular
contents –such as elements of natural environments.” The art as a dialogue, as a
communication tool and sometimes a participation element might be added to this description
for human environments. Listening the user experience/ user participation is important in
improving environmental design and planning and also how users, architects can relate to
decision-making. Participation can be the key to powerful and effective designs and aesthetics
in the direction of creating a more humane environment.
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The Myth of Er and the Heroes of Epic
In Book10 of the Republic, at the end of the story of Er, the Pamphylian visionary
who enjoyed a brief sojourn among the dead, Plato offers an account of the souls of the
departed choosing new lives in which to be reincarnated: the choices of the four
Homeric characters (Rep. 10 620 b-d) merit particular interest, not merely because of
what they may reveal of Plato’s views on immortality or his theory of justice, but how
they reflect Plato’s earlier discussion of Homer and the poets in the Republic, as well as
the philosopher’s discussion of Homeric characters in other dialogues.
The four characters are Thersites, an obnoxious and quarrelsome braggart who
appears in Book 2 of the Iliad, reviling Agamemnon for starting a fight with Achilles
over Briseis, a fight that leads to Achilles’ withdrawal from the Achaean army; Ajax, the
herkos Achaion, the great bulwark of the Achaeans who carries the burden of the defense
of the Greek fleet after Agamemnon, Odysseus, and Diomedes are all wounded;
Agamemnon himself, the commander-in-chief of the Achaean forces at Troy; and
Odysseus, tactician of the Achaeans at Troy and hero of the Odyssey.
Thersites, the unfortunate coward of the Iliad whose real fault is ugliness in a
world that demands physical beauty, chooses the life of an ape. The selection not only
reflects but ratifies Homer’s judgment that Thersites was the foulest of all the Achaeans,
good only at quarrels and insults (Il. 2.216-224). In fact, Thersites, in his rebuke to
Agamemnon, says little that Achilles himself has not or will not say to the leader of the
expedition. Despite this, Homer makes it clear that Achilles has no more love for
Thersites than Agamemnon, and Odysseus quickly silences Thersites with a swift
beating, an action Homer thoroughly endorses.

Plato (or at least the Platonic corpus – the authenticity of the Hippias Major has
been doubted) mentions apes on another occasion, at Hipp. Maj. 289 a-b, where Socrates’
quotes with approval Heraclitus’ observation that apes are ugly compared to men. The
comparison is not without interest for Thersites’ selection. Thersites’ name itself, as
Gregory Nagy observes, has as its roots in thersos/tharsos, language appropriate only to
blame poetry, rather than the genuine boldness required by the heroes of epic. Blame
poetry is characterized by bestial images – that of the devouring dog, for example. But
something more subtle may be at work here: if one defines ainos, “praise” poetry, as
praising speech with an ulterior motive, such poetry can be connected with Aesop’s tale
of the ape and the fox. An intriguing parallel emerges: Thersites is himself a “blame”
poet, from his very name, bestial in his outcome; but he speaks in a way that may also be
construed as “praise” for Achilles on this occasion – an ulterior motive, i.e., a stick to
beat Agamemnon with, calls to mind the fable of an ape. Plato accesses precisely these
references with the striking image of Thersites’ choice – less than a man, blaming and
bestial, and even in so far as he practices ainos, the poetry of praise, he can rise only to
the level of an ape.
Agamemnon chooses the life of an eagle from a general dislike of the human race
and, one suspects, an entirely justifiable suspicion of women. Any animal might suffice,
but the eagle allows Plato to indulge in Aeschylean irony as well as to address the epic
tradition. The Aeschylean irony is obvious – the Atreidae’s delight at the slaughter of a
pregnant hare by the eagles of Zeus triggers the anger of Artemis, who demands in turn
the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. Agamemnon’s decision to sacrifice his daughter yokes him to
necessity, as Aeschylus puts it, and that sacrifice in turn engenders the destruction of

Agamemnon upon his return from the Trojan War. Moreover, the eagle was the bird of
Zeus, often ominous in epic. The Will of Zeus (boule Dios), was the cause of the Trojan
War, as is noted in the lost Kypria, as well as the specific plot of the Iliad (1.5) and, more
generally, the plot of any epic poem. The epic struggle between the Homeric heroes is
couched as an explicit competition to be recognized as Aristos Achaion, “the best of the
Achaeans,” a competition that drives the conflict between Agamemnon and Achilles in
Book 1. The consequence of that “Will” was the honoring of the heroes of epic (most
importantly, Achilles and Odysseus) and the reducing of Agamemnon to a comic villain
or foil. The plan of Zeus also entailed deceiving Agamemnon with a dream of victory
and glory in Book 2. More broadly, the fall of Troy entailed in its wake the destruction
of the Bronze Age and the end of mythology (for all practical purposes, there IS no Greek
mythology after the children of Agamemnon and Achilles). In light of these
considerations, we may then attribute Agamemnon’s choice to a sense of humor, at least,
a desire to have better access to Zeus’ plans in his next life. Forewarned is forearmed.
Either or both interpretations lie open with no difficulty, given Plato’s obvious skills as
both ironist and reader of poetry.
Two of the selections of the epic heroes in the myth of Er now seem clearly to
reflect not only facile choice, but genuine epic sentiment – Plato is aware of an internal
code that seems to govern the behavior of Homer’s heroes, to the extent that their
selections clearly coordinate with epic, tragic, and even lyric traditions of poetry.
Telamonian Ajax, with the twentieth lot, selects the life of a lion over the life of a
mortal, ostensibly, like Agamemnon, driven by a desire to remove himself from the
company of men, still mindful of being passed over for the arms of Achilles. The

selection has clear epic overtones. Ajax occupies a strange place in Homer. Of all the
Greeks who are ever called “Best of the Achaeans,” he is the only one for whom the term
aristos comes with a disclaimer, “best of the Achaeans after Achilles,” rather than a
qualifier, “best of the Achaeans at ..., e.g. his half-brother Teucer, at archery. As Nagy
observes, this appears to be an intentional oversight or premeditated afterthought. There
are others – a bare two-line mention in the Catalogue of Ships in Book 2, the failure
either to kill Hector or die at his hands in Book 7, in a duel in which the explicit prize is
kleos, i.e., the glory of oral poetry – the draw guarantees that Ajax will receive neither the
glory of killing Hector nor the kleos aphthiton, “undying fame,” of death in battle. In
fact, the suicide of Ajax guarantees that he will slip through the cracks of poetry,
rendering him, it the memorable phrase of Kenneth Atchity, the foil and anti-type of
Achilles.
To return to the choice of life as a lion: the lion simile was one of the standard
heroic similes in the Iliad, but in cases where Ajax, who does the great work of defense
of the Achaean ships in Il. 10-18, receives the lion simile, peculiarities invariably intrude.
In Book 13, he shares the lion simile with his homonym, Ajax son of Oileus; the lion
simile in Book 17 that some scholars have tried to assign to him clearly belongs to
Menelaus; and, most famously, at 11.548 Homer gives him the lion simile, only to take it
away and replace it with the image of a retreating donkey. Scholars have occasionally
endeavored to invent an honorific interpretation for the change, but most recognize it for
the insult it is, one of a series of “intentional oversights” that Homer has reserved for
Ajax.

Plato, then, appears to correct Homer’s slight by granting Ajax the life of the lion,
giving him the simile he had lost in Book 11 of the Iliad. We should not be surprised by
Plato’s attention to such detail; he quotes Homer far more than he does any other poet. In
fact, over one hundred direct quotations from Homer appear in the text of Plato. We may
logically infer that Plato here disputes the judgment of the epic poet by restoring the lost
simile as well as taking Ajax away from the pain of mortal existence. Before we can
render such a judgment, however, we must look at the parallel selection made by
Odysseus.
Odysseus, with the final lot in the underworld, chooses the life of an ordinary
mortal – a life in which he could finally find the peaceful existence that had eluded him
in his previous existence. On the surface, the argument makes sense and the choice
seems to follow the apparent patter of characters choosing a life that is both different
from and compensatory for their previous earthly incarnations. On another level,
however, a different reading, one which takes into account the marvelous subtlety of
Plato’s reading of Homer, is required. For in fact, Homer’s hero had already chosen the
quiet life for himself in his previous existence; circumstance forced him to renounce his
selection. According to the myths, Odysseus had in fact tried to avoid the Trojan War by
pretending insanity, and only the intervention of Palamades foiled his plans. Even
Agamemnon, in Aeschylus’ tragedy, acknowledges Odysseus’ reluctance to join the
expedition, while he praises his work once he arrived. Indeed, the greatest fame of
Odysseus arises from the simplest of human desires, the longing to go home. Odysseus
returns to the life of a human when he rejects the opportunity to spend eternity with
Calypso (the concealer, who can hide him from time, space, and mortality).

Moreover, Odysseus, by returning to earth as a man, wins the right to create
himself once more through speech, something Ajax, Agamemnon, and Thersites will not
be able to accomplish. And as much as by his deeds, Odysseus creates his heroism
through speech, for the greater part of his fame depends on his own account of his travels
that he gives to the Phaeaceans in Books 9-12 of the Odyssey. His own narrative
accounts of his activities in fact dwarf the activities of the Homeric narrator, whose
account never reaches the grandeur of the Iliad.
Plato has other reasons to favor Odysseus. When Socraters remarks upon the
writing of oratory manuals in the “leisure time” before Troy, he is alluding not, as
Phaedrus thinks, to contemporaries under assumed names, but rather to the ability of
Odysseus and Nestor to assert their heroic identities in speech. Nestor and Odysseus,
then, have this much in common – we know Nestor was a hero in much the same way we
know Odysseus was – each man tells us.
This is not a small point – the limited run that poetry will have in the Republic
depends on its ability to avoid imposture and impersonation. The choice of Odysseus, to
become a man, endowed with speech, guarantees that he, at least, will be able to speak
his tales – in fact, he may even be said to supersede Homer himself in Plato’s view, since
Homer, who in effect invents kleos, the glory gained from oral poetry, as well as nostos,
the story of return, ought to disappear from the ideal state.
Ajax and Odysseus, in memory if not in fact, seem locked forever in competition
– from the wrestling match in Book 23, during the funeral games of Patroclus, to the
competition for the arms of Achilles. The competition was not without interest to the
poets who succeeded Homer, and many of them had a suspicion that Nagy’s notion of an

“intentional oversight” in Homer’s portrayal of the son of Telamon was correct. A fifthcentury author in the Anthology took issue with Homer’s claim that, at the defense of the
ships, Ajax “no longer stood firm.” According to the anonymous author, a Phrygian,
standing near Ajax’s tomb, recited the line in mockery of the hero, only to hear Ajax’s
own voice coming from the tomb, maintaining that he had in fact stood firm. Sophocles,
of course, fashions from Homer’s taciturn hero his most interesting tragic hero, in
comparison to whom Oedipus sometimes seems merely annoying. But Pindar seemed to
take greatest exception to Homer. As Norwood observed, “Ajax, we see, troubled Pindar
very much,” and the Theban was fearless in denouncing an epic tradition that he felt had
unfairly disadvantaged the hero. In Nem. 7, Pindar claims that it is only Homer’s poetry,
rather than the deeds of Odysseus, that allowed Odysseus to win the arms of Achilles.
On a superficial level this is nonsense – Pindar was well aware that Homer was later than
either hero, but as Sandys observes, Pindar was claiming rather that the epic tradition
favored Odysseus, making him more famous than he deserved to be, and, by extension,
depriving Ajax of the fame he deserved. In Nem. 8, Pindar again insisted that the
judgment of arms had created latha, “oblivion”, for the Salaminian hero, and it was the
task of Pindar’s poetry to restore aletheia (usually translated “truth,” but more correctly,
“remembrance”) to Ajax.
The matter did not end there. The issue became familiar on stage and in Attic life,
where Ajax became a cult hero of one of the ten Cleishtenean tribes. As Farnell puts it in
his book on Greek cults:
“We may finally bear in mind this attachment – not wholly disinterested – of the
Athenian people to the Salaminian hero, when we are struck with the phenomenon which

the Attic drama presents, namely, that in contrast to the frequent vilification of the
personages of old epic, the figure of Ajax remains noble and even sublime, while that of
his rival Odysseus is almost uniformly debased.” (Farnell, 308)
Thus the cultural trends that Plato confronts in creating the next destiny for the
two heroes. On the one hand, an epic tradition that is solidly in the corner of Odysseus, a
character renowned for speech, character in and exponent of oral poetry. In contrast, the
much quieter Ajax, who speaks fewer lines in the Iliad than any other major character,
despite the fact that he appears in or is at least named in 20 of the 24 books of the poem.
Pindar, Sophocles, other tragedians, the people of Athens themselves threw in their lot,
figuratively speaking, with the son of Telamon. But Plato had created an agenda for
himself, one that he makes clear in Republic X 595, when Socrates announces a marked
preference for Homer and a distrust of the tragedians. But Socrates never fully endorses
Homer, who must himself rely on passages of quotation as well as narration, must
engage, therefore, in imposture and impersonation, as his narrator’s voice is subordinated
to the dialogic portions of the poem. The decision to restore Odysseus to the status of a
man allows a double ending. On a poetic level, only Odysseus, of the Trojan War figures
named in Book X of the Republic, can compete once more for kleos, the glory of oral
poetry that can only be one by mortals, those who face their fate on the fields where men
win glory, or become the subject of nostos, “return”, poetry. At the same time, Odysseus,
who narrates his own adventures and thereby, at least, leapfrogs one level over Homer in
the quest for true speech, would be more appropriate and more appealing in the specific
situation of the Republic, in which the ideal state seeks to restrict, if not simply to ban, all
forms of imitation.
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A Qualified Triumph of Neo-Confucian Ethics:
The Thought of A Southern Song Woman
Abstract
Neo-Confucianism differs from classical Confucianism at least in two ways:
Neo-Confucian doctrine has had to be tailored to a new audience steeped in Buddhism
and Daoism; and the key concepts in classical Confucianism have been creatively
re-appropriated for the new times and have received new meanings. What is human is
also transcendental, according to the Neo-Confucian philosophers. The human mind
(renxin) can fully actualize its potential and transcend itself to be the site of the
cosmic principle, which amounts to the mind of the Way (daoxin), that is, to the moral
nature of the universe. The Great Ultimate (Taiji), the subject of Li-qi metaphysics,
“that which is above the [material] forms” (xingershag) is finally, together with “that
which is below the forms” (xingerxia), humanly actualized in the individual’s
self-reshaping or self-cultivation. This directly points to an answer to the perennial
question of moral philosophy, how should one live? Instead of such abstruse, abstract
discussion, The Plaint of Lady Wang, in a woman’s voice, uses poetic language and
vivid description to “investigate things’, to “extent the knowledge” of Li (the
principle), and teaches a way of life for Song Dynasty people to follow. No doubt that
Lady Wang’s approach and moral values were influenced by Zhu Xi (1130-1200) and
other Neo-Confucian philosophers; however, her way of teaching through her own
experience would surely be more effective, particularly among women and the
illiterate.
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My presentation analyzes the philosophical background of the poem, Lady
Wang’s moral thinking, her self- identity, her existential choice, and her understanding
of the ethical concepts of li (principle), li (rites/rules), cheng (sincerity) and yi
(righteousness). It examines Lady wang’s application of the Confucian Classics and
Texts, the Great Learning (Daxue), the Book of Changes (Yi Jing) and the Book of
Odes (Shi Jing). It notes how she dares, in a limited way, to question human relations
that served a basic function in classical Confucianism and has been directly connected
to human nature, a topic pestering both classical and Neo-Confucian philosophers in
Chinese history. She reevaluates the moral examples Duke Zhou of the Western Zhou,
Qu Yuan of the Warring States time, Yue Fei of the Southern Song, and the
“exemplary women” (Lienü) of earlier Chinese History. It is important to see that her
sentiment is similar to but markedly different from the complaint of the beauties in the
Book of Odes, the longing of women for pure love affairs, or Qu Yuan’s resentment
toward his lord Chu Huaiwang. She has examined herself by comparing her deeds
with the instructions of the Han woman moralist Ban Zhao and the female moral
example Cao E; she even has doubted the rites/principles for women. In her poem she
serves as a moralist, gives her husband moral teachings, as well serving as a
concubine, the lowest one in the family and morally inferior than others. It was
forbidden to mention sex in her time though her expression of qing/the emotions she
developed a poetic feminine way of self-realization. She could never imagine the
modern concept of love/ai between a woman and her husband. But her desire to be
equal to other woman at her time may be an early precursor of feminism from the
twelfth century China to which present-day feminists can look back.
She has emptied her mind through the quieting techniques/meditation then
advocated by Neo-Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism, which have led her mind
from this world to the transcendental world beyond time and space. “Oh, my empty,
void hun (spirit/heavenly aspect of the soul) and po (body/earthly aspect of soul)!”
expresses her moral dilemma on a woman’s self identity – a Confucian “role-self” that
urges her to cultivate her personal life in the way of being always tied to various
duties related to family, state and the world/tianxia. Her search for a whole self not
only challenges the classical Confucian theory of the separated soul, but also
questions the Neo-Confucian ethical teachings on “manifesting a clear character”
through “cultivation of one’s personal life” as the foundation of moral being;
ironically enough, this may also reach the communist concept of “new women’s
identity” as revolutionary, collective and national. The only difference may be that
between sacrificing oneself for the Neo-Confucian “highest good” or “the
communist course.”
Realism, romanticism and mysticism are woven together and deeply pervade the
whole poem’s ethical teaching. After that, she shows the ultimate identity of the
heavenly and the human principle/rites/rules. She declines the Buddhist and Daoist
ways of life and embraced the Confucian call to duty. Her decision coincides with
Zhu Xi’s teaching in his Quan Nüdao Huansu Pang. Neo-Confucian ethics thus
achieves a qualified triumph in unyielding opposition to Daoism and Buddhism.

2

I have to clarify that my presentation will focus on ethical analysis emerging from
my research and translation of the alleged “longest Chinese classical poem in Chinese
history”, The Plaint of Lady Wang. By the end of the last century this poem, newly
discovered and identified as such, attracted the attention of many scholars in Chinese
studies. I am interested in it not only because it is the longest poem, but because of its
content and feminine methodology as well as femininity. I have translated it into
English (in draft), and I have written some papers on the poem from religious,
historical, hermeneutic and socio-political perspectives, and presented them in
different conferences in North America and Taiwan. This, I believe, is a new
perspective on the poem.
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Abstract.
Rationality doesn't guarantee success. Neither does failure demonstrate irrationality.
Nevertheless the notion of rationality is defined in terms of success: to be rational is to maximize
the chances of success. The possibility of success and failure defines a domain which, at first
blush, appears to coincide with the "intentional" domains of belief, action, and desire. But the
faculties of belief and desire did not arise by magic on the day of creation. They evolved and
were shaped by natural selection. They may, therefore, have evolved more or less successfully,
which suggests that the process of evolution by natural selection might itself be viewed as
analogous to a rational process. The success of genetic algorithms and experiments with
"evolvable hardware" confirms the promise of this idea. This very analogy, however, brings the
whole idea of rationality under suspicion. This has been Alvin Plantinga's notorious challenge:
On the most favourable supposition that adaptation by natural selection is analogous to the most
highly rational process, that doesn't entail that it must have been successful. Why, in particular,
must we believe that mental faculties honed by natural selection are capable of correctly
answering questions never posed in the environment in which they arose? Before there were
beliefs and desires, there were detectors and tropisms, propelling primitive organisms to
nourishment and away from harm. These mechanisms have their own teleology: they too are
therefore capable of failure, and defined in terms of their conditions of success. In this paper I
sketch some of the parallels implied by these observations, not only between full-fledged
rationality and pre-rational mechanisms, but also between both of those and the very process of
natural selection that gave rise to them. The aim is to illuminate and perhaps demystify the
notion of rationality. Here are some of the questions that will be raised, though not answered:
^ What actually distinguishes intentional rationality from its non-intentional analogues?
^ To what extent is a judgment of rationality relative to (a) a point of view, or (b) a
context? Does either form of relativity doom all hope of defining an objective criterion
of rationality?
^ More specifically, must rationality always be attributed to some entity regarded as an
individual? What are some of the relations between individual rationality and collective
rationality—whether at the levels of individual persons and social groups, or at the lower
level of collections of cells and the individual animals they constitute?
^ Can some of the ways in which humans have been found to be systematically irrational
be explained in terms of necessary trade-offs between imperfect solutions, at the
phylogenetic level, to problems admitting of no unique solution?
***********************
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I What is rationality?
'Rational' and 'Irrational' all too often serve as terms of commendation or abuse, though not
always respectively. Nevertheless one can lay down a few minimal constraints on the meaning of
the terms:
Commensurability. Etymologically, rationality is related to ratio, i.e. proportion. The
rational numbers are those that can be expressed as a proportion or ratio. That immediately
presupposes that the quantities considered are commensurable. If there is no common measure
between two quantities, nothing can count as a determination of their ratio. This explains how
one might paradoxically complain (as one sometimes hears) that someone is being too rational,
or even that the search for rationality is inherently irrational. For if there are incommensurable
options, it is irrational to insist on weighing them against one another.
Success and Probability. A plausible (though it will turn out not quite adequate)
characterization of rationality is in terms of probability and of success: a rational strategy
maximizes the probability of success. But it is never equivalent to success. (Nor is failure
equatable with irrationality) . Rationality has a necessary connection with probability, but only a
contingent connection with success.
Intentionality? Rationality seems to be essentially associated with intentionality. The
intuition here is that an inanimate object, or a mere mechanism, cannot qualify as rational. (Or
rather, as we shall see, it cannot ever be said to be irrational.)
But if intentionality is understood to imply conscious purpose, the condition is too strong.
for one can be rational without being able to give an explicit endorsement of one's own reasons.
Alison McIntyre contends, for example, that in finding himself unable to turn in the slave Jim,
Huck Finn is acting rationally, though he irrationally believes that he is contravening his own
moral principles. (McIntyre 1990) The reason is that his emotions, which motivate him to save
the slave Jim, are his real and deep reasons, and we therefore judge him to be rational in view of
judging that his "deeper" emotional reasons are indeed the ones that ought to prevail.
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Teleology. This suggests that the domain of rationality extends beyond the intentional to
whatever involves teleology and the possibility of success or failure. So rationality concerns any
domain where conditions of success and failure exist. That is, in effect, any domain in which we
can make sense of ascribing teleology, including the attribution of functions to artefacts and
biological entities.
These features raise a number of questions:
1.

What distinguishes intentional rationality from its non-intentional analogues?

2.

To what extent is a judgment of rationality relative to (a) a point of view, or (b) a

context? Does either relativity doom all hope of defining an objective criterion of rationality?
3.

More specifically, must rationality always be attributed to some entity regarded as

an individual? What are some of the relations between individual rationality and collective
rationality—whether at the levels of individual persons and social groups, or at the lower level of
collections of cells and the individual animals they constitute?
4.

Can some of the alleged ways in which humans have been found to be

systematically irrational be explained in terms of inherent constraints or necessary trade-offs
between imperfect solutions, at the phylogenetic level, to problems lacking unique best solution?
II

Plantinga's challenge
Alvin Plantinga (1993) has claimed that epistemological naturalism—the thesis that our

mental faculties evolved by natural selection—undermines itself, since faculties honed by natural
selection would most likely not be up to the task of penetrating the secret of their own origins.
This encounters an immediate problem, which is that if, as on Plantinga's favoured
alternative, our faculties were fashioned by God, it is arbitrary to suppose that God meant them
to be exercised on just those sorts of problems. (Indeed, does not Genesis tell us that the fruit of
the tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil was forbidden? Whatever that means, exactly, it seems
to be evidence that God did not intend our powers of understanding to rove anywhere without
constraint.) But if we can't penetrate God's intentions, then—as Hume implied—we can't offer
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God's plan as a serious explanatory hypothesis for any part of reality. For we have no way of
demarcating what would constitute evidence against the hypothesis. If evidence of botched
design, such as the existence of evil, doesn't count because what from our benighted perspective
seems to be evil might have a legitimate place in God's plan, then surely nothing else can be
allowed to count in favour of it either. If we can't divine God's plan, then by symmetrical
argument we can't exclude the possibility that some feature fails to fit into it.
Nevertheless, there remains an interesting form of Plantinga's challenge: What reasons
have we to think that our mental equipment is adequate to understand objective truths about the
world, over and beyond the level of predictive adequacy required to get around and manage the
sort of concrete problems faced by our ancestors in the environment of evolutionary adaptation?
The challenge goes back to Descartes's admonishment (Med. IV) that we are led into error when
we suppose that the information delivered by our senses tells us about the world, rather than
merely assisting us in getting about in everyday life.1
Plantinga's challenge just adds a twist to that of Descartes: for Descartes, God warrants the
utility of our senses, but not the truth of what we might be tempted to infer from their
deliverances. Evolution can take over the first warranty. But what reason have we for supposing
it can do better on the second?
Plantinga's challenge presuppose that there is a structural analogy between design and the
process of evolution. Otherwise it wouldn't make sense to draw attention to the differences. So in
order to address it we need to explore both the analogy and the disanalogies. Let us begin with a
comparison of the non-intentional functionality of tropisms with the intentional goaldirectedness of desire.

1

Or we might put the point in terms of Quine's epigram: if it is indeed true that
The unrefined and sluggish mind
of Homo Javanensis
Could only treat of things concrete
and present to the senses
then what selective pressures can we suppose to have guaranteed that improvements to our brain since
Homo Javanensis have enabled us to get beyond instrumental adequacy?
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III

From Tropisms and Detectors to Desire and Beliefs.
Tropisms are mechanisms that guide simpler organisms towards light or food or away from

harmful surroundings. A much discussed case concerns (in the words of the title of a famous
article) What the frog's eye tells the frog's mind (Lettvin, Maturana, McCulloch, et al. 1988).
The frog's brain is equipped by a "bug detector". But that mechanism is actually triggered
by any moving black dots. Conversely it fails to be triggered by bugs if they are stationary. This
simple biological example illustrates the following relevant facts and problems:
^ Such a mechanism in a living organism is naturally treated as having a function, which
we most easily describe in terms of the metaphor of being designed for a purpose.
^ We therefore need an account of how we that metaphor acquires its force and
legitimacy.
^ But we need also to explain how and why it differs from full-fledged intentional goal
seeking. In particular, if what sets off the frog's eye is a black moving speck, must we say that it
finds flies by lucky accident, given that flies look like moving specks? Or should we rather say
that by means of the capacity to detect moving specks, it serves to detect flies? (Dretske 1986;
Millikan 1991). But then which is the real function of the detecting mechanism?
Non-Intentional Functionality
Millikan, R., (1984; 1989); Neander (1991), Wright (1973) and others have refined ideas
first clearly articulated by to show how the core intuitive notion of a function can be
implemented in terms of the products of a certain sort of natural selection. That intuitive core
can be summed up in two propositions:
(i) To say that G is the function of organ X in an organism O is to say that X is supposed
to result in G, though it may not always work right.
(ii) To say that X is supposed to result in G is to say that the fact that it does normally
result in G explains the fact that X is actually present in O.
Proposition (i) just makes explicit what we mean by a function. Proposition (ii) is the one that
must be explicated in terms of an acceptable account of the relevant sort of explanation.
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Compare the case of an artifact, say a light switch, it's easy to see that the fact that the light
switch normally results in enabling us to turn the light on and off explains the fact that it is
actually present on the wall. It explains it, by virtue of its creator's intention that it do so,
implemented in the creator's appropriate design. But in the case of a natural organ, there is no
design: the trick is to see how something else is substituted for it. The something else is natural
selection, but how exactly does it substitute for design?
Here's a compendious formulation borrowed from (Neander 1991, 319):
It is the/a proper function of an item (X) or an organism (O) to do that which items of X's
type did to contribute to the inclusive fitness of O'as ancestors, and which caused the
genotype, of which X is the phenotypic expression, to be selected by natural selection.
In this formulation the word "caused" must be taken seriously, since it marks the distinction
between what has been selected for and what has merely been selected. The distinction is due to
(Sober 1984, 99 ff.), who imagines a sorting machine consisting of a series of sieves. This device
isolates green balls from red ones, because the balls' color happens to be correlated with size.
And of course we might want the machine for the purpose of sorting green balls from red ones.
But the sorting machine still couldn't be described as having the intrinsic function of sorting
green balls. What it causes to happen is that small balls are sorted from large ones.
In this way, the history of the selection process provides the key to sorting out mere effects
from genuine functions. (The sounds produced by the heart are mere effects; the circulation of
the blood is its function.). In the case of the ball-selecting toy, what the device selects are green
balls, but what it selects for are small ones. The reason is that the color of the balls is causally
irrelevant to the selection even though the effect of the selection is to select green ones. The
selectionist equivalent for the frog's eye is this: the frog's detection mechanism was selected for
finding flies, but its effect is to find both flies and specks. "'Selection of' pertains to the effects of
a selection process, whereas 'selection for' describes its causes.'' (Sober 1984 100).
This sketch suffices to afford a comparison between intentional and natural functions. Here
then are a small sampling of some putative discrepanies. To anticipate, the tentative moral that
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this sampling inclines me to draw is that the genuine differences are not due to the fact that
mentality is involved as such. Rather they result from the difference between the status of
individuals in the two classes of cases. Evolutionary phenomena are population phenomena:
they are essentially probabilistic. Intentional rationality, on the other hand, characterizes only
individuals as such, either in a context of solitary deliberation or in a context of interaction with
others.
This tentative hypothesis suggests that we need to explore what happens when individuals
interact with large numbers of other individuals over a long period of time: at that stage we may
find that the two forms merge together again.

¾ The leap of design.
The most obvious putative difference between intentional and nonintentional goal seeking
is that mental representation is capable of viewing a situation as a whole and tracing a path to a
distant peak through unpromising valleys. Natural selection, by contrast, is incapable of
anything but "hill-climbing".
Here is a simple example from Norman Johnson: given two unequal path to a food source,
an ant colony will very rapidly find the shorter. At first this seems to demand a sophisticated
explanation: what agency is collecting the information and directing the resulting policy? The
answer, though, lies in simple mechanisms that act entirely where each ant is located. By one
mechanism, as they return to the ant-hill after finding food, the ants leave a chemical trace on
their path. A second mechanism ensures that when they find the chemical trace, they are
determined by a tropism to orient themselves in the direction of greater concentration. Now
imagine that ants set out randomly in either of the two available paths (there can be more than
two paths: it will work as well). Those who happened to set out on the shorter path will return
sooner, leaving a higher concentration of pheromone on that path. This will cause more ants to
take that path, setting up a positive feed-back mechanism that will quickly concentrate all the
ants on the favoured path.
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But now imagine that the two paths are identical in length. In this case, a global traffic
engineer would immediately see that the best solution is for the ants to distribute themselves
equally among both paths. In fact, however, it is easy to see why the ants will exhibit what from
the global point of view seems completely irrational behaviour: they all choose a single path,
even if it becomes so crowded they have to step over one another to push through it, while the
other is completely empty. By the luck of original random fluctuations in the ants' paths, one or
the other will quickly acquire a slightly higher concentration of pheromone. But then the feedback mechanism will take over, ensuring that the second available path will be empty.
This illustrates the general point that local-control systems don't always find the best
overall solution.
Indeed, this is a major problem for evolution. Insofar as everyone is essentially a "hillclimbing" process, crevasses between adjacent peaks cannot be crossed except by derogation
from the hill-climbing principle.
In practice, however, the difference may not be as great as at first appears. Look for
example at the evolution of the automobile. You find a path of development that looks
suprisingly smooth. In fact, it looks mostly very like those gradual transformations that we see
in the paleontological sections of museums illustrating the most convincing cases of gradual
evolution. And where there are saltations, we can tag them as signs of punctuated equilibrium.
In addition the changes also typically incorporate vestigial organs. Thus the first horseless
carriages looked just like what their name suggested: horse carriages without a horse. Until
much later, they continued to incorporate running boards that don't serve any purpose at all in a
motor car.
Actually, there's a good reason for that, which exactly parallels an observation often made
about genetic evolution: namely that since the previous model is usually effective enough to
have made it this far, any random modification is more likely to make it worse than better. So,
of course, we aim to make the modifications "non-random": that is, the whole point is that if they
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are intentional they are both designed and calculated in their effects. But in many cases the nonlinearity of cause-effect relationships, in addition to the unpredictable nature of the effects of
multiple changes, add a huge element of randomness to even the ’best laid plans of mice and
men". So, at least, it is often argued by the partisans of conservatism in the literal sense.2

¾ Earnest vs. Rose, by any other name.
Only creatures with language can be nominalists. We can have goals that depend on a
name. But how can there be natural facts that depend on a name? "Nature," Fodor said
somewhere, "doesn't sort under labels." Juliet is presumably correct in supposing that a rose by
any other name will smell as sweet, but Gwendolyn can insist that she couldn't possibly love
anyone who wasn't called Ernest.3 Whether this makes a large or a trivial difference to the
potential for rationality depends in part on how much of our world is built on the back of
language. And there is a least one reason to think the difference enabled by that possibility is
very large.
While many of our preoccupations are with fungible objects, our attachments are to
individual things and people, and we couldn't make that distinction unless we some way of
distinguishing two sorts of reidentification: the reidentification of a single particular, and the
identification of a recurrence of a type. Short of that difference, an inanimate object such as a
Coke machine can perfectly well embody a number of the characteristics we associate essentially
with intentionality (MacKenzie unpub): namely intentional inexistence and generality:
Intentional inexistence is a classic feature of intentional contexts: to quote one of the most
famous sentences in 20th Century philosophy, "The incorrectness of rendering 'Ctesias is hunting
unicors' in the fashion:

Ex(x is a unicorn . Ctesias is hunting x) is conveniently attested by the

2

Roger Scruton, for example, has applied this argument to the preservation of the British National Health
Service. While he would presumably have been against it at the time of its introduction, on the ground
that it was an innovation and therefore undesirable, he is reputed to have saunchly defended its
preservation on the same ground now that it constitutes the present status quo. For now it is changing or
abolishing it that would constitute the undesirable innovation.

3

ALGERNON: if my name was Algy, couldn't you love me?

CECILY. [Rising.] I might respect you, Ernest, I might admire your character, but I fear that I should
not be able to give you my undivided attention.
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non-existence of unicorns, but is not due simply to that zoological lacuna." (Quine 1966)
That fact has notoriously led some to believe that intentional inexistence was a "mark of
the mental" (Chisholm 1957). But in fact, as MacKenzie pointed out, a coke machine can be in a
state that manifests intentional inexistence: it suffices that its causal properties give it the
disposition to produce a coke machine when fed a quarter (that's how old this example is), but
that disposition in no way entails the existence of any quarters.
Furthermore the coke machine can exhibit a second mark of intentionality, namely
generality, where that term contrasts both with the specific and with the particular. The second
contrast is the important one. The first just means that the coke machine's disposition is unlikely
to have a disposition so finely tuned that it could infallibly tell a quarter from any slug, and not
reject, perhaps, a slightly bent but genuine quarter. Like the frog and its bug detector, its
detecting capacity cannot be fully specific in exactly the right way. But then neither can our
desires: however much we specify what we want, we can never altogether guarantee that we will
not be subject to the monkey's paw phenomenon, so called after a talisman imagined by W.W.
Jacobs which grants you any wish—but in some awful way.
The one disanalogy that holds up firmly is due to the capacity of fully intentional design to
identify particular individuals. While I am no longer confident that this requires language, I still
think it marks a crucial differentia of those forms of rationality that can be ascribed to
individuals in social contact with other individuals, or that involve responding to other
individuals. That forms a category of rational action that is entirely closed to the products and
processes of natural selection, on account of their essentially probabilistic character.
¾ The Voting Paradox
The voting paradox is a simple case that seems to illustrate the impossibility of arriving at
a rational collective choice under certain conditions. In those cases collective rationality seems
impossible, but there seem to be no analogously necessary failures in the individual case:
Suppose three voters, X, Y and Z are asked to pick the best of three options, A B and C.
One possibility is that they rank them as follows:
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X:

A>B>C

Y:

B>C>A

Z:

C>A>B

When we count votes, we find that A is preferred by two out of three—but so are B and C.
So we have a social preference that is directly incoherent.
Yet perhaps there is, after all, an intrapersonal analogue to this, modeled on the pairwise
dominance relations in the game of scissors, paper, stone. Which is the strongest? Scissors cuts
paper; paper wraps stone, stone breaks scissors. So here too we seem to have an impossible
violation of the transitivity of preference:
scissors > paper > stone > scissors.
But in this case it's not clear that we have satisfied the principle of commensurability. For
the superiority of scissors over paper is not of the same kind as the superiority of stone over
scissors. Does it matter?
I'm reminded of the old joke about the woman who's asked, “How's your husband?” and
replies: “Compared to what?” When making judgments of rationality, we must always ask:
"compared to what?".
Consider a situation in which we are trying to compare three works of art. Bringing, say,
the Picasso to set next to the Raphael, one might prefer the Picasso; yet one might prefer
Raphael when set next to Michelangelo, but prefer Michelangelo to Picasso when those two are
set next to one another.
Picasso > Raphael
Raphael > Michelangelo,
Michelangelo > Picasso
This seems to be a circular preference, but actually the context of each choice is different.
It's only when comparing it to Raphael that I prefer Picasso to Raphael; it's only when
comparing it to Michelangelo that I prefer the latter. None of these judgments is actually
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inconsistent with the possibility that when faced with all three, I should have a clear opinion
about how to rank them all.
We have just encountered one form of what might be called the relativity of rationality. In
a moment I shall illustrate some other forms. Fut first we need to advert to the most notorious
obstacle to the hope of collective rationality: the Prisoners' Dilemma.
¾ The Prisoner's dilemma
This is the classic game which seems to limit the possibility of optimizing the interests of
all members of an interacting groups. As such it seems to set a limit on group rationality based
on local interests, a limitation on the general principle that the "invisible hand" will discover
optimal outcomes. It is a deep problem, for it undermines the naive characterization of
rationality with which I began. The reason is that the question what increases the probability of
success has no determinate answer. For what counts as success? Again it seems to depend on
the question: compared to what? It seems to have a different answer depending on whether I am
focusing on the comparison between the outcome for me and the outcome for the other, or
whether I am comparing the outcome for both. So it seems to be essentially a problem for multiperson game without an analogue in the rationality of a single agent.
Yet here too the line may be less clear than at first appears. George Ainslie has shown
that one can model the intra-personal competition between different interests (and in particular
between interests a single person has at different times) on the same model, on the (empirically
grounded) assumption that we discount the future at a hyperbolic rather than an exponential rate
(which permits an inversion in the relative value of two future prospects located at different
distances from the present, as one gets approaches the nearer.) I can view myself as a sort of
society of interests, among which the temporally closer prospect (drinking now, say) can, if
indulged, sabotage the overall sum of my interests over time. Some, like Jon Elster, recommend
binding oneself physically or otherwise, like Ulysses, in order to make it impossible to act
acratically at the moment when the temptation momentarily reverses my preference ranking, in
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the interests of the future selves that will regret it if I do indulge. Ainslie himself thinks one can
commit oneself to "non-defection" in the same way that individuals playing a version of the PD
game in which they can't affect the choices of players who have already decided to cooperate or
defect, will tend to cooperate despite the fact that they might lose out, if past players have
mostly cooperated and they see some chance that others will. On the other hand they will
certainly defect if it is apparent that almost everyone else already has and so future players likely
will too. (Ainslie, 2001, 94-100).
Either way, the lesson seems to be that even on the basis of the PD there is less of a sharp
line than at first appears between collective and individual rationality.
IV

The relativity of Rationality
Nevertheless, the question of whether a given act or state of an individual is rational

appears to be subject to a troublesome kind of relativity which does not affect non-intentional
rationality in the same way.
We judge individual rationality in relation to reasons. But reasons can be more or less
comprehensive. In some sense, nothing is an action unless it satisfies the condition of minimal
rationality: namely that there be some description of the action and the background beliefs and
desires in the light of which it will be rational. So depending on how widely we canvass the
available reasons, the same act can seem rational or mad. But that makes it looks as if there was
never any definite answer to the question: is this rational or not? Thus the mother who lovingly
drowned her children is surely a paradigm case of madness and irrationality if ever there was
one. Yet she was condemned as sane, apparently on the ground that when framed in the right
way her act can be seen as rationally directed to an end. If you want to drown the children,
proceed to the bathroom. If we frame her problem that narrowly, she was indeed rational. But if
we include her long-term feelings for the children in the frame, then the "voices" that ordered her
to kill the children were clearly irrational, marking her as mad.
Is there any analogy here with the phylogenetic level of natural selection? In a way there
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is, as we shall see. But we must first consider an important disanalogy, best illustrated in terms
of what I shall call The biological primacy of economics.
The application of game theory and economic concepts to natural selection sometimes
arouses the suspicion of the social constructionists: surely, went a familiar refrain, the
importation of those concepts is just a neo-con plot to construe the whole of nature on the model
of the free market so as to be able to import it back to justify more beastly free-market
behaviour. But in reality the truth is almost precisely the opposite. If we consider, for example,
the notion of interests, its application to its home turf of economics requires all kinds of
somewhat dubious psychological assumptions about motivation. (In fact, as someone recently
remarked in relation to the Middle East, it was always naive to suppose that men would be
prepared to sacrifice their passions to their interests.
But what counts as our interests? In biology the question admits of a perfectly objective
answer. Witness the attempt described in (Dawkins 1982) to discover whether the digger bee
sphex was guilty of committing the sunk-costs or "Concorde Fallacy" Digger wasps hide
paralyzed prey in burrows; when they fight over a burrow the time they spend fighting is
proportional to their own efforts in stocking the borrow, not to the ``true value'' of the burrow
measured in terms of the number of prey it contained. Dawkins concluded, not unreasonably,
that once we take into account the epistemic limitations of the wasp, it didn't: biologists should
``assume that an animal is optimizing something under a given set of constraints ... [and] try to
work out what those constraints are.' '(Dawkins, 1982, p. 48) But that seems ve ry much like a
sensible methodological principle rather than an empirical discovery. The implication of that
methodological principle, however, is that it is never reasonable to speak of a natural process as
irrational, though it makes sense to speak of an organ or device failing of its function . For like
the reasonable monarch in Saint-Exupéry's Petit Prince, one can only ask of natural processes
that they take place when circumstances are right.
Conversely, however, it has been suggested that the best conception of what reasoning
should be, namely
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Ecological rationality: Fast and frugal heuristics that are matched to particular
environmental structures allow organisms to be ecologically rational." (Gigerenzer,
Todd and ABC Research Group 1999, 18).
Unlike the sphex, humans are not precluded from looking into things further. But like the sphex,
they may find that in the long run the policy of not wasting too many resources on figuring out
every detail is a winning strategy in most environments. So there is a trade-off between precision
and effectiveness.
Consider the exactly parallel case of a setting up a detector—letting this stand, in the human
case, for a test for a disease and, in the case of a simpler animal for a device for detecting
predator or prey. Something like the following calculation is involved. The benefits of the
detector must be weighed against the costs of a detector, including::
¾ the use of resources involved in having the detector at all
¾ the cost of time and resources in each exercise of detection
¾ the cost of being false positives
¾ the cost of false negatives.
Now to make things more vivid, focus on the last two, and apply this to the well-known
problem of whether to submit to a certain test for cancer. (Paulos 1988, 66)
Assume a drug test is 98% accurate, where by definition this means that if you do (don't)
have cancer, test will be positive (negative) 98% of cases.
If you test positive, does this mean you have 98% chance of having cancer? No. The
reason is that the test result yield the probability of its being positive conditional on your having
cancer, or the probability of its being negative conditional on your not having cancer:
Prob(P/C) or (Prob(N/~C)
But what I want to know is the probability of my having cancer conditional on testing
positive (Prob(C/P)). And that depends on the incidence of cancer in the population as a whole.
Suppose that incidence is 0.5%.
20%! Let us see why.

Then it turns out that your chance of having cancer is
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Let's say 10,000 people have been tested. Given the incidence, we can expect that 50 of
those will have cancer. 9950 will not.
But since the test is 98% accurate, it will detect 98% of the 50 cases = 49 cases.
It will also record a negative result for 98% of the 9950.
Which means that it will be falsely positive in 2% of those cases = 199 cases.
So the total number of positive results in the 10000 will be 199+49 = 248.
The chances that I have cancer are 49/248 = roughly 20%!
MORAL: if you are going to act on the positive test (putting in play further decisions,
using further resources) then that's the probability that needs to be taken into account.
Now suppose we go back to reading the "test results" as indicating the immediate vicinity
of
(a) "a predator", or
(b) "a prey"
The 20% chance might be quite enough to be worth acting on in case (a), but not enough to
be worth acting on in case (b), assuming that the disvalue of being eaten is quite out of
proportion to the value of eating (or of the disvalue of not eating.) Depending on the values of
the original probability, it may be highly unreasonable to test, or highly unreasonable not to test.
But if natural selection has to "decide" to invest or not to invest in a detector, it doesn't have the
flexibility to do things differently in different environments. It must instead average over the
environments it is exposed to. There will therefore be plenty of cases where the best thing to do
now is not the same as the best thing to be designed to do in the long run.
V

Are humans systematically irrational?
These considerations bear on the debate about the existence or non-existence of systematic

irrationality made notorious by (Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky 1982). Whether these count as
irrational or not depends on one's perspective: so it seems that the relativity just noted will
prevent us from arriving at a clear verdict in the "rationality wars": for those (call them
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Pessimists) who, like Tversky, see evidence of systematic irrationality in some of our inferential
practices, are viewing these in comparison with the best that might be available to a rational
person at the time. Others like Gigerenzer et al. (call them Optimists) see those policies as
reflecting the advantage of "fast and frugal" decision procedures in circumstances where time
and resources are scarce. So their disagreement seems to be largely traceable to the fact that they
are giving different answers to the question compared to what?
To see how to reconcile these two perspectives, it is useful to make a distinction between
the following subtly different claims:
(a) It is rational to design an organism that φ's.
(b) It is rational for an organism to φ.
It is only (a) which is relevant to the evolutionary stories told by the Optimists, not (b). So (b)
doesn't follow from (a), which is therefore irrelevant to the optimist/pessimist dispute.
VI

Individual and Collective Rationality
We've seen examples of the way some forms of rationality may be available only to

individuals, or to individuals in groups, while they are not available where the outcome is the
result of a statistical effect over large numbers.
Yet here too we must ask: what count as the individuals that compete, to which one
ascribes goals, which can be said to have parts with functions that serve them?
Fitness is commonly attributed to individuals, but it is measured in terms of an individual's
offspring. We might question, therefore, whether it is ever truly an intrinsic property of an
individual. This question itself is ambiguous. One way to deny that it is an intrinsic property is to
assimilate fitness to a certain sort of probability of leaving descendants, and to claim that
probability is itself not a property of an individual, but a property of an entire system in which, in
the "long run", whatever that is, some sort of notional accounting will determine how fertile each
individual has been. That problem can be avoided, however, by decreeing that the sort of
probability involved is a propensity, a genuine intrinsic property that just happens to be
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stochastic (cf. (Mellor 1991)— a property, in fact, which is only contingently correlated to any
actual count of future offspring. (Getting accidentally eaten by a bear cuts off an individual's
actual lineage, but it needn't, on this account, be allowed to affect its intrinsic fitness.)
The second problem is more interesting. It arises if one questions the very basis of the
calculus; but our disposition to take our own interest in our children for granted is so strong that
we are inclined not even to notice it at all. For myself considered strictly as an individual, my
survival is just the survival of myself. Unfortunately, I as an individual won't survive my body.
The common phrase, "survival of the fittest" (a phrase that Darwin didn't use) is actually
nonsensical. For an organism may be more or less fit in the sense just described, but its survival
is quite another matter, since no individual ever actually survives for more than a puny lifetime.
This fact, obvious as it is, is obscured by our fondness for the term "reproduction", of which
strictly speaking no vertebrate was capable before Dolly the cloned sheep. But since having
children is called "reproducing", we are encouraged in the assumption that our children are part
of ourselves. It's undeniable that people regard themselves as having a direct interest in the
welfare of their children: perhaps we are genetically programmed to act as if we thought that, but
just as likely we are programmed actually to believe it. "Charity begins at home" rightly passes
for a counsel of selfishness, insofar as I can hardly claim any merit for generosity if I regard the
beneficiary as just part of myself. Darwin declared that he used the term 'struggle for existence'
"in a large and metaphorical sense, including not only the life of the individual but success in
leaving progeny." ( (Darwin 1958, 75). But what is the cash value of the metaphorical idea that
"success in leaving progeny" is part of my individual success? As Woody Allen once observed,
insofar as I want to achieve immortality, I don't want to achieve it through my works, or through
my children, I want to achieve it through not dying. And that method is simply unavailable to
individuals. The fact that individuals regard the interests of their children as part and parcel of
their own doesn't entail that they are right to do so. It means, instead, that they have been
programmed by their genes to endorse an agenda that may not be strictly speaking in their own
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interest. From that point of view, then, Dawkins was right in his shocking view of individual
organisms as merely vehicles designed to carry out a destiny not their own.
VII

Conclusion:

1. The answer to Plantinga's challenge:
As (Fales 2001, 395) points out, the scenarios concocted by Plantinga according to which
beliefs might have had no particular connection with truth are biologically impossible, given the
cost of the neural system geared to belief formation. The only plausible form of the hypothesis,
therefore, is the one Plantinga has in common with Descartes. But this challenge can, I think, be
answered.
Consider our access to the truths of higher mathematics. It can't have been selected for,
since there were no occasions on which such capacities could, as such, have conferred a fitness
advantage on our ancestors.
Nevertheless the reliability of our access to mathematical truths is independently attested
by the effectiveness of current applications. It is precisely because a capacity for higher
mathematics was presumably useless to our remote ancestors that our success in discovering its
truths can't be relegated to the merely instrumental role reserved by Descartes to sensations. (cf.
also Brown 1999 for arguments in favour of "Platonism" in mathematics.) So when we turn
around and find that mathematics are in fact useful, this provides an independent piece of
evidence for their ontological import.
Furthermore, we have an explanation of sorts of why it works, if we are willing to accept
that a capacity for recognizing valid inferences is sufficient, once one forms certain abstract
concepts such as number, to extend our knowledge to a whole domain of interconnected truths of
mathematics.4
And as I have stressed, the "laws" of biology are actually not specific to biology so much
as applications of mathematical theories, particularly probability theory, statistics, and game

4

This is true even if, as Chaitin (2001) has suggested, most truths of mathematics turn out to be surd, so
that the common impression of mathematics as vastly interconnected and intelligible is an illusion.
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theory. (Examples: the Hardy-Weinberg law; the Verhulst equation governing population
growth, etc.)
2. The ambiguity of rationality
The first feature of rationality noted at the outset—its assumption of commensurability—
signals the most important difference between rationality at the level of phylogeny and
individual rationality of the sort we are used to associating with intentionality.
At the phylogenetic level, the currency of fitness is fully fungible. Individuals are only
atoms in a stochastic game where only the patterns emerging from large numbers are significant.
There are trade-offs, to be sure (e.g. between cost and efficiency or reliability of detector
systems) but they must always be reckoned in that same currency of fitness.
At the individual level, on the other hand, there is no single "currency" in terms of which
all values may be measured. The necessity of choice imposes a semblance of unity on our
values, but only insofar as we insist on cashing out our values in terms of preferences. In
themselves, they offer no single solutions to the problem of deciding rationally whether it is
better to be an ant or a grasshopper, or whether it is better to choose a career in medicine or
literature, or even whether it is better to refine one's taste or improve one's morals.
The same holds in the political sphere, which must necessarily inherit all individual values
and where there may be some more that emerge from the very fact of individual diversity. (One
such additional value may be the value of plurality, which may be justified in terms of the need
to allow for individual values to flourish, but which needn't be part of any individual's values as
such.) As Richard Lewontin has recently expressed it
Whatever their view of my ideological biases, no one can deny my understanding of the
scientific questions involved in the genetic engineering of crops, but I am incompetent to
decide whether Edward Teller or his opponents among physicists were right about the
possibilities of building an X-ray laser . . . . Why would the Salvadoran immigrant
woman who cleans my office believe that she and the Alexander Agassiz Research
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Professor at Harvard have sufficient commonality of interest and world view that she
ought to trust my opinion on whether her meager hourly wage should be taxed to support
the Human Genome Project? (Lewontin 2002)
3. Utopia and the Planning Paradox.
It might be thought, remembering the contextual relativity of ascriptions of rationality, and
given that our human nature has been fashioned in a determinate way—by means of however
many random steps along the way—that human nature now at least constrains the range of
choices and values accessible to us. Even if there is no human nature, each of us might have an
individual nature which a successful search for authenticity might reveal or realize (de Sousa
1998). But the prospect of technological modification of ourselves as well as our environment
afforded by the increasing likelihood that we will one day be capable of making choices in the
biological foundations of individual natures means that we couldn't keep any framework still
long enough to determine any rational choices within it even if we could assume
commensurability of all values.
When we attempt to devise some sort of policy to maximize our ability to thrive, we take
for granted certain facts about the environment as well as certain basic facts about our own
nature. The fixed points—call them our existing niche— provide a context in the light of which
we can consider the options. But a utopia is a reconstructed niche to a reconstructed organism.
We have to invent everything anew: both the niche and the creature. If our ecological niche is
fixed, we could speculate about improvements to ourselves. If we could catalogue our capacities
exhaustively, we might be able to devise a niche to which they would be perfectly adapted. But
if neither our niche nor our capacities are fixed—as sometimes seems promised by emerging
technology—then we lack any point of reference. When we propose to make ourselves better
adapted to our environment, we are pretending we can't change it. And when we think of
changing our niche, we may be missing novel ways in which we might be predated to this one or
any others. But if everything is up for grabs, then it seems no single choice is in any absolute
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sense more rational than a myriad others. We might call this the planning paradox: usually we
plan something on the assumption that most things will stay the same. But if you really think the
advantage of intelligent design over evolution lies in the possibility of planning just anything,
including all circumstances as well as all actions taken in those circumstances, then the very
distinction between rationality and irrationality dissolves.
Evolution is never like that. As a tinkerer, in François Jacob's memorable phrase, it can
start from anywhere, but it must always start from somewhere. For this reason it never faces the
planning paradox.
The locus of rationality: who is fitness for?
Finally, the present reflections cast doubt on one more common assumption about our
rationality. We take it for granted that we know the locus of rational thought, and that it has
something to do with our conscious decisions, and our conceptions of our own interests and
preferences. But what counts as my interests? What, for that matter, counts as my fitness? We
have seen that fitness is ascribed to entities regarded as individuals, whether those entities are
actually traditional species, organisms, or cellular components of organisms. Such phenomena
as gametic selection bias, in which a gamete type is more likely to be incorporated into a zygote
despite causing lower fitness for the zygote, or mother-fetus conflict, in which there can be
competition to the death for resources, illustrate the fact that we are never quite sure what entity
is benefited by a given strategy. It is always as if between collective and individual, between
organism and cells, between parent and offspring, between symbiotic partners, no alliance is
ever guaranteed. At any time, the society we compose or the cells we comprise may turn against
us with their own version of the fateful reappraisal: "Who do you mean, ‘we’?"
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ABSTRACT
A CASE STUDY ON THE ROLE OF CHILD-DIRECTED SPEECH (CDS)
IN CHILD LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
By
Paul Matychuk

This case study examined the nature of child-directed speech (CDS) from the
perspective of language functions (Halliday, 1977) and social interactionist theory
(Dickinson and McCabe 1991). It is argued that previous explanations of CDS, often
called motherese or caregiver speech (Bloom 1993, Boysson-Bardies 1999, de Villiers
and de Villiers 1979, Harris 1990, Moskowitz 1978, among others), have either
minimalized or neglected the functionalist-interactionist dimension of input in language
acquisition. Far from being merely a novel way of describing the language caregivers
use with infants, CDS is presented as a crucial catalyst in the complex process of L1
acquisition.
At the heart of CDS is negotiation between caregiver(s) and infant. The infant
need not always respond with complete or near-complete linguistic units or constituents
such as an adult might during a given negotiation, yet the context of the negotiation
remains crucial to the infant. As physical maturation increases and the infant begins to
produce more adult-like utterances, the negotiation between interlocutors becomes more
balanced syntactically and phonologically but not necessarily semantically/functionally.
This case study specifically examined the utterances or input which family
members direct at a Japanese infant during the early part of his language development.
The data generated by the subject and his parents provide an interesting glimpse into one

of the ways in which infants absorb language. The results of the data analysis show that
while the parents of the subject were seen to use roughly equal amounts of language with
the child, the distribution of language functions used by the mother was more equally
balanced than that used by the father (crucially, the data show that the mother uses more
language of an interactional nature than other family members do). Furthermore, data
analysis reveals that the subject responds to his mother and father in different and very
important ways. Notably, the subject produces more interactional (and therefore
developmentally meaningful) language when responding to the language of the mother
when she uses language containing the interactional function. Therefore, it is suggested
that this difference in CDS aids the language development of the infant by providing
more interactive negotiation, which is argued to be the crucial factor in language
development. When the full impact of this important aspect of CDS is fully understood,
parents and educators can implement more effective ways of helping all children reach
higher language learning and educational goals.

Alexis de Tocqueville’s Concept of Individualism
as seen in select, contemporary Rock Videos
By Professor Thomas J. Heed
Ramapo College of New Jersey
In 1840 Alexis de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America was first published in America.
It has been standard study ever since. While much of what he said is long dated and
often well bypassed it still amazes that his ideas still brings instant recognition.

A. Introduction:
I wish to examine his focus on individualism as a defining characteristic of the American
people and how the analysis that de Tocqueville penned in the 1830’s still permeates
American culture today. Indeed de Tocqueville coined the word.
Individualism is a novel expression, to which a novel idea has given birth. Our
fathers were only acquainted with egoisme (selfishness). Selfishness is a
passionate and exaggerated love of self, which leads a man to connect everything
with himself and to prefer himself to everything in the world. Individualism is a
mature and calm feeling, which disposes each member of the community to sever
himself from the mass of his fellows and to draw apart with his family and his
friends, so that after he has thus formed a little circle of his own, he willingly
leaves society at large to itself. 1
To help students to conceptualize de Tocqueville’s definition of individualism in
contemporary terms I use popular culture: TV, rock video, art, which illustrate
individualism through social equality, social mores, and social values.

The designs for the World Trade Center Memorial have reached their final stage and the
final competitors are now known. Each of the final designs recognize each of the
individuals who died in that 9/11 assault, the Oklahoma City Memorial also remembers
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each individual victim as does the Vietnam War Memorial in Washington, DC where
over 50,000 names are recorded. Individualism, as a value, as a concept, permeates our
culture.

When we respond to our infant’s “yuk” at being fed peas and instead soon switch the diet
to carrots, when we offer twenty-five varieties of potato chips, when a college student has
30,000 class sections available to choose from for his course of studies we instill,
support, sustain individualism.

We are so accustomed to the many ways we instill individualism that we fail to notice it.
I see it best when overseas visitors to our campus make telling observations. One recent
Russian visitor told me of her horror on hearing an American mother asking her toddler
child permission to zip his snow jacket as they were leaving a shopping mall, another
wondered at my wife’s gathering of nine different brands of soda drinks so each of our
daughters and their boyfriends had the appropriate beverage. A Russian University we
work with has fewer than ten student organizations and is three times my college’s size.
Yet we offer over 100 student organizations and would easily strike one more if a group
of students asked.

B. de Tocqueville:
De Tocqueville links individualism to equality: “individualism is of democratic origin,
and it threatens to spread in the same ratio as the equality of condition.” 2
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He spoke to equality as he saw it in the 1830’s. Certainly the slaves that abounded in that
day were not equal, nor were women. Yet, he clearly foresaw that equality would spread.
I think that democratic communities have a natural taste for freedom; left to
themselves, they will seek it, cherish it, and view any privation of it with regret.
But for equality their passion is ardent, insatiable, incessant, invincible; they call
for equality in freedom; and if they cannot obtain that, they still call for equality
in slavery. They will endure poverty, servitude, barbarism, but they will not
endure aristocracy.3
In my Introduction to American Studies course we look at three defining characteristics
of the American society: our strong penchant for change, the vast diversity of our people,
and our enduring passion for individualism. When we look at these three we use
readings, such as de Tocqueville, as well as TV sitcoms, movies and rock music videos
and American art—painting, photography and sculpture. What I propose to do here is
show the rock videos we use to illustrate some of de Tocqueville’s ideas about
individualism and confirm the pervasive presence of individualism in all ranks of our
culture.
With rock videos the visuals are often as vital to an understanding of the songs as are the
lyrics; they frequently tell a more complete tale.
C. Garth Brooks “Standing Outside the Fire:”
In 1993 Garth Brooks released “Standing Outside the Fire”
But you've got to be tough when consumed by desire
'Cause it's not enough just to stand outside the fire4
The video only lasts 3:33 minutes but in the video a young boy with Down syndrome
insists upon entering the “Olympic” competition at his high school. Pushed by many to
enter the Special Olympics, instead of the general competition his parents argue bitterly
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over whether their child should pursue his dream. The mother favors the greater
challenge while the father fears for his son’s safety, both physical and emotional. The
high school coach is furious at the child’s efforts to run as an equal member of the
community.
The lyrics go on:
Standing outside the fire
Standing outside the fire
Life is not tried, it is merely survived
If you're standing outside the fire
Implicit in de Tocqueville’s analysis is that change is caused by the actions of individuals
and that those actions are ultimately the ones that initiate a shift in society.
There's this love that is burning
Deep in my soul
Constantly yearning to get out of control
Wanting to fly higher and higher
I can't abide
Standing outside the fire
D. Pearl Jam’s “Jeremy:”
Other rock videos talk to the persecution and violence that often comes to those that are
different. Individualism is certainly not an exclusive trait for Americans, it exists in all
cultures but is often supported very differently. Pink Floyd’s “Brick Wall” (1979) is a
great example of a British rock video that decries the destruction of individualism. My
students however have suggested a more recent American variation: Pearl Jam’s
“Jeremy” (1991).
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This song is a reaction to a 16 year old Texas youth who walked into his sophomore class
with a pistol, put the gun in his mouth and splattered his head across the room.
Eddie Vedder’s lyrics:
daddy didn't give attention
to the fact that mommy didn't care
king jeremy the wicked
ruled his world
Jeremy spoke in class today
Jeremy spoke in class today
clearly I remember
pickin' on the boy
seemed a harmless little fuck
but we unleashed a lion5
While we laud accomplishments in America, while we celebrate diversity in a myriad of
ways, we still victimize those who are different. De Tocqueville’s focus on equality, as
the essential component for individualism to hold sway, still stands true.
E. Nirvana “Come as You Are:”
Nirvana, in the same year as “Jeremy”, released their song “Come as You Are”. It stands
as a powerful counterpoint to “Jeremy”.
Come as you are, as you were,
As I want you to be
As a friend, as a friend, as an old enemy
Take your time, hurry up
The choice is your, don't be late
Take a rest as a friend as an old memoria
Come dowsed in mud, soaked in bleach
As I want you to be
As a trend, as a friend, as an old memoria
And I swear that I don't have a gun
No I don't have a gun6
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Not only do they urge you to be yourself, “dowsed in mud, soaked in bleach” but they go
on to promise no violence against any who are different: “And I swear that I don’t have a
gun”.
Many of the rock stars that pen these lyrics knew savage victimization as youths. Often
dancing to a different drummer while an adolescent they often suffered long years in
school as the “other.” Both their peers and, too sadly, often the school teachers and staff
chided those seen outside the pale. We accept vast diversity and individualism but that
acceptance has often come painfully and slowly.
F. Bruce Springsteen’s “Streets of Philadelphia:”
Bruce Springsteen’s “Streets of Philadelphia” (1993) is the soundtrack to Jonathan
Demme’s film “Philadelphia”. The video, film and lyrics lament the treatment both gays
and AID’s victims received from both friends and associates.
Didn't know my own face
So brother don't leave me
On the streets of Philadelphia 7
He sets this story in Philadelphia because as the city of “Brotherly Love” it often fails to
actualize its’ motto.
I heard voices of friend vanished and gone
At night I hear the blood in my veins
Springsteen’s song is a powerful anthem to still bigotry and sustain individual choice and
alternative life styles as a key value of our ever evolving society. Today’s youth spend as
much, or more time, listening to their favorite rock group as they do listening to their
teachers or parents. They certainly seem to recall the lyrics of their favored performer
more than they do their English teacher or Mom.
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G. The Foo Fighter’s “My Hero:”
The Foo Fighters, another group brought to me by students, released in 1997 “My Hero”.
Again the lyrics do not say as much as do the visuals of the video. Rock lyrics often just
stress the chorus line, rock videos, particularly in this instance, expand on the social
themes well beyond those voiced in the lyrics.

The song plays to a vital element of de Tocqueville’s exposition on individualism. The
young French commentator cautioned that individualism unfettered would lead to
egoisme (selfishness).
Our fathers were only acquainted with egoisme (selfishness). Selfishness is a
passionate and exaggerated love of self, which leads a man to connect everything
with himself and to prefer himself to everything in the world. 8
Implicit in his analysis is the conclusion that unfettered individualism is destructive of
society and only America’s strong sense of community mollifies that risk.
The free institutions which the inhabitants of the United States possess, and the
political rights of which they make so much use, remind every citizen, and in a
thousand ways, that he lives in society. They every instant impress upon his mind
the notion that it is the duty as well as the interest of men to make themselves
useful to their fellow creatures; and as he sees no particular ground of animosity
to them, since he is never either their master or their slave, his heart readily leans
to the side of kindness. Men attend to the interests of the public, first by necessity,
afterwards by choice; what was intentional becomes an instinct, and by dint of
working for the good of one's fellow citizens, the habit and the taste for serving
them are at length acquired.9
He continues on in his next chapter:
Americans of all ages, all conditions, and all dispositions constantly form
associations. They have not only commercial and manufacturing companies, in
which all take part, but associations of a thousand other kinds, religious, moral,
serious, futile, general or restricted, enormous or diminutive.10
...
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Among democratic nations, on the contrary, all the citizens are independent and
feeble; they can do hardly anything by themselves, and none of them can oblige
his fellow men to lend him their assistance. They all, therefore, become powerless
if they do not learn voluntarily to help one another. If men living in democratic
countries had no right and no inclination to associate for political purposes, their
independence would be in great jeopardy, but they might long preserve their
wealth and their cultivation: whereas if they never acquired the habit of forming
associations in ordinary life, civilization itself would be endangered.11
...
Among the laws that rule human societies there is one which seems to be more
precise and clear than all others. If men are to remain civilized or to become so,
the art of associating together must grow and improve in the same ratio in which
the equality of conditions is increased.12
...
De Tocqueville finds that freedom of association is vital for the growth of political
freedom and the protection and extension of equality.
In all the countries where political associations are prohibited, civil associations
are rare. It is hardly probable that this is the result of accident, but the inference
should rather be that there is a natural and perhaps a necessary connection
between these two kinds of associations.13
...
The greater the multiplicity of small affairs, the more do men, even without
knowing it, acquire facility in prosecuting great undertakings in common.14
In “My Hero” the central character in the video runs into a burning building to rescue
those inside, both humans and pets. It shows the action of the individual to put the
interests of the group above his own yet understanding that such actions ultimately will
come back and benefit the individual.
I have already shown, in several parts of this work, by what means the inhabitants
of the United States almost always manage to combine their own advantage with
that of their fellow citizens; my present purpose is to point out the general rule
that enables them to do so. In the United States hardly anybody talks of the beauty
of virtue, but they maintain that virtue is useful and prove it every day. The
American moralists do not profess that men ought to sacrifice themselves for their
fellow creatures because it is noble to make such sacrifices, but they boldly aver
that such sacrifices are as necessary to him who imposes them upon himself as to
him for whose sake they are made.15
...
They therefore do not deny that every man may follow his own interest, but they
endeavor to prove that it is the interest of every man to be virtuous.16
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...
The Americans, on the other hand, are fond of explaining almost all the actions of
their lives by the principle of self-interest rightly understood; they show with
complacency how an enlightened regard for themselves constantly prompts them
to assist one another and inclines them willingly to sacrifice a portion of their
time and property to the welfare of the state.17
...
The principle of self-interest rightly understood produces no great acts of selfsacrifice, but it suggests daily small acts of self-denial.18
...
I do not think, on the whole, that there is more selfishness among us than in
America; the only difference is that there it is enlightened, here it is not. Each
American knows when to sacrifice some of his private interests to save the rest;
we want to save everything, and often we lose it all. Everybody I see about me
seems bent on teaching his contemporaries, by precept and example, that what is
useful is never wrong Will nobody undertake to make them understand how what
is right may be useful?19
The lyrics to this Foo Fighters’ song laud the “ordinariness” of the hero.
There goes my hero
Watch him as he goes
There goes my hero
He's ordinary20
The emphasis is that this is ordinary action, to show care and sacrifice for the community.
De Tocqueville knew the powerful link between voluntary associations and political
associations. He knew that autocracy’s rarely permit voluntary associations to flourish
because they have a direct, casual relationship to political associations and democratic
aspirations. Tyrants want the public to show indifference to those around them so the
autocrat can hold sole power, remain always the sole arbitrator of social action.
H. Frank Sinatra’s “My Way” and Eminem’s “The Way I Am:”
My students are often stunned by the last two performers and songs we listen to and
discuss. A while back a student chided me for ignoring Frank Sinatra in my search for
insightful pop songs. The student felt Sinatra had much to offer and was commonly
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overlooked. Since Sinatra never wrote his own lyrics I had not considered him as an
example of a social commentator however the student argued, and I agreed, that while he
never authored his own lyrics his vocal interpretations were surely his own and thus the
message as strongly stated as if he had scribed the lyrics. Likewise, others pushed me to
look at rap and urged me to watch and listen to Emenem. I close by comparing “old Blue
Eyes” to the gangsta rapper.

One of Sinatra’s hit’s of the early seventies was Paul Anka’s “My Way”.
And now the end is near, and so I face the final curtain,
My friend, I'll say it clear,
I'll state my case, of which I'm certain.
I've lived a life that's full, I travelled each and every highway,
And more, much more than this, I did it my way.
Regrets I have a few, but then again, too few to mention,
I did what I had to do, and saw it thru' without exception,
I planned each chartered course,
Each careful step along the by-way.
And more, much more than this, I did it my way.21
This song now stands as a trenchant anthem to individualism and confirms that this value,
this characteristic, permeates our popular culture. The final chorus says it all:
For what is a man, what has he got,
if not himself, then he has not
To say the things he truly feels,
And not the words of one who kneels,
The record shows I took the blows, and did it my way
De Tocqueville never ties the idea of individualism to the frontier experience but
Frederick Jackson Turner certainly did in his watershed speech on the influence of the
frontier on American history. That speech, and subsequent writings, established the west
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as a center of American individualism and the cowboy as the iconic figure of the strong,
silent American individual. It is clear that a part of our definition of manhood is linked to
the strength of the individual.
Eminem’s song “The Way I am” (2000) screams about how his life has changed with his
new won celebrity status and he becries the many who want—insist—he become
someone else to satisfy their needs and their wants. He, like Sinatra, refuses to be
someone other than himself.
'Cause I am, whatever you say I am
If I wasn't, then why would I say I am?
In the paper, the news, everyday I am.
Radio won't even play my jam.
'Cause I am, whatever you say I am.
If I wasn't, then why would I say I am?
In the paper, the news, everyday I am.
I don't know it's just the way I am.22
I. Conclusion:
The American society embraces individualism in all the forms we use to tell our tale. I
use rock videos to impress upon my students that even in the forms of culture most
known to them these values permeate.
I also use iconographic images the students have seen often: Grant Woods, American
Gothic, Edward Hopper’s, Nighthawks and George Caleb Bingham’s, Trappers
Descending the Missouri. In film I use movies such as High Noon (1952), Rocky (1979 )
and Erin Brockovich (2000).
During the semester we watch early episodes of I Love Lucy, Brady Bunch, All in the
Family, Cosby Show and Malcolm in the Middle. The episodes we assess range from
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1952 to 2000. Across those decades individualism permeates the TV shows and they
reveal a steady march of ever expanding social equality and, as de Tocqueville predicted,
ever expanding strengthening of individual values and actions.
The rock artists of today may not have read or heard of Alexis de Tocqueville but the
observations he made about America in the 1830’s are still being observed and
commented upon by these artists and ideas of individualism and social equality still
percolate across pop culture today.
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The Abstract of the Presentation.
Background:
Presently there is a strange, and generally unnoticed, asymmetry between philosophy and
art. One manifestation of this is that art historians will refer to the philosophical ideas of
a time in their explanation of art works, but philosophers rarely refer to the art of the time
in their explanation of a text. My research into the 17th century, which has led me, for
example, from Descartes’ cryptic comments about imagination to Niceron’s anamorphic
art and from Bacon’s empiricist suggestions for learning to Hooke’s illustrations of the
microscopic and the mechanical, reveals this assumed asymmetry and undermines it.
Ultimately I seek to illustrate 17th century philosophy and one objective of this project is
to provide a more accurate presentation of the intersections of philosophy and art.
Methodology:
The methodology of the overall project is boldly interdisciplinary, drawing from my
training in philosophy and literature and my more than casual interest in the visual arts,
art history, history and science. The research methods I have employed are perhaps most
closely aligned with those of intellectual history. Two methodological components
which have been particularly fruitful are (1) the concurrent exploration of works of art
and texts from the same period, and (2) the patient tracking of connections among people
to discover who conversed and/or corresponded with whom.
This presentation:
Illustrating Philosophy, Study 1 uses Rene Descartes (1596-1650) and Robert Hooke
(1635-1703) as examples of how one can draw upon, and draw out, the connections
between text and art. Each of these natural philosophers had some early training in the
arts and had working conversations and/or correspondence with artists over the course of
their lifetimes.

The medium “pen and ink” is intentionally ambiguous, referring, on the one hand, to
drawings and, on the other hand, to writings. This presentation will juxtapose drawings
and text. For example, it is relatively easy (although it is never done) to place a drawing
from Jan Vredeman De Vries’ Perspective beside Descartes’ comments in the Dioptrics
that in perspective circles become ovals and squares become rhombi. It is more
challenging, and more enlightening, to place Descartes’ comments about the
deceptiveness of the senses with a variety of concurrent anamorphic works. One
generation later, Robert Hooke’s own illustrations for Micrographia reveal the
observational care of the new empiricist science, and his drawings for inventions, such as
the universal joint, are typical of a genre emphasizing the mechanical in nature.
The outcomes:
My research opens new lines for interdisciplinary research and new areas for innovative
teaching and learning. For researchers and students alike it provides a richer context in
which to understand and appreciate the 17th century. I particularly care about the
ramifications of this work for education. For students who struggle with the 17th century
texts in philosophy, providing links to concurrent art creates additional ways for them to
enter into the ideas.
The 17th century has provided a particular research space. I am hoping, however, that
presenting Illustrating Philosophy, Study 1 at the Hawaii International Conference on
Arts and Humanities will excite new interactions between philosophers, artists, and art
historians, because there are many ways we can contribute to each other work - not just in
the 17th century.
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The Drama in Science; the Science in Drama
By Jon Lipsky
For the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities
Those of you who are my age may share with me a vivid memory of the actor
Paul Muni tearing up the courtroom as Clarence Darrow in “Inherit the Wind,” the play
about the Scopes trial, the Monkey trial, at which the theory of evolution was pitted
against the retro-forces of fundamentalism and blind faith. Recently, I reread the piece
and was disappointed because it seemed so artificial and passé. It wasn’t just the
structure of the play. It was the view of Science as Hero that seemed terribly old
fashion. Certainly, science and technology have had many beneficial effects, and
certainly many scientists are engaged in noble pursuits. But it just goes without saying
these days that science, like all human pursuits, is easily corrupted, often self-serving,
and congenitally blind to its own fall-out.
It is interesting, then, to see a resurgence in recent years of popular plays
involving science and scientific issues which go beyond Science as Hero (or Science as
Villain) to explore more complex themes.

To name a few of the most recent titles, we

have: Tom Stoppard’s “Arcadia,” Michael Frayn’s “Copenhagen,” David Auburn’s
“Proof”, Brian Friel’s “Molly Sweeney” and Peter Parnell’s “Q.E.D.” a portrait of physicist,
Richard Feynman.
Speaking loosely, at a cocktail party, say, we might claim that these plays were
about science. “Arcadia,” we might claim, is about Chaos Theory, “Copenhagen” is
about the Uncertainty Principle, “Proof” is about theoretical mathematics, “Molly
Sweeney” is about medical technology, and Q.E.D, is about the invention of Quantum
Chromodynamics. And all of this would be true –- loosely speaking.
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But to be more precise these plays are not so much about science as they are in
the presence of science. It is almost as if, taken together as a body of work, we could
say that these contemporary playwrights are more interested in using science as a
setting, science as a state of mind, than they are at investigating science for its own
sake. And this seems to me totally appropriate. Because in this day and age the big
issues are not whether science will triumph over superstition – it has! – or whether
scientists are fallible – they are! – or whether an over-reliance on technology has
disastrous consequences – it does! The big issue is how we are going to conduct our
lives – our intuitive, emotional, political and spiritual lives – with due respect and
appropriate skepticism for the power of the rational mind.
In this paper I’d like to try to point out the different attitude of these playwrights
towards the rational mind and at the end suggest my own hopes for a direction these
inquiries might take in the future.
But before we do this, I would like to recall some of our theatrical heritage in this
arena. One could argue that the first play about science and the rational mind was
Aeschylus’ “Prometheus Bound.” Prometheus you may recall enraged the gods by
giving the gift of fire to man, “in whom, born witless as a babe, I planted mind and the
gift of understanding,” he says.1
Prometheus is the archetypal rebel against authority, refusing to apologize to
Zeus for his deeds. He also suffers greatly, chained to a rock with an eagle endlessly
gnawing at his liver. And, although it is not part of Aeschylus’ play, the Greeks would
have known that Prometheus’ defiance of the gods led Zeus to inflict on mankind
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Pandora, the first woman, whose box unleashes all the plagues, though at the bottom of
the box lies “hope.”
The archetype, then, of the one who brings to man “the gift of understanding,” is
that of a rebel, who defies the gods, gives great blessings to mankind, but who
personally suffers greatly for his actions, and is responsible despite his best intentions
for unleashing all sorts of horrors, the pain of which is only assuaged by the vague
promise of hope.
We see this archetype reflected in our literature. In Ibsen’s “Enemy of the
People” the protagonist, Dr. Stockton, becomes the lone voice of truth in his town as he
warns that the town’s baths are polluted. He suffers the isolation and opprobrium of his
neighbors and friends whose ambitions and self-interests cloud their judgement, but
stands his ground to the end.
In Brecht’s “Galileo” we again find a rebellious voice fighting for truth, this time
against the invested cosmology of the Church. This Galileo, however, is a sensualist
who has no stomach for having his liver eaten away by the eagles of the Inquisition. His
fears for his own safety and his doubts about the moral consequences of his discoveries
add to the tension in this conflict between science and religion.
In both these dramas, though, the action revolves around how the scientist – the
one who has the gift of understanding – will speak his truth and suffer the
consequences. And so it is with the more modern, “Inherit the Wind,” which is more
simplistic than either of these dramas, and, as I said earlier, now seems passé.
However, the more contemporary dramas that I wish to talk about – “Arcadia”,
“Copenhagen” and the like -- while touching on the archetypal struggle of the fire
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bringing, the truth talker, the rebel, the martyr, the releaser of plagues – these
contemporary dramas are starting to put this struggle in a contemporary context which
opens up new possibilities, both dramatic and thematic. In these contemporary dramas,
it is not so much a question of who is right and who is wrong, who is good and who is
bad, who stands up for truth and who gives in to authority…. But rather, they are
explorations of how the rational mind serves and fails us in the midst of our complex
lives.
In “Molly Sweeney,” for instance, the workings of the rational mind have
disastrous effects. The story, told in monologues from three points of view, tells how
Molly, who is blind, is convinced by her husband and her doctor to have an eye
operation which partially cures her sight, but breaks her spirit, dooming her to a fardarker life in a mental institution. We watch in horror as Prometheus’ technological gifts
unleash on poor Molly the plague of despair from Pandora’s box.
One could make a case that “Molly Sweeney” is an indictment of science, but this
would be an oversimplification. The play’s main point is that seeing is not
understanding, and this goes for all the characters.

Molly’s husband has many grand

intellectual schemes – from cheese making to feeding the poor in Ethiopia to curing
Molly’s blindness. But he cannot see that these intellectual pursuits are masks for a
kind of empty helplessness at the core of his being. The Doctor, too, is blind to how
much his campaign to “save” his patient is tied to his failure to save his career and his
marriage. Everyone in this play is blind. And the tragedy is that, for each of them, it
leads to a kind of madness, a breaking of their spirits. This is not an indictment of the
rational mind, but a realization that reason has vast limitation.
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One of the elements that makes this play so moving is that it is driven by the
hope that lies at the bottom of Pandora’s box: the hope that science can cure our ills.
And this hope leads, in Molly’s case, to the madhouse.
This image – of the pursuit of science leading to the madhouse – is an important
one that appears in another guise in the play “Proof.” Here the madness is lying side by
side with the rational. This is the story of a family of mathematicians. The father, after a
brilliant career, has descended into mental illness with brief moments of lucidity. The
equally brilliant daughter, having cared for the father throughout his ordeal, is morbidly
worried that she too may be crazy. When an intricate, exhaustive mathematical proof is
found, the daughter has to prove she is not delusional, and that she, not her father,
created it.
The awkward thing about this play is that, while it talks about math and the life of
the mind, we hear almost nothing about the substance of the intellectual pursuits. We
never learn really what “The Proof” is about. But this does not really matter. What is
central to the play is that these characters who live for the challenge and thrills of
theoretical math are plagued by the great fragility of the human mind. And the proofs
they crave are ones of the heart.
The most moving moment in the play is a flashback to the father, who, in a manic
frenzy, insists that his daughter read out loud his latest triumph that will, he says, open
up whole new avenues of mathematics. What the daughter reads is insane gibberish.
The father trembles. The daughter weeps. The audience feels the presence of the
rational and the irrational living side by side.
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This simultaneous experience of the rational and irrational is brought to comic
heights in Tom Stoppard’s “Arcadia.” Jockeying back and forth between the 19th and
the 20th Century, this play is populated with a host of characters most of whom are
involved in intellectual pursuits of one kind or another -- chaos theory, the ecology of
grouses, the literary history of Lord Byron -- while busily in carnal pursuit of one another,
usually the wrong other. At one point, speaking of Newtonian theory, one of the
characters declares: “The universe is deterministic all right, just like Newton said, I
mean it’s trying to be, but the only thing going wrong is people fancying people who
aren’t supposed to be in that part of the plan.”2 Here science and sex are revealed in
comic opposition.
But “Arcadia” is more than just a comic romp. Its form and content illuminate our
complex relations with the rational mind. If you reread “Arcadia”, and if you study it a
bit, you can begin to decipher how the plot mirrors some of the complex mathematical
and scientific theories. Newton’s second law of thermodynamics, for instance, which
states that everything runs downhill from order to disorder, is brilliantly reflected in the
way that the 19th Century world of the play dissolves and fades to a mere shadow of
itself in the eyes of the 20th Century characters. It is particularly moving that our favorite
character (at least my favorite character), the young, precocious math student,
Thomasina, is last seen dancing a waltz with her mentor on the eve of her birthday,
which we know is the date of her death by fire. The fact that her mathematical dances,
like her waltz, will turn to dust in the sweep of the fire does not make them any less
beautiful.
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When I first saw “Arcadia,” I could not have possibly given a coherent
explanation of how the form and content cohere. I, frankly, did not understand the play,
if “understanding” implies that I understood all of the intellectual content and how it
impacted or resonated with the lives of the characters. It was simply too dense. And, in
an informal poll, I have found that most people I know do not think they understand it
either, but feel that they enjoy it, nonetheless. What is this enjoyment?
The pleasure we get from “Arcadia” is being in the presence of the rational mind
as it goes through its trivial, insignificant and noble paces. One need not understand
the intricacies of all the intellectual pursuits to experience how important or trivial they
are. When they merely grease egos, or bolster careers, we can sense how trivial they
are.

And we understand that some of these intellectual pursuits are irrelevant because

when we die all turns to dust and, anyway, the real significant things in life may be
dancing a waltz at the right time with the right person.

But still, beneath the comic

confusion, the trivial obsessions, the intricate explanations of literary history or arcane
mathematical theories, what comes through is a love of knowing what makes the world
tick.
In the young Thomasina, in particular, we feel that the thirst for mathematical
understanding is as much an expression of her life force as her desire to understand
carnal knowledge. Ultimately, this curiosity is ennobling. If we can get past the trivial,
the egotistical, and accept that everything will ultimately be obscured by time, then the
passion for knowledge, for intellectual rigor, for rational discourse, has a humanizing
effect, “Arcadia” seems to say.
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It is this infectious curiosity that drives the engine of the Feynman tour de force,
“Q.E.D.” Essentially, a long monologue in which the famous physicist ruminates on his
life and times, this play is significant not for its drama but for its personality. Feynman,
gleefully, lets his curiosity wander over anything and everything that crosses his path
from an obscure Slavic country called Tuva to the safe that holds the secrets to the
atomic bomb, which he cracks. On the evening when the play takes place he is
simultaneously getting ready to write a comprehensive speech on physics entitled
“What We Know”, preparing to play the King of Bali Hai in South Pacific, and calling his
doctors to find the extent of his recurring and deadly cancer.
What is significant about this play is that we vicariously experience what it would
be like to live a life dominated by our rational mind. Feynman understands that there
are some things that cannot be figured out through reason– the death of his first wife,
his responsibility for his work on the atomic bomb. But, still, reason, in his case, is an
exciting and invaluable partner on his life’s journey. At one point Feynman says over
the phone to his surgeon: “Doc…if, during the operation…I start to go…please bring me
out of the anesthetic.”3 It seems if he is going to die he wants to be there when it
happens. He wants to experience it because it would be intellectually interesting. And
we believe him and identify with him. Yes, this is not only an acceptable way to behave
but a brave and…well…interesting way to be.
What is remarkable here is that a life of science is not elevated as heroic or
denounced for its moral failures, but rather it is presented as a way of exploring and
relishing the intricacies of life. This is the same quality we find so attractive in the
character of Thomasina in “Arcadia,” and the same quality which is the bond between
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father and daughter in “Proof.” This omnivorous appetite for knowledge is a quality that
Molly’s husband effects in “Molly Sweeney,” but he is too blind to his own limitations to
make of this something noble. Ultimately, though, it is this quality that lies at the heart
of our attraction to the contemporary dramas I have been speaking about. The rational
mind has something beautiful about it.
From this perspective, let’s take a look at (what I think is) the most successful
contemporary “science” play: “Copenhagen.” Based on a true incident, the drama
examines a meeting of Niels Bohr, a Danish physicist, and Werner Heisenberg, a
German physicist, during the darkest hours of World War II. What they said to one
another, relating to nuclear energy and the possible building of an atomic bomb, is
disputed. With Bohr’s wife, Margrethe, as a witness and independent commentator, the
play circles around this event giving multiple interpretations of what might have been
said.
Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle as a metaphor runs throughout the play and
informs its structure. The physicists’ inability to define their own position on the subject
of their meeting resonates with the observation in particle physics about the
indeterminability of defining the momentum and position of, say, an electron. Thus, the
play goes over the same ground again and again, the same incident, the same
conversations, eventually revealing, as the last line in the play says, “…that final core of
uncertainty at the heart of things.”4
The effect of this is to engage the audience in an ingenious and innovative plot –
one that is based not on the traditional complication, climax and denouement, but on a
process of layering – looking at an event from any number of different angles. These
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angles include considerations of love, friendship, ambition, scientific curiosity, moral
responsibility and national loyalties: such a wide spectrum that we, the audience,
recognize how many different variables effect the decisions in our lives.
But the added pleasure of this play – and this is the main point I’d like to make –
is that we are aware that the complicated decisions on stage in “Copenhagen” are being
made by scientists who have built their careers, their lives, their loves and friendships
on scientific inquiry and rational discourse. And here they are – minds trained for logic
and reason – grappling with the irrational, emotional, intuitive motives that sway our
lives in a world where the tidal forces of war threaten to drown them out.

And yet,

there is something noble in this: something noble in the attempt to understand the
workings of the atom; something noble in attempting to accept responsibility for the
making of the bomb; something noble in attempting to live a life of the mind; something
noble in trying to put such considerations in a larger context of personal, national and
global loyalties.
As Heisenberg says to Bohr, alluding to the concept of “complementarity,” the
fact that light is both a wave and a particle:
“I’m your enemy; I’m also your friend. I’m a danger to mankind; I’m also your guest. I’m
a particle; I’m also a wave. We have one set of obligations to the world in general, and
we have other sets, never to be reconciled to our fellow-countrymen, to our neighbors,
to our friends, to our family, to our children.”5
The end of Copenhagen is haunting. Heisenberg recalls his final walk through a
destroyed German, when his life is spared because, thinking quickly, he offers an SS
guard a pack of cigarettes. And Bohr thinks of the death of his son whose drowning in a
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sailing accident might have been avoided by the smallest change in the timing of the
turn of a tiller. And they all think of how the course of the war and, indeed, human
history, might have been altered if Heisenberg had simply remembered to work out a
diffusion equation that might have led to Germany’s development of an atom bomb. A
pack of cigarettes, the turn of the tiller, a diffusion equation: these are the things that
change the course of our lives and sometimes the course of history.
Here, rational thought and scientific thinking appear suspended like a small
island in an ocean of other forces that alter our lives, enveloped by an apocalyptic
atmosphere that threatens to devour everything. This is a complex tableau. And it is
this complexity that I see emerging in the current plays about science, and what I hope
will continue to evolve in works to come. We live in a materialist society which science
and technology have helped to create and threaten to destroy. Thinking clearly,
logically, rationally, is an art that can be used for good or ill. Its potentials are as vast as
its limitations. It needs to join its power to the virtues of our imagination, intuition,
emotional connection and spiritual values. It i1s a question of balance.
Of course, rational thinking is not the sole province of scientists. But we expect
scientists to be good at it and to value it.

Their decisions are among the most dramatic

choices effecting our lives. It seems natural then to create dramatic structures that
reflect this central issue: how we can balance our rational minds and our scientific
explorations with the many other points of view that necessarily and appropriately shape
our lives.
A friend of mine, a Jungian analyst,6 claims that mental health in his clients (and,
he extrapolates, the mental health of a society) is gauged not on the basis of how
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smoothly and homogeneously they live their lives but rather on how many opposing
contradictions they can juggle. Rational thinking and scientific inquiry are two of the
essential balls we need to keep up in the air. Our contemporary drama is beginning to
do this: juggling the rational and the scientific with all the other contradictory forces that
impinge on us and enliven our lives.
Perhaps, after this talk, we could informally suggest to one another some of the
dramas of science that we would like to see made into plays. And perhaps we might
imagine what it would be like to write a contemporary version of Prometheus Unbound,
to imagine how the fire bearer, the one who bring the gift of understanding, could walk
among us as neither rebel, martyr, madman or villain, but as one of many partners in
human discourse.
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“TEACHING INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION”
Introduction
International communication is defined as “any kind of communication between and
among private individuals, groups, or government officials of more than one nation-state across
any recognized national geographic-political boundary.”1 Revolutionary changes that occurred in
states’ and nations’ relations to each other especially after World War II, have made scholars of
international politics to think about foreign policy behavior as a reaction to both external and
internal stimuli. Communication in that process not only plays a major role, but also serves as a
mediator of international behavior.2 International communication requires the interaction of at
least two actors, each of different nationalities.3 From this perspective, “international
communication is distinguished from domestic, national, subnational or internal communication
which does not across national boundaries.”4
The importance of international communication in today’s global world is undeniable.
The more the business practices and technology become global, the more the need for
understanding the context and culture that surrounds these practices and technology becomes
crucial. Today’s highly competitive business structure requires us to build and exhibit good
communication skills not only in our nation, but also with so many different cultures and
individuals. From this point of view, today’s international communicator cannot be a narrow
specialist because it is expected to be a specialist in so many different areas. 5 Moreover, the
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enormous and rapid changes in the levels of information compel students of communication field
to consider all the social, political, and economic forces that influence the media and society.6
Academy is the beginning and crucial stage that helps us to gain international
communication skills by teaching how to integrate theory into practice. Teaching international
communication in this frame becomes more important every day with the developments and
changes in technology and society. Preparing students for the facts of a real world after
graduation is the crucial criterion in teaching international communication. We cannot assume
that today’s business environment is a place that everybody comprehends each other. Differences
between cultures in such an environment make communication activities more difficult. Some
scholars describe this situation: “recognition of verbal and nonverbal codes and interpretation of
the hidden assumptions underlying the behaviors among individuals from different cultures are
likely to be difficult.”7 Improving this recognition, understanding and interpretation of cultural
differences in an international level depends largely on the successes of international
communication courses in the academy.
In my opinion, being successful in today’s business world is connected to the
effectiveness of international communication courses in universities. From this aspect, there is a
need for international communication courses both at the undergraduate and graduate level.
While undergraduate international communication courses cover the basic theories and
introductory concepts and issues in international communication, courses at the graduate level
focus more on the specific and complex issues of international communication. As a result of
increasing complexity in the body of knowledge in the field of international communication and
6
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students’ increasing interest to these complex international issues, graduate studies become more
necessary in terms of providing more in-depth insight to the problems, giving more details in
research methodology and theory, and more scholarly expertise in the field.8 The increasing
number of international students who attend classes in higher education all over the world also
compels the instructors of academic institutions to be more competent in the field of international
communication in order to develop interactive and equal learning environments for everybody.
My study will investigate the important components of international communication
courses in the institutions of higher education and will suggest ways for how to form effective
international courses at graduate level of communication schools. I argue that there are several
factors that can influence the effectiveness of international communication courses. These factors
are the goals and purposes of international communication courses, instructional methods,
research methodologies, and contents of these courses, and qualifications of the instructors. At
this point, I also believe that students, especially international students, can make great
contributions to the effectiveness and successes of international communication classes. They
can bring their cultural perspectives, their way of thinking and their ideas for the formation of
successful international communication classes.
Research Questions:
1. What are the goals and purposes of an effective international communication course at
graduate level in communication schools?
2. What are the instructional methods adopted in such a course?
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3. What are the appropriate research methodologies used in this international communication
course?
4. What are the effective tools and materials of that course?
5. What are the contents of it?
6. What are the qualifications of the instructor who teaches this international communication
course?
Literature Review:
The intercultural reality of world societies has brought the issue of international and
intercultural communication phenomenon to the attention of academy.9 As a result, “intercultural
communication began to grow as an area of study in the 1960s and 1970s.”10 Universities started
to build new departments for meeting the needs of students who would compete in the highly
internationalized environments in the future. In the beginning, research and studies in that field
mostly focused on the problems of intercultural communication. Training courses also have been
developed with the same aim, for example, “to provide answers to problems of intercultural
encounters of overseas government agencies, business persons, Peace Corps volunteers,
immigrants, missionaries, and individuals of minority groups within societies.”11 Over years,
intercultural communication moved its interest to communication (rather than culture).12
“International communication study is interdisciplinary, it has been said, and provides a
focal point for combining communication knowledge from several areas.”13 From this
perspective, the professional communication curricula must integrate social and behavioral
sciences with the professional studies in communication. For example, partial training of a
9
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student who wants to become a foreign correspondent can focus on media studies. But his
academic preparation requires this student to involve a comprehensive program beyond media
studies. He should get intensive language training, as well as the studies of cultural, economic,
and political problems related to his specialization area. For this reason, sharing of resources and
development of cooperative programs become very important for the success of journalism
education in the field of communication.14 Today’s internationalized environment forces students
of communication field to become experts in many areas and to apply their integrated knowledge
into the practice. Therefore, “international communication courses embraced a variety of fields
reflecting the complexity of the growing area of communication studies.”15 Curricula of
journalism and communication departments and schools must also reflect a concern for
worldwide communication problems in conjunction with teaching and research efforts in the
various areas of communication studies.16 Creating awareness and developing understanding for
the problems in the global scale must be made “not in the isolation of complete sequences or
majors in international communication but in the context of a broad conceptual framework of
communication education.” 17
International communication courses are the important component of communication and
journalism schools’ curricula. However, issues of international communication mostly fall under
the journalism or media related courses, instead of discussing them in the independent
international communication courses. But the growing importance of globalization and global
issues has created the need for separate international communication courses to address the
13
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global issues adequately. Scott argues that “in a separate course, global issues can be the primary
rather than the secondary focus of instruction.”18 He further says that separate international
communication courses can “help students understand the dynamics of communication in a
culturally diverse world, understand the major processes, theories, and concepts of international
communication, and recognize the profound influence of cultural factors on international
communication.”19 Scott, in another article, notes the rise of international communication
courses for two reasons: “(1) pleas from industry for graduates with enhanced international
perspectives, and (2) pressures from accrediting groups to internationalize curricula fully.”20
In their proposition of a model for an introductory course on intercultural
communication, Kim and Gudykunst emphasize three instructional goals of the course to
achieve: “cognitive learning, affective orientation, and behavioral development.”21 Under this
frame, students’ understanding of cultural differences is important. “The cognition learning
involves increasing students’ understanding of how the intercultural process works, how cultural
differences influence the process, the factors that increase or decrease intercultural
communication effectiveness, and the outcomes of intercultural experiences.”22 The affective
dimension indicates the role of sensitivity, empathy, and motivation in the facility of intercultural
communication effectiveness. Students are encouraged to avoid stereotypes and make specific
judgments about the other cultures that are unfamiliar to them.23 The enhancement of awareness
of diversity at the educational institutions can be discussed under this goal. “Tolerance and desire
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to understand those who are different from ourselves must be higher education’s central goal.”24
Administrators and faculty members must encourage diverse viewpoints not only in the
classrooms, but also at the administrative level. Universities’ policies should be created to be
supportive of diversity viewpoints.25 Following this view, Laurie Grobman indicates the
importance of how to deal with cultural diversity in professional communication classrooms. She
argues that “issues of diversity and language must be brought into professional classrooms in
ways that avoid stereotyping and essentializing.”26 In this context, “teaching cultural differences
as a way to aid students’ communication abilities in professional international and multicultural
contexts must be approached with caution and with awareness of the potential dangers such as
simplistic characterizations of cultural differences.”27 When helping their students to respect
cultural differences, scholars themselves also must develop “a mutual tolerance and appreciation
of the various approaches and interests in international communications that are different from
their own.”28 On the other hand, Kim and Gudykunst’s third goal concerning behavioral
development “attempts to increase student skills for managing interactions with individuals from
different cultures in a way that maximizes interpersonal understanding, effectiveness, and
relationship development.”29 Some other scholars, while accepting the value of Kim and
Gudykunst’s three goals in an international communication education, also developed some other
goals that needs be accomplished in international communication courses. For example, Scott
indicates “cultural fluency” as an important goal of international communication instruction in
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the 21st century. According to him, “cultural fluency is based on the ability to identify,
understand, and apply cultural variables that influence the communicative behaviors of members
of other groups so the receivers’ and senders’ message meanings regularly match.”30 Making
cultural fluency as a goal in instruction of international communication helps instructors to show
their students and business community three important challenges of the new century. “First,
cultural fluency helps students and business people to address growing workforce diversity in
both domestic and international settings. In such settings, cultural fluency is needed to
communicate effectively with the diverse workforce. Second, cultural fluency allows the
potential and current employees engaged either directly or indirectly in international trade to
better cope with the many cultural differences they face. It helps the students and business
community to better understand increasing globalization of business activities. Third, developing
cultural fluency helps the business community to make selection of most appropriate application
of communication technologies.”31 For example, some communication technologies may not be
appropriate for specific cultural groups. The latest communication technology widely accepted in
the United States may not be perceived as a good technology in the developing parts of the world
because of the problems of access to that technology.
According to the Graduate Studies Workshop group in the Wingspread Symposium on
Education and Research in International and Comparative Communication, there are three main
purposes of graduate studies in international communications. “First purpose is to provide
substantive course work expansion. Second purpose is to move the graduate student beyond
descriptive to theoretical studies, to improve professional skills, and to give the student a
research orientation. And the last purpose is to provide for the student a world context in which
30
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to consider his own professional education (This is a liberal arts purpose-to broaden the student’s
horizon).”32
The goals and purposes of international communication courses can also change related
to the topics that will be covered during the course. Whatever the goals or purposes are
determined for an international communication course, the instructors must design them long
before the class begins, and discuss them with the students at the early stages of the semester.33
The goals and objectives of the course must also be very clear and measurable.34
There are various instruction methods that can be effective when teaching international
communication. Many of the scholars35 suggest that use of several methods rather than one can
result with better outcomes. Lecturing is one of the instructional methods in teaching
international communication. Instructor can discuss the trends in that field and “can help students
to understand the course content.”36 He or she further can provide some research examples that
have been done in the field of international communication. Instructor’s role in that context is to
offer the theory part of the course. And then he or she can lead to some discussions to help the
understanding of the issue by students and to help the production of practical skills for the
implementation of the course structure. Students’ discussions can be accepted as very effective
method to improve learning environment for both students and instructors. However, one
problem faced in teaching in higher education in the United States is that often American-born
students dominate class discussions, while international students rarely participate into these
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discussions.37 The reason may be that the cultures and norms of the international students may
discourage them from speaking in the class. They can also have fears concerning their ideas may
not fit the majority’s ideas, and can be misunderstood or wrong. To help these students become
participants, instructors can explain why discussion is valuable. One of the best ways of pulling
non-participants into the discussion is to ask them for their contribution in a problem area in
which they have special knowledge. Another way is to ask them general questions that their
answers won’t be wrong. For example, “How do you feel about this?” is a type of question that
can put the student in a favorable position.38 Mary Lou Egan discusses another view in
enhancement of international student participation. The participation of these students can be
increased “by placing international students in the role of experts, allowing them to use their
English in an informal small group rather than in formal presentations before the class.”39
Having international students in the classrooms can create great opportunities for interactive
learning environment. According to the Egan, “international students can offer firsthand
examples of differences in business practices and cultural norms in their countries and as
participant observers in the United States, they can submit firsthand information on different
topics such as product availability and adaptation, advertising, and sales techniques.”40
Moreover, the existence of international students helps the creation of diverse environments in
the classrooms and helps the students to manage the diversity before they will face it in the real
world.41
Grobman mentions that de-centered and process-oriented strategies including
collaborative learning, team teaching, integrated classrooms, and on-line conferencing as the
37
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appropriate methods in the international, intercultural, and multicultural education.42 She further
emphasizes that “courses in professional communication should teach students both the values of
the work world as well as the values of liberal education because a true student-centered
pedagogy allows students, in the end, to make their own choices. Under that frame, focusing on
multiculturalism can provide both.”43 There are some other instructional methods such as case
studies, exercises, role- playing, simulations, and field experiences that may work effectively in
an international communication class. Kim and Gudykunst discuss case studies “as a utilization
to develop students’ abilities to apply the concepts and ideas to various international and
domestic issues and events.”44 “Newspapers, TV and radio programs, movies, and magazines can
present such cases for classroom use.”45 Exercises, role-playing, and simulations play important
roles in enhancement of students’ affective (motivation and attitude) and behavioral (skill)
learning.46 These three methods especially can be used to combat with the issues of stereotyping
and simplistic characterizations of differences. Field experience can also contribute to
improvement of students’ affective and behavioral learning by making them engage in the task of
communicating and building a relationship with a person (or persons) who is distinctly different
from the student in cultural / ethnic membership.47 Yook and Albert mention another
instructional method that can be effective: The Intercultural Sensitizer. “The Intercultural
Sensitizer is a method for intercultural training in which the learner is exposed to a number of
critical episodes depicting interactions with persons from another culture. The learner is asked to
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select among alternative attributions the one that is preferred by members of the other culture
and is given feedback on each of his/her choices.”48
According to the survey done by Charles V. Kappen in 1967, the participants from
schools and departments of Journalism in the United States noted the seminar as the leading
method for graduate courses.49 “Other methods reported for graduate courses were directed
research and research papers, guest speakers, oral reports, book reports, discussion periods,
slides, and motion pictures.”50 For the majority of the participants of the survey, “the best
method of teaching international communication was use of occasional guest experts with one
instructor.”51
To provide the effectiveness of international communication courses, the instructors
should select the appropriate instructional method by also considering the other variables such as
class size, the prior knowledge or background of the students in the class, and students’
perceptions and expectations from the class. The discussed instructional methods such as
discussions, case studies, field experiences, and role playing can be deemed as very valuable in
their contribution to students’ practical skills. But the instructor must integrate several
instructional methods to ensure the students’ and his/her own satisfaction from that class.
What can be the effective tools and materials in teaching an international communication
course?
Grobman argues computer- mediated communication (CMS) as an important tool.
According to her, online conferencing or e-mail exchanges can be useful in establishing
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connections with the other people from different cultures.52 She also notes some research
findings that show “the absence of teachers in these forums enables students to challenge social
and political definitions of good communication and acceptable knowledge.”53 Some other
scholars also address the importance of Internet and e-mail as effective international business
communication devices. Adapting new technologies into the classrooms in higher education
certainly one of the major responsibilities of the instructors. Hilton And Kameda used Internet
and e-mail in the development of global student project. “The project paired one class of U.S.
university junior/senior level business communication students with a class of university level
Japanese business English Students.”54 First, these students were required to use the Internet
home pages in both universities to get information about each other. And then, they were given a
problem-solving structure for the experience. The primary aim of the e-mail exchanges was the
discussion of three short international business cases which involve the giving of gifts/bribes;
group versus individual work ethic; and the perceived relationship between seniority, gender, and
leadership.55 At the end of the project, the results indicated that “real learning occurred about
culture, the danger of stereotyping, and the persistence of mindset, particularly when Japanese
and American students confounded their partners’ expectations.” 56 Students’ responses to
sample business cases almost always led to broader discussions and “these discussions, as well
as the communication process itself, provided the real international/cross-cultural learning
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experience.”57 There is another good project that is being successfully conducted by the
University of Maryland at College Park. This project named as ICONS (International
Communication and Negotiation Simulations) and was created by Jonathan Wilkenfeld,
chairman of the government-and-politics department at the University of Maryland at College
Park.58 The duration of the project is five weeks, and students all over the world can be
participants of the project.59 First, students are presented with a scenario about an international
issue such as nuclear proliferation, human rights, or drug trafficking. And then, students start to
work as country teams, conduct research and develop position statements that represent the goals
and strategies of their countries. Communicating with each other by using e-mail and on-line
conference, they act as negotiators and debate on issues of foreign policy.60 Engaging these kinds
of practices provides great opportunities to students in dealing with the real life situations before
they face in the working world.
Gunarathe and Lee describe the Internet as an integral part of International
communication courses. These scholars emphasize the need for meeting in a computer lab at
least once a week to make the students familiar with the evolving new technology.61 They
summarize the benefits of the Internet in teaching international communication as following:
“it creates an indelible awareness of global and cultural interdependence. Students can
talk on cyberspace with the other side of the world and download material from Web sites
in Sri Lanka or anywhere else. They can read the on-line editions of newspapers around
the world in real time. Additionally, students can find story ideas from a global pool;
they can tap diverse sources locally, nationally, and globally; they will learn to separate
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the “wheat” from the “chaff” in cyberspace through real experience.”62

New information technologies and their adaptation to the classrooms impose instructors
another responsibility: helping students to get through the information overload. According to
Gunaratne and Lee, the instructor must know which Web sites are most relevant to the contents
and assignments of the class and he or she must direct students to explore Internet sources that
will be useful in the class discussions.63
Offering the advantages of new technology to the students in the classrooms requires the
support of industry to the education. There are some good cases that could be example to that.
For example, some providers of network solutions like Novell started to build academic
partnership with colleges and high schools and they provided network training and certification
to students and teachers. According to them, these programs promote skills that are marketable
worldwide.64 On the other hand, the company called Wi-Lan headquartered in Calgary, Alberta,
used 20 Hopper Plus wireless bridges to connect 15 schools, a library, and 3 administration
buildings in an area of 50 Miles in the province’s Medicine Hat school district.65 Computer
Curriculum Corporation offers a Web site (http:// www.cccnet.com) for students who want to
participate in interactive learning projects, whereas ComputerPREP has created a Web-based
tool called PREPWeb@ssessor that allows educators to prepare, manage, deliver, and examine
training packages, test instruments and skill assessment over the Internet.66
As discussed above, business community can provide great help to the education.
Preparing the students for meeting the needs of new information environment requires the
collaboration of industry with the academy. Academy needs the support of profession to donate
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their students with the latest developments in technologies. On the other hand, industry needs
academy’s help to offer quality professionals to their clients. The mutual understanding of their
needs contributes to the development of distinguished people to serve in the new information era.
There is a growing need for research and “for more reliable and sophisticated data”67 in
the field of international communication. Increasing complexity of the issues of international
communication requires the more research in that field. However, the scholars mentioned the
lack of research in an international communication. Bishop said that “not enough work has been
done to validate and extent methodology or basic theories across cultural boundaries.”68
Scholars interested in that field must spend more time and effort to help development of research
body of international communication. There are different research approaches that are
implemented in the field of international communication. For example, “descriptive and
comparative studies can be used in the examination of national communication systems whereas
quantitative approaches are appropriate in the analysis of information flow and exchange among
countries.”69 Dunn addresses the usefulness of international field experiments. He believes that
the use of more sophisticated research methods like field experiments contribute to the
improvement of the research body in an international communication.70 Elasmar argues the
applicability of meta-analysis to the field of international communication. He describes metaanalysis’s goal as “to draw a conclusion that is extracted from many conclusions.”71 Metaanalysis adopts external, systematic, and formal approach in order to reach a more stable and
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objective conclusion.72 “For a meta-analysis each finding is an observation. So, if you
systemically look at 100 observations, you will reach a conclusion drawn from these 100
observations.”73Since it examines the results of existing studies, meta-analysis’s conclusion
largely rely on the integrity of the methodologies of those studies whose findings it tries to
cumulate.74 There are two advantages of using meta-analysis in the field of communication: First
of all, it fosters theory building, it contributes to the development of theory. Second, metaanalysis raises people’s awareness about the need to work for objectivity while drawing
conclusions about international communication issues.75
What can be the contents in international communication courses?
Kim and Gudykunsht propose to begin with historical overview of the intercultural
communication. The second set of content will be based on cultural, sociocultural, psychological,
and environmental influences on the process of communicating with strangers. Following these
influences, variations in verbal and nonverbal communication across cultures will be analyzed.
The last content of that course will examine the process of communication with strangers. This
part involves interpersonal relationship development, intercultural communication effectiveness,
adaptation to a new cultural environment and ends by exploring intercultural personhood as a
model for personal growth in today’s intercultural world.76
Similar to Kim and Gudykunst’ s view, some other scholars mention the five areas of
concern in international communication. They are: “(1) theory of international communication,
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(2) comparative-descriptive, (3) role of mass media in national development, (4) methods of
international reporting, and (5) governmental and commercial international communication.”77
When including the theory and historical development of international communication
into his description of contents of international communication course like other scholars, John
D. Mitchell added three other topics: international propaganda, the flow of news as reflected in
media studies of treatment of the news, and regional studies, either on the basis of geography or
cultural or theoretical commonalities and differences.78
Gender perspectives also can be the focus of international communication courses.
Related to this view, Luthra advocates that focusing on women should be “at the very center of
such a course rather than an appendage or afterthought.”79 According to her, in an international
communication class, student and teachers can engage themselves in the study of women’s
conditions in different countries, and try to understand the concerns and worldviews of those
women. The materials in such a study can include films, poetry, and scholarly articles.80 To
foster the understanding of women’s perspectives, several women can be brought to the class and
their physical conditions as well as the decision-making activities in the work places can be
discussed. These examples and then can be compared to the women in the Third World. Luthra
mentions that with that kind of study in international communication classes, students can
integrate theory into practice, and can make themselves more engaged to the actual societal
process. 81
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International communication courses must also prepare students for the tasks of
analyzing their audience and of creation of effective documents.82 An international
communicator “must be an interpretor of the contemporary world.”83 For example, “when
reporting across cultures he must be able to interpret in a way that the audience comes to grips
with the underlying realities as well as the overt events; he must translate in terms audiences can
assimilate and make those terms their own.”84 Grobman notes that internationalization brings an
expanded notion of rhetoric, in other words, composition studies to professional communication,
teaching students to explore audience, context, and purpose.85 Denet also emphasizes the need
for writing activities in the instruction of international communication because of the other
reason: “In the global marketplace, professionals need to understand how cultural differences
affect the writing and reading of business letters”86 to better communicate with the owners of
these letters from the other side of the world. Therefore, writing activities in international
communication courses can prepare students to meet this need by teaching them an analysis of
the letters’ format, organization, style, writers’ purpose and rhetorical strategies.87 Writing
activities in these classes also must promote students’ learning of business grammar. The need
for writing international audiences in today’s new information environment is crucial. According
to Barrett, “the major goal in education for foreign correspondence is to provide for the student
the experience of exploring deeply and writing for public understanding on a subject in foreign
affairs.”88 The writing skills of the students in the communication field will always remain the
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basic skill that will be required in their future profession. Therefore, composition studies must be
the one important element of an international communication course. And students in these
classes need to learn not only how to use words, rhetorical strategies, and technology, but also to
be better readers of human behavior and communicative signs as well as better interpreters of
cultural differences and ambiguities.89
In respect to the qualifications of instructors in the education of international
communication, Mitchell and his colleagues in the Graduate Studies Workshop from the
Wingspread Symposium described three characteristics: “(1)the instructors should have graduate
course work (at least 2 or 3 courses), (2) extensive foreign experience, and (3) evidence of
serious scholarly interest in international communication through his writing and research.”90 It
is reasonable to expect from instructors of an international communication field to be interested
in international communication issues. Instructors with such an interest can try to give students
better understanding of the concepts of international communication by turning their classes into
more interesting ones. Markham adds two more qualities for the instructors of international
communication. According to him, “the instructors must be able, experienced, and highly
accomplished in the communication arts and skills-speaking and writing with grace and fluidity,
and he must have a working knowledge of communication of at least one foreign language.”91
The literature reviewed above made significant contributions to the development of my
study. The scholars discussed the different parts of the issue and offered their ideas concerning
the goals, instructional methods, tools and resources, research methodologies, and contents of a
successful international communication course in the higher education. They further evaluated
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the qualities of the instructors teaching international communication classes. My aim in this
paper is to integrate the findings of the literature into one study and to support these findings by
conducting an original survey intending to measure the opinions of graduate students and their
instructors about international communication courses.
Methodology:
Participants: The participants of this study will be graduate students and instructors who teach
graduate classes in the departments and schools of communication at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, University of Maryland at College Park, University of Texas at Austin,
and University of Southern California. All graduate students including international students will
be participating in a study.
Item and Design: Two different questionnaires will be designed to survey graduate students and
their professors separately. Each questionnaire will include 50 questions. 40 of the total
questions will be close-ended whereas last 10 questions will be open-ended. Close-ended
questions will be designed by using 5-point Likert scales, with 1 indicating “strongly disagree”
and 5 indicating “strongly agree.” Survey questions will ask participants’ opinions concerning
the goals, purposes, instructional methods, research approaches, tools and resources, and
contents of an international communication course at the graduate level. Participants will be also
asked to reply the questions about the qualities of instructors who teach international
communication classes. Additionally, the participants will be interviewed in order to support the
findings of the questionnaires.
Analysis: The findings of the study will be analyzed by using SPSS statistical program package.
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The Proper Role of Know How in Epistemology
Charles Wallis
California State University, Long Beach

To cognize is to know. To have a cognitive capacity is to have a capacity (ability)
involving the generation or utilization of knowledge. Cognitive science seeks to explain such
cognitive capacities. The classic approach to explaining cognitive capacities within cognitive
science has two foundational theses; The "Computational Theory of Cognition" (CTC) and the
"Representational Theory of Intentionality" (RTI). (Cummins 1989) The CTC characterizes
cognition as the computation of complex functions on representational states, where computation
consists in performing operations defined over representational states. Operations can be rulebased manipulations of syntactic strings as in traditional AI, or weighted passing of activation as
in Connectionism. The RTI asserts that mental states have intentionality (are about the world) in
virtue of a representation relation holding between the world and those states. In three
conceptually distinct (though not necessarily temporally distinct) stages, CTC/RTI depicts
cognizers acquiring input through sensory organs and/or memory and generating outputs in the
form of memories, inputs to other processes, and/or motor response commands.

Figure 1: Three Stages

Philosophers of cognitive science accentuate the role of representations in computational

explanations. John Haugeland (1981) introduces the notion of a semantic engine in explicating
the CTC’s explanatory structure: Cognizers instantiate physical engines--dynamic systems
operating upon physical principles. One can understand these physical engines as embodying
type-individuated, syntactically structured states evolving through principled interactions
between those states, thereby instantiating syntactic engines--dynamic systems operating in
accordance with syntactic principles to perform syntactic work. Interpretation functions provide
semantics for the syntactic engine enabling the researcher to understand syntactic engines as
instantiating semantic engines--dynamic systems operating in accordance with semantic
principles to perform semantic work.
The diagram below depicts the general explanatory schema for such explanations:

Figure 2: Explanatory Structure

While philosophers have clarified the explanatory structure of cognitive science, I
suggest that they overemphasize the role of explicit representations and the semantics of such
representations. Philosophers rarely formulate the explanans and explanada of cognitive science
in the epistemic terms often employed by scientists themselves. Moreover, philosophers pay
little attention to the role of know how in computational explanations in cognitive science.

Most philosophers acknowledge both attributions of know how to individuals and the
explanatory relevance of such attributions to understanding mentality despite paying little
attention to know how. In contrast, the cognitive science literature bares witness to the
pervasiveness and perceived centrality of know how. Work in cognitive science focuses, not
merely upon truth-functional representations of the world, like beliefs, but on human abilities.
Computer scientists more often model the human ability to reason, solve the tower of Hanoi
puzzle, play chess, or visually detect and categorize objects than they model the capacity to have
beliefs about reasoning, chess playing or object locations. Computer science research into
human abilities produces theories and programmed models of know how--not models of beliefs.
These programs consist of sets of condition action rules or connection weights. As such, one
best describes these programs as bits of practical reasoning, not to be confused with truthfunctional representations. Computer scientists and laypersons alike evaluate such abilities,
theories, and programs epistemically. A given chess move is not true or false, but better or
worse relative to the goal of winning, more or less justified given the circumstances. The
program that generates the move is not true or false, but more or less optimal. Some
connectionist claim that in connectionist models of abilities, as in the brain itself, "...almost all
knowledge is implicit in the structure of the device that carries out the task rather than explicit in
the states of the units themselves." (Rumelhart, 1989, p.136)
Cognitive psychologists and neuroscientists offer similar acknowledgments of the
importance of know how. Stillings et al. as well as Cohen and Squire (1980) equate the
important declarative/procedural knowledge distinction in psychology to the knowing
that/knowing how distinction in philosophy. (Stillings, et al 1987, pp.18-21)

2.) Philosophical Treatment of Knowledge
Before philosophers of cognitive science began to focus upon explicit representations,
epistemologists pondered the nature of knowledge. Like their more scientifically oriented
colleagues, epistemologists tend to formulate theories of knowledge in terms of consciously
represented propositions–beliefs. In the Theaetetus, for example, Plato examines the notion that
knowledge is true opinion together with an account. Over 2,000 years later Gettier entitles his
famous paper “Is Justified True Belief Knowledge?” The primary framework for most
contemporary epistemology defines knowledge in terms of justified true belief. Even
philosophers with psychological orientations, such as Kornblith, causally assert that “the
standard account of knowledge is that knowledge is some sort of justified, true belief.”
(Kornblith 1980 p.598) The most basic questions addressed by epistemology are likewise
doxastic in nature. For example, “Do my beliefs about the external world count as knowledge?”
In Epistemology and Cognition Goldman’s central question is, “what is knowledge? More
specifically, what is propositional knowledge: what is it to know that something is the case?”
(Goldman, 1986, p.42)
In stark relief to the main tradition in epistemology, Ryle proposes a non-propositional,
dispositional class of knowledge, captured in the ordinary notion of know how. Ryle’s seeks to
eliminate belief and other mental state terms in psychology and ordinary parlance in favor of
know how, i.e., dispositions to behave intelligently. Ryle tells readers:
In judging that someone's performance is or is not intelligent, we have,...to look beyond
the performance itself. For there is no particular overt or inner performance which could
not have been accidentally or 'mechanically' executed.... ...in looking beyond the
performance itself,.... We are considering his abilities and propensities of which his
performance was an actualization. (Ryle 1949, p.45)

Traditionally, philosophers respond to Ryle by recasting know how as practical reasoning

involving reasoning using conscious beliefs about effective action. The relatively few resulting
treatments of know how in the philosophical literature focus on consciously represented
statements about how to carry out a practice. For example, David Carr discusses know how as
follows:
Inter alia, knowing how in the strong sense to play football is knowing the rules of the
game, ... a statement of the rules of the game is not a theoretical statement but a
description of a set of rules of practice,.... Statements of the rules of a game are
essentially of relations between prescriptions rather than descriptions requiring a grasp of
practical rather than theoretical discourse. (Carr 1981, pp.60-1)

Post-Rylian accounts insist that know how is really a subset of represented knowledge.
Knowing that, or theoretical knowledge, remains propositional, i.e., truth-functional in nature.
Know how, or practical knowledge, is a consciously represented knowledge of procedures.
3.) Two Memory Systems of the Brain
The above distinction does not correspond well to the memory systems in the brain. One
system is “the basal ganglia system” or “procedural memory system.” The basal ganglia are a
collection of nuclei deep to the white matter of cerebral cortex. The major known connectivity
within the basal ganglia memory system can be diagramed as follows:

Figure 3: Basal Ganglia Memory System Connections

The basal ganglia memory system has long been recognized as subserving the learning
and retention of habits and skills such as riding a bike. However, the basal ganglia system is not
limited to motor skill learning. Research links improvements in more seeming contemplative
skills such as the ability to solve the tower of Hanoi puzzle or play checkers to the basal ganglia
system. In general, cognitive scientists identify motor skills, associations, priming cues, and
puzzle solving skills with procedural knowledge. Because the operations of this memory system
remain largely inaccessible to consciousness, it has also been described as “tacit knowledge” or
“implicit knowledge”.
In contrast, the hippocampal or declarative memory system subserves memory for facts
(Tulving & Schater, 1990).

Figure 4: Gross Depiction of Hippocampal Memory
Projections

Along with several other regional brain structures, researchers traditionally associate the
hippocampus with memories for explicit facts or specific events, collectively referred to as
declarative memories. Researchers often further divide declarative memory into episodic
memory (past and personally experienced events), and semantic memory (meaning and
application of words). Tulving observes that with episodic memory subjects not only have the
memory, but retain some details regarding the learning episode. In semantic memory the
subject cannot recall the initial learning context. In all cases of declarative memory subjects
retrieve memories into consciousness in such a way that they can declare them. Thus,
declarative memory strongly resembles the sort of memory envisioned by epistemologists when
talking about conscious or consciously accessible beliefs.

Figure 5: Schematic of Early
Hippocampal Projections

In the mammalian brain, one finds the hippocampus and closely interconnected adjacent
brain structures almost immediately inside the left and right sides of the brain (temporal lobes)
and toward the middle (medial) brain region. Most researchers currently acknowledge a broader
hippocampal region, including the hippocampus as well as its overlaying cortical structures. Of
special note for this paper are the projections to the inferior temporal lobe thought to subserve
the long term storage of factual knowledge.
The evidence distinguishing declarative from procedural memory comes from the study
of memory dissociations in amnesiacs. Amnesiacs cannot add to their declarative memory.
Patients with damage to the hippocampal memory system, for instance, HM have normal or near
normal pre-trauma memory for events but have lost the ability to create new long-term
memories. These patients, however, do not lack the ability to form new procedural memories
thereby supporting the distinction between declarative and procedural memory pathways.

Similar dissocciative evidence for the prodecural/declarative distinction has been discovered in a
wide range of diseases and other organic conditions.
4.) Neither Philosophical Theory is Correct
At first blush, one may conclude from the cognitive science literature that Ryle’s nonconscious notion of knowledge how has been vindicated. Indeed, Cohen and Squire (1980) seem
to suggest that conclusion. However, I claim that neither Ryle nor philosophers who respond to
Ryle give a correct and complete theory of know how. Ryle correctly asserts that many cases of
know how are not mediated by practical reasoning involving conscious beliefs about effective
action. Thus, HM can improve on the tower of Hanoi puzzle as a result of practice despite no
conscious beliefs about; (1) having worked on the puzzle before, (2) why moves are good or bad,
and (3) that his moves are good or bad. Likewise, anti-Rylians correctly suppose that conscious
beliefs mediate some abilities and skills. For example, many people know how to cook
particular dishes because they possess declarative knowledge, i.e., a memorized recipe.

A

response to this observation discards know how as psychologically uninteresting or unreal. One
might argue that know how should be discarded because it is not what one might call a
psychological natural kind. Since there is no memory system that subserves all and only cases of
know how, know how is not a useful concept.
It is true that the philosophical concept of know how includes instances of two types of
memory. Rather than an unwanted discovery, this diversity actually underscores an important
insight. Up until this point in the paper I have discussed the basal ganglia and hippocampal
memory systems as if they were completely modular with respect to one another. This is not the
case. These two memory systems interact with one another constantly. The basal ganglia has
indirect connectivity to the hippocampus through the nucleus accumbens as well as projections

to the cortical regions. (Mogenson et al. 1980, Doya 2000) For instance, when I first started
using the long nonsense password for my computer I had to form a declarative memory of the
password. Now that knowledge has passed to my procedural memory system so that in order to
recover an explicit conscious knowledge of my password I have to type it out.
Researchers fail to understand know how because their theoretical approaches have been
structured by implementational commitments. Ryle is committed to explaining behavior without
representational structures like beliefs. Advocates of practical reasoning are committed to
explaining skills and abilities using a model of conscious reasoning involving explicitly
represented knowledge. The lesson, I suggest, one can learn from the basal ganglia and
hippocampal memory systems is that what distinguishes know how from knowledge that is know
how’s function in cognition. One must understand know how functionally, and not in terms
specific ways to instantiate such a functionally defined process. The case of human memory
provides an elegant example of the familiar fact from computer science that the sort of
knowledge to which cognitive scientists appeal in explaining cognitive behaviors can often be
implemented in explicit representations or implicit in the cognitive operations of a cognizer.
These disparate forms of know how share the function of guiding action and interaction with the
world in ways best explained by their embodying information about relevant features of the
world.
5.) My View of Know How
I define know how in a manner capturing the functional nature of know how:
Q knows how to M iff
(1) Q is a system,
(2) M is a cognitive task,
(3) Q instantiates and exploits a tractable set of processes tokening outputs that reliably satisfy
the satisfaction conditions associated with the idealized target function characteristic of the M
across the task domain, and

(4) the level of reliability of the process in cases where the input given the system satisfies the
satisfaction conditions associated with the target function is greater than or equal to the general
level of reliability of the process across the task domain.
My definition explicates know how as the embodiment of a process or set of processes, possibly
including processes operating on explicit representations, which together allow the system to
reliably, and in appropriate circumstances perform a task within the in the real time constraints
of the world. Within the above definition, my concept of a system is a primitive. The notion of
a cognitive task is that of an inferentially characterizable capacity. Specifically, one can
understand a given M as a cognitive task only to the extent that one can generate a well-specified
task description of M.
Instantiating a process is to exhibit lawful state transitions between input and output
across the task domain. Satisfying the satisfaction conditions associated with the idealized target
function requires that the input/output pair generated by the system be elements of the
input/output sets mapped by the function. My definition also requires tractability: One can
attribute knowledge how to a system only if one can characterize the system's process, its lawful
state transitions, as a tractable strategy for performing the task. The system must instantiate a
process capable of generating outputs from inputs given the constraints inherent to the task. For
instance, a program employing an exhaustive search method to play chess (one in which it
generates the combinatorial result of the average number of legal moves per turn, 31.6, and the
average moves per game, 40: approximately 10120 different moves) proves intractable. The
strategy is theoretically sound, but practically unsound.
In addition to articulating and advocating a theory of know how consistent with a
functional understanding of know how, I also argue that philosophers (and others) should accord
know how a role in epistemology on par with the treatment of propositional knowledge. I offer

two arguments for this later thesis. First, I argue that computational theories in cognitive science
are committed to such a role for know how as a result of their computational framework.
Second, I argue that the memory systems of the human brain that subserve these two forms of
memory (declarative and procedural) are of roughly the same evolutionary age and are equally
integrated into the human brain.
6.) The Computational Argument
Those familiar with modern digital computers might suppose that one might easily
eliminate non-representational know how because, ultimately, getting a system to know how to
perform some task merely requires that one get the right knowledge explicitly represented in the
system. If one exclusively conceives of computational systems as systems operating by means
of recursive applications of simple control mechanisms (i.e., simple operations on
representations), then this line of thought has great appeal. For example, if a computer
programmer wished to get a computer to calculate the successor of a number that a user input,
they would write a set of explicitly represented instructions in a computer language. Such a
program would essentially tell the computer to do something like: Take input number, add one,
present new value to user.
Nevertheless, one’s reduction of knowledge how to something akin to knowledge that
remains a strategy only, one that is largely a side effect of the sort of computational systems with
which most people are familiar. Moreover, no such reduction can be complete--even in the
strongest cases for reduction. Not all computational systems operate using a small set of simple
control mechanisms. Some systems implement an algorithm by instantiating a complex set of
control mechanisms and absolutely no represented instructions. These systems lack explicitly
represented knowledge, yet manifest the same know how to the same degree as systems that

explicitly represent knowledge. Such is arguably the case for many connectionist systems, and is
clearly the case for Turing machines not implemented on programmable Turing machines.
Specialized Turing machines employ physics to control the inferences by disciplining the state
transitions. For example, the state transitions of a Turing machine that computes the successor
function without explicitly represented instructions can be diagramed as follows:

Figure 6: Successor M achine

Moreover, systems lacking representations of procedural knowledge are not a mere theoretic
possibility. Cognitive scientists theorize that humans operate with few representations and
complex control mechanisms in many cases. Although vision researchers claim that the human
visual system knows how to, for instance, infer edges from intensity values in retinal arrays, they
do not suppose that this ability manifests itself as the result of knowledge explicitly represented
in the brain. Rather, they claim that the visual system instantiates the algorithm without
representing it as instructions: The visual system's law-like behavior constitutes the exclusive
basis for the ascription of knowledge how.
Likewise, not all computational systems operate using the same control mechanisms.
Production systems operate by means of a simple matching algorithm and backtracking.
Theorem provers might compute the same function using resolution and a unification algorithm.
Therefore, even cases where a system has relatively few control mechanisms and explicitly
represents its knowledge as complex instructions, the efficacy of those instructions depends

directly upon the basic control mechanisms. Altering basic control mechanisms while keeping
the representations fixed can have a dramatic negative effect upon performance.
I conclude, therefore, that while one cannot ignore representations of complex
instructions in understanding a system's know how, explicitly representing knowledge is
insufficient as well as unnecessary for manifesting know how. Moreover, from a computational
standpoint, knowledge in the form of explicitly represented knowledge seems to require or
presuppose the non-representational knowledge of how to exploit explicitly represented
knowledge. An adequate theory of know how must, like my own, be consistent with both
possible implementations of know how, and an adequate epistemology must recognize
knowledge how as being of equal epistemic import to propositional knowledge.
7.) The Evolutionary Argument
Current views of neuroevolution also support the hypothesis that know how and
propositional knowledge are significant and roughly equally ancient components of human brain
structure. The hippocampal and basal ganglia systems constitute structures that compose a
significant portion of non-cortical brain mass. Further, these two systems are directly or
indirectly connected to nearly every brain structure. Likewise, the brain areas thought to be
involved in procedural knowledge and declarative knowledge clearly represent a structural plan
that has remained present and largely unchanged from amphibians through reptiles, birds, and
mammals, making them approximately the same neurological age. Likewise, the hippocampus
and basal ganglia appear to be relatively homologous in the above-mentioned diverse species.
(Marín et al.1998, 2000 and Rodriguez et al. 2002, and Greeburg forthcoming) These facts
strongly suggest that something akin to each memory system and each type of memory has
played an integral role in cognition throughout a relatively long period of evolution. Therefore,

the almost exclusive philosophical treatment of propositional knowledge and the heavy priority
given to propositional representations in understanding knowledge and the mind seems at odds
with evolutionary evidence regarding the relative importance of knowledge how.
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Hume and the Afterlife
Charles Wallis
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1. Introduction
If the 1980s were “the Decade of the Brain,” the current decade might well warrant the
moniker “the Decade of the Disembodied Soul.” Recent years have seen a resurgence in beliefs
in the paranormal. The media have both chronicled or contributed to the increase. Booksellers
anticipate books with such titles as Archangels and Ascended Masters: A Guide to Working and
Healing With Divinities and Deities by Doreen Virtue, Ph.D.(2004). In 2001, the Gallop News
Organization reported that their poll
...results suggest a significant increase in belief in a number of these experiences over the
past decade, including in particular such Halloween-related issues as haunted houses,
ghosts and witches. Only one of the experiences tested has seen a drop in belief since
1990: devil possession. Overall, half or more of Americans believe in two of the issues:
psychic or spiritual healing, and extrasensory perception (ESP), and a third or more
believe in such things as haunted houses, possession by the devil, ghosts, telepathy,
extraterrestrial beings having visited earth, and clairvoyance.1

Of particular interest for this paper are the flourishing books, articles, societies, and journals
discussing near-death experiences (NDE). The Journal of Near-Death Studies publishes
quarterly. Publishers reissued Raymond Moody’s 1975 book, Life After Life, to accompany
newer titles such as The Birth Called Death by Kathie Jordan (2004).2-6 Many of the people
reporting and/or experiencing NDEs cite them as proof of the existence of a soul separate from
the body, of a God, and/or an afterlife.
Sceptics, particularly atheists, find the recent resurgence in beliefs in the paranormal and
NDEs, well, dispiriting. Atheists often adopt or adapt Hume’s argument from “Of Miracles” to

dismiss both testimony of religious miracles and subjective perceptions of the miraculous. I
review Hume’s argument, suggesting that it does not apply to cases of near-death experiences. I
then argue that a general evidence principle, very much in the spirit of Hume, together with some
basic knowledge of neuroscience and sociology instructs one to reject the claim that near-death
experiences provide evidence for existence afterlife.
2. Near Death Experiences
In 1975 Dr. Raymond Moody M.D. wrote, Life After Life, a book recounting and
expounding upon the experiences of people who had been resuscitated after clinically dying.
Moody based his account on what he characterizes as “case studies of a few hundred people”
who stopped breathing, suffered cardiac arrest, and/or showed no EEG activity for a short period
of time. (5, p. 28). Moody characterizes the typical Near Death Experience (NDE) as having “all
or some” of nine different characteristics. Other investigators have reported somewhat different
features.7, 8 For the purposes of explication, I focus upon Moody’s features, giving relatively
homogeneous account consistent with Moody’s characterizations.
Pain to Pleasure
Moody notes that individuals describing their NDE often report a gestalt-like
instantaneous transition from excruciating agony to dramatic pain diminution, or even pain
transforming to pleasure. Fear or anxiety likewise give way to a sense of peacefulness.
Out of Body Experience (OBE)
According to a recent study, about twenty-four percent of people experience leaving their
physical body and rising up above the scene.9 Moody reports that people often reported sensing a
different or altered feeling of embodiment. They sometimes report having a body that is unlike
their physical body, but are often at a loss to explicate the relevant differences. Some of the

descriptions reported by Moody are “a cloud of colors,” “an energy field,” and “composed of
light with tiny structures.” (5, p.31) Other investigators report that a majority of their subjects
describe the OBE as asomatic.8, 10
Detached Sense of Death
During an OBE, on Mooody’s account, people often feel confusion or fear at being
unable to place themselves in the events. Recent estimates suggest about fifty percent of people
experience dissociation, which they may describe as looking down at the scene or themselves
with detachment or pity.9 They feel separate from the individual (themselves) who is dying.
Often they have difficulty recognizing themselves or distinguishing themselves from other
patients, etc., though a fair number apparently feel a very strong sense of self. At some point
they have a sense that they are dead. They often try to communicate with the people present or
touch them. Their attempts at communication are neither seen nor heard. They might report that
there hands seemed to pass through people.
Tunnel Traveling
Approximately thirty-one percent of individuals report some sort of “opening” before
them.9 Most often the opening has the form of a tunnel, though Moody reports staircases as well.
The person feels impelled into the opening and initial darkness. Often subjects report hearing a
“woosh”, electric vibration, a buzzing, or a ringing after which they find themselves impelled
towards a brilliant light.
Luminous Beings Familiar and Unfamiliar
In the light at the end of the tunnel, research suggests that about thirty-two percent of
people reporting NDEs recount meeting one or more other beings. These beings can include
dead relatives and friends, religious figures, and the more vague “being of light,” or

conversations with disembodied voices. Of those who recount meeting beings, one study
indicates fifty-three percent satisfy the description of known or recognizable beings, with
unknown or unrecognizable beings constituting the remaining forty-seven percent.11. People
often report some very pleasant or very unpleasant local for these meetings. Chronicled
backdrops include places of natural beauty, fabulous cities, or conversely barren hellish settings.
Life Recapitulation
According to Moody, individuals eventually encounter a being of light, at which point,
any semblance of a physical environment dissolves into a third person, simultaneous “...fullcolor, three-dimensional, panoramic review of every single thing the NDEers have done in their
life.”(5, p.33) The being of light acts the role of a knowing and beneficent coach reviewing
game films with a player. Estimates place the number of people who experience “life review” at
thirteen percent of people reporting NDEs.9
Boundaries and Choices
Another estimated eight percent of those reporting an NDE describe reaching a barrier
such as a cliff, a gate, or a wall. This experience is often associated with a sense that they must
return or a choice being made to return. People often report reluctance to return, even those who
recount choosing.
Change of Outlook
In comparison with people who do not report NDEs, a significant number of those who
undergo NDEs report long-term changes in their attitudes towards life. The greatest differences
are willingness to show emotion and an interest in spirituality.9
3. Hume’s argument in “Of Miracles”
In “Of Miracles”, section X of Hume’s An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding,

Hume offers his famous argument to the conclusion “...that no testimony is sufficient to establish
a miracle, unless the testimony be of such a kind, that its falsehood would be more miraculous,
than the fact, which it endeavours to establish....” Hume’s argument turns on two key
assumptions. First, Hume’s argument relies upon a principle for the rejection of testimonial
evidence, which one might formulate thus:
PrincipleT: Reject testimony if the probability of testimony being false exceeds the probability of
the testimony being true. [P(T/notM) > P(T & M)].
It’s important to note the asymmetry in the above formulation of Hume’s principle. Hume
clearly wants to weigh the probability of the testimony occurring given the absence of a miracle
against the conjunctive probability of the testimony and the miracle occurring. If one were to
adopt the conditional probability, Hume’s argument would fail. The probability of veridical
testimony is generally high, so the probability that the testimony occurs given that the miracle
did is relatively high, even for Hume. Second, Hume defines a miracle as a violation of the laws
of nature, offering arguments that his definition reflects common usage, understanding, and
practice. Hume notes his definition implies that miraculous events violate universal and
univocal experience. The probability, therefore, that asseverations accurately recapitulate the
unfolding of a miraculous event must always fall below the probability that testimony results
from mendacious witnesses or experiences. Hume’s final illation follows from his principle
regulating the rejection of testimonial evidence.
In general, those who extend Hume’s view to reject even first hand experiences of
miracles augment Hume’s principle while adopting his understanding of miracles.1 For instance,

1

There are some exceptions in the philosophical literature. Clarke (1999), Hughes (1992), and
Dietl (1968) offer alternative notions of miracles which specify miracles in terms of the actions
of supernatural agents.

one might formulate a more general principle as follows:
PrincipleE: Reject any evidence if the probability of the evidence being misleading
exceeds the probability that the evidence is veridical [P(E/notM) > P(E & M)].
This modified dictum demands that not only the Israelites reject Moses’ testimony of
conversing with a burning bush not consumed by the flames, but Moses himself reject the notion
that his experiences are indicative of the miraculous.
4. Difficulties With Hume’s View Applied to NDEs
I assume that any strategy for the dismissal of fantastical experiences and testimony
thereof has three goals the satisfaction of which challenges any sceptic. First, one wants to avoid
treating each token of the same type of challenge separately. That is, one seeks to dismiss
testimony of miracles generally, as opposed to looking at every individual case. Anyone who
has held an unpopular view for any amount of time can attest to the desirability of this first goal,
even were it to result in a diminution of the overall strategy to the status of a heuristic. As
atheists know, nearly every theist believes they can convince one of the error of one’s ways.
Pragmatic concerns loom large when one faces so many potential challenges to one’s views.
General application of this criteria requires a reasonable typology of testimony and experience.
However, in the present case of near-death experiences the type is clearly specifiable. Second,
one strives for a substantive dismissal free of arbitrariness or dogmatism. The perception of
arbitrariness or dogmatism in the advocation or defense of a given view motivates the sceptic in
his or her incredulousness. One would hope, therefore, to avoid such aberrant reasoning in one’s
own view. Third, the burden of proof ought to remain with the advocate. Though dogmatism is
undesirable, debates must occur within the context of one’s own world view. Arguments
perceived as valid but unsound can provide no normative fulcrum.
Appropriating Hume’s argument to dismiss testimony of near-death experiences or the

experiences themselves faces two serious objections. To start, NDEs do not obviously violate
Hume’s notion of a law of nature. For Hume a law of nature is an association in one’s mind
between events formed as the result of a constant conjunction of those events in experience.
Given this notion of a natural law, one has little reason to suppose that natural laws apply to the
highly disanalogous postmortem state. Since the events of an NDE do not fall under the
categories of lived experience, and hence those experience-induced associations, they prima
facie do not violate natural laws.
One designates testimony or experiences miraculous in the context of Hume’s argument
to classify them as extremely improbable in that they violate universal and univocal experience.
However, NDE’s are relatively common among people revived after short periods clinical death.
Most estimates place the rate of NDEs between twelve and eighteen percent of those who suffer
a life-threatening crisis, with some estimates as high as fifty percent.5, 8, 9, 12, 13 Statistical
mensuration suggests between eight and thirteen million people report NDE phenomena each
year.5, 11, 12 Given these numbers, NDEs seem a far cry from violations of universal and univocal
experience.
Neo-Humean sceptics might argue that though NDEs do not fall under Hume’s
characterization of miracles, they nevertheless warrant rejection on the basis of principleE.
Specifically, the probability of truthful testimony or veridical experience of an afterlife
[P(NDE & A)] does not exceed the probability that the testimony is false or the experience
misleading [P(NDE/notA)]. The difficulty lies in assigning probabilities to NDE events in a
non-question-begging fashion. For Hume, the relevant probabilities have two major
components; (1) the probability one assigns to the existence of an afterlife, and (2) the
probability that the testimony results from deception or the experiences are misleading. In the

case of testimony that one had a near-death experience, the probability of deception is relatively
low. Studies using a variety of survey methods offer the same approximate rates for NDEs. 9, 12-14
Nor do studies demonstrate a significant correlation between foreknowledge of NDEs and
likelihood of reporting an NDE. In fact, some studies seem to show an inverse correlation.8, 9, 13,
15

Arguments as to the veracity of accounts presented by individuals who popularize NDEs are

probably more problematic. For the purposes of argument, I’ll stick to the best case scenario for
NDEs.
Ironically, independent evidence that a person is deceiving or deceived in their
experience or testimony proves largely irrelevant for Hume. The probability assigned to the
existence of an afterlife is the primary determinant of the likelihood that near-death experiences
or testimony are misleading. I, therefore, turn to the estimation of the probability of the
existence of an afterlife.
Like Hume, atheist sceptics run a serious risk of letting their strong disbelief in an
afterlife do most of the work in estimating the probabilities. As Micheal Levine notes,
...therein lies the entire tale of his [Hume’s] argument against justified belief in miracles whether on the basis of testimony or first-hand experience. He would insist that his
principles of reasoning about empirical matters, and his philosophical empiricism (i.e.,
his theory of "impressions" and "ideas") show that supernatural explanation cannot be
justified experientially. In the case of a prophet accurately predicting events, or the
"holy-person" pointing their finger and people falling dead, Hume would say that
experience justifies us in believing that the event prophesied will come to pass and that if
the holy-person lifts their finger in our direction we are justified in running away-and
foolish if we do not. But we are not justified in believing such events to be miracles.16
In short, the nature and quality of evidence becomes largely irrelevant in light of the
sceptic’s philosophical commitments. The same holds true, I suggest, for the theist. PrincipleE
introduces a dogmatic or doctrinal element into the debate. Like Hume’s principleT, principleE
bases acceptance or rejection of evidence on the ratio of the relative probability of the evidence

given the negative state of affairs and the probability of the evidence and the affirmative state of
affairs. Thus, the principle introduces a nearly insurmountable barrier to accepting evidence that
runs contrary to strongly held belief, regardless of the quality of the evidence. I should note that
this criticism can be made without supposing (e.g., like Earman) that the probability of a law of
nature is 1 on Hume’s account.
5. The Babbage-Earman Approach
In a recent lucid and enjoyable book, John Earman reconstructs the a Bayesian principle
governing belief update for multiple witnesses of the same event from the work of Charles
Babbage. One might apply this principle to testimony of NDEs:(17, p.55)

Where M stands for a miracle, ti(M) testimony of a miracle, E for the evidence, K for
background knowledge , q= Pr(ti(M)/¬M&E&K), and p= Pr(ti(M)/M&E&K)
I have two general reasons for not adopting the Babbage-Earman principle. First, the BE formula prescribes that one evaluate each new instance of testimony, thereby failing to achieve
the first goal of dealing with the fantastical. Rather than saying, “not interested,” Babbage and
Earman must dutifully recalculate every time Jehovah's Witnesses come to the door. Second, I
find the principle too arbitrary. Specifically, I have no idea how to assign the probability to p in
the above equation. What is the probability of Bob’s truthfully testifying to the near-death
experience of an afterlife given that there is an afterlife and all of one’s experiences and

background knowledge?
This second objection amounts, of course, to a particular version of a general criticism of
Bayesianism, i.e., from whence come the prior probabilities. However, the criticism is rendered
more potent when one must estimate prior probabilities in the context of counterfactual
ontologies. It also seems clear that Bayesians cannot take solace in the sorts of convergence
results offered by Gaifmin and Snir or Blackmore and Dubins. Bayesians often offer
convergence results to mitigate the seeming arbitrariness of prior probabilities. Convergence
results, they suggest, show that individuals with quite different initial probabilities will
eventually converge in their posterior probabilities as the number of shared observations goes to
infinity. Thus, the Bayesian suggests, any arbitrariness in one’s initial probabilities is of
relatively little consequence. Suppose one follows the Bayesian in granting the relevancy of
theorems contingent upon numbers of shared observations finite creatures will never
approach–even asymptotically. Individuals have no shared counterfactual observations, and
lacking the engine of shared observations, posterior probabilities need not converge as the
number of observations goes to 4.2
6. An Alternative Neo-Humean Principle
So, on my view the Babbage-Earman approach demands too much of the atheist in that
each case must be evaluated, and in that it demands one generate probabilities which seem both
obscure and recalcitrant to correction by shared experience. As I have portrayed it, the Humean
argument fails in that its tenet regulating the acceptance or rejection of evidence incorporates a
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Convergence results also carry several caveats; (1)Applicable exclusively to agents with
considerable agreement in priors, (2) convergence is not guaranteed in relatively short time
periods, (3) The guaranteed convergence usually relates to predictions, not theoretical
hypotheses. See, for instance, Talbott (2001).

seemingly unwarranted strong ontological bias. The result seems to be a propensity to beg the
question with regard to cases of strong evidence against strongly held beliefs. In the case of
Hume, I agree with Levine that Hume’s empiricist commitments lead him to reject the possibility
of miracles because to accept testimony or experiences as evidence for a belief, those
experiences or testimony must at least be analogous enough to our past experience to have a
natural, i.e., non-miraculous causes.16, 18
Despite the above criticism, I believe that elements of Hume’s argument contain insights
that tell against a supernatural construal of NDEs. Ironically, I believe that the very passages
that spark the above criticism of Hume contain his insights, i.e., Hume’s emphasis on the search
for natural causes of experiences attested to by others or direct experience. One elucidative tact
contains Hume’s discussion of the human proclivity to prevaricate and/or hyperbolize, as well as
his attempts to ground testimony in analogies to past experience. Here Hume seems to portray
his view as an attempt to understand testimony of the miraculous in light of the reliability of
processes responsible for the evidence, prior belief, and alternative hypotheses. This approach,
even if too generous a reading of Hume, engenders a fruitful animus for cases like NDEs:
PrincipleGE: Reject candidate evidence from processes deemed unreliable (i.e., not likely to
generate veridical evidence for a given state of affairs) in light of a reasonable understanding of
the process(es) which generate the evidence.
I believe that principleGE satisfies the three criteria I mentioned earlier regarding the
dismissal of testimony and experiences of the fantastical. Since the dismissal of candidate
evidence proceeds on the basis of process reliability, principleGE treats classes of testimony as
classes. The principle avoids dogmatism and arbitrariness by requiring low reliability given a
reasonable understanding of the actual process that generates the evidence in order to reject the
evidence. In other words, one must do one’s homework with regard to certain types of

experiences or testimony. However, once the work has been done, one need no longer approach
each instance of that type of experience or testimony with a blank slate. To see how the
principle works in practice, let us return to NDEs.
6. The Neuroscience of the NDE
Many of the researchers as well as advocates of NDEs as evidence of an afterlife seem
subject to the fallacy of oversimplified cause.8, 19 Specifically, they tend to look for or expect the
single physiological cause of all aspects of NDE in all individuals who report NDEs. Such a
tact strikes me as a gross oversimplification of a highly complex and separable set of
phenomena. It is likewise a gross oversimplification of a highly complex physical system.
Instead, near-death experiences are likely to vary in both their causes and background
conditions. It is, nevertheless, sufficient for the rejection of any given NDE, that at least one
plausible natural explanation schema exists for each of the aspects of that NDE.
In general, research in neuroscience provides one with two important types of arguments
to the effect that experiences reported by individuals who suffer a life-threatening crisis are not
reliable perceptions of an afterlife. First, neurophysiological processes provide one with highly
plausible alternate explanations of a great deal of the phenomenology associated with NDE’s.
Second, research indicates that the various phenomenological effects are not unique to neardeath situations, but occur in situations not likely to result in veridical experiences of an afterlife.
The existence of other situations giving rise to the phenomenological effects associated with
NDEs again points to common physiological mechanisms as opposed to features of a paranormal
environment.
Pain to Pleasure
Several researchers propose a quite plausible physiological explanation for this aspect of

many near-death experiences.20-23 A group of endogenous peptide hormones that bind to opiate
receptors in the brain called endorphins diminish painful sensations, even to the point of
generating intense pleasure. Endorphins can also act as anxiolytic agents engendering
sensations of salubrity and belonging. Theories linking endorphins with the pain to pleasure
aspect of NDEs focus on $-endorphins. This particular class of
endorphins are produced along with adrenocorticotrophic hormone
(ACTH) by intermediate lobe of the pituitary gland. $-endorphin
injection induces a pronounced analgesia extending throughout the
body for hours. Tests using opiod antagonists like naolone suggest $endorphin potency is approximately twenty times that of morphine.
Numerous psychological and physiological stressors elicit $-

Figure 1 Endoprhin m olecule. C onsisting
of chains of am ino acids endorphins are
released by the brain into synaptic
junctures like neurotransm itters. The
am ino sequence for $-endorphin is
Tyr-G ly-G ly-P he-M et-Thr-Ser-G lu-Lys-S
er-G ln-T hr-Pro-L eu-V al-T hr-L eu-P he-Ly
s-A sn-A la-Ile-V al-Lys-A sn-A la-H is-LysG ly-G ln-O H (Snyder 1986)

endorphin release resulting in states comparable to the pain to pleasure
aspects of NDEs. For instance, scientists suppose that the secretion of endorphins during
prolonged periods of exercise are responsible for the euphoric feelings called “runner’s high”.
Likewise, opiate compounds like morphine and heroin bind to the same brain receptors and
cause the same effects of diminished pain or pleasure and Elysium.
In addition the to endorphin hypothesis, Morse has proposed elevated levels of serotonin
as a source of the pain to pleasure aspect of
NDEs.24 Serotonin, or 5-HTP, is an
inhibitory neurotransmitter synthesized by
the brain from the amino acid tryptophan.
Figu re 2: Chem ical Structure of the N eurotransm itter Serotonin

The well-known and widely used antidepression medications Prozac and Zoloft increase levels of serotonin in the brain by inhibiting

the breakdown and reuptake of serotonin by neurons. Increasing levels of serotonin can reduce
food cravings, drug cravings, compulsive behavior, irritability, anxiety and depression and
increase feelings of happiness and well-being. Euphoria has been reported as a side-effect of
above-average doses of serotonin reuptake inhibitors.25 Though Morse’s concerns himself
primarily with serotonin’s potential link to temporal lobe excitation, he has also conducted
animal studies which seem to suggest that pain perception is influenced by serotonin levels and
that serotonin plays a role in stress response.24
The Temporal Lobe Locus
Indeed, Morse claims that the foremost virtue of his serotonergic hypothesis lies in the
potential for serotonergic temporal lobe activation inducing effects identical to those
documented by Columbia neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield. In 1938 Penfield performed
neurosurgeries to remove scar tissue to alleviate the symptoms of focal epilepsy in patients.

Figu re 3: The M ajor Lobes of the B rain. The T em poral Lobe is Located B elow the L ateral
Fissure

Patients remain conscious during neurosurgery and require no general analgesic so that they can

accurately report their conscious experiences during such operations. To minimize collateral
damage of healthy tissue, Penfield administered electrical stimulation directly to small areas of
the cortical surface of the temporal lobe. Penfield then used the verbal feedback of his patients
as to effects of the stimulation to map the cortex prior to tissue removal. Penfield’s surgical
practice allowed him to explore and map large regions of the neocortex, particularly the temporal
lobe. Penfield observed and reported that electrical stimulation during neurosurgery generated
psychical hallucinations, memories, and religious visions which patients perceived as actually
occurring.26 One striking aspect of Penfield’s work was his discovery that temporal lobe
stimulation elicited sensations of memories proceeding forward at a normal temporal

Figu re 4: M ajor com ponents of the lim bic system lateral view

progression. Electrical stimuli elicited only a single memory at a time, and manipulating the
stimulus allowed Penfield to stop and replay the sensations almost like a videotape of one’s life
experiences. Morse also notes one instance of temporal lobe stimulation resulting in a patient

vociferating "Oh God, I am leaving my body."24
Whether Morse’s serotonergic hypothesis or others discussed below, most physiological
explanations of NDEs build on Penfield’s link between brain functions of the temporal lobe and
mental states. The main structure of interest in explaining NDEs is the hippocampus. The
hippocampus is neurologically ancient a bilateral cortical structure of the middle temporal lobes
considered to be part of the limbic system. The hippocampus (sea horse in Latin) owes its name
to its shape in histological sections. Phylogenetically, the limbic system is the oldest part of the
cerebral cortex. The limbic system includes the amygdala, anterior thalamic nucleus, cingulate
gyrus, fornix, hippocampus, hypothalamus, mammillary bodies, medial forebrain bundle,
prefrontal lobes, septal nuclei, and other areas. The limbic system, and hence the hippocampus,
is implicated in memory function, attention, and emotions, among other things 27
Not surprisingly, the first temporal lobe model for NDE was based upon temporal lobe
epileptic seizures caused by sclerotic cell damage in the hippocampus. The symptoms of
temporal lobe seizures include hallucinations of one or more sensory modalities, lip-smacking,
twitching , and similar motor effects, spontaneous emotions, memory flashbacks,
depersonalization, out-of-body feelings, and distortions of time and space.28 Saavedra-Aguilar
and Gomez-Jeria, for instance, hypothesize that stress induced neuropeptide and neurotransmitter
(leu-enkephalin, met-enkephalin, and $-endorphin) release coupled with decreased oxygen
generated NDE experiences via over-excitation of hippocampal cells.28 Saavedra-Aguilar and
Gomez-Jeria cite extensive evidence that moderate stress and brain trauma trigger endogenous
peptide release, and that these peptides play a fundamental role in regulating hippocampal
excitation.28
The most recent model for the neuropathology of NDEs is based upon the similarities

between NDEs and ketamine induced hallucinations.29-34 Ketamine is short-acting hallucinogenic
dissociative anaesthetic marketed by Parke Davis as Ketelar. Ketamine is an
arylcyclohexylamine chemically similar to PCP (phencyclidine) though safer. Veterinarians
administer Ketamine as a cheap general anaesthetic. Its affordability combined with the absence
respiratory depression have also resulted in its frequent used during pediatric surgical procedures
in third world countries. 35 Anaesthetic effects result from patient dissociation (they do not really
mind the pain or particularly feel that it is their pain), though Ketamine is usually combined with
sedatives to bring about unconsciousness in medical procedures.35
Ketamine induces a profound hallucinatory experience comparable to NDE in that
subjects will often insist on the reality of their experiences, which can include feelings of
floating and disembodiment, traveling through a dark tunnel, conviction that one is dead, a wide
range of visual and auditory hallucinations including “seeing spirits” and “telepathic
communication with God”, reliving earlier life events, mystical states, and peace and
tranquility.29-34, 36 Ketamine acts as a non-competitive glutamate antagonist. Glutimate, the
primary excitatory neurotransmitter in the cerebral cortex, acts through the mechanism of
post-synaptic binding to NMDA receptors, multisubunit proteins forming calcium and sodium
selective ion channels in neuronal membranes. Glutamate binding facilitates membrane
depolarization by opening ion channels enabling
influx of sodium and calcium. Abnormally high
levels of glutamate caused by such conditions as
hypoxia, hypoglycemia, and epilepsy result in

Figu re 5: G lutam ate’s Chem ical Structure

excitotoxic cell death. Ketamine binds to the 'PCP' site inside the ion channel of NMDA
receptors thereby blocking ion influx, thereby potentially preventing excitotoxic cell death. 29-32

Ketamine itself is non-endogenous and thus unlikely to provide the mechanism of NDEs.
However, Jansen proposes that known endogenous peptides such as "-endopsychosin which
bind to the PCP site of NMDA receptor as well as large ions like magnesium and zinc (which
bind within the ion channel at non-PCP sites of NMDA receptors, blocking the inflow of ions
when the channel is open) can explain NDEs as a side-effect of a naturally evolved antiexcitotoxic mechanism acting in cases of excess cortical glutamatergic activity.30-32, 37 In addition
to "-endopsychosin, researchers have identified many other endogenous ligands and peptides
that show an affinity for the PCP binging site or are
otherwise implicated in reduced excitotoxicity by
NMDA binding.337-41 Some of these substances also
have opiate properties. On Jensen’s account natural
variation in the efficacy of this protective mechanism
explains both subjective differences in NDEs, the
variable susceptibility of individuals to NDEs, and the
occurrence of NDEs in some patients who were really
Figu re 6: Schematic Illustration of the N M D A receptor w ith binding
sites. Five subunits (probably) com pose the N M D A receptors, w hich
can be various combinations of six know n subunit types. The
polyam ine binding site show n above is specific to N R 2B subunit and
is not present in all N M D A receptors.

not even in danger of dying.

Out of Body Experience (OBE)
Theories implicating the temporal lobe and hippocampus explain both the presence and
absence of the remaining aspects of the actual NDEs, including out of body experiences, tunnel
traveling, life recapitulation, meeting luminous beings, and detached sense of death. It is
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These include Desglycinyl remacemide (DGR), (+)-SKF10,047, haloperidol, (-)-PPAP,
10 microM PCP , MK-801, and $-endopsychosin.

nevertheless useful to flush out the argument of this paper by indicating proposed explanations
and alternative causes of each of these aspects.
Recall persons reporting NDEs often describe sensations of departing from their physical
body and observing themselves and their environment from outside of their body. OBEs have a
number of causes not associated with clinical death. Blackmore lists dreams, daydreams,
memories, relaxing and falling asleep, meditation, epilepsy, anoxic seizures, electrical
stimulation of the right angular gyrus (temporal limbic system), migraine, anesthetic, and
recreational drugs like LSD, to which one ought add sleep paralysis. 13, 20, 21, 42, 43
Surprisingly, clear-cut, non-anecdotal studies demonstrating either the verisimilitude or
lack thereof of reports of out of body experiences exists. This lack of evidence is not due a lack
of effort on the part of afterlife interpreters, though the lack of studies reflects indifference on the
part of scientists, some of whom have relevant data.20, 44, 45
Blackmore (1991) outlines and advocates a functional theory based on the effects of
anoxia that one might call the “most stable model” hypothesis. On Blackmore’s view the brain
creates multiple models of the world as part of its normal functioning, from which it generates
what one consciously perceives as reality. She theorizes that the brain
...does this by comparing all the models it has at any time and choosing the most stable
one as "reality." ... The model created by the senses is the best and most stable the system
has. It is obviously "reality," while that image I have of the bar I’m going to go to later is
unstable and brief. The choice is easy. By comparison, when you are almost asleep, very
frightened, or nearly dying, the model from the senses will be confused and unstable. If
you are under terrible stress or suffering oxygen deprivation, then the choice won’t be so
easy. All the models will be unstable.(13, p.40)

Under conditions of model instability, Blackmore hypothesizes that the brain sometimes adopts
an external model.
So my explanation of the OBE becomes clear. A memory model in bird’s-eye view has

taken over from the sensory model. It seems perfectly real because it is the best model the
system has got at the time. Indeed, it seems real for just the same reason anything ever
seems real.13
Research on memory seems to support Blackmore’s multiple model hypothesis in the case of
separate internal (field) and external (observer) memory encoding.46, 47
The probable physiological locus of OBEs is the temprolimibic system, and all of the
major NDE explanations have some claim to effecting that system. Saver and Rabin note that
the temporolimbic system tags certain encounters with external or internal stimuli as
depersonalized, derealized, crucially important, harmonious, and/or joyous, prompting
comprehension of these experiences within a religious framework.48 Studies utilizing statistical
parametric mapping of positron emission tomography indicate significant negative correlations
between REM state sleep and bilateral regional cerebral blood flow, in dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, parietal cortex (esp. supramarginal gyrus), posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus and
positive correlations with pontine tegmentum, left thalamus, both amygdaloid complexes,
anterior cingulate cortex and right parietal operculum blood flow, thereby implicating the
temporolimibc system in acquisition and consolidation of emotionally influenced memories .49
As a result, activation of limbic structures during neocortical inhibition of the neocortex
associated with REM states has been suggested as an explanation of reports of dissociated
oneiric visual memories of one’s sleep milieu.44 Similarly, studies suggest that endorphins lower
temporolimibic seizure thresholds providing a potential opiate peptide mechanism for
temporolimibic genesis of OBEs and NDEs generally.40, 50, 51
Perhaps most impressively, Blanke and his collaborators found that electrical stimulation
of the right angular gyrus induces OBEs (see figure 4).52 Like Penfield, Blanke and his team
made the serendipitous discovery during electro-stimulatory brain mapping of an epileptic. They

found that repeated stimuli generate repeated OBEs. The report makes sense since the right
angular gyrus integrates information from the vestibular system regarding position and motion of
the head and information about the position of the body and limbs from the somatosensory
system used in spatial cognition tasks involving body and space awareness, and logical
sequencing.52
Life Recapitulation
Life review experiences not associated with near-death experiences seem to be less
common. As mentioned above, they can occur during epileptic seizures and when taking
ketamine. Faber and Johnson report a case of palinopsias representing spontaneous recall of
memories from a 10-year period thirty years prior. The visual hallucinations began concurrent to
the initiation of prophylactic whole-brain radiation therapy following the removal of a metastatic
adenocarcinoma in the region of the right cuneus.53 Robertson reports involuntary “vivid recall”
of past experiences in four patients occurring as an incidental effect of clinical administration of
Fluoxetine (Prozac).54
Given Penfield’s observations that temporal lobe stimulation induced memories
proceeding forward at a normal real time rate, it should come as no surprise that physiological
explanations of life review episodes in NDEs focus on the temporal lobe. Saavedra-Aguilar’s
opiate neuropeptide theory, Morse’s serotonin theory, Blackmore’s multiple models hypothesis,
and Jansen’s endogenous glutamate antagonist conjecture all focus on the temporal lobe.
Tunnel Traveling
Several sorts of situations can result in tunnel experiences that are not associated with
traveling to the afterlife. The list of such situations includes epileptic seizure, migraine, hypoxia
of all sorts including that induced by high g-forces, falling asleep, meditating, just relaxing,

pressing on one’s eyes, and under the influence of drugs like LSD, psilocybin, mescaline,
marijuana, anesthetics, pain killers, and ketamine.
Like the other aspects of NDEs, glutamate antagonism can cause tunnel traveling
sensations. However, the probable neurological locus of tunnel experiences is the visual cortex.
The prominent physiological theories of tunnel traveling experiences all focus on the effects of
large scale visuocortical instability or disinhibition. Such instability or disinhibition can result
from many sources. For example, LSD, psilocybin, and psilocin (mushrooms) all antagonize
serotonin causing disinhibition.
In work involving a number collaborators
and stretching over 20 years Cowan and associates
have developed a model whereby variably induced
instability of the uniform homeostasis of area V1 in
the visual cortex engenders motile visuocortical
activity. The spatial scale of the resulting patterns
in the visual field (i.e., what you see) is determined
by the architecture of V1 and the corticalretinotopic map.4 Such moving patterns can seem
like moving through a tunnel.51-53 Cowan and
associates account for the light at the end of the
tunnel in terms of a slow moving epileptiform
Figu re 7: (a)Retino-cortical transform. Logarithm ic spirals in the visual
field m ap to straight lines in V 1. (b,c) The action of the m ap on the outlines
of funnel and spiral form constants. From B resslof et al 2002.
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propagation of waves of long-range excitatory

Cowan and associates model V1 quite plausibly as the continuum limit of a reticulate collection of
interconnected hypercolumns, which are in turn constituted by interconnected iso-orientation columns such that
interhypercolumn connectivity renders it invariant through Euclidean group (E2) transformations.

interactions.
Blackmore and Troscianko (1989) have offered and alternative theory of tunnel illusions
based upon increasing visuocortical noise induced by increasing disinhibition. Brain activity is
normally kept stable by some cells inhibiting others. Disinhibition (the reduction of this
inhibitory activity) produces too much activity in the brain. This can occur near death (because
of lack of oxygen) or with drugs like LSD, which interfere with inhibition. Blackmore and
Troscianko note the disproportionately large percentage of cortical cells representing the fovea
(center) of the visual field. They reason that perceived light from random noise generated by
disinhibition would appear the most intense at the center of the visual as those areas have the
greatest number of cortical cells. As levels of disinhibition increase the most intense light would
seem to spread out from the center until the entire field was light.13, 55
Luminous Beings Familiar and Unfamiliar
Experiences of meeting people or having conversations have long been reported by
people taking hallucinogenic drugs such as peyote, mushrooms, and LSD for recreation as well
as in the context of religious ceremonies. People have also reported such experiences under
anesthesia, with mild cerebral anoxia, during epileptic seizures, and electrical stimulation of the
temporal lobe.
The physiological mechanisms of the tunnel and the life recapitulation would seem to
explain this aspect of the NDE. The temporal lobe generates the auditory and visual experiences
of people, while the light generated by noise in the visual cortex gives them their glowing aspect.
Detached Sense of Death
Similarly, most of the drugs discussed in this section can engender sensations of
disassociation, i.e., a sense of detachment or separation from one’s experience or environment.

Similarly, many psychological disorders, such as depression, anxiety disorders have this
symptomology. It is also associated with temporal lobe electrostimulation, epileptic seizures,
hypoxia, and shock. There is, therefore, a cornucopia of explanations for this aspect of the
experience.
7. Sociology of the NDE
In addition to biological/physiological explanations of near-death experiences,
sociological and anthropological research suggests that one’s culture and life-experiences shapes
both the content of NDEs and the how one understands and reports the content of those
experiences.
In Experiences Near Death: Beyond Medicine and Religion, Allan Kellehear reviews the
literature on NDEs across cultures. Particularly focusing on non-western ,non-industrialized
cultures, Kellehear notes that the incidence of reports of tunnel experiences and life review
experiences rarely occur in hunter-gather societies. Such experiences likewise have a much
lower incidence in less industrialized societies like China and India.56 Murphy reports similar
findings in Thailand.57 Kellehear also suggests the cultural influences such as religious emphasis
on personal responsibility might raise the incidence of reported life reviews. Other research
suggests chronological age may be an factor in reporting of life review experiences.58
Another important, though often unreported, difference among after death experiences
lies in the sorts of beings reported by subjects. Among the reported beings not associated with
the afterlife are animals, living people, and cartoon characters. Children are quite likely to report
seeing teachers, living people, pets, and cartoon characters.11, 13, 59
8.) Conclusion
The combination of the sociologically dependance of important features of NDEs, the

presence of well-founded neurological (nonparanormal) explanations for all aspects of NDEs,
and the existence of alternative (nonparanormal) causes for all aspects of NDEs establishes the
unreliability of the processes underlying near death experiences with regard to the generation of
veridical perceptions of an afterlife. PrincipleGE prescribes the rejection of such experiences as
evidence of an afterlife. This result satisfies Hume’s general intent of dismissing testimony of
miracles without begging the question by overruling all testimony based solely upon prior
ontological commitments. Finally, the argument achieves the tri-partite goals of the rational
sceptic by dismissing evidence types as opposed to tokens, avoiding arbitrary or dogmatic
dismissals, and maintaining an equitable distribution of the burden of proof.
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Voices of Lana'i: Two Sections of Steve Heller's Historical Novel in Progress, Private
Island
2842, 2560
Writers at Work: The Roles of Memory, Imagination, and Research in the Process of
Drafting Narratives
2550
Writers at Work: The Roles of Memory, Imagination, and Research in the Process of
Drafting Narratives
2550

Heller
Helms
Heneveld
Henry
Hermanson

Nadine
Nancy
Paula
Marianne
Robert

Visual Arts
Cross Disciplinary
Architecture
Music
Cross Disciplinary

MOM: Spoken Portraits; forensic art composite imaging and its relationship to portraiture
Life Songs: Remembering Self Through Sound
Archetypes in Architecture: Machu Picchu
"Music: An Appreciation" The Effects of Music in Higher Education
New Depths: Surface and Flatness in Architecture and Film: A Series of Convolutes

2440
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2412
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Hibble
Hicks
Higman
Himma

Anna
Virginia
Perry
Kenneth

Hines
Ho

Thomas
Cathi

English
Language
Literature
Philosophy
Other Areas of Arts and
Humanities
Architecture

Ho
Ho
Hoagland
Hodges

Hubert
Mei-ching
George
Margaret

Music
Speech/Communication
Linguistics
Art History

Holland

Nola

Dance

Hong

Jeffrey

Hsu

Chin-Yuan

Literature
Other Areas of Arts and
Humanities

Hu
Hudak
Humphries
Hunter
Hurd, Jr.
Huskey
Igrek

Cuijun
Kelly
John
Alexa
James
Sybil
Apple s

Linguistics
Cross Disciplinary
Architecture
Performing Arts
Theatre
Dance
Philosophy

Ippolito

Jean

Art History

Ishibashi

Kentaro

Isiorho

Edna

Isiorho
Ismail

Solomon
Rahil

Art
Other Areas of Arts and
Humanities
Other Areas of Arts and
Humanities
History

Jackson
Jakavonyte

Eric
Laimute

History
Philosophy

Jamsheed

Sheeda

Film

Title
"The Changing Faces of Literacy in the Classroom": An Exploration of How Post
Secondary Reading and Writing Instructors are Responding to New Definitions of Literacy
and the Divergent Needs of their Diverse Students
The Language of the Minoans
Towards a Common Voice: Landscape in the Poetry of the Americas
Razian Authority and the Moral Justification of State Coercion
From Text Selection to CCIP Certification: Learning the Essentials of How to Construct
Your Business French Course
Geo-Tourism: Architecture and Tourism for the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
Developing a Formal Paradigm for "Poeme Electronique" as a Piece of Musical
Multimedia
Stretching the Phone Lines: Ideology in Radio Talk Show Hosts' Advice-Giving
The Syntax and Measure of Poor Human Prose: Metaphor and Metonymy
Blanche Lemco van Ginkel: A Pioneering Woman in Canadian Architecture
Collaborative Teaching: Enabling Non-Musician Dancers to Creat Original Sound Scores
through Music Technology
Manifesto of Revolts: Comments on the Linguistic Features of Bei Dao and Allen
Ginsberg
Life Plan for Elder’s Time
Universals and Cultural Differences in Telephone Conversation Openings around the
World with a Highlight on Mainland Chinese
Drift Skim Float
Reducible Terms: A Forensic Simulation of Houston's Fragments
A Tonic to Repurl the Whorl
Hearing What Cannot Be Said: Women on Menopause
Literature as a Basis for Choreography
Birth of Death

Page
2819
2815
2814
7493
2813
2812
2809
2807
2793
2774
2772
2770
2761
2750
2747
2742
382
415
2740
2688

Japan's Pioneering Contributions to Today's International Art and Technology Movement
"Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed (nothing blue)": Exploring
"Creativity" and Orignality" in the 21st Century

2673

Children, Women, and Water in the Sahel Region of Africa

2671

Children, Women, and Water in the Sahel Region of Africa
A Preliminary Study of the Vietnam War and the Trainee Teacher
Present at the Creation: The Origins of the National Underground Railroad Freedom
Center
A Longing for Holiness as a Subject of Philisophical Analysis
I Wonder if She's had Work Done? "Cosmetic Surgery, the Pornography Industry, and its
Mainstream Effects"

2671
2670

4450

839
7298
2655
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Jennings
Jennings
Jin
Jodry

La Vinia
R.E.
Tao
Joanne

English
Philosophy
Religion
Ethnic Studies

Jodry

Joanne

Language

Jodry
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson

Joanne
Leon
Amber
Philip

Religion
Cross Disciplinary
Ethnic Studies
History

Johnson

Newtona

Literature

Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnston
Johnston

Marvin
Charles
Charles
George
Eleanor

Music
Philosophy
Philosophy
Architecture
Music

Johnston, Jr.
Joines-Novotny
Jordan
Kamal

Paul
Laura
Jessica
Mohammad

Linguistics
Architecture
Film
Architecture

Kamerling

Leonard

Film

Kandemir
Kang
Karahan
Karttunen

Ozge
Soo
Beyhan
Frances

Cross Disciplinary
Art History
Architecture
History

Kasstan
Kaufman

Steve
Frederick

Archaeology
Music

Keaton
Keenan

Shawn
Barry

Music
History

Keitz
Kelly
Kennedy
Kennicott

Dale
Alan
Michael
Leigh

Architecture
Literature
Religion
Film

Title
'A Room and Board Witch': Toni Morrison's Beloved as Practitioner of Kindoki Kia Dia,
Soul Eating Witchcraft
The Biology of the Language of Epistemology or, How to Eliminate Epistemology!
Li Shizheng and the Intellectual Milieu of Buddhism in the Early Tang
Group Activities to Promote Inter-cultural Understanding
The Healing Relationship: The Language of the Relationships that Heal from Socrates to
Modern Psychotherapy
Religion and Psychology: How they Help and Hinder each other in the Healing Process of
Psychic Wounds
Faust/Faustus in Deptford
Peotry as Revolutionary Language in Black Communities
E.P. Roe and the Development of 19th Century Revivalism
The Usability of Multiculturalism as an Approach to Contemporary U.S. Multiethnic
Literature
Pitch Structure and Text in Franz Schubert's "Der Doppelganger": A Foray into Musical
Hermeneutics
Religion and Insanity
Epistemic Privacy
The Balcony and the Keyhole: Erotics of Architecture in Calvino's "Italian Folktales"
"Amor Vincit Omnia" Love in Erich Wolfgang Korngold’s Life and Works
Why North Americans have the Mid Vowel Mergers: A Historical-Linguistics Paradox:
M: OME, Modern Sustainable Living in the Bridge Street Neighborhood
Blood Fetish and Voyeuristic Pleasure in the Cinema of Martin Scorsese
The Minaret - A Vital Element of Islamic Architecture in India
Heart of the Country: A Community Collaborative Ethnographic Film Study of Learning in
Japan
Pedagogic Changing and Museum Design During the Transition from Industrial Society to
Information Society
Teaching Contemporary Art Outside the Western World
Academic Research Library of the Future
Far-Away Neighbor Islands: Pacific Islanders on Nantucket During the Whaling Era
The SCAPE Model for Interdisciplinary Archaeological Investigations in the Forks Region,
Central Saskatchewan, Canada
"Kaminarimon" A Multi-Cultural Exploration of Dance and Music
Nothing Comes from Nothing: Adapting Shakespearean Sonnets to a Modern Musical
Medium
Confucian Self-Cultivation: A Pedagogical Resource for the Teaching of Civility
Global Interior Architecture Pedagogy: Cross-cultural Teaching of Interior Architecture in
Honduras
Estrangement Between Men and Women in the Poetry of William Carlos Williams
Religious and Secular Formations in the Globalizing University
The Film that Galvanized Theatrical Expressionism in America
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Kharus
Kim

Nafla
Soong

Linguistics
Cross Disciplinary

Kim
Kim
King
Kipling

Sun-Young
Cecilia
Sharon
Kim

Literature
Music
Archaeology
Philosophy

Kitchell, Jr.

Kenneth

Literature

Klein

Amanda

Film

Kleine

Michael

Cross Disciplinary

Klima
Kline
Kluge
Knaub
Knific
Knipp
Koike

Gyula
Elric
Cora
Maribeth
Renata
Tammy
Yuko

Philosophy
Philosophy
Literature
Cross Disciplinary
Performing Arts
Film
Linguistics

Kolarov

Nickolai

Film

Kowtko
Krannig
Kratzenstein
Krieger
Krishnan

Stacy
Dora
Marilou
William
Sudarshan

Cross Disciplinary
Dance
History
Cross Disciplinary
Architecture

Kulik

Jennifer

Cross Disciplinary

Kulik

Jennifer

Kun
Kushner
Kushner
Kutnowski
Kwok

Loredana
Donna
David
Martin
Jackie

Theatre
Other Areas of Arts and
Humanities
Music
Music
Cross Disciplinary
Design

La Garce

Melinda

Architecture

Title
"Zinjibari: The politics of ethnic labeling and its implications on language choice
among Swahili speakers of Oman"
Literature as a Mode of Confession: A Case of "The Prelude"
The Damned Individual. Perverted Catholicism in Marieluise FleiBer's "Fegefeuer in
Ingolstadt"
Unreal Reality and the Art
A Symbolic Landscape: Power, Ritual and Markers in Auschwitz
The Art of Dwelling: Walking with Thoreau
The Animal in the Mirror: Using Animals to Define the Human - Homer Through Albertus
Magnus
"Tell Me You Diamonds": Testimony, Memory and Mourning in Jonathan Demme's
"Beloved"
An Interdisciplinary Response to the Sokal Hoax: A Rhetorician, A Computer
Programmer, and a Biochemist Collaborate
The Universality of Logic and the Primacy of Mental Language in the Nominalist
Philosophy of Logic of John Buridan
Reason, "Eros", and Spirit: The Arrangement of Natures in the ‘True City’
Fernande Richter Transplanted: A German-American on the Frontier
Movement for Musicians, Dancers, and Actors
Jazz Meets Classical: Frank Proto's "Quartet for Piano and Strings"
Case Study 5510 & 5510-B: Psychophysiology in the Context of Electronic Media
Lexical and Syntactic Constructions of Japanese Motion Events
"A Man Not From This World" - The Film Music of the Bulgarian Composer Simeon
Pironkoff
None of Us is as Smart as All of Us: A Panel Exploring the Integration of Interdisciplinary
Team Teaching into Academics, the Classroom, and the College
Nijinska Dances the Faun: Revisiting Nijinsky's "L' Apres Midi d'un Faune"
Processions and Processional Organs of Colonial Mexico
Archaeological Evidence and the Philosophy of Science: A Case Study
Rethinking the Symbolism and Imageability of Skyscrapers
Writing and Performing History: "The Immigrant Times" in the Elementary School
Classroom
Intergenerational Theatre and the Child: Documentation of the Influences and Effects of
Participation
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2889
2883
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3162
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1125
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3535
3533
3530

The Depiction of Women in the Mass Media and Ancient Greek Literature
The Hebrew Vocal Music of Richard Wernick
Modest Petrovitch Mussorgsky: “Barbaric” Genius
Books that Secretly Wait
User-oriented Design: A Case Study of Public Space Furniture for Older Persons

3523
3521
7480
3506
5722

Model for Environment Lighting & Renewable Energy Studies Learning/Research Labs
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Lachmayr
Lagana

Lucia
Luciana

Lal

Sanjay

Laleko
Lamie
Lamothe

Oksana
Jenifer
Daphne

Landberg
Landrum
Lang
Lang

Gail
Denise
John
John

Lange
Langenfeld-Rial

Adam
Jonel

Langton
Laurin
Lavine
Lawler
Lawrence
Lawrence
Lawson
Le Ber

Loup
Kathryn
Mike
Michael
Kathleen
Deidra
Dawn
Jocelyne

Leaker

Cathy

LeCarner
Lee

Thomas
Keon Woong

Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee

Katherine
Amy
Steven
Kyeong-Hwa
Kui-Im

"The Changing Faces of Literacy in the Classroom": An Exploration of How Post
Secondary Reading and Writing Instructors are Responding to New Definitions of Literacy
English
and the Divergent Needs of their Diverse Students
Exploring Elderly Latinas' Perceptions of Mental Health Services
Cross Disciplinary
What Makes Artistic Behavior and Response Possible: A Consideration and Critique of
Philosophy
Evolutionary Explanations
When Words Don’t Mean What They Mean: Cultural Literacy and Foreign Language
Second Language Studies Instruction
Philosophy
Applied Humanities: Breaking Out of the Walls of Academia
Dance
Cultural Memory and the Staging of Blackness
An Historical and Theoretical Examination of Advice Given to Young College-Bound
History
Women by Women's Magazines from 1893, 1965-1967, and 2003
Film
Women as Art: Objectification in "Picnic at Hanging Rock"
Literature
William Morris and World Literature
Philosophy
Plato and the necessity of Metaphor
The SCAPE Model for Interdisciplinary Archaeological Investigations in the Forks Region,
Archaeology
Central Saskatchewan, Canada
Theatre
Creative Inspiration through Movement and Role-playing
Creating a Visual Reality: Photographic Reportage at "El Universo", Ecuador's Largest
Cross Disciplinary
and Most Prestigious Newspaper
Marketing Mozart
Cross Disciplinary
Art
Performance, Installation, Concept: A Personal Way with Wood
Philosophy
Theology and Sociology: Correlations
Collaborations for Advancing Humanities in a Comprehensive State College
Cross Disciplinary
Music
"Music: An Appreciation" The Effects of Music in Higher Education
Ethnic Studies
Elian Gonzalez: Young Mother's Speak Out
Theatre
The Visible and the Invisible "In La Machine Infernale" de Jean Cocteau
"We See Things Differently": Speculative Fictions, Humanities Instruction and the "Clash
Literature
of Civilizations"
Redefining the Gift: Derrida and the Transcendentalists Grapple with the Impossibility of
English
Giving
American Studies
Sacrificial Cain in the Modern Workplace
Staging the Learning Process: Empowering Students through Student-Led Writing
English
Workshops in the Humanities
Ethnic Studies
Yuhl-Sheem
Ethnic Studies
Koreatown, Los Angeles: Before and After the 1992 L.A. Riots
Literature
Derrida and Modern Literature
Music
Isang Yun's 'Hauptton' - A Fusion of Asian Philosophy and Western Technique

Lee
Lehner
Lester

Carolyn
Brooklynn
Benjamin

Second Language Studies An Interdisciplinary Approach to Redesigning a Study Abroad Curriculum
Literature
How(e) to Handle an Author
Speech/Communication
Intercultural Discourse and Pragmatics Among Chinese Students
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Topology of Awareness: Therapeutic Implications of Logical Modalities of Awareness
Beethoven's Grosse Fugue and the Cosmos
Remapping a History: Code Switching in Nora Okja Keller's "Comfort Woman"
Daring to Disturb: My Journey Towards a Feminist Theatre Praxis and Pedagogy
Reclaiming "Emily of Emerald Hill"
Celebrants of the Imagination: Wallace Stevens and Willa Cather
Cultural Politics of Techno Music in Taiwan: "Shining 3 Girl"
Capturing the Underlying Structure of a "Segment-Line City" A Syntactic Study of Open
Space Accessibility in Wanchai, Hong Kong A Syntactic Study of Open Space
Accessibility in Wanchai, Hong Kong
The Importance of a Sense of Place in Locating Density and Writing History
Art in Architecture: Expanding Methods of Color Design for Architecture and Allied
Disciplines
The Drama in Science, The Science in Drama.
Arts and Morals: The Moral Regard for Others through Aesthetic Perception
Writing "Mrs. Dalloway"
The Goddess Revisited
Elian Gonzalez: Young Mother's Speak Out
The Significance of Herbert Bayer's Environmental Design in Twentieth Century Art
Teaching the Arts and Humanities: The Importance of Culture
Summoning the Media Ghosts of Globalization: Creating an Interactive, Film-based
Virtual Environment, a Work in Progress
The Politics of Commonwealth: Gloucester in the Early Reformation
The Visual Arts in Medical Education
The Fetishization of Sex: An Investigation of the Discourses of Pornography

Page

Levine
Lewis
Li
Libman
Lim
Limbaugh
Lin

Shellie
Eric
Huihui
Karen
Edna
Elaine
Albert

Cross Disciplinary
Music
Ethnic Studies
Theatre
Theatre
Literature
Cross Disciplinary

Ling
Ling

Michelle
Clarissa

Architecture
Literature

Linton
Lipsky
Lita
Loderhose
Logan
Long
Lorenz
Loss

Harold
Jonathan
Ana
Lisa
Fern
Melissa
Mindy
Catherine

Architecture
Theatre
Philosophy
Literature
Visual Arts
Ethnic Studies
Art History
Cross Disciplinary

Lovaglio
Lowe
Lucero-Criswell
Luedtke

Enrica
Ben
Amber
Dalyn

Cross Disciplinary
English
Visual Arts
American Studies

Luo

Chun-lin

3651

Lupo

Michael

Second Language Studies Strategies in a Sound Discrimination Test: A Pilot Study
Simulating the Apocalypse: Herbert W. Armstrong, Mass Media, and the Prophecies of
Religion
Revelation

Luvaas

Brent

Music

3644

Lynch
Ma
Ma

Suzanne
Jingsong
Li

Literature
Literature
Speech/Communication

Machelidon

Veronique

Literature

MacKay

James

Music

MacLeod

Robert

Architecture

Electro Clashes: The Politics, Practice, and Performance of an Electronic Dance Music
Uplifting the Birthright In James Weldon Johnson's "The Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured
Man"
Political Turmoil and the Six Dynasties Literature
Intercultural Discourse and Pragmatics Among Chinese Students
Disguising the Female Voice: Narratorial (De)Authorization in George Sand's Novel
"Indiana"
Haydn’s Monothematic Sonata Expositions and their Consequences in his
Recapitulations
Architecture Selective Surgery & Necessary Interventions: A Town Planning and
Redevelopment Proposal for Ruskin, Florida
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3178
3572
3573
3711
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7769
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2153
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MacLeod

Robert

Architecture

Mahaffy
Malinak

Samuel
Edward

Cross Disciplinary
Literature

Malkova
Maloney
Maloney
Manley

Marina
Michael
Michael
Mary-Elizabeth

Literature
Art
Art
Dance

Manning
Marmysz

Christopher
John

Marshall
Martin

James
Samantha

History
Film
Other Areas of Arts and
Humanities
American Studies

Martin
Martindale
Martinez
Marvick

Samantha
Lori
Diana
Louis

American Studies
English
Literature
Theatre

Mason

Michele

Ethnic Studies

Massey
Matthews
Matthis

Drew
Claire
Michael

Music
Speech/Communication
Philosophy

Matychuk
Maxwell
Maxwell
May

Paul
Judy
Judy
Eldonna

Linguistics
Cross Disciplinary
Cross Disciplinary
Music

Maze
Maze
Maziad

John
John
Marwa

Architecture
Architecture
Film

McAllister-Viel

Tara

Theatre

McCanna
McCanna
McClaren
McClean

Kerri
Kerri
Rebecca
Shilo

English
Literature
Cross Disciplinary
Film

Title
Measure and Map: Analytical Readings and Speculative Proposals for St. Augustine,
Florida (Undergraduate Architecture Design Studio, University of Florida)
Project Success: A Comprehensive Program for Integrating Innovative Art Instruction into
the Curriculum of High Need Rural Schools
The Dramatic Art of Bartolome de Torres Naharro
What Stories do Roads Tell? (Or Transculturation in Greene's Road Narrative Journey
without Maps)
Alchemy, Art, and Transformation
Folklore, Fairytales, and Freedom
Vertical Dance: The Anti-gravity Movement
A New Era in the Political Life of the Nation: William Dawson's "Fight to Make Black
Americans Part of the Democratic Coalition, 1944-1952"
The Drift from Modernism to Postmodernism in the Rollerball Films, 1975-2002
In Search of Tomorrow
Subverting Symbolic Neocolomialism: The Indian Revolt at "The Sanctuary"
"You're Not Thinking Right": The Connection of HIV with Substance Abuse by Urban
Indians
On Visual Art in Relation to the Word Itself
A Rhetorical Study of Presidential Deception
Brecht, Shakespeare, and the Dynamics of Black Humor
"Heroes Sprout from the Fields": The Manly Discourse on Japan’s First Colony, Hokkaido
Ives's Concord Sonata and Liszt's Sonata in B Minor: A Study in Biography, Form, and
Process
You Can Bank on it: Analysis of Web Site Communication in the Banking Industry
Paralysis as Poetic Phenomenon
A CASE STUDY ON THE ROLE OF CHILD-DIRECTED SPEECH (CDS) IN CHILD
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
A Cause Worth Fighting For
Unsung Heroes
Music & Spiritualism: Celebrating the Life & Achievements of Alan Hovhaness
Developing the Digital Narrative: Implementing Interdisciplinary Storytelling and Emersive
Enviroments in the Education of an Architect
Influencing Design through Dynamic Particle Simulation
Conversation 1
Reexamining Sound through Cross-Cultural/Cross-Discipline Voice Pedagogy: A Study in
Korean P'ansori and Western Voice Training for Actors
Visions and Re-Visions: Using Process as Progress in Service-Learning for Developing
Writers
Tar Baby’s Rescue: Stuck and Unstuck in the Places Where Politics Does Us
The Next Great Social Injustice: Obesity and Discrimination
Trick or Treat: The Use of Digital Effects in Film Narratives
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McCloud
McCormick
McDaniel

Robert
Gerald
Prudence

Cross Disciplinary
Literature
Music

McDonald
McGlothlin
McGlothlin
McGlothlin
McGrosso
McKay
McSorley

Aya Louisa
Mark
Mark
Mark
John
Belinda
Bonnie

Art
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Cross Disciplinary
Literature
Cross Disciplinary

Mecartty
Meeker
Meidlinger
Meier

Frances
Michael
Peter
Melinda

Second Language Studies
Literature
Visual Arts
Communication

Melendy

Brenda

History

Meyer
Meyer
Meyer
Migely
Miller

David
Timothy
Robert
Genevieve
Marilyn

Archaeology
Communication
Cross Disciplinary
Philosophy
Cross Disciplinary

Miller
Miller
Miranda

Gray
Ann
Sandy

Dance
History
Cross Disciplinary

Mitchell
Mitchell

Brenda
Lamata

Art
Cross Disciplinary

Mitchell
Modesitt
Molloy
Molloy

Barbara
Carol
Joe
Joe

Ethnic Studies
Cross Disciplinary
Performing Arts
Performing Arts

Momtazi

Saeed

Cross Disciplinary

Mongell

Courtney

English

Montebruno

Gloria

Literature

Title
Using Authoring Software to Create Humanities Courseware
Towards a Common Voice: Landscape in the Poetry of the Americas
"Music: An Appreciation" The Effects of Music in Higher Education
An Asian Face in the Mirror: The Self-Portraits of Foujita Tsugouharu, a Japanese
Painter in Paris (1913-1929)
Influencing design through dynamic particle simulation
National Chic: The Objectified Sensation of World Exposition
Bastard Son: Legitimizing the Gaming Environment
The String Quartet as an Academic Resource
Colonizing the Antipodes: Women's Writing in Early Queensland, Australia
Source and Resourcefulness in the Theatre of Antonio Buero Vallejo
Learning Grammar from Students' Perspectives: First Year Spanish at the College Level
Sublime Expectations in the Nature Essay
Drawing as Interpretation: Visual Art, Architecture, and Literature
A Critical Perspective: Salt Lake City Murals
Without Revenge or Retaliation: The Expellee Model for Constructing Citizenship in PostWorld War II Germany
The SCAPE Model for Interdisciplinary Archaeological Investigations in the Forks Region,
Central Saskatchewan, Canada
The Social Impact of The Internet on Teens and Youth
The String Quartet as an Academic Resource
Contemporary Dualism: Is the Ghost Still in the Machine?
Marketing Mozart
ADAPT (The Association for Dance and Performance Telematics): Multiple Definitions of
Distributed Performance
Revisiting the Biermann Affair: A Formal Protest by East German Writers
Oceana: Mermaids and Sea Goddesses
"Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed (nothing blue)": Exploring
"Creativity" and Orignality" in the 21st Century
All God's Children Got Shoes: The Class Structure in Ma Rainey's Black Bottom
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The Cultural Transmission of Ethnic Identity and Heritage in Multigenerational Households
Breads and Circuses, the Arts as Civilization's Ethical Barometer
Physical Performance Attributes of Band Members
Physical Conditioning of Marching Band Members for Improved Performance
Iranian Tradition of Tolerance as a Historical Root for "Dialogue Among Civilizations"
" Dialogue among Civilizations "

3784
3767
4553
4551

Bridging the Gap: Helping Liberal Arts Students Design their Own Professional Identity
Gazing Subjects, Gazing Objects, Reconfiguring the Gaze in Kawabata Yasunari's
Literature, 1939-1962

4069

3756
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Opening Up the Place Called Home: Writing, Home, and Difference
In Gloria Naylor’s Linden Hills
From Kitsch to Chic: The Transformation of Hawaiian Shirt Aesthetics
"The Changing Faces of Literacy in the Classroom": An Exploration of How Post
Secondary Reading and Writing Instructors are Responding to New Definitions of Literacy
and the Divergent Needs of their Diverse Students
"Chrysanthemum Youth": Enchi Fumiko's Masterpiece

Montgomery
Morgado

Maxine
Marcia

Literature
Cross Disciplinary

Morgan
Mori

Roxanne
Maryellen

English
Literature

Morris

Christopher

Philosophy

Moser
Moslehpour
Mosser
Mullikin
Mullis

Steven
Massoud
Kurt
Lisa
Eric

Music
English
Philosophy
Architecture
Philosophy

Munjee
Muromatsu

Kaneez
Keiko

Cross Disciplinary
Linguistics

Murphy
Murray

Yvonne
Frank

Cross Disciplinary
History

Mutasa

Davie

Myers
Najamuddin

Cheryl
Dr.

Nalcakan
Narita
Naticchia
Needler
Needler

Meral
Tatsushi
Chris
Howard
Howard

Neese
Nelson
Nelson

Kelly
Felecia
Julian

Nibert

Holly

Nickerson
Nickisch
Nittono
Nittono

Matthew
Craig
Miharu
Miharu

Second Language Studies The Language Question in Africa
Global Interior Architecture Pedagogy: Cross-cultural Teaching of Interior Architecture in
Architecture
Honduras
Architecture
The Minaret - A Vital Element of Islamic Architecture in India
Pedagogic Changing and Museum Design During the Transition from Industrial Society to
Cross Disciplinary
Information Society
Literature
Decolonization of the Absolute T. S. Eliot: Traspacific Connections
Human Rights and the Law of Peoples: The Second Attempt
Philosophy
Cross Disciplinary
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2004 Hawaii International Conference on Arts and
Humanities. We look forward to seeing you at the 2005
Conference tentatively scheduled for January 13th –
January 16th at the Sheraton Waikiki Hotel in Honolulu,
Hawaii.
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